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Fr. = Freneii.

Germ. = German.
Gr. = Greek.
H = Law of Holiness.
Heb. = Hebre's".

3eL = Helienisde.
Hex. = Hexarexieh-

Himy. = Himyaritic.
Ir. = Irisii.

Iran. =Iraiiian.

Isr. = Israelite.

J=:Jahwist.
J'=JdtioTah.
Jems. =Jenisaleni.
Jos. =Jo5ephiLs.
LXX= Sepruagint.
Min. = ilinaean.

MS^ = Manuscripts.MX = Massoretic Text.
iL = note.

XT= Xe-sv Tesrament.
Onk. = Lrnkelos.

OT=01d Testament.

P=I*ries:]y Narrative.
PaL = Palestine, Palestinian.
Pent. = Pentateuch.
Pers. = Persian.
Phil. = Philistine.

Phoen. = Phosnician.
Pr. Bk. = Prayer Book.
B = Redactor.
Bora. — Hoi^iJi.

KV = Revised Version.
RVni= Revised Version margin.
Sab. = Sabseam
Sam. = Samaritan.
Sem. = Semitic.

Sept. = Septnagint.
Sin. = Sinaitic.

Skr. = Sanskrit.

Sjtrmi. = Sj.Tomachtis.

Syr. = Syriac.
t. (following a number)= times.
Talm. = Talmud-

Targ. = Targnm.
Tneod. = Theodotion.
TR = TexttLs Receptus, Received Text.
tr. = translated or translation.

VSS = Versions.

Vtilg. , Vg. = Vulgate.WH= Westcou and Hort's text.

n. Books of the Bible

Old Ttitament.

Gn= Genesis.
Ex= Exc^ius.

Lv = LeviricTis.

Xn= Xumbers.
Dt= Deuteronomy.
Jo5=Josaua-
Jg=Jud_'e£.
Ru=Ruth.
1 S. 2 S = 1 and 2 SamueL
1K.2K=1 and 2 Kings.
1 Cb, 2 Ch = l and 2

Chronicles.
Ezr^Ezra.
Xeb = Xehemiaiu
Est = Esther.
Job.
P5= Psalms.
Pr= Prover"r~.

Ec= Eco
'

e^: - -tes.

Apocryrpha.

lEs, 2Es= land2 To= Tobit.
Esdras. Jth = Judith.

Ca= Canticles.
I5=lsaiah.
Jer=Jeremiah-
La= Lamentations.
Ezk = EzekieL
Dn = Daniel.
Ho5= Ho6ea.
.Jl=JoeL
Am=Amos.
Ob= C' r£<iiah-

Jon=Jorah.
Mic= ilicah-
Xah= Xahum.
Hab=Ha^ :-'-:.

Zefh = Ze

Hag= : .

Zec = Zc ^.1.

Mai= MaiachL

Ad. Est = Additions to

Father.
Wis= Wisdom.
Sir = Sirach or Ecclesi-

asticus.

Bar= Baruch.
Three=Song of the Three

Children.

Sus = Susanna.
Bel = Bel and the

Dragon.
Pr. Man = Prayer of

Manasses.
1 Mac, 2 Mac = land 2

Maoabees.

Mt = Matthew.
Mk= Mark-

I

Lk=Liike.
I Jn = John.

I
Ac -Acts.

;
Eo = Romans.

,

1 Co, 2 Co = 1

I
Corinthians.

[
Gal=GaIatian3.

Eph= Erjiiesians.

Ph=-
CoU

Setc Testament.

1 Th, 2 Th = l and 2
Thessalonians.

1 Ti, 2 Ti=l and 2

Timothy.
Tit = Titus.
Philem = Philemon,

and 2 He= Hebrews.
Ja= James.
1 P, 2P=1 and 2 Peter.

1 Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Jn = l, 2,

and 3 John.
Jude.
Rev = Revelation.
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XVlll LISTS OF ABBREVIATIONS

III. For the Literature

Tlie fullowing authors' names, when unacconipanieil by the title of a book, stand for

the works in the list below.

lia.i'th<ien = P'ilrttge zitr sem. Beligioiusffcscfi., I8S8.

l{alii\vin = />i'/. of PhiluMphy and Ps)/c/tol-j;/>/,

3 vols. liK)l-n.-).

litirth = S(/mituiHjii(luiig iti den sem. Sprarhcn,
•2 vols. 1889, 1891 (*1894).

Beiizin''er= //«A. Arrfiaolutjii', 1804.

KriH keiMiann = (x'c^cA. (/. urab. Litteratiir, 2 vols.

1897-1 IK 1-2.

Bruns- Sat'han = N'/r. - /io»i. Hfchfshurh nus dem
fiinften Jithrhuiidnt, 188U.

\\\\A>^e = Gods of the A'lji/ptians, 2 vols. 1903.

Dareniljerg-Sa^'lio = Z)»«7. des ant. grec. et rom.,
1886-90.

l>e la San8saye = ZeA;'6»(A der Religionsgesch.^,
190,1.

V>enii\\y:vT = Enchiridion Si/mboloriim^^, Freiburg
ini Br., 1911.

Ueus3ea = />ie Philos. d. Upanishads, 1899 [Eng.
tr., 1906].

Dou^'hty=^m6K« Deserta, 2 vols. 1888.

iinuun = Deutsche MyHmlogie*, 3 vols. 1875-78,

En-,', tr. Teutonic Mi/thologu, 4 vols. 1882-88.

HarnhxiT'^er = licalencyrlopddie/ur Bihef u. TalniKd,
i. 18701=1892^, ii. 1883, .suppl. 1886, 1891 f., 1897.

l{uU^T= Altrcltisvher Sprachschatz, 1891 tf.

Holtzniann-ZopHel = iexicoji /. Theol. u. Kirchen-

wesen", 1895.

Howitt = .Vn/jre Tribes of S. E. Australia, 1904.

.Jubainville = CoHr.9 de Lift, celtique, i.-xii., 1883 tt'.

l.ii<^ifini;e
= £tudessur Ics religions shnitiqnes'-, 1904.

Lane = .<4« Arahir-English Dictionary, 1863 fl'.

l.Rrn;
= Myth, liitual, and Eeligion-, 2 vols. 1899.

Lep»ins= Dcnkmdler aus Aegypten u. Aethiopien,
1849-1860.

Lichtenberger=J?H^»/c. des sciences religieuses, 1876.

I.i(l/bar8ki= .tfrt7irffrj<cA der nordsem. Epigrajihik,
1898.

MeC'ur(ly = //w<o/y, Prophecy, and the Monuments,
2 vols. 1894-96.

Muir=0ri.7. Sanskrit Texts. 1858-72.
Musft-Amolt = .<4 C'lncise Diet, of the Assyrian

Language, 1894 rt".

Archdologie, 2 vols.

der classischen Alter -

dans I'aniiquiti,

Nowack = Lehrbuch d. heb.

1894.

Pauly- Wissowa = liculencyc.
tuiiiswisscnschiift, 1894 tl".

Perrot-Chipiez= //^/*^. de Vart
1881 ff.

VYQ\\in = Rdmisch6 Mythologie, 1858.

Rcville = jBe//7(0« des penples non-cicilisis, 1883.

li[ehni = Handworterbuch d. bibl. Alterfums'-, 1893-
94.

Robinson =.B("6/ica7 Researches in Palestine'-, 1856.

Roscher= i/CX. d. gr. u. rom. Mythologie, 1884 ff.

Schati-Herzog = r/te New Schaff-Herzog Encyclo-
pedia of Rdig. Knoivledge, 1908 tt".

^c\\Gi\ke\ = BiheI-Lexicon, 5 vols. 1869-75.
Schu^er = (;J^^ 3 vols. 1898-1901 [HJP, 5 vols.

1890 tt".].

Sclnvally = Z('6cH nach dem Tode, 1892.

Siegfried-Stade = .£fe6. Wortcrbuch znm AT, 1893.

^mend = Le/irbnch der alttest. Religionsgesch.^,
1899.

Smith (G. A.) = Historical Geography of the Holy
Lnnd\ 1897.

Smith (W. R.) = Religion of the Semites-, 1894.

Spencer (li.)=- Principles of Sociology^, 1885-96.

Siyencer-Gillen^= Native TribesofCentralAustralia.,
1899.

Spencer-Gillen^ = iV^or^/ienj. Tribes of Central

Australia, 1904.

Swete = TAe OT in Greek, 3 vols. 1893 ff.

Tylor (E. }i.) = PriNiitii;e Culture^ 1891 [^903].
Ueberwe<; = i//5^. of Philosophy, Eng. tr.

,
2 vols.

1872-74.
Weher = Jiidisrhe Theologie anf Grund des Tahmid

n. ver^oandten Schriften'-, 1897.

Wiedemann = Die Religion der alien Aegypter,
1890 [Eng. tr., revised, Religion of the Anr.

Egyptians, 1897].
Wilkinson =:il/rtH?!e?-s and Customs of the Ancient

Egyptians, 3 vols. 1878.

Znnz = Die gottcsdicnstlichen Vortrdge der Juden^,
1892.

2. Peiiodicals, Dictionaries, Encyclopfedias, and other standard works frequently cited.

A A = Arcliiv fiir Antlir()i)()logie.
AAGJ = American Antiquarian and Oriental

Jounial.
yl/i/1 W = .\bhandlungen d. Berliner Akad. d.

W issen.>cli aften .

AE= ATc\nv fiir Ethnographie.
A EG= Af^t^yr. and Eng. Glossary (Johns Hopkins

University).
.(4CG = Abhandlungen der Gottinger Gesellschaft

der Wi.ssenschaften.
/I r/P/i = Archiv fiir (ieschiclite der Pliilosophie.
/I ///^ = American Historical Review,
yl// 7"= Ancient Hebrew Tradition (Ifommel).
/!.//'/( = American Journal of Philology.
yJ,/P,v = American Journal of P.syohology.
J J/iP£'= Anierican Journal of Religious Psj-cho-

logy and ?>tlu(atioii.

/J J^iSZ, = American Journal of Semitic Languages
and Literature.

AJTh = American Journal of Theology.
yl.l/G = Annales du Musie Guimet.
.(4 /'£'6'= American Palestine Exploration Society.
APF—Archw fiir Paiivrusforschuiig.
./!/? = Anthropological Review.
vl7»'ir=Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft.
AS=Aci& Sanctorum (Bollandus).

/46'G = Al)!iandlungen der Siiclisischen Gesellschaft
der Wissenscbaften.

.<4<Soc = L'Annee Sociologique,

.<4»SlF/= Archa?ological Survey of W. India.

.4Z=Allgemeine Zeitung.

.B^ G =: Beitrage zur alien Geschichte.
5.455^= Beitrage zur Assyriologie u. sem. Spracli-

wissenscliaft (edd. Delitzscli and Haupt).
B(7/r= Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique.
B^= Bureau of Ethnology.
BG = Bombay Gazetteer.
/},/= Bellum Judaicum (Josephus).
BL = }jiim\ttou Lectures.
i^i^ii — Bulletin de Litterature Ecclesiastique.
i?OA'=Bab. and Oriental Record.
B5^=Bibliotheca Sacra.
BSA = Annual of the British School at Athens.
55^ .(4 = Bulletin de la Soc. archeologique k Alex-

andrie.

.B<S.4Z,=BulletindelaSoc. d'AnthropologiedeLj-on.
J?.?/1P = Bulletin de la Soc. d'Antliropologie, etc.,

Paris.

5.S'G = Bulletin de la Soc. de Geographie.
Z?7',S'= Buddhist Text Society.
J3ir= Biblical World.
BZ=Bibliscbe Zeitschrift.



LISTS OF ABBREVIATIONS XIX

CAIBL = Comptes rendus de 1'Academic des In-

scriptions et Belles-Lett res.
C£T5= Calcutta Buddhist Text Society.
CE= Catholic Encyclopaadia.
Ci^= Childhood of Fiction (MacCulloch).
CGS=Cu\ts of the Greek States (Farnell).
CI= Census of India.

C/4 = Corpus Inscrip. Atticaruni.
C/£'= Corpus Inscrip. Etruscaruin.
C/(? = Corpus Inscrip. Graecarum.
C/Z= Corpus Inscrip. Latinarum.
(77(5= Corpus Inscrip. Semiticarum.
C(?r= Cuneiform Inscriptions and the OT [Eng.

tr. of KAT^; see below].
C^= Contemporary Review.
Cei2= Celtic Keview.
C/i?= Classical Review.

C^^= Church Quarterly Review.
C<S£i = Corpus Script. Eccles. Latinorum.
DAC=DiGt. of the Apostolic Church.
DA CL = Diet. d'Arch6ologie chretienne et de

Liturgie (Cabrol).
DB= J)ict. of the Bible.

DCA = Dict. of Christian Antiquities (Smith-
Cheethani).

DCB = Dict. of Christian Biography (Smith-
Wace).

Z)CG= Diet, of Christ and the Gospels.
DI=Dict. of Islam (Hughes).
DNB= Dict. of National Biography.
Z)PAP= Diet, of Philosophy and Psychology.
Z)IF^TF = Denkschriften der Wiener Akad. der

Wissenschaften.
JFJ5i= Encyclopaedia Biblica.

EB?-= Encyclopaedia Britannica.
EEFM= Egyp. Explor. Fund Memoirs.
EI= Encyclopaedia of Islam.
EEE= The present work.

Exj)= Expositor.
ExpT= Expository Times.

.FffG'=Fragmenta Historicoruni Graecorum (coll.

C. Miiller, Paris, 1885).
Pi= Folklore.
PiJ"= Folklore Journal.
PZP= Folklore Record.
GA = Gazette Arch^ologique.
GP= Golden Bough (Frazer).

GCr-4=G6ttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen.
GGiV=Gottingische Gelehrte Nachrichten (Nach-

richten der konigl. Gesellschaft der Wissen-
schaften zu Gottingen).

G/.(4P=Grundriss d. Indo-Arischen Philologie.
(r/rP= Grundriss d. Iranischen Philologie.
G'J'F^=:Geschichte des jiidischen Volkes.
G F/= Geschichte des Volkes Israel.

5^^/= Handbook of American Indians.
irZ>P =

Hasting'
Diet, of the Bible.

£rP=Historia Ecclesiastica.

ir(?^i= Historical Geography of the Holy Land
(G. A. Smith).

111= History of Israel.

SJ= Hibbert Journal.
irt/P= History of the Jewish People.
HL = Hibbert Lectures.
jyiV"= Historia Naturalis (Pliny).EWB = Handworterbuch.
/^ = Indian Antiquary.
7(7(7= International Critical Commentary.
TOO = International Congress of Orientalists.
/(7P= Indian Census Report.
/G= Inscrip. Grsecae (publ. under auspices of Berlin

Academy, 1873 fi.).

JGA = Inscrip. Grsecse Antiquissimae.
/G/= Imperial Gazetteer of India '^

(1885); new
edition (1908-09).

/cTP= International Journal of Ethics.
/J'i = International Theological Libiury.
JA = Journal Asiatique.

t/^Pi = Journal of American Folklore.

.7^1/= Journal of the Anthropological Institute.

/^0<S= Journal of the American Oriental Society.
JASB = Journal oi the Anthropological Societj' of

Bombay.
J'.4.S'i?e = Journ. of As. Soc. of Bengal.
/i?i = Journal of Biblical Literature.
J'Pr,S'= Journal of the Buddhist Text Society.
t/Z)= Journal des Debats.
/Z)rA = Jahrbiicher f. deutsche Theologie.
J^P= Jewish Encyclopedia.
J^G(?»S'= Journal of the German Oriental Society.
JHC= Johns Hopkins University Circulars.
J^Zr.S^= Journal of Hellenic Studies.
J'iZ= Jeniier Litteraturzeitung.
t/PA= Journal of Philology.
J'PT/i = Jahrbiicher fUr protestantische Theologie.
J'Pr,S'= Joiirnal of the Pali Text Society.
JQE— Jewish Quarterly Review.
t/jK^/= Journal of the Royal Anthropological

Institute.

J^i2^»S'= Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.
t7i2^.S'Po = Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Bombay branch.
Ji?-(4<S'(7= Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Ceylon branch.
J"-B^<S7vr= Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Korean branch.
i/PGaS^^ Journal of the Royal Geographical Society.
J'P.S'= Journal of Roman Studies.
J'TA.S'^ = Journal of Theological Studies.
KAT'^ = 'Die Keilinscliriften und das AT^

(Schrader), 1883.

^^T^= Zimmern-Winclder's ed. of the preceding
(really a totally distinct work), 1903.

KB or /a5 = Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek (Schra-
der), 1889 fi".

KGF = Keilinschriften und die Geschichtsfor-

schung, 1878.

PCP/=Literarisches Centralblatt.

LOPA= Literaturblatt fiir Oriental. Philologie.
iOP= Introduction to Literature of OT (Driver).
PP= Legend of Perseus (Hartland).
P6'»Si= Leipziger sem. Studien.
il/=Melusine.
ilfj7PP = Memoires de rAcad, des Inscriptions et

Belles-Lettres.

MBA W = Monatsbericht d. Berliner Akad. d.

Wissenschaften.
iIfG7r=Monumenta Germaniae Historica (Pertz).
M(rJT= Mittheilungen der Gesellschaft fiir jiid-

ische Volkskunde.
MG IFJ'=Monatsschrift fiir Geschichteund Wissen-

schaft des Judentums.
MI= Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas

(Westermarck).
MNDPV = Mittheilungen u. Nachrichten des

deutschen Paliistina-Vereins.

il/P = Methodist Review.
MVG = Mittheilungen der vorderasiatischen Gesell-

schaft.

MWJ = Magazin fiir die Wissenschaft des

Judentums.
NBA (7= Nuovo BuUettino diArcheologia Cristiana.

NC= Nineteenth Century.
iV/TIFP= Neuhebriiisches Worterbuch.

iV/iVQ= North Indian Notes and Queries.
iViirZ=Neue kirchliche Zeitschrift.

NQ = Notes and Queries.
iVP= Native Races of the Pacific States (Bancroft).
NTZG = Neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte.
OPZ) = Oxford English Dictionary.
OLZ= Orientalisclie Litteraturzeitung.
0S= Onomastica Sacra.

OTJC=0\A Testament in the Jewish Church (W.
R. Smith).

OPP= Oriental Translation Fund Publications.

P^ 05= Proceedings of American Oriental Society.



XX LISTS OF ABBREVIATIONS

P^6'i> = Proceedings of the Anthropological Soc. of

Bombay.
Pi? = Polychrome Bible (English),
P5£'= Publications of the Bureau of Ethnology.
PC= Primitive Culture (Tylor).
PEFM = Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly

Memoirs.
P£'/'5'^ = Palestine Exploration Fund Statement.
PG= Patrologia Gra?ca (Migne).
PJ'£= Preussische Jahrbiicher.

PZ = Patrologia Latina (Migne).
P^V$ = Punjab Notes and Queries.
i'i?= Popular Religion and Folklore of N. India

(Crooke).
Pi?£''=Prot. Realencyclopiidie (Herzog-Hauck).
/*7ii? = Presbj'terian and Keformed Pieview.
P^^= Proceedings of the lloyal Society.
PliSE= Proceedings Royal Soc. of Edinburgh.
PSBA = Proceedings of the Society of Biblical

Archivology.
PTS=Vi\\i Text Society.
1\A = Revue Archc^ologique.
ltAnth = ^\iv\\Q d'Antliropologie.
7^5= Royal Asiatic Society.
liAssur= Revue d'Assyriologie.
725 = Revue Biblique.
i2££ Jr= Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology

(Washington).
.BC= Revue Critique.
i?CtV= Revue Celticjue.
PC/> = Re^ue Chretienne.
i^Z)J/= Revue des Deux blondes.
i?£'= Realencyclo])iidie.
REG^llevwe (}eH fitudes Grecques.
/?^(7= Revue Egyptologique.
i?£'./= Revue des £tudes Juives.
REth — Revue d'Ethnogiaphie.
RGG = Y>'\e Religion in (Jeschichte und Gegenwart.
miLE— Hevne d'llistoire et de Litterature re-

ligieuses.
EIIE=Ilevue de I'Histoire des Religions.
ii.l/il/= Revue du luonde musulman.
7i'A'= Revue Numismatique.
i^P= Records of the Past.
/iPA= Revue Philosophique.
i?^=Romische Quartalscluift.
ES = Revue semitique d'£pigraphie et d'Hist.

ancienne.
ESA = Recueil de la Soc. archeologique.
ESI= Reports of the Smithsonian Institution.
i?rylP= Recueil de Travaux relatifs a TArcheologie

et h la Philologie.
ETP=Iievue des traditions populaires.
EThPh=Rev\ie de Theologie et de Philosophic.
/i;rr= Recueil de Travaux.

72FF'=Religionsgeschichtliche Versuche und Vor-

arbeitungen.
EWB= Reahvorterbuch.

SBA JF=Sitzungsberichte d. Berliner Akademie d.

Wissenschaften.
,955= Sacred Books of the Buddhists.
5'5J5'= Sacred Books of the East.
,S:50r= Sacred Books of the OT (Hebrew).
,S'Z)5 = Single-vol. Diet, of the Bible (Hastings).
5'.ff'=Studien und Kritiken.
SMA =Sitzungsberic]ite d. Miinchener Akademie.
5',S'(rIF=Sitzungsberichte d. Kgi. Siichs. Gesellsch.

d. Wissenschaften.
SWA IF=Sitzungsberichte d, Wiener Akademie d.

Wissenschaften.
TAPA = Transactions of American Philological

Association.
TASJ = Transactions of the Asiatic Soc. of

Japan.
TC= Tribes and Castes.
T^,S= Transactions of Ethnological Society.
TAiZ= Theologische Litteraturzeitung.
ThT=Theo\. Tijdschrift.
!ri2/f5'= Transactions of Royal Historical Society.
TESE= Transactions of Royal Soc. of Edinburgh.
T,S^= Texts and Studies.
TSBA = Transactions of the Soc. of Biblical Archse-

ology.
T?7=Texte und Untersuchungen.
IF^7= Western Asiatic Inscriptions.
irZ707= Wiener Zeitschrift f. Kunde des Morgen-

landes.

Z4.= Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie.
^.4 = Zeitschrift fiir agyp. Sprache u. Altertums-

Avissenschaft.

ZATW = Zeitschrift fiir die alttest. Wissen-
schaft.

ZCZiT^ Zeitschrift fiir christliche Kunst.
ZCP= Zeitschrift fiir celtische Philologie.
ZZ).<4 = Zeitschrift fiir deutsches Altertum.
ZDMG — Zeitsclirift der deutschen morgenland-

ischen Gesellschaft.
ZDPV = Zeitschrift des deutschen Palastina-

Vereins.
Z£= Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie.
ZA''F= Zeitschrift fiir Keilschriftforschung.
ZA'f? = Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschichte.
Z7irT= Zeitschrift fiir katliol. Theologie.
Z7!L'IF"i = Zeitschrift fiir kirchl. Wissenschaft und

kirchl. Leben.
Z3/= Zeitschrift fiir die Mythologie.ZNTW = Zeitschrift fiir die neutest. Wissen-

schaft.

ZPhP = Zeitschrift fiir Philosophie und Pada-
gogik.

ZTTiT^: Zeitschrift fiir Theologie und Kirche.
ZFAr= Zeitschrift fiir Volkskunde.
ZF72 IF = Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Rechts-

>vissenschaft.

ZWT = Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Theo-
logie.

[A small superior number designates the particular edition of the work referred to,

&sKAr\ LOT\ etc.]



ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF

EELIOION AND ETHICS

M
MONDAS.—The Mundasare a tribe of Northern

India, numbering, at the Census of 1911, 574,434,
of whom 410,440 were found in the Province of

Bihar and Orissa, 67,252 in Bengal, and 91,298 in

Assam, where they have emigrated in search of

work on the tea- plantations. The headquarters of

the tribe is Chota Nagpur, and the Ranch! District

in particular. The word Munda is of Skr. origin,

meaning
' head-man of a village,' and it Avas applied

to them by their Hindu neighbours, while they call

themselves Horo-ko,
'

men,' the same root appear-
ing in the tribal names Kol and Oraon (qq.v.).

I. Physical characteristics and language.—The
skin colour of the Mundas is dark brown, not un-

commonly approaching black ; the head inclines to

be long or dolichocephalic, the nose is thick, broad,
sometimes depressed at the root, the lips thick, the
facial angle comparatively low, the face wide and
fleshy, the features irregular, the figure squat, the
limbs sturdy and well-formed, the stature short

(S. C. Roy, The Mundas and their Country, p. 362).
The tribal language, known as Mundari, is spoken
by a collection of tribes, including Santals, Mundas,
and Hos, who inhabit a compact block of country
on the Chota Nagpur plateau, and by one or two
outlying tribes in the south of the Orissa States
and the east of the Central Provinces. But before
the advent of the Aryan-speaking tribes into
Northern India there is evidence that Munda
dialects were current over the greater part of the

Indo-Gangetic plain. The theory of F. Hahn, that
the Munda and Dravidian languages belong to

the same family, has been controverted by G. A.
Grierson :

' The two families only agree in such points as are common
to most agglutinative languages, and there is no (philological
reason for deriving them from the same original' {Linguistic
Survey of India, iv. [Calcutta, 1906] 3 f.).

W. Schmidt {Die Mon-Khmer-Volker : ein Bi7ide-

glied zwischen Volkern Zentralasiens und Austro-
nesiens, Brunswick, 1906) has shown that the
Munda languages can no longer be referred to an
assumed Dravido-Munda family, but are a sub-

family of the Austro-Asiatic group, and therefore
allied to the languages spoken by the Mons,
Palaungs, and Was of Burma, the Khasis of Assam,
the pagan tribes of the Malay Peninsula, and the
Nicobarese (see art. KoL, KOLARIAN).
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2. Theories of origin.—Risley (TCi., Introd. xli)

established on the basis of anthropometry that there

was no physical difference between the Kolarian

[q.v.) and the Dravidian-speaking tribes, and he
identified the Mundas with the latter ; in other

words, he assumed that they were immigrants from
Southern India. S. C. Roy (p. 43 f.) points out that
their traditions suggest that they came from the

Himalayan region, and he has collected references

from Vedic and later Hindu literature connecting
them with the non-Aryan races known collectively
as Dasa and Dasyu—general terms for the abori-

gines who resisted the Aryan-speaking tribes. But
these do not specially refer to the Mundas. Grierson

suggested that the Dravidian ethnic type may really
be that of the Mundas ; that the' former inter-

married with Mundas, while their descendants re-

tained their own language. Gait points out that
the absence of Munda languages anywhere in the
south of India stands in the way of this hypothesis.
The wide currency of Mon-Khmer dialects in

Northern India can be explained only on the sup-
position of a migration of these people from.

Further India.
'

Except where it has been influenced by immigration from
the north-west or north-east in comparatively recent times, the

general uniformity of physical type throughout India seems to

show that the speakers both of the Munda and of the Dravidian

languages must have been settled there for countless ages,

during which intermarriage and climatic influences and environ-
ment gradually destroyed the former racial distinctions and
evolved an uniform type

'

(Census of India, 1911, i. 325).

3. Social structure, totemism, and occupation.—
Mundas, except as regards the Bhumij and Khangar
tribes, are endogauious, and intermarriage with
other neighbouring tribes is prohibited. The tribe
is divided into a number of exogamous septs (kili),

many of which are of totemistic origin. So great
is the Munda's respect for his totem that he pre-
vents it, if he can, from being eaten by men of other
castes or tribes in his presence. As examples of

these totemistic sections S. C. Roy (p. 407 ff. ) gives
the Soe kili, which takes its name from the soe

fish ; the Horo (or tortoise) kili ; the Nag (or

serpent) kili, and so on. By the more Hinduized
Mundas their section names have been modified in

order to assimilate them to the Hindu gotra, or
sections. Thus the Saudi (or bull) section has been
transformed into the Sandilya gotra, which sprang
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liom the ancient r?^, or saint, Sandila, and so on

(p. 410 f.). In early days the functions of the

Hiundd, or secular head-man, and the pdhdn, or

ecclesiastical head-man, were not difi'erentiated.

I^ter on, villages, generally twelve in number,
were grouped together in a local body {patt'i) under
a cliief known as manki. The offices of the mi'tndd

and the vutnki gradually came to be hereditary,
and the viuncld, or village-chief, was assisted by
a council (pahch), which arbitrated on the basis

of local customary law in disputes between the

villagers. Originally hunting and iron-working
were their chief occupations, but these were gradu-
ally replaced by agriculture. Drinking was a tribal

propensity, and, according to their legends, the

mysterious root used in the manufacture of rice-

beer was revealed to their first parents by their

god Singbonga.
4. Religion.

—Their legend of the creation of the
world ana of the origin of the human race is thus
told:

' Ote BorSLra and Sing Bonga were self-created, and they made
the earth with roclts and waters, and they clothed it with grass
and trees, and then created animals, first, those that are

domesticated, and, atterwards, wild beasts. \Vhen all was pre-
pared for the abode of man, a boy and a girl were created, and

Sinjf Bonga placed them in a cave at the bottom of a great
ravine, and, finding them to be too innocent to give hope of

progeny, he instructed them in the art of making illi, rice beer,
which excites the passions, and thus the world became peopled.
When the first parents had produced twelve boys and twelve
girls, Sing Bonga prepared a feast of the flesh of buffaloes,
bullocks, goats, sheep, pigs, fowls, and vegetables, and, making
the brothers and sisters pair off, told each pair to take what
they most relished and depart. The first and second pair took
bullocks' and buffaloes' flesh, and they originated the Kols (Hos)
and the Bhiimij (Matkum) ; the next took of the vegetables
only, and are the progenitors of the Brahmans and Ohatris

[Kgatriya] ; others took goats and fish, and from them are the
Siidras. One pair took the shell-fish and became Bhuiyas [q.v.] ;

two pairs took pigs and became the Santals. One pair got
nothing, seeing which the first pairs gave them of their super-
fluity, and from the pair thus provided spring the Ghasis, who
toil not, but live by preying on others. The Hos have now
assigned to the English the honour of descent from one of the
fJrst two pairs, the elder. The only incident in the above
tradition that reminds of the more highly elaborated Santal
account is in the divine authority for the use of strong drinks'
(Dalton, Descriptive Ethiwlogy of Bengal, p. 185).

Other tribal legends have been collected by S. C.

Roy (App. i.).

The Munda divinities have no image or symbol,
but they may, when propitiated by sacrifice, take
up their abode for a time in places specially dedi-
cated to them, such as masses of rocks or more
particularly in small patches of forest carefully
preserved and left untouched as refuges for the

sylvan gods when the jungle was cleared. These
groves (jdhira, sarnd) are sacrosanct, and, if a tree
be cut do^\^l, the deities show their displeasure by
withholding seasonable rain (Dalton, p. 185 f.).

The other centies of religious and social life are,
first, an open space (akhrd), where public meetings
are held, disputes investigated, crimes punished,
and on moonlit nights and during festivals the

young folk dance and sing in the presence of the
elders seated round the arena on slabs of stone ;

secondly, the tribal cemetery (sasdn), where the
deceased members of each family are commemor-
ated by large slabs of stone lying prostrate or

propped up by smaller stones. If a Munda dies

abroad, his bones will, if possible, be conveyed to
the family cemetery.
At the head of the divine pantheon stands Sing-

bonga, usually identified with the sun, a beneficent
but somewhat inactive deity, who concerns himself
little with human all'airs, the direction of which he
entrusts to departmental deities. When his sub-
ordinates permit sickness or other calamity to
attack men, he is propitiated, by way of appeal,
with sacrifices of white goats or cocks. Ne.vt in
order of dignity comes Burubonga, Marang Burn,
or Pat Sarna, a mountain-god, who dwells on the

highest hill or rock in the neighbourhood. He

is represented by no visible object, the sacrifices

being made to him on a globular mass of rock.
Next come the village tutelary deities {hdtu bon-

gdko), who assist in agriculture and hunting, and
order every human event. They are worshipped
in the sacred grove at stated times by the pdhdn,
or village-priest. In the last class are the house-

gods (ora bongdko), the spirits of the deceased
ancestors of each family, who are worshipped in

the house-chapel (deling) by the house-master.
These classes of deities alone are the object of

worship, and are to be carefully distinguished from
the host of malevolent spirits who must be appeased
or propitiated. They are believed to be the earth-
bound spirits of persons who died a violent or un-
natural death, and their propitiation is conducted,
not by the regular village-priest, but by a class

of ghost-finders [ndjo, maii, deohrd) who are not

infrequently drawn from tribes other than the
Munda. With these may be grouped the elemental

spirits or nature-gods, such as Ikirbonga, who rules

over wells and sheets of water, and Naga-era or

Nage, serpent-gods, who haunt the swampy lower
levels of the terraced rice-fields, and are ordinarily
benevolent, but, if offended, are aroused to mis-
chievous activity, and require propitiation con-

ducted by a ghost-finder or by the village pahdn.
The special village-god is Desvali, or Karasarna,
who lives with his consort Jahir Burhi or Sarhul-
sarna in the sacred grove. In addition to these
various gods there are benevolent guardian spirits,
like Achraelbonga, who looks after married women.
But he is supposed to punish them severely if,

during their periodical visits to the house of their

parents, they pilfer anything.
According as a man has led a good or an evil life,

he will be sent back to the world by Singbonga as
a man, a beast, a bird, or an insect. At the time
of death the soul [rod) goes to Jom Raja, the
Yama of the Hindus, who lives in the south. The
Munda idea of metempsychosis is elementary, and
is probably, to a large extent, borrowed from the
Hindus.

5. Festivals.—The Munda festivals are connected
with the phases of the agricultural seasons. They
are as follows : (1) Mage Parab, held after the
harvest in January, when the divine ancestors are
invoked to bless the household ; (2) Phagu, held in

the spring month Phalguna of the Hindus, corre-

sponding to the Holi, or vernal, festival of the
Hindus ; (3) Sarhul or Ba Parab,

' flower feast,' in

March-April, to commemorate the flowering of the
sacred sdl tree {Shorea robusta) ; garlands of its

leaves are worn, and all the food eaten that day is

served on its leaves ; (4) Honba Parab, in April-
May, when rice-sowing begins; (5) Batauli, after

the transplantation of the rice ; (6) Karam, Avhen
a branch of the karam tree (Nauclea parvifolia) is

set up, worshipped, and then flung into water,

apparently as a rain-charm ; (7) Kolomsingbonga,
in November, held at the threshing-floor after the
rice has been harvested ; (8) Sohorai, in October-

November, when cattle are adored ; (9) Sosobonga,
held about August and apparently intended to

exorcize evil spirits, the chief part being played,
not by the pdhdn, or village-priest, but by the

ghost-finder, mati or deohrd. For details of these
festivals see S. C. Roy, p. 472 ff.

6. Christianity.
—The most remarkable event in

the modern history of the tribe is the conversion

of large numbers to Christianity. Buddhism and
the earlier Brahmanism have left little or no trace

of their influence. If modem Hinduism is to play
any part in the evolution of their religion, it will

probably be through preachers of the Vaisnava
sect. L. S. S. O'Malley (Census Report, Bengal,
1911, i. 220 f.) thus sums up the question of Christ-

ian conversion among these people :
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' One reason why the aboriginal tribes are more receptive of

Christianity than other communities Is that a convert to Christ-

ianity is not so completely cut off from his relations and friends.

In parts of Ranchi where the Christian community is strongly
represented, not only have their heathen brethren no objection
to eating with the Christians, but a renegade Christian can be
re-admitted to his original tribe. A further attraction is the

hope of obtaining assistance from the missionaries in their

difficulties and protection against the coercion of landlords.

Keenly attached to their land and having few interests outside

it, they believe that the missionary will stand by them in their

agrarian disputes, and act as their legal adviser. It must not
be imagined that Christian missionaries hold out such efforts as
an inducement to the aboriginals to enrol themselves in the
Christian ranks, but the knowledge that the missionaries do not

regard their duties as confined to the care of souls, but also
see to the welfare of their flock, has undoubtedly led to many
conversions. To their credit, be it said, the missionaries have
not failed in this trust, and the agrarian legislation, which is

the Magna Charta of the aboriginal, is largely due to their

influence.'

Christianity has also influenced the tribal customs
of those who have not embraced it.

' There is, I believe, no question that a generation or two
back the Miipdas invariably burnt their dead ; but with the

spread of Christian customs and with tlie diminution of the fuel

supply, for the last generation or so, burial has almost entirely

superseded cremation, and there are very few Mundas now who
can say what their ancestral custom was. The Christmas
festival is now generally recognized among the heathen Miindas
as the Paus Parab [the feast of the month Piis, December-
January], and I have no doubt that in another ten years it will

be confidently claimed as a traditional Mtin^a festival.'

According to the latest figures, the Christian
Munda community numbers 80,292, of whom
66,992 live in the Ranchi District {Census Report,

Bengal, 1911, i. 220). This large conversion is the
result of the labours of various missionary bodies :

the German Evangelical Lutheran Mission, started

at Ranchi in 1845, which in 1869 split into two
sections, one of which joined the Church of England ;

the Roman Catholic Mission, established at Ranchi
in 1874; the Dublin University Mission, established

at Hazaribagh in 1892 and at Ranchi in 1901. A
full account of the missionary and social work of

these bodies is given by S. C. Roy (p. 227 ff.). A
strange episode which deserves notice is the out-

break in 1895 headed by a youth named Birsa

Munda, who claimed to be an incarnation of Bhag-
vanj the Hindu Divine Father, and preached a
doctrine compounded in the main from Christian

and Hindu sources. After some resistance and
bloodshed the movement was suppressed ; the
leader was arrested and died in prison [ib. p.

325 If.).

LiTERATHRB.—Sarat Chandra Roy, The Mundas and their

Country, Calcutta, 1912 ; H. H. Risley, TC, do. 1891, ii. 101 ff.;

E. T. Dalton, Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal, do. 1872,

p. 161 ff.; IGI xviii. 38 f., xxi. 203 f. W. CrOOKE.

MURDER.—See Crimes and Punishments.

MUSAHAR (generally derived from Hindi

mus, Skr. musa, 'rat,' 'mouse,' because the tribe

eat these animals ; others regard it as the corrup-
tion of some non-Aryan term). — A non-Aryan,
forest, hunting, and out-caste tribe of N. India,

numbering, at the Census of 1911, 699,207.
In Bengal their religion

'
illustrates with remarkable clear-

ness the gradual transformation of the fetichistic animism
characteristic of the more primitive Dravidian tribes into the

debased Hinduism practised in the lower ranks of the caste

system
'

(H. H. Risley, TC, Calcutta, 1891, ii. 116).

Of the standard gods Kali alone is admitted to the

honour of regular worship, the men of the tribe

offering a castrated goat, and the women live

cakes, that she may aid them in chUdbirth. In

parts of the Gaya district, however, a more primi-
tive cult of the goddess is practised.

' Her shrine stands at the outskirts of the village, and she is

regarded as a sort of local goddess, to be appeased on occasion,
like the Thakurani Mai of the Hill Bhuiyas, by the sacrifice of

a hog. It is curious to observe that the definite acceptance
of Ka,li as a member of the Hindu system seems rather to liave

detracted from the respect in which she was held before .slie

assumed this comparatively orthodox position. Her trans-

formation into a Hindu goddess seems to have rendered her
less malignant. Her worship, though ostensibly p\it forward

as the leading feature of the Musahar religion, seems to be
looked upon more as a tribute to social respectability than as a
matter vitally affecting a man's personal welfare

'

{ib.).

Next to Kali come six personages, known as bir

(Skr. vlra, 'hero'), who are regarded as spirits of

departed Musahars and are excessively malignant.
Of these Rikraun is regarded as the tribfd pro-
genitor.

' On ordinary occasions the Birs are satisfied with offerings of
sweetmeats prepared in ghi [clarifi;:i.l butter], but once in every
two or three years they demand a collective sacrifice of a more
costly and elaborate character. A p;tj is provided, and country
liquor, with a mixture of rice, molasses, and milk is offered at
each of a number of balls of clay which are supposed to repre-
sent the Birs. Then a number of Bhakats or devotees are
chosen, one for each Bir, with the advice and assistance of a
Brahman, who curiously enough is supposed to know the mind
of each Bir as to the fitness of his minister. The shaft of a
plough and a stout stake being fixed in the ground, crossed swords
are attached to them, and the Bhakats, having worked them-
selves up into a sort of h3fpnotic condition, go through a variety
of acrobatic exercises on the upturned sword-blades. If they
pass through this uninjured, it is understood that the Birs

accept the sacrifice. The pig is then speared to death with a

sharp bamboo stake, and its blood collected in a pot and mixed
with country liquor. Some of this compound is poured forth
on the ground and on the balls of clay, while the rest is drunk
by the Bhakats. The ceremony concludes with a feast in which
the worshippers partake of the offerings

'

{ib. ii. 117 ; cf. the
Dosadh rite, ERE iv. 853).

In the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh the
caste follows ancestor-worship, a tribal hero named
SadalQ Lai being specially invoked with the sacri-

fice of a hog and the dedication of native spirits,

flowers, and a piece of cloth. Various evil spirits
are supposed to cause disease and death, and to
them hogs and liquor are ottered near one of the
sacred fig-trees in which they are believed to dwell.
In other places they practise the cult of tribal

ancestors named Deo.si and Ansari, the latter being
identified with the well-known deified bridegroom
Dulha Deo. Another deity, who seems also to be
a tribal hero, is worshipped under the title of

Banraj, 'forest king.' In connexion with him,
probably as his consort, a female deity known as

Bansapti (Skr. Vanaspati,
'

queen of the wood ')

is invoked as the forest guardian, and it is by her
command that the trees bear fruit, the bulbs grow
in the earth, the bees make honey, the silkworm
breeds, and lizards, wolves, and jackals, useful as

food to man, multiply their kind. She is also

the goddess of childbirth, and grants ofi'spring to

barren women, while in her name, and by her aid,
the medicine-man or sorcerer expels devils from
the bodies of the possessed. In her name and to

her honour the new fire is set alight in the brick-

kiln. Woe to the man who takes a false oath in

her name ! She abides in a little clay altar or

platform smeared with river water and cowdung
in the corner of the hut ; but she has no image or

symbol. The offering to her consists of fruits,

grasses, or roots ; but, if the worshipper asks any
special favour, he cuts the ball of his finger with
some blades of the holy kusa grass {Poa cyno-
suroides), and lets a few drops fall on the altar—
a rite which has been supposed to be a survival of

human sacrifice. She is supposed to be married

periodically to the phallic god Gansam, who seems
to have been adopted from the non-Aryan pantheon
under the name of Ghana-syama,

' dark as the

heavy clouds of the monsoon '—
possibly one of the

many cults which have been combined in the

worship of Krsua. His place is sometimes taken

by Bhairori, who has become a manifestation of

6iva.

LiTERATtmF,.—The most elaborate account of Musahar beliefs

is that by J. C. Nesfield, Valcxitta Revieic, Ixxxvi. [1888]

1-53, which seems to include material from some of the allied

tribes. In addition to Risley's art. quoted above, see W.
Crooke, TC, Calcutta, 1896, iv. 12 ff. ; A. Baines, Ethnography
(
= GIAPu. 5), Strassburg, 1912, p. 73 f. W. CROOKE.

MUSES.—The conception of the nature of the

Muses, of their character and attributes, became
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tixed at a very early period ; for we lind it expressed
in the poems of Homer and Hesiod in substantially
the form which it subsequently retained during the

predominance of Hellenic culture. The Muses
were the daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne
(Memory), nine in number (Homer, Od. xxiv. 60),

and named Clio, Euterpe, Thalia, Melpomene,
Terpsichore, Erato, Polymnia, Urania, and Calliope
(Hes. Theog. 50 ff.). Tney were pre-eminently the

goddesses of song, wherewith in their home on Mt.

Olympus they enchanted the divine gathering
(Hes. Theog. 40ft".; Horn. Hym. Apoll. 189);

Apollo was their ohdii -master, accompanying their

anthems with the music of his lyie (Horn. II. i.

603; Find. Nem. v. 22 ft'.). At Delphi in the pre-
cinct of Apollo they joined the Graces in the
dance led by Artemis (Horn. Hym. xxvii. 15), or

danced by night on Mt. Helicon round the fountain
of Aganippe (Hes. Theog. 1-10). Their divine

wisdom embraced the past and the future as well

as the present (ib. 38), and they were the .source of

the poet's inspiration when he essayed to celebrate
the feats of men (Horn. II. ii. 484). This does not
mean merely that they supplied him with the
form in which he clothed his thoughts as they
strove for utterance, but rather that they alone
were cognizant of the truth, which he repeated as
their mouthpiece. Hence the Muses were the
source of human wisdom when it was expressed in

speech, not merely by the poet, but by the king in

his capacity as dispenser of justice (Hes. Theog.
80fiF.). The home of the Muses was the country
adjacent to Mt. Olympus, which was known as

Pieria, and their cult was widely extended in the
north of Greece, particularly along the coast of

Macedonia and Thrace. In the neighbourhood of

Mt. Athos was placed the scene of their contest
with Thamyris, who arrogantly challenged them
to a trial of skill, and was punished with blindness
and the loss of his power of minstrelsy (Hom. II. ii.

594 ff. ; Eur. Bhes. 916 ff. ; Eustath. II. p. 299. 5).

At a very early date the cult of the Muses passed
southward to Bceotia (Strabo, p. 410), where Mt.
Helicon became the centre of their worship (J. G.

Frazer, Pausanias, London, 1898, v. 152 f.). From
Bceotia it may be supposed to have spread to Delphi,
and to have reached Attica by way of Eleutherse

(Paus. I. xix. 5). It was perhaps owing to Delphic
influence that Apollo first became associated with
the Muses, who were originally independent of him.

Although the meaning of the name (/j.ov(ra=

fiovTia) is not discoverable with certainty, the

attempt to connect it with the Latin mons, owing
to the occupation by the Muses of Mt. Olympus
and Mt. Helicon (J. Wackernagel, in Zeitschr. filr
vergleich. Sprachforsch. xxxiii. [1893] 571), cannot
be approved. It is much more probable that it

was a cognate of fj.alvofiai, /xavris, fiivos, and fieve-
aivw (cf. Lat. mens, moneo), and that its original
meaning was 'inspirer,' or 'inspiring power' (cf.

Plat. Cratyl. 428 C), that is to say, the psychical
effect of some unseen agency insinuating itself

upon us from without (K. Brugmann, in Indogerm.
Forsch. iii. [1893] 253-259). From this fundamental
signification the later senses of song and musical
skill would readily emerge. The development is

such as we should expect—from the vague sense of
a mysterious force, indwelling or external, which
characterizes certain individuals and is associated
with certain forms of emotion, to the definite con-

ception of a personal agency which imparts the

power of song. We conclude, therefore, that the
traces which are still to be found of a wider activity
pursued by the Muses belong to an earlier stage in
their history. This remark applies especially to
their occasional identification with the nymphs
who presided over the waters of sacred fountains
(W. H, Thompson, on Plato, Phcsdr. 278 B

[London, 1868]; schol. Theocr. vii. 92; Lycophr.
274)—evidence which appears to support the view
that the differentiation of the two terms wa.s

effected only by gradual stages. For it must be
remembered that a draught of water from a sacred

spring was believed to cause inspiration (see art.

Possession [Greek]), and that the Muses were put
on a level with the Nymphs as a source of prophetic

ecstasy (cf. /xovadXrjirTos, vvfKpb'KrjirTo^). From this

point of view it is not surprising that the Muses
should occasionally take the place of the Nymphs
as the nurses and attendants of Dionysus (Eustath.
Od. p. 1816. 5 ; Plut. Mor. 717 A ; Diod. Sic. iv. 4 ;

IG V. 46, fiovffayirT]^ [Naxos]), or that Sophocles,
in describing the opposition of the Thracian

Lycurgus to the gods, should speak of him as '

pro-

voking the Muses that love the flute
'

(Ant. 965).

Moreover, the Muses instructed Aristseus in the

arts of healing and prophecy (Apoll. Rhod. ii. 512).

The course of development, as affected by local

worship and traditions, serves to explain the
various accounts given of their parentage, condi-

tion, and number. Apollo, usually their chief

{Movffay^TTjs [Paus. I. ii. 5, etc.]), is also mentioned
as their father (Eumel. frag. 17). Others made
them daughters of Pierus (Cic. de Nat. Deorum,
iii. 54 ; Paus. IX. xxix. 4), or even of Uranus and
Ge (Cornut. 14). No doubt each of the diflerent

sanctuaries claimed to be the original home of the

cult, and some such rivalry is implied in Ovid's

story (Met. v. 294 ff'.) that the daughters of Pierus
—or Pierian Muses—ventured to contend with the
Muses of Helicon and were turned into magpies.
The Muses, as was to be expected in view of their

history, are usually represented as maiden god-
desses ; but, since it was natural to ascribe the
eminence of highly gifted poets and musicians to a

special relationship with the patronesses of song,
the tradition of their celibacy was not invariable.

Thus Linus is called the son of Urania, Orpheus
of Calliope, Hymenaeus of Clio, and Thamyris of

Melpomene (schol. Eur. Rhes. 347). The parentage
of Rhesus, the son of Strymon and one of the
Muses (Eur. Rhes. 920 ff.)

—Euterpe, according to
one account (schol. Eur. Rhes. 347)—is another

testimony to the close connexion of their worship
with Thrace. Nothing is more significant of the

gradual growth of the cult than the variety of

report concerning their proper number. The
reason for the selection of the number nine, which,
as we have seen, was fixed at an early date, has
not been discovered ; but it is worthy of mention
that the same number was attributed to the Kory-
bantes, Telchines, and Kouretes (FUG i. 71 ;

Strabo, p. 473), and it has been conjectured that a

company of nine was required for the performance
of certain sacred dances (Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p.

1077, n. 1). There is evidence that three Muses
were worshipped at Ascra, Delphi, and Sicyon
(Paus. IX. xxix. 2

; Plut. Mor. 744 C ; Anth. Plan.
iv. 220), and seven at Lesbos (FHG iv. 458). Two
Muses are attested by Cornutus (loc. cit. ), four by
Aratus (J. A. Cramer, Anecdota Grceca, Oxford,
1835-37, iv. 424), and eight by Crates of Mallus
(Arnob. adv. Nat. iii. 37). Some of these examples
may be due to late literary combinations, but

enough remains to show that the number nine was
not always and everywhere an essential feature in

the worship of the Muses.
Besides the nine names recorded by Hesiod, to

which subsequent tradition firmly clung, several
others occur sporadically. Some of these, such as

Theoria and Praxis (Cornut.), Nete, Mese, and
Hypate (Plut. loc. cit.), Melete, Mneme, andAcede
(Paus. IX. xxix. 2), are obviously the inventions of
a late period. Others, such as Cephiso, Apollonis
(for Avhich Achelois has been conjectured as a sub-

stitute), and Borysthenis (Eumel. frag. 17), which.
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appear to have belonged to water-nymphs before
their functions were entirely difl'erentiated from
those of the Muses, never obtained more than a
local circulation.' The origin of the Hesiodic list

is past discovery ; but some of them at least—t.g.,

Urania as the daughter of Uranus—probably had
a separate existence before they were joined to-

gether in the sisterhood which was required for the

original source of the Theogony.
There is no evidence of an early date bearing on

the diversity of functions subsequently assigned to

the several Muses of Hesiod's list. The distribu-

tion with which we are familiar appears for the
first time on works of art belonging to the Roman
period (Bie, in Roscher, ii. 3238 fF.). It is not
based on any logical system of classification ; for

Clio, Urania, and Euterpe, as the Muses of history,

astronomy, and flute-playing, are not grouped ac-

cording to the same principle of division as the six

who represent the various kinds of poetry. There
are also several divergent arrangements, in some
of which the Muses represent branches of philo-

sophy, as well as the arts of rhetoric and husbandry
(schol. ApoU. Rhod. iii. 1 ; Plut. Mor. 744 D

;

Anth. Pal. ix. 504 f.). It is probably to be inferred
that the traditional distribution rested upon a
classification of poetry into three branches, epic,

lyric, and dramatic, each of which comprised three

species. In that case Clio and Urania represented
the historical and astronomical epics respectively,
and Euterpe the music of the flute as distinguished
from that of the cithara and lyre, and so far as
it constituted a branch of lyric poetry. But, if

tragedy and comedy were placed under the protec-
tion of Melpomene and Thalia, tliere was nothing
left but the mime to be assigned to Polymnia
(Gruppe, p. 1090).

Literature.—H. Deiters, tlber die Verehrung der Musen
bei den Griechen, Bonn, 1868 ; P. Decharme, Les Miises, Paris,
1869 ;

F. Roediger,
' Die Musen,' in Neue Jahrbiicher fiir

class. Philologie, suppl. vol. viii. [1875-76] 251 £f. ; O. Bie, Die
Musen in der antiken Kunst, Berlin, 1887, and art.

'

Musen,' in

Roscher, ii. 323S-3295 ; O. Gruppe, Griechische Mythologie,
Munich, 1906, p. 1075 ff. ; L. R. Farnell, CGS, Oxford, 1896-

1909. V. 434-437. A. C. PEARSON.
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Primitive and Savage (J. A. MacCulloch),
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American (H. B. Alexander), p. 10.

Babylonian and Assyrian (T. G. Pinches),
p. 13.
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Celtic (J. A. MacCulloch), p. 15.
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Christian (H. Westerby), p. 19.

MUSIC (Primitive and Savage).— I. Music in

savage life.—While the quality and range of

savage music difler considerably in various regions,
there are but few tribes which can be said to be
indifferent to music. Of many of them, indeed, it

may be asserted that music accompanies every
action of life, and that they have a largely devel-

oped love of and capacity for it. This is true of

some of those tribes which are deficient in musical

instruments, like the Fuegians,'^ while even such a
low race as the Bushmen were extremely musical
and had many instruments (§ $). Even the African

Pygmies are '

innately musical,' possess many
melodious songs as well as instruments of their

own (drums, horn trumpets), and borrow stringed
instruments from higher tribes when they can.*

Generally, it may be said that work, especially work
which can be performed in a rhythmic manner, is

accompanied by singing.'' Men on the march keep
time to the songs sung, and before a fight, as with
the Maoris,

' war songs are sung to work them up to

fury for battle.'' All feasts partake largely of a
musical character, whether at marriages or funerals

or upon other occasions. At these feasts, and, in-

deed, at many religious ceremonies, dancing occupies
a prominent place, and it is accompanied by sing-

ing, playing
of instruments, rhythmic clapping of

hands, and movements of the limbs and head.
Often each dance, as with the Bushmen, has its

own special tune.* Similar or various instruments
are often combined to form an orchestra.
A simple instance of this is found in the case of the Samucus

and Moxos, with whom a number of Pan's-pipe players combine

1 The names Neilo, Tritone, Asopo, etc., in Epich. frag. 41 K.,
are taken from a comic description of the Muses as fishwives.

2 C. Willies, Narrative of the U.S. Exploring Expedition,
Philadelphia, 1846, i. 142.

3 H. H. Johnston, The Uganda Protectorate, London, 1902,
ii. 542 f.

•* See on this point K. Biichner, Arbeit %md Rhythmus*,
Leipzig, 1909.

s J. Hawkesworth, Voyages, London, 1773, ii. 344.
6 G. W. Stow, The Native Races of S. Africa, London, 1905,

p. 102.

Egyptian (J. Baikie), p. 33.

Greek and Roman (E. Graf), p. 36.

Hebrew (G. VVauchope Stewart), p. 39.

Indian (E. Clements), p. 43.

Japanese (H. Muraoka), p. 48.

Jewish (F. L. Cohen), p. 51.

Muhammadan (J. D. Prince), p. 53.

Slavic (L. A. Magnus), p. 57.

Teutonic (M. E. Seaton), p. 69.

to produce monotonous, yet harmonious, music.l More elabor-
ate is the Fijian orchestra of twenty to thirtj- players,^ or the
orchestras which many African chiefs possess — consisting
mainly of drums and trumpets, but sometimes also of the
native piano, bells, rattles, zithers, etc.3— or the Javanese
orchestra of gongs, Jews' harps, bells, and xylophones.* In

many instances care is taken to attune the instruments, so that
harmonious music will be produced ;

in others, again, noise
seems to be mainlysought after.

Frequently European music is appreciated even

by tribes which have few or no instruments of their

own ; the Andamans delighted in regimental band
music, the Fuegians were equally appreciative,
and the Maoris, with no drums of their own, took

pleasure in listening to the European drum.^ The
Tongans compose music on the European model ;

and many tribes, even those of Torres Straits,

easOy picK up our tunes and whistle or hum them. ^

The same receptiveness is seen where new instru-

ments are introduced from other tribes or races

possessing them, as in the case of the Pygmies
already cited, or where African tribes under
Muhammadan influence have adopted a native

fiddle, or the Bechuana the European mouth har-

monica.''
A practical rather than a musical purpose is served by the

drum or gong in signalling or conveying messages. For this

see Drums and Cymbals, vol. v. p. 92b ; Handbook, pp. 226, 232,
243 ; Wallaschek, p. 112.

2. Religion, magic, and music. — As many
savage dances are of a religious or ceremonial

character, it is obvious that music, even on this

ground alone, must play a large part in religion.
The words of the songs or hymns and the swell

of the music, as well as the rhythmic motions of

the dance and the fact that so many are taking

part in the same action, heighten the religious feel-

1 A. d'Orbigny, L'Homme amiricain, Paris, 1839, ii. 150, 231.

2 T. Williams, Fiji and the Fijians, i., London, 1858, p. 164.

3 Instances in R. Wallaschek, Primitive Musdc, p. 131 ft".

* Handbook to the Ethnographical Collections, British

Miiseiun, London, 1910, p. 103.
6 E. H. Man, JAI xii. [1882-83] 391 (Andaman) ; WalKischek,

p. 57 f . (Fuegians), 109 (Maoris).
6 B. Thomson, Savage Island, London, 1902, p. 218.

7 Handbook, p. 243 ; O. Fritsch, Die Eingeborenen Siid-

afrika's, Breslau, 1872, p. 190.
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ing. Other ritual acts of a coininunal character—
e.g., procB-ssions round fields and the like—are

largely musical (see Processions and Dances).
At the initiation of youths to manhood or to tribal

mysteries music, vocal and instruTuental, as well

as dancing plays a large part. In religious wor-

ship music is either itself an act of worship or the

accompaniment of such acts.
The Fijian priests used large uiussel-trunipets in the teniples.i

Drums were sounded while human sacrifices were made in

Ashanti.'^ In Polynesia the god Tane was saluted with every
kind of drum ; that instrument being himself or his embodi-

ment, its sound was his voice.3 Among the Hottentots one
class of verses consisted of hymns, prayers, invocations, and
songs of praise to Tsuni Goam and other gods.* The Malays
used drums to accompany invocations to spirits. In sacrificing
the Kenyahs sound drums '

to keep away from the worshippers
all sounds but the words of their own prayers."

^ Among the

Mosquakie Indians a man takes a drum with him when he goes
to the forest to pray, and keeps time on it as he intones his

prayer. With this people a whistle is used to summon ghosts,
out, as these are called for purposes of sorcery, it is regarded
aa an accursed instrument." With the Zulus songs were sung
after the silent sacrifice of and feast upon a black ox to cause

rain, and also at the feast of firstfruits.'' With the Haidas reed
instruments are used to imitate the voices of the spirits in the

religious ceremonies. 8

5lusic also plays its part in most shanianistic
ceremonies—e.g., in exorcism or in cases of sickness.
With the Gilyaks dancing to the music of a tambourine is

part of the operation.-' The beating of gongs and drums ac-

companies the long rite of exorcism with the Klemantans, the
operators also whistlings or breaking out into a chant.i" During
the ceremonies of healing in connexion with the Navaho sand
pictures chants are sung b.v the priest and officiants. H With
the Menomini Indians, when the medicine-man is curing sick-

ness, he sings and strikes a rattle and his assistant beats a
drum."

See also Gongs and Bells, Drums and
Cymbals.

3. Sacred properties of musical instruments.—
Because musical instruments are used in sacred

ceremonies, or for other reasons, they are some-
times regarded as themselves sacred or as possess-
ing magical properties. Sometimes they are tabu.
Among the Uaupes, with whom large pipes or trumpets—

jurupari pipes—are blown at the celebration of the mysteries,
no woman may see them on pain of execution. ^3 in New Guinea
women may not look at certain flutes, else they would die.i-*

The Malu music in Murray Island is so sacred that no woman
or child may hear the tunes and live.is The Musquakie Indian
hides his prayer-drum in his wigwam when it is not in use.i"

Among the Malays part of the regalia includes royal drums,
pipes, and flutes supposed to have come into existence of them-
selves. They g^ve miraculous powers to the king, and some of
them are so sacred that none can handle or use them save one
tribe of Mala3s, and only at 'the proper time and season.'
Sounded at any other time or by any other person, they would
cause instant death. i"

Some instruments are regarded as possessing
magical or divine properties.
Of this the best example is the Polynesian drum already

referred to as an embodiment of the god Tane (§ z). With the
Bush Negroes of Dutch Guiana the drum is thought to have a
soul ; it is^given drink from time to time and is supposed to
lead men into the other world. 18 Among the Batuma some
drums had fetish properties or were emblems of sovereign
power. One dram had a smaller drum as its wife and a still

1 W. Ellis, Polynesian Researches, London, 1829, ii. 283.
a Handbook, p. 242 ; Wallaschek, p. 111.
8H. C. March, JAI xxii. [1892-93] 328; W. W. Gill, Myths

and Songsfrom the S. Pacific, London, 1876, pp. 106, 219. The
drum was surmounted bv a representation of Tane's head.

* T. Hahn, Tmni-GoaJn, London, 1881, p. 27 fl.

SC. Hose and W. McDougall, Pagan Tribes of Borneo,
London, 1912, ii. 54.

6 M. A. Owen, Folk-lore of the Musquakie Indians, London,
1904, p. 1.S5 t.

7 H. Callaway, Religious System of the Amazulu, Natal, 1870,
pp. 59, 409.

8 Handbook, p. 261. 9 /j. p. gi.
10 Hose-McDougall, ii. 131 f.

" 8 RliEW [1891], p. 257 ff. ; of. ERE i. 823*.
" lU RDEW [la^H], pt. i. pp. 63, 149 ; cf. FL ii. [1891] 449f. for

a similar Apache custom.
18 A. R. Wallace, Travels on the Amazon, London, 1853, p.

349.
14 Wallaschek, p. 93.
15 Myers, in Essays and Studies presented to W. Ridgeway,

p. 561.
16 Owen, p. 135.
17 W. W. Skeat, Malay Magic, London, 1900, pp. 25flf., 40 f.

18 L. G. van Panhuys, Actes du iv Congr>.s international
de I'histoire des religions, Leyden, 1913, p. 55.

smaller one as its prime minister.! In Uganda, when the drum
Kaula had a new cow-skin put on it, the cow's blood and also
that of a man decapitated were run into the drum, in order that
new life and vigour would be given to the king when it was
beaten. Temple drums contained fetishes.^ Similarly among
the Araucanos wizards have drums inside which are small white
stones to which healing powers are attributed. 3 In many
instances instruments used in ritual are regarded as sacred,
like the rattle and bull-roarer of the Navaho shamans, or the
drum used by the Ohippewas in religious dances. In Saa and
San Cristoval large houses are made for the drums, which are
much valued.4

See also Bull-Roarer, Drums and Cymbals.
For the sacred drum of the Lapps see LAPPS,® and
of the Buddhists see Charms and Amulets
(Buddhist).
Sometimes music, Avhether the instruments used

or the songs sung, is held to have been first com-
municated by the gods.
In Manipur the deity long ago distributed songs among the

tribes. The Marrings caught them in a wide-meshed basket,
but they escaped ; hence they have no songs." Among Austra-
lian tribes the songs are believed to be obtained by bards from

spirits of the dead in dreams or while awake.7 The Navaho
gods Hasjelti and Hostjoghon are the great song-makers of the

world, and myth tells how they communicate the sacred songs
and dances to men. 8 With the Zulus the amatongo, or spirits,
cause men to compose songs when they are about to become
diviners." Among the Maoris, as among the folk of Europe,
songs have been learned from the fairies.i" The Maidu Indians
believe that the original sacred rattle as well as the dances was
given them by two old diviners long ago, who told them that
the spirit of sweet music w-as in the rattle, and that, when it was
shaken, songs would sound better, and, when prayer was made
for grasshoppers, it would be answered.n Similarly the Meno-
mini Indians think that the Good Mysteries gave the drums to
be used in making medicine or in doing harm to enemies, and
the rattle to invoke the manidos.^^ In the Torres Straits Islands
the old culture-heroes are thought to have taught the sacred
dances and cults with their sacred songs.i^ The Asaba people
think that music and dancing were first learned from a hunter
who heard the songs of a party of forest spirits.i4

4. Songs.—Most savage poetiy is made to be

sung. As has been said of theMelanesians, they have
no conception of poetry without a tune, although
tunes Avithout words exist. ^^

Generally there is a

great variety of songs—for dances and feasts, for

funerals, for war and the chase, love-songs, songs
of labour, and the like—but the class which is prob-
ably the most primitive of all is that which is

extemporized upon the events of the day. These

naturally diifer much in character, being more
elaborate or more simple, but they are mostly of

the nature of a rhythmic recitative, the same line

being constantly repeated by the bard and then

sung by all as a kind of chorus. Sometimes songs
are unaccompanied by any instrument ; Hose and
McDougall say of the Punans :

'The finest songs are sung without accompaniment, and are
of the nature of dramatic recitals in the manner of a somewhat
monotonous and melancholy recitative.' i"

More generally, however, songs are accompanied
either simply by clapping, slapping the body,
stamping, beating the ground, striking sticks to-

gether, and the like, or by the use of some of the
various instruments already described. Even when
singing softly to himself a native will play some
instrument—e.g., the Ba-Mbala play the drum,
native piano, or harp." As already stated, manj'

1 Johnston, p. 630.
2 J. Roscoe, The Baganda, London, 1911, p. 27 f.

3 R. E. Latcham, JRAI xxxix. [1909] 352.
4 R. H. Codrington, The Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 336.
5 Cf. also D. Oomparetti, The Traditional Poetry of the

Finns, Eng. tr., London, 1898, p. 277.
T. C. Hodson, The Naga Tribes of Manipur, London, 1911,

p. 68 f.

7 N. W. Thomas, Natives of Australia, London, 1906, p. 128.
8 8 RBEW, p. 277. » Callaway, pp. 263, 273.
1" G. Grey, Polynesian Mythology, liondon, 1855, p. 213

; cf.

Journal of the Folk Song Society, iv. [1911] 174, and passim, for

W. Highland instances.
11 FLR V. [1882] 121 f.

12 lit RBEW, pt. i. p. 93; cf. ERE vi. 316».
13 Report Camb. Anthrop Ezped. to Torres Straits, Cambridge,

1901-12, vi. 45.
14 C. R. Day, in A. F. Mockler-Ferryman, Up the Niger, Lon-

don, 1892, p. 274.
IB Codrington, p. 334. l« ii. Ifl2.

1" E. Torday and T. A. Joyce, JRA I xxxv. [1905] 413.
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songs are sung by an individual, while the others

sing a chorus—the same word, line, or distich

being taken up after having been repeated many
times by the singer. The song may then be closed

by a long-drawn shout or cry, as with the Sakai.^

Other methods exist.

In Savage Island there is a long solo on the drums—the same
bar repeated. Then follows a gesture

' dance '

to this accompani-
ment. Then the leader sings, while the drum rhythm does not

vary, until at last it quickens at the end. All the performers
now sing—the leader taking the melody, the chorus the second

part.2 With the African Pygmies some songs have a melody,
a strophe, antistrophe, solo part, and chorus. * In the Banks'

Islands,
' a song has certain regular successive parts with dis-

tinctive names, each introduced by a vocalic prelude which
marks the qau-as, the knee, or turn, of the song.' Some are
led off by a single voice, some with many ; or the singers are
divided : some start the song ;

the rest follow with an answer-

ing part.4 Among the Ba-Mbala men and women sing alternate

verses of a song.6

In many cases Mdrchen, or stories, contain
metrical parts

—a recurring formula or recitative—
or songs which are sung by the teller of the tale

or by the listeners—the cante-fable. These are found
not only in European, but in Eskimo, Negro, Basuto,
and other tales. •'

While it is possible for any one to describe in a

rhythmic manner events which have happened to

him, as when among the Basutos the friends of a

hero press him to narrate his deeds, which he does
with emphasis, becoming poetical, the crowd re-

peating some of the lines,^ there are often profes-
sional makers of songs or of tunes, or professional
musicians. Even in Australia such bards exist,

the office being sometimes hereditary.^ In general

they are much esteemed, more especially where

they are the repositories of the heroic deeds or

traditions of the tribe.

It is worth noticing that some songs are made
up of words unintelligible even to those who sing
them. This is either because they are mere musical

sounds, or because songs in the language of another
tribe have been adopted, or more usually because
the words are so archaic that their meaning has
been forgotten.' Emotional and religious formulae

often thus persist when the words have passed out
of common use, just as stone knives continued
to be used in ritual after metal had been dis-

covered.

Brinton 8a3'8 that all the American Indian languages examined

by him had a poetic dialect different from that of ordinary life.io

According to Codrington, in Melanesia words not in common
use are thought poetical and are used in songs. In the Banks'
Islands there is a poetic dialect—of archaic or borrowed words,
or of contracted or lengthened words. On one side of Mota
songs are composed in something like the lang^uage of Gaua,
and vice versaM The Formosan priestesses had a jargon of

their own for their chants and incantations, unintelligible to

the uninitiated. 12 This is analogous to the fondness for half-

understood foreign or barbarous words in magic formulae every-
where, as is seen in the Greek magical papyri and in Gnostic
documents.

5. Distribution of musical instruments.—Nearly
every tribe and race has musical instruments of

some sort, the exceptions being found at the lowest

stage of culture.

1 A. Hale, JAI xv. [1885-86] 296 f.

2 Thomson, p. 222. 3 Johnston, ii. 543.
4 Codrington, p. 335. ^ Torday-Joyce, loc. eit.

6 See CF, p. 480 f., for a discussion of these in relation to the

origin of the ballad ; in addition to reff. cited there see D.

Macdonald, Africana, London, 1882, i. 48 ; E. Casalis, Les Bas-

soutos, Paris, 1859, p. 360.
7 Casalis, p. 844.
8 Thomas, p. 127 ; Wallaschek, p. 68.
» Hodson, J)- 67 f. (Manipur) ; C. G. Seligmann, Jlfeten«sians

of British New Guinea, Cambridge, 1910, p. 151 (Koita of W.
New Guinea) ; Thomas, p. 128 (Australia) ; Callaway, p. 418

(Zulu) ; G. Brown, Melanesians and Polynesians, London, 1910,

pp. 421, 423 (New Britain, Samoa). Among the Veddas many
songs begin with a variant of certain untranslatable lines (C. G.
and B. Z. Seligmann, The Veddan, Cambridge, 1911, p. 366).

10 Proc. Numismatic and Antiijuarian Society, Philadelphia,
1887, p. 19

; cf. also Owen, p. 48, for the '

old language' of Mus-

quakie songs.
" Codrington, p. 334. '* G. Taylor, FLJ v. [1887] 150.

The Fuegians have none, but keep time to a song by jumping.'
The Veddas of Ceylon have no instruments, though some of
them borrow drums from the Siiiihalese. Time is kept in their
dances by slapping chests, bellies, and thighs with the open
hand, or by waving objects rhythmically. 2 The Andaman
Islanders have merely a hollowed-out trunk used as a sounding
board, which is stuck in the ground and kicked with the heel
to mark time in the dances. Time is also kept by clapping, or

by slapping the hollow between the outstretched thighs.* In
Australia there was no native musical instrument except an
opossum skin rolled up with earth inside or stretched between
the knees and beaten. In W. Victoria the rolled-up rug con-
tained shells to jingle. Sticks or boomerangs were also struck

together or on the ground. The nose flute is known at Port

Essington— perhaps a Malay borrowing. Shell-rattles and
drums have been borrowed in the north from the Papuans. •

Similarly, the Tasmanians use sticks to beat time. 6 The
dwarf Abongo, W. Africa, strike two pieces of wood together
while singing, and have no musical instrument." Deficiency in

musical faculty and lack of instruments are asserted of the
Charruas and Guaranis, the latter of whom strike the earth
with bamboos while singing hjmms to Tamoi.'

Some tribes know no more than one musical in-

strument.
The Damaras had nothing but the bow converted into a

musical instrument by tying string and handle near the centre,

holding the bow against the teeth, and striking the string
with a small stick. With this the gallop or trot of animals
was perfectly imitated. 8 The Eskimos have no other instrument
than a kind of tambourine or drum. 9 Among the Ainus the

only instrument is a small bamboo Jews' harp.io

Some of these peoples belong to the lowest

culture, yet most of them are fond of singing ;

some possess comparatively elaborate songs, and

appreciate European music.
The Bushmen, another low people,

' had invented a greater
variety of musical instruments than any other S. African people,
and there was greater compass and variety in the refrains

which accompanied their dances.' They had the musical bow
(a more elaborate form than that of the Damaras), a bow the

string of which was vibrated by blowing through a quill fixed

upon it (the goerra or goura), a wind-stringed instrument, used
also by the Hottentots, a reed flute, drum, and bells of hide.n

At low levels of culture the variety of musical
instruments is usually considerable, and they may
be roughly classified as instruments of percussion,

stringed, and wind instruments. As the instances

among peoples without musical instruments would
seem to show, instruments of percussion

—some
form of the drum, which is well-nigh universal—
may have been invented first. Stringed instru-

ments probably came next—the hunter's bow, as

with the Damaras, being easily convertible into a

primitive form of these. Wind instruments, at

least in their more elaborate forms, were probably
invented last. The reed is easily formed into a
kind of pipe, and in fact is so used at low levels of

culture.^* This order is not an absolute one, and in

various districts one form of instrument may have

preceded others which came first in other districts.

Whistles and flutes made of human or animal bones have been
found in deposits of the palaeolithic and neolithic ages, the flutes

being pierced with holes at regular intervals or consisting of

two bones, which, when joined, would make modulated tunes.

Although these discoveries seem to give priority to wind instru-

ments, it is obvious that others—e.g., drums of wood with skin

covering—being of more perishable material, were less likely to

be preserved.'"

1 J. Deniker, The Races of Man, London, 1900, p. 209 ; Wilkes,
i. 127.

2 Seligmann, The Veddas, pp. 214, 217, 220, 342.

3 E. H. Man, JAI xii. 378, 389 f., 399.
4 Thomas, p. 126 ; R. Etheridge, JAI xxili. [1893-94] 820 ff.

5 G. T. Lloyd, Thirty-three Years in Tasmania and Victoria,

London, 1862, p. 60.
fi O. Lenz, Skizzen aus Westafrika, Berlin, 1878, p. 111.

7 F. de Azara,
' Reisen in der siidlichen Amerika,' in Journal

fur die nettesten Land-,u7id Seereisen, Berlin, 1808-86, vi. Ill f. ;

d'Orbigny, ii. 319.
8 F. Galton, Narrative of an Explorer in Tropical South

Africa, London, 1853, p. 117.
9 Handbook, p. 253 ; H. Rink, Tales and Traditions of the

Eskimo, Edinburgh, 1876, p. 34 ; D. Cranz, History qfGreenland,

London, 1820, p. 162.
10 Handbook, p. 63. „ ^ .

11 Stow, pp. 102, 105 ff., 109, 135 ; H. Balfour,
' The Goura,

JRAI xxxii. [1902] 156 ff. ; Fritsch, p. 126.
.

12 F. H. A. von Uumboldt, Reise m die Aeguatonalgegenden
des neuen Continents, Stuttgart, 1816-32, iv. 466. „ „ ^.

13 T. Wilson, 'Prehistoric Art,' Report of U.S. Nattonal

Museum, Washington, 1896, p. 624 ff. ; Guide to Antiq. of Stom

Age, Brit. Mus., London, 1902, p. 62; ERE \ii. 780^.
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Metal trumpets and bells have been found in deposits of the

bronee age.i

(1) Instruments of percussion.—Among instru-

raents of percussion the drum, in some shape or

form, is of almost universal occurrence (see Drums
AND Cymbals). It is lacking among the Maoris,

whose range of instruments is small, the Haidas,

who beat boards with sticks, some S. American

tribes, and the Thonga of S. Africa.
^

The rattle is known among the Gilyaks,- the

Barotse, Ba-Ngala, and other African tribes,^

Australian natives (an importation), Papuans,*

extensively among the N. American Indian tribes,

who had few instruments save this and the drum,^

and some S. American tribes—Samucus, Uaupes,

Abipones, and Lengua.« Held in the hand or hung
about the body, rattles serve to mark the rhythm
of a dance ; but, as among the Virginian Indians,

several rattles of diflerent tones are used together
with effect.'

Bells, from those of hide made in spherical shape
and filled with pebbles, as used by the Bushmen,
to the beautifully-toned metal bells of other

peoples, which are sometimes sounded in concert,

are known among aboriginal tribes in India, widely
in Africa, among the Maoris, several American
Indian tribes, and the Mongols and Indo-Chinese

races.* C4ongs (often made of hollowed wood and

elaborately carved) are known in most parts of

Melanesia and Polynesia, in some parts of Africa,
in Malaysia, among the Lushai of India, the

Nahuatl of Mexico, and widely among the Mongols.'
The so-called native piano is found very widely

among African tribes. It usually consists of a

piece of hollowed wood to which are fixed a number
of strips of metal, slightly curved at the free ends.

These are twanged with the fingers of one or both

hands. Sometimes a resonator is attached—a

gourd or even a human skull (Ba-bangi of the

(^ongo).^" With these may be compared an instru-

ment from the New Hebrides, consisting of a block

of wood with four projecting tongues which are

vibrated by the fingers and give out different

notes. 1'

Another instrument found widely in Africa is

the xylophone (timbala, marimba). In this strips
of wood or metal of varying lengths are attached

to a wooden frame with some form of resonator, or

to a gourd (sometimes each strip to a separate

gourd). They are beaten with sticks, and a

considerable compass is sometimes attained.^* A
similar instmment is known among the N. Ameri-
can Indians, and in Borneo and Java.^' Its

simplest form occurs among the Punans ; they lay
1 Guide to Antiq. of Brome Age, Brit. Mus., London, 1904,

pp. 28, 30, 106 ;
R. Munro, Prehistoric Hcutland, Edinl3urgh,

1899, p. 201 f.

2 Handbook, p. 61.
3 lb. p. 210; J. H. Weeks, JRAI xl. (1910] 402 ; Wallaschek,

p. 104.
4 Seligmann, itelanesians, p. 151; A. C. Haddon, JAI xix.

[1889-90] 374 f. ; Codrington, p. 339 (castanets of seeds and shells

attached to ankles).
6 Handbook, pp. 261, 274 ; U RBEW, pt. i. p. 77 f. ; XR i.

201 ; PL ii. 450 ; FLR v. 122 ; Owen, p. 133 f. ; D. G. Brinton,
Ancient Nahuatl Poetry, Philadelphia, 1887, p. 21.

6 Wallaschek, p. 103; d'Orbigny, ii. 149; W. B. Grubb, An
Unknoiim People in an Unknown Land, London, 1911, p. 74 f.

7 J. Smith, in J. Pinkerton, General Collection of Voyages,
London, 1808-14, xiii. 38.

8 See GoNoa asd Bells ; Stow, p. 109 (Bushmen) ; Wallaschek,

p. 106.
9 See GoNQS asd Bells ; Seligmann, Melanesians, p. 151

(Koita) ; Handbook, pp. 136 (Melanesia), 232 (Ba-Ngala, etc.) ; J.

Shakespear, Lushei Kuki Clans, London, 1912, p. 28; Brinton,

p. 21 (Nahuatl) ; Wallaschek, p. 104 f.

'0 L. Decle, Three Years in Savage Africa, London, 1898, p.

98 ; Macdonald, i. 272 ; Johnston, p. 664 ; Handbook, s.v.
'

Piano,' in Index (illustrations on pp. 223, 232).
11 Handbook, p. 136.
12 Macdonald, i. 27 (E. Africa) ; Handbook, pp. 205, 210, 226,

232, 243 ; Johnston, p. 666 ;
II. A. Junod, The Life of a S.

African Tribe, Neuchatel, 1912-13, ii. 253 ; Wallaschek, p. 110 f.

13 Wallaschek, p. 117; H. L. Roth, JAI xxii. 63 (Borneo);
Handbook, p. 103 (Java).

strips of hard-wood across the shins of the operator,
who beats them with two sticks.^

Midway between instruments of percussion a,nd

wind instruments is the Jews' harp, of which

one form is the musical bow already mentioned.

Its widest distribution is among the Papuo-
Melanesians, but it occurs among the Ainus (their

only instrument) and the Gilyaks, in Java, Borneo,
the Philippines, and among the Araucanos.*

(2) Stringed instruments. — Of stringed instru-

ments the most common is some form of harp or

lyre, of which a simple kind is the musical bow

already described. Harps are found among the

Punans and Kayans of Borneo, made of thick bam-

boo, from the surface of which six longitudinal

strips are separated and raised at their ends by
little bridges.^ Bamboo harps are used by the

savage races of the Malay Peninsula, perhaps of

Malay derivation.* Harps and lyres are also found

among many African (Bantu and some Negro)
tribes and among the Malagasy,^ the last resembl-

ing the bamboo harp of the Pni.ins. Some African

harps seem to be derived from ancient Egyptian

types. Rude stringed instruments are found in the

Solomon Islands and New Britain.®

Violin-\\\iQ instruments are found among the

Gilyaks (of one string played with a bow),'' the

Kamchadals,* the Lushai (resembling the bamboo

harp),9 the Semang.i" jn the Nicobar Islands," in

Java, Borneo, the Philippines, and Sumatra, '^ and

sporadically in Africa, especially where Muham-
madan influence has penetrated,

^^ The Apache
Indians have also a species of violin;" a one-stringed
violin is used by the Chaco Indians (Lengua) of

Paraguay ;
^^ and a stringed instrument is in use

among the tribes of the Sepotuba river, S. America.^*

A species of guitar is widely used in Africa, and
occurs also among the Kamchadals and Ostiaks,

in Tibet, among aboriginal tribes of India, the

Kayans and other tribes of Borneo, the Sakai, and
some tribes of the Amazon ;

and a primitive banjo
is used in New Britain."
A primitive ^Eolian harp is^ifound in Guiana.18 Reference

may here also be made to what is really a wind instrument—the

tunidun, or bull-roarer (q.v.).

(3) Wind instruments.—Wind instruments are

of great variety, and some of them have been de-

veloped from utilizing the reed as a kind of pipe or

flute. In some cases shells form trumpets, and, as

has been seen, the whistle was used in pre-historic
times. A compound string and wind instrument
—the goura of the Bushmen—is noted above.

Pipes and flutes of various kinds (already known
in pre-historic times) are found among the abo-

riginal tribes of India (Karens, Santals, Gonds,
1 Hose-McDougall, ii. 192.
2 A. C. Haddon, JAI xix. 376 ; J. H. Holmes, JRAI xxxviii.

[1908] 284 f. (Elema) ; Codrington, p. 339 (Solomon Islands) ;

Williams, 1. 163; other Melanesian regions cited in Walla-

schek, p. 120; Handbook, pp. 61, 63 (Ainus, Gilyaks); Hose-

McDougall, ii. 166 (Kaj'ans) ; JAI xxii. 62, 251; other reff. in

Wallaschek, p. 120 ; Hale, JAI xv. 298 (Sakai).
3 Hose-McUougall, ii. 167, 192 ; JAI xxii. 63.

1 W. W. Skeat and G. O. Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay
Peninsula, London, 1906, ii. 117.

5H. H. Johnston, JAI xiii. [1883-84] 468, Uganda Protec

torate, ii. 630, 664, 753, 778 ; Torday-Joyce, JRAI xxxv. 413

(Ba-Mbala) ; Handbook, pp. 205, 226, 243, 247.
6 Handbook, p. 136. 7 lb. p. 61.

8 G. Kennan, Tent Life in Siberia, London, 1870, p. 110.
9 Shakespear, p. 28.
10 N. Annandale and H. C. Robinson, Fasciculi Malayenses,

London, l^Qi-Od {Anthropology, i^i. i. p. 19).
11 Handbook, p. 77.
12 lb. p. 103 ; Wallaschek, p. 128.
13 Handbook, p. 243. !•» PL ii. 450.
16 Grubb, p. 75.
16 T. Roosevelt, Through the Brazilian Wilderness, London,

1914, p. 136.

"Kennan, p. Ill; Wallaschek, p. 121 ff.; Handbook, p. 72

(Tibet); Hose-McDougall, i. 121 (Kayans); Hale, JAI xv. 298

(Sakai) ; H. W. Bates, The Naturalist on the Amazons, London,
1863, ii. 203.

18 E. F. im Thurn, Among the Indians of Guiana, London,
1883, p. 310.
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Khonds), the Kayansof Borneo, the wilder and more
civilized tribes of Indonesia, the Nicobar Islanders,
most African tribes, widely in Polynesia and
Melanesia, and among many N. and S. American
tribes. Common to the Tipperahs, the Lushai,
and the Kayans, and other eastern tribes, is a

gourd in which some narrow bamboo pipes are in-

serted, each with its free end open and a lateral

hole or stop cut in it. The player blows into the

neck of the gourd, and the air enters the base of

each pipe through an oblong aperture filled by a

vibrating reed, the pipe emitting a note only when
its hole is stopped.^ A pipe inserted in a huge
gourd and giving out a hollow, moaning boom is

knoAvn among the Parecis Indians of Brazil.- Nose-
Hutes occur among the Kayans, the Sakai, and
other wild tribes of Borneo, generally throughout
Indonesia (except with the civilized Malays), Poly-
nesia, and Melanesia, among the Botocudos, and
Avith the Bechuana in Afi-ica.*
The use of the nose-flute in the East has been explained as

the result of the caste-system in India, whence its use may have

spread, which forbade a Brahman to touch with his lips a flute

which a low-caste man might have made and used. Among the
Botocudos its use is explained by the large lip-ornament worn.

A double flute occurs in Savage Island (played
with the nose) and elsewhere in Melanesia, in

Guiana, and among the Iroquois.'* The syrinx, or

Pan's-pipes, is known in Sumatra, among the Bag-
anda, in Samoa, generally throughout Melanesia,
and among many S. American tribes, and it was
also used by the ancient Peruvians.* Horns are
knoAvn in Sumatra, among several African tribes,
and in Paraguay.® Trumpets or large tubes are
found among the Khonds, Malays, Malagasy, many
African tribes, Samoans, Tahitians, Maoris, in New
Guinea, Torres Straits, and New Britain, with the

Uaupes, Abipones, Botocudos, and other S. Ameri-
can tribes.'' Those of the Malagasy, Polynesians,
and Melanesians are made of .shells ; those of the

Uaupes are long tubes of bark.
Whistles are known in most parts of the world.

The INIaoris make them of the bones of slain enemies.
The Ba-Mbala use them in war and hunting, this

use being common elsewhere, though they are also

used as musical instruments.
^olian flutes

—bamboo rods pierced and placed
in trees—are found in Aurora, Melanesia.^

(4) Thus, while instruments of percussion have
an almost universal range, stringed instruments
are comparatively rare in N. and S. America,
Melanesia, and Polynesia, and wind instruments
are universal in N. and S. America, though com-
moner in the latter than in the former.

6. Characteristics ofsavage music.—A scientific

examination of savage music is a thing of recent

gTowth. By the aid of the phonograph it is now
possible to obtain permanent records of tunes, so

that they may be carefully examined and analyzed.
Musical instruments can also be studied from an
individual as well as from a comparati\'e point of

1 T. H. Lewin, Wild Races of S.E. India, London, 1870,
p. 217 ; Shakespear, p. 28 (here one of the pipes serves as a

mouth-piece); Hose-McDougall, i. 121, ii. 166 f. ; JAI xxii. 63.
2 Roosevelt, p. 193.
3 Hose-McDougall, i. 121 ; Skeat-DIagden, ii. 117, 136 ; Hand-

book, p. 153 (Polynesia), 136 (Melanesia) ; Williams, i. 163 ;

Handbook, p. 226 (Bechuana); A. H. Keane, JAI xiii. 206
(Botocudos).

^ G. Turner, Samoa, London, 1884, p. 305 ; Codrington,
p. 337 ; Wallaschek, p. 96.

6 Wallaschek, p. 97 ; Johnston, ii. 665 ; Turner, pp. 125 (here
the pipes are left long, the ends being enclosed in a bag which
is beaten with a stick), 312

; Codrington, p. 337 ; Handbook,
p. 136 ; Williams, i. 163 ; L'Anthropolojie, x. [1899] 492 (Solomon
Islands) ; d'Orbigny, ii. 150 (Samucus), 231 (Moxos).

« Wallaschek, pp. 100, 102 (W. Africa, Sumatra) ; Handbook,
p. 210 ; Johnston, ii. 664, 778, 877.

7 Skeat, p. 40
; Handbook, p. 247 ; Johnston, pp. 542, 664,

877; Junod, ii. 251; Wallaschek, p. 102 (Guinea, of brass);
Wallace, p. 349 (Uaupes); M. Dobrizhoffer, Accovnt of the

Abipones, Eng. tr., London, 1822, ch. il, passim ; Handbook,
p. 285 f. ; Za xix. [1887] 19.

8 Codrington, p. 340.

view. The results of these investigations will
throw light upon the origin of music and the history
of its growth. Savage melodies are never long ;

they consist of a few notes, and a phrase tends to

be endlessly repeated. A primitive people like the
Veddas have two-note songs with a descent from
the higher to the lower tone. Other songs have a
third note of a higher pitch, and others, again,
have a fourth note, usually a tone below the tonic'

Generally, however, savage music is more complex
than this. Even pre-historic flutes have a wider

range, one of these showing the first four notes of
the diatonic scale. '^

Savages also sometimes use
smaller intervals than those to which we are ac-

customed—e.g., quarter-tones. The degree of de-

velopment varies. Thus the Tongans had a native
scale limited to a, c, d, e flat, and/, without any
indication of a chord. Yet they have now adopted
our notation and compose music on the European
model.^ The Thonga, again, have music based on
a seven -interval scale, recognizing major and minor

keys, and following a certain system of harmony.^
In many cases the melody is of the simplest pos-
sible kind, as is obvious where only two notes are

employed, and is nothing but a species of rhythm—the only kind of music which many savages
recognize. In many instances savage notation is

incorrectly observed because it has been recorded in

our own heptatonic scale, whereas other and simpler
scales are sometimes all that are known. The
nature of the scale will always be largely aflTected

by the character of the instruments used and the

range of notes possessed by these. Both major and
minor keys are used by savages, some preferring
the one to the other, probably, however, without

any clear connexion between these and a joyful
or melancholy mood respectively.^ While har-

mony is a much later development than melody,
and does not exist at all with many savage peoples,
some degree of knowledge of it is found even at
low levels—e.g., among the Hottentots, Bechuana,
Solomon Islanders, Fijians, etc.—while the orches-
tral use of instruments shows that it is in part at
least understood and appreciated.

7. The origin of music.—Much discussion has
taken place regarding the origin of music. H.

Spencer was of opinion that emotional speech with
its dift'erent cadences was the foundation of musical

development ; the chant is a copy of the voice

raised in moments of emotion, and both show the
same characteristics distinguishing them from

ordinary speech—loudness, difl'erent timbre, rapid
variation, increased intervals.® This theory, how-
ever, has been strongly opposed on various grounds,
and it does not correspond to the facts as revealed

by the most primitive music known to us. Darwin's
conclusion was that musical notes and rliythm
were first acquired by the male or female pro-

genitors of mankind for the sake of charming the

opposite sex. Thus musical notes became firmly
associated with some of the strongest passions that
an animal is capable of feeling. This also has
been strongly criticized, and it is not by any
means proved that, e.g., the female bird is charmed

by the song of the male, while there is no evidence
that at low levels of humanity music is one of the

factors in love-making, as one would expect it to

be if this theory were true. Much more probable
are those theories which connect the origin of

music with man's innate love of rhythm, rhythmic
action and rhythmic speech. The most primitive
forms of song or chant are rhythmic with the

minimum of melody. Now, savages are fond of

repeating a phrase in a rhythmic manner, and it is

1 C. S. Myers, in Seligmann, The Veddas, ch. xiii. p. 341 ff.

2 Wallaschek, p. 151. '' Thomson, p. 225.
•» Junod, ii. 267 ff.

•' Wallas.hek, p. 145 ff.

ti H. Spencer,
' On the Origin and Function of Music,' Fraser's

Maijazine, Ivi. [1857] 396.
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almost inevitable that, as a result of sucli repeti-
tion, the voice will utter the words or sounds in

varying tones, generally two, a higher and a lower.

This would be still more accentuated where, as is

generally the case, the rhytlimic utterance is the

accompaniment of the rliythmic dance ; the voice

keei)ing time to the movements of the body would
almost necessarily utter different tones. The
different tones emitted by primitive musical in-

stniments—e.g., by beating on various things
serving as drums—would be apt to be imitated by
the human Aoice. Similarly, where the taut string
of a bow was twanged to produce a musical note,
it was soon found that by shortening the string
another note could be produced. Great advances
were possible as soon as man came to appreciate
the difference between mere noise and tone.

C. S. Myers concludes his anal3'8is of the simple songs of the
V'eddas, Malu, and Kenyans by showing that the beginnings of

music depend on eight factors : (1) discrimination between
noises and tones ; (2) awareness of difference in loudness, pitch,
duration, character, and quality ; (3) awareness of absolute

pitch ; (4) appreciation and use of (small) approximately equal
tone-distances ; (5) appreciation and use of (larger) consonant
intervals and the development of smaller intervals in relation
thereto ; (6) melodic phrasing ; (7) rhythmic phrasing ; and
(8) musical meaning.! But probably the real factors were much
less numerous than these.

LiTBH.^Tt'RE.—H. Balfour, The Natural History of the
Musical Bow, Oxford, 1899, 'The Goura, a Stringed-wind
Instrument of the Bushmen and Hottentots,' in JRAI xxxii.

[1902] 156ff., and 'The Friction-Drum,' ih. xxxvii. [1907] 67ff. ;

F. Boas, 'Chinook Songs,' in JAFL i. [1888] 220; M. E. and
A. W. Brown, Musical Instruments and their Homes, New
York, 1888; J. O. Dorsey, 'Ponka and Omaha Songs,' in
JAFL ii. [1889] 271; E. Grosse, Die An/dnge der Kunst,
Freiburg, 1894 ; E. (jurney, The Power of Sound, London,
1880 ; A. W. Howitt,

' Notes on Songs and Song-makers of
some Australian Tribes,' in JAI xvi. [1887] 327 ; C. S. Myers,
'The Beginnings of Music,' in Essays and Sttidies presented to

William Ridijeway, Cambridge, 1913, p 560 ff., 'Ethnological
Study of Music,' in Anthropological Essurs presented to E. B.
Tylor, Oxford, 1907, p. 235 ff., 'Music,' in C. G. and B. Z.
Seligmann, The Veddas, Cambridge, 1911 ; M. V. Portman,
' Andamanese Music,' in JRAS, new ser., xx. [18S8] 181 ; J. F.
Rowbotham, A History of Music, London, 1S85-87 ; G. W.
Torrance, 'Music of the Australian Aborigines,' in JAI xvi.

[1887] 335; E. B. Tylor, 'The Bow as Origin of Stringed
Instruments,' in Nature, xlv. [1891] 184, Anthropology, London,
1904

;
R. Wallaschek, Primitive Music, do. 1893.

J. A. MacCulloch.
MUSIC (American).—Musical expression has

been veiy generally developed into a conscious art

by the American Indians. It is not an art char-
acterized by either complexity or science, but it

does show aesthetic sensibility and expressive
power, while the universality of its appeal is

evidenced in the use made of the aboriginal melodies

by musicians of the cultivated world.
I. Instruments.—Of the three types of musical

instrument, percussion, wind, and stringed, the last
were rarely natively known to the aboriginal
American. Brinton mentions four cases of stringed
instruments of primitive type in the hands of
American aborigines (' Native American Stringed
Musical Instruments,' American Antiquarian, Jan.
1897) ; M. H. Saville adduces good evidence for
the use of such an instrument in pre-Columbian
Mexico {American Anthropologist, x. [1897] 272 f.,
' A Primitive Mayan Musical Instrument,' ib. xi.

[1898] 280 ff., 'The Musical Bow in Ancient
Mexico'); and R. Lehmann-Nitsche (Anthropos,
iii. [1908] 916 ff.) describes a curious musical bow,
having certain affinities in its mode of playing with
the flute, in use among the Tehuelche and Arau-
canian Indians ; but it is uncertain whether know-
ledge of such instruments dates from pre-Columbian
times. C. Lumholtz (Unknoivn Mexico, New
York, 1902, i. 474-476) describes a musical bow,
formed of a monochord and gourds in use among the

Tepehuanes of N.W. Mexico, which he regards as an
aboriginal instrument. A similar bow is used by the

Apache Indians of the United States (G. A. Dorsey,
Indiana of the Southwest, Chicago, 1903, p. 190).

1 Essays and Sttidies presented to W. Ridgeway, p. 576.

The most important of the native American
instruments is the drum. This varies in type
from the Eskimo tambourine-like hooj) with taut
skin, through single- and double-headed instru-

ments, great and small, culminating in the huge
snake-skin drum whose booming from the temple
of the Aztec war-god brought dread to the heart
of the Spaniard, The teponaztli of the Aztecs is

the most interesting of the native drums ; it con-
sisted of a hollowed block provided with a sounding-
board in which were cut two tongues of differing
thickness whose vibrations produced tones com-
monly in the interval of a third, although drums
have been found containing the interval of a fourth,
of a fifth, of a sixth, and of an octave. The drum
is very generally regarded with a kind of venera-
tion—naturally perhaps in view of its intimate
association with the emotional and religious life of
the Indian. Among the Ojibwa (Chippewa) there
is a 'religion of the drum.' According to their

tradition, it was derived from the Sioux at the
time when they made peace with the latter tribe.

It is a religion inculcating peace and social re-

sponsibility, its important ritual being the ' drum-
presentation

'

ceremony (see Btill. 53 BE, p.
142 ff.).

Next in importance to the drum, among native

instruments, is the Indian flageolet or flute. This
instrument seems to have evolved from the bone
whistle with a single vent or stop. In its developed
form it is provided with a mouth-piece and has from
three to six finger-holes. The double flute is also
found with as many as four finger-holes to each
reed. In Peru a species of syrinx with from five

to eight reeds was in use, and the Pan's-pipes is

also to be found among the Mexican Indians of

to-day, although in the latter case perhaps of

European origin. Neither flute nor pipes were con-
structed to scale, unless fortuitously. The materials
of which these instruments are made are bone,
Avood, pottery, and even stone. Whistles of like

materials and in a great variety of forms are
abundant and ingenious, pottery examples being
frequently modelled after tne bird or animal whose
call is imitated by the instrument. There is a
keen sense of propriety in the use of these instru-

ments, governed doubtless by religious sanction.

E.g., in the Eako ceremony, the priest remarks of the song
telling of the flocking of the birds :

' We do not use the drum
as we sing it, but we blow the whistle. The whistle is made
from the wing bone of an eagle. In this song we are singing of

the eagle and the other birds, so we use the whistle' (2S
RBEWix. 185).

Again, Garcilasso remarks of the Peruvians that
the flute was not used in warlike music, but only
in festivals and triumphs. For war were reserved
the drum and the native trumpet, which might be of

wood, pottery, or, as with the Mexicans, conch shells.

Other instruments native to the American in-

clude the ubiquitous and multiform rattle, essential

alike to dance and ' medicine '

; bells, of pottery,

copper, bronze, or gold (in forms obviously evolved
from the gourd rattle), found in the more civilized

communities ; and noise-producers, such as the

Hopi truhkunpii, a notched stick with bone rubber,
and the widely used bull-roarer (q.v.); while the
curious whistling bottles of Peru, double or with
double vents, which when filled with water and
swayed to and fro give forth musical notes, deserve
mention as musical curios rather than as proper
instruments.

2. Records and transmission.—J. F. Rowbotham
[History of Music, 3 vols., London, 1885-87, iii. 198)
maintains that the N. American Indians sometimes
recorded their melodies by means of notched sticks,
rise and fall of tone being indicated by the position
of the notches. The Chippewa, with their elaborate

development of pictographic signs, preserve their

songs by these mnemonic aids written upon birch-
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bark rolls. Quipus were used by the Peruvians for

a similar purpose (cf. Garcilasso de la Vega, Royal
Commentaries, Eng. tr.

, l^ondon, 1869-71, bk. iii.

ch. xxvii.), and in both Peru and Mexico there

appear to have been bards whose business it Avas

to transmit the national song. The germ of this

institution appears in many a tribe where rites and
mysteries are transmitted in traditional songs.
Since the study of Indian music has become
serious, many records have been taken, either by
transcription into the European notation or by the
use of the phonograph.

3. Song.—Indian music is primarily vocal. To
be sure, melodies are played upon the native flute,
and Garcilasso is authority for the statement that
the Peruvians knew a kind of ensemble peiform-
ance of flutes or pipes ; but, even where so used,
the flute seems to be regarded as merely a sub-
stitute for the voice.

'Tliey played upon these flutes,' says Garcilasso (bk. ii. ch.

xxvi.), 'airs of which the words were rimed, composed in a

spirit of gallantry upon the rebuffs or favours received from
their mistresses.'

In N. America this instrument is commonly called

the ' lover's flute,' since its music is regarded as a
substitute for vocal song from the bashful lover

(cf. Burton, AmericMn Primitive Music, pp. 83-86).
While their music is thus vocally conceived, the

Indians generally appear to have no clear con-

ceptions of the difference between the verbal and
tonal materials of their songs.
To the Ojibwa, says Burton (loc. cit.),

' whatever departs
from plain prose is nogamon, song-, which means that his poetry
is not only inseparable, but indistinguishable from music'

Burton found difficulty more than once in con-

vincing an Indian who sang new words to an old

melody that new music was not being offered.

But the words themselves need not be significant

apart from the air. Frequently they are meaning-
less, sometimes because the original meaning is

forgotten, sometimes because archaic or foreign,
sometimes because originated as mnemonic syll-
ables or ejaculatory refrains, or as pure nonsense.
It is the common thing for an Indian song to re-

quire a story to explain its meaning. In short, the
verbal elements of Indian music form a kind of

notation, dimly analogous to our do re mi method
of denominating the scale.

Frances Densmore, writing of the Mid6 society
songs, says :

'The songs of the M!d6 represent the musical expression of

religious ideas. The melody and the idea are the essential

parts of a Mid6 song, the words being forced into conformation
with the melody. "To accomplish this it is customary to add
meaningless syllables either between the parts of a word or
between the words ; accents are misplaced, and a word is some-
times accented differently in various parts of a song ; the
vowels are also given different sounds, or changed entirely. . . .

The writer has even been informed that it is permissible for
different members of the Mld6wiwin holding high degrees to
use slightly different words for the songs, but the idea of the

Bong must always remain the same. The words serve as a kej'
to the idea without fully expressing it. Sometimes only one or
two words occur in a song. Their literal translation is mean-
ingless, but to an instructed member of the Mid6wiwin they
bear an occult significance. Many of the words used in the
MId6 songs are unknown in the conversational Chippewa of
the present time' {Bull. 45 BE, p. 14 f.).

Le Jeune's Relation of 1634 contains an interesting
account of Montagnais music (Jesuit Relations, ed.

R. G. Thwaites, Cleveland, Ohio, 1896-1901, vi.

182 fi'.), indicating the same general character :

'They use few words in singing, varying the tones and not
the words. ... All their religion consists mainly in singing.
. . . Not one of them understands what he is singing, except in

the tunes which they sing for recreation,' etc.

Interesting too, though chiefly as a token of the
fundamental identity of N. and S. American concep-
tions, is Garcilasso's naive comment on Inca music :

' Each song has its particular air, and they could not sing
two to the same tune ; for the lover who would serenade his
mistress indicated the state of his i)assion upon his flageolet
by the diversity of the sound, sad or gay, niakmg known to his
beloved the joy or sorrow of his heart. But were he to give
two different songs to the sunie air, each would be confused,

and the gallant defeated in his effort to make his feeling known
'

(Royal Commenta lies, bk. ii. ch. xxvi.).

4. Mode of composition. — Aristotle's remark
that poetry first takes form in hymns to the gods
and personal lampoons seems to have a fair illus-

tration in native American song. Various writers
have noted the Eskimos' love for contests in
satirical song, with which they while away their

long winter evenings ; while satire and lampoon
are not uncommon in Indian song. These song.s
naturally vary indefinitely with occasion and
mood. On the other hand, religious song (and, a.s

Le Jeune says, Indian religion is mainly song) is

strongly conservative, even while it marks almost
every phase of native life.

Advocates of the 'communal origin' of poetry
find good materials in the recreative type of song,
but the evidence in the case of the more serious

compositions points in another direction. Songs
which have to do with tribal traditions, with rite.s

and ceremonies, with love and death, and even
cradle-songs, while they tend to assume a tradi-
tional form and come to be sung in chorus, in many
if not all cases owe their composition to the stress
of an inspirational moment on the heart of the
individual composer (cf., e.g., the accounts of the

orighis of the Hako and Mide songs in 32 RBEW
ii. and in Bull. 45 BE). Song, with the Indians,
is, in fact, much more than verbal music ; it is a
part of life itself, and is efficacious in altering life's

destinies. They use their songs, says Le Jeune
(loc. cit.), for a thousand purposes; they sing in
sickness and in health, at the feast, and in peril
and suffering :

'

During the time of our famine I heard nothing throughout
these cabins, especially at night, except songs, cries, beating of
drums and other noises

;
when I asked what this meant, my

people told me that they did it in order to have a good chase,
and to find something to eat.'

Burton tells of an old pagan whom he could not
persuade to sing hunting-songs out of season.
The priest who gave Alice Fletcher the Hako—
which is a ceremonial prayer for life—told her that
it must not be sung in winter, but only in spring,
summer, or autumn, when life was stirring ;

similarly, the several songs must be sung at
suitable times :

' Sometimes the songs of the nest and the wren are sung early
in the day, as these songs were made in the morning. Tlie

Bong of the owl must be sung toward night' («2 RBEW'n. 168).

The song is, in short, a kind of spell, helping to
tide over the exigencies of life and invented to
meet them.
The Navaho myth of the man who discovered the use of corn

as food begins :
' A man sat thinking, "Let me see

; my songs
are too short ; I want more songs ; where shall I go to find
them?"' Hasjelti, the white-maize spirit, appeared to him,
and led him to a country where he learned the use of corn and
the appropriate songs, which he brought back to his own people
(«/J££:iF[1891], p. 278).

An interesting feature of Indian song is the
sense of personal proprietorship which attaches to

compositions. Burton states it thus :

' A has no right to sing B's songs ; B did not compose theui,
but they came down to him through his family, or from some
chief who taught him, and B alone should say whether they
might be given to another' (p. 118 f.).

So in Le Jeune's Relation of 1636 :

' Each has his own song, that another dare not sing lest he

give offense. For this very reason they sometimes strike up
a tune that belongs to their enemies, in order to aggravate
them '

(Jesuit Relations, ix. 111).

The personal song is evidently a portion of the
'medicine' which every Indian owns, and it is

potent in the same way. A special type of song
cominises the spontaneous melodies coming in

dream and dance, to which the Indian attaches

especial significance as revelations of superhuman
power, many of them being associated with some
animal, revealed as the tntelaiy of him to whom
the song is given. Perhaps the most picturesque
and affecting aspect of Indian life is the death
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song with which every Indian seeks to face his

end, sometimes composed upon the spot, sometinies

prepared in advance ; if possible, every Indian dies

singing ; and the breath of life goes forth to tlie

spirit-world as a breath of song.

5. Structural traits.—The study of the structure

of Indian music, in spite of the serious attention

devoted to it, is hardly more than begun. From

investigations already made it is evident that there

are manj- types of Indian music, perliaps as many
as there are linguistic stocks, each with its struc-

tural peculiarities. On certain points, however,
there is an approach to agreement, and these we
may broadly summarize.

(a) From the Arctic southward, American music
is primarily (though not exclusively) drum-song.
The voice and the drum are the Indian's instru-

ments, and his music is a kind of concord of the

two ; the drum is the instrument of his rhythmic,
the voice of his melodic, expression. But his

drum-rhythms are not primarily guides to the

rliythms of the voice ; rather they are the rhythms
of movement, of the dance, to which the rhythms
of vocal utterance may, or may not, conform.
White observers have been astonished at the ap-

parent duality of the Indian's time -sense— his

drum being beaten to one time, his song sung to

another time, and this even when the drum is

obviously used as accompaniment. In sixty-thiee
out of ninety-one Mld6 songs recorded with the
drum accompaniment, Frances Densmore found
the metric units of voice and drum to ditl'er from
each other. In one instance the metric units of

voice and drum were so nearly alike that the same
metronome indication was used for each ; at the

beginning the drum-beat was slightly behind the

voice, but it gained until with the voice, and then

gradually passed it. Normally, when drum and
voice have the same metric unit, they are slightly
in sequence in beat {Bull. 45 BE, p. 5f.).

'
I have heard Indian music wherein the conflict between

voice and drum was much more marked than is the case be-

tween 3-4 and 4-4
'

(Burton, p. 46).

The voice is sometimes made to mark its own
time by rhythmic pulsations {cf . 23 BBEW ii. 282) ;

while, again, both voice and drum employ rhyth-
mic accents, or beats, to mark the metric units.

The vocal rhythm frequently changes even in

the course of a brief song, but the recurrence of

rhythmic figures, or motives, serves to give outline
and unity to otherwise formless compositions.

{b) The question of the range of tone-material
and of the existence of scales in Indian music is

still moot. Early observers, struck by the strange-
ness of the intervals which they seemed to detect
in Indian singing and by the constancy with which
these intervals were repeated, jumped to the con-
clusion that the American Indian possessed an ear
of unusual delicacy of discrimination, and scales
of a refinement which the white man's could not

duplicate. More careful studies have led to the
reverse view, that Indian music is built upon
scales in the making, or even that it is essentially
adiatonic. The latter is the view of Hopi music

adopted by Oilman. He characterizes Pueblo song
as a kind of rote-song having no fixed intervals :

' The singer's musical consciousness seems restricted to a few
intervals of simplest vibration ratio approximately rendered,
and to melodic sequenoes formed by their various analysis and
synthesis and rendered with a certain loose fidelity. If a scale
were in his mind, even dimly, it should make itself known in

a more uniform interval production and in a more impartial use
of the tones continually at hand in the fancj". The hearer seems
witness to a wholly strange method of musical thought and
delivery. The total complex of tone, timbre, and articulation—doubtless at times movements, and other noises also—moves
on apparently without guidance by any vanguard of fancied
tones at fixed intervals' (' Hopi Songs,' in Journal of Am. Eth.
and Arch. v. [1908] 5).

Other authorities do not go to this radical ex-

treme, but credit the Indian with an adumbrate

consciousness of a scale or scales, which his lack
of musical standards prevents him from clearly
finding, or, if found, from holding. Burton says :

' The Ojibways recognize all the intervals of our major dia-

tonic scales, but the fourth and the seventh rarely occur in the
same song

'

(p. 41),

and he indicates a pentatonic major and minor and
a hexatonic major and minor scale as in use among
them. Frances Densmore's study of the music of

the same people is in substantial agreement with
this. A similar view—interesting, as coming from
S. America—is taken by F. J. de Augusta with

respect to Araucanian song {Anthropos, vi. [1911]
685 f.). Alice Fletcher says of the Omaha music :

' The octave is seemingly the one fixed interval. The song^ are
not built on any defined scale.' Nevertheless, the Omaha have
' a standard of musical tones,' as witnessed by their drum-tuning
and by their recognition of 'good singers' (27 MBEW, p. 374).

Another interesting observation is that the Omaha
object to the rendering of their songs on the piano
as unsupported arias ; when rendered with har-

monic chords, 'That sounds natural,' was their

comment. Burton found the Ojibwa lively in their

appreciation of harmonizations of their melodies.
This aptitude of the native ear for the appreciation
of harmony seems to lend some colour to the

supposition that they do actually (even if im-

perfectly) think their music in harmonic intervals.

(c) A third structural feature deserving note is

the piedominance of downward progressions in

their melodies ; like the ancient Greek, the Indian
thinks his music mainly in the descending order.

Melodic form is fluid and undeveloped, but repeti-

tion, balance, and antithesis give form to their

better pieces. Further, uncertainty of form is

partially offset by definite conventions of execu-

tion, amounting to artistry. The accomplished
singer affects a vibrato, or wavering of the voice,
a drawling tone, a portamento or slurring, an
ornamentation of grace-notes. In many of the
Omaha societies a tine was imposed if a member
made mistakes in singing (A. C. Fletcher, 27
BBEW, p. 373). Finally, the inner harmony of

a general tonality is set by the mood of the com-

position, or perhaps keyed by the incessant drum,
whose drone serves as a tonal backgi'ound for the
melodic broidery.

6. Adaptations.—No account of Indian music
would be complete without mention of the use
of themes caught or imitated from Indian melodies
as the foundations of artistic compositions. These

vary from simple harmonizations of Indian songs
(many of which have been published by the Wa-
Wan Press, Newton Center, Mass.) to elaborate

sj'iuphonic compositions. The most notable works
of this nature yet achieved are doubtless Dvorak's
' New World Symphony,' MacDowell's ' Indian

Suite,' and Coleridge-Taylor's
' Hiawatha' music.

LiTBRATDRE.—F. R. BurtoD, American Primitive Music,
New York, 1909, is a careful and readable introduction to the

subject ; it contains harmonizations of twenty-eight Ojibwa
songs. N. Curtis, The Indian's Book, New York, 1907, con-
tains melodies from some eighteen tribes. Thoroug-h studies
are F. Densmore,

'

Chippewa Music,' forming Bulletins 45 and
53 BE (1910, 1913), and B. I. Gilmore, 'Zuhi Melodies' and
'

Hopi Songs,' in Journ. of Amer. Ethnology and ArchoBology,
i. [1891], V. [1908]. Alice C. Fletcher, 'A Study of Omaha
Indian Music,' in Papers of the Peabody Museum, vol. i. no. 5

[1893], Indian Story and Song, Boston, 1900,
' The Hako,' SS

RBEW ii. [1904], 'The Omaha Tribe,' 27 RBEW [1911], and
' The Study of Indian Music,' reprinted from Proc. of Nat. Acad,
of Sciences, i. [1915] 231 ff., contain indispensable material.

Special mention may also be made of : J. Reade,
' Some Waba-

naki Songs,'
'

Aboriginal American Poetry,' Trans. Royal Soc.

of Canada, v. ii. [1888] ; W. Matthews and J. C. Fillmore,
' Navaho Music,' Mem. of the Amer. Folklore Society, 1897, pp.
255-290 ;

F. Boas,
' The Central Eskimo,' 6 RBEW [1888],

p. 409ff. ; W. J. Hoffman, 'The Mide'wiwin,' 7 RBEW [1891],

p. 149ff. ; J. Mooney, 'The Ghost-Dance Religion,' Ii. RBEW
i. [1896] 653flf. ; S. Culin, 'Games of the North American
Indians,' S/, RBEW [1907]; F. Russell, 'The Pima Indians,'
S6 RBEW [1908], p. 3£f. ; F. G. Speck, 'Ceremonial Songs of

the Creek and Yuchi Indians,' Anthropological Publications of
the Museum of the Univ. of Pennsylvania, vol. i. no. 2 [1909] ;

A. T. Cringan,
'

Description of Iroquois Music,' Archaeological
Report of Ontario for 1898. T. Baker, Uber die Musik der
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nordamerikanischen Wilden, Leipzig-, 1882, is one of the earliest

scientific studies in this field. The Report of the U.S. National
Museum for 1S96, Washington, 1898, contains an account of

native American musical instruments (pp. .'i(31-€64). Periodical

articles of importance include : A Genin,
' Notes surlesdanses,

la musique et les chants des Mexicains anciens et modemes,'
REth iv. [1915] 301 S. ; F. Boas, 'Chinook Songs,' J^Xia i. [1888]
220 £f., 'Songs and Dances of the Kwakiutl,' ib. p. 49 ff.

; Wash-
ing:ton Matthews, 'Songs of Sequence of the Navajos,' ib.

vii. [1894] 185 £f. ; Alice C. Fletcher,
' Indian Songs and Music,'

ib. xi. [1898] 85 ff. ; E. Sapir, 'Song Recitative in Paiute

Mythology,' ib. xxiii. [1910] 456 ff. ; W. Thalbitzer,
' Eskimo-

Musik-undDichtkunstinGr6nland,'.iln<Aro;jos, vi. [1911] 485 flf.
;

F. J. de Augusta, 'Zehn Araukanerheder,' ib. 684 ff. ; R.
Lehmann-Nitsche,

'

Patagonische Gesange und Musikbogen,'
ib. iii. [190S] 916 ff., containing a discussion of the origin ot

stringed instruments in use by American Indians ; E. Fischer,
'

Patagonische Musik,' ib. p. 941 ff.

H. B. Alexander.
MUSIC (Babylonian and Assyrian).—As the

inscriptions seem to furnish no easily recognizable
indications of a musical notation, very little can
be gathered concerning the music of these nation-
alities (see, however, below, § 6). The representa-
tions of musical instruments in their bas-reliefs,

however, make it clear that they not only loved

music, but had also made some progress in the art—
progress fostered originally, in all probability,

in their temple-ritual.
1. Its antiquity in Babylonia.—As their sign-

list implies that the Sumerians (the non-Semitic
inhabitants of Babylonia) had musical instruments
before they settled in that tract, they must have
had music in practically pre-historic times. It is

true that G. A. Barton, in his Origin and Develop-
vient of Babylonian Writing (

= BASS ix. [1913]

pt. i.), gives (p. 186) only three forms, of which the
third (balag) seems to be merely a variant of the
second [tigi) ; but this number could probably be
increased. The three characters in his list express
various ideas derived from music, such as ' to be

joyful,' 'to strike,' etc.

2. Musical instruments.—These were sufficiently
numerous, judging from what we find in their

sculptures, and may be classified as follows.

i. Instruments of percussion. —(«) Drum
(Sumerian dla, Semitic dlu, according to Langdon,
though Wu would seem also to have been used).—
The earlier forms were very large—indeed, one
relief (about 2500 B.C.) shows an instrument nearly
as high as the man who, with his left hand, seems
to be striking it (B. Meissner, Grundzuge der

altbabylonisrhen Plastik, Leipzig, 1914, p. 14). It

looks like an enormous tambourine resting edgewise
on the ground, and was probably moved from place
to place by rolling. For the later (Assyrian)
portable forms see G. Rawlinson, The Five Great

Monarchies, London, 1862-67, ii. 160.

(b) Tambourine (Sum. liliz, Sem. lilisu, according
to Langdon ; tabbalu [F. Thureau-Dangin, Hui-
tidme Campagne de Sargon, Paris, 1912, p. 26 f., 1.

159]).
—The forms shown naturally do not difier

much from the modern instruments, but the rim
was in some cases not provided with rings or disks

(see Rawlinson, ii. 158 ; E. de Sarzec, D6couvertes
en Chaldie, Paris, 1884-1912, pi. 39, no. 5).

(c) Cymbals.—Late forms are given in Rawlinson,
ii. 158 f. Those with rounded backs have a loop,
those with conical backs a fixed rod, by which to
hold them.

ii. Stringed instruments.—(a) Harp.—The
earliest example (c. 2500 B.C.) is probably that in
de Sarzec, pi. 23, which shows considerable develop-
ment, and lias 11 or 12 strings. An Assyrian harp
with 16 strings is shown in Rawlinson, ii. 153,
where there is also an Elamite harp of 19 or 20

strings. According to Langdon, this was the Sum.
balag, Sem. balaggu or balangu. Thureau-Dangin
rewdexs the gYOMT^ giS zag-sal by 'harp.' In WAI
ii. 44, 55, gis zag-sal-sisa is rendered by iSar[tu'],
' the straight

' — a word translating si.sa, and
therefore qualifying giS zag-sal.

(h) Dithlmer.—A primitive form of this (? before
2500 B.C. ) is shown in a relief, originally inlaid,
found at Bismaya (E. J. Banks, Bismya, New
York, 1912, p. 268). It had 5 or 7 strings and was
played witli a plectrum. For the Assyrian form
see Rawlinson, ii. 161 ; A. H. Layard, Monuments
of Nineveh, London, 1849, i., plates 12, 22 (held
with a downward slope), and 73. In the first

case the musicians welcome Assur-nasir-pal on
his return from a bull-hunt, while the last cele-

brates the capture of the Babylonian city Dilmu
(Dailem) by Sennacherib.

(c) Lyre and cithara.—Though these must have
been among the earlier stringed instruments, the
extant pictures are mainly of a late date (see

Rawlinson, ii. 154-155, 158). Being rather rect-

angular in form, they did not, apparently, give a
wide range of notes. The number of strings of a

lyre varied from 4 to 10 (see Rawlinson, ii. 154,
also 153, where a 4-stringed lyre similar to a
'

trigon
'

is shown). A band of foreign musicians

(captives) is shown in Rawlinson, ii. 164 = Brit.

Mus., Assyrian Saloon, no. 14. Notwithstanding
their likeness to the Israelitish captives in Sen-
nacherib's Lachish reliefs, it is doubtful whether

they were of that nationality, since those sent

by Hezekiah were not captives. That the yoke
or cross-piece of their instruments terminates in

swans' (?) heads, however, would probably present
no difficulty.

{d) Gicitar.—This rather resembles the Egyptian
nefer, or banjo, which may have been borrowed
from Babylonia (F. W. Galpin, in Stainer, Music of
the Bible, p. 45). This was known in Babylonia at

a very early date (ib. pi. i. B). The form is similar

to that used later in Assyria (Rawlinson, ii. 156).

iii. Wind instruments.— («) Pipe, whistle, or

flute.
—This probably becamea ifavourite instrument

after the arrival of the Sumerians in Babylonia,
where reeds are plentiful. The common Sumerian
word for the pipe or flute is gi-gid,

'

long reed,' or

gi-sir,
' reed of music,' in Semitic mililu, from

elelu, 'to make a joyful sound.' According to the
Descent of iStar into Hades, rev., lines 49 and 56,

this was the instrument of Tammuz, who possessetl
one made of the sacred lapis lazuli. When Tammuz
joyfully played thereon, the mourners, male and

female, played with him, and then the dead

might arise and enjoy the incense. The flutes

depicted on the Assyrian monuments are played
in pairs (Rawlinson, li. 157). The Elamite double
flute was similar to the Assyrian (Layard, ii.,

plates 48, 49).

(b) Trumpet.—Pictures of this instrument are

rare, the most noteworthy example being that in

the hands of a director of Avorks in Sennacherib'.-*

time (Layard, ii. 15 = Brit. Mus., Nineveh Gallery,
51, 52). It was probably not a speaking-trumpet,
but an instrument conveying orders by its note.

(c) Horn.—Though the inscriptions do not seem
to refer to this as a musical instrument, it is pro-
bable that they used it as such. The Sumerian for
' horn

'

is si, Sem. qamu, Heb. qeren.

(d) Other ^mnd instruments.—According to Lang-
don, the Sum. tigi, Sem. tigti, was an ordinary
reed-flute, and something similar is to be understood

by the gi-erra= qan bikiti, or 'reed of wailing.'
The gi-di, Sem. takaltu, and the Sem. pag'u, he

suggests, may be bagpipes.

3. Singers.—Of these there were many classe."^,

but we have still much to learn about them. Some
were probably for secular performances only.

(a) NAru (fern. ?j(Jr<M).—These are expressed by
the character lul, preceded by the determinative

for 'man' or 'woman.' Lul was possibly the

picture of a harp or lyre, to which they seem to

have sung. According to Sennacherib, a choir of

these, male and female, was sent to Nineveh by
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Hezekiah, and accompanied his tribute (see above,

§ 2, ii. (c)). The native Babylonian (or Assyrian)
ndru, however, seems to have been a kind of pre-

centor, who sang or intoned portions of their ritnal.

One of these, named Qisifia, chanted the songs
used at the funeral of one of the Assyrian kings,
and was aided by a clioir of young women (mdrati,

'daughters'; K. F. Harper, Assyrian and Baby-
lonian Letters, Cambridge, 1911, no. 473).

(b) Kalu.—This word is derived from the Sum.

gala (dialectic mulu), and seems to mean, properly,
'male servant,' 'deacon.' He was the specialist
in temple-music through the study which he had
devoted to it :

' O temple, thv deacon (muiu-ru) is not present—who decideth

thy future ?

The deacon (knowing) thj' chant is not present, thy future to

the harp he singeth (not)' (Langdon, Babylonian Liturgies,
p. viii).

AVords given as synonyms of kaM in WAI, pi.

21, line 38 ft'., are the Sum. ir, or '

mourner,' the

snr{a), a special singer, the sura-gala, or chief of

the same class, the lagar (dial, labar), 'deacon,'
the nunuz (typa, 'declarer of oracles,' and others.

The lists connect with the kalu the lallaru and
the munambil, the former rendering the Sum.
ilu-ali, 'he who chants mournfully' (Langdon),
and the latter ilu-di, perhaps

' the soft singer.
'

These are given in Cuneiform Inscr., pt. xix. pi.

41, and follow the gala-maha,, Sem. kalamahhu,
'the high' or 'chief kalu' (K. 4328, 1. 17). The
Sum. ilu forms part of two words ior zammerii, the
usual word for '

singer,' in WAIii. pi. 20 : ilu-dudu
and ela-(i)lu (lines 7 and 9). The fern, was zam-
mertu, translating the Sum. sal-ulili and sal-ula-

{l)la. These words possibly contain the root of

che name of the 6th month of the Babylonian year,
Ululu or Elul, the month of the mourning for

Tammuz, snatched away to dwell in the under
world. The goddess Istar, spouse of Tammuz,
seems to have had a special kalii, or class of kcde,
devoted to her, possibly under the leadership of a

gala-maha (see above).

4. The divine patrons of music.—Besides Istar,

^e chief patron of Babylonian music was the god
Ea, who figures in the lists as the great creator
of all things, apparently before the appearance of
Merodach as the father of the gods. Written with
the sign for 'singer' [ndru), he bore the name
Dunga, and, with that for 'harp' {balag), he was
called Lumha.

5. Musicians.—Besides being a singer, the ndru
was probably a player of the lyre or cithara. A
somewhat uncertain name is lu balag-ga, Sem.
muSeM, possibly a harpist. From what has been
said above, it will be gathered that musicians, as
well as singers, must have held official posts. The
Assyrian bands were various ; the simplest con-
sisted of two harpists, but one of four players
shows a tambourinist, a lyre-player, a player on a
small cithara of varied compass, and a cymbalist
(Rawlinson, ii. 158). These were apparently
foreigners. The largest band depicted is that in
which tiie Elamites come out to welcome their new
king, Umman-igas, whom an Assyrian eunuch is

installing. There are eleven instrumentalists, with
harps, double pipes, a small drum, and a kind of
dulcimer. Three of the leading performers (men)
have one foot raised, as though half dancing as

they advance. These are followed by women and
children, clapping their hands, and possibly sing-
ing (lb. ii. 166 = Brit. Mus., Nineveh Gallery, 49).
The band which played to summon the people to

worship the great golden image set up by Nebu-
chadrezzar in the plain of Dura (Dn 3'- '', etc.)
consisted of a number of instruments of which the
cornet or horn (qarna= qarnu, § 2, iii. (c) above),
the flute, the harp, the sackbut, the psaltery, and
the dulcimer are specially mentioned. Notwith- >

standing its suitability in such a case as this, the
drum does not appear, but the piercing sound of

the cornet would naturally form a good substitute.

6. Possible indications of a notation.—These are
to be found in certain tablets from Babylon, of

late date, now in the Royal Museum, Berlin, and
edited by George Keisner (Sum.-bab. Hymnen),
who has tabulated them in two classes (Introd. p.

xvi), namely, vocalic characters, both singly and
in groups, and words or ideographs expressing
words. The former consist of the vowels a, e, i,

and u, which are placed at the beginning, in the
middle (before the ctesura), and at the end of the
lines to which they refer. Were they placed over
the words, and not in the margins and blank

spaces, it might be contended that they stood for

four notes of a scale. It seems more likely, how-

ever, that they indicate the tones attached to the

lines, in chanting which, in that case, considerable
latitude was allowed. As a mere conjecture, it

might be suggested that a stood for an even tone,
e (

= qabic, 'to speak') for modulated chanting, i

('sublime,' 'exalted') for a high tone, and u
(
=

Addu, Hadad) for one which was deep, thunderlike.

The difficulty, however, is that this takes no
account of the words, .among which are annH, Hi,
or Ii [?],

'

loud,' WM-it/im, 'not weak,' 'not silent'

(=Z(4 iddlu, Id sukkutu). In one place e is placed
over a a, and in another i over i (? part-singing).
All this would seem to imply considerable elabora-

tion, whatever interpretation be placed on these

mysterious characters. In some passages the
character mesi, Sem. manzu, followed by lu, la,

and gub, 'passing,' 'hovering,' and 'standing'—
so, apparently, the general meanings—appears.
This would indicate some such rendering as '

sound,'
'

music,' for mesi — manzu.
7. References to music in the historical inscrip-

tions.—The word used in these seems to have been

nigutu, ningutu, 'joy,' 'merrymaking,' or the
like. Sargon of Assyria (722-705 B.C.) constantly
uses it to indicate the rejoicings at his military
successes, in which, however, musicians took part.
In other passages the word may be translated in

the same general way, but that in which Assur-

banl-pal is directed by Istar of Arbela to eat food,
drink wine, make music (ningutu), and glorify her

divinity (G. Smith, Hist. 0/ Assurbanipal, London,
1871, p. 125, 65-66) is possibly correctly rendered
—as is also the passage in his great cylinder where
the kings of Arabia are described as having been

compelled to wear badges and work at the rebuild-

ing of Bit-ridftti, and are said, whilst engaged
thereon, to have passed their time in 'singing
(and) music' (ina elili ninguti), in order that the

Assyrian king should ' build (that palace) from its

foundation to its coping with rejoicings and festivi-

ties
'

[ina liiddti il ri&dti).
Literature.—^Tlie Introduction to G. Reisner, Sumerisch-

babylonische Hymnen, Leipzig, 1896 ; J. Stainer, Music of the

Bible, ed. F. \V. Galpin, Loudon, 1914; S. Langdon, Babylo-
nian Liturgies, Paris, 1913. T. G. PINCHES.

MUSIC (Buddhist).—The history of ancient

Indian music, including that of the centuries when
Indian culture was predominantly Buddhist, has
not yet been compiled, and probably, from lack of

materials, never will be. The classical literature

of Buddhism does not contribute much to such

materials, but some features of interesting suggest-
iveness may be pointed out. On the psychological
side, a very keen emotional susceptibility to the

charm of music, either sung or played, is alluded

to as an ordinary phenomenon. In one of the lute

[vlnd) parables in the Pitakas certain persons are

supposed to hear its sound for the first time, the

instrument being concealed. They ask what it is,
' the sound of which is so fascinating, so charming,
so intoxicating, so entrancing, so ravishing, so
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captivating' (Samyuttn-Nikdya, iv, 196 f.), and
their hearers, in replying, agree with their opinion.
Some of these adjectives are applied to music

yielded by
' the five kinds of instruments, when

well played upon,' for the skilled musician

(Dialogues of the Buddha, Oxford, 1899-1910, ii.

214), and a similar aesthetic efl'ect is said to have
been derived from a golden and a silver network
of bells, hung round the mythical palace of the
'

great king of glory,' and shaken by the wind (ib.).

A similar charm, in the later commentaries of

Buddhaghosa, is ascribed to the song of the karamka
bird. The possession of a musical speaking voice,

holding men spell-bound, was held of sufficient

importance to record supreme distinction in this

gift in the order's list of such brethren as were
foremost in certain attainments. The champion
in question was the Thera ' Dwarf '

Bhaddiya
(Ahguttara-Nikdya, i. 25; Psalms of the Brethren,
London, 1913, ccxxv. ; the commentarial tradition

held that he was born under a former Buddha as a

'variegated cuckoo,' kokila). Yet another bird

was brought in to compare with the sweetness of

Sariputta's voice — the sdlika {Psalms of the

Brethren, 1232 f.). But the Buddha's voice was
compared to the celestially sweet vocal organ, with
its eight characteristics, of the Apollo of the
Brahma-heavens— Brahma Sanam-Kumara, the
Eternal Youth {Dialogues, ii. 245, iii. 173 ;

Kathci-

vatthu, xii. 3).

A second point of interest, already alluded to,

is the names and varieties of insti'uments mentioned
in this literature. They are sometimes called

collectively turiyd (see Dialogues, ii. 18, n. 1) ;

sometimes panchaiigikd {turiyd),
'

fivefold
'

{Sain-

yutta-Nikayd, i. 131 ; Psabns of the Sisters,

London, 1910, pp. 83, 183). These the commen-
taries enumerate as dtata, vitata, dtata-vitata,

ghana, susira, the first three of which are varieties

of tom-tom, and the other two respectively yet
another instrument of percussion (a species of

cymbal) and a wind instrument (a species of reed
or pipe). It is curious that the seductive vlnd is

not included in this list. The word turiyd (Skr.

turya, turlyaka) came, centuries later, to bear the

meaning of 'fourth' (cha-tur-) part or state, but
its original meaning, in these earlier books, in

connexion with music, is very obscure.
Other instruments with which we meet are

drums—the dundubhi (' Striking salvation's drum,
Ambrosia's alarm' [Majjhima-Nikuya, i. 170 f.,

quoted in Psalms of the Sisters, p. 129]) and the

bheri, m,utiriga, sahkha, panava, and dendima
{Dialogiies, i. 89), the third and fourth of these
five being the chank (shell) and a kind of horn.

Concerning the chank, which is also a species of

horn, another parable is told {Dialogues, ii. 361).
Here again the fivefold adjectival formula is used
to describe the charm of its sounds.
More material of this kind miglit be extracted

by a thorough sifting of the early, the middle,
and the later or mediaeval strata of the Buddhist
literature. Here let it suffice to name one more
feature that is suggestive, namely, the reference to

all congress work concerned with canonical (but
unwritten) texts, or records, as '

singing-together
'

or 'singing-through'—saii-glti {Vinaya Texts, iii.

\_
=SBE XX. (1885)] 372 f.)'. A similar idiom is

Tised for the procedure observed by contemporary
Brahmans when meeting to go over their mantras
(Majjhima-Nikdya, ii. 170). It is fairly evident

that, in the absence of written documents, the
time-honoured Indian custom of intoning or chant-

ing the memorialized runes was adopted by the
Indian Buddhists. Cf. art. Hymns (Buddhist).

C. A. F. Rhys Davids.
MUSIC (Celtic).—I. Musical instruments.—

Little is known of the music of the ancient Celts,

as the classical references to it are few and casual,
and native evidence is lacking save in the case of
the Irish texts, which cannot be taken as decisive
for the earlier period. Some classical authors refer

to the trumpet {carnon, carnux).^ It was used to

summon assemblies and also in battle, especially in

the charge and as loud and clamorous accompani-
ment of the war-cries for which the Celts were
famous. 2 The pipe of the trumpet was made of

lead, and the bell was in the form of an animal,

according to contemporary accounts. Archaeologi-
cal research has discovered several trumpets of the
bronze or early iron age. These are made of cast

bronze, or of tubes of sheet-metal riveted together.
Some are of very fine workmanship, and one of the

early iron age (late Celtic period) found in Ireland
has its disk extremity ornamented in hammered
work. These trumpets are of two varieties— with
the mouth -piece at one end or at the side. Straight
cylinders have also been found, evidently parts of

some larger instrument.' The Celtic trumpet is

figured also on Roman monuments.* Horns are
referred to by classical writers as used both in war
and by swineherds to call together the swine. ^

These as well as pipes and reeds of different kinds
are also mentioned in Irish texts, and bone flutes

have been discovered inThor's Cave, Staffordshire.*
'The Courtship of Ferb '

speaks of seven cornaire (horn
players) with coma of gold and silver. These, however, may
have been the trumpets already referred to. Instruments of

ox-horn were also in use.

An Irish poem of the 11th cent, on the fair of

Carman mentions pipes, and these are probably a
form of the bagpipe, as the plural name jnpai is

still used in Ireland, as in the Highlands of Scot-

land, for this instrument. The Irish form diff'ers

in some particulars from the Scots ; its scale is

more complete and full, while the reeds are softer.

WhUe the bagpipe has become the characteristic

Highland instrument, it has ousted the harp at

one time so popular.
The harp or lyre {chrotta, Ir. criiith, crot [

= Welsh
crwth, a fiddle]) was used by the bards of Gaul as
an accompaniment to their chants, and is figured
on Gaulish coins.'' It was common also to Irish,

Welsh, and Highland music, and is frequently
referred to in the Irish texts. In early times its

power over the mind of men was the subject of a

myth which recurs constantly in Irish story. The
reference is first to the harp of the god Dagda, one
of the Tuatha D6 Danann (see Celts, § V. ).

With it he played
' the three musical feats which give distinc-

tion to a harper, viz., the Suantraighe, the Gentraighe, and the

Goltraighe. He plaj'ed them the Goltraighe until their women
and youths cried tears. He played them the Gentraighe until

their women and j'ouths burst into laughter. He played them
the Suantraighe until the entire host fell asleep.' Before this
the harp is said to have come itself from the wall to its owner,
killing nine persons on its way. 8

The number of strings on the harp varied. The
so-called Brian Boru's harp in Trinity College,
Dublin, must have had thirty strings. Others had

eight. But in some early texts reference is made
to three-stringed harps, and in a story of Fionn in

the Agallamh na Soiorach to each string is attri-

buted one of the powers of Dagda's harp.
® In a story

1 Polybius, ii. 29 ; Diod. Sic. v. 30 ; Eustathius, ad Iliad.

xiv. 219 ; Lucan, i. 431 f.

2 Csesar, de Bell. Gall. viii. 20
;
Diod. Sic. loe. cit. ; Polyb.

loc. cit.

3 R. jMunro, Pre-historic Scotland, Edinburgh, 1899, p. 201 f.
;

J. Romilly Allen, Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian Timt\i,

London, 1904, p. 118; Guide to the Antiquities 0/ the Bronze

Age, British Museum, do. 1904, pp. 28, 30 ; E. 0'Curr\-, On the

Manners and Customs of the Ancif.nt Irish, do. 1873, iii. 341ft".

4S. Reiiiaoh, RA xiii. [ISSOj 320; G. Dottin, Manuel pour
servir d VHude de I'antiquiti celtique, Paris, 1906, p. 217.

6 Polyb. ii. 29, xii. 4.

6 O'Curry, pp. 306, 313, 325 f.
; Romilly Allen, p. 118.

7 Diod. Sic. V. 31. 2 ; Annn. Marc. xv. 9. 8 ; C. Jullian,
Recherches sur la religion gauloisc, Bordeaux, 1903, p. 58.

8 ' Battle of Magh Tuireadh," Uarleian MSS, cited in O'Curry,
iii. 214.

9 O'Currv, iii. 223.
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,ni^\^- ^:. ^'"disch and W. Stokes, Jrische Texte, Leipzig
1880-1909, iii. 211 f. ; O'Curry, iii. 317.

Leipzig,

nm,"'* ^•of^9^^°'^^' ^«^'fl"<>» of the Ancient Celts, Edinburgh,
1911, p. 380

; O'Curry, iii. 323.

^^ RllrS^ o^}]}^^'
'^® ^ litt6rature po6tique des Gaulois,' RA

9 Appian, ifts«. iJom. iv. 12
; Athenasus, iv. 37, vi. 49

10 Lucan, i. 447 f. ; Diod. Sic. v. 31. 2 ; Amra. Marc. xv. 9. 8.

,!,^^P^^^, Celtica.8; Livy, x. 26, xxl. 28, xxiii. 24, xxxviii.
17 ; Polyb. iii. 44

; Diod. Sic. v. 29. 4.
12 Pomp. Mela, iii. 6.

in the Book of Lemster (Dublin, 1880) this tinee-

strin^'ed harp is called a timpan, and elsewhere
the tuiipan is differentiated from the emit, or harp ;

it appears to have been played with a bow or wand
with hair. It may, therefore, have been a .species
of violin or fiddle, and separate references to a
stringed instrument of the violin type exist.'
The oritrin of the harp is the subject of an Irish myth. A

woman walkinjf on the sea-shore saw the skeleton of a" whale.
The wind striking on the sinews made a pleasing sound, and,
list«ninK to its murmur, she fell asleep. In this position her
husband found her, and, perceiving that the sound had caused
her to sleep, he made a framework of wood, put strings from
the whale's dnews on it, and so made the first harp.2

Bells of the bronze age have been found in Ire-
land. Thev are spherical or pear-shaped, and con-
tain loose clappers of metal or stone, producing a
feeble sound. These may have been the kind of
bells which were hung on valuable cows and on
horses.8 Gongs are also mentioned—e.g-. , the plate
of silver over Conchobar's bed struck by him with
a wand when he desired silence.*
An instrument to Mhich most soothing powers

are ascribed is mentioned in many texts—the musi-
cal branch, or craebh ciuil, carried by poets and
kings. This O'Curry conjectures to have been a
branch or pole on which a cluster of bells Avas sus-

pended.* When shaken, it caused all to be sUent ;m other words, it was a signal for silence. But in
some cases mythical qualities are ascribed to the
branch. Cormac Mac Art's branch of golden apples
produced the sweetest music and dispelled sorrow.

' Sweeter than the world's music was the music which the
apples produced ; and all the wounded and sick men of the
earth would go to sleep and repose with the music, and no
Borrow or depression could rest upon the person who heard it.' 6

In tales about the Irish Elysium reference is
often made to trees growing there which produce
marvellous music, causing oblivion to those who
hear it. These trees are difJerent from the instru-
ment called crann ciuil, or 'musical tree,' which
O'Curry describes as a generic name for any kind
of musical instrument—harp, timpan, or tube.''

Special names were given to the players upon
these various instruments, the name being taken
from that of the instrument itself—e.g., pipaire,'

piper
'

; cruitire,
'

harpist.'
2. Songs and chants.—The bards of the ancient

Celts, frequently referred to by classical writers
and corresponding to those of the Irish and Welsh
Celts,* composed poems of various kinds—epic,
satiric, panegyric. Some of these were improvised
and were sung to the accompaniment of the lyre.
Glimpses of these bards, attached to the train of
chiefs or great men, and singing their praises or
those of their guests on festive occasions, are
found m classical sources.' They sang also of the
heroic deeds of the past and of great warriors. i"

They were doubtless also the composers of the
battle-hymns which warriors sang before or after
battle while they beat their arms in rhythmic
cadence or danced. These may have been invoca-
tions of the gods, or traditional warrior-songs, or
even spells to ensiue divine help." Individual
warriors sometimes improvised their own songs.Chants were also sung by the priestesses of the
Isle of Sena in order to raise storms." Traces of

1
O'Curry, iii. 861, 363, 365 ; cf. 328 f.

^Transactions
of the Ossianic Society, Dublin, 1854-61, v.

3 Guide, p. 28 ; O'Curry, iii. 323.
* '

Courtship of Emer,' O'Curry, iii. 315.
e iii. 314 f.

I

archaic hymns, doubtless of the order of spells, are
found in Irish texts, and Irish druids used incanta-
tions for their magical actions. Of the words of
the hymns or chants of the continental Celts no
trace now remains. See Bards, Charms and
Amulets (Celtic), Hymns (Celtic), Magic (Celtic).

3. The love of the Celtic peoples for music is
reflected in well-nigh every old legend and tale, and
is a well-known characteristic, while the peculiarly
intense emotional effects produced on the people
by their own songs or instrumental music are very
striking, and are felt by those who have even the
slightest strain of Celtic ancestry. Nowhere is this
love of music better seen than in the tales of the
Celtic Elysium—aland where music, sweet, delight-
ful, and soothing, is constantly resounding. Not
only do the birds on the trees sing most ravishingly,
but there are trees themselves which produce
music, like the silver tree with musical branches in
the story of Cdchulainn's sickness. ' 'There is

nothing rough or harsh, but sweet music striking
on the ear,' says the mysterious visitant in the
story of Bran. Even its stones are musical. There
is a stone ' from which arise a hundred strains

'

;

it is not sad music, but it
' swells with choruses of

hundreds.' 2 '

Harpers shall delight you with their
sweet music,' says the maiden who would lure
Oisin to the Land of Youth.* Mider describes
Elysium to Etain as ' the wonderland where reigns
sweet-blended song.'* Its inhabitants 'hear the
noble music of the sid,' says Loegaire MacCrim-
thainn after his sojourn there.' The same idea
recurs in later Celtic fairy-lore. The belated
traveller passing by fairy-mound or fairy-haunted
spot, hears the most ravishing music. All this is
the expression of a racial love of music, passionate
and satisfying.
The love of the pagan Celts for music remained

when they became Christian. This is borne wit-
ness to by the hymns composed by early Celtic
saints * and by ecclesiastical music, and also by the
secular music—vocal and instrumental, as well as
dance music—so prominent in the social life of all
Celtic regions. Of late years in Wales, the W.
Highlands, and Ireland there has been a great
revival and development of the native music. This
is a popular movement and already has been pro-
ductive of interesting results.

LiTBEATURE.—This is mentioned throughout the article.

J. A. MacCulloch.
MUSIC (Chinese).— It is questionable whether

any nation has had a higher idea of the importance
and power of music than the Chinese. Its mysteri-
ous mfluence has been a theme of their writers
through all the ages, for the art of producing
harmonious sounds which move the human heart
has been known in China since the remotest
antiquity. Its discovery is attributed to the
Emperor Fu Hsi (2852 B.C.), the invention of the
lute being ascribed to him. Doubtless, however,
the Chinese not only brought their o^vn music A\ith
them into China, but found the aborigines possessed
of a system, and possibly the two were amalga-
mated.
At first emperors had their different systems

until Huang Ti, the Yellow Emperor (2697 B.C.),
introduced order; a note was fixed for the base
note, sounds had names given to them, etc., and
music was considered to be the key to good
government. Succeeding emperors followed his

system. Hymns were composed by these rulers,
and the Great Shun (2255 B.C.) composed a piece

1 Irische Texte, i. 205 f.

2 K. Meyer and A. Nutt, Voyage of Bran, London, 1895, L
l£f.

8 Transactions Ossianic Society, iv. 234 f .

* Ir. Texte, i. 113 f.

B S. H. O'Grady, Silva Gadelica, London, 1892, H. 290 f .

6 See Hymns (Irish Christian).
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entitled ' Ta Shao,' which is generally believed to

have exercised such a wonderf al effect on Confucius,
1600 years after, as to make him lose the taste of

liis food for three months. It was '

perfect in

melody and sentiment,' while the martial music,
'The Great War-Music' of King Wu {i.e. 'The

Warrior,' 1122 B.C.), though perfect, did not meet
with the Sage's approval.

^ The Master again was

delighted on visiting the City of Wu {i.e. 'The
JIartial City') to find that, notwithstanding its

position, favourable for military operations, the

people had been converted from a delight in

military pursuits to a love of stringed instruments
and singing.^
Some of the reforms which Confucius instituted

were in connexion with music. ^ He declared that

it is not the sounds produced by instruments alone

that constitute music* As to the playing, he said

that the parts should sound together at the com-
mencement. Then ' as it proceeds they should be

in harmony, severally distinct and flowing without

break, and thus on to the conclusion.'^ The
Master himself both sang and played.
Mencius endorses the dictum of the ancients that

nmsic, if rightly employed, is conducive to good
government."

' In music of the grandest style there is the same harmony
that prevails between heaven and earth.' 7 ' Music is an echo of

the harmony between heaven and earth,' and ' has its origin
from heaven.' 8 ' The fervency of benevolence, the exactness of

righteousness, the clearness of knowledge, and the firmness of

maintenance, nmst all have their depth manifested in music's

In the Book of Poetry it is said :

' The dancers
move with their flutes to the notes of the organ
and drum.'i" This refers to the sacrifice to the

ancestors some centuries before the Christian era.

The dancing, of which there were six kinds, was
)iot what in the West is understood by that term,
l)ut grave evolutions and posturing intended to

^-how veneration and respect.
The perfoi-mance of this ritual music at the

Chinese imperial court and at religious ceremonies
such as tliose already mentioned, and those of wor-

ship to heaven and earth, to the sun and moon, and
to Confucius, have been kept up until recently

during all the centuries that liave elapsed since tlie

early Chinese historic periods. These ceremonies
are much alike. Music of a solemn character

accompanies the worship, the offerings made, and
the hymns sung.
Confucius spoke of 'music that has no sound.''*

This is not the Chinese equivalent of '

songs
without words,' but it is deep and silent virtue.

Thus it will be seen tliat music with these Chinese

.^ages connoted more than the simple Avord ' music'
in English.
The superior man, so the Master said, must take

music and apply it : 'to act and to give and receive

pleasure from what you do is music' ** No wonder
t hat some of this music is said to have ' em braced

every admirable quality.''* 'The sages found

pleasure' in it
' and (saw that) it could be used to

make the hearts of the people good.'
'•* The airs of

the Shung were conducive to ' decision in the con-

duct of affairs,' i.e.
'

bravery' ;
the airs of the Khi

produced
' a spirit of righteousness

'

in giving
'

place
to others' even at a loss.*'

' Where there is music
there is joy.'

'^

But this ancient nmsic has perished, leaving
abstruse, obscure theories ill understood. The
execrated Tsin Shi Hwang Ti (200 B.C.), the
builder of the Great Wall and the destroyer of the

1 See J. Legge, Chinese Classics, Hongkong, 1861-73, i. 3, 28.
2 Jb. p. 183. •' lb. p. 85. * lb. p. 1S5.
3 /i. p. 27. u/6. ii.26ff.
7 See J. Legge, 'The Liki,' SBE xxviii. (Oxford, 188.'i)99.
* Ih. p. 100. '•' Legge, Chhiese Classics, ii. 189 f., note.
10 lb. iv. 397

; see also pp. 373, .'>87, 631.
11 Legge, 'The Liki,' p. 279. 12 lb. p. 276.
13 lb. p. IOC. i-« lb. p. 107.

15/6. p. I.'.o. IS/i;. p. 112.
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literati, was also the tyrant at whose mandate
music books and instruments perislied, leaving
scarcely a remembrance behind them. As with
the classics, however, ancient literature and
instruments again saw the light of day, being
rescued from liiding

-

places. Notwithstanding
this, though attemi)ts have also been made to

revive the glories of ancient music's '

golden
tongue,' the music of the Chinese sages remains

practically unknown, though some pieces are

supposed to represent it.

Times have also radically changed even with
such a conservative people as the Chinese, and the

professional musician is not now highly respected.
Music, which Confucius considered as completing
ji man's education,' is entirely neglected as a part
of a scluilar's course, and is not studied seriously.
Some of the educated are able to play the flute,

the c/iin, and a few other instruments, while
the common people delight in the banging of the
sonorous booming gong, the rattling drum, the

shrieking clarionet, and the screeching violin.

Music always accompanies marriage, funeral, and

religious processions.
The music of China has not been appreciated by

the foreigner, who has considered it monotonous,
noisy, and disagreeable. It has been much mis-

represented and misunderstood, but there are indi-

cations that ' her strange, weird, almost ghostly
music is winning its way to an appreciation it is

worthy of.'- There are many excellent Chinese
melodies. The instructions as to playing the
scholar's lute far surpass in delicacy and refine-

ment anything in the West.
The emperor Hwang Ti is said to have been tiie

inventor of the His, a series of twelve bamboo
tubes, each tube representing a semitone, so that
tlie twelve tubes render the twelve chromatic
semitones of the octave. The emperor sent to

Bactria for the bamboos, as there, in ' the Valley
of Bamboos,' they grow of a regular thickness.

The hollow piece between two joints, or septa,
was taken, and the note which one of the t>ibe3

produced was selected as the base or tonic. Similar
tubes of difterent lengths were used for the other
notes of their chromatic scale, nearly identical with
ours. Several accounts more or less fantastic are

given as to why this division into twelve semitones
was emploj'ed, such as the singing of birds, rolling
waves, and voices of men and women of a wild

tribe, etc. These tubes have each a name, and

they are supposed to be connected with the du.al-

istic system of Chinese philosophy, half of them
being classified under the yang, or male principle,
and the rest under the yin, or female. 'I'iie

different Chinese months and hours were also

assigned to these tubes. There is an absence of

tempering in Chinese music, so that to our Western
ears some of the Chinese intervals sound too sharp
or too flat.

'Their scale being theoretically correct is too perfect for

practice.'
*

It is this as well as the general absence of piano
efl'ects and gradations of .sound, there being no

crescendos, legatos, etc., that makes Chinese
music often .so discordant to the foreigner, and
the high pitch increases its nnpleasing nature.

Though theoretically there is this chromatic
scale approximating to that in the West, a penta-
tonic scale is in use. The V\\& planets were looked
on as the bases of the five notes. At one time

(1100 B.C.), however, a he])tatonic scale was de-

veloi)ed by the addition of two more notes to the

five. It then consisted of five full tones with two
1 Legge, i. 15.
^ S. Pollard,

28lh
Au^'.

1913,

'

Iiifantioide in China,' in Christian Woihi,

^ W. E. Soothill, 'Chinese Music,' etc., in Chinese Recordei;
xxi. 222.
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semitones, but even then the Chinese gamut was
not identical witli ours.

This lasted till tlie time of Kublai Khan (A.D.

1280), when the Mongols who then conquered
China brought a new scale and notation, which,
witii a sliglit moditication, lasted the century of

Mongol rule. The native Ming dynasty (1368-

1644) e.xcluded the half-tones. The late Manchu
dynasty (1644-1912) again made some slight altera-

tions. Now, though theoretically there is a
chromatic scale approximating to that in the West,
the Chinese are content with a pentatonic scale,

having dropped the two half-tones to which most
of them have never taken kindly. At the same
time, they are further content with fourteen

sounds, their music being generally contined within
these narrow limits.

As to the notation, there is no stave, the charac-
ters representing the notes being written in vertical

columns in the same way as in books. To dis-

tinguish between a grave and an acute note, a
little addition is sometimes made to the character

standing for the higher note. In fact, Chinese
solmization is imperfect. The musical notation is

of such a character that to know exactly how a

piece should be played a Chinese musician first

requires to hear it played. For some instruments
the notation is of a most complex character, con-

taining the fullest directions as to the mode of

playing, but generally the Chinese characters

simply show that a certain sound is to be produced,
in which of the two octaves often being unindicated.

Further, it is simply a note, no indication of its

length being given, though signs or dots to the

riglit are occasionally inserted in manuscripts to
indicate a longer holding of that note. Nor are
rests ordinarily shown, nor time, etc., except that
a space between two notes may mean either a rest

or the end of a verse. Emphasis may be shown by
a note being written larger.
Time and measures are thus not always indicated.

Four time is the only time known scientifically,
but others are heard in practice. The drum or

castanets are the instruments which give the time
in a band, and on no account is tlie one or other
left out in an orchestra. The pentatonic scale is

closely adhered to, whence no sharps, flats, or
naturals are found.
'The Chinese scale may be said to be neither major nor

minor, but to participate of the two. Chinese melodies are not

majestic, martial, sprightli', entrancin;;, as our music in the

major mode ; and they lack the softness, the tenderness, the
plaintive sadness of our minor airs.'i

iUit this is true of Chinese music played by the
Chinese on tlieir own instruments. When trans-
ferred to our notation and played on our instru-

ments, the melodies may be described as major.
Chinese vocal music is most disagreealjle to

European ears, as the Chinese do not sing in a
natural voice.

' The sounds seem to proceed from the nose ; the tongue, the
teeth, and the lips have very little to do except for the enuncia-
tion o( some labial words.' 2

The voix de tSte is generally used. The singing
is in unison, no parts being known, though there
is an ancient book containing the rudiments of

liarmony. The guitar is usually the accompanying
instrument. A kind of recitative is used in the
theatre. Chords, counterpoint, etc., are unknown.
On some instruments two strings are played simul-

taneously. In chanting in Buddhist temples each

priest sings in the key best suited for him. Indian
music was introduced by the Buddhists.
As Chinese music may be divided into ritual (or

sacred) and popular, so the instruments may be

similarly divided—tlie former of a complicated
structure, and the latter of a common form. The

1 J. A. van Aalst, Chinese Music, p. 22
; cf. Mrs. T. Richard,

"Chinese Music,' in Chinese Recorder, xxi. 339 f.

-' van Aalst, p. 24.

spiritual principle of music being derived from
heaven, the materials of which tiie instruments
are made are earth-derived, and, as there were

eight symbols (of Fu Hsi) wliich express all change~
in the universe, the materials from which musical
instruments are made are likewise eight. These
are stone, metal, silk, bamboo, wood, skin, gourd,
and earth, and are supposed to correspond with
certain points of the compass and seasons of the

year.
Stone chimes were held in high esteem, and

there was also the 'single sonorous stone.' ^ The
stone chimes are used only in court and religious
ceremonies. There are two stone flutes. A conch
shell is used by soldiers, watchmen, etc.

Under metal are classed bells, gongs, bell-chimes

and gong-chimes, cymbals, and trumpets ; and
the la-pa is a trumpet with sliding tube.

Under silk are the cKin (lute with seven strings)
and these (which has now 25 strings). The latter

is supposed to have a compass of five octaves. The
four strings of the^Ji'-^jrf, or balloon guitar, repre-
sent the four seasons. It often accompanies the

flute, and is the instrument used by the blind

singing-girls, who ply through the streets at night
Avith tlieir duennas, ready for hire. Others also

use it. The san-hsien, or three-stringed guitar,
is a favourite instrument of ballad singers. The
yuehcKin, or moon-guitar of four strings, is also

used to accompany ballads and songs. There are

one or two varieties of violins—one with four

strings and one (the rebeck) with two. In both of

these instruments the bow strings pass between
the violin strings, so that the player has not only
to play the correct note, but must take care that
he does not produce a wrong one by the bow string

grating against wrong strings. The foreign harp-
sichord, as it is called, is something like a zither,
but has sixteen sets of fine wires with two bridges.
Under bamboo are included a Pandean pipe,

used only in ritual music, and several kinds of

flutes, the clarionet, etc.

Wood is employed in castanets, the wooden fish

used by priests, and one or two curiously-shaped
instruments.

Difl'erent kinds of drums account for the use of

skin.

The sheng has the wind-chest sometimes made of

gourd. The tubes which rise from the chest are

reeded as in a harmonium, and are said to have

given the idea for the construction of that in-

strument. It is used in the worship of Confucius,
and is the most perfect of all Chinese musical
instruments. In fact, it is nearly perfect

—sweet
in tone and delicate in construction.

'The principles embodied in it are substantially the same as

those of our grand organs. . . . Kratzenstein, an organ-builder
of St. Petersburg, having become the possessor of a shfng,
conceived the idea of applying the principle to organ-stops.

'2

An ocarina was made of baked clay or porcelain.
Some of these instruments are most ancient in

their origin.
The Chinese, as a rule, do not appreciate Western

music, though, when taught, they play the har-

monium well, and the Christians enjoy singing in

church and school. Tlie Chinese voice can be
made to do almost anything if taken early enough
and properly trained. The present writer has
heard foreign music most beautifully rendered by
German-trained Chinese.
Literature.—J. A. van Aalst, Chinese Music, China I.M.

Customs, 11 Special Series, no. 6, Shanghai, 1884 ; E. Faber,
' Chinese Theory of Music,' in China Revieu; i. [Hongkong,
1873-74] 324 ff., 384 ff., ii. [1874-75] 47 ff. ; see also China Review,
ii. 257, V. [1876-77] 142, xiii. [1884-85] 402, xv. [1886-87] 54 ; Mrs.
Timothy Richard,

' Chinese Music,' in Chinese Recorder, xxi.

[Shanghai, 1890] 305 flf., 339 flf.
;
W. E. Soothill, ib. p. 221 ff. ;

1 van Aalst, p. 48.
2 F. Warrington E:astlake, 'The Chinese Ueed Organ," in

China Review, xi. [1882] 35, quoted bv van Aalst, p. 80 f.
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J. Edkins, ib. xv. [1885] 61 ff. ; W. N. Bitton, ib. xl. [1899]
195 flF. ; Notes and Qiuries on China and Japan, Hongkong,
Feb. 1870, p. 2ff. ; Chinese Repository, iv. [Canton, 1834-35] 4,

143, vi. [1836-37] 154, viii. [1839-40] 38 ff., xx. [1851] 34
;
S. W.

Williams, Middle Kinndom, revised ed., London, 1883, i. 424,

672, ii. 93 ff. ; G. T. Lay, The Chinese as they are, do. 1841,

p. 75 ff.; J. Dyer Ball, Things Chinese-^, do. 1902, art.

•Music.' J. Dyer Ball.

MUSIC (Christian).— I. INTRODUCTORY. — I.

Origin.—All authorities are agreed that tlie music
of the early Church was of Hebraic origin. It is

known that the apostles, as HebreAvs, engaged in

prayer and praise in the Temple, and they would

undoubtedly utilize the same chants used there by
the people in response to the Levitical choir.

The first record of Christian worship is that

memorable hymn sung at the institution of the

Lord's Supper :

' And when they had sung a

hymn, they went out unto the mount of Olives
'

(Mk 14^6).

It was the custom at the Passover Feast to sing
certain of the ' Hallel of Egypt' Psalms (Ps 113-

118). The most prominent of these, Ps 114, 'In

exitu Israel,' has been associated '

throughout the

ages
' with the chant known as ' Tonus Peregrinus,'

which, leaving out intonation notes, may be shown
as follows :

i i=r-

^-^-3=^i^^; —1-—i—I
—^

In the Anglican Church this melody is likewise

associated with the Communion service—where it

is intoned to the ' Nunc Dimittis
'

at the close.

The origin of this chant does not seem to have
been traced, nor do we know the melodies to which
the hymns of the NT were set, i.e. the MagniKcat
(the 'Hymn Evangelical' of Isaac Williams), the

song of Zacharias after the birth of St. John the

Baptist, the Angels' song at the birth of our
Saviour—later expanded into the ' Gloria in ex-

celsis,' and the 'Nunc Dimittis'—associated as they
are with Christian worship from the earliest times.

Music must have played an important part in

early Christian worship, if we judge by St. Paul's

references to it in his Epistles
—written not very

long after the Ascension of Christ—since he re-

peatedly admonishes the adherents to sing and
make melody in '

psalms and hymns and spiritual

songs,' while he seeks to regulate the order of

worship in his Epistle to the Corinthians (1 Co
14^®), where he says :

' When ye come together,
each one hath a psalm.'
The liturgy of the Christian Church was largely

founded on the Jewish model, the oldest form being
the vigil celebration, which later was divided into

Evening, Night, and Morning forms of service.

The mode of Jewish worship, viz. the precentor
singing the psalm as a solo, with the congregation
joining in the refrain, or cantvs responsorms, was

copied by the early Christians, and was later

highly elaborated as regards the solo portions.

Regarding the melodies used originally for the

chanting of the Psalm little is known. In an

illuminating article in Musical Times, January
1914, A. M. Friedliinder (a Jew) says :

' We do not know the musical interpretation of the musical

signs used in the Book of Psalms.' What is known is that '
for

the cantillation of the Holy Law and Prophets' the latter

differs widely from that used for the Pentateuch. The author

proves that there is a strong similarity between (1) the .Jewish

system of accents fixing the modulations of the voice employed
in the cantill.itions and the early European system of musical
notation known as

' neums '

; and also between (2) the cantilla-

tioris used for the chanting of the Prophets
' and the oldest

known music of the Catholic and Protestant Churches'— a

particular instance being given in the melody known as the
' Anil)rosian Te Deum," the origin of which has hitherto been
shrouded in mystery.

Hebrew origin has also been claimed for the

melodies which have come down to us as the

'Gregorian or Psalm tones,' which were collected

and codified by St. Ambrose in the 4th cent., and

again to some extent during the time of St.

Gregory the Great (1604) in his Antiphonnri^tm,
a copy of which he had nailed to the altar of

St. Peter's in Rome as a standard of reference.

It was this system or collection of Church song
that was introduced by St. Augustine into

Britain in A.D. 597, when he founded the Augus-
tine school of music at Canterbury. There is,

howevei', no definite proof of Hebrew origin,

though circumstances certainly favour the idea
that it is highly probable.
The Jews themselves at the present time chant

the Psalms, but, as mentioned above, cannot

identify the ancient musical signs particularly
associated with them. No doubt the early Christ-

ians may possibly have set the ancient melodies

differently. These melodies would be brought by
Christian converts to Rome, and during the era of

persecution they would be sung in the catacombs.

During that time of struggle we may expect the
evolution only of the fittest.'

2. Early musical material available.—As regards
the form of the music in use in the early Christian

era, it is sufficient to say that the song melodies or

cantillations were entirely dependent on, and sub-

ordinate to, the varying accent and metre of the
text ; and, as Hebrew poetry is mostly constructed
on a responsive basis or in parallelisms, it is

inferred that the Psalms were chanted antiphonally
or as a solo with a limited congregational refrain.

This responsive method passed on to the Church
of Milan in the 4th cent, and to Rome shortly
afterwards. As in the Temple service, the female
voice was excluded.

Incidentally, the titles to some of the Psalms

(Ps 22, etc.) indicate that they were sung to secular

melodies. This example of appropriating the best

secular melodies is one that has been folloMed

throughout the ages.

Any knowledge of harmony at this time seems
to be entirely wanting, while instrumental music
with the Hebrews seems to have been confined to

selah interludes, or flourishes on trumpets, hand

clappings, and sweeping chords on instruments of

the harp type.
Such, then, together with the NT hymns and,

in addition, the melodies composed by the early
Christians themselves, seems to have been the

musical material available at this time. Thus the
musical foundation of the early Church seems to

have been decidedly Hebraic— although at the

time Greek philosophy and Greek art were domi-

nant, Greek influence being shown by the fact

that the earliest liturgies are written in Greek.

Probably Greek melodies were also borrowed from
the Greek metrical songs and adapted to the

unmetrical Church Psalms, antiphons, prayers,

responses, etc. ; the early Fathers, however,
shunned the Greek instrumental accompaniment
as being previously associated with pagan rites

(see below, §XV.).
We have spoken of the introduction to the

Church of Milan of responsive or antiphoiial
methods of chanting from the East in the 4th

century. At an earlier period (early 2nd cent.)

Pliny (Ep. xcvi.
' de Christianis,'?) had mentioned

that tlie Christians sang
'

by turn among them-

selves,' while St. Ignatius, bishop of Antioch in

the 2nd cent., is also credited with its introduction

both by Amalarius {de Ecrlesinsticis Officiis, iv. 7)

and by Socrates (vi. 8), who says :

'

Ignatius . . . saw a vision of angels hjmning in alternate

chants the Holy Trinity.'

1 See, further, J. Stainer, The Music of the Bible, new ed.,

London, 1914, pt. iv. 'Vocal Music of the Hebrews.'
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Philo describes tlie singing of the Jewish
monastic sect of tlie Essenes (TheiapeutiL').

They used two choirs,
' one of men, the other of women. . . .

Tho.v then sing hymns to the praise of tiod, composed in

different kinds of metre and verse, now with one mouth, now
with antiphonal hymns and harmonies' (de Vita Contem-

Ijlativa, p. 4S4f. (MangeyJ).

This method of singing alternately at the inter-

val of an octave in pitcli differed from the Greek idea

of iintiphony, since in their case the method was
simultaneous (and not alternate) and was termed

'magadizing.' Since in the early Church the

.se.xes were divided, the antiphonal response of

women's (or boys') and men's voices at the octave

was quite a natural one. This method has recently
been revived in High Anglican services.

' Such a method is quite destructive of the genuine effect of

antiphonal chanting, which ouglit to be equally balanced on
each side of the choir

'

(Bumpus, Diet, of Eccles. Tertns, p. 23).

It must be remembered that circumstances com-

pelled the singing to be in unison and unaccom-

panied
—

certainly a crude and primitive method
executed under trying conditions, though the
situation would be lightened by the emulation
which the division of the sexes would create.

This method developed later on, as the congrega-
tions were better organized and the antiphonal
singing was led with a double choir. Anglican
choirs to-day sing antiphonally in the Psalms,
but not the congregation. This could be easily
remedied.

3. Orders of service.—By the middle of the

4th cent, the growth of the power of priests had
led to the concentration of the devotional offices in

their own hands and to the formation of definite

orders of service or liturgies, and in this matter
the Churches of the East in Syria and Egypt led

the waj'. In the Eastern liturgies of St. Mark and
St. James we find that the people are allotted such

responses as '

Amen,'
'

Kyrie Eleison,'
' And to thy

spirit,' the ' Thrice Holy,' and others. Prayers,
readings, and chanted sentences were delivered by
the priests or deacons and a choir of singers, the

responses being rendered by the people, as above.

The Council of Laodicea (341-381) allowed only
appointed singers

' to sing from the book '

; this

probably was intended to refer to the priest's

part or to sentences allotted to him. The consti-

tuted liturgy of the ordinary service was termed
the 'Office.'

4. Other musical features.—Besides the Psalms
and hymns other musical features arose. The
' Psalm tones' were sung, not in our scales, but in

the primitive
' modes' of the time. Many of these

did not end on the 'final' of the mode, since the
idea of tonality or key was undeveloped, and, to

obviate the inconclusive effect,
'

antiphons,' con-

sisting of a verse from a Psalm and terminating on
the final, were sung both before and after the
Psalm. These antiphons varied with the season ;

sometimes they were sung to the word 'Alleluia'

(as originally found in the Psalms themselves), and
these 'Alleluia' chants taking a florid turn were
named 'tropes.' The antiphon was known in the
East in the 4th cent., and in the 5t!i cent, it was
also inserted in the Communion service or Mass.
The liturgy of the Miiss was a matter of slow

growth. On the '

perpetual miracle
'

of transub-
stantiation the Roman Church built up an
elaborate service. High Mass being musical

throughout. The ordinary Mass includes introits,

collects, epistles and lessons, graduals, tracts,

gospels, oftertories, communions and post-com-
munions. In the High, or sung, Mass there follow

in order the introit (verse of a Psalm), 'Kyrie,'
'Gloria in Excelsis,' tlie gradual (consisting of a
Psalm verse sung to ancient plain-song on the steps
of the ambon) or an 'Alleluia' verse or a tract (a
Psalm verse also set to ancient Church song, sung

slowly), and on certain festivals an animated

antiphonal hymn termed a '

sequence
'

(see A.

Rile}', 'Concerning Hymn Tunes and Sequences'
[Church Music Sue. Papers, 4 and 5], ch. viii. ).

The Confession of Faith, or '

Credo,' is sung next

by the choir, and is followed by the often elaborate

offertory (during theoffering), the '

Sanctus,'
' Bene-

dictus,' and 'Agnus Dei' (after the consecration),
all sung by the choir.

II. The age of unisonal sosg.—i. Plain-

song.
—St. Ambrose, as has already been men-

tioned, is credited with the codification of the

plain chant melodies and their classification into

four 'authentic modes,' or scales, as most easily

represented by the white notes only of the piano
thus :

Dorian P to D, or r to c.

Phrygian . . . . E to E, or tji to in.

Lydian F to F, or/to/.
Mixo-Lydian . . . . G to G, or « to «.

Later St. Gregory (fA.D. 604), it is related,

supplemented the labours of St. Ambrose, though
history is not very definite on this point ;

^ but he
is credited with the extension, or the recognition
of the extension, of the existing modes upwards
thus :

Hypo-Dorian . . . A to A, or i to I.

Hypo-Phrygian . . . B to B, or t to t.

Hypo-Ljdian . . . C to C, or d to d.

Hypo-mixo-Lydian . . D to D, or r to r.

These were known as the four '

plagal modes.'

Antiphonal song is said to have been introduced

into the Church of Rome by Pope Celestine I.

(422-432). It was further encouraged by Leo
the Great (440-461), who established a singing-
school of plain chant in Rome.
Gevaert {La Melopie antique) ascribes the

'compilation and composition of the lituigic

songs
'

to the Greek popes at the end of the 7th

and the beginning of the 8th centuries.
' The Antiphonarium Missarura received its definitive form

between 682 and 715 ;
the Antiphonarium Officii was already

fixed under Pope Agathon (678-681).' Gevaert says also that
' the oldest chants are the simplest. . . The florid chants were
of later introduction, and were probably the contribution of the
Greek and Syrian Churches '

(Dickinson, p. 110 f.).

No definite system of notation arose before the

7th cent., and the monks had to refresh their

memories of the traditional melodies by means of

a series of scratches and dots termed 'neunis.'

Singers then, as later, took liberties with the

melodies, so that musical knowledge of this period
is somewhat vague ; but, as every monastery
became a singing-school, the knowledge of the

Church song was spread abroad. The Milan and
Gallican Churches had adopted other forms of the

chant, but the Roman version with the aid of

Charlemagne (768-814) prevailed. In 790 two

monks, taking with them the Gregorian Anti-

phonary, reached the monastery of St. Gall in

Switzerland, with which certain monks of Irish

nationality were prominently connected. St. Gall

henceforth became an important centre or music-

school, and that Antiphonary, as the oldest MS
extant, still exists. A facsimile was published by
L. Lambillotte at Brussels in 1867.

The '

Gregorian or Psalm tones
'

consist of eight
tones with various introductory notes or intona-

First tone,

first ending.

I ir̂ ^- 22: :^=i:^=:^==m
.^-^

-^ 2iZ'̂ =2:^^^ -ci:

tions and endings, which, together with the

irregular
' Tonus Peregrinus

' and ' Tonus Regius,'
make up some 46 chants in all.

1 See Dickinson, Music of the Western Church, p. 107.
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Various versions of the ' Psalm tones
'

existed in

the Mechlin Office Books, the English Sarum
Psalter, and the Roman and French Psalters ; and,
the chant having degenerated throughout the ages,
a reform and restoration movement was carried on

through the monks of Solesmes (who published
their PaUographie musicale in 1889) and the

Cecilian Society. Pope Pius X. also decreed the

restoration of the plain chant in an authorized
form in 1903 and again in 1912. The 'Psalm
tones

'

are to be sung in unison as intended. They
were originally unaccompanied from necessity ;

there can, however, be nu objection to judicious
organ accompaniment, if congregational singing is

intended, so long as it is in keeping with the mode
and the spirit of the Psalm.

Plain-song, or chants, broadly speaking, may be
cla-ssified into (1) simple syllabic melodies, and (2)

florid, or melismatic, song.
It has also been classified into periods thus: (i.)

the first six centuries A.D. ; (ii. ) the next seven or

eight centuries. Its decline dates from the intro-

duction of the organuvi in the 9th cent, and the

development of polyphony, and continued till (iii.)

the debased period, from the 16th cent, to 1880;

(iv.) its revival by the monks of Solesmes and the

pope's decrees of 1903 and 1912, the latter of which

points out ' that the entire congregation should
take part in executing those portions of the text
which are assigned to the choir.'

Since the Roman Church has never really en-

couraged congregational music, this is certainly a

step in the right direction, and the result will be
watched with interest. The step from concertized

Masses sung only by the choir to the Office and
Mass sung only in plain-song is, however, an
extreme one. The strength of plain-song is its

startling contrast to modern music as heard every-
where around us. Its primitive or undeveloped
sense of key, its vague rhythm essentially fitted

for prose only (well-defined rhythm is absolutely
necessary for unanimous and hearty congregational
singing), its limited compass, and its unharmonized
or unaccompanied presentation are all useful as a
means of contrast. But, when used to the entire,
or almost entire, exclusion of ordinary fully-

developed music, it becomes dreary in the extreme—its primitiveness becomes only too apparent.
Plain-song in its best form is eminently fitted

to the traditional congregational responses, and in

the ' Psalm tones
'

for the chanting of the prose
Psalms ; there are also some fine ancient hymn
melodies which have survived the test of time and
are found in many Hymnals. It should, however,
be remembered that plain-song is essentially men's

song (i.e. of monastic origin), and fitted principally
for male voices ; and to have the proper effect it

must be rendered in unison by voices in which the
male element preponderates.

Literature.—D. A. de Sola, The Ancient Melodies of the

Spanish and Portugtwse. Jeics, London, 1857; C. Engrel, The
Music of the 7nost Ancient A'atiniis, do. 1864; A. M. Fried-
lander, 'Notes on Facts and Theories,' etc., in Musical Times,
Jan. 1914 ; K. Weinmann, Uist. of Church Music, New York,
1910 (with bibliography) ;

F. A. Gevaert, La Milopee antique
dans le chant de I'^glise latine, Ghent, 1895 ; J. B. Rebours,
Traits de psaltique, Paris, 1907 ; G. Grove, Dictionary cf
Music and Musicians, cd. .J. A. FuUer-Maitland, London, 1904-

10, s.vv.
' Ambrosian Chant,'

'

Gregorian Modes,'
'

Modes,'
' Plain

Song,' etc.; A Grammar of Plain Song (the Benedictines of

Stanbrook), do. 1905; F. Burgess, The Teaching and Accom-
paniment of Plain Song, do. 1914,

' A Revised Gregorian
Tonale,' Musical Times, Aug. 1915; J. Stainerand H. B. Briggs,
ifanval of Plain Song, do. 1902 ; M. Springer, Art of Accom-
panying Plain Cha7it, New York, 1908 ; H. Grace,

'

Plain-

Song, Pros and Oons,' Church Music Society Paper, London,
1915

;
R. W. Terry, Catholic Church Music, do. 1907 ; F. C. C.

Egerton, Handbook of Church Music ; A Practical Guide to

Plain Song of the Roman Mass, do. 1909 (with bibliography).

2. The carol.—As one of the earliest forms of

Church music, the carol merits separate attention.

It was a fostal lij-mn designed for special occasioni-

and usually written in metrical form. Hymn-
were in use before Christ (see the Delphic Hymn
to Apollo [280 B.C.] with melody in Musical Times,
June 1894 ; also Duncan, Story of the Carol, p. 9 f. ).

Augustine gives an interesting definition of a hymn.
The 'Gloria in excelsis,' or 'Angels' hymn,' has
been termed the first carol of the Church.

Clement, in the 1st cent., exhorted his brethren
to keep in '

t!ie first place tlie day of Christ's birth
'

(Duncan, p. 10), and Telesphorus, bishop of Rome,
instituted in a.d. 129 the custom of singing Christ-

inas carols, ordaining then the singing of the

'Angels' hymn' (ib. p. 11). Prudentius (b. 348)
is known as the first writer of carols, and St.

Jerome testifies in the 5th cent, that carols were
in use. Early examples are the well-known ' Corde
natus' of Prudentius and the 5tli cent. 'A solis

ortuscardine' (i6. p. 17). Julian (Diet, ofHlimnol-

ogy'^, p. 207) states that many of the early Church
lyrics in various forms partook of the character of

the carol. Charlemagne encouraged the use of

carols and hymns, and condemned the vulgar type
of songs which had crept into the Churches.

In the canons of j^^llfric made in 957 priests are
admonished to keep the song-books for the various
services at hand.

Minstrelsy at this time was very popular, and
with the preaching of the Crusades in 1095 arose

the Order of Troubadours and the Crusaders'

hymns. The rise of the miracle-play and pageant
brought the carol ' Orientis partibus,' the melody
of which is preserved in our Hymnals, and from
the 12th cent, onwards the carol is preserved to us
in frequent quaint examples, some of which are

very popular in their refreshing and unstilted

melody. They take various forms, and composers
like the English Marbeck and Byrd wrote them,
while Bach harmonized specimens.

In Duncan's Story of the Carol an example of an

early carol of the 11th cent.,
'

Congaudeat turba

fidelium,' taken from the Swedish collection Picn

Cantiones (1582), is to be found.

Literature.—E. Duncan, The Story of the Carol, London,
1911 (with bibliography); J. Julian, Sacred Carols, Ancient
and Modern, do. 1909; Grove, s.v. 'Carol,' etc.; J. A. Fuller-
Maitland, English Carols of the loth Ccnturij, London, n.d.;

J. P. Migne, Dictionnaire de Noels, Paris, 1867 ; H. J. L. J.
Masse and C. K. Scott, A Book of Old Carols, London, 1907 ;

Cowley Carol Book, do. 1902. See also bibliography in Duncan.

III. The RISE OF POLYPHONY.—So far Church
song had been confined to melody. The first step
away from this took the shape of organvm, or the

organizing of a rigidlj'' concurrent accompaniment
of fifths or fourths on the organ, which was intro-

duced into the Church about the 7th century. To
modern ears this effect, taken by itself, would be

extremely cnide, but, sustaining a large body of

men's voices singing in unison, would probably be

quite tolerable.

This organ ettect was tried also bj' the choristers,
and probably with more euphonious results. Later
the experiment of voices singing a drone or station-

ary ba.ss, combined with previous efibrts, gave the

necessary beginning in polyphony, or the art of

harmoniously weaving the various voices togetiier.
Cuido of Arezzo, in the 1 1th cent. , wrote an account
of the methods of orgdnnm, or diaphony, and ex-

amples are given in the Miisica of Johannes Cotto

(c. 1100).
The introduction of other intervals besides those

of the 5th and 4th, and more definite indications

of time and rhythm come next in order, first in

two and then in three parts, until we come to the

composition of the early sacred motet, in which (as

in all early monk-made music) the melody is put
into the tenor part.
The canon, or imitation by one voice of another

voice part, and vocal interchange of the parts occur
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in 13th cent, nnisic. This device became more and
more artisticallj- worked—indeed, too much so for

tlie unsympathetic ears of one John of Salisbury
(1120-80), who complains that the congregation
is depraved by listening to these '

enervating per-
formances '

in
' the re-doubling of notes, repetition

of phrases, and clashing of voices' (Polycraticus, i.

6). These devices of descant became more and more

florid, so much so that Pope Jolin xxil., in 1322,

forbade all descant except the simple addition of

octaves, fourths, and fifths, unless for special occa-

sions. Musical composition at this time—i.e. from
tlje 1 Itli to the loth cent.—was one long experiment.
The conditions were anything but simple. The
notation was the indefinite square note system used
for plain-song ; bar-lines were wanting. Many
different clefs were used, and composition was
attacked mostlj* from the mathematical aspect,
and became a tangled and abstruse contrapuntal
puzzle. The scale itself was not understood, and
ideas of interchange of key were strictly limited by
the hexachord (or six note) arrangement.
As already mentioned, the theme, often that of

a secular song, was put in the tenor, and various

parts were added in an artificial style. This tenor

melody arrangement was termed faux-bourdon,
'false bass,' since the efi'ect of its being sung by
high men's voices was to make the lower voice stand
out above the higher or boys' voices—a kind of in-

verted or top-heavy effect being produced :

î^^ESifEpi^E^ESElEg^
as written the effect,

(melody in black notes).

Of great historical interest is the famous rota
' Sumer is icumen in,' a four-part canon with a

pes, or foundation, of two parts making six part
harmony, written about 1226, in the handwriting
of John of Fornsete at Reading Abbey. Between
tliis and the compositions of John of Dunstable
(t 1453) there is little worthy of note. Dunstable
was well known on the Continent through his

motets, and he seems to have been the first to

attempt to practise indei)endent part-writing with
success.

1. A capella masses and motets.—English Church
composers were now pre-eminent from about 1530 to

1561, after which Palestrina and the Italians came
to the front. In the interval after Dunstable's
death the Flemings were pre-eminent through the
Netherlanders Jean Okeghem (t 1513) and Josquin
des Pres (1445-1521). Josquin des Pres was at this
time the ' idol of Eurojie,' his compositions being
sung everywhere. They are now being revived
(see John Hullah, Hist, of Modern Music^, p. 49 f.).

In the meantime a setting of the Passion music
bv Richard Davy, famous as the earliest known
(c. 1490-1504), is to be noted.
The three groat English cathedral composers

before the Reformation were Christopher Tye
(1510-72), Robert Whyte (t 1574), and Thomas
Tallis (t 1585). At this time the Mass music in

England had grown to be very elaborate. The
'

Gregorian tones
' were in common use before and

after the Reformation, but the Reformers rightly
aimed at making the words clear, and later John
Marbeck (t 1585) was given the task of making plain
.settings of the Church service. English pre-Reforma-
tion Church composers played an important part,
l)ut unfortunately most of their MS works are still

locked up in college and university libraries (see
H. Davey, Hist, of English Mvsic, London, 1895).
The Church works of this period, we must re-

member, are purely a capella, or unaccompanied.
This a capella style reached its climax in Palestrina

(1526-94), who clothed the learning of the Nether-
lands school with spirituality and dignity. Pales-

trina's works are written in both (a) simple chordal

style, and (b) the complicated polyphonic style of

the period, which in its substance is based on imita-

tive work and lacks the defined periods of the

simple secular style. His work was founded upon
the Gregorian chant, and the Marcellus Mass is

still a model of the more elaborate a capella style.
Palestrina overshadowed somewhat the fine works
of his contemporaries, Willaert, the two Gabrielis

(Andrea and Giovanni), Vittoria, the two Anerios

(Felice and Giovanni - Francesco), Tallis, C.

Goudimel (t 1572), and others. For Palestrina see

W. S. Rockstro, Hist, ofMusic, oh. vii. ; Hullah, p.
87 f. ; and G. Baini, Metnoirs of Palestrina, Rome,
1828, Germ, tr., Leipzig, 1834 ; see also Grove, s.v.

Adrian Willaert, though a Fleming, was chapel-
master from 1527 to 1563 at St. Mark's, Venice.

Prompted by the existence of its two opposite
music galleries, he wrote compositions for double

choir, thus presenting ett'ects of contrast and
climax.
Out of emulation G. Gabrieli (1557-1612) wrote

a twelve-part Psalm, as C. von Winterfeld says, for
' three choruses, one of deep voices, one of higher,
and the third consisting of the four usual parts.'

' Like a tender fervent prayer begins the song- in the deeper
chorus,

" God be merciful. ..." Then the middle choir con-
tinues with similar expression, "And cause his face to shine

upon us." The higher chorus strikes in with the words, "That
thy way may be known upon earth." In full voice the strain

now resounds from all three choirs, "Thy saving health among
all nations

" '

(Winterfeld, Johannes Gabrieli und sein Zeitalter,

Berlin, 1834, ap. Dickinson, p. 170).

The strong point of the best of this mediaeval un-

accompanied Mass and motet music is its detached,
exalted, and mystical air, as exemplified in Pales-

trina. Its weak point is the lack of the emotional

interpretative element ; this was left to the cere-

mony and ritual of the Church to suggest and foster.

Nevertheless, it was this that led to its decay and
disuse and the substitution of the newer style
described below, § XIL
After Palestrina the motet was cultivated by all

grades of composers. The pre-Reformation motets
of the English composers C. Tye, J. Taverner, J.

Shepherd, R. Fairfax, W. Byrd, and O. Gibbons
in pride of place stand next to those of Palestrina.

In Italy itself the fine motets of T. L. Vittoria

(1560-1608) were followed by the more modern
works of A. Scarlatti, L. Leo, F. Durante, and G. B.

Pergolesi, in the latter half of the 17th cent., and
these are still worthy of study. The sceptre then

passed to Germany, where the great Johann Sebas-
tian Bach (1685-1750) reigned supreme, whose mag-
nificent motets for double chorus, such as ' Be not

afraid,' and
'

Blessing, Glory and Wisdom,' astonish
and gratify the artist. Handel's motets are also

very fine and well worth reviving.
The motets of Haydn and Mozart are really can-

tatas. In England the motet was continued under
the name of the 'full anthem.' S. Wesley's
motets are fine examples of the earlier style. In
later times we have also worthy examples by
Brahms, Hauptmann, Rheinberger, and Cornelius.
Mendelssohn's ' Hear my Prayer

'

is really an
anthem.

2. Passion music.—(a) We have already men-
tioned the earliest example of Passion music—an
English work by Davy, From the 4th cent, on-

wards, the history of the Passion has been set
forth in Holy Week in musical form.
At first, after the Greek manner, the events of

the sacred Passion were disposed in dialogue form
and chanted and interspersed with chomses,
arranged like those of ^schylus and Sophocles.
An ancient plain chant named ' Cantus Passionis

'

has come down to us, but its origin and date are
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unknown. The subsequent manner was to divide
the words spoken by (1) the narrator, (2) our Lord,
and (3) the apostles, or cliorus, among three priests
or deacons, and each one had his own cliant.

This manner seems to have prevailed generally till

about 1550 or 1570. The interesting Passion music
of Richard Davy, who was organist of Magdalen
College, Oxford, in 1490, is according to St.

Matthew, and for four voices ; it is not written in

a plain-song, but in free early 16th cent, style. It

was discovered in a MS choir-book at Eton College
containing originally 66 motets and 28 magnificats.
Davy composed also a ' Stabat Mater,' motets, etc.

This is a si^ecimen of the pre-Reformation treasures
still in existence, but as yet mostly neither tran-
scribed nor reproduced in any form (Davey, p. 90).
A Passion according to St. John comes next (c.

1560-70), and after that an early Protestant work
is found in Keuchenthal's Book (see Winterfeld,
Der evangdische Kirchengesang, Leipzig, 1843-47),

published in 1573, in which there are short choruses
for the people or crowd, and soliloquies in recita-

tive form. Vittoria in 1585 wrote a similar work
in artistic style which, rendered by the pontifical
choir in Rome, has since remained a classic

(Grove, s.v. 'Passion Music' ; Naumann, Hist, of
Music, pp. 431, 478).

[b) These works prepared the way for the
Passion oratorios of H. Schiitz (1585-1672) and J.
Sebastiani (1672), who introduced in them Protes-
tant chorale melodies, of R. Keiser (1673-1739),
Avho introduced the sentimental element, and for

the climax, the magnificent Passion oratorios of

Bach. Graun's 'Der Tod Jesu,' produced in 1755,

Haydn's 'Seven Last Words '

(1785), Beethoven's
' Mount of Olives' (1803), Spohr's

'

Calvary
'

(1833),
and many English works down to the sincere and

popular Stainer's ' Crucifixion
'

(1887), may be men-
tioned.

Literature.—C. E. H. de Coussemaker, Dramen litur-

giques du moiien dge, Rennes, 1S60 ; see also literature below,
§ XI., and Dickinson, p. 275 flf.

3. The effect of the Reformation.—We now
come to the movement which exerted marked
influence on the course of Church music. We
have to remember that so far the music of the
Church had been practically confined to the priests
and the choir. The music-schools were in the
hands of the priests, and no effort seems to have
been made to train the lay element or congrega-
tion, so that their part was limited practically to

an occasionally ejaculated 'Kyrie' or 'Amen';
the rest involved listening to complicated com-

positions in the polyphonic style set to Latin

words, and to the Psalms and the Office, also in

Latin, as set to the ancient plain-song of the
Church. The congregation was thus practically
ignored. Hence the natural demand of the
Reformers for simplicity and for a share in the

worship (see Naumann, p. 429).
IV. English cathedral music—The nmsic

of the Reformed Church resolved itself into (a)
that performed by the choir, in England known as

cathedral music, and (b) congregational responses,
chorales, metrical Psalms, and hymns.
Here it should be noted that the Reformation

took a comparatively mild course in England.
Henry VIII. tlirew ofl" the pope's authority in 1534.

The dissolution of the monasteries began in 1536,
some 600 monasteries and convents being destroyed.
Previous to this every monastery and abbey had
acted as a school of music or song-school for the

training of the singing priests and boys. The
choirs at this time of cathedrals, abbeys, universi-

ties, the Chapel Royal, and private chapels of

large estates had been well supplied with Mass and
motet music by Tallis, Tye, R. Whyte, Fairfax,
Taverner, Shepherd, and others. In 1536 Churcii

music and organ playing were reckoned among
the eighty-four

' faults and abuses of religion,'
and, despite the later publication of the Six
Articles in which they were defended, enormous
damage was done, innumerable MSS by pre-
Reformation composers being destroyed. Choirs
were dispersed and organs broken up.

It is interesting to relate that Messrs. Novello
are now, in their 'Cathedral Series,' publishing
some of the best of the English pre-Reformation
compositions which have survived, and so far had
lain in oblivion. The boy king Edward VI. was
won over to the cause of the Reformation, and
reforms in doctrine and ritual were brought
forward. The Book of Common Prayer took the

place of the Missal and Breviary. The Mass was
abolished and the Communion Service as set
forth in the first Prayer Book of Edward VI. in

1549 took its place.
1. The Anglican service.—The order of the

ordinary services was founded to some extent on
the ancient Latin Office named the Hours, certain
items being omitted. It contains the responses
for the people, the canticles, the daily portion of

the Psalms, and room for a hymn or anthem, and
also the Litany, as compiled fiom the old litanies

of the English Church and set as before to the old

plain-song. The Communion Service was framed
on the ancient use of the church of Sarum
(Salisbury).
The order is one which gives considerable lati-

tude, since responses, creed, Psalms, and canticles

may be said or sung. In a full choral or cathedral
service these are all sung, the canticles (' Te Deum,'
etc.) being taken to anthem-like settings; other

grades of service depend on taste and the capacity
of the choir, the canticles being chanted and the
anthem perhaps omitted. The acknowledged guide
to the full choral service is now the Cathedral

Prayer Book (Novello and Co.).
The first musical reform of the services of the

Church was accomplished by John Marbeck.
In 1550 Marbeck made a plain one-part or unison

setting (founded to some extent on Sarum use) of

the various responses and liturgical portion of the

.services, as well as of the canticles which were set

to Gregorian chants ; the Psalter was not given.
The Communion Service commenced with a verse

from the Psalms as an introit, and the Command-
ments, 'Gloria in Excelsis,' 'Credo,'

' Sursura

Corda,' 'Sanctus,'
'

Benedictus,' 'Pater Noster,'
and '

Agnus Dei '

followed. At the revision of the

Prayer Book in 1552 the introit,
'

Benedictus,' and

'Agnus Dei' were excluded and the 'Gloria' put
at the end. Marbeck's settings have certainly an
Elizabethan ring about them, but they are devo-
tional even if lacking in characterization.

LiTBRATCRE.—S. Royle Shore,
' The Choral Eucharist since

the Reformation,' The Cathedral Quarterly, April 1913 ; D.
Slater,

' Additional Notes on Communion Services between
the Elizabethan and early Victorian Epochs,' ib., July 1913.

2. Choral settings of the Anglican Service.—(a)

The first book of full choral settings of the Service

was published by John Day in 1560. It contained

settings of the ' Te Deum '—with the Ambro^<ian
melodies in the tenor part

—and a fine Communion
Service by T. Causton (t 1569), also settings of the

Litany, the Lord's Prayer to a chant, and various

anthems by Tallis and others. Tallis and Tye both

embraced the Reformation. Tye, in obedience to

the universal demand which set in for the metrical

versions of everything, made a setting in 15r)3 of

such a version of the Acts of the Apostles. Of
this he completed fourteen chapters in all. These
were set in a kind of metrical anthem form, dis-

playing the usual fugal and canonic entries, but in

simple and clear style. Some portions were after-

wards arranged as Psalm tunes, such as the one
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known as Southwark. Tye's .Service in (1 minor
has recently been re-pal)lished.
Previous to the Reformation Tallis (t 1585), wlio

wrote mostly in the Dorian mode, had composed
his important five- and six-part motets and a

Mass in F. His motet, or '

Song of Forty Parts,'

written for eight choirs of five voices each, still

remains a wonder of counterpoint. His anthems
in Day's Service-Book and others, his nine tunes
in Parkers Metrical Psalter of 1560, and his

harmonization of the Church responses and Litany
with melody in the tenor keep his name ever before

us. It is well known that congregations sing,
not the tenor plain-song in his festal responses,
but naturally the upper soprano or added part.
The original arrangement is suitable only for men
communities (see also Barrett, English Church

Composers, p. 23).

Richard Farrant (t 1581) is known for his solid

and solemn Services and anthems. His association

with 'Lord, for thy tender mercies' sake' is

doubted. N. Patrick, N. Strogers, R. Whyte,
and W. Mundy (tc. 1591) are likewise well-known
names of the pre-Reformation period.

(b) Elizabethan and Stuart periods.
—W. Byrd

(t 1623), though a Romanist at heart and a com-

poser of important compositions for the Roman
Church, wrote anthems and Services for the
Reformed Church. His anthem 'Bow thine Eai*'

and the canon ' Non nobis domine '

preserve his

renown. Other works of this period were T.
Morley's (t c 1604) fine Burial Serv-ice and T.
Tomkins' (t 1656) Service in C. The Services and
anthems of Orlando Gibbons (1583-1625), the lead-

ing composer of this polyphonic period (and known
as 'the English Palestrina'), are masterpieces
of their kind. His ' Hosanna to the Son of David '

is still a favourite, and an advance on the heavy
style of Tallis and Byrd (see also Barrett, p. 58).

The Stuarts did little for English music, and
cathedral choirs were much reduced at this time.
Adrian Batten (t 1673), who was about the first

composer to use bar-lines, is noted for his devo-
tional full choral Communion Service.

The historic Barnard's Collection of Church
Music, quite a repository of this period, was pub-
lished in 1561 in the usual parts. These parts
were dissipated through the Civil Wars and were
not got together again till 1863.

The Puritan interregnum now intervened, and
Parliament decreed that organs should be taken
down and choral music books destroyed, as already
mentioned.
After the Restoration E. Lowe's Short Direc-

tions for the, Performance of the Cathedral Ser-

vice, published in 1661, and J. Clifford's Collection

of Services and Anthems (393) and Chants were
certainly needed (see Rockstro's interesting account
of the English scliool of the Restoration [ch. xv.

p. 162]). The chants at this period for the Psalms
and canticles were the ancient Gregorian tones.

One sign of the changed times is seen in the action of Charles

11., wlio,
'

tyred with ye (rrave and solemn way
'

of Tallis, Byrd,
and Gibbons, 'ordered ye composers of his Chappell to add
Symphonys etc. wth Instruments to their Anthems ... to be
done when he came to ye Chappell . . . after ye French fan-

tastical lijcht way
'

(T. Tudway's [t 1730] collection quoted from
Bumpus, Hist, of Eng. Cathedral Music, p. 123).

In order to meet the king's tastes Pelham Hum-
phreys (1647-74) was sent to France to acquire the

prevailing Italian style. Humphreys introduced
the declamatory recitative stjde and more dramatic

feeling into his anthems, and they are still used.
For Humphreys see Hullah, p. 120 f.-

The earlj' anthem was practically a motet—i.e.

written in full chorus and more or less involved

contrapuntal style
—and the modern anthem may

be said to date from about the time of Humphreys
and Purcell, with the introduction of more dran-.atic

feeling or necessary characterization of the emo-
tions, solo (or

' verse ') passages, and accompani-
ments in the Italian style.
The anthems and Services of J. Blow (1648-1708)

are characterized by vigour, pathos, and freshness,
and give evidence of a new element of imagination.
These, with the melodious anthems by Michael
Wise (t 1687) and the pathetic and expressive works
of R. Langdon (t 1803), pave the way for Henry
Purcell (1658-95), the premier genius of English
cathedral music. By this time the cathedral
establishments had been fully restored after the
Commonwealth. Purcell's Church works com-

prise 3 Services, 32 anthems, and 20 interesting-
anthems with orchestral accompaniment. The last,
written for the Chapel Royal, are mostly verse

anthems, i.e. intended for solo voices with short
refrains for chorus and with introductions and
interludes for the stringed instruments. They are
characterized by brevity of movement and frequent
changes of tempo—strong contrasts intended to

claim the royal interest (see G. P. E. Arkwright,
' Purcell's Church Music,' Musical Antiquary, .)an.

and July 1910). Refined melody and harmony
combined with great ingenuity are Purcell's char-

acteristics. His remarkable ' Te Deum ' and
'Jubilate' for four voices, strings, trumpets, and

organ, and the anthems ' Out of the Deep
' and ' O

give Thanks,' sung at the Parcel! Commemoration
Festival in 1895, may be mentioned as examples.
For Purcell's harmonies see Barrett, p. 97.

Anthems by W. Child (t 1697) and B. Rogers
(t 1698)—known for his Service in D—and also tlie

works of Henry Aldrich (t 1710) and the original
R. Creighton (t 1736) close this period.

(c) 1700-50.—In this period we have J. Clarke
(+ 1707) with his sympathetic

'
I will love thee,'

W. Croft's (1678-1727) 'majestic and melodious'

Thirty Select Anthems, Service in A, and Burial

Service, the 'Chanting Services' of J. Hawkins
(t 1729) and T. Kempton (t 1762) {i.e. the Psalms set

to a single chant—interspersed with florid verses set

anthemwise), J. Weldon's (t 1736) deeply religious
and modern Six Select Anthems, J. Bishop's
(t 1737) Service in D, the simple melodious Services

of C. King (t 1748), the Evening Services of

T. Kelway (t 1749), and J. Travers' (t 1758)
Service in F. The melodious anthems of Maurice
Greene (t 1755) show Italian and German influence.

Greene was organist of St. Paul's Cathedral from
1718 and the friend of Handel, who took great

delight in playing the cathedral organ.
As regards the parish churches, the music appears

not to have been of a higli order. The manners of

the time have been described in Addison's Tatler.

The services were interrupted with noisy and tricky
solos on the trumpet and stops of the mixture type
(mounted cornet).

(rf) Later Georgian -period.
—In 1760 appeared W.

Boyce's unique collection of cathedral music, of

which modern editions, discarding the old clefs,

appeared at a later time. Boyce (1710-79) him-

self, with his massive, dignified, and finely-written

anthems, which are considered cathedral classics,

and his contemporaries, J. Kent (t 1776), W.
Hayes (t 1777) and liis son Philip (t 1797), and J.

Nares (t 1783), who wrote in the popular style,

open this period.
B. Cooke (t 1793), the writer of glees, chants,

and Psalm tunes, is known for his solid Service in

G ;
chants by the clever organist, T. S. Dupuis

(t 1796), Jonathan Battishill's (t 1801) beautiful

seven-part anthem ' Call to remembrance,' S.

Arnold's (t 1802) Collection of Cathedral Music

(1790), W. Jackson (t 1803) of Exeter's simple and

practiral congregational
' Te Deum' in F (a com-

position which should be sung fluently in chant

style and which would be improved by a modern
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accompaniment), J. Alcock's (t 1806)
'

Miserere,'
and T. Ebdon's (t 1811) 'Service in C complete
the period.
At this time tiie music in our cathedrals had once

more sunk to a low ebb. Fortunately, owing to
the 19th cent. High Church or Tractarian move-
ment and tlie efforts of S. S. Wesley, tlie necessary
administrative and musical reforms were intro-

duced.

(e) 19th century.
—During this time also support

for Church composers was lacking somewhat, and
cheap adaptations of foreign oratorios undermined
our unique school of English cathedral music.
Nevertheless J. Clarke Whitfield (t 1836), with his

simple melodious anthems, Samuel Wesley (1766-
1837), son of Charles Wesley the brother of the

great John Wesley, a musical genius and great
organist, and known for his scholarly motets, and
T. Attwood (1767-1838), a pupil of Mozart, in his

Service in F and fine modern anthems, kept in

touch with the best traditions. Attwood was
organist of St. Paul's Cathedral in 1833, when
Mendelssohn played the organ there on a certain
memorable occasion. J. Pring (t 1842), who wrote
anthems in Boyce's style, and W. Crotch (t 1847),
known for his pleasing anthems and Service in F,
also belong to this period.
The devotional and elevated Services and anthems

of T. A. Walmisley (t 1856), the noble Services and
'Wilderness' anthem of S. S. Wesley (t 1876), a
tine organist ; the Service in F of Henry Smart
(t 1879), the leading English organ composer, the
devotional and melodious anthems of John Goss
(t 1880), as well as the solid eight-part Service in C
and fine anthem '

It came even to pass
'

of F. A. G.
Ouseley (t 1889), have kept up the noble traditions
of the past.

It is difficult to write of later English composers,
but the names of C. V. Stanford, J. Stainer, A. S.

Sullivan, J. Barnby, G. J. Elvey, and E. J. Hopkins
bring memories of finely-written works, which above
all are endowed with melody and modern style.
It only remains for our Church composers to fling
off the influence of Mendelssohn and Spohr, to keep
in touch with past traditions while using virility of

style and all modern resources to maintain English
cathedral music as the noblest school of Church
music since the days of Palestrina.

Literature.—Reference may be made to the followinfr selected
works : J. S. Bumpus, nist. of English Cathedral ihisic, 2

vols., London, 190S
; Myles B. Foster, Anthems and Anthem

Composers, do. 1901
; W. A. Barrett, English Church Com-

posers, do. 1882 ; English Music (' Our Cathedral Composers '),

do. 1906 ; Church Music Society Occasional Papers, do. 1910-15 ;

A. M. Richardson, Church Music, do. 1904
; J. Baden Powell,

Choralia, do. 1903; G. P. E. Arkwright, 'Purcell's Church
Music,' Musical Antiquary, Jan. and July 1910 ; J. F.
Runciman, Old Scores and New Readings, do. 1899, ch. i.

' Our
last great Musician.' Different points of view will be found in

the two following works : T. F. Forth, Sanctity of Church
Music, London, 1914

;
R. B. Daniel, Chapters on Church Music,

do. 1894. See, further. Cathedral Prayer Book, do. 1891 ; J.

Jebb, Choral Service, do. 1843, The Choral Responses and
Litanies, 2 vols., do. 1847-57 (contains the various ancient
usages).

3. The Anglican chant.—It has been said that
' the principle of using harmonized chants for the
Psalms and canticles is neither specially English,
nor is it the product of the lleforniation or the

English type of Service
'

(Royle Shore,
' The Early

Harmonized Chants of the Church of England,' Mus.
Times, Sept. Oct. Nov. 1912, p. 585 f.). In England
harmonized chants were probably in use a century
before tlie Reformation. Abroaii they were in use
at the beginning of the 16th cent, and probably
before that. The early harmonized chants consisted
of the 'Psalm tones' with melody in the tenor,

and, like all early music, were barless. They still

survive under the name of/mtx-bou7r'o}is, and are
in regular use as such to the Psalms or Magnificat
with alternate verses rendered in unison. As the

tenor plain-song melody has mostly disappeared,
however, the connexion hardly exists now. As
with the old Psalm tune, the faux-bourdon, or
tenor melody, does not favour mixed congregational
singing, and the Anglican chant with melody in
the soprano is the natural outcome. In the old

plain chant Psalters every word was noted—i.e.

had a note to itself. This was .succeeded by the

long note for reciting purposes and the bar-lines to
ensure correct endings. These bar-lines have un-

fortunately proved to be a snare, because the latter
measured portion should always be recited as freely
and at the same speed as the first portion of the
chant. The weak point of the Anglican chant in

long settings is the over-repetition of the same
harmonies. Hence unison verses are desirable with
changed harmonies. More varied forms, as with
plain chant, are also to be wished for. The earliest
double chant dates back to one of Byrd's Collection—1641. In this class it is desirable that the second
half of the chant should be responsive or sequential
in form.
LiTERATCRR.—7'A« Barless Psalter, London, 1913; P. A.

VJaXes, Rhythmic Psalter, Oxford, 1910 ; A. M. Richardson, The
Psalms : their Structure and Musical Rendering, London, 1904 ;

The Responsive Psalter, do. 1913; Faux-bourdon Magnificats and
Harmonized Plain Chant Settings by Tallis, Byrd, Gibbons, etc.,

for the Canticles and Psalms, do. 1915 ; H. Grace,
' Old

English Service Music,' in Mus. Times, July 1915. It must be
noted that these ancient harmonized chant settings of the
Psalms were much longer compositions than the ordinary
Anglican chant, as they were liable to alteration, repetition, or
general free treatment. They were also more richly harmonized.
Refer also to J. Heywood, Art of Chanting, London, 1893 ;

J. S. Curwen, Studies in Worship Music, i. 117 ; Grove,
s.w. 'Chant '

; R. Bridges, art. 'English Chanting,' in JI/MStcai

Antiquary, April 1911.

V. Irish Church Jl/f75/C.—Early Irish Church
music is surrounded with something of mystery.
An Irishman, St. Gall, founded the musically
famous monastery called after him, and it was an
Irish monk who introduced the Koman chant to

Cologne about 1025.
'
Irish Psalmody and Hymnody were distinctly Celtic in the

first half of the 7th century
'—which is assumed to be about the

time that plain-song reached Ireland— ' and were mainly adap-
tations of the old Irish pre-Christian melodies. . . . The Irish

were \ he earliest to adopt neums as a musical notation of plain
chant,' and 'they modified and introduced Irish melodies into
the Gregorian chant' (Flood, Hist, of Irish Music, p. 8).

Early in the 9th cent, organs were introduced.
Giraldus Cambrensis (t 1220) wrote :

'

Only in musical instruments I find commendable the dili-

gence of that nation ;
in these it is incomparablj- superior to

every other nation we have seen
'

(Topographia Hibcniica, iii.

10).

Among the ancient Church MSS the Kilcormick
Missal of 1458 deserves mention. The ancient
cathedral of Christ Church, Dublin, kept the light

burning with its choral Services, except from 1559
to 1595. Versions of the metrical Psalms were
first printed in 1637, but no music for them ap-

peared for over a hundred years. The Common-
wealth made its anti-musical ellect felt there also.

The subsequent Church musical historj' of Ire-

land does not seem to be marked in any way.
Although Ireland possesses a store of uni(iue and
beautiful folk-melodies, and though Irish hymn-
writers aie well known, it does not appear to ha\ e

any essentially distinct hymnody or school of

composers of sacred music.
Literature.—W. H. G. Flood, Hist, of Irish Music, Dublin,

1905; J. S. Bumpus,
'

Irish Church Composers' (jW!(i')('(T;.i^l,<;.«)-

ciation Papers, vol. xxvi., London, 1900) ; M. Conran, National
Music of Ireland, do. 1846-50.

VI. Welsh Church music—The early musical

history of Wales is also somewhat clouded. A 6th

cent, saying of the bard Taliesin,
' No musician is

skilful unless he extols the Lord,' imi)lies ancient

interest in sacred music. Beyond tliis and the

well-known 12th cent, passage from Giraldus Cam-
brensis (Descriptio Canibricc, iii. 3), to the etlect

that the Welsh siing not in unison but in jiarts,

there is little definite information about Welsh
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music before the beginninji of the 19tli centuiy.
A Welsh tune is luentioueii in KavenscToft's

P<alter, and it is said tliat the hymns of Kees
I'ricliard (1579-1644) were sung throujj;hout Wales
in his days. Edmund Prys (1541-1024) was the
author of a Welsh metrical version of the Psalms.

In modern days, however, Welsh hymns are well

worthy of study. It is calculated that there are
some 4000 of them. They are mostlj' emotional in

type, but prave and solemn themes are to be found,
botii traditional and modern. A number appear
in the English Hytnnal.
LiTERATrRB.—Reference should be made to the Uirmnals of

the various Welsh denominations and to Grove, and especially
to A. Riley,

'

Concerning Hymn Tunes and Sequences
'

(Church
Music Siic. Papers, i and 5), London, 1915, ch. vii.

;
E. Walker,

Hist, of Music in England, Oxford, 1907, p. 325 f. ; H. F.
Chorley, The Natio7uil Music of the World'i, London, 1911.

VII. AMERicAy Church ml'sic—The music
of America began in a religious atmosphere. The
Pilgrim Fathers sang the old Psalm tunes of their

fathers, and the Bai/ Psalm-Book, published 1640
at Cambridge, Mass., exerted a wide.inHuence, over
70 editions being published. The musicjU settings
were limited, and Pavenscroft was drawn upon.
The first organ was imported, after much opposi-
tion, in 1713, and choirs and singing-schools were
formed not long afterwards. W. Billings' New
England Psalm Singer appeared in 1770 and Isaac
Watts' Hijmns be":an to make headwaj', while
modern music miglit be said to have made its

advent with the Handel and Haydn Society, founded
in Boston in 1815. The Church tunes of Lowell
Ma.-<on (t 1872), a leader of American music,
exercised strong influence.
Of modern American composers of sacred music

H. W. Parker, J. C. D. Parker, and Dudley Buck
must be mentioned as ha\ing done good work.
The weakness of the American non-liturgic

Churches is the want of a definitely authorized
order of services. The great freedom of choice

opens the way equally to the American gospel
hymn (mostly fit only for shouting at a street

corner) and some tawdry operatic-like chorus from
a modern Mass.

'

Happy are the people who, like the Germans or the Scots,
have inherited in the past generations such noble thinsrs as the
chorales with their splendid tunes, or the metrical Psalms with
their fine melodies from different quarters

'

(Fuller-Maitland,
Church JUuxic Society Paper, London, 1910, p. 18).

Musically speaking, there are great opportuni-
ties for American Churches if wisely guided.
Literature.—L. C. Elson, The Sational Music of America

Bost-on, 1900 ; F. L. Ritter, MuMc in America, London, 1884;N. D. Gould, Hist, of Church Music in America,Bost^n,lS53;
J. S. Curwen, Studie>^ in Worship Music, i. 57

; P. Lutkin
Music in the Church, Milwaukee, 1910.

'

VIII. Metrical psalmody.—i. The Lutheran
chorale.—It was the belief of the Middle Ages,
following the dictum of St. Paul, that Momen
sliould keep silent in the churches, and until the
Reformation all singing of Psalms and hymns was
restricted to the male choir and the clergy and
conducted in Latin. The 16t!i cent, brought the
invention of printing and the Keformation, and it

might be said that, in one sense, the Reformation
was a movement for the rights of the people—in
this case, the right of the people to participate
fully in divine worship. Up to the 10th cent,
(ierman congregational song had consisted of one
phrase,

'

Kyrie Eleison,' usually an ejaculation
only, but sometimes set to a plain-song melody as
a kind of refrain and termed a Leiscri.

Among the numerous German popular songs
were many of a religious nature, some of them
written by well-known poets. In the 14th cent,

many of these were adapted to secular tunes.
The Hymn Book of the Bohemian Brethren, an

order virtually founded by Hus, the Bohemian
martyr, led the way in 1505. These hymns were

founded upon (1) the Psalms, (2) the old Latin

hymns, and (3) the old vernacular religious songs
and the tunes fiom older melodies both secular
and religious.

Luther, in his FormuloB Missce of 1523, removed
from the Mass everything savouring of the act of
sacrifice and intercession through the saints. Three
years later he added to it congregational chorales,
while the Creed,

'

Agnus Dei,' and
' Sanctus '

were,
he ordered, to be sung in metrical form in German.
A little before, in 1524, he had been moved '

after
the example of the Prophets and ancient Fathers
of the Church to make German Psalms for the

Peojde' (Letter to George Spalritin), and in that

year his Christliehe Licdcr, Lobgcsange und Psal-
vien appeared. It included eight metrical hj-mns
and a selection of metrical Psalms with five tunes—German psalmody was always of a mixed nature.
Other collections followed with the tunes derived

as before from (1) Latin hymns, (2) popular re-

ligious songs, (3) secular songs, (4) melodies of the

knightly Minnesinger and Meistersinger gilds, and
(5) foreign tunes. Tliese tunes showed great variety
of metre ; the arbitrary equalizing and drawling
out the rhythm was a later innovation. Some of
the tunes were adaptations by Luther, but Criiger
(1644) was the principal later contributor, while
Bach harmonized a large number in diflerent styles
for different purposes (see C. Sanford Terry, Bach's

Chorales, London, 1915).
In accordance with the monastic custom, the

melodies when harmonized were put in the tenor

part, the upper parts, or descant, being sung by
boys. Played on the organ, these upper parts
proved an obstacle to the congregation, and the

organ in the Lutheran Church was allowed to be
used only alternately or to preludize. In motet
settings for the choir alone the organ could, of

course, be used.
The Lutheran Church continued the unison

singing of Psalms and chorales without organ
accompaniment till about 1650, when it was found

possible to use an independent chordal accom-

Saniment,
and so the bogey of descant was put

own.
For the same reason—the distraction of descant

upper parts
—the Genevan Church banned the use

of the organ altogether for the next two centuries,
and the Scottish Church, as founded on the Genevan
order, followed suit. This is the result of the
monastic arrangement of the melody for men (tenor

part) instead of the natural highest voices, those
of women and children. This tenor arrangement
continued for a long period

—in Scotland down to
about 50 years ago, the precentor u-sually being a
tenor.

Literature.—G. R. Woodward, ' German Hymnody
'

(Mtm-
cal Association Paper), London, 1905-0(3

; Sonqs of Suon, do.
1904

; Grove, s.vv.
'

Chorale,'
' Luther '

; G. W. Stewart, Music
in the Church, ch. v. ; J. Zahn, Melodies of the German Church
Song, 6 vols. (SS06 chorales), Giitersloh, 1889 ; Dickinson, p.
223 f.; E. Naumann, Hist, ofMusic, Eiig. tr.2, ch. xiii.; Curwen,
ii. 121-151.

2. Genevan psalmody.
—Eighteen years after

Luther's first collection there appeared in 1542 the
30 metrical Psalm versions of Clement Marot, a
French poet. Sung to secular melodies, they
became extraordinarily popular at the frivolous
court of Francis I.

John Calvin, the French Protestant convert, had
arrived in Strassburg as a refugee, and, following
Luther's example, brought out in 1539 a collection
of 18 Psalms with tunes mostlj- of German origin.
This Strassburg collection became later the founda-
tion in both music and words of the first Bourgeois,
or French, Huguenot Psalter of Geneva of 1542,
the music of which was edited by Louis Bourgeois,
a Parisian music-master settled in Geneva. Mean-
while in 1539 (the same year as the Strassburg
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collection) one Symon Cock published Two
Hundred and Fift(j-nlnc Hymns or Sacred Songs,
arranged in groups under the heading of the music
of the tune appropriate to the particular metre,
the melodies being of mixed origin, as before.

Next year the same publisher brought out the
remarkable Souter Liedckens Collection, 1540, con-

taining the whole of the 150 Psalms in a metrical
version in the riemish language, each Psalm being
preceded by its appropriate tune, the tunes, as

before, of mixed origin ; but a '

large proportion
of the music is adapted to that of the popular songs
of the day—the titles of the same being given'
(see Mus. Times, April 1913, p. 240). It nmst be

remembered, however, that at this period little

distinction can be made between secular and re-

ligious style in song. This work contained also

versions of the canticles and sacred songs of the

Bible, together with the Lord's Prayer, Apostles'
Creed, etc. In 1556 Clemens von Papa harmonized
a selection of the melodies.

Bourgeois had charge of the French Geneva
Psalter from 1542 to 1557, and this collection was
much drawn upon later for English, Genevan, and
Scottish Psalters. The 1562 edition contained 125

tunes, including those to the '

spiritual songs
'

(canticles, etc., in metrical form).

During Queen Mary's reign English and Scottish
Protestant refugees gathered together in Frankfort
and Geneva, and in 1556 we find the first English
Genevan Psalter issued for them with the approval
of Calvin. It contained 51 Psalms in the Sternhold
and Hopkins version, each one set to a doul)le

common-metre tune, and was published by Crespin.
As the French metres were different, these tunes
must have been adapted or composed specially. It

is noteworthy that 42 of these tunes were trans-

ferred to the Scottish Psalter of 1564, and 32 of

them appear in the complete work of 1635.

Literati RE. — O. Douen, CUmcnt Marot et le psautier
hvffuenot, 2 vols., Paris, 1878-79 ; Grove, s.v.

'

Bourgeois,' etc.

3. English psalmody.—Meanwhile versifiers of

the Psalms had been busy in England and Miles
Coverdale's Thirteen Goostly Pscdmes appeared in

1539 with settings to Gregorian tones and tunes of

German origin. This work was prohibited.
About 1546 Wedderburn's Scottish version ap-

peared, but without music.
Authorized by Edward vi., Thomas Sternhold's

first version of 19 Psalms appeared in 1547, and the
whole of the Psalter by one Robert Crowley in

1549. The latter contained a plain chant for the

chanting of the metrical version, an intermediate
device frequently co})ied in later works, especially
in the Walloon and Scottish Churches. The year
1553 saw Francis Seagar's 19 Psalms set to music
in four parts in motet style.
With the accession of Queen Elizabeth in 1558

the Genevan Psalter of the English and Scottish

refugees became popular in England. The Psalter
itself was completed by 1562, but it did not contain
more than 65 tunes, cross-references being made
where necessar3^ The following year, 1563, saw
the first harmonization of tiie tunes in four parts
with additions and settings of specimen verses only.
Day being the publisher. Up to this time the
melodies only had appeared. The Reformed
Church of Caivin did not allow singing in parts
till the 19th cent., but for piivate use Bourgeois
had issued in 1547 a complete Psalter harmonized
in four parts, tiie melody as usxial in tiie tenor

part. Le Jeune's more elaborate motet settings

appeared in 1580 ; his simple settings did not

appear till after his deatii in 1601-02.
In the English Reformed Church there were two

musical currents running side by side. The more
artistic side, witli its unique tra<iitions of cathedral

music, was maintained in the cathedrals and larger

churches, where choirs and organs were available.
In the ordinary parish churches metrical Psalms
only were sung.

'

Lining out
'

by the '

clerk,' or

jirecentor, was the order, singing in unison without
organ accompaniment the rule. Zeal for the Re-
formation did not favour artistic musical develop-
ment for the time being, though later on music
advanced till the Puritan Commonwealth came
into jjower.

INIetrical Psalm-singing became the visible sign
of tiie Reformation. By the year 1600 '6000

people, old and young of both sexes,' could be seen
at St. Paul's Cross after the service, singing to-

gether (Strype's Annals [see Curwen, i. 1]).

There was but one obstacle to general and
hearty congregational singing in the churches, and
that was the melody in the tenor part. The reform
of this was furthered principally by the German
Osiander and Lobwasser Psalters of 1586 and 1594

respectively. S. Marschall, who edited tlie latter

(Basel, 1606), refers to the tenor melody arrange-
ment as being unsuitable.

' For it brings those unlearned in music (the larger part of
the congregation) often into a state of uncertainty so that thev
often know not what is being sung, because the melody is

crowded among the other voice parts, some of which are being
sung above, some below '

(see Stainer,
' On Musical Introductions

in certain Metrical Psalters,' Musical Association Lecture,
London, 1900, p. 25).

At this time, as in the later Scottish Psalter of

1635, no bar-lines existed, and, though the lines

contain notes of various lengths and are in varied

rhythm, yet the notation is frequently erratic with

regard to both the uncongregational syncopations
(borrowed from cathedral choir music) and balance
of sentences. It was probably this kind of tiling
that prompted the exposition of the rudiments of

music which began to appear in all psalmody col-

lections.

Notable English Psalters and psalmody collec-

tions were as follows :

1579—William Damon's Collection, in four parts to specimen
verses and in plain style : settings in motet style were
issued in 1591.

1592—T. Este's Psa?<«r, with 57 tunes
;
better harmonizations.

1599—R. Alison's Pm'lter ; melody given to treble part ;
10

tunes for use in common.
1604—W. Barley's Psalter (a later ed. of Este) ; settings by
Morley and Bennett.

1621—T". Ravenscroft's Psalter ; leading work ; 100 settings ;

tunes classified.

1623—G. Wither's Hymns and Songs of the Chxirch
; consists

of paraphrases of Bible canticles; contains 16 tunes by
Gibbons in two parts.

1636 atid 1648—G. Sandys' Psalter, to a new version with 24

two-part tunes by Lawes ; later in tliree parts.
In 1649 the Commonwealth came into power and a high

stand:ud of music was not encouratfed. The metrical
Psalms were sung in unison without ori;an, and by the time
of the Restoration in 1660 the tunes in use had dwindled
down to half a dozen.

1671—J. Playford's Psalter ; 47 tunes. Playford began the
' barbarous method '

in England of ignoring the original
marked and varied rhythm, so essential for good singing
and congregational interest, and reduced all notes to the
same length.

1677—Three-part edition of Playford containing the whole of

the ' Church tunes,' with melody in the treble.

1698—Tate and Brady version, with supplement of tunes

mostly from Playford ; editions down to about 1860.

From this time (1698) on miscellaneous collections of

psalmody by illiterate editors swarmed under such titles as

Harps of Sio7i, Melodies of the Heart, etc.

1718—J. Chetbam's Collection, widely circulated.

1843—J. P. HuUah's Psalter; old style with syncopated

1847—W. H. Havergal's Old Church Psalmody.
1852— II. E. Dibdin's Standard Psalm Book.

Metrical psalmody flourished in English parish churches
till aliout 1860. Since then it has practically been confined
to Presbyterian (.hurches.

4. Psalmody ornamentation.—One past feature

should be noted, viz. the craze which set in about
1650 or earlier for ornamenling tiie notes of the

tune. The 1659 Gobert edition of tlie Godeaii

3fetrical Psalter issued by tiie Frencii Catholics (but
later suppressed) gives directions for ornamenting
by means of slurs, shakes, and turns. This absurd
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idea was no doubt prompted by the Italian solo

graces of tlie period and also possibly by florid

figures of pl:iin-song. This corruption lasted for

some time ; Ciietham's Psalt«r of 1718 gives in-

stances of tlie
' old way

'

of singing, as it was
termed, and there are reminiscences in Jackson's
' Te Deuni '

in F. Interesting to relate, this

method still prevails in the remote Highlands of

Scotland, where, however, the ornamentation has
rendered the ancient melodies of Scottish psalmody

f)ractically
unrecognizable (for examples see Lach-

an Macbean. Songs and Hymns of the Gael, Stir-

ling, 1900), and they have become, to all intents and
purposes, diO'erent tunes. See also Stewart, p.
152 f.

S- Scottish psalmody.—Scottish psalmody, like

English psalmody, is essentially founded on that
of Geneva. The Scottisii Protestant refugees,
together with John Knox and other Scottish leaders
of the Reformation, assembled together for worship
in Frankfort and Geneva, and, as mentioned, their
manual was the Englisli Genevan Psalter, from
which many tunes were transferred to the first

Scottish Psalter of 1564.

In Scotland from the 13th cent, onwards music
had been taught to the boys at the old Church
(Grammar) or 'Sang Sciiules,' and this was con-
tinued after the Keformation till about 1700.
With the advent of the Reformation chanting was
no doubt discontinued and organs were removed
(see Livingstone's reprint of the 1635 Psalter,
Glasgow, 1864, dissertation i. pp. 2, 15). Thomas
Mace, in his remarkable and quaint Mustek's
Monument of 1676, directs attention to the '

sang
schules

'

of Scotland as being worthy of imitation
in England (see W. Milne Gibson, The Old Scottish

Precentor, p. 6, 'Sang Schules').
In 1566 a MS harmonized version of the 1564

Psalter was made or ' noted
'

by Thomas Wood, vicar
of Sanctandrous. The harmonizations were done
by the Scottish organists and priests, David Peebles,
J. Angus, Andrew Biackhall, John Futhie, and
Andrew Kemp (for an account of this remarkable
first harmonized Scottish Psalter see J. W.
McMeeken, Scottish Metrical Psalms, j). 107 f.).

From 1700 psalmody was at a low level, but a
revival took place in Aberdeen about 1750, which
the evangelist Wesley's visit in 1761 further stimu-
lated, and the good example thereupon spread
throughout Scotland (see Stewart, p. 151 f,, and
Gibson, pp. 25 f., 35).
Notable Scottish Psalters are the folloAving :

\f>6i—Scottish Psalter, founded on the Genevan collection of
1556 issued for the English and Scottish refugees ; contained
105 proper tunes, melodies only.

1566—Harmonized version, ed. T. Wood.
1596—Andrew Hart's ed. of Scottish Psalter, containing metri-

cal doxologies.
1615—Ed. of Scottish Psalter, containing also 12 common tunes

as a separate class.

1625 and 1029—E. Raban's Aberdeen Psalter, harmonized
in four parts and with tunes in reports (see Gibson,
p. 19).

1631—In 1631 King Charles tried to foist on the people the
hi-h-flown version (really by Earl oi Stirling) which his
father James i. was reported to have made. This, along
with Laud's Liturgj', was rejected, and the episode was
ended by the romantic revolt of Jenny Geddes m St. Giles'
Cathedral in 1038.

1635—This important and unusually complete Psalter con-
tained, besides the proper tunes, 31 common tunes and 8 in
reports, t.''. constructed in imitative form; also the usual
metrical spiritual songs, metrical Lord's Prayer, Creed, etc.
The tunes were of Genevan, English, and Scottish ori<-in
with their original and varied rhythm and metre. The weak
points were the harmonies—which are poorly done—and,
for the rest, those of the period, viz. the general unsuitable-
ness of most double common-metre tunes, the syncopated
effects, and the indefinite tonality and rhvthm common to
this early polyphonic period.
Ueference should be made to the fine Livingstone reprint

of this Psalter.
^

1650—The new Scottish authorized version of the Psolms (as
at present in use) appeared, but unfortunately no tunes
were provided, and Scotland before long became dependent

on imported English collections, though a number of the
fine Scottish tunes were kept alive.

Various Scottish collections of tunes now appeared, such
as those of T. Bruce (1726), T. Moore (1750), R. Breraner
(1756), J. Thomson (1778), R. Gilmour (1793), and H. Boyd
(1793). The Steven Collection of ISOO brought in the florid

emotional tune ; and the collections of J. Robertson from
1814 on ('Seraph' selection, 1827), W. Mitchison (1830),
J. Turnbull (1840), A. Hume (1844), Bonaccord (1845),
G. Cameron (1855) (continued by J. S. Marr) also included
these tunes together with those in previous use.

Official Church collections began to appear from 1845,

eschewing tunes with repeats, but also (under English
editorship) omitting many of the fine national tunes, and
the introduction of the cut-leaf system, while favouring
precentors of very limited capabilities, has also restricted
the choice generally to a few favourites, which are unduly-
repeated in various settings, with the inevitable clashing of
associations.

Fortunately, the traditions of the grand old

psalmody still prevail in Scotland and in parts of

Ireland and Wales, to the great gain of the con-

gregational singing. While all Churches admit
the Psalms as the foundation of the musical service,
the chanting of some of them at least is necessary
if the congregation is to obtain the bird's-eye view
or insight into the meaning of the whole. If chant-

ing, however, is admittedly difficult for the choir,
it is much more so for the congregation, who almost

invariably do not possess pointed Psalters ; hence
the chanting of the Psalms can rarely become
universally congregational in aspect. Therefore it

is best to use also tlie metrical version, presuming
that all worship should be congregational—except
tiie anthem, which, as the 'sermon of the choir,'
is an instrument for good. The authorized Scottish
version is by far the nearest to the Bible version,

though revision is certainly required in some
respects ; the provision of additional (and alter-

native) metres would also be a gain. Concerning
the congregational element see H. C. Shuttleworth,
The Place of Music in Public Worship, London,
1893 ;

also Stewart, ch. x.

Literature.-Curwen, i.
' The Old Parochial Psalmody

'

;

Daniel, Chapters on Church Music, Appendices A and B
;

H. A. Glass, Story of the Metrical Psalters, do. 1888 ; Grove,
s.v.

'

Psalter,' etc. ; H. Davey, Hist, of English Music, London,
1895 ; F. L. Ritter, Mxisic in England, do. 1884 ; Oxford
Hist, of Music, Oxford, 1901-05, iii. ; reprints of the Este
and of the Ravenscroft Collections ; J. W. McMeeken, Hist.

of Scottish Metrical Psalms, Glasgow, 1872
; G. W. Stewart,

Music in the Church ; J. Love, Scottish Church Music,
Edinburgh, 1891 ; W. M. Gibson, The Old Scottish Precentor,
Aberdeen, 1907 ; C. G. McCrie, Public Worship of Presbyterian
Scotland, Edinburgh, 1892, p. 337.

IX. Modern HYMNODY.—The first stage in this

period is occupied by the hymns of Isaac Watts,
based mostly, like those of Luther, on the Psalms.
It was, however, the Wesleyan revival that again
brought about real congregational Avorship. Just
as the singing of the Lutheran chorales and the
metrical Psalms of the Genevan English and
Scottish Reformers carried through and firmly
established the Reformation, so the Wesleyan
hymn was a great means of reviving the whole
Church in Britain. Previous to the last revival

ordinary English Church psalmody had once more
subsided into a moribund condition. Only in the

English cathedrals was a higher order of musical
service kept up, and that with fluctuations. To
both sides the Wesleyan revival was, through its

music and its hymns, an element of good ; the new
energy of its rhythm and its fervour carried all

before it. Needless to say, however, like all

novelties and new movements, it was carried to
excess in the florid repeating tunes of last century.
This element has now died out, and in its place we
have the tunes of Dykes, Barnby, Smart, Sullivan,
Monk, Hopkins, and others. These tunes preserve
the variety of rhythm and the energy which the

^A'esleyan movement revived, but with the addition
of the element of sentimentality—an element not

necessarily weak or bad, but which has been over-

done, probably as the result of the Mendelssolmian
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wave, the ettect of which is not yet spent. The
best collections are Hymns Ancient and Modern,

English Hymnal, and Scottish Hymnary.
LiTKi: \TtRE.—J. Julian, Dictionary of Hyiimology^, London,

1907 ; W. G. Herder, The Hymn Lover, do. 1889 ; J. Brownlie,

Hymns and Uymn Writers, do. 1899; J. Heywood, Chvrch

Hymnody, do. 1881; R. E. Welsh and F. G. Edwards,
Romance of Psalter and Hymnal, do. 1889 ;

A. Riley,
' Con-

cerninL' Hymn Tunes and Sequences
'

{Church Music Society

Papers, 4 and 5), do. 1915 ; W. S. Pratt, Musical Ministries,

New York, 1901 ; J. T. Lightwood, Hymn Tunes and their

Story, London, 1914 ;
W. Cowan and J. Love, Music of

Scottish Hymnary, do. 1901 ; historical ed. of Hymns Ancient

and Modern (literary introd.).

X. The Church cantata.—Bj the word 'can-

tata
' was originally meant anything that was sung,

as the word ' sonata' meant a piece that was sounded

or played. The modern cantata differs from the

oratorio only in its exclusion of the dramatic and

epic elements—e.(7., the soloists do not represent

certain personages—and it is usually not laid out

on so large a scale. The Church cantata is practi-

cally analogous to the modern anthem, but it is

usually on a more extended scale and generally

given orchestral accompaniments. Handel's 12 line

Chandos anthems, written (1718-20) while he was

acting as chapel-master and organist at the princely

estate of Cannons near Edgware, are really Church

cantatas. The 6th Chandos antliem, e.g., contains

four solos and four choruses, the opening one of

which is built up on the English Psalm tune, 'St.

Anne.' Handel manages to incorporate something
of the unique style of English cathedral music as

instanced in the works of his great predecessor,
Purcell.
The daily musical service at Cannons was '

performed by a

choir of voices and instruments superior in numbers and excel-

lence to that of any sovereign prince in Europe' (Handel [Great

Musician Series], p. t)3f.).
, .. , . ,

The Church cantata as dehned seems to have

first developed in Germany, flourishing especially

in tlie time preceding Bach. Cantatas were written

for the great festivals of the Church in accordance

with the Christian year and for festal occasions.

D. Buxtehude, G. P. Telemann, and Bach's uncles,

Michael and Johann Christoph, wrote specimens
before Bach himself wrote his 295 Church cantatas,

of which 198 have survived. The German chorale

is particularly identified with these cantatas, and

they usually comprise a chorus, founded on a

chorale which is repeated by itself, with recitatives,

arias, and duets. They were usually written for

four voices and full orchestra, and comprised from

four to seven movements, the text being verses from

the Bible and chorales.

In the Advent cantata '

Sleepers, wake' (written

1742), the opening chorus is built up on the fine

stately chorale
' Wake, aAvake

'

(employed also by
Mendelssohn in ' St. Paul ') : the second verse is

sung as a separate movement (later with elaborate

accompaniment), and the third verse in four parts

concludes the cantata ;
two recitatives and two

duets complete the whole. The orchestra parts

are for strings, two oboes, and organ.
These beautiful works are only recently becoming

known in this country. No doubt they will yet
earn full recognition in Britain and America.

English composers have also made a special

feature of the Church cantata. The following are

the most representative cantatas for the special

festivals of the Christian year.
Advent— '

Sleepers, wake,' and 'God's Time' (Bach); 'The

Two Advents' (Garrett); 'Voces clamantium' (termed a

motet) (Parry) ;

' Advent Hymn
'

(Schumann).
Christmas—' The Holy Child

'

(Adams) ;

' The Story of Beth-

lehem '

(West); 'Christmas Eve' (Gade) ; one of the six

portions of Bach's ' Christmas Oratorio.'

Christ's Crucikixion— 'The Last Nitrht in Bethany' (Lee

Williams); 'Watch ye' (Bach); 'Olivet to Calvary'

(Maunder) ;

' Stabat Mater
'

(Dvorak and Stanford).

Easter—' Christ lay
'

(Bach) ;

' The Transti{,^uration
'

(Cowen).
Whitsuntide—'God so loved

'

(Bach) ;

' Veni Creator '

(Mac-

kenzie); 'Light of Life' (Elgar) ; 'The Story of Bethany'

(Kdwards).

Christ's Ascexsio.n—'Ascensiontide' (Coward); 'God goeth

up
'

(Bach) ;

' The Ascension
'

(Steane).
Harvest— ' Lauda Sion' (Mendelssohn); 'Jubilee Cantata'

(Weber) ;
Harvest cantatas by Garrett, Lee Williams, West.

and Maunder.
General—13th, 42nd, and 95th Psalms (Mendelssohn); 13th

Psalm (Liszt); 'God, thou art great' (Spohr);
' Rebekah '

and ' The Lord is King
'

(Barnby) ;

'

Daughter of Jairus,'
'
St.

Mary Magdalene,' etc. (Stainer).

Literature. —Grove, s.v.
' Kirchen Cantaten

'

; G. W.
Stewart, Mtu:ic in the Church, 'Bach's Cantatas'; E. O.

Prout, Some Notes on Bach's Church Cantatas, London, 1907.

XI. Oratorio.—It will be easily understood

tliat Passion music is bound up with the early
oratorio. The early miracle-plays and renderings
of Passion music inevitably suggested the oratorio.

Goinmedia Spirituale were performed in Italy in

1243 and 1298, and Geistliche Schauspiele became
common in Germany about 1322.

The term 'oratorio' originated in Rome, where
St. Philippo Neri (t 1595) gave

' Azioni Sacri' in the

oratory adjoiningthe church. The sermon occupied
the first portion ; the second consisted of a drama-

tized story from Scripture written in verse and set

to simple music as cliorus and solo by the chapel-
master Animuccia. It will be remembered that

Vittoria, the composer of more advanced Passion

music, was a contemporary, and also lived in Rome.
In 1600 the sacred drama, 'L'Anima ed il Corpo,'
was produced by Emilio del Cavaliere in Rome.
Other similar works followed, and these, to^'ether
with the still interesting oratorios of G. Carissimi

(1604-74) (with their advanced type of recitative

and chorus) and the works of Alessandro Scarlatti

(
1G93 and 1705) (who employed the old Church style),

all prepared the way for the masterly works of

Handel.
Handel in his youth wrote an oratorio in the

dramatic ' Passion
'

style while at Hamburg in 1704,

and in tiie Italian manner at Rome in 1708, but

not till 1720—when he composed his first English
oratorio 'Esther'—does he reach a position of sup-

remacy. His immortal ' Messiah
' was written in

1742, and performed in Dublin ; the others which

still claim the afiections of the public are 'Judas

Maccaba?us,'
'

Samson,'
' Israel in Eg^pt,'

'

Solomon,'

and '

Jephtliah,' his last work, written when blind-

ness was approaching. His mighty choruses, built

like a cathedral combining science, symmetry, and

artistic truth, and the telling and direct solos, which

in their characterization go straight to the heart, will

always appeal to lovers of good music. Inspired

by Handel's success, Haydn wrote his '

Creation,'

though in a very dirt'erent style
—in fact, in the

language of the orchestra rather than the voice—

ancfit was produced in 1798. Since then a succes-

sion of fine works in ditterent styles has been pre-

sented in Spohr's
' Last Judgment,' Mendelssohn's

'St. Paul' and 'Elijah,' Brahms' 'CJerman Re-

quiem," Sullivan's 'Prodigal Son,' Mackenzie's
' Rose of Sharon,' and Elgar's

' Vision of Gerontius.'

Literature.—For the study of the subject generally refer to

London, 1901; V. L. Ritter, Music in America, do. lSb4;

Introduction to Bach's Matthew Passion, ed. Novello ; E. O.

Prout Some Notes on Bach's Church Cantatas ; Handel (Great

Musician Series), do. 1890; A. Schweizer, J. >>'. Bach, Leipzig,

1908,
Mi

modern Mass is entirely ditierent in style from the

early polyphonic and unaccompanietl Masses which

culminated in those of Palestrina. It was, in fact,

founded on Italian opera, which originated in the

FlorentineG. Caccini'sefforts(1558-1640) to emulate

tiie Athenian drama. A declamatory recitative,

followed by the accompanied recitative, evolving

later into the grand aria with all tiie Italian s

passion for melody and display, together with lie

addition of simple chorus-work, provided tlie
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material. The composers of this period wrote for

both Churcli and opera, and the spirit of the

theatre invaded the Cliurcli. The demand for

melody got the better of ecclesiastical tradition.

Women were admitted into the Church choirs, and
tlie prima donna was given an opportunity to dis-

play the new Horid vocal ism.

But ' the first step in the decay of true Catholic sacred music

was the introduction into it of orchestral instruments.'

Through them it assumed 'a sensuous character.'
' The virtu-

osity of the instruments at lenjfth called forth in the singers a

similar virtuosity, and ere long the secular operatic taste pene-
trated into the Church. Certain portions of the sacred text,

like the Christe eleison, were marked out as standing texts for

operatic airs, and singers trained in the manner of the Italian

opera were brought into the Church to deliver them '

(Richard

Wagner, Gesaminelte Schri/ten, Leipzig, 1871-83, ii. 335 ;
cf.

Wemmann, Eist. of Church Music).

It was natural, to some extent, that the music of

the Mass should follow the style of the cantata,

oratorio, and opera with their fully developed florid

arias, duets, etc., complete orchestra, and declama-

tory chorus. Hence we find that the Masses of

Haj'dn, Mozart (with the possible exception of the

8th and 9th), Cherubini, Beethoven, Bach (a Protes-

tant), Verdi, and Gounod are lacking in true eccle-

siastical style, and are unsuited for liturgical

purposes. They are, in fact, purely in concert

style. The A? Mass of Schubert, however, and
those of Rheinberger, Kiel, Havert, and Grell are

more in accordance with ecclesiastical require-
ments and traditions as being free at least from

theatricality. The first step towards better things
was the foundation of the St. Cecilia Society in

1863, having for its aim the cultivation of plain

chant, congregational singing,
and polyphonic

vocal music (see, hoAvever, R. W. Terry, 'Sidelights
on German Art : the great Church Music Imposi-
tion,' Musical Times, Aug. 1915, and the Paris

Schola Cantorium). Later followed the pope's

rescript in 1903 and 1912 in favour of plain chant

(see above), which, if not followed to extremes,
should do much to restore the standard desired.

LiTERATfRE.—Weinmann, Hist, of Church Music; Dickin-

son, Music of the Western Church; Grove, s.v. 'Mass,' etc.;

Curwen, Studies in Worship Music, ii. 71.

XIII. CONGREGATIOyAL SERVICES. — I. The
people's part.

—The concert element unfortunately
enters largely into many of the choral settings
used in the Anglican and other Episcopal Churches.
The ambitious Church composer cannot or does not

always repress the temptation to make a telling
efi'ect at the expense of the sanctity of the musical

Avorship which he leads, and the same is not un-
known in nonconformist and American churches,

especially where the admiring congregation have

delegated their own part to a professional quartette
of soloists. The peojile, or congregation, have, or

should have, a Avell-defined part, and that not a
small one, in the conduct of divine Avorship.
A German lady who had lived in England is quoted by

Curwen as saying,
' In our Lutheran service, the clergyman does

every thing. We, the laity, remain passive ; we have nothing
to do but sing 2 or 3 verses, and this is done in such a dragging,
lifeless and unvaried fashion that it must prove a torment to

any musical ear' (Curwen, ii. 145).

The mu.sic of the Lutheran and Calvinistic

Churches in Germany and throughout Europe is

still unfortunately in a primitive condition. The
chorales are sung sitting, and so sloAvly that breath
must be taken every two or three notes Avithout

regard to phrasing or verbal or musical structure.

The motet of the choir affords relief to Avhat is,

musically speaking, a very unsatisfactory service.

In the city churches of Denmark, and throughout
Scotland, Wales, and Ireland (with the exception
of some churches in the Highlands or remote
districts), the introduction of hymns of varied and
often quick rhythm has given the services an ele-

ment of brightness. In Denmark and Scotland

congregational responses have also been introduced.

2. Types of service. — A comparison of the

musical services (ancient and modern) is most
instructive. First we have the original primitiA-e

type in Avhich the minister does everything ; then
Psalms or hymns are introduced for the people ;

next comes the discovery that the people have the

right also to take part in the prayers, aniens, and

responses, not only in the ordinary services but
also in the Communion and supplicatory services

like the Anglican Litany. MeanAvhile, a choir is

introduced to lead the praise ; the introduction of

an anthem or motet proves, or may prove, of real

devotional value ; but here the choir may overstep
its proper function, provide a musical displaj', and
take over the portions Avhich should belong to the

congregation.
Take the choral Anglican service : the anthem

like settings of the ' Te Deum,'
'

Benedictus,' and
other canticles in Avhich the congregation cannot

join are distinctly out of place (except as an

anthem), since they are the property of the con-

gregation. In the Communion Service, again, the

singing of the Creed usually makes it a choir

Creed, not a Creed of the Church, or the people ;

in the same manner the elaborate settings of the
'

Agnus Dei ' and ' Gloria in excelsis
'

defeat their

object. It is perfectly appropriate to reserve the
' Sanctus ' and ' Benedictus

'

for the choir and

priest
—though the beautiful Anglican Communion

Service, like the Litany, is admittedly already
much too long. What has often been called the
'

tyranny of the choir
'

is due to this tendency to

appropriate and concertize certain portions of the

service. One might say that it is due to (I) the de-

mands of the Prayer Book, (2) musical ambition,
and (3) acquiescence of musically uneducated clergy.
The inevitable tendency of such things is toAvards a

purely concertized service, as in the Roman con-

certized Mass, until some pope can arise and direct

the attention of the clergy and Church musicians

to the first principles of Christian Avorship.

Literature.—Stewart, ch. x. 'The Congregation'; F. G.

Edwards, Common Praise, London, 1SS7.

XIV. Music of the Eastern Church.—The
Eastern Church has been described as the Mother
Christian Church. The patriarch of Constantinople
at the close of the 6th cent, claimed superiority
over the Christian Church. In 606, however, the

supremacy Avas given to the bishop of Rome, and

the Eastern Church ultimately separated and Avent

on its own Avay. The present poAverful Greek
Church comprises (1) the Orthodox Church of

Greece and the Greek colonies of Asia Minor and

the Churches of Serbia and Bulgaria, (2) the

Russian Church, and (3) the Churches of Syria,

Egypt, Armenia, and Kurdistan.

I. The Greek Church.— The liturgical music

characteristic of the Eastern Church is somewhat

primitive, sung only by priests and a male voice

choir unaccompanied. The congregation have no

part, and stand throughout. The liturgical melodies

and choral sentences, as in the examples given in

S. G. Hatherly's Bijzantine Music, are primitive
in

both structure and tonality ; they consist of short

sections frequently repeated, and the tonality is

vague, resembling the Gregorian modes and repre-
sented entirely by the Avhite keys of the piano ;

one specimen given according to the use of the

Greek Church at Constantinople shoAVs, however,
Turkish or Eastern influence in its chromatic

interA-als (see also 'Bryennius' and 'Church

Modes,' in Riemann's Dictiomtry of Music). Like

plain-song the music is unbarred and unrhythmical.
The earliest tunes employed in the Greek

Church Avere not Avritten ; all singing except that

by trained choirs Avas forbidden, and the tunes Avere

handed doAvn traditionally. St. John of Damascus

arranged the hymns in use for ritual purposes and
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wrote on musical tlieory, based on the eight
Byzantine modes. After the Dth cent, few hymns
Mere v.'ritten, though fresh settings were made
occasionally as tlie service became hxed. Among
the composers of these John Cucuzeles is the best

known for his settings of the Psalms and hymns
(c. A.D. 1100). He also added to the signs for

musical notation.
Oriental influence came through the Arabo-

Persian school in the 14th century. The Greek
theorists consider their, system similar to the
Oriental.

In tlie usual Greek service the choir sing anti-

phonally, the resting section furnishing a drone or

stationary bass. The vocal production is apt to

be nasal. Reformers have made attacks on tlie

notation, which is one great difficxilty, different

systems of neums having been used. Part-sing-

ing was sanctioned for the Greek Church at Athens
in 1875—to be used on special occasions only—
and a new system of versification was introduced
about that time. The Psalms are sung to what
are believed to be Hebrew melodies.

2. The Russian Church. — As indicated, the
Russian Church is a branch of the original Greek
Church. Till about the year 1700 Russian Church
music was traditional in origin. Neums were in

use for notation as copied from the Greek service-

books. According to A. Soubies (Histoire de la

musique en Russie, Paris, 1898), the Czar Alexia

brought musicians to Kieff, who executed before
him choral pieces in eight, twelve, and twenty parts.

In the 18th cent, a five-line plain-song notation
was adopted, and part-singing became popular ;

the theme, however, was placed in the bass. The
Psalter was paraphrased by Titow, and metrical
veisions were sung.
About 1750-75 reforms were introduced in the

court choir, and new music in the Italian style was
introduced under Bortnj'ansky (t 1825). Not long
after the decease of the latter the national move-
ment under Balakireff exercised great influence,
and new music preserving the tonality and genre
of the old melodies was composed. Much of this

is simple and massive in style, and depends upon
nuance and expressive effects. The text is usually
taken from the Psalms. More elaborate poly-

phonic settings are adopted for the Creation Hymn,
the Evening Service, and other parts of the liturgy
(see W. H. Frere,

' Notes on Russian Church
Music,' Cathedral Quarterly, Christmas, 1914).
In recent j-ears non-liturgical pieces have been

used in the Russian Church set in tlioroughly
modern style, but unaccompanied in the a capella
mode. In a programme of Russian Church music

performed in New York in Dec. 1914 occur the

following :

Four-, five-, and ten-part
' Cherubim Songs

'

by Bortnyanskj',
Rimsky- Korsakoff, and Rachmaninoff; eifjht-part 'Easter
Verses

'

by Smolensky ; eight-part
' Nunc Din)ittis

'

by Gretchan-
inoflf

; six-, seven-, and eifjht-part motets by Nikolsky, Tchesno-

koff, Arkhangelsk-!-, and others (Orijanist and Choirmaster,
Jan. 1915, p. 384).

"

One feature of Russian choirs is their cavernous
bass voices, singing an octave below the ordinary
bass, and creating a kind of organ bourdon pedal
effect.

LiTERAxrRE.—H. J. W. Tillyard, 'Greek Church Music,' in

ihtsical Ant iquarjj ,
March Wll ; Curwen,ii.44; S.G. Hatherly,

Byzantine Music, London, 1S!)2 ; Rebours, Traits, depsaltiqtii' ;

J. M. Neale, Uymns of the EastPi-n Church*, London, 1882
;

A. P. Stanley, Lectures on the Hist, of the Kastern Church,
do. 1861 ; A. Poug-in, A Short Hist, of Rttssian Music, tr. L.

Howard, do. 1915. A cantakion of the Faithful Departed was
sung to a Kieff melody at the Gregorian Festival in St. Paul's

Cathedral in June 1916 (music published by Novello).

XV. Instrumental music in church.—It

is well known that instrumental music played an

important part in both Greek and Hebrew temple
rites.

I. Primitive instruments. — In Greek ritual

trumpets and clarions were prominent. In the
Hebrew Temple at the beginning of the Christian
era the harp, lute, flute, trumpet, and drum were
used as accompaniment to the Psalms and canoni-
cal hynms ; yet, owing to the necessity of avoiding
comparison witli pagan rites, instrumental music
was forbidden in the early Christian Church.
Justin Martyr (103-167 ; Qucest. a Gent. Christian,

jyropositar^im) argues against it (C. Sayle, In
Praise of Music, London, 1897, p. 52). On the
other hand, Clemens Alexandrinus, also in the 2nd
cent., quoting the Psalmist in favour of instru-
niental music, says:

'If you are able to accompany your voices with the lyre or
cithara, j'ou will incur no censure '

{Peed. ii. 4).

St. Jerome (345-420) says :

' That which Da\ id made for the worship of God, inventing
musical instruments.'

St. Augustine (354-430) likewise encourages
'the singing of Psalms to the lyre or psaltery'
(J. A. Latrobe, The Music of the Chtirch, London,
1831, p. 42). This regulation, or partial allowance,
of instrumental music in the service of the Church
seems not to have attected the Eastern branch, since
in the Greek Church instrumental accompaniment
has never been allowed, probably from its pro;c-

imity to the pagan East.
Where instrumental help was allowed, it is easy

to understand that the lyre, cithara, etc., would
soon give way to the organ ; the advantage of

having the accompaniment under the control of
one person would be apparent, and from the 5th
cent, onwards the organ became supreme. Ancient
MSS of the 8th, 9th, and later centuries show the
use of the harp, the square stringed psaltery, the
rotta or crwth (of the viol species), and trumpet,
which the minstrel galleries seen in ancient
churches both on the Continent and in England
confirm. 1 In the minstrel gallery of Exeter
Cathedral are representations of a cithern, bag-
pipe, harp, violin, tambourine, etc. In recent
times a bagpipe lament has been played in York
Minster. A MS of Charlemagne's time depicts King
David '

singing Psalms, assisted by four musical

instruments, the pneumatic organ, a sort of violin,
a trumpet and a set of bells' (E. J. Hopkins and
E. F. Rimbault, The Organ^, London, 1877, p. 32).

Aelred, or Ethelred, the abbot (1109-66) of

Rivaulx Abbey (Yorkshire), in his SperAilnm Chari-

tatis, speaks of the 'common people' admiring
' the sound of organs, the sound of cymballs and
musicall instruments, the harmony of the pipes and
cornets' (Prynne's tr. ; see Davey, p. 19).

Again, in the poem by Houlate, written in 1450,
occurs this passage :

' Clarions loud knellis

Portatives [organs] and bellis.'

John Case, writing in the Praise of Musicke in

1586, says :

' In our English Church the Psalmes may be song, and Song
most cunningly and with diverse artificial instruments of

niusick' (Sayle, p. 83).

Later Fynes Morrison, in his Itinerary written
at the end of the 16tli cent., speaking of the
Lutheran Church, says :

' Before Divine service they had music in the gallery of the

Church, of wind instruments, namely organs, cornetts, s.ag-

buttes, and the like '(quoted by H. Antclille, 'The Orchestra
in Church,' Organist and Choirmaster, Jan. 19lr>, \\ ;i86 ; see

also K. Schlesinger,
' The Utrecht I'salter and its Bearings on

theHistory of Musical Instruments,' J/k.-). Antiqiiarj/, Oct. 1910).

About A.D. 1600 instrumental accompaniment
for oratorio was introduced. G. Gabrieii (1557-
1612) had used four sackbuts (trombones) as an

accompaniment to his ' Surroxit Christus'; but

probably they were used only to double the vocal

parts.
In thefirst

' sacred drama,'
' L'Aninia cd il Corpo,'

produced bj* Emilio del Cavaliere in Rome in 1600,
1 See NauDiann, fig. 196, and p. 484.
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an orchestra of remarkable composition, consisting

of a double lyre, a harpsichord, a large or double

guitar, and two Hutes, was used.

T. Corygate (1577-1617), describing a visit to

Venice which must have occurred not long after

the above event in Rome, says :

'

\t that time I hear<l much good inusicke in St. Markes

Church." 'Sonietiuies sixteeue . . . instrumental! niusiliana

. played together upon their instruments, ten sagbutts,

foure cornets and two violdegambas of an extraordinary great-

ness,' also treble viols and theorboes together with ' seven pair

of or^'aas . . . sUnding al in a rowe together' (Corygate's

CmditUs, in Sayle, p. 112).

In England also about this time (1604) Henry
Peachani says :

' Wherein doth our practice of singing in our churches differ

from the practice of David V . . . Doe wee not make one signe in

praising and thanking God in voyces and instruments of all

sorts r
'

(Sayle, p. 139).

Following the Reformation came a period when
instrumental music in church was tabued. The
loss of boys' choirs necessitated separate instru-

mental iielp later after the Restoration. In 1661,

at a festival at St. George's Church, Windsor, two
double sackbuts and two double courtals were

placed in the choir to help the weaker parts, while

in 1664 at Westminster Abbey and again in 1673

in the Chapel Royal cornets were used for the

treble parts,
' there being not one lad for all that

time capable of singing his part readily
'

(M. Locke,
Preseyit Practice of Music Vindicated, London,
1673, quoted in Bumpus, Eng. Cathedral Music,

pp. 122, 126).

It will be remembered that after the Restoration

King Charles II. in 1660 sent Pelham Humphreys
to France to learn the Italian style. Evelyn,

writing in his diary on 21st Dec. 1662, remarks :

' One of his majesty's chaplains preached, after which,
instead of ye antient, grave and solemn wind musiq accompany-
ing ye organ, wag introduced a concert of 24 violins between

every pause, after y« French fantastical light way, better suiting
a Uvern, or a playhouse, than a church. This was y« first time

of change, and now we no more hear the cornet i wch gave life

to ve organ ; that instrument is quite left off, in which the

English were so skilf ull
'

(Bumpus, £7ig. Catti^dral Umic, p. 124).

2. The orchestra.—-The modern orchestra may
be said to date from about 1676, when the Italians

Stradella (in his oratorio 'John the Baptist') and
Alessandro Scarlatti were writing for the usual

foundation of strings with various wood and brass

wind instruments added for variety and colouring
effects. Before that the older lutes, viols, flutes,

cornets, etc., were used in the manner of vocal parts.
Ac this time Italian music was pre-eminent.

Our English Purcell took the Italian school as his

model, and his 'Te Deum' and 'Jubilate,' written

in 1694 with accompaniment for strings, trumpet,
and organ, was a remarkable achievement.
We now come to the time of Bach (t 1750) and

Handel (t 1759). Handel's oratorios were given in

the concert room ; Bach's Church cantatas were
rendered in church and had an accompaniment
of strings, oboes and bassoons, and high-pitched

trumpets in addition to the organ. After the

death of Handel the spirit of the orchestra invaded
all branches of music. Haydn and Mozart were

chapel-masters with modern orchestras at their

command, and they composed Masses in concert

style for church use, with accompaniment for full

orchestra ; their example has since been followed

and only in recent years has declined. In England
the Handel Commemonition held in Westminster

Abbey in 1784, in which an orchestra of 250

instrumentalists took part, was a striking event.

An orchestra in church on the occasion of festivals

or oratorio presentations is now a common occur-

rence in this country. In St. Paul's Cathedral,
1 The ancient comet was of wood (leather-covered) and re-

sembled a flute with a trumpet mouth-piece. The shawm was
a primitive clarionet and the sackbitt an early fonu of trombone.
.\!I these were made in sets, small and large (see Stainer, Music
of tlie Bible, also Encjluh Mxmc, pp. 319 and 458 f.).

withfor instance, fine renderings are given
orchestra of the i)rincipal oratorios.

It only remains to mention the English village

orchestra which, as late as the middle of last

century, was to be heard in most village churches.

It consisted generally of a violin, bass, a flute or

clarionet, and a bassoon. Their performances
were perhaps not artistic, but their banishment

by means of the harmonium was nevertheless a loss

to the musical life of the countryside.

3. The organ.—The earliest mention of tlie

organ as understood in the modern sense is witli

regard to the Roman hydraulus, or hydraulic

organ, invented some three centuries before

Christ. It is supposed, from references in the

Talmud, to have been used in the Temple worship.
Later it seems to have been heard in the Roman
theatres. It was famed for its loud note (single

notes only) and light touch (see J. W. Warman,
' The Hydraulic Organ of the Ancients,' Musical

Association Lecture, Jan. 1904, also English Music,

London, 1906).

Organs seem to have been in common use in the

Spanish churches in A.D. 450, according to Julianus,

a Spanish bishop (Hopkins and Rimbault, The

Orgav?, London, 1877), while Pope Vitalian intro-

duced the organ to Rome in the 7th cent, in order

to assist the congregational singing. There were

organs in Aix-la-Chapelle in 811. A hundred

years before this the Anglo-Saxons were using

organs in England, and they were introduced into

Ireland in the 9th century. In the 10th cent,

there appears to have been a remarkably large

organ in Winchester Cathedral, blown by twenty-
six bellows and containing four hundred pipes. In

Scotland Fordun describes the use of the organ at

the re-interment of the English Queen Margaret at

Dunfermline in 1250.

So far the organ was a most cumbersome instru-

ment, and in place of keys had rods or levers. In

the nth cent, clumsy short wooden keys were
invented. These were beaten by the fist in much
the same way as the keys for the church tower

carillon, or peal of bells. As to organ-builders,
the earliest known was a priest Van Os, who built

the organ for St. Nicholas church, Utrecht, in

1120. Organ pedal keyboards in rudimentary
form appeared in the 15th cent, as well as dis-

tinctive names for the stops, but the compass was
still very limited.

Modern organ-playing is said to have begun in

Italy with Francesco Landino (t 1390), organist of

St. Lorenzo in Florence. The church organ had
hitherto been used to lead out the plain-song—in

unison only. There were, however, smaller organs
used which could be moved about. The positive,

often circular in shape, had one or two rows of

pipes. The portative, so small that it could be

placed on the knees, was blown with one hand and

played with the other, and it was on this smaller

organ that organ-playing, as an art, originated.
There was also, later on, the small reed organ
called the regals in use ;

it Avas portable like the

others (Hopkins and Rimbault, p. 39).

In the next century we find that organists of

repute begin to appear.
The great popularity of the Lutheran chorale in

Germany led to its being treated in artistic form
for the organ and played as a prelude, or Choval-

vorspiele. Originally the organ was played only
between the verses as mentioned, but in 1650

Samuel Scheldt (t 1654), in his Tablatur Book,

begins to treat the organ as an accompaniment also

for the singing. In the Roman Church organ inter-

ludes helped to spread out the Magnificat to the

necessary length when sung in procession. The

greatest of Dutch organists, Jan Swelinck (+ 1621),

at Antwerp, and Geronimo Frescobaldi (t 1640),
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who had 30,000 listeners when he first played in St.

Peter's, Rome, in 1614, were noted for their extem-

porizations of such interludes.
In the Enylish Church the choir dominated the

situation, and the organ had no pedals. No dis-

tinguished executants arose until the Ileforniation.

With the advent of Queen Elizabeth in 1558 the
influence of the Geneva Protestants, who did not
believe in instrumental worship, began to be felt.

Their demand was for simplicity in worship. As
a result the Puritan party in England decreed in

1571 :

' We allow not the tossing of the Psalms from one side to the
other, with intermingling of organs.'

Matters came to a climax, during the Civil War
in 1644, when the destruction of church organs was
ordered by Parliament (see Hopkins and Rimbault,
p. 91 ff.).

After the Restoration in 1660 organs were re-

erected ingreat haste in t!ie cathedrals and churches,
and organ - builders were imported, including
' Father '

Smith, who built the organ in St. Pauls
Cathedral. Purcell, the great English predecessor
of Handel, wrote a '

Voluntary for ye Duble Organ.'
By

' double
'

is meant a 16-foot pedal organ. A
custom arose at this time in England of playing
a middle voluntary after the Psalm, generally on
the mounted cornet (a mixture stop) or trumpet ;

it usually served only as a nie.in:", of vulgar dis-

play. In addition to the middle voluntary, other
features of the times were the interludes at the
end of each line of the metrical Psalms, with a
flourish or shake at the end, the sitting dov,-n for

the metrical Psalms (except at the ' Gloria '), and
the later introduction of barrel organs. The
interludes and sitting down still persist in the
Lutheran Church abroad.
The musical inefficiencies of the country and

smaller town churches at this time are quaintly
described by Mace {RhisicWs Monument). He
says :

'
I shall not need to blazon it abroad in Print how miserably

the Prophet David's Psalms are (as I may say) tortured or tor-
mented.' He advocates that 'it is better never to sing at all

than to sing out of tune,' and thence goes on to say that
organists are ' a constant cliarge, a terrible business,' and that
a ' Parish dark' could be easily taught 'how to pulse or strike
most of our common Psalm Tunes '

{ap. Williams, Story of
Organ Music, p. 216).

With the 19th cent. English organists began to
come to the fi'ont, represented by such men as

Russell, Adams, S. S. Wesley, Smart, and others,
and at the present time English organists and
organs ea.sily occupy the front rank.

In Scotland the organ was practically unused
in church from the Reformation up to 1864, when
it was re-introduced (McCrie, p. 337 ; Stewart,
p. 157).

Literature.—C. F. A. Williams, Story of the Organ, London,
1903, Story of Organ Music, do. 1905

; H. C. Lahee, The Organ
and its Masters, do. 1909

; H. Statham, The Organ and its
Position in Musical Art, do. 1909 ; J. I. Wedgwood, Diction-
ary of Organ Stops, do. 1905 ; H. W. Richards, Thi- Organ
Accompaniment of the Church Services (Anglican), do. 1911.

In conclusion it may be said that music is the
most powerful ally that the Church has at its dis-

posal. It can touch the emotions and the heart
where all other means fail. If the organist is in
earnest (and the minister is sympathetic), he be-
comes the active colleague of his minister in his

great calling. The best results, however, can
follow only if both keep an open mind and '

live to
learn.

' The study of the past is the best corrective
for the present.
LiTERATURR.—E. Dickinson, MvMc of the Western Church,

IX)ndon, 1902
; G. W. Stewart, Music in the Church, do. 1914

;

J. S. Curwen, Studies in Worship Music, do., i. 1880, ii. 1885-
F. G. Edwards, Common J'raiae, do. 1887

; T. F. Forth Sanc-
tity of Church Music, do. 1914

; W. S. Pratt, Hist, of Music,
do. 1911 ; E. Naumann, llist. of Mttsic, Eng. tr.2, do. 1900 •

W. S. Rockstro, Hist, of Music, do. 1886; John Hullah'
VOL. IX.—3

JJist. of Modern Music^, do. 1897; J. E. Matthew, Handbook
of Musical History (with Bibliographies), do. 1898, The Litera-
ture of Music, do. 1896 ; J. S. Bumpus, Dictionary of Ecclesi-
astical Terms, do. 1910 ; Prayer Book Dictionary, do. 1912

;

C. F. A. Williams, Story of Notation, do. 1903.

Herbert Westerby,
MUSIC (Egyptian).

— i. Sources.—It is unfortu-

nately impossible to derive much information with

regard to ancient Egyptian music from tiie writings
of the classical authors. They confine themselves
to general observations, none of which carry us

very far, and some of Avhich are demonstrably
inaccurate. Diodorus (i. 81), indeed, is respon-
sible for an observation on the subject which led,
for a time, to the mistaken idea that the Egyp-
tians were an unmusical race.

'

It was not cus-

tomary,' he says, 'for the Egyptians to practise
music, because they considered it efleminate and
undesirable.' On what gTounds his statement is

based it would be difficult to say, and he himself
admits that the Greek poets and musicians visited

Egypt in order to improve their art. Plato (Leqg.
ii. 656 f.), on the other hand, ascribes a very high
antiquity and a very noble character to the sacred
music of the Egyptians, whose rules concerning it

were, according to him, most rigid, only certain
kinds being allowed by Government. This is con-
firmed by Strabo (xvii. 1), who says that 'the
children of the Egyptians were taught letters, the

songs appointed by law, and a certain kind of

music, established by government, to the exclusion
of every other

'

; and, further, that vocal and in-

strumental music was usually admitted in the

worship of the gods, especially at the commence-
ment of the services, except in the temple of Osiris,
where neither singers nor players on the flute or
the lyre were allowed to perform. It is question-
able how much of this confident assertion is the
result of actual knowledge ; the statement as to
the limiting of the kinds of music certainly does
not agree with what is known from more reliable
.sources. Herodotus (ii. 79) speaks of his surprise
at finding that the song called Maneros by the Egj'p-
tians, a dirge said to have been named after the
son of the first king of Egypt, was similar to the

Cyprian dirge Linos or Ailinos. This, however,
is practically all that can be gathered from such
sources.

2. System of music.—The paucity of information
is still more deplorable when we come to the ques-
tion of the sj'stem of music used by the Egyptians.
No specimens of their musical notation have been
preserved to us, for rea.sons which are manifest.
Almost the whole of our knowledge of the life of
ancient Egypt is derived from sculptures, wall-

paintings, and reliefs ; and, while musical scenes
and instniments are there depicted with consider-
able frequency, it is obvious that nothing more
is to be expected from such sources. A musical
score would scarcely lend it.self to representation
in granite or limestone. The increasing care with
which MSS on papyrus are now being collected and
examined may in time provide us with the necessary
information ; but up to the present it is lacking.
Something may be inferred fiom the construc-

tion and range of the musical instruments repre-
sented on the monuments and wall-pictures, but
the limits of such inference are narrow. It is,

for example, probably a fair inference from the
material mentioned above that the music of the

Egyptians was not only in unison, but that they
were accustomed to harmony, and that they had
even attained to considerable skill in the building
up of harmonic effects. The opposite view has been

frequently expressed, but the testimony of the

monuments seems conclusive on the point. One
representation, for examide, shows a harp of ten

strings, and a lute (m Mhich at lo;ist three times
as many intervals must have been producible in
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union witli a lyre of only five strings. Others
show pipes playing togetlier of such various lengths
that they must have l>een designed to play in

harmony and not in unison. In fact, there are

repeated representations of what might be called

an orchestra, and it seems out of the question to

suppose that these agjjregates of instruments were

designed only to multiply the melody.
Instances of the various combinations of instru-

ments found in these orchestras are given by
Wilkinson (The Ancient Egyptians, ed. 1871, i.

86-89). The fact that the harp is the instru-

ment most frequently depicted, and that it evi-

dently formed the basis of Egyptian instrumental

music, suggests the further inference that the

Egyptian harmony was purely diatonic, and that

every piece must have been played, from beginning
to end, in the same key ; for, before pedals were
invented, the harp could play only a straight up
and down diatonic scale. Little more than this can
even be inferred, much less asserted. Students of

this aspect of the subject must be referred to the
various musical works mentioned in the Literature
at the end of the article, where they will find all

that can be made of it.

3. Importance of music in ancient Egypt.—
There is, however, abundant evidence of the im-

portant place which music held in Egyptian life.

Its ori<dn was ascribed to divinity
—sometimes to

the goddess Isis, but more particularly' to the god
Thoth, or Tehuti. Among the sacred books attri-

buted to him are two Books of the Singer. From
a very early date it aj)pears to have been the
custom that a regular part of the royal establish-

ment should consist of a band of instrumentalists
and singers. Thus under the Old Empire we
have mention of a certain Ra henem,

' the super-
intendent of the singing,' who was also, with a
somewhat curious jumbling of duties, superin-
tendent of the royal harim (Erman, Life in

Ancient Egypt, p. 250). Another reference gives
us the names of three '

superintendents of the royal
singing,' two of whom seem to have been singers
themselves, for they observe that '

they daily

rejoice the heart of the king with beautiful songs,
and fulfil every Avish of the king by their beauti-

ful singing' {ib. p. 250). Some of these choir-

masters appear to have been of high rank—they
are called '

royal relatives
'— and to have held

priestly as well as musical office, being priests
of the king and of his ancestors. Under the New
Empire there are also references to men who were

singers to Pharaoh, and particularly to one man,
Neferroni^et, who was 'superintendent of the

singers to Pharaoh
' and also '

superintendent of

the singers of all the gods' (ib. p. 251). This

points to a regular organization of the sacred
music of the whole Empire ; and the probability
is that there was a stereotyped form of religious
music, preserved and maintained by the priests,
in which, however, part was sometimes taken,

especially in the time of the New Empire, by lay

performers
—more particularly by women. Under

the XVIIIth dynasty many women of high rank
were appointed to offices connected with the wor-

ship of the temple of Amen, some of them bear-

ing the title qemdt en Amen, 'singer of Amen'
( Budge, History of Egypt, 1902, iv. 179 f. ). In fact,

Erman states that ' we scarcely meet with one

lady under the New Empire, whether she were
married or unmarried, the wife of an ecclesiastic

or layman, whether she belonged to the family
of a high priest or to that of an artisan, who
was not thus connected with a temple' (p. 295).
The chief duty of these women Mas to play the
sistrum before the god. In some of the wall-

pictures
of the time of the New Empire, particu-

larly in those of the tomb of Ramessu III. (dynasty

XX.), priests are represented as performers upon
the harp. Altogether, therefore, it may be con-
cluded tnat music, at least in its higher branches,
was held in very high estimation by the ancient

Egyptians, and occupied no small place in their
life. The more secular branch or the musical

profession in Egypt seems to have held a very
diflerent position, and to have performed music of

a very different type, which was mixed with other
elements of a sufficiently frivolous kind—a fact
which may account for the misleading statement
of Diodorus already quoted. The representations
which have been preserved show that secular
music was used mainly in connexion with festivals

and entertainments not always of the most decorous

type, according to our ideas, and was frequently
accompanied by the performances of professional
dancers and jugglers. It is perhaps permissible to

infer that the average of musical taste in Egypt
was not very different from what it is in our own
land.

Variations in the current musical taste may be traced from
the pictures of social life. Under the Old Empire instrumental
music seems to have been performed solely by men, and to have
served mainly as an accompaniment to the voice. In the time
of the New Empire women-players on the lyre, the lute, and
the double pipe are met with.

The singers seem at all periods to have marked
the rhythm by clapping the hands—in fact, this

simple method of marking time is so inseparable
in the Egyptian mind from the idea of music that
the word ' to sing

'

is written in all periods by the

hieroglyphic sign of a hand. Blind performers
were not unknown— a representation from Tell

el-Amarna shows a blind harpist accompanying
several blind choristers who mark the rhythm
with the clapping of hands.

4. Musical instruments.—When we come to the

question of the musical instruments employed by
the Egyptians, there is no lack of reliable material,
the mural decorations of the various tombs abound-

ing in representations of the different instruments.
Of these the harp seems always to have been the
chief and the favourite. It is found in various
forms and various degrees of elaboration, ranging
from small instruments with six or seven strings,
which could be easily carried, and were frequently
played by performers seated or kneeling on the

ground—the instrument being either rested on its

own base or supported on a light stand—up to

very large and elaborate ones, whose base was
enlarged to form a resonance-chamber, and which
sometimes carried as many as twenty strings ;

these were played by performers standing, and
seem to have been more or less reserved for music
of a more elevated, possibly altogether of a re-

ligious, type, as the performers upon them appear
to have been priests. A very small harp with four

strings, and
jjlayed by a performer who rests it on

her shoulder (Wilkinson, i. 121), is considered by
Naumann to be the first authentic form of the

Egyptian harp. Erman, however, refers it (p. 252)
to the time of the New Empire, and his opinion
is to be preferred. The greatest elaboration of the

harp is reached in the time of dynasties XIX. and
XX. The representations of priests playing the

harp in the tomb of Ramessu III. show instruments
which are not only distinguished by the number
of their strings, but are also very elaborately
decorated, the framework being carved and inlaid

with gold, ivory, tortoise-shell, and mother-of-

pearl, and ornamented with various figures. The
chief distinction betAveen the Egyptian and the
modern harp is that in the former the front sup-
port or pole is lacking, and there are no pedals,
so that change of key can have been accomplished
only by retuning the instrument by means of

the pegs. The strings of the harj), as also those
of the lyre, appear to have been of catgut ; in one
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specimen of the latter they have been found still

in position, and so well preserved as to sound
when struck. Several smaller instruments of harp
type but of unusual shapes were also in use, and
are figured by Wilkinson (i. 119).
Of smaller instruments, the lute or guitar is the

one most frequently met with ; its symbol T
, nefer,

is one of the commonest hieroglyphic signs. Its

Egyptian name was derived from the Semitic nbl.
It appears to have been played chiefly by women,
and was sometimes slung by a band round the
neck. The body was of wood, sometimes covered
with leather. Originally it was an exceedingly
primitive instrument, with only one string, but
later it became possessed of tnree, which were
played by means of a plectrum. The strings were
fastened at the lower end to a triangular piece of
wood or ivory, and at the upper extremity of the
handle they passed over a small crossbar and were
secured either by pegs or by being passed through
an aperture in the handle, round which they were
then bound. The lute does not appear to have had
any bridge.
The lyre was probably not a native Egyptian

instrument, but a foreign importation. It does not
make its appearance before the time of the XVIIIth
dynasty except on one occasion. On the wall of
the tomb of the prince Khnemu-hetep at Beni
Hasan (dynasty XII.) it is represented in the hands
of one of a company of Aamu or Bedawin who are

teing introduced to the prince. In this case it i.s

being played by a man ; but as an Egyptian instru-
ment it seems to have been more frequently played
by women. It is found of various shapes and
sizes, ranging from small instruments with five

strings, which were carried under the arm and
played either with or without a plectrum, up to

large ones of eighteen strings, reaching a height
of about six feet, and standing on an ornamental
base. Specimens of the Egyptian lyre in the
Berlin and Leyden museums show one of its arms
shorter than the other, in order possibly to provide
an easy method of tuning, by sliding the strings
along the bar on which they were tightened.
Of wind instruments almost none but wooden

specimens have been preserved. Pictures in the
monuments, however, show troops accompanied
by trumpeters who use a very simple straight
trumpet of about 18 inches in length, and made
apparently of brass or some similar metal (e.g.,
the representation of the battle of Ramessu II.

against the Kheta). Various kinds of flute are

represented. In the time of the Old Empire
there were two sorts in use, one of exti'aordinary
length—4 or 5 feet—wliich was held by the player

obliquely behind him, and a short one, varying in

tlie specimens preserved from 7 to 15 inches in

length. Later, in the time of the New Empire,
these seem to have been almost superseded by
the double pipe, an instrument with the mouth-
pieces brought together and the tubes separating
in V-shape and terminating in bell-shaped mouths.
This form of pipe is frequently figured, being-
played mostly by female performers, and often as
an accompanunent to dancers.

The flutes preserved are of wood, ivory, horn, or bone, but
others were nude of reeds ; and, in 1889, W. M. P'linders Petrie
found at Illahun, in the tomb of a lady named Maket, two
musical reeds incased for protection in a larger reed. The scale
indicated by their holes is the major scale {Ten Years' Digijimj
in Egypt, London, 1S93, p. 124).

Garstang's excavations at Beni Hasan in 1902-04

provided good specimens of several of the instru-
ments described above. A harp of five strings
presented no diHerences of any importance as com-
pared with already-existing specimens in Paris,
Turin, and the British Museum. A drum, 65
centimetres in length and 29 in breadth, was

carved from a single cylinder of wood. Its ends
were of parchment, connected together by a net-

work of leather thongs. These thongs were

tightened by being twisted with a short stick, so

as to enable the pitch of the instrument to be
maintained. Two flutes were of considerable in-

terest, and were the subject of an article by
Southgate in the Musical News of Aug. 1903.

They are respectively 90 and 95 centimetres in

length, made of the water-reed (Arujido donax).
Each has four notches, the tubes are open through-
out, and a slight thinning at the mouth-end sug-
gests that a mouth-piece of some sort may liave

been attached. There are three finger-holes 5
millimetres in width, the distances of these from
the mouth-end being 62 5, 68*6, and 81 centimetres
in the shorter flute, whose natural note is f. The
natural note of the longer tube is e natural. The
notes produced by the tinger-holes are in the one
case e, f, g, b flat ; and in the other /, / sharp,
a sharp, and c. An Arab flute-player at Beni
Hasan had no difficulty in playing these ancient

instruments, which very much I'esembled his own
flute in principle, though the latter was made out
of an old gun-barrel. The date of the tomb in

which these objects were found is unfortunately
somewhat uncertain, but they maj"^ be ascribed to

the period of the Middle Kingdom.
Among instruments of percussion there were

several forms of drum, cymbals, castanets, the

tambourine, and the sistrum. The commonest
form of drum is a long narrow cylinder of wood
or copper covered with parchment at both ends,
the parchment being strained by bracing cords.

It occurs chiefly in military scenes. During the
march it was slung in a vertical position over the
drummer's shoulder, and he played it by beating it

with his hand. Another type of drum was more
like the side drum of present times in shape, with
this ditt'erence, that its sides were convex, giving
it the shape of a small cask. This type was beaten
with two drumsticks. A form of drum frequently
represented corresponds to the darabiika used at

the present time by peasant Avomen and the Nile
boatmen. It is of funnel sliape, and was apparently
made of pottery, with parchment strained over the
wide mouth. The Egyptian eymbals A\'ere smaller
than those now in use, ranging from 5^ to 7 inches

in diameter. In other respects they were similar to

them, and were made either of brass or of an alloy
of silver and brass. Castanets were in the form of

slightly curved sticks of wood or ivory, about a
foot long, iind often terminating in a human head.

The tambourine or timbrel appears to have been
a favourite instrument in religious ceremonies as

well as in secular music. It was played by either

men or women, but oftener by the latter. Three

types are represented
—one circular, one square or

oblong, and a third of two squares, separated by a
bar. There is no direct evidence of the existence

of the metal rings or disks found in the frame of

the modern instrument ; but, from the way in

which the i)erformor is seen to wave it over his

head, it may be concluded that these existed.

There remains the sistrum, which was the sacred

musical instrument par excellence, if indeed it may
be called a musical instrument. It consisted of a

handle, generally carved in the shape of a head of

the goddess Hatlior, from tiie upper end of which
rose an arch of bronze ribbon, somewhat in the

shape of an elongated iiorseshoe. Through holes

in the sides of this arch tiiere were loosely inserted

throe or four metal bars, bcTit at each end to keep
them from slipping out. When the sistrum was
waved, tlicse bars, striking on the bronze arch,

emitted a tinkling scmnd. The sistrum w.-is used

in the most solemn reiigii>us services, iUid was

frequently carried by women of the most exalted
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rank. Several sistra have been preserved, varying:
from 8 to 18 inches in Ienf,'th. Models of sistra in

enamelled ware were often deposited in tombs,

being first broken in sign of mourning.

-Herodotus, bk. ii. ; Diodorus, bk. i.
; Strabo,

J, Lf(ig. bk. li. ; J. G. Wilkinson, Manrfrf and
Ancient Egyptians, ed. London, 1871, i. 82-14(1,

LlTKRATURR.
bk. xTii. ; Plato,
Cvstonus of the Ancient Egypt\
see also larKer ed. 1836, i. ; C. R. Lepsius, Denkindler aus

Aegypten und Aethiopen, Berlin, 1849-59; A. Erman, Life
in Ancient Egypt, Eng. tr., London, 1894, pp. 249-25.5, 295 ; M.
Brodrick and A. A. Morton, Concise Dirt, of Egi/p. Archrv-

ology, do. 1902, pp. 62, 105-107, 160 ; C. Engel, Music of the

mott Ancient Xations, do. 1864 ; W. Chappell, Jlist. of Music,
do. 1874, i. ; J. F. Rowbotham, Hi^t. of Mu^ic, do. 1885-87, i. ;

E. Nauraann, Hist, of Music, Eng. tr., do. 1882-86, i. 34-63;

J. Garstang, Burial Cuxtoms of Ancient Egypt, do. 1907 ;

Southgate, in Musical yews, Aug. 1903.

James Baikie.

MUSIC (Greek and Roman).—Any tradition as

to the first stages of development of Greek nmsic
is veiled in mytliical obscurity. It is natural that

with a livelj' and artistic people,
such as the Greeks

were, the culture of music should have been very
wide-spread. There was a great abundance of

popular melodies, which brightened up the every-

day' life of the people (see Biicher, Arbeit und
Hhythmus^) ; their social life was enlivened by love-

songs and drinking-songs, and they glorified the

gods at their festivals, as Avell as the victors in the
national games, with choral songs accompanied by
dances. I'indar, from whose pen there are still in

existence forty-four odes of the last-mentioned

kind, was a composer as well as a poet. Tiie

oldest piece of Greek music which has come doMn
to u.s—leaving out of account as unquestionably
spurious the composition of three verses of the
Uomeric Hymn to Demeter—is the beginning of a

melody to Pindar's first Pythian Ode. The Jesuit
Athanasius Kircher published it in his Musurgia
universalis (Rome, 1650). It is true that the

manuscript to which he appeals has not been

found, and therefore the genuineness of the melody
has been doubted in various quarters. Von Jan
(Musici scriptores Grceci ; see also Supplement,
' Melodiarum reliquiaj') has not admitted it to his

list at all. The most reliable information on all

questions relating to the history of Greek music
is to be found in Hugo Riemann's Handbuch der

Musikgcschichte, I. i. (the Pindar melody is given
on p. 131).
The epoch-making researches of Rudolph West-

phal (Die Musik des grierh. Altertums and Grierh.
Harmonik und Melopoeie'^) require critical testing,
because Westphal, with more imagination than

discretion, has advanced a great many uncertain

hypotheses. F. A. Gevaert's Hist, et thiorie de In

musique de I'antiquiti must also be used with

caution, as he depends too much upon Westpbal's
hypotheses. The same applies to Gleditsch, who
treats the music of the Greeks as an appendix to

metrics in Iwan Miiller's Handbuch der Mass.

Altrrttimswissensrhaft'^, vol. ii.

Out of the choral lyric sprang the drama, which
in the classical period was chiefly musical drama.
The comparative criticism which Aristophanes in

his Frogs devotes to the art of ^schylus and

Euripides is aimed at their music quite as much
as the contents of their dramas. There is also

extant a sliort fragment of a melody from the
Orestes of Euripides (see von Jan's Supplement,
p. 4f.).

Along.side of the drama, from aljout B.C. 400
the ditliyrambus assumed an important part in the

perfecting of musical exi)ression ; and the primitive
v6fj.os became from that time the field in whicli

ever-increasing virtuosity could display its skill.

In correspondence with the freer formation of the

lyrical rhj'thms, from this time onwards tlie voice-

part paid more attention to the distribution of the

accents, which in the Greek language have a

musical meaning of their own (cf. Crusius,
' Die

delphischen Hymnen' in Philologus, liii., Suppl.).
Besides songs accompanied by stringed instruments

{Ki6api()8iKri) and those accompanied by wind-instru-
ments (avXii^SiKT)), there was also pure instrumental
music (KtOapiffTiKr; and aOXriTiK-rj). Guhrauer has
shown (Altgricch. Progravim-musik) that the in-

strumental music of the ancients Avas essentially
'

programme
'

(i.e. illustrative or descrii)tive) mu.sic,

especially in the case of the Pythian vdfxo^, which
represented Apollo's fight with the dragon.
The great importance Avhich the Greeks attached

to music is also shown in the fact that music culture
and instruction were subjects of minute State
control. Even Plato, who in his HoXirela expresses
himself a pronounced opponent to art, gives in that
work most detailed attention to the regulating of

music. On the high estimate of the ancients of

the ethical value of music, and the controversy of

the schools of philosopliy about it, see Abert,
Die Lehre vo7ii Ethos m der griechischen Mnsik.

Sparta especially, acting under government orders,
took an interest in music, and we find Terpander
of Lesbos, the oldest musician of importance,
active there in the 6th or 7th cent. B.C. His name
is closely connected with the history of citharodic

music.

Songs in ancient times, whether sung by indi-

viduals or by a choir, were in unison throughout,
with the exception that boys' and men's voices

were an octave apart from each other. Moreover,
the independent tones of the accompanying instru-

ments, which may have been inserted between,
must not be understood as a second part in the
sense attached to that expression by an ear
accustomed to harmonj'. Westpbal's contentions
about polyphony rest partly on arbitrary conclu-

sions and partly on a misunderstanding of the
word TToXiKpwvla, which does not have tlie same
meaning as our modern '

polyphony
'

(see Graf, de
Grcecorum veterum re nutsica ; for information
about stringed instruments see von Jan, Die

griech. Saitcninstrumciite, and art.
' Saiteninstru-

mente,' in Baumeister's Denkmaler des klass.

Altertums, iii. ).

The bow was entirely unknown to the ancients ;

the strings were either plucked with the fingers, as

we play our liarps, or beaten with a small plectrum
(irXriKTpov), like our zither or the cymbal of the

gypsies. The stringed instruments may be divided
into two chief classes : the older simple Xipa (called
in Homer the Kidapis or (pdp/uy^), and the Kiddpa,
which is distinguished from the \vpa by its large

square sounding-board. The original number of

strings was seven. How they were tuned, if in

the Dorian octave (see below) with the omission
of the third highest degree, just as, we are in-

formed, Terpander used it, or otherwise, we cannot
now determine. Each string gave only one sound ;

the Greeks knew nothing about shortening the

strings by means of bridges. The flageolet seems
to have been the only known means of getting
from the string a note different from the funda-
mental one. Besides the seven-stringed lyre, there
were also in common use a number of different

harp-like instruments with a far greater number
of strings.
The class of wind-instruments is represented

by the ouXds, which in size and pitch resembled
our clarionet rather than the flute, as it had a
double set of reeds, and was blown from the end

(see von Jan, art.
'

Floten,' in Bauineister).
It is peculiar to the Greeks that almost invari-

ably two av\ol were used at the same time by one

player
—a fact which Gevaert tries in vain to gloss

over. The oldest representative of ai)X6s-playing
is Olympus, who, like Terpander, was from Asia-

Minor, and belonged probably to about the same
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time. The oldest so-called enharmonic scale is

ascribed to him, and is, according to Riemann's

convincing hypothesis (p. 43 f . ), the hve-note scale

without semitones, which makes its appearance
as the earliest stage among other peoples as well—
d e g a h d'. From d to d' is the Phrygian octave,
and Olympus came from Phrygia. After they had
become acquainted with the full seven-note octave,

people felt in these old melodies the intentional
omission of the third note in each tetrachord,

/ and c. When the series of tones was trans-

ferred to the Dorian octave e-c', and by this

transposition the third tone was omitted, they
had reached the second stage of development of

the enharmonic ef a h c' e', where twice an interval
of a semitone and one of two whole tones succeed
one another. Riemann demonstrates the same
arrangement in Japanese music. Finally, by means
of inserting the quarter-tone (dUcns) between e and
f as well as between h and c', they again made up
the tetrachord to four notes. This is the latest

form of enharmonic, and the only one recognized
by later theorists.

Among other instruments, apart from cymbals,
kettle-drums, and castanets, which serve the pur-
poses of rhythm only, not of harmony, we must
mention the organ because of the great import-
ance which it has assumed in Christian times. It

appears for the first time in Alexandrian and
Roman times as hydraulis,

'

water-organ
'— so

called because the air-supply was obtained by
means of water-pressure

—but it had only a limited
and wholly secular use. The Alexandrian and
Roman epochs (cf. Friedliinder, Sittengeschichte
Bonis'') show, indeed, a wide -spread musical

activity, but it was not sufficiently creative ; it

lived entirely in the traditions of the classical

Greeks. In fact, an attempt was made in Hadrian's

time, as by Julian afterwards, to approach still

nearer to these by means of a reform to the archaic

(cf. Mohler, Gesch. der altcn und mittelaltcrl.

Musik, p. 34 f. ). The early Christian music, there-

fore, which grew out of the musical life of the

Romans, seemed to be a direct continuation of the
ancient Greek. Attempts to show the close con-
nexion between the two have been made, especially
by Gevaert (La Melopee antique dans le c/uint

de Vcglisc latine), and Mohler ('Die griech.,

griech.-rom., und altchrist.-lat. Musik,' in liQ \x.

Suppl. ). Abert (Die Musikavsi-hauung des Mittel-

alters und ihre Grundlagen) acknowledges a direct
connexion for the East only, while the Christian
music of the West is a thing really new and only
artificially adapted to the ancient theory by the
scholars of the Middle Ages.
Along with the development of practical music

theoretical investigation of music was also pro-
ceeding. The first important stride was made by
Pythagoras, when he showed how the numerical

proportions of the consonances correspond to the

varying lengths of a string. The later Pytha-
goreans Avere aware that the notes are due to
aerial vibrations, which have similar underlying
relations to one another. The onlj' consonances

recognized by the ancients were the octave, the

fifth, and the fourth ; it was much later that they
became conscious of the third as a harmonious
chord (cf. Graf, Die Theorie der Akustik im
griech. Altertum). The proportion of the third
4 : 5 seems to have been hit upon more by accident
as one of the results of many calculating experi-
ments ; it was as unknown to Pythagoras as tlie

small whole-tone 9 : 10. He got by the addition of

two large whole-tones the very large third 64:81,
and, as the difi'erence between this and tiie fourth,
the very artificial semitone 243 : 256. An excellent

example of tiiese Pythagorean studies is the
Sectio Canonis of the great mathematician Euclid

(von Jan, Mitsici scriptores Grteci, p. 148 f. ; on
pp. 115-147 is collected all that is known about
the Pythagoreans).
An attitude of opposition to the Pythagoreans

was assumed to some extent by the school of
Aristotle. What we find scattered through the
ditt'erent writings of Aristotle about music, von Jan
has carefully gathered together at the beginning
of his collection. Bk. xix. and part of bk. xi.

of the Aristotelian Problemata treat of weighty
musical questions. These are reproduced and
annotated in von Jan, p. 39 f. But his treat-
ment is superseded by the edition of Gevaert
and VoUgratf (Les ProbUnies musicaux d'Aristote),
which handles the subject from new and fruitful

points of view. The most important pupil of

Aristotle, with regard to music, and at the same
time the greatest musical theorist of antiquity,
was Aristoxenus, whose Elements of Harmony
should be studied in Macran's

'

Apicno^ivov ap/xoviKa

a-Toixeia (Oxford, 1902) instead of in the somewhat
profuse treatment of Westphal (Leipzig, 1883-
93). Aristoxenus managed to find the proper
medium between the empiricism of the practical
musicians, which was based on no principle, and
the too abstract theory of the Pythagoreans. A
very important source of information is found,
again, in the three books de Musica of Aristidea

Quintilianus (ed. Albert Jahn, Berlin, 1882), who
lived in the 1st or 2nd cent. A.D. We get the

greatest amount of historical information in the
book preserved under Plutarch's name, llepi fiovffiKTJs

(ed. Weil and Reinach, with Fr. tr. and notes). A
little later lived Ptolemaeus, the great geographer
and astronomer, whose Harmonics, along with the

commentary of Porphyrins, represents the last

great system of ancient musical theory. Both of
these works were largely supplemented by Biyen-
nius the Byzantine, who belonged to the 14tli

century. The newest (!) edition of all these three
books is that of John Wallis, in his Opera inathe-

tnatica, iii., in the year 1699.

Among other Cireek writers special mention is

due to Alypius in the 4th cent. A.D., as the man
who has handed down to us most fully the Greek
sj'stem of notation, by writing out and describing-

altogether fifteen transposition-scales in the three
kinds of tones, so tliat---with the omission of the
last six series—he has really given and described

thirty-nine scales through two octaves and in two
kinds of musical characters (von Jan gives the
tables on p. 367 f . ).

The Greeks had a double musical notation. The
newer employs the well-known letters of the Ionic

alphabet, and that in descending order ; the older
consists of heterogeneous signs, and up to the pre-
sent time neither its orican nor the system of its

composition has been explained. Only the practi-
cal meaning of the signs has been made quite clear.

In the older system the raising of a note a quarter-
tone or a semitone was signified by a difierent

position of the same sign. The newer notes used
to be called singing -notes and the older ones
instrument- notes, but the Delphian discoveries
have shown us that their use was not originally
distinguished in that way. Among the Latin
writers Boethius, who was a contemporary of the

great Theodoric, is worthy of mention on account
of the authoritative position whicii his work, de

Musica, held all through the Middle Ages. We
now find the most lucid collection of sources in

Riemann, pp. 10-26.

With regard to the extant specimens of music,
the three Hymns of Dionysius and Mesomedes
were the first to be nuide known ; they belonged
to Hadrian's time, and were communicated by the

father of Galileo in 1581. In 1650 there followed

Kircher's Pindar melody. All the other pieces we
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owe to the last decade of the 19th century. There
is tlie fragment from Euripides' Orestes, preserved
on papyrus ; and there are also the two Hymns to

Apollo, apparently from the 2nd cent. B.C., which
the excavations of the French at Delphi have

brought to light; and, lastly, the only completely
preserved piece, the Epitaph of Seikilos. All

these are admirably brought together in von Jan's

Supplement ; the Seikilos song is given in facsimile

in Mohler, Geschichte, p. 19.

The basis of the ancient Greek tone-system was
the tetrachord, i.e. a succession of a semitone and
two whole tones—tfg a

; and there may have been
an ancient sort of singing theme, which moved only
within the compass of tliese notes—the tonic a and
the dominant e (cf. the frequent recitative con-
clusion a e in modern music). The addition of a
second similarly constructed tetrachord above it—
h c' d' e'—gives rise to the Dorian octave e-e'.

It corresponds to our A minor, for a is the

tonic, and the Dorian octave therefore contains
the notes for melodies which reach as far as a fifth

above the tonic and a fourth below it. The kej-
note a is called /x^ctt; (the names of the notes are

feminine, x°P^'h being understood) ; the lowest is

the imaTT) (the idea of high and low is here ap-
parently reversed ; probably the designation is due
to the position of the strings on certain old instru-

ments) ; the highest, e', in contrast to this, is called

v-rp-t] (
= veaTT], lit.

' the lowest '). The stringed
instrument was held on the left side, so that the
lowest string was farthest away from the body.
As the tonic was the one which sounded most

frequently and loudest, it was struck with the
thumb ; and then the index-finger came on the
next lowest. This linger is called 6 Xixavds (from
\elxu,

'

lick,' lit.
'

licking finger ') ; and hence the
note g itself is called ij XixavSi. The names of

the remaining notes are simply derived from their

position, the Dorian octave being named in this

way :

e / g a h c d e'

or

irapaLy.i<To<i

The upper tetrachord can also be added in such
a way that the fxi<n) is its starting note. Then it

is called, not h c' d' e', but a b c' d'. The two
tetrachords are drawn so nearly together by this

process that the two form only seven tones. From
ffwdiTTu, 'join together,' the notes of this upper
tetrachord are called the <rvvrjju.fj.ivoi, and in contrast
to this the notes of the tetrachord first described
are the dieievy/jrivoi. The napaniatj drops out, b is

called Tplrrj, and so on. Thus, for example, the
vTjTTj of the combined tetrachord is the same note
as the napavrjTTj of the other, namely d. By intro-

ducing the note b, they now made use of this
tetrachord as a means of modulating from A minor
to D minor. The Dorian octave was extended
in both directions, a combined tetrachord h-e,
the viraroi, being added below {e-a are called, in

contrast to this, the fj.icroi) ; and similarly a
combined e'-a/, the inrep^o\a?oi, was added above.
Now we liave two complete octaves, with the ex-

ception of the note a
; this is added and is there-

fore called the Trpo<T\ajx^a.vbjx€voi. In this way the

complete system of fifteen notes is formed—or

eighteen rather, as the three notes of the com-
bined tetrachord are usually added. In reality it

consists of sixteen notes, two of which (c' and d')
have doiible signs ;

a is now really p.i(j-n, for it

stands at the interval of an octave from the irpoa-

\afjLpav6fj.€vos as well as from the vrjnj virep^oXaiojv.
The Dorian octave e-e' is one of the seven

possible sections from the infinitely continuous
diatonic scale without chromatic signs. In our
music there are only two of them in use, namely,

the (descending) minor scale a'-a and the major
scale c-c'. In Greek music we find all the seven
used. They are called the seven apjxoviai, from

a.pjj.6^11},
' ht together,' because the combination

of semitones and tones in each scale was in a
ditt'erent order. Coining downwards fi'om e to e'

of the Dorian scale, d-d' is called the Phrygian
octave, c-c' the Lydian, h Mixolydian, a Hypo-
dorian or ^-Eolian, g Hypophrygian or Ionic (lastic),
and / Hypolydian. Thanks to Boethius, these
names came to be used in the Church music of the
Middle Ages, but, through a confusion, possibly
due to the transference of the names to the trans-

position scales (see below), the Church notes are

placed difi'erently and in an inverted order :

Ancient.
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sition to the two outside notes, which always
formed a fourth. If the tliird note was lowered a

semitone, tliere arose the series of ^ tone h tone 1^
tone—e f ft a. This is tlie chromatic genus, in

contrast to tlie diatonic. Tlie third genus of tone
was the enharmonic already mentioned, where
two quarter-tones are followed by an interval

of a third, e e f a—f now occupying the third

place in the tetrachord. Besides these three genera,
there were numerous intermediate gradations used

by the virtuosi
;
and the fragments of music which

have been preserved also sliow mixtures of chro-

matic and diatonic elements, about which the
writers on theory give no information. We can
see from the scales of Aristides (p. 21) that the

scale-system was not so systematically complete
in Plato's time as it appears later (cf. Laloy, in

BPh xxiv. 31 f. ).
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MUSIC (Hebrew),— I. Origin.—Hebrew tradi-

tion ascribes the origin of music to Jubal, one of

the three sons of Laniech. ' He was the father of

all such as handle the harp and organ
'

(RV '

pipe,'
Gn 4-^). He had an elder brother Jabal, who is

likewise described as ' the father of such as dwell
in tents, and of such as have cattle' (v.""). The
close relation thus assigned to the fathers of the

pastoral and the musical arts—they are represented
as being born of the same mother, while Tubal-

cain, the first smith, was the son of the other wife
of Lamech—witnesses to the belief that the origin
of music is to be found among a people of pastoral
habits. The shepherd playing on liis pipe to call the

sheep (Jg 5'" RV), or to beguile the tediousness of

his watch, appeared to the Hebrew mind the earliest

type of musician. Similarly the Greeks ascribed

to Pan the invention of the syrinx. It may be
that the inclusion in Cain's family- tree of the

originator of the art of music indicates a tendency
on the part of the compiler to view with disfavour
the arts which had banished the severe simplicity
of primitive times. But, if so, this is a view
which, so far as music is concerned, finds no further

expression in the Bible, where music is consistently
regarded with favour as the natural utterance of

the joy which fills the heart, and the fitting channel

whereby the voice of man may convey to God his

gratitude and devotion.

2. Music in rejoicing.
—In the Bible the employ-

ment of music in connexion with religion is a later

development. The first uses to which it was put

were secular, and in the social life of the people it

played an important part. It was used on occa-
sions of rejoicing. Victory in battle is celebrated
in song (Ex IS'"'-, Jg 5^^-). The women welcome
the conqueror with music and dancing. So Miriam
and the women celebrate the discomfiture of

Pharaoh's host (Ex 15-*"-), and Jephthah's daughter
brings her fate upon herself, in consequence of her
father's rash vow (Jg 11^*^). After his victory
Jehoshaphat goes up to the Temple

' with psalteries
and harps and trumpets' (2 Cn 20^). At feasts

and convivial meetings there were song and instru-

mental music (Is 5^^, Am 6^, Sir 32^' ^), and, among
the features which go to make up the happy life

which Job grudges to the wicked, music is not for-

gotten (
Job 21^^). The merry-making at the vintage

festival took the form of dance and song (Jg 9"
2P^, Is 16^"). One of the outstanding features in

the marriage celebrations was the festal procession
with music and dancing to the house of the bride-

groom (
1 Mac 9*^- ^^). It was such a familiar sight

that the very children in the markets used to

imitate it in their sport (Mt 11'''). To Jeremiah
the ceasing from the streets of the voice of the

bridegroom and of the bride is typical of the
desolation wliich is to overtake the land (Jer 7**

16^ 25'^). The long-lost son is welcomed home
with music and dancing (Lk 15^"). It appears
likewise to have been the custom on occasion to

speed the parting guest Avith music (Gn 31-'). At
any public ceremony, such as the coronation of the

king, music played an important part (1 K 1*",

2 K 11'*). In all ranks of society it was esteemed.
The king had his singers and instrumental per-
formers (2 S 19^, Ec 2**) ; the young men at the

gates entertained themselves with music (La 5'*) ;

the shepherd lad had his lyre (1 S 16'^) ; the harlot

used song and playin^ to augment her blandish-

ments (Is 23"*) ; in the Exile the Jews used to take
their lyres with them, as had doubtless been their

wont at home, when they gathered together for

social intercourse, though they had no heart to

sing(Ps 137"-).

3. Music in mourning. — But music was not

employed only on joyful occasions. It had its

place also in the ceremonial of mourning. The
dirge was a recognized form of Hebrew poetry. It

was sung in connexion witli the obsequies.
Jeremiah composed one for Josiah, which was sung
by the singing men and the singing women (2 Ch
35^), and David's lament over Saul and Jonathan
has been preserved (2 S 1'^""). It became the

custom to employ professional mourners to bewail
the dead. The lamentation began in the home
(Mt 9^), and was continued as tlie funeral proces-
sion marched with mournful music to the grave.
Flutes are the only instruments of whicli we read
in connexion with funerals (Mt 9'^). The use of

music at funerals became so lirmly established

that, according to Maimonides, the poorest hus-

band was expected to provide at least two flute-

players and one mourning woman for the funeral

of his wife (Comm. in Mishnajoth, ch. 4).

4. Hebrew susceptibility to music.—Evidence
of the susceptibility of the Hebrew temperament
to music is supplied by the cases of Saul and
Elisha. When Saul is troubled by an evil spirit,
his melancholy is dispelled by the playing of

David (1 S IG"^'-^). When as a young man he
meets the comjjany of prophets working them-
selves up into an ecstasy Tby the music which

accompanies them, Saul too is carried away and

prophesies (1 S 10"- )• The same thing happened
on a later occasion when he attempted to take

David prisoner as he was dwelling in Naioth witii

Samuel and the prophets. The various messengers
wliom he sent were all overcome by the spirit and

prophesied ; and, when Saul himself came to
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acliieve the capture, he too was carried away (IS
19-'""-'*). There is no express mention of music in

the latter pas><a<,'e ; but doubtless this was the

method by which tlie prophets produced that state

of ecstasy suggested by the description of them as
'

prophesying.' So, when Elisha desired to pro-

phesy, he called for a minstrel, and by the aid of

the music the hand of the Lord came upon him

(2 K 3'*).

5. Music in religious worship.—It was natural

that an art which played such an important part
in the social life of the people should have its place
in religious worship. Of the history of its intro-

duction in this connexion we have, however, no
record. If we accept the account of Chronicles,
then it is to David that is to Ije assigned the credit

of making provision for the nmsical service of the

Temple. But it is characteristic of the Chronicler

to antedate the religious practices of his own day.
So, however valuable his account as furnishing a

picture of the Temple service in post-Exilic times,
it is quite unreliable as evidence regarding the

conditions in the first Temple. There is no men-
tion of sacred singers or musicians in the Penta-

teuch, and it is hardly credible, if the musical

service of the first Temple was in the highly organ-
ized state described in Chronicles, that no regula-
tions regarding it should be laid down there. But,
while we cannot accept the account in Chronicles

of the elaborate arrangements made by David, that

does not mean that the whole musical service was
a post-Exilic development. There must have been
a considerable musical staff in the first Temple,
for we read of a body of singers, called the children

of Asaph, in the list of those who returned from
the Exile (Ezr 2^', Neh 7"). These would be
descendants of those who had held office before

the fall of Jerusalem, for it is impossible that

the organization of a staff of Temple musicians

was the work of the Exile. From Am 5^ and
Is 30^- *^ we know that the use of music in con-

nexion with religious worship was an established

practice. Indeed, it is probable that the associa-

tion extends much further back than the time of

David. Among the ancient Hebrews there was
not the sharp distinction between the sacred and
the secular that obtains with us. Many of the
social festivities with which music was associated

had a certain religious significance. The great
historical feasts which assumed such importance
in the Jewish religion were originally rustic festi-

vals to celebrate the more important agricultural
events of the year. It is natural that the music
which played such an important part in these

social celeorations should have a place in the

religious festivals which took their place. The
dance and song which were features of these rustic

festivals were retained in the religious procession,
such as is described in connexion with the bring-

ing up of the ark to Zion in 2 S 6. Thus, gradu-
ally and naturally, music was associated with

religious celebrations. As these celebrations be-

came more elaborate, the provision for the employ-
ment of music in connexion with them would
become more complex. Whether David had any
part in the organization of the musical arrange-
ment in divine worship we cannot tell. In the
book of Samuel he is described as a skilful player
upon the lyre (1 S 16'^), and in Am 6' there is a
reference to his invention of musical instruments

(Nowack would read 'all kinds of songs' instead
of

' instruments of song'). But there is nothing in

the earlier historical books, with the exception of

the two psalms attributed to him in the appendix to

2 Sam., to identify him with the David who figures
in Chronicles as the founder of the Temple psal-

mody. The instruments of song which he invented,
alluded to in Am 6*, are such as are in use at

banquets rather than those intended for worship.
And theie is a striking contrast between the
scenes at the bringing up of the ark described in

2 Sam. ,
where David danced and leapt before the ark,

and the stately ceremonial on the same occasion

described in Chronicles. It may very well be that

David, an expert musician, interested himself in

the wider use of music in religious services. But,
if he did, we have no data upon which to come to

a decision as to the extent and character of his

work.
For the same reason we are unable to form any

clear idea of what was the nature of the musical
service in the first Temple. We may confidently
assume that the musical staff would be on a very
much more modest scale than Chronicles alleges.
It has been thought by some that the people took
a more active part in the musical service than in

later times (Cheyne, Origin of Psalter, p. 194).

But how far this participation extended, and what

precisely was the nature of the musical side of the

service, we have no means of determining. With
regard to post-Exilic times our information is

somewhat fuller. There was a large staff of

Temple musicians. They were grouped together
in gilds called by the name of the head of the

family from whom they were descended—e.g.,

Asaph, Heman, Korah. The headings of many of

the Psalms indicate that they are taken from the
collection which bore the name of one of these

gilds. Previous to the time of Ezra and Nehemiah
the musicians were distinguished from the Levites

(Schiirer, HJP ll. i. 271; art. 'Priests and

Levites,' in HDB iv. 92''), but from this time
onwards they were included among them. Their

particular function was to accompany the daily
burnt-offering and other parts of the service with

song and instrumental music. To what extent the

people joined in the musical service is uncertain.

Probably their participation, in later times at any
rate, was restricted to occasional responses such as

'Amen,' 'Hallelujah' (1 Ch \Q^, Ps 106^8),
' For

His mercy endureth forever' (Ps 136 ; cf. Jer 33").

The instruments generally used at the Temple
service were the two stringed ones, the kitmor and
the nebel, of which a considerable number were

employed in the Temple orchestra, and the cymbals,
of which there was only one pair played by the
conductor to mark the time. These instruments

appear to have been supplemented on occasion by
fiutes (Is 30-*, Ps 5, superscription

'

Upon Nehiloth,'
which is taken by some to indicate accompaniment
by flutes [see Delitzsch, ad loc.]). There likewise

fall to be included in the list of instruments used
in worship the trumpets, which were played, not

by the Levites, but by the priests. They were used
at the daily offering and other parts of the service,

and were likewise sounded from the roof of the

Temple to announce the dawn of the Sabbath

(Josephus, BJ IV. ix. 12). According to the ac-

count given in 1 Ch 15^**^-, the singers played their

own accompaniment, whereas in Ps 68^^ the singers
are distinguished from the instrumentalists, and
march first in the procession. Perhaps the latter

arrangement was a later development (Ewald, Die
Dichter des alien Bundes, la. 212). From the

descriptions given of the dedication of the Temple
(2 Ch 7*), and of the consecration of it after its

cleansing by Hezekiah (2 Ch 29''^"''^), it appears that
the singing and the instrumental performance by
the Levites and the blowing of the trumpets by
the priests all took place simultaneously. But in

the second Temjile the blowing of the trumpets, at

any rate, did not accompany but succeeded the

performance by the choir and musicians. There
have even been some who maintain that the
instruments did not accompany the voices at all,

but played interludes at pauses in the singing by
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the choir, and that the word '

Selah,' which occurs

occasionally in tlie Psalms, indicates that the
instrumental interlude should here begin (so Diestel,
in Schenkel's Bibel-Lexikon, \\. 26Uf.). To take
the word ' Selah

'

as a sign for some kind of instru-

mental interlude is perhaps the most satisfactory

interpretation. But it does not follow that the
instruments were entirely silent during the singing
of the choir. They may have been supplying an

accompaniment, and at the sign
' Selah

'

may have
been meant to play alone, perhaps louder than

previously. It is not likely that the instruments
were restricted to these interludes in the singing.
The Hebrews had little knowledge of music save
as an accompaniment to the voice. Musical in-

struments were to them pre-eminently
' instruments

of song' (1 Ch le-*-, 2 Ch 7« 34^-, Am 6«, Neh 12-^).

It is a point of dispute Avhether there were any
women among the Temple musical staii'. One or

two passages seem to favour the positive. Ezr
2®* and Neh 7*^ speak of singing women among the
returned exiles. According to 1 Ch 25"-, Heman
had three daughters Avho with their brothers were
instructed for song in the house of the Lord. And
in Ps 68"^ the damsels with timbrels are described
as taking their place among the singers and

players. But it is not said in Ezr 2^ and Neh 7^^

that the female singers there mentioned belonged
to the Temple musicians, who have already been
mentioned earlier in these chapters. And the
verse in Ps 68 describes, not a Temple service, but
a religious procession. This leaves only the refer-

ence to the daughters of Heman. In view of the

general tendency of the post-Exilic cultus to ex-

clude women from office, we should require fuller

evidence to convince us of the fact that they had

any recognized place on the musical staff of the
second Temple.

6. Character of Hebrew music.—We have no
data upon which to base any conclusions as to the
essential character of the music of the Hebrews.
We do not know, e.g., what was the nature of the
scale or scales which it employed, or M'hat the
structure of its melodies. The Hebrews do not

appear to have had any system of musical notation.
It has been suggested that we may find such

notation in the Hebrew accents ; but there is no
evidence that these had any musical significance,
or served any other than a rhetorical purpose (cf.

Forkel, Gesch. der Musik, i. 152 tf.). Some of the

superscriptions of the Psalms appear to contain
musical directions, and, were Ave certain of their

significance, we might get more insight into the
character of Hebrew music. For instance, some
have thought to find in the direction '

Upon
Sheminith

'

(Pss 6. 12, 1 Ch 15^1), Avhich they trans-

late ' in the octave,' proof that the Hebrews had,
like ourselves, a scale of seven steps. That trans-

lation might be accepted, were Ave satisfied on other

grounds of the employment of such a scale among
the Hebrews. But, apart from independent
proof, it is quite unjustifiable to assign this inter-

pretation to the phrase, and base upon it a con-
clusion as to the nature of the HebreAv scale. The
Avords might mean various other things—e.g., tlie

kind of instrument to be employed, one Avith eight
strings, or the musical mode to be ciiosen, the eigiith.

Probably there were various modes in use among
the Hebrews, as Avith the Greeks. Some of the
other superscriptions have been taken as indicating
that a certain mode is to be employed—e.g., Pss 8.

81. 84,
'

Upon Gittith,' which may be a mode called
after Gath (EAvald, op. cit. p. 223), Ps 9,

'

Upon
Muth-labben,' Ps56,

'

Upon Jonath-elem-rechokim,'
Ps 57, etc.,

'

Al-taschith,' in which cases we seem
to have the opening words of songs Avhich indicate
either the melody or the mode to be employed.
But the Avhole question of the superscriptions of

the Psalms is very obscure, and there is so little

unanimity among scholars as to their significance
that Ave can draw no conclusions from them as to
the character of HebrcAv music. From Avhat Ave

knoAv of the music of kindred peoples we shall

probably not be far Avrong in concluding that
Hebrew song Avas more or less a kind of musical
declamation to a chant consisting of a feAV notes
Avithin moderate compass, the accompanying in-

struments being emploj'ed mainly in marking the

rhythm. There is no evidence that the HebreAvs
had any knoAvledge of harmony. Their musical

performances, both vocal and instrumental, Avould
be all in unison. Some Avould cite 2 Ch 5'^

' the

trumpeters and singers A\'ere as one, to make one
sound to be heard,' as direct evidence to this effect.

One might as Avell assign a technical musical signi-
ficance to Chaucer's description of the singing of
the birds, 'al of oon accorde.' The phrases in

Chronicles are designed to indicate the unanimity
of the performance. To regard them as proof of

unison performance in the technical sense is to

attribute to the Avriter an acquaintance Avith

harmony, Avhile at the same time Ave quote his

Avords to prove that HebreAv music had no harmony.
Probably the Temple music Avas, at first, at vy
rate, of a very noisy character. The root idea of

the Hebrew verb '

to praise,' from which the Avord
for 'psalm' is derived, is 'to make a noise,' and

Cheyne finds a hint of ' the humble origin of the
HebreAV <'A?7^«/i' ('psalm') in the shouting of the
Arabs as they enter the sanctuary (op. cit. pp.
194, 460). To make a loud noise to Jalnveh ap-
pears to have been the prominent feature in the
HebreAV conception of praise. In La 'I' the noise
made by the Chaldwan soldiery in the Temple is

compared to the sound of the Avorshippers at some
festival.

7. Musical instruments.—The HebreAvs had a

variety of musical instruments. Almost no infor-

mation is given in the Bible as to their construc-

tion or use, nor have any contemporary representa-
tions of them been preserved. But there are many
such representations of the instruments in use

among the neighbouring Oriental peoples to be
found among the Egyptian, Assyrian, and Baby-
lonian monuments, and Ave may safely assume tliat

the instruments of the HebreAvs Avere not essentially
different. The instruments mentioned in the Bible
fall into three groups : (i. ) instruments of percus-
sion, (ii. ) Avind instruments, and (iii. ) stringed
instruments.

i. Instruments of percussion.—These mark
the rhythm, and Avould probably be first in the
order of development, the rhytlimical element in

music being the feature which makes the strongest

appeal to the primitive mind. The following are

the instruments of percussion mentioned in the

OT.
{a) The toph (i'ifi,

'tabret' or 'timbrel,' LXX
Tv/j-Travoi'), a kind of hand-drum formed of a frame
of Avood Avith a piece of skin stretched over it.

The usual shape is circular, but occasionally on
the monuments Ave meet Avith a square shape also.

It Avas struck Avith the back of the hand or Avitli

the fingers, and Avas usually played by Avomen. It

was employed on occasions of rejoicing, and
served to mark the rhythm for song or dance, or

for the other instruments. It does not appear to

have been used in the Temple Avorsiiip, but in

religious processions it had its place (2 S 6^ Ps
68-^ 149^).

(f>) The mlfiltaivi (o^r^Vd) or sclscltm (Q'^^^x), a term
which occurs only in 2 S 6^ Ps 150', 'cymbals,'
LXX KiVjSaXa. These were made of brass (1 Ch 15'")

and Avere similar in shape to those in use among
ourselves. They Avere reserved chiefly for religious

purposes, and Avereused in the Temple Avorsliip by
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tlie conductor to give the beat to the performers
(I Ch 15'" 16'). In Ps 150' some liave tliought to

tind in the twofold designation of the cymbals
(sil^ele-shdj)m , silsUi-theniah, 'loud cymbals,'
'

high sounding cymbals,' AV) a distinction

between two ditlerent kinds of instrument, regard-

ing the former as castanets and the latter as

ordinary cymbals. But it is questionable whether
the distinction is more than a rlietorical device,

and, even if this be not the case, whether silsele-

shdmd is a fitting designation of castanets.

(c) The mmdanim (D'y^yj?), which are mentioned
in 2 S 6°, rendered ' cornets

'

in AV, ' castanets
'

in RV, and in RV marg. properly sistra. The
sisinim was a kind of rattle, consisting of a handle

supporting an oval metal frame, through which ran
a number of cross bars with i)rojecting ends, upon
wliich rings of metal were placed. When the
instrument was shaken, these rings jangled. The
sisfrwm was derived from Egypt, where it was used
in the worship of Isis.

(d) The shdlishi)n (dt'V?'). We meet with this

term only in 1 S 18^. AVhat instrument is meant
is uncertain. AV and RV render merely

' instru-

ments of music,' AV marg.
'

three-stringed instru-

ments,' RV marg. 'triangles or three-stringed
instruments,' LXX Kv/j.pa\a. The etymology sug-
gests an instrument in triangular form, but whether
a small triangular harp similar to the Greek rpi-

yuvov or a triangle such as we still have in our
orcliestras is uncertain. There is no representation
of the triangle as an instrument of percussion in

the ancient Oriental monuments.
ii. Wind instruments.—(a) The hdlil (S^Sn) or

'

flute.' We meet with several varieties of flute

on the ancient monuments, single flutes, double

flutes, flutes with mouth-pieces, cross-flutes, flutes

varying in length and in the number of the finger-
holes. We have no means of deciding which of these
were in use among the Hebrews. The flute was
employed by them on various occasions : at feasts

(Is 5'-'), at marriages (1 Mac 3^), on occasions of

mourning (Jer 48^, Mt 9^ ; Josephus, BJ ill. ix. 5),

in religious processions (1 K \^, Is 30-''). There is

ditterence of opinion as to whether flutes were

employed in the Temple service in OT times. If

nehiloth in the superscription of Ps 5 be, as main-
tained by some recent commentators, another term
for flutes, this would be strong evidence as to their

use. But the interpretation of the term is very
obscure. By the time of the Talmud, at any rate,

they had a recognized place in the daily service. On
twelve days in the year a flute was played before
the altar to accompany the singing of the Hallel.

(b) The 'ugc'ib (3J1j;). Some think that this term
denotes ' wind instruments

'

in general. Where it

is taken as signifying one instrument in particular,

opinion is divided between the '

bagpipe
' and the

'

syrinx.' We meet with these two instruments in

the list given in Dn 3', the siunphonidh (.T^i;p?D, AV
' dulcimer ') being generally taken to be the bag-
pipe, and the mashrokithd (Kn-pvn, AV '

flute ') the

syrinx or Pan-pipe. Neither of these instruments
is mentioned in connexion with religious worship.

(c) Tlie shophdr (^?iB') or keren Cfiyt),
'

horn,' was
made of a ram's horn, and hence was crooked in

shape, though in later times it appears to have
been straightened. Its loud tone made it useful
for giving signals. Thus it was used in war to

summon the army (Jg 3^), to give the signal of

attack (Job 392*'-) or of withdrawal (2 S 2=8), to

annoTince important events—e.g., the ascension of

tlie king (1 K P"), the approach of danger (Am 3^),

tlie beginning of the year of Jubilee (Lv 25"), the
New Year festival on the first day of the seventh
month (Lv 23'"). The blowing of the shophdr on
New Year's Day still remains an outstanding
feature of the celebration in the Jewish Synagogue.

(d) The Msdserah (niy^u),
'

trumpet,' is described

by Josephus {Ant. ill. xii. 6). It was made of

metal, was not quite a cubit long, somewhat
thicker than a flute, widening at the mouth to re-

ceive the breath, and bell-shaped at the lower end
like the war trumpet. Like the shophdr, it was
occasionally used to give the alarm (2 K 11"). It

is seldom mentioned in the earlier history, but in

later times it was appropriated to ecclesiastical

use, and the blowing of it became the exclusive

privilege of the priests. Trumpets were usually
played by themselves, though occasionally we And
them combined with other instruments (2 Ch S'^'*)-

Blasts of the trumpets were intercalated at various

points in the daily service.

iii. Stringed instruments.—Throughout the

OT, with the exception of the book of Daniel, only
two stringed instruments are mentioned, the
kiiinor (iii|) and the ncbel (h^i). In ancient times

stringed instruments were played either with the
hand or with a plectrum, the use of the bow being
as yet unknown. We read of the kin7idr being
played with the hand (1 S 16=^ W> 19»), and there
is no express mention of the plectrum in the OT.
But we are hardly justified in concluding that it

was not in use among the Hebrews. The frame of

the instruments was made of wood, and the string
of gut, sometimes of twisted thread. The stringed
instruments were those most generally in use

among the Hebrews. Their music was of a bright
character, and we find them present on occasions
of festivity, at feasts (Is 5^^), at domestic celebra-

tions (Gn 31="), at festal processions (1 S 10«, 2 S 6'),

and the like. On occasions of mourning the sound
of their music is silent (Is 14i', La 5", Job 30^1).

In their grief the exiles in Babylon hang their

lyres on the willow trees (Ps 137^). Stringed in-

struments were used chiefly to accompany singing
(1 K 10'^). Hence they played a most important
part in the music of the Temple, constituting, in

fact, the main body of the orchestra (I Ch 16^, Ps
33^ 57^ ISO'* etc.). Of the two instruments the
kinnor appears to have been the more popular. It

was in the hands of all classes. The shepherd lad

played upon it (1 S IG'*^^-), the harlot sang her

songs to it (Is 23'^), it was used on occasions of

merry-making (Job 21'^), mingling with joyful
song and sound of the tabret (Gn 31^). Scriptural
allusions to the nebel mostly refer to its use in

religious worship. But we do occasionally meet
with it in scenes of revelry (Is 5^^ Am 6').

Whether the prophetic denunciations of such con-

vivialities are to be taken as implying a reproof for

the profanation of the sacred instrument (Weiss,
Die musikalischcn Instrumente in den heiligen

Schriftendes AT, p. 22; E. C. A. Riehm, Hand-
worterbuch des biblischen Altertums-, Bielefeld,

1893-94, 1030a6) is open to doubt.
We are not in a position to decide with certainty

as to the shape and character of the kinn or and the
nebel. Kinnor (AV and RV 'harp') is usually
rendered by the LXX Ki6dpa or Ktvvpa, on five occa-

sions by \j/a\Tripiov, and once by ^pyavov. Nebel (AV
and RV usually

'

psaltery,' occasionally
'

viol,' Is 5'-

RV 'lute') appears as vd/3Xa in certain books and
as fa\T-fipiov (once \l/a\v6s) in others. If the evi-

dence of the LXX is of any weight, then we must
regard the kinnor as a kind of lyre. According to

Josephus {Ant. Vll. xii. 3), the Kivvpa is a ten-

stringed instrument with twelve notes, played
with the fingers. It is expressly stated in the
book of Samuel that David played the kinnor with
the hand. It is perhaps pressing the language
unduly to insist tliat he did not use a plectrum
(see editor's note, Wellliausen, in PB,

'

Psalms,'

p. 223). AVhether Josephus is right or not in his

contention as to the use of the fingers for the

kinnor, his statement regarding the number of
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strings of the nebel is not in accordance with
Ps 33- 92^ 144^, where we read of a ten-stringed
nebel. The Greek and Latin Fathers find tlie

distinction between kinnor and nebel in the

position of the resonance-box, in the former
beneath and in the latter above the strings. This

description of the kinvor would apply to instru-

ments of tiie lute family as well as of the lyre, the
resonance-box in both tyjies of instrument being
beneath the strings. But against the identifica-

tion of the kinnor with the lute may be urged the
fact that there is no evidence on the monuments
of the use of the latter instrument among Semitic

peoples, and the unlikelihood of Greek writers who
were familiar with the KiOdpa, or lyre, using the
term to designate an instrument of an entirely
different cliaracter. If we regard the kinnor as
an instrument of the lyre type, it is probable
that the 7iebel was a kind of harp. We read of its

being played as one marched along. It must then
have been much smaller than the harp represented
on the Egyptian monuments, which one played
kneeling or standing. There is an Assyrian
harp seen on the bas-reliefs which we may well
conceive to have been somewhat similar to the
Hebrew nebel. It is triangular in shape ; above
there is a curved frame which acts as the resonance-

box, and below there is a horizontal bar or bridge,
between which and the upper frame the strings
are stretched. It is played with both hands with-
out a plectrum. As we have said, we have no
certain evidence upon which to base in attempting
the identification of the two stringed instruments
familiar to the Hebrews ; but, if we are to decide

upon any at all, we incline to instruments of the

lyre and the harp type.
In addition to the stringed instruments to which

we have referred, there is another mentioned in

Dn 3'*- ', the sabbekhd {n?3P, LXX cra/x^vKT], AV
and RV 'sackbut'). The sackbut was a kind of

trombone, but the sabbekhd, if we are to identify
it with the Greek aa/j-^vKr], was a stringed instru-

ment introduced into Greece from the East. It

appears to have been a small harp, not unlike the

rplyuvov in shape and tone, and among the Greeks
it was generally played by Oriental women.

LiTERATFRE.—A full list of the older literature will be found
in J. N. Forkel, Allgemeine Geschichte der Mrtsik, Leipzifj,
1788-1801, i. 173 ff. In addition to the articles on the subject
in the histories of music, the text-books on Hebrew archaeoloffv,
and the Bible dictionaries, the following may be mentioned :

J. L. Saalschiitz, Geachichte und Wiirdigung der Miisih bei
den alien Hebrdern, Berlin, 1829 ; G. H. A. von Ewald, Die
Dichter des alien Bundes, Gottingen, 1835 ff., la. 209 ff. ; F.
Delitzsch, Physioloyie vnd Musik, Leipzig, 1868, Bibl. Coinm.
iiberd^n Psabiwn*, do. 1883, p. 25 ff., Eng. tr., London, 1887-89,
i. 39ff. : H. Graetz, 'Die Tempel-psalmen,' Mo7ialsschr., 1S78,

pp. 217-222,
' Diemusikalischen Instrumente im jerusalemischen

Tempel und der musikalische Chor der Leviten,' ib., 1881, pp.
241-259 ; E. Schiirer, HJP u. i. 270 ff. ; J. Weiss, Die mvsikal-
isehen Instruinente in den keiligen Schriftea des Allen Tenia-

ments, Graz, 1895 ; J. Wellhausen, Ap]>endix on ' Music of the
Ancient Hebrews,' in PB,

'

Psalms,' London, 1898 ; J. Kdberle,
Die Tempelsdnger im Allen Teslamenl, Erlangen, 1899 ; A.
Biichler,

' Zur Geschichte der Tempelmusik und der Tempel-
psalmen," ZATW xix. [1899] 96-133, 329-344, xx. [1900] 97-135

;

T. K. Cheyne, Origi7i oflhe Psaller{BL, 1889), London, 1891
;

W. R. Smith, OTJC, do. 1892; J. Stainer, Music of the Bible,
do. 1914. G. WaUCHOPE StEWAKT.

MUSIC (Indian).— I. Introduction.—A great
deal more is generally known of Hindu religion
than of Hindu music. An account of the con-
nexion between the two would be incomplete with-
out an attempt to convey to the reader some
idea of what Hindu music is.

The first thing one lias to grasp is the immense
antiquity of the art of music. Tlie .-systems now
nourishing in India and China have been trans-
mitted without material change for so many
<enturies that we can point to no date as marking
an advance or dividing one art period from another.

Of ancient Greek musical art the notation has
been preserved, and we are able to piece together
the actual scales upon wliich the music was founded.

Beyond this, there are the writings of theorists,
which do not always agree with one another, and
a few relics in the shape of hymns with their
notation. We can gather from the evidence avail-

able that the Greek and Hindu systems were
elaborated on slightly divergent lines from a
common source, and for that source we must look
back far beyond the time when eitiier (Ireek or
Indian civilization came into existence.
A close parallel may be drawn between tiie

theories of Aristoxenus (350-320 B.C.) and of

Bharata, the earliest Hindu writer on inusic.

Although the latter's treatise, the Nd(>/a Sdst^n,
was written in the 5th cent. A.D,, the system
which it describes probably dates back many
centuries before tiiat time. Neither Aristoxenus
nor the originator of Indian theory, whoever he

may have been, could have had any accurate

knowledge of partial tones. In attempting to

formulate a classification of intervals they both
took as their unit the smallest perceptible differ-

ence of pitch ; to Aristoxenus this was known as

the smallest enharmonic diesis, and to the theorist
of India as the interval of one h'uti. It is obvious
that one cannot accept theories founded upon such
a basis as literally accurate. The iruti, or diesis,
cannot be regarded as a unit for the measurement
of intervals. It is, however, a good working ter-

minology to designate the just semitone as the
interval of two ^rutis, the minor tone as three

irutis, and the major tone as four h-utis. In draw-

ing a marked distinction between the major tone
and the minor tone the Indian theorist showed
greater perspicacity than either Aristoxenus or

Pythagoras. The Indian theorist had this ad-

vantage, however, that he confined his attention
to the plain diatonic genus, instead of ranging over
all possible 'colourings' of chromatic and en-

harmonic. Had the ancient theorists of ftreece or

India known of partial tones, they would have ex-

plained their intervals by working down from tht'

greater to the less ; as it is, we cannot be surprised
at their attempting to synthesize them from the
diesis or iriiti.

2. Modes. — The world's earliest music was
modal.
To obtain a rough idea as to what is meant by mode let us

take a simple melody such as ' God save the King,' beginning
on the note C with a pedal bass on the C an octave below, and
play the air successively as modified by a key signature of one

sharp, without sharps or fiats, with one flat, two flats, three

flat.«, four flats, and five flats. The result would be more in

keeping with the mode in each case if suitable changes were
made in the melody. It will be seen from this that every com-

plete parent scale gives seven modes differing widely from one
another in 'ethos.' If, instead of temv)ering the three chief

major triads E G, G B D, F A C, upon which the C major
scale is based, we tune them in natural or just tuning, that is

to say, without beats, we sliall find that out of the five tones of

the scale three are major and two minor. It will be found also

that our parent scale can be made to assume four forms by
varying the gecjuence of major and minor tones ; the chief basis

of the scale, the concord E, will remain in every case ; the
three chords above-named will be present in some and absent
in other forms of the scale.

With his usual thoroughness in point of classifica-

tion, the Indian theorist noted these possibilities
and grouped his parent scales under the category
of grdmas. Let the figures 2, 3, and 4 denote the
intervals of 2, 3, and 4 irutis ; the just major scale

of Europe may then be represented thus :

C'4 D3 E2 F4 G3 A4 B2 C.

Indian modes in which the sequence of interval*

was in the same order as in the just major scale,

tiiat is, 4 3 2 4 3 4 2, or 3 2 4 3 4 2 4, or 2 4 3 4 2 4 3,

etc., were said to be in the madhj/ama gramn.
The other important grama was the sadja grama
in which the order was 4 3 2 4 4 3 2, 3244324,
etc. The corresponding C major scale would be
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C4 D3 E2 F4 G4 A3 B2 C. Here A is in tune not
with F and C but with D.' The Indians did not

regard the scales 3 4 2 4 3 4 2 and 3423442 as

separate gruimis, as thej' could be formed chro-

matically from the sailja and madhyama gramas
(a chromatic change is eil'ected by substituting
4 2 for 2 4). The Hindus use a tonic sol-fa system
in which sCt, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni, so, take the

place of do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, do, with this

difierence, that the same terminology is used what-
ever the mode ma}' be.

Thus the bass note of the drone is always so, and the second
note of the mode is always sung as ri, whether it is a semitone,
minor tone, or major tone above sd. To revert to our illustra-
tion of the formation of the modes by alteration of the key-
signature, C would always be sa, and D, whether flat or natural,
would still be ri. With a little careful study the table on p. 45
will give an idea of the scales of some of the representative modes
of Indian music.

3. Main features of Indian masic.—The musical
instruments of ancient times, some of which have
survived to the present day in India, were of poor
tonal quality compared with those of modern
Europe. The voice is usually accompanied by
drums tuned to sd, and by the tamburd, a stringed
instrument without frets, of rich and slightly nasal
tone, which furnishes a drone consisting of sd and
pa, or, occasionally, sd and ma if the mode requires
it. The partial tones of this instrument are so

powerful that it is a simple matter to sing the
major third from the bass (known as ga tivra) in
correct intonation. The iovn-iruti ri is also taken
with the greatest of ease.

(«) Rdgas and rdginis.
— The Indian modes,

owing to that genius for elaboration which the
Hindu has shown in other arts, have been split up
into a large number of melody-types known as

rdgas and rdginis. A rdga must begin with a
certain note and end with a certain note, the

melody must centre round a certain fixed note or

pair of notes, certain well-defined melodic progres-
sions must be prominently used, and the notes of
the scale must be sounded in ascent and in descent

according to fixed rules. The result is that com-
posing a melody in a given rdga is like building
a toy house out of bricks of a given pattern ; im-
provisation is made easy. Each rdga has a speci-
fied time of the day at which it may be performed.
Singers of the old-fashioned type are very strict on
this point, and many are the traditions and super-
stitions which have gathered round the names of
some of the rdgas. Thus the rdga dipaka (Skr.
'

light
'

or '

illuminating ') is not sung nowadays
in Hindustan, as it is believed to entail terrible

consequences to the singer. Hindu music, whether
secular or religious, may be sung equally well by a
^Iuhammadan or a Brahman singer. If there is any
difference of style perceptible, it may be said that
the Muhammadan prefers music of a lighter as
also of a more impassioned type, while the mood
of the Hindu singer is more contemplative. The
general feeling at a Hindu jalsd, or concert,
favours nmsic of a devotional or serious character.

{b) Chrtnts.—The sdman chants of the Samaveda
are the oldest extant music of the Hindus. The
Hindu poet has always had at his disposal certain
fixed chants or melodies which serve as moulds in
which to fashion his song. Every metre has its
own peculiar chant. Chants of this kind for

religious hymns were known as sdmans and are
mentioned in the Rigveda. We may, therefore,
conclude that the chants of the Samaveda are
older than the Vedas tliemselves. AVe think that
it can be demonstrated, however, that it is wrong
to go further and regard the chant as the precursor
of all music. The Samaveda gives directions as to

rhythm corresponding closely with the practice of

plain-song in Europe, coupled with signs to repre-
1 A fifth to bo in tune must contain 13 6nUis, and a fourth 9,

a major third 7, and a minor third 6.

sent the amiddtta ('not raised') and svarlta
('sounded '). More complete instructions are to be
found in the Brdhmanas and in modern commen-
taries. It is quite clear that the chant made use
of a complete tetrachord to represent the four
chief positions of the voice known as uddtta
('raised'), amiddtta ('not raised'), svarita

('sounded'), a,nd prachckhdya ('deep shadow,' pre-
cise meaning unknown, probably the same in pitch
as the drum which invariably accompanies the
chant). The intervals between the notes of this
tetrachord and of other notes which may be added
to it above and below are not now, and probably
never were, rendered in the same manner through-
out India. In this we can trace the workings of
the ' Bharata mata' and ' Hanumant mata,' two
rival schools of Indian music the origin of which is

lost in antiquity. There is reason to believe that
the musical systems of the 'Bharata mata' and
'Hanumant mata' were built up originally from
pentatonic music.

4. Music and religion.
— Hindu music is not

merely the handmaid of religion, but an integral
part thereof

; it has grown up with the religion
and has been subjected to the same influences.
Thus the division into rdgas has its counterpart
in the institution of castes, and yoga has affected
music and religion alike. The Theosophical
Society's treatise on Thought-forms (London, 1905)
shows that there are people who entertain the
belief that music has its mystical side, and that
the impression which it conveys to the clairvoyant
can best be described in terms of geometrical forms
and ever-changing colour. For many centuries
the belief has been held in India that each rdga
has its appropriate picture. In old houses in

Bengal a series of paintings of rdgas and rdginis
may frequently be seen adorning the walls, while
numerous examples may be found in public and
private collections outside India (cf. v. Smith,
Hist, of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, Oxford,
1912).

Originally there were six rdr/as, and each riiga had six

rdgiriis. Of the six rdrias five are said to have come from 8iva's
mouth, and one from P.arvati's. The names of the six rdgas
are variously given ; so far as can be ascertained, the Bengalis
give the list as bhairava ('terrible '), irl (' fortune," 'beauty '),

megha ('cloud'), paflchama ('fifth'), vasanta ('spring'), and
ndtandrdj/aria ('dance of Vi§nu'), while the musicians of
Central India prefer kauHka (' Ku^ika's rdga '), hindola(' swing"),
and dipaka (' light,"

'

lamp ') to the last three. It is worthy of
note that of the nine rdgas named five are transilient and only
four have complete scales of seven notes. The pictures of three
of these ragas—iri, natandrdyaiia, and bhairava—are respec-
tively the deities Lakemi, Visiju, and Siva. Laksmi is painted of
a bright golden complexion, seated on a lotus, holding a lotus in
one hand and a chakra (discus) in the other ; Vi^vu is repre-

Kinnara, from wall-painting.
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sented as of dark complexion, dresse<l in yellow, holding in one
hand a club, in another the conch-shell, in the third the chakra,
and in the fourth the lotus ; Siva is represented as dancing
while the universe is being destroyed, beating time on his

4ijt(jiiina (a small drum shaped like an hour-glass), and appris-
ing humanity by a blast on his horn that destruction is not

annihilation, but merely a prelude to a new birth. Other con-

nexions between representations of Hindu gods and the art of

music may here be conveniently noted. Siva is often pictured
holding a tamlnird, the instrument the drone of which is

identified with the mystic syllable oih ((].v.), which is also

believed to be inherent in Vi^pu's conch-shell and in his rapidly

epinuing chakra. Sarasvati is generally represented with the

Kinnara, from wall-painting.

viiyi, and Krsna carries the mural'i, or Indian flute. The ac-

companying illustrations taken from wall-paintinga in the
Buddhist caves at Ajanta (200 B.C. to a.d. 600) show the conch
and tlie imirali.

5. Musical knowledge.—Until recent times the

knowledge of music was strictly confmed to heredi-

tary musicians. In order that the rdgas should be

kept pure, singers were taught to reverence them
and to contemplate with closed ej'es the picture of

the raga before attempting to sing it ; and special
!-hort compositions were learnt by heart in which
the disting-uishing features of the rdgas were made

Wall-painting, Cave II.

Wall-painting in verandah, Cave XVII.

l)lain. Any one desirous at the present day of

ascertaining the correct features of any rdga would
turn to the dhrupada} the subject of which is

invariably taken from the philosophy or the epics.

Latterly a change has come over the scene. As
British sway has been extended, Court singers
liave been compelled to seek a livelihood in the
native States which remain, or to lose touch with
their old traditions. The general awakening of

India has led to a desire on the part of the public
for tuition in singing and playing. Musical educa-
tion has been thrown open to the public and secu-

larized, but the secrets of the ' Bharata mata '

tuning have been witliheld. Many Indian
scholars have sought to grasp the problem of Indian
musical theory, but witli the means at their dis-

posal it was impossible that they should succeed.
In the British India of to-day many musical
academies flourish, whose professors are entirely
ignorant of the theory which they try to teach,
and which grind out pupils who spread all over
the land the vogue of the European harmonium,
sometimes tuned in equal temperament, but often
with no more tuning than is given by the gradu-
ated length of the vibrators as tliey come untouched
from the hands of the manufacturers. On the

Bombay side the popularity of the sahgit drama
has further debased the music of this ancient land.

6. Musical performances. — Among religious
and musical performances of a popular character
at the present time may be mentioned the kirtan,
the hatha, the hhajan, and the chanting of the
Purunas. The kirtan in Bengal is generally con-
fined to Krsna and his amours, the performance
being a combination of singing and chanting,
generally accompanied by a drum. On the

Bombay side no distinction is generallj^ observed
between the kirtan and tlie kathd. The kathekarl
marks the time with two pieces of bamboo held
between his lingers and clicked together ; he
marches up and down as he sings ; he has a

prompter to help him, and is accompanied by a
drum mounted on a stand and of late years by the
harmonium. His subjects are taken from tiie

Mahdbhdrata and the lidnidyana. The perform-
ance is held in the courtyard of a temple and is

attended by people of both sexes, to whom the

kathekarl explains his meaning between the verses

of his song. The bhajan differs more in method
than in form from the kirtan or kathd. It may

1 For derivation and meaning see Fox Strangways, The Music
of Uindotitan, p. 286.
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deal with any devotional subject, and is generally
sung by several persons in unison, and the audience
are encouraged to join in. There is no explanation
between the verses. All these forms of religious

song are generally simple, i.e. of the hymn type.

Occasionally a klrtan singer will indulge in free

fantasia {k(irana) in the middle of the hymn.
When the Purdnas are recited, the reciter sits on
a plank with the <?«/si'-pedestal in front of him,

upon which he places his sacred books. The per-
formance begins with an invocation and a short

period of contemplation ; the pauranik then gives
out his subject, and both recitation and explana-
tion are thenceforth chanted. In some parts,
such as Bengal, the pauranik has a drum behind
him and blows occasionally upon a conch-shell.

Performances which take one back to pre-Aryan
times are not unknown. The gainbhird of Bengal
is a dance and song in which topical subjects are
dealt with, and which appears to be connected with
the worship of evil spirits. Among the lower
classes there is an annual ceremony at which, after

a period of silence and contemplation, one of the

assembly becomes inspired. He is called the grljan

.tannyds, and upon him devolves the duty of sing-

ing the gdjan song, which is similar to the gain-
bhird.

Bengal differs from the rest of India in stereo-

typing certain tunes according to tlie manner of

Europe. The usual Indian custom is to keep the

rdga, or melody-type, permanent, but to allow the

feeling or caprice of the moment full play in tiie

matter of the actual details of the melody. One
Bengali tune is known as ' Baul '

; it is sung by a

special class of ascetics, and its burden is tiie transi-

tory nature of human life. The tune,
'

Ramp-
rasadi,' another favourite in praise of Durga DevT,
was composed in the 18th cent, by a devotee of the

goddess named Ramprasad.
To turn from the religious to the ethical aspect

of the subject, it is to be observed that ballad singers
and bards whose verses touch upon epic or historical

and genealogical topics or draw lessons of a moral
character from the facts of everyday life are known
throughout the length and breadth of India. It

will be sufficient to describe a recent performance
of Marathi ballads, or pawadas. The performers
consisted of a drummer, a player on tlie ekatdrl

(an instrument with one string which emits a drone),
a cymbal player, a jilkarl (whose duty it is to fill

the pauses with a prolonged 'ee' sound oscillating
in quarter-tones above and below the note of the

drone), and the chief performer, who sang the

ballads, which were set to perfectly simple music.
One of the ballads recounted the exploits of a
famous robber who began his career of crime exas-

perated at the tyranny and dishonesty of the village
savchar (' money-lender'). It suggests that extor-

tion has been encouraged by a strong government
which enforces the decrees of the civil courts, and
that the Milrwaris have become so filled with pride
that they niay be described as having grown three
tufts of hair (shendi) on the crown of the head in

place of one. Another ballad recalled to mind the
fables of La Fontaine, and pointed the moral that
a friend in need is a friend indeed.
That view of life which distinguishes between

what is sacred and what is secular was altogether
foreign to the India of yesterday. Religious obser-

vances accompanied the smallest details of daily
life, and music and religion went hand in hand.

Nowadays many parts of India are coming under
the sway of commercialism, and as a sign of tlie

change which has supervened we may instance tiie

fact that tlie sufradhdra^s invocation to the deity
at the commencement of a drama is frequently
omitted. The srdradhdra, or professional dram-
atic singer, is indeed not often to be seen. Singing
parts are given to ill-trained boys, and, to fortify
or even drown their voices when it is necessary to

disguise a defecti\e knowledge of the scale, one or

two harnioniuiiis and a set of drums which are

vigorously banged are placed in front of the stage.

Explanation of bhajans.
—Intonation.—The correct intona-

tion will he obtained on a keved instrument by tuning tiie ke^ s

of C major and D flat major as just major keys.
Time.—The figures 1, 2, 3, 4 show the four parts of the

measure. The chief beat is at 1, the medium at 2 and 4, and
the weak (or silent beat) at 3. There is no secondary heat at

the middle of the bar as in 2/4 time.

liaga.
—Both bhajans are in a corrupt form of rdga.

BHAJAN I.

Raga—Jivanpuri
Tala—Trivat

Drone.
3 Refkain

glide

^5J=5Egg.gH||

ri — —

Translation : Refrain,
' Wlio but Rama Raghunath the merciful will take care of me?'

,
'The disiieller of Life's ills, enchanter of

me tidings.'

(The three rcniainin;,' verses are omitted.)

1st verse, 'The dispeller of Life's ills, enchanter of the mind, of Him give
me tidings.'
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Raga—Yasant

Tfila—Trivat
Drone.

BHAJAN II,

Refrain. 3

Di - na ni — ke bi te ja te hai, su-ma-

^^^^E^^^^El^ :t=r

ra - na ka-ra — - — - ma-iia Ra ma na ma tya-ja sii - ka - la ja

fc^fc=S^gr

ga - ta ke bi-kha-j'a ka -

-H P
'•*

' *" ^E^ §*zfc;
'glide

ma Ja - ba chhan da cha - le— - yeh —

— - —ma, Jo de te — - hai so — - pa te hai —

3 1st Verse. 4
'^—. 1-

^^^jEj^^^^E^aEj^i^ i H^
2

-9—
I

—*-

"^

Di - na La-kha chau rya - si ja
- na - ma ga - ma - i Ba - de bha-

I
^trr^.

^- -»—»-

Ot
:a=ip:

m P

— - —ga ma na - sa ta - na pa i

''glide'

ja
—

m
men — - ka-chchhu na—

^A^:^
ka - ri ka - ma - Ja-ba Ya-ma se te pa - n

trem.

la

D.C.

'glide' ^lez
Z^—iT I

ra pher— - pa— — chchhe pa-chha ta te hai

Traxslatios : Refrain,
' The good days are rolling past. O my soul, remember the name of Rama, and cast

away all desires connected with the world. M'hen you depart from this material
world, not a pice will go with you. As we sow so shall we reap."

1st verse,
' You have been through a lac and eighty-four lives, by good luck you have a

man's body, in which you have done no good works. When the fight with Yama
begins, then shall you feel repentance.'

(Remaining three verse.s omitted.)

Literati-re.—W. Jones, 'On the Musical Modes of the
Hindus,' Asiatick Researches, iii. [1786] (reprinted in Jones's
Works, London, 1807, iv. 16ij ff.) ; A. H. Fox Strangways,
The Music of Hindostan, Oxford, 1914

;
A. K. Coomaraswramy,

Essays in Natif)nal Idealism, Colombo, 1909; S. M. Tagore,
Six Principal Rdga.t, Calcutta, 1877, Eii/ht Principal Rasas of
the Uindus, do. 1880, The Seven Principal Musical Notes of
the Hindus, tvilh their presiding Deities, do. 1892, and Uni-
versal History of Music, do. 1896 ; Erwin Felber, Die indische
Musik der vedischen und der classischen Zeit, Vienna, 1912 ;

Maud Mann, ' Some Indian Conceptions of Music,' Proceedings
of the Musical Association, 1911-12; C. R. Day, The Music
and Musical Instruintnts of Southern India and the Deccan,
London, 1891 ; Bhavanrav A. Pingle, Indian Music, Bycalla,

1898 ; E. Clements, Introd. to the Study of Indian Music,
London, 1913. E. CLEMENTS.

MUSIC (Japanese).— i. Origin and history.
—

Native Japane.se mu.sic finds its origin in pre-
historic, niythologioal times. According to tradition,
the offended sun-goddess hid herself in a cave so that
tiie Avorld became dark ; then myriads of the gods,
seeking to propitiate her, enacted amusing scenes
before the cave, and the goddess Uzume danced
and sang. Dressed in strange fashion, and playing
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on the cords of six bows, she danced to the time of

her singing, so that all the gods burst into laughter
and the floor of heaven shook. Thereupon the

sun-goddess in wonder opened the door of her cave,
and the world again grew light.

Approaching the period of actual history, the
first emperor, Jimmu, is said to have sung songs
of his own composition for the consolation and
cheer of his soldiers upon the field of battle, words
and music alike being original.

In primitive times also there was a dance called

utagaki, in which hundreds of men and women
moved in ranks in time to music. Unlike many
Western dances, the movement Avas slow and
solemn, the dancers executing the figures singly,
not in couples. A vestige of this dance may be
found in the still extant bon-odori as performed in

country districts.

In the reign of Kimmei (A.D. 560) and of Suiko
(A.D. 612) Chinese music, kuregaku, was brought
to Japan through Korea ; and from that time both
music and dancing increased in popularity. About
A.D. 700 the court established an imperial bureau
of music with an official and many subordinates,
those connected with it numbering perhaps over
four hundred.
The old indigenous music, called otita, continued

to be used at all grave and serious meetings of the
court ; and the old songs, kuviemai and azuma
mai, were sung at the Dai josai, or great harvest

festival, held upon an imperial accession to the

throne, whilst Chinese and Korean music was
associated with Buddhist ceremonies and services,
and with the more private gatherings of the court
circle.

In the reign of Shomu (about A.D. 724) Indian
abbots came to Japan and introduced the music of

India to such etl'ect that the old native forms

gradually gave place to the more delicate foreign

styles ; and the saibara songs, once popular only
among the common people, became favourites in

court circles as well.

From the reign of Enyu (A.D. 970) and Kwazan
(A.D. 985) famous Japanese and Chinese poems
became current as songs sung in irregular time ;

and from the reign of Goshirakawa (A.D. 1156)

imayo, of more modern style, in | time, became
popular.
The music introduced from China and Korea,

slightly modified to suit Japanese taste, was long
used in the court and on occasions of ceremony,
suffering at times the vicissitudes of fashion ; and
the musical profession came to be regarded as

hereditary with the descendants of those Koreans
who first brought it into the country. Even to

the present era of Taisho more than ten musicians
of the court are their descendants, and the late

Empress Dowager was especially fond of this music,

frequently summoning before her those skilled in

its production.
2. Musical instruments. — The playing of the

biwa, a four-stringed instrument resembling the

violin, by blind men became a custom as far back
as A.D. 984 ; and their singing of heike, war-stories
of the Heike family, began in the reign of Gotoba
(A.D. 1184) and continued to be popular even until

the latter part of the Meiji era.

During the Middle Ages popular entertainments

among the peasant class included the playing of

the flute and the drum, together with dancing,
rope-walking, sword-swallowing, and fire-spitting.
From these crude amusements may have originated
the dengaku and the sarugaku, which a little later

developed into the original forms of the nogaku
and the yokyoku, which are still popular. In the

performance of this music, drums, both large and
small, long hand-drums beaten with the fingers,
and the flute are used as an accompaniment to
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song, the whole slightly resembling Western

opera.
The kyogen, developed from the more comic

sarugakii, is associated with the more serious

nogaku. Both were popular in samurai families.

At the beginning of the Meiji era, through the
abolition of the Bushi class, these forms suttered
decline ; but by the middle of that era, through
the patronage of the court, they recovered their

standing, and are now much favoured both by the

nobility and by the common people.
In modern times the music of the common people

has been largely confined to the samisen, a three-

stringed instrument developed in modification of a
two-stringed instrument introduced from Loochoo
Islands. Its resonance-box is made of cat-skin,
and its strings can be pitched as in the violin,
while a plectrum is used instead of a bow. It is

easily played, and its timbre and tone are very
clear and penetrating. It is the king of musical
instruments in Japan. The samisen is not used in
connexion with the nogaku, but is the chief instru-

ment in the rendering oijoruri, nagauta, tokiwazu,
etc. A small samisen, called kokyu, was plaj'ed
with a bow ; but its >ise is gradually being for-

gotten in spite of the fact that its tones were very
sweet.
The chikushigoto, which is also called koto for

short, is a sort of harp with thirteen silk strings
over a large resonance-box. It is a development
of the koto used in the classical music. Since
about A.D. 1650, when a blind man named Yatsu-
hashi composed dozens of new koto songs, this

chikushigoto has been regarded as more refined and
elegant than the samisen, and in consequence has
been much used by the upper classes. Now, how-
ever, it holds a place of importance in the music of
all classes.

3. Characteristics of Japanese music.—Japanese
music may be roughly divided into two classes :

classical and modern ; the former is used in cere-

monies of the court and the latter in more popular
ways. Each consists of five tones ; but, as there
are some differences between ascending and de-

scending intervals, flats and sharps occasionally
occur, so that the actual number of tones is in-

creased to six or seven.
The classic scale had its origin in China, and was

introduced into Japan through Korea. It has two
scales, called ryo and ritsu. The derivation of the

ryo scale is not unlike that of the Pythagorean
scale, and is as follows :

A sound produced by a long string of the length 'I' is re-

garded as the fundamental tone, and a sound produced by j I

as the fifth, and that of J.| I as the second. Thus, by starting
from the fundamental tone the following scale will be obtained

by raising it to the fifth and lowering the latter to its fourth
and so on alternately.

h I, li. ?, n, 2.

Besides these five sounds, if we add ^\y, 2\f, which
are occasionally used, we have seven sounds as
follows :

I, f , u, m, h fi. m, 2

c, d, e, gu, g, a, ct>, c.

c, d, e . . . being given, we can make a comparison
with the natural scale ; but a difl'erence of about
one comma, as in the case of the Pythagorean
scale, is found when we compare the vibrating
number with the exact natural scale.

In a similar manner the ritsu sctUe is found to be
I, h ?•. 1. 5. U. ¥. 2

c. d, dj, /, g, a, af, c.

These two scales have been used unchanged in

Korea since very ancient times, but in Japan they
are employed only on solemn occasions like cere-

monies and religious services at Shinto festivals,

and rarely in ordinary amusement.
The derivation of the scale of modern music is

not clear. The following tuning of a koto, a thirteen-
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stringed instrument, may be taken as an illus-

tration.

The order of tuning is as follows :

Taking e as the fundamental tone and then descending to its

fifth, a is fixed ; from a the following e is fixed, and from e

descending to its fourth b is fixed. These three tones can be

exactly fixed, but the half-tone from 6 to c must be judged by
ear only, and therefore it is hard to tell whether it is }f or ^J.

Westerners seeing this scale have often passed
the hasty judgment that all modern Japanese
music is based upon a minor scale (A minor in tlie

diagram) ; but, wlien examined closely, the tonic
is found to be never a, but in some tunes the

melody ends in e and in others in b.

The music ending in b is an abnormal style. As
among the ancient Greeks, it ends on the dominant
instead of the tonic ; but in homophonous music,
as the tonic does not govern the harmony, this

does not produce any peculiar impression. There

An example of ritsu scale songs.

is difference of opinion concernmg its scale, but
Uyehara is probably right in the following :

ascending—I

«u/— O-

I

—descending
(vj indicates a half-tone, — a whole tone, O the absence of tone).

The peculiarity of modern music is its recurring
use of half-tones and of frequent modulations.
Because of the modulations, the scale seems to
consist of seven tones, but in reality there are only
five, and the descending and ascending tones are
the same as in the minor scale of Western music.
Ancient Japanese music was of course homo-

phonous ; but the music received from Korea and
China, called gagagu,

'

classical,' formed a harmonic
orchestra, the instruments being the flute, the flute
with reeds, fifteen pipes with reeds, the drum, the
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long drum beaten on both sides, a metal instru-

ment like a triangle, a four-stringed instrument
like a violin, and an instrument with thirteen silk

strings like a harp. It is interesting to note that

they were able to tune tliose fifteen reeds to a
uniform temperament.
Of course, this harmonic music was very primi-

tive and simple. Japanese popular music is mostly
homophonous, even when many ditt'erent musical
instruments are used together. Because of the
absence of fixed keys, like those of the piano,
there is no necessity for (musical) temperament.
Even the shahuhachi, which has fixed holes, can be
controlled by the fingers and lips, and pure tuning
attained as with stringed instruments. In general,
the Japanese seem to dislike tempered tuning.
Yet Western music has not been entirely rejected.

Since the accession of the late emperor (1868)
Western music has been adopted in the army and

navy ; and since 1882 the Department of Education
and the Imperial Bureau of Music in the Household

Department have included it. Thus it is coming
to have an increasingly dominant influence. In
view of the vulgar and inmioral character of much
Japanese popular music, since the beginning of

the Meiji era music in the ryo and ritsu scales

has been adopted in common education ; and now
the natural scale is coming to be used, so that it is

possible that harmonic music will dominate in

Japan ; but, on the other hand, one cannot believe

that the time will come when the people will

abandon their old, popular music. As the music
from China and India was received and gained a

place by the more purely native type, so doubtless
will the Western be received.

Literature.—Shuji Izawa, Report of Studies in Japanese
Mtisic, Tokyo, 1883 ; Kiyonori Konakamura, Ilist. ofJapanese
Music a/irf Dances, do. lSb7 ; Rokushiro Uyehara, Japanese
Music and Scales, do. 1885 ; Hanichi Muraoka, Sound and
Theory of Music, Osaka, 1916; Kiyosuke Kanetsune, Hist, of
Japanese Music, Tokyo, 1914 ; Tokyo Music School, Chrono-

logical Table of Modern Japanese Music, do. 1914.

Hanichi Muraoka.
MUSIC (Jewish).—Art is the means by which

man seeks to interpret the aspirations of the
mind to the senses. The Jews appear in history
already barred off by their rigid iconoclasm from
the expression of feeling through the pictile and

plastic arts, nor had tliey settled habitation or

surplus resources long enough to find such expres-
sion through the allied art of architecture. There
remained only for this people the sister arts of

poetry and music, in each of which they have
contributed much to the treasure-store of civiliza-

tion. But, little as Hebrew poetry has diverged
from the original field of its art—the expression of

religious emotion—even less has Jewish music, the
forms and style of which had crystallized before
the Jews came under the influence of modern
musical development. This development reaches
back only a few centuries

;
and the Jews have

touched it only since tlieir release from the
Ghettos.
For the Biblical period see Music (Hebrew).

It is probable that Jewish music at first dis-

played little original characteristic, being merely
a provincial variety of the general art which

spread, as the survivals show, from the Hellenic

region to Dravidian India. It is evident from such
allusions as those of Ps 137 that the Jewish
musicians had a reimtation beyond their own
borders. The traditions of the First Temjile were
revived in the Second, if on a more modest scale.

It is from the Hasmonean and Herodian epochs
that we derive the Talmudic traditions of Temple
music. The shophar, the rude bugle of ram's horn,
sounded in conjunction with the straight silver

trumpets as a signal for the Temple routine as
well as in the intervals (selah) of the Psalm with

the daily sacrifice, is obviously the same instru-

ment as is still sounded by the Jews on the Day of

Memorial each September. Under the cymbal-
beat (which took tlie place of the later cheironomy
and the modern baton) of Ben Arsa, the last

conductor, a small orchestra, resumbling modem
combinations more than anything else in anti-

quity, accompanied the Levitical singers, in the

unison, with an occasional much-repeated melodic

figure on the larger harps. The only thing ap-
proaching instrumental solo music, besides the
blasts of the trumpets and horns, was a wailing
flute melody, played twelve days a year before the
altar. The last leader and trainer of the Temple
choir was Hogras, whose described technical pro-
cedure confirms what analogy indicates, that the

singing was nasal, shrill, and full alternately of

intricate graces and of sudden pressures on em-

phatic notes, to an extent which would deprive it

of melodious significance for a Western ear.

Yet this was the primal source of the music of

the Diaspora, for, as R. Joshua ben Hananiah, him-
self a Levite and a chorister, afterwards told, the
choristers went in a body on certain occasions
from the altar to a synagogue Avithin the Temple
precincts, and sang in both services. The Syna-
gogue took over from the Temple the sUence of
the women worshippers, the unison of boys and
men in the singing, and its character as a cantilla-

tion rather than a melody—features stUl ditterenti-

ating the worship-music of the Jew from that of

his Western Christian neighbour. The dispersal
of the Temple musicians made little ditlerence,
since it had been deliberately arranged that the
voices could give adequate rendition without
instruments. Though in the earlier centuries of

the Diaspora man}"- endeavours were made to

check the Jewish tendency to songful utterance,
no attention was paid to this ascetic principle
where worship was in question. In those earlier

centuries a desire is already evident to enhance
the importance of song in worship. The officiant

was required to have a clear enunciation and a

pleasant voice, and the voluntary assistance of

good vocalists in leading the chanting is repeatedly
recorded with high approval. In prayer proper,
' Amen ' and similar responses were all that the

congregants added, and this was in a loud ex-

clamation, without regard to tune or time. But
the praises were, on the contrary, deliberately
sung, at first in a responsive antiphony, to a chant

possessing easily
- remembered melodic features,

and afterwards more and more in general unison ;

and the same rendition was followed as other

passages beyond the Psalms and the earliest

hymns were added to the ritual.

The intonations of the officiant known as the
koreh ('reader'), sheliah sibbur

(

' emissarj'
of the

congregation'), and later as the hazzan ('over-
seer,' originally rather a warden or beadle), were
not tuneful in the modern sense. Among the Jews
the desire to read the Scripture publicly in the
manner described in Neh 8** had early resulted in

all tlie proceedings in synagogue and school alike

being carried on in a form of musical declamation.

Early Jewish music, like much of their ritual music

still, was cantillation, vocal movements (lejieiiding
not upon the rhythm and sequence of the sounds

chanted, but upon the rhythm and sequence of

the syllables to which they are chanted. In con-

sequence, characteristically Jewish music, however
melodious it may appear when sung with a text,

loses its melodic meaning when played on an

instrument.
The first portion of this antique cantillation to

take definite shape was the intonation traditionally
utilized for the reading of the Scriptural lessons.

This was due to the early acceptance of the dia-
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critical signs attached to the Biblical text as the

Massoretic accentuation. A master of the 3rd

cent, deprecates the ingratitude towards the Giver
of their voice of such as ' read [the Scripture]
without tunefulness and repeat [the Mishna]
•without chanting' (Talm. Bab. M'gillah, 32a;
Pesikta Eabbathi, ed. M. Friedmann, Vienna, 1880,

p. 127a ; Yallfut, Proverbs, 932 [ed. Zolkiew,
1858]). Even the Mishna itself had diacritical

points added for the chant later on ; and a MS so

pointed was available in the 15th century. The
Talmud and the Codes are still studied in the
academies of Jewry with a sing-song intonation,
which is found considerably to assist in the prosodic
comprehension of the unpointed text. Some such

prosody or accent (both, of course, meaning
'

sing-

ing to speech ') was found necessary by all the
ancients before the introduction of punctuation ;

and, precisely as with the plain-song of the Church,
private memoricB technicce developed in the syna-
gogue into a set system of accentuation and of

musical interpretation of the accents.

The musical interpretation of the three '

poetical
'

books (Job, Psalms, Proverbs) has been lost since
the 14th cent., the congregational recital of the
Psalms having eventually turned the frequent
repetition of an identical verse-accentuation into
a fixed melody steadily recurring. But the '

prose
'

Scriptures (the remaining books) were recited by
an individual ; and here the accents are still

followed in each case. From a very early period
a musical principle has flourished in Jewish music,
no doubt derived from the Babylonian art, as it

still survives in the rdga of India. This is the

specific association of some model melodic phrase,
some particular mode or scale-form especially, with
each mental attitude or an occasion associated
with such sympathy. Not only is this principle
in action in the interpretation of the Biblical

accents, the same signs being sung on a similar
melodic outline though in a diflerent key or mode
according to the occasion, but it also determines
the '

prayer-motives
'

(as the writer terms the out-
lines of melody developed in chanting the devo-

tions), which differ in tonality rather than in tune.
All this is so reminiscent of the musical theory and
practice of E. Asia, in Greek mode, Perso-Arab
scale, and Indian rdga, that the writer would trace
it back to the Temple, and see in the '

headings
'

of
the Psalms, not bold shots of the Massoretes at a

meaning, but geographical names (as in the Greek
system, instruments tuned on which were actually
in use in the Temple) of the respective scales in
which the chief musician was to lead the rise and
fall of intonation. This rise and fall was still

found designated by the teacher's finger (the Greek
XeLpovofila) when Petahiah of Regensburg visited

Baghdad synagogues in the 12th cent., and it has
been quite recently noticed among Yemen Jews.
The Hebrew accents, like the neums of the

Church plain-song, appear to have been originally
rough diagrams of this movement of the teacher's

finger. A trope (brief melodic phrase) is chanted
on the tone-syllable marked by the accent, and the

general reciting-note carries on to the next accentu-
ated syllable. Here and there tropes are strongly
reminiscent of similar phrases used in church or

mosque, but in all the traditional uses this feature
is prominent, that the outline of the trope
varies not, whether according to the book being
read or the service at which it is read, while
the tonality, the mode or scale-form employed,
does so vary.
The same modal feeling appears in the hazzanuth,

or intonation of the prayers by the officiant. Here
not only the well-known modes of the Church
plain-song usually called Gregorian are utilized,
but also others surviving only in the Byzantine

and Armenian Churches, as well as the Hungarian-
Wallachian gypsy melody and the Perso-Arab

system. Another very characteristic difference is

the
style

of florid melodious improvization which
embroiders the outline traditional motive with
elaborated vocal agility. The outline motives
themselves, like the cantillation of Scripture, may
have taken shape about the commencement of the
mediaeval period. But the intricate vocalization,
which well-nigh fatally overlaid Jewish music
later on, developed in recent centuries among the
Jews of N. Europe, isolated in their Ghettos from
the artistic awakening of the Western world.

Only the last generation has seen the great work
of reformation executed by the scholarly men,
learned in modern music as in traditional Hebrew
lore, who made the introduction of choral numbers
into the Jewish services possible. And the taste-

less, excessively florid style is not yet extinct ;

it flourishes among the Jews of E. Europe even
when they migrate to Britain or America

;
and it

is this vocal gymnastic Avhich finds a large sale as
' Hebrew '

gramophone records, and so is presented
to the general world as the typical Jewish music.
The manner in which the traditional 'motive'

(usually the concluding phrase of a prayer lead-

ing into a benediction with congregational re-

sponse) is amplified into hazzanuth depends on the
custom of the locality and the powers of the

officiant, who accommodates the traditional strain

to the structure of each sentence by embroidering
it with melismatic ornament as the text suggests
an emphasis warranting departure from the con-

tinuous reciting-note. No two transcriptions of

this most characteristic Jewish music will there-
fore coincide in anything beyond tonality and
broad outline of melody, becoming at last identical

only in the fixed closing phrase of the passage. In
the cantillation of Scripture, on the contrary, the
earliest transcription printed (in J. Reuchlin, De
Accentibus, Hagenau, 1518, bk. iii. ad Jin.), when
divested of quaint harmonization and reversal

avowedly added by the transcriber, is found
identical with the latest now in use in the syna-
gogues.
At the same time, it is evident that the con-

temporaneous musical fashion of the outer world
has been constantly finding its echo within Jewry.
The adoption of the neo-Hebraic poetry in hymns
for Jewish worship from the earliest mediaeval

days provided material for the imitation by Jews,
or often direct utilization, of the folk-song of their

European neighbours. From the 9th cent, these
borrowed airs began to find their way into the

synagogTie, where they are still preserved, often
with a Jewish flavour added in transmission.

Such transmission has been, until quite recently,

entirely oral. First came the chants for versicles,
often strikingly similar to Gregorian intonations ^

then more definitely tuneful short melodies, quite
a number of which were adopted by the JeAvs in

Spain before 1492 and are still deservedly treasured

among their descendants. Tunes of the Minne-

singer period came into Jewish music with the

increasing neo-Hebraic hymns of the later Middle

Ages. In the 11th cent, in Spain, and in the 15th
in Germany, allusion is made to the wideness of

the practice of singing Jewish hymns, in synagogue
and at home, to the tunes of secular folk-songs,
even as was similarly done for the music of the
Mass. Among the Spanish Jews the Hebrew text
chosen often reproduced the opening words of the
secular song to the same tune, as when the air of
'Senora' was sung to the hymn commencing
'Shem Nora' (' Name Sublime'). This resembles
the change of the German drinking song,

' Inns-

bruck ! I must leave thee,' into the hymn,
' World !

I soon must leave thee.' Indeed, the very first
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secular song of tlie many which Luther adopted
for the tune of a chorale had already been so

utilized by the German Jews for their still most
popular hymn. A considerable number of the
tunes occasionally used for domestic hymns have
the name of the original song recoi'ded. Those
used in synagogue are of greater antiquity or, if

of recent composition, usually by Jews trained
in modern music.
From the 16th cent, on, and to a certain extent

still, until the JeAvish immigrants into emancipated
lands become acclimatized, the stream westward
of escape from tlie obscurantist conditions of

E. Europe has coloured Jewish music with tints

which differentiate it greatly from that of the
modern world at large. Aspirants for positions
as hazzan, or precentor, travelled about from con-

gregation to congregation, bringing new melodies,

synagogal or domestic, and fortifying and unifying
the older traditional material. They even re-

suscitated ancient Temple features, the accompani-
ment of the tenor by lads' voices in unison, while
a bass hummed a figured re-inforcement below,
the tenor adding runs and turns and grace-notes
lavishly, supporting his jaw with his hand behind
his ear like a London costermonger, or getting
striking effects by inserting his thumb in liis

mouth, as did Hogras in the Temple (Talm. Bab.

Yomd, 386) or tlie singers on the Nineveh slab

depicting the capture of Susa.
The first musician, in the modern sense, who

worked in Jewish music was Salomo de' Rossi, one
of a school of Jewish masters who succeeded each
other at the court of Mantua from 1542 to 1628.

Leo of Modena induced other Italian Rabbis to

join in a pastoral advocating the introduction of

mensurate and polyphonic music into the syna-
gogues. But little progress was made elsewhere
until the Jewish Renaissance burst in Germany in

the early 19th century. The progress since made
has been rapid, and the Jew now officially utilizes

all the wealth of scientific vocal music that his

neighbour uses. But not instriunental : the organ
has been made the test between ' orthodox ' and
' reform '

; and the instrument Avhich was once

objected to in the early Church as a form of

'Judaizing' is now considered by traditionalist

Jews to introduce a '

Christianizing
'

tone into

their own worship. Not even in Scotland has the
' kist o'whustles' been so wrangled about. Not
that instrvimental music is itself objected to ; at

Jewisli weddings it has for ages been deemed in-

dispensable, and ingenious stratagems are recorded
in the Middle Ages to secure it in face of prejudice
and persecution. The objection is to the use of

any instrument needing tuning on the Sabbath,
and to the introduction into Jewish worship of

tones specially associated with the ritual of

another creed.

Around the marriage ceremonies and the family
table gathers the vast repertory of tuneful liymns
and tender intonations which outside the synagogue
ritual constitute Jewisli music.

Transcriptions of the cantillation by the gram-
marians have been many, from Reuchlin onwards.
Writers of instrumental music have transcribed

many a tender Jewish air, strains having been
even selected as subjects for orchestral wiiting.
The greatest popularity to music presumably
Jewish, though actually only to a small extent so,

was given by Byron's Hebrew Melodies (1815),
Avritten for application to such airs in imitation of

Moore's immensely successful Irish Melodies. In

every country of Europe and in America collections

of Jewish music, traditional and original, have

appeared from the pens of precentors and choir-

masters. The greatest of these precentors was
S. Sulzer (Vienna, 1804-90), and of these choir-

masters L. Lewandowski (Berlin, 1823-94). De
Sola, Hast, and Mombach, of London, Naumbourg
of Paris, Consolo of Florence, also deserve mention

;

and especially A. Baer of Gothenburg, whose pre-
sentation of traditional Jewish intonations (Frank-
fort, 1878 and 1883) is monumental. Specimens
are more easily available in E. Pauer's Traditional
Hebrew Melodies (London, 1896).
Literature.—W. Wickes, A Treatise on the Accenttiation

of the Poetical Boohs of the OT, Oxford, 1881, A Treatise on
the Accentuation of the . . . Prose Books of the OT, do. 1887 ;

S. Naumbourg, Recueil de chants religieux des hraditeg,
Paris, 1874 ; A. Baer, Der prahtische Vorbeter^, Frankfort,
1883

;
D. A. de Sola, Ancient Melodies of the Liturgy of the
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Spnagogengesanges, Vienna, 1886 ; A. Ackermann, Der syna-
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MUSIC (Muhammadan).— I. The chant.—In
considering the subject of Muhammadan music,
the attention of the student must primarily be
drawn to the Arabic chant-song. The Arabs, as
far back as their system of singing is known,
always delighted in rhythm rather than in melody,
following no fanciful system of tone-beats, but the
natural quantity of their own syllables, from which
they built their metre.
This phenomenon becomes apparent at once, if,

quite apart from music proper, the metre of such
characteristic Arabic poetry as the following
stanzas be examined :

'La 'dmruka Idisafduqa 'ldr4,i bdqi
wama lilmdr 'i lidttun gdiru qMin
wala mlmma fa(}dhu 'lldhu ivdqi
wathdubun fduqahu 'dqdu 'Inifdqi.''^

Here the art of the poet has grouped together
words which are naturally so accented as to carry
a distinct, although to our ear slightly irregular,
metre. It was most easy and natural to intone
such poems as these, and it was from inherent
accentuation of this character that the chant-songs
of the Arabs, scant indeed in melody, but strong
in rhythm, originated. Melody in Muhammadan
chanting is purely secondary to the rhythm of the

language, and was really used only to avoid a too
constant monotony. This will be at once appa-
rent to any one who listens to a Muslim chanting
his Qur'an. Thus, the first accented stanza of the
Fatha (the first surah of the Qur'an)'^ should be

iBEE^
:t 3=1^

Bis- mil - 14 - hi 'r-rah-ma - ni 'r-ra-hi - mi

el-ham-du lil - la - hi rab-bu'l 'a - la - min, etc.

II.

^ = 160,

-gi—y rJ H ^
-

^^^^

Bis-mil- 14 - hi 'r-rah-ma - ni 'r-ra - hi - mi el

m -\—I
—k

za^-grrgi '-23

ham-du lil- la - hi rab-bu'l 'a- la - mln, etc

1 Kxtract from poemg of Shaikh Nasif .il-Yazigi.
- '

III the name of God the Merciful and Gracious ; thanks to
God the Lord of worlds,' etc.

•* None of the following musical examples has been published
before. These specimens with many others were collected by
the writer from native singers and represent current musical

style.
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compared vitli the Yemeni cantillatiozis (pis. I.

and II.) in which, it will be observed, the voice-

stress corresponds precisely with tliat of the spoken
words as given above, while the melody—what
there is of it—is strictly adapted to the natural

accentuation.
Tiio Arab, unlike the Turk and Persian, has no

deep-rooted antipathy to monotony, which, coupled
with the powerful metre of the Arabic language,
tends to fascinate and almost to hypnotize rather

than to weary the listener. The following adhdn

('call to prayer') of the imiaddhins of Yemen (pi.

III.) will serve to illustrate how little the pure

III.

Ad libitum.

3k—»-r^ ZS21 =)L=W-

Al - 14

-^~ -y ^-

hu ek-ber Al-14 hu ek - ber.

As-ha-du aa-na Mu-hara-me-din ra-sdl Al-lah,

As-ha-du an-na Muhammedin ra-sM Al-lah.

hay -
yft 'a - la "s-sa

hay-y<i 'a - la '1-fe

lat

lah

hay -
yd.

hay -
ytl.

'a - la "s-sa - Ult. .

•a - la '1-fe - lah.
Al Fin*.

lY.
Ad libitum.

1^

az
:S=U=t-:-^ m !> y 1 » »" '^

Al - 14 - hu ek - ber Al - 14 - hu ek - ber.

FlNB.

P
As - ha-du an - na la i - 14 - ha ill' Al-lah.

=*S5t:

i

As • ha - du an - na Mu - ham - me- din

-m ) It
rtw: 1*=:^-

ra - s(il Al - lah.

—^ ^ ^ 1^ 1^ '
—

hay - yt 'a - la "s-sa - 14t hay -
yil

hay -
ytt 'a - la '1-fe - lah hay - yd

Efi ±d==i

'a - la

'a - la

's-sa - lat..

1-fe - lah.
A I Fine.

Arab cares for melodious variation. It will be
noticed that the only departure from the monotony
of the dominant tone is a roulade of live notes,
from which the singer immediately hastens to

return to the monotonous cantillation on the
dominant. There are many airs to the adhan,
differing according to locality, but they are all

essentially identical in principle. The Baghdadi
adhdn (pi. IV.), given here, is pei'haps a little less

monotonous than the Yemeni call to prayer, and

yet the same roulade, with only a slight variation,
is heard in both these chants, and, in fact, is the

prevailing form of variation in almost every adhdn
among the Muslim peoples, changes being made
chiefly in the tempo of the roulade and occasion-

ally in a chromatic. It should be noticed that the
roulade always occurs on the stress syllable of the
most important word. It is probable that this

style of chant is much more ancient than Islam,
and dates from the earlier polytheistic religious

chant-songs of the Arabs.
2. The song proper.

—
Strictly speaking, the

above specimens do not constitute Arab music in

the true sense of the word. When Muhammad
appeared in a vision to Dinawari ^ and stated that
music Avas an acceptable art, provided that the

reading of the Qur'an attended its performance,
the intention was probably not to refer to mere
cantillations like the above, but to genuine songs
or musical declamations of poems. It is clear that

implicit approval of beautiful singing is found in

the Qur'an, xxxi. 18 :

'

Verily, the least pleasing
of voices is the voice of asses !

'

Furthermore,
there are many allusions to real song-music in the

interesting treatise of al-Ghazali (D. B. Macdonald,
JRAS, 1901, p. 200tf.).2 This Arabic author
alludes to the importance of correct rhythm, refer-

ring with approval to the practice of beating time
on the hand-drum. He also essays to derive music
from the noises produced by animals, stating that
the human throat is similar to the animal throat.

It is quite evident that the better class of Arabic
authors understood very well the effect of music
on the human brain. Thus, Abu Sulaiman^ most

astutely said that singing does not put into the
heart what is not already in it, but merely stimu-
lates to action what is already in the soul.

Al-Ghazali divides Arabian songs into seven cate-

gories, viz. (1) pilgrims' songs (religious) ; (2) war-

songs, stimulating the faithful to holy warfare ;

(3) verses sung at the moment of attack, forbidden,
however, to be sung in warfare with Muslims ;

(4) lamentations ; (5) songs of joy ; (6) love-songs ;

(7) songs expressive of religious ecstasy. With
the characteristic Semitic tendency to classify,
al-Ghazali goes on to enumerate what is unlawful
in connexion with musical performance, viz. pipes,

stringed instruments, and the kuba^-Arviia. On
the other hand, the tambourine, with or without
bells, he regarded as perfectly permissible as an
instrument of accompaniment. Blasphemous and
obscene poetry was, of course, barred, and equally
objectionable were verses describing the charms of

any particular woman. Only descriptions of the
most general nature were allowed, so that the
listeners might apply such rhapsodies to their

1 Dinawari (t 896) was the author of the Long Narratives, ed.
V. Girgas, Leyden, 18S8.

2 Muhammad ibn Muhammad Abu Hamid al-Ghazali (1058-
1111) was a distinguished Arabic philosopher and theologian. He
was professor in the college of Nizam al-Mulk at Baghdad in

1091 and the author of about sixty-nine works (C. Brockelmann,
Geschichte der arahischen Litteratur, i., Weimar, 1898, pn. 421-
426, and D. B. Macdonald, 'The Life of al-Ghazzali,' in'JAOS
XX. [1899] 71-132).

" Alluded to by al-Ghazali ; probably Abu Sulaiman al-

Darani of Syria, who developed the doctrine of gnosis
(ma'arifat).

i Kvba means 'cup,'
'

bowl,' from the stem kUb. This must
refer to some round pottery drum like the Egyptian (jarabuka,
distinct from the tambourine.
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wives or permitted slave-girls, and not adulter-

oiisly. The rule is also laid down that a faithful

Muslim must not listen to any music at all, if he
finds that it stirs up in him thoughts contrary to

the moral precepts of the Qur'an. Unless the
Muslim truly loves God, he must never listen to

music, as this would in such a case be an additional

danger to his soul. It is proper to add that all

Arabic authorities were not of the opinion of

al-Ghazali as to the lawfulness of music. Thus,
Malik ibn Anas al-^imyari al-Madani^ distinctly
states that no music of any sort is permitted to
the faithful ; but al-Ghazali (op. cAt. pp. 244-250)

replies at length to such puritanical strictures, and
goes so far as to lay down rules for ecstasy caused

by the hypnotic influence of the Arabic rhythm.
Thus, he warns the ecstatics never to weep, tear
their garments, or dance, unless they are irresist-

ibly compelled so to do. A listener to music must
never strain for ecstasy, but, so far as possible,
exert self-control. Here it should be noted that
the conventional prolonged exclamation a-a-ah, so
often interspersed by appreciative or polite listeners

between the stanzas of Arabic love-songs, is an

unquestionable survival of the earlier habit of fall-

ing into ecstasy on hearing a ravishing verse.

The Egyptian -Arabic love-song here given (pi.

V.) is an excellent illustration of the more ex-

tended melodious development of the song proper
among the Arabic-speaking nations, as compared
with the religious chant. The metre of these

songs is sustained with extreme regularity through-
out, supported by the hand-drum, or darabUka,

keeping up the incessant tempo J ^ J J ^ I

I I I 1

1

I ^ ^ 1 1

1

I I I
I

against which the metre of the song often runs in

syncopation. This tempo is without doubt the

parent of that of the modern Spanish Bolero
dance.^ Inasmuch as all the verbs are in the
masculine form in such productions as that given
in pi. v., there can be little doubt that the tradi-

tion is correct which states that this sort of song
was originally addressed to boys who were kept
for the purpose of sodomy. Such music was there-

fore particvilarly offensive to sincere Muslims, and
would certainly come under the category stigma-
tized by al-Ghazali, although there is nothing
obscene in the words themselves. A deeply re-

ligious Yemeni, on hearing one of tiiese love-

songs, remarked to the writer of this article that
the truly faithful could have nothing in common
with music of this character, but should confine
themselves to the traditional

alone.'

It may be interesting at this point to give also a

specimen of a Turkish love-song of the ordinary
Perso-Turkish type (pi. VI.) as a contrast to the
above distinctively metrical Arab production. The
Turks, like the Persians, have permitted a more
extended melody to develop, and do not as a rule

accompany their songs with a drum, but with the

flute-pipe or with strings. They very frequently,
however, sing without any accompaniment at all, as

their songs, which are more of the recitative type,
do not require the support of a steady tempo.
Turkish songs from the interior, sudi as the

Diarbekr productions, are more metrical in char-

acter and also more melodious from the European
point of view—a fact which is no doubt due to the

' The founder of the Malikite scliool of canon law (718-79.5),

a conservative and dignified legal authoritv (I. Goldziher,
iMuhammedanificlic Studien, Halle, 1889-!10, ii. 213 fit.).

- The Bolero melody is in triple time and generally syncopated
to the same metre as the above style of song.

:* Showing that the ancient rigidity of rule still persists

among the stricter faithful.

religious chants
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Kurdish influence of the region. Kurdish songs
show generally a well-marked melody, although of

limited range, almost Arabian in its regular
rhythm, which is, however, more apt to be in three

beats, instead of the Arabian four or five time.

Many of the higher class Persian melodies are

beautiful, judged even according to European
standards, as they often combine a tender melodi-
ous strain, almost always sad, with a well-marked
metre.

3. Musical instruments.—The instruments used
in Muhammadan music difi'er, of course, according
to nationality. Among the Arabs proper, the most
common instrument of percussion is the tablet, or
tambourine drum. The Egyptians have used from
time immemorial the darabUka,^ or large pottery
hand-drum, which, as indicated above, marks the
chief rhythm of the song. Tliey also use a smaller

drum, which is trilled constantly with little sticks

for the purpo.9e of producing an unvarying support
to the darabiika tempo-drum. In Tunis the tap-
deba is almost identical with the darabiika, and
they likewise have the tambourine, as well as

SeqAieq, or cymbals. The most purely Arabian
wind instrument is the seven-holed simple flageolet-
flute, which is a great favourite, in spite of the
earlier denunciation of '

pipes.' Of the flute there
are many varieties, such as the N. African

magrtlme, or double-pipe, the Tunisian gasba, or

flageolet, etc. The most primitive Arabic stringed
instruments are the two-stringed violin and ihe'ud,
or lute, whence the European lute {

= al-'ild) and
its descendant the mandoline are derived. It is

strange tliat stringed instruments as well as wind
instruments should have been forbidden by the
earlier religious opinion (see above), but this was
probably because of the association of these instru-

ments with irreligious subjects. At the present

day the Muslim peoples use very generally the

guitar and mandoline, and frequently the ordinary
European violin. They also delight in a native
zither (qanun). It must be remembered that all

these instruments were primarily employed to

accompany song, and rarely, if ever, to play inde-

pendent melodies. An apparent exception to this

rule is the funeral dirge-air often played on flutes

without song, especially on the N. African coast.
^ Evidently identical with the kuba (see above, p. S4>>, note 4).

The exception is only apparent, however, because
the instruments play what was originally a con-

ventional death-wail sung by the mourners. The
omission of the song may be due to European influ-

ence.

4. Notation.—The Muslims use the European
system of notation, especially in the larger centres,

but there still exists in many corners the old tra-

ditional Persian tonic sol-fa system, according to

which the tones were indicated by well-established

signs, each representing a note of the scale and
each bearing both Persian and Arabic names, as

follows :

do re mi fa sol la si

Persian : yek diXk stk chahdr'k panj'k SeS'fc hdftak
Arabic : 4''l nidid sik mazmUm rami liasln sai^ln

In the Persian terms the numeral element yek,

duk, sik,
'

first, second, third (tone),' etc., plays the

chief part, Avhile the Arabic terminology employs
only the Persian sik, 'third tone,' making use of

arbitrarily applied native descriptives for the

others.! The higher fa-sol register is called "a^m,
'

high
'

; the middle register, fa-sol-la-si-do-re-mi, is

known as wasti,
'

middle,' while the term for the

lower, do-re-rai, is sa'ala{i) (cf. Ali al-Ghaouthi,
Treatise on Music [Arabic], Tunis, 1904).

^

5. Characteristics of singing.
— The Arabic

method of singing, like that of all the western

Orientals, is to use head-tones as much as possible.

Chest-tones, such as are cultivated in European
music, are very objectionable, even to the better

educated Arabic-speaking people, who, like their

nearer Oriental neighbours, the Turks and Persians,
have also the greatest detestation of harmony in

any form. Deliberate flatting or sharping often

takes place, especially when a pathetic effect is

sought. This has given rise to the statement that

quarter-tones are of common occurrence in Arabic

songs. While this is literally true, it is a variable

quantity in their music, as the same singer will

often sing a stanza with, e.g., a flatted roulade and
then repeat the same roulade in the ordinary man-
ner. In spite of these un-European characteristics,

a well-balanced Arab chorus— for they sing in

chorus whenever possible
—chanting in unison and

accompanied by strings, wood-wind, and percussion,
has a powerful eflect even on a European listener,

provided that he is sufficiently unprejudiced to lay
aside for the moment his harmonic training, and
allow himself to be swayed by the quavering yet

never-varying movement of the shrill, but rarely

untrue, voices and instruments, sustained by the

ceaseless thrum of the hand-drums.

LiTBRATURE.—Ahmed Effendi Amin, Comparison between
Arabic and European Musical Notation, Bulaq, 1902; JA,
8th ser., no. 5, xviii. [1891] 279-355 ; Traiti des rapports musi-

caux, tr. from Safi al-Din Abd al-Mumin Baghdadi's letter to

Sharaf al-Din (cf. also JA, 8th ser., no. 5, xviii. 279-355); A.
Christianowitsch, Esquisse historique de la musiqtie qrabe aux
temps anciens, Cologne, 1863 ; 'M. Collangettes,

' Etude sur

la musique arabe' (J.4, 10th ser., no. 5, iv. [1905] 365, 422, and
viii. [1906] 149-190) ; S. Daniel, La Musique arabe, ses rapports
avec la musique grecque et le chant (jrigorien, Algiers, 1863 and

1879; Muhammad ion Muhammad al-Ghazali, Ihya 'UlUm
ad-Din, tr'. D. B. Macdonald,

' Emotional Religion in Islam as

affected by Music and Singing,' in JRAS, 1901, pp. 195-252,

705-748, and 1902, pp. 1-28; Ibn Khaldun, Extrait sur la

1 The -k in Persian dUk, stk, etc., is probably not the diminu-
tive -k, seen, e.g., in mardak, 'little man,' but rather a shorter
form of Persian gah, 'time.' An aged Turkish teacher of

music named the sol-fa notes to the writer as follows : ek-gyah,
dH-gyah, sl-gyah. etc., which can only mean 'one time, two
times, three times,' etc., conventionally applied to the tone-

names and their signs {gyah is the Turkish palatalized pronuncia-
tion of Persian gah). "The Arabic names for the notes may be
rendered as follows : d^l really = ' the train of a garment

' and
here ' lower part

'

; m&id possibly=
'

mover,' from mdd,' agitate,'

'move'; mazmUm, from zamma or damma, probably means
'

tied,'
'

joined
'

; raml=' a quick going
'

(it can hardly be rami,
' sand ') ; hasin is the Persian form of the Arabic stem tiasana

and=' beautiful'; sahstn is a variant of ^jiarfn with preforma-
tivesa-, dubious in meaning in this case.

2
Sa'aZ(i(i) means 'clear the throat,' 'cough,' aud was henc«

applied to the bass register.
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MUSIC (Slavic).—The Slavs have always been
renowned for their music. As early as A.D. 591
the Byzantine historians record that among the
Avar captives there were three Baltic Slavs, who
were untrained to arms and were employed as pro-
fessional players on the gusli (see below, p. SS*").

In the 10th cent, a band of Slav instrumentalists

performed at the Byzantine court. The Arabian
historians of the same epoch speak of a Slav seven-

stringed instrument (probably the gusli) ;
and

mediaeval Russian Chronicles abound in references
to the musical tastes of the princes, differentiating
between the ecclesiastical and the popular style.
A fresco of the year 1073 at Kiev represents

Russian musicians, dressed much like Western
troubadours, and playing flutes, long horns,

cymbals, a guitar-shaped instrument (possibly the

parent-form of the theorbo), and a seven-stringed
harp or psalter. The musical profession ranked so

high that in the mediaeval ballads such a hero as

Dobrynya Nikiti6 was not disgraced by assuming-
wanderingof a skomordkh,^ orthe disguise

minstrel
Slav countries are surprisingly rich in popular

song. Apart from the traditional festival hymns
and melodies (some of these very ancient, and
pagan in origin) cuiTent history has been related
in the Byliny, and the verse orally conserved.
This democratic historiography survived down to
the Napoleonic era.

Such popular song and melody were secular,
often semi-pagan, and, as such, fervently perse-
cuted by Church and State. Progressively with
the decay of the South Russian civilization and
Kievite State (13th to 14th cent.), the Eastern
Church became more ascetic

; and, under the Tatar

ascendancy and after, the minstrels who had been
honoured by the princes of Kiev ultimately became
strolling vagabonds.
The northern plains, however, were too vast

for persecution to be able to extirpate popular
customs. In the 'fifties and sixties' of the 19th
cent, the ancient folk-songs were diligently and

exhaustively compiled.
The Church had her own school of music, de-

rived from Byzantine models. In the late 15th

cent., after the Tatars had been subdued, the
Moscovite princes cultivated foreign arts

; thus,
in 1490, Ivd.n III. summoned an organist to

Moscow ; Ivdn iv. greatly favoured German
musicians ; and his son Theodore was presented
by the king of England with an organ, a clavichord,
and skilled players.
The end of the 16th and the beginning of the

17th cent, brought Russia under Polish influence,
and new Western instruments were introduced

(such as the pandora, the theorbo, and the violin),
as well as the Western pentalineal system of nota-
tion. In the 15th cent, chamber-music was per-
formed at the Polish and Moscovite courts ; and
Sigismund I. of Poland imported Italian music.

I. The characteristics of primitive music— Thj-
genuine popular music of the Slavs is probable
an independent outgrowth of Aryan folk-song,
akin to Indian and Greek melody, but not identi-
cal nor borrowed.

1 Probably derived from crKMnnapxo^.

Melodic development apparently falls roughly
into three periods. The octave is divided diatoni-

cally into the intervals of our modern scale—not
according to the Pythagorean fifths or like the
Oriental scale, which has seventeen intervals

(made up by differentiating between the sharp of
one note and the flat of the succeeding note).

All primitive music was designed as an indis-

pensable accompaniment to ritual or epic verse ;

thus, such music is a r6citatif that follows the
metre and the words, rising and falling with the
natural variations of the speaking voice, the tempo
and rhythm being determined by the phrases out
of which the verse is built up.
Our modern diatonic scale admits of majors

and minors, and also of accidentals within the
strict limits of the twelve admissible semitones,
whereas ancient scales have no majors or minors.
The ancient Greeks could modulate from one of
their eight scales into any other ; the primitive
Russian Slav scale in each stage of development
was invariable, exactly as no modern musician
could introduce a third- or quarter-tone.
Music without words—music as an art per se—

evolved only very late, after the Middle Ages ;

verse or poetry as an art per se very much earlier.

Furthermore, in primitive melody the spoken
phrase which governs the rhythm can move only
within a limited compass, very much less than
that of the voice—e.g., within a fourth or a fifth.

The whole melody is very short and repeated
without variation ; it is unharmonized, and based
on unharmonical intervals.

(c«) First period.
—The first period in folk-song,

and the most barbarous, is based on the interval
of the fourth upwards and fifth downwards, and
comprises only whole tones. To this class Highland
and Chinese music are said to belong. This has
been called the period of the trichord, i.e., only
three notes were available in each limit of the
fourth or the Mth.—e.g., C D F.f

{b) Second period.
— The second stage added

some new notes to the octave, and is styled the

period of the tetrachord—e.g., CDF G—or the
fifth. Ancient Greek, primitive Slav, and mediaeval
Western European music are said to belong to it.

The octave is divided C—F, F—C, C—F'. The
music may now rise a fifth, as well as sink a fifth.

The melody still has to follow the words in ris-

ing or falling phrases within these limits. As
yet the leading note has not come into vogue ;

and the characteristic scale of this epoch impresses
the modern ear as an irregular minor scale. The
music still being a r6citatif, the rhythm and tempo
have to be strictly adjusted to the metre of the
words. At this point, therefore, a brief account
of the metre must be interpolated.
On the one hand, the ancient Greek hexameter was a

strictly regular quantitative four-beat, or, again, the iambus
and the trochee three-beats, the metrical stress determining
the rhythm and the tempo. The length of the vowel formed
the basis for the measurement of the beats. But even in

ancient Greek and Latin the influence of the tonic accent was
beginning to make itself felt, and to induce irregularities, such
as lengtliening in arsi, the shortening of unaccented long
terminations. Quantity disappeared very early, however, in

the development of the Slav languages ; Serbian alone has
retained a fixed distinction of long and short syllables, the

length of which is unaffected by the stress. Modern metre in

all the Slav languages, including Serbian, is stressed, or
accentual. On the other hand, all modern poetry is strictly
accentual.
The early Slav metre was in a transitional stage. Although

quantity had disappeared, metre was still regulated by the long
groupings of three or more syllables that had constituted the
ancient quantitative foot ; and the metrical—and therefore

rhythmical—unit became a group of syllables with a domina-

ting accent. Furthermore, when in the course of the 14th cent,

the vowels %, (? had become mute, whilst the old traditional

songs and melodies were maintained, great irregularities of

tempo were the natural result ; it was as though we attempted
to read as a melodic and metrical scheme the verses of Chaucer,
and systematically disregarded the final e's, which in modern

English have lost all phonetic value.
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The scansion of early Slav folk-songs is closely akin to that

of Vedic hymns ; it can be analyzed into lines of twelve, sixteen,

or twenty" syllables ; but, in Slav, quantity has vanished, the

accent i^enerally falls on the tiiird syllable in each <fi-oup of four,

and the lines almost invariably terminate with a dactylic word.

When the vowels %, (p became mute, false accents had to be

introduced so as to coerce the poem into conformity with the

tune. It was a favourite device to introduce assonant termina-

tions as well as alliterative words or repetitions as part of the

style ; highly inflected languages lend themselves very readily
to" this device. Gradually these assonant terminations became
a regular system of rhyme, while alliteration and repetition
were left as a mere embellishment. Thus the same inrtuences

as in Western Europe operated to convert syllabic alliterative

metre into fixed accentual metre with short metrical feet.

When this process was complete, words and melody, metre and
tempo, could be combined without mutual violence. To sum
up : a primitive pre-Slav Aryan metre ou-u/uu-u//-ou became the
accentual ""/""/ /"'^ and, through irregularities and deviations
from the strict scheme and the partitioning of the four-beat,
finally evolved into the modern "/"'/"'/""i or trochaically
(")"/T, or anapsestically -'/"'/"y".
When, in the poem, these syllabic feet irregularly comprised

more than four syllables, the bar corresponding to such a foot
had to be lengthened, and thus the tempo varied.

(f) Third pei'iod.
—From this consideration of

metre we may proceed to what is regarded as the
third stage of Slav music. This synchronizes with
the development in Western Europe of the modern
.'icale, thirds being introduced as a basic division
of the octave, in addition to the fourths and fifths

of the previous epochs ; and thus part-singing and
harmonization at last were rendered possible. The
leading note had already made a first appearance
in the south, in Little Russia (which up to 1654

belonged to Poland), together with chromatic aug-
mentations and diminutions of the fourth and fifth—^a change possibly due to Oriental influence or
Polish permeation. Thus the styles of N. and
S. Russia became differentiated, the south advanc-

ing long before the north.

(f/) Artistic growth.—From this point forward
Russian folk-melody liad thirds, chromatics, the

leading note, and consequently regular majors and
minors with tonics and dominants. The artistic

development proceeded apace. Music and poetry
soon started on their separate paths as ditterent
and independent arts. We shall now briefly trace
this artistic growth of Russian mu-sic.

Ivan IV. had a vocal unconducted choir at his
court. This practice was continued by his suc-
cessors. The most notable choirmaster was D. M.
Bortnyanski (1751-1825), who was musically trained
in Italy and reformed tlie Imperial Court choir.
Francesco Araja (1700-67) was the creator of the
first opera in Russia, in Italian and with an Italian

troupe. A. N. Verstovski (1799-1863) introduced
Russian opera in Russian ; but it was M. I. Glinka
(1804-57) who, with his Life for the Tsar (1830),
created Russian opera in the national style and
with Slav rhythm and harmony. Since then
Cesar Cui, Borodin, Musorgski, Rimski-Korsakov,
etc., have acquainted the Avorld with the great
musical genius of Russia, with its strongly marked
features and characteristic harmonies. It is note-

worthy that Debussy and many of the modern
French school derived some of their inspiration
from the great Russian masters. And, withal,
this great Russian school drew upon the native
melodies for its thematic material. These are to
our Western ear untuneful, for they are based
on a cruder scale. They are unjoyous, like the

steppes. Modern Russian opera often gives the

impression of a richly orchestrated folk-song, with
a strange and compelling beauty all its own ; for,
after the first Byronesque effusions of the ' twenties '

of the 19th cent., Russia in all of the arts turned
to her national resources and built out of them
a literature, an art, and a music second to those
of no other people.

(e) Church music.—The music of the Church
in Russia has had a history apart. After the
conversion of Vladimir I. in 980 Greek schools of

singing were founded at Kiev. The Chronicles
make a clear distinction between popular and
Church music, stating of one prince that he loved
the gusli and his wine, of another that he loved

Psalm-singing. This ecclesiastical music was Ani-

brosian, and based on four of the ancient Greek
scales, viz., the Phrygian, Dorian, Hypophrygian,
and Hypolydian (see MusiC [Greek]). Russian
Church melody could modulate within the limits of

these scales. Gregorian music was not allowed to

penetrate into the realm of the orthodox Church.
Unlike the popular music, which was oral and

traditional, Church music was written : the notes,
indicated by signs, or '

semiographs,' were super-
scribed above the words. The choir-leader con-

ducted by cheironomy—a sort of deaf and dumb
musical alphabet. This arbitrary and awkward
method lasted down to the end of the 16th cent.,
and was for long championed by the conservative

against the new Western pentalineal notation,
which supplanted it by the end of the 17th

century. For a time both systems were used con-

currently. Tempo indications were abbreviations
of Slav words.

All singing was at first in unison, as the
harmonics of this music were, like those of the

popular songs, based on fourths and fifths, and not
on thirds.

2. The musical instruments.—In the mediseval
Chronicles the names of the instruments are often

loosely used, and it is difficult to define exactly
what mstrument is intended.

(a) Stringed.
—The most ancient of the stringed

and plucked instruments is the gusli (with the
conventional epithets

' made of the plane tree
'

and 'sonorous'). It was a zither-like box, with
seven or eight strings, plucked by the right hand,
and damped by the lett. A later development of

the gusli Avas the psalter, with eleven strings and
a rounded body, with one end narrower than the
other. The player pressed the narrower end to

his chest, and plucked the strings with his right
hand. Later still we find the cymbals, a rect-

angular trapezoidal case on whicli metal strings
were strung, to be struck with a hammer. It

might have fifteen or more cords ; it was intro-

duced only in the 17th century.
Other stringed instruments were the domra,

balalaika, bandura (or kobza), theorbo, and guitar,
all of which had long necks, upon which the strings
were strung, admitting of fingering, and carried

over a sounding-box ; they were plucked with the

fingers or a plectrum. The domra was connuon
in Great Russia, the others in Little Russia ; they
were largely of Polish origin.
The domra had three strings tuned in fourths,

and an oval body ;
the balalaika had a triangular

body, with three strings tuned A E A', and a bent
head. These instruments mark a great advance,
for the cords were stopped with the left hand,
so as to form the notes and intervals. The domra
and balalaika were shrill and inharmonious. The
pandora, or bandura, resembled a lute, and might
have any number of strings

—six at the least. The
theorbo was a highly complicated bass lute, derived
from Italy through Poland, with three separate
sets of cords allowing of the playing of several

parts at the same time.

Stringed instruments played with the bow came
into use only in the 16th century. The earliest

form is the three-stringed lyre, neckless, its body
somewhat like that of a viol-da-gamba ;

the strings
were sounded by a wheel, turned by a handle at

one end. Another bowed stringed instrument,

probably of Tatar origin, was the gudok ; it had
two strings, a pear-shaped body, and an Asiatic

crescent-shaped bow. The Russians added a third

string. The instrument was held downwards like
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a 'cello. Two strings were tuned in unison, act-

ing as pedal-points, and never fingered ; the third
was tuned a fifth higher and fingered. Very much
later violins, violas, and 'cellos were inti'oduced
fi"om abroad.

(b) Wind.—Trumpets are mentioned as early as

the 11th century. Wood-wind instruments also

occur early. The most ancient seems to be the

dudki, or pipe, with the mouthpiece at the end.

Double-pipes {svirUy) are still used in White
Russia ; these are two pipes lashed together, one

being shorter than the other ; a development from
this was the tsevnitsa, the Greek (rvpiy^, seven pipes
in one frame.
Reed instruments are also found quite early,

and were specially used in funeral rites ; they had
seven intervals. A double instrument of this type
was called the surna, a kind of hautboy.

(c) Percussion.—Drums came into orchestral use
in the reign of Ivan iv. ; the earliest form perhaps
is the nakry (two clay pots with leather stretched
over the top). Similar instruments were the loiki,
or wooden spoons, or xylophone, first used in the
18th cent. ; tarelki, or timpani, are recorded as far

back as the 11th cent., as well as the hubny, or

tambourines.
From the middle of the 17th cent. Russian

orchestration was enriched through communica-
tions with Italy, directly and indirectly, through
Poland and Germany. This cultured elaboration
of the rich primitive music of the Slavs has put
Russian music in the first rank.
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MUSIC (Teutonic).—Teutonic mythology difiers

from classical in not ascribing a divine origin to

music as distinct from poetry. Yet musical powers
were often an attribute of gods and supernatural
beings, as of 03in, Bragi, and frequently the water-

divinities, and in individual human beings song-
craft was looked upon as a divine gift, or, indeed, as

directly due to divine inspiration and intervention.

According to the earliest records, music, especi-

ally song, played a large part in awakening and in

expressing religious and national feeling, as well
as martial ardour and festive mirth. Tacitus says
that the ancient songs of the Germans,

' which are
their sole forms of chronology and history,' sing the

praises of their divine progenitors (Gertn. 2) ; this

is borne out in historic times by the evidence of

Jordanes for the Ostrogoths (de Getarum Orig. 4),

and by the celebration in song of heroes of later

days, such as Arminius (Tac. Ann. ii. 88), Alboin
of Lombardy (Paulus Diaconus, de Gest. Langobard-
oruni, i. 27), and Charlemagne. Song and the

clashing of arms were the accepted means of inspir-

ing to the fight, and of disheartening the foe, and
the variety of sound ranged from ' a loud yell

'

(Ammianus jNIarcellinus, XXVIII. v. 6) to dissonant

clamour, from a rhythmic battle-cry (Olafs Saga
hins Helga, 92; Fornmanna Sogur, iv.) to heroic
chants (Tac. Hint. ii. 22 ; Amm. Marc. XXXI. vii.

11). Triumphal songs after the battle are known
in at least one instance to have been accompanied
by dancing (Gregory, Dial. iii. 28). Although
there is little evidence for the practice of merelj'^
festive music in the primitive Teutonic period, it

is noteworthy that many of the later words for

music are intimately connected with, if not actually
derived from, roots denoting joy or bliss—e.g.,

gleo, dredtn (Grimm, Tetit. Mythulugy, tr. J. S.

Stallybrass, London, 18S2-88, p. 901).

During the period of settlement of the Teutonic

peoples after the great migrations all these uses
of music became increasingly important, especially
on the national and religious side, as might be

expected in a race in which religious feeling was
so closely identified with its strong national con-

sciousness. In connexion with religion music
assumed a twofold significance.

(1) It was an integral part of such ritual as was
practised

—
e.g., singing and dancing weie used by

the Langobards in their worship (Gregory, lac. cit.).

At Upsala the sacrifices were accompanied by
'

unseemly
'

songs (Adam of Bremen, Gesta Mam-
maburg. iv. 27 [MGH, 'Script.' vii.]), and it would
appear from the degenerate behaviour of ' the
mimes on the stage, and the unmanly clatter of
tlie bells,' which aroused the disgust of StarkaSr
(Saxo Grammaticus, Danish History, tr. O. Elton,
London, 1894, vi. 185), that this side of the cere-

mony was much developed. At funerals dirges
were sung, telling the prowess of the dead ; the
account of the funeral lament for Attila (Jordanes,
49) can be paralleled by the fragmentary indica-
tion of the dirge (geomorgyd) sung for Beowulf
(1. 3151). At weddings songs were sung, but not

necessarily of a religious character (Saga HerrauiSs
ok Bosa, 12 ; Fornaldar Sbgiir, iii.).

(2) The second great religious use of music was
in the magic art, in Avhich the chanting of spells
must always have been a chief element ; and in

the north, where this art was so much developed,
we have ample evidence of the importance of vocal
music as an adjunct of sorcery. The two main
forms of incantation were the galdr and the sei^r,
the beneficent and maleficent charms. The galdr
must from its very name have been sung ; the sei'Sr

we know to have been performed with elaborate
musical ceremonial. Thus in Orvarodds Saga (ch.

2) the sei^rkona, or sorceress, appears accompanied
by a choir of fifteen boys and fifteen girls, skilled
in singing. So, too, in Eiriks Saga IiauiSa (ch. 4)
the prophetess requires one of the women present
to sing a certain spell ; a Christian woman unwill-

ingly complies, and sings so sweetly that the witch
announces that many unwonted spirits have been
lured thither. Elsewhere we again find the sweet-
ness of the song apparently increasing its potency,
as in the set'Sr that lured the boy Kari to his death

(Laxdoila Saga, 37). Music produced by an abnor-
mal instrument can have a supernatural ettisct, as
in the ballad of the minstrel whose harp, strung
with three locks of a drowned girl's hair, sings
of itself, and accuses the murderer. An inspired
musician can, like Orpheus, charm animals by his

song, as does Horant the Dane (Kiidrun, 388).
Heroic traditions, from being celebrated in com-

munal song (Jordanes, 4), passed into the keeping
of the scop, whose chief function was to commemo-
rate national prowess, or, like the Northern scalds

later on, to celebrate the deeds of hero patrons.
The Old English poems WldsW and Dedr aflord

glimpses of the wide-spread fame and the varying
fortunes of these minstrels

;
their repute was great,

and the divine inspiration and supernatural powers
ascribed to them appear in such tales as that of

Horant, already cited, or of SigurSr, who, at a

M'edding-feast, by his harp-playing caused not

only the guests but even the very tables and
dishes to dance (Saga Herrati^s ok Bosa, 12 ; For-

naldar Sogur, iii.). The scop and the scald, who
were often men of good birth, catered for the

courts, and provided the chief entertainment at

feasts by chanting heroic lays, either traditional

or improvised. Their skill redounded to the credit

of the court, and keen interest was taken in tiieir

rivalry and their singing-contests. Popular tastes,

on the other hand, were provided for by the wander-

ing minstrel or glee-man, and how familiar and

acceptable a figure he was is proved by the legend
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of Alfred penetrating, thus disguised, into the

Danish canij). The susceptibility of the Teutonic

races to music is proved bj' the honours heaped

upon the singer, and also by the wide diffusion

of the lyric gift. Nothing is more striking in the

Icelandic sagas than the facility with which men
and women of almost all classes 'sing a stave,' i.e.

improvise to suit all occasions. The Goths seem
to have quickly fallen under the influence of

Roman music, as in the case of the ex-emperor
Attalus (cf. H. Bradley, The Goths [' Story of the

Nations'], London, 1887, pp. 95, 101). Throughout
the heroic poems and tales we can trace the enjoy-
ment of courtly music, and the story of Ctedraon
illustrates the shame felt by the ungifted man at

the exposure of his deficiency.
We have hardly any knowledge of the nature

of pre-Christian Teutonic music, but the strong

rhythm of the alliterative poetry presupposes a
marked musical rhythm. It is practically certain

that harmony was unknown in instrumental and
in vocal music. Such technical knowledge as we
possess can be deduced only from the instruments
known to have been used, i.e. horns and harps.
The first instrument of the primitive Teuton was

probably the horn, originally the natural horn of

an animal, later a reproduction in bronze. Then
the shape was altered, as can be seen from the

bronze horn found in Denmark, which is twisted

somewhat into the shape of a G, and apparently is

the prototype of the modern Scandinavian lurs.

Expert judgment believes this horn to have been in

the key of E!?, of which it produced the first eight
harmonics. By far the more important and more
characteristic instrument is the harp, for which
the Teutons have a separate native name, and
which, although here experts differ, the northern
nations probably evolved for themselves independ-
ently of existing forms in the south ; it is a moot

point how much they owed to their Celtic neigh-
bours, past masters of the harp. That bow-
instruments were originally unknown to the Teu-
tons is borne out by the fact that the word hearpan
is used to translate citharisare, and therefore dis-

tinctly implies plucking or twanging the strings.

Early contact with the Romans introduced them
to such instruments as bells and bagpipes, and
later to all the varieties of the psalterium.

After the advent of Christianity the history of

Teutonic music is for centuries identical with that
of Church music ; the Church absorbed almost all

musical interest, and certainly controlled all tech-

nical and artistic progress. Secular music was

steadily discouraged ; throughout the Merovingian
laws the seductions of heathen songs are denounced,
while in England the famous letter of Alcuin (MGH,
'Script.' XV. 'Epist. Carol.,' ii. 124) and the pleasing
anecdote of Aldhelm (William of Malmesbury, de

Gest.pontif.Anglorum,v. 190)illustrate the Church's
severe attitude towards secular music, but also its

readiness to use Christian music as a means of

attraction.
The Roman Church had a struggle to enforce its

liturgical music upon the Teutonic churches, which
seemed to realize the danger to their individuality
in the adoption of the standard Church music, i.e.

the ( iregorian plain-song or unaccompanied unison
chant. Once converted to the Roman usage, how-

ever, the Teutonic monks were active in spreading
it, as did St. Boniface among the Germans; and
the monastery of St. Gall can claim to have per-
fected in the 9th cent, the new liturgical chant
known as the 'sequence.' Moreover, it is to

Teutonic monks, such as Alcuin, Notker, and
Odo, that we owe the chief literary evidence on
the ecclesiastical modes.

In the development of the second great school of

music, the polyphonic, Teutonic clerics again fur-

nish some of the most valuable evidence on theory.
The de Harmonica Institutione of the Flemish
monk Hucbald describes the first attempts at the
forms of harmony later known as '

organum
' and

' descant
'

; at the end of the following century
comes the more advanced work of Otger of St.

Pons, probable author of the treatise Miisica En-
chiriadis. After the death (c. 1050) of Guido of

Arezzo, the chief exponent of the new system, the
Teutonic monks—e.g. ,

Berno of Reichenau, William
of Hirschau, and Aribo Scholasticus—seem to have
shared in the temporary i-eaction against poly-

phony. But Teutonic musicians soon recovered
their progressive spirit, as is shown by the work of
Franco of Cologne, and in the development of that

contrapuntal art which has aptly been likened to a
Gothic cathedral they led the way, through the

English supremacy of the 12th to the 14th centuries,

up to the ' Golden Age
'

of the Netherlands in the
15th century.
In the English period the chief names in theory

are those of Walter Odington in the late 13th cent.,
and Simon Tunstede, who at the end of the 14th
cent, describes the method of introducing fauX'
bourdon into the old descant. England has the
distinction of preserving five early specimens of

counterpoint, one of which, the famous rota or

six-part canon, 'Sumer is icumenin,' dating from
c. 1240, precedes any similar composition extant by
more than a century ; it is a secular song, but was
probably composed by a cleric. By the end of the
15th cent, many English composers were at work,
but produced less original music, because of their

dependence on the Netherlands school ; again, in

the 16th cent., the influence of Palestrina was pre-
dominant.
The Netherlands school begins with Guillaume

Dufay, and rises to its height in the 15th cent, with
Johannes Okeghem, master of the canon, and his

pupil, Josquin des Pres. The pupil soon out-

stripped the master, infusing into the latter's dry
and intellectual style

—in which it is perhaps not
fanciful to see the influence of the northern land
and of the Teutonic character—greater artistic and
devotional feeling. An interesting point in the
Flemish school is the novelty of basing its mass-
themes on popular melodies. The influence of the
school is shown by the fact that Dufay's contem-

porary, Willaert, founded the Venetian school,
while Palestrina himself, the culmination of mediae-

val counterpoint before it yields to homophony,
was taught by the Flemish master, Goudimel.
With the Reformation a great change came

over music in the Teutonic countries. The main
cause was the secularization of the art by freeing
it from an enforced dependence on the Church and
her requirements, while in Church music itself a

change equally great appears, due first to its loss

of symbolic significance, and secondly to the intro-

duction of congregational singing in the vernacular.
In England the 16th cent, saw a great seculariza-

tion and diffusion of music, but the composers of

Church music, such as Tallis, Byrd, and Orlando

Gibbons, were still at the head of their profession,
and the emancipation of English music was not

completed until the Commonwealth.
The development of Church music in Germany

during the Reformation is foremost in interest and

importance. Throughout the Middle Ages there
was a strong current of religious musical feeling,

rising to flood-height, first, from the 13th to the
14th centuries, when the Minnesinger wrote re-

ligious as well as courtly lyrics, and then in the

15th and 16th centuries, when the Meistersinger

accomplished their important work of popularizing
sacred music ; both schools based their music on the
ecclesiastical modes, the Meistersinger, however,
with little inspiration. The practice of fitting
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popular melodies to sacred words had prevailed
before the Reformation ; but the contrapuntal treat-

ment tended to obscure the melody, and Luther's
work lay in the restoi'ation of rhythm to Church

hymns—a step important in ensuring their popular-
ization. It is doubtful now whether Luther under-
took much composition himself, yet the name
' Luther's hymns' is hardly a misnomer, so great
was his encouragement to hymnodists to adapt
tunes already familiar in Church or folk-song, and
to develop the wonderful chorales now familiar to

every Protestant country. Later, at the end of the
16th cent.

, these simple tunes were again obscured

by contrapuntal treatment for choir-singing ;
but

the influence of monody restored the simplicity of

effect suited to express the exalted national and

religious aspirations of the Reformed Church,

Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries hymnody
flourished imder the Silesian and Pietistic schools.

The same period saw in England also a popular-
ization of hymnody—to which the Reformation had

given little impetus—under the influence first of

Watts and the Independents, then of Wesley and
the Methodists.
The remarkable production in Germany during

the 18th cent, of Church music of the highest order
is a subject beyond the scope of this article (see
Music [Christian]) ; but it may be suggested that
it was the result of individual genius, as of Bach,
working on traditional forms and originating new
ones, with an entire emancipation from ecclesiasti-

cal rigidity, yet with a restraint which kept the

work, unlike much similar Italian production,
within the bounds of religious propriety. This is

illustrated by the growth of the new oratorio ;

starting, as in Italy, from the miracle-play, it was
given a new direction in Germany by combination
with the lately emancipated Passion music, and
drew fresh strength from that peculiarly Teutonic

form, the chorale. Thus in the later development
of religious music in Teutonic countries we see

that its greatness was largely due to its closeness

to national tradition
;
and Germany perhaps owed

her musical supremacy in part to the fact that,
evenafter the secularization of the art, her greatest
musicians were content to submit to the disciplinary
forms of Church music.
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MUSKHOGEANS.—The Muskhogeans consti-

tute a sedentary and agricultural American Indian

linguistic stock whose territory covered the major
portion of the present States of Georgia, Alabama,
and Mississippi, and the western part of Tennessee,
the principal tribes being the Choctaw and Semi-
nole (qq.v.). Creek, and Chickasaw, besides the
minor tribes of the Alibamu, Apalachee, Bayo-
goula, Chakchiuma, Chatot, Chula, Hitchiti,
Huma, Ibitoupa, Kasihta, Koasati, Mobile, Mugul-
asha Naniba, Ofogoula, Tangipalioa, Taposa,
Tawasa, Tohome, and Yamasee. The tribal organ-
ization and system of government were closely
analogous to those of the Iroquois (q.v.). Tlie
number of gentes varied from 28 among tlie

Creek to 12 among the Chickasaw, 10 among
the Seminole, and 8 among the Choctaw. The
phratry system is recorded among Choctaw and
Chickasaw, the latter having 2 phratries of 4

and 8 gentes respectively : Panther-Wild Cat,
Bird, Fish, Deer ; Spanish (Ishpani)

- Raccoon,
Spanish, Royal (Mingo), Skunk, Squirrel, Alligator,
Wolf, Blackbird. Intermarriage between members
of the same gens was forbidden ; descent was in

the female line. As regards the designations of

the gentes, we are expressly informed by Adair
(Hist, of the Ainer. Indians, p. 16) that the Mus-
khogeans

' bear no religious respect to the animals
from which they derive the names of their tribes,
but will kill any of the species, when opportunity
serves.' Since, however, he repeatedly notes the

decay of old custom and belief among the Mus-
khogeans, we cannot assume that the usual tabus

regarding the totem did not originally prevail
among them. As among the Iroquois, the civil

chiefs were distinct from the war-chiefs ; and,
among the Chickasaw, the chieftainship was hered-

itary in the Mingo gens, and the chief religious
official in the Wild Cat (Adair, p. 31). So far did
the Muskhogeans carry the distinction between
civil and military aflairs that, notably among the

Creek, there were ' white toAvns,' devoted to civil

government and peace ceremonies, and ' red towns
'

for ceremonies of Avar.

The towns, which, when in strategic positions,
were strongly walled, contained a public square,
each of whose enclosing buildings comprised three
rooms. The structure on the east side was for the
chief administrative councillors, that on the south
for the war-chiefs, that on the west for the princi-

pal religious paraphernalia,^ and that on the north
for the inferior chiefs. The square itself was the
scene of public business and great religious cere-

monies, such as the biisk (for which see ERE iii.

507* and HAI i. 176-178) ; and there such aliens
as possessed no clan rights might sojourn as public
guests. The house of the religious leader formed
an asylum, and certain towns, notably the Creek
Kusa, were veritable '

cities of refuge,' such a city

being 'a place of safety for those who kill un-

designedly' (Adair, pp. 112, 159).
Shamans underwent an initiation of sweating

and taking emetics '^ before and during the busk
and other festivals, as well as in time of war,
abstention from various foods and from sexual
intercourse was required ; menstruous women were
obliged to retire to small huts constructed specially
for them ; and a widow was compelled to remain

single for four years (three, among the Chickasaw),
unless she could induce the eldest brother of her
deceased husband to have relations with her.

Among food-tabus particular interest attaches to
that by which the Alibamu, after a white man had
eaten, threw away all the food that he had left

and washed everything that he had used.
The religious centre to which reference has

already been made contained various figures, those

among the Bayogoula, e.g., being the bear, wolf,

opossum, and birds (cf. also Adair, pp. 30-32),
while the Mobile possessed clay images of men,
women, and animals. Among the Muskhogeans,
moreover, fire was sacred, and the flame kindled
at the busk might not be extinguished until the

following busk, when it must be put out as being
no longer ritually clean.

Information regarding the Muskhogean morality
is scarcely sufficient to afford a basis for judgment.

J Among these special mention should be made of five copper
and two brass plates preserved at Tultabatchi and still in exist-

ence, though, according to tradition, they had formerly been
more numerous. From the account given by WilHam Bolsover

(in Adair, p. 178 f.) it would appear that at least some of them
are of European origin, two even bearing the stamp JE (see,

further, UAI ii. 194).
- Initiation may also be implied in the Alibamu usage of

causing the children of both sexes to pass in procession at one
of their festivals, and to be so severely flogged as to draw blood,
after which they were required to listen to an address by one
of their elders.
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Among some tribes marriage is saiil to have been

only for a year, though it was normally renewed
if children were born, one of the signs of such

renewal being the annual hoeing of the wife's

mai/e- field by her husband's relatives.
'

It was formerly reckoned adultery, if a man took a pitcher
of water off a married woman's head, and drank of it. But
their law said, if he was a few steps apart, and she at his re-

quest sot it down, and retired a little way off, he might then
drink without exposing her to any danger

'

(Adair, p. 143).

For the first crime of adultery the man was

flogged and had his ears cropped, and the woman's
hair was shorn ; for the second offence the noses

and upper lips were cut off; for the third death
was the penalty. The Cherokee had, in virtue of

their extreme matriarchal system, no punishment
for the adulteress, although in very flagrant cases

they, like the Choctaw, submitted the woman to

the fate recorded in Jg 19^. After a man's wife
had proved false to him, he was forbidden to sus-

tain further marital relations with her.

The burial customs of the Muskho,c;'eans varied in

different tribes. The Chickasaw and Creek interred

the dead beneath his house. Among the Choctaw
the corpse was placed upon a scaffold near the

house, where it remained three moons. At the be-

ginning of the fourth, it was di.smerabered, and the

bones, after being denuded of flesh, were put in a
chest and laid in the ' bone-house '—a covered
scatibld with open ends. Each clan had its own
bone-house, and it was held to be unlawful to

mingle bones of strangers with those of kinsmen.
Over one of these mortuaries Adair (p. 183) saw
' the carved image of a dove, with its wings
stretched out, audits head inclining down.'

^ It was
also customary, when passing the spot where a dis-

tinguished warrior had been killed, to cast a stone
there.

Like so many other American Indian peoples,
the Muskhogeans burned alive captives of war, so

that the Yuchi even called the Creek K6pa (' man-
burners

'

[A. S. Gatschet, quoted in HAIi. 365]),
and they also practised ceremonial cannibalism,

especially eating the heart of their enemy.
According to the general Muskhogean tradition,

their original home was west of the Mississippi,

roughly localized around the Upper Red River,
Arkansas ; but the Kasihta believed themselves to

be descended from the siin {HA I i. 661). Lin-

guistically it is interesting to note that the Hitchiti
and Creek had an archaic dialect kno\vn as
' woman's talk

'

{ib. i. 551 ; cf. also i. 759).

LiTBRATtTRE.—Summarized accounts are given in such works
as T. Waitz and G. Gerland, Anthropol. der Naturvolker iii.,

Leipzig, 1862 ; H. R. Schoolcraft, Hist, and statist. Infonna-
lion . . . of the Ind. Tribes of the U.S., Philadelphia, 1851-57 ;

T. L. McKenney and J. Hall, Hist, of the Ind. Tribes of X.
America, do. 1854 ; and especially the artt. on the various

Muskhogean tribes and towns in HAI. For the older sources
see P. Margry, Dicouvertes et itablissements des Fran<;ais
ilans I'ouest et dans le sud de I'Am^r. septent., Paris, 1875-86 ;

B. F. French, Hist. Collections of Louisiana, New York,
1846 ff. ; J. G. Shea, Early Voyages up and doion the Mississippi,
Albany, N.Y., 1861 ; E. G. Bourne, Narratives of the Career of
Hernando de Soto, New York, 1904 ; Gentleman of Elvas and
L. H. de Biedma, in Haklnyt Soc. Publications, ix., London,
1851 ; A. G. Barcia Carballido y Zufiiga, Ensayo cronoltigico

para la hist, general de la Florida, Madrid, 1723. The fullest

account is given by J. Adair, Hi.'it. of the American Indians,
London, 1775

; see also L. N. Baudry des Lozieres, Voyage d
la Louisiane, Paris, 1802 ; A. S. Le Page du Pratz, Hi.d. de
la Louisiane, do. 1758 ; D. Coxe, Descrip. of the Eng. Province
of Carolana, London, 1741

;
W. Bartram, Travels through

N. aiidS. Carolina, etc., Philadelphia, 1701 ; T. S. Woodward,
Reminiscences of the Creek, or Muscogee Indians, Montgomery,
Ala., 1859; A. S. Gatschet, Migration Legeiul of the Creek
Indians, Philadelphia and St. Louis, 1884-88 (vol. n. = Trans.
of Acad. Sci. St. Louis, vol. v. pts. 1-2). For the language
see J. C. Pilling, Bibliog. of the Muskhogean Languages {

=
9 £ui^. ££), Washington, 1889. LOUIS H, GRAY.

1 If this is correct—and there seems to be no reason to doubt
it—we have here an American instance of the belief in the dove
as a death-bird, for which see O. Schrader, Sprachrergleichitng
und Urgesch.3, Jena, 1907, ii. 141 f. ; A. C. Kruijt, ERE vii.

243a
;
N. W. Thomas, ib. i. 625*.

MUSPILLL—Muspilli, a Teutonic word that
has given rise to much debate, occurs in an O.H.G.

poem of the 9th cent, relating to the end of the

world, and in the O.Sax. Hdiand. In the former
we read that at the last day it is impossible for

one relative to help another before the muspille ; in

the latter (v. 4358), that mudspilli comes like a
thief in the dark night, and that at the end of the

world its power pas.-ses over mankind (v. 2591). In
both sources the word means the '

day of the sons
'

—the end of the world. It appears also in the

Norse myth of Ragnarok, and would seem to have
been brought to Iceland from Germany. In the
Eddie songs the sons of Muspell are mentioned as

adversaries of the gods ( Voluspd, 51 ; Lokasenna,
42), and Snorri, on the basis of this text, tells of a

realm of fire called Muspellsheimr, and governed
by Surtr, the king of fire {Gylfaginning, K. 4ff". ).

The northern sources, however, make no reference

to Muspell as the father of these sons or the lord of

that world.
Scholars are far from unanimous as regards the

origin and literal meaning of muspilli. Some [e.g.,

Grimm, Miillenhofi", Kugel, Martin, Kauttmann,
von Grienberger, Brauue) regard the word as

having originated in Teutonic heathenism, while
others (e..9., Bugge, Golther, Better, Dortt', Hagen,
Mogk, Oirik, Grau, Sperber) take it to be a Teu-
tonic Christian term which first appeared in

Germany under the influence of Western Christian

literature, and passed thence to the north. Simi-

larly, there is great difterence of opinion as to the

interpretation of the word. Those who take the
former view connect the second element with
O.H.G. spilden, O.N. spilla, 'destroy,' 'annihi-

late,' and the first with mil-, 'earth' (Kogel),
or mth mud; 'sward,' 'turf (Martin), or muza-,
'

heap of earth
'

(von Grienberger), so explaining
the word as meaning 'earth-destroyer,' and as a

poetic expression for fire. Most of those who
argue for the Christian origin of the term trace in

its first component the M.H.G. Mund, '

mouth,' in

its second the O.H.G. spel,
'

utterance,'
'

word,' and

explain it variou-sly as 'oral announcement,' 'pro-

phesying' (Better), 'oral decision,' 'judgment,'
'Last Judgment' (Borft), or as oris-eloquium,
'oracle' (Hagen). Sperber would trace the word
to a conjectural A.S. compound, tnudes-hill,
'

mouth-sword,' and sees in this a poetic figure
for '.sentence at the Last Judgment.' Finally,

Bugge connects the first element with Lat. niundus,
'

world,' and interprets the whole as ' discourse re-

garding the world's end,' 'what is announced about
the end of the world.' What we actually know of

the word muspilli is that it is found only in con-

nexion with ideas relating to the end of the world,
and that it occurs only in poetic works either based

upon or influenced by Western Christian literature.

Literature.—A synopsis of the literature is given in W.
Braune, Althochdeutsches Lesebuch^, Halle, 1902, p. 190 f. ; cf.

also J. Grimm, Deutsche Mythologies, Berlin, 1876, ii. 674 ff.

(Eng. tr., Teutonic Mythology, London, 1882-88, pp. 11, 558, 601,
807 f.); K. Miillenhoff, Deutsche Altertumskunde, v., Berlin,

1883, p. 66 ff. ; R. KOgel, in Paul's Gnindriss der germ. Philol.,

ii., Strassburg, 1909, p. Ill
; E. Martin, in ZDA xxxviii. [1894]

186 ff. ; J. R. von Grienberger, in Indogermanische Forschung-
en, xvi. [1904] 40 ff. ; F. KaufFmann, in Zeitschr. fiir deutsche

Philologie, xxxiii. [1901] 5 ff. ;
W. Golther, Handbuch der germ.

Mythologie, Leipzig, 1895, p. 539 ff.
;
F. Detter, in Beitrdge zur

Gesch. der deutschen Sprache und Literatur, xxi. [1896] 107 ff. ;

S. Dorff, in Archiv fiir das Studium der neuern Sprachen und
Litteraturen, ex. [1893] Iff. ; S. N. Hagen, Mod^me Philologie,

Chicago, 1904, p. 397 ff. ; H. Sperber, Sprokvetenskaplig Sail-

skapets i Uppsala Forhandlingar, Upsala, 1909 ; S. Bugge,
Studien iiber die Entstehung der nord. Gbtter- und Heldensage,
Munich, 1889, p. 447 ff.

; G. Grau, Quellenund Verwandtschaft-
en der Hit. germ. Darstellungen des jiingsten Gerichts, Halle,

1908; A. OLrik, Aarbog for nordlsk bldicyndlghed og Historie,

Copenhagen, 1902, p. 224 ff. ; W. Braune, in Beitrdge zur Gesch.

der deutschen Sprache und Literatur, xl. [1915] 425 ff.

E. Mogk.
MUTILATIONS. — In the religions of an-
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tiqnity and the practices of modern savagery there
is complete evidence of mutilation of the human
body as a definite part of the ritual, the ceremony,
or the action in which it takes place, and the only
question which needs close attention is the relation-

ship between religious rite and savage practice.

Examples of both rite and practice must be the

starting-point, and it will be found that there is

no clear line of separation by peoples, race, or in

stages of civilization between religious rite and
savage practice. Thus in Hebrew history the
mutilation of Abraham is the beginning of a

religious rite which has continued through all

subsequent periods (Gn 17) ; the blood-letting of

the fourscore men who came from Shechem, IShiloh,
and Samaria was an offering to propitiate Jahweli

(Jer 4P) ; tlie marking by a burnt or incised sign
was an indication of adherence to a centre of

worship (Dt 32^, Rev V^- 13^). These are all

religious rites ; and side by side with them are

practices which may properly be termed savage.
The story of Nahash the Ammonite offering to

make a covenant with the men of Jabesh ' that I

may thrust out all your right eyes
'

(
1 S 11

) ; the

pursuit of Adoni-bezek the Canaanite, and after

his capture the cutting off of his thumbs and great
toes (Jg 1®'-); the punishment by the loss of a
hand (Dt 25^"-) ; and the remarkable demand of

Saul carried out by David for trophies of the
Philistines (1 S 18^^) are all practices of ordinary
life unconnected with ritual or religions. Herbert

Spencer, who has examined these rites and practices
so carefnlly,^ would reduce both classes to a common
denominator by the theory that the practices were
for the purposes of securing and indicating the
marks of subjugation of the conquered to his con-

queror, the slave to his master, and that they were

repeated as religious rites for the same reason—
the subjugation of the worshipper to the god.
The difficulty of accepting this conclusion from

evidence is that both rite and practice run in

parallels, not in layers, or, if there is any evidence
in the priority of record, it is, as in the case of the

Hebrews, in favour of the religious rite having
preceded the practice. Spencer's examples from

savage life deal with rulers deified after death,
survivals as sacred custom, practices which have a
sacramental nature, and ceremonies performed by
priests (p. 59) ; and it is difficult to establish from
these the priority of practice over the ritual of

religion. In the religions of Greece and Rome the
relative positions of the two are equally indeter-
minate. If the reign of Constantine V. in the 8tli

cent. ' was a long butchery of whatever was most
noble, or lioly, or innocent, in his empire,' and
included the offering of a trophy of noses from his

mutilated enemies,^ it may be that such barbarism
is an inheritance from one of the destroyers of

Rome ; but in the ancient religions there are
mutilation rites which, though perliaps adopted
from aboriginal religions, were definitely incorpor-
ated in Greek and Roman religions. At the
annual festival of the Phrygian goddess, Agdestis,
young men made themselves eunuclis, and L. R.
Farnell thinks that the rites of this cult may
belong to the various stocks of Asia Minor who
had been nursed in the older religion.^ There is

no trace of such an origin in the Roman stories of
Attis by Catullus* and by Arnobius,^ and it is

difficult to believe that the charge bi'ought against
the Romans by Arnobius was not a generally
accepted part of their religious cult. A long note

• Ceremonial Institutions {Principles of Sociology, pt. iv.),

London, 1879, pp. 52-80.
2 E. Gibbon, Decline and Pall of the Roman Empire, ed.

J. B. Bury, London, 1901-06, v. 186.
3 CCS iii. 306.
i ' Devolvit ilia acuta sibi pondera silice

' (Cam. Iviii. 5).
5 adv. Gentes, v. 6 f.

by J. G. Frazer on the small mound of earth
surmounted by a finger made of stone which
Pausanias ' describes as existing on the road from

Megalopolis to Messene, and identifies with the

story of Orestes biting ofi" the finger of one of his

hands, establishes the fact of mutilation of the

fingers by various peoples, and concludes that ' a

practice so wide spread
'

may well have '

left its

trace in the legend about Orestes.'* One further

jjoint is to be made from the fact that religious
mutilations are personal and voluntary in contra-
distinction to savage practice, where mutilations
are imposed by compulsion upon conquered enemies
or enslaved peoples or persons. This contrast is

illustrated by two independent pieces of evidence.
Aiiiol)ius^ relates that the daughter of a Gallus
cut oil' her breasts out of devotion to Aphrodite
the mother. A curious passage in the Old Irish
Treatise on the Law of Adamnan* says that before
Adamnan's time '

it was the head of a woman or her
two breasts which were taken as trophies.' The
trophy and the sacrifice in those two cases do not
seem to belong to the same plane of thought, and
yet they belong to the same range of civilization.

Spencer^ finally produces a most fascinating
argument in proof of his proposition that mutila-
tions develop from savage practice into religious
ritual, namely, that it would follow that ' some
connexion must exist between the extent to which

they are carried and the social type, and he then

groups the facts presented by fifty-two peoples.
' Of peoples who form simple societies

'

they practise mutila-
tion either not at all or in sliglit forms.

' Of societies practising
mutilations that are moderate, the simple bear a decreased
ratio to the compound,' while among

'
sucieties distinguished

by severer mutilations
'

these relations are reversed.

The argument would be unanswerable if the

examples were complete, but it leaves untouched
tiie complex problem preserved by the religions
and jjractices of antiquity. Only if the gods of

men are in all cases a development of the oppres-
sions and tyrannies of one class over another, one
dominant personality over the group, can Spencer's
simple theory be accepted. As it is, it appears
that there are two streams along which mutilations
have travelled, no doubt reacting upon each otlier,

but independent in origin. This conclusion is

quite in keeping with the accumulating evidence
that early religions owed much of their ritual to

the practical necessities of life, in which they
largely took the jjlace of both political and police
control in the societies to which they belonged.
A list of the several kinds of mutilations adopted

is not a cheerful contribution to the subject, but it

is nevertheless well to have them in this form for

purposes of reference. It can easily be compiled
from Herbert Spencer's researches already so

extensively used in this article. It includes tails

of hair, scalps, eyes, fingers, hands, thumbs, great
toes, noses, eai's, lips, jaws, teeth, hair, castration,

circumcision, blood, cuts, and lacerations.

See also Austerities, § 8.

LiTBRATCRB.—This has been cited throughout the article.

Laurence Gomme.
MYCENiEANS.— See ^Egean Religion.

MYRMIDONS.—The name of the Myrmidons
is familiar as belonging to tlie Tiiessalian followers

of Achilles at the siege of Troy (Hom. II. ii. 684).

^schylus wrote a tragedy entitled Myrmidons,
which seems to have contained the death of Pa-

troclus as its princij)al incident (A. Nauck, Tragi-
corum GrcevoruDi Fragnicnta-, Leipzig, 1889, p.

42), and the title, if not the plot, was appropriated

by Accius. According to one account, they com-
1 VIII. xxxiv.
2 Frazer, J'ausanias, London, 1898, iv. 357.
3 ado. Gentes, v. 7.

* Kd. and tr. Kuno Meyer, Oxford, 1905, p. 3.

•> P. 79.
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prised all wlio had abandoned ^gina in cora-

fany
with Peleus when he emigrated to Phthia

rom his original home (Strabo, p. 433). It was

generally believed in antiquity that their name
was derived from myrmex {fivp/xrj^),

' an ant.' Their

origin was accounted for in various ways. It was
said that Myrmidon, the eponymous ancestor of

the elan, whose name appears more than once in

the heroic genealogies (Hellanicus, frag. 17; Apoll.
Khod. i. 55), was begotten by Zeus, after he had
assumed the form of an ant in his intercourse with

Eurymedusa, the daughter of Cleitor (Clem. Alex.

Protrept. ii. 39, p. 34 P.). That is, of course, a

story of a very common type, but there is another
more generally attested. Hesiod (frag. 76) related
that .-Eacus, the son of Zeus and /Egina, whose
name was given to the island previously known as

CEnone, when he was grown to man's estate,
chafed at the loneliness of his home ; and that
Zeus accordingly transformed all the ants in the
island into men and women. In consequence of

their origin, they came to be known as Myrmidons
(Hj'gin. Fab. 52 ; Lucian, Icarom. 19 ; Nonn.
Dionys. xiii. 206 ff.). It is natural to infer from
Hesiod's language that .'Egina was removed by
Zeus to the shores of an island which was previously
uninhabited. But in other authorities (Strabo, p.

375; Ov. Met. vii. 520-660; Hygin. loc. cit.) the

legend of the transformation, which is described by
Ovid with a wealth of rhetorical detail, appears in a
different setting. The cause of the desolation of

^gina is ascribed to the jealous malignity of Hera,
who wreaked her vengeance upon the island called
after her rival by destroying its inhabitants with a

pestilence. Then Zeus answered the prayer of

jEacus, who begged for a new population, by
bringing the Myrmidons into existence. Accord-

ing to others, the transformation took place in

Thessaly and at the bidding of Peleus (Lycophr.
176). Strabo has preserved a euhemeristic vari-

ant (p. 375), according to which the Myrmidons
were so called from their ant-like method of life ;

for they were said to have excavated the ground in
order to cover the rocks with soil fitted for agri-
culture, and to have dwelt in their underground
workings to avoid the need of bricks.

If we allow that the derivation of the name is

well founded, the legendary evidence justifies the
conclusion that the ant was a sacred animal in

Thessaly, or in j^gina, or in both. But the
ultimate explanation of its sanctity is still to
seek. The adoration of an animal from which
descent is claimed, as in this case through Myrmi-
don, was formerly held to be 'an example of

straightforward totemisra
'

(A. Lang, Myth, Ritual,
and Religion, London, 1899, ii. 197), and an exact

parallel was discovered in the Incra stock or clan
of ants among the Ashantees of W. Africa (ib.

i. 69). Similar instances of the connexion of an
animal with a god, or of an animal identified with
the founder of a clan, were claimed as establishing
that totemism was once prevalent in Greece (ib.

1. 267 ; W. Robertson Smith, in EBr> xxi. 135).
But most of them are capable of other and simpler
explanations, such as the desire to propitiate and
so to avert an agricultural pest in the case of
the mouse-Apollo (W. Warde Fowler, in CIR vi.

[1892] 413) and the fox-Dionysus (W. Ridgeway,
ib. X. [1896] 21) ; and, since the existence of totem-
ism is unproved for any Aryan race (J. G. Frazer,
GB^, pt. v., Spirits of the Corn and of the Wild,
London, 1912, ii. 4, Totemism and Exogamy, do.

1910, iv. 12), it is now admitted, even by those who
formerly advocated this solution, that it is un-
certain whether a survival of totemism is to be
recognized in Greek post-Homeric legends of
animal descent (A. Lang, in i?£r" xxvii. 90).
Other inferences which have been drawn from the

legend of the Myrmidons are equally insecure.

Thus, whereas one investigator regards it as the

expression of a belief that the ruling famUy was
of separate origin from the masses (O. Gruppe,
Griechische Mythologie, Munich, 1906, p. 441),
another holds that it was invented to prove the
autochthonous origin of the iEacids (K. Tiimpel,
in Roscher, ii. 3313). It has also been suggested
that the story of the Myrmidons retains a trace of
the Oriental belief in ants as protectors of hidden

springs of water, on the ground that the legend
of yEacus is to be interpreted in the light of the

magical incantations used by rain-makers (Gruppe,
p. 801 ; Tiimpel, in Roscher, ii. 3314), and it is

possible that the story of the ant-origin was a piece
of popular etymology invented to account for the

currency of the name (Lang, Myth, ii. 196). In
that case, while we should have to look elsewhere
for an explanation of the word, the folk-story
would still continue to challenge investigation.

It should be added that the derivation of the
name Myrmidon is not universally accepted.

Literature.—The chief authorities have been mentioned
throughout. The fullest collection of the facts is in K.
Tiimpel, art.

'

Myrmidon,' in Roscher, ii. 3312—3314.

A. C. Pearson.
MYSORE STATE.— I. Description.—Mysore

is one of the principal native States in India,
about the size of Scotland. It is situated in the

south, on an elevated plateau, rising from about
2000 ft. above sea level along the northern and
southern frontiers to about 3000 in the central

parts, broken up longitudinally by lofty ridges of

rocky hills. The surface is studded with many
steep and isolated peaks, called droogs (Skr.

durga), often crowned with the remains ojf old
fortifications. The form of the country is that
of a triangle, with apex to the south, where the

mountain-ranges of the Western and Eastern

Ghats, which form its sides, converge in the tower-

ing mass of the Nilgiris. Its chief river is the
sacred Kaveri (the Xd^ijpos of Ptolemy, VII. i, 13),

whose upper basin occupies all the south. Running
from west to east and receiving many tributaries,
it encloses in its course the island of Seringapatam
(Srirangapatna), and passes out of the State to the
low country in, the Niagara-like Kaveri Falls at
the island of Sivasamudram, the site of the first

electric power installation in India. The north is

drained by the Tungabhadra, which flows across
the north-west into the river Krishna, beyond the
limits of the State, receiving on its way its chief

tributary in Mysore, the Haggari or Vedavati.
In the east is a system of three rivers rising near

Nandidroog — the Penner, the Palar, and the

Ponniar, which find their way to the Bay of

Bengal. In the extreme north-west the Sharavati
hurls itself down the Ghats towards the Arabian
Sea in the Gersoppa Falls, with a leap of 832 feet.

The western portion of the State, called the
Malnad or Malenad, the hill country, is a highland
region of noble mountains and mighty forests,
filled with the most diversified and picturesque
scenery. The remaining and much the larger por-
tion is known as the Maidan or Bayal-shime, the

plain or champaign country. In its northern parts
are open valleys of black soil, growing cotton
or millets ; in the south and west are extensive
tracts irrigated by channels drawn from rivers,
covered with plantations of sugar-cane and fields

of rice, with gardens of coco-nut and areca palms.
The high-lying lands of red soil in the east are
cultivated with ragi and other grain crops depen-
dent on the rains, while in the central parts are

stony and wide-spreading pasture grounds, covered
with coarse grass and dotted with groves of trees.

A distinguishing feature of the country is the
series or chains of reservoirs, called tanks (Kan.
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kere), formed by embanking at every favourable

point the streams which gather from the hill-sides

or higher slopes, in such a way that the outflow
from one at a higher level supplies the next lower,
and so on all down the course of the stream at a
few miles apart. They vary in size from small

ponds to extensive lakes, miles in circumference ;

and their number is not less than 30,000. Bounti-
ful rain causes them to show up as smiling mirrors
all over the landscape when viewed from a height.
But in failure of the rains they often dry up, while
in great floods many sufier damage from the burst-

ing of the embankments, or bunds. Equally
notable are the irrigation channels drawn from
rivers, especially in the south. Immense dams,
called anicuts (Kan. anekatte), built across the

river, retain the upper waters at a high level and
permit only the overflow to pass down stream.
The channels, or halves, taken off from these dams
are led over the country on either bank, winding
round all the contour of the ground as far as the
waters will flow. The total length of the channels
amounts to over 1200 miles. They, as well as the

tanks, are mostly works constructed by the old

rulers, but have been improved by modern engi-
neering science.

The importance of provisions for storing the
water will be recognized when it is stated that the
annual average rainfall ranges from over 360 ins.

on the crest of the Western Ghats to as little as
19 ins. in the north centre. But these are ex-

tremes experienced only in limited areas. The
excessive rains of the Malnad rapidly diminish

eastwards, and from 20 to 37 ins. may be taken as
the annual average for the greater part of the
State. The heaviest rain falls in the evergreen
belt of forest, the next in the belt of deciduous

forest, and the least rainy parts are those in the

dry belt.

The area of the State is 29,475 sq. miles, which
includes that of the civil and military station of

Bangalore, 13^ sq. miles, an 'assigned tract,'
under British administration. The population,
by the census of 1911, numbered 5,806,193, of whom
2,934,621 were males and 2,871,572 females. The
mean density of population was 197 per sq. mile,
but the south and east are more thickly populated
than the west and north. The two principal places
in the State are Bangalore, the administrative

capital and seat of the British cantonment (popula-
tion 189,485), and Mysore, the dynastic capital
and residence of the Maharaja (population 71,306).
To these may be added the Kolar gold fields

(population 48,635).
2. History.—In its history, which has now been

brought pretty fully to light by a study of the vast

array of its inscriptions,' the State has passed
through many vicissitudes. The earliest period to
which this can be traced with certainty is the
time of the Maurya emperor Asoka (3rd cent.

B.C.). His edicts have been discovered incised on
rocky hills in three places in the north—evidence
that it was included in his empire. Many Bud-
dhist coins of the first centuries have also been
found to the M-est of Chitaldroog. The south
there is reason to identify with the Mahisa-
mandala to which Buddhist missionaries were sent
in his time, as well as to the neighbouring Vana-
vasa or Banavasi country on the north-west. But
even previous to this his grandfather Chandra-

gupta (the Sandrakottos of the Greek historians),

contemporary with Alexander the Great, had,

according to Jain traditions, abdicated the throne
and accompanied the great Jain teacher, Bhadra-
bahu the Srutakevali, on tlie migration which he

1 Published, with text and trr., in Epigraphia Camatica, 12

vols.. Bangalore, 1886-1905, of which L. Rice, Mysore and Coorg
from the Inscriptions (London, 1909), is a compendium.
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led from the north of India to the south in order
to escape the twelve years' famine which he had
predicted. On arriving at Sravana Belgola in

Mysore, Bhadrabahu felt that his end was near.

He therefore sent the Jain sahgha who had accom-

panied him on to Punnata in the south-west of

Mysore, under Visakha. He himself remained at
Sravana Belgola and died there on the Kalbappu
hill, now called Chandragiri, attended in his last

moments by a single disciple, none other than

Chandragupta, w^ho also died there later as an
ascetic.

To the Mauryas succeeded the Andhras or Sata-
vahanas in the north. The latter name took the
form Salivahana, after whom an era, long known
as the Saka-kala, but eventually and still as the
Salivahana-saka, dating from A.D. 78, was estab-
lished. The north of Mysore has even in modern
times been designated the Salivahana countrj-.
The kings of the dynasty generally bore the name
Satakarni. On their disappearance in the 2nd
cent., the greater part of Mysore was taken posses-
sion of by the Gangas, a royal line of Jains from
the north of India. They may be connected with
the Gangaridse, described by Roman authors as

among the principal subjects of Chandragupta in

the Ganges valley. The Gangas ruled over Mysore
for 800 years, and from them it acquired the name
of Gangavadi, the subjects of which are still repre-
sented by the Gangadikaras, the principal agri-
cultural class of the State, their name being a

contraction of Gangavadikara. The Ganga capital
was at first Kuvalala, or Kovalala (Kolar), but in

the 3rd cent, was removed to Talakad on the

Kaveri, in the south-east of Mysore. In the north-
west arose the Kadambas, a Brahman family, who
were kings over the Banavasi country till the
6th century. In the north-east the Pallavas of

Kanchi, of Parthian origin, were the overlords,
the actual rulers being the Mahavalis, or Banas.
After the Pallavas were overthrown, they con-
tinued to be represented in Mysore by the Nonam-
bas or Nolambas, whose territory was known as
Nonambavadi or Nolambavadi. Their subjects
survive in the existing Nonabas.
The Chalukyas (whose name suggests a con-

nexion with Seleukeia), claiming to come from

Ayodhya, appeared in the Deccan in the 4th century.
At the end of the 6th cent, they subdued the
Kadambas, and, having established themselves at

Vatapi (Badami in the Bijapur District), entered

upon prolonged struggles with the Pallavas. The
Satyasraya, or Western, Chalukyas long domin-
ated the north of Mysore, where Belgilmi was
their seat of government. But from the latter

half of the 8th cent, there was a check to their

power for 200 years from the Rashtrakutas, or

Rattas (progenitors of the Mahrattas of the

Bombay country), whom they had on their advent
overcome. The Rashtrakutas seized the Ganga
kingdom of Mysore, and appointed their own
viceroys to govern it. But before long they rein-

stated the king, in conjunction with tlie Pa"llavas.

The Western Cliiilukyas again secured the ascen-

dancy in 973, and held it for 200 years more.

They were then ousted by their general, who was
a Jain and of the Kalachurya family.
But the Cholas from the Tamil country in the

south had, in their career of conquest, overturned
the Ganga power in 1004 and held possession of

the south and east of the State till 1116. Tlie

Iloysalas, a Jain family from the hill country in

the west, then expelled them and became rulers

of the whole of Mj'sore and beyond, up to the
Krislina river, till overwhelmed by the Muslim
invasions from the north in the 14th century.

They had previously acquired possession of the

I Choia country to the south, but were exposed to
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attacks on the north-west from their rivals, the

Seunas, or Yadavas, of Devagiri.
The Hindu empire of Vijayanagar was now

established, and continued till 1664, although the

capital was destroyed a century before. It was the

overlord of all the southern kingdoms, including
Mysore. But, after its power was broken in 1565,
the Sultans of Bijapur, with the aid of Mahratta
forces, held the north and east, while in the south
rose to independence the Mysore royal house of

AVodeyars. Except during the Muhammadan usur-

pation of Haidar 'Ali and Tipu Sultan (1761-99),
from which they were released by the British, they
have held the sovereimty till now. But, owing to

the deposition of the Kaja for misrule, the country
was under British administration for 50 years till

1881.

3. Name.—The name of the State, properly
Maisuru, is that of the capital, and may be ex-

plained as meaning
' buftalo-town.' The Sanskrit

mahish/x,
'

butialo,' becomes maisa in Kannada,
and )7?-jt is the Kannada for 'town' or 'country.'
It derives its origin from the legend of the destruc-
tion of Mahishasura, a minotaur or buffalo-headed

monster, by Chamundi or Mahishasura-mardini,
the form under which the consort of 6iva is

worshipped as the tutelary goddess of the ruling
family. The name may be traced in the Mahisha-
mandala, or Buffalo country, of Asoka's time (3rd
cent. B.C.). A possible ground for the appellation
may be found in the fact that buffalo-worship was,
and remains, a special cult of the Todas of the

Nilgiris, the southern part of Mysore. The
language of this interesting primeval tribe is that
of ilysore in the old form. The earliest mention
of them so far discovered is in a Mysore inscrip-
tion of 1117, but they must have been settled there
for ages before. They have orders of priests con-
secrated to the service of the buffalo ; their temples
are dairies where buffalo-milk is the holiest offer-

ing, and where the bell worn by the buffalo-cow is

the most sacred symbol. Their affinity to hill

tribes in Mysore is attested by the fact that their

palal, or priests, who are chosen only from the
Paiki, or highest clan, describe themselves as Der
Mokli, i.e. Devara makkalu, or 'God's children,'
which is also the case with the mande and grama
patels in Manjarabad. Then there are the well-
known Hale Paiki in the Nagar Malnad. The
TTKind of the Todas corresponds to the mandu of

Coorg and the mande of Manjarabad. The buffalo
is a sacrificial animal among the lower orders

throughout the south of India, and is periodically
slaughtered with special rites in the groves or
before the shrines of the grama-devata, or village-
goddesses.

4. Animism.—The worship of these deities gives
expression to pre-animistic and hylozoist or ani-
mistic beliefs that probably had their origin in
remote ages, long before any organized systems of

religion. But they retain their hold on the multi-
tude of the submerged, who are too low in the
scale of humanity to count upon interest on the
part of the great gods. Thus serpents and trees,
or other objects, which are closer at hand and
invested with mystery, are propitiated, with a view
to good gifts and the warding off of portentous
evils. The serpent venerated is the nuga, or

deadly cobra, and its worshippers, called Nagas,
were a widely spread race in pre-historic times.

Many minor royal families in the west claim to
be of Naga descent. Effigies of the cobra are set

up to this day at the entrance of most villages or
towns for the adoration of the public, and cere-
monial offerings are made to the living cobra. Few
natives will consent to kill one, and the body of
one that has been killed is solemnly cremated. A
cobra often takes up its abode in a deserted ant-

hill, which becomes its shrine. To embrace this
was a recognized mode of taking sanctuary.
The sculptured images of serpents mentioned above generally

consist of three slabs erected in a row, facintr the rising sun, on
a raised platform. The first bears the figure of a male cobra,
with one or more heads of an odd number up to seven ; the
middle one shows the form of a woman from the waist upwards,
crowned vdth a tiara, in the upper half, ending in a serpent in
the lower half, sometimes holding a young serpent under each
arm

; the third slab has two serpents intertwined in congress,
as in the ^Esculapian rod or tlie caducexis of Mercur3', with
sometimes a HAga engraved between them. The stones are

worshipped by circumambulation, chiefly by women, with a
view to obtaining- offspring.

The grdma-devatd, or village-goddess, is famili-

arly spoken of as Amnia, the mother, or in the
honorific plural Ammanavaru, which is the Amnor
of the Todas. Maramma or Mariamma is perhaps
the commonest, and most villages have a Mari-

gudi ; but she sometimes bears various local names
combined with amnia. Though euphemistically
styled

'

mother,' she is more feared lest her wrath
should be aroused than loved as a tender protector.
In some respects she seems to correspond to Durga,
or Kali, also called Chamundi, and is explained as
one of the furies attendant on that goddess. She
reminds one of the demon of love, anger, evil, and
death, called Mara, who opposed Buddha and the

spread of his religion.
The class of deities known as bhuta, demon

spirits, or the occult powers of nature, are wor-

shipped under the form of a few naturally rounded
stones placed together either under a tree or in a
small shrine, and smeared with oil and turmeric.
Charms to avert the evil eye, engraved on stones,
called yantra kallu, are often erected at the
entrance of villages. Similar ones on medals or
metal plates are hung round the necks or waists
of children.

5. Jainism.—The adoption of primitive animistic
beliefs into Jainism is regarded as one evidence of
its antiquity. The view now held is that it did
not originate with Mahavira or Vardhamana, but
some centuries earlier, the 8th B.C., with Parsva or

Parsvanatha, the Tirthankara who preceded him.
For the Nirgranthas mentioned in the early records
of Buddhism were followers of Parsva. But Maha-
vira was a reformer, who promoted Jainism and
introduced new features into it. He lived a little

before Buddha, but they were for some time con-

temporary. Mahavira had three personal disciples
who succeeded him as teachers and were styled
Kevalis. The next succession of Jain teachers
after them were the five Srutakevalis. Of these
the last was Bhadrabahu. He it was under whose
influence Chandragupta became an ascetic and
journeye,d in his company to the south, where both
died at Sravana Belgola in Mysore, in the circum-
stances related above. The story is met with in

ancient records, and is repeated down to modern
times. It is also supported by local memorials of

antiquity at Sravan;i Belgola and Seringapatam,
in which the summit of the hill on which they died
at the former place is described as consecrated by
the footprints of the inseparable pair (yugnia)
Bhadrabahu and Chandragupta.
Jainism no doubt already existed at that time

in Mysore and other parts of S. India. Though
its antiquity and its priority to Buddhism are now
generally known, and it was freely distributed in

upper India, it is singiilar that the first discovery
by Europeans of the Jains as a sect should have
been made in Mysore, and that not till so late as

the beginning of the I9th century. The discovery
was due to Colonel Colin Mackenzie, who at that

period made the survey of Mysore. It is thus only
in recent years that the Jains have received special
attention and the distinction between them and
Buddhists, of whom they had been considered an
offshoot, has been established. Their creed is called
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the Jina-sasana, a leading doctrine of which is the

sycidvdda. The Bhavyas is another name for the
Jains in inscriptions.
There are two divisions of the Jains—the Dig-

ambara (sky-clad or nude) and the Svetambara
(white-clad). Those in Mysore belong to the

former, and there is reason to believe that the

separation took place when Bhadrabahu forsook
the north for the south. They are composed of

yatis, or clerics, and irdvakas, or laity. Only the
former now discard clothing and that only at

meals ; at other times they are covered with a

yellow robe, becoming Pitambara. The Jain

images of the Tirthankaras, many of colossal size,

are always nude. The priests claim to be of the

Sri-Mula-sahgha, which was formed by Arhadbali,
it is said, into four, namely, the Sena, Nandi,
Deva, and Simha sahghas. The sahghas are com-

posed of ganas, and the ganas of gachchas. The
seat of the chief guru, or high priest, in Mysore
is at Sravana Belgola, and he claims jurisdiction
also over the Jains in Delhi, and certain places in

North and South Kanara. From the beginning of

the 12th cent, the Sravana Belgola gu7-us have
the distinctive title of Charukirti Panditacharya.
They are of the Kondakundanvaya, Nandi-safigha,
Desigana, and Pustaka-gachcha. They had a sub-

ordinate establishment at Maleyur, in the south of

Mysore, which is now closed. Its gurus apparently
had the name Bhattakalanka Deva. The other

existing seat of a Jain guru is at Humcha, in the

Nagar country to the west, dating from the 8th

cent., but it is in a very reduced condition. The
gurus bore the name Devendrakirti Bhattaraka.
Jainism enjoyed royal patronage down to the

12th century. It Avas greatly promoted by Samanta-
bhadra in the 2nd cent., and was the State creed
in the time of the Gangas, of some of the Rashtra-
kutas and Kalachuryas, and the early Hoysajas,
also of the minor States of Punnata, of the San-

taras, the early Changalvas, and the Kongalvas.
But the extinction of the Rashtrakutas in 982, the
Chola conquests in 1004, the conversion of the

Hoysala king in 1098, and the assassination of the

Kalachurya king in 1167 were severe blows to its

influence. It had been opposed on its religious side

by the Brahman reformers Kumarilabhatta and

^ankaracharya in the 8th century. Sectarian
bitterness then became pronounced, and at about
the same period the Jain leader Akalanka is said

to have overcome the Buddhists in disputation
before the royal court at Kanchi, in consequence of

which the latter were banished to Ceylon. On the
other hand, in 1368, in the reign of Bukka-Raya
of Vijayanagar, when the Jains or Bhavyas com-

plained of being persecuted by the Bhaktas, or

Vaisnavas, the king summoned the leaders of both

parties before him, and, after full inquiry, took
the hand of the Jains (as the record graphically
puts it) and, holding it in the hand of the Vaisnavas,
decreed that no difl'erences could be recognized
between them, and that each might freely carry on
their respective religious ceremonies without inter-

ference. Even before this broader views had been

spreading among the Jains, for we find Jina de-
scribed in 1151 as the Universal Spirit who is Siva,
Dhatri (Brahma), Sugata (Buddha), and Visnu,
while for a generation following there were chief-

tains who supported all four creeds.

The Jains were the earliest cultivators of Kan-
nada, the language of Mysore, and created in it

an extensive literature of great excellence and
variety. Their numbers in Mysore were returned
as 17,630 in the census of 1911, an increase of 28

per cent in the last decade. But they are not a

proselytizing sect, and this accession is due to the

Sadas, a class of Vokkaligas, or cultivators, in the
central parts, having entered themselves as Jains.

Such they no doubt were originally, but at the

present time only one section worship Jina, the
other two sections being worshippers respectively
of Visnu and Siva. All eat together and inter-

marry, the wife adopting the practice of her
husband. A few Jains also have migrated from
the Rajputana States. These are Svetambaras,
and are money-lenders or merchants. Most of the
Jains are traders and landlords, some are workers in
brass and copper, but few are farmers. There has
been some movement among the Jains of recent

years in organizing their members and opening
communications with those in other parts, for

which there are now so many facilities.

6. Buddhism.—Buddhism was, of course, the
official creed in such part of the north of Mysore
as was included in the Maurya empire in the time
of Asoka, the 3rd cent. B.C., towards the close of
his life, though he is considered by some to have
been a Jain in his earlier days, and was probably
brought up as one. Be that as it may. Buddhism
was carried in his reign by missionaries to Mahisha-
maiidala, the south of Mysore, and Vanavasa
(Banavasi) in the north-west. These countries,
which were beyond but bordering on the Maurya
empire, were thus newly brought into connexion
with the religion at that time. There is no evidence
that it made much progress, but Rhys Davids has
found mention in early Pali writings of Buddhist

scholarship in Karnataka. Certain references also

occur in inscriptions. One informs us that a
Buddhist affixed a challenge to the main door of

the palace at Talakad, the Ganga capital, in A.D.

247, claiming that no disputants would be able to
stand up against him. But a Brahman took up
the challenge, and, when the Buddhist denied the
existence of the soul, refuted and overcame him,
makinghim crouch down like a vanquished elephant.
The Bana king in 338 is said to have been like

Bodhisattva in compassion for all living things.
A grant to a Buddhist by the Ganga king Madhava
(357-370) has been obtained, the site of which was

apparently near the old religious centre Avani, in

Kolar District, and the donation was made for the
benefit of a vihdra.
As Pathak has pointed out,

' the Buddhist writer Taranatha,
the Jaina writer Brahmanemidatta, and the Brahnianical writer

Madhavacharya are all agreed in dating the final decline of

Buddhism from the time whfn the illustrious authors Kumarila-

bhatta, Akalanka-deva, and Sankaracharva appeared in Southern

India," i.e. the Sth century (^JRASBo xviii. [1894] 28S).

The victory of Akalanka the Jain over the Bud-
dhists and their consequent banishment to Ceylon
have been already mentioned. Still, even so late

as 1055, a Buddhist vihdra was erected in Belgami
in the north-west, and a Buddhist sdvdsi, or nun,
was living there in 1098, while a great Buddhist
town named Kalavati is mentioned even in 1533.

It is of interest to note that an ett'ort has been

quite recently made to revive Buddhism in Mysore
by missionaries connected Avith the Buddhists of

Burma and Ceylon. Tavo branches of the S. India

Sakya Buddhist Society have begun Avork, one in

the civil and military station of Bangalore in 1906,
and one at the Kolar gold fields in 1909. There
Avere at the time of the 1911 census 622 Buddhists,

though only 10 Avere returned in 1901 . The increase

is due to converts. The religion seems to appeal
especially to the Tamil-speaking artisans and
middle classes in the localities named. There are

no Jains at the gold fields.

7. ^aivism and Vai$navism. — Brahnianical
Hinduism is principally associated Avitli the Avor-

ship of Siva and Visnu. No definite beginning
can be assigned for these systems. They liave

existed from the earliest historical times. Both

gods Avere generally recognized, wliile minor deities

found a place as varied manifestations, female

counterparts, or attendants of one or the other.
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They were sometimes combined under their names
Hariand Hara. Hindus in 1911 numbered5,340,908,
or 92 per cent of the population.
The common symbol under which Siva is wor-

shipped is the lihga, or phallus, a solid, round,

stumpj' pillar, fixed in the centre of a flat circular

slab representing the yoni, but there is practically
no consciousness of their significance, and the wor-

ship is free from anything indecorous. Facing the

lihga is the recumbent bull Nandi, the vehicle of

Siva. But the god is also sculptured in anthropo-
morphic forms, bearing certain emblems or posing
in particular attitudes. The spread of Saivism in

the south seems largely due to a teacher named
Lakulisa (also written Nakulisa), who can be traced
to the lat cent. , and was believed to be an incarna-
tion of Siva. He was born in Karohana (Karvan
in the Baroda State), and is mentioned in the Vdy^l
and Lihga Puranas. His system was that of yoga,
or asceticism, which was followed by the Pasupatas,
so called from Pasupati, a name of Siva. It was
known as the Lakula-siddhanta, Lakulamnaya,
and Lakulagama. His being sculptured as 6iva
with a club, which is the meaning of his name,
suggests comparison with Hercules and hia club.
He had four disciples

—Kusika, Gargya, Kaurusha,
and Maitreya—who gave rise to four branches of
the sect. The Lakula system was established at
Mewar in Rajputana and other places in the north.
In the south the Pallava kings of Kanchi had the
bull, or Nandi, as their crest, and the khatvdnga, or
Siva's club, on their banner. The Mahavali, or

Bana, kings in the east of Mysore claimed to have
made Paramesvara (or Siva)—worshipped by all

the three worlds, the lord of gods and demons—
their door-keeper, which probaWy means that they
had erected a notable temple of Siva at the entrance
of their capital. A Bana queen built the 6iva

temple at Nandi, at the foot of Nandidroog, before
806, and the Kalamukhas, adherents of the Pasu-

Eata
system, were at that period established on the

ill and parts around.
In the 8th cent, arose the great 6aiva reformer

Sankaracharya, who recognized the Pasupatas.
He was the founder of the Smarta sect, and estab-
lished his principal 7«a(A, or monastery, in the
west of Mysore, at Sringeri, the head of which is

styled the jagad-guru, or priest of the world, and
is ^videly acknowledged as a pope in the south.
On the north-east of Mysore we have a record of

the Nonambas|or Nolambas, who were descendants
of the Pallavas, dated in 943, which brings to notice
a munindtha named Chilluka, in whom Lakulisa
is said to have been born again, fearing lest his
name and works should be forgotten. This points
to a fresh revival of the system after some decline.
In 1020 a Lakulisa appears at Melpadi in N. Arcot.
He may be the same as the one to whom a grant
was made in 1035 at Belgami, in N.W. Mysore, by
the Chalukya king Jayasimha, for the Pancha-
Linga temple, which is described as the Kalamukhi-
Brahmachari-sthana. The Kalamukhas (or black
friars) were exponents of the Lakulisa system, and
they are explained to be a branch of the ^akti-

parshe, of the Muvarakoneya-santati of the Parva-
tavali. At the end of the 11th and during the
12th cent, there was a wider adoption of the
Lakulisa system, under the Hoysala kings. The
principal centres were Dorasaniudra (Halebid),
Arsikere and its neighbourhood, but especially
Belgami. Here an eminent line of learned gurus
who were Kalamukhas is mentioned in connexion
with the Kodiya-matha attached to the Daksina-
Kedaresvara temple. In 1162 it was visited by
Bijjala, the Kalachurya king, who was a Jain.
So impressed was he by the erudition of the high
priest and the unstinted charities dispensed by the
institution—food and medicine being given freely I

to all comers—that he added to its endowments.
And, among other extensive praises, it is said to
be a place where commentaries were made on the
Lakula-siddhanta, the Patanjali, and other Yoga
systems. Towards the close of the 13th cent, we
are informed, in a record in Tiptur taluq, of appar-
ently a new Lakula-samaya, which perhaps refers

to some fresh features introduced into the system.
At the same date grants were made to the Pancha-

Linga to the west of Chitaldroog. Below the
Ankli-matha at this spot is a series of subterranean
caves with special arrangements for yogdsana.
Though in this form more a philosophic than a

popular creed, it doubtless had its influence on the

people in general. But in the middle of the 12th
cent, took place the revival which resulted in the
establishment of the Lingayat, Jangama, or Vira-
Saiva religion. This was a revolt against Brah-

manism, and it still persists as the popular faith

of the Kannada - speaking people. Basava, the

prime minister at Kalyana of the Kalachurya
king Bijjala, whose sister the king had married,
was the_ moving spirit of this reformation. He
was an Aradhya Brahman of Ba^evadi in Bijapur
District. He had refused to be invested as usual
with the sacred thread, which involved adoration
of the sun, and had then retired to Sangamesvara,
where he was initiated in the tenets of the Vira-
Saiva creed. This, according to one account, was
originally founded by five sages

—Ghantakarna,
Gajakarna, Renuka, Daruka, and Visvakarna—
who, in the present Kali age, acquired the names
Ekorama, Panditarya, Revanaaiddha, Marulasid-

dha, and Visvarya. Tl)eir seats are at Kedarnath
(in the Himalayas), SrisaUa (KamQl District),
Balehalli (in W. Mysore), Ujjini (on the Mysore-
Bellary frontier), and Kasi (Benares). Channa-
Basava, the son of one of Basava's sisters, is con-

sidered a joint promoter with his uncle of the

Lingayat faith. Ekorama is no doubt identical

with fikantada-Ramayya, who, in a record of the
end of the 12th cent. , is related, to have signally
defeated the Jains. He was a Saiva Brahman of

Alande in Gulbarga District, and settled at Ablur
in Dharwar District, where, by means of a miracle,
he gained his victory, certified by the king Bijjala,
who was himself a Jain. The epithet before his

name signifies that he had only 'one aim,' the

worship of Siva. Finding Basava freely spending
the public funds for his religion and putting his

own adherents into all offices, the king interfered,
and incontinently ordered two pious Lingayats to

be blinded. This cost him his life, for he was

poisoned or assassinated. His son resolved to

avenge his death, and Basava fled to Ulavi on the
west coast. It was besieged, and, when the place
was reduced to extremity, Basava in despair threw
himself into a well and was drowned. But, ac-

cording to the Lingaj'ats, he disappeared into the

Lihga at Sangamesvara.
The new faith, however, rapidly spread, and

within 60 years after Basava's death, or by 1228,
it was embraced from Ulavi, near Goa, to Sholapur,
and from Balehalli (in Kadur District) to Siva-

fanga
(Bangalore District), superseding that of the

ains, many of whose images and temples were
adapted for Siva-worship. Virtually all the States
in Mysore professed it, especially those in the
north and west.
The sthdvara, or fixed lihga, as an object of

worship in a temple, was by it brought more home
in the jangama, or movable lihga, attached to the

person. This is a small acorn-like black stone,
enshrined in a silver reliquary suspended from the
neck or bound on the arm. It is worn throughout
life and buried with the body at death. The
karma-mdrga, or way of rites and ceremonies,

especially animal sacrifices, which promised saiva-
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tion in three births, gave place to the jndna-mdrga,
or way of wisdom, by concentration on the lihga
in one's own hand, which promised salvation in

one birth. The sect was originally recruited from
all castes, and observances of caste, pilgrimage,

fasts, and penance were rejected. Basava taught
that all holiness consisted in regard for three

things, guru, lihgam, and jahgam—the guide, the

image, and the fellow religionist. But caste dis-

tinctions are maintained in regard to social

matters, such as intermarriage. Initiation is by
a priest of their own sect.

Since the decline of the Jains, the Lingayats
have to some extent preserved and cultivated the
Kannada language. Their sacred books— the
Basava-Purdna and Channa-Basava-Purdna—
dated 1369 and 1585, are written in it. The number
of Lingayats in Mysore was returned as 729,431 in

the 1911 census, but they also exist in larger
numbers in the south Bombay Districts (1,339,248)
and in the adjoining Districts of Madras (134,592)
and Haidarabad (over 750,000), as well as some in

other parts. They have numerous maths all over

the country, but the chief one seems to be the

Murigi math to the west of Chitaldroog.
For the worship of Visnu the earliest incident

met with is his appearance before Bali in his in-

carnation as a Brahman dwarf. Begging for only
three paces of ground, on this being granted, he
assumed his own proportions and in three strides

compassed heaven, earth, and the lower regions.
In the time of Bana, Bali's son, Krsna is said to

have invaded his territory and overcome Siva, who
fought for Bana. The thousand arms of the latter

were cut off, except two, with Avhich he was com-

pelled to do homage. Perhaps, in other words, all

Bana's battalions were destroyed except two,
which surrendered. These stories, whatever basis

they may have, clearly point to a supersession of

the 6iva-cult by that of Visnu, and refer to an

early period. The Ganga king Vishnugopa, of

about the 4th cent., was devoted to Narayana
(Visnu). From this god the Chalukyas obtained
their crest of the boar, another of his incarnations.

But the tendency was to harmonize the two.

Thus, the Vijayanagar kings had the boar crest,

though they signed themselves after Virupaksha,
a name of Siva. The Mysore kings claim descent
from Krsna, and, along with devotion to Sri-

Ranganatha, worship Chamundi.
An undoubted historical event is the arrival

of the Vaisnava reformer Kamanujacharya, also

called Emberumanar, at Tonnur in Mysore,
whither he had fled for refuge from persecution by
the Chola king, who was a Saiva. About 1098 he
converted the Hoysala king Bitti-Deva, who was a

Jain, and who now took the name Visnuvardhana.

Ramanuja also established the sect of Srivaisnava

Brahmans, but records show the existence of

^rlvaisnavas more than a hundred years before.

He set up the Yatiraja math at Melkote and re-

ceived large grants of land from his royal convert
on both banks of the Kaveri. Under the Hoysalas
temples were erected for both Visnu and Siva.

And in subsequent periods they were jointly recog-
nized in the combined form,of Harihara, composed
of Hari (Visnu) and Hara (Siva). The fine temple
of Hariharesvara at Harihara on the Tungabhadra
was erected by a Hoysala general in 1224. But
a record of 1130 says, with reference to their

special symbols :

' Whether holding the iankha (conch) or the kapdla (skull),

why make a difference? Whether the chakra (discus) is in the
haiid or the trisuUi (trident), why distinijuish between the

weapons? In token of which they assume one form with separate
hearts—the joyful Hari and Hara.'

One of a century later says :

' The celebrated Siva acquired the form of Vij^ju, and Vi§pu
acquired the great and famous form of Siva, in order that the

saying of the Veda (that they were one) might be fully estab-
liahed.'

In the 14th cent. Kesava or Visnu is identified

as follows :

' He whom the Saivas worship as Siva, the Vedantins as

Brahma, the Bauddhas as Buddha, the Naiyayikas as Karta,
the Jainas as Arha, the Mimamsakas as Karma.'

8. Brahmanism.—Brahmans are said to have
been introduced into Mysore from the north of

India in the 3rd cent, by the Kadamba king
Mukanna in the west, and the Pallava king
Mukunti in the east. There are now three

principal sects—the Smartas, 63 per cent, founder
Sankara in the 8th cent. ; the ^rivaisnavas, 10 per
cent, founder Ramanuja in the 12th cent., forming
two branches, Vadagalai, or northerners, and

Tengalai, or southerners ; and the Madhvas, 23

per cent, founder Madhvacharya in the 13th cent. ;

there are also a few Bhagavatas, 4 per cent, whose

origin seems to be very ancient. A non-Brahman
sect of Vaisnavas are the Satanis, followers of

Chaitanya, who worship Krsna and are priests to

the Holeya and other lower orders.

9. Muhammadanism.—The Muhammadan re-

ligion came in with the Muslim conquests of the
14th cent., and the domination of Bijapur and the

Mughals in the north and east after the overthrow
of Vijayanagar. During the usurpation of Mysore
by Haidar'Ali and Tipu Sultan at the end of the
18th cent, vast numbers of captives taken in war
were transported wholesale, with their wives and
families, from their native countries to other parts
of the kingdom and forcibly converted to Islam,
the boys being trained for military service in Chela
battalions. The number of Muhammadans in the

1911 census was 314,494, or 5 per cent of the

population. Nearly all are Sunnis, settled in

the country for some generations. Mappilas, or

Moplahs, are immigrants from the Malabar coast,
and Labbai from the Coromandel coast.

10. Christianity.
—Christians in the 1911 census

were returned as 59,844, an increase of 19^ per
cent on the previous decade. They include 42,543
Roman Catholics, 6656 Anglicans, and 9050 other

Protestants. The great majority of the Indians

and Anglo-Indians belong to the first, and of

Europeans to the second. Some stray Dominicans

apparently visited the country in the 14th cent.,

followed by Franciscans in the 16th. But it was
in the middle of the 17th that Jesuits began
regular work. That order was suppressed by the

pope in 1773, and, soon after, Tipu Sultan razed

all the churches except two to the ground. J. A.
Dubois became head of the Mission at the be-

ginning of the 19th cent., and spent many years in

Mysore. There is now a bishop in Bangalore, and
stations are established in many of the principal

parts. There are several Protestant missions at

work, the oldest being the London Mission, which

began in 1820, and the Wesleyan in 1835. Some

years before this a Wesleyan missionary from

Jaffna, named Elijah Hoole, seems to have visited

Mysore, where' he had an interview with Dubois,
who is said to have expressed the opinion that the

conversion of the heathen was a hopeless task.

Both missions have a number of stations and in-

stitutions, the former in the east and the latter

in the south and west, each with head-quarters in

Bangalore. The London Mission were pioneers in

female education, in 1840. The Wesleyans started

the teaching of English to the natives; also a

printing press for vernacular works. More recently

they have established hospitals. The American
Methodist Episcopalians began work in 1880, and
minister chiefly to the Anglo-Indians in Bangalore,
but also have an Industrial School for Indians at

Kolar. The Church of England Zenana Mission

have hospitals for women in Bangalore and

Channapatna, and visit Musalman families in
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their homes there and at Mysore. A United

Theological College was opened in Bangalore in

1914, to which the various missions in South India

send selected students to be trained as preachers
to their countrymen. The ideal of a Nationalist

Indian Protestant Church seems to be in the minds
of a few Indian Christians, but its realization has

yet to come.
The Brahma Samaj is represented by 65 mem-

bers of the Sadharan section in Bangalore. Theo-

sophy has also been brought to notice in the same
place. The Y.M.C.A. and the Y.W.C.A. have
made very substantial progress there, and the
Salvation Army has taken over the silk farm
started by Tata under Japanese management. A
Social Service League has recently been established
in Mysore.

II. Conclusion.—With so much religious activity
in the past, and so many diflerent agencies in opera-
tion at the present, Mysore has proved itself a
favourable meeting-place for many creeds. And
in view of the long predominance of Jainism, im-

mediately followep Dy the establishment of the
still popular Yira-Saivaor Lingayat faith, it might
perhaps on good grounds be described as a home of

dissent. On the other hand, on the side of ortho-

doxy, two chief Hindu reformers made it their
abode. The State, as it now exists, has not been
blind to the drawbacks of a purely secular educa-

tion, while still desiring to maintain the neutrality
in religious matters which has been the policy of

the British Government. Private agencies have,
of course, as far as they were able, supplied a

counterpoise. But the State was in favour of more
public recognition of religion in the educational

system. Arrangements were accordingly made in

1908 for the introduction of moral and religious

teaching in the colleges and schools. Suitable

books for the purpose were published by Govern-
ment and by private agencj', and it was hoped
that an abiding impression for good would be made
on the boys and girls receiving the instruction.
After a time it was found advisable in colleges to

adopt weekly lectures by professors and pandits in

place of daily half-hour religious and moral lessons.

In the higher schools teaching was based on the
Sandtana Dharma text-books and prescribed books
on morals. In the lower classes instruction was
imparted by the narration of simple stories con-

taining moral precepts, with the help of wall-

pictures. In the village elementary schools a short

prayer in Kannada was recited both at the begin-
ning and at the close of the day's work, followed

by verses relating to daily conduct fi'om the
Dharmabodhini and other books. The latest official

statement on the subject was to the following effect :

after five years' experience it is still difficult to say
what real advance has been made, and whether
any of the desired results have been achieved. In
the higher institutions, where the subject is in the
hands of capable teachers, the lessons are in-

structive. But in the lower schools the want of

trained teachers to handle the subjects and the

paucity of suitable text-books have made the

teaching to lack in interest and to becom^ more or
less stereotyped. It is a question whether in the

long run it is not wiser to leave this branch of
education to the parents and communities con-
cerned. But, after discussing the matter, the

Representative Assembly of 1915 has voted for the
continuance of religious instruction.
Literature.—L. Rice, Mysore, revised ed., 2 vols., London,

1897 ; J. A. Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs, and Cere-

monies'*, tr. A. K. Beauchamp, Oxford, 1906; F. Buchanan,
A Journey from Madras through the Countries of Mysore,
Canara, and Malabar, London, 1807, reprinted Madras, 1870.

Lewis Rice.
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MYSTERIES (Babylonian).—Since the belief
in life after death held no important place in Baby-
lonian religion, and their conception of existence
in the nether world was gloomy and foreboding,
they necessarily evolved no mystic rituals-tind
doctrines to provide the soul with immunity when
it descended to Arallu. The precautionary mea-
sures for those who died consisted in providing
them with bread and water for their journey, con-

tinuing the celebration of the breaking of bread and
pouring out water for their souls at sacred family
feasts or in the official cult. But these simple
measures to secure the soul repose in the lower
world were known to all and concealed from none.
If the Babylonians possessed any cult-mysteries,
we must look for them in connexion with the cele-
brations of the death and resui'rection of the nature-

god Tammuz. There is no doubt that the litur-

gies sung at the midsummer wailings for the

young god of vegetation, who had died and was
sought for by his weeping mother and consort were
accompanied by a mystic pantomime. It is very
probable that the celebrants made an image of tlie

young god, and clothed him in some sacred garb,
adorned his bark with flowers and grain, and cast
him upon the waters of the canals and rivers.
His descent beneath the waves symbolized his

transportation to Arallu by demons. In the cele-
bration of this festival" the celebrants probably
chose one of the priestesses to play the part of the

Greek, Phrygian, etc. (P. Gardner), p. 77.
Mithraic—See Mithraism.
Phrygian.—See 'Greek, Phrygian, etc'
Roman (P. Gardner), p. 82.

weeping mother Innini (Ishtar), who sighs for the

departed lover and finally herself descends to
Arallu to seek for Tammuz. She rouses him from
his sleep and returns to earth bearing him in her
bosom. The liturgies of this festival consist largely
in dialogues and monologues uttered by Tammuz
and Innini, and it is difficult to understand how
the celebration could have been performed unless
a priest acted those parts in which Tammuz
appears as a young god shepherding his sheep,
becoming the bridegroom of Innini, and reposing
in Arallu, where he utters dialogues with the
descended goddess. It is possible that, as in cei;-

tain Greek mysteries, only women were admitted
to some parts of this pantomime. The doctrine i
inculcated by this ceremony explained the mystery I

of the death and revival of vegetation. Unilfiy^- (

edly jJie priests taught the people that the mystery
conjisted in the deatljL of a^oo; in tlRTconsequ^ffb
disappearance of the mother-goddess, in his resur-

rection, and~Tn~Orel^tui-h of thelnofher-godde'ss ;

finally; ^le reviving life oT the earth depends upon'\
the marriage of these deities. During the Sumerian
cults of emperor-worship which thrived from the
age of Dungi, second king of the dynasty of Ur,
to the end of the Sumerian dynasties of Isin and
Larsa the king himself was regarded as Tammuz.
This identification was based upon an ancient
belief that some mysterious connexion existed
between the king and nature. Not only do the
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liturgies of the cults of these deified emperors
speak of the kings as controlling the beneficent
life of the earth and bestowing rains, sunshine,
and harvests, but, after the belief in the deity of

kings was abandoned, the Semites continued to

attribute this mystic power to their kings. In the
earlier period we possess Sumerian hymns which
celebrate the marriage of the divine king with tl\e

mother-goddess ; the ceremony of the marriage of

a nature-god with one of the married types of the

mother-goddess at the spring equinox characterizes

Sumero-BabyIonian religion. This mystic rite, in

fact, seems to have been severed from the Tammuz-
Innini cult and attributed to married types of the

nature-gods, as Ninib and Gula, Nebo and Tashmet,
Marduk and Zerbanit, and performed at the New
Year festival in the spring. Although the doc-

trines concerning life and death in nature were
not concealed from the people, it is probable that

the actual ceremonies were regarded as mysterious
and sacred acts. Tammuz is the only important
god who is never represented in art, and we have
also no representations of the marriage ceremonies.
It is practically certain that only priests and

priestesses were allowed to perform in these cele-

bration^ but no references to initiation have been
found, y^

In the later periods of pessimism and philosophic

speculation this cult was brought into connexion
with the life beyond the grave in so far as their

conceptions of that life permitted human worship
to send aid to departed souls. We possess a Semitic

composition known as the 'Descent of Ishtar,'
which probably represents mystic speculation on
this point and a ceremony to comfort the dead."

According to the last line,
' May the dead arise

and smell the incense,' the priests chanted this

hymn to comfort those who had gone to Arallii.

I Here we have a long description of how Ishtar

(descended by the seven gates of hell to the lower
world. No reason for this perilous journey is given,
but from the liturgies of the Tammuz-Ishtar cult

we know that the descent was made to rescue the

young god. Her disappearance from earth is

marked by the cessation of plant and animal activ-

ity. She is imprisoned by Erishkigal, queen of

the lower world, and afflicted with bodily disease.

The gods interfere and send a messenger {Asu-Stt-

namir,
' His going forth is glorious') to Erishkigal

to secure the release of the goddess of all life. By
his pleasing appearance he overcomes the wrath of

the under-world deity and causes her to swear in

the name of the great gods (to release Ishtar).^

The hymn here introduces a ruse by which Ea the

water-god prevented his messenger As<i-su-namir
from attaining immortality. This is an old motif
in the Sumero-Babylonian theory of the fall of

man to show how man (on this theory) lost eternal

life by the jealousy of the water-god, patron of all

knowledge. The mo^i/" is worked into this mystic
1 The liturgies of the Tammuz-cult were sung in Sumerian by

the Semites, who borrowed the entire ceremony. These litur-

gies were provided with an interlinear Semitic version
;
there-

fore the words of the ceremonies were certainly public property.
2 The text will be found in IV Rawlinson 2 (Pinches), London,

1891, plate 31. The colophon does not say that it is a copy from
a Babylonian source, but part of a Sumerian original has been
found. An Assyrian duplicate of Obv. 33-45 has been recovered

by L. VV. King (^Cuneiform Texts, xxxiv. 18, Ki. 1904-10-9,
159+K. 7600, London, 1914). We have here in all probability
a mystic composition from the late Sumerian period.

3 The objects of the oath are not given. Here Rev. 18-29
follows a passage showing how Ea deceived his messenger AsCl-

Su-namir by telling him to ask for the mystic water-vessel in

order to drink the water of life and attain immortality. He
asks for this and instead he is told that he has asked for what
no man should ask for. Wherefore she curses him with dis-

grace and poverty. This is a repetition of the ruse which Ea
invented for Adapa, whom he advised to refuse the water of

life. Both Asfi-su-narair and Adapa are mortal proti5g68 of Ea,
who fears that in their missions before the gods they will obtain
the gift of immortality and hence he will lose them in his

worship.

hymn to emphasize the condition of the dead, who
cannpjt_hQp£L .to attain 41ie water of eternal file^

Having thus sworn under the persuasive intiuence
of the comely messenger, Erishkigal orders the

spirits of the lower world to wash Ishtar with the
' waters of life,' by which she is healed ; she is then
conducted by the seven gates to earth. The water-

god also commissions his messenger to try another
method to bring back Ishtar in case the queen of

Arallu refuses to give her up.^ The hymn implies
here that Tammuz is also in the lower world. The
last lines (46-58) run as follows :

'
If she grant thee not her deliverance as to her repeat thy effort.

Tammuz, the husband of her maidenhood.
Wash with clean water, anoint with good oil.

Clothe him in a radiant garment and let him play 2 the flute

of lapis-Iazuli.

May the whores 3 reel their bodies.'

[Then] Belili ^ had completed her precious things.
She whose lap was full of jewels ;

She heard the wailing of her brother ; Belili smote her

precious things,
And her chamber was filled with jewels.
' Oh mine only brother not shalt thou bring me to shame.
On the day when Tammuz plays for me the flute of lapis-

lazuli, and when on that (day) 5 with him they play to me
on a flute of porphyry,

Yea with him the men wallers and the women wailers play
to me.

May the dead arise and smell the incense.'

We have here a cryptic hymn whose composition
is illogical in places, many ideals being abruptly
introduced, and the whole composition bears the

impress of a mystic cult. The real object of this

hymn, which was probably accompanied by a pan-
tomime, was to comfort the souls of the dead and
assist them to arise for the parentalia. The flute-

playing of Tammuz, who knows the sorrowful

abode in Arallii, has a powerful effect upon those

who sleep in that shadowy and silent land. Like

Orpheus, whose music on the lyre appeased the

deity of Hades and secured the release of Eurydice,
so the music of Tammuz secures the release of his

consort Ishtar. At the same time on earth the

sacred women celebrate the myth of Tammuz and

Ishtar, Avhile the divine sister Belili wails for his

return to earth. It is improbable that this com-

position belongs to the ordinary Tammuz liturgies

sung at the midsummer wailings, for these were

invariably said in Sumerian and were composed in

liturgical style.
The adaptation of this cult to mystic purposes

was probably more widely spread in the late period
of Babylonian and Assyrian history than has com-

monly been supposed. This seems to be the only
trace of a mystic cult in Babylonia.
On the other hand, their world views were

wholly under the influence of the doctrine con-

cerning mystic wisdom revealed only to the initi-

ated by divination. All events in the world are

regarded, not as results of natural causes or of the

exercise of the free will of man, but^jiiULbe
' de-

2i&ipnj_Xgi/-i5^w) of the gods. This word is often

reptaced byT[ie~v?oM'lHSir^^ 'treasure,' 'secret

knowledge,' and both have been rendered by

'mystery' in Assyriological works. These mys-
teries (this secret knowledge concerning the future)'

were revealed by the gods to the priests of divina-

tion {bari%, 'diviner,' bartitu, 'divination'), whc
were initiated into the study of divination. The

principal subjects of this extensive discipline con-

sisted in interpreting the divine secrets by hepato-

scopy, astrology, lecanomancy
"^

(especially the

method of pouring oil upon water in a bowl), tera-

toscopy, and oneiromancy. According to Berossus,.

1 So the present writer understands a disputed line Rev. 46.

"i Ue&A Um-tal-lalt
, ,. , .

3 Prostitutes in the temple-services of Ishtar who took part

in Tnmmuz celebrations. , rf „ o .

1 Sister of Tammuz. ^^4f = "'^™-
,

6 Onlv these three are referred to in the otticial directions for

the initiation into the mysteries of divination (H. Zimmern,

Ritualtafeln fur den Wahrsager, Leipzig, 1901, no. 24).

^
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the seventh pre-diluvian king was EiifSwpaxos,^ in

whose reign arose a fish-man from the Erythraean
Sea and revealed the mysteries to this king. At

any rate such must have been the nature of the

revelation to this king, for in historical times the

gild of diviners recognized Enmeduranki, a mytho-

, logical (?) king of Sippar, as the founder of this

art. Only descendants of this king were admitted
to this gild and taught the principles of divina-

tion, and this secret knowledge was transmitted
from father to son. Physical and mental sound-

ness was required of all applicants for initiation.

The technicfil books for each department of divina-

tion are extensive and are written in a peculiar
mixture of Semitic and Sumerian which must have
obscured their meaning. These books were prob-

ably the sacred possession of the gild of diviners.

Kings not infrequently publish in their historical

inscriptions a full copy of the report of the diviners

on certain royal undertakings.
^ We possess a very

large number of letters and reports* from as-

trologers to the kings of Assyria concerning the
events about to occur, as they were revealed by
the conjunctions and positions of the planets, con-

stellations, and atmospheric conditions. These

reports are really extracts from the mystic book of

astrology which gave instruction on every possible
astral condition. It seems, therefore, that the

diviners had no hesitation about publishing the
results of their prognostications, even when in

certain cases (as in dreams) similar data might be
used by laymen and the proper results inferred

from published reports. The oracles of Arbela,

upon which the kings of Assyria particularly

depended, wei'e all published and became common
property.^ Nevertheless the barH priests certainly
guarded the books of divination as mystic treasures.

At the end of tablets of this class we find the

literary note,
' The secrets of divination ; the in-

structed shall teach the learner and the uninstructed
shall not read.' * Tablets containing the mysteries
of divination were called the ' sacred possession

'

of

the gods.^
Tlie Babylonians believed that Ea the water-god

in several successive revelations had communicated
to tlie pre-diluvian kings all knowledge useful to

man, and ' since that time nothing material has
been added by way of improvement to his instruc-

tions.'' The various reports (by Berossus) of

' Variants, EueSuipetrxo?, 'AeScopecrxos, Edoranchus.
2 For such reports of liver omens published in the historical

inscriptions of Nabuna'id see S. Lanfjdon, Xeubabylmiische
Kouuismschriften, Leipzig, 1912, pp. 266-270 and 286-2S9. The
same king publishes a dream and its interpretation (ib. p. 279),
and a dream of Asurbanipal with its interpretation occurs in
the historical inscriptions of that king.

3 R. Campbell Thompson, Reports of the Magicians and
Astrologers, London, 1900. A number of letters to Assyrian

kind's contain such reports (R. F. Harper, Assyrian and Baby-
lonian Letters, 14 vols., Chicago, 1892-1915).

* The mysteries of Arbela stand apart from those of the barH
priests, and appear to be unique in Babylonian and Assyrian
history. The prophets and prophetesses of this oracular spot
do not appear to have employed any of the ordinary means of

discovering the will of the gods but to have replied from in-

spiration solely. Besides Arbela Assur also was recognized as an
oracular spot (see Langdon, Tammxtz and Ishtar, Oxford, 1914,
pp. 128-141).

5 So the colophon K. 7628 in the British Museum. K. 9736 has
la mfidu-xi la immar, 'the uninstructed shall not read.'

Agumkakrime, a Cassite king, adds the same colophon to a
historical inscription which was obviously intended for public
information (V Rawlinson, 33). The scribe was proljably a
Cassite who did not understand the colophon and added it as
evidence of pedantic learning.

8 Ikkibu of Nebo, god of writing and learning (Zimmern,
mtualtafeln, pp. 156, 2

; 118, 40); ikkibu(nig-gig) of Nebo and
Lugal(i.e. Marduk)(K. 7628) ;

ikkibu of Nabu, Lugal, Shamash,
and Adad (V Rawlinson 33, viii. 30-32). Ikkibu is a loan-word
from SMmerian nil/gig > iggig and generally means, 'abomina-
tion,' an act which one is forbidden to do, and hence by
metonymy came to mean,

'

object which one is forbidden to
touch.'

7 Berossus, in Syncellus, Chronicon (L P. Cory, Ancient
Fragments^ London, 1832, p. 23).

their beliefs concerning the revelation of the
sciences and arts and of the origin of the world
and of man are confused. In some sources the

being which arose from the sea was
JEa. (Oannes)

in the reign of the fourth king. The revelations

to later kings were made by mythical fish-deities

sent by Ea and similar in form to him. The
Greek sources of Berossus generally recognize
four revelations under the first, third, sixth, and
seventh kings (Alorus, Amillarus, Daos, and
Euedoreschus). Berossus also reports that ' Ea
(Oannes) wrote concerning generation and civil

polity,' and that Cronus [sic !) appeared to the
tenth and last pre-diluvian king, who is the hero
of the Flood. Cronus commanded him ' to engrave
in writing the beginning, the middle, and tlie end
of all things, and to place it in Sippar.' After the
Flood Xisuthros the king was transported to the
land of the blest to dwell with the gods, and he
instructed those who survived the Flood in a ship
to return to Sippar, excavate these writings, and
make them known to all iiien.^ From this we
infer tliat the Babylonians did not regard the
sciences or the knowledge of the beginning of

things as mysteries. The hero of the Flood has
the title hasisatar (Xisuthros), 'the extremely
wise,' and Adapa, a mythical hero and creation of

Ea, has the same title, but they are not connected
with mysteries in any of our known sources,

although Adapa became symbolical with '

sage.'

According to the Semitic Babylonian version of

the fall of man, Anu the heaven-god cursed man-
kind with disease because Ea had revealed to him
' the things of heaven and earth and given him a

wily heart.' This most probably refers to know-

ledge of good and evil and not to the mysteries of

divination. A historical inscription of Asurbanipal
describing the education of that king has the fol-

lowing much disputed passage :

' The ... of the sage Adapa I learned. The hidden secrets
of all writing, the tablets of heaven and earth,^ I read, and
disciplined myself. In the assembly of scholars I busied

myself with the decrees (of the gods). The mysteries 3 of

heaven with the wise masters of oil-divination (\) I . . . The
dreadful secrets which are not to be revealed I read.' *

From this passage we may infer that this king
was admitted to the gild of the bard priests.

LiTERATtJRE.—A. Jcremias, Handbuch der altorientalischen

Geisteskultur, Leipzig, 1913, pp. 10-20. For the cult of Tammuz,
S. Langdon, Tammuz and Ishtar, Oxford, 1914 ;

H. Zimmern,
'Der babylonische Gott Tamiiz,' ABAW xxvii. [1909]. For

mysteries of divination see Literature under Divination (Assyro-
Biibylonian), to which add E. G. Klauber, Politisch-Iieligiose

Texte, Leipzig, 1913. See also a suggestive art. by A. Boissier,
in Archives suisses d'anthropologie ginirale, Geneva, 1914, nos.

land 2. S. LANGDON.

MYSTERIES (Christian).—!. The problem.—
In Hellenic and Hellenistic usage the terms rd

/jLVffTTiptov and (far more frequently) t& ixvarrripia

describe a secret cult, initiation into which pre-

supposed a course of special preparation. It was
sacrilege for an initiate to divulge anything that/

he had seen, heard, or experienced in the solemnt
esoteric ritual (see Mysteries [Greek, Phrygian,
etc.]). The same terms occur in the NT, morel

especially in the Pauline Epistles, and the questionj
has arisen whether, in those early Christian docu-l

ments, Christianity is ever regarded as a mystery -4

religion. We know that tlie first Christian missions
to the pagan world were carried on in an environ-
ment in which mystery-cults were influential. It

can scarcely be doubted that many of St. Paul's
converts would be drawn from the religious associ-

ations which those cults had brought into being.
1 Cory, Ancient Fragments, p. 29.
2 This probably refers to the books of astrology and perhaps

also to those of hepatascopj'.
3 For AD-SAD Tei\/iAD-HAL=piriStu.
* C. F. Lehmann, Samas&mnukin, Leipzig, 1892, pi. xxxiv.

13-16.
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Did the early Christian missionaries assimilate
their gospel to the esoteric doctrine and ritual

which made so powerful an appeal to Graeco-Roman

society ?

2. Use of |Av<rTiipiov in NT.—An examination
of the significance of the term /ivvrripiov in the NT
must start from the usage of the LXX. There
are about a dozen examples of fj-varripiov in the

LXX, and, except for two passages in the charac-

teristically Hellenistic Wisdom ofSolomon (14'^' ^^),

in which its technical significance is obvious, it

seems usually to mean ' secrets
'

or '

secreLjilans
'

either of God or of men. The single instance
found in the Gospels (Mt 13"=Mk 4" = Lk 8^")

follows the LXX, as denoting the secret plans of

God concerning His Kingdom which are being
revealed in the words and deeds of Jesus. This

meaning fits a considerable number of the Pauline

examples, e.g., Ro 11^, 1 Co 15^S etc., in which

fjLVffT-^pioi' stands for a ' secret purpose
'

of God,
revealed to the Apostle, she'ScRlrgTiglrE on problems
which would otherwise remain wholly perplexing.
For St. Paul the Christian prophet is the man who
knows all /ivarripia (1 Co 13^ ; cf. 1 Co 4^), i.e. the

secretnimd of God. For his thought, however,
one secrefTJivillfe-purpose overshadows all others,
the admission of the Gentiles to a full share of

IChrist's salvation on equal terms with the Jews.
IThis he designates /xva-Tripiov in various important
passages, all belonging to the Imprisonment
Epistles {e.g., Eph 3'«- 6^^, Col l^^^- 4^). It is

noteworthy that in several crucial instances (e.g.,
Ro 1125, 1 Co 2'' 15", Eph P, Col ps, 2 Th 2^) the
term has a distinctly eschatological outlook. But
enough has been said to indicate that St. Paul's
use of ixvcTTripLov has no suggestion of an esoteric

(cult

or ritual. As a matter of fact, it is generally
associated with verbs of revelation {aTTOKoki-n-Teiv,

yvuipl^eiv, (pavepovv).
One example stands by itself, and deserves

attention because of its relation to later Patristic

usage. In Eph 5^^, when dealing with the bond
between husband and wife, St. Paul adduces Gn 2-*

as enforcing their unity, and adds :

' This tivtrrripiov

is far-reaching : I interpret it of Christ and the
Church.' As the result of an exhaustive examina-
tion of the use of ixvcrr-qpiov by Justin Martyr,
H. von Soden has shown that he constantly
uses it as equivalent to Trapa/SoXij, (tvix^oXov, and
Tuiros. Here, therefore, the OT passage is regarded
as pointing forward to the relation between Christ
and the Church. This explanation covers the four
occurrences of fivarripLov in the Apocalypse. Von
Soden further points out that Justin is the first

Christian writer who employs fxvaTripiov to describe
the Christian faith, which he compares with the

pagan ixmr-qpia. Even more significant for the
drift of Christian thought is the fact that Ter-
tullian regularly translates fnvar-^pLov by the Latin
sacramentum,. We must, nevertheless, guard
against forming hasty conclusions from these
data. For, as von Soden observes, 'sacramental

conceptions and theories do not link on to the
terms sacramentum and fivaT-fjpiov, but to ritual
acts which had no such designations originally,
and even later did not in the first instance re-

ceive them on account of their form' [ZNTW
xii. 224), Indeed, this terminology was a very
gradual adaptation to an already established

practice.

3. Relation of St. Paul to mystery-religion.—In
one of the passages cited above (1 Co 2') St. Paul
makes a distinction between the usual theme of

his preaching, 'Jesus Christ and him as crucified,'
and a ' wisdom '

(ao^ia), a ' Di^ane Avisdom iv

/jivcrTTjplcp, which has been hidden,' a more advanced
stage of Christian instruction intended only for
the ' mature '

(rots reXetois). His language in this

context might certainly suggest that he has availed
himself of mystery - terminology in writing to

people who must have been already acquainted
with it. Would this imply that he was in sympathy
with mystery-conceptions ? Some scholars have
laid emphasis on the occurrence in the Epistles of

terms and ideas which they regard as definite

evidence of a direct ^'Tlffhip >'ftAvpon Sf^ Paul a^^
tUfijnystery-religien: Let us briefly examine some
typical examples.

(a) Terms.—St. Paul's favourite antithesis be-
tween irv€VfjLaTLK6i and \pvxiK6s has been explained
from Hellenistic religious usage. There can, in-

deed, be little doubt that within the sphere of

mystery-cults irvev/jLa and voOs have become religious
terms. But it is also plain that the contrast be-
tween irvev/j.a and ^vxh, so fundamental for St.

Paul, is exceedingly rare in Hellenistic religion,
since ^vxh is apt to retain its significance as the

higlier element in human nature in opposition to

(xGiixa. The present writer has attempted to prove
that St. Paul's religious use of Trvev/xa, ^pvxh, and
their derivatives has its genuine roots in the soil

of the OT {St. Paid and the Mi/.^fery-Beligions,

pp. 155-158). To take another instance : in the

mystery-documents yvQa-is seems usually to mean
that immediate apprehension of God which results
in salvation or, more strictly, deification {e.g.,

Poimandres, ed. Reitzenstein, p. 336, line 24 f.).

It is a practical experience rather than an intel-

lectual process. Without.question St. Paul regards
yvQi(TLs as a supernatural gift {e.g., 1 Co 12^ 13^ etc.).
In one of his profoundest utterances (Ph 3^"^") it

describes the most intimate fellowship conceivable
between the soul and Christ. But here also ac-

count must be taken of the prophetic conception of
the '

knowledge of God,' which is a revelation to
the inner being. We may therefore speak of a

striking affinity between the OT idea and that of
Hellenistic religion, while admitting that, in the

employment of the term and the conception which
it embodied, St. Paul presupposed his readers'

acquaintance with these through the medium of

the mystery-religions. A somewhat similar con-
clusion may be reached as regards his use of yuera-

fjLop(pov(xdai. and cognate expressions {e.g., 2 Co 3'*,

Ro 8=9, Pli 3^1). There are probably points of

contact here between St. Paul's thought and the

mystery-idea of transformation by the vision of
God. But in the latter the chief emphasis falls on
a quasi-magical transmutation of essence. The
nature of the Apostle's conception of the irvev/xa,

which is the instrument in the process, sets in the
forefront its moral significance.

(b) Conceptions.
—Perhaps even greater stress is.

laid upon alleged parallel conceptions in St. Paul ,

and the mystery-cults. Thus, e.g., the death and i

restoration to life of such mythological personages
as Adonis, Attis, and Osiris, which, in the mystic
drama, so att'ected the initiates as to produce a
certain consciousness of entrance through passion-
ate sympathy upon a life which the grave could
not quench, are compared with St. Paul's teaching
of redemption through the crucified and risen

Jesus. But evidently this affinity did not appeal
to tlie Greeks tliemselves, for the Apostle mentions
that to them the preaching of the Cross was folly

(fiwpia). As a matter of fact, no real comparison is

le<;itimate. The Greek legends of these so-called\

redeemer-gods have no hint of the forgiveness of )

sins. This forms the core of St. Paul's gospel. In
the one case an imposing ritual excites tlie emo-
tions. In the other, men, as constrained by the

love of Christ, surrender their lives to His obedi-

ence. They assent to tliat estimate of things
which is involved in the Cross. That implies a
new moral attitude to ihe world and to God. A
similar distinction may be traced between the idea
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of salvation ((rurrripia) in the mystery-religions and
that proclaimed by St. Paul. In the former salva-

tion has mainly in view the pressure of Fate,

Necessity, and those ills which belong to the

limitations of earthly existence. It is invariably
conceived as a character indclebilis. For St. Paul

its atmosphere is the love of God revealed in Jesus

Christ. From the very nature of the case it is

charged with moral implications. It is mediated
to the believer by the Spirit, and the Spirit is the

Divine response to faith.

It is natural that St. Paul's conceptions of

Baptism and the Lord's Supper should be investi-

gated with a view to the discovery of affinities

with mystery-ritual.- It is highly probable that

baptismal rites and sacramental meals, in so far as

we can interpret the meagre and obscure data,
were conceived in Hellenistic religion as working
ex opere operato. No such idea is discernible in

the utterances of St. Paul. In the case of both
sacraments faith is for him the indispensable

Eostulate
of all that possesses spiritual value.

Martlet's definition of a sacrament (ERE ii..377) is

essentially true to the Apostle's standpoint :

' a

symbol conditioning a present deeper and decisive

experience of the Divine grace, already embraced

by faith. But all is psychologically conditioned,

being thereby raised above the level of the magical
or g'MfwJ-physical conception of sacramental grace.'
The attempt of R. Perdelwitz (Die 3fysterien-

religion unci das Problem des I. Petrusbriefes,
Giessen, 1911) to find echoes of mystery-religion in

1 Peter is ingenious but quite unconvincing.
LiTERATURB.—On iiucmjpioi' in NT : H. von Soden, ZNTW

xii. [1911] 188-227 ; J. Armitage Robinson, St. Paul's Epistle
to the Ephesian^, London, 1903, pp. 234-240. In favour of an
intimate relation between St. Paul and the mystery-cults :

W. Bousset, Kyrios Christos, Gottingen, 1913, pp. 125-
186 ; A. Dieterich, Eine Jlithraslitxcrgu^, Leipzig, 1910

;

R. Reitzenstein, Poimandres, do. 1904, Die hellenistischen

tlysterienreligionen, do. 1910. Against the foregoing view :

C. Clemen, Der Einfluss der Mysterienreligionen auf das
dlteste Christentum, Giessen, 1913

; E. von Dobschiitz, Studien
ttnd Kritiken, Ixxviii. [1905] i. 1 ff. ; P. Gardner, The Religious
Experience of St. Paul, London, 1911 ; H. A. A. Kennedy,
St. Paul and the Mystery-Religions, do. 1913

;
A. Schweitzer,

Die Oesckiehte der paulinischen Forschung, Tiibingen, 1911,

pp. 141-184. H, A. A. Kennedy.

MYSTERIES (Egyptian).—!. Introductory.—
Herodotus and Plutarch tell of the existence of
'

mysteries
'

in Egypt, and explain them thus :

' At Sais is the burial-place of one whom I scruple to name
[Osiri3). ... On the lake [of the temple], the Egyptians repre-
sent by night the sufiferings undergone by Him (ra S(Uri\a t(jiv

iraOewv avToC), and this representation they call Mysteries (ja
KoAeoueri nuaTTJpia). All the proceedings in these Mysteries are
well known to me ; but my lips shall piously refrain from
mentioning them '(Herod, ii. 170 f.).

'
Isis would not that her own woes and grievous joumeyings,

that the deeds of his wisdom and heroism should fall into
oblivion and silence. She therefore instituted holy, sacred

Mysteries (TeAcrai) which would afford an image, a representa-
tion in mimic scenes of the sufferings he endured (elxovas kclI

vrrovoias ical fj,Cfj.rifia tCiv Tore jrafiij^tciTcoi') that they might serve
as a pious teaching and a consolatory hope to the men and
women who passed through the same hardships

'

(Plut. de Is. et

Osir. xxvii.).

From such statements we may infer the follow-

ing definition : the Egyi)tian mysteries are rites in

which recitation anTT'lliimiu auliun aie associated,
i.eT dramatic pertormances ^f mystiFal character.
Such dramas eimct -the O&iiiaii fegend ; they teach
a lesson and hold out consolation to the men who
view them ; the latter, being bound to observe

secrecy upon those mysteries, are 'initiates.' It

has been alleged that Herodotus and Plutarch,
influenced by the Orpliic and Eleusinian rites,

transposed them to Egypt, and ajjplied the name
of '

mysteries
'

to ceremonies having no kind of

analogy with the rites of initiation (C. Sourdille,
Herodote et la religion de VEgijpte, Paris, 1910,

p. 284), but the author of such an assertion makes
light of the Egyptian sources themselves, which.

on the contrary, confirm the statements of the
Greek writers on every point.

2. The Osirian mystery.—The most explicit

Egyptian text is a stela, dated from Senusret III.

(Xllthdyn., c. 1875 B.C.): a high official, Igerne-
fert, tells how he conducted a ceremony called ' the

ceremony of the golden chamber for the mystery
(seSta) of the lord of Abydos (Osiris)' ; it has been

published by H. Schaefer, Die Mysterien des Osiris

in Abydos, Leipzig, 1904.

Let us briefly recall the Osirian legend.
The Good Being (Unnefer) reigned over Et;ypt, and, with

the help of his sister and spouse, Isis, he taught his subjects
agriculture and all the arts and crafts ; he also conquered the
rest of the world in order to civilize it. His brother Seth

(Typhon), however, murdered him, and launched the cortiii

containing the body into the Nile. It drifted away to Byblos,
and was discovered there by Isis, who took it back to Buto in

Egypt. Seth again found the corpse, and cut it into pieces,
which he cast into the Nile. Isis resumed her mournful quest,
searched for and found the fragments, and wherever she found
a piece she raised a tomb over it. Then Horus, the son of

Osiris, Thoth, and Anubis, his friends, came to Isis' help in

order to 'avenge' Osiris ; they justified him before the court of

the gods, and restored his mummified body to life and immor-

tality. Thus could Osiris hand over his realm to his son, Horus,
who became the patron and ancestor of the Pharaohs (cf. A.

Moret, Kings and Gods of Egypt, Eng. tr., London, 1912, p.
77 «f.).

Such was the subject of the mystery (seSta) of

Osiris. Igernefert, to whom Senusret III. has
committed the preparations for the performance,
attends first to the properties and requisites for

scenery. He procures a barge which is to stand for

the solar bai-i, a statue of Osiris adorned with lapis-

lazuli, electrum, and precious stones, and also

movable shrines in which to place the statue. In
his capacity of ' head of the mystery,' Igernefert
conducts the process of fabrication, and appoints
sets of '

hourly priests
'

to execute the rites. When
the action begins, he plays the part of Horus

(sajnei-'f,
' the beloved son ') ;

after him, the

principal parts are those of Anubis and Thoth,
played by other high officials. The drama has
several acts.

(1) It opens with a procession (perjt) of Anubis

(Upicaut), who comes to protect (nedniv) his

father Osiris, and, with the help of Horus, defeats

the adversaries of the barge (neSmet), and over-

throws the foes of Osiris. Those adversaries are

figured by supernumeraries Avho come to blows
with the subjects of Osiris, and the fights are some-
times pictured (A. Moret, Myst^res egyptiens, Paris,

1913, p. 15) ; Herodotus alludes to them (ii. 61, 132).

We may suppose that now Osiris was shown sailing
out in his barge, in order to conquer and civilize

the world, after his triumph over his adversaries.

(2) The death of the god is treated next. No
less reticent than Herodotus (ii. 170) and Diodorus

(i. 21), Igernefert only points to this second act

with a periphrasis :

'
I conducted the great outing

and I followed the god upon his steps.' Now, the

expression
'

great outing
'

(perjt ciat) means the

'great mourning.'
Was, tiien, the murder of 0.siris represented?

We do not know. The texts in the Pj'ramids
(Vth-VIth dyn., c. 2600 B.C.) describe the quest
and discovery of the sacred corpse :

'

They found Osiris such aa his brother Seth did fell him (nedi)
on earth, at Nedit '

(N, 1263), and further :

'

Isis embraced his

body after she found him, stretched upon hia side, on the shore
of Nedit '(N, 868 f.).

Other texts recall the woeful lament that rose up
then to the throne of Ra :

' O Ra, hast thou not heard the voice that hath risen on an
evening upon the shore of Nedit, the moaning cry of all the

gods and goddesses' (W. Golenischeff, Die Mettemichstele,
Leipzig, 1877, 1.46 f.).

It may be that the procession of the perjt dat
would carry out realistically the search for and
finding of Osiris's body while reciting the lamenta-
tions. At any rate the body of the god, richly-

adorned, was carried in a barge to his tomb at
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Peker (the archaic cemetery of Abydos, Avhere
E. Am^lineau claimed to liave found tlie

' tomb of

Osiris
'

within the enclosure of the tomb of King
Ghent [Le Tombeau d'Osiris, Paris, 1899]). The
calendar of festivals at Medinet-Habu places the

perjt dat on 22nd Thoth (H. C. Brugsch, Thesaurus,
Leipzig, 1883-91, p. 224); other texts assign to it

different dates, and Plutarch places the funeral
festivities of Osiris in the month of Athyr (Schaefer,

p. 25, n. 4).

(3) After the burial we witness the resurrection
and triumph of the god. Igernefert says :

'
I have avenged UDnefer (Osiris) on this day of the great

fight, I have smitten all his foes upon the river of Nedit '

(1. 21).

Amid the cheers of his people the god sailed back
in his barge to his city of Abydos ; he re-entered
his palace as a king (11. 21-24), and received there
his '

purification,' i.e. the rites which would ensure
his life and triumph, at least until the next

panegyiics. Here again the same circumspection
as above is observed ; the process of Osiris's resur-

rection, though it must necessarily be understood,
is no more clearly alluded to than his death.

Igernefert reveals only the outward pomp of

Osiris's pageant ; the fight against the adversaries
of the gC\d corresponds to the spectacle witnessed

by Herodotus at Papremis (ii. 63) : around the

image of the god and on its way to the temple a
battle is fought, but the god enters his temple
despite his opponents.
This is the most complete account that we possess

of an Osirian 'mystery,' but other documents pre-
serve descriptions of festivals which include certain

episodes of a mystery. Thus the feast celebrated
on 1st Pakhon, when the king is seen cutting a
sheaf with his sickle and sacrificing a white bull,

seems to actualize the death of Osiris, god of

vegetation (Moret, MysUres, p. Ii.). Another

ceremony, the erection of the ded, the Osirian

pillar, symbolizes the resurrection of the god and
is associated with fighting and shouting {ib. pp.
12-15) ; the Sed festivities bring before our .eyes
the coronation and victory of resuscitatetl Osiris

(ib. p. 16). Still more valuable are the rituals in

the temples which describe the secret ceremonies
of the passion and resurrection of Osiris. . They
were celebrated in small temples -or in chapels
erected for the special use of the god, such chapels
being found in all large Egyptian temples. Of
these ceremonies some would take place daily,
others only at certain festivals ; doubtless their
rites formed the secret part of the '

mystery,' the

part which Igernefert piously refrains from ex-

plaining and in which the death and resurrection

of Osiris are acted.

We must remember that Igernefert, in order to

celebrate the Osirian mystery, had appointed sets

of
'

hourly priests
'

(wnw-tw), and ' he had taught
them the rites of every day,' in his capacity of

'head of the mystery.' Now, the Btolemaic

temples have preserved in their Osirian chapels
texts and pictures illustrating the rites which the

hourly priests recited and acted during each of the
twelve hours (wnw-t) of night and of day. It is a
sacred drama played by priests who assume the
different parts of the Osirian family ; we see Shu
and Geb, the father and grandfather of Osiris ;

Horus, his son ; Anubis and Thoth, his brothers or
relatives ; the four children of Horus ; the god-
desses Isis and Nephthys, wife and sister of Osiris ;

and, lastly, reciting and officiating priests. The
scenery given by the reliefs consists of an image of

Osiris swathed in the funeral shroud, a bed upon
which the divine mummy is stretched, and several

requisites, such as crowns, sceptres, weapons, liba-

tion vases, paint and incense boxes. The di'ama

opens at six p.m. and closes twenty-four hours
later ; it falls into twelve hours of night (from six

p.m. to six a.m.) and twelve hours of dny (from six

a.m. to six p.m.). Its subject is the passion and
resurrection of Osiris. From the first to the last

hour the rites lead, step by step, towards the

triumph of the god ; yet this gradual advance is

hardly felt because each hour is scenically treated
as forming a complete little drama in itself, in

which the god passes from death on to resurrection.

At the beginning of each hour Osiris is led back
to his initial state of distress, from which he is

wrenched irresistibly by the power of rites and
formulae, only to be brought back anew at the
close of the hour (texts of Philaj, Edfu, Denderah,
published by H. Junker,

' Die Stundenwachen in

den Osirismysterien,' SWAW, phil-hist. Klasse,
liv. [1910] ; the author makes a mistake in begin-
ning with the hours of day, as the rites, as in anj'
other festival, begin at six p.m. ; the right order
is twelve night hours followed by twelve day
hours ; for the bas-reliefs showing the scenery
cf. A. Mariette, Dendirah, Paris, 1880, iv. ; E. A.
W. Budge, Osiris, London, 1911, ii. 21 tf. ; Moret,
MysUres, pp. 20-36).

If we group together the actions and recitations

during the course of these twenty-four hours, the
scheme runs as follows :

(1) Isis and Nephthys have searched and found the body of

Osiris upon the river of Nedit ; vocero and prolonged lament
(cf. the papyrus of Berlin published by J. de Horrack, Les
Lamentations d'Isis et Xephthys, Paris, 1866 ; Moret, Kings and
Gods, p. 81 f.).

(2) On hearing the cries, the gods come in haste ; Horus,
Anubis, and Thoth carry magical implements and vases filled

with fresh water ; Osiris is cleansed of all stains by four libations
and fumigations.

.(3) Divine magic effects a series of miracles : (a) the dis-

membered body of Osiris is restored ; (6) by unctions with oil

and paint and by the agency of the adze of Anubis mouth, eyes,
and ears in the Osirian body are '

opened
'

; (c) the members are

put into motion, and each organ recalled to life (those rites are
more elaborately developed in a special ritual called 'Opening
of the mouth '

(wap-re ; cf. E. Schiaparelli, II Lihro deifunerali,
Turin, 1879)) ; (d) other methods are used to revive Osiris's body :

it is buried in the earth that it may germinate and give forth

sprouts, as tokens of the rebirth of the god ; these proceedings
of resurrection by plant-growth are full3' developed in rites

celebrated in the Choiak festivals (text of Denderah ; V. Loret,
RTr in. [1882], iv. [1883], v. [1884] ; Moret, Kings and Gods, p. 85 ;

on sprouting Osiris cf. Moret, p. 9i and pi. xi) ; (e) Osiris is also

revived by simulating an animal rebirth ;
the priest who plays

Anubis lies in a recumbent position—which is that of the fcetus

in the mother's womb—under the skin of some sacrificed animal.

He symbolizes Osiris being conceived anew, being reborn in

the hide, and issuing, as if from the matrix, after assimilating
to himself the life of his sacrificed adversary, Seth (fourth hour
of day ; Moret, Myst&res, pp. 31-34).

(4) About midday, as the result of all these various rites,

Osiris is alive. He is fed with offerings, adorned, and crowned ;

he also recovers the privilege of 'creative voice' (mad (ine) or
'

just of voice
'

(Maspero), by which he is able to baffle all

dangers, and to create instantly whatever in any emergency
necessity demands.

Such, in brief, were the proceedings when the

'great mystery' {seSta wr) or other great rites

(
lah w wnv) were celebrated. We may conclude

that the 'purification' (dbu) of Osiris mentioned

by Igernefert (1. 21) as complementary to the

mysteries celebrated at Abydos was also in itself

a sacred drama ; it actualized the resurrection of

Osiris and his rebirth to a life eternal, by a process
which remained a secret to the majority of men.

3. Application to men.—We have fairly precise

information, therefore, regarding the rites, secret

or otherwise, which were celebrated in those sacred .

dramas for the benefit of Osiris. Yet such"
monies can deserve the name of mysteries only
when, spreading beyond the precincts of the temple,

they extend their efficacy from the god down to

a certain class of men whwn we call 'initiates.'

Did the mysteries of Osiris^ possess an operative

power for the man ' well informed
'

of them ? The
author of De Iside et Osiride answers cate-

gorically :

'
Isis instituted those mysteries that they might serve as a

lesson of piety and consolation for the men and women who
should suffer the same trials

'

(xxvii.).
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The trial through which men sliall pass like Osiris

is death ; the solace held forth to them is the

promise of a renewedlife^ of the same rebirth as

N^'Ss eTiecte3^T5r~t)sifis. Such beliefs do not

originate from the later epoch in Egyptian history ;

already in the IVth dyn. (c. 3000 B.C.) we find as

an essential principle that any man receiving the
funeral cult should be assimilated to Osiris. The
funeral rites are connected with imitative magic ;

^ the dead man becomes identified with Osiris

murdered and dismembered by Seth, then restored,

vivified, and avenged by Isis and Horus ; if those
rites once proved eificacious for Osiris, they shall

still prove so when repeated for any man. There-
fore the mystery of the perjt dat must be renewed
for the benefit of every dead man. On the day of

the funeral a little sacred drama is performed in

the chapel of the tomb ; the defimct is said to be
Osiris, his wife Isis, his sister Nephthys ;

his son
and his friends assume the parts of Horus, Anubis,
and Thoth, or, should the family decline to actually
])lay the parts, professional priests take their place.
In the course of this sacred drama the same rites

occur—opening of the mouth, vegetal and animal
rebirth—which are depicted upon the walls of the

tombs, especially the tombs of the XVIIIth and
XlXth dynasties (cf. SchiapareUi, where abundant
material drawn from the tombs of Seti I. [XlXth
dyn.], of Rehmara [XVIIIth dyn.], etc., is brought
together ; cf. G. Alaspero, tltudes de mythologie,
Paris, 1893-1911, i. ; Moret, MysUres, p. 36 ff.).

Among those rites some—e.g., the opening of the
mouth— were known -without restriction, and
formulae and mimic are displayed upon the walls
of the tombs

; but certain others were kept secret,
for they are only alluded to, or represented by
enigmatic figures with hardly a legend to explain
them. This 'mysterious' part of the rites is

probably what the texts call the ' sacred rites

celebrated in conformity with that secret book
(ieSta) of the officiating priest' (Moret, Mysth-es,
p. 18), or the '

rites of Abydos of which the defunct
must be "informed " '

(reli hert Ibdw, C. R. Lepsius,
Denknuder, Berlin, 1849, ii. 127), which answers
to the expression used by lamblichus (vi. 5. 7) to

designate the mysteries : rd dTroppijTa, to. Kpinrra 4i>

'A§v8(fi. We may suppose that a formal initiation
was necessary to be ' well informed '

of these rites

and admitted to their benefits. The most im-

portant of them is, according to documents, the
one here called the mystery of animal rebirth. To
effect the rebirth of Osiris, Anubis '

passed
' under

a hide, which thus became the cradle (meshent) of
the god recalled to life {Book.of the Dead, xvii. 18).
This rite, applied to men, is often depicted in the
Theban tombs : an officiating priest, called the
tikemo, is drawn along on a sleigh, crouching in
the same recumbent position as the foetus in the
womb (Moret, MysUrcs, p. 82 f. ; principal source,
tomb of Montwherj-hepsef and RehmaraKi, in the
same position again

' he lays himself ^6wn under
the hide of a cow, in the land of transformation,'
or 'the earth that ren^wetli life' (Rehmara);
when he issues from th^'skin, he is supposed to be
bom to a new life. Such an allegory is certainly
analogous in its meaning to the diksa in Vedic
ritual. Here the sacrificer passes under the bide
of an antelope and, like a foetus, evolves from that
matrix to a new life (S. I^^vi, La Doctrine du
sacrifice dans les Brdhmanas, Paris, 1898 ; cf.

Moret, Mysteres, p. 84 f . ). This rite admits of two
explanations : on the one hand, the hide is that of
Osiris's enemies

; Seth, or an animal standing for

Seth, has been sacrificed in order that his blood

may rejuvenate the defunct
;
on the other hand,

the very mimicking of birth, the imitation of the

reclining attitude of a foetus in the womb, possesses
a magic virtue which operates in favour of the

defunct. Thus Anubis did for Osiris ; thus would
the tikenw or the ^em (oflSciating priest) do for the
benefit of the initiated defunct in the course of the
funeral. Though the latter are especially described
in the Theban tombs of the XVIIIth and XlXth
dynasties, they had been in use ever since the
Ancient Empire ; the texts in the Pyramids (Vth
and Vlth dynasties) allude to them, and the rites

of rebirth are figured in an allegorical yet clear
manner on the famous stela C 15 in the Louvre
(Moret, Mysteres, pi. i. pp. 66-71); they belong
therefore to the ancient treasure of the Osirian
cult. Since the New Empire the Egyptian de-
ceased in state of grace often receives the epithet
'he who reneweth life (after death),' whem dnh
{mhet met) (K. Sethe, Urkunden, Leipzig, 1906-09',

iv.'ige).
/ Any one who is buried according to the rites and

['consecrated in a perfect manner' (lahw dqer)
I must t herefore be considered as an initiate to the
Osirian mysteries. But was that initiation con-
ferred only upon the deceased, and at the time of
the funeral? On this important point the texts

give hardly any information. We possess no text

describing the initiation of a living man and
corresponding to the precious text of Apuleius for
the mysteries of Isis (cf. Moret, Kings and Gods,
p. 177 ft".), yet the fonnulse engraved on the funeral
stelce furnish us with some statements, and, if we
examine the latter in the light of the mysteries of

Isis, so strongly influenced by the old Egyptian
mysteries, they become much clearer. The man
who in his lifetime sought to be initiated to the
Isiac mysteries derived from his initiation a double
benefit: (1) a long and happy life on earth

;
and

(2) a rebirth, after death, to a blissful life near
Isis, so that the Isiac feels like the Eleusinian'l
initiate :

' death is no more an evil, but a boon '

{ib. p. 194 f.). This state of grace conferred by
initiation answers exactly to what the Egyptians
called ' state of an Imahw' (amakhu), a word which
is generally translated 'liegeman,' 'attached to

'

such or such a god,' or 'devotee.'- A funeral
formula often found since the Ancient Empire
tells us that ' the Imahw comes forth after a very
happy and prolonged old age among the liegemen
of Osiris' and finds a 'good sepulture near the

great god.' The state of Imahw was a consequence
of the funeral rites, but we often see it also conferred

by special favour in one's lifetime (cf. Moret,
' La

Condition des f^aux,' RTr xix. [1897] 114). A
man might be Imahw towards the father or head
of the family, towards the king, or towards a god ;

if the meaning of this word is, as the present
writer believes,

'

initiate,
'

it comes to mean that
the initiation was conferred by the father upon his
children (as in Eleusis, where the mysteries were
originally a family cult), by the king upon his

liegemen (a text from the Xllth dyn. [Cairo, 20538,
ii. 1. 14] says: 'The enemy of the king has no
tomb, but he whom the king loves enjoys rest as
an Imahw'), or by a god upon his devotees. This
would explain the epithet neb Imahw ('possessor
of the state of Imahw') which is applied to all the
dead, and also to living men who are in a state of

grace— 'initiated.' In Eleusis too all men, and
even women and sometimes slaves, might be ad-
mitted to initiation ; the number of Isiac initiates
was very great.

4. The rites of initiation.—In the mysteries of v.
Isis the neophyte, after a baptism that cleanses
his body and soul, undergoes in the night a secret
course of probation ; he ' draws nigh to the confines
of deatli,' then treads ' the threshold of Proserpine,
approaches the gods above and the gods below,
and, at break of day, he reappears crowned with
palm leaves, his head in a halo of rays, like unto
the sun '

(Apuleius, Met. xi. ; Moret, Kings and
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Gods, pp. 179, 192). For the Eleusinian also ' to

die' (TeKfVTav) was the same as 'to be initiated'

(Te\ei<xdai) (P. Foucart, LesMyst&resd'Eleusis, Paris,

1914, p. 56). The course of ' trials' was connected
with processions, dramatic scenes, and revelations

disclosed by the hierophant. Is it overbold to find

in this scheme the outlines of the old Egyptian
initiation ? The Isiac baptism corresponds to the

fmrifications

with water and incense ; the simu-
ated death and '

imperilling of life
'

to the ritual

death and rebirth ' under the hide
'

in the Osirian

worship ; the descent into hell to the journeyings
of the barge intd the west (Amenti) ; the glorious

reappearance to the final transformation of the
Osirian dead into the sun Ra, or into a ' follower

'

of the god Ra, who is borne through the firma-

ment in the solar barge. Egyptian
' initiation

'

is

described in no text as yet known, but the succes-

sive episodes mentioned above are all quoted here
and there in funeral formulae. Under the Ancient

Empire the dead hope to ' wander on the lovely

paths of the west where the Imahw are wander-

ing
'

; the stelce from the Xllth" and XVIIIth

dynasties (Louvre C 3, C 55) describe the admis-
sion of the 'consecrated' (lahu) into the solar

barge, his sojourn among the gods, and his bliss

in paradise ; the Book of the Dead and the Book

of Hades reveal the ways to Hades and the pass-
words which open the gates. A stela from the
Xllth dyn. (Munich, n. 40), the interpretation of

which given by E. Lefebure (PSBA xvi. [1894]

31) may be accepted, states that certain privileged
men could '

pass under the hide,' i.e. simulate in

their lifetime a mimic rebirth (cf. Moret, Myst^res,

p. 88 fi".). Besides these ritual trials, the postulant
would attend processions (the funeral stelce speak of
' beautiful festivals of the gods which the defunct

yearns to witness
'

; cf . Schaefer, Mysterien, p. 22) ;

he would also be taught a lesson and learn a script :

'
I am a lalj-w, perfect and well equipped, whose mouth is

learned' (Sethe, Urkunden, i. 122); 'I know all the secret

magic of the court' {ib. p. 143).

The king in Egypt was indeed the great

magician, the head of the mysteries (Moret, In
the Time of the Pharaohs, Eng. tr., London, 1911,

p. 302), and he was obliged to be, in his lifetime,
initiated to the mysteries. We know that in the
course of the Sed festivals, celebrated by every
king, the rites of ritual death and rebirth were
executed for his own personal benefit (Moret,

Mysteres, pp. 73-84). Even the foreign kings
received initiation : when Cambyses entered Egypt,
he asked to be initiated to the great mystery of

Neit at Sais (Naophore statue in the Vatican ;

cf. K. Piehl, Inscriptions, Paris, 1897, i. pi. 32 f.).

Now, the king in Egypt 'is the type of the super-

man, made divine by the rites, whom men resemble
after death, and whom all living try to imitate.

The initiate (imahw), or ' devotee of the king,'
would probably receive initiation in his lifetime,

by a special favour of the Pharaoh.

5. Conclusion.—In brief, the Egyptian mysteries,
like the Eleusinian and Isiac mysteries, claim to

prepare for a '

good death' an d tn reveal the way
t0"Te-^Trtgr upon a 'new, blissful life.' Every
notioiTtirairwe have ot tnem is cuuilfeCfed with the
cult of Qsiris, who is, in the Egyptian pantheon,
pre-eminently the 'dead and resuscitated' god.
But we must not forget that every god in Egypt
had his own mysteries, though we do not know
them, possibly because the essential theme of

these various secret rites was the Osirian practice,
which summed up all the Egyptian knowledge on
the problem of death and resurrection.

Literature.—This is sufficiently quoted throughout ; on the

tike.nw see G. Maspero,
' Le Tombeau de Montouherkhepeshef,'

M^moires de la mission frangaise au Caire, v. 3 [1893] 435-

468 ; N. de G. Davies, Five Theban Tombs, London, 1913,

plates ii.-xvi. A. MORET.
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MYSTERIES (Greek, Phrygian, etc.).—In the

present article we shall give a brief account of the

mysteries which were practised in Greece and the
Greek lands, both in the earlier times of Greek
dominance and in the Hellenistic age. First we
shall set forth the facts, so far as they can be
recovered and established, in regard to the actual

religious practices which come under this head ;

afterwards we shall consider what is the general
cb fi ractnr of -the-myatories, their tendencies, and
t-lipir iDflnonnty nn tt'Q"gH f\iv] life. The more
systematic and intellectual teachings of pagan
writers influenced by the mysteries on such sub-

jects as cosmology and astronomy come under
other headings ; see Cosmogony and Cosmology
(Greek), Sun, Moon, and Stars (Greek). Our
exposition is confined to the main outlines and
what is tolerably clear. The subject lends itself to
almost limitless speculations, in which7as a matter
of fact, those who have written .on the mysteries
have usually indulged. It is very tempting to pro-
ceed from the known to the unknown, and to use
the key of the mysteries to explain a vast deal of

ancient thought and belief. However legitimate
such speculations may be, they would be out of

place here.

We refrain from speculation with the more
satisfaction because the only basis on which it can
be built—the statements of ancient writers—is of
a most flimsy description. All our knowledge has
to be gained from fragmentary statements by
writers of late period and little critical power.
They usually have some point to prove, and do not
hesitate to colour their statements accordingly.
As it was of the very essence of the mysteries that I

they were^iss-dose-ifr-setrret, the nature of which
it

was_striatlxJoxbid4e»-ttr-tire~inttTa*e!5-4e-feveal^ I

it is clear that a number of baseless and worthless
accounts of them would be in circulation. And
even the archaeological material which in some
departments of Greek life and history furnishes a
clear and objective test of statements made by the
writers almost fails us in this field. Inscriptions
mention at most the public and outward rites of

the mysteries, not those which were professedly
secret. And such monuments as Greek vases,

though they sometimes give us useful hints as to
ceremonies of initiation and the like, do not reveal

any secrets. The Christian Fathers, who tell us
more about the mysteries than pagan writers, are

perverted by strong prejudices, and lay bare onlj'
the more repulsive aspects of the rites which they
mention.

I. Religious practices.
—

f^) ii^'l"" (^^njar, 'n,y.^f.>i-i„o—By far the best known, and the most character-

istic, of the really Greek mj^steries were the rites

celebrated at Eleusis in honour of Demst£i_and
her_da3jgkter_PerseplioBe. We also know more
about them, as their seat was within a few miles
of Athens, and the Athenians took the most pro-
minent part in their celebration. The view main-
tained by P. Foucart,^ that they were imported
from Egypt, has met with little acceptance. They
have a long histoiy. Their origin goes back before

the arrival in Greece of the conquering tribes froni

the north who were called Hellenes. There can be\

little doubt that originally the people of Eleusis, I

whose land is specially adapted to the groAving of 1

corn, celebrated on the spot some of those rites

supposed to increase the fertility of the soil of
|

which we find traces in many parts of the world,
and which were especially at liome among the

primitive populations of Asia Minor. How far

such simple agrarian rites could be regarded as

mysteries
—

i.e., how far their details were regarded
as the property of particular families or clans, and

kept from the view of tiieir neighbours—we have
1 Les 3lystires d'EUusis, Paris, 1914.
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little means of judging. But it was natural that,

when Greece was overrun by more warlike and less

civilized tribes from the north, the local clans

should tend more and more to keep to themselves

the sacred proceedings
on wliich, as they supposed,

the fertility of their land depended.
Then by degrees the old vegetation ritual of

Eleusis was dragged into the current of the anthro-

pomorphic religion of Greece. AVhatever may be

the meaning of the first syllable of the name

Demeter, which does not seem to be a mere variant

of 7^ ('earth'), the latter part of the word, mr-qp

('mother'), is pure Greek, and marks the incor-

poration of the worship in that of the Attic deities.

At the same time the deeds and ritual, the original

object of which had been merely the furthering of

the fertility of the soil, became charged with a

hicher meaning, and became an ^cted parableof
thWelation of tlie spirjtof man to the divine basis

of t he worlcTTand assured to Qie ^iicrcu^fhe prqtec-

tlon'orPersepbone in tbe world beyond thejjrave.
In the Homertc ^ymn (o Uemeter poetiy takes

over the main events of the mythology of Eleusis,

and works them into a pleasing and artistic form.

In Greek sculpture and vase-paintings the forms

of Demeter and Persephone, with their favourite

Triptolemus, appear continually in the most charm-

ing art-representations, and the ritual of Eleusis,

while retaining some of its strange archaic guise,

was moulded into an Athenian holiday. Later

still the philosophers and the reflective poets of

Athens found in the Eleusinian rites a body into

which they could introduce such ideas as divine

retribution and the immortality of the soul.

In the Eomeric Hymn to Deineter, probably
dating from the 7th cent. B.C., there is narrated

the story of the carrying away of Persephone,
while she gathered flowers in a meadow, by Hades,
ruler of the world below ; and it is told how
Demeter refused to be consoled for her loss, and,
to punish gods and men, refused her aid in the

production of corn from the soil. Earth became

unfruitful, and the human race would have perished
but for the interference of Zeus, who arranged that

Persephone should be restored for a time to her

mother, and should every year pass eight months
of the twelve on the green earth. The parable of

the growth of corn is transparent. In this hymn
we see a purely agricultural festival shot through
\\\t\\ poetry and human interest by the literary

genius of the Greeks. But the element of mystery
is almost eliminated. The hymn does not really
reflect the local worship of Eleusis, which at the

beginning was probably very crude, but which
underwent great modifications under the influence

of Athenian religion. It was probably in the 6th
cent, that Dionysiac and Orphic elements made
their way into the cultus and again modified it.

lacchus, who was a form of Dionysus, became
THenceforth a chief person in it, though exactly
how he was related to the original two goddesses
is not altogether clear. But the general result of

his interposition is manifest. The mysteries of

Eleusis ceased to be a mere agricultural rite, and
became more closely concerned with the life beyond
the grave, in which the initiated had great advan-

tages over those who failed to partake of the rite.

Certain inscriptions^ which survive help us to

reconstruct in a great measure the external sem-
blance of the rites. Unfortunately the most im-

portant of these dates from the age of Hadrian.

But, since that age was conservative and anti-

quarian, just before the transformation which
ancient religion underwent in the time of the
Antonines and the Severi, we may regard it as

enabling us to recover at least a picture of the

1 W. Dittenberger, SyHoge Inscriptionum Graeearwrrfi, Leipzig,
1898-1901

external ordering of the Eleusinian festival in the

great time of Athens.
On the 13th day of the month Boedromion, the young men

(e<|)7);3oi) of Athens were mustered and went in procession to

Eleusis, to bring thence in sacred procession wliat are called ra.

lipa., sacred objects required for the solemn procession from
Athens to Eleusis which took place a few days later. On the
15th of the month those who wished to become initiates of the

goddesses assembled, in order to be ranged under the guidance
of experts called the /xvo-rayuyot, and to receive instruction

as regards their behaviour at the festival. Those only were
admitted who were free from crime or ignominy ; and purity of

heart and life was enjoined on the votaries. Absolute secrecy
as to all that they might hear or see was imposed on them.
Next took place the ceremonial purifications. These were

of two kinds—on the 16th of the month was proclaimed the

ceremonial bathing in the sea (oiAaSe fivata-C), which was a

form of purification. Later took place the sacrifice of purifica-

tion, in which each of the /xvo-rat brought to the goddesses
their favourite offering, a young pig.
On the 19th took place the solemn procession of the /xua-rai

and the officials from Athens to Eleusis. The cavalcade started

with the dawn ; but it moved slowly. It convoyed the sacred

statue of lacchus ; and at many points on the road, according
to cherished traditions, halts were made and sacred dances

performed. The }x.v<nax, as they moved, sang hymns in honour
of lacchus. They reached the sacred precinct at Eleusis by
sun-down, and there had to find shelter and rest in preparation
for the doings of the next day. Of course, the sacrifices and
the processions could be seen by all. It was only when Eleusis

was reached that the veil fell, and thenceforth for four days
the secret rites, the nature of which we can very imperfectly
recover, took place.

The sacred site at Eleusis has been thoroughly
excavated by the Greek Archaeological Society,
and is familiar to visitors to Athens. Its centre

w^as the great hall of initiation, in w^hich beyond
doubt all the rites took place ; the mere plan of

this hall gives us some evidence, though mostly
negative, as to the character of the rites. At the

beginning of the 5th cent, a smaller hall was

destroyed by the Persians ; and after their retreat

it was rebuUt on a more magnificent scale. It was
almost square in form, 170 ft. in length and in

breadth, with two entrances on each of three sides.

Round the walls inside ran series of stone seats

eight ranks high, capable of seating about 3000

people. The roof, or possibly an upper storey, was

supported by rows of columns, 42 in number.
There is no appearance of a raised stage, or of

underground passages, or any possibility of those

stage-effects, mysterious appearances and disap-

pearances, visions of Hades and of future rewards
and punishments which the earlier modern writers

on the Greek mysteries commonly assumed to have
existed. All that took place must have taken place
out in the midst, with the view of the ixvarai greatly
impeded by the columns. ^

At the season of celebration there was no moon
in the evening. The ixiarai fasted by day, and in

the evening penetrated into the hall through the

surrounding gloom. Their religious feelings had
been greatly stirred, and they were prepared to

receive strong religious impressions. But how
those impressions were made we can only con-

jecture. Sacred movements were performed, while
the voice of the hierophant gave utterance to brief

statements of an enigmatic kind to which the

p.v(TTai had to attach such meaning as they could.

It is almost certain that Mystery-plays were acted,
the subjects of them taken from the mytli of the

carrying aAvay of Persephone, and probably from
some of the more obscure tales in regard to the^*
birth of lacchus, his death, and his revival.
Besides the attendance at sacred dramas the fivtrrai. went

through other rites. They solemnly partook of a draught
called KVKeoiv, made of meal and water ; they also handled
certain sacred objects, transferring them from basket to box,
or from box to basket, according to a fixed ritual ;

and at the
end of the festival thej- emptied of water some vessels called

wAijfioxoat, calling on the sky to give rain, and the earth to yield
her increase. The last action was probably very early in origin,

being obviously a relic of sympathetic magic, according to

1 For an account of the sacred place and a plan of the '

hall

of initiation
'

see P. Gardner, New Chapters in Greek History,
London, 1892, oh. xiii. A full and judicious account of the
cultus and festival will be found in CGS iii. ch. ii.
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which the pouring of water, when accompanied by the proper
spell, has a tendency to produce rain.

The return to Athens, like the setting out, was public. The
people of the city came out to meet the returning procession,
and with dance and song, and with contests in wit and scur-

rility, the liva-rai returned to their homes.

Readers may naturally think that a ritual so

simple and so wanting in depth of teaching could
not have justified the tone in which some of the

\ great Greek writers have spoken of the mysteries
of Eleusis. The poet Sophocles and the painter
Polygnotus confine happiness in the next Avorld to

those who had been initiated in the mysteries of

Eleusis, that is, probably, so far as their fellow-
citizens were concerned. The Christian Fathers

evidently look on the mysteries as in a measure
rivals of the Christian hope. And that there was
an ethical element in them we may judge from
the speech of Andocides to his judges :

' You are

initiated, that you may punish impiety, and save
those who defend themselves from injustice.'
Cicero, in his de Legibus,^ expresses the view that
Athens had produced nothing better than the

mysteries of Eleusis, not only in regard to the

ordering and civilizing of life, but in regard to the

furnishing of a good hope in death. But it is of

the very nature of the mysteries, as we shall pre-

sently see, to produce effects out of proportion to

their obvious outward show.

(6) Andaman and other mysteries.
—The Eleu-

sinian mysteries were the most notable of those
of distinctly Greek type. But in the pages of

Pausanias and of the Corpus Inscriptionum Grcec-

arum we come on the tracks of many others. In

fact, it is not possible to draw a rigid line between
the public cults of Greek cities and the mysteries,
since with many of the former there were con-

nected rites which had to be performed in secret.

E.g., at the Arrhephoric festival at Athens, the two Arrhe-

phoric girls, who had an abode on the Acropolis, 'place on
their heads objects which the priestess Of Athena gives them
to carry, the nature of which is known neither to the giver nor
to the bearer. The maidens go down by a secret underground
passage leading through a precinct near the temple of Aphro-
dite in the Gardens. Below they leave their burdens ; and take

up in exchange something covered up. '2

In the same way, though the Attic Thesraophoria
were among the most noteworthy public festivals,
there were as part of the festival certain rites

which could be performed only by burgher ladies,
who had to prepare themselves by sexual chastity,
and were not allowed to reveal them.
At Andanja^in lVTejisgr^^fi

tlipi-p
wf^yfi fiElphi:^^^^!

mysteries In honour of a grou^^j^deities, Peniater,
Hei'ines, Lire Great Gods," Apollo KarneiqSj and

Hagna. "Ilagna fThe pure one ')~is doubtless

PersejJione. Who the ' Great Gods ' were may be
doubted ; it is conjectured with probability that

they were the Kabeiroi (g-.v.). In that case, the

mysteries of Andania must have been a combina-
i tion ; yet Pausanias tells us that they were very

I
ancient, having been celebrated by the Messenians

' before the coming of the Laconian conquerors. Of
the public or visible phenomena of these rites we
have a very full account in an inscription^ which
has come down to our time. Its date is 91 B.C.,
late in the Hellenistic age ; but, as all the rites

which it prescribes are taken from sacred books,
they are probably of considerable antiquity.
The mystery (reAer^) is to be celebrated by male and female

votaries chosen from among the citizens. There are very
stringent regulations as to the dress to be worn, which must be
simple and not adorned with gold. A procession is to be
arranged, headed by a benefactor named Mnasistratus, the
priest and priestesses of the deities, the president of the festival,
with other otficials, and sacred virgins conducting the cars in
which are arks containing the objects of the mysteries. The
victims for sacrifice follow. Tents are to be set up for the
visitors, but they are to be of the simplest kind. Next follow

1 ii. 14. 2 Pausanias, I. xxvii. 3.
3 H. Sauppe, Die Mysterieninschrift von Andania, Gottingen,

1860 ; cf. C. T. Newton, Essays on Art avd Archaeology,
London, 1880, pp. 177-184.

regulations as to finance, and as to the sacrifices to be offered,
which are on a large scale, including, as one item, a hundred
lambs. After the sacrifices what remains is to be consumed at
a sacred banquet partaken of by the /otuo-Tat of both sexes, with
the priest and priestesses, the musicians, and the assistants.

Finally, the male votaries are to draw up and submit to the
magistrates a report of the proceedings and the names of the
transgressors whom it has been necessary to punish.

This long and minute inscription enables us

easily to follow the visible course of the mj'steries ;

but it omits precisely the things which would most
interest us—the course of the secret rites and the
doctrines which they taught or embodied.
At Andania, as we have seen, the Kabeiroi had

a share in the local mysteries. But the most im-

portant seat of the cultus of these deities was the i^

island of Samothrace, where in full summer their
rites were celebrated. Lemnos was also a seat of
their worship ; and in recent years a Kabeirion
has been excavated at Thebes, where have been
found Greek vases painted Avith scenes connected
with the cult, the interpretation of which presents
great difficulties. It is very difficult, from the

scraps of information which have come down to us,
to reconstitute the character of the Kabeiric mys-
teries. A few points are regarded as made out.

Inj
the first place, the rites seem to be in origin pre-j
Greek, whether Phoenicia'n or Pelasgic, but

theyj
were afterwards Hellenized. The deities them-'
selves were known as Axiokersos and Axiokersa,
a pair, Avith a child Axieros, and a fourth being,
called Cadmilos. If Ave subtract the affix "Aftos,
Avhich is doubtless the Greek word meaning

'
A^ener-

able,
'

Ave have Kersos, Kersa, and Eros. But Eros
here is not, as has often been supposed, the Greek
deity of love ; the word may be merely the Greek
'i.ep6s, 'sacred.' By the Islanders tAvo male figures
of the group Avere identified Avith the Dioscouroi,
Castor and Pollux ; and the mysteries certainly
had a nautical character, the gods to Avhom they
belonged guaranteeing to sailors a safe passage
through the sea. At Thebes, on the other hand,
the Kabeiric mysteries seem to have taught some
lore as to the origin of man and the productive
powers of nature. But it is of little use to try to

recover both the dream and the interpretation.
The matter is fully discussed by L. Bloch, in

Roscher's Lexikon, s.v. 'Megaloi Theoi.'

(c) Dionysiac mysteries.
— Besides the Greek \

mysteries Avhich belonged to definite places and to 1

particular deities, there Avere others Avhich Avere
J

practised by so'cieties Avhich sprang up in various /

places, and admitted of something like a religious /
propaganda. These appear to have originated, or,
at all events, to have .spread, in the 6tli cent.—a
time of great mental progress and unrest. An
important part in their spz-ead is attributed to

Pythagoras, a native of Samos, but a great
traveller, Avhose influence spread as far as Italy,
and to Onomacritus, an enigmatic personage avIio

dAvelt at Athens in the time of Pisistratus, and
has been regarded as the author of poems Avhich

passed under the names of Orpheus and Musjeus.
The deity Avith Avhom these mysteries Avere speci- ,

ally concerned Avas Dionysus, although .^Eschylus
'

in his Bassarids boldly says that Orpheus Avas not
a Avorshipper of Dionysus but of Helios or Apollo.
None of the Greek deities Avas so important in \

the festivals of Athens as Dionysus. And no deity /

takes so many aspects in Greek religion. His

original seat Avas in Thrace ; and he seems to have
been the vegetation-spmt of some of the tribes of

the north, Avho Avorshipped him Avith rude orgies
in the mountains Rhodope and Paiignsum. In a
sort of reaction against progressing civilization

these rites spi-ead over Greece, and found a second

home in Boeotia. From the Bacchce of Euripides
Ave may gaXlier' their general character, which
marked by AvUd ecstasy, by Avandering in the

es \
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mountains, by the tearing and
devouring'

of sacred

animals, and "by sexual irregularities. They were

largely confined to women, and were secret. But
so far we may regard them as a mere survival of

barbaric cultus. It is when they are associated

with the name of Orpheus that they take another

and a more important aspect.

(rf) Orphic mysteries.
—Orpheus was regarded as

a native of Thrace ; and it seems strange that so

^entle and attractive a figure should be associated

with so wild a country. But two things may be
noted: (1) that on the southern shore of Thrace
there lived from very early times a population
gentler and more Hellenized, whom the Greeks
called Pseonians ; and (2) that Orpheus did not
harmonize with the Thracian religion, and was

finally done to death by raging Thracian women.
It would seem that Orpheus, whether an actual

(person

or the mere pensonitication of a tendency,
represents a Greek revised version of the worship
oi Dionysus, in which the savage elements were,
at leastIn the better times of Greece, eliminated,
and religious and philosophic elements implanted
in it. Some modern writers, misled by the analogy
of Gnostic and heretic sects in the early Christian

Church, have regarded the Orphics as an organized
sect with leaders and special rites and doctrines.

But this is a delusion. The best account of the

Orphic teachers occurs in Plato :
^

'There are quacks and soothsajers, who flock to the rich
man's doors, and try to persuade him that they have a power
at command, which they procure from heaven, and which
enables them, by sacrifices and incantations performed amid
feasting and indulgence, to make amends for any crime com-
mitted by the individual himself or by his ancestors . . . and
they produce a host of books, written by Mus«eus and Orpheus,
which form their ritual. . . . Thpir Myatprip

-

j dftlivf "° frr.m

the tonnents of the other world, while the neglect of them is

punished by an awful^doom.'

The special form of Dionysiac worship to which
these people were attached is connected with the
name Zagreus, which was applied to the chthonic

Dionysus. The legends which told the story of

the birth, death, and resurrection of Zagreus are
of a particularly revolting kind, and Clement of

Alexandria, who dwells on them, wins an easy
victory over heathenism. Zagreus was the child
of an amour of Zeus and Persephone. While still

an infant he was entrapped by the Titans, who
attracted him Avith toys and then tore him to

pieces and devoured him. Only the heart survived,
which was rescued by Athene and carried to Zeus,
who slew the murderers with his thunderbolts,\and
produced from the heart another Zagreus. It is

not hard to understand how this unsavoury story

maj^ have been moralized, as other unpleasant
stories in the sacred books of many nations have
been. A myth is often interpreted in the light,
not of history, but of inner experience. In all of

us, the Orphic teachers maintained, there is a
divine element not wholly overwhelmed by the
wickedness of which the Titans are the emblem.
By innate impurity men are condemned to a cycle
of births and deaths, the k>jk\os t^j yevi^ews, from
which they can escape and be made fit for com-
munion with the gods only by purification and
initiation in the mysteries.
' A special feature of Orphism was the careful in-

, structions which it gave as to thegoute to Hades.

Certain inscribed gold tablets fourul Hear'Sybaris
in Italy, and dating from about 200 B.C.,'' were
placed in tombs, and furnish to the dead a guide
to the happy part of the world of shades, telling
him with what words he must address the guardians
of the spring of memory and other servants of

Persephone.
. The death and revival of the deity of the mys-

teries is a feature of the cultus not only of Zagreus,
1 Rep. p. 364, tr. of J. LI. Davies and D. J. Vaughan-i, Cam-

bridge, 18.58.
a JHS iii. [1882] 111-118.

but of Isis and of Cybele. Osiris was slain by
Typhon, and Isis searched long before she dis-

covered his body. The death or self-mutilation of

Attis, the young favourite of Cybele, and his re-

birth were recorded in a drama yearly enacted in
the spring.

^ A pine-tree was selected as a symbol
of Attis, and the identification was completed by
fastening to the tree an image of the deity. The
tree was cut down and carried into the sanctuary
of Cybele, whereon great wailing ensued, and the
fivffTai. gashed themselves with knives to signify
their participation in the suffering of their patron.
On the next day Attis was restored to life. In
this case we see clearly that the original meaning
of the rite was sympathy with the death of vegeta-
tion in the winter and its revival in the spring.
But from that rite of purely naturalist religion to

the death to sin and revival to a better life the

spirit of man passed by a gradual enlightenment ;

the events in the world of nature became a reflexion

of the life within.
Our knowledge of Orphism has been considerably

increased in recent years through the discovery at
Athens of a precinct of Dionysus which was the
seat of the worship of a dlaaos called the lobacchi,
and in it a long inscription which reveals to us the
constitution of the Olaa-os and the character of its

cult.* A great part of the inscription deals with
the necessary, if not inspiring, subject of finance.

But we have also record of a curious sacrifice

performed in the month Elaphebolion. Persons
selected by lot from among the lobacchi personated
various deities and heroes, Dionysus, Kore, Palee-

mon. Aphrodite, and Proteurythmus, and received

portions of the flesh of the sacrifice. It is con-

jectured that under the name Proteurythmus we
must suppose Orpheus to be intended ; it was quite
a custom of the mysteries to celebrate gods and
founders under names peculiar to the special cult.

But in this inscription again it is the visible acts
of cultus that are mentioned, not the meaning
attached to those acts.

Maass, in his Orpheus, maintains that the Orphic
societies were not always attached to the worship
of Dionysus ; sometimes other deities, such as Kore
or Hekate, took his place. Any chthonic cult might
have an Orphic aspect. And the Orphic writingi
were accessible to persons outside the Oia,<yoi. The
Orphic hymns which have come down to us are of

late origin, but it may be that in character they
reproduce early ones. These hymns, with their

fantastic cosmogonies, cannot be treated here.

Approaching the time of the Christian era, we
find Orpheus in literature and art taking the place
of a shepherd of souls, who had himself descended
into the realm of Hades in his search for his wife

Eurydice and so was able to guide others through
its perils. Thus we are not surprised to find that
he often appears in the paintings of the Christian
catacombs as a symbol of Christ.

(e) Spread in the age of Hellenism.—The age
which immediately followed the great conquests
of Alexander and the establishment of the Greek
kingdoms of Asia seems to have witnessed the low-
water mark of religion in Greece and Asia. Thp
breaking up of nationalities in the Persian empire
necessarily involved the abasement of the national

religions ; and the victorious Greeks and Mace-
donians had little to put in their place. In the
new-founded and enlarged cities which arose every-
where in S. Asia from the .^gean Sea to the

Ganges, the conquerors introduced the cult of their
own gods ; temples of Zeus, Apollo, and Artemis

sprang up, and festivals on the model of those in

Hellas were instituted. But these cults had little

vitality ; they were encouraged by the rulers for

1 Firmicus Maternus, de Errors profan. rel. 27.
2 See E. W. T. Maass, Orpheua, Munich, 1895, pp. 18-32.

)
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merely political reasons, and they took no hold on
the people. The only forms of worship which had

any force were the cultus of the Ti/x'?, or Fortune,
>f cities and the deification, of the reigning mon-
rchs, which were not religion at all in the sense

of an approach to the unseen spiritual powers, but

only a glorification of outward success and pros-
^

perity.
Hence we need not be surprised to find that

before long, especially in the 2nd cent. B.C., the

stronger religions of W. Asia revolted against the
Hellenic influence. In India the Greek deities

were driven out by Buddhism and Hinduism. The
religion of the Magi in Persia and Media revived,
and was adopted by the conquering Parthians. In

Egypt Isis, A\'ith her new consort Sarapis, re-

covered lost ground. In Juda?a took place the
notable revolt under the Maccabees, which placed
the religion of Jahweh in an unassailable position.
It was natural that at the same time the mystery-
religions should have issued from obscurity and
gained converts in crowds ; for religion is like a

plant which, when it dies down, sends out from
the roots fresh shoots. And, as these religions
embodied a profound tendency of the age to trans-

fer the stress of religion from the State-cults to

private beliefs, they gained from that general in-

stability of States which made place for the rise of

Rome.
In the Hellenistic age there took place in the

great cities of Hellenic origin the same process
which is notable in our own days. The population
flocked into them, and became more and more
cosmopolitan. Phoenicians and Jews, lonians and
Italians, followed trade wherever it led. At the
same time the trade in slaves settled in the

country districts swarms of captives, Phrygians
and Thracians, Syrians and Greeks. All these
incomers brought with them their deities and the
traditional rites with which they were worshipped.
From Phoenicia came the cult of Baal and Astarte ;

from Phrygia came the worship of the great goddess
Cybele, with whom were associated the efleminate
Attis and the more majestic figure of Sabazius,
who combined the functions of the Greek Zeus
with those of Dionysus. The cult of Sarapis and
Isis, which had its origin in Egypt, spread in the
course of the last three centuries B.C. into all the

great commercial towns. And somewhat later, at
the beginning of our era, the religion of Mithra,
which was a curious outgTowth of the old religion
of Persia, spread westward from Cilicia, and became
a formidable rival to Christianity, having a great
hold of the Roman legions. The Jews also made
many proselytes ; and their worship, which was
regarded by the historians of the time as in the
same class with the other cults which have been

mentioned, attracted especially the women of the
wealthier classes.

It would be a long and difficult task, and, in

fact, impossible, to disentangle the complex threads
of the religions of the age ; we do not know enough
of the peculiarities of each. There was a constant
influence of one on another. For example, the

repulsive rite called taurobolium [q.v.), Avhich
consisted in bathing votaries in the blood of a
newly slain bull, seems to belong primarily to the

worship of Cybele and Sabazius, but it became a
feature of the cult of Mithra. Apuleius, in his
curious work. The Golden Ass, is evidently anxious
to show that the rites of Isis are of a higher and
better kind than those of Cybele, Hecate, and
other deities ; but he altogether fails to impress
on the reader wherein this superiority consists, or
wherein his hei'o Lucius becomes the better when
he forsakes other deities to become a votary of
Isis. The Mithraic religion has been studied
with the most minute care and good judgment by

VOL. IX.—6

F. Cumont,^ who has set forth views in regard to
it which have been generally accepted by scholars ;

but, in the absence of any extant literature to

enlighten us, we have only the vaguest notion
of the real attractions of the cult. See art.

MiTHRAISM.
2. General character and tendencies.—All these>

religions, by tiie very necessity of circumstance,
were not local or civic, but appealed to men as
individuals and in groups. All of them were^ /

proselytizing, and oflered to mankind, in competi-
tion with one another, a better way of life. All
that we can attempt is to sketch the general
tendencies which were common to them all, so *"

that they made a definite class.

From the point of view of this article, their
most important characteristic was that they were

•;:

mysteries. One and all belonged to those only
'

who were initiated, and had secret practices and
doctrines which it was not lawful to reveal. The
secrecy of the cults carried with it the necessary
consequence that their principles were handed
down, from generation to generation, by a set of

priests or hierophants, who usually claimed exten-
sive powers, and offered themselves as the only
legitimate way by which the deities could heii

approached. They held the keys of the gate, and
by their aid only could the would-be votaries
attain to a divine communion. We find in later
classical writers—Apuleius, Lucian, Juvenal—very
unattractive pictures of these hierophants, who
were frequently eunuchs, and made a shameless
trade with sacred things.
But what constituted the attraction of these

l\\

societies ? Why were the priests able to attract
'

',

the men and women who were dissatisfied with
their lives and anxious for a better hope ? What
could they ofler to the^votaries ? The best answer !

may be given in a sijigle word. The great need u
and longing of the time was for salvation , (riorripla.

'

Men and women were eager for such a communion;
with the divine, such a realization of the

interest]
•.

of God in their affairs, as might serve to support j

them in the trials of life, and guarantee to them
a friendly reception in the world beyond the grave.
To attain peace of mind, a position of confident

|

hope amid the blows of circumstance, they would i

make trial of any secret cult which came their /

way, perhaps of one after another, until they found
,

one to satisfy their need^
The communion with some saving deity, then, -^)

was the end of all practice of the mysteries. And
those of the Greeco-Roman world had in common
certain features, as to which the best modern
writers have come to a general agreement. These
features, briefly, are the following.
The entry into any of the societies, or BUktol, was

through certain rites of pi^j^^ation. \\ e have

already seen that TEIslvastlie case at Eleusis, and
it seems to have been so in other instances. Some-
times the purification was accomplished by baptism
in water ; sometimes there was a more repulsive

baptism of blood. The blood-purification of which
we hear most was the taurobolium. A more ordin-

ary purification in Greece was that by the blood
of a sacrificed pig. We must not suppose that, in

origin, these ceremonies arose out of a sense of

^uilt or unfitness for converse with the gods. At
hrst the uncleanness from which they liberated

men was only formal, and the rite partook of the

nature of magic. But bjr degrees more lofty con-

ceptions made their way into men's minds ; and it

is to be supposed that many a votary of Cybele or

Mithra may have looked back on the blood-bath

as marking his entry into a better state of exist-

ence.

1 Texteset mmiumentsfigurisrelatifsauxtnytthresde Mithra,
2 vols., Brussels, 1896-ei<.
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It was of the essence of the mysteries to estab-

lish a way of communion between the votary and
the saving deity who was the protector of the

society. Sometimes this was accomplished by a
sacrea meal, such as many societies in Greece cele-

brated on fixed days at the tombs of founders of

families and clans. At Eleusis the drinking of

the draught called KVKeihv was one of the most
solemn acts of the festival. If we trace these
meals of communion backwards, we must suppose
them to have originated in that ceremonial eat-

ing of the sacred animal or plant which belongs
to the rudest tribes. But we must beware of the
aberrations of a certain school of anthropolo-
gists who tend to overleap all the long series of

changes which took place before these savage beliefs

became humanized. These writers assume that
the notion of a ceremonial eating of a divine
victim persisted, not only into the more civilized

pagan mysteries, but even into early Christianity.

They take ancient religion at its lowest, not at its

higher levels. Magic and materialism no doubt

persistedJ?ut all the nobler spirits warred against

them^ K
^¥iIen a way was once opened between .the

votary and that aspect of the divine nature with
which he could hold intercourse, there followed
an iTTOTTTela, or enlightenment, which led in some
cases to visions such as Apuleius records as seen by
his Lucius, to whom Isis appears as he sleeps in a
vision of the night and says :

' Abo"^ all, remember and retain in your heart that the

remaining space of your life on earth is dedicated tojne, to
whom you owe all your being.' ZjT'i'

This would lead, not to a denial of other deities, but
to a special self-consecration to the service of one.

/— All the mysteries professed to gu^J^e not

only happiness in the present life, bijjWlrourable
reception in the world of the dead, 'fliey extended
men s views to take in the future life as well as the

- present one. In the passage just cited Isis says to
Lucius :

' In my keeping you will live happy and honoured ; and when,
having fulfilled the allotted space of life, you shall go to the
shades below, there also in that underworld! shine through the
darkness . . . and you shall often adore me as your protectress.'

The same language, under similar circumstances,
would have been uttered by Cybele or Mithra.
Each deity of the mysteries attached to himself a

body of votaries who were willing to trust him,
and whose safety he guaranteed amid the sorrows
of life and on the dangerous journey to the world
of the dead.

3. Influence on early Christianity.—The ques-
tion how far early Christianity was affected by
the mystic sects of the Grseco-Roman world is one
which has been much discussed in recent years,
and opinions on the subject differ widely, We
must distinguish between direct influence, any
borrowing by the first preachers of Christianity
from the pagan mysteries, and indirect influence,
exerted rather by the atmosphere which the

mysteries diff"used than by direct pressure. The
former can have been but slight, since everywhere
Christianity and the pagan mysteries were bitterly
opposed one to the other. S But the latter, or

Serhaps
tendencies arising from that spiritual con-

ition of the world which favoured the spread of
the mysteries, must have been considerable. It is

clear that these cults smoothed the way for the

spread of Christianity.
In the teaching of Jesus Christ, as reported in

the Synoptic Gospels, we find little that is akin to
the mystery-cults. The preaching is public ;' there
were no ceremonies of purification and communion ;

comparatively little is said as to the future life.

But, when we turn to the Pauline Epistles and
the Fourth Gospel, the case is already different.

Betuming to our statement that the essential

I

features of the mysteries were ritea-fitjnitiation,

;
rites of communion, and a great concernas~E^ ttie
future lil'tf, We find that by the end ofTEgT^Fcent
all these features were becoming prominent in

Christianity. St. Paul placed baptism and the
Christian sacrament on a high and spiritual level.

And the relation of the believer to the exalted
Christ is obviously in a measure parallel to the
relation between the pagan votary^

and his saving
deity, though, of course, in an infinitely nobler

sphere. The doctrine of heaven and- hell, on the
other hand, of future reward and punishment, has
no great place in the Pauline scheme

; St. Paul
seems to have expected the total annihilation of

the wicked rather than their relegation to a place
of punishment. As long as the Christians were
in constant expectation of the Second Coming of

their Master, belief in individual destiny to happi-
ness or misery in a spiritual world could not take

deep root, although R. H. Charles maintains ^ that
such beliefs did at the beginning of our era find a

place in the thoughts of orthodox Jews. But_tlie
concrete views of heaven, hell, and purgatory
wtifclr"'5ecame usual among Christians atter_tlie

Apostolic Age were^taken directTromtEeTeaching
of

tTie~paga^^Tny§teiries, as~Tias~itTe6H ^pToved^ by
Die£erich""Tn his Nekyia, where he analyzes the

Apocalypse of Peter, and shows its pagan roots.

At the same time, other elements prominent in the

mysteries made their way into Christianity
—the

great stress laid on the sacraments, and the inter-

cessory powers of the priesthood.
The intellectual elements in Orphism and

kindred doctrines, views as to the origin of the

world, the nature of the deity, and the like, did not
enter much into orthodox Christianity, but were
taken over by some of the Gnostic sects, who

f»rided

themselves on their yvQxxis, or saving know-
edge of secret truth. Cf., further. Mysteries
(Christian).

Literature.—The literature of the subject is enormous in

extent, and nothing like a full bibliography can here be given.
Very little of it is in English. The great work of C. A. Lobeck,
Aglaophamus, Konigsberg, 1829, is still indispensable. A very
readable account of the mystery-religions is given in A. Maury,
Religions de la Grice antique, Paris, 1857-59, but it is somewhat
out of date. Of- recent short works, G. Anrich, Das antike

Mysterienwesen, Gottingen, 1894, is about the best, moderate
and trustworthy. A. Dieterich, Nekyia, Leipzig, 1893, G.
Wobbermin, Relig.-geschichtl. Studien zur Frage der Beein-

flussung des Urchristenthums durch das antike Mysterienwesen,
Berlin, 1896, and R. Reitzenstein, Die hellenistischen Mysterien-
religionen, Leipzig, 1910, all contain useful matter, but the last

is very speculative and extreme. As to the amount of influence
exercised by the mysteries on early Christianity there is at

present a wide variety of opinions. In K. Lake, The Earlier

Epistles of St. Paul, London, 1911, and P. Gardner, The
Religious Experience of St. Paul, do. 1911, more influence is

attributed, at all events on the classes who accepted Christi-

anity, than is allowed by conservative writers, or, in the oppo-
site camp, by A. Schweitzer, Paul and his Interpreters, Eng.
tr., London, 1912. A very learned and moderate estimate is

set forth bv H. A. A. Kennedy, St. Paul and the Mystery-

imfiof,
do. 1913. P. Gardner.

' 'MYSTERIES (Roman).—There is very little

to be said on the subject of Roman mysteries. In
the Roman religion proper there were ceremonies
of a secret character, as in almost all religions,
but these had nothing in common with mysteries
as defined in art. Mysteries (Greek) ; they were
mere survivals of the rites of primitive Latium
which had to be kept up because on their continu-
ance prosperity, public and private, was supposed
to depend. Their meaning was often obscure or

forgotten.
As early as the 3rd cent. B.C. Italy was invaded

by Greek and Oriental mystic societies, the char-
acter and history of which have been sketched
above (see Mysteries [Greek], p. 77).

In 204 B. c.
,
at the end of the war Avith Hannibal,

1 Religious Development bet-ween the. Old and the New Testa-

ments, London, 1914, ch. iv.
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a sacred stone which represented the Phrygian
Mother-goddess was brought from Pessinus to

Rome, and her worship thus gained a footing in

the city. Private societies, even among the higher
classes, were formed to carry on her cult. Not long
afterwards, in 186 B.C., nocturnal festivals attended

by many irregularities, held in honour of Dionysus,
spread rapidly over Italy. The Roman Senate

regarded the matter in the severest light, and

many men and women who were denounced as

having taken part in such rites were put to death ;

but the movement was too wide-spread to be

trampled out. The natural attitude of a patriotic
Roman towards such religious developments is

exactly expressed by T. Mommsen :

' Of course all rational men were agreed in the condemnation
of these spurious forms of religion, as ahsurd as they were
injurious to the Commonwealth.' i

It is characteristic of Mommsen that he would
not recognize that the mixed people of Lower
Italy might have religious needs which the stiff

old religion of Rome could not satisfy. The age
of Augustus saw some revival of the old Roman
religion, which, however, could not be galvanized
into real life. In the age of the Antonines, and
still more in that of the Severan emperors, Rome
and Italy were inundated by a great variety of

Oriental religious cults—private cults which had
no connexion with the State, but were kept up by
thiasi, small coteries of votaries. The ladies of

the Severan dynasty, Domna, Msesa, Mamaea, and
Soaemias, were natives of Emisa in Syria, and

closely attached to the worship of the Baal there

venerated—a cultus which Elagabalus, the son
of Sosemias, introduced as the imperial religion.
Tliese ladies had talent and character ; and the
Semitic rites which they favoured became fashion-

able. But, apart from that, their age was an

age of syncretism in religion and the superstitio
which goes with it. Many high-born women be-

came Jewish proselytes. In the later age of Aure-
lian and Diocletian the religion of Mithra, which

had, for reasons which it is hard to discern, be-

come the ruling cult of the Roman army, was

spread to all the confines of the empire, especially

Gaul and Germany. Mithraism and the worship
of the Phrygian Great Mother, which was some-
how blended with it, were essentially mystery-
religions. The seats of Mithraic worship were
caves and underground shrines ; and the rites were
secret, so secret that we know very little about
them, though many Mithraic shrines have been
discovered, and sculptured remains abound. To
show the prevalence of the ideas of the mysteries
in this age, we need only appeal to two writers :

Plutarch^ says that it is from tlie mysteries that
we gain our best knowledge of the daemonic
element in life ; and Clement of Alexandria, though
he makes a bitter attack on the pagan mysteries
as rivals of Christianity, yet chooses to express his
own faith in phrases borrowed from them :

'O truly holy Mysteries, O light undefiled. Lam led by the
torch-bearer to be initiated into heaven and ffbd. Through
initiation I become holy ; the Lord is my hierophant, and as

photogogos seals the votary for himself.' 2

This brief statement is sufficient to show that in
the Roman empire the prevalence of the mystery-
religions is not a Roman development, but repre-
sents the suffocation of the Roman spirit. As
J. Strzygowski expresses it,* the West expires in
the embrace of the East. It is a process parallel to,
and contemporary with, the conversion of theRoman
empire to the Christian faith. In the 'Greek'
section (p. 82) Apuleius is quoted ; and what is

there said as to the influence and character of the

pagan mysteries and their relation to Christianity
in the eastern part of the Roman empire, applies
also in the western part, though the difference

always subsists that in Greek-speaking countries
more was made of the intellectual aspects of the

mysteries, in Latin-speaking countries of their

rites aq^uactices.
LiTERAd^Hk^ur good books serve to guide the student

through tn^Wi^ped medley of reli^nons in the Roman empire :

W. W. Fowler, Rel. Experience of the Roman People, London,
1911 ; T. R. Glover, The Conflict of Religions in the Early
Roman Empire, do. 1909 ; S. Dill, Roman Society frorn Nero
to Marcus Aurelius^, do. 1905 ; J. Reville, La Religion d Rome
sous les Sivires, Paris, 1886. P. GARDNEK.

MYSTERY-PLAYS.
Mysteries, Moralities.

-See Miracle -Plays,

MYSTICISM.
Introductory (R. M. JoNES), p. 83.

Primitive (E. Lehmann), p.
85.

Buddhist (L. de la Vallee Poussin and E. J.

Thomas), p. 85.

Chinese (W. G. Walshe), p. 87.

Christian-
New Testament (R. M. Jones), p. 89.

Roman Catholic (J. Chapman), p. 90.

Protestant (R. M. Jones), p. lOL

MYSTICISM (Introductory).—' Mysticism,' in

common speech-usage, is a word of very uncertain
connotation. It has in recent times been used as

an equivalent for two characteristically different

German words : Mystizismus, which stands for the
cult of the supernatural, for theosophical pursuits,
for a spiritualistic exploitation of psychical re-

search ; and Mystik, which stands for immediate

experience of a divine-human intercourse and rela-

tionship. The word '

mysticism
'

has, furthermore,
been commonly used to cover both (1) the first-hand

experience of direct intercourse with God and (2)

the theologico-metaphysical doctrine of the soul's

possible union with Absolute Reality, i.e. with
God. It would be conducive to clarity to restrict

the word '

mysticism
'

to the latter significance,

namely, as an equivalent for the German word
1 Hist, of Rome, Eng. tr., London, 1888, bk. iii. ch. xiii.

Christian—
Russian (K. Grass), p. 103.

Greek.—See Mysteries (Greek, Phrygian, etc.),

Neo-Platonism, Pindar, Plato.
Hebrew and Jewish (J. Abelson), p. 108.

Hindu (H. MacNicol), p. 113.

Muslim.—See Sufis.
Persian.-See SuFls.
Roman.—See Mysteries (Roman).

Mystik, and as designating the historic doctrine of

the relationship and potential union of the human
soul with Ultimate Reality, and to use the term

'mystical experience' for direct intercourse with
God.

First hand, or mystical, experience is primarily
a psychological question ; the doctrine of mysticism
is essentially a metaphysical problem. Mystical
experience is as old as humanity, is not confined to

any one racial stock, is undoubtedly one of the

original grounds of personal religion, and does not

stand or fall with tlie truth or falsity of the

metaphysically formulated doctrine of mysticism.

Mystical experience is marked by the emergence
of a type of consciousness which is not sharply

1 dc Defectu oracitlorum, xiv. 417 C.
2 Protrept. 120, 1.

3 Kleinasien, Leipzig, 1903, p. 284.
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focalized, or clearly differentiated into a subject-

object state. The '

subject
' and '

object
'

are fused

into an undivided one. Whatever is seen, heard,
or felt in these moments is Hooded with an inrush

from the abysses of the inner life. Deep-lying
powers, not ordinarily put into play, seem sud-

denly liberated. The usual insulations, which
sunder our inner life into something like compart-
ments, seem shot through. The whole being—in

an integral and undivided experience—^nr/s itself.

Not only so, but transcendent energies from beyond
the margin appear to ' invade

'

the individual self,

a larger, environing consciousness, an enfolding
presence, makes itself felt. These undifferentiated

experiences—J. A. Stewart, in his Myths of Plato

(London, 1905), calls them ' transcendental con-

sciousness'—occur in a great variety of fields, in

numerous ways, and with all degrees of depth and
inclusiveness. Lofty appreciation of beauty or

sublimity, absorbed enjoyment of music, serene

companionship with nature, sudden insight into

the meaning of a truth, the awakening of love,
moral exaltation of life in the pursuit of duty,
illustrate some types of experience which im-

mensely transcena '

knowledge
'—experiences in

which '

subject
' and '

object
'

are fused into an
undifferentiated one, and in which self is identified

with object.

Religious mystical experience is an intense, and

strikingly dynamic, variety of this fused, undiffer-

entiated consciousness. The individual soul feels

invaded, vitalized with new energy, merged with
an enfolding presence, liberated and exalted with
a sense of having found what it has always sought,
and flooded with joy. In many instances, espe-
cially with persons of peculiar psychical disposition,
the mystical experience is attended with unusual

phenomena, such as automatic voices or visions,

profound body changes, swoons, or ecstasies. These

physical phenomena are, however, only the more
intense and excessive resonances and reverbera-
tions which in milder degrees accompany all

psychical processes. They mark no rank of

sainthood, and indicate no miracle-working power.
The mystical experience, especially in the loftiest

spiritual geniuses of the race, may very well be
the emergence of a new type- level of life, a higher
manner of correspondence with ultimate sources of

reality, an ilan vital of the soul, a surge of the
entire self towards ineffable fullness of life. It

may be, in the higher sphere of the inner life, an
instance of what biologists call a tropism, i.e. an
inherent tendency of a living thing to turn towards
the sources of its nutriment. We are here primarily
concerned, however, with the fact of such an ex-

perience and with its functional value. The
mystical experience itself, as an inner life-event,
is unmistakably one of the great tap-roots of

personal religion, bringing, as it does, to the

recipient undemonstrable, but at the same time

irrefragable, certainty of higher personal life in

contact with the personal self, and revealing a

superaddition of life-functions and new depth-levels
of truth. It is not necessary to conclude that
' oracular communication,' or mysterious informa-

tion, or ideas with novelty of content come into
the world through the secret door of mystical
openings.

' Ideas
' and ' communications ' and

'information' prove always, when they are ex-

amined, to have a historical background. They
show the marks of group-experience, and they do
not drop ready-made into the world from some
other region. The mystical experience has un-

doubtedly a noetic value. But it consists in leaps
of insight through heightened life, in an intensify-
ing of vision through the fusing of all the deep-
lying powers of intellect, emotions, and will, and
in a corresponding surge of conviction through

the dynamic integration of personality, rather
than in the '

gift
'

of new concrete knowledge-
facts.

'

Mysticism,' on the other hand, in its narrow
and exact historical significance, is a doctrine of
union with the Absolute. It implies a certain

metaphysical conception of God and of the soul,
and it implies, further, a '

mystic way
'

of attaining
union with the Absolute. The fundamental meta-
physics in which the doctrine of Christian mysticism
is grounded is Greek rationalistic metaphysics,
formulated by Socrates and his great successors,
Plato, Aristotle, and Plotinus. God, according to
this Greek interpretation—and for the present
purpose the variations of it may be ignored—is

Absolute Reality, Pure Being, Perfect Form, with
no admixture of 'matter,' i.e. with no potentiality
or possibility of change. God is That-which-

absolutely-is, one, permanent, immutable, and free
of everything that implies process or 'becoming.'
He cannot, therefore, be found in finite things, or
in transitory happenings, or in passing states of

mind. He is utterly beyond the here and the now.
He is for ever above all that can be seen or felt or
known or named. There is, however, something
in the human soul which is unsundered from the

Absolute, something which essentially is that

Reality. There are many names for this ' un-
sundered something

'

in the soul— '

pure reason,'
' active reason,'

' creative reason,'
' recollective

faculty,'
'

apex of mind,'
'

abyss of mind,'
'

ground
of consciousness,'

'

synteresis,'
' divine spark,'

'word of God,'
' inward light,' 'uncreated centre.'

However it may be named, it is conceived as an
original ground or junction of soul with God, an
unlost and inalienable soul-centre, the source and
basis of all real knowledge of absolute truth, of
the idea of the Good, and of all ideas of universal

significance. The soul can know super-empirical
reality only because, when it sinks to its deepest
centre, it is one with that reality ; it is identical
with what it knows.
This intellectual formulation—and it is the

metaphysics underlying historical mysticism—
necessarily involves a via negativa. The Absolute

Reality, the God with whom the soul seeks to be

united, is above and beyond all that is concrete
and finite. To ascribe any finite qualities or
characteristics to Him is to limit Him. We can

preserve the infinite oneness and wholeness of His

being only by eliminating all that is finite in our
account of Him. He is not ' this

'

; He is not

'this'; He is not 'this.' The soul that would
reach the goal of bliss in union with Him must
therefore rise above (or sink below) states and
processes, above emotions and thoughts, above

aspirations and deeds, and find, in wordless com-
munion, in a consciousness transcending images,
ideas, or states of any kind, a junction of soul-

centre with Absolute Reality— ' a flight of the
alone to the Alone.'
The '

mystic way,'
' this flight of the alone to

the Alone,' is described as steep and hard, lonely
and arduous, a way of ' ladders

' and '

steps
' and

' ascents.' The historic '

grades
' which divide ' the

way
'

into well-marked levels, or heights of ascent,
are the '

purgative,' the '

illuminative,' and the
' unitive

'

stages. The attempts to formulate mys-
ticism into a fixed doctrine or systematic description
of the spiritual life are necessarily only partially
successful, and the carefully labelled stages of the
'

mystic way
'

only loosely sum up and recapitulate
the unfolding processes of the soul on its way to

God. Like the metaphysics with which mysticism
is allied, these formulations are partly true and

partly false.

LiTERATORE.—See list of authoritiea at end of art. Mtstioisk

(Christian, Protestant). RUFUS M. JONES.
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MYSTICISM (Primitive).—Religious mysti-
cism in the higher sense of the word, as an intuitive
and ecstatic union with the deity obtained by
means of contemplation and other mental exer-

cises, is very rarely found among primitive races.

They lack, as a rule, that idea of God as a spiritual
and universal being which is the theoretical pre-

supposition of this elevating of the mind ; and
their lower stage of reflexion does not allow them
to pass through the series of abstractions and

psychological analyses ordinarily involved in the

practices of the mystics.
Nevertheless, as the idea of gods or ghosts as

spiritual powers which take possession of man is

current among the primitive peoples, and in so far

as the sorcerer's art actually aims at inducing a

possessed state of that sort, we very often meet
with a '

mystical union '

in the lower sense of the

word, and, in fact, must regard it as typical of

primitive religion.
1. Mana, etc.—This is seen most clearly in the

earlier stages of primitive religion
—nowadays

termed '

pre-animistic
'—where there is as yet no

mention of gods or personal spirits, but holiness is

conceived simply as a number of unpersonal or

undifferentiated powers reigning over mankind
and nature, but abiding in some elected persons
(chiefs or sorcerers) whose nature fits them to be
the instruments of these powers—the mana of the

Melanesians, the orenda of the Iroquois, powers
which, on the one hand, make the chiefs and their

property tabu, and, on the other hand, enable

them, without any consecration or other special

ceremony, to exercise strong influences not only
on the members of the tribe but even on nature,

procuring rain and fertility, or, on the contrary,

provoking thunder, hurricanes, etc.

In so far as mana is identical with the tabued
man's nature itself (his special soul), we can

hardly speak of a possessed state or of mysticism
at all. But in some cases the mana is considered
not merely as a faculty in the individual, but as

a power in se of a certain superhuman character
which partially takes up its abode in favoured

persons. As to the Great Spirit of the Algonquins,
we do not know whether it signifies only the

powerful human soul or an independent being.
At any rate, when the inward power in chiefs or

sorcerers is conceived as a partaking of a super-
human power working through their actions, the

phenomenon must be designated as a case of

mysticism. And Avhat is especially to be noted is

that the type of holiness realized by these persons
is essentially the same as is shown in all mystics
of the world, viz. a holy man is endowed with
certain gifts (a higher nature) that make him
godlike—according to the ideas of the godhead—
or at least enable him to exert influences which

surpass the ordinary human faculties.

2. Shamanism. — Most forms of shamanism
come within the sphere of mysticism. The cere-

monies of the Yakuts in Siberia, as described by
W. Radloff {Aus Sibiricn^, Leipzig, 1893, ii. 1ft".),

exhibit the manifold endeavours of the shaman to

communicate with the deity and to penetrate into
the heavens, in whose highest region Ulgon Bai
('the heavenly god ') resides. The trances of the

shaman, produced by means of ecstatic dancing,
reduce him to a state of unconsciousness in which
his soul has left the body to unite witli the god or
at least to dwell in his immediate presence. The
most characteristic moment is the '

.shamanizing
'

itself. The medium or instrument of this process
is the shaman's drum, which he, as a result of the

magical faculties acquired by his trances, fills

with demoniac forces ; the gnosts of tiie loAver

world now reside in the drum, by aid of which the
shaman is able to provide himself and the people

present with new vital force, to heal disease,

promote fertility, etc. The mystical element in
this process is the presence of the divine essence in

the shaman and his distribution of it to otliers.

These shamanistic phenomena are found in

Arctic Asia and America, and seem to be confined
to this ethnologic and climatic zone ; but, as

shamanism, at least in its Siberian shape, is

largely influenced by the great Indo-Iranian re-

ligions of Asia, especially in regard to mythological
figures and cosmology, we cannot regard it as a

genuine type of primitive mysticism.
3. Fetishism.—A truer illustration is aflbrded

by African fetish-priests (gangas, etc.). Accord-

ing to the record of A, Bastian (Deutsche Expedi-
tion an die Loango-Kilste, Jena, 1874-75, i. 55 f.),

the natives of the Loango Coast, in cases of grave
sickness, send for two priests, who, by means of
dances round the fire, jumping, and whirling, fall

into a trance and enter into a state of possession
during whicli the voices of the demons inspiring
them are heard through these skilful ventriloquists.

4. Medicine-men. — The medicine-men of the
Indian tribes in many cases also assume the powers
of demons by dressing in fantastic garb—hides,

skulls, masks—and imitating the actions of the

impersonated demon or animal, its movements, its

howling, etc. In this Avay the medicine-man

directly represents the spirit whose help is wanted.
He even tries by means of trances, intoxications,
or sweat-baths to induce a state of unconscious-
ness in order to lay himself open to the approach
of the spirit.

Higher ideas of the godhead, such as have arisen

among several Indian tribes, endow this relation
to the spirit with a noble character. C. A.
Eastman, a born Indian, bears witness to spiritual

experiences of a wider range in describing a young
man's religious initiation, broadly interpreted in-

deed, in modem Christian language :

'That solitary communion with the Unseen which was the

highest expression of our religious life is partlj' described in the
word haynheday, literally "mysterious feeling," which has been

variously translated "
fasting-

" and "
dreaming." It may better

be interpreted as " consciousness of the divine."
The first hambeday, or religious retreat, marked an epoch in

the life of the youth, which may be compared to that of con-
firmation or conversion in Christian experience. Having first

prepared himself by means of the purifying vapor-bath, and
cast off as far as possible all human or fleshly influences, the

young man sought out the noblest height, the most command-
ing summit in all the surrounding region. Knowing that God
sets no value upon material things, he took with him no offer-

ings or sacrifices other than symbolic objects, such as paints
and tobacco. Wishing to appear before Him in all humilitj-, he
wore no clothing, save his moccasins and breech-clout. At the
solemn hour of sunrise or sunset he took up his position, over-

looking the glories of earth and facing the "Great Mystery," and
there he remained, naked, erect, silent, and motionless, exposed
to the elements and forces of His arming, for a night and a day
to two days and nights, but rarely longer. Sometimes he
would chant a hymn without words, or offer the ceremonial
"

filled pipe." In this holy trance or ecstasy the Indian mystic
found liis highest happiness and the motive power of his

existence.
When he returned to the camp, he must remain at a distance

until he had again entered the vapor-bath and prepared him-
self for intercourse with his fellows. Of the vision or sign
vouchsafed to him he did not speak, unless it had included

some commission which must be publicly fulfilled. Sometimes
an old man, standing upon the brink of eternity, might reveal

to a chosen few the or.acle of his long-past youth' (The Soul of
the Indian, Boston and London, 1911, pp. 6-8).

Literature.—The facts of primitive mysticism must be

sought for in the special ethnological works. For American

shamanism, e.g.,
see W. J. Hoffman, 'The Mide'wiwin of the

Ojibwa,' in 7 RBEW [1891], p. 156, and the works mentioned
above. General aspects are treated in E. Lehmann, Mysticism
in Ueathendom and Christendom, Eng. tr., London, 1910,

ch. i. t. E. Lehmann.

MYSTICISM (Buddhist).—There is no mysti-
cism in Buddhism, if the word '

mysticism 'is under-

stood quite strictly: immediate, non-discursive,

intuitive, relation with the Absolute, whether

personal (Christian, Muhammadan, Bhagavata
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mysticism) or impersonal (Neo-Platonism, Vedanta

proper). The relations of the mystic with the

Absolute, in contradistinction with the mediate
relations of the devotee through faith, prayer, and

liturg}', are merely quiescent or passive ; they aim
at absorption, at the merging of individual thought
and being in the Absolute; and the process is

carried on under the impulsion, the guidance, the

grace, the essential attractive power of the Abso-
lute.

There is no Absolute according to all the * ortho-

dox ' forms of Buddhist thought—whether Little

or Great Vehicle—and, therefore, there is no Bud-
dhist mysticism.
But the word '

mysticism
'

may be, and as a matter
of fact often is, employed with less accuracy, and it

frequently covers the whole field of extra-rational
intuitions and practices by which some supra- or
extra-rational aim is obtained, as well as the fan-

tastic cosmological theories of the stages by which
the soul ascends to the Absolute.^ Methods of

concentration of thought, trances, ecstasies, are,
in fact, usually found along witli a thoroughgoing
mysticism, the auxiliary and preparatory part of

the evucrii, or attainment of knowledge ; and, where
such practices are found, there is

'

mysticism,' even
where the essential characteristic of mysticism,
immediate, intuitive relation with the Absolute,
is wanting.

(1) It should be observed that, if Buddhism
ignores every positive and real Absolute, it has an
absolute aim, viz. the destruction of the 'contin-

gent,' of the * caused existence
'

{samskfta) ; the

obtaining of the ' uncaused '

{asamskrta). Merging
into nothingness is, in Buddhism, the counterpart
of the '

merging into the One '

of the Vedanta or
Neo-Platonism. Buddhism agrees with monism
so far as the relative or contingent is concerned.
The difference is evident enough : no immanence,
no attractive power, can be asserted of the

' not to

be reborn
'

; and, when the texts say that ' there is

an Unborn
{ajdta),

an Uncaused, an Immutable,'
they mean only that there is a way leading to the
death without rebirth. But the fact is important
that nirvana is described in '

mystic
'

phrases—
borrowed from Brahmanism.

(2) To realize its aim, the ' most orthodox ' Bud-
dhism relies on rationalistic devices. It cannot be
too much emphasized that Buddhism pretends to
be rationalistic and '

scientific,' though it need
hardly be said that the reason and science of India
in the 6th cent. B.C. are not in every way our
reason, our science.

Many of the current Indian theories of cos-

mology and science, especially medical science, are
treated as accepted facts in all the Indian philo-

sophies. But on the basis of their own standard of
scientific knowledge— transmigration, e.g., is a
scientific fact—the Indian philosophies developed
consistent and logical systems, using legitimate
methods of evidence and proof, and (excepting the

purely orthodox ritualism) rejecting sacrifice as a
means.

Primitive Buddhism, like the orthodox systems,
was entirely rationalistic, differing only in method,
in that it refused to give any answer to certain

ontological questions which it considered useless,
and in more rigid accuracy, at least sometimes,
putting blame and ridicule on the people who
endeavour to be reborn in Brahma's heaven. No-
body has ever seen Brahma, not even the rsis of
old. Buddha condemns the principle of authority,
and explains in so many words that the Truths
are of no avail, when they are accepted on his

1 Such a theory of stages is not in itself more mystical than
any other cosmological theory, but it may have a basis in

mysticism in so far aa it originates in an attempt to represent
locally the different degrees of concentration in trance.

authority, when they have not been ascertained
and realized by personal effort. Buddha knows
only observable facts :

'

given the colour and the
visual organ, there is visual knowledge, . . . there
is desire, there is act, there is rebirth,'^ and he
will be satisfied when he has found the therapeutic
of desire—as a good physician who does not care
for metaphysics : physics are a large enough field,

when the patient is suffering.

But, in the Indian systems, beside the rational-

istic method was the method of trance, devices
intended to produce ecstasy in which the Truth is

realized. In Buddhism the goal is not reached by
this means. The practice of trance, however, may
form a part of the training in winning the detach-
ment necessary for realizing the Truths, and thus
it may have its place in the therapeutic of desire.

Trances are therapeutically indifferent : when un-
dertaken with desire, in order to obtain advantages
in this life or reward in another birth, they are
bad—from the point of view of the aim to be

obtained, i.e. nirvana. When undertaken in order
to strengthen the power of thought, the power of

will, or to confirm the knowledge obtained by dis-

cursive means, trance is good ; and some Buddhists

willingly admit that it cannot be dispensed with.

There have been monks addicted to dhydna, who
were opposed to the partisans of the rationalistic

study of dharnia, as we know by a single reference.

The knowledge which liberates from rebirth is

not a gnosis ; it is the deliberate and true apprecia-
tion of the natural impermanency of things, of the
natural painfulness of life. It is a ' correct act of

attention
'

(yonUo manasikdra). Such knowledge
cuts the roots of desire and, therefore, of life.

Trances do not confer on the ecstatic an increase
of knowledge, a more accurate or a more extended

intelligence of the nature of suffering.^ They con-
fer a firmer knowledge, which enables the ecstatic

to look always at things as they are, without

being ever deceived by their apparent stability or

pleasantness. After again and again practising
the aiubhabhdvand, the beauty and the flesh of a
woman are no longer seen, but only the skeleton
and the following putrefaction. When a man has

practised the concentrations of ' the realm of non-
matter '

{drupyasamapatti), he forgets how to see

colours, how to hear sounds, how to smell odours,
and becomes inaccessible to the desires which are
born from the senses : through such concentrations
he may obtain the privilege of remaining for cen-
turies in the highest heavens ; but a Buddhist
looks at them as useful steps towards arAa^ship.
Moreover, concentration, whatever its object, gives
to the mental organism a special vigour : to look
at something blue till one sees the ' blue

' with the
closed eyes does not, by itself, eradicate desire ;

but it is an excellent device, because it makes the

beginner fit for better and more specific exercises—
the contemplation of the Truths. But trances, as

they are of no avail when they are not guided and
dominated by the ' correct act of attention,' are by
no means inaispensable. To obtain deliverance, it

was enough for GautamI the Meagre to understand
that ' death is the end of life,' and to realize, merely
by the sight of the dying out of the lamps of the

convent, the universal rule of decay.
(3) It may be observed that the position of pen-

ance (tapas) and devotion (bhakti) is parallel to the

position of concentration or ecstasy ; like the latter,
both penance and devotion are secondary.
A certain amount of asceticism (brahmacharya),

in the sense of abstinence from physical pleasures,
1 Sarhyutta, passim.
2 See, however, C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Psychology,

London, 1914, p. 125 f . (on the' prajfld and the '

supernormal
'

consciousness). There is in the attainment of the four Truths
a mystical element. The3' must not merely be known (vijildta)
but realized (sdk^dtki-ta).
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is indeed necessary, and there cannot be hope of

eradicating desire if a man lives in the very fire of

passion, i.e. in secular life, or transgresses the
moral rules {iila) ; but iila and penitential observ-
ances (vrata) are by themselves not merely of no
avail, but form one of the bonds (saniyojana)
broken by the converted. Nevertheless, Buddha
does not reject penance, and some of his disciples
are indeed very good ascetics, living in cemeteries,

eating just enough not to starve, and keeping
similar rules (rfAt«^a-precepts), which, according to

tradition, Buddha permitted, but refused to make
compulsory.
On the other hand, devotion to the Master is

utterly meaningless and deceitful to one who does
not know the Truth : 'Anyone who sits near me, and
even touches my garment, if he does not see the

Law, is indeed very far from me '

; but, when the
theoretical and rigid Udayin rebukes the simple-
souled Ananda :

' Why do you care for the cosraical

power of the Master ? ,'
^ Buddha rebukes Udayin :

' If Ananda were to be reborn, he would obtain,

owing to his confidence in my power, seven heavenly
births, seven births as a king ; but he will be in this

life liberated from existence.'

The consistent adherence of historical Buddhism
to its rationalistic tenets, coupled with its compre-
hensiveness—Buddhism makes allowance for the

mysticism, asceticism, and devotion which are per-
manent features of Indian life and thought—ex-

plains the longevity of the True Law. From the
earliest times to the rising of Amitabhism and
Tantrie Mahayana there has beenno transformation
of the essence of the True Law, the whole of which
is summarized in the four Truths ;

but there has
been a large development of all the subsidiary
elements.
LiTBRATURB.—C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Psychology,

London, 1914, p. 112 ff. ;
and the art. Trancb (Buddhist).

L. DE LA VALLfiE POUSSIN and E. J. THOMAS.

MYSTICISM (Chinese).—The theories of Lao-
tse (Laocius) bear many resemblances to the Brah-
nianical philosophy, and present many parallels to

the teaching of the Greek mystics. His theme is

Tao, a term already familiar to Chinese thought
long before his time (6th cent. B.C.), but which he
informed with a new and transcendental meaning,
so profound as to render any comprehensive defini-

tion of it impossible. Tao is the Ultimate Keality,
anterior to and higher than heaven, existing before
time began, and precedent to the manifested God.
It is the principle or law of nature, eternal, un-

changing, and all-pervading, and as such must
have existed prior to any personification, which
can only be regarded as a development and cor-

porate expression of that principle. It is the First

Cause of all existence, manifesting itself in the
creator and the visible universe. The idea of the

creator, as expressed by theists, is, almost inevit-

ably, influenced by anthropomorphic conceptions,
but Lao-tse attempted to go a stage backward,
and to picture a condition of things when the only
existence was that of Tao, the principle or law
which is the root of all phenomena, and by which
all nature is ordered and controlled. No name or
title was adequate to describe this principle, and
Lao-tse was forced to content himself with the

ambiguous term Tao, i.e. 'the way,' or the prin-

ciple in operation, as reflected in the course of

nature, a term which later exponents of the Tao-
istic school applied in a somewhat diflerent manner.
Tliis principle is devoid of personality, and is with-
out any of the attributes which are associated with

humanity, including that of consciousness ; in other

words, its action is represented as necessary and
1
Aiiguttara, i. 227 ; the voice of a Tathagata goes through

the complete universe of 1,000,000,000 worlds.

automatic. It can be defined only in negative
terms, such as 'colourless,' 'soundless,' 'im-

material,' for the reason that it is invisible, in-

audible, intangible. Lao-tse was most anxious,
it would seem, to avoid the possibility of his Tao
being regarded as, in any sense, comparable with
the various deities which were supposed to preside
over the several departments of nature and those
which were associated with the names of deceased

individuals, producing that very element of division
and decentralization which was the antithesis of
his idea of centricity and unity. His conception
of creation was that out of Tao, the eternal
ultimate principle, came the One, i.e. the Great
Monad, or material cause of the universe ; the One
produced the two primary essences, the yang and
theyin (

= positive and negative), representing and
embracing all the great antinomies, male and
female, light and shade, etc., and these gave birth
to the three powers of nature—heaven, earth, and
man—whose co-operation resulted in the production
of all creatures. Tao is not only the ultimate
source of all existence, but it pervades, influences,,
and harmonizes all the phenomena of nature, and
its quiet but all-effective operation is the exemplar
upon which all human activities should be modelled,
in contradistinction to the bustling ofiiciousness

and blustering self-assertiveness which were char-
acteristic of his times, and which had wrought
such havoc in national and social conditions. This
is the groundwork of Lao-tse's philosophy, and
supplies the motive of his theory of inaction, or

non-interference, which occupies so prominent a

place in the Tao-Teh King, and which is intended
to inculcate the importance of attaining that com-

plete vacuity and extinction of desire which alone
can induce to the possession of Tao, and the entire
surrender of man's being to its all-potent influences,
with the result that the advanced scholar becomes

exempt from the trammels of matter and the
limitations of space and time. The line of argu-
ment thus faintly sketched was the natural reaction
of Lao-tse's despondency at the political chaos of

the period of the Chow dynasty in which he
lived ; the internecine struggles of the petty States
which composed the empire ; the race for advance-
ment which characterized the official classes ; and
the abandonment to pleasure and licentiousness

which was almost universal in the case of those
who had the opportunity of indulging themselves.
There is little or no theological element in Lao-

tse's philosophy, and the place which he gives to

heaven is subordinate and secondary, contrary to

the earlier usage which represented Tao as an
attribute of heaven. The conception of God was
of little consequence, since he did not anticipate
the possibility of approach to or affinity with Him,
but, since his aim is to glorify Tao as the supreme
principle, and model, he naturally decided on

giving it the paramount position. His disciple,

Chuang-tse (Sancius), however, approximates more

closely to the orthodox opinion, regarding T'ien, or

God, as the great First Cause, and Tao as the
virtue or manifestation of the divine First Prin-

ciple, which he, in one passage, describes as the

'happiness of God.' It would seem that Tao, with

Sancius, was equivalent to the Teh of Lao-tse,
i.e. the virtue, or transmitted energy of heaven,
whilst Tao is its inherent principle. The verdict

of posterity was in favour of Chuang-tse's inter-

pretation, and later Taoism was developed on the

theological side, until its final concretion in a
Taoist pantheon.
Tao is the natural heritage of man, but, in the

majority of cases, that inheritance has been set

aside by other interests. The quest of Tao may,
and must, be undertaken, if men are to regain
that tranquillity, that complete contentment,
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which can never be acquired by the worldly-
minded. The steps in the process are similar to

those which are the commonplaces of mystics

<,'enerally. (1) The first stage is purgation. As
Lao-tse says,

'

Only one who is eternally free from

eartlily passions can apprehend the spiritual essence

of Tao.' Chuang-tse says of the sages, or perfect

men,
'

They wear the forms of men, but are with-

out human passions.' The process is a long and

painful one, and Lieh-tse (Licius) is represented as

telling an ambitious disciple of his own experiences
as a novice, when for the space of three years his

Master did not deign to bestow a glance on him,
and nine years passed before he attained that inner

unity which was his aim. '
I have not yet suc-

ceeded in cleansing my heart of impurities and

discarding wisdom,' is the confession of a professed
teacher, who failed to achieve such harmony with
Tao as would have enabled him to overcome the

opposition of material laws. (2) The second stage
- is illumination, when virtue requires no longer

a conscious eflbrt, but becomes an unconscious
habit. Lao-tse constantly deprecated the in-

terested 'virtue' of his own times, when the

would-be ' virtuous
'

Avere characterized by acute

self-consciousness and were actuated by mercenary
motives. (3) Many instances are given of the third

^ stage, when an inner unity is attained, notably by
Lieh-tse (3rd cent. B.C.)—e.g-., that of Shang Ch'iu

K'ai, who thus explained his extraordinary inde-

pendence of natural laws :

' My mind was simply
One, and material objects thus offered no resistance.

That is all
'

; and Tse Hsia, who said :
' The man

who achieves harmony with Tao enters into close

unison with external objects, and none of them has
the power to harm or hinder him.' This is the

, goal of Taoist ambition, viz. to attain to such an

/ unconscious harmony with nature as to become the

unresisting vehicle of Tao, and partake of its pro-

f)erties

which render the Taoist immune from the
imitations which are imposed upon the uninitiated

by the laws of matter, space, and time. This third

stage included also that independence of external
aids which is expressed by Lao-tse in the words,
* Without going out of doors, one may know the
whole world,' etc.

The later history of Taoism goes to show that,
in grasping the husk, i.e. the phenomenal powers
which initiates were reported to exercise, the kernel
was sacrificed, i.e. that unity of thought and in-

tention, that conformity to nature, that contempt
of the merely formal and external, which was the

alleged secret of these attainments ; and Taoism
degenerated into a system of charlatanry, including
the search for the '

pill of immortality,' the '

philo-

sopliers' stone,' and the traffic in amulets, charms,
incantations, and exorcisms which are the chief
stock-in-trade of its modern representatives. Not
only so, but the pure abstractions of Lao-tse gave
place to a ritual system, more mechanical and gross
than the polytheism and idolatry against which the

original Taoism was a protest ; and a Taoist '

pope
'

now presides over the hierarchy, whose chief re-

venues are derived from the sale of meaningless
autographs, of supposed virtue in the dispersion of

demons, etc., and the Master of Heaven himself
is open to engagements at the houses of officials

and land-owners for the purpose of exorcizing evil

spirits and other ghostly influences.
Tao is not only the source from which all things

proceed, but also the goal towards which all things
tend. The means by which that end is attained
are simple, and generally available, demanding not

exceptional gifts or acquirements, but only the pre-
condition of absolute self-abnegation. To abandon
the vaunted ' wisdom '

of the schools, to avoid pre-
conceptions, to lay aside self-consciousness, to throw
open every avenue of thought and feeling to the

entrance of Tao, are the necessa^ steps to that
final consummation, viz. return to Tao. Ambition,

luxury, wealth, pleasure, must have no place in the

life-programme of the Taoist. He must not ' strive
'

even for the promotion of virtue, nor '
lift up his

voice in the streets
' even in the propagation of his

own tenets. Hence arises the doctrine of quietism,
which is practically equivalent to non-interference.

Lao-tse's treatment of this theme is highly para-
doxical. He speaks of Tao as eternally inactive,

yet all-effective, and exhorts his disciples to practise

inaction, or, as it is expressed by his great exponent,
Chuang-tse,

' Kesolve your mental energy into

abstraction, your physical energy into inaction.' _
Another phrase of Chuang-tse may, however, be

quoted to show that this dictum is not to be too

literally interpreted :

' While there should be no

action, there should be also no inaction.' From *~

this we may gather that by action is meant im-

pertinent, ignorant, and aggressive interference,
such as that which was producing disaster in the

China of his day, and that inaction does not imply
total cessation of activity, for, if the Taoist utterly
refrains from taking a part in the battle of life, he
ceases to be a vehicle or instrument of Tao ; and,
as a matter of fact, all the early pliilosophers were

quite ready to impart the details of their system to

ardent disciples. Their enunciation of these prin-

ciples was, indeed, charged against them as a con-

tradiction of their own theory of non-resistance, as

it might justly have been represented had their

utterances been taken literally. What they aimed
at was the elimination of every purely human ele-

ment which might obstruct the free operation of

Tao, the impersonal force that makes not only for

efficiency but also for righteousness ; and they urged
that, if every man, in whatever state he found him-

self, would thus submit to the overruling influence

of Tao, the State would be tranquilly ordered, and
all the forces of nature would be at his disposal.
Some interesting illustrations of this unconscious

(i.e. non-self-conscious, or subconscious) working are

given in the Avritings of Chuang-tse and Lieh-tse.

In the sphere of morality the same principle
holds good. The '

virtues,' so blatantly advertised

and applauded, are by Lao-tse regarded as mere
shadows of departed realities and desperate apol-

ogies for their absence. ' Cast ofl:" your Holiness,
rid yourself of Sagacity . . . discard Benevolence,
and abolish Righteousness' are samples of his

vigorous protests against the ' vain oblations
'

which were laid on the altar of conventional

morality, in an age when these things were valued
for their rarity, and when spurious imitations were
almost universal. Virtue which is artificially de-

veloped is valueless when compared with that which
is the unconscious expression of the Tao within.

It is only when the root (Tao) is present that the

flowers (true virtue) will bloom naturally and

spontaneously.
The fact that the possession of Tao is, potentially,

available to all induces a breadth of sympathy -

between man and man ; hence Lao-tse says :

' He
who has no faith in others shall find no faith in

them '

;

' Among men reject none '

;

' To the good
I would be good, to the not-good I would also be

good, in order to make them good
'

;

' Even if a
man be bad, how can it be right to cast him off?'

To religion, in the ordinary sense, there is no

reference, no idea of personal relation to God, who
is only once referred to by Lao-tse, and then in an

ambiguous phrase, no suggestion of duties, litur-

gical or eucharistic, as owing to Him. The whole

duty of man is fulfilled when he submits his will

and surrenders his being to the influence of Tao,
so as to become the imconscious or subconscious

agent of that great overruling principle and power.
Such a theory, however, did not long survive, and
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before the beginning of the Christian era Taoism
had already degenerated into a system of magic.
Later developments witnessed the worship of Lao-

tse, with sacrificial accompaniments ; and succeed-

ing generations betrayed an ever-descending scale

of deterioration and degeneration. At the end of

the 5th cent, temples and monasteries were estab-

lished, in imitation of Buddhist institutions, and
the approximation of the two systems continued
until it became a matter of difficulty to distinguish
between them, and Buddhist and Taoist '

priests
'

are employed at the same time for the conduct of

funeral ceremonies, etc.

y The foregoing outline of Chinese mysticism, as^ represented by its most characteristic exponents,
will suggest many points of contact with Western

systems, notably that of Plotinus, with which it is

in agreement on (a) the subject of the ultimate

unity, which is inaccessible to knowledge and
can be apprehended only by an intuitive instinct,
illuminated by occasional lapses into a state of

ecstasy, such as are illustrated in various passages
in the writings of Lieh-tse and Chuang-tse ; and
{b) the view that the Ultimate Source of all exist-

ence cannot be identified with the whole or any
part of the material universe, being itself above

existence, and, from a material point of view, non-
existent. The idea of the immanence of the deity
in creation, which was upheld by the Confucian
school, is condemned by the Taoists.

The doctrine of relativity, suggested by Lao-tse,
is developed with great freedom and boldness by
Chuang-tse, who argues from this standpoint the
utter illusiveness of sense-knowledge. The so-

called 'contraries' are all, in a sense, identical,
because of the 'all-embracing unity' which is

behind them. The inference from this doctrine is

that ' virtue implies vice,' and that they are in-

separable, so that to aim at being 'virtuous,' in

the conventional phrase, is less admirable than to

remain quiet and unaffected by external things.
The four characteristics of mysticism which are

^ outlined in W, R. Inge's Christian Mysticism
(London, 1899) are faithfully portrayed in the

system with which we are here dealing, viz. (1) eso-

teric knowledge, based upon the deposit entrusted

by Lao-tse to the Warden of the Western Pass, and
the mystic principles which can be learned only in

silence and subordination at the feet of an expert ;

(2) quietism, which underlies the whole teaching
of the Tao-Teh King, and is the logical application
of nature's principles to human conduct ; (3) intro-

sjiection, which alone can produce that mental

vacuity which induces to the full possession of Tao,
and which excludes the intrusion of the material

objects of sense and desire—a persuasion which
contributed, in the later developments of Taoism,
to a great increase of asceticism and renunciation ;

(4) contempt and neglect of material things, which
is reflected in the paradoxes of all the great Taoist

teachers, in their disdain of pomp and riches, their
condemnation of governmental methods and of

education, and their depreciation even of the con-
ventional ' virtues.

'

Literature.—T. Watters, 'Lao-tzu, A Study in Chinese
Philosophy,' in The Chinese Recorder, Foochow, 1868, repub-
lished, London, 1870 ; J. Chalmers, Laou-tsze., Hongkong-,
1868 ; R. K. Douglas, Confucianism and Taoism, London
1889; J. Legge, SEE xxxix. [1891], xl. [1801]; P. Cams,
Canon of Reason and Virtue (Lao-Tze's Tao teh king), Chicago,
1903; Spurgeon Medhurst, The Tao Teh Ching, do. 1903;
E. H. Parker, China and Religion, London, 1905 ; H. A.
Giles, The Sayings of Lao-tzu, do. 1911, Taoist Teachings, do.
1912 ; Musings of a Chinese Mystic, with introd. by Giles, do.
1911- W. Gilbert Walshe.

MYSTICISM (Christian, NT).—The mystical
aspect in the NT is the best available illustration
of the position taken above (Mysticism [Intro-

<luctory]). The NT contains a very slender shoAv-

ing of mysticism in the technical sense. Hellenic
influence, so far as it is in evidence here at all, is

of a Stoic tendency rather than a Platonic. The
finite human spirit is conceived, especially in the
Pauline writings of the NT, as environed by the
divine Spirit and as capable of being flooded and
filled to all fullness with God. No sacred '

mystic
way

'

is indicated, but all souls lie open-windowed
to God and may have a revelation of Him,

' the

eyes of the heart being enlightened.'
Christ's own personal experience, as it comes to

light in the Gospels, is the supreme model of true

mystical experience. All His words and acts are

penetrated with an infinite depth of experience and
are fused with a warmth and intimacy of direct

fellowship with God. He reveals an interior sense

of life which explores and possesses new depths of

reality and which releases for Himself and others
new energies by which to live. The active forces
of His will appear always to spring from a life-

conjunction with the Beyond. His ethical ideals—in the Sermon on the Mount, e.g.
—are inherently

bound up with His prayer-experience. The king-
dom that is to come is the growing sway of the
will of the Father to whom He prays, and it is

possible only through expanding correspondence
with a world of higher forces and of perfect condi-
tions. The 'altered fashion of countenance,' the

transfigured form and face, which marked His

prayer-experience before the journey to Jerusalem,
IS such an experience as might well attach to a

supreme crisis of personal decision. Prayer of

illumination, altered face, changed form, glorified
figure, the radiation of light, have marked many
mystics, and these features seem to have character-
ized the Master as He adjusted His soul to the
unseen realm, as He formed His momentous de-
cision to be faithful unto death in His manifesta-
tion of love. The agony of sweat as He rose, in
the shadow of the Cross, to the experience of com-
munion and fellowship of suft'ering with His Father,
and was enabled to cry

'

Abba,' is psychologically
true to nature and bears the genuine mark of

mystical experience.
The most important fact of this personal life,

which ever since has poured streams of power into
the life of the world, is its complete adjustment to
a realm of unseen reality, and its consciousness of

correspondence with a personal heart and will,

constituting the essence of that unseen realm.

Through all the story and behind all the teaching
is the inner fact of personal experience of God.
In great moments of intercourse there is a flooding
consciousness of sonship rising even to the audition,
'

Tliis is my beloved son,' and in times of strain
and tragedy the onward course is possible because
the Abba-expei'ience is absolutely real. A syn-
optic writer has reported a saying, which may
indeed be coloured by later theology, but which
declares a central truth :

' No man knoweth the
Father save the Son '

(Mt 11^). Only a son knows
a father ; the way of inner love-experience is the

only way to the secret. This primary feature of

mystical experience seems to be the very warp and
woof of Christ's inner life.

Our accounts, even in the Synoptics, indicate
that it was the consciousness of a divine Presence
tliat built the apostolic Church. Such sayings as
'

Lo, I am with you alway,'
' Where two or three

are gathered together in my name, there am I

in the midst,' are saturated with group-experience,
and the early account in Acts of meetings

' in the

upper room,' and of ' the Agape,' shows the richness

and inner power of an invisible fellowship. Even
when we allow for a legendary strand in the early
narratives, we still find ourselves confronted in

Acts with unmistakable evidences of the extra-

ordinary revelation of sjiiritual forces in the early
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Christian groups and a striking dominance of these

forces over the intellects and wills of the primitive
believers.

There are many diverse strands in the Christi-

anity of St. Paul and many historical influences

converge in him, but no strand is more clearly in

evidence than the mystical, and no inlluence is

more certain than that which led him to expect a

direct personal e.xperience of the divine Presence.

There are numerous autobiographical passages in

the Epistles, which describe this 'experience of

divine Presence' (e.g-.. Gal l^'-
1« 1^ 4», 2 Co S^^ 4«

12'-», Ro 8*- ^«, Eph 31^-21), but the consciousness of

the interrelation of the human spirit
and the divine

Spirit is not incidental ; it is interwoven in the
entire fabric of his Epistles. There are indications

of Stoic influence in his conception of God as Spirit,
and there are evidences of familiarity with the

experiences and terms of the Oriental mystery-
religions which were already invading the empire
in St. Paul's time, but the most important source
of his faith in an immediate, divine, environing
Presence, in whom men can live and move and be,
was his own lirst-hand experience of what occurred
to him personally, and what occurred in the groups
of believers in the cities of his missionary activity.
For him,

' to live is Christ
'

(Ph P^), which means
that to live a life of real spiritual significance is to

partake of the divine nature, appropriate it in the
formation of a ' new man,' and re-live, both in joy
and in suffering, a kind of life which, like Christ's,
reveals God. The central 'mystery' of Christi-

anity, the secret of its power and promise, is the

experience of Christ in the inner life, supplying
mthin a conquering, resurrection life, overcoming
sin, and creating a spirit of love (Col 1^). The
ethics of St. Paul is inherently bound up with his
faith in, and mystical experience of, an inflooding
divine Spirit

—whether called 'God in you,' or

'Christ,' or 'the Spirit of Christ,' or 'the Spirit.'

Something from a 'world above,' 'a spiritual
realm,' comes into man and inaugurates in him a
new life, an immortal nature, a new kind of man-
nature, 'created after God in righteousness and
holiness of truth

'

(Eph \^).
The influence of the Johannine writings on

mysticism has been far greater than that of the

writings of any other NT author, and yet the term
•

mystic
'

does not as properly belong to St. John
as to St. Paul. St. John is primarily a theologian,
occupied and absorbed with interpreting the eternal

significance of the Incarnation. There is far more
evidence in his writings than in those of St. Paul
of Platonic influence, though it is probably a
Platonism that has filtered in through Philo and
other Jewish interpreters. There are for this
author two worlds—the world that is 'above,' the
world that is

' true
'

or real, and the world that is

of darkness and shadow and evil. Christ is eter-

nally
' of God.' In Him is life of the real and

eternal order. He is truth, as it is in its pure
effulgence. His incarnation exhibits in ' this world '

of shadow the intrinsic nature of the world ' above '

—the world of spirit and light and life and truth—the God-nature, which nothing
' from below '

could ever truly reveal or even adumbrate. It is,

thus, wholly through Christ's mediation that men
like us—empirical, natural beings—can partake of
life. All that we can have we ' receive.

'

Spiritual
life, the life of God, is not in us or of us. It is

'from above' and is appropriated by 'faith,' by
'

knowing Him,' and by a sacramental eating of
His flesh as the soul's bread and by drinking His
blood as the soul's life-substance. Everywhere
in these writings we are impressed with the interior

depth of the author. We feel sure that, either

inwardly or outwardly, he has 'lain on Christ's

bosom,' and that his personal testimony,
' Of His

fullness have we received,' is profoundly true.

But these writings predominantly turn our gaze,
not to the immense resources of the soul's inner

experience, not to the native testimony of the
heart's kinship Avith God, but to the historical

Person who was the Logos of God, in whom the

glory of God is revealed, and from whom we may
receive eternal life. We do not find primarily in

St. John an interpretation of experience, but rather
a theological interpretation of Christ as ' the way,'
theological indeed, but so extraordinarily wonder-
ful that it has ever since ministered to and fed the

deepest life of man.

Literature.—See list of authorities at end of art. Mtsticish

(Christian, Protestant). RUFUS M. JONES.

MYSTICISM (Christian, Roman Catholic).—
The word 'mysticism' is modern. The older ex-

pression is 'mystical theology,' which originally
meant the direct, secret, and incommunicable

knowledge of God received in contemplation, as

opposed to 'natural theology,' the knowledge of

God obtained through creatures, and 'dogmatic
theology,' the knowledge of God by revelation. In

comparatively recent times, hoAvever,
'

mystical
theology

' has also been taken to mean a science

dealing with the phenomena connected with this

mystical knowledge of God (such as visions and
locutions), with the dispositions for it, and its^

various external effects (ligature, quietude, ecstasy,
levitation, etc.). This use of the expression is im-

proper, just as if
'

dogmatic theology
' were used

as the name for the method of learning dogma and
for the consideration of the effects of dogma on the
mind and conduct. In the earlier and strict sense

mystical theology is an experience, not a science,
for it cannot be expressed in words.

I. Mystical theology in the early Church.—The
belief in mystical tiieology and its connected

phenomena was taken over by Christianity from
Judaism. But the prophets of Israel and their

schools, the pure mystic desire and praise in some
of the Psalms, the hidden wisdom of Job and the

Sapiential books, were things of the past in the
1st century. Judaism tended to regard God as so

transcendent and ineffable that He could deal with
creatures only by angelic mediation ; the creation
and the theophanies were thus explained. It was
the fashion to see or write of apocalypses, symbolic
visions, angel-ministers. Philo finds his Neo-
Platonist conceptions of contemplation symbolized
in the OT, but he is not following a Jewish tradi-

tion. In the NT mysticism is not directly described
or taught ; it is far less on the surface than in the
OT ; yet it seems to be hinted at (e.gr., 1 Co 2^"^*

6^^) and even pre-supposed. And, further, the
attendant phenomena are frequently mentioned :

visions, dreams, trances, angels and devils, revela-

tions, extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost, of
which the chief is

prophecy.We know very little about the early years of

Christianity. False apocalypses and Sibylline
books testify (if testimony be needed) to the con-
tinuance of a belief in vision and prophecy. The
Pastor of Hernias bears so striking a likeness to the

symbolical visions of mediaeval mystics that it is

hard to regard it as fiction. If the writer was
older than his brother Pius

(pope c. 140-155), his

earliest experiences may well have fallen c. 98-99,
before the death of St. Clement. For the 2nd and
3rd centuries it will be sutticient to instance the
visions of St. Perpetua (f 2U3), those mentioned by
St. Cyprian (f 258) (see Harnack,

'

Cyprian al*

Enthusiast,' ZiVriFiii. [1902] 177). The prophecies
of Montanus (began 155 ?), Priscilla, and Maximilla
(t 179) were rejected by the Church, not because
locutions and raptures were suspect, but because
these prophets claimed to add something to the
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faith once delivered. The idea of teaching by
women was ridiculed by their opponents, and it

was pointed out that the phenomena were those of
'

possession.' It is interesting to notice that these

prophets prepared themselves for ecstasy by empty-
ing their mind of all thought {iKovaioi d/xadla), and
this state was succeeded by an uncontrollable

frenzy {dKovcrios /xavla ^ixv^) (Apollinarius, ap. Eus.
HE V. xvii. 2). TertuUian tells us [de Exhort.

Castitatis, x., one MS) that placing the head down-
wards was a preparation for hearing voices. An
adversary of the Montanists, Miltiades, Avrote a
book, How a prophet ought not to speak while in

ecstasy. Tertullian's defence, de Ecstasi, in seven

books, is lost. The theory originated by Kitschl,
and at one time popular, that Montanism was a
recrudescence of primitive

'

enthusiasmus,' has no

support in extant sources. See art. Montanism.
Clement of Alexandria (t c. 215) is the first

Christian writer on mystical theology. Against
the gnostic lecturers, who pretended to teach a
secret doctrine handed down to them by disciples
of the apostles, the recipient of which was raised
to a higher level than the ordinary Christian, and
became a ' knower '

or '

gnostic,' Clement delineates
the true '

gnostic
'

or ascetic, whose elevation above
others is not acquired by human learning but by
mortification and contempt of the world, and
implies a life of self-conquest and of contemplation
of God, From Philo Clement has borrowed the
idea that God is to be sought, as Moses sought
Him, in the darkness (Strom, ii. 2 and v. 12)—a

saying which paves the way for the Areopagite
and St. John of the Cross. God is to be reached

by faith and by abstraction :

'Going forth by analysis to the First Intelligence,' taking
away depth, breadth, length and position, leaving a monad,
then abstracting what is material, 'if we cast ourselves into the
vastness of Christ, thence if we proceed forward by holiness
into His immensity, we may in some fashion enter into the

knowledge of the AJniighty, recognising not what He is, but
what He is not' (ib. v. 11).

This is the familiar via negationis of reasoning ;

but Clement means more than the attainment of

an abstract ideal. The search, he goes on, is un-
seen and invisible ; the grace of knoAving (yvCxris)
is from God through His Son. For God has no

shape or place or motion or state or seat or right
or left ; the First Cause is not in space, but above

space and time and speech and thought. The first

stage of the quest (which corresponds to the three

days of Abraham's journey) is the perception of

beauties ; the second is the desire of the good soul ;

in the third the mind sees spiritual things,
' the

eyes of the understanding being opened by the
Teacher who rose again the third day.' But this

is not to see God as He is, which cannot be in this

life {Strom, v. 11-13). In vii. 3 the contemplation
of the gnostic is again spoken of (see also vii. 13),
and vii. 7 deals with his continual prayer. This

high contemplation is a special gift :

'Whether it is the Father Himself who draws to Himself
every man who lives purely, and has gone forward to the
intuition (evvoia) of the blessed and incorruptible Nature, or
whether our own free will, having arrived at the knowledge of

the good, leaps and jumps over the boundaries (as the gymnasts
say), at any rate it is not without a special grace that the soul

wings its way and is raised above what is above it, putting
aside all that has weight' (v. 13).

In contemplation (dewpla) the divine image is sealed

upon the soul, which was made in God's image, by
the Son, who is the perfect Image,
'so that the gnostic becomes a third image («ikwi'), as far as

may be, being made like unto the Second Cause, unto that
which is truly Life, by which we live the true life' (vii. 3).

Origen (f 251) frequently refers to contemplation,
and many times distinguishes the two lives, the
active and the contemplative, which he was possibly
the first to compare with Martha and Mary as their

types (frag. 80 in Joann., ed. E. Preuschen, Berlin,
1903, p. 547). He often speaks of rising above

sense and figures and shadows to one mystical and
unspeakable vision [e.g., in Joann. xiii. 24,

Celsum, iii. 56). He lived with his disciples a
life of asceticism, resembling that of the monks
later on (cf. F. W. B. Bornemann, In investiganda
monachatus origine quibus de causis ratio habenda
sit Origenis, Gottingen, 1884), and he claims that,

by abstinence and discipline, communion with God
and prophecy and other '

spiritual gifts
'

can be
attained. In an interesting passage he quotes the

pagan Celsus's taunt, that no CTiristians would
understand his mysticism, when he announced to
them :

'
If you close up the senses and look up

with the mind, and if you turn from the flesh, and
awaken the eye of the soul, thus, and thus only,
shall you see God.' Origen replies that this is just
what the true Christian does. When the eyes of
Adam and Eve were opened (Gn 3^), their inner

eye was closed, but Christ came that those who
see not may see, and that those who see may be
made blind ; and, in fact, by this shutting of the

eyes of sense and opening of the better eye, God
and His Son, who is Word and Wisdom, are

contemplated (c. Cels. vii. 39).

A new period opens with the development of

monachism in the 4th century. Thousands fled

from the world, not merely to avoid temptation,
but in order to attain perfect purity of mind and
body and, in particular, purity of prayer, the

prayer without images, which is so often mentioned
in the Lives and apophthegmata of the Fathers.
Retirement was necessary for contemplation (Basil,

Reg. fus. Tr. 5f.), and contemplation was the one

thing necessary for the monk (Cassian, Coll. i. 8,
x. 7 ; Basil [?], Const. 7non. 1). The founder and
model of Egyptian monachism, St. Antony, some-
times remained all night in ecstasy ('in excessu
mentis ') and complained when sunrise interrupted
his prayer (Cassian, Coll. ix. 31) :

' And he also delivered this celestial and more than human
judgment as to the end of prajer : "That prayer is not perfect
in which the monk understands himself or his own prayer"'
(ib.).

This famous sentence applies in some measure
to all mystical prayer, even its inchoate degrees.
St. Athanasius tells us practically nothing of

St. Antony's contemplation, but dwells upon the
attacks made on the saint by devils (these re-

mind us of many later instances, including the
Cure d'Ars), and diabolical appearances in every
form. Antony's power over demons is paralleled
by many subsequent saints—e.g., St. Benedict and
St. Ignatius.
The Conferences of Abbot Isaac on prayer, re-

ported by Cassian (t c. 435), have had enormous
influence. He teaches that monastic life tends to

uninterrupted prayer and purity of thought (Coll.
ix. 2). Prayer is multiform, and its kind depends
on the degree of purity attained, as well as upon
accident and industry, so that it is not uniform

(ix. 8). Out of any form of prayer most fervent
and fiery prayers may surge up, so that the soul,
after the manner of an incomprehensible and de-

vouring flame, flies forth beyond all things, and

pours out unspeakable prayers, which the Holy
Ghost supplies, so that not only the mouth cannot

speak them all, but the mind cannot recall them
afterwards (ix. 15). This fiery prayer, known to

few, and ineffable, transcends all human sense, and
is described by no sound of voice or movement of

tongue ; but the mind is illumined by a celestial

light (ix. 25). Tears are a grace, but not when

they are forced (ix. 28-30). The means of attain-

ing to continual prayer, so far as this is possible,
is by short but fervent prayer. The most useful

ejaculation is
'

Deus, in adjutorium meum intende ;

Domine, ad adjuvandum me festina' (x. 9f.). It

is wrong to have any imaginary form of God before
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the eyes ; this was the error of the Anthropo-
morpliites (x. 5). Our Lord has tauj,'ht us by His

example to retire from the noise aud confusion of

the world, in order that, while we dwell in the

body, we may in some part prepare ourselves to

receive a certain similitude of that future blessed-

ness which is promised to the saints (x. 6), to be
united to the Father and the Son, as they are
united to one another (x. 7).

The first anchorite to dwell at Scete, the famous
St. Macarius of Egypt (f 389), is the reputed author
of some epistles and homilies of extraordinary
beaut}'. Horn. viii. (PG xxxiv. 527 ft'.) is a record
of personal experience, and demands quotation :

' A certain one enters to bend the knee, and his heart is filled

with the divine working, and his soul exults with the Lord as
with a bridegroom, according to the word of Esaias the pro-
phet, saying :

" As the bridegroom rejoiceth over the bride, so
shall the Lord rejoice over thee

"
; and it comes to pass that,

having been without leisure all the day, in this one hour he
gives himself to prayer, and his inner man is rapt away into
prayer, to the immeasurable depth of the other world, in much
sweetness, so that his mind is afar, being aloft and carried
thither away, so that at that time oblivion comes into the con-
siderations of the understanding, because they have been filled

up and taken captive unto divine and heavenly things, to the
infinite and incomprehensible, to things wonderful and that
may not be expressed by human mouth ;

so that in that hour
he prays, and says: "Would that my soul had gone forth
together with the prayer !

" '

Macarius describes how '

grace
'

comes, sometimes
as burning fire, sometimes more slowly ; this lamp
is always alight, but, when it shines brighter, it is

because it is set aflame by the inebriation of the
love of God. He relates spiritual experiences—a
cross of light within the soul ; the being caught
in ecstasy, and finding himself before the altar in
the church and being given three loaves to eat ; a
garment of light bestowed on him ; a light in the
heart, opening out the way to a deeper and secret

light, so that the whole man was bathed in the
sweetness of contemplation,
'

so that no longer could he contain himself, but became as a
fool and a barbarian to this world through the exceeding love
and sweetness by reason of the hidden mystery, so that the
man at that time was made free and attained to the perfect
measures, and was clean and free from sin ; but after this,
grace withdrew, and the veil of the contrary power came
across; but yet it partially shines, and he stands one step
below perfection.'

For there are twelve steps :

' He who is rich in

grace stands ever night and day on the summit,
and is free and pure, for he is on high and captive

'

;

but, if he never descended one step,
' he could not

receive the ministry of the word, nor take care
for himself or for the morrow, but could only sit in
one corner uplifted and inebriated.' It is' there-
fore impossible to remain long in the highest
degiee. In Horn. i. Macarius describes the life of
the soul in God. As Origen had given 'Christ
and the soul

'

as one of the interpretations of the
Spouse and the Bride in the Canticle of Canticles,
so Macarius habitually speaks, just like a mediae-
val mystic, of the heavenly Bridegroom.
'Such a soul, putting away the shame of her face, and no

longer mastered by the disgrace of her thoughts nor caused to
commit adultery by the evil one, has communion with the
heavenly Spouse, as being herself simple (fiovoTporros) ; for,wounded with His love, she languishes and faints (if I may
dare to speak thus) for the beauteous spiritual and mystical
commerce in the incorrupt union of communion in holiness.
Blessed indeed and happy is such a soul, which, conquered by
spiritual love, has been worthily affianced to God the Word'
(Ep. ii. [PG xxxiv. 416]).

Palladius tells us that this great ascetic was said
to live in a continual ecstasy (dSiaXe/irrwy i^laTocdai.),
and to have more commerce with God than with
earthly things {Hist. Lam. xvii.). This is his
advice on prayer :

'
It is not needful to speak much, but to stretch forth the

hands, and say :

"
Lord, as Thou wiliest, and as Thou knowest

have mercy." And if warfare should come: "O Lord, help.''And He knoweth what is expedient, and hath mercy upon us.'

On Macarius's views see J. Stoffels, Die mystischc
Theologie MaJcarius, Bonn, 1908, and in Theol.

Quartalschrift, xcii. [1910] 88, 243 ; and C. Gore,
in JThSt viii. [1906] 85. According to J. Stiglmair
(Snchliches und sprachliches bei Makarius von
^gypten, Feldkirch, 1912), the works attributed to
Macarius are a conglomerate, in which it is impos-
sible to distinguish what is authentic from the
additions by an editor (Constantinopolitan?) of the
5th or 6th century.

St. Nilus, in the 4th cent., gave clear instruc-
tions on pure prayer, without images (de Oratione,
56f.,85, 117, 119 [Pff Ixxix.]).

Diadochus, bishop of Fhotice in Epirus, wrote
Capita centum de perfectione spirituali, at a date
which is unknown ; the work was known to Maxi-
mus Confessor and to Photius (Latin version in
PG Ixv. ; Greek version in a rare volume Philo-
calia, Venice, 1782, and in a recent edition by
J. E. Weis-Liebersdorf, Leipzig, 1912). The love

by which a soul adheres to God and loses all love
of itself is called by Diadochus iv ala-difiaei Kapdla^
(14, 16), and it cannot be exercised save when the
conscience is pure (23). The soul's natural per-
ception, or ' accurate taste of the things which it

judges' (30), has been split in two by original sin

(25, 29). But, besides the ordinary use of our
reason, there exists another use, without this
division :

' That which comes to the soul from the Holy Ghost is simple,
and no man can know it, save those who willingly release them-
selves from the pleasures of this life on account of the hope of
what is to come, and dry up the corporal appetite by temper-
ance '

(25).

The joy with which the soul then rejoices, and
which it can even communicate to the body, is an
unerring admonition of eternal life (25). This joy
and consolation are carefully to be discerned from
false or diabolical consolations (30 f . ). So there are
two kinds of charity, a lower and a spiritual ; and
two kinds of humility (cf. The Cloud of Unknowing,
below), of which the higher is the result of contem-
plation (95). Diadochus is aware of the special
ditticulties of beginners (93), of the special graces
which they receive (88), and of the aridities and
seeming dereliction which ensue (69). A man
should speak only when he has a moderate illu-

mination ; for, when he has none, he is ignorant,
'and when he has much, it allows him not to

speak. For then the soul, inebriated mth the love
of God, wishes to enjoy with silent voice the con-

templation of the glory of the Lord '

(8). Diado-
chus speaks from personal experience (cf. 91).
Rewrote for monks (52 f., 68). He teaches that
the gift of '

theology
'

(cf. 68, 72) or contemplation
is above all other gifts of God for inflaming the
soul with love (67).

The Greek Fathers speak from tradition, and in
rhetorical language, of leaving all creatures in
order to arrive at the knowledge of God which is

given to the pure in heart. A well-known passage
of St. Gregory of Nyssa is unusually explicit and
practical. He develops the loc7is communis which
Clement had long before borrowed from Philo,
that God is to be seen only in the darkness, as by
Moses ; so that, in order to rise to this knowledge,
a man must put away all that enters through sense,
that he may climb the steep mount of '

theology
'

{de Vita Moysis, mystica interpretatio [PG xliv.

372-377]).

Among the Latins St. Ambrose was apparently
a mystic (cf. Epp. i. 29, in Ps 118, serm. xi.). St.

Augustine's Confessions are too much read to need
more than mention. It is not rare for him to refer
to mystical sight (' Lo, now we have rejoiced in
some inward sweetness ; lo, in the summit of the
mind [' acie mentis'] we have been able to see some-
thing that is unchangeable, in a momentary flash,'
on Ps 41, no. 10), and he constantly shows the
effects, in the burning and ever-present longing
for the heavenly country, which he manifests more
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than any writer ; and the desire is joy :
* for he

who desires, though his tongue is silent, yet sings
in his heart' (on Ps 86). St. Augustine's descrip-
tion of the active and contemplative lives, typified

by Peter and John (in Joann. tract, cxxiv. 5), and
his long discussion and classification of visions—
corporal, spiritual {i.e. imaginary), and intellectual

{de Genesi ad litt. bk. xii.)
—are classical.

St. Benedict (t c. 543), whose Rule for religious
life was to be almost universal in the West until
the 13th cent., says but little about contemplative
prayer (Prol. in Regulam, fin., 52, etc.). He in-

sists upon the conditions for it—separation from
the world, obedience, silence, and, above all,

humility, which will lead the monk to perfect
charity (Reg. 7). He continues the tradition that

prayer should be brief and '

pure
'

(29). He would
have sent an inquirer in the first place to Cassian
and the Sayings ofthe Fathers (cf. 42, 73).

The two writers within the Patristic period
whose influence was greatest upon the Middle Ages
areincontestably pseudo-Dionysius^and St. Gregory
the Great, the former at the end of the 5th cent.,
the latter at the end of the 6th. Dionysius is

first quoted by Monophysites ; but he became an

authority in East and West, and was long regarded
as the chief of the Apostolic Fathers. His works
form a system, of which the tiny treatise Of Mysti-
cal Theology (PL cxxii. 1171) is the climax. He
carries on the tradition of the Greek Fathers, and

probably knew the passage of St. Gregory of Nyssa
referred to above ; but he is influenced mainly by
the Neo-Platonist, Proclus, from whom he has
been shown by J. Stiglmair to borrow largely (Das
Aufkommen der pseudo-Dionysischen Schriften,
una ihr Eindringen in die christliche Litteratur
bis zum Laterankonzil 649, Feldkirch, 1895 ; also

Byzantinisches Zeitschrift, xii. [1898J91, viii. [1899]
263 ; Katholik, XC. ii. [1910] 55). He asserts the
transcendence of God with extreme expressions,
exaggerated from the Platonic iir^Keiva t^s oiiaias :

God is vwepoijcrios, virepdyados (Myst. Theol. 1), 6 Trdvriijv

iTT^KSLva, virkp deapxi-o-v Kal inr^p dyadapx^tnv (E}). 2).

This is the via eminentia; ad Deum, and is beyond
the assertive theology (KaTa(paTiKr] deoXoyla \_Myst.
Theol. 3]) which describes the Trinity. But a yet
higher way is the via negationis, by which not

only all that is sensible (ib. 4), but all intellectual

notions (ib. 5), are denied of God. ELseAvhere (de
Div. Nom. vii. 3) he enumerates in order the

ways in Avhich our intellect forms the idea of God :

first, from the order of the universe, which came
forth from Him, and contains likenesses of which
He is the exemplar, then by abstraction and emin-
ence (iv ry Trdvruiv d^aipiaei Kal inrepoxV) i-^- we ab-
stract all the perfections of nature, and attribute
them to God in a higher sense, because He is their

Cause) :

' Wherefore God is in all things, and apart from all things :

and God is known by knowledge, and by ignorance, and there
is intuition and consideration and science of Him, and touch
and perception and opinion and imagination and name, and all

the rest, of Him
;
and He is neither conceived, nor spoken, nor

named ; and He is none of the things that are, nor is He
known in any of them. And He is all in all things, and nothing
in none ; and He is known to all through all things, and through
none of them to none.'

And yet all this is but reasoning up to a para-
doxical but necessary ideal—it is philosophy, not

mysticism—and Dionysius goes on :

'And there is, besides, that most divine knowledge of God,
which takes place through ignorance, in the union which is

above intelligenoe, when the intellect, quitting all things that
are, and then leaving itself also, is united to the super-lucent
rays, being illuminated thence and therein by the unsearchable
depth of wisdom.'

Thus the philosophical process of abstraction and
negation which justifies the mystic in transcending
reason is emphatically distinguished from the mys-
tical operation of rising above the world and self to
God. The former results in an abstract idea ; the

latter carries the soul away above all intelligence
into union. Clement of Alexandria had somewhat
slurred over this difierence, numerous later writers,
mediaeval as well as modern, have neglected it, and
the dogmatic theologians eventually denied it.

But the very existence of the mystic faculty de-

pends upon this fundamental distinction.

The mystical ascent is described by pseudo-
Dionysius in a celebrated paradox, as the entry
into the night Avhich is brighter than light :

' The super-unknown, the super-luminous and loftiest height,
wherein the simple and absolute and unchangeable mysteries
are cloaked in the super-lucent darkness of hidden mystic
silence, which super-shines most super-brightlj' in the blackest

night, and, in the altogether intangible and unseen, super-fills
the eyeless understandings with super-beautiful brightnesses

'

{Myst. Theol. 1).

This literal translation reproduces the neologisms
of the original. The next sentence is the only
one which gives practical advice, and it was cited

throughout the Middle Ages as the locus classicus
for the method of contemplation :

'And thou, dear Timothy, in thy intent practice of the

mystical contemplations, leave behind both thy senses and thy
intellectual\operations, and all things knoien by sense and intel-

lect, and all things which are not and which are, and set Ihjself,
as far as may be, to unite.thyself in unknowing mth Him who
is above all being and knowledge, for by being purely free and
absolute, out of self and of all things (rrj eavroi) xai navTuiv

cKCTTao-ei), thou Shalt be led up;to the ray oj the divine darkness,
stripped of all, and loosed from all.'

Every mystic has recognized his own experience in

this striking passage : the strange intuition, which
is only impeded, not assisted, by the senses and
the reason, which is utter darkness to the mind,
yet floods it with incomprehensible knowledge.
There is nothing new in the doctrine ; just below
we encounter the familiar reference to Moses in the
darkness of Sinai ; and the notion of God's tran-

scendence and immanence, extravagantly worded

by Dionysius, can be found rhetorically polished
in St. Basil's Horn, x., de Fide, and frequently
elsewhere. But the '

ray of darkness
'

is a fine

expression, and so vivid a summary was of real

service to clench tradition. Dionysius, however,
was obliged further to elucidate his own paradox,
and to explain (Ep. 1) that

'

ignorance
' and ' dark-

ness
'

are not to be understood '

privatively
'

(Kara

(TTipijffiv) but
'

by excess
'

(inrepoxi-KQs), as darkness

by excess of light (Ep. 5) :

' Do thou super-truly deny that the Light that is, is not
known to those who possess it. Ignorance about God is truly
knowledge [read : ovtios yi'Mcris ri Kara Qebv ayvoxria] . . . and
if any one, seeing God, understands what he has seen, he has
not seen God, but something of those things of His which
exist and are known' (Ep. 1)—another famous assertion, which
has been precious to after ages.

There are only a few lines of Dionysius which

speak of mystical theology and its method (viz.

de Div. Nom. vii. 3, Myst. Theol. 1, and Epp. 1

and 5). As to the preparation for it, especially the
moral purification on which other writers insist,

he has not a word, nor as to its degrees, variations,
or difficulties. The writer himself is far more
a speculative theologian and philosopher than a

mystic.
St. Gregory the Great (t 604) ofl'ers a sharp

contrast. In place of a short, scholastic state-

ment, he sets before us many beautiful and difl'use

descriptions of his personal experience. These are

to be found chiefly in the Morals on Job and the

Commentary on Ezekiel ; those on Kings and
Canticles are less to be trusted, as they were made

up from stenographic notes of lectures and were
disowned by St. Gregory. As a theologian, the

great pope sums up the doctrine of the Latin

Fathers, especially St. Augustine. Naturally he
teaches that there are two lives, the active and
the contemplative, symbolized as usual by Martha
and Mary, Rachel and Leah (Mor. vi. 61, in Ezech.

II. ii. 9f.). The contemplative life is the higher;
it may be dangerous for some (Mor. vi. 57), yet it
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is possible even for those in the world and the

marriage state (in Eeech. 11. v. 19 f.). The active

life may assist the contemplative, provided that

tranquillity of mind is not too much impeded.
Christ has given us an example of the union of

the two lives (Mor. xxviii. 33, vi. 56), which is

especially necessary for those who undertake the

pastoral office (Beg. past. ii. 7, etc. ). The conditions

for the contemplative life embrace not only tran-

quillity and retirement, but severe self-discipline

(Mor. vi. 59 f.) and great love (ib. vi. 58, etc.) of

God and of the neighbour. The immediate pre-

paration is given from tradition as well as ex-

perience :

' The soul must first have learnt to shut out from its eyes all

the phantasmata of earthly and heavenly imafces, and to spurn
and tread under foot whatever presents itself to the thought
from sight, hearing, smell, bodily touch, or taste, so that it

may seek itself interiorly as it is without these sensations' (/;i

Ezech. II. v. 9). After this
' the first step is that the soul should

collect itself together (" ut se ad se colligat"), the second, that
it should look upon its own recollection (" ut videat qualis sit

collecta "), the third, that it should rise above itself, and yield
itself up by effort to the contemplation of the invisible Creator

'

(t'ft.). The effort is
' a great striving of the mind, when it raises

itself up to heavenly things, when it fixes its attention on the

spiritual, when it tries to pass over all that is bodily seen, when
it narrows itself that it may be enlarged. And sometimes,
indeed, it prevails, and soars above the opposing darkness of

its blindness, so that it attains to somewhat of the unencom-
passed Light (" incircumscriptum lumen") by stealth and
scantily ; but for all that, to itself straightway beaten back it

returns, and out of that Light into which panting it had passed,
into the darkness of its blindness sighing it returns,' and 'by
the very tasting, it faints away' {ib. ii. ii. 12).

This *

periodicity
'

of contemplative prayer is

constantly dwelt upon by St. Gregory : the soul is
' beaten back ' and sinks down by the weight of

her corruption (Mor. v. 27 f., viii. 50, x. 13, xxiv.

12, etc.), and the brief space of the highest experi-
ence is but the ' silence in heaven for half an hour '

of Rev 8^. All tliis describes the mystical prayer
which was later to be labelled ' active contempla-
tion,' and is sought by the soul. But St. Gregory
does not omit the '

passive
'

states, when the soul

is caught away ('rapta') into God and inflamed,
so that, although yet in the flesh, all carnal thought
is subdued, though God is not seen ' as He is

'

(Mor. iv. 45). Often the mind of the just is so

suspended in contemplating things on high that

outwardly their face seems to have been struck
with stupefaction (

'

obstupuisse
'

[Mor. xii. 35]);
the mind is often caught in ecstasy ('rapta,' 'in

excessu suspenditur' \ib. xxiv. 12]). The subse-

quent effect of the divine vision upon the soul is

noticed, not merely detachment and contempt of

the world (Ep. i. 5, Mor. vii. 7), but the experience
of being above it and that it is a passing show
(Dial, praef. and ii. 32 :

' Animae videnti Deum
angusta est omnis creatura'). Self-knowledge and
humility are the fruits of contemplation (Mor.
XXXV. 3, in Ezech. I. viii. 11, 17, etc.).

Though in contemplation the mind is expanded
(Mor. V. 50, Dial. ii. 32) and the soul is filled with

peace (Mor. v. 9) and with marvellous sweetness,
and is afire with love (ib. v. 58, etc.), yet it is im-

possible in this life to see God as He is—that is

reserved for heaven.
'The soul beholds something beneath His brightness by

which refreshed it may progress ... it does not yet behold
that which God is, but that which is under Him '

{in Ezech. ii.

ii. 14). He is seen '

per aenigmatis speculum,' not 'per specieni,'
'
for the darkness of our corruption hides from us the incor-

ruptible Light ; and how far off it is, is shown, for that we can
see it in some measure, and yet the Light cannot be seen as it

is. If the mind could not see it at all, it would not even see
that it is afar off ; and if it perceived it perfectly, it would
not see it as though through darkness. Therefore, because it

is not altogether seen, nor again altogether unseen, it is rightly
said that it is "seen from afar

" '

{ib. xxxi. 101).

Many quotations from the Moralia and a few
from the Horn, in Ezechielem are collected by
Blosius in his Psychagogia, bk. iv. It is notice-
able that in those great works St. Gregory never

speaks of any accidental psycho-physical effects of

contemplation, although his Dialogues, intended
for popular reading, are full of miracles, prophecies,
and visions.

2. The Middle Ages and Scholasticism.—We
have seen that in the Patristic period mystical
theology was fully recognized, and that the method
of approaching it by abstraction was traditional.

For the succeeding period there are materials to be
found in the Lives of the saints, which are ex-

tremely numerous throughout the Middle Ages,
and are usually the work of contemporaries.
Special mention has to be made of St. John Clima-
cus (t 605-606) ; also of St. Maximus Confessor
of Constantinople (t 662), an ascetic writer as well
as an acute theologian, who wrote some comments
on pseudo-Dionysius. It was doubtless through
his influence at Rome that the Areopagite was
quoted by the Lateran Council of 649. The abbot

Thalassius, a correspondent of St. Maximus, has
left some notes on mysticism. These three Greek
Avriters agree in insisting that all images and

imagination are to be put away in prayer
(Climacus, Ladder of Perf., degree xxviii. 45;
Maximus, Cent. v. 69 ; Thalassius, Cent. ii. 26).

Among the Latins may be noted Rabanus Maurus
(t 856), especially in his de Puritate Cordis, John
Scotus Erigena (9th cent. ), who translated pseudo-
Dionysius into Latin, St. Peter Damian (t 1072),
and Hugh of St. Victor (t 1141).

St. Bernard of Clairvaux (t 1153) had a great
influence on the history of mysticism. A well-

read and acute theologian as well as a man of

genius, his mystical experiences are important
records. Note his description of the 'third

chamber of the Spouse,' the perfect peace of the
soul (Serm. in Cant, xxiii. 15), and that of the
visitations and absences of the Spouse :

'
I confess that the Word has come to me (I speak as a fool),

and that many a time. And though He has often entered into

me, I have not perceived when He came in. I have felt Him
to be there, I remember His presence, sometimes I have had
prescience of His advent, but His entrance I could never feel,

nor even His departure
'

{ib. Ixxiv. 5
;

cf. xxxii. 2).

Here is a remarkable comment on 'murenulas
aureas et vermiculatas argento

'

(ib. xli. 3) :

'This means, I think, nothing else than to weave certain

spiritual likenesses, and in these to bring the meaniiigs of
Divine Wisdom into the sight of the mind which is contemplat-
ing, in order that it may perceive, at least by a mirror and in a

riddle, what it cannot as yet look upon face to face. What I

speak of are things divine, and wholly unknown but to those
who have experienced them, how, that is, in this mortal body,
while yet the state of faith endures and the substance of the
clear Light is not yet made manifest, the contemplation of pure
truth can yet anticipate its action in us, at least in part ; so
that some, even among us, to whom this has been granted from
above, can employ the Apostle's words "Now I know in part,"
and again

" We know in part, and we prophesy in part." For
when something from God has momentarily and, as it were,
with the swdftness of a flash of light, shed its ray upon the mind
in ecstasy of spirit, immediately, whether for the tempering of
this too great radiance, or for the sake of imparting it to others,
there present themselves certain imaginary likenesses of lower

things, suited to the meanings which have been infused froir^

above, by means of which that most pure and brilliant ray is in

a manner shaded, and both becomes more bearable to the soul

itself, and more capable of being communicated to whomsoever
the latter wishes.'

This is perhaps the earliest account of the
distinction between pure contemplation, in which
reason as well as imagination remains in darkness,
and nothing is understood by it, and revelation, in

which the pure intellectual conceptions are made
comprehensible by means of the imagery or words
which the mind habitually employs. St. Bernard

suggests that this translation into '

phantasmata
'

is the work of the angels.
A contemporary of St. Bernard, Richard of St.

Victor (t 1173), makes the same distinction be-

tween contemplation
' not by a mirror and in a

riddle, but in simple truth, without any veil or
shadow of figures,' on the one hand, when the
mind goes forth out of itself, and, on the other

hand, the action by which the mind draws in this
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truth to itself, by much discussion and reasoning,
and makes it comprehensible to itself, by drawing
it down into the ordinary intelligence, by bringing
reason to bear upon it, and adapting images to it

(Benjamin major, iv. 11). Among other mystical
writers of the period, Guigo the Carthusian and

especially Gulielmus of St. Thierry, near Rheims,
deserve notice.

The 13th cent, saw a great wave of mysticism
which passed over Europe, together with the rise of

the mendicant orders ; it was followed immediately
by the maturity of Scholasticism, the converse,

though not the contradictory, of mystical theology.
Many of the great theologians were also mystics,
yet the great commentaries on the Sentences and
the Summ,ce of theology did not include mystical
theology in their field. In the discussions of ' the
two lives,

' which invariably form part of the course,

contemplation is understood as the conclusion of

rational discourse, not as intuitive experience.
The Franciscan, St. Bonaventura (t 1274), has been
entitled ' the prince of mystical theologians

'

in a

large sense, on account of his pious meditations on
the Passion and his ascetical writings. He makes
a few rare references to mysticism {e.g., de Triplici
Via, iii. 7). The following declaration is of tirst-

rate importance :

'
I admit, however, that the mind's eye can be fixed on God

in such wise that it loolts at naught else ; yet it will not perceive
nor see the glory of the Light itself, but will rather be raised

up into the darkness ; and to this knowledge it will be elevated

by the removal of all things, as Dionysius says, and he calls this

knowledge "learned ignorance." For this knowledge it is, in

which the affection is set on fire, as is well known to those who
are accustomed to ecstasy (" ad anagogicos excessus "). In my
opinimi, this manner of knowledge is to be sought by every just
man in this life. If God shall perform aught beyond this, it is

a special privilege, not the common law' (,Comm. in Sent. ii.

dist. 23, art. 2, qu. 3, concl.).

Thus mystical experience is declared to belong to

the lex comm,unis, and not to be an exception, a

privilege, a miracle. Another passage explicitly
refuses to formulate any theory as to mystical
knowledge :

'
If you ask how this [repose to the reason, when the whole

affection goes forth to God, as Dionysius describes] takes place,

inquire of grace, not of learning, of desire, not of intelligence,
of the groaning of prayer, not of the study of understanding

'

(Itinerarium, ad Jin.).

In the famous opuscule de Adhcerendo Deo,
ascribed to the Dominican Albertus Magnus
(t 1280), the traditional method of prayer is

lucidly set forth : internal recollection, the mind
stripped naked of all phantasms and images, sim-

plified and tranquillized in God (ch. 5 ; cf. his Para-
disus animcB, 33).

St. Thomas Aquinas (t 1274), though an ecstatic,
has left us no disquisition on mystical theology,
and there are only a very few casual references to

the subject in the whole of his voluminous works.
It is just possible, however, to discover his view,
which depends on his Aristotelian theory of cogni-
tion. This theory teaches that, just as our senses

perceive objects by means of an impression on the

sense-organ (e.g., the image on the retina, com-
municated to the brain), which impression is not
itself perceived but is the ' medium by which ' we
perceive the objects, so our intellect knows by
means of impressions (species impressce) which are
the ' medium by which '

it knows ideas (idece, verba
m,entis, species expressce).

i. In man's present state the only species impressce
that he receives are conveyed to the mind through
the senses ('nihil in intellectu quod non prius in

sensu ') ; they are but attributes of material objects
' abstracted

'

(i.e. considered apart) from the objects.
Hence, by means of these impressions, the mind
(a) directly knows abstract qualities (quidditates)
which exist individually in material objects, but
it knows them, not as existing individually, but
as potentially universal. Further, (b) our intellect

knows the individual things themselves indirectly
by their qualities, and (c) it can arrive at some
kind of knowledge of non-material things by reason-

ing from its abstract ideas (Summa Theol. I. Ixxxv.

1). Thus it cannot know God directly, but can

argue to His existence and His nature from crea-

tures by abstraction and negation. But intellectual

ideas thus formed in the mind are not really under-
stood by the mind unless it represents them by the

imagination; it 'turns to images' ('convertit se

ad phantasmata ') so that it may behold the uni-
versal in the particular, wherein alone it has real

existence (ib. Ixxxiv. 7).
St. Thomas points out that

' each man can experience this in

himself, that when he tries to understand something, he forms
for himself some phantasmata (imaginations) after tlie manner
of examples, in which he can inspect, as it were, what he wishes
to understand

;
and hence it is that likewise when we wish to

make someone understand something, we set examples before

him, out of wliioh he can form phantasmata for himself in order
to understand.'

We can represent to ourselves spiritual truths and
spiritual substances (God and angels and souls)

only by images, which we know to be inadequate,
but yet Ml which we behold something more than
the phantasma :

' Intellectualis cognitio non sistit in phantasmatibus, sed in

eis contemplatur puritatem intelligibilis veritatis
'

(Summa, u.

ii. qu. clxxx. art. 5 ad 2, according to the best text).

ii. But a disembodied soul or an angel is an in-

telligence independent of a bodily organ ; hence it

understands spiritual things as they are, without

'turning to phantasmata.' As it cannot get im-

pressions by the bodily senses, since it has none,
its impressions (species impressce) must be ' infused

'

in some way, natural to it, but unknown to us ;

these species will not be abstractions from matter,
but purely non-material ; they will not be multiple
and complex representations (as ours are) of objects
which are unities, but one and total. Such pure
intellects, instead of knowing the universal in the

particular, know the particular in the universal in

one glance ; they do not argue from fact to fact,
from premiss to conclusion, but in one act know
the conclusion and the premisses in it. Thus the

angelic cognition resembles the intuitive perceptions
of sense rather than the analytic and synthetic

process of reason. Its knowledge is direct, imme-
diate, intuitive, in comparison with the abstract-

ing and reasoning of a mind which is in partial
dependence on the brain ; but still it is mediate,
indirect, in so far as an '

impression
'

is needed as
the ' medium by which '

it knows. It is possible
in this angelic manner to know God intuitively
instead of by reasoning, but impossible to know
Him ' as He is

'

; for an impression in a finite mind
must be finite, and cannot adequately represent
the infinite ; and, however much the species

representing God be increased in clarity and splen-
dour, they must infinitely fall short of His ineffable

glory.
iii. But angels and men have as their reward the

' beatific vision
'

of God ' as He is,' in which God is

seen by means of Himself, He Himself being united

immediately to the human intellect as species im-

pressa, so that He is both the thing seen and the
' means by which '

it is seen—this divine impression
is called the himen glorice. Thus the blessed par-

ticipate in their measure in the act in which God
knows Himself without medium, and are united
to Him as Act (God is actus purus) in so far as

may be, without losing their own individuality,
which retains all its former powers and activities :

they are transformed into God without ceasing to

be themselves. They see God wholly, yet in vary-

ing degrees ; as He is, but not completely,
' totum

non totaliter, clare non comprehensive.'
As this is the end for which man is made, and

his reward, it is not given to man in his state of

probation.
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St. Thomas has, however, incautiously followed St. Augustine,
de Gen. ad litt. xii., in ailniittinp: that the beatific vision was

granted to Moses and St. Paul, when rapt out of their corporal
senses ; he did not notice that St. .\ugustine distinguishes the

beatific vision from intellectual visions only in degree, not in

kind, so that he is not to be followed here. Dominican theo-

logians have rigidly followed St. Thomas ; some Benedictines

liave added St. Benedict to Moses and St. Paul ; some Car-

melites have added Elias the prophet ; the Jesuit theologians
have wisely agreed with Albertus, Alexander of Hales, and
lionaventura in denying that the lumen glorice has ever been

given in this life except to Christ, though some of them have

suggested that such a rapture may have been granted to the

Blessed Virgin.

It follows from St. Thomas's epistemology that

man's intellect in this life is not radically incapable
of receiving pure intellectual species such as it will

con-naturally receive after death. If it should

receive any, however, it will not understand them
in the ordinary way, except

' convertendo se ad

phantasmata'—by forming examples of them in

the imagination, and translating them tlius into

images and human words. Hence St. Tliomas's

theory of prophecy and visions {Summa, II. ii. qu.
clx.xi. ; Qucest. de Veritate, xii.): God can com-
municate truth to man in three ways : (or) by
'

corporal vision
'

of something real, together with
an intellectual

'

light
'

to jixdge of it ; (b) by an
'

imaginary vision, which is tlie proper medium of

prophecy (in this vision images are either produced
or re-arranged in the imagination), together with
intellectual light to judge its meaning—these are

usually to the eye (' visions' proper) or to the ear

(

' locutions ') ; they are difficult to distinguish from
the images which a lively imagination forms for

itself, they may be imitated by the devil, or they
may be falsified by admixture from the man's own
activity ; (c) by an ' intellectual vision

'

of pure
truth without any phantasmata : this is the angelic
kind of knowledge by pure infused species, the
same as that given after death, and it is not in

itself liable to error (so St. Thomas, with all theo-

logians, after St. Augustine). In order, however,
that the prophet may understand and communicate
the truth which he has received, he must needs
' turn to phantasmata

'

:

'

Ita Clare veritatis cognitioinfunditurut . . . ex veritate iam

perspecta, ipse sibi imagines formare possit, quibus utatur

propter naturam nostri intcllcctus
'

(de Ver. xii. 12 corp.) ;

•secundum intelligentis arbitrium in imaginativa congrue
forraantur imagines

'

(i6. ad '2).

These images and words can express pure truth

only in an inadequate and symbolic way ; they are
therefore a grievous source of error, except in so

far as 'intellectual light' guides the prophet to
translate suitably. If the images are infused

together with the truths themselves, then an

imaginary vision accompanies the intellectual

vision, and we are face to face with the phenomena
so vividly described by St. Bernard. Intellectual
vision is higher than prophecy {ib. xii. 7 and
Summa, II. ii, qu. clxxiv. 3) ; in it the absolute

simplicity of the divine light is, as it were,
' con-

tracted and specificated' by conjunction with the

angelic light, which is less simple and universal,
and more adapted to our nature. To fall back
into imaginations is a weakness, due to defect of
intellectual light.

St. Thomas teaches, with all earlier and later

theologians, that Adam in the state of innocence
could see God after this angelic fasliion by pure
species, as the angels do by nature {de Ver. xviii.

1 ad 12), 'per intelligibiles effectus' {Summa, I.

xciv. 1), though his mind worked as ours does by
'

turning to phantasmata
'

; only his imagination
was the servant of his intellect, whereas ours is

frequently its master. He could therefore ' con-
sider

'

intellectual truths and God Himself by using
his imagination to subserve his intellect, without
fear of its leading him into error.

In all this St. Thomas is elaborating an older

theory, which we have seen described by St.

Bernard and Richard of St. Victor as regards the

contemplative state. We should anticipate that
St. Thomas also must regard mystical theology as
the angelic consciousness communicated to man,
and we might confidently argue to this from the
fact that ' intellectual visions

'

are not peculiar to

propliecy, but are understood by all mediaeval
writers to be common in the saints. But, as a
fact, St. Thomas incidentally confirms our antici-

pations by a clear statement.
He asserts that Adam's knowledge was 'contemplation,' and

that '
in contemplation God is seen by a medium which is the

lum^n sapientioB, which elevates the mind to perceive the

divine, but not so that the divine essence is immediately seen ;

aiid thus by grace He is seen by him who contemplates after the

state of sin, though more perfectly in the state of innocence '

(de
Ver. xviii. 1 ad 4).

Therefore contemplation restores to man by grace
some measure of that angelic knowledge which
Adam had of God before the Fall. Adam's in-

fused knowledge was ' from the irradiation of the
Divine wisdom '

{ib. xviii. 2), and we receive the
same by the 'gifts of the Holy Ghost' (these are
infused at baptism) of wisdom and of understand-

ing, which cause in us 'a certain affinity to the
divine

'

{in 3 Sent. dist. 36, qu. 2, art. 1, sol. 1),

and this 'leads us to a kind of deiform and in

some wise explicit "contemplation of the articles

which faith holds in human fashion as it were
under a veil' {ib.).

' Hence faith, which causes us to hold the spiritual veiled, as
it were,

"
by a mirror and in a riddle," perfects the mind in a

human way, and therefoie it is a virtue. But if the mind is so
far uplifted t)y supernatural light, that it is introduced to behold
the spiritual things themselves, this is above human measure ;

and this is done by the gift of understanding
'

(ib. art. 2, sol. 1).

St. Thomas seems to have been conscious of possess-

ing something of this gift which is above faith,
when in his dying act of faith in the Real Presence
he declared :

'
If there be in this world any knowledge of this sacrament

that is stronger than faith, I wish now to use it, to affirm that I

truly believe,' etc.

In his Comm. on 1 Tim. vi. he says that it is

impossible to '

comprehend
' God ; but to touch

Him {attingere), though impossible by nature, is

to be our aim, in this life by grace, in the next by
glory. This experience of God is a 'nobler faith,'

though the virtue has a stricter right to the name
{de Ver. xii. 12, Corp.).
But St. Thomas nowhere treats the question

which he thus incidentally answers. We can

simply conclude that he is in harmony with tradi-

tion, but that he does not regard mystical experi-
ence as real knowledge until it is translated into

phantasmata, nor as a part of dogmatic science.

We are not to be surprised that in his disquisitions
on the active and contemplative lives {in 3 Sent.

dist. 35, qu. 1, and Summa, II. ii. qu. clxxx.) he
describes contemplation 'humano modo,' as the
brief rest of the mind upon the great verities at
which it has arrived by argument and investiga-
tion, avoiding any mention of mystical prayer.
He means by the contemplative life the life of

study and passion for truth, as opposed to the life

which uses the body to do external works. In the
Order of Preachers, to which he belonged, he
thinks the perfect admixture of the two is to be
found in the combination of study with preaching.
He did not simply distinguish the two lives as
that of prayer and that of works of charity. The
theory just exposed as latent in St. Thomas has
not been discovered by most of his followers and
commentators, but it is discernible in his prede-
cessors. What is more, it justifies and explains
the practical advice which we have traced from

early times up to St. Thomas's own master,
Albertus, that in prayer images and phantasmata
should be put aside, and tlien the intellect can
receive pure spiritual species, though secretly and

obscurely, while its ordinary use remains in abey-
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ance. This lofty angelic knowledge is utter ignor-
ance (until it is perhaps symbolically and tenta-

tively translated) to the intellect itself, but it

inflames the will with intense love and desire.

The soul loves and desires without understanding ;

it longs for and partially enjoys it knows not
what. This is the '

ray of darkness '

of Dionysius,
the wisdom which is ignorance, the ' cloud of

unknowing,' the obscure night of the spirit, the

anagogical way to the unseen and incommunicable.
Are we to brush aside this theory as founded

upon an obsolete epistemology ? Let us note, at

any rate, (1) that our employment of phantasmata
in order to understand is simply a fact of experi-
ence ; (2) that the distinction between the lower
and the higher powers of the soul, though neglected
or denied by many moderns, is more vividly ex-

perienced even in quite inchoate mystical states

than it ever is by our ordinary consciousness, and
ought to be accepted as one of the facts to be

explained rather than as a theory to account for

the phenomena ; (3) that the possibility of cognition
by purely intellectual species, while it may seem a
somewhat wild hypothesis of Scholasticism and,
from the philosophic point of view, nothing more,
is in reality less a tradition from Patristic days or
a deduction from a ready-made theory of cognition
than an explanation of real mystical experience.
It seems extremely probable that the origin of

the theory was not so much the attribution of a

supposed angelical faculty to contemplatives as
the ascription of mystical intelligence to the angelic
nature.

It would seem that theologians, themselves

mystics, evolved the idea of spiritual intelligence
from their own experience, and attributed it in a

yet higher and purer form to the spiritual sub-
stances with which they seemed to be in com-
munion as well as to read of in Holy Scripture.
We may safely take the large lines of the Schol-
astic theory as a working hypothesis : that the
human mind in its natural and ordinary operation
is cognizant of spiritual things only indirectly,
by abstraction from sensible images, and then by
the way of 'eminence' and of negation, whereas

mystical knowledge is a ditterent operation of the
same faculty, whereby it knows spiritual things
directly by means of purely non-material impres-
sions received from them in some unknown manner.

3. Post-Scholastic mystics. — This hypothesis
will suggest an explanation of the phenomenon of

visions so common at all periods, but particularly
remarkable in the case of the ' revelations

'

pub-
lished by many female saints of the Middle Ages.
Many of these were mystics of a high order, but

mystics whose impressions are easily and regularly
translated into imagery. The revelations of St.

Catherine of Siena (+ 1380) become profound in-

structions on the spiritual life ; those of St.

Catherine of Genoa (t 1510) contain dogmatic
theology of extraordinary beauty and value. St.

Gertrude impresses us with the vastness of her

theological horizon, in spite of the pictorial nature
of her conceptions, like those of the two Mechtildes
(St. Mechtilde of Hackeborn [t 1298] ; Mechtilde
of Magdeburg, whose visions were written in old
German [f 1280 or 1285]), but these are narrower
and more '

devotional.' St. Bridget of Sweden
(t 1373) heads the long list of ecstatics who receive
' revelations

' about the details of our Lord's Pas-
sion (the most read of these is perhaps Catherine
Emmerich [t 1824]) ; the accounts given by these
various seers are impossible to reconcile with each
other. St. Hildegarde (t 1179) and St. Elizabeth
of Schonau {f c. 1165) were prophetesses, who at-

tributed to a divine source much carious informa-
tion which they published. The writings of Angela
of Foligno (t 1309), Juliana of Norwich (living
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1412), and many others are interesting and edify-
ing documents. It would seem that the value of
all these revelations varies according to the intel-

lectual power of the recipient of the mystical light,
and her power of 'translating' what she has ex-

F)erienced,

as well as according to the amount of

ight received. Delusions are always exceedingly
common in such cases, even in real mystics of holy
life, and may occur in the case of saints who have
insisted that all their words came from God (see
Poulain, Grdc.es d'oraison, ch. xxi.). When the
Cliurch '

approves
'

the published revelations of a
holy person, this only means that they contain

nothing contrary to the Faith, and may be read
without harm. It is not necessary to regard
revelations as mere imagination (though, of course,
they often are no more than this), with no spiritual
light behind them, simply because they are mis-
taken or even absurd ; they are sometimes mingled
imagination and

badly-interpreted light.
The English group of mediaeval mystics has been

neglected until recently : Margerie Kempe (c.

1290?); then the hermit Richard Rolle of Hampole
(t 1349), whose writings, both in English and in
Latin (the latter translated by Richard Misyn),
have a peculiar charm. The form of his mystical
experiences is less picture than music and song.
Walter Hilton (t 1396), a Carthusian, was much
influenced by Rolle ; his best known work is The
Scale of Perfection ; his other works have never
been published. At the end of the 14th cent, an
unknown mystic published some wonderful tracts,
of which the chief is The Cloud of Unknowing, a

marvellously clear and practical little treatise, an
admirable guide for contemplative prayer. It

seems to sum up the doctrines of St. John of the
Cross two hundred years beforehand.

In Germany Master Eckhart of Cologne (f 1327),
a Dominican, was suspected of Quietism, and,
though he submitted to censure with all humility,
some propositions attributed to him were proscribed
by John XXII. in 1329. False mysticism, such as
that of the Beghards (condemned at Vienne, 1312),
was rejected by his followers, the great Dominicans

Henry Suso (t 1366), a mystic of poetical tempera-
ment and extraordinary austerity, and J. Tauler

(t 1361), the great preacher, whose instructions are
still of great practical value. The Theologia Ger-
manica appeared about 1350 ; the Neun Felsen of

Rulman Merswin of Strassburg was long ascribed
to Suso (see also F. Pfeiflt'er, Deutsche Mystikcr des
XlVten Jahrh., Leipzig, 1846) ; the Flemish Ruys-
broeck (t 1381) was a follower of Tauler ; his writ-

ings rank high as personal documents, and are on
fire with love, though somewhat lacking in logical

sequence. They were much used by the Franciscan

Henry Herp or Harphius (t 1478) in his Theologia
Mystica. From the congregations founded by
Ruysbroeck at Gronendaal came the famous
Thomas k Kempis.
The chancellor of Paris University, Jean Gerson

(t 1429), in his Mystica Theologia, places the

mystic faculty in the '

synderesis' (or habit of first

principles of action), whicli he calls the '

apex
mentis.' There are passages on mysticism among
the curious and somewhat paradoxical treatises

of the pious Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa (t 1464).
The Benedictine Blosius (Louis de Blois, t 1565)
wrote admirable ascetical works for cloistered

religious. He continues the tradition that the

practice of continual aspirations is the best means
of attaining pure prayer and ' union with God
without any medium.' His In^tructio Spirituali-s,

composed for his own use, is one of the oest books
of direction for contemplatives.

4. The Discalced Carmelites.—The great saints

of the 16th cent, were largely enc;aged in reforming
the Cliurch ; but in the tranquillity of Spain arose
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the two greatest of writers on mysticism, the Car-

melites St. Theresa of Jesus (t 1582) and St. John
of the Cross (t 1591). The incomiiarable charm of

St. Theresa's personality and her robust common
sense have given immense popularity to her writ-

ings, which are the most complete and vivid

descriptions ever penned of the successive pheno-
mena of the inner experiences of a saint. Their

value as testimony can hardly be exaggerated.

They contain much excellent counsel and many
new and necessary distinctions. St. Theresa, how-

ever, differs greatly from other mystics in her

estimates of the various facts, and she is the

starting-point of a new tradition. In her earliest

work she distinguishes the degrees of prayer ac-

cording to their psychological effects : the first is

meditation, in which all the powers of the soul act

naturally and freely ; they work hard with small
result (ii/e, chs. 11-13); the second includes 're-

collection' and the 'prayer of quiet,' wherein
the will is united to God, while the imagination
and intellect remain free to help or hinder this

delightful union (14-15) ; in the third degree these

powers are also drawn into union, without either

being lost or yet able to tell how they work ; this

causes an inebriation, a glorious folly, and leaves

behind it greater effects than quietude (16-17) ;

the fourth state is a complete union of all the

powers, so that it is impossible to speak or read ;

this lasts a bare half-hour, but may lessen and re-

turn so as to occupy hours ; but the utmost point
of transformation in God lasts only an instant.

Wlien the effects extend even to the body, insensi-

bility, ecstasy, rapture, or flight of the spirit is

produced, and even levitation (18-20). She speaks
further of locutions (25), of intellectual and imagin-
ary visions (27-29), of appearances of Satan (31), hell

(32), and saints (33) ; she tells of the great value of

seeing the humanity of Christ (37), of the gift of

miracles (39). She concludes with more purely
mystical visions of ' the truth itself,' and how all

things are in God (40). The concluding chapters
of the Life are later than the rest ; but her last

work. The Spiritual Castle, is more important
still, having been composed after she had long been
in the highest states which she had not yet attained
when she wrote her Life. In this final work she

places
'

recollection
' and '

quiet
'

in the fourth
' mansion '

of the soul,
' union '

in the fifth, complete
union and ecstasies in the sixth, together with the
vision of the humanity of Christ, the wounds of

love, the pains of longing, etc. The seventh
mansion is spiritual marriage, an anticipated
heaven, in which the soul begins to understand the

graces which it has received, and is continually
conscious of the presence of the three Persons of

the Blessed Trinity.
Now, though St. Theresa intends those degrees

to represent stages of perfection, yet the main dis-

tinction between the four original degrees is psy-
chological, not really according to the quantity of

mystical light, but to the perceived effect of that

light on the soul and body. Those degrees are

roughly equivalent to the third, fourth, fifth, and
sixth mansions. When the saint herself reached
the seventh mansion, she discovered to her surprise
that the psychological effects, which had reached
their culmination in ecstasy, ceased or diminislied

(she had occasional raptures later on), and that
she could experience even higher communications
than before without any suspension of tlie bodily
faculties ; nay more, that the peace of '

quiet
'

or
' union ' was no longer needed, for she could be
conscious of the mystical Light, and of the Trinity,
while giving her mind fully to necessary occupa-
tions. This should not have astonished her direc-

tors, for the beatific vision itself will not impede
the intellectual, sensible, or corporal powers of

man in heaven, and St. Thomas teaches that intel-

lectual visions do not of themselves impede the use
of the senses (de Ver. xii. 9 ad 4

; Summa, ii. ii. qu.
clxxiii. art. 3), although

' the more the mind is

abstracted from the body, the more it receives the
influence of spiritual substances

'

(in 4 Sent. dist.

50, qu. i. art. 1), according to the traditional
doctrine ; so that naturally St. Theresa herself

found in the seventh state that her mystical con-

sciousness, though permanent, was more vivid in

the time of prayer, when distracting occupations
were set aside.

Thus the smooth ascent of the original four

degrees is roughly broken in The Spiritual Castle

by the addition of the seventh, which reverses the

process. St. Theresa's classification has been
followed by most subsequent writers, and of late

years it has been adopted by Poulain. His view
is that mystical states are accompanied by a
'

ligature
'

or tying up of the powers, which in the
lower degrees (recollection, quiet) has only a partial
and slight effect upon the intellect and imagina-
tion, but in

'

full union '

prevents all the powers
fiom working in their natural way, and, finally,
in ecstasy affects even the body. This ligature,
after having produced its full eflect in such

ecstasies, disappears in the seventh mansion, or
'

transforming union,
' which is characterized by

the appearance of a kind of double consciousness.
This sudden reversal of the sequence seems to set

us in front of an insoluble problem. Poulain is

dissatisfied with the idea that his ligature is the
natural result of attention to spiritual things, and
that even ecstasy is but the natural eflect of extra-

ordinary mental concentration. He inclines to

see in the ligature a sealing up by God of the
doors of consciousness, in order that the soul may
not be distracted from the heavenly vision. But
then, why does it cease in the highest degree ?

The simplest reply is to deny that St. Theresa's

important and excellent analysis necessarily corre-

sponds to an ascending scale of mystical elevation
or of moral sanctity. It does not seem to be paral-
leled in the experience of most of the great mystics,
and it is well known that the details of St.

Theresa's ' mansions
'

are almost wholly from her
own history, and cannot be verified in other saints.

It is easy enough to obtain testimonies from

persons who frequently experience the lower

degrees of prayer that the phenomena of
'

ligature
'

correspond exactly to the familiar experience that,
while one is listening to the conversation of one

person, one can hear, without understanding, what
another person says. In such prayer the intellect,

being engaged upon pure intellectual knowledge in

an inchoate manner, feels blank and inactive ; the
will is drawn to God, without sensible fervour ;

the imagination may run wUd, because the will

prefers to leave it alone rather than detach itself

from the act of loving, in order to control its

vagaries. But in those persons to whom '

transla-

tion
'

into sensible impressions is easy, or when
the communications are somewhat obscured by
images and less

'

pure
'

(as St. John of the Cross
has it), the imagination also is occupied with holy
things, and the lower appetite is filled with peace
and joy ; thus we have the prayer of quiet or of

union. As to the effect on the body, St. John of

the Cross teaches that ecstasy and sudden rapture
are due to bodily weakness : as the man grows
more spiritual by the eflect of the intellectual

liglit, his soul and body are spiritualized, so as to

become a fitter vehicle to endure the higher kinds
of union without any 'ligature' or bodily ecstasy.

Psychologically it is probable that Ribot is right
in holding that ' attention

'

is not the intensifica-

tion of one faculty, but the detaching of the
others

; absence of mind is a mark of concen-
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tration ; and intense involuntary concentration
on the most absorbing and delightful vision is

comnaonly held by theologians to be a sufficient

explanation of most ecstasies, which are commoner
in women than in men, and are more frequent in

persons of feeble intellect like St. Joseph oi Cuper-
tino than in the strong-minded like St. Francis de
Sales or St. Vincent de Paul. All this tends to

show that it is safest to regard St. Theresa's origi-
nal four degrees as psychological varieties which
are not always successive stages nor always signs
of definite degrees of perfection.
Some of the many confusions and apparent con-

tradictions in St. Theresa's writings may be ex-

plained by her having subordinated her own views
to the dicta of some of her confessors. For

example, she herself suffered grievously for about

eighteen years from inability to meditate ; yet in

her latest work (The Interior Castle, or the Man-
sions, 6th mansion, ch. vii. ) she declares that it is

a delusion when people think that they cannot

meditate, however sublime their prayer may be,
and in her Way of Perfection she describes medi-
tation as quite easy ; yet in the same chapter of

the 6th 'mansion,' her experience and common
sense induce her to correct this astonishing doc-

trine, and she adds :

' Souls led in supernatural ways, and raised to perfect con-

templation, are right in declaring that they cannot practise
this kind of meditation ; as I said, I do not know why, but as a
rule they are unable to do so. Yet they would be wrong in

saying that they cannot dwell on these mysteries, nor fre-

quently think about them, especially when these events are

being celebrated by the Catholic Church.'

This is, of course, quite accurate, if we under-
stand that, in the time of prayer, contemplatives
are utterly tmable to think about mysteries with-
out detaching themselves at least partially from
the prayer, whereas out of prayer they can think
about tlie mysteries of religion even more easily
and more fruitfully than can the ordinary Christ-
ian. But St. Theresa does not make this distinc-

tion. She is even less convincing when she thinks
that contemplatives cannot meditate ' because they
see the mysteries of Jesus Christ with a simple
gaze.' She herself had so many intellectual and

imaginary visions of definite facts or mysteries
that she does not appear to realize that others
receive only a pure intellectual light, without
differentiation or definition. No one would gather
from her writings that the mystic in general aims

simply at union with God, above all sense and

imagination and feeling. She belongs really to
the same category as the great St. Gertrude or St.

Bridget, not to that of St. Gregory, St. Bernard,
and St. John of the Cross. Her matter-of-fact

Spanish character desired definite knowledge, and
she astounds us by the statement :

' When imaginary visions are divine, they seem in a manner
more profitable for us than others, as being more suited to our
nature—with the exception of the visions sent by our Lord in

the seventh mansion, which far surpass all others '

(6th mansion,
ch. ix.).

St. John of the Cross, a disciple of St. Theresa,
refers his readers to her admirable descriptions of

mystical phenomena, but he will give none him-
self ; and he refuses to estimate prayer according
to its eftects upon soul and body, bringing peace,
joy, terror, and longing to the one, and siiarp pain,
dislocation of the bones, raising from the ground,
insensibility, or apparent death to the other. He
tests all such manifestations, on the contrary, by
their influence on union with God ; none of these

psychical and psycho-physical phenomena is a
proximate means of union, and the same is true of

every sort of vision, locution, etc. None of these

things is to be desired or jirayed for
; and, if they

occur, they must not be attended to. It is not

necessary even to decide whether visions and locu-
tions are from God, from the imagination, or from

the devil ; they are merely to be set aside and
never thought of ; by this means they can do no
harm if they are not from God, while, if they are

divine, they will produce their due effect without
our attending to them. All our effort is to be to

attain union with God, i.e. with His will. The
'

purer' the rays of infused oontemjilation, the less

they are perceptible, and the less their effect on
the imagination and the sensible affections. No
one is to desire the joy of the '

prayer of quiet
'

or

the inebriation of the next degree, but merely the

dry and pure contemplation, which produces joy
and inebriation only in the highest part of the
soul. Aridity is not to be feared, for it is the
thirst of the soul for God. St. John is drawn to

treat of the ascetical side of the contemplative's
life in a manner which is disconcertingly austere
in The Ascent of Mount Carmel, an unfinished
work. But it should be recollected that the utter
renunciation and self-abandonment which he

preaches would be as imprudent to attempt as they
would be impossible to practise for an ordinary
Christian, whereas for the mystic this entire strip-

ping of all is accomplished readily and with
interior relish.

But who is to be started on this ascent? The
ancients had usually left undetermined to whom
was applicable the advice to leave all forms and
shadows and to grope for God in darkness and
renunciation ; but they had recommended univers-

ally the practice of aspirations, which would lead
men insensibly to the heights of prayer. But in

the 16th cent, formal '

meditation,' by the use of

the imagination, together with elaborate thinking
out of a subject, was becoming common. When is

it right to renounce meditation of this kind, and
to follow the ancient and contradictory rule of

ceasing imagination and thought, in order to unite
the will alone to God ? St. John of the Cross gives
a plain and categorical reply, which has been per-

sistently neglected ever since his day. His first

statement of the rule is in The Ascent, ii. 13 ; he

repeats it more clearly in The Obscure Night, i. 9,

and sums it shortly, with further remarks, in The

Living Flame, iii. 34 f. Many people in the world,
he says, and most (though not quite all) who enter

a contemplative order develop an inability to medi-
tate when they pray, accompanied by anxious

aridity, in which they constantly think of God,
yet can get no consolation either from God or from
creatures ; this is the '

night of the senses,' caused

by the commencement of infused contemplation,
which is as yet imperceptible because weak and
unaccustomed, but is sufficient to wean the soul

from tlie pleasure that it once took in meditation
and sensible devotion, and to cause a desire of

solitude and repose, together with the loss of the

power of fixing the imagination. In this state the
soul is to abandon itself to God, and be content in

prayer with a loving attention to Him, without

attempting to comprehend its own state or to

possess any particular knowledge ; and it will

find itself marvellously sustained by the interior

nourishment which ail-unconsciously it absorbs in

this fervent but arid prayer. (Indeed, the one
sure proof that the soul is d<iing right is to be

found in its swift progress in virtue.) If the soul

attempts to act with tlie imagination, it spoils
God's work ;

and St. John of the Cross indulges in

violent objurgations of the directors of souls who
insist upon imaginative and discursive meditation,
because the mind seems to be doing nothing, wast-

ing its time, and mooning away in laziness ; such

false guides are painting their wretched daul)s

where God is limning with His own deliiate touch

[Living Flame, loc. cit.). After the 'night of the

senses"' follows the 'night of the spirit," with its

terrific interior (and usually also exterior) trials
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(Obscure Night, iii.), in which God humbles,

detaches, and purifies the higher part of tlie soul

for that more perfect union of which St. John

speaks in Ihe Spiritual Canticle and The Living
Flame of Love. It is to be noted that the method
of prayer inculcated for the '

night of the senses
'

is exactly the traditional one ; the '

night of the

spirit' is also traditional—the great desolation,

trial, purification, taught by almost all mystics.

Something of the tradition of St. John of the

Cross was preserved in subsequent writers of the

Carmelite Order, among whom may be particularly
mentioned Joseph a Jesu Maria (t 1626), whose
most useful Spanish treatise (1658-59, Ital. ver-

sion 1654-69) gives in its first part an excellent

theory, with practical advice, of contemplation,
and Thomas of Jesus (t 1627), a great mystic, who
closely agrees with the doctrine of Aquinas as

above described, adding much which is less to the

point from St. Bonaventura, and (especially) Hugh
and Richard of St. Victor. Mystical contempla-
tion is knowledge like that of the angels, and is

above faith, though below the beatific vision.

He distinguishes the lower degrees, which are

habitually exercised by the gifts of the Holy Ghost
of wisdom and understanding, from the higher,
which are never habits, but infused acts, in which

experimental knowledge of God is attained by a
kind of touch (cf. Living Flame, ii.)and embrace
( Via brevis etplana, 14 ; de Contemplatione Divina,
i. 5, V. 2, 14, y\. \

',
de Oratione Divina sive a Deo

infusa, iv. 2, etc.). A later Carmelite, Philippus
a SS. Trinitate (t 1671), is at times an astonishingly
foolish writer. Having declared that we must rise

to God from the contemplation of creatures, he
wastes a large part of his work upon a summary
description of all created things and their uses, with
such comments as the following (in the chapter on

l)recious stones) :

'

lapis iaspis confortat stoma-
chum.' He suggests that mystical contemplation
is not by infused intellectual

species,
but by a

partial and blurred communication of the lumen
glorice

—an opinion which appears to contradict all

Christian mystics, in particular, St. Gregory, St.

Thomas, and St. John of the Cross. The Dom-
inican Vallagornera (t 1665), though he follows

Philippus, is a far better authority. He has tilled

his book with quotations from St. Thomas, but has
no philosophical explanation of mystical philosophy
to offer.

5. The reversal of tradition.—St. Francis of

Sales (t 1622), who shows himself in his Traite de
Vamour de Dieu as a theologian of wide and pro-
found thought, has given in that work fine descrip-
tions of contemplative prayer, which his subject
causes him to treat from an affective point of view.
Some of his spiritual letters, and those of St. Jeanne
Franfoise de Chantal, contain instructions on the
traditional method which are of inestimable value.
But at this very time the dogmatic theologians

Avere rising up against mystical theology. The
great Dominicans, following tlie example of St.

Thomas in his Summa, ignored it ; the great
Jesuits denied its very existence. For example,
Th6ophile Raynaud (f 1663) explains why the
'

prayer of silence
' and '

spiritual sleep
' must be

impossible (Heteroclita Spiritualia, ii. 5). Super-
natural contemplation, he insists, is the same as

'vulgar mental prayer,' only in a more perfect
degree ; it culminates in a '

simple intuition of

God,' which is a judgment of the reason, complet-
ing and crowning a complex theological discursus.

Suarez (t 1617), the most voluminous of Jesuit

theologians, works out precisely the same view at

length (dc Virtute Religionis, tract. IV. ii. 9-20).
He admits that God can infuse pure intellectual

knowledge [ib. 14-15), and did so in Adam's case,
and also in that of the Blessed Virgin Mary, St. John

Baptist, and probably many others ; but this is a

!)rocess
altogether above nature ; it cannot be begun

)y man ; it is very rarely granted, by some singular
privilege, or for the sake of some great public
utility,

• for God disposes all things sweetly, and
does not perform these miracles without a great
cause.' Therefore this miraculous kind of con-

templation 'is not counted among the kinds of
mental prayer

'

; it is not to be prayed for, or

desired, or in any way procured.
This entire reversal of tradition was little noticed

at the time, and many books on mysticism con-
tinued to be published by Jesuits as well as others.
But the holy Cistercian Cardinal Bona (t 1674),
in his learned and pious Via compendii ad Deum,
states boldly that the pure prayer which he incul-

cates, exercised without phantasmata, by the help
of aspirations,

'
is universally denied by the schol-

astics, but is admitted by holy and mystical writers.'

St. Theresa's famous Jesuit confessor, Balthasar
Alvarez (t 1580), succeeded in justifying before his

superiors his own mystical method of prayer ; but
it was declared unsuitable to other Jesuits, who
made meditation obligatory in their society soon
after the death of their great founder. Mercurian,
who was general of the society from 1573 to 1580,
forbade the use of the works of Tauler, Ruysbroeck,
Suso, Harphius, St. Gertrude, and St. Mechtilde.
Yet some of the chief mystical authors of the 17th
cent, are Jesuits, such as Alvarez de Paz (t 1620),
Sandaeus (t 1656), and Godinez (t 1644) ; and the
older tradition was carried on by various Jesuit
ascetical writers, of whom Surin (t 1665) is the most
celebrated. Other books may be cited : that of the
Franciscan Cardinal de Lauria (tl693), who followed
mediaeval authorities and also the experiences of

his friend Joseph of Cupertino, a saint whose life

is as touching and poetical as it is extraordinary ;

and the Benedictine Augustine Baker (f 1641),
whose many treatises were fused into the celebrated
Sancta Sophia by Serenus Cressy.
The dangerous absurdities of the Quietists, led

by Molinos (t 1696) and Mme. Guyon (t 1717), did
more even than the theologians to bring contem-

plative prayer into disrepute. The great Bossuet

(t 1704), indeed, taught the traditional method with
his accustomed lucidity, in some opuscules and in

some of his letters. Yet the doctrine which pre-
vailed in practice, even in the religious orders, was
that discursive meditation, with much movement
of the imagination, was suitable to all (except a

very few extraordinary and favoured souls), and
even to enclosed nuns. It was said to be not only
possible, but easy, for every one ; and for three
hundred years pious souls have been in the habit
of supposing their failure in meditation to be a sad
and rare phenomenon, due to their own wickedness
and laziness, and a peculiarity too disedifying to
be owned except in confession. It has been as

though St. John of the Cross had never penned his

denunciations of directors, who bind souls to seek
'

particular knowledge,' to
'

apply the senses,' work
the imagination, and deduce conclusions by the
reason. '

Contemplatives,' 'mystics,' have become
a byword, as if they were imaginative, idle, weak-
minded, sickly persons—the very antithesis of the
real article. But then the popular idea of mystical
graces among the educated, the learned, and the
students of that ars artium, regimen animarum, has
been that they consist mainly in revelations and
imaginarJ' visions, in ecstasies and raptures(regarded
as miracles intended by God to reveal the sanctity
of the recipient), stigmata and levitations, and that
the safest and most authorized among them are
visions of our Lord's Passion, or consolations from
His humanity, such as the sight of His sacred heart,
or the reception of Him in the arms in the form of

an infant, and so forth. Contemplation has been
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thought to be mainly the sensible tasting of

mysteries, especially of the Passion. Art began
no longer to represent the saints as kneeling
calmly in adoration, but as waving their arms and

stretching their necks and rolling their eyes, in

ecstasies of sensuous longing, while they tear aside

their clothes to relieve their burning bosoms ; the
Roman and Bolognese schools of painting and the

Berninesque school of sculpture join with baroque
architecture in emphasizing the 17th and 18th cent,

conceptions of devotion.
This is the popular side, though the true teach-

ing was never lost, and St. John of the Cross was
honoured, if not read. The 18th cent, writers were

chiefly compilers
—

e.g., Reguera (f 1747), who
followed Godinez, and the Benedictine Schram
(t 1797), who followed Reguera. The tendency of

the period is to enumerate all the extraordinary
manifestations that can be found, and to classify
them in a theoretical scale which bears no rela-

tion to facts. Some short but valuable practical
instructions occur in the Homo Apostolicus and the
Praxis confessarii of St. Alfonso diLiguori (t 1787).
The Manuel des dmes intfrieures of Grou (a Jesuit
until the suppression [f 1803]) is one of the best

guides for contemplative souls. The best known
author of the 18th cent, is Scaramelli (t 1752).
His Direttorio mistico is a valuable summary. He
closely follows the views of Suarez. Like the rest

of this school, he explains aAvay the traditional

advice to reject imaginations in prayer, as referring
to the formation of an abstract ideal of God by
the reason, by the via eininenti(B and via negationis—the very confusion which pseudo-Dionysius has
so carefully avoided. Hence Scaramelli can agree
with Suarez that supernatural contemplation is

but the crown of a process of reasoning ; the con-

templation of God in caligine is the contemplation
of an intellectual abstraction : hence its vagueness,
hence it cannot be described ! But one wonders
how it can cause burning and ecstatic love, and this

is left unexplained. This abstraction is all that is

perceived in almost all the degees of mysticism.
The intuition of God by

' infused species
'

is given
to a few, but probably only in the highest degree,
that of

'

spiritual marriage,' and this grace is not
to be wished or asked of God. The only mystical
state which may be desired (and only if God has

already raised the soul to the mystical state) is the

contemplation of the abstract idea of God !

The 19th cent, was singularly barren. The
most remarkable publication was Die christliche

Mystik (Regensburg, 1836-42) by J. J. von Gorres ;

it is mainly a dissertation on the external pheno-
mena of mysticism (such as stigmata, prolonged
fasts, bilocation, etc.), a repellent treatise, founded
to some extent on doubtful sources. Yet it is not
to be denied that this psycho-physical side demands
scientific investigation. It seems certain that St.

John of the Cross is justified in his view that the

body is somehow '

spiritualized
'

by contemplation.
Such facts as the power of saints over the animal
world and the power of reading thoughts, e.g. ,

are

provedbeyond cavil
; whether tosome extent some of

these phenomena are the results of mystical graces,
or wholly independent of them, is a question to be
examined. Levitation seems to occur apart from
ecstasy in states of prayer which are not very
advanced. J. Ribet's La Mystique divine (Paris,
1879-83) is a creditable work for its day.

6. Recent Roman Catholic writers.—Saudreau
and Poulain have abandoned the false road taken

by their predecessors, though they have chosen
difierent paths. The many volumes of the former
are valuable and helpful. While it is easy to
criticize many details in his work, the whole of it

is in general devoted to the restoration of the older
tradition and to the justification of the prayer of

aspirations and of loving attention to God.
Poulain has accumulated a great store of informa-

tion, admirably arranged, and he gives excellent
counsels. His classification has been criticized

above ; it must be added that for traditional con-

templative prayer he has substituted a new
'

prayer of simplicity,' which differs from it very
little, but is said to be wholly non-mystical, and is

placed before, instead of after, the 'night of the
senses.' Lehodey follows Poulain. Zahn has

stereotyped the popular 18th cent, view, described

above, to a degree which no serious author of that
date had ventured. He takes the view of Suarez
and Scaramelli as to contemplation and infused

prayer, but goes further in that he even throws
doubt upon the existence of ' intellectual visions

'

(Einfiihrung in die christl. Mystik, p. 509 f.).

Lamballe regards contemplation as merely the
exercise of faith, with the help of the '

gifts of the

Holy Ghost,' which (against the theologians) he
seems to regard as extraordinary graces ; he
teaches the traditional method. Putting Zahn
aside, it may be said that all recent Roman
Catholic writers are agreed that it is permissible
and proper to desire mystical prayer, though not
its extraordinary by-products and psycho-physical
effects.
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MYSTICISM (Christian, Protestant). — Pro-

testant mysticism was born out of the mysticism
of the Roman Catholic Church and has been pro-

foundly influenced by it throughout its entire

course of development ; but other influences be-

sides the old mysticism came into operation in

the formation of Protestant mysticism, and the

new forces helped to give a new direction to it.

The most important new influence was the NT,
now freshly alive in the 16th cent, in the tongue
of the common people, and felt to be the master
model of all religious experience and of all true

piety. The great classics of mediaeval mystici.sm,

especially the anonymous Theologia Germanica
and the Imitation of Christ, still spoke to the

hearts of all serious .«ieekers for inward religion.

All early Protestant mystics either read these
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books or got from otliers the substance of the

messaL,'c wliich they contained. At tlie same time
the rediscovery of the gospel, with its concrete

revehition of God and man and life, brougiit a

new spiritualizing power to bear on the minds of

men, and, as a consequence, the new mj'sticism
was far less negative in its way of approach to

God, more practical and social in its outlook, and
more eager to minister to the entire life of man.
Luther himself was an intense admirer of the

Theologia Gennanica and of John Tauler's sermons,
and there is a mystical depth always in evidence
in Luther's accounts of his own religious experi-
ences and in his spiritual insight into the meaning
of faith as the way of personal salvation. The
mystical element is, however, much more marked
and emphatic in the contemporary so-called
'

spiritual
'

reformers towards whom Luther early
took up an antagonistic attitude—a group best

represented by Thomas Miinzer, Hans Denck,
Joliann Bunderlin, Christian Entfelder, Sebastian

Franck, and Caspar Schwenckfeld. All these men
were mystical in the primary sense. They found
a religion whi(>h had its main roots in personal
inward experience. They all exalted the inward,
living, invisible word of God above the outward,
written word, tlie Scriptures, and they insisted
that salvation is the formation of a divine life in
man himself—a life which re-creates human nature
and produces in its direct operations a nature
saturated with love both in its upward relation
with God and in its outward relations with men.
The Anabaptists, of whom Balthazar HUbraaier

(b. 1480) may be taken as a typical representative,
often began their religious activity as a result of
direct experiences, and they strongly emphasized
the importance of a religion of life, but in most
respects they were non-mystical. They treated
the gospel as a new law to be literally followed
and obeyed. They held that the true Church is a
visible church of adult believers, formed on the

apostolic model. They sometimes exalted visions
and indulged in prophecy, but in these matters they
believed that they were merely following, as in all

matters of their faith, the Scriptural models. The
Familists, or Family of Love, founded by Henry
Nicholas of Miinster (b. 1501), were a strongly
mystical people. The founder was a sensitive

recipient of '

openings
' and what he believed to be

'

communications,' and he believed himself chosen
to be a 're\ealer of the divine Word.' The type
of religion which the P'amilists promulgated, and
which became wide-spread in England during the
first half of the 17th cent., was marked by an
intense purpose to rise above everything outward
and to exhibit in worship and in daily practical
life the actual spirit and love of Christ. They
highly valued silence as a way of worship, and they
endeavoured to live so obedient to the '

Light
' and

' Seed '

of Christ ^vithin them that they should
become perfect and complete, what they called
'

godded men.'
The greatest of all early Protestant mystics was

Jacob Boehme (born a few miles from Gorlitz in

Silesia, 1575, died 1624). Though an uneducated
man, a shoemaker by trade, Boehme read much,
and gathered into his meditative and original mind
many strands of previous thought-systems. Apart
from the Bible, he was influenced most by the

writings of Caspar Schwenckfeld (1489-1561) and
those of Valentine Weigel (1533-88). Through
Weigel, and Weigel's master, Paracelsus (1493-
1541), he absorbed the alchemistical aspirations of
the time, and inherited the baffling terminology of

alchemy, astrology, and theosophy. This inherit-
ance largely determined the fundamental form
of Boehme's universe and also his conception of
man as an epitome of the universe, i.e. a micro-

cosm. The living and permanent core of Boehme's
message, however, sprang out of his own deep
experience and his own vivid apprehension of

the meaning of Christianity as a way of life. In
the year 1600, as in 'a flash of lightning,' he felt

that ' the gate of his soul was opened
' and that he

saw and knew what no books could teach. Under
much persecution and struggle and with frequent
successive 'openings,' he slowly matured his

message and gave it in a long series of books, hard
to comprehend but, nevertheless, containing much
real insight.
The main ideas are these. Behind the visible,

material, temporal universe there is an invisible,

immaterial, eternal universe, which is the mother
of the one that we see. This unoriginated matrix,

ground, or abyss eternally evolves, or difl'erentiates,

into divine Personality within, and differentiates

outwardly into visible and invisible worlds of

matter and life and consciousness, through which
the principles of darkness and light are revealed
in temporal forms. Both root principles

—a no and
a yes—are present in everj' person, and the destiny
of every soul is settled by its choice of principle.
The light, or love principle

—the heart of God—has
been perfectly revealed in the incarnation of Christ.

To be ' saved
'

is to be united with His life, to live

in His love, to die to the isolated self, and to rise

by a new birth into His Spirit and power and
become a branch of Christ's life-tree. Salvation is

not the result of opinions, of belief in creeds, or

of the performance of outward sacraments or of

membership in an outward Church, but rather it

is the result of an inward union of heart with the
revealed life of God, of an Abba-crying spirit in

the soul ;
in short, salvation is the life of God

brought to a personal conscious expression in the
life of a man, so that ' the Lily-Twig

' blossoms in

a new individual form. See, further, art. BoEHME.
Boehme's entire writings were translated into

English by John Sparrow and John Ellistone

during the years 1647-61. They became a

powerful influence in England, and contributed

largely towards the formation of the inner life of

the religious .societies of the Commonwealth. A
minor mystical group, owing its organizing life

directly to Boehme's influence, was ' the sect of

the Behmenists,' the leaders of which were John
Pordage (b. 1607), Jane Leade (b. 1623), and
Francis Lee (b. 1661). This movement, which
culminated in the formation of ' the Philadelphian
Society' (1697-1703), was visionary, confused, and
devoid of the spirituallj' robust characteristics of

the great Teutonic mystic himself.

George Fox (1624-91), the founder of the

Quakers, plainly showed the influence of Boehme,
gave the mystical movement a strong social direc-

tion, and is one of the most impressive and typical
of Protestant mystics. Like Boehme, he went
through a lon§ period of baffling search, ending in

a great mystical experience, which opened the

gate of his soul and gave him remarkable religious

insight and power. The main religious ideas which
formed his message—delivered with marked success
in England and America—were the following.
There is a '

Light
'

or ' Seed '

of God in the soul of

every man. The soul obedient to the divine endow-
ment increases its measure of light, triumphs over
the innate tendencies to sin, and becomes a spiritual
instrument or organ of the present, living, inward
Christ, who is the only Head of the true Church.
The best preparation for worship, as also for public
service of any kind, is inward hush or silence, the

suppression of self and selfishness, the inward

reception of grace, and an attitude of waiting for a
clear intimation of the Spirit's guidance.
From the opening of the 18th cent. Protestant

mysticism in Europe, especially in England and
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Holland, was strongly fnfluenced bj' Quietism as ex-

pressed in the works of Molinos, Mme. Guyon, and
Fenelon. This Qnietistic influence is most notice-
able in the ministers and leaders of the Society of
Friends (the Quakers) of that century, who greatly
admired the writings of this group of mystics.
For fully a century the social aspirations of
Friends became subordinated to the intense desire
for quiet inward communion (see, further. Friends,
Society of).

In William Law (1686-1761) Protestant mysti-
cism in the 18th cent, attained its most perfect
expression. He shows throughout his life the
influence of the English Platonists, Whichcote,
Smith, More, and Cudworth, but he early formed
his mind directly upon the great models of mystical
piety. In his first creative period, in which he

produced ChtHstian Perfection (1726) and A Seriotts

Call to a Devout and Holy Life (1729), he strongly
follows the lines of classical, mediaeval mysticism,
with much emphasis on self-denial and negation.
These two books represent the culmination in

England of the type of Christianity embodied in

the sermons of John Tauler, the Theologia Ger-

manica, and the Imitation of Christ, though with
less of a metaphysical cast and with more practical
adjustment to life.

In the second period, which dates from 1733,
Law was not so influential upon English thought,
but he became far deeper in life and insight and
more conscious of direct inward relation with a
universe of invisible reality. In the group of writ-

ings of this period, of which The Spirit of Prayer
(1749), The Spirit of Love (1752), and The Way to

Divine Knowledge (1752) are representative, we
have the noblest English interpretation of Jacob
Boehme's mystical message.
From the beginning of the English Reformation

to the present time British poets have shown deep
sympathy with and clear appreciation of mysticism.
John Donne, George Herbert, Thomas Traherne,
and Henry Vaughan in the 17th cent, were strongly
influenced by Platonism and by classical mysticism,
and they all gave expression in their poetry to

the intimate inner relation of the soul with God.
In the 19th cent. Wordsworth, Colei'idge, Tenny-
son, and Browning, foremost among English
poets, were mystical both in their own personal
experiences and in their interpretations of the
soul's deepest life. William Blake (1757-1827),

deeply versed in the writings of Boehme and
possessed of a peculiarly marked psychical disposi-
tion, Avas the most distinctly mystical poet of the
19th cent, in England, as Ralph Waldo Emerson
was in America.
The closing years of the 19th and the opening

years of the 20th centuries have been marked by a

wide-spread popular revival of mysticism among
Protestant denominations, which has found expres-
sion in an extensive body of religious literature.

The present return to mysticism is, however, in

marked contrast to the great flowering periods of

mysticism. In all those characteristically difler-

ent movements the leaders and exponents were
themselves luminous mystics who interpreted their
own experiences, while to-day, on the other hand,
very few first-hand prophets of mystical religion
have appeared and the present movement has been
in the main confined to the historical and psycho-
logical interpretation of mysticism as revealed in

the autobiographies and expositions of dead pro-

phets, though this may be, and probably is, the

necessary preliminary stage to a far profounder
return to a religion of the inner way.
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MYSTICISM (Christian, Russian).—The idea
that the mysticism of the Byzantine Church found
its direct continuation in Russian mysticism is at
variance with historic fact. At first sight this
seems strange ; for the Russian cast of mind, with
its predominantly emotional bent, could not but

provide a most excellent soil for mysticism. More-
over, the religious spirit of the Russian people is

certainly in great measure of a mj^stical character,
while the mystagogical worship of God in the

dimly-lit Russian churches is adapted to foster

mystical feelings. Nevertheless, mysticism, in the
sense of a mystical theory, does not exist in the
Russian Church. The worship of God is there a
sacred ritual, and the mystagogical theory under-

lying it is no longer understood. The devotional
literature of the Russians is not really mystical,
but ascetic ; the theological literature, again, is

stringently orthodox, i.e. it sets forth the sacred
doctrines of the divine Trinity and of Christ's
divine humanity ; and the ecclesiastical censorship
takes care that views of an alien kind shall not
intrude. Mysticism, on the other hand, is in its

inmost nature indifferent to matters of ritual and
logical distinctions regarding God. Its aim is

rather to ajjprehend God in feeling as the all-

embracing Unity. It thus very naturally seems
heretical, and in reality it has an undesigned
tendency to heresy ; in point of fact, certain
heretical sects, as the Khlysti and the Skoptsi,
are stigmatized in Russia as mystical, but, while

they are genetically connected with sectarian
movements in the ancient Byzantine Church, they,
like these, are not mystical in the proper sense,
but ecstatic. Their aim is not to become one with
God in emotion, but, by the use of all kinds of

nerve-stimulating devices, to bring down the spirit
of God upon themselves, and so become organs
of the spirit's influence upon the world. In all

religious emotion, however, there is a strong im-

pulse to gain a clear comprehension of itself in an

adequate theory ; but, as neither the Russian
Church itself nor its sects could provide the people
with a theory that would correspond to their

highly developed religious emotion, and as, further,
the people, being at a relatively low stage of

intellectual development, were unable to construct

such a theory for themselves, it is quite intelligible

that, when they came to adopt the culture of

Western Europe, they would take over its mysti-
cism as well. In Russian literature the Masonic
Order and the British and Foreign Bible Societv
are usually referred to as the channels by which
the mystical pietism of Western Europe found its

way into Russia. In reality, however, the process
cannot be rightly attributed to these bodies ; all

that we can say of tliem in this respect is that they
were used in part by W. European mystics, or by
Russians who through W. European influence had
become mystics, as media for tlie introiiuction of

mystico-pietistic views into Russia. In the present

article, accordingly, our object
will be to narrate

the history of mysticism in Russia by treating
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in chronological order its outstanding representa-
tives.

1. Grig6ri SAwitch Skovoroda.—The series
|

opens with the Little-Russian philosopher Grig6ri
S4v%itch Skovorodd (1722-94). He was a man of

broad sympathies, and in his lifetime made a

powerful impression upon the narrow circle of his

countrymen in which he moved, while, after his

death, his numerous though not voluminous writ-

ings—principally in dialogue form—continued to

exercise a growing influence upon Russians who
laid stress upon the subjective side of religion.
His writings, notwithstanding all their learned

Ehraseology,
are composed in popular style,

and
is rather frequent use of ecclesiastical Slavic

modes of expression does not detract in Russia
from their i)opular character. Their profound
religious contents are e.xpressed in a highly
original form. Skovorodd was a thorough mystic,
as appears even from the visions ascribed to him
in the biography written by his friend M. Koval-
Inski (1796; Charkov ed. [see Lit.], containing
many of his writings, i. 1-40). In the vision
connected with his conversion he attained to

oneness with God, feeling that he was no longer
an organism with bodily parts, but an undivided

being burning with the tire of God's love and
circling around in space (p. 28). The leading
principle of his writings is that the one true way
to the knowledge of God is the knowledge of self,
Avhicli is found in the ancient heathen world no
less than in Christianity (ii. 94, 105), and, just as
he thus makes no real distinction between the
heathen and the Christian knowledge of God, so—in conformity with the general trend of mysti-
cism—his conception of God shows a pantheistic
tendency {e.g., ii. 123, where he identities God
with nature). For him, as for all mystics, the
letter of Scripture is a matter of indifference, since
he searches the word for its inner sense ; and he is

similarly unconcerned about the ceremonies of the
Church (i. 34, quotation from MS in Em's work,
p. 245 ; ii. 57). This explains why he was always
falling into disputes with the clergy, and why he
lost his position as a teacher in the clerical schools
of Perejaslavl and Charkov.

If what has been said regarding Skovorodd might
suggest that he was a mystic dependent upon him-
self alone, there are other elements of his thought
which point distinctly to the influence of other

painds. Such elements are his conception of the
ideal spiritual world as tiie basis of the material
world, and of the ideal spiritual man as the proto-
type and final cause of man in his earthly state

(e.g., ii. 2.56, 258, 51-54, 17). As regards the former,
Skovorodd himself refers to Plato (p. 256), while
the latter is in the first instance a synthesis of the
Platonic idea of man with man as depicted in
certain OT passages and as used to typify Christ
in the exegesis of the early Church ; "as a matter
cf fact, Skovorod4 was well versed both in the
classics and in the Church Fathers (i. 14). His
conception of the ideal man, however, as not only
the prototype, but also the moral pattern, of man
as he now is—whose task it is to transform himself
into tiie ideal—points to the influence of W.
European mysticism and theosophy as operative
from the time of Jacob Boehme, though we have
no direct evidence of the connexion. Still, we
know that, while Skovorodd spoke and wrote
Latin with ease (cf. his Latin letters, i. 41-109), he

1 The well-known German mystic Quirinus Kuhlmann, who
arrived in Moscow on 28th April 16G9, and was there burned as
a heretic on 1st Oct. of the same year, does not really belong to
the series, and needs but a passing reference. He had no
command of the Russian language, and his influence in Russia
was confined to the German residents of Moscow. It was for his
aspersions upon the Lutheran clergy that he was arrested and
condemned.

was equally a master of German. He had travelled

wndely over Western Europe, and had visited many
of its savants ; in particular, he had formed (1773)
a close friendship at Lausanne with one Daniel

Meinhard, with whom he felt himself so much at

one that subsequently he sometimes signed his

letters and writings with his friend's name (i. 29 f. ).

Such were in all likelihood the channels by which
he came into touch with the ideas of W. European
mysticism.

2. Johann Georg Schwarz.—While Skovorodd
was in some sense an isolated figure, it was Johann

Georg Schwarz (1751-84), a native of Transylvania,
who, though not himself the author of any religious

work, inaugurated a vast influx of mystical-pietistic
literature from Western Europe into Russia. In

that capacity he was of more importance to Russia
than in his brief period of personal activity in

Moscow, profound as were the effects of his work
there ; moreover, this activity was rather on the

lines of the Enlightenment and only incidentally

religious. The spread of W. European mysticism
in Russia is usually ascribed by native writers to

the Order of the Rosy Cross, and, when the process
is associated witli an individual, the name of

Nikolai Ivanovitch Ndvikov stands first, that of

Schwarz occupying only the second place. It was
not till 1781-82 that Schwarz, then travelling in

Germany, became acquainted with the Order of the

Rosy Cross in Berlin, and was made a member of

it by F. C. Wollner, a minister of State, who was
head of the order in that city. But, in point of

fact, Schwarz was even then a mystic—an adherent
of Jacob Boehme and of St. Martin (who himself

had at one time been in personal intercourse with

Russians, as, e.g., Prince Alexe Goliziin)—and as

such had exercised no small influence in Russia
before his journey to Germany.^ As regards his

work from 1782 onwards, again, he explicitly
denies that the order was in any way responsible :

'
It is true that I am a freemason ;

and so are some of my
friends . . . but the Society (of Learned Friends) is not a
masonic one. . . . How can any one in the 18th century come
to believe that freemasonry is a religious communion and can
be taught from a chair?' ('A Note of F. G. Schwarz,' printed
in Yearbooks of Russian Literature and Antiqidty, v. ii. 110).

It is also true that N6vikov, who certainly
exercised a greater influence upon the rise of the

Enlightenment in Russia than did Schwarz, had,
even before he came to know the latter (1779),

already published translations of Pascal's Pens6es
and several of Jung Stilling's shorter compositions
in The Dawn, the journal edited by him in Petro-

grad in 1777-79. But these few writings of mysti-
cal tendency were as nothing compared with the
mass of W. European works of other kinds which
the journal published in translation. N6vikov's
later journals, which he issued under various titles

in Moscow until 1785, make it quite clear that he
did not become a mystic even after he had made
the acquaintance of Schwarz. He was undoubtedly
a religious man, but his jiredominant interest lay
in the union of science and faith—a tendency which
is quite foreign to mysticism, and, as a matter of

fact, his journals contain a large number of articles

directly opposed to mysticism in their general
purport. While he certainly did his utmost to

support Scliwarz's efforts to disseminate mystical
literature in Russia, yet, when he was subsequently
(after Schwarz's early death) summoned to answer
for his conduct in a court of law, he made an

explanation which there is no reason to discredit :

' At first we printed books of various kinds ; but afterwards,
as we came to see that the religious books were in greater
demand, we printed them in greater numbers

'

(from the records
of his trial, in ' Fresh Information regarding N. I. Ndvikov and
the members of the Typographical Company,' communicated by
D. J. Ilovaiski, Yearbooks of Russian Lit. and Ant. v. ii. 16).

1 Schwarz had gone to Russia in 1776, and became a professor
in the University of Moscow in 1779.
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Schwarz had learned Russian, and in his very
effective educational work in Moscow, where he
soon exhausted his strength, was sincerely con-
cerned with the religious development of his pupils,

though he treated their creed with all respect ; for

mysticism, making little of confessional differences,
is always tolerant. While his work at the Uni-

versity and at the Gymnasium (which lie recog-
nized by introducing a new educational scheme)
was restricted to giving instruction in the German
language and literature, he gave on his own initia-

tive and in his own house a course of lectures on
the history of philosophy (1782), in which, from the

religious as well as the philosophical point of view,
he dealt critically with Spinoza, Rousseau, and the

Encyclopaedists (then greatly in vogue among
the Russian youth) ; he also delivered a lecture
on the three species of knowledge— the zetetic,
the pleasure-giving, and the useful, interpreting
the last as religious knowledge, and extolling tlie

Bible as its most trustworthy source. He exerted
an even more direct influence upon the younger
generation through the seminary for the ti'aining
of teachers and professors which he instituted in

1779, and through the school of philology and
translation which he opened in 1782 with sixteen
students. Under his direction these students
translated numerous works by W. European
mystics and pietists, as well as writings of tlie

Greek Fathers, and in this work he gradually
secured the help of his personal friends, whom in

1782 he united in an association known as the
'

Society of Learned Friends.' The foundation of

the Moscow Order of Rosienicians was purely
incidental ; the order had a membership of only
nineteen (of whom N6vikov was one). In 1782 and
the year following the a.>^ociation executed Russian
translations of works by Tauler, Arndt, Bunyan,
and St. Martin, and of hundreds of other writings
by anonymous or less known German and English
religious authors of mystical or pietistic leanings.
In the work of publication Schwarz was assisted by
N6vikov, who placed at his disposal the University
Press leased by him from 1789. Religious books

printed there were still subject to the clerical

censorship, but this obstacle was removed when,
in consequence of a new enactment, the Society of

Learned Friends was enabled to open a number of

independent printing establishments. In 1784 the

society gave place to the '

Typographical Company.'
The works thus published were sold not only in

Moscow, but also in Smolensk, Kiev, Tula, and
other towns. In the same year Schwarz died, in a

village near Moscow, of an illness due to overwork.
While Schwarz's religious activities had led to

troubles with the government—troubles which,
among other things, caused him to resign his chair—the bitter animosity of the empress Catherine II,

against the Freemasons broke fiercely over N6vikov
in her last reactionary period. As early as 1787
such books as had been issued without the sanction
of the clerical censorship and were still lying in

the booksellers' shops had been confiscated, and in

1792, at the commencement of his trial, 18,000 of

the 23,000 copies still held in stock were burned,
and the rest made over to the academy. For his

.^hare in the publication and distribution of the
books N6vikov was sentenced to rigorous contine-
ment in the fortress of Schliisselburg, from which
he was liberated, in shattered health, at the acces-
sion of Paul I. (1796). But tlie numerous copies
already in the hands of the public were beyond the
reach of the persecution.

3. Alexander Feodorovitch Ldbsin.—The second

great influx of W. Eurojjean mystical literature
into Russia was pre-eminently due to the energies
of Alexander Fe6dorovitch Ldbsin, a man of un-

assuming and deeply religious character. He had

no desire to court public attention, preferring to do
his work in the background; thus, e.g., his sig-
nature on the title-page of his translations was
simply

' U. M.', i.e. Utchenik Miidrosti, 'pupil of

wisdom.
' This explains why the publication 01 such

literature was ascribed by its enemies to the Russian
branch of the British Bible Society—an idea that
still persists among Russian writers. But Ldbsin,
who was a follower of Schwarz and a member
of the Society of Learned Friends, and who had
already, under Schwarz's directions, been engaged
in the translation of mystical works, had resumed
his labours as soon as the greater freedom granted
by the government of Alexander I. opened a way
for the publication of such writings, i.e. even before
the formation of the Bible Society in Russia (1812).
Labsin's activities in this direction fall into two
periods, the first extending from 1803 to 1806, the
second from 1813 to 1822. The latter, however,
owed its inception not so much to the Bible Society
(which, in Russia as elsewhere, maintains its prin-
cijile of issuing the text of Scripture without anno-
tations of any kind) as to the religious awakening
which, arising out of the wars of freedom, spread
to Russia too. In his first period Ldbsin translated
and published many of the writings of Jung Stilling
and Eckartshausen, his favourite authors. ^ In
1806 he issued his journal, the Messenger of Zion
(Si6nski Vistnik), in which he called for a more
inward and spiritual grasp of religion. Nearly all

its articles were from his own pen, the rest being
furnished by like-minded friends ; he also reprinted
in it a number of Skovorodd's works. Though the

journal had a very small circulation—93 subscribers,

including 33 clergymen
—it met with opposition on

the part of the Church, and, when the authorities
demanded that not only the journal but all further
translations should be brought under the clerical

censorship, Ldbsin simply stopped the paper and
for the time abandoned his translation work. In
a few years, however, he resumed the latter in

consequence of the growing support extended to
him by Alexander I. and many officials of State,
who, after the wars of freedom, had themselves
come under the influence of the religious awaken-
ing. In this period Ldbsin issued new editions of

the works of Jung Stilling and Eckartshausen

already published by him, and he translated a
number of other writings—e.g. , the former's Sieges-

geschichte der christlichen Religion in einer gemein-
niitzigen Erkldrung der Offenharung Johannis,
and the thirty numbers of his popular periodical,
Der graue Mann. To these he added renderings
of Jacob Boehme's Der Weg zu Christo, the more
important works of Francis of Sales, Ambrosius
Lombaise, Dousetan, and Adam Sigismund Fleisch-

er, and anonymous writings of a similar char-

acter. Here he also secured the help of friends :

F. Lubjan6vski translated Jung Stilling's Heimweh ;

W. M. Pop6v, an adherent of Madame de Tatdri-
nova (see below), translated Lindl's Sermons and
Gossner's Geist des Lcbens und der Lehre Jesu
Christi in Betrachtungen und Bemcrkungen iiber

das game Neue Testament, i.
' Matthaus und

Marlins
'

; Sophie Meshtcherskaja, sister of the
chief procurator to the Holy Synod, executed
Russian versions of English tractates exhibiting
the same trend of thought. The translations of

works by Tauler, Arndt, and St. Simon which had
been published under Schwarz's direction were
once more given to the public, while fresli work
was done in translating A. Kempis's Imitatio

Christi, selected writings of Madame Guyon, and
Dutoit's Philosophie chrftiennc. In 1S16 the

1 Another book greatlv prized by L.'ibsin was the compilation
of mystical thou!J:hts from the B.vzantine Church entitled

^tkoKaXta, which he read in the Ecclesiastical Slavic edition.

The first Russian tr. of this by Keophan (t isg^j) appeared at a

much later date.
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emperor liestowed an order upon Labsin ' for the

publication of religious books in the native lan-

guatje,' and rewarded the editor of Madame (iuyon's
works with a large gift of mone}'. In 1817, at the

instance of the emperor, Labsin resumed the issue

of his Messenger of Zion, whicli now attained a

vast circulation throughout Russia, although, as

it could not permanently evade the spiritual censor-

ship, it was discontinued in the following year.
Translations of mystico-pietistic works, however,
were now subject to the secular censorship only,
not to the clerical—a privilege which Labsin and
his collaborators owed to Prince Alexander Goliziin,
minister of public instruction and a devoted ad-

herent of mysticism. Goliziin, in fact, had these

writings sent in vast quantities
—to a maximum of

2000 copies for each eparchy—to the schools under
his department, using the Commission for Clerical

Schools as the distributing agency ; and he also

sent them to the bishops and provincial governors.
The writings by which the orthodox clerical party
sought to counteract this literature he did not
allow to pass the censorship, and he even repri-
manded the censor for havmg sanctioned Stane-
witch's Discourse at the Grave of a Child upon the

Immortality of the Soul (Petrograd, 1818), which
was directed mainly against Jung Stilling's Sieges-

geschichte. At first, however, Ldbsin was counten-
anced by some of the higher clergy with whom he
had been associated in tlie Bible Society—notably
by the metropolitans Michail, Seraphim, and
Philar^t, of whom the first two had in their youth
belonged to Schwarz's circle, while the third sub-

sequently (1834) published a new translation of the
Imitatio Christi, which had all along formed his

favourite reading, and which he called the ' book
of sweetness.' Few original works of a mystical
character in tlie Russian language, apart from the
articles in the Messenger of Zion, appeared at this

time ; such, however, were the Fruit of the Lover

of Truth, and Features of the Sjnritual Church, by
Lopuchln, a privy councillor, and Kriilov's Reflec-
tion upon the True Religion, all of which were

published without clerical censorship, and dis-

tributed by Goliziin.

The second influx of mystico-pietistic literature,

however, was soon brought to a standstill by the

reactionary policy adopted by Alexander I. in the

closing years of his reign, just as the first had been

stopped thirty years previously by the empress
Catherine. In 1822 Labsin was sent to Sengile in

the government of Simbirsk in consequence of an

outspoken declaration over the emperor. The real

champion of the reaction, the thoroughly un-

scrupulous Count A. A. Araktchejev, by whom
the emperor latterly suffered himself to be ruled
in all things, made use of the clerical party, which
had been roused to action by Stanewitch's book,
as a means of overthrowing Prince Goliziin. The
movement found a pretext especially in the work
of Gossner already mentioned, which Araktchejev
stigmatized as at once impious and revolutionary,
and more generally in the mystico-pietistic litera-

ture disseminated by Goliziin. As tlie latter was
also president of the Bible Society, he was deprived
of his office as minister of public instruction (1824),
and the society itself was prevented from carrying
on its work—on the ground that it was responsible
for the circulation of the literature in question,
whereas, in fact, Goliziin had worked here quite
independently of the society ; and, moreover, if he
and his mystically disposed group, which was held

together chiefly by the conception of the ' inward

Church,' belonged to the society, its membership
included likewise many high officials of State not

greatly concerned with religious matters, and even
the chief representatives of the Orthodox, as well
as of the Roman Catholic and Protestant clergy.

Goliziin's successor in office, Admiral A. S. Shishkov,
ordered many of the mystical books found in the
schools and booksellers' shops to be confiscated,
and sent to the clerical academy of Petrograd in
order to be examined by a commission appointed
for the purpose. This commission, however, did
not begin its work till 1830, and finished it only in
1843. In 1846 the Holy Synod gave orders that all

surviving copies found in the dioceses should be
sent to it. To what extent, if at all, this injunc-
tion Mas obeyed is not yet clearly known, but it is

certain that many volumes remained in the hands
of the public, and are to this day greatly prized,
more especially among sectarians.

4. Madame de Krydener, Lindl, Gossner ;

Madame de Tatdrinova, Kotelnikov, Dubovizki.—While Labsin had exercised an extraordinary
influence upon those around him by personal con-

tact, he had not stood forth publicly as the herald
of the new faith, seeking rather to disseminate it

by the written word only. Even in Russia, how-
ever, the religious awakening of Western Europe
did not fail to find impassioned preachers and
strenuous organizers of devotional meetings.
Although Madame de Krydener (1764-1824) exer-
cised her pietistic ministrations mainly in foreign
countries, and, as far as the Russian Empire is

concerned, laboured only in her native province of

Livonia and for a very short time in Petrograd,
she nevertheless played a great part in tlie move-
ment by which the awakening was carried from
the Avest to the east of Europe, winning for it the
favour of Alexander i., in whose personal circle

she lived during 1815 in Heilbronn, Heidelberg,
and Paris, and upon whose entourage—notablj'
Prince Goliziin (see above)—her influence was like-

wise very great. From 1819, again, the Roman
Catholic preachers Lindl and Gossner (1820-24)
laboured successively in Petrograd as apostles of

Pietism. The former obtained the use of tlie

Maltese church near the Pagenkorps, while to the
latter the emperor assigned a large hall, in which
he addressed audiences of about 2000 persons.
While the ministrations of these three leading

representatives of mysticism were attended by
Russians who were familiar with German and
French, it is obvious that no far-reaching or per-
manent result could be secured except by persons
who were able to address Russians in the Russian

language. This advantage was possessed by another
Livonian lady of rank, Catherine von Buxhovden,
who married the Russian lieutenant-colonel Tata-

rinov, and in fact almost became a Russian herself,
even leaving Lutheranism for the Greek Orthodox
Church. Having been deeply stirred by the W.
European revival, she founded in 1815 her ' Brother-
hood in Christ

'

in Petrograd. In that association

she endeavoured to furnish the new spiritual re-

ligion with distinctively Russian forms, borrowing
these from the ascetic and ecstatic Skoptsi (

'

self -

mutilators'), though rejecting their fundamental
demand of sexual mutilation. Her devotional

gatherings in the residence assigned to her in the
Michael Palace—and from 1822 in otlier places

—
were conducted on the lines of the Skoptsi meetings,
and were devoted partly to delirious dancing in

fantastic dress, and partly to prophetic discourse.

In the latter she had the services of prophets whom
she had won from the Skoptsi community in

Petrograd, but she also took part in it herself,

using it as a means of propagating the deepened
spirituality of Pietism, while at the same time she
took upon herself the benevolent work of the
Pietists among the sick and the poor. But, as she

gradually cast off the people of humbler rank who
had rallied to her from among the Skoptsi, she
came at length to form a sort of religious focus for

the bureaucratic, military, and hereditary aristo-
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cracy of Petrograd. Among those who took part
in her devotional gatherings were Prince Golizun,
W. M. Pop6v, the director of his department,
General I. A. Golovin, Prince I. Engalytchev, and
Princes N. and S. Kropotkin. She was befriended

by the emperor Alexander i., and, together with
her chief prophets from the Skoptsi sect, was
repeatedly called to his presence for the purpose of

conversing on religions themes ; he also granted
her a large pension, and even in his reactionary
l^eriod his protecting hand shielded her and her
circle from the attacks of Araktchejev and Shish-
kov. It was not till a much later time, in the reign
of Nicholas I., that she and her chief adherents
suffered arrest, she herself being confined in a
remote monastery (1837-47). Her followers, how-
ever, still continued to hold religious meetings in

Petrograd, though now in secret, and she even
found ways of advising them from her distant
abode (in Moscow from 1847) ; nor was her circle

dissolved until her death.
While it was only at the outset that Madame

Tatdrinova sought to extend her influence to

the common people, the Esa-iil (Cossack officer)

levlampi Kotelnikov, wlio founded another sec-

tarian community of similar nature, confined his

labours entirely to that class. Having been deeply
moved, in the early twenties of last century, by
his reading of the Russian NT published by the
Bible Society, and of mystical books, especially
Lopuchin's Features of the Inward Church, he pro-
loosed to institute a truly spiritual Church in con-

trast to the external Orthodox Church, which he

stigmatized as the '

Babylon
' and the ' harlot

'

spoken of in Revelation. He devoted his mind
largely to the study of that book, which he inter-

preted in a very fantastic way, following here the
characteristic ideas of the Khlysti. He claimed
to be the forerunner, .John, and asserted that
Christ had been spiritually born in the emperor
Alexander I. The latter was at the same time the
second of the apocalyptic angels, the Bible Society
being the first. He won numerous adherents in

his native stanitsa of Verchnekurmojarskaya, in

the neighbouring Cossack stanitsas on the Don,
and in the town of Novotcherkask. In his de-

votional meetings it was the practice to read the
Russian Bible and mystical works of the kind
circulated by Ldbsin, but these gatherings were
otherwise of an ecstatic type like the religious
services of the Khlysti (see Men OF God) ; Kotel-
nikov's adherents, in fact, called themselves

Duchonostsi, 'Vehicles of the Spirit.' He ex-

pounded his ideas in a number of writings, and it

was the fact of his having sent copies of these to

the higher clergy that led to his arrest in 1824.

In 1826 he was sent to confinement in the Solovezki

monastery on the White Sea, where he died in

1852. Nothing is known of the further history of

his community.
That it was possible, however, to propagate the

more inward type of religion in the forms of the
Orthodox Church is shown by the labours of

Alexander Petr6vitch Dubovizki (t 1852). Dubo-
vizki, a landoMner, had been spiritually awakened
by an employe of Madame de Krydener who had
entered his .service after taking part in her de-

votional meetings in Switzerland and Livonia

(1816-20). In 1822 Dubovizki began to hold similar

meetings in the settlements of Lepegi and G6rlovo
in the government of Ryasiin, wiiere he had an

estate, and at these gatherings he not only ex-

pounded the Sciipture to the peasantry, but dis-

tributed copies among them. To those who took

part he gave the name of ' true inward worshippers.'
In G6rlovo he erected a chapel which was open to

all, though in it he used to urge the peasants to
be diligent in attending the Orthodox Church for

the worship of God and the observance of the
Lord's Supper. In 1823 he removed to Petrograd,
where in Ids own house he assembled his servants
for devotional services of a similar character.
Here he made the acquaintance of Madame Tatari-

nova, but took an attitude of decisive opposition
to her schismatic ecstasy. Then, as a result of

the reaction, he was sent to a monastery in 1824.

Here, however, he threw himself so zealously into
the religious life of the monks that he M'as liberated
in 1826 on the recommendation of the monastic
authorities and of Philaret, as also on the ground
that his orthodoxy was recognized by the metro-

politan Seraphim, who had been mainly instru-
mental in procuring his condemnation for preaching
without authority. In 1829, after brief periods of
residence in Petrograd, Lepegi, Gorlovo, and other

places, Dubovizki settled in Moscow, where he

arranged his large domestic establishment, consist-

ing of sixty-eight persons, wholly on monastic
lines. He wore iron chains upon his body, and the
entire household lived on lenten fare. Here, too,
he instituted a school for the education not only of

his own children, but of those of the congeniallj-
minded archimandrite Platon, as Avell as peasant
children from his estates. The foreign teachers,
both male and female, whom he engaged for this
work were one after another converted by him to

Orthodoxy. As it was one of his leading convic-
tions that in the Church of Christ, besides the

public services, there might be, and had in fact

once been, more private gatherings for mutual
edification, he used to assemble his household in a

special oratory for devotional exercises. It was on
account of these domestic services that he Avas

again arrested in 1833 ; he was confined in various

monasteries, and, stricken in years as in health,
died in 1842.

5. Vladimir Sergejewitch Solovjdv.—Since the

period of the Napoleonic wars, Russia, like W.
Europe generally, has had no further revivals of

religion ; nor can we speak of another large influx

of W. European mystical literature into Russia.
The explanation lies not only in the growing re-

ligious indifference of the educated classes in Russia

during the latter half of the 19th cent., but also

in the increasing disinclination of these classes to

depend wholly upon W. Europe for the satisfaction

of their spiritual needs—in a word, the endeavour
to realize a distinctively Russian type of culture.

Within recent times, no doubt, a sense of religious
need has been awakened among Russians of ever}'
class by the popular philosophy of Tolstoi. While
Tolstoi, however, as regards iiis own personal ex-

perience, interprets the religious relation in the
sense of a mystical pantheism, and wiiile his

writings are pervaded by a general strain of

mysticism, yet in these writings the strictly re-

ligious interest rather gives way to the interest

of an ascetic morality and of social problems.
Although the asceticism preached by Tolstoi asso-

ciates him more closely than he supposed with the

Orthodox Church, to which, in his criticism of its

doctrines, he stood sharply opposed, the longing of

the Russian people for a theory of life correspond-

ing to its mystical religion of emotion has found

its fulfilment in the views of Vladimir Sergejewitch

Solovj6v (1853-1900), a thinker who stood forth as

a genuine Russian and a loyal son of his Cluirch.'

On a superficial view, indeed, Solovj6v might be

regarded as one of the long succession of philo-

sophical theologians and theological pliilosophers
who in Russia have sought to provide a theoretical

justification for tiie teaching of the Church ; thus

he finds a rationale not only for the doctrines of

the Trinity and the Two Natures, but also for

tiie Seven Sacraments and the conveyance of the

1 Cf. his La Runsie et I'eglise universelle, Paris, 18S9, 21906.
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priestly character by the laying on of hands. On
a closer view, however, his mysticism, like mysti-
cism generally, shows a certain unconformity with

the doctrines of the Churcli. Tiiough he frequently
seems to speak in terms of theism, his idea of God
is essentially pantheistic ;

he teaclies the eternity
of the worl^, speaks of an ante-temporal fall, and
sometimes denies the personal immortality of the

individual. Such departures from the teaching of

the Churcli, however, do not seem to have impaired
the influence of his writings

'—an influence which
has been constantly on the increase since his

death ; in certain circles, indeed, they may even
have added to it. The joint-editor of his works,
E. L. Radlov, who writes the biographical sketch,
has justly said (Collected Works^, vol. x. p. xxxv)
that his mysticism is always the central and funda-
mental element of his teaching. Here he not only
shows the influence of such Western mystics as

Scotus Erigena, Jacob Boehnie, and Swedenborg,
but has also drawn upon Neo-Platonic mysticism,
which is much more closely allied to his Church.
Thus the union with God which is attained by
attenuating self-consciousness to a mere sense of

existence he describes precisely as do the Neo-
Platonists (see below). Still, this dependence does
not preclude his having experienced and reflected

upon the mystical form of religion in a way
peculiarly his own. His mysticism is indeed of so
decided a kind that he assigns the most important
place in his theory of knowledge to mystical faith.

His leading ideas are as follows :

The reality of the external world cannot be apprehended by
reason, but is to be grasped by faith alone, faith finding the
ground of phenomena in the same reality as is directly experi-
enced by the believer in his appropriation of faith (' Criticism
of Abstract Principles,' Works, ii. 326, 330 f.). The object of
this faith is therefore the absolute existence of objective reality.
The interaction between the ideal essence of the ego and the
ideal existences of all other objects is called

'

presentation,' and
this produces in our reason those durable, definite, self-con-

sistent, and self-identical images of objects by means of which
we combine and organize the whole indefinite mass of single
impressions (p. 336). We perceive these images, in the first

instance, immediately, and prior to all our sense-perceptions,
to which we then transfer them (p. 338). Our knowledge of

nature, if it is to be genuine and objective, must be brought
into relation with this mystical knowledge (pp. 346, 349 ff.).

In conformity with his theory of knowledge Solovjdv deals
specially with the knowledge of God. Human personality, he
says, is in a sense itself divine, or, more precisely, it partici-
pates in deity. It has the negatively unconditioned quality of

aspiring after perfection, and this aspiration carries with it the
claim of being realizable (' Lectures on the Divine Humanity,'
Works, iii. 19) ;

in other words, man will not consent to be a
mere phenomenon, and this very refusal indicates that he is

something different, something more (p. 21). But the ultimate
truth lies in the fact that he is also positively unconditioned,
i.e. he has the power of appropriating to himself the fullness of

being. Faith in himself is at the same time faith in God.
Deity belongs to God in His eternal reality ; man aspires to
and yearns for it, and finally reaches it (p. 25). The reality of
God, however, cannot be logically demonstrated, but can be
apprehended only by faith, exactly as the reality of the world
and each separate object (p. 32 f.). When we abstract from
all definite manifestations of our outward and inward life—not
merely from our sense impressions, but also from our feelings,
thoughts, and wishes ; when we concentrate all our capacities
in the one focus of our immediate spiritual existence ; when
we let ourselves sink into the silent and motionless calm from
which the turbid stream of our present being wells forth with-
out disturbing its purity and its peace—then in the source of
our own spiritual life we are inwardly in touch with the source
of universal life, and we know God as the principle or substance
of the All (p. 87). We cannot doubt the reality of that which

are already united with that supreme reality, and we posit the
(inward, subjective) beginning of the coming union of the world
with God (p. 196). This may be expressed in the form of a
behest :

' Have God within yourself ; do not sever yourself from
the All, but associate yourself with the all

'

(p. 202 f.).
If SoIovj6v, in these developments of his thought, reminds us

of the fundamental principle of Skovoroda (with whom he was
connected on his mother's side), viz. that the true path to the
knowledge of God is self-knowledge (cf. § i), he resembles him
also in the fact that between man as he now is and God he

1 These have already appeared in two collected editions, of
one of which there has been a second issue.

places the ideal man, though with a peculiar and much broader
basis of argument. The material side of nature, existing as a
part, strives to be transformed into the All, into God (' Criticism
of Abstract Principles,' Works, ii. 318). Nature is the second
Absolute, which attains its ideal reality in man (p. 319), and, as
nature strives to rise to the human stage, there are at bottom
only two realities, viz. the absolutely existent, God, and that
which is absolutely becoming, man (p. 323). Man is the con-

necting link between the deity and the world of nature ; by
'man,' however, is meant here not man as known to us, but
ideal and perfect humanity—the Sophia, which was eternally
consummated in the plenary divine entity, i.e. Christ (' Lectures
on the Divine Humanity,' Wo^-ks, iii. 121). This humanity,
accordingly, is co-eternal with God Himself (p. 122). Man in
his present state presupposes the eternal humanity, or ideal
man (pp. 123, 126). The organism of this universal humanity
consists of the body of God and the eternal soul of the world
(p. 127). The earthly individual man, just as he did not exist
before his birth, passes away at death (p. 128). The evil in man
in his phenomenal state lies in the fact that he usually feels

himself isolated, and only in rare moments of clarity realizes
his unity with all other things, with God (p. 130 f.). This evil

impulse towards isolation he shares with all empirically existing
things (p. 132). In reality, however, ideal humanity, or the
world-soul which unites in itself all individual souls, liad already,
in the cycle prior to the present, broken away from its unity
with the All and tried to find itself in its separation ;

for other-
wise evil could not have appeared in phenomenal man and
the phenomenal world (pp. 140-142). In that empirical world
everything has fallen asunder into parts and particles seeking
to assert themselves in opposition to one another. God, how-
ever, desires to bring the world-soul back to Himself by a
gradual process. To begin with, the world-soul in phenomenal
man, as prepared for it by the long process of religious history,
comes to know itself again in its unity with the divine Logos,
i.e. the pure form of the universal unity ; moreover, it recog-
nizes itself also in all nature, of which phenomenal man feels

himself to be the concentration (p. 150 f.). Such is the phUo-
sophical rationale of the union of deity with a human soul in
the person of Jesus Christ (p. 162), and this union becomes a
continuous process by the gradual voluntary transformation of

phenomenal man to the divine. Thus from the God-man there
comes at last the man-God (i.e. man as having assimilated

Deity), or universal humanity, the universal Church or spiritual
humanity (p. 180 f.).
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MYSTICISM (Hebrew and Jewish). — Ever
since the Pauline antithesis of law and faith

stamped Judaism as a religion of unrelieved legal-
ism, the possession of anything approaching the
nature of a mystical element has been steadily
and strenuously denied to the religion of the Jew.
Formalism—which, truly enough, pervades and
colours Judaism through and through—is taken to
be the irreconcilable enemy of mysticism, whose
fundamental axiom is the freedom of the human
spirit to seek out, in all ways possible to it, the
means of union with ultimate reality—God. But
this attitude towards the question only shows how,
like many other psychological concepts, mysticism,
no matter of what brand, scarcely admits of rigid
definition. Its phenomena are so complex, its
elements so intermingled with other elements in
the mental and spiritual make-up of men, that it
is impossible to lay down any law as to where it

may or may not be found to exist. Thus, if one
wonders how mysticism can be a feature of Judaism,
one can equally wonder how a Christian theologian
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like St. Augustine could be called a mystic. Was
he not a rigid upholder of an iron system of dogma
anil authority in the early Church ? And yet his

Confessions are thoroughgoing mysticism, shomng
him to have gained the core of his religion from
certain ' first-hand

'

experiences which, to him,
implied direct intercourse between the soul and
God. A similar argument can be applied to Aris-

totle. Cold, analytic philosopher as he was, posit-

ing an utterly transcendent God who ' thinks his

own thoughts
' and who dwells in the peace of his

own completeness, Aristotle's ' active reason '

pos-
sesses a decidedly mystical turn, and must have
exerted no small influence on many a type of mys-
ticism in the succeeding centuries. One is drawn
to the irresistible conclusion that religion, in order
that it should not be barren and lifeless, must give
prominence to something more than historicity
and tradition. It must lay stress on the element
of personal inward experience, on the great fact

of the soul ' athirst for God, yea, even for the living
God.' Judaism amply fulfils these conditions.
The beginnings of Judaism lie, of course, in the

OT. In fact, everything in Judaism seeks to find

its confirmation in some expression, whether clear

or veiled, in the OT. Hence the OT is pivotal for

any consideration of Jewish mysticism in all its

phases and developments. The mysticism of the
OT clusters mostly round the visionary experiences
of the prophets. Isaiah's vision of a God whose
' train filled the Temple

'

points to the all-inclusive-

ness of Deity. Ezekiel's fits of ecstasy are char-
acteristic of the mood of many a mystic in all ages.
The prophet's higher insight into the will of God
and his satisfaction at the attainment of this in-

sight are an example of the ' illumination
' which

is always one of the steps on the mystic's ladder.

Some of the other books of the OT show forth
other constituents of the mystical consciousness.

Thus, the Psalmists often brood on the divinity
manifested in the beauteous world of nature. ' Who
layeth the beams of his upper chambers in the
waters ; who maketh the clouds his chariot ; who
walketh upon the wings of the wind. Who maketh
winds his messengers ; his ministers flaming fire

'

(104^'-). The universe is one uninterrupted revela-

tion of the divine. Ps 139^"^* portrays the mystic
sense of the boundless, and the human aspiration
to reach it as the goal of the truest safety from tiie

ills and anxieties of the normal finite experience.
Other passages paint the ' nearness '

of God and
the joys of intimate converse with Him. The
treatment of prayer and the specimens given of

individual prayers are fine examples of what one

might call
' erotic mysticism.

' The soul passionately

yearns for God, and God reciprocates the yearning
in terms of the love between man and woman.
' Whom have I in heaven but thee ? and there is

none upon earth that I desire beside thee '

(Ps 73^°).

Here is the insatiable craving of the mystic, the

infinity of love's desire.
'

Yea, I have loved thee
with an everlasting love ; therefore with loving-
kindness have I drawn thee

'

(Jer 31*). It is doubt-
ful whether the intensity of intimacy connoted by
the Hebrew aM6MA ('love') and hesedh {^ \ovmg-
kindness') is ever done justice to in a translation.

Finally, there is the angelic lore of the OT. The
sight of an angel or the hearing of its voice brought
about a feeling of being environed with God. It
had the effect which every mystical experience in

all ages had, viz. it flooded the seer with a new
power.
Upon these mystical strains pervading the OT

was built the variegated edifice of the two separ-
ate schools of mystical thought which followed on
the close of tlie OT canon, viz. (a) the Palestinian,
or Rabbinic, or Talmudic Midrashic, and (b) the

Jewish-Hellenistic, which had its chief centre in

Alexandria—then the intellectual capital of the
world.
Let us consider (b) first. The theology of Juda-

ism was studied side by side with the works of
Plato and Aristotle, and thus was produced that
curious blend of Jewish and Greek thought the
most famous monuments of which are the writings
of Philo, the apocryphal Wisdom of Solomon, and
fragments (preserved only by Eusebius, in HE vii.

32. 17 and Prcep. Evang. viii. 10, xiii. 12) of an
Alexandrian peripatetic philosopher Aristobulus,
who, according to Schiirer {GJV'^ iii. 391 f.), was a
contemporary of Ptolemy Philometer in the middle
of the 2nd cent. B.C. Aristobulus develops a mystic
cosmogony in which the Pythagorean theories of
the influence of numbers play a part. His concep-
tion of divine creative activity is draM'n from the
Stoic idea of irvev/xa, God's power penetrating and
permeating all things. He has references to the
vovs ('reason') of Plato. The main trend of his

thought, however, is Aristotelian ; but—and here
he is the precursor of the Philonic method—in

spite of his devotion to Greek thought, he is an

upholder of the Jewish doctrine of God in so far
as he believes that the Deity is at once transcen-
dent and immanent. God is greater than the

universe, outside it, and separated from it. But
God works in the universe by means of His
'

wisdom,' which is an emanation from Him but

yet has no separate existence apart from Him.
God is 'in heaven,' i.e. in distant isolation, but

yet 'the earth is his footstool,' i.e. the world is

permeated with the divine traces. The apocryphal
Wisdom of Solomon is characterized by a similar
fusion of Greek and Jewish mystic notions of the
divine relations to the cosmos. The Stoic concep-
tion of an immanent iryeO/ia comes out in vii. 25 :

' For she is a breath of the power of God,
And a clear effluence of the glory of the Almighty.'

The same thought is continued in 26 f. In viii.

19 f. we have a hint of the Platonic theory of pre-
existence :

' For I was a witty child
And Iiad a good spirit,

Yea, rather, being good, I came into a body undefiled.'

In xviii. 14-16 wisdom becomes a personality
and seems to have affinities with the ' Word '

in

the Prologue of the Fourth Gospel. But—and
here the essentially Jewish side of the case comes
out—wisdom, although a potency outside God, is

yet at the same time wholly in God. The author,
as a Jew, and therefore deeply concerned with safe-

guarding what he and his predecessors understood

by the unity of God, is obviously at pains to make
this vital point clear. Philo elaborates all these

concepts with the hand of the master—and adds

many new ones too. He makes a sharp distinction

between God in Himself and God revealed. The
reconciliation between these two views is never

effected, and this defect is one of the flaws in his

mystic philosophy. On the first view, God is pure
being, unknowable, outside the material universe.

On the second view, God is immanent in man and
the universe, and is all-penetrating, all-filling.

Philo's Jewish sympathies are apparent in his

treatment of this branch of his subject. The
Jewish idea of God as creator and sustainer of the

universe held a foremost place in his mind, and

many an interpretation given by Palestinian Rabbis
of the first centuries of Christianity and incorpor-
ated in the Talmud and Midrashim (particularly
in the early sections of B^reshith Rabba) is a re-

flexion of Philo. It is in the jiresentation of his

Logos idea that Philo is most important for an

understanding of Jewish mysticism. Wiiatever

extraneous teachings may have gone to the mak-

ing of the Logos, there can be no doubt that it

was much influenced by the OT notions of angels.

There is a wide gap between God the infinite, the
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all-holy, and man the finite and imperfect. How
is the chasm to >>e bridged ? The OT ^^Tite^s and,
after them, the Rabbis of the Talmud and Mid-
rashim overcame the dilficulty by the introtluction

of the angel.
Pxire Gotl did not really come into

contact with impure man, but His angels did. And
who were the angels? They were emanations of

the divine, offshoots of deity, part and parcel of

God's ovm being. Reading his OT in some such

light as this, Philo laid it down that the universe

wa.< filled with divine potencies {SivdfjLtis). These

potencies, while they are in one sense attributes

and self-revelations of God, are in another sense

personal beings of a spiritual kind,
'

incorporeal
souls,' who '

report the injunctions of the father to

his children and the necessities of the children to

the father' {de Somniis, i. 22). There are various

gradations of these potencies, but at the head of

them and consrituting the principle of unity among
them all is the Logos. Heaven and earth subsisted
in the Lo^os before their material creation—an
idea voiced by the Rabbinical literature in many
curiously naive ways (see B'reshith Rabba, i.-iv.).

It is from the Logos that there emanate the poten-
cies which are the real creators of matter. Hence
God is the ultimate creator of all, but never through
direct contact. He works through the Logos, who

a^ain works through these potencies (called Logoi).
Platonic and Stoic elements are apparent through-
out, but so also is Rabbinic angelology. Thus in

B'reshitk Rabba, viii. 3f., the grammatical plural in

the words,
' And God said. Let us make man,' is

explained by the statement that, when God was
about to create the first man. He took counsel with
the ministering angels. Hence the blame for the
evil in man is partially removed from the Deity
and placed upon the shoulders of the angels. The
Rabbinic interpretarion of the Hebrew word
Am6n in Pr 8* gives to the Torah very much the
same role as Philo attributes to the Logos. It is

God's workman or servant in the work and admin-
istration of the universe. The human soul is an
emanation from the Logos, and makes man akin to

the 'incorporeal souls'—the angels, i.e., not those
who have descended upon earth to become bound up
in mortal bodies, but those who,

'

having received

greater and more divine intellects,' shun earth

altogether in order to be 'lieutenants of the Ruler
of the universe as though they were the eyes and
ears of the great being beholding and listening to

everybody' (de Somn. i. 22). Christian mysticism
is a greater debtor to Philo than is Jewish mysti-
cism, which betrays Philonic influences only in

spasmodic passages in the cosmological sections in
the Talmud and Midrashim as well as in the phil-

osophic systems of two great mystic theologians of
the Middle Ages, viz. Solomon Ibn Gabirol (c. 1021-
1058) and Abraham Ibn Ezra (1092-1167) (qq.v.).
We shall now consider (a) the Talmudic and

Midrashic mysticism. Teachings essentially Jewish
in their origin are found in combination with doc-
trines belonging to Mithraism, Gnosticism, and
Neo-Platonism. Essentially Jewish is the sh'-

kh inrih mysticism. The sh'hhindh is the universally
diffused Civine Presence which forms the idealized
environment of the Jewish nation in aU the lands
of the latter's dispersion. But in order that the
individual Jew should, in himself, realize the sh'-

MtwaA he must be 'healthy, wealthy, and wise,' i.e.

he must lead a life of religious and moral purity,
he must be self-reliant and self-conquered, he must
be intellectually great in the knowledge of the

highest lore—the Tdrah. Sin and sh'khinah are

mutually antithetic. ' God is the dwelling-place
of the universe ; but the universe is not the dwelling-
place of God '

is a prominent Rabbinic dictum.

Essentially Jewish is the doctrine of the two opposed
divine attributes—the middath hud-dtn and the

iiiiddath ha. rahdmim—which oj>erate upon man
for good or for evil in ways verj- much resembling
the powers of the angels ; and Je^rish too is the
enumeration of the ten agencies through which
Gotl created the world, \-iz. wisdom, insight, cogni-
tion, strength, power, inexorableness, justice, right,
love, and mercy [T. B. Hagigdh, \'2a ; ex. Mi.skndh

AbJioth, V. 1, where it is said that the universe was
created by

' Ten Words" ; cf. also B't-e-shith Rabba,
iv. 6, based on Ps 33'^ Rabbinic angelology is by
no means of pure breed, but owes much to Zoroas-
trian and Mithraic influences. Man's prayer, his

recovery from sickness, his safety from danger, his

,

fortunes after death are all under angelic domina-

j

tion—there being two main divisions of angels
!

which are named respectively /a//u7ia shd madldh

j
Andfamilid shel mattd, i.e. the heavenly host above

;
and the heavenly host below, both of which figure

i largely in the Jewish Prayer Book. The counter-
i part to the personified Logos of Philo is found, in

j

Rabbinic mysticism, in the angel Metatron, who
I
is often styled 'Prince of the Presence' (Sar-hap-
pdnim) as well as

' Prince of the world
'

(Sar-hd-
'6ldm), and who, like Enoch in the Apocrypha (see
Jub. iv. 23 ; 2 En. liii. 2), is often described as the

heavenly scribe. He plays a principal part in the
cosmic processes, being a personified emanation of

the Deity, an ever-present guide and instructor of

mankind*, taking up the divine work at points
w-here its omnipotence cannot, if one may so speak,
reach. In B'reshith Rabba, v. 4, it is stated that
' the voice of God became Metatron over the waters.'

One great formative influence acting on Rabbinic

mysticism came from the direction of the Gnosti-
cism current in the first centuries of the common
era. Gnosticism owed much to the Apocrypha
and the Jewish Apocalypses ; hence—strangely
enough—the influences of the latter literatures

were brought to bear upon Rabbinism through an
alien medium. The prohibition against discussing
the first secrions of Genesis and Ezekiel (known as
Ma'dseh B^reshith and Madieh Merkdbhdh respec-

tively) is an echo of the secrecy which hedged
round the doctrines of the Gnostics. Thus in the
Mishnah (Hagigdh, ii. 1) it is said :

•

It is forbidden to explain the first chapters of Genesis to
more than one person at a time. It is forbidden to explain the
first chapter of Ezekiel even to one person unless he be a s*ge
and of an original rum of mind.'

To belong to the inner circle of discipleship among
the Gnostics presupposed an exceptional amount
of self-discipline. 'A certain youth,' says T. B.

Hagigdh, 13<<, 'was once explaining the 9ashmal
[Ezk 1^, translated 'amber" in the AY] when fire

came forth and consumed him." When the question
is asked, Why was this? the answer is, 'Lav rndti

zimneh,' i.e. his time had not yet come. His

youthful age had not given him the opporttinities
for the mature self-culture necessary to the mystic
apprehension. It was a dangerous knowledge for

the uninitiated. An extraordinarily weird anec-
dote in B'-reshith Rabbd. ii. 4, attributes mortal

injury to Ben Zoma (Rabbi of the 2nd cent.

.\.D. ), who was once 'contemplating the creation.'

The words of Pr 25-, 'it i? the glory of God to

conceal a thing,' were quoted in support of their

opposition to these Gnostic attempts at unravelling
the secrets of the di\"ine relation to the cosmos.

But, paradoxically enough, the great ally of

Gnosticism— magic— received countenance from

many a Rabbinic mystic of the most orthodox

type. Thus a passage in T. B. Sanhedrin, 676,

says that R. 9anina and R. Hoshaiah (Palestinian
teachers of the 3rd cent. a.d. ) \ised to engage
themselves with the laws of creation every eve
of Sabbath and used to create a calf of three years
old and eat it. The magic potency resident in the

permutations and combinations of the letters of
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the Hebrew alphabet—and more especially the
letters comprising the Tetragrammaton—is a more

prominent theme of this branch of Rabbinic mysti-
cism. T. B. B'rdkhdth, 5oa, says that ' Bezalel

knew how to combine the letters by which heaven
and earth were created.' T. B. Qiddushin, 71«,

speaks of a Divine Name composed of twelve

letters, the secrets of which Avere at one time re-

vealed to every one, but. after a time, only to the
'most meek among the priests.' The reference is

obviously to a manipulation of the letters of the

Tetragrammaton. T. B. Makkdtk, 11a, relates the

legend of King David, who, on making excavations
for the Temple and finding that the waters of the
ocean were moving upward and threatening to

destroy the world, asked for permission to stop its

rising by inscribing the name of God on a potsherd
and throwing it into the sea. According to T. B.

Yomd, 736, the information given by the Urim and
Thunmiim was through the medium of the Hebrew
letters either thrusting themselves bodily forward

(boltin) or combining themselves in different ways
(mmarf'm).

All the above-mentioned elements of Rabbinic

mysticism are the prelude to the great mystical
books which comprise the mediteval I^abbala,
whose most famous manual is the Zdhur—although
there is one book whose importance for Jewish

mysticism is only second to that of the ZoMir, but
which in all probability dates from the time of the
Mishnah (according to Reitzenstein, it is a product
of the 2nd cent. B.C.). This is the Scfcr Y'^sira.

Both the mediseval ^abbala and the Hefer Y^sird

elaborate some or all of the following elements of

Rabbinic mysticism : (a) the sh'^khindh, (b) the

Holy Spirit [rilah fiak-kvdiiesh), (c) angelology,
Metatron, Memra ('word,' 'logos'), [d] mysticism
of the Genesis cosmogony and of the chariot of

Ezekiel, (e) the magic powers of the Hebrew-

alphabet, (/) emanation from the Deity, (g) the

conception of siimum, or divine self-limitation, {h)

the conception of erotic relations between the Deity
and the cosmos, (i) the re-incarnation of the soul,
the ecstasy of the soul's union with God, (_;')

the
Torah as the material embodiment of the divine
and as the only

'

mystic way
'

towards the realiza-

tion of the divine. The Sefer Y^sird is grounded
upon (c). It gives us a mystical philosophy drawn
from the sounds, shapes, relative positions, and
numerical values of the letters of the Hebrew-

alphabet. Hebrew phraseology expressing essenti-

ally Jewish thought is put into a framework un-

mistakably Gnostic. The world was brought into

being by means of '

thirty-two wonderful paths
of wisdom.' These are (a) the ten cardinal numbers
from 1 to 10. {b) the twenty-two letters of the
Hebrew alphabet (divided into the three ' mother

'

letters, viz. dleph, mem, shin ; seven double letters,
viz. beth, gimel, ddlcth, kaph, peh, resh, tdv, and
twelve '

simple' letters). Concerning these twenty-
two letters, the book says :

'God engraved them, hewed them, weighed them, inter-

changed them one with another, combined them, and formed
by them the 80ul of everything which has been created and of

everything which will be'created.'

Herein is contained the book's philosophy of the
cosmos, w-hich is explained in something like the

following way : in the beginning God created the
three primordial substances, air, fire, and water
(the initial letters of each are the three 'mother'
letters mentioned above). Just as there could be
no form in any script which did not contain these
three ' mothers

'

(all the other letters being in the
naive imagination of certain early Kabbalists
' born ' from them), so there could be no form in
the world of sensible objects without these three

primordial elements. But in reality these three
are emanations from three still n'xore previous

elements, viz. heaven, wind, and earth ; and the
natural opposition (represented by an opposition of

sex) of these two sets of three keeps the eqtiilibrium
of the universe. The seven 'double' letters (i.e.

according as they have ddghcsh or not) are em-
blematic of the seven world-forces, each of which
has its opposite to combat—thus (1) wisdom, whose
opposite is folly ; (2) riches, whose opjwsite is

poverty ; (3) seed, whose opposite is sterility ; (4)

life, whose opposite is death ; (5) dominion, whose
opposite is servitude ; (6) peace, whose opposite is

war ; (7) beauty, whose opposite is ugliness. The
world of nature as well as the world of morality is

kept in order by the right interplay of these forces.

The twelve '

simple
'

letters represent twelve attri-

butes of the First Cause—the idea being based

upon twelve diti'erent terms or phrases by which
the OT designates the nature and activity of the
Godhead. S. D. Luzzatto in his Wikkuah'al ha-
Kabbdldh (Goritz, 1852), follo\nng the opinions of
Judah Halevi in the Kilsdri, iv. 25, has given a
fine elucidation of the philosophy of the Sefer
Y'^sird. Form (typified by the three 'mother'
letters), matter (typified by the seven 'double'

letters), and number (typified by the cardinal

numbers, one to ten) are, in prototype, aspects or
emanations of the divine. Hence we are led on to
the consideration of (/), viz. the treatment of
emanation in Jewish mysticism. Professed by the

early Gnostics, the theory of emanation reached its

highest development in Plotinus, from w-hom it

passed, through the medium of Avicenna, to the

philosophers and Kabbalists of the Middle Ages.
Solomon Ibn Gabirol [q.v.) based his philosophy
upon the belief in emanation. God is the essence
of all existence, the life of the world, and in Him
substance and form find their complete unity.
But how is God, then, difl'erentiated from the
world ? By the fact that substance and form are
the products, not of God, who is, in Himself, in-

comprehensible, but of the will of God, which is

the first emanation from the divine and which is a
sort of intermediate link between the great Un-
knowable and the cosmos. This will is immanent
everywhere and is compelled by its very nature to
be eternally creative. From it emanated matter,
form, spirit, and soul, all of which are eternally
creative by reason of the powers emanating from
them. Gabirol's influence told deeply upon the
numerous kabbalists in France, Spain, Germany,
and Italy during the succeeding centuries, A
mj-stic work termed Bdhir ('Brightness'), com-

Sosed
by a French Kabbalist of the 13th cent.,

evelops a doctrine of emanation which differs

considerably from that of Gabirol. While the
latter maintained that the world existed in God
potentially from all eternity (God liaA-ing called
the actual world into being by a creatio ex nihUo),
the Bdhir holds the eternity of the actual world.

What, then, was creation? It was an emanation
of the ' hidden light

"

from God. This the Bdhtr
calls the '

first s^trdh,' which gave birth to the
second s'ftrdh, viz.

'

wisdom,' from which emanated
tlie third s'firdh, viz. 'intelligence.' These three
form the primary principles of tiie universe, and
from them emanated, in succession, seven lower

s\firuth, which gave form to all material things.
There is a transition from the infinite to the finite,

and conversely, the finite reacts upwards upon the
infinite. But tlie jihilosophy of the book is

markedly inconsistent. Greater consistency com-
bined with a dee]>er philosophic insight is to be
found in the work of Azriel, a Spanisli Jew (1160-

1238), who is, however, overshadoweil by Isaac ben
Sheshet of Gerona, the autiior of the mystic work
Sha'ar hfish-shdmayhn ('Gate of Heaven"), and
Nahmanides (1194-1270) {q.v.). According to the

latter, ten powers emanated in succession from the
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I)(!ity In tlm «:r«atioii <»f l.lu) rionmoM. '1'\\omi: h« calln
'
U)ii H'/irMh.' Tim CirHl, ciiKiiiiiliDii w(ih

'

wiivloin,'

wliic.li JM likcwiM*! luriiHMl nHldlh (i.e..
'

l)(!i{iiiiiiiiK ')

ill v'l;nililiih{i.f. '|ioiiit'). It Im from ' wiwloiii' f.liat

all llm r.ljiiir riiiH! H'fhfilh (irnanatud, in
jiiHt.

IIm;

aaiiiii way hm a jmint, in rnally (.Itf l«!)^'iiininf^ of a

lini), t.''. it l»()i<»ni<:M a lim; wlir-ii iiroloiij^-d in l)(il,li

ilir<Mt,iiiji«. Nal^iniinidcH in (!xl i<iii<iy \n\'\\i'. in liiH

I'liai (i''t<!ri/.at.i<>ii ol l.lu- icIal.ionH i)(!l,wi!i;ii tlic, Hovf.ral

ciiiafialiiiMM. Kill. Ik; difliMH fiuiii nioHt, of IiIh J)!*;-

il<!(;<)MHorH in ho far an lio ){iv<;H a lii^'i pl'ic't to I'l")

Hjiiritiial
Mido of man, viz. jiraycr, communion wil,li

(.0(1, Mm Honl. In I liiH r(!M|ir;c,l,
Im may l)i; ro^^aidinl,

in ronjiinrt.ion vvil.li Aliialiani Alnilalia, an t.lio

fonininnur of I, In- /Jiliftr tin' diifl of all 1,1m JcwiHli

mynl.ical t.iixl/ WooUh of l,li(; M iddli! Aj^ch. Aliiilufiii,

)-ni|iliaHi/,)id I, lit; nticoHHil.y oi Urn aHccUc life, and of

<-onliMn|dat.ion. To liim l<lm variouH comhinaUonH
of Mm lottorH (;om|ioHin){ t.lir- T(!t,i'ii.|.M'ammalon and
f.lif nam<;H of an^^clH mr-anl. l.li«! revelation of w;crr'.(,M

ollicrwimi unkriowalile and leadin;^ ho an eenlji.l.ic

Millie of union wit.li l.lie divine and a deeper luiow

led).'e of l.lie. depl.liH <if l.lie TArali. In llie Zniiiir

Mm; laM.er hraneliew of .Jewinli myidi<;iHni are, elulior

aU)d wiMi an exeepMonal woalt.n of detail. Wliile

piir)i()rt,in^ l.o lie Imf a eommenta,ry on l.lii] I'ttnLii,-

i.eiii'li, it. Ih in reality (juil.e ii,n indejie.ndent/ (;om-

Iiendiiini

of I^Calilinli'il ic l/lie,of<opliy, (!ril.ieiHni liaK

onLi a;.^o demoiiMt.ral.i-il I, lie nnlnnnliility of t.lm vie.w

wliii'.li awtriliMH il.H aiit.lKirKJiip t/O n. lifi.lilii <if t.lie

'2rid eerit/. A.I)., viz. Sinie.on lien Yol^a.i. It. ii-t a

Hyn<!ret,iHni of .IowIhIi and forciij^n elemenl.H. Tlie

form.* eoiiHiMl, of do(rt.rineH t,al<en fioni t.lii;Talmndi(;

and Midraidiie lit.nral.iii<;. Tim laM.e.r )i.re
' naMiral

ized
'

prodiiet.H of Neo 1'lat.oniHm, («no;<t.ieiHm, and

(a<;<'ordin).^ t.o a nrjwer t.lie.ory) Siiii myitt.ieiFwn. The
ZAIiiir IM iiIho inde.hl.e.d t,o Kolomon Ion (>)i.l)irol ii.nd

AliiM.liam Alinlalia. Ae«;ordin^; l.o l,lie /j6h/ir, Mie
Hoiil of Mie 'IVirfVli \h iIh niyHlieal HonHO ; and man,
liavin^r l.lm privilof^n t.o Indiidd everywhere Mm
divine iiiia^e t.lm world heiiif^ an emliodiment. of

(iod rnt\ make IiIh way t.o union with the divine
reaHoii hy an iinderHt.andin).^ of, and a life led in

aeeordanee with, t.lie myHl.ie. HeiiHe of t.lie TArah.
Tim universe Ih a Morien of emnnalioiiH, and man
may, t.liKiu^di Mio inHt.i iiinont. of Mm 'I'Arali, re(;o^
nize the divine hand everywhere and aHeend t.o Mi<;

'OaUMe of (JauKim.' (»od \h Hl.yleil /?n Sfif ('No
ICiid '), a lieinj^ nl.t.<;rly void cif at.t.riliut.eM, who can

only he
|iohI.iiI;iI (mI nei'alively. Thr; world can

(jome inl o conl net. with l.lie Kii ,S7;/'only hy nieaiiH

of int crincdiarieH. ThcHe int.ermediarieH are t.ln;

'
(,«)n H^firMli,' or (.en emanat.ionH. The lirHt, iffinlh
waH lat.eiit. in t.lio En Mf iw a dynamic! for(;e and in

called Ici-tlirr ('crown') or n'lyinldnh p'HhiiUi.h. ('a
Himple point,'). 'I'lu) fiiHt, mM.iiitciit,al,i<iii of l,lie

divine \\\ )i point., i.i;. a unity, iimi.iiii.ly/.n.hh;, and

yet, poHHCHMin;.^ I,he All. It, in the llefniliaii idea of

'diiH ifiine Sein.' The. Ht.ailin;^ point, of everyl.hinf^
iH the thou^dit. an it. exiHt/od in (<od. II. in in MiIh
'

tlioii).^ht,
'

l,ha(, eveiyt,liin(^ waH oi i(.;inally (wii hra<'ed.

The liiMl. of \\\K'. K'firtUli. t,he'(;rowri' ih (he prim
oidial divine (,liouidit. or will which, iMiiaiiiit.in!'

']n S6f, contained within il.Helf the phi.n
of t,he iiniveiHe in it.H inrniil,y ot time and Hpace, in

il.H <;ndleH.'i variety of form, <;olour, ii.iid movemiwil..
' WiHdom '

and '

in(.elli).^ence
'

are t.lm Heeoiid and
third of (,1m H'JirMh, and are parallel eniana(,ioiiH

from (,ho
' crown.' Thi;re Ih a Hoxual relat,ioMMliip

l>et,ween t.liein. WiHiiom in the '

fat.her,' i.e.. the
maHciiline act.ivo prin(riple, which en;^enderH all

thill).';!! and impoHOH on them form and measure.

Inl.elli).^eiice \h the *

mother,' t,he pii.MHi ve r(!<;e|)l,iM)

iirineipie. Out, of (,heir union coiiich a '

hoii,' who
IH

'

reaHon,' and rellect.H l.lie clia.ra(d,eriMt.i(;H of liot.li

jiaren(,M. Tim Z6h(lr elahoraten (,hiH wexiial idea,

applyinij; i(, (,o (.ho I'tdationH hetwtM'ii the deity and
till) Hli'liliinilk iiM well aH to the elucitlatimi of

Itihlioai rfiferonoeH to jierHoriH and ovont«. Th©
rcmainin;^ Heve.ri ii'firMh are mercy, jiiHtic<!, beauty,
vif:(ory, (.dory, foundation, and rovaK.y (or king-
dom). Tho lant

H'firii.li, in the Hum of the, j)ermanent
and immanent activity of all the other H'l'irClh.
A pervading element of the '/Jiluir in Mie emiihiwiH
laiij on the defqi Hjiiril.iiii.lity of jiiayer and upon itn

r;irci:tH in hrinuin;.' ahout many a {•\\\u\\'y, in th<s

nia.te.rial woihl. In line, wv^'.vv ^ood (wt. done hy
man, every j^ood tlioii/.(lit of Iiih, leaveH itH imjiroHH
upon the 'upper' aH w(!ll aw upon the 'lower'
worlii. TluiHe two worIdH »ire rc.aily hut one, and
are efjiially an emanation of divinr: miirit. There
i.H a Hh'kldrdtt.'iliia ('iipjiei Divine rreHfinruj') an
well iUMi,nh''lchhd<l. td.l.da. (' lowi;r Divine l'r(;.4i;iic() '),

and every time man u(.(,erH a jira.yer or pcrforniH
an act of hr!iiev<den(;e, a union between the two
' worldH

'

iH<!(Jec(/ed. Tli«ideaiH(5Xj)reHH<;d uniijimly
by a coriHtantlyrecurriri/.^ phrane about tim jiatn-
arcliH of the.JewiHli ra.ce aH bein;.^

'

tli«! upiier cliari(»t'

(r'l,ikli/i' Uaa.) on which the deity a.Hcemls U> heaven
a,nd dcHcendH t.o earth. The, Zifilmr influenced (,he

view of many a mcdiii-.va.l (/'hrihlian Hchohir who
clainic,(| toliiMJ iiiipport for <:ertain doj^nia.Hof ( IliriHt-

ia.nit.y in the aliMtruHe and occaHionally a.mbi){UouH
ZAIiiuie termiiiol(»^;y. In the .lewiHli domain itn

iniluence on mediieval Hebrew jioetry and lituif^y
Ih irieHt,imable. Althoiijdi ina.ny of it.H d(!VoteeH
were in la,ter af.M)H. leil awa.y into moral and lelii-iouH

ext.i;i.va.|.(an<;eH, wliitdi wer«) anythin^^ but c.rcdil,a.ble

t.o irdi(.^ion a.nd mora.lH, it nc.vertliele.HH conferred

iijion JiidaiHin a Hrrrvieo of imperiHliabie wortli. It

rcHcimd it from (.he dead hanri of formaliHin by
rev(!alin^^ tIm citernal Hjiiritual treaHurcH concealed
benc.a.l.h the wordn <»f the Law and the I'roplMd.H
and the lla^dof^raplia. The whole HubHei|iieiit
coiirHe of .Iewinh myHticiHiii

—a powerful reviva,l of

whi(di took |)la(;e am<in^ the Juwh of rohind in the
IKtli cent.- -conHiH(,H mainly of dovolupmentn and
elaborationH of Zrthftric doctrincH.
A word in due to thr; Ihdirew poetH and theo-

lo/da.nH of the Middle \\.'I'm who, (jiiite indepiui-

dently of the reco;.^ni/,c,d tex t liookHof .lewiHJi niysti-

<;iHni, were t.einpfira,mentally nt<!cpcd in tli<i feelirif^

of tin; unity whi(;h lieHiit t,lii;rootof all thin<^H, and
who tau|.;li(. (,liat thero JH a Koiil in the universe to
whom man ever Ioiij^h to Kive bin worHliip and
adoration. The Hecular jirx-niH and, more pa.i l.icu-

lai'ly, (,li(; litiii'}.^i(;a.l compositionH of I bn (<a.birol a,re

ifiMJiiict, with inyHtica,! Htiiitiment. The Kith.nr

nhiUiliiitk (' Koyal drown') Ih one of the nioHt

beaiiliiiil dcHci ijitioiiH ever p(;nned of the truth of

the Divine indwelling.;. The iiniverHe Ih (MimpoHed
of Hphr;reH OIK! wit bin tlie otlnsr ;

a.nd (.Ik; a.ut,h(>r'H

wealth of l>ibli(!a.l knowled;.;e combiiK!d vvit,li IiIh

edu(!a.tiiiii in the philo.Mophy of I'loliniiH Ih (ixpended
in Hhowin;^ bow the jdory of (Jod iw the .Mi!cr(!t of

the uiiiveiM(!, how all the ehrnieiitH ol earth and
'

ev(!iy <!ommoii Hif.;ht
'

arouHe tln! human heart to

(,1k! f(!(!lin(.( of tlui one (!entral all-HiiH(a.inin{^ lifo.

(M. Sa(!hH, ]>ii', rc/l(fi(isr, I'ov.sic, df.r Jiidv.n in

Hpttnicn, IJerlin, IS'IT), ba.H j^ivisn a (iiK) poetic
rendering; int,o (i(!rma.ii. l'!xt.ra.<!t.H have iiImo be(!n

t.i aiiidated into l'".ii|diHh verHe by Mih. Il(!nry
\.wn.H in .IQIt viii.

| IK!M1| '^."Ht.)

Tln! tlieolo<'i(!al IreatiHe of tln! Siia.niHh .I(!VviHh

Ha<.;e Italiya I bn I'alpida. (fir.Ht Inilf of t,lK: llthcent.),
written in Ara,bi<!and known in itH Ilebr<!W traiiHla-

t.ion an Ijr,hli6th lud-l.'hl,,ihl,()ll, (' Tim Diiticn of the

Il<!a,rl,'), ex|>ieHHeH the
la.jtture

of iiltima.tc! com-
munion with the Divine, I.Ik! joyH of bch(ddin<^' the

b(!auty <if a lii(.;lier world a.(!(!enHible only to tin;

(!hoi(!(j HoiritH of mankind, in lan^^iia^'e of rare jiaH-
Hioii and in(.(!nHi(.y. TIk! tru<! .fewiwh life iw, to

Hahya, a(!ontinual advaiK!e, a(!ea.HeleHH aHpirat ion ;

and the (^oal Ih r(!a(!b(!d only when the intelhtct

haw (!onK! l.o
' Icnow

'

(Jod a.nd the heart, to ' love
'

llim. Hence Ita^ya'H luyHticiHiu has a twofold
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fotuuliUion. (Jod imist 1h» 'oxporioiutHl
'

Initli in-

telloituiilly iiinl oiimtioiitilly. Hut (lod in Mis
O-^stMuo is iciilly unkiunvtil>lo. Ho is luoio hiiUlon

timn ftiiytliini; wliiili is hidden, fiirthor tiwtiv tlian

anytliin^ wliich is ftir." lloiioo liow ran ilo bo

known ? C*nly, finswors Huhvn, by man's rotloxion

npon His >;roat noss and •^luxlnoss as nuinil'ostod in

tln< \vi>ndion-ly aioniato \\orUin';s of tho nalnial

^^l>^Id. To tins otul man must i;o thioUi;li all tho

-'-taj:os of a lifo of inir-^jatiiMj and puriTu-ation.
(Jtudod in this aim by tho la\vs of tho TAvah and
tho prosi riptions of tho Kabbis, ho will tinallv

roai'h that piniiacio of laith and lovo whon iio will

Ik' ablo to say. as did oi\o of tho saints,
'

{)\\ I my
(•oil, Tiiou hast oausod mo to sulVor hnmror. Thou
hast loft mo nakod, Tiiou hast sot mo down in tho

darknoss of tho niijht. . . . ovonthoujjli Thou burn
mo with livo I shall but oontinno to lovo Thoo and

lojoioo in Thoo." Hut Hahya, whilo favouiinj; n

ooitain moasuro of asootioism, folt, liko tho host

niystios of all nations, tho boautoous nooossity of

man oooporatin;^ with his follow in all truo wojks
o( "lotulnoss and uso. Man loali/os tho Pivino
I'losonco all tho moro whon numy sharo tho vision.

Tho Spanishilowish ]>oot and tho<doj;ian .hulah
llalovi (c. U>Sr>-llt:») risos to raro hoii;htsof mystio
|ioicf|>tion in his roliL;;ious pootiy as woll tvs in

iHM'tain poitionsof his phiiosopiiiral troatiso KiiAtri.

(A now ;ind oomploto odition i>f tho pootry undor
tho titio of Piinhi tii-s Abiil UasAn Jf/imia
lltxlxvi wftij brought out by U. Hnnly, Hoilin,

llMl, for tlio MokiziS Nii-Oaniin Sooioty.) Spirit-
ual lovo has novor boon nu>io rapturously suni; in

tho Mobrow lan^'ua;;o. Tho wooing; of iJod \>y the

soul, (Jod as tiu' friond to whom tiio .s(>nl turns
whon tho hour is darkost, tho souso of lH>th body's
and stjul's oomploto s\ibjortion to (;»>d all thoso
and many kindrod outpi>urinj;s of tho mystio ait»

prominont t hrout;lu>nt. Hut tho pt>ot had anothor
idoal bosidostiod. This \\ as tho rohabilitat ion of

/ion. Isaiah's strikinj; piotnros ()f .lorusnlcnt as

tho brido i>f (iod, as woll as tho Kabbini<' mystio
intorprotations of 'dovo,*

' my Ixdovod,' "lovo," auil

similar wonls and phrasos in tho Sonj^ of Son^s
art* tho foundations on which tho pool builds up
tho odilioo of his mystio vision oonoornin^ tho now
.lorusalom and an Israol rostorod thoroto. In tho
Kusdiv tho idoa is philosophii-ally appliod to tho
xh'khitttih. In ii. II IS it is said tiiat only I'ahvs

tino could Ih' tho land of proplu'oy, tiio l.'ind whiMo
tho lirst f^ormsot ndi^ion ^low, In'oausoonly ihoro
ouuld tho sh'khiiuih oxist tho sh'khiniih wluoh
evor waits and yoarns to boot>mo joinod with tho
nion who luivo romhMod thonisolv<>s nu>rally and

physically lit to rocoivo tho rift.

'I'ho pod and thcohi;.;ian NIosos llayyim l.u/.-atIo

(born at I'tiilua ITt'T ; iliod 1747) claimed to havo ro

ooivod divino i'o\ olsilious Irom a licaxetdy f.;cnius

(/;i(P</(/f(/), and his numoious mystical works, wiitton
in Hebrew and .Vramaio in sonto of which ho imi
fattnl tho lan[;uaj^o of tho Zc'/tdr foil tnulor tho
ban of tho religious loaders »)f his day. His iilhical

troatiso M'sULtlh Y'shaiiin f Path ol the rprij.;ht ')

is based on a sjiyinj; of a famous mnachi workiuj^
Kabbi of tho '.'nd cent. A.l>., riiinehtis bon dair.

It details the stt'ps by which num renders himself
worthy to rocoi\o the Holy Spiiil. To follow out
the full spiritual content of tho law is, to I,u//atto,
the ^;oal of him who isat once ).;ifted with lu'tkhiiulh

('wisdom') ami yirciA (' fear «>f (iod'). Tho roa«l

lies through
'

carefnlnoHs."
'

dili};eno<<,' 'chuiidi-

»«'««,' abstomiousuivsH,' 'purity,' 'piety,'
' humil

ilj','
'
fi'ar «d sin,' 'holiness.' The result is tho

inoomiuf; of tho Holy Spirit. .After sueh nn
oxori'iso man becomi'n a true 'disciple of tho wiso,'
a '

sanotnary,' an 'altar.' The sh'khiniih 'rests

upon Huch a one just as it rested npnii tin' real

r<tmple in .lorusiilom."

vol,. i\. S

Tho mystical spirit is alive in many n .lowish

p«H>t
ami thooh>j;ian today ; but tho mystical life

rs aKsont. Modem conditions are unfavourable to

the cultivation of tl>o quiotuilu and introsinn^tion
which are, and always wore, an indisp(<nsal>lo in-

u'rodiont oi niystu-ism.
See, further, art. iv.\r.i;.\l..\.

l.iTKUAriK*.— 1. CKMfKM.-S- Bpmfplit, Pn'urA K/Mlut
(llili ), Warsaw. 1st): ; P. BIocli.

'

I'l" hultsvlio U.vsUW unit

Kat>tiAU,' 111 Winter and \Vun*-ti«'. Ju,d^ihe ittenxtur. tit,,

liorlin, lSiH> ; A. l-'i'st«-ui.
'

l.rkurv't l>alstval'l>4la(i liA'A»liktfim-

»it,' in ll^tHi'k^i \.Uc\> \ it. lisrui III, SS iS : A. Kraiuk. La
KixbtmU. funs, l.sts, iis.so. Drrin, it. bv \. Jpllinrlk, l.rii>«iu,
ISll ; C. D. GlnstnirK. the KiiWhi/«A. lA>niti>ii. lSi''£> ; Haul-
biUKPr, *.(«'. 'IJchoiinlchrc,'

'

K«1)Ik»1a.'
' ^^^»uk ; M. FliiKt>J,

I'htUi^vpAie, KaU>ittit uttii WtiititCa. llaltUnoni', XVOi : C.
Kicscwrttpr. ' IVr IKvulUsimi* vlcr Hol>r!»pr.' tii l>fi ihvultit-
iitui i.ifs AlUiiAuiH), Ia-Ij>«ij;, n.it. |ISW>1 : K. J. Mulltux, i"A»/t».

tvf'htf itfr (!<i\'huhtf \Ui i,!'^r die VrixJ.it-.'.'n, \ vol*.. b>ank
f»n ami Miiii^lcr, is?',' ;•.: ; I. Myoi. '^.'.'.'.'.'.Uvh. l'l)ilatlrl(>lilA,

ISSS; S. Kiitiiii, Ufuifiitunt utiA KaW\i;.i. (lltt>.). \ iriiliik,

IS.SS, Kiit't'AiUv im ( Atui.Ui, ilo, IS*)6 ; A. StiVkl. (><si-h. lifr

rhilv*i-t>htf iifs ytitteLidrs. Main!!. IStfl-eii. it. 3J? ij-l ; W,
Cf. Tfimcmaiui, (.V^vA. dvr fkUmnf^iif, iMftiig, 17Vii»-lS49, Is.

107 IS,'. ; J H. art, Tat><»U.'
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ol mind in which all other relations are swallow ed
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up in the relation of the .soul to God' (The Evolu-
tion of Theology in the Greek Philosophers, Glasgow,
1904, ii. 210). This i.s, perliaps, in view of the

variety of forms that nijsticism has assumed in

different ages and among dlHerent peoples, as near
as one can approach to a delinition of the content
of tiic term. It is a temper, a spirit, rather tlian

a clearlj' definable attitude to the universe, but it

is a temper and spirit that under various aspects
appears among all races and in all periods when-
ever religion and the relation of the soul to the un-
seen powerfully occupy the attention of men. There
are no peoples who have been more powerfully and

continuously affected by the tliought of a spiritual
world tiian have been the peoples of India, and it

is accordingly to be ex])ected that among them the

mystical temper of mind should be found. Again
and again in long tracts of sterile formalism or
from the midst of the grossest superstition
groups of earnest seekers discover themselves
whose insight and desire pierce to the heart of

things. They are not Hindus, but super-Hindus ;

they are of the true mystic brotherhood. But,
while the sense of the reality of the spiritual
creates this temper among Hindus no less than

among earnest souls elsewhere, we find that Hindu
thought possesses two characteristics which are

clo.sely related to each other and indeed comple-
mentary, and which at the same time belong to
the very nature of mysticism. Those are its

doctrine of mdyd and its monism. That occupa-
tion with the spiritual Avorld which is of the
essence of mysticism inevitably involves a view
that at the least lightly esteems the world of

sense. It is true that in much Hindu thought this

has been carried further, and a doctrine has been
formulated that denies any positive reality to the
world at all. This may be a step beyond the

requirements of the mystic attitude, but in its

contempt of the finite Hindu thought is in fullest

accord with the mystic spirit in almost all its

manifestations. So also in its determined quest
for an ultimate unity Hinduism discovers itself as
at one with mysticism, since, as William James
affirms,

'

mystical states of mind in every degree
are shown by history, usually tho not always, to

make for the monistic view '

(Pragmatism, London,
1907, p. 151). The 'four marks,' indeed, which
James has propounded as distinctive of the mystic
state and whicli are certainly applicable to many
phases of mysticism, viz. ineffability, noetic

(juality, transiency, and passivity, are to be found

upon much of Hinduism, and demonstrate its kin-

ship with that type of reflexion. The ineffability
which is here placed first among the marks of

mysticism is no doubt a characteristic of any
deeply felt and vivid experience of the divine near-

ness, and it is to be found alike in the theistic

religion, which is overwhelmed with a sense of the
love of God, and in the pantheist, which cannot
use the discourse of reason or of speech since it has
reached the bourne where difference is lost. Both
these types of mj^stical experience are found striv-

ing to express themselves in Hinduism. The
religion of the Upanisads in its possession of
' noetic quality

'

also betrays undoubted kin.ship
with mysticism, while passivity, or ' the mystic
vice of quietism,' is an obvious characteristic of a

great part of the Hindu religious attitude and
fife.

In Hinduism, indeed, in nearly all its mani-
festations, in its most philosophical flights as well
as when it approaches pure shamanism and magic,
there are to be found indications of the mj'stical

temper of mind. One reason for this appeal's to

lie, as far as we can pierce the secret of tlie soul of
a race, in the intense preoccupation of the Indian

people from the earliest or at least from the

immediately post-Vedic times with the desire to

escape from self-hood (ahaikkura) as the one way
to ultimate peace. The passion of this pursuit
was, perhaps, intensified by the accompanying
belief, wherever it may have been obtained, in the

power of karma and in the long travail of trans-

migration. The only deliverance from the endless
revolution of the wheel of samsdra was realized to

lie in an escape to a region which, because there
is no consciousness there, must necessarily be a
barren and an empty land. Thus the quest of Hin-
duism is impelled onward by two allied impulses
which at the same time strengthen and contradict
each other. It is an escape and an attainment, but in

the escape from the bondage of the self the union
with the ultimate One is emptied of all sense of

realization and, in the words of Bahva to Vaskali,
' That A tman is silence

'

(Saiikara on Brahmasiitra,
III. ii. 17). It is this contradiction that gives to

so much of Indian thought that ' troubled inten-

sity
' which Caird (ii. 233) finds also in the

writings of Plotinus, justifying the claim for it,

as for them, that it is among the highest expres-
sions of the mystic spirit.

I. Vedic period.
—In the Vedic period the indica-

tions of the mystic attitude are as yet few. The
religion of the hymns is for the most part objective
in its character, and in the hymns to Varuna,
where it is most deeply felt and most spiritual, it

seems to display more affinity with the unmystical
attitude to God of the Hebrew prophets than
with the pantheism to which ultimately it was
transformed. There are some signs, however, in

hymns that are supposed to belong to the close of

this period tliat pantheistic and mystical specula-
tion was ah-eady beginning to cast upon the Indian

spirit the spell that ever since has held it fast. In
the great Hymn of Creation (X. cxxix.) two agents
are seen at work calling forth being from non-

being, and with their discovery Indian thought
seems to be setting its face towards at least the

possibility of that union or identification of the

spirit of man and the spirit of the universe which
is the goal of mystic aspiration. These two
agents are tapas and kdma. To these early
thinkers the distinction of the material and the

spiritual was not yet clearly formulated, but this

tapas, or heat, which in another hymn (X. cxc. ) is

said to produce the order of the world (rta), has in

it as truly the seed of mystic speculation as had
the fiery breath from which Heraclitus and the
Stoics saw all things evolve. With this word and
the ideas that it suggests is connected the long
history of Indian asceticism as proceeding from
belief in the power over things of the ardour of a
mind restrained and concentrated. The thought
of the creative power of kdma, or desire, has

proved no less influential in the development of

Indian religious ideas. If we may take this,
' the

primal seed and germ of mind (manas)
'

(x. cxxix.

4), as representing the idea of an elan vital in the

universe, the source and spring of the continual
flux of things, then we can see why the aspiration
to escape to the region of peace, to the final unity,
has impelled so much of the mystic thought of

India towards the overcoming of desire. Round
tapas, on the one hand, with its suggestion of a

way to obtain power over the outer world have

gathered often methods of magic rather than of

pure mysticism, while, on the other, the more
spiritual path to a more ethical goal, which we
find in Buddhism, and in such teacliing as that of

the Bhagavad-Gltd (q.v.), appears to have its

starting-point in the clue to the change and move-
ment of the universe that these ancient thinkers

sought in kdma.
These hints, whether of a primal undiflerenced

unity, A\hich seems indeed to be nonentity but
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which grows by its own mysterious operation into
manifold ness, or of some inchoate Logos or mind
stuff presiding over the development, are full of

mystic atHnities. Of a different kind is the mysti-
cism of the famous Purusa sukta (X. xc). In this

hymn we are told that from the body of a primeval
giant, Purusa (' man '), the world is fashioned. The
primitive mythological conception that is here
made use of is enwi'apped in mystic and panthe-
istic thought, for the Purusa is

'
this whole (uni-

verse) whatever has been and whatever shall be,'
and the act of creation is the otlering of him as a
sacrifice by the gods. Further, it is one of the
axioms of mysticism that there is a correspondence
between the microcosm and the macrocosm, the
seen and the unseen worlds. It appears to be some
such thought that is behind the crude symbolism
of this hymn.

' The created univei'se,' says
Swedenborg, 'is man in an image.' 'From that
universal sacrifice,' says the Purusa sukta,

'

sprang
'

the universe. ' The Brahmana was his mouth.
. . . The moon was produced from his soul ; the
sun from his eye' (X. xc. 12f.). 'Albion or man,'
according to William Blake (Jerusalem), once con-
tained 'all the starry heavens.' Thus one mystic
voice calls to another across millenniums.

2. The Upanisads.—When we pass to the Upani-
sads, we are definitely in the midst of Indian mys-
tical speculation. From this period onwards the

thought of India seldom lacks the marks of this

type of reflexion. There are two dangers that
beset it on the right hand and on the left, tempting
it aside from the middle path of mysticism proper,
i.e. of the religious goal of oneness with God,
reached by the way of immediacy. These dangers—of what is merely metaphysics on the one hand,
and of what is no better than magic on the other—
are about the path of the Hindu thinker and the
Hindu seeker from this time onward throughout
the whole course of their religious history. The
former danger is most apparent in the Upanisads
and the systems that are built mainly upon them ;

the latter in the popular worships. Yet it is

possible to find what is of the very stuff of mysti-
cism in its various forms alongside of both of those
counterfeits.

The Upanisads, according to Royce, 'contain

already essentially the whole story of the mystic
faith' (The World and the Individual, p. 156). In
the first place, they seek undeviatingly the change-
less One, the reality of all that is ; and, in the
second place, they find him, as has so often been
the experience of mystic thinkers, in a region be-

yond the reach of finding, a place of contradictions
and negations.

'

All this is Brahman (neuter) . . . He (? it) is myself within
the heart, . . . smaller than a mustard seed, smaller than a
canary seed, or the kernel of a canary seed. He also is myself
within the heart, greater than the earth, grreater than the sky,
frreater than the heaven, greater than all these worlds' {Chhdn-
dogya Up. iii. 14). 'Thou art woman, thou art man ; thou art
youth, thou art maiden ; thou art an old man tottering along
on thy staff ; thou art born with thy face turned everywhere.
Thou art the dark-blue bee, thou art the green parrot with red
eyes, thou art the thunder-cloud, the seasons, the seas. Thou
art without beginning ; thou art infinite, thou from whom all
worlds are born '

(Svet. Up. iv. iii. 4). And yet at the same time
'

He, the Self, is to be described by No, no!' ' He is incompre-
hensible, for he cannot be comprehended '

(Brhad. Up. m. ix.

26, IV. iv. 22).

This atman, in a word, in the later phrase which
we have already quoted,

'

is silence.'

These passages, which could, of course, be multi-
plied, could at the same time be closely paralleled
from tiie mystic literature of all periods, Christian
and non-Christian. The ineffable One to whom or
which they journey is often for them all 'the
divine dark,'

' the still wilderness where no one is
at home.'

' The Nescio, ne.seio of Bernard is identical in meaning with
the Neti, neti, it is not so, it is not so, of the sage Yn jiiuvalk.'; a.

In the very contrast of the finite with the ineffable this mysti-
cism lives, whether it be Hindu or Christian mysticism' (Royce,
p. 172).

The ultimate One in the Upanisads, as in the Neo-
Platonists and in so many mystics, is at once every-
thing and nothing—everything because it includes
all the universe in itself, and nothing because as
such it transcends all speech and thought. This
contradiction is deejjly wrought into mystical re-

flexion, so that it seems ever reaching after large
utterance, but reaching vainly. It is present on
many pages of the Upanisads. They seem to hover
on the brink of revelations which they just fail to
attain. They would pass beyond the '

dyke,' the
boundary.
•That Self is a dyke, a boundary . . . when that hank has

been crossed, night becomes day indeed, for the world of Brah-
man is lighted up once for all

'

[Chhdndog. Up. viii. 4).

But the question arises whether this moni.sm is

not so thoroughgoing that, while it may supply
what we may call mystic speculation, it does not
leave room for religion. This is a charge that

especially lies against Sankara's interpretation of
the Upanisads, which is usually called the Vedanta,
though there are other and less completely monistic

interpretations than his. An evidence of the mys-
tical character of the Upanisad religion is to be
found in its tendency towards certain classic here-
sies and vices to which the mystic has always been
liable. One of these is the arrogant and complete
identification of the soul and God, with the con-

sequent disappearance of anything that can be
properly called religion.
Uddalaka Aruni says to his son,

' That which is that subtle
essence, in it all that, exists has its self. It is the True. It is

the Self, and thou, O Svetaketu, art \t'{Chhandog. Up. vi. 11. 3).
Would he cast his son into the abyss of unconsciousness? It is

because Saiikaracharya's doctrine led to this goal that the theist
and mystic, Slaharsi Devendranath Tagore, rejected its inter-

pretation.
' What we want,' he says,

'
is to worship God. If the

worshipper and the object of worship become one, then how
can there be any woTsh\\>1' {Autobiography of Devendranath
Tagore, p. 72).

This advaita doctrine may agree with some pas-
sages of the Upanisads, but otlier passages inilicate
that to many of those seers this was not apparent
as the conclusion of their reflexion. The peril of
this view is recognized more than once. They
were not, indeed, as mystics seldom are, governed
in their thinking by the rules of logic. At first in

the case of one inquirer in the Chhdndogya Upaiii-
sad it was satisfying to his heart to know that the

goal was like a dreamless sleep, but on further
consideration the prospect seemed less pleasing,
and he returned to his teacher saying that such a
one 'is gone to utter annihilation.' 'I .see,' he
said, 'no good in this' (viii. x. 4). So Maitreyi
protests against such a 'bewildering' prospect
(Brhad. Up. II. iv. 13).

In the case of many mystics there is this vacilla-

tion between a goal of complete peace and silence
and one in which communion and the intercourse
of love and trust are possible. On the one hand,
the mystic cries with the Sufi saint,

'

Lo, I am
debarred by plurality from the vision of unity

'

;

on the other, he says with Yajnavalkya,
'

How, O
beloved, should he know the knower?' There is

a continual struggle between the desire for a com-
plete absorption which cannot be conscious at all

and the need to realize what is attained. The in-

tellectual character of so much of Upanisad teach-

ing obscures the sense of the latter need. That it

was not absent is indicated by the use, e.g., by
Yajfiavalkja himself in one passage of the favourite

mystic symbol of a sjiiritual marriage to represent
tlie final union with the Absolute.

' As a man, when embraced by a beloved wife, knows nothing
that is without, nothing that is within, thus this person, when
embraced by the intelligent (prajIXa) Self, knows nothing that
is without, nothing that is within

'

(Hi-had. Up. iv. iii. 21).

This is not a condition of unconsciousness. It is

what the mystics call
' the orison of union,' what
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Ruysbroeck describes as ' the dim silence wliere

airiovers lose tliemselves' (VOrnement des noces

5:;y<>(7«' //('*, new ed., Brussels, 19CMD).

Mysticism is in most danj,'er when it is most

inteflectual. It is true of much in the Upanisnds
that it is .seeking to discover the relations of man
with tlie universe rather than his relation with

Cod. It is often concerned with the relation of the

knower and the known rather than with that of

the worshipper and God. It gives a metaphysic
rather than an ethic or a religion. In the broad

lines of its aspiration, however—its craving for an

ultimate unity, a craving often tilled with deep

emotion, its discontent with the finite, its conviction

that what is deepest within is nearest akin to what

is highest above—its value as mysticism is unchal-

lenged. The more theistic Upanisads, such as the

Katha, are those in which the mystic emotion is

most present.
• That Self cannot be ijained by the A'eda, nor by the under-

staniiiiig-, nor by much learning-. He whom the Self chooses,

h\ him the Self can be gained
'

(Katha Cp. i. ii. 2.S).
' The Self-

existent pierced the opening (of the senses) so that they turn

forward : therefore man looks forward, not backward into him-

self. Some wise man, however, with his eyes closed and wishing
for immortality, saw the Self behind' (n. iv. 1).

This combination of introversion and desire is the

mystic's path to God. There is a passage in

Plotinus, curiously parallel to this one, where he

compares men under the influence of the discursive

reason to 'a number of faces wliich are turned out-

wards, though inwardly they are attached to one

head.'
' But if one of us, like one of these faces, could turn round

either bv his own effort or by the aid of Athene, he would
behold at once God, himself and the whole' (quoted in Caird,
ii. 290).

3. The bhakti school.—It must never be for-

gotten that the ditierentia of all Indian thought
lies in the fact that the doctrine of knrma and
sanisara is for it an axiom. The goal of all mysti-
cism is the same, namely the ' unitive life,' but its

conception of that goal and of the path to it is

largely influenced by its thought of that from which
it seeks escape, whether sin or samsdra. The law
of kurma and rebirth is so largely a physical law
that the moral elements in the way of deliverance

are not so prominent as in Western mysticism.
With the Bnrigavnd-Gitd, however, the moral ele-

ment is strongly empha-sized, and along with this

goes in this Scripture an acknowledgment of the

value of bhakti (

'

loving faith ') in bringing about
the desired union, which marks it as belonging less

to the philosophical than to the emotional mysti-
cism of the Hindus. The soul, being 'a portion'
of the Lord (xv. 7)—what other mystics might call

an 'uncreated .sjmrk' of the divine—returns to its

home in Crod.
The seeker, becoming

'
free from the thought of an I,'

'

recog-
nizes by devotion (bhakti) in verity who and what I am,' says

Krjina ;

' then becoming me in verity, he speedily enters into

me"'(xviii. 55). 'Surrendering all the laws come for refuge to

me alone. I will deliver thee from all sins
; grieve not' (xviii.

66).
' In (Krsna) seek refuge with thy whole soul ; by his grace

thou shalt win supreme peace, the everlasting realm' (xviii. 62).

These words give the keynote of the emotional

mysticism which centres chiefly in the names of

Krsna and Rama, and which is described by the

general name of bhakti (see Bhakti-marga).
While the mysticism of the Upanisads was some-
times too cold, that which we tind here is sometimes
warm with a too earthly passion. The method of

all mysticism is love, and in the whole bhakti

movement this is the accepted means by which the

worshipper and the object of his worship are brought
together.

' Bhakti leans to love very perceptibly, even to erotic passion,
but it expresses affection of a pure sort as well as that of a

sensual nature ; which latter aspect, however, is to be found
and cannot be ignored. In fact the danger of bhakti, become
too ardent and lapsing into mystic eroticism, is apparent in the
medieval expression of this emotion. It is not intellectual, yet
the play of meaning between faith and love (perhaps trust) is

generally present' (Hopkins, JRAS, July 1911, p. 733). The

object of this worship is Bhagavat, the Blessed One, 'whc
makes blessed his bhaktas, those who have made him theirs

and are devot-ed to him '

(i'6. p. 738).

The history of this school has been dealt with

in detail in the art. Bhakti-marga. It will be

enough to indicate here some of the more distinc-

tively mj'stical elements in its religious practice
and belief. The strength of the emotion is seen

resulting in something like hysteria in Chaitanya
(1486-1534) and his followers, and in sensuality in

the Vallabhas. In the Chaitanya-charit-amrt,
which is said to be a contemporary Bengali bio-

graphy of the saint, we read of tears of rapture,
swoons of love. Chaitanya on one occasion is said

to have ' manifested a marvellous power ; everyone
who danced around him saw that the master was

gazing only at him.' The climax of this bhakti is

the madhura rasa in which 'the votary serve.s

Krsna as a lover offering his or her own person'

{(Jhaitanya-charit-amrt, p. 244). The peril of .such

unbridled emotionalism is seen in those practices
of the Maharajas of the Vallabha sect wliicli were

exposed in the Bombay courts in 1863. This mddh-

urya is expressed by* Mirabai, who was queen of

Udaipur in the 15tii cent., in these words which

are attributed to her : 'There is but one male in

existence, namely my beloved Kanai Lai (Krsna),
and all besides are females.'

Other and higher aspects of mystic aspiration
are to be found in Ramananda and Tulsi Das in

the north, in Tukaram and the Maratha saints in

the west, and especially in Manikka-vasagar and
the Saiva saints of the .south. The note of all

those saints is the desire to draw near to God, to

And Him in a personal, inward experience.
' The

wor.ship of the impersonal,' says Tulsi Das (RO.ma-

yana, tr. Growse, Allahabad, 1883, vii. 106), laid no

"hold of my heart.' The coniparison of the seeker

to a child who has lost his mother occurs fre-

quently ; or, again, God is the element in which

the soul lives.

'Devotion to Rama,' says a sage in Tulsi Das's Rdmdijana

(loc. cit.),
'
is like the element of wat«r and my soul—which is,

as it were, a fish—how can it exist without it?'

So Tukaram in one of his Abhaitgas :

' As the bride looks back to her mother's house
And goes, but with dragging feet ;

Even so it is with my soul, O Lord,
That Thou and I may meet.

As a child cries out and is sore distressed.
When its mother it cannot see,

As a fish that is taken from out the wave.
So 'tis, says Tuka, with me.'

The desire for nearness to God is the characteristic

of all thi.s movement of devotion :

' But now where'er I sit,

Or st^nd or walk, Thou art forever near
'

(Sivavakvam, in L. D. Barnett, Heart of India,
London, 1908, p. 92).

Kabir (t 1518) and the group—Nanak and the Sikh

gurus, Dadu, etc.—that are associated with his

modes of thouglit differ from those named above in

the fact that Muhammadan teaching has had an
influence upon them by the side of Hinduism.
Whether Kablr was by birth a Muhammadan or a

Hindu, he not only was associated with Ramananda
but also probably came under Sufi influences. He
says, like the rest,

' Thou art the ocean ; I am the

fish of the water.' He tells the Yogi,
' Your Lord

is near, yet you are climbing the palm-tree to seek

him.' ' When I lie down I lie pro.strate at his feet.'

It is the faith of these saints that the God who
is very far oft' and 'whose name is unutterable'

has drawn near to men, whether by an avatdra

(see Incarnation [Indian]) or by means of a guru,
or even by the medium of the divine name. ' With-
out the guru,' .says Niinak, 'none has found God.'

I3ehind all the thought of the bhakti school there

is the idea of God as a being lifted above the world,
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with which His relation has somehow to be medi-
ated, and at the same time the conviction that it

owes all its reality to Him. The antinomy is one
that is familiar to all students of mystic thought.
The idea of emanations is a favourite method by
which mystic thinkers have sought to safeguard
the Absolute in His relations witli the universe.

Closely parallel to the fivefold hierarchy of exist-

ence of Plotinus is the doctrine of vyrtkas, or lower
manifestations of the para forui, or transcendent
essence, of the Godhead. Tiiese are jiartly mytho-
logical, partly metaphysical, and are to be found
in the Mahdbhdrata (Sdnti Parvan, cccxli. 70-73)
as well as in the system of Ramanuja (f 1137),
the philosophical theologian of the bhakti school.

Vasudeva, Saihkarsana, Pradyumna, Aniruddha,
and Brahma form a series of intermediaries between
the Supreme Reality and the created world. So
also Sri, or Laksmi, the wife of Visnu, typifies,

according to Ramanuja, the activity of the Supreme
Spirit in the region of the finite.

The sacramental meal has its place in some of

these cults, just as it has in Christian mysticism.
It is specially important in the practices of the
Kabir Panth, where the Jot Prasad, a ceremony
of initiation and communion, has for its aim the

bringing of the worshipper into fellowship with
God. Betel-leaves upon which has been written
the secret name of God are eaten. The food pre-
sented to the initiates, which is chiefly coco-nut
and the consecrated betel-leaf,

'

is regarded as
Kablr's special gift and it is said that all who
receive it worthily will obtain eternal life

'

(G. H.
Westcott, Kablr and the Kabir Panth, Cawnpore,
1907, p. 132).

4. False mysticism. — Alongside of the true

mysticism which has been an element in Hindu
thought throughout its whole history there has
been a false mysticism closely allied to magic, and
to it some reference must be made. The differ-

ence between mysticism and magic, according to
E. Underbill, is that '

magic wants to get, mysti-
cism wants to give' (Mysticism*, London, 1912,

p. 84). The ascetic who by tapas or by yoga
practices obtained powers that made the gods fear

him, or whose personality was enlarged and the

power of his will made dominant over nature, was
not often seeking spiritual or unselfish ends, though
some sought to climb by this ladder to spiritual
union. The methods of yoga, were partly physical—

breathing exercises and postures
—and partly in-

lellectual. It is not easy to define the limits that
in these practices separate the legitimate use of

means towards a spiritual goal from magic arts.

'I'he yoga ritual certainly often agrees with the
definition of a magical rite as ' a tremendous forcing
house of the latent faculties of man's spiritual
nature' (A. E. Waite, The Occult Sciences, London,
1891, p. 14). The self-hypnotism produced by
constant repetition of the name of the god and by
the use of rnantras, or spells, belongs rather to
the region of magic or '

Mysticismus
'

than to that
of genuine mysticism. Some of the modern inter-

preters of Hinduism seek to explain the '

feeling of

peace and calm '

produced by repetition of a mantra
on the ground that it 'sets up certain vibrations'
[Text Book ofHindu Religion and Ethics, Benares,
n.d., p. 167).

Another group of those dangerous or degraded
mysticisms have kinship with the sympathetic
magic of primitive peoples and are based on tiie

notion of the analogy of the physical and the

spiritual.
'Armed with tliis torch,' the oi^cultists 'explore the darkest,

most terrible uiyMteries of life' (Underhill, p. U)2).

This is indeed, rightly used, a valuable means to
the discovery of truth, antl has been made use of

liy most of the great mystics, but we have already

seen its dangers in the '

spiritual nuptials
'

of Krsna
and his worsiiipper. In the erotic and l>acohanalian

symbolism of tlie Saktas the dangers of this method
are exhibited at their very worst. This sect has
its roots in the very ancient worship of the female

princii)le in the universe, m ith its
' sex emblems

and fertility goddesses.' The Sakti worship of the

Tantras, with its appeal to fears and passions that
are deep in the human soul, with its suggestion
that in the forces of lust and death may be found
the key to the '

inmost, ancient mysteries,' has had
a wide-spread influence, especially in Bengal.

' Hear me, friends,' says Chaiididas (14th cent.), a follower
of the Sahajiya cult, which owed its origin to the Vamachari
Buddhists,

' how salvation may be obtained through love for a
woman '

(I). C. Sen, Bengali Language and Literature, Calcutta,
1911, p. 44).

'

Tantrism,' says L. de la Valine Poussin,
'
rests on

the principle that "of all illusions"—and everything is illusion—"the illusion called woman is the most sublime," the most
necessary to salvation.' 'No infamy, not excluding incest, is

omitted from the worship of woman (str'ipUjd) the supreme
divinity

'

(Boxiddhisme : Opinions sur I'histoire de ladogmatiqite,
Paris, 1909, pp. 403, 405).

' He who worships the great Adya
Kali with the five inakdras and repeats her four hundred names
becomes suffused with the presence of the devi and for him
there remains nothing in the three worlds that is beyond his

power" (Mahdnirodria Tantra, viii.). The five makdras are

madya, wine, maihsa, flesh, matsya, fish, mudra, mystic
gesticulations, and maitkuna, sexual indulgence.
' The drunken consciousness,' says William James,
'is one bit of the mystic consciousness.' If that
be so, Saktism may claim a place in mysticism.

5. Modern mysticism.—That mj'sticism has not

yet died out of India is evident when we hear the
old cry for the One echoing through the writings
of Swami Vivekananda :

' Where is there any more miser3' for him who sees this

Oneness in the Universe? . . . this Oneness of life, Oneness of

everything
'

(' God in Everything,' in Speeches and Writings,
Madias, n.d., p. 421 f.).

A truer mysticism expresses itself in the Auto-

biography of Maharsi Devendranath Tagore, a
book that is classed by Miss Underhill with the
Testament of Ignatius Loyola and the Journal of

George Fox. And we find the same passion for

oneness with God expressing itself again and again
in the finest and most truly Indian hymns of the

young Christian Church, those, e.g., of N. V. Tilak,
the Marathi poet. Thus :

' As the moon and its rays are one.
So may I be one with Thee !

This is my cry to Thee, my Lord,
This is this beggar's plea.'

LiTER.\TURE.—The mystical element in the Upanisads is ex-

pounded in J. Royce, The World and the Individual, 1st ser..

New York, 1900, lect. iv. The mystical element in the Bhakti

religion is frequently referred to in N. Macnicol, Indian
Thels)n from the Vedic to the Muliammadan Period {' The
Religious Quest of India' series), London, 191.'>, where a biblio

graphy will be found. One Hundred Poems of Kabir,
tr. Rabindranath Tagore, do. 1915, and the Autobiography of
Devendranath Tagore, do. 1914, give examples of Indian mysti-
cism at two widely separated periods, while the prefaces to

both those books by Evelyn Underhill provide interesting

comparisons with the teaching of Western mystics. See also

the artt. on the various saints referred to above, as well as

BiiAKTi-MARGA, iNCARNATio.N (Indian), etc.

N. Macnicol.
MYTHOLOGY.—By 'mythology' is properly

nieantthe scientific and historical study of myths ;

Ijut the word is often used in a looser sense to mean
the body of myths belonging to any peojile or

group of peoples. It is l)y no means easy to define

a myth ; but all myths seem to have certain charac-

teristics in common. In the first place, they are

traditional ; this may mean that they go back to

a '

mythopuMc age,' which represents a certain stage
in the development of human thought. But some

mytlis, such as those of the Holy Grail or of the

Charlemagne cycle, or many legends of the saints,

have arisen in liistoric times. A traditional story

must, however, have had an origin, often perhai)s

in some individual imagination. In such a case it

seems necessary that the story must so far express
or coincide with the contemporary spirit as to be

taken over by it and become common property.
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A myth is usually, directly or indirectly, in narra-

tive form ; its diflerence from ordinary tales seems

to lie partly in the fact that it is believed to be

substantially true, at least by those among whom
it is first repeated ; it thus dilters from a j)arable

or allegory, as well as from a liction or romance.

Moreover, most myths, if not all, are ajtiological ;

that is to say, they grew up or were invented to

explain certain phenomena, beliefs, or customs.

Thus the relation of mythology to religion and

theology becomes clear, if we accept the definition

quoted by W. Warde Fowler :

'

Relitfion is the effective desire to be in right relation to the
Power manifesting itself in the universe

'

(Religious Experience
of the Roman People, London, 1911, p. 8).

For mythology, by its explanations and illustra-

tions of the nature and character of the gods or

other powers, would help man to keep his relations

with them on a right basis. The relations of

mythology and ritual, or the various forms of

religious worship, are also very close, since ritual

supplies the means wherebj' the desire contained in

the above detinition of religion can -be made ettec-

tive ; and these means evidently depend on the
nature of the powers to be worshipped or pro-

pitiated.
In relation to magic, mj^thology serves a similar

functi(;n, except that in this case the powers to be
dealt with are of a lower and often of a malevolent
order. Between mythology and folklore it is not

ea.sy to draw a detinite line. Much folklore is

mythology in the making ; much may be a survival
of broken-down myth. In primitive ages myth-
ology and history are often inextricably mingled,
and many of the early speculations of natural
science have been embodied in mythical form.

I. Classification of myths.—One of the chief

problems that are met in the study of comparative
mythology is the question how far similarity in

myths must be held to imply a common origin,
and how far such similarity may be due to psycho-
logical laws, to the tendency of the human mind
under similar conditions and in a similar stage
of development to produce similar myths. In
some cases, in European peoples, e.g., influence
and reaction seem to otter the most probable ex-

planation. But, when we Hnd similar tales told

to explain similar phenomena or customs in places
so far removed from one another as Greece and
Australia, direct influence from one on another
seems precluded. Here the analogy of art forms,
and especially of decorative forms, is instructive,
Avhen we lind identical patterns, arising indepen-
dently from similar technical conditions, in early
Europe and in America. It seems that in the case
of myths also similar tales in remote regions may
be of entirely independent origin. On the other
hand, we often find, side by side or even confused

together in the mythology of the same people,
myths belonging to strata remote from one another
in the course of development. Such myths may
either be survivals from a primitive age or be
borrowed from a people in a more primitive or a
more advanced stage. Any classification of myths
is, for these and other reasons, full of difficulties,
and admits of a great deal of cross-division ; it

must in many cases involve a choice between
various theories as to the origin of the myths.
There are, however, many myths which fall indis-

l)utal)ly into one of the classes given below ; tliey
are classified according to the plienomena, institu-

tions, or beliefs with which they are associated.

(1) Periodic natural changes and seasons.—Many
myths are connected Avith the regular alternation
of day and night and of winter and summer. The
sun and the moon are usually regarded as persons.
In addition to tales connected with the daily course
of the sun and his nightly voyage of return from

west to east, we also find many others concern-

ing his annual variations, and especially the
winter and summer .solstices. Rites on these

occasions, often of a magical character with fires

and dances, exist throughout the world, and various
stories are told to explain them. The god is often

represented as absent or distant for half the year ;

but it is not easy to distinguish between such tales

and tho.se connected with the '

year spirit,' or the

growth and fall of vegetation. The moon and its

phases are commonly believed to have an intimate
connexion with the birth and growth of both
animals and plants. Sun and moon are consorts
in many mythologies, the sun being usually male
and the moon female ; but this relation is some-
times inverted. The stars also have a place in

many mythologies, especially in those of peoples
who, like the Chaldaeans in Babylonia, gave much
study to astrology. The myths connected with
the 'year spirit' have attracted much attention
from modern mythologists, and appear to be of

almost universal difl'usion ; they also have an
intimate connexion with human activities, whether
of a practical kind, as in sowing, harvest, etc., or

in special rites or customs intended to stimulate or

maintain the activity of nature. These rites and
the stories connected with them mostly represent
the death or departure and the renewal, resurrec-

tion, or return of some person or persons on whose
life and vigour the growth and fertility of crops,
trees, and other vegetation are believed to be

dependent. The tales of Adonis and of Persephone
suffice to show the kind of myth which accompanies
such rites. Sometimes the tale is not of death,
but of departure and return, as in the celebration

of the absence and return of Apollo at Delphi.
(2) Other natural objects.

—It seems to be an
almost universal tendency for primitive man to

impute a personal existence to natural objects,

especially conspicuous objects. In its most primi-
tive form, the fetish or animistic stage, this may
not lead to the production of myth; but the polydoe-
monic and polytheistic stages that follow lend
themselves to extensive mythological development.
Trees, e.g., and bushes are in many parts of the
world believed to be inhabited by beings who may
either be identified with them or regarded as having
a separate existence but taking refuge in them.
The dryads and other tree-myths of Greece are a
familiar example. Rivers are frequently thought
of as persons, and receive divine honours, and many
tales are told of them. We also find what seem at

first more like abstract impersonations, such as

heaven and earth, the sea, etc. But some of these

appear to be quite primitive, though they do not
often develop into myth, apart from their associa-

tion with definite gods.
(3) Extraordinary or irregular natural pheno-

mena.—It is easy to understand how these, even
more than the regular vicissitudes of nature, gave
rise to stories explaining their origin or cause.

Strange rocks or fissures were attributed to super-
natural agency, just as they are still attributed in

many countries to saints or to the devil, in both
cases probably substitutes for the gods of an earlier

mythology. Eruptions and earthquakes are attri-

buted to the struggles of subterranean monsters,
storms and tempests to special gods. The winds,
whether beneficent or maleficent, are in many
places regarded as persons, often rushing on wild
horses ; in some cases, as W. Mannhardt points
out,^ the devastation wrought by them is attri-

buted to creatures who are not to be regarded as

personifications of winds or storms, but rather as
wild beings of rocks and woods. The tale of the
universal flood and its survivors is known not only
in Mesopotamia, but also in widely remote regions.

1 Antike Wald- und Feldkulte, p. 96.
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Eclipses of the sun and moon are often regarded as

due to a monster or dragon who tries to swallow

tliem, and has to be driven away by human agency.
Such swallowers, often of their own offspring, occur
in many mythologies, perhaps not always due to

a similar origin.
(4) The origin of the tmiverse.—Speculation as

to the origin of the visible world occurs in many
primitive mythologies; it varies between the two
extreme notions of a creator existing independently
of the world and fashioning all things by his will

and some form of evolution. Many systems com-
bine both theories in varying proportions. There
often exists in the religion of primitive peoples a

vague belief in a supreme god or all-father, which
can hardly be derived from a more advanced mono-
theistic system. But the creation of things is not
as a rule attributed to him ; it is usually assigned to

some being or set of beings of an intermediate
character. The notion of a primeval chaos out
of which the cosmos is gradually evolved is not
uncommon. Sometimes the earth is hshed up
out of the water by some creative agent ; some-

times, as in early Greek mythology, water is the

origin of all, or else the marriage of earth and
heaven.

(5) The origin of the gods.—In many mythologies,
both of a primitive and of a highly developed
cliaracter, the gods, even if immortal, are not

thought of as having always existed, and stories

are told as to their origin, birth, and family rela-

tions, and their substitution for an earlier dynasty
of gods. Often these earlier gods have little mytho-
logical personality, and are little more than ab-

stractions, made up to explain the existence of

their successors. Sometimes we find a belief that
the present dynasty of gods, as it has begun, is

also to pass away or be superseded ; a familiar

example is seen in the Scandinavian legend of the

twilight of the gods. We also find tales of gods
coming from elsewhere, as in the Greek stories of

the wanderings of Apollo or of Dionysus. In some
cases these may actually record the route by which
the worship of the god was spread ;

but there is

here a danger of confusion with similar tales due

merely to tlie annual vicissitudes of nature men-
tioned under (1).

(6) The origin of a^iimals and of mankind.—
These two are often intimately connected, and the

possibility of the one being produced by or trans-

formed into the other is a common belief. It is

especially found in connexion with the system of

totemism (q.v.), in which particular animals or

even plants are regarded as the ancestors or kindred
of certain families or groups. A creator god is

sometimes vaguely believed in
;
but the creation

of living things, as well as of the universe, is very
commonly assigned to some intermediate creator,
sometimes in animal form ; a well-known example
is the mantis grasshopper, which is regarded as the
creator in S. Africa. The tale of men being-
moulded of clay and then given life, known to

us in Greece in the myths of Pandora and of

Prometheus, is also found elsewhere. Another
story of wide prevalence is that men were made
from stones or rocks, as in the tale of Deucalion
and Pyrrha, or tliat they sprang from the ground
as the result of the sowing of some strange seed,
such as dragon's teeth.

(7) TrunsfnrnKitions.
—A belief in the possibility

of transformation of men into animal and other
forms is almost universal, and is implied in in-

numerable stories. For classical examples, we
need only remember the title of Ovid's Metamor-
phoses. The power is commonly attributed to
witclies and wizards of all sorts, and alsoesj)eciaIly
to sea-creatures and other elemental spirits, as in

tlie case of Proteus and L'hetis, and numerous

examples from northern folklore and fairy-tales.
A curious and sinister form of the belief is seen in

lycanthropy (q.v.) and the tales in which men are

supposed to change into a wolf, a leopard, or other
beast of prey. The transformation of men or of

beings in human form into trees or bushes is the
basis of many tales ; their transformation into
stones is also common, and is often repi^esented
either as a punishment for some offence or as due
to magic. See art. Metamorphosis.

(8) Heroes, families, and nations.— It is a usual

tiling for any family or tribe to trace its descent
from a common ancestor, and traditions of relation-

ship are often embodied in elaborate genealogies.
Such tribal heroes are often regarded as capable
of performing many things beyond the powers of

modern men, and numerous and varied tales are
told of their exploits in destroying giants or mon-
sters, of their beneficial inventions, and of the
social institutions which they founded. Tales of

a heroic age may sometimes have no such racial

relation ; but it seems usually to be the case that
the heroes of them are, if not regarded as ancestors,
at least of a tribal or national character. Even
the heroic saints who replace them in more recent
tales are as a rule specially associated with some

particular place or nation.

(9) Social institutions and inventions.—All the
arts of war and peace, the chief advances in civili-

zation and social organization, and the material
means by which they are attained are very com-

monly attributed to gods or to tribal heroes. The
gift of fire, or the stealing of hre from heaven,
attributed in Greece to Prometheus, is a subject
for stories in almost every region of the earth ;

tales are also told of the invention of metal-working
and other crafts. Customs and institutions, alike

of primitive and advanced races, are frequently
said to have been ordained by the gods or estab-

lished by a legendary hero, and various tales are
told both of their foundation and of the penalties
that follow breaches in their observance.

(10) Existence after death and plates of the dead.—The belief in continued existence after death is

almost universal, 'though this existence is often of

a shadowy and unsubstantial kind. On the other

hand, the dead are often thought of as having con-
siderable power either for good or for evil, and are

accordingly objects of worsiiip. There are often
found side by side the two inconsistent notions
that the dead may be found or invoked near their

tombs, where they are sometimes seen in the form
of a serpent or other animal as Avell as in a human
apparition, and that they go away to some distant
and mysterious place of the dead. This is usually
towards the sunset or the west, and is either on an
island or separated from the land of the living by
an ocean or a river, wliich has to be crossed by boat.

Ciiaron, the ferryman of the dead, is familiar from
Greek myth, and has his counterpart in many other

regions. Sometimes the land of the dead is a dark
and dismal region below tlie earth, approached by
caves or chasms ; many tales are told of men who
have visited it and returned. Tales of the trans-

migration of the souls of the dead into men or

animals are not uncommon. Tribal or national

heroes are often believed to return and help their

descendants or successors in times of great stress.

The belief that the ha]ipiness or misery of exist-

ence after death depends upon conduct or cere-

monial observance in life is very wide-spread ; and

many tales record instances to prove it.

(11) Dcemons and monsters.—The imagination of

man often peoples wild or desolate i)hvccs with

terrible or horrible creatures ; it has been said that

the savage is never less alone than when he is

alone ; and even among civilized people we often

find an unreasoning fear of the dark or of the
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waste. This often finds expression in tales of

beings that inhabit these rej^ions, whether of

human or monstrous form. Rivers also and pools
are inhal)ited, sometimes by nixies or water-nymphs,
sometimes by horrible monsters like tiie Scottish

kelpie or tlie Australian biuiijip. Floods and otiier

disasters, sucli as the devastating of the land, are

often attributed to these monsters, and their

destruction or taming aflbrds an opportunity
for the prowess or power of heroes and saints, as

in tlie case of Bellerophon and the Chimjera, St.

George and the Dragon, or St. Martha and tlie

Tarasque. The centaurs and satyrs, too, are

examples of wild creatures of the wood and moun-
tain. The struggle between gods or heroes and such
monsters often comes to symbolize any struggle
between good and evil, or between higher and
lower ideals.

(12) Historical events.—It is usually difficult and
often impossible to draw any clear line between

history and myth. Many mythical traditions, such
as that of the siege of Troy, are now generally con-
sidered to have a historical basis ; on the other

hand, many historical personages, such as Alex-
ander in the East or Charlemagne in the West,
have become the centres of cycles of myths. The
notion of what is historical evidence, and also of

what events are probable or possible, varies greatly
from age to age and from place to place. And,
while it does not follow that, because we find

certain improbable or impossible elements in any
story, the whole story is entirely mythical, we are
often confronted in such cases with the difficulty
that what seem to us the probable and improbable
elements often rest on precisely the same authority.
It is impossible to laj' down any rules for discrim-

inating between historical and mythical tales ;

nothing is much help except a wide experience of

such tales, coming from various regions and various
strata of development. It is, e.g., often difficult,
if not impossible, to tell whether some mythical
heroes are early gods whose divinity has become
humanized or actual men who have come to acquire
divine or semi-divine honour. The question is of

great importance in view of the Euhemeristictheory,
mentioned below, which would give history a lead-

ing place as a source of myth.
The above classification cannot, of course, be

regarded as exhaustive ; but it includes most of

the commoner classes of myths.
2. Origin of myths.—Numerous theories exist

as to the origin of myths, and most of them are to
a greater or less extent tenable ; here the main
difficulty and confusion arise from the indiscrim-
inate way in which one theory or another has been

applied as a kind of universal key to solve all

mythological problems. Most myths, and still

more most gods and other mythical personages,
are of a highly complex character, and are com-

pounded of elements varying in origin as well as
in stage of mythical development. Myths may
tiierefore be classified, not only according to the

phenomena, actions, or beliefs with which they are

associated, but also according to the origin of the
ideas which they express.

(1) Meteorological.—The tendency, in a primitive
age, to assign a personal existence to the sun, the
moon, and other heavenly bodies has already been
noticed. The stories that are told about them are
for the most part such as might be told about any
other god or hero, and give little scope to the
elaborate allegorical or figurative interpretations
that were applied too literally by Max Miiller and
other advocates of the ' solar myth.' Few mytho-
logists, e.g., would now derive the tale of Heracles
and his death by the shirt poisoned with Nessus'
blood from the sun setting amid red clouds. To
take another example, while there may be some

elements derived from a wind-god in the mythology
of the Greek god Hermes, the attempt made by
W. Itoscher ' to derive all Ids functions from this

conception is an example of misapplied ingenuity.
(2) Physiral.—Tins class corresponds to the mytlis

connected with various natural phenomena, and
need not here be further commented on.

(3) Ritual. — Many myths originate in the

explanation of ritual practices. The value of a
ritual custom in preserving the tradition of some
event is fully recognized ; and a similar origin
comes, partly by analogy, to be assigned to many
practices which had their origin in magic rites or
other diflerent sources. For instance, it was the
custom for the Greek women of Thebes and other
towns to conduct nightly dances on the mountains
in honour of Dionysus at certain seasons ; and
hence arose tiie story that the god himself had once
led his Msenads over Cithteron. Again, the com-
mon custom of celebrating annually in spring tlie

departure or death and resurrection or return of

a person representing the spirit of the year or of

vegetation led to the growth of such beautiful

myths as that of the loss and return of Persephone.
It is difficult to set a limit to this influence of

ritual on myth ; for even in cases where the myth
has a different origin the manner in which it i.s

celebrated or commemorated often comes to react

upon the tale itself.

{i) Historical or Euhemeristic.—The most extreme

application of this theory Avas made by the philo-

sopher Euhemerus, towards the end of the 4th cent.

B.C. He maintained that all myth was of histori-

cal origin, and that the gods were men who had

performed great exploits or conferred benefits upon
their fellows. In proof, he quoted the grave of

Zeus shown in Crete. The theory was recently re-

habilitated by Herbert Spencer's attempt to derive

religion from ancestor-worship ; but it would not
now be accepted by mythologists except within
certain limits. We have already noticed that tales

of historical events of persons often show mythical
accretions or transformations. But the great mass
of mythology cannot be explained as transmuted

history. See art. EuHKMERisii.
(5) Artistic.—When artistic representations of

mythical subjects exist, they often have consider-

able influence on the form of myths. The mixed
Oriental monsters which we know as sphinx and
siren, e.g., were borrowed by Greek art merely as

decorative tjpes. There is no reason to suppose
that even in the time of Homer these monsters
were thought of under what later became their

recognized forms. The representation of mythical
scenes was often transferred from one tale to

another, and so the artistic tradition came to in-

fluence the mythical one.

(6) Ethical.—Some mythical stories seem either

in origin or in form to be mainly ethical in char-

acter, to be, in short, tales with a moral. A
familiar example is ottered by .lisop's Fables ; but
it is vincertain how far these are of a traditional

character. The same doubt occurs in other cases,
such as the myth of the choice of Heracles. Though
such myths usually have an artificial appearance,
some of them may be of a primitive origin, especi-

ally those which tell of retribution following the
breach of some divinely sanctioned law or custom,
or of a prohibition to see or touch some sacred

o])ject.

(7) Mystical or allegorical.
—Mystical interpreta-

tions of myth have been prevalent at various times
—

e.g., among the Neo-Platonic school in Greece.

But such interpretations are mostly fanciful, and
have very little connexion with the origin of the

myths. It has been thought that such allegorical

1 Hermes der Windgott, Leipzig, 1878, also Lexikon, art.
' Hermes.'
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interpretations were taught in the Greek mysteries ;

but tliis is not now believed to have been the case,

apart from the simplest and most obvious symbol-
ism. Myths of an entirely allegorical character,
such as that of Cupid and Psyche, are mostly of
late origin.

It is clear that myths vary considerably accord-

ing to the form in which they are repeated or pre-
served and the character or status of those who
repeat them. The science of mythology is con-
cerned mainly, if not exclusively, with myths of a

genuinely popular character and of spontaneous
growth, but these are often modified or transformed

according to the media in which they are preserved.
Thus official mythology, whether preserved in

temple records and sacred books or in other works
of a systematizing character, will tend to produce
a deceptive uniformity, by suppressing diti'erences

and variations which are often interesting and by
passing over apparently irrelevant or unseemly
details, which would often have given a clue to
the origin or meaning of the myth. The same is

true to an even greater degree of the myths pre-
served to us in poetical form. The more serious

poets often give them an ethical character, and
use them to embody deep religious truths or subtle
studies of character ; others use them freely as
themes for imaginative embroidery, so that it is

difficult to distinguish the myth itself from mere
fiction. Plato's rejection of the unworthy stories
of the gods from his ideal State shows what treat-

ment of mythology we must e.xpect from philoso-

phers ; we have already noticed the fanciful methods
of interpretation of the Neo-Platonists, and the
later artificial allegories. On the other hand, some
quite early speculations of philosophers, both in

the moral and in the physical world, may have
come to be preserved in mythical disguise.
The study of mythology is for all these reasons

obscure and difficult, but, when rightly and cau-

tiously pursued, it abounds with evidence as to

the primitive aspirations and beliefs of mankind,
and as to the various stages of moral and intellec-

tual development.

Literature.—The literature of the subject is very extensive
and miscellaneous ; the following are a few of the works that
deal with mythology in its wider aspects: J. G. Frazer, GB^,
London, 1911 ff. (very full bibliography in vol. xii., 1915); A.
Lang:, Myth, Ritual, and Religion, do. 1887, art.

'

Mythology'
in EBr^'i ; W. Roscher, Lexikan der (friechischcn und rbm-
isehen Mythologie, Leipzig, 1884 fi. ; E. B. Tyler, PC, London,
1873 ;

F. Max Miiller, Lectures on the Science of Language^,
do. 1871, Selected Essaj/s, do. 1881 ; L. R. Farnell, CGS,
Oxford, 189&-1909 ; L. Preller, Griechische Mythologies, ed. C.

Robert, Berlin, 1894, Romische MythologieS, ed. H. Jordan, do.

1881-83 ; O. Gruppe, Griechische Mythologie und Religion,
Munich, 1906 ; G. Wissowa, Religion xmd Culttts der Roiner-,
do. 1912; J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek

Religion^, Csimhr\dge, 1908; W. Mannhardt, 47((i)te Wald-
und Feldkulte, Berlin, 1877, Mytholngische Forschungen, Strass-

burg, 1884; J. Gritnm, Deutsche Mythologie*, Berlin, 1875-78;
tr. J. S. Stallybrass, London, 1882-88; E. S. Hartland,
Legend of Perseus, do. 1894-96 ; E. Rohde, Psyche^, Tubin-

gen and Leipzig, 1903
;
A. W. Hewitt, jVattue Tribes of S.E.

Australia, London, 1904 ; H. H. Bancroft, NR, do. 1875-76.

E. A. Gardner.

N
NABAT.^ANS. — The Nabatseans were an

Arab race which, from about the 6th cent. B.C.,

occupied the south and east of Palestine, the old

Edamite countrj', with Petra as a capital and
centre of their caravan trade. Though Arab by
race, they used a dialect of Aramaic for writing
and commerce. Before the Hellenistic period
almost nothing is known of them. Probably they
are the same as the Nabajati mentioned by Asur-

banipal (7th cent. B.C., KB ii. 216 ff".); Josephus,
followed by Jerome, identified them Avith the OT
Nebaioth (Jos. Ant. I. xii. 4; Jerome, Qucest. in

Gen. 25'^ [PL xxiii. 977]) ; etymologically the con-

nexion is uncertain, though Lagarde maintains it

(Bildung der Nomina, Gottingen, 1889, p. 52 n.).

The Nabatseans first appear in 312 B.C., when
Antigonus sent two expeditions against them, ac-

cording to Diodorus (xix. 94), who gives an account
of their habits and trade. At times they made
themselves troublesome on the shores of the Gulf of

'Akilba by preying upon merchant ships (Agathar-
chides, in Geogr. Gr. min. i. 178). Their first known
ruler, Aretas I. (in Na])atsean yarethath), is named
(169 B.C.) in 2 Mac 5^; we al.so learn that tliey
were on friendly terms with the Maccabees (1 Mac
.-,25 (j:j5j fpj,g Jecay of the (Jreek kingdoms of Syria
and Egypt gave them an opportunity of expansion
which was vigorously used by Erotimus (? a
Grfficized form of Aretas n.), the real founder of
their power (Justin. XXXIX. v. 5f.). Tlie Naba-
t.-can kingdom, called Nebatu in the native inscrip-
tions, extended from Petra northwards east of the

Jordan, over yauran (after 88 B.C.), at times even
.as far as Daiuiiscus (in 85 B.C., and again c. .\.D.

.'U-G2), and soutliwards into N. Arabia, as far as
the north-east shore of the Red Sea. In 85 B.C.

Aretas in. ruled in Dam.ascus and struck coins

there,
' of king Aretas Philhellene

'

; not long after

the Nabatfeans began to come into collision with
the Romans under Pompey and Scaurus (Jos. A7it.

XIV. i. 4-ii. 3, V. 1, BJ I. viii. 1). They managed
to retain a tolerable measure of independence as
'

allies
'

or vassals through the varying fortunes of

the Roman campaigns, and reached a high state

of prosperity during the long reign of Aretas IV.

(9 B.c.-A.D. 40). By this time their warlike and
nomadic habits had been exchanged for settled life

and the steady pursuit of profitable trade ; their

well-equipped caravans looked like armies on the
march

;
and the enterprise of their merchants has

left traces as far as Rome and Puteoli, and near
Denderah in Upper Egypt (see Strabo, XVI. iv. 21,

23, 26; CIS ii. 157-159; PSBA xxvi. [1904] 72).

Then in a.d. 106 the short-sighted cupidity of

Trajan reduced Petra, and the Nabata?an kingdom
was absorbed into the Provincia Arabia (Dio Cass.

Ixviii. 14). The following is a list of the Nabatasan

kings :
1 Aretas I., 169 B.C. (2 Mac 5«) ; Aretas II.,

e. 110-96 B.C. (?= Erotimus) ; Obedas I., c. 90 B.C.

(Jos. Ant. XIII. xiii. 5, BJ I. iv. 4) ; Rabilus I., c.

86 B.C. {CIS ii. 349=NSI, p. 250 n. ; Jos. Ant.
XIII. XV. 1, BJ I. iv. 7) ; Aretas III. Philhellene, c.

85-60 B.C. {CIS ii. 349=NSI, p. 250 n.) ; Malichus

I., c. 50-30 B.C. {CIS ii. 158, 114 =NSI 100, 102;
Jos. Ant. XIV. xiv. If., 6, XV. vi. 2, BJ l. xiv. 1,

XV. 1, xviii. 4, xxii. 3); Obedas II., c. 30-9 B.C.

{CIS ii. 354 = NSI 95); Aretas iv. Philopatris, 9

B.C.-A.D. 40 (67,S'ii. 160, 197-217, 354
; NSI18-91,

95, 96, 102 ; 2 Co 11*^) ; Malichus ll., c. A.D. 40-71

{CIS ii. 195, 218, and IS2= .V,S7 92, 99; Jos. BJ
III. iv. 2) ; Rabilus 11. Soter, A.D. 70-? 106 {CIS ii.

183, 161 = iV*'/97; ib. 101, p. 255 n.); ? Malichus

1 A'S/ = G. A. Cooke, North-Semitic j7iscription.i, Oxford,

1903; R6S=^ Repertoire d'^pi'iraphir s/mitique, Paris, 1900 ff.

The numbers after CVS ii., -V.SV, RES, refer to inscriptions

unless otherwise stated.
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UI., A.D. 106(CIS ii. 2l8 = NSIi)2)^ Strabo tells us
that the kingship and chief offices were hereditaiy
and descended to the eldest son (XVI. iv. 25) ;

associated with the kiny was a high otlicial called
' brother

'

in Nabata;an and iTrlTpoiros in Greek

(NSI, p. 246 n.). The inscriptions clearly point to

a tribal form of government ((pvXal, often in Greek

inscriptions from Hainan) ; a tribal district had at

its head a shaikh, called iOvdpxris (2 Co 11^-; also

in Greek inscriptions from ^lauran), or (rrpaTrjyds

when he held military authority (NSl, p. 247 f. ;

Waddingtun, Inscriptions (jrecqnes et latines de

laSijrie, no. 2196; cf. Jos. Ant. XVIII. v. 1); possibly
'the chief of the camp' {NSI 96) was the heir to

this post. Another title for the governor was
•

eparch
'

(ib. 87,93; cf. 107; like a-TpaTi]y6i, the
Greek word is Aramaized). An interesting feature
of Nabata'an social life is the independent position
held by women ; they could possess and bequeath
property ; sometimes descent is reckoned tlirough
the female line ; the queens are often represented
on coins {ib. pp. 221, 246, 256).
Most of the inscriptions have been found in the

three chief Nabata^an settlements, Petra, ^egra
(in N. Arabia, c. 340 miles south of Petra), and
^auran. A great number of Nabatiean graffiti,

belonging to the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D., are
inscribed on the rocks in certain wadis of the
Sinaitic Peninsula (CIS ii. 490-3.323; see NSI, p.

258). The splendid rock-tombs at IJegra display
the finest inscriptions (CIS ii. 197-307), and testify
to the importance which the Nabatseans attached
to the family burying-place. Petra is famous
chiefly for its ruins, dating from the pre-Hellenistic
period down to the first half of the 3rd cent. A.D. ;

three or four valuable inscriptions have been found
there, in addition to numerous graffiti (CIS ii. 349-
489). At Petra, on a height (en-Negr) overlooking
the main group of tombs, e.xists the most complete
specimen of an ancient Semitic sanctuary that is

known, a rock-hewn place of sacrifice open to the
sky.
The chief god of the Nabataeans was Dusliara,

whose worship was centred at Petra (cf. Epi-
phanius, H(er. Ii. 22), and from Petra spread with
the advance of the people. By Greek and Latin
writers he was identified with Dionysos-Bacchus ;

there are coins of Bostra in ^auran of the 3rd
cent. A.D. which shoM' a wine-press and the legend
\AKTia AovadpLa ; but the god of a race which was
once nomadic and dwelling in the desert cannot
originally have had a Bacchic character

; most
likely he was a solar deity. Now and then he is

styled 'lord of the temple' (CIS ii. 235; EES
1088),

' who is at Bostra' (NSI 92, 101), once ' who
.separates the night from the day' (EES 1102).
Dushara is merely a title = ' owner of Shara,'
probably a place ; his name is unknown, unless it

was A'ara ; the two are sometimes combined (ib.

1096, Aov(7apei Aappa, and 676), but separated in NSI
101. A'ara maj' lie behind the Orotal = Dionysos
of Herod, iii. 8 ; and possibly A'ara may be a form
of the ancient Arab deity Riida (M. Lidzbarski,
Ephenieris fiir semitische Epigraphik, Giessen,
1900-12, iii. 90-93). Sometimes with Dushara we
find 'and his mothab' (CIS ii. 198, 250 =NSI 80,
94), which may mean 'and his .spouse' (see BES
1099). The chief goddess of the Nabatseans was
Allat,

' the mother of the gods' (CIS ii. 185, 198=
NSI 80). Other deities named on the tombs are
Manuthu (CIS ii. 197, 198 = iV,SY 79 f.), a goddess,
perhaps

' Fate '

; and the gods Qaishah, Hubalu
(ib.), Sheaalqum =

' the protector of the people,'
the god of the caravan (iV^/, p. 255 n.). The ex-

pression 'the divine ' Obedath '

(CIS ii. 35'i =NSI
1 CIS ii. 181 f. ; Schurer, GJV'S i. 728 £f. ; R. Dussaud and

F. Macler, Mission, etc., Paris, 1903, p. 69 ff. ; A. Jaussen and
U. Savignac, in RB viii. [1911] 273 ff. I

95) may imply nothing more than divus, and not
the deification of the king after death.
The Nabatiean dialect, in which a good many

Arabic forms and idioms occur, belongs to the group
of Western Aramaic, and is closely related to the
Aramaic of Ezra (? 4th cent.) and of Daniel (2nd
cent.). In many respects it is older than Palmy-
rene, and agrees with the Aramaic of Ezra, while
Palmyrene comes nearer to that of Daniel (see
S. A. Cook, JQR xvi. [1903-04] 274 ff.). Even
after the break up of the Nabata^an nationality in
A.D. 106 the language and script continued in use
here and there ; e.g., a sepulchral inscription from
5egra is dated A.D. 267 (Jaussen-Savignac, RB v.

[1908] 241 ff.), and an inscription has been found at
en-Nemara in ^Jauran dated A.D. 328 (Dussaud-
Macler, p. 314 ff'.), which, though written in
Nabatsean characters, is composed in classical

Arabic, and shows that the latter had by this time
almost supplanted the Nabataean dialect (Lidz-
barski, Ej^h. ii. 34 ft'. ).

Literature.—For the dialect, and references to the Nabatseans
in Arabic writers, see T. Ndldeke, ZDMG xxv. [1871] 122 ff.

For Hegra and its tombs, C. M. Doughty, Travels in Arabia
Deserta, 2 vols., Cambridge, 1S8S ; J. Eutiiig, Nahataische
Inschri/ten, Berlin, 1885, who also collected the Sinailische
Insckriften, do. 1891. For Petra see the magnificent work of
R. E. Briinnow and A. von Domaszewski, Die Provincia
Arabia, Strassburg, 1904 ; G. H. Dalman, Petra und seine

Felsheiligtiimer, Leipzig, 1908 ; and A. Musil, Arabia Petrcea,
Vienna, 1907-08. G. A. CoOKE.

NAGAS.—As connoting a religious body, the
word ndgd is said to be a corruption of the Skr.

nagnakah, Hindi nahgd or ndmgd,
'

naked,' and to
mean a naked religious mendicant. There is no
s;ect called 'Naga,' but the Vaisnava Vairagis,
Saiva Sannyasis, and Sikhs have each a sub-sect
known by this name.
These men, in their excess of zeal, leave off all

covering, and in former times went about entirely
naked. At the present day they Avear the
minimum of clothing that the laws regarding
decency allow. Most of tiiem, with the exception
of the Sikh Na^as and the Jaipur Nagas, to be

presently desc]:ibed, are the offscourings of
Vaisnava and Saiva mendicant communities, of
which they are worthless and profligate members.

In former times tiiey were distinguished as

travelling about in armed companies that de-

veloped into bands of desperadoes. There are
numerous stories current in India regarding
sanguinary baftles between Vaisnava and Saiva
Nagas, in which there is reason to believe that

they were assisted, and perhaps instigated, by the
other members of their respective communities. The
most famous, which is still remembered, occurred
at the religious festival at Hardwar in 1760, when
tlie Saiva Nagas expelled the Vaisnava Nagas
from the sacred spot. It is said that no fewer
than 18,000 of the latter were left de^ad upon the
field. 1

During the Maratha wars the Saiva Nagas,
often called '

Gosains,' made themselves notorious
in Central India. They attacked Colonel Goddart
in his famous march from Bengal to Bombay in

1778, and, under a condottiere named Anupgir
Himmat Bahadur, they played a prominent part
in the fighting in Bundelkhand.-
For the Sikh Nagas our only authority is

Wilson. Neither Trumpp nor Ibbetson mentions
them, nor does their name appear in the Census
reports.

According to W'ilson, they 'are said to differ from those of
the Vaisnava and Saiva sects in abstaining from the use of arms,
and following a retired and religious life. Except in going
without clothes, they are not distinguishable from the
Nirmalas' (Religious Sects, p. 275).

1 F. V. Raper, in Asiatic Researches, Calcutta, 1788-183G,
xi. 455; cf. K. Raghunathji, in IA ix. [1880] 278.

2 See IGI vi. 349, ix. 71, x. 177, xiii. 15, xiv. 19, 318, xix. 401,
xxii. 279.
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Under the British Government the marauding
hands of Nagas have disappeared, and tiie only
organized body of these men is found in the State
of Jaipur. Here* there is a corps of irregular
infantry composed of 5000 Nagas. They are

Vaisnavas, and form a military order within the

Dadupanthi sect.

'They are reputed to be faithful and daring, and, as such,
are more feared than the other troops of the State. They will
not undergo any discipline, wear no uniform, and are armed
with sword, spear, matchlock, and shield. During the general
mutiny of 1857, these were the only body of men really irue to
the chief, and, but for them, the so-called regular army would
have rebelled.' 2

According to Sherring (iii. 60), they are separ-
ated into three sub-castes: (1) Dadupanthi, (2)

Ramnathi, and (3) Visnuswami. The hrst con-
sists of the followers of Dadu, and the second of
those of Ramnath ; Sherring gives no information

regarding the third. All these Jaipur Nagas are
vowed to celibacy, and their numbers are re-

plenished by children placed by parents under their

charge as disciples. For further particulars re-

garding them see art. Dadu, vol. iv. p. 386.

Literature.—H. H. Wilson, Religious Sects of the Hindus,
London, 1861, i. 187 (Vaisnava), 238 (Saiva), 275 (Sikh) (a
eunnnary of Wilson's notices will be found in E. Balfour,
Cyclopxdia of India^, London, 1885, ii., s.v.

'

Naga ') ; M. A.
Sherring-, Hindu Tribes and Castes, Calcutta, 1872-81, iii.

13, 60. See also the various references given in the footnotes.

G. A. Gkierson.
NAGAS.— I. Habitat and distribution. — The

Naga tribes occupy the mountain ranges which
form the eastern boundary of Assam. In accord-
ance with the results of the linguistic survey, they
are classified geographically and philologically
into four sub-groups: (1) the Naga-Bodo ; (2) the
Western Naga ; (3) the Central Naga ; and (4) the

Naga-Kuki. The Naga-Bodo group occupies the
Kachar Hills and the hills north-west of Manipur.
The Naga-Kuki group falls almost entirely within
the area of the Manipur State. The Western and
Central tribes are under direct British administra-
tion. The area of the Naga Hills lias undoubtedly
been a meeting-point for many lines of movement,
and the relationships of the several tribes have yet
to be decided. Kuki influence is evident in the

south, and it is quite certain that contact with

Bodo-speaking peoples has modified the speech and
probably the rest of the social life of the Kabul
and Kachchha Nagas in important respects. All

belong to the Tibeto-Burman group of languages.
To the Naga-Bodo group belong the Kachchha

and Kabul Nagas. The Western Naga group
includes the Angamis, the Kezhamas, the Rengmas,
and Semas. In the Central group are the Aos and
Lhotas, while to the Naga-Kuki group are assigned
the Sopvoma or Mao Nagas, the Tangkhuls, and
minor gi-oups in Manipur. Thei-e are Naga tribes,

north, north-east, and east of the Naga Hills in
areas which are not within the scope of British
influence and authority. It would be easy to push
the classification of the.se people into much minuter
detail, as villages tend to difler from their neigh-
bours by reason of the separatism which marks
them so notably.

2. Organization and structure.—The family, or
extended household, and the clan—a group of
families descended, according to common belief,
from a common ancestor—are well defined units in

Naga communities, and are patrilineal and exo-

gamic. A Naga village consists of a numl)er of

clans, each of which as a rule inhabits a defiTiite
area. As a social whole a Naga village was seldom
capable of rigorous common action, mainly by
reason of the clan feuds whose bitterness and
intensity have often been noticed. Nevertheless
it acts on occasions as a whole. Still less social
coherence in political action was possessed by the

1 See IGI xiii. 307, and Rdjputdnd Gazetteer, 1879, ii. 151.
2 Rdjputnna Gazetteer, loc. cit.

tribe as a whole, in spite of its common language
and customs.
The principle of exogamy is here sometimes

explained and justified by the belief that it wa.s
laid down by revelation of sujiernatural authority—a late belief—or by the belief, probably more
archaic, that infraction of this rule would surely
cause wide-spread social misfortune. Further and
fuller knowledge of the social structure of Naga
communities is likely to disclose interesting limita-
tions on the law of exogamy and to reveal the
existence at no distant date of that particular
mode of definite exogamy called '

cousin-marriage
'

as well as of cyclic exogamy.
Exogamy is tempered to a greater or less extent

by the habit of local endogamy. This 'habit'

may be a survival of a state of affairs in which
there was a definite law of endogamy, sanctioned

by beliefs similar to those which give force to
the law of exogamy. In one interesting group
(Tangkhul Nagas, 'cloth-weaving Nagas') econo-
mic motives have occasioned local endogamy. But
for various reasons local endogamy has been modi
lied, at least in individual cases, as by marriages
of ambition—of alliance at a price

—with the

daughters of a strong and powerful village whose
protection might, it was hoped, be thus secured.
It has been modified also in tho.se cases where one
village establishes a hegemony over its neighbours.

In practice the mother's kin are often completely
neglected, and people marry into their mother's
clan, but the practice of unlimited patrilineal
exogamy is in many cases definitely unknown and
marriages with the mother's clan are forbidden, at
least for two generations. Whether this rests on
any, and, if so, on what belief, is not yet clear.

Mere practical convenience, ignorance of language
and customs, and apprehension of close contact
with strange customs will account for the habit of
local endogamy, even apart from religious or
economic sanctions.

Divorce is common and results from infidelity or

incompatibility of temper. If the wife is unfaith-

ful, the husband recovers the marriage-price ; if

the husband is in fault, the parents of the girl get
some money and a pig ; in cases of mutual incom-

patibility the marriage-price is refunded. Poly-
gamy exists when the man's resources permit it.

The marital relations are in such cases, in theory
at least, regulated by custom. Polyandry, if it

exists at all, is only a polite term for prostitu-
tion and would probably be described as such by
the local expert. Not so long ago in many Naga
villages the standard of female chastity was as

high after marriage as before marriage it was low.
The social fabric thus viewed is simple. The

other main lines of social organization rest on sex
and on age distinctions. The laws of marriage,
the laws affecting sexual relations in general, are,
it Avould seem, fairly simple. Sexual relations
with women are permitted even when marital
relations are forbidden. fMarriage, therefoie, is

here recognized as a social institution for the pro-
creation of members of the social group. Since

tiiey believe that members of the social group are

recurring units (see below, p. 124''), clearly the func-
tion of marriage is the production of suc^h recurring
units. The idea that Nagas practiseil infanticide
rests on tlie custom of killing the children of slaves
or children of incestuous coimexions. The lines oi

social classification, based on age, physical ami
social maturity, are fairly clearly marked — by
differences in coiffure, dress, and ornaments as well
as by various tabns (fjnntn.i ; see below). The
bachelors' house, which in some cases has a counter-

part in a spinsters' hall, is a wide-spread institu-

tion, though in modern times it is disappearing.
Naga villages are of the permanent tj'pe and
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occupy well-defined areas. The people subsist by
lice-cultivation, wet and dry. The terraced fields,

constructed in some cases by orjjanized labour, are

admirably irrigated, often bj^ elaborately planned
channels. The dry cultivation varies in extent.

Pressure of population has often led to the forma-
tion of new villages. Certain features of the

agricultural ritual show that in earlier daj^s Nagas
were nomad cultivators periodically seeking fresh

.sites. Fishing, hunting, trade, cloth-weaving,
basket-weaving, metal work, and pottery are

minor, subsidiary industries,
'

protected
'

by inter-

esting tabus (see below). Naga village govern-
ment is often described as democratic. It is

certainly diflicult in many cases to discover one

authority, but in the village and clan gennaburas,
who are distinguished from their fellows by inter-

esting privileges and disabilities and are surrounded

by important tabus, resides a very considerable
measure of authority, which varies according to

their individual capacity and ability, and rests

upon their position as representing the social unit
in its religious activities.

3. Religious beliefs. — The activities of the
creator deity seem to have ceased with the acts of

creation. In some cases he is identified with the

earthquake deity, in consonance with the theory
that earthquakes caused the earth to emerge from
a waste of waters. The earthquake deity, again,
seems to be one with a deity whose function it is

to exclude the unworthy from heaven and its bliss.

Widespread, however, is the belief that the
creator's sons (the number varies) are now charged
with the duty of watching over mankind and of

punishing those who are guilty of what in Naga
opinion is wrongdoing. Quite independent of
these divine beings are the powers, nameless and
formless, who inhabit hill and forest, river and
pool

—powers who by nature are ill-disposed to
man. They are periodically placated. If an epi-
demic breaks out, in addition to the village genua
there are rites to discover and placate the author
of the plague. The majority of these beings are
not of human origin, except in the sense that all

such beliefs are of social human origin, while a
few are human beings who have achieved a measure
of divinity. These were, in a few notable cases,
men who in life were reputed to have possessed
great, unusual powers which their death and in
one or two instances the manner of their death
only intensified and enhanced.
The belief is found that the world was once a

waste of waters from which by means of an earth-

quake (the area is liable to seismic disturbance)
the hills were made to emerge. Elsewhere the

story of a flood appears : two members of the tribe
alone survived, from whom are sprung the present
race. Others declare themselves sons of the soil

who have issued from a cavern in the ground.
Others, again, preserve recollections of migrations
due to religious and political schisms.
The belief in the importance of omens and

dreams is general. Witchcraft exists, and there
are men who are reputed to be able to change
themselves at will into tigers. Nagas were
notorious head-hunters. The pmctice was in part
religious, resting on the belief^ that the .success of

agricultural operations would be secured by sprink-
ling the blooil of an alien over the fields; in part
social, since the man who had t<aken a head had
attained to social maturity. Often, again, heads
were taken merely as a proof of success. Fur-
ther, since those whose heads are cut oil', and who
are in other ways mutilated, are segregated in the
after world and are incapable of rebirth, a perma-
nent diminution of the social stock of an enemy
village was thereby effected.

The beliefs as to twins are varied and curiously

assorted. In some cases they are regarded as lucky,
as indicating agricultural prosperity ; in other
cases the parents are looked on as sub-human, as

animals, and to be shunned. There is also some
evidence that in one or two villages the practice
prevailed of putting to death all children who were
born in a particular way. The belief also exists

that between the father and the unborn child there
is a bond such that the acts of the father may affect

the unborn child injuriously. He is therefore, as

elsewhere, required to abstain from all acts held to
be injurious to the child. In the rule requiring
unmarried girls to abstain from the flesh of male
animals may be detected a survival of the belief

that impregnation can be effected by means of food.

Married women are constrained to abstain from
certain articles of food while pregnant, lest the

qualities of the food that they eat should be trans-

mitted to their children.

Oaths are in general held to be of value by Nagas.
In many cases the sanction works almost automati-

cally. By extending the effect of the imprecation
beyond the individual to a household, clan, or

village additional solemnity is obtained. The for-

mularies are often picturesque in their details, but,
as contact with civilization increases, it is to be
feared that the simple faith which held to the truth
in real fear of the consequences of perjury is sadly
diminished. Covenants sanctioned by a condi-
tional curse, with the blood of a slaughtered victim
as its vehicle, are often established between Naga
villages, and for a good Avhile observed by the con-

tracting parties.
The belief that individuals are reborn is held

l)y many, if not by all, of the Naga tribes. Some
think that man has seven existences on this earth
and that he then is lost or absorbed. Some recol-

lect and relate their genealogies with considerable
care. The necessity for identifying a new-born
child, and for ascertaining which of its ancestors
has been reborn, occasions the rites of omen-taking
associated with birth and name-giving rites. The
custom of erecting stone monuments is in part in-

fluenced by the desire to perpetuate the stock,
since it is believed that, as long as the stone stands,
so long and thereby will the family endure.
Viewed in another aspect, this practice gratifies
the vanity of the living, and may be viewed as

propitiating and securing the aid of the dead.
Whether to these beliefs or to beliefs and practices
of a far different origin is to be assigned the erec-

tion of the elaborate stone circles—some of which
still exist in excellent preservation, as notably that
at Kuilong—is a question of some difficulty, and
the materials for answering it are not yet available.

V In societiesarranged asareNagagroups.in definite

strata according to age and social maturity, rites

generally exist to effect and facilitate the passage
from one age and maturity stage to another. Birth,

marriage, and initiation rites exist, but are not

very definitely nowadaj's oriented by the idea of

the typical rite de passage. Birth rites are marked
niainly by a desire to facilitate the birth, and rest

on a crude appreciation of hygiene. There are

simple rites—family rites—for ear-piercing and
first hair-cutting. The initiation rites, such as

they are, which are {iractised when a lad enters the
bachelors' house for the first time and thus begins
his education are extremely simple.

The marriage rites are far from elaborate. The
girls in many cases have a considerable voice in the

disposal of their persons ; the bride- price varies

greatly and is influenced by social standing, etc.,

though in many villages it is definitely fixed by
custom. Marriage by servitude is rare. The be-

trothal forms a distinct stage. A mock tight
—

whether a survival of capture, which is generally
regarded as improbable, or a rite de passage—ettect-
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iiig the severance of the bride from the group of

the unmarried is a very general feature. It isHaid

that, if the bride's ])arty wins, she will rule the

roost, and will live long. It is a period of some
danger to the young couple. In some cases they
must not cohabit within the house for some days.
In other cases the bride stays with her people, is

visited there by her husband at night and by
stealth till she is aduiittedly enceinte, when she
moves to his house with rites and sacrifices. In
other cases representatives, generally children, of

the bride and bridegroom's party sleep in the
bride's new home for the first night. Tliat mar-

riage is an institution ordained for the procreation
of children to the maintenance of the social fabric

would be recognized by Naga communities, yet the

absence of definite fertility rites as part of the

marriage ceremony is noteworthy. It may rest,

perhaps, on imperfect observation.
The cycle of life ends with death—the portal to

another world. To usher the deceased into that
other world, to secure the living from the force

which compassed the death, to separate the dead
from the living, are the purposes of funeral rites

here as elsewhere. These are modified in everj-
detail of mode, place, and time of sepulture, anil

duration and social extent of genna, by considera-
tions of the social importance and status of the de-

ceased and of the manner of his death. Since it is

held that those who die in certain ways—those who
are killed by wild animals, die of snake-bite, or are

drowned, and women who die in child-birth—are

entirely dead, socially and spiritually as well as

physically, it is necessary in mortuary ritual to

deal in one way with those who are deemed capable
of rebirth, and in a verj' different way with those
whose manner of death argues them to be incapable
of rebirth perhaps as victims or objects of divine

displeasure by reason of some sin of which they
have been guilty as individuals or vicariously as

members of the community to which the actual
offender belonged.

It is significant that the Nagas bury those who
are to, or may, be reborn in the direction whence
they deem their ancestors to have come. The
reason is clear : those who are buried there are
their ancestors and, since their ancestors are by
this belief a constantly recurring element in the
social fabric from which the authority of custom
derives no inconsiderable part of its validity, this

spot, their burial-ground which they revere, is in-

deed in their view the origin of the village.

Sin, sickness, and death are closely connected.
The sin which occasions sickness and death may be
that of some member of the community other than
the unfortunate individual on whom the punish-
ment has fallen ; yet to rites of expiation necessary
in this view of the causation of sickness they add
practical

— often sound — treatment, based on a

knowledge of the properties of jungle herbs, and
on the employment of some simple surgical devices,
above all of massage, in a crude and violent f(n-m.

4. Gennas.—The word j'ejnia means 'forbidden.'
In practice it extends beyond the tabu and includes
a series of ritual acts or states which involve the

])articipation of entire social groups. It requires
the exclusion of all persons who are not members
of the social group atiected. All members of the
social group affected separate themselves from
other social groups, and separate themselves as far
as possible from their normal mode of life while the

genna state lasts. It is thus a means of restoring
and of publicly asserting and indicating the unity
of the group. There are gennas allecting villages,
clans, households, age groups, and .sex grouj)s.

V ^ The necessity for asserting and restoring the unity
\

cf the group may be periodically recurrent or may
be specially jiroducea by some sudden emergency.

There are thus periodic as well as special gennas,
occasioned, e.g., by earthquakes. It is almost

possible to estimate the social importance of anj'
event by ascertaining the duration of the gennn /

required to restore the current of social life to its '

normal flow and the social groups which it affects.

In the limited sense of tabu, in the sense of a pro-
hibition of the use of things, it rests upon the re-

cognition of the fact that things possess qualities
and upon the attribution of permanently or tem-

porarily dangerous qualities, socially dangerous
qualities, to things whose use to members of other
social groups or to members of the particul.ar

group in other times and in other circumstances is

innocuous or even beneficial.

Literature.—A. W. Davis, in Assam Censxis Report, 1891,
i. 237-251 ; W. McCulloch, Miinnipore and the Hill Tribes,
Calcutta, 1859; Assam Census Report, 1911; T. C. Hodson,
The Ndga Tribes of Manipur, London, 1911 ; G. A. Grierson,
Linguistic Siirvey 0/ India, Calcutta, 1903-09, iv.

T. C. Hodson.
NAGARJUNA.—See Docetism (Buddhist).

NAGUALISM.—See Animals, vol. i. p. 496''.

NAHMANIDES. — Nahmanides (Moses ben

Nahman, KaJVIBaN, also called Bonastruc de

Portas) was born about 1195 at Gerona in Cata-
lonia in Spain. He was a member of one of the
best Jewish families in Gerona, and his early
education was in the hands of famous teachers.

At a very early age he began to show his wonder-
ful mastery of the Talmudic literature. When he
was hfteen years old he wrote a compendium on

parts of the Rabbinic law, and shortly afterwards
he composed a work, Milhdmoth AdhOnai, in

defence of R. Isaac Alfasi. Nahmanides was soon
known as a great Talmudical authority. He wrote
commentaries to various tractates of the Talmud,
and glosses {novellce) on the whole of the Talmud.
He also wrote important Halilkhic works. Of his

private life little is known except that he was a
Rabbi and teacher in Gerona and Barcelona. As
he studied medicine, he may have also practised as

a physician.
Nahmanides was not only a great Halakhist ; he

also wrote homiletico-exegetical and devotional
works. He was first and foremost an intense Jew,
devoted to Judaism with every fibre of his heart.

He was well versed in philosophj', but philosophy
was to him a second.ary consideration ; his first

and main consideration was Judaism. But he was
no fanatic. He was orthodox without being
intolerant. This is seen in his attitude to Mai-
monides. Although by nature the antithesis of

Maimonides, he held the latter in the highest
esteem. In the great Maimonides controversy,
which raged with such force many years after

Maimonides' death, Nahmanides tried to keep the
balance between the two opposing parties, although
his natural sympathies must have been with the
anti-Maimonists. His attempts at reconciliation

failed ; but never did a harsh word against Mai-
monides escape his mouth or his ]ien. His failure

to end this controversy Nahmanides must have

regarded as a tragedy in his life. This happened
about 1232.

The second tragedy in Nahmanides' life was his

disputiition ^«iih Pablo Christiani, which took

place in 1263 at Barcelona in the presence of King
James of Aragon and his court and many ecclesi-

astical dignitaries. The disputation was forced

ujwn Nahmanides, and lasted four days (July 21-

24). As doubts were raised by the Dominicans
as to the result of the disputation, Nahmanides

published the controversy. The i)ublication of

this wt)rk was construed by the Dominicans as a

blasphemy against Christianity, and Nahmanides
was sentenced to exile. Exi)elled from Aragonia,
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he stayed for a short time in S. France, and in

1267 he nu<,'rated to Palestine.

Early in life Nahmanides began to turn his

attention to the study of the Bible. He was
known as a gieat Biblical scholar, and he was

freouently consulted by Christian scholars on
Biblical questions. But it was in Palestine that

he wrote the greatest part of his commentary on
the Pentateuch and that he completed it. To
Nahmanides the Torah was the most perfect teach-

ing that could be given to man. Everything good
was contained in it. There was notliing that

required justification or help from philosophy.
Everything in it was perfect. AH that was wanted
was that it should be understood. For Nahmanides
there was no need to reconcile reason with religion
(as Maimonides and other medii^val Jewish philo-

sophers tried to do). His aim was to reconcile man
with religion (Schechter, Studies in Judaism, p.

137)—we say 'man' and not 'Jew,' because,

according to Nahmanides, Christians and Muhaui-
madans were also heirs of the Tonxh. The Bible,
Nahmanides says, speaks to the whole of mankind.
Nahmanides was very broad-minded and very

tender-hearted. He was emphatic in the prohibi-
tion of cruelty to animals. He believed in bodily
resurrection and in transmigration of souls. It

was clear that to a nature like that of Nahmanides
mysticism should appeal, and we find in his writ-

ings elements of kabbdld. Nothing human was to

him contemptible. The human being a part of the

divine, its actions were willed by God and were
thus holy. This view is most prominent in his
book on marriage (Iggereth haq-Qodhesh). His
book on mourning (TOrath hd-Adhdm) is also very
interesting. Nahmanides was human. Indiffer-

ence to pleasure and pain (for which certain philo-

sophers strove) he declared to be ungodly. Man
should rejoice on the day of joy and weep on the

day of mourning. He had a great mind and a

large heart. Man was his concern. It was largely
to his desire to make the people happy, to provide
them with material for edification and 'sweet
words ' on Sabbaths and festivals, that we owe his

commentary on the Pentateuch—his greatest work.
In his commentary on the Pentateuch we have

the whole Nahmanides before us—the great scholar,
the profound believer, the man of tender feeling,
and the Jew with his unbounded love for Judaism.
His commentary shows a deep knowledge of the
Bible and of the whole Rabbinic literature. The
commentary is built on sound exegesis. But we
can see on every page the Talmudist and often also
the kabbalist. He constantly tries to show the

greatness, depth, and wisdom of Judaism. His
antagonism to Ibn Ezra can be explained only by
the fact that Ibn Ezra appeared to him as too dry
a philologist. Nahmanides wanted to jienetrate
into the heart of the Torah. Exegesis alone was
not sufficient for him. Halakhic exposition and
homiletic interpretation were indispensable for a
true understanding of the Torah. But throughout
his commentary we can discern a sound judgment
for exegesis. He was the first Jewish commentator
to give at the beginning of eacli of the five books
of the Pentateuch a short summary of the contents
of the book. In his commentary on the book of
Job also, which is purely exegetical and surpasses
his commentary on the Pentateuch, he gives a
short summary of each of the speeches of Job and
his friends.

In Palestine, where he spent the last years of his

life, Nahmanides built synagogues, organized com-
munities, and gave lectures and sermons for the
edification of the people. His letter from Jeru-
salem to his son and some notes on the state of

things in Palestine (published in the editio prinreps
of his commentary on the Pentateuch) show how

great was his love for the Holy Land. He died
about 1270, and was buried at Haifa.
Literature.—See, for a detailed biblioifraphy, JEix. 91 f. See

especially J. Perles, art. 'Nahmanides/ in MGWJ v'n. [1S^8];
S. Schechter, 'Nachnianides,' in his Studies in Judaism,
London, 1896; S. Krauss, art. ' Nahmanides and Maimonides,'
in Uagoren (Hebrew periodical), v. [1905].

Samuel Daiches.
NAIADS.— See Nature (Greek).

NAILS.—See Hair and Nails.

NALANDA.—Nalanda, in Magadha, was cele-

brated for many centuries as the seat of the most
renowned Buddhist monastic university in India—
' the mine of learning, honoured Nalanda '

(dcr

Fundgrube des Wissens Sri Nalanda), asTaranatha,
tiie historian of Buddhi-sm, calls it (Gesch. des

Buddhismus, p. 152).
The variant name, Nalendra, occurs in Tibetan

hooks(JASB, pt. i. vol. li. [1882] p. 115). Local
Brahmans affirm that the original name was
Kundilpur. Buchanan-Hamilton heard the name
Pampapuri applied to the place, apparently by a
Jain. All the ancient names, including Nalanda,
are now forgotten. The site, which has been
identified with certainty, is usually described
under the name of Bargaon (' village of the bar, or

banyan tree'). Bargaon, a village of 600 inhabi-

tants, now a station on the Bihar light railway, is

in the Bihar subdivision, Patna District,
' Bihar

and Orissa' Province, and is not many miles
distant from Rajagriha, the early capital of

Magadha or S. Bihar, and other famous places
in the Holy Land of Buddhism, lat. 25° 8' N., long.
85° 26' E. A small village, Begampur, adjoins
Bargaon on the north. The principal mass of
ruins lies to the south of Bargilon.
The Jains of Bihar town affirm that Raja

Srenika (Bimbisara), who lived about 500 B.C.,

and, according to them, was a Jain, resided at

Nalanda, where a Jain temjde of comparatively
modern date exists. The ancient remains seem to
be wholly Buddhist. The Buddhist sanctity of the

place goes back to the very beginnings of Bud-
dhism. The site of the first monastery is said to
have been a grove presented to Buddha, while his
favourite disciples, Sariputra and Maudgalyayana
(or Mudgalaputra), were born and died at neigh-
bouring villages. Their names are often connected

directly with Nalanda, the Nala of Fa-hien. Tara-
natha observes that Asoka may be regarded as the
founder of the Nalanda monastery because he
made costly offerings at the shrine of Sariputra
and erected a stitpa in his honour. Several Asoka
stupas stood at or near Nalanda. According to
the Chinese pilgrims, Hiuen Tsiang and I-tsing
(I-ching), who both resided at Nalanda for a con-
siderable time, the earliest monastery was founded

by Raja Sakraditya not long after the Buddha's
death. His name is not otherwise known, and his
date cannot be fixed. His modest foundation, a
temple 50 ft. square, was so added to by many
successive kings, of whom Hiuen Tsiang names
five, that it grew into a gigantic establishment,
comprising a multitude of temples, monasteries,
with their lecture-rooms and other appurtenances,
stupas, and all kinds of sacred edifices. A large
number of nohle tanks secured an ample supply of
water. In the 7th cent, of the Christian era the
Nalanda establishment undoubtedly was the most
important and splendid of its kind in India, or, in

fact, in the world. It was the principal centre of
Buddhist learning, and was crowded with students
from every quarter. It was truly a great univer-

sity. The professors gave instruction in the Vcdas
and other Hindu books, as well as in the Buddhist

scriptures, and every form of art was cultivated
with success.
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The most detailed description of tlie com]>lex of

buildings is that recorded by I-tsing, but iiis

language is not easy to understand fully, and the

drawing which he prepared to illustrate his text

unluckily has been lost. The main block of build-

ings was an oblong rectangle containing eight
distinct halls or temples, three storeys in height,
each of about 10 feet. The structures were built

essentially of brick, stone being used only for

minor and ornamental features. The eaves of the
block projected, making a covered way or verandah

running all round. All the larger spaces were

paved with bricks, small spaces outside, roof ter-

races, and the floors of rooms being covered with
an almost indestructible concrete cement, highly
polished. I-tsing describes the way in which
it was made. The roofs seem to have been often

flat, and adapted for walking. The whole group
was surrounded by an enclosing wall, as at Kasia.

Hundretls of sacred spots, approjsriately marked
by n)onunients of various kinds, surrounded the
central block of buildings. Many are catalogued
by Hiuen Tsiang, from which the following may
be selected for mention. To the east, a great
vihdra, or temple, 200 ft. high, where Buddha had
resided ; further north the vihdra of Raja Bala-

ditya, 300 ft. high, magnificently decorated, and
enshrining a notable statue ; to the east of that
vihd7-a a standing statue of Buddha in copper,
80 ft. high, ei'ected by Purnavarman, Raja of

Magadha, and a descendant of Asoka, about A.D.
GOO ; and, further north, a lofty brick statue of

Tara Bodhisattva, which was the object of costly
worship. The Raja Baladitya mentioned prob-
ably was Narasiiidiagupta Baladitya, who reigned
about A.D. 500. The copper statue of Buddha
80 ft. high was a ,work unequalled in the world.

King Harsa, or Siladitya, the friend of Hiuen
Tsiang, was building a temple covered with brass

(or bronze) plates, which was still unfinished when
the pilgrim left India.

The biographer of Hiuen Tsiang observes that
' the monasteries of India are counted by myriads,
but this is the most remarkable for grandeur and
height' (Beal, Life of Hiuen-Tsiang, p. 112). He
notices the rich ornament of the towers, the fairy-
like turrets, the red pillars, and numberless other
beauties, not forgetting the 'dee]^ translucent

ponds,' adorned with blue lotuses. Hiuen Tsiang
and I-tsing use similar language, permitting no
doubt that every resource of art was lavished on
the buildings. It is clear that a great school of

local artists mu.st have existed in order to carry
out those works, and that the artistic influence of

Nalanda must have been felt in China and over
the whole Buddhist world. We are told of one
eminent Chinese artist, Sing-yun or Prajfiadeva,
who painted a picture of Maitreya Buddha and the
boiUii-tiee during his stay at Nalanda. When
returning to China, he took with him his painting,
wirich was probably on silk.

The site of Nalanda has never been properly
survej'ed, examined, or excavated. The rough
and inaccurate surveys which have been published
wei'e made long ago. Buchanan-Hamilton's notes

appeared in 1838, tliose of A. Cunningham in 1871,
and those of A. M. Broadley in 1872. There is

nothing of later date. Since Broadley's crude
ellbrts, much of the ruins must have been de-

stroyed. The site has been a quarry for bricks

during many centuries, and tiie opening of the

light railway must have largely increased the
demand. V/hen the Archajological Department
comes to examine the site, possibly not much
will be left to explore. Cunningham and Broadley
found the great rectangular centr.-il mass of build-

ings
easiijyr

traceable in a line of mounds running
north and. south, about 1600 ft. long by 400 broad.

Numerous stupas and other remains Avere visible

in the immediate neighbourhood ; what may be
left now is not known. It is understood that the

area has been protected from further spoliation
since 1910. Many fine examples of sculpture prob-

ably still exist, and a considerable number of

specimens were removed to the Inilian Museum,
Calcutta, in 1891. Buchanan-Hamilton published
outline drawings of six good examples. Two sculp-
tures are figured and described in Ann. Rep. Arch.
Surv. of India, 1903-04, pp. 213-236. The Nalanda

sculptures deserve special illustration and study,
which they have not yet received.

A detailed history of Nalanda would be a history
of Mahayanist Buddhism, from the time of Nagar-
juna in the 2nd cent. A.D. (?), or possibly even
from an earlier date, until the Muhammadan
conquest of Bihar in A.D. 1197—a period well over
a millennium. All the most noted doctors of the

Mahayana seem to have studied at Nalanda.
Tibetan Buddhism is an ofi'shoot of the teaching of

Nalanda and its rival, the Vikramasila monastery,
which was probably situated at Patharghata in

Bhagalpur. When Hiuen Tsiang was at Nalanda
(A.D. 637 and 642-3) studying the Yoga &(lstra.,_i\\G
liead of the establishment was the venerable Sila-

bhadra, then of great age, who received his visitor

with the utmost courtesy and generosity. I-tsing,
who spent ten years at Nalanda (675-685), warmly
admired the regulations of the monastery and the
strict discipline enforced on more than 3000 resident
monks. Out of the crowds of foreign students
who arrived, not more than 20 or 30 per cent were

sufficiently advanced to proceed with the courses
of study. Some sort of matriculation test seems
to have been compulsory in order to weed out the

weaklings.
After the 7th cent., when the guidance of the

Chinese pilgrims is lost, the notices of Nalanda
are few and scanty, but there is no reason to doubt
that the establishment continued to flourish as the

headquarters of Tantric Buddhism throughout the

long domination of the Pala kings, and that it was
destroyed, like the other Buddhist institutions of

Bihar, by Muhammad the son of Bakhtj-ar in A.D.

1197. The monks who escaped slaughter fled to

Tibet, Nepal, or S. India, the buildings were
reduced to ruinous heaps, and the rich libraries

were consumed with fire.

Literature.—i. CHINESE piLGRJMS.—H'men Tsiang:, in S.

Beal, Dit/ldhist Records of the Western World, 2 vols., Boston,
1885. or reprint, London, 1900, and Life of Uiiien-2'siang , do.

1888, new ed., 191]
;
T. Waiters, On YMan Chivaiufs Travels

in India, 2 vols., do. 1904, 1905 ; I-tsing: (I-ching:), in J.

Takakusu, A Record of the Buddhist Relinion, Oxford, 1896,
and, with other pilgrims, in E. Chavannes, Voyages despilerins
botiddhistes ; mfmoire . . . sur les religieux iminents, Paris,
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ii. General.—Ta.ra.na.tha., Geschichte des Buddkismris in
Indien, tr. A. Schiefner, Petrograd, 1869 ; W. Wassilieff, Le
Bouddhisme, tr. G. A. La Coninie, Paris, 1865, Germ, version,

Petrograd, 1860; J. Fergusson, Hist, of Indian and Eastern
Architecture, 2 vols., London, 1910.

iii. Aucu^i:oLOGlCALEXFi.oRATiON.-M. Martin (Buchanan-
Hamilton), Eastern India, i., London, 1838

;
A. Cunningtuim,

Arch. Surv. Rep., i., Simla, 1871 ; A. M. Broadley, Ritimiitthe
Sdlandd Monasteries at Bunjdon, Calcutta, 1872, and in JASB,
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JRAS, 1909, pp. 440-443. ViNCKNT A. SMITH.

NAMA.—The Nama are a branch of the tribe

commonly called ' Hottentots' (q.i'.), or, bj^ them-

selves,
' Khoikhoin.' They now live chiefly in the

south-west territory, north of the Orange River,

though a snuill number (62, according to tliecen.sus

of 1904) are found within the limits of the Cajie

Colony. The names of (ireat and Little Namaqua-
land indicate their habitat througli a considerable

period, though they removed further ami further

to the north in the cours(> of the 10th cent., while

the Cape Records show that, in 1665, they Mere

living as far south as Olifant's River, near the
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present town of Clanwilliani. Brincker, writing
in 1899 (Mitf. des Seminars far orientalische

Sprachen, II. iii. 128), estimated the number of

'Hottentots' in German S.W. Africa at 20,000.

He appears to include the whole of these under the

designation of ' Nama,' though, strictly speaking,
it will not cover them all. He speaks, e.g., of ' aus

der Capcolonie eingekommene Namas,' but Jonker
Afrikaner's people, whom he reckons among these,
were a sub-branch of a distinct tribe, the Khauas

('Cauquas'). The Nama 'have always been, and
still are, by far the most powerful tribe among all

the Khoikhoin' (T. Hahn, Tsuni-Goam, London,
1881, p. 102). Ueports of them reached Van Rie-

beek during the first years of the Dutch settlement

at the Cape, and he sent more than one expedition
to their country, chiefly attracted by rumours of

copper-mines there. The first Europeans to come
in contact with them were Cruythof and Van
Meerhof, who, in 1661, visited the kraal of the

chief ' Akembie ' and entered into friendly relations

with him. They described the Nama as larger in

form than other Hottentots (Alexander, in 1836,

saj's that ' their general height was five feet six or

five feet seven' [Expedition of Discovery into the

Interior of Africa, i. 96]) and better dressed. They
were acquainted with the art of smelting copper
and iron, and wore many ornaments of those
metals. Their style of living, dress, and weapons
seem to have been much the same as when visited

by Alexander, except that the latter traveller

found them using
' some old muskets and long

guns obtained from the colony, for four, six, or

eight oxen each piece
'

(p. 96). In 1681 a party of

Nama came to Cape Town, bringing presents of

cattle and copper ore ; and a return visit was paid
by Governor Van der Stel in 1685, when he suc-

ceeded in reaching the famous Copper Mountain—
now the Ookiep mines. It is uncertain whether
these were first worked by the Nama, the Bush-

men, or some unknown immigrants in early times ;

but that they were worked before the advent
of Europeans, and that ' not without a certain

skill and good instrument's,' admits of no doubt

(Brincker, p. 128). The Bushmen are still em-

ploj'ed by the Ovambo to dig up copper ore.

The various ' Hottentot' tribes appear to have
been more or less at feud with each other when the
Dutch first settled at the Cape, though it may be
doubted whether their feuds were invariably of a
serious character. The accounts scarcely seem

compatible with their having lived, like the Somali
of the present day, in a chronic state of raiding or

being raided. The Nama sometimes attacked tiie

tribes in the neighbourhood of the Cape Peninsula,
but, in general, kept on good terms with the
colonists. In 1761 Governor Tulbagh sent out an

expedition under Hendrik Hop, which not only
crossed the Nama country but penetrated beyond
the Orange River (then for the first time seen by
Europeans) about as far as 27° S. The journal of

the expedition is, saj's Tlieal (Hist, and Ethnog. of
Africa, iii. 391), an interesting document, draAvn

up by men ' who were diligent observers, and one
of them had the advantage of being acquainted
with the Hottentot language.'
At this time the '

Little Namaqiias' were found
to be very much impoverished, and tlie

' Great

Namaquas' had retreated northwards, considerably
reduced in numbers owing to an epidemic of small-

pox. About the same time they seem to have
come into collision with the Herero or Damara,
who had reached this point in their migration from
the north-east, and by 1791 we hear that the latter

had been conquered and robbed of their cattle by
the Nama. The feud thus begun went on more or
less continuously till quite recent times. This
state of things reached its height during the third

quarter of the 19th cent., when Nama chiefs armed
with guns became dangerous freebooters, terroriz-

ing the country with tlieir lawless bands of horse-
men.
The tribes anciently settled in Great Namaqua-

land who may be counted as real Nama are :

The 5 Ao|nin or Go|men, called by the Boers 'Topnaars,'
troni their being farthest north of all the tribes—i.e. at the
'

top
'

of the country ; the
t kha-ragai-khoin or '

Fransniannen,"
also known as ' Simon Copper's people

'

; the I: haboben or ' Veld-

schoendragers
'

; the ! garni t nu'nor'Bondelzwarts'; the II khan
Igoan or ' Zwartboois '

; others, such as the so-called ' Red
Nation' {Rooi Natie) or IIKhauben, the Kha-ro!-6an of Keot-
manshoop, and the II ogain or '

Grootdooden,' came in at various
times from the south, as did the clan of the Afrikaners already
referred to, who figure so largely in Moffat's narrative.

The present-day Nama have largely adopted
European clothing and ways of living, and it is

estimated that about two-thirds of them are con-
verts to Christianity. They are passionately fond
of hunting (which, and cattle-lifting, they formerly
considered the only occupations worthy of a man) ;

and they make excellent herdsmen and waggon-
drivers, but they show little disposition towards
hard and continuous work, for which, indeed, their

physique is not fitted. They are quick-tempered,
passionate, and, in moments of excitement, fero-

cious, but in general good-natured and kindly,
easily influenced for good or for evil, and capable
of great devotion when once their afl'ections are

gained.
Their religion is apt to be emotional, not to say

fanatical, and to take forms more easily appreci-
ated in the 16th cent, than at the present day.

' Hendrik Witbooi and his people might have been seen
engaged in religious services of the most enthusiastic descrip-
tion, with hymn-singing, prayer and fervent oratory, and im-

mediately afterwards mounting and riding off to attack the

Herero, rob them and kill as many as possible ;
—being indeed,

as they imagined, the executioners of God's judgments on
those people, whose possessions were therefore assigned to them
bj' the Divine decree

'

(Brincker, p. 127).

But there is no ground for questioning their

sincerity, or the fact that in many cases a high
level of character was reached. Moffat's account
of Christian (formerly Jager) Afrikaner (Missionary
Labours, pp. 109, 111-113) will be remembered by
most readers, and—to name no more—Alexander
(i. 217) speaks almost as highly of Hortman (Hout-
man ?), a chief of the Bondelzwarts.

Intellectually, many of them have shown marked
ability. Christian Afrikaner seems, from the ac-

count already mentioned, to have been a thoughtful
man, with a thorough grasp of such aflairs as came
Avithin his scope ; and, more recently, Abraham
Platje made his influence felt outside his own com-

munity. Of Aramap, a member of the Afrikaner
clan who was a noted warrior in his day and de-

feated the Herero in 1835, Alexander says that he
was a modest and unassuming little man who, on
closer acquaintance, was found to possess

' a daring
mind, good judgment and very active habits'

(ii. 151). His description of Hendrik Buys, chief

of the Veldschoendragers, is also full of interest.

Unless we are to accept the view that the only
qualities desirable in a subject population are those
of a strong and serviceable machine, the Nama
are a people with valuable possibilities, and their
extinction would be a matter for regret.
This extinction, though referred to by many

writers as a certainty, is not likely to be more
than partial. The mixed race known in Cape
Colony as Griquas, in German S.W. Africa as
'Bastards' (their settlements are in and about
Rehoboth and Grootfontein), have plenty of vital-

ity, good looks, and intelligence, and (Brincker, p.

130) sup2)ly the best skilled workmen to be found
in Cape Colony. The German authorities have of

recent years recognized their importance as a factor

in the community. The original settlers in Nama-
qualand migrated from the Cape about 1868 and
therefore derived their origin from other tribes
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than the Nama ; but they liave, no doubt, inter-

married to a large extent with the latter.

The N. African origin of the 'Hottentots' was
suspected long ago by Mofl'at (p. 5), and sug-
gested independently, from the linguistic point of

view, by W. H. I. Bleek {De Nominum Generibus

Linguariim Africce Australibas, Bonn, 1851, pp.
45-60), J. C. Adamson {JAOS iv. [1854] 2, 448),
and J. R. Logan ('Ethnology of the Indo-Pacihc

Islands,' in Journal of the Indian Archipelago,
vii.-ix. [1853-55], esp. viii. 229 ff.). The Hamitic
affinities of the Nama speech maintained long ago
by R. Lepsius (Nabische Grammatik, Berlin, 1880,
Introd. p. xvi) have now been fully demonstrated

by C. Meinhof.* Its deviations from the Hamitic

type are to be explained by its having assimilated
Bushman words and forms ; and, in any case, it

is the branch most remote from the parent stock.

Though much Hottentot tradition has been irre-

coverably lost and much is recorded in a form
calculated to obscure its real meaning, we can still

trace remarkable points of contact with the Galla,
Masai, and other Hamitic and half-Hamitic tribes
of Eastern Equatorial Africa. Like the Galla,

they consider the hare unlucky (the hunter whose
path it crosses will take nothing) and abstain from

eating its flesh (Brincker, p. 179 ; Alexander, ii.

250). In the Galla saga of the origin of death,
however, the creature cursed is not the hare, but
a bird, a species of hornbill ; on the other hand,
the aversion to the hare is shared by the Abyssin-
ians, and may therefore have some connexion witii

the old Semitic prohibition. A number of tales

are almost identical in the folklore of the Hotten-
tots and Bantu, except that the exploits attributed

by the latter to the hare are performed, according
to the former, by the jackal, which is also connected

by the Galla with tlie same or nearly the same inci-

dents. We may instance the well-known story
where the hare kills the lion by inducing him to

swallow a hot stone (Schultze, Aus Namcdand nnd
Kalahari, xlvi. ; Bleek, p. 5; for Bantu,MS material);
or the ' Uncle Remus '

episode where Brer Rabbit
makes a riding-horse of Brer Fox, which is told by
the Nama (Schultze, xxxiv.) of the jackal and the

hyena.
Some unexpected light seems to be thrown on

the extraordinary myth of Tsui llGoab and his

wounded knee by the Masai and Nandi traditions
recorded by HoUis. The Nandi (A. C. Hollis, The
Nandi, Oxford, 1909, p. 98) say that the first

Dorobo produced from his leg a boy and a girl,
who were the progenitors of the human race. (The
Dorobo, as by some S. African tribes the Bushmen,
seem to be postulated as outside mankind. ) Among
the Masai the myth has been partly forgotten and
has assumed the form of a fairy-tale,

' The Old Man
and his Knee' (Hollis, The Masai, Oxford, 1905, p.

14711'.). There is therefore some ground for sup-
posing, with Meinhof [Die Dichtuiuj der Afrikaner,
Berlin, 1911, p. 34), tiiat tiie old interpretation
' Wounded Knee '

is really the correct one. Hahn
also mentions, on the authority of Wuras, that the
Good being (Tsui llGoab) is supposed by the ! kora
to live in the Red Sky and the Evil Being (|| gaunab)
in the Black Sky. Hollis tells us that, in the Masai
belief,

' there are two gods, a black one and a red

one,' the former, however, being good and the
latter malevolent (Tlie Masai, p. 264). This may

1 Lchrbtich der Nama-Sprache, Preface, p. Of., Die Sprachen
der Hamiten, passim.

be something more than an accidental coincidence,
but it is to be feared that it is too late in the day
to obtain a clear statement of tiie ! kora tradition.

Another point is touched on by Hahn (pp. 62, 105) :

' The ! kora say that the snake and the first man
originally lived together.' The Masai elders relate
that ' when God came to prepare the world he
found three things in the land, a Dorobo, an ele-

phant, and a serpent' (Hollis, 2'he Masai, p. 266).

Very little is known as to the tribal organiza-
tion of the Hottentots during the time when it still

existed unimpaired. It is generally stated that
their chieftainships were hereditary, unlike those
of the Galla, who elect their chiefs for a term of

years. As, however, the hereditary principle is

recognized by some Hamitic peoples, there is per-
haps no need to suppose that it was imposed by
the Dutch administration on the mistaken assump-
tion that it already existed. It is possible, however,
that we have a hint of parallelism with Galla in-

stitutions in the statements that the '

Cochoquas
'

(whose territory extended north-west of Cape
Town, as far as Olifant's River) were '

in two
divisions under the Ciiiefs Oedasoa and Gonnema'
(Theal, ii. 126), and that the same was the case
with the '

Chainouquas,' the next tribe to the east,
of whom Theal says :

' There was still in name a chief of the Chainouquas, but in

fact that tribe was now divided into two clans under the

captains Klaas and Koopnian
'

(ii. 210).

Apart from the wrong use of the word ' clan
'

in

tliis passage, it may be permissible to doubt whether
the bisection of the tribe was merely accidental, as
here supposed. The Galla regularly have two
chiefs (not appointed aimultaneously, so that one
is always junior to the other), each presiding over
one section of the tribe. Alexander, in answer to
a question as to the succession among the Nama,
was told that ' the eldest son of the last chief is

selected' (ii. 171); but, though he was a careful

observer, some otiier information elicited on the
same occasion (whether through an interpreter or

from Dutch-speaking natives remains uncertain)

suggests that he should be read with caution. He
says, e.g., that 'nothing is known of lucky or

unlucky days, omens,' etc. (i. 172), and elsewhere
that some of the Nama ' even have no names '

(i.

165). The best recent account of this people is

Schultze's Aus Namaland taid Kalahari, whicli

contains, inter alia, a collection of sixty-eight folk-

tales and fables, taken down at first hand.
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NAMES.
Primitive ((I. Foucart), p. 130.

Arabic (D. S. Makgolioutji;, p. 136.

Babylonian (A. T. Clay), p. 140.

Buddhist.—See '

Indo-Eiiropeau.'
Celtic.—See '

Indo-European.'
Chinese (J. Dyer Ball), p. 143.

Christian (J. MOFFATT), p. 145.

Egyptian (G. FouCART), p. 151.

Greek.—See '

Indo-EuropL'an.'
Hebrew (G. B. Gray), p. 155.

Hindu.—See '

Indo-Europoau.'

NAMES (Primitive). — !. Data.—In lists to

which new references are being added daily we
lind abundant information concernin<^ the names
of non-civilized races in almost all parts of the

world, but the connexions between these facts are
not noticed during a first reading. The synthetic
attempts at explanation by the totem (J. G.

Frazer), by animism (E. B. Tj'lor), and by tabu

(S. Keinach) cover only some of the phenomena or

submit to a one-sided theory facts which cannot in

tlieir entire range logically be adjusted to it. The
best method seems to be to try to classify the

principal groups of facts relating to the name
without first connecting them with each other,
and retain only the facts which constantly recur

among the majority of present-day non-civilized

races, and consequently among races and tribes
which never coald have had historical conne.xions
with each other.

1. Name-giving, — A general characteristic is

the importance attached to the giving of the name
among the uncivilized. The personality

—and the

rights and obligations connected with it—could not
exist without this preliminary condition. The
giving of the name, either at birth or in certain
lixed circumstances (in the case of successive

names), is generally a solemn social ceremony, with
a fixed ritual of a public character. The choice of

the name may be reserved to certain persons other
than the parents— e.gf., the chief (cf. J. Henry,
L'Ame cfunpcuplc africain, les Bambara, Miinster,
1910, p. 170), who sometimes explains in public the
reasons of his choice, and then communicates it to
the mother. The name is conferred either by a
representative of the social group or—most fre-

quently—by the father or mother, showing the
double bond uniting the child to the social group
and to one or both of the parents (see MoTHER-
lilGHT).
Naine-givinfr doea not necessarily take place at birth. It

may be deferred until suitable circumstances arise in the

phenomena of the exterior world (astroloi^y, seasons, signs of
iml

, etc.) or simply until the lapse of an astronomical period
of Inue (I'-.g., the 20th day among the Oraibis, with exposure to
the rays of the sun

; cf. H. R. Voth,
' Oraibi Natal Customs,'

Field Columbian Mxiseum, anthrop. ser., v. vi. no. 2, Chicago,
1905, p. 47). In the instances quoted in § 3 much longer intervals
of delay will be found. In such cases provisional designations
are invented for practical purposes, such as recognition and
address. This is the first sign that the essential purpose of
the name is not identification or recognition.

2. Classes and varieties.—It is impossible to
mention here all the kinds of titles suggested to
the mind to designate Imman beings, but, if we
attempt to classify the thousands of individual
cases according to the circumstances in which the
names are assigned, we find that the classes of
names may be suggested by: (1) sex, (2) order of

birth, (3) tlie repetition of the names of near rela-

tives or of paternal or maternal ancestors, (4) order
of age, (5) name of the clan, group, tribe, or nation,
(6) a characteristic circumstance (change of office,

condition, etc., initiation, etc.). The name may
1)0. derived from (1) a physical feature, (2) an ono-
mastic list of animals, plants, inanimate things,

Indo-European (L. H. Gray), p. 162.

Iranian.—See 'Indo-European.'
Japanese (T. Harada), p. 167.

Jewish (I. Abrahams), p. 169.

Lapp (C. J. BiLLSON), p. 170.

Muslim.—See 'Arabic'
Roman.—See '

Indo-European.'
Slavic.—See '

Indo-European.'
Suraerian (S. H. Langdon), p. 171.

Syriac (E. W. Brooks), p. 175.

Teutonic.—See '

Indo-European.'

and phenomena of nature, (3) names of gods, spirits,

fetishes, the dead, etc., (4) a motto or an allusion
to a historical or mythical fact, or a euonymous
sentence, (5) a statement derived from a historical
fact or from the life of an individual, (6) a con-
nexion between the individual and his human or

supernatural protectors. But such lists are never

complete, and are of no real use. Enumerations
like those given by A. van Gennep (Les Bites de

passage, Paris, 19U9, p. 88) are neither complete
nor comprehensive ; there is no logical connexion
between the twelve or fifteen kinds of names which

they place in groups. They Avill be found in the

present article arranged and explained in a difi'er-

ent waJ^
The attention of ethnologists should be drawn to the innumer-

able 'designations' employed by primitive races either among
themselves or before strangers in order to hide their real names.
These are not names ; they have none of the characteristics of

names. Their apparent multitude has misled many investi-

gators ; their elimination, on the other hand, leads to the sur-

prising discovery that the number of real names is very small
and shows that the choice of these names by primitive peoples
all over the world has always been guided by the same four or
five ideas.

3. Change of name.—(«) Ordinary men.—The
name is independent of the physical existence of

the person. In other words, not only is it not neces-

sarily given at birth, but it may be changed once
or oftener in the course of life, either in circum-
stances determined beforehand or as a result of

certain unforeseen circumstances.
A great many races may be cited among whom

a provisional name, purely for practical purposes,
is given to the new-born infant, and its real name
(that of an ancestor, or the so-called totemic or

theophoric name) is conferred, with a prescribed
ceremony, when the child reaches a certain age
marked by some visible sign (first tooth, end of

suckling, puberty, etc.).
Thus, in Australia and among the Malays, children are named

at first according to their order of birth. Tylor (PCS i. 253 ff.)

gives similar facts for America, among the Dakotas and the
Sioux. In Africa— e.^., among the Basonga (C. van Overbergh,
'The Basonge,' Monogr. ethnogr. iii. [1908] 277>—the provi-
sional name is a diminutive of that of a man or woman of the

village, who will be a provisional protector of the child. Among
the Manjas (H. Gaud, 'Les Mandjas,' Monogr. ethnogr. viii.

[1911] 327) the real name is not given until about the age of
seven years. Name-giving is delayed among some races until
adult age—e.g., among the natives of British Columbia (C. Hill-

Tout, JAI xxxvii. [1907] 308-310). Young Australians do not

give up their provisional names until the age of puberty (cf.,

e.g., GB3, pt. li., Taboo, London, 1911, p. 320).

In reference to successive name-changing, tradi-

tionally fixed cases must be carefully distinguished
from exceptional circumstances. For the lixed

cases the most constant phenomenon is the obliga-
tory change of name at the time of general 'initia-

tion' of the young men (this must not be con-
founded with 'secret societies').
The Waiyau (D. Livingstone, Last Journals in Central

Africa, London, 1874, i. 81) and the Sherbro (T. J. AUdridge,
7'he Sherbro and its Hinterland, London, 1901, p. 173) are two
good examples from African peoples. The same change is

practised in Polynesia (\V. Ellis, Polynesian Researches, Loudon,
1830, i. 322-324, was the first to notice this custom, numerous
examples of which have been collected since by anthropological
literature).
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Among other occasions on which tlie savage
changes his name, the following are the most im-

portant, (i.) Parents cliange their names at the
birth of their first child (see, e.g., T. Engels,

' Les

Wangeita.,' Eevue Congolaiise, ii. [1911] 29, and cf.

GB"', pt. ii.. Taboo, pp. 331, 33',t, on the name of

parents called ' Father of N ' and ' Mother of N ').

(ii.) Parents take a new name at the death of a
child. This has two variants : (o) a person gives
up his name and takes that of the deceased (Mus-
qnakies [cf. M. A. Owen, Folk-lore of the Mus-
quakie Indians of N. America, London, 1904, p.

83]) ; and (^) all the chief members of the family
change their names, either for a Hxed time or

altogether (savages of California, Columbia, Borneo,
Tasmania, etc., cited by A. Bros, La Religion
des peuples non civilises, Paris, 1907, p. 197 fi'.).

These two processes, suggested by opposite reasons

(see § 8 and II. below), really have a common source.
Frazer's remarks on the duration of these changes
of name [GB^, pt. ii.

, Taboo, p. 372) will be exam-
ined below (§ 10 (d)). (iii.) A person changes his

name after any striking event in his life, some-
times by successive replacements, sometimes by
accumulation. The most complicated systems
(apparently arising from ethnic fusions) are
observed on the west coast of Africa— Dahomey,
the Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Benin (cf., e.g., A. Le
Herisse, L'Ancien royaume du Dahomey, Paris,
1911, p. 235 fl".). (iv.) Lastly, the most curious
case of periodical adaptation of the name to regular
exterior circumstances is that of the Kwakiutl
Indians of British Columbia, where the nobles iiad

a winter and a summer name (cf. GB*, pt. ii., Taboo,
p. 386). Here we see that feature so characteristic
of pre-CoIumban American religions

—the pre-
dominance of astrological and seasonal elements in

the garb of religion and ethics.

From the long list of unforeseen events entail-

ing a change of name the following are typical
examples. The new name to be taken may be
revealed by a dream or an oracle {e.g., in Dahomey).
More frequently the name is changed after a

dangerous illness
; the new name is revealed by

the medicine-man or the sorcerer (see, e.g., R.

Schmitz, Baholoholo, Brussels, 1911, p. 327). The
accession of a king may oblige all those bearing
the same name to take a new name at once under
pain of death (cf., e.g., A. Reville, Les Beligions
des peuples non-civilises

, Paris, 1883, i. 41 ; GB'^,

pt. ii.. Taboo, ch. vi. § 4). The cases of this kind
are connected with prohibitions, which will be dis-

cussed below (§ lo). Lastly, the new names con-
ferred by the favour of the chief on his brothers,
officials, and servants (Le Heriss6, p. 23-5) should
rather be connected with the theory of accumula-
ted names (see below, § 4).

[b) Chiefs and j>riests.
—The names of the inter-

mediaries between the community and the super-
natural powers are subject to special rules. Tlie
name of an individual before the new condition is,
as a rule, replaced by a new name, the choice and
the conferring of which are the object of a ritual
and processes of transmission fixed with the great-
est care. This class of persons includes medicine-
men, sorcerers, and members of already organized
priesthoods, as well as chiefs, princes, and kings,
the theory of the proceeding being the same for
them all (cf. below) and differing only by the
dillerent degi-ees of evolution of the primitive idea.
The giving of the new name might take place (I)
at tlie professional initiation of the sorcerer or

medicine-man, (2) at his entrance into the priestly
body, (3) at the conclusion of the initiation or

training in the college of priests, or (4) on the
occasion of his first entrance into office. (For the
most typical examples of these facts see works
cited above.) For sovereigns or chiefs of groups

the protocol of the kings of Dahomey on theii

accession (Le Herisse, pp. 13-16), witli its barbarian

complication, is a good example, half-way between
the primitive method of the Bushongo (E. Torday
and T. A. Joyce, Les Bushongo, Brussels, 1910, p.

108) and the learned and civilized elaboration of

the coronation-names of the kings of Siam. The
three great clas.ses of names of royal accession

seem to be: (1) the groups of theojihoric or theo-

genic names showing the connexion between these

sovereigns and the powers which rule the world or

are the national protectors of the ethnic group ;

(2) the names expressing the rights of the new-

chief to govern a certain district or group of men ;

(3) the motto-names recalling directly or by allu-

sion (by diction, sentiment, etc.) a great event of a

mythological or historical kind.

The most typical African series has been collected in Dahomej'
bj' Le H6riss6 (p. 13)—e.g., for Dako-Uonou and forOu6Gb'adja
(=

' the fish-king of the ocean escaped from the net '), in which
the theory of the divine origin of the monarchy is combined
with the allusion to events of a historical kind in a manner
which perhaps explains the origin and formation of the powers
of royalty for a large part of the African continent (cf . Kino
[Egyptian]^
The successive and accumulated names (cf. § 4 below) of the

kings of the Bavili are examined in R. E. Dennett, At the Back
of the Black Man's Mind, London, 1906, p. 100 (In spite of its

obscurities and lacunae, very excusable in such a new and com-
plicated subject, Dennett's treatment of this subject is to be

highly recommended). In the opinion of the present WTiter,
these names are the most primitive examples accessible with
any certainty of the way in which the name of the chief was
conceived as having to express a necessary connexion with the

supernatural beings or forces whose intermediary he was. E.

A. W. Budge (Osiris and the Egyptian Resurrection, London,
1911, p. 24'2) has made a thorough comparative study of these
African 'strong names 'and those of the Pharaohs (cf. Names
[Egyptian]).

4. Superimposed or accumulated names.—Along
with names which are successively changed we
tind, though in a fragmentary state in dillerent

parts of the world, the practice of accumulating
names. Accumulated names may be grouped in

two categories. (1) Those of the hrst class, purely
'

optical
'

in form, do not imply any essential

change in the individual ; they simply state his

relation to his own people, or grouj), or to the
world of spirits. Such, e.g., are the three names
of the Ba'ngongo—the first is the individual name,
the seconil, preceded by the sign b6n, is that of the

mother, and the third, preceded by the prefix a, is

that of the father (cf. Torday and Joyce, p. 108).

(2) The second class comprises the names which,
by being added to the first name, one after another,
connect it with accumulated forces or protections,
and each time add to the personality of the bearer.

Surnames, 'good' names, euonymous names, form a transi-

tion-group between these two groups. They must be carefully
distinguished from simple indicating surnames, describing the

individual, or referring to a memorable event which haa

happened to him (cf. § 3).

One of the best examples of the process of accumulating
names, which has been very little investigated, is that of

Dahomey (Le H6riss6, p. 235, unfortunately not clearly de-

scribed), where the child, besides his apparent names (rank and
place of birth, physical peculiarity, etc.) and his rent secret
name (derived from the protecting fetish of one of his parenls),
afterwards receives a name derived from that of the divine
author of the life of the family-group (e.j;., the names derived
from So, the thunder-god, or Haun, the sky-god—Sosau,
Sosa, etc., Haunjo, etc.), and then a name of a protecting spirit,
revealed at a certain stage of adolescence by an oracle.

Although the theory cannot yet be demonstrated
with the necessary number of proofs, the present
writer suggests that the series of names given to

one person, far from being a later complication,
is a survival of a state which preceded changes
of name and probably even the single fixed

name.

5. Names of the dead.—Newly-born children

receive the names of deceased members of their

family, according to fixed rules, arranged before-

hand in a definite order, or determined at the
moment of birth by traditional processes (dreams,
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ilivination, mantle ceremonies, canonical revela-

tions, etc.).

Examples occur among all the races of the

world. Of all the facts connected with names this

is the one wliose universality is the most remark-
able.

Ainoiitf the Wa'ngata of the African Congo the oldest child

takes the name of one of the father's ancestors ; for the others

the father chooses the names of other ancestors, and sometimes
allows these to be taken in the maternal line (Engels, p. 29).

The first-born among the Waregas takes the name of the

paternal grandfather, the second that of the father's eldest

brother, the third that of the maternal grandfather, etc. (E.

Delhaise, 'Les Warega,' Monogr. ethnogr. v. [1909] 153). The
Baholoholos give the child the name of a paternal ancestor or of

a dead relative revealed by the sorcerer (Schmitz,
' Les Baholo-

holo,' ib. ix. [1912] 327). Among the Balubas the name given is

that of a dead relative of the paternal branch (in which case it

is given by the child's father), or, in certain cases determined

by divination, of a relative of the maternal branch (in which
case it is conferred by the mother) (Colle,

' Lea Baluba,' ib.

X. [1914J 251). Among the Tahwi of Guinea the child re-

ceives the name of a dead ancestor after a divinatory test (cf.

below (2)) ; and the proceeding seems general there (M. H.

Kingsley, Travels in Wtit Africa, London, 1897). The mere
enumeration of the known facts for the continent of Africa

would exceed the limits of the present article, and those given
here are only from the most recently published. For Asia
.-ind Australasia a series sufficient for demonstration was given
by Tylor (PC-* ii. 3ff.) with the necessary references, to which
are to be added the innumerable facts gathered together since

in the immense bibliography of ethnological periodicals. The
examples taken from the Khonds and from New Zealand are

typical for Asia and Australasia. The same abundance of

definite facts existe throughout the whole of the New World,
among the Algonquins, the Tacullis, the Nutkas, the Eskimos,
the Kaloshes, the natives of Vancouver, and the Yumanas of

California. It will be noticed that the giving of the name of

the dead ancestor does not usually take place at birth (see

above, § i). Observations made by the first explorers of the
New World show that the griving of the name of ancestors was
practised by a multitude of races which are now Christianized
or have disappeared (cf., e.g., the naive account of B. de

Sahagun, Hist, ginirate des choses de la Nouvelle-Espagne, tr.

D. Jourdanet and R. Simeon, Paris, 1880, p. 456, of the name
},'iven to the new-born child among the Aztecs, of one of his

grandfathers, 'that he might share the fortune and the lot of

this relative by carrying them on' ; see also H. de Linschot, Le

grand Routier de met, Amsterdam, 1638). Lastly, the fact that

a similar practice has been found among the latest non-civilized

branches (Lapps) of the continent of N. Europe (G. F. Klemm,
Kxdturgeschickte , Leipzig, 1843-52, iii. 77) completes the con-
\ incing proof of the universality of the custom.

The giving of the name of dead relatives is

either (1) subject to an order fixed by the law or

custom of the social group, or (2) regulated by pro-
cesses of divination. The first of these modes
marks a considerable progress in evolution, and
forms one of the rings of transition between the
non-civilized stage and the semi-civilized. It

cannot, therefore, be regarded as belonging to

primitive peoples, and the cases enumerated above

(§ 2) give a sufficient idea of it. On the contrary,
the idea of having recourse to exterior aid, revealed

by divination, in order to find out the name of the

dead to be given to the new-born child, belongs
rather to the group of concepts which may, rela-

tively, be called primitive.
It is not surprising to find here an infinite variety of divina-

tory methods. Although the psychological mainspring is a

single one, its external manifestation has assumed a thousand
different aspects. The principal classes are : (a) indication by
a dream ; e.g., the dead of the Waregas indicate in a dream to

the mother the name of the child about to be born, and among
the Balubas their desire is shown by dreams of a mysterious
kind, which are explained by the priest ; the game methods
recur in Brazil and over the whole of S. America ; (h) the dream
with direct meaning may be replaced by the vision of an
abnormal or inexplicable phenomenon or by violent pains
during accouchement (Baholoholos and Balubas), of which the

priest gives the explanation, as in the case of the dream ; (c)

still more frequently the child itself reveals its name by (appar-

ently, at least) indicating it« desire when it is shown a number
of objects that had belonged to various deceased ancestors

(Guinea), either by looking as if it recognized them or by stretch-

ing its hand towards thein (Belgian Congo) ;
or it interrupts a

list of 7ianies of ancestors recited to it by crying or sneezing

(New Zealand, Tatar Cheremiss) ; (d) divination by the auto-

matic combination of external material elements constitutes a
kind of mystical writing ; combinations of leaves, small sticks,

strings, or movements in a liquid indicate the name of a dead
relative to be given to the child, and are regarded as signs of

the wish of invisible beings (the method of the Khonds—grains
of rice thrown into a cup of water— is a good example); («)

physical resemblance—blemishes, signs, or special marks on the

liody^between the new-born child and the dead person whose
name he must take (Indian Nutkas, Indian Kaloshes, inhabitants
of Vancouver in America ; Wa-Nyikas, Guinea, Yorubas in

Africa ; the examples in Australasia have not yet been classi-

fied). This short list is all that can be given here.

6. Totemic name.—Besides a person's names,
surnames, new names, successive or accumulated,
modifying, strengthening, or adding to his person-
ality, there are the names which have been classed

by anthropological literature under the vague and

incomplete term ' totemic' (see ToTEMiSM).
The totemic name of a person may be tradition-

ally constant. This tendency to fixity is a step
towards the family name and the generic name of

the social and religious group. It is often in such
a case an embryo of the theophoric or theogenic
names of advanced societies. We may therefore

doubt a priori whether this fixity is a primitive
characteristic. The totemic name revealed acci-

dentally by an unforeseen event, by divination, or

by a direct dream is, on the contrary, in the com-

parative frequency of its manifestation among
present savage races, a probable survival of the

primitive process of the individual choice of the

totem. This is suggested, however, with the
reservation of a more complete examination, which
it is not possible in the present state of anthropo-
logical research to conduct with the necessary
strictness. This presumption is strengthened by
the observation of many cases in which the giving
of the totemic name is the result of the direct use
of divination, not accidentally, but regularly, either

at birth or at a change in the personality of the

individual. In such cases the divinatory proceed-

ings are similar to those employed for the names
of the dead given to newly-born children (see above,

§ 5), the most frequent tieing the chanted enumera-
tion of lists of names of 'totems' or 'spirits,'

stopping at the one which coincides with the de-

livery of the mother or a cry of the child. The
variants cited by Frazer (Totemism and Exogamy,
London, 1910, i. 51 ff., for the Samoans, Quiches,

Hervey Islanders, etc.) give illustrative examples.
The names of the mysterious forces, beings, or
'

spirits,' and of the animals, plants, or substances

which they inhabit, of the colours which invari-

ably attract them, and of phenomena by which

they sliow themselves, form a significant list of

what the primitive man wishes to get from the

totemic name. The use of the constant traditional

totemic name, afterwards common to a group, will

be examined below (§ ii).

7. Pronunciation of the name.—The pronuncia-
tion of the name has effects regarded as irresistible

—and by
'

pronunciation
'

is meant, at least primi-

tively, the '

declamation,' with chanted intonations,

rhythm, and melopoeia. The force of this pronun-
ciation is the same for men, animate beings,
visible or invisible, spirits, genii, demons, gods,

spirits animating things apparently inanimate, etc.

—for the weakest as well as for the strongest.

Spirit-raising, exorcism, possession, sorcery, and

oaths, in all their infinite variety, are based on
this imperious handling of names. The chief

operations of primitive magic-religion and black

magic rest above all on the knowledge and pro-
nunciation of the names which they claim to

attract, subject, or obtain in an amicable or hostile

manner. Commands of man to the beings or forces

of this world cannot be imagined without the pro-
nunciation of their names. Properly addressed,
these beings cannot escape from the order given
them. If spirits and the dead are subdued by
the calling of their names, why be surprised at the

idea that one may cause a man's death by taking

away his name, or by incorporating it by sorcery
with a substance that is to be destroyed? And
why be astonished, on the other hand, that the
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man can protect himself by entrusting his name to
a material object with which he incorporates it,

and then hiding in a place known to nobody ? (For
the innumerable circum.stantial proofs of this

general theory see the books mentioned above,
§§ 1-6.) The attinity between the pronunciation
of the name and the personality is as certain as a
chemical reaction, with the same fatallj' necessary
effects, even although it is without tlie wish or

contrary to the wish of the person who pronounces
it. The attracting takes place of itself, with all

its inevitable consequences.
Hence the belief that the name attracts the fate of the person

bearing it ; e.g., the Wa'nfjata (Engels, p. 30) beUeve that, if all

the children of one faniil)- die at an early age, the cause is the
danger which their name contains, and they call the next child
' He who is deprived of a Name," in order to shield him from
the unknown risk. Hence, in the majority of cases, the changes
of name after an illness (see § 5), and also the idea of the
Bechuanas, Navaho Indians, and New Mexicans that the mere
pronunciation of certain names of spirits or gods can cause real
floods or storms, either at any time or at certain periods
(e.g., in winter). The theory of unlucky names or names
of evil augury of advanced religions is a normal evolution
of these (acts, which recur universally among non-civilized
races.

The power of the name is naturally in proportion
to that of the person whom it calls up, man, spirit,
or god, and specialized in the attributes of that

being. A practical consequence of this principle,
important for the problem of totemism (q.v.), is

that the carefully recited pronunciation of the
totemic name of a dead person can recall that

person to life (cf. Frazer, Totemism and Exogamy,
1. 43) ; and the fact that the dead gives over to
death his personal name, but keeps his totemic
name, is also important.

8. Names prescribed by circumstances.—One of
the first consequences of the power of names is

seen in the rule that certain names must be given
to certain persons in certain fixed circumstances,
which place them in fatal affinity with the power
of certain forces or spirits (who possess or are pre-

pared to protect these names). Physical marks,
peculiarities of place or time of birth, natural

phenomena, terrestrial or astronomical, the thou-
sand alleged revelations of invisible wills, establish
infinite varieties peculiar to each of the groups of

non-civilized races, and cannot be further detailed
here.

One case (not yet investigated) may help to the understanding
of the general theory of such cases. It is that of the names of

twins, whose appearance (in Africa chiefly) has always created
characteristic religious manifestations. With most of the
Bantu peoples twins must always receive the same names—e.g.,
Aburi and Nobese for boys, and Abuda and Tindabe for girls,

among the Mangbattus (cf. Monogr. ethnogr. iv. [1909], where
Uie author has unfortunately omitted to say what were the
functions of the spirits to whom these names belong). The
example of the Balubas (cf. CoUe, p. 252) throws fresh light on
the matter ; twins there invariably receive the names of two
former kings, Kyungu and Kahya, probably twins, who went
mad. The divine character of mad kings and priests in the
majority of non-civilized religions is well known, and this case
of

' totemism '

peculiar to twins should be carefully compared
with the facts collected by E. S. Hartland in his Primitive
Paternity, London, 1910.

9. Secret names.—A second inevitable conse-

quence of a similar intrinsic power of the name is

the development of the idea of withdrawing the
name from the eventually dangerous use that miglit
l>e made of it, by keeping secret the real names of

persons.
{a) Men.—For men we have the series of secret

names, universal among primitive races, the char-
acteristic cases of which are found in the Indies,
in the F'ar East, among tlie shamanist peoples of
the north in Asia ; in Senegal, Dahomey, the

Congo, S. Africa, and Abyssinia in Africa ; among
tlie Araucanians, tlie Indians of Chile, the
Colombians, the Navahos, the Indians of Texas
and of other i)art8 of the United States in the two
Americas ; and among all the races of Australasia
(for an early list of the.se facts see Bros, p. 197,

and especially GB^, where will be found the
cliief bibliography on the subject down to about

1895).
This explains the custom of having for the indi-

vidual an ordinary name, for daily use, and a real

name, which lie alone knows (or which even has
sometimes been given to him at his birth by his

parents unknown to him). Sometimes this name
is given during the hrst years of life ; .some-

times it is revealed secretly to the individual, on a

Hxed occasion, by his parents, the fetish-man, or

the priest, or by a priestly college (e.g., on the
occasion of entrance upon the duties of diviner,

sorcerer, priest, chief, king, etc.). The most

frequent case is that of the secret name whispered
by the mother in her child's ear on the day of his

birth (cf. PC^ ii. 431 for tlie Mandingoes). He
who possesses this secret name will never reveal it

to anybody, and in all circumstances his ordinary
name will be used, or the various accumulated
names cited above (cf. GB^, etc.).

(6) Spirits, gods, and the dead.—Like men,
spirits, genii (and later gods), and the dead have
also secret names, for the same purpose of protec-
tion, or for keeping their powers intact. The secret

name gathers strength from a proliibition (see

below, § 10 (a)) of pronunciation, of pictographic
representation, and later of representation in

writing. The names of the protective spirits called

totems share in these protections and prohibitions
(cf., e.g., Frazer, Totemism and Exogamif, i. 16).

The secret of the real name of the gods leads us to

the dividing-linebetween non-civilized and civilized.

The knowledge of these secret names plays a con-

siderable part in the magic-religion of advanced
races (and in all their black magic) ; and the

mystery of these secret names of the classical gods
has been very often so carefully preserved by the

depositories of this treasure that even to-day we
do not know the real personal names of most of the

great figures of past religions ; it is only the aji-

parent names that we know.
10. Forbidden names.—By a natural transition

another consequence, even more varied in its mani-

festations, is to surround names with a host of

protections or prohibitions, which ethnography has
somewhat arbitrarily called ' tabus.' The cases of

name-tabus can be counted by thousands. They
may, however, be classified for practical purposes
as follows, (a) The personal name of the individual

must not be pronounced, in some cases even by
himself. This prohibition is parallel to the custom
of the secret name. It has the same variants and
modes of time, place, and circumstance. This

point was noticed during the first synthetic re-

searches by Tylor {Early Hist, of Mankind-,
London, 1870, p. 142), and anthropological literature

(especially GB^) has since accumulated so nuicli

information on it that simple geographical indica

tions will be sufficient here, referring for enumera-
tions to the two works cited.

Prohibition naturally increases in strictness according to tlie

importance of the individual. It attains its maximum when
the latter, on account of his virtues, has received a name whicli

connects him with the world of supernatural forces (cf. below

(6)). A corollary, which is not found among all primitive races,

forbids the pronouncing of the names of near relatives (Nyasa-
land, Kafirs, E. Africa, Dayaks, natives of Celebes, Omaha and
Dakota Indians, etc.).

(h) The same prohilntion extends, in a more

rigid form, to the world of gods, genii, spirits, and

powers personified by animism. The names of

these invisible beings must not be pronounced ;

they must not even be written when symbolical

pictography and writing have acquired, among the

semi-civilized, the magical value of tlie voice

(China, Korea, Cambodia, etc.). The prohibition

may be absolute (Mongols, Bechuanas), at certain

periods of the year (Central America), on certain
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unlucky daj's (passim), or on certain occasions

revealed by divination (passim).

(c) The same list of prohibitions applies to the

names of personages who are no longer simply men,
but who by consecration have been made intermedi-

aries between men and the invisible beings, or have
even been made members of this group of 'invis-

ibles
'

(fetish-men, diviners, sorcerers, priests, chiefs,

and kings). The secret name which they receive at

initiation, entry into the priesthood, or coronation

cannot be known (Siara, Dahomey) ; or, if it is

known, it cannot be evoked or pronounced (Far
East, Laos, E. Siberia, Ainus). Men who had a
similar name must change it (cf. above). The pro-
hibition against bearing a name similar to that of

the chief goes even so far as to deprive of this name
the dead who shared it during their lifetime

(Polynesia, New Zealand, Zululand). Here and
there '

primitive terror
' has marred the ordinary

language, by changing or disfiguring by homonymy
or alliteration all the words in it which might
evoke the name atlected by tabu (Zululand, Tahiti,
etc.). This fact is of interest in the morphology
of primitive languages.

(fi) Belonging to the world of the 'invisibles,'
and a priori eventually dangerous, the names of

the dead are the object of the same tabus. Here
the prohibition shows interesting differences, re-

sulting from the variable idea held concerning the
nature of the spirits of the dead or the time during
which they are supposed to be dangerous. The
prohibition may refer to the name of the dead
itself. In this case it is of perpetual duration

among some peoples. More frequently it is limited
either to the duration of the funeral ceremonies, to

that of the mourning, or to the supposed duration
of the bodily remains (the last two eases in primi-
tive times are one and the same).
The examples collected by anthropological literature prove

the universality of this class of tabus (Asia : Sanioyeds, Chere-
miss, Ainus ; Africa : Kafirs, Zulus, VV. Africa, and the majority
of Bantu races ; Australasia : the whole of Australia, Tasmania,
Celebes, Borneo ; America : Brazil, Peru, Paraguay, Mexico, the
Indians of Texas, and of other parts of N. America).
The opposite custom, that of leaving the dead man's name

with him, but changing those of all the survivors, was noted in

connexion with the living (cf. above, § 3 (a)), but, in reality, it

does not spring from the same initial motive as the preceding
tabus. It is another means of warding off the same danger, by
bewildering the dead or by withdrawmg the living out of his

power, by his ignorance of their new names. For the same
reason, the name of the dead man was given at his death to a

living being—in order to prevent him from doing harm and from
wandering invisibly to inflict injury. Thus among the Tacullis,
at a death, the priest 'seizes' the name of the dead from his

mouth, and places it materially on the forehead of one of those

present. It becomes incorporated in him, and it will pass, by
the sexual act, into the embryo of the first child born to this
man ; the child will bear the name of the dead. At the funeral

ceremony in Australia a young warrior takes the name of the
dead man, pretends to go to the other world, and returns ; he
is henceforth regarded as belonging to the family of the dead
man, for he has really become the dead man, who has now
ceased to be dangerous. Among the Cheremiss, at the funeral

feast, a man, made up and dressed like the deceased, takes his

name, says that he is happ3' in the other world and has no
desire to return from it, and disappears. This is a perfected
variant of the same initial idea. In the case of very young'
children, however, who would not know any evil, we find the

opposite practice. Their names are repeatedly called up, in

order that they may become reincarnated in the only way
which is possible to them, by animating the embryo in the
womb of a pregnant woman (preferably the mother of the dead
child). To facilitate the process the bodies of young children

(Belgian Congo, ancient Egypt, Central America) are buried
either in the houses or at the side of paths frequently trodden
by the women of the town or village.

(e) With men, priests, kings, spirits, and gods,
the rest of animate nature participates theoreti-

cally in this class of prohibitions. The logical con-

sequences have been almost everywhere deduced

by non-civilized peoples
—hence prohibitions bear-

ing the names of certain animals, plants, fragments
of nature apparently inanimate but regarded as

animated by a particular spirit, such as mountain-

peaks, rocks, lakes, marshes, rivers, etc. ; hence

also prohibitions regarding the names of certain
sacred objects or even phenomena.
The sum-total of the name-tabus cited above

amounts to several tliousands, which are distin-

guished, in the principal subdivisions, by time,
place, and circumstance, and characteristics at ore
time temporary, at another permanent. There can
be no possibility, therefore, of finding them all at
once in each of the non-civilized races. Nor can
we expect each of these races to have traced to tlie

end the pseudo-logic of the deductions drawn from
the first rules of the subject. But we have the
essential proof of the presumed primitive character
of such tabus in the double fact (1) that the general
features, explicable by the same initial data, recur
in a whole group of peoples who could not have
had any historical connexion with each other, and
(2) that the majority of the lists of prohibitions,

fragmentary or not, always recur identically with

regard to a certain kind whenever inquiry is

methodically made. There is therefore the greatest
probability that we have here to do with authentic
survivals of the ideas of primitive people.

II. Collective names.—Like the individual, the

group also has its names. The most important is

the name of the ancestor (see Ancestor-worship
AND Cult of the Dead), spirit, or tutelary spirits
with whom the group has formed an alliance.

From the smaller to the larger group, from the

family to the tribe, to the people, to the confedera-
tion of tribes, to the semi-civilized nation, a series

of names, sometimes superimposed, is the possession
and exclusive property of the group. We find,

again, for these collective names most of the
variants cited above in the case of the individual,

including the so-called ' totemic
' name. These

characteristics of collective names have the same
consequences for them as for the individual names ;

hence totemic collective names, or others of a secret

character, or specially reserved names (cf. below,
§n.); hence also all the prohibitions or so-called
tabus which concern them.

II. Discussion.—The above facts show that a

general expla,nation of all the phenomena could
not be found in either the totemic or the animist

theory. They reckon with only some of the facts.

The explanation of '

prohibitions' by tabu is a pure
tautology which explains nothing. In fact, the
beliefs and usages relating to the name proceed
from a far more general concept, to understand
which we must completely remove '

civilized
'

people from our argument.
The nature of the name, as primitive man fancies

it, its power, its dangers, its good or bad qualities,
are connected with the idea of the articulated voice
and its effects. The enunciation of the primitive
name must be conceived not as a series of syllables
articulated with more or less tonic accent, but as
a chanted declamation, in which rhythm, note,
and tone constitute the essential elements. Such
an enunciation, therefore, is connected with the

powers and nature of the carmen and with the

general theory of voice-magic. Here we enter tlie

sphere, known partly by anthropological literature,
of the sympathetic and mimetic forces and of t!ie

irresistible power of the human voice, either un-

organized or organized under forms which the term
'music' more or less completely includes (cf. J.

Combarieu, La Musique et la magie, Paris, 1909,

p. 125 ft'.). But statements like tliese may be ex-

tended from the human voice—which is only a
small section of the whole—to every 'voice' in the

world, and, in the last analysis, to everything that
is

' sound.' This statement can be easily verified,
so that proof is unnecessary here. Now, if sound
itself possesses such powers and effects, it is because
it is one of the aspects of the very essence of life,

perceptible by the senses. Sound is an emanation
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of life, and the sound emitted by a being or an
animate object is a function of that life.

If we accept these initial data, the chanted (or
later declaimed) name is not merely an artificial

imitation of what forms the very substance of the

person ; it is not even a simple
' double '

; it is this

verij substance. The name of a person is his very
soul^let us say his 'name-soul'—i.e. his reason
for living, his life as far as it has any pei'sonality.
But the ego and tiie life (not only the terrestrial

life in the body of flesh, but life in itself) are not

distinguished by primitive peoples. They associate
both in one and the same substance. They natur-

ally imagine them under an exclusively material
form. They then notice the manifestations capable
of being perceived by the senses. They notice that
sound is perceived not only by the ears but some-
times also by touch (in the form of shock), and
even by the eyes (luminous vibrations accompany-
ing sound, vapours produced in the air by the
emission of a sound or of the human voice).

Sound, and consequently the song and the voice,

appear to them finally as a characteristic aspect of

that energy whose vibrations constitute life ; and
the various sounds peculiar to beings or animated

objects are the essential manifestations of the ego
peculiar to each of them. In reproducing them by
his own effort the human being conquers the pos-
sessor of this ego by taking the secret of his life

from him. That life may continue more or less to

animate from a distance the being from whom it is

drawn, but it is in the power of a new master.
Thus the name of the dead man given to the

newly-born child is justified. What survives of

the man is not his apparition, shadow, or any other
of these more or less fluid multiple survivals, which
move in the various abodes of tlie dead ; it is above
all his '

name-person,' his ' name-soul.' The desire

of the dead to become reincarnated (and as often
as possible in their descendants) is shown by those
dreams in which they speak to the expectant
motiier, and the pains which tlie diviner interprets ;

or, if they have already returned in the body of

the newly-born child, they pronounce their name,
they reveal their personality by the movements or
cries of tlie child, who recognizes the objects pre-
sented to him or salutes the pronunciation of his

name in the list enumerated by the priest. Thus
by the same process one of the greatest problems
of primitive thought is solved—to know the origin
and the fate of the living being. Alongside of the

body of Hesh, the begetting, and the conception,
the essential germ of life, independent of the sexual
act of man, and the only depository of the real

personality, becomes detached from an immense
number of '

name-souls,' dwelling either in the same
regions as living l)eings or on their immediate
borders, and animating sometimes '

spirits,' some-
times animate things, and sometimes human beings
by periodical returns to the body of man. In this

way is explained the custom of making the tombs
of children on footpaths trodden by a mother who,
having lost a young child, calls it by its name, in

order that it may come and reincarnate itself in

the new germ within her. And all this rein-

carnation of the dead in new beings of the same
family frees the survivors from two serious cares—

preo('cupation with the suffering and privations
endured by the disincarnated 'name-souls,' and
apprclicnsion of the dangers which the miserable
condition of these dead brings upon the living.
These dangers justify all the strange prohibi-

tions or tabus which have been found to sur-
round the names of the dead. Spells were cast by
the slmi)le pronunciation of the name ; the dead
would come to roam abovit their former dwelling-
places ; they would try to get possession of their

goods again ; they would have revenge for their

])rivations and sufferings ; they would seize the
bodies of the survivors by 'possession.' The
suppression of their name among the living is one
of the chief precautions to prevent them from

coming back to the place where they lived. The
changes of name among the survivors puzzle them
and break the bond between them and the sur-

vivors (not to mention all the accessory precau-
tions taken to prevent the return of the spirit of

the dead [see art. Death AND Disposal of the
Dead]). Sometimes a veritable plunder takes

place ; the ' name-soul '

of the dead is taken from
him at his death by a living person who plays the

part of the dead man, and, having thus deprived
him of all his power, prevents him for ever from

acting, or substitutes his own will for the dead
man's.
These prohibitions, disguises, or changes of the names of the

dead or of their surroundings are, as we have seen (§ lo (d)),
most frequently limited to the material duration of the bodily
remains. A magical bond unites the different parts, the whole
of which form the being (see Body). The body of flesh, or its

debris, remains the necessary material support which enables
the name-soul to continue in material proximity to the living.
This support destroyed, is the name-soul condemned to dissolu-

tion? No non-civilized people has formally asserted this; nor
has any one formally expressed its indefinite existence.
Whether it is that our information is as yet incomplete, or
that primitive thought has not the power to push to their con-
clusions the logical deductions from such problems, the ideas
of non- civilized races on this point end in uncertainty. Some
seem to have believed in the possibility of an indefinite pro-
longation, on condition of being maintained by reincarnations
at intervals not too far apart. Hence the possibility of dead

persons becoming reincarnated after several generations or
after the complete disappearance of their mortal remains, on
condition that their 'names' are evoked by certain persons
provided with a special power (kings or priests) ; hence also

the entirely logical consequence that certain 'name-souls'
are more powerful and resist destruction longer than others,

according to the quality or the rank of the persons who bear

them, or, still more frequently, according lo the 'totemic"

power of the 'spirit' to which the name gives the individual

access. Here we see the first manifestation of the future theory
of theophoric or theogenic names.

The facility of managing the ' name-soul
'

by the

irresistible force of pronunciation has already (see

I. 7 above) justified all the precautions taken by the

living to prevent any one from using tiieir names ;

it also justifies all the strange prohibitions of

which the chief have been cited above. It explains
the possibility of depriving of life the person whose
name is evoked by artifice. With it is connected
the tabu which not only protects the individual's

name but also prevents him from pronouncing that
of his near relatives or connexions, by reason of

tlie increase of mysterious power given him by
the bond of kinship. It gives the key to all the

customs connected with secret names. It justifies
the apparent absurdity of those kings who punish
with death subjects who bear the same name as

they. The capital penaltj' for making use of a

chief's name in an oath is due to the same fears.

Lastly, the dangers of the thoughtless or malevo
lent use of the names of invisible beings or super-
natural forces rationally lead to the tabus regarding
the names of gods, genii, spirits, totems, etc.

These prohibitions have been taught and com-
manded to men by the leaders of the invisible

world, in order to guard their independence ;
or

they have been asserted by the chiefs of a human
community in order to keep intact the dejiository
of the secret powers by which man can command
tlie masters of the universe ; or, lastly, they have

been issued in order to prevent vengeance, anger,
or the misfortunes which would be let loose by
the pronunciation of these dreaded names.

The material being is in constant change, normal

or abnormal, regular or irregular. To changes of

.stature, appearance, physical a])titudes, family or

social conditions, corresi)ontl new affinities with

new categories of vital substances. Consequently
a new name must be adopted, containing in its

essential texture the harmony necessary between
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tlie body and tlie vital principle which makes it

a person. The innumerable varieties of name-

changes are exi)lainod in the last analysis by this

necessity of readjustment: name-changes in the

diflcrent classes of age, at circumcision, at puberty,
at initiation, at the lirst motherhood or fatherhood,

or at old age, etc. The needs of a name-soul

Ijetter suited to a new state, stronger and wiser,
entail many conse(iuences. The danger of possess-

ing a name subject by affinity or weakness to the

attacks of spirits has its remedy in a change of

name after an illness. In the same way the need
of new special forces for the functions of diviner,

sorcerer, priest, chief, or king, presupposes the

presence, within their bodily structure, of new
name-souls, which introduce into it the powers or

aptitudes formerly lacking. These new names, as

we have seen (§ 4), come as entirely new entities,

are superimposed on the old, or are substituted for

them, and their virtue transforms the being in-

habited by the new souls. The names of consecra-

tion, coronation, installation, priesthood (or their

equivalents in the social organization of primitive
man) transform the whole substance of those on
wIkjui they are conferred. The choice of appropri-
ate names unites them with the groups of beings
l)0ssessing invisible and mysterious powers. A
new being is created, sharing both in the manage-
ment of his own forces and in that of the human
uToup which he represents. A natural evolution
leads these sacred intermediaries to take the name
even of one of the all-powerful masters, and then
to identify themselves completely with him. A
projection of the name-soul of the spirit is thus
extended to the human body which it penetrates
and transforms. It inhabits the body of the chief
or of the priest. It mixes the divine substance
with that of the human being. The king-god or
the priest-god is created.

But at the limits of primitive thought the

primitive peoples show us in germ a new evolution
of this datum. For the confusion of names from

simply taking the divine name is gradually substi-

tuted a compiled name of king or priest which will

express no longer an identification of crude sympa-
thetic magic, but a mixture (or rather a capacity
for mixing) with one of the forces, manifestations,
aspects, dptral, of the divine or supernatural being.
Here we get a glimpse of the beginnings of more
developed and infinitely more refined concepts.
These lead civilized societies to the use of the

theogenic name, the theophoric name, the euonym-
ous name ; then, later still, to the name of the

protecting patron and to the mere pious intention,
taking the place of the magical mixing, just as
the prayer of the priest takes the place of the
summons in the fetish-man's incantation.
But a more important fact dominates the subject

and in a way constitutes the snmmum of the
name-soul. If the millions of visible or invisible

beings have all a vital principle of the same
texture, the degrees of resistance to the overthrow
of these principles vary infinitely for each of
them. Nevertheless, none of them has theoretical

immortality, nor has any one of them been im-
agined to be the first origin of life. Unable to
conceive eternity metaphysically, the thought of

primitive man solves the problem of the origins of
creative life in its own way. It imagines for each
of the difi'erent groups of beings an entity, a
special name-soul, composed of all the ' name-
forces

' which it has detached from itself, of all the
name-souls which it has put into the different

persons or the different beings connected with it

throughout the course of time. This entity is the

supreme principle whose individual existences are

only signs. Hence it is that the name of the clan,
the tribe, or the nation, the totemic name, the

mysterious name, is so jealously guarded by the
human group ; it maintains the bond between the
source of life and individual transient existences ;

it establishes the necessary mixture, the safeguard
of the individual life, between the collective soul
common to all and the special soul of each. The
totem, the depository of the indefinite life of each

by the indefinite life of all, gives, with the know-
ledge of its name and affiliation with its inmost

substance, the knowledge of charms, powers, and
secrets which are like the ' treasure of war '

of the

race, and the sum-total of which has made the

quasi-omnipotent force of which it is the resume.

If, as everything goes to show, the lirst cause of

the phenomena comprised under the name o;
' totemism '

is in the inquiry into tlie vital principle
of the human group, an immense number of totemic

facts, such as tabus of all kinds, food and other

prohibitions, and totemic initiation-rites, are ex

plained and logically connected. Those relating
to totemic names are naturally in the first rank.
With the so-called totemic phenomena we reacii

the limit of non-civilized thought. It would bt-

beyond the scope of this article to examine the
conclusions which the magic-religion of more
advanced societies draws from these element-.
But it is necessary in conclusion to point out at

least two of the most important immediate con

sequences: (1) in the .supreme domain of tht-

divine the power of the name leads to a profound
modification in the concept of creation, or rather
of demiurgy ; established first on the organization
of inert matter by the effort or the physical action
of the demiurge, or on its material fecundation by
the supreme being, or later on direct childbirth,
drawn from the very substance of the organizing
god, the idea of the beginnings of the living and

organized world results in teaching that mattei-
has been organized and vivified by the god pro-
nouncing the irresistible words and denominating
beings or things in the measure in which he thus

gives them existence ; (2) in the wide domain of

magic an equivalent power is accorded to the

'figurations' of names, no longer chanted or pro
nounced by the voice, but reproduced by picto-

graphy and later by writing. Written magic
transports into the representation of names all tlic

forces, practices, and prohibitions connected with
the pronounced names. The repertoire of ' written
names' has the same sanctity and power in itself

as its proper reading. It keeps them enclosed in

itself, as if it were a living substance which all

these fixed names animate by signs—the non-
civilized man even going the length of eating and

drinking it diluted in a liquid, or trying to make
all the virtues of a magical or a sacred book pas.s
into the body. The history of advanced religions
shows us all that man can draw from this new
subject, the destiny of 'names.'

L1T8BATURB.—There is no monograph on names. The autho-
rities cited in the course of the art. contain the chief references
to works on the subject. GEORGE FOUCART.

NAMES (Arabic).— I. Kinds of names.—The
name (alam, from 'alima,

' to know,' like nomen
from noscere) can be of four kinds, according to
most authorities, though some increase the species
to seven. There is the name proper, ism ; the

paternal or maternal name, kunyah ; the relative

name, nisbah
; and the sobriquet or title, laqab.

Some add the takhalltis, assumed name ; the

'uhdah, functional name (this appears to be an
Indian usage) ; and the inansab, name of rank.
The use of the first four goes back to remote

antiquity. The word ism is Old Semitic, and
indeed is probably the source of the word '

Semitic,'
since the theory is plausible that the hero Shem is

an inference from the phrase anshe shcm,
' men of
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note.' Tlie suggestion of Robertson Smith {Kin-
ship and Marriage-, p. 248) that its source is to be
found in the verb wasania,

' to brand,' is erroneous,
since that verb appears to be purely Arabic, and
to be traceable by a tortuous course to the Greek
(ra/i(/)6/)oy,

' a horse branded with the letter S.' The
verb from which kunyah is derived is found in the
OT in the sense of 'giving a name of honour.'
Another derivative is used in the Mishnah for

'euphemism,' and the general sense of the verb in

Arabic is 'to name indirectly.' The practice by
which parents are called after their children is not

wholly unknown outside Arabia—e.g., in the Hind
Odysseus calls himself (in Arabic iktand or kannfi

nofsahu) TrjXefidxoio <pL\ov iraripa
—but in Arabia it

became regular, and names of this kind ('Father
of Zaid,'

' Mother of 'Amr ') were given to infants.

The existence of a son bearing the name which
follows the words ' father or mother of

' cannot be

inferred, as indeed the Abu Zaid of the Maqainahs
of yariri states that he has no son named Zaid.
As a mode of address it is tliought to be respectful,
and it enhanced a man's dignity if the sovereign
thus addressed him. Historians (e.g., Tabarl, ed.

Leyden, 1879-1901, iii. 2208) sometimes give the
date of the lirst occasion when this occurred in the
case of an eminent man.

(a) Knnijah.—The kunyah as an indirect mode
of address served somewhat tlie same jnirpose as is

served by the surname and title in the European
languages, where the forename is not ordinarily
emploj^ed outside the family. Hence strangers,
when talking to children, call them respectfully
by the kunyah (Yakut, Diet, of Learned Men, v.

442). Certain kunyahs go regularly with other

names, owing to the first owner of the name having
had the same kunyah ; thus an Abraham (Ibrahim)
is ordinarily Abu Ishaq (Isaac), a Zakariyya Abu
Yahya (John), an 'Omar Abu ^lafs, and an 'Ali

Abu'iyasan. Hence the kunyah could often be
inferred from the name, and, according to the

tradition, Muhammad explained the statement in

the Qur'an that the Virgin Mary was addressed as
' Sister of Aaron '

on an analogous principle.
In the common language many animals had

kunyahs—e.g.,
' Fatlier of Job' for the camel,

' Father of Itavening
'

for the lion ; these names
are employed in the dialogue of fables. In the
19th Maqdmah of Hariri a number of similar

appellations are collected, which, according to him,
are the kunyahs employed by parasites and the

euphemisms of Sufis
;
the former are chiefly desig-

nations of meats and the like— ' Father of Thaqif
(strong?)' for vinegar,

' Father of Jamil (handsome)'
for vegetables,

' Father of Jami' (collector)
'

for the
table or tray ; the latter seem to be names for

abstract ideas—e.g., 'Father of Yahya' (John,
meaning in Arabic ' he shall live ') for death,
' Father of

'Amrah '

for hunger. Parallels to these
can be found in other languages—e.g., Davy Jones
for drowning, etc. A dictionary of these kunyahs
was compo.sed by al-Mubarak b. al-Athir (t A.D.

1209), called Kitab al-Murassd, ed. C. F. Seybold,
Weimar, 1896.

(h) Nisbnh.—The nishah is an adjective which
locates the person to whom it is given, whether as
the member of a tribe, as the resident of some
|>lace, as following some particular trade, or in

any other way. Tliis adjective has all the multi-
farious senses of the preposition

'

of.
' In the OT

it is found witli the tribal and local senses—e.g.,

Y^hudht, Tishbt, and perhaps otiiers, as in 'Ibhri

(

' Hebrew '). Names of trades are sometimes formed
in this way—e.g., kufbl ('bookseller'), but more
usually on another principle ; they are, however,
treated as equal to nisbahs. A. von Kremer
(Cxdturgeschichte des Orients unter den Chalifen,
Vienna, 1877, ii. 185) makes the observation that

the employment of trade-names as nisbnhs date-
from 'Abbasid times ; but this is unlikely. Tlii>

form of appellation is not infrequently taken from
a politicsil or religious party—e.g., Sunni, Shi'i,

meaning 'follower of the suniiah,' 'member of
the sh'i'ah or party of Ali.' One important use of
the nisbah is to indicate the patron of a manu-
mitted slave

;
Zaidi might thus be the designation

of one manumitted by a man named Zaid, as well
as of a sectarian who held that a certain Zaid had
a right to tlie sovereignty. This usage meets us
most frequently in the case of persons manumitted
by the sovereign. There are cases in which the
nisbah is based on some more casual connexion,
such as the name Badri applied to Muslims who
fought at Dadr, or Alfi used of slaves purchased
for a thousand (alf) coins. Naturally the same
man may have numerous nisbahs. The most
elaborate dictionary of these names is that by
Sam'ani (t A.D. 1166), published by the Gibb Trust,
London. 1912.

(c) Laqab.—Tlie word Inqab is probably identical
in origin witli the phrase niqqbhu bh^-shemuth which
occurs in the OT, where the former word appears
to mean 'were designated,' but its exact sense is

unknown. It can best be defined negatively as a
name other than that which the holder received at

birth, yet not substituted for it. When it is con-

temptuous, it may be called nabaz. In the 2nd
cent, of Islam, as will be seen, something resem-

bling systematic titles came into use ; but the laqab
in the sense of '

sobriquet
'

is found at all periods.
Often it is taken from a personal defect ; at times
it commemorates some deed. The saying with
reference to the two Khalifahs, 'Omar II. and
Yazid III., 'the Slashed-face and the Diminisher
were the best of the Marwanides,' illustrates botli

origins (Fakhri, tr. E. Amar, Paris, 1910, p. 20Sj.
Poets often received such laqab in consequence of
a line that had attracted attention ; so the chief
of the Arabic poets al-Mutanabbi, (' the Prophet-
aster,' is so called after a line in which he compares
himself to a prophet ; al-Ba'ith was named after a
verse which began ta 'abatha (Jahi?, Baydn, Cairo,
1312, ii. 51) ; one Abdallah b. Mus'ab is known as
'the Dog's Visitor' CA'id al-Kalb) after a line in

which he claimed to visit his friends' sick dogs
(Mubarrad, Kamil, Cairo, 1308, i. 322), etc. This

practice was so common that there were special
treatises written about it—e.g., by Muhammad b.

5abib (Yaqut, vi. 475). Cases occur in which the

laqab is taken from a favourite expression of the

person on whom it is bestowed ; this appears to be
the origin of the laqab ^Jais Bais, by whicli the

poet Sad al-Saifi is ordinarily known (Ibn Klialli-

kan, tr. W. M. de Slane, Paris, 1842-71, i. 561 ;

the words mean about the same as the Hebrew
tChu-buhu). The origin of these appellations was
often forgotten, and they gave rise to mythical
narratives ;

an example will be found in the case
of the poet Muraqqish {Aghdnl, v. 193).

The normal appellations of an Arab then bore
some resemblance to Italian nomenclature, where
the ism, nisbah, and laqab are regularly represented—

e.g., in 'Marcus Tullius Cicero.' On the other

hand, the Italian method ignores the kuvyah,
which often serves instead of the ism, which at

times is forgotten (see a case in Yaqut, ii. 48), and

may never liave been conferred ; thus in the case

of some men of eminence—e.g., the first Khalifah
and his father (Abu Bakr b. Abi Quhafah)— there
is no certain tradition of an ism. The employment
of the laqab was in part due to the popularity of

certain names, which rendered the ism insufliciently
distinctive. When honorific titles came into use,

they liad a natural tendency to displace the original

name; hence, e.g., the title Saladin (Salah al-din)

displaced the original name Yusuf b. Ayyub. The
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modem Euroj)ean combination of forename and

family-name is even now found only in tliose

circles in tlie Arabic-speaking world which have

been deeply intiuenced by Western practice. In

these the name of tlie father of the first person
wlio adopts the metliod becomes tlie family-name.
The employment of a fatlier's name as a surname
is common, the word ibn (' son of) being in recent

times ordinarily omitted ; the Palniyrene inscrip-

tions, however, show that tliis practice is not in

itself modern, and Mubarrad {Kdmil, ii. 130) quotes
some early Arabic examples. The employment of

the mother's name in lieu of the father's is not

quite rare. Sometimes the reason lay in the

history of the family ; thus the first Mahdi was
called Ibn al-^anatiyyah ('Son of the ^anifite
Woman ') to distinguish him from the sons of 'All

bj' the Prophet's daughter Fatimah. Occasionally
tlie mother was supposed to be the more distin-

guished ; thus one 'All b. Mubarak was known as

Ibn al-Zahidah ('Son of tlie Female Ascetic')
because of his mother's renown as a saint (Yaqut,
V. 300). The poet Ibn Mayyadah claimed that his

mother was of noble family, wlience he took her
name (Aghdni, ii. 88). At times such surnames
were given contemptuously (Yaqut, v. 113, whose
evidence on the matter may be accepted, though
in this particular case he misunderstands his

authority). According to the Fakhri (tr. Amar,
p. 180), when the father was unknown, the child

might be called after the mother (as in a case in

Yaqut, vi. 475) or else Ibn Abihi, 'Son of his

Father,' and examples of this phrase occur. The
use of a daughter's name for a kunyah is about

equally common ; it may be due to the absence of

a son or to personal choice ; the names Abu
Maryam, Abu Ruhm, and Abu Hurairali are
familiar ; the last of these is often erroneously
explained otherwise. The practice was not gener-
ally approved.

Within the family, or at any rate where informal

language was used, the names were, as in the case
of other languages, liable to the alterations which
are expressed by the Greek word inroKopLj/jids ; and
for these the grammarians have drawn up rules.

Normally the diminutive of a name, however,
counts as a separate name ; but at times it is

used either affectionately or contemptuously as its

substitute.

2. Classification of forms.—The classification of
the forms of names given by the grammarian
Zamakhshari {Mufassal, ed. J. P. Broch, Christi-

ania, 1879, § 4) is probably exhaustive. They
ai-e : (1) single words, (2) compound, (3) transferred,
(4) invented. The compound may be made up
either of a sentence—e.g., Ta'abbata sharran (' He
put Mischief under his Arm ')—or of two elements
made into one word (the examples given are foreign
names to which popular etymologies are assigned,
or Arabic words to which Persian terminations
have been appended), or of a word followed by
anotlier in the genitive case— e.g., Abdu-'Uahi
(

' Slave of Allah '). The transferred may be taken
(«) from an object—e.g., 'Bull,' 'Lion'; (b) from
an abstract noun—e.g., 'Excellence,' 'Despair';
(c) from an adjective— e.g., 'Perfect' (Kamil),
' Handsome' ((^asim) ; (d) from a verb either in the

perfect
—

e.g., Shanimara ('He girded his Loins')—
or in the future—e.g., Taulilibu (' She shall Con-

quer'); (e) from an interjection; (/) from a sen-

tence, as above. The invented is either (a) a
normal formation, though not in ordinary use as a
common noun—e.g., ^amdan from hnmida, 'to

praise'; or (b) an abnormal formation — 6.17.,

Mauhab from waliaba,
' to give,' which has for its

substantive mauhib in accordance with a general
rule.

All these modes of forming names can be shown

to go back to remote antiquity ; for, though com-

paratively few names of pre- Islamic Arabs are

known, certain Biblical appellations of persons
clearly bear the same relation to Arabic names as
Hebrew forms generally bear to those of classical

Arabic, i.e., are, unless appearances are entirely
deceptive, derived from the latter, occasionally
altered in accordance with sound-laws. Thus the
Biblical Eli, Simeon, Gideon, Oreb, Zeb, are found
in Arabic as'Ali, Sara' an, Gud'an, Gliurab, Dlii'b,
etc. At times the root is lost in Hebrew, but the
name survives—e.g., Zipporah, which may be in-

terpreted Datlarah ('a woman who plaits her hair')—or the sense is lost in Hebrew, but preserved in

Arabic—e.g., Reuben for Ri'bal, 'Lion,' and per-

haps Jacob, i.e., Ya'qiib, 'Partridge.' The use of

the third person singular of the future as a proper
name is common at this early period as afterwards
—

e.g., Jephthah, in Arabic Yaftah, 'He shall

conquer.' identical in sense with the proper name
Al-fath,

'

Conquest,' and Joseph, identical in sense
with the Arabic Yazid,

' He shall increase.' In
the Arabic form the subject is ordinarily the

holder, not, as in Hebrew, the deity.

3. Source of names. — {a) The sources from
which proper names are drawn are practically
unlimited ; and their choice presents very ditierent

degrees of ingenuity. The simplest possible name
for a child is clearly 'Child,' in Arabic al-Walid,
or '

Posterity,' in Arabic Khalaf ; Ukhayy,
'

Litcle

Brother,' is equally simple, Ubayy, 'Little Father,'
Umaimah, ' Little Mother,' not very different.

Other names merely indicate parental delight or
affection—Mahbub,

'

Beloved,' ^Jubba,
' Dilectis-

sima,' Wahb or Mauhab,
'

Gift.' Others involve
a good wish—Sa'd, 'Good Luck,' Said,

'

Lucky';
similar to this are the names Ya'ish, 'May he
live,"A'ishah,

' Destined to live,' though, as names
of this sort had a tendency to provoke the envy of

the demons, unlucky names were sometimes sub-
stituted—e.g., Yamut, 'He shall die,' Qabihah,
'

Ugly.' Tlie last are uncommon, and such ad-

jectives as signify good qualities or conditions
are far more frequently used as proper names—
Kamil, 'Perfect,' Shuja, 'Hero,' Salim, 'Safe,'

Muqatil, 'Fighting man,' Mujahid, 'Warrior,'
Malik, 'Possessor,' Mansur,

'

Divinely aided,' etc.

The abstract nouns of these or similar roots like-

wise serve as proper names—al-'Ala,
'

Sublimity,'
al-Fadl, 'Excellence,' Zaid, 'Increase,' Rida,
' Favour.'

(6) Names of beasts, birds, and plants, and of

other objects and animals, have been employed
for this purpose from the earliest times. Thus
among familiar Arabic names are Nimr,

'

Panther,'
diminutive Numair, Asad,

'

Lion,' Thaur,
'

Bull,'

Dlii'b,
'

Wolf,' of which the diminutive is Dhu'aib,
Nusaii", diminutive of Nasr, 'Vulture,' ^Jayyah,
'Eve,' i.e. 'Snake,' Qunfudh, 'Porcupine,' Hu-
rairah,

'

Kitten,' Kalb,
'

Dog,' of which the plural
Kilab,

'

Dogs,' is also in use as a proper name.
The notion has at times been held that these are
totem-names, and, when they belong to tribes, this

theory may conceivably have some truth in it ; in

the greater number of cases the notion is fantastic.

Other natural objects which furnish names to
human beings are stars — e.g., Thurayya, 'the
Pleiades,' Badr, 'the Moon,' Hilal, 'the New
Moon' ; mountains—e.g., 'Arafah, Raihan,

'

Frag-
rant Herb,' Shaibah,

' White Hair' ; whereas arti-

ticial objects are represented by such names as

Hliabakah,
'

Net,' Qatiran, 'Pitch,' etc.

(c) Names that are more decidedly religious in

character are those in which the holder is brought
into connexion with a deity, either as a slave

(masc. 'Abd, fem. Amat), or as 'the man of
(Imru'u), or as 'the gift of ('Ata or Wahb), or
'the blessing of (Barakat). A list of these theo-
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l)horic names for Arabic pagan antiquity was
made out by J. Wellhausen (Reste arahischen

Heidentums^, Berlin, 1897). Names in vhich the

god is associated with a verbal predicate (e.g.,

Yasmail, Ishmael) are common in S. Arabia, but
rare in Central Arabia, though perhaps not quite
unknown.

(d) The tendency to em^ploy foreign naines seems
to be traceable to antiquity in Arabia, and the
ease with which words are naturalized in Arabic
made them lose their foreign aspect in many cases.

Thus Zainab probably stands for Zenobia, and
Alexandres, in the form al-Iskandar, was thought
to have the Arabic article for its prefix. Where
names are borrowed from the closely allied

Hebrew, Syriac, and Abyssinian languages, they
are often indistinguishable from native formations.
Hence the Arabic forms of

' Adam ' and '

Eve,'
Adamu and ^Jawwa'u, are easily interpreted as

fuscus and nigra (Letters of Abu'l-Ala, ed. D. S.

Margoliouth, Oxford, 1898, p. 125).

(e) Further, it may be noted that in early Arabic
the same names have a tendency to be used for

both sexes, and masculine names are often found
with feminine terminations. This phenomenon is

often easily explicable. If an abstract noun is

feminine in form—e.g., nucslanuth,
'

safety
'—when

used as the proper name of a man, it is naturally not
altered. The most common feminine termination
is often used for intensification—e.g., hdrithah,
feminine of Jmrith,

'

ploughman,' probably mean-

ing
'

ploughman habitually
'

; in this case too it

would not be altered when used as the proper name
of a man ; e.g., one ^ammad is commonly called

al-Rawiyah,
' the Professional Narrator.' But

other cases are more difficult to explain—e.g., the

employment of Jamilah (' Pulchra ') as the name of

a male slave (Yaqut, v. 306), Umayyah ('Ancil-
iula'), the ancestor after whom the Uraayyads are
called.

(/) The grammarians use the names Zaid and
Amr as conventional words for the illustration of

grammatical rules, and the latter, written with a
final w to distinguish it from 'Omar, is one of the
commonest names which meet us in early records.

Its import is not quite certain, and many other
names are formed from the same consonants ; most
probably it means 'life.' The name Muhammad,
the sense of which appears to be 'Laudatissimus,'
was certainly in common use before the birth of

its greatest bearer ; but it was not particularly
popular, so far as we can understand.

4. Principles of naming.—For the names of

orthodox Muslims the basic traditions are collected

by Bukhari (Cairo, 1312, iv. 49-51), Muslim (do.

1290, ii. 167-170), Tirmidhi (do. 1292, ii. 136, 137),
and Ibn Majah (do. 1313, ii. 211, 212), who in the
main are in agreement. The names which God
loves best are 'Abd-Allah and 'Abd al-Rahman.
That of which He most disapproves is Malik al-

anilak, i.e. 'King of kings.' The Prophet ob-

jected to the names Rafi', 'Exalting,' Barakah,
'

Blessing,' Yasar,
'

Wealth,' Rabah,
'

Profit,' and
Allah,

' Most Successful
'

; according to some, they
were objectionable only when given to slaves, and
the objection was apparently withdrawn. Names
which meant ugly things should, according to the

Prophet, be changed ; thus for 'Asiyah,
'

Rebel,'
he substituted Jamilah,

'

Beautiful.' But a name
wliicli implied the possession of a virtue should also
be altered ; hence for Barrah, 'Beneficent,' he sub-
stituted Juwairiyah,

' Handmaiden.' The names
of proi)hets may be taken (Muhammad called his
son after Abraham) ; there is therefore no objec-
tion to the use of the name Muhammad and its

synonyms ; but the name of the son born to the

Prophet before conversion, Qasim, should appar-
ently not be taken, or at any rate it should not be

used for a kunyah. Further, the name should be

given on the seventh day.
The practice corresponds fairly well with the

theory. The most popular of all names are cer-

tainly those of the Prophet.
'
If you have a hundred

sons, call them all Muhammad,' is a saying of tlie

pious (Jahi?, Hayawdn, Cairo, 1906, iii. 8). But
those specially recommended in the tradition also

enjoy great popularity, and the names of prophets
mentioned in the Qur'an are frequently employed,
the most favoured being that of Abraham (Ibra-

him). Further, the names of the early heroes of

Islam are in common use, though the practice of

the sects is naturally influenced by their political
theories ; the Slu'ah avoid the names of the first

three Khalifahs, whereas in Umayyad times the
names of

'

Ali and his sons were avoided ; if a man
named his son ^lasan, it was because parents were
in the habit of cursing their children, and were

unwilling to curse a name which they revered

(Yaqut, v. 311). As with other nations, children
are called after friends or others whom the parents
wish to revere ; so 'Abd-Allah b. 'Omar (jirinceand
theologian) called his son after one Waqid, though
that name (' Burning') is ill-omened, and, owing to
the popularity of a governor of Khorasan named
Silm, more than 20,000 infants born in the province
were called by that name (Tabari, ii. 489).
Of the rules given above the onlj' one that is

frequently violated is that which forbids the

kunyah Abu'l-Qasim. Goldziher has devoted a

monograph to this matter (ZDMG Ii. 156-166).
E^ither the tradition was emended by the omission
of the prohibitive particle, or it was thought to

apply only to the time of the Prophet, or the com-
bination Abu'l-Qasim Muhammad was forbidden,
but the ism or the kunyah might each be used

separately. The last is said to have been the view
of the first person named Muhammad after the

Prophet, one Muhammad b. l^^atib (LatCCif al-

Mddrif, Leyden, 1867, p. 9). The names 'Abd-
Allah and "Abd al-Rahman, which are especially
recommended in the tradition, are made to include
names compounded of the word 'yl 6c? and any of

the ninety-nine names of the deity. These serve
as substitutes for the old polytheistic names.

Certain other principles may be faintly traced in

the ordinary nomenclature. Members of a family
have a tendency to be called by names derived
from the same root ; so ^asan, ^lusain, Muhassan ;

Khalid, Khallad, Makhlad, Mukhallad; and deriva-
tives from the root salima,

' to be safe,' which have
at all times been popular. In early times we find

such derivatives used as alternative names for the

same person, the same individual being ojitionally
called Sallam and Sulaiman, or 'Abd-Allah and
Ma'bad (Letters of Abu'l-Ala, p. 85); and indeed
the Prophet calls himself both Ahmad and Mu-
h.ammad, while in what is ostensiblj' contemporary
verse he is also called Mahmud.

5, Women's names.—The choice of names in

the case of women is, it would seem, more limited,
and here Fatimah, the Prophet's daughter who
survived him, has as many namesakes as her

father. His other daughters and his wives have
also many namesakes. Sur\nvals from old times
are Khalidah, the Biblical Khuldah (2 K 22'^),

Numa, the Biblical Naomi, and perhai)s Laila, the
Hebrew Lilitli. In the family of 'Omar we find

a daughter given the same name as a son, only
with a feminine termination (Ilafsali and 1,1 afs).

It is not always possible to tell from the form of

the name whether it is masculine or fenunine ;

thus I^labib, which is masculine in form, is also

used for females, and, as has been seen, the con-

ver.se case is frequent. The number of female

names recorded in our authorities is meagre when

compared with that of tiie male names ; thus in
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tlie lexicon of traditionalists by Ibn yajar about
a liundred pages out of twelve volumes are given
to the women. Tiie names of women, in Muslim

oi'inion, are not to be mentioned, if they can be
avoided. The poet Mutanabbi, in composing a

dirge over a princes.s, gives her name as Fa'lah,
i.e. the grammatical model according to which her
name was formed.

Certain names were used properly for slaves ;

this was the case with the name Janiilah (quoted
alwjve) and its synonjins ; the woman to whom
the Prophet gave it com))lained of this, according
to BaihakI (3Tahdsin, ed. V. Schwally, Giessen,
1902, p. 38). Names taken from gems appear to
iiave been employed in this way ; the poet Vaqut,
'

Ruby,' when he adopted a professional career,

changed his name to'Abd al-Rabman (Ibn Khalli-

kan, tr. de Slane, iv. 5).

6. Meanings of names.—There is a natural ten-

dency to attach importance to the meanings of

names, and to suppose that they have some ettect

on the fortunes of their bearers. There is a story
that the general who won the victory for the
'Abbasids was commanded to change his name by
his master, on the ground that, unless it were
changed, the enterprise would not succeed (Ibn
Klialiikan, ii. 100). Tabarl, in a character sketch
(ii. 1886), relates how a master would call one of
l>is slaves or freedmen by a lucky name such as

Fath, 'Victory,' or Maimun, 'Lucky.' In an
early work, the Muivatta of Malik (f A.H. 179),
tlie Prophet is represented as maintaining this

theory. When there was a camel to be milked, he
asked the name of each man who offered his
services ; the first was declined because his name
was Murrah ('Bitter'); the second because his
was Uarb ('War') ; finally, one whose name was
Ya'ish ('He shall live') was accepted. Similarly
'Omar, finding that a man was called Jamrah b.

Shiliab (' Coal Son of Flame') and that his tribal
and local names were all connected with fire,

foretold that his house and family would be
burned ; and this actually occurred {Muwatta,
Cairo, 1280, iv. 205).

7. Name-giving and name-changing.—The name
is probably given by consent of the parents, and
there appears to lie no rule on this subject ; Tabarl
(ii. 1466) records a case in which the father, being
absent at the time of the birth, hit on a different
name from that given by the mother, who called
the cliild after her own father ; the father, though
Khalifah, acquiesced in the name given by the
mother. Names can be changed either by those
wlio hold them or by some person whose authority
tiiey recognize : numerous cases are recorded in
which tlie Prophet changed the names of his

followers, and occasionally we read of the sovereign
doing this at a later period ; 'Omar, it is said,

thought of compelling all Muslims to take the
names of prophets. Slaves are apt to change their
names on manumission, even when the original
name was Arabic. Foreign names were changed
into Arabic names in the time of the Umayyads,
when the non-Arab Muslims were thought to be
an inferior caste ; but, when the Persian and
Turkish dynasties commenced, this practice be-
came less common. Converts to Islam, however,
even in these daj's usually change their names,
ordinarily selecting one which belongs to an
Islamic saint.

8. Honorific names.—The honorific title is found
at the commencement of Islam, beginning with the
case of the Prophet himself, who was not to be
addressed in the style of an ordinary man (Qur'an,
xxiv. 63). On certain of his followers he conferred

honorary titles, calling Abu Bakr al-Siddiq ('the
Saint' or 'the Faithful FViend '), 'Omar al-Faruq
('the Deliverer'), etc. Similar titles were be-

stowed on other eminent Muslims of the first

generation—e.g., al-Wasi on 'Ali, meaning 'the
Trustee' or 'the Legatee,' al-Tayyar, 'the

Winged
' on his brother Ja far, who was trans-

formed into a bird of paradise ; and even heroes
of the OT are honoured with such titles, Moses
being usually called al-Kalim, Abraham al-Khalil.
Somewhat greater regularity is found after the
rise of the "Abbasids, who took titles under which

they reigned, al-Mansur,
' the Divinely-aided,'

al-HadI,
' the Guide,' al-Rashid,

' the Rightly-
guided,' etc. This practice was followed by other

dynasties which claimed the Khalifate, in Egypt,
Spain, and S. Arabia. In the 4th cent, of Islam
the Khalifahs began to bestow on semi-independent
princes titles of which the second element is al-

Daulah,
' the Empire

'

; the first occurrence of

this appears to be in the case of al-^Jasan b.

'Abdallah b. ^lamdan, governor of Mausil, called

Nasir al-Daulah (Ibn al-Athir, anno 317). The
most famous holders of such names belonged to

the Hamdanid, Ghaznawid, and Buwaihid families—
e.g., Saif al-Daulah, 'Sword of the Empire,'

Yamin al-Daulah,
'

Right Hand of the Empire,'
Baha al-Daulah, 'Glory of the Empire.' Titles

compounded with the word al-Din,
' the Religion,'

begin to appear in the 4th cent., the first instance

being apparently one where the word is an addi-
tion to al-Daulah, the title Nasir al-Din al-

Daulah being bestowed in 388 on one Badr b.

IJusnawaiiii ; they are still rare in the 5th cent,

and apparently bestowed only on persons of the

highest eminence in the State—e.g., Nizam al-Din
on Yamin al-Daulah, the conqueror of India in

404, Dhakhirat al-Din ('Store-house of the Re-

ligion') on the heir-apparent in 440. In the 6th
cent, such titles become exceedingly common,
being bestowed not only upon governors of pro-
vinces like Salah al-Din ('the Prosperity of the

Religion,' Saladin), but upon persons of literary or

theological eminence—e.g., Shihab al-Din (' Flame
of the Religion') on the polygraph Yaqut, Amin
al-Din on the caligrapher of that name. After
this time they were regularly bestowed on those
who distinguished themselves in these lines,
whence in the lists of theologians and judges
which the Egyptian chronicles of the Mamluk
period contain such titles figure repeatedly. Titles

compounded with other words are less common,
but sometimes found ; so al-Mulk,

' the Kingdom,'
e.g., in Fakhr al-Mulk, Ni?am al-Mulk, 4th and
5th centuries.

These titles were properly conferred by the

Sultan, but their source is at times obscure ; they
were never hereditary. In Persia similar titles

are still conferred ; in Turkey their place has been
taken by certain orders which bear a closer re-

semblance to patents of nobility.

Literature.—A treatise on Names, Eunyahs, Titles, and
Nicknames was composed by Jahiz of Basrah (t 255 A. 11. ;

quoted in his Bayiin, Cairo, 1313, i. 63), doubtless containing
much curious information. A treatise on names called Al-Sdmi
fi'l-asdmi hy Maidani (t 518), author of the classical collection
of proverbs, was highly praised (see Yaqut, Dictionary of
Learned Men, ed. D. S. Margoliouth, London, 1913, ii. 108).

Special treatises on the laqabs of the tribes were composed by
Muhammad b. Habib (t 245) (ib. vi. 476). Of works in the
hands of Arabic scholars that which bears most nearly on the

subject is the Ishtiqdq of Ibn Duraid (t A. 11. 321), ed. F.

Wiistenfeld, Gottingen, 1854, which gives the etymology of the
names of the tribes and their most important representatives.
Of European works there may be mentioned the art. of I. Gold-
ziher, in ZDMG Ii. [1897] 156 ff. ; W. Robertson Smith,
Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia^, London, 1903 ;

Garcin de Tassy, 3Umoire sur les noms propres et Us litres

mtisnlmans^, Paris, 1878; A. C. Barbier de Meynard, 'Sur-
noms et sobriquets dans la littirature arabe,' JA s. ix. [1907]

175-244, 365-428, x. [1907] 55-118, 193-273.

D. S. Margoliouth.
NAMES (Babylonian).

— i. Sources.—Hundreds
of thousands of temple administrative documents
and private contracts which are filled with personal
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jiames, and also with names of countries, cities,

rivers, canals, temples, streets, etc., have been
found in the ruin-hills of Babylonia and Assyria.
Besides this source of material for tlie Babylonian
ononiatologist there have been found a large
number of tablets which belonged to the school
libraries of ancient Babylonia, and also to the

library of Ashurbanipal found at Nineveh, which
contain lists of names of all kinds of stones, trees,

animals, gods, stars, countries, persons, etc. New
editions of texts will rapidly enlarge this material.
When all the inscriptions of the various periods
have been published, it will be possible to know
the genealogy of families, e.g., of Abraham's day
better than that of many of the Christian centuries.

2. Forms.—The characteristic Babylonian per-
sonal name contains a sentence, which may be a
statement of a fact in experience, a religious belief,
a prayer, or a prophecy. As a rule, names are

theophoric, although not a few substitutes are

found, as, e.g., epithets, titles, temple-names,
etc. It would seem that up to a comparatively
late date new names were occasionally coined as
an expression of sentiment, but the occurrence of

the same names for many centuries and other
reasons suggest the idea that in the late millen-
niums the introduction of new names was rare.

3. Writing of names.—In all periods consider-
able attention was paid by the schools of scribes

among the Babylonians to the study of personal
names. The scribes wrote the names ideographi-
cally and phonetically, not as they were pro-
nounced, but according to the elements of which

they were composed. That is, it was the rule in

fill periods of Babylonian history for the scribes to

know the meaning of the names, as is shown by
the manner in which they wrote them. The
name '^Na-bi-um-ku-du-ur-ri-u-su-ur, e.g., could be
written phonetically with eleven characters, or

''Nabftm-kudurri-usur, ideogiaphically with four,
but it was pronounced something like Nebuchad-
rezzar, as has been preserved by the Hebrews.
This enables scholars at the present time to analyze
and understand the meaning of Babylonian names
in a way that is not possible with those of any
otlier ancient people. Five name-books of five

^litierent periods have been published (see Litera-
ture below). These, besides the texts that have
been published since the appearance of the name-
books in the respective periods, furnish a nomen-
clature so extensive that it has no equal in ancient
literature.

4. Composite names with deity as element.—
The names of the patron deity or deities of a city

conspicuously entered into the composition of the
names of the people who resided in it. With the

exception of tablets from one or two great cosmo-

l)olitnn centres, like Babylon, it is generally
possible to determine their provenance from a

study of the personal names contained in them.
Half a dozen tablets, e.g., from Nippur of the
Persian period contain more names compounded
with the names of the gods Ellil and Enmashtu
than thousands of tablets from other sites.

In the early IJammurabi period tAvo-element
names predominate ; but, while this is also true in

later periods, the number of those containing three
elements is greater than in the early period. The
ditierent formations in all periods are numerous.

(a) Two-elemf.nt names.—Two-element theophoric names con-
sist of a substantive phis deity, as AmC'l-Marduk (' Evil-
Merodach '), and the name of a deity followed by a \erbal form,
or vice versa. When the deity ia the first element, the verbal
form can be the participle, as in MuS6zib-BCI, 'One saving is

B61'; preterite, as in Ibni-Marduk, 'Marduk has created'; im-

perative, as in Silim-BOl,
' Be merciful, O B61 '

; precative, as in

ijiplal)-Adad, 'May he reverence Adad'; and present, as in

Iltaniar-Adad, 'He will wornhip Adad.' Besides forms in the
third person, there exist such forms as Taqis-Oula,

'

Quia, thou
hast presented,' Lultamar-Sin, 'May I worship Sin,' Atana^-ilu,

'
I sigh, O God," etc. These name-formations occur also in

reversed order, i.e. with the deity as the first element.

(6) Three-element natiws. — In three-element names many
formations are possible, with the deity in the first, second, or
third position. The most common are deity plus verb plus
substantive, like ASur-bani-apal,

' Ashur is creating a son,' and
deity plus substantive phis verbal form, the latter beinj.;

either the imperative, like NabOm-kudurri-usur (Nebuchad-
rezzar),

' O Nebo, protect the boundary,' or the preterite, like

Asur-ahu-iddin (Esarhaddon), 'Ashur has given a brother.'
The thirdelementmay be asuffix, as in Ilu-igsur-fiu, 'God has

protected him,' Sin-i§ma-anni, 'Sin has heard me,' etc. Again,
two verbal forms may follow the deity, forming a relative

sentence, as NabO-tabni-ujur,
' O Nebo, protect what thou hast

created,' Sin-tultab:§i-lisir, 'Sin, direct what thou has brought
into existence.' A suffix may be attached to the divine ele-

ment, as Ilu-5u-ibni,
' His god has created,' or a particle may

precede the verb, like Ilu-ul-amsi,
'

God, I did not forget.'
When the deity is the second element, the first may be a

substantive, as in NQr-Bgl-lOmur,
' May I see the light of Bel,'

Sepi-Bel-a?bat, 'I seized tiie foot of Bel,' etc., or a preposition,
as in Ana-A§ur-taklak, 'Upon Ashur I trust,' Itti-Ea-lublut,
' With Ea may I live,' or the relative, as in Sa-Bel-lig5i,

' Whom
may Bel support.'
Other three-element formations with the verb in the first

position are Ujiur-amat-Ea,
' Protect the word of Ea,' LOmur-

dunK(i-Bel, 'May I see the favour of Bel,' LinOlj-libbi-ilani,
' May the heart of the gods be appeased,' etc. The second element

may be a verbal,^uffix, as in TaqiS-fiu-Gula, 'Gula, thou hast

presented^him,' Susra-anni-Marduk,
' Guide me, O Marduk,'

LiSir-ani-Sama§, 'May Shamash direct me.' Also the second
element may be a preposition, as in Atkal-ana-Marduk,

'

I

relied upon Marduk,' Upaq-ana-Marduk, 'I wait upon Marduk,'
etc.

(0) Names of four or more elements.—Four-element names
occur in a great variety of formations : Bel-taddaniiu-bullit-su,
' Bel grant him to live whom thou hast given,' Sm-.ilik-idi-ia,
' Sin goes by my side,' LOgsu-ana-nOr-Marduk,

'

May I go forth
in the light of Marduk,' NabO-alsi-ka-ablut,

'

Nebo, 1 cried unto,
I live,' Sin-mar-fiarri-ugur,

' O Sin, protect the son of tlie king,'
etc. Names of even five and more elements occur, like Asur-

etil-il4ni-mukin-aplu,
'

Ashur, the lord of heaven is establishing
a son,' Asur-etil-samfe-u-irsiti-buUit-su, 'O Ashur, the lord of

heaven and earth, give him life,' etc.

(d) Feminine names.—Feminine names are not as numerous
as the masculine, though a large number have been found. As
a rule the deity in feminine names is feminine, and the verbal
form is also feminine. Only occasionally are feminine deities
foimd in masculine names, and even then the predicate is

masculine. The formations are similar to masculine names. A
few may.be given : Tabni-I§tar,

' Ishtar has given,' fGula-qa'sat,
' Gula is presenting,' Hna-Ekur-bi'lat,

' In Ekur she rules,' Ina-

UrukW-dininni,
' In Erech judge me,' etc.

(e) Names xoith element substituting deity.
—As in W. Semitic

names, the elements abu, 'father,' ummu, 'mother,' and aftu
'

brother,' are frequently found as substitutes for the name of

a deity, or for the term ilu, 'god.' In fact, there were many
such epithets or equivalents used in all periods. Even temple-
names are used in this manner. In some instances it is

clear that they refer to the deity—«.;/. Tukulti-apal-Esara,
' My

help is the son of Eshara' (i.e. the god Enmashtu), Nabft-ina-

Esagila-lumur,
'

May I see Nebo in Esagila,' Ina-Esagila-zf r-

iddiii, '[The deity, i.e. Marduk] in Esagila gave seed,' Ezida-

iqisa,
' Ezida has presented,' etc. Not a few names have as an

element the name of a city. Many of these are feminine : 'Ina-

Akkadi-rabat,
' In Akkad she is great [namely, the goddess],'

ffna Uruk-dininni,
' In Erech judge me,' ''Pa-an-Uruk-Kiniur,

'

May I see the face of Erech [i.e. the goddess of Erech],' ffna-

Nisin-ramat,
' In Nisin she loves.'

5. Single-element names.—The number of per-
sonal names composed of a single element is also

large. These niay be grouped as follows :

(a) Tradenames: Atft, 'Overseer,' Ba'iru, 'Hunter,' Banft,

'Builder,'^ Isparu, 'Weaver,' Nappahu, 'Smith,' Paharu,
'

Potter,' Sangft,
'

Priest,' M.alfthu,
'

Sailor,' etc.

(6) Gentilic names: .\kkada, 'The .\kkadian,' Asura, 'One
from Ashur,' Borsipp.a,

' One from Borsippa.'

(c) Month names : Ulula,
'

Belonging to Elul,' Addar.i, Uuz.^,

etc.

(d) Plant names : Allanu,
'

Oak,' Karanatu,
'

Vine,' Nanahu,
'

Plant,' Subultu,
' Ear of corn,' etc.

(«) Ajiimal names : Nimrum,
'

Panther,' MCir.^nu,
'

I-ittIo

Lion,' Sellibu, 'Fox,' Kalflmu, 'Sheep,' NubtS,,
'

Bee,' Sabitu,
'

Gazelle,' etc.

(/ ) Other objects : finatum,
' Precious Stone,' Kuppu,

'

Spring,'

Insabtum, 'Ear-ring,' etc.

6. Hypocoristic names.—Hypocoristic, or abbre-

viated, names abound in all periods. Names which

were composed of from two to six elements were

generally abbreviated in everyday life. J'^.g., the

name, Sin-ahfi-eriba (Sennacherib), 'Sin hath in-

creased the brothers,' might be found abbreviated

as Sinai, Ahea, or EribA. Generally a hypocoristic

ending was added to the element used like tlie

ending mi/ in 'Sammy' (Sanmel). In Babylonia
most of these endings had apparently a similar
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niejinin*:;, while others may luvve had the force of a
ilimimitive. The ending's used were a, ia, aja, ea,

n, anil, nni, atu, utu, aitu, idtu, inutu, dnitu, etc.

Examples of these are : Ap-laa, Izkur-ri-ia, Naba-aja,

Si-in-iii-i, Ab-ea, NabOu-a, lial-ta-anu, A-bu-ni, Id-di-na-tum,

Ib-nii-tuiii, nu-un-iiaai-tuin, fA-ba-ti-ia-tuin, A-bi-ia-u-ti,

'Ku-du-rani-tum.

In many instances only the abbreviated name
was em|)lo3'ed, as if the individu.al had no other,
or fuller, name ; in otiiers the full name as M'ell as

the abbreviated form is found in the literature.

This ending is used also in connexion with one-

element names, as Zumb4,
'

Flee,'Suluppa, 'Date,'

PuhhurA, etc. There is also a fu'ulu formation

represented by many names — e.//., Buzznru,
Dullubu, etc.—whicli maj' be included in this class.

7. Names showing attributes of deities.—From
the names there is obtained not a little data for

the description of the divine nature as regards

infinity, immutability, inmiensity, etc., as well as

the attributes by which the activity of the deities

is shown, as in creation, protection, justice, power,
goodness, etc. For some of the ideas expressed
practically every synonym in the language is

employed.
Examples are : Basi-ilu,

' God exists,' Manum-balum-iliSu,
' Who can without his f?od [exist]?,' Manum-kima-ili-ia,

' VVho is

like unto my god?,' Bel-dannu,
' Bel is mighty,' Sin-kalama-idi,

'Sin knew the people,' Samas-irsu, 'Shamash is wise,' Sin-

karabi-isme, 'Sin has heard the praj-er,' Sin-mudammiq, 'Sin
is favourable,' NabQ-salira,

' Nebo is gracious,' Taram-Adad,
'

Adad, thou art merciful,' Ilu-ippaSrani, 'God is appeased," Sin-

nflr-ilani, 'Sin is the light of the gods,' Ilu-bani,' God is creating,'

A§ur-baiii-apal,
'

Ashur^ creates a son,' Sin-sum-imbi, 'Sin has

pronounced a name,' Samas-§um-ukin,
' Shamash has estab-

lished a name [child),
'

Sin-ah-u§absi,
' Sin has brought a brother

into existence," NabO-nadin-napistim,
' Nebo is giving light,'

Sin-malik, 'Sin rules,' Marduk-b61-usati, 'Marduk js the lord of

help,' Nabil-.ilik-idi-ia,
' Nabu goes by my side,' Samas-re'u-a,

' Shamash is my shepherd,' Ellil-li^tin,
'
Ellil is protecting,'

A^ur-nasir-apal,
' Ashur is protecting a son,' Nusku-kasir,

'Niisku is keeping,' B&l-nuisallim, 'Bel is preserving,' Bel-Stir,
'B61 is saving,' B&l-§um-ukin,

' BSl has established a name.'

In other theophoric names the individual ex-

jiresses some personal relation to the deity, or the

deity is petitioned.
Sin-Iudlul,

'

May I serve Sin,' Pan-SamaS-ldmur,
' May I

behold the face of Shamash," Ana-BSl-up^qu,
'

Upon B61 I

wait,' LQmur-dumqi-Bgl, 'May I see the mercy of BSl^^ Ana-
Sin- 6mid, 'In Sin I rely,' Putur-Sin, 'Release, O Sin,' Samas-
liblut,

'

Shamash, may he live," Sin-z6r-lisir,
' O Sin, direct the

seed."

Most of the gods are given credit for having
created children, or having brought them into
existence. All seem to have had the ability to

protect, to direct, to preserve life, to grant pros-

perity, etc. ; in short, it is impossible to differ-

entiate and develop from the names the religions
beliefs of the people with reference to tliis or that

deity. This is, doubtless, due to the fact that the
bulk of the literature from which the names are
taken belongs to a comparatively late period,
covering little more than the last twenty centuries
of Babylonian history. And, when it is con-
.sidered that the names of many of the deities arose

through the use of epithets, or from the form in
which they appeared in difi'erent centres, having
been first written by a non-Semitic people, and
that many of them go back to an original solar or
lunar deity, concerning which at present little is

known, we realize how futile it is to attempt,
except in a general way, to give the attributes
which are peculiar to the different deities. More-
over, these attributes are practically the same as
those applied to other solar deities of the W.
Semites. Notwithstanding this fact, the study of

the Babylonian names is very important for the

light which they tlirow on many obscure Hebrew
names.

8. Foreign names.—Masses of foreign names
are found in all periods, the study of which is so

important for the correct understanding of the
movements of people, due to persecution or cap-
tivity, or to the fact that at tlie time the ruling

dynasty was foreign. The tablets of the Hammu-
rabi era contain many W. Semitic names of the

Arabic, Aramaic, and Hebraic types. In the Cas-
.site period (2nd millennium B.C.) Hittite-Mitannian
as well as Cassite names abound, and those of other

peoples are also represented. Comparatively few
W. Semitic names, however, are found in tliis

period. In the Assyrian period many of the
latter are again in evidence ; but especially in the

Neo-Babylonian and Persian periods many of the
names familiar in the OT occur. Their presence
in these periods is, of course, due to the Assyrian
and Babylonian captivities. In the Persian period
also the nomenclature contains many Iranian

names, and even a number of Egyptian ; in the
Greek period some Grecian names occur.

The study of these foreign names in the cunei-
form literature is important also for the light
which they throw upon the names themselves,

owing to the fact that the exact pronunciation is

often in question, since, as in the Semitic script,

only the consonants are written. With the help
of the writings of these foreign names in the
cuneiform literature, where the vowels are always
given, they can be vocalized, and often better

understood.

9. The divine name.—The forms in which the
name Jahweh appears are of special interest. Un-
fortunately the divine name has thus far been
found only in personal names compounded with
other elements. In the Assyrian inscriptions it

is written Ja-u, as in Ja-u-ha-zi (Jehoahaz, 'Iwaxas),
etc. The vowel as well as u is represented by u
in Assyrian ; Ja-u here represents in;. In such
instances the Hebrew letter n quiesces with the
vowel ; in other cases it is represented by h,

especially in the late Babylonian inscriptions
—

e.g.,
Ja-hu-u-na-ta-nu (Jonathan), Ja-a-hu-la-ki-im, and
Ja-a-hu-lu-nu. The Massoretic vocalization, there-

fore, of Hebrew names containing Jahweh as the
first element can be said to be corroborated by the

way in which the cuneiform and Greek have repro-
duced them.
The divine name as the second element appears

in Assyrian texts in Ha-za-qi-J-a-u, Ha-za-ki-Ja-

a-u, Ha-zi-qi-a-u (Hezekiah), Iz-ri-Ja-u, Az-ri-Ja-

a-u, Az-ri-a-u (Azariah), Na-ad-bi-Ja-au, Na-tan-
Ja-u (Nethaniah), etc. In Neo-Babylonian tablets

the name appears written Ja-a-ma, which was pro-
nounced JS,wa. Nearly a score and a half of

Hebrew names containing this element have been
found that have their exact equivalent or parallel
in the OT. To quote a few : A-bi-Ja-a-ma (Abaiah),
Ahi-Ja-a-ma (Ahijah), Az-zi-Ja-a-ma (Assiah),
Ba-li-Ja-a-ma (Bealiah), Ba-na-Ja-a-ma (Benaiah),
etc.

It is very probable that JAwa represents the
exact pronunciation of the divine name. This
follows when it is considered tliat Hebrew names
compounded with Ja-a-ma occur more frequently
in the Nippur tablets of the Persian period than

Babylonian names compounded with their promi-
nent deities. It is reasonable to infer that Jama
is an adopted writing for the name of the god of

the Hebrews, and represents the full pronunciation
of the name. Tiie form preserved in Greek by
Theodoret, namely, 'la^e, and that in Arabic in a
letter to de Sacy, namely, Jahwa or J ahwe, confirm
tliis. This coincides with the pronunciation which
for years has been adopted for the divine name,
namely, Jahweh.
The Jews in Egypt, as is well known, wrote the

divine name in'. This was surely pronounced
exactly as the Jews pronounced it in Palestine.

To say, therefore, that thej' vocalized these letters

in; (Jahft) seems unreasonable. The characters
must have been vocalized in; (Ja'wa), i.e. with a

slight overhanging or final vowel, which may even
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have been dropped. The same is true when the
divine name appears as the final element in Hebrew
names. It is improbable that ^n- was pronounced
Jahfi, as the Massoretes have pointed it ; more
probably it was Ja'wa, or aj^ocopated as Ja'w.
Hebrew names compounded with Vx are found in

Babylonian tablets written with the plural sign
after the character for 'god.' The Babylonian
scribes apparently recognized the difference be-

tween the pronunciation of the Hebrew '?« and
their ilu, and, knowing, doubtless, that the Hebrew
word for '

god
'

in general use, namely, cnVx, was
a plural, in order to distinguish it from their own
word for '

god,' wrote it ideographically in these
names—Ilu-MES, i.e. ilu with the plural sign.

Literature.—E. Huber, Die Personennamen in den Keii-

schrifturkunden aiis der Zeit der Konige von Ur und Nisin,
Leijiziy, 1907 ; H. Ranke, Early Babylunian Personal Names,
Philadelphia, 1905 ; A. T. Clay, Personal Names from. Cunei-

form Inscriptions of the Cassite Period, do. 1912 ; K. L.

Tallqvist, Assyrian Personal Names, Leipzig, 1914, Neubaby-
lo7iisches Nainenbuch, Helsingfors, 1905 ; see also Ranke,
Keilschriftliches Material zur altdgyptischen Vokalisation,
Berlin, 1910. A. T. ClAY.

NAMES (Chinese). — Names occupy a very

Srominent
position in Chinese national and social

fe.

1. Names in ancient times.—The Chinese be-

lieve that there is an order in the sequence of

essentials, and that the men of old, who in the
first place apprehended

' the great unseen principle
of Good dominating and permeating the universe,'

'

assigned names among the.se essentials. ' Wher-
ever there is form, there is also its name.' ^ It was
necessary to adopt nomenclature corresponding to

capabilities
' in order to serve the ruler, nourish

the ruled, administer things generally and elevate
self.'=*

The ancient Chinese laid great stress on the

projier application of names. '
If names be not

correct, language is not in accordance with the
truth of things,' and this would lead to affairs not

succeeding.
' The name without the reality is

folly.''' A bad name (or reputation) 'gets the
credit of every vice,' and is a danger.^

2. Family-names.—Family-names are of great
importance, and persons bearing the same family-
name are considered both in law and by custom to

be related, intermarriage as a rule being forbidden,

though there may be no kinship at the present day
between the parties. The same family-name oii'ei-s

a ready passport to intimacy. They are known
collectively as 'The Hundred Family Names.' ^

These comparatively few family-names (there are
more than 200 in common use and over 2000

altogether) have sufliced from a period anterior to

the Christian era for the hundreds of millions of

this ancient people, forming thus a marked contrast
to the limitless number of our modern surnames in

the West.
One Chinese author (the compiler of The Book of

the Hundred Family Names) has traced some of

them back to their origin 3000 years ago, but the
best account says that family-names came into
existence only about 2000 years ago. The name
Sing, applied to them now, in those early day.s
really meant the place of birth.' Under these
circumstances it is not surprising that more than
half of the family-names of the present day are
derived from place-names. Aboiit a quarter are
ancestral in origin, such as an ancient title or a

1 L. Giles, Mtisings of a Chinese, Mystic, London, 19()(i.
2 See IL A. Giles, Chuang Tzu, London, 1889, p. 10:! ff.

3 lb. I). 1C3; see also J. Legge, 'The Texts of Taoism,' SBE
xxxix. [1891], pt. i. p. .337.

* J. Legge, Chinese Classics, Hongkong, 1861, i. 56, note.
5 lb. p. 128.
6 The word 'hundred' is here used in the sense of a large

number, as, 7nore Sinico, in the phrases
' The Hundred Ollici.als,'

'The Hundred Traders.'
7 See China Review, xiii. [1884-85] 124.

sobriquet. The rest are from many sources, as
with European surnames. Those derived from
animals are considered objectionable. Familj'-
names cannot be changed ; only Buddhist priests
and nuns drop their family ties and names. A
woman on marriage t<akes her husband's family-
name, but adds her own to his in her signature,
and is described by the two in legal documents.

3. Individual names. — i. Boys' and men's
NAMES.—(a) The 'milk-name.'—In the matter of
individual or personal names there is a marked
contrast, for a large variety of them are in use,
the memorable events in life being marked by a
new name.
The child is given a 'milk-name' when a month

old by his father or grandfather, a feast being held
at the time. This name is used by parents, rela-

tives, masters, or privileged persons, and it is a

great liberty and intolerable familiarity for others
to use it. Among the poorer classes, however,
this simple name may be the only one. At times
this name indicates the numerical position of the
individual bearing it in the family, as Sextus, etc.,
or sometimes, with an aged father, the father's age
at the time of the child's birth, as 'Seventy-two,'
or it may denote the age of tbe grandmother or

possibly great - grandmother, as '

Eighty - four.'

Among 'milk-names' are to be found such as
'

Peace,'
'

Brightness,'
' Enter Wealth,' and 'Spring

F'orest.' Should pai'ents fear the loss of a child

by death, a depreciatory name will be given, such
as 'Dust-pan,' 'That Dog,' 'The Stupid,' 'Flea.'

This is done with the belief that the evil spirits
who might have taken the cliild will be thus
deceived into tiiinking it of no account.

(b) The ' book-name.'—On going to school the

boy receives from the father or the teacher a
more elaborate and carefully selected 'book-name.'
This is the name used in an-anging marriages and
in official registration. Examples are '

Worthy
Prince,' 'Spring Dragon,' 'Literary Rank,' 'Celes-

tial Emolument.' The ' book-name '

is often pre-
ferred, and in that case the 'milk-name' is not

used, though the contrary also happens. The
greatest care is taken to record the names and
genealogies of those entering on a literary career

(which forms the high road to government employ-
ment), to prevent inconvenience in future.

(c) Distingtiishing appellations.
—Every gentle-

man of any scholarship or position has in addition
one or more '

distinguishing appellations
'

used in

social circles and by intimates—e.g., 'Scholarship
Complete.'

(d) Noms de plume.—A nom-de-plume is also

common and often very fantastic—e.g., 'The Weak
Man of the Hiver.'

(e) The marriage-name.—The marriage-name is

taken at marriage or on coming of age at 16. It

is given by the father, if alive ; if he is dead, by
an uncle or elder brother.

(/) The official appellation.
—This is assumed on

entering office or a public examination, and is

used on visiting cards and by relatives. That of

the viceroy Li Hung-Chang might be rendered in

English as 'Literary Polish.' This name can be

changed before obtaining rank, but not afterwards,
unless a superior has tiie same.

(17) The t'ong name.—The t'ong, or 'ancestral,'

name is largely employed in business matters,
shares or partnerships being often held under it.

It may embrace a whole family of brothers, or

eacli may iiave a ditlcrent one. It always ends

with the word (ong.
(h) Nicknames. — Nicknames are also largely

used, based on some personal defect or charac-

teristic.

(i) Posthumous nameJi.—A posthumous name i.--

awarded the deceased.
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(y) Emperors' nauies.—T\\e emperors in China
iiave not ascended their tluones under a personal
name, but an auspicious combination of two
characters forms tl»e 'empire designation' or
*

year title
'

of the reign. If anything inauspicious
or unusual happened, tliese were changed (until

recent times) for others.
'

Compliant Rule,'

'Reason's Brilliance,' 'The Decree of Heaven'
are examples of emperors' 'year names.'

ii. Girls' and women's names. — Girls and
women do not have such a variety of names as

boys and men. They have a ' milk-name ' and

may have another one or two. Sometimes the
' milk-name

'

is changed on marriage if it clashes

with one in the family which the girl is entering.
.^ a general rule, girls have not received schooling
or a literary education,^ though there have been
notable exceptions ; nor has it been customary for

a woman to hold ofBce of any kind. Consequently
' book-names ' and '

official names ' have been

practically unknown. Flowers predominate in

the names of girls, and beautiful objects in nature
are often selected for them. The desire of the

parents for male offspring also appears in their

names. Examples are 'Narcissus, 'Jadestone,'
'Proud Phoenix,' 'Love of the Moon,' 'Virtuous
and Rare,'

'

Fear,'
'

Slave-girl,'
' Lead on a Younger

Brother.'

4. Partial unity in the names in a family.
—It

often happens that all the sons in a family will

have in one of their respective names the same
character as a part of their designations. Thus
three brothers known to the writer bore the names
Cheeoo Chee-yong, Cheeoo Chee-Tsoong, and
Cheeoo Chee-yung. This seems someAvhat akin
to the Jewish example of Ahijah and Ahimelech,
but among the Chinese the father would not, like

Ahitub, have the same portion of his name the
same as his sons. With tiie Chinese there is a

regular system employed for this. It often con-

sists in the characters being taken from a book
which lends itself well to the purpose, and, as each

generation succeeds another, the next character is

selected and appears as a component part in each
of the names of the brothers of that generation.

5. Absence of religious names.—It is curious,

considering the religious character of the Chinese,
that tlie names of their deities are not employed
in their personal names, as in India. The title
'

Supreme Ruler '

is doubtless considered too ex-

alted to be dragged down to such common use,

though occasionally
' heaven

'

(

'

heavenly
'

or '

celes-

tial ') does occur in some combination serving as
a name—e.gr.,

' Heaven's Increase,'
'

Heavenly In-

telligence,' 'Heavenly Illumination.' Possibly
the same feeling in a lesser degi'ee militates

against the employment of the names of the demi-

gods and canonized heroes, but it must be remem-
bered that it is not a Chinese custom to name
children after others ; in fact, the contrary is the
case.

Some religious influence is noticeable, as, e.g., in

the name '

Happy Birth,' derived from Buddhism.
Taoism is responsible for another, if not more, viz.
' The Second God of Literature.'

6. The meanings of names.—Unlike European
names, the significance of which is hidden from
the mass of those who use them, and which require
the labours of antiquarians and philologists to

elucidate their origin and meaning, the Chinese

names, whether they are those of individuals,

places, cities, or villages, carry patent on their

surface their import, and thus often show the
reason for their selection.

7. Names of relationship.
—The Chinese lan-

guage is very rich in its nomenclature of relatives,
and notes the diU'erences between elder and younger

1 This is now being altered in China.

paternal and maternal uncles and aunts, elder and
younger brothers and sisters, and cousins, giving
distinctive names to them which show the exact

relationships.
8. Shop-names.—It is the general custom to

employ a combination of two or three Chinese
characters for the name of a business, a firm, or a

shop, the owners' or partners' names not appearing,
except in the partnership book, and then very prob-
ably under the t'onj name. Auspicious designa-
tions are selected for this purpose, such as
'

Expansive Profit,' 'The Three Unions,' etc.

9. Names of vessels. — Auspicious characters
are also selected for the names of vessels. The
large sea-going junks of former days, which went
to the Straits and Eastern Archipelago and

voyaged up and down the Ciiina Sea, bore names
often composed of three characters in which the
word 'gold' generally appeared.

10. Names of the gods.
—The being who appears

to be a conception of God in ancient China, and
who was worshipped by the emperor, is known by
the name of the Supreme Ruler. The Buddhas of

Buddhism bear the names or titles known in India,
translated or transliterated into Chinese. The
gods and demi-gods of the Taoists, when not bor-

rowed from Buddhism, are mostly deified human
beings, and are generally known \>y some name or

title which shows forth their power or the work
which they perform in the hierarchy of celestial

beings.
11. Village-names.—The family-names are often

used, showing, in many cases, that the village has
been founded by one of that family. There are

not a few cases in which all the inhabitants belong
to the same family or clan, while in other cases
not one of the name remains. Two family-names
are sometimes joined together in the village-name.
As far as the writer's experience goes, these

village-names in the south of China are permanent,
but in the north they appear liable to change.^ A
temple Avill give a village a name, singly or in

combination with a family-name or some incident
connected with, or characteristic of, the Wllage
itself, its surroundings, or its inhabitants, any
peculiarities being seized upon for the purpose, as
'Red Temple Village.' The writer in a journey
passed two villages, the one 'Mud Village' (pos-

sibly deriving its name from the fact that sun-
dried mud was largely used for building) and the
other ' Brick Village

'

(where probably proper
bricks were used).

12. City-names. — There are three classes of

cities in China, and the names given to them show
of what district (or county), prefecture, or province
the city is the capital. Besides these politico-geo-

graphical names the city may also have another
name in common use, and very likely others as

well, derived from some legend or historical event
in its past; e.g., 'The Expansive Western Pro-
vincial City

'

is also known as ' The City of Cassia
Groves.'

13. Names of flowers.—In names of flowers the
Chinese appear to have been influenced in much
the same way as the West, except that names
derived from foreign languages are not so common. -

Tiie influence of religious ideas appears to a small
extent. One species of chrysanthemum is named
' Buddha's Seat' ; a species of the citron is called
' Buddha's Hand '

; the narcissus is
' The Water

Genie '

; the word ' heaven '

('heavenly
'

or '
celes-

tial ') occurs in several.

14. Names of periods of time.—Each year during
a period of sixty years has a name. Two sets of

' See A. H. Smith, Village Life in China, Edinburgh and
London, 1899, ch. iii.

2 For the names given to the divisions and families of llie

vegetable kingdom see J. Dyer Ball, Things Chinese*, p. 118.
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characters, one ten in number and the other

twelve, each contribute one character in certain

rotations to form these names. There is, unfortu-

nately, no serial naming or numbering of these

sexagenary cycles as they revolve through the

ages. These combinations also serve as names of

seconds, minutes, hours, days, and months, signs
of the zodiac, points of the compass, etc. The
four cardinal points of the compass—in fact, the

eight principal points
—have common names having

the same meaning as in the West. Names are

also given to terms of fifteen days each throughout
the course of the year, appropriate to the season,

such as ' Little Heat,'
' Rain Water,' etc.

15. Names of stars.—There were two principal

periods of star-naming among the Ciiinese—that of

primitive China (2300 B.C.) and that of the Chow
dynasty (11-20 B.C.-A.D. 220). The first naming
was agricultural and domestic in character and
then feudal. 1 The grouping of the constellations

and the names of them and of the stars differ from
those in use in the West. One of the best known
to the common people is that of the ' Northern
Measure or Peck,' the residence of the fates, which
is Charles's Wain. The Milky Way is the ' Silver

Stream
'

of heaven.
16. Technical and scientific terminology.—The

terminology of technical and scientific subjects
has been largely added to by the study of European
science, art, and education. Many of these names
have been adopted from Japan, the precursor of

China in recent times in modern knowledge. The
Chinese characters are largely used in Japan, so

that the Chinese have found the new names which

they require in many cases ready for their use.

This enriching of the language began, however,
before this by the instruction of the people in China
itself in modern knowledge, and is still going on.

W^here new names to represent hitherto unknown
(to the Chinese) matters, things, or processes were

required, a translation was made, the new name
being descriptive of the object to be named, or the

sounds of the name in the European languages
were transferred to the Chinese language.
The first Nestorian missionaries in China wisely

adopted many Buddhist terms or names, and their

Roman Catholic and Protestant successors followed

their lead. The names thus taken over into Christ-

ianity have proved of much use in the religious in-

struction of the Chinese.^

17. A good name.—The term ' a good name '

is

largely used in China and connotes the same idea

as in Europe. The Chinese would agree with lago
in its being 'the immediate jewel oif their souls.'

As an instance of its use the following saying may
be quoted,

' He who does good hands down a fair

name for a hundred generations.'*
r.iTERATURB.—On Chinese surnames, H. A. Giles, Historic

China, and other Sketches, London, 18S2, p. 353 ff. On Chinese

names, The Chinese Repository, Canton, 1831-50, i. 494, iv. 153,

474, ix. 390, xii. 506 ; S. Wells Williams, The Middle Kinndom,
new ed., New York, 1883, passim; J. Dyer Ball, Things
Chinese*, London, 1903, passim, The Chinese at Home-, do. 1012,

p. 75 f. For names amon^- the ancient Chinese, J. Legge, The
Li Ki (SBE xxvii. [1885], xxviii. [1885]), passim; A. Forke,
Lvn Ucng, London, 1907-12, pt. 1. pp. 518, 458.

J. Dyer Ball.
NAMES (Christian).—Names applied to Christ-

ians by themselves or by others (nicknames) have
been already noticed (cf. vol. iii. pp. 573-576).
The present article is intended to sketch any
special features in the personal names assumed by
Christian individuals during the history of the

Church. Such features are on the whole curious

rather than numerous or even significant.
I. Christian indifference to names.—At the out-

1 See art. in China Review, xvi. [1887-88] 267 ff.

2 See J. Edkins, Chinese Buddhism, London, 1880, ch. xxii.
- J. H. Stewart Lockhart, A Manual of Chinese Quotations,

Hongkong, 1893, p. 397.
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set Christians saw no reason to differ from the

other members of their world in nomenclature

any more than in dress or in language.
'Christians are not differentiated from the rest of mankind

either in locality or in language or in customs. . . . They dwell

in cities of Greeks and of non-Greeks as their respective lot is

cast, following the native customs in dress and food and the

rest of life
'

(Bp. ad Diognetum, 5).

And what was true of the 2nd cent, has been true,

in the main, of the succeeding centuries. Christ-

ians have generally taken current names. In no

age of the Church could the mere name be taken

invariably as a clue to the religion of its bearer.

During the epoch of persecution this was intellig-

ible, for any association of a personal name with

the new faith would have instantly exposed the

bearer of it to arrest. Christians were content as

a rule with the generic name of ' Christian.' That
was the badge of their fellowship and the red

ensign of their confession before tribunals. But,
even when the 4th cent, saw the end of persecu-
tion by the Roman empire. Christians continued

usually to call themselves, as their pagan fellow-

citizens did,' after colours (Albanus, Ater, Candi-

dus, Rufus, etc.), jewels (Margarita, Smaragdus,
etc.), numbers (Tertius, Quartus, Septimus, etc.),

rivers (e.g., Euphrates, Nilus, Orontius, Rodane),
and months (Aprilis, Dius, Januarius, Junia,

Octobris, etc.), from agriculture (eg-., Fructuosus,

Silvia, Tilia, Vindemialis), or from geography
(Afra, Anatolius, Libya, Thalassius, Tiburtius,

etc.), from a wish for good luck {e.g., Eutyches,
Faustus, Felix, Secundus), and so forth. Names
like Stercorius and Stercoria and the numerous
animal-names (e.g., Aper, Asinia, Columbanus,

Leopardus, Lupus, Turtura, Ulfilas = Wulfila) are

attributed hj Martigny to the strong sense ot

humility winch pervaded some early Christians ;

but the literal significance of such names was not

felt in every case, and not all of them (e.g., Aquila,
Leo, and Ursula) connote humility.'' Some names
were naturally more attractive to Christians than

others, but there was no serious idea of calling any
of them common or unclean, and very little con-

scious emphasis on their etymology.
Perhaps the most striking proof of the indiffer-

ence felt by Christians to names is the freedom
with which they continued not only to bear but to

confer names associated with the very mythology
and idolatry against which they were arrayed.
Sometimes these names are current modifications

of an idol's or a pagan deity's name (like Hera-

cleides, Jovianus, Phoebe, Olympius, or Posidonius),
but in some cases the actual name is borne.

Origen's life furnishes a significant proof that in

the last quarter of the 2nd cent, there were
Christian parents who evidently entertained no

scruple about giving their children names which
recalled pagan deities. Leonides called his boy
Origen ('born of Horns'), and Leonides was far

from being a worldly Christian. Ares, Bacchus,

Ceres, Hermes, Meicuria, and Nereus appear
among the names of Eastern martyrs, Eros is an

episcopal name, St. Ambrose of Milan had a

brother called Satyrus, three bishops in Chryso-
stom's age were named Amnion (i.e. after Jupiter
Amnion, not after the OT Amnion), a Ronian

martyr is called Lucina, and an Alexandrian

martyr bore the name of Aphrodisius. The in-

stances of this practice are so numerous and cover

so many centuries—they occur down to the 6th

cent.—that we are justified in regarding it for the

1 Thus in the 4th cent, we find a certain Christopher (Xptjit-to-

(^opo?), who had a Christian son, and yet the boy is called

Paphnutius {Heidelberger Papi/rm-Sammlung, i. [1905] 6).

rrob.ablv the father was a Christian, but he did not choose

a distinctively Christian name for his child, although the name

may have been given in honour of the great Egyptian ascetic.

2"llrabanus, the great monastic scholar of the 9th cent., was

called after the raven (hraban).
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most part as normal. The paradox is aj)parent to

modern students, but it does not seem to have
been visible to contemporaries as a rule. Thus,

Apollonius, who was martyred in the reign of

Commodus, i.s invited by the prefect to 'sacrifice

to Apollo, and to the other gods, and to the

Em|)eror's image,' the probability being, as F. C.

Conybeare {Monuments of Early Christianity'^,

London, 1896, p. 38) j)oints out, that the scene
was actually iv ti^

'

kiroWuvli^, since Apollo is the
first and only god mentioned by name. Here,
then, we have a Christian martyred for declining
to sacrifice in honour of the very god whose name
underlay iiis own ! But the incongruity was not

felt, or, if it was felt, it was not remedied. When
we discover that late in the 3rd cent, a Christian

presbyter is called Apollon ('AirbWuiv [New Classical

Fragments, and other Greek and Latin Papyri,
ed. B. F. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, London, 1897,
no. 73]), and another Psenosiris, we do not require
to set this down as a peculiarity of Egyptian
Christianity ; it was not conlined to Egypt, and it

survived as it had preceded that particular period.
2. Rise of a distinctive nomenclature. — But

tliere are occasional indications of a break away
from this habit of bearing names associated with

mythological culture and the pagan cultiis, and
these indications are all the more interesting be-

cause they mark the first of the two paths along
which the early Christians struck out a more dis-

tinctive nomenclature of their own, viz. (a) by
adopting OT names, and (6) by appropriating the
names of apostolic saints.

(a) From the scanty amount of extant evidence
it would appear that some of the early Christians
did feel uneasy under semi-idolatrous '

names, and
that they occasionally sought refuge from their

embarrassment by exchanging them for OT de-

signations. An early instance of this practice is

mentioned by Eusebius (de Mart. Palcest. xi. 8),

in his account of tlie five Egyptian Christians who
were arrested at Caesarea in A.D. 310 and eventu-

ally put to death.
When the jud^e asked their spokesman what his name was,

' he heard the name of a prophet instead of his proper name.
And so with them all. They had altered their names, to re-

place the names given to them by their parents, for the purpose
of avoiding idolatrous associations. You would hear them
calling themselves Elijah, Jeremiali, Isaiah, Samuel, or Daniel.'

In this way, Eusebius adds approvingly, they
showed that they were true Jews of the kind

praised by St. Paul (Ro 2-^), God's genuine Israel ;

their names as well as their deeds proved it. But
it is plain, even from the tone of Eusebius, that
this was not a line followed by the majority of

Christians. The 6th cent. Procopius of Gaza, it is

true, commenting on Is 44i-'> (PG Ixxxvii. 2401),

reports that during the fierce persecutions many
Christians of pagan birth took Jewish names from
the OT, like Jacob, Israel, Jeremiah, Isaiah, and
Daniel, and with these sacred badges gladly went
to martyrdom {/ne^' Siv ovo/j-dTuu eiri to. /xaprvpia

irpodu/xioi eavTovs 4Tre5i5o(Tai'). Yet these are local

and sporadic expressions of pious austerity. The
records of the martyrdoms amply corroborate the

impression that even the majority of the martyrs,
who were the fighting line of the Church, died as

they had lived under names which were often
redolent of pagan associations.^

Furthermore, the adoption of OT names as more
1 Athanasius (c. A.D. 332) notices that one of his five Meletian

antagonists at court was called Geloeus (i.e. yeAoios,
'

ridiculous ')

Hierakanmion ;

'

qui nominis sui pudens Eulogium se appel-
landum curavit' {Fest. Epp. iv. 5).

2 Sometimes a martyr would refuse to give his or her name
(e.g., Sanctus at Lyons [Eus HE v. 1. 20], who would only
repeat,

'
I am a Christian '), either from an ecstatic indiflfereiice

to the secular personality or to avoid identification (as in the
case of Sahina [Acta Piunii, ix.], who, on the suggestion of

Pionius, called herself Theodota,
' ne in manus dominae impiae

posset incidere ').

congenial to out-and-out Christians went forward
more rapidly in some circles of the East than in
the West. Possibly it is due to accident that
most of the extant data point to Egypt, but the

general difference of nomenclature between the
Eastern (especially the Palestinian) and the
Western Churches may be seen, e.g., in the early
lists of bishops. The Jerusalem lists record a

large proportion of OT or Jewish names :
^
Tobias,

Benjamin, Moses, Ephraim, Joseph, Levi, Elias,

Hermon, Isaac, and Amos are more characteristic
than Seneca or Narcissus. The Roman lists, on
the other hand, do not contain any OT names.
Even the names of the bishops of Antioch and
Alexandria show no distinct Biblicizing tendency ;

the mere fact that the Antioch list contains names
like Heron, Eros, Serapion, and Asclepiades proves
that the archaic tendency of the Jerusalem nomen-
clature was not distinctively Eastern, although it

may be felt to some extent in the adjoining Church
of Sj'ria. Recourse to OT names may be said,

therefore, to have been Eastern rather than

Western, and it was not by any means predomi-
nant even in the Eastern Church.

[b) The choice of apostolic .saints' names began
earlier, and began not as a protest but spontane-
ously. Hero-worship rather than a reaction against
paganism was its spring. By the beginning of the
3rd cent., in some circles (Egyptian ?) at any rate.
Christians were fond of making their children

namesakes of Paul or Peter. This is plain from
the remarks of Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria, as

quoted by Eusebius {HE vii. 25. 14).
He is attempting to prove that the John of Rev 228 need

not be the apostle John, and he observes that in his opinion
many during the apostolic age took the same name as the

apostle John out of admiration for him,
'

just as Paul and Peter
are frequently given as names to the children of believers

'

(ioa~rrep

Kai 6 nai}Ao5 jroAu? Kai drj /cat 6 Il€Tpo9 €v rots Ttov niKFTUiy 7rata""tv

oi/o/xd^t"Tat).

But this inference is purely conjectural ; there is

no supj)ort for the opinion that people at that

early period called themselves after John or any
other apostle. The name was not uncommon, and
its multiplication was not due to hero-worship.
On the other hand, the fact from which Dionysius
draws this inference is indisputable ; his incidental

allusion to contemporary usage proves that the

prestige of the apostles had already begun to

induce some Christian parents to call their boys
after Paul and Peter. Paul is more common than

Peter, and the names of other apostles occur only
seldom. But it always remains doubtful whether
the occurrence of a name like Paul means that it

had been chosen out of special regard for the

apostle.
It is more difficult to determine how soon and

how far Christians assumed the names of men and
women who had lived outside or after the apostolic
circle. We can readily understand that the hero-

worship of a pious contemporary which led to the

adoption of his name would be natural, whether
the new name replaced the old or was merely added
to it. But the evidence, such as it is, needs to be
sifted.

E.g., Jerome explains Cyprian's middle name (Thascius
Caecilius Cyprianus) by suggesting that it was adopted from
the presbyter who had been the means of his conversion (de
Vir. lUustr. 67 :

'

Cyprianus . . . suadente presbytero Coecilio,
a quo et cognomentum sortitus est, Christianus factus'). In-

herently there is nothing improbable in this. It was legal, at

any rate. The likelihood is, however, that it is one of Jerome's

biographical errors,
2 for the presbyter's name, according to

1 Abraham came into vogue throughout the Eastern Church
by the 4th century. Abel seems Christian in the 5th cent,

letter preserved in Oxyrhynchus Papyri, x. [1914] 300
;
he was

a valet. But many of these OT names were due to Jewish
influence ; converts from Judaism already bore them.

2 Another mistake of the same kind occurs in 5, where he
derives ' Saul '

(Ac 13!*) from the proconsul Sergius Paulus (' ab

eo, quod eum Christi fidei subegerat, sortitus est nomen '). But
' Paul ' was an alternative birth-name for Saul, not a Christian
name.
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Pontius (Vita Cypriani, 4), was Csecilianus, not Ciecilius.

Still, Jerome would not have made this sug-gestion, if the
practice had not been credible in his own day.
We may assume, therefore, that by the 4th

cent. Christians sometimes adopted the name of a
spiritual iiero who had helped tliem. A century
earlier we have tlie partial parallel of Eusebius
in Cfesarea calling himself " Eusebius Pamiihili'
out of admiration for Pamphilus his friend. ' But
all doubt is removed by the contemporary evidence
of Chrysostom {in Gen. horn. xxi. [PG liii. 179]).
In commentin.u; on Gn 4^", he contrasts the hap-
hazard way 2 in which parents name their children

nowadays (Kaddwep ol vDv AttXQs Kai us ^rvxe rds

trpoa-Tjyopias iroi.ovi'Tai) with the pious care of the
ancients, who made the child's name an incentive
to moral excellence.
Nowadays they say,

'

let the child be called by the name of
his grandfather or great-grandfather ; not so the men of old,
who took the greatest pains to give their children such names
as not only incited the bearers to moral excellence but proved
instructive (SiSaa-Ka\ia <f>L\o(To<f>iat oTracn}?) in all ways to every-
one else and to all succeeding generations.'
He e.vhorts Christian parents to name their child-
ren not after honoured and distinguished ances-

tors, but after saintly Christians conspicuous for

goodness (rQv dytcoc di'dpun' tQv dperrj SiaXafitl/dvTiav),

although neither parents nor children must rely on
the mere name ; tlie name without the correspon-
ding character is of no avail (oi;5^ yap dvlvrjffi ti

Trpoaijyopia dpeTTjs ip-qp-os oiVa). The saintly men
wiiose names are recommended may have included
OT no less than NT figures ; they certainly did
not exclude pious contemporaries, for some of the
Antiochene Christians called their boys after
Meletius the bishop (Chrysostom, in PG 1. 515),

feeling that even to have his honoured and holy
name within their homes was a blessing and a
source of strength.*
Here the 4th cent, is echoed in the 17th. This

word of Chrysostom is precisely the argument
and appeal of an English Puritan like William
Jenkyn.
He bade his congregation remember how good it was ' to

impose such names as expresse our baptismal promise. A good
name is as a thread tyed about the finger, to make us miiklful
of the errand we came into the world to do for our Master '

{Exposition of Jude, London, 1652, p. 7).

Only, as we shall see, the Puritan's models were
strictly Scriptural ; he would have indignantly
repelled the desire to call Christian children after

any saint later than the NT at any rate, and he
would have denounced the superstitious belief,
which Theodoret of Cyrrhus in Chrysostom's age
expressly mentions, that such saintly names put
their bearers under the aegis of patron-saints :

In a eulogy of the martyrs Theodoret declares that 'philo-
sophers and orators are consigned to oblivion, and most people
nowadays are ignorant of the names of kings and generals ;

but all know the names of the martyrs better than those of their
dear ones (ras ruiv ^laprvpuiv TrpocrTyyopta? tiaWov Itraaiv anavTe^
7) Toi Twv (j>L\TdTiav oi-o^iaTa). In fact they are keen to confer
martyrs' names on their children, thus securing protection and
guardian care for them '

(de Grcbcarum, Affectionum Cura-
tionibus, sermo viii.).

1 As Petrus, in the 11th cent., called himself Damiani, out of

gratitude to his brother, Damianus.
•* The Italian Dominican, Campanella (1568-1639), makes the

same criticism upon his contemporaries. In his City of the Sun
(tr. in H. Morley's Ideal Comino7itvealths, London, 18S9, p.
235) he notes that the inhabitants take a better way :

' names
are given to them by Metaphysicians, and that not by chance
but designedly,' etc.

3 In the 5th cent. Aricmesius changed his name to Zeno,
when he married the emperor's daughter, and reigned as Zeno
(Evagrius, HE ii. 15); but this alteration of name was not
religious. On the other hand, the Decian martyr Achatius
(T. Ruinart, Acta Pritnorum Martyrum, Ratislion, 1859, p.
202) tells the judge :

'

si proprium nomen meum exploras vooor
Agathos-angelus' (nar. Icctt. Agazangelus, Agalhangelus).
Witiza(Euticius), the second founder of monasticisni in the West
during the Stb cent., took the spiritual name of Benedict, by
which he is known to fame. Two centuries earlier Gregory of
Tours had changed his name, at his consecration, from Georgius
to Gregorius, after his maternal grandfather, the holy bishop of

Langres. There are numerous instances of this practice
throughout the Middle Ages.

The cult of the saints developed this practice,
however, in the Middle Ages. The popularity of
certain names is explained in many cases by the
local traditions of particular saints. It was an
analogous but less supernatural feeling that led

Alcuin, e.g., in the beginning of the 9th cent., to
call his distinguished pupil llrabanus by the name
of Maurus, as if he were a second Maurus (i.e.

equipped with the excellences of St. Benedict's
famous disciple).
The use of definitely Christian names was heli)ed

by the rise of infant baptism. But it was not
confined to the naming of children. Catechumens
might change their names at baptism, or assume a

'spiritual' name,' and this was in vogue by the

beginning of the 4th cent., if not earlier. Ignatius
is the earliest Christian who is known to have
assumed a second,

'

spiritual
' name ; he took, at

baptism, the title of Theophorus [6eo(pdpos,
'

bearing-
God,' or ded^opos, 'borne by God') for religious
reasons. Perhaps this explains why Theodorus
(Eus. HE vi. 30) took the name of Gregory ;

Gregorius was not a specifically Christian name,
but it was capable of a Christian suggestiveness
{ypvyopioi, 'watchful'). The Samaritan (?) martyr,
i'eter Balsamus (Ruinart, p. 525 f.), told the magis-
trate that his paternal name was Balsamus,
'

spirituali vero nomine, quod in baptismo accepi,
Petrus dicor.' That was in A.D. 311, and it tallies

with the data already tabulated (see, further,

Ducange, Glossarium, Niort, 1883-87, s.v.
' Bino-

mius ').

(i.) Though Chrestus was used, one name in the NT was
naturally left alone, the name of Jesus. St. Paul's friend '

Jesus,
surnamed Justus' (Col 4ii) had received the name as a Jew
(
= Joshua) ;

but reverence prevented Christians from assuming
it. For opposite reasons, Sapphira does not seem to have been ap-
propriated by women—although it emerges in 17th cent. England
(Bardsley, Curiosities of Puritan Nomenclature, p. 73), and a
Presbyterian lady of 81 bearing this stained name appears on a
burial register as late as 1704. As Judas was shared by several

apostolic figures, the ill-fame of Judas Iscariot did not discredit
it among Christians.

(ii.) Sotiietimes a name was added posthumouslj'. John, the

eloquent bishop of Constantinople, received the admiring title

of CJhrysostom (xpuo-oerrono?) after his death
;
and Henry Suso,

the 14th cent, mystic, was siuiilarlj' dubbed Amanilus. But
Suso had privately chosen this name ; he did not allow it to be
known during his lifetime, although he had changed his name
from that of his irreligious father for the maiden-name of his

pious mother, which he Latinized from Suess to Suso.

3. Formation of new names.—The creation of

names went on ; e.g., from (a) festivals of the

Church, like Epiphanius (?) or Epiphania, Pas-

clialis, Pascasus,^ and Sabbatius, and from [b)

qualities of mind or of the moral life. The latter
class are naturally numerous, but they are not

always distinctively Christian. Names like

i'l^ternalis, Athanasius and Athanasia, Anastasius
and Anastasia, Eucharistus, Evangel ins, Marty rius,

Patrophilius, Praulius,* Pistus, Prosduke (mar-

tyred, A.D. 306), Eefrigerius and Refrigeria,
Sanctus, and Sozomen tell their own tale. But
other names of this class ai"e not exclusively
Christian. Thus Hieronymus was pre-Christian,
while even Irene (elprivv) was a pagan name, and
continued to be used by pagans after Christians
had adopted it (cf. Oxyrhynchns Papyri, i. [1S98]
114-1 16).

• We are on safer ground with names
derived from divine names ; Adcodatus and Adeo-

1 This survives in the new name assumed by the pope on
taking office. Adrian vi., the reforming pope, stood out against
this, when he was elected in 1522. 'Contrary to the custom
observed for five hundred j'ears, he adhered to his baptismal
name. He was determined, even as Pope, to be the same man
as before

'

(L. Pastor, Hist, of the Popes, Eng. tr., London,
1891-1912, ix. 48).

2 Just as in England children born at Easter were sometimes
called Pash.

a Theodoret (HE v. 38) notes, in connexion with Bishop
Praulius of Jerus,alem in the 5th cent., how admirably his dis-

position and bearing suited his name (TrpaOAio?,
' uioek -spirited ').

•» Iren»us also is a pagan formation (cf., e.g., Fayuin Towns
and their Papyri, ed. Gronfell and others, London, 1900, p. 43).
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data, Christopher,' and Cyriacus are rooted in the

Christian soil. Yet caution is needed even here.

No doubt uiuues like Dorothea, Theodoretus,
Theodosia and Tlieodosins, Theodoulos, Theo-

gnostos, TheoktistaandTheoktistus, Theopemptus,
and Tlieoi)hylact were favourites - in the Church;
but it must be remembered that similar names, like

Dorotheus, Theocritus, Theodektes, Theodorus,
Tiieodotus, Theognis, Theophanes, and Theophilus,
were current in non-Christian circles before they
were taken over by the Church, and that, while a
name like Theopistus (a Roman martyr-) seems a
Christian formation, this was not the case with
Theoteknus ' and need not be the case with some
other names of the same class. Occasionally a
name would be coined, in the OT fashion. Thus,
in the (early) 5th tent, panegyric on St. Phocas

(cf. Annlecta Bollandiana, xxx. [1911] 252f.), his

Christian parents give him the name of Phocas

('^wKCit), because he is a 'light' to their home:
i(pa.vyj r]fj.iy (pQs dXtj0i.i'6t', 6 TrpcordroKOS rj/nQv vios.*

Such a source for names is natural and spontane-
ous, apart from any question of Scriptural pre-
cedent.

But, apart from the question of origin, the early
Cliristians adopted or adapted a number of names
as particularly appropriate to their faith—e.g.,
names derived from dydin) (Agape, Agapetus,
Agapius) and amo (especially among the later

Gauls), from Att^s (Elpis, Elpidius, Elpisura) and
.ipcs (Spes, Spesina), and from joy (Exillaratus,
Hilara, Hilaris, Hilarius). Whether the metal is

Christian or not, the Christian stamp is obviously
on names like Eleutherus, Macarius,* Vigilantius,
Vitalis,® Vitalissinuis, Viventius, A'ivianus, Zoe,
and Zotikos.

4. Some typical groups of early Christian names.—The data outlined in the previous paragrajjlis

may be tested and illustrated by reference to one
or two lists of bishops and martyrs in the early
Church. Their contents are often significant.

(1) At the N. African synod of 256 the names of

the 87 bishops who attended are mainly Latin, but

only two are Scriptural (Peter and Paul) ; the rest

are ordinary pagan titles.

(2) Seventy years later, at the Council of Nicoea,
five-sixths of the names (there are 237 in all) are
such as we meet in contemporary non-Christian
life ; of the remainder, we have 18 pious names
like Eusebius (5), Hosius, Theodorus, Theodotus,
and Theophilus, and the 19 Scriptural names
include Moses, Paul (6), Peter (4), Mark (3), John,
James, and Stephen, with one Polycarp.

(3) For Egypt in particular there is ample
evidence in the writings of Athanasius, which
tallies with these dat<a. To take only a single
item, almost at random : in A.D. 347 he {Fest- Epp.
xix. 10) notes the appointment of new bishops
called Psenosiris, Arion, Triadelphus (' instead of

Serapammon '), Theodorus ('instead of Anubion'),
and Orion ('instead of Potammon); two OT

1 Phileas, bishop of Thmuia, speaks at the beginning of the
4lh cent, about some martyrs at Alexandria as being xpio-xo-

4)opoi (Bus. HE viii. 10. 3). liut Rufinus shrinks from the term,
and translates it by the colourless bcati, just as he renders
Eusebius's description of Phileas ((J>i\o6eow) by beati in viii. 10.

11. The 10th cent, pope Christopher had to be deposed !

- Gregory of Nyssa's wife was called Theosebeia, and she lived

up to her name.
3 The name belongs to a bitter persecutor of the Church, a.d.

303 (Ruinart, p. 374). As Eusebius remarks {HE ix. 2. 2), his
conduct belied his name.

•• The Armenian version omits this derivation of the name.
Similar formations are Lucellus and Photinus.

5 Eusebius (i/^ vi. 41. 17) mentions a Libyan martyr who was
truly named

' Makar.' Similarly Theodoret {HE i. 3).
6 Vitalis in England seems (Bardsle}', p. 132 f.) to have been

original!}' a pre-Reformation name given to children christened
before birth, 'in cases where it was feared, from the condition
of the mother, they might not be delivered alive.' Like the

cognate Creature, it was common to men and women, owing to
the circumstances in which it had been conferred.

names occur among the episcopal lists (Isaac and
Jacob) ; at Arsenoitis Andreas succeeds Silvanus ;

and at Clysma Tithonas is grouped with Paulus.
The small size of this group makes the variety of

the names (mythological, local, and Scriptural)

particularly significant.

(4) A century later, we discover that the (early)
5th cent, martyrology of the Roman Church which
A. Urbain has edited {TU, new sen, vi. [1901], pt.
iii.

)
contains about 800 names. The large majority

are ordinary Greek and Roman names, even includ-

ing Achilles, Hermes (2), Neptunalis, Orion,
Romulus, and Toga. Moses is the only OT name,
unless Abacuc (Abacum) is included. There are a
few formations like Audax, Calumniosus, Christes,

Dynamius, Eunuchius, and Polemius. Paul (5),

Peter (5), John (2), Philip, Marcus (2), and Tinio-

theus (2) represent the Scriptural element—which
once more is scanty. The most popular male
name on the whole is Felix (18). The women's
names include Agnes (2), Beatrix, Candida, Julia

(6), Maria, Martha, Prrepedigna, Sophia (2), Sotere

(3), Victoria (4), and Zoe.

(5) Later still, among the saints of Thrace and
Moesia (not later than the 7th cent. ; cf. H.

Delehaye, in Analccta Bollandiana, xxxi. [1912]
163 f.), we come upon a deacon called Amnion,
while the virgins who are his fellow-martyrs at

Heraclea are Laurentia, Celsina, Theoclia, Theo-

ktiste, Dorothea, Eutucliiane, Thecla, Aristainete,

Philadelphe, Mary, Beronike, Euthumia, Lamp-
rotate, Euphemia, Theodora, Theodote, Teteia,

Aquilina, Theodoule, Haplodora, Lampadia,
Procopia, Paula, Junilla, Ampliane, Persisa,

Polynike, Maura, Gregoria, Kyria, Bassa, Callinike,

Barbara, Kyriake, Agathonike, Justa, Irene,

Matrona, Timothea, Tatiane, and Anna. The 38

martyrs at Philippopolis are called Orion, Anato-

linus, Molias, Eudaimon, Silvanus, Sabinus,
Eustathius, Straton, Bosbas, Timotheus, Palmatus,
Mestus, Nikon, Diphilus, Dometius, Maximus,
Neophytus, Biktor, Rhenus, Saturninus, Epaphro-
ditus, Kerkas, Gains, Zotikos, Kronion, Anthus,
Oros, Zoelus, Tyrannu.s, Agathos, Pansthenes,
Achilleus, Pantherius, Chrysanthos, Athenodorus,
Pantoleon, Theosebes, and Genethlios. The Scrip-
tural (apostolic) element is noticeably small in

these names of Christians outside the inner circle

of the empire ; there is a distinct proportion of
'

spiritual
'

names, or at any rate of names with a

pious application. On the other hand, mythologi-
cal names like Amnion and Orion are still used

freely.'
S. Oblation of names. —Before passing on, we may notice the

employment of names in the liturgy of the early Church. Lists

of names were read aloud for a definite purpose ; this broadened
as the doctrine and cultus of the Church developed, but

originally it was quite simple. The names of those who gave
donations in money or otherwise (communion elements, endow-
ing or building a church) were recited in public worship, that
the faithful might requite them by praying for them. This

practice occasionally led to fulsome praise, when the amount of

each person's subscription was read out after his or her name,
as Jerome pungently objects {in Jer. ii. [III6], in Ezek. vi. [18S-9j),

yet in itself the custom was naive and pious. The names were
written on two-leaved tablets or diptj'chs (Si'tttux")- But these

diptychs or registers soon embraced other names. They were
used to bid the Church commemorate not only these benefactors
after death but all the faithful dead, especially the martyrs and
confessors. This became a regular part of the eucharistic

worship, the names being at first recited usually by a deacon,
after which {ablatio) the prayers (post nomina) were ofifered by
a priest. The later liturgical variations are numerous and
complicated (cf. DCA i. 560-563, ii. 1197, 1375-1377), but it seems

plain that from the 3rd cent, onwards the names were recited in

the eucharistic liturgy at the altar, and they came to include

1 It was against this tendency that the 19th canon of the
Arabian pseudo-Nicene canons was directed (' Fideles nomina
gentilium filiis suis non imponant ; sed potius omnis natio
Christianorum suis nominibus utatur, ut gentiles suis utuntur,
imponantque nomina Christianorum secundum scripturam in

baptismo '). But this attempt to discourage native names as
secular never succeeded ; it was revived later, however, in the
Puritan movement.
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not only local but catholic saints. A similar extension took
place in the diptychs of the living, which soon embraced not
only donors but teachers, spiritual and imperial authorities,
holders of clerical office and civil magistrates, and eventually
the entire body of the faithful belonging to any church. In the
Roman liturgy of the Mass i the commendatio pro vivis precedes,
the commendatio pro de/uncti.i follows, the consecration.
What underlies this ofleriiig of names is the sense of unity, the
living and the departed alike being recognized as members of
the on* Church. But the practice naturally gave an oppor-
tunity for recognizing the orthodoxy or heterodoxy of the
living or even of the dead. It was a convenient means of

enforcing Church discipline. To have one's name on such a
register was to be accredited a full and true member of tlie
Church ; to be omitted was a stigma and punishment, and
attempts might even be made after a man's death (cf. the case
of Ohrysostom) to remove his name from the list as a posthumous
censure on his life or opinions.
The practice thus passed into the rubric of prayers and

masses for the dead, but it was steadily enforced on the special
grounds of gratitude and unity, particularly the former. This
is explicitly decreed in the 19th canon of the Portuguese
Council at Merida, a.d. 66(3 (' Eorum nomina a quibuseas ecclesias
constat esse constructas, vel qui aliquid his Sanctis ecclesiis
videntur aut visi sunt contulisse, si viventes in corpore sunt,
ante altare recitentur tempore missae, quod si ab hac deces-
serunt aut discesserint luce, nomina eorum cum defunclis
fidelibus recitentur suo in ordine '). The former recitation of
nanies survives in the Bidding prayers of the English Univer-
sities, which gratefully commemorate the benefactions of the
past, naming the donors singly, but praying only for the living
(ecclesiastical, temporal, and academic authorities).^

6. Medisval practice.—On the wliole, the same
general features reai)pear in the Christian nomen-
clature of the Northern nations under the Church,
from the 6th cent, onwards. The significance of
names leads to the practice of onomantia ; local
and national names are usually retained ; term?
connected with pagan worship are either drop})ed
or more frequently carried over with slight changes
in the wording ;

^ and the new Christian names
already consecrated by the Greek and Roman
Churches make their way along the channels of
the saints' calendars and traditions. Saints' names
were generally the favourites. It is not unlikely
that a certain impetus to the use of Biblical names
was given througliout the West, from the 7th cent,

onwards, by the Spanish bishop of Seville, Isidore,
whose learned FAymologicB (bk. vii. chs. 6-10)
brought out the religious significance of the Biblical
names. A cult of such names began to spread.
The old principle,

' bonunt nomen, bonum omen,'
regained its vitality in this department of nomen-
clature ; but it was unable to overcome entirely
the prejudice against OT names which were already
borne by the Jews, and the anti-Semitic tendency
liampered the free use of such names down to the
10th century. Not until the Reformation were
such names adopted eagerly, and then it was by
the Biblicizing Protestants on the Continent. How
soon this practice began, and how characteristic it

was of the new movement, may be seen from the
Council of Bordeaux in 1539 (ix.), which decreed :

' Nomina sanctorum patrum veteris Testament! affectar*
haereticorum est.'*

Montaigne's contemporary witness is also sig-
nificant :

'Uirapas la posterity que nostre reformation d'auiourd'huy
ait est6 delicate at exacte, de n'auoir pas seulement combatu

1 Cf. L. Duchesne, Christian Worship, Eng. tr.'*, London,
1912, p. 179 f., and, for the earlier Galilean Mass, p. 208 f.

a Cf. T. Seccombe and H. S. Scott, In Praise of Oxford,
liOndon, 1910-11, ii. 773-775.

3 E.g., the analytic formation of personal names which meets
\i8 in the OT involves, in pre-Celtic Ireland as in the Semitic
Kast, the occasional incorporation of a god's name, and this

pra(;tice
' was continued in Christian times with the aid of the

words mnel, "bald, tonsured," and gille, "boy, servant-boy"'
(.(. Rhys, Lectures on Oritjin and Growth of Religion as illus-
trated by Celtic Heathendom", London, 1S92, p. 215). A good
example is Gilchrist, from Gillecrist ('Servant of Christ'). For
name-giving in conne.\ion with ethnic baptism see EliKii. 8(i9.

* The habit jiersisted into the 17th century. In the list (1698)
of 254 French Protestants recently sent to the galleys (IC. .\rber.
The Torments of Protestant ftlarrs, London, 1907, pp. 271-280)
we tind Abraham (4), Aaron, Benjamin, Daniel (12), David (10),
Klie (4), Israel, Isaac (5), Jacob, Joseph (3), Moise (3), Samson,
and Solomon, i.e. a fifth of the whole number. Three-fifths are
Scriptural (NT) or '

saints'
' names.

les erreurs et les vices et rempli le monde de deuotion,
d'humilite, d'obeissance, de paix et de toute espece de vertu,
mais d'auoir passii iusque ^ combatre ces anciens noms de nos
baptesmes, Charles, Loys, Francois, pour peupler le monde de
Malthusalem, Ezechiel, Malachie, beaucoup mieux sentans de la

toy I
'

{Essais, bk. i. ch. 46 [ed. Bordeaux, 1906, p. 350]).

Evidently this cult of Scriptural, and especially
of OT, names was an innovation in the France of
the 16th century. Up till then the Northern
nations had for the most part shown a natural anil

healthy preference for names of native growth.
This applies in the main to Teutons, Celts, and
Saxons alike, as well as to the Slavs. Like the
Goths, the Teutons still bore their ancestral names,
such as Alfred, Arnold, Baldwin,Charles, Frederick,
Gertrude, Henry, Hugo, Mildred, Sigismund, Theo-
doric, and Ulrica ; saints' names from the Church's
calendar came in, but they did not submerge their

predecessors.
In Britain, where diflerent racial strata allected

the nomenclature, an examination of the names
used by Cliristians yields an almost identical result.
Thus in the list printed by E. Hiibner (Inscriptiones
Britannke Christiana:, Berlin and London, 1876,
p. 94 f.), which comes down to the 11th cent., the

majority of male and female names are drawn from
the Celtic and Anglo-Saxon vernacular; there is a

sprinkling of Latin names, and only one or two
from Scripture—e.g., Jacobus (8th cent., Cardigan-
shire), Samson (9th cent., Glamorganshire), and
Gideon (? Dorsetshire). Among the English nuns
Avho assisted Boniface to spread monasticism through
Germany in the 8th cent, we find native names like

Walpurga and Lioba alongside of Thecla ; it is ex-

ceptional to come upon even a saint who bears anj'
name except a native one, in Gaul or in the Northern
islands, and it is significant that in Britain no Saxon
bishop is known to have taken a Biblical name.
The change did not come, according to Camden,
until after the Norman Conquest.
Then 'our nation (who before would not admit strange and

unknown Names, but avoyded them therefore as unlucky) by
little and little liegan to use Hebrew and sacred names, as
Matthew, David, Samson, Luke, Simon, etc., which were never
received in Germany imtil after the death of Frederick the
second, about some 300 years since

'

(Remains concerning
Britain, ji. 53).

The use of Biblical names in pre-Reformation
England has been traced to various sources, in

particular to the popular dramatic mysteries and
the Crusades (which popularized Ellis = Elias, and
John especially). But it was the Norman influence
that enabled Scriptural and saints' names, among
others, to com2)ete with the Old English ones

successfully.

7. Puritan nomenclature.—The sudden enthusi-
asm for Bible-names in the 16th and 17th centuries

throughout Puritan England replaced a sort of
clerical system by an irregular freedom of choice
on the part of parents.

'Previous to the Reformation,' as Bardsley writes (p. 43),
' the priest, with the assent of the gossip, gave the babe the
name of the saint who was to be its patron, or on whose day the
birth or baptism occurred'— 'saint' including the great host of
men and women notable in the Church's tradition and history.

The Puritans eschewed these as savouring of

papacy and paganism, preferred godly names from
Scripture, and took the choice into their own hands.

Macaulay (Hist, of England, vol. i. eh. i. [ed.

London, 1871, i. 40]) insists that their sj)ecial pre-
ference for or names was due to militant sym-
pathies, and that the extreme Puritans were
actuated in this, as in other matters, by their

revolutionary, theocratic principles.
'They baptized their children by the names, not of Christian

saints, but of Hebrew patriarchs and warriors.'

To some extent, this is true ; it explains, e.g., how
even Puritan girls could be disfigured by the name
of Jael. But the reason was larger than mere
militant piety. The Puritans were also driven by
anti-ecclesiastical antipathies ; in their passion for
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Graceful, Harding of Lewes.
Return, Spelman of Watling.
Be Faithful, Joiner of Brilling.
Fly Debate, Roberts of the
same.

Fight the good Fight of Faith,
White of Euier.

More Fruit, Fowler of East

Hadley.
Hope For, Bending of the same.

Weep not, Billing of the same.

Meek, Brewer of Okehani.'2

Baored names they found tliat some of the NT
names were, as they tliought, compromised by
associations with Ciuircli festivals and the calenchir

of tlie saints, and the result was that they felt shut

up to or names or to NT names which were
innocuous and minor. In both ran,<j;es of choice

they took names often irrespective of their original
associations ' or uncouth in the last degree. Girls

were ha[)tized as Aholiab and Drusilla, e.g., or as

Kerenhappuch (as late as the 18th and even the

19th cent.). The essential thing was that a name
should be Biblical ; as a rule, the Puritan extremists
cared for little else. They swung to the opposite
extreme from Royalists, who did not hesitate to

use names like Cassandra, Diana, Lais, and Venus
for their da\ighters. Biblicism and an equally
artificial neo-paganism were at the corruption of

nomenclature.
The practice extended to the habit of making

names out of abstract virtues, as in the early
Church. Puritan boys were baptized Perseverance,
Humiliation, and Repentance—to quote only three
ca.ses. Even more whimsical was the construction
of a name out of a phrase or sentence.

' Someti lies a whole godly sentence was adopted as a name.
Here are the names of a jur^' said to be enclosed in the court of

Susse.x iihout that time.

Accepted,Trevor of Norshani.
Faint not, Uewit of Heath-

field.

Make Peace, Heaton of Hare.

Redeemed, Compton of

Battle.
God Reward, Smart of Five-

hurst.
Standfast on High, Stringer

of Crowtuir.st.

Earth, Adams of Warbleton.
Called, Lane of the same.
Kill Sin, Fimple of Wilhani.

In justice to these ultra-Puritans, however, we
ought to remember that, wiiether they were con-
scious of it or not, they had a precedent for such

compounds. The early Church had led the way,
in making names not only out of abstract terms,
as we have seen, but out of devout phrases. This
uncouth formation of personal names was much
older than the Puritans. In the martyr-list of the

Carthaginian Church (6th cent.) Jan. 8th is the

anniversary of the depositio Quvdvuldciis Episcopl,
and Jan. 5th celebrates the depositio of two bishops,
one of them called Deogratias. The latter was the
local bishop who was elected in A.D. 454, but we
know of at least one earlier presbyter, bearing the
name of Quodvultdeus, who consulted Augustine.'
Besides, the practice goes back to Hebrew custom,
and it was the well-known T instances that formed
a conscious precedent for the English Puritans.
Both in the construction of these phrase-names
and in the predilection for OT names they were
actuated by the feeling that the Bible (especially
the OF) was a world, or rather the world, of God,
which contained rules and standards for the out-
ward as well as the inward direction of life. Where
the Puritans dilFered from previous circles of Christ-

ianity, as regards nomenclature, at any rate, was
in the extent to which they carried their imitation
of tlie OT, rather than in the fact of that imitation.

They felt tliat they did not need to look further
than the Bible for ' a commodity of good names.'
These rougli formations and the craze for Bibli-

cal names are ridiculed mercilessly by contempo-
1 Bardsley (p. 73) is astonished at Antipas, who was 'a

murderer and an adulterer,' but he has forgotten
'

Antipas, my
faithful martyr' (Rev 213). It was this Antipas, and not the
Herod of that ilk (Mt 141, Lk 97 1322, Ac 14'), of whom Puritan
parents thought when they baptized their babies by such a
name.

2 Hume, Hist, of England, London, 1789, eh. 1x1.
3 The epitaph of an archdeacon Deusdedit in the Bth cent, is

quoted by G. B. de Rossi, in Roma SoUeranea, Rome, 1864-77,
iii. 239, 242. The first Saxon archbishop was also called
Deusdedit.

rary dramatists and satirists, but in vain. Such
extremists were impervious to humour. Fortun-

ately, they were only a minority, even among
earnest religious people, and the aesthetic sense
of the majority prevented Scriptural names from

swamping all others. Shakespeare makes Juliet
declare :

' What's in a name ? that which we call a rose

By any other name would smell as sweet . . .

Romeo, doff thy name.'

But, as H. E. Maxwell observes, Shakespeare
knew better than his heroine.

' Romeo and she would never have become, among Western
nations at least, the type of all that is passionate and tender,
had their sponsors named them Abraham and Sarah.'

He quotes two extreme cases of the contemporary
fanatical habit.

One is of the sponsors
' who were answerable for the follow-

ing entry in the baptismal register of Waldron :
—

"
Fiie-fornication, the bace sonne of Catren Andrewes, bapt.

y« 17th Desemb., 1601)." . . . .\ more charitable spirit moved
the sponsors of another unwelcome little stranger, who is

recorded in the Register of Kingsdown, in Kent, in 1581, as
" Inocent Day, the base borne sone of one Daj-"' {Meridiana,
pp. 267, 275).

But what artistic instinct did for some, good
sense and native tradition did for others, and the
eccentricities of the Puritans failed to raise rugged
Semitic formations or moralistic names ' that
would have made Quintilian stare and gasp

'

into

a characteristic feature of English nomenclature.
8. Variations and peculiarities of later practice.—A sudden reaction set in soon on the Continent.

The French Revolution produced an antipathy to

the use of ecclesiastical and Biblical names
;

in

fact, the legislature forbade any being conferred

except those in general use ' dans les ditt'erents

calendriers, ou ceux des personnages connus de
riiistoire ancienne '

(La Gi'cmde EncydopMie,
Paris, n.d., xxvii. 571). Anti-clericalism threatened
to narrow the range of Christian nomenclature (the

prinom), but this cloud passed, although it left,

under the Code Napoleon, certain restrictions

behind it.

In England, meanwhile, the dominance of the
Bible continued to alJ'ect Christian names in .some

circles of the people, long after the Puritans had
ceased to be a political power. The evidence for

this lingering influence is scattered but ample.
Let it suttice to quote a contributor to NQ IV. ii.

[1868] 342, who notes the following strange names
in a parish register of Donnybrook near Dublin :

'

Ezble, the daughter of James and—Gudle,
Kesia, daughter to Thomas and Martha Wilkinson,
Wealthy, son to Synion and Eleanor Whathing,
Richards, son to Edward and Baptize Anderson,
Mahitable, daughter to Ricliard and Elizabeth Burnett,
Utilia, daughter to Richard and Elizabeth Deacon,
Annistas, daughter to John and Sarah ffoley,

Ismey, daughter to William and Elizabeth Mattashaw,
Abernathy, daughter to James and Elizabeth Bromlow,
Syabella, daughter to John and Margaret Wallis,

Regina, daughter to Magnus and Elizabeth Syck,
Extmie, daughter to Joiui and Ann Dauncy,
Bathia, daughter to James and Elizabeth Bromlow,
Ananias, daughter to Peter and Sarah Portoviiie,

Levina, daughter to John and Margaret Griffith,
Aminoross Burges,
Teasia, daughter to William and Elizabeth Young,
Burlanah Bumbarry,
Amia, daughter to James Cosgrave,
Neptune, son of Harris and Mary Blood of Ringsend,
Deliverance Branan.'

These are all from the first half of the 18th cen-

tury. But such eccentric names are no longer
what they once were. What makes them remark-
able is their singularity among the mass of normal
names. The temper of mind which underlies them
survives still, it is true, in some quarters, as oc-

casional entries in baptismal and burial records

prove.
E.g. the parish register of St. Faith's, Norwich, chronicled,

as late as 1874 :

' Dodo Eliza Delilah, daughter of Arphad
Ambrose Alexander Habbakuk William Shelah and Virtue
Leah Woodcock "

{NQ vii. xii. [1891] 464 f.).
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Against snch names there is no law—except the

unwritten law of good taste, and certain forms of

piety count themselves free from that law. In

fact, it is doubtful if any English law controls the

giving of names. T. A. Ingram (EBr^^ xix. 159)
refers to a 13th cent, injunction of Archbishop
Peckham :

'

MUiisters shall take care not to permit wanton names to be

given to children baptized, and if otherwise it be done, the
same Bhall be changed by the bishop at confirmation.'

Legal authorities seem divided on the question
whether such a change of name is permissible, but
an English Church clergyman, though required to

baptize a child by any name selected by the

parent or godparent, may
'

object to any name on

religious or moral grounds, although the rubrics

do not expressly say so.' This right of objection,
however, would hardly be valid in the case of

Scriptural names. So far as the clergy can exer-

cise any real influence in the matter, it is probably
by prohibiting silly or freakish names and by en-

couraging the choice of sensible Christian names—
i.e. taking 'Christian' in its legal rather than in

its strict sense.

From a Scottish statistical paper for 1860, printed in W.
Anderson's Genealogy and Sur/iftjne.s (Edinburgh, 1865, p. 149),

the registrar's liij;ures show that, out of 3690 entries of male
Christian names, the most popular were John (56.'!) and James
(oO.s). that Thomas (139) and Andrew (102) outstrip Peter (64),

and that, while Daniel occurs 17 times, there is not a single
Paul in the list. But even the 'apostolic' names which do
occur were not always chosen for religious reasons

; patriotic
and national interests were more commonly in evidence, when
children were thus named.

9. Modern practice.
— Modern practice has

settled down into a rational liberty in the matter of

Christian names, and this has been due to a grow-
ing recognition of the truth that it is possible to be

religious without being Biblical. Many people do
not profess any religious interest at all, but even
those who have their children baptized are rarely

guilty of giving them '

pious
' names. The danger

of sanctimoniousness has proved so real ^ that the

majority have long ago dropped belief in any
specific virtue attaching to a Scriptural or even to

a moral name. Family associations, some fashion

of the day, or pure caprice are uppermost. Good
taste and common sense control the average religi-

ous person in selecting names for his children, and,

just as a sense of humour and of the htness of

things would probably prevent a rational non-

Christian from labelling his offspring Jupiter or

Semiramis, Napoleon or Messalina, so a member of

the Church would hardly seek to prove his own
piety or to ensure that of his children by dubbing
them Methuselah or Rizpah, Jabez or Tryphosa, as

if these names possessed any intrinsic virtue which

might be transmitted to their modern bearers. He
is more likely to be guilty of cruelty to children,
in peace as well as during a war, by fastening upon
them ' Christian

' names derived from some con-

temporary figure or event, which he desires in his

folly to commemorate.
Literature.—For the early Church the materials are col-

lected by J. A. Martigny, Diet, des antiquities chrdtiennes,

Paris, 1865, pp. 445-453, and, after him, by J. Bass Mullinger,
in DCA, London, 1880, ii. 1367 ff.; but, in view of subsequent
discoveries and researches, especially among the papyri,
Martigny's lists (e.g., of distinctively Christian names) need
revision. Add : A. Harnack, Die Mission und Avsbrcitung
des Christentums in den ersten drei Jahrhunderleii'^, Leipzig,
1906, Eng. tr., Expansion of Christianity, London, 1907, bk.
iii. ch. 3, excursus 2.

For the later periods, particularly in England, see W. Cam-
den, Remains concerninij Britain, ed. London, 1870, pp. 52-109 ;

and C. W. Bardsley, Curiosities of Puritan Nomenclature,
do. 1880.

1 CI. Dickens' satire in Martin Chuzzlewit (ch. ii. :
' Mr. Peck-

sniff was a moral man : a grave man, a man of noble sentiments
and speech : and he had had her christened Mercy. Mercy ! oh,
what a charming name for such a puresouled being as the

youngest Miss Pecksniff 1 Her sister's name was Charity' ; ch.

ix., where he is drunk :
' "

Mercy and Charily," said Mr. I'eck-

sniflf,
"
Charity and Mercy. Not unholy names, I hope ?

"
').

For the general subject, from the etymological or historical

point of view, cf. the data and discussions in C. M. Yonge,
Hist, of Christian Names, London, 1863, esp. i. 229 f.

;
F. W.

Farrar, Chapters on Language, ed. do. 1873, p. 237 f. ;

P. Dudgeon, Short Jntrod. to the Origin of Surnames, Edin-

burgh, 1890 ; Herbert E. Maxwell's essay in Meridiana,
Edinburgh, 1892, pp. 267-300 ;

and J. P. Struthers, What is

Thy Na7ne ?, Greenock, 1915. JaMES MoFFATT.

NAMES (Egyptian).
—i. General introduction.

—Egyptian civilization presents an exceptionallj'
rich and interesting field for the study of names.
On the one hand, in the remnants of its ancient

beliefs that have survived througiiout so many
centuries Egypt still preserves several character-

istics of primitive religion (cf. Names [Primitive]),

practically unaltered, wliose origin and exact

meaning can be verified from the context ; on
the other hand, during the course of its long

history it shows the successive evolutions which

primitive notions contained in germ and wliich

non-civilized races either kept as they were or

confused and complicated, being unable to arrange
them in a sy.stem ; here they develop into the

most refined conceptions of the contemporary theo-

logies of Mediterranean civilization. Egypt there-

fore supplies us with the necessary connexion
between primitive ideas on the name and the

advanced theories of civilized religions.
2. Primitive elements. — To understand the.se

elements it will suffice to refer to what is said

about the irresistible power of the pronunciation
of names among non-civilized races in Names
(Primitive). Declamation or melopoeia

— the

chanted voice of the oldest languages— is regarded
as reproducing the harmonious sound, i.e. the

material vibration, which is one of the signs of

vital substance. This chanted voice (k/irou ; cf.

G. Maspero, Bibl. igyptol. i. [1S93] 101) engenders
magical forces (hikau). All the texts, ritual, and

magic of Egypt rest essentially on the fact that

the name, thus understood, constitutes a material

soul, and is the most secret part of the whole living

being, since it is his very reason for living. The
name is therefore the ego. It exists by itself. It

is the most subtle of the various souls of the indi-

vidual (see Body [Egyptian]). It is the last term
in the series of active principles which, gradually

increasing in airiness and 'evocability,' result from

the combination of body and bone with the blood,
the double, the ghost, the shade, etc., to form the

life par excellence (dnkfiu).
The Egyptian name is so definitely a soul—a

living being existing by itself— that the most

important and oldest liturgical texts make it the

essential element in their magical operations (see

below, § 5). There is therefore neither person nor

living thing that does not possess a nau)e, known
or hidden. No being would be complete, or,

rather, existent, if he had not his name, and a

man's life can be taken from him by taking away
his name by magic. Cursing or execration by the

name of an individual lets loose upon liim to

injure him all the forces which the formula has
' bound to

'

the name.
This material soul (cf. Pyramid Texts, Ritual of

Pepy IL, line %&d = RTr xii. [1892] 146) of the

oldest lists is a thing which can be carried oil,

devoured, or struck. But it can also be seized in

order to be incorporated in objects or figures which

are vivified not for hostile but for benclicial

Tiie name t>f a dead man, declaimedpurposes.
and materially captured by the priest, is placed on

Ids image or statue, and he lives again in it. This

was the primitive meaning of the expressi(m 'to

commemorate the name of N.' The lifeless figures

of a bas-relief or tomb-fresco, painted wooden dolls,

become so many living servants of the dead n\an

when the image has been provided with a name by
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the officiant at the magical funeral ceremony.
Painted objects or representations of fictitious

offerings become a real sacrifice. No text could

be more explicit on this point than the passage
which mentions ' those things which chanted de-

clamation makes real.'

Tliese substitutions or magical exchanges of a

name, which thus passes materially from one

being to another, or from a person to his image,

go still further. In order that the dead may not

perish, tliey are transformed into other beings, and
even into imperishable objects, by their names

being conferred on those beings or objects. By
mingling tlie substances the magical operation
mingles the destinies. The chapters on 'Trans-

formations' describe those strange means of escap-

ing anniliilation. The names recited on talismans
or amulets enclose in these objects the vital prin-

ciple of an individual. This is probably the ex-

planation of the difficult formulse of the famous

Pyramid Texts, where the phrase am ranuf ni

('in his name of) assimilates the dead king with

groups of divinities or even objects of worship or

sacred substances, and even confuses the '

royal
name,' i.e. the soul of the king, with heavenly
localities believed to be possessed of a personality
of their own by their name.

Magic capable of producing such wonderful
effects in names flinches before nothing. The
popular tales and the sacred literature of the

hymns and invocations record the prodigious
effects of the declamation of names as quite
natural. Since the whole world is made up of

living names which animate every substance and
every body, we need not be astonished that, by
chanting these names, the priest-magician can
command everything. If he ' knows the names '

[rokhu ranu), he can with his voice cleave moun-
tains, rend the sky, make the stars move more
slowly or more quickly.
No Egyptian being, natural or supernatural,

can avoid the calling of his name. The icono-

graphy and the texts leave no doubt about this

fact. They show how the name can be materially
seized, snatched from one person, and incorporated
in another. In Egypt magic (mimetic or sympa-
thetic) is based almost entirely on the use of this

possibility, which is increased tenfold in power
and varieties of use by the invention of written

magic (see below, § 5). Tlie priest-magician de-

votes all his learning and power to '

knowing
'

(rokhu) the exact texture of the name, its qualities,

quantities, musical tonality, and scanned declama-
tion. The magical chant (khrou) which exactly
reproduces all those elements gives to him who
possesses it the complete ownership of the name-
souls thus evoked. To the irresistible call which
attracts their vital substance all })eings, visible

and invisible, must answer. Spirits, genii, the

dead, the most powerful gods, cannot avoid it.

And, after the lapse of centuries, when individual

magic, alongside of the official religion - magic,
developed its dangerous occult power, the jiro-
ces.ses were not different. It is by the summoning
of secret names that the sorcerer of the Latin-

Egyptian tabellce devotionis, in order to accomplish
his evil works, subdues the spirits of the dead, the

genii of the under world, and sometimes even the

august deities of the classical pantheon, it was
therefore dangerous to make use of a name, and
consequently the Egyptians were prohibited from

using tiie name of the gods or that of the Pharaoh
outside of the liturgy and foreknown cases ; hence,
e.g., the punishments befalling those who in

ordinary lire make use of the oath or the curse on
the royal name.

3. Secret names.—The person who is adjured or

evoked, not being able to avoid the declamation of

his name, has naturally devised a means of resist-

ing incantations and exorcisms. He keeps his

name secret. Erom the most humble spirit to the
most powerful of the gods, each has a '

secret

name,' which no one is supposed to know. He
defends it jealously as his very life. For, as
the texts say,

' this is his name by which he
breathes.

'

Of the many examples in Egyptian lit'Crature none is clearer
in this respect than the famous legend of the god Ra. He was
stung by a scorpion, and nothing could cure him until, over-
come by the pain, he told Isis his secret name, which she used
to compose an invincible exorcism and drive out the poison (for
the different versions of this classical episode see Maspero,
HisUnre, i. 167 ff. ; and Bud^e, Gods of the Egyptians, i.

224 ff.).

But man also employs all his patience and in-

genuity to find out the secret names in order to

get possession of them. The priestly bodies of

each of the provinces of feudal Egypt were en-

gaged in committing to writing collections of

formulae containing the knowledge of mysterious
names. The medicine-men of the modern Congo
do the same. Of those collections, which were at
first passed on orally, an important part of what is

known to us concerns everything connected with
the fate of the dead. They are proved by phil-

ology (and often with the help of the natural

sciences) to go back to the pre-historic period.
The lists called Books of the Dead and Pyramid Texts are based

almost entirely on the knowledge of secret names. By them
are annulled dangers from serpents, crocodiles, hippopotami,
and monkeys armed with knives that lie in wait for the dead on
the roads of the other world ; the lions which guard the gates
of Alois are reduced to powerlessness ; hostile spirits are

dispersed ;
the protections and obstacles of the mysterious

kingdoms have no longer any power when the hidden name of

their spirit is pronounced. The fourteen secret names of the

fairy barque and its principal pai t^ place it at the disposal of

the dead. The mysterious names of the thread which captures
the souls of the dead, pronounced by the shade on its Journey,
enable him to escape it. By the same means he crosses the
lakes of fire ; he also knows the mysterious names of the maj^acal

weapons placed at his service to drive back or strike the hostile

deities. Having at last arrived at the land of the dead, he
causes the gates to open by his knowledge of the 'names' of

the leaves and locks of the doors ; he can find a place for him-
self there and obtains command over the inhabitants and the
chief of the spirits by telling them that he ' knows their names '

and by pronouncing imperiously the names of the guardians of

the Seven Regions or those of the Twenty-one mysterious
Pylones. It is not so much on account of his virtues and
religious merits as by the knowledge of their secret names that
he obtains from the forty-two judges of the dead the right to
live in peace in the kingdom of Osiris. In the stellar or

heavenly voyages which the theologies of the Pyramid Texts

prescribe for the human soul, it is again by the pronunciation
of the secret names that the dead sail across the spaces,
conciliate the aerial groups of huamamit, compel the gods of

lights or of dark spaces to give them help or allow them to

pass, to let them sail with them, or to share their powers or
their food with them.

These powerful collections, elaborated for the

use of dead chiefs, then gradually for the use of

all the initiated, were secret. Writing, by fixing

them, has preserved them for science, so that we
may say that on many points of the religion-magic
of Egypt we know from the papyri secrets which
the people of Egyptian civilization, with the ex-

ception of priests and compilers of books, did not
know.
The priestly body naturally had similar collec-

tions of mysterious names for the living Egyptians.
Only some of them have come down to us (especi-

ally from the medical papyri) for cases of illness,

possession, bad dreams, etc., and for avoiding
ghosts, noxious animals, and the other dangers of

everyday life. Unfortunately we do not know the
formularies for the great operations of national

worship. Perhaps they have never even been
written out on account of tiie gravity and the all-

powerfulness of the use of such names. They maj*
have been bequeathed orally from priest to priest
at the time of initiation. We shall never know
any but the apparent names of the greatest god.*;

of Egj-pt. The real names of Anion,
' whose name

is secret,' Atumu, 'the mysterious,' Min, and
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many others are unknown. The only thing that
we know of the most powerful of all, the sun Ra,
is that he had a secret, all-powerful name, and that
Isis alone knew it one day (cf. p. 152''). We sliould

remember that those formidable real names borne
in classical antiquity by Zeus, Athene, Dionysos,
etc., have never been found out—names which
from century to century were known only by the

priests in tiieir service and the initiates of the

great mysteries. We do not yet know the real

name of Rome.
Private and personal magic made the same efforts

as the national priesthood to know the names
necessary for the good or evil operations which it

had in hand. Like the magic of the temples, it

utilized all methods to penetrate the secrets of the
names. It arranged them in the same way in lists

and tables. A ' curse table,' a charm, or an amulet
of the magic of Grfeco-Roman Egypt differed in

no way in composition and appearance from the
means invented by the regular priesthood (cf.

Budge, Egyptian Magic, pp. 177-179, and the

important considerations on the Egyptian origin
of the rites of Gnostic magic).
The irresistible poAver of the name and the

knowledge of the name being united, man was
theoretically all-powerful. How, then, were so

many failures in practice to be explained ? The
answer is easy. Non-civilized races have often
answered it in their way. To evoke a name is the
most difficult thing imaginable. A name is too

living and subtle a thing for a few pronounced
syllables of it to be magically its exact counter-

part. Even an extraordinarily detailed collection

of hundreds of precautions was not sufficient to

give faithfully the cadence, tonality, rhythm, and
accent of each of the chanted syllaoles whicii con-

stituted a name. A single mistake destroyed the
whole evocation, as a single fault in syntonization

destroys all means of communication between two
stations of telephony or of wireless telegraphy. A
thousand unsuccessful attempts were explained
just as easily, so that one single apparent success

might be remembered as a decisive proof.

4. Primitive elements which have disappeared
or are absent.—All the preceding facts refer to

primitive Egypt. But at the most ancient period
accessible to research several of the characteristics

pointed out with regard to primitive peoples are no

longer found ; name-tabus do not occur, except
under the reverential form prohibiting the thought-
less use of divine names (see below, § 7) ; the

prohibition of ordinary names does not appear ;

and that of the names of the dead and of kings is

replaced by the exact opposite. In fact, nobody
any longer makes a lavisli use of invocations or

formula? in the name of the dead ; and, far from

prohibiting names similar to those of gods or kings,
the great majority of the Egyptians give their

children names like those of the reigning Pharaoh,
or expressing devotion or consecration to this

sovereign master. The children called '

Pepy is

living' in the Vlth dynasty, the Amenlioteps and
the Thotmeses of the X Vlllth, those called ' Great
is the heart of Psammetichus ' under the Saites,
and so on throughout each reign, are innumerable.
The hundreds of names derived from those of gods
(their apparent names, of course) also show all the

imaginable ways of uniting man to his gods by a
series of names of relation, protection, love, or
devotion.
The longest list is that of the ordinary theophoric names

tnding: in mas {e.g., Thotmas = 'Th6th hag fashioned him'),
hotep (e.g., Amonhotep =

' He is united to Amon'), miri (e.g.,
rhtahmiri = 'He is the beloved of Phtah'), sotpu(e.g., Rinisotpii
= 'He is the chosen or the elect of 114'), etc. Apocopated
theophoric names form the next important (irroup, constructed
• )n a plan similar to the Semitic formation (e.g., Abdu,

' He is

his Kervant,' i.e. the servant of God). The rest of the list is

made up of groups of desiiu'nalions referring to physical pecu-

liarities, of epithets of praise or of good luck, etc. (cf., for

details, Ernian, Life in Ancient Egypt, p. 158 ff.). Surnames,
euonymous names (ran nofir), the great name (ran a6), etc., are

simply determinative of everyday life or the commemoration of
a notable fact, without any special religious Importance.
Two other characteristics deserve mention :

(1) there are only very faint traces of the belief
in the re-incarnation of the dead in newly-born
children, showing that this belief possibly existed
at a time untouched by research, in the most
remote archaic period ; and (2) two passages in the
so-called '

popular
'

literature seem to allude to
the possibility that the newly-born infant received
a secret name from its mother at birth ; but nothing
definite is known on the point.
With regard to ' totemic '

names, if Egypt ever

passed through this phase, there is no trace of it

left in the periods known to us. At the time of

the most ancient monuments, in order to confer
on her living subjects itnd on her dead most of the

protections which the totem and its name give to

primitive races, Egypt had an amazingly perfect
system of affiliation to the cult of a certain pro-
tector-god, by initiation into the mj'steries of the

god. The title amkhu assumed by the initiates is

followed by the name of the god, to whom the man
henceforth owes special allegiance, and from whom
he will receive protection in this life and in the
life to come. The abandonment of the childish
secret and of the materially magical association
between the man and the depositary of life is

replaced by initiation of a properly religious char-

acter, and the divine name, being united, but not

confused, with that of the man, marks reciprocal
obligations and duties, to which time by degrees
gives a moral character.

5. Written names.—Among non-civilized races
the vital principle of the name may be materially
seized and incorporated in another person or thing
(cf. Names [Primitive]). The latter is consequently
transformed into a living person possessing the

personality of the one whose name has been pro-
nounced. This theory gave rise to fetishes and
idols. It led semi-civilized Egypt to try to repro-
duce persons and objects, and thus she made iier

first attempts at painting and modelling. She
advanced no farther in this respect than a score
of other races in modern Africa. But, when by
pictography she attained a kind of magical semi-

writing, the conse<]ueiiees were incalculable. On
receiving a name, the written forms lived the same
magic life as living beings. Having arisen from

ideograms, then from phonetic signs, of a value

independent of the characters or forms which were
drawn, they retained the faculty of keeping alive

the sounds which they wished to express. It was
possible from that tiine to iiM-ite a name, and, by
pronouncing the name on the writing, to enclose
it for ever alive with all its magical powers in the

signs traced by the liand of man. W ritten magic
was created. Henceforward all that tlie voice
had been able only to evoke, writing could fix.
Names and their powers were contained on a stone,
on a board, or on a papyrus-leaf. The tables and
'co]ijuring books' of priestly magic appeared.
The thousand applications of the names of gods,

spirits, forces, substances, the dead, belong to the

subject of magic (q.v.), and need not be enumerated
here. But we must notice the chief consequences
in order to understand the history of names in

Egyjitian civilization.

(1) If an object or substance (e.g., a papyrus-roll)
contains written names, each of the signs of the
name has the same marvellous power as the soul

of the person possessing the name. The essential

condition is that during the writing out the names
are pronounced aloud. Hence the ability to trans-

fer the soul by contact or mingling to whatever
the priest or sorcerer wishes. A formula ai)i)lied
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to the forehead, or, better still, boiled and diluted

in a beverage, introduces into tlie body tlie 'name-

souls
'

of the {^o<l.s or spirits whose names it con-

tains. All co'.intries have employed this method
in their magic, but it was Egypt that lirst prac-
tised it.

(2) Every
' resemblance

'

of a person may become
his exact e(]uivalent by having his name inscribed

on it (the name, of course, being pronounced during
the operation)—e..i7., the statues, figures, and figu-

rines of temples .and tombs, and the figures of the

servants of the dead in tlie frescoes and bas-reliefs ;

for the applications made by sorcery and magic see

artt. Magic.
The operation of

'

making the name live
'
often ran the risk

of exposinff the name, thus written, to the exorcism of an

enemy. The prohibitive forimilsB were some protection ajjainst
the danger. The hidin-^-pIace of the statues in the serdab of

the Meniphite tomhs was another protection. Several isolated

cases show greater ingenuity. Maspero (Guide ilusie Caire,

p. 225) cites a ushabti (or funerary statue), on which the

enyraved name of the dead man has been covered with a layer
of enamel. The same precaution has perhaps been taken in the
case of some of the wooden statues covered with thin painted
stucco preserved in our Eg^yptian museums.

(3) Other more curious e.xamples show that the

name, in its written form, could as a real material
soul be incorporated with any object whatever,
that it was instantaneously transformed into a

person, or that it changed into a kind of talismanic
shelter wiiich would hide and guard the life of the
individual for ever. The most convincing examples
are given in the Books of the Dead. Both in

funerary and in ordinary life they try to enclose
the name-soul in scarabgei (cf. Maspero, Guide, p.

538) or in amulets and talismans (cf. Budge, Egyp.
Magic, p. 160, and Gods of the Egyptians, i. 3Ul),
of which the museums show ingenious varieties.

The most characteristic of these methods is undoubtedly
the small stone cut into the shape of the hieroijlyphic sij^rn

meaning
' name' (c|), or ran, with the name of the possessor

engraved on it (cf. Maspero, Guide, p. 525). It is interesting to

compare with these customs the passage in Revelation (21')
where it is said concerning the Church of Pergamos that the

neophyte received 'a white stone, and upon the stone a new
name written, which no one knoweth but he that receiveth it.'

It is therefore the very souls of the persons
whose names are written on tiiem that those raw-

figures contain. This explains (a) the sacred value
of the royal statues in Amarna, representing the
Pharaoh and Ids relatives holding tightly in their
hands large talismans of this shape, on which are
inscribed the names of the king and the god Atonu ;

there could be no surer means of securing for ever
the union of the two substances, the divine and
the royal ; {b) the numerous scenes in which the

king offers, as a valuable ex voto, a tablet on which
his name is inscribed

; he is consecrating his soul
to his god ; (c) the abundance of those rdns among
the royal names in the sacrifice scenes and on the

pieces of sacred furniture. Through time the

barbarity of the primitive idea was softened, and
what was originally a work of divine sorcery was
transformed into a proof of piety. We now under-
stand the religious meaning of the Egyptian
statues in which the worshippers unite their eternal

destiny with that of their god by kneeling and
holding, not a representation of the god, but a
tablet on which is engraved the ran, the divine
name-soul, of their master.
We now seem to be far removed from those

first ages of Egyptian magic, when a person hid
his name in an object, as the hero Bitiu hid his
soul in the blossom of a tree ; and tar from the

strange magic of the Pyramid Texts, in which the
name-soul of the king animates his crowns, weapons,
throne, and the parts of his dress, where it is min-

gled with the name-souls of the gods. Thus the

kings of Egypt, like those of Dahomey, passed their
divine soul into their staffor their sceptre of power.
Nevertheless the mystic scene of the ashdu tree

shows us that at the height of the classical period
the king was led on the coronation day in front of

the god-tree at Heliopolis
—the tree in which one

of the souls of Atumu dwelt—and that there his

name was engraveil on the fruits of the tree. The
name-soul thus penetrated into the eternal sub-
stance of the god and there mingled its destiny for

ever. Over a score of bas-reliefs prove the survival
of such ceremonies as late as the XXtli djmastj'.
But, as a matter of fact, during the historic period
these rites were simply traditional ceremonies to
which only a symbolical value was attached ; and
we may be sure that, in the coronation ceremony,
as in the family-worship of the dead,

' to make the
name live

' had acquired the high meaning of

commeuioration which it has in our own day.
6. Names and creation.—As we said above, from

the neolithic age to the classical period Egypt
passed through the successive conceptions to be
seen arising and evolving in the various religions
of non-civilized races. Like the most 'primitive'
of those, ancient Egypt was acquainted with the

vague
'

sky-god,' indistinguishable from the sub-

stance of the sky, the general author of life and
death. The great Horus of the earliest legends,
the god Anhuri, the thunder-god Minu, giver of

the rain which engenders life, the mysterious
Atumu hidden in the primordial water, and ten
others of the same kind were distributed among
the local religions of pre-historic Egypt. In order
to organize and vivify inert matter, and to '

create,'
man had believed that he obtained the fertilizing
substance from himself, from his sweat or his tears

(Horus), his saliva (Knumu and Hikit), or his

semen (Atumu) when he was imagined as of the
male sex. A second, more advanced, theory
believed in birth by the supreme god. There were

sky-goddesses (the pre-historic Nuit, Hathor,
Mihit, Neith, and the pre-historic Isis) who were at
first believed to be capable of conceiving by their

own energy, then (in a more learned theory) fecun-

dated by an exterior divine principle (hence, e.g.,
the common idea of cow-goddesses suckling human
beings, then fecundated in their turn by the son-

god to whom they have given birth ; cf. the final

theory of the sky-goddess represented as a cow,

.suckling the sun in the form of a calf, which,
having become a bull, is the ' husband of his

mother' and fecundates her with a constantly
renewed life). Such theories gradually gave place,

partly at least, to clearer theories, in which man,
understanding the role of the sun better, assigned
the first place to that luminary, who, however,
still used material ettbrt, or at least action, in order
to create. This stage, which non-civilized races
never surpassed, the Egyptians exceeded by a long
way through their knowledge of names, and their

ability to deduce from them. Finding in the

omnipotence of the chanted voice, and consequently
in the power of the name, the solutions of the prob-
lems of primitive races, the Egyptians decided that,
if names are the vital substances of all beings, it

was by names that creation was effected. The
latent life was organized by the god, who, by pro-

nouncing the names of all personalities and entities,
created them. The vibrations of energy, co-ordi-

nated in sonorous waves, formed chanted words,
attracted matter, and animated it with as many
diflerent forms as there were names. It was at

Hermopolis that theology arrived at this clever

idea, and Thoth (later Hermes Trismegistus) was
'the god who created by the voice.' This fact is

important for the origin of systems infinitely more

philosophical which came to light later—e.g.,

Pythagoras's system of numbers.

7. The name of the Eternal.—If the name is the

divinely originated particle which animates every
living thing, Egyptian theology, proceeding from
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one difficulty to another, had to face the proltlem
of the origin of tiie creator-god iiiniseif. Lilce

Genesis and tiie ancient deniiurgies, it could not

believe that the god pre-existed before matter, and
tried to imagine how he freed himself from it in

order afterwards to organize it. The most impor-
tant of the Egyptian texts on this point is cli.

xxviii. of the Book ofthe Dead, where the supreme
god, in order to show himself and to obtain posses-
sion of his own person, utters his name himself,
and at the same moment exists apart from matter

(cf. Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, 1. 307, and
Ernian, Egyp. Religion, p. 156).

Having arrived at this point, the theory of names
entered a new phase, less limited by verbal magic,
in which the crudeness of the primitive data was
transformed until it reached a high stage of reline-

uient. Tlie divine name tended to become a power
rather than a material soul, and, as Egyptian
theology realized better the many aspects of the

god and his energies, it saw that this power, single
in its essence, was multiple in its manifestations.

It explained the matter by teaching that the god
had as many name-souls as he had attributes or

functions (dperai). Hence legends like that of the
sun creating hts names in order to organize his

powers as master of the universe ; hence the series

of names possessed by the chiefs of the divine

world ; and hence the necessity that man should
know those names of his gods and the value of

enumerations and lists. The range of such
a principle was considerable. Round primitive
divine names (we are speaking only of their unhidden
names) new secondary names described their divine
activities. They created gods

' one in several

persons,' and the theological task was refined and

perfected from century to century. In spite of the

difficulty of such researches, Egyptology can now
find out the oldest names of the great gods of pre-
historic Egypt ; it has recovered for each of the

independent nations the old primordial gods, the

general author of life and master of invisible things,
the sky-gods represented as a hawk (Horus,
Montu), an eagle (Minu, Anhuri), a ram (Knumu,
Amonu), or, if they are goddesses, as a vulture

(Mauit), a cow (Nuit, Hathor, Mihit), etc. Their
names expressed a pure and simple quality : 'The
Mysterious,' 'The Hidden,' 'The Very Strong,'
'He who is on High,' etc. But, in proportion as

divine intervention ceased to be confined to vague
initial functions, and as its beneficent and active

rdle multi|)lied in definite activities, so the name-
souls multiplied also, and created the series of

'secondary persons
'

of tlie god. The separate func-

tions were at first probably quite humble. Khonsu,
called Nofirhotpu, was a healer and exorcizer, while

Khonsu, named Pairisakhru, replied by oracles, and
Khonsu,

' the brilliant dweller in Thebes,' magi-
cally protected the products of tiie earth. Time
modified what was originally too material in this

division of the powers of Khonsu. The powers of

the gods contained in their divine names became
especially aids and divine virtues. In the case of

the great gods their number Avas augmented by all

that was expected from them on the earth. The
list of these names gradually included all the ideas
of the Egyptian on the de'iov. At the same time,
if each of the names continued to make a new soul
for the god, these souls gradually became merely
manifestations, for the sake of the material world,
of a single soul, whose names are jiious epithets.
As the same task was carried on for each of the

great local gods, no means of fusion was more
efficacious in multiplying hypostases. It is no
exaggeration to say that the evolution of the rOle
of the name has plaj'ed a part of the greatest
importance in the history of Egyptian syncretism.

8. Names of children of the gods.— In the case

of human beings a parallel evolution appears.
Koyal, feudal, and priestly names had at first been

simjile magical statements of the bond uniting
the god to tlie person who bears a tlieophoric or

theogenic name. They had protected with their

mysterious power those on whom they had been
conferred. Later they had established the delega-
tion of power possessed by the representative of the

gods on the earth. The modern Negus of Abyssinia,
who at his coronation took the name of ' He who
watches on the Frontiers,' simply did what the
Pharaohsof ancientEgyptdid(cf. KiNG [Egyptian]).
But a day came when the coronation names of these

kings lost their power of materially mingling with
the magical souls of the gods to indicate the moral
role, of justice and beneficence, which the kings
expected to inherit from them on the earth (cf. ib.).

The names of the feudal nobility and those of the
servants of the gods underwent similar changes as
each had his task pointed out in this world by the
divine organizers of the K6a-/j.os (see Dualism
[P^gvptian]).
There is no doubt that a similar course was taken

by the ideas connected with the names of ordinar}'
mortals. Tlieophoric names (apocopated or not)
and names taken from those of the king had the
same crude magical beginnings ; they gradually
became a sign of piety and devotion towards the

sovereign or divine patron. With those who took
the names of the deceased ancestors of the family
the idea might have been to revivify those names ;

but it was no longer in the sense attributed to it

by primitive peoples ; it was for the same purpose
which we have to-day when we call our children
after those whom we have loved and who are no
more.
When formal magic thus gave up its rights in

the power of names and its irresistible effects, the

Egyptian metaphysics of the last twelve centuries
took up the study of the matter. The virtues of

the names passed from the Hermopolitan demiurgy
into the refined systems of Hermesianism and Tris-

megistus, whence they spread to the ancient
classical Avorld of the Mediterranean. But in the
low levels of human thought popular magic clung
firmly to the original ideas. It persisted in seek-

ing evocation by the names of the forces which it

wished to subject, and did not fear to subjugate
even the gods of good to the service of th.e absurd
or of the individual passions. Extended gradually
towards the gods of evil, it sj^read its

'

Egyptian
sorceries' in the empire, and, surviving after the
old religions from which it arose, continued to our

day its puerile or hateful pursuits. It shows by its

recent successes in handling the names in the lists

of deinonology that, if there are still any
'

primitive

people
'

in this world, they are not necessarily
to be looked for among uncivilized races.
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Chicago, 1905-07, iv. 753, 90(i, 925 f. ; E. A. W. Budge,
Egi/ptian Magic'^, London, 1901, pp. 15li-17;i, Gods of the Eg ijp-

Hans, do. 1904, i. 301-315, Osiris and (hr Eiji/ptian ResuTrectioii,

London and New York, 1911 ; A. Erman, A IJandbunk of

Egyptian Religion, Eng. tr., London, 1907, Life in Ancient

Egypt, Eng. tr., do. 1894, p. 15G ff . ; G. Foucart, 'La Heli^ion
et I'art dans I'Egypte ancieniie,' Revue des idiics, 16lh Nov.

1908, pp. 1-37, Mist, des religions et metlwde comparative. Pari?.

1913, ch. v.; E. Lef^bure,
' Le Chapitre "Que moii noni
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NAMES (Hebrew). — I. INTRODUCTWA. —A
few well-attested names have survived from the

earliest centuries of the Hebrew nation, a far

larger number from various periods of the monarchy
(c. 1050-586 B.C.) and again from certain periods
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Ijetween the Exile ami tlie Fall of Jerusalem in

A.D. 70. Even before the last date, and still more

subsequently, the growing practice of naming
children after relatives, especially the grandfather

i

—a practice which was little if at all in vogue
among the Hebrews before the 5th cent. B.C.*—
and also the practice of reviving distinguished
names of the past,^ and the incursion of foreign
names (e.g., Persian, Greek, Roman), were leading
to a great falling off" in the creation of Hebrew
names, at all events of such names as were really
fresh and not mere abbreviations or modifications

of existing names. The present survey, tiierefore,
takes nothing more than incidental notice of

Jewish names after A.D. TO.'*

Names are principally (1) names of places, and
(2) names of persons; (3) a third class, tribal or

clan names, consists of names in large part closely
related to one or other of the first two classes. The
names of a large number of places occupied in

historical times by the Hebrews are known ; but it

is certain that many of them were in existence
liefore the Hebrews settled in Canaan, and it is

probable that with few exceptions the place-names
of Canaan mentioned in the Bible were given by
Semites indeed, but not by that particular brancn
of Semites known to us as Hebrews. The discus-

sion of these names falls outside the present
article,* which will be concerned only with per.sonal
names.
The sources of our knowledge of Hebrew names

.are mainly three: (1) the OT ; (2) the Aramaic
papyri^ discovered at Elephantine (and Assuan),
which contain the names of several hundred Jews
living at Elephantine in the 5th cent. B.C. ; (3)

Babylonian business documents,^ especially those
found at Nippur and dating from the reigns of
Artaxerxes i. and Darius ii. (464-404 B.C.). Ex-

cept in special instances, names from these sources
will be cited without reference ; but, unless the
context already makes the provenance of a name
clear, the Elephantine names will be distinguished
by the addition of (Egyp.), the Babylonian
by the addition of (Bab.). The Biblical names
can easily be traced in Hebrew dictionaries or
Biblical concordances,* the Egj-ptian and Baby-
lonian in the indexes to the works of Sayce and
Cowley, of Sachau, and of Hilprecht and Clay
cited in the footnotes. In addition to the OT,
such literary sources as the extra-canonical litera-

ture of the Jews contain some names not otherwise
known ; and to the discovery of ostraka at Samaria
we are indebted for knowledge of an important

' G. B. Gray, StudUs in Hebrew Proper Names (cited here-
.after as HPy), p. 2 ff.

- lb. ; also, in further detail and with some correction, G. B.

Gray, 'Children named after Ancestors in the Aramaic Papyri
from Elephantine and Assuan,' in StudUn zur semitischeii

Philologie . . . Julius Wellhausen . . . gewidmet, Giessen,
1914, p. 163 ff.

3 IIPN, p. 7, with the references in n. 1.

* For these names see L. Zunz, Namen der Juden (1837),

reprinted in Gesammelti' Schriften, Berlin, 1875, ii. 1-82 ; H. P.

Chajes, Beit rege zur noi\Uem. Onomatologie, Vienna, 1900.
5 The prest-nt writer has discussed them elsewhere ; see EBi,

3307-3320, where (3308) evidence is piven for the statement
above that many place-names were certainly pre-Hebraic.

<> A. H. Sayoe and A. K. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri discovered
at Assntan, London, 190G (with index of the proper names);
E. Sachau, Aramdische I'api/rus vnd Ostraka aus Elephantine,
Leipzi<^, 1911 (also with index of proper names)."

l\. V. Hilprecht and A. T. Clay,
' Business Documents of

.MurashO Sons of Nippur,' in Series A : Cuneiform Text^ of the

Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania, vols.

ix.,x., PhiL-idelphia, 1898-1904; and A. T. Clay, University of
Pennsylvania, The ifu.seuin Publications of the Babylonian
Section, vol. ii. no. 1, do. 1912. A few Jewish names of the
reigns of Cyrus and Darius are given in K. I.. Tallqvist, A'eit-

babylonisches \amenbiich, Helsingfors, 1903
;

cf. S. Daiches,
The Jews in Babylonia in the Time of Ezra and Xehemiah ac-

cording to Babylonian Inscriptions, London, 1910.
8 To facilitate reference Biblical names will generally be

cited bj' the forms given in the EV ; to which recognized dots
under letters and the sign

'

for V wil' sometimes be added.

group of Hebrew names assigned by the discoverers
to the 9th cent. B.C. ; unfortunately no facsimiles
of the ostraka have j'et been published nor have
the inscriptions been .systematically edited, and we
remain dependent on merely provisional informa-
tion. ^ A certain number both of names known
from literary sources and of others not so known
have been found on seals, coins, etc.*

The material furnished by all these sources is

considerable ; but there are difHculties in the use
of it, and consequent uncertainties in conclusions
derived from it, which should at the outset be

briefly indicatetl. (1) Proper names are peculiarly
liable to corruption in the process of transcription ;

and a comparison of the forms in the Hebrew text
and the Greek version of the OT shows how fre-

quently as a matter of fact Hebrew names pre-
served in literary sources have been misread.^
Names derived directly from the cuneiform tablets,
the Samaritan ostraka, or the Egyptian papyri are,
of course, exempt from this particular danger,
though occasional examples of obvious mistakes of
the scribe or engraver

* are found. But even with
these names we have to allow for uncertainties
of decipherment; these may arise from injury to
the material on which the names are written or

inscribed, or from the ambiguity of certain signs—
e.g., in the Egyptian papyri the letters d and r are

quite indistinguishable. (2) The chronology of

names is frequently uncertain. There are in this
connexion two distinct questions : (a) Wnen was a

given name first formed ? ; (6) To what date is a

particular use of the name to be assigned ? In

general with regard to (a) we can rarely assert
more than that a given name had been first formed
as early as such and such a date—the date, namely,
of the first person to bear the name. Question (6)

turns on the character or trustworthiness of docu-
ments

; e.g., granted that the papyri are genuine,
it is certain that the name Penuliah (.tVub), though
unknown to the OT, had been created as early as
the 5th cent. B.C., for it occurs several times in the

Elephantine papyri. So also, granted the correct-
ness of the text, the name (iabael (To P) was
created as early as the date of the book of Tobit—
say the 3rd cent. B.C. ; but, in view of the general
character of that book, the genealogy in which this

name occurs cannot be described as good evidence
that Gabael was as ancient as the 9th cent. B.C., to
which the story refers it. So also many names
referred in Chronicles to periods centuries earlier
than that work, or in P to the Mosaic age, can-
not safely be accepted as possessing the antiquity
attributed to them : some of them may be very
ancient, some almost certainly are not ; but all

that can safely be affirmed is that they are at least

as ancient as the book of Chronicles in the one case,
and as the source P in the other.^ (3) Even when
a name can be read with certainty, and its age
determined, its meaning may be obscure or am-

1 See D. G. Lyon's art. in the Harvard Theological Review (or

January 1911, based on information supplied by the excavator,
G. A. Reisner; The Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly
.Statement, April 1911, pp. 79-83 (.S. R. Driver); Revus Bi-

hlique, April, 1911, pp. 290-293 (F. M. Abel) ; G. B. Gray, ExpT
x.xvii. [1915] 57-62.

2 M. A. Levy, Siegel und Gemmen, Leipzig, 1869, c. iii.
'

Siegel
mit althebraischen Inschriften

'

;
F. W. Madden, Coins of the

Jews, London, 1903 ;
cf. G. A. Cooke, Text-book of North

Semitic Inscriptions, Oxford, 1903 ; M. Lidzbarski, Hnndbudi
der nordsemitische Epigraphik, Berlin, 1898, and Epheineris,
i.-iii. [Giessen, 1900-12] ; Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres, Repertoire d'Epigraphie semitique, i. and ii., Paris,
1900-15.

3 See, e.g., the notes to the lists of names in HPN, pp. 277-

310, or cf. the equivalents in Hatch and Redpath's Concordance
to the LXX (Supplement i.). The extent of corruption was,
however, exaggerated by T. K. Chevne (EBi, passim, Critica

Bihlica, etc.); see G. B. Grav, 'The". . . Textual Tradition of

Hebrew Proper Names,' in j'qli xiii. [1900-01] 375-391.
» Cf. Lidzbarski, Handbuch der nordsem. Epigraphik, p.

128 f.

s See HPN, ch. iii.
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biguoiis. As a matter of fact, the meanings of

many Hebrew names remain quite uncertain, and
some apparently obvious and straightforward
names are ambiguous ; e.g., does Azaniah mean
'God hears,' or, as Ncildeke thinks, 'God weighs' ?

Either meaning is possible enough ;
the root [in,

'to hear,' is familiar, though tliu verbal form in

use is Hipiiil, not Kal ; the verb
[i.x,

' to weigh,' is

not actually found in Hebrew literature, but its

existence is perhaps attested by q'jind, 'scales.'

Even when the etymology of a name is clear and
unambiguous antl the meaning in part clear, the

complete meaning may remain ambiguous. Aza-
riah means ' Jahweh has helped

'

; but whom ? and
how ? Such uncertainties can only be limited in

proportion as it is possible to group and classify
names. Before leaving this question of ambiguity,
it should be remembered that the same name
probably acquired ditlerent ranges of meaning at

different periods and in ditlerent circles ; and that
the continued existence of some names was prob-
ably promoted by the ease with which the sense
in which they might be understood could be modi-
fied. The various stories of the naming of children
show how easily the real etymology, even if fairly
obvious, could be set aside in favour of a false one.

Samuel really meant
' name of God' :

^ but it might
be given by some one who wished to record that
the child had been 'asked of God '(IS P»). Jesus
or Joshua certainly had originally no reference
to deliverance f7-om sin (Mt 1-^), though it is

not inconceivable that in certain circles even
before the Christian era the name was sometimes
chosen because this meaning had been imported
into it.

Owing to the various uncertainties and ambig-
uities arising from the causes just indicated, it is

obviously unwise to base any far-reaching conclu-

sions on a single name, especially if that name is

but once attested. Guided by this consideration, we
may proceed first to a general survey of the mean-

ings of Hebrew names, reserving for the close of

our discussion some reference to their chronological
distribution, and some account of one or two

special problems.
II. Classification.—Uehrew names may be

classified in respect of their formation,* as (i.)

simple, i.e. consisting of a single element—e.g.,

'Ikkesh, 'crooked'; or (ii.) compound, i.e. consist-

ing of more than one element— e.g., Nathanael,
' God has given.' Compound names are most com-

monly, like the example just cited, sentences ;

simple names are commonly epithets ; but some

compounds are epithets
—

e.g., Obadiah, 'servant
of Jah(weh),' and others in which the two elements
are nouns in the genitive relation, and a large
number of simple names are sentences or are

derived from sentences ; such, e.g., are those which
consist of the 3rd pers. sing, of a verb; e.g.,

Nathan, '(he) has given.' The example just cited

is really an abbreviation of such statements as

'God (or Jahweh) has given,' which fuller state-

ments also occur as proper names (Nathanael,
Elnathan, J[eh]onathan). Occasionally at least

the same individual was known by both the longer
and the shorter form ; thus Ahaz, king of Judah,
is named by the fuller form Jehoahaz in an inscrip-
tion of Tiglath-pileser. So also in the Elephantine
papyri .Tono and nona interchange, .Tnenn once

appears as nt33D (see the notes in Sayce-Cowley on
A. 9, D. 36), and ]n: na 'nyn of Sachau 4''^ is jjrobiibly
identical with jn: u n'Tiyo of Sayce-Cowley H. 16,

1
Affaiiist some recent attempts to explain the name other-

wise, see S. R. Iiriver, Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Boohs of
Sajnnel-. Oxford, 1<)13, pp. 16-19.

2 Into details as to the various pranimatical forms of the com-
pound names it is impos3il)le to enter liere ; see HPN under
'Grammatical Structure of Compound Names,' in the Index;
and Elii, s.v. 'Names' (§§ 20-28, 75-79).

J. 17. But, generally speaking, such longer and
shorter forms are distinct names applicable to

ditlerent people. Another considerable class of

names (caritatives)
' consists of abbreviations or

modifications of what were originally sentence-

names in which one element is not simply omitted
but is replaced by an ending, some modification

especially in the vocalization often taking place in

the other element also ; in this way it is probable,
e.g., that many names in x— are to be explained ;

thus Slnmca (nvcb-) is probably an abbreviation of

Shemaiah (.tj/du-), Abda (ni2V) of Obadiah or

Abdeel, or the like. In so far as such abbreviated
or modified forms retained their meaning, it was
the meaning of the sentences of which they were
abbreviations that they would naturally express
and suggest, though many such forms may of

course have been peculiarly liable to be used also

with fresh meanings alien from their actual etymol-
ogy. Further probable examples of modifications
of what were originally sentences are to be found,

e.g., in names of the form kattul : thus Zaccur,

yasshub, Jaddua, Malluch, Nahum, "Azzur,
'Akkub, Sadduc (Jos. Ant. XVIII. i. 1), Shallum,
Shammua ; the frequently recurring ^n: "^ and pni

*

of the Elephantine papyri may some or all be
modifications of Zachariah, yashabiah, Jedaiah,
Malchiah, Nehemiah, 'Azariah, 'Akabiah (cf. Aq-
bi-ia-a-ma [Bab.] and Phcen. Bel'akab), Zedekiah,
Shelemiah, Shemaiah, Gedaliah, Nethaniah re-

spectively, and should in that case be interpreted
accordingly, '(Jahweh) has remembered,' 're-

garded,'
'

known,' etc.^ Differentlj' vocalized,
some of these names might be passive participles
or adjectives ;

* in that case they would be epithets,
and Zacur (not Zaccur) would mean '

remembered,'
'Azur (not "Azzur) would mean 'helped'; Gadol
(not Gaddul), though it would still be ambiguous
(see below), might mean 'great.' But for the
existence of names of the form kattul we do not
rest only on the vocalization of MT ; for (1) many
Greek forms contain the reduplicated middle con-

sonant : so TiaKxovp,' Akkov^, SaXXon/i, liafifiove in the

LXX, and 2a55ouKoj and JaSSovs in Josephus ; (2)

the passive participles from the roots appearing in

Shallum and Nahum would be not Shalum and
Nahum but Mesliullam, wliich frequently appears

1 E. Renan,
' Des Noms th^ophores apocopt^es,' in REJ v.

161 ff.; Noldeke, art. 'Names,' in EBi, §§49-57; Lidzbarski,
'Semiiische Kosenamen,' in Eph. ii. 1-23.

2 To be vocalized, perhaps, GaddOl, NattOn, rather than Gad6I
(Sayce-Cowley), Nathun, though in the latter, as in other similar

names, the Babylonian forms commonly show only the sinjrle
middle radical

; e.g., Na-tu-nu, A-ku-bu, Za-bu-du ; an instance

of the reduplication in Bab. is Sa-at-tu-ru ; cf. the Biblical line

pointed "linp in MT, but probably enough originally pronounced

3 Cf. Lidzbarski, op. cit. p. 21, from whom most of the

examples given above have been cited. It is worth observing
that most of these names first appear relatively late ; an
isolated early example would be the name of l)avi<l's contem-

porary, if this were pronounced not piiy (MT ; EV 'Zadok')
but, as in some MSS of the LXX, SaSSov* (cf. P. de Lagarde,
Bildung der Nomina, Gottingen, 1SS9, p. 221 B.) like the

2a6SovKos of a later age cited above. The name pis of the

Elephantine papyri in view of the consistent absence of the ^

is probably neither Zadok (Sayce-Cowley) nor Zadduk, but plf,

resembling in form
[nj, Nathan, cited above. Similarly the

Gileadite usurper (c. 746 B.C.) may have been named C^C (2 K

1510), i.e. Shillem, rather than DiSe'(2 K ISis'^) ; LXX has con-

sistently in 2 K 15101S SoAArjn, not as, e.g., in 1 Ch 2-'0 of

another person, SoAAovV. So also D^ii^, 2eAA7)/i of Jer 22" may
have been dW rather than DiS'^' as in 1 Ch S's. Apart from

pM'i and Dl"'C' the earliest attested examples of names of the

form kattul are 11IV (Jer 281) and Din3 (Nah li). Most of these

names are confined to, but some of them are frequent in,

Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah ; m3I and i'i2i5' also appear

in P; niiy, 1131, D^hv, and i'lac also occur, some of them

frequently, in the Elephantine papyri, and aipV and VTOC in the

Babvlonian tablets.
4 Cf. Noldeke, 'Names,' in EBi, § 56.
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iis a proper name, and Menuhaui.^ It may well be

that some names like Hanun which are pointed
in tlie MT as passive participles were actually

examples of the form kattul, though Hanun in

particular has the single n in Babylonian docu-

ments (Hilprecht-Ciay, ix. 27. 59). But these am-

biguities,
like many others connected with names,

it is rarely possible to eliminate with certainty in

the case of particular examples ; in general we
may conclude that some examples of both forms—
kallul and kdlid—were in use. It is impossible to

enter here into other certain or possible types of

caritatives such as the form kattai, possibly a
further modification of an original katalyah, so

that, e.g., Zaccai ('3t) as well as Zaccur would be
derived from Zechariah.

.Sentence-names are almost all of religious

signilii'ance ; so also are some of the names that
arc epithets, especially such of these names as are

compounds ; but epithets consisting of a single
element are in many cases not of religious meaning.
We may first survey those names which are simpler
in form and secular or less markedly religious in

meaning, passing then to those in which a religious
meaning is at .all events more obvious.

i. Simple names or epithets.—Jacob may or

may not mean ' one that takes hold of another by
tlie heel,' and the circumstances of the child's birth

may or may not have been as described in Gn 25^"^ ;

but the story is good evidence that the circum-
stances of birth might suggest a child's name. So,

again, though it is wholly improliable that Esau
means '

red,' and not certain that it means '

hairy,'
Gn 25'-^ indicates that the physical appearance of

the new-born child might suggest its name. Some
of the Hebrew names have more or less clearly
meanings that suggest such origins.

I. Circumstances of birth.—(«) Yathom, Yath-
omah, and, less clearlj', Yathma^—names which
occur in the Elephantine papyri

—mean '

orphan
'

or '

fatherless,' and they were probably given to

posthumous children, Noldeke would interpret
.Jotham and 'Akkub (OT ; Egyp. ; Bab.) in the
same way; but both these names are ambiguous and
maJ' be ([uite differently explained (see above for

'Akkub, and ii. (4) below for Jotham). The mother
of 'Azubah, 'forsaken,' may have died in child-

birth.

(6) One or other of two children born at a birth

might be called Thomas (cnxn),
' twin '

; and a small

group of names is perhaps to be explained of the

relationship established by the birth : Ahab means
'father's brother'; Ahiam should perhaps be
vocalized 'Ahi' em, 'mother's brother'; Ahumai,
if not rather a caritative, may mean ' brother
of my mother.' 'The idea is that the new-
born child will at some future time stand by liis

mother, as if he were her brother' (Noldeke, EBi
iii. 32S0).

(c) Beclier (133), if vocalized Bechor, would mean
'first-born'; but both this name and Bichri may
rather be derived from ij?, a young camel (cf. 2 (c)).

And, though Hakkatan may mean ' the youngest,'
it is doubtful whether tlie proper name is to be so

explained (see 2 (6) below).
(d) Among the clearest examples of this whole

class are names that refer to the time of birth.

9aggai (OT ; Egyp.; Bab.), a very popular name
in and after the 6tli cent., means 'festal,' i.e. born
at the feast ; and the earlier attested woman's
name Paggith has the same meaning. Shabbethai

1 It is iiiterestinff, if not also significant, to note the form
katUU in modern names

;
in Al^'iera Abdallah becomes 'Abbftd,

in Syria 'Abd-eI-K.vlir becomes KaddClra(cf. in Algiers Kaddflr).
See A. Socin's art.

' Die arabischen Eigennamen' in ZDMG liii.

[1899] 482-485, who compares with these Arabic formations the
Hebrew pjn, .^0l^<^.

- Cf. PSBA, 1903, p. 259, where it is suggested that Yathom
v.as originally read in 1 Ch ll'»«.

(OT ; Egyp.; Bab.) means 'Sabbatical,' i.e. born
on the Sabbath ; cf. n-n^Bi (Sachau, Tafel 62, no. 1,

col. ii. 4), Za^/3atos (Jos. Ant. XIII. iii. iv. ), and
Barsabbas (Ac 1"^ lo'^). 5odesh, if rightly read in
1 Ch 8", may, like the more obvious Fhceii. cin33,
mean ' one born at the new moon '

; and possibly
nD£D (MT, RV, Paseah) may mean 'one born at
Passover' (but see also under 2 (d)).

(e) Place of birth or race suggested a few
names: Jehudi, 'Jew'; Judith, 'Jewess'; Cushi,
'

Ethiopian
'

; Beeri,
'

belonging to (born at) Beer' ;

Baalmeoni (Samaritan ostraka),
'

belonging to

(born at) Baalmeon.' Most, however, of the
numerous names ending in '—

, i, are not gentilicia,
but caritatives.

2. Physical characteristics.—(a) Sex perhaps
suggested the name Geber,

'

man,' or ' male '

(cf.

Job 33 KV).
{b) Size apparently is referred to in Hakkatan,

'the small one' (rather than 'the youngest'; see
I (c)). Gadol (Egyp.), even if rightly punctuated
so, is rather a sentence with suppression of the
divine subject than an epithet,

' the large one.'

(c) There is more and better evidence that colour

suggested names (cf. Gn 25-^), though not all of the

following are equally certain : Laban, Lel)anah,
Libni, Labani (Bab.) may all mean ' white '

; Haruz,
'

3'ellow
'

; Zohar,
' reddish white '

; Shebarhor, a
name probably occurring on a Hebrew seal (JA,
1883, p. 156),

' black '

(cf. Ca 1«).

{d) Defects gave rise to another group of names,
though again some of the following might be ques-
tioned : baldness suggested ^areah (to be vocalized

^vereah) and, perhaps, I^orah ; dumbness, yeresh ;

crookedness, "Ikkesh ; scabbiness, Gareb ; leprosy,
Zeru'al). Gideon, Gideoni, like the Arabic y«f^'««,

may mean ' maimed '

; Paseah, if vocalized Pisseah,
would mean 'halting' (but see also under i {d));
'Ater (OT ; Egyp.), if vocalized 'Itter, would mean
' left-handed

'

; but it is not improbably an ab-

breviation. ^Jarim, ^arum, yarumapli, may mean
' with slit nose.'

(e) Some of the rather numerous class of names
derived from animals, plants, and various objects
may have been given because the animal or object
in question conspicuously suggested a physical
characteristic detected in the infant or v/hicli it

was desired the child should possess when grown
up. But in any particular instance the original
cause of such names is generally ambiguous ; they
may have reference not to physical characteristics,
but to some accidental connexion of the object in

question with the birth ; according to Wetzstein,
a Bedawi girl was called 'snow-Hake' because it

was snowy at the time of her birth (cited in EBi iii.

3300), and possibly the Hebrew Barak,
'

lightning,'
should be similarly explained ; in such cases the
name should really be classed under (i). Names
derived from animals, again, have often been ex-

plained by social and religious developments (see

below). But, with this warning as to the uncertain
cause of these names, we can as conveniently here
as anywhere give illustrations of the general class

of names derived from animals, etc.

(a) Animals.—The majority of the proper names
derived from animals and mentioned in the OT
occur as n.ames either of places or clans or of

foreign individuals. As against some 80 such
names of places, clans, or foreign individuals, there
are at most some 20 of Hebrew individuals (all

pre-Exilic) ;
these include Deborah,

' bee
'

; Aiah,
' vulture' ; Zimri, probably derived from zemer, 'a
mountain sheep' ; Jonah,

' dove' ; Zibiah, 'gazelle';

yuldah, 'weasel'; "Achbor, 'mouse'; Shaphan,
'

rock-badger.' For other examples, many of which
are uncertain, see HFN, p. 97 ft'.

(j8) Plants.—Names of individuals derived from

plants are very few : Susanna,
'

lily,' and Tamar,
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'date-palm,' are among the clearest; Hadas.sah,

'myrtle'; Riinnion, the father (? individual or

clan) of Baanali and Rechab, means '

pomegranate';
Zethan is derived from znyith, 'olive.' Hi-il-lu-

mu-tu (Rab. ) may be identical with nio'?n (Job 6"),

'pursiain' {?).

(7) Various objects.
—Bakbuk means 'pitcher';

yotliam, 'seal' or '

signet-rinsj' ; Rizpali, 'pave-
ment'; 'Achsah, 'anklet'; Shoham, 'onyx' (or
some other precious stone) ; ^eziah,

' cassia
'

;

Keren-hapimch,
' box of antimony.' Rebecca (MT

Ribkah) may, like the Arabic ribk, mean ' a cord
for tyiny lambs or kids.'

3. Mental and moral qualities.
— Some names

probably imply such qualities, and tliose not

always of a desiralile kind ; e.g., Nabal means
'fool.' More intelligible are names denoting
pleasantness, such as Naomi, Na'amah, Na'aman,
unless, indeed, some or all of these are rather con-

nected with Adonis-worship.
ii. Compound names : names with a reli-

gious MEANING, OR DERIVATIVES FROM SUCH
NAMES.—Names of this class are more numerous
than are those of class i., and they are far more

frequently used ; whereas most of the names cited

under i. are known to have been borne by one, or

perhaps two, individuals, many of the names of

this class are known to have been borne by several

persons, and some of them by more than a dozen
diflerent individuals.

It will be best to take primary account of the
unabbreviated compound names—names, that is

to say, in which both the subject and [iredicate of

the sentence are expressed, or, in the case of com-

pound epithets, in which both construct and geni-
tive are expressed. The abbreviated names may
sometimes be cited to enforce points that are
established by the unabbreviated forms.
The subjects most frequently occurring in these

sentence-names are (1) the proper name of the
national God of the Hebrews, Jahweh, in one of

several abbreviated forms;' (2) El, 'god'; (3)

Baal, 'owner'; (4) Adoni, 'lord'; (5) Melech,
'king'; (6) Ab(i), 'father'; (7) Ah(i), 'brother';
(8) Am(mi),

' kinsman '

; (9) S(h)em(u),
' name.'

Some rarer elements in compound names, such as

nhcl,
'

tent,' may be disregarded here ; the others

just cited refer to some divinity ; whetlier tiiey all

refer to the same divinity is discussed below.
Of these sul)jects or divine elements in names,

the most frequent is Jah(weh) ; the OT contains

upwards of 150 diti'erent names into which the
element Jah(weli) enters, and mentions over 500^

persons whose names contain that element. The
Samaritan ostraka, the Elephantine papyri, the

Nippur tablets, and other sources add to this

number both of names and of persons ; e.g., out of

some 400 Jews named in the papyri between 150
and 170 bear a name containing Jah(weh). Next
to Jahweh, El is the most frequent divine element,
the known personal names containing it and men-
tioned in the OT numbering about 113 (including
some tribal names) ; next in frequency come com-

pounds with Ab and Ah, each of these, however,
entering into fewer than 25 names. Compounds
with'Am, Baal, Melech, Adon, number less than
a dozen each, and Shaddai, Zur, and Shem form
each of them a part of two or three names only.

1 In the OT 1.T and V (EV Jeho, Jo) at the beginning of names,
and liT and n" (EV

'
-iah ') and ocoasionally V at the end ; in the

Samaritan ostraka V at both the beginning and the end of

names ; in the Hllephantine papyri 1.T and once or twice •i.T' at

tlie beginning, and .T at the end of names ; on the Babj'lonian
tablets from Nippur fa-a-(^u at the beginning and ia-a-ma (pro-
nounced iaira) at the end.

^Tliis includes a number of persons mentioned in Chronicles
who may be fictitious ; but- the actual persons in question must
number between 300 and 400 at least.

A few fresh names '

belonging to some of these

classes, but not recorded in the OT, can be gleaned
from other sources

;
but the additions thus made

to our knowledge are far less numerous than in the
case of compounds with Jah(weli).
We turn next to the kind of predicates attached

to these subjects.
(1) An interesting, and in some res[)ects ambigu-

ous, group consists of names which contain two of

the divine terms, one being subject, the other pre-
dicate, though another view is sometimes taken of

the relation of the two terms in some of these
names. This group includes Eliab, Abiel ; Eli'am,
'Ammiel ; Hiel (

= Ahicl), Ahijah, Joah
; Abijah,

Joab ; Elijah, Jo'el (probably); Zuriel, Eiizur, Zuri-
shaddai ; Bealiah (M T, Ba'alyah) ; Adonijah ;

Mal-
chiah (

= Malchiyah) ; Elimelech, Malchiel ; Al.ime-
lech ; Ahimelech. Somewhat similar are the names
in which the i)ersonal pronoun forms one of the
elements: these are Elihu, 'he is (my) god';
Abiliu,

' he is (my) father' ; Jehu,
' He is Jahweh.'

Alongside of Abihu (i.t3n) as the name of a man
we lind in the Elephantine papj'ri '.t^n used exclu-

sively as a woman's name ; since this ought strictly
to mean ' She is (my) father,' but cannot well

actually do so, we should perhaps see in it merely a
feminine form of a name whose original significance
had been lost.

(2) As many of the epithet-names noted under
i. have reference to the circumstances of the birth
of the child, so also have a number of the sentence-
names : they assert something of God in reference
to the birth. Since, however, the Hebrew sentence-
names are incomplete, leaving the object of the
transitive verbs that enter into them unexpressed,
it is not, indeed, always possible to be certain that
a particular name originally referred to the birth
of the child ; and, again, this very incompleteness
of expression readilj' allowed any name, once it

was current, to be used afresh with a diflerent and
wider meaning than it originally possessed. But
with these possibilities in view we may now group
together some names that most probably referred

primarily to the birth, taking next names that

predicate other activities of the deity, then those
that attribute certain qualities to the deity, and
then a small group in wliich the deity is the object
of the sentence.

The object unexpres.sed but understood of the
verbs meaning

' to give
' used in proper names was

primarily the new-born child. The chief verbs in

question are nathan, zabad, and probably nadab ;

the names are Jonathan, Nethaniah, Elnathan,
Nathanael, Netlian(e)el, Nethanmelech ; Eizabad,
Jehozabad, Zebadiah ; Jonadab, Nedabiah, Abina-
dab, Ahinadab. The same idea is expressed in some
compound epithet-names which describe the child

as the gift of God : so Mattaniah, ]Mat{tat)hias,

Mattithiah, Zabdiel. From these names we find

a number of others derived by abbreviation, with
or without other modification : so Nathan, and

perhaps pn: (Egyp.), Mattan, Matthat, Mattenai,
Nadab, Zabad, Zabdi, Zabbud, Zabbai.
The gift of the child was often regarded as the

answer to a petition that God had heard. Hence
probably the names that predicate of God answer-

ing (anah), hearing (shamd), listening (dzant) are

closely related to those just discussed : such names
are Ishmaiah, vd!J"1'T (Egyp.), Sheniaiah, Hoshama
(
= Jehoshama), Elishama, Anaiah, Azaniah. A
frequent derivative is Shammua (OT ; Egyp. ;

Bab. ?). n Ananiah should be pointed Ananijah,
'Jahweh has answered me' (Noldeke), we have a

more directly expressed confession of the mother.
Birth was also regarded as due to an act of

remembrance on the part of (Jod (Gn 30-'-) ; hence
1 "Abiha'al, Ha'alzamar, Khanan'am (Sam. ostraka) ; -\V]1'ZH

(EgJT).
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perhaps we should chis.s here compounds with

zakar,
'

remember,' and hushab,
'

to take account

of.' Tliese compounds include the very popular
name Zachariah (OT; Egyp.) with its almost

equally frequent derivative Zaccur, and ];Iasha-

biah ; perhaps also ^lashabniah (for yashabani-

yali,
' Jahweh has taken account of me').

Tlie preceding names would be suitable for any
child. On the other liand, Pethahiah, 'Jahweh
lias opened (the womb)' (cf. Gn 30--), would point
to a first-born, while Eliasaph,

' God has added to,

or increased (the family),' would point to a younger
member of tlie family ; on the other hand, Josi-

phiah,
' May Jahweh increase,' would be applicable

at the birth of a hr-st-bom (Gn 30-'') or another

equally. Of similar meaning may be Benaiah,
Benael (Bab.), 'Jahweh (or God) hath built up'
(cf. Gn 30^).

(3) It must suffice to refer briefly to some of

the names that predicate otlier activities of God
than those coimected with birth ; as some of the

names just mentioned may have taken on a wider

reference, so some of these, such as Nehemiah,
'Jahweh has comforted,' Rephaiah, Raphael,
'Jahweh (God) has healed,' might, if we were
more fully informed, be seen to have had originally
a reference to birth.

(a) Tlie most general verbs of activity are predicated of God,
viz. 'a!:ah,

* to work,' 'make,' hara, 'to create,' in Eleasah,
Asahel, Asaiah, Jaasiel, Beraiah (only in 1 Ch 82i). (6) God
interposes or exercises authority. He judges (Jehoshaphat,
Shephatiah, Elishaphat, Yedoniah [Egyp.]), contends (Jehoiarib,
and probably Israel, Seraiah), is king (Malchiah). (c) God helps
(Azariah, Eieazar, Azareel), sustains (Semachiah, Ismachiah),
carries (Amasiah ; cf. Is 463f-), holds fast (Jehoahaz, Ahaziah),
conceals (Elizaphan, Zephaniah), and strengthens (so, perhaps,
Ezekiel, Hezekiah). (d) He delivers (Pelatiah, Elpalet, Eliphelet,
Paltiel, Hoshaiah ; cf. Isaiah, Joshua, Jesus), redeems (Pedahel,
Pedaiah, Pedahzur, Iphdeiah), guards (Shemariah). He is with

men (Immanuel ; Egyp. .i':dv) to help them, or on their side

(Bab. Jahulakim, Jahulunu). Much the same idea is expressed
by saying that Jahweh is the place of shelter or refuge (Mahseiah
[Egyp.]), Me'oziyyah (Egyp., and, if we re-point Ma'aziah,

Me'oziyyah also in OT), rrnann (Egj-p.). (e) God brings back

(Eliashib, Yoyashib [Sam. ostraka]), or is besought to return

(of. [?] Nu 1036 ; Shubael, Shebuel), dwells (among His people,
Shecaniah), blesses (Berechiah, Jeberechiah, Barachel), is

gracious to (Plananeel, Elhanan, Hananiah, Jehohanan, Ba'al-

l^nan), knows (Eliada, Beeliada, Jehoiada, Jedaiah), and
enlightens (Pekahiah) (them).

(4) Qualities of God are literally or metaphori-
cally, directly or indirectly, predicated in the

following : He is .strong (Amaziah), great (Geda-
liah, Igdaliah, and perhaps Athaliah), good
(Tobiah, Abitub, Ahitub), perfect (Jotham), high
(Jehoram), incomparable (Micaiah, Michael), just
(Jehozadak, Zedekiah), kind (^lasadiah) ; he is

liglit (Neriah, Abner), and lire (Urijah). In the
ancient names compounded with Ab, Ah, and 'Am,
it is asserted, if the obvious is the right inter-

pretation, that the divine subject is the dawn
(Ahishahar),dew(Abital ; cf. Smn', Egyp. ), pleasant-
ness (Abino'am, Ahino'am), death (Ahimoth).

(5) In a small number of names the deity is not
the subject, but the object of the sentence, the

subject being (even if not expressed) a human
being or human beings. With these names may
be classed certain compound epithets which imply
that God is the object of man's worship or the like.

Such names are Shealti-el,
'

I have asked God '

;

Eiihoenai,
' Unto Jahweh are my eyes

'

(cf. Ps 123^) ;

Hodaviah (OT and Egyp.), perhaps to be pointed
Hodfliah, in which case it would mean ' Praise ye
Jahweh ' and resemble somewhat the curious name
of the Elephantine papyri Penuliah,

' Turn ye to

Jah(weh).' Another example, concealed by the
Massoretic punctuation, is perhaps yachaliah,
which, if pointed •^;^'^^, would mean ' Wait for

Jahweh.' Of the epithets it may suffice to recall

the frequent Obadiali, and the less common Abdeel,
' Servant of Jahweh (God).'

III. Chronology. — In the preceding general

survey only occasional reference has been made to
the chronology of the names ; here a little more
may be said on the subject, though it is impossible
to discuss it with any fullness. In the thousand

yeai-s or more covered by this survey it would only
be natural to expect that certain changes took

place ; and we can infer the nature of some of them
with a tolerable degree of probability. Certain
classes of names represented in the earliest periods
disappear or nearly di&appear later ; others increase
in pojiularity. If we accept the evidence of 1* on
this point, compounds with Shaddai, the name of

God which was, on the theory of P, character-
istic of the patriarchal age, and Zur (Sur = Rock,
obviously used as a name or epithet of God) were
in use in the Mosaic age, but none is recorded
later. We move on to surer ground when we say
that compounds with Ab, Ah, and 'Am, which
were rather frequent in the earlier periods, almost

disappear after the 7th cent. B.C., two or three of

each class alone surviving, and few if any fresh

names of the class being created. The Biblical

evidence on this point is discussed at length in

HPN, p. 22 ff., and the conclusions there drawn are
not appreciably afiected by the fresh evidence that
has since come to light. Thus, it is entirely in

accordance with what the Biblical evidence leads
us to expect that a fair sprinkling of these names
is found in the Samaritan ostraka of the 9th cent.

B.C. The only name of any one of these three
classes that occurs with any frequency as that of a
Jew in the Egyptian and Babylonian documents of

the 5th cent, is Ahio or Ahijah (Egyp. vnn, Bab.

Ahi-ia-a-ma). The rest are mostly the names of a

single person ; they are Abihu (and Abihi com-
mented on above), Ahutab (

= Ahitub), Ahiab
(=Ahab), and a name unknown to the OT, ^v]]2it ;

the last is possibly a late formation, but probably
not. Compounds with Baal, not infrequent in the
Davidic age and, a century later, on the Samaritan
ostraka, disappear altogether subsequently, except
perhaps for one occurrence in the Babylonian tablets

in the 5th cent. (Ba-li-ia-a-ma), where, however,
the first syllable is marked in Clay's Index with a

query. The compounds with melech are with one

exception confined to the pre-Exilic period, though
none of them even then occurred with any fre-

quency ; the exception is Malchiah, which was
popular after the Exile both in Palestine and in

Egypt. Infrequent in early times, compounds with
adon and shem do not appear at all later.

The only two classes of compounds that are at
all frequent later—and both these kinds are very
frequent

— are compounds with Jah(weh) and
witli El. Both cla.sses were ancient, though in the
earliest period, if we may safely draw conclusions

from the book of Judges, they formed at first a

very small proportion of the names in use ; by the

age of David, however, they together formed about
a fifth, in the Samaritan ostraka about a quarter,
and at the end of the 7th cent. B.C. more than

two-thirds, of the names in use. If this very high
proportion is somewhat lessened again later, it

is not because older and discarded classes again
became popular, but because caritatives (abbrevia-
tions) formed from names of this class gained in

popularity ; names like Menahem, Meshullam,
Zaccur, Shillem, or Shallum occur with great fre-

quency in the Elephantine papyri ; but, though
the deity is not expressly named in them, they
difi'er totally from most of the names of one
element in earlier times.

In the relative popularity of compounds with El
and compounds with Jahweh there is some fluctua-

tion ; after an earlier period in which the more
ancient compounds with El must presumably have

preponderated over compounds with Jah(weh), the
latter already in the Davidic period are more fre-
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quent, and become increasingly so : among Jere-

miah's contemporaries compounds with Jah(weh)
occur six times as often as those with El. After
that we can trace a difference of development
among different groups of Jews : with the Jews of

Elephantine compounds with Jah(weli) are still

very frequent, and apparently a few fresh names
of the type were created by them ; but compounds
with El have virtually disappeared, for the little

special group of compounds with Bethel (see below)
are different in character. On the other hand, at

the same period in Nippur we find unmistakable
Jewish names containing El as well as Jab, and

probably compounds with El were there and then

relatively to the compounds with Jah{weh) more
numerous than in Palestine before the Exile. But
in the post-Exilic Palestinian names we also note
a renewal in the popularity of compounds with El ;

compounds with Jah still very largely outnumber
them, but the disproportion is perceptibly less than
before the Exile.

Names derived from animals, never frequent as

personal names, are as such not found after the
Exile ; and more generally we may observe that
the proportion of einthet-nanies is much smaller in

the latest than in the earliest periods.
IV. CoyCLUSION.— To what extent do these

changes cast light on developments in Jewish

religion? Does the practical elimination of all

classes of compounds except those containing El
and Jah point to the abandonment of other wor-

ships? To what extent do the names of any period
reflect

'
Israel's polytheism

'

? It will be possible
to offer only a few brief remarks on these questions.

In the animal-names some, and pre-eminently
W. R. Smith,* have found traces of totemism.
That about a hundred places, clans, or persons,
some belonging to, others not belonging to, Israel,

named in the OT have names more or less clearly
identical with or derivative from names of animals
is altogether insufficient by itself to prove the
existence of totemism. On the other hand, if other
evidence tends to show that totemism may lie

behind Hebrew social organization and religion,
this would also satisfactorily explain certain

features of the group of animal-names in the OT
—and in particular tlie relatively small number of

those that attach to individuals. Of this small

number, four occur in the 7th cent., and may be
connected with the existence, perhaps the recrud-

escence, of certain animal superstitions of which
there is evidence.
We have references enough in the OT to the

lapses of the Israelites into idolatry, to their

forsaking of Jahweh for l>a'al, Moloch (
= ]Melech),

Astarte, and others ;
and we might expect to find

in the names of tiie OT also abundant evidence of

this. As a matter of fact, there are a few names
compounded with Baal and Melech ; on the other

hand, there is none compounded with Astarte,

though these are frequent enough in Phoenician.

Unfortunately for the elucidation of the present
question, Ba'al and Melecli are not primarily proper
names of a single deity, but terms applicable to

many deities ; the Hebrews could, e.g., address or

describe Jahweh not only as ' my El '

{e.g., Ex 15^),

i.e. 'my God,' but also as 'my Baal' (Hos 2^^).

Furtlier, as the name Elijah asserts that Jahweh
is (iod, so Bealyah asserts that Jahweh is Baal,
Malchiah that Jahweh is Melech {' king'). Just,
then, as at all periods, down to the very latest, the
Hebrews used Jah(weh) and El indifferently in

proper names as refening to the same God, viz.

Jahweh, so it is at least possible that Baal and
Melech, when used by the Hebrews in proper
names, refer to Jahweh. And similarly the com-

pounds with Ab, Ah, 'Am, Adon may be explained.
1 ' Animal and Plant Names,' in JPh ix. [1880] 75-108.

VOU IX.— II

The opj)osite view to that just suggested has
been recently stated afresh by H. P. Smith (see
literature below). He finds that perhaps as many
as 150 divinities other than Jahweh occur in the
Hebrew names as preserved in the Hebrew text ;

and he argues that these are '

only a small propor-
tion of the theophorous names which once existed
in the Hebrew writings,' but have been mutilated

by the removal of the strange god's name or by
the substitution for it of El or Jah(weh). Among
these strange gods Smith includes Ba'al, Melech,
and also Ab, Ah, and 'Am. Now it is curious that
all these terms are ambiguous (as we have seen);
and that of the worship of Ab, Ah, and 'Am among
the Hebrews we never hear, whereas the name of

Astarte, of whose worship we do hear and whose
name is unambiguously a proper name, enters
into no Hebrew personal name. The last fact is

indeed to Smith only fresh proof of the rigour
with which ' names which gave offence have been
removed from the texts.' But Astarte is allowed
to remain in place-names ! And there is another
consideration which should restrain us from over-

estimating the extent of the revision to which
names in the OT text have been subjected, and
the difference between the general character of

the names of the OT and the names actually
current in the several periods. And that is tliis :

the names on ostraka, papyri, and cuneiform
tablets present the same general character; e.g.,

among the 30 or 40 names of the Samaritan
ostraka (9th cent. B.C.) there is about the same pro-

portion of compounds with Jah, El, Ab, Ah, 'Am,
Ba'al, Melech as in the names of the Davidic age
recorded in the OT ; but (as in the OT) there is no
name compounded with Astarte.
One further point in Smith's discussion should

be noted. He discounts the significance of such
names as Bealyah, Aliijah, which, if treated as

sentence-names, assert that Jahweh was Ba'al

(' owner ') or Ab (' father '), by arguing that they
were not sentence-names at all, but primarily
names of compound divinities—fusions of the two
distinct deities Ba'al and Jahweh in the first

instance, Ab and Jahweh in the second—and that
these names of deities were then used as names
of men. Now it may be admitted (1) tliat there

actually were compound divinities such as xVshtar-

Chemosh of the Moabite inscription ; and (2) that

occasionally, probably as the result of abbrevia-

tion, men bore the names of gods.' But it would
remain curious, if Smith's conclusions were correct,

(1) that of so many of his inferential deities their

worshippers were uncertain which way to take
their names : there is no evidence that Ashtar-
Chemosh could also be called Chemosh-Ashtar,
but Abiel apparently could be called indifferently
Eliab ; Abijah, Joab ;

and so fortli ; (2) that such a

large proportion of Hebrews whose names were
identical with names of gods had names of corn-

pound gods.
It is probable then that Smith altogether exag-

gerates the frequency
—whether in the original

text of the OTor in the actual life of the Hebrews
—of Hebrew names formed from names of deities

other than Jahweh. But his material contains

certain possibilities and may be consulted with

advantage. We conclude with mentioning a few
names at various periods which more or less

probably contain the name of a strange god, (iad

is the name both of a Syrian deity and of a

Hebrew tribe ; as a divine name the term probably
enters into "Azgad (Ezr., Neh.): but as early as J

(Gn 30^') gad was also a noun meaning, as in

1 Cf. n. Jleversham, Deorum nomina homrnibits imposita,

Kiel, 1891, on Greek and Roman examples, with Addenda by
G. Hoffmann, giving Rabjlonian, Egyptian, Syrian, Canaanitisti,

and Arabic examples (not all certain).
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Aramaic and Arabic, 'fortune,' ami in this sense

probably it enteretl into tlie names Gaijdiyah
(Egyp.), Gadiiiei, 'Jaliweh (God) is my fortune.'

Edoin in Oljed-edom may be a divine name, as are

tlie elements that follow nav commonly tliongli not

invariably in other names. After the Exile a
certain number of these names appear, in part

t>erliaps

as the result of intermarriage ; this, com-
liued with the growing custom of naming after

the giandfather, might easily lead to the occur-

rence of some heathen names in Jewish families.

Of such post-E.xilic names we may note in addition
to 'Azgad already mentioned ^lenadad, probably
containing the name Hadad ; Machnadebai, prob-
ably a corruption of innrn,

'

possession of Nebo '

;

Barkos, of which the latter half is identical with
the final element in the Nabatsean name jn::p,
' Kaus has given

'

; Barnabas, which means ' son of

Nebo.' ' All these names are Biblical. The
Elephantine papyri and the Nippur tablets contain

large numbers of names compounded with names
of deities other than Jahweh ; but many of these

certainly, and most, though not all of them, prob-
ably, were not names of Jews. On the other hand,
the Elephantine papyri contain a little group of

unquestionably Jewish names in which the familiar

place-name Bethel seems to have acquired a divine
character : Bethelnathan,

' Bethel has given
'

;

Bethel'akab,
' Bethel has rewarded '

; Bethel-
shezeb {?), 'Bethel has delivered.' In the light
of these we easily detect a similar name in Zee 7^—Bethelsharezer.

TiiTERATURE.—The study of Hebrew names can be carried on
satisfactorily only by comparison with other Semitic names.
The literature under Nasies (Sumerian) and (Syriac) must be con-
s'llted. Here some of the principal special literature on Hebrew
names is sjiven. For the interpretation or discussion of the
names separately see especially Brown-Driver-Brig-gs, Hebrew
and Knglish Lexicon, Oxford, 1S91-1906 ; Gesenius-Buhl, IIi>b.

und aram. Worterfmch'^^, LeipzSg, 1910; EBi iii. 3271 ff.; HDH
iii. 481 ff. For ancient interpretations see P. de Lagarde,
Onomagtiea Sacra-, Gottingen, 1887. For systematic treatment
or discussions of the subject generally or sjjecial parts of it see
E. Nestle, Die israel. Evjennamennach ihnr religionsgrschicht-
lichea Bedeuhing, Leipzig, 1875; F. Baethgen, Beitrdge zur
scmitiwhen ReUgionsgeschichte, Berlin, 1888 ; G. B. Gray,
Stiulies in Ilcbrew Proper Naines, London, 1S96

;
M. Grunwald,

Die Eigennanxni des AT in ihrer Bedeutung fur die Keimtnis
des heb. Volksglaubens, Breslau, 1895

; G. Kerber, Die rcli-

gionxgeschichtliche Bedeutung der heb. Einennamen des AT,
Freiburg, 1897; F. Hommel, Die altisr. Ueberlieferung,
Munich, 1S97 (criticized in Exp., 5th ser., vol. vi. [1897], pp.
173-190) ; F. C. Ulmer, Die semitiscfien Eigennamen im A T,
pt. i., Leipzig, 19ijl

; T. Ndldeke, 'Names,' in EBi iii. [1902J
coL 3272 (full and important); H. P. Smith, 'Theophorous
Proper Names in the Old Testament,' in Old Testament and
Semitic Studies in Memory of William, Rainey Harper,
London, 1908, i. 35-64 ; G. B." Gray,

' A Group of Hebrew
Names of the Ninth Century B.C.,' in ExpT xxvii. [1915-16]
""-s-- G. Buchanan Gray.

NAMES (Indo-European). — Although much
attention has been devoted to the grammatical
structure and connotation of the names of persons
and places in all the Indo-European languages,
their religious value has remained almost uncon-
sidered. No treatise exists on the subject, and of
some dialects, notably Icelandic and Old Irish, a
corpus nominum propriorum is still to be made.
The present article must, therefore, be regarded
merely as a general outline of some of the leading
piienomena connected with proper names in Indo-

European ; it cannot claim to be exhaustive. If
the greater part of it is given to Indo- Iranian
Jiamcs, this is only because the other dialects,
later in date, present few features not found in
Sanskrit and the older languages of Iran. Re-
striction to the religious evidence to be gleaned
fi'om names leads, moreover, to the exclusion of any
consideration of patronymics, occupational names,
and personal names derived from place-names.

I. Grammatical structure.—While some of the
1 See G. B. Gray,

' Nebo as an EUement in Hebrew Proper
Names,' in ExpT x. [1899] 232-234.

personal names in Indo-European are simple, the

majority are compound. These fall, for the present
purpose, into '

descriptive
'

(corresponding to the
Skr. technical term karmadharaya,

'
ottice-bear-

ing'), 'dependent' (Skr. tatpurusa,
' his-man '),

'possessive' (Skr. bahuvrihi,
'

having-much-rice'),
and '

appositional
'

(not recognized by the Skr.

grammarians, but a class whose importance has
been much underrated). Besides these there is

the very important class of hypocoristics ('pet
names'). These are commonly either diminutives
or abbreviations (or both together) ; and, when the
abbreviation consists in dropping one of the com-

ponents of the compound name, the resultant form

may appear to be a simple name, so that in some
cases it is difficult, if not impossible, to say
wiietlier a certain name is simple or hypocoristic.
Here the meaning usually serves as the criterion.

The word cognate with Eug.
' name '

occurs in

nearly all the Indo-European languages—Skr., Av.
ndman, Armen. amin (from *anornn), Alb. emen
(from *enmen), Gr. 6vofj,a, Lat. nomen, Ir. ainm,
Goth. namo,0. Church Slav.tOTC, Old Pruss. etnmenn.
On the other hand, in view of the very primitive
character of Lithuanian civilization, it should be
noted that that language employs for 'name'
ivardas (cognate with Eng.

' word ').

The etymology of 'name' is quite uncertain. It lias been
connected with the group of Gr. ovoixai.,

'

upbraid, insult, blame,'
Lat. nota, 'mark,' etc. (cf., e.g., A. Ficli, Vergl. Worterbuch der

indogerm. Spracken*, Gottingen, 1890-1909, i. 99, 505 ; F. Justi,
/ra7i. Hainenbuch, p. iv); but this etymology is very unsatis-

factory, both phonologically and seniantically (cf. E. Boisacq,
Diet, etymol. de la langue grecque, Brussels, 1907 ff., p. 704 f.).

2. Importance of the name.—One is, in primitive
belief, not reall}^ a human being until one is named.
The name is, as the Mimaiiisa (q.v.) expresses it,

the essence, as contrasted with the accident, or

guna (O. Bohtlingk and R. Roth, Sanskrlt-Worter-

biich, Petrograd, 1855-75, iv. 11.3), and in later

Persian nam occasionally means '

person
'

(Justi,

p. vi). This, however, properly belongs to the

theory of nominalism.

3. Ceremonial of name-giving. — The early
Hindu rite is described as follows by Gobhila

(IL viii. 9-14, 17):
' Then he who is to do this [the name-giving] takes his seat,

facing east, to the west of the fire [and] on darbha grass whose
ends point north. Then the mother, having covered the child

with a clean garment, gives it from the south to the otficiant

with its face upward and its head to the north. Going round
behind [the officiant's] back, she seats herself to the north 011

darbha whose ends point north. Then he [the officiant] sacri-

fices to Prajapati, the lunar day, the lunar mansion, and its

divinity. . . . He mutters this ma7i<ya :

" Who art tliou? Who
[of many] art thou? Enter into the month of the lord of the

day
"

; and at the end he gives the name . . . and tells it to the
mother first.' ,

There was, however, according to Sahkhayana (i.

xxiv. 1-6), a preliminary rite, the jdtakarman.
'

Breathing thrice upon the new-bom child, he [the father]
breathes after: "Breathe in with the Rg, breathe with the

Yajur, breathe out with the Saman." Having mingled butter
and honey, curds and water, or having rubbed together rice and
tiarley, he should make [the child] taste gold thrice, saying,
"To thee I offer honey for the rite, wealth produced by Savitr
the bounteous. Long-lived, protected by the divinities, live

thou a hundred autumns in this world." So saying, he gives
his name. . . . That the father and the mother know ; on the
10th day [is given] an appellation (vydvahdrika) pleasing to the
Brahmans.'

If Saiikhayana states that a child should have
two names, Hiranyakesin (il. i. 4. 11-15) declares
that he must have three, one being secret and one

astrological (cf. below, §§ 10, 18).
' Father and mother should name him first. Two names one

should give him. . . . The second should be the name of a
lunar mansion ; one of the two should be secret ; with the other

they should address him ; the soma-sacrificer should give him a
third.' Gobhila says (11. x. 24 f.) that the second name may also

refer to a divinity or a gotra {q. v.).

Instead of the secret name Asvalayana (I. xv. 8)

speaks of an 'appellative' (abhivddanlya) to be

given by the father and to be used by the pupil
(cf. Manu, ii. 122), while other early Hindu texts
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say that the teacher is to bestow this name. It is

clear from these irreconcilable accounts that the
ancient Indian system of name-giving was not

rigidly fixed. The name should, naturally, be of

good omen, but the minute relinements as to

length, etc., laid down by the Hindu treatises

were not observed in actual practice (Hilka, Altind.

Personenncunen, pp. 14-18).

4. When the name is given.—According to Manu
(ii. 30), the child should be named on the 10th or

12th day, on an auspicious lunar day or muhurta
(hour of 48 minutes), or under a lucky lunar
mansion (nnksatra). Gobhila (II. viii. 8), how-
ever, sets this ceremony for the 10th or 100th day
after birth, or after the lapse of a year. According
to Paraskara (I. xvii. 1), Apastamba (VI. xv. 8),

and Baudhayana (I. xi. 1), the name is given on
the 10th (or r2th) day, when the mother is able to

leave her bed. This was the general rule for the
Brahman caste. According to later texts (col^lected

by Hiika, p. llf. ), Ksatriyas, Vaisyas, and Sudras
were to receive their names on the 16tli, 20th (or

19th), and 2"2nd (or 32nd) day respectively.
In Iran P'aridun does not name his sons until

they have reached an age, at which their characters
have become manifest {Sdh-7idiiinh, tr. A. G. and
E. Warner, London, 1905 ti., i. 177, 187 f.). In
Greece also the name was given on the 7th or 10th

day after birth (Harpocration, p. 92), usually by
the father, who might change it later (Demos-
thenes, c. Ba;of. 1002, 1006, c. Macart. 1075) ;

and
the Roman pramomcn was bestowed on a boy on
the 9th day, and on a girl on the 10th (H. Bliimner,
Rom. Privataltertilmer^, Munich, 1911, p. 304).

5. Deity and name.—If it is important to call a
man by his right name, it is still more requisite to

do so with a divinity. Thus, in the Avesta the

yasna to Sraopa, Atar, Tistrya, Mithi-a, Vanant,
and other ynzatas must be aoxto-ndman,

' with
name expressed' {Yt. viii. 11, x. 30, xx. 1; Ys.

iii. 20 f., xxii. 27; Visp. ix. 5, etc.; cf. also Yt.

xiii. 79).

6. Religious cult and piety.
—Personal names

referring to religious cult and personal piety are,
as we should expect, very common. Here belong
such names as Skr. Agnidhra ('Kindling the

[sacred] Fire'), Aghamarsana (' Sin-etfacing'),
Asvamedhadatta ('Given by the Asvamedlia'

[q.v.yi, IdhmavahaC P'uel-bringing'), Karma.srestha

('Best in karma' [q.v."]), Taponitya (' Constant in

Asceticism'), Pavitrapani (' Pure-handed'), Uttana-
barhis (' With [sacred] Grass spread '), Yajfiasvamin
('Sacrifice-master'), Yupaketu ('With the [sacri-

ficial] Post for a Banner'), Yogesvara(' Yoga-lord *),

Drdhavrata ('Firm-vowed'), Sutasoma ('With
pressed soma '), Satyahavis (' With true Oblation ');

Iran. Anusarvan (and variants ; Av. *Anaosa-

urvan, 'Immortal-souled'),'ApTa0^pi'T?s(O. P. *Arta-

farnali,
'

Having righteous Glory
'

[or
'

Righteous-
ness [is] Glory

'

?]), Artaxsathra (Artaxerxes,
'

Having righteous governance '),

'

Aprafiv-q's (

'

Right-
eous-minded '), Daevotbis (' Demon-hating'), Dara-

5'avahu ('Darius, upholding the Good'), Denmart
('Man of Religion'), Farnbag ('God-light'); Gr!

Ate^x^js (' Zeus-praying'); Gall. Litugenos ('Feast-
son'), O. Ir. Aidan (*Aid(u)agnos, 'Fire-lamb').

Religious phrases are rare as personal names.
We find them, however, in the Avesta ( Yt. xiii.

120) : Asem-yalimai-usta, Asem-yenglie-rao6ao, and
Asem-yenglie-vereza (cf. Ys. xiii. 1 ; Yt. xiii. 5 ;

Visp. xi. 28).

7. Power of the name. — This concept is not

particularly to the fore in Indo-European, unless
the tlieoplioric name (see § 8) be regarded as coming
under it, as it undoubtedly does in a sense. Ac-

cording to the Avesta (Yt. i. 1-19; cf. xv. 43-52),
the revelation of the greatest of the names of

Ahura Mazda is besought by Zarathushtra that

he may conquer—and not be conquered by— '

all

demons and men, all wizards and witches.' In
late Hinduism we find the belief, among Krsnaites,
Ramaites, and Saivites, that ' the mere repetition
of their god's name is a means of salvation,' so that
' sinner or heretic, if one die at last witii Krishna's
name upon the lips hewill be saved' (E. W. Hopkins,
Religions of India, Boston, 1895, p. 508). With
the same motive names of Rama, etc., are often
written on the margin of page after page in Sanskrit

MSS, and they regularly begin with some such

phrase as 'homage to Hayagriva' (an epithet of

Visnu) or 'to Ganesa' (the remover of obstacles).
The present writer is not certain, however, that
this is purely Indo-European.
Only rarely does ' name' itself form a component

of personal appellatives. Yet we may cite Iran.

Namfarrux (' Name-lucky '), Vahunam (and vari-

ants,
' Good-name '

; cf. also Justi, p. 504), Old
Osset. Nd/xYTjyosC Famous'); Gr.'Oro^a/cXTjsC Name-
famed'),

'

Ayadilivvfj.0^, Ei^'oivi'/ios ('Good-named'),
'lepuii/i'yuos ('Sacred-named'), M.tya\b}vvixo% ('Great-
named ').

8. Theophoric names.—From the point of view
of religion, theophoric names are by far the most

important. To bear the name of a deity is to

sustain a special and very real connexion with that

deity, and to be peculiarly under his protection.
It is the same concept which leads to the naming
of children after famous men. The name being
part of the hero, its application to a child is felt

to give him an actual share in the valour or other
admirable attribute of the original bearer. In

modern times one may try to live up to the model
set him in the person after whom he is thus
named ; primitively, mana would be given him

by bestowing on him the name of a distinguished
man.
The number of theophoric names is so great that

only a few characteristic specimens can be cited,
sullicient to show the main principles involved.
To this class belong- Skr. Devaraja ('the God [is] King'),

Devanika ('God-faced'), Devadafta ('God-^iven '), Devadasa
('Servant of the God'), Devaprasada ('Delii;ht of the God'),
Devadhara (' Upholding the God '), Devahu (' Sacrificing to the
God '), Ai;nidatta ('Given by Agni '), Indrapalita (' Protected b3-

Indr:i '), Indrapala (' Indra [is] Protection '),! Brahniabali (' Obla-
tion to IBrahma'), ^titradatta(' Given by Mitra'), Kuberavallabha

('Dear to Kiibera'), Mukundarania ('Joy of Rama'), Raniaja
('Born of Rama'), Visnuiakti (' Mij^ht of Visnu'), Visnuputra
('Son of Visnu'), Harisiiiiha ('Lion of Hari ') ; Iran. Horniizafrid

('Benediction of Ahura Mazda'), Orniizduxt ('Daui;hter of

Ahura Mazda'), Yazdanduxt ('Daughter of God'), 'ApraTruTi)?

('Protected by Riffhteonsness_' ; cf. Av. nsap:tta), Ataredata
(' Given by the [sacred] Fire '), .^tarecithra (' Seed of the [sacred]

I'^ire'), Me7a^afo? (Av. *Ba^hahazu, 'the God [is] the Arm'),
Bagabuxsa and Yazdanbuxt (' God-released '), I5aL;ad.ata, Yaz-

dand.adh, Xudaidadh ('God-given'), Yazdkart ('God-made'),
( aharhuxt ('Four have released'; cf. Justi, p. 151; similarly

yobuxt, 'Three have released,' Pancbuxt, 'Five have released'),
Mahdat (' Moon-given'), Mai<f)drT)5 ('Moon-protected'), Mihrdan
(' Knowing Mithra' ; cf. ERE viii. 752''), Spentodata (' Given by
the Holy One"), STri^paSaTT)? ('Heaven-given'), Srosp.at ('Pro-
tected by Sraosa'); Old Osset.

'le'ppaSos ('Gift of the God');
Gr. 'An-oAAoyiri'))? ('Apollo-born'), 'ApTn.'0iXo9 ('Dear to Ares'),

'ApTejui'5u)po<r('Gift of Artemis'), Mrji'dStopo? ('Moon-gift'); Gall.

Camulogenus('Son of Camulos' [a war-god]), Divicus(' Divine'),

Esugenus (' Son of Esus ').

Often personal names are simply the api)ellatives
of the goils, as Skr. Mahendra, Kubera, Prajapati,
Krsna, Skanda, Chandra, Soma, Buddha, Tatha-

gata, Dipamkara ;
Iran. Hormizd, Xursid (' Sun'),

Bahrain (' Verethraghna '), Bahman (' Vohu
Manah ') ; Serb. Bozo (' (jod '). Many of these are

shown by parallel forms to be possibly liypocoristic
abbreviations ; but in other cases it is very possible
that they are full names, the name of the god being

given, without addition, to the child.

Occasionally it is expressly stated that a deity
1 Owing to the ambiguity of Skr. compounds a name of this

type might also be construed as a bahnvrihi, 'possessing the

protecuon of Indra.' Absolute decision seems impossible, but

it mav be well thus to direct attention to the possibility that

some Indo-European names are appositional rather than pos-

sessive or descriptive (cf. also § i).
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lias named a place, natural object, animal, etc.

Thus Ahura Mazda gave names to the good waters
when he created them {Ys. xxxviii. 4), but men
named mountains ' from visiting and observing
them' (Yt. xix. 6).

9. Names from natural objects.
—Among all the

Indo-European peoples children are very frequently
named after some animal, flower, or other object
of nature. Names of animals whose qualities

appeal to men are especially given to the male sex,
such as '

Lion,'
'

Tiger,'
' Wolf ; names of flowers

and gems are naturally more appropriate to the

gentler sex, as 'Pearl,'
'

Kuby,' 'Rose,' 'Lily.'
The underlying motive of these names is not

absolutely certain, but it seems probable, on the

whole, that the principle of sympathetic magic was
originally involved. A boy named 'Wolf would,
like the animal whose name he bore, be a valiant
marauder and a terror to liis enemies ;

' Pearl
'

should be as fair and softly rounded as the precious
object which her name connotes.

(a) Animal names.—These are the most common.
Omitting those which denote merely possession of

horses, kine, etc., we may mention such names as
Skr. Ajai'aja ('Goat-king '), iJrnanablia (' Spider '),

Rsyasrhga ('Antelope-horn'), Enajangha ('Ante-
lope-leg), Gajasiriiha (' Elephant-lion

'

[i.e.
'

Mighty
lion']), Baka ('Crane'), Vrkajina ('Wolf-skin'),
Vrkodara (' Wolf-belly '), Vrsan ('Bull '), Vyaghra-
datta (' Tiger-given '1, Sakuna ('Bird'), Sardu-

lakarnaC Tiger-ear '),Sunahpuchchha,Sunolarigula,
Sunahsepa ('Dog-tail'), Musika ('Mousie'), 6ak-
untala (' Birdie') ; Iran. 'O/xtoj'tjj^ (' Turtle-dove' ;

cf. New Pers. varS), Sag (' Dog'), Sahen (' Falcon '),

Varaza (

'

Boar,
'

the sacred animal of Verethraghna),
Gurgen (and variants ; Av. *i'ehrkaena,

' WolHsh ') ;

Gr. \eovT6(()p(j)v (' Lion-minded'), AvKr]yevris (' Wolf-

family'); Gall. Alauda (' Lark'), Lovernios(' Fox's

son"), Matugenos (' Bear's son'); O. High Ger.

Heidulf, Wolfheidis ('Wolf-form'), Hludulf
('Famous Wolf), Wolfgang (' Wolf's Course '),

Friulf (' Dear Wolf ), Wacarolf(' Watchful Wolf),
Wolfarn, Arnulf(' Wolf-eagle, Eagle-wolf), Marulf,
WolfmAr ('Famed Wolf, Wolffamed ') ; Serb.

Vukdrag (' Wolf-dear'), Dobrovuk ('Good Wolf).
(b) Plant names.—Tliese occur not infrequently,

as Skr. Asoka {q.v.), Utpalaraja ('Lotus-king'),
Chandanapala ('Protector of the Sandal-wood'
[or 'Sandal-wood [is] Protector'?]), Padmagupta
('Lotus-protected'), PadmasundaraC Lotus-lovely'),
Mallibhusana ('Jasmine-adornment'); Iran.Barmak
('Water-cress'); Pol. Wirboslaw (' Willow-fame').
It is only rarely, however, that any religious con-

cept can be clearly seen in them, although we may
mention Iran. 'Acr7rdv5a>'os (' Rue,' used to protect
against the evil eye [A. V. W. Jackson, Fro7n

Constantinople to the Home ofOmar Khayyam., New
York, 1911, p. 119]).

(c) Mineral names.—These are very rare, instances

being Skr. Kanakaprabha(' Gold-radiance'), Mani-
datta ('Pearl-given'), Manikyamukuta ('Ruby-
diademed'), Rukmakasa (' Gold-hair 'j, Hiranya-
dattaC Gold-given').
How far such names were totemistic in origin

is hard to say. As individual appellatives they
scarcely had a totemistic basis, unless we assume
an 'individual totem,' as when, e.g., Ik.svaku
means 'Gourd,' or in such cases as when Sam-
varana's father was Rksa (' Bear '). Even in such

instances, however, the general impression gained
from a survey of Indo-European personal names is

strongly against a totemistic explanation. With
regard to tribal names (for which cf. below, § 19)
the problem is somewhat more obscure. It has
been suggested (H. Oldenberg, Rel.des Veda, Berlin,
1894, p. 85 f. ; A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology,
Strassburg, 1897, p. 153) that theMatsyas (' Fisl'f ),

Ajas(' Goats '), and Sighrus (' Horse-radishes')men-

tioned in the Rigveda (vil. xviii. 6, 19) are totem-
names (but see A. A. Macdonell and A. B. Keith,
Vedic Index of Names and Subjects, London, 1912,
i. 12, ii. Ill, 378), and the same may possibly be
true of the Paravatas ('Turtle-doves'),* as well as
of such Vedic priestly families as the Gautamas
('Oxen'), Vatsas ('Calves'), Sunakas (' Doggies'),
Kausikas (' Owls '), and Mandukyas (' Frog-sons '),

and the Avesta Saenas ('Eagles'). On the other

hand, we must not forget that such names may be

hypocoristic—Vatsa, e.g., for *Vatsavant(' Possess-

ing calves')—while the name Matsya may, like

the Iranian Massagetse mentioned below (§ 19),

imply that the tribe were fish-eaters, not that thej-

possessed a fish-totem. Doubts are cast on the
totemic explanation by Hopkins (PADS, 1894,

p. cliv), and in the present stage of our knowledge
he would appear to be riglit.

10. Astrological names.—We have already seen

(§ 3) that Hiranyakesin urges that one of a child's

names be taken from the lunar mansion {naksatra)
under which he is born. In India, accordingly, a
full scheme has been formulated for astrological
names. The importance of such an appellative is

obvious—just as a theophoric name brings its

bearer into close connexion with a deity, so the

astrological
name gives one the protection of the

' house of his nativity. One may be named not

only from the month of birth, but also from the

deity (masculine or feminine, according to the sex
of the child) presiding over the month (for a list

cf. Hilka, p. 31 f.); and in more modern times
a name may likewise be given according to the
zodiacal sign of nativity.

11. Opprobrious names.—The use of such names,
almo-st invariably connected with belief in the

evil eye, is too obvious to require discussion. It

may, however, be suggested that one Iranian name
for which no satisfactory explanation has yet been
advanced may possibly belong to this category—
the rather frequent name Pesotanu, which literally
means '

Possessing a condemned Body
'

(' Damned
'

in the theological sense). If it does, it finds a close

parallel in the Romance name Perdita (at all events
Justi's explanation of Pesotanu, p. 251, is incorrect).

It is readily intelligible that evil things have
evil names. A disease is 'ill-named' {durndman
[Rigveda, X. clxii. 10]), as are other evil things
( Atharvaveda, II. xxv. 2, IV. xvii. 5, VIII. vi. 1, XVI.

vi. 7, XIX. xxxvi. 4, 6), and it is well known that
the Avesta has a whole vocabulary of derogatory
words for evil creatures, parallel to the terms

applied to the good creation (L. J. Frachtenberg, in

Spiegel Memorial Vol., Bombay, 1908, pp. 269-289).
12. Tabu of names.—With a certain analogy

to the secret name (§ 3), names are often regarded
as tabu, lest some possible ill-wisher may through
them gain control over their owners. This is par-

ticularly frequent in the case of husband and wife.
' A Hindoo wife is never, under any circumstances, to mention

thenameof her husband. "
He," "the master," "Swamy,"etc.,

are titles she uses when speaking of, or to, her husband. In no
way can one of the sex annoy another more intensely and
bitterly than by charg^nj; her with having mentioned her hus-
band's name. It is a crime not easily forgiven

'

(F. de W. Ward,
India and the Hindoos, New York, 1850, p. 189).

This usage still survives in such phrases as '

my
man,' 'my woman,' current in humbler circles.

It seems probable, moreover, that this principle of

tabu underlies the reluctance which is felt regarding
the use of one's personal name, except by close

friends. We brand familiar use of our given names

by casual acquaintances as '

impertinence
'

; primi-
tive man would see an actual menace in such employ
raent of the only part of our names that has any
individual value.

1 This suggestion has not previously been advanced, so far as

the present writer knows. For a summary of previous explana-
tions of the name (' mountaineers,' or '

people from afar ') see

Macdonell-Keith, i. olSf.
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iSoinetimes, as in Scandinavia, the name of the
(lead is avoided, an epithet being preferred if tlie

deceased bore one during his lifetime (V. Gu5-
niundsson and K. Kalnnd, in Grundr. der germ.
Philologie, \\\:^ [1900] 415).

13. Epithets.—The name originally given to a

person is very frequently augmented by an epithet
derived from some good or bad quality, personal
peculiarity, or the Tike ; and sometimes such an

epithet completely usurps the personal name. To
cite only a single example, the epic Indian Arjuna
has the following epithets in the Mahdbhdrata (S.

Sorensen, Iiidcx to the Nantes in the Mahabharata,
London, 1904 ft"., pp. 86-89) :

Aindii, Sakraja, Sakranandan.T., Sakrasuiiu. Sakrasuta,
Sakriitniaja, Devendratanaya, Indrasuta, Indratiiiaja, Mahen-
drasunu, Mahendratniaja, PakaSaiii,Trida^avaratniaja,Vasavaja,
V'asavanandaiia, Vasavasyatniaju, Vasavi (all 'son of Indra ),

Bhfirata ('son of Bharata'), Uhimanuja, Bhimasenfinuja
Cjoungcr brother of Bhima[sena] '), Bibhatsu ('loathinfr '),

IJrhannala ('great reed'), Sakhamivadlivaja, Kapidhvaja,
Kapiketana, Kapivaradhvaja, Vanaradhvaja, Vaiiaraketana,
Vanaraketu, Vanaravaryaketana (all

'

monkey-bannered '),

Svetasva, Svetahaya, Svetavaha, Svetavahana (all
' white-

horsed '), Dhanaihjaya (' booty-conqueror '), Gaiulivablirt (' bear-

ing the gdri(flva'), (_ian(Jivadhanvan ('with the gdriijiva for a

bow'), Gan^Jivadharin ('holding the (/(irjdiva '), Gandivin
(' possessing the gdrKfiva '), Gudake^a (' club-haired '), Indrariipa
('having the form of Indra'), Indravaraja (' Indra's junior),
Jaya (' victory '), ,Ti§nu (' victorious'), Kapipravara (' having the
excellent monkey'), Kaunteya and Kuntiputra ('sou of Kunti'),

Kaurava(8re$tha)('[best of t lie] Kuru race'), KiritabhrtC diadem-

liearing'), Kiritamalin ('diadein-tjarlanded'), Kiritavat, Kiritin

('diademed'), Kr§ijasarathi(' with Kj-^iia for a charioteer '), Nara
('hero'), I'artha ('son of I'llliu'), Paurava ('descendant of

i^uru'), Phalguna (the lunar mant^ion of his nativity), Prabhan-
janasutilnuja ('younger bi-othir of the son of the wind'),
Savyasachju ('ambidextrous'), Surasunu ('son of a god'),
Tapat\ a (' descendant of Tapati ). V'ijaya (' victor.v

Such usage is especially frequent with names of

deities. Indra is
'

many-named
'

(Rigveda, VIII.

Ixxxiii. 17; Atharvaveda, VI. xcix, 1); twenty
names of Ahura Mazda are enumerated in Yt. i. 7 f . ;

Dionysos, Demeter, etc., are roXvwwfioi (Soph. Ant.

1115; Horn. Hymn, in Dem. 18). Here, however,
we must reckon with the possibility that some of

these epithets were originally names of distinct

deities who were later amalgamated with the

greater gods (cf. H. Usener, Gotternamen, Bonn,
IS9Q, passim; C. F. H. Bruchmann,Epithetadcortim
quae aptid poetas graecos leguntur, Leipzig, 1893).

14. Multiple names.—A\ e have already noted

(§ 4) that a name once given might later be changed.
This was no less true in India than in Greece, for

the Satapatha Brdhinana states that a name might
be adopted in later life either to secure success or

for the sake of distinction (iii. vi. 2. 24, V. iii. 3. 14,

IX. iv. 3. 13, II. iv. 4. 4, VI. i. 3. 9). Occasionally,

particularly in India, synonymy is found—i.e. the
same individual may vary his own name by sub-

stituting a synonym for one of its components.
Tlius we may have either Dhanurgraha ('Bow-
CTasping') or Dhanurdjiara ('Bow-holding'), Sila-

aitya or Dharmaditya, Sresthasena or Pravarasena,
Pratapasila or Siladitya ; while the philosopher
named (or, rather, nicknamed) Kanada ('Atom-
eater') is also known as Kanabhaksa and Kanabhuj.

15. Sect- and caste-names.—It is very natural
for adherents of sects to prefer certain personal
names, especially those connected with the founders
or heroes of the sect followed by the father of the
child who is to be named. Thus in India Vai§ria-
vites very frequently have as a component of their

appellations the name of Visnu or one of his epithets
{e.g., Kes^ava, Narayana, Madhava, Ilari) or of his

avatdras (Varaha, 'Boar,' Vamana, 'Dwarf')—
especially Kiima(and its synonyms, as Ilaghunatha)
;ind Krsna (with its .synonyms, Gopala, Govinda,
lladhiivallabha)—or of his iakti, or female energy
( Laksmi, Sri), or of his attributes

(
Kamala [' Lotus '],

Chakra [' Disk ']). In like planner Saivites affect

the various names of Siva (Siva, Dhruva, Nandin,
}{udra, Saihkara, Sarva, Harsa, etc.) or of \\'\siakti

(Durga, Gaurl, Hima, etc.). Minor Indian cults

are also represented. Serpent-worship is implied
by a number of words for

' snake '

(Naga, Ajagara,
Ahi, Bhujaiiiga, Sariia ; as a matter of fact, these
names are usually borne by Buddhists), tlie cult of

the ' mothers
'

(seeERE v. 6 f. ) by Matr ( 'Mother ').

of worship of the sun, moon, and pl.'Uiets by word>
for 'sun' (Aditya, Divakara, I'rabluikara, I'.iianu.

Bhaskara, Ravi, Savitr, Surya, etc.),
' moon '

(Iiidu,

Chandra, Mrgafika, Soma, etc.), and planet-names
(Angara, Gralia, Budlia, etc.) respectively (for

examples see Hilka, pp. 84 f . , 89-10o). So Buddhists
and Jains often choose names connected with the
founders of their religions (Buddha, Arhant, Jina,

Tathagata, Parsva, Sugata, etc.), or even sacred
abstracts (Jiiana, 'Knowledge,' Dharma, 'Law,'
Bodhi, 'Enlightenment,' Sahgha, 'Assembly,' etc. ;

cf. Hilka, pp. 104-107).
Caste-names are also regular in India. According

to Paraskara (I. xvii. 4) and Baudhayana (I. xi. 9),

a Brahman's name should contain the component
-sarman, a Ksatriya's -varman, a Vaisya's -gupta,
and a Sfidra's -{bhrtya)ddsa . As a matter of fact,
the final elements of Brahmans' names are often

•§annan, -dcva ; Ksatriyas' -varman, -rdja, -trdta ;

Vaisyas' -gupta, -bhuti, -datta.

In later Hindu usage special titles are also given
to scholars, authors, etc. In this category we
must reckon such components as -svanrin (' lord

'—
especially common about the 7th cent. A.D.), -soma,

-achdrya ('teacher'), -dnanda ('bliss'), -kavindro

('mighty poet'), -tarkdlamhdra ('adornment of

logic '), -tirtha {^ iox^ '), -pandita (' scholar '), -bhatta

('master'), -muni ('sage'), and -sdgara ('ocean').
No strict rule can, however, be formulated by
which a man's sect can be detennined exclusively
from his name.

In Iran a partial approach to a class-name seem.s

to be found in Vei^d. xviii. 45-52. This declares

that at the eschatological restoration of all things
a man is to arise from the seed which one has

involuntarily lost during liis life, and that such a
man must be named ' Ataredata [" Fire-given "], or

Atere6ithra ["Fire-seed"], or Ateredahya ['J Fire-

land"], or some other name connected with Atar.'

Here, in a sense, belong names denoting belief

in beings banned by orthodoxy, such as Pers.

Paricihrah ('Fairy-face'), Pariduxt ('Fairy's

Daughter'), a phenomenon which is also found
in place-names (see below, § 20).

Even philosophical concepts occasionally appear
in personal names, as in Skr. Atmasukha (' dtman
bliss'), Anandajnana ('Bliss-knowledge'), Moksa-
sarman ('Happy throtigh moksa'), Vedanidhi

(' Repository of Veda ').

16. Names from ancestors.—In view of the wide-

spread belief in transmigration, it is not strange
that the concept that a forefather may be reincar-

nated in his descendant should tint! one of its

manifestations in the nanung of a child after one
of his ancestors, especially his grandfather. This

was a common practice in Greece (Demosth. r.

Macart. 1075), and in India I'atafijali and the

Saviskdraratnamald (quoted by Hilka, p. 9) state

that a child should be named after his grandfather,

great-grandfather, or great-great-grandfather. In

the lists of Indian kings we find a number of

instances where a grandson is thus named : Chan-

drarilja I. and II. of Ajmir, Somesvara II., in., iv.

of Kalvana (Somesvara II. was named after his

father), Visnuvardhana III., IV., V., and Vijayu-

ditya I., 11.^ III., IV., V. of the Eastern Chalukyas,

KaVtavirya II., III., IV. and Laksmideva I., ll. of

Saundatti, Rudrasena I., Ii., ill. of the Vakataka

dynasty (C. M. Duff, Chronol. of Indin, West-

minster, 1899, pp. 277, 279, 301, 307 f.). We like-

wise find this in Iran, though much less frequently
—a fact wliich may be significant since transmigra-
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tion is not an Iiani;in tenet. We may, however,
note Cyrus I. and II., Canihyses I. and II., Xerxes
I. ami il. In tlie Scandinavian lands tlie custom
was widely spread, after the 8th cent., of not

naming a child after a living person, but after

ancestors or recently deceased kinsmen ; if a father

died before his son was born, the latter uncondi-

tionally received the name of the former (Gu5-
mundsson and Kahmd, foe. tit.).

17. Royal names.—Just as the Brahmanas say
that the private citizen may change his name to

increase his fortune (above, § 14), so kings fre-

quently bear—especially in their otticial capacity—a name which i.s entirely different from their

personal appellative. Thus the famous Indian

king Chandraunpta is equally well known as
Vikrama or Vikramaditya, Asok^ as Piyadassi,
•Jayadeva II. as Parachakrak.ama, Siladitya VII. as

Dhruvabhatta, etc. In Iran the original name of

Darius II. was Ochus, of Darius III. Codomanus,
of Artaxerxes II. Arsaces, and of Artaxerxes IV.

Be.ssos.

The meaning of this is clear, just as it is in the
case of the private individual who assumes a new
name. Tiie name being a real part of a man, he

changes himself if he changes his name. When
one passes through a state of grave crisis, as when
he becomes king, he is changed just as he is, e.g.,
at initiation [q.v.), of which, indeed, the ceremony
of ahhisekn {q.v.) may be considered a form. The
man himself thus being changed with this rite de

passage, he may very properly assume a new name.
In similar fashion a new name might be taken

on entering the religious life ; Mani, e.g., assumed
this appellative when he began the foundation of
Manicha^ism {q.v.), although his original name was
Kubrika (or some variant ; cf. Justi, p. 190).

18. Secret names. — Since, as we have seen,

knowledge of one's name gives actual power over
its owner, just as the possession of the clippings of
one's hail", nails, etc., renders it possible for one's
enemies to work him harm, the value of a secret
name is obvious. We have noted above (§ 3) that

Hiranyakesin expressly says that one of the names
of an Indian should be secret (gnhya). The secret
name is mentioned in the Rigveda (X. Iv. 2, Ixxi.

1) ; such a name is given the child at birth {Sat.
Brdh. VI. i. 3. 9, Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, VI iv.

25) ; Arjuna is a secret name of Indra {Sat. Brdh.
II. i. 2. 11, V. iv. 3. 7 ; cf. Macdonell and Keith, i.

443) ; and the gods had secret names (Rigveda, V.
v. 10, IX. xcv. 2, xcvi. 16, X. xlv. 2). Hiranyakesin
seems to leave it doubtful which of the two
names should be the secret one, but Apastamba
(VI. XV. 3) makes this the naksatra name (see,

further, A. Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur [
= GIAF

iii. 2], Strassburg, 1897, p. 170 f.).

We also Hnd secret names in Iran ; Kavadh, e.g.,
was originally the secret „name of Kavadh U.,
whose mother called him Seroe in pul.lic.

19. Tribal names.—The names of tribes present
peculiar difiicultie-s. Like many of the older

personal names, they often defy analysis, and—as
in the case of i)lace-names—they seem frequently
to be non-Indo-European in origin. When they
(!an be satisfactorily interpreted, they seldom pre-
sent any features of religious interest. Some
whicli may possibly suggest totemism have been
noted above (§ 9), and to these Skr Mahavrsa
('Great Bull ') and Viscanin (' Horned

'

[?] ; cf. Mac-
donell and Keith, ii. 313) may perhaps be added.
Religious cult is distinctly implied in the Italic
tribal names Marsi ('Martians'), Hirpini ('Wolf-
men,' the wolf iieing sacred to Mars), and Picentes
(' Wood-pecker-men,' this bird also being sacred to

Mars). The danger of falsely attributing religious
connotation to tribal names is exeniplihed by the
Iranian Maaa^dyeTai (Av. *Mas(s)ya-ka ; cf. Skr.

matsya, 'fish'), who were called 'Fishies' not
because they had a fish-totem, but because they
lived on fish (Herod, i. 201 ; cf. J. Marquart,
Untersuchungen zur Gesch. von Eran, Gottiugen
and Leipzig, 1896-1905, ii. 77 f.). Sometimes tribal
names are contemptuous epithets bestowed by
unfriendly neighbours, as Iran. Aip^LKes (*drgvika,
'Beggars' [Marquart, ii. 139, note 1]), and Scyth.

'

Apt/iacriroL ('One-eyes' [Marquart, ii. 90-92]); but

occasionally the names have a value as imjjlying a
former grade of civilization—e.g., Iran. Asagarta
('Sagartia,' 'Dwelling in stone Caves' [C.

Bartholomae, Zum altiran. Worterbueh, Strass-

burg, 1906, p. 119 f.]).

20. Place-names.—The names of places suffer

from the same obscurity—and for the same reason—as tribal names. In Greece and Armenia many
date from pre-Indo-European times (A. Fick,
Vorgriech. Ortsnnmen, Gottingen, 1905 ; H.
Hiil)schmann, Indogerm. Forsehungen, xvi. 283,
366-368). Yet place-names possess a historic value
which can hardly be over-estimated, especially as

showing the ethnological strata which have existed
in a country, and as revealing the sites of ancient
sacred places. The same is true, in minor degree,
of street-names, etc., in our older cities, since they
still indicate, in many instances, the sites of

vanished city-gates, monasteries, and the like.

This aspect may be studied with special clearness
in the place-names of Scotland. Two distinct

Celtic peoples are evidently responsible for such
names as Aber-deen and Inver-ness ; Pit-lochry is

shown by its p to be neither Brythonic nor Goidelic ;

Ler-wick is Norse ; Beauly is French.
This subject is discussed at length in the introduction to

J. B. Johnston's Place-names of Scotland'^, Edinljursrh, 1903,
and has also been discussed by J. Jacobsen of Copenhagen in
a course of lectures at King's College, Aberdeen, in June 1914.

On the basis of place-names in Britain Jacobsen has shown that
the infiltrations in Shetland, the Orkneys, the Hebrides, Caith-

ness, Sutherland, and \V. Scotland were from S. VV. Norway,
whereas they were Danish in N. and E. England, and in Nor-

mandy, the two streams meeting in Cumberland. Thus -way
(Stornoway) and -.iter (Lybster) point to Norwegian colonization,
•by (Grimsby), -thorp (UUesthorp), -toft (Lowestoft), -thwait(e.)

(Braithwaite) indicate Danish settlement, while -ham (Shore-
ham), -stead (Grimstead), -ford (Oxford) are Anglo-Saxon.
Roman settlements are shown by the numerous English place-
names in -Chester, and former Celtic occupation where no Celts
have been dominant for centuries is evident from such names
as London and Carlisle.

Numerous examples of Indian place-names of

religious significance are given in the present work
{e.g., Garhmuktesar, Hardwar, Jagannath).
For Iranian names of this type we may cite Adhar-

baijan (Pahlavi Aturpatakan, 'Fire-protected'),

Bagavan ('God-district'); Old Osset. I,ouy5a7a

(Sudak in the Crimea ;

'

Holy City ') ;

^ Armenian
At'oR Anahtay (' Mountain of Anahita' [Hiibsch-

mann, pp. 286, 398]), Astvacasen ('God-built'),
Dicmairi ('God-grove'); Italic Mantua ('City of

[the Etruscan death-god] Mantus') ; Gall. Camulo-
dunum (Lexden Heath, 'Fort of Camulus' [a

war-god]), Deobriga (Miranda de Ebro in Asturia;
'God-liill'), Divoduron (Metz;

'

God-fort'), Lugu-
dunon (Lyons;

'
P'ort of Lug' [the god of war]);

Irish Caherepheepa ('Stone Fort of the [Fairy]
Pipe'), Carrigcleena ('Rock of [the Fairy Queen]
Cliodna'), Cushinsheeaun ('Little Foot of the

F'airy Fort'), Knockshigowna (' Hill of Una's F"airy
Palace '), Tobernashee (' F^airy Well '). Sometimes
even rivers have divine names—e.g.. Gall. Deva
(Dee, 'Divine'), Taranis ('Thunder-god').
LiTERATDRB.—A. Fick, Griech. Perso7urmainen, Gottingen,

1874 (the most general survey of the subject; the 2nd ed., do.

1894, on.its the introduction" and is, therefore, of less value for

the present purpose); O. Schrader, Reallex. der indoijerm.

Alterlumskunde, Strassburg, 1901, pp. 573-578; A. HiUka,
A Uind. Personennamen, Breslau, 1910 (with good bibliography ) ;

F. Justi, Iranisches Nam^nbuch, Marburg, 1895 ; H. Hitbsch-

mann,
' Altarmen. Personennamen,' in Festgrtissan R. von Roth,

1 Possibly identical in meaning with O. Pcrs. Suguda (' Sog-
diana ').
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Stuttgart, 1893, pp. 99-106 ; W. Toraaschek,
' Die alten

Thraker, II.,' SWAW cxxxi. [1894], Abhaiid. 1 ; W. Schuize,
ZurGesch. latein. Eigennamen, Berlin, 1904; A. Holder, Altkelt.

,'^prachsckatz, Leipzig-, 1896 ff. ; G. Storm,
'

Sj?elevandriiig: eg
OpkaHclssystem,' Arklnf. nord. Filologi, ix. [1893] 199-222 ; E.
.- orsteraann, AUdeutsches Natnenbucli^- 3, Bonn, 1900 ff. ; C. G.
.\ndresen, /IWrfeut. Personennameii", Mainz, 1876; A. Socin,
M ittelhochdeutsches Namenbuch, Basel, 1903

; E. Lewy,
.iltprevs!). Personenncum^n, Breslau, 1904; A. Leskien,
' Litauische Personennanien,' Indogerm. Forschungen, xxvi.

[1909] 325-352 ; F. Miklosich,
'

BilUung der slav. Personen-
nanien,' DWAW X. [1805] 215-330; G. Krek, Einleit. in die
filar. Literaturgesch.-, Oraz, 1887, pp. 485-506. For place-names,
H. Hiibschniann,

' Altarnien. Ortsnamen,' Indogerm. Forsch-

ungen, xvi. [1904] 197-490; P. W. Joyce, Origin and Uist.

of Irish Names of Places, Dublin, 1809-1913 (the list might be
much extended, but these works, with the book of Johnston's
mentioned in the text, will give an excellent idea of the method
to be pursued in the study of place-names). The investigation
of names seems to have been of scant interest to earlier ages ;

practically the only treatises known are in Irish : for personal
(nick-)nau.es see the Ciiir Anmann (' Fitness of Names '), ed. and
tr. W. Stokes, Irische Texte, iii., Leipzig, 1891-97, pp. 285-444

;

and for place-names the Dind^enchas, ed. and tr. (prose por-
tions) Stokes, RCel xv. [1894] 272-336, 418-484, xvi. [1895] 31-

83, 135-167, 209-312, and (verse portions) E. Gwynn, Todd Led.
Series (Royal Irish Acad.), vii.ff. [Dublin, 1900 ff.].

LouLs H. Gray.
NAMES (Japanese).— i. Family-names.—In

ancient times there were two kinds of family-
names recognized in Japan : kribane, or sei, and
iiji, or shl. B(jtli were granted by the sovereign to

only a limited number ; and the mass of the

people had no patronj^mic.
(a) Kabanc.—Kabane are said to have existed

since the 'divine age.' In the reign of Emperor
Temmu (673-GS6) eight distinct kabane were
recognized. They were as follows: Ason, Inagi,
fmiki, Mabito, Michinoslii, Muraji, Omi, and
Sukune. Later the nuni Ijer of kabane was increased
to twenty-three. Such family-names designated
the profession or rank of those bearing them, and

may be considered of the nature of class or caste
distinctions.

(b) Uji.
—

Uji were for the most part granted l>y
tlie sovereign to certain members of one or another
of the kabane families in recognition of some special
merit or to designate some special profession.

Among the most ancient of these are : Mononobe,
Odomo, Imbe, Nakatomi, and Soga ; but the most
famous in all the history of Japan are Miiiamoto,
I'aira, Fujiwara, and Tacliibana. The last four
are at once thought of as in particular

' the uji.'
So prominent were they that they have by some
been erroneously considered kabanc. Sugawara,
Kiyohara, Kamo, Urabe, and Abe are also among
the more prominent itji names.

2. Local names.—As the descendants of these

uji families increased, certain branches took a local

or territorial name in addition to tiie uji name.
Thus the number of apparently distinct families
increased. In a.d. 815 a 'Record of Kabanc and

Uji
' was published. This contained 1 182 uji names,

many of the local or territorial names having taken
the place of the true family-name, or uji. Most
of these branch families, bearing distinct names,
were in reality members of some one of the large
uji.

Until the beginning of the Meiji era the bearers
of kabanc or uji names were of high rank ; and
the common people, except for some special and
extraordinary service, were allowed merely personal
names. At the beginning of the Meiji era the

government ordered all to take family-names ; and,
upon registration, the free changing of personal
names was no longer allowed. At that time many
millions of new families adopted names for the first

time ; but these were mostly of the local type,
such as had in the earlier period been taken in

addition to kabane or uji nanies. A large number
adoiited some popular name

;
and it was not un-

usual for whole villages to take the same name,
often the name of the locality or of the village
itself

;
and thus the use of the same family-name

did not of necessity signify any near relationship.
The numljer of distinct family-names now recorded
in the Tokyo Directory is 4146 ; and the Postal

Cheque List of the whole country gives 4942.

Probably the number of familj'-iiames in present
use in .Japan is no less than 10,000.

In writing Japanese family-names Chinese char-
acters are used. The larger number of names
consist of two characters which may be pronounced
arbitrarily according to the taste of the family in one
of two ways : the Japanese or the Chinese. Some
names are of only one character, and rarely three
or more are used. Of the Chinese characters used,
certain ones are very common ; and the majority
have some connexion with nature or natural

objects : Yama, ' Mountain '

; Kawa, ' River
'

; Ta,
or Da,

' Rice-field
'

; Mura, 'Village
'

; No,
'

Field' ;

Hara,
' Plain

'

; Ike,
' Pond '

; Hayaslii,
' Forest

'

;

Oka,
' Hill

'

; Shima,
' Island

'

; *Mori,
' Grove

'

;

Tani,
'

Valley
'

; Ama, or Am6, ' The Heaven '

;

Hoshi, 'Star'; Hi, 'Sun'; Tsuki, 'Moon,' etc.

These are all individually written in one Chinese
character, though most are dis-syllabie in pronun-
ciation. Second to characters of lliis class are
those signifying plant life : Ki,

' Tree
'

; Mat.su,
' Fine '

; Sugi,
' Cedar '

; Uine,
' Plum '

; Sakura,
'

Cherry
'

; Fuji,
'

Wisteria,' etc.

To these nominal forms all kinds of descriptive
characters were added such as : great, small,

middle, upper, lower, broad, high, black, white,
led, blue, east, west, north, south, and many
more.

3. Korean names.—Among the older family-
names a considerable number came from Korea
when the more or less extensive immigration from
that country took place. In the ' Record of

Kabane and Uji' a number of such names are

given. For the most part, however, the Koi'eans,
when naturalized, were given Japanese names or
else their Korean names soon became so modified
as to lose any distinctively Korean peculiarities
which tl'ey had.

4. Personal names.—Personal names in ancient

times, especially of men of rank, were of great
length, as is seen in the Kojiki and Aihongi. The
following may serve as fair examjjles : Ameni-
gishi-kuninigishi-amatsuhidaka-lukohouoninigino-
inikoto, and Ameshirushikuni-oshihiraki toj'osn-
kurahikono-sumeramikoto.

5. Royal names.—As time went on, such royaJ

family-names h;id a tendency to shorten. The
real name of roj'alty was Imina, meaning 'the
name to be avoided,' for it was usually avoided in

conversation or writing. Imina ending with hitu

w as adopted as distinctive of roj-altj', being limiteil

to emperors and jjrinces of the blood. The char-

acter read hito means 'benevolence,' and was first

adopted by the Emperor Seiwa (859-876) in the
name Tadahito. The name of Ein])er()r Daigo
(898-930) was Atsuhito ; and since his time the

special ending has been useil with every imperial
name. TIh; name of Meiji Tenno, the late emperor,
was Mutsuhito.

6. Nanori.—Nanori of two Chinese characters

were from the Middle Ages adopted bj' members
of the official and samurai class. It was also the
imina for them. Within the same family many
would adoi)t one of these two characters as a toriji,
or character-in-common ; e.g., among the descen-

dants of Minamoto Yoriyoshi, either yori or yuski
was used in common for several generatit)ns : Yori-

yoshi, Yoshiiye, Yoshitsuna, Yoshimitsu, Tame-

yoshi, Yoshicliika, Yoshikuni, Yoshitomo, Yori-

tomo. In the Tokugawa family lye was the

turiji : lyeyasu, lyemitsu, lyetsuna, lyenolm,

lyetsugu. It is to be noticed that the name

employed in addition to the family-name was

placed after the familj'-name
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7. Torina.—Torina, or zokuviyo, popular or

seinlar names, were used in everyday intercourse.

With tlie passing of tlie old distinctions between
the upper and the lower classes, all are now free

to use these or other nunoi-i together with their

family-names.
In selecting the personal names for their children,

certain families have the custom of using a single
character as a common element for all, as in the

case of nanori
;
but there is no general habit in the

matter. Tlie naming of a chikl after an ancestor
or relative is rare. The adoption of the same name
in succession by the head of the family is practised
to a certain extent, especially in the case of trade
or professional names.

8. Names for male children.—In the personal
names of male children certain distinctive termina-
tions are popular : ro, suke, kichi, zo, bei, emon,
hiko, maro, etc. Of these some are remnants of

old oHicial titles, now unused, while others simply
signify a son or male child. Ho, 'male child,'

together with a number designating the order of

his birth, is a very common personal name: Taro,
or Ichiro,

' The First Male '

; Jiro,
' The Second

Male '

; Saburo,
' The Third Male,' etc. To these

combinations certain Chinese characters of noble

meaning are often prefixed : Tokutaro,
' Virtue

First Male '

; Tokujiro,
' Virtue Second Male '

;

Tokusaburo, 'Virtue Third Male,' etc. Some of

the most common of these prefixed characters are
read: ttuimi,

'

good' ; zcn, 'just'; inichi, 'right-
eous way'; yu, 'courage'; shin, 'faithful,' etc.

Names of plants and animals are also of frequent
use ; and regard to what would produce harmoni-
ous combination with the family-name is not

neglected.
9. Names for female children.—In the personal

names of female children in ancient times the
termination niikuto or hime was distinctive. Dur-
ing the Middle Ages, in families of rank, the name
often terminated in ko. The names have all been

gradually shortened and simplified ; and at present
the greater number contain only two syllables. In
the case of such short names, however, a certain
lack is felt, a certain undefined brusqueness, which
is obviated by the .supplementary prefix 0. Of
late the termination ko is increasingly taking the

place of the prefix 0, both forms serving alike to

give a pleasing fullness to the name. F'emale
names are often those of plants, trees, or animals :

Matsu (Omatsu or Matsuko),
' Pine '

; Take (Otake
or Takeko), 'Bamboo'; Ume (Oume or Unieko),
'Plum'; Tsuru (Otsuru or Tsuruko), 'Stork';
Kam6 (Okame or Kameko),

'

Tortoise,' etc.

These are popular from their omen, which promises
long life. Classical names or those selected for

their honourable meaning are not uncommon :

Michi,
'

Righteous Way
'

; Yoshi,
' Justice

'

; Tokii,
•Virtue'; Ai,

'

Charity,' etc.

In ancient times it appears to have been the
custom that the mother should name the children ;

but after the Middle Ages, without any definite

point of change, the right of naming devolved upon
the father. In samurai families, as late as the

opening of the present era, infant names were
given ; and then, at the age of fifteen, these

temporary names were usually changed for per-
manent personal names.

10. Foreign names.—As relations with Western
nations became more intimate, and especially as the
influence of

Christianity deepened, Western and
Christian names were aaopted to a slight extent.
These names were for the most part so expressed
in Chinese characters as to appear perfectly natural
to the Japanese eye and ear. The following may
be ttiken as examples : Jo for Joseph, Paul, Ben,
Samuru for Samuel, Joji for George, and Yugo for

Hugo.

11. Azana.—Azana, or alternate names, were
occasionally taken by oHicers anil scholars, after a
Chinese custom, in atlditiun to nnnori and regular
family-names ; but of these little practical use was
made.

12. Noms de plume.— Go, literary noms deplume,
were not uncommon with scholars, writers, and
artists ; and in many cases these nanios became
more popularly known than the real and legal
cognomens. Of these the best known examples
are : Nakaye Toju (Yoyemon), Kumazawa Banzan

(Sukeyemon), Rai Sanyo (Kiutaro), Yoshida Slioin

(Torajiro), Yokoi Shonan (Heishiro), Nakamura
Keiu (Masanao). These go, generally taken from
the name of some locality, mountain, or river, were
ordinarily written in two Chinese characters,
seldom in three or more. Occasionally scholars of
the Japanese Classics adopted go exjiressed in

Japanese characters
;
but these were not at all

popular.
Thus it will be seen that a man of rank or

scholarship might possess at the same time a large
number of family and personal names : kabane,
uji, a local family name, a nanori or imina, a
torina, an azana, a go, and, after death, a homyo,
or religious name.

13. Expressions of respect.
—

F'ollowing the

name, not preceding it, certain expressions of re-

spect are used. The most common in conversation,
whether after the family or the personal name,
regardless of sex or rank, is San. Sama niivy be
used instead to express special distinction, as by a
maid to her mistress. In writing, San is never
used except in most familiar communications.
Sama or L)ono takes its place among all cla.sses.

Kun is a common form in addressing men, and

may be thought of as taking the place of the

English Mr.

14. Professional names.—Among actors certain

family and personal names are taken by genera-
tions of pupils. Ichikawa Danjuro is the profes-
sional name now held in the ninth generation ;

Ichikawa Yaozo in the eighth generation ; and
Nakamura Kanzaburo in the thirteenth. The
same custom may be found among musicians and
artists. In certain crafts specific characters are

often used in common by successive generations,
being recogTiized as distinctive. The names of

Buddhist priests, usually of two characters, are

ordinarily taken from the Buddhist scriptures and
are pronounced in special Chinese fashion.

15. Posthumous names.—Okurina, or posthu-
mous names, have been common with royalty and

among the nobility. In the reign of Kotoku (645-

654) the posthumous name Jimmu was given to

the first sovereign, and since that time the custom
has continued until the present time, when the

late emperor is known by the posthumous name of

Meiji Tenno. These names have for the most part
been characteristic of the individual or his reign or

some locality associated with him.
16. Religious names.—After the introduction of

Buddhism the custom of giving kaimyo, or homyo,
'

religious names,' to the dead became common.
These were inscribed on the ancestral tablets and
on the grave-stones, so that rarely were actual

personal names to be found in such connexions. In

recent years this custom has somewhat weakened ;

and more and more the ordinary personal
and

family name, acquired and used as in the West,
is becoming the only name that marks the grave
of the dead.

LiTRRATURB.—Shwxsen Shoxhi Hoku (the revised 'Record of

Kabane and Uji'), ed. Prince Manta and others, revised Mina-

molo-Inahiko, Yedo (Tokyo), 1469 ; H. Kurita, Studies in
Shoshi Jioku, 2 vols., Tokyo, 1897 ; L. Hearn, Shadowings,
London, 1900 ; B. H. Chamberlain, The Lanptiage, Mytholoay,
and Geographical No'menclature of Japan, viewed in the Light
of Aino'StudifS, Tokyo, \8ii7. T. HARADA.
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NAMES (Jewish).—The post-Biblical period
shows much the same j^eneral phenomena as are
diseerniblein the Biblicalage (see Names [Hebrew] ;

HDB iii. 478 ft'. ; and G. 15. Gray, Hebrew Proper
Names, London, 1896). The most significant
modification concerns the marking of family
sequence b}^ the application to descendants of

names borne by ancestors. In Palestine the nam-

ing of children after their grandfathers can be
traced only to the Greek period, about the 3rd
cent. B.C. But the Elephantine papyri carry the
custom back some two centuries for the Egyptian
Jews (Gray, in Studien zur semitischen Philologie,

Giessen, 1914, p. 161ft".). In the Rabbinic period
the custom was well established, and it was recog-
nized that a change had occurred from the older

Israelite practice of naming a child after some
circumstance at his birth. The change was justi-
fied by Rabbis of the 2nd cent. A.D. on two grounds :

(1) the need of aiding the preservation of family
genealogies, and (2) the loss of the guidance of the

Holy Spirili in selecting the incident which was
to be enshrined in the child's name (Midr. Gen.

Rabbdh, xxxvii.). It has never become custom-

ary for Jewish children to bear their parents'
names ; there are exceptions, but in most cases

the child seems to have been posthumous. More
usual is the choice of the grandfather's name,
though the tendency has been, since the 13th

cent., not to name a child after a living relative

(L. Low, Die Lebensalter in derjiidischen Literatur,

Szegedin, 1875, p. 95).
A full study of the history of Jewish personal

names throughout the ages was published by L.

Zunz in 1836 (reprinted in Zunz's Gesammelte

Schri/ten, Berlin, 1876, ii. 1-82). At that time
the Prussian Government, following a Bohemian
precedent of 1787, was proposing to introduce

legislation restricting the Jews to Biblical personal
names (cf. J. Jacobs, in JE ix. 156 f.). Zunz had
no difficulty in demonstrating that Jews had freely
used non-Biblical names, adopting in succession

Babylonian, Persian, Aramaic, Greek, Latin,
Arabic, and later European designations. Many
Hebrew names were translated into the vernaculars
of Europe and Asia. Zunz's work contains long
lists of the Jewish names of various periods ; and
there are some similar lists in Jacobs' article. In
these lists Biblical names by no means predominate.
The variety of Jewish names revealed in the

English records of the 12th and 13th centuries is

very remarkable.
With regard to surnames, there are indications

that descriptive epithets were becoming common
in the Rabbinic period, and that these were

developed chiefly in lands where Arabic influence

prevailed. Family-names were turned into sur-

names ; so were place-names. The many wander-

ings of the Jews in the Middle Ages and more
recent times induced the custom of naming a new
settler after the town or country from which he
had migrated. Then, again, such terms as Cohen
and Levi, originally descriptive of descent, became
surnames. Such names as Maimuni (or Maimoni-
des), i.e. 'son of Maimon,' in the 12th cent., and
Mendelssohn,

' son of Mendel,' in the 18th, are
illustrations of the practice of converting the
father's personal name into a surname. Animal-
names are probably more common among Jews than

among the general pop\xlation. In the mediajval

period occupations suggested many names, and in

the centuries approadiing the modern age names
were derived, especially in Germany, from the
business signs (such as the red shield which gave
the Rothschilds their name). The intercourse
between Jews and their fellow-citizens after the

emancipation period rendered it necessarj' for the
former to bear distinctive civic names. This had

been the case long before in Spain, and was growing
common throughout Europe when, in 1787, the
custom became regular in Central and Northern

Europe. In the year named the Jews of tlie

Austrian empire were ordered by law to adopt
surnames ; if any refused, the registration com-
missioners were empowered to enforce names of

their own selection (cf . Jacobs, loc. cit. ).

The naming of the child has at various times
been a ceremony of considerable moment. The
period covered by Scripture is fully dealt with in

the Bible Dictionaries and in art. Names (Hebrew).
From the 12th cent., according to Low (p. 97), not

earlier, .Jewish boys were named on their eighth
day, during the circumcision rite. The fornmlae

vary ; the now common form may be found in the
Authorised Daily Prayer Book (ed. S. Singer,
London, 1914, p. 305 ; cf. Low, p. 101). A formula
for the naming of girls is given in some rites (see
Book of Prayer . . . according to the Custom of
the Spanish and Portuguese Jews, ed. M. Gaster,
London, 1901, i. 180) ; it is becoming customary to

name girls at the first visit paid by the mother to

the Synagogue after the birth of the child (Singer,

p. 312). The names thus given are mostly in

Hebrew, though sometimes the vernacular names
are merely transliterated into Hebrew letters—
a custom whicii goes back to Talmudic times.

Such names as Alexander and Julian were thus
treated in the Rabbinic age. Often the Hebrew
and common names corresponded either exactly
or in meaning, but in modern times there is

frequently no exact correspondence between the
Hebrew and ordinary names ; thus the chief Rabbi
Hermann Adler had the Hebrew name Naphtali.
There is, however, some remote connexion in

meaning between the two names. It is still

customary to find a Hebrew name beginning
with the same letter as the vernjicular name.
Most Jews still bear two names (though the two
are often identical), the one Hebrew (termed
'sacred name' and used in Hebrew documents, in

the Synagogue, in epitaphs, and so forth), the
other vernacular (termed

' common name,' used
for ordinary purposes). The Hebrew names thus
conferred are borne throughout life, except that,
under Ivabbalistic influence, some rites direct the

change of name in case of illness, in a prayer for

the patient's recovery (for a formula see Gaster, p.

195). This custom is now more honoured in the
breach than in the observance, though it has some
Talmudic authority, for in T. B. Rosh Mashdndh,
166, mention is made of the efficacy of a change of

name. Names are still changed on conversion ;

thus a Jewish convert to Christianity is given a

new name, such as Paul, while a convert to Judaism
receives a patriarchal name (Abraham, Sarah, or

the like). On the other hand, it was held by the

Rabbis a meritorious trait in the sons of Jacob
that in their Egyptian environment '

they did not

change their names' {Lev. Rabbdh, xxxii. 5). A
pleasant custom with regard to Hebrew names is

the selection of a Scriptural text, beginning and

ending with the same letters as the Hebrew name ;

the text is then a kind of motto for the bearer of

the name. A long list of such texts may be found
in S. Baer, Abodat Yisrael, Rodelheim, 1868, p.

106. Some have sought the source of this custom
in the Talmudic references to an older school

usage.
'

Repeat to me thy verse,' says a visitor to

the school (cf. the incidents recorded in Hclgigdh,
\ba). But the verse in these passages was some

recently-learned text, and apparently' had no con-

nexion with the pupil's name.
LiTRRATrRK.—To the works referred to in the course of the

art. add : J. Jacobs, Jews of Angerin Knijlanil, Ix)ndon, 1893,

esp. pp. .'?46-;it)!) ; H. Gross, (riiUia jiulnica, Paris, 1S97 ; and,
for the ancient period, S. Daiches, Publication no. 2 of Jews'

College, London, 1910. I. AbRAIIAM.S.
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NAMES (Laiip).
—i. Saivo and saivo names.—

Amoiij; llie primitive beliefs of the Lapps was the

worship of dead lehitives. They tiiou<;ht tliat the

souls of dead kinsmen helped their descendants
and were reborn in them. 13ut they regarded the

name as a kind of soul, and therefore the trans-

mission of names was of great importance. In

order that a man might possess the character of

a dead kinsman he must have his name, and dead
men would help only those of the living who bore
their names.

'J'he burying-places of the Lapps on sacred
mountains were called saivos, or saivo homes.

Immediately after death souls passed into that
saivo a tenant of which had been their familiar

spirit while they lived. There, close under the

ground, dwelt all souls of the dead, both men and
beasts, passing a life like their earthly life, except
that they were more prosperous and more powerful.
They protected and helped those who survived
them. The saivo men and women were the
familiar spirits of those who bore their names, and
the saivo beasts were also helpful spirits, especially
to the slmnian, whose retinue of familiars com-

prised not only his saivo men but also his saivo

animals, viz. saivo birds, saivo fish or serpents,
and saivo reindeer. Every adult Laplander had
one or more of these familiar spirits represented
by saivo names. The more saivo spirits a Lap-
lander possessed, the higher was his reputation.
Saivo spirits were obtained by skill in magic, by
inheritance, or by gift or purchase. Parents while
still living often divided their familiar spirits

among their children ; if they did not, their heirs
took them. Marriages were esteemed in propor-
tion to the number of familiar spirits, represented
by saivo names, that were brought into the

marriage bond.
2. Transmission of saivo names. — When a

woman was pregnant, she was informed in a dream
by a dead man what name the child should be

given and also what dead man should rise to life

again in the child. If she did not learn this in a
dream, tlie father or other relatives had to find

out by divination or by consulting the shaman.
Missionaries living among the Norwegian Lapps
(1716-34) stated that in their time babies were
christened with comuion Norwegian names, but,
as soon as the christening party returned from
church, a laugo, or washing, of their own religion
was held. This laugo was called same-namma-
kastates, 'Lapp-name baptism.' The child was
thereby consecrated to Sarakka, the birth-wife,
and received a Lappish name which had been
borne generally by some ancestor and communi-
cated to the relatives in the manner mentioned
;ibove. This name was always used, the Christian
name being ignored and forgotten.

• When afterwards the child falls ill, or cries more than it

should, it is imputed to no other cause than because a just and
genuine name was not given it. ... A new washing was
undertaken, when a new name was acquired, taken from one
of his ancestors ; and this is the reason why you meet with
Laplandei'S frequently that have two or three names' (Leem,
De Lapponibxis Finmarchice, p. 49C, Eng. tr. in J. Pinkerton'a
Voyages, London, 1808-14, i. 483).

This new name was called adda-namma. Schefler

(Lapponia, p. 301) reports similar changes of name
among the Swedish Lajips, and Hogstrom [Be-

.'ikrijning, p. lo8), who also wrote of llie Swedish
Lapps, says that, when a child was ill or trouble-

some, or sometimes for other reasons—e.y., to
avert a susjiected misfortune— the Lapps changed
its name, washing away the old name with water
coloured red by a decoction of alder-liark. Leem
also mentions the use of alder-bark juice for this

purpos^e (p 49G). C. Canander (Mytliolugia Fen-

nica, Abo, 1789, p. 61) quotes the MS of Lenart

Sidenius, a Danish missionary working in Norway

about 1716, who speaks of the magic bajfLism of

the Lapps, by which they acquire a magic name
and with it a namma-guelle, or '

name-fish,' one of

their underground deities, which becomes their

familiar spirit.
'

They feign,' says Leem (p. 417 ;

Eng. tr., p. 460),
' that very few can have this,

unless on the second baptism.' The name-fish
seems identical with the saivo fish which helped
the shaman to hurt his enemies and carried him
on his journey to the realm of the dead. The
statement of Sidenius may perhaps mean that,
M'hen a man was re-baptized as a shaman in the
name of a dead kinsman who had possessed s, saivo

fish, such fish thereupon became the name-fish
and familiar spirit of the new shaman.
The baptismal rites of sanie-namma and adi1anam}nav;ere

never administered by the Christian godmother, but by another
woman, generally the mother. She used warm water into

which, Jessen says (De t'innoriitn, p. 36), two twigs of birch
were thrown, one in its natural shape, the other twisted into
the form of a ring. The laugo-edne, or washing wife, then
addressed the baby, saying,

' Be thou as fruitful and strong as
the birch-tree from which these twigs were taken.' Leem and
Hogstrom, however, state that alder-hark was decocted in the
water. After throwing into the water some brass or silver

object ca.\led nmnma-skiello, she then baptized the child, saying,
'
I baptize thee with a new name, N.N. i'hou shalt thrive better

with this water than with that in which the priest dipped thee.

By this washing I call thee up, O dead man, N.N. Thou shalt
now rise up again, be healthy and receive a new body. And
thou, child, shall have the same fortune as the dead man N.N.
had in his lifetime.' After the child has been baptized, she

adds,
' Now thou art baptized with the saine-7ia-imiia (or adda-

nainina) baptism, with the dead man's name : see liow well
thou wilt thrive therewith !

' The skiello was then taken from
the water and tied to the child. It was highly prized as an

amulet, and boys, when they grew up, tied it to their magic
drums. Beiore the rite of same-namma bajitism offerings were
made to Sarakka, and both the water and the child were con-
secrated to her

;
but in the adda-narnrna baptism offerings

were made to the dead man who was then reborn. When any
one was to enter the ranks of the noaides, or shamans, he was
baptized, and, whenever any one received a saivo spirit, he was
liaptized in the name of the dead man who was reborn in him.
Even old men over seventy were sometimes rechristened when
ill. One old Lajip mentioned by Jessen (p. 40) had an adda-
namma and thirteen saivo names, three of which he had re-

ceived from his mother in her lifetime, and the rest he had
inherited from various relatives. A Lapp youth had no adda-
namma, properly so called, because he had never been ill, but
he had two sairo names, one of which he had received as a

present from his father, and the other he had obtained for

himself by the practice of magic.

These ceremonies are a curious blend of Christian,
Scandinavian, and Finno-Ugrian influences. It

seems probable that the water-baptism itself is of

Christian origin ;
but the Lai)pish custom as a

whole is evidently of a more ancient descent, and
may have been, as V. M. Mikhailovskii asserts,
'one of tlie most sacred rites' of the pagan Lapps
(JAIxxiw. [1894] 148). Fjellner, tiie well-informed

Lapp who supplied O. Conner with much of the
material for his Lieder der Lappen (Helsingfors,
1876), told G. von Diiben, the Swedish writer,
that Lappish baptism was very old and mentioned
in their most ancient songs. We may gather from
the evidence of Hogstrom, Leem, and Jessen that

during tlie first half of the 18th cent., when the
influence of Christian missionaries was making-
most progress, twigs of birch were placed in the

baptismal water, but that, where pagan influences
remained strong, alder-bark was used by both

Norwegian and Swedish Lapps. It might perhaps
be inferred that in the pre-Christian rite the

patient was daubed with alder-bark juice, a sub-
stitute for, or equivalent to, blood, which had

deep religious significance for the Lapps, and was
used by them to a large extent in the very curious
survivals of old ritual which followed the killing
of bears.' Otherwise the name-giving customs are

1 See P. Fjellstrom, Om Lappamet Bjiimfange, Stockholm,
1755. It may be noticed that with the Chukchis, before name-
giving ceremonies similar to those of the Lapps, the faces of

n;other, child, and relatives were smeared with blood (\V.

Bogoras, 'The Chukchee,' in Mem. Amer. Mvs. Nat. 1/ist.:

The Jesuf Sorth Pacific Expedition, vol. vii. pt. ii. [1907]

p. 611.
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of a general character, and occur with variations

all over the north. The belief that ancestors come
to life again in descendants named after them,
which seems the root-idea of these Lappish customs,
is of course not peculiar to the Lapps, who indeed
borrowed much of their religion, like their lan-

guage, from neighbours of alien blood. Such beliefs

and customs are prevalent not only in Siberia but
also among N. American Indians, and among the

Eskimos, both American and Asiatic.^

LiTBRATURE.—For Swedish Lapps : J. Scheffer, Lapponia,
Frankfort, 1673, Eng. tr., Oxford, 1674; P. Hbgrstrbm,
Beskrifning bfver de till Sveriges krona lydande Lappiiiarker,
Stockholm, n.d. (1746-47). For Norwegian Lapps : E. J.

Jessen, De Finnorwn Lapponuxique Norwegicorum lie-

ligione, Copenhai,'en, 1767 ; K. Leem, De Lapponibus Fin-
inarchice eorumque lingua, vita et religione, do. 1767.

Charles J. Billson.
NAMES (Sumerian).—The oldest inscriptions

of the Sumerians are contracts and business records,
and these invariably contain names of persons in

private life. These sources probably begin before

4000 B.C., so that we possess sources for the study
of the personal names of this tiie oldest civilized

people from the beginning of history until they
were linally absoibed into the Semitic Babylonian
race about 2000 B.C. The most remarkable fact

about the personal names of this agglutinating
language is that even the rude archaic inscriptions
of ahnost pre-historic times contain no names
reflecting the lower stages of culture. They have

already freed themselves from names referring to

bodily deformities, so frequent in the later Baby-
lonian names. ^ Animal names have also disap-

peared, except in tiie names of the gods, most of

whom preserved animal attributes, and were fre-

quently referred to by animal titles. In two classes

of personal names the words for '

dog
'

(ur) and
'

maturing young animal '

{amar) constantly recur,
but they are no longer used in their original senses.

A very large group of names begin with ur, followed

by the name of a deity, or some sacred place or

object, as Ur-Bau, literally
'

Dog of the goddess
Bau'

; Ur-Nind,
'

Dog of the goddess Nina '

; Ur-

gigii'-gid-da,
'

Dog of the long wagon,' etc. In all

these cases ur really means 'menial,' 'servant,'
one who is attached to the worship of these deities,

sacred relics, or objects employed in the cults. We
cannot even say that we have here a remnant of

pre-historic animal names. The Semitic names,
which are often mei'e translations of Sumerian

forms, never have the word for
'

dog' in this class

of names, but only warad,
' servant

'

; Warad-Bau,
Warad-Nind, would be their rendering, not Kalab-^

Baa, etc. As to amar, wliich for the sake of

brevity we shall translate by 'calf,' the meaning
is not so clear. It forms a small group of names in

the sources of all periods and was rendered into

Semitic by burn,
'

maturing young of animals.'

Thus we have Amar-Enzti,
' Calf of Enzu (the

moon-god),' Semitic Bur-Sin ; Amar-e-bil, 'Calf of

the new temple,' etc. Tlie Sumerians, and after

them the Semites,* probably employed this word
in the sense of 'sturdy ott'spring,' certainly not in

the original animal sense. The element subar^

originally means '

pig,' Semitic Sahii, and, like ur
and amar, forms a small group of names of the

tyjie Subar-Bau, Subar-Utu, literally,
'

Fig of the

goddess Ban,' 'Pig of the sun-god,' etc., but the
Sumerians clearly attached no such meaning to

1 See, e.g., J. O. Frazer, GB^, pt. ii., Taboo, London, 1911, pp.
366, 37U, 371, Totcmism and Exugamij, do. 191U, ii. 341-346,
iii. 297 ; K. Rasnuissen, Peojile of the Polar North, do. 1908,

p. 116; M. A. CzapUcka, Aboriginal Siberia, Oxford, 1914, pp.
132, 1;j5, 136, 144.

2 See on these Semitic names H. Holnia, Die asxj/riseh-baby-
lonischrn Personennamen, Helsiugfors, 1914.

li Semitic word for 'dog.'
* Semitic Babylonian names beginning with BUr are not

genuine Semitic names and gradually disiii>p(;ai'cd.

Falsely read iah in all previous lists of Sumerian names.

these names, but understood ' Servant of Ban,"
'Servant of Utu,' etc., for the syllabars render
subar by ardn,

'

servant,' and in ancient texts
subar and nitah (the ordinary word for wardu,
'

servant') occur side by side as class names.' One
of the most common personal names in Sumerian
is Subar, which probably stands for the divine
name Ninsubar, 'Lord of pigs.' With these

groups of names thus disposed of, there remains
not the slightest trace of connecting human beings
with animals in assigning names.- In those names
which contain literal animal references we have to

do with epithets of the gods which form part of

the personal names; e.g., the names Dun-tur.
'Little zebu,' MaS-tur, 'Little kid,' MaS-guln.
' Great kid,' MaS-du,

'

Kid,' Siibar-tur,
' The little

pig,' Enzu,^ 'The she-goat,' are apocopated fornix

in which the full name is reduced to the divini;

animal epithet.
Sumerian has no so-called pet names, or hypo-

coristica, and the language has in fact no proper
diminutive endings. A considerable number < !

names end with the suffix mu,
^

my,' a.s SeS-a-mu,
' The brother* is my father,' '^Diingi-zi-mti,

'

Dungi
is my breath of life,' Dim-zi-mu,

' The creating
one is my breath of life,' ^^Enlil-bad-mu,

'

Enlil is

my wall (of defence),' and hypocoristica like Zi-mu,
'My breath of life.' The suffix mu is not to be

regarded as having the force of endearment, but
it forms a grammatical part of the original name
and can be omitted in apocopated forms. Thus
we have ^'Enlil-bad-mu and '^Enlil-bad.

It appears that the complicated and theological
names given to Sumerians great and humble were
not assigned to their owners at birth, but at a later

period, perhaps not until the age of their majority.
This statement is deduced from two facts : (a) in

the temple records infants, boys and girls, and

orphans do not have names, but are entered in the
lists simply as ' an infant,'

' a boy,'
' a girl,' etc. ;

(6) the names never refer to circumstances of

birth.

Sumerian names are almost invariably of a theo-

logical character, and may be divided into two

great groups : (i. ) names which represent a complete
grammatical sentence; and (ii.) names composed
of construct and genitive. In the early period
names of the former group preponderate, but
the tendency to use names of the second group
grew, and in the periods of the Ur and Isiii

dynasties the second group represents nearly half

of the personal names. A name of tiie ciiief grouji

originally consisted of a complete sentence, and

generally has no reference to tiie life of the indi-

vidual, but is taken from somewell-known religious,

historical, or magic text. A very large number
are taken from hymns of the Tamiiiiiz and Inniui

cult. Thus we have Nui-SeS-ra-ki-ng,
' The queen

loves the brother'—an idea frequently expressed
in the liturgies of the wailing of the mother-goddess
for her brother Tammuz ; SeS-azag-gi-ia-mu-gin,
' Unto the holy brother she has gone

'—an apoco-

pated form, in which the subject (Ama, the mother,
or Nin, the queen, etc.) is omit ted at the beginning
of the name. A large number of names are really
citations from liturgical texts; e.g., we hud the

following name in its various distorted form.'<, Me-

slg-gan-e, Me-sig-nu-di, Bara-slg-mi-di, which arc

1 Allotte de la Fuye, Documents preaargoniques, Paris, 1908-

1913, no. 119 VI.
2 A small group o( names begin with dun, which denotes a

bovine animal, but this word also means 'strong,' 'heroic,'

'sturdy,' and has probably no reference to an animal in these

names. It occurs in nan'ies of the type Dun-'^hn/iilikenag,
'The sturdy Enlil loves," Vuniag-kui, 'The pensive sturdy

one," Dun-ii'i, 'The sturdy brother' (referring to Tanuuuz).
3 Thureau-Dangin, Jiecueil de taOletles chaUieeunen. Paris,

1908, no. 11 V.
4 'Brother' is an epithet of the god Tammuz and always

refers to him in Sumerian names.
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really taken from a line of a'liturgy, Ltigal-mume
bara s'lg-gan nu-cli,^ 'My king whose decrees in

the sanctuary cease not.' The name Lugal-me-
gal-gal anil its apocopated form, Lxtgal-me, rest

upon a line like Lugal-me-gal-gul sag-an-&u mi-nl-

ib-il, 'The king= exalted the great decrees unto
heaven.'^ Names taken from historical inscrip-
tions are numerous ; e.g., we have in various dis-

torted forms the name Nig-ud-ul-sig-i* Nig-nl-

slg-i,^ probably taken frf»m the end of a building
inscription which, after describing the construction

of a temple, says, /tig-ud-itl-dil-a slg-d,
' that which

unto future days has been raised gloriously.'
^ The

name JSig-bi-gi, 'Its brick he restored,'
^ is for Sig-

bi-ki-bimit-gi, 'Its brick to its ^ilace he restored
'

—a phrase which is found in many building ir

scriptions. Names taken from incantation-texts
are easily detected ; Ain-Sn-el,^ 'The queen-clean
hands,' probably stands for Nin-Suel-gi-gi,

' Into
the clean hands of the queen restore him,' or some
other phrase of magical texts like Nin-Su-cl-a-ni-ta

mH-un-kn-e, 'The queen with pure hands has
eaten.' Names of purely ethical import are rare.

The only one known to the present writer, Nam-
kii-li-ni-dug,

'

Friendship is good,'* is probably ex-
tracted from some religious text.

We have, therefore, the remarkable example of

a people who were known to each other by abstract

I'eligious phrases, usually shortened to convenient

length, and often in such a way as to show that

thej' had quite forgotten or at any rate neglected
the original phrase; e.g., note the apocopation
Me-.s'ig-gnn-e above, in which the negative nu and
the helping verb di are omitted, thus completely
destroying the sense. Often names are so reduced
as to mean the opposite of the sense intended.
Thus Lugul-nig-dzinv-ag,

' The king does no
cruel thing,''" hinsomc:, Lugnlnlg-d-zt-ag, 'The king
does that which is cruel.'

" In reducing this class

of names the phrase may be apocopated at the

Ijeginning, in the middle, or at the end. Already
in the early i)eriod this process has so distorted the
names that many are a complete mystery, and in

the later periods the names are almost wholly
apocopations.'- In the early period at least half of

the names are unintelligible. As an example of
the ruthless manner in which names were shortened

compare Nin-ia-gal-lam,
' The queen of Shugallam,'

which is itself apocopated for ' The iiueen loves
the chapel Shugallam,' or some similar phrast.
This name appears as NmSu-lam and Nin-gal-lain.
yin-gu-bi stands for NinSaggu-bi-mu-gi,

' The
(jueen's heart returns to its level,' i.e. she ceases
to be angry, a poetical phrase taken from the return
of the raging river to its banks. In the late period
we have Azag-ga-ni, which would be unintelligible
if we did not possess the early form Ka-azag-gani-
nui-ba,

' He has opened his pure mouth.'

Rarely do names have any relation to occupa-
1 See Kadau, Sumerian Hymns and Prayers to Nin-ib,

Philadelphia, 1911, no. 1, rev. III. 17.
- '

Kinjf
'

in Sumerian names refers to some deity. Reference
to the temporal king is doubtful ii\ the few names which can be
deduced for that purj>ose.

3 Cf. Gudea, Cylinder AI 2.
•* Nikolski, Documents de la i)his ancieniie ^po'jue chald^enne,

Petrograd, 1908, no. 18 IV.
5 Usually transcribed yig-du-pa-i.
c Cf. Kurigalzu's inscription in Cuneiform Texts of the British

Museum, vol. ix. pi. 3.
7 AUotte de la Fuve, 59 II.

»/fc. 126III. 9/6.230,12.
10 76. 120 VI. 11 Nikolski, ;;, rev. III.
1^ The names of the later period, such as were known up to the

date of publication, have been collected by EnRelbert Huber in
his Die Personennamen in den Keilschrifturkunden aus der
Zeit der Kiinige von Ur and Isin (Leipzig, 1907). This list

contains about 3500 names, and at least 2000 more, chiefly from
Ureheni and Unima, have since been published. Unfortunately
the author did not realize the apocopated nature of the names
of that period, and his interpretations are almost wholly
erroneous. Nevertheless this book represents the first great
effort to systematize Sumerian names, and is most useful.

tion. A priest who managed the religious rites

connected with a canal has the name Lugal-idig-nu,
'The king of the Tigris,' a short form containing
simply the title of the river-god. It is periiaps no
accident that the name of a part of Eridu, a city
on the Persian Gulf, occurs in the name of a fisher-

man, Amar-&ubam-{ki), 'The sturdy one of the

city Shubaru.'^
I. Names which represent a complete gram-

matical sentence.—Names of this great group may
be analyzed into the following classes, which do
not pretend to be exhaustive, since so many apood-
pated forms are obscure.''

(1) Names referring to the cult of Mother Earth
and her brother Tammuz ;

Dingir-nib, 'The divine shepherd'; Dingir-kei-mu, 'My
divine brother'; Ama-ra-[ki-ag], 'He [loves] the mother';
Dam-zid-mu,

' My faithful husband '

; Dlmtur, 'The little

waller' ;3 Ki-iit-a-be-ti-li, Nin-ki-liU-a, 'The queen in a dark
place dwells'; £ii!n-6a-o-f7u6-nad,

' In his plain . . .he sleeps';
Dmau-mu-an-ni-dug, 'My son maketh glad Anu

'

;
Dumu-nir-

gal,
' The glorious son

'

; Dun-iei,
' The sturdy brother

'

; A'ln-

erib-ba-ni-gim-sal-zid, 'The queen as her sister-in-law is a
faithful woman '

;
* Nin-edin-ni,

' The queen unto the plains
(has gone forth)' ;* Nin-mu-da-kui,

' My queen for (the brother)
sighs'; Nin-iei-da-kui, 'The queen for the brother sighs ';•'

Xin-iei-ra-ki-ag, 'The queen loves the brother'; Hin-zid-dam-

kk-ay, 'The queen loves the faithful husband'; A'in-ni-kui,
' The queen laments '

; SeS-da-gal-sd,
' The brother of the merci-

ful mother . . .'; Sei-an-edin-na, 'The brother from the plains

(has been taken)'; 7 Sei-kiir-ra, 'The brother in the earth

(sleeps)'; Sei-ki-na, Sea-ki, 'The brother in the earth sleeps';

Sei-ki-erim-ma, 'The brother in the evil earth (sleeps)' ; Sei-lii-

dug, 'The brother, the good man';8 Sei-ama-ra-ki-ag, Ama-
ra, SeS-ki-ag,

' The brother loves the mother'; SeS-kal-la, 'The
precious brother.'

(2) Names referring to the goddess of begetting
and the weeping mother :

Amaen-tud, 'The mother an high priest has begotten';
Ama-nuinu7i-zid, 'The mother legitimate seed (has given)';
Su-mu-na-surn-ina, 'Seed she gave'; Nin-ii-nuviun-eki-ag,
'The queen loves the seed'; Ama-sdg-ga, 'The gracious
mother '

; Atna-da-nic-di,
' With the mother none rival

'

;
Nin-

da-7iu-me-a,
' With the queen none compare

'

; Ni-a-a-ama-da-
rl,

' Nina is an everlasting mother '

; A'i7i-nam-tag-nu-tuk,
' The

queen has no sin' ; d£au-ama-7nu, 'Bau is my mother' ; dBaii-

ama-da-rl,
' Bau is an everlasting mother' ; ^Bau-gim-a-ba-iay,

' Who is gracious like Bau?'; dBau-zi-mu, 'Bau is my soul of

life'; dBau-ni-kiiS, 'Bau laments'; yin-uru-da-kui, 'The

queen laments for her city
'

; Dim-ciyind-mxi-tud,
' The creat-

ing Nina has begotten' ; liNin-dun-ama-mu, Du7\-7nn-ama-7nu,
'The queen of life is my mother';' Nin-iski7n-ti, 'The queen
a helper is'; Nin-mu-ma-da-aga, 'My queen loves the land';
AXin7nar-ama-dim, 'Ninmar is a creating mother.'

(3) Names referring to the word of the gods :

Enim-ma-ni-zid 'His word is trustworthy ';
i" Enim-d&u-

ruppak-zi-da, 'The word of the god of Shuruppak is trust-

worthy
'

; E7n)n-<iEnlilla-an-tub,
' The word of Enlil shakes tlie

heavens '

;
n Eniin-enim-dvg-ga-ni an-tuh,

' The words which he

spoke shake the heavens '

;
'i Enin-ud-zig,

' The word is an on-

rushing storm '

;
i2 Enim-bi-dug,

' His word is good." is

(4) Names taken from historical inscriptions :

Apsu-eig-i, 'The apsu has been made glorious'; Ala7n^kur-

ta, 'A statue from the mountain (he caused to be made)';i*
A7na-id-bil, 'The mother the new canal . . .

'

;
'5 Bara-ir-min,

'The chapel with . . . oil he . . .' ; Ur-ir-nun, 'The roof with
. . . oil he . . . '; Lxi<jal-ir-nun, 'The king with ... oil has

'Wrongly transcribed Amar-fia-a-ki, by Genouillac and
Uussey.

2 The examples given under each number are only a selection

from several hundreds which are known in the more important
classes.

3 AUotte de la Fuye, 57, rev. 13.
* This name refers to the relation of Innini and GeStinanna,

sister of Tammuz
; see Nikolski, 19 IV.

s Cf. Langdon, Sumerian and Babylonian Psalms, Paris,

1909, p. 328, 22.
6 Genouillac, Tablettes s^im^riennes arehaiques, Paris, 1909,

no. 10, obv. VI.
^ Cf. Ijangdon, 336, 20. » Apoc. Seidiugga.
9 Cf. Nikolski, 6 IX. and 6 A'll.

10 Allotte de la FuJ e, 87 II.
11 This name occurs frequently as a line in liturgies (see

Langdon, 38, 11, etc.).
IS This is one of the favourite descriptions of the Word in

the liturgies.
13 It is possible that the first two and last of these examples

do not refer to the theological doctrine of the Word, which the

liturgies describe as a messenger of wrath.
" Thureau-Dangin, 4. i* Allotte de la Fuye, 1S3 V
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lieen . . .'; Lugal-geiten lAigal-kur-yeiten, 'The king with
wine of the mountain . . .';1 iiig-du-sig-i, Nig-ud-ul-sig-i,
' That which unto future days has been done fittingly

'

;
E-ki-

l/i-ba-gub,
' The temple in its place has been fixed

'

; 'iNin-pa-ki-
hi,

'

Ninpa unto his place (has been restored)'; yin-snd-U-il,'^
'

"The queen on her foundation has been raised
'

; JV'i?i-t(r-m,

'The queen upon her pedestal (has been placed)'; Sib-kagina,
Lugal-kagina, Uru-kagina, 'The shepherd (or king) in the city
has instituted justice

'

; Sig-bi-gi,
'

Its brick (to its place) he

restored
'

; §ag-uru-ni-iu,
' Unto the heart of his city he . . .

'

;

Kur-gir-ni-kii, Gir-ni-ba-KU, 'The foreign land unto his foot
he reduced'; Kur-ku-ni-iii, 'The foreign land to his hand he
reduced '

; Sd-ukkin,
' The judgment of the assembly

'

; Kingal-
sd,

' The chief of the assembly has decided.'

(5) Names taken from incantation-texts :

mg-erim-har-ra-[an-teg], 'May the evil not approach' ;3

Lugal-nin-fjul, 'May the king evil (put away)'; Ad-da-Sii-el,
Nin-kM.-el (see above) ; En-iu-laf^-lal^,

' The lord with clean

hands (broke the spell).'

(6) Names referring to legends :

Sa-dingir-ra-ne,
' The net of the gods . . .

'

; Lugal-sa-
ius-gal, 'The king with a great net . . .';* Tir-azag-gi-si,
'The clean forest. ..';'' En-abzu-a-gub-^ad, 'The lord in

the ocean . . . sleeps'; Lugal-tir-a-gub-nad, "The lord in the
forest . . . sleeps'; En-kur-ra-a-gub-nad, "The lord in the
mountain . . . sleeps

'

; En-du-azag-a-gub-nad, En-azag-a-gub-
nad, En-azag,

' The lord in the holy chamber . . . sleeps
'

;

Bara-urit-a-giib-lnad],
' ... in the chapel of the city . . .

sleeps
'

; dEn-ki-sil-dagal,
' Enki in the wide street (of the lower

world walks)'; Lugal-erida-Su, 'The king unto Eridu . . .';

tu(7aZ-irf-i/'(-£u<i, 'The king in the month . . . begat'; 7 Lugal-
iu-inaf), 'The king with a mighty arm . . .'; Lugal-mcl-ab-i,
'

Sfy king arose from the ocean '

; Nam-nin-an-na-gam-gam,
' The queenship of heaven she has subdued' ; Nam-nin-e-an-ki-

'fam-gam, 'The queenship of heaven and earth she has sub-

dued'; yin-si-gar-ab-ba,
' The queen the bolt of the sea . . .';

iDuiigi-u-nam-til, 'The divine Dungi the plant of life (has
eaten).'

8

(7) Names referring to sacred places, cities,

temples, shrines, and cult objects :

Azag-gi-pad-da, "The holy reed hut'; Amar-Ei&-(ki), 'The

sturdy one of Kish';9 Amar-§ubaru-{ki), 'The sturdy one of

Shubaru '

;
'> Suharu-ki-dug,

' Shubaru is a good place
'

;
Bara-ud

sud-iu, 'In the chapel unto distant days . . .'; Bara-nain-

tar-ra,
' In the chapel fate has been decreed (?)' ; Bara-[me]-sig-

[gan]-nu-di,
'

. . . whose decrees in the chapel are not re-

strained';'" Bara-zi-kUr-ra, 'The faithful chapel in the world
. . .';11 3r'u»-6ara-da-rt, 'The queen in the everlasting chapel
. . .

'

; Nin-e-balag-ni-dug,
' The queen whose temple lyre is

sweet'; Gal-balag, 'The great lyre,' apoc. ; E-gii-gig-bi-dtig,
'The temple whose shadow is good,' apoc. E-gii-bi-dDii ; E-

iid-gim-i, 'The temple like the sun has risen ';12 E-itr-bi dug,
' The temple whose foundation is good,' apoc. E-ur ; E-ul-U,
' The temple unto distant days . . .

'

;
i' Gigir-ta-pad-da-an, apoc.

Gigirta, 'By the wagon . . .'; Gir-nun-ki-dug, 'The Girnun
is a good place

'

; Gir-nvn-zi-iag-gdl, 'The Girnun the breath of

life'; Lugal-apin-ni, 'The king the water wheel . . .'; Gan-
gixjir-sag,

' Abundance of the chief wagon
'

; }> in-mu-nanga-ra-
nad,

' My queen sleeps in the enclosure
'

; Xangara-idg,
' In

the propitious enclosure'; Xin-iu-gal-lam, 'The queen in

Sbugallani . . .'; Nind-ki-dug, 'Nina the good place.'

(8) Names referring to personal interests of the

individual, his birth, age, etc. :
'*

A-bad-mu, 'The father" is my defence ';16 Enlil-bad-mu,
'

Enlil is my defence
'

; Nin-bad-ni-dxig,
' The queen has made

good the defence'; Nin-amamu, 'The queen is my mother' ;

dlnnini-ama-mu,
' Innini is my mother'; dBabbar-ama-mu,

'The sun-god is my mother' (sic!); A-dingir-mu, 'The
father is my god

'

; Lugal-ab-ba-mu,
' The king is my father,'

apoc. L%tgal-a-mu ; Nir-an-da-gdl,
' He has been brought into

l)eing by the mighty Anu'; Lugal-an-da-[gdl], 'He has been

brought into being by the king Anu '

; Zi-mu-an-da-gdl,
' My

1 The meaning of the last four names is uncertain, and they
may not belong under this heading. They are here referred to

dedications or sacrifices.
2 Read yin-rim-il-il, by Genouillac and Hussey.
3 Nikolski, 15 III.

; Genouillac, 10, rev. II.

4 Nikolski, 160 I.

'> Allotte de la Fu?e, 1'26 III., 135 VI.
f The reading of A-DU in these names is uncertain.
7 Nikolski, 19 II.

» This seems to be the correct interpretation with Huber, 118,
but the name is rare and tlie legend of the plant of life is late,

if it occurs at all in Sumerian.
9 Belongs also to the second group of names (ii.).

10 Allotte de la Fuje, 132 VII. ; cf. Thureau-Dangin, Die
sumerischen und akkadischen Koiiig»inschriften, Leipzig, 1907,

p. 8 n.
11 Allotte de la Fuye, 230, 9. Bara,

'

chapel,' does not occur
in names after the Ur dynasty, with the exception of the obscure

hypocoristicon Bara-gi-ga.
>2 lb. 135 I. 1^ Nikolski, 19 IV.
1* See also above class ('2).
•5 Refers to Enlil. i« Literally

'

wall.'

soul has been brought into being by Anu'; Amar-dEzinu-t
ud-sttd-iu, 'The sturdy one of the grain goddess unto far-away
days (may live)

'

; Dim-dlnnini-da-gal;':d,"lhe creation of the
merciful Innini fares well'; E-an-ni-mud, 'Begotten in the
house of heaven'; Nigin-mud, 'Begotten in tlie secret

chamber'; Lugal-nig-gd-ni, 'The king loves his property' ;2
dinnini-ur-dim, 'Innini has created a servant'; (fr-mu-^ ab-

tuk, 'My servant I^ have obtained,' var. Ur-md-tuk-n ;

'< Singirsu-ur-iMi,
'
1 Ningirsu (have obtained) my servant ;

&ei-ur-jmi, 'I the brother (have obtained) my servant' ;
Xiit-

ur-tnu, 'I the queen (have obtained) my servant'; A-iir-mv,
'I the father (have obtained) my servant"; Nin-igimal-vr-bi,
'Niniginial (has obtained) her servant '; Ningirsu-lu-mu, 'I

Ningirsu (have obtained) my man '

; Nin-lit-inu,
'
I the queen

(have obtained) my man'; dBabbar-lii-mu, 'I the sun-god
(have obtained) my man.'

(9) Names referring to the temporal kings :

dBabbar-igi-gub-Lugal-anda, 'Shamash is the defender of

Lugalanda' ;'> dNina-ama- Lugal-anda,
' Nina is the mother of

Lugalanda'; Urukagina-iiEnlil(li)-zu,'i 'Urukagina knoweth
Enlil'; Urukagina-dMind-zu,'^ 'Urukagina knoweth Nina';
Gudea-a-ab-ba-uru, 'Gudea is father of the citj*

'

; dhungi-a-a-
wiu,

' The divine Dungi is my father
' 7

[8] ; dl)ungi-ud-siid-iu,
'iThe divine Dungi (life)untodistantdays(maygive)'[8] ; dBur-
Sin-an-ni-ki-ag, 'The divine Bur-Sin "loves Anu'; dGudea-i"!],

apoc.

(10) Names asserting attributes of the gods,
adoration of their power, etc. :

^

A-ba-mu-na-du, 'Who can walk with him?' apoc. A-ba-mu-
)ia;9 A-Hg, 'The kind father'; An-al-sdg, 'Anu is kind' ;10

An-lii-idg, 'Anu is he who shows kindness ';ii Enlil-lu-Mg,
'

Enlil is he who shows kindness '

; dMesandu-lu-idg,
' Mesandu

is he who shows kindness '

; <iSind-lu.-sdg,
' Nina is she who

shows kindness'; dBabbar-dJmgig-(^u), 'The sun-god is the

Zu-bird '

; dSuruppak-im-gig-Qiu),
' The god of Shuruppak is the

Zu-bird '

; Dumu-iiir-gdl,
' The son '2 is counsellor '

; Dun-ig-
gal,

' The hero is a great gate
'

; En-ig-gal,
' The lord is a great

gate' ; Lugal-d-sum-ma, 'The king is endowed with strength' ;

Lngal-aga-zid, 'The king a sure tiara (has put on)'; 12

dSingimu-men-zid,
'

Ningirsu a sure crown (has put on)
'

;

f'/nnint-men-ztd-dim,!*
' Innini a sure crown has put on '

; §ci-

ine-na-tum,
' The brother is is made fit for a crown '

; Sil-tur,
'The little lamb'; Lugal-ttg-banda, 'The king a pantlier,'

apoc. ; Utu-iii-zid, 'The sun-god is a faithful adviser.'

2. Names composed of construct and genitive.
—

The large group of names composed of a construct
and genitive arose from the desire, common to all

peoples, of appealing more strongly to the person-

ality of the individual. They belong logically to

the names under class (8) above, for this more
human sentiment found expression even among the
forms designed to be wholly abstract and theologi-
iThis name is usually written Aniar-ezen and is confined to

the early period, where it is very common.
"i
Nig-gd, = makkurii, 'property,' refers to the owner of the

name. In the early period we have also Ain-nig-gd-ni
(Allotte de la Fujre, 230 VII.), and in the late period yin-iiig-ga-
ma, which is difficult; ma probably represents a verb dropped
at the end. More common in the late period is the form Js'ig-

ga-dlnnini, 'The property of Innini (am I).' This form is

rendered into Semitic by itakkur-dInnini, yimeli-dInnini.
3 Names containing ur-mu are still obscure to the present

writer, as also those with lii-mu ; lit can also mean 'slave.'

The renderings are tentative. These names disappear before
the Ur dynasty and obviously point to some peculiarity of

ancient life.

* Refers to some deity.
B Nikolski, 9 III. « The texts have su.
7 From Dungi, second king of the Ur dynasty, onward to the

end of all the Sumerian city dynasties the kings were n garded
as gods, and hence their names enter into personal names with
the same force as that of a real deity. A selection of such
names is placed here only for convenience. Each name belongs
to the class indicated in the brackets. [Also Gudea, the

patesi of Lagash in the middle period, appears in proper names
as a god, but his own inscriptions neither recognize him as a

deity nor do they mention his cult.]
* 'This class is designed to cover a large miscellaneous group

of names which cannot be reduced to more special analysis.

Naturally many names assigned to the first nine classes could

be grouped here.
9 Names of this type passed into Semitic in such forms as

]Hannu-mal)ir-6u, 'Who is his rival?', Mannii-kima-Hama):,
' Who is like Shamash?', and were popular to the end of Baby-
Ionian history. Both Babylonian and Hebrew names of this

type appear to depend on the Sumerian prototype."

10 Rendered into Semitic by Atui-mudamiiiik, 'Anu shows

kindness,' Anu-damik,
' Anu is kind.'

11 This seems to be the most probable interpretation of lii-idg,

on analogy of Xin-lic-ti-ti, 'The queen is she that giveth life."

13 Tammuz. '3 This may have a lunar reference.
^* Sandku—diin.
iSTamnmz. Or perhaps read SfS-m(:-lan]->ia-(um, 'The

brother bears the decrees of Ann.' So the present writer would

explain also En-an-na-tum, Hin-an-na-tuin, Lugal-an-na-tinti,
and A7i-7ia-tum, all with apocopated rnf.
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cal. In analyzing this group of names, we aim at

distinguisliing them on tlie basis of the philological

meaning of the first clement which characterizes

the individual's relation to the gods, sacred places,
and cult objects. It was natural that the profound
sense of humility and sorrow which characterized the

Suuieriuns' religion from the beginning, and gradu-

ally deej>ened in their religious life, found expres-
sion in their onomatology. And, as the austere
view of life grew upon them, forcing every note of

joy and exuberance from their liturgies, so also

the tendency to employ names expressing depend-
ence upon the gods increased. Since this aspect of

religion was common to both Sumerian and Semite

(although in a lesser degree to the latter), we can-
not say that Semitic names of this type are mere
translations from the Sumerian. Early Semitic
names in the Sargonic era ^ have no forms like

Amel-Ishtar,
' Man of Ishtar,' Warad-Ishtar,

'Servant of Ishtar,' Amat-Ishtar, 'Handmaid of

Ishtar.' Not until the Ur and Isin periods do we
meet with Semitic names of this kind and Semitic
names of group i. also. These are translations of

Sumerian types, and it is probable that all Semitic

Babylonian names which reproduce pure Sumerian

t3'pes are due to borrowing. Genuine Semitic Baby-
lonian names express family relationship or peculiar
bodily defects or traits, and, where they do express
attributes of deity, they lack that theological and
liturgical nature which characterizes the Sumerian
names. The Semitic names of the construct and
genitive type, which begin to abound in the docu-
ments of Ur and Isin, are in all probability mostly
formations borrowed from one of the classes of

group ii. which here follow :

(1) Amar-dSin, 'The sturdy one of Sin,' Semitic Bur-dSin;
Amarsuh, 'Thesturdyoiie of the shepherd' ;

2 Amar-<IPA, 'The
sturdy oneof thegodPA

'

; Amar-su7i,
' The sturdy one of [Nin]-

swi' -,3 A 7Tiar-tar-an, 'The sturdy one of theTaran';^ Amar-
Mama, ' The sturdy one of the goddess Mama '

; (2) Bd-ia-^ dSin,
'The mercy of Sin,' Semitic GimU-Sin; Bd-'sa-Ma-ma, 'The
mercy of Mama'; Basa-^u-a, 'The mercy of the caretalier';
Bd-ia-dEnlil, "The mercy of Enlil' ; Baia-'' &ub, 'The mercy of
the pure one '

; Bam-^aS-dar,
' The mercy of Ishtar

'

; (3) Gim-
ama,

' Handmaid of the mother goddess,' Semitic, Amat-ummi ;

Gim-dBau, 'Handmaid of Bau'; Gim-Sul-siy-i,
' Handmaid of

the god Shulsige,' apoc. Gim-sul ; Gim-E-anna,
' Handmaid of

the temple Eanna'; Gim-knn-sag, 'Handmaid of the chief
reservoir

'

; Gitn-ib,
' Handmaid of the lb '

;
»

Gim-id-edin-na,

1 No adequate collection of names, either Sumerian or
Semitic, has yet been made from the Sumerian and Semitic
texts of the Sargonic and post-Sargonic periods. The names in
the stele of Manistusu have been arranged by Scheil, Dilepa-
tion en Perse, Paris, 1900, ii. 41-52, and partly studied by Hosch-
ander, ZA xx. 246-302. A collection of names from the
Sargonic period is given by Dhorme in BASS vi. 63 ff., but
the author did not understand the apocopated nature of the
names written in Sumerian, and translated most of them into

misleading Semitic forms. Names of that period written in
Sumerian were probably pronounced as such even when they
are names of Semites. In this period there are names Lii-

<i\ind, 'Man of Nina,' but not A-we-il-dNind ; Or-dEnki, but
not W'aiad-'Enki.

2 AUotte de la Fuye, 59 III. 3 lb. 92 II.
4 A sacred place (?) ; cf. Ur-tar, (Ir-tar-md-a

; Nikolski, 19
IV. The above form occurs in Allotte de la Fuj'e, 96, rev. III.

Note the ^ mar-ma-ct-an (Huber, 86).
5 Transcription uncertain.^ The first element of this group is

one sign, or]g\na.\\y = KA+SU'+SA, and later seems to be re-

duced to S(/ simply. But the old form persists even in the late

period ; cf. EA +SA-dNintud (CT 4, ISA 17) with SU-dKmsun
(CT 8, 20, 24). The original KA+SU was^ confused with
another sign KA + KAR; cf. KA + KAR+SA-dUtn (CT 8,

47A 24); KA +KAR + SA-dSin (CT 10. 46, 21256, R. 5), and
finally we have KA +KAR in the texts of Ur and Isin. All

these corrupt forms we shall designate by SU (A), KA + KAR +
SA (B), KA +KAR (C). The Semitic rendering was most pro-
bably gimillu. The Semitic names of the Sargonic period have
SU invariably, as well as the Sumerian names of that period.

6 Written C.
7 Written B in Legprain, Le Temps des rois d'Ur, Paris, 1912,

no. 314, 0.

8 Written B in Huber, 153, and Legrain, 342, 6, but A in
most cases (Huber, 154), and in Semitic names of the IJammur-
abi period SIT is almost the only form employed.

8 A sacred place.

'Handmaid of the river of the plain'; Gim-iugallam,, 'Hand-
maid of the Shugallam'i ; (4) Lu-dBau, 'Man of Bau,' Semitic
Atnel-dBau ; Lu-dAb-ir-nun, 'Man of Abirnun';'- Lu-db-tdg-
azag,

' Man of the holy Abtag' ;
i Lii-dBabbar,

' Man of the sun-

god
'

; Lii-dNind, 'Man of the goddess Nina'; Lu-Subaru,
' Man of Shubaru

'

;
i Xu-Nind-{ki),

' Man of Nina '

;
i Lu-md-gur-

ra, 'Man of the crescent-shaped boat' ;i Lit-gii-gar-ra,
' Man of

the carriage.'
3

These are the only names of this kind known in

the pre-Sargonic period. The expression
' man of

*

is clearly of later origin than the other classes,
and becomes more frequent in the Sargonic and

post-Sargonic texts. In the late period names
with Lii become prolific and vie in popularity witii

those beginning with Ur.
(5) Ur-* dBau, 'Servant of Bau,' Semitic Warad-Bau; Ur-

dDumu-zi, 'Servant of Tammuz'; Ur-dNingirsu, 'Servant of

Ningirsu'; Ur-dNinsun, 'Servant of Ninsun'; Ur-giyir-sag,
' Servant of the chief wagon

'

;
s Ur-'sugallam,

' Servant of the

Shugallam';6 Ur-ti-ra-as,
' Servant of the Tirash

'

;
u Vr-nigin,

' Servant of the secret chamber'; 6
Ur-ig-gal, 'Servant of the

great gate'; Ur-engur, 'Servant of the sea'; 5 Ur-kun,
' Servant of the reservoir.' '

In the texts from the Sargonic period onward it

is not always easy to decide whether a name is to

be read in Sumerian or translated into Semitic.
As in all departments of literature the Semites
often represented their own words by the equiva-
lent Sumerian ideogram, so also, in writing their

own names, especio^lly those borrowed from the
Sumerian nomenclature, they frequently turn part
of it, or all of it, into Sumerian—a practice
continued to the end of Assyrian and Babylonian
history. When the Semites first came into contact
with the Sumerians (which took place as early as
the era of Ur-Nina, c. 3500 B.C.), they, of course,

employed their own Semitic methods in assigning
names. Most of the deities employed in these
names are Sumerian, but the grammatical con-

structions are Semitic ; e.g., the name Ik-ru-ub-E-a,
' The god Ea has shown favour,' found on the stele

of Manistusu, has the verb before the subject
—

which is impossible in Sumerian. These early
Semites spell out their names phonetically, as

Sar-ru-ki-in,
' The king is faithful,' ^ar-^a-^i-AVt'r-ri,

' The king of all is my king,' names of the first and
fifth kings of the first Semitic dynasty. But they
soon learned to turn these names into Sumerian,
and in the same period we have Sar-ru-GI-i-Ii,
' Sharrukin is my god,' in which ki-in is represented
by the Sumerian gi, which means kinu, 'faithful.'

Naturally this name was pronounced throughout
in Semitic. But, when tlie entire name was turned
into Sumerian, the problem arises as to whether
the Semites really pronounced it in Sumerian as it

was written or translated it into Semitic. Occa-

sionally the scribe adds a Semitic phonetic com-

plement to the Sumerian sign to indicate that the

sign is to be rendered into Semitic. The best

Assyriologists agree in translating all names
clearly Semitic by nature, whether written wholly
or partially in Sumerian, into Semitic. This
statement applies to the Sumerian period and
in centres where the population was mixed. In a

name clearly Sumerian in form, like Su-tna-ma,
' The mercy of Mama,' it is highly improbable that
the reading was Gimil-Mama even when given to a
Semite. Towards the end of Sumerian inlluence
and from the period of complete Semitic supremacy
all names, whether Semitic or Sumerian in form,
were rendered into Semitic. But difficulties on
this point during the transition period of the Ur

1 A sacred place. ' Allotte de la Fuye, 187 I.

3 A cult object.
* Sumerian avoids the ordinary word for '

slave,' nitaf)., in the
formation of its proper names, probably because of the associa-
tion suggested by this word. In the sum-total of Sumerian
names this formation with Ur far surpasses in popularity all

other classes. The element was popular in names of the early
period and continued so to the end.

5 A ciilc object. 6 A sacred place.
' In the Nippur Collection of the University Museum of

Philadelphia the writer copied a fragment of a large tablet

containing a list of at least 300 names beginnuig with Ur.
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and Isin dynasties will never be settled. Here we
have Semites bearing pure Sumerian names and
written in Sumerian. In all such cases it is safer

to render tlie name as it is written.
LiTERATiiRB.—i. EARLY PEHIOD.—M. AUottc de la Fuye,

Documents presargonujues, Paris, 1908-13 (three fascicules, not

yet complete ; only texts); H. de Genouillac, Tahlettrssumiri-
ennes archaiqties, do. 1909 (texts and lists of names) ; M. I.

Hussey, Sxitnenan Tablets in the Uarcard Semitic Museuin,
Harvard Semitic Series, vol. iii., Leipzig, 1912 (texts and list

of names); M. Nikolski, Documents de la plus ancienne ^poijuc
ehaldienne de la collection Likliatchetf, Petrofrrad, 1908 (texts
and list of names) ; F. Thureau-Dangin, Recueil de tablettes

chaMennes, Paris, 1903 (texts 1-76 are pre-Sargonic, and many
of the names are included in the list of Genouillac (

ii. SAItGONW AND FOST-SaRGONIC FEIIIOD UNTIL THE UR
DYNASTY.—List of names both Sumerian and Semitic by P.

Dhorme, BASS vi. pt. 3, pp. 63-88 (includes only names of the

Sarjjonic period taken from texts 77-179 in Thiireau-Dangin's
volume [see above]). Names on the stele of Manistusu are listed

in V. Scheil's ed. of this text, DiUgation en Perse, ii., Paris,
1900

; F. Thureau-Dangin, Inventaire des tablettes de Tel/o,
do. 1910 (texts and summaries in translation). For the
middle period the only texts are in Thureau-Dangin, 180-26(1.

A few texts of historical and religious character from the period
of Gutium are listed in S. Lang'don, Historical and Religious
Texts, Munich, 1914, p. 3.

iii. Pf.riou of Ur and Isin.—hist of names and a study of

Sumerian nomenclature by E. Huber, Die Personennainen in
den Keilschrifturkunden, Leipzig, 1907

; Thureau-Dangin,
261-429 (texts); H. Radau, Early Babylonian History, London,
1900 (texts and partial list of names); G. A. Reisner, Tempelur-
kunden aus Telloh, Berhn, 1901 (texts and list of names) ; G.
A. Barton, Haverfonl Library Collection of Cuneiform Tablets,

Philadelphia, 1905-14 (texts and list of names [in pt. iii.]);

Cuneiform Texts in the British Museum, vols. i. [1896], iii.

[1898], V. [1898], vii. [1899], ix. [1900], x. [1900], xxxii. [1912] ; H. de
Genouillac, Inventaire dcs tablettes de Tello, Paris, 1911 (texts
and summaries in translation) ; L. Delaporte, Invcntaires des
tablettes de Tello, do. 1912 (texts and summaries in transla-

tion) ; R. J. Lau, Old liabylonian 7'emple Records, New York,
1906; H. de Genouillac, Tablettes de Drehem, Paris, 1911

(texts and list of names). La Trouvaille de Drehem, do. 1911
;

S. Langdon, Tablets from the Archives of Drehem, do. 1911

(names included in Genouillac, Trouvaille); W. M. Nesbit,
Sumerian Recordsfrom Drehem, New York, 1914 ; A. Poebel,
Babylonian Legal and Business Dor.ununts, Philadelphia, 1909

(texts and list); L. Legrain, Le Temps des rois d'Ur, Paris,
1912 (texts and list of names) ; G. A. Barton,

'

Religious Concep-
tions underlying Sumerian Names,' JAGS, 1914, pp. 815-320).

iv. On the reading of Semitic names with Sumerian elements,
A. Poebel, Die sumerischen Personennamen zur Zfit der Dyn-
astic von Larsarmuid der ersten Dynastie von Babylon, Breslau,
lf»10. S. Langdon.

NAMES ( Syriac).
1—As the langna<;e which

we now know as Syriac is only the Christian

literary form of Aramaic, and does not in its

essential cliaracteristics differ from the language
spoken in Palestine in the time of Christ, any
investigation of the system of personal nomen-
clature in Syriac naturally begins with the NT.
The Semitic names borne by the Jews of the 1st

cent. A.D. were as a rule either old Hebrew name.s
or Ai'amaized forms of such, and the names of

purely Aramaic origin existing in the NT are few
in numljer. We have, iiowever, clear instances in

the two female names Martha ('Mistress') and

TabithaC Gazelle'), and another is almost certainly
to be recognized in Silas (Sliila = ' Asked '), whicii,

though exactly equivalent to the Hebrew Saul

(Shaftl), can hardly be a mere Araniaization of

it.^ Aramaic also are the three quasi-patronymics
Baral)bas (IJar Abba='Son of h'ather'), Barsabas,
and ]}arnal)as (see HDB and DCG, s.vv.), and the
name ("ephas (Kliipha=' Stone ') bestowed by
Ciirist upon Simon. The last three, however,
were not names in the ordinary sense of the word,
but appellatives given bite in life, and woukl tiiere-

fore naturally be in the popular language. For
the earliest Syriac Christian names we must look
to Edessa, the home of the Syrian Ciiurch and tlie

birthplace of the literary language ; but the lirst

which meet us—those of the legendary bishops
Addai and Aggi—are of uncertain derivation, and

' In this art. Ass. =J. S. Assemani, Bililiotheca Orientalis, 3

vols., Roir.e, 1719-28; Wright = W. Wright, Catalogue of the

Syriac MSS in the British Museum, 3 pts., Londoii, 1870-72.
For well-known names references are omitted.

2 Tabitha is also er|uivalent to Zihiah (2 K 12').

those of their more historical successors, P L WT
(the vocalization is uncertain) and Kuna, are not
much clearer.' Another name borne by an earl^-

Syrian Christian is that of the celebrated Gno.^lic
writer of the 3rd cent., Bar Daisan

(
= 'son of the

Daisan,' the river on which Edessa stood) ; but, as
he was the .son of heathen parents, this cannot

properly be described as a Christian name. (Jf the
names borne by Syriac-speaking Christians, especi-
ally those who lived within tiie eni]>ire, a large
proportion are of Greek, Latin, or Biblical origin ;

and, since the true Syriac names are of similar
character to Hebrew names, it is not neces.sary
here to discuss the system of nomenclature in
detail. The majority of them, as in Helnew, have
a delinite religious origin ; and, as in Hebrew,
the religious names are divided into two main
classes : (1) those which have some relation to the

person bearing tiie name or his parents, and ex-

press gratitude for his birtii or dependence upon
God, and (2) those which merely express a general
religious sentiment. The former class are by no
means peculiar to the Semitic la,nguages, but are
to be found also in Greek (Tiieodore, Theodotus,
Diodorus, Athenodorus, and many others), and in

such late Latin names as Deusdedit and Adeodatus ;

but for the latter, unless the name Deogratias is

assigned to this class, it would be hard to lind

parallels among Aryan peoples except the strange
names adopted by the English Puritans of the 17th

cent., though names of virtues such as Irene,

Sophia, Grace, Mercy, etc., have some resemblance
to them. The exact meaning being often obscure,
however, it is not always easy to assign a n.ame

delinitely to one class or the otiier.

(I) Of those v.hich belong to what may be called
the personal class the mo.st obvious are Yaliallaha=
'God gave' (cf. Elnathan, Deusdedit), Yal)yesliu'-
= ' Jesus gave,' Maryab^ =

' Tlie Lord ga\e,' and
Maran'ameli *= ' Our Lord is with him.' The
names Dadyeshu' and Yeshu'dad = ' Jesus is friend

'

(cf. Jedidiah) seem to be a commendation of the
chilli to the divine protection, and the names
Shubhalmaran^= '

Glory to our Lord,' and Sliubhal-

yesliu' ''=' Glory to Jesus' (cf. Deogratias) prob-
ably express special rather tlian general thanks-

giving. The name Apiinimaran''=
' Our Lorii has

restored me' (cf. Restitutus) is apparently intended
to describe the spiritual state of the jierson liearing
the name ; and on this analogy '^'nanyesliu

'^ should

probably be rendered 'Jesus lias answered nie,' but
in this case the object of the verb seems to i)e tlie

parent, not the child ; though, even if we render it

'Jesus is a cloud,' it would seem, like Yeshu'dad,
to be a commendation of the child to the protec-
tion of Christ, and siiould therefore be included in

this class. The name of the bishoj) of P^dessa at

Nicjea appears as |CrL\(A_» |
and |cn \ iZ'i-t

(.
and

may be transcribed as Ithallalia ('God is') and

jdaced in the general class, or as Aithillaha ('God
brought') and pl.aced in the personal class. To the

personal class also belong B'rikha''= ' lilessed
'

(cf.

Benedictus, Eulogius, Macarius) ; Hiba = '

tJiven
'

(cf. Donatus) ; Shila := 'Asked' (cf. Rogatus),
to which reference lias been made above ; Z'bina'"

' To the names of the legendary bishops Bar Sh'lama and I5ar

Samya and others in the Doctrine of Addai, cd. G. PhilHi)s,

London, 1876, reference is made later.
- In Nestorian Syr., Yeshu' is vocalized Isho'. In this art. it

is always written Yeshu'.
y Doct. Add., p. 1 ; Ass. i. 192, 193.
4 Ass. iii. 1. l.'">9, 4S0, 482.
B //;. iii. 1. 189. 225, 479, 2. 546.
6 lb. iii. 1. 4SS, 490, 2. 16.

~
lb. iii. 1. 187, 217.

8 //;. i. 14, iii. I. 139, 144.
9 Ih. i. 359. This name might be placed in another category ;

see below.
in Ass. i. 15, ii. 30. Cf. Ze/Sr^os, Ze^iva^ (Eus. HE vi. 13. Mart.

Pal. ix. 5). See also Kzr 10-»^', where the name is Aram.,
not Heb.
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= ' Bought'; and the odd name Barlaha^ = ' Son
of God, to which such names as Theo'^enes and

Diogenes are not really parallels. Names be-

1,'inning with ""bed or'Abd^* ('slave'), which are

very common in Arabic, and of which we have

instances in the OT in Obadiah, Obededom, and

Abednego, seem in pre-Christian times to have
been in use among the Syrians, for in the Doctrine

of Addai and the Ancient Syriac Documents eAitQ^

hy W. Cureton (London, 1864) several names of

this kind occur—e.gr., 'ebed Nabu3=' Slave of

Nebo,' ''bed Shemsh*= ' Slave of the Sun,' '«bed

Shaddai*= ' Slave of Shaddai,' and '^besh'lama, i.e.

'bed Sh'lama ^= ' Slave of peace
'

(where the authen-

ticity of the names, or at least the evidence for

the existence of names of tliis type, does not

depend on the historical character of the persons
mentioned) ; a martyr named'^bed Haikla'' (' Slave
of the temple') sutiered in Sapor's persecution ; in

a 6th cent. MS we have a name '"bed El* ('Slave
of El ') ; in the same century we find an author
named '"bed M'shih *

('Slave of Christ'), and a
'bed Yeshu'^' ('Slave of Jesus') was nearly con-

temporary with the Arab invasion. Up to this

period Christian names of this kind were appar-
ently very rare, but, perhaps through Arab influence,
tlie name'*bed Yeshu is from this time forward of

not uncommon occurrence. With the exceptions,
liowever, of this name and *bed M^shih it would
be hard to find a name of this type, for'^bed AUaha "

(' Slave of God ') is a mere translation of the Arab.
'Abd Allah.

(2) Of the second class of religious names the
clearest instances are Kfimyeshu' =

' Jesus has risen

(from the dead),' Yeshu d''nahi*= ' Jesus has risen

(as a star),' Kamyeshu'^^=' Jesus is exalted' (cf.

Jehoram),Yeslui'bakhari*= ' Jesus is the first-born,'
Yeshu z''kha'^ = ' Jesus has conquered,' Milran-
z'khrii8 = ' Our Lord has conquered, S^ibaz^kha "=
'

Tiie Cross lias conquered, 'Th^ri.syeshu' ^*= 'Jesus is

upright,' and Yesliu sabran '^= ' Jesus is our hope.'
From the last it is clear that Sabaryeshu' means
'Jesus is hope,' not 'Hope of

'

(or 'in') 'Jesus'
;

and on the analogy of these words we must infer

that 9'nanyeshu' (cf. Hananiah, Hannibal) means
'Jesus is grace,' not 'Grace of Jesus,' and
should therefore be placed in this category. On
the same analogy also it appears that B^rikhyeshu

*"

should be rendered ' Jesus is blessed,' not ' Blessed
of Jesus

'

; and the existence of a name B'^rikhse-

byaneh'^' (' Blessed is his will') places this beyond
doubt. The last, however, is perhaps an expres-
sion of resignation referring to some event in the
life of the parents, and in that case sliould be
assigned to the first class of names. The name
Abhai^ ('The father is living'), if the father is

God, belongs to the general class, but, if it refers
to some event in the life of the natural father, to
the personal class.

Besides these two main categories we find also
a class of semi-religious names which express
moral or spiritual qualities or conditions—e.g.,

1 Ass. i. 83, 401, 413, 436.
2 '^bed in W. Syr., "Abd in Nestorian. The form "'bed is used

in this article.

^
Doc*. Add., v. 34 4 Ih. p. 17.

^ Cureton, p. L';i
; but see J. Marquart, Ostcurop. und ostasiat.

Streifziige, Leipziij, 1903, p. 296.
8 Voct. Add., p. as (Cureton,

' Bar Sh«lama ').
^ Ass. i. 185. s Wright, p. 1043. » Ass. iii. 1. 198.

10 lb. iii. 1. 141. 11 Wright, p. 713.
12 Ass. ii. 342, iii. 1. 193. 13 lb. ii. 412.
1* Barhcbracus, Chronicon EecUaiasticum, ed. J. B. Abbeloos

and T. J. I>aniv, Louvain, 1872-77, i. 313.
1» Ass. ii. 21(3, 415, 476, 478, iii. 1. 441.
1« lb. iii. 1. 481, 488, 2. 350.
17 76. ii. 388, iii. 1. Ill, 178. S'liba is probably only a shorten-

ing of this. The nanie might also be rendered 'The Crucified
has conquered.'

18 lb. iii. 1. 142. 19 76. iii. 1. 141.
20 lb. iii. 1. 275. 21 76. ii. 431, iii. 1. 157.
22 76. ii. 605, iii. 1. «3a

9anana^ = ' Gracious' (cf. Hanan, Hanno, Chari-

ton), Zakhai 2= 'Innocent' (cf. Heb. Zaccai=ZaK-
xatoj, and Innocentius), Nasiha*= '

Illu.strious' (cf.

Cleou, Eucles),and yabib= 'Loved' (cf. Agapetus),*
and names derived from the day on which the child
was born, such day always having some religioas
significance (cf. Noel, Paschalis)—e.g., Barhadb''-
sliabba'>='Son of Sunday,' Bar 'Arubtha'«=:' Son
of Friday,' Yalda^ and Bar Yalda8=' Nativity

'

and ' Son of the Nativity,' and Denlia= '

Epiphanj'.'
Bar Sauma= ' Son of the fast

'

also perhaps denotes
birth during Lent. Denha is indeed too common
to allow us to think that all bearers of the name
were bom on the Epiphany ; but neither were all

Noels born on Christmas Day, and a name, when
once established, is perpetuated by tradition.

Finally, we may add names of humility such as
Z'''ura9= '

Small,' and Makhikhai»=' Lowly.' In

strange contrast to these are Mara " = '

Lord,' Mari
= 'My lord,' Martha = ' Mistress

'

(see above),
Marutha = 'Lordship,' Shalitai2=' Ruler,' Rabbula,
a corruption of Rabbuna= 'Teacher,' and Kayuma
= ' President.' Such names can hardly be said to

have any religious significance ; and, if there is

any such significance in the numerous names which

express relationship, it is lost to us. These names
are Abba=' Father,' Abbii3='My father,' Aha'*
= '

Brother,' 9athii»=
' My sister,' D<ada=' Uncle,'

and the two strange names Abadabu'*=
' Hisfather's

brother,' and Ahudemmeh= ' His mother's brother.'
Of the last two the former can be paralleled by
the Heb. Ahab and the latter by the Babyloniaji
Ahiummissu ; and it has been suggested that they
point to an ancien t practice of incest, or that they
express a wish that the child may grow up the

brother, i.e. the helper, of his father or his mother
;

"
but neither explanation is quite satisfactory.
Curious also are the names which express age. In
the case of Babusa'* we might suppose that the
bearer had no younger brothers or sisters and the
name '

Baby
' stuck to him through life, and we

can also imagine that two brothers might be known
as Kashish'* ('Old') and Talya

20
(' Young') ; but

why any child should have been named Saba (' Old
man ') is a more difficult matter. The word was
used, however, like the Greek -yipwv, for a hermit,
and, as we also find a name 9'bisha2i (' Recluse'),
it may be a name of dignity of the same kind as
those mentioned above. The names Sahda (' Mar-

tyr '), Bar Sahde (' Son of martyrs '), and Sahduna**
('Little martyr') were probably originally given
to children born during a time of persecution,
possibly to posthumous sons of martyrs, and Bar

Shebya^^ ('Son of a captive') and Bar Samya2^
('Son of a blind man') must have referred to the
child's ^parentage. Siiemshi^^ ('My sun') sounds
like a term of endearment, but may be a relic of

sun-worship (cf. Samson). Of names derived from
animals (cf. Leo, Ursula), of which several are
found in Heb. (see HDB, s.v.

'

Names, Proper '), the
1 lb. iii. 1. 81. 2 76. ijj. j. 231. 3 76. iii. 1. 199, 2. 440.
4 The name B'-rikh.T, Kiven above under the first class, perhaps

realli' belongs to this category.
s Wright, p. 1068. The shortened form Habbeshab is also

found (16. p. 707).
B J. P. N. Land, Anecdota Syriaca, Leyden, 1862-75, ii. 282.
1 Wright, p. 1069.
8 S. E. and J. S. Assemani, Bill. Apost. Vat. Codd. MSS

CataloQus, Rome, 1756-59, ii. 369.
9 Ass. i. 117, 425, ii. 58, 226.

10 76. ii. 250, 388, iii. 2. 102 ; Wright, p. 16.
11 Marun and Maryun are perhaps diminutives of this. It is

unlikely that Marun has anything to do with the Gr. Maron.
12 Ass. iii. 1. 176, 294

; Wright, p. 1008.
13 Ass. ii. 227. J« lb. iii. 1. 479. 497, 2. 146.
1« lb. i. 190. 16 76. i. 533, ii. 387, 396.
17 F. C. Ulmer, Die semit. Eiyeiinamen im A T, Leipzig, 1901,

p. 14 ; H. Ranke, Die Personennamen der Hainmurabidyriastie,
Munich, 1902, p. 37; EBi, s.v. 'Names.'

18 Ass. iii. 1. 142. " Wright, p. 1098.
20 76. p. 648, 1136. 21 Ass. iii. 1. 469, 495.
22 76. ii. 403, 410, 416, 417, iii. 1. 82, 106, 119, 142, 229.
23 lb. i. 188. 24 Doct. Add.,\,.ib. 23 Ass. i. 240.
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present writer knows, besides Tabitha mentioned

above, only two doubtful examples in Syriac. Of
these one is that of the early Edessene martyr
Gurya (' Lion's whelp') : but this word is stated in

the lexicon of Bar "Ali to have been used by a
curious transition of meaning for one who has

subdued his passions,^ and it is possible that this

is the meaning of the name. The other is the

name Nuna, which may, like the Heb. Nun, be

rendered ' Fish
'

;
but there was a Greek word

vSvvos, perhaps of Egyptian origin, which, at first

a title of honour, afterwards denoted ' ascetic
'

(whence our word 'nun'), and a not uncommon
name Nonnus, and Nunil may be only a Syriacized
form of this name. Of names denoting products
of the earth it would also be hard to find an example
in Syriac, for Pher'a^ merely means 'sprout' and

might be a metaphorical term for ' child.'

Literature.—The authorities are cited in the footnotes.

E. W. Brooks.
NAME OF GOD (Jewish). —i. The Tetra-

grammaton. — The substitution in pronunciation
of Advndi ('Lord') for the Tetragrammatou (the
shem ha-7nephorash of the Mislm. Yuma, vi. 2) of

which indications are to be found in the later

Biblical books, and v.hich is clearly recorded in

the Mishnali (Sutah, vii. 6), became the general

usage of the Synagogue, even when reading from
the Scroll of the Pentateuch. The Tetragram-
matou had been retained, while the Temple stood,
in the regular priestly benediction (Nu %"^-), with

special ceremoniousness on the Day of Atonement
(Mishn. Yvmci, vi. 2). The true pronunciation of

the Tetragrammatou was not freely transmitted,
but was esoteric, and communicated by the teacher

only to qualified disciples [T. B. Qiddiishin, lla •

cf. "the interesting sections on this whole subject in

Maimonides, Guide of the Perplexed, ed. M. Fried-

lander, London, 1881-85, pt. i. ch. Ixi. If.). The
Mishnali so severely prohibits the utterance of the

Tetragrammaton that the i)ronouncer of it was
tlrreatened with exclusion from a portion in the

world to come (Mishn. Sanhedrln, xi. 1). Other

paraphrastic substitutes for the name of God be-

came common—e.g. , MAqom, lit.
'

place,' from God's

omnipresence, a phrase that is cited by Philo (de

Somniis, i. 11), or ' Our father in heaven '

(cf. An-
notated Edition of the Authorised Daily Prayer
Book, London, 1914, p. xxiii), and frequently in

Rabbinic texts ' the Merciful
'

(as in the famous

phrase 'the Merciful desires the heart' [T, B.

Sanh. 106/>]),
' the Holy One, blessed be he.' In the

Kabbalistic literature there are many combina-

tions of letters whicli are treated as substitutes for

the name of God (JE ix. 164).

2. The Name in magic. — The reverence in

which the Divine Name was held did not remain
without consequence to dabblers in magic. Among
many primitive peoples names Avere freely used for

magical purposes. Naturally the Divine Name
would be particularly potent, and we often find

references to the use of the Hebrew Name in the

Talnmd {T. B. Sanh. 656), but more particularly
in mediaeval legends of marvel and mystery (see

CHAKM.S AND AMULETS [Jewish] ; and JE ix. 164).

Maimonides, referruig to this subject (ch. Ixxii.),

denounces the folly of those who believed that by
means of any arbitrary combination of letters they
could construct a name which would operate mir-

aculously. Yet, despite this, there were through-
out the Middle Ages, and even more recentl}^
those who claimed to be 'master of the Name'
(bdal Shem), and possessed of miraculous powers.

3. The Name as motive.—The close association

between the Name of t!od and tiie being of God

1 R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, 2 vols., Oxford, 1SG8-

1901, H.v.
2 Ass. ii. 240.

VOL. IX.— 12

led to certain developments. God Himself is, in

Rabbinic and later Jewish literature, often referred

to as 'The Name' (T. B. Sanh. 56a). Possibly
this explains a frequent Rabbinic idiom. To do an
act for the ' sake of the Name ' was to be moved by
desire to serve without any ulterior thought of self-

profit. A similar metaphor was used in which the

reference to God was omitted. To do a thing for

its own sake was expressed by the term to do it

'for its name.' This is shown in such passages as

the following :

' Let a man ever engage in the study of the Torah and in

good deeds, even though not for its name [for its own sake],
for tlirough acts performed from a ynii-pose not for its name
[i.e. for selfish motives], lie will reach the stage of doing good
for its name [i.e. for its own sake]' {T. B. P'^sdfyim, 506).

Then, again, a convert to Judaism would be

baptized 'in the name of geruth' (i.e. of becoming
a gir, or convert), a slave would be manumitted
'

in the name of freedom.' But most important of

all was the phrase 'the name of heaven,' i.e. oi

God, for this belongs to the remarkable conception
now to be described.

4. Sanctification of the Name.— (a) The idea of

the imitation of God was based on the text Lv 19* :

' Ye shall be holy : for I the Lord your God am
holy.' Abba Saul (1st cent. A.D.) comments on
this injunction in these terms :

' Seek to be like

God. As he is gracious and merciful, so be thou'

(Mekhilta on Ex 15^, ed. M. Friedmann, Vienna,
1870, p. 7). Man's self-sanctification was a sancti-

fication of God (Sifra on Lv 19% ed. I. H. Weiss,

Vienna, 1862, p. 86c). The same idea is expressed
in other Rabbinic utterances (cf. W. Bacher,

Agada der Tannaiten, Strassburg, 1890, ii. 867 ;

F. Perles, Boussefs Religion des Judent 11 ms, Berlin,

1003, p. 68 ; I. Abrahams, in Jewish Addresses,

London, 1904, ch. iv.). Later in the mediaeval

period, to the idea of the imitation was attached

also the sense of initiation ; hence the sanctified

man in the median-al phraseology came to signify
'

mystic
'

(cf. L Abrahams, "Trans, of the Jcwi.ih

Historical Society, v. [1902-05] 190).

(b) Sanctification and profanation of the Name
were applied also to the efi'ect of the individual's

conduct on the world's opinion. Israel is to God
like the court to a king {Sifra, loc. cit.) ; it is the

duty of Israel to make God's name honoured, to

prevent it from being disgraced. Israel sanctified

the Name when his conduct reliected credit on God.

Thus it is told of Simeon b. Shetah that he bought a mule
from an Arab, and returned to the vendor a jewel which he
found suspended round the animal's neck. Whereupon the

Arab exclaimed :
' Blessed be the Lord, the God of Simeon son

of Shetah.'
Of another anecdote Phinehas b. Jair is the hero. Two

strangers stayed with him and left in his charge two sacks of

grain. He sowed the corn, and reaped a prosperous harvest for

six seasons. One day, when the seventh goodly harvest was

ripening, he accidentally met the strangers again.
' Come and

see your sacks,' he said". They hesitated, for they felt certain

that their corn was mouldy. But Pliinehas took them to the

field, and said,
' Here are your sacks.'

'
If man is thus true,

what must God's truth be?' comment the Rabbis (Leu. Rabbdh,

iii.).

Such acts sanctified God's name, as Ezekiel

(20'*') had said :

'
I will be sanctified in you in the

.sight of the nations.' Any act, again, 'I'y which

God's name was degraded in the eyes of the world

was the most iieinous sin ; it was unforgivable ex-

cept by the oliender's death {T. B. YOma, 86«).
'

Hypocrites must be exposed, because they pro-
fane the Name' (ib., and Tos. Yoma, ii. 12). There
are numerous passages in which the ugliness of

moral corruption in men of reputetl piety is com-

mented on. Men whose conduct belies their iiro-

fession profane the Name ; similarly with a glut-

tonous student of the Torah {P'^sdhim, 4da). The
Rabbis strongly maintained the inwardness of

morality.
' Liside nuist be clean as the outside' (T. B. 5Vmi,7, 726).

' Whenever the Rabbis have forbidden anythmg for the sake of
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appearance, that same thing is forbidden in the innermost

recesses of one's own privacy
'

(T. B. Beza, 9a).

Yet they realized that there were two elements

in virtue, the one personal, the other coniinunal.

The otlender not only sinned against his own con-

science ; he profaned the Name in tliat the outer

consequences of his act affected the public con-

science (cf. I. Abrahams,
' The Sanctification of the

Name,' American Hebrew, vol. xci. [New York,
1912] no. 25).

(c) I'he sanctification of the Name implied, from
another side, the acme of heroism. Israel being
(iod's witness, God, as it were, ceased to be God
unless Israel witnessed to Him (P'^stqtd de R.

Kaha7ia, ed. S. Buber, Lyck, 1868, fol. 102i),

tliough another passage (Sifra, loc. clt.) adds tliat,

while it is Israel's paramount duty to sanctify God,
God is sanctified even though Israel fail. But
Israel's testimony to God must not stop even on
the brink of the tomb (Maimonides, Code, i. 5).

Sanctification of the Name becomes a synonym for

martyrdom (Perles, loc. cit., points out the analogy
with the Greek fidprvs). The Synagogue liturgy
enshrines this idea :

'Our Father, our King-! do it [i.e. have compassion] for

the sake of them that went throu,s,'h fire and water for the

sanctification of thy name' (Authorised Daily Prayer Book,

p. 57).

On the model of the joyous acceptance of a

martyr's death by R. Aqiba (c. A.D. 135) pathetic

prayers were composed for recitation by those who
were called upon to die for Judaism. One such

prayer terminates thus :

' Blessed art Thou O Lord our God, King of the Universe, who
hast sanctified us by Thy commandments and commanded us to

love the glorious and awful Name, that was, is, and shall be

eternally, with all our heart and all our soul, and to sanctify
Thv Name before the world '

(Nordlingen, i'osif Omef, Frank-

fort, 1723, p. 59).

For Biblical usage see art. GOD (Biblical and

Christian), vol. vi. p. 253 f. See also GOD (Jewish),
vol. vi. p. 296.

LiTEUATrRE.— M. Lazarus, Ethics of Judaism, Eng. tr.,

I'hiladelphia, 1901, vol. ii. § 184 f. ; L. Ldw, Gesammelte
Schriften, Szegedin, 1889, i. 223 ; B. Jacob, Im Namen Gottes,

Berlin, 1903. I. ABRAHAMS.

NAMELESS GODS.— i. Name and epithet—
A stiidy of the names of divinities suggests that

they were first called by epithets or adjectival
words describing them or their functions before

they were called by personal names. These epi-
thets frequently became the personal names of

the gods, as philology shows. For, as Jevons

points out,
' A personal name is an epithet the meaning of which cornea

in course of time to be forgotten.
'i

It is probably innate among the folk to describe
a man by some function or peculiarity or by his

occupation rather than by his personal name. If

this is the case even where personal names exist,
much more would it be true of a time when
personal names, whether of men or of gods, had
not yet been evolved. At one time both men and

gods were, strictly speaking, nameless. Again,
where a god's epithet has now practically become
a personal name, he is often called by other epithets,
while the personal name tends to become saci'ed ;

it is used only on particular occasions, and is tabu
at all other times and often to whole classes of

people
—

e.g., the women and children of <a tribe.

Many savage divine n.ames are still little more than

epithets, and this is especially noticeable in the
case of tlie high gods. The god Daramulun of S.

Australian tribes has a name which means '

leg on
one side,' or, as explained by others, 'a sacred
staff.' '^ The god is

' the lame one '

or ' the possessor
of the sacred staff.' Baiame, another Australian

high god, appears to mean ' the maker,' from baia,
1 F. B. Jevons, The Idea nf God, Cambridge, 1913, p. 82.
- JAI xxi. [1892] 294, ii. [1872] 270.

' to make', or possibly 'big man.'
^ Another epithet

of these gods is Mungan-ngaur, 'our father.'^

Daramulun has become a personal name, as it is

too sacred to be uttered except at the mysteries.
Hence other epithets are used for him—^Papang,
'father,' Biamban, 'master.' The Eskimo Torn-

garsuk means '

great spirit
'

(suk,
'

great,' torngak,
'

spirit ').^ Other names of such gods mean
'

father,'

'grandfather,' and the like—the Zulu Unkulun-
kulu,

'

old, old one,' or '

great great grandfather
'

;

the Pawnee Ti-ra-wa,
' the spirit father

'

; the
Huicliol Tatevali, 'our grandfather'; the Balinar
Bok Glaih, 'the grandfather who thunders' ; the
Guiana Wacinaci, 'our father,' or Ililici Wacinaci,
' our great father

'

; the Blackfoot Na-pi,
' old man '

;

the Dravidian river-goddess Burlii Thakurani,
' the old lady.'

* Other epithet-names are as simple
as these—e.g., those which refer to the position
of gods, viz. the Carib Tamosi Kabotano,

' the

ancient one in the sky
'

; the Dene Yuttaere,
' that

which is on high
'

; the New Britain Nara i tara

dat,
' he or some one who made us

'

; the Japanese
kami (the term for 'god' or for 'gods' generally),

literally
' above

'

; the Chinese Shang-ti,
'

sovereign
above '

(another example of an epithet becoming
a name which is not to be lightly used).

^ Other

epithet-names concern the god as creator—the
Arawak Wa murreta kwonci,

' our maker '

; Zuni
names meaning 'creator and master,' 'maker,'
' finisher

'

; the Buru Opo-geba-snulat,
' the lord

moulder or creator of man.'* Others are equally

descriptive, like Oro, 'torment,' the Egba god of

vengeance ; the Dinka Dengdit,
' the great rain,'

also known as Nyalich, literally
' in the above

'

;

the Hottentot Tsuni-goab,
' wounded knee '

; the

gods of the Japanese Kojiki, Izanagi,
' the male

who invites,' and Izanami, 'the female who invites,'

or the three chief gods,
' the deity master of the

august centre heaven,'
' the high august producing

wondrous deity,' and 'the divine producing won-
drous deity,' or the goddess of Yomi (Hades)

' the

ugly female of Hades '

; or Fiji gods who meet the
soul as it passes into the other world and whose

epithet-names describe their functions— '

ghost-
scatterer,' 'reed-spear,'

' the dismisser,' etc.^

Usener, studying mainly Greek and Roman
religion and mythology, has drawn attention to

what he calls Sondergotter and Augenblicksgotter.
These are gods of one function only, and often

merely of a momentary function. They had no

personal names, but epithets or adjectival names,

expressing that function. They were the basis of

the later personal gods Avitli personal names, in

which the reference to the original function of the

god had become obscure. The greater gods whose
names now suggested no definite meaning were apt
to absorb local divinities with epithet-names—names
whose meaning was clear and pointed to their func-

tions. These epithet-names now became titles by
which a god was invoked.^ Examples of such

Sondergotter were the twelve divinities invoked at

the sacrifice to Tellus and Ceres—each of them
associated with some single action from the first

1 A. Lang, Myth, Ritual, and Religion'^, London, 1906, ii. 9 ;

K. L. Parker, More Australian Legendary Tales, do. 189S,

Glossarj', s.v.
' Bvamee.'

•iJAIxvi. [1887] 64.
3 D. Crantz, History of Greenland, London, 1820, i. 207.
* H. Callaway, Religious System of the Amazulu, Natal, 1870,

passim ; G. B. Grinnell, Pawnee Hero Stories, London, 1893,

p. 358
;
ERE vi. 8281' (Huichols), vii. 230 (Bahnar) ;

E. F. im
Thurn, Among the Indians of Guiana, London, 1883, p. 365 f. ;

A. Lang, The Making of Religion, do. 1898, p. 259 ; M. Martin,
Eastern India, do. 1838, iii. 361.

5 Im Thurn, p. 365 f.
;
ERE iv. 639b. vi. 294», vi. 272b.

6 Im Thurn, p. 365 f. ; Lang, Myth, Ritual, and Religion, ii.

85 ; ERE vii. 248b (Buru).
1 JAI\i\. [1890] 160 (Ejrba); ERE iv. 707a{Dinka); A. Lang,

Custom and Myth, London, 1885, p. 204
; Kojiki, tr. B. II.

Chamberlain^, Tokyo, 1906 ; B. Thomson, The Fijians, London,
1908, p. 117 fif.

8 H. Usener, Giittemamen, p. 75, and passim.
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breaking of the ground to the storing of the harvest—Vervactor, Redarator, Imporcitor, Insitor, Obara-
tor, Occator, Sarritor, Subrincinator, Messor, Con-

vector, Conditor, Promitor. Like these were the
deities associated with the chief events of man's
life from his conception to his deatli—Levana,
Edula, Potina, Statilinus, etc. Similar Greek
Sondergottcr are Kourotrophos, Pandrosos, Erech-

theus, Brizo, latros, Hygieia, Muiagros, and a host
of otliers. Of all these it may be said that their

names are on the border-land between personal
names and mere adjectival epithets

—the name
fairly clearly expressing the function. This is seen
too where such an epitliet-name has been taken

up by an outstanding god, while yet a class of gods
described only by such an epithet was also the

subject of a cult. 'AXeJi/caKos and aworpbiraLO's were

applied to Zeus, Apollo, Heracles, but there were
also deoi oXe^iKaKoi, deoL oLTroTpoiraioi. Sometimes a

god more or less clearly defined was known merely
as M4yi(TTos,

' the greatest
'

(as at Boulis), or as
6€bi 6X/3ios, debs ayadds, debs 6<nos, or as irapdivos, or

simply as ' the god,'
' the goddess.'

This resembles what appears to have been an

early Semitic method of naming gods by a title—
6.g., Baal, 'owner' or 'lord,' i.e. the lord of a

sanctuary or of the land in which a community is

settled. Hence there were innumerable Ba als dis-

tinguished from each other by a local appellative
—

e.g., Baal Sidon. Baal, however, never became
a proper name, except in Babylon as the name of

the chief god Marduk. Strictly speaking, the
b^'dlim were nameless gods or spirits, though to a
ba'al might later be given a more personal name.
Yet even the name of the bctal of Tyre, Melkart,
means no more than '

king of the city.' In Egypt,
where the importance of the name was so great,
some gods, tiiose of the various nomes, were
nameless. Alike in character and in functions

they were distinguished from each other by the
name of the community where each was wor-

shipped, like the local Ba'als—e.g., 'he of Edfu,'
' she of Nekheb.' There were also many functional

deities, Egyptian Sondergbtter or Augenblicks-
gbttcr.^

In some instances gods are actually nameless
either because of the mystery which surrounds
them or because they are called by some oblique
epithet, or it may be because their names have been

forgotten. It must be remembered that often,
when a god has received a personal name, that name
becomes too sacred to be used. It remains hidden
and secret, unlike other titles by which the god is

called. Instances might be cited from the lowest

savagery up to the Hebrews, with whom the name
Jahweh was forgotten for this reason (see God
[Jewish]). Generally a god has some less sacred

name, but it is obvious that in sucii a case he might
become nameless or be mentioned only by a circum-
locution or epithet. Among the Fuegians their

god was known only as '

big man in the woods.
' ^

With tlie Eskimos the wife or mother of Torn-

garsuk is a nameless being dwelling under the sea.*

To tlie native tribes of California their '

high god
'

was merely
' the one above,' or ' the old man

above.'* Similarly the Zulus know dimly of 'a

king which is above '

or ' the lord on high
'—not

heard of first from white men.' The jungle tribes
of Chota Nagpur worship indeterminate beings
in sacred groves,

' not yet clotlied with individual

attributes,'
' of whose form and functions no one

can give an intelligible account.' ® Herodotus says
of the Pelasgians that they sacirificed to gods wlio
had set in order all things, but they gave no title

1 G. F. Moore, Bist. of Religions, EdinburKh, 1914, i. 140.
- R. Fitzroy, Narrative of Voyageg of the ' Adventure ' and the

'

Beagle,' London, 1839, ii. 180.
3 Crantz, i. 207. * NR iii. 158. « Callaway, p. 19 f.

« H. H. Risley, The People of India, Calcutta, 1908, p. 215 f.

or name to any of them. He also adds that the
oracle at Dodona advised them to call their gods
by the names of barbarian (Egyptian) gods of whom
they had heard. ^

Similarly Strabo, citing Posi-

donius, says that the Kallaikoi were '

godless
'

(ddeoi), and that the Celtiberians sacrificed by night
at the time of full moon to a nameless god (dvuvijfj.uj

Tivl dei^).^
Of these tribes as well as of the tribes of Thrace described by

Theophrastus and others as adeoi, Usener points out that they
had gods without personal names, but called by adjectives.
Hence by those accustomed to clearly defined gods they were
regarded as godless.

•*

The same piienomenon is perhaps to be seen
in China, where the numerous sAen, tutelary or

departmental gods, have little individuality or

mythology, and are defined only by their functions.*
In this they resemble the groups of nameless kami
in Japan, or the gods mentioned in the older

writings as worshipped at the greater temples yet
not mentioned by any personal name.' Some of

the highest Etruscan divinities, the del involuti,
were nameless—perhaps an instance of a sacred
name being forgotten.

••

Here we may note the teaching of St. Clement
of Alexandria about God. In his desire to elimin-
ate all taint of anthropomorphism from God, he
maintained that Ave could understand Him not so
much by what He is as by what He is not. And,
as a logical consequence of this negative conception
of God, he added :

' Nor can we say that God has

shape or name.' Such terms as ' the One,'
'

Father,'
'

God,' etc., are not strictly appropriate.
' Such high names we employ because of our incapacity to find

the true name, so that the mind may have something to rest on
and steady it. None of these names ta^en separately expresses
God.' 7

This abstract negative method of regarding the

being of God is seen also in Philo and the Neo-
Platonists. Philo taught that God was without

qualities and incomprehensible in His essence. He
cannot be described, and even tlie patriarchs did
not know His name. He was the Nameless Exist-

ing. So to Plotinus God as the One could be de-

scribed only negatively. The doctrine of the Divine
Namelessness characterized all the Alexandrian
schools of thought,^ and was really to some extent
characteristic of Hebrew and Jewish thought (cf.

Job 26'* and GoD [Jewish]). God has a name
which 'has not been sent into this world.' ^ It is

also found more or less in all mystic thought
^^—

e.g., the teaching of the Upanisads that God is

known only to those who profess not to know Him ;

of Lao-tse that ' the Tao which can be expressed is

not the eternal Tao '

; of the Egyptian hymn to

Amen-Ra, ' whose name is hidden from all his

creatures
'

; of St. Augustine that God ' sciendo

ignoratur et nesciendo cognoscitur
'

;

'^ and of

Hooker that ' our safest eloquence concerning Him
is our silence.' ^^ From a ditlerent point of view

agnosticism insists on the unknowableness, and
therefore the namelessness, of God.
The tabu on divine names applies equally to the

secret or sacred names of men. These are not to
be used lightly or even uttered by others—e.g.,
that of a husband by a wife, of a mother-in-laM- by
a son-in-law, etc.—so that a person is caUcd by a
circumlocution or the like, or tiie names are in

some cases known only to a very few persons. An
example of this is found among the Arunta and

I ii. 52. a III. iv. 16.
a Usener, p. 277 f. ; cf. ERE ii. 35b.
•* J. J. M. de Groot, Religion in China, New York, 1912, pp.

14, 176 ; Moore, i. 22.
5 Moore, i. 101 f.

;
ERE vi. 294.

6 ERE V. 534". 7 Strom, v. 81 f.

8 J. Drumniond, Philo Jud^us, London, 1888, il. 20 f.

9 Ascen. Is. i. 7.
10 Cf. G. d'AIviella, The Origin and Growth of the Conception

of God (////), London, 1892, p. 223 ff., with references.
II De Ord. IL xvi. 44, xviii. 47.
^^ Ecclesiastical Polity, i. ii. 2.
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kindred tribes of Australia, wiiere the churinga
name, i.e. the name borne in tiie Alcheringa {q.v.)

by tribal ancestors and now applied to descendants,
is known only to the older men of the totem group.
The women, till they become very old, do not even
know of the existence of such names. ^ In other
Australian tribes a man gives up his name for ever
at the time of initiation to manhood, and thus has
no name, but is called brother, nepliew, etc.^ In
other cases a child is sometimes nameless for some
j'ears in infancy, because, as with the pagan tribes
of Borneo, to give it a name Avhile it is still feeble

might direct the attention of malicious sjiirits to
it. Hence a boy is called Ukat, a girl Owing
{
= Tliingumybob).*
See also J. fl. Frazer, GB^, pt. ii., Taboo and the Perils of the

Soul, London, 1911, p. 318 ff. ; A. E. Crawley, The Mystic Rose,
do. 1902, p. 484

; artt. Names.

2. Unknown gods.—Insome polytheistic systems
caution suggested that, as there were many gods,
it was po.ssible that there were some not known by
name or function to men, besides the number who
were known. Hence it was safe to recognize, to

pray, or ofl'er sacrifice to gods who were unknown
as well as to those who were known. In the Baby-
lonian penitential psalms, while unknown sins are
often confessed, many unknown gods are addressed
lest any, being forgotten, should still visit the
penitent Avith his anger. It is probable that such
a cautious point of view explains the altar seen by
St.^

Paul in Athens with its in.scription dyvibarti)

6e<^. That such altars were well known there is

proved by several literary references. Pausanias
twice refers to these, once to ' altars of gods called
unknown and heroes '

seen by him in Athens, and
once to 'an altar of unknown gods' at Olympia.*
Philostratus and TertuUian both refer to altars of
unknown gods in Athens.^ In the Philopatris
ascribed to Lucian, but perhaps by another author,
' the unknown god of Athens '

is mentioned. Else-

where, however, there is a clear reference in Lucian
to the purpose of such a cult of unknown deities.
First several gods are invited by name to an
assembly, and then the unknown gods whose altars
men propitiate with sweet odours.^ The same
cautious attitude is seen in a passage of Diogenes
Laertius, who tells how at the time of plague in
Athens Epimenides let loose sheep from the Areo-
pagus, and advised that wherever one lay down
sacrifice to the appropriate god should be made.
Hence now there are nameless altars {/3w/ioi's dvuvi-

fxovs) throughout the drjfioi of Attica.'^ Like the

Babylonians, the Romans at sacrifices called upon
all the gods after invoking the special deities in

question, and on occasions Avhen there was doubt
regarding thedivinity who had caused an earthquake
or other prodigy sacrifice was ottered to one under
the formula ' whether a god or a goddess.'^ Occa-
sional examples of this uncertainty regarding
names are found on inscriptions, and with the
Romans as with the Greeks there were altars to
unknown gods.** The same caution is found wher-
ever there is a cult of ghosts. As time goes on,
the names of the dead are forgotten, but they are
still capable of doing harm if neglected. Hence
all the dead are invited to a sacrifice in one general
fornmla, as with the Zulus or the Hindus.'"

Similarly many of the invocations of the Veddasto
1
Spencer-Gillen^', p. 581.

- E. M. Curr, The A ustralian Race, Melbourne, 1886-87, i.

46.
...

3 C. Hose and W. MoDougall, The Pagan Tribes oj Borneo,
London, 1912, i. 79, ii. 24.

•1 Paus. I. i. 4, V. xiv. 8.
5 Pliilostr. Vita Apollon. n. iii. 5 ; TertuUian, ad Natioms,

ii. 9.

8 Phil. 9, Zeus Trarj. 6.
"
Dio?. Laert. i. x. 110.

8 Servius on Virg. Oeorg. i. 21 ; Aul. Cell. ii. 28.
9 CIL i. 630

; Ins. Urb. Rom. 14] ; Minuc. Felix, Octav. vi. 2.
10 Callaway, p. 176 ; J. Muir, Orirj. Sanskrit Texts, London,

1858-72, V. 310.

the yaku ('ghosts') address these without name—
'my departed one,' 'multitude of relatives,' or
simply 'you.'

^

For other instances see ERE vi. 276'' (Egypt), 294t> (Japan),and cf. J. G. Frazer, Patisanias's Description of Greece, London'
1898, ii. 33 f. Cf. the 'unknown father' of the Gnostic Satur-
ninus,

3. Groups of nameless spirits.—Where crowds of

spirits, ghosts, genii, or simply beings are sup-
posed to exist, these are too numerous to have
each a personal name. But, as they have a
generic likeness, so they have a generic name.
They are anonymous beings with a collective
name, and their functions are often but vaguelj'
defined. Examples are found in the wunda
('ghosts'), mrarts, or iruntarinia of Australian
tribes; the inne ('invisible rulers') or torngak
('spirits') of the Eskimos; the ^-wi (' spirits') and
tamate ('ghosts') of the Melanesians ; the crowd
of nameless yaku of the Veddas ; the amadhlozi
('spirits') of the Zulus; the 'above persons,'
'ground persons,' and 'under-water persons' of
the Blackfoot Indians ; the atua ('spirits') of the
Maoris ; the bhiita of Indian folk-belief ; the nats
of Burma

; the jok (spirits of long-dead ancestors)
of the Dinkas ; the ajihangak (' ghosts') and kilyi-
khamri (other spirits) of the Lengua ; the kenaima
of the tribes of Guiana

; the toh of the pagan tribes
of Borneo. Among higlier races there are such
collective groups as the shen (gods, spirits, and
ghosts) and the kioei (demons) of the Chinese ; the

daems^ of Zoroastrianism ; the anonymous groups
of spirits possessing only a generic name in ancient

Egypt ; the sprites or bogeys of Greece with a
generic rather than a personal name

;
or such a

group as ' the Seven ' demons of the Babylonians.
Any individual spirit in these groups would simply
be called by the generic name. But some of these

may come to be more clearly defined, or may be
summed up in one particular being. These would
then stand out above the others, and a definite,
personal name would be given them, or a more
definite being with a personal name might be in-
cluded in the collective group. Qat, the hero-god
of the Melanesians, is an outstanding vui. Among
the ' above persons

'

of the Blackfeet are Thunder
and Wind. The Dravidian tribes with, e.g., their
hosts of nameless tree -spirits know also of special
forest-gods, Baram or Sarna Burhl, evolved from
these. Among the bhfda there are individualized

examples with personal names. In Burma some
nats have attained to the dignity of a personal
name—nats of prominent trees or of the whole
forest. In China the shen include Heaven, Sun,
Moon, Thunder, Earth, etc., which stand out more
prominently than the great mass of the shen.

Among the Veddas the yaku of rocks and hill-tops
tend to become named, taking the name of the hill
which they inhabit. The yaku of important men
are occasionally remembered by name long after
their death.

4. Name and personality.—That the name has
come to be regarded as part if not the whole of the
personality in universal folk-belief is undoubted.
To know the proper name of a man, spirit, or god
inevitably gave one enormous power over these.

This, however, implies a certain amount of theoriz-

ing about the name, and it is probable that even
personal names existed before they were regarded
in tjhis light. Usener, followed by Hoft"ding,2 has
maintained that the transition from momentary
and special gods to gods who can properly be called

personal is signalized by tlie acquiring of proper
names. If this means th.it a god or a man has
no clearly marked and definite personality until he
acquires a personal name as distinct from an ad-

' C. G. and B. Z. Seligmann, The Veddas, Cambridge, 1911,
pp. 161, 275, 278.

- H. Hoffding, The Philosophp of Religion, p. 139 S.
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jectival name, it is certainly not true. There was
a period when men as well as spirits or gods Iiad no

personal names, and perhaps only very vague ad-

jectival names. Yet men had a real sense of their

own and of each other's personality, and this must
have been true also of their thought about spirits
or gods or worshipful beings. No doubt the per-
sonal name crystallizes the functions, character-

istics, and actions of a man, but the man is there
even before he is named, and others have a clear

idea of him as an acting and living personality.
Even Hoffding admits that ' the word serves to help
and support, to retain and to develop the results

won within the realm of ideas, but it cannot be
their exclusive cause.' ^ And, in fact, if the name
Avas first a descriptive epithet, referring to some
function or action or to the position of a spirit or

god or of a man, it is obvious that some definite

idea of these beings as personalities already existed.

Personality is doubtless a more or less fluid concep-
tion to the savage, as is seen by his belief in the

possibility of metamorphosis, yet that belief exists

where the personal name exists and where it is the

subject of the most stringent tabus. The groups
of spirits already referred to, with no individual
names but only a generic title, have functions and
characteristics which are clearly enough defined,
and they are conceived as personalities. Where
one of them has become pre-eminent and has re-

ceived a distinctive name, that name in the first

place would be descriptive of some characteristic in

which he was supposed to difi'er from the others.

But the characteristic no less than the name which
defined it is that which marks this spirit off from
all the others. That the conception of mana,
orenda, wakanda, and the like—impersonal power
called hy a descriptive name—is primitive and pre-
ceded the belief in beings to whom personality was
ascribed is unlikely. These are rather '

generaliza-
tions from many separate experiences,'^ What
man first believed in was a being or beings to

whom personality, however man first conceived it,

was given. That personality was not necessarily
in human form. It was described by an epithet,
which later became a personal name. Even thun-
der might be conceived as a being, a personality,
before the idea of an anthropomorphic Thunderer
arose. The nameless gods of the Pelasgians
had some personality, for they were regarded as

setting all things in order and distributing all

things—actions of a clearly personal kind.
Literature.—H. Hoffding:, The Philosophy of Religion, tr.

B. E. Mej'er, London, 1906; F. B. Jevons, An Introduction to

the Study of Comparative Religion, New York, 1908, ch. iv.,

Comparative Religion, Cambridge, 1913, ch. viii. ; H. Usener,
Gottemamen, Bonn, 1896. J. A. MacCullOCH,

NANAK.—Nanak, the founder of the Sikh sect,
is variouslj^ knoAvn as Guru Nanak, Baba Nanak,
and Nanak Shah, the word guru meaning

'

spiritual

preceptor,' bdbci signifying
' father' or ' one worthy

of reverence,' and shdh denoting
'

king
'

or '

chief,'
the first, moreover, being in origin Sanskrit and
the last two Hindi and Persian respectively, Avhile

all tiiree are commonly used to designate ascetics.

Guru Nanak, as we prefer to call him, was the first

of the ten gums of the Sikh community. Wherever
representations of him are found, he is invariably
shown as an old man with flowing white beard,
such an appearance being more in accordance with
his character for great wisdom than a more youth-
ful picture Mould iiave been.

I. Sources,—In writing an ordinary history the
liistorian sets about collecting materials with
which to form a connected narrative, and, gener-
ally speaking, it is not impossible, or even diificult,

1 P. 147 ; cf. P. B. Jevons, An Introd. to the Study of Com-
parative Religion, p. 131 f.

"J. Estlin Carpenter, Comparative Religion, London, 1913,
1>. 82.

to ascertain and state matters of fact with toler-

able accuracy. In the case of Nanak, however,
or any other of the Indian leaders of thought
whose life belongs to the dim past, it is a very
difi'erent thing. A number of janamsdkhls, or

biographies, oi the guru are available. These are

for the most part MSS in the Panjabi language
and in Gurmukhi chai'acters, which are peculiar to

Panjabi. The present writer has before him a

copy which, according to a statement on the final

page, was written in the city of Amritsar half a

century ago. The name of the scribe and the

amount charged for making the copy are also

stated, and the volume closes with the pious wish
that those who read and hear the sayings of Nanak
may have the gift of discipleship. At the begin-

ning of the MS there is a singular Introduction—a

description of a visit paid by Raja Janak, father

of Sita of ancient Hindu story, to the infernal

regions under the escort of Kaja Dhtlrm, who
corresponds to Pluto of the ancient Greeks. A
graphic account is given of the wretched condition

of the sinners in hell, and of the marvellous change
produced in that condition by a portion of St.

Raja Janak's merit being put to their account ;

they are set free not for one age only but for the

succeeding age as well, until the Kal Yug, the iron

age, the age of vice, which is the present. The
same Raja Janak came into the world in this age
in the person of Guru Nanak, that men, entering
his order, might be saved from the consequences of

their actions. Raja Janak is thus introduced to

the world again, and the author of thi'S, janamsCikhi
has thought it his duty, in order to glorify Guru
Nanak, to embellish his narrative with such

astounding and childish fables as would make
history impossible. This is disconcerting, but we
are not confined to that particular narrative ;

earlier janamsdkhls are available. E. Trumpp,
who, at the instance of the Government of India,
wrote a translation of the Granth Sdhib, as the

Sikhs call their book, made also a translation of a

janamsdkhi which he judged to date from the end
of the 16th or the beginning of the 17th century.
It is written in the characters in which the oldest

copy of the Granth Sdhib is written, and is signed

by the fifth guru. Guru Arjun, himself. In com-

parison with other and more modern copies it is

free from the miraculous element, and may, there-

fore, be considered more reliable than the rest.

M. A. Macaulifte {The Sikh Religion, Oxford,
19u9, Introd. p. Ixxxvi) tells us that he used a MS
which bore the date A.D. 1,588, just fifty years
after Nanak's death. Which of these two janam-
sdkhls is the older cannot, probably, be ascertained,
but they are both highly flavoured with fable, and
one or tAvo sentences in which Macaulille appraises
them throw the necessary light on their intrinsic

worth.
' We must premise that several of tlie details of this and of all

the current Jananisakhis appear to us to be simply setting:s for

the verses and sayings of Guru Nanak. His followeis and
admirers found dainty word-pictures in his compositions. They
considered under what circumstances the}' could have been

produced, and thus devised the framework of a biography in

which to exhibit them to the populace' (p. Ixxxvii).

Trumpp also indicates the direction in which
historical research is likely to be profitable. He
found, on comparing the old copy with current

MSS, that everything tliat appeared to throw a

dubious or unfavourable light on Nanak had been

left out, whereas other things, Avhich spoke of his

deification, had been interpolated. Ck)ser research

soon convinced him that the usual Sikh tradition

conceniing Nanak could by no means be trusted ;

he had reason enough to assume that tlie formation

of myths about tlieir first (jiiru had already pro-

gressed very far, notwithstanding that his life fell

altogether within the period of historical light, as
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among the rubbish of niiracnlous and often absurd

stories he could detect very few historical facts

that deserved credit. The man as he had him
before him in Iiis own words and sayings, as con-

tained in the Granth, would by no means agree
with what the miraculous stories had made of

him.
From this it is seen that the able translator of

the Granth Sahib had found the real man behind
the fictitious veil of fable. With respect to the

tales, he has only one opinion, and that is that

they are rubbish, but there is more in the janam-
sakhls' than tales which serve only to supply a

background for Nanak's sayings and to please the
multitude—there are the verses themselves, re-

garding some of which Trumpp says :

'The meetings and verbal contests with other Faqirs and
Shekhs, which are described at full length, are in themselves

very i)robable, but in other respects of no importance, except
that they give some hints to the mental development of Nanak '

(Zdi Granth, Prefatory Remarks, p. v).

Let US emphasize the exception.
For the study of the mental power and mental

growth of the Guru we have also the Granth Sahib.
G}-anth is simply the Sanskrit word for '

book,' and
Sahib is an Arabic word for

'

lord,' and this title of

the two combined is indicative of personality and
greatness, wisdom and power ; the Sikhs look on
this book as their lord, whom they must obey.
It is a collection in Panjabi, Hindi, and even

Persian, of moral poems and apothegms composed
and uttered by Guru Nanak and other religious
and philosophical teachers. It was compiled in

A.D. 1604. From its contents can be deduced a
fair conception of the development of religious
ideas from the 12th to the 16th cent., for the
various compositions in the book are those of

bhagats ('saints') scattered over that period, in-

cluding, of course. Guru Nanak. It shows to what
extent Nanak was indebted to his predecessors in

the Indian field of thought within those limits of

time, and how much their influence tended to bring
about the remarkable reformation that took place.
The Reformation had begun before his day. Nanak
was fourteen years older than Luther and died

eight years before him, and, when that great re-

former took his stand for truth at the Diet of

Worms, Nanak was in his humble way seeking to

guide the Indian people to the recognition of a

personal God. The Indian reformation was salva-
tion from atheism, and we may see in Nanak the

highest and best that it reached.
2. Life.—Baba Nanak was bom in the month of

Vaisakh (April-May), A.D. 1469, in the village of

Talwandl, now, owinf^ to his fame, known as

Nankana, about 30 miles south-west of Lahore.
He was born on a moonlight night when a watch
of the night remained. Celestial, 'unbeaten'
music was heard, which doubtless means that

auspicious omens in sounds and sights greeted the
arrival of the infant. He was named Nanak
Nirakarl or Niiahkari, i.e.

'

Nanak, servant of the
formless one.'

His father, Kalu, Khatri by caste and Vedi by
clan, was a small farmer, who had also the duties
of land-steward to perform to the owner of the

village, at that time Rae Bular, a Musalman
Rajput of the Bhatti tribe of Rajputs. It seems
that Kalu was a petty merchant as well as farmer
and land-steward. Nanak's early days were,
therefore, spent in the freedom of farm and village
life, and in close proximity to the boundless desert,
which must have had endless charms and possi-
bilities for him. As a boy he seems to have
exhibited remarkable talents. There was a mani-
fest difference between him and other lads, for,
while they were intent on the games that boys
usually delight in, he was immersed in meditation

on spiritual things. He was of a dreamy disposi-
tion, so that, to his discredit, it is recorded that he
lost everything that he took out of the house. This
caused his father great annoyance, which led him
to upbraid the priest who had on the occasion of

the bestowal of a name on the child declared that
the fame of his son would be like a canopy over
him. 'A fine canopy !

'

said Kalu.
At five he was able intelligently to talk about

the Vedas and other Hindu 3dstras. His father
took him to school and, the auspices being declared

good by the priest, he gave the customary presents
to the schoolmaster, and Nanak was admitted
Children have been known to read for their amuse-
ment at three, and, when the case of a boy of

eight is cited as being able to recite a thousand
lines of Virgil, we need not wonder that Nanak at
seven astonished his master when the following
incident occurred.

'

Sir,' said Nanak to his teacher,
' what have you learned that

3'ou may teach me ?
'

'I have learned all the branches of

knowledge,' replied the teacher ;

'
I have read the ^astras and

the Vedas,— I know arithmetic and book-keeping — I know
everything.'

'

All that kind of learning is utterly useless,' said

Nanak. '

Listen, Sir :

Burn worldly love, rub the ashes and make ink of it ; make of

faith the best kind of paper ;

Make the heart the pen, the intellect the writer
;

ask the
Guru and write the judgment ;

Write the Name and the praise thereof, write that which has
no end or limit.

Sir, if you are able to teach me this manner of knowledge, then
teach me.'

At the age of nine he learned Persian, and after a
time he left school. Then he consorted with sddhus
and faqirs, Hindu and Muhammadan mendicant
ascetics who frequented the desert. Being in their

company was much more to his mind than lierd-

ing cows or doing any other sort of farm labour;
indeed, he got into trouble over the herding of his

father's buffaloes, for he fell asleep at the border
of a wheat-field, which the herd entered and nearly
ruined. Other instances of a like nature are re-

corded of him, and at twelve he was no better, as
the following shows :

Broken-hearted, Kalii said to him,
'

Nanak, you have been
born in my house, and now that I am old my name is being
ruined. I am hopeless and utterly undone. First your sister

Nanaki was born and then you came, such as you are. I had
hoped that my name would live after me, but you have dis-

graced it during my lifetime.' Nanak was silent, then Kalu
said again, 'I am worn out and dying, and you say never a
word.'

When he was seventeen years old, the crisis came.
His father sent him to do a little trade, strictly

enjoining him to spend the twenty rupees with
which he entrusted him to advantage. Saying,
'

Father, forgive me this once, and you will see
what good purchases I shall make,' Nanak set out.

But, meeting a company of devotees, he spent all

the money on them, and, when he returned empty-
handed, the exasperated Kalu ' struck him a blow
on the left cheek with the right hand and a blow
on the right cheek with the left so violently that
Nanak's cheeks were instantly discoloured.'

It became evident to his relatives that he would
not settle down to any regular work in Talwandl ;

therefore the plan was conceived of sending him to

Sultanpur, in the district of Jalandhar, where his

sister, Nanaki, the wife of Jairam, lived. By this

time, however, he himself was married and had
two sons, Sri Chand and Lakhml Das. Leaving
his wife and children, he travelled to Sultanpur,
where, by the recommendation of his brother-in-

law, who was employed in the commissariat of

Nawab Daulat Khan, he obtained employment in

Government service as storekeeper. His wife,

Sulakhni, daughter of Mula, a Khatri of the same
profession as Kalu, and residing in Batala, a town
of the present District of Gurdaspur, had been
most unwilling that he should leave her, as is

told pathetically in the janamsdkht :
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The people of the house said that it would be good for him to

go ; perhaps his mind would become settled there. But hia wife

began to weep and said,
' Thou hast not shown thy love very

much in the past, and now that thou art leaving me perhaps
thou wilt not come back to me.' 'Sillj' one,' said Nanak,
'what were we doing here, and what shall we do there? I am
of no use to thee.' She rose and pleaded with him,

' When
thou didst sit in the house I thought myself queen of the whole
world, and now I shall not care to live.' Then the Guru was
touched and said,

' Do not grieve, every day thou shalt be

queen.' She said, 'My husband, I shall not remain behind,
take me with thee.' But the Baba said,

'
It is of the Lord that

I go. If I make a livelihood there, I will send for thee. Obey
my order.' Then she was silent.

At Sultanpur he devoted himself to his duties,
and did so well that his faithfulness was every-
where recognized. Of his earnings he employed a

part in supporting himself, and the rest he gave
away in God's name. Mardana, a village-musician
of the Dum class, professional players, came from
Talwandi to see him and stayed with him. The
duties of the day done, Nanak would make verses
and sing them while Mardana played the accom-

paniment. In the very early morning he bathed
in the Bein river. This over, he began the labours
of the day, and we can very well believe the truth
of the statement that, when, in weighing out

provisions, he came to the number 13, which in

Panjabi is terd, he would pause and mutter,
'

Tera,'
which has the meaning also of 'Thine,' i.e. 'I am
thine.' This is quite in accord with the Hindu
mind and the ascetic manner.
He seems to have had a peculiar experience in

Sultanpur. One day, while bathing, he remained

longer in the water than was usual, and whether
he had fallen into a state of semi-consciousness
while he was carried down by the stream, or

whether he had emerged and become absorbed in

meditation, is not known, but it is believed that
he saw a vision in which he was commanded to
' remain in the name, give alms, perform ablutions,

worship, and remember '

the Lord.
From this time we find him accompanying /ayir*,

except for an interval between two occasions when
his enemies accused him of squandering the money
of the Government. On both occasions the balance
of his accounts proved his thorough honesty, but
this annoying experience of suffering at the instance
of detractors determined him to have done with the
world altogether. Henceforth we know him only
as the itinerant bard preacher accompanied by his

musician Mardana, who plays the randb, or rebek,
an instrument of the nature of the violin.

The itinerancy of the Guru is divided into four

parts. He travelled east, south, north, and west,
and at last, returning to tlie bosom of his family in

Kartarpur, in the Jalandhar Duab, he passed away
in Oct. 1538.

It is not necessary to relate the incidents that
Guru Nanak's ardent followers have collated in

order to give the world a concrete narrative of his

life subsequent to his retiral from the office of

storekeeper, for their zeal has so far exceeded their

common sense that the relation of the incidents

alleged to have happened would detract from
Nanak's reputation for wisdom rather than add to

it. We prefer, therefore, to let these incidents

alone, with the remark that the framing of the
narrative (barring the miraculous element) and the
course of the various discourses and discussions on
religion are quite what one would expect among
Hindu sddhus or MuhammadanyaoZr^.

3. Doctrines.—Reviewing Guru Nanak's distinc-
tive position, Ave notice that his life as a preacher
of righteousness began with tlie trumpet blast,
'There is no Hindu and no Musalman.' He went
on to show that they were both false, and thus
incurred the odium of both. He fearlessly .attacked

idolatry, and, if he did not rise to a high degree
of spiritual enlightenment, we can only say that
Christian truth had not been conveyed to him.

He expressed himself in these selections from the
Granth :

' The True One is, O Nanak, and the True One will be.

True is the Lord, of a True Name, His love is infinitely

inexpressible.
O Father, how shall I write of it?'

Nanak had a sense of sin which was wanting in

the early teachers, and increased with the years.
' May on me, the sinner and vicious man, favour be bestowed.

Lord, be merciful to me that Nanak may cross.

1 am not chaste, nor truthful, nor learned ; foolish and
ignorant am I.

Nanak says,
"

I have done mean actions."
Save the sinner ! This is the prayer of Nanak, O my soul !

Covetousness is a dog, falsehood is a sweeper, living by
cheating is carrion,

To defame another is to touch filth, tale-bearing is fire,

wrath is an evil spirit.

I am a sinner. Thou alone art pure.
As full as the ocean is of water so many are mj' vices.

Bestow mercy, have compassion, cause the sinking stones to

cross.

The True, the Inapprehensible, the Infinite, Himself does all.

I am a sinner ; Thou art the Pardoner.'

The consequence of sin is not transmigration,
but punisiiment in hell ; the wicked at last '

sit

outside weeping,' 'are marched off and struck in

the face,'
' the sinner is beaten,'

'
is marched with

black face to Hell,'
'
is banished from the presence

of the Supreme Lord.'

The doctrine of the sinfulness of man and the

danger into which sin has brought him coincides

very much with what we regard as truth ;
and not

only so, but in Nanak's portion of the Granth,
as well as in the portion written by his Sikhs

('disciples') and successors, strong emphasis is also

laid on the doctrine of the necessity for a mediator :

'The Dhaul [white ox on which, according to the Hindus, the
world rests] is

Dharm [duty or religion], the Son of Daya [mercy].
Thy Name is the Supreme Spirit ; by taking Thy name a

man is saved from going to Hell.

Brother, the dangerous ocean of existence terrifies me ;
if

the True Guru be found, He who is friendly to man. He
conveys him across by virtue of the Name of the Lord.
O Nanak, that ocean is crossed by means of the True

Name, the King above kings.
The palace of my Lord is beautiful, adorned with gems.
His palace of pearls, diamonds and gold, is enchanting.
Without a ladder how shall I ascend to His castle?

The Guru is the ladder-
In the future world no question will be asked of him whose

companion the Guru, the Creator, is.

Without a boat there is no road on the sea.

The Guru is the boat.
Ik Aunkar. The True Name is the Creator, the Spirit with-

out fear, without enmity, a Timeless Being, the Gracious

Enlightener of Darkness.'

(The Sikhs themselves derive the word guru from the Sanskrit

root gri,
' to utter,' and they also give it a traditional significa-

tion, 'the darkness-enlightener' ; we therefore translate the

last expression in the opening invocation in the Granth as

above.)
'
If I abide within the Name, the Name comes and dwells in

my heart. Without the Guru there is darkness ; without
the Word there is no understanding. Death comes not
where the Infinite Word of the Guru is.'

Union with God is clothed in the language of

human love :

'
I have fallen asleep, my Beloved is awake. She who by the

True Guru is united to the Lord abides in devotion ; Love,
O Nanak, is her companion.'

Finally, what is the attitude of the saint towards
the world ?

' In the house from wliich thou must at death depart kill

thyself ;

He that dies by the Word [of the Guru] is dead ; he will not

die again.'

It is true that Guru Nanak in a few solitary

passages calls the world a play of the Creator :

' The play lasts to-day and to-morrow
'

;

but he declares also that there is a higher arena

beyond this passing show of earthly life :

' Whom thou unitest with Thyself he remains united ; having

gone he treads the true arena.'

If he says, as he does, that God is all in all

('Thou alone; Thou alone'), he also says, 'In the
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true Lonl are iill virtues; in us are all vices.' If

he saj'S that '

iluality sinks the boat's load," he but

seems to safeguard the truth of God's sovereignty,

and, lest man should presume to ascribe evil to the

nature of God, he insists on a virtuous life :

'Abandon vices and practise virtues, and thus acquire the

truth—lest ye repent
'

;

and he pathetically expresses his humility and

longing -when he says :

'

O, my Lord, who knows Thy qualities ? My vices cannot be
numbered.'

Guru Nanak was a seeker after God, and, as we
regard his thoughts concerning God and man and
the true guru who mediates between them, and
also his thoughts on deliverance from sin and misery
and the attainment of happiness by union with

God, we have no hesitation in declaring the con-

viction that, although he used the terms of the

philosophy of his day to declare the oneness and

greatness of God, yet the idea of God as a cold

apathetic abstraction never satisfied him. Although
it is now the fashion among the Sikhs to regard all

their gurus as the ' true guru' {sat gur), yet, when
pressed, they tell us that the true guru is God, and
the true guru of the Granth Sahib is not Nanak,
but is the Supreme, the gur-dev, the incarnation of

God, the sinless one, and it cannot fail to strike the
least observant reader of the Granth that the only
religion that can satisfy the aspirations of the Sikhs,
and disclose the identity of the sat gur, and that
claims to do so, is the Christian. Whether Nanak
was acquainted with Christian truth is a debated

question, but, whether he was or not, we must
allow that, being in some degree conversant with
the Muhammadan faith, he may have known some-

thing of the revelation of God in His Word, the
true teacher, God-incarnate, the Lord Jesus Christ.

LiTERATi-RE.—E. Trumpp, The Adi Granth, 1877, published
by the Government of India; M. A. Macauliffe, The Sikh
Religion, Oxford, 1909. J. \V. YOUNGSON.

NArAYAI^A.— I. Origin and meaning of the
name. — Narayana is an ancient and dignified

epithet which has been applied to various Hindu
gods. It is not the name of any distinct Hindu
divinity. The word is believed to be a patronymic,
derived from nara,

'

man,' so that it means ' son
of man,' but it is not known of whom it was
originallj^ used.
One of the hymns of the Eigveda,^ the subject

of which is the origin of the universe, attributes
the creation to the sacrifice of Purusa by the gods.
Purusa is conceived as a gigantic being in human
form, a primeval man. This poem, which is called
the Purusa-sukta, has exercised a great influence
on Hindu thought. It Avas incorporated in each of
the otlier three Vedas ; and the woidi purusa and a
number of the phrases of the hymn iiave formed
part of the theological language of Hinduism ever
since. It has been conjectured that the name
Narayana was coined as an epithet for Purusa

;

and the derivation of the word llts well into the

guess. In three passages in the Hataputha Brdh-
inana^ Purusa is definitely named Purusa Nara-
yana, and there is a clear reference in each case to
the Purusa-sukta. In the Kdtijdyana Srautasiitra ^

Narayana occurs as a patronymic of Purusa ; and
Katyaj-ana's Sarvdnukramani gives Narayana as
the name of the author of the Purusa-sukta.
The Mahdndrdyana Upanisad contains a lyrical
passage

'' which is reminiscent of the Purusa-sukta,
and uses Narayana as an epithet of Purusa. It is

noteworthy that all these works belong to the

Yaj'urveda. Further, throughout Hindu history
the word 'Narayana' seems to cany with it some
association, strong or weak, with the origin of the

1 X. 90.
3 XXIV. vii. 36.

2 XII. iii. 4. 1, XIII. vi. 1. 1, 2. 12.
4 See § 2(2)(6)l)elow.

world, and frequently also with the hymn which
celebrates Purusa. Thus far all the evidence
would le.ad us to conclude that Narayana was
coined to be an epithet of the gdgantic being who
is sacrihced in the Purusa-sukta, and that, when
it is used as a honorific title for some other god,
the purpose is to identify him with Purusa.

But, when we turn to the earliest occurrence
of the word in the literjiture, we meet a serious

difficulty. The word lirst occurs in a litany of

praise to eleven gods in the Maitrdya.nl Sathhitd^
of the Black Yajurveda. In one stanza of this

litany Purusa is used as a title of (§iva, and in

another Narayana is used as a title of Vi.snu. The
Black Yajurveda is a much earlier work than the

Satapatha Brdhmana (the book in which Narayana
occurs for the first time as an ei^ithet of Purusa),
and the facts just mentioned make it rather difficult

to believe that, when it was compiled, Narayana
was regarded as in any way attached to Purusa.

It would seem to be more consistent with all the
evidence to suppose that Narayana was an in-

dependent conception, the origin of which has
been lost, and that it was applied noAv to one now
to another divine being even in very early times.
The truth is, evidence does not exist to enable
us to decide the question of origin. Yet at an

early date it unquestionably became associated with
Purusa.
At a much later date a new derivation was

suggested for Narayana. In Hindu, as in Greek,
thought one of the earliest theories was that the
world had arisen from water. In the Taittii'iya
Sai'nhitd'^ of the Black Yajurveda we read :

' This universe was formerly water, fluid. On it Prajapati,
becoming wind, moved '

;

and the idea is repeated in innumerable passages
in the later literature. Then, somewhere about
the beginning of the Christian era, some one

suggested that it was Narayana who at the creation
moved on the waters, and suggested also that the
word was derived from ndrdh ('the waters are
called ndrdh, for they are sprung from Nara') and

ayana ('moving').* Henceforward most Hindu
writers prefer this secondary derivation of the
word.
To sum up : at all periods the name Narayana

suggests a personal spirit connected with creation.

It is frequently used so as to recall the Purusa-
sukta ; and in some cases it definitely stands for

Purusa. The direct origin of the word, viz. nara,
'man," is given less often than the fanciful ety-

mology from ndrdh + ayana,
' waters ' + '

moving.'
2. History of the use of the term.—The earliest

and most frequent use of the word is as an epithet
of Visnu ; but it is also applied to other divinities.

(I) As a title of Visnu.—(a) The veiy earliest

occurrence of the word, as we have already seen, is

in the Alaitrdyani Samhitd.* It occurs in a litany
in praise of eleven divinities, a litany for which
the Gdyatrl, the most famous of Hindu prayers,
has served as the model. Each stanza, devoted to

a single god, copies the rhythm of the Gdyatrl,
and repeats its leading words, while the name of

the god and two of his epithets help to fill up the

intervening spaces in the lines. We here reproduce
the stanzas in which Siva and Visnu are praised.
The italicized words are from the Gdyatrl :

' Tat Purusaya vidraahe ; Mahadevaya dhlmahi :

Tan no Rudrah prachodaydt.

Tat Ke^avaya vidmahe ; Narayanaya dhlmahi :

Tan no Visijuh prachodayat,'
' We know about Purusa ; let us think about Mahadeva :

May Rudra stimulate this in us.

We know about Ke^ava ;
let us think about Narayana :

May Vi?nu stimulate this in us.'

1 11. ix. 1. See § z (1) {a).
2 vii. i. 5. 1 ; Muir, i. 52.

3 See, e.g., Manu, i. 8-10 ; Muir, i. 35. 4 h. ix. i.
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It seems clear that this litany was a good deal

used in the schools of the Black Yajurvecla ; for

we find an echo of it in a later work belonging to

that Veda. See below (c).

The title Narayana, then, in this its very first

occnrrence, and at this very early date, is given to

Visnu.

(6) The title is also given to Visnu several times
in tiie earliest part of the Rdmdyana •,^ but, as

this poem has been seriously interpolated, it is

difficult to make certain that the lines are original.
If they are, they show that about 500 B.C. the
Vaisnavite sect was already accustomed to use

Narayana as an equivalent of Visnu.

(c) Narayana does not appear in the early prose

UjMnisads at all ; but it crops up in two passages
in one of the second group, the verse Upanisads.
In one of these it is an epithet of Visnu. In the

first chapter^ of the Mahdmlrdyana Upanisad,
which is ritualistic in character, the following-
modification of the verse quoted above from the

Maitrdi/cmi Samhitd occurs (words from the Gdyatrl
are again italicized) :

'

Nariiyana virtmahe
; Vasudevaya dhlmahi :

Tan no Visijuh prachodaydt,'

'We know about Narayana ; let us think about Vasudeva :

May Visnu stimulate this in us.'

One of our best scholars ^
gives the 3rd cent. B.C.

as the lowest possiljle chronological limit for this

Upanisad. The couplet is noticeable also as being
the earliest passage in Avhich Vasudeva is used as

an epithet of Visnu.

(d) Scholars believe that those parts of the Bdmd-
yana in which Rama is represented as an incarna-

tion of half the essence of V^isnu were composed
and added to the original epic about the 2nd cent.

B.C. It is noticeable that, in strict agreement with
tlie passage just quoted from the Mahdndrdyana
Upanisad, Visnu receives in these additions * both

Narayana and Vasudeva as titles.

(c) In the Bhagavad-Gitd, in which for the first

time the claim is made that Visnu is not one of the

crowd of Hindu divinities but the mighty All-soul,
the Brahman of the Upanisads, the word Narayana
does not appear at all. From this time forward,
however, all Vaisnavite literature claims that
Visnu alone is the Supreme, and uses Narayana as

one of his most honoured epithets. In this sense
it occurs very frequently in the Mahdbhdrata.
One section of the epic* is devoted to an exposi-
tion of the theology of the chief Vaisnavite sect of

the time, the Bhagavatas. In it Visnu is called

Narayana and Purnsa, and the section is called the

Ndrdya.nlya. So Narayana and Purusa are used
as titles of Visnu in a late passage interpolated
into the sixth book of the Rdmdyana,^ which may
belong to the same time.

Thereafter these names are used as titles of

Visnu in countless passages in every type of Vais-

nava literature.

(f) The late sectarian Upanisads attached to the
Atharvaveda,'' are in two groups: those which

represent Visnu as the All-god and those which

give Siva that place. In the former group the
Mahd Upanisad is perhaps the most important.
Here Visnu as the All-god is called Narayana and
Purusa. The same is true of tlie Vaisnavite Purd-
tias and the Pdmhardtra Samhitds.

In the chief Vaisnavite sect of S. India, the Sri-

Vaisnavas, the sectarian mantra runs, Oin namah
Ndrdyandya,

'
Oifa ! reverence to Narayana.'

Ikamanuja, who belonged to this sect, in his

famous commentary on the Veddntasutrns called

the &rl-bhdsya, constantly uses Narayana as an
1 II. vi. 1, IV. Ixvii. 3. 2 Verse 31.
3 A. U. Keith, in JHAS, 1908, p. 171.
* Rdmayana i. xiv. 4, xli. 2.
•' In tlie Mukahndkartna I'arvan. <"' Canto 119.
' See P. Deussen, Sechziy Upanii-had'sdes Veda, Leipzig, 1897.

equivalent of Visnu, and appeals frequently to the
Mahd Upanisad and the Siibdla Upanisad. as sruti

(i.e. revelation) in support of his claim that Visnu
is Brahman. 1

(2) Other uses.—Although the Vaisnavite sect

had in this way apjiiopriated the old title Narayana
for their own divinity, and were prepared to hold
it against all comers, other Hindus refused to

acknowledge that it was a necessary appanage of

Visnu.

(a) It is used as a title of Brahma, the old god of

creation, at the beginning of the Law-book ofManu -

and elsewhere.

(b) In the earliest Upanisads, which are in prose,
the main stream of the teaching tends to represent
Brahman, the Supreme, as impersonal ; and it is

only in occasional phrases that ideas which are con-

sistent only with a personal theology occur ; but
in the later Upanisads, which are in verse, there
is a considerable tendency to interpret Brahman
as personal. In the majority of these theistic

passages no divine name except Brahman is used ;

but in the SvetdSvatara Upanisad^ the sectarian

god Rudra is introduced to make the personal
character of the Supreme more vivid. Then, in

one of the latest of these verse treatises, the Mahd-
ndrdyana Upanisad, the name and the concept of

Purusa are used for the same purpose. The jias-

sage shows many traces of the Pnru.sa-suJcta. The
word ' Purusa '

is used once, but Narayana is used

eight times, clearly as an equivalent for Purusa,
This striking lyrical passage^ has given its name
to the whole work, the Great Ndrdydna Upanisad.

(c) As we have seen above (§2 (1) (c)), Narayana
occurs in another passage of this work as an epithet
of Visnu. As the Upanisad is a composite work,
the two sections are probably of distinct origin, so

that the variant use of the word need cause no

diflBcii]ty.

(d) Saiikaracharya, the gi'eat exponent of the
monistic form of the Vedanta, uses Narayana as

an equivalent for Brahman, the Supreme God of

the philosophy. Faced with Vaisnavites who
claimed that Visnu was Brahman, and Saivites

who claimed that Siva was Brahman, he declared
that neither claim was acceptable, since Brahman
was no sectarian god, but the impersonal Supreme
behind all phenomena and all gods. He uses

Narayana as an epithet of Brahman,® and will not
allow that it belongs to Visnu.

3. Among the Jains Narayana is the eighth of the
nine black Vasudevas, a group of mythical Tirthafi-

karas said to have lived in the Duhshamasushama
period.* In the Saddharma Punda rika, a Mahaj'ana
Buddhist work, the body of a bodhisattva is com-

pared with Narayana's body.'' Botli are clearly
reflexions from later Vaisnavism.

4. In modern India Narayana is universally re-

garded as a name of Visnu.
Literature.—This is cited throuf^hout the article. See also

O. Bohtlingk and R. Roth, Sanshnt-Wirrtfrhiicli, Petrograd,
1855-75 ;

and M. Bloomfield, Vedic Concordance, Harvard, 1906.

J. N. Farquhak.
NARBADA.—The Narbada, or Nerbudda (Skr.

Narmadd,
'

making happy '), one of the great
rivers of India, is traditionally regarded as the

boundary between Hindustan proper and the
Deccan—the Namnadios of the Periplus (J. W.
McCrintlle, Commerce and Navicjation of the

Erythrcvan Sea, Calcutta, 1879, p. 116). It rises

at Amarkantak (q.v.), and, after a westerly course

of about 800 miles, falls into tlie Arabian Sea. It

is specially associated with the cult of Siva, his

1 SBE xlviii. [1904] 229, 522, 537, etc.
2 i. S-10 ; Mnir, i. 35. -^ iii- 4, iv. 12. •• xi. 1-12.

B In his liha^ija to the Vednntasutras, SBE xxxiv. [1S90],

xxxviii. [lS!)(il.
6 Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson, Heart of Jainism, London, 1915,

p. 274.
7 SBE xxi. [1884] 397.
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symbol (bana, vdna lihgct], made of white quartz,

being found in its bed. The river is also known
as Rewaji,

' the flowing lord,' and bathing in its

waters is a potent mode of removing tabu or sin

pollution. The river priests rank its sanctity
above that of all other rivers. Freedom from sin,

they say, is gained by bathing for three years in

the Sarasvati (q.v.), for seven days in the Jumna
(q.v.), one daj' is sufficient for the Ganges (q.v.),

while the mere sight of the Narbada cleanses the

sinner. The local prophecy declared that the holi-

ness of the Ganges would cease in A.D. 1895, while

that of the Narbada would continue through all

the ages of the world ; the first part of this predic-

tion, in the opinion of the Ganges priests, has

certainly not been fulfilled. It is the desire of

many an orthodox Hindu that he may die on the
Narbada's banks, and the ashes of the dead are

brought from long distances and consigned to its

waters. Even the Ganges herself, it is said, comes
once a year in the form of a black cow and bathes
liere. On this day, which is observed as a festival,

the merit of bathing is double that of both the
rivers combined. The most noted places of

l)ilgrimage are Amarkantak, Omkar Mandhata,
and Chandod, which, if the Ganges gave way to

the Narbada, would become the southern Benares.
Few Hindus would dare to swear falsely, standing
in the river with a red flower garland round the

neck, and holding in the right hand some of the

holy water. Like all sacred rivers, the Narbada
resents being confined by a bridge, and more than
once her floods have caused loss of life, which is

said to have calmed her wrath.
Literature.—BG ii. [1877] 347 ff., vi. [1880] 6, 159 f., vii. [1883]

653, 559 f.
; Central Provinces Gazetteer, 1870, p. 346 ff. ; IGI

xviu. [1908] 375 ff. W. CROOKE,

NAs I K.—The town Nasik (said tobe derived from
Skr. nava-iikhd,

' nine peaks,' as it is supposed to be
built on nine hills), headquarters of the District of
that name in the Bombay Presidency, is a famous
place of pilgrimage, on the banks of the river
Godavari {q. v. ), about 30 miles from its source ;

lat. 19° 48' N. ; long. 73° 47' E. It is the Nasika
of Ptolemy (J. W. McCrindle, Ancient India as
described bu Ptolemy, Calcutta, 1885, p. 156). It
has been identified with the place visited by the
Buddhist pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang, and capital of

King Pulakesin li.
' Within and without the capital are five stupas to mark the

spots where the four past Buddhas walked and sat. . . . There
are, besides these, other stupas made of brick or stone, so many
that it would be difficult to name them all. Not far to the
south of the city is a safigh&rdma [monastery] in which is a stone
image of Kwan-tsz'-tsai B6dhisattva. Its spiritual powers ex-
tend (Jar and wide), so that many of those who have secretly
prayed to it have obtained their wishes' (S. Beal, Si-yxi-k'i,
London, 1884, ii. 257 ; BG i. pt. ii. [1896] 354 f. ; cf. V. A. Smith,
Early Hist, of India'), Oxford, 1914, p. 426).

The position of the group of Buddhist caves in the
vicinity, known as Pandu Lena, also points to the
sanctity of the place in Buddhist times. They are
.situated in an isolated hill about 5 miles S.S.W.
from the town. The caves are seventeen in number,
and form a small but very interesting group. The
great Chaitya cave is not so remarkable as others
of the same .series.

' But there are two Viharas, which are very far in advance of

any yet met with, and display in their facades a richness of
decoration quite unlike the modest exteriors of those excavated
before the Christian era. Notwithstanding this they all, except
Nos. ii. and xvii., belong to the Hinayana or first great division
of Buddliist caves, being devoid of images, or any representa-
tions of Buddha as an object of worship, or in fact of any of
those characteristics which marked the introduction of the
Mahayana theosophy

'

(Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples of
India, p. 266).

The Chaitj'a cave contains an inscription of Krsna-
raja, second king of the Andhra dynasty, w'hich
arose after the death of Asoka (c. 220 B.C. ; Smith,
p. 206). The series extends from this period down to

about A.D. 600. The place appears in Hindu tradi-
tion in connexion with the

story of Rama, who is

said to have spent part of his exile at Pahchavati, a
suburb north of the Godavari river, and many places
in the neighbourhood are associated w ith his adven-
tures. About the 11th or 12th cent. A.D. Jainism
seems to have prevailed here, and devotees of that
faith excavated the Chambhar caves and made
additions to the Pandu Lena group. But, though
it is a place of great sanctity, the Benares of W.
India, as it has been called, the existing Hindu
temples, most of which were built in the period of
Maratha rule, are not of much importance or

dignity. That of Somesvara, a form of Siva, at-

tracts numerous pilgrims, and one group of build-

ings is the work of the famous princess of Indor,
Ahalya Bai (A.D. 1750-1818), one of the great
temple-builders of modern times. Other note-

worthy shrines are those of Rama, known as Gora,
'

white,' to distinguish it from the Kala, or ' black '

Rama of Pafichavati ; a large temple dedicated to

Balaji, or the infant Krsna ; that of Siva as Til-

bhandesvar, so called because the liriga is believed
to grow yearly to the length of a grain of sesamum
{til) ; that of Vithoba, associated with Radha and
RukminI ; that of Siva Kapalesvara, the ' skull-

wearer' ; and that of Kala Ram or Sri Ramji, one
of the finest modern temples in W. India, iakta-

worship is represented by the shrine of Bhadra
Kali. In the bed of the Godavari are numerous
sacred bathing-places (<M-Ma)and holy pools(A;M?ic?a).
The holiest of all is known as Ramakunda, ' the

pool of Rama,' which is renowned for its purifying
properties. As, for the people of N. India, a
father's funeral rites are best performed at Gaya
(q.v.), so those of a mother are never so perfect as
when solemnized at Rama's pool in the Godavari.
Crowds of pilgrims are constantly arriving at the

place from all parts of W. India, Berar, the Nizam's
Dominions, the Central Provinces, and at the

greater feasts from even more distant places.
Their names are carefully recorded by the local

priests, known as ksetra upddhyaya,
' teachers of

the holy land.' The circuit of the temples and
holy places occupies three days. It also attracts
crowds of religious devotees, who in former
times caused much trouble to the authorities by
their turbulence. There is little evidence of Islam,
except a Jami Masjid, or cathedral mosque, partly
built from the ruins of Hindu temples.

Literature.—For the Buddhist caves see J. Fergrusson and
J. Burg-ess, The Cave Temples of India, London, 1880, p. 263 ff.

The place is described in BG xvi. [1883] 541 ff.
; IGI xviii. [1908]

*ioff. w. Crooke.

NASIR IBN KHUSRAU.—Abu Muin al-din
Nasir ibn Khusrau (in Persian, Nasir-i Khusrau)
was born in A.D. 1004 at Qubadiyan, a town lying
north-east of Balkh in the district of the upper
Oxus. The first forty years of his life are practi-
cally a blank as regards biographical information,
but it is clear that they were not wasted. Not

only
did he master the literary, scientific, and

philosophical learning of the age in all its various
branches, devoting particular attention to the

study of religions, but he also thought deeply on
the great questions which his ardent search after
truth impelled him to attempt to solve. For a

long time he could find no sure ground for belief,
and he seems to have consoled himself by indulg-
ing in the pleasures of wine. When he was forty-
two, he had a dream in consequence of which
he determined to make the pilgrimage to Mecca.
Having resigned his post—a secretaryship under
the Seljuq government— he set out for Mecca,
where he accomplished the immediate object of his

journey, and then travelled by land to Egypt,
arri\ing in Cairo in August, A.D. 1047. Here lie
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remained for two or three years. His homeward
journey was made in a leisurely fashion, and he

finally reached Merv in October, A.D. 1052. In
his Safarnamah (ed., with Fr. tr., C. Schefer, Paris,
1881) he has given us an entertaining and instruc-
tive account of his travels, which is of high value
as a contemporary description of W. Asia and
Egypt and is especially rich in topographical and
historical material (cf. G. Le Strange, Ndsir-i

Khusrau, Diary of a Journey through Syria and
Palestine, London, 1888). This work makes no
reference to the fact that during those seven years
the writer had passed through the spiritual crisis

of his life ; that, notwithstanding the five pilgrim-
ages which he performed in the course of that

time, he had ceased to be an orthodox Muslim
even in the most conventional sense ; and that the

promise,
' He who seeks shall find,' of the mysteri-

ous vision which sent him forth on his wanderings
had at last been fulfilled. Of his conversion we
unfortunately have no details, but the main facts
are clear. His visit to Cairo brought him into
contact with the esoteric doctrines of the Isma ills

or Bfitinis, a Shi'ite sect, of which the official head
was tiie reigning Fatimid sovereign, al-Mustansir

(A.D. 1035-1094). The Safarnamah draws a glow-
ing picture of the wealth, prosperity, and excellent
administration of Cairo under this enlightened
ruler. "While residing in the Egyptian capital,
Nasir-i Khusrau, who seems to have felt no diffi-

culty in admitting the claim of the Fatimids that

they were the legitimate descendants of 'Ali and
his wife Fatimah, the daughter of the Prophet,
became an Ismaili initiate, and he returned home
as an accredited missionary of the sect, with the
title of hujjat, which, though he commonly uses
it as a pen-name in his poems,

' denotes a real and
definite rank, comparaole to that of bishop, in
the Isma ill hierarchy

'

(E. G. Browne,
' Nasir-i

Khusrau, Poet, Traveller, and Propagandist,' in

JBAS, 1905, p. 333). On account of the persecu-
tion to Avhich he was subjected by the Sunnis of
Balkh and Nishapur, he retired to Yumgan, a
town in Badakhshan, where he founded the sect of
the Nasiriya, and died, at the age of eighty-four,
in A.D. 1088.

Besides the Sa/amdmah, which is in prose, the following
poetical works of Nasir-i Khusraulhave come down to us : (1) the
Diwdn, a collection' of odes (lithographed at Tabriz in a.d.

1864) ; (2) the Raiishana'i-ndmah, or ' Book of Light,' a philo-
sophical and ethical poem (ed. H. Eth6 with Germ, verse tr. in
ZDMG xxxiii. [1879] 645-665, and xxxiv. [1880] 428-464 and
617-642); (3) the Sa'ddat-ndmah, or 'Book of Felicity,' ethical
and didactic (ed. E. Fagnan with Fr. tr. in ZDMG xxxiv.
643-674); (4) the Zdd al-Mnsufirin, or 'Provision for Pilgrims,'
preserved in a unique MS in the Bibliothfeque Nationale in

Paris, which deals with the author's philosophical and religious
theories (concerning the spurious autobiography, which is

nothing but a conglomeration of fantastic legends, see E. G.
Browne, Literary History of Persia, ii. 218 f.).

It is not necessary to discuss the view formerly
held by some scholars that Na.sir-i Khusrau the
traveller and Nasir-i Khusrau the poet-philosopher
are two different individuals, since their identity
is proved by parallel passages which occur in the
Safar)id7iiah and the DlwCin (cf. Browne, Lit. Hist.
ii. 225 f.

; and Ethe, in ZDMG xxxiii. 647 f.).

While the poems of Nasir-i Khusrau contain a con-
siderable amount of specifically Ismaili doctrine,
there is also much that was originally derived from
other sources—e..7., Neo-PIatonism, the encyclopaj-
dia of the Ikliwan al-Safa, and the philosophical
writings of Avicenna and Farabi. In the Eausha-
ndl-ndmah (verse 163 f.) he expounds a .system of

cosmology, whicli may be summarized as follows :

God is beyond thought, unknowable in His essence, infinite,
imiuaterial, and visible only to the spiritual eye. It is wrong
to .say that God created the heavens and the earth ; plurality
cannot spring directly from the One. From Him proceeds
Universal Reason

; thence is born Universal Soul. The marriage
of these two brings into existence the Nine Si.lieres, which in
their turn produce the Four Elements

;
the Spheres and the

Elements are the fathers and mothers of the world of natural

things—mineral, vegetable, and animal. Each of the Spheres
has an intelligence and a soul, and their eternal revolution is

the cause of all good and evil fortune. Man is composed of
soul and body, substance and accident ; he has five outward
and five inward senses. Essentially he is a spirit, and it behoves
him, realizing his true nature, to return to God. The language
used by Nagir-i Khusrau in this part of the poem shows famili-

arity with Sufiistic ideas.
' Thou art a ray, as it were, of His Light ;

Cast off thy self-existence and become He !

'Tis the veil (of self) that separates thee, if thou seekest the
cause ;

Remove the veil and thou art He '

(verse 263 ff.).

In order to attain to union with God, the soul must first

acquire wisdom and virtue, which are the fruits of asceticism,
and its future lot depends on the measure of perfection
achieved. Paradise and hell are really states of the soul, ac-

cording as it is 'ripe' or 'raw.' Self-knowledge, above all, is

indispensable.
' Know thyself, for if thou knowest thyself,
Thou wilt know, of thyself, both good and eviL
Become acquainted with thine own being.
Then thou wilt be exalted over the crowd.
When thou knowest thyself, thou hast known all ;

That knowledge frees thee from every ill.

Thou knowest not thy true dignity : therefore thou art like

this;
Thou wilt see God if thou seest thyself.
The Nine Spheres and the Seven Planets are thy slaves,
Yet thou art indentured to thy body—oh, what a shame 1

Be a man 1 Bid farewell to sleep and food.
Travel, like a pilgrim, into thyself

'

(verse 339 ff.).

Among the more typically Isma'ili doctrines
which occur in the Diwdn and are enumerated by
Browne {Lit. Hist. ii. 231 f.) we may notice the

poet's insistence on the necessity of allegorical in-

terpretation {tdivll) as a means of rightly under-

standing the Qur'an, and his belief that the

privilege of revealing this interpretation is vested
in its divinely-appointed guardians, the imdms
of the Prophet's house ; his assertion that whoever
seeks to understand the principles of religion is

called a heretic (mulhid) ; and his allusions to the

mystical number seven and to the doctrine of the
asds (cf. ib. i. 408 f.).

Literature.—In addition to the references given in the
art., see H. Eth6, 'Nasir ibn Khusrau's Leben, Denken, und
Dichten' in Actes du VI^ Congrts intemat. des Orientalistes,

Leyden, 1883, ii. 171 f., and in GIrP ii. [1896-1904] 278 f. ; E. G.
Browne, Literary History of Persia, London, 1902-06, ii. 218 f.

A number of odes in Nadir's Diwdn have been translated into
German by H. Eth6 in GGN, 1882, p. 124 f. and ZDMG xxxvi.

[1882] 478 f. Reynold A. Nicholson.

NATS.—See Burma.

NATCHEZ.—This is the name of a tribe of

American Indians formerly residing on and near
St. Catherine's Creek close to the city of Natchez,
Miss., U.S.A., which perpetuates their name. The
meaning of the word is entirely unknown.

I. History.—Although there is some reason to suspect a
connexion between this tribe and the Quigaltam or Quigaltanqui
of the de Soto chroniclers, it first appears in the certain light
of history in 1682, when La Salle descended the Mississippi River
to its mouth. Iberville, during his first expedition to Louisiana
in 1699, did not go up the Mississippi as far as the Natchez,
though he heard a great deal about them from an interpreter
and has left us a list of their villages. A few months later the

missionary priests de Montigny and Davion stopped at the
Natchez towns in descending to the new French post at Biloxi,
and Iberville himself reached them a year later. De Montigny
established himself as missionary here at that time, but in less

than three months left to return to France. Another mission-

ary, St. Cosme, descended from the Illinois country to take his

place, and he continued to labour among the Natchez until late

in the year 1706, when he was killed by a war party of Chiti-

macha Indians when on his way to Mobile. From 1700 onwards
the Natchez received constant visits from parties of French

explorers and voyageurs ascending and descending the river,
and in 1713 a trading house was established among them. A
Natchez uprising in 1715 forced the abandonment of this tem-

porarily, but, after peace had been made, a palisaded fort was
built near by on the bluffs overlooking the Missi^siiipi and it

was named Fort Rosalie after the Duchess of I'ontcliartrain.

Storehouses ivere erected, settlers poured in, and Natchez soon

became one of the most flourishing posts in Louisiana. Between
1722 and 1724 there were petty wars with the Indians which
were soon settled, and the prosperity of the Natchez settlement

continued unabated until the autumn of 1729, when the famous
Natchez outbreak occurred. This had very likely been brewing
for some time, and English traders operating through the

Chickasaw are freely blamed for it, but it appears to have been
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precipitated by the hi^'h-handed, overbearing conduct of the

French governor of the post, F. Chopart. The uprising took

place on liSlh Xov. 1729, the post was completely destroyed, and

about 250 Frenchmen killed. The next year the Natchez were

attacked by the French and Choctaw, who recovered most of

the captives, but did very little damage besides. Early in 1731

Governor I'errier of Louisiana attacked the Natchez again in a

new fort which they had built on Hlack River to the west of the

Mississippi, and induced about 400 to surrender, whom he sold

as slaves in Santo Domingo. A bloody guerrilla war followed, in

which one notable success was won by St. Denis, commander of

the post of Natchitoches, though it was otherwise rather

disastrous for the French. In a few years, however, the

Natchez retired to the Chickasaw and Cherokee, and still later

those among the Chickasaw went over to the Creeks, where

they constituted a separate town for many years. The bands

among both Creeks and Cherokee retained their identity and
their language until after the southern Indians had been
removed to the west of the Mississippi. Even there a nucleus
remained for a long time, but to-day the Natchez among the

Creeks have been absorbed entirely by the larger tribe. Practi-

cally the same fate has befallen those who had cast in their

fortunes with the Cherokee, but fortunately three or four still

have sufficient command of their language for purposes of

recoi-d.

2. Mode of life.—In physical type the Natchez
diHered little apparently from the other southern

Indians, though in their personal habits and

general bearing they were—if we may trust early
writers—at a decided advantage.
The only article of male attire never dispensed

with was the breech-clout, made of a dressed deer-

skin passed between the legs and tucked under a
belt at either end. In colder weather or on dress

occasions they added a shirt made of two dressed

deer-skins, moccasins, and leggings, the last ex-

tending from the tliiglis, where they were fastened
to the belt witli thongs, to the moccasins, under
tlie upper edges of which they were inserted.

They were held in below the knee by means of

garters of bison hair usually ornamented with
beads or porcupine quills. Over all in the most
severe weather was throAvn a bison skin, dressed
with the hair on and tiie hair side turned inwards.
The summer dress of the women was a skirt which
extended from the waist to the knees. This was
originallj^ of deer-hide, of a native fabric woven
from the inner bark of the mulberry, or of feathers
woven into a netting of bass-bark, an old fish net,
or some similar article. In colder weather a kind
of mantle of the same material was added, which

passed over the left shoulder and under the right
arm. Boys wore no clothing at all until they were
twelve or thirteen. Girls went naked until eight
or ten, when they assumed a garment made of a

fringe of mulberry threads fastened to a cord about
the waist and extending to the ankles. After
contact with the Whites they first made their

garments in the old way but out of European
goods, and later adopted European clothing with-
out essential modification. The hair of the head
was cut or burned off above all the way round the

crown, only a single tress being left, which hung
over the left ear, and a few hairs for the attach-
ment of feathers. The women allowed their hair
to grow long and gathered it up in a netting of

mulberry threads into a kind of queue behind with
tassels at the end. Both sexes pulled out the hair
on all other parts of their bodies. Both also wore
necklaces of beads and pearls. The men wore
feathers on their heads, deer-bone bracelets round
their wrists, and iron, brass, or copper wire in
their ears, besides using fans of turkey feathers on
dress occasions. Spike-shaped ornaments of sliell

were worn in their ears by the women, and the
men suspended shell plates about tlieir necks. Red
paint, made by burning ochre, was liberally
employed by both sexes, and also blue, black, and
white paints. These paintings were probably in

part ceremonial and social as well as ornamental.
The women blackened their teeth with tobacco and
wood ashes. Men and women had their faces

tatued, and the women of the upper classes were

also tatued upon the body, but body tatuing was
indtilged in most extensively by the warriors, the

designs in their case representing noted feats

accomplished by them. They were in both lilack

and red. The foreheads of infants were artificially

compressed in the cradle.

The houses were either square or round, made of

a framework of hickory poles, interlaced with canes
which formed a backing for mud walls. Over the
latter were hung cane mats, then rows of grass in

bundles overlapping, and over all other mats.
Around the walls inside were platform beds raised
on stakes and covered with cane mats and bison
skins. They also had very low chairs or seats cut
out of one piece of wood. Mats and baskets of all

shapes and sizes, including large carrying baskets,

sifters, winnowers, etc., for reducing corn to meal,
were made out of cane, or rather out of its outer
skin. Some were double-woven, and they had

verj- good red, yellow, and black dyes with which
excellent designs were worked, though few speci-
mens have survived to the present time. Earthen
vessels of as diverse kinds w^ere also made, prob-
ably by the coil method, but they were not so suc-

cessful in this art as in basketry. The weaving of

mulberry-bark thread has been alluded to and also

featiier work and Avork with bison hair. Certain

nettles, opossum hair, and other substitutes were
resorted to. Skins were fastened in frames, the
hair was removed, and then they were softened and
whitened by rubbing with a flint and with deer
brains. Permanence was given to the acquired
softness by smoking them over fires of bison dung,
rotted wood, and ears of corn. Many of these
skins were beautifully painted in a variety of

colours, and they were also ornamented with

porcupine quills. Some of their knives were prob-

ably of flint, but the commonest kind was made
by splitting a very hard cane into four pieces.
Axes were of deep grey stones of fine grain. With
these, in conjunction with fire, they felled trees,
and shaped them into canoes, mortars for pounding
corn, and other necessaries. Rafts made of canes
served as temporary ferries.

3. Hunting and agriculture.
— The principal

animals hunted were the bear, deer, and bison.

The first-mentioned was generally sought out in a
hollow tree, driven from it by means of fire, and
then shot. Although his flesh was eaten to some
extent, he was jjarticularly sought on account of

his fat, which was melted and poured into skin

bags made out of the skins of deer taken off whole.
Deer were usually stalked by single hunters, who
provided themselves with stuffed deer heads, and
are said to have imitated the actions of this animal

very cleverly. Sometimes a hundred Indians
would go together and secure the deer alive by
means of a surround. In historic times bison were
not found very near the Natchez country, but the
Natchez periodically visited regions where they
were plentiful. Usually they attacked them by
stealth and in small parties. Turkeys were hunted
with dogs. Fish were shot with arrows, lanced,
or caught with hook and line. Certain kinds were

caught in bass nets as they ascended the Missis-

sippi. Part of the meat which they secured was
kept for a certain time by smoking on a scaffold

over the fire. The dog Avas the only domestic

animal, and they were exceedingly fond of it, but
it Avas of little practical use.

Meat Avas of far less economic importance to the

Natchez than corn ; of this they seem to have had
several varieties, most conspicuotis being the '

little

corn,' a kind of popcorn, and the flour corn. Their
sole agricultural implement Avas a bent hickory
stick, or the shoulder-blade of a bison set in a
Avooden handle. With these primitive mattocks

they cleared and avceded their fields, after which
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they made holes with their hands or with sticks

and deposited the seeds in them. The work Mas
done in common, the Held of each man being taken
in order. A number of dishes were made out of

corn, one half drink and half food like the sofki
of the Creek Indians, another of dry powdered
corn which could be carried long distances without

spoiling and in compact form. It was therefore

usually taken by war parties and on distant hunts.
The fruit or seeds of a certain kind of cane, bear-

ing at in-egular intervals, and that of two kinds
of grains, one growing wild, the other being
sliglitly cultivated, were also used. Marsh potatoes
were used in seasons of want. Beans and pumpkins
were among their cultivated plants. The principal
native fruit was the persimmon, out of which a
kind of bread, often spoken of by early travellers,
wa.s made. Peaches, figs, and water-melons were

early introduced by the Whites. Walnuts and
chestnuts were eaten to some extent, and probably,
like other tribes of the southern United States,
the Natcliez expressed oil from hickory nuts and
acorns, although notices of such usage seem to be

wanting from the pages of our authorities. Salt
Avas obtained from the salt licks in N. Louisiana.
Tobacco was cultivated and was of great cere-

monial importance. When they smoked, they
usually mixed it with dried sumac leaves in about

equal proportions.
4. Social customs.—It may be inferred from the

information furnished by du Pratz that, when a
woman was confined, she was forced to leave the
house and give birth to her child in a small hut

apart from other houses. The child was not put
on its feet until it was more than a year old, and
it was usually alloAved to suckle as long as it chose.

Training after the first few years of life was largely
in the hands of certain old men, who were probably
the oldest male members of tlie mother's clan or

family. The work of the men was war, the ball-

game, hunting, the performance of ceremonials,
the cutting of firewood, fishing, cultivating the
communal cornfields, at least part of the dressing
of skins, felling trees, making bows and arrows,
mattocks, and paddles, building houses, and taking
care of the tribal lore and legends. The women
carried in the wood which had been cut, brought
in the game and cooked it, had entire charge of

the house, made pots, baskets, garments of skin,

mulberry-bark, and feathers, spun the bison and

opossum iiair, and made mats and numerous otiier

things. Chastity before marriage was not valued,
and, indeed, the reverse is said to have been incul-

cated, but after marriage strict fidelity was de-

manded of the wife. We do not hear of severe

punishment being inflicted on adulterers such as

was usual among the Creeks ; divorce is said to

have been extremely rare.

When a man died, his relatives came to mourn
over him for an entire day. Tiien tliey arrayed
him in his finest garments, painted iiis face, and
ornamented him with feathers. Afterwards they
laid him in a grave in the earth, placing by his side

his arms, a kettle, and some provisions. For a
month his relatives went to the grave morning and
evening and wailed there, each mentioning the

relationship wliich existed between himself and
the dead man. The nearest relatives continued
this for tluee or four months, and during the same
period they had their hair cut or singed of!', ab-
stained from painting tlie body, and absented
themselves from all festivities. Tiie funei-al rites

observed on tlie deatli of a member of the ruling
Sun caste were very elaborate and imposing (see

below, § 7).

5. Games.— In ancient times tlie most popular
game among them was one called by early travellers
the '

chunky
'

game.

Two or more players participated. Each was provided with
a pole 15 or 16 ft. long and shaped like a letter F. One of them
then took a stone cylinder or roller about 3 ins. in diameter
by an inch in thickness, which he rolled alonjr on the ground,
and at the same time he and the other players threw their sticks
in the same direction, the object being to see whose stick lay
nearest when the roller, or 'chunky

'

stone, came to rest. The
'

chunky
'

game was the great gambling game, and while it was
in progress quantities of property changed hands.

On festive, or rather ceremonial, occasions thej'

played a game similar to lacrosse, but it was nearer
the form of that game in vogue among tlie southern
Indians generally, viz. the game in whicii two ball
sticks were used. The women played a game with
three pieces of cane which were treated like dice,
the canes being allowed to fall on the ground and
an account kept of those whicli fell convex side up.
The children amused themselves by knocking to
and fro a ball made of Spanish moss.

6. War.—War was an institution and was waged
largely for social advancement. War parties varied
in number from two or three to several Imndreds,
and participation in war expeditions was entirely
voluntary. A war leader invited volunteers by
setting up two red poles ornamented with red
feathers and reddened arrows and tomahawks.
When a sufficient number of warriors had presented
themselves, a drink was brewed from the Ilex

cassine, the ' black drink
'

of the traders, imbibed
in quantities, and again ejected, though du Pratz

says that this was preceded by a symbolic feast
in which dog meat occupied a conspicuous place.
After a speech by an old man and certain other

ceremonies, the party marched off into the woods
in single file. Some young men acted as scouts,
but sentinels were not ordinarily set at night. A
shaman accompanied each party, or at least each

party of any consequence, and a war bundle was
taken along and hung in their midst every night
from a red pole pointing towards the land of the

enemy. They attacked by stealth, killing the
adult men and carrying off the women and children.
Adult males were also captured, if possible, and
reserved for torture by fire in a square frame made
of poles, but not at a stake. If a Natchez woman
who had lost her husband took a fancy to one of

these devoted captives, however, she could claim
him in the place of her former spouse. After strik-

ing a blow the Natchez warriors scattered about
the place small tablets of wood marked with de-

signs indicating their tribe, their war leader, and
some other facts. The scalps of those who had
been killed were carried home and preserved along
with the scalps torn from those taken alive and
devoted to death. Each war party was accom-

panied by a bcrdache, a man who dressed and
acted like a woman. This individual cooked their

meals for them, and performed other such duties
about the camp. Sometimes, when war threatened
with a very powerful tribe, the entire nation con-

structed, or resorted to, a stockade made of trunks
of trees standing upright, interwoven with cross-

pieces or reinforced by other posts between the first

uprights, and having towers at intervals, besides

two to protect the gateway made by the overlap-

ping of the sides of the fort.

i'eace-making was a formal ceremony, in which
a pipe-stem ornamented with white feathers and

provided at one end with a stone pipe played .an

iinportiint part. This stem was called a ' calumet '

by the French, who were familiar with its use.

The war calumet, hung up by a war leader when

preparing for an expedition, was provided with red

feathers from the flamingo. Treaties of peace
sometimes resulted in alliances between small

tribes much reduced in war and some large tribe

whose effective force was thereby considerably
increased.

7. The Sun family system.—When first clearly
revealed to us the Natchez tribe consisted of nine
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towns, two of which had been adopted in the

manner just indicated. The remarkable thing
about tlieir social organization was the power
exercised by a certain family called Suns. This

family does not seem to have been large, one early
writer stating that there were eleven, another that

there were seventeen Suns, but perhaps they re-

ferred only to adult males. This family might be
called a caste, except that, unlike castes as we
know them elsewhere, marriage between the Suns
and the common people, instead of being prohibited,
was obligatory. The family was perpetuated in

the female line, the children of female Suns ahvays
being Suns. The royal blood had sufficient power
in the male line, however, to preserve a distinction

between the children and grandchildren of Suns
and the common people, two different grades of

nobility having been created for these children
and grandchildren. The exogamous nature of

this Sun clan suggests that it was really a
clan similar to those found among so many
primitive peoples, but the French writers upon
whom we are dependent mention no other clans
as existing in their time, although the late

descendants of the Natchez had them. Another
reason for exogamy may be found in the fact that
the wives and husbands of Suns, when these died,
were strangled to accompany them into the future
state of existence, while a Sun could on no account
be put to death. P'rom among these Suns the
Great Sun, or head civil chief, and the Great War
Leader were drawn. These men were treated with
great respect even by other members of the Sun
family, and by the common people they were
approached with the most abject servility. They
had a right to the property and labour of their

subjects, could have as many wives as they chose,
and add to or reduce the number at will. Their

authority even seems to have extended to the

power of life and death over their subjects, but it

probably made a great difference who the individual

happened to be. This paternalistic system seems
to have been reflected also in the various households
of the Natchez tribe, in which the oldest uncle had
very great authority. Nevertheless the head chief
was assisted by a council of old men who had con-
siderable influence, and in the course of Natchez
history we find the authority of certain village
chief.%endangering that of the real national head.
There were evidentl}' many official positions of
lesser consequence which we may surmise to have
been filled by the other members of the Sun family,
and by the two grades of nobles already mentioned.
It is important to observe, however, that the last
two grades were attainable not merely by birth but
by individual prowess or virtue, thus furnishing
the necessary medium for the utilization of such
talent as strayed into plebeian frames. Such
promotion was also bestowed upon parents who
strangled a child to accompany one of the Suns
to the world of spirits, and upon all those who
as.sisted in strangling the adult victims sacrificed
at that time.
The mortuary rites of a Sun, especially of one of

the chiefs of the nation, were elaborate, impressive,
and gruesome.
Thus on the death of the Tatuedserpent, the Great War Chief

of the Natchez, in thejear 1725, those in the house uttered loud
cries, which were immediately taken up and re-echoed throug-h-
out the village, while guns were discharg-ed to inform all the
other villages in succession of the sad event. At a signal from
the Great Sun water was dashed upon the fire in the house, and
an officer, going outside, uttered a howl, which was repeated
everywhere as a sign that all the fires were to be extinguished
in the same manner. This was done, however, because the
Great Sun had decided to die also, and he was persuaded by the
Frenchmen present to abandon this resolution. Meanwhile the
body of the deceased had been dressed in his finest clothing,
and surrounded by his various war honours. Food was offerJii
him at intervals. The wives of the deceased and all the others
who were to accompany him into the spirit-world rehearsed

their parts twice a day until the date fixed for the funeral.
When that day arrived, the body of the Tatued-serpent was
carried outside on a litter, borne round the house several times,
and then carried in spirals towards the temple. When this was
reached, the victims, who had followed, placed themselves on
mats and were immediately strangled to death with cords

passed about their necks, the ends being held by one person at
each side. The body of the Tatued-serpent was buried inside
the temple, his nearest relatives with him or just outside, and
those belonging to different villages in the temples there.

8. Religious ideas and practices.
—The common

religious ideas were like those current among
American peoples, and indeed among primitive
peoples, generally, such as have been denominated
under the general term ' animism ' but might per-

haps equally well have been called '

anthropomor-
phism.' Nevertheless, among the Natchez, a pecu-
liar cult had evolved in harmony with the unique
social organization of the tribe. Naturally a great
deal of this has been lost and much distorted by the
chroniclers upon whom we have to depend, but the
main outlines are plainly discernible. Above all

other deities was one who was particularly present
through the sun. According to du Pratz, the
native name of this being was Coyocop-chill( ^oyo-
kop shihl),

' the great spirit,' and under him were
a multitude of lesser spirits known as Coyocop-
techou {koyokop teshu), 'servant spirits.' The
name '

great spirit
'

at once suggests a possibility
of European influence in this conception, but,
whether the name was truly aboriginal or not, the

conception squares so perfectly with the Natchez
social organization that there is little doubt that
it is in the main genuine. The founder of the Sun
family, according to native myth, had himself come
from the sun with his wife, and had, like culture-
heroes everywhere, brought civil order out of chaos
and established the rites and usages of the Natchez
nation as they were to be ever after. He also
established the temple, and laid down regulations
for its maintenance. From him were descended the

family of the Suns, and hence it was that they
enjoyed the privileges of the demi-gods which in

theory they indeed were. This information is

given us by du Pratz, but a letter of the missionary
St. Cosme makes a most important addition to it.

He writes :

' The chiefs were regarded as spirits descended from a kind of
idol which they have in their temple and for which they have a

great respect. It is a stone statue inclosed in a wooden box.

They say that this is not properly the great spirit, but one of his

relatives whom he formerly sent into this place to be the master
of the earth ; but this chief became so terrible that he made
men die merely by his look ; that in order to prevent it he had
a cabin made for himself into which he entered and had himself

changed into a stone statue for fear that his flesh would be
corrupted in the earth.'

The temple was an oblong or square building in

the head village of the Natchez, separated from
the cabin of the Great Sun by an open plaza.
The dimensions are given by Charlevoix as 40 by
20 ft., and by du Pratz as 30 ft. each Avay. The
doorway faced east and upon the plaza, and on the
roof were three wooden birds looking in the same
direction. The southern third of the building was
cut off from the rest by an inside partition and
evidently contained the most sacred objects con-
nected with Natchez worship. In the middle
of the larger room burned a perpetual fire, which
the guardians of the temple kept alive, on pain
of death, by pushing three hickory logs progress-
ively inwards as they were consumed. The fire

smouldered rather than burned. Directly behind
this fire was a raised platform about 4 ft. high,
upon which the baskets carrying the bones of some
or the Suns were laid. Elsewhere were other
baskets used for the same purpose, and in addition
there are said to have been baskets containing
certain '

idols
'

or fetishes. A few carvings are
noted by some travellers, among them one of a
rattle-snake. In the inner sanctuary du Pratz
could make out only two carved planks, but there
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is every reason to believe that it was here that the
stone statue was preserved into which the Natchez
culture-hero had had himself transformed. Thus it

was only natural that the temple should be treated
witii much the same obeisances and cries as were
l)estowed upon the Suns. This was done by eacli

person who passed it. Tiie firstfruits of the year
were brought to it, and likewise the seed before it

Avas planted. Presents made to the nation were
offered here, displayed by the guardians of the

temple to the spirits, and then carried to the Great
Chief and by him distributed to the nation.
Besides the offerings to the temple, sacrifices of

small bits of food were made to the four cardinal

points by every Natchez before he would eat. On
certain days they painted their faces black and
fasted, and fasting was one of the ways by which
a man became a shaman, and brought on rain, or

accomplished other supernatural feats.

9. A theocratic State.—The Natchez State was
thus to all intents and purposes a theocracy. The
sun or a being associated with the sun was the

supreme deity. From it had come the culture-
hero who had established the Natchez organization.
Of immortal nature, this culture-hero had not

actually died, but had transformed himself into a
stone statue, and was still present with his people
in tliat form in the innermost recess of the temple.
Near him, symbolic of his solar character, burned
a perpetual fire, the fire below representing that
Avhich burned

eternally
above. And, finally, the

Natchez State was still in the hands of and under
the direction of the descendants of this founder,
and they, being of divine origin, received homage
almost like that of the deity himself.

10. Shamanism.—Control over the weather was
supposed to be in the possession of certain old men
who attempted to affect it by sympathetic magic.
Those who claimed to be able to drive away the
clouds were distinct from those who professed that

they could cause rain, and both again were in most
cases distinct from the real doctors, or medicine-
men. The latter sometimes prescribed medicines,
many of which were also known to the laity, but
more often they grappled with the disease by
means of fasting, dancing and singing about the
.sick man, smoking constantly, and making various
contortions of the body. The missionary Le Petit

says :

'

They have a little basket ia which they keep what they call

their spirits ; this ia to say, small roots of different kinds, heads
of owls, small parcels of hair of fallow deer, some teeth of

animals, some small stones or pebbles, and other similar trifles.'

Like shamans among all the other southern tribes,

they sometimes made cuts over the affected parts
with a flint and pretended to suck out the disease,
which then presented itself to the beholders as a

piece of wood, a straw, a piece of leather, and the
like.

11. Mythology.—Little of the ancient mythology
of the Natchez is preserved, but we are told that

they had a flood myth according to which all man-
kind were once destroyed by water except a very
few who saved themselves by fleeing to the top of a
mountain. All their lire had been extinguished,
therefore the cardinal bird went to heaven and
brouglit some new fire from there.

12. Eschatology.—Those Natchez who had lived
well and in accordance with the tribal regulations
looked forward to life after death in a beautiful

country well stocked with game, while those wlio
had not done so were supposed to be proportionally
miserable. According to one writer, they believed
in metempsychosis, but perhaps his statement was
a result of the mis\inder.standing of some totemic
idea.
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John K. Swanton.

NATIONALITY.—Nationality is that
quality

or complex of qualities in a group of persons which
combines them in a nation. The persons thus com-
bined may have the quality in different degrees.
This is shown by the ease with which some, as

compared with others, are detached from the
national group by the operation of other motives,
such as self-interest, common human friendliness,
and countervailing attachments of various sorts.

This tenacity of the quality as motive may also be

distinguished from its liveliness as idea and its

fervour as sentiment, and these two, moreover,
from one another. Ideality and emotionality mark,
and indeed constitute, the self-conscious stage of

the development of nationality. The quality of

tenacity is grounded rather in the strong personal
instincts of attachment and atiinity out of which
all consciousness of unity between persons grows.
Nationality is a fact long before there is any talk
of national ideals or national sentiment. But, with
the development of the society and the persons con
cerned in it, this consciousness of unity in the

group emerges, as part of growing self-conscious-

ness in the individuals. There dawns the concep-
tion of a national self, whose interests more or less

are identified with those of the individual self, and
more or less ought to be set above them. This
national self thus appears from the first as a double

object of affection—loved as we love ourselves

naturally, and to be loved even more fervently as
a matter of duty morally. Thus national senti-

ment grips human nature by both hands. By the
left liantl it allies itself to self-interest, personal
pride, and all the egoistic train, rejoicing the poor
man by the common wealth, exalting the mean
man by contemplation of the national glory. By
the right hand it swings to higher levels the
individual will—to the levels of disinterested

affection, self-devotion, cheerful acceptance of

social duty as the chief aim of individual life. The
sense of nationality differs from person to person,
not only in the degree of its tenacity, its ideality,
and its emotional fervour, but even more, and more
importantly, in respect of the relative strength of

the sellish and the moral impulses in it.

These distinctions do not, however, exhaust its

variety ; nor do they sutticiently explain the host
of occasions when it is with fair reason either

praised or blamed. Every complex sentiment—or,

to speak more precisely, every psychosis involving
ideas, instincts, and sentiments—has as many
variants as there are possible combinations of its

factors in all their varieties and degrees. Variety

especially attends the out-put of ideas and their

preservation in the development of the psychosis.
As the experiences of dillerent national groups,
and of ditlerei<t persons in eacli group, differ, so

the type of nationality in the group, and the par-
ticular manifestation of it in the person, will difler

correspondingly.
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Varieties of history and circumstance supply one
main clue to the varieties of nationality whicli

characterize diHerent nations. That tlie national

type itself, whether hased on racial or historical

considerations, afiects the variety of this element
in it would also seem to admit of no doubt. Nation-

ality can hardly feel quite the same in the lively

atmosphere of an imaginative race as in quarters
where wits move more slowly and ideas are more
rare. Yet there is some risk of error in exaggera-
ting these distinctions. The common character-

istics of human nature, as shown by our mutual

intelligibility, are great enough to overshadow the
effect of these minor varieties in the composition
of a property so universal as this.

One distinction stands out. however, as important
for discussion here. This is the distinction already
made between the moralizing and non-moralizing
elemeiits in the psychosis, and so between good,
bad, and inditlerent kinds of national sentiment.
With the development of this distinction history
and circumstance have much to do—so much,
indeed, that it would almost be true to say that
the character of the national sentiment can be
inferred from consideration of the national circum-

stances, past and present. This is only an example
of the general psychological truth that average
human nature on the whole responds to the claims
made upon it, adopts, or at least favours, the ideals
set before it, and falls in with the sentiments pre-

vailing in its company. Hence, when the nation
is poor, oppressed, or in danger, the call upon the
citizens for help, thrilling as it then is with evi-

dent reality, evokes a passion of self-sacrifice and
devotion : we have nationality at its most pictur-
esque and characteristic—almost at its best—con-
centi'ated upon the common resolve that the nation
shall live. The elements here are all noble : the
individual self of each citizen is strongly asserted,
in disregard of the interest of self, for the preserva-
tion of the jirime social good conceived as national
existence. To the consideration of this end as a

prime good we shall return presently. Assuming
its goodness, we have in the total situation the

supremely moral attitude of personal self-devotion
for a good social end. Compare the case of a
nation prosperous beyond all real need of more
wealth, honour, or security. Nationality here has
a part to play much less exacting, indeed, however
it be played, but much more likely to be played ill.

In the al)sence of any real claim on the citizens for
the preservation of the State, national instinct

may be dormant for the time. On the other hand,
it may easily enough be roused, and, in the absence
of high guiding ideals, it may naturally ally itself

with its primitive associates, the military anti-

foreign instincts. Sacrifices and efforts will then
be demanded for the remedying of fancied ills, the

strengthening of imaginary weak points, or the
further increase of national honour, security, and
wealtii with their inevitable accompaniment, taken
in this sense—the subjugation or humiliation of
others. Instead of a defensive we have in the latter
case an aggressive nationality ; and simultaneously
the spirit of self-devotion in the citizens is apt to
be largely

—not wholly—replaced by the desire of

personal gain from the effect of the national opera-
tions. Thus the motives lose their purity of per-
sonal virtue at the same time that the national end
becomes iniurious internationally. History rings
with the tale of nations to whom the beginning of
the end came thus. The prosperous nation is not,
however, bereft of good outlets for the national

spirit of hur citizens. No nation that the world has
ever seen has been so prosj)erous as to need no
labour of love within her boundaries for the improve-
ment of the condition of her people. Prosperity
has always been accompanied with abundance of

individual poverty ; ignorance, ill-health, and vice
are always with us ; the sum of knowledge is never

complete ; the national possibilities in art and
literature are always unsatisfied ; the ideals of the

perfect life remain ever unfulfilled. Public spirit
is the prime incentive to the fulfilment of these
ends. The national sense under good guidance
flows easily into such channels. A little reflexion
shows that attention to all matters of internal

development in a nation's life is of a piece with
the patriot's stern defence of her in arms ; it is

another kind of national self-preservation, the
maintenance of the body politic in health, by
action of the strong parts upon the weak so that
these also may live and serve. This is at once the

development of civic virtue in each and the estab-
lishment of profound organic unity in the whole.
The spectacle, however, of the prosperous nation

spending all its national spirit on the development
of its citizens, noble as it is, does not satisfy fully.
There is an analogy between the personality of per-
sons and the nationality of nations. A person
living alone might live rightly for self, but a very
imperfectly developed personality would be the
result—a moral and intellectual being starved for

lack of its proper sphere of action. Human per-
sons, as we know them, could not have come into
existence without human society. So also nations
could not have come into existence without contact
with each other ; the passion of mutual adherence
in the members of a nation, e.g. , is the counterpart
of a capacity for rivalry with, or even passionate
hostility to, an opposing group. The nations by
their commerce in peace and war have brought
each other into active existence. They stand side

by side as units distinct, possible foes, possible
friends, much as the prinutive men do ; and, just
as the elements of interpersonal virtue are in the
latter situation, so are the elements of international
virtue in the former. The personality of the man
is shown in his dealings with other persons, as
courteous or morose, frank or suspicious, just or

unjust, false or true. The character of the man is

determined in the estimation of his neighbours by
these signs. There is much that is analogous to
this in the relation of nations. And what analogy
suggests direct thinking confirms ; for it is certainly
the fact (1) that a nation becomes what it is, and
thus defines the character of its nationality, partly
by action and reaction between it and others, and
(2) that it is an object of national desire, in the
mind of the jjatriot who is the organ of such desire,
to bear a good character among the nations of the
world for justice, faith, and even courtesy.

If so much be admitted, the shallow pretence,
sometimes advanced in thoughtless sceptical mood,
that nations have no morals, no conscience, falls to

the ground. That there is such a thing as national
honour will not be denied, nor will any reader of

these pages be likely to argue that military honour
^

is the only meaning of the word. National honour
is the preser\ation of national character in the eyes
of the nations, and this end can be achieved only
by a national existence in accordance with the
character to be ascribed. So far, therefore, as the
desired character goes, nations have morals and
certainly have consciences. How far it goes is,

however, another question. The development cer-

tainly is not complete throughout the international

community.
None the less the ideal of national virtue inter-

nationally manifested, as something more than a
mere character for courage and treaty-faith, has

always had a strong hold on patriotic minds ; and
sometimes it has played a prominent part in the

1 This idea corresponds to the dueller's obsolete notion of

personal honour, which, however, long co-existed with the
true idea of honourable character that finall.y absorbed it.
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history of the nations. In the development of

this ideal consists the second part of the higher

f)atriotism

—that part, indeed, which more particu-

arly marks it as patriotism rather than as pure
humanitarianism. Under this lead the public
spirit of the good citizen—his nationality

—makes
eftbrts and sacrifices for a double end : (1) to pro-
mote the welfare and virtue of his State by reform
of institutions and development of persons witliin

its borders, and (2) to promote the development
of the liigher nationality by using his influence

to make his State internationally beneticent as

occasion occurs.

The latter, it should be noted, is an object
for the achievement of which a vigilant intelli-

gence is as necessary as a vigorous good-will.
Otherwise evil is apt to be done under the pretext
of good—a thing which other nations call hypo-
crisy ; it is not the same as individual hypocrisy,
since the men who achieve the evil are not gener-
ally the same as those who proclaim the good as

the national aim. At this stage of prosperous
national existence, indeed, when international
benelicence emerges more distinctly as an end, a

mingling of humility with sharp self-criticism is

needed to keep patriotic virtue pure. In dealings
with other nations, the haughtiness of professed
virtue without sympathy is, of course, the most
hateful of national vices. And this leads reflexion

to the core of the matter of international morality.
Good-fellowship between nations, as between per-
sons, depends only in part on tlie intention to act

beneficently. Sympathy and respect for others
are of its prime essence. The strong nation

intending beneficence, as well as good faith and
honour, fails to achieve and perhaps finally ceases
to desire that end, if it be deficient in national

fellow-feeling.
There is no room for doubt that distinction of

nationality is a present political fact of weighty
significance to be reckoned with in problems of
human intercourse. It is a first duty of the politi-
cal philosopher, and of the politician as such, to
understand this strong motive force in nations.
Nor is it less the business of the moralist and
teacher to understand its action in the development
of personal character, the uses, and more especially
the abuses, to which it can be put, according to the
ideals under which it is stimulated. A prior ques-
tion, however, may be raised, as to the ultimate
reasonableness of the national sense and its mor-

ality in relation to the ideal of universal human
brotherhood. Admitting that national sense is a

reality to be reckoned with in politics and utilized
in ethics, it may still be urged tliat it ought to be
transcended as civilization progresses, and that
the higher forces of reason and humanity ought to
be enlisted against its further development.
The consideration of this point requires a care-

ful analysis of the ideal which the national sense
subserves. What is it in the commonwealth of
the world that the nationality of nations makes
for? This, whatever it may be, is the ultimate
ideal of nationality, though between the national
ideas of different nations distinctions appear,
according to the development of the ideal in them
and according to the idiosyncrasies of race and
circumstance which colour its application. These
idiosyncrasies pertain in truth to the national type,
and so are to be viewed as associated with rather
than as qualifying the national ideal.

Human society originates in a multiplicity of
communities. Each community is a group of

persons united by ties of blood, traditions of
common interest, habits of common action, a
common language, and, most of all, mutual in-

telligibility. The members of such a group in-

stinctively hang together, connected by a many-
voL. IX.— 13

stranded bond of affections and affinities. The alien

appears to tliem as alien because his interests and
habits seem to be different, so that, even apart
from difference of language, they feel incapable
of imagining what he thinks or would be at.

Hence we have the primitive suspicion and the

civilized distaste for the typical alien as unintelli-

gible. The persons most free from this bias are

those of penetrating sympathetic insight ; and,
when this fraternizing tendency marks the racial

type, aliens are easily absorbed into the group.
Errant meinbers, on the other hand, lend them-
selves to absorption elsewhere in so far as they
are apt to make themselves intelligible in the
universal human sense. For common human
nature is in fact much the largest part of the
human nature of the average member of every
group.
With the inevitable conflicts that arise between

the groups, these higher errant tendencies, as well
as others less respectable, provoke a reaction.

Desertion to other groups becomes a crime, and
the idea of loyalty to the liome group as a neces-

sary virtue transforms the group of kindred into

a tribe or infant nation. We need not dwell on
the use of the chief or king and of the tribal deities

in this development. In actual history it is

associated for the most part with international

struggles in some form. The sense of nationality
thus developed is, therefore, at least in its primi-
tive form, a compound of social and anti-social

elements. That this primitive character is apt
to survive in more settled circumstances when
no longer called for we know from our everyday
experience of the anti-French, anti-German, anti-

Russian, and other destructive elements which
intertwine themselves from time to time with
British loyalty. That is what may be expected
from the origin of the virtue. It has grown, as

a matter of fact, from acts of hostility as well

as from instincts of faithful affection ; and it is

only by the further development of its social side

together with general humanitarian instinct that

it can be purified and preserved. On its positive
social side, however, it acts on the primitive as on

every society to weld a group of kindred into a
band of comrades, resolute to preserve their unity
by loyalty to the band. This is political union
and the beginning of conscious nationality.
As human life develops, the common conscious-

ness of each nation grows in interest and com-

plexity. Every event in national history, every
achievement in national literature, every reform
in the national institutions, the customs, traditions,

ways of thought, manners, even mannerisms—all

contribute to the sense of national unity. The
citizen from his youth up learns to love all the
dear familiar things that mark the common life,

learns also to be proud of and rejoice in them as in

some peculiar sense his own. Nor is it by the merit
of his country only that he is possessed. The
history, the literature, the glory of his nation, the

suffering also, even the shame and the crime,
affect him as of his inmost life. This is so less or

more, no doubt, but his nationality has reached its

developed consciousness in so far as it is so. Such
a citizen has passed the instinctive stage in which
men of common blood, habits, and interests hang
together ; he has passed also the merely political

stage in which they band themselves together of
deliberate intent and under pledge of mutual faith.

He has reached a further stage, the national stage

proper, in which he is conscious of the national

type as his, to be guarded, cherished, and developed
by him at all costs and as a precious privilege.
This stage is marked by concentration of attention

on the end which has been subserved indirectly
in the earlier stages, i.e. on the development and
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preservation of human types. These are types, of

persons and types of societies.

The loyal citizen of the developed kind, possessed

by a full sense of nationality, conceives the national

tyjie as a kind of person and also as a kind of

society of such persons. Many of the real persons
and much of the real society he may perceive to

be at present quite difi'erent. His ideal is likely,

indeed, to surpass the reality, as otherwise there

would be notliing to do or desire, no progress

possible, development at an end, no action called

for except that of defence in case of need. No
nation has ever yet reached such a stage, although
some have stagnated—and most of these have

decayed — because they acted as if they had
reached it. To our loyal citizen, however, we
may ascribe more sense of fact. It will be natural,

therefore, tiiat he shall find much fault with persons
and institutions as they are. This is inevitable if

he is earnest about realizing the national type as

the best, and is, at the same time, no blind idealist

to substitute imagining of what ou^ht to be for

faithful perceiving of what is. The oliud idealist

is a danger to the national development second

only to tlie contented realist who desires no im-

provement.
It may be instructive briefly to compare the

nationalist and imperialist ideals, treating both
as ideals with a view to the end which they imply.
Merely nationalistic imperialism, the motives of

which are territorial aggrandizement, political

supremacy, and monopoly of the world's industrial

resources, does not enter into this comparison.
The latter is but an extreme development of the
crude mediaeval nationalism centred in the constant
endeavour to get the better of others in the
division of material advantage. From time to
time the world suffers an outburst of this crude

spirit in some strong nation not come sufficiently
to consciousness of the higher nationality. To
other nations it is a menace : they are thrown
back on their instincts of material defence, in-

ternal progress everywhere being retarded for the
time. The imperialist ideal is not, however, this

tearing national selfishness, though it may be in-

voked to make the latter seem more humane.
A great nation, like Britain, France, or Germany,

conscious of its own national type as good, may
well give rise within its borders to the idea of

benefiting the world by imposing that type on all

whom it can reach. In a sense and up to a certain

point, great nations do this in respect of alien

immigrants who become naturalized within them,
though, if these be numerous, homogeneous, and
of marked racial type, it may become an anxious
question whether the cherished national type may
not itself be modified by them. The United States
offer on the whole the most striking example of
successful absorption of strangers on a large
scale.

It is another matter when an attempt is made to

impose the national ideal on other peoples from
without. The Roman empire, with its genuine
extension of Roman citizenship to the provincials,
is an example of success in this attempt. Yet in
the end it was a double failure. The Roman type
was in the long run blurred, though an ample
heritage, no doubt, of ideas and institutions re-
mained. The native development of the nations
that became provinces was arrested and their self-

reliance for the time being destroyed. So they
too went down before the fresh barbarian, and
their type also suffered eclipse. Thus the world
lost what it might have had—a Latin Italy and a
Celtic Gaul.

Let us view the matter, however, from the
modern standpoint. The attempt could not, of

course, be made with respect to another nation

existing as such, except in the absence of any
regard to the other nation's national sentiment as
a political and moral force. It would not be

possible for any of the great nations to absorb a
small European nation on any credible pretext
except that of national self-interest. The world
as it is now, therefore, can only for the most part
supply material so diverse racially from that of
the great nations that subjugation in some form—
not aksorption by real development—is the only
possible result. A few apparent exceptions, mostly
rather far-fetched, suggest themselves, the most
striking being that of the S. American Republics,
all or any of which might conceivably be merged
in the United States. But it is obvious that this

result, whether achieved by consent or by force,
could be maintained only by self-government on
the plan of the United States ; and under self-

government the S. American would not become
N. American at all : the difference of type would
remain, whatever might be said in favour of such
a powerful political alliance otherwise. The case
of the British and the Boers is a real case, and of

great real interest, though the scale is small.

Will the Boers take on the British type and

identify themselves in course of time with the
British nation ? Or will they, on the contrary,
absorb the British colonial avIio really does settle,
and develop an Africander national ideal under
the British flag 1 The nearness of race and funda-
mental identity of religion facilitate equally both
results. The causes of divergence are historical,
and self-government neutralizes their effect.

It should be noted that identity of flag by no
means argues unity of nation. The most service-

able idea of an empire would seem to be that of a

group of self-governing States under one central

government for a small number of purposes, prim-
arily that of defence and treaty-making. The
degiee of self-government may be greater or less,

and, even without political independence, nation-

ality in the higher sense remains unshaken so long
as the members of the group feel that they are a

separate nation and work to maintain and develop
their own national type. The dual State of

Austria-Hungary furnishes a striking historical

instance. The four nations of Great Britain and
Ireland also defy all attempts to ignore their in-

dividuality ; each in its own way asserts its own
distinctive traits, of language, history, literature,
and personality ; each claims more or less success-

fully some separateness of treatment relative to

difference of ideals and needs ;
each demands its

own birthright of being and becoming what it is

and believes it is meant to be. But the greatest
and most noted example is the British empire as

a whole, constituted as a union of self-goveining
States scattered round the Avorld.

The case of the Jews is unique and should be
mentioned apart. It is that of a nation strong,

capable, strictly cohesive, with no political aspira-
tions, relying exclusively on the bonds of race,

history, literature, and religious customs.
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NATURALISM.— I. Definition.—The words
'nature 'and 'natural' are used in a bewildering

Tariety of senses. Nearly every school of ethics

might claim that in some sense it expounded and
exalted the maxim,

' Live according to nature.'

In particular, this maxim is a convenient enough
summary of the ethical theories advanced by
Sophists, Stoics, Butler, and Spencer respectively—to mention no others. But in each of those cases

the same maxim is very differently understood.
So with the adjective 'natural.' To know what it

means in the phrase 'a natural law' is no help
towards understanding its significance in either
' the natural son

'

or ' the natural consequence.
'

' Be natural
'

is excellent advice, but by
' the

natural man ' we may mean with St. Paul the un-

regenerate. Similarly,
' naturalism

'

may be used
in different senses. The particular meaning varies

with what we oppose it to. Another complication
is that the ' naturalist

'

is not necessarily an
adherent of naturalism. The former term has now
acquired a very specific meaning ; it connotes one
who pursues a certain branch of study, not one
who holds a theory which can be called 'naturalism.'

For one who holds by naturalism there is no one-

word terra in the English language. The word
' naturalism

' was fairly often used in the 17th cent.

as descriptive of a certain type of theory, but fell

into disuse, and within the last quarter of a century
has been revived (cf. Ward, Naturalism and
Agnosticism, p. 20). We need not mention all the

vagaries in its usage. In its revived and modern

acceptation it means a certain type of Weltan-

schauung wliich has had its upholders ever since
the first rise of philosophy. It includes all types
of theory which rule or try to rule out of considera-

tion whatever is called
'

supernatural
'

or '

spiritual
'

or transcendent of experience. It attempts to

transcend materialism {q.v.). It is not easily dis-

tinguished from positivism {q.v.).
2. Historical survey.

—To wi-ite the history of

naturalism in any detail would be to transcribe

many pages from the history of philosophy. Here
we shall merely indicate its broad features.

Naturalism has always appeared at times when
the scientific spirit has awakened. It has always
been the outcome of enthusiasm for science. It

has always been due to an exaggerated apprecia-
tion of science and scientific method, which has
been oblivious of the limitations of science and
uncritical of its presuppositions.

In ancient Greece the scientific spirit arose in

opposition to the popular, naive, mythological, or

theological explanations of phenomena. It aimed
at giving a reasonable view of the world of nature

by discovering and setting forth certain simple and
intelligible principles or laws from which the whole

complex of phenomena might be deduced. Various

philosophers
—

e.g., the Sophists, Leucippus, Demo-
critus, Epicurus—developed a naturalism which
was either atheistic and materialistic or ignored
all supernatural and spiritual elements. Nature
in their view was self-contained and self-explana-

tory. Postulating only atoms in motion, the

philosopher could explain all phenomena. The
soul of man was only rarefied matter.

In mediaeval times the reign of ecclesiastical

authority was so absolute, and interest in natural

phenomena so small—the scientific sjjirit, so far as
it was awake, limiting itself almost exclusively to
the defining and marshalling in logical order of

dogmas—that it can scarcely be said that natural-
ism found any articulate expression.
Only with the revolt against authority and with

the development of reawakened interest in nature
which led to the birth of modern science do we find
once more a bold and thoroughgoing naturalism.
In the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries naturalism

on the whole was frankly materialistic and in

many cases atheistic, though in some instances
enthusiasm for nature led to a poetical and emotional

pantheism. The naturalistic position of this period
may not unfitly be summarized in the words of

the famous sentence with which Hume closes his

Enquiry concerning Human Understanding :

'
If we take in our hand any volume ; of divinity or school

metaphysics, for instance ; let us ask, Does it contain any
abstract reasoning concerning quantity or number V No. Does
it contain any experimental reasoning concerning matter of

fact and existence? No. Commit it then to the flames : For it

can contain nothing but sophistry and iliusion.'

The Darwinian theory of evolution gave natural-
ism a powerful fresh impetus. In conjunction with
the nebular hypothesis it seemed to explain fully
man and the world in which he finds himself. All

phenomena connected with them could be brought
under the categories of natural science, tabulated
and classified. Yet modern naturalism is in a
sense not so intolerant of the '

supernatural
'

as the
older was. The older was dogmatic in its denial
of the spiritual and dogmatic in its affirmation of

matter as the absolute reality. The modern is

in alliance with agnosticism, and studiously calls

attention to the fact that it neither affirms nor
denies anything

'

supernatural
'

; it is simply not
concerned with it. Whether this is a consistent

and reasonable attitude is, of course, a debatable

point. Again, modern naturalism appears anxious
to avoid the charge of materialism, which it pro-
fesses to transcend. Matter and spirit, it points
out, are only abstract conceptions, not substantial
realities. We know, and are concerned with, only
material phenomena and psychical phenomena.

' The fundamental doctrines of materialism, like those of

spiritualism and most other "isms," lie outside the limits of

philosophical enquiry. ... In itself it is of little moment
whether we express the phaenomena of matter in terms of spirit,
or the phaenomena of spirit in terms of matter : matter may be

regarded as a form of thought, thought may be regarded as a

property of matter—each statement has a certain relative truth
'

(T. H. Huxley, Collected Essays, London, 1893-94, i. 162, 164).

The attempt is thus made to make naturalism a
neutral monism neither materialistic nor spiritual-
istic. Whether it is really neutral we must con-

sider below.

3. The doctrines of naturalism.—Naturalism is

older than science, as we understand science, but
it is not older than the scientific spirit. Through-
out its long history its essential character has not
varied. Only the rise of modem science made it

surer of itself—more complete and imposing as a

system. Its aim has always been the laudable one
of explaining all phenomena in the simplest, most

intelligible fashion, of reducing the complex to

simple terms, and of exhibiting all things rising in

accordance with some universal principle or law to

whatever degree of complexity they may manifest.

It sets out to explain everything on the lowest

terms, with the fewest possible postulates of

agencies required for their production. Its rule is
'

Principia non sunt multiplicanda.' This, we may
say, is the first characteristic of naturalism—its

'reduction' of the complex to the simple, its

'explanation' of the higher in terms of the lower.

It has made an ambitious attempt to carry this

out completely, and is persuaded that it has
succeeded. Psychological phenomena may be ex-

plained in terms of physiology, physiological in

terms of chemistry, chemical in terms of jiliysics,

the physical all in terms of matter and motion.
That is the ultimate basis to which all things may
be reduced ; all phenomena, no matter m hat their

complexity, are simply phenomena exhibited by
matter in motion.

Next, naturalism holds that the complex arises

from the simple by a process of evolution. At no

stage has any outside, transcendent agency or

power been involved. In the whirling atoms of
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the iiriinal fire-mi^t lay all the promise and potency
of tlie development that was to come, alike the

light of netting suns and the thoughts that should

find it glorious. The whole development and dif-

ferentiation of the simple into the complex came
' of itself.' Any stage of world-development arises

exclusively from, and is conditioned by nothing
except, the stage that immediately precedes it.

Any phenomenon is fully exi>lained when what
precetled it has been discovered. This scientific
' cause

'

is the only kind of cause with which
naturalism will have anything to do. Everything
comes necessarily out of what goes before it.

Because of what precedes, it is what it is, and
could not be anything else. There are no final

causes. It is our sole concern to discover the
causes of things, not their reasons. Thus natui-al-

l^Hi^c ism takes a strictly mechanical view of the world
of nature. But what of consciousness and self-

consciousness ? What of will, choice, and moral

judgment? In the whole range of phenomena
these occupy but a small part, but it is the most
important part of all. In these questions we have
the real storm-centre of the naturalistic position,
and the point that calls for closest attention.
Naturalism is usually wUling to admit that it

cannot bridge the gulf between the physical and
the psychical, that in spite of its best elibrts at

explanation something of a riddle remains. But
its faith in the primacy of the physical remains
unshaken ; it is inclined to hint that, if only our

knowledge were more perfect than it is, we should
see that no gulf existed, that the continuity of all

phenomena whatsoever was unbroken. In the

present imperfect state of our science, naturalism

lays great weight on the theory of psycho-physical
parallelism. Every psychosis has its neurosis.

Every psychical phenomenon has its counterpart
in some corporeal process. To maintain its view
that every physical change is sufficiently accounted
for by the physical state that preceded, naturalism
concludes that the psychical is but an epipheno-
menon with no real determining influence upon
the physical. As the shadow reproduces the

changes of the real object, so is the psychic process
a shadow of the physical. The more psychology
is

'

associationist
' and '

sensationist,' the better
can the strict correspondence of psychical and
U^.liy^i^^^' ^^^ t.he dependence of the former on the
latter,"be exhibited. To identify the two classes
of phenomena is not possible ; hence naturalism
must conclude that it is simplest to assume Borne
unkno\vn unity connecting the two. Both are

aspects of one and the same fact. But vital and
psychical are secondary. They are determined by
cosmical mechanism ; it is not affected by them.
'The spiritual becomes the "epiphenomenal," a merely in-

cidental phosphorescence, so to say, that regularly accompanies
phj sical processes of a certain type and complexity

'

(J. Ward,
art.

'

Naturalism,' EBr^ xxxv. 88).

It follows that there is no such thing as the

autonomy of spirit, no freedom of the will, no
spontaneity to be attributed to reason. Reason in
some obscure way is the product of Nature. Nature
has somehow come to self-consciousness in man.
In the mind of man Nature has polished for herself
a mirror in which her phenomena are reflected, and
she is busy improving her mirror so that a clearer
reflexion is gradually being attained (cf. Ward,
Naturalism and Agnosticism, i. 22). The adherent
of naturalism, indeed, cannot deliy some activity
to reason, but its activity is narrowly circumscribed.
Its great function is to receive sense-impressions ;

thereafter it may be as active as it can, in associat-

ing and comparing them, though even in associating
them it is bound by laws which can be perceived
to have the same rigour and constancy as any
natural law.

According to naturalism, 'man is essentially a sensitive
subject, though able to reason about his sensations—that is, to
associate, compound, and compare them. He is supposed to be
built up of sense-perceptions associated with feelings of pleasure
and pain. Recipient of external impressions which persist in
idea and are accompanied by pleasure or pain on his part, and
thus followed by other ideas and impressions, man's mental con-
stitution is explained without attributing to reason any spon-
taneous or productive function

'

(Sorley, Ethics of Naturalism,
p. 16 f.).

Hence naturalism adopts with enthusiasm the

positivist view. All our knowledge is of pheno-
mena ; we have no concern with anything but
phenomena, and they are to be investigated ac-

cording to the methods which science has perfected.
Apart from the natural sciences we have no know-
ledge in the real sense. If they were only so
advanced as to be able to give us a perfect view of
all the phenomena of nature and all their inter-

relations at any moment, in their light we could
forecast accurately the whole future world-develop-
ment. To a being provided with a perfect science
the hairs of all heads would be numbered, and not
a sparrow could fall to the ground without his

knowledge (see E. du Bois-Reymond, Ueher die

Grenzen des Naturerkennens, Leipzig, 1884, p. 6,

quoted with similar statements in Ward, Natural-
ism and Agnosticism, i. 41). Metaphysical inquiries
as to entities such as '

matter,'
'

spirit,' and ' God '

are all needless and profitless. All that is usually
known as philosophy is to be discarded.

'

Philosophy itself, in all its highest speculations, is but a
more or less ingenious playing upon words. From Thales to

Hegel, verbal distinctions have always formed the ground of

Philosophy, and must ever do so as long as we attempt to pene-
trate the essence of things

'

(G. H. Lewes, Hist, of Philosophy^,
London, 1867, ii. 547).

The true philosophy has at last been discovered.
It is science.

' A new era has dawned. For the first time in history an Ex-
planation of the world, society, and man, is presented which is

thoroughly homogeneous, and at the same time thoroughly in

accordance with accurate knowledge : having the reach of an
all-embracing System, it condenses human knowledge into a

Doctrine, and co-ordinates all the methods by which that know-
ledge has been reached, and will in future be extended. . . .

Its basis is Science. ... Its superstructure is the hierarchy of
the sciences—i.e. that distribution and co-ordination of general
truths which transforms the scattered and independent sciences
into an organic whole wherein each part depends on all that pre-
cede, and determines all that succeed '

(tfc. ii. 690).

4. Criticism.—The primary 7?io<i/" of naturalism
is altogether praiseworthy. It vindicates the rights
of reason to inquire into phenomena and search for
an explanation of them. It reprobates a lazy
'

supernaturalism
' which lays fetters on the spirit

of inquiry, and declines the drudgerj' of trying to

understand the world in which man finds himself

by saying,
' All things are as they are by the will

of God, whose ways are past finding out.' Yet in
its fully developed form naturalism results in the
denial to reason of its rights, and imprisons man
in a dreary enough fatalism. It is all the more
difficult to criticize naturalism because many of its

exponents, and these the most popular, do not ad-
here consistently to a scientific precision of lan-

guage in setting forth their views. They often
seem to bring back with one hand what they have
put away with the other. In speaking of '

nature,'
e.g., they sometimes represent it quite anthropo-
morphically (cf. Otto, Nattiralismand Beligion, p.
24 ft'.). It is to be wished that they who would
reduce all things to mechanics would adopt
uniformly a machine-like precision of expression,
avoiding poetical imagery which, if interpreted
literally, would confute naturalism, and, whichever
way taken, is apt to be misleading.
We cannot here criticize naturalism in the full-

ness of detail required to confute it. We must
refer the reader to such books as Ward's Natural-
ism and Agnosticism, Otto's Naturalism and Re-

ligion, and the numerous answers to Haeckel's
works. We must be satisfied with indicating the
main points in which naturalism is vulnerable.
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First let us ask, Is naturalism really the neutral

monism that it professes to be? Does it in any
real sense transcend materialism ? In the essay
' On the Physical Basis of Life,' from which we
quoted above, Huxley says (Collected Essays, i.

159, 164) :

'

Any one who is acquainted with the history of science will

admit that its propfress has, in all ages, meant, and now more
than ever means, the extension of the provin(;e of what we call

matter and causation, and the concomitant banishment from
all regions of human thought of what we call spirit and spon-
taneity. ... As surely as every future grows out of past and

present, so will the physiology of the future gradually extend
the realm of matter and law until it is co-extensive with know-

ledge, with feeling, and with action. . . . There can be little

doubt, that the further science advances, the more extensively
and consistently will all the ph»nomena of Nature be repre-
sented by materialistic formulae and symbols.'

It is not obvious in what way a materialist

would desire to modify this statement. He might
conceivably say that that was exactly what he
meant by materialism. The fact seems to be that,
while the name ' materialism

'

is repudiated, and
some theories of the older materialists are discarded,

just as some old hypotheses of natural science

have been discarded, naturalism as a Weltanschau-

ung is in no essential way distinguishable from
materialism.
The most important points, however, to which

attention must be directed are : (1) the view which
naturalism takes of consciousness and will

; (2) its

denial of, or refusal to consider, teleology ; (3) the

rejection of metaphysics.
(1) As we have seen, naturalism regards con-

sciousness as epiphenomenal and the freedom of

the will as a delusion. All our knowledge is of

phenomena, and over the course of phenomena the

spirit can exercise no control; It is not difficult to

see that, if we carry this out strictly, we land in

absurdity. If the theory is to be consistent or

mean anything, it must hold that all the sequence
of physical processes can be explained from itself.

Everything is the necessary, inevitable result of

the physical phenomena that preceded. Shake-

speare's dramas, theories of naturalism, and their

refutation are all simply the necessary outcome of

the world-process, and as phenomena can be ex-

plained, with all the explanation about which we
need to inquire, witliout assigning any real effective

role to consciousness (cf. Otto, p. 346 f. ).
' We know only phenomena

'

; but what is meant
by a phenomenon ? It is a question of the utmost

importance, and it is safe to say that naturalism

pays little, if any, heed to it. It takes for granted
the uncritical ' realism

'

of ' the plain man,' accord-

ing to which in sense-perception (which is the
foundation of all knowledge of nature) we have
mirrored in the mind an image exactly correspond-
ing to a real object external to us. Naturalism
takes an external world for granted, and the

phenomena in which it is most interested are the

objects and the happenings in this external world,
of which knowledge is gained in sense-perception.
It forgets the simple truth that, strictly speaking,
we can know nothing but facts of consciousness ;

that an external world is an inference, the truth
of which cannot be '

scientifically
'

proved ; that

sense-perception is not a simple ultimate thing,
and that what we perceive is certainly not what
science shows to be the physical phenomenon which
results in perception, but an interpretation of, or
an inference from, it. We perceive, e.g., a tree,
but the physical phenomena whicli precede are

(a) ether waves striking the retina, (b) nerve-
vibrations. It turns out, then, that what we are

really in immediate relationship with is not '

pheno-
mena,' but what naturalism regards as secondary
and almost negligible, 'epiphenomena.' After all,
consciousness must be allowed a very real import-
ance, for the only world of nature that we can

examine is the world as it exists in consciousness.
That is the only world that we know, and the
statement that all things would be what they are,
were there no consciousness, is manifest nonsense.
Once again, let us consider science. Its greatest

glory admittedly lies in its marvellous generaliza-
tions, its far-reaching inductions. If science is to

confine itself strictly to the study of phenomena,
what justification can be found for any of its laws
and inductions? What right has it to make a
statement about '

all bodies
'

until it has examined
all ? None, save what can be provided by

'

epi-

phenomenal
'

reason.

Nor must it be forgotten that science deals in

abstractions and ideals. Each particular science

deals only with one aspect of phenomena ; no one
science nor all the sciences together can exhaust
all the concrete fullness of any object that they
investigate. Even the sciences that are almost

purely descriptive describe an ideal which includes
all that the members of the class have in common,
but leaves out points in which particular individuals
of the class may differ. It describes, e.g., the lion,

but to the description no particular lion may in all

respects conform, so that all that may be said of it

is included in the description. The lion described

by zoology is, in fact, an abstraction, an ideal.

But abstractions and ideals belong to the 'epi-

phenomenal.' Hence from many points of view
we perceive the vast and primary importance of

the despised 'spiritual.'
With regard now to the autonomy of spirit, it

may suffice to say, we have seen that facts of

consciousness are the fundamental realities with
which we have to deal, and every one will admit
that it is a fact of his consciousness that at his

will he can produce changes on phenomena—that
he has a real power of self-determination, and that

only so can moral distinctions have any meaning.
(2) Naturalism denies or at least ignores tele-

ology. It limits itself to the search for causes ; it

takes no account of reasons. If it did not insinuate
that there are no reasons and that to ask what is

the purpose, the meaning, of phenomena i> foolish

and altogether unnecessary, we should have no

quarrel with it on that account. But its view is

that a phenomenon is completely explained when
we have analyzed it into its component parts, re-

duced it to its simplest terms, and shown how it

came to be what it is. Now, when we have

analyzed a thing into its components and shown
how they came together, we have not really

' ex-

plained
'

it at all. We have explained its make ;

we have not explained itself. We have described

it—nothing more. Except in pure mathematics a
whole is greater than the sum of its parts, and
the wholeness of the whole is not explained by
enumerating its parts. It is evident that there
are many phenomena which are in any sense ' ex -

plained
'

only from a teleological point of view, and
that in their case the question, What is it for ?

or. Why is it as it is ? is of more interest and value
for its explanation than the query. How was it

produced ? or, How did it come to be what we find

it ? The only satisfying explanation of a piece of

machinery is an account of what it is for—what
it is meant to do. In comparison -with that, the

question. What is it made of ? or, How was it made ?

is of secondary importance. So with human actions

generally. We may surely ask, Why did he do it?

as legitimately as, How did he do it ? Tiiat >\ithin

a certain range final causes are operative is fact of

consciousness. Naturalism has no right to forbid

the inquiry as to whether they are operative every-

where, and must form an important part of the

explanation of the world-process. We are not

concerned here to show that nature exliibits pur-

posiveness. Our business is only to vindicate the
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legitimacy and importance ot such an inquiry.
Naturalism may confine itself to a mere descrip-
tion of the course of nature if it chooses. We
insist that it shall be left open to others, if they
choose, to try to satisfy the human craving for no
mere description, but explanation. And for ex-

planation the teleological point of view is' indis-

pensable.
(3) As to the rejection of metaphysics and the

proposed shelving of philosophy in favour of science,
we must refer the reader to the art. Positivism.
Suffice it here to say that science suggests questions
of perennial interest and great importance which
it itself has no means of answering, and that the
idea that science is the true philosophy is entirely
unscientific, inasmuch as, while there are many
particular sciences, there is no such thing as a
science which might co-ordinate them so as to

produce that superstructure described by Lewes
(see above).

LiTBRATrRB. — J. Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism,
London, 1899; R. Otto, Naturalism and Religion, Eng. tr.,

do. 1907 ; W. R. Sorley, On the Ethics of Naturalism, Edin-

burgh, 1S85 ; A. J. Balfour, The Foundations of Belief S,

London, 1901, Theism and Humanism, do. 1915 ; R. Eucken,
Life's Basis and Life's Ideal'^, Eng. tr., do. 1912 ; H. Berg-son,
Creative Evolution, Eng. tr., do. 1911. W. D. NiVEN.

NATURAL LAW.i— I. Different kinds of
scientific laws, and their nature. — The term
'law' is used in the natural sciences to denote

propositions of very various degrees of generality
and abstractness. The simplest, or crudest, type
of law is the statement of approximate uniformities
of co-existence or of sequence observed to obtain
between phenomena of much the same degree of
concreteness and of conceptual elaboration as tho.se

which form the objects of unscientific knowledge.
Laws of this type which refer to uniformities of

co-existence are but expressions of the elements
common to a class of phenomena which are at the
same time more or less similar and more or less

various. 'A law is nothing more than a docket
into which we collect phenomena which have
something in common '

(A. Hill, Introd. to Science,
London, 1900, p. 15) ; it states that the character
which such phenomena have in common belongs
to them all. Such laws express the results of

comparison and elementary classification. Those
of the same type which refer to uniformities of

sequence are also formulae in which multitudinous
phenomena are stripped of their variety, a^wJ are
reduced to unity, or more or less to identity ; but
they originate from generalizations of facts among
which succession and connexion in time are an
important consideration. Observation establishes,
for instance, that this and that metal plate, when
beaten with this or that rod, grows warm ; and,
when .'these particular facts are generalized into
' Concussion produces heat,' we have a simple,
approximate or inexact, empirical law, which is

but a general concept embracing similarly recur-

ring proces-ses, comparable with the class-concept,
such as that of 'mammal.' ' Laws of Nature are

nothing but generic concepts for the changes of
Nature '

(H. von Helmholtz, Physiol. Optik, Leip-
zig, 1866-67, p. 454).
The establishment of such laws as these, how-

ever, which are all of the form ' So far as we have
observed, A is related to B,' marks but the earli-

est stage of a science. As science develops, the
directly observed phenomenon, or the ' brute fact,'
is itself resolved into co-existences and successions ;

and so the relations expressed by the ' brute law '

are transformed into more complex relations be-
tween simpler phenomena. If laws of the first

1 See also the short introduction under the title Law (Natu-
ral), with the special application to psychologv', sociologry, eco-
nomics, and history.

type are rough inductions, purely empirical and
contingent, they are often afterwards shown to be

deducible, as particular cases, from more general
or higher laws. As science proceeds towards its

goal, the ' Nature ' with which it deals becomes
more and more abstract, because it is further con-

ceptually elaborated ; and the results of this pro-
cedure are visible in the higher laws with which
science, at its middle stage, is mostly concerned.
Thus Boyle's or Mariotte's law, that the volume
of a gas at constant temperature varies inversely
as the pressure upon it, introduces the notions of

pressure, temperature, and mass, which are not
matters of direct sense-experience in any empirical
observation of the behaviour of gases. These are

rather symbols, and the application of them to

concrete phenomena presupposes the adoption of

scientific theories. Moreover, it cannot be said of

symbols that they are ' true
'

or '
false

'

; they can

only be more or less suitable or convenient for a

given purpose. Symbolism, in fact, as well as

induction, enters into the higher laws of science.

Thus Newton's law of gravitation not only presup-
poses more elaborate classification and generaliza-
tion than does any law of the simpler kind
described above ; it difi'ers further in being more

conceptual, in introducing the idea of mutual
acceleration, which is of the nature of a symbol,
and in inventively associating this idea with the

concrete phenomena ; instead of being a mere in-

duction from Kepler's laws, it is rather a symboliza-
tion of them, involving the confident adoption of

the laws and hypotheses of dynamics.
H. Poincare (La Valeur lie la science^, Paris,

1909, p. 238 li'.) maintains that empirical laws can
often be resolved into two components : (1) a defini-

tion or convention, neither true nor false, but

convenient, which can never be verified or refuted

by experience, and (2) an empirical law rendering
the prediction of brute facts possible. The latter

component is always capable of revision in the

light of further discoveries, and the former is

erected into a '

principle,' which is of merely
economic value. The symbolic, or descrii)tive and

conceptual, element thus introduced into the higher
laws of science is generally too simple for the

complete representation of actuality ; hence it is

frequently found that there are circumstances in

which laws do not hold. Symbols used by science

are, indeed, sometimes avowedly fictitious, and laws
are in some cases rendered applicable to pheno-
mena only when quite unverifiable as.sumptions are

adopted. Laws of a very high degree of generality,
such as the principle of the parallelogram of forces,

are sometimes asserted by high autliorities not to

be geometrically derivable, but to be based on an

appeal to experience ; but, of course, verifiability
in experience can never be more than approximate.
To pass from such inevitable approximateness to

absolute exactness involves the invocation of a

principle
—the simplicity of Nature—which, again,

cannot be derived experimentally, but must be
assumed for convenience' sake.

The approximateness of every experimental law

has, indeed, been pressed by some physicists, especi-

ally of the French school, into a proof of their

provisional, arbitrary, and conventional nature.

So far as experimental observation, with its limita-

tions of accuracy, goes, we rather establish an in-

definite number of quantitative laws, all slightly
difl'erent ; and it is urged that the selection of

one among these—the simplest
—is a mere artifice.

But too much can easily be made of this approxi-
mateness of observatioix. Certainly it afibrds no

proof of the inexactness, but only room for theoretic

doubt, at best, of the exactness, of quantitative
laws ; and, on the other hand, if Nature herself

were always 'tending towards accuracy' rather
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than exactly determined, it is a question whetlier
some deviations from tlie mean of precise measure-
ments would not, on such a supposition, be wider
than they actually are, so that Nature's lack of

success in her attempts at exactitude would reveal
itself.

It has been pointed out that the higher, i.e. the

more general and abstract, and quantitative laws
of science presuppose theories, and that the intro-

duction of symbolic elements is essential for the

application of mathematics to physics. It may be
further remarked that laws and general theories

are alike presupposed in all quantitative measure-
ment—or at least whenever measurement of time

(the conceptual absolute time of physics) is con-

cerned.
2. The derivation of physical laws

; the validity
of the belief in universal law.—With respect to

the way in which we come to know laws, it will be
obvious that they are not among the data of

science or on the same level as observed facts.

This is not so plain in the case of the cruder,
the purely empirical and approximate, laws, as in

that of the higher, the quantitative, and more
abstract. But in neither case is the law per-
ceived like a phenomenon ; what are observed are

not laws but '

cases.' Laws do not state facts ; they
state relations, or at least standards or types to

which facts have been found to approximate. On
the other hand, scientific or physical laws, in that

they always refer to the actual or sensible world,
are not a priori or self-evident, like the laws of

thought. Pure thought is characterized by logical

necessity, and deals with universals ; facts are

particular and contingent. Yet in the ideal of

science, as conceived, e.g., by Kant, we have the

fusion of the actual and the necessary, the parti-
cular and the universal. If Kant's own theory of

knowledge be rejected, this ideal is not attained ;

M'e have, in actual science, no fusion of the

empirical and the rational, but only juxtaposition.
If there be science of the ideal type, as Kant too

hastily assumed there is, then it is true that there
must be epistemologically necessary presuppositions
of such science ; in other words, if phenomena are

wholly calculable, the processes of Nature and the
course of thought must alike be conditioned by
necessary connexion. Only the determined is

completely knowable. Innumerable instances of

particular and approximate uniformities naturally
engender, or psychologically cause, the belief in a
universal reign of law extending to the unknown
as well as to the observed ; but the psychological
cause of a belief is one thing, its epistemological
validity quite another. Law, in this wider sense,

possesses, as we have seen, no demonstrability, no
assured epistemological validity.

Such a reign of

law cannot be proved empirically, because experi-
ence can never furnish universal knowledge ; nor

deductively, because there is no self-evident or
a priori general truth from which it can be de-

duced. It is therefore a postulate—a necessary
presupposition, indeed—of ideal science ; but in

actual knowledge of Nature its validity is entirely
dependent on, and co-extensive with, the observed

applicability of law to the behaviour of phenomena.
Similarly, every particular law, being neither a
perceived entity nor a proposition deducible a
priori, possesses necessarily no further validity
than it has been actually observed to possess. In

any more extended sense it is but a postulate.
Indeed, every physical law of the higher type—
such as Newton's law of gravitation—including
conceptual symbolism as well as reference to con-
crete phenomena, originates as a hypothesis. Few
laws of Nature would be discovered by Bacon's
method of disinterestedly oollecting all the facts
and then eliciting their significant relations ; and

none at all would be discovered if experience were
wholly passive, or knowledge wholly the result of
mechanical association. The fruitful symbol and
the useful hypothesis are not found ready to hand,
or given with the phenomena observed, but are
invented—Newton's '

Hypotheses non lingo
'

not-

withstanding—and such invention, like all work of

creative genius, is intuitive rather than ratiocina-
tive. The pi'ogress of science from empirical facts
to laws, principles, and theories is by a struggle
for existence between hypotheses, and survival of

the fittest of them. Many perish for the one
which survives, even though scientific hypotheses
are perhaps never random guesses, and generally
are shrewd conjectures based on clues, and, as

such, are likely to emanate only from minds
scientifically informed and trained. The law,
then, is the successful hypothesis—the hypothesis,
which, together with its deduced consequences, tits

the facts or is
'

verified.'

Laws, like the conception of universal law, will
thus originate in the active selective mind of man.
And so it is sometimes represented that laws of

Nature are created, not discovered, and that there
is more truth in saying that man gives laws to

Nature than in saying that Nature prescribes laws
to man (see K. Pearson, The Grammar of Science^,

London, 1911, i. 86 f.). This would seem to be
an exaggeration, for 'creation' implies too much.
The particular form in which a law is expressed is

certainly a human creation, and the creation or

discovery
—whichever it be—of a law is due to the

inventive and selective activity of the human
mind. But it is also true that, unless Nature were
characterized by such and such constant relations,
and her phenomena were connected in a certain

way entirely independently of whether humanity
is cognizant of her regularity or not, it would not
be possible to fashion laws having scientific value.

We cannot dictate any laws to Nature, with

impunity, unless they already be her laws, i.e.

unless Nature be gesetzmdssig. Hence the laws of

Nature are not adequately described as creations,

though their verbal expression and their symbolical
associativeness are such.

If the mind be the lawgiver,
'
it gives nature no other laws

than such as nature would follow under the conditions it

fixes, and does actually follow, so far as these conditions are

realised, or are established for the sake of exiieriment
'

(A.

Riehl, Introd. to the Theory of Science and Metaphysics, Eng.
tr., London, 1894, p. 236).

It would seem better, then, to speak of physical
laws as ' discovered

'

rather than as ' created.'
LaAvs are nowadays regarded by men of science

as formulcB merely expressing observed results, as
characterized neither by universality (applicability
to the unobserved) nor by necessity ; they are
often said to be descriptions, not prescriptions or
enactments ; they are not entities

'

liinding Nature
fast in fate,' but provisional generalizations which

may be modified or superseded (in many cases, at

least) in the light of further knowledge. Of * laws
that never shall be broken '

actual science knows
nothing ; a broken law would be but a false or

incomplete description. Thus, J. Dewar, in an
address to the British Association, 1902, said :

'It is only the poverty of language and the necessity for

compendious expression that oblijjfe the man of science to
resort to metaphor and to speak of the laws of Nature. In reality
he does not pretend to formulate any laws for N.ature, since to-

do so would be to assume a knowledge of the inscrutable cause
from which alone such laws could emanate.'

At the same time, few men of science would

regard the significance of a physical law as

exhausted in its capacity briefly to summarize past
observations. Laws certainly imply also the belief

that their application extends to unobserved cases
—

e.g. , the future. They thus express probabilities,
and have been compared to guide-posts, which tell

us what to expect as a result of certain experiences.
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Laws state the relations of things, and these

relations are generally believed to be constant.

The validity of such belief cannot be demonstrated.

It would require an a priori premiss, and none
such is forthcoming. If the principle of uniformity
or the principle of induction could be demonstrated,
such a premiss would lie to hand ; in the absence

of demonstration for these principles, universal

law remains a postulate to be applied tentatively
and to be trusted with safety no further than it

has been found to be verified, and every particular
law expresses a probability. Some maintain that
the greater the number of cases in which the

principle of uniformitj' has been observed to hold,
the greater is the probability that it is universally
true, and that the probability (in the subjective
sense) amounts now to practical certainty ; others
affirm that, unless uniformity be first presupposed,
there is no basis for a theory of probability.

In any case, such necessity as would characterize

scientific law in the event of the principle of

uniformity being valid would remain contingent.
For before law can be universal, or the world

completely calculable from its past states, it must
be presupposed that the world is a closed system,
with no interference from without. Such a

negative cannot be proved. Hence the necessity
of law would remain hypothetical. A law can
never tell us positively what was or will be ; it

can only tell us what will be, provided certain
conditions are fulfilled, while we have no reason to

a.<sert that they will be fulfilled.

3. Reign of law in the actual world.—The as-

sumption of universal law, on the strength of such

uniformity as we can observe, is the more plausible
so long as we agree to regard the actual, concrete,
sensible world as identical with the highly abstract
and conceptual world to which advanced science
refers* This plausibility diminishes, however,
when necessary distinctions begin to be drawn
between the two worlds just mentioned. If mathe-
matical or quantitative laws seem to

'

apply
'

absolutely to the world of science, this may be due

partly to the fact that the world of science has
first been clipped to suit the laws. And this
would seem to be the case. In the first place, the

phenomena with which science deals are not the
concrete objects of sense-experience as such, but

conceptual constructions ; the sun, e.g., is replaced
by a perfecV sphere or by a point.

' The law always contains less than the fact itself, because it

does not reproduce the fact as a whole but only that aspect of
it which is important for us, the rest being either intentionally
or from necessity omitted' (E. Mach, Popular Scientific
Lectures, Chicago, 1898, p. 193>

So, if actuality 'obeys' law, it is yet more than
the law, and the law does not exhaust the truth
about it. There is more in the world of experi-
ence than can be contained in concepts and laws,
historical or irrational elements in knowledge and
in being which cannot be expressed in symbolic
science ; the world is not rationalizable without
Teniainder: 'reality is richer than thought,' as
Lotze often remarks. Science is not an adapta-
tion of thought to things, exclusively ; it is at
least as much an adaptation of things to a par-
ticular kind of thought. Science makes suitable

assumptions at the beginning of its process of

thought ; it impoverishes reality in order to get
under way at all

; it can proceed only by means of

highly artificial manipulation of the residue of

experience which it retains. Laws are after all

our account of Nature's doings or habits, not hers ;

and in interpreting her exclusively in the light of
them we may very easily perpetrate

' the psycho-
logist's fallacy.' If the world, as science has con-
structed it—and the world of science is undoubtedly
a construction—were a realm of law, a closed

.system, or a 'block universe,' the important

question remains. What is the relation of this

geometrical world, wherein all change is change
only of configuration and motion, to the actual
world of experience ? That the scientific schema-
tism applies to it is at least partially true, for ex-

perience has hitherto found it to be so. That the
actual world is such a schematism, such a mechan-
ism, and no more, is not thereby proved. The
whole structure of science, and the means by
which it has put together its law-governed, largely

conceptual, and symbolic world, show that there
is at least room for escape from any such view.

And this brings us to the question of the meta-

physical and theological interpretation of the fact

that Nature seems to be more or less a realm of

law.

4. Metaphysical and theological interpretation
of the reign of law.—Various views on this

question can here be but briefly indicated, without
discussion.

Finality cannot be philosophically reached until

the problem of our knowledge of the external
world is solved. Much depends on whether the

realistic or the idealistic theory of perception of

physical reality is valid. The issue is also depen-
dent on whether a pluralistic or a theistic view of

the world can be established.

Thus, if the primary properties of matter be
alone 'real,' and if they are perceived

'

diaphan-

ously,' if, further, mind, including logically ordered

thought, can be regarded as caused or determined

by matter in motion, then it would seem to follow

that the world is a mechanism behaving according
to necessary relations between its elements, a realm
of rigid law, of complete calculability. If, on the

other hand, there is no ultimate duality between
the subject and object of experience, either apart
from the other being a mere abstraction, and if

real activity belongs to the subject, then it is easy
to construct a spiritualistic world in which con-

formity of things to law implies the '

greeting of

spirit by spirit,' in which possibly there is a God
who 'geometrizes,' and which, if there be not such
an Intelligence behind it, is intelligent itself.

From this point of vieM', spiritualistic pluralism
and theistic monism remain as alternatives. Ac-

cording to the former of these theories, the con-

formity of Nature to law would be the expression
of habit, of behaviour consolidated into routine, on
the part of the monads or spiritual units of which
the world is composed, and would constitute Nature
as naturata, in contrast with the new beginnings,
or incalculable activities not as yet crystallized
into consilient habits—Nattira naturans. Theism
is consistent with such pluralism, save that the

plurality would be regarded as not absolute, but

as embraced by one supreme Being giving a unity
to the whole Avhich the partly clashing interests of

the many would not completely achieve. In this

case Nature's uniformity would ultimately be the

expression of what Leibniz called coustunie de

Dieu, a system of law capable of being altered by
Him, a system by Him and for Him. The necessity
in law would be rational necessity, not an exhibi-

tion of blind fate
;
laws of Nature would be, as

Newton and Berkeley held, thoughts of God. As
teleology denotes expression of purpose, a world
characterized by such complete determination as

is contemplated in ideal science (science as con-

ceived by Kant) would be perfectly consistent

with teleology, and a system of law merely a
means to the attainment of a divine end.

5. The functions of 'laws' in science.—A few
words remain to be said with regard to the pur-

poses which the discovery and use of laws are said

to fulfil in the natural sciences.

The conception of natural law is, of course,

teleological, and is derived from that of juridical
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laM. As only that which conforms to law, or is

characterized by uniformity and determination,
can be completely known in the scientific sense,
and predicted or calculated, law is a condition of

the existence of science. Laws are sought, then,
witii a view to making Nature scientifically in-

telligible, and therefore are instruments for the
satisfaction of human interests, and especially of
the need to act. Intelligibility, from the point of

view of science—though not necessarily from that
of philosophy, which takes a wider outlook—in-

volves calculability ; and this in turn involves the
elimination of quality, and its replacement by the

quantitative. The world has to be mutilated and
simplified, as we have seen, before science can deal

quantitatively with it, and the formulation of

laws is a means to this end.

Physicists of the positivist and nominalist
schools are inclined to see the sole function of law
in economical or brief summarizing of past experi-
ence :

' To save the labour of instruction and of acquisition, concise,

abridged description is sought. This is really all that natural
laws are

'

(Mach, p. 193).

According to this view, laws are conceptual de-

.scriptions of how things change, resumes of the
routine of perceptions ; and the necessity which we
associate with the conception of law is said to lie

in the Morld of conceptions (e.g., in the theory of

mechanics), and to be illogically transferred to the
world of perception. The theory of knowledge of

which this view (maintained, e.g., by Pearson in

The Grammar of Science) is the outcome, is based

upon a confounding of the two distinct senses
borne by the term 'sensation,' viz. (1) the object
apprehended by sense, and (2) the process or act of

conscious apprehension ; and it seems to many to

be committed to idealism of the solipsistic type,
through failing to recognize the important distinc-

tion between individual or private experience and

the universal experience due to intersubjective
intercourse.
On the other hand, it is maintained in some

quarters that laws are explanations of the world
rather than merely symbolical descriptions of

experience.
'

Physico-mechanical laws are, as it were, the telescope of our

spiritual eye, which can penetrate into the deepest night of

time, past and to come '

(von Helmholtz, Pop. Lectures on

Scientific Subjects, Eng. tr., London, 1893, i. 168).

Laws analyze phenomena into their real elements,
are universals (if hypothetical), and claim uni-

versal validity. As a quality is an irrational surd,
and as change is deemed inexplicable save as

change of motion, laws aim at the establishment
of purely quantitative relations ; and the causal

law, as used in science, approximates inevitably
towards a statement of identity, expressed in

equations. This view seems to mistake the abs-

traction for the noumenal reality, and, in aiming
at a realistic account of what goes on behind

phenomenal appearance, to overreach itself and
to leave us with a purely kinematic, and therefore

a purely conceptual, world. Perhaps the failure

of both these extreme types of doctrine as to the
nature of law and of science in general indicates

that ' law '

is not an ultimate category, that the
cosmos is not capable of being adequately or com-

prehensively described or explained in terms of

law, and that law itself has a teleological implica-
tion as well as a teleological origin.
Literature.—Besides the works referred to in the art. the

following may be consulted : E. Meyerson, Identity et rialiti-,

Paris, 1912 ; A. Ray, La TMorie de la physique, do. 1907 ;

P. E>uhem, La Theorie physique : son objet
et sa structure, do.

1906 ; J. Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism^, London, 1903.

F. R. Tennant.
NATURAL RELIGION.—See Enlighten-

ment, Deism, Cambridge Platonists. "^ '"

NATURAL SELECTION.—See Evolution
(Biological).

NATURE.
Primitive (J. A. MacCulloch), p. 201.

American (J. N. B. Hewitt), p. 207.

Babylonian.—See 'Semitic'
Buddhist (L. de la Vall^e Poussin), p. 209.

Celtic—See Celts.
Chinese.— See Cosmogony and Cosmology

(Chinese).
Christian (T. Rees), p. 210.

Egyptian (J. Baikie), p. 217.

Greek (L. R. Farnell), p. 221.

Hebrew and Jewish.
—See ' Semitic'

NATURE (Primitive and Savage).—"Whatever

opinions may be held regarding the relation of

animals to external nature, there can be no doubt
that it has been an object of interest to man since

his earliest existence as man. This is seen in the
existence of so many myths regarding the pheno-
mena of nature. These are found not only among
savages, but in the lore of more civilized men, as

well as in the mythologies of the higher religions.

Everywhere man sought to know the origin of

things, and suggested explanations for all the

things which he observed, from the daily course of

the sun in the heavens to the markings or colours
of beast or bird. Sometimes he personalized the

parts or phenomena of nature, i.e. regarded them
as living beings.' He also constantly tended to

bring his divine or worshipful beings into relation

with nature, whether as makers or creators of

things, as the producers of, e.g., rain or thunder,
1 This isdifTerent from personification (q.v.), the idea of a per-

sonal being more or less separate from that which he personifies.

Hindu (A. S. Geden), p. 227.

Japanese (M. Revon), p. 233.

Lettish, Lithuanian, and Old Prussian (E.

Welsford), p. 240.

Muhammadan (D. S. Margoliouth), p. 242.

Persian (E. Lehmann), p. 244.

Roman (W. S. Fox), p. 244.

Semitic (A. S. Carrier), p. 249.

Slavic (E. Welsford), p. 252.

Teutonic (E. Welsford), p. 253.

or as the ultimate destroyers of the world. The
whole phenomenon of nature-worship in all its

aspects shows again that man felt a strong bond

uniting him to nature, wliich he sought either to

strengthen or to loosen, according as he considered
nature or the powers behind it friendly or hostile

to him. The conditions of modern life are so

different from those of the savage or of early man
that we can with diflBculty imagine what nature
meant to them. Yet it must be obvious that men
living in the closest touch with nature, inmiedi-

ately exposed to its hazards or rigours, directly

benefiting by its agencies, and depending upon it

without any intermediate agent for shelter and

food, must have been quickened by it and stirred

by thoughts concerning it, such as are foreign to

niore sophisticated life. To some extent this is

also true of the peasant, with Avhom much of the

earlier attitude persists and much of the older lore

remains in spite of other influences at work upon
him. The mythologies and the poetry of poly-
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theistic races of a higher type are ricli in evidence
of tlie love, respect, or fear of man for nature.

Poetry everywhere has found in nature some of

the most valuable sources of its inspiration and

subjects of its interpretation. It teems with

descriptions of nature, or with analogies drawn
from its workings or its scenes. Sometimes, with
more mystical writers, it regards nature as a

symbol of spiritual verities, 'a living garment of

God.' So, too, piiilosopliy and science have sought
to pierce its secrets, or philosophy, joining hands
with religion, has sometimes regarded it as divine
or a mode of the divine existence. Theistic thought
has always shown the keenest interest in nature,
as even a superficial acquaintance with the OT
or with modern Christian thought would show.
Nature's attraction for men is, in fact, perennial,
whether as a thing of beauty, a restful consoler of

heart and mind, a suggestive symbol, or a bafHing
mystery. They will go to it directly or they will

study it under the guidance of an Emerson or a
Wordsworth—the greatest of all those who have
entered reveiently into its inmost sanctuary.

I. Theories of nature-worship.—The subject of

this article is in the main that of nature and its

phenomena as objects of worship to savage and to

more civilized men. There is no doubt that nature-

worship is a thing of very ancient date, and that it

has entered largely into most forms of religion
and continued to affect those which sought to
shake themselves free of its influence. Some,
indeed, have held that nature-worship, in some
shape or form, was the earliest aspect of religion.
But, quite apart from what may be said on the
side of animism as one of the origins of religion

—
though this is now more and more set aside—it is

hardly likely tliat the particular forms of nature-

worship claimed as the beginnings of religion or
the reasons alleged for regarding them as worship-
ful by such writers as Max Miiller or von Hartmann
are true to fact. It is impossible for any one to
tell what was man's religion in the very beginning,
but man may have had religious aspirations or

may have worsliipped gods before he turned to
nature as the .source of worshipful objects or as

affording satisfaction to his deeper longings. The
high gods of even the lowest savages do not appear
to be dependent on nature or to have been evolved
from a personification of any part of nature or
from nature-spirits. They appear to be ' older
than any beast-god or god of the natural elements.' ^

Puluga, the Andaman high god, invisible, im-
mortal, and the cause of all things, lives in the

sky, and thunder is his voice, yet there is nothing
to show that he is a personification of one or the
other.'' This is also true of the Australian high
gods, who also are sky-dwellers. Indeed, such
races as these can hardly be said to worship nature
at all.' Certainly they do not worship the sky,
and, though they have sun- and moon-myths in

plenty, and though sun and moon are personified,
they are not worshii)ped. The Fuegians know of a
being described as ' a great black man . . . wander-
ing about the woods and mountains,' who is aware
of man's conduct and punishes certain wrong
actions, but he does not appear to be a nature-

spirit.* Even the evil spirits of the woods and of
the sea and their progeny known to the Anda-
manese seem to be dwellers in those regions, not

personifications of them.' They are not propiti-
ated, and are self-created and immortal, and inde-

1 A. Lftng, Uyth, Ritual, and Religion^, London, 1906, ii.

210.
•i E. H. Man, JAI xii. [188.!] 158

; cf. art. Andamakb, § 3, for

Puluga as fundamentally a storm-god.
3 See God (Primitive and Savage).
* R. Fitzroy, Narratii^ of the Voyages of the Adventure and

Beagle, London, 1839, ii. 180.
•"' Man, p. 159.

pendent of Puluga. Among the Veddas, another
low race, there is nothing but a cult of ancestral

ghosts, or yaku, sometimes vaguely attached to

forest-glades, rocks, and hill-tops, but not derived
from these. Sun, moon, and heavenly bodies are
not worshipped, though the former are personal-
ized.' Indeed, it is but rarely that among the
lowest savages a direct worship of nature can be
found, the reverence for the creative being or the
cult of ghosts existing instead. There are excep-
tions, as with the Bushmen, who, besides knowing
and praying to Cagn, tlie creator, addressed also
the sun, moon, and stars,

^ and the Hottentots, who,
besides a cult of divine beings, known as Tsui
Goab and Heitsi Eibib, and of ancestors, have cere-

monies at new and full moon and at the rising
of the Pleiades, and ofier

'

religious honours and
invocations' to the moon.^ Again, the cult of

ghosts and ancestors may exist apart from nature-

worship, and owes nothing to it, though it may
influence it in various ways (§ 2) ; and, though
tribal or tutelary gods may sometimes be nature-

Sowers,
this is by no means always the case,

[ature- worship is, in fact, but one of several forms
of religion, and it is not necessarily the earliest or

antecedent form.
2. Origin of nature-worship.

—In con.'^idering
the origin of nature-worship, it may be well to

dismiss from our minds theories of animism or of

mnna. The objects or powers of nature—rivers,

mountains, thunder, wind—as first viewed by man
were or possessed, in his view, exactly what he
himself was or possessed, whether that was inana,

soul, or neither. They were simply regarded as

alive in the sense in which he regarded himself as

being. This must be the answer to the question,
How did man regard nature and natural objects
and forces around him? He knew himself alive, a

being or person, one who moved and acted, who
did things, and he probably saw in tlie things
around him, especially in those which moved or

did things, or in those which in any way suggested
life, a reflexion of his own personality, greater or
less. The things around him had varying capabili-

ties, varying spheres of action, where action was
concerned. Some Avere in motion—the river, the

clouds, the sun and moon, the trees swayed by the
wind. Some were vast entities—a huge tree, a
broad river, a high mountain. Some were of

strange, abnormal aspect
—certain trees or rocks

may have an unusual form, and it is certain that
such things have a great attraction for the savage
mind.* Some acted or did things—the clouds

poured down rain, the trees shed their leaves, or

brought forth these and fruits, the earth produced
vegetation, the thunder rolled and crashed, the

lightning darted and shone, the sun gave light and
heat, the mountain seemed to cast down stones
and rocks in the avalanche. Some seemed bene-
ficial to man, for it was inevitable that man should

regard wliat he obtained from nature in the light
of gifts or benefits to himself—earth was the pro-
ducer, the trees bore him fruit, the sun and the fire

gave warmth, thunder and rain broke up drought,
sun, rain, and earth caused growth, sun and wind
dried up floods, sun and moon gave light, the sea,

lake, and river were sources of food, the tree and
the cave offered shelter. Others, again, seemed
hostile to man

; at least they often caused great
injury to him—the avalanche, the falling tree, the

1 0. G. and B. Z. Seligniann, The Veddas, Cambridge, 1911,

pp. 140, 144.
2 J. M. Orpen, Cape Monthly Magazine, July 1874, cited in

Lang, ii. 36 ; W. H. I. Bleek, A Brief Accovnt of Bushman Folk-

lore, London, 1875, passim.
3T. Hahn, Tsuni-Goam, London, 1881, pp. 62, 81, etc. ; P.

Kolben, Present Staff of the Cape of Qood Hope, Eng. tr., do.

1731, i. 96.
* See Monsters ; and cf. H. Spencer's remarks on '

teratism,
in Principles of Sociology, London, 1876, i. Slit.
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volcano or
eartli(juake, the scorching sun, the

river drowning hini, the lightning strikin}- him,
the storm destroying hira. Others seemed to be
watching him—trees must often have suggested
this, or a jutting mass of rock, or the surrounding
hills.' Some made strange noises as if of vague
speech—the trees creaked and groaned, the wind
sighed or roared in the forest or the mountain -

gorge, the river and the waves made various audible
sounds. These were more or less the things which
man himself did ; in these nature was like him.
He moved, acted, spoke, and cried ; he was some-
times kindly disposed ;

he could kill and destroy ;

some men had a strange aspect ; some of them
towered above their fellows. All this gave a more
or less clear idea of the aliveuess of nature or of

manj' of its parts, not necessarily to all men
directly, but to the more thoughtful of them, aud
it issued in a crude personalization. Man could
regard nature only as in relation with himself,
and those parts of it in which he was more imme-
diately interested, or with which he was more
directly in contact, would first be assumed to be
alive. To the forest-dweller the trees by which he
was surrounded would be all-important, or the
river which swept through the forest. To the
dweller in more open country other objects would
be more immediately important—sun and moon,
wind, lightning and thunder. Mountains or the
sea would appeal more directly to those who
dwelt among or near them. The priority of the

greater or the lesser powers of nature in appealing
to man would entirely depend upon his environ-

ment, so that it is impossible to say which of these
came first in importance. This is not sufficiently
taken into account by those who theorize upon
this subject.^
The idea that man, animals, the objects or forces

of nature, were alive, could do things, acted in this

way or that, suggested that all had power or, per-
haps, were powers.^ There might be, however,
two kinds of power—that which is seen in ordinary
actions and that seen in unusual or extraordinary
actions beyond man's ordinary power or the
common processes of nature. Both, but the latter

especially
—the supernatural, so to speak—might

be conceived in time as potential in all things. It

was not always being put forth, but it might flash
out at any moment. This in turn gave rise to the

conception of a universal impersonal power or
storehouse of power pervading all nature, and of
which all things, all persons, have less or more.
It is the source of that power as existing in persons
and things. To it, however, in turn certain anthro-

pomorphic attributes may be ascribed, approxi-
mating to the personal. It is on the border-land
bet^^een the impersonal and the personal. But we
must not forget that these conceptions are things
of long growth and have a long history behind.

Though they are found among various savage
peoples as a kind of metaphysical notions, they
obviously involve long ages of reflexion. They
could not have been evolved before men had had a
long experience of innumerable concrete instances,
and they cannot be adduced as explaining the
origins of nature- worship, although they may have
modified its history.
These conceptions are seen in various degrees in the mana of

the Melanesians and Polynesians—an impersonal force manifest-
ing itself in ghosts, spirits, some men, and certain things ;

• the
Annamese tinh—the force existing iu all persons and things,

1 Cf. ERE viii. 80.
^ See F. Max Mviller, Lectures on the Origin aiid Growth of

Religion (HL), London, 1878; E. von Hartmann, System der
Philosophie in Grundriss, Sachsa, 19U7-09, vii.

'

Keligions-
philosophie

'

; A. R6ville, Hint, des religions : Les Religions des
peuples non-'-ivilisis, Paris, 1883, ii. 225 ft. ; cf. E. S. Hartland
Ritval and Belief, London, 1914, p. 28 f.

» Cf. ERE ii. aesb.
*R. H. Codrington, The Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 118 ff.

without which they could not exist, of which some have more,
some less, and which is nevertheless independent of them

;
i the

Tlingit j/efc—the store of supernatural (not ordinary) power as it
manifests itself in objects of nature or men, such manifestation
being conceived personally as that of a spirit ;

2 tlie Iroquois
orenda—power existing potentially and universally in men,
animals, things ;3 the Omaha wakanda—invisible and continu-
ous life permeating all things, causing motion and giving per-
nianency of form, e.g., to mountains, rivers, auimals, men,
impersonal yet having in its entirety attributes of an almost
personal kind

;
4 the Algonquin nianitu — an omnipresent

property manifesting itself variously and awaking everywhere a
sense of mystery ;

5 the niulungu of the Yaos—a sort of super-
normal power, a universal agency in aU things, the agent in
mysterious actions or beings, impersonal, yet sometimes re-

garded as a person or even as the equivalent of God. 8 For a
full discussion of these see R. R. Marett, The Threshold of Re-
ligion, London, 1909

;
E. S. Hartland, Ritual and Belief, p. 36 ff.

;

F. Bouvier, Animisme, prianimisme, religion, Paris, 1911 ; and,
more briefly, J. E. Carpenter, Coniparative Religion, London)
n.d. fl913], p. 80 ff. See also artt. Mana, Manitu, Orbnda.

Though these conceptions are not '

primitive,' it

is obvious that they point to an earlier stage wlien
all objects in nature which came into man's pur-
view were endowed, as he or the animals were,
Avith life or the potencies of life and action. An-
other series of beliefs, the result of a long process
of evolution, and probably proceeding in some
cases alongside the growth of the wakanda group
of conceptions, is that summed up comprehensively
as animism. Man discovered that one main source
of his 'aliveness,' his power of acting, was tiie

fact that, besides a body which was alive, he pos-
sessed a spirit or soul which was now regarded as
the animating cause of his being. Hence it was easy
for him to suppose that animals and natural objects
of all kinds were also animated by soul or spirit.'
This was already noticed by an observer of savages in the 17th

century. Le Jeune says :
' Les sau\ages se persuadent que non

seulement les hommes et les autres aniniaux, mais aussi que
toutes les autres choses sont anim^es' (Relations de la Nouvelle
France, Paris, 1636, p. 109). Similarly E. im Thurn says that,
according to the Indians of Guiana, men, animals, plants, rocks,
stones, waterfalls, streams, etc., are all alike animated by a
spirit (Among the Indians of Guiana, London, 1883, p. 350).

Some of the beliefs of themana tyi^e are more or
less parallel to animism, and now and then they
seem almost to pass over to it. The Tlingit yek
manifests itself in a multiplicity of objects at once
as supernatural energy and as spirit, so that there
are innumerable yek. The Battak think of to7irli

as a reservoir of life-power which pours down into

men, animals, and plants in various degrees, as
well as into inanimate objects. It gives to the

body energy for thought, will, feeling ; it can
leave the body in dreams, and finally departs at
death. It is thus not a little like the spirit or

soul, yet it is differentiated from the sliadow,
double, or self, the bec/u. Tondi here resembles the
Annamese tinh, while begii is equivalent to the
Annamese ^7; ;', a kind of soul present in aU things
and persons, and a second condition of existence.
Thus some conceptions of the mana class tend to
be the equivalent of the second soul as believed in

by many savages.
Now, it is one aspect of the animistic belief as

far as men's souls are concerned that they can leave
their bodies temporarily, as in sleep, ana finally at
death. This temporary exit of the soul must also
have been believed of the souls of natural objects,
while, where any natural object ceased to exist—
e.g., when a tree died or a Avell was dried up— its

soul might become altogether detached. Hence
the spirit animating the sun, mountain, river, or
tree might be regarded apart from these—a sun

spirit, mountain-spirit, tree-spirit. Again, men's
souls became ghosts, and ghosts were apt to become

1 P. Giran, Magie et reliinon annarnites, Paris, 1912, p. 21 f.

2 J. R. Swanlon, JS RBKH' [1908], p. 452 fT.

s J. N. B. Hewitt, American Anthropologist, new ser., iv.

[1902] 38.
* A. C. Fletcher and F. La Flesche, ?7 RBSfT [1911], pp. 184.

597 if.

6 W. Jones, .FAFL xviii. [1906] 183 fl.

6 A. Hetherwick, JAI xxxii. [1902] »4.
7 See Animism ; PC* i. 425 ff.
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demons and wandering malignant spirits. And, if

spirits of natural objects were capable of finally

leaving them, this might be the source of the

belief in spirits haunting departments of nature,
each group more or less attached to these—wander-

ing spirits of the forests, of the streams, of the

mountain-gorge—and generally evilly-disposed to

men, in this resembling most wandering ghosts.
Such spirits are often ghosts of the dead, or are

connected with them, but not invariably so The

spirit of a man killed or drowned at a ceitain place

might be supposed to haunt it, and would tend to

be regarded as a local spirit. The forest- and

water-spirits of the Finns are spirits of the dead,
and the idgins of the Buriats—lords of localities

and of the phenomena of nature—are deified human
spirits.' These must be regarded, however, as

occasional, not as general, instances.

But, before the phenomena or objects of nature
were regarded either as possessing mana or as
animated by souls, it is certain that they were

worshipped. We have already seen how many
liuman traits were ascribed to them bv man,
although they were obviously a different kind of

beings from himself and his fellows, and this as

well as the relation in which they stood to man—
benefiting him or doing him harm—led man to try
to come into personal relation with them and pre-

pared the way for their worship. If man believed
that a tree could give him food or a river could
droAvn him, and that these were living beings
whose actions expressed their attitude to him, it

was easy for him to show his gratitude to the one
or to deprecate the violence of the other by
acts or words which were acts or words of

worship, however crude and elementary. But,
further, many of the phenomena or objects of

nature were clearly greater, stronger, and stranger
than man. They were also more crafty and pos-
sessed of mysterious force, which, generally quies-
cent, might dart forth at any moment to spread
havoc. A tree suddenly crashed down, lightning
flashed forth, the tornado whirled in its devastating
course, the river rushed along in flood. All these

incidents, which meant so much more to one dwell-

ing in tlie midst of nature than to more sophisti-
cated and protected men, must have had the effect

of making man believe that nature was full of

strange powers, which, while some of them seemed
kindly disposed, might be erratic in their action or
even consistently hostile. Now, man, surrounded

by human beings, some of whom are friendly,
others doubtful in their attitude, others hostile,
will cultivate friendship with the first, and, if he is

not strong enough to overcome the two last, will

deprecate tlieir anger or violence by a submissive
attitude or by gifts, unless he tries to get the better
of them by stealth. His friendly or deprecatory
actions are not worship, though they might become
so if the men in question were regarded as divine.
This forms an analogy to man in his relation to
the powers of nature. His actions with regard to
these are friendly, deprecatory, or propitiatory,
and, since they are actions towards beings like yet
different from iaimselfand more and more regarded as
'

supernatural,' tliey tend to become acts of worship.
And perhaps, where man tries to force the hand of
such stronger powers by acts of a stealthy, cunning
nature, we have the beginnings of magic. It

should also be remembered that, if man had already
conceived beings of the nature of the high gods of
the lowest savages, and had bowed before them in

crude religious respect, awe, or worship, this would
be easily transferred to the personalized powers and
objects of nature. Here, then, we have the begin-
nings of the worship of nature. But with the

growth, on the one hand, of the idea that these
1 See ERE vi. 2*», iii. T".

living beings in nature had manu, or supernatural
powers, or, on the other hand, of the idea that they
were animated by spirits, a great impulse was
inevitably given to the development of nature-

worship. For now the force possessed by these

beings was raised to a more mysterious and awe-
some height, and, again, the way was open for a
crowd of detached spirits to throng every part of
nature or for greater divinities to emerge from
nature, to take at once ever more anthropomorphic
and more divine forms, while never losing touch
with it. Moreover, quite apart from the satis-

fying of man's temporal needs, he quite probably
wished to get into relation with these nature-

beings because they seemed to offer satisfaction to
his dim religious or moral sense or his vague intel-

lectual needs. Man associated himself with these

beings for these ends instinctively rather than by
way of reasoned and conscious motives. ' And
doubtless in the end this was the most important
reason of all.

3. Varieties of nature-gods and -spirits,—The
influence of animism or of mana conceptions as
M'ell as the growth of the idea of natural objects or

powers as personalities has largely obliterated the
more primitive view of these as being simply alive ;

but traces of it are still to be noted, especially in

mythology, which is so often conservative of older
strata of belief and thought. This is seen especi-

ally in myths about the sun and moon. These
are often regarded as husband and wife (Ainus),
with the stars as their children (Dravidians, Anda-
manese) ; they are said to have descended to earth to
rescue a persecuted step-daughter (Buriats) ; or the
sun rises from his mother, the earth, in the morning
and returns to her at night as her husband (Indo-
nesians). Other examples may be seen in the artt.

Earth, Earth-Gods ; Mountains, Mountain-
Gods.* The cult of actual nature-powers or objects
considered as personal beings is found sporadically
not only in the lower culture, but also amidst the
more developed religious ideas of higher races.

Examples of this are found in the Vedic hymns, where also
a much higher view prevails. Rivers are addressed as

' mothers '

and 'protectors,' and prayers are offered to the mountains, to
the sun, to winds, and to the earth. Traces of such ' animatism '

occur in Greek religion
—the worship of rivers or of the sun as

such. In Egypt Seb, the embodiment of the earth, bears evi-

dence of having once been the earth sans phrase, while even
the monotheistic worship of Aten was a worship of the energies
of the sun, and the nij'th and cult of Ra show how the sun had
once been personalized. A cult of the sun can also be seen
behind the cult of sun-gods with the ancient Arabs, in modem
Hindu rites, and among many Dravidian tribes ; and, indeed,
this is true wherever the sun is personified as a god (see artt.

Bengal, Berar, Berbers, Brahmanism, Dravidians, Hdron,
Lapps). The moon was worshipped as such by Dravidians and
Hottentots, personified by the Lapps, and regarded as an old man
or a hunter by the Central Americans and the Eskimos. Earth
as a fruitful mother is worshipped by many races, and the cult
is often paid directly to the earth even when a personified earth-

goddess is known. Rivers are often worshipped as such—e.g.,

by the Celts (?.«.), who regarded them as divine or as fertile

mothers, while in Egypt the Nile was worshipped as a man.
More usually, however, the cult developed into one paid to gods
or spirits of rivers. Again, though mountain-gods or -spirits
are often worshipped, mountains themselves are still regarded
as divine and worshipful, as myth and cult show (see Mountains,
Mountain-Gods, § i). Especially among the American Indian
tribes, where the winds are presided over by gods, they them-
selves or the quarters whence they blow are venerated as rain-

bringers or controllers of the harvest (see ERE i. 253, SSlb),
just as behind the personified winds of the Greeks (Boreas,
^olus, etc.) and the Vedic Vayu and the Maruts (the storm-
winds or gods of these) lurk the winds themselves. Fire as a

leaping, devouring thing, but also as giving heat, would easily
be conceived as living and itself divinized. In many passages
where the Vedic Agni is referred to it is difficult to say whether
the actual fire or its personification as a god is intended. Like
the earth, the sea has a double aspect. There are sea-gods, but
the sea itself is a great being, feared by men yet also beneficent
and worshipped, while even the personified sea-god is sometimes
spoken of as the sea itself, as when the Celtic sea-god Manannan
is identified with a great wave {Bodleian Dinnsenchas, § 46 ;

cf. RCel xii. [1891] 105). Apart altogether from the belief that

1 Of. A. Menzies, Hist, of Religion'*, London, 1911, p. 47 f.

2 Cf. also the chapter on ' Nature Myths,' in Lang, i. 122 flf.
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stars are the eyes of the dead (Hottentots), their souls (Eskimos,
Persians, Vedic Indians), or human beings transformed, myth
and belief show that they are often regarded as living beings
with human characteristics (cf. Lang, Custom and Myth,
London, 1884, p. 121 ff.). Trees, again, as most generally bene-
ficent, their fruit a staple of life, themselves things which
showed growth, dying down in winter and reviving in spring,
would easily be regarded as alive and worshipped as such.
The influence of animism, however, has generally oljscured
this, and we hear mainly of tree-spirits or deities of grove or
forest. Magical rites connected with trees perhaps continue
the older train of thought.

Where sun, moon, mountain, tree, etc., are thus
personalized, regarded as living and acting, they
can hardly he conceived as other than anthropo-
morphic personalities, because man knows no other

personality than his own. They may, however, be
conceived as animals, since these may be regarded
by man as a kind of persons. Thunder was con-
ceived by the American Indian tribes as a bird—the
thunder-bird, with a human face and a nose like
an eagle's bill, according to the Dakotas.^ Rivers,
perhaps because of their sinuous gliding motion,
are sometimes conceived as snakes. But, when
they are thus personalized, there arises the possi-
bility of an inevitable if gradual separation of the
sun, moon, or mountain person from the actual
sun, moon, or mountain. He becomes a sun-, moon-,
or mountain-god — a separate personification of
these natural objects. This might happen quite
apart from animism. The Martits, Helios, or the
earth-mother might be winds, the sun, or the earth
regarded as persons, or personifications of the
winds, the sun, and the earth, with these as their
vehicles or symbols, their spheres of action. This
process of separating a nature divinity from the

object with which he was once identified or which
was he, was one which might occur independently
of animism, but which would be aided and hastened

by it. We now consider animism in its relation to

nature-worship.
When man came to realize that he had a soul or

spirit, it was natural to attribute the possession of
such a spirit to the objects around him, regarded
already as living beings, and some of them already
for him objects of worship. Now, when any object
is thought to have a superabundance of niana—
which is often itself regarded as '

supernatural
'—

or where it is possessed of a spirit, there is an
added inducement to worship it, mainly because
the range of its activities is increased. Hence
both these conceptions, but especially the latter,
have greatly developed certain forms of worship
and have also given rise to other forms of worship
or belief—ghost-worship and the worship of spirits
or powers connected with nature, or the belief in
these. As far as animism is concerned, it begins
with attributing to all objects in nature—sun,
moon, stars, rivers, lakes, the sea, trees, stones,
clouds, winds—a soul or spirit, the animating
power of these objects which have already been
personalized.

2 This is a practically universal
doctrine,^ and it has influenced all later forms of

religion. But, as it was thought that souls could
leave human bodies temporarily or permanently,
it is obvious that this would also apply to all
natural objects animated by souls. Souls could
exist apart from bodies, either after death, as
wandering spirits or ghosts, or in the other world,
or, as was often thought, they had a separate exist-
ence before being incarnated in human bodies.
What applied to human souls would also apply
to souls animating objects of nature. Tliey might
come to be regarded as having a separate life" of

1 H. R. Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, Philadelphia, 1853-57, iii.

486 ; F. S. Dellenbaugh, North Americans nf Yesterday. New
York, 1901, p. 393.

2 Proof of this need not be given. Reference may be made to
PC*

; Lang, Myth, Ritual, and Religion^ ; and the artt. Animism
AINI78, Annam, D£n«:s, Laos, etc.

3 An exception is found in Melanesia, according to Oodrine--
ton, p. 123.

^

their own, though still more or less connected with
these objects. At the same time, the more purely
animistic theory might still continue. What is

certain is that in many quarters there is a belief
in nature-spirits, spirits haunting trees, forests,
mountains, rivers, etc., using these as a dwelling-
place, but not animating them in the sense in
which a soul animates a body. We can liardly
doubt that the one belief is dependent on the
other, and, in fact, it is often difficult to .see where
the dividing-line between the two lies, though
many spirit groups associated with some part 'of
nature tend to become independent of it. It is
nevertheless the case that animism let loose the
crowd of spirits with which man's world is haunted,
whether these were ghosts of men or spirits of
nature. The spirit, or numen, animating a tree,
a river or any part of it, a mountain or its gorges
and rocks, would tend to become a spirit more or
less separable from tlie river, tree, etc. Since
there are many trees, and since various parts of a
river or mountain are apt to be personalized, the
result would be a number of spirits connected with
these objects or dwelling in them, but liable to

appear apart from them and often to assume a
distinct form. Examples of such spirits are the
nats, which, according to the Burmese, dwell in

trees, the toh, which the pagan tribes of Borneo
believe to infest rivers, forests, mountains, the
sea, the similar nature - haunting supernatural
beings of the Haidas, the vuis of the Melanesians,!
the immense variety of river, or wood, or mountain
spirits, demons, or genii thought to exist at all
levels of civilization. Some of these are envisaged
in grotesque or horrible forms ; some in graceful
guise, like the nymphs or naiads of Greece. But
they are generally malevolent, and man seeks to

propitiate them by prayer, oflerings, and other
rites. In some cases such spirits may be derived
from human ghosts or these may mingle with
actual nature-spirits, but more often the latter
are quite independent of any ghostly ancestry.
Sometimes these groups of vague spirits are

assumed to have a chief or chiefs, on the analogy
of human society, and these may in time become
personal divinities of some department of nature ;

or the host of spirits may be concentrated in indi-
vidual gods of the forest, the rivers, or the moun-
tains, with definite personal names ; or the vague
numen, or spirit, of a great forest, river, or moun-
tain may develop into a great god, whose province
is the rule over all forests, rivers, and mountains—departmental gods and sometimes creators of
the objects which they rule (e.g., the Vedic India,
associated with thunder and storms, or Vayu with
winds, the Polynesian Tane Mahuta, maker and
lord of trees and forests, and a host of others) ; or,
again, where there was but one object of the kind
in nature—sky, sun, moon, eartli, or sea—the
numen of these would become a personified god,
ruling them and more or less associated with
them. This separation of a god from the personal-
ized object has already been regarded as a possi-
bility apart from animism. In any case such gods
tend to become more and more separate from the

objects which were their source, more and more
anthropomorphic, yet lofty divine beings, ruling
the sun, moon, sky, earth, or sea ; hence the
number of such gods separate from, yet connected
in .some way with, these natural objects, which are
found in all polytheistic religions. Such are earth-
divinities like the Greek Demeter, the great goddess
of the Semitic and Mediterranean races, the Teutonic
Hertha, Tari Pennu of the Khonds ; the sky-gods
like Zeus among the Greeks, the Babylonian Anu,

1 ERE iii. 23», vi. 473»; O. Hose and W. McDougaU, The
Pagan Tribes of Borneo, London, 1912, ii. 23: Codrington.
p. 121.
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the Zulu Lord of Heaven, Ukko of the Finns,

Tien in China, the sky-god of the Hopi, whose

symbol is the sun ; sun-gods like Ra in Egypt,

Surya of the Vedic Indians, the Canaanite Sham-
ash ; moon-gods like the Vedic Soma, or that of

the Central Americans, regarded as father of gods
and men. Such gods as these tend to become the

principal deities of any polytheistic system, and
one of them often becomes the supreme head of the

pantheon
— Zeus, Indra, Ra, Anu, Hirume (the

sun-goddess of Shinto). Here, mutatis mtitandis,

they are akin to the '

high gods
'

of savages, inde-

pendent alike of nature-worship, though controlling

nature, and of animism. Much of the lore and

mythology about these gods, some of the ritual of

their cults, the powers which they still retain over

the objects or forces of nature, show their earlier

ancestry and connexion with nature, though in

this there are varying degrees of such connexion.

The native gods of Shinto—the sun-goddess, rain-,

storm-, thunder-gods, sea-, river-, earth-, mountain-

gods, and the like—are still closely dependent on
nature. So, too, are the Vedic gods, though these,

besides occurring in anthropomorphic forms, are

often moral governors, and also some of the Egyptian
gods. Greek divinities who were earlier nature-

gods threw off much of their old dress, and in

certain aspects some quite freed themselves from

it,' yet traces of their origin could still here and
there be seen. All such gods tend to retain those

parts of nature from which they originated as their

symbols or attributes—sun, storm, thunder, growth.
Some of them, as they rise in dignity, tend to take
over functions or govern departments which, strictly

speaking, belonged to gods who lagged behind.

Thunder, from being regarded as itself a divinity,
is often regarded as merely the voice of a god ; or

it may be regarded as the god of agriculture,

perhaps because rain accompanies it and makes
the ground fertile. Zeus, besides his original

function, assumed many others, or, rather, a
number of gods associated with these were assimi-

lated by him, so that he was at once a sky-god,

god of rain, of thunder, of agriculture, of moun-
tains, besides coming to be the representative for

the Greeks of the highest conception of deity. So,
if Apollo was once a sun-god, his functions later

became far removed from causing sunshine, until

he retains as few traces of the sun as Artemis does
of the moon. Some gods, indeed, retain only the
slenderest link with the department of nature from
which they originated.^

1 Cf. ERE vi. 8fl5a.
2 The relations of man's worshipful beings might be graphi

cally expressed as follows :

Worshiptul objects of nature

personalized as if akin
men and animals, or

garded as powers (hence ulti

mately mana conceptions).

1

Separate anthropo-
morphic or animal

personificationsof
these, ruling them
or directing the

processes of na-

ture.

Animism. '

High gods
'

of savages.

Natural objects
animated by
spirits.

Ghosts.

Spirits con-
nected with
yet separate
from natural

objects.

Crowds of
spirits haunt-
ing nature.

Departmental gods.

Higher gods of

polytheism.

In polytheistic systems there will be many more
gods than those who are connected even remotely
with nature—gods of war, of crafts, city or com-

munity gods, abstract gods, and so forth. Yet
even then and also where great nature-gods pre-
dominate there will also be many lesser nature-

spirits, either those of this or that part of nature
—governing it, dwelling in it—or else hosts of

indeterminate spirits haunting woods, rivers, or

mountains. The Chinese worship not only Shang-
ti, the anthropomorphic heaven-god, but spirits

controlling departments of nature—mountains, the

sea, rivers, fire, rain, etc. The same phenomenon
is seen in Celtic religion (see Celts), and indeed in

all the greater polytheisms. Much more is it the

case in barbaric or savage instances. The pagan
tribes of Borneo reverence the vague hosts of toh

as well as the higher gods, some of these being
nature-deities—gods of tire, of harvest, of thunder,
of lakes and rivers—and others not derived from
nature. This is only one example out of several

which might be adduced. The importance of

nature-worship as a large though by no means the

only factor in the evolution of religion is seen in

its various manifestations over the whole field of

religious evolution, but not least in this that even
in the highest forms of polytheism many of the

gods still bear traces of their nature origin, and
even the greatest gods are still brought into rela-

tion with nature, as in Babylonian theogony, where
Anu is placed in heaven, Bel on earth, and Ea in

the great deep. The logical outcome of nature-

polytheism is pantheism (q.v.), as in India, though
many polytheistic religions escaped this. Yet even

theistic religions cannot escape the necessity of

bringing God into relation with nature. Aspects
and phenomena of nature are His instruments,
evidences of His presence, or His symbols, as in

the OT—much of this being based on the earlier

Semitic nature-worship ; or all nature is regarded
as the creation of God, the field of His working,

upheld and sustained by Him ; or, again, theists,

without reverting to pantheism, may use jianthe-
istic language and speak of nature as ' the garment
thou seest Him by.' Pantheism can never be a

final resting-place for the human soul, and it has

grave moral defects, but, in the words of a wise

thinker,
' The system is an emphatic admission, or rather proclama-

tion, that there is a secret in the Universe that belongeth unto

God, unfathomed and fathomless by men.'i

No religion save deism has ever banished God
from the universe which He created. Hence
both savage high gods and some of the gods of

polytheistic religions may have their abodes in

some part of nature without necessarily being
derived from it. This should always be kept in

mind in examining the gods of any religion. A
god dwelling in the sky, like the Andaman Puluga
or the Australian Baiame, is not always a sky-god
in origin, and a god whose symbol is the sun may
not always have been a sun-god, nor is a god
who controls rain, like Dengdit of the Dinkas, or

one who sends storms always a personification of

rain or storm. Where such parts or phenomena
are not personalized, the question still remains,
Who causes them? The answer will inevitably be
that it is the god who looms largest on man's
horizon or has most potential power. Such a

question may even be asked where these personal-
izations exist, for savage and primitive thought is

inconsequent and admits of many contradictions.

Creation-myths show that man nas always been
interested in the origin of the world around him,
and the fact that its parts were believed to be alive

did not hinder him from speculating as to how
they came into existence. Creation is often

1 J. Duncan, Colloquia Peripatetica^, Edinburgh, 1871, p. 23.
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regarded as the work of savage man's high gods
(see God [Primitive and Savage]), beings like him-
self, only bigger, more powerful, more crafty, who
' made things,' as he himself did

; or the work is

sometimes assigned to any prominent object in

nature regarded as a living being—e.g., the sun or
moon ; again, even while the personalization of

things in nature is most active, they are sometimes
eoniiected with what seems to be their source, and
derived from some being dwelling in that source.
Tlie sea or a divine old woman living in the sea

(Eskimos) sends storms
;
rain comes from the sky

or from a god or beings dwelling there (Dengdit in
Dinka belief, Mura-Murain Dieri belief) ; thunder,
the avalanche, or the flood might be regarded as
caused by some being or beings behind nature,
acting freakislily, as man himself often did. Such
a method of thought is seen clearly at work where
the spirits or forces supposed to animate things or

phenomena are coming to be separable from them,
or where the separation is complete and they are

personifications of these. Then they have complete
control of them—the spirit or god of storms sends
storms, that of the river drowns men, that of agri-
culture causes growth. These are so many mani-
festations of the power and presence of such gods
and spirits. Similarly the diffused supernatural
power believed in by the Tlingits (yek) manifests
itself locally as spirit in natural objects, animals,
etc.

' The sky spirit is the ocean of supernatural energy as it

manifests itself in the sky, the sea spirit as it manifests itself in
the sea, the bear spirit as it manifests itself in the bear, the
rock spirit as it manifests itself in the rock.' i

Nature, in fact, is very apt to suggest to man
either its own activity or the presence of a god or

spirit, just as caves, trees, springs, or mountains
were regarded as manifestations of deity—the
b^dlim—by the Canaanites, or as the rainbow is

thought to be the bow and thunder the voice of

Mulungu of the Yaos, or a violent wind or whirl-
wind is so often supposed to be the vehicle of male-
volent deities or demons or supernatural beings of
some kind. Nature is so personal to man that he
easily fills it with personal presences—embodiments
of its parts—of woods, streams, or hills.

' He who wanders in the woods perceives how natural it was
to pajran imagination to find gods in every deep grove and by
each fountain head. Nature seems to hini not to be silent but
to be eager and striving to Dreak out into music. Each tree,
flower, and stone, he invests with life and character ; and it is

impossible that the \vind—which breathes so expressive a sound
among the leaves— should mean nothing."-*
How much more is this true of those things which
suggested vast, superhuman, mysterious power—
thunder, lightning, tempest, the waterfall, the

roaring flood. These were easily personalized, or

regarded as evidences of divine working.*
4. Man and the processes of nature.—As man

was so dependent on nature for food as well as for
other things, it was inevitable that he should come
to think that he could aid its processes, so that
these should work smoothly and produce a super-
abundance of results, or assist the gods or spirits
of nature in their working. The sun might be
strengtliened for its work, the rain made to fall,
storms driven away, the fertility of the earth
augmented, the life of plants or trees stimulated,
or the powers or gods behind these aided. Tiie
rites by which these ends were supposed to be
attained are of a vast variety, and in the main
belong to the province of magic (q.v.), though
they have also a constant religious reference, and
such religious rites as sacrifice and prayer enter
largely into these magical actions. But what man
did first as a means of assisting processes which lay
outside his power came in time to be regarded as
necessary to them. The powers of nature, its gods

1 Swanton, p. 451.
a Journals of H. W. Einer.iim, London, 1009, i. 140.
3 Cf. the Indo-Chinese lightning-god, EltJi vii. 230^.

or spirits, came to be regarded as dependent upon
the magical rites which men performed. This
subject has already been considered in the art.

Magic, but it shows how closely man considers
himself to be related to the nature which every-
where surrounds him and to the powers which
animate or control it.

See also the artt. Animals ; Earth, Earth-
Gods ; Mountains, Mountain - Gods ; Sun ;

Water, Water-Gods.

Literature.—See the sections on nature-worship in most
manuals or works on the history of religion, also works on
native tribes and races; D. G. Brinton, The Religions of
Primitive Peoples, New York, 1897

; J. G. Frazer, The Golden
Boughi, London, 1911-15 ; L. Frobenius, Die Weltanschauung
der Naturvolker, Weimar, 1898

; E. S. Hartland, Ritual and
Belief, London, 1914 ; A. Lang-, The Making of Reliqion, do.
1898, Myth, Ritual, and Religiun^, do. 1906 ; A. Lefevre, La
Religion, Paris, 1891

; A. Le Roy, La Religion des primitifs,
do. 1909; O. Pfieiderer, Die Religion, ihr Wesen und ihre
Geschichte, Leipzig, 1869, Religionsphilosophie avf geschichtliche
Grundlage, Berlin, 1878; E. B. Tylor, Priiiiitive Culture*,
London, 1903. J. A. MacCULLOCH.

NATURE (American).—At the time of the dis-

covery of the American continent there existed on it

a system of thought which was old when Sumerian
civilization in the valley of the Euphrates wa.s at
its zenith, between the tenth and the fifth millen-
niums before our time. In this system all objects
of sense and feeling of the present are derived or
evolved as expressions from primal myth - bom
beings of three, rarely five, great cosmic periods ;

beside and beyond these uncreated beings nothing
else existed. These beings of the primal time were
conceived of as man, or mankind ; for the native
name for '

man,' or ' human being,' was and is the
generic appellation by which they are known in

myth and epos ; and they were, of course, real and
constant in substance, while their form and their
manner of existence were fictitious. They were
real and constant because they were and are the
bodies, the elements, and the processes of the world
of sense and feeling ; and so in myth and later in
the epos they do or effect things which are impos-
sible to man ; and their form and mode of exist-
ence were fictitious because they were wrought and
ascribed in terms of human physical and psychic
expression and existence. In attempting to give
an English name or appellation to these primal
beings the American descendants of the myth-
makers call them ' the first people,'

' the ancestral

people,' 'the ancient people,' 'the man-beings,'
and ' the ancients '

or ' the old people
' who lived in

the youth of the world. They were later called
the gods, because as universal forces or powers of
the world they controlled the operations of what
we are pleased to call '

nature.' In this manner it
was conceived that these man-beings or gods con-
trolled or shaped the welfare of men.

In the American system of thought every
element, every manife.station, every phenomenon,
every body of being, and every process of cosmic
or psychic power was conceived of as one of the
primal man-beings ; even the faculties of mind and
body were by some regarded as once some of the
first people. It is clear that the American himself
is absolutely excluded from the company of the
primal 'first people.'
The pitiless, though constant, need of adaptation

to the forces, bodies, and elements of the environ-
ment and the varying struggle to satisfy the

prompting of the faculties of the bodily and the

psychic self to meet this need are the starting-point
of myths of genesis— myths of origin

— or the

poetic narratives of birth, death, and re-birth of all

things. The man of the earlier time perceived
around and within himself powers, potencies, and
bodies which experience tjiugiit him were in a state
of constant activity which in measurable degree
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affected his welfare and that of his fellows. In

attempting to understand or explain the reason or

the source of such activity, whether constant or

variable, and his relation to it, he correlated this

expression of strange and irresistible forces with

his own conscious life, with the impressive sub-

conscious energies of his own being, and with the

superconscious promptings of his mind.
Lack of knowledge of the things of the distant

past prompted the early ancestors of the American
to project their own life into that unknown past ;

and ignorance of the things of the future induced
them to project this present life into the dimly
inferred next life. So it comes that the unknown
future and the equally unknown past are but more
or less idealized reflexes of the present experiences
of man

;
neither is, in any mysterious sense, a

revelation of other beings or other worlds. The
study of the conceptions of the man of lowly
culture and attainment indicates that he employed
almost exclusively one means of defining the un-
known. He interpreted and defined the unknown
in terms of the known. And here the known
quantity was the man himself. To the early
American the origin of the bodies and the elements
and processes of the earth and sky and the causes
of their activities, as matters of environmental

experience, were unknown. But it is found that
all the biotic and psychic properties, faculties, and
attributes, real or fancied, believed to be manifest
in man were imputed to the objects and bodies of

the environment, and their operations were then
defined in terms of human activity, and hence all

such objects and processes became duly endowed
with life and mind and with all that these implv.
And so, primarily, there were in American think-

ing at least three classes of persons or man-beings :

(1) a part of the first people, few in number, whose
minds and character remained unchanged and who
lived in harmony with their environment—those
first people who escaped the toil and strife of the
' war in heaven ' and its fateful consequences, and
who now dwell serenely in homes above the sky ;

(2) all those things or man-beings in the present
world, excliLsive of the American himself, wno owe
their existence to the metamorphosis of the great
majority of the first people ;

and (3) the deities,

gods, or man-beings who came into their present
form in the second cosmic period as a final result
of the collisions and struggle which closed the first

period, i.e. all those who were changed in the
second period. Some of the second class, after due
metamorphosis, at the close of the second period,

rejoined the first people who had not been changed
in the struggles wnich brought about the close of

the first period ;
and these have largely become

the gods of the American, for they are uncreated
and so divine. The American himself belongs to
the third period and is a creature of one or more
of these deities.

In attempts to explain the origin of myth and
religion among men of low culture students of the

developments of opinions have devised and used
the term '

animism,' defined as ' the belief in

spiritual beings,'
' the deep -

lyin^
doctrine of

spiritual beings,' and 'the groundwork of the

pnilosophy of religion, from that of savages up
to that of civilizea men,' for the mental process
which imputes the form, attributes, and qualities
of man to the objects, elements, forces, and pro-
cesses of the environing world. But it must be
noted that it is not animal life in its broad sense,
but only human life, mind, passions, and form
that are imputed in this process. This is a distinc-
tion which it is important to keep in view. And
along with the imputation of these things goes
that of the arts, the culture, and the institutions
of the people. Thus it is found that the social

organization of the first people—the deities—is

merely a reflex of that of the people themselves.
Each of the deities was believed to have greater
power in his or her own natural sphere than man,
although the American who was ritually cleansed
and secure might be able to do more efl'ectively
than one of the deities the things that fell within
his competency.
By assuming the reality of these fictitious first

people the American explained to his own satis-

faction the origin and development of the forces of
life and nature and the reasons for them. It thus
becomes evident that an idol, as popularly con-
ceived by careless observers, had no place in the
American system of thought. The symbols or

figures in wood or stone, in painting or sculpture,
of any one of the deities or first people were never
the object of any kind of worship. The rite was
performed in honour of the deity so represented.
American myths inform us that in that great

primal cosmic period the man-beings became restive

through constant attrition and the frequent col-

lision of diverse and sometimes quite contrary
activities, natures, and mental attitudes ; for

ofience had been given, with intention or without,
and injury suft'ered, and, because each individual
character had become ripened, manifest, and fixed,
conflict of desires and purposes and bitter strife

supervened, and the struggle did not cease until

nearly all the first people had become changed, by
a complete metamorphosis, into the various ele-

ments, bodies, and kinds of living creatures, with
the exception of man, that have existed or now
exist on earth, in the sky, or in the waters ; they
became the fauna and the flora and the striking

topographical features of the birth-land of these

myths. The earth, the sky, the sun, moon, and
all the bright stars represent some of the first

people of the first cosmic period. The spirits,

minds, or lives of these first people were unaffected
as to duration by the forced metamorphosis. Hence
myth has its river-gods, rock-gods, mountain-gods,
plant-gods, vegetable-gods, anthropic animal-gods,
bird-gods, and fish-gods, who lived before the

metamorphosis in the assumed first great cosmic

period of peace and harmony and unmanifested
character.
The first people and their metamorphosed selves,

the gods, American myths inform us, perform
their most characteristic duties and functions by
means of a distinctive impersonal magic power
which the Iroquois of the Mohawk dialect call

orenda (q.v.), a word which with slight dialectic

variations exists in all Iroquoian tongues.
With the gradual increase in complexity and

compass of social and other institutions among
American peoples and therefore with the unifica-

tion of rule among tliem, there also came to pass
like changes in the organizations of the first people,
who ruled over those elements, bodies, or processes
which they embodied; e.g., among the Iroquoian
peoples the Earth-Mother is the chief matron in

the great lodge of the gods; the ancient corn-

woman, one of the changed first people, is the

goddess Corn-Mother ; and so with the goddess
Bean-Mother, the goddess Squash-Mother, and
all the myriad other first people. For their

bounties to man, woman, and child these goddesses
receive due homage and worship, as do all the

metamorphosed first people, whose activities in

the present world bring welfare and contentment
to the American peoples. In the activities of these

gods—conceived, however, in terms of human
character and achievement—moral considerations

were not involved ; but, at a later time, when
some of them became part and parcel of the social

fabric, their deeds, thoughts, desires, and counsel

acquired a potent moral value and implication.
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If, then, it be true that the deities of a people
are psycliologically faithful reflexes of the distinc-

tive features of the social organization of which

they are regarded as members, it follows that,
where comparatively complex social and religious

organizations are found, it is futile to expect to

deal with them as if they were the products of a

'primitive' mind, for evidently they have not the

aspect of primitiveness. Certain predilections and

ftredispositions

as to the reasoning power and
ogical rigour of the American mind must be held
in abeyance in any serious study of the ideas and

conceptions evolved from it. If the premisses of

American thinking be granted, the conclusions
drawn from them are found to be consistent with
them.

Among some American tribes man, the creature,
ranked very low in power and knowledge, because

every object and phenomenon except man was
divine, while in other and more highly organized
tribes man shared orenda with the gods or first

people. One of the most striking traits of all the
American deities is their self-existence. To this

extent, then, they are peculiar and above human
estate, experience, and knowledge. And, though
both gods and men are derived, in mythic narrative,
from an original first mother or parent, yet it is easy
to see that the first people are self-existent, while
man—the first human being—remains the creature
of a god.

It is to be noted that in this American system of

thought there is no concept or implication of a

primal chaos preceding the events which resulted

in the present constitution of things. In the

myths from certain are.as of America the meta-

morphosis of the first people
—in my thologic phrase,

the gods or deities—was achieved coincidently with
the first hint of the coming of the American folk

to each place of those areas ; but in other areas
the American is created or formed by one or more
of the gods of the third cosmic period. With the
establishment of the present order begins the story
of the existent bodies and processes of earth and

sky, described in terms of human form and mind,
and of their inter-relations with the American race

of people. By means of two Avell-marked yet
inter-related classes of myths—the narrative poems
of creation or metamorphosis and the narrative

poems of the great recurrent processes and of the
bodies and beings of 'nature'—the American

philosophers have related what they thought of

the univeise of their experience. The invisible

forces of which the objects of sense are the evident

expression were conceived as emanating from living

beings endowed with human life, mind, will, and

purpose. But it has been seen that these personi-
fied forces were in fact poetic fictions of the mind,
created in the image of man ; but, as they actually
represented universal principles of unmatched
power, they came to be regarded as superior to

man in resource and immunity from destruction.

The story of the activities of these personages
became myth—a more or less sacred narrative—
legend, or saga. And thus the cosmic bodies and
processes as expressed in the environment became
duly dramatized in the rites and ceremonies of

long and intricate rituals.

This universal principle of physical and psychic
change or metamorphosis in American myth and
poetry explains why so-called animals occupy so

important a place in the religious thought and
culture of the peoples. It is a dogma developed
from these myths that some of the first people
are represented in the various species of animals,
birds, reptiles, plants, trees, vegetables, and strik-

ing topographical features, as their ' elders
'

or
'ancients.' These 'elders' or 'ancients,' then,
were and are in mythic phrase merely transformed

vol.. IX.^14

man-beings or first people of the first great cosmic

period. Such an ancestor or elder on the tongue
of an American of the elder culture is a deity.
The myths thus explain the phenomena in religious

expression. Hence there are found in abundance
so-called animal-gods—beast-gods, bird-gods, fish-

gods, reptile-gods, plant-gods, tree-gods, and

vegetable-gods and goddesses. And the fact must
not be disregarded that these ancestral deities

were not the ordinary animal, beast, bird, fish,

plant, or insect, but rather an ideally humanized
creature of inchoate mind. Hence in Sumeria,
Babylonia, and Egypt, and also in the descriptive
visions of the Hebrew prophets and the mythic
and religious art and culture of other early and

lowly peoples, human-bodied personages with
animal heads, or animal-bodied figures with human
heads and aspect

—of heroic proportions and un-
matched power, some with floral symbols and
other masks indicative of the kind of divine

expression intended— are abundantly in evid-

ence.

It must be noted, however, that the best-known

gods of these early Oriental peoples are those

representing the recurrent processes or phenomena
of nature, and that of the gods or deities answering
exactly to the first people of the American system
of thought concerning the cosmos there have been
found none but vestigial remains or traces. The
mythic narratives of the primal first people in

these places were lost or, by being misunderstood,

entirely neglected. Were those myths available,
it would be possible to explain to-day why plants,

vegetables, insects, birds, beasts, reptiles, and fish

have such prominence in the religious culture and

thought of these lands.

Literature.—J. N. B. Hewitt,
' Orenda and a Definition

of Religion,' in American Anthropologist, new ser., iv. [1902]

33-46, and Introduction to art.
'

Iroquoian Cosmology,' in

2i RBEW (1903), pp. 133-136 ; J. W. Powell, Introduction to
F. H. Cushing's Zufli Folk-tales, New York, 1901 ; F. Boas,
art.

'

Religion,' in HAI ii. [1910]. Cf. also art. Orenda.

J. N. B. Hewitt.
NATURE (Buddhist).—It has been recognized

and often emphasized that Buddha is not an
atheist ; that he admits the existence of those

supernatural beings who, although there are many
kinds among them,i can in a general way be styled

gods, deva. But the importance of these beings in

the daily life and even in the spiritual life has been
minimized by several writers, denied by some, and

fully recognized only by very few scholars."

The origin and the reason of this mistaken view
on the '

godlike
'

side of Buddhism lie in the fact

that gods seem to be of no use in the Path. It is a

very plausible opinion that the candidate to arhat-

ship has nothing to do with deities ; very few text&

dealing with the Path even refer to them ; possibly
not a single one points to the usefulness of god-

worship. Nevertheless, it is evident that the Bud-
dhist ought to entertain social relations with all

beings,
'

expanding
'

sentiments of compassion and
benevolence in the ten cardinal directions. It is

well known that gods—and especially the chief of
the gods, ^akra— furnished the future Buddha with

opportunities of self-denial. To deny the relations

of the Buddhist saint with gods and his obligations
towards them Avould be to deny his relations with
his fellow-men, and to forget the altruistic features

of the Good Law. Altruism, of course, is not in-

sisted upon injthe Little Vehicle, but it is always
sous entendu. That altruism is the principle on
whicii depend the relations of the true Buddhist

1 On the meaning of deva,
'

god,' devaputra,
'

Kod-son,'

'angel,' dcmtd, 'deitv.'see T. W. Rhys Davids, IXalognes 0/
the ISvddha, London, 1910, ii. ll.'S.

2 See E. J. Thomas, Bvddhist Scriptures ('Vfisdoin of the

East' series), London, 191:!, p. 99; A. Foucher, Etude tiir

I'iconographie bouddhique de I'Inde, Paris, 1899-1905, ii. 105.
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with 'gods' is certain. Just as gifts, not to the

pretax (dead), but to Imnian beings in order tohelji
the preta, are in the oldest and most orthodox
Buddhism the substitute for offerings to the dead,
so gods are not entitled to worship (pujd) or to

sacrifice (homa),'- but they must take their part in

the general benevolence of the saint. The saint

must honour the deities * who haunt the spot where
he has taken his abode.'

'

Revered, they will revere him
; honoured, they will honour

him again ; they are gracious to him as a mother to her own,
her only son

;
and the man who has the grace of gods, good

fortune he beholds."

And the best way of honouring the deities is
' to

give them the merit of his gifts to the brethren,
good men of good control.' *

Among all beings, Buddha has been the most
honoured and beloved by the '

gods.' The joy of
the '

angels
'

at the birth of Buddha is described in
a well-known hymn of the Suttnnipclta, which has
been unduly compared with the gospel narrative
of the Nativity. These deities are not '

angels,'
but, from the moral point of view, poor creatures,
unable to enter the way of salvation, very good
nevertheless—at least many of them—and of a very
gentle nature. They were happy at the birth of

Sakyamuni and misjerable at his death.
' For twelve leagues, Ananda, around the Fig-tree grove of

the Mallas, the Upavattana of Kusinara, there is not a spot in
size even as the pricking of the point of the tip of a hair which
is not pervaded by powerful spirits. And the spirits are mur-
muring . . . the death of a Tathagata will take place. . . .

They dishevel their hair and weep, stretch forth their arms and
weep, fall prostrate on the ground, and roll to and fro in

anguish at the thought :
" Too soon will the Exalted One die."

' 3

From the physical point of view, devatas are by
no means contemptible. Some possess

'

great might
and power.'

' A Devata by intense meditation on the idea of the minutest
portion of earth and on the idea of the widest expanse of
water, can make this earth move and tremble and be shaken
violently.' »

And, if Buddha, and all the saints like Buddha
endowed with the power of benevolence,* command
the love and obedience of all the deities, that is

not the case with ordinary people ; since the oldest

days of India—in fact, since palaeolithic times—
deities have assumed two aspects : they are fright-
ful (rudra) and propitious (Hva) ; they are fanci-

ful, covetous, capricious ; human beings have to
' tame '

them, if they want to live happily. Hence
the efforts of Buddha to ' convert

'

the deities, to
teach them the elementary rules of morality,

' not
to kill,' etc. We are told that he succeeded ; he
can at least boast of having converted and turned
the chief of the spirits,

' Holder of the Thunderbolt '

(Vajrapani guhyesvara), into the protector of the
faithful ;

« the once formidable goddess of small-
pox, Hariti, the child-devourer, into protector of
mothers and of children ;

^
nevertheless, much re-

mains to be done—as the race of malignant spirits
is increased every day by the rebirth of malignant
inen—and accordingly Buddhists have been pro-
vided with protections, 'cuirasses' (kavacha),
paritra (pirit), or raksds, of every kind. We must
not suppose that the Buddhist monks were, in old
days, ignorant of the first principles of the faith,
namely, that gods have nothing to do with salva-
tion, that a good Buddhist has nothing to fear

' On the contrary, Mahayana Buddhism is devotional, and
Tantrik Buddhism is liturgic. The Aowa-literature is pre-
eminent in Tantrism.

2 Dighaniknya, ii. 88 f. ; Rhys Davids, ii. 93 f.
3 Rhys Davids, ii. 151 f. 4 ifc. 115.
"On the power of benevolence see, e.g., Mahavagga, vi.

36. 4 ; Chulla ragga, v. 6. 1.

6 See E. Senart,
'

Vajrapapi dans les sculptures du Gandhara,'
in Actes du IW congris international des orientaUstes, Paris
1906-08, I. i. 121 ; C. M. Pleyte,

'

Vajrapaiji als Dharmapala,'m Bijdragen . . . van Nederlandsch Indie, vi. x. [1902] 195 ;

Foucher, ii. 105 ; L. de la Valine Poussin, Bmiddhi^me, Paris'
1909, pp. 372-375.

7 See Foucher, Buddhist Studies, tr. F. W. and L. Thomas
Paris, 1916.

from the demons, but sin and distraction (pramdda)
are the real Fiend ; but it may be safely surmised,
from the texts themselves, that the ancient Bud-
dhists -were concerned with the raksasas and the
yaksas just as Burmese monks are nowadays con-
cerned with nats, and just as Tibetan monks are
concerned with yi-dams.
The stories of the conversion of Vajrapani and

of Hariti are among the good stories of Bud-
dhist folklore

; and the history of this conversion,
i.e. the processes by which nature-gods of the most
malignant forms have been developed into faithful
and benevolent deities, is not to be forgotten by
the student of the history of religion. Buddhism
has deified its saints and '

sanctified
'

the Hindu
gods—a movement in two parallel directions, the
second of which has proved not the less important
for the prosperity and the longevity of the Good
Law ; both niay possibly have modified to some
extent the primitive position of the Saiigha. Rhys
Davids remarks (' Buddhist Suttas,' ,?££ xi. [1900]
20) that the Mahaparinibbana passage commented
upon above (p. 210, n. 2)

'

gives Buddhaghosa [the
orthodox commentator of the Pali canon] a good
deal of difficulty, as it apparently inculcates offer-

ings to the gods, which is contrary not only to
both the letter and spirit of Buddhism, but also to
the practice of Buddhists.' Bluikti-oi^Qxmgs, pujd-
offerings

—that is to say, devotional and liturgic
offerings

—are indeed contrary to the letter and to
the spirit of the oldest Buddhism, but it is an old
Indian dictum that ' Each god is entitled to obtain
his own offering

'

{yadfso yaksas tddrko balih) ; and
it may be confidently asserted that Buddhism has
never—in practice—denied the right bali to the

right yaksa. These are mere trifles, small conces-
sions to the needs of practical life, which cannot
endanger the normal and energetic endeavour of
the saint walking in the Path.

Literature.—On the old Hindu pantheon in Buddhism much
information can be found in the Mahdmmayaimtta and in tlie

Atdndtiyasutta (Dighanikdya, xx. and xxxii.).

L. DE LA VallSe Poussin.
NATURE (Christian).— I. Antecedent factors.—
Christianity entered into a heritage of ideas

about the world consisting of a background of
Semitic mythology, the revelation of the OT with
Jewish developments of it, certain elements from
Persian thought, and ultimately the whole frame-
work of Greek philosophy.

In its developed form the OT doctrine affirms
that Jahweh, now the one, universal God, created
all things out of original chaos, gives a mythical
(Babylonian) account of the method and process of
creation (Gn 1-2), and establishes God's providen-
tial rule over all things upon His creatorship
(Is 40). The world therefore is a manifestation of
God's power, glory, and goodness (Pss 19, 29, 104,
etc.). All the processes of nature are His direct

acts, the thunder is His voice (Ps 29), the light
His garment, the winds His messengers, the light-
ning His ministers (Ps 104--

•*). But Jahweh was
no nature-god. He was in no way involved in

nature, no system of natural laws or cosmic prin-
ciples limited or qualified His action, nor was His
being dependent on the world. The OT does not
argue from the world to God in the manner of the

cosmological and teleological arguments, but it

descends from the idea of God into the world, and
in its manifold beauty, power, and goodness it

apprehends the free and sovereign activity of God
(P. Thomson, 'God in Nature and in History,'
Exp II. i. [1881] 161-179, 241-252).

In post-canonical Jewish literature the ideas of
God's freedom, sovereignty, and transcendence
were still more enhanced ; and the idea of the
world as an independent reality over against God
is more emphasized. To secure God's holiness and
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freedom, He is withdrawn from all direct contact
with the world, and His action is mediated by
angels and spirits, personifications of the forces of

nature and of divine attributes.
God created at first, besides heaven, earth, and sea,

'

all the

epirite which serve before him, the angels of the presence, and
the angels of sanctification, and the angels [of the spirit of the

fire, and the angels] of the spirit of the winds, and the angels
of the spirit of the clouds, and of darkness, and of snow and of

hail and of hoar frost, and the angels of the voices and of the
thunder and of the lightning, and the angels of the spirits of

cold and of heat, and of winter and of spring and of autumn
and of summer, and of all the spirits of his creatures which
are in the heavens and on the earth '

(>/m6. ii. 2, Charles's tr. ;

cf. Enoch \x. llflf.).

Apart from the personifications, the conception
is not unlike that of deism. God as First Cause
created all things, but at the same time He created

spirits and angels, to which as second causes He
deputed the control of all the processes of nature.
It is an amalgam of animism and deism.

In Alexandria Jewish thought was formulated
under Greek influence, and the action of God upon
the world is expressed in more abstract terms.
The heathen practice of regarding objects of nature
as '

gods that rule the world '

is repudiated, and
an '

argument from design
'

is urged as a reason

why men should recognize God '

by giving heed to

his works' {Wis 13^"^). Nature is simply and
directly obedient to God's will. The marvels of

OT history were God's acts of new creation for the
sake of His people (Wis 19«; cf. W-'^-*). Here
Wisdom personified is the mediator of God's

activity in creation and providence (Pr 8^'^^-,

Wis722ff-etc.).
In the more developed system of Philo God's

Logos and His powers are at once the media of

His action and the principles of being and order in

the world. His fidelity to OT ideas guards Philo
from merging God and His powers in nature as
mere immanent principles. He follows the Mosaic

teaching that God created the world, though
whether out of nothing or out of pre-existing
matter is not clear. He carries the doctrine of

divine transcendence and of the metaphysical anti-

thesis between God and the world to the extremest
limit, though he does not accept moral dualism.
The world in itself is not evil, but the most perfect
Avork of God. Philo gives profuse descriptions
and discussions of the world as it exists. He
follows in the main the teaching of the Greek
science of his time, but expresses it in allegories of

OT language. He conceives nature in general as
a system of uniformities as complete and regular
as that of modern science.

'

Equality, the mother of justice . . . has ordered all things
well, things in heaven and things on earth, by immovable laws
and ordinances '

(de Justitia, 14).

Yet some relics of primitive animism survive, as
in the idea that the planets were living beings
which moved themselves in their uniform order

(see James Drummond, Philo Judceus, London,
1888, i. 267-313).

2. Primitive Christian teaching.—[a) Common
elements.—In the NT, as in the OT, there appears
a sense of the order and beauty of the world, as
the product of God's wisdom, power, and goodness.
They were not scientific or philosophical principles
of uniformity or necessity or of the reign of law,
but a sensus communis of the customary and
normal processes of nature. Extraordinary events
which we call

' miracles
' were therefore regarded

as signs and wonders, but not as violations of a
natural order or law. They presented no intellec-
tual problem, for they were manifestations of the
power of God working freely according to His
inscrutable will. They were neither contrary to
nature nor above nature, but a i)art of the totality
of divine operation which constituted, sustained,
and governed the whole world. This pure and
arbitrary theism had, however, been modified by

influences of Persian dualism and Greek polydse-
monism allied with survivals of Semitic animism.

Angels might intervene and direct the course of

nature for man's benefit (Mt 28^, Jn 5* RVm ; cf.

Rev 14^* 16*), but they too were agents of God's
will and ministers of His power. Demons and evil

spirits could also work injurj- to man, and certain

classes of diseases were traced to their agency.
The devil and his angels were a semi-independent
kingdom over against God, but tliey too were sub-

ject to the power of God.

[b) Jesus Christ adopted these ideas and terms
of His time. But whatever of dualism or plural-
ism was involved in them He eliminated by bring-

ing all the processes of nature into the most direct

and intimate relation with the idea of the Father-
hood of God. This governed His fundamental
attitude towards nature. God's love and care for

man determined all His activity in the world, and

nothing happened except by the Fatlier's will.
' All things are possible with God '

(Mk lO-"^), and
not even a sparrow falls to the ^ound ^A-ithout the
Father's will (Mt 10^). God gives

'

good things
'

to them that ask Him (Mt 7"), and those who seek
first His Kingdom and His righteousness will find

nature and providence gracious (Mt 6^). The pro-
cesses of nature were neither eudsemonistic nor
retributive in detail. Pain and sorrow were
terrible realities which the best could least avoid.

On the other hand, a misfortune like blindness

need not be the result of sin (Jn 9^'-), and calami-
ties did not prove that the victims were greater
sinners than others (Lk 13''). The lilies grew
beautiful, although they neither toiled nor spun.
God ' maketh his sun to rise on the evil and the

good, and sendeth rain on the just and the unjust'
(Mt b*^). The order of nature is the process of

divine love and mercy. Christ's view of the world
is teleological and optimistic. God directs all

nature to fulfil His fatherly purpose, and nothing
exists or happens which cannot be subordinated to

that purpose.
The sayings of Jesus are unique in their time for

their appreciation of nature's glory. His interest

extended to birds and flowers, and His parables
reveal that intimate communion with Nature
which enabled Him to see in her face the symbols
and the effulgence of divine truth. He loved all

Nature. There might be evil spirits, alien enemies
in Nature's realm, and in men sin and evil were
manifest, but Jesus taught no doctrine of perma-
nent and radical evil in the nature of things. He
was no ascetic who held things to be evil in them-
selves. He condemned the pursuit of mammon
and riches only because men made thinrfs their

supreme good and put them in the place of God.
But He appreciated things in their right place and
use (Mt 11^" 15", Lk 7**). And, even so far as the
world had been subordinated to evil influences by
men's sins, God's action in it would eliminate the
evil and bring into existence a regenerate world

(Mt 19-8, Lk 203^-^). This is no scientific or philo-

sophic theory of the universe. It was not then,
nor is it yet, demonstrably true. But it is the
attitude of Christian faith towards the universe,
because it is the Father's work.

((') Apostolic theories. — Christ's ruling idear,

appear in the writings of the apostles, but, as they
addressed heathen as well as Jewish readers, they
had occasion to develop in a more speculative way
the conception of the relation of God to the world.

Paul in several places expresses the principles that

were subsequently developed into the cosmological
and teleological proofs of the being

of God. At
Lystra he declared tliat the living God ' made the

heaven and the earth and the sea, and all that in

them is,' and that ' he left not himself without

witness, in that he did good, and gave you from
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heaven rains and fruitful seasons, filling your
hearts with food and j,'ladness' (Ac 14"""). He
used similar arguments on Mars' Hill (Ac 172^-26)

and in the Epistle to the Romans (1='*). The point
of the argument in each case is, not the being of

God, which is assumed, but His nature and opera-
tion. Creation, providence, and natuie are mani-
festations and proofs of the unity, spirituality,

power, and goodness of God. Conversely, the

Apostle's conception of God becomes his interpre-
tation of nature. Paul is acutely conscious of the

presence of evil and sin in the world (Eph 2^). Siu
lias made its seat in the flesh, whose very nature
has been therefore corrupted (Ko 7'*). Yet Paul's
view of the universe as a whole is optimistic.

' To
them that love God all things work together for

good' (Ro 8^8; cf. vv.^--^). The world as God's
creation is essentially good. Man's sin has sub-

jected it to vanit}% but it has not turned nature
from God's purpose of goodness, and His salvation

will deliver it from corruption
' into the liberty of

the glory of the children of God.'
Paul retains the OT idea of God's direct creator-

ship (2 Co 48, 1 Co 1218 153«), but in his later writ-

ing as well as in Hebrews and the Fourth Gospel
traces are found of the Philonic doctrine of the

Logos as the mediator of creation and the prin-

ciple of nature. The term is used only in the
Fourth Gospel, where the Logos is identified with
Christ, and represented as issuing from God to be
the maker of all things and the principle of life

and light immanent in the world (Jn V'*- 1°).

Similarly, according to Paul and Hebrews, Christ
emanates from God (Ph 2®, He 1*) and '

all things
have been created through him, and unto him . . .

and in him all things consist' (Col P*- "). God
'

appointed him heir of all things, through whom
also he made the worlds' (He 1*). This concep-
tion of the Logos, as it is the interpretation of

nature, differs in some important respects from
that of Philo. The Logos is more closely identified

with God, and therefore expresses better God's
creative activity and immanence in the world.
Its identification with Chiist gives it the moral

significance of His person, and the world process
derived from Him is likewise moral (W. Beyschlag,
A^T' Theology, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1895, ii. 98).
The dualism which Philo had inherited from Plato
is thus almost, if not entirely, eliminated. Per-

haps something of it survives in Paul's doctrine of

the flesh, in the belief in evil spirits, and particu-
larly in the Johannine idea of the world as evil.

This world is primarily the world of men in their

opposition to God (Jn P" 17'«, 1 Jn S^- ^\ but sin

has vitiated the whole fabric of society, and even
the objects of creation which form its environment
(1 Jn 2i8-i7)_ Yet God so loved the world that He
gave His only-begotten Son to save it (Jn 3'^), and
in the final consummation of salvation He will

make a new heaven and a new earth (Rev 21).

Man may be sanctified in flesh and spirit (1 Th 4'*

5^, Ro 6'^). All rule and authority and power
and dominion, all evil spirits, will be brought into
final subjection to Jesus Christ (1 Co 15^*'^,

Eph P"-).
Judaism had over-emphasized the transcendence

of God and His arbitrary rule over the world.
Greek tl\.ought tended to merge God in the world,
which then became a necessary manifestation of

divine reason. Christ and the apostles qualified
Jewish transcendence by the revelation of God in

Christ and of His immanence in nature and man.
Yet it was not the essential and necessary imma-
nence of Greek thought, but the personal and moral
immanence of love and grace. Christ interpreted
nature through His own filial consciousness of the
Father ; and the apostles through Christ's moral
and redemptive personality. Nature, therefore,

could not be a system of mechanical uniformity and
necessity, but it was a moral order in which God's

unchanging purpose of grace is realized in His free

activity through Christ. In such a system the
antithesis of natural and supernatural could not
arise, for with God all things are possible and
natural, and without Him nothing is possible.

3. Hellenistic-Christian theories.—(a) Assimila-
tion.—When the Christian Church entered the
heathen world, 'it came face to face with a long
tradition of Greek cosmology and science. Plato
had established a dualistic separation between the
sensual and the supersensual, between the world
and God. Aristotle had defined their relation

theistically
—God was the First Cause of the world—and he had greatly enlarged the scientific know-

ledge of the world. The Stoics had conceived the
universe as a system of law and necessity, wherein
the world-process was ordered and governed by the
divine Logos, and, inconsistently, they interpreted
the process teleologically as realizing the ends of

divine reason. Eclecticism had gathered all these

ideas together into a more or less coherent system.
On the basis of Platonic dualism Aristotle's

scientific theism and Stoic monism had so far

coalesced that God as transcendent cause was con-

ceived as creator of the world and as the author
and sustainer of its order and law.
Both the natural tendency to assimilate pre-

valent ideas and the necessity to commend itself to

contemporary intelligence compelled Christianity
to assume a scientific and philosophic form, whicli

it did by adopting the current ideas of Greek
science without change, and by adapting to its use

such philosophic principles as would best harmonize
with its own principles.

(b) The Gnostics.—The Gnostics were the first

Christian theologians who developed a theory of
the universe on the basis of religion. On two

points their theories diverged so widely from the
Christian position as to involve a direct contradic-
tion of it. They conceived the relation of God to

the spiritual universe pantheistically rather than

theistically, as a process of emanation rather than
as an act of creation. On the other hand, they
conceived the material universe in a thoroughly
dualistic fashion. The formless matter out of
which the world was made, by one of the lower
aeons or spirits, was evil and antagonistic to God,
so that the cosmic process was a strife between

good and evil, and nature was so predominantly
evil that it was destined to perish in the pi'ocess of
the redemption and restoration of the world of

spirits. A still more extreme dualism, moral and

metaphysical, was embodied in Manichaeism (q.v. ;

see also Harnack, Hist, of Dogma, iii. 316-336).
Such dualism was not only inconsistent with
the Divine Fatherhood, but incompatible with the
more general piinciples of monotheism, and the
Christian Church opposed Manichaeism and re-

pudiated Gnosticism.

(c) The Greek Apologists and Fathers.—The
Greek Apologists and Fathers developed a new
theory of the world, which, while it did not quite
eliminate dualism, strove to comprehend under the

category of the Logos the complete rule of God
over the whole world- proce.ss.

'God, the Maker of this universe, has made all things by
the Logos which is from him' (Athenag. Leg. iv.).

'The immediate Creator, and, as it were, very Maker of the
world was the Logos, the Son of God, while the Father of the

Logos, by commanding His own Son—the Logos—to create
the world, is primarily its Creator '

(Origen, c. Celsuin, vi. 60).
' For God is good, or rather is essentially the source of good-

ness : nor could one that is good be niggardly of anything :

whence, grudging existence to none, He has tnade all things
out of nothing by His own Logos, Jesus Christ our Lord '

(Athan. de Incarn. iii. 3).

As to the method of creation, the account given
in Genesis was generally accepted, but with vary-
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ing interpretations. Clement and Origen defended
the Mosaic cosmogony, but, by allegorical inter-

pretation, they read into it much of their Neo-
Platonic philosophy.

' God of hia goodness and love created the world of Ideas, the
invisible heaven and earth, and in accordance with this divine
model, the Word gave shape and substance to the material
universe' (0. Bigg-, The Christian Platonists of Alexandria,
p. 107 ; of. p. 240).

Creation was an eternal process issuing from the

unchangeable essence of God, and.therefore of the
nature of a physical and necessary emanation, as

distinguished from the Christian idea of a free
creative act, which was the general view of the
Greek Fathers in the 4th and 5th centuries

(Origen, de Prin. I. ii. 10, III. iv. 3 ; Harnack,
iii. 249 ; cf. Windelband, Hist, of Philosophy, p.
250 f.).

From the Apologists to Athanasius, there was
also considerable development of ideas on the two
points of the immediacy and completeness of God's
creative act. The mediating Logos, according to
the Apologists, was an independent being of tem-

poral origin ; according to the Alexandrians, He
was co-eternal with God, but 'irepos Oe6s ; according
to Athanasius, He was co-eternal and consub-
stantial with God, so that God in Him stood in
direct relation to the world. According to the

Apologists, the world was created out of pre-exist-
ing matter (Justin, Apol. i. 10) ; according to the

Alexandrians, God created out of nothing the
matter with which He made the world (Clem.
Strom. V. xiv. 89; Origen, de Prin. ii. i. 4f.) ; and
Athanasius argues that Almighty God could only
create out of nothing {de Incarn. ii. 4 f . ).

God of His goodness created the world for the
sake of rational beings. From Plato downwards
the world was conceived teleologically as the scene
and process whereby God realized His purpose of

goodness towards man. For man as a rational

being was essentially superior to all creatures, and
the whole of nature is arranged to supply his needs
and to afford opportunity for the development of
his rational capacity (Origen, c. Celsum, iv. 75-99).
It might therefore be expected that the world in
all its parts and operations would manifest the
wisdom and goodness of God. And the Greeks,
both pagan and Christian, were duly impressed
with the unity, harmony, order, and beauty of the
universe. Although the Greek theologians had
but little scientific interest in nature, they make
frequent references to its order and bounty as
evidences of the being and nature of God {e.g.,

Origen, c. Celsum, i. 23).
Yet the harmony was manifestly marred by evil.

'The sure and universal conviction was that the present
condition and course of the world is not of God, but is of the
devil

'

(Harnack, i. 182).

All Christian doctrine involves the idea of a fall,

whereby the processes of nature as well as the
lives of men were turned aside from their original
and proper course. Platonic and Gnostic theories
which traced evil to matter, and which would
therefore make evil inherent in nature, were indeed

strenuously repudiated. The fall was moral, not
natural, and due to the voluntary acts of rational
creatures, among whom Origen reckoned the sun,
moon, and stars, as well as men, angels, and evil

spirits {de Prin. II. ix. 6). But he regards even
the diversity and plurality in the universe as a

departure from the unity, from God—a meta-
physical fall which seems to establish evil in the
nature of things. And the practical dualism of
asceticism and monasticism found much support in

Origen's philosophy. But his belief in monotheism,
in the almighty power and goodness of God, and in
free will led Origen, like the otiier Greek Fathers,
to deny vigorously that evil inhered in nature. He
also rejected the idea of a mechanical uniformity.

either in the recurring cycles of the universe or in
the order of nature, because it would exclude the
free will from whose acts sin and evil had to be
derived. Nor was evil permitted to mar ultimately
the perfection of God's plan, for He so orders the
whole that it fulfils one ideal of perfect harmony
{ib. II. i. 3). He has so ordained the cycles of the
aeons and the processes of nature that they serve
to discipline rational beings, and to lead them back
to the original unity. Thus will all evil and
disorder disappear

' when all things shall be re-

established in a state of unity and when God shall
be all in all

'

{ib. III. vi. 6). Apocalyptic hopes
proved the way of escape from dualism and despair
for the early Church. Because of sin the present
world was evil and under the dominion of demons,
but it was a temporary phase to pass away speedily,
and a restored and renovated world after God's

perfect plan would soon be ushered in Avith the
new age. Though the world was bad, nature was
good and able to cast off its evil condition.

4. The Latin Fathers. — The Latin Fathers
adopt in the main the theory of the universe

developed in Greek theology, though with some
characteristic dift'erences.

'The one God, bj- His commanding word, His arranging
wisdom, His mighty power, brought forth from nothing this
entire mass of our world, with all its array of elements, bodies,
spirits, for the glory of His majesty

'

(Tert. Apol. 17 ; cf. 11, 21).

The Genesis story is accepted literally as the way
in which God perfected all His works in due order

(Tert. adv. Herm. 29).

(a) Tertullinn.—Tertullian states with new em-
phasis and clearness that God made the world out
of nothing and it will therefore return to nothing.
This is the theme of several of his treatises against
the Gnostics (e.g., adv. Herm., adv. Valent.).
One characteristic difference between Greek and
Latin thought was that the former was never

quite free from a pantheistic tendency to derive the
world to some extent by way of emanation from
God's essence, but in Latin thought God's creative

activity is free and even arbitrary, for it is not
conditioned by His essence. Conversely, the world
thus made out of nothing by God's free act assumes
a more independent existence over against God.

Although Tertullian and Minucius Felix wrote

against Stoicism and rejected its pantheism, their
view of nature as a totality of substances, laws,

principles, and order, once created complete in

itself, was largely Stoic. To the Stoic conception
of a self-subsistent world they added the Hebrew-
Christian conception of God as its original Creator.

They came nearer to the deistic view than the
Greeks. Nature was a most holy and ' reverend

'

work of God,
' an object of reverence

'

(Tert.
adv. Marcion. iii. 11, de Anima, 27). As it en-

shrines the Avisdom and truth of God, man may
learn from it the general principles of religion and
morality apart from revelation {de Res. Cam. 12).

There is a common law of God '

prevailing all over
the world, engraven on the natural tables' {de

Corona, 5f.). Tertullian appeals to the Roman
emperors for the fundaTuental human right to

worshijj as a privilege of nature {ad Scapulam, 2).

The knowledge of God is manifest, not only from
the works of His hands, but from ' the noble testi-

mony of the human soul by nature Christian'

{Apol. 17 ; ct. de Test. Anima;, 1). Christian ex-

perience is the special realm of the supernatural
revelation and operation of the Spirit of God, but
all nature's processes also correspond with the
mind of God. There are two divine operations,
natural and supernatural, bvit one truth. Ter-

tullian shows a deep interest in the detailed pro-
cesses of nature, which he conceived in the manner
of Heraclitus as continual change ending in a final

conflagration. He realized the difiiculty which
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evil and sin presented to his view of nature as a

perfect work of God. Some evils and calamities

he explains as means to the fulhlment of Gods

purpose, but radical evil and sin he traces to the

free action of men and evil spirits. Natuie is

oriLdnally and essentially good, but the devil is the

corrupter of nature {de Cult. Fern. i. 8). Yet he

cannot corrupt the substance created by God.

Paul's censure of the flesh applies not to its sub-

stance but to its action (rfe Res. Cam. 10). Clirist

abolishes not carnem peccati but peccatum carnis,

not the substance of flesh but its culpa (de Cam.

Christi, 16). And in the human soul the rational

element belon^'s to its nature, but the irrational

elements and the sinful tendencies emanate from

the devil and enter the soul by acts of sin (de

Anima, 16). Yet sin entered into human nature,

and so into the world, at so early a stage that in a

secondary sense it has become part of nature.

• The corruption of our nature is another nature, having a god
and father of its own, the author of corruption

'

{de Anbna, 41 ;

cf. 16, 27, 39).

Even death is not a condition of nature, but the

result of sin—the product of a fault and defect

which is not itself natural ; but it is easy to apply
the term ' natural

'

to faults and defects that are

inseparable from us since our birth, or even earlier

(Traducianism). Thus, while Tertullian vigor-

ously contends against the metaphysical dualism

of the Gnostics, and in the main adopts the opti-

mistic theory of nature which he had derived from

the Greeks, his deep sense of sin and evil led him
to lay the foundations of that Western doctrine of

radical evil which was more fully developed by
Augustine. Tertullian's writings also abound in

ascetic teachings which easily led to the pessimism
and contempt of nature that became rife in later

ages. The large place and powerful influence

which he ascribes to the devil in human conduct

and destiny were inconsistent with an optimistic

conception of nature in the widest sense. He
never really faced the problem of evil on the large

scale. He could retain his conception of nature as

a perfect work of God only by assuming a realm

of evil outside nature balanced by a realm of grace
above nature, neither of which he attempted to fit

into a theory of reality as a whole.

(b) Augustine.—The doctrine of radical evil was
further "developed by Ambrose of Milan (see

Harnack, v. 49), and was finally stated as part of a

system of the universe by his disciple, Augustine.
With Augustine Patristic thought for the first

time attains to a thoroughly subjective point of

view. God and the soul are the two poles on

which his whole system revolves. His interest in

external nature and his theories of it are therefore

secondary to and dependent upon his view of the

relation between God and the soul. His philosophy
is fundamentally spiritualistic. He even ap-

proaches panegoism. Will is the sole efficient

cause. The will of God is the original and

supreme cause of all things. Created spirits,

angels and men, both good and bad, are also

efficient causes in a secondary sense, but they
have no power except what God has bestowed

upon them. Material or natural causes are not

eflicient causes at all,
' because they can only do

what the wills of spirits do by them.' Nature as

a system of law and order is
' an order of causes in

which the highest efficiency is attributed to the

will of God' (de Civ. Dei, v. 9). God, being

supremely good, can will only that which is good,
and therefore all nature or substance is essentially

good. By His good will He has given existence,

form, quality, life, reason, beauty, position, rela-

tion, and all other attributes to everything in its

due order, not only to heaven and eartli, men and

angels, but to the smallest and most contemptible

animal, to the feather of a bird, the flower of a

plant, the leaf of a tree—all have their harmoiw
and mutual place as parts of the great whole. It

is not a necessary uniformity in nature, but the

harmony of God's will. Even miracles are miracles

only in a relative sense, for all events, whether
normal or abnormal, issue directly from the will of

God. Even the evil which other wiUs do, God so

overrules that it does not mar, but rather com-

pletes, the harmony of His good purpose (ib. v. 11,

vii. 30, X. 12, xi. 22, de Moribus Munich. 7, c.

Faustum, xxi. 5).

Yet Augustine was intensely conscious of the

reality of evil both in himself and in the world

around him. In their normal state both the indi-

vidual soul and human society were given over to

evU as kingdoms of the devil. But this too was
not of nature, but of wUl. God was the author

of aU natures and substances, and He could make

nothing evil (de Moribus Manich. 2).
' The origin of sin is in the will ;

therefore in the will also is

the origin of evil, both in the sense of acting against a just

precept and in the sense of suffering under a just sentence
'

(c. Faustum, xxii. 22 ;
cf. de Civ. Dei, xii. 1).

Physical evil is the result of moral evil. Pelagius

argued therefore that nature, in spite of sin, is

essentially good, because sin is only a momentary
act of will that cannot pervert or corrupt the nature

or produce an evil nature (Harnack, v. 194). But

Augustine held that nature and will are so inti-

mately bound up together that the will perverted

by sin perverts and vitiates the nature itself, so

that it becomes impotent to resist sin ('natura

vitiata, massa perditionis, non posse non peccare ').

But there was in Augustine's doctrine a deeper
element of dualism, a relic of Manichjean or

Platonic influence, for the nature that was
vitiated by sin held the capacity of corruption
because it was created out of nothing, and evil is

the privation of being ; Augustine seems to regard
the privation of existence in created things as

in some sense a positive evil (de Moribus Manich.

vii. 10, c. Epistolam Manichcei, xxxvi. 41). On the

other hand, nature thus vitiated by sin can be

restored to goodness, not by the creative or provi-

dential act of God, but by a supernatural act of

grace through Jesus Christ and the Church, which

is therefore a new and higher order of existence

over against the old order of the sinful world.

External nature is involved in the calamity of sin

as the instrument of its punishment. God has not

withdrawn all His creative goodness, for He has

filled this misery of the human race with the rich

and countless blessings of nature, and of the arts

and sciences of civilized life (de Civ. Dei, xxii. 22,

23, 24). Yet the whole framework of nature has

been irretrievably disordered by sin :

' From this hell upon earth there is no escape, save through
the grace of the Saviour' (ib. xxii. 22), and 'all to which the

New Testament invites belongs to that future inheritance which

awaits us in the world to come '

(ib. xxi. 15).

Nature as it is, therefore, stands in a double an-

tithesis : (1) to original nature as God created it,

and (2) to the realm of grace into which the elect

are delivered from the corruption and misery of

the present world. Augustine's doctrine of the

two realms, of nature and grace, or of the natural

and supernatural, has held sway over Christian

thought down to the present time.

5. Mediaeval supernaturalism.
— The living in-

terest of mediaeval thought was almost entirely

metaphysical.
(a) John Scotiis Erigena, the most powerful

and original mind in the early Middle Ages, in his

chief work, de Divisione Naturce, defines nature as

the processus of the divine being in four successive

stages : (1) nature uncreated and creating, or God
in Himself; (2) nature created and creating, or

God as prolated cause of all things ; (3) nature
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created but not creating, the world as the con-

tinuous evolution process of the one divine sub-
stance ; (4) nature neither creating nor created,
God all in all at the end of the process.

' Of fatal necessity God eventually withdraws again into
Himself

; this is the final cosmic absorption in the bosom of

the Great AH' (M. de Wulf, Hist, of Medieval Philosophy,
pp. 167-170).

Erigena's identification of all reality with God
was not generally accepted by the Church, but the

predominance of the metapliysical standpoint is

equally manifest in the chief problem that engaged
tlie thought of the later Scholastics.

{b) The controversy about univcrsals.—The pro-
blem was mainly epistemological. Realists and

conceptualists were manifestly concerned about
abstract ideas, and nominalism, in spite of its more

empirical trend, confined its outlook to the abstract

problem of knowledge, and developed no interest

in things.
(c) The mediceval metaphysics of nature, apart

from Erigena's pantheism, was in all essentials

Augustine's. God created all things by an act

of will after the exemplar that He had in His mind
(Aquinas, Summa Theol. I. xix. 4). He created all

nature's good, and evil is neither a being nor a

good, but the absence of being {ib. xlviii.). The
causality of God extends to all beings, not only to

species, but to individuals. All things are directed

by God to one end. The order of the universe is

also a good which God has created [ih. xxii, 1, 2).

And this order involves a gradation of being which
admits the possibility of evil, but all actual evil

issues from evil wills (ih. xlix. ). All the Scholastics

regarded the world chiefly as an eflfect of which
God is the cause. Anselm, indeed, not content to

base the proof of God's existence on creation, devised
the ontological argument, but his successors rejected
it, and fell back on proofs of the cosmological type.
These have been criticized as implying a deistic

separation between God and the world which limits

His being and negates His immanence, but it is

equally true that they tend to empty the world
of its reality, for its substance or nature which was

good was only the actiAdty of God, while the evil

in it was the negation of divine activity.

(c?) Practical dualism.—While the metaphysical
theory of evil represented it as negation, for the

practical thought of the time it was the most
terrible and dominant reality. The dualistic trend
in earlier thought ran riot in the Middle Ages under
the two forms of asceticism and diabolism, (i.)

From the 2nd cent, downwards ascetic ideas asserted
themselves in the Church. In the 3rd cent, men
began to flee from this evil world to find peace and
salvation in the desert. During the 4th cent, mon-
asticism established itself as a permanent institu-

tion in the East. Its rise in the West was later—
the Benedictine order in ,the 6th cent.

,
the Clunian

reform in the 11th, the Mendicant orders in the
13th—but it dominated the life and thought of the
Western Church in the Middle Ages. Its chief,

though not its only, underlying principles were
that the world of sense was evil and therefore to

be avoided, and that the normal processes of nature
were, if not essentially evil,

' at least occasions of
evil.
'To many, indeed, virginity was neither more nor less than

the very essence of Christian morality
'

(Harnack, Monasticism,
Eng. tr., London, 1901, pp. 65, 67).

(ii.) Above all, the present world was under the
dominion of the devil and his host of evil demons.
Primitive animism, belched forth ixonx the abysses
of Western paganism, allied itself with ManicluBan,
monastic, and cliiliastic elements in the mind of
the Church, and all but submerged Christian mono-

1 St. Francis of Assisi was a notable exception, whose love of
nature was equal to his asceticism, but he stood alone, except
for some intimations of a revived appreciation of nature found
in poetry.

theism and every idea of a world created, ordered,
and niled by divine wisdom and goodness. Evil

spirits swarmed upon the earth, ubiquitous and
nearly all-powerful. Nature and man were their

playthings. Magic, sorcery, witchcraft, posses-
sion, mcubi, succuhcE, alchemy, heresy, even science
and

pliilosopliy, were forms of their activity. God,
Christ, the Virgin, angels, saints, and sacraments
aflbrded but uncertain protection against their
devices to destroy men's souls. For tiie popular
mind, a metaphysical supernaturalism was a poor
protection against a nature diabolism.

(e) Symbolism.—The remedy was sought neither
in science nor in theology, but in a symbolic inter-

pretation of nature. If actual nature had been
reduced to vanity by evil spirits, it still retained
the form and image of the true and good, and so
could be the efficacious instrument of divine grace.
The idea that things had a double meaning, one
obvious and the other hidden, had prevailed in many
forms, in animism, poetry, Christ's parables, Plato's

idealism, Alexandrian allegorism. The Patristic

age developed the doctrine that the water of

baptism, and the bread and wine in the Supper,
had a mysterious and miraculous significance and

efficacy for salvation. But there was no logical
reason for limiting symbolical significance to a few
natural elements. Sacraments were multiplied,
and Hugo of St. Victor (1096-1141), in his cle Sacra-
mentis Christiance Fidei, propounded the theory
that the whole visible creation was a symbol of the
invisible world and a revelation of divine truth (H.
O. Taylor, The Mediceval Mind^, vol. ii. ch. xxix.).
But the symbolical interpretation of nature did not

really reconcile it to God nor present a Christian

theory of it. It was but a magic bridge cast by
illusion over the chasm of dualism, and it availed

only so long as the illusion lasted. When men at
last brushed away the cobwebs of animism, dia-

bolism, and symbolism, and gazed upon Nature
herself, they entered into a universe very difierent

from the supernaturalism and symbolism of the
Church.

6. Physical science in the Middle Ages.—The
mediaeval Church preserved the tradition of science,
and in its later period one here and there who mani-
fested a new interest in nature may be reckoned
as a forerunner of the modern science of nature.
The end of the Patristic age, from Ambrose and
Augustine to Gregory, descended to the lowest
level of ignorance and indifference about nature.
A semi-mythical book called the Physiologus sup-
plied the place of natural history (Taylor, i. 76).

Boethius (470-525), by his translation of Porphyry's
Isagoge and Aristotle's de Cntegoriis and de Inter-

pretatione, revived some study of logic. Martianus

Capella (5th cent.), in his Satyricon, or de Auptii-i!
Mercurii et Philologice, gave a compendium of the
seven liberal arts, grammar, rhetoric, dialectic

(
= trivium), arithmetic, astronomy, geometry, and
music ( =quadrivium), which became the standard
text-book. Similar compendia were de Artibus ac

Disciplinis Liberalium Litterarum of Cassiodorus

(c. 470-570), Originiim sen Etymologiarum, LibriXX
of Isidore of Seville (c. 560-636), de Natura Rerum
of the Venerable Bede (c. 674-734), and de Universe
of Rabanus Maurus (c. 776-856). Ph ji^sics or natural
science was included in all the traditional divisions
of philosophy, but it only amounted to a collection
of traditional lore.

From the 10th to the 12th cent, a new quickening
influence emerged in the Araluan philosoiiiiy derived
from Aristotle by Avicenna (9S0-1037) and Averroes

(112G-98). Gerbert of Aurillac (c. 950-1003) handled
the traditional material with a new sense of the

importance of mathematics and natural science.

The school of Chartres was a centre of great intel-

lectual activity. Bernard (1090-1153) wrote on
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Porphyry, and, under Platonic influence, conceived

nature as a living organism. His brother, Theoderic

(c. 1100-55), compiled numerous books of natural

knowledge. Gilbert de la Porree (1076-1154) wrote

de Sex Principiis—&n attempt to complete Aristotle's

treatment of the categories. William of Conches

(1080-1154), in his Magna de Naturis Philosophia
and de Philosophia Mundi, propounded an atomic

theory of the universe, and displayed the interest

in the medical and physiological studies of Galen

and Hippocrates which marked the school of

Chartres. John of Salisbury (? 1115-80) and Alan
de Lille (? 1128-1202) closed the period of mere

compilers and disseminators of ancient know-

ledge.
The greater writings of Aristotle were redis-

covered about the middle of the 12th century. The

stages of theirappropriation by the Chri stian Church
are represented by the writings of Alexander of

Hales (t 1245), Albertus Magnus (c. 1200-80), a,nd

Thomas Aquinas. Aristotle's spirit of observation

and research into nature affected Albert more than
the others, but his scientific achievements were

negligible. Vincent of Beauvais (c. 1190-1264), in

his Speculum Majiis, another encycloptedia, reveals

a genuine interest in nature (Taylor, ii. 247 f . ).

But all these men, whatever they observed and
admired of nature, looked out upon it from the

prison-house of Scholastic metaphysics. Roger
Bacon (? 1210-? 1294) was of a different type—the
herald of a new day. He revolted

a<|ainst
the a

priori methods of Scholasticism, and laid down the

experimental method of modern science as the only
adequate way of investigating nature— *

Oportet
ergo omnia certificari per viam experientise

'

{ib.

ii. 536).
One important result of the new recognition of

nature as a witness of truth, and of science and

philosophy as media of knowledge, was a new
emphasis upon the distinction between natural and

supernatural knowledge, and the acceptance of the
doctrine of twofold truth, one secundum rationem
and the other secundum fidem. Albert and
Thomas recognized the distinction between natural
and revealed religion and tried to reconcile them.
Duns Scotus allowed to philosophy and theology, the
natural and the supernatural, each its separate
realm. But very soon the divergence grew still

wider.

7. Humanism and science.—In the 15th cent, the

study of the classics led men back to a new appre-
ciation of nature and a free investigation of it,

which in the 16th cent, produced the beginnings
of modern science.

{a) The philosophy of the Renaissance yva,% not so

much a new theory of nature as a new attitude
towards it. But the scientific discoveries of

Copernicus and others in the 16th cent., of Galileo,

Kepler, and Newton, transformed the conception
of nature, and came into conflict with much that
had been embodied in Roman Catholic dogma.
Since the Church would not reconstruct its dogmas,
a deep cleavage was made between theology and
science, and once more nature was abandoned, if

not to the devil, to what was confessedly an un-
christian interpretation. From the standpoint
of Roman Catholic dogma the modern conception
of nature is essentially un-Christian and in most
respects even anti-Christian.

(6) Protestantism as represented in theology was
only partially and gradually liberated from mediae-
val metaphysics, but the new spirit of free inquiry
into nature s secrets found more complete expres-
sion in philosophy, science, and literature. Hence
arose the so-called '

conflict between religion and
science,' which was really a conflict between the
old and new systems of philosophy and science,

(c) Rationalism..—Preoccupation with external

nature exclusively in the 17th and 18th centuries

produced materialism, sensationalism, and rational-

ism—systems which denied altogether any spirit-
ual meaning to nature.

{d) Pantheism at the other extreme, by identify-

ing God as natura naturans with the world as

natura naturata, also made all reality an im-

personal, non-moral system of necessity.

(e) Deww.—The deists, both heterodox and ortho-

dox, accepted the current scientific view of nature
as a uniform system of properties and laws which
worked automatically, but in virtue of God's

creative act, and they found in it therefore evi-

dences of certain universal truths of religion
—God,

virtue, future rewards and punishments. The
orthodox school affirmed in addition certain special
revelations and acts of God by which He remedied
the defects that had entered into nature's mechan-
ism along with sin. These the rationalists denied.

But both schools assumed a twofold dualism of God
and the world, of the supernatural and natural,
and both placed God norni.'.lly outside the universe.

Nature and the Christian revelation were two dis-

tinct operations of God, and the tendency was to

regard nature independently of God as self-suffi-

cient and self-explanatory.

(/) Naturalism.—In the 19th cent, naturalism

(and positivism), allied Avith agnosticism, became
the legitimate successor of deism. Physical science

in itself need not be religious or irreligious, but, if it

is put forward as a philosophy, as a complete and

adequate account of the world as a whole, it involves

the denial of any moral or spiritual significance in

the world. Writers like Huxley and Spencer limited

all knowledge
' in the proper sense of knowing

'

to

phenomena ; and religion, the spiritual, the super-

natural, were relegated to the region of the ' un-

known and unknowable '

; but the knowledge of

nature therefore could have no religious'significance.
A similar but less drastic dualism between scienti-

fic knowledge of nature and religious knowledge as

it is given in Christian experience appears in the

school of Ritschl and in writers like Mansel and
Newman.

8. Idealism and theism.—But modern thought has
not been content to rest in a view of nature which
leaves the new knowledge unrelated to religion, or

which makes nature a complete antitliesis both to

God and to the spiritual being of man. A long
succession of philosophers

—Descartes and Leibniz,

Kant, Berkeley and Butler, Hegel, Lotze, the

Cairds, Rudolf Eucken, James Ward, and many
more—have striven to interpret nature in corre-

lation with the conception of God as living and

personal, free and immanent in the world, by His

power, wisdom, and goodness continually forming
and guiding it to fulfil His perfect purpose of holi-

ness and love. This theistic philosophy has not

solved all its problems. The relation of the in-

finite to the finite, of the eternal to time and to the

process of evolution, of the One to the many, the

existence of evil, both moral and physical, are

yet no more than formulated questions without
answers. Theism is more a faith than a science,

and it is not altogether a Christian faith. Modern

thought cannot accept the Patristic and Scholastic

method of imposing a Christian interpretation upon
nature by authority. The Christian view has
found more confident expression in some modern

poets, such as Wordsworth and Browning, than in

philosophy. The speculative methods of theistic

philosophy move but slowly and uncertainly
towards Christ's idea of the world as the Father's

home and workshop. All tliat can be said is that

theism represents nature in a way more congenial
to Christian experience and thought than any other

system, and that its line of progress, if it can make
any progress, is set in the direction of the Christ-
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ian ideal of a world in which 'all things work

togetlier for good to them that love God.'
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T. Rees.
NATURE (Egyptian).

—Various attempts have
been made in the direction of classifying and

arranging the enormous multitude of Egyptian
gods. There is one grouping, however, which,
while it cuts across many of the other arrange-
ments that have been suggested—human gods,
animal gods, composite gods, and so forth—seems
to mark a fairly broad and manifest division of

Egyptian religious thought. On the one hand,
we have abstract gods, called into being by the

Egyptian religious consciousness as the expression
of certain qualities which they found more or less

present in their own natures, and assumed there-

fore to be necessarily inherent in their divinities.

On the other hand, we have nature-gods, created

by the people as the expression of certain aspects
of the world and the visible universe around them.
It may be a question which of these two classes of

divinities came first into being ; but on the whole,

looking to the character of the Egyptian as a re-

ligious thinker, it seems probable that the rise of

the abstract gods was a later development, and
that the earliest developments of Egyptian religion
were in the direction of forming gods out of the

aspects and powers of nature as seen around the
earliest inliabitants of the Nile Valley.

' As among all other early peoples, it was in his natural sur-

roundings that the EgjTstian first saw his gods. The trees and

springB, the stones and hill-tops, the birds and beasts, were
creatures like himself, or possessed of strange and uncanny
powers of which he was not master. Nature thus makes the
earliest impression upon the religious faculty, the visible world
is first explained in terms of religious forces, and the earliest

gods are the controlling forces of the material world. A social

or political realm, or a domain of the spirit where the gods
shall be supreme, is not yet perceived. Such divinities as these
were local, each known only to the dwellers in a given locality

'

(Breasted, Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient

Egypt, p. it).

Later, as it would appear, the more abstract

aspects of divinity came into view ; abstractions
such as Maat, the goddess of truth, make their

appearance, and even the old nature-gods change
their character to some extent, and are more philo-

sophically conceived ; but Egyptian religion never
made any very great advances in the direction
of philosophic abstraction, and the nature-gods
occupy, from first to last, by far the most im-

portant position (cf. PERSONIFICATION [Egyptian]).
They fall into two great groups: (1) sky-gods

and (2) earth-gods. It would perhaps be simpler
to call the sky-gods by the title of sun-gods, for

they are all more or less connected with the cycle
of solar deities, while the main eartli-gods belong
to a perfectly distinct cycle. Tlie two great
currents of religious thought in Egypt are those
which deal with the Ha, or solar, cycle of divinities,
and those which deal with the Osiris, or earthly,

cycle.
The two are found, as was to be expected,

already existing side by side at the earliest period

of which we have any record ; the rivalry between
the two schools of thought and worship continues

throughout the course of Egyptian history, and
the developments of doctrine which derive from
these two different lines of thought give rise to a

good deal of that extraordinary confusion and in-

consistency which are the first things that strike

the student of Egyptian religion. The Egyptian
never finally discarded either the one group or the
other in his mind, and he kept side by side all the

developments that arose out of the two theories of

God without worrying over the fact that they were
often absolutely inconsistent with each other. So
we have, e.g., heavens that belong to the solar

cycle co-existing in the religious literature with
heavens that belong just as manifestly to the
Osiris cycle, and are totally inconsistent with the
others. The story of Egyptian religion is practi-

cally the story of the parallel development and
rivalry of two groups of nature-gods—a heavenly,
or solar, and an earthly, or Osirian. The intervals
when other gods seem to oust both groups are not

really exceptions to this statement. Thus, to take
the most notable instance, the rise of the Theban
god Amen to supremacy in the land, coinciding
with the rise of Thebes as the capital city, is accom-

plished only by the stock-in-trade of the solar

cycle of gods being credited to the Theban deity,
who thus loses or sinks his own original character
in order to become adequate to his new glory ;

Amen becomes Amen-Ra.
I. Sky-gods.—It is not difficult to see why the

cosmic gods were headed and ruled in the Egyptian
theory by the sun-god.

' The all-enveloping glory and power of the Egyptian sun ia

the most insistent fact in the Nile valley
'

(Breasted, p. 9).

Among the many natural agencies that were of

importance to him, the Egyptian saw none that
could be comjmred with this, and probably the

very earliest form that religious thought took
was the establishment of some kind of conception
of a sun-god. There are in Egyptian religious
literature traces of a still earlier form of sun-

worship than that which we find in existence in

the earliest historical period—a form in which the

god was a Horus, or a group of Horuses, out of the
innumerable company of deities of the same name
which existed in Egypt. The manj' forms in which
the sun-god was represented are doubtless survivals
of the multitude of local cults of the everywhere
present deity. Rouglily, hoAvever, the prevalent
idea represented the sun-god under three aspects.
He is Khepera, the god of coming into being or

becoming, in the morning when he rises, his

emblem being in this case the winged beetle. He
is Ra when he sails across the heaven in his boat

during the middle of the day, and is represented
as either a hawk-headed or a ram-headed human
being, with a solar disk upon his head. He is Turn
or Atum,

' an aged man tottering down the west,'
when he appears as the setting sun.

Ra, to take the most generally used of his titles,
is at the head of the Egyptian pantheon, and has
in his company a cycle of other divinities repre-

senting other aspects and forces of nature. The
theories of how he came into being are various.
At Mempliis it was held that Ptah, the artificer-

god, shaped an egg out of which came the sun-god.
Elsewhere a lotus-flower appeared out of the prim-
eval watery element, and held Ra concealed among
its leaves ; or, as at Heliopolis, the god had appeared
originally as a phrenix upon the ancient pyramidal
stone in the temple. Having come into existence

in one or other of these ways, Ra (or Nebertcher,
as he is called in the texts referring to this par-
ticular period of his being) then by his own
masculine power produced a pair of gods—Shu, the

space- or air-god, and Tefnut, his wife.
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'

I, even I, spat in the form of Shu, and I emitted Tefnut. I

became from God one, Gods three, that is to say from myself
two Gods came into being on this earth

'

(Budge, The Gods oj

the Eijyptians, i. 317).

Of Shu and Tefnut are born Seb or Geb, the earth-

god, and Nut, the sky-goddess; and of them are

born Osiris and Set, Isis and Neplithys. Osiris

and tlie chief figures in the Osirian cycle here

appear in the Ra group of gods, but in an entirely i

subordinate position, and with no very marked
reason for their presence, as they have no particular
function to perform. This would seem to point to

tlie fact that, when the gods were thus grouped—
which cannot have been at the very earliest period—the Osiris group was already in existence and
had to be incorporated somehow or other, though
in a form quite inconsistent with the importance
attributed to Osiris and his retinue in his own
legend.

Ra's function as sun-god is at first a purely
material one. He is the source of life and in-

crease, the driver away of storm, the expeller of

rain, and the breaker up of cloud. He has enemies
who fight against him, and in one legend he loses

one of his eyes
—an attempt, no doubt, to account

for eclipses ; another version of the losing of the

eye seems to be associated with the waxing and

waning of the moon, whose close connexion with
the sun would speedily be detected. In this case
the lost eye is restored by Thoth, the moon-god.
Beginning with these purely natural functions, Ra
at a very early period developed into a more
ethical governor of the world, and we learn how
men rebelled against his rule, and were destroyed
in vengeance by the fierce goddess Hathor (Sekh-
met), who may in this case, as also in some other

instances, represent the destroying heat of the sun.

Finallj', Ra became the great beneficent ruler of

the world, the giver of every good and perfect
gift.
Of his cycle, Shu, the air-god, is practically con-

fined to a single action. He is the separator, and
it is his function to separate Nut, the sky-goddess,
from the embrace of Seb, the earth-god, and to

keep her continually arched over the world, while

Tefnut, his wife, is a mere feminine adjunct to

him. Nut was not worshipped, and had no local

establishment, and Seb, at least in the developed
form of the Ra legends, was purely passive, though
there are signs in remnants of earlier legends of

his greater activity as divider of the earth. The
appearance of Set as well as Osiris in the cycle of
the solar god suggests that he may have repre-
sented some natural phenomenon, like the rest of
his group—probably the darkness. In this case
the enmity between Set and Horns, which finds
full development in the great Osiris legend, would
be the transference to a later tradition of a much
older enmity between the solar Horns, who stands
for the sun-god of the earliest Egyptian belief, and
the darkness. In one of the Pyramid Texts Seb,
the earth-god, assigns their respective domains to
Horus and Set in a fashion that suggests the entire

eriuality of the two divinities of light and darkness
in this early stage of Egyptian religious thought.
While Ra is to be viewed as the typical and repre-
sentative sun-god of Egypt, it must be remembered
that he is only one of a great number of forms of
the same divinity. Many of the nome-gods of the
land were, as was natural, sun-gods also, and were
identified, when occasion arose, with the great
central deity.
The cosmogony attached to this solar cycle of

gods was as manifold and as inconsistent as the

company of gods with which it had to deal. In
one version the sky appears as a great cow, whose
feet rest upon the earth and form the four pillars
of the universe, while the barque of the sun-god

passes along its belly. In another the sky is

represented by the form of a woman, the sky-
goddess Nut, who bends over the earth, touching
it at the four cardinal points with her feet and
the tips of her fingers, wliile the sun-god's barque
sails over her back. But in the most generally
received idea the heavens are represented as a
great iron canopy stretched over the earth, and
supported upon four pillars. From this canopy
the stars hang like lamps ; and round the margin
of the earth below runs the great river, the celestial

Nile, along whose surface the sun-god sails in his

barque all day, appearing in the morning from
behind the eastern mountains, and disapi)earing
behind the western mountains in the evening.
This, of course, raised the question of how the god
got back from west to east in time for his morning
re-appearance ; and the result was the invention of

the journey of Ra through the realms of the dark
under world—a doctrine which received extra-

ordinary and fantastic development during the

period of the XlXth dynasty. In his journey
across the heavens the sun-god met with many
enemies, particularly the great serpent Apap ;

and the crew of his boat had to fight for him
against the monsters which would have devoured
him. Here, no doubt, we have survivals of some
primitive theory of eclipses.

Along with the sun-god there goes a company of

other gods and goddesses. Among these the first

place must be given to the moon-god Thoth or

Tahuti, though later he became more a god of learn-

ing, and was, indeed, the head of the Hermopolitan
ogdoad, which consisted of abstract deities. The
reason for this transference of Thoth from his

original position as a nature-god to the po.sition of

a god of learning and letters is fairly obvious.

Owing to its rapid motion among the stars, the
moon has always been the most convenient regu-
lator of all periods of time greater than the day,
and from its motions reckonings have been made
and dates fixed in all ages and among all nations.

Therefore it was perfectly natural to attribute to

the moon-god the invention of letters and figures,
and the control and regulation of all forms of

learning. Later, and especially in connexion with
the rise of Thebes, anotlier form of the moon-god
came into prominence, though without attecting
the prestige of Thoth, who by this time had fully
taken his place as the god of learning. This Avas

Khonsu, who formed the third member of the
Theban triad, which consisted of Amen the father-

god, Mut the mother-goddess, and Khonsu the
son. In this development the moon-god is repre-
sented as of purely human form, while Thoth is

always figured with a human body and the head
of an ibis. A late romance tells us that the temple
at Thebes possessed two images of Khonsu, of which
the one was named ' Khonsu-of-Good-Counsel-in-

Thebes,' and the other '

Khonsu-the-Expeller-of-
Demons,' and that the latter image, which appears
to have occupied a secondary rank, possessed
magical powers.
The sky-goddess Nut, so long as she remains a

sky-goddess, is merely a pictorial adjunct to the
solar god, and appears to have received very little

veneration in historical times. In another of her

manifestations, however, she becomes the favourite

goddess of the Egyptian pantheon, under the form
of the goddess Hathor, This title,

' House of

Horus,' distinctly indicates her nature as a sky-
goddess, and her association with the oldest form
of solar worship ; but, for what reason is unknown,
she became at an early date not only the chief of

all the goddesses, but the special object of women's
adoration, and the goddess of pleasure and of love,
the Egyptian Aphrodite. While this is so, another
and a more terrible aspect of her character is
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revealed by the ancient legend which recounts the
rebellion of mankind against Ra and pictures
Hatlior as the eager executrix of the sun-god's
vengeance upon humanity. In tliis aspect she is

identified witli tlie lioness-headed goddess Sekhniet,
and may perhaps be held, as Kenouf suggests
(Origin and Growth of Religion, p. 179), to repre-
sent the destroying heat of tlie sun. Another sky-
goddess of great antiquity, and, at the beginning
and near the end of Egyptian history, of great
importance, is Neit of Sais,

' the mother who
brought forth the sun.' As this epithet suggests,
she is originally a creative goddess, and is some-
times represented as having woven the universe as
a weaver weaves cloth—an early version of the
'

roaring loom of Time.
' To this cycle of the solar

gods there belongs its own theory of heaven and
of the destiny of the dead in the hereafter. It
would be more correct to say theories ; for there
are two versions more or less inconsistent with one
another, as is not uncommon in Egyptian religion.
In the one the blessed dead are received into
heaven, there to shine as the stars in the firmament ;

in the other they are privileged to enter the boat
of the sun-god, and to voyage with him through
the realms of day and night.

2. Earth-gods.—Over against the sky-gods and
goddesses of the solar cycle, and, no doubt, in the
earliest stages of Egyptian religious thought, more
or less hostile to them, were set the earth-gods, of
whom the foremost and most important by far are
those of the Osiris cycle. The beginnings of the
Osiris story lie very far back in Egyptian history ;

and the Osiris who is met with in the earliest

stages of the Egyptian religion is a very ditl'erent

being from the beneficent king of Plutarch's
legend, slain by his brother, and afterwards ap-
pointed king and judge in the realms of the dead.i
The original Osiris of Egyptian religion is purely
and simply a nature-god—and a nature-god who is

not necessarily of a beneficent type at all. The
earliest notion of the relation of Osiris to human
beings discernible in the Pyramid Texts is that he
is a power hostile to them, against whose male-
volence protection has to be sought in magic utter-
ances.

The reason for this apparently strange beginning
of the gracious god of the resurrection is to be
found in the original r61e played by Osiris as a
nature-god. He appears, in the earliest thought,
to have represented the Nile. Now it is easy to
see the stages by which, as the Nile was gradually
pressed into the service of the Egyptian residents,
the Nile-god became a beneficent deity—in fact
almost the most precious and beneficent of all

deities, so that he grew to be a noteworthy rival
of Ra himself in the esteem of men. But in the
beginning of things, when the Nile was yet un-
bridled, and the idea of utilizing its overflow had
not yet dawned upon the inhabitants of the valley,
that very peculiarity of the annual inundation
which made the river an inestimable boon in later
years must have made it a terror. Lives would
be threatened, homes destroyed, and labour lost.
Until the movements of the river were understood,
and to some extent regulated and taken advantage
of, the Nile-god must have been regarded as a
destroymg deity. Particularly before tlie Egyp-
tians liad learned to bury their dead safely beyond
reacli of the waters of the inundation, the Nile and
its deity must have been a terror to them. This is

probably the reason why in the Pyramid Texts we
find traces of an Osiris who is hostile to men, and
against whom the dead need to be protected by
words of power.

1 Plutarch'8 legend, none the less, seems to represent with
considerable accuracy the later developments of the Osiris
iiiy tn.

The identification of Osiris with the Nile is
rendered absolutely certain by a number of pass-
ages in the Pyramid Texts—e.gr., in the passage of
the finding of the dead god by his son Horus we
are told :

' Horus comes, he recognizes his father in thee, youthful
III thy name of Fresh Water.'
And again, in a passage where the inundation is

directly ascribed to him :

'The lakes fill, the canals are inundated by the purification
that came forth from Osiris

'

;

while later King Ramses IV. addresses Osiris
thus :

' Thou art indeed the Nile, great with fields at the beginningof the seasons ; gods and men live by the moisture that is in
thee.'

The identification of Osiris with water is carried
still further by making him identical, not only witii
the Nile, but with the ocean also :

' Thou art great, thou art green, in thy name of Great Grem ;

lo 1 thou art round as the Great Circle
; lo ! thou art turned

about, thou art round as the circle that encircles the Haiiebu
(the JEgea,us).'

From the identification of Osiris with the life-

giving river it is only a step to the identification
of him with the life-giving function generally.
Here, therefore, he enters into relationship with
the soil over which the water of the inundation
flows. Life is produced by the combination of the
Avater and the soil, and so, by a natural process,
Osiris at a very early stage has become a god of
the fruitful soil, and is even identified with the
earth itself. In a very remarkable passage quoted
by A. Erman [ZA xxxviii. [1900] 30-33) Osiris is
addressed as follows :

'When canals are dug, . . . houses and temples are built,when monuments are transported, and fields are cultivated'
when tomb-chapels and tombs are excavated, they rest on Uiee'
it is thou who makest them. They are on thv'back, though
they are more than can be put into writing. [Thy] back hath
not an empty place, for they all lie on thy back

; but fthou
sayest] not :

"
I am weighed down." Thou art the father

and mother of men, they live in thy breath, thev eat of the
flesh of thy body. The Pm/WDoHs thy name."

The last sentences show the process by which Osiris
is being gradually transformed. He is now an
earth-god ; the atmosphere is his also ; further, he
is beginning to become a god of sustenance— '

they
eat of the flesh of thy body.

' The process takes
another step, in which Osiris is identified, not only
with the soil, but also with the grain and the fruit-
ful plants produced by the soil, and becomes a god
of corn and wine. He had already reached this

stage by the date of the Pyramid Texts. He is

addressed in these as 'Thou lord of green fields,'
and as 'Lord of overflowing wine.' At a later

stage, in the Coffin Texts, which occupy a position
in time between the Pyramid Texts and the Book
of the Dead, properly so called, we find pas.sages in
which the deceased expres.ses himself thus :

'
I am Osiris, . . . the gods live as I, I live as the gods, I live

as grain, I grow as grain, ... I am barley.'

The idea is further illustrated by the frequent
representations which show grain sprouting out
of the prostrate body of Osiris or a tree growing
out of his tomb or coffin, and by the fact that an
effigy of Osiris moulded out of bruised corn and
earth was sometimes buried along with the dead,
or in the cornfield to ensure a good crop.
The whole process of the transformation of Osiris

is thus perfectly manifest. The original god of
the Nile—a being hostile to humanity in some
aspects of his working—becomes, as the nation
learns to avail itself of the inundation, a beneficent

deity who blesses the soil, then the soil itself, then
the fruits that grow out of the soil.
'The god was doubtless in Egyptian thought the imperishable

principle of life wherever found, and this concei>tion not in-

frequently appears in representations of him, showing him even
in death as slill possessed of generative power. The ever-waning
and reviving life of the earth, sometimes associated with the
life-giving waters, sometimes with the fertile soil, or again dis-
cerned in vegetation itself—that was Osiris '(Breasted, p. 23).

When we have got to this stage, we are obviously
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not far from the possibility which is realized when
Osiris is transformed from a mere beneficent

harvest-god, dying and reviving with his crops,
to the moral and spiritual being who is regarded
as the representative of good, placed over against
the representative of evil in his brother Set. Set,

who in the solar cycle appears to stand for dark-

ness, in the Osiris cycle seems to stand for the

desert soil as opposed to the fertile land of Egypt.
He is the Red Fiend from the colour of his sands
as against the black soil of the alluvial plain

—
ever encroaching on the domain of his brother,
and ever hostile to his intei-ests. The death and

rising again of Osiris are in the beginning the
mere recognition of the facts of nature, seen year
by year in the changing seasons ; gradually they
are moralized, and become the type of immortality
and resurrection, and also of the final victory of

good over evil. St. Paul's argument in 1 Co 15

develops in a Christian fashion the same idea
which the Egyptian thinkers of at least 3000 years
before had alreadj^ wrought out in their own way,
when they made this Nile-earth-harvest-god into

the type of the resurrection and the earnest of

everlasting life.

Isis, the wife of Osiris, is regarded as her
husband's helper in the securing of fruitfulness.

The inundation coincided with the rising of Sothis,
the star of Isis, and therefore the fruitfulness

consequent upon it was attributed to her as well
as to her husband.
'The beloved daughter, Sothis, makes thy fruits in this her

name of " Year" '

(Pyramid Text, quoted in Breasted, p. 22).

Isis, however, is regarded by Maspero as originally
an independent nature-goddess, the earth-goddess
of Buto, who was only introduced at a later period
into the Osiris cycle. It is more difficult to see
the place of Horns in the harvest story, until he
has to be brought in as the avenger of his father.
In the solar cycle Horus, as himself the original
sun-god and the personification of light, has a
natural place as against Set, the darkness, and
wages unceasing warfare with him. There is no
obvious reason for his appearing in the Osiris cycle,
when the struggle is one between fruitfulness and
barrenness, till he is brought in to round out the

story as the avenger of his father ; and no doubt
mucn of the detail of the warfare of Horus with
Set really belongs to the original solar form of the
strife, and has been adapted to the case of Horus
the avenger. Nebhat, or Nephthys, the wife of

Set, is merely a concession to the Egyptian love
of symmetry in families, though Renouf (p. 112)
regards her as the sunset, wedded to Set, the dark-
ness. This, of course, would give her a place in
the solar cycle, but none in the true Osiris group.

3. Other deities.—In addition to the two great
groups of nature-gods, the solar and the Osirian,
the Egyptians recognized a great number of local

deities, who may be regarded as merely variants
of the chief gods already mentioned, while,
further, they recognized a number of quite sub-
ordinate divinities of nature, spirits of the wood
and stream and hill, sacred trees, sacred serpents,
and so forth. But besides all these there were
certain other divinities, not always clearly dis-

tinguished from some of those mentioned above,
and 3'et with a sufficiently independent existence
to warrant separate notice of them. Chief among
these is the Nile-god Hapi, to be distinguished
from the other Hapi, son of Horus, who was one
of the four divinities to whom the charge of the
internal organs of the dead was committed, and
whose heads appear as the so-called canopic jars.
Hapi, strictly speaking, ought only to be a variant
of Osiris ; but the development and moralizing of
the Osiris legend led to the detachment of Osiris

j

from his original functions as a Nile-god, and
|

Hapi took his place in that aspect, with some
claim to be regarded as an independent divinity.
Hapi was one of the most widely recognized and
worshipped of Egyptian gods, which is not to be
wondered at when the importance of the river to
the land is considered. He was, of course, particu-
larly the object of worship in respect of the annual
inundation, and it was believed that, if his worship
were neglected, the inundation would not be favour-
able. He had temples at Memphis, Heliopolis,
and elsewhere ; but his place was all over the land
of Egypt, and there are few localities where the
familiar figure of the Nile-god is not to be seen

among the temple sculptures. He is generally
represented as a fat and flabby man with female

breasts, typifying fertility, and is bedecked with

water-plants and flowers. Sometimes he is separ-
ated into two gods, the god of the Upper and the

god of the Lower Nile, wearing in the former case
the lotus, and in the latter the papyrus ; and a

very frequent representation of him shoM's a Nile-

god for each of the forty-two nomes of Egypt—a

procession of deities advancing in single file to

present gifts to the king. Associated with Hapi are
various minor gods—Hot, Zefa, and Resef, repre-
senting food and abundance ; Neper and Nepera,
the god and goddess of grain ; and the snake-headed
Rennut, goddess of the harvest.

The local god of the Fayyum provincealsodeserves
separate mention. This was Sebek, the crocodile-

god. The reason for the adoption of such a god
in the lake district, where no doubt the animal
abounded in early days, is sufficiently obvious.
In addition to his local sanctity, he was worshipped
at Ombos, where he was identified with Set ; but
he was also regarded in other localities as a variant
of Ra and as an associate of Osiris. Sebek is repre-
sented either as a crocodile or as a human being
with a crocodile's head.

Min, the highway god of Koptos, is also to be re-

garded in some of his aspects as a nature-god. He
was the nome-god of Panopolis ; but, in addition, he
was more or less universally worshipped through-
out Egypt as the type of the generative power of

nature. He is represented as an ithyphallic figure

waving a scourge in his right hand above his head.
The harvest festival was dedicated to him in

acknowledgment of the abundance produced by
the earth, and several of the gods were identified

with him when they were referred to as begetters
of their divine sons.

The extraordinary development of the worship
of the solar god in the reign of Amenhotep iv.

(Akhenaten) can scarcely be regarded as within
the range of this subject. In so far as the Aten,
the life-giving principle of the solar disk, is re-

garded as a mere aspect of the material vivifying
function of the sun, the new god which Akhenaten
attempted to introduce may be regarded as a

nature-god ; but Atenism represents an attempt
to reach something much more spiritual than any-
thing which can be associated with the old nature-

worship of the Egyptians. It is solar worship in a
sense, but solar worship reduced to its most spirit-
ual elements.
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NATURE (Greek).—When Aristophanes de-

clares in a striking passage in the Peace^ that a
main difference between the religion of the Hellenes
and that of the barbarians was that the latter

sacrificed to tlie sun and moon, the former to per-
sonal deities like Hermes, he was partly right, but
did not tell the whole truth. The leading deities

of the Hellenic stocks were concrete personal be-

ings, vividly conceived and strikingly anthropo-
morphic ; they were individuals of a certain moral,
social, and spiritual character. None of them are

merely thinly-disguised personifications of natural

phenomena and forces, and many of them reveal
no sign of having originated in nature-worship.
Zeus himself appears to have been for the earliest

Hellenes, and probably for other Aryan races, a

personal sky-god who directed celestial phenomena ;

the earliest conception may have been of the sky
as animate or as the abode of a vague spirit, and we
have one or two examples in actual Hellenic cult

or cult-legend of the identification of Zeus with
some phenomenon of the sky, as in the Mantinean
inscription recording the cult of Zeus Kepai'i'6s and
in the Arcadian legend of Zeus KaTrirwras mentioned
below. It may be also that we can discern a primi-
tive direct nature-worship dimly revealed by the
cult of Demeter X\6r] (Demeter Vegetation), and
that there was once at Marathon a cult of the

spring verdure, X\6r], regarded as divine before the
idea of the personal goddess had wholly penetrated
and absorbed it.^ But it is difficult to pronounce
at what time the animistic and pre-anthropomorphic
religious sense prevailed unblent with the anthro-

pomorphic idea. Certainly, when the early Greek
was worshipping Artemis or Apollo, he was not

consciously worshipping the moon or the sun.

Even a deity so markedly departmental as Posei-
don was never identified in substance with the
inland waters or the sea which were his province,
nor was the element ever called by his name. Nor
can we say that the people who worshipped Heph-
aistos were fire-worshippers, although some dim
trace of a primitive conception of fire as something
animate and divine survives in one or two phrases
attaching to his name—as, when the fire crackled,
it was said '

Hephaistos laughs
' ^—but, as far as

we can trace it, the name Hephaistos in its original
application never denoted the fire itself, but always
the personal god. Theie is, then, much truth and
reality in the pronouncement of Aristophanes ; the
term 'natm-e-god' applies to very few of the lead-

ing figures of Hellenic polytheism. Nevertheless,
in the rich and many-sided popular religion of

Greece we find direct worship often paid to cer-

tain of the forces and phenomena of the natural
world.

Before we collect the evidence and consider its

importance for the religious history and culture of
the race, we should distinguish three stages in the

religious perception of nature : (a) the worshipper
may regard an object or a phenomenon of the
material world as mysteriously divine and animate
and pay direct worship to it as a conscious power
that can benefit him or injure him ; (6) he may
regard the object or phenomenon as the abode,
lurking-place, or manifestation of an immanent
spirit, vaguely conceived but invested with some
personality ; {c) he may clothe this vague spirit
with ever sharper traits of personality and indi-

viduality until it becomes a concrete god, who pro-
duces the object and controls the element or phe-
nomenon ; the god thus evolved may be confined to
this function and is then a true nature-god, or he
may enlarge his sphere and grow in freedom and
become a moral, political, and spiritual power, no
longer enmeshed in the material world at all. The

l409fT.
3
Aristot., p. 869a.

2 See COS iii. 33 f., 312, ref. 9.

study of Greek religion presents us with all these

phenomena and these religious stages.
The first we may designate—for want of a better

name—as animatism ;

^ the second as animism, im-

plying a vaguely personal dai/xwv, or numen ; the
third as theism, implying the worship and imagina-
tion of a clearly defined Beds.

1. Animatism.—Nature-magic, which existed in

Greece as elsewhere by tlie side of nature-religion,

belongs to the two earlier of these three stages ;

the Greek rarely, if ever, practised magic upon his

Beos. Nor was his imagination, with its strong bias

for concrete and anthropomorphic creation, usually
content with the inchoate perception of the mere
'animatism.' Yet traces of what may be called

the most primitive religious feeling in regard to

nature survived in Greece. According to Pau-
sanias, in Arcadia near Trapezous,

'

sacrifices are
offered to lightning and thunder and storms.

' * We
may, of course, suspect the presence of personal
deities here ; but the words of Pausanias, who is

generally careful in such matters, ought to be

regarded as valid evidence of a naive animatism.
The feeling in the Arcadian worshipper may have
been the same as Hesiod's when he advises the
traveller not to '

pass through the fair-fiowing
water of streams, ere thou utterest a prayer gazing
into the fair torrent, having washed thy hands in

the white and lovely water.'* It may be that no
god or spirit to whom the prayer was directed is

imagined here, but only the divine and animate
water. Even Homer's rivers of the Trojan plain,
Simoeis and Skamandros, are occasionally imagined
as nothing more than the element itself, but con-
scious and passionate.* On the same level was the
earliest Hellenic impression of the holiness of the
household hearth in itself, before they endeavoured
to realize the personal goddess Hestia.^ At this

early stage nature-magic, as distinct from religion,
is likely to be practised. At Methana, near Troizen,
the severed limbs of a cock were carried round
the vineyards to preserve them from the baneful
influence of the wind that was called Lips ; the

practice, which is purely magical and apotropaeic,
implying no personal god nor even a spirit, was
still in vogue in the time of Pausanias.® He tells

us also that he saw them there averting hail with
sacrifices and incantations, the one a religious, the
other a magical device. The same union of magic
with simple worship of the elements is suggested
by the words of Clement of Alexandi-ia concerning
the Magi, or wise men, of Kleonai in Sikyon, who
' when the clouds are about to throw down hail
avert the threat of their anger by incantations and
sacrifices.''' The gilds of ' Wind-soothei-s' or
'

Wind-lullers,' called Evddfe/xoi in Attica and
'

AvefioKolrai at Corinth, may have w'orked directly
on these elements* by means of simple incantation-

magic or may have employed some method of

religious service. Concerning these few examples
of the simplest and crudest religious feeling in

regard to natural phenomena it is hard to speak
with certainty, for the evidence supplied us may
be defective, and we cannot interrogate it.

2. Animism.—In regard to the religious facts

that belong to the second of the types distinguished
above, our indications are fuller and clearer. In

the earliest period of Hellenic history to which our
record reaches back or to which our theory can

penetrate, we find an animistic perception that

imagines the more salient parts of nature as

containing a daifiuiv, or numen, that is personal

1 See R. R. Marett, The Threshold of Religion'^, London, 1914,

pp. 16-21.
-' VIII. xxix. 1. * Works and Days, 737 B.
* See below. « See CGS v. 345-365.
6 II. xxviv. 2. 1 Strom., p. 755 (Potter).
" Arrian, Anab. m. xvi. 8; Hesyoh. s.vv. Ev&av»iju>f, 'Xveiio-
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enough to be able to receive sacrifice on the altar,

to hearken to prayer, to punish ofiences, but not

yet sufficiently
defined to be invested with con-

crete and complex personality and anthropomorphic
character ; and a small part of tlie Greek religion
remains at this inchoate daimonistic stage, half-

way to the higher stage of theism, down to the

close of paganism.
We discern this in the worship of certain mete-

oric and celestial phenomena. At Titane in Sikyon
there was an altar erected to the winds,^ on which
the

jpriest
sacrificed on one night every year :

' and
he ifoes other secret rites into four sacrificial pits,

and, as they say, he sings over them certain incan-

tations of Medea, assuaging the fierceness of the

winds.' Apart from the element of magic, these

rites of altar and sacrifice imply the worship of

personal spirits
—winds pure and simple would

not need an altar—and these spirits belong to the
dark world of ghosts. This association of furious

winds Avith ghosts is a wide-spread animistic

belief. It is illustrated by the double character

attaching to the '

Tritopatores
'

at Athens, ances-

tral spirits as their name and certain inscriptions
reveal them, yet explained as wind-powers by
Hesychius.^

Sacrifice in itself need not imply the idea of

personal spirits ; but certain peculiar fashions of

sacrifice to the winds, such as the wineless ofiering
and the cake in the stormy month of December
at Athens,* the Attic sacrifice of black lambs to

the whirlwind,* the Laconian sacrifice of horses
on the mountain-top of Taygetos,* the strange
and almost unique sacrifice of asses at Tarentum,®
must have assisted the clearer emergence of this

idea in the view taken of the elements thus wor-

shipped.
Finally, when a personal and proper name be-

came attached to some particular wind, such as

Ze<pvpo!, the west-wind, Bop^as, the north-wind—
the names to Avhich dramatic and personal myths
could be and were attached—we have the neces-

sary condition for the evolution of the dai/xwy into

an indiA-idual god. Such certainly Boreas became,
for instance at Athens, where the love-story of his

capture of Oreithyia was associated with the banks
of the Dissos and an altar erected there,'' and still

more manifestly at Thourioi in Magna Grsecia—
owing doubtless to its close association with Athens—where a yearly sacrifice was prescribed for him,
a house and an allotment of land consecrated to

him, and he was designated by the strange cult-title

of ' Citizen.' " It is interesting to see the dal/Mivv of

a primitive animistic cult developing into a politi-
cal deity. A stimulus to this cultivation of the

worship of Boreas at Athens was the aid that he
was supposed to have rendered in the sea-fight at
Artemision ; but the earlier Attic art, dealing with
the love of Boreas for Oreithyia and her capture,
shows that the imagination of the people had al-

ready anthropomorphized the wind-god before the
Persian wars.
As regards other meteorological worships, the

cult of Zeus KepavvSs at Mantinea* marks a higher
stage than the simple Arcadian sacrifice to the
thunder and lightning mentioned above. The cult-

title, Zeus Thunder, identifies the god with the

phenomenon ; the spirit or essence of the god is in

the thunder ; we may call this animistic religion,
that has not yet rLsen to the view of a free divine

personality that controls the elements. Similarly,
a fallen meteoric stone was worshipped in Arcadia
under the name of ' Zeus the fallen

'—Zevs Kairirw-

1 Paus. II. xii. 1.
2 Hesych. s.v. ; cf. Photius, s.v., and CTA ii. 1062.
3 CIA Hi. 77. >

Aristoph. Itan. 847.
5 Festus, p. 181. 6 Et. Mag., s.v. "Ave/xwras.
7 Herod, vii. 189; Plato, Phcedr. 229 C.
8^1. Var. Hist. xu. 61. » £CH, 1878, p. 515.

raj—the stone being the god or infused with the
essence of the god.^

3. Theism.—But these primitive forms of meteor-

ologic religion were only sporadic in Greece ; the

aboriginal Hellene had certainly arrived at the
theistic stage and had already evolved his personal
Zeus who attracted to himself the religious feelings
aroused by thunder, rain, and hail.

(rt) Stm-worship. — Of more importance is the

question concerning sun-worship in Hellas. Plato ^

tells us that both Hellenes and barbarians were ac-

customed to greet the rising and the setting of the
sun and moon with prostrations and kissing of the

hand, and his statement is corroborated by Lucian*
and Plutarch.* And Plato's Apology^ attests the

fact, which throws a striking light on the culture
of the Athenian of the 4th cent., that to the aver-

age man of that period these great luminaries were
still regarded as divine and animate, and that the
new doctrine of physical science which treated

them as mere material bodies was repulsive. But
the reverential feeling attested by this evidence
should not be interpreted as showing that all

the Hellenes of every period had a vivid belief

in a personal anthropomorphic sun-god or moon-

goddess. We may interpret it as inspired by the
animistic feeling that the salient phenomena of

nature are infused with a spirit, or dalfiuv ; or by
the cruder impression that these great luminaries
are animate and sentient bodies. The same may be
said of another ritual that was probably aboriginal
for all the Hellenes—^the invocation of the sun in

the formula of the oath, in which he is most fre-

quently joined with Mother Earth. The fashion

of swearing by Helios and by Ge is attested by
Homer, by much literature of a later period, and

by manj' inscriptions
—the manumission of slaves,

e.g., was performed under the witness of the sun.

But a power invoked in an oath-formula is by no
means always a personal god ; the oath belongs to

animism at least as much as to theism, and is often

taken over objects that perhaps are vaguely con-

ceived as animate, like a sword or an iron ring,
or as merely possessing some mysterious potency.
There is, in fact, no reason to suppose that for the

aboriginal Hellene the sun was ever a personal

high god, such as was Apollo, Zeus, or Poseidon ;

and the deities and heroes, Apollo, Herakles, and

others, who used to be regarded as only thin dis-

guises of the sun, have resigned these pretensions
in the light of modern criticism. With one great

exception, which will be considered below, the

record of the cult of Helios in Greek lands is scanty
and unimpressive.* We rarely hear of temples,
still more rarely of statues, more frequently only of

altars. His power was recognized in part of the

vegetation-ritual, his oblations being wineless after

the ancient fashion ; one of his favourite offerings
was honey.' The average Greek would speak of

him as dedi ; and, helped probably by Homer,
whose religious and mythopceic trend is always to-

wards anthropomorphism, would be inclined to re-

gard him as a personal god who ruled the sun ; but
he entered little into the popular mythology, and
in the main played no part in the progress of the

people towards the higher civilized and political
life. The altar raised at Troizen to "HXtoy 'EXeu-

O^pios,
' the sun of freedom,' after the defeat of the

Persians need not have expressed more than the

religious sense of joy in a freed heaven and a freed

earth. 8 The important exception referred to above
is the island of Rhodes. From the earliest times

till the introduction of Christianity Helios was the

1 Paus. III. xxii. 1. ^ Laws, 887 E.
3 de Saltat. 17. •* p. 1123 A.
» P. 26 D-E.
« See CGS v. 449-453.
7 Athen., p. 693 E-F ; schol. Soph. (Ed. Col. 100.
8 Paus. II. xxxi. 5.
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great god of the island,^ the fosterer and sustainer
of the physical, cultured, and political life of the

people and the State. The greatest and most illu-

minating monuments of his cult are the ode that is

Pindar's masterpiece, the 7th Olymjnan, and the

type on the early 4th century coinage of Rhodes ;

the artist is the equal of the poet in revealing the

glo>v and intensity of feeling evoked by their an-

cestral god. No doubt the Rhodians' conception of

him was entirely anthropomorphic ; their offering
of a four-horsed chariot which they flung into the
sea suggests the radiant charioteer, such as the later

Greek art depicted him.^ It is only here in Greek
lands that a purely elemental god is seen dominat-

ing the imagination of the people ; and, as the comic

{)oets

came to remark, the smallest part of their

ife was penetrated by Helios. The explanation of

this unique fact is to be sought in the strong per-
sistence in the isle of Rhodes of an earlier 'Minoan-
Cretan '

culture and religion. We know that
Rhodes was linked by many ties to pre-Hellenic
Crete ; the Heliadai, the sons of Helios, the
earliest mythic settlers in Rhodes, are with the
Telchines the representatives of the splendour
of Minoan art-culture that was beginning to

fade when the earliest Hellenes arrived. We
have some evidence of the prominence of the sun-

divinity in Minoan Crete ; he entered into the

legendary genealogies of Pasiphae and Idomeneus ;

Gortyna even in late times claimed to be the

pasture-ground of the herds of Helios, and we may
believe that the Homeric myth in the Odyssey of

the island that nourished the sacred cattle of the

sun-god reflects a fact of prehistoric, anthropo-
morphic ritual ;^ the curious Cretan phrase 'AStoi''-

vios TaOpos,'* explained by the story that the sun-

god led a Cretan colony in the form of a bull,

probably preserves an Eteo-Cretan title of his, and

suggests his association with the Minoan reverence
of the bull and with the legend of the Minotaur.

Finally, among the remains of the Minoan-Mycen-
sean art evidence has been noted pointing, though
somewhat vaguely, to sun-worship or adoration of

the lights of heaven.*

Therefore, if in other regions of the Greek world
that had been once dominated by the Minoan-

Mycenaean culture we discern traces of a once

powerful Helios-cult, Ave may explain it as an
abiding tradition from the early period ; e.g., in

the city and territory of Corinth the legends and
local genealogies seem to point to an ancient pro-
minence of the sun-god ; he contended with
Poseidon for the land,^ and he was the ancestor of

personages aboriginally Corinthian, such as Aietes,
Medea, Kirke ; he even enters into the early
Sikyonic genealogies. But Sikyon and Corinth

belong to the old Mycenajan kingdom.
Again, on the slopes of Taygetos, on the pro-

montory of Taletos, we have record of an ancient
Helios ritual, and a Homeric hymn consecrates
this mountain to Helios ;

'' but the name ' Taletos
'

and certain cult facts of the neighbourhood point
back to Crete. In Elis also pre-historic Cretan
influences were strong and abiding, and here we
find Helios associated in cult with the Cretan god
Kronos^and with the moon-goddess Selene,® whose
Endymion may be a disguised form and a pre-
Hellenic name of the sun-god.
But it is only in Rhodes that Helios enjoyed

such a position as Shainash, the Babylonian sun-
1 For references Bee CGS v. 451, ref. 38.
2 Festus, s.v.

' October equus.'
3 Sacred herds of Helios were also kept at ApoUonia on the

Ionic pulf (Herod, ix. 93).
4 I. nekker, Anecdota Grccca, Berlin, 1814-21, i. 344.
5 See A. J. Evans,

'

Mycensean Tree and Pillar Cult,' in JHS
xxi. (1901] 108, 150, 172 f.

6 Pans. II. i. 6.
7 Pau8. III. XX. 4 ; Hymn, ad Apoll. 411.
8 EL Mag., p. 426. 16. » Paus. vi. xxiv. 6.

god, enjoyed in Babylonia ; and this is the unique
example in Greek religion of an elemental cult

evolving a high god of the moral and political
order. In the later period of Graeco-Roman
paganism there came a religious wave from the

East, giving a powerful lift to sun-worship in the
Roman empire ; and this may account for a few
of the cults in the late records of Greece, such
as that of Helios "ZwT-rjp, 'the saviour,' at Megalo-
polis.

^

(6) Moon-worship.— Selene, the moon - goddess,
was of no importance for the higher religious life

of historic Greece, though, according to Plato, all

the Greeks recognized the moon as divine. The
ritual at Athens, where ' wineless

'

or ' sober
'

offerings, vTj^dXta, were prescribed to Selene, must
be regarded as ancient ;^ so also in all probability
was her cult in Arcadia, where she was associated
with Pan.^ But, generally, the record of her cult
is far scantier than that of Helios, and the few

inscriptions and coins that attest it are of a late

period. The pre-Hellenic era of the Cretan -

Mycensean culture may have given more promin-
ence to moon-worship ; for there is some Hellenic

testimony to this in the cult of the Cretan Pasi-

phaessa, who was worshipped with Helios in

S. Laconia,^ a region full of Cretan influences ; her

name,
' the all-shining one,' her legendary associ-

ation with King Minos, and her cult connexion
with the sun-god seem to point clearly to a Cretan
lunar goddess. On the other hand, we cannot
regard the early adoption of Artemis by the
Hellenes as any evidence of their devotion to

moon-worship. For there is no proof or indication
that aboriginally Artemis was at all closely associ-

ated with the moon.
(c) Worship of dawn, night, etc.—There are

other figures, such as Eos, the dawn-goddess,
Hemera, 'day,' Nyx, 'night,' Ouranos, 'sky,'
whose names concern this sphere of nature. In
Greek mythology and genealogy and to some ex-
tent in Greek art these personifications of light
and darkness and the sky play a lively and
prominent part ; but the test of religious signifi-
cance is cult ; and of the actual worship of any of
these evidence is almost lacking. Hemera shared
a shrine with Helios at Kos, perhaps in Hellenistic
times.* The dawn-goddess, Eos, whose personality
was lovingly treated by Greek poetry and art,

had, according to Ovid,
' the fewest temples in the

world';® he might have correctly said that in

the Grseco-Roman world she had none. Only at
Athens is there some evidence of her worship, for

she is mentioned among the deities to whom
' wineless

'

offerings were made.'' We have a doubt-
ful reference in Pausanias to 'an oracle-shrine
called after Nyx

' on the Akropolis of Megara ;

*

but the name may only have indicated that the
oracles were given in the night-time, perhaps
by the earth-mother. Finally, the heaven-god,
Ouranos, familiar to the readers of Hesiod, Pindar,
and iEschylus, whose counterpart, Varuna, was a

high god for the Vedic Indians, had no shrine or
cult in Hellenic lands, if we can trust the complete
silence of literary record and inscriptions. As
evidence of any ritual associated with him we
have only a doubtful passage in Proclus's com-

mentary," in which he seems to say that the
ancient laws of Athens used to prescribe to those
about to marry that they should celebrate in a

jireliminary ceremony the bridal of Heaven and
Earth. It may be that this late writer has thus

interpreted the ancient ritual of the lepbs yd/xoi of

Zeus and Hera. At any rate, we may safel}' say
J Paus. VIII. xxxi. 7. 2 schol. Soph. Uid. Col. 100.
a See CGS v. 464 ff., reff. 162-160.
* Paus. III. xxvi. 1. > Archdol. Anzi>i(ier, lOOS, p. 12.

« Metain. xiii. 689. ' Schol. Soph. Qid. Col. 100.
» 1. xl. 6. 9 in Tim. v. 293.
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that at no know-n period in the history of Greek

religion was Ouranos of any consideration in the

nojiular worship. And, when .^Cschylus speaks of

liiui as ' one who in old time was mighty, full of

unconquerable boldness,'
' he Avas probably misled

by Hes;iod"s artificial stratification of periods, the

periods of Ouranos, of Kronos, of Zeus.

(rf) Star-tvorship.
—Another noticeable feature of

Greek religion, as compared, for instance, with the

Babylonian, is the almost complete absence of

star-worship. The only exception hitherto noted
is the sacrifice to the dog-star in Keos, described

by ApoUonius Rhodius and the scholiast on his

verses.^ It was evidently apotropaeic, intended to

avert the great heat of summer, and we may
understand the curious statement of the scholiast,

that the men of Keos sacrificed to Seirios with
arms in their hands, as meaning that, while they
approached him with a religious ritual, they
adopted at the same time the opposite attitude

of threatening him mtli weapons, as savages
frequently threaten evil spirits or dangerous
phenomena of nature. But even in Keos the cult

of Seirios appears to have been too weak to stand

by itself ; it was linked with that of the personal
god, Zei)s 'I^yuatos, the god of dew.^

It may well have been this indifference to star-

worship that saved Greece, until the last days of

its decline, from the superstition of astrology,
which has been so many times fatal to the intellect

of Europe.
(e) Earth-worship.

—So far we may be struck
with the paucity and the barrenness of pure
nature-worship in the Greek communities. But
our impression is modified when we study the
cults of Ge, the earth-mother, and of the rivers.

The worship of the earth, imagined as a female

power, is attested of nearly all the Aryan and of

many non-Aryan communities.* We should ex-

pect, then, that the Hellenes would bring it with
them as a tradition, and there is also reason for

thinking that they would have found it within the

Minoan-Mycenfean culture in the lands that they
occupied. No part of the natural world is more

likely to arouse animistic religious feeling ; but it

needs a comprehensive imagination to conceive of

the whole earth as a single religious entity, a
divine animate power. That this conception was
in the average mind of Hellas in all periods of its

history, and that it stimulated wide-spread wor-

ship, is proved by archaeological evidence and by
the literature from Homer to Plutarch, the latter

writer being still able to say in the last period of

paganism :

' The name of Ge is dear and precious
to every Hellene, and it is our tradition to honour
her like any other god.'' In the Homeric poems,
besides the frequent use of the word for the
common earth, the actual soil that we walk upon,
we find numerous examples of the name of Ge for

a divine personality. She is three times invoked
in the formula of the oath,^ and a black lamb is

sacrificed to her in the ritual of the truce arranged
between the Achseans and the Trojans.'' Never-

theless, as we have seen, sacrifice and the oath-
invocation do not always prove that the conception
of the divine power is clear and anthropomorphic.
And the personality of Gaia, as presented to us in

the Homeric poems, remains vague and amorphous,
animistic rather than theistic. She is not a figure
in his mythology ; she plays no part in his action
or in the moral life of man. In the first part of

the Hesiodic Theogony she is assigned a dramatic
and prominent r61e in the cosmogonic account ;

and all the poet's myths of creation are to this
1 Agam. 188-190. 2 ii. 500-527.
3 CGS i. 148, ref. 35.
» See art. Earth, Earth-gods. ^ P. 935 B.
6 11. iii. 276 ff., xix. 25Sff., Od. v. 184.
T II. iu. 103 f.

extent anthropomorphic, that the cieative pro-
cesses are described in terms of human love, as is

usual in the similar myths of savages. Later

poetry, and especially the Attic drama, often
exalts the divinity of earth in glowing passages,
but with an imagination that is more animistic
than vividly personal. Nor does the literature as
a whole convince us that the human impersona-
tion of Gaia with which perfected Greek art pre-
.sents us, as a beautiful woman with mature and
tender form, ever possessed the popular mind and
faitii.

Cult is the surest evidence of the people's belief,
if the cult-records are explicit. We have record of

the public worship of Ge at the following places—Dodona, Delphi, Thebes, Athens, Phlye, and
Marathon in Attica, Sparta, Tegea, Olympia,
Aigai, and Patrai in Achaia, in the islands of

Mykonos, Thera, Kos, Crete, at Byzantium,
Kyzikos, Erythrai, Pergamon, Smyrna, Magnesia,
Amasia in Pontos, and in the Tauric Chersonese.^
But we have only scanty and vague evidence as

to the question how far the religion in any one of

these places was animistic only, how far theistic

and anthropomorphic. No doubt, altars and

temples are adjuncts of anthropomorphic religion
and promote the belief in concrete individual
deities ; and we hear of altars on the slope of

the Akropolis at Athens, at Phlye, Tegea, and

Olympia, consecrated to Ge ; very rarely do we
hear of cult-statues, as at Aigai in Achaia ; the

image of the earth-goddess on the Athenian

Akropolis, praying with uplifted hands to Zeus
to send rain, was not primarily a monument of

worship, though it could react on the religious

imagination. It is likely that the ritual of Ge as
a rule demanded only a temenos, a holy ground
enclosed, without shrine or statue or even altar.

The title
' Ge in the fields,' which she enjoyed at

Marathon, where a pregnant cow was offered to

her, suggests the vague earth-spirit rather than
the humanized goddess ; and other cult-titles, such
as Eip6<7Tepvos, 'the broad-bosomed,' at Delphi and
near Aigai, MdKaipa TeXecrpopoi,

' the blessed

harvest-ripener,' at Thebes, Ilavddjpa and 'Avt]-

ffidcbpa,
' the giver of all gifts,' at Athens and

Pergamon, Kovporpotpos,
' the nourisher of chil-

dren,' doubtfully attested at Athens, are on the
border-line of the animistic and the antliropo-

morphic imagination.
Again, we find two examples in her service

of the quaint and crude ritual of throwing the

offerings consecrate to her into a mere cleft of the
earth ; such worship is consonant with animistic

feeling and it marks her off from the civilized deol

who gather or sit round the formal altar-table

spread with offerings, and to whom a comfortable
couch might be dedicated with soft carpet for their

real, though invisible, feet. The broad earth
needed no kXIvt), no rpdire^a. Finally, in that

interesting distich of an old liturgy in vogue at
Dodona—^'Zeus was, Zeus is, Zeus will be, oh

great Zeus ! Earth sends up fruits, wherefore call

on Mother Earth '—while Zeus seems presented as

the everlasting God, concrete and individual, it

may be that Ge was vaguely imagined as an
animate potency immanent in or identified with
her element. -

An ancient function in Greece of the earth-spirit
was prophecy and the deliverance of oracles. This
was connected with the superstition that dreams
foretell the future, and that the dream enters

through the ear of the sleeper from the nether
realm. Hence arose in pre-historic times the habit

of '

incubation,' or sleeping on the bare earth in

order to obtain a mantic dream. We are not,

1 See CGS iii. 308 {' Geographical Register of Cults of Ge ').
"
Paus. X. xii. 10.
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therefore, surprised to find that the snake, the
most usual ' familiar

' and incarnation of the earth-

spirit, was the prophetic animal par excellence for

the Hellenes (' prophecy was the peculiar property
of snakes,' says ^lian'); and that Ge was wor-

shipped and consulted as a giver of oracles at

Aigai, possibly at Olympia and Marathon, and

certainly at Delphi in the pre-Apolline days.
Here, according to Euripides, the eartli-goddess
sent up oracles through dreams, in order to thwart

Apollo's divination, until Apollo appealed to Zeus
to prohibit her.^ Another mantic process, but
also '

chthonian,' was i)ractised in the worship of

Gaia at Aigai ; her priestess drank a draught of

bull's blood, to fill herself with the spirit mi pro-

phecy, before she descended into a cave, which
was the primitive shrine of the earth-spirit.^ As
tlie bull is an animal closely associated with the

latter, we may regard this drinking as a form of

sacramental communion. Neither the function of

prophecy nor sacramental communion necessarily
indicates a cle.ar anthropomorphic conception of

divinity. But probably from her oracular power
Ge acquired—at Delphi and Athens and perhaps
at Olympia—the title of Ge Themis,

' Earth
Oracle

'

; and there are strong reasons for believ-

ing that this double title engendered an inde-

pendent goddess Themis, who, detached from
Ge, became associated with Zeus and a figure
of anthropomorphic religion and mythology, em-

bodying the ethical idea of righteousness, and

playing a part in the higher spiritual religion. At
this point, then, an animistic nature-worship
shows itself capable of a transcendental develop-
ment ; only, it is significant to note, in this develop-
ment the name Ge drops out.

There is one more important aspect of Gaia—her
association with the spirits of the dead, who find

their home in the bosom of the earth-mother.
She claimed a share in the libations to the dead ;

*

and she was not forgotten in the Attic service of

the Anthesteria and the Genesia, two All-Souls'

festivals of spring and autumn.^ We may think
that these funeral olierings to her were dictated or

accompanied by a vague itlea that the fortune of

the souls depended on her favour. Yet we have
no evidence that any vivid personal hopes of happy
individual life after death were confirmed l)y the

worship of Gaia. But from Gaia, the mother of

the spiritual goddess Themis, arose also the two
brightest and most human deities of Hellenic

polytheism, Denieter and Kore ; and it was to

these, or to Dionysos, that any living Hellenic
faith in posthumous happiness attached.
We may draw the conclusion that it was the

unavoidable association of the name Ge with the
solid earth around us and beneath us that prevented
the Greek imagination from exalting the earth-

spirit up to the higher plane of religion. It was

only by shedding her elemental name and disguis-

ing herself as Pandora, Aglauros, Themis, Denieter,
and Kore that she could attract to herself bright
anthropomorphic myths or count in the world of

ethical and spiritual ideals.

(/) River-wui-ship.
—There remains to be con-

sidered that nature-worship which appears to have
attracted most powerfully the Hellenes of the

country-side and even those of the cities — the

worship of rivers and of the nymphs of the foun-

tain, grove, and meadow. In the earliest days of

the Hellenic race the rusliing water was regarded
as an animate power ; and probably h)ng before
Homer the animistic sense had been at work upon
this mysterious element and bad conceived of the

rolling river as the aboib; of an immanent personal

1 Nat. An. xi. 16. 2 iph. Taur. 1259 ff.

S Paus. VII. XXV. 1,'}
; Pliny, UN xxviii. 147.

* JEsch. I'ers. 219.
'

» CGS iii. 23 f.
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spirit, a Saifiuv, or numen, which came more and
more to be clothed with a concrete and definite

form, human (jr animal or half-human half-animal ;

and at the end of this process a definite and indi-

vidual 0e6s miglit emerge. The Homeric poems
give us some evidence of the various stages of this

religious evolution. In the confiict of Achilles
with Skamandros and Simoeis, at times the river
is nothing but the divine animate element, over-

powering the hero with the material force of its

waves. But more often the [loetic presentation is

more personal ; there is a dai/jLwv, a vague person-

ality, in the water, that can feel anger and pity and
fear ; then, in a dramatic moment of stress, this

being can emerge from the water and even ascend
to the council-chamber of Zeus, in the form of a
man,i a product of the anthropomorphic fancy so

regnant in the Greek mind. It is with this imag-
ination that Odysseus prays to the unknown river-

god under the title of '

king,' and speaks of the

divinity's knees that he clasps as a suppliant.^
The ritual also, as recorded by Homer, shows

us something of the same shifting imagination.
Skamandros has a priest, but priesthood does not

always demand a personal deds for its ser\ice ; the

Trojans were in the habit of throwing live horses
into the waters ;

^ and this simple form of sacrifice,
which we may call elemental and which survived
in the later period of Greece, belongs to animistic
rather than to theistic cult. So also the dedica-
tion of Achilles' hair to the river Spercheios was
the pledge of a simple communion with the river

or the river-spirit ;
it does not necessarily imply an

anthropomorphic god. But, when we hear of altars

erected on the river-bank for the sacrifice, we m.iy
say that such ritual attests the belief in a personal
6e6i who is sufficiently independent of his element
to be able at Avill to quit it and to come and par-
take of the victim on land. Both forms of sacrifice,
the animistic and the theistic, were, according to

Homer, in vogue on the banks of the Thessalian

river,'* and both were general Ij' maintained in

historical times — e.g. , at Mykonos," where an

inscription prescribes that of the eleven victims,
a ram and ten lambs, consecrated to Acheloos,
three should be offered on the altar and the rest

thrown into the river. Acheloos was ' the river
'

piir excellence for all the Hellenic communities, not

only because it was the largest of all Greek rivers,
but probably also because tlie ancestors of the

leading divisions of the people had at one time
dwelt near or within its area. We are told by
Ephoros that its worship was universal and that
it was even prescribed by the Dodona^an oracle ;

®

and we have definite proof of it in Attica, Megara,
and elsewhere.'' We may therefore regard Acheloos
as more than an elemental Bai/j-oov, as a fully formed
individual god, whose power e.xtended beyond his

element, and who might be Avorshipped far away
from the neiglibouriiood of any water. And thus
he miglit become associated with the Olympians,
as he was, e.q., with Denieter.**

But doubtless the heart of the individual Greek
turned with more yearning iind love to tlie local

river that watered the glen or the meadows in

which his city arose; and the records'* are ample
enough to compel us to believe that every locality

possessed this worship. Tiiat it was real and
earnest and dearer to the s()ul^s of the people tlian

any other mere natui'e-worship may also be be-

lieved ; for the fertilizing water was closely a.sso-

1 II. xxi. 212 f., XX. 7f.
3 n. xxi. I.i2.

2 Od. V. 444-450.
" 11. XXI. i.,z. • y^ xxiii. 14411.
5 W. liittenberger, Syltoge InscriptionumGraicarum, Leipzig

1SS;{, no. 373. 35.
s .Vlacrob. Sat. v. xviii. C.

7 Plato, Pluedr. 230 B ; Eph. Arch., 1905, p. 113.

« Oxyrhynch. Papyr. ii. 221, col. 9; Paus. 1. xli. 2.

9 See CaS V. 453-457.
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ciated with the life of children, as the river was

KovpoTp6<poi,
' a nurturer of tlie young.' The charm-

ing coninmnion ritual of the dedication of the hair

at puhert}', attested hy Homer, survived till a late

j)eriod in Arcadia and probably in many other

places.' The pure and holy water of the river or

fount was used for the service of the high gods,
as at Olympia, and for purification ceremonies—
especially at marriage.^ We have no hint of any-
thing like infant-baptism in rivers ; but an interest-

ing ritual indirectly connected, we may believe,
with the birth of infants is attested of New Ilion

by one classical text : the maidens of the historic

cit}' of Troy were obliged on the eve of their

marriage to wade into the river Skamandros, and

by a solemn formula to ofter their virginity to the

river-god .^ The maiden at the most critical time
of her life enters tlius into corporeal communion
with the tutelary spirit of the land ; and it is

reasonable to think that the ritual was inspired

by the belief that the future child born of the real

marriage would be instinct with that spirit. The
desire to establish some ideal connexion between
the new-born infant and the river, if not expressed
elsewhere by this peculiar ritual, is attested by
such names as Kephissodotos at Athens ;

* and the

manj' myths concerning princesses and heroines

conceiving by river-gods might have arisen from

just such a Upbs ydfios as that which was in vogue
in the Troad.
The family-ties, then, between the home and

the river-god were intimately felt in Greece. And
the Hellene was capable of believing that such an
elemental deity could be deeply concerned with
the welfare of the whole State. When the Spartan
king, Kleomenes, tried to cross the river Erasinos
to attack the Argives, Erasinos strove to prevent
him, and the king expressed his admiration of the

god for doing his best to save his citizens.' When
certain men were condemned as traitors at Aniphi-
polis in 356 B.C., a part of their conhscated property
was paid over to the river Stryraon, whom they
were held to have betrayed.
We recognize by the evidence of such facts that

the cult of rivers was one of the vital forces in the
domestic and even the national religion of Greece.
But it is not easy to say at once and precisely how
tiie average Hellene imagined these divinities ;

we have seen what is the evidence offered by the
ritual ; but ritualistic forms by no means bind
the imagination of the worshipper. Many may
have remained at the stage of inchoate religious

feeling and have been conscious merely of the

Howing water as animate and divine, or haA'e

believed vaguely in the presence there of an
immanent spirit, or dal/j-uv, who could be angry or

propitious. But there was a strong trend in the
Greek religious imagination towards definite con-
crete forms so as to invest the once vague numen
with the definite personality of the hero or the
individual de6^, while Greek art and Greek myth-
ology both express and strengthen this tendency.
Therefore it is likely that the average Greek,
believing in the divinity of rivers, believed in real

and robust river-gods inhabiting them, as appears
in the story about Skamandros quoted above, and
in the popular myths concerning the combat of

Herakles and Acheloos, and Alpheios's amorous

attempt on Artemis.^ If we may trust Achilles

Tatius, even the later Hellenes maintained at

Olympia the simple form of sacrifice to Alpheios
which may be called non-anthropomorphic, throw-

ing their ott'erings directly into the water ; but

they attached to it a legend of a human lover-god.'
1 Artemid. ii. 38. « Schol. Find. 01. xi. 58.
3 /Escliin. Ep. 10.

_
* Cf. 'Aaioiroiupos, 'AxeAoidSupo!, 'Iirniji'diwpo?, 'larpdJoTOj,

TIoTaMo£u>piof, ^Tpv^tdSajpo;.
^ Herod, vi. 76. 6 Paus. vi. xxii. 9. "• i. 18.

The form, however, in which the river-god was
imagined was not wholly and always anthropo-
morphic ; according to i^lian,' many of the Greek
communities personified their local river under the
form of a bull, suggested no doubt by the roarmg
of the floods, others under the form of man

; but
the art evidence shows that here as elsewhere the

anthropomorphic fancy prevailed at last over the

theriomorphic ; the later coin-types present the

river-god usually in beautiful human form, only
with bulls' horns above the forehead.

(g) Ny7nph-ioorship.
—The worship of nymphs

possessed an equal hold on the faith and afl'ections

of the early Greek and of the Greek peasant of all

ages. These are the feminine personifications of

certain elemental life, the life in the fountain and

stream, in the grove and the meadow. But, unlike
the river-divinities, they appear to have been

anthropomorphically imagined from the very be-

ginning ; for tlieir name, which is our primary
evidence concerning them, means simply 'brides'

or 'young women,' and their forms in art and

legend are purely human. Perhaps even more
than the river-deities, the nymphs were intimately
connected with the religion of the family and home.
A striking passage in the Odyssey

^ shows how they
were associated with the deep sentiment of yearn-
ing for one's native land ; and througliout the ages
of paganism they were beloved and revered as

KovpoTpdcpoi,' the kindly nurturers of children, the
most tender title in the religious language of

Greece. Though they belonged to the wild land-

scape of the coiintry-side, their cult was taken over

by the city-State ;
each division of the Doric tribes

appears to have had its special worship of them ;

*

the magistrates at Kos supervise their sacrifice ;

^

and on the slopes of the Athenian Akropolis, whei'e

we have evidence of a temple consecrated to

'nymphs of the State'—^v/j.(pai Ar)fi6<noL, 'Svfx(pT]

Uavdrj/xos^—they came near to the rank of higher
divinities. Though personal and human, these
' brides

'

of nature are usually nameless, and, in

the centuries when the Olympian religion flourished,

they tend to attach themselves as adjuncts to the

higher divinities, such as Hermes, Apollo, Artemis,
and Dionysos. And, when the higher gods were

fading in the latter days of paganism, we have
reason for believing that the simple faith of the

peasant turned more clingingly to those tutelary
half-divinities that fostered the life of his home
and his soil ; and their cult may have been the

less easy to eradicate in proportion as they
were more dimly conceived. In a degraded form,
because of the ban of Christianity, the faith

in them survives even to this day in Greece and
Macedonia.'
Even in the records and products of the civilized

European imagination these half-divine personali-
ties of river, grove, and fountain are not to be

ignored ; for they have been a heritage of our

poetic tradition, and even our great Puritan Milton
could not shake off" their spell. But for the just

appreciation of the popular Greek inind their im-

portance is primary ; they illustrate as vividly as

any part of the polytheism the plastic personifying
faculty which peopled the world of nature with

bright personalities, ideal but akin to ourhumanity ;

and thus Greek religion as well as Greek poetry
was in its attitude towards nature anthropomorphic
rather than animistic or pantheistic ;

thus also, by
evolving these forms of beauty and grace, the

1 Var. Hist. ii. 33. 2 xiii. 356 ff.

^ Hes. Theug. 346 f. ; Artemid. ii. 38.
» See inscription of Thera, CIG (,fns. mar. ..Eg.), 378.
5 W. R. Paton and E. L. Hicks, The Inscriptions of Cos,

Oxford, 1891, no. 44.
6 CIA i. 503, iii. 369.
V See G. F. Abbott, Macedonian Folklore, Cambridge, 1903,

p. 242 ; J. C. Lawson, Modern Greek Folklore and Ancient Greek

Religion, do. 1910, p. 130.
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I»opular mind was somewhat freed from the burden
of terror and malignity with which nature-religion
has so often oppressed other peoples.
The ligures of the Horai,

' the seasons,' especially
in Attica, where they acquired definite names and
definite life-history, are salient examples of the
same working of the Greek mind. Originally
vague daimonistic spirits of vegetation, they be-

come anthropomorphic and clearly outlined person-
alities, no longer immanent in the soil and changing
with the changes of the year, but free and tran-

scendental, functional divinities rather than nature-

spirits (cf. art. HoRiE). Doubtless in many locali-

ties there were many half-formed '

vegetation-
(.laimons'; but, if the Greek mind chose to work
upon them, it always strove to transform them
into 'heroes' or 'gods,' i.e. into definite tran-

scendental individuals. We receive the same im-

pression when we consider the Greek religious

reelings aroused by the sea. This great element

may once have been conceived as animate and
ilivine, and the name '

An<piT()iTri, if we connect it

with a root meaning
'

water,' may have expressed
this feeling in a semi-personal form. Cut no trace

of this has been left in any record of actual worshijj—there is no cult of 'Thalassa.' Before Poseidon
became the supreme maritime god, the sea was
peopled with various personal Saifxoves, who at first

may have been vaguely conceived and nameless,
and to this stage the ii\ios yipuv, the old man of

the sea—who enjoyed a public cult at Byzantium—may have belonged. But this vagueness did not

long endure ; and the plastic creativeness of the
Greek mind peopled the sea with definite individ-

uals— heroes, heroines, gods, and goddesses—such
as Nereus, Glaukos, Ino, Thetis, and the Nereids,
humanized ideal forms, sharply distinct from the
element which they inhabit, and some of them
possessing a real life-history or a personal mythic
tradition. Amphitrite becomes the queen-wife of

Poseidon, as real a personality as Hera. And
Poseidon seems to have been a deos from the begin-
ning of his career ; at least we cannot show that
he was ever evolved from an elemental numcn.
When we examine the cults and characters of the

higher divinities, we find the same effects of the

religious temperament of the people. There is

iiuifli nature-religion in all ; nearly all the deoL are
linked with vegetation and the elements ; yet none
are pure nature-deities, and their life-history is not
the mere reflexion of nature's life. Even Kore,
who is the young earth-maiden, gained her higher
significance as goddess of the world of souls

;
even

the intruder Dionysos, starting from the sphere of

the wildest nature-worship and crude animistic

feeling, becomes a spiritualized and transcendental

god.
On the other hand, the pure nature-deities, such

as Ge and Helios, could never rise to the highest
rank in the Hellenic polytheism ;

for they were

hampered by their materialistic names.
Therefore in the broadest sense the dictum of

Aristophanes quoted above is true. The religion
of civilized Greece was concerned not with direct

worship of sun, moon, sea, and earth, but with
transcendental beings of moral and spiritual life ;

and therefore it belongs on the whole to the higher
religions of the world. Finally, even in the primi-
tive Greek's imagination, which peopled earth, air,
and sea with ideal personalities, we discern the
same selective instinct for to KaXdv, the same
aversion to the monstrous, as inspired and governed
the higher minds of the race.

I.ITKRATURK.— L. Prellcf and C. Robert, Griechische Myth-
olofjit^, Berlin, 1887-94, p}>. 429-4T0, r>44-5GO, 632-638 ; L. R.

Farnell, Cu/tn of the G,;,'k States, Oxford, 1896-1909, iii. 1-28,
V. 415-431; Roscher, s.vv.

'

KIussKcitter,' 'Gaia,' 'Helios,'
'

[^ocijpersonificationen,'
'

Mondgotlin,'
'

Nymphen
'

; Darem-
berg-Sagrlio, s.vv. 'Luna,'

'

Nyniphes,' 'Sol ; P. Gardner,

' Greek River-worship,' in Transactions of Royal Society of
Literature, 1878; Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. 'Flussgiilter.'

L. K. Farnell.

NATURE (Hindu).—The attempt to describe
or define in general terms the Hindu conception of

nature as a whole, and of its relation to mankind,
meets with very considerable difhcultj', and iinds

itself confronted with statements and beliefs which

apparently are inconsistent with one another or

with any definite and settled cosmological ideas.

The reason may be regarded as twofold : the am-

biguity of the term 'nature' itself, the range of

meaning in which it is employed being of wide
extent ; and the elusive and varying character of

Hindu thought, which claims for itself the utmost

liberty of speculation and fancy, and is not troubled

by scrupulous demands for self-consistency or

uniformity. Here, however, as elsewhere, Indian

thought is in general essentially animistic, and
neither appreciates nor exhibits the least tendencj'
to adopt a materialistic point of view. It is true

that the ruling philosophic conception denies the
real existence of a world of nature. All this is

only mayd,
'

illusion
'

;
and any inquiry, therefore,

into its character is as irrational as it is of necessity

unproductive. Theoretical speculation, however,
has little influence on the practical life. The
Hindu thinker finds himself under the necessity of

working out his relation to the world around him
on the basis of faith in its practical reality and
eflectiveness, however much he may profess in the

abstract to discredit its existence.

If
'

nature,' therefore, is to be defined in the
strict and limited sense in which the word is often

employed — natura naturata contrasted with
nattira nat^irans, to adopt the terms which James
Ward has made familiar—it is probably true that
the conception involved has never presented itself

to the Indian mind, or, if suggested, has failed to

win acceptance within more than a very limited

and entirelj' unrepresentative circle. The natural
world may be in itself dull and inert ; but it is not
condemned so to remain in perpetuity. It is

always capable of being raised, as it were, in the

plane of being and vitalized ; nor is any absolute
barrier erected which cannot be overstepped be-

tween animate and inanimate nature, a world of

life and a world of material things, in the former
of which change and in the latter changelessness is

the recognized order. In most instances, at least,

it would be correct to assert that the distinction

assumed would convey no meaning to Indian

thought, or, if comprehended, would be at once re-

jected as opposed both to reason and to experience.

Probably the nearest approach that Indian

thought has allowed itself to make to the concep-
tion of natura naturata—inanimate nature as a

whole, without initiative or self-control, admitting
to its sum-total neither addition nor diminution—
is in the pradhmut or prakrti of the Saiikhyan
philosophy. A similar thought recurs not infre-

quently in later writers and in tiie doctrines of

later teachers. It cannot be said, however, to have

gained the Indian ear or to any extent to have

captured the Indian heart. There is, moreover,
an important and far-reaching ditterence. Prakrti,

although incapable of self-movement or of inception
until awakened by the presence of purtisa and, as

it were, set upon its way, is itself nevertheless the

source of all j)rogress and development, and includes

among its evolutes such idealistic elements as

huddhi,
'

knowledge,' and ahankara,
' self-conscious-

ness,' no less than the material world with all that

belongs to it. Puriisa is eternally the same, Mith-

out change or evolution. The Indian concept,

therefore, is of far wider content than the Western
or European 'nature" ; and it is perhaps unfortun-

ate that the latter word should have been so fre-
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quently adopted to render an original philosophic
term that hardly admits of adequate translation

into a foreign tongue.'
Hindu thought, moreover, hardly advanced to

the concejttion of nature as a whole, a totality in-

separahly bonded together and unified under the
control of a common law to which in every part
and portion it was submissive. Set over against
himself, to the Indian observer or thinker the uni-

verse was and remained individualistic, a group or

rather groups of individuals, often loosely and

obscurely defined, but with distinct individualities,

wills, functions, and tendencies. In all this the
conditions of human life and society were reflected

upon the assumed life of the other world, and seen
more or less distorted as in a mirror. The several
members of the groups, deities of the forests, the

streams, tlie sky, etc., bore a family resemblance,
as it were, to one another ; but also the groups
themselves were not strongly or clearly differenti-

ated inter se, and individuals on the border-line

might be assigned without much difficulty to

another company, and were not careful to avoid

trespassing upon the sphere or functions of divini-

ties in the main distinct and charged with a special
office and work. The tendency was uniformly in

the direction of assimilation, not only the individ-
ual members of the groups drawing closer together
in attributes and character, in all but name, but
the several groups losing their hold upon the dis-

tinctive characteristics which betrayed their origin,
and becoming mere embodiments of a few leading
or commanding attributes which were appropriate
to all. This feature is not, of course, peculiar to

early Hindu thought or conception, but to a greater
or less extent characterizes all

' nature
'

religions,
whose deities are only in rare instances clearly
differentiated, more often under ditlerent names
are possessed of identical attributes and discharge
the same offices.

These vaguely conceived forces or powers of
nature were, in tlie first instance at least, not
defined as persons, or clothed with personal form
and attribute. This stage or attitude of belief is

represented widely among the less advanced anim-
istic tribes of India at the present time, and to
a large extent forms the background of the re-

ligious faith and practice of the countryside." The
ghostly object of the villager's dread is localized
in tliis or that patch of jungle, in a rock, a tree,
or a rushing stream, but is hardly individualized,
or in any way distinguished from many others
of his kind, who do similar deeds of mischief and
ill-will and are equally to be feared. In the
earliest literature of the Vedic hymns, however,
the personality of the chief gods and goddesses
is distinctly conceived and asserted. The poets'

1 Illustrations are readily to hand from Indian literature.
Thus Bhaffavad-Gltd, xiii. 19,

' Know that both prakrti and
punt^a are without beginning, and that products and qualities
(ifi'Va) orip:inate from prakrti.' Prakrcti is said to be the
ground of the activity of cause and effect, puru^a of the capa-
city of experiencing pleasure and pain {SBE viii.2 [1898] 104 f. ;

cf. the comments of Ramanuja on Ved. i. i. 1 and i. iv. 8, SBE
xlviii. [1904] 139f.,3G5); ib. iii. 27, 'Actions in every instance
are done by the qualities of prakrti

'

; 33,
' Even the wise man

acta in harmony with his own nature (prakrti). All beings
follow nature '

(SBE xlviii. 55 f.) ; ix. 10,
'

By me, the overseer,
prakrti brings forth the animate and inanimate world, from
this cause the universe revolves' (SBE xlviii. 82); cf. ib. xiv. 5,
V. 14, etc.

2 Cf. the words of H. II. Risley, than whom no closer or more
exact student of primitive Indian life can be quoted.

' More
especially in Chota Naprpur . . . my endeavours to find out
what the jungle people really do believe have led me to the
negative conclusion that in most cases the indefinite something
which they fear and attempt to propitiate is not a person at all

inany sense of the word. . . . I should say that the idea that lies
at the root of their religion is that of power, or rather of many
powers. Wliat the Animist worshiiis and seeks by all means to
influence and conciliate is the shifting and shadowy company of
unknown powers or influences making for evil rather than for

good' (Census of India, 1901,
'

Report," vol. i. pt. i., Calcutta,
1903, u. 352).

thought and conception have advanced far beyond
the stage at which the suppliant addresses himself
to a vague impersonal force ; and of the leading
divinities at least it may be said that they possess
a character of their own, and are apprehended in
and by themselves. This would tend to show that
the Aryan peoples of that age were by no means
at a primitive or very early stage in the evolu-
tion of religious ideas, but had made considerable

progress in the orderly development of constructive

thought. The conception of personality, if it forces
itself upon primitive man as a given fact of experi-
ence, is only with difficulty defined, or made to

apply to the unknown external powers upon which
his own well-being so largely depends. These he
endows with various qualities and functions, derived
from his own self-con.sciousness and experience, as
of cunning, strength, will, but he makes no ettort

to combine them into the whole of an individual

person, a sulistratum whose attributes these are.

Accordingly, it would be correct to define the
Hindu com eption of nature as consisting, at least

fundamentally, of an aggregate of forces, not

clearly interrelated or acting in unison, but for

the most part independent, and not set in motion

by any common motive or principle. It is partially
misleading, therefore, to employ the term ' force

'

of the Indian conception. For the so-called force
is not determined by any rule or law, save that of
its own volition. It is active, and works according
to its own will and caprice. The animating power
of the spring or the grove is really animated, and
is, so far as it is self-governing and irresponsible,
urged to action by no necessity or the control of a

higher power or will, but is arbitrary and apt to

perform the most unexpected feats of mischief-

making and malice. This is the lowest and most
primitive stage of naturalism, represented widely
in India at the present day. A hierarchy of

nature-gods and goddesses, with a graduation of

authority and power, reveals itself only in the
further course of evolution. Nor in this is man
doing other than ascribing to the external forces

of nature the faculties of self-determination and
free movement which he finds within himself. The
powers of the world without reflect the power
within, but are conceived as endowed with a greater
capacity for hurt or harm or for doing good, inas-

much as the radius of their action is indefinitely
wider and the destruction that they work more
ruinous and complete. Nature is essentially rela-

tive to man. For the very reason, however, that
these powers are self-determining and irresponsible,

they may be moved by praj'er or placated by ofl'er-

ing. The grovelling attitude of fear, the muttered

petition for mercy, the rags tied to the sacred tree,
the oblation poured upon the ground, and the

slaughtered bird or beast are so many recognitions
of the dominion which the forces of nature exercise
over the worshipper, and the perpetual interference
which they inject into the otherwise equable course
of his life. He is always in presence of natural

powers of indefinite range and capability, and the
mere instinct of self-preservation prompts him to

seek to propitiate them and to ward ott' the incal-

culable consequences of their spite or caprice.
A determining element in the character of all

nature-divinities is the climate and natural features
of the district in which they are found. Environ-
ment plays as large a part in the formation and
development of early religious conceptions as in

the physical growth and evolution of the human
body. The deities with which the imagination of

the worshipper fills the universe around him are of

necessity deities of the things which he sees, and
the phenomenal forces which he experiences. In
the tropics a god of fire will predominate, and the
suureme punishment will be torture by heat. In
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the arctic regions the chief and most terrible of

the gods will rule the cold blast, and ' hell
'

will be
a realm of pitiless frost. Tims divinities of the
mountains will everywhere have similar character-

istics, and will be awe-inspiring and difficult of

access ; deities of the storms will be variable and
fickle, swift to strike, and readily appeased. The
former may be expected to be constant, unchange-
able, and in a mountainous region will dominate
the entire pantheon. The ferocity or comparative
mildness of the latter will vary with the climatic
conditions of the country ; their disposition will

always be more or less uncertain, and their action

erratic. In Egypt, where the conditions are stable,
and the character and succession of the weather
and the seasons may be relied upcm with all

confidence, nature-deities are equable and mild,

ruling in general in their several provinces with
consideration and equity. In the cold and storm-
driven north the corresponding divinities are harsh,
reckless, and cruel, and may be expected relent-

lessly to punish every oflence against their majesty
and laws. An animistic cult, endowing with some
at least of the attributes and functions of life the

powers and phenomena of nature that encompass
its votaries, of necessity reflects the quality and
characteristics of their environment, and in many
respects may be looked upon as an unwritten
record of their experiences and history.

In this way tlie nature-gods of India are brought
into relation with their surroundings, and betray
tlieir origin. Where development has taken place,
the change has usually, not always, been so simple
and gradual that the original character of the

deity in question can be discerned without much
difficulty. In particular the gods of the Vedic

hymns are for the most part at only a short remove
from the natural ])henomena which they represent.
Behind the loosely wrought and transparent veil

of the personality the concrete fact or phenomenon,
upon which the idealization has been based, was

readily apparent ; and the poets or worshippers
never lost their hold, as it were, of the material

world, the elements of which their own imagina-
tion had converted into gods with a claim upon their

reverence and fear. Those forces of nature which
were most apt to surprise, hurt, inflict injury, or
cause loss, whether to themselves or to their pos-
sessions, would most command their respect and
exact from them offerings of propitiation. Deities,
on the other hand, even though they represented
constant facts of experience, as, e.g., the Indian
warmth and sunshine, if the outcome of their

activity Avere usually the happiness and well-being
of man, did not need to be urged to beneficence by
gifts ; and consequently their worship always
tended to be neglected and their claims deferred in

favour of the more imperious need of the worshipper
to secure himself by submission and ofl'ering

against the ill-will of those who might be prone to

do harm. It is probable that considerations of this

nature explain the comparatively subordinate posi-
tion which the direct worship of the sun occupies in

India. No natural phenomenon is more continually
present and all-pervading than the sunlight and
heat ; reverence for the sun is and always has been
a permanent element of Hindu worship, and of the

daily ritual and i)rayer of the Brahman worshipper.
The beneficent action of the sun, however, might
be taken for granted. The more urgent need of

the worshij)per was to erect altars and present
sacrifices to avert the wrongs and calamities which
he might otherwise sutter at the hands of more
capricious deities, whose action might easily be
•liverted to do him harm.
To enumerate and describe even a tithe of the

nature-gods and goddesses who from the Himalayas
to Cape Comorin do at the present time exact or

have in the jiast exacted a measure of adoration
and fear from a greater or less proportion of the
inhabitants of the peninsula is manifestly impossible
within the limits of an article. Their number is

legion. It would not be incorrect to assert that of

the great multitude of deities who compose the
vast Hindu pantheon the character and attributes
of at least nine-tenths would justify a claim to the
name and rank of ' nature

'

divinities ; the re-

mainder, with hardly an exception, would find a

place in shrines or temples for ancestor-worship, or

betray their origin in deification of notable men
and women of the present or past ages. Deities
that are the personifications of abstract qualities or
sensations are rare ;

nor do thej' seem ever to have
commanded any considerable measure of practical
worship, important though their role may have
been in theory and in the constructive mythology
of the priests.
There is a further reason also in the character of

the nature-gods themselves which seems to render
a detailed description of each and every one un-

necessary, even if it were possible. They all or
most of them exhibit a strong family likeness. A
description true to the qualities and attributes of

one would serve for many others. Practically the
same divinity also re-appears under ditt'erent names
in different parts of the country. When facilities

of communication increase, these various deities

are brought into contact with one another, and are

readily identified. Thus the number of distinct

and individual entities among the gods is not so

great as might at first sight appear. Moreover,
the character and functions of a nature-deity are

rarely sharply defined. They tend at the edges
to indistinctness and lack of firm outline. The
more readily, therefore, they pass into one another,

interchange offices and attributes, and end by
becoming indistinguishable or distinguishable only
by a name which has ceased to connote any marked
individuality. It is usual to classify nature-gods
as gods of the mountains, forests, streams, etc. ;

within these classes a similarity of function and
characteristic is universally found to exist, Avhich

has its explanation in the natural phenomena
which the deities represent. Finally, all nature-

gods are strongly anthropomorphic. The wor-

shippers, by whose imaginative power they are

conceived, endow them with qualities and capaci-
ties like their own. In bodily appearance, in

motives and passions, in prejudices and desires,

they are like men. Inasmuch, however, as they
have at their disposal forces incomparably greater
than human—forces, moreover, whose purpose and
diiection appear to be incalculable—tney are

credited Avitn efficient powers on a greatlj' enhanced
scale. The Avorshipper reflects his own capacities
for willing, feeling, acting upon the creations of

his fancy, but in so doing magnifies them, and finds

himself in presence of a god.
In the hymns of the Kigveda, the earliest litera-

ture of the Hindus, a simple nature-worship is pre-
sented, the naive wonder and reverence of man in

presence of the mighty forces of the universe by
which he is encompassed. The Vedic deities are
described in anthropomorphic terms, but their

relation to the natural phenomena which they
represent is usually of a simple and straightforward
character. In the hands of the poets they have

undergone little transformation or idealization,
and are still manifestly the forces of nature more
or less distinctly personified and endowed with
human charac^teristics. Perhaps in no other early

religion is the ' natural
'

element so clearly revealea,
or the material origin so little obscured oy passing
into the divine. Thus also the qualities and attri-

butes of the various gods, l)cing constructed, as it

were, after one pattern, that of man, present little
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variety, and the same epithets may be and fre-

quently are applied to each and all. As is natural,

it is tlie element of strength, the force which they
exercise and by which tlieir influence is felt, upon
which most stress is laid. Whatever else they may
be to tiie mind of their worshippers, they are

severally all-powerful, able to accomplish their

aims and to do whatsoever they will. Moreover,
with few exceptions thej' are conceived as gracious
and kindly, prepared to listen to the petitions of

those who approach them in sincerity with prayer
and sacrifice ; and they wage continual war with
the powers of ill, the demons mIio work disaster,

suffering, and wrong. In all this may be easily
discerned the self-consciousness of the early Hindu

worshipper, facing with courage the problems of

the world around him, projecting his own thoughts
and experiences into what seemed its infinitely
manifold activities, and endeavouring to construe
its movements in terms of his own self-knowledge
and will. Few of the great gods of the Veda sur-

vived to later times.

Nature-deities form part of what appear to have
been early or primitive groupings of divine powers
in triads, or sets of three. These, again, were, in

most instances at least, based upon and developed
out of pairs of divinities, in whom was expressed
the ancient cosmological conception of the creation
of the universe by means of generation, the union
of the male and female principles in the natural
world. The oldest of these dj'ads, or pairs, was
Dyaus-Pfthivi, heaven and earth, Dyaus represent-
ing the wide-spreading vault of heaven, which
surrounds and encompasses the earth (prthivl).

Dyaus is invoked as father of gods and men, who
alone apparently in the conception of the poets is

without beginning and possesses the attribute of

immortality. The other gods, however gi'eat and

powerful they may be, are in themselves but
mortal, and gain immortality only as they quaff
the life-giving soma (see below) in the halls of the

gods. Other ancient divinities linked together in

nature and worship are Mitra-Varuna, the sun in

the heavens, in his royal prerogatives of justice
and power ; Indra-Varuna, the open heaven and
the cloud-storms that come forth from its womb ;

and others of less importance. The earliest triad
that is clearly distinguished appears as Agni,
Vayu, and Surya, or fire, wind, and the sun ; but
it is possible that this is a development out of a
more primitive grouping in which Varuna, the
heavens, and Mitra, a more ancient name or form
of the solar divinity, had a part.

In the nature-worship of the Veda the sun
appears in many forms and under many names.
His most ancient title is Mitra, joint-guardian
with Varuna of the wide universe, with a name
and cult that lie far back in Indo-Iranian times.
Varuna is thus in origin and relation closely con-
nected with the sun. He has come to represent
the wide-spreading vault of heaven, and as 'all-

seeing
'

embodies the ancient Indian conception of

justice and right. Varuna is perhaps the most
completely personalized of the early Vedic gods.
In the later Indian mythology, under circumstances
that are obscure, he seems to have lost his original
character, and became reduced to comparative in-

significance as a god of the sea,' his office and
functions being transferred to Prajapati, the sove-

reign 'lord of creatures,' an abstract conception of
a more reflective and theistic type of thought.

1 In a late hymn of the Rigveda the rule of Varuna is already
associated with the triple waters that feed the ocean :

'The waters of the sky, the waters of the rivers, the waters
of the wells : the bright and cleansing waters, whose goal is the
sea—may these divine waters protect me.

In the midst of them goes Varupa the king, marking the
truth and falsehood of men : they so pure and bright, dropping
honey—may these divine waters protect me

'

(vii. xlix.).

In all the hymns addressed to Varuna there are
an acknowledgment of wrong-doing, and prayer
for forgiveness ; the following is part of one of the
most remarkable from the first book of the Rigveda :

' However we break thy laws from day to day, men as we are,
O god, Varupa,

Do not deliver us unto death, nor to the blow of the furious ;

nor to the anger of the spiteful !

To propitiate thee, O \'aruna, we bind thy mind with songs,
as the charioteer a weary steed.

Away from me they flee dispirited, intent only on gaining
wealth ; as birds to their nest.

When shall we bring hither the man who is victory to the

warriors, when shall we bring Varuna, the wide-seeing, to
be propitiated ?

He who knows the place of the birds that fly through the

sky, who on the waters knows the ships.

He who knows the track of the wind, of the wide, the bright,
and mighty ; and knows those who reside on high,

—
He, the upholder of order, Varuna sits down among his

people ; he, the wise, sits there to govern.
Thence perceiving all wondrous things, he sees what has
been and will be done.

May he, the wise son of time, make our paths straight all

our days ; may he prolong our lives 1

O hear this my calling, Varuna, be gracious now ; longing
for help, I have called upon thee.

Thou, O wise god, art lord of all, of heaven and earth : listen

and answer on thy way.' i

The most clearly conceived and defined of the

solar deities is Surya, the bright orb of the sun,
who in the mythology is the son of Dyaus. He
surveys the universe in the consciousness of power,
and puts to flight the evil spirits of darkness and
disease. The worship of the bright sun has been
in India the most persistent and universal of early
cults ; and under the name of Savitr, the divine

vivifier, who brings life again to the world and to

men after the sleep of the night, he is invoked in

the daily morning prayer of every Brahman. -

Visnu, the all-pervader, is a solar deity who in the

development of Indian religious thought became
one of the most important and influential of India's

gods. He traverses the three worlds in three

strides, and is described as 'wide-stepping,'
' wide-

going
' ^—

epithets that probably refer to the rapid
course of the sun in the neavens through the three

stages of rising, culmination, and setting. Pusan
also, the friend and guide of travellers and especi-

ally of the departed souls who are beset by many
perils on their dark journey to the lower world,
seems to have been originally a form of the light-

giving god. In the later literature the number of

the sun-gods is multiplied to twelve, representing
the twelve months of the year. These are the

Adityas, sons of Aditi, the boundless expanse or

void. In the Rigveda the name occurs once in the

late tenth book, and their number is given as seven

or eight, Varuna being sometimes reckoned with

them. AditI, in the dual, is the dual divinity of

heaven and earth ; and the name Aditya is also

employed generally of Visnu or any solar divinity.
Two deities, moreover, prominent in the Rigveda,

were directly associated with the heavens. The
twin A§vins lepresented probably the morning and

evening stars, which were originally conceived as

distinct and independent. Their functions, how-
ever, and course in the sky were so evidently similar

that they were regarded as twins. The name
signifies

'

belonging to horses
'

; accordingly, the
Asvins are the tw^o charioteers who harness the

car of the dawn, and conduct it each successive

day above the horizon. They are also the divine

physicians, who by their skill avert sickness and
1 I. XXV. ; Max Miiller, Hist, of Ancient Sanskrit Literature-,

London, 1860, p. 535 fif. ; Peterson, Hymns from the Rigveda^,
pp. 2ff., 295 ff.

2 The sacred Gdyatri or Sdvitrl (Rigveda, in. Ixii. 10
;

cf.

JIanu, ii. 78-82, 148) : tat Savitur varenyam bharr/o devasya
dhimahi, dhiyo yo nafi prachodaydt,

' On the most excellent

glory of that divine vivifier let us meditate, and may he inspire
our thoughts.'

3 Urukraina, urugdya.
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disease from men. Undoubtedly the most beautiful

personification of tlie Veda is Usas, the goddess of
the dawn, who in her car opens the gates of the

sky, and drives away the malignant spirits that
love the night. Slie is described as bright and
ever young, the daughter of heaven and si.ster of

the Adityas. In the dual, usasau, the name is

given to the morning and evening twilights.
Several of the Vedic deities have a double or

even threefold form and nature, as gods of the

heavens, the earth, and the waters. The chief of

these is Indra, sometimes described as an atmo-

spheric divinity. He is the storm-god, son of Dyaus,
the most popular deity of Vedic times, to judge
from the number of hymns dedicated to him. He
rides upon his golden car, and bestows rich and
bountiful gifts upon his worshippers; but he is

also greatly to be feared, for the same rain that
enriches and fertilizes the soil may become a flood,

sweeping away the crops and desti'oying life. In
his character as warrior-king he is thus perhaps
more distinctly personalized than the majority of
the Vedic gods. He is said greatly to delight in
the ott'erings of those who pay him homage, and
to indulge to excess in draughts of the intoxicating
soma, whereby he is strengthened for the warfare
with the powers of evil in which he is perpetually
engaged. Prominent as is the position of Indra in

the Veda, from the later mythology his figure and
name almost entirely disappear.
From many texts that might be cited the follow-

ing express briefly the thoughts of the poet towards
the god :

' He wlio, immediately on his birth, the first, the wise, sur-

passed the gods in force ; at ivhose might the two worlds
shook, through the greatness of his strength, he, O men,
is Indra.

He who fixed the quivering earth ; who gave stability to the

agitated mountains ; who measured the vast atmosphere ;

who propped up the sky, he, O men, is Indra.

He who has been a counterpart of the Universe ; who casts
down the unshaken, he, O men, is Indra.

The sk.v and the earth bow down to him
; at his might the

mountains are afraid.' i

'O Indra, listen to our prayer; come, yoke thy steeds, and
dri\ e them towards us ; all mortals call upon thee in every
place, hut hear our prayer, O life-giver.

Tliy greatness, Indra, reached our cry, and thou protectest
the song of the singer, O mighty one : when thou dost
take the thunderbolt in thy hand, great and fierce god,
none can resist tliee.

On the days when evil men do penance for their sin, on
these da.\s be gracious to us, O Indra

;
the sins which

Varuna, the wise god, sees in us—from their guilt may
Indra deliver us.

Let us call on this mighty Indra, that he may give us great
wealth and substance : who is the hearer of prayer—and
do you gods protect us always with your blessing.'

2

Closely related to Indra are the Maruts, the
storm -deities, sons of Rudra, himself a god of the

destroying tempest, and the only one of the great
Vedic deities whose temper and character are

distinctly maleficent. Rudra is also the lord
of the healing art, the 'greatest of physicians,'
perhaps so regarded from the action of the storm-
wind in clearing the valleys and swamps of fogs
and noxious vapours. The constant association of
the Maruts with Indra in the hymns seems to be
decisive against the explanation of their original
nature as spirits of plant-life and vegetation.

^ The
really maleficent forces of the Veda are the
demons, of whom Vrtra, the defeated opponent
of Indra, is the chief. The other demoniacal
powers for the most part make their apjjearance
in classes, as rdksa-ias, pisdchas, etc. Vrtra

1 Rigveda, ii. xii. 1
; J. Muir, Oiig. Sanskrit Texts^, London.

1800, iv. 87.
2
Rigveda, vii. xxviii., tr. PetorsonS, i. 280 f.

* As by L. von Schroder, Mt/n>fn'uin vnd Mimus im Rinveda,
Leipzig, 1908, p. 124.

certainly, as a personification of the evil serpent,
belongs to the sphere of nature-worship. The
great majority, ii not all, of the rest pi'obably
share the same character.

Va.yu or Vata was the wind, another impersona-
tion of the mighty tempest. He is as.sociated

with the earth (prthivi), of whom he is some-
times regarded as the husband.

Among the most ancient deities of the Veda was
Soma, who also appears under a terrestrial as well
as a celestial form. His cult may be traced back
to the Indo-Iranian period, when the sacred Aaow^a
had a part in the Avestan rites of worship. The
basis of the personification is to be found in the

strange intoxicating properties of the plant, which
were ascribed to divine alHatus. What specific

plant, however, was originally intended is un-
certain. The so-called 'moon-plant' {Asclepias
acida), which the Indians themselves usually
identify with the soma, possesses a bitter acrid

juice, which would seem unlikely, unless tastes
have greatly changed, to have been lauded as a
divine drink. Others have supposed that the soma
really denoted the grape, the knowledge of which
had been communicated to the Indians in their

early home. P. Regnaud, on the other hand, has

argued that the name originally indicated the
aromatic oil that was employed to feeil the sacred
fire ;

^ but his arguments have failed to carry con-
viction to scholars. There is less ideal personifica-
tion in the poets' conception of Soma than is the
case with the other chief divinities of the Veda.
In celebrating his virtues and influence they seem
never to have lost sight of the fact that the deity
whom they praised did actually represent a tangible
and concrete plant. Moreover, the soma, though
the choice libation to the gods upon earth, pos-
sessed also a mystical life in the third heaven.

There, like the nectar of the Greeks, it was the
drink of the gods, through partaking of which

they became immortal ; and men also will win
immortality when they quati' the soma in the

regions of the blest. In some sort, therefore, the
soma was conceived as having a celestial as well as
an earthly existence. It grew also in heaven,
whence it had been brought down, a gift from the

gods to men. In the later literature Soma changed
his character, as did some other divinities, and
the name was transferred to or identified Avith the
moon, probably through some obscure idea of
the influence of the moon upon vegetation and the

growth and ripening of the sap. Of this identifica-
tion there are hints and pre-intimations in the

Kigveda itself.^ It is unlikely, however, that the

conception of Soma as the moon was other than a
late development of religious thought.

In the tenth mandala of theRigveda the praisesof
the soma and its irresistible power are chanted in an
unmistakable drinking-song. Indra is the speaker :

'This, this is my thought, that I will get me cow and horse :

have I not drunk the Soma?
Like rusliing winds the draughts I have drunk carry me
along : have I not drunk the Soma?

Tlie draughts carry me along as swift horses the chariot :

have I not drunk the Soma?
Prayer is drawing nigh me, like a lowing cow approaching
her dear child: have I not drunk the Soma?

I, as a carpenter with a plank, turn the prayer round in my
heart : have I not drunk the Soma?

The two worlds reach not the half of me ; have I not drunk
the Soma ?

Over heaven in my might, over this mighty earth I stretch :

have I not drunk the Soma?
Ha ! I will put earth down this way or that way : have I not
drunk the Soma ?

1 Actes du premier Congr^s intematioyial de lltiftoire des re-

ligions, 1900, Paris, 1904, ii. i. 49 ff.

2 Rigveda, VI. xliv. 21, viii. Ixxi. 8, x. Ixxv. 2 IT., cxxiii. 8.

Tlie passages are all probably late. In x. Ixxxv. 5 the moon is

the cup from which the gods drink the soma, and a similar

representation is found in the Ifpanifads.
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I am preat of the great ;
I have risen to the navel of the

worM : have I not drunk the Soma?
I have Uken, and go away satisfied, to carry the oflfenng to

the gods : have I not drunk the Soma ?
' i

Agni, the god of tire, takes his place among
ii.iture-gods equally with the gods of the winds

and tlie waters; and the universal prevalence of

lire-worship among primitive peoples is due to the

large ])art wliicli that element plays in their daily

lifeT In the Veda Agni is the son of heaven and

earth, the guardian and friend of mankind ; and,
like Soma, bears the character of a terrestrial as

well as a celestial divinity. He is indeed credited

with a threefold origin and life, as the sacred fire

upon the hearth, the lightning in the sky, and in

the atmospheric waters. As in the descriptions of

the soma, the physical qualities and appearance of

the tire also seem rarely if ever to be lost sight of

by the Vedic poets. He strikes in the lightning,
and with his fierce heat consumes those who

oppose him and refuse to render him his due. He
also waits upon men at the household hearth,

bears their sacrifices and gifts to heaven, and with

his kindly warmth promotes the growth of their

crops. Agni is the eldest of the gods, high priest
and seer both in heaven and upon earth, messenger
and intermediary between man and god, uniting in

himself the functions of all inferior and human

priests, and presenting their gifts and service with

acceptance in heaven. Thus Agni especially, in

his ottices and worship, forms the bond between
the daily concrete life and labour of man and the

unseen world of the gods.
' O holy and divine Agni, with thy pleasant tongue of flame

bring the gods here and worship them.
We have fed thee with butter, O glorious one, that gazeat up

into heaven : bring the gods to our feast.

Thou dost call them to our feast ;
we have kindled thee and

thou dost shine : dost shine mightily, O wise Agni, at our

sacrifice.

Agni, come with all the gods and partake of our sacrifice :

we have chosen thee for our priest.
See thy worshipper pours out the soma for thee, Agni, give
him strength : with the gods sit down on the rushes.

Thou are kindled, O Agni, conqueror of thousands, and
kindled dost further our sacrifice : a messenger to the

gods, worthy to be praised.
Put Agni upon the altar, he to whom all creatures are

known, who it is that carries our oblation : a god and

priest ever young.'
2

Of nature-deities that in origin were more exclu-

sively terrestrial the chief was Prthivi, the earth,

the primeval mother of all creatures, and the

consort of Dyaus, the sky. All natural objects,

however, were deified, or conceived as animated by
spirits consciously working out their own purposes,

gratifying themselves in the execution of their

own will, but amenable to prayer and the offerings
and desires of their worshippers. All running
water was regarded as especially sacred. The

semi-mythical river Sarasvati was personified as

the wife of Brahma, mother of rivers, goddess of

eloquence and learning, who bestows inspiration
on the seers, offspring and riches upon mankind.
It is doubtful whether the Vedic Sarasvati is to be

identified with the river which later bore the name,
and now as an insignificant stream flows south-

westwards between the Jumna and the Sutlej to

lose itself in the Indian Desert. There is evidence,

however, that the modem river was formerly of

much greater size and importance.^ The heir to

the especial sacredness of the Sarasvati was Ma
Gahga, or Mother Ganges, a river which evi-

dently occupied an entirely subordinate position
in Vedic times, being mentioned once only in the

Ivigveda.'' In the later mythology the Ganges was
the eldest daughter of Himavat (the mountain-

range of the Himalayas) and Mena, the latter one
1 X. cxix. ; Petersons, pp. 45 f., 319 f.

2 Rigveda, v. xxvi. ; Petersons, pp. 17, 304.

i The question is fully discussed in Macdonell and Keith, s.v.,

ii. 434 ff.

* In the late tenth book (Ixxv. 5).

of the apsarasas ;

^ and descended from heaven from
the feet of Visnu, falling directly upon Siva's head.

Thus the sacred river has a celestial habitation

and home, and is believed also to flow in a sub-

terranean course. To bathe in its waters purifies
from all sin. Death on its banks is a sure passport
to heaven. And water from the Ganges is carried

to the most distant parts of India for the benefit of

those who cannot themselves visit the holy river.

While the Ganges, however, is the most sacred

river, and the chief places of pilgrimage and

worship lie on its banks, other rivers approach it in

sanctity. Of these the principal are the Indus, the

Narbada, and the Godavari [qq.v.). According to

a widely accepted tradition, the Ganges is destined

at a future date to lose its pre-eminence, the place
of honour being taken by the Narbada. Every
temple has its sacred tank, the water of which is

more or less elhcacious for spiritual as well as

physical purification. The manikarnika well at

Benares is perhaps the most frequented and revered

of countless sacred wells and pools throughout
India, each with its legend or legends, which
attract the Hindu worshipper, especially at the

great periodical festivals.

The worship of animals and plants is universal.

In part this cult is a survival of totemism, as in

many parts of India among the aboriginal and
backward tribes it is associated at the present day
with totemistic practices. The members of the

serpent and monkey tribes are almost universally
held in regard ; to the more common and dangerous
snakes, especially the cobra, piljci (worship) is

habitually rendered. The bull is sacred and
inviolable throughout the length and breadth of

India. The animal 'vehicles' of the great gods
become themselves the objects of a special cult and

fear. Thus the sacred goose of Brahma, the

garuda, the mythical eagle or vulture of Visnu,
the nandin, or bull, of Siva, the tiger of his wife

Durga, the rat of Ganesa, the parrot of Kamadeva
the god of love, share the reverence due to the

gods with whom they are associated. Dangerous
beasts are propitiated in order to secure their wor-

shippers from harm ;
in the case of others their

usefulness in the service of man has led to a

measure of honour being paid to them, which in

most instances, however, falls short of a real deifi-

cation. More or less unconsciously behind all lies

the motive power of the belief in transmigration,
which presents to the mind of the worshipper the

possibility that the living form may enshrine the

spirit of a deceased father or other ancestor, who
has chosen this as his temporary home. Nature-

and ancestor-worship are so intimately conjoined
that it is often impossible with certainty to assign

to one or the other the priority.
The worship of the soma has been obsolete from

Vedic times, but the cult of trees and other plants
is very widely practised throughout India. The
belief in transmigration has undoubtedly exercised

an influence here also, inasmuch as the possibilities

of rebirth extend to the vegetable and material

worlds. The most sacred plant of modern India

is the tulasi, or tulsi, the holy basil (Ocymum
sanctum), a small shrub, a specimen of which may
be found growing in the courtyard of most Hindu
houses. It is believed to be animated by LaksmI
the wife of Visnu, or by Sita, and the entire

worship of many high-caste Indian women consi.sts

in daily circumambulation of the sacred plant,

with offerings of rice and flowers. The sacred

lotus, if not actually worshipped, is the symbol of

unstained purity ; and the kicia grass, from its

association with the sacrifice, is pre-eminently

holy. Of trees the pipal (Finis religiosa) is

peculiarly sacred, being the abode of Brahma, or

I'see below, p. 233, and art. Ganqa, Ganges.
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of the triad of Hindu gods, Brahma, Visnu, and
Siva. It is worshipped by pouring water at the

roots, daubing the trunk with red ochre, or fasten-

ing rags or threads to the branches, and by cir-

cumanibulation. Other trees of great sanctity are
the banyan (Ficus Indica), which is especially
sacred to Visnu, and as the Bo-tree, under which
Gautama Buddha gained perfect wisdom, is equally
revered by Buddhists. The mantjo, the bel, or

wood-apple, and the nlin tree, the leaves of which
are prophylactic against disease and snake-bite,
with many others, are holy, and receive worship
generally or at stated times.

Moreover, practically all the prominent and
striking features of the countryside have come to

be regarded as sacred, and in a measure deified.

In particular, prominent rocks or hills and stones
remarkable for shape or situation become the

objects of a ritual worship that in its general
character is similar thi'oughout the country. The
idlagrdma stone, a variety of black ammonite, is

sacred to Visnu, and the markings on the stone
bear a mystical significance in relation to his wor-

ship. Vaisnavites keep a specimen of the Sf7da-

grdma in their houses, where it is reverently
bathed, and drink -

offerings with incense and
flowers are presented. The massive mountain-

ranges of N. and Central India, and to a less

degree the hills and plateaux of the south, were
all personified, and admitted to the rank and
station of the great gods. The impressiveness and
inaccessible character of the vast Himalaya range,
the ' abode of snow,' naturally claimed for it the
chief place. Himalaya in the mythology was the
father of Ganga, the river Ganges, and of Parvati,
the wife of Siva

;
and in the distant ice-bound

recesses of his mountain-home some of the most

holy pilgrim resorts are to be found. Other
mountain peaks, however, in other parts of the

country are hardly less sacred. The nymphs of

the springs and groves, the mythical deities of the

air, the apsarasas, gandharvas, kinnaras, and
others, belong ultimately to the same class of

nature-gods ; and the personified powers of evil

and disease, lurking in secret places, rdksasas,

piMchas, kimldin, etc., are innumerable.
Reference should be made also to the strange

cult of the implements of trade or occupation—a

fractice

which is observed more or less throughout
ndia, but is most prevalent where commerce has
been most highly developed and organized. Its

origin is probably to be traced to the influence of

the trade gilds, and the desire to provide for a
distinct centre of gild interest and worship.

' The tools which a man uses in his trade, the fire that warms
him, the books out of which the school-boy learns his lessons,
the pots with which the wife cooks the dinner, all have a part
in this strange and elaborate deification, and become the objects
of a worship that is by no means confined to the lowest and
most ignorant strata of the population.'

i

In Bengal this worship takes place especially at
the Sri Paiichami festival in the spring, when even
the clerks in the Government offices will gather
together their pens and paper and books, and with
the help of Sanskrit recitations by the Brahman
priest go through a formal ceremonial of worship,
which concludes with presents to the officiating
priest and general feasting.^
Literature. — SBE xxxii. [1891],

' Vedic Hymns,' pt. i.

'Hymns to the Maruts, Rudra, Vftyu, and Vata,' tr. F. Max
Miillf r, xlvi. [1897],

' Vedic Hymns,' pt. ii.
'

Hymns to Agni,' tr.

H. Oldenberg ; P. Peterson, Hymnsfrom the Riijveda (ed. with
Sayana's conmientary, notes, and a translation^," Bonib.ay, 1905,
Second Selection of Hymns from the Rigyeda, do. 1899 ; A. A.
Macdonell and A. B. Keith, Vedic Index of Names and
Suljjecdt, i vols., London, 1912; M. Monier-Williams, Brdh-
tnaiiism and Hinduism*, do. 1891, and Sanskrit-Kn(jlish Dic-
tionary, new ed., Oxford, 1899

;
W. Crooke, Popular Religion

and Folklore of Northern India, new ed., 2 vols., London, 189C

1 A. S. Geden, Studies in the Religions of the East, p. 406 f.

2 Census of India, 1001, vol. i. pt. i. p. 3V)7 f.

(with bibliography) ;
A. S. Geden, Studies in the Reliaions of

the East, do. 1913, pp. 206-223, 403-407; J. C. Oman, Cult's,

Customs, and Superstitions of hidia, do. 1908
; W. J. Wilkins

Hindu Mythology'^, do. 1900
;'
E. O. Martin, The Gods of India,

do. 1914. See also artt. Animism, God (Hindu), Hymns (Vedic).
A. S. Gedex.

NATURE (Japanese).—I. APPRECIATION OF
NATURE.—No race, ancient or modern, .seems to
have had a keener appreciation of nature than the

J.apanese, or to have been more insj^ired by it in

the formation of its religious ideal. The Japanese
were inclined towards this state of mind by the

very character of their country—a land full of

contrasts, at once tragic and smiling, terrifying
and gentle, stern and mild ; refusing man much
and giving him more ; shaken by volcanoes, de-
vastated by floods, swept by tempests, and at the
same time rich in hidden resources and dazzling
splendours, fertile in crops and beauties. Such a
land was bound to make the deepest impression on
an intelligent, artistic people inclined by their

innate goodness of heart to look on the benefits of

nature rather than on its scourges, and to see in

the beauty of their country a constant reason for

gratefulness to the gods.
This feeling of admiration and love for nature

is seen throughout the whole literature of the

country.
In mythology, when the wife of the hero Yamato-dake throws

herself into the waves to pacify the sea-gods, one of her last

thoughts before disappearing is the recollection of a landscape ;

and Yamato-dake himself dies singing the praises of his beauti-
ful country and expressing fraternal sentiments towards a tree
which is near him, before being changed into a bird (see Heroes
AND Hero-Gods [Japanese], vol. vi. p. 664).

These significant details show hoAv close the com-
munion was between the Japanese and the nature
in the midst of which they lived. In the most
ancient poetical collection, the Manyoshu (' Collec-
tion of a Myriad Leaves '), we find numerous lyrical

poems devoted to the celebration of all the splen-
dours of the Japanese landscapes, from tlie lofty
summit of Fujiyama to the smallest herb of the

plain (see M. Bevon, Anthologie de la litterature

japonaise, Paris, 1910, p. 90ffi). Even in these

poetical pieces, most of which were composed in

the 8th cent., the Japanese show that particular
sentiment which they express in the phrase mono
no aware, and which consists in understanding
the 'melancholy of things,' i.e. in sympathizing
with all creatures, having a fellow-feeling with
the sorrows of nature as well as with human
sufJerings. The next poetical collection, the
Kokinshu ('Poems Ancient and Modern,' 10th

cent.), has the same sentimental lyricism with less

fullness and more delicacy. In cleverly constructed
verses the poets vie with each other in lamenting the

ephemeral duration of the cherry-blossom in spring
or the sadness of the autumn evenings. The pre-
face to this work, written by a great poet, Tsura-

j'uki, explains how men became poets by listening
to the voice of the nightingale singing among the
flowers or to the cry of the frog which dwells in

the water, by admiring the flower or envying the

flight of the birds, by gazing at the hazes or the

tear-drops of dew ; he says that the collection is

to include all the feelings experienced by a person
of the court, from the time when the plum-tree
blossom was placed in his hair to the time when
he listened to the cuckoo, when he gathered the

maple-branches reddened by the autumn, when at

last he went to admire the snow ; and he concludes

by celebrating the immortality of Poetry, eternal

as the evergreen pine-tree (see Kevon, pp. 139, 141,

150 f.).

There is the same appreciation of nature in the

prose works. The famous novel, Genji Monogatari,
which appeared in the brilliant court of the year
1000, the masterpiece of a lady of honour, Murasaki
no Shikibu, was composed on tlie terrace of a
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temple facing a lake, by moonliglit, and from these

circumstances it seems to have acquired a poetical
illumination through and through ; the most
beautiful passages are perhaps those, often in

verse, in which the writer introduces into the

expression of human sentiments images drawn
from nature (see, e.g., ib. pp. 184 f., 190). In the

delightful book of impressions of another court

lady of the same period, the Makura no Soshi

('Pillow Notes') of Sei Shonagon, we also find

mingled with lively remarks and anecdotes on the

artilieial life of the court the most acute observa-
tion of nature and its changing aspects : the work
opens with impressions of nature, in which the
writer says that what charms her in spring is

the dawn, when all becomes gradually lit up on the
mountains ; in summer the dark night, when
the fire-flies cross each other's paths, and so on (ib.

p. 200). Another well-known book of impressions
is the Hojoki (' Book of a Hut ten feet square'), by
the hermit Kamo Chomei (13tli cent.); with this

religious person the love of nature once more pre-
dominates : he also dreams of nothing better in his

solitude than to have as his friends music and

poetry, the harp and flutes, the moon and the
flowers ; the whole hope of his life, he says, rests

in the beauties of the seasons
;
and he blames him-

self for being too fond of the mountains and for-

getting Buddha in his contemplation of the moon
when it appears on the horizon (see ib. pp. 259-262,
263-265, 259, note 2). This eternal theme of the
four seasons reappears in a third book of impres-
sions, the Tsure-zuregusa (' Varieties of Moments
of Ennui'), by the bonze Kenko (14th cent.), who,
comparing his love of nature witli that of the pre-
ceding authors, connects it with all the festivals

of the j'ear (see ib. pp. 285-288). Thus in writings
in which the inmost heart is laid bare we always
find among the Japanese the same profound love
of nature.
The same remark may be made concerning other

kinds of literature at later periods—e.g., in the no,
or lyrical dramas, of the 15th cent, (see, e.g., ib.

\>. 305 f.), or in the light poetry (haikai) of the 17th
and 18th centuries, in which we see a poet, a lover
of flowers, surprised because a brutal sword-bearer
dares to look upon these exquisite marvels ; an-

other, indignant because they are looked upon by
aristocrats whose grand dresses cover the ridiculous
skeletons of degenerates ; and another expressing
the horror of the flowers themselves when they see

approaching them people who have just shown
their lack of taste by being present at an artificial

theatrical performance ; while, on the other hand,
those poets themselves, in their enthusiasm for

nature, do not hesitate to go and ask water from
their neighbour so that they may not disturb a
convolvulus that has entwined itself round the
bucket of their well, or to set fire to their thatched
roof if it prevents them from seeing a moonlight
effect (ib. pp. 383 tt"., 391, note 3, 394, n. 3, 395, ns.

2, 4, 397, n. 2 ; and cf. pp. 388, 389, n. 1, 392, n. 5,

393, n. 1, etc.).
To complete our survey of this Japanese concep-

tion wliich sees in nature the supreme beauty and
finds in its contemplation the most perfect human
joy, we maj^ refer to a native thinker who has ana-

lyzed it very carefully, viz. Kaibara Ekiken, the

great philosopher of the 17th cent., whose writings
liave remained popular to the present day. In his
Rakkun (

'

Philosophy of Pleasure ') he expresses
himself on the sul)ject with great beauty and sym-
pathy (see ib. p. 320).
Like their ancestors, the Japanese of to-day are

dominated by the thought of the seasons—so much
so that, in conversation, they do not begin by ask-

ing about one's health, but by mentioning the
state of the weather ; and similarly in letter-writing

they always start with a phrase indicating, in

poetical terms, the point of evolution of the year
with regard to the cliange of temperature and the

blossoming of the flowers. Like the artistic people
of the ancient days who had special pavilions built
where they might gaze on the moonlight, which
was regarded as the most exquisite spectacle that
could be presented to a guest at a friendly evening
party, to-day all the people of Tokyo go and
admire it for whole nights, on certain dates fixed

by tradition, singing and improvising verses fuU of

tenderness, and they desert the capital to go to
various well-known places to see in turn the bloom
of plum-trees, cherry-trees, peonies, azaleas, wis-

teria, irises, then convolvuli, lotuses, and chrysan-
themums, and, last of all, the maple-leaves turning
red, awaiting the arrival of the snow, the light
winter-flower. In a garden famous for its plum-
trees, on the banks of the river Sumida, the present
writer one day saw an old statesman, Admiral
Enomoto, one of the founders of modern Japan,
rising from his seat in order to show his respect by
hanging on a branch in blossom a little poem which
he had just composed in praise of the admired tree.

The Japanese, even of the poorest class, often
undertake journeys to visit the most distant lantl-

scapes of the empire ; for they are convinced that
the most beautiful scenes are those which the gods
themselves have prepared for the eyes of man.
This state of mind at the present time explains and
confirms Avhat we have noticed in the past.

Throughout the whole course of their history, from

primitive times to our own days, the Japanese
appear as essentially charmed with nature, wonder-

fully gifted to understand it as artists, and pre-
destined to love and adore it.

II. Nature-gods.—The national religion of

Japan is not, as was for a long time believed, a
cult of ancestors, accompanied secondarily by a

vague nature-worship ; it is essentially a cult of

nature, complete and precise, to which a much less

important cult of ancestors only gradually came to

be added (see Ancestor-worship and Cult of
THE Dead [Japanese], vol. i. p. 456). As a matter
of fact, the nature-gods constitute almost the
whole pantheon of the ancient Shinto ; they swarm
in all the departments of the physical universe,
sometimes attached to an object, sometimes to a

phenomenon, and sometimes to a group of pheno-
mena or objects

—to a complex region of which

they become the soul and form the unity.
I. Gods of the sky.—The first thing that the

ancient Japanese noticed when they raised their

heads was what they called the ' Plain of the High
Heavens' (Takama no hara). But for them this

material heaven was only the dwelling-place of

the gods ;
it was not itself a god. The idea of a

personal Heaven did not enter their minds until

under the influence of the Chinese. Meanwhile
they regarded the sky simply as the abode of the

supreme gods.
(a) The sun-goddess.

—The gods of light are the
first important gods revealed by the native myth-
ology, and the most brilliant of them, the sun, shines

throughout the whole sacred history in the vault of

the Japanese pantheon. In art. Cosmogony and
Cosmology (Japanese), vol. iv. p. 164, will be
found an account of the circumstances of the birth
of this solar goddess, Amaterasu-oho-mi-kami, the
'

great and august goddess who shines in the

heavens,' at the same time as the moon-god and
tlie storm-god, and of the way in which these three

deities were made the rulers of the Plain of the

High Heavens, the Kingdom of Night, anil the
Domain of the Ocean respectively. But Amaterasu
is manifestly the highest of these deities. She
receives the most glorious investiture, and holds

the highest rank in the sacred legend. In fact.
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she is hardly raised to the royalty of the lieavens

when she takes the most noble and outstanding
part in the myths ; and the long account of her

quarrels with the storm-god only serves to show

up the beauties of a truly divine character.

When that impetuous god, deserting his kingdom, darts into

the sky to overthrow that of his sister, she endeavours to

appease him with the most indulgent calmness ;
and the

eclipse of the goddess at last takes place only when, disregard-
ing her patient gentleness, he perpetrates the worst crimes ;

she hides in the cave from which the other celestial gods had
so much difficulty in enticing her to come forth (Kojiki, tr.

B. H. Chamberlain^, Tokyo, 1906, pp. 63-65).

After this episode the wicked brother is driven
from the sky, and the goddess, henceforward calm,
can at last reign in peace in the Plain of the High
Heavens. She soon reappears, and at the most

important points of the national legend ; for it is

she who in her turn gives the investiture to the
ancestors of the emperors. This mission accom-

plished, she intervenes only at rare intervals to

indicate especially the cult which she desires and
which the emperors hasten to render to her as the
most powerful of the deities. But this anthropo-
morphic role does not change the essentially
naturistic character of Amaterasu. This character

appears clearly in the myths referring to her birth,
her strife with the storm wiiich darkened the sky,
and her retreat which plunged the world into

darkness, and also in the old myth explaining the
alternation of the two celestial luminaries (see
Cosmogony and Cosmology [Japanese], vol. iv.

p. 165*). Thus Amaterasu was originally conceived
as the sun itself, soul and body, a living spirit
united to its brilliant covering. But gradually the
advances of reason led the Japanese to see in this

planet with such a regular course a simple object
of physical nature ; by degrees the personal ele-

ment became detached and transformed into an

anthropomorphic deity, and, although the divine
role of Amaterasu, presiding over the government
of the heavens like the living emperor over that of

the islands, might well be reconciled with the idea
of an indivisible solar deity, this function of

general direction, which was soon applied to

terrestrial politics and to the superintendence of im-

perial advances, must have tended to develop the
human character of the goddess. Even to-day the

Japanese always worship the sun as a living deity,
to whom they render a direct positive cult, from
the artisan, who, from the depths of his dark shop,
turns towards the brightness of the dawn, claps
his hands, and piously recites his prayer to the

goddess, to the pilgrim who on the summit of Fuji-

yama prostrates himself dazzled before the first

golden rays of the sun and worships it leaning his

forehead on the rocks.

(6) The moon-god.—After this triumphant god-
dess of day, Tsuki-yomi-no-mikoto,

' the august
moon of the darkness,' seems pale ; and, in fact,
this god occupies only a very inferior place in the

Japanese pantheon. His birth is hardly described
when he disappears from the legend. According
to the first texts {Kojiki, 50 ; Nihongi, tr. W. G.

Aston, London, 1896, i. 19), he was to be the

companion of the sun and to share her rule ; but
he has no further part in the account and his
existence is hardly mentioned again. It is certain,
therefore, that in the 8th cent., when the myth-
ology was collected in those ancient books, Tsuki-

yomi was a god who had long been neglected ; but
it is also very probable that at an earlier time lie

had held a dillerent rank. The myth explaining
the alternation of the two luminaries, as it appears
in the Nihongi (i. 32), is sufficient to prove his
former importance, and the texts which declare
his mission, alongside of that of Amaterasu,
remain like the ancient foundations of an aban-
doned and destroyed building, which prove its

historic existence. In the case of the moon also
the advances of reason must gradually have
attenuated the primitive worship ; they damped it

much more quickly than that or the sun, because
it had not the same conquering brilliance. In the

Japanese moon-worship, therefore, as we observe it

at the present day, the aesthetic sentiment is more
predominant than the religious. But the moon
none the less receives, with the homage due to its

beauty, the offerings reserved for the divine powers ;

the people who go to witness its superb rising at
certain times and certain favourite places proceed
from admiration to prayer ; the enchantment of

the eyes is completed by the adoration of the heart.

Comparing these present-day sentiments with the

primitive myths which ascribe to the moon the
same birth as the sun, the same parallel govern-
ment, and the same importance in a famous story,
we are justified in classing it unhesitatinglj' in the

category of the oldest nature-deities.

(f) The star-gods.
—After the glorious blazing

sun, and the bright but pale moon, the distant

twinkling of the stars appears still more humble
and obscure. While the sun-goddess is the queen
of religion, and the moon-god is the king of poetry,
the stars hardly appear at all either in the sacred
texts or in the literary collections ;

and clearly the
silence of the poets shows the state of mind of

religious men. Although we can find no trace of

a formal star-worship in the old documents, there
are clear signs of a vague deification, undoubtedly
long before the time when the legend was written.
Various myths referring to secondary gods,

' the
brilliant male,'

' the weaver-god,'
' the heavenly

weaving-girl' (see Nihongi, i. 69 f. ; Kojiki, 117),
show that in the 8th cent, the Japanese still had

star-gods, perhaps the last remnants of a deeper
and broader worship, at all events sure proofs of

an old original naturism, very attenuated but still

alive.

2. Gods of the air.—(a) The storm-god.
—Beneath

those divine planets which move in the firmament
the primitive Japanese perceived other animate

powers which sport in the air ; and among those

great meteorological phenomena we find in the
first rank Take-haya-susa-no-wo-no-mikoto,

' the

august impetuous male, swift and brave.' The
terrible male personifies the storm, the ocean rising
to threaten the sky, i.e. the most violent of the

physical forces which terrified the ancient inhabi-
tants of the archipelago. He has hardly issued
from the nose of Izanagi when he is in a fury. His
father commissions him to rule the Plain of the
Seas in peace ; but, instead of obeying him, like

the regular planets Avho were to preside over the
harmonious alternation of day and night, he

neglects his duty, and darts into nature to scatter

trouble and death broadcast. He weeps, cries,

and groans continually ; he leaves his sea-dwelling,
makes the green mountains wither, dries up the

rivers, shakes the whole country, and, when
Izanagi takes him to task for his behaviour, ho

replies that his only desire is to descend to the

Kingdom of Night. Izanagi drives him from his

presence ; immediately he departs, ascends to the

sky, attacks the sun, and commits all possible
crimes ; and, Avhen he is again driven oflf and
returns to the earth, it is, according to one version,
to kill the beneficent goddess who gave nourish-

ment to human beings (Kojiki, 70). These fits of

anger are appeased, however, and soon tiie im-

petuous male, without changing his character,

passes to other exploits. He puts to death the

monstrous serpent which was about to devour a

young princess (see HUMAN Sackifice [Japanese
and Korean], vol. vi. p. 855) ; he afterwards appears
as the god of the lower regions (Kojiki, 86 If.) ; and

lastly we read that one of his descendants received
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the sovereijoity of Idzuiuo fioiu liini (ib. 78 If., 88).

Thus the nature-god becomes a romantic hero, and

even, in the end, a seemingly historical personage.
This is the anthropomorphic evolution which we

already noticed in the legend of Amaterasu, and
which is often seen in the myths. But, through
all these inconsistencies, the general idea remains :

Susa-no-wo is the same wicked devastating god
that he was originally, and, as in his first aspect
he made men die in crowds {Nihongi, i. 20), so in

his last incarnations he is sometimes a god of

plague (see HOSPITALITY [Japanese], vol. vi. p.

814), sometimes a fierce guardian of the kingdom
of the dead, always an enemy of light and peace,
a god of darkness and confusion.

(b) The wind-gods.
—In contrast -vvich the storm-

god stands Shina-tsu-hiko,
' the prince with the

long breath,' i.e. the normal wind, with long slow

breaths, whose beneficent gentleness is naturally

opposed to the wicked furies of Susa-no-wo. The
Nihongi (i. 22) relates the birth of this young god.
The creator-couple had just engendered the islands, when

Izanagi noticed that all over the archipelago there was nothing;
but '

perfumed morning mists'; he therefore dispersed them
with Ws breath, which immediatiely became a new deity :

' and
that is the god of the wind.'

This origin of the wind, which came from the

living breath of a god, is obviously quite logical ;

and the reason of its creation is admirably under-
stood in a country of mountains, where morning
mists are common. Another document empha-
.sizes and completes this Japanese conception. In
the ritual for the service of the gods of Tatsuta

(see tr. by E. Satow in TASJwu. iv. [1889] 442 f.)

the same god reappears, transformed into a couple
of distinct personages,

' the prince with the long
breath' and 'the princess with the long breath.'

This couple of wind-gods also form a pair of

mysterious pillars on which the firmament is sup-

ported, and thus maintain the order of the world—a useful mission, which does not hinder them on
occasion from disturbing it by ravaging the country.
In fact, if light breezes purify the air by sweeping
away the mists, autumn squalls ruin agricultural

hopes ; and, according to the ritual, this was

exactly the origin of the worship which these gods
were destined to receive, and which aimed at

softening their hearts (see Divi?fATION [Japanese],
vol. iv. p. 806*). The wind-gods thus appear in

Shinto as pure nature-deities, elementary forces

which chased the mists and contributed to the

harmony of the world as long as men did not irri-

tate them by neglect.
(c) The rain-gods.

—In an archipelago whose
climate was governed by the monsoons the func-
tions of the winds explain the importance accorded
them by the native mythology. On the other

hand, other meteorological phenomena are rather

neglected. There is nothing definite about clouds
in the texts. As regards rain, which was so

abundant in Japan, they are not quite so barren,
and we find, issuing from the blood of the god of

fire, a '

great god of dark valleys,' Kura-oho-kami,
who doubles himself and becomes in turn the
'

great producer of the rain in the valleys
' and the

'great producer of rain on the heights.' This god
of rain probably also plays the part of god of snow

;

for, in spite of its comparative frequency in the
western region occupied by the primitive Japanese,
the snow does not seem to have been deified by
them in any special way. The rainbow appears only
as the probable origin of the famous '

bridge of

heaven
' which in legend floats between heaven and

earth (Kojiki, 19, 155, etc.).

{d) The, thunder-god. — The thunder alone of

secondary phenomena holds a certain rank among
the gods. Thunder-storms are frequent and severe
in some of the Japanese mountains, especially in

the old provinces where the mythology was formed.

In this mythology, therefore, the thunder-god,
Ikadzuchi-no-kami, is born from the body of the

fire-god at the same time as the god of the moun-
tains and the god of the rain on the hills (Nihongi,
i. 29). He soon appears multiplied, in one of the
more sombre myths : it is eight thunder-gods that

pursue Izanagi in the lower regions [Kojiki, 35 f.).

He again intervenes at difl'erent times in the
ancient annals. It is probably he who, as in a

lightning-flash, sends through the roof of a good
man the sword destined for the first of the emperors
(Nihongi, i. 115) ;

in the form of a serpent, he

frightens the terrible emperor Yuriaku himself (ib.

i. 347) ; and, under the empress Suiko, he tries to

strike with lightning the shipbuilders who have
cut down a tree sacred to him (ib. ii. 147). In a
more or less vague way, throughout the whole

primitive period, people are conscious of his dread-
ful presence, and it is only by degrees that they
become accustomed to his dangerous caprices. He
is feared even to-day ; the common people are
afraid of thunder, and even the educated show
some uneasiness when its voice rumbles like a

mysterious warning from heaven.

(e) The fire-god.
— The transition from the

thunder-god to the fire-god is natural, since, in

Japanese mythology, the thunder is born of the
fire. In ancient Shint5, Kagu-tsuchi,

' the vener-

able who shines,' appears as the last-born of the

creator-couple ; and in this birth, in a human
manner, of the most terrible of physical forces the
mother is severely burned. At this moment new
deities are bom, which the Kojiki account makes
rise from the very manifestations of her fever :

metals, clay, water, gourd, river-plant, all the

magical apparatus which Shintoism employs to

subdue fire (see Magic [Japanese], vol. viii. p.

298''). After Izanarai's death Izanagi in his

furious grief kills Kagu-tsuchi. Then from his

scattered members arise new deities, while his

blood, also deified, spurts up to the stars, or flows

over the earth, where it infuses the fire-principle
into plants and trees, stones and rocks (see Cos-
mogony AND Cosmology [Japanese], vol. iv. p.

IBS'*). The matricide disappears, and is not men-
tioned again in the sacred literature. But he
leaves traces of his brief existence, viz. the terrible

seeds which he has sown, the latent principles of

the greatest plague that the inhabitants of the
fraU native houses could dread. In such a country
fire was an enemy. Its former benefits, its daily
uses, were forgotten ; only its terrifying frolics

were seen. If the fire-god was worshipped, it was
not because he was admired or loved, as among
other races, but because he was feared. The
people tried to exorcize him (ritual xii. ; cf. art.

Magic [Japanese], vol. viii. p. 298). He is regarded
in the same way to-daj-, especially as a force of

nature against which one must make sure of safe-

guarding one's house by amulets, etc. ; he is not
so much a god of lire, in the broad sense of the

word, as a god of conllagration.

3. Gods of the earth.—(a) Sea-gods.
—This land

being an archipelago, the sea which envelops it is

the first thing that attracts attention, and it is

very probable that it held this dominant place in

the imagination of the primitive Japanese. Of the
three famous gods whom Izanagi appoints to

govern the universe, one is to rule the ocean, the
vast ' blue plain' (ao-una-bara), while no one is yet
selected to rule the islands ; and, although Susa-

no-wo, disdaining this sovereignty, immediately
becomes the raging ocean which rises against the

sky, and finishes in a storm, the sea none the less

keeps its familiar gods, born before him (Kojiki,

28), its calm and faithful masters. There is first

of all Olio-wata-tsu-mi, 'the great god of the

ocean,' the supreme sea-god, with his wonderful
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palace hidden in the depths, once visited by a

mortal, who experienced there the love of a goddess
(legend of Ho-deriandHo-wori, in Kojiki, 145-158).

Then, in accordance with the habit of doubling
common in Japanese mythology, there are the
' masters of the sea' [wata-tsti-mi], secondary gods
who, like their chief, have a general function.

Lastly, there are the more special gods of the
'bottom of the sea,' of the 'middle of the sea,'

and of the ' surface of the sea,' the gods of the
'

gates of the waters,' i.e. of the river-mouths, with
their children, the gods of foam, of froth, etc.—
not to mention the local deities who here and there

haunt a certain bay on the shores of the archi-

pelago (see Kojiki, 28, 46; Nihongi, i. 220, etc.).

The whole sea therefore lives, animated, spiritual-

ized, deified, and becomes transformed into a
crowd of gods.

(b) Land-gods.—It is fi'om the vast sea that,

according to a very oceanic conception, the lance of

Izanagi, from the height of the celestial bridge,
draws the first island of the archipelago (Kojiki,
19) ; then, when Izanagi and Izanami come down
to this corner. of the earth to live there and cele-

brate their union, they gradually engender the
whole 'country of the eight islands,' from the
humble island of Awaji to the great central one,
Avhich appears last of all, according to the law of

evolution [ib. 22 f.). These islands, begotten by a
human couple, imagined as having bodies and
faces, seem so alive that it is believed that they
had been born quite small, and had grown like

persons. Nevertheless they are not raised to the
rank of gods ; they are not worshipped individu-

ally in the temples. On the other hand, we find

the Japanese earth deified under more general
forms : one deity is called ' the august spirit of the

great country,' another ' the god of the great
earth,' and another * the august ancestor of the
earth '

; and real worship is offered to them.

(c) Mountain-gods.—All these land-gods are very
vague, and too abstract to make a clear impression
on the mind.; the religious imagination requires indi-

vidual concrete visions. Thisexplainswhythenioun-
tain-gods appear in the first rank of the gods of the
earth. Nothing could be more natural in a country
dominated by its orographic system, a country
whose general appearance recalls that of Switzer-

land, whose whole beauty depends on the continual

play of mountains and valleys, dark gorges descend-

ing from the heights and graceful hillocks undulat-

ing towards the plains, stern summits and smiling
landscapes. All these raised portions of the earth
were reflected in the depths of the primitive soul,
which made them objects of general deification.

F"irst of all there is Oho-yama-tsu-mi,
' the great

lord of the mountains,' the supreme god, round
whom are grouped accessory

' lords of the moun-
tain

'

; although these are secondary gods, they are

very broad personifications, who are worshipped
like him in numerous temples, and are always
adored with fear by the woodman when he fells a
tree in their forests. Those are the primitive
gods, whom the creator-couple engendered when
they wished to fix the great lines of the country.
But there are also more special gods, correspond-
ing to the various parts of the mountain, who
were born from the members of the fire-god when
he was massacred by his father.

According to the most fluent version (Kojiki, 36), the head of
Kawii-tsuchi became 'the lord of steepnesses,' liis bre.ast 'the
lord of the descent,' his belly

' the lord of the innermost
mountain,' his genital organs

' the lord of the black mountain,'
his left arm ' the lord of the dense forests,' his right arm ' the
lord of the first sl<))ies,' his left leg

' the lord of the high
meadows,' and his right leg

' the lord of the mountain-gates.'

In this myth the divine world was, as it were,
moulded as faithfully as possible on existing nat-
ural objects. But, by super-addition, the ancient

Japanese conceived a marriage between ' the great
lord of the mountains' and the .goddess of the
lower regions,

' the princess of tlie fields where
grows tiie thatch for the roofs' (Kaya-nu-hime).
This union of extremes gives the whole series of

intermediary accidents, and tliere appear as chil-

dren of the two deities the '

god of the passes,' the
'

gods of the boundaries of the passes, the '

gods
of the dark gates,' and the '

princes of the valleys
'

{Kojiki, 29). The '

august slopes of the hills' are
also deified, and the ' mountains of metal,' until
at last, from a less general point of view, all

mountains are deified in which a local deity can be

imagined (Kojiki, 216, 63, 140).

(d) River-gods.—The importance of mountains in

ancient Shinto forms a striking contrast to the
scant attention paid to rivers. The reason is that
the hydrographic sj'stem of the country is as
modest as its orographic system is preponderating.
Streams which are rather torrents, and rivers
which on account of the shortness of their course
cannot develop and are more like streams did not
make on the mind the impression of grandeur
which mountains and volcanoes did. We need
not be surprised, therefore, to find that, if river-

gods are mentioned in the texts (Nihongi, i. 281,
ii. 174), they are not named ; they get none of the

personal titles which the myths ascribe to the
other nature-gods ; they are not classed in a logical

hierarchy, like the sea-gods or the mountain-gods,
who reproduced so minutely all the details of the
structure of the country ; and, lastly, if we come
across water-gods provided with individual names,
they are not real river-gods, but the '

gates of the

waters,' the river-mouths, which border on the sea,
and in some measure share in its majesty. As
regards rivers proper, after the summary notice of
their birth by the creator-couple (Nihongi, i. 18),

they do not become peopled with anthropomorphic
beings, princes and lords of their waves ; they are
ruled only by impersonal anonymous spirits, vague
deities who sometimes have no visible form, and
sometimes assume the appearance of an animal—
a serpent (Nihongi, i. 299), as was natural in the

savage regions of the primitive country. But they
are not organized physical powers, and we do not
find in connexion with them any of the famous
myths that indicate the approach of great deities.

(e) Gods of travel.—The last group of earth-gods
is that of the michi no kaml,

'

gods of routes
'

or of

travel. There are three of them, well-known,
popular, and familiar, viz. Ya-chimata-hiko,

' the

prince of the cross-roads,' Ya-chiniata-hime, 'the

princess of the cross-roads,' and Funado, whose
name means ' Halt there,' and who personifies the

strong mountain-staff which saved Izanagi when
pursued by the infernal deities (cf. Divinatiox
[Japanese], vol. iv. p. 802''). Faithful to this

legend, they will always remain friendlj-, helpful
gods, protectors of the living against evil spirits

(ritual xiii.
; art. Magic [Japanese], vol. viii.

p. 298'') ; and, just as they were piouslj'- worshipped
in the ancient sanctuaries, so to-ilay the believei
has recourse to them before setting out on a

journey.
4. Underground god.

—There is still another

nature-god, a fierce god hidden in the entrails of

the earth—the god of the earthquake (Nihongi, ii.

124). He receives very sincere worship tlirough
terror, because his dreadful convulsions, Avhich are
worse than flood, plague, or fire, are the only
scourge against which man cannot fight. The
ancient annals continually mention those frecjuent

earthquakes, which sometimes made a very deep
impression on the imagination (e.g., for the

surprise caused by an earthquake in the 7th cent,

see Cosmogony and Cosmology [Japanese], vol.

iv. p. 164''). We can understand, therefore, why
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the earth(iiiako-jiod had temples in the seven pro-
vinces ; why after snch a great cataclysm tlie

emperor oriiered solemn sacrifices on all sides ; and

why among all the beliefs arising from this terror

the most popular is that winch beseeches Take-

mika-dzuchi, tlie powerful and awful god, to keep
the monster under his magic sword as under the

ciushing of a rock.

5. Plant-gods.
—The richness of Japanese vege-

tation accounts for the worship of plants. In

addition to the general causes which have every-
where made tree-worship one of the most ancient
Imman beliefs, we have in Japan the existence of

a flora which forced itself on the mind by its

grandeur, while at the same time it supplied almost
all the materials of the indigenous civilization.

From the mighty mountain, with its black foi'ests,

to the fertile plain, where all varieties, wild and
cultivated, swarmed, the ancient Japanese saw
exuberant vegetation on every side ; and, when
they instinctively sought an idea for naming their

archipelago, they immediately chose its two ver-

dant aspects, wild lands and rice-fields, and summed
them up in the typical name

' the luxuriant country
of the plain of reeds and fresh young ears of corn.'

It is not surprising, therefore, to find among the
first deities engendered by the creator- couple, on
the one hand,

' the princess of the fields where
grows the thatch for the roofs

'

(already mentioned,
above, p. 237*'), who is the goddess of all herbaceous

])lants, and, on the other, 'the father of the trees,'

Kuku-no-chi, the patriarch of the forests. The
latter multiplies into several beings similar to

himself. He changes, too, and alongside of this

fundamental god, who personifies especially the

tree-trunks, there appear the god of the forked
branches and the protector-god of the leaves, while
such a variety as the oak becomes the object of a

special cult, at least in certain parts of the country.
A curious legend relates how Susa-no-wo, by pull-

ing out the hairs of his body and scattering them,
produced the trees useful for all kinds of buildings
and the different kinds of fruits (see HEROES and
Hero-gods [Japanese], vol. vi. p. 662*'). If we add
to this the famous story which tells of the birth,
from Uke-mochi's dead body, of millet, rice, corn,
and the different kinds of beans {Kojiki, 70 ; and
cf. the version of the Nihonr/i, in art. COSMOGONY
AND Cosmology [Japanese], vol. iv. p. 165^), we
have all the useful elements of primitive agricul-
ture. The legends also show the real motives of

Shinto phytolatry. The vegetable Avorld, which
was at first animated because the plant is a living
being, which germinates, grows, and dies under
the eyes of man, because the wood contains the

spark of fire, because the wind and the echo give a

mysterious voice to the forests, was worshipped
above all because it represented the essential food
of the people, being therefore the necessary baeis
of all social order, as well as the material of the

houses, from the thatch of the cottages to the

precious wood of the temples. The same reasons
nmst have tended to develop the belief in the spirit
of plants, not only in the spirit of trees (ko-tama)
in general, but much more in the special spirits
which ])erformed useful functions, like the rice-

spirit or ( he spirit of the wood for building. And
in their turn these animistic conceptions, .streng-
thened by a careful observation of the virtue of

simples, introduced into magic its vegetable ele-

ments—wild garlic, the shining peach, or the plant
of long life [Nihongi, i. 30, 127, ii. 186)—while the
ancient and sacred cleyera, 'of awful spirit' (ib. i.

225), spread throughout Shinto its long evergreen
branches eternally laden with offerings.

6. Animal-gods.—The deification of animals is

still more natural in primitive Japan. The forest,
the tall grasses, are full of those mysterious crea-

tures which add to the already marvellous life of
the plant voluntary movement, with its miracles
of gracefulness and suppleness, and, above all, the

power and agility so much envied by savage man.
I In his eyes those fascinating existences are of the
I same essence as his own, with a degree more of

I energy ; therefore he readily regards them as
'

superior
'

beings—in Japan, the kamis. In Shinto

mythology animals have the attributes of man—
e.g., the gift of speech (Kojiki, 81, 86, 149, 170,

etc.); but they also possess rarer qualities
—

e.g.,
the toad knows things which even the gods do not
know [ib. 103). It is not surprising, then, that
the most famous heroes of the legends often appear
as inferior to the animals which they meet (ib. 164,

269, etc. ). At least, there is a close familiarity, a

community of interests, based on the identity of

nature, between man and the animals as well as
between the animals and the gods ; these three

groups make one, and the animals, not being en-

closed within the hard barriers erected since then

by man's arrogance, enter into legend, where they
wander at liberty, take part in all the heroic ad-

ventures, and jilay their wicked or helpful part
with the samd right as the other sacred person-
ages.

(a) Reptiles.
—First comes the serpent, Avhose

worship, so wide-spread in Shintoism, is explained
both by the alarming appearance of that creeping,
glazed, often dangerous animal and by its abun-
dance in the thickets of the primitive country. In

Japanese mythology it is surrounded with a timor-
ous respect. Whether it appears as the spirit of a
river (see HUMAN SACRIFICE [Japanese], vol. vi.

p. 855 f.) or of a mountain (Nihongi, i. 208 f.), or

whetiier it becomes a virgin-devouring monster

(see Human Sacrifice, p. 855), the incarnation of

an amorous god (Nihongi, i. 158), or the omen of

threatening treason (see Divination [Japanese],
vol. iv. p. 806*), it is always in a formidaole and
at least alarming shape. On the other hand,
in the cult a serpent-bite is regarded as a divine

punishment, Avhich entails expiatory penance
('Ritual of the Great Purification,' in Revon, p.

29), and the serpent ordeal confirms this religious
character (see Divination [Japanese], vol. iv. p.

805").

(h) Birds.—Birds share in a way the superior
nature of the sky ; man envies their wings and is

surprised at their mysterious language ; he admires
those creatures so swift of flight, at one moment
mounting to the abode of the gods and the next

settling down beside other creatures and chirping
as if telling them strange secrets. Thus in the

myths their essential function is that of divine

messengers, and nearly always, when a person sees

them appearing, he guesses that they are bringing
news or a command from heaven.
When the first couple are in perplexitj- about the consumma-

tion of their marriage, the example of a wagtail instructs them
(Nihongi, i. 17) ;

when the celestial deities require to send an
ambassador to earth, they choose the pheasant (Kojiki, 114-

116) ; when the march of the first conqueror has to be led, a
crow becomes his guide, goes in advance, and negotiates with
the rebels (('6. I(i9-170); and, when the same Jinunu is kept
back bj- superior powers, a golden kite, shining like lightning,
alights on his bow, misleads his opponents, and gives the

emperor the victory {Nihongi, i. 126 f.).

Birds thus fly from page to page through the whole

legend, until the god of scarecrows (Kojiki, 103)

puts the winged group to fligiit.

(c) Quadrupeds.—Though often more formidable,

quadrupeds are, on tlie other hand, less mysterious.
Yet a number of animals appear as gods and divine

agents, at any rate as beings gifted with faculties

which assure them a high place in the myths.
Not to mention the bear or the wild boar, which

terrify the primitive warriors (ib. 164, 398, etc.),

the wolf is still a god, and even a '

great god
'

(oho-

kami), in the historical period (Nih-ongi, ii. 36).
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The monkey is also deified and receives sacrifices

(Kojiki, 138, and cf. HUMAN SACRIFICE [Japanese],
vol. vi. p. 856"). Other animals are considered
more or less sacred, without being regarded as

gods—e.g., the deer, which appears as gifted with

superior qualities (see Divination [Japanese], vol.

iv. p. 806-'), Jind whose shoulder-hlade is the most
ancient instrument in Shinto divination [ib. p.
802).

[d) Fishes.—Fishes are rather neglected in the

mythology, but even to them is accorded the gift
of speech {e.g., the story of the trepang in Cosmo-
gony AND CO.SMOLOGY [Japanese], vol. iv. p. 166") ;

and, if they are not gods, they at least play the

part of servants of the gods {Kojiki, 139, 287, etc.).

Even the molluscs intervene in an active and
divine way : there are two shell-fish,

'

tlie princess
Kisagai' and 'the princess Umugi,' who by
magical processes bring the god Oho-kuni-nushi
back to life {Kojiki, 83).

(e) Insects.—Even down to the insects, all have
their part in the mythology [ib. 63, 86 f., 396 f.,

etc.); one story tells of a caterpillar Avhich was
worshipped like a real deity {Nihongi, ii. 188).

In a word, M'hether these animals are the object
of great adoration or only of slight respect, it is

ahvaj's because of the same old naturism, the pro-
found instinct which gives a spirit to each one,
humanizes and deifies animals as well as plants,
and with the same breath raises the humble lives

of the organic universe and the phenomena of the
material world to the higher regions.

7. Phallic gods.
—There is a form of worshij)

intermediary between the adoration of the animal
world and that of the human world, to which we
must refer, viz. phallus-worship. Tliis aspect of

Shinto is in harmony with all primitive religions,
in which man thinks it right and noble to admire
the phenomenon of reproduction, to deify it, and
to worship it in the sincerity of his heart. Tliere-

fore, from the very beginning of the national

cosmogony the idea of reproduction is shown in the
names of the gods. The celestial trinity of the

great beginning includes two generating deities :

Taka-mi-musubi, 'the high august producer,' and
Kami-musubi, 'the divine producer'; among the
' seven divine generations

' which come afterwards,
WG may mention, among other obscure couples,
Tsunu-guhi and Iku-guhi, the god of germs and
the goddess of life ; and the last of these couples,
in A\-hich appear the first ancestors of the human
race, consists of two beings M'ith the significant
names Izanagi and Izanami,

' the male who invites
'

and 'the female who invites.' These two deities

are commanded by the other gods to engender the

archipelago, with the nu-boko,
'

jewel-spear
'

; the

spear is lowered from the height of the sky-bridge,
stirred in the salt water of the sea until it is

coagulated, then raised, and at that moment the

drops which fall from its point thicken, and
become the first island of Japan (see Cosmogony
AND Cosmology [Japanese], vol. iv. pp. 162-164).
The young deities soon descend into this island,
where they discover love ; and the sacred account
relates their marriage with the chaste want of
shame which is that of nature {Kojiki, 20 f. ). Then
several pages are taken up with the long eniamera-
tion of the islands and the gods to which they give
birth ; and, when at last Izanami disappears, after

having given birth to fire, when Izanagi in despair
goes to look for her in the subterranean region, his
first cry is to beseech her to come and continue
their great work of procreation {ib. 22 f., 38). A
little later, in the legend of the eclipse, the
blacksmith god, Ama-tsu-mara, who is the Cyclops
of Japanese mythology, and whose name has a
phallic meaning, is ordered to manufacture a hi-

boko, 'sun-spear,' which suggests the same kind of

ideas as that of Izanagi {ib. 55 ; Nihongi, i. 47).
Other gods whose names contain the same element

support this interpretation. We must, in the last

place, mention the monkey-god Saruta, whom the
shameless goddess Uzume approached in an inde-
cent manner {Nihongi, i. 77), and whose phallic
character was admitted in ancient Japan. Further,
a material proof comes to the support of those
inductions drawn from mythology, viz. the rai-

tsui, the 'thunder-clubs' of the excavations, which
seem to have been phallic images rather than

objects of combat. Ancient Shinto therefore

possesses a ])hallic cult which forms an integral
part of its essential naturism ; and, as it considers

paternity the highest mission of the gods, it

worships in all simplicity the instrument of this

supreme function. This worship is difficult to
trace in primitive times, but becomes much clearer
afterwards. The phallus became a definite god,
Konsei Mydjin, who had his temples, images, ex-

votos, and phallophories ; at the same time this

religious current became complicated with a less

respectable movement, which finally led the im-

perial government in 1872 to order tlie destruction
of these emblems throughout the whole empire.
Nevertheless, the investigator who deviates a little

from the main roads can still find here and there,
in some sacred wood, invaded by bamboos, a small
ancient temple, the witness of the old beliefs ; and
in this virgin nature, before the ex-voto ottered by
some rustic worshipper, he understands how deep
and pure Avas this particular belief of ancient
Shinto.

III. Nature-spirits.—The nature-spirits were

closely related to the real gods of nature. As a
matter of fact, the physical world and the spiritual
world are not in juxtaposition in the primitive
imagination ; they are intermingled and often con-
fused. The nature-gods were sometimes spirits

closely united to some object or phenomenon, like
the soul of a man to his body ; but in many cases
there were also broader, freer spirits who presided
over a whole department of the universe ; and, if

we have classed these among the nature-gods in
order to define their functions more clearly by
placing them in their material compartments, it is

none the less true that these gods of transition lead
us to the very boundary of animism. To go beyond
this boundary only one more step is necessary, and
immediately a new family of spirits appears before

us, viz. those that are detached from things and
independent even of regions, but yet have a definite

function, an express mission, in the jdiysical Morld.
Such .si)irits are known by the common character-
istic that it is impossible to fit them into anj- of

the divisions of nature, although the things in

charge of which they are placed class them as

nature-spirits.
As a typical example of this chass it will be

sufficient to choose the goddess of food, who is not

only a goddess of cereals, but also provides fish

and game, who is not only a goddess of food but
also sees to the clothing and housing of men, who
therefore surpasses the flora and the fauna, and
hovers over the whole of nature, but whose definite

duty nevertheless keeps her among the spirits of

material phenomena. This goddess, whose ordinary
name is Toyo-uke-bime,

' the princess of abundant
food,' has various other names, which one would
at first be tempted to mistake for new deities,
but which are undoubtedly only hypostases (see

Nihongi, 1. 21 f., 32, 122). On the contrary, there
are ditlerent gods connected with the same kind of

idea—e.g., the gods of the harvest, Oho-toshi no
Kami,

' the god of the great harvest,' and Mi-toshi
no Kami, 'the god of the august harvest' (cf.

Magic [Japanese], vol. viii. p. 296''). Rut it is

especially Tojo-uke-bime who personifies the
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fundamental nourishment by rice and other culti-

vated plants. The most interesting of the myths
concerning her is the one describing her death,
which also gives us the legendary origin of agricul-
ture and the silk industry {Kojiki, 70). We can
understand her importance in Shinto above all by
the worship which slie received. This went back
to the most ancient times (Nihongi, i. 86), having
no equal except that of the sun itself, and we may
say tliat after the sun the goddess of food is the

greatest figure in Shinto. Even to-day in the

temples of Ise, i.e. in the very heart of the ancient

Japanese religion, people worship the sun-goddess
and the goddess of food. In one of the two great
temples, the Geku, it is the goddess of food who
receives all the honours ; the other deities who <ire

worshipped there, viz. the grandson of the sun-

goddess, the first ancestor of the emperors, and the
two divine companions who were with him when
he came down from the sky, receive only an acces-

sory worship. In the other temple, the Naiku, the
sun-goddess is paramount ; and after her the god
Avith the strong arm who made her come out of her
cavern and the venerable mother of the father of
the emperors are merely secondary deities. Lastly,
surrounding these principal sanctuaries, the temples
of the wind-gods, of the god of the soil, and of the

god of purification appear simply as inferior build-

ings. It is therefore certain that in the mind of
the worshippers as in the legendary stories the
deities of light and food have remained what they
were originally

—the greatest gods of the Japanese—because this race loved its old traditions and
never forgot either the glorious planets that had
saved it from the ancient nocturnal terrors or the

nourishing earth on whose bosom it had rested in
the ancient days.

It is clear, therefore, that the real national

religion of the Japanese is essentially a nature-
religion, since it is nature-gods that compose its

pantheon, people its mythology, and hold the first

rank in its worship. What led the most learned

Jajianologists to believe for such a long time that
Shinto was above all an ancestor-cult was a kind
of artificial integration that took place later, when,
in imitation of the imperial family, the legendary
descendant of the sun-goddess, the great families
endeavoured to appropriate those famous nature-

gods as ancestors. For an explanation of this
evolution see art. Ancestor-worship and Cult
OF THE Dead (Japanese), vol. i. p. 455 ff.

Literature.—This has been cited in the article.

j\I. Revon.
NATURE (Lettish, Lithuanian, and Old

Prussian).—Nature-worship played an important
part in the religious life of the Baltic peoples, the
Old Prussians, Letts, and Lithuanians. Peter von
Dusburg (t '• 1326) makes the following statement :

' Errando oninem creaturam pro deo coluerunt, scilicet

soleni, lunam et Stellas, tonitrua, volatilia, quadrupedia etiam
. . . lucos, canipos et aquas sacras

'

(C/irtmJCon ferrcBPnissiC(r,
ann. 7. 1326, in Scrip. Rer. Pruss. i. 53).
This passage, fortunately, is supplemented and
confirmed by authorities of the 15th, 16th, and
17th centuries, who, owing to the late introduction
of Christianity, can furnish us with very valuable
information.

I. Heavenly bodies. — The Lithuanians wor-
shipped sun, moon, and stars.

' Solem et Lunam deos
omnium i)rimos crediderunt' (Erasmus Stelln, de
Boruss. Ant., ii., in Scrip. Rei-. Pruss. iv. [Leipzig,
1870] 294). The Nadravians worshipped a star

deity in botii male and female form.
'

They more commonly called this godhead Sweigsdunka, a
star-goddess, whom they consider the bride of the sky and
through whose power the morning and evening stars are
<ruided. Szweigsdukks is a god of fixed stars

'

(Praetorius,
Deliciae Prussiccn, p. 26).

The folk-poems of the Letts and Lithuanians
abound in myths of the sky and the heavenly

bodies. They probably contain very ancient
matter ; pagan deities such as Zemyna, Layme,
and Perkun are frequently mentioned, and there
is only the very thinnest veneer of Cliristianity.
The mysterious personage called God, who was at
Mar with the sun for three days and nights, can
hardly be the Christian deity. Mannhardt would
identify him with an ancient sky-god, possibly
Occopirmus.

' God Himself goes to the first door
;

Through the second
; Dear Maria

Through the third the sun doth journey
With her two proud, golden horses

'

(of. Mannhardt,
' Die lett. Sonnenmythen,' p. 91).

Dear Maria must also represent a pagan goddess.
Her woollen veil is stained with the blood of the
oak-tree that was shattered by Perkun. She
figures in several Lettish songs :

' Behind the mountains smoke is rising.
Who is it hath kindled fire ?

Dear Maria heats the bathroom
Where bathe little orphan maidens.'

Dear Maria seems to correspond to tiie Lithuanian
goddess mentioned by Lasicius :

' Perkuna tete ia the mother of thunder and lightning ; who
receives into a bath the weary and dusty sun and sends her out
again next day washed and shining

'

(de Diis Sam. p. 300 ;
' Perkuna tete

'

should be translated ' the aunt of Perkun ').

Mannhardt believes that Perkuna tete represents
the planet Venus, who, in the folk-songs, is some-
times spoken of as a single being and sometimes
appears in dual form, as morning and evening
stars. There is also a change of sex. In the
Lithuanian songs Auszrine and Wakarine are the
handmaids of the sun

;
in Lettish sources, on the

other hand, the morning and evening stars seem
to be the beings called the 'sons of god.' There
are two passages which point to the identification
of Dear Maria (

= Perkuna tete) with the planet
Venus. In a Lithuanian poem the sun remarks ;

'The morning star has kindled my fire,
The evening star has spread my bed.'

In a Lettish poem occur these words :

'

By the valley spring the sons of god heat the bath chamber.'

But why should the planet Venus be called the
aunt of the thunder-god ?

The 'sons of god
'

play an important part in the
Lettish songs. They are the workmen of Perkun,
they woo the daughter of the sun, they serve as
horses for the moon.

' Folks say
The moon has no steeds of his own.
The morning star and the evening star

They are the steeds of the moon.'

Mannhardt compares them with the Greek Dios
kouroi and the Asvins of Indian mythology
(p. 305 ft'.). See, further, SuN (Lithu-Slavic).

2. Thunder.—The cult of Perkun was of the
utmost importance.

' The Nadravians call Perkun
Diewaitis (god) /car' i^oxv"' (Praetorius, p. 21).

Though disputed by some scholars, the word
' Perkunas '

is in all probability derived from the
common European word for 'oak,' A.S. firgen,
'forest'; O.H.G. virgun,

' wood '

; Scand. Fjorgyn
(the name of Thor's mother); Lat. quercus, 'oak.'

Perkun, however, is not a tree-spirit, but the god
of thunder and lightning :

'

Epulati diis suis falsis praecipue deo lingua eorum appellate
Perkuno, id est tonitru

'

(Michov, de Sarin. Europ. ii. ap.
Grynaeus, Novus orbis regionum . . . incognitarum, p. 519).
' Percunos deus tonitru illis est quem coelo tonante agricola
capite detecto et succidiam humeris per fundum portans . . .

alloquitur
'

(Lasicius, p. 300).
'

During tlie night there came a
terrible storm with thunder and lightning and all the people
thought that their god Perkuno spoke with the Kiruait '

(Grunau, Preuss. Chronik, tract, iii. ch. i.).

On the banner of king Widowuto, Perkun was re-

presented as a middle-aged, black-bearded man, with
a countenance like tire and crowned with flames [ib.
ii. ch. v.). The Provincial Statutes of liiga (A.D.
1428) witness to thunder-worship among the Letts :

' A tonitruo quod deum suum appellant.' Perkun
is frequently mentioned by name in Lettish folk-
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songs. He occupied one of the three divisions of

the famous oak-tree sanctuary at Koraove, which
is described in detail by Grunau (tract, ii. ch. v.).

Before him burned the sacred fire, tended by a

priest who would lose his life if it were suffered to

go out. The statement that the god was supposed
to hold communication with the chief priest in this

sanctuary, by means of thunder, is confirmed by
Bretkius (cf. Praetorius, p. 39). Grunau is not a

trustworthy authority, but in this case his descrip-
tion can be paralleled from so many different

sources that there is no need to doubt its essential

accuracy.
3. Groves and trees.—Sacred groves and trees

figure very prominently in Lithuanian religion.
We hear of various wood- and tree-gods.

' Modeina
et Regaina silvestres sunt dii' (Lasicius, p. 301).

Praetorius mentions Gyrstis, a wood-god, Birzulis,
a god of birches, and others. Sometimes the tree

itself is the object of worship. The Jesuit

Rostowski (cf. Usener, Gottemamen, p. 87) obtained
information that for ' fruitfulness and domestic
welfare a hen is offered by men to an oak, and by
women to a linden-tree as gods.' A tree whose
trunk was split and then joined together again
was called romove and deemed particularly holy.
A tree of this kind was still standing at Nibudzen
in A.D. 1664, and Lithuanians from far and near
came to visit it (cf. Praetorius, p. 16). More often,

however, the tree or grove was reverenced as the

dwelling-place of the deity. When Jerome of

Prague cut down woods 'sacred to devils,' the
women complained

' that the house of their god
had been taJcen away

'

(^neas Sylvius, Hist, de

Europa, 26, in Script Rer. Pruss. iv. 239). Accord-

ing to Erasmus Stella {loc. cit. ), the Old Prussians
' said that tlie gods inhabited the finest trees such
as oaks.' To the oak-tree a special sanctity
adhered. Its connexion with Perkun has already
been mentioned. In the folk-songs he frequently
cleaves the oak in anger, and sheds its blood. An
aged Nadravian described to Praetorius how the

holy fire was obtained from oak-wood, adding that
there were still many people who thought it very
lucky to come across such an oak (p. 20). He also

mentions (p. 16) a holy oak at Ragnit which would

bring bad luck to any one who injured it.

4, Springs.
—The sacred spring is frequently

associated with the sacred tree. This was probably
so in the case of the Romove sanctuary (cf.

Praetorius, p. 19).
' An oak-tree behind the mountain,
Behind the oak-tree a lake.

The son of god hangs his girdle there '

(Lettish folk-song).
' Under the maple-tree is the spring
Where the sons of god resort

'

(Lithuanian folk-song).

Peter von Dusburg {loc. cit.) mentions 'aquas
sacras' among the many objects of Old Prussian
cult.

' Orthus lacus est piscosus quem colunt ; quemadmodum et

Ezernim lacuum deum '

(Lasicius, p. 301).

In spring- time water was worshipped by the sacri-

fice of a fish (Praetorius, p. 34). We hear of various

water-beings and gods :

' Audros dto, maris caeterarumque aquarum cura incumbit
(Lasicius, p. 300).

' Szullinnus who governs the wells
'

(Praetorius,
p. 33). 'One god Upinnis has the rivers in his power' (M.
Stryikowski, Pol. Chron. 1582, quoted by W. Mannhardt, in

Mag. der lett. literar. Gesellsch. xiv. i.).

In Church documents of A.D. 1530 Antrimpus is

identified witli Neptune.
' The priests (Waideler) of the water-god were called Naruttes ;

they dived into the water and conversed with the water-nixes'

(Praetorius, p. 34).
' Water was honoured as a male and fire as

a female deity. The former was prayed to by the name of

Bangputtis, the latter l)v tlie name of Ponyke (i.e. Lady)
'

{ib.

p. 33).

Elsewhere Praetorius describes Bangputtis as a

storm-god ; but the two conceptions are not

necessarily inconsistent.
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5. Weather.—Perkun was not the only weather-

god of the Baltic peoples. Drebkullis was invoked
in time of earthquake. Blizgulis was a snow-god,
Lituvaris a rain-god, Wejopatis lord of the wind.
Praetorius was acquainted with a Prussian fisher-

man who had a wooden image of Wejopatis fixed on
the mast of his ship. In stormy weather he was
wont 'to lift up both his hands towards it' (cf. p.

27). The wind, like the w^ater, had its priests or
sorcerers.

Of these ' some were also able to charm the fire and knew
how to address the Fire-Angel by name . . . and command
him to do no harm '

{ib. p. 44).

6. Fire.—There are a number of references to
the Lithuanian fire-cult.

' Colebant auteni ab origine Lithuani numina ignem . . . qui
per sacerdotem lingua eorum Zincs nuncupatum, subjectis
lignis adolebatur . . . praecipuum numen Samagitticum erat

ignis, quem sacrosanctum et perpetuum putebant' (Michov,
loc. cit.).

Jerome of Prague preached to people who wor-

shipped a sacred, perpetual fire in a temple. The
priests practised clairvoyance by means of it, and
were consulted as to the destiny of sick persons
(cf. iEneas Sylvius, loc. cit.). Both Lasicius and
Praetorius mention Tartois Kibirksztu,

' a charmer
of sparks, a god who withstands fire' (Praetorius,

p. 32). .Jagaubis is a fire-god (cf. Usener, p. 92).

Praetorius states that fire was a female deity
invoked as Szwenta Ponyke {i.e.

'

holy lady '). In
his day the Nadravian women addressed her as

they raked together the fire in the evening.
' Thou Holy Lady, I will cover thee up well, that
thou mayst not rage over me.' Lasicius (p. 304)
mentions Polengabia,

' a goddess . . . who is be-

lieved to rule over the bright hearth.' Some
editions of the Kalevala contain a prayer to Panu,
the Finnish fire-god. The word ' Panu '

is said to

be a Lithuanian loan-word and is possibly related
to the Gothic fon,

'

fire.
'

In the poem Panu is

addressed as son of the sun, and begged to take
fire up to heaven, to carry it, as a child to its

mother, into the castle of the beloved aged lady
(i.e. the sun), and to place it there to light up the

day. The duties to be performed by Panu recall

the services rendered to the sun by Dear Maria (
=

Perkuna tete). Is it possible that this goddess is

identical with the fire-deity, the '

holy lady
'

mentioned by Praetorius ? If so, the title Perkuna
tete is intelligible, for, as we have seen, the sacred
fire is an important part of the cult of the thunder-

god. In Serbian folk-songs St. Elias the thunderer
is often associated with the Virgin Mary, who is-

also known as '

Maria, veiled in fire
'

(cf. F. S.

Krauss, Volksglaube und rel. Braueh der Siid-

slaven, Miinster, 1890, p. 2f. ).

Some passages from the magic songs of the W.
Finns are particularly interesting in this con-
nexion.

' Ukko of the air [i.e. the Finnish thunder-god] struck fire

. . . and gave it to a girl to rock, to be swung by a maiden of

the air' (J. Abercroniby, The Pre- and Proto-higturic Finns,
London, 1898, ii. 375).

'

Kasi, the beautiful young girl, the fire-

maiden of the sky, 'tis she that rocked the fire, swung to and
fro the flame '(i6. p. 377). 'The origin of fire is known, the

genesis of fire (paiw) is guessed : dear fire was created by God.
. . . The Virgin Mary, mother dear, the holy little serving-
maid, 'tis she that rocked the fire, that nursed the flame" (ib.

p. 378).

7. Stones.—Stone-worship is occasionally men-
tioned.

' Saxa pro diis culta
'

(S. Rostowski, quoted by A. Briickner,

'Beitriige zur litauischen Mythologie,' Arch.fiir slav. Phil. ix.

[188(5] 35 ; cf. Usener, p. 85). 'A few years ago, a somewhat
high stone not far from Gurabinen or Bisserkeim in a pinewood,
was considered holy, and on it the neighbouring people offered

money, clothes, wool '

(Praetorius, p. 21 f.).

8. Mountains.—Kaukarius was a mountain-god
(cf. Usener, p. 93).

9. Animals. — Consecrated house-snakes were

important Lithuanian deities corresponding to the
Latin penates. 'Serpentes in singulis domibus
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velut deos penates nutriebant' (Michov, p. 518).

See, further, Aryan Religion, vol. ii. p. 24^
and Serpknt-WORSHIP (Lithu-Slavic). Einhorn,
who was pastor at Mitau in the 17th cent.,

states that the Letts sacrificed a goat at cross-

ways to propitiate the wolves, and to induce

them to spare the flocks. Almost every kind of

animal had its presiding deity. Austheia is

goddess of bees, Ratainicza god of horses, Kiaulai-

Krukis god of swine, Baubis god of cows and oxen,
etc.

10. Agriculture.
— The gods connected with

agriculture form a large and important group.
'The Nadravians, Zalovians, etc., believe that there is some-

thing divine about the earth, and call it Zempattys as male and

Zemynele as female godhead. To this earth-deity—commonly
called Zemynele—they ascribe all that which, according to the

hist'^>rian8, was done by Pergubrius, Padrjonpus, Gurcho, Ausz-
waitis and Pihvittus' (Praetorius, p. 66).

Pergubrius was a god of field-work {ib. p. 25).

Certain Church documents (A.D. 1530) identify
Pihvittus with Ceres. Padrympus (

= Potrimpo)
was represented, according to Grunau (tract, ii.

ch. v.), as a young man of joyful countenance,
crowned with ears of com. Gurclio was a god of

food and drink honoured with offerings of milk
and honey, etc. (Grunau, tract, i. ch. xcvi. ; cf.

Usener, p. 94). He is mentioned in a document of

A.D. 1249.
' Ydolo quem semet in anno collectis frngibus consuerunt

confingere et pro deo colere, cui nomen Curche imposuerunt.'
' The Nadravians honour Gurcho or Padryrabo under the name
of Oabjauga

'

(Praetorius, p. 22).

Other gods of the same kind are Laukpatis, god of

ploughing and sowing, Prokorimos, god of honey,
etc. Waizganthos was a god of fruitfulness. At
his festival in the beginning of November he was
worshipped by virgins, w^ho offered up prayers for

the increase of the flax crop (cf. Lasicius, p. 306).
From the passages quoted it appears that there was
a tendency to confuse the various agricultural
deities ; possibly they were merely local forms of

the earth-godhead ;

'

perniultos Zemopacios, id

est, terrestres, ii venerantur' {ib. p. 300). The
name of this deity is connected with zeme, the
Lithuanian word for 'earth.' It appears in various
forms. '

Propter rem pecuariam Semepates colitur
'

(Church Catechism, 1547). Lasicius describes a
festival of Zemieunik w hich took place three days
before that of Waizganthos. Praetorius names the

eartli-god Zaraeluks, Zemeluksztis, Zempattys.
There was also an earth-goddess :

'

Zemynele was
held to be the sister of Zemepattys' (Praetorius,

p. 31). They received worship in common.
On the shortest day a festival was held in honour of

Zempattys, 'the god of farms and farmhouses' {ib. p. 66), in

the course of which 'each takes his bread, presses it to the

ground and speaks : "O Zemypatie, thou givest us such good
bread, we thank thee for it. Help us to cultivate our fields

with thy blessin;j, and through the co-operation of Zemynele to
receive more of thy good gifts."

'

It is probable that the earth was originally thought
of as female. 'Gabjauga' is a feminine word,
although this deity was addressed at his festival
as ' Lord God.' In the eailiest reference to Gurcho
his name appears in the feminine form 'Curche.'
For this change of sex we have a parallel in the
N. European deities, Nerthus, Nj6r5r, Frey,
Freyja. Tlie subject is fully treated by H. M.
Chadwick in The Origin of the English Nation
{Cambridge, 1907), ch. x. 'The Cult of Nerthus.'
Semniesniaat, the Lettish goddess, corresponding
to Zetn3'nele, is mentioned only in folk-songs. In
lamentations for the dead she is referred to as tlie

keeper of the grave (cf. Usener, p. 108). The form
Semmesmate is interesting (cf. Uggunsmilte, the

fire-goddess). We have an exact parallel in Anglo-
Saxon Eor^Van raoi5r= mother of earth.

11. Conclusion. —The religion of tlie Letts was
of the same character as that of the Litliuanians,
and the two peoples had a certain number of

deities in common. The chief difference between
them is that for Lithuanian gods we find corre-

sponding Lettish goddesses—e.g., Lith. Laukpatis
= Lett. Laukamaat, Lith. Wejopatis = Lett.

Wejamaat, wind - mother. The most notable

peculiarity of the religion of all the Baltic peoples
was the large number of departmental deities

worshipped by them. We hear of a god of gras.^-

growing, of a god to be invoked for moss-

gathering, and manj' others of the same kind.
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NATURE (Muhammadan). — !. Terras and
definitions.—Nature is designated in Arabic by
the word tabi'ah, literally

'

stamping,' i.e. the

impression of form on matter, which, according to

Aristotle {Met. 1015* 5), is only one among the
senses of the Greek (pvffis, yet clearly belongs to

his philosophy. In the early translations of his

works the Syriac kiydn was adopted for jihysis ;

the substitution of tabi'ah is not easily explained.
The verb is used in the Qur'an in the phrase

' God
has stamped upon their hearts,' which app'^^ars to

mean ' has sealed up,' and therefore belongs to a

difterent range of ideas. A somewhat similar use
of the word teba is found in the Midrash (Numbers
Eabbah, § 14, p. 1246, ed. Wilna, 5645), where it

stands for ' element '

in the four elements, to

which indeed the iia.nie physis may be applied, ac-

cording to Aristotle (Met. 1014'' 33) ; and an even
more similar employment of the verb in B. Sanh.

Zla, where God is said to have 'stamped' (taba')

every human being with the seal of Adam, yet no
two are quite alike ; i.e., the (Platonic) idea 'man'
is impressed on an infinite number of portions
of matter. The Arabic word (for which other
forms from the same root are employed) may well
be the Hebrew verbal noun, which, however, is

not quoted in this sense ; and, though the date of

the Hebrew texts quoted is uncertain, it is likely
that they are pre-Islamic. In what is probably
the earliest account that we possess in Arabic of

Aristotle's works, that in the history of Ya'qubi
(260 A.H.), the word already appears as an equiv-
alent ioT physis (ed. M. T. Houtsma, Leyden, 1883,

i. 148) ;
and its introduction is likely to be as early

as the 2nd cent, of Islam, since in the poems of

Abii Tammam ([t 228 A.H.] Beyrut, 1889, p. 168)
we find that there are already conventional equiv-
alents for Aristotelian technicalities. Probably,
then, it was coined by some Jewish Aristotelian

employed as an interpreter of Greek philosophy.
The definitions of nature given by Arabic philo-

sophers are all traceable, though not always
directly, to Aristotle. Al-Farabi (Philosophische

Abhandlungen, ed. F. Dieterici, Leyden, 1890, p.

60) defines tabi'ah as ' the source of motion and
rest when neither external nor voluntary.' This,
of course, refers to the theory of the ' natural
motion '

of the four elements. Another Aristo-

telian theory appears in the definition of Jurjani

(Definitiones, ed. G. Fliigel, Leipzig, 1845, p. 145) :

' the force permeating bodies whereby the body
reaches its perfection.' In the astrological philo-

sophy of the Ikhwan al-Safa (Bombay, 1305, ii. 88)
it is defined as ' the force of the universal astral

soul, which permeates all bodies that are below
the sphere of the Moon from the globe of the
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Aether down to the centre of the Earth,' or ' the

operation of the Great Man,' i.e. the world.
More ordinarily the meaning of nature is inferred
from the subjects discussed in the Physics, enumer-
ated by Avicenna (Kitdb al-Najdt, Cairo, 1331, p.

78) as '

existing bodies in so far as they are subject
to rest, motion, and change.' This is copied by
al-Ghazali (Maqdsid al-Falasifah, Cairo, 1331, p.

78). At times the word tabl'ah is used like
' nature '

in the modern languages for the sum
total of phenomena (e.gr., in Hikmatal-Ain, Kazan,
1904, i. 83).

2. Nature and deity.
—In spite of the close atten-

tion given by the Islamic philosophers to the

problem of determinism, it does not appear that

many thought of nature as a power independent
of the Deity ;

their reasoning deals rather with
'

natures,' i.e. the properties of kinds, or causes
which produce effects either in the things them-
selves (as the dryness and heat of fire) or in other

things (as combustion in Avhat comes near lire ;

see 'Ala al-din Tusi, Kitdb al-Dhakhirah, Hydera-
bad, n.d., p. 220). Those who maintained the

uniformity of nature in the sense that these

properties were invariable and immutable denied
the miracles ; it was possible to reply that these

properties were customary, but could not be known
to be invariable, and therefore the miracles were
credible. Hence the name for such events is

kJuiiodriq, 'violations,' not of natural order but of

custom (ddah), as though uniformity went no
farther. So al-Ghazall (Al-Madnun bihi, Cairo,

n.d., p. 18) declares that violation of custom is not

incredible, his ilhistration being the speed with
which fire melts minerals as opposed to the length
of time taken by sunshine to produce the same
effect. The work of a prophet may compare in

efhcacy with the former, at any rate where the
miracle can be described as an accelerated natural

process. This illustration very clearly ignores
what are called ' laws of nature,' for which, indeed,
the language has no proper equivalent, and of

which it is likely that the Muslim consciousness is

very slight. Thus, numerous travellers tell us
that there is a wide-spread belief in the possibility
of four years' gestation, and quite serious writers
make men live for periods of two or three hundred

years.
The classical discussion of this subject is in the

Tohnfut al-Faldsifah oi al-Ghazali, whomAverroes
attempted to answer (Cairo, 1302, i. 98-102, ii.

68-73). Ghazall admits the possibility that a book
might turn into a man, or that vessels of common
material in a house might turn into gold. He can

scarcely avoid the assumption, however (which he
endeavours to refute), of a constant relation be-

tween causes and efl'ects, and Averroes, as usual,
seems no match for him in reasoning power.
Probably nature has theological importance in

the theory of kardmdt, or '

spontaneous miracles
'

—violations of order which are not the acts of

prophets, but occur for the glorification of saints.

The Mu'tazilites, indeed, attempted to get rid of
these and make all recorded cases miracles per-
formed by prophets, while the orthodox view,
that they are seen only by saints like those for
whose benefit tliey are wrouglit and that the latter

ought to disown them (Bahr al-kaldm, Cairo, 1329,

p. 61), evinces some desire to restrict or get rid of
them. It is clear that in the stories told of clouds

shading the Prophet and the like the fundamental
idea is that of animism, i.e. that nature behaved
to the Pro](het as though it possessed intelligence,
and the ditference of these supposed occurrences
from miracles lies in tiieir spontaneity. On the
other hand, the lives of the saints show no lack of
miracles that were not spontaneous, but exhibitions
of these persons' extraordinary powers. The

spontaneous occurrences are at times not in order
to do honour to any one, but for the contrary
purpose. When a paralytic girl was given some
bread baked with a fire of Ibn "Arabi's Fusils al-

Hikam, she recovered (Al- llm al-Shdmikh, Cairo,
1328, p. 381).

3. Nature and man.—As applied to man the
word 'nature' and its equivalent may either

signify involuntary activities (Jurjani, ed. Fliigel,

p. 145) or any proclivities (Hariri, Maqdmdt, ed.
A. I. Silvestre de Sacy, Paris, 1822, p. 319) ; it

may stand for '

all the qualities bad and good
compounded in a man from which he can scarcely
depart' (Ibn al-Athir, Nihdyah, Cairo, 1311, iii.

31). Its use in the latter sense is illustrated by
the tradition,

' a believer may be stamped with

any quality except treason and mendacity' [ib.].
' Natural theology,' in the sense of arguing from

nature to the existence of a Creator, is said (prob-
ably with justice) to be recommended in the

Qur'an, and Islamic writers of different ages have
endeavoured to carry out this injunction. The
most famous essay in this line is the Risdlah of
Ibn Tufail (b. 494 A.H.), which has frequently
been edited and translated. The same Quranic
passages are alleged in justification of scientific

treatises of various sorts—e.g., the ' Wonders of
Creation' of Qazwini (764 A.H.). Writers of our
time similarly claim physical science as an essenti-

ally Islamic study, and even extend the name
' Muslims' to all who are engaged in its pursuit.

4. Appreciation of nature. — Admiration of

natural beauty is not unrepresented in Islamic

works, but is probably less common than in the
literature of Europe or India. A combination of

the expression of this sentiment with the physico-
theological argument is to be found in the treatise
of the Ikliwan al-Safa, published and translated

by F. Dieterici with the title, Der Streit zwischen
Thier und Mensch (Berlin, 1858). The sentiment
is also expressed in the poetical and semi-poetical
literature ; the descriptions of the camel, the horse,
the wild ass, etc., with which the early poetry
abounds come under this category.

5. Nature-worship.—Worship of nature, in the
sense of the ascription to natural objects of divine

attributes, is so absolutely in contradiction to the

spirit of Islam that it has properly no place therein.
The only form which it can with any propriety
take is pantheism, by so straining the doctrine of

the divine unity as to make all nature God. And
this form it took with the Siifi thinkers, of whom
none expresses the idea more boldly than Ibn

'

Arabi
(586 A. H.):

' The perfectly wise is he who sees in every object of worship
a revelation of the Truth, wherein he can be worshipi^ed ; and
for this reason thej* call all such objects God, tofjether with
their proi^er name, whether stone, tree, animal, man, star or

angel ; such latter name being that of the personality therein.

Divinity is a 7-ank, supposed by the worshipjier to be the rank
of his particular object of worship, whereas in reality it is the
mode whereby the Truth is revealed to the vision of the parti-
cular worshipper, who reverences this object of worship in

this particular revelation
'

(Fii^u? al-IIikam, Cairo, 1309,

p. 390).

Hence even the fetish -worshipper worships God.
This extraordinary doctrine found comjiaratively
few adherents, and could not be professed with

safety ; nor can Islam be charged with encouraging
fetish-worshi}) except in the kissing of the Ulack
Stone, the retention of which is said to have given
oHence to some of the early chami)ions of the

system. The charge of moon-Avorsliip that has been

brougltt against Muliammad appears to be ground-
less. Planet-worship is foimd in certain magical
incantations, but these are not properly Islamic.

Cases of veneration paid to trees occur in various

Islamic communities (see I. Goldzilier, Muhammcd-
anische Studien, Halle, 1889-90, ii. 349-352), yet it

is doubtful whether this can Avith justice be called
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svorsliip ; it would seem that the tree in many
cases is brouylit into connexion with some saint,

real or imaginary, who is the ostensible and prob-

ably the real object of veneration. Of the worship
of springs or rivers it is hard to find any trace ; Ibn

lyas, however, records in the year 866 A.H.

(Cairo, 1311, ii. 74) that, after various services of

intercession to Allah had failed to produce a rise

in the Nile, recourse was had to the expedient of

making all existing members of the 'Abbasid

family sip some water and then discharge it into
a vessel which wa« emptied into the basin of
the Nilometer, and this process had the desired
effect.

LiTBRATURB.—See the sources cited throughout the article.

D. S. Margoliouth.
NATURE (Persian).—The Avesta has no word

directly corresponding to our '

nature,' but the idea
of cosmos is expressed by the term ahhu,

' the two
worlds' (dual, of ahhu), viz. 'the corporeal and the

spiritual existence
'

( Yasna, xxviii. 2), the real and
the ideal world. This universe, as created by
Aliura Mazda, forms a system founded on the

principle of purity, or righteousness (asha, personi-
fied in the archangel Asha Vahishta), which is

identical with Mazda's will and in fact rules in the
world as a moral and physical law of nature.
Mazda himself cannot operate except according to
Asha ; on the other hand, he cannot realize his
will immediately on account of the system of
Amesha Spentas, a theological parallel to the
political system of satraps. The Amesha Spentas
work as practical functionaries executing the divine

designs in the world. The terrestrial sphere is

divided into several territories every one of which
is

presided over by an Amesha Spenta, this genius
being in some way identical with the province of
nature governed by hirn and designated with his
name. Using a technical term, the Avesta, how-
ever, calls the Amesha Spenta 'inspector' (rdtu)
of his domain, which he governs, not on his
own behalf, but exclusively in the name of Mazda.
Thus Vohu Mano isthe rdtu of the cattle, Asha
Vahishta of the fire, Armaiti of the earth, Kshathra
Vairiya of metals, Haurvatat of the water, and
Ameretat of plants. Together the Amesha Spentas
preside over the whole of nature, and take care
that it

' may not decay or perish
'

; their task is

the 'advancement of living beings' (fraddt gaethdm,
a characteristic term in Avesta, indicating its high
appreciation of nature and practical life).
So far the Zoroastrian theology as known from

the Gdthds ; but besides this system we find in the
younger Avesta, especially in the Yashts, a great
number of nature-gods, some of them still reigning
as old Aryan divinities from pre-Zoroastrian times,
others as popular deities of a later period. Mithra
as a sun-god ( Yt. x.) is also mentioned in the Vedic
hymns ; the water-god, Apam Napat (Yt. xix.), is

likewise well known from Indian religion ; but
most of the nature-gods are introduced into the
Persian pantheon later. The goddess of water and
fertility, Ardvi Sura Anahita {Ys. Ixv. ; Yt. v.),
seems to be identical with the Semitic (originally
Hittite?) Astarte ; the star-god, Tishtriya (Sirius),
to whom Yasht viii. is dedicated, is perhaps a
divinity of Babylonian origin. The quite natural-
istic hymn to the moon ( Yt. vii. ) seems to be very
late. All these gods act in the drama of nature
broadly described in the Yashts in a mythological
manner which is quite different from the abstract

theology of the Gdthds.
Peculiar to Iranian worship is the cult of the

elements without any personification—earth, water,
fire, etc.—as powers of purity and instruments for
the purification of the world. The holy fire (Atar)
is the most important of them, working—or fight-
ing—against demons and impurity not only as I

altar-fire but also as hearth-fire and an element of
nature. Atar's battle with the demons, especially
the dragon Dahaka, is described in Yasht xix. The
practical task and the moral duty of man are to
assist and advance the pure elements of nature in
the great conflict between good and evil spirits in
the world. The eschatological ideal of Zoroastrian
religion is the restoration of pure nature, when
Ahura Mazda has conquered Ahriman in the last
battle. On the whole, the Avesta religion may be
designated a practical nature-worship, realized not
only in the form of cult and theology, but also by
means of culture and moral activity.
Literature.—See the general works on Avesta religion by
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thustra.'in PJB Ixxxviii. [1897] ; A. V. W. Jackson, 'Die iran.

Religion,' in GIrP ii. [1904] 612 ff.
; E. Lehmann, Zarathushtra,

2 vols., Copenhagen, 1899-1902
; J. H. Moulton, Early Zoroas-

trianism, London, 1913. Darmesteter, Ormazd et Ahriman,
Paris, 1877, treats the problem in a rather speculative way ; his
introductions to the single Yashts in Le Zend-Avesta (Paris,
1893), iii., and esp. to histr. of the Vendiddd(SBEiv.'i), are more
cautious and instructive. E^ LeHMANN.

NATURE (Roman).—I. Introduction.—Before
we can undertake the discussion of nature in the
intellectual and religious experience of the Romans,
we must get a clear idea of where the Romans
drew the line dividing nature from that which was
not nature. It would be more accurate to say the
line between natura and non-natura, for, although
we have borrowed ' nature

' from natura, the two
words do not carry exactly the same meanings.
Fundamentally natura signified 'birth' (as in

Terence, Ad., 126, 902), i.e. the process by which
living objects come into being. Since after a
fashion things without life come into being, they
can metaphorically be said to be born. That these
processes are only individuals in their own special
series, and that each series is itself one of a count-
less number, are matters of elementary observa-
tion. Realization of these facts on the part of
the Romans so extended the meaning of natura
that it came at length to stand for the grand
aggregate of the processes of becoming. But this

aggregate was interpreted in two ways,
(a) By the philosopher it was understood as the

entire universe, itself an immeasurably large pro-
cess which initiated and directed the individual
processes composing it. So Marcus Aurelius ex-
claims :

' O Nature, from thee are all things, in
thee are all things, to thee all things return.' ^

Such a conception as that involved here tends to
obliterate the line between nature and man, and
ultimately results in a pessimistic philosophy. To
Lucretius man is only a particle in a universe
of particles whose entire tendency is downward
towards dissolution. Man is as helpless as a clod
against the inevitable decree that

' No single thing abides ; but all things flow.

Fragment to fragment clings—the things thus grow
Until we know and name them. By degrees
They melt, and are no more the things we know.' 2

But, as the Lucretian philosophy was Roman only
by naturalization, so to speak, it is not our chief
concern here.

(6) To the average Roman, on the other hand,
the grand aggregate, natura, was not so much a
single objective reality as a term. As such, it

conveniently summed up those innumerable pro-
cesses of life, motion, and change which the senses
of man could perceive. But it was not the one
eflScient cause of all these processes ; rather, each
process or group of cognate processes had its own
specific cause, and all of these many causes were
alike marked by a certain regularity and by an

1 C'oinm. iv. 23.
- W. H. Mallock, Lucretius on Life and Death, London, 1900,,

p. 15.
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essential independence of human initiative.^ Of
the three marks of the natural just noted the last

stood out most prominently in the consciousness.
The mere mention of natura implied a contradic-

tory homo. Of course, the Roman would admit
that man is one of nature's works, yet he habitu-

ally thought of him as an apparently free agent
outside of and in more or less opposition to nature.

2. Sources of information. — As regards the
sources of our information as to the attitude of

the Roman masses towards nature, there is a real

difficulty in the fact that they almost wholly con-
sist of the works of the litterati, whose peculiar
training and manner of life dissociated them in a

large part from the daily experiences of the popu-
lace. Few of the vast number of extant sepulchral
inscriptions are of service in this field, except
perhaps negatively. Yet we are not absolutely in

the dark. By taking account of casual remarks of

authors and by making simple inferences from
well-attested manners and customs, we can at least

approximate to the popular point of view. More-
over, the success of such nature-literature as that
of Tibullus, Vergil, and Horace is plain testimony
that these authors did not have to create ab ova,
but had ready to hand a generally sympathetic
public. Their writings are, therefore, at once
reflexions and enlargements of the views of the
masses.

3. Roman regard for phenomena apart from
their religious significance.

—
(a) The land.—As

the early Italian depended almost wholly on the
land for his subsistence, one must expect to find

here his most intimate touch with nature. The
field cleared from the forest, tilled, sown, and
reaped with his own hands, was the most precious
thing that he possessed. What beauty it had for

him at first was the beauty of utility and of owner-

ship, but it was at once the source of his patriotism
and of his ultimate love of landscape for its own
sake.*
But the bond between man and nature could not

endure unless it gave man a present profit and
promises for its continuance. Here it was that
the native Roman philosoi^hy, elaborated in the

fields, opposed the Grecian philosophy of Lucretius.
As Vergil propounds it, it is a philosophy of hope.
Juppiter himself ordained that tillage should be

liard, so that the skill of man might be whetted.^
The course of nature might be downward, but
man is free to contend against it. Mildew,
thistles, cranes, Aveevil, and drought might come,
yet to patient toil iustissima tellns was generous
of her bounty. The man with the mattock was
the mainstay of the Republic* This was the
moral of the Georgics.

Horace's view of nature is substantially that of

Vergil. For him, too, there is no pride compar-
able to the pride of the freehold. Ofellus, though
'rusticus abnormis sapiens crassaque Minerva,'*
was nevertheless the most contented and most
desirable type of Roman citizen. Here Horace
strikes the rather cold note of policy. Vergil, on
the contrary, seems always to cry as with the
accents of a Hebrew prophet :

' Return to the

plough and to the reaping-hook,
" for blessed is

he who hath known the rural deities."'*

Tibullus, unlike the two former poets, was a son
of the city, and, like so many of his kind, had
grown tired of city life. On his estate near

1 In the light of this belief are to be interpreted the famous
words of Vergil :

'

Happy is he who has been able to trace out
the causes of things' {Georg. ii. 490).

2 ' The old connection between the love of the land and the
love of o%i,r land . . . was to Vergil an absolutely real fact'
(Countess Evelyn Martinengo-Cesaresco, The Outdoor Life in
Greek and Roman Poets, p. 140).

3 See Georg. i. 121-123. •» lb. i. 118 if., ii. 458-474.
B Sat. II. ii. 2 f. 6

Georg. ii. 493.

Prseneste he learned to feel nature's healing power
and to see her as the real builder of the Roman
strength. In his opinion, no people could exist
aloof from her and truly live. The worst tliat he
could say of Hades was ' there are no fields of

harvest below, no cultivated vineyards.'^
The same Roman view may be observed also in

prose-writers like Cato, Varro, and Cicero. In
the de SenecUite the descriptions of the charms of
both wild and rustic nature often border closely
on the poetical.
Thus far we have noted the utilitarian bond

between the Italian and nature, and we have
treated it at some length because an understand-

ing of it is essential to an appreciation of the poets'
occasional rhapsodies on this theme. Now and
again they seem to strike that full note of modern
romanticism, the poetic fallacy. But a deeper
reading discloses the fact that they have not
advanced beyond the juvenile stage of thought
expressed in the opening lines of Bryant's
Thanatopsis :

' To him who in the love of Nature holds
Communion with her visible forms, she speaks
A various language.'

The language which she speaks to them is depart-
mental, and not universal. The trees speak, the
fields speak, the water-courses speak, but they
speak singly and in their o^vn several tongues.
Lucretius comes the nearest to hearing the choral
voice of nature, but he hears it as the disciple of
a Grecian doctrine, and not as a Roman. But
no Roman poet, nor, indeed, any ancient, ever

quite attained that point of view of nature and
that power of seeing a world in detail which we
observe in Shelley's dirge beginning

'

Rough wind
that meanest loud,' and in Tennyson's

' Flower in
the crannied wall.'

Closely allied with 'tilth and vineyard' in the
Roman economy were flowers, trees, and domestic
animals. From the earliest times flowers were
sought and grown for their beauty and fragrance
and for the making of garlands to be used in

decoration and in religious rites. Poets often
alluded to the favourite varieties, but gave none
of them a place in romance until the time of the
Elocutio Novella. The true use of a flower was as
a symbol of the fertility and beauty of nature.
Of course, the fruit-bearing trees meant much to
the Roman in both literature and life. But he
admired other sorts of trees as well—the elm for
its service to the vine, the pine for its timber, the

oak, ilex, beech, poplar, and others for their shade.
The Roman poets give us many touching pictures
of the domestic animals, especially those that share
the labours of life with man. Horace, in his lines
' Sol ubi montium mutaret umbras, et iuga demeret
bobus fatigatis,'

* exhibits for the ox the sympathy
of a Troyon or Horatio Walker.

(6) The sky.
—The sky, the celestial bodies, and

all the phenomena of weather had much signifi-
cance for the ftalian peasant and shepherd. These
were the mysterious powers which with varying
directness controlled in large part the conditions
of his crops and pastures. The sun, moon, and
stars were considered only in their physical aspects.
Most of the literary epithets of the sun refer to its

light or its heat. The group relating to light is

much the larger, no doubt for the reason that at

its source it appears to be constant. The sun's

perceptible heat, on the other hand, is variable,
and there seems to be some ground for believing
that the Romans did not regard the sun as the

only source of atmospheric heat. In their ignor-
ance of the causes of air-currents they held the

winds to be independent phenomena, if not inde-

pendent agents ; hence their frequent personaliza-
1

I. xi. 36. * Odes, in. vi. 41-48.
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tion. Moreover, as the temperatures of the year
shifted with the inarch of the constellations, the

easy, llunigh fallacious, deduction was made that

the latter were the cause of the former. This

explains the significance of the days when the dog-
star is in the ascendant. The greater prominence
of the stars over the moon in Latin poetry lies

perhaps in their importance as the common calendar

of the seasons. The phases of the moon mark but

brief periods and have therefore much less bearing
on agricultural pursuits.
Of the seasons spring and winter receive the

most frequent mention. In fact, one might say
that to the Italian they are the only seasons,
summer and autumn being only continuations of

spring. Over spring alone was any deep emotion
sho^vn.^ Winter was the period of sterility and

idleness, and was tolerated only as a necessary
evil.

Clouds were always looked upon as potential
evils, for, although tliey brought the helpful rain,

they could also bring flood or even hail.

(c) Spritigs and streams.—Springs and small
streams were very close to the life of the common
people. The few large rivers, like the Po and
the Tiber, were viewed with awe rather than with
afi'ection. Being turbid, they were useless for

drinking, and they ran at too low a level to be
of service in irrigation. Horace's love for the
Fountain of Bandusia^ is representative of that
of the populace of Italy for the myriad other

springs of the land.^
R. A. Lanciani has said that the Romans were

not attracted by lakes.* The statement is alto-

gether too sweeping. That they received less

attention than rivers is evident, but this may be

explained by their inferiority as a means of sus-

taining the life of man. At all events, a sure

proof that the Romans Avere at least not insensible
*to their charms is seen in the fact that their shores
M'ere often chosen as the sites of Roman villas.^

{d) The sea.—In order to understand the attitude
of the Roman towards the sea all that we need to
know is that he was incurably a landsman. What
little of his living came from the sea was practi-
cally negligible. The sailor and the merchant-

captain he regarded as giasping and unduly adven-
turous. The sea was not meant for man. Even
in a calm it was treacherous. So capricious was
it that the Roman endowed it with human moods
and passions. It was the world's greatest symbol
of destruction.^

(e) Mountains.—To the Roman the most striking
feature of the higher mountains was their barren-
ness ; they were useless for shepherd and farmer
alike. They approximated the intolerable condi-
tions of winter. They were the home of the wolf
and the bear. If they had any appeal at all, it

was ' as a graceful definition of the horizon, or

framing of the landscape,''' or through long
association. In the de Amicitia Laelius concedes
that on this condition one can actually come to
love even mountains and forests.* In Lucretius,
on the contrary, we observe such a rich variety
of allusions to the mountains that we cannot
but think that for him they came very near to

possessing what we sentimental moderns call

moods.

(/) Wild animals.—To the fiercer animals of the

1 Hor. Odes, i. iv. 1. 2 lb. iii. xiii.
8 Longinus {de Suhl. xxxv.) argued against the narrow Roman

view.
* Wanderings in the Roman Catnpagna, London, 1909, p. 45.
6 Cf. Pliny, Letters, ix. 7. For the sentiments of Vergil see

Georg. ii. 159
;
for those of Catullus see Carm. xxxi.

6 Cf. Allen, The Treatment oj Nature in the Poetry of the
Roman Republic, p. 20S.

7 L. Friedlander, Roman Life and Manners iinder the Early
Empire, i. 391.

8 xix. 68.

wilds the Roman gave short shrift as the enemies
of man. The noble beauty of the lion and the

rugged majesty of the wolf were lost in bitter

antagonism. In one of his letters Cicero tells a
friend that the spectators at the opening of

Pompey's theatre seemed to entertain a feeling of

kinship for the elephants mutilated and killed
before their eyes.^ This was, indeed, very un-

usual, but may be attributed to a general know-
ledge that the elephant was often a useful servant
of man. Many a Roman would shed copious tears
over the death of a pet who could look with no
other emotion than that of joy on the butchery of
scores of wild beasts. The pet was his own ; the

personal element was paramount.
{g) Under tcorld.—For the Roman's regard for

subterranean phenomena see 5 [d) below.

4. Deities and cults,—The chief sources of our

knowledge of the Roman deities and cults are the
so-called Calendar of Numa, writers like Varro
and Verrius Flaccus, myths, scattered notices in

the literary authors, the anti-pagan diatribes of

the Church Fathers, archaeology, and anthropology.
To appraise these sources severally is impossible
at present. Suffice it to say in reference to

myths that, influenced as they are by Greek
models, they must be treated with special caution,

although Otto and Pais have demonstrated that

they contain a much larger element purely Roman
in origin than was formerly allowed.
The distinctively Roman religion belonged, at the

earliest period to which we can trace it, to the pre-
animistic stage of thought. Natural objects and

phenomena, and objects of a natural origin re-

shaped by man for his uses, were worshipped in

themselves. Their powers were gauged and classi-

fied as these objects served as helps or hindrances
to human well-being. Although the powers were
in the main constant and regular, there was a
certain mysterious margin in which they were
inconstant and irregular. At first they can have
been no more than mere infections, so to speak,
benign or malignant in their effects, but in time
the infections were condensed into special forces

regarded as resident in the objects but in a certain
sense independent of them and of one another.
These forces were the numina. The Roman was
now in the animistic stage of religious thought.
The step from numen to deity was not immedi-

ate. At best the numen was still little more than
a '

magic potence
' and lacked much of being a

real numen, an expression of will (cf. -nuer'e,
' to

express will'; adnuere, 'to signify assent'). It

was in the above-mentioned margin of difference

between the regular and irregular manifestations
of

'

magic potence
'

that the possibilities for the
transition were found. The variations could be
accounted for only on the hypothesis that they
were due to the activities of powers analogous in

their freedom of initiative to human wills. Many
of the numina were therefore conceived as wills,

but the majority remained simply
' functional

spirits with will-power.'^ To the Roman, how-
ever, they were all gods.

It is probable that to the masses the gods were
long without names, so vaguely were they con-

ceived. Yet the growth of local cults and the
invention of cult-epithets by the priests soon gave
them names as well as a 'local habitation.' But
the Roman could never wholly emerge from his

primitive indefiniteness in this respect, for he was

always more or less fearful that in calling upon a

god he might speak the wrong name and thus fail

in his petition.^ Many of the names were origin-
1 Fam. vii. i. H.

2Cf. W. Warde Fowler, The Religious Experience of the

Roman People, pp. 118-120.
3 Witness the uncertainty of the invocations

'

sive deo sive

deae' (Henzen, Acta Fratrum, Arvalium, pp. 144, 146) and
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ally adjectival, but in time they became genuine
proper nouns, and as such tended to transfer to the

gods whom tliey designated at least an adumbra-
tion of personality.

5. Individual gods.—In the following discussion

of the individual gods we shall exclude those of

other than Italic provenance and also those of this

provenance that are representative of man singly
or collectively, living or dead, and of his activities

and creations. The order of treatment to be
observed will be based as far as possible on the

sequence of the Roman's interests in natural

phenomena.
(«) Gods of the sky, atmosphere, and time.—

Juppiter (lovis, Diovis, Dius, Diespiter) was the
chief god of all the Italic stocks. He was the sky-
god, or, better, the sky itself together with its

phenomena, especially that of light. This would

explain the absence of cults of the sun, moon, and
stars among the early Italians. His importance to

the farmer is obvious when one considers that the

conditions of the various crops depend directly

upon weather and light. The god Liber was an

independent development from Juppiter Liber,
and had to do with the fertilization of the seed of

plants and animals.

Juppiter showed his power in the thunder,

lightning, and rain, and, in fact, was thought to

descend in person in the lightning-bolt ; hence his

epithets Fulgur and Fulmen. The cult of Juppiter
Feretrius was apparently a lightning-cult in origin,
whatever it was later. The silex known as

Juppiter Lapis is generally explained as a celt, i.e.

•A thunderbolt, but there now seems to be good
reason for believing that it was a flint knife

symbolizing the act of killing. The name of

Juppiter was applied to it in order to give it moral

authority.^ As the rain-god, Juppiter was known
as Pluvius, Pluvialis, and Elicius, and, as god of

the night-heavens, as Summanus. He is one of

the few nature-gods of the Romans who took on
moral attributes. As the nunien who has a
universal survey over boundaries between proper-
ties, he acquired the title of Terminus—a title

which was later detached and given an individual

identity. As Dius Fidius, he was the ever-

present witness of men's observance of their

pledges. To the Roman mind he seemed to sum
up the positive powers of all the other numina.

Janus, as Consevius, the power which brings
the young to the light of day, may be considered
as a nature-god. Closely allied with him is the
feminine divinity, Mater Matuta, wlio

'

Tempore . . . certo roseam . . . per oras
aetheris Aurorani deferet, et lumiiia pandit.' 2

She was a divinity of birth as well as of light.
The gods of the seasons were relatively incon-

spicuous. For the name of Angerona the ancients
had many bizarre explanations. Mommsen is

probably right in inferring from the occurrence of

her festival on December 21 that she represented
the turning of the year. She was thus a dupli-
cate of Anna Perenna. The god Vertumnus is

known only vaguely. From his function of pre-

siding progressively over blossoms and maturing
fruit we conclude tnat he was a god of the chang-
ing year.

(b) Gods of human life, earth, agricidture, and
herding.

—The Genius of man and the Juno of

woman may be classed as nature-gods because

they represent functional powers non-human in

origin. Genius is the procreative function of the
individual man in its asjiect as a mirnen, and Juno
is that of the individual woman. From indi-
'

Proserpina, seive Salviain deioere oportet' (Fox, 'John
Hopkins Tabellce Defixinnum,' AJPh xxxiii. i. [1912] Suppl.,
p. 16).

1 H. J. Rose, JoHCH. of Rom. Stud., in. ii. [1913] 237.
2 Lucretius, de Her. Nat. v. 655 f.

viduals the names were extended to the two sexes

so as to include their collective lives and interests.

But, owing to the great diversity of men's activi-

ties as compared with the few of women. Genius
never stood out as a single independent figure like

Juno. Juno presided over the successive stages of

growth of the child from conception to birth. Her
union with Jupjiiter was comparatively late.

Ceres belongs to the oldest stratum of Italic

gods. She was the protectress of the crops from

seeding till harvest. At her spring festival, the

Cerialia, she was invoked to grant healthy growth.
Her relation to the production of the chief staple
foods of the populace clearly accounts for the fact

that her cult was peculiarly plebeian.

Tellus, or Tellus Mater, was also of the oldest

stratum of divinities. She was really Mother
Earth, but in the narrow sphere of agriculture she

was the seed-field which received and fostered the

seed cast upon her bosom. The increasing promi-
nence of the cults of Demeter and her circle thrust

Tellus more and more into the background until

finally she vanished as a name. But under the

name of Terra Mater she reappeared later, and it

is probable tliat the Dea Dia of the Arval ritual is

no other than Tellus herself. In certain rites she
was the representative of the under world. ^

Saturnus (earlier, Steturnus, from serere,
' to sow ')

occupied so important a place among the oldest

Italic divinities that Italy was sometimes called

Saturnia. His primitive function was apparently
to preside over the sowing of the grain, but gradu-
ally he acquired oversight over other agricultural

operations. The central purpose of his festival,

the Saturnalia, was to secure proper germination
of the seed sown at the winter sowing. By a sort

of contamination he acquired his chthonic character-

istics from his consort Ops. Only in the legends
which identify him with Kronos and make him the
ruler of the Golden Age is he endowed with moral
characteristics.

Another ancient god of agriculture was Consus.
His name, connected with coTO(/e?"e, 'tostore,' plainly
shows that he had to do with the garnering of

the fruits of the field. The underground location

of his altar at Rome symbolized the practice of

storing com in pits. Intimately connected with
Consus was Ops, who, as Consiva, was the embodi-
ment of an abundant harvest rather than a divinity
of the earth. As Opiiera, she guarded the granaries
against tire.

Scholars are divided as to the primitive nature
of Mars (Mavors, Marspiter, Maspiter, Etr. Maris),
a god common to all the Italic peoples. Some hold
that he was always and only a god of war ; others

that he was originally a god of vegetation and of

the border-lands between the fields and the wild.

Certainly his association with the wolf, the wood-

pecker, and the ox points to tiiis double relation.

Quirinus Avas at first a local epithet of Mars^

peculiar to the Quirinal Hill.

With the possible exception of Juppiter, no god
is so representative of Roman nature-worship as

Faunus (cf. fauere,
'

to regard with favour '). His
attributes and the position of his priesthood are

marks of his being a conception of the earliest

period. He is the kindly spirit of the woods and
fields who brings fertility to the crops and herds,
and to the latter protection from the wolves. In

the hamlets he was the dcus agrestis par excellence.

As a wood-god he exhibited a twofold nature. He
was the speaker of the mysterious voices of the

forest. Late legends said that he cast his oracular

utterances into verse and thus became the inventor

of poetry. He was jilso, in tlie popular conception,
a mischievous sprite who brought tiie nigiitmare

1 Cf. CIL vi. 15493 ; cf. ib. xii. 1932 ; A. Dieterich, Mutter

Er<W, Leipzigr, 1913, passim.
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(incubus), and who, as Inuus, copulated with the

beasts in the field. Fauna, as his wife or daughter
or sister, shared his power of bestowing fertility.

Silvanus, as the adjectival form of his name indi-

cates, was a scion of an older god, probably either

Faunus Silvdcola^ or Mars.* At all events he

embodied characteristics of both of these gods.

He was chiefly a god of the woods, propitious to

the hunter and shepherd and to the farmstead

reclaimed from the forest. By an extension of his

functions he became patron of the house, of gardens,
and of parks. His cult was wholly private and
consisted of a very simple open-air ritual.

Diana was a goddess common to central Italy,
but especially prominent in Latium and its vicinity.
Her cult on the Aventine was simply a transference

of that of Aricia. From her association here with
the spring-nymph Egeria, who aided women in

child-birth, and with Virbius, a male divinity of

apparently like function, and from the connexion
or women with her cult on the Aventine we judge
that she too was primitively a goddess of child-birth.

This function was later obscured through her
identification with the Greek Artemis, when she
became the 'huntress-goddess chaste and fair.'

By nativity Venus was purely Italian. Her
name seems first to have signified charm in general,
then the charm and bloom of nature, and finally
the goddess presiding in this sphere. She fostered

the growth of the vine and of plants in market-

gardens. Her native career was cut short by her
contact and subsequent identification with Aphro-
dite, the goddess of love.

Fortuna, or better, Fors Fortuna, was a nature-

goddess so far as she represented a force beyond the
control of man. Perhaps the earliest conception
of her is as the incalculable element which adjusts
the conditions of the harvest. Her union with
Mater Matuta and her cult at Prseneste reveal her
as a numen which determined the destiny of women
in child-birth. In her highest development she

appeared as the incorporate will of the gods, and
therefore as an ethical force.

With the spring festival of the Parilia (from
Palilia, by dissimilation) was connected a divinity
called Pales (designated variously as male or

female), who granted fecundity to the herds.

The worship of the trees belongs more properly
to the study of pre-animism or fetishism than
to that of nature-gods. There were, however, two
trees in Rome to Avliich the Romans accorded
honours that were almost divine : these were the
oak of Jmjpiter Feretrius on the Capitoline and
the Ficus Kuminalis on the slopes of the Palatine.
The plebeian host of the Sondergbtter is too large

for us to discuss at length (see Aryan Religion,
vol. ii. p. 31 f.). Those that spiritualize human
acts, like Messor, Convector, Saritor, and so forth,
<5an be dismissed en bloc. But there is still a large
group which spiritualize purely natural processes.
A few of these will serve as illustrations. Seia,

Segesta, Nodutus, Volutina, Patelana, Lactans, and
Matura were numina watching over the successive

stages of the field-crops from sowing to maturity.
Bubona, Epona, and Pomona fostered the growth of

cattle, horses, and trees respectively. Each stage
of development of the child was also placed under
the guardianship of a special spirit. In short, no
natural process of import for man's continued well-

being was left without its cherishing divinity.
(c) Gods of the water.—The numina of springs

received much more attention than those of rivers.

The former were generally thought of as kindly
young goddesses possessed of the gifts of alleviating
pain, healing, prophecy, song, and magic. The
most prominent in Rome was Juturna (earlier

1 Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Romer, p. 213.
2 See Fowler, Rel. Experience, p. 132.

Diuturna), a divinity of healing. Next to her in

popularity stood the Camenae (cf. carmen, casmen,
'song'), who granted easy child-birth and were
called the Roman Muses. Their leader, Carmentis,
was known as a prophetic spirit who sang to the
new-bom child its destiny. Affiliated with them
was the nymph Egeria. The prophetic Feronia
was probably a numen of springs. The large
number of extant dedications to Fons refer to him
as the divinity of local springs rather than of aU.
The numina of rivers were conceived as benevo-

lent old men ; hence the epithets Padus Pater and
Pater Tiberinus. The Umorian Clitumnus and the

Campanian Voltumus were of considerable import-
ance in Italian religious thought.
Neptunus is to be counted among the oldest gods

of Rome. His proverbial association with the sea

is not original, but is due to his identification with
Poseidon. He is to be interpreted as the numen
of the element of moisture. His logical develop-
ment was curtailed in Rome by the apparent
remoteness of urban life from agricultural interests,
but among the rustics of Italy and the provinces
his divinity was long the object of worship. The
nymph Salacia, who seems to have represented the
ebullient nature of springs, was frequently his cult

companion.
{d) Gods of the under world and offire.—Indepen-

dent Roman attributions of divinity to the under
world and its phenomena lack sharpness of defini-

tion. And this was quite natural, for the Roman's
first care was for the living and to ensure himself

a posterity ; moreover, he was disinclined to

speculate on so uncertain a matter as the lot of man
after death.

Apparently the chief divinity of the under world
was Vediovis (Vedius, Veiovis), who seems to have
been not so much the physical as the logical opposite
of Juppiter.
The fire-god Volcanus was far from being as con-

spicuous as we should have expected him to be in

the lands of Vesuvius. The explanation is doubt-
less to be found in the fact that for many centuries

prior to A.D. 79 the volcano had been quiescent.
The later significance of Volcanus came with his

assumption of the personality and functions of

Hephaistos. Originally he was of the circle of old

Roman gods, being the god of destructive rather

than useful fire.

(e) Gods of disease.—The disease that most con-

stantly menaced the Romans was, of course, the

malaria, and several phases of its attacks were so

uniform in character as to impress the Romans that

they were the work of divine powers. Thus they
erected a shrine to Febris on the Palatine. Among
extant provincial inscriptions there are dedications

to the Dea Tertiana [GIL vii. 999) and the Dea
Quartana [ib. xii. 3129).

6. Divination and portents.—See art. Divina-
tion (Roman).
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NATURE (Semitic).—All primitive races doubt-
less started with much the same spiritual capital.
Environment modified and enlarged it as man de-

veloped. Natural forces and phenomena presented
the same mysteries to all alike, and the imagina-
tion evolved strange, fantastic, mighty forms to

account for them. In Babj'Ionia and Asia Minor
Semitic, Aryan, and other race-stocks met and
mingled. They Avhi.spered their fears and their

speculations to one another and left a heritage of

myth and story out of which later generations
framed religions, heresies, and philosophies. The
Semite looked at things objectively. And yet he
often spiritualized where the Greek materialized.

Trees and rocks were to both connected with the
unseen world, but, while the Greek might see a

nj'mph or a maiden changing into a tree to escape
the jjursuit of the god, the Semite regarded the oak
or tiie rock as the abode of deity, and the votary
sleeping in its shadow would hear tlie divine
voice through his dreams speaking from the object
which was his dwelling.
The strange, mysterious power, working out

through nature was, to the Semite, God in action—far different from the Greek, to whom the gods
were apart from the world, laughing at mortals,

fighting Avith or against them, toying with the

thunderbolt, or leaping into life from the waves.

Arabia, probably the Semite's home, with a land-

scape rugged and inhospitable, .seemed little fitted

to stimulate the imagination, but scanty springs
and palm-trees, seen afar across the .steppe, promis-
ing food and water, and the sterner phenomena of

nature as well, aroused the elemental religious
ideas—fear and hope and nascent faith.

The heavenly bodies must have profoundly
affected primitive man, and the Semitic nomad
would see in the moon a beneficent agency. Each
new moon spoke of bright nights to come, so

welcome to the shepherd and the desert wanderer.
The moon-god, called Sin in Babylonia, became the
father of the circling host of heaven. His influ-

ence wa-s one of kindness, yet Ps 12P, 'The
moon shall not smite thee by night,' reminds us
that his beams were baleful as well. In Baby-
lonia, Uru (Ur) and IJarrJln were seats of his wor-

ship, while Sinai and perhaps Jericho in the west
were among his shrines. Tliough his worship had
been long extinct in Israel, the feast of trumpets,
new moons. Sabbaths, and the lunar dating of the

great feasts carry the memory of his cult down
even to NT times.

Sun-worship may not have been so ancient
;

it

is more easily associated with the agricultural stage
of society, but it acquired a wide currency. Many
aspects of the solar deity were undoubtedly derived

from the pre-Semitic inhabitants of Babylonia, but
each division of the Semitic world developed its

own conception of him according to its varying
climatic and cultural environment.

It was Babylonia that developed the most varied
forms of religion. The Semite coming from Arabia
forced his way across the Euphrates, and, sword in

hand, penetrated to the centres of the ancient
Sumerian civilization. He must have stood amazed
and awed at the temples and the religious .system
which had grown up through unknown ages, but,
in various ways, this civilization posse.ssed an
attraction for him, which compelled him to search
to their depths its innermost mysteries. We can-
not determine when the conquerors from Arabia
began their entry, but traces of undoubted Semitic

worship existed early as far south as the shores of
the Persian Gulf. In 2500 B.C. the Semites were in
the ascendant, and under !^ammurabi the conquest
was nearly complete both in civil and in religious
affairs, yet we must believe that the great triad of

deities, Anu, En-lil, and Ea, was not originally
Semitic in its origin, but an inheritance from the
former lords of the land. The Semitic features of
these deities were probably a later development.
The nature element which pervades the triad comes
out more strikingly in the second series of gods,
where distinctively solar and lunar elements are

personified.
In several of the old Babylonian centres of wor-

ship we find two gods standing in the relation of
father and son. M. Jastrow (Aspects of Eeligious
Belief and Practice in Babylonia and Assyria,
New York, 1911) considers that the older deity
was in some cases displaced by a later, and, while
not removed from the pantheon, was regarded as
the son of his successful rival. En-lil at Nippur
was called the father of Ninib, who was the older

deity, and Nabu (Nebo) of Borsippa was called the
son of Marduk. The oldest gods, like Ea and
Anu, remained as somewhat shadowy abstractions
in the religion. As the Semitic power advanced,
we hear the names of these old gods principally in

spells and incantations. The younger Seniitic
deities were the ones invoked in the midst of the
activities of life, and they were more definitely
involved in the fortunes of the cities and the States.

They were also directly associated witli the active

powers of nature—the sun, the moon, the vegeta-
tive processes and growing life. Here, as elsewhere,
it is a little difficult to draw the line, and yet it

seems quite clear that the powerful and violent
elements of nature were deified by the Semite more
definitely than by the Sumerian.
Tammuz was a deity of vegetation ; although at

times he is identified with the sun, the vegetation
idea was probably the original one. He seems to
be a connecting link between the mythologies of

Babylonia and the rest of the Semitic world, and
his relationship with Ishtar is a feature which shows
the underlying thoughts and conceptions of the
Semitic race.

The Babylonian priests reduced religion to a

system and worked out a consistent and elaborate

pantheon. Magic and divination were large ele-

ments in their scheme, and in the temple libraries

was a vast mass of religious literature to be used
for incantations, and for charms to avert evil.

Above all, and in spite of this, there are surviving
traces of the power of nature ideas ; for the peculi-

arity of the Babylonian religion, by which it may
be differentiated from that of other Semitic

branches, was the idea of unfolding life in the

vegetable, animal, and human world (see, further,
Johannes Hehn, Die biblisrhe tmd die babylonische
Gottesidee, Leipzig, 1913, p. 72). Each of the great

gods has associated with him a consort, who is,

however, but a feeble reflexion of his own person-
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ality and also of the social usages of the people,
but along witli the gieater gods, in both the first

and second triad, wo find Islitar, who is co-equal
with them, sometimes represented as a consort,

and sometimes as absolutely independent. In

Assyria this deity is associated with the national

god, Aslishur. As is well known, slie is a pro-
minent figure in the religion of the entire Semitic

world outside of Babylonia, and with many of the

same cliaracteristics. We are justified in saying
that the nature element in the Babylonian religion
is associated pre-eminently with Ishtar. She is

the motlier-goddess, and her prominence through-
out the entire Semitic world is an inheritance from
a matriarchal state of society.

Among all the gods of the lands of the Tigris and

Euphrates the most distinctly Semitic deity apart
from Islitar was Aslishur, who was the supreme
god of the Assyrians, standing in a peculiar and

unique relation to that people. He was on the
nature side a solar deity, his .symbol being the
solar disk, and he possessed little or nothing of

the material element that was so easily associated

with other gods. No image of him seems to have
been made. While the whole Babylonian pantheon
was often associated with him in the royal inscrip-

tions, he stood at the head, and every other god
was a member of his court, whose presence and
lower position but contributed to the glory of the

supreme god. Ishtar is the outstanding exception,
who, sometimes as the wife, and sometimes as an

independent queen, appears by the side of Ashsliur,
the two united in the leadership of the people
of Assyria, ensuring their victory and enhancing
their glory. The nature element of Ashshm-, how-
ever, is insigniheant, because in him the Assyrians
approached very close to monotheism. They fell

sliort because he was so often the embodiment of

the warlike spirit and of the overweening national

pride.
When we leave the rich civilization of Mesopo-

tamia, we find ourselves in more primitive and far

cruder suri'oundings. The pantheons are smaller
and simpler. Certain names are used for the
deities which seem to be titles rather than proper
names. There is in most systems a god who is called

Baal,
'

lord,' or Melech,
'

king.' He often possesses
a solar character, and the forces of growing life

and fertility are closely associated wdth him. As
stated above, the worship of the moon-god had its

seat at several points in the west. Here, as in the
lands farther east, the worship of Ishtar was a

leading cult. In Phoenicia and in Syria, in Pales-

tine, and even in Cyprus, we find this deity under
the name of Astarte, of which the Biblical Ash-
toreth is simply a form marked as abhorrent by
the use of the vowels of bosheth, 'shame.' In
Arabia the equivalent of this name is'Athtar, a
male deity

—a curious transformation of character,
due probably to changing social conditions. From
the OT we learn something of the domination of
the Astarte worship. To the prophets it was
abominable and to be rooted out. To the people it

had a strong attraction, and with each succeeding
generation one finds recurrent appearances of the
cult and attempts at reform. Nevertheless,
certain phases of her worship at first possessed
remarkable features. It was inevitable that such
a worship should have originated and persisted
among the early peoples, and the fact that moon-
worship was in some way connected with this deity
is significant. Though tliis relation is obscure, it

evidently existed : witness the place-name, Ash-
taroth Karnaim. The perversions of the worsliip
may have been inevitable, but they were recognized
by the people themselves in their better moments
as perversions. It is easy to identify this goddess
with Mother Earth. The ceaseless circuit of the 1

seasons—life emerging as it does from the soil,

bursting into bloom, drooping and perishing in the
cold of winter, or parched by the drought of
summer—must have impressed the primitive mind
more powerfully than anything else, and we find

these phenomena reflected in myths and epics,
which come down to us from the earliest ages.
The descent of Ishtar into the lower world,

' the
land whence none return,' in search of Tamniuz,
one of the most ancient of these epic fragments, is

a striking illustration. As the goddess moves
downward from one stage to another, change and
decay take place in the upper world, vegetation
languishes and dies, and all the gracious activities

of life cease. With Ishtar's return—for she is a

goddess—there is a revival of life and the emer-

gence of the world from its death-like sleep. So
varied and powerful were the aspects and repre-
sentations of Ishtar that her cult permeated the

religious thought of Syria and Asia Minor. In the
Grajco-Roman mythologies one goddess was not
sufficient to represent all that Ishtar embodied.

Demeter, the goddess of the grain fields, Aphrodite,
the goddess of love, and Artemis, wearing so often
the horned moon as an emblem and appearing in

such remarkable form as the patron of Ephesus,
are all reflexions of the Semitic Ishtar, and each
one shows the intimate connexion with nature
which her personality represented. This is one of

the many features in which the Western world
became a debtor to the Semite. The persistence
of the idea of a mother-goddess is evident down
to modern times.

Closely associated with Ishtar was Tammuz, who
also represented the powers of nature, but wiiose

personality is subsidiary to that of Ishtar. His

cult, however, extended widely. We find it in S.

Babylonia earlier than the Gilgamesh epic, and in

Syria the myth of Ishtar and Tammuz has left

indelible marks. The stream which to-day
' runs

purple to the sea
' was originally, according to the

old myth, stained by the blood of the slain god, for

whom, in times of religious decadence, women
were seen weeping even in Jerusalem and in the

Temple precincts (Ezk 8^^). The name Adonis,
'lord,' through which the memory of his worship
descends to us, is but the title of the god.

High-place worship belongs to the latest as well
as to the oldest strata of the religion. Scattered
over Syria and throughout Palestine are standing-
stones and pillars. Some of these may be the sur-

vivals of stone circles, which probably were the
work of an older and vanished race ; but, if so, the
seal of sacredness which they left has been respected
by the Semite. But, in addition, jutting fragments
of rock were often invested with sacredness, or a

worshipper set up a pillar, anointed it with oil, and

paid there his vows. The most sacred spot to-day
in Mecca is the Ka'bali, a survival of heathenism,
which Muhammad was unable or reluctant to

supersede. The traveller in Palestine sees on

many a hill-top the white dome of a iveli, which
under the name of a saint preserves the memory of

an ancient god, or jinn. Image-worship probably
finds its origin here, for the stone was conceived to

be the habitation of deity ; but, inert as the stone

is, and materialistic as the form may be, some of

the grandest conceptions of deity come to us from
this source. ' Great mountain '

the Assyrian some-
times called his god.

' My Rock and ray salvation
'

(Ps 62^^) the Hebrew Psalmist sang, and 'as the
mountains are round about Jerusalem, so Jahweh
is round about his people

'

(Ps 125"^) became a watch-
word of faith. Indeed, in Syria and the Sinaitic

peninsula the mountain itself was one of the most
revered objects. Volcanic peaks seemed aflame
with God ; the loftiness of the mountain carried

one's thoughts inevitably to the skies. The sacred-
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ness of Mt. Sinai, Mt. Hor, and Mt. Hermon is

attested by traditions and by shrines which sui'-

round their bases. Their tops coukl seldom be

reached, but the worshipper could always offer his

prayers and his sacrifices with the assurance that

they ascended to the deity who dwelt within the
mountain. On the top of Mt. Hermon were an altar

and a temple. Tlie peaks around Mt. Hermon are
crowned with altars and temples, which were
continued down even to the Greek period. Mt.
Hor had its peculiar sacredness, attested by the
tomb of Aaron on its summit, which is revered by
the Arabs and guarded with the most superstitious
care.

The cult of the sun-god was probably a feature
of settled agricultural life. Several or the older

gods have titular names which imply sun-worship.
Perhaps these, however, were later additions to

the original function of the god in question. But
Baal Melkart of the Phoenicians was a sun-god.
The Ba'als of Canaan were probably the same.

Moon-worship among the Hebrew^s seems to have
died out before the entry into Canaan, although
the prominence of lunar feasts is evidence that
this deity occupied a high place at an earlier stage
in the nation's history. The crude forms were
eliminated and the survivals were re-consecrated
and purified.
The three great agricultural feasts testify to the

early dominance of vegetation-deities. The green
tree, denounced by the prophets because associated
so often with heathen worship, was a reminiscence
of the desert, when the tree, a rare feature of the

landscape, showed where the god chose to dwell.

The streams and fountains so abundant in Palestine
were revered there, much as they were upon the

steppe, where they were often the gathering-
places of the nomads for the decision of quarrels
(cf. the name En Mishpat,

' fountain of judg-
ment '), and where the truce of God stilled tribal

antipathies.
We can see how strong the influence of climate

was upon religion and religious expression. The
theology became richer as it approached the lands
of settled habitation, where there were not only
pastures, but gardens and forests. That which was
occasional and remarkable in desert life became
common and abundant.
A peculiar manifestation of nature-religion,

common to many primitive peoples, was totemism

{q.v. ). The prevalence of this among the Semites
has been disputed, but there are many evidences
that totem tribes existed and that totem customs
were observed. The number of animal-names
found both among individuals and among clans
testifies to the fact, and, while we must beware of

assuming that every animal-name given to men
was in some way an expression of totemism, yet
there is a sufficient number of cases where we can
be sure that a totem existed, and that the animal
and the man were brothers in blood. The dog
tribes and the leopard tribes considered their

eponym as their kinsman, in some mysterious way
connected with the clan or tribal deity. Some-
times this god was supposed to assume the form of
a dog, panther, or other animal. The totem was
seldom eaten—never as a common article of food,
but only in rare cases as a sacrament, whereby the
life of the clan was strengthened and renewed bj^

partaking of this life of the beast from which it

was named, and undoubtedly the god was a sharer
in the feast, if he were not also conceived of as

being consumed with the flesh of the victim.

Vague and obscure as our knowledge of totemism
is in its details and in its philosophy, througli it

we obtain a vision of the conception of life among
the primitive Semites. The world around was
palpitating with the life of deity, and in tree and

fountain, in the inert stone even, and in the
animals familiar to their eyes God was seen. The
conception was crude and materialistic, but it con-

tained the germ and inner principle of that which
was capable of unfolding into the highest spiritual

expression.
When we consider the Hebrew people and their

forms of religious life, we must look at them from
two points of view : (1) the prophetic, which gives
us an interpreted history together witli profound
ideals ; (2) the historic, through which we are able
to trace unfolding conceptions of God and the
world. OT literature is full of beautiful and ex-

pressive poetical figures ; underlying many of these
are nature-myths, from which the base and crude
elements have fallen away under the teachings of

priests and prophets (cf. Ps 19 with its description
of the sun). Many religious rites and customs
retain traces of an older day. The combination of

pastoral and agricultural feasts at Passover pre-
serves the memory of the transition from nomadic
to settled life. In the ritual are crystallized
remainders of nature-worship. The calf-worship
which was prevalent at times in the Northern

Kingdom is evidence of the persistence of natui-e

ideas. The fact that it was not always denounced
shows what a hold it had upon the religion, but its

final disappearance and the abhorrence which was
felt for it as time went on show how drastic was
the reformation and how completely itovermastered
national life. We now know that the obscure
allusions to Rahab in the poetry are the reminis-
cences of an ancient creation-myth, in which

strange nature ideas are interwoven. This may
have come down from the Sumeiian religion

through a Babylonian medium, but its presence in

the OT shows how far the religion had travel led from
the polytlieistic forms and ideas once so prevalent.
Psalms like the 29th, describing the sweeping of a
storm across the land from Hermon to the wilder-

ness, certain of the Psalms of the Ascents, where
the mountains and the hUls add glory to the de-

scription, the figures in the older poetry—all attest

the power which nature had upon the Hebrew
mind. Nature is not deified in the OT, but its

power upon the imagination and its value in carry-
ing most forcibly religious ideas are manifest on

nearly every page. Tiie description of God Him-
self in many of the poetic passages shows the
dominance of early conceptions and early forms of

speech.
' When he rode upon a cherub and did fly,

when he flew upon the wings of the wind '

(Ps 18'^'),

when He manifested Himself in the lightning and
the thunder, we are inevitably reminded of the
materialistic representations of God by nations of

ditterent culture, and of ditt'erent religious ideas

among the Semites themselves.
To recapitulate : in the highly developed religion

of the Babylonian the naturalistic element receded
into the background, and, while interesting sur-

vivals are found in invocations, incantations, and

epics, the old theology was conventionalized with
the developing priestliood and ritual.

The Semite, who had reached an agricultural
stage and had become interested in the phenomena
of seed-time and harvest, worshipped the forces of

nature, and these were gradually personalized.
The sun-god was the lord, the Baal. It was lie

who bestowed the gifts of fruits and grain, and
filled barns with abundant harvests. His worship
was wide-spread over Syria and Palestine. The
notions of leadership and fatlierhood were associ-

ated witli him, as the names 'king' and 'lord'

testify, as well as the terms 'father,' 'brotlier,'
' kinsman.' We see here the growth towards the

larger and more abstract notions of the theologies
of Babylonia and Assyria,

but it was nature and
nature's luxuriant productiveness that seized upon
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the imagination and the religious sense of the

people.
As for the nomad, tlie mysterious power that

dwelt behind tlie tliin<,'s that he saw was revered and
feared. Nature in its unexpected manifestations

awakened in him the vague notion of a deity. Yet,
when we have reached this stage, we know that
behind it lay an unciiarted period when ideas were

forming and personitication had hardly reached
the point of expression. Everything that we find

in the Semitic religion points to animism as the
basis and origin. Just where animism begins we
perhaps may never know, but that it existed in

primitive man and in the primitive Semite we
may be sure. The strange things that happened
without the intervention of man, the capricious
actions of nature and of nature-forces, compelled
the individual to believe that there was some
mysterious agency with an intelligence or power
superior to man's that wrought the changes and
either blessed or cursed the helpless votary.
Naive expressions in the earlier portions of the OT
itself show how prevalent such notions were and
how difficult to eradicate.

The appreciation of natural beauty and the thirst
for it were latent in the mind of the primitive
Semite, and he possessed a remarkable ability to
absorb and assimilate. At the outset the palm-
tree, which satisfied so many of his needs, as a

product of the great and abounding life of nature,
might easily symbolize a god. The spring that
flowed from some cavern or from beneath a rock in
the midst of the desert, turning the sands into

grass with reeds and rushes, was fed, not by
human hands, nor by the clouds above, but by
Deity Himself. Man might imitate the god and
irrigate desert spots, but the human work was a
feeble copy of the divine, and the fountain had
a reverence all its own. But, when the Semite,
wandering from his native deserts, came to lands
where water-courses were numerous, vegetation
varied, and trees, with many waving branches and
fluttering leaves, abundant, he seemed to be in the

very ante-chamber of Paradise. Like his own
deserts when touched by fertilizing streams, his
soul responded and its desert blossomed, whether
in the arts of civilization or in the varied forms of

religion. Taking colour from his surroundings, as
he so often did, he was, nevertheless, not merely
a reflector of that with which he came in contact,
but a creator as well. Wiiatever he touched he en-

riched, and he left to posterity such new glories that
the world outside has become his debtor for ever.
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A. S. Carrier.
NATURE (Slavic).—Our knowledge of Slavic

religion is very limited, but we have a number of

vague allusions to nature-worship.
'

They rever-
ence rivers and nymphs and other "daemons'"
(Procopius, de Bell. Goth. iii. 14). Bohemian
sermons in the 12th cent, abound in exhortations

against nominal Christians of whom ' some worship
the sun, some the moon and stars, some rivers and
fires, some mountains and trees.' Similar refer-
ences are found in Helmold (Chron. Slav. i. 52, 83

[MOH xxi.]), Cosmas of Prague {Font. Her. Bohem.
52, 83 [ib. ix.]), and elsewhere.

1. Heavenly bodies.—For sun-worship there is

little evidence. A god Dazbogu, mentioned in
various texts, is usually identified with the sun-

god, because his name glosses Helios in a Slavic
translation of a Greek fragment of George Hamar-
tolos (cf. Leger, La Mythologie slave, pp. 118-121).
The marriage of sun or moon with the morning-
star is a common theme of the folk-songs of the
southern Slavs. At weddings it was customary
among the people to nickname bride and bridegroom
as morning-star, sun, or moon. Krauss, how^ever,
does not see in these customs any evidence for
former sun- or moon-worship ( Volksglaube und rel.

Brauch der Sudslaven, p. 1 ff.),

2. Mountains.—Thietmar {Chron. viii. 59) men-
tions a mountain in Silesia which was worshipped
on account of its great size.

3. Groves and trees.—There are numerous refer-

ences to holy groves, forests, and trees. In 1008

Wigbert destroyed Zutibur (Sventibor, 'holy-

forest'), a grove which was worshipped in all

respects as a god. The oak was particularly holy.
Constantino Porphyrogenetus (912-959) gives an
account of a Russian voyage on the Dnieper :

' Wlien they arrived . . . they made sacrifices . . . because
they found there a very large oak, and they offered up living
birds' (de Administ. Imper. ix.).

The oak-tree was associated with the sacred spring
and perpetual fire.

Herbord tells us that near Stettin there was 'a large and
leafy oak, with a most excellent fountain beneath it, which the

simple people thought the habitation of some god
'

( Vita Otton.

[MGH xii. 794]).

4. Thunder, etc.—In texts of the 14th, 15th,
and 16th centuries a god Svaroziczu is mentioned.
'

They invoke fire, calling it Svaroziczu
'

(Leger,
however, believes that this deity is a god, not of fire,

but of war [p. 235 f.]). According to A. Guagnini,
the monastery of Perunu was built on the site of
an idol of Perunu, which had been worshipped by
the people of Novgorod.

'

It represented a man holding ... a stone, in form like a
thunderbolt In honour of the idol burned bj' day and night
a fire of oak-wood' (Sarm. Europ. Descrip., Spirae, 1581, p. 83).

It is hard to know how Guagnini could have
obtained this information. ' An oak of Perun '

is

mentioned in a Galician charter, A.D. 1302. The
god Perun is mentioned by Nestor in his account
of the treaties made between Greeks and Russians

(Chron. 21, 31, etc.). He is, in all probability,
referred to by Procopius :

'

They considered one god, the creator of the lightning, to be
the only lord of all things

'

(iii. 14).

The word ' Perun '

is identical with the Czech word
for ' thunderbolt

'

; it does not occur in Serbian or

Bulgarian texts. Perun survives in folklore. In
a Galician tale Pieron appears to a nobleman to

the accompaniment of thunder and lightning (cf.

Leger, p. 67 ff.)- He is mentioned in the Slovak
ballads collected by J. KoUar :

' The god Perom behind the clouds . . .

. . . suddenly launched the thunderbolt'

(quoted by Leger, p. 60).

When the treaty with the Greeks was concluded

(A.D. 945), Igor went up to the hill where there
was an idol of Perun, but the Christians took their

oatli in the chapel of St. Elias. Among all Slavic

people Elias appears as the saint of thunder and
lightning, the master of wind and rain.

5. Agriculture, etc. — In the government of

Kursku and of Voroneczu it is customary at the
end of the harvest to leave a handful of twisted
corn in the fields. This is known as '

twisting the
beard of Elias,' sometimes as 'twisting the beard
of Perun or Volos.' Volos, god of flocks, is men-
tioned, together with Perun, by Nestor in his

account of the treaty of A.D. 971. In Russian
folklore his place has been taken by St. Blaise,

patron saint of herds. It has been maintained,
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indeed, that the so-called god is derived from the

Christian saint (of. Leger, pp. 111-117 ; and G.

Krek, in Arch.fiir slav. Phil. i. [1876] 134 flf.).
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Enid Welsford.
NATURE (Teutonic).—From Csesar we have

the following statement :

' The Germans . . . acknowledge no gods but those which
are objects of sight and by whose power they are apparently
benefited, the sun, moon, fire. Of others they know nothing,
even by report

'

{de Bell. Gall. vi. 21).

This is so dithcult to reconcile with the testimony
of Tacitus and others that it has been thought
(perhaps too hastily) that Csesar entirely mis-

understood the nature of Teutonic religion.
Natural phenomena undoubtedly played some

part in Teutonic cult.

'The inhabitants of Thule \i.e. Scandinavia] worship many
gods and "daemons," in heaven and air, earth and sea, and
other "daemons" who are said to be in the waters of wells

and rivers
'

(Procopius, de Bell. Goth. ii. 15).

From Canute's Anglo-Saxon Laws we learn that
•

heathenship is to honour heathen gods, and sun
or moon, fire or floods, wells or stones or trees of

any kind '

(cf. B. Thorpe, Ancient Laws and
Institutes of England, London, 1840, p. 162).

1. Heavenly bodies.—In Germany prohibitions
of observance connected with the sun or moon are

found in early Christian sermons or penitentiaries.
The Decrees of Burchard of Worms (t 1024) men-
tion pagan traditions,

' id est ut elementa coleres,
id est lunam aut solem aut stellarum cursum '

(PL cxl. 835). In the Merseburg charm Sunna is

mentioned along with Wodan and Frfla. Bede
(de Temporum Ratione, 15) mentions two Anglo-
Saxon goddesses, Hreda and Eostur, after whom
the months of March and April were named. We
know nothing further of these deities. The word
Eostur is connected with Lat. Aurora, Gr. 'Hcis,

Skr. Usas, Lith. Auszra, all of which denote

personification of the dawn. Lith. Auszrine,
morning-star, is derived from Auszra. Sun and
moon, day and night, are personified in the
O. Norse poems of the older Edda. Snorri counts
Sol as one of the Asynjur (i.e. goddesses). See art.

Sun (Teutonic).
2. Fire. — Our only evidence for actual fire-

worship (besides the disputed passage from Caesar)
comes from the passage from Canute's Anglo-
Saxon Laws which has already been given. Fire

undoubtedly was of some importance in religious
ritual. In Scandinavia there are some instances
of a claim to property being established by carry-
ing fire round it (cf. Landndmabdk, v. 3 ; Erhyggja
Saga, 1-7) or shooting the fire-arrow towards it

(Landn. iii. 8). In the temple of the Icelander

Thorgrim there 'was always to be fire, which
should never go out ; they called that consecrated
fire

'

(Islendinga Sogur, i. ). In Gylfaginning and
the Edda poems a being called Surtr is .spoken of

as the watchman of Muspellheim, the world of

fire. He has a flaming sword and will burn up
everything at the end of the world. It has been

suggested that Surtr is a volcano-god of Icelandic

origin (cf. B. S. Phillpotts, in Arkiv for nord.
Filol. xvii. [1905] 14 tf.).

3. Thunder.—Our knowledge of the cult and
attributes of the Teutonic thunder-god is derived
almost exclusively from Scandinavian sources. In

England traces of his cult are probably preserved
in place-names such as Thundersley, Thunders-
field.

' Latona Jovis mater '

is translated ' Thunres
mo3r' in Anglo-Saxon (Grimm, Tent. Mythology,
p. 189). In Gerniiiny there are a number of place-
names compounded with ' Uonner '

(ih. p. 170).
Thuner appears Avith Wodan and Saxnot in the
O. Saxon renunciation formula. Latin ' Jovis

dies' is translated by O.E. Thunoresdaeg,
O.H. Germ. Donarestag, O.N. Th6rsdagr. The
name of the Scandinavian god Thor is identical

with the word for thxmder employed by all

Teutonic peoples, but in Iceland the word went
out of use, and, consequently, in O. Norse and
Icelandic literature Thor's connexion with the
elements is almost forgotten

—except perhaps in

Snorri's account of the duel with Hrungnir :

' Afterwards he saw flashes of lightning and heard great
thunder-claps ; and then he saw Thor in his divine wrath '

(Skaldskaparmdl, p. 104).

In Denmark and Sweden, on the other hand, Thor
was always remembered as a nature-god.
'Thor who is thunder and lightning presides in the air; he

rules over winds and rain, fair weather, and fruitful seasons'

(Adam of Bremen, Geata Hammahurg. iv. 26).

He survives in Swedish folklore as the opponent
of trolls and giants, waging war on them by
means of thunder and lightning (cf. Craigie,
Scand. Folk-lore, p. 17). In Gothland thunder is

known as Thorsaka ('the driving of Thor '). Thor
is represented as the son of OSin. His mother is

called sometimes Jort^ (Earth) and sometimes

Fjorgynn, which is probably a derivative from Idj

*perkuus, 'an oak.' It is probable that the

thunder-god of the Teutons, like that of other

European peoples, was originally associated with
the oak. St. Boniface cut down a large tree at

Gelsmar in Hesse which the pagans called
' robur

Jovis.'

4. Trees, groves, etc. — We have numerous
references to Teutonic '

groves grim with ancient

rites, and oaks resembling a barbaric divinity
'

(Claudian, de Laudib. Stilich. i. 229-231). In
most cases the grove was simply a sanctuary
revered as the haunt of a deity, out sometimes it

was in itself the object of devotion. The Icelander
Thorir 'worshipped the grove.' Often the sacred

spring is associated with the sacred tree.
Near the Swedish temple at Upsala there was ' a huge tree

with wide-spreading branches, always green winter and summer
. . . there was also a fountain, where the pa<;ans were wont to
make sacrifices and to throw in a living man '

(Adam of

Bremen, iv. 26, schol. 134).

This type of tree-sanctuary seems to have given
rise to the conception of the universal, three-rooted

tree, the Yggdrasil's ash, of Northern mythology.
Under the root which belongs to the .^sir (i.e. the

gods) is UrSarbrunnr. Every day the Norns
sprinkle Yggdrasil's ash with water from this

spring, so that the tree never withers or decays,
but ' stands ever-green over the spring of fate

'

( Voluspd, 19). The link between the tree-sanctuary
and the idea of the world-tree is perhaps to be
found in the Vordtrod, the '

guardian-tree
' which

stands beside the homestead in many parts of

Sweden, and was possibly regarded, at one time,
as the abode of the guardian-spirit of the family.
A marvellous tree called Lseraffr stands beside
Valholl and may represent the guardian-tree of

the divine community (cf. Gylf. p. 49 ; al.so

Chadwick, in JAI xxx. 30).

5. Water.—Water-worship was very common
among the Teutons. Procopius (ii. 25) states tiiat

the Franks who invaded Italy A.D. 539 threw the
Gothic women and children into the Po as a sacri-

fice. The Anglo-Saxon penitentiary of Egbert
imposes penance on those ' who bring alms to a

fountain' (ii. 22, ap. Thorpe, p. 371). The canons
of Edgar (16, ap. Thorpe, p. 396) also forbid well-

worship. In Landndmabdk, v. 5, we are told that
Thorstein Redneb 'worshipped the waterfall.'

Water was considered the abode of monstrous

beings. Mimir inhabited the spring beneath one
of the roots of Yggdrasil's ash. In Germany his

memory survives in place-names (cf. >logk,
Gcrmanische Mythologie, p. 305). In songs of

Smaaland we hear of Miniessjo, and Mimes.a,
which flows from it, where a water-spirit has his
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habitation. In Vbluspd the waves are called 'sons
of Miniir.' The waves are also called 'daughters
of --Ejrir

'

(Mogk, p. 303). The latter appears to

be a good-natured being associated with the sea.

His name may be connected witli Goth, ahwa,
' water.' His wife Ran,

' the unmannerlj',' repre-
sents the sterner aspects of the ocean.

' Then the JEs\t became aware that Ran possessed a net in
which .she caught all those men who came into the pea'

{Skdldsk. p. 109). 'Then ciiue a wave . . . and flung four men
overboard . . .

" Now is it likely," said Frigjof, "that some of
our men will visit Ran ... I think it right that every man
should carry some gold with him ... we will cut the red

ring . . .

Before .^gir slays us
Gold shall be seen on the guests
In the middle of the hall of Ran
If we need night-quarters there " '

(FrifSjofSaga, vi.).

6. Mountains.—In the 6th cent. Agathias {ffist.
i. 7) mentions 'hills 'among various other objects
of Alemannic worship. Thorolf Moetrarskegg, one
of the first Icelandic settlers, had so great a rever-
ence for the hill which he called Helgafell that
* he enjoined that no man should look upon it

unwashed . . . and nothing was to be destroyed
there

'

(Landn. ii. 12).

7. Earth.—For the Teutonic worship of the

earth-deity our chief information comes from
Tacitus (Germ. 40). From him we learn that
certain maritime tribes had a common worship of

Nerthus, 'id est, terra mater.' In Scandinavian
mythology the name of the god NjorSr is identical
with that of Nerthus, but there has been a change
of sex and function. Njorfflr rules over winds and
calms the sea and fire (Gylf. p. 31 f.). The cult of
Nerthus seems to have been inherited by Frey, the
son of NjorSr, who was closely connected with
Upsala, the famous Swedish sanctuary. We also
hear of a goddess Freyja, who seems to be a female
counterpart of Frey, who is represented as her
brother, and of a corresponding Danish deity,
Gefion, who created tlie island of Sjaelland by her
four-ox plough. In an Anglo-Saxon charm for
fniitfulness invocation is made to '

Erce, erce, erce
eor5an moSr.' For the phrase 'eorSan mo6r' we
have an exact parallel in Lettish '

SemmesmS,te,'
mother of earth (cf. Chadwick, Orig. of Eng.
Nation, ch. x.). The Anglo-Saxon legend of Scyld
Scefing is probably to be derived from agricultural
ceremonies {ib. p. 274 ft". ). The well-known Scandi-
navian story of the death of Balder probably
originated from certain rites of the type made so
familiar to us by J. G. Frazer in The Golden
Bough.
The preamble to the Icelandic code of laws

(A.D. 927) provided that seafarers were to take
down the figure-heads from their ships before

arriving in sight of Iceland, and not sail up to the
land ' with gaping heads and yawning snouts lest
the land-vcBttir should take fright thereat.' The
belief in land-vce.ttir, the spirits of the soil, seems
to have been a development peculiar to Icelandic

religion, and to have been a very real factor in the
life of the people. The Icelander Egil Skalla-

grimsson believed that Norway also had its land-
vcettir, and by means of threats he tried to turn
them against liis enemy King Eric Blood-axe.

' He turned the horse's head so that it pointed towards the
land. "I turn this curse on the land-valtir who dwell in this
country, so that they shall all go astray, and no one of them
shall find his home " '

{Eyilskallagrimm Saga, 60).

8. Animals.—According to Gregory of Tours
(Hist. Franc, ii. 10), the Franks worshipped birds
and beasts. In the Life of St. Barbatus (t 683)
there are references to the snake-worship of the
Lombards. There are several allu.sions to animal-
worship in the .sagas.

'Freyfaxi [a horse] . . . was owned by a man named Brandr,
who is said to have worshipped it' (Grimm, p. 656). 'Ogvald
was a king and a mighty warrior, who made gieat sacrifices to
a certain cow, and had her with him wherever he went' (Saga
0/ Olaf Tryggvason, 71).

9. Winds and other natural phenomena.—
' Whence comes wind ?

' asks Gangleri (Gylf. p. 26). Hdr
replies,

' He is called Oorpse-swallower
Who sits at the end of Heaven
A "

jotun
"
in eagle's form,

From his wings
Wind is said to come
Over all mankind.'

The storm-winds howling through the forest
were often thought to be the souls of the dead
riding out on the Wild Hunt. In parts of
Scandinavia and Germany this host is attributed
to the god Wodan-OSin (cf. Mogk, p. 337 ft".). It
is chiefly due to this fact that Odin is so often
described as a wind-god. We hear, however, of
other leaders of the 'raging army,' Holda, Perchta,
Dietrich von Bern, etc. OSin's connexion with
tiie Wild Hunt is probably quite secondary, and
due to the fact that he was already worshipped as

god of the dead.
Other mythological beings such as the god

Heimdallr and his opponent Loki are sometimes
(but with insufficient evidence) regarded as per-
sonifications of natural phenomena. In Scandi-
navian literature the earthquake is explained as
the quivering of Loki when the poison drops fall

on him (cf. Gylf. p. 80). The Jotnar (
= A.S.

eotenas) may be, in origin at least, nature-
' daemons.' This is suggested by the occurrence
in Scandinavian mythology of the great wolf
Fenris, and MiSgarSsormr, the world-snake, and
the hrim-pursar, the frost-giants who had such

good reason to fear Thor's hammer. The name of
the Jotun Thrymr (who was killed by Thor for

stealing his hammer) is connected with -priinia, the
O. Norse word for 'thunder-clap.' In this case we
seem to have rival personifications of the same
element.
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Enid Welsford.
NATURISM.—See Animism.

NAVAHO. — I. Introduction. — The Navaho
belong linguistically to the Athapascan stock, one
of the largest and most widely distributed of the

linguistic families of N. America. The great
interior of the northern portion of the continent is

occupied by this stock, where they are to be found
in the valleys of the Mackenzie and Yukon Rivers
and in the interior of British Columbia. This
northern division has been discussed under the
name D^ne (q.v.). A second di^'ision occupies the
coast and western portions of southern Oregon and
northern California. These in part have been
treated under the name Hupa (q.v.), one of the
best known Athapascan tribes of this region.

In the south, besides the Navaho, there are
several tribes, generally called Apache (q.v.),
which are closely connected with the Navaho in

language and, in large measure, in religion also.

These Apache tribes are : the Mescalero, who live
in the more elevated region between the Kio Grande
and Rio Pecos in eastern New Mexico ; the
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Jicarilla, consisting of two bands formerly living
on either side of the Rio Grande in northern New
Mexica; and, in western New Mexico and eastern
Arizona south of the high plateau, several Apaclie
tribes, similar in culture, which will be referred to
in this article as the Western Apache. The
Navalio themselves live in a vast high plateau
between the Little Colorado and San Juan Rivers
in northern Arizona and north - western New
Mexico. There are 30,000 or more of these pastoral
semi-agricultural people in this district, who iiave

for the most part been little influenced by the

religion of the Europeans.
Between these Athapascan-speaking peoples of

the south, the Navaho and Apache, and their

linguistic relatives of the north, represented by
the D6n6 and the Hupa, there seems to be no more
connexion in religious observance and mythology
than exists between other linguistically unrelated
N. American tribes. In a general way the Navaho
religion is similar to that practised by their neigh-
bours occupying the Pueblo villages of the Rio
Grande valley and the Hopi mesas. It is true,

however, that the Navaho and Apache have a well-

developed cycle of myths and a belief in a number
of gods with personal names not shared, as far as
is known, by any other people.

2. Mythology.—The creation-myth recognizes a series of

worlds imposed one above the other. A pre-existing race was
driven from the lower world by floods. According to the
Navaho version, thej' escaped to this world by means of hollow
reeds which grew miraculously until they reached the sky of
the lower world, the surface of this one. With these animal-
like men came the gods who have human form. As a result of

sexual misbehaviour there were born a number of man-eating
monsters, who preyed upon the people until only one woman
was left, Estsanatlehi. Lying exposed, she conceived by tlie

rays of the rising sun, and gave birth to a daughter. This

daughter, after failing to secure conception in this manner,
succeeded when she lay under a waterfall. Her child, sired by
the water, was a boy, the culture hero Naiyenesgani. In some
versions Naiyenesgani is the son, not the grandson, of the sun
and Estsanatlehi, and has a '

brother,' according to the native

terms, his mother's sister's son, born of water. The boys (or
the boy, according to the version), coming to manhood in a few
days' time, go on a long and dilRcult journey to the home of the
sun in the east. They are given directions for this journey by
Spider Woman, whom they encounter on the way. Arrived at
the house of the sun, they are subjected to certain tests and are
then given a sweat-bath, during which they are moulded into
finished human shape so that in form they are indistinguishable
from the sun himself. Being supplied by the sun with weapons
with which to slay the monsters, they return to earth on a
streak of lightning and set about their mission. One by one
the monsters are overcome, a trophy being taken in each case.

Incidentally there occurs a discussion of the old problem of the

presence of good and evil in the world, since certain semi-evils—old age, poverty, and cold—were allowed a continued exist-
ence on certain conditions. After the task of ridding the world
of evil had been completed, the culture-hero went to live at the
mouth of the San Juan river and Estsanatlehi to the western
ocean, where she receives the sun as he sets.

Men themselves were created in various ways. According to
the Navaho, the gods placed ears of corn of various colours
between blankets, which, animated by the wind, became boys
and girls. These, considered relatives, married other semi-
divine couples. People were also produced by Estsanatlehi by
rubbing cuticle from her side. The origins of agriculture, of
the clan organizations, and of the various ceremonies are

explained by separate myths, which frequently relate the ex-

periences of certain individual men.
Agriculture was introduced by a young man so devoted to,

and uniformly unfortunate in, gambling that his relatives were
on the point of killing him. With the help of the gods he
floated down a large river in a hollow log, escaping many
dangers by the way. His pet turkey had followed, and, hear-
ing a desire for something to plant, spread its wings and shook
out seed-corn of the various colours. This corn, together with
tobacco and melons, was planted on a flat by the river, where it

matured with miraculous rapidity. The young man found and
married the daughter of Deer Raiser, who gave his daughter as
her marriage-portion the game animals which until this time had
been kept in enclosures. Most of the ceremonies are believed
to have been obtained from the anthropomorphic gods, who
live in the cliff-ruins and the mountains. Some man in dire
need is taken to the homes of the gods and taught the songs,
prayers, and dances of the ceremony. Being relieved himself,
he is bidden to return to his fellow-men and teach them what
he has learned.

3. Religious ceremonies.—The Apache, and in
all probability the Navaho, hold aclolescent cere-

monies for maturing girls. The girl during the
time is called Estsanatlehi. While she dances,
songs are sung for her during four nights. The
ceremony is concluded on the morning of the fourth

night with a race by the girl and the painting of

the girl and the spectators with white earth. The
songs sung are those of Naiyenesgani, which he
obtained of the sun when he was given the sweat-
bath. During the nightly ceremonies for the girl
Tuasked men representing the anthropomorphic
gods come in procession and dance. A special
series of songs connected with their cult is sung for
them.
There are healing ceremonies of various sorts

which, among the Navaho, take place in a specially
built house. Masked men representing the various

gods participate in the ceremony. The songs of

the two kinds mentioned above are sung and many
prayers are recited. The final night, usually
the tenth of the ceremony, is given over to a

public spectacle during which much amusement is

furnished by clowns.
One of the striking features of Navaho cere-

monies is the use of dry paintings. Under the
direction of the priest in charge, large and elabor-
ate pictures are made on the floor of the lodges by
sprinkling down dry pigments. These pictures
usually represent scenes taken from the myths,
which also furnish the themes of the songs. The
use of pollen is also noteworthy. It is sprinkled
as the accompaniment of prayer, and is used to
mark out trails and indicate boundaries.
The religion of the Navaho and Apache, like

that of the Hopi, is largely conditioned by aesthetic

motives. The arrangement of the parts of the

songs and of their sequence in groups is according
to a numerical rhythm. The songs and prayers
are filled with imagery and refer constantly to the
four world-quarters with which are as.sociated

colours, certain semi-precious stones, and definitely
named gods.
The major ceremonies of the Navaho and Apache

are held under the direction of individual priests
Avho by long study have acquired the ritual, which
may include a hundred or more songs, many
prayers, numerous and elaborate dry paintings,
and various detailed items of knowledge. This
information is most frequently, but not necessarily,
obtained from an older relative. Many individuals
have charms or fetishes which ward ott' evil or give
good luck in hunting and the raising of their flocks
and herds. The ceremonies connected with agri-
culture are but little known.

4. Objects of worship.—The religion of the
south-west is of great interest, rivalling in its com-

plexity that of the Plains and north-west coast of
N. America. From the myths, songs, prayers,
and other sources of information it appears that
natural objects are of supreme importance in
Navaho and Apache religion. The sun, the moon,
dawn, sunbeams, rainbows, lightning, the four

world-qiiarters, wind, and the all-pervading dark-
ness are all mentioned and invoked as powerful
agents concerned in human aft'airs. Besides these
are the gods of human form, the<7rt«of the Apache,
the yei of the Navaho, immortals who live in
hollow mountains or in the clift-ruins. They join
with men in their ceremonies, partictilarly those of

healing, which they iiave themselves provided as a
cure for human ills. These anthropomorphic gods
are by some believed to be the ghosts of ancestors,

although the Indians themselves look upon them
as a se])arate race who preceded men upon the
earth. Various animals are also objects of worship.
The bear is generally associated with healing and
the panther Avith liunting. Of the tabus that
which prevents the eating of fish is the most

important.
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P. E. GODDARD.
NAYARS.—I. Introduction.—The habitat of

the Nayars ('Naraj' of Pliny) is the extreme
south-western littoral of the Indian peninsula
between Cape Comorin and Point Dely, 16 miles
north of Cannanore, a strip of beautiful thickly-
wooded country from 20 to 60 miles in width, flat

only near the sea—where is a chain of lagoons—
and in the rice-fields. This portion of the Madras
Presidency is known as Malabar, divided politically
between the Malabar District of British India and
the native States Cochin and Travancore—in all

about 11,000 square miles.^ The incidence of popu-
lation is, in parts, higher than it is in Belgium.
In its peoples, histoiy, customs, land-tenures, and

ordinary ways of life Malabar is unlike the rest of

India. The architectural style of the mosques
and temples is curiously like that of Nepal ; the
forms or jewellery resemble those of Sind. The
very origin of Malabar is the subject of myth.
Parasurama, wishing to create a new land for the
re-establishment of dharma, is said to have raised
it from the sea from where he stood, at Cape
Comorin, to as far as he could fling his axe. The
land which emerged from the sea was the ancient

Kerala, its old and well-loved name. Protected

by its physical barriers, the high western Ghats,
Malabar has survived apart from the turmoil which
has changed the face of India, the home of rigid
conservatism in customs, beliefs, and practices. It

is a miniature world. Highest of the Hindus are
the Nambtitiri Brahmans, purest of the Vedic
stock and faith, sacerdotal, aristocratic, rich ;

lowest are jungle folk having a nasal index of

nearly 100°, guided by the crudest animistic ideas. ^

Below the Nambutiris are the Nayars, and in a

descending scale is a variety of peoples in diflFerent

conditions of culture.

The orthodox view of the Nambtitiri Brahman
is thus stated in an official document of Travancore :

' His person is holy ; his directions are commands ; Iiis move-
ments are a procession ; his meal is nectar ; he is the holiest of
human beings ; he is the representative of God on earth.'

2. Inheritance, marriage laws, etc.—Descent

among the Nambutiris is patrilineal. Eldest sons
alone marry ; their sons inherit the family property.
Younger sons are authorized to mate morganati-
cally with Nayar women. In the cases of the

royal houses of Travancore and Cochin and families
of lesser chiefs and people of importance, the
fathers are always Nambutiris. The Nayars are
divided into clans which are mostly but not entirely
exogamous. Bv a rule, infringement of which is

never condoned, a Nayar woman is allowed to
associate intimately with a man of her own clan
or of a superior clan, or with a Nambutiri, but
never with one of an inferior clan or caste. The
former practice is known as anuloman,

'

following
the hair.

'

Its converse, pratiloman,
'

going against
the hair

'

(or
'

grain '), brings complete social degra-
dation. The restrictions placed upon Nayar men
are well expressed in the Lusiad :

' The haughty nobles and the vulgar race
Never must join the conjugal embrace'

(tr. W. J. Mickle3, London, 1798, bk. vii. p. 156).

Mother-right obtains. A man's sister's sons, not
his own sons, are the heirs. As a rule, the woman
remains in her own tarawdd (' household '), where
she is visited by her husband. She may visit him,

1 Hills and forests where no Xaj-ars live excluded.
2 On the fringe of Hinduism, but not, strictly speaking,

Hindus by caste.

or he may visit her for a period, but she never
joins her husband's tarawdd ; she brings up her
children, who are members of her tarawdd, in her
household. The eldest male—the karanavan, as he
is called—conducts the entire management of the
tarawdd property. Nayar girls without exception
observe certain formalities before entering upon
the marriage state. Chief of these is the tdli-kettu-

kalayanam (

'

marriage - token - tying - ceremony '),

obligatory before attainment of puberty. A boy
whose horoscope is in agi-eement with the girl's is

usually the bridegroom for the occasion—which,
however, confers upon him no prescriptive right to
her person.

' A cloth is severed into two parts and each part is given to
the mana valen (bridegroom) and the girl separately,' symbolic
of (iivorce(Reportof the Malabar Marriage Commission, Madras,
1891, p. 15).

Subsequently, under formal family consent she
forms an alliance which constitutes marriage.
While the Nambutiris' marital arrangements are

governed exclusively by considerations of property,
those of the Nayars are not. Position, pride of

family, and the like naturally exert influence, but
the I^^ayar marriage involves no transference of

family property. It is never mercenary.
The Nayars were the military element. Thus

in the Lu.siad we read :

'

By the proud Nayres the noble rank is claimed ;

The toils of culture and of art they scorn,
The warrior's plumes their haughty brows adorn ;

The shining faulchion brandished in the right.
Their left arm wields the target in the fight,
Of danger scornful, ever armed they stand
Around the King, a stern barbarian band '

(bk. vii. p. 156).

Now, while the Nayar no longer knocks the hilt

of his sword against his shield as he walks along
his shaded lanes to warn low-caste people to wait
at a distance until he passes by, lest their proximity
should pollute him, he is almost as careful to pre-
vent pollution from whatever source, for personal
purity, cleanliness, is an essential of his religion.
Pollution is conveyed by a person of inferior caste

approaching a Nayar within a prescribed number
or paces as well as by the slightest contact, and
the Nayar is especially careful to permit no viola-

tion of this social rule when, having bathed and
donned clean clothes, he returns home after his

devotions in the temple. Bathing before eating is

imperative.
3. Religion.

—The Nayars are Hindus ; their

religion is therefore Hinduism. But, as a "Travan-
core Hindu observes,

' Hinduism is a very comprehensive term, and has man.\- shades
and degrees of varying hues in it, ranging from Brahmanism,
the highest and purest and most philosophical form of Theism,
and the fetish worship of the aboriginal castes. ... It has in

its course of evolution from nature-worship to its present form

passed through various phases, has come in contact with all

the other religions of the world and has imbibed something
from all. It is, in fact, "all tolerant, all compliant, all compre-
hensive, all absorbing." Hence it has been found difficult to

exactly define what Hinduism means' (V. Nagam Aiya, Travan-
core State Manual, ii. 39, 42).

Undoubtedly the belief in the transmigration of

souls as caused by the law of karma is its most

distinguishing feature.
' " As we sow, so shall we reap." So long as this doctrine is

the basis of a Hindu's belief, it is a safe guide inciting him to do

good and deterring him from evil. Every moment of his daily
existence the pious Hindu is reminded of the law of Karma,
that "

every deed in his life . . . leads to its legitimate results

in one's future life, whether it be in another world or in anotlier

existence in this world." Self-righteousness lies at the root of

Hindu religious belief, and no man is counted righteous except
through his works, acts and thoughts

'

(ib. p. 103).

Self-realization, self-mastery, control of the mind
are the ideal.

' As all action, right or wrong, proceeds from desire, and as
desire springs from the mind, the mastery of one's mind and
habit to which uncontrolled mental activity makes a man a

slave, constitutes true worship ; and all rights and ceremonials
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are either preparations for or applications of that mastery'
(N. Subramanya Aiyar, Cenmcs of India, 1911, vol. xxiii. pt. i.

p. 199).

The use and purpose of sacred images are well

described by the same writer :

'

Although in the anxiety to exonerate themselves from the

charge of venerating what is in substance a piece of stone or

metal, apologists have not been wanting to explain away these

Vigrahas as mere symbolic representations to catch the popular
mind' or, at most, mechanical aids to concentration, the fact

remains that according to Hindu Scriptural texts and to the
belief of the great mass of worshippers, the image is a living
Divine presence. The basic theory of image-worship as far as
one is able to make out from enquiry and research, is that, in

the image, a particular power among the various Powers or
Gods provided in the scheme of cosmic order ... is embodied,
and placed . . . within reach of those who may not have the

power to dive into the occult but none the less real world '

(ib.

p. 201).

Throughout S. India to the east of the Western
Ghats, Hinduism in its varied aspects is conspicu-
ously sectarian, followers of even the same sect

often exhibiting active and bitter hatred of each
other in their quarrels concerning unimportant
details of ceremonial. Worship by a votary of

Siva in a Visnu temple would be unthinkable.
But in ' the Land of charity,' a name by which
Malabar is known, it is quite otherwise. Secta-
rianism is unknown. Visnu and Siva are little

more than mere names. Whether Bhagavati is

male or female no one knows or cares. An avatar
of Visnu may be found in the list of evil spirits

acting under control by a magician. This local

non-sectarian character of Hinduism is, probably,
largely due to the influence of the great philosophi-
cal religious teacher, Sankaracharya, expounder
of the Vedanta, who is held in special veneration

by the Nambutiris and by the Nayars. Himself a
Nambutiri Brahman, he was born, as most scholars

now agree, in N. Travancore in a.d. 788.
' He preached the universal doctrine that all created things,

animal, vegetable and mineral, are manifestations of a supreme,
eternal, unchanging and impersonal Spirit, Brahman, through
Maj'a and openly proclaimed the absence of difference between
Vishnu and Siva, laying down sectarian neutralitj' as an in-

violable law for Kerala' (N. S. Aiyar, Census of India, 1901,
xxvi. [Trivandrum, 1903], pt. i. p. 101).

Another name for Malabar was '

Karmabhumi,'
the significance of which is given as follows :

' The spiritual salvation of the inhabitants of this land de-

pends on good actions, as contrasted with the East Coast . . .

where a man obtains salvation by mere birth irrespective of

his actions, as the land itself is consecrated ground
'

(V. N. Aiya,
i. 1).

But, while the lofty ideas of the Vedanta philo-

sophy inspire, more or less, the Nambutiri in almost

every moment of his life, tliey do not in the same
degree of completeness represent the religious ideas
of the Nayar, who is far more deeply imbued by
the lower, the magico-religious, cult. In the case
of the Nayar the serpent is an object of regular
worship.

' A serpent Kavu (shrine) or an abode of snakes is an indis-

pensable adjunct to every Nayar house '

{ib. ii. 59).

A Nayar house, even of the very poorest class, is

alwa.ys detached, in its own well-shaded garden.
Around the shrine the trees and shrubs are un-
touched by the axe. Images are placed, and, in

addition to periodical ceremonies, offerings are
made '

tliere in propitiation of the serpent gods
'

(ib. ii. 61).

The myths and legends relating to serpents are
innumerable. In addition to the serpent, Adisesha,
who supports the earth and is the bed of Maha
Visnu, ^hecow, giver of all things, the bull, a vehi-
cle of Siva, and the Brfihmany kite, a vehicle of

Visnu, are held sacred. Sacred trees are : asvatta

(Ficus rdigiosa), circumambulated by women desir-

ing children, and by men to avert the evil influence
of Saturn under which every man sutlers during
some period of his life ; its twigs are indispensable
in all sacrificial otierings to the gods ; bilva (Aiglc
7«.arwe/o.>f), sacred to Siva ; tulasi (Ocymum sanc-

tum), to Visnu. ' The worship of animals and plants
VOL. IX.— 17

is not outside the cult of the most Sftstraic Hindu '

(N. S. Ayar, p. 99). There is 'no clear line . . .

between the Animists and the Hindus' (V. N.

Aiya, ii. 39), and it is to the many minor deities,

serpent and other, and the more notorious spirits
of mischief and evil tliat the Nayar otl'ers most of

his devotion. This may be called the land of

magic ; for magic in all its bearings—witchcraft,

divination, oracular demonstrations, and so on—is

an actuality of life. Every Nayar wears on his

person from childhood at least one amulet and
more often several amulets, each one consisting
of a magic formula or a figure enclosed in a golden
case. Expression of religious feeling is seen in

ceremonies, notably those concerned with birth

and death, and during religious festivals. After
the .seventh month of pregnancy the Nayar woman
bathes and worships in the temple every morn-

ing, and before her morning meal she eats a
small quantity of butter over which holy mantras
('charms') have been muttered by priests. Per-

sonal ceremonies, ante-natal, during childhood—
such as naming a child, boring its ears, and so on
—and throughout life, are numerous. When death
is at hand, before the breath leaves the body each
member of the household, one by one, pours into

the mouth of the dying man a few drops of water
from a little cup formed of leaves of the tulasi,

holding in the hand a piece of gold over which
the water runs. A light is kept burning day and

night, and near it a large measure of unhusked
rice and a small quantity of husked rice, while
one member of the tarawdd holds the head of the
dead in his lap, the body lying on plantain leaves,
as relatives enter to bid farewell. As conducive to

the happiness of the dead, cremation takes place
without delay. The body is washed, anointed, and
covered with new cloths, and, as it is being carried

to the pyre—always to the south—the senior male

present tears from one of the cloths upon the

body a piece, which he fastens round his waist ;

and he holds in his hand, or sticks in his waist, a

piece of iron. He is the chief mourner. The

corpse is laid head to the south, and on the fuel,

which, all or in part, must be wood of the mango
tree, is placed a little camphor, sandal-wood, and

ghi {clarified butter). No elder member of the tara-

wdd of either sex may be present. The deceased's

younger bi-other or nephew lights the pyre at the

head. The son may, at the same time, apply tire

at the feet of the corpse. While it is being con-

sumed, every member of the tarawdd bathes in the

small pond which is in the garden of every Nayar's
house. The chief mourner carries a pot of water,

pierced so that the water spills as he walks thrice

round the pyre ere the corpse is consumed, and
dashes the pot to the ground. A small image of the

deceased is then made of raw rice, and rice and gin-

gelly seeds are ottered to it. Balls of food are

offered daily during the following seven days, and
at the end of this period all members of the tara-

wdd bathe together, the chief mourner having in

his possession the strip of cloth and the piece of

iron. During these seven days the deceased is

represented by a piece of palm-leaf, knotted and

placed upright in the ground. The essence of the

food goes direct to the spirit of the deceased and

appeases him. The piece of cloth and the piece of

iron are tied to a pillar of the house nearest the

palm-leaf. The food is scattered to crows or

thrown into water. Death-polhition continues

until the fourteenth day, wlieii the calcined remains

are carried in a pot to a river and thrown into it.

Then follows more ceremonial bathing, and on the

fifteenth day the purificatory ceremony takes ])lace,

releasing the members of the tarairad from the ban

of the death-pollution. Subsequently there are

other ceremonies and the chief mourner remains un-
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shaven either for forty-one days or for a year.^ The

people who practise these rites are good Hindus,

and, according to the tenets of their religion, the

spirit, which is emancipated from the body at

death, at once inliabits another body, for suffering
or enjoyment measured by the deserts of the bodily
existence wijich has just ceased. This is the higher
religion. Nevertheless they admit that the spirit
is connected with the shadow, not with the breath,
and feel in their hearts that it still lingers in the
house and absorbs the essence of the food ofiered

to it, and that it must be propitiated or it will

cause harm to the living. This is the lower

religion. The religion of the Nayar is a mixture
of both.

Sacrificial otierings consist usually of cereals, milk

products, or flowers, but there are occasions when
cocks are decapitated, and, rarer still, when black

goats are smothered. Nayar pilgi'ims, while on
the way to one of the more important shrines

during the annual festival, indulge in every kind
of disorderly and even obscene conduct, which not

only is permissible, but is, for this occasion only,
the right conduct ; while on the return journey
they are in possession of that calmness which
follows communication with unutterable mysteries.

Fulfilment of vows involving pilgrimage to places
perhaps far beyond Malabar is common, vows
may be made for receipt of any favour from the
hand of God, and, when the desire is obtained, the
devotee awaits, perhaps for years, the divine in-

junction to proceed. He then undertakes his

pilgrimage in the garb as well as in the spirit of

humility. Votive oflerings are usually such as

may be seen at any Roman Catholic shrine.
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NAZAR/EANS.—See Mand^ans.

NAZIRITES.—There are certain assured facts
in regard to the Nazirites, but there is much that
has been thought to relate to them which is un-
certain as applied to them exclusively, and in

regard to which a careful balance of judgment
must be exercised. They appear on the stage of
Jewish history at widely different periods, from
the period of the Judges down to early Christian
times—roughly a thousand years. They show
themselves for a time quite clearly, and then for a
long period we hear nothing of them ; afterwards

they re-ajipear as if their life and organization had
been continuous, active, and universally acknow-
ledged. There are some well-known sources of

information, such as in Judges, Numbers 6, the

Mishnah, and sporadically elsewhere, and a few
famous treatises, as Spencer, de Legibus Hebrm-
orum, but the data are few and the information

1 Nayars shave the whole body excepting the crown of the
head.

somewhat intricate owing to the meteoric appear-
ances of the Nazirites, and the partially similar

relationship in which their forms of religious devo-
tion stand to others.

1. Various types.
—We shall see, as we proceed,

that there existed two, if not three, types of

Nazirite, viz. the life-long Nazirite, the '

Nazirite
of days,' and the Samson Nazirite ; and it is a
matter of considerable dispute whether the types
were co-existent or convergent. The dates of

their appearances have also to be approximately
fixed, and the relationship between the earlier and
later Nazirites determined. It is generally ac-

knowledged that the Nazirites were much more
numerous than the scattered information concern-

ing them would lead us to suppose, and there is a

fairly general agreement as to the prevalence in

most periods of their history of the principal
restrictions imposed upon the Nazirites, viz.

abstinence from wine, etc., letting the hair grow
uncut, and the avoidance of pollution by contact
with the dead. Indeed, it is mainly through these
various regulations that we are enabled to piece
together the history of the institution.

2. Life and purpose.—Making use of the facts

which are admitted by scholars as practically
assured, we may sketch the life and purpose of the
Nazirites with some probability. It was a ' dedi-
cated

'

or ' consecrated
'

life. It was marked by
both negative and positive qualities. It was a
life essentially lived under a solemn vow. Ordin-

arily, to show their adhesion to the deity, men
made material offerings ; in the case of the

Nazirite, he offered himself. It recognized a
divine '

call
' from Jahweh in days when the primi-

tive simplicity of devotion to Jahweh was being
undermined and supplanted by various forms of

self-indulgence. It aimed at setting up an ideal
of consecrated life, not necessarily ascetic. It

thus had definite purposes with practical issues in

relation to God and man. Jewish writers have
taken different views as to what those purposes
were. Some, e.g., contend that the Nazirite vow
was intended to signify the working out of the
divine nature in man made in the image of God,
and, as the growth of the hair was supposed to
indicate the growth of the intellectual life, the
wise man would not allow this part of his nature
to be in any way diminished ; for the same reason
he would abstain from wine, lest the intellectual

faculty should be blurred ; and his care to avoid
contact with the dead would indicate his witness
to the eternity of God and his own nature.

Others see in it
' the principle of stoicism, and

imagine that it was intended to cultivate, and bear
witness for, the sovereignty of the will over the
lower tendencies of human nature' (Smith's DB,
London, 1893, ii. 474). It was for purposes of self-

mastery : the Nazirite wore his hair longas a crown,
'

quod ipse rex sit cupiditatibus imperans praeter
morem reliquorum hominum, qui cupiditatum sunt
servi' (J. G. Carpzov, Apparatus Historico-Criticus,
Leipzig, 1748, p. 152 ; so similarly Aben Ezra (Dru-
sius, on Nu 6').

Philo, who calls it ^ eixh fJ-eyoKi), regards it in
the light of complete self-oblation to Jahweh {de
Animal, sacrificio irfonew- [Mangey, ii. 249]).

'According to him the Nazarite did not sacrifice merely his

possessions but his person,' and
' as no spiritual state or act can

be signified by any single symbol, he was to identifj' himself
with each one of the three victims which he had to offer as
often as he broke his vow by accidental pollution, or when the

period of his vow came to an end. He was to realise in himself
the ideas of the whole burnt-offering, the sin-offering, and the

peace-offering' (Smith's DB, loc. cit.).

Although these views of Naziriteship were later

developments of a more philosophical age, they
enable us to see some of the purposes of its life

and service, which were doubtless of a manifold
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character. The Nazirites have been described as
' men of real moral worth, good gifts of God to His
sinful but beloved people

' (HDB iii. 500*). Though
not debarred from innocent social life, their conse-

cration would afford them special opportunities for

prayer and study. In a certain sense, the Nazi-
rite's life partook of the nature of the priestly as
well as of the prophetic office ; it was a protest
against the self-indulgent habits of the surround-

ing nations ; and something of the warrior and the

judge was also inherent in the service which the
Nazirite rendered for God and His people, as in

the case of Samson in his exploits against the
Philistines.

3. Principal features.—We can now pass to con-
sider the principal features of Naziritesliip, and
the periods during which the Nazirites make their

appearances, and draw what inferences we can
from them.
We go to the stories of Samson (c. 10th cent. ) in

Judges for the earliest accounts, and to Josephus
in the 1st cent. A.D. for the latest, covering a

period roughly of a thousand years, during which
it seems (as might be expected) that the institu-

tion underwent considerable changes. The law in

Nu 6 (P), which is obviously directed to the regula-
tion of a known usage, and the post-Exilic refer-

ences, such as that in 1 Maccabees, would naturally
fall between these periods.

Taking the law in Numbers as a basis round
which we can collect evidence of the institution,
we can classify our subject under the following
heads, and estimate its significance by the regula-
tions in regard to it.

(1) The vow.—In Nu 6 it is clear that Nazirite-

ship consisted partly in the assumption of a vow.

Vows, of course, were common in all periods of

Jewish history, and would take the form of a
solemn promise in order to secure the divine aid,
or of the expression of an act of piety, or of an act
of self-discipline by means of certain abstinences.

Contrasting these regulations with those of an
earlier period, we should bear in mind that in

cases like those of Samson or Samuel and the
Nazirites referred to in Am 2^^^- we have no evi-

dence to assure us that the vow was actually
taken, though Hannah herself makes a vow before
the birth of Samuel, and this would seem to involve
the offspring ; so, similarly, a prophet (like Jere-

miah) might be sanctified from the womb (cf. Jer 1'

with Jg 13").

(2) The duration of the Naziriteship.—When we
compare the data at our disposal, two clear facts

emerge, viz. (n) the existence of the Nazirite for

life, and, whether synchronously or otlierwise, (h)

that of the Nazirite for a limited period. It seems

probable, on the whole, as we balance the evidence,
that in the days before the Exile the Naziriteship
was of a permanent, life-long character. Samson
was a Nazirite for life (Jg 13^-''), and Samuel
(though the case is not precisely parallel) remained
unshorn all his days. In this connexion the

passage in Amos (2'"'^') is important and would
appear to support this view, for the Nazirites are

placed presumably on the same footing as the

prophets who assume their office as the result not
of a vow but of a divine call, and the character of
the office is, therefore, of permanent obligation.
When we pass to post-Exilic days, the inference

is that Naziriteship was of a temporary character.
The evidence for this must be sought in Macca-
bees, in Josephus, and in the Mishnah (Nazir).
We read in 1 Mac 3^" of certain Nazirites who had
'

accomplislied their days' {^wXripioaav ras rj/j-ipas),

which clearly indicates a terminable period. Jose-

phus (cf. Ant. IV. iv. 4, XIX. vi. 1) speaks of an
order of Agrippa requiring that many of the
Nazirites were to have their heads shorn—passages

which indicate the numerical extent of the institu-

tion as well as the temporary character of the vow,
and the fact that it was a customary practice of

benevolence to defray the expenses of the offerings
of persons who were under the obligation of the
vow of Naziriteship. And with this we should

compare the case alluded to] in Ac •Zl'^^-, when St.

Paul was at charges for the four men who had a
vow upon them ; the character of the latter vow
was analogous to that of the Nazirites, and may
have been ' allowed to Jews of the Dispersion as a
siibstitute for the strictly legal vow (HDB iii.

500''). From the treatise Nazir in the Mishnah,
it is probable that temporary Naziriteship was
common in later Jewish history.

In the later Jewish period and in Christian
times we cannot be certain of any life-long

Naziriteship. The case of St. John Baptist is not

strictly to the point, as it lacks the principal
characteristic mark of Naziriteship, viz. the growth
of the hair. Eusebius (HE II. xxiii. 4-6) mentions

Hegesippus's description of James the Lord's
brother. Both these cases resembled the Nazi-

rites, but represent merely a part of tlieir ascetic

life ; they were probably both permanent ascetics ;

the early Nazirites were not, however, ascetics, as
can be inferred from the case of Samson. It is

doubtful, as Gray points out {JThSt i. [1900] 204,
202 f.), whether the regulations in later Judaism (as
in Nazir) were called forth by the actualities of

life or are to be attributed to the speculative
legalism of the Rabbis. He inclines to the view
that in early JcAvish history Naziriteship was of

a permanent character ; after the Exile and down
to the Fall of Jerusalem temporary Nazirites were
numerous ; the cases of the permanent Nazirite at

this period were rare, if they existed at all.

(3) The treatment of the hair.—Robertson Smith
(Religion of the Semites^, p. 324) points out that the
hair '

is regarded by primitive peoples as a living
and important part of the body, and as such is the

object of many taboos and superstitions
'

; he also

shows that the principles underlying the offering
of hair and the offering of blood are of a similar
character ; sometimes the hair is cut off in mourn-
ing, sometimes it is offered at the funeral pyre,
sometimes it is made as an initiatory offering on
the attainment of manhood or womanhood, when
the offerer is admitted into full religious and social

status, and sometimes on the occasion of pilgrim-
ages for safe preservation, or in the assumption of
a vow to secure the divine aid in times of sickness
or other misfortune. As in the case of the offering
of blood, so here a bond of union is established
between the offerer and his god, or between the

living and the dead.
The growth of the hair seems to be the most

essential characteristic of the Nazirite vow,
conmion to both forms of Naziriteship, but obvi-

ously there is a diti'ereiice between the two : in the
case of the temporary Nazirite, the hair becomes,
at the close of the period of the vow, an offering ;

in tlie case of the life-long Nazirite, this would, of

course, not apply. The important thing to bear
in mind is that the hair, whether it is cut off or
remains unpolled, is part of the personality of the
individual. If this is so, then it follows tliat the

hair, representing a man's personality, is (like the

blood) a suitable sacrifice to tlie tleity, and, as it

represents tlie man's power and strength, it must
be preserved inviolable and 'consecrated.*

(4) A voidance of pollution by contact with a dead

body.—The regulation in Nu 6 is, of course, applic-
able only to the temporary Nazirite, for in his case

the period of the vow could be recommenced. It

would be iiiapplicable to the permanent Nazirite.

Samsons life, e.g., was inconsistent with this regu-
lation. The Rabbis saw this difficulty, and solved
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it by ^iractically placing Samson in a class by
hiniselt : a Nazirite of the Samson type must never
cut his hair, and, if he contracts defilement by
contact with a corpse, he does not bring the usual

ottering in such cases (hkdib pip n'^d irj*). Samuel,
too, it should be observed, must have suH'ered

pollution when he hewed Agag in pieces (1 S 15^^).

(5) Abstinencefrom all produrt.s of the vine and
from all intoxicants.—There maj' have been a pre-

judice in favour of this from the nomadic tendencies
of ancient Israel. There is no evidence to show
that it was a permanent element in Naziiiteship.
The case of Samson shows that no such abstinence
M-as practised by him, and in tlie case of Samuel
it is clear that he was present on several festal and
convivial occasions, when the fruit of the vine
would ordinarily have been used. The general
conclusions on the subject of Naziriteship are

helpfully summarized by Gray (JThSt i. 210 f.)

and are mainly as follows.

The practice of leaving the hair unshorn is

based on primitive belief and practice. The devo-
tees of Jahweh in the 10th cent, left their hair
unshorn in token of their devotion. In the 8th
cent, the Nazirites were a familiar class of sacred

persons in some respects resembling the prophets.
Later, the Nazirites took a vow upon themselves
for a short period, and at the end made an offering
of their hair and presented certain animal sacrifices
as well. These changes may be accounted for by
the fact that voavs were commonly taken in early
times, and certain abstinences were observed at
the same time. In some cases the hair was suffered
to grow uncut, and at the close of the period of
the vow it was offered sacrificially. On account
of this treatment of the hair the term '

Nazirite,'
originally used of permanent religious devotees,
was extended to persons under a vow. But at
•what period it is impossible to determine. It may
have been when the secondary sense of the term
' Nazirite

'

(a person with unshorn hair) exceeded
in prominence the primary sense (a devotee) ; and
this had certainly taken place by the 6th cent. B.C.,
as is shown by the metaphorical use of the root in
Lv 255- ".

4. Nazarene and Nazoraean.—Elucidation of
this subject, requiring minute technical considera-
tion, should be sought in two recent contributions
of modern scholars, E. A. Abbott, Miscellanea
^mngre/it-rt (I.), Cambridge, 1913, andF. C. Burkitt,
'

Syriac Forms of New Testament Names '

in Proc.
Brit. Acad., 1911-12, p. 392 ff. The latter seeks to
show that the Gr. f is rarely the equivalent of
the Sem. s, and therefore Nafwpatos cannot mean a
native of n-\)ii, but must be connected with ttj and
the Nazirite vow. He also suggests, rather as a
counsel of despair, owing to the '

ordinary view of
Nazareth' being 'unproved and unsatisfactory,'
that Nazareth has arisen by a literary error, and
that

tjie
real name of our Lord's home was XopafetV,

not ISai'aped. There is much more to be said in
favour of his views as to the historical position of
XopafeiV and Nai^aped than for those referring to the
relation of the Greek and Semitic letters, as it
would ai)pear that there are too many exceptions
to the rule which he notices in respect of f and s

for it to be safe to base any definite conclusion
upon it.

Ill Abbott's minute discussion of many technical
difficulties in the words ' Nazarene

'

and '

Nazorwan,'
the opening paragraph will be sufficient to show
his line of argument :

' In this Chapter it will be ar^'ued that (i.)
"
Nazarene," mean-

ing a man of Nazareth, and (ii.) "Nazoraean," nieaningrtheNHzer or Rod of Jesse mentioned by Isaiah, were probably
interchan<?ed by a play on the two words ; so that the populace,
acclaiming Jesus as the Lifegiver and Healer, altered "Jesus
the Nazarene," into "Jesus the Nazoraean." To state the theorymore exactly, we should say that they called Him Jesus the

Netzer, or the Na(t)zoraean, partly because there was a pre-
existing belief that the Messiah would be the NStzer, and partly
because they vaguely felt what Matthew ventured definitely to
express, that His residence from childhood onward in Nazareth
had been ordained to fulfil the prophecy

" He shall be called
Nazoraean (i.e. NStzer)."

'

Literature.—J. von Grill, in JPTh vi. [1880] 645 ff.
; G. B.

Gray, ICC, 'Numbers,' Edinburgh, 1903, and specially in
JThSt i. [1900] 201 S. (best account in English) ; S. R. Driver,
Camb. Bible, 'Joel and Amos,' Cambridge, 1897; G. F. Moore,
ICC 'Judges,' Edinburgh, 1895; G. A. Cooke, Camb. Bible,
'Judges,' Cambridge, 1913; E. A. Edghill, 'Amos.' in West-
mimter Com., London, 1914; G. W. Wade, OT History, do.
1901 ; W. Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites-, do.
1894 ; GB\ pt. ii., Taboo, do. 1911, pp. 262-287 ; Tractate Nazir
in Mishnah : Philo, de Victimis, xii. ; J. Spencer, de Legibus
Eebrceorum, Cambridge, 1685, bk. iii. oh. vi. sect. i. and ii. pp.
583-594; HDB, s.v.

' Nazirite '

(full lit.) ; EBi, s.v. 'Nazirite.'

S. M. CoOKE.
NECESSITARIANISM.—See Libertarian-

ism AND Necessitarianism.

NECESSITY.—See Fate, Libertarianism
AND Necessitarianism.

NECROMANCY.—See Divination, Magic.

NEEDS.—The conception of needs is a recent
one in theology and is not yet clearly defined. It
aro.se in apologetical literature in the endeavour to

justify religious beliefs and practices by their sup-
posed satisfaction of needs. As no attempt has so
far been made to elucidate the idea or to inve.sti-

gate what are rightly included in human needs,
much superficial writing has confused the issues.

Whatever the degree of validity of this form of

argument, the nature of the needs ought to be
established before individual beliefs are referred
to them.

' Needs '

is essentially a metaphysical conception,
but, as such, it must have some relation to psycho-
logical facts. Psychology talks of 'conative
tendencies' (G. F. Stout, il/rt/iM«; of Psychology^,
London, 1913, p. 121), which form the active factor
in consciousness, in its endeavour to realize certain
aims in relation to the objective world. Needs lie

behind these conative tendencies, of which they
are the source and in which they first become evi-
dent. All activity involves a relation of subject
and object, and the nature of the activity will

depend on that of the subject, and specifically on
its needs. Subjective needs give rise to activitj'
exerted upon the objective world. Metaphysically,
it might also be urged that needs are what they
are because of the ultimate nature of the objective
side of reality, since only thus would there be a
real unity of the subjective and objective aspects
of existence.

Some of the errors in the use of the argument
have arisen from a failure to distinguish between
needs and desires. The former must be conceived
as wants, -without the satisfaction of which the
subject of them is imperfect. A perfect being has
no needs ; human needs in their totality imply an
ideal of human perfection. The presence of error
and sin in human experience shows that some cona-
tive tendencies turn towards ends other than those
involved in perfection. Desires, as distinct from
impulses, are conative tendencies defined by the
presence of an idea of the aim. Needs express
themselves in desires, but not all desires are the
expression of needs, for a person may desire what
is in opposition to his needs. The distinction is

most clear in reference to the physical : men may
desire kinds and quantities of food, drink, rest,

exercise, opposed to what is physically requisite.
As with the physical, .so with the spiritual. Some
of tlie general characteristics differentiating needs
from mere desires may be stated briefly. Desire
is always con.scious and maj' be good or bad, i.e. it

may be for something not related to true" well-
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being, and may even be detrimental to it. The
distinction of good and bad is not applicable to

needs ; and individuals or even a whole race may
have needs of which they have no conscious know-

ledge.
' In even savage bosoms, there are long-

ings, yearnings, strivings, for the good they com-

prehend not' (Longfellow, Hiawatha, Introd.).
A desire may be modified or deliberately and

entirely suppressed without satisfaction ; it may
be in the highest degree capricious and is often
transient. Needs continue until completely satis-

fied or until the extinction of the subject of them ;

they can be modified only by partial satisfaction.

Desires are based upon some actual previous ex-

perience, while needs exist prior to any specific

experience. Mere desires, therefore, generally
have an individual and temporary character, while
needs express themselves rather as generic appe-
tites or as definite tendencies to function, having
an essential relation to the permanent nature of

the subject exjieriencing them, so that their satis-

faction is fundamental to the attainment of the
ideal. A desire is often for what one thinks one
needs ; for consciousness of the nature of needs

may come only with the success or failure of the

activity that is rooted in them.
The absence of any consensus of opinion as to

the nature of needs is chiefly due to the neglect of

their study and to the necessity of distinguishing
them from their form of expression, which depends
not only on the stage to which thought and lan-

guage have evolved, but also on the adequacy and
accuracy of the analysis implied in their expres-
sion. Different races and individuals at the same
time, and the same race and individuals at differ-

ent times, have held diverse and even contradictory
beliefs, and these appear to involve diverse and

contradictory needs. The solution of the difficulty
of apparent contradiction must be sought in the
indication of faulty analysis and expression.
Allowance must also be made for human develop-
ment, for with the satisfaction of some needs
others become clearer, and through the total or

partial satisfaction of the latter further advance is

made. Historical and comparative studies should
seek for evidence of greater comprehensiveness
and consistency in conative tendencies, beliefs,
and practices. Consciousness of needs and what
is offered to satisfy them should, in the language
of Bergson {L'Evolution creatrice^, Paris, 1907, p.

399), be ' in process of being adapted to each other
and making towards final rest in a common form.'

Needs may be classified either as phj^sical and

spiritual or as physical, jesthetical, intellectual,

moral, and religious ; human perfection demands
the satisfaction of all. The present discussion is

limited to moral and religious needs. The reality
and universality of the latter are now rarely
denied, even though some may say with Spencer :

'

Religious creeds, which in one way or other occupy the

sphere [life and mind] that rational interpretation seeks to

occupy and fails, and fails the more the more it seeks, I have
come to regard with a sympathy based on community of need '

(A^itobiography, London, 1904, ii. 471).
' Men will not rest in peace until they have a Faith

; they
cannot consent to forego a religious sense of duty and rever-
ence '

(F. Harrison, Philosophy of Common Sense, London, 1907,
p. 427).

Religious needs may be studied directly, by
introspection and psychological analysis, or in-

directly, in the historical and comparative study
of religious beliefs and practices—i.e. by a con-
sideration of the methods which men have taken
to satisfy needs, and the degree in which such
satisfaction has been real and enduring. Though
religious rites and doctrines are of the most diverse
character and in the course of history have under-

gone innumerable changes, it does not follow that
the underlying needs are difl'erent. Evidence
shows that the consciousness of religious needs

and the capacity for satisfying them are subject to

development. Though some needs are revealed by
the persistent elements in religious experience, the
factors which differentiate religions are also of

fundamental importance, for in them lie the results

of evolution and the grounds of superiority. The
attitudes of primitive races and times must be con-

sidered from the point of view of more advanced

peoples ; and the moral and religious needs of the
latter must themselves be estimated with reference

to those individuals who have been more or less

generally recognized as the highest religious char-

acters of the community or of humanity as a whole.
For needs of a higher kind have been brought to

light and partly or entirely satisfied by religious
saints and moral teachers. Capricious and tem-

porary desires have no real and abiding effect on
the evolution of religion. Most sociological studies

of religion (see, e.g., E. Durkheim, Les Formes
^l&mentaires de la vie religieuse, Paris, 1912) are

vitiated by the assumption that it is to be best

understood by the consideration of the common
denominator of religions. Yet, where the influ-

ence of ideals is so great as in morality and religion,

neglect of the higher forms seriously limits the

trustworthiness and diminishes the value of con-

clusions respecting the lower and more primitive
forms. The highest needs are present from the

beginning; one might say of them what J. F.

Ferrier says of principles :

'

They have influence and indeed operate largely and power-
fully long before they come to the surface of human thought
and are articulately expounded' (Institute of Metaphyt-ic,

Edinburgh, 1854, p. 13).

But if, on the one hand, changes in the con-

sciousness of needs lead to modifications of religious
doctrines and practices, on the other hand, changes
in the latter may bring about clearer consciousness
of the former. The process of religious and moral
evolution is made possible by man being at once
an individual mind and a member of a social

group. The influence of the social environment
tends to make the individual conscious of his

needs ; but the effect of society does not always
make for progress, since doctrines accepted by
men through social pressure may lead them to

fancy that they have real needs corresponding to

these doctrines, which, if false, will thus hinder
the religious life of the individual. What appear
to be religious needs may only be temporarily
acquired tendencies due to beliefs adopted as a
result of traditional and ecclesiastical forces, as,

e.g., the supposition of needs to which many have
been led by unethical ideas of salvation. Up to

a certain point, however, history and religious

organizations aid the individual in understanding
and appeasing his needs ; and, if doctrines can be
shown on independent grounds to be true, their

acceptance will lead to development.
When we come to the actual nature of religious

needs, the naturalistic theories that reduce religion
and morality to mere means must be declared in-

adequate. H. R. Marshall (Instinct and Reason,
New York, 1898, p. 247 fl". ) regards religion as

simply serving a valuable function in the biological
evolution of the human race, leading to the sup-

pression
' of the force of individualistic elemental

impulse' in favour of something higher. B. Kidd

(Social Evolution, London, 1894, p. 97 ff.) similarly
thinks of it as having its essential value in re-

straining the individual for the biological future

of society. E. Metchnikoff (TA*; Nature of Man,
Eng. tr., Jiondon, 1903, p. 151) interprets the

desire for immortality merely as the physical

impulse to go on living. In contrast Avith all such

theories, one of the most important and constant

factors in human history has been the answer

which religion has given to men's undeniable
I metaphysical needs. Religion has also answered
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needs other than those of the inquiring intellect,

for reli;.'iovi.s experience is not simply a promise of

satisfaction, but is itself a real satisfaction in

which tlie soul finds actual and present peace and

rest.
, ^

'
If reli^on is a practical need, the response to it can only be a

practical action. No theory would suffice. Religion is nothing
if it is not the vital act by which the whole spirit seeks to save

itself by attachint? itself to its principle' (L. A. Sabatier,

Outlines of a Pkilosophy of Religion, Eiig. tr., London, 1897,

p. 28).

Beliefs can, therefore, be fully understood only in

relation to this wider complex attitude of the

spirit. The social character of moral and religious
needs is fundamental, the individual finding com-

plete satisfaction only in an active life in a
'

Kingdom of God.'
A short consideration of some prominent religious

and ethical beliefs, in the light of the preceding

principles, will indicate some human needs and the

methods of investigation. The beliefs in God, im-

mortality, and a way of salvation are the most

important and best repay study. The most ad-

vanced conceptions must be the starting-point.
All attempts to conceive of God as supra-personal
end in representing Him as less than personal :

' The religious consciousness demands a personal God : no

profound and enduring relation to the non-personal is practi-
cable '(G. Wobbermin, quoted by G. Galloway, in RThPh iii.

[1907-08] 199).
'

If man is to be successful in the struggle, he
must be persuaded that he is not alone, or in the language of

religion, that God is with him, and that therefore nothing can
be ultimately against him '

(A. Seth Pringle-Pattison, The
Phihsophical Radicals and other Essays, Edinburgh and
London, 1907, p. 270). B. Seeberg (Fundamental Truths of
the Christian Religion, Eng. tr., Loudon, 1908, lects. i., li., xvi.)
maintains that man needs a 'near firm Object' on whom to

depend and a ' Goal far-oB ' at which to aim ; and R. Wimmer
{Mr/ Struggle for Light, London, 1903, p. 5 f.) thus expresses
some of the needs which belief in God as personal satisfies :

'I must trust'; 'I must give thanks'; 'I must worship';
'
I must love . . . fully and entirelj' surrendering my whole

heart."

It is a sure ground for the authority of the moral
conscience ;

it points to a source of consolation in

trouble, of help towards righteousness and of hope
for the future, and leads to communion in a fellow-

ship which, unlike human relationshii^s, gives
perfect peace. The history of religion manifests
a more or less consistent development of the con-

sciousness of needs resulting finally in the belief

in God as personal.
'
I surveyed the history of men, and I found that all nations

have felt the necessity of bringing their finite being into fellow-

ship with the Infinite, and I found that this necessity is the
basis of all phenomena of religion

'

(Wimmer, p. 6).

Prayer is essentially the outcome of practical
need, and its evolution from a predominantly non-

spiritual to an ethical and spiritual character
indicates the course of development of the con-
sciousness of needs and of the idea of God sought
to satisfy them. L. R. Farnell {Evolution of
Religion, London, 1905, p. 183) has not been able
to find '

any example of a savage prayer for moral
or spiritual blessings.' A higher stage is reached

by the Psalmist :
' My soul thiisteth for God, the

living God '

; and in its latest form prayer is for

conformity to the will of God. Deification in

ancient times ; mariolatry and saint-worship in

the Middle Ages ; the virtual deification of
'

humanity
'

as a '

being immense and eternal
'

by
the positivists ; the religious attitude of Spencer
towards ' the Unknowable '

; the proposal of
Haeckel to base a religion on the theory of neutral
monism regarding the cosmic ether as a divinity ;

the attempt to supply an ideal for human etlbrt

and an object of worship in the conception of

the Superman—are all evidence of man's need
'to enter into some vital relationship with an
Other.' The question, therefore, concerns not the

reality of the need, but its actual and full nature,
and the character of the ' Other ' and of tlie re-

lationship to the ' Other
' which will be a com-

plete and rational satisfaction. A merely im-
manent principle never has done justice to the

requirement of mankind : God must be conceived
as a real objective Being. The feeling of depen-
dence (F. Schleiermacher, Discourses on Religion,

Eng. tr., London, 1893) implies simply the need of

a superior Power. The application of the term
' Father '

to this Power suggests that man has felt

the need of other qualities in God. The historical

and comparative study of religion gives us as the

common denominator the idea of a Power (or

powers) at least partially friendly ;
but only the

notion of God as personal is adequate to the needs
of which mankind has now become conscious.

The desire for immortality is not universal, and
the contradictory beliefs concerning the destiny of

the human spirit necessitate a careful analysis to

see whether any common need may possibly under-

lie beliefs and hopes so difterent as those of im-

mortality and extinction. An appreciation of the

good in life, together with a consciousness of the

inadequacy of the present, the insufficiency of

the actual, leads to a demand for and expectation
of greater and complete good in the future. The

majority of mankind have appeared indiflerent to

the question of immortality ;
their lives have been

neither predominantly good nor bad. Underlying
all desire for extinction is a dissatisfaction with
life as experienced ; the evil in these lives im-

presses more than the good or the prospect of good.
It should be noticed that the desire for immortality
could arise only with a more or less definite con-

ception of time. In the earliest ages of mankind
men were occupied solely with the present and the

very proximate future ;
desires and beliefs con-

cerning the future in general appeared much later.

But even the earliest men needed '

everything
'

to

be 'good.' The common need seems therefore to

be for a state completely good—desire for continu-

ance depends on the quality of life. In Buddhism
the same need is implied, though it has acquired
a definitely negative form of expression. Both
the conceptions, immortality and extinction, are

in actual life defective in relation to the need :

the former tends to the neglect of the values of the

present, the latter to the neglect of those of the

future. There may be no precise and exact way
of stating what will satisfy a specific need, and
choice must be made between several more or less

imperfect statements.
Sacrificial rites and doctrines of redemption and

atonement have been persistent and almost uni-

versal elements in religion.
'There is an immense a priori argument for the truth of

some atonement, past, present, or future—some way of realising
and feeling that we are at one with God—from the need, all

but universally felt, in human nature, of some way of approach-

ing God' (J. M. Wilson, The Gospel of the Atonement, London,
1899, p. 26).

Salvation and atonement are thus related to the

consciousness of sin, which is felt to be more than
a falling short of an ideal of one's individual

perfection, in that, through his place in the

universe, by sin man violates the purpose of God.
The solidarity of man with God and the rest of

reality is an indispensable condition of the need of

redemption. Salvation is in part dependent on
the realization of goods (physical and spiritual)

through a man's own effort, and from this point of

view 'my essential personal need is simply for

a chance to find out my rational purpose and to do

my unique duty
'

(J. Royce, HJ v. [1906-07] 744).

But the need of harmony is felt most keenly in

the desire for forgiveness and reconciliation, as

between man and man, and men and God. The
conviction of forgiveness is a real want of the

penitent mind, and witliout its satisfaction further

efibrt is hindered. If sin is not merely a failure to

realize the ideal of personal welfare, but also a
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breaking away from the cosmic purpose, it is an
alienation from God, and repentance and forgive-
ness are necessary before the relationship of love

between man and God can be felt by man again.
To satisfy the need of salvation in its fullness the

belief must indicate a justifiable basis for the
realization of individual perfection and also an
assurance of divine pardon of sin.

The attempt to justify religious beliefs by the
claim that they satisfy human needs has generally
been associated with a sceptical attitude concern-

ing the capacity of thought to establish religious

conceptions. In modern times Kant is the source

of both tendencies. In the Critique of the Pure
Reason he limits thought to the phenomenal, and
in the Critique of the Practical Reason he urges the

acceptance of the beliefs in God, freedom, and im-

mortality on the ground of practical needs. Lotze,
who under the influence of the Hegelianism of

Weisse certainly meant to acknowledge the im-

portance of thought in matters of religion, ulti-

mately adopts the same attitude, basing belief

upon a resolution of character in the direction of

personal needs. liitschl, who was much nearer

Kant than Lotze in his view of thought, founded
his apologetics entirely upon the practical valuation

of Jesus in relation to the needs of the individual.

Sabatier, also starting out from a Kantian view of

knowledge, interprets religious beliefs and concep-
tions as ever-changing symbols which are justified

solely by the satisfaction that they give. But, like

Kant and Lotze, he gives evidence of some slight

recognition that man needs a unity and harmony
of his intellect and his religious and moral feelings,

and, also like them, suggests that ' the synthesis
will be found in a teleological consideration of the

universe' (p. 82; cf. Kant, Critique of Judge-
ment, tr. J. H. Bernard^, London, 1914, and Lotze,

Microcosmus, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1894, and Out-

lines of a Philosophy ofReligion, Eng. tr.^, London,
1903). H. Hoftding's critical monism varies little

from the Kantian scepticism.
'
If religious ideas are to have any significance at all, it can

only be in serving as symbolical expressions for the feelings,
the aspirations, and wishes of men in their struggle for exist-

ence
'

{The Philosophy of Religion, Eng. tr.3, London, 1903, p. 6).

The ' core
'

of religion consists in the ' conviction that no value

perishes out of the world.' 'The nature of a being determines
its needs, and its needs determine what shall have value for it.'

The belief in the axiom of the conservation of value is not

justified by experience, for 'there are no definite empirical
values in the conservation of which we may believe

'

(p. 257) ;

the axiom is thus assumed purely on ' a practical personal need '

(p. 248).

W. James {The Will to Believe, London, 1897,

Pragmatism, do. 1907, and Varieties of Religious

Experience, do. 1902) and the pragmatists, also

sceptical as to the capacity of the intellect, adopted
the satisfaction of needs as a general principle of

justification. The need of an eternal moral order

is one of the deepest needs of our breast, and the

notion of God guarantees an ideal order that shall

be permanently preserved, and consequently our
belief in God is justified. Roman Catholic modern-
ists like G. Tyrrell represent religious doctrines as

symbolical
' truths of faith

'

satisfying personal
needs (Through Scylla and Charyhdis, London,
1907, ch. vi.).

The manner in which the argument is used by
popular writers may be seen in J. N. Figgis's The

Gospel a7id Human Needs (London, 1909) ;
lie urges

the acceptance of certain doctrines on the ground
that man lias need of what they imj)ly, and this

even in cases of doctrine concerning wliich it is not
clear what needs tliey do imply. To assume, e.g.,

that man ' needs mystery
' and to base on that an

argument for belief in certain doctrines is to adopt
a form of apologetics as dangerous as it is simple,
and, moreover, tends to obscurantism. Religious
beliefs give satisfaction just in so far as they show

life to have a meaning and make it more intel-

ligible than it is without tliem. The attempt to

disregard thought or underestimate reason in the
establishment of religious conceptions is frustrated

by the fact that beliefs bring satisfaction only when

they are accepted as true, so that their truth can-

not itself rest on their religious or moral satis-

faction. It is methodologically incorrect to treat

tlie moral and religious aspects of experience as

quite separate from the rest, as in the Kantian
dualism, from which these systems mostly spring.
Doctrines are the work of thought, and their

validity can be judged only by consideration of all

the data implicated. Among these data human
needs are of fundamental importance and must not
be omitted ; but it is before all else necessary that

the nature of human needs shall be rightly under-

stood, and that they shall not be confused with
mere desires. Expectations and desires in mundane
affairs are continually being disappointed by the

actual course of events, and similurly mere desires

in religion may not be fulfilled. But, when the
nature of human needs is known with accuracy,
and they are not confused with transitory wishes
and merely acquired tendencies, they will be an
essential factor in the justification of religious
beliefs. For, unless we are to assume a radical

contradiction at the heart of things, tlie ultimate
nature of man which determines his needs must be
in harmony with and form a unity with the rest

of reality, which is to satisfy those needs. If the
world is rational, intellectual and religious needs
must be fundamentally at one.

'
It seems to be easier to believe that the interpreters of

human experience have lost their way than to maintain that

experience itself is rent in twain, and that the fundamental
conditions of human welfare are inconsistent' (H. Jones, EJ i.

[1902-03] 252).

Literature.—This has been given throughout the article.

Alban G. Widgery.
NEED-FIRE.—It is not surprising that fire,

the mysterious element which was one of the

greatest benefactions to the human race and which
was so dangerous under certain circumstances,
should have created in the mind of man a feeling
of reverence and awe and should find a prominent
place in his conception of the supernatural. There
has been some discussion as to whether any section

of mankind has been ignorant of the means of pro-

ducing fire, and it has been claimed that this was
a condition of the Andaman Islanders. A. E.

Crawley, in art. FiRE, has set out the main facts

showing the universal practices in fire-production
and fire-use at the different stages of human cul-

ture, and has pointed out that, as a consequence of

these practices, fire is used with more or less sacred

rites by every race whose life-history has been

investigated by anthropologists. There is, how-

ever, tliis to add to Crawley's conclusions : fire-

worship has been overcharged with survivals of

rite and ceremony to such an extent that it has

been found impossible for most inquirers to arrive

at a scientific conclusion as to its origin and

development, and this confusion is reflected in all

its parts.
Need-fire is only a secondary element in fire-

worship, and it seems to be possible to arrive at

its origin without touching the confusion incidental

to the wider question. It was a reversion to

primitive methods of lighting a fire, if and when a

fire which was to be kept ever burning was allowed

to become extinct. Now there exists throughout
Europe a series of fire customs, which have been

exhaustively collected and examined by J. G.

Frazer (GB^, Index vol., s.v. 'Fire'). These fire

customs liave a remarkable number of common
features, which, equating with certain Hindu and
Persian fire customs, make it fairly certain that

they belong to the Aryan-speaking peoples in a
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special sense. The meaning and significance of

the Aryan tire customs both in origin and in

survival can be ascertained only through tlieir

sociological aspect, and for this purpose it is

necessary to work through the tribal organization
of the Aryan peoples. This is, of course, not the

place for the entire subject, but a portion of the

evidence may be used for the investigation of need-

fire.

Tiie tribe, not the family, was the primary unit

of the Aryan peoples, and its religious aspect was

represented by the ever-burning fire. L. R.
Farnell rightly considers the sanctity of the fire

maintained by the tribal king as ' the source from
which the public Hestia-cult of the historic period

immediately descends
'

(C'GS v. 351). But, except
in Greece and Rome, the tribal-fire cult has in

Europe given way to the house-fire cult. It

followed the break-up of the tribe and led directly
to tlie formation of the family ; and this means
that the break-up of the tribe was into family
units.

It was at the stage when the break-up of the
tribe took place that the secondary cult of need-
fire became fully developed. It exists throughout
Europe, and, when it is remembered that Celtic,

Teutonic, Scandinavian, and even Slavic tribalism

broke itself in the struggle against the Roman
empire and its higlily developed institutions, it

seems very probable that the origin of such a
custom as need-fire is sufficiently indicated. The
explanation is that the destruction of the tribe

meant the destruction of the tribal religion, but,

just because religious ritual lasts longer in survival
than social structure, we have survivals of the
tribal- fire cult where no other survivals of the tribe

exist.

Strange to say, the most perfect example in

illustration of this point occurs in Scotland, and
not in the Scandinavian north. This can be shown
by two selected examples for purposes of analysis
and comparison. The Scandinavian custom is as
follows :

In ancient times on the Slat of Dec, a festival called Eldbjar-
garmessa, or '

feast of fire salvage,' was observed in the north,
and the name is still given to 7th Jan. in Icelandic almanacs.
' The name signifies that on this day the Yule fires, which had
been kept alive from Christmas day, were put out. On that day
the festivities came to an end and the Christmas guests took
their departare. From Tellemarken in Norway a tradition is

preserved illustrative of the customs which were observed on
this particular day, in the olden time. The mistress of the
house entered the room, where round the fire burning on the
hearth the household were seated, and took her stand before
the fire, and from a bowl of beer which she carried in her hand
she drank the fire's toast with this formula—

"So high my fire

But neither higher nor yet hotter."
Then the company seated on the floor drank the fire's toast in
the following manner : the beer bowl was placed between their

legs on the floor, and each one had to take it up with his teeth
and empty it and then throw it over his head so that it came
down behind him. If the bowl came down bottom upmost, the
thrower's was a forfeited life and he must die within the ensu-

ing year
'

(E. Ma^niisson,
' On an early runic Calendar found in

Lapland, 1866,' in Camb. Antiq. Soc.'s Communications, iv.

11878] 42).

This custom gives us (a) the continuity of the
fire during a specially religious period, (b) the
extinction of the fire at the end of the period, (c)

the anniversary character of the fire, (d) the otter-

ing to the fire by the mistress of the household,
and (e) the divination derived from the hearth rite.

All these elements are primitive in character, but
do not extend beyond the stage of pure survival.
The Scottish example is the well-known Burg-

head custom of
'

burning the clavie.'^
The fire is made by the sons of the original inhabitants, and

every stranger is rigidly excluded from the ceremony. 2 This

1 The clavie is made of the lower half of an empty tar barrel
nailed to a stout pole, and supported by staves taken from a

herring cask. The remaining staves are used as fuel for the

2 FLJ vii. [1889] 12.

is a clear recognition of the blood-bond, because the early ties

of relationship still hold their place against the later ties of

locality. Secondly, the clavie must be lighted by a burning
peat, the custom being that no form of modern lighting is

allowed to approach the precincts.' The next point is that the

smoking embers of the clavie were scattered among the
assembled villagers, by whom they were eagerly caught at, and
with them the fire on the cottage hearth was at once kindled.2

The date fixed upon for the ceremony, viz. New Year's Eve (old

style), is the next important element to note, it being obvious
that a fire kindled on the last day of the old year, and allowed
to burn into the first morning of the new year, has carried on
its flame from one year to another, though actually only
through one j'ear's end into another year—a fiction which may
very well stand for an original perpetual burning. And, finally,

there are details of ritual in this custom. The object of the

ceremony is the perambulation, with the sacred fire, of the
bounds of the village and of the fishing-boats. At certain street

corners a halt was made, and a brand whipped out of the clavie

and hurled among the crowd. He who seized the brand was
the favourite of fortune during the months of the coming new
year. Afterwards the fire was carried to a small artificial pro-

montory, where a circular heap of stones, called the 'durie,'

was built up for the purpose, and the still burning clavie was

placed in the hollow centre, from which it was distributed to

the villagers.3 The whole community joined in the ceremony
as an act necessary to its welfare and prosperity during the

J'ear. If the bearer stumbled, it was looked upon as a dire

calamity foretelling disaster to the place and certain death to

the bearer in the course of the next year;* 'the first "liff'is

an honour,' and was usually conferred upon some member of

the community who had recently been married. As soon as one
bearer gave signs of exhaustion, another took his place, and,
should any of them meet with an accident during the journey,
' the misfortune excites no pity even among his near relatives.' 5

In the construction of the fire-pile every action is regulated by
' unwritten but unvarying laws,' one of which is that every
article is borrowed, nothing bought ; and, finally, there is the

remarkable fact that, although the long nail which fastens the

staves of the clavie is iron, and is made specially for the purpose
by the village smith, the hammer used for the purpose must be
a round stone.6

Analysis of this ceremony reveals the following
details : (a) the fire is made by a group of men
connected by a common descent, i.e. a kindred;

(6) the original inhabitants of a village form the

unit from which common descent is traced; (c) the

flame for the tire is obtained in a sacred manner ;

(d) continuous life of the fire is symbolized ; (e) the

liouse-fire is derived from the village-fire ; (/) the

possession of an ember is the means to good fortune ;

Iff) the bounds of the village have the fire carried

round them ; (A) the welfare and prosperity of the

community are dependent upon the performance
of the ceremony ; {i) the bearers of the fire are

honoured ; (j) stone-age implements are used.

The element of the need-fire is to be found in

item (c) of this analysis, and by symbolism it takes
the place of the older condition of ever-burning,
item (d). This is the most perfect example of the

fire ritual of Europe in survival, and, when we
compare other examples with it, the several stages
of decadence are revealed, beginning with the

need-fire prepared by friction and ending in the

bonfire constructed by modern methods, but still

retaining here and there relics of ancient ritual

(Report of British Association, Liverpool Meeting,
1896, p. 650). Altogether it seems that need-fire

may be defined as the perpetuation by primitive
methods of a rite which became important when
the ever-burning fire of the tribe ceased to exist as

the tribe ceased to exist, and which thus carries

through survivals the sacred formalism of an earlier

ritual.

Literature.—This is quoted throughout the article.

Laurence Gomme.
NEGATION. — Negation is a relative term

which gets a definite meaning only when one can
name or define of what, in a given case, something
is the negation. In other words, there can be

negation purely in general or negation which has
no definite corresponding object of which it is the

negation. Any particular case of negation has
its own determinate corresponding object.

1 Proc. Sac. Antiq. Scot. x. [1861] 649.
2 FLJ vii. 12. S lb.
4 Proc. Sac. Antiq. Scot. x. 649.
5 FLJ vii. 12{. 6/6. p. 13.
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I. Illustrations of various kinds of negation.—
(1) In the opening words of Hamlet's soliloquy,
' To be or not to be ; that is the question,'

' not to
be' involves a negation of 'to be'; both the

expressions
' to be

' and ' not to be
'

refer to possible
modes of action.

' To be,' as Hamlet explains,
includes in its meaning

' to bear tlie ills we have '

;

it names a mode of action which any man who
chooses to continue his life decides to adopt ;

' not
to be '

involves a course of action—namely, com-

mitting suicide—which is treated by Hanilet as
the negation of continuing to live. The command-
ment, 'Thou shalt not steal,' commands a course
of action which is the negation of that involved in

stealing. Both in Hamlet's soliloquy and in the
Ten Commandments, with their familiar ' Thou
shalt not,' the negation of a possible course of

action is considered or is commanded.
(2) Just as courses or plans of action may be the

objects of negations, the negations being them-
selves possible courses of action which stand in the

negative relation to their objects, i.e. to the courses
of action of which they are the negation, so pro-

positions, judgments, or assertions may be the

objects of negations, the meaning of the negation
in each case being relative to its object. 'Charity
seeketh not her own '

is the negation of the pro-
position or judgment that would be expressed by
omitting the Avord ' not

' from the sentence. ' Ten
is not a prime number

'

is a proposition which is the

negation of the proposition
' Ten is a prime

number.' When the object of the negation is a

proposition, the proposition and its corresponding
negation stand in the logical relation of contradic-
tion.

(3) Negations may also have as their objects
kinds or classes of Deings, real or ideal. In the
classes 'believer' and '

not-believer,' and in the
kinds of beings distinguished as ' rational

' and
'not-rational,' the second term in each expression
is a negative term w'hose object of negation is the
first term.

(4) Lastly, the object of a negation may be a

higiily general type, grade, or state of being, to
which definable characters belong or are attributed.

Negations of this kind may, of course, be regarded
as belonging to the previous class. But the

importance of the problems or ideas involved in

them may make it worth while to regard at least
some of them as forming, for certain purposes, a

type by themselves.
T. Harper, in The Metaphysics of the School

{i. 322 f.), maintains that 'evil is not a pure
negation.' He expounds this thesis by saying
that 'evil is a privcdion,' and by explaining what
he means by privation. 'Privation,' in so far
like 'negation,' is a relative term (see below, p.
267). But the use of the word 'negation' by
Harper, and by many other theologians and meta-

physicians in cases of analogous complexity, is

distinct from the usage which the negation of pro-
positions or classes brings to our minds, so that
it will be convenient to speak of such negations as

forming a type by themselves.

In a \vell-known passage of The Imitation of Christ of Thomaa
ii Kempis the arloriny; subject begins by praying that he may
adore God, and love God,

' above '

all created objects. He then
enumerates, in an eloquent series, s'ories and powers, both of
this world and of the next, accompanying each mention of some
wonder, or sweetness, or beauty of the created world by the
prefixed phrase 'above all.' The passage culminates in the
words, 'Above all that Thou art not, O my God.'

In this case God is explicitly regarded as in some
sense the negation of the whole created world, and
especially of all that is most wonderful and beauti-
ful, and even good, in the noblest sense, about that
wt)rld. Thus, to regard God as the negation of
the finite world is a familiar and famous teaching
of both practical and theoretical mystics.

A closely similar '

negative theology
'

is suggested by the
legendarj- Hindu seer, Yajiiavalkya, in his address to his wife,
llaitreji, when he says of the otnian, or self, the absolute :

'The only word concerning the self is "Neti, Neti," "It la not

80,_it
is not so

" '

(SBE xv. [1900] 185).

Yajnavalkya here asserts that his absolute can
be defined only by means of negations. The
negations, in this case, as in the case of The
Imitation of Christ, make the absolute itself a

negation of 'all that Thou art not,' i.e. of every-
thing finite and relative. There is, of course, a
decided distinction between the actual doctrine
for which Yajnavalkya and k Kempis are con-

tending ; but they are both emi)hasizing an aspect
of their doctrine which constitutes a sort of

'negative theology.' When the absolute is thus
defined as a negation, the object of the negation
being the finite world or the empirical facts and
significance of the finite world, the negation diflers,

historically at least, and in some important re-

spects both logically and metaphysically, from the

ordinary negation of the logical text-books, whose
object is a class or a kind of being.

2. The negative relation as a purely logical
relation; the meaning of 'not.'— Despite the

variety of the foregoing instances, it is plain that,
in every negation, a characteristic relation is con-

cerned, viz. that which is naturally expressed in

our ordinary language by the particles
' not ' and

'no.' If a course of action is proposed or com-
manded, a dissenting voluntary agent may respond,
'I will not,' or simply 'No.' To respond in this

way is to propose, threaten, or promise an alter-

native course of action which is the negation of the

original proposal, and which may be said to stand
in the not-relation to it. In the case of a defined
class or other universal, such as the class man or
the relation brother, the class not-man and the
relation not-brother stand in a relation to the class

man and the relation brother which furnishes a
new instance of the meaning of the word ' not

' and
of the general meaning of the negative relation.
The not-relation is one of the simplest and most

fundamental relations known to the human mind.
For the study of logic no more important and
fruitful relation is known. And none has a wider

range of exemplifications in the whole realm of the

experience of any rational being. Anybody who
can act voluntarily is able to do so by virtue of the
fact that he can also refuse to act in a case where
his will is concerned ; i.e., a conscious voluntary
action is possible only to a being Avho understands
the meaning of '

not, when some mode of action is

its object. The importance of this understanding
of the meaning of ' not

'

for the development of the
will is exemplified in the life of childhood.

In one of the psychological efforts to observe and record the

vocabulary of a young child who had recently begun to speak
fluently it was noted that the two words which he most fre-

quently used in the course of a day's speech were, first, the
name that he happened to employ in speaking of himself and,
secondly, some word of the nature of 'no' or 'not,' used to

express, not necessarily disobedient refusal, but objection, or

unwillingness, or a preference and desire standing in some sort
of negative contrast to the modes of action which the questions
or the proposals of his elders or his playmates suggested. The
vocabularies of individual children vary, of course, very widely,
both in the words used and in the frequency witli which they
are used ; but we cannot doubt how signilicant an advance is

involved for the whole voluntary life of the child in his power
to understand and use the expressions for

' no' and 'not.'

The nature of the not-relation may be most

readily approached by considering the relation

between a proposition and its coTitradictory.
These are so related that, if either of them is true,
the other is false, while, if either is false, the other
is true ; they are also so related that both of them
are not true at the same time and in the same
sense, while, with suitable definition of time and of

sense, one of them must be true. Tlie not-relation

between two propositions is thus strictly mutual
or synmietrical ; i.e., if the proposition P is the
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negation of the proposition Q, the proposition Q is

the negation of the proposition P, and conversely.

Further, the relation is what may be called, in a

terminology favoured by a French logician, M.

Couturat,
' bi-univocal' ; i.e., a given proposition

P cannot possess two negations, so that, if the

proposition Q contradicts the proposition P, and
the proposition X also contradicts the projjosition

P, Q and X are strictly and formally equivalent

propositions. In the same way, a given proposi-
tion P is the negation of what is, essentially, one
and the same proposition. Thus a proposition lias

only one negation, and is essentially the negation
of only one proposition. Obviously connected
with this fact is the familiar principle that the

negation of the negation of a proposition is equiva-
lent to the proposition itself; or, as is often said,
a double negation is equivalent to a simple affirma-

tion.

Closely bound up with the foregoing is a fact

whicli has caused, in its relation to more com-

plex problems, a good deal of difficulty, both
for philosophers and for common sense—that, from
the purely logical point of view, there is no distinct

class of propositions that are essentially affirmative,
and thereby opposed to or to be distinguished
from a class of propositions that are essentially
negative. There are excellent reasons for dis-

tinguishing between affirmative and negative pro-

positions so soon as we lay stress upon well-known

empirical complexities and philosophically im-

portant unions of ideas, which interest us when
we are uniting the study of different propositions
in some connected discourse. But, apart from
such complications and from the purely logical

point of view, every proposition is the negation
of its own negation. So far as the judgments of

human subjects are concerned, whoever affirms

any proposition to be true thereby contradicts the

opinion of whatever opponent may deny the original
assertion. It is vain, therefore, to say,

' For my
part, I prefer to avoid negations and to confine

myself to such positive affirmations as I can make '

;

it is vain to attempt to confine oneself to '

merely
affirmative

'

thinking ; for to affirm is to deny the

contradictory of whatever one affirms. It would
be equally vain for one, in a sceptical mood, to

declare that his favourite attitude is that of nega-
tion or of denial ; for whoever denies any pro-
position affirms its contradictory, so that every
denial is, in its logical meaning, an affirmation.
In brief, it is essential to the whole business of

thinking that propositions and the judgments
which affirm or deny them go in pairs of contra-
dictories — every proposition having its unique
contradictory, of which, in turn, it is the unique
contradictory. Hence, when Mephistopheles de-
clares that he is 'der Geist, der stets verneint,' he
asserts, from a logical point of view, precisely
what is true of anybody who makes any assertions
whatever.

In view of this indubitable logical fact, manj'
very natural and important philosophical questions
arise as to why affirmation and denial, as they
occur in our actual thinking and discourse, appear
to involve such strongly contrasted attitudes of

mind, and why we regard those whose most
noticeable or most usual attitude is that of affirma-
tion as different in such important and practically
potent ways from those whose habits and prefer-
ences emphasize or prefer negation. This is a

problem which it is perfectly fair to consider on
its merits. Despite the fact that every judgment
is both positive and negative, we all actually do
observe what makes us clearly distinguish, in some
sense, affirming and denying as standing for de-

cidedly ditierent frames and attitudes of mind or
states of knowledge. The attitude of Mephisto-

pheles, that of denial, we all regard as different
from the attitude wliich many of us prefer, that of
affirmation.

This problem becomes still more important when
we consider the philosophical types of negation
exemplified in The Imitation of Christ and the
assertions of Yajiiavalkya. The worshipper in
The Imitation of Christ adores a God whose divinity
is defined in terms of a divine negation of the
created world

; the seer of the Hindu Upanisad
tells of a self whose being consists in its negation
of our finite distinctions. Such attitudes involve

mainly negative types of thinking. Most of us,
for comparatively good reasons, prefer a more
positive or affirmative attitude in our assertions

about both ethical and metaphysical matters.

But, if every affirmation is ipso facto, from the

logical point of view, a negation, since judgments,
as well as propositions, essentially go in pairs of

contradictories, how comes it that we so naturally
and sharply oppose affirmative and negative
thinking, regard Mephistopheles as engaged in

some conceivable, although also diabolical, task,
and find the Hindu mystic, as we often saj',

' too

negative
'

? For a suggestion as to the solution of

this problem see below, p. 269 f.

We may sum up by saying that the relation to

its object for which the term '

negation
'

stands is,

from a purely logical point of view, and apart from
various empirical and philosophically important
complications, one which is

'

bi-univocal,' or, as it

is also called, a ' one-one relation,' and perfectly

symmetrical. In the case of propositions the logi-
cal truth is that every proposition has its contra-

dictory, while of two contradictories one must be

true, the other false ; and the contradictory of the

contradictory of a given proposition P is precisely

equivalent to the proposition P itself. For similar

purely logical reasons negation, as applied to acts

and modes of action, gives precisely analogous
results : to every mode of action is opposed its

contradictory mode of action. Of two contra-

dictory modes of action, one who has the power to

choose may put into execution the one mode ; but
he must choose one of the two, and he cannot
choose both. One who has the opportunity and
the power of choice may either steal or not steal.

But one of the two he must choose. He cannot

voluntarily refrain from both. Only the loss of

his opportunity or of his power of voluntary choice
can relieve him from being voluntarily in the

position of one who steals or one who does not
steal.

In the case of acts and modes of action the same

complications arise as in the case of propositions
and judgments. From the logical point of view,
there are no modes of action which are essentially

Positive,

and none which are essentially negative,
f a man says, in answer to the request to work

in the vineyard, 'I go not,' his act is, logically

speaking, both affirmative and negative. He
negates the request

' Go work '

; he takes the

contradictory, but for that very reason also dis-

tinctly affirmative, attitude of positively refusing
to work. No one capable of voluntary choice and

possessed of the opportunity for action can under-
take to do anything without thereby refusing or

negating the plan of not undertaking to do that
same thing. For the same reason, no voluntary
agent can refuse an act without positively ex-

pressing the will not to do that act.

Yet, for all of us, positive and negative commands
seem, under ordinary circumstances, to involve a

distinctly difierent attitude of will and of mind.
The contrast between the negative mode of com-
mands illustrated by the Ten Commandnients and
the positive attitudes of the will expressed in the

Sayings which tradition attributes to Christ has
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furnished a very frequent and important topic for

both ethical and theological comment. ' Tell the

children, in a persuasive way, what to do ; but do
not insist upon telling them what not to do, unless

you are obliged to do so
'

is, at tiie present time,
familiar pedagogical advice. It is fair to ask why
the purely logical point of view, which inevitably
regards negation as a symmetrical relation, seems
to stand in such momentous contrast to what both
common sense and experience, ethical as well as

religious, so persistently exemplify.
In the case of logical classes the not-relation

takes a form which we cannot here study in detail.

In briefest summary, we niay say that, when two
terms are related as X and Not-X, the meaning of

the terms is such that everything in the so-called

universe of discourse to which one is confining his

consideration is either X or Not-X, while nothing
is both X and Not-X ; the relation of negation
here preserves, from the point of view of pure
logic, its character as a symmetrical and '

bi-

univocal
'

relation. Any term X Avhich has a
determinate range of application has one, and one

only, conesponding negative term, or negation of

X. In turn, the negative of the negative of X is

the term X itself. From this point of view, pure
logic, so far as we yet see, has no reason to recog-
nize the existence of any terms except those which
are essentially and equally both positive and

negative terms. If a term X has a determinate

meaning, then, ipso facto, the term Not-X has a
determinate meaning. Tlie negative of the nega-
tive of X is once more X itself. Each of these
terms is the negative of the other. Each is also a

positive term in so far as it is the negation of its

own negation. Yet common sense and ordinary
experience sharply distinguish purely negative
terms, or terms that are defined by negation, from
terms that are positive. The reason for this ditter-

ence between the logical point of view and that of

common sense needs a little further explanation.
We may close this elementary logical survey of

the nature of the not-relation by mentioning the
fact that, despite the baffling complications and
abstractions with which this elementary study is

beset, the not-relation remains one of the most
momentous of all relations for the organization
not only of all the exact sciences, but of all the

systematic study of human experience and of all

our knowledge concerning the order of the world
and our own conduct (see, further, art. Order).
If negation, considered in these formal aspects,
seems barren and abstract we may assert—dogmati-
cally enough at this stage of our inquiiy—what
more careful research would make clear in great
detail :

' Without negation no order.' But order
is not only

' heaven's first law '

; it is that upon
which science and righteousness, insight and ethics,

equally depend.
3. Unsymmetrical relations associated with the

not-relation : privation, affirmation, positive atti-

tudes of will, and modes of knowledge.—In

experience, in forming our plans of conduct and
defining the topic of our discourse, the not-ielation
comes to appear, and in certain respects actually
to be, unsymmetrical, so that there arises a signifi-
cant distinction between positive, or constructive,
and more purely negative modes of expression, of
the description of objects, or of the formation of
our plans of action. This is due to the fact that
we very seldom consider the not-relation merely
by itself. Both in experience and in action, both
in our thoughts about things and in our observa-
tions of the real world, we find reasons for associ-

ating the not-relation with other relations, such,
e.g., as are suggested by the manifold contrasts
and difl'erences whicli ai)pear in our experience,
and which interest both our thought and our will.

When the not-relation is associated with other

relations, so that we are dealing with an object I*

which is in certain respects to be treated as the

negation of Q, while, at the same time P and Q
have certain interesting differences to which we
also attend, or are conceived by us under the
limitations which are imposed upon us by the
facts of life or by the interests of our minds, we
are often able to say that only in a certain respect
is P the negation of Q, or that P and Q are each
the negation of the other with respect to, or

within, a certain field, under the limitations of a
certain discourse, or from a certain point of view.
At the same time P and Q may also be in other
relations—which are not wholly symmetrical. It

is under such conditions that we are led to make
use of expressions such as that ' P is not the mere
negation, but the privation, or the absence of Q,'
or that the meaning of P implies that P expresses
a certain need or want directed towards the object
Q, which is then, precisely as the object of this

need or want, in an unsymmetrical relation to P.

Further, it is very often the case that, in

considering P and Q, we are actually limiting
ourselves, our discourse, our plans of action, or
our definitions to considerations and distinctions
that arise within some limited field, or from
the point of view of some special interest of
our life, thoughts, or modes of classifying ob-

jects. We may be conscious of this limitation,
or it may be merely tacit or ill-defined, or even
unconscious. Within the limited field in which
we are considering the distinction between P
and Q, the relation between them may be or

may appear to be the not-relation. Any one of

very numerous considerations associated with this

limitation of our point of view, our field of dis-

course, or our plans of action may involve relations
between P and Q which are unsymmetrical, so

that, as in the case of the instances of privation
mentioned above, the relation between P and Q
may be regarded as not symmetrical, and some-
times as associated with relations that involve

objects distinct from both P and Q, with which
P and Q stand in still further interesting relations.
In such cases the not-relation, symmetrical and

dyadic as it is, may be or may appear to be not the

only relation with which we are actually concerned.

Therefore, side by side with the not-relation, we
may be obliged to note tJie existence of certain
other relations in which P and Q also stand, rela-

tions triadic, tetradic, and, in fact, polyadic, with
various degrees of complexity. Thirs, by associa-

tion with other relations, what is, from a certain

point of view or in certain respects, to be regarded
as the not-relation between P and Q comes to

appear in other respects no longer symmetrical, and

frequently no longer dyadic.
So complex are the situations and relations which

under such circumstances may arise that we do
well here to help ourselves by means of examples,

beginning with comparatively simple instances, in

order to show that most of the philosophical and

empirical problems about the nature and function
of negation are principally due to the fact that the
conditions for negation seldom arise either in life

or in science without being associated with the
conditions which involve other relations tlian tlie

not-relation. To unravel the tangle which this

union of negation with other relations frequently
involves is one of the most delicate and ditficult

problems of logical analysis. We can here give

only the most elementary and general indications

of the way in which this unravelling is to be

attempted.

In Lewia Carroll's Huntinq of the Snark the Barrister dreams
that the Snark is

' defending the pig on the charge of deserting
his sty." In one of his pleas the tSnark says: 'The charge of
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Insolvency fails, it is clear, if you ^rant the plea,
' Never in-

debted.'" The point of view from which 'insolvency can

very naturally be regarded as the negation of solvency involves

what constitutes—to borrow the well-known phrase used by
de Morgan—a 'limited universe of discourse.' In this universe

of discourse the distinction between solvency and insolvency

arises; the classes
' solvent' and 'insolvent' appear as classes

standing each in the not-relation to the other, and one who

belongs to this universe is either solvent or insolvent, while he

cannot be both. The relation between solvent and insolvent is,

80 far, a symmetrical one ; each of the terms is the negative of

the other ; there is no reason to call either the essentially

positive term, while the other is to be viewed as essentially

negative.
the plea of the Snark is founded upon bringing to our con-

sciousness, in a somewhat confused way, the fact that the

universe of discourse whose beings are classified as solvent and
insolvent is a universe of discourse of beings who are, or at

some time have been, debtors, when these beings are considered

with reference to the question whether they are, were, or will

be able or unable to pay their debts when these debts are, were,
or will be due. One who has never belonged to this universe of

discourse, simply because he has never contracted a debt,

certainly does not belong, so the Snark asserts, to the class of

insolvent debtors, whatever else may be said about him, or

whatever else is the class in which he ought to be placed. Of

this limitation, whereby the universe of discourse of solvent

and insolvent beings is characterized, we may be unconscious,
and therefore each of the classes 'solvent' and 'insolvent'

appears to us as the negation of the other. That is why the

relation is, in so far, treated as merely a not-relation.

If we become, as the Snark apparently wishes his listeners in

the '

Shadowy Court '

of the Barrister's dream to become,
aware of what this limitation is, the classes ' solvent' and 'in-

solvent
'

appear in a somewhat different light. For, as even
the Barrister becomes at least dimly aware, if the classes

'solvent' and 'insolvent' are classes ,of debtors, considered
with reference to their power to pay their debts at maturity,

they differ in a respect which involves other relations than the

not-relation. A solvent differs from an insolvent debtor in that

he possesses a power to pay at maturity. This power, if he is

an honest man, he intends and probably expectslto possess in

due time. If he discovers that he no longer possesses it, he
fails from inability to accomplish what he presumably wants to

accomplish. His need is to be, if possible, solvent. An in-

solvent debtor is thus deprived of something that he needs or

wants. His insolvency is therefore an instance of what has
been called

'

privation.' On the contrary, the solvent debtor
has what, as an honest man, he intends or desires to have—the

power to pay his debts. The relation between the solvent and
the insolvent debtor is now no longer symmetrical. It is the

relation between one who has and one who has not the object
of a need or a desire.

For closely associated reasons, insolvency may conceivably be
the object of what the Snark calls a '

charge.' The insolvent

debtor may be haled into court, declared a bankrupt, or im-

prisoned as if for crime. From such perils and obligations the

solvent debtor may be free. Here, again, the contrast between
needs and privileges or possessions, between legal, social, or

other empirical restrictions and freedom from such limitations,
becomes important. The not-relation, in a universe of discourse

thus limited, is no longer symmetrical. We need some other

term than those of mere negation to express the relation in-

volved. The insolvent and the solvent debtor classes are no

longer each the mere negation of the other. Solvency appears
as something positive, while insolvency involves want of some-

thing desirable, privation of something whose possession would
constitute success.

Trivial as it is, this instance illustrates a type of

relation which has its importance throughout the

whole range of conduct, opinion, classification,

conception, and so throughout the whole range of

science, art, and human interests. Side by side

with pure negation there now appears the distinc-

tion between two objects, each of whicli is in

certain respects the negation of the other, while,
at the same time, the negation arises within some
limited universe of discourse. Secondly, there

appears the frequent, though the not universally

present, fact tliat such limitations of the universe
of discourse are or may be associated with empiri-
cal, conventional, legal, or ethical contrasts which
lead us to regard one of the two negatively related

objects as the positive, the required, the superior
member of the two negations. In such cases,

where, within a limited universe of discour.se, the
relation of negation is associated with a definable

or empirically obvious distinction in value, dignity,
or desirableness between the two objects, we speak
of one of the two negatively related objects as in-

volving, or as constituted by, the privation of the

other ; one of the two appears as the positive term,
the other as what the elementary text-books of

logic sometimes call
' the privative term '

of the

negation. Sometimes this privative term is called

the '

merely negative term '—an expression more
familiar than enlightening, which has helped to

confuse both the popular and the technical discus-

sions of negation.
In the case of the debtor relation we obviously

have, in the universe of discourse which the Snark
defines in the Barrister's dream, a limited universe.

This is not the only reason why the condition of

insolvency seems to involve privation. It is be-

cause the debtor wants to pay his share, or because
the law may put him in peril if he does not do so,

that the universe of discourse of the solvent and
insolvent debtors comes to be not merely a world
which is classified, but a world in which solvency,
as something positive, is contrasted with insol-

vency, as something which involves privation.
Cases where other relations than those which

necessarily involve contrast and classification in-

teresting to the will, or having difierent value

according as X or Not-X is the term emphasized,
lead to unsymmetrical relations between terms,
each of which is the negation of the other, are

easily to be found in the exact sciences.
The whole numbers are classified into those which are prime

and those which are not prime. In the universe of discourse of

number, to say that ten is not a prime number is to assert the

contradictory of the proposition that ten is a prime number.
The limitation of the universe of discourse makes it possible to

regard the prime numbers and the numbers which are not prime
as in some respects unsymmetrically related. For the numbers
which are not prime have factors, such that, in each case, the
factors of a prime number are distinct both from the number and
from unity. But the prime numbers have no such factors.

Here, in so far as we are considering the purely logical character

of the classification, the two classes
'

prime numbers ' and
' numbers not prime' are, within the universe of the numbers,
negatively and symmetrically related. But the possession of

factors is associated with so many other characters used in the

theory of numbers, while the prime numbers (each of which
initiates a new series of numbers, namely, its multiples, which
from that prime number outward extend without end in order,
and in their due places, throughout the series of whole numbers)
have so many of their properties due to this fact, that, from
what one may call a purely ordinal point of view, the distinction

between the prime numbers and those which are not prime is in

many respects unsymmetrical. Nobody would speak of the
character of being a prime number as a privation of the charac-

ter of having factors. Yet the two classes, prime and not-prime,
are not merely negations of each other, within their own uni-

verse of discourse. The limitation of the universe is associated

with many ordinal characters, which the prime numbers pos-

sess, and which the numbers that have factors do not possess.
From the point of view of these ordinal characters, the distinc-

tion in question thus becomes unsymmetrical.
Other interesting instances of unsymmetrical

relations associated with and modifying the re-

lation of negation are furnished by the distinction

between 'continuous' and 'discontinuous' lines,

aggregates of points, sets or series of numbers,
' rational

' and ' irrational
'

numbers,
' chemical

elements
' and ' material substances

' which are

not chemical elements. In all these cases, within

some limited universe of discourse, a classification

involving a negation appears. At the same time
some more or less important unsymmetrical re-

lations are so bound up with the not-relation that

we are certainly not dealing Avith mere negation.
The foregoing illustrations and considerations

show how, in general, affirmation and positive and
constructive attitudes of will and modes of know-

ledge are defined. In life we always deal with
limited universes of discourse. Within these limited

universes distinctions arise like those between

solvency and insolvency, success and failure, ac-

ceptance and refusal, winning and losing. In all

sucli cases the contrasts become unsymmetrical,
and may be associated with extremely complicated
situations, such as involve triadic or polyadic re-

lations. Under these conditions, for reasons which

may be mainly practical, and which may also be

of great theoretical importance in more or less

exact sciences, and may be bound up with the most
various enterprises and incidents of life, conduct,
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and knowledge, we accept as an ' affirmative
'

atti-

tude or assertion, or as a '

positive
'

deed or state
of mind, one of two contrasted objects each of

which is tlie negation of the other. Our reasons
are of various sorts, some of which have had to

serve in the foregoing as ilhistrations. In conse-

quence,
'

pure negation
'

can play no part in our
concrete thinking and life, simply because it in-

volves a merely symmetrical and logical relation

between objects each of which is the negation of

the other, and therefore is in a whollj^ symmetrical
relation with the other, while there is no reason to

declare one of the two negations to be the '

positive
'

and ' affirmative
' member of the pair. It is in

association with the other relations which life and

experience most significantly present that negation
becomes of concrete importance. When a man
refuses to steal, society and the moral law are

interested, not merely in the purely logical dis-

tinction between stealing and not-stealing, but also

in wliat else the man does who does not steal.

4. The function of negation in thought and life.—In view of the distinctions which have now been

illustrated, the main purpose of this article can
best be accomplished by indicating the practical
function which negation has in the business and
conduct of life and in the work of science and

philosophy.
This function is frequently defined by pointing

out tliat what are generally called positive attitudes
of mind, affirmative assertions, positive commands
andexhortations, constructive thinking, and equally
constructive conduct and decision are inseparable
from negative attitudes, expressions, and opinions,
and are implied in the latter, so that '

pure nega-
tion' is indeed impossible, while a positive atti-

tude of mind is, in general, more fruitful and more
advanced in its attainment of reasonableness than
a prevailingly negative attitude.

What this article has attempted to add to the
familiar philosophical lore which is thus sum-
marized is (1) a somewhat clearer view of the

general logical nature of the process of negation,
and (2) an enumeration of some of the Avays in

which we have good reason for contrasting a pre-

vailingly affirmative or positive way of thinking
and conduct with a prevailingly negative way, and
for preferring affirmation to negation in certain

regions and from certain points of view, as well as
for certain specific purposes.

Usually, in giving the traditional preference to

affirmation over negation, those who discuss the

subject have failed to recognize that, in their purely
logical character, both affirmation and negation,
both positive and negative modes of definition,

conception, and counsel, illustrate the same funda-
mental logical function. This, as a purely logical
function, involves what is illustrated by the not-

relation in general, by pairs of terms each of which
is the negation of the other, and by pairs of con-

tradictories, whether of propositions or modes of

conduct. Since the not-relation, as purely logical,
is symmetrical, it seems to involve, in its essential

nature, no particular reason why one of two con-

tradictory propositions should possess a form which
is superior in its fruitfulness to the other, or why,
of two terms each of Avhich is the negation of the

other, one should help us to conceptions essentially
more fruitful than those which the other involves.
We Iiave now seen that the reason why the

logically symmetrical not-relation l)ecomes unsym-
metrical, and furnishes a pair of terms or proposi-
tions of which one is more fruitful, more instructive,
or in general more valuable than the other, lies in

the fact that, in a limited universe of discourse,
one of two terms each of wliich is the negation of
the other may have a value superior to tluit pos-
sessed by the other, and may, in any case, call to

our attention matters which have an interest not

possessed by the matters brought to our attention

by the negation in question. We have also seen

how both the experience which lies at the basis of

our classification, or which warrants our proposi-
tion, and the interest which guides our will may
lead us to empliasize these distinctions between
the values of two terms, modes of action, or pro-

positions which stand to each other in the not-

relation. The result of our study is therefore that,
when we are considering the general value which

negation is to possess for us, either in the guidance
of our conduct or in the clarifying and organizing
of our information, Ave should explicitly take
account (1) of the limitations of our universe of

discourse, (2) of the values and interests which

guide us when we consider or set in order our

knowledge of this universe or direct our conduct
in dealing Avith it, and (3) of the sort of experience
Avhich guides us as Ave take account of the various
not-relations in question. Once more Ave may be
aided in this summary by a reference to some of

the illustrations Avhich Ave have already used.

Some one advises us to prefer a positive or

affirmative mode of guiding our conduct to a pre-

vailingly negative mode, to consider Avhat to do
rather than Avhat not to do, to give to the children

positive rather than negative counsel, not to take

Mephistopheles for our model, to prefer constructive
to prevailingly destructive modes of behaviour.
What does such counsel practically mean ? Who-
ever says,

' Do this,' logically speaking, counsels
us not to refuse to do this, not to do the contra-

dictory act. Thus, then, all counsel, in order to

be positive, is also, in a strictly logical sense, nega-
tive ; and, as we have seen, there is no such thing
as purely negative counsel, as always denying,
as the supposed purely Mephistophelian attitude.

Nobody is purely constructive. Whoever builds

the edifice destroys the original structure Avhich

existed before in the material out of which he con-

structs the edifice. Civilization implies a destruc-

tion of vast numbers of natural objects and pro-
cesses. Whoever rears and trains the mature man
destroys many of the natural tendencies and habits

Avhich, apart from training, nature Avould produce
in the untrained child. Whj', then, does one con-

ceive of construction as something not negative ?

Why does one regard the affirmative attitude as

something absohitely distinct from the negative
attitude? Why does one prefer the positive in

life, thought, and training?
The ansAver is, as Ave have seen, that Ave live in a

limited universe of discourse, and that Ave Avish to

do so. The very conception of an absolutely un-

limited universe of discourse Avould involve mani-
fold logical contradictions, Avhich are uoav avcU-

knoAvn to logicians. Moreover, all that is valuable

to us takes place in, and is subject to the limitation

of, the universe of discourse of our present
human

life. Not only is this the case, but all the precious-
ness of life depends upon it. As experience shoAvs

us some of the limitations of this universe of dis-

course, it also reveals some of its values. Our
ethical conceptions and distinctions give to many
of these values a more rational character, but all

the more reveal to us the importance of the asym-
metries Avhich our conduct both finds and prefers.
W'e desire to live in houses. The desire has its

Avell-known empirical foundation, and also its

rational ethical justification. Constructing houses

is an activity which stands in coiitnist Avitli the

activity of destroying them, and Avliich has a cor-

responding value. In a dulj- limited uniA-erse of

discourse Ave can at pleasure so define the activities

of building houses and of destroying them that the

tAvo modes of action stand in a symmetrical not-

relation to each other. But in this limited uniA-erse
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of discourse the distinction in value between tlie

two processes remains both empirically manifest

and rationally justifiable. Of the resultinji mutu-

ally negative modes of action one is called the
'

positive
'

mode, the other involves that destructive

treatment of houses Avhich leaves people homeless,
and which robs the world of its value. Therefore

the counsel, 'Build rather than destroy,' has a

perfectly definite warrant, wliich at once depends
upon the logical sj'mmetrj' of the not-relation in

its own limited universe of discourse and makes
clear why the one mode of action appears as a

privation, a wiping out of values, while the other

appears as both empirically and rationally prefer-

If Mephistopheles always denies, his denials,
which are practical as well as theoretical, are modes
of action which have their place and value in a

definitely limited universe of discourse, both social

and ethical. In their simplest forms and instances

they appear as a '

snubbing
'

of the proposals which
others made, a sarcastic and cynical showing of

contempt for human hopes and aspirations ; they
leave liearts desolate, ruin lives, and add to the
sum of human horror. Under these circumstances,
we can understand how every mode of action does
indeed involve a destruction of something as well
as a construction of something else, and how the
not-relations involved are perfectly symmetrical,
while we equally well understand why we prefer
that hearts should not be made desolate, that lives

should not be ruined, that the noblest in man
should not be destroyed. The world in which we
condemn Mephistopheles for his negation is indeed
a limited universe of discourse, but the relation
between heaven and hell in that world is not merely
a symmetrical not-relation, but an asymmetrical
relation—a relation of lower and higher, of the
noblest to the basest, of the heights of justice and
holiness to the depths of diabolism. It is important
to see that the logical symmetry of the not-relation
is needed as the basis of such unsymmetrical rela-

tions between good and e\dl, heaven and hell,
salvation and perdition. Without negation none
of these contrasts could be defined, none of these
distinctions between the lower and the higher could
come to clear consciousness at all ; hence negation
is an absolutely essential function of our thought
and will. Without negation there would be no
clearness with regard to values, no knowledge of

heaven or hell, of good or evil ; hence Mephisto-
pheles is indeed the inseparable companion of the
one who is to learn what these distinctions are,
and is even thereby to come into contact with what
constitutes their value.
AVe turn for a moment to the case of the types

of pedagogical advice which we have already
mentioned. It is true that, if we give positive
counsels to the children, we, logically speaking,
inevitably give them advice which is also negative.
For we cannot tell them what to do without coun-

selling them not to do the contradictories of what
we counsel. And, as the children are also more or
less crudely logical, while some of them are more
or less quaintly or crudely Mephistophelian, they
will frequently find their own way of plan-
ning and performing the contradictor}' of what we
counsel. But it is one thing to give them encour-

aging advice which awakens them by winning
sugge.stions ; it is another to play in our own way
the part of Mephistopheles, by first finding out
what their desires are and then explicitly snubbing
them, and thus condemning them to the depths of

discouragement, or inflaming their already existing
disposition to rebel against our counsel. The Ten
Commandments appear to make their appeal to an
already more or less evil-minded, rebellious, or

wayward people, whom the thunders of the law

are to terrify into submission. The use of the
word ' not '

gives to the Commandments this out-

ward seeming, not because the relation of negation
is logically unsymmetrical, and not because we can
ever command without also forbidding the contra-

dictory of our command, but because the limita-

tions of the universe of discourse about Mt. Sinai,
as well as the unsymmetrical distinctions between
the thunders on the top of the mountain and the

way downward to the plain where the people
listen to the thunders, strongly suggest the over-

coming by terror of an already-existing stubborn
will.

On the other hand, the Sayings and the Sermon
on the Mount give their counsels in a universe of

discourse where the unsymmetrical relations be-

tween the Father and His children, between the

Shepherd and the lost sheep, already inspire con-

fidence, a tendency to harmony with one's coun-

sellor, and a disposition to regard him as one who
speaks with a peculiar and winning 'authority.'
In such a world the not-relation is as definitely

present as in any other logically definite world of

counsel. On occasion the Sayings, the Parables,
and the Sermon on the Mount make explicit both
the not-relation and the limitations of the universe

of discourse. But, on the whole, while the not-

relation is logically just as prominent in the

universe of discourse of the Parables and of the

Sayings as it is in any other sharply defined

universe of discourse, the particle
' not ' does not

play so large a part as in the Commandments, or

as would be the case in negative appeals to the

unA\'ise or to the erring. The logic of the situation

is identical. What one emphasizes in the mode of

expression used is distinct ; privation is in the

background. What ought to be is made attractive ;

what ought not to be is more frequently left to be

discovered by the enlightened doer of the will,

who is expected
' to know of the doctrine' all the

better, the more he has been Avon over ' to do the

will.'

The practical moral of all such instances is that,
both in our definition of the not-relations which
interest us and in our whole use of negations, we
should carefully consider the universe of discourse

which we propose to employ as the field within
which to make our logical distinctions, and also

the asymmetrical distinctions of value which arise

within that universe. The problem of the relation

between these limitations and values and our use
of negation is partly a psychological one, and

partly one of limiting one's field of operations, for

the sake of accomplishing to the full one's enter-

prise.
' In limitation alone can mastery be displayed.'

Thus the problem of negation is one of limiting the

field of attention and following the guide of the

asymmetrical relations which appear within that

field.

The case mentioned above, of the so-called
'

negative theology
'

of the mj'stics, of The Imita-
tion of Christ, and of the Hindu seer, still calls for

a word. A '

purely negative
'

metaphysical doctrine

is logically quite as impossible as any other '

purely
negative

'

doctrine. For a metaphysical doctrine

must consist of propositions ; and a system of pro-

positions essentially consists of a series of pairs of

mutually contradictory propositions. If we call

either of these propositions 'positive,' its contra-

dictory
'

negative
'

is its inseparable companion ;

if we call either '

negative,' its own contradiction,
which tlien appears as an ' affirmative

'

proposition,
is equally inseparable from it. But the Hindu

seer, or the author of The Imitation of Christ, or

any other teacher who uses expressions which
illustrate a '

negative theology,' is actually think-

ing or speaking in a more or less deliberately
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limited universe of discourse. Tliis universe of

discourse is supposed to contain every thing

possible, because it contains two beings, God and
the world, tiie absolute and the finite. But an

absolutely complete universe of discourse is logi-

cally impossible ; and the mystic's universe of

discourse is, in general, a very limited one—con-

sisting of the objects of our more ordinary exi)eri-
ence and the apparent object of the mystic
experience itself. These two objects stand in a

relation which is certainly not merely the not-

relation, although Yajnavalkya and k Kempis
are unnecessarily fond of speaking as if this were
so. The relation is unsymmetrical in this sense

that, for the mystic, one of these objects, viz. God,
the absolute, or the '

self,' is inetiably precious,
and is defined in terms of the decidedly unsym-
metrical relation 'above' or 'beyond,' and the

other is defined as ' beneath
'

or sometimes as
' without.' The relation between this precious or

perfect absolute object of the so-called
'

negative

theology' and the objects of ordinary experience is

sometimes defined in terms of a contrast between
'created being' and 'uncreated being.' Now,
whatever the relation of creation is, it is obviously
viewed by those in question as unsymmetrical.
The world ' emanates from,' or ' descends from,' or

is
'

produced by
'

its conceived Creator. The
mystic God is therefore not merely and negatively
uncreated, but He is that from which created being
emanates or through whose will it is produced.
The Hindu seers, pantheistic as they were, had
still their own doctrine of

' emanation ' and their

various unsymmetrical relations.

It follows that the so-called 'negative theology
'

never tells us anything in terms of '

pure negation.'
On the contrary, it very volubly characterizes a

set of unsymmetrical distinctions of value, of

preciousness, of grades of being, and of processes
of emanation, which include numerous not-rela-

tions, but which depend for all their interest upon
the fact that the mystic presents to us something
of which he can say that it is best known ' when
most I feel there is a lower and a higher.'

Perhaps this final illustration, when added to

the foregoing, may serve to indicate the function
of negation. In brief, the function of negation is,

by means of the indispensable and fundamental
not-relation, to lay a basis for an understanding of

the complexities and asymmetries of the world of

experience which may serve to clarify our ideas

and systematize our conduct.
Literature.—Kant's Critique of Pure Reason and Hegel's

Logic both contain very extended discussions of various aspects
of negation. To Kant belongs the doubtful credit of having
deliberately attempted, in his discussion of the Table of

Categories, to treat negation as involving an essentially
triadic rather than a dyadic relation. This doctrine has,
since Kant, been justly neglected. Hegel's logical discus-
sions of the topic are manifold, and have been historically

very influential. See also the Logics of R. H. Lotze (^Leipzig,
1880-84), C. von Sigwart (3 Tubingen, 1904), F. H. Bradley
(London, 1883), B. Bosanquet(^ Oxford, 1911), and W. Wundt
(^Stuttgart, 1893-95), as well as A. N. Whitehead and B. A.
W. Russell's treatment of various aspects of the not-relation
in their Principia Mathematica, Cambridge, 1910-13, and
elsewhere. See also T. Harper, The Metaphysics of the School,
London, 1879-84. The term '

negative theology
''

is used by
Dionysius Areopag., de Myst. Theol. Iff., deviv. Norn. i. 4.

See also Scotus Erigena, de Div. A'at. ii. 30.

JOSIAH ROYCE.
NEGRILLOS AND NEGRITOS.—The exist-

ence of living Pygmy peoples in Africa (Negrillos)
and in Indonesia and Melanesia (Negritos), and
the discovery of their skeletal remains in Europe,
have given rise to much theorizing as to the position
of such dwarf peoples in the genealogical tree of the
human race. According to J. Kollmann (Korre-
spondenzbldtt clcr deutsch. anthrop. Gesells( hnff,
xxxvi. [1905] 9, and Globus, Ixxxvii. [1905] 140),
the oldest forms of man were of small stature ;

from them the modern races gradually developed.

each tall race being preceded by a correlated small
one. W. H. Flower sajs :

' We may, therefore, regard them [Pygmies] as little-modified

descendants of an extremely ancient race, the ancestors of all

the Negro tribes [African and Indo-Paciflc]
'

(JAI ix. [1880] 132).

W. Schmidt {Die Stellang der Pygnmenvblker,
Stuttgart, 1910, p. 298) describes them as humanity
in its childhood. Other authorities regard the

Pygmy tribes as degenerate forms ; G. Schwalbe

(Studien zur Vorgesch. des Menschen, Stuttgart,
1906) states that they are due to selection under

poor and isolated conditions ; indeed, their position
IS still an open question (cf. art. DwARF.S AND
Pygmies).
As regards the ethnology of the Pygmies, we

find them to be uniformly at a very backward

stage of culture. They are collectors and hunters,
whose weapon is the bow and arrow

; some
Negritos, however, have learned fiom neighbouring
peoples to till the soil. TJiey are typically mono-

gamous.
I. Negrillos of Central Africa.—In the work

named above Schmidt summarizes our knowledge
of the Pygmy peoples. He tiiere quotes A. Le

Roy (Les Pygmecs, Tours, 1905, p. 176 f.), who
emphasizes the great difi'erence between the reli-

gious ideas of the Negrillos and those of the

Negioes among whom they live. The Negrillos
have hardly any cult of the dead, and no fetish

huts or images dedicated to them, no amulets, no

professional sorcerers or priests. They have cer-

tain charms for ensuring success in hunting, but it

has not yet been ascertained whence these derive
their power. A marked contrast to the polytheism
and nature- and ancestor-cults of the Negroes is

afforded by the notions of certain Pygmies as to

the supreme being. The chief of the Boni Pygmies
of E. Africa gave Le Roy the following account of

Waka, their god :

' He is lord of all. He gave the Boni these lands, forests,

rivers, and all by which they live. He cannot be seen, but he
sees men very well. Sometimes he descends into the Boni camp
and kills one of them. Then they bury that one deep in the
earth and move awaj- from there ; for it is dangerous to remain
under the eyes of Waka. He is strict and must have his share
of everything. Therefore when they kill a buffalo the best

piece is taken and laid on the fire ; part ;s burnt on the fire,

the rest the man and his children eat. If any one finds honey,
he does not take any till he has thrown a little into the forest

and up to the sky. If he wants to drink palm-wine, he first

pours a little on the ground. The following words are said :

"
Waka, thou hast given me this buffalo, this honey, this wine.

See there thy share. Give me henceforward strength and life,

and let nothing evil befall my children " '

(quoted by Schmidt,
p. 232).

It should be noted, however, that the Hamitic
Galla of E. Africa have a supreme being, W&q,
who is conceived as the omniscient and all-power-
ful creator of everything earthly and represents
the principle of good ;

he possesses all the sublime

qualities of godhead and is prayed to for preserva-
tion of life and property and for all worldly pros-

perity (P. Paulitschke, Beitrdge zur Ethnographic
und Anthropologie der Somdl, Galla und Harari,

Leipzig, 1886, ii. 19). Le Roy also gives an account
obtained from a member of tlie Ajongo tribe of

Gabun, which has mixed with the Negroes but
retains distinct and '

higher
'

religious ideas. Tlie

supreme being is called Nzaiiibi—a name which
also occurs among some W. Bantu, though with

vaguer significance. He lives up above, and speaks
through thunder to tell men that rain will fall.

He is lord over all and has made and disposed all

things, and before him we are very small. He
causes life and death ; after death the shade sinks

into tiie earth and then gradually mounts up to

him, and receives reward or is cast into the fire

according to his merits (quoted by Schmidt, p.

2.S2f.). The Nkula Pygmies offer tlie firstfruits of

the nkula-nut to their \xoA with a sliort ceremony.
The Bekii mixed Pygmies honour a supreme being,

Nzame, maker of the sky, the stars, light, and the
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eyes, the pupils of which reflect his image and are

the seat of life. Beasts and men arose from liis

union with a lesser maternal deity. The Bekii

also have a spirit-cult
' which is evidence of Negro

influence.' J. M. M. van der Burgt states (Un
qrand Peuple de I'Afrique iqiiatoriale, Bois-le-

Uuc, 1904, pp. 46, 74, 82, 119-121, 137, quoted in

Schmidt, p. 234) that the Wa-Twa of Urundi liave

a supreme spirit Indagarra, who created a man
and woman, and judges people after death accord-

ing to their deserts. Below him is Ryangombe, a

spirit who is associated with the ancestral pair, of

whom, however, there seems to be little or no cult.

The Wa-Twa wear few amulets themselves, though
they are said to make all those of the Wa-Rundi.

P. H. G. Powell-Cotton ('Notes on a Journey
tiirough the Great Ituri Forest,' Jonrn. Afr. Soc,
1907, pp. 5, 6) found among the Pygmies of

Mawambe the belief that thunderstorms were con-
trolled by a higher power, and an ottering of food
to the supreme spirit at a ceremonial feast to give
them lucK on moving to a new hunting-ground.
H. H. Johnston writes :

' Even these dwarf hunting nomads [in the Congo basin],

leading a life equivalent to one of the earliest stages of human
culture, believe—so far as their impressions have been recorded—in some vague superhuman power of the sky {Nzatnbi, if

they speak in Bantu dialects), and think that chiefs or village
elders live again after death in the form of bush-pigs or snakes '

{George Gren/eU and the Congo, London, 1908, ii. 632).

Among some, at any rate, this power seems to be

regarded as bad, for it occasionally slays men with
its fire (Johnston, The Uganda Protectorate,
London, 1902, ii. 539).

2. Negritos of the east. — (a) Andamanese.—
The Andamanese, according to A. R. Brown [The
Andaman Islands, Cambridge, 1916, ch. iii.), be-
lieve in two ditt'erent kinds of supernatural being :

(1) the spirits inhabiting the forest and sea respec-
tively, which are the ghosts of dead men and
women ; and (2) other beings connected with the
sun and moon, lightning and thunder, and the
monsoons (Biliku and Tarai) ; these are all associ-
ated with the phenomena of nature. The only
being outside these categories about whom Brown
could discover anything was Nila, who lives in
hollow Pterocarpus trees and comes out to slay
human beings who approach his trees. The most
important beliefs are those relating to the weather
and seasons, which are under the control of Biliku

(Puluga) and Tarai (Deria). The connexion
between Biliku and the north-east monsoon is

fundamental ; throughout the Great Andaman
wind, rain, and storm are associated with Biliku,
or with Biliku and Tarai, who is identified with
the south-west monsoon. As to other points
accounts differ in various parts : in the north Tarai
is often said to be Biliku's husband ; elsewhere
they are said to be two friends (male) who have
quarrelled, or again Biliku is a pair whose children
are the winds. In all the gi'oups bad weather is

regarded as the result of Biliku's anger ; lightning
is a fire-brand flung by her (him). There is com-
plete unanimity also as to the three things which
are punished in this way : (1) the melting or burn-

ing of bees-wax
; (2) cutting or interfering with a

certain number of plants, especially at a certain

period of the year ; and (3) killing a cicada or mak-
ing a noise during the time cicadaj are singing at

morning or evening. The idea that Biliku dislikes
the smell of burning wax may be due, Brown
suggests, to the fact that honey is collected and
wax melted every year just before the rains begin,
and so the breaking of the monsoon has come to
be regarded as resulting from the offence caused to
Biliku in this way. Similarly, tlie season for dig-
ging up yams is in October, and November is the
month for the worst storms and cyclones.
There are numerous legends about the ' ances-

tors
' who first inhabited the Andamanese world,

in which Biliku figures.
In one Luratut (the kingfisher) stole fire from Biliku, who

lived on a separate island from the ancestors ; Biliku woke up
and flung a fire-brand at him, after which in wrath BiUku went
to live in the sky. Another tale from the south tells how Puluga
was sent away out of the world by the ancestors whose huts
and property he used to destroy. In another version it was a
ha shell that Biliku flung at the thief, which is used by women
for slicing yams and seeds. One informant said that Biliku
(who had a husband Porokul) made the earth, sky, and sea,
discovered the use of all the edible roots known to the Anda-
manese, and is very angry if these are gathered in the rainy
season. The points to note in these tales are that Biliku lived
on earth but apart from the ancestors, that fire was stolen from
her, and that she flung a fire-brand or shell-slicer. The belief
in Biliku as the first being is sporadic and undeveloped, and, in
Brown's opinion, an accretion (FL xx. [1909] 257-271).

It has been stated that the Andamanese tend to

personify natural phenomena, and, just as the sun
and moon are regarded as two persons, the sun
being the wife of the moon, so the two monsoons
were personified as Biliku and Tarai and made
wife and husband. In the five northern linguistic

groups of Great Andaman Biliku is female ; so
also is her counterpart Oluga in Little Andaman ;

in two other groups she is male, and in the remain-

ing three predominantly so. Two facts indicate
that Biliku was originally feminine: (1) that at
the two extremities of the islands Biliku and Oluga
ai'e female, while three of the five central groups
seem to reveal an intermediate stage ; (2) that she
hurls fire-brands or shell-slicers instead of shooting
arrows, as a man would do. There seem to be no
legends about Tarai ; in the south he is generally
ignored, even storms from the south-west being
attributed to Puluga.
The account of Andamanese beliefs by E. H.

Man (On the Aboriginal Inhabitants of the Anda-
man Islands, London, 1883, pp. 84 ft'., 88 ff.), difter-

ing from Brown's more in interpretation than in

actual data, forms the basis of Schmidt's version,
in which Puluga is made to figure as a high god,
creator and supreme judge,

' who has forbidden

deceit, theft, raids, murder, adultery, and the

burning of wax (for magical purposes)' (p. 195).
The prohibition on yams and other edible fruits

during the first half of the rainy season is inter-

preted by Schmidt as a sort of ottering of tirstfruits ;

according to Brown, they are not available for

food until the end of the rainy season. When
Man denies to the Andamanese any form of cult
or religious rites (p. 88), and M, V. Portman con-
firms this as regards prayer and sacrifice, adding
that no love is felt for Puluga (A Hist, of our
Relations with the Andamanese, Calcutta, 1899, i.

44), then Schmidt questions whether our know-
ledge of the Andamanese justifies such categorical
negatives (pp. 197-200), and adopts the r61e of

counsel for the defence of Puluga as high god,
revered and beloved by man, preferring to ascribe
certain anthropomorphic tendencies in the deity to

a later mythological stratum (p. 203). He is con-

vinced that a moon-mythology similar to the
Austronesian must formerly have dominated the
Andamans ; according to this, the waxing moon is

male, the waning moon male or female. Thus the
male waxing moon which appears first in the
south-west is Tarai, the male, and so the sex of

Biliku when regarded as female is satisfactorily
accounted for. To sustain his theory Schmidt is

obliged to assume that S. Andaman, where Man's
observations were made, is in a more primitive
condition than the north, for which assumption he
otters no adequate proof. The conflicting views of

Brown and Schmidt found expression in a short

controversy in Man (x. [1910] 2, 33, 66, 82).

Ceremonial observances of the Andamanese are
social rather than religious in character (cf. chs.

ii. and v. of Brown's Andainan Islands). Certain

periods in the life of the individual are regarded as
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critical, and at such times food-tabus are strictly
observed. Thus on attaining puberty both boys
and girls have to abstain from honey, turtle, du-

gong, etc., and a number of vegetable foods for two
or three years, on the expiration of which the

turtle-eating ceremony takes place, when a new
name is conferred. After some months the pig-

eating ceremony follows, and then by degrees the

youth or girl reverts to normal diet. During
pregnancy and for one month after the child is

born a mother observes certain food-tabus, in which
her liusband shares.

Disease and death are attributed to the ghosts
of jungle and sea. The body is decorated, flexed,
and enveloped in the sleeping mat, and <a shell-

knife is placed in the hand. It is either buried in

the ground or exposed on a platform, with the face

to the east ; platform disposal is regarded as more
honourable. A fire is lighted and a vessel of water
is placed beside the grave ; sometimes the dead
man's bow and an arroAV or two or a harpoon and
line are left on it. After the funeral the camp is

abandoned, and a period of mourning ensues, at the
end of which the bones are exhumed, broken up,
and strung together into ornaments to be worn by
the near relatives. The bodies of enemies are

burned, so that blood and fat ascend in smoke and
the ghost does not trouble the slayers. After

killing turtle, pig, etc., certain precautions are
taken to avoid trouble with the animal's ghost.
The Andamanese think that a man can die and

come to life again. It is the man's double, re-

flexion, or shadow that leaves his body at death,
and may visit people in dreams while he is alive.

' In every tribe there are alternative and inconsistent beliefs

as to the place where spirits go, which by different accounts is

in the sky, beneath the earth, out to the east where the sun
and moon take their rise, or in the jungle and sea of their own
country

'

(Brown, p. 170).

These ghosts haunting jungle and sea can be

kept at a distance by wearing strings of human
bones or certain leaves, by fire, bees-wax, an arrow,
or red paint ; but whistling attracts them. Medi-
cine-men (or, less often, medicine-women) acquire
their power by contact with the ghosts ; a man can
come into contact with them by dying and then

coming back to life, or by meeting them in the

jungle, or in a less degree power may be obtained

through dreams. Medicine-men are able to cause
or cure disease, and to control the weather by
simple rites directed either against Biliku or Tarai
or against the ghosts of the sea. Among all super-
natural forces it is Biliku, controller of the weather,
who is of j^a-ramount importance, for on fine

weather depend the hunting, fishing, and dancing
which make up the work and pleasure of the Anda-
m'an Islander's life.

(h) Semang of the Malay Peninsula.—A full ac-

count of the religious beliefs of the Semang, based

largely on the observations of Vaughan-Stevens, is

given by W. W. Skeat and C. 0. Blagden (Pagan
Races of the Malay Peninsula, London, 1906, ii.

ch. vi.).
'The Semang religion," they observe,

'
in spite of its recogni-

tion of a "Thunder-god" (Karl) and certain minor "deities,"
has very little indeed in the way of ceremonial, and appears to
consist mainly of mythology and legends. It shows remarkably
few traces of demon-worsliip, very little fear of ghosts of the de-

ceased, and still less of any sort of animistic beliefs
'

(ii. 174 f .).

Kari is of supernatui-al size, but is now invisible.

He created everything except the earth and man-
kind, but when I'le had nuule men Kari gave them
souls. He is onmipotentand knows whenever men
do wrong ; certain acts anger him, but sometimes
he pleads with Pie on man's behalf. Kari is the

giver of life, the causer of death, and tiie supreme
judge of souls. He requires a blood-sacrifice ;

during a thunderstorm a few drops of blood are
drawn froui tlie shin, mixed witli a little water in
a bamboo receptacle, and thrown up to the skv.
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accompanied among the E. Semang by a form of

invocation. As a rule, however, invocations,
which are requests for material advantage, have
not advanced to the stage of a fixed form, but are

simply a wisli expressed in conversational phrase
addressed to the great spirits or deities. Pie also

receives blood-sacrifices. R. Martin [Die Inland-
stdmme der tnalayischen Halbinsel, Jena, 1905, p.

956) regards this proceeding during a storm as

simply a weather-cliarm and in no sense an act of

worship or cult. Besides Pie and his sister Simei
there are other deities subordinate to Kari who
act as his messengers.
The E. Semang believe that each man has a soul

shaped like himself, blood-red, and the size of a

grain of maize. New souls sit in a tree behind
Kari's seat till he sends them forth ; they are con-

veyed by a bird which is killed and eaten by the

expectant mother. Each species of animal has a

corresponding soul-plant ; 'fish-souls come from

grasses, bird-souls from their eating certain fruits
'

(Skeat-Blagden, ii. 215 f.). When Kari desires to

punish a person, he sends a disease borne by the

wind-demon, who deposits it upon the culprit's
forehead. The god Pie pacifies Kari and permits
the Semang to avert the punishments by giving
them a talisman : a woman is protected by the

special designs engraved on the combs worn in her
hair

; according to Vaughan-Stevens, the patterns
used by her sex to avert the special ills afl'ecting
them were the invention of Simei, the sister (or

daughter?) of Pie [Veroffentl. aus don. konigl.
Mus. fur Volkerkundc, iii. [Berlin, 1894] 110).
Definite patterns ward ofi" specific diseases ; as

many as eight different comljs may be worn at

once. These combs are buried with a woman to

afibrd protection to her soul. Men avert diseases

by means of patterns invented by Pie on quivers,
blow-pipes, and bamboo staves. Similar combs
are worn by the Pangan Sakai of Perak, and most
of the mixed tribes. Martin says (p. 703) that he
found them mainly confined to the Sakai, being
much rarer among the woolly-haired Semang ; he
notes various amulets in use among the Semang
(p. 954; cf. Skeat-Blagden, i. 396 ff., 149).

When a man dies, his burial bamboo is inserted
in his girdle. On this tube, wliich is larger for

men than for women, patterns are incised by the
tribal chief. If a man has been very wicked, his

chief will refuse to cut the patterns on it, and the
soul will have to appear before Kari without it

and will certainly be condemned.

'The soul was believed to cross over into Paradise by menus
of a tree-bridge, from which the souls of the wicked fell into a

boiling lake beneath, through fright of a monstrous figure that
mounted guard over the bridge

'

(Skeat-Hlagden, ii. 217).

After swimming about there desperately for three

years, they may be rescued by the chief of the
heaven of fruit-trees, who lets down his great toe,

to which tliey cling and are drawn out. The old

and wise (chiefs and medicine-men) are buried in

trees, so tiiat their souls may be able to fiy over
the head of the monster at the bridge. The Kedah
Semang believe that the heavens consist of three

stages : the highest, filled with fruit-trees yielding
luxuriantly all the year, is inhabited by the greater
persons of mythology ; the second also contains
wild fruit-trees ; tlie third has nothing but low

brooding clouds which bring .sickness to mankind
(J6. i. 460, ii. 207f., 217).
The medicine-man is usually the most important

member of the tribe ; chiefs nearly always seem to

be medicine-men of more or less repute. Tliey

obey prohibitions on the flesh of goats, buffalo, and
fowls which are not incumbent on otlier tribesmen.

Tliey are able to enter the fruit ])aradise in a

trance, to turn themselves into tigers, to slay men
at a distance, and to supply infallible love-charms
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(ib. ii. 2'25-227). There are a good many myths
and beliefs abont animals—elephants and tigers in

particular are occupied by the souls of dead chiefs ;

and there are vague ideas of a big conflagration

replacing the wide-spread flood-myth (ib. ii. 221 fl'.,

219). RIartin regards knimal tales as di Malay
origin (p. 950).
As regards the supreme position of Karl, Martin

considers (p. 986 f.) that Vaiighan-Stevens' data

upon which mainly Skeat and Blagden base their

statement require confirmation before a primitive
theistic system can be ascribed to the inland tribes.

'From the primitive spirits . . . a single almighty,
wrathful and rewarding god has developed under

foreign influence,' undergoing a new connexion
with a much more primitive animism and demonism,
though of these only traces appear among the

Semang. There are thus two views : (1) a wholesale
substitution of religious beliefs for which there is

no evidence as yet available ; and (2) that of Schmidt

(pp. 219-229), who states that the Semang aflbrd a

striking contradiction to most modern evolutionary
theories as applied to religion. For of the three
main groups of backward peoples, we find among
the Pygmy Semang, who are culturally at the
lowest stage,

'

recognition and reverence of a

Supreme Being with practically no manism and
animism . . . but retrogression of reverence for

the Supreme Being and growth of manism and
animism the more cultural development advances

among the Senoi and Jakun' (Schmidt, p. 228).
As to the foreign influence assumed by Martin, it

should be noted that the Semang live farthest from
and the Jakun nearest to the zone from which such
influence could emanate. See, further, art. Malay
Peninsula.

(c) Philippine Islanders.—Not much is known
about the religion of these tribes, and some accounts
are contradictorj'. The best is that of W. Allan
Reed ('Negritos of Zambales,' Phil. Is. Ethnol.

Survey Publications, vol. ii. pt. i. [Manila, 1904]),
who says :

' The basis of all the superstitious beliefs of the Negritos . . .

is the constant presence of the spirits of the dead near where
they lived when alive

'

(p. 65).

All places are inhabited by them, and all adversity—sickness, ill-luck in hunting, failure of crops
—is

attributed to them ; as long as things go well, they
are not much considered. In one place there is a

huge black boulder which is believed to be the
home of one powerful spirit ; it seems that the

spirits of all who die enter this one spirit, or anito,

dwelling in the rock. No Negrito passes without
leaving a banana or some article of food there.

Disease is usually regarded as a punishment, the
more serious maladies being sent by the supreme
anito. Lesser diseases are inflicted by minor sjiirits,
but these have to invoke the aid of the supreme
spirit when a more severe punishment is to be
meted out. A sickly child's name may be changed
so as to avoid the attentions of some spirit. A
medicine-man or medicine-woman (manga-anito)
can exorcize a spirit causing trouble. Charms are
also used to remedy diseases. A certain yellow
parasitic plant imparts great powers, and can
attract a woman.

After a hunt the game is divided. The chief
man present takes a small part of the entrails or

heart, cuts it into little pieces, and scatters them,
chanting a few words of thanks to the spirits ; this

is never omitted. F. Blumentritt [Globus, xlv.

[1884] 75), referring to the Negritos of N. Luzon,
states on the evidence of Father Villaverde that a

single piece is thrown into the air with an invocation
to one spirit only (cited by Schmidt, p. 230).

According to A. de Quatrefages (The Pygmies,
Eng. tr., London, 1895, p. 159 f.), all Negritos
believe that the spirit survives the body and has

the same requirements as in life ; a dead man's
bow and arrows are therefore living above his grave
and gifts of tobacco and betel are placed on it.

A. Schadenberg (ZE xii. [1880] 144) states that
there is a kind of moon cult (cf. also D. G. Brinton,
in The American Anthropologist, 1898, pp. 293-307).
Dances are held at the full moon, though it may
be that they are held then merelj' for the con-
venience of light (cf. F. H. Sawyer, The Inhabitants

of the Philippines, London, 1900, p. 204). Their
mimetic dances are described by Reed (pp. 52-54),
but he does not say whether there is anj' underlying
religious significance. Combs analogous to those
of the Semang, but apparently non-magical in

character, are worn by both sexes (Reed, p. 38, pi.

xxxvi.).
The only true Pygmy peoples as yet discovered

in New Guinea are the Tapiro and Pesechem, who
are too slightly known for anything to be said

about their religion. The peoples of mixed Pygmy
descent are dealt with in art. New Guinea.
Though there exists among certain Pygmy

peoples, both African and Indonesian, a more or

less definite belief in a supreme spirit, any sugges-
tion that this is a general characteristic of Negrillos
and Negritos is to be regarded as highly speculative
and i^remature in view of the fragmentary evidence
as yet available.

Literature.—This is sufficiently indicated in the course of

the article. A. C. HaDDON.

NEGROES AND W. AFRICA.— i. Introduc-
tion ; fetishism.—The pure pagan Negro is repre-
sented by numberless tribes inhabiting the coast-

line from Cape Verd to Calabar, and extending
here and there even to the borders of the Sahara.
Within this vast area, much of which is still only
partially explored, are to be found several domi-
nant Negro races, many large tribes, more or less

independent, with numerous branch tribes, and
smaller tribes having distinct characteristics. On
the outskirts of this Negroland, where the Muham-
madan wave has swept forward from the north
and north-east, and where the Negro is gradually
merging into the Negroid, the religious beliefs of

the people are losing much of their originality and

becoming impregnated with Muslim ideas, though,
on the other hand, the Muhammadans of this

border-land show themselves willing to accept freely

many so-called superstitious pagan lieliefs. South
of Calabar, and inland to the eastward, i.e. in the

Cameroons, Gabun country, and Loango, the

people belong to the great Bantu family.
With the scant knowledge that we possess, it is

difficult to reduce the religion of the aboriginal

Negroes to any really systematic form ; for there

is little intercourse between one great tribe and
another, little exchange of religious ideas, and no
one supreme religious head to whom all the Negro
peoples look for guidance. Again, the Negroes
have no written language ; except by word of

mouth, they have no means of communicating
with each other ; and therefore there are no sacred
books or other writings handing down the history
or tenets of their religion from one generation to

another. What has been discovered about their

religion has come to light principally during the
last two centuries ;

before that little was known
of the country for more than a few miles from the

coast-line. The slaves conveyed to the W. Indies

and America came from all parts of the interior ;

but, since they shared a common misfortune, it

may be assumed that the men of one tribe would
be prone to assimilate the beliefs of their fellow-

slaves of other tribes, so that the religion of the

old W. Indian and American slaves cannot be held

to represent that of any individual Negro tribe.

There is always the possibility, also, that the
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natives' beliefs have been warped and confused by
tlie statements of the Christian preacher.
Theories as to the process by which the W.

African natives have arrived at their present state
of religion are of two kinds : (1) that, in the begin-
ning, Jahweh revealed Himself to all men on earth,
and that He alone was worshipped ; that subse-

quently this monotheism gave place to polytheism,
out of which in the course of time grew idolatry,
superstition, demonism, etc. (tiiis theory is upheld
bj'^ some Christian missionaries who have lived

long among tiie people, and who have been careful
students of their religious ideas) ; and (2) that the

Negroes (and the Bantu) are gradually working
upwards to monotheism. But we might equally
well theorize that the natives began with mono-
theism, fell away, and are now drifting back to
monotheism. It matters little how the people
reached their present stage of religion ; it is witli
the actual state of religion as now found to exist

among the various tribes that we have to deal.

Modern students of the Negro religion who have
conducted their researches on the spot are few in

number, and the two to whom the world is indebted
for a great part of its knowledge unfortunately
died before the completion of their work. A. B.
Ellis left behind him a storehouse of valuable in-

formation, to which Mary H. Kingsley added in
no small degree, the former dealing more especi-
ally with the true Negroes of the Gold Coast and
of the Slave Coast, and the latter with those of the
Oil Rivers and with the Bantu further south. Of
these Bantu in the neighbourhood of the Gabun
R. H. Nassau has written fully, as has R. E.
Dennett of the Fjort (or Bavili) Bantu. But, in

the districts beyond those named above, tliere

remains a virgin field, where the student of W.
African religion may find a sufficiency of work.
Now and again notes are made by careful observers

travelling through, or residing in, those districts,
and such scraps of information increase our know-
ledge ; but the gaps are still wide.
M. H. Kingsley' divides W. Africa into four

main ' schools
'

of religion, which may be said to

extend geographically along the coast: (1) from
Sierra Leone to the Niger mouths, (2) thence east-

wards to the Cameroons, (3) the Mpongwe country,
about the Gabun River, (4) the Loango country
(north of the Congo), peopled by the Fjort (Fjat,
Fiote, or Bavili). In each division, she considers,
the religious aim, or guiding motive, is distinct
and clear ; and, tliougli the various peoples of the
tribes thus grouped have not all arrived at the
same stage, yet the fundamental aim of each
' school

'

appears to exist in every case. Thus,
the one aim of the religious practices of tlie

Negroes westward of the lower Niger basin is to

preserve human life ; of the Oil River natives to

enable the soul to jiass successfully through death ;

of the Mpongwe Bantu to attain material pros-

perity ; while the religion of the Fjort Bantu
(Nkicism) is concerned chiefly with the cult of the

mystery of the power of earth (?iXici = mysterious
power; n/cici-ct^ mysterious power of the earth;
nkici-kici — mysterious power in personal protective
cliarms, etc.). Such religious ends are not easy
for the Cliristian mind to grasp, and to understand
them at all it is necessary to realize that a Negro
thinks in quite a diU'erent manner from a European.
With the excepticm, j)erhaps, of some of the

Bantu, tlie peoples of W. Africa do not appear to

speculate on such far-off things as tiie creation of
the world, but almost every Negro tribe possesses
some legend connected with tiie origin of man.
Sometimes tlie legend is uiimistakal)ly of I'liu'ui-

cian introduction (for the I'liuiiiicians are known
to have penetrated as far as tiie Gold Coast) ; at

1 W. African Studies, p. 110.

otiier times it shows signs of having come from the
Cliristian missionaries on the coast or from the
Muhammadans of the interior ; wiiile, again, there
are legends so local and narrow in their notions as
to be clearly marked as of tribal evolution.
The Yorubas maintain that, before the earth was peopled by

men, there was alwaj's Olorun, the great god of the firmament,
and that by him another god, Obatala, was created and placed
in charge of all things connected with the firmament and the
earth. For Obatala was created also a goddess-wife named
Odudua, who bore a boy and a girl named Aganju and Yemaja.
The brother and sister married, and had a son (Orungan),
whose evil doings brought about the violent death of his

mother, at which event there sprang from her body fifteen gods
and goddesses. On the spot where Yemaja died, runs the
legend, the town of If6 was built, and was for many centuries
considered a sacred city. In this manner the Yorubas account
for the creation of their gods, by whom alone, they beUeve, the
world was at one time inhabited. As to the period of man's
creation Yoruba opinions differ, some holding that the first

couple were made out of mud by Obatala, others that they
came from Yemaja's body with the gods, and that they were
nained Obalofun (' Lord of Speech ') and lya (' Mother ')—^names
wliich strike one as having been inspired by Christian mission-
aries.

Among many tribes there seems to be a more or
less general belief that, for a long time before the
creation of man, there was a god epoch, followed

by a giant epoch ; and that the advent of man
caused the giants, if not also the gods, to become
invisible, Ijut to remain on the earth to harass
man.

In some parts of W. Africa the Negroes have a lecvend Hiat,
in the long-ago, a ladder was placed between the earth and the
abode of the gods in the skies, and that, when a person was old
and infirm, he was called by the gods to ascend the ladder ; one
day a cripple boy began to ascend the ladder, and was pursued
by his mother, whereupon the gods, infuriated at women and
children attempting to intrude, flung down the ladder for ever.

But legends of this kind are regarded as mere
fairy-tales by the mass of the people, and their

religion does not in any way hinge on tliem.

There are also myths about the sun, the moon,
the stars, and the rainbow. These are found prin-

cipally in Dahomey and the adjoining countries,
and, judging from their similarity to myths exist-

ing in other parts of the world, are probably not
of Negro origin.

Lissa, the spirit of the sun, is worshipped bj' the Dahomans,
as is Gleti, the spirit of the moon, who is the wife of Lissa. The
stars are held to be the children of Lissa and Gleti ; and eclipses
are accounted for as domestic wrangles between the spirit of

the sun and that of the moon. Anyi-Kwo, the spirit of the

rainbow, is worshipped by the Ewe tribes, who have the myth
that the rainbow is a huge serpent which, when thirsty, comes
forth from the sea, stands on its tail at one bide of the earth,
and bends its head over to drink at the other side.

Tiiose students who maintain that the Negro
tribes are Avorking up, or working back, to niono-
tlieism iiave noticed that, in many instances,

peoples that have undoubtedly sprung from a
common stock have not advanced towards inono-
tlieism equally rapidly, althougli tliey maj' show
little ditt'erence in otlier respects, i.e. in the

European idea of civilization. This is, perhaps,
attributable to environment—to the nature of the

country in wliicli tlie respective tribes dwell. In
an ojien country, where means of communication
are easy, the jieople are enabled to discuss matters
and exciiange ideas more freelj-, wiiereas, in heavy
forest-land, wiiere little intercourse exists between
one village and anotlier, things remain at a stand-
still. The result of this condition of aU'airs is

shown principally in the number of the gods wor-

shipped. The peoples held to be most advanced in

tlie religious scale liave cast aside many oi tlieir

old gods, retaining only a few ; aiul these are
common to the whole tribe, so that the inhabitants
of one village worship tlie same gods, under tiie

same luimes and witli the same rites, as the in-

lialiilaiits of another village of the tribe. On the

other hand, peoples held to be low in the religious
scale have gods without number, but for the most

part purely local—very often knovMi to and woi*-

sliipi)ed by one per.son onl3^ In short, it is con-
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sidered bj' these students that religious advance

amonp; the Negroes carries -with it a reduction in

tlie number of gods worshijiped, which may imply
tliat, as the Negro's mind develops, lie realizes

that, since the greater gods control the lesser ones,

it is a waste of time to endeavour to propitiate the

latter. All this may be true of the Negroes, but,
as will be seen below, it does not appear to hold

good with the semi-Bantu and Bantu tribes who
dwell immediately east and south of the true

Negroes.
Tlie word generally used by Europeans to

describe the religion of W. Africa is 'fetishism'

il-v.), from the Portuguese feiti(^o, 'a charm,' or

'magic' Synonymous with 'fetish' (implying
charm) are the words gri-gri, used by the natives
about Sierra Leone and Liberia, ju-ju, used by
Europeans in the neighbourhood of the Oil Rivers
and the Niger Districts (said to be derived from
French jou-fou), nkici-kici of the Fjort, and so on.

Now, this word 'fetishism' is unknown to the
natives themselves, and its use in its original sense

conve^-s a totally erroneous impression of the
nature of the W. African's religion, implying, as
it does, a system of idolatry or worship of tangible
images, combined with a great amount of magic.
As we shall see, the religion of the Negro and
Bantu is something quite diflerent, and the error
arose from the superhcial observations of early
travellers, who noticed only what may be called
the lower form of the religion of the people. The
word has been so long in use, however, that it is

unlikely to be abolished, though its original mean-
ing may, in the course of time, be forgotten. Pui'e

fetishism does exist to a certain extent in many
parts, but it does not often hold the ruling place
in tlie religion of the people. Among most of the
tribes there is a higher and a lower form of re-

ligion, both thoroughly believed in and practised,
as often as not, by the same people at the same
time. With the Pjort, e.g., there is the worship,
or reverence, of the goddess Nzambi, with all the

strange mystery appertaining to the earth-sjjirit,
which is in a sense a perfectly good religion ; but
there is also fetishism of the lowest form—super-
stitious dread of evil spirits, a belief in charms,
witchcraft, and every abomination of what may
be termed the ' black art.'

To fathom the depths of W. African religious

thought we must start with a knowledge of certain
matters on which the Negro bases his beliefs.

(1) His religion has no connexion whatever with

morality ;
no Negro imagines that he is

'

living in

a state of sin
'

; nor, as far as morality is concerned,
does he see any harm in murder, theft, or any other
crime. If, therefore, he commits an offence for
which he is punished by a European court of law,
by his king, by a secret society, or by the com-

munity, he considers, not that he has sinned, but
that, by some omission or some act of stupidity
(apart from the commission of the actual crime),
he has unwittingly brought down on himself the
wrath of some god or evil spirit. (2) All Negroes,
however low they stand in the religious scale, have
a iirm belief in the existence of an indwelling spirit
in almost everything animate and inanimate (except
such things as are made by human hands). Hold-
ing these convictions, and Ijelieving that nearly
every non-human indwelling spirit is capable of

utilizing at will the material wherein it dwells as
a powerful agent for influencing or controlling the
actions of man and of all living things, the Negro
argues that everything that occurs—every accident,
every natural phenomenon, in fact every event—is

caused by the workings of an indwelling spirit, by
some human spirit wliich has temporarily lost its

abiding-place, or by some other spirit of the spirit-
world. It was originally believed that the in-

dwelling spirits of all things in nature were hostile
to man ; it was their aim to thwart man in every
possible way, and even to destroy life.

With a knowledge of the above beliefs, it is not
difficult to trace the evolution of Negro worship.
Every object in nature was believed to possess an
invisible spirit, ever on the look-out to work de-
struction on man. The spirit of the sea caused

shipwrecks ; that of the river upset canoes ; trees
and rocks, impelled by their spirits, fell and crushed
those passing by. In order to ward ofl' the anger
of these spirits, the Negro sought to appease them
by ofiering them something which he imagined
would be acceptable to them and at the same time
be a dejirivation to himself. The nature of the
sacrihce or ottering would depend on the import-
ance of the god or spirit, i.e. on the degree of

misfortune which the god or spirit would be able
to produce. It might take the form of merely a
little food, or might require to be something greater—a blood-otfering of a goat or even of a human
being ;

for it is thought that the spiritual essence
or indwelling spirit of anything ottered to a god is

enjoyed by, or enters the service of, that god. By
constant propitiation of a particular god or god-
spirit it was imagined that, in the course of time,
the worshipper became not only immune from
harm, but also more or less under the protection
of the god. Consequently, it became every man's

object to devote his attention to one particular god,
and he usually selected for his special worship the

god whose actions he most dreaded. It is easy to

understand from this that several individuals of

the same family, following similar vocations, feared
the malignancy of the same god, so that the god
was worshipped by the family and became a family-
god. For similar reasons, a whole tribe or a whole
nation would worship the same gods. They shared
a common fear of a common enemy, and, on the

principle of co-operation, agreed to appease him
by combined worship and sacrifice, or by the same
means to obtain his goodwill. In order further to

save trouble in guarding the abiding-places of the

gods or spirits and looking after the sacrifices made
to them, certain individuals were appointed by the
tribes and maintained at the expense of the people.
This was, at any rate in the Gold Coast and Slave
Coast regions, the foundation of the priesthood,
which henceforward increased, and in many districts

became paramount. It was imagined that the

priests, by close association with the surroundings
of the god for whom they cared, became his con-

fidential agents, and so mediators between man
and the god.

2. Gods and idols.—The use of English equiva-
lents for W. African conceptions is unsatisfactory,
since it is almost impossible thus to define clearly
the native's ideas. Still, when writing of many
tribes, speaking many different languages, it is

impossible to employ Negro or Bantu words always.
It is, therefore, necessaiy to explain at the outset
what is implied by certain words which have been

adopted in the following pages as the nearest

equivalents to W. African notions. The words
most likely to be misunderstood are '

god,'
'

spirit,'
'

soul,' and
'

ghost
'

; for very frequently they appear
to overlap one another. Negroes and Bantu of

W. Africa believe that their gods are material and

tangible beings, generally of human form, residing
in the skies, in the world, or under the world, and
invisible to man, but making themselves visible on
occasion to their special priests. These gods possess
invisible indwelling spirits, which have permanent
or temporary abodes, and which have the power of

passing themselves into any article they choose—
even, for a period and for some particular purpose,
into the body of a priest. The word 'spirit' is

used to denote (1) the indwelling spirit of a god ;
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(2) the indwelling spirit conceived to have its

residence in all things animate and inanimate ;

and (3) tiiat spirit, good or evil, which helongs to

the great world of invisible spirits, and whicli will

ever remain in it.
' Soul

'

is the indwelling spirit
of a human being, as long as he is alive, or, where
re-incarnation is believed in, until re-birth takes

place. 'Ghost' (as distinct from '.spirit' and
'

soul') is the filmy individuality supposed by some
people to leave the man's body at death, and occa-

sionally to make itself visible in a shadowy form.
With regard to the gods of the people, it is

maintained by some observers—chiefly by Christian
missionaries—that all W. African tribes, whether

god-worshippers or not, believe in the existence of

a supreme being, manlike in form, and dwelling in

the skies, but no longer taking any interest in the
affairs of man, and therefore not Avorsliipped. Such
are Nyankupon of the Tshis, Nyonmo of the Gas,
Mawu of the Ewes, Olorun of the Yorubas, Abassi
of the Efiks, Osowo of the Inderas, Anyambi of

the Mpongwe, etc. In preaching of the Christian
God the missionaries use the name of the supreme
god of the people, and, consequently, it is probable
that the Negro's ideas of his chief god are not the
same to-day as they were before the advent of the
missionaries. But even now the natives regard
him not as an omnipotent creator, but as merely
one of many gods, having no influence or control
over the other gods, and neither feared nor loved.

To this there is, perhaps, one exception, viz.

Nzambi-MiJungu, whom some of the Fjort i^eople
believe to have been the creator of the world,
though they no longer worsiiip him.

Ellis and others have collected much information

concerning the gods worshipped by some of the

peoples dwelling between Sierra Leone and the

Niger mouths, and the information is of great
value, more particularly as showing the condition
of tiie Negro mind. The gods that have been best
studied are those of the Negroes of the Gold Coast
and of the Slave Coast, and a knowledge of their

characteristics and functions will assist in under-

standing the extent to which a W. African's life is

bound up in his religion. It must be recognized,
however, that, although a Negro may be able to

describe exactly what he thinks each particular
god is like, he does not pretend to have ever seen
the god, and he does not for a moment imagine
that the image or representation of the god is

the actual god. But he does believe that the gods
are material beings, each possessing an indwelling
spirit ; that they reveal themselves in a material
form to their priests, into whom on occasions they
pass their spirits ; but that to ordinary people thej'
are spirits, and, like other spirits, invisible. These

gods or their spirits have their abodes (permanent
or temporary) in objects of nature, in images, in

the elements, in the surf, the tornado, the lightning,
the pestilence, fire, etc.

Taking the Gold Coast and Slave Coast tribes
from west to east, we hnd that the further east
one travels, the fewer are the gods of the people.
The Tshi-speaking and the Ga-speaking tribes of

the Gold Coast have innumerable gods, while the
Yorubas of the Slave Coast have few. All tliese

gods may be classified according to grade or im-

portance ; thus, among the Gold Coast peoples
there are: (1) national gods universally wor-

shipped ; (2) local deities universally worshipped
under the same names ; (3) local deities ; (4) town,
village, and family deities ;

and (5) private gods.
East of the (ioltl Coast tribes dwell the Ewe-
speaking peoples of the Slave Coast, whose gods
can be reduced to three classes, wiiile eastward
again we find among the Yorubas only two distinct
classes of deities. It would be quite possible to

classify the deities according to their origin ;
for

some evidently belong to the old mythology, while
others—the greater number—are of more modern
creation. East of the Yoruba country, and inland

along the banks of the Niger, the gods worshipped
appear to be again numerous ; then in the Oil

Kivers, although certain gods are acknowledged,
little attention is paid to their worship, for reasons
which appear below. Further down the coast, where
the true Bantu succeeds the Negro, no active gods
are even acknowledged by the Mpongwe and other
tribes of the Gabun region. But among the Fjort,
to the north of the Congo, there is the great goddess
Nzambi.
The following is a description of the more im-

portant gods recognized or worshipped by the
better-known tribes.

i. Gold Coast tribes.—(a) National gods uni-

versally acknoivledged or worshipped.
—Bobowissi

is supposed to dwell at Winnebah Hill, and was
originally the principal god of the tribes along the
coast between Appollonia and Barracu (near Accra),
as well as of the Wassaw, Arbra, and Assin tribes
inland. He ai)pointed all local deities and had
control over the elements — thunder, lightning,
storms, etc.; he has a day of annual sacrifice

(Kohbor) at the end of August. Formerly it was
usual to sacrifice human beings to him. He is re-

presented in human form, though twice the size of

man, and black. In his right hand he carries a
sword, and his left hand is held behind his back.
His wife is Abu-mehsu (spirit of the river of the
same name), who is worshipped as a goddess by
some of the coast tribes.

Tando is the principal god of the Ashantis and
other northern tribes of the Tshi group, and is

represented as similar in appearance to Bobowissi.
Driver ants are sacred to Jiim, and his wife is

Katarwiri (spirit of that river). She is represented
as of human shape, black, and of enormous size,
and crocodiles are her special care. As the southern
tribes were for several centuries at war witii the
Ashantis and northern tribes, Bobowissi was held
to be hostile to Tando, and tribes throwing off

their allegiance from Ashanti exchanged the wor-

ship of Tando for that of Bobowissi.

Nyankupon, or Nana-Nyankupon {i.e.
' Lord of

the Sky '), is acknowledged by some of the southern
tiibes to have supplanted Bobowissi as chief god.
His origin appears doubtful, and by some he is

supposed to have been introduced by Christian
missionaries. He has no priesthood, and little

account is taken of him. The Negroes seem to

have gradually come to the conclusion that Nyank-
upon dwelt at too great a distance from the earth
to take any interest in its inhabitants, except occa-

sionally to show his disjileasure by means of some
great calamity. They feared his wrath, but were
unable to propitiate him except through his deputy
Bobowissi ; and they still regard Bobowissi as

obtaining his power solely from Nyankupon.
Nyankupon is represented as a man-like god,
possessing the faculties and passions of man, and

essentially a material being.
(b) Local deities itiiiversnlli/ ivorshipped under

the same names. — Sasabonsum is a monster of

human form, of red colour, and with long hair.

His abode is eitlier below or above the ground
wherever the earth is red, i.e. stained with the
blood of his victims. He is also said to dwell in

bombax (silk-cotton) trees. He is a most malig-
nant and death-dealing god, and cannot be appeased.
Wiien dwelling in a tree, lie crushes his victims by
causing it to fall ; wlien living underground, he

produces earthquakes ; and in all cases he devours
those on whom his wrath descends.
Srahmantin is a hideous female monster, dwell-

ing only in certain bombax trees. She terrifies

those who pass by her abode, seizes them, and keeps
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them for several months, in order to train them to

become priests or priestesses in her service. Sasa-

bonsums and Srahmantins are said to exist in all

districts, from the coast inland to the north of

Aslianti.

((,•) Local deities.—These are innumerable and are

found everj'where ; their abodes are in the sea,

rivers, lakes, wells, trees, rocks, hills, or hollows,
and each has his or her district name, and is served

by priests and priestesses. To give a complete list

of them is, of course, impossible. The following

may be taken as typical.
I'ohsu resides in a headland near Cape Coast,

and is a friendly goddess, of wliite colour, who
assists her worshippers in collecting salt. Adzi-
anim dwells in a rock not far from Fohsu's abode.

He is a friendly little god, about the size of a bird,
and black. His vocation is to help his worshippers
to find good water, by means of birds (wagtails,

etc.), which are sacred to him. These are the two

principal local deities in the neighbourhood of

Cape Coast. Tahbi is god of the sea near Cape
Coast, and resides in the rock under Cape Coast
Castle. He is black and monstrous, and of human
shape, but his left hand takes the form of a shark's

fin. He destroys life by drowning. Tabhi-yiri,
Tahbi's wife, dwells in a rock about half a mile
from Tahbi. She is white and like a mermaid,
and has the same destructive powers as her
husband. Cudjo, god of a reef near Cape Coast,
is small and black. He formerly destroyed life,

but now preserves it. Ahtoh-enteffi, god of the
surf near Cape Coast, is a hostile monster, resem-

bling a Negro, but white. Abroh-ku, also a surf-

god, but friendly, is of human shape, very small
and round and of a grey colour. Tohar-tsireur
resides in a rock close to Cape Coast. She is black
and like an ordinary woman, and protects women.
Men are not allowed near her abode.

Similar deities have their abodes all along the
Gold Coast, There are also local gods of war who
accompany the men in the fight, as well as god-
desses (wives of the gods of war) who remain behind
to protect the women. Inland, every river and
every hill has its god or goddess, worshipped by
those Negroes who fear destruction at the hands
of the deity.

(d) Toivn, village, and family deities.—These
are believed to have been appointed by the local

deities to watch over the interests of the town,
market, club, village, or family. The generic
name for this class of deity is bohsum, and the
bohsum dwells in any article (a piece of wood,
stone, pot, etc.) into which the priest of a local

deity has passed it by means of a lengthy process.
The article within which the bohsum\\&% its abode
is placed in a central situation

; trees are planted
round it, or a hut is erected over it, and the spot
is resorted to for worship when any benefit is

required by its worshippers. Offerings are made
to tlie bohsum, in various forms, and the enclosure
set apart for it is often found to be piled up with
articles of food, skulls of animals, bottles, and
similar things.
A sassiir is a guardian-spirit appointed by a

family bohsum to watch over and protect the

young girls of the family until they arrive at the

age of puberty, and is supposed to follow them
wherever they go.

(e) Private gods.
—In the case of most of the

tribal, local, and other deities intercourse between
the Negro and the god takes place only through
the medium of a priest. In the case of the private
god matters are different ; the god is the man's
own property, his individual guardian, his aid and
support, his agent for the downfall of his enemies,
.and he requires no priest to communicate with it.

The generic term for the private god is suhman,

and the suhman is appointed by, or rather derived

from, a sasabonsum. The Negro who wishes to

possess a suhman proceeds to a spot which he
knows to be the abode of a sasabonsum, and takes
from it a portion of the latter's abode—a piece of

the bombax tree, a portion of the rock, or a hand-
fi;l of the red earth wherein dwells the sasabon-
sum. He then, by a process of incantation, per-
suades the sasabonsum to pass a spirit into the

article, after which he conveys it home, sets it in

a corner of his house, and makes offerings to the

spirit. From that time the Negro and his suhman
are on the most friendly terms, and, by making-
some small article and dedicating it to the suhman,
the Negro can infuse into it the suhman's spirit.

Such articles are what we would call 'charms,'
and the bits of stick, feathers, etc., which are seen

hanging in front of a Gold Coast Negro's hut are

supposed to possess the suhman's spirit or essence,
and so to ward oft" danger from the hut. But it is

noteworthy that to these 'charms' the Negro
makes ofierings of food, so that he seems to regard
them as deities, or spirits, emanating from his

suhman in the same way as the suhman comes
from the sasabonsum, and the sasabonsum, from
Bobowissi (or Tando).

ii. Ewe-speaking peoples of the Slave Coast.
—

(a) National gods universally acknowledged or

ivorshipped.
—Mawu, god of the sky, firmament,

etc., is the most important, but has no influence

over other gods. Like Nyankupon of the Gold
Coast tribes and the sky-god of other Negro peoples,
Mawu is regarded as being too far off to trouble

about the aftairs of men, and is, therefore, more or

less neglected in the matter of worship. Material

sacrifices are not offered to him, but the spirits of

fowls and of other birds sacrificed to the minor gods
are supposed to ascend to him.

Khebioso, god of lightning, is bird-like in form,
and dwells in the thunder-clouds, the flapping of

his wings causing the noise of the thunder. He is

much feared, and has numerous priests and priest-
esses. Worshippers of Khebioso wear an iron ring
on the arm, and keep Saturday sacred to him.

Legba (Elegba, or Lekpa), a phallic deity, is

much worshipped. He is rei)resented by a nude
human figure of hideous description, and sacrifices

of he-goats, cocks, and dogs are offered to him.

The turkey-buzzard is sacred to Legba.
Dso, god of fire, dAvells in the flames, and mani-

fests his displeasure by burning property. Wor-

shippers of Dso wear necklaces or armlets of twisted

fibre, smeared with red earth, and adorned with

beads and pebbles. Anyi-Ewo, the rainbow-god,
has been mentioned above (p. 275"). Huntin, the

bombax-tree god, and Loko, the odum-tree god,
have similar characteristics. They dwell in certain

bombax and odum trees respectively, and destroy

any human beings who oftend them. Owls are

supposed to be their agents. Aizan is a friendly

god, and the protector of markets, public places,

gates, etc., while Ho-ho is the protector of twins.

Sapatan, the god of smallpox, is much dreaded.

(b) Ti-ibal gods.
—Danh-gbi, whose indwelling

spirit resides in the python, is worshipped in

Dahomey, Agweh, Great and Little Popo, and Porto

Novo. He is the god of wisdom and of all happi-

ness, and white ants are sacred to him. Hu (or Wu),
the god of the sea, is worshipped by the people of

Whydah, Dahomey, and elsewhere. Lissa, whose

spirit dwells in the sun, and Gleti (Dsinu, or Sunh),
with her spirit in the moon, have been already
referred to (above, § i). Nati and Avrikiti are sea-

gods, worshipped on the coast about Whydah,
especially by fishermen, who maintain that these

gods provide them with fish. Avrikiti is repre
sented by a clay figure of a man seated. Nesu is

the protector of the royal family of Dahomey ;
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and Bo, the god of war in Eastern Ewe and

Dahomey, is in the latter kingdom worshipped
more than any other god. The crocodile (or, to

be more accurate, some foreign spirit which has

taken up its abode in it) is worshipped by the

people of Bageida, Porto Seguro, Savi, Porto

Novo, and Badagry. OH'erings are made to it

chiefly by those people who are likely to be
troubled by this animal during their daily busi-

ness. The leopard is held sacred in Dahomey,
and, like the crocodile, is believed to be the abode
of the malignant spirit of a deceased man.

In addition to the above, every tribe and com-

munity has its own particular tutelary deity.

((') Local deities.—These are minor gods and

goddesses whose indwelling spirits are connected
with various objects in nature, such as rivers,

lakes, rocks, hills, trees, etc., and whose worship
is purely local. Moreover, a local deity is held to

be inferior in every way to the general and the

tribal deities ; he is seldom represented by an

image, and only in exceptional cases has he any
priesthood. The only local gods worthy of notice

are : Dohen, protector of Europeans, and guardian
of European commerce, worshipped at Whydah ;

Ajaruma, also a protector of Europeans ; No-we,
the god of the lagoon Denham "Waters, particularly
hostile to criminals ; and Togbo, the god of a
creek near Porto Novo, whose abode was resorted

to for trial by ordeal of water, the accused being
thrown into the creek.

Four other local gods require mention as differ-

ing in origin from all the other gods of the people,
in that they are said to be deified men. Two of

them—Adanzan, a king of Dahomey, and Ajahuto,
a king of Porto Novo—are worshipped probably
from fear, because the enormities which they per-

petrated during their reigns were considered super-
human. The other two—Kpati and Kpasi—are

regarded in the light of patron saints, and, accord-

ing to tradition, are two natives who were instru-

mental in bringing the first ship into Whydah,
and thus establishing trade with Europeans.
Although the Ewe-speaking people do not now

possess town, village, family, or private deities,

and although they do not worship charms, they
wear amulets of various descriptions, in order to

show which particular gods they worship. The
amulet may be a necklace of beads of a certain

colour, an iron ring worn round the arm, or any-
thing of a similar kind ; but, whatever it may be,

it is the badge of a certain god, and is worn by all

his worshippers, under the impression that the god
will recognize his own people and look after their

welfare. These amulets are obtainable only from
the priests of each god, who charge what they like

for them ; but, though treated with a certain

amount of reverence by the wearer, they are con-

sidered merely as badges, and not as possessing

any essence of the god. Charms of many other
kinds are found erected in the market-place, in

front of a house, or elsewhere, for the purpose of

frightening away disease or other threatened mis-

fortunes. They are also provided by the priests,

who, moreover, sell magic powders and medicines,
declared to be capable of jiroducing certain results

(see § 5 below).
iii. YORUBA-SPEAKING PEOPLES OF THE SLAVE

Coast.—(a) National gods universally acknow-

ledged or worshipped.
— Olorun corresponds to

Nyankupon of the Tshis, Nyonmo of the Gas, and
Mawu of the Ewes. He is essentially the god of

the firmament, but he is tliought to be too far ott'

to take any notice of .anj'thing on the earth, and
therefore has no priests, and is not worshipped.
His name is occasionally used in such general ex-

pressions as ' May Olorun bless you !

'

but in all

))robability this mode of invocation has come fioni

intercourse with Christian missionaries, who use

tlie word ' Olorun
'

as a translation of ' God.' The
Yorubas, however, do not regard Olorun as in any
sense an omnipotent being ;

his sole concern is

with the far-ott' solid vault enclosing the world,
and he does not interfere with tlie actions of other

gods. Various epithets are applied to Olorun, all

meaning
'

wonderful,'
'

venerable,' etc.

Obatala, the chief Yoruba god now worshipped,
is said to have been made by Olorun, and placed
in charge of the sky and the earth, when the latter

retired. All articles connected with his worship
are white, and his priests and followers wear white

garments. The god is represented as clothed in

white, and usually mounted on a horse, with a

spear in his hand. Odudua, the chief Yoruba

goddess, is the wife of Obatala, and is represented
as a jet-black woman, seated, and nursing a child.

She is the goddess of love, and her principal temple
is at Ado, about 15 miles from Badagry.
Aganju, son of the last two, married his sister

Yeniaja, and is said to have been worshipped at

one time. This Yemaja is the goddess of running
water, and is represented as yellow in colour,

wearing blue beads and white garments. Accord-

ing to popular belief (see above, § i), at her death
some fifteen of the Yoruba gods and goddesses

sprang from her body. Of these two are still wor-

shipped as principal deities—Shango and Ogun.
Shango, god of thunder and lightning, as well as

of hunting and pillage, has his dwelling in a brazen

palace in the clouds, whence his messengers are

dispatched to work destruction on the earth, by
hurling fiery stones. He is more feared by the
Yorubas than any other god, and he is served by
many priests, belonging to a well-organized priest-
hood under a chief priest. His followers wear, as

a badge, a wallet, representing the bag which the

god is supposed to carry when pillaging. Three
sisters of Shango became his wives, viz. Oya,
Oshun, and Oba, and are worshipped as minor god-
desses, their spirits dwelling in the rivers Niger,
Oshun, and Oba. Ogun is the god of war and of

iron, as well as of hunting. Everything connected
with iron is sacred to him—even the ground in

which it is found—and he is worshipped more especi-

ally by blacksmiths. Human victims used to be
sacrificed to him before the commencement of

war.
Two other chief gods of the Yorubas are Ha and

Elegba, neither of whom came from Yemaja's
body. Ifa is known as the god of palm-nuts, or

oracular god (sixteen palm-nuts being used by the

priests when consulting him). No Yoruba under-

takes anything without first consulting the priests
of Ifa, who, it is believed, is able to tell man the

best means of pleasing all the other gods. More-

over, Ifa is the god of fecundity, and receives ott'er-

ings from women desiring cliiUlren. Elegba is the

same phallic deity as is worshipped by the Ewes.

(6) Minor deities.—Of these tlie following came
from the body of Yemaja : Olokun, Olosa, Shank-

panna, Dada, Oya, Oshun, Oba, Aje Shaluga,
Orisha-Oko, Oke, Oshosi, Orun, and Oshu.
Olokun is the sea-god, and is worshipped by the

Yorubas dwelling near the sea. Of human form,
with black skin and long hair, he dwells in a

palace under the sea, and has the usual followiiig
of mermen and mermaids. I'^lusu, one of Olokun's

wives, whose spirit resides in Lagos harbour bar,

was at one time worshipped as an independent
goddess, but is now considered merely a part of

Olokun. Olosa, on the other iiand, who is the

principal wife of the sea-god, is still worsliipped as

the independent goddess of the Lagos lagoon, and

has several temples on its shores. She is the pro-
vider of fish, and crocodiles, her messengers, are

sacred to her. Sliankpanna is the smallpox god,
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and is represented as an old man with a withered

leg. Flies and mosquitoes are his messengers, and
the badge of his followers is a stick with red and

white marks. Dada (Eda, or Ida), the god of new-

born ciiildren and vegetables, is represented by a

calabasli studded with cowries and containing a

lumj) of indigo. Oya, the principal wife of Shango,
and goddess of the Niger, is sometimes represented

by an image with nine lieads (mouths of the Niger).

Afefe, the wind, is her me.'^senger. Oshun and
Oba have been already mentioned as being M'ives of

Shango and goddesses of the rivers bearing their

respective names. Aje Shaluga is the god of

wealth, and his badge is a large cowry-shell.

Orisha-Oko, the god of the farm and of crops in

general, is worshipped far and wide, and has many
priests and })riestesses. He corresponds to the

yam-god of other tribes, but, besides looking after

the fruits of the earth, he is also concerned with
human fertility. Bees are his messengers, and his

emblem is an iron rod. Oke is the god of moun-

tains, and is worshipped by people dwelling in

hilly or rocky country. Oshosi is the god of

hunters, and helps them to kill game, while Orun

(the sun) and Oshu (the moon) are nowadays wor-

shipped by only very few of the people, and no
sacritices are offered to tiieni.

Other minor deities worshipped by the Yorubas
are : Shigidi, Olarosa, Osanhin, Aroni, Aja, Oye,
Ibeji, Oshumare, and Olori-nierin.

Shigidi, the god of nightmare, is a malevolent

god, whose evil actions can be invoked by one man
against another during sleep. He is represented

by a short, stout coue of clay, embellished with
cowries. Ularosa is the house-god, and is repre-
sented by an image, in the form of a man with a

stick, set up at the door of the house. Osanhin,
the god of medicine, is much worshipped ; his

emblem is a bird upon an iron bar. Aroni, god of

medicine as well as of the forests, is represented
as a one-legged man, with the head and tail of a

dog ; and Aja, goddess of the forests, is said to

resemble a woman in miniature, being only 18

inches in height. Oye is tlie god of the Harmattan
wind, and gigantic in stature. Ibeji, the pro-
tector of twins, coiTesponds to Ho-hoof the Ewes ;

and Oshumare, the rainbow-god, is identical with

Anj'i-Ewo, worshipped by those people. Olori-

merin was a four-headed god, with the legs and
feet of a goat, who protected towns ; but his

worship appears to liave now ceased.

iv. Negroes of the Lower Niger.—About the

gods of the tribes dwelling on the banks of the

Niger and in the districts of the Oil Rivers little

reliable information is forthcoming. Gunu, the
chief god of the tribes in the neighbourhood of the
confluence of the Niger and Benu6, is believed to

be a deified ancestor of the Igaras, and is of a
beneficent disposition. Provider of children and

crops and controller of the elements, he dwells in

certain groves and has an actual festival (Jan.-
Feb.), when offerings of food are made, princi-

pally by childless women praying for offspring, and
cultivators anxious about their crops. Sebo is a
tribal god of the Igbiras ; Okenga is a tribal god
of the Igbiras and Igaras ; Ebo and Ode are local

gods of the Igaras ; Ikenga, Oflo, Isu-Chuku, Isi

are tribal gods of the Ibos ; Eki, Aroh, Onisseh,
Anni-Asaba, local gods of Asaba (Ibo) ; Orinse,

Anni-Onitcha, Okikeba, Ojedi, Utoh, Azeh, local

gods of Onitcha (Ibo) ; Anni-Mogoro, Adjeh, local

gods of Oko (Ibo); Igi-Oji, local god of Odekwe
(Ibo) ; Fejokoo, local god of Abo (Ibo), is repre-
sented in clay at the celebi-ation of the yam-
festival, and regarded as the supplier of yams ;

Ogbooka, local god of Abo (Ibo), is represented in

wood and carried in this form at the yearly festival,

being the Abo god of mirth.

Incomplete as the above list is, it shows that

among the Ibo people on the banks of the Lower
Niger the gods are innumerable, and doubtless,
were the list complete, it would be found that the

religion of this great tribe is in much the same
stage of development as that of the peoples of the
Gold Coast.

v. Natives of the Cross River.—These tribes,

according to C. Partridge, have many gods be-

sides the greater one or overlord whom the Efik

people call Abassi, and the Indem people Osowo,
and in addition to the lesser god Nfam, who is

worshipped by most of the tribes. There are
deities common to a tribe, town, village, club, or

belonging to a private household. Among the

local gods and goddesses may be mentioned :

Akwoainsi and Ekissi (a deified ancestor), wor-

shipped at Ingkimm (Atam) ; Majo (a deified

ancestor), represented by a wooden post carved in

human form, and worshipped by the people of

Akerita and Abia. At Obubura (Eshupum) the

most important local god is Binokkpabi, whose wife

is Awtoba ; their son, Agadiden, and daughter,
Ebu, are also worshipped. Other gods of Obubura
are Ibrambri, Emanna, Binokkpabi (in female

form), Obumuku, and Nchuku, while each house-
hold in the town possesses gods of its own. At
Oburukpon (Eshupum) the people worship the

yam-god Osibi Keiwurra, who is concerned with

marriages, and Ibillekpari, protector of women.
At Awakande the yam-god is called Abanna, his

wife Ekpaga, and his daughter Oka. The most

important tribal god of the Aruns is Okeiworo,
who is represented by a clay figure of a man,
having goat's horns stuck on his head, cowries for

eyes, and a white cloth round his loins.
' His

right arm is covered with sheep's wool, and in each
hand he grasps a wooden weapon.'

vi. Fjort (or Bavili) Bantu.—Mpungu, or

Nzambi-Mpungu, i.e.
'

Father,' or ' Father of the

Fearful First-born,' is regarded by the Fjort as

the overlord, and there is a legend (possibly intro-

duced by missionaries 400 years ago) which says
that he created tiie universe, as well as Princess

Nzambi, whom he then married, with a view to

populating the world. After that he handed over

the control of everything to Nzambi, and retired

to his far-off palace. He has no priests and no

worshippers.
Nzambi is the great goddess whose cult is the

foundation of the higher form of Fjort religion.
At the present day she is represented by an im-

mense wooden image of a woman, though it is

generally thought that prior to some 250 years ago
she had no sucli image. Her name means Mother
Earth (lit. 'Terrible Earth First Created'), and
she is considered to have been the mother of man
and of the lower animals. She is served by priests,

who are held to be able to obtain from her such

benefits as the people desire, for Nzambi is well-

disposed towards mankind and all animals. Her

place of abode is in the sky, but her spirit is every-
where in the earth, in mountains, rocks, etc.

Failing to distiuguisli between Nzambi and Nzambi-

Mpungu, the early Christian missionaries assumed
that Nzambi was the creator, and therefore adopted
her name as a translation of the word ' God.' And,
later on, Jesuit missionaries, in the endeavour to

assimilate Christianity with the religion of the

people, led the natives to believe that their goddess
Nzambi was identical with the Virgin Mary—the
result being to produce complete confusion in the

F'jort mind.
The effect of the belief in an all-powerful goddess

has been to raise the position of women among the

Fjort to a much higher level than elsewhere in W.
Africa.

Certain things, such as sacred groves, trees,
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plants, rivers, and even animals, are believed to

be filled with the sacred spirit of earth, i.e. the
nkici-ci is held to be inherent in them by nature.
Stich things are holy, and possess mysterious
powers, received originally from Nzambi. But, so

far as the actual worship of the goddess is con-

cerned, everything is left to the priest (the nganga-
nzambi, or nganga nkici-ci), who dwells in a hut
on the edge of a small plot of sacred ground, Avhich

is kept scrupulously clean. To these places the

people repair when they have anj' simple benefit to

ask of the goddess, such as rain, children, good
crops, etc. The priest is paid handsomely for his

advice or divination, and the matter is left in his

hands. At certain times the chiefs assemble their

people to clean up these sacred idiots of ground,
when sacrifices of white fowls are offered, and
much dancing takes place. This may, perhaps, be
considered an act of worship. Otherwise there is

no popular worship of Nzambi. It seems almost
established that the cult of Nzambi was imported
several centuries ago from outside. For, according
to local history, or tradition, when Fumu Kongo,
king of Congo, occupied the province of Loango,
he sent px'iests of Nzambi with the princes who
took over the country. Wherever these princes
stayed, there a priest remained, and established
a plot of ground sacred to the sj^irit of earth

{nkici-ci).
Besides the above-mentioned naturally sacred

things, tliere are other objects which the priests,

by the performance of certain ceremonies, can
make sacred. These, then, are bound up with the

higher form of Fjort religion ; e.g., each village and
each family has its holy ground, on or near which
there is a hut containing the family gods, or images,
as well as a tree with holes made in it.

' Medicines '

are placed in the holes, which are then closed with

pieces of looking-glass. These family or household

gods are said to be connected with the spirits of

the winds, and Dennett ^ mentions the following
different kinds :

(1) Mpunibu (supposed to be brought by the east wind) ; two
little wooden figures of a man and a woman, about 18 ins. high,
which are made sacred by the priest, with particular ceremonies.
A man of the family has first to be sanctified, i.e. the mysteri-
ous spirit {nkici-ci) is passed into his head, and henceforward
he becomes the spokesman of the figures, which, after having
been filled with 'medicines,' are handed over to his care. His
method of invoking their aid, to kill or protect, is to throw
palm-kernels or dust at them. (2) Mabili (also brought bj' the
east wind) is a kind of boundary gatewa.y, consisting of two up-
right poles and a cross-pole or string, decked with grass and
feathers. (3) Tshimbuka (brought by the west wind) is a round
basket made of certain leaves, and holding the family remedies.
It is invoked by rattling a gourd containing a few hard seeds
at it. Two guardians, a man and a woman, properly spiritual-
ized (as in the case of the guardian of the Mpunibuj, look after
it and speak for it. (4) Nzaci (brought by the west wind) is

also a basket, somewhat similar to the last-named, though the
ceremonies of spiritualizing its guardians are different. (5)

Ngoto (brought by the south-west wind) is another kind of

basket, flat and open. In this case the guardians go through a

marriage ceremony, and each wears an iron bracelet. (6) Leinbe
(brought by the south-west wind) also takes the form of a
basket containing medicines, the guardians being bound by the
most sacred marriage ties, and wearing bracelets.

It seems hardly accurate to apply the term '

god
'

to such things as these, yet there is no very great
difference between them and the family and private
gods of the Gold Coast tribes—the bohsum and the
svhnian. The boh.snm is held to have been ap-
pointed by some higher god, and to have received,
through a priest, the spirit of that god ; the suhman
is also inspired, but without the assistance of a
priest. Similarly, it might be maintained that the
east wind appointed the injiuinbu ; but apparently
the Fjort priest does not jiass the mysterious
spirit (nkici-ci) into the figures, baskets, and brace-

lets, but rather into their guardians. In the
articles themselves he places

'

medicines,' i.e. the

spirits of herbs [nkici, not nkici-ci).
^ At the Back of the Black Man's Mind, p. 87 ff.

All the above belong to the higher form of Fjort
religion in that they are, in one way or another,
connected with the spirit of the earth, emanating
from the goddess Nzambi. The lower form of

religion, which deals with the ' black art,' may be
said to be the religion of the common people. It

has no connexion with the nkici-ci, the sacred spirit,
and is worked by a distinct class of fetishmen, Avho
are believed to have the power of passing into

images and other articles every description of evil

spirit. This is true fetishism ; it Ls discussed

below, § 4.

3. Human souls and futurity.
—Connected with

the conception of the indwelling spirit previously
referred to is the Negro's belief concerning what
may be termed his ' soul

'

or '

souls,' i.e. the

spirit or spirits which he believes to dwell in liim.

Probably the whole theory of the indwelling spirit
had its origin in the man's belief in his own in-

dwelling spirit. Be that as it may, it is main-
tained by many W. Africans that a human being
possesses four souls—the surviving, or immortal,
soul, the bush-soul, the shadow-soul, and the
dream-soul. The immortal soul is held to be the
most important, and the others are dependent on
or subservient to it. The Tshis and .some others
believe that this soul has a definite earth-dwelling
period allotted to it ; and that, if the body of an
individual passes away before that period has

elapsed, the soul remains in the world to complete
its earthly existence as a homeless wanderer.

Being without an abode, this wander-soul endeav-
ours to find a resting-place in the body of some
human being—a new-born child, if possible. The
bush-soul dwells in the body of a wild animal in

some part of the bush ; the man himself possibly
does not know the animal or the part of the country ;

the animal and the human owner of the bush-soul
die simultaneously. The shadow-soul exists in the
man's shadow, and the Negro is careful to keep in

the shade at noon-tide, so as not to lose his shadow-
soul. When the sun sets, the shadow-soul takes
its rest, and at siinrise awakes in great strength
and length ; but it can be destroyed by an enemy
thrusting a weapon through it ; and the death of
the shadow-soul brings death to its human possessor.
Of the dream-soul there is much to be said. When
the Negro is awake, his dream-soul is practically
dormant ; but, as soon as the man goes to sleep, it

endeavours to escape from its human prison and
enjoy itself with other dream-souls. A dream,
therefore, results from the escape of the dream-soul,
which, wandering forth, encounters the dream-
souls of other men and the souls or indwelling
spirits of inaninaate things. When the man
awakes, the dream-soul returns, the mouth being
the means of egress and ingress. But, should the
chain of the dream be broken by the sleeper being
suddenly awakened, there is the danger of the
dream-soul being shut out. Such a catastrophe
produces immediate illness, the other three souls

being affected at once ; and, unless the dream-soul
can be conjured back into the body forthwith, the
case must prove fatal. The dream-soul can be

brought back only by a fetishman, or witch-doctor,
who is possessed of the power of catching it and

returning it to its proper place, by way of the

patient's mouth. With regard to the wander-soul,
i.e. the immortal soul with a period of mundane
existence remaining after the death of the body to

which it belonged, its first object is to find a body
from whicii the dream-soul is temporarily absent,
and to take its place. This introduction of a

strange soul, of course, deranges the body, antl the

witch-doctor, having been summoned and having
discovered the presence of the wander-soul in the

body, i)roceedstodraw itout, and insert the dream-
soul in its stead. But the witch-doctor does not
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allow tlie wander-soul to go free, for, as a rule, a

subscription is got uj), and the witch-doctor takes

the spirit home, witli a ])romise to educate it, so

that it may be able to find its way straij^ht
to soul-

land, tliougii, as often as not, he lets it slip into

the laodj' of a new-born child, wlio soon dies of

convulsions.
The belief in the four souls is not iiniversal

throughout Negroland. The Tshis hold that in

every man tiiere dwells a kra, or guardian-spirit,
which leaves the man at his death and becomes
Sisisa, but can, within a given time, revert to the

position of a kra by being re-born in a new body.
Should such re-birth not take place, the sisa must
quit the world for swa-laiid (somewhere beyond
the river Volta). But even thence it is able to

return to the world as an evil spirit, and enter
a body from which the kra is for the time absent.
Thus the kra of the Tshis is somewhat similar to

the immortal soul of some of the other tribes, and
it performs also the functions of the dream-soul ;

but the sliadow-soul and the bush-soul are not

acknowledged.
The Gas divide the kra (or kla) into two distinct

souls, or guardian-spirits, the one male and the
other female, the former being well-disposed, and
the latter evilly-disposed. The man acts according
to their advice ; in other words, they represent his

ronscience.

The Ewes hold views similar to those of the

Tshis, but they have no equivalent for 5w«-land,
the wander-soul continuing as such, or being re-

born either in a human body or in the body of

some animal. In the latter case it shows its dis-

position towards mankind by its choice of an
animal ; if malignant, it enters the body of a beast
of prey ; if well-disposed, the body of a harmless
animal.
The Yorubas have three souls, dwelling respec-

tively in the stomach, the head, and the great toe.

Of these the stomach-soul is of greatest import-
ance, and shares all the food that the man eats ;

the head-soul guides the man in all his actions,
and has special offerings (usually the blood of

fowls) made to it ; the toe-soul receives attention

only when the man is about to undertake a long
journey.

But, whatever the number of souls that the

Negro or Bantu believes to dAvell in his body, the

general idea is always the same, viz. that, as long
as life remains, the body, like everything else,
contains an indwelling spirit or several indwelling
spirits ; that, if the belief is in more than one such

indwelling spirit, then one—the immortal soul—has

higiier functions than the others and has a future
existence. Concerning the nature of this future
existence beliefs differ, but the kra of the Tshi, the
kla of the Ga, the luwo of the Ewe, the twin of the

Yoruba, the inina of the Mpongwe, the ilina of

the Benga, the nsisim of the Fang, the nkulu of

the Fjort, and the immortal soul of other tribes,

by whatever name it is known, continue to exist
in one form or another after the death of the body
with which they had previously been connected.
No Tshi doubts the fact that the material corpse

remains in the grave where it has been placed, but
he holds that at death the indwelling spirit, and
at the same time the man's individuality, in a

shadowy form, quit the body. Thus from the
latter there emanate the man's immortal soul

(kra) and his ghost (srahman)—Si shadowy repre-
sentation of the living man. The ghost goes to
the ' land of ghosts

'

(srahmanadzi), but not

necessarily at once. If the deceased completed
his proper term of life, the ghost proceeds to the
other world forthwith ; but, if the man was killed,
or died before his time, the ghost remains on the
earth to haunt people, until taken in hand by the

priests and forced to depart. Ghost-land is be-
lieved to be beneath the earth, but is similar in

every respect to the world, and the ghost retains
the same status as the man held when alive. For
the latter reason funeral customs are of supreme
importance ; the ghost of a chief must have its

retinue of ghost-slaves, or their equivalent in

ghost-wealth, and the ghosts of the man's clothes,

property, food, etc., must accompany the ghost-
chief ; otherwise he will not be received with due

respect by his fellow-ghosts.
The Ewes believe also in ghost-land, and in the

flitting of the indwelling spirit at death, but the
actions of their luivo are not quite the same as

those of the kra of the Tshis. It becomes a noli

(corresponding to sisa), but there is no no^i-land

for its eventual disposal ; it may be re-born as a
luwo in a new-born infant or transmigrate into the

body of an animal ; failing either of these, it be-

comes a wandering noli, with powers of doing good
or evil.

The Yorubas have made further developments
in the conception of what takes place at death.

They have the ghost and the ghost-land like the
Tshis and the Ewes, but they believe tiiat, unless
the funeral-rites are properly performed, the ghost
cannot go to ghost-land, and, therefore, wanders
as a ghost on the earth, until hunted down by evil

spirits and dispatched to an uncomfortable place
set apart for stray ghosts, from which there is no
return. They also say that it is possible for a

ghost to return from ghost-land and commence life

apart in a new-born infant. This is not a little

confusing, for apparently here the ghost is re-

garded as the man's soul.

But none of these tribes dwelling westward of

the Niger believe that metempsychosis always
takes place. They occasionally observe in a child

a marked resemblance to some deceased relative,
whose individuality, ghost, or spirit they imagine
must have been re-born iu the infant. It is

probably due, therefore, to the fact that metem-

psychosis is not universally believed in that the
aim of this '

school,' as was pointed out above, is

to preserve human life. With this object all

sacrifices are made to the gods and spirits. Death
must be averted at all costs, for the after-life is an
unknown quantity.

In the region lying between the Niger and the

Cameroons the belief in re-incarnation is practi-

cally universal, though, where the true Negro
merges into the Bantu {e.g., Cross River), the

people have various opinions as to what happens
to the soul or human indwelling spirit at death.

According to Partridge, the majority of the Cross
River natives have no definite ideas on the subject ;

there are some (possibly from intercourse with
Christian missionaries) who believe that the spirit

goes up to live with the '

big god
'

in the sky ;

others that it passes into the sacred tree which

every village possesses, and which the people call

their '

life
'

; others that it is re-born in an infant

or in a wild animal ; and others that it wanders
about, as a species of evil apparition, to haunt the
world. Yet these Cross River people do think
that they can, to a certain extent, control the

destiny of the soul, and help it to attain one or

other of the above resting-places. In the Oil Rivers,

however, where it is held that re-incarnation is

the natural and only fate of the human soul, the

Negro's one concern is to guide and control the
actions of the soul from the moment when it leaves

the body until its re-birth in an infant, in order

that it may be re-born into the same status as it

previously had. A soul of a dead chief, e.g., must
be re-bom in an infant who will some day become
a chief. This guidance and control of the soul is

undertaken by the fetishmen—not only the head
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of the house, who is ipso facto the family fetish-

man, but also by the fraternity of fetishmen,

corresponding to the priesthood in other parts.
As soon as the breath leaves the body, the fetish-

men take the soul in hand, and the elaborate
funeral-rites connected with the burial of a chief,
with the gifts, sacrifices, etc., are for the purpose
of proclaiming the rank of the dead man when the
soul reaches soul-land. Human sacrifices are much
more important here than among the Tshis and
other western tribes. There Avealth in any form
can take the place of slaves, for, as long as the

ghost-chief arrives in ghost-land with sufficient

wealth, his position is established. The soul,

however, with re-birth in prospect, must be ac-

companied by a retinue befitting its rank, to keep
up its dignity iintil the time arrives for re-

incarnation. The length of time that this takes

varies, for it depends on the birth of a suitable
infant. But during this interval the fetishmen
believe that they are able to hold intercourse
Avith the soul, and to guide it in the way that it

should go.

Although the Oil River natives concern them-
selves so much with the destiny of the soul after

death, they are not callous of life. On the con-

trary, they desire long life for themselves and their

friends, because, unless the soul lives its allotted

time in the body, it cannot have acquired all the

knowledge necessary for its re-incarnation. Hence
witches, who, by means of evil spirits, cause pre-
mature death, are here, as elsewhere in W. Africa,

regarded with intense hatred, and ruthlessly de-

stroyed, it being one of the duties of the fetishman
to hunt them down, and counteract their evil

deeds. The Mpongwe native believes that at

death his indwelling spirit, or immortal soul

{inina), leaves the body and passes into the spirit-

world, which he vaguely imagines to be everywhere
around him, including the air that he breathes.
The spirit (in an invisible form, of course) then
continues its existence as a spirit in a spirit-world,
much resembling the world in which the man had
lived, the spirits of his wives and other property
being with him, and his hunger being satisfied

with the spiritual essence of earthly food. The
majority of these spirits have no fixed place of

abode, but wander about ; some take up their

residence temporarily in natural objects—moun-
tains, rocks, trees, etc.—while others enter the
bodies of wild beasts. Not one would willingly
become a wanderer were it left to itself, but, at

the death of the body which it tenanted, would
settle down in the village and house where the

body had spent its life. This, however, would be
inconvenient to the family of the deceased, as no
son wishes to be perpetually interfered with by
the spirit of his father, and consequently every
endeavour is made, by firing guns and beating-

drums, to frighten away the spirit whenever it

becomes disembodied.

Since, in the opinion of a Mpongwe native, a
disembodied human soul possesses in its new exist-

ence the good and bad qualities of the dead man
in whom it dwelt during life, it is capable of good
or bad actions towards mankind. But by the
medium of the fetishmen man is able to avert evil,

and, indeed, to induce good, at the hands of the

spirits (see below, § 4). One point, however, must
be borne in mind, viz. that any influence which
a man may obtain over a spirit can be but tempo-
rary, for the spirit never ceases to exist, and can
never be destroyed.

Lastly, the Fjort people do not differ very widely
from the Mpongwe people in their ideas concernitig
the human soul. At death the vkiilu of a good
man may remain about the house of the deceased
for twenty days, after wliich it passes into the

spirit-world, which is everywhere, tliough most of

the spirits dwell in the woods and forests. The
chimbindi, as it is now called, is hostile to mankind
in general, and is, in fact, an evil s^iirit of the
worst description. The soul of the Fjort, however,
does not always join the spirit-world quietly and
at once ; e.g., in the case of a corpse whose eyes
are not closed special precautions have to be taken
as to the disposal of the body, or the family of the
deceased will die. Moreover, if the chimbindi of

such an individual is seen by a member of the

family, that member may die ; if the chimbindi
beats him, he will certainly die. Again, some-
times the soul refuses to become a chimbindi, and
then it is necessary for a priest or fetishman to

pass it into the head of some member of the de-

ceased's family. The spirit of the dead man (nkuhi
yiayizi) is then able to hold intercourse with liis

family.
What happens to the souls of bad people (e.g.,

witches) seems to be doubtful. It is possible, how-
ever, to imagine that, since the bodies of witches
are hurled from thesummits of the highest precipices,
to be broken to pieces on the rocks below or thrown
into rivers to be washed away to the sea, the people
believe that, in thus dealing with them, they
destroy their souls also. Otlierwise there would
be no object in these drastic methods, and, it must
be remembered, the Negro thinks deeply, and does

nothing Avithout a purpose. Still, there is a belief

that the nkuluoi a dead Avitch may be passed into

the head of a living witch, and thus continue its

existence, while some say that the chimbindi of a
witch remains for ever to haunt the place Avhere
the witch died.

4. Priests, fetishmen, and witchcraft. — The
origin of the priesthood in the greater part of

W. Africa was undoubtedly the inability or un-

Avillingness of the people to manage their oAvn re-

ligious ati'airs, and in all probability the first priests
were men—either more intellectual or more cun-

ning than their felloAvs—who gained a local reputa-
tion as soothsayers, and on whose prognostications
the community placed great reliance. When they
had once acquii-ed a hold over the people, it was a

simple matter to increase their power by the in-

vention of mysterious rites and ceremonies, and,
aware that they were not immune from the effects

of old age or from death, they trained a younger
generation in their art. Thus a specifil class grew
up, whose members, in the course of time, may
perhaps have imagined that their practices were
real, that they themselves possessed attributes not

given to ordinary human beings, and that they
Avere able, by incantations and similar methods, to

avert or bring doAvn the Avrath of the god Avho
Avas their special care. Believing this, the Negro
consults the priest on all occasions, paying lum
Avhat he asks. Should he Avish to compass the

death of an enemy, he goes to his priest, avIio,

inspired by his god, prepares a ' medicine
'

to bring-
about the desired end, or instructs the ajiplicant
how by some other means the enemy can be

secretly destroyed. Should he Avish for a charm
or amulet as a preventive of misfortune, his priest
Avill sell him one. Moreover, it is the priest avIio

conducts the proceedings Avhen trial by ordeal is

resorted to, in order to discover the perpetrator of

a crime. The poAver of the priests is witiiout limit,

though the natives maintain that it is the god that
strikes or assists, and that the priest is merely
the agent or mouthpiece of the god.
Among the Gold Coast tribes the priesthood,

although certainly a fraternity, has no real oigan-
ization. Each deity Avorshipped by the peoi)le has

its priests or priestesses, but all are equal, Avork

together for the common cause, and oAve no allegi-

ance to any one. The people themselves, hoAvever,
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recognize a (litleience in the individual abilities of

their priests, and credit some with possessing

superior powers. Among the Ewes of the Slave

Coast the priesthood had developed into an organ-

ization, the priests of each of the more important
gods forming themselves into a separate brother-

hood, or sect, with proper rules and a distinct

ritual, tlie king of a country usually being their

head. Priestesses also are more numerous here
than on the Gold Coast. The Yoruba priesthood
is more highly organized still, and is in intimate
connexion with tlie Ogboni secret society (see

below, § 7). In most cases the chief of a kingdom
or State is chief of the society, and as such is, ex

officio, head of the priesthood, which is divided into

three orders, each being subdivided into classes.

In the first order there are three classes: (1) the

priests of Ifa (the god of divination), who are

superior to all other priests, and have two high
priests at their head ; (2) those of Osanhin and
Aroni (gods of medicine), who practise medicine

;

and (3) tiiose of Obatala and Odudua. In the second
order there are two classes : (1) priests of Shango ;

and (2) priests of all other gods, except Orisha-
Oko. The third order is also divided into two
classes: (1) priests of Orisha-Oko (god of agri-
culture) ; and (2) priests of such gods as are sup-
posed to be deified men. In addition to these
oi-ders and classes, there are also grades among the

priests of a class; e.g., the priests of Shango are

presided over by a chief priest (the magba) and
twelve senior priests, each with a title and a place
in order of precedence. Priests of the respective
orders are distinguishable one from the other, and
some of the classes have distinctive marks or

badges. Thus, the priests of the first order all

wear white ; those of the second order wear red
and white, and siiave the crown of the head ; and
those of the third have a small white paint-mark on
the forehead. Again, the priests of Ifa wear armlets
of palm-hbre and carry a cow-tail whisk ; those of
Obatala wear necklaces of white beads ; and those
of Shango necklaces of black, red, and white beads ;

those of Ogun have an iron bracelet on the left arm,
and those of Oshun brass armlets and anklets.
As a rule, a Yoruba priest's sons follow in their

father's footsteps, though the priesthood is also
recruited from outside. There are regular institu-

tions where boys and girls are trained for the
offices of priest and priestess, the novitiate occupy-
ing two or three years, during which many strange
and mysterious ceremonies take place.

It will be observed, therefore, that a true priest
is one who concerns himself with the worship of
one particular god. Tliis does not, however, pre-
clude liira from believing in the existence of other

gods ; he does believe in their existence and in the

sincerity of the priests who serve them, but his
attentions are all devoted to the service of his own
god, from whom he is convinced, or pretends, that
he can obtain for the followers of the god whatever
they require. But, besides the ceremonial worship
which he performs for his god, the priest has other
functions : he is a diviner, a maker and seller of
'medicines' and charms, and, at times, even a

judge and executioner. In fact, he is not only a
true priest, but also a fetishman (sometimes termed
'

witcii-doctor,' or '

medicine-man').
Eastwards of the Niger, in the Oil Rivei's, and

thence southwards, in the Mpongwe country, true

priests are rare, for the worship of gods is "hardly
recognized ; but fetishmen are numerous. The
difference between a true priest and a fetishman is

that the former devotes himself to some particular
god, maintaining certain forms and ceremonies of

worship, whereas the latter deals with all gods and
all spirits of every def,Tee, dispensing charms and
'

medicines,' conducting trials, etc. The true

priest is a fetishman, but the fetishman is not a
true priest.

In the Oil Rivers, as has been pointed out, the
one great guiding motive of the religion of the

people is to deal with the human soul after death.
This is the principal concern of the fetishmen

[jtijumen), of whom there is a large fraternity, i.e.

men Avho have no other profession, and who, doubt-

less, came into existence much in the same way as
the priests. But here the head of each house
considers himself the fetishman of the house,
although at times he may deem it necessary to

call in some outside fetishman more skilled than
himself in the Avays of the spirit-world

—and the

spirit-world rules the unfortunate Negro with a
rod of iron. Besides the guidance of the recently-
disembodied human soul, fetishmen have many
other duties to perform—all the duties (uncon-
nected with worship) mentioned above as being
performed by the priesthood elsewhere.

Among the Mpongwe-speaking tribes the fetish-

man wields far more power than even in the Oil

Rivers; for the Mpongwe native, although he cares

nothing for gods, is overwhelmed with the vast
concourse of the spirits of the spirit-world, who are
ever striving to thwart him. He desires prosperity
in this world, and this prosperity he can obtain

only by gaining a mastery over the evil spirits
which stand in his way. He himself, as an

ordinary man, is unable to battle with such

spirits, but from the fetishmen he can buy
' medi-

cines
' and charms wherewith to overcome all

difficulties ; for the fetishmen possess the power of

controlling all spirits, Ijy means of one great and

strong spirit with whom they are on intimate
terms.
South of these godless and priestless regions we

find among the Fjort people both priests and fetish-

men ; for here, perhaps more than anywhere else in

W. Africa, there is a well-defined dividing line

between the higher and the lower forms of religion.
In the former, as has been said, there is the cult of

Nzambi and the mysteries connected with the

nkici-ci, concerned with which are the king, chief,
or head of the family, and the true priest [nganga-
nzambi, or nganga-nkici-ci). But this pi-iesthood
differs from that of the Slave Coast and Gold
Coast in that it is not a fraternity, for each priest
is independent and works for himself on lines of

his own, though always through that power which
is considered to fill the earth and everything
yielded by the earth, and which comes from
Nzambi, i.e. Mother Earth. To the lower form of

religion belong the fetishmen who work by
' black

art,' such as the nganga-nkauci and the iiganga-
nkici-mbowu ('keeper of a nail-fetish'). The de-

scriptions given below of spirits and charms will

make clear the methods of these fetishmen. Be-
sides the true priests and fetishmen, there is a
third class of nganga, the nganga-bilongo, who is

regarded by the people almost as a fetishman, but
who, in reality, is merely a medical practitioner,
with a knowledge of herbs. This knowledge he

keeps in his family, but his methods of using it

are quite rational.

Priests and fetishmen are frequently described

by Europeans as ' Avitch-doctors
'

or ' medicine-men '

—terms which leave the impression that these
individuals practise witchcraft, or, to use an old

term, are ' in league with the devil.' In a sense
this is true ; at any rate, the fetishmen profess to

be able to hold communion with all kinds of evil

spirits, and to be able to dispense
' medicines

'

in

order to bring about any desired results. On the
other hand, no small part of the duties of the

priests or fetishmen is the detection of witches, the
frustration of their evil designs on human beings,
and their condemnation to death. The fetishman
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is therefore not a friend of witches. As a matter
of fact, there appears to be very little ditl'erence

between the methods ascribed to the witch and
those of the fetishman ; but the native has an
abhorrence of a witch, because he believes that
she possesses powers not possessed by priests and
fetishmen, that she strikes secretly (by poison,
etc.), and that she has at her beck and call a host
of evil spirits about which the fetishman knows
nothing. Of this witch-power the priests and
fetishmen are undoubtedly jealous ; the witch is

infringing their rights, so, for the most part, they
uphold the native in his hatred of witches, and do
all in their power to get rid of them. Since to be

suspected of being a witch means immediate trial

by ordeal and certain death, or even death without

trial, no one proclaims that she practises witch-

craft ; and in all probability the idea of the exist-

ence of witches is kept alive solely by the fetish-

men, in order to explain away their own failures.

Witches, they say, can produce sickness and

death, can kill swiftly or slowly, by passing evil

spirits into the human body, and are ever endeav-

ouring to undo all the good done by the priests and
fetishmen. Among the many cruel acts with which

they are credited may be mentioned the charge
that they catch wandering dream-souls in traps
and on baited fish-liooks, and prevent them from

returning to the bodies from which they have
absented themselves, until purchased by a fetish-

man. At the same time, although the priests hate
Avitches as rivals and as enemies to what they con-

sider an elevating religion, and although fetishmen
hate them for somewhat similar reasons, and be-

cause a Avitch-belief has a bad effect on the com-

munity, the fact remains that in some parts this

hatred is not instilled into the people by the priests
or fetishmen, yet it is as intense as elsewhere.

Moreover, the belief in witches is strengthened by
the strange fact that not infrequently a woman
accused of witchcraft confesses that she is a witch.

Wizards are not unknown in W. Africa, but they
are far less numerous than witches ; in fact tiiey
are rare.

Whether the methods of the priest and fetish-

man be called witchcraft, fetishism, or anything
else is a matter of small importance. The distinc-

tion between their methods and those of the wizard
or witch is said to be that the latter secretly causes
sickness or death (usually by poison), and denies

that he or she does so, whereas the priest or fetish-

man practises openly, is acknowledged by the people
as following a legitimate calling, and maintains
that all his actions are for the welfare of the

people. It is a distinction without a diffei'ence ;

for the priest or fetishman can be procured to assist

in the making-away with an enemy, using for the

purpose the identical means said to be employed
by witches—such as ' medicines

' and the calling-in
of evil spirits.

5. Spirits and charms.—The whole difficulty of

the Negro's life arises from his firm belief in the
existence all around him of countless evil spirits.
The air, the eartli, the under-earth, are all filled

with spirits of the spirit-world. The mere matter
of his gods and their worship does not cause him
much uneasiness ; he supports a priest to look
after them, he propitiates them with the necessary
offerings, and he feels convinced that he has done
his duty. He lias no love for any of his gods, but
he fears their ability to do him harm. He lias the
utmost faith in his priest, and he knows that he
himself cannot wrestle with a god—a superhuman
being. With the host of minor spirits, i.e. super-
natural beings, however, things are dill'erent ; for,

by cunning and other methods, they can be suc-

cessfully kept under, prevented from working de-

struction, and even made benevolent. It is no

longer a nratter of propitiation, but one of hard

fighting
—

pitting one spirit against another, and

leaving them to fight it out. The arrangements
for these trials of strength entail a vast amount of

trouble.

Superhuman god-spirits, including the indwelling
spirits of natural objects and the indwelling .spirits,
or embodied '

souls,' of human beings, have already
been discussed. What remains to lie dealt with is

that great army of spirits of the s]jirit-world, per-

vading the universe, hemming in the Negro and
Bantu on all sides, and influencing every action of
man.

In the Bantu (Gabun and Loango) mind spirits
are graded according to rank, and it seems to be
the general idea that the spirits of gods that are

worshipped are superior to all others (of course,
among god-worshipping people), and that human
embodied souls are superior to the spirits of things
non-human. But these two main classes are sub-
divided into several grades, and the lower spirits
are also subdivided into grades. Miss Kingsley
maintains^ that there are two classes higher than
human souls, several classes equal to human souls,
and at least eleven classes lower than the latter ;

and she further maintains that spirits which are
human disembodied souls remain in that class for
all time, never passing into a higher or a lower
class. She, therefore, denies the deification of
human beings in W. Africa. The most reliable

authority on the subject, so far as the Mpongwe-
speaking tribes of the Gabun are concerned, Nassau,^
names six classes which aflect human affairs :

(1) Inina is the human embodied soul, which, on becoming
disembodied and passing into the world of spirits, continues to
take an interest in human affairs, more especially in the affairs
of the family with which it was connected when embodied. (2)
Ibambo is the name applied to a class of spirits with the power
of appearing in ghost-like form and frightenmg human beings.
Abainbo (plur.) have no fixed abodes, can appear anywhere and
at any time, and are thought to be the spirits of dead ancestors.

They are much dreaded and are worshipped ; whether they are

universally malevolent is not certain, but, when a man is 'pos-
sessed of a devil,' it is generally an ibambo that has entered into
him and has to be cast out. (3) Ombiviri, nklnda, and olaga
are the disembodied souls of men, which have taken up a tempo-
rary residence in natural objects, such as rocks, trees, etc.

They are reverenced and offerings are made to them by passers-
by, who fear to incur their displeasure. The ombiviri is the
soul of a chief, the nkinda that of an ordinary naUve of the

country, and the olaga that of a stranger. In many respects
they resemble the local deities and the private gods of the Gold
Coast tribes, but they have no priesthood and communicate
with man direct. They also have the power of causing sickness

by entering into human beings. (4) The mondi is an evil spirit

greatly feared, which brings disease and all kinds of trouble to

humanity by taking possession of the body, from which it has
to be expelled by exorcizing some stronger spirit to fight it.

(.5) Yaka is a family fetish supposed to contain the spirits of
ancestors ; and for its edification portions of the bones, eyes,
skull, etc., of generations of deceased members of the family
are carefully preserved. The greatest reverence is paid to the

yaka, offerings of food and drink are made to it, and it is con-
sulted on all occasions ; for the people believe that the spirits
of their ancestors continue to t.ake the deepest interest in the
affairs of the family. (6) The last kind is the spirit that enters
into a wild animal for the purpose of doing some evil act. This

may be any ordinary spirit of the spirit-world, or it may even be
the indwelling spirit of a living human being temporarily absent
from the body. But such possession of a wild beast is not per-
manent, i.e., it is not the same thing as transmigration of

souls.

All these Mpongwe spirits are in one way
or another derived from or connected with the
human soul, and they .are for the most part dis-

tinctly malevolent. Thej' are not unlike some of

the spirits believed in by the Gold Coast and Slave
Coast tribes. It will be remembered that the kra

(of the Gold Coast tribes), when disembodied, be-

comes a s/.svr, that it can be reborn as a km in a

human body, but its proper destination iss/.w-iand.

Occasionally the sisa leaves 5i\9rt-laiid and returns

to dwell in the world as an evil .•spirit, sometimes

passing itself into the body of a wild beast. The
latvo of the I^ve people (Slave Coast) becomes a

1 ICi.sY African Stiidies, p. 170.
2 Fellchism in H'. Africa, p. 64 ff.
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noli, and, failing re-birth in a human body or in

that of a wild animal, it remains on the earth as a

good or an evil spirit. Among the Yorubas there

is the belief in evil spirits known as abiku, dwell-

ing everywhere in uninhabited tracts of country,
iind apparently similar in origin to the sisa. The
abiku, it is thought, suders from hunger, thirst,

and other privations, and his particular object is to

enter the oody of a child, and share the child's

food, comforts, etc. Since, hoAvever, the abikus
are more numerous than children, they form a

compact among themselves that any abiku fortu-

nate enough to take up its residence in the body
of a child shall support, with food, etc., a certain

number of its fellow evil spirits. The consequence
is that the child possessed of an abiku, having to

share its food with many other abikus, soon sickens
and frequently dies. There are, of course, methods
of ridding the child of the evil spirits

—
e.g., enticing

the abiku and its fellows to quit the child to par-
take of savoury food placed somewhere close by,
and then, while the spirits are eating, tying rings
and bells round the child's ankles, in order to
scare the evil beings away altogether ; or rubbing
pepper into small cuts made on the child's body,
which is supposed to be an eftective method. The
heavy infant mortalitj' in this part of W. Africa
is ascribed to the evil ojjerations of abikus, with
whom witches are held to be in league.
Not unlike the ombiviri of the Mpongwe people

are certain tree-spirits believed in by the Yorubas,
such as the spirit that dwells in the ashorin tree,
that which dwells in the ajya tree, and that of the
silk-cotton tree. Before cutting down any of these

trees, the woodman makes offerings to their spirits.
But these are not regarded as tTie spirits of local

deities, though very possibly they were at one
time ; and they ditler from the ombiviri, which is

a human disembodied soul. It is said that witches
assemble at night round these trees, whose spirits

they invoke to assist them in their malpractices.
The dislike which a native has to discussing

with Europeans matters which he feels will be
ridiculed is accountable for the lack of detailed
information concerning the spirit-beliefs of the

people ; yet enough information is at hand to
enable us to form some idea of the W. African's

conception of the inmates of the spirit-world. It
is certain that both Negroes and Bantu think that
there are spirits without number everywhere ; that,
as a spirit's existence never ends, the spirit-M'orld
grows more congested everj'^ day and every hour ;

that the majority of the spirits of the more active
kind are disembodied souls of men ; and that they
are nearly always maliciously inclined towards
mankind. Questioned as to what he thinks a spirit
is like, the native will reply that, though it is

usually invisible, it is similar in form to a human
being, or to something with whose form he is

familiar. He believes that the spirit is material ;

his mind is not capable of conceiving anything
else ; and, if he has not himself seen a spirit, he
knows many people who have. Moreover, there
are few natives who have not experienced, on a
dark nii^ht in the bush, the clanmiy touch of some
spirit, and fled from it for dear life.

As to what may be termed the lower order of

spirits, some are good and some evil, and an idea
of their number can be formed by recalling what
has been said of the indwelling spirit theory.
Everytliing not made by human hands has an in-

dwelling spirit—the lower animals, the earth, the

grass, flowers, herbs, etc. Knowing this, one can
understand the notions of ' medicines

'

entertained

by the people. The sjiirits of certain things,
when properly dealt witli bj^ trained fetishmen,
can be made subservient to the will of the fetish-

men, and their powers thus utilized for certain

purposes. The fetishmen are well aware of the
medicinal properties of various herbs, but whether
they believe in the spirit theory is probably open
to doubt. Still, by upholding the belief, they are

able, while effecting a cure for some simple illness

by the administration of a simjile drug, to increase
their reputation as fetishmen ; for the administra-
tion of the drug is always accompanied by mysteri-
ous ceremonies and incantations ; and the invoca-
tion of the spirits of the various ingredients of the

drug is kept well to the front.

In this manner arises the charm, or fetish,

certainly of the Bantu, if not also of the Negro.
In one respect at least there is no diflerence between
the amulets, or charms, of the Negroes and those of

the Bantu, viz. their use, Avhich is to protect the
wearer or possessor from evil spirits, and to guide
and assist him in all undertakings. The Gold
Coast Negro creates a certain class of charm for

himself through the medium of his suhman (see

above, §2. i. (e)), but besides these there are the
numerous charms made and sold by the priests of

all the god-worshipping Negro tribes, and such
charms are always consecrated to a god, the priest

maintaining that the ingredients in the charms are
derived from a god and are consecrated to the god.
The priest, therefore, keeps up the fiction of the

religious nature of these charms, because he there-

by strengthens the people's faith in their gods, and
at the same time adds to his own importance as

sole intermediary between man and the god whom
he serves.

A brief description of some of the charms and
' medicines

'

sold by the priests of the Gold Coast
and Slave Coast may be of interest, as showing
the faith of the Negroes. The following may be
taken as typical of those found to exist among all

the god-worshipping tribes dwelling Avestward of

the Niger.
As a protection from wild beasts, an amulet made of teeth

and claws of animals is used ; to ward off sickness, a human
tooth and a Popo bead strung together and worn round the

neck, or a lump of clay adorned with cowries and pieces of

broken pottery. To protect a familj' from various injuries, a
scarecrow resembling a man is planted in front of the house.
To prevent bullets and other missiles from taking effect, the
tail of a horse, cow, or goat is waved in front of the body dur-

ing battle. To protect a house from fire, a charm is made of

hare's fur. Anklets, bracelets, and necklaces of sacred beads
are worn by women prior to childbirth in order to keep away
evil spirits ; and for a similar purpose such things are fastened
to the child as soon as it comes into the world. Amulets con-

taining various preparations are worn to keep away particular
ailments, such as headache ; and similar things are hung up in

the fields to protect the crops. Strings of leaves or of feathers
are suspended over a doorwaj' or across a path to stay the in-

roads of evil spirits. Then there are the ' medicines '

prepared
by the priests and sold to the people for special purposes, viz.

magic powders and unguents which, when used as directed,
will produce certain results. The amulets and charms are used
as preventives, but these 'medicines' are used otherwise ; and,
in many cases, those using them, as well as the priest who
supplied them, would, if detected, be dealt with as witches.
There are powders which, if blown against a door or window,
will cause it to open forthwith ; others scattered on an enemy's
footprints will drive him mad, or blown after an enemj' will

cause his death
;
while there are unguents which will produce

love or will even cause a man to lend money to another. In

fact, the priests are prepared to sell
' medicines' to meet all

the requirements of their customers, who, firmly believing in the

etficacy of the '

medicines,' are ever in dread of their being used
against them. Consequently, the priest does a double trade ;

for, if a man thinks that his enemy has purchased a 'medicine'
to be used against him, he will obtain from his own priest a

counteracting powder.
In reality there is very little difference between

the charms and ' medicines
'

of the priest and those
of the fetishman ; the former are connected with a

god or gods, while the latter are spirit-born. In

the creation of both, secrecy, mystery, incanta-

tions, and Aveird ceremonies are ever present. Yet
charms are certainly not regarded by the Negroes
of the Slave Coast, etc., as of such \'ital import-
ance to their Avelfare as they are by the Bantu of

the Gabun and Loango districts. These Bantu
stake everything on the possession of charms, and
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to the Mpongwe-speaking people they are the
essence of religion. Possibly this is the earliest

form of, and the nearest approach to, true fetishism
in W. Africa. It is, therefore, of considerable
interest. The Mpongvve native has only one idea
in life : he desires to secure material prosperity for

himself and his family, i.e. to live in comfortable
circumstances to a good old age ; for, although he

may have some hazy idea of a future life, the

general belief is that beyond the grave there is

only the world of spirits and constant wrangling.
Now, these spirits of the dead swarm round the

living, and are always trying to annoy them ; but

by taking due precautions (getting possession of

the proper charms) the Mpongwe imagines that he
is able to frustrate the evil designs of the spirits.
Each man, therefore, works for himself, and shapes
his own destiny by means of charms (or fetishes,
for the term is here permissible). But man him-
self cannot create his own charms, and thus the

fraternity of trained fetishmen holds the people in

an iron grasp, dispensing charms at varying prices.
Before the Mpongwe is old enough to be the

owner of charms and to understand their value,
his parents or the fetishmen perform certain cere-

monies for him, as a protection against evil spirits.
On reaching years of discretion, he begins to battle

with the spirits, and procures from the fetishmen
the necessary weapons of defence and offence, in

the shape of charms and ' medicines.' The amulets
or charms used by the people of the Mpongwe
country, and supplied by the fetishmen, take
almost any form, but usually consist of some small
article capable of holding the ingredients necessary
for the special purpose for which the charm is re-

quired. It may be a shell, a horn, or, in fact,

anything, but the preparation placed in it by the
fetishman varies. His assortment of materials is

extensive, and includes such things as the ashes of

herbs, plants, and bones, portions selected from
human bodies or from the bodies of wild beasts,

etc., which, with incantations and mystic rites, he

prepares and mixes in strictest privacy. In mak-

ing his compounds, he works on methodical lines,
each ingi'edient being supposed to have its proper
use ; and, although the etl'ect may be imaginary,
the fetishman is careful to have what he considers
the right materials in his concoctions.

E.g., a man has a grudge against another ; he goes to the
fetishman to procure a charm which will bring misfortune to
his enemy ; in the compound the fetishman will place (if he
can obtain them) nail-parings, hair-clippings, or a drop of

blood, of the person against whom the spell is to work. But
the shell, or horn, with the mixture which it contains, has no
efficacy of itself ;

a spirit
—good or evil, strong or otherwise—

must be passed into it ; and, in selecting the ingredients for

his mixture, the fetishman includes spices and other things
likely to attract the particular class of spirit which he desires

to take up its abode in the charm. For all this working by
means of charms is nothing more than warfare among the

spirits, and the man whose charm contains the more powerful
spirit wins the day.

Besides innumerable charms to secure prosperity
in this world, the well-to-do Mpongwe native has
other means for bringing good or causing evil.

These include certain cabalistic expressions, sup-
posed to influence the spirits, and used by indi-

viduals, as well as incantations by the fetishmen in

the nature of curses or blessings.
In the lower form of Fjort religion charms are

everything, if we include in the term not only the

personal ])rotective charm (nkki-Jcici), but also the
nail-fetish {nkiri-mhoivu). These things have no
connexion whatever with objects having sacred

powers inherent in them by nature (iiklci-ci), nor
IS the nature of the charm quite the same as that
of the Mpongwe charm.
The nail-fetish is an extraordinary institution,

which without doubt is the curse of the country.
It consists of a wooden image, in the form of a man,
made under the following circumstances. The

party, headed by a special fetishman, proceeds to

the grove where the tree for the image is to be
cut down. The spirit of a man has to be passed
into the tree, in order that human passions may
dwell in the image, and for this purpose the man
must die—though not necessarily at once. When
the grove is entered, should a man's name be
called, even accidentally, that man will die and his

spirit will enter the tree. But, as a rule, the man
whose spirit is to preside over the image is speci-

ally selected for his great courage or some other

manly attribute, and his name is solemnly called in

the grove. The fetishman then fells the tree, and
tlie sap that flows from it is thought to be its

blood ; with this is mingled the blood of a fowl
sacrificed for the purpose. The man whose spirit
is to enter the image dies within ten days—by what
means is not known, though the natives deny
that he is killed by any human agency. The image
is carved, and stuffed by the fetishman with the

proper 'medicines,' long and mysterious cere-

monies being performed ; it is then set up among
the other images in the fetishman's hut. The nail-

fetish is now ready for use, the people supposing
that the nkulu, or spirit, within it is able to kill

whom it pleases. The process of invoking its aid
is simple : if a man thinks that another has done
him an injury, or is likely to harm him, he goes to
the fetishman of a nail-fetish, tells him his trouble,

pays him handsomely, and persuades him to drive
a nail, knife, or spear-point into the image. This

having been done with proper ceremonies, his

enemy will surely die. If this were all super-
stition or imagination, there could be no great
harm in nail-fetishes, but the fact is clearly estab-
lished that the man to compass whose death the
nail has been driven does actually die—at the hands
of the nkulu within the image, the natives say.
It is not unnatural to suppose that the fetishman,
who has been paid for the murder, sees to it. But
there are ways of avoiding this death. If a man
has reason to suppose that his enemy has had a
nail hammered for his death, he seeks out a priest
or diviner, whom he pays to tell him the name of

the particular nail-fetish which has had the nail

driven into it. He then proceeds to the fetishman
and, having discovered his own nail, pays to have
it extracted. Endeavours have been made by
European officials to suppress these images ; several
have been seized, and are now to be seen in

nmseums in England ; but doubtless new ones are
created to take their places.
The nkici-klci, or personal protective charms,

are also imbued with power by ceremonies per-
formed by the fetishmen, but the respective sources
from which the fetishmen derive the power by
which the nkici-kici and the nail-fetishes are made
efficacious are totally diflerent. There are difler-

ences also in the ceremonies peiformed when
passing the power into the objects, in the manner
of invoking or consulting tlieiii. and in the pur-
poses for which they are used. Of these nkici-kici

of the Fjort the following are examples :

Bracelets of iron and of plaited palm-leaves and cloth, to

protect from various misfortunes ; a bracelet made of baobab
fibre, to preserve health ; a piece of the skin of a sloth, attached
to a string, and worn round the head, to keep away pain and
other ills; a charm made of elephant's skin, to give a man
virility ; a piece of skin of the sloth (different from the above),
worn by a woman to protect her unborn child ; a gazelle's
born filled with '

medicines,' worn Irv a woman to guard her in

cbiMbirtb ;
and various similar things. Tliere are also iron and

coi)iH'r marriage-bracelets, worn by both men and women as

jirotective charms.

All such nkici-kici are obtained from diflerent

zingnnga (plnr. of nganga), or fetislinien, and, of

course, are supposed to contain a nkici, or spirit,
like the charms of other tribes.

6. Tabu, totemism, ancestor-worship, canni-

balism, and sacrifices.—Among all W. African
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tribes there appears to exist, in one form or

anotiier, prohibition or abstention from eating
some particular articles of food. In the majority
of cases the nature of the abstention is a family
attair ; anil its origin is supposed to be connected

with the family name—a species of totemism. On
the Gold Coast and in many other parts there are

families bearing the names of animals and plants.
How they came by such names is not known

; some
have traditions that their ancestors sprang from
the animal or plant ; some believe that at one
time an animal befriemled a member of the family
and Avas thenceforward revered, if not worshipped ;

and others maintain that the name was given to an
ancestor because he was thought to resemble the
animal in appearance or in habits—that it was,
in fact, originally a 'nickname.' Whatever may
iiave been the origin of the name, at the present
time the members of a family abstain from eating
the flesh of the animal whose name they bear.

Thus a member of the Buflalo family does not eat
the flesh of the buflalo, nor a member of the Corn-
stalk family the corn-stalk, and so on. This form
of prohibition or abstinence may be called ancestral

proiiibition, and it is found almost everywhere in

W. Africa, among both Negroes and Bantu, even
when the family bears no animal name. In addi-
tion to this, there are tabus laid on individuals by
the priests and fetishmen, for some particular
reason—e.g., for the protection of the individual.
The Fjort word used to express anything for-

bidden is kazila, or xina ; and Dennett ^ names
nine classes of things that are xina. Eagles, owls,
crows, bats, snakes, etc., are universally pro-
hibited as food, probably because they are con-

sidered, from their nature and habits, unclean, or

possessed of some evil spirit, and no person, except
witches, would think of eating them. Then each
tribe and family has its distinct xina, and each
member of a family his own special xina, to

knowingly eat which results in the direst conse-

quences—trouble, sickness, and even death—pi'o-

duced, the people believe, by unseen and malignant
spirits. To certain tribes (about the Congo,
Loango, etc. ) the leopard is xina

; and each

province has also its separate forbidden animal,

^loreover, a member of the family has to respect
what he knows to have been the xina of his father,
as well as those of his mother, his grandfathers,
and his grandmothers. It will thus be observed
that every native, in all probability, is forbidden
to eat the flesh of several different animals ; if he
is a chief, or other high official, his list of pro-
hibited animals will be still longer. To mention
all the animals that are xina would be impossible,
for to one person or another nearly every known
beast and bird is xina. Then there are special
tabus—e.g., certain priests may not eat food
cooked by unmarried women ; members of a royal
household may not even touch a pig ; doctors may
l>rohibit a patient from eating certain foods.

Finally, all animals parts of which (skins, horns,
claws, shells, etc.) are found to be stored up by
the fetishmen in the .sacred groves are xina.
The oi-unda of the Mpongwe is not so widely

applied as the kazila (or xina) of the Fjort, though
the idea is similar. As a rule orunda is laid on a
child when quite young by the parents and fetish-

men. Lengthy ceremonies are performed, and the
child is proiiibited for the remainder of his life

from eating some particular animal, or some
particular part of an animal. The orunda may
take other forms ; thus an individual may be for-

bidden to eat in the presence of a woman, to drink

except at certain times of the day, etc. How the
orunda is selected in each case, or for what reason,
does not appear to be known. But the object of

i P. 50 f .

the ceremony is a dedication of the article selected
to the indwelling or guardian spirit of the child, in
order to obtain the sjiirit's goodwill and assistance

through life. Consequently, should a man at any
time break his orunda, his insulted spirit will
turn against him, and call in evil spirits to cause
trouble. The underlying idea in oruiida, xina,
ibet (of the Efiks, Old Calabar), and the abstinence
of other W. African tribes is always the same ;

but the peculiarity about it is that, though it is

voluntarily assumed, and though the priests and
fetishmen do not interfere to see that it is carried

out, no native would dare to face the consequences
of breaking his prohibition—so great is his dread
of the.unseen spirits which rule the universe.
From the ancestral prohibition of families with

animal names, it seems probable that animal-

worship was at one time more prevalent in W.
Africa than it is now. At the present time the
actual worship of animals is by no means common,
though several animals (snakes, monitor lizards,

etc.) are protected by the priests. Still, as has

already been mentioned, certain of the Ewe-
speaking people worship the crocodile, and the
Dahomans worship the leopard, but a])parently
only because of the belief that the homeless kra of

some human being takes possession of the animal
for evil purposes. In some parts of Dahomey the

python is worshipped as a chief god, and any dis-

respect shown to one of these snakes is severely
punished. Beyond this animal-worship in W.
Africa does not go, and, as a matter of fact, it is

no more the animal that is worshipped than the
wooden image representative of a god ; what is

worshipped is the spirit residing in the animal,
whether that spirit is regarded as a kra, a bush-

soul, or some malevolent spirit which the native
dreads. It may be that, in some cases, the animal
is emblematic of an ancestor, and is thus regarded
as in a measure sacred. This opens up the whole

question of ancestor-worship, if true ancestor-

worship may be said to exist in W. Africa. A
respect for ancestors is found among all the tribes,
and ancestor-esteem is part and parcel of the re-

ligion of the Negroes and Bantu, but that a W.
African habitually regards any one of his ancestors
as a god is not true. Nor, as a rule, does he, in

the true sense, make sacrifices to an ancestor ;

what he offers to the spirit of the departed is

merely a gift, the spiritual essence of which, he

thinks, will be acceptable. His conception of the

spirit-world leads him to believe that its inmates

require spiritual food and drink, and before eating
and drinking, therefore, he lays aside a portion
for the spirit of his dead father or other relative.

This gift of food is not made from fear, nor for the

purpose of warding off threatened Avrath ;
for the

spirits of ancestors are deemed to be guardians of

the living members of the family, and not hostile

to them. The gift is evidently made out of pure
kindness of heart, in return for the protection
which the ancestral spirits are thought to afford

their living offspring.
On occasions, more especially in times of

national calamity, a king and his people will

invoke the aid of the spirits of departed kings, and
in Ashanti, Dahomey, and elsewhere there are
annual festivals for honouring deceased rulers.

The skeletons of the kings are carefully preserved,
and ofierings of food are made to each one. More-

over, until recently, sacrihces of human beings
were made to the spirits of the dead chiefs out of

gratitude for past protection. In Benin and the
various kingdoms of the Oil Rivers the chiefs cele-

brate what is termed '

making father
' on the anni-

versary of the late chief's death. Formerly this

ceremony was accompanied by human sacrifices,

but now it is more a public festival attended with
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dancing and rioting, the religions part being per-
formed by the chief at liis father's grave, where

ofierings of food are made. So also among the
lower classes of all these Negro tribes the greatest

respect is shown for dead relatives. The skulls of

the family ancestors are kept in earthen pots, in

rows on a shelf, or in some small temple built for

the purpose, food is placed before them, and they
are consulted whenever assistance is required.
This, however, can hardly be called true ancestor-

worship, if by worship is implied adoration of a

god through a priest. Yet some of these tribes do

occasionally worsliip gods whom they believe to

be deified ancestors—e.g., Adanlosan, Ajahuto,
Kpati, and Kpasi, worshipped by the eastern

Ewes, and Gunu, the chief god of the Nupes,
Igaras, and other tribes in the neiglibourhood of

the Niger-Benue confluence. Again, the Mpongwe
are without doubt ancestor-worshippers, proof of

which is to be found in the yaka bundle jDreviously
referred to. Lastly, connected with ancestor-

worship— carried perhaps to extremes— is the

custom of certain tribes of the Upper Cross River,

where, it is said, in order to assiiiiilate the good
qualities of their ancestors, the peojile eat their

relatives as soon as they die. In contradistinction
to this relative-eating is the case of the Fang and
other remote tribes of the interior, whose members
eat all corpses except those of their own family.
But these are not wasted, for they are sold to

another family or exchanged for other corpses.
This form of cannibalism, however, is not common
in W. Africa, and there is no proof that canni-

balism of any kind prevails to a great extent

among Negroes or Bantus of the coast regions.
There are known cannibal tribes even on the

coast, but their cannibalism is not of the lower
order ; human flesh is eaten not because it is

enjoyed, or to stay the pangs of hunger, but rather

from a religions motive. Tliey believe that in war-
fare their gods are ever jiresent, aiding them in

the light, and they are led by their priests to

believe that the gods demand that a proportion of

the captives of Avar shall be slaughtered and eaten

by the conquerors, so that the fighting qualities of

the victims may pass into the system of the

victors, and tluis strengthen them for future
battles. But, besides eating the flesh of captives
of Avar, no great human sacrifice ottered for the

purpose of appeasing the gods and averting sick-

ness or misfortune is considered complete unless

either the priests or the people eat the bodies of

the victims. Such practices, however, are fast

disappearing, and have, of course, been stamj)ed
out wherever European administration has been
established.

With regard to sacrifices and ofierings, it is

necessary to recall two points : ( 1 ) there are two
distinct purposes for which sacrifices and ofierings
are made, or, rather, two distinct classes of recipi-

ents, viz. the gods of the people, and the spirits of

the departed ; and (2) the Negro's conception of a
sacrifice or ottering, for whatever purpose it is

made, is tliat its spirit or spiritual essence passes
into the use of the sj)irit to whom it is ottered—
whether it be the spirit of a god or the spirit of a
dead person. Human sacrifices are made to a god,
because it is thought that he requires numerous
attendants to do his bidding, and the ghosts or

spirits of slaughtered slaves are supposed to pass
immediately into his service. To obtain the good-
will of a god, tlierefore, especially in times of great
trouble, it is necessary to otter uj) human beings.
On occasions of victory a wholesale slaughter of

prisoners of war is carried out for the reason that
all warfare is held to be as much the affair of the

gods as of men, that the gods light on the side of
their devotees, and consequently the gods of the
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victors are particularly pleased at receiving into

their service the spirits of worshippers of the

vanquished gods.
The .sacrifice of human beings at funeral.s has

already been discussed. It may be remarked,
however, that such sacrifice is not made to a god,
but to the spirit or ghost of the dead man. The
motive of tlie sacrifice is the same, viz. that the

si)irits of the victims shall pass into the .service of

the spirit of the departed ; for the ghost of a dead
chief must be accompanied to ghost-land by a
retinue of ghost-wives and ghost-slaves befitting
his rank. All other sacrifices and ofierings are
made with similar intentions—to ajipease or please
a god or to furnish the supposed requirements of

the dead. A blood-ottering of any kind is deemed
of greater value than anything else, and, where
liefore the advent of European administration a
human being would have been ottered to a god,
now a goat, sheep, or fowl is sacrificed. Of minor

ott'erings food antl drink are the most usual, but
almost anj'thing may be ottered ; for, even if the

offering be of no value to the god or spirit, it is

thought that the mere act of ottering will induce

goodwill and aid.

7. Secret societies, oaths, trial by ordeal.—Since
the ordinary Negro or Bantu is not morally re-

strained from wrong-doing, and sees no harm in

cheating his neighbour or causing him even greater
annoj'ance, fear of punishment alone keeps him
within bounds. In those parts of W. Africa now
administered by European governments law and
order are, of course, maintained by regular courts
of law, but, prior to the establishment of this

European control, and in such parts as are still

outside European influence, the welfare of the

community was, and is, watched over by village or

tribal councils. But these councils of themselves,

although they may find a person guiltj^ of an

ott'ence, do not possess the power of enforcing
punishment or even of seeing that a wrong is made
right. They have, hoAvever, at their back what

may be termed a 'court of final appeal,' viz. the
secret society, whose operations, under the cloak
of religion, terrorize the people. The original

purpose for Avhich the majority of secret societies

were formed was to prevent the chiefs from unduly
oppressing their people ; but no sooner were these
socialistic ideas discovered than the chiefs them-
selves joined the societies, and used them for their

own purposes. Thus, to-daj', the head of a secret

societj' will generally be found to be the king of

the country or the chief of the tribe ; but this is

not always the case, for there are still some power-
ful societies which virtually rule the country, and
to Avhose decrees the king himself is forced to sub-

mit. The best example of this is the Ogboni
society of the Yorubas, with which is connected
the whole priesthood, and which is therefore doubly
powerful. The organization of the society is com-

plete, each town and village having its
'

lodge,'
with a code of signs, passwords, etc., while the
members are solemnly sworn to assist each other
and to do the bidding of the society. The supreme
head of the Ogboni is the Alatin of Yoruba, but in

the various minor States the chief priest is the

local head of the society. The heads assemble in

council when any important matter (religious,

judicial, or civil) has to be discussed, and they
have powers of life and death {i.e., of course,

beyond the limits of British jurisdiction). No
matter of publitr interest appears to be too trivial

to occujiy their attention, and tliey are at once

judges and executioners. The societj'^ is under the

protection of the goddess Odudua, Init, beyond
what has been said, little is known about it ; its

organization and methods are secret, and the

penalty for betraying its secrets is death.
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Secret societies are found in all part.s of W.
Africa, and the work that they do is, up to a

certain point, beneficial to tlie communities. They
uphold the moral and social laws and preserve the

ancient religious customs and institutions. On the

other hand, as was perhaps only natural, they have

over.^teppcd the bouiuls of justice, and in many
instances iiave become notliiny more than an

organized bamt of murderers or executioners, with
the result that, wherever they have come into

contact with European administration, they have
had to be rigorously suppressed. Of such societies

the better known are the Porroh of the Mendis
(Sierra Leone), the Bondo of the Sherbro country,
the Igwomori of Benin, the Otrada of the Sobos,
the Ekemeku of the Asabas, the Aro (' Long Juju ')

of the Oil Rivers, the Egbo of the Eliks (Old
Calabar, etc.), and the Ukuku and Yasi of the
Bantvi tribes to the south-east, though the last

two have now been completely broken up. Their

organization is always much the same : new mem-
bers are initiated, with peculiar ceremonies and
mystic rites, on reaching man's estate ; and they
bind themselves by the most sacred oatlis, and on

pain of death, not to reveal the secrets of the

society, as well as to carry out the orders of the

spirit which is considered to preside over its afiairs.

The moutiipiece of the spirit is, of course, one of

the head officials of the society, selected by his

fellows to act as chief priest ; and consequently
this official is in reality the judge of the people.
His word (purporting to be the word of the spirit)
is law, and the members of the society are bound
to do his bidding—even to killing ottenders, should
this be ordered. As a rule, however, killing is

seldom necessary ; for so great is the dread of the

guardian-spirit of the society that any idea of

resisting its authority usually dies out the moment
it becomes known that a meeting of members has
been called to discuss a case.

From all accounts, the Porroh was the most

bloodthirsty of these societies, and its members
(known as 'human leopards' and 'human croco-

ililes"), dressed in tlie skins of wild beasts, lay in

wait for unsuspecting travellers, tearing them to

pieces and carrying them ott' to be eaten by the

priests of the society. Its power has been crushed

by the Sierra Leone authorities. The Egbo of

the Efiks is the most prominent secret society of

W. Africa now in existence ; and, though it has
been robbed of its higiier functions by the British
administrators who now rule the country, it still

carries considerable weight with the people. Be-

yond the limits of British influence, its power is as

strong as ever. Its secret has been well kept, for

little is known of the rites and ceremonies con-
nected with Egbo, or of its organization, except
that it has numerous branches, subdivided into
various grades. The jujumen (trained fetishmen)
are generally the heads of the branches, and
through them the Egbo spirit makes known its

decisions. It rules by fear, and its members
maintain their reputation by periodically assem-

bling and passing in procession to their council-
house. Disgiiised in liideous wooden masks and
strange dresses, they lead the people to believe
that they are evil sj)irits, and so great is the terror

inspired by their ai)i)earance that the sound of the

Egbo horn or bell is tlie signal for a general stam-

l)ude ; for any one found abroad by the Egbo is

severely beaten, if not torn to pieces.
Secret societies are not restricted to the male

population ; there are women's societies also, and
their secrets are guarded from men. Originally
they were intended for the protection of young
women from the tyranny of their husbands, but

nowadays it is impossible to say what purpose
such great secret societies as the Njembe of the

Mpongwe women serve. What goes on at their

meetings in the Imsh is not known, and their power
to do harm to the outside world appears to take
the form of curses and poisoned food.

It is absolutely impossible to probe the secrets of

any of these societies. Many attempts have been
made by Europeans to acquire information from

friendly natives, and bribery has been resorted to.

But no man or woman, even after conversion to

Christianity, can be induced to break his or her
oath. It is not perhaps strange that a people,
brought up in the belief that their gods, evil

spirits, secret societies, kings, priests, and fetish-

men each and all are ready to deal death on the

slightest pretext, should hesitate before revealing
a secret which they have been sworn to keep.
Dread of the consequences is sufficient to make the
oath absolutely binding.
The actual form in which the seci'et society oath

is taken has never been divulged, and it is probablj'
different in every tribe ; but the nature of the oaths

taken, on other solemn occasions, by the members
of the various tribes may be considered as typical.
This oath of allegiance or friendship is not merely
the swearing of a simple oath, l)ut rather an

impressive religious ceremony performed in the

presence of numerous witnesses.

The Gold Coast tribes are sworn by a god in tlie following
waj'. Some article (a portion of earth, leaves, berries, sea-water,
etc.) taken from the spot where the spirit of the god is said to

reside is mixed up and eaten or drunk by the person or persons
to be sworn, while the priest administering the oath calls on the

god to punish any violation of the oath. Europeans sometimes
term this

'

eating fetish,'
'

chopping ju-ju,' or '

swapping ju-ju.
Another method of taking an oath is bj' a bohsum, or even by a
suhman, charm, over which water is poured and then drunk.
Blood mixed with chips of wood from a chief's stool of office is

sometimes eaten. But the actual eating or drinking of a certain
article is not always necessary, and among some of the tribes
the person taking the oath lays a portion of his hair or nail-

parings at the shrine of his god, the priest at the same time

invoking the god to vent his wrath on the man if he should ever
break his oath.

In some districts the oath of friendship takes the form of the
interested parties washing one another's feet. Among the tribes
inland from Opobo (Oil llivers) a goat is brought into the circle,
its head is struck off at one blow, and the blood is smeared with
the fingers over the foreheads and breasts of all present, after
which pieces of raw flesh are crammed by one party into the
mouths of the other. The blood-brotherhood ceremony of the

Upper Cross River, known as 'chopping inibiam,' is somewhat
lengthy. The fingers of the right hands of the two parties are

interlocked, after which each man's wrist is lanced until the
blood flows freely ; a grain of Indian corn, one of Guinea corn,
and a piece of kola-nut are then rubbed in the blood, and eaten

by each man off the other's wrist. They now consider them-
selves brothers, and repeat an oath to the effect that, if either

attempts to harm the other in any way, may he himself be
killed in that same way. The brothers embrace and seat theni-
seh es back to back, when they are separated by dropping some
earth between them. Lastly, they drink palm-wine out of the
same vessel.

Every native uses some short form of oath or

imprecation to impress on his fellows that he is

speaking the truth. The methods of swearing-
witnesses in courts of law differ in different parts
of W. Africa. The general nature of the oath is

much the same, the native calling on a god or a

spirit to make his food disagree with him or to
cause him to die some manner of violent death, if

he fails to speak the truth. But the most ancient,
and perhaps the most reliable, way of testing a
man's veracit,y is by ordeal.

Trial by ordeal has from time immemorial been
resorted to by the natives of W. Africa, and is still

employed wiiere the people are left to their own
devices. The original idea was a simple one ; e.g.,
A accuses B of stealing his goods ; B denies the

charge ; the matter is brought before the council
or the chief ; a decoction, supposed to be poisonous,
is prepared in a bowl, and is offered to B to drink ;

if he refuses to drink, or if he drinks and becomes
ill, his guilt is proved ; but if he drinks and suffers

no ill effects, he is deemed innocent. This method
of trial had the advantage of doing away with the
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tedious evidence of many witnesses ; and, relying
on the Negro's superstitious dread of the conse-

quences, it was doubtless a deteiTent of crime as
well as of litigation in general. Had trial by
ordeal gone no farther, no great outcry could have
been raised against it ; but those in power—the

chiefs, priests, fetishmen, etc.—found the poison-
bowl an easy instrument for getting rid of their

eneiiiies and for extorting large sums of money.
The ])riest or fetishman who administers the test

mixes the contents of the bowl, and, for a price,
will regulate the amount of oduni, sass-wood, casca,
Calabar bean, or other poison, which he employs.
The guilt or innocence of the party, therefore, rests

with the priest or fetishman.
In private life ordeals are often employed to

detect crime, though in most cases a confession of

guilt is made as soon as the ordeal begins. Few
natives are willing to submit to the test, unless
their consciences are quite clear—not that they
fear the actual bodily pain resulting from the hot

iron, the boiling oil, or the needle, feather, or thorn
thrust through the tongue, but because they are
convinced that, by voluntarily undergoing the
ordeal when guilty, they are defying the gods and

spirits, and are sure to suffer the consequences.
8. Birth, marriage, and death.—In most parts of

W. Africa births are made the occasion for a good
deal of religious ceremony. On the Gold Coast,
Slave Coast, and elsewhere where gods ai'e wor-

shipped, as soon as a woman discovers that she is

about to become a mother, she takes special pre-
cautions, ofiers sacrifices to the family-god, and is

bound with charms of beads by a priestess in

order that all may go well with her. Among
the Mpongwe Bantu, on sucli occasions, almost as

much interest is attached to the liusband as to the

prospective mother, and he, as w-ell as his wife, has
to observe certain rules ; he may not follow certain

avocations, and must abstain from eating certain

food. No sooner is the infant born than it is loaded
Avith charms as a protection against evil spirits,
and among such priest-ridden people as the Ewes
and Yorubas it is at once taken charge of by a

priestess. About a week later the birth ceremonies

begin, and among the various tribes the differences

in these are cleai'ly marked, resulting from the

degree of religion at which the tribe has arrived.

The Tshis (somewhat low down in the religious
.scale) do not call in the aid of priests or priestesses,
the father performing the necessary ceremonies.
The child, as a matter of custom, is given as a first

name that of the day of the week on which it was
born, and on the eighth day after birth the father,
attended by his male friends, proceeds to the house
where the birth has taken place, where, seated

outside, lie receives the infant in his arms. He
then returns thanks to his particular god, after

which he gives the child its second name, which

may be tliat of an ancestor or a friend ; and he

completes the ceremony by spitting some rum into
the infants face. Then follows the thanksgiving
service ; rum is poured freely on the ground for

the benefit of the ancestral spirits, sacrifices are
offered to the familj'-god, and feasting and dancing-
are carried on into the night.
The Ewes have almost identical customs, though

tlie motlier and infant are placed under the pro-
tection of a priestess for forty days after the birth,
and the naming ceremony is dillerent. Here the

priest takes the place of the father in the naminji-
of the cliild, which is accompanied by a good deal
of religious ceremony, including the bathing of the
ciiild's forehead with water of purification. Since
the Ewes have no names for the days of the week,
tlie name given at birth is either that of a god or
tliat of an ancestor. The eastern Ewes, dwelling
in proximity with the Yorubas, iiave acquired the

belief in metempsychosis, and, when a child is born,
it is the duty of the priest to discover what ancestor
it represents, and its first name becomes that of the
ancestor. Later in life the man takes a '

strong
name,' and drops his Itirtli name.

Tlie power of the priesthood being greater among
the Yorubas than among the Ewes, the religious
ceremonies at birth are correspondingly more im-

portant in Yoruba-land than in the countries to
the west. The belief in metempsychosis is uni-

versal, and the diviner or priest proclaims what
ancestor has received re-birth in the new infant,
who lias to be trained to grow up like the ancestor.
At the naming ceremony a hen is sacrificed to Ifa
and a cock to the olori (indwelling spirit of the

head), after which there follows the purification by
water. The priest throws con.secrated water on to

the thatch of the house, and the mother and infant
walk three times through the drips. Water is

placed on the child's forehead, while his name is

repeated three times ;
and the priest then holds

him so that his feet touch the ground. Finally,
there is the purification by fire. The fire burning
in the house is put out and cleared away, the house
is swept and cleaned, and a fresh fire is lighted, a
sacrifice of fowls to Ifa concluding the whole

ceremony.
Such ceremonies as the above prevail where the

people have gods and a priesthood, but elsewhere,
where the belief in evil spirits is strong, all energies
are devoted to the preservation of the mother and
infant from their malicious designs, and guns are

repeatedly fired to frighten them away.
In former times, if a Tshi woman died in child-

birtli, her infant was buried with her ; and it was
the custom of the Ahanta people (Gold Coast) to

destroy the tenth child borne by a woman. Every-
where in W. Africa, even nowadays, the birth of

twins is regarded as a remarkable event—by some
tribes as a sign of bad luck, by others as the reverse.

It is probable that originally twins were considered

unnatural, and the woman who bore them was re-

garded as possessed of an evil spirit ; hence it was
customary, as it still is in the Niger Delta, to pro-
claim her an outcast and to destroy her offspring.

By some tribes, however, only one of the twins
was destroyed. In the countries westward of the

Niger, as well as in Gabun, Loango, etc., the advent
of twins is hailed with joy, and religious ceremonies
for their protection take place. Sjiecial names are

given to tliein
; thus, the Ewes call the first-born

of twin brothers Atsu, the second Tse, while the
first male child born after twins has to receive the
name Dosu. Some of the Yoruba tribes reverence

twins, who are deemed to bring the best of luck to

the household and tribe, and the death of one of

them is considered a grave misfortune. Should
such an event liapjjen, a wooden figure is carved to
take the place of the dead infant, and laid by the
side of the living one, the image then becoming a

family-fetish. A mother who loses both of her
twin infants has two images made to represent them,
and these she worships continuously. Througii life

twin brothers do everything alike—eat similar food,
wear similar dress, marry on the same day, etc.

To do otherwise would break the spell, and result

in the death of one of them.
Like twins, albino babies are destroyed as mon-

strosities by some tribes, by others welcomed as

bringers of good luck. Then, again, there is the

custom, still prevalent in remote districts, of making
away with children who cut the uijjier teeth first.

Polygamy is universal among both Negroes and
Bantu, the number of wives tliat a man possesses

depending on his wealth, i.e. his ability to pay
the necessary dowry. Except among tlie Fjort,

marriage in W. Africa is a purely social institution,

and not connected in anj' waj^ with religion, though
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the Yoruba priests, in the endeavour to strengthen
their position, sometimes persuade the newly
married couple to make sacrifices together to a

god. Doubtless, in the course of time, religious
ceremonies will be introduced, but at j)resent there

exist only certain social customs. Children may
be betrothed, when quite young, or even before

birth. When a girl who has not been betrothed

arrives at a marriageable age, she is dressed,

painted, decked with ornaments, and paraded
through the streets by her companions, until a
suitor comes forward. The suitor then has to

come to terms with the girl's family, for in all

cases he has to pay a sum for his bride. After this

has been settled, a day is fixed for the rnarriage-
feast, when the bridegi-oom takes charge of the

bride, and dancing and wild orgies are indulged in.

The Fjort people hold marriage in much higher
esteem than do the other natives of W. Africa—
a fact doubtless due to the cult of the goddess
Nzambi, and the superior status held by women.
Betrothal and paj'ment to the bride's father are
much the same here as in other parts, but a curious
custom takes place when a girl becomes marriage-
able. She is locked up in what is called the '

paint-
house,' where she is painted red, and carefully
attended to until those in charge of her think she
is fit to marry. If she has been betrothed, she is

washed, and the marriage-ceremony then takes

place ; but, if no husband is waiting for her, she is

dressed up and paraded round the town in search
of a suitor. The actual marriage-ceremonj' is more
or less of a religious nature, and is accompanied by
rites, such as those of booinba, lembe,funzi, ngofo
(the family-fetishes brought by the winds [above,
§ 2. vi.]). In each case a metal bracelet is given bj'
the bridegroom to the bride, who swears to be
faithful to her husband, never to leave him, and
to be buried Mnth him when he dies.

Burial customs in W. Africa are very similar

among all the tribes ; the only real difference
results from the conception of the particular tribe
as to what happens to the soul after death. In all

cases death is the occasion for wailing and lamenta-
tions, more especially by the women of the house-
hold ; and the Gold Coast, Slave Coast, and neigh-
bouring people dress the corpse in the dead man's
best clothes, and deck it with jewellery and orna-
ments. The relatives and friends then visit the

corpse, otier it presents, fire guns, and call on the
dead man to return to life. The mourners abstain
from food until after the burial, though intoxicating
liquor is freely partaken of. The burial of property
with the corpse, the slaughter of slaves, and other
matters connected with funeral ceremonies have
been mentioned above, and it will be remembered
that such things are prevalent among those people
who believe in the requirements of the ghosts
dwelling in ghost-land, or in the requirements of
the spirit awaiting re-birth. In other parts, par-
ticularly among the Bantu, where it is thought
that at death a man's spirit quits the body, joins
the world of spirits, and continues to have an in-

fluence over the living, the ceremonies that take

place have for their principal object the ingratia-
tion of the spirit of the deceased. It is necessary
to keep the spirit in good humour, so that it may
work for the welfare of the family.
The mode of actual burial and the place se-

lected for interment vary considerably. Coffins
are nearlj- always used, and the bodj' is usually'
wrapped in cloths or grass mats. Some tribes (e.g. ,

the Limbas of Sierra Leone) bury their dead up-
right, others place the corpse in a sitting position,
while the majority place it on its side, with the
face towards the east. Again, the place of inter-

ment may be under the floor of the decea.sed's

house, the grave being so arranged that the head

of the corpse will lie just outside the outer wall of
the house ; or the body may be buried in the com-
pound, or even outside the village, in which case a
small hut is built over the grave. Some tribes—
e.g., the Mpongwe—prefer the spirits of the dead
to dwell at a distance from human habitations,
and therefore bury their dead in the forest.

With a belief in witchcraft so strong as it is

among the people of W. Africa, it is only natural
that death should be regarded as due to the
machinations of witches or evil spirits. By many
death is held to be unnatural, and, when it over-
takes a member of a family, his relatives summon
the fetishman, who is called upon to state the cause
of death and seek out the witch who brought it

about. The witch proclaimed, she is required to

undergo the poison ordeal in front of tlie corpse.
If the fetishman considers that death resulted from
the actions of evil spirits, the friends of the dead
man have to take special precautions to prevent
the same evil spirits from working destruction on
the other members of the familj'.

LiTERATnRB.—R. E. Dennett, At the Back of the Black Man's
Mind, London, 1906, Higerian Studies, do. 1910, Sotes on the

Folklore of the Fjart, do. 189S, Seven I'ears among the Fjort,
do. 1S87 ; A. B. Ellis, The Eice-speaking Peoples of the Slave
Coa^i of W. Africa, do. 1890, The Tshi-speaking Peebles of the

Gold Coast of W. Africa, do. 18S7, The yoruba-speakiiia Peoples
of the Slave Coast of W. Africa, do. 1894; A. F. P/Tockler-

Ferryman, Up the S'iger, do. 1892; M. H. Kingsley, Travels
in W. Africa, do. 1897, IV. African Studies, do. 1S99 ; A. G.
Leonard, The Lower Niger and its Tribes, do. 1906 ; R. H.
Nassau, Fetichism in W. Africn, do. 1904 ; C. Partridge,
Cross River Natives, do. 1905.

A. F. Mockler-Feerym.-\n.
NEGROES (United States). — i. Origin,

numbers, and distribution.— Records are found of

Negroes occasionallj' with the Spanish colonists

in Florida and other southern sections of the

country, and Negroes take pride in the presence of

some of their race with Cortezde Narvaez, de Soto,
and other explorers. The Spanish Government
expressly permitted the settlers who owned slaves

to bring them with them to America, and they
were among the first in Florida (St. Augustine),
Alabama, and New Mexico. Negro pride in ad-

venture is illustrated just now in the case of

Matthew A. Henson, who had accompanied Peary
on several explorations and was with him on his

successful dash for the North Pole. He is a greatly

popular hero among his own race. He has had
successful lectui'e tours and has written an autobio-

graplij', and half a page in the Negro Year Book
for 1914-15 is devoted to him. The history of

Africans in America has its beginning, properly,
in the introduction of slaves into the English
colonies in 1619, when, in the quaint record of

Master John Kolfe, 'About the last of August
came in a Dutch man-of-Warre that sold us twenty
negars.' From that time for more than 150 years
Negroes were imported from Africa, chiefly by
British exploiters, who early secured a monopoly of

this traffic. There is no way of knowing the total

number brought into the United States, but it

cannot have been less than 2,000,000. They were
taken mainly from the west coast of Africa,

although many were procured from the interior by
metliods well known (see Sl.wery). Many dif-

ferent tribes were represented among the captives,
and they have preserved many ph} sical marks of

their different origins. Few of the Negrito Bush-
men were included, but one occasionally observes
their characteristics even yet. The splendidly-
built Bantu is also sometimes seen in almost
native purity. But chiefly the Hamitic Negroes
constitute the main body of the African stock in

America.

By the time of their emancipation (1861) the
numbers had come to about 4,5ii0,0u0, of whom
nearly 500,000 were free—census IS60 : total.
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4,441,830; free, 487,970. At present there are

10,000,000—census 1910: 9,827,763—which is 107
per cent of the total (continental) population of

the country. The percentage is gradually and
rather rapidly decreasing owing to the great im-

migration, which is practically all white. In 1860
the percentage was 14'1. With only two excep-
tions the percentage has shown decrease at every
census since the first, 1790, when it was 19*3.

From the start it was evident that slavery could
be made profitable only in the cotton- and tobacco-

growing States, and so it was in the south that the
numbers of Negroes multiplied ; they were never

relatively numerous in the north. The w.armer
south was far better adapted to their habits of life,

brought over from Africa, and to their inherited
constitution. Contrary to what might have been

expected, they have remained in the south during
the period of their freedom. In seventeen southern

States, including Delaware, District of Columbia,
and W. Virginia, not distinctively southern, there
are 8,749,970 ; while in all the rest of the country
there are only a few thousand above 1,000,000,
and of these feAver than half (450,000) were born
in the south, whereas a few more than 40,000 now
in the south were born in other parts of the country.
In two of the southern States they constitute a

majority of the total population—56*2 per cent in

Mississippi, 55 '2 in S. Carolina. In the whole
south they are 29*8 per cent of the total. Only in

the populous States of New York, Pennsylvania,
and Illinois has the north as many as 100,000 in

any one State. In the country as a Avhole 27 '4 per
cent live in the cities, while in the south the per-

centage is 21 '2. Of the large cities Washington,
the capital, has the largest proportion of Negroes
—94,446 in a total of 331,069. In the western

part of the country there are very few, less than
one per cent in Seattle, and only about one-third

per cent in San Francisco.
2. Social condition.—We have seen that from

the beginning Negroes came to the country as
slaves. In Virginia they were not legally and
technically so designated until 1661. All the
earlier States provided for slavery. There was
division on the subject after the rise of the anti-

slavery agitation which culminated in the Civil
War. In some of the States they were theoreti-

cally allowed to hold property, while in others they
could neither hold property nor borrow money.
The conditions varied in degree with different

economic conditions and varying sentiment. In

general, the type of slavery was that of the house-
hold chattel slave. On the great plantations they
were grouped in '

settlements,' controlled by
' over-

seers,' and dealt with largely on the group plan.
The nature of the care and kindly attention
received by them from the owners and their repre-
sentatives was determined by the principles of

humanity and the material interests at stake. It

was generally recognized to be commercially ad-

vantageous to give the slaves a large degree of

physical care, and as a rule their humanity was
so far recognized as to lead to providing many
humane and helpful conditions. On the whole, it

should be set down as established that physically,
as well as spiritually, the Negro in the United
States was far more advantageously situated than
in Africa in his native condition. Slavery is

alway.s in some of its features, and in its basal

idea, inhuman
; and it is beyond question that

there was much relative neglect and not a little

gi'oss brutality in the treatment of the Negroes.
It has been estimated (Negro Year Book, p. HI)
that 6200 free Negroes in the country owned
Negro slaves to the number of 18,000, but the
estimate may not be well founded.

It was evident from the beginning that the

American conscience did not wholly approve of the

practice of slavery. Active agitation against it

began early. In legislation Rhode Island led the

way as early as 1652 with a law prohibiting the

holding in slavery for more than ten years of any
person, white or black, after he was twenty-four
years old. Legislation mostly took the form at
first of prohibiting the imjiortation of slaves into
the States or of limiting it by an import duty.
By 1776 tlie sentiment had sufiiciently grown for

the Continental Congress to resolve that ' no slave
be imported into any of the thirteen colonies.'

The Constitution of the United States left within
the authority of the several States the control of

slavery and of the importation from one State to

another ; and the Government accepted from
several of the States territory ceded on condition
'that no regulations made or to be made by Con-

gress shall tend to emancipate slaves.' Coniiict of

views and interests involved in the rights and

policies with reference to slavery, beginning even
before the founding of the Union, grew in severity
and acuteness. Numerous measures of compro-
mise and temporizing could only delay the culmina-
tion in the Civil War (1861-65), in the midst of

which bj' proclamation of President Lincoln all

slaves Avere emancipated (1st Jan. 1863). In 1865
the abolition of slavery Avas confirmed by an
amendment of the Constitution, and under the

regime of ' Reconstruction
'

all the State constitu-

tions Avei'e made to confoi'm to this principle,
Avhich AA'as also made binding in the ' territories

'

by proclamation of the governors.
Later amendments to the national Constitution

sought to remove all disabilities of the freed men
and to guarantee to them full and equal rights of

citizenship. This course, prompted by lofty senti-

mental idealism, nevertheless proved to have out-

run sound statesmanship and practical possibility.
The ettbrt to confer immediate and full citizenship,
Avith sufirage and possible official position included,

upon 1,000,000 men just out of slavery Avas a

political and social blunder, working grieA'ous

Avrongs to Avhites and blacks alike, and the more so

that the federal government had no plan or poAver
at the time to provide for the education of the
freed men in the meaning and responsibilities of

that citizenship. Within a quarter of a century
this came to be very Avidely recognized, so that the
southern States that had by various illegal devices

prevented, hindered, and nullified the franchise of

Negroes noAv began to accomplish the result by
constitutional amendment, and Avere supported by
the federal courts in this course. This Avas possilde
in popular sentiment, because in the better under-

standing of the different sections of the country it

Avas getting to be generally agreed that the prob-
lems of race adjustment could best be Avorked out
in the regions Avliere they existed and not by
doctrinaire measures depending for ado[)tion and
execution upon men Avith little personal knoAvledge
of the actual difficulties. Legally the course Avas

made possible by avoiding in form all distinctions

based on colour or race, the chief device being the

'grandfather clause.' Standards of literacy were

adojited, Avith the proviso that the prohibition
Avould not apply to those Avhose grandfathers had
exercised that right, or had served in tlie armies of

defence of their State. Thus nearly ail Avhites

Avere exempt from the operation of the limiting
laAvs. So the matter Avas in j)rocess of solution,

Avhile the gradual and rapid extension of education

among the Negroes brought them into tlie riglits

of full citizenship Avith hope for its Avorliiy exer-

cise. NoAV, hoAvever (1916), tiie final court of appeal
has voided these Liavs and the situation is some-

Avhat chaotic. It seems to be generally agreed
that some legal means Avill be found for continuing
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the metliod of solution iiulicated. Two Negroes
have sat in the U.S. Senate, botli for Mississijipi,

and twenty have been representatives in Congress
for a total of thirty-five terms. They were from

eight southern States. Several hold consular,
suDordinate diplomatic, and administrative office

under appointment. In all branches of government
service there were, in 1914, 22,440, including some
6500 in the army and navy [Negro Year Book, p.

153f.).
It was inevitable that caste custom and race

prejudice should make and maintain sharp barriers

against 'social equality' for the Negroes. This
has failed in no community where the Negroes
were present in large numbers. While many
Negroes have cherished hopes of such '

equality,'
tiie majority have either never taken much thought
about it or have recognized the impossibility of it,

and not a few of them have urged its undesirability.
Once a much-discussed question, it is relatively

ignored to-day. Beginning about 1880, laws have
been enacted in many States compelling the separa-
tion of the races in public conveyances, especially
railway-trains, hotels, theatres, and other public
buildings, and in schools. In Florida it is even

illegal for a white to teach in a Negro school,
and vice versa. Latterly a movement is spread-
ing to segregate the two races in their resi-

dences. This has long been done by community
agi'eement and by regulation of real estate com-

panies in property deeds ; and, as a rule, normal
tendencies and race affinities procured general
grouping according to colour, but not infrequently
the purchase of property in white districts by
Negi'oes was embarrassing, and encroachments of
one race on the other frequently made readjust-
ments necessary. Now the matter has become the

subject of city legislation, the very simple, if un-

scientific, basis usually being the prohibition of a
member of one race from acquiring property, by
purchase or rental, within a city block wherein
more than half the property is already occupied
by the other race. In certain northern States
there are towns in which public sentiment, with
mob enforcement, does not permit a Negro to live
at all.

Miscegenation is prohibited by law in twenty-
nine of the States, and social custom rendeis inter-

marriage between the races rare even where there
is no legal barrier. In some States the penalty is

to ' void
'

the marriage, in others to punish the
violators but not to ' void '

the marriage, while in

several the marriage is
' voided

' and a penalty
imposed—imprisonment, or fine, or both. In some
States the official issuing the licence is also punished,
and in some the minister or magistrate celebrating
the marriage. Lustful and illicit miscegenation is,

however, lamentably prevalent. There is no
national definition of a Negro, and the local and
State definitions are not uniform. In some provi-
sions any Negro blood constitutes one a Negro, in

others one-sixteenth, one-eighth, and one-fourth
are the degrees specified. The estimate that one-
fifth of all the Negroes have more or less of Negro
blood cannot be far wrong, and it has the support
of the 1910 census, which showed 20*9 per cent.
This is an apparent increase in twenty years from
15 '2 ; but in 1890 the enumerators were instructed
to include as mulattoes only those having one-
fourth or more of Negro blood, whereas in 1910 all

were reported as mulattoes who had any trace of

Negro blood, and, on the other hand, were 'not

evidently full-blood Negroes.' Enumerators were
usually ignorant of ethnological distinctions and
judged merely by suiierficial appearance or report.
Thus the apparently rapid rise in the last decade
is not trustworthy. Except for the decade 1860 to

1870. when there is a drop from 13-2 per cent to

12 per cent, the percentage has risen slowly. In

comparison with the total number of Negroes the

proportion of mulattoes is lowest in the S. Atlantic
States (10"4) ; in New England it is 28'6, and
reaches its highest in the Pacific States (37"3).

Miscegenation is nearly exclusively of white men
with Negro women, and this must be one of the
infiuences that account for the distressing number
of attempted assaults of Negro men on white
women.
Negroes have not often sought social relations

with the white people on the basis of equality,

although very many of them have entertained the

hope that this might ultimately come to them.

Aggressive efforts in this direction have, in the
rare instances, been inspired by the vicious or mis-

guided sentimental influence of white peojfle. In

the main there is a growing sense of race pride
and an increasing determination to develop within
racial lines. Not a few of their own leaders are

directing the thought and ambition of the Negroes
along this line. A growing respect for the Negi'o
and api)reciation of his potentialities and achieve-

ments on the part of the white race help forward
this propaganda, and its progress is its guaranty
of success. It is many years since there was any
serious discussion of the proposition, once much
agitated, of deportation or emigration of the

Negroes. It may be taken as definitely settled

that the present race of Africans in America will

work out their destiny in that land, and witli pro-

gressively satisfactory adjustment of the difficulties

growing out of the occupation of the same territory

by two races held apart by social and racial anti-

pathies.

3. Education and culture.—Prior to emancipa-
tion no systematic provision for the general enlight-
enment of the Negro was made, and no public policy

adopted. Various enterprises and movements for

educating Negroes were undertaken by mission-

ary and philanthropic organizations, and in some
northern States the public schools were accessible

to the few Negroes resident there. So far a.s pro-

gress was made, it was mainly by the efforts of the

slave-owners, members of whose families in many
cases taught the rudiments of learning to the slaves,

especially to those to whom were assigned the

household duties and personal service. Special

provision was frequently made for the instruction

of the slaves during the seasons when there was
little work to be done. Those who were taught
by white people were able to extend that know-

ledge in part to others. At emancipation not fewer
than five per cent of the Negroes were able to read,
and about 10,000 were in public schools ; there were
four schools for higher education and normal train-

ing; 150 Negro teachers; .$50,000 invested in pro-

perty for education ; an annual expenditure the first

year for education of $200,000, of which the Negro
Year Book (p. 2) claims that $10,000 was given by
the Negroes.
The history of education of Negroes since 1863

reveals progressive concern on the part of all parties.

Large activities are included on the part of mission

ary and benevolent organizations through which

many millions have been expended and some great
' Funds ' made permanently available, as the Pea-

body Fund, Slater Fund, Jaynes Fund, and part
of the Rockefeller Fund dispensed by the General
Education Board (New York). Negroes have con-

tributed in a way that often manifests heroism,

insight, and wide vision, and their gifts include

some very considerable endowments. The extensive

destruction of material resources by the Civil War
and the demoralization of all social organizations,
and the conflict of interests and opinion during the

period of ' Reconstruction
'

(to 1876), left educa-
tional facilities for all, in the south, prostrate and
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to be built up anew and on lines radically different

from those that had existed before the War, and
under circumstances of extreme difficulty. I'ersonal

property was nearly all destroyed and realty was
in dilapidation, while business was either destroyed
or utterly demoralized. Of the 4,000,000 Negroes
only a negligible number had either property or

business, and they had lost the right of immediate

dependence upon white people for support and
direction. They had neither the resources nor the

training for independent development. It was
lifteen years before systems of free public schools

M'ere generally established with any measure of

completeness. While in some of the States the
effort was made to keep separate the income from
school taxation from the two races and to expend
on each the funds so procured, in most States there

was no such legal discrimination, and schools were
established for all. In practical administration it

was inevitable that the Negro should receive far

fewer of the all too inadequate facilities so meagrely
provided. The equipment of his schools and the

length of his school term were both far below those
of the whites, and the disparity has not yet been

overcome, but by degrees it is being removed, not-

withstanding the fact that far the larger part of

the revenue for the schools comes from the white

people. This public school system provided in the
various States has been the greatest of all factors

in the education of the Negro. Fifty years after

emancipation (1913) Negro illiteracy had fallen to

30 per cent ; there were 1,800,000 pupils in free

schools; 3500 Negroes were engaged in teaching;
there were 500 colleges and schools for normal

training ; there had been in all 3856 college gradu-
ates, of whom more than 1600 belong to the first

decade of this century ; $200,000,000 are now in-

vested in Negro education ; the annual expenditure
for this purpose amounts to about $13,500,000, of

which the Negroes themselves are estimated to

contribute $1,500,000 (Negro Year Book, p. 4).

The best thought of the nation is now given to

the task of removing illiteracy and providing ade-

quate training to all. In this work account is

taken of race and colour only as these affect the
character and efficiency of methods to be employed
in reaching the goal of well-trained citizenship.
The Freedman's Bureau, which so signally pro-
moted the facilities for Negro education, soon
ceased to be needed. In the large sums expended
and in the extensive work accomplished by this

organization, and by the philanthropic societies of

the white friends of the Negro, many mistaken
aims and methods were employed in an experi-
mental period. Not yet has universal agreement
been reached, but more and more expert opinion
suggests, and practical experience approves, voca-

tional training for the majority of Negroes, involv-

ing a large element of industrial and domestic
instruction and training. The demonstration of

the value of this method has been signally wrought
out at the government school for Indians and
Negroes, Hampton (Va.) Institute, and the Tuske-
gee (Ala.) Normal and Industrial Institute. The
former of these is generously supported by the
National Government and the State of Virginia,
while the latter has attracted the Avidest interestand

support on account of the striking personality and
sound wisdom of its President, IJooker T. Wash-
ington (t 1916), so that it now has property and
endowment of some $3,000,000 and an annual income
of $300,000, ministering to a student body of about
2000. Generally in schools for Negroes tlie inspira-
tional element now plays a large part, cultivating
ideals for the person and the home, racial and
national consciousness, and respect. The purely
academic training that once played so large a

part in the tentative efforts to educate Negroes is

increasingly held to be secondary, while there is

no loss of the aim after a sound culture. Profes-

sional training has its place. There are reported
3 schools of law, 4 of medicine, 5 of pharmacy, 17

agricultural and mechanical schools under govern-
ment control and support, and 350 private (largely
Church)schools withnormal and industrial features ;

but most of these are small and poorly supported,
often representing more of ambition and pride than
of solid realization. Tlie efforts of Negroes to build

up institutions of learning have often been pathetic
intheir pretentiousness and pitiable in their poverty,
but ahvays inspiring in their heroism and idealism.
A '

university
'

is sometimes hardly a good high
school, and a 'college' not infrequently begins
with the primary classes and does not reach be-

yond the grannnar-school grades.
In spite of all limitations the present is full of

encouragement. The points now emphasized in

the policy with reference to public schools are : (1)

to have the teaching vitally connected with the
activities of the people ; (2) to improve facilities ;

(3) to provide more helpful and efficient supervision ;

(4) to make the school largely assist in the general
welfare of the community. With reference to

secondary and high schools the policy includes also :

(5) by concentration to limit the number of schools

undertaking the highest grades of work and to

extend the quantity and quality of such work ; (6)

to increase the financial resources, which is being
done by State appropriations, by special endow-
ments for specific schools, and by the use of the
income from the various Funds referred to above ;

(7) stricter and more helpful supervision. Five

agencies co-operate in this supervision—the Federal

Government, State governments, religious societies,

managers of educational funds, and voluntary
associations of Negro educators.

In the fine arts the Negroes have made no great
advance, nor as yet demonstrated any striking
capacity. In music they have a native capacity for

a peculiar type of melody, and they are almost

universally lovers of music, especially of simple
stringed instruments and of wind instruments. They
have become famous for singing what are called
'

plantation melodies.' A few have won distinction

with popular songs, and many are proficient in the
execution of music. They have done some credi-

table work in art and sculpture. They are pro-
ducing many books and publish many newspapers,
generally not of a high order. In literature they
have thus far shown best in didactic work and
essays dealing with social, political, and religious

subjects. Some of the best works dealing with

Negro questions have been written by them. Their
most extensive efforts in publication work are in

Sunday school and other religious literature.

4. Economic condition.—The 1910 census showed
71 per cent of Negroes over ten j-earsof age engaged
in useful occupations, including 3,178,554 males
and 2,013,981 females—a larger percentage of the
whole than is found in any other class of tlie popu-
lation ; 2,893,674 were employed in agricultural

pursuits, 1,099,715 in domestic and personal service,

704,174 in manufacturing and mechanical labour,
425,043 in trade and transportation, 69,929 in pro-
fessional service. The large falling off in the
decade of the number in domestic service (224,445)
is a significant feature in the economic and social

life, inasmuch as in the south this service has been
rendered almost entirely by Negroes. Increased

efficiency of the men as bread-winners, increase of

domesticity and home-life among the Negroes, ac-

quisition of homes by them, and the instruction in

home arts given in tiie schools .are retlucing the num-
bers of those who go out in service. To how great
an extent the native African idea of the function

of the female has been imported into America and
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has persisted is indicated by the 1,051,137 females

reported as in agricnltural pursuits and tlie 68,440
in nianufaeturinj,' and mechanical labour. Labour
unionb liave been slow to recognize tlie Negro, and
in nortliern States particularly, where the union

has had its most extensive power, they have greatly
hindered the development of the Negro in the trades

of skilled labour. In tlie south, where immigrants
are few and unionism less developed, far more
friendliness and encouragement have been found.

Some of the trades—e.g., brick-laying—have been
almost wholly in their hands; and others—e.g.,

carpentry
—have been largely open to them. In

1910, however, the National Council of the American
Federation of Labor unanimously invited Negroes
and all other races to enter the Federation. Nine
of the sixty most important unions still bar

Negroes from membership. In 1863 9000 Negroes
owned tiieir homes, 15,000 worked farms as owners
or as managers, and 2000 businesses were con-

ducted by them. In 1913 tiiey owned 550,000 homes,
worked 937,000 farms, conducted 43,000 business

houses, and owned property estimated as high as

§700,000,000. From 1900 to 1910 the value of farms,
live-stock, to;>ls, etc., increased from less than

§200,000,000 to nearly $500,000,000. There were
57 Negro banks with more than $1,500,000 of capital
and with an annual business amounting to about
$20,000,000—in spite of the fact that banking
among Negroes has been marked by not a few dis-

asters, due sometimes to dishonesty, more fre-

quently to incompetency, and sometimes to the

unfriendly action of other bankers and business
men. The kinds of business most popular, in order
of numbers of businesses, are restaurants and other
forms of catering, groceries, vending, building and
contracting, and butchers' and coal-dealers' busi-

nesses. The great majority of Negro labourers are
unskilled and of a low average etiiciency. Still

they constitute, because of their numbers and do-

cility, a very important factor in the economic life

of the country.
For the most part the homes of the Negroes are

of a very low quality, with few comforts and poor
facilities for hygienic and moral conditions. In the

country districts they live largely in small board
or log houses that are usually untidy and unsani-

tary, except that they are very open. In cities

thousands of them live in rooms over stables, in

cheap houses built along alleys, and in tenement
houses, where crowding and filth are very common.
The results of these conditions are seen in dimin-
ished etiiciency in labour, in extensive disease and
a high death-rate, and in gross immorality. The
average death-rate among Negroes is about 50 per
cent higher than among whites. One authority
(W. F. Willcox, EBr^'^ xix. 348) places the Negro
death-rate at twice that of whites. The diseases
most disastrous among them are consumption,
pneumonia, nervous diseases, heart diseases, dis-

eases of the bowels, and urinary troubles. Ag-
gi"essive and intelligently directed campaigns of

iuiprovement in these conditions are now being
made, but the situation will require much time
and energy to recover from the long neglect.

5. Religion and morality.^If by religion one
means the form of worship, organization, and dog-
matic statement, and by morals the rules and range
of conduct included under the religious direction
of tlie life, then there is no necessarj' connexion
between the two. In principle, however, religion

always includes ethics. It stimulates and educates
the coiis(dence, but it does not directly inform the
ethical judgment. Religion itself is subject to,
and demands, education, interpretation, extension.
The earlier movements of religion have reference

only to the soul's relation to the spiritual environ-
ment (God), and include the personal relations of

man to man in the social group only as the group
is conceived to be related to the spiritual environ-
ment as a whole. It is a later development that

recognizes that the worship of God consists in doing
His will in a personal society. Later still men
come to recognize that their relation to God places
them in ethical relation to all personal beings.
Many, failing to recognize these principles, have
severely criticized the Negro's religion as being
non-moral, and think of it with contempt. As a
rule the Negro has not yet gone very far in dis-

covering that the religious emotion is to find expres-
sion in the rational direction of the life in human
relationships, so as to realize the will of God in a

righteous and loving personal order. Hence his

morality represents a crude and undeveloped stage
of religious ethics. The civil and criminal laws of

the United States are designed for the stage of

civilization reached by the white race, or for the
restraint of the Negro race within limits approved
by the white race from their own, and not from the

Negroes', standpoint. For most Negroes, there-

fore, very many of these laws have no ethical signi-
ficance and seem to them, when they knoAV them
at all, to be conventions of the dominant race to

interfere with the Negroes' normal activities. And
the administration of these laws, almost wholly by
the white race, manifests a rigidity and a severity,
often an injustice, by no means calculated to inspire

respect and ready obedience in the weaker people.
Laws are sometimes called for in a community only
by reason of the prevalence of the Negro, and are
enforced only with reference to him. Then there
are white men Avho exploit the weakness and ani-

malism of the Negro for the sake of base gain and
thus augment some of his easiest vices, bringing
him under the condemnation of the liiw. The social

sin of white men with black women, the lewd inllu-

ences of much theatrical and other advertising,
the corrupting suggestiveness of many of the
amusements provided for them all serve to arouse
the viler passions of the Negroes, who, Avanting
the restraints of enlightened judgment and estab-

lished self-control, are led on to criminal practices.
The multiplication of laws in a society of growing
complexity adds to the violations, among whites
as well as blacks. All these things must be taken
into account in judging the records of crime and
vice in a people as yet at a backward stage of the
road from savagery to Christian civilization. Of

prisoners to each 100,000 of population in 1904
there were among whites 77, among Negi'oes 278.

In the north the figures were 83 and 743, in the
south 40 and 221. All the figures show decrease as

compared with 1890. Negroes had a lower rate

than any immigrants except Poles. In major
ottences the Negroes were surpassed by all foreigners

except Irish and Germans. It is gratifying to note
that lynchings, of whites and Negroes, declined from
1908 (7 white and 93 black) to 1913 (1 white and 51

black), the lowest number since records have been

kept (twenty-nine years). Petty crimes of Negroes
against members of their own race, unless they
disturb the community, do not usually result in

arrests, and even gross evils often escape official

notice. This is especially true of social sins.

Evils most prevalent among the race and most
harmful are indolence, theft, drunkenness, gam-
bling, and sexual sins. Much is to be said in

mitigation of the Negro's guilt in these vices, but
the fact remains that they are widely prevalent.
Theft is violation of ownership, but in a tribal

regime and under the conditions in Africa, where
there is relatively little of exclusive ownership, the

rights of property cannot be distinctly in conscious-

ness ; and a keen consciousness of individual person-

ality is a condition of high regard for personal

property and personal rights of all sorts. This
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consciousness is not yet highly developed in the

Negro. After his emancipation tliere were those
who definitely taught the Negro that the wealth
in the south was his creation, and that he had an
essential right to as much of it as he could safely

ajipropriate. The large measure of inequality
wliich the Negro suffers in the social and economic
life gives him some ground for reasoning that he

may seek by all means to equalize the '

goods
'

of

life. And poverty gives a strong impulse to theft.

Drunkenness is augmented l)y the greed of whites
who exploit the weakness of the Negro for base

profit. Negroes are not often allowed to own
drink saloons, and in 1910 only 652 were in their

hands. The necessity for protection from drunken-
ness among Negroes has been a strong factor in

t!ie prohibition of the sale of intoxicants in the

south, now practically universal in rural sections
and rapidly becoming so in the cities, State pro-
hibition having been adopted by ten of the
States. The bad conditions of living must aLso be

cliargeable with much of the vice found among
Negroes.

Influences of the primitive animism of Africa
are abundant in the superstitions and religious
notions of the American Negro. The voodoo,

usually called hoodoo in the United States, in its

grosser forms has nearly disappeared, but there
are milder forms of fear of subtle influences by
spiritual powers, and of persons supposed to be en

rapport with those powers, to be found on all

hands. A modified form of witchcraft is met with,
and a mild type of the medicine-man with his

occult power's, presumably connected with some
herb or concoction, has great influence with many.
Ghosts are very real to most Negroes. Charms
are trusted or feared, and dreams are often signi-
ficant of divine communications or of messages
from departed friends or enemies. The '

evil eye
'

can sometimes arouse the utmost terror. Unusual
natural phenomena arouse an awesome sense of

the supernatural and sometimes create great con-
sternation. The behaviour of animals suggests to

the Negroes superior and subtle intelligence, and
awakens a feeling of uncanniness that almost

approaches a belief in spirit-possession. Certain

aspects of death are especially terrible, and the

Negro is usually very fearful of cemeteries at night.
Idolatry is practically unknown. Forms of spirit-
ism prevalent among white people in America and
Europe are little known by the Negroes. Their

.superstitions have affected the folklore of the

whites, many of whom share some aspects of them.
Prior to emancipation the religious life of the

Negro Avas cared for largely in the patriarchal
way, the masters taking such interest in it and

making such provision for it as their own religious
sense prompted. Along with this were the white
ministers, who often took the deepest interest in

the religious welfare of the slaves ; local religious
workers ; missionaryorganizations with such ettbrts

as the conditions permitted ;
and especially

preachers and pious women among the Negroes
themselves, usually illiterate but often with im-

posing personality and genuine goodness, giving
them unlimited power for comfort and instruction
in righteousness. For the most part their church-

membersiiip was in the same organizations with the
white Christians, a special i)art of the buildings for

worship, usually galleries, being set apart for their
use ; but in the cities some very large and powerful
Negro churches were built up, over whic^h in some
cases white pastors presided with love and ability.

It is at once an evidence of the essentially re-

ligious disposition of the Negro and a testimony to
the religious interest of the whites that in 1863
tliere were more than 500,000 communicant church
members, anil that with 550 sei)aratc local church

organizations they owned property to the extent
of $1,000,000. Far the larger part of the Christ-
ians among them have been identified with the

Baptist and Methodist denominations. These were
the most numerous in the south, and were the
most aggressive bodies, giving much energy to

missionary evangelism, and tlemanding less of

education and culture in their converts, and es-

pecially in candidates for the ministry. Since the
Civil War Congregational ists and the other leading
denominations from the north have laboured ex-

tensively among them, but have not much modified
the popular hold of the Baptists and Methodists.
Roman Catholicism would be expected to have
found in the emotionalism and superstition of the

Negro, his love of display and ceremony, and his

rich imagination, to winch symbolism so readily
appeals, a most fruitful field

;
but only in the

States, Maryland and Louisiana chiefly, where
Roman Catholics were numerous and powerful
have any considerable numbers of Negroes been
identified with that Church, and then by no means
in proportion to the opportunities. Notwithstand-

ing exhortations of bishops and resolutions of

councils, Roman Catholics have not until quite
recently seemed greatly concerned to win the

Negroes. Several societies are now interested,
and 'a special

" Catholic Board of Mission Work
among Colored People"' since 1907 has sought to
cultivate interest and provide funds for this purpose.
A Roman Catholic authority [CE xii. 629) claims

200,000 to 225,000 Catholic Negroes, but the claim
is not supported by the government census. The
latest available religious statistics of the census
are for 1906, when tliere ^^ere reported 5375
churches, and 477,720 communicants affiliated with
white denominations. This inclusion with white

organization refers to their general connexion, and
not to local organization, in which they are nearly
all in separate congregations. The great bulk of

these (308,551) are in the Methodist Episcopal
Church. All are Protestants except 36 congrega-
tions ofRoman Catholics with 38,235 communicants.
Of independent Negro denominations, all Protest-

ant, the census enumerates 17 with 32,985 con-

gregations, 3,779,681 communicants; 2,261,607 were
Baptists, organized in the ' National Convention,'
and 1,400,000 belong to one or another of several
Methodist bodies. The rest are distributed among
Presbyterians, Congregationalists, and others. In
1913 it was computed tliat the Negroes had alto-

gether 40,000 congregations with 4,300,000 com-
municants, 41,000 Sunday schools with 2,200,000

pupils, and church property valued at $70,000,000.

They have 27 schools teaching theologj', extensive

publishing plants for Sunday school and other

religious literature, a large number of Young Men's
Christian Associations and a growing number of

Young Women's Christian Associations, and almost
innumerable semi-religious social and benevolent

organizations and brotherhoods and sisterhoods,
for which they have a great fondness. The larger
denominations among them have organized foreign
mission work, conducting missions in Africa. In

proportion to their numbers, and taking account

only of outMard attachment to organized Christ-

ianity, the Negroes constitute decidedly the most
religious element in the population of the United
States.

The worship of the Negro is characterized by a

high degree of emotionalism, which diminishes
with education and the restraints of culture.

Music plays a large part in the worship, where
the singing is remarkable for its persuasive melody
and subtle, almost hypnotic, influence over the con-

gregations. Their bodies move with the rhythm,
and it is easy for a skilful leader to sway them in

mass. The preaching is dramatic, imaginative.
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and powerful in oniotiuiial appeal. Tlie^' have

ileveloped isoiiie of the greatest pulpit orators in

American iiistory, and the more enlightened of

these have frenuently been heard with enthusiasm
and ajjpreciation at white conferences and conven-

tions, wiiere tliey are often present to make appeals
for .sympathy and funds tor worthy enterprises.
There is growing co-operation between the mis-

sionary and benevolent organizations of the two
races for the religious and moral elevation of the

Negroes, and solid advances are being made in the

sobriety, dignity, and intelligence of their worship.
Several of their leaders are already men of splendid
education, a high degree of culture, and sound
moral life and influence.

6. Summary and appraisement. — (1) In the
United States there is found the only large group
of Negroes yet rescued from heathenism and set

forward on the road to civilization, now living
under conditions that contain the promise of con-
tinued and accelerating advance. (i. Warneck
(Outline of a Hist, of Prot. Missions, Eng. tr.^,

Edinburgh and London, 1906, p. 194) calls attention
to the fact that in the American Negroes there is

much the largest group anywhere in modern times
rescued from heathenism and brought into the
Christian Church. The experience of success and
failure here attbrds important material for the

study of the methods of missionary work else-

where, especially of Avork in Africa, where there
is so much of basal similarity in the subjects to be
won and developed. All who would work at the

problem of the Negro in Africa should take account
of the history of the Negro in America.

(2) There are many sympathetic friends of the

Negro who share the thought that his capacity for

development has not yet been fully determined,
ft is not true that the enlightened leadership
among Negroes has been almost wholly by men
with admixture of white blood (EBr^^, loc. cit.), but
too many of the leaders have been men of mixed
race for us to be able yet to afhrni that the Negro
has shown capacity for sufficient education, initia-

tive, and resource to be capable of a native and
independent realization of the ideals of Christian
culture.

(.3) There yet remain in the United States many
problems of social, economic, and religious organiza-
tion and adjustment, but the Negro is delinitely
established as an element in the life of the country,
and his destiny lies along the lines of separate
race development, with the cultivation of a worthy
race consciousness, respect, and ideal. On purely
theoretical grounds many argue that amalgamation
must be the final solution of race problems, especi-
ally in a purely democratic social organism to which
all caste distinctions are essentially repugnant (cf.

Mecklin, Democracy and Race Friction) ; but
history, the present tendencies in the United
States, in S. America, and in S. Africa, and the

deeper instincts of race division all oppose the

amalgamation theory.
(4) Mutual understanding and sympathy be-

tween whites and blacks in the United States are

making rapid progress. Tiiere is no intelligent
sympathy with a brutal book that had a wide
circulation by means of glaring advertisement and
agency promotion and for a while exerted a per-
nicious influence, contending that the Negro is not
a member of the liuman family at all but a soulless

brute, nor with other unfriendly but less despicable
works. It is coming to be recognized and appreci-
ated that the two races are to live together and
that neither can without the other gain the goal of
civilization and national ideals.
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; M. Helm, The Upward Path, New
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; F. L. Hoffman, Race Traits and Tendencies of the
American Negro, New York, 1906 ; G. B. Jackson and D. W.
Davis, The Industrial History of the Negro Race in the U.S.^,
Richmond, 1911

; H. H. Johnston, The Negro in the New World,
New York, 1907 ; J. M. Mecklin, Democracy and Race Friction,
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; G. S. Merriam, The Negro and the Nation,
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E. G. Murphy, Problems of the Present South, do.

1904 ; F. P. Noble, The Redemption of Africa, do. 1899
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W. Odum, Social and Mental Traits of the Negro, do. 1910 ; R.
Patterson, The Negro and his Needs, do. 1911 ; W. H. Thomas,
The American Negro, do. 1901; B. T. Washington, Story of
the Negro, do. 1909, The Future of the American Negro, Boston,
1899, The Negro in Business, do. 1907, Up from Slavery, New
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Weatherford, Negro Life in the SotUh, do. 1910, Present
Forces in Negro Progress, do. 1912 ; G. W. Williams, Hist, of
the Negro Race, do. 1883. W. O. CARVER.

NEMESIS.-—See Fate (Greek and lioman).

NEO-CYNICISM.—We know that the Cyni-
cism of Antistlienes and his immediate followers
was gradually absorbed in Stoicism {see Cynics
Stoics), and that, after Chrysippus (t206 B.C.),

unimportant, sporadic manifestations aside, it dis-

appeared from history till the 1st cent. A.D. Mean-
while profound changes had overtaken the Medi-
terranean peoples, who, as a result, evinced a new
attitude towards fundamental questions of religion
and conduct. In particular, traditional restraints
of civic or racial institutions, beliefs, and customs
were weakening, thanks to the association of men
' out of every nation under heaven '

(cf. Ac 2) in

populous cosmopolitan centres like Rome, Alex-
andria, Corinth, and even .Jerusalem. Bereft of
ancient supports by denationalization, many ap-
proached the problems of conduct and destiny as

individuals, no longer as citizens. Thus, the con-

ception of life as a warfare—possibly the germ of

the ' Church militant'—began to assert itself.

' The bond that formerly kept devotion centered upon the

city or the tribe, upon the gens or the familj', was broken. In

place of the ancient social groups communities of initiates came
into existence

'

(F. Cumont, Les Religions orientales dans la

paganisme romain^, Paris, 1909, p. 42, Eng. tr., Chicago, 1911,

p. 27).

Piety, a personal aspiration, replaced loyaltj', a

socio-i)olitical virtue. Hellenic intellectualism,
brave and curious towards theory, waned as practi-
cal issues gained urgency. Morals ousted meta-

physics ; belief, often in the form of superstition,

eclipsed logic. The masses de.sired assurance of

immortality; the elite sought an 'inner' life

wherein they could escape this present evil world.
In both cases the state of the ' soul

' became the

question of the day. Accordingly, from Seneca (c,

4 B.C.-A.D. 65), Musonius Rufus(tl. A.D. 53-81), and
Dio of Pruso {c. A.D. 40-117), when Stoics aspired
more and more to be 'physicians of the soul,'
the Cynic element in their teaching re-asserted
itself. The Neo-Cynics, at once products and
evidences of this condition, embodied a special

phase of general tendencies which were sweeping
over the Roman world as a whole. Thus they form
an aspect of a social and spiritual movement rather
than a philosophical school of the Hellenic type.

I. History. — When Stoicism reached Rome
(Crates, 159 B.C. ; Diogenes of Seleucis, 155 B.C. ;

Panaetius, client of Scipio Africanus, c. 142 B.C.),

it was a complete system theoretically, and thei-e-

fore ready to accommodate itself to Roman neeils.

The version taught by Pansetius emphasized officict,

or the duties of station to be rendered as proper
service by every good citizen (cf . Cicero, de Off. ii. ).
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The hai-.sliue.ss of the original was thus softened by
adjustment to the calls of active citizenship, and
the Cynic element of rigoristic individualism fell

into the background. Nevertheless the moral
'inwardness' of the system, Cynic in origin, re-

mained, as Marcus Aurelius saw long after (viii.

49, 56, ix. 133):
' Remember that your Inner Self is inexpugnable, when once

it rallies to itself and consistently declines to act against its

will, even though the defiance may be irrational. How much
more then, when its judgment is rational and made with cir-

cumspection? Therefore the mind free from passions is a
citadel : man has no stronger fortress to which he can fly for

refuge and remain impregnable. ... To my moral will my
neighbour's will is as completely unrelated as hia breath is or
his flesh. Be we ever so much made for one another, our
Inner Selves have each their own sovereign rights : otherwise

my neighbour's evil might become my evil, which is not God's

good pleasure, lest another have power to undo me.'
' You are part of a social whole, a factor necessary to complete

the sum : therefore your every action should help to complete
the social life. Any action of yours that does not tend, directly
or remotely, to this social end, dislocates life and infringes its

unity. It is an act of sedition, and like some separatist doing
what he can to brealc away from civic accord '

(G. H. Kendall,
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus to Himself, London, 1898, pp.
120, 123, 133).

The history of Roman Stoicism is a record of the
conflict between these two authoritative calls. In
the time of Caligula, and again after a.d. 96, the

former prevailed with the Neo- Cynics, whose

gospel had been foreshadowed, in turn, by Q.
Sextius, the teacher of Seneca, in the last years of

the Principate of Augustus. This development
was gradual. Even during republican times Q.
.•Elius Tubero (c. 118 B.C.), Q. Mucins Scajvola (c.

95 B.C.), P. Kutilius Rufus (c. 92 B.C.), and especi-

ally M. Porcus Cato (95-48 is.c), followed the

Cynic ideal in public as well as in personal aftairs.

In the next generation Horace (fl. 41-8 B.C. ) adverts
not merely to the civic dutifulness of the Stoics

{Ep. I. i. 16 f.), but also to their Cynic 'inward-
ness' {Carm. III. iii. If.). This rigorism steeled

the saints and martyrs of the '

opposition
'

iinder the

Csesars (cf. H. Schiller, Gench. des rbin. Kaiserreichs
unter der Begicrung des Nero, Berlin, 1872, p. 666 f . ;

G. Boissier, L'Opposition sous les Cisars^, Paris,

1905) ; its drift towards abandonment of a theory
that placed nature above man, and towards ex-

clusive emphasis upon consistency of conduct, is

made plain by Persius (>S'«^. iii. 66 f.). Extant

literary references sutiice to show the extraordinary
pei'sistence of the 'Cynic sect'—from Caligula
(A.t>. 41) till Justinian (a.d. 530). The main body
of information is furnished by Seneca (fl. 55),

Epictetus (fl. 120), Lucian (fl. 180), and Eusebius

(fl. 330). Further references, among others less

important, are found in Plutarch (fl. 100), Dio

Chrysostom (fl. 110), Justin Martyr (fl. 150), Tatian

(fl. 166), Aulus Gellius, Athenagoras and Galen
(fl. 175), Dio Cassius (fl. 220), Tertullian and Philo-

stratus (fl. 230), Julian ' the Apostate' and Ammi-
anus Marcellinus (fl. 361), John Chrysostom (fl.

400), Augustine (fl. 420), Damascius (fl. 520), Sim-

plicius (fl. 533), and Suidas. But, to all intents and
purposes, the movement attained its crests immedi-

ately after the death of Nero and, again, under
the Antonines. Thereafter, it appears to have
been absorbed gradually into Christian monachism
(cf. E. Hatch, The Injluencc of Greek Ideas and
Usages upon the Christian Church (HL, 1888),

London, 1890, lect. v. f. ; St. Paulinus of Nola,
E^). XXV.). The lirst onset is represented by
Demetrius, associate of Seneca (fl. 71). Between
him and the Antonine group we have Epictetus,
who, although a Stoic in theory, was deeply attected

by Cynicism in practice ; and Dio Chrysostom,
who seems to have ado{)ted Cynic ways in life,

although he was an eclectic in philosophy ; while,
in the reign of Hadrian, CKnomaus of Gadara
flourished. But, thanks to Lucian, the representa-
tives of the sect whom we know best are its saint.

of similar movements always (cf., e.g., W. Bcnett,

Religion and Free Will, Oxford, 1913, p. 204 f.),

Demonax (fl. 145-160), and its part-prophet, part-
charlatan, Peregrinus Proteus (self-inmiolated,

165), both in the Antonine period. In addition, it

is evident from the frequent references in con-

temporary literature that numerous Cynic mission-
aries traversed the empire, preaching to the masses,
and standing much in the same relation to them
as did the Stoic '

private chaplains
'

or ' house

philosophers' to the educated minority. The very
names of the great maiority of these peripatetic
exhorters have been lost—possibly two score,

capable of historical proof, have been transmitted
to us. It is evident, however, that, like votaries

ts always
Will, Ox

they ran the entire gamut of human nature, from
authentic culture and sincere devotion to insolent
sham or arrant rascality.

2. Teaching.—^The Cynic disciples of Socrates
were overshadowed by the original constructive

philosophy of Plato and Aristotle. Hence their

pragmatic sterility was at odds with an age
interested vitally in positive thought. In short,
the intellectual genius of the time surmounted
their sectarianism. Similarlj-, civil autonomy in

Greece did not pass away till the school had been
active for two generations, and, even then, fresh

memories of a glorious past, rooted in pride of

citizenship, gave the lie to anti-social Trapp-qcria.

Moreover, the claims of citizenship acquired a new
lease of life at Rome. So the gospel of revolt,

unsupported by actual aspiration, faded away.
Nevertheless, the ideal of the 'wise man'—one
sufficient to himself, and this defensibly

— had
been set forth, and was destined to resurrection in

due time. Immense social displacements occurred

during the four centuries between the battle of

Chseronea and the invasion of Britain by Claudius.
Nowhere were they more conspicuous than in

philosophy and civic patriotism. The one had
sunk to the level of antiquarian exegesis or, worse,
of profitable trade ; the other had ceased to furnit^h

an absorbing career, so that men grew importunate
for a '

way of life.' Thus the ideal of the 'wise
man '

regained vitality, because it rebuked the
conventional trifling of the schools, and promised
norms for personal conduct. Philosophically,
conatiis in suo esse perscverandi appearing the sole

recourse, in magnis voluisse sat est came to be the
core of teaching. Brieflj^ philosophy ceased to be

systematic or scientific, and assumed a purely
disciplinary aspect. Man must turn to correction
of the soul, in order that he may secure release
from the ills of nature and societj'. Hence a class

of professional (and therefore narrow) moralists

appeared, preaching counsel and reproof. They
descried a divine element in the human spirit,

whereby the ' wise man '

becomes the '

messenger
of God' upon earth. As e.xemplar.s, they even

professed to fulfil a mediatorial office. For, the
conditions of the moral life being entirely internal,
the end is quite tdiov—to become one's true self, it

is necessarj- to discover this self in self. Accord-

ingly, an incommunicable indiflerence to all that
is distinctively human in common life constitutes
ethical perfection or, at least, attainment. The
exercise of reason is hitile—facere docct philosophia
nun dicerc. The great wisdom is tode\elop self to

tiie point where nothing remains to be willed.

Renunciation attbrds the means. A man must
therefore examine himself, experience remorse,
and exhibit penitence, to the end that he may
achieve the perfect peace of indejjendent isolation.

As a rule, then, the necessary activities of the

aver.age citizen must be escliewed, and this is as

true of national religion anil current esteems in

good conduct as of the most disreputable vices or

meaningless foibles.
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The cuiulition of a society where spiritual apathy
and gross materialism were prevalent gave point
and power to exaggerated preaching of obvious

moral truths, with its trick of painting two pictures,

one all black, the other all white, and setting them
in melodramatic contrast.

' Their criticism of the society to which thej' belong and of all

its institutions and modes of action and thought, attracts atten-

tion by the very violence and extravagance of the form in

which they present it. And the neglected truth or half-truth,

which they thnist into exclusive prominence, gradually begins

by their ineans to gain a hold of the minds of others, forces

them to reconsider their cherished prejudices, and so leads to a

real advance' (E. Caird, The Eoolution of Theology in the Greek

Philosophers, Glasgow, 1904, ii. 56 f.)-

Here the Neo-Cynics
were strong, like their pre-

decessors ; they did not spend their
'

genius in

trying to regenerate a form of social and political
life which mankind had outgrown' {ib. p. 68).

Nevertheless, even at its best, in Epictetus, the

doctrine corroded all particular ties, and deserved

to be called a parasite upon the society which it

repudiated. In fundamental principle it was

intensely anti-social. Hence what has been said

of the early Cj-nics holds of the latest representa-
tives of the sect :

'

They appealed largely to the poor, and most men were prob-

ablj- revolted by their roughness and their neglect of the ordi-

nary decorums and courtesies of life, rather than attracted by
the nobility and manliness inherent in their teaching

'

(W. W.
Tarn, Antigonos Gonatas, Oxford, 1913, p. 30; cf. ch. viii.).

Finally, it may be said that the alleged influence

of the Neo-Cynics upon the development of Christ-

ian doctrine is not proven, although the presence
of some of the forces destined to produce Christian

rigorism is apparent enough.
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NEO-HEGELIANISM.— Neo-Hegelianism is

a title which has been given to that current of

thought inspired by Hegel and the idealists of

Germany which began to make itself felt in

British and American philosophy in the third

quarter of the 19th century,
I. Chief thinkers.— Before attempting to eluci-

date the sources and general significance of the

movement, we may refer briefly to some of the
individual thinkers more immediately connected
with it. As regards its origination three names
have a claim to be regarded as outstanding : James
Hutcheson Stirling (1820-1909) ; Thomas Hill Green
(1836-82), Fellow of Balliol College and Whyte's
Professor of Moral Philosophy, Oxford ; and Edward
Caird (1835-1908), Professor of Moral Philosophy
in the University of Glasgow, and Master of Balliol

College, Oxford. Stirling's work, The Secret of
Hegel, published in 1865, may be said to have
revealed for the first time to the English public
the significance and import of Hegel's idealistic

philosophy. Green in 1874 published Introductions
to Hume's Treatise ofHuman Nature, in the course

of which he subjected the whole English tradition

in philosophy to criticism ; and he left at his death
an almost completed work entitled Prolegomena to

Ethics, in which is contained a groundwork of

idealistic metaphysics, the positive basis for his

earlier criticism. Caird published two successive

critical studies of Kant in 1878 and 1889, in which
he derived from Kant's ' Ideas of Reason '

the out-

line of a metaphysic which is essentially Hegelian
and which furnished a basis for contributions
to other departments of thought, especially the

philosophy of religion and the history of Greek

philosophy. Other men of importance at the begin-

ning of the movement were John Caird (1820-98),
brother of the above, who belongs to the first

generation of the school and whose Introduction to

the Philosophy of Religion was published in 1880
and his Fundamental Ideas of Christianity post-

humou.sly in 1899 ; then a little later Richard
Lewis Nettleship (1846-92), Tutor of Balliol College,
Oxford, a pupil of Green, whose small output of pub-
lished work bore no relation to the magnitude of his

influence ;
and William Wallace ( 1844-97), a scholar

of great attainments and an unusually luminous
and imaginative philosophical writer, who suc-

ceeded Green at Oxford and published expositions
of Hegel's thought and translations from his works.

Among living writers and teachers the number of

those whose bent of thought follows the tendency
in greater or less degree is very large. Perhaps
the most representative of them are F. H. Bradley,
Bernard Bosanquet, and, in America, W. T. Harris.

These are a few of the exponents. But, to be

just to the compass of the movement, it is neces-

sary to remember two further sets of names : on
the one hand, leaders of thought belonging to the

period before it took its rise, who played a part
in the eventual turning of English-speaking philo-

sophers in the direction of Continental idealism,
such men, e.g., as Jowett and Ferrier and William

Hamilton, Coleridge, Emerson, and Carlyle ; on
the other hand, among contemporary teachers and

writers, besides the large number who acknow-

ledge their affinity with the Neo-Hegelian ten-

dency, we must remember the very many more who
make their departure from the school the begin-

ning of their own teaching, and are so far within
its sphere of influence that they are under constant

necessity of criticizing its ideas. If we take the

positive and the negative influence of the movement
together into account, we shall probably find that
no other way of thinking sends its roots so deep or

extends its ramifications so far in the philosophy
of the English - speaking world at the present
time.
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2. Rise of Neo-Hegelianism.—No mere cluoniile
of adherents with an enumeration of tlieir works
and a statement of their external philosophical
atiinities ever explains a philosophical movement.
We must see it in its inception. In (jrder to see

Neo-Hegelianism in its inception we have to con-
sider (a) the general state of culture in England
from the beginning of the century till the time
when it appeared, roughly, during the sixties and
earlj'^ seventies, for the movement was the out-
come of that culture ; (b) the Continental develop-
ment in philosophy, for the movement springing
from this English source found stimulus and guid-
ance in German idealism. It was, in fact, an elibrt

of the English philosophical mind to use the results
of that idealism upon problems which English
thought, art, and life had created during the first

decades of the century.
(rt) English culture before its inception.

—English
culture in the time of Green, Caird, Stirling, and
the others referred to was fitted to lead any re-

flective mind in the direction which these minds
took. A little earlier—in the period of the rise

of our English romantic poetry and of romantic
literature in Europe generally—a great develop-
ment had been undergone by English and Conti-
nental culture alike. We of the present time are
still too near to that great age to know all that it

meant in European life and thought. It was a seed-
time which must be judged by its harvest, and
its harvest has probably not yet come. Yet the
romantic movement as a whole was not without
certain distinguishable features of great importance
for the later English culture out of which Neo-

Hegelianism arose, features which we are indebted
to one distinguished scholar and student of the

century—A. C. Bradley—for enabling us, for the
first time, to discern distinctly.
The first of these is the obvious relation of the

leading minds of the time to orthodoxy. If we take
the romantic movement as a whole, the Continental
and the English sides of it together, it is almost a

commonplace to say that most of its great repre-
sentatives were in disagTeement with the accepted
religious ideas of their age. Many of them may
have tried to soften the opposition. They may
have held in one way or another that their teach-

ing and the orthodox believer's faith were rooted
in the same facts and sprang ultimately from a
common conviction. Some of them may even have
felt sympathy with the details of the concrete
sclieme of the universe which figured before the

ordinary believer's imagination. But no amount
of such sympathy, where it existed, could obliter-

ate the gulf between the two ; and it is certain
that in many cases it did not exist. These great
men are separated by all degrees of alienation
from the theological ideas around them. They
stand in no such relation to the religion of their
time as Dante, e.g., stood to niedireval Christianity
or Milton to Puritanism.
The fact is important in connexion with the

influence of the movemeiit upon educated minds
during the period when Neo-Hegelianism appeared.
It means that for them there had ceased to be any
vital relationship between the bearers of the highest
contemporary culture and the official religion of the
time. Not that there was open schism between
them, so much as simple indillerence. Individual

great writers might accept the ordinary religious
formula', but the acceptance was external. They
might even be interested, but their interest in these

things was not central and convincing. It was not

supreme. It did not, e.g., furnish them with a tlicnie

for a long poem.' There grew up in the cultured

1 See ill this connexion Bradley's essay on ' The Long Poem
in the Apre of Wordsworth,' in his Oxford Lectures on Poetry,
London, 11)09.

mind a vague sense of a hiatus between what
theology dealt in and what really mattered most to
man. The fact might not be preached or proclaimed,
but it was none the less a fact that, once Goethe
and Shelley and Heine had spoken, orthodoxy
began to suffer from the irrelevance of its ideas.

But, if the pioneers of 19th cent, culture were
not orthodox, the next striking feature of their
work is that it was not secular.

'Take a list of nineteenth century creators,' says Brailley,'
' and strike out the names of purely scientific men

; which we
must do, because science, as science, is not concerned with an
interpretation of the whole. Consider, then, philosophy and
the serious literature and art of the nineteenth century, and
ask, is it on the whole irreligious or even non-relig-ious? No
one would answer " Yes." On the contrary it may be asserted
with truth that no secular products of the higher kind since the
Renaissance have been so religious as those of the nineteenth
century. I am not thinking solely of men like Coleridge or

Tennyson, unorthodox but obviously
" Christians" ; nor solely

of Mendelssohn's oratorios, or Holman Hunt's pictures ; but
equally of writers like Schopenhauer or Shelley, George Eliot
or Carlyle, or painters like Watts or Millet. By almost all the

greater men, life is portrayed not only with a seriousness or
even a passion which reminds us of religion, but in some kind
of scheme which embraces the whole of things and indicates
man's place in it. That surely means in some sense religion.
This can be realised by thinking on the other hand of Shake-
speare. He had so marvellous a mind that he could give to a
secular theme the import of a divine tragedy. But compare
his work with that of the nineteenth century "poets and we see
that the former is secular as the latter is not. He refuses to

portray his subject in the light of its relation to the whole of

things; and so, placed side by side with Milton, he is secular.
But the typical nineteenth century poet is like neither. He is

like Shakespeare in taking usually a theme which is not re-

ligious ; but like MUton inasmuch as his atmosphere vibrates
with pulsations from worlds beyond the sun.'

Now, to see the kind of mental atmosphere in

which Neo-Hegelianism sprang up, we onlj' need
to place alongside these two features of the whole
romantic movement—its doctrinal heterodoxy and
its religious spirit

—a further feature esjiecially
characteristic of the English jiart of it. This is

the lack in the great English writers of a theoreti-
cal grasp of what the poetry and romance and
even the great moral teaching of their time
were revealing. Giants in art, and even in art and
moral criticism, they could exhibit an astonishing
amount of childishness in intellectual outlook.
There were some exceptions. Carlyle, e.g., had
been through the wilderness, and out of his narrow
Scottish Calvinism had wrought a philosophy
somewhat commensurate with the universe with
which he had to deal, before he began to deal with
it. But, steeped as he was in Continental studies,
he is an exception which rather proves the rule.
How ditt'erent, e.g., was Kuskin. The spectacle of
Buskin's going forth with the ardour of a knight-
errant to re-mould the deepest formative iileas of
his generation, with no better metaphj-sical equip-
ment than that of a crude evangelical Protestantism,
strikingly illustrates the gulf that was possible,
in the mind of a man of genius, between the vision
of the world actually breaking in upon him and
his theoretical notions about how the world was
built. What was true of him was true in other
walks of English culture, and was felt, if not
understood, by critics of a siightlj- later time.
Matthew Arnold was aware of it. And Bradlej',
corroborating Arnold's view that the opening of

tlie century was intellectually limited although
poetically great, points out the superioritj^ of the

imaginative and the comparative inferiority of the
theoretic literature of the romantic period. Its

poetry ranks higher among poetry, he says, than
does its history, [)hilosophy, theologj', politics, or

economics among the work of other epochs in

the same fields. The theoretical crudities which
startle us in the prose writings, the letters, and
the recorded conversation of the jioets themselves
in Wordsworth's England are probably a further
evidence of the same tiling.

1 III an unprinted lecture.
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'Assuredly,' says Bradley, i speak iii'j of tliis prose, 'we read

with admiration, and the s'ijfns of native genius we meet with

in abundance—in greater abundance, I think, than in the

poetrv and criticism of Germany, if Goethe is excepted. But
the freeiiom of spirit, the knowledge, the superiority to preju-
dice and caprice and fanatici^^in, the openness to ideas, the

atmosphere that is all about us when we read Lessin^, Goethe,

Schiller, Heine, we do not find. Can we imagine any one of

those four either inspired or imprisoned as Shelley was by
the doctrines of Godwin? Could any of them have seen in the

French Revolution no more than Scott appears to have detected ?

Ilow cramped are the attitudes, sympathetic or antipathetic, of

nearly all our poets towards the Christian relijjion 1 Could any-

thing be more boruf! than Coleridge's professed reason for not

translating Fan.'itV^ Is it possible that a German poet with
tlie genius of Byron or Wordsworth could have inhabite<l a

mental world so small and so tainted with vulgarity as is opened
to us by the brilliant letters of the former, or could have sunk,
like the latter, to suggesting that the cholera was a divine con-
demnation of Catholic Emancipation and the Reform Bill ?

'

Tliere may have been reasons for this theoretic

backwardness in Englisii romantic culture, reasons
connected witli the previous history of English
pliilosophy and science. But, however it may be
accounted for, a certain incai)ac)ty for .speculation,
a certain preponderance of the intuitive over the
theoretical mind, apjiears to have been there.

If we hold these results firmly together, we can

e.asily conceive the mental atmosphere around any
English youth of generous character and specula-
tive mind, at a centre of English culture like

Oxford, about the beginning of the third quarter
of the century. The new sjiirit in literature and
science had had its full effect upon religious life at

Oxford by 1850. The University had got beyond
the long controversy over the teaching of the
(Jimrch in which it had been entangled. The old
(Jriel College school of '

Noetics,' with its noisy
heterodox}', and the ' Tractarian

'

reaction against
it had alike exhausted themselves. The youth of

tlie fifties and sixties were left free enough of sec-

tarian controversy to breathe the ampler air into
which tlie culture of the romantic period had really
brought tliem. In view of the character of that
new culture, the indifference to religious formulae
and yet tiie deep religious impulse which were all

through it, it was not surprising that the need
should be felt by serious minds for some scheme of

metaphysical belief which should be at once re-

ligiously satisfying and scientihcally defensible.
There was as little hope of meeting such a need by
an appeal to the current philosophy of the time as

by an appeal to the orthodox theology. Hamilton
and Mill were as un-religious as Newman M'as

unscientific. It was whilst in this situation,
whilst feeling the mystery of the romantic spirit
on the one side and the incapacity of the English
philosophical tradition on the other, that some
young British thinkers stumbled on the interpreta-
tion which the romantic spirit had already given
of itself on the Continent, applied it to their own
problems, and gave it an English form. This was
the rise of Neo-Hegelianism.

(b) The Continental development.—The salient

matter, then, is the philosophy of the romantic
movement. \Yhat interpretation had it given of

itself? And with what general modihcations did
its interpretation reappear in the work of these

English and Scottish thinkers?
In the first place, where lay the dilHculty which

made the romantic movement a problem to itself?

It lay, more than in anything else, in a feature

inseparaVjle from its whole course—the tremendous
invasion of the realm of the sacred by what had
been called secular things. We have seen how the
19th cent, jioets could elevate secular themes and
make them pulse with religious signiHcance. This
meant a serious challenge to a long-established
dualism, the dualism within which the whole pre-

ceding age of the so-called '

enlightenment
'

had
1 Oxford Lectures on Poetn/, p. 180.
2 Table Talk, 16th Feb. 1833.

lived and moved. It meant, not exactly that

religious ideas were being questioned—they had
been so already

—but rather that, damaged by
scepticism as they were, they were now being
passed over ; their place was being usurped. That

l)art of the mind which had been reserved for current

religion was being addressed by thoughts from
elsewhere. The result, with the best minds, was
a solicitude lest the rising tide of interest in mere

history, or natural beauty, or secular human affairs

should interfere with the respect due to the very
highest objects of human aspiration and hope.
These extraneous things were caught up, it is

true, by a poetry which could disclose real spiritual
value in them. But that is not a fact calculated

to allay such misgivings in any circumstances.
' Secular

'

things with an unsuspected spiritual
value in them are all the abler to displace religious
tradition. But this unexpected spirituality, if it

intensities anxiety, also defines the issue. It

points people beyond the dualism—accustoms them
to the thought, What if it did not exist ? It forces

forward the question whether the barrier here felt

to ]je breaking is really a religious necessity. The
situation is that the secular movement—on the sui'-

face a mere sujiplanting of religion by temporal
things and a paganizing of Christianity—appears to

have definitely come. But the question whether it

may not be regai'dedas exactly the reverse of what
it seems, whether it may not be a true permeation
of what was secular by the religious principle, is

not thereby settled. And tliis is the question
which now comes uppermost. Things once frankly
' secular

' have been discovered to have a profound
human value. As a result the familiar landmarks
have become confused. The one sphere appears
scattered all through the other. The difficulty
is simply to believe that things which have sufh-

cient value in them are sacred for that reason, and
to see convincingly what is sacred about them.
But there Avas help available in such a difficulty.

This dualistic partition which broke at the push
of 19th cent, civilization was a thing Avhich philo-

sophy on the Continent had faced. Speculation
in Germany at the opening of the century built

upon the foundations laid by Kant. Now, the

dualism upon which Kant bent his critical strength
was not exactly of this shape, but it was the same in

principle. Kant was not confronted by the spectacle
of an art which was religious in its inmost nature

passing over to the world of experience and finding
this more important than the religious world it-

self. He was confronted with a habit of thought for

which the world of sense-experience was coming to

be the only one that counted, so far as knowledge
went. He felt with many minds of the 18tli cent,

the growing irrelevance of theology and all its lore

of another world to anything that science and
observation could tell us about this one. And he
succeeded in reducing the issue between the two to

clear terms, with the result that, if he did not

leave a solution, he left the suggestion of one.

His idealistic successors, advancing upon their

master's position, seemed to arrive from it at

exactly the relation between secular and sacred

which the romantic spirit had been forcing into

view.
Where could the distinction really lie—so ran

the difficulty
—between that higher world whicii

calls forth religious veneration and gives morality
a meaning and, on the other hand, the common
world of sense-experience and positive knowledge?
Or are they just the same ? The whole question,
to Kant's mind, has been prejudiced by an error

which he would uproot. The one world is not a

simple extension of the other. The world in which

religion is interested is not one about which we
have special a priori knowledge, and which we
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know to lie simply beyond the confines of this one.
The higher worhl, according to Kant, is not an

object of knowledge at all. It is a world of whose

reality we are convinced by our actually entering
into it. And we enter into it in the act of being
practical or moral. We do not prove the reality
of God, freedom, and immortality by argument.
Keligious convictions do not re.st on argument.
The true proof of them is, rather, that in the
moment of duty, in the consciousness of something
absolutely worthy which I ought to do and be, I

enact my freedom, my immortality, and my place
in a Kingdom of God. This freedom which the
moral consciousness confers, science cannot com-

prehend. But science cannot cavil at it ; because
it is the utterance of a world about which science,
confined as it is to the world of experience, can
neither assert nor deny anything.
Here we have the possibility of a clue to that

confusion which was the perplexity of romantic
culture and even its reproach

— that taking of

mere things of sense and investing them with a

sanctity which did not seem to belong to them,
thus leaving nothing holy. Kant's reading of the
distinction between the secular and the sacred
world suggests that in the last resort it is one
between knowledge and practice. And, if it is so,

then tliese two, it would seem, are sufficiently

capable of being intermixed without ceasing to be
different. Knowing and doing are functions never
far from each other—combined, indeed, in all in-

telligent practice and in all courageous theory. Yet
knowing what the world is remains a different

thing from changing it into something else.

Personally, Kant would have repudiated the idea
of taking anything out of his theory to justify a
view so directly opposed to all his own sympathies
as the view that the higher world permeated all

the ordinary world of nature and experience. But
he held that the moral imperative carried the

higher world with it. And his great follower
Fichte simply asks where, in all the wide range of

human function, this moral imperative is not op-
erative. In effect he answers, 'Nowhere.' Kant
himself, he held, had taught him this. It had
been tlie core of Kant's argument against Hume
that no part of the world of nature and experience
was merely passively received ; all was actively
constructed. Had the knowledge process been a
mere matter of an external nature imprinting
itself on a non-resisting mind, leaving the mind to

read off the impression, it simply could not have
existed. There would then have been no world to

know, or only a world bereft of all form or order,
a world in which there was neither space, time,

unity, substance, nor causal connexion. All these
constitutive features of the world had been shoAvn

by Kant to be the active syntheses of the knowing
mind, whereby it works up the given sense-data
into that objectivity with which man's senses deal.

But this synthesis to Fichte is a deed of the spirit,

entirely parallel to a moral deed. In fact, it is a
moral deed. It is an expression of the free self-

assertion of the rational mind. It is a further

carrying out of that essentially moral activity
which receives its first and most concentrated

expression when a man is able intelligently to say
'
I.' The synthesizing function whereby man wins

his world is nothing else than a particular form of
his consciousness of the moral imperative and of
his springing up in obedience thereto. Now, since

every j)art of the world of man's experience is a
iield for this spiritual construction, since it only
arises, in the last resort, as such construction pro-
ceeds, every region of the world i)rovides an o})por-

tunity for man to enter that higher realm of which
religion speaks. To him who has eye.s to see, the
sacred is everywhere.

This reading of the situation is just what the
romantic spirit had been waiting to hear. It had
been deeply conscious of it. Engaged upon secu-

lar themes, it had yet felt itself constantly beating
against ultimate things. Abandoning itself to the
natural world, throwing its soul open to all that
had been neglected in it, to ' the great, the ob-

vious, the habitual, the common earth, the uni-

versal sky, the waters rolling evei-more,'
'

it found
such natural facts laden everywhere with spiritual
treasure. And in neglected regions of secular
human life, amid the drab and the dull, the sin
and the wrong of the world, it found the same
spirituality. This new art felt that, whether
' secular

'

or not, it was engaged on another
mission than providing cultivated idleness with
amusement. It was revealing the ultimate and
the divine. But, if Fichte's theory is true, the
ultimate is everywhere. Wherever a man opens
his eyes upon the Avorld, he interjjrets what is

before him, he actively construes it into m hat

shape it has. That, to Fichte, is a doing of his

duty ; and it carries with it all that Kant thought
duty implied. It is therefore but a matter of a
man's realizing what he is doing and doing it fully ;

and the divine is there—nigh him, in his mouth
and in his heart. This mere having of a world
before our intelligent eyes is to Fichte the very
l»rocess of believing in God.
'You do not believe in God because you believe in tbe world ;

rather you see a world at all, solely oii this acconnt, that > ou
have to believe in God.' 2

3. General significance of the English move-
ment.—The philosophy of Fichte contained the

suggestion in the light of which both his own im-
mediate successors and some English thinkers of a
later date essayed a systematic interpretation of
life. Its central doctrine is that of a free, creative,

synthetic activity on the part of the soul of man,
whereby to a limited degree he participates in or
re-enacts that ultimate creative synthesis through
which the universe as a whole is sustained. Fichte
himself had expanded this view into what he
thought a complete and satisfactory philosophy,
embracing the entire round of man's experiences,
sensuous, intellectual, moral, religious, aesthetic,

political, etc. But two successors, Schelling and
Hegel, sought in turn to expand it further, and
render it more systematic and complete. And
the Neo- Hegelian thinkers, seeing in the whole
development what appeared to be a way of meeting
the difficulties of English culture, also worked it

over again in a manner which was perhaps all the
more English for their having the example of

Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel before them.
AVe cannot attempt in this article to treat all

these thinkers individually and show how each
modified the system which he found. But it is

l)Ossible to characterize the group without damag-
ing the individuality of its members by our general-
ization. We can say that to all of them idealism
meant at least what we have just taken to be the
essence of its original meaning, viz. the discover}-
of a principle of distinction between natural and
spiritual which could fill the ])lace of the arbitrary
traditional distinction, which the experience of

romanticism had broken down. Moreover, to the

English thinkers as to their forerunners the

spirituality was such that the whole universe
could be spiritually discerned. And we can al-

most characterize the whole English way of work-

ing out a spiritual view of the universe by referring
to the traditional empiricism of the Englisli
mind.
A certain esoteric character is inseparable from

idealism in Germany. By the time it had received
1 T. H. Green, 'Popular Philosophy in its Relation to Life,'

Works, iii. 120.
'- J. G. Fichte, Sihnmtl. Werke, Berlin, 1S45-4G, v. 212.
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Hegel's treatment, the idealistic position had ac-

quired, not l)j' accident or design, but simply by the

nature of the case, a certain impenetrability. In

principle Ficiite had got the romantic spirit out of

its characteristic perplexity. He found the whole
world of ex perience potentially the conscious product
of free spiritual activity, and so potentially sacred.

Such a discovery changes the ciiaracter of the philo-

sopher's task inherently. If knowledge is thus a

deed, and not a mere static object of further know-

ledge, then to do this deed is the ultimate task
of philosophy, all mere theorizing about how it is

done being external and beside the point. It was
but in the nature of the case, then, that Hegel,
instead of telling us how he is going to explain the

world, should proceed to explain it ; instead of

speaking about the point of view which he is going
to adopt, should proceed to take it up, assuming
that that is the only definition possible of an ulti-

mate point of view. But it was inevitable that
such literal idealism, such endeavour to enact
before us, and along with us, the very synthesis
which the world of knowledge is, should make his

theory in a sense impenetrable, a thing not spoken
about but simply begun, a system without ap-
proaches, a sort of enchanted ground into which
the reader must simply insert himself and in

which it may be long enough before he find his

bearings.
The English thinkers have endeavoured to avoid

all such suggestion of the esoteric as is contained
in the classical form of the idealistic system.
They have had to force their way into this system,
by direct attack or through Kant. But none of
them has been content simply to be in it, or simply
to

'

initiate
'

others. Tliey may not all have been

equally successfully exoteric. And in some of those
wlio stood nearest to Hegel there is even a trace of

complacency with this state of affairs. Harris has
still an '

atmosphere
' which the reader has some-

how to learn to breathe. Stirling has a ' secret
'

whereby he will initiate us into all the hidden
chambers of Hegel's thought. But of none of the

English idealists can it be said that he valued the

Hegelian system solely as a system. Its results
must be translated into terms of concrete human
values. Sometimes one set of values is dominant,
sometimes another. The pioneers, e.g., are dis-

tinctly religious. Green centres his theory in an
'eternal consciousness.' Caird speaks constantly
of a unity beyond all differences, to which the

thinking consideration of the world always leads
us back ; and he names it God. Stirling's writing
almost riots in the very picture-language of the

ordinary religious consciousness, proclaiming the
content of that consciousness as the very truth which
Hegel came to teach. In the thinkers a very little

later in date there is an appreciable change of em-
phasis. A sense of the importance of the ultimate or

religious outcome of the system of course remains.
But in many of them—in Nettleship, particularly,
but also in Wallace, Bosanquet, and Bradley—
there is a perceptible easing oti" from the religious
note. Nettleship appears to have left Green to
deal with the religious implications of philosophy,
while he used it for its educational value. All
that is recorded of him by contemporaries and
by his biographer indicates a man whose way
of studying the idealistic point of view was to
throw its light on other things, and study them.
And his mantle lias descended on otliers. Bosan-
quet's History of Al.sthctic and tiiose literary
studies of A. C. Bradley from which we have
already quoted are conspicuous examples of the
effort to study things other than idealistic philo-
sophy without leaving out of account what ideal-
ism has suggested to be the ultimate nature of the
universe. The work of William Wallace is practi- I

cally all of this character. His writings are memor-
able for the brilliant sidelights thrown on questions
of ethnology, philosophy, histoiy, and all manner
of current controversial topics. His systematic
idealism is buried in the mass of this concrete
reference. To all these idealists idealism means,
in the first place, power in definite fields of con-
crete human interest. It is not to them primarily
what it primarily was to their forerunners— a
technically perfect metaphysical system.
Behind all their interest in the concrete there

lay, of course, for the English thinkers, the point
of view from which they regarded it, and the con-
siderations which seemed to them to make their

general point of view a metaphysical necessity.
And they have done their part in giving these con-
siderations point. They have contributed to the
science of metaphysics. But the same concrete
interest which makes them sometimes prefer being
metaphysical students of other things to being-

metaphysicians operates in their metaphysical work
itself and makes it distinct from the great system-
building of the past. They are not in search of

system so much as the possibility of it. The classical

idealism enveloped the universe in its system. In an
age of spiritual world-conquest it had been its pride
to be able to discern progressive manifestationsof its

principle in the great epochs of history, in the suc-

cessive systems of philosophy, in the development
of political institutions, in the periods of art, in the

system of the natural sciences. To give to every
matter of fundamental human interest its place in

the evolution of one ultimate, dialectically moving
principle had been the object, e.g., of Hegel's PAch-

oinenology. As compared with this the later ideal-

ists are not greatlj' impatient to see the ultimate,
divine order of the world. They are content to
know that some such order exists and is the ulti-

mate truth of things, so that tliere is substantia-
tion for the ultimate hypothesis of religion. For
the rest, they are interested in the particular de-

partments of human experience as objects of a study
which treats them for their own sakes although
without forgetting that there is an ultimate prin-
ciple in the nature of things and that they are
connected witii it. The Neo-Hegelian writers, one
might say, are interested in the incidents of the
dialectical process and they are interested in its

ultimate outcome, but they are not specially
interested in its cohesion. That this process invades
their metaphysic is clear from the most notable

metaphysical production of the school, Bradley's
Appearance and Reality. There is something in

the procession of the topics in that Avork which
reminds us of the procession of '

categories
'

in the

Phenomenology. But the difference is shown by the
absence of the attempt in the English work to give
each 'category' its place in an articulated system.
The thouglit treats them seriatim. It does not
make a feature of their ascending order. It is con-
fined to showing about them all equally that they
are not adequate to the spiritual whole Avhich ideal-

ism takes the universe to be, but that, on the other

hand, none of them can endanger the spiritual
whole, while it is shown that, for indisputable
reasons, the spiritual whole must be. This taking
of what were but the incidents of the dialectical

process for the classical idealists to be each a field

for independent study and criticism, together with
the interest taken in discussing what ' must be *

the outcome of the whole process, is characteristic
of the school. Despite the great advance towards
a more positive presentation of the same main con-

siderations in the latest great product of Neo-
Hegelianism, Bosanquet's Gifford Lectures, the

lightness of its touch on the question of the in-

ternal arrangement of the categories is entirely
in the manner of the school, and effectually dis-
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tinguishes even this, perhaps the most comprehen-
sive and systematic Neo-Hegelian work, from any
work of the classical German period.

LiTERATURK.—It has been impossible to deal with the move-
ment in its entirety. We have not named all or even the
central writers. And, until some adequate history of the

movement appears, the only way to get a grasp of what it had to

teach is to read a few works of typical representatives of it. The
following list taken in the order given will, it is believed, form
an effective introduction to the standpoint: John Caird, Intro-

duction to the Philosophy of Reliijion, Glasgow, 1880 ; Henry
Jones, Idealism as a practical Creed, do. 1909; T. H. Green,
'

Popular Philosophy in its Relation to Life,' in Collected Works,
ed. Nettleship, London, 1885-88, iii.. Prolegomena to Ethics,

Oxford, 1S83 ; R. L. Nettleship, Philosophical Lectures and Re-

mains, London, 1897 ; F. H. Bradley, Appearance andReality^,
do. 1902; B. Eosa.nquet, Principle of Individuality and Value,
do. 1912, and Value and Destiny of the Individual, do. 1913.

J. W. Scott.
NEO-KANTISM.— I. Meaning and explica-

tion of the term.—Neo-Kantism is the philosophic
endeavour to expound and

justifjjr
Kant s theory of

the world, so that it shall satisfy the demands,
and solve the problems, of modern culture. It

embraces also the thought performances of those
thinkers who, deviating from Kant's methods and

principles, find it first of all necessary to defend
and justify any such deviation from him. Hence
the term '

Neo-Kantists,' or '

Neo-Kantians,' is

applicable in a collective sense to investigators like

H. Vaihinger, A. Riehl, J. Volkelt, F. Paulsen,
H. Cohen, P. Natorp, and many others of varying
shades of opinion. Cohen, Natorp, W. Kinkel,
and E. Cassirer are the chief representatives of the

Marburg school, whose methods are idealistic.

Very diverse points of departure mark this revival

of Kantisni. At one extreme we have the positive
or immanent unconscious school of W. Schuppe,
J. Rehmke, R. von Schubert-Soldem, and A. von
Leclair. These noetical thinkers reject all extra-

mental elements, and treat all being as only con-

scious content. Hence their advocacy of the
monism of consciousness. Schuppe is a more

significant thinker in this connexion than is often

supposed, but his views cannot be expounded here.

At the other extreme stands the metaphysical
school of W. Wundt, E. von Hartmann, and
Volkelt, of whom the last-named has actually
tracked the inconsistencies and contradictions of

Kant to their ultimate hiding-places in Kant's in-

harmonious thinking.
In its inception, as seen in F. A. Lange, it was

really a bifurcated movement. Founding on
Kant's limitation of knowledge to the objects of

experience, Lange would have philosophy, as

science, confined to the task of yielding a more

securely grounded and limited theory of knowledge.
Again, availing himself of Kant's critical idealism,
he would resolve the whole corporeal world into

mere appearance for the apprehending conscious-

ness, conditioned and fixed by a priori forms of

knowledge. The antipathy to speculative philo-

sophy in these positions is very marked, and

Lange's theoretic materialism simply presented a

regulative principle for scientific investigation. It

is easy to see in Neo-Kantism the natural rebound
from extreme idealism, in the lengths to which
the Neo- Kantian doctrine of object-subject has
been canied. But it is obviously unsatisfactory
that Neo-Kantism should have attached itself to

the empirical and sceptical sides of Kant's philo-

sophy, leaving in abeyance the rationalistic element
so characteristic of Kant as we find liim in the
whole presented to us by history. The modifica-
tions in the positions of Cohen, E. Laas, PauLsen,
and Natorp are, in this connexion, interesting and
suggestive. But Lange was the real head of the

movement, in which, allied to the limitation of

knowledge, experimentally, to the world of sense,
was an aversion to inquiries of a metaphysical or
transcendental character. Everything bore the
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stamp of relativity, and ab.«olnte truth was de-

spaired of. Cohen's criticisms had a modifying
ellect, in certain well-defined respects, upon Lange's
position, but what concerns us here is that he

simply took his stand on knowledge as we find it

in the natural sciences, whose methods he would

apply to psychology. His is critical materialism,

aware, as the older materialism was not, of the

purely phenomenal character of matter. This,
then, carries him back upon idealism, and between
these two Lange's thought, which is a kind of

idealistic naturalism, oscillates in no very satis-

factory manner. In its later developments Neo-
Kantism has really become a philosophy of culture.

Its logic is a logic of development, whose aim is to

get at the foundation of the culture-consciousness
of humanity, as expressed in science, art, and

morality. It is psychology—the critico-idealistic

psychology of Cohen—that, according to Kinkel,
makes possible the unity of these three directions
in the consciousness of humanity. But it must be
said that, though a philosophy of development,
Neo-Kantism, like that of Cohen, is yet not a

philosophy of history.
2. Historic development of Neo-Kantism. —

Although Neo-Kantism may be taken as having its

rise about the year 1865, yet the cry for a return
to the epoch-making Kant had been raised long
before. In that year the feeling of the time found

strong expression in Otto Liebmann's Kant und die

Epigonen. Weisse had, two decades earlier, declared
that return should be made to Kant's point of view,
and Liebmann, going much further, affirmed the
idealistic tendencies of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel,
the realistic positions of Herbart, the empirical

viewpoint of Fries, and the transcendental trends
in Schopenhauer to be one and all rooted in the

teaching of Kant, to whom, he insists, return must
be made. He holds, however, Kant's '

thing-in-
itself

'

to be an absurdity, responsible for the four
erroneous tendencies jnst pointed out. In his next

book. On the Individual Prooffor the Freedom of
the Will (1866), Liebmann demurs to Kant's way
of reconciling freedom and necessity. In two later

works {Objective Vision, 1869, and The Analysis of
Reality, 1876) he adopts the standpoint of the criti-

cism founded by Kant—the Newton of speculation—who discovered the laws of intellect. Lange's
great work on the History of Materialism first ap-

peared in 1866. He holds, in the main, with Kant,
and regards the essential reality of things as un-
knowable by us, since our every act of knowledge
is a result of what is outside us and of what is

within us. He views with disfavour Kant's wish
to find out a priori what exists a priori within us.

He holds that other things besides space, time, etc.,

exist a priori within us, as development advances.
With Lange, after Kant, knowledge is restricted to
the sphere of sense, and truth is known only in the
realm of experience. The cry for return to Kant
had been made as early as 1832 by K. Fortlage,
and later by E. Zeller and Kuno Fischer—to say
nothing of E. Reinhold and others. Indeed, the
real beginnings of the return to Kant lay with the

appearance of Kuno Fischer's great exposition of

Kant's philosophy, with its fine exhibition of the

development in Kant's thought (1860). Co-operant
with such influence was the treatment by H. von
Helmholtz of physiological optics and acoustics

as accordant in result with the critical philosophy
of Kant—a line of inquiry then significantly new.

In the transcendental group high places are

occupied by H. Cohen and P. Natorp. Cohen's

logic of pure knowledge is neither a pure theory of

knowledge nor a psychological logic, but a .system
of buildiiig up a thought-world, in pursuance of

Neo-Kantian desire to be rid of anti-metaphysical

psychologism. His abjuration of psychologism
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runs through his whole logic. But, without enter-

ing on the discussion of the whole matter, it must
be said that psychologic reflexion asserts itself for

Cohen, in the concept-producing activity of thought,
in spite of himself. His positions are at times

parado.vical, as the result or his unreasonable atti-

tude towards the '

given.' For him the weakness
of Kant lies in his firm prejudice for the '

given
'—

the error that man need, or can, give anything to

thought. Cohen's new treatment of psychology
would reconstruct the mental out of its own factual

productions. Natorp may be classed with Cohen,
inasmuch as they both stand—though not without
dill'erences—for the Marburg principle that, instead

of the dogmatic view of subject and oljject as

ultimately given, subject and object are to be held

as constituted only by fiats of thought itself. In
these thinkers we see Neo-Kantism trying to pass
from the objective to the functional, and from

rigid substance, as it appears to abstract thought,
to the vital activity of concrete mind itself. Thus

Natorp erects his system of fundamental logical

functions, not as existing, but as deduced from the
fundamental act of knowledge. His work is subtle,
and marked by logical precision, but he tends to

depart from his own strictly logical positions, and
to break through into the psychological sphere.
His idealistic contention that thought first gener-
ates the object stands in obvious need of modifying
sense, if we are to be saved from scepticism. Be-
sides Cohen and Natorp, the transcendental group
includes E. Konig, A. Stadler, K. Lasswitz, W.
Koppelmann, and F. Staudinger. Konig's view is

a really phenomenist one, and, from attachment to
the experiential side of Kant, he made studies of the
causal problems of an extremely valuable character.

Koppelmann treats, with clearness and power, of
Kant's relations to ethics and to Christianity.
Paulsen proved a powerful exponent of Neo-

Kantism, setting forth historically the develop-
ment of Kant's theory of knowledge. Later, he
blamed speculative idealism for thinking that it

could evolve a system of absolute knowledge of

reality by rational thought, in independence of

experience. He held that thought without experi-
ence leads to the knowledge of reality just as little

as experience without thought. The efforts of

B. Erdmann and H. Vaihinger at Kantian inter-

pretation must be here noted, that of J. Volkelt

having been already mentioned. It should be ob-

served, further, that it was in critical connexion
•with Kant that such German positivists as E. Laas
and A. Riehl developed their theory of knowledge.
The work of both of these thinkers is acute and
interesting, and the same may be said of that of
R. Avenarius, who may be classed with them.
Laas occupies a position approximating that of
Mill. His positivism is one wliich founds alone on

positive facts, that is to say, perceptions, and
which demands that all judgments shall show the

experiential bases on which they rest. Laas is

viewed by Riehl as holding in efiect the position of
universal idealism or universal relativism—an un-
stable position. Riehl himself has affinities with
the intellectualistic basis of the Kantian theory of

knowledge, but is in many respects nearer of kin
to Spencer. A critical realist, he holds to a tran-
scendent ground of appearances, but, with Kant,
grounds objectivity in the synthetic unity of ap-
perception. Riehl is an incisive critic of idealism,
and holds it no prejudice of Kant, but only of his

expositors, that the critical philosophy is grounded
in psychology. On this it may be remarked that
the question how representations arise is quite
different from the other inquiry whether these

representations contain objective knowledge, or

agree with the object, and that the latter question
is not one to be decided by a psychology. Aven-

arius termed his system
'

empirio-criticism,' and
dealt with the theory of experience in such a way
as to give us at the same time a theory of know-
ledge. He claims that his

'

empirio-criticism
' com-

bines and transcends Hume and Kant. Professing
an absolute realism, he lands himself in subjective
idealism, even while appearing as its critic.

G. Thiele, in his important work on the philo-

sophy of self-consciousness, held that to be true
which corresponds with reality, and laid the usual
Neo-Kantian stress on fact and experience. Quite
recently W. Kinkel has shown afiinities with the

Marburg school, especially with Cohen. In this

connexion it may be remarked that the movement
back to Kant has meant a limitation of the field of

psychology, at the hands of polemical logical ideal-

ism. The works of B. Bauch and E. Cassirer,
within very recent years, are not without thought-
relations to Neo-Kantism.
Neo-Kantism has proved a powerful impulse in

the sphere of religion, as witness A. Ritschl,
W. Herrmann, and J. Kaftan. It holds the religi-
ous instincts to be not less authoritative than the
other instincts ; it lays stress upon ethics ; it em-

phasizes history ; it puts in the foreground of its

thought the idea of the Kingdom of God, as a

sphere of right living. Among more recent develop-
ments we can merely note that of Neo-Kantist

thought in socialism, as by K. Vorlander and
others, who treat socialism in this connexion after

a Kantian moral theory of the world.
In France neo-criticism, with C. Renouvier as

leader, was essentially Neo-Kantist in character.

Renouvier was almost more Kantian than Kant
himself. He modified and supplemented Kantian
criticism by subsuming all the categories under
the principle of the relativity of knowledge, and

by making them all modes of the category of

relation. Though Renouvier thought the Kantian

philosophy
'

practically bent upon the ruin of the

person,' yet, for him,
' no objective representation

'

could be 'more than subjectively objective' ; and
we have merely ideas aroused in us by the presence
of objects or bodies, but no real perception of bodies
in themselves. Renouvier allowed his system to

become rather fanciful and composite, and some-
what heterogeneous in its answers. Critical and

suggestive though his theory was in parts, its

mixed character keeps it from being satisfactory.

3. Further criticism of Neo-Kantism,—In addi-

tion to the critical references in the course of this

article, some further explicit criticism of Neo-
Kantism may now be made. One thing that must
be put to its credit is that, in severe comparisons
with extreme idealistic systems, it has wonderfully
maintained its inner force and its external efficacy.
It is the abiding merit of Neo-Kantism to have
re-discovered, amid the gi'owing heaps of system,
the most valuable ideas of the critical philosophy,
and to have elaboi-ated them in new and fruitful

ways. But it was obviously wrong in thinking to

derive all from Kant, and to ignore influences that
came from Lessing, Herder, Goethe, Schiller, and
others. As we have seen, one result, in Germany, of

the Neo-Kantist movement has been a plethora of

epistemological theories of the most divergent char-

acter, as exemplified in Cohen's criticism of know-

ledge, the philosophic criticism of Riehl, the im-
manent philosophy of Schuppe, and so forth.

Naturally, the right of epistemological theory to

build up a system of knowledge in its own strength,
and witnout metaphysical presuppositions, has been

keenly disputed. The bankruptcj' of epistemologi-
cal theory has at times been proclaimed by those
who have fallen back upon metaphysics. As might
be expected, the results are as diverse as the

methods, and range from extreme phenomenalism
to extreme realism. It cannot be said that
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attempts at harmonization have proved more than
vain. The root-trouble of Neo-Kantism lies in its

point of departure. That consists of an unhistori-
cal mode of thinking, which, rejoicing in its isola-

tion and its alleged freedom from dogmatic depen-
dence, corrects Kant, in spite of itself, in all the
diversified forms of Neo-Kantist thinking. It is

thus manifest that its isolated critical mode does
not come near objective and universal validity.
Neo-Kantism has been styled

'

Half-Kantism,' on
the ground that Lange rejected the whole practical

philosophy of Kant, while Paulsen held to the very
half which Lange spurned. Certainly the Neo-
Kantists have shown a somewhat irrational leaning
to the negative side of Kant, Avith the unspiritual
and mechanical world -view attaching thereto.

Wundt has opposed Neo-Kantist separation of

science and metaphysics. Cohen and some others
do not seem sufhciently to realize that Kant, in his

Critique of Pure Reason, sought for experience a
basis that should include physics and psychology.
It seems clear that, in Neo-Kantism, the meaning of

inner experience has not been at all sufficiently
determined. Not less certain does it appear that
the critical materialism, or idealistic naturalism,
of much Neo-Kantism is too uncritical of the mind's

fart
in relation to the knowledge given in science,

f philosophy is to be critical, it must recognize the

reality of matter to lie, for us, not apart from
consciousness—this, without impairing the epis-

temological fact that the object, when given, wakes
a conviction of extra-mental reality. Our know-
ledge implicates existence or reality beyond know-
ledge. The cognitive subject cannot fail to recog-
nize that that of which he has knowledge exists

without him, and cannot possibly be one with his

own mental state. But, although the object is so

important to many characteristic Neo-Kantists, it

seems that, when subject and object come together,
the Neo-Kantists fail to do justice to the part
played in knowledge by the combining self-

active subject. For the object exists but for this

conscious siibject
—its necessary correlate, so far as

knowledge is concerned. It must be said that the
facts of the relation subsisting between p.sychology
and transcendentalism have still been too little

expiscated by Neo-Kantism. The transcendental

categories, it should be observed, are not deduced
from psychological concepts. Rather is it the case

that psychological ideas are here viewed from a
transcendental standpoint. When Neo-Kantists
have turned from the empirical to the rational—
Cohen and Volkelt are examples—the influence of

Hegel, rather than of Kant, has been apparent, in

spite of Cohen's express repudiation of Hegel.
Both Hegel and Cohen build up all -spanning
thought- worlds, and they can be compared through
the range of categories employed by them. In

keeping with this, Kinkel insists that thought must
have no source or origin outside itself, and Natorp
proclaims facts to be not given, or attainable, by
empiric knowledge in any absolute sense ; so that
we are brought at length to a doctrine of absolute

relativity. In fine, Neo-Kantism lands itself in an
unfortunate dilemma. For it says, practically,
that we know that there is infinite knowledge, and
that there are ideas, but that we, with our finite,
discursive thought, can never reacli tliem—the
serious practical result of which Avould seem to be
that object and knowledge, form and content,
being-in -itself and culture-consciousness, never do,
in Neo-Kantism, come together in their proper
mode or relation of hanging all together, at least

never in such a way as to meet the demands of

philosophical requirement. What Neo-Kantism
nas increasingly evidenced itself, as a system, to
be is a Kulturphilosovhie, having its acme in the
idea of humanity.
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NEO-PLATONISM.— I. Precursors of Neo-
Platonism.—The philosophy of Plato, and even
that of his independent disciple Aristotle, was a
kind of splendid digression from the main current
of Greek speculation. Plato's was a many-sided
nature. He is by turns sceptical and mystical,
constructive and analytical, a socialist and a con-

servative. But at bottom he is a pessimistic aristo-

crat, who can find little to admire or hope for in

the spirit of his age. Many of his ideas could be
realized only under a theocracy such as the Roman
Catholic Church attempted to establish in the
Middle Ages, so that Nietzsche was not wholly
wrong in calling him a Christian before Christ.
The evolution of thought in his own mind was a
curious foreshadowing of what happened at last

to his school. His growing sympathy with Orphic
and Pythagorean teachings, the devoutness and

solemnity of his later attitude towards religion, the
ethical rigorism of his old age, with its strongly
marked ascetic tendency, his interest in oracles

and demons, and the momentary appearance of an
'
evil soul

'

in the Ti7nceus, all pointed the way
which Platonism was much later to follow. Loyalty
to their master was always a tradition of the
Platonic .school ; but his disciples were not content
with mere commentatorshiiJ, like many of the

Peripatetics, and they often diverged from their

founder more widely than they knew. The mem-
bers of the older Academy Pythagoreanized still

further than Plato had done, laying stress on the
lore of numbers, and dropping the 'doctrine of

ideas,' which they could not understand. After a
time they grew tired of number-mysticism, and
concentrated their attention upon religion and
ethics. Plato's idealism now fell into the back-

ground, and a speculation, at once arid and timor-

ous, on epistemology led the school, under Arcesi-

laus and Carneades, to deny the possibility of

knowledge, asserting that probability is enough for

practical purposes. The ' New Academy
'

followed,

given up to quibbling disputations about the grounds
of probable belief. A period of frank eclecticism

ensued. Greek thought was now entering upon a

long period of comparative barrenness, which lasted

from the early part of the 3rd cent. B.C. to the rise

of Neo-Platonism. Such movement as there was
in the Platonic school was away from scepticism
and towards mysticism. The New Academy, in

despair of metaphysics, had referred men to j)ractical

utility as a test of truth ; and it became ag.^in

necessary to ask what is the end to which action

should be directed in order to be useful. Since dia-

lectic was discredited, the only source of illumina-
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tion could be the inner light. The school now-

taught that truth is given intuitively to the mind.
Thus Platonism tended to become a philosophy of

revelation, and scepticism (in spite of an attempt
to revive it by iiinesidemus) passed out of the

I'latonic tradition. By teaching that the super-
sensual alone is real, and divine illumination alone

blessed, tlie school returned, though with a differ-

ence, to the position of Plato himself. The whole
influence of the school was now on the side of

belief and piety.
But the cradle of Neo-Platonism was not the

quiet university to\\n of Athens, but the great
manufacturing city of Alexandria. From the time
when the Alexandrian school rose into prominence,
the official Academy, Avith its professor—the

Diadochus, as he was called—at Athens, fell into

insignificance, until, near the beginning of the 5th
cent.

,
the Academy was captured by the school of

Plotinus, or rather of lamblichus, and remained
Xeo-Platonic till the edict of Justinian in 529
closed the series of Platonic professors who had
taught at Athens for 800 years. It is to be noted
that Plotinus, Porphyry, and lamblichus wished to

be called Platonists, not Academicians. It is well
known that Alexandria was at this time not only
a gieat intellectual centre, but the place where,
above all others, East and West rubbed shoulders.
The wisdom of Asia was undoubtedly in high re-

pute about this time. Philostratus expresses the

highest veneration for the learning of the Indians ;

Apollonius of Tyana went to India to consult the
Brahmans ; Plotinus himself accompanied the
Roman army to Persia in the hope of gathering
wisdom while his comrades searched for booty ; and
the Christian Clement has heard of Buddha (Bovrrd).
It is, therefore, natural that many modern scholars
have looked for Oriental influence in Neo-Platonism,
and have even represented it as a fusion of European
and Asiatic philosophy. But, though the influence
of the East upon the West was undoubtedly great
during the decline of the Western Empire, it is not

necessary to derive any Neo-PIatonic doctrines from
a non-European source. Neo-Platonism is a legiti-
mate development of Greek thought, and of Plato's
own speculations. In some ways it might even be
said that Plato is more Oriental than Plotinus. It
is another question whether Neo-Platonism was
influenced in any way by the Jewish Alexandrian
.school, which is known to us through the M'ritings
of Philo. The resemblances between the Essenes
and the Neo-Pythagoreans, and between Philo and
Plotinus, are so striking that many have thought it

impossible to deny a direct dependence. But it is

more probable that the Greek and the Jewish
Alexandrian schools developed side by side under
parallel influences. Philo does not seem to have
been much read by the educated pagans, who had
strong prejiidices against the Jews.
The Pythagorean school, as a philosophy, dis-

appears from view in the 4th cent. B.C. But as a
religious society, in connexion with the so-called

Orphic rule, it was full of life. The Pythagoreans
practised the simple life on a diet of vegetables
and water. About 100 B. c. they produced a number
of pseudonymous treatises, among them the metri-
cal maxims called the ' Golden Verses of Pytha-
goras.' Tiiey taught that the Monad is the

beginning of all things. From the Monad came
the ' Indefinite Dyad,' and from the Dyad the other
numbers, and geometrical quantities. The soul is

divided into three parts (voOs, Ov/ms, <ppive%), of which
the first alone is immortal. The .space between
earth and heaven is filled by invisible spirits, who
may be induced to foretell the future and give
advice. The world is a living rational being, of
which the animating principle is heat. As centres
of Iieat the sun and stars are gods. For a time the

school or sect languished, at least in Rome, where,
Seneca says, they could not find a professor to teach
them (Nat. Qucest. Vll. xxxii. 2). But at Alex-
andria there was a strong revival. Neo-Pytha-
goreanism was consciously eclectic ; it tried to fuse

together the systems of Plato, Aristotle, and the
Stoa, consecrating the whole under the name of

Pythagoras, whose doctrines, they maintained, had
come down to them by oral tradition. They did
not discard the number-mysticism of the older/
school, but gave it a deeper metaphysical meaning. I

The Monad became the ultimate ground of all good
and of all the order of the universe. The Dyad,
on the contrary, was the ground of all imperfection
and disorder. The Monad was the sign of the

Godhead, of spirit and form ; the Dyad of ' matter.'

They acknowledged a plurality ofsubordinate gods,
and deified the heavenly bodies. They taught that
God is both immanent and transcendent, thus

attempting to reconcile Stoicism with Platonism.
The rift between God and the world was partly
closed by the idea of a World-Soul, which vaguely
embraced Stoic, Aristotelian, and Platonic concej)-
tions. The phenomenal world is unsubstantial and

constantly changing. It derives all the I'eality
which it possesses from the Divine Ideas. But
here came in the fantastic lore of numbers. Arith-
metical symbols were converted into creative types
of objects, and certain numbers, especially 3, 4, and
10, had a special sanctity. In their theory of know-

ledge they followed Plato. There are four kinds
of knowledge, with corresponding faculties : (I) vovs

{v67](Tis), spiritual perception, (2) Sidvoia, discursive

reason, which produces ^Trto-riJ^T;, science, (3)

(56|a), opinion, which draws inferences from
sensuous perception, (4) aiff6ri(ns, sensuous percep-
tion. As regards the fate of the world, they taught
that the universe is eternal, and the human soul

imperishable. The soul is a microcosm, with affini-

ties to every grade of existence. They believed in

transmigration. The Neo-Pythagoreans were strict

vegetarians, and celibates, at least as a counsel of

perfection. The '

Pythagorean life
' was a recog-

nized and standardized discipline. The Life of

Apollonius, the typical Neo-Pythagorean saint,

represents him as an ascetic, a model of piety and
devotion. He wore only linen clothes, abhorred

bloody sacrifices, and kept holy silence for five

years. He had miraculous powers ; he cast out
devils and raised the dead.
The syncretizing tendency of the age is strongly

marked in Plutarch and Maximus of Tyre. Tiie

former accepts the notion of an evil World-Soul,

developing the suggestion in Plato's Timceus. But
he is no Manichsean ; evil, for him, needs only sup-
plementing and redistributing to make it good.
More important than either of these, as a pre-
cursor of Neo-Platonism, is Numenius of Apamea,
who so far anticipated Plotinus that Amelius had
to vindicate the originality of his master. Num-
enius wished to go back to Plato and Pythagoras,
but also to sweep into his net the wisdom of the

East, including even Judaism. He gathered to-

gether the crowd of inferior gods to whom Plato
had entrusted the creation of the world, into a

single Demiurge, with attributes like those of the
Christian-Alexandrian Logos. The Godhead above
the Demiurge he calls in so many words a roi fai-
neant (^a<n\€vs dpYos, Eus. Prcep. Evang. XI. xviii. 4).

The world is
' a third God '

; so that Numenius
gives us a Trinity of unequal Persons. The im-

mediate teacher of Plotinus was Ammonius Saccas,
who is said to have been at one time a Christian^

Next to nothing is known of his doctrines, which
were not committed to writing; but Plotinus, on
first hearing him, exclaimed,

' This is the man I

was looking for
'

(tovtov iir]Tovv), and remained his-

disciple and friend as long as he lived in Egypt.
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2. Plotinus.—Plotinus was not by intention an
eclectic. It was no part of his scheme to combine
the systems of Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics.

He considered himself a Platonist, and indeed a
c<mservative Platonist. His reverence for antiquity,
which was part of the spirit of the 3rd cent. , when
creative genius was at a low ebb, made liim diary
of Hnding errors in any of ' the ancient philosophers
of blessed memory

'

(ol apx^uoi Kal fiaKapwi (piK6<TO(poi,

Enn. III. vii. 1), and he tried to represent their

divergent views as no more than superficial differ-

ences. But to Plato alone he allows plenary inspira-
tion. He will not admit that he ever deserts his

master's teaching. Again and again we find such

protestations as these :

' This doctrine is not new ; it was professed from the most
ancient times, though without beinjr develojied explicitly ;

we
wish only to be interpreters of the ancient sages, and to show
by the evidence of Plato himself that thej- had the same
opinions as ourselves '

(i&. v. i. S).

He even maintains that his three hypostases, the

One, spirit, and soul, are to be found, not merely
in Plato, but in Parmenides, Heraclitus, Anax-

agoras, and Empedocles (ih.). Pythagoras, next
to Plato, is treated with most reverence, though
Plotinus does not really owe very much to this

school, except through the Platonic tradition.

Aristotle is treated with more freedom ; he frankly
criticizes the Aristotelian categories. In reality,

however, he borrows a great deal from him—
especially the fundamental conceptions of Svvafjus

and iviprfeia, which are of vital importance in Neo-
Platonism. The world of Ideas is really alive for

Plotinus ; each Idea is an ivipyeia. It is an original

type of a definite individual : thus the Ideas have
'^an independence which they have not in Plato. In

psychology too there are important unacknowledged
debts to Aristotle. It might even be maintained
that Plotinus knew and understood Aristotle better
than Plato, though he names him only four times.
To his successors Plotinus seemed to have achieved
in principle the unification of these two great
philosophies, a task which was avowedly set before
themselves by Porphyry, lamblichus, and other
Neo-Platonists down to and including Boethius.
To Stoicism the attitude of Plotinus is in the main
hostile, since it is one of his main objects to com-
bat materialism in all its forms. Yet he owes to
the Stoics, in part, his dynamic pantheism—the
doctrine that the living forces of the Deity per-
meate all nature ; and the somewhat enigmatic
part played in his system by X6701 and irveviia shows
Stoical influence. He sums up his quarrel with
Stoicism in Enn. IV. vii., where he says that it

. is a radical mistake to explain the higher by the

lower, and to suppose that the merely potential
can of itself develop activity.
The life of Plotinus extended from about 205 to 270, the exact

dates being uncertain. He is said by Eunapius and Suidas to
have been born at Lycopolis in Egypt. At the age of 27 he be-
came a student of philosophy at Alexandria, and attached him-
self to Animonius, whose lectures he attended for eleven years.
At the end of this time he left Alexandria, and accompanied the

emperor Gordian on his ill-starred expedition against Persia,
his object being to gain a personal acquaintance with the philo-
sophies of the East. Gordian was murdered during the cam-
paign, and Plotinus with difficulty made his way back to Antioch.
Soon after, he took up his abode in Rome, where he lived for
the rest of his life. His mode of living is described by his dis-

ciple Porphyry as the ideal of the philosophic character. He
had numerous pupils, of both sexes and all ages, to whom he
lectured, though, as Bigg says (iV«i7*te«onMW, p. 187), his school
was more like a literary society than a class-room. It was not
till near the end of his life that he began to write. His confer-
ences were attended by several prominent men, such as the
senator Rogatianus, whom he persuaded to renouni^e his worldly
possessions and retire from public life. The emperor Gallicnus
and his wife Salonina had a great admiration for him, and even
promised to help in a wild scheme to found a city on a deserted
and probably m.alarious site in Campania, to be constituted on
the model of Plato's Republic. Fortunately the idea was a>)an-
doned. In spite of this aberration, Plotinus was a good man of

business, and was in request as a guardian and trustee of young
orphans of the u}iper class. He also came forward as a peace-
maker, and had no enemies, except among rival philosophers,

one of whom. Porphyry says, tried in vain to bewitch him by
sorcery. He lived an ascetic life, eating no meat and sleeping
but little. He died at the age of 66, after a long illness, at a

country house near Minturn:e. His friend, the physician Eu-
stochius, heard his last words :

'

I was waiting for you, before
the divine principle in me departs to unite itself with the divine
in the universe.' In such a busy life, we might suppose that

prayer and meditation could find but little place. But it was
not so. Plotinus would often spend whole nights in

' the prayer
of quiet.' In the words of Proclus, the greatest of his succes-

sors, his soul, which he had always kept pure, took flight to-

wards the divine principle, prayed to it, and adored it. He had
always endeavoured to raise himself above the stormy waves of
this brutal life, which is nourished on flesh and blood. It is

thus that this divine man, whose thoughts were always turned
to the supreme God and the unseen world, merited the privilege
of beholding several times the immediate presence of the God-
head, who has neither sensible nor intelligible form, since He
is exalted above intelligence and being itself. (This is the
beatiti(^ vision of all the mystics. Plotinus enjo.ved it four times

during the six years when Porphyry lived with him.)

The Enneads, edited by Porphyry, are mere
lecture-notes, Avhich Porphyry found as an unsorted

heap of almost illegible MS ;
for Plotinus had weak

eyes, and never cared to work up his lectures in

literary form. Porphyry did his best to arrange
his material according to subject, disregarding the
date of composition. He was less wise in dividing
it into six books, each containing nine chapters—
a fanciful arrangement dictated only by respect for

the ' sacred numbers.' Even the younger members
of the Neo-Platonic school, who almost worshipjied
the memory of Plotinus, groaned over the obscurity
of his style and the chaotic condition of his writ-

ings.
'

Enigmatic,'
' harsh and unintelligible,'

'scattered and disorderly,' such are the criticisms
of men who regarded his wisdom as almost super-
human. The modern reader will not differ from
them. There is naharder Greek than the Enneads,
because it is bad Greek. The author, writing
notes to refresh his memory in lecturing, has no

mercy on his readers. There are passages of noble

sublimity, of tender charm, of lofty devotion, in
the Enneads, which delight as well as instruct the
reader ; but on the whole it is probable that no
great teacher has placed so many obstacles in the

way of his own popularity as this devotee of the

ever-charming Plato. Modern historians of philo-

sophy have generally shirked the trouble of read-

ing him—Avith the result that more blunders are
current about this philosophy than about any other

system, ancient or modern. Critics have merely
copied each other's remarks about him.

Plotinus sets himself to overthrow three enemies
of the true philosophy—materialism, scepticism,
and dualism. These are the. three errors which, in

his opinion, it is most necessary to confute. Those
critics who have found in Plotinus himself a philo-
sophy of dualism have misunderstood him from

top to bottom. Popularized Platonism often takes
a dualistic form ; but neither in Plato nor in Plot-
inus is there any justification for the notion that
there are two world-principles and two worlds. In
the case of Plato, this error has been exposed satis-

factorily bj' Bernard Bosanquet (The Principle of
Individuality and Value, London, 1912, p. 8).

Plotinus, then, in opposition to these lieresies,
maintains that reality is spiritual, knowable, and
single. There are two fundamental trinities in his

system. One is the trinity of divine principles,
consisting of the Absolute or Godhead, which he
calls indifferently the One and the Good, spirit

(this is by far the best English word for vovs, wnich
is commonly rendered 'intellect' or 'intelligence'),
and soul. The other is the tripartite division of

man into spirit, soul, and body. This triadic

schematism was almost obligatory on a Greek philo-

sopher. Three is the perfect number ; its continual
recurrence in all mental processes, particularly in

the syllogism, led to an almost superstitious rever-

ence for this symbol. But there is nothing forced

or arbitrary in either of these triplets in Plotinus ;
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the dominance of the triad is much more marked in

Proclus, as it is in Hegel. Besides (and this is a

most impuitant point),
Plotinus wishes to draw no

hard boundary lines across the held of experience,
whether physical, psychical, or spiritual. His niap

of the world is covered with contour-lines, which,
as in the designs of modern chartographers, are

xinderstood to indicate not chasms but gradual

slopes. He draws a hidder and gives names to the

rungs ; but the reality, he wishes us to understand,
is much more like an inclined plane. This is emi-

nently true of the three divine principles ; it is not

less the key to his anthropology.
In their objective aspects body, soul, and spirit

are respectively the world as perceived by the

senses (Kio-^os aiadrjTds), the world interpreted by
the soul as a spatial and temporal order, and the

spiritual world (/coo-^os vo7}t6s). The organs which

perceive the world under these three aspects are

tiie bodily senses, the discursive reason (Sidvoia),

and spiritual perception or intuitive knowledge
(vSrjcns). It is only when we exercise the last—the

highest faculty of our natui'e, a power
' which all pos-

sess but few use
'—that we are ourselves completely

real and in contact with reality. This reality is

neither an independently existing external universe

nor a subjective construction thrown off by the

loind. It is constituted by the unity in duality of

the spiritual faculty and the spiritual world which
it beholds in exercising its self-consciousness.

Spirit and the spiritual world imply and involve

each other ; neither has any existence apart from
its correlative. If the spiritual world may be
called the self-extemalization of spirit, spirit may
with equal propriety be called the self-consciousness

of the spiritual world. Plotinus is not an idealist

in the modern, post-Kantian sense, though he

argued against Longinus that ' the spiritual world
is not outside spirit' (oi/k ^^w vov ra vorjTd). In

saying this, he did not mean that all reality is

mental, or that apparently external objects are

created by the mind which perceives them ; he

only meant to deny one interpretation of Plato's

Ideas—that which made them independently exist-

1/ ing entities, which the mind contemplates as some-

thing other than itself. The vorjTd are not outside

j'oDs ; but they ai'e certainly not created by vovs.

Keality was conceived by Stoics and Epicureans
alike as body itself, or as a quality or relation of

body. As against these schools, Plotinus sees the

issue more clearly than any previous thinker.

Neither Cicero nor Plutarch ever calls the Stoics

and Epicureans materialists. It is to Plotinus
more than to any other philosopher that we owe
the first clear doctrine of sj)iritua] existence. His
refutation of materialism is still valuable. The
Stoics, he says, ascribe to matter (i/Xi?) properties
which cannot belong to it. Matter is really a mere
abstraction ; it is the bare receptacle of forms, the

subject of energy, viewed by abstraction as sub-

sisting apart from the energy which alone gives it

meaning and existence. Plotinus's ' matter '

is not
material ; it is not to be confounded with the

ponderable stuff to which science gives the same
name, and which it is now engaged in subdivid-

ing till it seems on the point of being sublimated
into the subject of electrical energy—a strange ap-

proximation to Plotinus's own view. Matter is

that intangible, impalpable all-but-nothing which
remains when we subtract from an object of

thought all that makes it a possible oViject of

thought. This is quite clearly the Neo-Platonic
doctrine about matter. It is immaterial ; it is a
mere abstraction ; we arrive at it only by thinking
away all that makes consciousness of an object

possible. And yet it is commonly said, and not
without some excuse, that ' matter

'

is in this

philosophy the principle of evU. The difficulty is

a real one. It raises the question of the interrela-
tion of the two hierarchies—that of existence and
that of value. Plotinus has disposed of the claim
of matter to possess substantial reality (ovaia).

But the word '

evil
'

at once introduces another
scale—that of value. The existential problem has,

strictly speaking, nothing to do with values. An
'appearance,' as opposed to 'reality' (oiffia), is a

partial presentation of reality which needs to be

enlarged or harmonized in order to make it a true

presentation. It is false if it claims to be a pre-
sentation of fact in all its relations, whereas io

truth it ignores some of those relations. It is an
error to mistake appearance for reality ; e.g., it is

an error to regard the world of sense as an objec-
tive, self-existing cosmos. This error may be the
cause of moral fault ; but there is nothing evil

about the appearance itself. A shadow has its

place in the order of the world, as well as the
substance which casts it. It is, however, impos-
sible to confine ourselves to the purely existential

aspect of things. It is impossible for the biologist,

e.g., to avoid using such words as 'degeneration,'
' survival of the fittest,' which imply an ethical or

qualitative measuiement. Only in pure mathe-
matics are value-judgments excluded. Qualitative
estimates are based on fact not less than quantita-
tive, but they give us a different standard and
ditt'erent results, so that we are threatened with an
intractable dualism. For Plotinus it is an article

of faith that the hierarchies of existence and of

value must ultimately be found to correspond, so

that the class which has the lowest degree of

reality in the existential scale must have the

lowest degree of value in the ethical scale. But
there is one important difference between the two
series. In the scale of existence there are no
minus signs ; the all-but-non-existent occupies the
lowest rung of the ladder. But in the scale of

values we have to register temperatures below zero.

There are many facts, and some persons, of whom
we may say that it would h&ve- been better if they
had not come into existence. The moral standard,

therefore, is essentially dualistic, the existential

monistic. We may either force the two schemes
into harmony by investing

' matter
'

or '
flesh

' with
evil characteristics, in which case we have accepted
metaphysical dualism, or retain monistic views by
holding that the opposition between good and evil

is only relative. The minus signs disappear, from
the standpoint of the Absolute. The latter is the

solution towards which Plotinus inclines ; but he
is too conscious of the positive obstacles which

impede morality to be satisfied with a theory which
makes evil a mere defect in the penetration of

matter by spirit or soul. His utterances on the

problem of evU carmot all be reconciled. But his

deepest view is that matter is the absence of order

which when isolated by abstract thought becomes
the foe of order. In arguing against Stoical

materialism, he sometimes uses ' matter
'

in the

Stoical sense instead of his own, meeting his

opponents on their own ground. But Zeller is

quite wrong in saying that Plotinus makes matter
tlie evil principle. Matter is 'potentially all

things
'

; 'it is what it may become '

; it is the

necessary condition of all good. There is such
a thing as 'divine matter' (OeLa vXr;), which iS

enriched and glorified by the spirit poured into it,

so that it has a place in the eternal world. Here

below, matter remains 'a decked out corpse,'
because form and substratum are to some extent

held apart ; 'yonder,' matter too is delivered from
the bondage of corruption. In heaven form and
matter are ' one illuminated reality

'

{/j.ia ova-ia

ire<f>ioTi(Tfj.^vr)). Evil, for Plotinus, is not a negation

posited in the Absolute ;
the necessary tension

belongs only to the. world of becoming. Friction
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p..

and conflict belong to the world of soul, which is

also the world of will
; they are a condition of the

actualizing of reality on that plane, but not in the
realms above. When he is asked why strife and
friction exist, even in this imperfect world, he can

only say,
'

It had to be.' Necessity is to Plotinus
a part of the ontological argument. It belongs to

the inner nature of goodness that it should create

in the fullest and freest manner ; and this creation
is not a reduplication of a perfection which cannot
be measured quantitatively, but the production of

a hierarchy exemplifying every possible grade of

existence and value. These hierarchies are also

immediate data of experience, so that they cannot
be explained from outside. They are the founda-
tions on which philosophy has to build.

But now arises an epistemological difficulty.

Reality is constituted by the trinity in
unity

of

the perceiving spirit [vovs), the spiritual world (ra

yorjTo.), and the spiritual perception (udrjcns) which
unites subject and object in one. Keality is

thought, thing, and the relation of identity be-

tween them. This correspondence and mutual

dependence of subject and object holds good all

down the scale. Like alone sees like. How then
do we come by the '

false opinions
' which invest

matter with a spurious substantiality ? There is,

Plotinus says, an element of indeterminateness
in the soul, which apprehends the indeterminate,
matter. This half-blinded spiritual faculty, this

clouded perception, this shapeless object, all
' desire

'

to rise together into a clearer light where

they will be transformed. Our average life is

lived on the middle level of the soul's activities,
the organ of which is discursive reason {didvoia).

But, when the soul gives itself humbly as ' matter '

for spirit, it is raised up to the higher sphere of

life 'yonder,' in the spiritual world. The world of

appearance may be described either as the real

world seen through a glass darkly or as an actual

but imperfect copy of a perfect original. The real-

idealism of Plotinus holds these two views together.
'A feeble contemplation makes a feeble object of

contemplation.' The world of appearance shows
us a diversity which exists by the side of unitj%
instead of the concrete unity of spirit ; mutual
exclusion as the mark of differentiation, instead of

the mutual inclusion or compenetration which
exists in the spiritual world ; strife and opposi-
tion in the place of harmony ; time in the place
of eternity ; perpetual flux and change in the

place of the unchanging activity of spirit.
' Sens-

ible reality
'

[ij ivTavOa, ofiuwixos ovcrla) is but a
shadow of true reality. The sensible world is

a reflexion of the eternal world in the mirror of

matter.
The sensible world is the creation of the universal

soul, through the medium of nature, which is its

moving power. Nature is the active faculty of the
universal soul, its outer life, the expansion and

expression of its being, that without wliich it

would be shut up in itself. Nature is sleeping
spirit. All its activity comes from soul ; it casts

upon matter a reflexion of the forms which it

has received from above. On nature's methods
Plotinus says :

'
If anyone were to demand of nature why it produoes, it

would answer, if it were willing to listen and speak ; You should
not ask questions, but understand, keeping silence as I keep
silence ; for 1 am not in the habit of talking. What ought you
to understand '/ In the first place, that which is produced is

the work of my silent contemplation, a contemplation produced
by my nature ;

for being born myself of contemplation I am
naturally contenn)lalive, and that which contemplates in me
produces an object of contemplation, as geometers describe

figures while contemplating. I however do not describe figures ;

but while I contemplate I let fall as it were the lines which mark
the forms of bodies. I preserve the disposition of my mother
the universal soul, and of the principles which produced me [the
creative Logoi). They too were bom of contemplation, and I

was bom in the same way
'

(A'nn. iii. yiii.).

By contemplation Plotinus means attention
directed to that which is above ourselves in the
scale of reality and value. All creative activity
is the (in a sense) unconscious result of this steady
devotion to what is higher than ourselves. We
always create after some pattern in a higher
sphere ; and the whole world, thus produced, is an

image of the mind and thought of God. Foot-

prints {iX''v) of the universal soul, and of spirit

itself, are to be found everywhere.
Extension (tottos) is the necessary form which

results from tlie inability of matter to receive all

forms without dividing and separating them. The
purely indeterminate is spaceless ; extension is

given to it by the soul. Leibniz was onlj' partially
right in calling space the form of co-existc-nce ; for

co-existence can be conceived, though not pictured,

non-spatially. It is also the form of the whole and
part relation ; of the inclusion of one thing by
another. Again, it is the form under which we
recognize near and far, and so infer the reality of

the unseen and unexperienced. The external
world can teach us much about ultimate truth.

Plotinus mentions especially order and limit (rd^is
and TT^pas) as the chief lessons of natural science.

But he insists strongly on the reflexions of the
divine beauty which we find in the visible world.
His quarrel with the half-Christian Gnostics—the
most vigorous polemic in the Enncads—is mainly
on the ground that they despise this beautiful
world and regard it as evil.

' All things that are

in heaven {iKel) are also on earth,' he says in a

passage which should have saved some of his

critics from many blunders (Enn. V. ix. 13).

Plotinus is well aware that time is one of the
hardest problems in metaphysics. He does not
claim to throw any new light upon it. Time, the

moving image of eternity, arose through the desire

of the soul of the world to exert its powers. Time
is the form which the soul creates for itself when
it desires to reproduce the eternal ideas as living
activities. In the vulgar sense, time is as ever-

lasting as eternity ; it never began and will never
end. It is

' the activity of an eternal soul not
turned towards itself nor within itself, but exer-
cised in generation and creation

'

{Enn. III. vii. 12).

This view of time implies teleology. Time is

essentially the interval between the inception and

completion of creative purpose. Causation is a

teleological category, and belongs exclusively to

psychical life, or to physical life as determined
once for all by a first cause. If the world were
merelj' a mechanism, there would be no causation,
but only invariable sequence. Causation, in fact,
is what Bergson calls creative evolution, and it

requires la dur6e, as he says. But Bergson does
not succeed in proving that psychical evolution, in

'real time,' is irreversible or unpredictable. He
only makes it discontinuous, whether we read it

forwards or backwards. It is unpredictable, not

absolutely, but only by the laws which govern
inorganic matter. Creative evolution may be the

orderly development of psychical or spiritual laws.

If so, his argument for contingency falls to the

ground. For Plotinus, everj' distinct idea '

yonder
'

becomes a finite purpose 'here.' Every attribute

of God's essence becomes an activity of His exist-

ence. The time-process is not the necessary form
of the self-evolution of God ; it is the product of

His free but necessary creative activity. Nor is

there any radical difference between the laws
which regulate organic and inorganic objects. The
.same spirit which slumbers in the stone and
dreams in the flower awakes in the human soul.

Time then is not merely the measui;e of the im-

permanonce of the imperfect. It is, in his careful

definition, the measure of definite finite activity
directed to some end from which it is quite distinct
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{Enn. VI. i. 16). What is real in time is the

potentiality of qualitative change.
' Movement

of itself does not need time.' From the point of

view of practical religion it makes a great ditier-

ence whether we regard the phenomenal world as

a polarization of changeless reality, or whether we
hold that its being is radically teleological. The
former view, when developed logically and held

exclusively, leads to the vacuous existence of the

Indian contemplative, the latter to the vulgar

conception of eternal life as survival in time, and

to the brutal activity of the western man, with

whom, as Bosanquet says (The Value and Destiny

of the Individual, London, 1913, p. 295), reliance

on the future has become a disease. Plotinus tries

to combine the truth in both ; but he shows no

interest in the larger life of nations, which may
justly be regarded as representing unitary thoughts
and purposes in the mind of God. His view of the

fate of the world is nevertheless vastly superior to

those dreams of perpetual progress which, in spite

of their scientific absurdity, are so popular among
ourselves. The world-order, according to Plotinus,

evolves regularly till the end of an astronomical

cycle, when the whole process is repeated. Thus
the history of the universe consists of a number of

vast but not infinite schemes, each of which has a

beginning and an end. An infinite purpose is, as

he sees, a contradiction in terms. We must find

consolation for the inevitable disappearance of our

species by remembering that in the eternal world
all values are preserved intact.

The relation of the world 'here below' to the

world '

yonder
' has been completely misunderstood

by most critics of Neo-Platonism. There is only
one real world, the Kdcr/ios vot]t6s. The kingdom of

ovaia includes soul, but nothing lower than soul.

The half-real phenomenal world is a necessary

product of soul, and without it the divine principles
would not be what they are ; for

'

It is necessary that each principle should give of itself to

another. The Good would not be the Good, nor Spirit Spirit,

nor Soul Soul, if nothing lived dependent on the first life'

(Enn. n. ix. 3).

Thus every grade of being is bound in ' a golden
chain about the feet of God.' All divine creative-

ness is what philosophers call transeunt or transi-

tive activity. The higher does not need the lower ;

God does not need the world. The necessity of

the world lies in the inner nature of all which
derives its being from the One who is also the

Good. Proclus (who, of course, must be used with
caution as an interpreter of Plotinus) says that God
created the world by His goodness, His will, and
His providence, a trinity in unity (€voei8T]s rpids) of

motives. The soul descends into the phenomenal
world because it wishes ' to imitate the providence
of the gods.' It is, in a word, the character, not

the essence, of God that calls the world into being.
There are some thinkers who deny the possibility
of transitive activity. But this is to destroy, not

merely Platonism, but all theism. If God is tran-

scendent at all, part of His activity must be transi-

tive. The analogy of mechanical laws need not

frighten us. As soon as we reach the domain of

ovaia, we deal with values which are increased by
sharing, with forces which '

operate unspent.'
The world of sense, then, is created by soul after

the i)attern of spirit. It is a construction of super-
ficial experience, a rough-and-ready synthesis based

on imperfect data. It is not identical with the

world as known to natural science. The latter is

an attempt to interpret the universe by the ex-

clusive use of quantitative categories. The world
of common experience is quite different from this.

It is a blurred and confused picture of the spiritual

world, distorted by defects in the organ of percep-

tion, and split up by the very conditions of som-

life. For all that, it is a gi-eat and glorious thing,
a vision of the eternal verities. Plotinus replies

indignantly to the Gnostic theory that the world
was created through a lapse of the universal soul :

'We affirm that the soul created the world not because it

looked downward but because it looked upward. In order to

look downward, the soul must have forgotten the spiritual
world. But if it had forgotten it, how;could it create the world ?

Where could it find its pattern, except from what it saw yonder?
But if it thought of the spiritual world while creating, it did

not look downward at all. . . . We must not allow that the

world is ill made because it contains much that is disagreeable.
It is only an image of the spiritual world, but could there be a

more beautiful image ? ... Do not suppose that a man becomes

good by despising the world and all the beautiful things that

are in it. When we love a person, we love all that belongs to

him ; if we love the father, we love the children for his sake.

But every soul is a child of our Father in heaven. How can

this world, with the divine powers which it contains, be separ-
ated from the spiritual world ? Those who despise what is so

nearly akin to the spiritual world, prove that they know nothing
about the latter except in name '

(Enn. n. ix. i).

The flaws which we justly observe in the world

as we know it are themselves evidence that the

soul has her true home in a higher sphere, above

the discordance, change, and strife which are the

conditions of spatial and temporal existence.

What is most real in this world is that which
most reflects the mind and purpose of that which
called it into being. The only way to understand

anything is to view it in relation to its source and

goal in the sphere next above it. The ' nature
'

of

anything is to be sought in its completed develop-^
ment.
The Third Person in the Neo-Platonic Trinity is

not the aggregate of individual souls, but ' the

soul of the all.' To this Plotinus assigns attributes

which hardly distinguish it from spirit. It is

exalted above space and time. It remains itself

at rest while it illuminates the world and gives it

life. It is not in the world ; rather the world is in

it, embraced by it and moulded by it. The indi-

vidual soul can understand itself only by contem-

plating the universal soul. The passage in which
Plotinus urges us to this holy quest is one of

the finest in the Enneads, and it is familiar to

thousands who have never read Plotinus, because

it is closely imitated by Augustine in the most
famous chapter of the Confessions :

'The soul ought first to examine its own nature to know
whether it has the faculty of contemplating spiritual things,

and whether it has indeed an eye wherewith to see them, and
if it ought to embark on the quest. If the spiritual world

is foreign to it, what is the use of trying? But if there is a

kinship between us and it, we both can and ought to find it.

First then let us consider that it is the universal soul which,
created all things, breathing into them the breatli of life.

_.
. .

The soul sets them in their order and directs their motions,

keeping itself apart from the things which it orders and moves
and causes to live. The soul must be more honourable than

they, since they are born and perish, as the soul grants them
life' and leaves them ; but the soul lives for ever and never

ceases to be itself. This great soul must be contemplated by
another soul, itself no small thing, but one that makes itseU

worthy to contemplate the great soul by ridding itself of

deceit and of all that beguiles common souls, through quiet
recollection. For it let all be quiet; not only the body that

encompasses it, and the tumult of the senses, but let all its

environment be at peace. Let the earth be quiet, and the sea

and air, and the heaven itself calm. Let it observe how the

soul flows in from all sides into the resting world, pours into it,

penetrates and illumines it. Even as the bright beams of the

sun enlighten a dark cloud and give it a golden border, so the

soul when it enters into the body of the heaven gives it life and

immortality and awakens it from sleep. . . . The soul gives
itself to every point in this vast body. . . . But itself is not
divided ; it does not split itself up in order to give life to each

individual. All things live by the soul in its entirety ; it is all

present everywhere, like the Father which begat it, both in its

unity and in its universality. The heaven, vast and various as

it is, is one by the power of the soul, and by it is this universe

of ours divine
'

(v. i. 2).

Individuality is always a difficult problem in

systems like that of Plotinus. Individual souls

are not parts of the universal soul. They are

rather X6701 (active principles) of spirits, corre-

sponding to distinct Ideas 'yonder.' But in the

spiritual world there is distinction without separa-
tion. The separateness and mutual externality of
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souls in this world is a TrdOrifia of bodies, not of

soul itself. In this world we find separation with-
out disparity, and resemblance without unity ;

'

yonder
'

it is not so. And even here the soul

never loses its correspondence with the universal

soul, tlirough which
'

all souls are one.' Sympathy
is as much a fact of experience as individuality,
and bears witness to a real unity behind apparent
separateness. Plotinus is anxious to preserve
human individuality.

' Each individual must be

\
himself (del eKacrrov ^Kaarov elvai) ; and each

j

individual soul is
' an original cause

'

{irpurovfyyhs
i alrla, Enn. III. i. 8). The soul '

is present
' with

i the body, but not within it ;
it remains pure of all

I admixture, and is always itself.

Psychology of Plotinus.—Sensation (aiffdrjixii) is

not a passive impression made by external objects
on the perceiving faculty. It is an activity

—an

ivipyeia, not a irddos. The difference between sensa-

tions and spiritual perceptions {vo-qa-eis) is one of

degree ; sensations are dim vo-qaeis. The mind is

never dormant in perception ; what we call per-

ception is largely the work of imagination. The
fact that we can perceive external objects at

all is a proof of the ' faint sympathy
'

{cifivdpd

(rvfiirddeia, IV. iv. 40) which pervades all natiire,
for we can be aware only of what is akin to

ourselves.

Pleasure and pain are not pure sensations, since

they are states of consciousness ; and, on the other

hand, they are not affections {irddrj) of the soul.

They belong to ' the compound
'

(t6 a-vvdeTov),

i.e. to soul present to body, or body present to

soul.

Memory and imagination, which in Plotinus are

closely connected, belong to the discursive reason

(didvoLa). Recollection {avdfivrjcns) demands a

higher kind of volitional and rational activity
than memory {fiiH^fxt}), and is confined to man,
while the lower animals possess some memory.
Plotinus transforms Plato's dvdfivr](ns into a
doctrine of innate ideas potentially present. The
higher soul is by choice forgetful of all that is

foreign to its true nature, but it recovers ideas

which belong to an earlier and nobler state of

existence, which have been forgotten here below.

Memory is of images only ; spiritual perception is

first transformed into an image reflected in the
mirror of the imagination, and memoiy is the

faculty which grasps this image. We do not
'remember' voTjrd, because we contemplate them
as permanent activities of our higher self. There
is no memory

'

yonder
'

; for all spiritual perception
is timeless (dxpovos irdcra vo-qcns, Enn. IV. iv. 1).

Imagination (4>avTa(ria), opinion (S6^a), and dis-

cursive tliought all float between the spiritual
and sensible Avorlds. Perception seizes the forms

(d8r}) of sensible objects. At the summit of this

faculty, when the at^d-qfia, becomes a purely mental

repiesentation, the faculty takes the name of to

(pavTaartKbv in presence of the object, of memory
in its absence. Imagination is mid-way between
sensation and reason ; its higher state is the same
as opinion. Porphyry makes the three faculties
of knowledge to be sensation, imagination, and vods,
and says that neither sensation nor v6r)(ns is possible
without imagination. ^avTa(Tla, it will be seen, is

nearer Voratellung than '

imagination,' and ^dv-
raa-fia is what modern philosophy incorrectly (to a
Platonist) calls an 'idea.' Some modern writers,

notably Wordsworth, have given imagination a
far more exalted place. The '

imagination,' which
'

is reason in Iier most exalted mood,' is Plotinus's

I'oepa (pavracia. Even 'intellectual love,' which
ushers spirit into the presence of the One, is for

Wordsworth inseparable from imagination—a pro-
found truth which is the key to the understanding
of religious symbols generally. In (he discursive

reason {didvoia) the proper function of the soul is

achieved. Self-consciousness belongs to it ; the

yet higher activities of the soul are not self-

conscious. Plotinus does not regard self-conscious-
ness as the highest of human powers. He has
observed that we do things best when we are not

thinking of ourselves as doing them ; our organs
remind us of their existence only when they are
out of order. What we call consciousness of self

is in truth consciousness of a contrasted not-self.

There is a kind of unconsciousness in the highest
experiences of the soul ; our senses '

protest that

they have seen nothing
'

{Enn. V. viii. 11) ; but we
can no more doubt them than we can doubt our
own existence. But discursive thought is only the

polarized copy of ^6770-15. The soul, in knowing
itself,

' knows that there is something better than
itself

'

; it knows itself as another's (V. iii. 4 and 6).

Plotinus pui"posely makes vovs and didvoia overlap ;

discursive reason is never separated from vo-qais at
the one end, and creativeness (woiy}<jLs) at the other.

The realm of soul is
' the world of life

'

{k6<thos

^ojtik6s, identified with \pvxv by Proclus). Soul has

ovala, but the soul-world is fully real only when it

is taken as a whole, not as split up among indi-

vidual foci of consciousness, and in time. There
are three planes on which a man may live, and his

rank in the scale of existence depends on the
choice which he makes : he may live a purely
external life, obeying his natural instincts, or he

may live in obedience to his discursive reason, the
life of an intelligent but unspiritual man, or he

may, in rare instances, attain to ' the life of gods
and godlike men,' the life of the spirit. The soul,
as a microcosm, has affinities with every rung of

the ladder which reaches from earth to heaven.
These stages shade offinto each other

;
Neo-Platon-

ism knows of no rigid barrier-lines.

Before our birth, says Plotinus, we existed as

pure souls and spirits, attached to the universal
soul. Why do souls ever leave this happy state,
and ' come down '

to earth ? This is a real crux of

Neo-Platonism, and Plotinus, who always seems to

be thinking aloud, does not conceal his perplexity
about it. He throws out several suggestions
which do not pretend to be consistent with each
other. He has consulted Heraclitus, Empedocles,
and Pythagoras without finding any clear answer
to the question. Even the divine Plato does not

always use the same language. How shall we
reconcile his well-known words about the body
being the cave, the prison, the tomb of the soul,
and about the moulting of the soul's wings through
contact with matter, with the doctrine of the

Timceus, that the Creator sent soul into the world
to make it the abode of spirit or intelligence, and
with a view to its perfection ? If we follow the

TimcBUS, the soul is not to blame ;

' we may care
for that which is below us without ceasing to abide
in the highest and best.' Plotinus shows us that
he would like to follow the Tima'us, not the
Phcedrus. But he characteristically tries to prove
that both may be true. It is permissible to say
that God sent the souls down to earth, for 'the

operation of the highest principle, even though
there are many stages between, can be traced down
to the end of the process.' And yet the soul com-
mits tAvo faults, one in coming down, and the other

in entering into bodies. It does so by choice, and
because it desires to bring order into what is below.
If it returns quickly, it has surt'ered no hurt ;

indeed it has put forth powers which would other-

wise have remained latent. The soul must com-
municate its gifts, for all grades of reality and
value must exist, down to the lowest degree possible.
The soul learns its OAvn good by the experience of

contraries, though the strongest souls niay under-

stand evil without experience of it (IV. viii.). The
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soul descends into the body prepared for it, as if

summoned by a lierald (iv. iii. 13). The soul has
a desire to go forth and create according to what
she has seen in the spiritual world (I v. vii.). The
ascents and descents of the soul are necessary

parts of the universal harmony (IV. iii. 12). Yet
there is a danger lest the soul be ' deceived and
bewitched' bj- the charm of sensuous being (IV.

vi. 3). It beholds itself in the mirror of matter,
and like Narcissus falls in love with the image
and plunges in after it (IV. iii. 12). These last

f)assages
represent the real view of Plotinus. The

ocal metaphors of ascent and descent must not
mislead us. The soul does not sin by desiring to

create after the eternal pattern in a lower sphere ;

it is entirely right and necessary that our world
should exist ; but, as soon as we forget that we
are strangers and pilgrims here, sin begins. There
is a want of firmness and consistency in the teach-

ing of Plotinus on this subject ; he is hampered
partly by reverence for Plato, and partly by the

very natural tendency to Weltflucht in a dismal
and hopeless age ; but his deeper thought is un-

questionably that which most decisively excludes
the Gnostic errors which he combats so strenu-

ously.
Plotinus also asks, Can the soul itself sin ? Does

it 'descend entire,' or is there a divine nucleus at
the heart of humanity, which can take no stain ?

Plotinus holds that there is, and he expresses this

in spatial imagery by saying that '

part of the soul

remains above.' This is his own theory, though
he tries to father it on Plato. And it is most
interesting to find that the later Neo-PIatonists,
in spite of their almost superstitious reverence for

the 'most divine Plotinus,' frankly desert him
here. lambliclms, Proclus, Simplicius, and Priscian
all maintain that the soul comes down entii'e ;

only Theodoras and Damascius follow Plotinus.

Proclus, who is quite emancipated from the Pla-
tonic doctrine of irrepoppwjo-is, makes the creation
of the world an essential movement of spirit. The
soul descends ' because it desires to imitate the

providence of the gods. What nobler enterprise
could it set itself than to hand on to other created

beings the gifts which God has given to itself?'

(Proclus, in Timceum, 338). It is plain that later

Neo-Platonism is more ^villing to receive a true
incarnational doctrine than Plotinus was. The
soul may still be at home in heaven while it ener-

gizes with all its powers on earth. The more

deeply it penetrates into the darkest recesses of

nature, the more fully is it fulfilling its divine
task. Heroic action and real struggle are proper
to the divine life.

The soul, which exists in its own right, neither
comes into being nor perishes. When separated
from the body it no longer exercises its lower

faculties, which are not extinguished by death,
but remain dvvdfj.fi only (Enn. iil. iv. 6). Such
faculties as opinion, reasoning, and memory are

superfluous under the conditions of eternal life.

Resurrection, he says pointedly, is an awakening
from the body, not with the body (III. vi. 6). Dis-
carnate .souls help the universal soul to govern the
world ; their separate individuality is not lost, but
latent (ovk Icttiv ivepydq. ovd' av aTToXuXev, VI. iv. 16).

And yet beatified spirits enjoy a happy communion
with each other. Unrighteous souls are sent into
other bodies, even the bodies of ignoble beasts, as
a j)unishment. Chastisements are proportioned
to ofi'ences by divine law (iv. iii. 24). A man's

guardian angel {8aijji.ivv) may also inflict chastise-

ment on the disembodied soul (III. iv. 6). There
is a higher and a lower soul. The higher soul

cannot be lost, but we may, so to speak, lose it by
identifying ourselves with lower interests. The
soul of the bad man may be lost, bat not the soul

which would have been his if he had not been a
bad man. We are what we love and care about.
We now come to what for Neo-Platonism is the

centre of the whole system—the sjiiritual world.
It is here that we are to find the fully real and the

completely true. This reality is neither thought
nor thing, but the unity in duality of spirit (vovi)
and the sjiiritual world (vorjrd). Plotinus is no
idealist in the modern sense. '

Spirit, the whole
of reality, and truth, are one nature' (III. ix. 3).
'

Being, by being perceived, gives to Spirit percep-
tion and existence

'

(r6 6;' rcjj voelcdai t<^ vy oiobv to

voeiv Kal t6 dvai, V. i. 4).
'

Spirit in beholding
reality beheld itself, and in beholding entered into
its proper activity, and this activity is itself (V.
iii. 5). Nor does reality consist in a relation :

'

reality is that which is seen, not the act of seeing
'

(VI. ii. 8). NdTjcris is the relation between vovs and
vorjTov, but the two are identical, though not

absolutely fused. ' Where Spirit energizes in

itself, the objects of its activity are other .spirits ;

but M'here it energizes outside itself, the soul
'

(VI.
ii. 21). 'The forjrd are many in one and one in

many and all together
'

(VI. v. 5). Spirit
' wanders

among realities' (^v owiais TrXavaTai) on 'the field

of truth,' remaining always itself. Though it does
not change, it is constantly active.

Plotinus has much to say about the categories
of the spiritual world ; but he is again hampered
by Plato, who gives one set of categories in the
Philcbus and another in the Sophist. In the

spiritual world there are certain antinomies which
cannot be reconciled in our ordinary experience,
but which in a higher sphere are fully harmonized.
These are—thought and its object ; identity and
difference ; change and permanence. The discus-

sion of these categories, which occupies a great
deal of space in the Enneads (for he takes the

opportunity of criticizing Aristotle at great length),
has been very differently estimated by modern
critics. To the present writer it seems disappoint-
ing. The subject-object relation is not on the
same footing as change and permanence. The real

attributes of the spiritual Avorld are truth, beauty,
and goodness, as Plotinus is well aware. In the

spiritual world these are both fully realized and

fully operative. He insists repeatedly that it is

a life which he is describing, a state of intense

activity which, as being unimpeded, may also be
called rest. Some of the finest passages in the
Enneads [e.g., V. i. 3, V. iii. 3, V. viii. 4, VI. vii. 31)
describe with enthusiasm the glory of life in the
eternal world.

The individual spirit is the same being as the
individual soul, only transformed into the divine

image and liberated from all baser elements.
There is

'

something unique
'

in every spirit ; but
it is no longer any bar to the most complete com-
munion with all that is good, true, and beautiful

in others. Spirits pass their existence in '

living

contemplation
'

(dewpLa fwcra. III. viii. 8). In this

state ' soul is the matter of Spirit
'

(III. ix. 3),

which means that tiie self-transcendence of the
soul is achieved by making itself the passive in-

strument of spirit. In knowing God, the spirit
knows also itself ; and the .soul can have direct

access to God—' there is nothing between.'
The whole philosophy of Plotinus is an ontology

of moral, intellectual, and sesthetic values. The
highest form in which reality can be known by
spirits, who are tliemselves the roof and crown of

things, is the general ideas of truth, beauty, and

goodness, manifesting themselves in the myriad
products of creative activity. These attributes of

reality, which, so far as we know, constitute its

entire substance, are spiritual ; i.e. they belong ta
a sphere of unified existence which is neitiier sub-

jective nor objective but constituted by the indis-
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soluble unity in duality of subject and object.
These three attributes are ultimates, in our experi-
ence. They cannot be fused, or even wholly har-

monized. There is a kind of noetic parallelism
between tliem.

We have now reached in our survey the last

stage of the soul's upward journey, the absolute
Godhead above existence, whom Plotinus calls the
One or the Good. The spiritual world is the Neo-
Platonie heaven, and the undivided spirit who is

completely expiessed in that world is the normal

object of religious worship. But philosophy must
distinguish between God and the Godhead. The
God whom we worship is the revelation rather
than the revealer, just as the personality that we
know is the '

I\Ie
'

rather than the ' I
' who knows

the Me. The source and goal of revelation cannot
be revealed ; the source and goal of knowledge
cannot be known. The goal of the intellect is the
One ; the goal of the will is the Good ; the goal of

love and admiration is the Beautiful. Plotinus
follows all three lines of ascent. The Absolute
must be—this is the conclusion of the dialectic ; it

ought to be—this is the conclusion of ethics ; it is

—this is the discovery of the '

Spirit in love
'

{vovs

ipQv). The dialectical proof is that the idea of

plurality implies that of unity, that of relativity
an Absolute. The moral aspiration for the Good
is assumed throughout the Enneads ; it is regarded
as too fundamental to need argument. Of the
Beautiful he says that he who has not yet seen
God desires Him as the Good ; he who has seen
Him adores Him as the Beautiful (I. vi. 7). It is

true that he does not add to /caXw as a third name
of the Absolute. But he does not really subordin-

ate Beauty to Truth and Goodness. Ultimately,
they are one and the same. Since the One has no

form, it is better, Plotinus says, to call Him Beauty
than the Beautiful ; he is

' the source and principle
of all beauty, the power that is the flower of all

the beautiful, the creator of beauty
'

(VI. vii. 8).

The Absolute is called by Plotinus the One.
The Monad in Pythagorean arithmetic was not
itself a number, but the source in which the whole
nature of all numbers was gathered up and implicit.
There is a sense in which unity and plurality are

correlatives, so that we cannot have one without
the other. In this sense the Absolute One is a
contradiction. But for Plotinus the One is the
trjinscendence of separability rather than of

jplui-
ality. The One is

'

beyond existence.' For Plato
the Good had been within the circle of the Ideas ;

for Plotinus it is above them. He uses in speak-
ing of the One the negative language familiar to

all students of mysticism. The One is beyond
existence, beyond spirit and life ; he is in truth
ineflable (dpptjTov) ; whatever Ave deny of him we
deny rightly ; or rather we may speak of him if

we add, 'yet not this but something higher.'
Thus the Absolute does not think, and is not
conscious ; but he knows himself by a direct self-

intuition (clttXtj Tis iiri^oXr] airb irpbi avrd) and abides
in a state of wakefulness (eypriyopcni) beyond being
(V. iii. 13). In the Absolute knower and known
coalesce so perfectly that no relation exists between
them. The Absolute's knowledge of Himself is an
dXij^icij v6r](ni, though difl'erent from that of j/oOj.

We must not attribute will to the One, but we
rnay say

' he is what he willed to be, for he posited
himself.'

If the One did not generate the spiritual world,
its

activity, says Plotinus, would have been dor-
mant and hidden. The objection,

' How can multi-

plicity emanate from absolute unity?' is answered
by boldly carrying the war into the enemy's
country.

' Can you show any reason why the First
Good should remain stationary in itself? Is it

envious ? Or is it impotent, though it is the source

and potentiality of all things?' (v. vi. 1). As a
mere metajihor, he bids us think of tiie effluence
of liglit from the sun, which loses nothing by shin-

ing. This is, as we now know, an unfortunate
illustration ; but it does not ali'ect the argument,
since, as has been urged, the law of the expenditure
of energy does not hold good for spiritual exist-

ence. The One does not lose anything by creating
spirit, but its power penetrates not only all the

spiritual world, but the soul-world likewise, down
to the lower confines of being. We must remem-
ber that there is no sharp division between the
Absolute and spirit, nor between .spirit and soul.

Just as there is no obstacle to prevent soul from

becoming spirit
— '

only then we call it no longer
soul, but our Spirit

'—so there is no barrier between
spirit and the One. The chain is unbroken
throughout. Indeed, he says once, quite clearly,
that spirit is the self-consciousness of the Absolute.
' The One turned towards himself and looked, and
this seeing is Spirit' (V. i. 7). Reciprocally,
'

Spirit, while thinking itself, thinks the One, for

it thinks of itself as active, and the activity of all

things turns towards the Good.' All activity
directed to spiritual ends is an unconscious con-

templation of God.
When Plotinus calls the Absolute the Good, he

may seem to fall under the censure of Bradley,
who proves that morality, as such, must be tran-

scended in the Absolute. He explains, however,
that it is only in relation to ourselves that this

name can be given to the One. Moreover, he does
not use ' the Good '

in a moralistic sense. Virtue,
he says truly, is not the Good, but a good (I. viii. 6).
' The Good '

is rather the Perfect— harmonious

unity as the goal of desire. The Good is the ful-

filment of the natural desire (6pf^is) for self-com-

pletion and self-transcendence, to which we are

impelled by our nature. ' All things strive after

life, immortality, and activity
'

(VI. vii. 20).
We can know the unknowable, because we our-

selves in our deepest ground are the unknowable.
This is the foundation of the Plotinian mysticism,
which comes in as the crown of an all-embracing
metaphysical system. The soul, when it has be-

come spirit, has in a sense reached its goal ; but
even then it counts not itself to have appre-
hended. Even in heaven there is the mystery of

love for something beyond ; even the beatified

spirit may still love and aspire. Even in this life

moments are not denied us, though they are few,
when the soul is swept entirely out of itself and
carried up into the inettable region

'

beyond exist-

ence,' where the One manifests himself in his

majesty.
' What is better,' he asks,

' than the life of Spirit, most wise

and sinless and faultless as it is ? . . . If we find nolliin<r better

than Spirit, we will stop there. But no 1 we nuist mount still

higher, to find the absolutely One and self-sutiicing, on which
all these things depend. It must be something: above and

beyond being. Is it enough to say tliis and then leave the sub-

ject? No, the soul is in travail and longing. Can we find a
charm for this pain? It cannot come througli the discursive

i-eason, but by some spiritual contact, about which we may
reason afterwards, but not at the time. We must believe that

the soul has truly seen, when it suddenly perceives a liglit. We
must believe that God is present, when he comes into tlie

house of him who invites him, and gives him life. . . . This is

the soul's true goal, to touch that light, and to behold it by
means of that light itself, and not by any other light ;

even as

we see not the sun by any light except its own '

(v. iii. 17).

There are many other fine passages in the

Enneads in which the beatific vision is described. In

the last chapter he imagines a worshipper at the

njysteries led through the forecourts aaorned with

statues of the
^ods,

and at the last admitted into

the Holy of Holies itself.
' And when the vision is over, the man will once more awake

the virtue that is in him. . . . This is the life of the gods, and

of godlilie and blessed men, a release from all else here below,

a life that takes no pleasure in earthly things, a flight of the

alone to the Alone '

(vi. ix. 11).
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The system of Plotinus lias the appearance of

mysticism superimposed upon rationalism, not

unlike the philosophy of Spinoza. But it is not

legitimate to limit mysticism to rapture or ecstasy.
The central doctrine of mysticism is not that we
can see God only in a state of swoon, but that we
can see only what we are. This principle is applied

consistently by Plotinus at every stage of experi-
ence. He uses it to confute in turn materialism,
naturalism, and intellectualism, each of which is

shown to be a synthesis from imperfect data, com-

posed by an imperfect instrument. At the final

stage spirit itself is led to define itself against the

bacKground of a deeper mystery. In this sense

mysticism is present and active throughout the
whole scheme. Another fundamental doctrine of

mysticism is that love is the key to all mysteries,
the guide and revealer of all higher truth. Here
also Plotinus applies a great principle to the whole
of life. There is a half-unconsi Ous upward striv-

ing {i<peais) in all creation, which groans and tra-

vails to be delivered from the bondage of corrup-
tion. At the top of the ladder the voDs ipup throbs
with the amor mtellectualis Dei, and at rare inter-

vals feels that its passion is satisfied. The main
difference between the mysticism of Plotinus and
traditional Christian mysticism, as standardized
in Roman Catholic manuals of ascetical theology,
is that the ecstatic state is with Plotinus an exceed-

inglj' rare phenomenon, encountered only at the
summit of spiritual development ; and it is note-

worthy that his successors in the school do not

cheapen it at all. Christian mysticism, on the
other hand, speaks of such visitations as common
in the early stages of the life of holiness, and
warns beginners not to think too much of them.
Some female mystics are recorded to have spent a
considerable fraction of their lives in a state of

trance. This difference is in no way to be traced
to the teachings of Christianity, which gives no

encouragement to the indulgence of violent reli-

gious emotion. It is the result of the discipline of

the cloister, and of the peculiar mental conditions
induced by that kind of life. The Hellenic mind
was averse from this kind of asceticism, and Plot-
inus at any rate would not have approved of de-

liberate self-hypnotization such as was practised
by many mediaeval mystics. The sanity and calm
of Neo-Platonic discipline preserved its votaries
from the terrible reactions which fill so large a

place in the biographies of Christian mystics.
There is not a trace in Plotinus of ' the dark night
of the soul,' or the experience of 'dereliction.'

Even if we grant that the Greeks made too little

of sin and repentance, the balance of good seems
to be decidedly on the side of Plotinus and his

disciples. And it must be remembered that no
religious teacher appealed less to religious excite-
ment than the Founder of Christianity.
The mystical state is always the result of intense

mental concentration, which Plotinus calls S-ttXijictis.

The mind must be resolutely shut against all im-

pressions from outside ; hence the language used

by all mystics about the blankness or darkness of
tlie mind at the moment of vision. Plotinus ex-

perienced this vision several times—Porphyry says
four times during his own association with him.
But the importance of ecstasy in Neo-Platonism
has been as much exaggerated as that of Nirvana
in western books about Buddhism. What the
doctrine of the One as the supreme object of love

really secures is that human spirits in their most
exalted mood may share not only a common life

and a common happiness, but a common hope and
a common prayer.
The connexion of ethics with philosophy was

becoming closer throughout the whole history of
Greek thought. In Plotinus the two blend very

completely. But there is not much—perhaps too
little—about social and political morality in Plot-
inus. He tells us that the '

political virtues' must
be acquired first, but touches very lightly upon
them. They are a preparatory stage ; next comes
'

purification
'

(Kddafxns). The soul must cleanse
itself from external stains, and strip off its own
lower nature :

'

Cliisel away from thy soul what is superfluous, straighten
that which is crooked, purify and enlighten that which is dark,
and do not cease working at thy statue until virtue shines
before thine eyes with its divine splendour, and thou seest

temperance seated in thy bosom in its holy purity' (i. vi. 9).

Discipline of the thoughts is the most important
part of this training ;

if the heart be kept pure,
right action will follow almost necessarily. The
simple life, rather than mortification of the flesh,
is in harmony with Neo-Platonic ethics. But in

the matter of love and marriage he is not much
superior to his contemporaries. He sees that sen-

suous indulgence rivets the chains which bind the
soul to earth

;
he does not see that the love of man

and woman, consecrated by marriage, may be the
best initiation into heavenly love. The conflict

with evil is a process of emancipation rather than
a struggle with a hostile spiritual power. Human
wickedness is never absolute. ' Vice is still human,
being mixed with something contrary to itself.'

Most sin is caused by
' false opinions

'

{\pevSeis

56fai), untrue valuations, and ignorance of all

kinds. Goodness must be sought for its own sake.
'
If any man seeks anything else in the good life,

it is not the good life that he is seeking
'

(I. iv. 12).

The only true motive is the desire ' to become like

to God. The ultimate good is to be something,
not to do something. Thus all virtues are in a
sense a preparation for contemplation {deupla) ; and
the three main roads which lead us upward are the

arts, philosophy, and love. The cult of beauty is

thus, as for Plato himself, an indispensable part of

the moral life. But '

beauty
'

is an attribute not

only of visible forms, but still more of noble actions

and noble thoughts. Plotinus would have us ad-

mire truly, think truly, and love truly
—these

three, in his view, 'lead life to sovereign power.'
The great sin is selfishness or self-will, which
makes us '

forget our Father.' The separate self is

a figment ; we are members one of another, and

may be compared to a choir which sings out of

time when it ceases to look at the conductor. The
Plotinian ethic is theocentric, but not unsocial.

Plotinus himself felt no need of the popular
mythology and worship. He surprised his disciples

by his indifl'erence to the externals of religion ;

and, when they ventured to question him on the

subject, he replied,
'
It is for the gods to come to

me, not for me to go to them.' In this attitude he
differed greatly from his most famous successor,

Proclus, who spent much of his time at the temples,

engaged in devotional exercises. Plotinus uses the
names of the gods to serve as an allegorical present-
ment of his system. They have no reality for him.
But he leaves room for them by his doctrine that
the universe contains many beings more divine

than man—daemons, and gods, who are dremons of a

superior order. He believes in magic, like all his

contemporaries, and to some extent in astiology ;

but he reduces these beliefs as much as is possible
without abandoning them. He attaches import-
ance to prayer, but prefers

' the prayer of quiet,'
which does not offer petitions. He does not en-

courage us to pray for deliverance from earthly
calamities. Some of these are necessary in a uni-

verse constituted like ours ; others have their ap-

propriate remedy (e.g., if a nation wishes to avoid

servitude, it must learn to fight); and all of them
are of small account to an immortal being, who
knows that he is only a temporary sojourner in a
world where such things happen. The soul is not in-
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jured by such occurrences, and we should bear public
and private calamities philosophically. Death only
means that ' the actor changes his mask.' We may
trust that Providence orders all for the best.

3. Neo-Platonism after Plotinus.—The appear-
ance of a great speculative genius like Plotinus in

a period so barren of originality as the 3rd cent, of

our era had an immediate and decisive influence

on the future of Greek philosophy. The school of

Plotinus swallowed up and absorbed all other

systems. A hundred years after his death

Eunapius could say that he was more read than
Plato himself, and adds quite justly that his fame
is very largely due to his disciple Porphyry.

(a) Porphyry.
—Porphyry (he took this name as

the Greek equivalent of his Syrian name Malchus
= Melek, a king) was born in 233 and died soon

after 300. He is best known as a formidable

opponent of Christianity ; but our present subject
is his influence upon the development of Neo-
Platonism. He was mainly an expositor and com-

mentator, his writings being afterwards much used

for educational purposes ; and it is to him that we
owe the preservation of Plotinus's own writings.
So far as we can judge from the rather scanty
remains of his numerous books, he attempted to

schematize the progress of the soul from the lower
to the higher virtues more thoroughly than his

master had done, and laid much more stress on

asceticism, especially on abstinence from a flesh-

diet. The philosopher, he held, ought not to live

like the rest of mankind, but to follow rules like

those which priests, who have accepted the obliga-
tion to lead a holier life than other men, lay down
for themselves (de Abstinentia, 4, 18). He denied

the transmigration of human souls into animal

bodies, which Plotinus had accepted, though
perhaps not quite seriously. Porphyry was a

devout and highly moral man, of a somewhat
sombre and fanatical temperament ; on one occa-

sion Plotinus had to dissuade him from taking his

own life. He was dutifully credulous of his own

mythology, though his rationalist attacks upon
the NT miracles showed much acuteness. Augus-
tine, writing, of course, after his death, pointed
out that some of his beliefs were derived ' not from

Plato, but from his Chaldsean masters,' and that

the Chaldsean superstitions which he favoured
were as criminal by Roman law as Christianity
itself.

{b) lamblichus and others.—lamblichus, another

Syrian, had been a pupil of Porphyry. He was a

more considerable philosopher than his teacher.

He showed his independence by teaching that

every soul must descend and ascend periodically ;

there is no permanent abode in heaven for any one.

The soul also descends entire, and is not impecc-
able.

'

If the will sins,' he asks,
' how can the

soul be sinless ?
'

(e^ t) irpoaipeais a/xaprdvei, irQs

dvafidpTTiTos 7} ypvxfl ; Proclus, in Tim. 341). He
also developed the triadic arrangement of the

stages of emanation. The scheme of lamblichus
is nevertheless a religion, of the Gnostic type,
rather than a philosophy. He turns the ideas and

hypostases of Plotinus into gods and daemons, and
leaves the door wide open for magic and theurgy,
though he does not .seem to have encouraged these

superstitions deliberately. At any rate he laughed
(a rare event with him) when asked whether it was
true that he sometimes floated in the air while

saying his prayers. He is throughout more in

sympathy witli the Pythagoreans than with the
Platonic tradition. lamblichus died about 330.

The names of several lesser men, belonging to

the school of Iaml)lichus, are preserved. Julian
was himself a philosopher of this school, and his

brief reign raised the hopes of the
pa^jans,

who
were now clearly on the losing side. Neo-Platonism

had definitely committed its fortunes to the sinking
ship of paganism ; and, as the abler minds trans-

ferred their allegiance to Christianity, carrying
with them most of what was vital and permanently
valuable in the philosophy of the later paganism,
the Hellenists were driven more and more to rely,
not upon the independent speculations of the great
Greek thinkers, but upon the inertia of religious
conservatism. The dividing-line between Christians

and pagans was mainly the question of loyalty to

the Hellenic tradition. The battle was not so

much between Plato and St. Paul as between
Homer and Moses. The real objection felt against

Christianity Avas that it was the religion of ' bar-

barians.' One of the 4th cent. Neo-Platonists,

Antoninus, predicted plaintively that ' a fabulous
and formless darkness is about to tyrannize over

all that is beautiful on earth.' Philosophically,
this Syrian school is of very little interest after

lamblichus.
The next event in the history of the school is its

capture of the professorial chair of Platonism in

Athens. About 400, Plutarch, a member of the

school of Plotinus and lamblichus, became the
Diadochus. Plutarch was followed by Syrianus,

Syrianus by Proclus, who next to Plotinus is the

greatest among the Neo-Platonists.

(c) Proclus.—Proclus was born in 410, at Con-

stantinople, of a Lycian family. He studied first

in Alexandria, and came to Athens at the age of

nineteen, where both Plutarch (in spite of his great

age) and Syrianus taught him. In 438 he became
head of the school, and held the office till his

death in 485. He was a man of great amiability
and attractiveness, in spite of a slightly hasty
temper. His life was that of a busy college tutor.

He lectured five times a day, and wrote volumin-

ously, but still found time to give his evenings to

his pupils, and to take an active part in municipal
business. This is the more remarkable as he was
zealous in his religious exercises, worshipping the
sun three times a day, observing all the holy days
of the Egyptian calendar, and spending part of the

night in prayer, praise, and sacrifice. His religion
was an amalgamation of various cults, and has
been compared to Comte's '

religion of humanity.'
Legends gathered round him in his life-time. He
was frequently visited by the gods in person, and
was a great miracle-worker. It may be doubted
whether Proclus himself ever encouraged these

stories. He was too much in earnest about

philosophy to wish it to be submerged by theurgy
and magic.

Proclus carries much further the method of

finding ti'iads in every stage of emanation. There
are traces of this in Plotinus, and from Porphyry
downwards this schematism becomes more popular
and more arbitrary. Every creative energy pro-
duces things like itself, but less perfect. These
strive to return to their source. There is there-

fore a universal circular movement away from and
back to the creative source. The three stages are

called piovr}, irpooSoi, eiricrrpocpy), and we find these

circles everywhere in nature. But the energy of

the One extends down to the lowest of created

tilings
—a direct energy, in which the intermediate

causes have no share. Plotinus (Enn. iv. viii. 6)

had taught that the activity of the One extends as

far as matter, and, in spite of some critics, there

does not seem to be any real ditterence between
the two philosophers on this point. The One is

dfi^deKTov, which means that all its activity is

'transitive.' The creatures are informed by it,

but they in no way share it among them. This

doctrine of detached causes extends to other grades
of being, and is rather obscure. It is connected

with the interpolation of new intermediate terms,

such as the '

independent henads
'

{avroreXeh
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fvdSes), which are the gods, and are above being
and life and spirit. This difficult doctrine is at

any rate intended to carrj' tlie source of plurality
above the world of yoCi. It might be made the

basis of a metaphysical pluralism.
Critics have rij^htly discerned ' scholasticism' in

Proclus. He relies almost exclusively on deduc-

tion, which assumes that philosophy is a system of

known truths, and that the mission of the philo-

sopher is to place them in logical order and perfect
clearness (Caiaignet, Psrjchol. des Grecs, v. 297).
This apparent rigour of method more often obscures
than illuminates the great and simple ideas of

Plotinus. It is, however, not strange that Hegel
admired him ; for not only do the triads of Proclus

anticipate to some extent the thesis, antithesis,
and reconciliation of Hegelianism, but the doctrine
that God arrives at self-consciousness in and by
the world is not far off in the speculation of this

Neo-Platonist. Bigg thinks that it would be as

easy to drop Platonism out of Proclus as polytheism
out of Plotinus [Neoplatonism, p. 325). This is

going rather too far ; but Proclus sometimes comes
very near to the Gnostics, whom Plotinus, in the
name of Plato, combated so strongly.

Proclus abounds in excellent philosophical aphor-
isms, such as :

' Three thing's make the perfection of divine beings and
supreme principles

—the good, science, beauty ; there are three
thinfjs inferior to these, but which penetrate all the divine
orders—faith, truth, and love

'

{Theol. Flat. i. 1). (Porphyry
hatl already adopted the Christian theological virtues, only
adding 'truth' as a fourth, and changing ayairi) into epws.)
'

Discovery is a silence of the soul
'

{i.e. we only learn to know
God when the soul is passive). 'The soul is the world of life'

(icocTjuo? i'lOTtKos, in Tim. 172).
' The movement of life is towards

the Good, of thought towards Being' (ib. 229).
' Do nothing- in

vain, for God and nature do nothing in vain '

(in Aleib. 3. 04).
'
All things pray except him to whom all things pray

'

(in Tim.
65).

' Evil is not a disease or a poverty but a wickedness of tlie
soul

'

(ib. 335).

(rf) Successors of Proclus.—The succession of the
Diadochi ran on after Proclus for over forty years,
through Marinus, Isidorus, Zenodotus, Hegias, and
Damascius. Simplicius, a member of the school,
was writing his valuable commentary on Aristotle.
Damascius seems to have been the ablest of
Proclus's successors ; his work on Problems con-
nected with First Principles is extant. He empha-
sizes the impossibility of making any assertions
about the unknowable Absolute. Then the blow
fell which brought to an end the teaching of philo-
sopliy in Athens, after 800 years. Justinian,
anxious to win a reputation for orthodoxy, closed
the lecture-rooms and confiscated the endowments.
Damascius and his friends determined to go out-
side the Roman Empire altogether, and repaired
to the court of Chosroes in Persia. They were
woefully disappointed in the East as a home for

philosophers, and returned to Europe, Chosroes

fenerously
securing for them a promise from

ustinian that they should be unmolested. They
continued to write commentaries for several years
longer.

4. Influence of Neo- Platonism on Christianity.
—There was in the 3rd and 4th centuries so much
friendly interchange of ideas between Christians
and pagans, especially at Alexandria, that, as
Harnack has recently sliown {HJ x. [1911-12] 65 ff. ),

there is very little difference between Porphyry
and his Christian contemporaries in their general
view of life and duty. The great lesson which
Christianity had to learn from the Platonists was
the meaning of ' God is Spirit.' The idea of time-
less and incorporeal existence was accepted by the
Church, but not without much difficulty. Ter-
tullian is still materialistic, and even Augustine
believed, befoi'e his conversion, that Christianity
was committed to the doctrine that God has a
body. The acceptance of Greek idealism neces-

sarily modified the beliefs about the future life,

though here there was hardly an attempt to gain
consistencj'. Eschatology everywhere is a con-
geries of incompatible liopes and contradictory
symbols, Origen was an elder contemporary of

Plotinus, and we can hardly speak of Neo-Platonic
influence in his case, though he was doubtless

acquainted Avith Ammonius Saccas. The Cappa--
docian Fathers, Basil and the two Gregorys, are
full of Plotinian ideas (see art. Cappadocian
Theology). But it is with Augustine that the
stream of Neo-Platonic influence flows strongly
into Christian theology. Augustine was converted
first to Platonism, and came through Platonism
to Christianity. His early writings are steeped
in Plotinus, whom he knew in a Latin translation,
and some of the most famous passages in the Con-
fessions show reminiscences of the Enneads.
Even in later life, when the philosopher in Augus-
tine was almost extinguished by the bishop and
Church Father, the influence of Neo-Platonism
upon his theology remained great. Passing over
the hymn-writer, Synesius, Avho apostrophizes the

Deity as ivor-qruv ivas ciyi'tj, fiovaSuu /j,ovds re

TTpcoTT/, we strike another channel of Neo-Platonic
influence in '

Dionysius the Areopagite,' whose
works were treated with reverence in the Church
as the work of St. Paul's Athenian convert.
'

Dionysius
'

may have been a pupil of Proclus, and
was certainly influenced by him. Boei.hius (put
to death in 524) represents an eclectic Neo-
Platonism mainly concerned with ethics. He and
Macrobius, who also quotes the Neo-Platonists,
were widely read in the Middle Ages. In the 9th
cent. John Scotus Erigena bridges the gulf between
Neo-Platonism and Catholic scholasticism. The
Arabian philosophers were about equally indebted
to Aristotle and to the Neo-Platonists, whose
writings they were unable to distinguish from each
other. Thomas Aquinas often quotes Dionysius ;

and the influence of Neo-Platonic doctrines upon
Dante (in the Paradiso) is well known. Duns
Scotus was a student of the Fons Vitce of Ibn
GaJbirol (Avicebron), which is a Neo-Platonic
treatise. Some of the heretical mystics of the 12th
and 13th centuries held doctrines akin to those of

Plotinus and Proclus. Such were David of Dinant,
Amalric, and Joachim of Flore. At the Renais-
sance there was a violent anti-Aristotelian reac-

tion, which rested on Plotinus as much as on Plato.
Marsilio Ficino published a Latin version of the
Fnneads in 1492. Bruno and Campanella seized
the nature-loving and half-pantheistic side of Plot-

inus, and preached a nature-mysticism not unlike
that of Wordsworth. In England the little school
of Cambridge Platonists (q.v.), in the 17th cent.,
tried to revive the diligent study of Plotinus.

Berkeley's Siris is a Neo-Platonic essay. More
important is the influence of Plotinus on German
philosophy. Eckhart, however he arrived at his

position, was purely and simply a Christian Neo-
Platonist ; and Boehme was a kindred spirit. From
these pioneers, as may be tiaced in any German
history of philosophy, was handed down and de-

veloped the great edifice of modern idealism.
Platonism lias also had a very marked influence

upon English poetry, notably upon Spenser,
Wordsworth, and Shelley. As Eunapius says,

' The
fire still burns on the altars of Plotinus.'

5. Permanent value of Neo-Platonism.—Whit-
taker reminds us that Neo-Platonism is, metaphysi-
cally, the maturest thought that the European
world has seen :

' The modern time has nothing to show comparable to a con-
tinuous quest of truth about reality during a period of intellect-

ual liberty that lasted for a thousand years
'

(The Xeoplatonists,

p. 210).

Our educational method of treating Greek philo-

sophy as if it came to an end with Aristotle, or

with the Stoics and Epicureans, is most unfortun-
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ate. It directly encourages the sheer ignorance or

superficial knowledge which has interfered with

any really intelligent and respectful study of the
latest stage in the great debate. The Neo-Pla-
tonists are dismissed as pagans who, if they had
had more sense, would have been Christians, as

examples of ' extreme dualism '

in philosophy, or
as dreamy mystics whose ambition was to ' swoon
into the Absolute.' Such views could hardly sur-

vive a diligent study of the Enneads. In the

opinion of the present writer, Plotinus is one of

the great thinkers of the world, whose philosophy
is still of the utmost value to humanity. We shall

not go to him for sound physical science, nor for

instruction how to discharge the duties of a good
citizen under a democracy. But even here we
cannot help thinking that his theory of recurrent

cycles, during which worlds are made, unmade,
and remade, is far more scientific than the views
which are popularly held ; and that the scale of

values which he gives us would, if adopted, promote
a far more satisfactory social order than that under
which we live. His idealistic ontology, which

finally disposes of materialism without making the

phenomenal world unreal and meaningless, comes
near to solving one of our deepest problems. That
his philosophy is throughout religious and ethical

means that he has not left out the highest of

human interests. The one defect in a grand con-
structive eti'ort seems to be that on which Augus-
tine laid his finger.

' The world made flesh—that
found I not among them.' In other words, it is

an error to make the highest Principle exempt
from suffering. It is, as Plotinus knew, no neces-

sity of the divine nature to plunge in the river of

becoming ; but it is part of the divine character to

pity and redeem by a costing efibrt. An incarna-
tional philosophy of religion, which teaches that
the Son of God comes to seek and save the lost,
has a profound effect upon the character of him
who accepts it. For it becomes our duty and

privilege to ' imitate the providence of God '

by
making sacrifices ourselves in order to help our
brethren. This great truth, which Christianity
can supply, does not seem to be incompatible with
the ground-principles of Neo-Platonism. Rather
it was assumed too lightly by Plotinus that spirit
and higher soul must be inaccessible to pain and
conflict, as also to sin. But, if the soul ' comes
down,' it accepts the conditions of the world into
which it comes : an invulnerable soul would not
have truly 'come down' at all. With this excep-
tion, which is easily made good, the modern truth-
seeker may well say of Plotinus what Plotinus said
of Ammonius—rovrov ig-qrovv.
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NEO - PYTHAGOREANISM. — Neo-Pytha-
goreanism was one among many kindred phen-
omena resultant upon the spiritual commotion
which marked the gradual decline of classical
culture and, at length, ended in the triumph of the
Christian Church. It may be dated after the
' death of the oracles

'

in the time of Nero and his

immediate successors (cf. Tacitus, Hist. i. 2),

although presages of it occurred long before (e.g.,
the Bacchanalian afl'air ; cf. Livy, xxxix. 8 f. ).

Thus, despite his acquaintance with its ascetic

discipline from youth (Ep. 108, 17), Seneca asserts
towards the close of his life (c. A.D. 62) that the

Pythagorean school had ceased to have an organiza-
tion {Nat. Qvcesf. vii. 32). Possibly this w.as
because he associated it with the school of the
Sextii which, as he says in the same place, dis-

appeared rapidly. But, although he was uncon-
scious of it (failing to recognize his own defection
from the ' old

'

Stoa), another reason probably had
greater weight. Alexander and Aristotle dead,
an era of change overtook the Hellenic .spirit.

Greek religion, having crystallized at the point
where the mythological deposit was greatest, fell

behind the intellectual consciousness of the race.

The deeper insight sutt'ered as a consequence.
'

P'irst philosophy
' came to be confounded with

impossible superstition. For the mysticism associ-

ated traditionally with Pythagoras, the sublime
intuition of Polygnotus (cf. Aristotle, Poet. ii. 2),

and the immaterialism of Plato as seen in the

Philebiis, Parmenides, Phcedrus, and especially
Timceus, failed to retain a hold upon a people
forced by its critical genius into rationalistic

natural religion and pragmatic ethics. Seneca
lived at a time when this phase had nearly passed,
wlien profound yearning for a positive, personal
faith was beginning to manifest itself in reversion
to Platonizing immaterialism and to venerable

theosophy, but when the intellectual sobriety of

the schools still retained much of its authority (cf.

W. W. Fowler, 'The Beligioits Experience of the

Roman People, Oxford, 1911, lects. xv., xvii.).

And, as he missed the signilicance of men like

Posidonius and Alexander Polyhistor, he could

hardly be expected to note the import of the
revival of movements akin to '

Orphic- Pythagorean'
esoterism (cf. H. W. J. Thiersch, Politi)c itnd Philo-

sophic in ihrem Verhtiltniss zur Religion unter

Trnjamis, Hadrianus und die beidcn Antoninen,
Marburg, 1853). It is important to recall that anim-
ism (q.v.) was still universal in the Roman world (cf.

Ovid, Fasti, v. 429 f. ; Propertius, v. 7. 1 f. ; Lucan,
Phar. ix. 1 f. ). Inevitably, itfavoured those '

private
'

as opposed to State religious observances against
which the government felt compelled to take re-

pressive measures, and '

Pythagorean
'

occultism

seems to have been associated with such illicit

oracles (cf. Livy, xl. 29, xxv. 1
; Tac. Ann. vi. 12).
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Astrologj- figured in these practice;*, so much so

that, in 139 B.C., Cn. Cornelius Hispallus, the

Prtetor Peregrinus, ordered all
' Clialdieans

'

to

quit Rome and Italy within ten days. Now,
thanks to its cosmology, Stoicism (g.v.) had affini-

ties with astrology, and when, in the person of

Posidonius of Apamea (fl. 86-62 B.C.), Cicero's

teacher (cf. R. Hirzel, Untersuch. zu Ciceros iihilos.

Schriften, Leipzig, 1876-83, i. 191 f., ii. 257 f.,

477 f., 756 f., iii. 342 f. ; F. Cuniont, The Oriental

Religions in Roman Paganism, Eng. tr., Chicago,
1911, ch. vii., Astrology and Religion among the

Greeks and Romans, New York, 1912 ; W. W.
Jaeger, Nemesios von Emesa, etc., Berlin, 1914),

Oriental ideas invaded the West under authorita-

tive intellectual auspices, this pseiido
- science

gained most influential adherents (cf. Suetonius,

Aug. 1), and was soon expounded by P. Nigidius
Figulus (praetor, 58 B.C.). This, together with the

blunting of the Greek critical habit, which found
its last successful exponent in Carneades (t 129

B.C.), the prominence of encyclopaedic or anti-

quarian knowledge, and the growing thirst for

mystical revelations, placed astrology in an incon-

testable position by the time of Tiberius (cf. Tac.
Hist. i. 22, Ann. y\. 21), and marked the moment
favourable for a revival of '

Pythagoreanism
'

(see
Divination [Roman]).

I. History.—Where so much remains obscure,
detailed historical sequence is unattainable. In

fact, we have an aspect of an elusive movement,
in which man asserts his personal need for assur-

ance of right relation with the divine, adopts doc-
trines of very diverse origin when they seem to
lend him support, seeking all the while hoary
authority to justify his beliefs, and, in an attempt
to systematize, appeals at the moment to current
traditions respecting one type of speculation.
Seneca was right so far — Neo-Pythagoreanism
never became more than a transitional phase. In

itself, it left no permanent mark upon philosophy,
and it influenced religion only to the extent to
which it was absorbed into a larger whole (cf. J.

Simon, Hist, de Vecole d'Alexandrie, Paris, 1844-

45, vol. i. bk. ii. ch. iv.). Thus when, in 181 B.C.,
the Pythagoreanizing forged

' Books of Numa '

were unearthed on the Janiculum, the fraud testi-

fied to tendencies that had acquired momentum
already. Repression b.v government served only
to drive them underground, and, beginning with
Alexander Polyhistor, the freedman of P. Cornelius
Lentulus (c. 80 B.C.), to whom Diogenes Laertius
and Clement of Alexandria assign a Life of Pytha-
goras and commentaries upon his teaching, many
pseudonymous 'Pythagorean' works—those attri-

buted to Archytas being most important
—were

produced during the period when the Roman
Principate was developing. Like that of the
' Books of Numa,' their intent was obvious—to

acquire the authority (cf. F. Beckmann, Dissertatio
dc Pythagoreoruyn Reliquiis, Berlin, 1844) of an
august name for doctrines which, as yet, were
anathema to the State religion. Possibly, too,

they may have been designed to effect for '

Pytha-
goreans

' what the Septuagint had done for the
Hellenistic Jews, for Philo especially

—in this

regard the association of manj- of the Neo-Pytha-
goreans with Alexandria is significant ; and Avhen,
early in the 3rd cent., Philostratus cast a halo
about the career of Apollonius of Tyana {q.v.), lie

may have been trying, like Hierocles eighty years
later, to parallel the authority derived by Christians
from the Founder of their faith. In any case,
from the outset, only one interpretation can be

placed upon the appeal to antiquity. Philosophy
was being transformed into a mystical creed. After
Alexander Polyhistor the movement Avas sustained

by P. Nigidius Figulus (a friend of Cicero), Eudorus

of Alexandria (c. 20 B.C.), Arius Didj-mus of
Alexandria (an intimate of Augustus), Sotion of
Alexandria (the teacher of Seneca), Apollonius of

Tyana (''. A.D. 65-85), Moderatus of Gades (c. A.D.

65), Secundus of Athens (e. A.D. 120), Numenius of

Apamea and Nicomachus of Gerasa (c. A.D. 170),
and Philostratus (c. A.D. 220). Doubtless there
were many others ; for even of those mentioned
we know little, Apollonius excepted

—and he be-

came a subject of romance—and, ere the time of

Secundus, Neo-Pythagoreanism was being absorbed

rapidly, by a process of syncretism (q.v.), in the
eclectic Pythagoreanizing Platonism represented
by Plutarch of Chaeronea [q.v.), who, in turn, was
the harbinger of Neo-Platonism (q.v.).

2. Teaching.—Neo-Pythagorean teaching cannot
be recovered in detail. The movement was very
complex ; records are largely lost ; the stress laid

upon the incidental doctrines wavers from repre-
sentative to representative at diflerent times ; and,
on the whole, there is little philosophical relation

to Pythagoras. Further, the teaching was highly
syncretist, drawing impartially upon previous
systems, even upon Epicureanism, which it opposed
vehemently, and making large drafts upon Stoicism,

against which it was a reaction. The reasons are

tolerably plain. The spiritual currents of the age
set away from scientific, logical thought and
flowed towards religious persuasion, which, per-
force, sought support in popular fables and super-
stitions (cf . Cicero, de Div. ). Philosophy had lost

constructive power, and, the theoretical motive

gone, all schools had grown fundamentally scep-
tical. Moreover, social unrest and dissatisfaction

with life, consequences of ethical staleness and
civic atrophy, had engendered a consciousness of

failure or defect that came nigh a sense of sin.

This, in turn, bred an appetite for portents, dreams,

horoscopes, and other marvels—the lower aspect
of the movement. On a higher level, it produced
a desire for immortality, for a perfection impractic-
able under corporeal conditions, and accordant

eschatological speculation (see COMMUNION WITH
Deity [Greek and Roman]). Out of this arose

attachment to a peculiar species of immaterialism,

leading to a henotheistic (see Monolatry and
Henotheism) conception of an overruling Power,
and to a j-earning for assurance of personal relation-

ship vnth a Supreme Being. But the emphasis
upon the transcendence of deity

—itself a result of

the opposition between matter and spirit
—rendered

intermediate beings necessary, and so the higher
level of the movement returned upon the lower, in

the doctrine of dtenions (see Demons and Spirits

[Greek and Roman]). Neo-Pythagorean teaching
exhibits an attempt to satisfy these aspirations by
appeal to Greek resources, just as Philo and his

school (see Alexandrian Theology) revert to

the Hebrew Scriptures and Jewish theology. They
agree in availing themselves—somewhat uncon-

sciously, it is true—of Oriental theosophizing
notions. Thus, the teaching gleaned its materials
from the past

—there was no dominating or transi-

tive contemporary leader—and ancient tendencies
of Hellenic thought aided its syncretism.
While, then, it is impossible to outline a system,

or even to detect a series of co-ordinate doctrines,
the following factors may be noted. (1) The ideal

of the ' wise man ' was a consequence of the indi-

genous Greek contention that philosophy is a

'way 'of life. And, when the 'wise man,' incul-

cating virtue as its own reward, remained aloof

from the people and their demands, it was easy to

transfer allegiance to God, and to envisage the
' blessed life

'

in terms of practices which assimi-

lated themselves to the ceremonial purification

(see ESSENES) of the mysteries (q.v.) or could be
linked with the reputed habits of the

'

Pythagorean
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band '

(Sextius). It was no accident, accordingly,
that the pliilosopher should become the hieiophant
(the Pj^thagoras or Apollonius of romance) ; because
his extraordinary insight attested the incalculable

abnormally, he stood midway between the gods
and men (Apollonius). Again, this agreed with
the tradition (cf. Plato, Rep. x. 600 A) that Pytha-
goras introduced a secret bS6% tls /3iou, designed to

supersede or supplement the religion of the State—the essence of Orientalizing tendencies after

Domitian. (2) Plato's doctrine of an incorporeal
world which, thanks to its conceptual character,
is superior to the realm of sense, could be developed
readily in relation to the Pythagorean theory of

numbers, thus afibrding a hierarchy of realities

mediating between the 'Highest' (One) and the

appearances of the phenomenal world (Alexander
Polyhistor, on the Pythagorean Commentaries).
This, again, following the Later Stoa, could be
accommodated to a sharp dualism (see Dualism
[Greek]) between matter and spirit, or body and
soul (see Body [Greek and Roman]), by the simple
expedient of depriving the ideas (numbers, forms)
of ontological independence, and making them
existences in the divine mind, i.e. teleological sub-

ordinates (Eudorus—the view of the Neo-Pytha-
goreans on the whole). If, as some held, the
ideas had no existence outside of the divine

mind, an ontological dualism necessarily resulted

(Plutarch); on the other hand, if, as the stricter

Neo-Pythagoreans seem to have contended, they
possess such an existence, a theory of three, or

many, principles was evolved (Moderatus, Nico-

machus), and, in the end, by personification of the

Supreme Idea, a trinity (Numenius). (3) In reac-

tion against the implicit materialism of the Stoics,
Aristotle's doctrine of the eternity of the world

(cf. clc Ccelo, i. 10 f.) and of time (cf. Phys. iii. 6)

was adopted ; but the stress was shifted from its

cosmological to its anthropological significance, i.e.

to man's eternity (cf. Pol. ii. 8, 1269* 4). Not that
the cosmological aspect was dismissed summarily ;

it commended itself in the theory of the divinity
of the stars (cf. de Coelo, ii. 1), which could be
accommodated to astrological prediction, to the
notion of cosmical harmony according to number,
time, and, possibly, 'mixture' in space, where, as
the Neo-Pythagoreans, misunderstanding Plato,
did not observe, myth ousts philosophy ; it was
convenient also in connexion with speculations
about the changeless medium that fills interstellar

space (see COSMOGONY and Cosmology [Greek]
and [Roman]). More important, however, was the
doctrine of man's divinity. If creative force be
eternal in the world, it is eternal in man ; hence
an open road to belief in divine '

participation
'

;

as God is to the world, so is the soul to man.
Therefore, if a man is to be selected as an object
of divine grace, he must worship by

' the most
beautiful faculty we possess,' i.e. reason (Apollonius,
ap. Eusebius, Prcep. Evang. iv. 13). This is the
warrant for the asceticism (see ASCETICISM [Greek]
and [Roman]) that delivers man from the snares
of the body, for the helpful communion of the
mysteries, and for belief in rebirth—a process
which enables the soul to rise or fall in the scale
of existence. Thus, the teleological relation of

deity to the celestial and the terrestrial worlds,
obvious in the motions of the stars, in the suc-
cession of the seasons, and so on, was adjusted
to man also. Stoic self-sufficiency broke down
utterly ; deliverance from matter became the con-
summation. So the old gods, viewed now as

daemons, could play the part of special providence
to man (cf. Plutarch, de Dcf. Or. 13) ; touched in
all things like as he is, they could come nigh him
as the '

First, who is One above all,' could not.

Thus, immanence of the divine in the human was
VOL. IX.—21

provided for indirectly under '

symbols,' directly

by revelation through hierophants, who acquire
illumination through holiness, which, in turn, they
achieve by asceticism (Philostratus). Plainly, we
are on the verge of special revelation here, and the
introduction of the concept of authority is immi-
nent (see Gnosticism). In general, then, it may
be said that the substance of the teaching is Greek
(see Greek Religion), the mood Oriental ; and,
till Numenius, who had come under the spell of

Philo, the material served, all things considered,
as a defence against the more insidious, not to say
degrading, issues of the mood (see Isis) ; hence
the transitional character of Neo-Pythagoreanism.
But the ancient self-governing State was passing
into a quasi-Oriental despotism ;

and this change
found a parallel in the transformation of inde-

pendent philosophy into a mystical theosophy with
a theocratic trend. We therefore find no con-

sistent system, but merely a group of ideas, strung
together loosely, in which the sane intellectual

curiosity of the Greeks is surcharged with a hybrid,
if fervent, supranaturalism. For, the ancient aris-

tocratic religion having failed to assuage popular
imagination, men were seeking the purification
and, at the same time, the immortality of the
soul. Philosophy could not but be diverted to

religious aims. The elevation of spirit over matter
which it taught was taken to imply that mattei'
could be directed by spirit, the limits of space and
time notwithstanding. -The eclipse of Hellenic
rational science had begun.
Literature.—See the bibliographies under the articles cited

in the text, the books by Friedliinder, R^ville, Boissier, Grego-
rovius, Mahaffy, Wendland, Glover, Seeck, H. W. and F. G.

Fowler, and the histories cited under Nbo-Cynicism. The litera-

ture is given fully in F. Ueberweg- and K. Prachter, Gnmd.
der Gesch. der Phil.^o, Berlin, 1909, vol. i., sects. 16, 65-67 ; the
best digest is still E. Zeller, Die Philosophie der Griechen*,
Leipzig, 1909, iii. 2 ; the most vivid picture of the general situa-
tion is S. Dill, Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius'^,
London, 1905, bk. iii. ch. iii., bk. iv. ch. iii. f. See also C.
Baumker, Das Problem de^ Muterie in der griech. Philosophie,
Miinster, 1890 ; G. Milhaud, Les Philosophes-g4omHres de la

Grice, Paris, 1900 ; A. E. Chaignet, Pythagore et la philosophie
pythagoricienne, 2 vols., Paris, 1873

; J. Burnet, Early Greek
Philosophy", London, 1908, chs. ii., vii. ; A. Trendelenburg,
Platonis de Ideis et Numeris Doctrina, Leipzig, 1826 ; A.
Doring:, 'Die eschat. Mythen Platos,' in AGPh vi. [1893];
J. Cohn, Gesch. des Unendlichkeitsproblems, Leipzig, 1S96 ;

A. Schmekel, Die Phil, des mittleren Stoa, Berlin, 1892
;

P. Decharme, La Critique des traditions religieuses chez les

Grecs, Paris, 1904, bk. ii. ch. xi. ; F. Lauterbacher, Der Prodi-
gienglaube der Romer, Burgdorf, 1904

; G. Anrich, Das antike
Mysterienwesen, Gottingen, 1894, pt. i. ch. iv. ; R. Reitzenstein,
Hellenist. Mysterienreligionen, Leipzig, 1910 ; A. Dieterich,
Kleine Schriften, do. 1911, p. 449f. ; H. O. Taylor, Deliverance;
the Freeing of the Spirit in the Ancient World, New York, 1915 ;

E. Norden, Agnosias Theos, Leipzig, 1913, p. 387 f. ; F. C.
Conybeare, Philo about the Contemplative Life, Oxford, 1895 ;

C. Bigg, Neoplatonism, London, 1895, ch. ii.. The Origins of
Christianity, Oxford, 1909, ch. xxii.. The Christian Platoni^ts of
Alexandria'^ (BL, 1886), do. 1914, lect. vii.

R. M. Wenley.
NEPAL, NIPAL. — I. Physical character-

istics.—The kingdom of Nepal, on the northern
frontier of India, is a native State extending
along the southern slopes of the Himalaya for
about 500 miles, with an area estimated at 54,000
sq. miles, and a population of 4,000,000.

It falls into four zones : the Tarai (probably Skr.

tala,
' the tract below the hills'), the water-soaked

malarious region along the British frontier ; the
hill range continuous Avith that of the Siwaliks ;

the hilly country extending to the Himalaya ; and
the Himalaya itself, culminating in Mount Everest
(29,000 ft. high), and within Nepal in Kinchinjunga
(28,146 ft.). But for purposes of religion and

ethnography the country may be divided into

three regions : the Tarai ; the valley of Nepal, with
its capital Katmandu {q.v.) ; and tJie mountainous

country bordering on Tibet. Owing to the jealously
exclusive policy of the Gurkha rulers we possess
less knowledge of Nepal than of any region on the
borders of India, except perhaps the ujiper course
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of the river Brahmaputra, barred by hostile savage
tribes.

2. History.—The meaning of the name Nepal is

uncertain, tlie Brahman derivation from a saint

Niyamapala, 'observer of vows,' being perhaps an

afterthought. Tlie name is identical with that of

the Newars, tlie oldest known inhabitants of the

valley. There is a long series of native chronicles

which, like those of Kashmir, embody information
of value, but need to be checked by epigraph ic and
other independent evidence. These have been

analyzed by D. Wright (Hist, of Nepal, Cambridge,
1877). In the 4th cent. A.D. a Liclichhavi dynasty
ruled the country, and it was apparently by tlieir

aid that Chandragnpta Maui-ya raised him.self to

power ; it continued autonomous, but under Gupta
suzerainty under Samudragupta (V. A. Smith,
Early Hist, of Indid\ Oxford, 1914, pp. 279 f.,

285, 365).
' Local tradition affirms that long before the tinie of Samudra-

gupta, in the days of Asnka, in the 3rd cent. B.C., the valley was
under his control, and this tradition is confirmed by the exist-
ence at the town of Patan of monuments attributed to him and
his daughter, and by inscriptions which prove that the lowlands
at the foot of the hills were an integral part of his empire

'

(i6. p. 366, and the same writer's Asoka-, Oxford, 1909, pp.
77, SI).

The Buddhist pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang (A.D. 629-
645) may not have visited the country in person,
but he speaks of a king Amsuvarman (Ancliu-fa-
mo), founder of the Thakurl dynasty, who died
about A.D. 642 (S. Beal, Buddhist Records of the
Western World, London, 1884, i. 80 f. ; T. Watters,
On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India, London, 1904-
05, ii. 84). It is not certain whether Harsha (A.D.
612-647) exercised control over the country (Smith,
Early Hist.'*, p. 366). But about the 8th cent. A.D.
the period of dependence on Tibet began, and the

country had little connexion with India until the
Muliammadan conquests led to the emigration of

bodies of Hindus, the Gurkhas claiming to be
descended from fugitives from Rajputana after the

capture of Chithor by Ala-ud-din Khilji, A.D. 1303

(ERE vi. 456). For the blood-stained later history
see IGI xix. 30 ff.

3. Religion.—Nepal thus forms the meeting-
ground of at least three cultures : the Mongolian
stock, including the Newars, and tribes of Tibetan

origin, such as the Kirantis of E. Nepal, more
purely Mongoloid and less civilized than the
Newars, the Murmis, Lepchas, and Limbus of
the hills adjoining Sikkim and Darjiling ;

in the
Tarai are the Tharus and Boksas, akin to the

aboriginal population of the Indian plains, prob-
ably of the Mon-Khmer races, all now ruled by the
Gorkhas or Gurkhas, a mixed race including
Mongoloid and Indo-Aryan strains (A. Baines,
Ethnography [

= GIAP ii. 5], Strassburg, 1912,

p. 136fr. ). The Mongoloid element in the popula-
tion appears in the temple architecture of the

valley, which is of the primitive Chinese type, in
which the roof is the main element, the walls being
mere screens set between pillars.

' Certain temples and tombs of Jain priests in the South
Kanara District on the western coast of the Madras Presidency,
built in a style obviously derived from wooden originals, possess
a surprising and unexplained resemblance to the buildings of
distant Nepal

'

(V. A. Smith, Hist, of Fine Art in India and
Ceylon, Oxford, 1911, p. 4S).

The beliefs of the Newars are animistic with a
veneer of Buddhism. Tiie Gurkha aristocracy,
like all recent converts, are devoted followers of
Brahmanical Hinduism, stringently repi'ess cow-
killing, and employ Brahmans as their priests.

(a) Animism.—The animistic beliefs current in

Nepal resemble those of the entii-e Himalayan
region. The deotds, or hill-spirits, are special
objects of worship. The Tibetans worship Mount
Everest as the abode of the five celestial nymphs
who confer immortality, and the Gosainthan peak.

which stands due north of the valley, is distin-

guished for its sanctity ; the sacred tusk of Nfira-

yana, buried amidst its snows, is an object of

special worship to pilgrims (L. A. Waddell, Among
tlie Himalayas, p. 351 f. ; H. A. Oldtield, Sketches

from Nipal, i. 4). Mountain-passes, probably on
account of the rarity of the air, are scenes of spirit-

possession, and the spirits are propitiated by the
erection of cairns on which offerings are placed
(GB'*, pt. vi.. The Scapegoat, London, 1913, p. 8 ff.).

At a pass in Sikkim Waddell (p. 115) tells how his men laid

down their loads at such a cairn, tore a few rags from their

dress, tied them to a twig or stone which they placed on the
cairn as an offering, crying out, 'Pray accept our offering!
The spirits are victorious ! The devils are defeated !

'

(for this

kind of offering see Hartland, LP, London, 1894-96, ii. 214 f.).

Springs, and particularly hot springs, are re-

garded as the work of spirits which cause disease
if not conciliated (Waddell, pp. 203, 216). Wor-
ship of snakes and cows is common, and we find in

Nepal the curious tabu against the use of milk
which prevails Avidely in E. Asia (FL xxiii. [1912]
285 ff'.). In connexion with serpent-worsliip that
of the frog may be noted. Waddell (lA xxii.

[1890] 293 f.) states that among the Newars of

Nepal the frog is regarded as an amphibious water-

deity, subordinate to the naga demigods. The
Newars worship the ndga, or dragon, at the festi-

val of the Ndgpanchami,
'

Dragon's Fifth,' so

called because it is held on the fifth day of the
month Bhadon (August^September).
The priest ceremonially washes his face and hands, and

makes an offering of food, milk, and water to the ndga, with
the invocation :

' Hail Parame^vara [Supreme Lord], Naga-raja,
and Ye Nine Nagas ! I pray you to receive these offerings and
to bless us and our crops 1

'

With this rite is combined the propitiation of the

frog, which is performed in the month of Karttik

(October) at a pool frequented by frogs.
A dole of food is placed in five brazen bowls, and a pile of

butter and incense is set alight. Then the priest invokes the

frog -spirit: 'Hail Parame^vara, Bhijminatha [Lord of the

Earth], I pray thee to receive these our offerings, to send timely
rain and bless our crops !

'

The rite seems to be a form of magical rain-

making.
(b) Buddhism.—Buddha was closely connected

with Nepal, having been born in the Sakya terri-

tory, at the foot of the Nepal hills. Asoka intro-

duced the faith into Nepal, and by about A.D. 640
it reached Tibet (Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet,

p. 9). An inscription of the 3rd cent. B.C., dis-

covered at the stiipa of Sanchi, gives the legend :

' Of the good man Kassapa-gotta, the teacher of

all the Himalaya region
'

(T. W. Ithys Davids,
Buddhist India, London, 1903, p. 299 fJ. The
local traditions in Nepal indicate that Sankara

Acharya, the projihet of the Neo-Hinduism, who
lived about the beginning of the 8th cent., perse-
cuted the Buddhists, and by his magical powers
dismissed Sarasvati, the goddess of eloquence,
whom the Buddhists had installed in a jar of water
to assist them in the controversy with the Hindu

missionary (Wright, p. 118 f.). Buddhism in

Nepal is at present in a degraded condition.
' Buddhism has sadly degenerated from the high standard of

doctrine and of discipline which was established by the primi-
tive Buddhist Church in the early ages of its history. Theo-

retically the religion is unchanged. The Buddhist scriptures
now extant in Nipal, and which are still looked on as the only
inspired authority on all matters of faith, propound the same
orthodox doctrines which were preached by Sakya between two
thousand and three thousand years ago ; but the Church itself

has become corrupt, its discipline is totally destroyed, and its

social practices at the present day are in direct defiance both of

the letter and spirit of Buddhist law. Its monastic institutions,
with their fraternities of learned and pious monks, have long
since disappeared ; the priesthood has become hereditary in

certain families, and the system of caste, which was denounced

by Sakya and the early Church as utterly repugnant to their

ideas of social equality, has been borrowed from the Hindus,
and is now recognized as binding on all classes of Buddhists in

the country
'

(Oldfield, ii. 72).

Nepalese Buddhism has absorbed much from the
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local animism and Tantiik Hinduism ; prayer has
become mechanical, oll'ered by means of praying-
wheels and Hags inscribed with petitions erected
near the temples. Nepal, both in the valley and
in the Tarai, possesses a great series of IJuddhist

antiquities, the LumbinT {q.v.) garden and the
I'emains connected with it, and some of tlie few
extant stdpas like those of 6ambhunatli and Bud-
nath within a few miles of Katmandu. It is much
to be desired that the Government should be in-

duced to attbrd facilities for their examination.
(c) Hinchiism.—The cult of 6iva is of special

importance in Nepal. Even Buddhists have
adopted the symbols of the lihga and the yoni,
the former being regarded as the lotus in which
the spirit of Adibuddlia, in the form of flame, was
made known to Mafijusri and the early Buddhas,
the latter representing the sacred spring in which
the root of that divine lotus was enshrined (Old-
field, ii. 203). The cult of 6iva in the form of

Pasupati, 'lord of animals,' is as popular as in
other parts of the Himalaya (E. T. Atkinson,
Gazetteer Himalayan Districts, Allahabad, 1882-
84, ii. 771 fl'.). The ^ivaratri, or night-feast of the

god, occurs on the first day of the month Phalguna,
in the early spring, when, according to OldHeld
(ii. 321 f.), all the Hindu population of the valley,
both Gurkha and Newar, from the Maharaja and
his highest chiefs down to the poorest classes,

throng to the shrine of Pasupati within the twenty-
four hours during which the festival lasts.

The chief object of worship is the four-faced linga of Siva
which stands in the principal temple. Prayers and offerings
are made to it, and the usual fees are paid to" Brahmans and to
the officiating priests. These priests pour water over the liiuja
as a rain-charm, wash it, and cover it with flowers, after which
the officiant, reciting certain incantations, reads out of the
scripture the names and qualities of the deity, while the
worshippers fling leaves of the bel-tree, sacred to the god, over
the head of the lihga (ib. ii. 321 f.).

The god is also specially worshipped with his
consort in the form of Bhairava and Bhairavi, old

gods of the earth. According to the local legend,
the four Bhairavis, finding that they could not get
blood to drink, as there were no Rajas, resolved to
create the Nepal monarchy (Wright, p. 105). The
festival of Siva in this form is the Bhairava-jatra,
which is followed by a procession of the liiiga
accompanied by masked dancers. At the festival
in honour of the consort of 6iva, Bhairavi Devi,
the image of the goddess is brought to her original
home, l3evl Ghat, where buffaloes are sacrificed
and their life-blood drunk by the Newar wor-
shippers. The account of the rite, as given by
Oldfield (ii. 293 f.), is disgusting. Here the god-
dess has no regular temple. As a purely local

aboriginal deity imported into Hinduism, she is

represented only by a pile of stones, walled in

temporarily every year to protect the deity from
being seen or disturbed by the profane. Siva at

Kirtipur is worshipped in his tiger form as Bagh
Bhairava, a survival of the primitive theriolatry.
Brutal animal - sacrifices are also made at the
Dasahra festival as a method of expelling evil

spirits (FL xxvi. [1915] 42 ff., 57). Durga in her
more awful form, Chandesvarl, was imported into
Nepjll by one of the early Rajcas, and placed in
the centre of the country as its tutelary deity
(Wright, p. 154). On the whole, the Hinduism of
Nepal has assumed a degraded form, and nowhere
else in India, except at a few shrines like those of
Kali at Calcutta, Vindhyavasini Devi at I3indh-
achal, Devi at Devi Patan, and in the worship of
the village-deities in Madras, does the custom of
animal -sacrifice survive in such a brutal form.
Liter ATURK. -There is a considerable literature connected

with Nepal, ))ut most of the writers were not permitted to
visit any part of the country beyond the capital and its neigh-
bourhood. Tlie most useful boolis are H. A. Oldfield, Sketches
from Nipal, London, 1880; D. Wright, ///«<. of Nepal Cam-
bridge, 1877 ; L. A. VJa.dde\\, Among the Uimalayas, London,

1899, The Buddhism of Tibet, do. 1895
; B. H. Hodg-son,

Essays on the Languages, Literatine, and Religion of Nepal
and Tibet, do. 1874. The following are other authorities :

C. Bendall, A Journey of Literary and Archa:olugical Research
in Nepal and N. India, 188U-S5, London, 188(> ; P. Brown,
Picturesque Nepal, do. 1912 ; F. Egerton, A Winter's Tour in
I ndia, with a Visit to the Court of Nepaul, do. 1S52 ; F.
Hamilton (formerly Buchanan), An Account of the Kingdom
of Nepal, lidinljurgh, 1819; W. Kirkpatrick, An Account of
the Kingdom of Nepaul in ITJS, do. ISll ; S. L6vi, Le Nipal:
Etude historique d'xin royaume hindou, Paris, 1905 ; L.
Oliphant, A Journey to Katmandu, London, 1852

; T. Smith,
Five Years' Residence at Nepaul, 1SI,1-U''>, do. 1852 ; R. Temple,
Journals in Hyderabad, Kashmir, Sikkim, aiid Nepal, do.
1887. W. CeoOKE.

NEREIDS.—See Nature (Greek), above, p.
227".

NESTORIANISM,—This is the name given to
a heresy which divided Christ into two Persons,
closely and inseparably joined together, and yet
distinct. It became acute in the 5th cent., and is

named after Nestorius, bishop of Constantinople
A.

p.
428-431. Wliether Nestorius himself held

this view of the Incarnation is a matter of dispute,
and we shall have to consider the question in the
course of this article.

I. Pre-Nestorian Christology.—After the settle-

ment at Nicaia (A.D. 325) of the Arian question with
reference to the relation of the Son to the Father,
and even while the kindred question of the person-
ality and Godhead of the Holy Ghost was still

being discussed, men were groping after true ideas
of the Incarnation, and after the true meaning of
the words (Jn 1"): 'The Word became flesh and
tabernacled among us' (^i' vfi'iv). In other words,
after the settlement of questions relating to the

Holy Trinity, Christology became the subject that

chiefly occupied the minds of Christian theologians.
The problem to be solved was. How can Christ be

truly God and also truly man ?

(a) Apollinarism.—The first detailed solution of
the problem was ofl'ered by Apollinarius, or (as
most Latin writers call him) ApoUinaris, the

younger, bishop of Laodicea in Syria, who began
his theological life as a decided and orthodox

opponent of Arianism, but in later years developed
the heresy named after him (see art. Apollinar-
ism). He answered the question by attirming that
our Lord's humanity was not perfect. Adopting

' "^

the Platonic trichotomy of man into boily, soul

(\pvxri), and spirit (irvevixa or i/oCs), as in 1 Th 5'-^, he
asserted that, while our Lord had a true human
body and a true human soul (i.e. that part of man
which is common to him and the animals), the

Logos or Word occirpied in Him the place of the
vvevfji.a, which is the highest part of man. This
idea is due to a reaction from Arianism {q.v.), and
a desire to aflirm at once the real divinity of our
Lord and His real unitj^. But an imperfect human-
ity means an unreal Incarnation ; and Apollinarius's
teaching was emphatically condemned at the Second
General Council, that of Constantinople, A.D. 381

(can. 1
; see also Hefele, Hist, of the Councils, ii. 348).

(b) The school of Antioch in the 4th cent, had a
special relation to the teaching of Nestorius. Its

tendency was the opposite of that which has just
been considered. It was also quite diflerent from
that of Alexandria. The Alexandrian teaching
dwelt most on the divine side of our Lord, the
Antiochene on the human. In the interpretation
of the Scriptures, while the Alexandrians revelled
in allegory and mystical exegesis, the Antiochenes
conlined themselves to external facts ; they studied
the Scriptures from a purely historical point of

view, and examined them word bj'^ word for the

grammatical meaning. Such a method, so much
akin to the methods of the present day, has both

advantages and disadvantages. The advantages
(if we may take as a good examjile of the school
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Theodore, bishop of Mopsuestia, in Cilicia, known

by the Nestorians as
' the Interpreter on account

of his exegetical work) are sound common sense

and a rational presentment of the "stoncal posi-

tion of the author commented on. The disadvant-

iu'es of Theodore's method, as summed up by H.

• Want of' insight into the deeper movements of Scriptural

thought; a tendency to read his own theology mto the words

of hilauthor ; a lack of spiritual force, an almost entire absence

of devotional fervour
'

(Patristic Stiidy, London, 1902, p. 100).

In their Christology the Antiochene writers

emphasized our Lord's real humanity, in opposition

to Apollinarius. The two authors of this school

in the pre-Nestorian period who are most import-

ant for our present investigation are Diodorus,

bishop of Tarsus, and his pupil, Theodore of Mop-
suestia, already mentioned. Both dwell especially

,
on the real humanity of our Lord, but in both there

is a tendency, which in Diodorus (to judge by the

scanty fragments that remain of his works) was

scarcely more than latent, unduly to separate the

natures of Christ, and to make of Him two Persons.

Theodore goes much farther than his master, and

/
in him has been seen both by ancient and by

^ modern Avriters the real founder of Nestorianism.

This is the view of the contemporary layman,
Marius Mercator, to whose curiosity and diligence,

when he was staying for the purposes of his busi-

ness in Constantinople, we owe the preservation,
in a Latin version, of several sermons and other

writings of Nestorius. Marius emphatically fathers

the error on Theodore (PL xlviii. 110).

A very brief summary of Theodore's teaching
must here suffice (for further particulars see Swete's

art. 'Theodorus of Mopsuestia,' in DCB iv., esp.

p. 944 f.). Theodore affirmed the true humanity
(

of our Lord and its perfect sinlessness ; this was
"

due, he said, to His union with the Person of the

Divine Word which He had received as a reward

for His foreseen sinlessness. The Word dwelt in

the man Christ.
' He united the assumed man

entirely to Himself and fitted Him to be a par-

taker with Him of all the honour of which the in-

dwelling Person who is Son by nature partakes.'
Tlieodore rejected the word ^vwcris for the union of

God and man in Christ, and used rather crwdcpeia

('connexion ') ; he disliked the term OeordKos (below,

§§ 2, 4), but allowed that it might be used in a certain

sense. Mary was both avdpuiroTdKos (' man-bearer ')

and deordKos ('God-bearer'). She was mother of

the man, but in that man, when she gave Him
birth, there was already the indwelling of God.
Theodore was ' felix opportunitate mortis.' He

died in 428, a few months after Nestorius went
to Constantinople (below, § 2). Had he lived longer,
there can be little doubt that he would have been

condemned for the teaching which was in reality
his own, though it was popularized by Nestorius

and therefore named after liim. Theodore's doc-

trines were formally condemned at the Fiftli

General Council, held at Constantinople in 553.

It was against such teaching that the Councils

of Ephesus and Chalcedon (431 and 451) affirmed

that our Lord was one Person only ; and the

approved doctrine may be summed up in the admir-

able and careful words of Hooker :

' The Son of God did not assume a man's person unto his own,
but a man's nature to hia own person

'

(Ecclesiastical Polity, v.

52).

2. Nestorius and the Council of Ephesus.—The

present generation has had the opportunity of learn-

ing something more of the history and a great deal

more of the teacliing of Nestorius than its prede-

cessors, owing to recent discoveries and investiga-
tions. Before we go farther we may try to estimate

the value of our most important, though by no

means our most voluminous, authority, the histo-

rian Socrates ;
for from the accounts of the avowed

enemies of Nestorius we shall be inclined to make
considerable deductions.
Socrates was a layman of Constantinople, orthodox (for there

is no good reason for calling him a Novatian), but not violently

opposed to Nestorius, willing to put the best construction on

his words, and evidently not at all predisposed to favour Cyril

or Alexandrian teaching (HE vii. 15, 34). He was specially

interested in the affairs of his native city, and a searcher after

truth so that he dwells most on what he himself saw (v. 23).

He was specially devoted to unity and peace (vii. 48), and greatly

disliked persecution for religious belief (see below). He sees

good in the Novatians, whose bishop at Constantinople he praises.

On the whole, his disposition, ability, and opportunity for obser-

vation being what they were, great reliance may be placed on

his comparatively brief record of the Nestorian controversy.

He wrote in 439. For his conclusions on the subject see below,

§ 6 It mav be added here that Theodoret, bishop of Cyrrhus or

Cyrus in Syria, does not bring his Ecclesiastical History down

to the outbreak of the controversy, but ends it with the death

of Theodore of Mopsuestia, although he seems to have written

it a good many vears later. Probably this omission was made

with a purpose, "as he was one of those Antiochenes who after-

wards took an undecided line, though eventually he
agreed

to

the union. We must also notice that Sozomen, whose Ecclesias-

tical History covers the same period as that of Socrates, does

not mention Nestorius except in a very indirect allusion (ix. 1).

His silence is instructive, and probably shows that the contro-

versy did not excite quite such a universal interest as one might

have supposed. Much of what follows is taken from Socrates.

Nestorius was, as Socrates expressly says (//A

vii. 29), a native of Germanicia, a city in the east

of Cilicia. A Syriac tradition describes him as of

Persian origin ;
but it appears to be due to a

desire to connect him Avith the later ' Nestorians

of the Persian empire; and the historical refer-

ences of the later Syriac writers are so full of fable

and ridiculous statements that it is impossible to

put any trust in their unsupported averments.

Nestorius became a monk of the monastery of

Euprepius, near Antioch, and was famous for his

eloquence as a preacher, and, according to some,

for the austerity of his life (Socrates, loc. cit. ;

Gennadius, de Vir. illustr. 54). The see of Con-

stantinople becoming vacant in December 427, and

the ecclesiastics of the city having displayed am-

bitious rivalry, a bishop was sought for from out-

side its limits ; and, by the influence of the emperor
Theodosius II., Nestorius was appointed, and was

consecrated on lOtii April 428. Theodosius hoped
to bring from Antioch a second Chrysostom, whose

eloquence would greatly further the cause of

religion.
Nestorius's first act, a few days after his con-

secration, was to make a fierce attack on heresy ;

he promised the emperor heaven as a recompense,
and also assistance in conquering the Persians, if

he would purge the earth of heretics. Nestorius

immediately proceeded to the destruction of the

chapel of the Allans in the city, and persecuted

the Novatians, whose '

bishop Paul was everywhere

respected for his piety' (Soc. loc. cit.), and the

Quartodecimans in Asia, Lydia, and Caria ; also

the Macedonians or ' Pneumatomachi
'

(who denied

the Godhead of the Holy Ghost), and others. He
is with some reason blamed by Socrates as a furious

persecutor.
The first outbreak of the Nestorian controversy

was due to a presbyter named Anastasius, brought

by Nestorius from Antioch (Soc. HE vii. 32). He

preached in Constantinople against the popular
name Theotokos (see below, § 4). The presbyter
exclaimed :

' Let no one call Mary Theotokos, for

Mary was but a woman, and it is impossible that

God should be born of a woman '

; and his sermon

gave great offence. Thereupon Nestorius delivered

a course of sermons supporting Anastasius. Several

of these have been preserved by Marius Mercator

(above, §1). , > • u i a
Socrates passes over the events which happened

during the next three years. But before the

Council of Ephesus (the Tiiird Ecumenical) was

held, in 431, Cyril, bishop of Alexandria, entered

into controversy with Nestorius because of his

teaching. Cojlestine, bishop of Rome, held a

V
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synod in that city in 430, and the synod declared
Nestorius a heretic. Shortly afterwards a synod
at Alexandria under Cyril did the same tiling.

Cyril drew up twelve ' anatheniatisms
'

(below,
§ 5), and Nestorius replied with twelve counter-
anathematisms. Finally, the emperor summoned
a General Council, to meet at Ephesus on Whit-

sunday (June 7) 431. In the meantime the bishops
of the province of Antioch, whose metropolitan
was John, examined Cyril's anatheniatisms, and
found them unsatisfactory. The Antiochenes were

by the traditions of their school inclined to favour
Nestorius and to oppose Alexandrian teaching.
And, whatever was the reason, whether from a
desire to oppose Cyril, or from a wish that
Nestorius should not be condenmed in their pre-
sence (for they were a small minority), or, as some

say, from accidental causes, they delayed their

arrival at Ephesus till 26th or 27th June.
The first to arrive was Nestorius, who came soon

after Easter with ' a great crowd of his adherents
'

(Soc. vii. 34). Cyril arrived just before Pentecost,
others a few days later. After waiting more than
a fortnight after the day fixed for the Council,
and after receiving a friendly letter from John of

Antioch and then (as he himself declares) a message
requesting him to proceed without him, Cyril held
the first meeting of the Council on 22nd June, 198

bishops being present. The letter of the Council
to the emperors Theodosius and Valentinian

(Mansi, Sacroriim Conciliorum Collectio, iv. 1235 ff.)

expressly says that John sent before him two

bishops, Alexander of Apamea and Alexander of

Hierapolis, to tell the Council to go on without
him. Nestorius declined to be present at this

meeting, or to send any explanations of his teach-

ing. The bishops, after investigating his sermons
and writings, on the same day condemned him to

deposition. In these proceedings no one appears
to any great advantage. Cyril showed himself
more of a prosecutor than of a president or judge ;

and, late as the Antiochenes were, he ought to

have waited for them a little longer. Nestorius

put himself out of court by his absence and by his

unconciliatory and provocative language during
the time of waiting ; and the excuses ottered in his

lately-discovered 'Apology' (see below) do not ex-

onerate him. The emperor comes out of the afi'air

very badly, for he openly favoured the accused,

just as later he openly favoured Eutyches, whose
doctrines were the exact opposite of those of

Nestorius ; and the imperial commissioner, Can-

didian, outstepped all propriety in endeavouring
to support Nestorius. Equally unsatisfactory was
the part jjlayed by the Antiochenes, whose tardi-

ness in arriving can with difficulty be believed to

have been accidental. When tliey did arrive, they
held a rival Council, attended by a small minority
of 43 bishops, and deposed both Cyril and his sup-

porter Memnon, bishop of Ephesus. They did not
refer to the case of Nestorius on its merits at all,

but only said that Cyril's Council had no right to

depose Nestorius before their arrival.

The emperor thereupon showed much vacilla-

tion. He ordered the arrest of Nestorius, Cyril,
and Memnon alike. But eventually public opinion
forced him to release Cyril and Memnon and to
banish Nestorius, first to his old monastery, then
(at John of Antioch's own request) to Arabia, and
iinally (perhaps before the last arrangement was
carried into ettect) to the Oasis (of Ptolemais) in

Egypt, where he still remained when Socrates
wrote (A.D. 439). The emperor also summoned
several bishops of the l<>])hesine majority to Con-

stantinople to arrange for the filling of the vacant
see there, and Maximian succeeded Nestorius.
Socrates calls Maximian ' rude in speech

' but
'inclined to live a quiet life' (vii. 35). He was

soon after succeeded by Proclus, and under these
two peaceful bishops quiet reigned in the capital.

Till a few years ago little of Nestorius's later

life was known. But the newly-discovered Book
of Heraclides, the 'Apology' of Nestorius, shows
us his life in exile. It was written in Greek,
under the pseudonym of ' Heraclides of Damascus,'
by Nestorius after his deposition. There is little

doubt that Heraclides is a fictitious personage ;

and, once we get to the book itself, there is no

veiling of the fact that Nestorius is the author ; a

pseudonym was necessary to prevent the book from

being burned unread by those who hated the very
name of the writer ; for he retained very few
friends, even among the Antiochenes, in his later

life. The book has been preserved to our own day
in a Syriac version, in the library of the E. Syrian
(Nestorian) Catholicos, at Qochanes in the moun-
tains of Kurdistjin. Only one MS has survived,
and that was unknown to European scholars ; but
it has lately been several times copied, and the
book was published in 1910 by P. Bedjan in Syriac
and by F. Nau in a French translation of the

Syriac. Already, however, J. F. Bethune-Baker,
in Nestorius and his Teaching, had given cojiious
extracts from it in English. The '

Apology
'

(which
will be cited in this art. as Heraclides) begins with
a lengthy introduction, in 93 chapters, on heresies,

proceeds to a history of the Council of Ephesus,
following the order of the acts of that Council, and

3
notes numerous documents. A valuable appendix
eals with events which followed the Council ; it

mentions the Robber Synod ('Latrocinium') of

Ephesus (A.D. 449), and also the 'Tome' of Leo
the Great (the Dogmatic Epistle to Flavian, bishop
of Constantinople, Ep. xxviii., A.D. 449), which
Nestorius praises greatly, and looks upon as sup-
porting his own position. Nestorius died probably
just before the Fourth Ecumenical Council, which
was held at Chalcedon (opposite Constantinople)
in 451. The later Monophysite and Nestorian
accounts of his death, as one might expect, ditt'er

considerably in detail. They are both quite un-

trustworthy. For the Monophysite account and
for authorities for Nestorius's later life see Gibbon,
Decline and Fall, ch. xlvii. n. 55 ; but the discovery
of Heraclides has corrected our previous knowledge
on the subject. Cyril had died in 444, some seven

years before his antagonist.
The '

Apology
'
is called in the Syriac the '

Tegurta
'

of Hera-
clides, and Bethune-Baker translates this 'The Bazaar of Hera-

clides,' suggesting that the original Greek had iix-nopiov. But
Nau (p. xviii), with much more probability, urges that the

original was irpay/xoreia, which may mean either ' trade
' or ' a

treatise.' It seems that the Syriac translator blundered, and

gave the word the former meaning when he should have given
it the latter. That irpaynoTet'o meant

' a treatise' in Nestorius's

own day is clear from the account in Socrates, who uses this

word wiien he says that Nestorius had very little acquaintance
with the 'treatises' (Trpay^oTei'a?) of the ancients. Audishu

(Ebedjesus, t a.d. 1318), the learned Nestorian writer, mentions

among Nestorius's writings
' the book of Nestorius.' This

favours Nau's argument. For a further confirmation see E. W.
Brooks, in JThSt xvi. [1915] 263.

After the Council of Ephesus there remained for

some time a schism between the Antiochenes and
the rest of Christendom. This was less on account
of Nestorius—for even Theodoret later on, in his

book on heresies [DCB iv. 917''), speaks strongly

against him—than because of Cyril's anathenia-

tisms, which the Antiochenes greatly resented.

Socrates merely mentions the schism (vii. 34), but

we have many documents bearing on the .subject,

and these are collected in Mansi's great Mork on

the councils (vol. v.). Eventually, hoMcver, union

was restored, largely through the ett'orts of Paul of

Emesa, who acted as intermediary l)etween Antioch

and Alexandria. The Antiocliencs i>ropounded a

perfectly orthodox creed, containing tiie exjjression

'Theotokos,' and this was fully accepted by Cyril

(for the text see below, § 5) ; they also agreed to the
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conileiunation of Nestorius. Cyril, on the other

hand, explained (in a letter to Acacius, bishop of

liertea and one of the Antiochene party) the lan-

guage of hi.s anathematisms in <i manner satis-

factory to John of Antioch and to most of the

bishops of that party (below, § 5). This was in 433.

There were, indeed, opponents on both sides. Of

Cyril's adherents some, the progenitors of the

Monophysites of the next generation, blamed

Cyril severely. Of John's adherents some were

definitely Nestorian, some (like Theodoret) were
still doubtful about Cyril's orthodoxy, even after

his explanations ;
and these all blamed John. But

at last all the Antiochenes except fifteen (for whose
names see Hefele, iii. 152 f.) agreed to the union,
and the dissentients were deprived of their sees.

For the after history of Nestorianism see § 8 below.

3. Change of meaning of certain technical
words. — In order to vinderstand the doctrines

tauglit by or imputed to Nestorius, it is necessaiy
that we should investigate the meaning of the

expressions substantia, oxxrla, v-irSa-Taais, pe?'Sona,

wpdciiiirov, and <pv<ns, as used by Christian writers
of the pre-Nestorian period. These words, except
the last, were during that period chiefly discussed
with reference to the Holy Trinity, in consequence
of the Arian controversy. But some of them were
used in more than one sense, and, as is usually the
case in similar circumstances, violent disputes arose,
owing to a lack of proper definition, between theo-

logians who meant the same thing, but expressed
it in diflerent words. It is the duty of the con-
scientious historical student to endeavour to get
behind words, and to discriminate between the two
cases of essential difference between writers who
use similar phraseology, and of essential identity
between those who use different expressions.

(a) Substantia and ovaia.—We need not here
consider the pre-Christian use of ova-la (for this
see A. Kobertson, Select Writings and Letters of
Afhanasius [' Nicene and post-Nicene Fathers'],
Oxford, 1892, p. xxxif., and T. B. Strong, as

below). The word was used by Greek Christian

writers, though not quite exclusively (see below),
to express that which is common to Father, Son,
and Holj- Ghost, the divine 'essence'; and the
Latin equivalent was substantia. Thus the divine
ovaia is spoken of by Justin Martyr {Dial. 128) and
Clement of Alexandria (.S'^ro/«. ii. 2) ; and Tertullian
(adv. Prax. 2) says that Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost are ' unius substantise.' Hence the Nicene
Creed affirms that the Son is 'homoousios' ('of
one substance' or 'consubstantial') M'ith the
Father ; and veiy shortly afterwards the same
expression is used of the Holy Ghost, as in the
Testament of our Lord (i. 41, c. A.D. 350); and
Athanasius's Council held at Alexandria in 361
(Soc. HE iii. 7 ; Soz. HE v. 12), and some versions
of the baptismal creed in the Egyptian Chxirch
Order, in the middle of or early in the 4th cent.,
speak of 'the consubstantial Trinity' (Maclean,
Ancient Church Orders, Cambridge, 1910, p. 115;
another version and the Ethiopic Church Order
have 'Trinity equal in Godhead'). It is rather
remarkable that the word ' homoousios '

is not
applied to the Holy Ghost in the enlarged Nicene
Creed which we use at the present day (known as
the 'Constantinople Creed'); but it is so applied
in the confession of Charisius read at the Council
of Ephesus in 431 (Mansi, iv, 1347). The word
is an instance of a technical phrase changing its

meaning, for in another sense it is said to have
been repudiated by the orthodox at Antioch in the
3rd cent., when used by Paul of Samosata (Hefele,
i. 123; T. B. Strong, in JThSt iii. 202). For a
detailed examination of the word ' substance

'

see

Strong in JThSt ii. 224, iii. 22.

(6) 'tirbaraais, persona, irpda-uiroy.
—The Church

had some ditlicnlty in fixing on a proper phrase for

expressing the distinctions in the Holy Trinity ;

and all these three words show at ditterent periods
considerable variation in meaning. The word
viroa-Taa-ii (lit. 'foundation' or 'support'), which,
as Socrates tells us {HE iii. 7), was not a term
approved by Greek gi'ammarians and philosophers,
was first used by the Christians in the sense of

'substance,' ovaia; this, Socrates says, was the

usage of many 'modems.' And this sense of the
word is frequent ; it is found in He P (see Westcott's

note, Com.'^, London, 1906), also in Gregory Thau-
maturgus (quoted by Basil, Ep. ccx. 5), usually,
but not

always,
in Athanasius (see Robertson, pp.

90, 482), and in the anathema attached to the
Nicene Creed :

' Those who say . . . that [Jesus]
is of another hypostasis {i^ iripa^ inrocrTdaecjs) or
ousia [than the Father] . . . the Catholic Church
anathematizes.' On this anathema see J. H.
Newman's excursus revised by Robertson (p. 77 ff. ) ;

it is disputed whether vwdaraais and ovaia are here
meant to be identical ; Newman and Robertson
assert the athrmative, the well-known theologian
Bishop Bull (1634-1710), following St. Basil, the

negative. If, as is probable, the books against
Apollinarius contained in the works of Atlianasius
were written by that Father, he denies the propriety
of the expression

'

hypostatic union,' which became
in the 5th cent, the approved method of expressing
the union of our Lord's two natures (see below, § £).

But Athanasius here understands the phrase to

mean 'union of substance' (see Hefele, iii. 3, and
below (c)).

This sense of vvdaraais gradually died out except
among the Nestorians, and the word came to be
used to express the distinctions in the Godhead.
It would be pure Arianism to speak of ' three

hypostases
'

in the Godhead, in the earlier sense of

the word
;
but the sense changed and men came

(not without much hesitation) to speak of ' one
ousia, three hypostases

'

as denoting the Unity in

Trinity. In the 3rd cent. Origen already uses inro-

araais in this sense, keeping ovaia for
' substance '

{c. Cels. viii. 12, etc.). In the 4th cent. Gregory
of Nazianzus {Orat. xxi. 35,

' On the great Athan-
asius') says that ovaia denotes the nature ((pvais) of

the Godhead, viroaToo-eis the 'properties' {Ididrrjres)

of the Three.
Some of the Greeks, however, used irpbawwov, as

the Latins used persona, to denote the distinctions

in the Godhead. Persona properly means ' an
actor's mask,' hence 'a character' on the stage,
and so it is often used of 'a feigned character.'

But it came to mean 'an individual,' 'a person,'
'a personage.' Similarly irpbatjoTrov, which properly
means 'a face,' came in classical Greek to mean
'an actor's mask,' and in later Greek 'a person.'
In a theological sense Tertullian already uses

persona of the Holy Trinity {adv. Prax. 7, 12) ;

and he has been followed by Western theologian.-,
to the present day, who have with one consent

spoken of ' una substantia, tres personae.' Some of

the Greek writers followed suit and used irpoawira
to denote the '

persons
'

of the Holy Trinity, as

Hippolytus early in the 3rd cent. (c. Hcer. Noeti,

7, 14), Basil in the 4th {loc. cit.), and others.

Thus, in later days vTroaraais and irpbaijjTrov were
used in the same sense, only that the latter was
sometimes looked upon with suspicion as being

capable of a Sabellian meaning, as if it meant

'appearance,' 'aspect' only; Sabellius had said

that there were three wpbawxa in the Godhead, but

he meant that the Son and the Holy Ghost were
the Father under different aspects (c. A.D. 200).

Gregory of Nazianzus, in the 4th cent. {Orat.

xxxix. 11,
' On the holy lights '), allows both terms,

viroaTaais and vpoauwov, though he prefers the

former.
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The use of vwoffroffLs in this later sense met with
some opposition. It had already caused some dis-

cussion between Dionysius of Rome and Dionysius
of Alexandria, in the 3rd century (see Westcott, in

DCB i. 851). At the Council of Sardica (Soiia,
the present Bulgarian capital) in 343 (for the date
see Hefele, ii. 86) the Western bishops condemned
the expression

'
tliree hypostases' as Arian, taking

the word as equivalent to
' substance

'

(Theodoret,
HE ii. 6). And, still later, Damasus of Rome (c.

370) takes it in the same sense {ib. ii. 17). Jerome
says {Ep. xv. 4,

' ad Uamasum ') that in Syriac
they spoke of three hypostases, but he himself
I'efused to use the expression, as '

hypostasis never
means anj'tliing but essence.' Gregorj"^ of Nazianzus
{Orat. xxi. 35) saj's that ' the Italians

'

introduced
the word 'persons' because of the poverty of their

language (whicli prevented them distinguishing
virdcrraais from oua-la) so as to avoid being understood
to assert three essences. The Council of Alexandria,
held in 361 (see above), determined with much good
sense tluit the word may have either meaning
(Hefele, ii. 277) ; and so Athanasius asserts (Tom.
ad Antioch. 6).

We are so accustomed to speak of three '

persons
'

in the Holy Trinity that we are apt to overlook
the difficulties presented by the term in the earlier

ages. It must not be taken, on the one hand, to
mean three separate individuals, as if the Holy
Trinity was like three men ; nor yet, on the other

hand, must it be understood to denote merely three
different aspects of the Godhead, as Sabellius

taught.
(c) €>i5<rts ('nature').—Until the Council of Chal-

cedon, in 451, the sense of this word was not

absolutely fixed. It is used as a somewhat vague
equivalent for ovaia in Athanasius, dc Synodis, 52

(see Robertson, p. 478, note). But two traditional,

though somewhat ambiguous, phrases were usee!

by Cyril of Alexandria as from Athanasius. One
was eywo-ts (pva-iKTi (see Cyril's third anathematism

[Hefele, iii. 32]), which, if it meant ' a fusion of the

natures,' would be heretical ; and the other was
' one incarnate nature of God '

or ' of the Word '

:

fiia (pvcris rov deov (\6yov) ffeffapKiOfxevri {ib. 3, 31, 141 f. ).

The former phrase, however, says only that the
two natures were united, which all allow, and

nothing of their being fused (see Cyril's explanation,
below, § 5). In the latter phrase (pvaLs is used with
an approach to the idea of 'personality' ; but the
words were at least ambiguous, for they were

quoted by Dioscurus at Chnlcedon as proving
Eutychianism. This sense of (/)vaii happily passed
away, or we might have had endless confusion.

The phrase was believed by Cyril to have been
used by Athanasius ('not two natures, but one
incarnate nature of God the Word') ; but the book
in which it occurs, de Incarnatione Verbi Dei (not
to be confused with the famous treatise of <>hat

name by Athanasius), is really a forgery of the

Apollinarian school (Robertson, p. Ixv). From
the middle of the 5th cent, ^vcrii was used of the

divinity or the humanity of the Lord. He has
two natures, divine and human, united but not

commingled. The Monophysites and Eutychians
in different ways affirmed the fusion of the two, so
that they were, or became, one.
For the later Syriac equivalents of some of the

above terms see below, § 8.

4. The doctrine of Nestorius examined.—We
may now proceed to consider what the doctrine
known as ' Nestorianism '

is, and whether, as a
matter of fact, Nestorius iumself taught it. Since
the discovery of Heraclidcs, his doctrine has been
re-examined by several writers, with the result

that, while Betiiune-Baker thinks that he ought
to have been acquitted, Nau and Bedjan consider
that even after his '

Apology' he would have been

riglitly condemned. The question is a personal
one, concerning Nestorius himself only, but is not
of supreme importance. It does not aflect the

question, which is the really vital one, whether
Nestorianism is erroneous.

(a) What Nestorianism is.—In order to emphasize
the reality of our Lord's manhood, in opposition to

ApoUinarism, this doctrine conceives of the In-
carnate as uniting in Himself two persons, the

Logos and a man, although these two persons were
so inseparably united that they might in a sense
be deemed one. But, putting aside all technicalities,
it fails to affirm, as Pearson admirably puts it

(Expos, of the Creed, art. iii., p. 293, n. 92), that
' the Son of God, begotten of His Father before all

worlds, was incarnate and made man, and . . .

that the same only-begotten Son was conceived by
the Holy Ghost and born of the Virgin Mary.'
Nestorianism in reality denies a true Incarnation

just as much as ApoUinarism does.

(b) What Nestoriiis did not teach.—We may clear
the way by dismissing a popular charge against
him, namely, that he denied that our Lord was
God. It was commonly thought that he was in

agreement with Paul of Samosata and Photinus.
Tlie former, a bishop of Antioch in the middle of
the 3rd cent., taught that our Lord was merely
man, and ' was not before Mary, but received from
her the origin of His being'; and that He pre-
existed only, in the foreknowledge of God (Athan-
asius, de Synodis, iii. [45]). Photinus, the pupil of

Marcellus of Ancyra in the 4th cent., taught much
the same doctrine. But this was not Nestorius's

teaching, and the idea that it was so is largely due
to his unfortunate saying about God and an infant,
for which see below (/). Socrates (HE vii. 32)

says that he had examined Nestorius's writings,
and found that he did not hold these opinions ;

and the extant sermons and fragments, as well as

Hcraclides, fully bear out this verdict.

(c) The title
^ Theotokos' and the communicatio

idiomatum.—There can be little doubt that, though
Nestorius did not deny that our Lord was God, j'et
much confusion was produced by his not being able
to distinguish the abstract from the concrete.
This inability is shared by most of the Syriac-
speaking Christians of the present day, and is

found among the Greeks of old time, though in a
lesser degree (for fiv^pwTros =' manhood

'

see below,
(d)). To them the words 'God' and 'Godhead'
were often interchangeable ; and so '

man,'
' man-

hood.' This is jjrobatily due to a defective sense
of personality. A modern E. Syrian, e.g., \\'ill

often say that ' there is much manhood '

in a room
when he means that there are many men present.
Hence to Nestorius phrases like 'God died' or
' God was born,' which meant that ' He who is God
died,' or ' He who is God was born,' implied that
the Godhead died and was born. In fact, he often

imputed to his opponents the very doctrine whicii

many of them imputed to him, that our Lord owed
His origin to His mother. Nestorius had a horror
of the method of speech which goes back to the

earliest Christian ages (for instuiices see below),
and is called by the Latins communicatio idio-

matum. and hy tlie Greeks avriSocns ; by which, be-

cause of the unity of our Lord's person, the pro-

perties of one of His natures are referred to when
a title appropriate to the other nature is being-
used. When, e.g., Ignatius talks of the 'blood of

God,' he means that He who is God shed His blood

in His manhood. And so the phrases 'God died,'

'God was born,' however harsh tiiey may sound to

a modern ear, were common before Nestorius, as

expressing the fact that He who was born of the

Virgin Mary and died upon the Cross was truly
God. But it would be false to substitute the

abstract for the concrete in these phrases, and
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say tliat
' the Godhead died

' or 'was born.' The
fact that Apollinarius delighted in expressions such

as the above was doubtless one element in setting
Nestorius against them.
The watchword of the Nestorian controversy

was 'Theotokos' (dtoTOKOs, 'God-bearer,' Lat.

deipara). It had been long in use, and was the

popular name of the Blessed Mother ; and, as we
have seen (above, § 2), the prohibition of its use by
Nestorius roused the fiercest opposition. It can

only mean ' bearer of Him who is God,' and not,
as Nestorius supposed, 'bearer of the Godhead.'
It enshrined the vitally important doctrine that
the same He who was born of Mary was from all

eternity God the Son, and not only one who was

inseparably connected with Him. It ought to be
added that deoroKos is not designed to honour Mary,
but rather to explain the position of her Child. It

is perhaps unfortunate that it frequently gave
place to the expression 'mother of God' (ix-qr-qp

deov,
' Dei genetrix '), which has not quite the same

connotation, and may be liable to suggest Mono-
physite ideas, which the original 0€ot6kos does not
do. Cyril himself uses, but very rarely, ixr^r-qp OeoO

for 6£ot6kos. It must also be observed that the

question is not whether 'Theotokos' is a suitable

name to use (on that matter opinion may legiti-

mately vary), but whether the doctrine underlying
the title, that He whom the Virgin bore is the
same person as the Word of God, is true. The
title was approved at the Ecumenical Council of

Chalcedon in 451 (Hefele, iii. 347).

Some instances of the communicatio idiomatum in very early
times may be mentioned. In Ac S'^ ('ye killed the Prince of

life ') we have such an instance :

' the Prince of life
'

is a title of

our l.ord's Godhead, but St. Luke is speaking of His death. A
striking instance would be Ac 2028 ('the church of God which
he purchased with his own blood '), but we are not quite certain
of the text ;

' God '

is a better supported reading than ' the
Lord,' but it has been suggested by Hort that originally the text
ran ' with the blood of his own Son.' Other early examples are :

Barnabas, 7 ('the Son of God . . . suffered'); Clement of

Kome, Cor. 2 (' His sufferings' ; 'God' having preceded, accord-

ing to Lightfoot and Harnack) ; Ignatius, Eph. 1 (' blood of
God '), Roin. 6 (' suffering of my God ') ; Tatian, Address to the

Greeks, 13 ('suffering God'); TertuUian, ad Uxor. ii. 3 (' blood
of God ').

The word 'Theotokos' had been used in the 3rd cent, by
Origen, who in his commentary on Romans gave an 'ample
exposition 'of the term (Soc. JIE vii. 32); by Gregory Thaumat-
nrgus, Horn. 1,

' On the Annunciation '

(Eng. tr. in ' Ante-
Nicene Chr. Lib.' xx. 134 ff.) ; and by Archelaus of Kashkar,
Disputation with Manes, 34 {ib. p. 348); in the 4th cent, by
Alexander, bishop of Alexandria at the time of the Nicene
Council (quoted by Theodoret, HE i. 3) ; Eusebius, Vit. Const.
iii. 43 ; Athanasius, Orat. c. Ariari. iv. 32

; Basil, Ep. ccclx., 'Of
the Holy Trinity'; Gregory of Nazianzus, Ep. ci., 'ad Cle-
donium '

; and by others.

The title was no real difficulty to the Anti-
ochenes, who recognized its antiquity and its

meaning ; and it did not stand in the way of union.
Even Nestorius, when all went against him (for, as
we have seen, the Antiochenes were much less for
him than against Cyril) exclaimed :

' Let Mary be
called Theotokos if you will, and let all disputing
cease' (Soc. BE vii. 34). In a Greek fragment
quoted by Loofs (Nestoriana, p. 353) he is M'iiling
to tolerate the term 'as long as the Virgin is not
made a goddess

'

; in a sermon (Loofs, p. 276) he
suggests deo56xos ('one who receives God') rather
than diOTOKOi. He wished, like Theodore (see
above, §l), to introduce tiie term di-^pcoTroToVos ('man-
bearer') as a complement to deoroKos, but he pre-
ferred xP'-'^'TOTOKos (' Christ-bearer'). Yet up to the
end of his life, as we see again and again in Hera-
clides, lie attacked tiie term BeordKos. (For two
elaborate notes on this term see Pearson, Expos,
of the Creed, art. iii., p. 318, notes 36, 37.)

{d) Favourite expressions of Nestorius. — He
always speaks of ' two hypostases

'

in Christ. It
seems fairly clear that he uses the word vir6<rTacns

in its earlier sense of '

substance,' and that he
means by

' two hypostases
' our Lord's two natures.

But he causes some confusion by talking of the
two hypostases and their two '

characteristics
'

or
'natures' (<pvaeis). His persistent refusal to see

any other possible sense of inr6ffTa(xti, though
another sense had become common long before his

day (above, § 3), is a justification of Socrates' opinion
{HE vii. 32) that he was ignorant (see below, § 6).
A little later the Council of Chalcedon fixed the

terminology by affirming that in our Lord there
was one virdaTaan, one trpbaujirov, two natures,
' without confusion, without change, without
rending, without separation

'

(aavyx'^''''^^, drpeTTTw,
dSiai/j^rwr, axupicTiiis [Hefele, iii. 350]).

In many passages of Nestorius ' a man '

is used
where it is charitable to suppose that ' manhood '

is meant (see above (c)). The use of this particular
concrete for this particular abstract is found in

older writers, such as Athanasius, who uses the

phrase
' the Man from Mary

' when he is speaking
of our Lord's humanity (Orat. c. Arian. iv. 35 ;

so i. 45, etc.). Also in the Exposition of Faith

(^Kd(cns) Athanasius three times uses the expression
6 KvpiaKos dfdpuTTos for 'the Lord's humanity' (also

elsewhere) ; and subsequent writers followed him,
Latins translating it by Homo Dominictis. But
Augustine, who had used this phrase, later dis-

approved of it (Retract. I. xix. 8). Robertson
remarks (p. 83) that Athanasius did not employ
' man '

for ' manhood '

carelessly, nor in an ambigu-
ous context, .and that there is no doubt of his

meaning. But, had he lived a century later,
Athanasius would probably have used different

language. In this connexion it should be added
that certain NT expressions like 1 Ti 2' ('one
mediator . . . [himself] man, Christ Jesus') and
1 Co 15'" ('the second man is of heaven') are not
relevant to the present subject. In these ' man '

is not used for ' mankind.' But it is quite Biblical

to speak of our Lord as ' a man '

(cf. Jn 8^", Ac 2--

17*1).

The metaphors 'temple,' 'veil,' 'vesture,' and
'instrument' (tpyavov) are very common in Nes-

torius, as they had been in Theodore of Mop-
suestia. In themselves they are unobjectionable ;

their context must determine whether they are
suitable. If it is the ' manhood '

that is the temple,
or vesture, etc., the phrases are perfectly orthoclox.

But, if 'a man' is the temple, etc., they may
reasonably be objected to as erroneous. A few

examples out of a great number are the following :

'

Mary did not bear the Godhead but a man (hominem), the

inseparable instrument of the Divinity
'

(Loofs, p. 205).
' The

manhood (ai^epwn-dnjTa), the instrument of the Godhead of God
the Word' (p. 247). 'The Creature did not bear the Creator,
but bore a man {avOpianov), the instrument of [the] Godhead '

(p. 252).
' The Lord was clothed with our nature . . . the

vesture of [the] Godhead, the inseparable clothing of the divine
substance '

(p. 298).
'
I said that the temple was passible, and

not God who quickens the temple which has suffered
'

(Hera-
elides [Betijan, p. 318; Nau, p. 202]).

It is much more difficult to find an orthodox
sense for the expression (Tvva.<})iia ('connexion'), by
which the union effected by the Incarnation is

expressed by Nestorius and Theodore. This is

symptomatic of the whole trend of their teaching,
towards the conception of two distinct beings
joined together, though joined inseparably. They
objected to the expression eVwcrts (' union'), holding
that it conveyed the idea of a confusion of the
human and divine natures. But the main objec-
tion to (nivacpiia was that it sjioke of a conjunction
of the Word with a man, not of human nature with
the Word.

Nestorius also frequently uses the word irpdcru}-

TTov. But he uses it very ambiguously. Thus he
several times speaks in Heradldes of the irpocrwirov

of the Godhead and the irpoauwov of the manhood
(Bedjan, p. 289 ; Nau, p. 183, etc.) ; and so he says
in a passage of a sermon which we have only in

Latin (Loofs, p. 255) :

' Christ took the person
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{personam) of the nature that was in debt and
tnrough it

paid
tife debt as a son of Adam.' He

affirms, indeed, one irpdawn-ov in our Lord, but he

frequently appears to conceive of two persons
{trpdcrwTra) united so as to make one person {Hera-
elides [Bedjan, pp. 94, 305, etc. ; Nau, pp. 61, 193,

etc.]).
It is, however, not so much by his technical

terms (even though they show much confusion)
that Nestorius must be judged as by the general
character of his teaching. Tlieological terminology
was in the process of construction ; as we have
seen, technical words changed their meaning, and
it was an indirect benefit of the early heresies that

they forced men to think more clearly and to define
their terms. In the matter of technical phrase-
ology we shall do well even to stretch a point in

giving Nestorius the benefit of the doubt whenever
we are able to do so Avith a clear conscience. And
it must also be remembered that most Christian
thinkers of the first few centuries of our era were
somewhat vague in their ideas of 'personality.'
Even when we have fixed on proper words to express
the '

persons
'

of the Holy Trinity, we still have to
find suitable terminology for '

personality
'

in man,
for the word '

person
'

cannot mean exactly the
same thing when we are speaking of the distinc-
tions in the Holy Trinity as when we are speaking
of the '

personality
'

of ourselves or of the Incarnate
Lord. We may, therefore, now pass over Nes-
torius's technical terms and endeavour to estimate
the general meaning of his teaching.

(e) Examples of Nestorius's teaching.
— The

counter-anathematisms were directed against those
of Cyril, and ascribe to him Apollinarism pure and
simple. But, in doing so, they run to the opposite
extreme. The seventh, e.g., when literally trans-

lated, runs as follows :

'
II any one says that the man who was created of the Virgin

and in the Virgin is the Only-begotten who was born from the
bosom of the Father before the morning-star {htcifenim), and
does not rather confess that he became partaker of the designa-
tion of Only-begotten because of connexion {unitioneni) with
him who is naturally the Only-begotten of the Father, and also

says that any other than Emmanuel is Jesus, let him be ana-
thema' (see Loofs, p. 214, for the Latin of Marius Mercator, and
Hefele, iii. 36, for a rather free English translation).

Some of the other counter-anathematisms are

scarcely less 'Nestorian.' Some are ambiguous;
others charge Cyril with

affirming
what he never

did affirm. On the other hand, Nestorius rejects
an exaggeration of Nestorianism in his 6th anathe-
matism :

'
If any one after the Incarnation calls another than Christ the

Logos ... let him be anathema '

;

but from the rest of this 6th anathematism it is

not easy to draw any good sense.
From other writings of Nestorius may be cited a

few examples, in addition to those already given.
In some Nestorius approaches a position which it

is difficult to distinguish from true Nestorianism ;

in othershe approaches orthodox doctrine. Cassian
quotes him as saying :

' No one bears one who was
before herself ('nemo anteriorem se parit'), and
almost the same words (with

'

antiquiorem ') occur
in his first letter to Pope Coelestine (Loofs, pp. 168,
351). On one occasion {ib. p. 352), with reference
to the name '

Theotokos,' he asks if, because the
babe John was filled with the Holy Ghost from
his mother's womb, one ought to call Elisabeth
' I'neumatotokos '

(' Spirit-bearer ')
— a question

which shows him to have been either a hoi)elessly
confused thinker, or else (if the relation of the Son
of Mary to the Logos is to be compared with that
of John to the Holy Spirit) a confirmed '

Nestorian.'
Another saying (Loofs, p. 292) which is decidedly
ambiguous is :

' The same (6 aurdt) was both babe and Lord of the babe . . .

the same was babe and inhabitant (oiic^Tajp) of the babe.'
The phrases 'Lord of tlie babe' and 'inhabitant

of the babe ' seem to point to two persons, namely
'the Lord' ('the inhabitant') and 'the babe""
even though they be united with 'the same.' In
one of his sermons (Loofs, p. 327 f . ) Nestorius

says :

' The babe that is seen ... is Son eternal in respect of that
which is hidden, Son, Creator (irj/jioupyot) of all. . . . For the
babe is God in his own right (ouTcfoiio-tos).'

Here we have a much closer approach to the con-

ception of the single personality of our Lord.
Nestorius repeated Theodore's language about

the Logos dwelling in Christ, and about the in-

dwelling being due to God's good pleasure {evooKia).
He said that he was willing to worship

' him that
is borne on account of him that bears

'

(Bethune-
Baker, pp. 44, 93, 153).

In Heraclides the language is verj^ difiuse and
the arguments often diffi(;ultto follow; they are on
the wliole better balanced than those of his earlier

works, though they include much that is ambigu-
ous. The following is a specimen (Bethune-Baker,
p. 86) :

' He passed through blessed Mary. ... I said that God the
Word "passed" and not "was born," because He did not
receive a beginning from her. But the two natures being united
are one Christ. And He who " was born of the Father as to tlie

divinity," and " from the holy Virgin as to ttie liuinanity,"
is, and is styled, one ; for of the two natures there was
a union. . . . The two natures unconfused I confess to be
one Christ.' [He goes on to argue against the name 'Theo-
tokos.']

It must be added that his summary of his own
position in Heraclides is liopelessly confused (Bed-
jan, p. 128 f. ; Nau, p. 83). It contains a state-
ment of Christ's sinlessness ; but it shows all the
old inability to see the ditterence between the
abstract and the concrete.

(/) The saijiiig about God and an infant.
—This

saying is so important historically that it must be
considered separately. Socrates {HE vii. 34) re-

ports Nestorius as saying at Ephesus during the
time of waiting for the Antiochenes :

'

I M-ould not
name him who is two or three months old God '

(^7tb Tov yepS/xevov difnjva'ioi' Kai Tpijjirjvaiov ovk dj' debt'

ovofiaffaifxi). This saying embittered the people
against Nestorius more than any other, and was
doubtless one great reason for attributing to him
the heresy of Paul of Samosata (see above (b)).
Nestorius deals with this saying in Hcrai-lides, and
either he or his Syriac translator gives another
turn to the sentence (Bedjan, p. 202 ; Nau, p. 121).
Here it is made to run :

'

I do not say that God is

aged two or three months.' In the Acts of the
Council of Ephesus we read (Mansi, iv. 1181) that
Nestorius was reported to the Council as saying
that it is not right concerning God to speak of

suckling or birth from the Virgin.
' So also then

'

(continued the witness Theodotus, who had been
his friend)

' he frequently said di/.iijvaTov ^ Tpi/j.Tjvaiov

[IT] delv Xiyeadai dedf.' The last words, Bethune-
Baker remarks (p. 79 n.), would be read by no
Greek scholar in any other way than as they are

explained in Heraclides, i.e.
' that God ought not

to be called two or three months old.' But he
perhaps forgets that, as a matter of fact, Nestorius
was not understood in this sense ; for there is not
the slightest ground for supposing that Socrates

wilfully distorted his speech. The Greek-speaking
people of the 5th cent, were not ' Greek scholars"'—nor was Nestorius. And therefore it is by no
means certain that (supjjosing that the words were
exactly as given in the Acts of the Council) Nes-
torius, when he spoke them, meant what Heraclides-

suggests. For what is the meaning of the phrase
in Heraclides^. The proposition that 'a two or
three months' old child is not God '

is perfectly
intelligible, liowever erroneous it may oe. But
there is no satisfactory sense in the phrase

' God is

not two or three months old.' No one would
dream of afiirming that He was. And, if Nestorius
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really did mean such a foolisli thing by words
uttered on tlie spur of the moment, we cannot
conceive why he sliould have repeated it

' often
'

{iroWaKii). If
' no Greek scholar

'

could understand
it otherwise, wliy did it make such a sensation in
the Council of Ephesus ? The letter of the Council
to the emperors (Mansi, iv. 1235 tt".) has the say-
ing tilUS : dyw rbv Sifx-qvoLov Kal Tpi/xrii>aLOv debv ov

X^oj, which shows that the Council understood the
saying as Socrates did

; in this form it can only
mean '

I do not call one who is two or three months
old God.' Assuredly no one present would have
affirmed that 'God was two or three months old.'

And, if that were the meaning of the saying, why
did not Nestorius explain it at once, when he found
what a sensation it caused ? Under these circum-
stances the suspicion arises that in the heat of the
moment, and very probably without meaning quite
all that he said, Nestorius made the statement
attributed to him bj' Socrates, whether it was in
the e.xact words given in the Historij, or in those
given in the Acts of tlie Council, or in the letter to
the emperors ; and that on reflexion he made the
explanation which is found in Heraclidcs. The
explanation has all the appearance of being an
after-tliought.

5. The solution of the question of the person-
ality of our Lord.—Before we come to a conclusion
as to Nestorius's own teaching, let us consider how
the question was solved by Cyril and by the
Antiochenes, whose united eflbrts prepared the
way for the dehnitions of the Council of Chalcedon.
The creed composed by the Antiochenes, and
accepted by Cyril as true, and incorporated byhim in his celebrated letter to John of Antioch,
written on the conclusion of the union, and known
as Laetintur coeli (Mansi, v. 301 ff. ; for the Greek
of the creed see Hefele, iii. 131 n.), is of the greatest
importance. It ran as follows :

' We confess therefore our Lord Jeaus Christ, the Son of God,
the Only-begotten, perfect God .and perfect man, of a reasonable
soul ('/'VXTJ?) and body ; before the ages begotten of the Father
as to the Godhead, but in the last days [born], the same one (toi-
a.vT6v), for us and for our salvation, of Mary the Virgin as to
the manhood ; the same one of one substance with the Father
as to the Godhead and of one substance with us as to the man-
hood. For there has become a union (f i-wo-ts) of two natures
(0uo-e<ov) ; wherefore we confess one Christ, one Son, one Lord.
According to this thousrht (iwoia-v) of the union without
mingling (ao-iryxOrou), we confess the holv Virgin [to be] Tlieo-
tokos, because God ths Word was made flesh (o-apxuerii'ac) and
became incarnate (ha.vepiaTrfja-a.1), and from the very conceptionunited to Himself the temple which He took of her. But we
know that the theologians make some of the evangelical and
apostolical utterances about the Lord refer in common to the
one person (Trpdo-ajTroi-), and separate others as [referring] to the
two natures, and apply those which are divine (6ieo7rpe7rers) to
the Godhead of Christ, but those which are humble [deal with
the humiliation] to His manhood.'

Here we have a perfectly orthodox statement of
doctrine from the school that was supposed to
favour Nestorius. Nothing could be more explicit
than its positive aflirmation that our Lord is one
per.son, and nothing better than the statement of
the distinction of the two natures. If the sus-
pected word '

temple
'

occurs, the context makes it

quite^
clear that it means ' manhood ' and not ' a

man.' With the last sentence, which is an addition
to the creed as originally compiled, but is includedm Cyrd's letter to John of Antioch, compare
Cyril's fourth anatheniatism.
Side by side with this confession of faith we may

set Cyril's teaching, both as first put out in his
anathematisms (Hefele, iii. 31 f.) and then as ex-
plamed by him {ib. p. 122). In the second anathe-
niatism Cyril speaks of the Word '

hypostatically
uniting' Himself with the flesh, i.e. with human
nature. In tlie third he repudiates the word ' con-
nexion' {<Tvv6.(p€ia.) and speaks of a 'conjunction
in physical union '

(o-woSy ri^ Kaff 'ivucnv (pvaiK-qv).
It was these last words that especially aroused
opposition, though it was a traditional phrase (see

above, § 3 (c)). And Cyril therefore in his explana-
tion asserted that

'

Christ had a reasonable human spirit (jrvev^a), and that no
mixing and mingling and no confusion of the natures in Christ
had taken place ; but, on the contrary, that the Word of God is
in His own nature unchangeable and incapable of sufiFering.
But in the flesh one and the same Christ and only-begotten
Son of God suffered for us '

(translation revised from Hefele
iii. 122).

It is the bright spot in the rather sordid history
of the controversy that Cyril and the Antiochenes
showed such a spirit of mutual forbearance, and
that each endeavoured to understand the real

meaning of the other. Yet even modern writers
have sarcastically spoken of both John of Antioch
and Cyril

'

eating their words ' and unworthily
giving up their opinions. The present writer
believes this to be an erroneous view of history ;

and that John and Cyril had in reality agreed all

along in their theology, though they iiad expressed
themselves differently. No historical character
has been so variously judged as Cyril.

^

But, with
all his faults of impetuosity and temper, he has the
merit of having seized the real point of the contro-

versy. When tliis was once done, it Avas possible,
by explanation of the words used on either side, to
arrive at a satisfactory agreement. The crucial

point was that it was essential for a true Incarna-
tion that He who was with the Father from all

eternity, very God of very God, should be the self-

same He who Avas born of the Virgin, and should
not merely have been joined, however inseparably,
to the child of the Virgin. It was equally essen-
tial that His Godhead and His manhood should
not be fused into something else, or confusedly
commingled. On these points Cyril and the
Antiochenes agi-eed.
Two methods of expression which affirm that

our Lord is a single Person must here be men-
tioned.

(a) Impersonality of our Lord's 7nanhood.—This
has been the usual way of expressing the single
personality. The personality is said to reside in
our Lord's Godhead as pre-existent, and therefore
the humanity is said to be impersonal in itself, but
personal in Him only (Bethune-Baker, p. 98).
This does not mean that the human nature of
Ciirist is in any way imperfect. It is perhaps
more accurate to put it, as Bethune-Baker sug-
gests, that our Lord's human nature '

is never

impersonal, because it has His perisonality from
the flrst

'

; which is another way of stating the
same truth. But it would be pure Nestorianism
to say that our Lord's manhood had a personality
other than that of His Godhead.

{b) The 'hypostatic union.'—This phrase has
been generally approved as expressing that in our
Lord there are two natures united in one hypo-
stasis or person. As we have seen, Cyril uses the

expression, and it was used at a synod held under
him at Alexandria (Hefele, iii. 29). It is this
'

hypostatic union
'

that is the justification of the
mode of expression called comnnmicatio idiomatum
(above, § 4). But, though the piirase

'

hypostatic
union '

is a valuable one when properly understood,
it is doubtless capable of a wrong meaning. It has

already been mentioned (above, §3) that Athanasius
(or another writer of his school) repudiated it in
the sense of ' union of substance

'

; and so Nestorius
understood it to mean a union which resulted in
one nature (Nau, p. xv). Even taking vTroaraa-is in
its later sense of 'person,' the phrase might mean
' the uniting of two persons so as to make them
one person.' In fact, this is a good instance of
a technical term being a good servant but a bad
master. AVe have here also to '

get behind words.'
6. Conclusion from the evidence as to Nestorius
1 For opposite views of Cyril's character Gibbon and Hefele

should be read. But, while both take a decided line. Hefele
is impartiality itself as compared with Gibbon.
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and Nestorianism.—Very different verdicts have
been given, since the discovery of Heraclides, on
the questi(jn whether Nestorius was a Nestorian.
On the one hand, Bedjan and Nau, the editor and
translator of the book, think that, even after the

explanations ottered in it, Nestorius would have
been condemned as heretical.

' We must not toiget tliat the two natures involve with him
two distinct hypostases and two i>ersons (prosoporis) united

together by simple loan and exchange
'

(Nau, p. xxviii).

On the other hand, Betliune-Baker, on an ex-

amination not only of Heraclides, but also of the
other writings, considers Nestorius orthodox ; and,
what is rather surprising, seems to think him an
able man (pp. 122, 175 tt".):

'The ideas for which Nestorius in common with the whole
school of Antioch contended, really won the day'; 'Nestorius
himself was sacrificed "to save the face" of the Alexandrines '

(p. 207).

The present writer cannot take so rosy a view of

the matter as tiiis, and especially dissents from
the last three statements. It seems mncli more in

accordance with the evidence to hold that Nestorius
sometimes used heretical and sometimes orthodox

language. If we may suppose tiiat we have
Heraclides as it left Nestorius's pen, unaltered by
the Syriac translator, we have, indeed, a better

presentment of doctrine than in some of his other

writings, tliough even in Heraclides the tendency
is heretical, and the expressions, e.g., about two
irpdaujira are hard to reconcile with true teaching.
On the other hand, we can scarcely, witli Nau,
adduce the expressions about two hypostases as

heretical, as '

hypostasis
'

is here used in the older

sen.se of 'substance.' And we may hope that,
when freed from the temptation that besets an

eloquent and popular preacher of saying rather
more than on calm reflexion he would have written,
and when in seclusion he had more time for think-

ing out the problem and for writing on it at

leisure, Nestorius to a great extent rid himself of

his errors. For his heresy, if he was a Nestorian,
was due to confusion of thought. We probably
cannot come to a better conclusion than that of

the contemporary historian, Socrates, who, though
he mentioned Nestorius's faults, especially as a

persecutor, candidly endeavoured to ' be unbiassed

by the criminations of his adversaries
'

(
HE vii. 32).

Socrates, having perused his writings,
' found him

to be an ignorant man' ; he 'found that he did

not deny Christ's Godhead,' but that he was
' scared at the terra Theotokos as though it were a

bugbear
'

(or
'

hobgoblin '). This was due, Socrates

says, to the fact that, though eloquent, he was not
well educated, and did not know the ' ancient

expositors.' The conclusion, then, which seems
most suitable to the evidence is that, wliile Nes-
torius was not a systematic and consistent upholder
of what we call 'Nestorianism,' yet he sometimes

spoke erroneotisly ; and, even if we give him the

benelit of the doubt with regard to technical terms,
it is difficult to acquit him altogether of a certain
amount of heresy, and of a heresy which is par-
ticularly dangerous.
He fully saw the danger of the opposite error,

even though it was not as openly expressed as in

the immediately succeeding age. But errors are

usually the result of reaction from another error ;

Apollinarism was a reaction from Arianism, Nes-
torianism from Apollinarism, as afterwards Kuty-
cliianism was a reaction from Nestorianism. It is

not always easy to hit the golden mean between
two doctrinal extremes. Nestorius could see no
mean between his teaching and that of ApoUinarius,
and, as a consequence, he also, like ApoUinarius,
tended to destroy tlie Incarnation, tiiough in an

opposite manner. But he was a foolish and obsti-

nate man, wiio did not see the outcome of his own
teaching. Had he explained it as Cyril and the

Antioclienes explained theirs, his future wotild
have been a hapjjier one. As it was, he who began
by persecuting heretics was himself persecuted as
a heretic till the day of his death.

y. Writings of Nestorius. — (a) The following works of
Nestorius are now extant : The Book of HeracUdfs, preserved
in Syriac (see § 2 above) ; the Counteranatheinatixiiis, in reply
to Cyril, preserved in a Lat. tr. by Marius Mercator (Loofs, p.

211); a Greek homily, On the High-Priesthood of our Lord,
preserved among the sermons of Chrysostom (Loofs, p. 230);
three Greek homilies. On the TetnjAation (Nau, p. 335), also

preserved in a Syr. tr. (Marius Mercator translated portions of
these into Lat., and the fragments are extant ; parts of these
homilies have been made up into a single homily attributed to

Chrysostom); Letters (some in Greek) to Cyril, Cojlestine,
Coelestius the Pelagian, John of Antioch, the emperor Theo-
dosius, and others (Loofs, p. 105 ff.): Nau also gives (p. 370)
two versions of a letter to the people of Constantinople, which
Loofs (p. 202) looks upon as 'doubtless unauthentic' ; Sermons,
chiefly in a Lat. tr. by Marius Mercator, but also in fragments
quoted by Cyril of Alexandria or in the Acts of the Council of

Ephesus, or elsewhere (Loofs, p. 225 ff.) ; fragments of the Theo-

paschites (Loofs, p. 20S) and the Tragedy (Loofs, p. 203), for
which see below (c).

(b) Probably %tnauthentic works.—The Liturgy of Nestorius,
still used by the E. Syrian or Nestorian Christians, is almost
certainly not the work of that writer. It is not a comi'lete
liturgy, but an Anaphora only, borrowing the first part of the

service, and also the conclusion, from the older Liturgy of the

Apostles Addai and Mari, which is the principal liturgy used
by the E. Syrians. It is not of the type of liturgy with which
Nestorius was familiar either at Antioch or at Colistantinople,
but is of the E. Syrian family, though it is influenced to some
extent by the Byzantine rite. It was probably composed by an
E. Syrian who had a Constantinople liturgy before him, and
may be dated, in its original form, some time before Narsai, i.e.

before the end of the 5th century.
Besides the sermons mentioned above, P. BatifToI has sug-

gested that 52 homilies preserved among the works of various
orthodox writers are in reality the work of Nestorius {RB ix.

[1900] 329). They are thought to show the style and manner of

thought of that writer. But, as Bethune-Baker remarks (p.
102 f.), theological language was more fluid in the East than in the
West in the earlier ages ; and therefore it does not follow that,
because in a sermon we find a somewhat unusual phrase which
was used by Nestorius, the sermon must be attributed to him.
Batiffol's suggestion has not been ver_v favourably received.
On the general question of assigning the authorship of sermons,
it ma}' be remarked that there is nothing strange if one of
Nestorius's own sermons has been attributed to a preacher like

Chrysostom, and preserved among his works. They were both
of the Antiochene school of thought, and all Antiochenes had
much in common in the way of literary style and line of reason-

ing ; besides, the worst heretic (and we need not think worse
of Nestorius than that he was a very confused thinker) does
not always preach heresy.
In addition to the above works there are extant Twelve

Syriac Anathematisms, given in Syr. and Lat. by Assemani
(Bibl. Orient. III. ii. 199-202) and in Lat. by Loofs (p. 220). But
these are of very doubtful authenticity.

(c) Old lists of Nestorius's works.—Gennadius, who continued
Jerome's Lires of Illustrious Men after his death, says that
Nestorius wrote many treatises on various questions while still

in Antioch, and that these were already tainted with his error.
After he went to Constantinople, he wrote a work On the In-
carnation, on 62 passages of the Scriptures (Gemiadius, de Vir.
illustr. 54). These works of Nestorius are not now extant.
The Syriac translator of Heraclides says that botii Tenpas(i<i<is

(=Theopaschites) and the Tragcd;/ were written as an apology
against those who blamed Nestorius for having demanded a
council. 'Theopaschites' is a nickname given to an opponent,
and had already been used, if a S.\riao writer is to bo trusted,
by Gregory of Nazianzus (U. Payne-Smith, Thesaunu^ Syriacus,
Oxford, 1879-1901, ii. 4367); in the 0th cent, it was applied to
the Monophysites in connexion with the addition to the
Trisagion of the words 'One of the Trinity was crucified'

(Hefele, iii. 457 f.). It was somewhat like the older nickname
'Patripassians,' which denoted those who were said to hold
that the Father suffered.

In Audishu's list of Nestorius's writings are given : the

Tragedy, Heraclides, a Letter to Cosrnas (not extant), the

Liturgy of Nestorius (see above), a book of Letters, and a book
of Homilies and Sermons (Bethune-Baker, p. 26).

8. The later Nestorians.—(a) Within the Roman
empire.

—It has already been stated (above, § 2)

that the Antiochenes were doctrinally divideil

among tiieniselves. After the general acceptance
of the union arranged by John and Cyril some of

the bishops linally refused to assent to it, and,

openly siding with Nestorius, were deprived of

their sees. Several of them seem to have travelled

eastwards, no doubt taking witii tliem those of

their priests and deacons who supportctl tliem, and
reinforced the E. Syrian Chuicli (.see below).
Whatever view we take of Nestorius's own teach-
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ing, some of these Antiochene extremists were

tliorough<,'oing
'

Nestorians,' and it is to them
that the E. Sjnian Church owed its kno\yledge of

the controversy. Yet for a considerable time Nes-
toriaiiisni retained some footing in the Koman
empire itself; e.g., Cosmas Indicopleustes, the
well-known traveller and geographical writer, who
lived in Egypt, and published his books in 547, is

said to have been one of its adherents (Gibbon,
Decline and Fall, ch. xlvii. n. 116; DCB iv. 32'').

(b) In the Persian empire.
—The 'East Syrian'

Church, or, as it proudly calls itself,
' the Church

of the East,' had existed, in all probability, from
the Apostolic Age ; but, it being the Church of

the Persian empire, its members were a good deal
cut oil" from their brethren who were subject to

the Roman emperor, and the separation ever tended
to increase. It was fostered by the civil authori-
ties for political purposes. Yet it is somewhat
surprising to learn that the E. Syrians knew
nothing officially of the Council of Nicfea till 410.

Similarly, they did not hear of the Christological
controversies of the Roman empire until they were
practically decided there. The dissentient Antioch-
enes would not give them a favourable account of

Cyril and of the proceedings at the First Council
of Ephesus, and to this day they hold that Nes-
torius was unjustly condemned, and reckon him,
with Diodorus and Theodore, among the ' Greek
doctors' whom they commemorate on the fifth

Friday after Epiphany. They bear witness to the
absence of personal connexion between Nestorius
and their Church by not including him among the
'

Syrian doctors,' i.e. those of the ' Church of the
East.' They accepted the 'Tome' of Leo and the
decrees of the Council of Chalcedon as part of their

Sunhadkus, or book of canon law ; and their final

separation from the Orthodox did not take place
till about the time of the conquest of the Persian

empire by the Muhammadans in the 7th century.
Tiieir missions in the whole continent of Asia

were extensive ; the foundation of the old Church
in Iixlia, that of the ' Christians of St. Thomas '

in

Malabar, was due to them, and is attested by
Cosmas Indicopleustes in the 6th cent. {DCB 1.

693*) ; a monument at Si-ngan-fu in China still

bears witness to their activity in that country ;

and their evangelistic zeal gave rise to tlie story
of Prester Joiin. But this Church which spread
all over Asia is now reduced to the 'shadow of a
shade,' and finds its home, to the number of 100,000
souls or more, in the mountains of Kurdistan, and
in the neighbouring plains of Adharbaijan in
Persia and of N. Mesopotamia in Asiatic Turkey.
The great school of the Nestorians was at Edessa,

or Ur-hai. After the death of Rabbulas, Cyril's
great supporter, Ibas succeeded as bishop of that
city, and fostered Nestorian teaching. But they
were finally driven out of Edessa in 489 by the

emperor Zeno, and they then established their
school at Nisibis.

(c) Do the E. Syrians hold Nestorian doctrine ?—
This is not an easy question to answer fully ;

there is, however, no necessary connexion between
it and that already considered, whether Nestorius
was a Nestorian. There can be no doubt that
some of the E. Syrian writers have used decidedly
Nestorian language. Yet on the whole it is re-

markable how free their liturgical and synodical
language, in particular, is from it. There is, how-
ever, a phrase to which they cling tenaciously,
and which must be considered. They affirm that
in Christ there are two kydni, two qnumi, one
parsiipd (the Syriac words are given as pronounced
by them, though the plural termination is often -I

rather than -6). The first of these terms, kydnd,
is (jtvffL^,

' nature
'

; the second, qnilmd, is \nr6<TTa<n.% ;

the third is irpbcrwwov transliterated. It seems

clear that, like Nestorius, the E. Syrian Christians
take inrdffTaffis in its oldest sense of 'substance,'
and so they talk of the qnumd of the Godhead and
the qnuma of the manhood. If we may acquit
Nestorius, when he spoke of ' two hypostases,' of

meaning by that term two persons, we may cer-

tainly also acquit the E. Syrians of doing so.

They try to make a distinction between kydnd
and qnilmd, when speaking of our Lord, but really
they mean much the same thing by both words.
We may notice that both they and their neigh-
bours, the Monophysites or W. Syrians (known as
' Jacobites '), speak of the three qnume in the Holy
Trinity, not of ihxee parsup6. We see, therefore,
here some inconsistency. For a very careful dis-

cussion of these and other Syriac technical terms
see the appendix (by another pen) to Bethune-
Baker's Nestorius and his Teaching (p. 212 ft'.). It
is very generally agreed that, whatever vitality
' Nestorianism '

may have had in the past in the
E. Syrian writers, it is now entirely dead among
these Christians. It is an example of their con-
fusion of thought that in the oath taken by their

bishops they affirm that Christ has one will, one
power, and is confessed in two kydn6, two qnHini,
and one 'parsiipd of filiation' (the last is a very
common phrase in their writers). But Mono-
theletism was the very opposite error to Nestorian-
ism (Nau, p. xii).
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Orieiitalis, Rome, 1719-28, iii. and iv. ; E. A. W. Budge, The
Book of Governors ; the Uistoria Monastica of Thomas of Marga,
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history of the Nestorians) ; G. P. Badger, The Nestoriains and
their Rituals, do. 1852. A. J. MACLEAN.

NETHlNiM(NETHONiM). — According to
the theory of the Priestly Code (P), Nu S'^"" S'^'i" (cf.

also 18^), the Levites were given [nethunlm) unto
Aaron and his sons in behalf of the children of

Israel,
' to do tiie service of the tabernacle.' They

were a wave-ottering given to Jahweh in place of
the first-born, a gift to Aaron and his sons from
among the children of Israel ' to do the service of
the tent of meeting.'^ So, in the Greek Ezra
(1 Es V) they are called hierodouloi (q.v.), or

temple servants, which is elsewhere in this book,
as in Josephus, the translation of nethinim. This

theory does not, however, conform with the earlier

1 As our present Hebrew text reads, they were nithunim
nSthunim, which the translators render 'wholly given,' or

'utterly given.' Probably (see Batten, ICC, 'Ezra and
Nehemiah,' p. 88) we should read nithinlm nSthUnim, i.e.

they were ' Nethinim given unto Aaron and his sons.'

N^ihunim and nethinim are, in fact, merely differentiations
of one and the same word and are confused with one another
(cf. Ezr 817). It is worthy of note how large a number of

the Levitical names, especially in the later books, are com-
pounds or derivatives of ndthan,

'

give.'
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practice. As late as the Exile the Levites are

priests. In the reform of Josiah (623 B.C.) every
Levite was recognized as a priest, liavlng poten-

tially the right to serve as such in the Jerusa-

lem Temple (so the book of Deuteronomy). At
this time and earlier the hierodouloi, who per-
formed the menial or non-priestly service of the

Temple, were frequently, if not generally, foreign

slaves, given for this purpose {nethinim), or the

descendants of such slaves—precisely the same use
which we lind in the temples of other countries,
botii earlier and later, as in Babylonia and Greece,
and even in the Muhammadan shrhie at Mecca.
From analogy we should suppose that this would
have been the case ; that it was so up to and in-

cluding the time of Neheraiah is clear from the

testimony of the Bible.

According to Nu 3P", out of all booty of war, in-

cluding slaves, a certain proportion was to be given
to the priests and Levites—which is really a record

in legislative form of an ancient fact and right. A
case of this in actual practice, referred to in the

story of the conquest of Canaan under Joshua, is

that of the Gibeonites, made ' hewers of wood and
drawers of water for the house of God' (Jos Q---^ ;

cf. also 1 K 9'^"'). According to the book of Ezra,
this practice, for the Jerusalem Temple, dated back
to David, the Nethinim of his day being descen-

dants of the slaves ' whom David and the princes
had given for the service of the Levites' (8^*).

Among the Nethinim of that period are noted

specifically, also, descendants of slaves given by
Solomon (Ezr 2*"). These Temple slaves were, as

a rule, foreigners, captives taken in war, and in

the first generation presumably uncircumcised
heathen. Hence Ezekiel's protest :

' No foreigner,
uncircumcised in heart and uncircumcised in fiesh,

shall enter into my sanctuary
'

(44^).
^ He proposes

that instead of these foreign slaves the Levitical

priests of the high places shall be made nethinim,
ministers of the sanctuary. This rule, however,
was not adopted, at least in this form, at that date,

and, after the return from the Exile we still find

the non-Levitical Nethinim, descendants of former

Temple slaves, servants of the sanctuary. It is

from the post-Exilic writings that we obtain our
fullest notices of these Nethinim, and in the books
of Ezra and Nehemiah we first find, in fact, the

word nethinim used as a terminus techniciis.^

Here, also, we have the first distinct and clear

mention of the method and organization of the

Temple service, and of the titles of the Temple
servants and officials. Of these there are five

distinct classes mentioned : priests, Levites, singers,'

porters, and Nethinim. In the list of those return-

ing from the Exile (Ezr 2«-'", 1 Es 5-9-^', Neh T"!;"")
35 to 41 families of Nethinim are mentioned, with
an additional 10 families of * sons of the slaves of

Solomon.' The whole number of Nethinim, accord-

ing to all these lists, was 392 individuals. The
inclusion of the ' sons of the slaves of Solomon '

in

this total is an evidence, it may be said in passing,
of their constituting part of the Nethinim, in con-

nexion with whom they are mentioned in all places
where the name occurs. The names in these lists

1 Zee 1421 ' There shall be no more a Canaanite in the house
of Jahweh.' This is commonly understood, however, not to
refer to Canaanites in a racial or religious sense, Canaan mean-
ing

' merchant '

or '

pedlar."
2 The word occurs sixteen times in these two books (once as

n&hunim); elsewhere in the Bible only in 1 Ch 92, and perhaps
in the two passages in Numbers already cited.

3 Among the singers there were included, apparently, women
as well as men (cf. Ex 1520, pg G8->). In the salary lists from
the temple of En-lil at Nippur we have also both men and
women among what are evidently the Nethinim of tlKit

temple. Among those included in the lists of temple employees
there are singers, gatemen, shepherds, grinders, weavers,
temple servants, etc. Incidental evidence of forced labour is

furnished by the note against some names, indicating that at
that time those persons were not on hand, having run away
(A. T. Clay, Bab. Ex. of Univ. of Penn. xiv.).

are very largely foreign, including Edomite, Assyr-
ian, and especially Aranuean elements, and many
of them do not occur elsewhere—incidental evi-

dence of the non-Israelite origin of the Nethinim.
In the account of Ezra's return (Ezr 8"'-^) we

are told that from Ahava on the Euphrates he
sends to Iddo, the head-man of Casiphia, to obtain
Levites and Nethinim, of whom there was a lack
in the returning caravan, and receives in return
38 Levites and 220 Nethinim. In Neh 3-6-

3' we are

told that the Nethinim lived in the Ophel, and
that the house of the Nethinim was '

opposite the

gate of the muster.' In IF' we are again informed
that the Nethinim dwell in the Ophel, and that
Ziha and Gishpa (Hasupha?) are their chiefs. In
Neh IP we learn that they have possessions among
the cities of Judah, like the priests and Levites,
and in 10-^'- they, with the Levites, porters, and

singers, are among the covenanters, Avho ' entered
into a curse, and into an oath, to walk in God's
law.' Like the priests and Levites, they were free

from taxes (Ezr 7'^'*).

From all this it would appear that before the
Exile the Nethinim had ceased to be foreigners and
had become a part of the Jewish people, so firmly
attached to the Temple that the Exile could not

break that attachment, so that a goodly number of

them, when the opportunity was given, returned
to their ancestral occupation of the service of the

Temple. Evidently they were hy this time re-

garded as an integral part of Israel, and as such

they had their inheritance like the rest among the

cities of Judah. It is clear that they must have
been well organized for the fulfilment of their

functions before the Exile, and tliat organization
was handed down and became the basis for the

later organization in '

families,' witli two head-men,
those in service quartered in a house especially

assigned for that purjiose in the Ophel, the rest

living in their possessions among the cities of

Judah. It also appears that they considerably
outnumbered the Levites.

In the book of Chronicles the Nethinim are

mentioned only once— 1 Ch 9-,* a passage which is

really taken from the list in Neh 1 P"''* and should
be regarded as a citation of an earlier source.

^Yith this exception there are no Nethinim ^ in

Chronicles. They disappear entirely, as do also

the singers and the porters, all of them being now
included in the Levites, to whom are assigned all

the functions heretofore performed by them. So
far as the functions of the Nethinim are concerned,
this is explicitly stated at a later date, about the
commencement of the Christian era, by Philo in

his dc Prcemiis Sacerdotum, 6, where he says that

the sweeping and cleaning of the Temple were done

by the Levites.

The protest of Ezekiel, to which attention has

already been called, was the basis of the theorj- of

the Priestly Code, as expressed in Numbers, which
was finally put in practice at tlie time of the

Chronicler, not by the elimination from the Temple
of the descendants of the .slaves, but by their

amalgamation with the Levites, with the prohibi-
tion presumably for the future of the admission of

any foreign slaves.

We may then sum up the history of the origin
and development of the Nethinim as follows. From
the outset there were attached to Israelite temples,
to j)erform various services, slaves, either bought
with money, or foreigners, captives of war ; and

indeed, in the case of captives taken in war, a

certain portion was always assigned to the service

* The Peshitto Syriac here renders Nethinim by 'sojourners,'
in Neh 10 and 11 by 'slaves,' in Ezr S^o by 'men.'

1 1 Ch 6 seems to show this amalgamation. Here the Levites

are divided into three tribes, among whom are included specifi-

cally the singers; and the Levites are described as Nethinim,

given for all 'services of the tabernacle.'
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of the priests of the sanctuaries. As in the case

of other sanctuaries, so also in Jerusalem, from
David's time onwards, slaves were assigned from

among the ca[ttive3 taken in war for the service of

the sanctuary, and in post-Exilic times there still

existed a special subdivision of these Nethinim, or

slaves of the sanctuary, claiming to be descendants
of those jjiven at the organization of the Temple
services under Solomon.
The i)riest3 of the Jerusalem Temple, as of the

other .-sanctuaries, were Levites, and all Levites
were priests performing the priestly functions. The
other functions of the sanctuary were performed by
the slaves given for this purpose. These functions
were divided, so far as our information goes, into

three main parts ; singing, guarding the gates and

performing the service of porters, and the more
menial functions, such as cleaning. It was to

those performing the latter functions that the title

Nethinim was given. Originally the slaves as-

signed to these various functions, being presumably
largely foreign captives, were heathen and some-
times uncircumcised. They themselves, however,
or their descendants, continuing in the service of

the Temple, became in time circumcised Israelites.

At the same time, their ranks would seem to have
been recruited from time to time by foreign
captives ; hence the protest of Ezekiel, referred to

above, against uncircumcised foreigners serving in

the Temple.
With the overthrow of the high places and the

concentration of worshiji at Jerusalem, in 623 B.C.,
it became necessary to provide for all Levitical

priests at that Temple. Had they become priests
there, its priestly sacrificial staff would have been

inordinately increased ; hence the priests of that

Temple resisted this reform for the sake of their
own prerogatives and perquisites. The Reforma-
tion, however, marks a very distinct step in exclu-
sivism—the separation of the Jewish people from
the outside world, and of their sacred worship and
its service from all outside contact.
The protest of Ezekiel, himself a priest of the

Temple, and his proposition to have all Temple
service performed by Levites, are evidence of the
existence among the priests of the intent to preserve
priestly functions and prerogatives exclusively for

the descendants of the priests of -the Jerusalem

Temple. Hence the rejection of the claims of

Levites from other sanctuaries to act as priests
in their Temple. It is also evidence of a

spirit of religious exclusivism, which would shut
out foreigners from the nation, and particularly
from tlie sacred religion of the nation, as repre-
sented in the Temple functions. ' Let us get rid
of the foreigners and utilize these Levites for the
service of the Temple heretofore performed by
them. Tlie Levites deserve to be so treated as a
punishment for their idolatry in the past.'

In principle this point of view was made efiective
in the Priestly Code, which did not, however,
become the law of the Jews or of the Temple until

long after the return from the Exile. To this

extent, however, Ezekiel's point of view seems to
have become at once effective, that, with the
return from the Exile, only those counted as Jews
were allowed to serve in the Temple, circumcised
men of the Jewish religion. Such the porters, the

singers, and the Nethinim had become, and with
the restoration of the Temple after the Exile they
resumed their old functions. The number of so-

called Levites who returned was very small in
relation to the number of these three classes of

Temi)le servants.

Precisely what the function of the Levites now
was it is difficult to determine. Theoretically they
seem to be distinguished from the priests on the one
hand and from the porters, singers, and Nethinim

on the other. The tendency was, on the one side,
to push down the Levites, by making them inferior
to the priests, and, on the other, to exalt the

Temple servants by bringing them to an equality
with the Levites. The distinction of priests,
Levites, porters, singers, and Nethinim is estab-
lished for the time of Nehemiah [c. 440 B.C.) and
of Ezra (c. 380 B.C.). The Priestly Code, promul-
gated at the latter period, abolishes the distinction
between those rendering any service below that of

the priesthood in the Temple. They are all alike
to be regarded as Nethinim, given to God for the

Temple service, and, accordingly, in the records of

the Chronicler (c. 300 B.C.) we find the old distinc-

tions done away with. There are now only priests
and Levites. This process seems to have been a

gi'adual one, and affected first the singers. So in

certain remodelled portions of Nehemiah (His-ia-
2jf.

i2>=t.
24f.

27-29) ^]^q musiciaus are already regarded
as Levites. This is true throughout Chronicles,
and here indeed they not only no longer rank below
Levites, but they are the highest class of Levites.

By the time of Agrippa II. (a.d. 50) this attitude
of exaltation of the singers at the expense of the
Levites in general reached a climax, so that at that
time the singers became a separate class, entitled
to wear linen robes like the priests (Jos. A^tt. xx.
ix. 6).

Door-keepers were the next to be included as

Levites, as shown by 1 Ch 9"^ 15^8- ^^f-
23^-«, and

Nethinim the last. With the admission of the

latter, all are alike ;
Levites are Nethinim, and

Nethinim ai-e Levites.
There is no mention in the NT of singers, porters,

or Nethinim, as distinct from Levites. At that

time, apparently, all Temple functions, outside of

the sacrificial ones, were performed by those who
were called Levites, i.e. the descendants of the
ancient Levitical priests of the high places, and of

the slaves attached at various times to the Temple
by purchase or by capture for the performance of

the various other functions, as Philo also testifies.

The Talmud, by its references, shows that Ne-
thinim did not exist in the Talmudic period, but it

also shows that the Talmudic interpreters were
conscious of the foreign origin of the Nethinim,
mentioned in the Biblical books. Accordingly in the
Talmud Nethinim are classed with, or even placed
below, bastards, and their descendants for all time
forbidden to marry with Israelites

(
Yeb. ii. 4, viii.

3, Kid. viii. 8, Yer. Hor. iii. 5, and Yer. Yeb.
viii. 5).

Literature.—Biblical Encyclopaedias, especially HDB, EBi,
and JE; commentaries on Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles,
especially ICC,

' Ezra and Neheniiah,' Edinburgh, 1913 (L. W.
Batten); 'Chronicles,' do. 1910 (E. L. Curtis and A. A.
Madsen) ;

H. E. Ryle, Ezra and Nehemiah, Cambridge,
1S93, p. Ivii ; C. C. Torrey, The Composition and Historical
Value of Ezra-Nehemiah, Giessen, 1896, p. 17; Hebrew or
Biblical Archaeologies, especially J. Jacobs, Studies in Biblical

Archaeology, London, 1894, pp. 104-122
; W. Nowack, Lchrbiich

der hebrdischen Arckiiologie, Freiburg, 1S94
;

E. Schiirer,
JIJP u. i. 225, 273; W. W. von Baudissin, Gesch. des AT
Priesterthtuns, Leipzig, 1889, pp. 100, 142 f. ; H. P. Smith,
OT History, Edinburgh, 1903, p. 170 ; J. P. Peters, Religion
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John p. Peters.
NEUTRALITY,—The term neutrales, or 'neu-

tral,' as technically applied to States and persons, is

not older than tiie 15th cent. , its equivalent in classi-

cal Latin being mcr/ii or ??icf/ii amici. The subject of

neutrality is one of the most important in the code
of rules which regulate the intercourse of nations,
and it includes not only principles and practices
which are as old as international law, but also

elements of the most recent date. The law of

neutrality is new in so far as it deals Avith the
relations between belligerent States and the in-

dividual citizens of neutral States, whose interest

it is to continue their commercial pursuits un-

hindered by the war. It is new in so far as it
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recognizes that certain reciprocal riglits and duties
exist between warring Powers and States which
elect to remain at jjeace. In the hrst case the
rules laid down owe their existence to the gradually
increasing power of commerce ; in the second in-

stance we find that modern reform is due not to

the self-interest of nations and individuals, but to

purely humanitarian and ethical considerations,
which themselves are the fruit of a higher civiliza-

tion and tiie slow growth of moral sentiment.
The whole law of neutrality is based upon the

principle that peace is the normal state of civilized

mankind, that war is an interruption of this con-

dition, in early times this was far from being the
case ; indeed, it was war that was the rule and

peace the exception. And until the end of the 18th

cent, belligerent States were so much more power-
ful than neutrals that their right to violate terri-

torj^ to interfere with commerce, to do, in fact, as

they pleased, was practically unquestioned. The
ethics of war consisted for tliem in considerations

simply of military advantage. How was victory
to be attained most speedily and cheaply ? How
was defeat to be made crushing and permanent?
These principles operated with peculiar severity

upon neutral countries. But the military power
of neutrals cannot now be disregarded, and belli-

gerents must respect their rights at the risk of

increasing the number of their enemies. To this

extent the power to dictate terms on matters affect-

ing neutrals has changed hands.
The position of a neutral during war is held to

be the same as it was before hostilities began—
free, that is, from all restraint^except with regard
to the observance of certain rules which are re-

garded as binding upon all civilized nations. Two
clear principles underlie those rules: (1) neutrals
must be absolutely impartial ; (2) belligerents must
show absolute respect for the sovereignty of

neutrals. This impartiality on the part of neutrals
had to be secured at one time by special treaty.
Sut the feeling gained ground that neutrality
ought to mean one thing or another, and that on
the outbreak of war every nation ought to make a
clear choice between openly engaging in war and
standing out of it altogether

—the decision taken

being, of course, subject to future re-consideration.

Even after this new point of view prevailed, how-
ever, there was for a long time an exception in

favour of defensive alliances. A State could pre-
serve its so-called neutr.ility, while giving assist-

ance previously promised to one of the belligerents,
without, as would now be the case, being held a

party to the war.
The rights and obligations which are set forth

in the law of neutrality are (1) those between

belligerent States and neutral States, and (2) those
between belligerent States and neutral individuals.
The duties of neutral States are to act towards

belligerents with impartiality and to acquiesce in

the exercise on the part of either belligerent of his

right to punish neutral merchantmen for breach of

blockade and carriage of contraband. The duties
of a belligerent are to respect the sanctitj'^ of

neutral territoiy, to act towai'ds neutrals with

impartiality, and to refrain from suppressing their
intercourse and especially their commerce with the

enemy. A neutral State must not assist either

belligerent with men, money, or the necessities of
warfare. It may not allow forces of either belli-

gerent to pass through its territory or the agent of
either to levy troops or fit out warlike expeditions
thereon. When by any fault or accident it has
failed to preserve an honest neutrality, it is obli-

gatory on a neutral Government to make suitable

reparation at the risk of being involved in the
hostilities. A neutral Power incurs no responsi-
bility if it allows its nationals to leave neutral

territory to enlist in the services of a belligerent.
Nor is it bound to prevent its nationals from trad-

ing in contraband with a belligerent, but such
trade is subject to the belligerent's rights of

capture.
The obligation on a belligerent to respect the

sanctity of neutral territory implies that his land
forces may not enter the country' of a neutral, and
that he may not carry on hostilities in its waters.
In technical language, he may not use its land and
Avaters as a base of operations. When he has failed

to obey regulations of a fair and legitimate kind
which a State has made for the preservation of its

neutrality, he must offer all reparation in his

power. It is the modern practice of nations to
allow the ordinary commerce of neutral individuals
to proceed unmolested, subject to certain restric-

tions and under rules which may be regarded as

having been fixed by the Declaration of Paris in

1856. These rules are: 'A neutral flag covers

enemy's goods with the exception of contraband of

war ' and ' Neutral goods, with the exception of

contraband of war, are not liable to capture under
an enemy's flag.' It is the desire of the neutral to

continue his trade as far as possible uninterrupted
by the war ; it is the aim of the belligerent to

prevent commodities of all kinds from reaching
the enemy, and any settlement of the question of

what trade may be legitimately conducted by
neutrals is in ert'ect a compromise between their

interests and those of the belligerents. Certain

goods may be carried by a neutral to a belligerent

only at the risk of capture, these being known as

contraband of trade, and it is the practice of a belli-

gerent at the beginning of a war to publish a list

of what he intends to treat as contraband. All
other goods, in the absence of a blockade, may be

freely carried between neutrals and belligerents.
Articles of contraband are primarily and ordinarily
those used for military purposes in time of war.
Articles which may be and are used for purposes
of war or peace, according to circumstances, are
classed as conditional contraband. It is obviously
in tlie interest of neutrals to restrict the list of

contraband within the narrowest limits, whereas a

belligerent seeks to widen the scope of the term to
his own advantage, so that disputes as to what
should or should not be considered contraband are
of frequent occurrence. Absolute contraband can
be captured by a belligerent on its way to enemy
territory and confiscated. But, if consigned by
one neutral to another, it is not liable to capture,
unless it can be shown that it is intended ulti-

mately to reach a belligerent country. This is

known as the doctrine of continuous voyage. Con-
ditional contraband may only be cajitured if it is

consigned to a belligerent Government, or its agent,
or to the armed forces of the belligerent. This

rule, however, has recently been held inapplicable
to modern conditions, and the distinction between
absolute and conditional contraband has been

practically obliterated.

If a neutral intends to run a blockade, he does so

at the risk of the loss of his ship. If he performs
what is called unneutral service—i.e. if he carries

ofhcials in the service of one of the belligerents or

important dispatches belonging to a belligerent,
or if he conveys signals for the benefit of either

party, or aids with auxiliary coal, repair, supply,
or similar ships

—he is liable to be treated as a

belligerent.
There are certain States, persons, places, and

even things which have been made permanently
neutral, or, in technical phrase, have been neutral-

ized. The ordinary State may be neutral, and
remain neutral or not, as it pleases. But States

like Belgium and Switzerland have not this free-

dom of choice. By international agreement they
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have bound themselves to refrain from engaging
in war unless in strict self-defence, and, so long as

they observe this agreement, the guaranteeing
Powers undertake to protect them from attack.

Thus the invasion of Belgium in 1914 by Germany,
one of the guaranteeing Powers, was the imme-
diate cause of the participation of Britain in the

European SVar. The province of Savoy, the grand
duchy of Luxemburg, and the Suez Canal occupy a

position similar to that of Switzerland. The

persons of nui'ses, doctors, and chaplains attending
to the sick during war have also by convention

acqiiired a neutral character.

Literature.—A fuller discussion of the principles outlined
above will be found in T. J. Lawrence, Principles of Inter-

national Laiv^, London, 1910, and similar text^books. The
reader should also consult T. E. Holland, Studies in Inter-

national Laic, Oxford, 1898, ch. xiv. ; L. Oppenheim, Inter-

national Law, London, 1906, deals exhaustiveli- with the subject.
M. Campbell Smith.

NEW BIRTH.—See Regeneration, Trans-
migration.

NEW BRITAIN AND NEW IRELAND.-
These are the two largest islands of an archipelago,

lying north-east of New Guinea, which also in-

cludes New Hanover, the Duke of York group,
Vuatom, and many other islands. The group is

mainly of volcanic origin, and has several active

volcanoes. Large regions are still wholly unex-

plored, especially in the interior and on the south
coast of New Britain. The regions about which
most is known are the Gazelle Peninsula at the
north-eastern extremity of New Britain, the Duke
of York group, and the southern half of New Ire-

land.

1. Population.—The islands are inhabited by a

population bearing a general resemblance to other

Melanesians, but probably showing less vai'iation

than in most other parts of Melanesia, the more
negroid characters of this people predominating
eepecially in the Gazelle Peninsula.

2. Language.—Most of the languages spoken in

the archipelago belong to the Melanesian family,
but several peoples are known to speak languages
resembling the Papuan languages of New Guinea,
and more will probably be found in the unexplored
parts of New Britain. The best known of the

peoples who speak these non-Melanesian languages
are the Baining, who occupy the hills in the in-

terior of the Gazelle Peninsula, and the Sulka,
living to the south of the isthmus of this peninsula.
Neither people differs physically from its neigh-
bours who speak Melanesian languages, though
striking differences of culture accompany the differ-

ence of language.

3. Social organization and secret societies.—
Two chief forms of social organization are known :

tlie dual organization with matrilineal descent, and
the totemic clan-organization, probably with mat-
rilineal descent also. The dual organization occurs
in the Gazelle Peninsula, the north coast of New
Britain, the Duke of York group, and the greater
part of the southern half of New Ireland, while the
totemic organization is found in the northern half
of New Ireland and New Hanover, and in a some-
what different form on the south-eastern coast of
New Ireland. These two regions will be spoken of
in this article as the dual and totemic regions
respectively.
The moieties of the dual region are in most parts

named after bird.s, and the attitude of the people
towards the object connected with their moiety
resembles that usually associated with totemism.
In the Duke of York Islands the animals connected
with the moieties are insects, and the respect shown
to these animals is even greater than is usual in

Melanesian totemism ; if one is found dead, it is

buried with the same honours as a human being.

The moieties have a number of subdivisions, which
are probably local groups. In the totemic region
the totems are usually birds.

Hereditary chieftainship with patrilineal succes-
sion is probably present in the totemic region, at
the southern end of New Ireland, and in the north-
western part of New Britain. In some parts of the
Gazelle Peninsula two kinds of chief are dis-

tinguished—one whose business it is to look after

the shell-money, while the other or others lead in

war—but both offices may be combined in the same
person. When these dignities are hereditary, they
pass to the brother or sister's son.

In other parts of the Gazelle Peninsula, and

probably elsewhere, authority depends chiefly on
wealth and position in the organizations known
as the Dukdnk and Ingiet, especially the former.
These resemble the secret societies of other parts of

Melanesia. The Dukduk is the more recent, at any
rate in the Duke of York Islands and New Britain.

It is said to have come to them from the southern

part of New Ireland, where it has now almost dis-

appeared. It has two sections called Diikdnk and
Tubuan, represented in the rites by men wearing
different forms of conical head-dress. The Tubuan
is always in existence and is called the mother of

the Dukduk, which ' comes to life
'

annually and
dies again later in the year. The cult of the dead,
which is the motive of similar societies in other

parts of Melanesia, is not obvious in the ritual of

the Dukduk, and there is reason to suppose that this

ritual may have been derived in part from a cult

of the sun. The Dukduk is an organization whose
members exert great powers over the rest of the

community, from whom they are able to extort

money and other goods by a process of terrorization

and blackmail. Rank within the organization
probably depends chiefly on wealth.
The other secret organization, the Ingiet, is more

clearly connected with a cult of the dead. Stone

images, which represent dead ancestors in human
or animal form, are prominent in its ritual.

Within the Ingiet is another organization, entered

by a special process of initiation, which is devoted
to practices of the kind usually called magical.
Their special feature is that members learn how
to project some part of themselves, called magit,
into the form of an animal or of some other human
being. The magit brings about the effect which
the worker of the spell desires—usually the injury
of some other person. In another branch of the

Ingiet men learn how to protect themselves from
the harmful action of the magit of others.

Another feature of the Ingiet is the practice of a
rite in which new members are initiated on the top
of a high canoe-shaped platform erected on a tree

set in the ground with its roots upwards. The
initiates are submitted to certain ordeals, and
those who fail to retain a proper instructor who
tells them how to behave run the risk of becoming
transformed into beings, called tutana vurakit,
who live for ever as wild men of the woods.
Dances in which enormous masks are worn or

carried take place among the Baining, but there
do not appear to be any definite organizations
corresponding to tlie Dukduk and Ingiet.

4. Disposal of the dead.—There is much variety
in the disposal of the dead. In the dual region
interment is the most general mode. In the
Duke of York Islands the bodies of influential men
are either thrown into the sea or exposed on plat-

forms, usually in canoes. One feature of this

region is the use of the upright position of the dead

body. Bodies thrown into the sea are weighted
so that they will take this attitude, and occasion-

ally the body of a chief may be interred in this

position. In the totemic region the most usual

method is cremation, but the dead may be placed
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on platforms or may be either interred or burned in

the sitting position. In one region of New Ireland
the dead are packed in chalk in the sitting position
and preserved under the roof of the house in which
the survivors live.

Tlie people of New Britain who speak non-
Melanesian languages dispose of their dead in dis-

tinctive ways. The Sulka bury them in the sitting

position, but with the upper part of the body above
the ground and covered with a tower-like structure.

The Baining inter the dead body, but take no

special precautions to prevent its being devoured

by pigs or dogs ; and, associated with this absence
of care for the body, there is said to be no belief in

a life after death. The other people of the Gazelle
Peninsula believe in homes of the dead in the east.

One of these, called Tingenatabaran, reserved for

those who have acquired large quantities of shell-

money, has an abundance of all that the Melan-
esian desires, while those who have not acquired
sufficient wealth pass to a comfortless existence in

a place called Yakupia.
Though the skulls of the dead are sometimes

preserved and are the object of ceremonial, there
is no regular cult of dead ancestors apart from
the Ingiet and Dxikduk. The ghosts of the dead,
called tabaran, are greatly feared, being supposed
to have a harmful influence on the living, but
we do not know of ott'erings and prayers to these

beings such as form a prominent part of the

religious ceremonial of many other parts of

Melanesia.

5. Supernatural beings.
—There are beliefs in

several kinds of spiritual beings, some of whom are
beneficent and others injurious to man. We do
not know of any being who can be regarded as a

supreme deity except in New Ireland, in the central

part of which there is a belief in a good being who
made the sky, the earth, and its people. This being
is called hintubuhet, a word which means ' female

ancestor,' and is also used for the birds and other
sacred objects connected with the moieties of the
dual organization. The hintubuhet, who is believed
to have created the world, is not, however, supposed
to take any special interest in her handiwork.
jNIen have no duties towards her ; they neither pro-

pitiate nor pray to her, and she neither punishes
nor rewards.
A class of beings in whose beneficence towards

mankind the people of New Britain believe is called

inal or pepc. These beings live in banyan trees ;

they are not birds, though they resemble them in

having wings. They send men into conditions of

trance, in Avhich they acquire new knowledge, or
into states of ecstasy so that they are able to per-
form acts of wliich they are quite incapable in

their ordinary condition. In the trances men
learn new songs, dances, and love-charms, are

taught how to make certain ornaments, and attain
other desirable knowledge, but they are never

taught any measures by which they can harm
their fellows. Initiation into the cult of the inal
also assists in the attainment of happiness in the
life after death. The knowledge how to become
possessed by the inal is obtained through a process
of initiation by, and payment to, those M'ho already
possess the knowledge. If in his trance a man
learns a new dance or song whicli appeals to others,
lie can sell it, the cult thus becoming a source of

profit. It is a question, however, whether this eco-
nomical aspect of the belief is not relatively recent.
Another class of supernatural Ijeings, called kaia

in the ( Jazelle Peninsiila and tadar in the central

part of New Ireland, occupies a more prominent
place in the minds of the people. These beings
have a local character aiul are greatly feared by
all except the people of the districts which they
inhabit, to wliom they act as protectors, thus
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forming a kind of guardian-spirit. It is believed
that any intrusion on the domain of a kaia or the

taking of fruits or other objects by strangers is

resented by this being, who thus protects property
and preserves the produce of the district for its

inhabitants. The most important of the kaia are

gigantic creatures with the bodies or tails of snakes
and the bearded faces of men. They have compan-
ions who are believed to be harmful to those who
oft'end the kaia. The most important of these

companions are dogs with hanging ears and other
characters which distinguish them from the Mel-
anesian dog of the present time. Otlier compan-
ions of the kaia are pigs, fowls, lizards, snakes,
ants, and other animals, many of which are natur-

ally harmful to mankind. The kaia not only is able
to bring disease upon individual per.sons, but also

may punish a whole community by causing earth-

quakes, volcanic eruptions, thunder-storms, floods,

pestilence, or famine.
There are beliefs in several other supernatural

beings which take a less important place in the
lives of the people than that of the tabaran and
kaia, or tadar. Female beings are believed to
inhabit hollows in rocks or trees, from which they
come forth in the dusk and entice men, who suffer

in consequence from painful diseases of the sexual

organs. Dwarfs with long beards and of enormous
strength are said to uproot trees from the ground
and bear them to their dwellings. Wild men, who
have only two teeth and long tufts of hair growing
from forehead, neck, and sides, are believed to be
derived from the unborn children of women who
die during pregnancy.
The people of the west coast of New Ireland

believe in men with long hair, in others with a
face at the back as well as in front of the head, in

others with enormous ears, and in another with
one arm of the ordinary length and the otlier 50 to

80 yards long, with which he seizes canoes which
venture within its reach. Still another being
belongs to a river which disappears under ground
to reappear again at the spot where the spirit is

believed to dwell.

All these beings ai-e thought to be still alive,

though some of them are never seen bj"^ mortal eye.
Stories are also told of men of old time who no

longer exist. Prominent among these are two
men connected with the moieties of the dual

system of whom numerous stories are told, all of

which illustrate the superior ability and wisdom
of one and the stupidity and ignorance of the
other.

6. Sun-worship.—In one district of the island of

Vuatoni tliere is a definite cult of the sun, the rites

of which take place at the southern solstice, and
there is some reason to suppose that a cult of the
sun may underlie certain features of the ceremonial
of the Dukduk. The sun is sacred to one of the
moieties in the central part of New Ireland, and in

the northern part of New Ireland an object repre-

senting the sun is burned after it has been the

subject of rites.

7. Circumcision.—Circumcision is practised bj-

the Sulka and in Rook Island, lying between New
Britain and New Guinea, while the operation
of incision occurs at the north-east end of New
Britain. In Rook Island the operation takes place
in a club-house and is followed by a long periotl of

seclusion.

8. Money.—The sacred character of money, of

which there are definite signs elsewhere in Mel-

anesia, comes out very strongly in New Britain, in

one part of which the shell-money is called tambu
—a word which has the general meaning of 'sacred.'

This money takes a very prominent place in the

ritual both of the Dukduk and of the ceremonies

following death.
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9. Drums.—Two kinds of 'drum' are used—the
form more properly called a gong and the drum

proper, the sound of which is produced by striking
a membrane. It is the gong that is iised especially
in sacred rites, while the drum proper is used in

connexion with dances of a more secular character.

The instrument used to make the mysterious sound
of the secret rites is the bull-roarer, and the shell-

conch is also prominent in these rites.

10. Betel.—Betel-chewing, in which a mixture
of arecanut, betel-leaf, and lime is used, is a

general custom, and some or all of the constituents

of the mixture are used in magical and religious
rites.

11. Art.—The decorative art of the dual region
is characterized by the presence of spirals, while
that of the totemic region takes the form of highly-

complicated carvings, the general motive of whicli

is the representation of a struggle between birds

who act as the guardians of mankind and evil

beings represented by snakes. In this region
bisexual images are made about the meaning of

which we have at present no information.

LiTERATURK.—R. H. Rickafd, Proe. Roy. Soc. Victoria, in.

[1901] 4C, 70 ; A. Willey, Zoological Results based on Material
from Neio Rritain, New Guinea, Loyalty Islands, etc., pt. 6,

Cambridge, 1902; P. Rascher, AA xxi.\. [1904] 209; P. A.
Kleintitscben, Die Eiistenbewohner der Gazellekalbinsel, Hilt-

rup bei Miinster, 1906; R. Parkinson, Dreiszig Jahre in der
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NEW CALEDONIA. — This island, Avhich
forms the south-western extremity of Melanesia,
is inhabited by a people who resemble other
Melanesians in showing a mixture of t^vo main
types, one Negro and the other resembling the

Polynesian. There is much linguistic diversity,
but little is known about the character of the

languages. All those recorded belong to the
Melanesian family, though of an aberrant kind.

1. Social organization.—The social organization
varies in different parts of the island. An exo-

gamous clan-organization, in some cases on a local

basis, appears to be general, but there is no evidence
of any dual system. In some parts the clans are
named after ancestors, and elsewhere they appear
to be totemic, each clan being associated with an
animal which may not be eaten and is regarded as
a father. The members of certain social groups
are believed to be able to promote the growth of

plants, and this power is associated with a tabu on
the use of the plants as food, but we do not know
whether these social groups have other totemic
characters. Wherever we learn its nature, descent
is patrilineal, and inheritance also follows this

mode of transmission. The cross-cousin marriage
is practised, and there is definite avoidance between
brother and sister. The relation between a man
and his sister's son, so frequent in Melanesia, takes
in this island the special form that a man who sees
the blood of his nephew thereby obtains extensive

rights over his property.
Hereditary chieftainship with succession in the

male line is found, and there is some evidence for

the presence of the distinction between sacred and
secular chiefs. The sacred chief is highly honoured
and is said to be regarded as a divinity.

2. Religious beliefs.—There is no evidence of

any belief in a supreme deity, but there is a belief

in several sacred beings with special names who
preside over the home of the dead or are believed
to live on mountains. There is little doubt, how-

ever, that, as in other parts of Melanesia, the
essential element in the religion of the people is

the cult of dead ancestors. Offerings are made to
the skulls of dead relatives, and certain men are
believed to be able to summon the ghosts of dead
chiefs and obtain from them information about
the future.

Masks are worn on certain occasions, as in the
rites which follow death and after the operation of

incision, but we have no evidence that they are
connected with such definite organizations as are

present in other parts of Melanesia.
There is a definite cult of the sun in which the

tombs of ancestors are visited and fires are lighted
on ' altars

' on the tops of mountains. Rites are

performed both at sunrise and at sunset. There
is evidence that chiefs are especially associated
with the sun, for, when a chief is dead, the people
say, 'The sun has set.'

There is a belief in a snake-like being inhabiting
a cave, and there seem to be other signs of a cult
of serpents, although there are no snakes on the
island.

3. Disposal of the dead.—There is much variety
in the modes of disposal of the l)odies of the dead.
In one method of frequent occurrence the body is

buried in the squatting position with the head
above the ground so that the skull can be removed
and preserved, this taking place six months after

death in the case of a chief. The teeth may be
extracted as relics, and the teeth of women may
be sown in order to promote the growth of crops.
The dead are sometimes interred in the extended

position, as a special mark of honour. They are
also mummified, especially among the chiefs of the
northern part of the island. In some cases in

which the body is preserved caves are used as

funerary chambers, but more frequently the body,
with the legs folded on the trunk, is placed on a

platform in a banyan or other kind of tree. This

method, which is said to be ancient, is now in

vogue chiefly in the interior of the island. The
dead are believed to go to a place at the bottom of

the sea, whose chief is represented with rocks in

the place of the lower part of the body and with
trees growing from the upper part.

4. Culture.—The people are agi-icultural and

practise terrace-cultivation and irrigation on a

large scale. There are rites connected with first-

fruits, the first yams being eaten by the chiefs.

We know little of the nature of the rites performed
to promote the growth of vegetation, but, as in

other parts of Melanesia, stones are used in

them.
A special feature of the material culture is the

])resence of the round house, often with an image
in human form at the summit of the conical roof.

The rectangular house also occurs, but the circular

form is the more frequent and is used for the club-

houses and for the houses of chiefs, as well as for

those of the general population.
The people practise incision, the use of the

pudendal sheath, tatuing, deformation of the head,

piercing and distension of the ear-lobe, and use

shell-money and wooden gongs. The human motive
is prominent in the decorative art, and the human
figure is sometimes represented with a protruding
tongue.
A feature of the culture of NeAv Caledonia which

distinguishes it from otiier parts of S. Melanesia
is the prominence of the cult of the sun, and this

cult is associated with many customs which accom-

pany it in other parts of the world.' A few features
of culture, such as the use of nephrite and the

protruded tongue in the decorative art, suggest a
relation with NeAV Zealand.

1 Cf. Elliot Smith, The Migrations of Early Culture,

Manchester, 1915.
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Literature.—M. Glaumont, REth vii. [1889] 73; Lambert,
Moeurs et superstitions des N(?o-CaUdoniens, Noumea, 1900

;

J. J. Atkinson, 'The Natives of New Caledonia,' FL xiv. [1903]
243 ff. W. H. R. Rivers.

NEW CHURCH.—See SwEDENBORG.

NEW DISPENSATION.—The Church of the
New Dispensation was the name given by Keshab
Chandra Sen to the section of the Brahma Samaj
which remained faithful to h^im after the schism of

1878. The publication of Sastri's History of the

Brahmo Samaj and other fresh material makes it

desirable to give here a rather fuller account of the
New Dispensation than that which appears in art.

Brahma Samaj (vol. ii. p. 820). For the historical

connexion readers will refer to that article.

The subject is one of considerable interest ; for

what Keshab attempted to do was to create a

religion which should be the final religion for all

men, and should stand in living relations with all

foregoing religions. Madame Blavatsky attempted
something of the same kind but on other lines in

India about the same time.
The great secession took place in 1878, and it left

Keshab with a very seriously diminished following.
The New Dispensation was not announced, however,
until Jan. 1880, and its significance was not clearly
and fully unfolded until Jan. 1881, only three

years before his death. At the anniversary meet-

ings held then Keshab appeared on the platform
under a bright red banner, on which were inscribed
the title Naba Bidhan (i.e. Nava Vidhana,

' New
Dispensation ') and an extraordinary symbol, made
up of the Saiva trident, the Vaisnava khunti, the
Christian cross, and the Muhammadan crescent.

On the table beside him lay the Scriptures of the
four great religions, Hinduism, Buddhism, Muliam-
madanism, and Christianity. In a sermon lie ex-

pounded the New Dispensation, declaring that it

was a revelation from God, that in it all religions
were harmonized, and that he and his missionaries
were the apostles of this new divine message. At
the evening service the Hindu ceremony named
drati, the waving of lights before an image, was
introduced in a modified form as a significant
feature of the system.
The chief conceptions of the new position are

that in the New Dispensation all religions are

harmonized, and are so set forth as to become
available as spiritual food for the members. The
new system is a revelation from God ; and it is

therefore the duty of all men, of whatever race or

religion, to accept it, and to find within its organi-
zation their spiritual home. It was spoken of as
a far larger and more serious thing than the old

Brahmaism ; and all Brahmas who refused to

accept it were condemned as unbelievers and
enemies of God. The revelation had been sent by
God, the Divine Mother, to Keshab ; and, though
he disclaimed the title of prophet, he frankly
claimed authority in the New Dispensation. He
frequently issued in the name of God proclamations
in which he denounced in vehement terms the men
who had left him. In full confidence in these new
ideas he went on to introduce into the thought and
ritual of the New Dispensation fragments of Hindu
and Christian belief and practice.
The central conception of the New Dispensation

has three sources—Keshab's belief in his own
perpetual inspiration, the Christian doctrine of

dispensations, and Ramakrsna Paraniaharfisa's

doctrine, that all religions are true.

It is abundantly clear that Ramakrsna exercised
a very powerful influence over Keshab's mind.
For many years he was a strict theist ; but he
made tlie acquaintance of Ramakr.siia about 1875,
and from 1878 onwards one can trace a new attitude

to Hinduism in his teaching ; finally there emerged
in the year 1881 the definite statement, 'All the
established religions of the world are true.' A
friend of Ramakrsna had a symbolical picture
painted which represents Ramakrsna teaching
Keshab this doctrine. A Christian church, a
Muhammadan mosque, and a Hindu temple occupy
the background. In front of the church stand
Keshab and Ramakrsna, the former carrying the
banner of the New Dispensation, the latter calling
Keshab's attention to a group of figures which fill

tlie rest of the foreground. They are men of many
religions, each carrying a symbol of his faith, and
in the centre of the group are Christ and Cliaitanya
dancing a religious dance together.
While Keshab's teaching and religious practice

were undergoing this very remarkable change,
another most interesting revolution Avas taking
place in his mind. From the beginning of his

theistic life he had been much more under Christian
influence than any earlier Brahma had been. He
not only recognized the value of Christ's ethical

and social principles, but lived in the inspiration
of His character and followed Him with tender
love and adoring enthusiasm. He was a strict

theist, yet his religious life was rooted in Christ.

But during the period when he developed his

New Dispensation theory he was driven onward
by his personal experience to give a more adequate
account of the person of Christ, and finally reached
tiie position that He was the Logos, the Son of

God. He also accepted the doctrine of the Trinity.
Yet he continued to teach the New Dispensation
tiieory to the end. He was not a systematic
thinker.
Keshab's personal power, the extreme brilliance

of his teaching, and the faithful toil of a large
number of missionaries combined to secure con-
siderable success for a few years ; but the leader
died in Jan. 1884, and the final outcome of the

undigested eclecticism of his new system was pre-

cisely what one would expect it would be : the
Church of the New Dispensation broke up into

sections, and even into fragments, which have
never been again united.

Literature.—Sastri, Hist, of the Brahmo Samaj, Calcutta,
1911-12 ; J. N. Farquhar, Modern Religious Slovewents in

India, New York, 1915. J. N. FARQUHAR.

NEW ENGLAND THEOLOGY.—See Ed-
WARDS AND THE NeW ENGLAND THEOLOGY.

NEWFOUNDLAND.—See Beothuks.

NEW GUINEA.—It is impossible in a short
article to deal adequately with the religions of the
various peoples of so large an island as New Guinea,
and it is ditticult to make satisfactory generaliza-
tions, as very few groups of people have been care-

fully studied, and even about these our information
is rarely complete. The inhabitants of New
Guinea are of mixed origin and liave been subject
to various cultural influences coming in from the

east, north, and west. The main racial elements
are Negrito, Papuan, and Melanesian, with inter-

mixture in places with peoples from the E. Indian

archipelago. It is quite possible that there are or

were more than one variety of Negrito in New
Guinea. The only true Pygmies are the Tapiro,
whose appearance and material culture have been
described by A. F. R. Wollaston (Pygmies aiid

Papuans, London, 1912) and C. G. Rawling (The
Land of the New Guinea Pygniie-i, do. 1913), and
the P6s6ch6m (Nova Guinea, vii. [1915] 145, 233) ;

of their social and religious life we know nothing.
With a perceptible Negrito strain are the Kama-
weka mountain tribes behind Mekeo, British New
Guinea (JBAI xxxix. [1909] 329), the Mafiilu (R.
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W. Williamson, The Mafulu Mountain People of
British New Guinea, London, 1912), the people of

the Goliath mountains, Netherlands New Guinea,
and of the Torricelli mountains, German New
Guinea, and the Kai, German New Guinea ; traces

of the Pygmy stock also occur elsewhere (cf.

Haddon, in Wollaston, p. 303 tf. ; O. Schlagin-
haufen,

' tJber die Pygmaenfrage in Neu-Guinea,'
in Festschr. der Dozenten der Univ. Zitrich, Ziirich,

1914). Of these the Mafulu and Kai alone have
been studied ; the Mafulu are mixed with Papuan
and Meianesian elements, and their customs and
beliefs betray this mixture, there being no socio-

reli2:ious customs which we can refer with prob-

ability to the Negrito element. Owing to the

spread of various cultures it is difficult at the

present stage of our knowledge to determine what
elements belong to the different strata, and lack

of space prevents a discussion of these problems.
A few indications will, however, be attempted.
A geographical arrangement has been adopted as

being the most satisfactory, beginning with the

south-west and continuing along the southern,
eastern, northern, and north-western areas, for the
reason that the presumably purest Papuan peoples
will be treated first, then the predominating Papuo-
Melanesians, and finally those peoples who have
been directly affected by influences from the E.

Indian archipelago.
The Kaia-kaia, or Tugeri, at Merauke (about

140° 23' E., 8° 28' S.) are inveterate head-hunters.
All the men sleep in a few men's houses at each
end of a village, and there is a bachelors' club-house
outside the village ; no one may enter the house of

the opposite sex. There is a complicated patri-
lineal exogamous toteniic system, in which plants
are combined with animals into main and subsidiary

groups. Several villages assemble at initiation,
bull-roarers are employed, and there are many
dances in which masks are worn and animals repre-
sented. The bull-roarer is anthropomorphized as

Sosom, a mythical monster in the bush, who at the
annual festival at the beginning of the south-east
monsoon devours the novices but brings them
back to life ; it is not known to be used anywhere
else in Netherlands New Guinea. The youths
receive a new name but are not circumcised (K.

Poch, SWAW cxv. [1906] i. 899 ff.; ZE xxxix.

[1907] 392; Geog. Journ. xxx. [1907] 616; the

system of age-grades is described by H. NoUen,
Anthropos, iv. [1909] 553).

Tlie Toro, who live up the Bensbach River, have
totems which descend in the male line ; probably
they, like the natives of the Morehead River, use
their bull-roarers in initiation ceremonies (C. G.

Seligmann and AY. M. Strong, Geog. Journ. xxvii.

[1906] 229).
The Dungerwab of the WSsi Kiisa believe that

ghosts of men, dogs, and pigs, but not of casso-

waries, go into the sky. Grave-ofierings are made
(Ann. Rep. Brit. New G^iinea, 1895-96, p. 44).

Chalmers says that the Bugilai (near the coast
about 142° 20' E. ) practise totemism, have an initia-

tion ceremony, believe in a great spirit, Kaka, and
that ghosts (spirits ?) are everywhere. The ghost
(yedo) goes right away to Bemor in the west [JAI
xxxiii. [1903] 109).

The Masingara, behind Mawata, have a croco-

dile-cult. At large hunting ceremonies men dance
round two effigies of crocodiles, one of which

represents Nugu, whom B. A. Hely describes as

their deity (he is also represented in human form),
libations of kava are made to them, and they are

greased with pig's fat (Ann. Rep. Brit. Neio
Guinea, 1894-95, p. 45).

The bush people up the Binaturi River employ
carved wooden figures (udo) in the ceremonies
connected v/ith the planting of bananas. The

figures are anointed with oil, food is heaped in
front of them, and there is dancing (MS).
The islanders of Torres Straits are Papuans,

but the western islanders speak an Australoid

language, while the eastern islanders speak a
Papuan language. There was a large variety of
natural and worked stones and carved wooden
figures which were supposed to ensure good crops
and influence animals and the elements. In

Mabuiag wooden human effigies (madub) were said
to become animated and go round the gardens
swinging bull-roarers to make plants grow. Per-

haps in all cases sacred words were employed.
Many belonged to definite families or to the heirs
of definite localities, but certain stones, shrines, or
rituals belonged to larger groups. Offerings were
made to some of them. Masked dances to increase
the food-supply were common. Typical totemism
occurred in the west, but had disappeared in the
east. Omens were obtained from birds and other

sources, and in Mer the ghost of a recently
deceased man usually appeared in the form of

some animal, that of a woman as a flying animal.
Skull-divination was common. A distinction was
made at all events by the western islanders be-

tween a ghost, marl, of a recently deceased person
and its later stage, markai ; the former was feared,
but the latter was friendly. The dead were buried
in an extended position. There were numerous
funeral ceremonies, the most elaborate being that
at which several ghosts were dispatched finally to

tiieir island home in the west. Certain men in

Mabuiag were friends of the ghosts and possessed
the gift of ghost-divination. There are slight
traces of a former manes- or ancestor-cult, but
ancestors were not apotheosized. A high code of

morals was inculcated at very important initiation

ceremonies, at which seclusion was practised and
the lads were terrorized. Ghosts resented wrong
done to their children ; otherwise morality derived
neither sanction nor support from non-human
influences. Tales were told of heroes who intro-

duced new foods or a new technique, or instructed

people in new ceremonies ; some of these came
from New Guinea. Kwoiam, the warrior-hero of

Mabuiag, was of Australian origin ; two emblems
made by him were called augud (the name for a

totem), and were associated with the dual organi-
zation. In Muralug Kwoiam was regarded as an
augud. A family of mythical brothers came from
New Guinea first to certain western islands, and
then two went to Mer. At Yam two of the brothers
became identified with totems, and were prayed to

as augud; they were represented by turtle-shell

images of a crocodile and a hammer-headed shark,
under each of which was a stone in which the spirit
of the augud resided ; the cult at these complicated
shrines was essentially a war-cult. In Mer the
hero-cult took the form of a secret society or

religious frateraity of the usual W. Pacific type,
which did not develop into a war-cult, but took

upon itself disciplinary functions. The sacred men
connected with it attained considerable power,
which they frequently used for their private ends,
and were on the way to become priests. The hero-
cults were not an evolution from totemism. A
transformation of totemism had certainly occurred,
but by a grafting of a new cult upon an old. Nor
is there any suspicion that the heroes of the cults

were locally developed ancestors, though they may
have arisen in this way in their original country.
Unless the heroes of the cults be regarded as gods,
it can be stated definitely that the Torres Straits

islanders had no deities, and certainly they had no

conception of a supreme god (A. C. Haddon,
' The

Religion of the Torres Straits Islanders,' Anthrop.
Essays presented to E. B. Tylor, Oxford, 1907, p.
175 fi'. ; Rep. Camb. Exped. Torres Straits, v., vi.).
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The natives of Kiwai island and Mawata on
the coast to the west are practically the same
people. Patrilineal toteraism was first noted

among the western Papuans by the present
writer in 1888 and by E. Beardmore in 1889 {JAI
xix. [1890] 297 fi'., 459 ft".). B. A. Hely {Ann. Rep.
Brit. New Guinea, 1898, p. 134) gives an account
of totemism at Kiwai and Mawata, which is re-

printed in the Rep. Camb. Exped. Torres Straits,
V. 187 ft', (cf. A. C. Haddon, Head-hunters, Black,
White, and Brown, London, 1901, p. 101 ft".). On
Kiwai initiation (moguru) takes place at the be-

ginning of the yam season. On hearing the bull-

roarer, all the uninitiated have to leave the village,
in order to see the wooden eftigies Kurumi, Urup-
aru, and Paromiti. Large feasts have to be pre-

pared, and, when they are shown, lire is showered
on the lads. Various immoral practices are in-

dulged in. Only those who have passed through
all the stages of initiation may drink kava
{gumada).^ The eftigies are used when they are

going to fight or when there is sickness ; smaller
ones are employed as charms (J. Chalmers, JAI
xxxiii. [1903] 119). The young men are hardened

by lighting amongthemselves with burning torches,
which they place previously for a moment on
wooden human figures (inimia) which are arranged
down the sides of the men's house (G. Landtman,
MS). Bull-roarers are swung to ensure good
garden crops, and wooden images of nude women
make sago abundant. Both of these enter into

the initiation ceremonies ; the latter were described
as ' God belong moguru,' and one name for a bull-

roarer is
' mother of yams.' A wooden image of a

man (uvio moguru or oraoradubu) is used at

initiation ; he makes everything grow, and pre-
sents of food are made to him when the planting
season arrives. He is always consulted before

fighting, and presents are given him to secure
success in getting heads. In cases of sickness

otterings are made, and he is prayed to as follows :

'

Oh, Uvio, finish the sickness of our dear one, and
give life

'

(Chalmers, MS, quoted in Haddon, p.

107). For further information on totemism, etc.,
at Mawata see Seligmann, quoted by Frazer,
Totemism and Exogamy, ii. 29-34. Landtman
(Festskrift tillegnad Edvard Westernuirck, Hel-

singfors, 1912, p. 59 ff. ) has given a good account
of the wanderings of the dead in the folk-lore of

the Kiwai-speaking Papuans.
The legendary Sido of Kiwai opened the road to Adiri, or

Woibu, the land of the dead, a countrj' in the western sea.

His was the first death, which was also a murder. His ghost
was mischievous during its wanderings, and after various ad-
ventures reached the barren Adiri. Here he married the

daughter of a man also called Adiri, and, as there were no
houses, gardens, fires, or proper food, he introduced them.
All mortals foilow Sido's road, but may do so in the guise of

animals. Some people who have died a violent death remain
on the spot for a long' time, and their ghosts are much feared.
Some ghosts go underground. Ghosts can return to earth ;

some are malevolent, others are quite friendl)' and helpful ;

IJresents of food are often deposited at places which they
frequent and a request is made, hut there is no regular or con-
tinuous cult. In building a man's house various objects, such
as thorny bushes, parts of spiders, bats, etc., are placed in the
lioles for the piles and in various parts of the structure for the

purpose of closing the road to Adiri and preventing men from
becoming ill or being killed. They have reference to similar

objects which barred the road that Sido toolt.

Magico-religious ideas enter into all their prac-
tical life.

The Kabiri, or Girara, who live north of the

estuary of the Flj', are head-hunters, chew kava,
and have five patrilineal totems. They pay great
attention to human heads, and probably have a
manes-cult. At their principal ceremony, juoi-

infa, tliree large named wooden eftigies of croco-
1 The distribution of kava-drinking has an important cultural

significance. It occurs in New Guinea at Astrolabe Bay,
Finschhafen district, Fly estuary district, inland from Mawata,
at Merauke, and perhaps on the upper reaches of the Fly (cf.

Haddon,
'

Kava-drinking in New Guinea,' Man, Oct. 1916).

diles are exhibited, masks are worn, marriages are

celebrated, and youths are initiated. The boy to

be initiated is previously hidden and at the cere-

mony is placed in the jaws of one of the crocodiles

(W, N. Beaver, Ann. Rep. Papua, 1911-12, p. 11 ;

A. P. Lyons, ib. 1913-14, p. lUO).

The tribes in the deltas of the Turama, Omati,
and Kikori are allied, but very little is known
about them. Each village has at least one dubu-

daiinu, or house for the married men, with a

number of shrines which consist of a perforated
board {agibi) on which is carved a human face,

and to the hooks of which numerous skulls are

suspended ; in front of the carving is a shelf sup-

porting the skulls. The skulls are tiiose of enemies
or of victims who have been sacrificed when a war
canoe is made or a dubu-daimu erected, their

bodies having been boiled and eaten. There are

similar l)ut much smaller carvings (marubu), from
which birds' heads are suspended. An agibi

probably belongs to a family or clan. Male and
female effigies are carved to represent dead people,
and are connected with some form of ancestor-cult,
as also are probably boards or tablets carved with
human designs (MS). One ceremony is described

by H. J. Ryan {Ann. Rep. Papua, 1913, p. 76).

Namau is the coastal district from Era Bay to

the Alele mouth of the Purari River. The people
are lusty head-hunters and cannibals. The club-

houses {ravi) are especially fine, and formerly
contained large numbers of skulls of enemies and
victims ;

in a screened-olf portion at the end are

eight to ten basket-work monsters with four legs
and great gaping jaws ; these kopiravi, or kai-ia-

imunu (' sky imunu '), have names. Before going
out to kill any one, the men consult the spirit of

the kopiravi ; it comes out of the ravi and causes

the canoe to rock if the expedition is to be success-

ful. The present writer was informed that the

dead bodies of victims were thrust inside the /co/n-

ravi and left there all night while the men danced
in the front part of the ravi. Next morning the

bodies were cut up with bull-roarers (of which
numbers are kept under the kopiravi), and then
cooked and eaten. A human victim, a cassowary,
and a pig have to be sacrificed when a canoe is

completed. The skulls of their own dead are kept
in the houses. Totemism existed, but is no\\

breaking up. According to Holmes, the concep-
tion of imunu,

' the life principle,' runs through
all their religion ; masks are imunu. The carved
tablets {koe) which occur in such numbers in the

shrines in the ravi seem to be personal imunu ; it

would seem that they are ancestral tablets, and, if

the bull-roarers represent ancestral ghosts, the
tablets may be hypertrophied bull-roarers ; one
name for the bull-roarer is imunu viki,

'

crying
imunu.' Holmes is now studying these people,
who seem to be remotely related to the Elema
tribes, but the kojnravi-cult is peculiar to tliem,
and their religion seems to be a combination of

head-hunting, cannibalism, and a manes- or

ancestor-cult ; the kopiravi may prove, however,
to be effigies of spirits who may be regarded as

gods. Chalmers first described the kavibus, as he
calls them {Pioneering in Neiv Guinea, London,
1887, pp. 63-66 ; cf. J. H. P. Murray, Papua, or

British Neiv Guinea, do. 1912, p. 178, pi. on 219).

Elema is the coastal district between the Alele

mouth of the Purari in the west and Cape Posses-

sion in the east. Apparently all the tribes have

migrated towards the coast, the original home of

tlie
'

Ipi
'

tribes being on the south side of tlie

mountain range near the east bank of the upper
Purari. The initiation of a youth is all-important,
since it is on the performance of the instructions

which he received as an initiate tliat the social and
moral welfare of the tribe depends, and great
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reticence is observed about the proceedings. Tlie

various stages are marked by feasts, at which pigs

always figure.
The first stage is when the boy is about eight years of age,

two or three years prior to his entering the erai'o (club-house)
for seclusion ;

he is then formally taken into the eravo and

greeted with the noise of bull-roarers (tiparu), which he sees

for the first time ; one is placed on his chest, and he is severely
beaten. Bull-roarers are swung day and night till the feast is

over. After the lad has entered the eraco for his period of

seclusion, the clan feast of Kovave is held. Ten days previously
a large number of young men wearing Kovave masks announce
that Kovave is about to visit the village ; they are the sacred

messengers of the mountain-god, as is proved by the fact that

they do not walk on the soles of their feet. Every night bull-

roarers are swung, and all women and children keep indoors.

On the great day large quantities of food and pigs are taken to

a tabued spot in the bush for Kovave to the accompaniment of

the beating of drums and blowing of conchs, and at nightfall
the novices are marched there. In the dark a feigned gruff
voice assures them that Kovave is speaking to them. He
promises to be their friend as long as they observe all tribal and
clan duties, obligations, and secrets ; otherwise they will be

punished with disease and death. Unexpectedly a Kovave
mask is placed on each boy's head amid a loud buzzing of bull-

roarers ; he is then beaten, and all are marched back to the
eravo. The feast is partaken of by the initiated members of a

given clan, not by the tribe. The lads remain in well-guarded
seclusion in the eravo ; thej' must not be exposed to the rays of

the sun lest they suffer therebj', nor do any heavy manual work
lest their phj-sical development be hindered, and they must
have no dealings with females. When allowed to go outside

they are encased in plaited palm-leaves and must maintain
silence. There are food-tabus, and during seclusion they are
instructed in all matters pertaining to tabu. They are taught
that the tribe must take the first place in all their actions, and
whatever serves the highest interest of the tribe is justifiable ;

everything that is, or can be, must be subordinated to the
pursuit of obtaining the fittest ; this idea is dominant till death.
The next stage of initiation is one of greater liberty, but still

subject to strict surveillance. The final stage is the semese, or
warrior festival, which is of tribal significance, and in which
large masks are employed. First of all, numerous pigs are
killed, accompanied with great noise. Four men wearing
Kovave masks arrive from a hill village and receive presents of

pigs. In the evening there is a procession of symbolic masked
figures from the eraco, followed by most of the villagers. The
novices and recent initiates man a scaffolding in front of the
eravo and welcome the effigies with song ; armed men in front
of the effigies fire arrows at the eravo, and dancing is kept up
all night. At daybreak there is another procession of human-
face masks and totem effigies. The festivities last as long as
the food holds out. Only the initiated may eat pig-flesh ;

others must eat dog-flesh. At the last procession there is no
dancing, and all the masks are then burned. The festival has a

rehg^ous significance to the native mind more profound than it

can express to an alien mind
; at it friend and foe meet in peace

on common ground, all anxious to do honour to their ancestors,
from whom come all temporal blessings. The period of seclu-
sion is now terminated, and the initiate can marry and take his

place in the social life of his community. The final degree of
initiation is the makaikara, 'sea' ceremony, which may be clan
or tribal ; totemic decoration is employed, but no masks. The
chief addresses the people, and then shouts to Kaiapo, the god
of the sea, acknowledging the indebtedness of his tribe to him,
invokes him to continue his protection of their crops and to
give them a plentiful supply of fish, and reminds him that the
present festivities are in his honour. The clan makaikara,
though impressive, is less elaborate.

The religious ideas resolve themselves into rever-
ence for certain objects, a belief in the existence
of ghosts, and the worship of gods. The name for
ancestors is practically the same term (ualare) by
which all sacred objects are designated. Certain
animals are ualare, and, as these were never in-

jured or eaten by the ancestors, so their descen-
dants hold them sacred ; or they may be natural

objects or phenomena. (1) All tribal ualare are

regarded as deities who in the long ago temporarily
assumed human form when they became the
ancestors of the respective tribes and at the same
time appropriated certain areas for their posterity,
which they furnished with vegetable food. Some
of the immediate descendants of the original
ancestor are credited with his supernatural attri-

butes. These wa^are-deities are kind and beneficent,
and are angered only after much provocation from
the tribes, not by individual wrong-doing. There
are two of them ; the one associated with the sea
is occasionally malevolent. It is strange that the
inland tribes also have the same ideas. (2) Clan
wa/are-deities are ancestors who acquired their

flowers
from the father (or from the mother—in the

atter case descent is matrilineal), who created
himself from a natural object or is a nature-deity.
(3) Individual ualare., unlike the others, are not
inherited. A personal ualare may be that of

either parent or of the person after whom a man is

named, or the result of a dream. Every man of

legitimate birth has two ualare, such as a bird, a

dog, a pig, a wallaby, or a tree, and a fish ; rarely
a man may have two trees or only one ualare, as

women have. A man should not injure or eat his

ualare ; he fasts and mourns as for a relative when
one is killed, and he wears parts of it as personal
adornment—which no others may do. It is quite
evident that the ualare was originally a totem,
but the totemic idea has been greatly extended

through ancient contact with another cult. Holmes
believes that the Namau of the Purari delta and the

Elema tribes used to be closely allied, and that the

former have a purer and more elaborate totemic cult.

The future of ghosts {ove) depends upon the

death which the individuals have died. Ghosts of

warriors go to the residence in the sky of Hiovaki,
the god of war, but can roam about their old

surroundings. Those that have died a natural

death go to their respective places when assured
that all mourning ceremonies have been duly ob-

served. Those that have died a violent death
roam about constantly and are malicious. Spirits

{harisu) are classified as good or bad, and have their

respective spheres of action, and thus may be

termed gods. The great good god is Harisu ;

Harohoha is his messenger, and he communicates

through sorcei-ers. The pageant of the warriors'

festival represents all the totems (ualare), ghosts
(ove), and gods (harisu), but effigies are not made
of Harisu and Harohoha. Ualare created the

visible world and nearly all the animals and foods.

Kivovia created sago, areca palms, and other good
things, his son created dogs, and Ruapu the

pig.
As Harisu is the supreme god of all the minor

gods who Avork for the welfare of mankind, so

Karisu is the supreme god of the minor malignant
deities. Kovave, the mountain-god, holds the fate

of travellers ; Hiovaki, the war-god, dwells in the

sky ; Galea, a malignant god resident on Yule

island, is the god of tiparu, the bull-roarer.

Saukoro is an evilly-disposed god who dwells in

hollow trees. The kindly minor deities seem con-

cerned only \vith the protection of foods and receive

propitiatory worship ; thus the gods of bananas
are besought to protect bananas from the ravages
of birds, and the gods of winds and the sea are

invoked before a voyage. Every family of living

things from man downwards has its special god or

guardian spirit for whom awe is felt (Holmes, JAI
xxxii. [1902] 418, xxxiii. 125, Mati, 1905, pp. 2, 17,

and MS). Chalmers says that the only guardian

spirits of the Toaripi are those of father and

mother, and to them they appeal in distress or

want by land or sea (probably this statement

requires modification), and that in times of great
sickness they expel the evil spirits of sickness

from the village with great noise and the throwing
of firebrands (JAI xxvii. [1897] 334). He says
elsewhere that the Toaripi ('Motumotu') believe

in a great spirit called Saukoni, who is vindictive,
steals native food, and kills people. Semese, his

two sons, the sun, moon, stones, rocks, and
mountains are worshipped ; in a small degree they
worship dead warriors long after they have gone.
Hiovaki Semese, a spirit in the heavens, made the
land and sea ; to him they praj' for goodness and

strength in fighting ; his sons are Hiovaki and
Miai. Ghosts are like men ; they live in Lavau
in the west. All animals and objects have a

spiritual part for the use of ghosts. At Perau,
Vailala River, Chalmers saw two wooden idols.
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Epe and Kivava, and a large stone ' Ravai '

to

which oft'erings are made, and they are appealed
to in cases of sickness,

'

seeing tliat Kanitu, the
Great Spirit, is represented in them. ... At
Elema the Great Spirit is

"
Kanitu," at Namau,

"Kanibu"' {Pioneering, pp. 168-174, 84). Tabu
on garden produce is enforced by masked men,
fiarihu {'spirits'), whose office is hereditary.
Chalmers calls tlie mask oioi {JAI xxvii. 329) ;

this custom has spread to certain Roro-speaking
tribes, where it is known as kaivakuku (C. G.

Seligmann, The Melanesians, Cambridge, 1910, pp.
299, 300) ; it also occurs at Hisiu, Redscar Bay
(Ann. Rep. Brit. Netv Guinea, 1901, p. 2).

The Mambule(Mafulu) are an admittedly mixed

people of Pygmy (Negrito) -Papuan descent and

probably influenced by Melanesian culture. They
inhabit the upper waters of the Angabunga (St.

Joseph River), but they have affinities with the
inhabitants of the Chirima affluent of the Mambare
on the nortli-eastern side of the Main range, and
it is possible that they have trading relations with
the natives of the Waria River. There is no
totemism, but there are clans and clan villages
which are grouped into communities, each com-

munity being for many purposes a composite
whole. The villages of one clan have a common
cliief and club-house {emone). Descent is definitely

patrilineal. There is a ceremony at the assump-
tion of the perineal band by boys and girls at
which the decorated child stands on a dead pig
bought from the family by an outsider. Only
people from other communities take part in the
dance. This ceremony is frequently performed at
the 'big feast.' Later there is a purification

ceremony. There is no seclusion of boys or girls
at any time, no initiation ceremony, wearing of

masks, or use of bull-roarers. A similar ceremony
takes place before boys and girls may enter the
emone (but after a girl has received the perineal
band she may not enter the emone), and also to

confer the right to beat a drum and to dance.
When a person is dying, a woman gives a heavy
blow on the side of the head, and pronounces the

patient dead, and all the people shout to drive

away the ghost. The body is wrapped in leaves

and bark, doubled up in a crouching position,
and placed on its back, in a grave in the open
village enclosure. Every one shouts to frighten
the ghost away, the grave is filled up, and the
funeral is over. A mother often amputates the
end of a finger for a child. Two or three days
later a feast is held, all bring spears, and a ceremony
something like the '

big feast
'

takes place. The
killing of tlie pigs finally propitiates or drives

away the ghost. Then wild pigs are caught,
killed, and eaten, and the village is swept by way
of purification. A chief's funeral is attended with
more ceremonial ; the wrapped-up body is placed
in an open rude wooden box either supported on

poles or placed in the fork of a gabi fig-tree. In

the case of a chief all except two men watchers
leave the village for two or three Aveeks ; then they
return, kill wild pigs, and sweep the village.
The '

big feast is held in a particular village at
intervals of about fifteen or twenty years, and
requires a very long preparation.

Usually a new emone is built, and also new houses, view plat-
forms, and sheds for ffuests. Composite high posts are erectetl,
on which food and skulls are placed, and round the central

space slender poles connected by a cord are put up, on which
food is displayed. If one does not already exist, they build a

box-shaped wooden burial platform on high poles containing
the skull and bones of a chief, and others are added to it.

Three trees are erected in the centre of the village. The
ceremon3' is very impressive. Two women guests with pigs'
tusks in their mouths rush round the enclosure brandishing
spears, and strike at the chief's emone. Male guests brandish
spears, also in silence, and knock down the trees. Other
guests perambulate the enclosure. The chief of the clan cuts
down the burial platform, which is not rebuilt. Food is distri-

buted to the most important men, and the real dance is per-
formed only by some of the guest men, who wear skulls and
bones in addition to feather head-dresses and carry drums and
weapons. Various smaller ceremonies then take place. There
is next a general distribution of food among guests. It may
take a week before the village pigs are collected. These are
killed by a professional on the spot where the burial platform
stood, and placed in a line. Bones are dipped in the bleeding
mouths of the pigs, and the skulls and other bones anointed
with them and then hung up. When the feast is over, all

bones are removed from the posts and are never used again
ceremonialli'. Some may be hung up in the emnne, or put in a
box in a tree, or otherwise disposed of. After the guests have
gone, wild pigs are killed on the site of the burial platform and
eaten by the villagers. The bulk of the villagers then leave
the village for about six months to make new gardens.

There is no belief in a universal god, but a

general belief in a mysterious personage, Tsidibe,
who has immense power and once passed through
the country from east to west, traces of his passage
being seen in strange rocks and stones. He taught
the people all their customs, dances, and manu-
factures, and finally reached the land of the white
man

; hence his superior culture. He is essentially
a beneficent being, but he has no cult. At deatli

the ghost leaves the body and goes to the tops of

the mountains, where it exists for ever ; it becomes
tlie sunlight on the ground in the forests, or, if

that of an elderly person, it becomes a fungus.
The food of all ghosts is the ghostly elements of

native food. There is no reincarnation. A few

special trees and creepers (the gabi is one) imply
the presence of a spirit. AH ghosts and spirits
that never had a bodily form are evilly-disposed,
and are associated with those who practise magic
(Williamson, The Mafulu).
The Kuni are a Melanesian-speaking people

living between the Mafulu and the Roro, south of

the middle waters of the Angabunga. The soul is

a spiritual being reproducing the shape of the body
and is manifested in the breath ; there are no
moral ideas connected with it ; the object of ritual

practices is to avoid earthly evil or, more rarely,
to secure some advantage. The ghost stays near
the village to see that all ceremonies are performed
and terrify neglectful relatives, or to communicate
with the living. After some time it leaves the

village and goes into a lonely part of the moun-
tains. There is no judgment after death ; all

ghosts are in a state of discomfort and cold. The
dead are buried, and sometimes the village is aban-
doned. A small feast is held when tlie bones are
exhumed ; the skull is usually hung in the club-

house (kufu) or in the dwelling-house, generally
with the tibiae and radii, which at great dances are

painted red and held in the hand ; the mandible is

detached and decorated, but is taken out only on

great occasions. Other bones are worn by the
widow. At great dances the skull and bones of

some great ancestor may be worn, though the
feast is not given in his honour. At the great
feast in honour of the dead,

'

objects of abstinence
'

are washed in the blood of a pig reared by the

family concerned. The dead are invoked to send

good hunting and fishing, and for this reason
ancestors' names are remembered. There is no
trace of a supreme spirit or creator, but there are
various spirits which produce earthquakes, cause
mists to rise, frighten people in the bus^li, and so

forth ; these are not ghosts but true spirits. They
have definite abodes, generally under great stones ;

certain women have converse with them. Besides
these there are the ivikdla, who are known to the
Mekeoand Roro and to two other (Papuan-speaking)
peoples. They are merged with the animal, tree,

stone, etc., which they occupy. Their only cult is

in the avoidance of uttering their name, tliough this

rule is readily broken if things go wrong. Wlien
the ivikdla is a tribal one, it must not be killed or

injured. Every group of villages, or even a single

village, has its special ivikdla. Sometimes an
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ivikdla is attached to any spot like a rock or liole,

and people must be silent in its proximity ; some

are wild dogs or reptiles inhabiting villages.

Their origin is ascribed to Oveloa, who also caused

men to arise from the bowels of the earth. Allied

to these are the spirits of stone dishes of unknown

origin. Finally, there are kdfii, any object which

a given sub-tribe, village, family, or even indi-

vidual, has chosen as a witness of the truth of a

statement. That of the sub-tribes is inherited ;

sometimes the family or individual one is chosen,
but tlie personal kdfu does not afiect that of the

village or sub-tribe. Kdfu demands silence on its

name ;
it is insulted by being named in its presence

or outside its territory. Kdfu may be a relic of

totemism, since certain sub-tribes are often called

by its name. The use of kdfu to affirm the truth

of a statement seems Papuan in origin, like that

of ivikdla, and has not yet been traced to the coast

(V. M, Egidi, Anthropos, viii. [1913] 202).

Very little can be said about the religion of

the western Papuo-Melanesians, who extend from

Cape Possession to Mullins Harbour. In the most

westerly tribes, the Roro and Mekeo, traces of

totemism seem to persist in the badges {oava) of

the exogamous patrilineal clans ; there are club-

houses analogous to those of the Elema but without
ritual objects, and there are no initiation cere-

monies,
A different cultural element is marked by the

open ceremonial platforms {dubti) which are found

among the Motu and allied tribes who extend from
Redscar Bay to Kapakapa, being best developed
among the Sinaugolo, etc., some distance inland

from Kapakapa. These people state that they
came with a dubic post from Mt. Tabogoro, a spur
of the main range. The tabu is a very important
feast in which the whole countryside participates ;

generally a new dubii is built for it ; unmarried

girls dance on a special platform. The dubu has a
close association with ghosts, who visit it at feasts

to eat the shadow of the food. There were no
.skull trophies in this area.

The district from Hood Peninsula to Aroma is

cliaracterized by steeple-houses (koge), on which or

on platforms skulls were hung, and probably ghosts
were connected with them. The house may decay,
and then its platform serves as a dubu, on which at

the kapa feast recently tatued nubile girls mount,
doff their petticoats, and are anointed with oil.

The girls cut up yams and pelt the crowd with
areca nuts, and drums are beaten by women on
the dubu. It is solely a women's ceremony, one

object of which is to bring good luck to the gardens
(R. E. Guise, JAI xxviii, [1899] 214; Haddon,
Head-hunters, p. 217).
There is a general uniformity in the religious

beliefs of all these people. The Roro dead are

buried with the head towards the rising sun, but
on Yule Island with the feet towards Mt. Yule.
The ghosts frequent the villages ; if they desert

them, there will be no luck, but they may send
bad luck in hunting or fishing if annoyed, and they
are then conjured out of the village. They reside

in the bush behind Cape Possession
;
on their way

they are intercepted by an evil spirit like fire, who
asks if their ears and nose have been pierced and
how death occurred (Seligmann, pp. 275, 303, 310).

Koita giiosts (.9wa) go to a mountain, Idu, their

legendary home, whence they quickly return with
other ghosts to carry away the sua of objects
which the dead man cared for in this life. They
live for a long time, but gradually weaken and
cease to exist as they are forgotten on earth.

They frequently return to the village, showing
little benevolence, but punishing any neglect of

funeral rites or infringement of tribal custom.

Only the Sinaugolo invoke their ancestors. Every-

where there are malicious spirits, most of whom
inhabit definite areas. All the heavenly bodies
are more or less venerated; people 'yell' only for

the new moon at Port Moresby (ib. pp. 183-193).
The Northern Massim of the Trobriands, Wood-

larks, etc., have been strongly influenced from the
east ; they are not cannibals, and have a royal

family in each district or island. The following
account of the Trobriands may be taken as typical.
There is a system of linked totems for each of the
four clans : a bird is of supreme importance, with
which are linked a four-footed vertebrate, a fish,

and a plant, and various less important birds.

There is no snake-totem. There is no physical or

psychical resemblance to the totem, nor is it omen-

giving. The usual tabus are more or less in force,
but a man may fight another with the same totem.
The clans are matrilineal, but the father's totem is

regarded, and marriage is not permitted into the
father's clan. The dead are buried ; after some
time the skeleton is exhumed, and a chief's skull

is made into a lime-pot by his children, which they
and the widows may use. When certain relatives

of a dead chief die, an arm bone is removed and
made into a lime-spatula ; other bones may be
worn. The ghosts of the Trobriand islanders go to

Tuma, a small island to the north-west, where they
descend to the under world presided over by
Topileta, a gigantic tatued man ; he causes earth-

quakes, and, when he becomes old, makes medicine
which restores to youth himself, his wife, and his

children. Opinion is divided as to whether pigs,

dogs, and all birds have a soul as well as men.
The breath accompanies the ghost to Tuma, and

possibly the shadow. The soul can leave the body
without death ensuing. Ghosts visit a feast held

ten months after death, and food is sometimes

specially cooked for them at this feast, but they
are not summoned to it. The four clans were sent

to the upper world at Tuma by Topileta, as people
increased too rapidly ; each ancestor came with his

totem-animals. The earlier people built houses
and made gardens, but had no yams and appa-
rently no pottery ; Topileta told the clans to bring
these (ib. pp. 7, 677-691, 719, 733-735).
The conditions at Milne Bay somewhat resemble

those of Bartle Bay, but there are no initiation

ceremonies for boys or girls. The corpse is placed
in a squatting position in a grave, which is roofed

over with planks and earth ; it faces east, other-

wise the ghost would not be able to reach the other

world. Funeral feasts take place monthly for

about a year ; at the last great feast all the man's

pigs must be killed and his coco-nut trees knocked

down, and all tabus end. Before tiiis feast (which

may serve for several deaths) new houses must be

built, a number of pigs are killed, and food is piled
on a special platform. The assembled friends

have a sham fight, and food is distributed ; there

is a good deal of dancing, but not on the platform.
The coiffure of the dead man, which was cut off

and retained by his brother, is presented to the

maternal uncle of the dead man along with a pig ;

the coiffure is burned and the pig singed, and the

dead man is now completely finished Avith. The
ghost (arugo) goes to Hiyoyoa, the other world
under the sea at the head of Milne Bay, which is

presided over by Tumudurere, who, like his wife

and children, is white-skinned and smooth-haired ;

he never existed on earth as a man. Many people
assert that they can go to and return from Hiyoyoa,
but, if they ate food there, they would never return.

Cannibalism was largely due to revenge ; the

victim was dragged to the stone circle of the clan,

burned to death, and eaten partly inside
partlj'

outside the circle. No one eats his oAvn killing";

a killer or captor is under food and other restric-

tions for a month (ib. pp. 464, 609, 620, 632, 655).
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Thanks to Newton, Seligraann, Stone-Wigg, and
others, we have good ethnological data concerning
the natives of Bartle Bay on the south shore of

Goodenough Bay. The people are included by
Seligmann among the Southern Massim group of

the Papuo-Melanesians ; they have exogamous
clans which take their names from real or hypo-
thetical bush settlements or stocks. Each clan has
one or more totems, bariawa—a term used for

anything that is out of the ordinary run of experi-
ence, such as supernatural beings or white men.
The totem is regarded as the ancestor of the

family, and is not eaten. They are matrilineal,
but youths may elect to join the father's clan ;

they do not marry into the father's clan, and
as a rule children may not eat their father's

totem. Certain clans have a stone totem which

gives strength in war, and near it skulls of enemies
are placed. Totems are sometimes regarded as

omen-giving. Totemism has a wide sociological
effect. Thus the Boianai and tribes farther west
know nothing of the walaga feast and take no part
in it, while the shore people from Wedau east-

wards do ; yet totemism brings all these peoples into

close relationship (H. Newton, In Far New Guinea,
London, 1914, p. 163). Chiefs possess consider-

able influence and power ; in addition there are

departmental experts in beneficent magic ; both
offices are hereditary and are often combined in

the same person. Of equal extension with totem-
ism is the kimta bond, which includes all indi-

viduals of the same sex and of approximately the
same age. Initiation, which is said to have been
instituted by a superhuman being, formerly took

J)lace

about every three or four years ; it is now
leld at longer intervals.

The boys live in a special hut apart from the village for four

to six months ; they work in the gardens or on the seashore,
and are instructed by the old men ; there are food and sexual

tabus ; the food is cooked by their mothers in special small pots,
but no one eats the food prepared by his own mother. The day
before the end of their seclusion they hunt with the men.
Next day they wear a new belt, and a comb for the first time.

Formerly girls were secluded at puberty in a
house for one to three months, and abstained from
all flesh food. A dead man is buried by his clan

on his side with his head (Wedau) or feet ( Wamira)
in the direction from which his ancestors originally
came when led by the totem ; upright stones are

sometimes placed at the head of the grave. Each
clan, gi'oup, or settlement has its own grave, so

that graves are frequently reopened; bones are not

kept in the houses. At Gelaria the corpse is carried

to the grave with flexed limbs so as to form a

compact bundle ; a chief is buried in a squatting

position, but a commoner is laid on his side ; in

either case he faces the direction Avhence his clan"

came. Most frequently disease and death are

caused by a '

sending
'

projected from the body of

a sorcerer or witch. It is thought of as leading a

separate life after the death of the persons in whom
it is normally immanent. After a woman's death
the '

sending
'

(called labuni at Gelaria) may pass
to her daughter or go with her ghost [am) to the
other world (it is evidently analogous to the '

soul-

stufl' of the Kai). Anywoman who has had children

may command a labuni, and she is employed by
any one. Disease is produced by various objects,
human bones being most potent, but only the

spiritual portion enters the victim. Knots are
tied by specialists in the hair as a preventive
against charms, and things are tied round ankles,
knees, and wrists so as to block tlie entrance of

spirits into the body. The ghost after death '

goes
to Maraiya in the south-east, "where is the Lord
of the dead Tauurnariri (for Wedau) who prepares
tiie place for each and assigns to each his place"'
(Newton, in Seligmann, p. 057) ; but Newton also

says that the ghost wanders around the familiar

places for some time after death ; but about Wedau
and Wamira, when the death-feasts are finished, it

goes to a valley east of Cape Frere, the entrance
to the other world being through a hole in the

ground {In Far New Guinea, p. 219 f.). The skin
of ghosts is white ; the life there resembles that
here ; those who are wealthy here are so there ;

they may fight among themselves, and whoever is

killed is dead for ever. Spirits wander about at

will, but usually favour certain places, as a rule
dark uncanny spots. The only good that spirits
do is to make strangers fear to intrude, as they are

jealous of them. Some spirits do not injure men,
others are ghouls ; none are good. Incantations
are a very prominent feature of native life. Every
person, food, animal, occupation, and amusement
has its ^ari ; these must be used or results cannot
be looked for. They are not addressed to any
person or spirit ; some can be bought from their

owners, but not those which are hereditary, and
bestow on the possessor a distinct office (M. J.

Stone-Wigg, The Papuans, Melbourne, 1912, p. 26).

In Goodenough Baj' a child's spirit does not enter
him until he gains intelligence, and the right sort

of spirit has to be got into the child and the wrong
one kept out by means of special charms and
exorcisms. Some say that he has an uninstructed

vaporous soul which is in danger of being lost ;

therefore, when a baby is carried along a path for

the first time, the father walks behind and throws
down bundles of leaves so that the child's spirit

may not lose the path or the child would never be
able to speak {ib. p. 28). The ghost, konaga, dies

after an ill-defined period, becomes a spirit, goes
into the sea, and feeds on the foam. There it

remains for ever [ib. p. 27).
The walaga feast is the cult of the mango, and is

the most important ceremony in the Bartle Bay dis-

trict, bringing together from a great distance even
hostile communities. The name is derived from
the great dancing platform built for the occasion.

The headman of the clan giving the feast selects a young wild

mango-tree, and he and the men who help him to clear the

ground round it are holy ; they maj' not drink or touch water
nor eat boiled food or mangoes ; these fasting men live in a

special house {potuma). A temporary village is built round the

platform in the bush. The platform is prepared and erected by
the fasting men with the aid of the charms of all the medicine-
men from the neighbouring mountains, who also extract the
aru (ghost) of any dead man that may happen to be present in

the post (from one a human bone was said to have been ex-

tracted). They carry the ghost away and release it in the
bush.' The tree is carefully cut down by the fasting men with
a special stone adze (iron should never be used), and all chips,

etc., are caught on new mats. With great ceremony and care
the tree is wrapped in the mats with the chips and fallen leaves,
carried to the potuma, and later tied to the central pole of the

platform ; no part of it may ever touch the ground. Things
belonging to a dead man may be hung on the pole above the
tree. Guests arrive bringing pigs. If one brings five pigs,
this is called a mango, and a small mango-tree is cut down.

Dancing and singing continue all night. At daylight the pigs
are killed, being speared as slowly as possible so that the
maximum amount of squealing takes place. The mango-tree
must hear their cries, smell the burning fat, and know that
blood has been poured out. Otherwise the crops will fail, the
fruit-trees be barren, the pigs will not be productive, and e\'en

women wrill fail to bear children (Stone-Wigg, p. 32). After the
distribution of food the guests disperse. The following day the

mango-sapling is taken down, wrapped up in mats, and hung in

the roof of the potuma. After an interval of many months it is

removed and carried with great ceremony to the centre of the

temporary village. A certain man cuts green mangoes in pieces
and puts them in the mouths of the fasting men, who chew and

spit the fragments in the direction of the setting sun so that
' the sun should carry the mango bits over the whole country
and every one should know.' A piece of the tree is cut off and
burned with the chips, etc. The mango-tree is again wrapped
up and carried to the house of the head man. It is brought
out and exhibited at intervals, and a piece broken off and
burned on each occasion till it is totally destroyed. Then this

community may have a tiew walaga, but another community
may have a walaga in the meantime.

The significance of this ceremony is not yet fully
1 To the e.ast of Bartle Bay buU-roarei-s, used at no other

time, are said to be swung by the fasting men all the time the

posts are being stepped.
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understood ;
in some ill-defined way it is associated

with the ghosts of the dead.
v, „ ,

'

It seems that in some wav the walaga is specially the finale

for all death feasts, and the idea is that the spirits of the dead

should be gratified by knowing that all duties have been per-

formed H not, thev would take revenge . . . yet the spirits

of the dead do not seem to be present
'

(Newton, m Sehgmann,

p. 651). , , .

Stone-Wigg relates that a long time ago, when
human victims Avere offered, Uabedabe was born ;

all his brothers and sisters were pigs ; he persuaded

people to substitute pigs for human victims.

Since his death his spirit can be passed by cere-

monies and incantations into a mango-tree selected

for the purpose. It is by no means evident why
a mango-tree should be sacred, for, though mangoes
are a common food and much liked, they are not

sacred in any way or connected with garden magic.
There may have been some connexion between this

ceremonj' and the barium and allied feasts, but, if

so, the walaga has been subject to other cultural

influences ; that this is probable is indicated by the

frequent occurrence of stone monuments in this

part of Goodenough Bay. These consist of stone

circles and lines of stones ; the former were mainly
the meeting-place of the old m&n, which no woman
might approach. Some at Wamira were certainly
used during cannibal feasts. The body was cut up
in the circle, washed at the shore, and cooked and
eaten in the circle. At Wedau the stone circles do

not seem to have had much significance, and canni-

bal feasts were not held in them. In all the villages
are stones which are reverenced and may not be

moved. In the Boianai villages many are carved ;

their presence ensures success to all garden work,
a plentiful supply of food, and happiness to the

people. No one knows their origin. Stones in

and near houses have an influence on life, health,
and prosperity (Seligmann, pp. 451, 465 ff.).

There is an overlapping of Papuan and Melan-
esian peoples at Cape Nelson. The Kworafi, or

Korapi, have patrilineal totemism(Poch, Z^xxxix.

389) ; they are the southernmost representatives of

the Papuan-speaking Binandeli (' Orokaivas'), who
extend thence to the Mamba River and some 20 to

30 miles inland (Murray, Papua, or British New
Guinea, pp. 98, 108). The Kubiri are also totemic,
but a departure from typical totemism is shown

by W. JVI. Strong's statement,
' The crocodile is a

totem and its intercession is sought by placing food

in the rivers for it to eat
'

{ap. Seligmann, p. 744).

The cult of a mythical snake, Baigona, which is

supposed to live on Keroro (Mt. Victory), has

recently spread to the coast, mainly to the west
and especiallj' up the rivers of the Kumusi and
Mambare Divisions. The authorized practitioners,

baigona, claim to have conti'ol of rain, practise

massage, employ two drugs, and regulate the

affairs of the natives ; snakes and certain reptiles

may not be killed (Ann. Rep. Papua, 1911, p. 139,

1912, jpp. 14, 129, 134, 1913, p. 152; Murray, p. 38).

Sir ^^ illiara Macgregor says :

' In many places no native will kill a snake. Evidently snake
cult is an ancient form of veneration and worship connected
with ancestors over a large area of British New Guinea' {Ann.
Rep. Brit. New Guinea, 1898, p. 47).

The thato ceremony is common to the Koko of

the Yodda valley of the head waters of the Mamba
River and neighbouring tribes of the Kumusi water-

shed, Orokaiva mountains, and almost to the coast.

The ceremony takes place at considerable intervals, and boys
and girls are initiated at the same time, having been previously
secluded in houses built for them in the bush. During the pre-

parations trees are pulled down by the hunters of wild pigs, and
bull-roarers are swung, and the children are told that this is the

work of ghosts. Visitors attend from far and near. On the

night of the ceremony all lights are put out, and the men,
wearing huge head-dresses of feathers and frames of pigs' teeth

over their faces, enter the village square and kneel in front of

the large central scaffolding. The candidates are brought in

from the bush with yells and shrieks, men seize the lads, run up
and down the village with them, and throw them on the scaf-

folding, the women following with waving spears, and all utter-

ing cries and yells. The boys try to climb up the scaffolding,

but are repeatedly hauled down. Sometimes a man will

rush at the boys, swinging his clubs and shouting,
'

I am the

ghost.' Among other tortures the boys are drenched with cold

water. Towards the end of the night the girls are put through
a similar performance, though they are treated much less

routfhly. Immediately after daybreak boys and girls are com-

pletely covered with hoods of bark-cloth. The boys are told to

turn their backs, and the men pull down trees with lianas, which

is said to have been done by the ghosts. After this bull-roarers

are brought out for the first time, and the lads are told that the

ghosts are present. The men shout,
' Do not kill my child 1

' and

utter the names of the ghosts, who apparently are dead ancestors.

The hoods are next drawn off and the bull-roarers are shown and

explained to the initiates. The bull-roarers are taken into the

bush, and pigs and other food brought into the village ; after the

feast the guests disperse. The initiates return to the initiation

houses in the bush, where they must remain in close confinement

for a month ; large smoky fires are kept burning under the floor

to make them sweat profusely ; they are not permitted to talk

much, and then only in a low voice. Should a boy happen to

drop taro through the floor, he would be killed (the mother

would know of the death only when the lads returned home,
and she would not be permitted to make any comment). In-

struction is given of a moral nature and relating to the ordinary

occupations of life.

It is stated that one-holed flutes are played by
the girls (?) in the bush after their initiation. They
are blown in pairs, a long one about 5 ft. in length
and a shorter one.' Extreme care is taken of the

bull-roarers ;
should one break and a chip strike

any one, that person, when next he goes hunting
or fighting, will be wounded in the spot where he

was struck by the bull-roarer ; among the tribes

on the lower Kumusi, if a bull-roarer strikes any
one, he will die. It is strongly impressed on all

the uninitiated that the noise made by the bull-

roarers is really emitted by a ghost (E. W. P.

Chinnery and W. N. Beaver, JEAI xlv. [1915]

69 ti'.). According to Murray (p. 105), the Koko
and allied tribes are cannibals and physically of

the mountain type ; they differ in appearance and

language from the Binandeli-speaking natives of

the plain. Chinnery and Beaver say that they
differ very little from the rest of the ' Orokaiva '

tribes of the Kumusi Division.

The balum-cult has been described by Lehner for

the Bukaua, who live on the north coast of Huon

Gulf, and -by Schellong and Zahn for the Jabim
about Finschhafen, whose area adjoins that of the

Bukaua. They are closely allied Melanesian-

speaking tribes. Among the Bukaua the term

balum includes : (1) the secret cult of an uncanny

being to whom are attributed geographical cata-

strophes, and who personified is regarded as the

ancestor of a village kin called after it, women

being told that it is a greedy monster and must be

bought off by fat pigs ; (2) the bull-roarer, which

produces the voice of the spirit ; and (3) the ghosts
of those who have been long dead.

(1) The balum circumcision feast is held at inter-

vals of ten to eighteen years in the country of the

Bukaua and Jabim, and between times among the

hinterland Kai and the Tami islanders. The pre-

parations are lengthy, as great numbers of people
come from far and near to the feast.

The special house {luin) for the candidates is erected in the

village, which the women have to leave (the Jabim build it in

the bush) ; dogs' and pigs' blood and chips of various woods are

placed in the holes for the posts. Boys in the lum have to

abstain from certain food for three to five months and spend
their time making mats and flutes. On the day of circumcision

with great noise and swinging of bull-roarers the boys are con-

ducted to the balum hut ; this is a long gradually decreasing

hut, the roof-pole of which is a complete areca-palm, the roots

representing the head and hair of the balum monster and the

crown of leaves its tail ; the jaws are closed with mats on which

a grotesque face is painted. Each boy is struck on the brow

and under the chin with a bull-roarer to make him keep silence

before the uninitiated, talk sense, show hospiUlity, act properlj-,

etc. As the boys are dragged into the hut, men squatting on

each side emit growls, and in this way the boys are swallowed

1 Similar flutes have been seen at Sangara, near Mt. Laming-

ton, and on the Upper Waria. where they are regarded as

intensely sacred and on no account to be seen by women and

children.
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by a roaring monster. The circumcision is accompanied by the

booming? of bull-roarers and the noise of bamboo flutes. Here
the boys remain for two or three months in total seclusion
from women ; they amuse themselves by playing flute.s, and
are instructed in tribal and personal conduct by the old men.
Among the Jabim, when the women return to the village, the

boys go to large huts in the bush for about three months, play
flutes, and do plait-work and carving ; they must not be seen

by women, who sound bamboo slit gongs to warn the bovs of

their approach (O. Schellong, AE ii. [1889] 158).

(2) There are various kinds of bull-roarers (balum
li), some being wonderfully decorated. Some at

least of the designs are symbolic and convey warn-

ings or illustrate certain aspects of the cult. They
are divided into '

ruling
' and '

serving
'

; each

village clan has one of the former and several of

the latter. Ruling bull-roarers bear the names of

prominent dead men whose characteristics they
recall ; they are carefully handed down through
generations ; the name is often used as a war-cry,
in pig-catching, in the girls' ceremony, etc. Less

respected but also guarded from women's sight are
the serving bull-roarers, which also are named after

the dead but concern only their descendants. A
third class are those bull-roarers with a high tone ;

they are the wives of the first class. Very small
bull-roarers are Avorn as ornaments by the chief

men at the balum feast.

(3) There is a belief in a soul (katu), which is a
sort of independent spiritual principle that can
leave the body, as in sleep, and to which claii-voy-
ance is attributed. At death the katu become
ghosts (ngalau), which at any time may assume

any form and behave as if alive
; finallj', they

become balum, which mostly have hostile relations

with the living, but may be pacified by offerings.
These natives feel beset by the balum, and their

whole life is dominated by the fear of them. The
balum cult thus combines the initiation of the

youth into the society of the adult men with the

recognition of his kinship with the dead, his death
to the old order and new birth into a higher social

status being symbolized by his being swallowed by
a monster who is the ancestor of the village kin.

The j)rominence and symbolism of the bull-roarer

are very noticeable features in the cult, and the

playing of flutes by the initiates is also noteworthy.
These are of two kinds, which are spoken of as

husband and wife, and must not be seen and should
not be heard by women. The dead are buried, but

respected persons may be mummified, and the skull

and some bones may be kept for some time. Every
dead Jabim man of repute has a bull-roarer buried
with him. Ghosts are not always harmful but

may help the living, especially in gardening and

hunting, and for this purpose offerings of food are
made to them. There are traces of totemism

among the Jabim and Bukaua. Certain families

believe that some animal was formerly among their

kindred, and they reverence it on that account ; if

it was a pig, e.g., they avoid pork ; or they may
spare the crocodile because their tribal ancestress

gave birth to one together with their ancestors.

The Jabim and Bubui folk believe that any one

having an animal relative on the mother's side is

changed into that animal after death ; if another
man kills such an animal, its human relatives must
avenge it by fighting him in pretence, and must
give a funeral feast in its honour. Closely akin to

totemism is the watchword of each village clan,

which, if an animal, is generally the same as the
totem ; protest is made if it is killed, and com-

pensation may even be demanded (ib. p. 145
;
K.

Vetter, quoted by Krieger, Neti-Guinea, p. 183 ;

H. Zahn, in Neuhauss, Deutsch Neu-Giiinea, iii.

287 ; S. Lehner, ib. p. 395).
The Tami islanders to the north of Huon Gulf

are much purer Melanesians than their neighbours
on the mainland, and in their cei-emonies they
employ masks which elsewhere are met with only

west of Cape Konig Wilhelm. Men have two souls,
both resident in the abdomen. The '

long soul
'

wanders when a man sleeps, and is tantamount to
our consciousness. At death it immediately leaves
the body, appears to relatives, and goes to Magilep
in N.\\. New Britain (whence a migration prob-
ably took place to Tami). The ' short soul

'

at
first remains near the body, and then goes under-

ground to Lamboam, but returns to frighten the
sorcerer who caused the death. After two or three

years there is a great feast and dance, at which
numerous gliosts enjoy the 'soul' of the good
things. They recognize two kinds of supernatural
beings—buwun and kani. The buwun are spirits
who live on an uninhabited island ; they have a
fish body and human head, but are invisible.

Epidemics and earthquakes are ascribed to them.

Tliey are not worshipped except in the event of a

great epidemic, when a miserable pig or dog is

sacrificed. One of these spirits is Anuto, a good
being, who created the sky, earth, and mankind.
He sits on the earth and holds up the sky with his

head. Apparently no regard is paid to him except
that at feasts or markets the first portion is offered

to him and put in a basket to the east. Anuto
eats the soul of the offering ; the people eat the
rest. Bamler compares him with the Jabim
'Anuto,' Siassi 'Anutuat,' and the South Sea
'

Atua,' god. The sun and moon were formerly
addressed as '

lord.' The kani is the baluvi of the

mainland, and comprises the spirit invoked at
circumcision (under this head belong the mask-

spirits called tago on Tami and Siassi and at

Magilep, and the wooden masks [ngaboyo] of Rook
Island). The kaiii, which is represented by the

bull-roarer, is described as a dragon invisible to

women and is spoken of as '
lord.' This cult is the

only public religious ceremony, and the Tami say
that it was forced on them by the raainlanders,

apparently about 150 years ago, before which time
circumcision was not practised. They say that it

spread to Siassi and Rook Island and to Magilep.
Details of the ka7ii festival are essentially similar

to those of the baluvi festival. The oldest religious
stratum appears to be that of the tago, who were
created with their respective families or clans,
those of the oldest families being most respected.
Some of the tago, who are addressed as 'lord,' are
said to live in holes in the island, but others come
from other islands. Tago are represented by masks
which are kept in a hut in the bush where Avoraen
and children may not go. When men dressed in

the tago masks appear, a tabu is placed on all coco-

nuts for one year, during which time there must
be peace ; this happens about every ten or twelve

years (G. Bamler, in Neuhauss, iii. 489).
The Kai are a people of mixed Pygmy and

Papuan descent, who speak a Papuan language
and inhabit the Rawlinson and Sattelberg ranges
north of Huon Gulf. They may be regarded as

very primitive, and, as they have been carefully

investigated by Keysser, they form a good basis

for comparison with other peoples. A long hut,
which tapers away behind, is built for the circum-
cision festival in the jungle, and no woman may
go near it. It represents Ngosa ('grandfather'),
a monster who swallows the novice. In it are kept
bull-roarers (ngosa), which are employed in the

ceremony ; only the old men have access to them.
The Kai are very religious, their whole thought
and conduct being influenced by animism. Every-
thing has a so*il-stufl' completely permeating it ; a

shaving of wood has the soul-stutt' of the tree, a

stone that of the parent rock ; so also a man's nails,

hair,etc.,that of the man. A man's glance, voice, and
even his name also contain his soul-stufl'; thus the

names of people long dead are still potent in charms.

The powers or qualities of a person or thing belong
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also to Ills Roul-stuir, and may be transmitted by
contact with or witliout the agency of words of

charming—e.g., yam or taro stones with which

shoots are touched before planting out, or the bone

of the forearm of a dead hunter. The soul-stutf

can be isolated or witlidrawn. There is a mutual
attraction between allied soul-stufl's ; thus a white
leaf of the size and form of the egg of a megapod
will guide the Kai in his search for eggs in the

bush. Whatever befalls the soul-stuft'is undergone
by its owner as well. These animistic ideas atlect

their whole life ; thus certain foods must be avoided

by parents. They are further exemplified in love-

cliarms and in the agricultural charms wliich are

employed at every stage from the clearing of the

ground to the harvest. Certain games assist the

growth of crops : swinging and playing cat's cradle

help yams to grow ; top-spinning helps taro ; and
stories of the earliest times are generally told by a
few of the older men, but the narration ceases

when sowing is over and the plants begin to shoot.

The soul-stutfand the body thrive or perish together,
but the soul persists after death and is just like

the original man. This ghost has in its turn soul-

stuil', for ghost sorcerers of the other world can
bewitch other ghosts through their soul-stutf, and
the death of the ghost follows. A further degrada-
tion results ; the ghost sinks to an animal, and

finally to an insect ; with the death of the insect

the soul-metamorphosis ends. The death sorcerers,
who form a sort of small caste, work by means of

something connected with the victim which con-

tains his soul-stuff, but wounds and sickness may
be caused by ghosts and spirits—indeed, the first

suspicion falls on them. 'Ihere is great dread of

the ghost which has left the body Avhen the man is

dead, those of fierce warlike men being most feared,
since the character of the man is perpetuated in

his ghost (the ghost of a thief will go on thieving).

Property, trees, etc., are destroyed at a death in

order that the ghost may liave these things in the

spirit land. A bamboo is placed in the grave to

connect the corpse with the upper world, so that
tlie ghost may have easy access to the body. In
return for benefits received in the form of little

offerings of cooked taro or crabs, the ghost furthers

crops and is expected to send good luck in hunting,
especially if he was a good hunter when on earth.

The ghost takes only the soul-stuff of the oflFering ;

the material part may be eaten by the people. If

things go very wrong, the ghost is blamed, his

grave is knocked about, or he may even be driven

away by pouring a pungent juice down the tube at
the head end of the grave. The ghost of a slain

person is particularly feared, and pursues those

carrying weapons smeared with his blood so as to
recover his soul-stuff; thus gory weapons are left

outside the village for some time till the ghosts
have regained their soul-stuff and are then care-

fully washed before being brought into the village.
After the decomposition of the body, the ghost
journeys to the world beyond, the entrance to
which is the ghost cavern west of the Sattelberg.
Ghosts are received by Tulumeng, the stern ruler,
who accords a place to each according to whether
he was slain or bewitched ; every one must have
the lobes of the ears and the septum of the nose
bored. The life beyond is mucii the same as on
earth. Ghosts have powers beyond those of men,
which become accessible to men by means of the
names of ghosts or by fetishes which act as vehicles
of their soul-stuff; those of the newly departed
are helpful to agriculture and hunting. There are
various male and female spirits who are invoked
to make plants grow or guard tlie crops, when
catching birds, eels, pigs, etc., before fighting, or
for other reasons. There is a creator MS.lengfung
who has no practical effect on life ; after making

the world he put in it the demi-gods, or nemu ; he
also made a giant,

' old Panggu,' who, like himself,
is partly flesh and blood and partly rock. The
nemu made men, discovered edible fruits, first

planted gardens and made houses, and death came
through them. Finally they turned into animals
or blocks of stone, being destroyed by a great flood.

Calling the nemu, to whom field produce is traced,
to memory helps its growth. The forces of nature
are personified and are placated or even defied.

There is no idea of relationship with animals and
no totemism (C. Keysser, in Neuhauss, iii. 3ff.).
At the Papuan villages of Sialum and Kwam-

kwam in the neighbourhood of Cape Konig
Wilhelm (6° 8' S. lat.) there is no deity who must
be worshipped. Offerings are made to ghosts at
burial to keep away from the village and bring no
misfortune on it, and when beginning tillage to

keep away harmful influences and protect from

pigs and grasshoppers. Offerings are made to the

ghosts of dogs and pigs whose death cannot be
accounted for. The nai, or ghosts of men who
have died far from home, are the only friendly

spirits ; they warn people of danger and foretell

events. The only spirit-cult is mate, but the

people will tell nothing about it for fear of the
inlanders who are the real owners of m/ite. The
cult seems to be much the same as the balum-cult,
but the associated circumcision is falling into

disuse. A number of spirits are included under

mate, chiefly the ghosts of ancestors and of the

recently dead ; of the rest nothing is known.
There are various spirits who are mainly malev-
olent. Nemunemu created the sky and earth

(this is now the name for white men). The
creators of the world were two brothers ; the elder

made the mainland and gave his people the bow
and stone club, the younger made the islands and
the sea, and instructed his people in making spears
and burning lime for betel-chewing ; the differences

in language are also due to them (Stolz, in

Neuhauss, iii. 245).
Most of the information from Astrolabe Bay has

been obtained at the Papuan village of Bogadjim ;

all the other coast villages except Bongo are

Melanesian-speaking. The corpse is exposed on
a framework on which food is hung ; that of a man
is painted white and red and crowned with red
hibiscus flowers by members of the asa society.
After a few hours burial takes place with grave-
gifts ; if not buried, the ghost wanders about seek-

ing its old home. The village of ghosts is not
located ; its inhabitants are still interested in

earthly affairs. The ghosts of those slain in battle

go to another place and are still more terrifying ;

they prowl about the village as long as they are

unavenged. The song of the kiau bird is thought
to be the voices of the dead, and it is a good omen
if it is heard when making magic in the gardens to

get a good crop. The dead help their relatives

and are invoked on all sorts of occasions. Great
wooden images, apparently of especially honoured
dead, are made in Bongu and widely exported.
Every few years a feast is held in their honour,
which women may not share ; if the image fails to

help suppliants, it may be set aside. Other spirits
are the embodiment of hostile forces of nature,

smallpox, spring tides, bad Europeans, etc. Thei'e

is no idea of a creator. The whole world—moun-
tains, valleys, water, trees—is animated. The
existence of totemism is doubtful. The osa- or ai-

cult centres in a poor sort of house in the jungle
which contains wooden masks and the ritual

musical instruments, asa-flutes, etc. Nothing is

known about the initiation ceremonies, which take

place about every ten or fifteen years, but Biro

(Eth. Sam. Ung. Nat. Mus. iii. 183) says that they
are just the same as the balum at Finschhafen ;
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circumcision then takes place and bull-roarers are
used. Bull-roarers, which difier from those of

Huon Gulf, are of varied form and decoration ; un-

perforated ones are in common use as love-charms,
and are given by the girls to young men. These
and other ritual objects are figured by Semayer.
Biro states that the osa-house was formerly the

only place for practising ancestor-cult, initiation

ceremonies of youths, and the sacred dances, but
that latterly, though not from European influence,
asa-houses are neglected, being replaced by the
men's house (B. Hagen, Unter den Papua's, Wies-

baden, 1899 ; W. Semayer,
' Beschr. Cat. L. Biro,'

Eth. Sam. Ung. Nat. Mus. iii. [1901] 181-196).
The Monumbo are a Papuan-speaking people

living about Potsdamhafen (145° E. long.). They
do not believe in a supreme being, or moral good
and evil, or recompense hereafter. Ghosts are sup-
posed to live like mortals, and are invoked and

prayed to. Images (dva) are made of every dead
tribesman, as any ghost may do harm if left loose ;

they are not merely memorials of the dead, but
residences of the ghost. Offerings of food are
made to them to secure their help, but they are
scolded if it is withheld ; in time they pass into

oblivion. When ghosts have grown old, they die

and are changed into animals and plants (white
ants, a kind of pig, the barimbar-ireQ, etc.). There
is great fear of magic, and many ceremonial tabus
are observed. There is a myth of a creator Orabera-

man, who was killed by a woman and her partheno-
genetic sons ; she told her two sons to kill her, and
from her and from her blood mankind appeared,
but previously she instructed them in making
houses, pottery, masks, etc. There are two kinds
of dances,

' mask-dances ' and '

people-dances.' In
the foi-mer there is great diversity in the masks ;

the masked figures represent murup who inhabit
the primeval forests of the Ramu and Augusta River
valleys ; women and children may not approach
or the rmirup will kill them. Not only are the
masks called murup, but the name is also given to

the long bamboo flutes, women being told that
their noise is the cry of the murup monster ; the
flutes are kept in the men's houses carefully con-

cealed from the uninitiated ; they are blown on
the completion of a chief's house, at initiation of

youths, and after burial of the male dead. The
dancing lasts for one week, but very few men join
in it though crowds of both sexes attend. There
are six kinds of mask : three are imitations of the

dog, kangaroo, and cassowary, three imitate higher
beings who may be connected with the flute murup ;

both groups are treated as mysteries and are all

called murup, but have proper names besides.

The second group was borrowed a long time ago
from the Koranduku to the west. Ma.sks, flutes,

and small mask-like amulets are provided with a
soul by special consecration by fumigation. As
having a soul, they are reverenced, sacrificed and
prayed to, and treated as patron spirits. They
are expected to give fine weather or a safe journey,
and to reveal in dreams if fish are in the net or
an enemy is lurking. Special masks and flutes

belong to each patrilineal clan. The head of the
clan that provides a feast arranges matters, but
works in a friendly way with other chiefs ; his wife

may enter the men's enclosure and see the flutes,
and all the men present have intercourse with her.
From a rite that takes place it would .seem that
the flute has some connexion with procreation (F.
Vormann, Anthropos, v. [1910] 407, vi. [1911] 411).
Poch says that totemism does not occur, but there

appear to be survivals ; he also states that the

songs, dances, and ceremonies of the Monumbo
came from the low country between the Ramu and
the S6pik (Mitt, der anth. Gesellsch. in Wien, xxv.

[1895] 235 ; ZE xxxix. 384)

Up the S6pik (Kaiserin- Augusta River) are
wonderful houses containing slit gongs, ceremonial

flutes, numerous skulls, carved figures, dance-

masks, etc., but we have no information as to the
cult. On the lower river flutes (murup) are kept
in men's houses with bull-roarers. Head-hunting
prevails on the river and in the neighbourhood ; at
Watam on the coast, Poch says, skuUs must ' take

part' in pig feasts (Globus, xciii. [1908] 171).
Enemies' heads are kept in the men's house. Reche
considers that head-hunting is connected witli

manism, especially a skull-cult ; one tries to get
the skull (tlie seat of the soul) of an enemy into
one's power so as to secure its help for oneself and
withdraw it from the enemy (Neuliauss, i. 58, 235 ;

O. Reche, Der Kaiserin-Augusta-Fluss, Hamburg,
1913, pp. 356-398). Von Luschan describes
several wooden images which he calls

' ancestor

figures
' from the mouth of the Ramu, about 4° S.

lat. (in Krieger, p. 498). They are of an entirely
different type from the Geelvink Bay korwar, but

nothing was then known about them. Vormann
was told that the images from the mouths of the
Ramu and Sfipik have the same significance as

among the Monumbo. They are, as P. W. Schmidt

points out, images of the dead and not ancestor

figures (Globus, Ixxxiv. [1903] HI) ; food is ottered

and appeals for help are made to them (Reche, p.

358). Reche suggests that the faces and heads on

weapons, shields, canoes, etc., up the Sfipik have a
similar meaning, and are, in fact, representations
of dead persons or of their ghosts (p. 360 f.).

Neuhauss (i. 412) records the only clear case of

totemism in 'German New Guinea.' Around
Dallmannliafen and on the neighbouring islands

exogamous tree-totemism is wide-spread ; there
are the usual tabus. If danger is averted or a

special piece of good fortune happens, a man utters
the name of his totem tree. The tree is that man's

good spirit. There are also animal totems. Neu-
hauss refers to an ancient totem tree on Seleo,
Berlinhafen ; all the people would die if it were

destroyed.
Among the littoral Melanesian-speaking peoples

in the neighbourhood of Berlinhafen, and on the

neighbouring islands, the dead are buried in a
cottin made of areca-palm wood, but the bones are

exhumed in December after two or three years with

great ceremony for men, the grave being opened
when the sun is at the zenith, and the skull and a

thigh-bone of a man are kept in the club-house

(alol) of that division of the village ; in the case of

other people they are kept in the house or thrown

away in a charnel spot, but various bones are kept
to be worn. There is a dim idea of rev.ai-d and

punishment for ghosts, and a sort of metamorphosis
into fish or jiigs. The memory of the dead is often

celebrated, and by means of their bones they are
invoked to calm a wind, etc. On certain days at
the beginning of spring graves are tidied up to

bring good luck on sea and in trade, as neglect
would bring great misfortune. Sickness is produced
by ghosts, who are exorcized. On Tumleo Island
a ghost goes underground and has to pay a spirit
in order to cross a ladder over a great piece of

water ; then it goes bj' canoe to a great river on
the mainland, where there are three subterranean
cities of the dead. There are good female spirits

(tapum) who bring good luck and protection to

those who honour them and good fortune in hunt-

ing ; they are so numerous that in Tumleo each

village has several, and in Sapi each family has
one. The cult consists of keeping the spirit-house

(parak) clean, and in it are held special feasts with

drum-beating and the playing of water-flutes.

Women and children may not enter or listen to the

music, as the s])irit is unfriendly to women, who
have to provide it with abundant food. The tapum
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;ire the parthenoj,'euetic progeny of a spirit, Mok-
rakun, wiio, owing to a flood on the mainland,
drifted to Tunileo ; she was discovered by the

women, but tlie men appropriated her and built

a.parak for her. Theparak is a highly ornamented

two-storeyed house which contains the slit drums
and water-flutes. The parah is where spirits, and
the alol where ghosts, are revered. The spirit-
and club-houses are repaired and a festival held
before the south-east monsoon begins, this being
the trading season. Festivals are held in these
houses after successful hunting or fishing. There
are various evil spirits that infest many places
(M. J. Erdweg, Mitt, der anth. Gesellsch. in Wien,
xxxii. [1902] 274 ft'. ; and cf. R. Parkinson, AE
xiii. [1900] 35, 41 ft".). Biro calls the parak 'karo-

wara,' and states that in one at Tarawaj against
the wall were red human and animal images of

various sizes and also little images leaning against
coco-nut shells ; before some of them food was
placed. Several of these images are figured ; he
terms them '

Ahnenfigiirchen
'

(J. Janko,
' Beschr.

Cat. L. Biro,' Eth. Sam. Ung. Nat. Mus. i. [1899]
45 ft". ). On Ali Island curious bored stones are
used in sorcery, and on Meta Island, Dallmann-
liafen, a bored stone is kept which is believed to

ensure an abundant catch of fish (Parkinson, p. 44).
As regards Humboldt Bay, which is the western

limit of the occurrence of the slit gong, Van der
Sande states that the people are entirely impreg-
nated with religion. He received the impression
that they believe the universe to be ruled by super-
natural powers which are feared, and that all feasts
have a religious character in so far as they take
the place of prayers and ward off evil. Feasts in
commemoration of the dead take place in the
'

temple
'

(kflrewctri, which seems also to be the
name of the spirit associated with it). This build-

ing contains the sacred drums and flutes ; these
are always blown two at a time

;
it is a religious

act and indicates that the spirit is hungry and the
women have to prepare food for the inhabitants of
the temple (Nova Guinea, iii. 287 f., 294-297).
De Clercq and Schmeltz state that east of Cape

D'Urville the greatest festivals take place in large
buildings, riima (roemah) kdrhv&ri, in which men
call upon the ghosts of their forefathers to ward
off harm from those going on a journey, and feasts
are celebrated on starting for or returning from a

fight. Especially are they connected with shark-

fishing, with which the whole life of the men is

bound up ; these ceremonies take place only during
the west monsoon or fishing season [Ethnograph-
ische Beschrijving, p. 180).
The coastal people of the Mamberamo (137° 50'

E. long.) mostly migrated from the northern islands
of Geelvink Bay. They are very intelligent and
energetic, and are head-hunters ; they speak a
Melanesian language. Toteniism of a kind is

practised. Representations of the totem animals
are tatued on both sexes ; these animals were in

early times brothers of the men. The good prin-
ciple is the full moon ; they pray when she rises
for good things; the dead go to her husband and
sit with him in a squatting posture as a sign of
most blessed repose. Ghosts trouble themselves
little about the living, but blood-revenge must not
be neglected. The dead are placed in little boats
on a decorated high framework, the skull being
eventually kept in a little hut in the forest.

Squatting wooden figures (korvar) are made, into
which the ghost enters at times and announces its

will to descendants and foretells the future. The
July full moon is the time of the moon's Avedding ;

she is then very gracious ; at the great festival

then held amulets are consecrated. The principle
of evil is a spirit, Sinompi (Suangir in the west),
who sits under the roots of pandanus-trees and

howls ; if any one is ill, a picture of Sinompi is

tatued on the chest, or in some places he is sacri-
ficed to. There was an old culture-hero who gave
laws and founded the men's houses

; his laws were
disobeyed and he vanished, but he will return some
day and everything will be renewed

; therefore he
is called Manseren koreri, i.e. the god at Mhose
return everytliing mil cast its skin (Moszkowski,
ZE xliii. 322-329). The inland tribes of the Mam-
beramo are of a diflierent stock and apparently
speak a Papuan language. A flood myth is current

among them. They have a great initiation festival.

On the day before it is held women and children leave the
village, the novices are taken into the men's house and are said
to be blind, and the sacred bamboo flute is sounded (no woman
may see or hear it or the Mamberamo would again overflow the
land and kill all living beings). The novices' eyes are opened
when they hear the flute and they now recognize the sanctity
of the men's house.

A similar festival is held by all the tribes up to
the Central mountains. The dead are exposed on

high platforms in the forest ; the people fear the

ghosts, and a village is abandoned after a death.

They believe all nature to be animate : if it

thunders, the mountain is angiy ; when a man is

drowned, the river is angry (ib. pp. 340-342).
In the Geelvink Bay district a manes-cult based

mainly on fear of the ghosts is very evident.
Dead infants are placed in baskets and slung on
a tree so that Narwur and Imgier—male and
female spirits who live in the evening mist of the
forest and kill babies because they love them and
wish to have them near—may take them and spare
the other children. The other dead are buried.
In some parts, as in S. Japen (Jobi), corpses are

mummified, kept in the house, and later removed
to hollow trees. Some believe that the soul has its

seat in the blood and that the ghost goes to the
bottom of the sea. After death the ghost abides

by the corpse and is biiried with it. A small
wooden image is made and taken to the grave ;

the ghost passes into it, and is supposed to remain
there so long as satisfactory answers can be obtained
from it ; should the answers be unsatisfactory, it

is believed that the ghost has deserted the image,
and it is thrown away as useless. These konoar,
or karwar, are kept in tlie houses or taken on
sea voyages, and are consulted on all important
occasions. An oftering is placed before the korwar,
which is either held in the hands or placed on the

ground. The ghost is supposed to pass from the

image to the suppliant, who thus becomes inspired.
The mere presence of such images benefits the sick,

though they may not be the ancestors of the patient
(various authors quoted by Frazer, Belief in Im-

mortality, i. 307-313). Korwar are generally made
of persons who have died at home, but can be made
for others, in which case the ghost is called to the

village by setting fire to a great tree. The skulls

of very important men or warriors sometimes form
the head of the korwar that represents them ; but
on Ron Island such images are made of all first-

born children who are about twelve years of age
or more ; they are consulted as oracles (de Clercq,
p. 632). Van der Sande (p. 302) says that the
korwar are found only in coastal villages and as
far east as Liki (Kumamba Islands), but he is

evidently referring to the characteristic squatting
Geelvink Bay images, since analogous images
spoken of as ancestor images are found about the
mouths of the S6pik and Ramu Rivers (4° S. lat.),

and in the Arfak mountains and elsewhere in the
north-west. The distribution of the various kinds
of korwar is given by Serurier (Tijdschr. voor
Indisrhe Taal-, Land-, enVolkenkunde, xl. [Batavia,
1898] 287). The men's house or 'temple' {rum
seram) is adorned with carvings of human beings
and crocodiles ; little more is known about them
than that the young men sleep there. Van der
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Sande equates tliem with the kdrcwdri of Hum-
boldt Bay district and tlie parak of Berlinhafen,
but points out that the cult has diminished (p. 302).
At Dor^ and Mansinam Avomen holding korwar
dance to drum-beating until they fall into a
trance. Other '

Malay
' customs occur there, such

as the use of the soul-house, with a bird brooding
over it, whither a woman's soul can repair when
she goes on a journey for the first time (Mosz-
kowski, p. 326). In Geelvink Bay the moon is

believed to be inhabited by a woman who weaves ;

she is invoked before going on trading journeys.
There is excitement over the new moon. Thunder
and lightning are stated at Dor6 to be due to evil

spirits ; men swear by the sky. A sort of dualism
occurs in Manuval, the evil spirit of night, and

Narvoje, a good spirit living in the mist ; there are
also a creator and numerous bad spirits who cause
thunder and lightning, storms, and all kinds of

harm (J. L. van Hasselt, quoted by Krieger, p. 405).
Tiie Windessi of the west coast of Geelvink Bay

generally place their dead on a platform, often on
an islet, and omens are taken. After a year the
feast of the dead takes place, at which korwar are

made, into the head of which the real skull may
be inserted. The feast lasts for two days, accom-

panied by dancing and singing, but not by drum-
or gong-beating. If in the meantime they kill

some one who is reputed to be an incarnate evil

spii'it (who presumably caused the death of their

relative), they do not carve a korwar, but make
marks on the skull of the murdered man, and have
instrumental music. The living have two souls ;

when a woman dies, both of them go down into
the nether world, but, when a man dies, one of his

souls goes below, tlie other passing into a living
man (rarely a woman), who thereby becomes a
medicine-man and has powers to heal the sick

(J. L. D. van der Roest, quoted by Frazer, Belief
in Immortality, i. 318). In Windessi, Biak, and
other islands the bodies of enemies are thrown
into the forest ; later their skulls are preserved.
Fellow-tribesmen are exposed on coral islets

(Moszkowski, p. 325).
In the Arfak mountains the dead are mummified

by being smoked in a hut. On the highest moun-
tains dried mummies are placed in hollow trees

(Moszkowski, p. 325). De Clercq could find no
trace of a worship of gods among the coastal tribes
of the islands of Waigiu, Salwatti, Misol, etc., but

they keep in their houses karwar and miniature
houses of the dead, at which men only may make
the daily oflering of sago. In the chief's house
are shrines for the ghosts of all the persons who
have died in tlie village. The mountain tribes,

however, believe that the ghosts dwell in branches
of trees, to which they attach food and strips of

white and red cotton. The people of the '

Negen
Negorijen

' make male ana female karwar, in

which the ghosts of their ancestors are supposed
to reside. These afford protection to the house-

holds, and food is set beside them at festivals (de

Clercq, p. 205). The Seget S616 at the extreme
westerly point of New Guinea bury their dead in
the islet of Lago and erect little houses for their

ghosts in the jungle, which are never entered (ib.

p. 211). Wooden images of the distinguished dead
are made in MacCluer Gulf ; at Sekar similar
korvar protect property, and one ancestor figure,
Aerfanas, makes girls pregnant (H. Kiihn, quoted
by Krieger, p. 402 f. ) ; in the same place small bowls
(called kararasa after the ghosts of ancestors who
are believed to lodge in them) are hung up in the

houses, and on special occasions food is placed in

them (de Clercq, p. 462). In the islets of the

Angunung district in the south of MacCluer Gulf

corpses are placed in hollows in the rocks, which
are adorned with pictographs (ib. fig, p. 459).

The Papuans of the Mimika River either bury
their dead in a shallow grave or place the body in

a coffin supported on trestles ; occasionally the

corpse is just placed on a platform. Only the
skull is eventually retained and kept in the house.
There is a belief in ghosts. The first peal of

thunder in the day is greeted with a long tremulous

shout, as is the rare whistle of a certain bird
;
in a

bad thunderstorm the ground is beaten and sticks

waved with shouting. The first sight of the new
moon is greeted with a sort of bark (Wollaston,
pp. 131, 132, 136-140). A 'form of prayer' by
wailing is practised during the performance of any
risky deed, at the ceremonial slaughter of a pig,
and even at the setting of the sun. There are
carved figures of men in some villages, for which,
however, no respect is shown (Rawling, pp. 135-

139, 224).

Wollaston refers to a pig festival, attended by visitors from
distant parts, in which women draped in leaves drove two boars
into the jungle. The men formed a hollow square in the

village ;
the women driving' the boars returned to the village,

and, as the boars were being bound, the women set up a great
wailing and plastered themselves with mud. The boars were
clubbed to death on a large sloping platform, and, when the}"
were dead, the women threw themselves on the dead bodies,

wailing loudly. The men also wailed. After the mud had been
washed off, playing took place ; the women and girls chased the
men into the river and beat them without retaliation. A child
had its ears pierced on this occasion (pp. 134-136).

No explanation of the ceremony was obtained but
it appears to be a variant of the great periodic
festivals of the eastern coastal districts.

General observations.—A few generalizations on
the religions of New Guinea may now be made.

Everywhere man is believed to possess a soul which
leaves the body at death, and may then be termed
a ghost. The ghost remains for some time in the

neighbourhood of the corpse, and, although it may
go to an underground world or to some island, it

frequently revisits its former home, partly to be

revenged on the sorcerer who compassed the death
of its body, partly to be assured that the funeral
rites are duly performed. If this is the case, it

is pleased and may be helpful ; otherwise it is

malicious, and it may show displeasure if its

children are molested or tribal customs neglected.
After a long interval an elaborate festival is held,
and the ghost is finally dismissed to the other
world. During all this time offerings are made to
the ghost and it may be prayed to for help ;

for

this purpose the skull is frequently kept and often
other bones as well, as the ghost retains connexion
with them. The final ceremony is all-important,
though the period which elapses before it is variable.

It is often the occasion of initiation ceremonies,
the idea seeming to be that, as the ghosts, at all

events of the recently dead, are present, it is a
convenient opportunity to socialize them with
those who are being admitted into tribal life.

The bull-roarer seems in many tribes to be associ-

ated with ghosts, often indeed to be their repre-
sentative, which may explain its very constant use
in initiation ceremonies. The carved tablets or
boards which are so constantly found in the ' club-

houses
'

are connected with a manes- or ancestor-

cult, as are also masks ; but these in some instances

may represent sjiirits that never were men and
whom it is permissible to speak of as gods. The
employment of masks, however, is limited, and

evidently belongs to a distinct culture.

As the ghosts are often invoked to make the

gardens or plantations fruitful, so tiie occasion of

tlie final funeral feast may be taken as a special

opportunity for securing their aid. The initiation

ceremonies are not merely the juoinotion of status

of the novitiates, but also tiieir introduction to

sexual life. Usually the puberty ceremonies of

both sexes are distinct, but they may be combined.
The relation between human reproduction and the
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fruitfulness of tlie soil is frequently recognized.
Thus we lind that the 'great festival' is of com-

plex origin and import, and it is not surprising
that one or other aspect is predominant in difl'erent

localities. It is probable that its components
were perfectly distinct rites connected severally
with puberty, death, and horticulture. That such

syncretism does take place is proved by the fact

tiiat the occasion of the great feast is taken by the

Mafulu to perform minor social rites, such as nose-

boring, etc. The various developments that may
occur will depend upon the social organization of

the people, the dilierent cultural influences that
have come in from outside, and other circum-

stances, among which must be reckoned migration.
If the migration has been gradual, a connexion

may be retained with the parent stock, or at all

events the diflerentiation may not be great, as

among the Eleuia tribes, but, if the migration has
been from ; afar, as among the Motu, a great
obliteration may be expected.
Totemism has a discontinuous distribution, but

there is no evidence as to whether it was at one time
universal ; in some places there are what appear
to be vestiges, and m others totemism has been
modified by later influences. For more detailed
information Frazer's Totemism, and Exogamy (ii.

1-62, iv. 276-286) may be consulted.

Head-hunting is wide-spread, though not uni-

versal ; it, too, is the criterion of a cultural drift.

Often a victim must be offered at the consecration
of a new club-house or for '

blooding' a war canoe.
The kopiravi-bxAt of the Purari delta and the agibi-
cult farther west are special developments of

head-hunting, which at present cannot be linked
with other phases of the custom. Cannibalism is

frequently associated with head-hunting ; some-
times it is of a very mild order, being a form of

contagious magic ; often it is a solemn act of

revenge ; in some cases human flesh is eaten for

pleasure.
The rich religious life of many of the tribes of

the Papuan Gulf seems to find a parallel among
the peoples up the Sfipik, judging from their

paraphernalia, although we do not know anything
about their religion. It seems probable that there
has been a migration southward from the S6pik,
which introduced among other things men's houses
and the use of masks eventually as far south
as Torres Straits, thus complicating the more
aboriginal culture which, we may assume, the less

influenced Papuans possessed. The Papuan sub-
stratum probably extended all over New Guinea,
and in some cases has remained relatively pure
even at points along the coast. There is abundant
linguistic, cultural, and other evidence of several

migrations from Melanesia in the south-east and
east. The total absence of masks south of 9° S.

lat. and the almost co-extensive absence of the bull-

roarer are significant. Noteworthy, too, are the

apparently weak religious sentiment of the W.
Papuo-Melanesians and the stone erections of

many of the S. Massim. The employment of
sacred flutes among the inland tribes of the Maraba
and Waria, from Huon Gulf to Humboldt Bay,
and on the Sfipik and Mamberamo Rivers, indicates
a definite cultural influence with which may be
associated the distribution of slit gongs and spirit-
liouses from Humboldt Bay to Berlinhafen and up
the S6pik. The prevalence of various kinds of
korioar from the Mamberamo to MacCluer Gulf is

significant ; their distribution indicates more than
one cultural drift from Indonesia.
A manes-cult is practically universal, though in

places it seems to be feebly developed. Frequently
tlie bull-roarer is definitely associated with this

cult, as are also masks and ceremonial tablets on
which human faces are carved. In the Papuan

Gulf, according to Holmes, ancestors seem to have
been promoted into distinct gods. Culture heroes
are frequently recognized, and there is a tendency
to apotheosize them when they come from elsewhere.
The absence of a priesthood has prevented the
systemization of religion,
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NEW HEBRIDES.—This archipelago in the
western Pacific Ocean consists of a fairly compact
mass of islands in its northern and central parts,

tailing off to the south into the more widely
separated islands of Eromanga, Tanna, Anaiteum,
Aniwa, and Futuna. The term ' New Hebrides

'

is

often used to include the Banks and Torres Islands

lying to the north.
With the exception of the Torres group, all the

islands are volcanic and are very fertile and not

specially unhealthy. The chief foods are the j'am,
taro, bread-fruit, banana, and coco-nut, together
with fish, and on festive occasions pork and fowls.
The population has decreased very greatly, partly
owing to the introduction of European diseases,

alcohol, and firearms, but probably in still greater
measure owing to artificial restriction of the birth-

rate. In some parts the decrease has now been

stayed and families have become larger, especially
where missionary influence is strong.

1. Somatolog^y.—The inhabitants of the New
Hebrides are examples of the Oceanic variety of

the Negro, but there is very great variety of

physical type. In some places, such as parts of

Lepers' Island (Oba) and Ambrim, the people are
much lighter than the average in colour, and
nowhere are they so dark as in some of the
northern islands of Melanesia. There is also great
variety in stature. The people of the interior of

Espiritu Santo (commonly called Santo) are so

small (3 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft. in height) that they may
properly be called Pygmies, and there are indica-

tions of a similar population elsewhere. There is

more constancy in the nature of the hair, which is

nearly always frizzly and black, but examples of

curlj' or wavy hair are occasionally to be observed.
The great variety of population has probably

arisen through the fusion of several light-coloured
and wavy- or straight-haired immigrant peoples
with an indigenous Negro or Nigritic population.
In some places the physical characters of the people
may have been influenced by later settlements of

Polynesians, but the cultural resemblance to Poly-
nesia has probably arisen more through the settle-

ments of the wanderers who originally peopled
Polynesia than through the later arrival of Poly-
nesian castaways and migrants.

2. Language. — Two families of language are

spoken iu the New Hebrides — Melanesian and

Polynesian. The Polynesian languages are spoken
only in certain small islands in the southern and
central parts of the group, viz. Aniwa, Futuna,
Vila (or Fila), Meli, and the western part of Mae.
Tiie presence of Polynesian languages in these
islands is probably due to the relatively recent
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settlement of small bodies of Polynesians who
perhaps reached the islands as castaways, and,

blending with the earlier Melanesian population,
succeeded in introducing their language. The
Melanesian languages which are spoken in every
other part of the group show very great variety in

vocabulary and phonetic character, the difl'erences

in grammatical structure being smaller or at any
rate less obvious. In vocabulary and phonetics the
differences may be very great, especially aberrant

examples being found at Hog Harbour in the

north-eastern part of Santo, at South-west Bay in

Malekula, and in Ambrini and Epi. The lan-

guages of the southern islands differ considerably
from the rest, the language of Anaiteum depart-
ing more widely than the others from the usual
Melanesian character. Variations may be found

quite close to one another, and an island less than
a mile in length may show two or three dialectical

variations.

There is no close correlation between language
and physical character. The people of the islands

where Polynesian languages are spoken differ little

from their Melanesian-speaking neighbours, and
the speakers of anomalous Melanesian languages
may conform closely to the prevailing physical
tyjje. Thus, in Santo the people of Hog Harbour
who are anomalous in language are not so in

physical .appearance, Avhile tlieir Pygmy neigh-
bours speak a language conforming closely to the

general Melanesian type.
3. Social organization. — Four chief types of

organization can be distinguished : (a) the dual

organization with matrilineal descent ; (b) the
totemic clan-organization ; (c) a clan system de-

pendent on locality with local exogamy ; and (d) a

system in which there is no clan-organization, in

which marriage is regulated by kinship.
(a) The dual organization with matrilineal de-

scent is found in the purest form at Hog Harbour
at the north-eastern part of Santo. Immediately
north of this the moieties are subdivided into

sections, and this is also the case in the northern

part of Pentecost, the eastern side of Oba, the
north-western part of Santo, and the Banks Islands.
In parts of Santo the dual organization is fused
with a totemic system to produce a highly complex
organization.

{b) The totemic system is found in its purest
form in Sandwich Island (Fate) and the adjacent
islands, such as Nguna, Vila, and Meli. The
people of these islands are organizetl in a number
of matrilineal clans, each associated with a plant
or animal, the former being the more numerous.
The condition would be one of typical totemism if

there were not an almost complete absence of the
tabus on the use of animal or plant which are

usually associated with totemism. The totemism
of Santo is still more anomalous. The sub-groups
of the moieties of the dual organization are asso-

ciated Avith plants or animals, and a person belongs
to the clan of his motlier, but every person includes
in his or her personal name the name of the totem
of his or her father. Tims, a man whose father

belongs to tiie kava {ac) dan and his mother to the
coco-nut (olo) clan will belong to the olo, but will
have the word ae as a pretix to his personal name.

(c) The organization with local exogamy is found
in Ambrim, in some parts of Malekula, and in the
small islands (Vao, Atchin, Wala, etc.) on the
north-eastern shores of that island. Since a man
belongs to the locality of his fathei", the condition
is patrilineal.

(d) The fourth kind of organization, in which
marriage is regulated by kinship, is found in

Tangoa and P>aki, small islands at the southern
end of Santo, and in several villages on Santo. It
is also present in Malo and Tituba, and in the
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western part of Lepers' Island (Oba). It may also

be present in the group of small islands lying
between Sandwich Island and Epi, often called the

Shepherd Islands. At present we have no definite

knowledge concerning the social organization of

the islands from Eromanga southwards.
Some of the islands, such as Ambrim, are highly

commimistic, and the whole group seems to present
various intermediate stages between communistic
'and individual ownership of property. In most

parts chieftainship in the strict sense cannot be
said to exist, but is replaced by the status which

accompanies high rank in the organizations known
as the Mangge, Sukwe, etc. (see below). Chieftain-

ship, however, is present in the southern islands
and probably in the group of islands lying between
Sandwich Island and Epi. Wife purchase is general
throughout the islands, but in some parts is accom-

panied by a condition in which the young women
are monopolized by the old men, the young men
having to be content with widows. Probably as

the result of this social condition, there are a
number of peculiar forms of marriage, such as

marriage with the daughter's daughter of the

brother, with the daughter of the sister's son, the
wife of the father's father and of the motiier's

brother. These marriages occur especially in the
northern part of the group, while the region south
of Epi, with the exception of the Fate group and
the small islands between Sandwich Island and

Epi, is characterized by the presence of the cross-

cousin marriage {ERE viii. 425 f.). A limited

form of this marriage occurs also at Hog Harbour
and on the east coast of Malekula.
The chief objects used in the purchase of wives

are pigs, and these j^nimals also form the chief
medium of exchange and payment in other trans-
actions. In the New Hebrides mats form a kind
of money. In the Banks Islands shell-money is

the chief currency, and in the Torres Islands arrows
and pigs' jaw-bones.
The organizations to be described in the next

section take a very important place in social life,

and there is hardly a branch of social organization
upon which they do not exercise a profound effect.

4. Religion.
—In most of the islands there is a

belief in a being who is usually supposed to have
created man and to take an interest in his welfare.
In Ambrim this Iteing is called Taktak, in the
northern part of Malekula Tagar, in Atchin Tahar,
in Oba Tagaro, in Malo Tokotaitai, in Tangoa
Soketatai, in different parts of Santo Totetara and
Yetar, while in the southern islands he is known
by some form of the Polynesian Mauitikitiki, viz.

Moitikitiki in Anaiteum and Tanna and Amoshi-
kishiki in Futuna. Though these beings corre-

spond in many ways with our idea of 'god,' they
are not the object of any special cult, and the people
seem to attach little, if any, importance to the

possibility of their intervention in human affairs.

In some places they are connected with the sun
and moon. In Atchin Tahar represents both sun
and moon. At Nogugu, in Santo, Totetara is

believed to dwell beyond the setting sun, and the

people of Tangoa occasionally throw food towards
Mata ni alo,

' the eye of the sun,' asking it to take
the offering to Soketatai. The worship of sun and
moon is said to have been present in the soutiiern

islands, and representations of sun and moon have
been found carved on rocks in Anaiteum.

Beliefs and practices connected with such beings
as Soketatai are, however, of very little import-
ance beside the cult of the dead, and especially of

dead ancestors, which is the central feature of the

religion of the New Hebrides. The belief in the

inlluence of the dead upon the living inspires much
of the religious ceremonial, and in some if not all,

of the islands the cult of dead ancestors forms part
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of an elaborate organization called the Mangge in

Ainbrim, Mangki, Mengge, or Maki in Malekula
and the adjacent islands, and Mioele or some form
of the word Supioe (Snpkice ovSnkwe) in Santo and
tlie Banks Islands. This cult certainly extended
as far south as Sandwich Island (Fate), and was

probably present in the southern islands. The
practice of the cult is closely associated with the

representative of the Melanesian club-house called

gamal, khamali, etc. Though we have as yet no
dehnite evidence of the presence of the whole cult
in the southern islands, the club-house which ac-

companies it elsewhere is certainly present, and
the people use kava, which is associated through-
out this part of Melanesia with the cult practised
in the club-house.

In the Banks Islands the organization has two dis-

tinct sections—the Supkwe proper and the Tamate,
or 'ghost' secret societies. In the New Hebrides
these two sections are combined in one cult, which
has little of the secret character of the 'ghost'
societies of the Banks. All the organizations con-
sist of a number of grades, and men rise in rank
and social estimation by passing from grade to

grade, making payments on each occasion to those
who are already members ; the payments consist
of pigs in the New Hebrides and of shell money in

the Banks Islands. A member of the organization
may eat only food cooked at his own fire or at
the fire of a member of his own rank ; this makes
the institution resemble the caste of India, which
has led European settlers in the New Hebrides to

speak of the whole organization as 'caste.'

The chief features of the ceremonial of the

Mangge of Ambrim are the killing of pigs, the

assumption of a new name by the initiate, and
the making of a new fire. The leading feature of

the higher ranks is the setting up of an image in

human form, in which it is believed that the ghost
of the father's father comes to reside and care for

the welfare of his descendant who is taking the
new rank. The image is covered by a house or
some structure representing a house.

In other islands—Santo, Malo, and Malekula—
an important feature of the ritual is the erection of

dolmen-like structures consisting of a table-stone

resting on stone supports, upon which a new
member stands when he is killing a pig. Nearly
everywhere the banyan tree forms a striking object
in the places where the ceremonies are held.

Wooden gongs, often called drums, are used in

all forms of the organization to give special signals
so that all shall know the nature of any ceremony
which is about to be performed. In Ambrim and
Malekula and in many of the islands to the south
as far as Fate the gongs are set upright in the

ground and are adorned with representations of

the human form. In Santo they are little orna-
mented and lie on the ground. The shell-conch is

also prominent in the ritual, being blown in some
islands whenever a boar passes from one person
to another. Only the flesh of male pigs may be
eaten by those who belong to the organization, and
in many islands especial importance is attached to

pigs believed to be hermaphrodite.
A prominent difference between the organizations

of Santo on the one hand and Malekula and Ambrim
on the other is that in Santo more importance is

attached to the number of pigs killed. In some

parts of Santo a man may have to kill more than
a thousand pigs, the number accumulating from
the time when he took his first step. In Malekula
and Ambrim, on the other hand, more importance
is attached to the kind of pig, especially to the

degree of curvature of its tusTis. In Ambrim only
a few pigs are killed, though many pass from tlie

new to an old member in payment for the various

objects used in the ritual.

The connexion of the organization M'ith ancestor-
cult is especially obvious in Ambrim. Elsewhere
the religious character of the institution has often
fallen into the background, while the economical

aspect has become especially important. This im-

portance has arisen out of two factors : (1) the pay-
ments made by new members to old have produced
a complicated system of vested interests, a man in

a grade receiving from new members a return for

the payments that he had himself made in order
to reach his present rank ; (2) the other mode is by
the connexion of the organizations with the practice
of tabu. In some islands, such as Ambrim, member-
ship of the organization is the chief means by which
a man can reserve property for his own use, and in

Ambrim the power of tabu is definitely associated
with the ancestor - cult, any infraction being
punished by the ghostly ancestors of the tabuer,
who indict some form of illness on the ofi'ender.

In Ambrim the rites following death are almost
an exact replica of the proceedings when the dead
man took his last step in the Mangge, and this

connexion between the ancestor-cult and the death-
rites is probably present in Malekula. The
chief mode of treatment of the body of the
dead which is associated with the Mangge and
allied cults is interment in the extended position,
often in the house or club-house. In some places
only the head is interred, while the body is kept
on a platform, and this practice appears to be the

representative of an older mode of disposal in

which the bodies of the dead were placed on plat-

forms, sometimes in the branches of a banyan tree.

This mode of disposal is still practised in some

parts of Santo. In one district of South-west Bay
in Malekula the bodies of important men are dried
over a lire on a frame-work inside the house. After
a time the bones are thrown away except the skull,
which is taken to the club-house. It is covered
with plaster and made to resemble the dead man
as much as possible. It is then tixed to an artificial

body, which is decorated with all the insignia

proper to his rank in the Mengge. Under certain

conditions in Ambrim the dead may be interred in

the upright or sitting position, and the sitting

position is the rule in the interment of old men in

Vac and Atchin, and appears to have been habit-

ual among the now extinct Bushmen of Fate. In

some of the southern islands, such as Anaiteum,
dead commoners were thrown into the sea, while
chiefs were interred.

Everywhere in the New Hebrides the dead are
believed to pass to some place at a distance from
their home in life. The people of Ambrim and of

some parts of Malekula are believed to go to the

great volcano in Ambrim, and those of the southern

part of Malekula to South-west Bay. The people
of Malo and Tangoa go to a place in Santo, those
of Nogugu on the west coast of Santo to a cave
at the northern point (Cape Cumberland) of the
western side of Big Bay, and those of Hog Harbour
to two mountains on the eastern shore of Big Bay.
Tlie people of Fate and other central islands usually
pass to some small island, reef, or point of land in

the vicinity. The dead of Atchin are said by the
old men to go to Tahar (see p. SSS*"), this belief

co-existing with that in the passage to Ambrim.
The journey of the dead to their future home

may be accompanied by various trials, and success
in reaching it does not depend on the possession of

moral qualities as we understand them, but rather
on such features as membership of the Mangge and
similar organizations, the knowledge of certain

songs, tatuing, and the boring of ears or nose.

The dead of the small islands lying north-east
of Malekula succeed in reaching their home in

Ambrim only by the gift of the pigs killed in their

funeral rites to a being called Lesausau in Atchin
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and Lehethheth in Vao, whom they meet on the

way. At Hog Harbour those who are killed in

war go to one mountain and those who have died
from disease to another.
The Mangge and similar organizations are very

far from exhausting the ceremonial of tlie New
Hebrides. In Ambrim the bull-roarer is swung
after the death of a man who has learned with

special ceremonial how to use it in life. This cere-

mony and one called rom, in which masks are

worn, are probably survivals of an older cult allied

to that of the Tamate societies of the Banks Islands,
which existed in the island before the introduction
of the Mangge. The bull-roarer is said to have

passed to Ambrim and Malekula from Epi ; it is

used as a toy in parts of Santo.
The operation of incision, a variety of circum-

cision (ERE iii. 660), is practised in Malekula,
Ambrim, the southern part of Pentecost, Epi,
Eromanga, Tanna, and probably Anaiteum, and
true circumcision occurs in the northern part of

Malekula. In each case the operation is accom-

panied by prolonged ceremonial, in which boys
undergo a period of seclusion, with features

suggesting the rejiresentation of death which are
also present in the proceedings of the Tamate
societies of the Banks Islands. In Ambrim incision

certainly belongs to a stratum of culture older
than the Mangge. The practice is associated with
a special form of dress, the pudendal sheath, either
in a simple form in Ambrim and parts of Malekula,
or greatly exaggerated in size in other parts of

Malekula and in the southern islands. The
operation and mode of dress are very closely associ-

ated ; where one occurs, the other is always found.

Though the customs of boring the ears and nose
have an influence upon the fate of a man after his

death, the boring does not seem to be accompanied
by any special ceremonial.
Another mitilation—knocking out the upper

incisor teeth of women — is practised at Hog
Harbour, in South-west Bay, and in a district in

the middle of the east coast of Malekula. At
South-west Bay the operation is performed with
ceremonies resembling those accompanying incision.

Deformation of the head is performed in the
southern part of Malekula and in the adjacent
Maskelyne Islands.

Prolonged and important ceremonies are per-
formed in connexion with the making of new
canoes and gongs. In some islands the ceremony
of making the wooden gongs forms part of the cere-

monial of the Mangki or Maki, but in Ambrim it

is wholly distinct, though the gongs when made
are used in the ritual of the Mangge. The canoe
ceremonies were performed only in the case of the

large canoes used for going to other islands, and
are now performed when the people have bought
large boats of the European pattern. In Ambrim
the ceremonial has much in common mth that per-
formed when making a new gong.
We do not know of any special ceremonial accom-

panying other manufactures. Pottery is made by
women on the west coast of Santo and was formerly
made in many other parts of the group, but the
manufacture does not seem to have had a cere-

monial character, and, beyond the killing of pigs,
we have at jjresent no knowledge of religious cere-

monial accompanying house-building or the making
of weapons or other objects.

5. Magic.—Various kinds of magic are practised
in the New Hebrides, but apparently play a less

prominent part in the lives of the people than in

the Banks and Torres Islands. In these islands

the people chiefly fear the magical powers of mem-
bers of their own community, and in the Banks
Islands associations have come into existence for

mutual protection in this respect. In llie New

Hebrides magic is also practised within the com-

munity, but in some islands the people fear chiefly
the magic of their neighbours, and especially do
the people of the coast fear those who dwell in the
bush. Magical powers are widely ascribed to the

people of Ambrim, who in their turn dread the

magic of the inhabitants of certain parts of Male-
kula.

In the Banks Islands magical powers are believed
to be derived from spirits [v^ii) whose efhcacy
depends on an attribute called niana (ERE viii.

375 f.). We have no evidence at present that
similar spirits are supposed to produce magical
efl'ects in the New Hebrides, and, though the word
matia exists with other meanings, we do not know
of the presence of the beliefs which this term con-

notes in the Banks Islands,
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NEWMAN.—John Henry Newman was born
in London on 21st Feb. 1801. His father's family
has been said to be of partly Jewish descent, but
there is no evidence for the assertion. His mother's

family, Fourdrinier by name, was descended from
French Huguenots who left France on the revoca-
tion of the Edict of Nantes. Her influence, her
fervent if somewhat narrow piety, was largely

responsible in his childhood for the formation of

that intense conviction of the reality of the spiritual
world which is his distinguishing characteristic.

As a boy he was already a mystic, and at fifteen

he underwent the experience known in Evangelical
circles as conversion. In 1808 he was sent to a

private school at Ealing, where he remained until

he went up to Trinity College, Oxiord, in June
1817. A year later he was elected to a scholarship,
and took his B.A. degree in 1821, although, owing
to nervous exhaustion from overwork, with a less

brilliant place in the class-list than was expected.
His real powers were known, however, and recog-
nized in 1822 by his election to a fellowship at

Oriel. This college, although a small one, had
taken the lead in the intellectual revival of the

early 19th cent, at Oxford, and to be chosen a
member of that brilliant society was to win the
blue ribbon of Oxford scholarship.
At first the influence of his new associates, witli

Whatelj'' as the dominant force among them,
seemed likely to lead him in quite a ditterent

direction from that which he afterwards took.

They
' called everything into question ; they ap-

pealed to first principles, and disallowed authority
as a judge in matters intellectual

'

(Ward, Life 0/
Newman, i. 37). The abiding result of this inter-

course was his liberation from the narrow, almost

Calvinistic, theology of his youth, and that breadth
of sympathy which marked his later writings. In
1824 he took orders in the Church of England, and
was appointed to the curacy of St. Cleme" t's,

Oxford, a parish almost entirely inhabited by the

poor. On his appointment in 1826 to a tutorshijj
at Oriel, which, unlike the preceding generation
of tutors, he regarded as involving a definite re-

sponsibility for the souls of his ])upils, he resigned
his curacy ; and in 1828 he was named vicar of St.

Mary's, the university church. In the latter year
his friendship witli Hurrell Froude brought Iiiiii

into relation with Keble ;
and little by little he

began to value more highly the ancient traditional

element in religion, and to study with avidity the

writings of the early Christian Fathers. He began
to think tiiat he had overvalued the function of

the mere intellect in nialters of religion, and to
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dread the liberalism which characterized the keenest

thinkers of the day botli at Oxford and at Cambridge.
It is curious to find that his lirst notable stand on

Sublic
questions was his opposition in 1829 to Sir

lobert Peel's re-election as member of parliament
for the university because of his proposing Catholic

t'iuancij)ation
—an opposition based, however, not

upon Newman's prejudices (at that time very real)

against the Koinan Catholic system, but on his

conviction that tlie measure was an outgrowth of

the inditlerentism of the day. This does not mean
that he ever became, or could have become, a blind

reactionary
—he had much sympathy, for instance,

with Konian Catholics of the type of Montalembert
in France ; but this whole aspect of his life is best

summed up in the words which he spoke fifty years
later on his reception into the College of Cardinals.

'

And, I rejoice to say to one great mischief I have from the

first opposed myself. For thirty, forty, fifty years I have re-

sisted to the best of my powers the spirit of liberalism in

religion . . . the doctrine that there is no positive truth in

religion, but that one creed is as good as another. ... It is

inconsistent with any recognition of any religion, as tnte. It

teaches that all are to be tolerated, for all are matters of

opinion. Revealed religion is not a truth, but a sentiment and
a taste ; not an objective fact, not miraculous ; and it is the

right of each individual to make it say just what strikes his

fancy
'

(Ward, ii. 460).

After finishing his first serious piece of historical

study, The Arians of the Fourth Century, in 1832,
he set out for rest and refreshment, in company
with Hurrell Froude, on liis memorable Mediter-
ranean journey, during which he came in contact
for the first time with the Roman Catholic system
in actual operation, and was nearly dying of a
fever in Sicily. He told his servant that he did
not think he should die, for he believed that God
had a work for him to do. The same sense of a
divine guidance is expressed in the hymn,

'

Lead,
kindly Light,' which he wrote while becalmed in

an orange-boat ofi' the coast of Sicily on his home-
ward way from Naples to Marseilles.

He reached England at a time critical for the
Established Church. Ten Irish bishoprics had been

suppressed, and disestablishment seemed among
the possibilities. Froude, Keble, and Palmer had

already resolved to ' write and associate in defence
of the Church,' and on 14th July 1833 Keble

preached in St. Mary's his famous sermon on
' National Apostasy,' from which the formal begin-

ning of the Oxford Movement was dated. Newman
threw himself heartily into their plans, and in

December the Tractsfor the Times (1833-41) began—pamphlets of varying size, but of uniformly
academic rather than popular tone, intended to

vindicate the continuity of the Church of England
and the integrity of the Prayer Book. Presentlj'
he reached the height of his influence ; in the
Oxford of 1838 he was the central figure, and

every one bears witness to the marvellous efl'ect of

his sermons in St. Mary's. One testimony may be

quoted from a Scottish Presbyterian :

' To call these sermons eloquent would be no word for them ;

high poems they rather were, as of an inspired singer, or the

outpourings of a prophet, rapt yet self-possessed. And the
tone of voice in which they were spoken, once you grew accus-
tomed to it, sounded like a fine strain of unearthly music.

Through the silence of that high Gothic building the words fell

on the ear like the measured drippings of water in some vast
dim cave. After hearing these sermons you might come away
still not believing the tenets peculiar to the High Churi'h

system ; but you would be harder than most men, if you did
not feel more than ever ashamed of coarseness, selfishness,

worldliness, if you did not feel the things of faith broughtcloser
to the soul' (J. C. Sliairp, essay on ' John Keble,' in Stiidies in

Poetry and Philoiophy, Edinburgh, 1868, p. 278).

But pre.sently arose the doubts as to his position
which were to make the next five years a time of

torture to him. His studies (1839) in the iiistory
of the Monophysite controversy, followed by the

impression of tiie other parallel in the Donatist
schism and St. Augustine's classic words,

' Securus

judicat orbis terrarum,' set him thinking whether

a local, a national, Church cut ofi' from antiquity
on the one side and on the other from the majority
of Christians in the present day could indeed be
the body of Christ. He managed to put the doubts

away from him ; but, in his own phrase,
' he who

has seen a ghost can never be as though he had
not seen it,' and they were bound to recur. In
1841 he published the famous Tract xc, 'On lie-

serve in Communicating Keligious Knowledge,' in

which he tried to prove that the XXXix. Articles

need not bear the anti-Koman sense popularly
attributed to them. It caused intense excitement
and was condenmed by a number of bishops, in

order to emphasize the Protestant character of the

Church of England. In Ajjril 1842 Newman took

up his abode in the row of simple cottages at

Littlemore, a few miles out of Oxford, which he
had prepared with a view to the foundation of a

quasi-monastic community. He resigned the vicar-

age of St. Mary's in September 1843.
' From the

end of 1844,' he writes,
'
I Avas on my deathbed as

regarded my membership in the Anglican Church.'

Yet, until he Avas sure, he felt bound not to un-

settle others, and withdrew himself more and more
into solitude, giving himself to uninterrupted prayer
and study. In March 1845 he resigned his fellow-

ship, and on 9th October he was received into the
Roman Catholic communion by Father Dominic,
an Italian Passionist who was travelling in England.

In the following year he went to Rome and made
some studies there, and was ordained priest on
30th May 1847. After considerable weighing of

what his future work should be, he joined the

Congregation of the Oratory, founded by St. Philii)
Neri in the 16th cent., and more loosely organized
than the old monastic orders. The plan of a new
Oratorian house in England, the first there, was

approved by the pope. It was established at Edg-
baston, a suburb of Birmingham, in January 1848,'

with Newman as superior ;
and this was his home

for the rest of his life, except for the Irish interlude.

In 1850 he gave some notable lectures in London
on ' Certain Difficulties felt by Anglicans,' and a
few months later another series on ' The Present
Position of Catholics in England,' the best written,
in his own opinion, of all his works. In one of

these, delivered in the Corn Exchange, Birmingham,
he exposed in very plain language the abominable
vices of an apostate Italian friar named Achilli,
who had been lecturing against the Church (the

passage is given in full in Ward, i. 279). Follow-

ing closely an article by Cardinal Wiseman in the
Dublin Revietv of July 1850, he detailed the scan-

dalous career of Achilli, who brought an action

for libel against him. It proved very difficult to

get from Italy the necessary witnesses ; the jury
was prejudiced by the violent anti-Roman feeling
of the days of the '

Papal Aggression
'

;
and Newman

was found guilty and sentenced to a fine of £100,

which, as well as the enormous expenses of the

trial, was at once paid by popular subscription.
In a leading article the Times, which then spoke
the sober mind of England, called the proceedings
' indecorous in their nature, unsatisfactory in their

result, and little calculated to increase the respect
of the people for the administration of justice or

the estimation by foreign nations of the English
name and character.'

In 1852, at the first synod of the restored hier-

archy, he preached the magnificent sermon on
' The Second Spring

' which Macaulay is said to

have known by heart. Before this he had been
asked to take the rectorship of a Roman Catliolic

university to be established in Dublin, but he was
not actually installed until February 1854. The

story is too long to tell in detail of how misunder-|
standings and apparent lack of support from some
of the Irish bishops made his position anything
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but comfortable (see his own account publislied
after his death under the title of My Campaign in

Ireland, and Ward, i. chs. xi., xii.); but he was
never at home in his new surroundings, and at tlie

end of 1858 he resigned his office and went back
witli relief to the quiet life of the Oratorj'.
The next live years were years of discouragement

and apparent failure. Singularly enougli, it was
a bitter and unscrupulous attack ujjon him that
led to his restoration to a wide popularity not only
among the members of his own Church, but in the

English world at large. In a review of Fronde's

History of England (Macmillan's Magazine, Jan.

1864) Charles Kingsley wrote :

'Truth for its own sake has never been a virtue with the
Roman clergy. Father Newman informs us that it need not be,
and on the whole ought not to be ;

—that cunning is the weapon
which Heaven has given to the Saints wherewith to withstand
the brute male force of the wicked world which marries and is

given in marriage. Whether his notion be doctrinally correct
or not, it is at least historicaUy so.'

Newman might possibly have let the thing pa.ss,
'

grave and gratuitous slander
'

as he called it in

his initial demand on the publishers for reparation,
if it had touched himself alone. But he felt that
the honour of the whole Roman Catholic priest-
hood was at stake ; and when, in answer to hi.s

request for substantiation, Kingsley was able to

give but one reference, and that from a sermon

preached in St. Mary's while Newman was still an

Anglican, the matter could not be allowed to rest.

Yet the only apology that he offered, printed in

the following number of the magazine, was merely
conventional and did not touch the real point at

issue ; and in a pamphlet entitled What, then, does

Dr. Newman mean ? he actually deepened the
offensiveness of his original charge. Newman
came to the conclusion that the only way to vin-

dicate himself completely was to do what was

extremely distasteful to his sensitive and retiring

disposition
—to give a minute history of all the

mental proceshes which had led him to his change
of allegiance. In seven parts, at intervals of a

week, he published the Apologia pro Vita Sua,
which, written as it was at high speed and under
the pressure of conflict, has been often called the

greatest piece of autobiogra^phical writing in the

English language.
' Not the letters of Pascal, nor those of Junius, won more

instant success. The Apologia, as it was given to the world

Thursday after Thursday, appeared in all hands, was read in

clubs, in drawing-rooms, by clerks on the top of omnibuses, in

railway trains, and one had almost said, in pulpits, for every-
where its author was discussed, his pathetic or striking sentences

quoted, his English more than ever admired
'

(Barry, Cardinal

Neunnan, p. 123).

Abundant testimony to the convincing effect of

Newman's defence might be collected from many
people absolutely at variance with his religious
beliefs. Richard Holt Hutton, editor of the

Spectator, a Liberal in politics and, until late in

life, a Unitarian in religion, a known admirer of

Kingsley, put forth strongly in more than one
article that 'the whole justice of the matter
seems to us on Dr. Newman's side

'

; and Frederic

Harrison, in a sketch of Kingsley's whole work
and influence {Studies in Early Victorian Litera-

ture, London, 1895, p. 180), declines even to speak
of

' his miserable duel witli Cardinal Newman,
wherein he was so shamefully worsted.'

Apart from the Apologia, the most interesting
activity of the sixties in Newman's life was the

attempt to establish a centre of Roman Catholic
life and teaching in his still-loved Oxford. The
scheme was opposed by Manning and others, and

ultimately abandoned — though since Newman's
death the jjrinciple for wliicli he contended has
been fully recognized. The details of this contro-

versy may be seen at length in Ward's Life, chs.

xxi., xxiv. f., and in Purcell, Life of Cardinal

Manning, ii. ch. xiii. f. In 1866 he began to make

notes for the work which he regarded as one of his
most important, the Essay in Aid of a Grammar of
Assent. The next four years were largely occupied
with serious thought and correspondence touching
the apparently approaching definition of papal in-

fallibility at the Vatican Council of 1870. He
found in the utterances of the Dublin Review and
the Univers—strongly Ultramontane—exaggera-
tion and party spirit which seemed to him unhappy
in tendency and likely to lead to portentous evils.

' Newman's great fear, in the years 1866-70, during which the

proposed definition was canvassed, seems to have been that by
its terms it might appear to the world at large to sanction such
excesses as those of M. Louis Veuillot [editor of the Univem],
novelties which were at variance with traditional Catholic

theology
'

(Ward, ii. 239 f.).

In 1868 the pope, after having his works ex-
amined and approved by official theologians,
directed that he should be asked to help in pre-

paring the material for the Council, which not

only was a testimony to his orthodoxy, but gave
him a definite standing when he was impelled to

discuss the important question at issue. He de-

clined to attend in person the theological confer-

ences in Rome, but did his best to assist by corre-

spondence such bishops as wished his advice. His
fears were not allayed until the definition was

actually made. His objection was not so much to

the malcing of a definition as to the sort of defini-

tion which he felt was likely to be passed, in haste
and under partisan pressure. When he saw the
actual text of the decree, he was satisfied with its

moderation.
' So far, indeed, as doctrine was concerned, no more was

defined than he himself had always held. The old Ultramon-
tanism of which Archbishop Sibour and Montalembert had
been staunch defenders became a doctrine of faith. The Ultra-

montanism of the Univers received no countenance in the text
of the definition. . . . The tendency towards excessive centralisa-

tion which he deplored was not a matter of doctrine but of

policy
'

(Ward, ii. 307 f.).

He had said of the Grammar of Assent, which

appeared early in 1870, that he expected it to be
his last work ; and in a memorandum of I4th Oct.

1874 spoke of ' my habit, or even nature, of not

writing and publishing without a call
'

(Ward, ii.

400). Only a month later such a call came to him
in a bitter attack, first in a magazine article and
then in a pamphlet, by Gladstone, upon The
Vatican Decrees in their Bearing on CivilAllegiance.
It was thought by not a few that the statesman
was irritated by the defeat, through the influence

of the Irish bishops, of his Irish University Bill of

1873 ; at any rate, he came out Avith the statement
that ' Rome had substituted for the proud boast of

semper eadem a policy of violence and change in

faith,' and that since the events of 1870 'no one
can become her convert without renouncing his

mental and moral freedom, and placing his civil

loyalty and duty at the mercy of another.' In a
brilliant pamphlet, entitled A Letter to the Duke of
Norfolk (the leading Roman Catholic layman in

England), Newman refuted Gladstone's charge,

taking occasion at the same time to disown some
of those exaggerated conceptions of the pope's

position which he had deprecated before the

Council.
In 1877 his old college at Oxford, Trinity, made

him an honorary fellow, and in the following

February invited him to pay a visit, of which Lord

Bryce records :

'There was something tenderly pathetic to us younger people
in seeing the old man come again, after so many eventful years,
to the hall where he had been wont to sit as a youth, the voice

so often heard in St. Mary's retaining, faint though it had

grown, the sweet modulations Oxford knew so well, and the

aged face worn deep with the lines of thought, struggle, and
sorrow •

(Ward, ii. 430).

But a greater honour was in store for him. Leo

XIII., who had become pope in April 1878, signi-

fied in the following March his intention of con-

ferring a cardinal's hat upon the venerable English
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Oratorian ; tlie actual creation took place in the

consistory of l"2th May, and was made more wel-

come by the permission, not granted to a cardinal

who was onl}' a priest since tlie time of de BeruUe,

superior of the French Oratory, in the 17th cent.,

to continue his residence in England. His health

grew increasingly feeble with advancing years,

though to the last he endeavoured to be always
working for the cause to which he had given his

life. He died on 11th August 1890, and was
buried at Rednal, under a stone engraved at his

own desire with the words • Ex iimbris et imagini-
bus in veritatem

'—words recalling the spirit of

his best-known utterance, the appeal of the hymn
written nearly sixty years before to the '

kindly
Light

'

to lead him through all darkness and
danger safely home.

During the years since his moving voice fell

silent his influence has been perpetuated by the
manifold appeal of his writings. Testimony to the

unsurpassed excellence of his prose style
— ' common

Englisli made perfect,' as Barry calls it ;

' not so
much the expression of a thought as the thought
taking shape in a perfectly pure medium of lan-

guage
'

(A. C. Benson, The Ufton Letters^, London,
1906, p. 26)—might be collected from many good
judges Avho have again no .sympathy with his

theology, as widely divergent from it, in fact, as
R. H. Button and W. E. Henley, who says of

Thackeray [Views and Eevieivs, London, 1908, i.

18), 'Setting aside Cardinal Newman's, the style
he wrote is certainly less open to criticism than
tliat of any other modern Englishman.' One of
the most penetrating judgments is that of William
Yaughan Moody :

' Newman's prose style at its best is characterized by an un-
obtrusive distinction, and by a kind of aerial transparency in

comparison with which even Arnold's prose appears slightly
dense. Although Arnold's meaning is always perfectly clear, it

reaches us, so to apeak, through a resisting medium
;
we are

conscious of his manner. Newman, it may almost be said, has
no manner, or at least his manner is so completely one with his
matter that it passes unobserved ; his words convey his meaning
as ether conveys light. If Arnold is as clear as crystal, Newman
is as clear as mountain air. This quality of style, by virtue of
which it incorporates itself in meaning and becomes, as it were,
invisible, is the highest attainable quality ;

and Newman, in
certain passages especially of his Apologia and his Idea of a
University, has perhaps come nearer than any prose writer of
his century to the type of perfect prose

'

(Hist, of English
Literature, New York, 1902, p. 342).
Of all his thirty-.six volumes, that in which these

qualities are best exemplified on a subject of

general interest is probably The Idea of a Uni-
versity Defined and Illustrated (1873), in which—

a^ain
side by side with Matthew Arnold — he

pleads for a broad general culture against the
aggressive utilitarianism of the day, and exhibits
the serene Oxford suavity in its most charming
form. But greatest in substantive importance
(unless the Essay on Development may be thought
to riva,l it), although, because of the concentrated
attention which it requires, never likely to be
popular, is the Essay in Aid of a Grammar of
Assent.

Again and again he had justified in his

University Sermons, preached before his conversion,
as Hutton points out,
' the potent implicit reason of man against the fruitless and
formal explicit reason,' shovm ' how much more powerful was
the combination of humility, trust, imagination, feeling, per-
ception in apprehending the revealed mind and will of God,
than the didactic and formal proofs to which the popular re-
ligious appeals of our day usuallv have recourse' (Crt<tciraw on
Contemporary Thought and Thinkers, London, 1894, ii. 276).
For years he had wished to write something

which should deal with the relations of faith and
reason in such a way as to answer the difficulties
of modern sceptics, of which he had naturally a
more vivid realization than most of his fellow-
Catholics. Twenty years earlier he had com-
plained that the Italian theologians

' know nothin"
at all of heretics as realities' (Ward, i. 247) ; an3
he had been seeking a key to their situation, which,

as mentioned above, he thought he had discovered
in 1S66 in the idea ' that certitude is a form of

assent, and that to treat of the psychology of
assent as distinguished from inference' was the

way to reach his aim. The book is too long and
too closely reasoned to be analyzed here ; its value
is its keen insight into certain mental processes
which are deeply rooted in the experience of man-
kind, though their importance is not as a rule

fully realized, which account for and justify beliefs

not to be adequately proved by explicit logical

arguments. It was a bold experiment ; where
scientific theology had tended to use the deductive
method exclusively, the Gramm,ar, with its minute

psychological observation, was a step in the direc-

tion of employing the Baconian method.
' How man ought to arrive at certitude has been the subject

of many an ambitious treatise. How, in concrete matters, he
does arrive at it, was Newman's concern '

(Barry, p. 148).

The Essay on the Development of Christian

Doctrine, most of which he had written before his

conversion as an intellectual exercise for himself,
evidences his growing conviction tiiat the Roman
Catholic belief of the 19th cent, was substantially
tlie same as that of the apostles, only more expli-

citly defined and amplified. Its main contention

may be most simply understood by recalling the
use of the word '

development
'

in photography,
where the chemical process is unable to bring out

anything that was not originally imprinted on the

plate by the sun's rays, yet the outline only at last

becomes clearly visible. To some thinkers of the

present day the enforcement of this idea, which

anticipated so curiously in the ecclesiastical field

much that Darwin was to suggest in the realm of

biology, seems Newman's most important contribu-
tion to religious thought ; and certain Modernists,
especially in France, have attempted to claim him
as in sympathy with their pcsition. He was,
indeed, one with them in his anxiety to show the
reasonableness of his faith to the modern non-
Catholic world, whose peculiar difficulties he
understood so well ; and they might gladly quote
such phrases as these, detached from their context:

' Old principles reappear under new forms. [The living idea]
changes in order to remain the same. In a higher world it is

otherwise, but here below to live is to change and to be per-
fect is to have changed often

'

{The Development of Christian
Doctrine, pt. i. ch. i. sect. i. [ed. 1878, p. 40]).

But the context and the attitude of humble sub-
mission to authority which characterized Newman's
forty-five years as a Roman Catholic tell a different

story; and the lecture entitled 'A Form of In-

fidelity of the Day,' delivered in 1854 {Idea of a
University^, London, 1875, pp. 381-404), distinctly
condemns, in an almost prophetic manner, the

special temper of mind which was to be known half
a century later by the name of Modernism (q.v.).
His genius did not find full development in the

realm of fiction, although his two attempts in this
field—Callista (1856), a tale showing the influence
of Christianity on the educated world of the first

Christian centuries, and Loss and Gain (1847), a
novel full of interest for its vivid picture of the
Oxford of the Movement—have many exquisite
passages. The greater part of his poetry belongs
to the early days, and is marked by the austere

.sobriety of The Christian Year. What was written
later shows the same progress as is apparent from
his Anglican to his Roman Catholic sermons—a
greater intensity and fervour, life and colour. One
poem stands out as unique in beauty and force.
The Dream of Gerontius (1865), describing in
dramatic form the death of a Christian and what
follows it, written at a time when he was often

meditating upon the expected approach of his own
death, has a soaring splendour of imagination
which induces a modern non-Catholic critic (W. J.

Dawson, Makers of English Prose, p. 296) to
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reckon it
' one of the great poems of tlie world, in

spirit and substance akin to Goethe's Faust and
Dante's trilogy, in depth of spiritual insight and
emotion superior to the former and the equal of

the latter.'

The same writer goes on to call it
' the most characteristic

fruit of Newman's genius. For by birth and training, by tem-

perament and Ufa, Newman was essentially a religious genius,
a prophet to whom doors of vision stood wide where other men
saw only impenetrable darkness ; yet so sensitively sympathetic,
that he knew the weight of darkness which crushed others,

although he never once succumbed to it. And it is by virtue of

this temperament and genius that he will always be reckoned
the greatest rehgious writer whom England has produced—
perhaps also the greatest since Augustine and Aquinas."

LiTBRATURB. — Newman's Works are published in 36 vols.,

London, 1868-81. The final authority on his biography is the

Life by Wilfrid Ward, 2 vols., do. 1912. There is a valuable

monograph by William Barry^, do. 1904, and other brief Lives

by W. Lockhart, do. 1891 ; R. H. Hutton, do. 1891 ; Wilfred
Meynell, do., n.d. [1887]. Inestimable in their wealth of detail

on the Anglican period are his Letters and Correspondence, ed.

Anne Mozley, 2 vols., do. 1891 ; see also Contributions chiefly to

the Early History of Cardinal Neunnan, by his brother F. W.
Newman, do. 1891. Other works which may be consulted are
E. S. Purcell, Life of Cardinal Manning, 2 vols., do. 1895;
H. P. Liddon, Life of Edward Bouverie Pusey, 4 vols., do.
1893-97 ; T. Mozley, Reminiscences, chiefly of Oriel Colleije
and the Oxford Movement, 2 vols., do. 1882

; Letters of the Rev.
J. B. Mezley, ed. Anne Mozley, do. 1885 ; J. T. Coleridg-e,
Memoir of John Keble, do. 1869 ; Walter Lock, John Keble,
do. 1893; R. W. Church, The Oxford Movement, do. 1891,
Occasional Papers, do. 1897 ; C. Kegan-Paul, Biographical
Sketches, do. 1883 ; E. A. Abbott, The Anglican Career of
Cardinal Newman, 2 vols., do. 1892

;
R. H. Hutton, Essays on

some Modei-n Guides of English Thought in Matters of Faith,
do. 1687 ; J. A. Froude, Short Studies on Great Subjects, iv.,

do. 188i» ; John Morley, Miscellanies, 4th ser., do. 1908
; Aidan

Gasquet, Lord Acton and his Circle, do. 1906 ; Percy Fitz-

gerald, Fifty Years of Catholic Life and Social Progress, 2 vols. ,

do. 1901
;

Letters of Archbisho]} Ullathome, do. 1892 ; W.
Sanday, England's Debt to Newman, do. 1892 ; C. Sarolea,
Cardinal Newman and his Influence on Religious Life and
Thought, do. 1908 ; P. Thureau-Dangin, La Renaissance

eatholique : Newman et le mouvement d'Oxford, Paris, 1899 ;

Henri Br^mcnd, Newman : Le Diveloppement du dogme
chritien, Psychologic de la Foi, Essai de biographic psycho-
logique, 3 vols., do. 1905-06, Eng. tr.. The Mystery of Newman,
London, 1907 ; W. J. Williams, Newman, Pascal, Loisy, and
the Catholic Church, do. 1906 ; L. E. Gates, Three Studies in

Literature, New York, 1899 ; W. J. Dawson, Makers of
English Prose, do. 1906. Joseph Rickaby has pubhshed an
Index to the Works of John Henry Cardinal Neivman, London,
1914- A. I. DU P. Coleman,

NEW MOON.—See Calendar.

NEW TESTAMENT.—See Bible.

NEW TESTAMENT IN MUHAMMAD-
ANISM.—See Old and New Testaments in
MUHAMMADANISM.

NEW THOUGHT.—New Thought, sometimes
known as '

progressive philosophy,' has been defined
as ' the latest product of growing mind '

(C. D.
Larson, Eternal Progress Magazine, Feb. 1912,

p. 13), and as ' an attitude of mind and not a cult'

(W. W. Atkinson, in the New Thought Magazine).
Neither definition is complete.

I. Principles.
—Some of the underlying principles

of New Thought are the following : the existence
of an omnipresent God—a God immanent in nature ;

universal life, intelligence, and energy, underlying
and pervading the universe, finding expression in

every
created entity, colouring the rose, moulding

the leaf, painting the sunset, clothing the grass
with beauty, teaciiing the bird its song, reaching
its culmination in man and revealing to him his
own individuality and the consciousness of his own
divine soul ; the reign of universal law—the law of
cause and effect ; and that this law is as inexorable
in the mental and spiritual world as in the physi-
cal universe ; that thoughts are forces, and under
this law every thought planted in the subconscious
is expressed in the life and personality of the indi-
vidual ;

' whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he
also reap

'

(Gal 6^) ; the identity of the individual

or human soul with the universal or divine Soul,

and hence the continuity of the soul after the

change which we call death ; the brotherhood of

man as the true foundation of every human rela-

tionship ;
that truth is the only foundation for

religion and for ethical or moral growth ; that

evolution is God's method of creation, and that

man is the result of evolutionary processes.
2. Religion or philosophy.

—A religion or philo-

sophy founded on these principles cannot harmon-
ize with many of the Christian dogmas. New
Thought excludes such doctrines as the duality of

man and God, miracles in the accepted sense, the

vicarious atonement, the forgiveness of sins, and

priestly mediation. It seeks to interpret the
world and nature as science has recorded them,
but also to convey their finer and esoteric mean-

ings to the human understanding. The funda-

mental purpose of religion and science is the same
—namely, the discovery of truth. No conflict ever
existed between true religion and real science ; the

only conflict was between contending dogmatists.
Truth does not produce conflict.

New Thought holds that mind is the dominant

power in man, and that his life and personality
are the sum total of his thoughts. It would em-

ploy the laws of modern psychology in the mental

development of man ana the creation of proper
mental states for bodily health, intellectual and
moral efficiency. It lays emphasis on the value of

constructive thinking. Thought is the helmsman
that every man obeys. Thought determines char-

acter ; thought is character. The conscious mind
supplies ideals ; the subconscious brings them into

expression. Every thought sent forth attracts

like thoughts, whether good or bad ; this law is as

certain as the laAV of gravitation.
It sees every man as a divine soul, hence it recog-

nizes limitless possibilities within him. The pur-

pose of true religion is to call the divine qualities
of man into expression. It advocates a religion
for to-day, and recognizes character as the only
asset that man can carry into another state of

existence. It sees in God and man the same attri-

butes ; otherwise man could form no comprehen-
sion of God. ' Man is a microcosm of God.'

Accepting the fundamental unity of creation, it

recognizes a kinship between man and every
created entity, and that unity as the only founda-
tion for the brotherhood of man. When the con-

ception of this unity embraces our whole being,
then and then only are we free.

Realizing God as omnipresent, indwelling in

man, it finds no place for intermediaries. If God
is indwelling in man, there is no occasion for a
vicarious atonement to restore His lost relationship.
Man's only separation was in thought, only an
illusion of theology, an invention of the Church to

make a place for intermediaries. Man having his

origin in the lowest forms of animal life, his course
lias been steadily upward, until he now stands at

the summit of creation, capable of abstract thought,
conscious of his own divine qualities. His only fall

was upward.
'
If the sole Divinity of Jesus is denied, the

Divinity of all men is affirmed
'

(S. D. Kirkham,
Ministry of Beauty). While the Christian religion
would bring God down to man, New Thought
would lift man up to God, i.e. to the consciousness
of his own divinity.
As the Christian creeds—Roman Catholic, Greek

Catholic, and all the Prote-stant branches—rest on
the

allegory
of Eden related in Genesis, they must

either stand or fall by the construction which their

theology has placed thereon. It is inconceivable

that God would condemn the race for one act of

their common ancestor, when that act wa-s a step

upward in the evolution of man—an effort to rise
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above the animal and become man. According to

Gn 3', the serpent said to Eve :

' God doth know
that in the day ye eat tliereof, then your eyes shall

be opened, and ye shall be as God, knowing good
and evil.' Was it wrong for man to become wise ?

According to tlieology, God put a ban on know-

ledge and wisdom, and manifested intense jealousy
over man becoming like Himself. To-day we
would not seriously regard a religion that did not
urge man to become like God.
Adam and Eve ate and they became wise ; they

knew good and evil. Was there a penal tj'? Yes ;

every progressive step has its penalty. Adam and
Eve as animals were happy only as the animal is

happy. They had only physical desires ; no worries
fretted their lives ; they could not sin ; they were

strangers to remorse. As man and woman, know-

ing good and evil, they could sin ; they could feel

the sting of remorse, and must thereafter pay the

penalties of sin.

New Thought is not a system of thought, for,

when thought is moulded into a system, it ceases
to grow, and is not therefore new. The term can
be employed only to convey the idea of growing
thought. Man applies thought to the truths that
enter into his consciousness, he gains new and

enlarged conceptions, his mind expands, and his

re-sultant thought is neAv. Every religion or philo-

sophy is the product of human thought. When
mind develops and expands, religions and philo-

sophies must likewise expand. Unless a religion
or philosophy is based on universal principles,
Avhen raina expands beyond its circle, it must fall.

When so based, mind cannot pass its boundaries,
however far it may soar, for thought cannot tran-
scend infinity. Here is the test between temporal
and enduring religions. Until the world worships
a universal God, we can never have a universal

religion ; we can never have a universal religion so

long as we worship a distant God. Until we have
a universal religion, we can never have universal

peace or the brotherhood of man.
The greatest gift from God to man is a growing

mind. Were our ideas fixed and changeless, life

would become intolerable. It is the new concep-
tion that thrills the soul and broadens the under-

standhig. In the search for truth each discovery
becomes a cause, a starting-point for the discovery
of more truth. The discovery of every law of
nature is a forerunner of a more universal law.
Each step towards the infinite reveals new light.
Our last thought may be our best, but not our
ultimate, thought.

•Science in its broadest aspect is a search for the

knowledge of God. Because its fundamental idea
is a search for truth success has rewarded its

efforts. To gain higher conceptions of the basic
laws of the universe is the real work of man. As
man grows into a closer intimacy with nature, he
enters a richer field of experience, he gains a wider

spiritual vision, he realizes his oneness with uni-
versal life. New Thought means spiritual and
mental growth, constant and eternal progiess.
Recognizing divine qualities in man, it sets no
bounds to the soul's progress.
New Thought does not teach the moral depravity

of man. Such thoughts demoralize and weaken
the individual. Wliat we sow in the subconscious
is reproduced in the life expression and personality.
Modern psychology is believed to be rapidly
undermining many theological fallacies. Miracles
in the accepted sense New Thought does not con-
ceive as possible in a universe of law. The only
miracles are phenomena not understood, but never-
theless the result of law. It applies the pragmatic
test to every religion and philosophy. Are you
true ? What do you give to man to carry to his

daily tasks?

New Thought is not favourably impressed with
the idea of a special revelation through a book or
certain favoured individuals. Men of this age,
becoming more and more intellectual and dis-

criminating, will not accept a revealed religion
from a book Avhose authorship and date of produc-
tion are unknown, according to the voice of modern
scholarship. God never spake to man, but througli
man, for man is a part of God. Tluough man He
finds expression as He does in the rose and bird,

only in tiie rose and bird He manifests in lower
octaves. The essence of the soul, as of tlie uni-

verse, is unity. The book of Nature is always an

open volume, and from its pages we may read
God's thoughts and secrets. He whose ear is

attuned to Nature constantly hears her divine and
peaceful melodies. The rocks and trees and running
brooks teach profounder lessons than were ever
read in books or taught by man to man. In the
book of Nature we catch glimpses of eternal

beauty, harmony, infinite power, universal order,

abiding and constant love.

New Thought is a jirogressive idealism, viewing
the visible universe as the expression of cosmic
mind and all created entities as the result of divine
ideals. The starting-point of all things is in

thought-images ; mind expresses itself in matter.
Absolute idealism or Christian Science denies the
existence of matter, holding that nothing exists

but the ideal. Here is the line of divergence
between the two philosophies. The idealism of

New Thought is progressive, because all healthful
ideals change as man gains new visions of the
truth.

New Thought proclaims a robust individualism.
The individual is the unit from which all greatness
springs. Man is great only as he is individualistic,

only as he follows his own path. The individual

ranks above all institutions. All masters of

thought have taught this truth. Human thought
created every institution, and no institution is

greater than its creator. Jesus spoke to individuals

and not to institutions ; neither did He found an
institution.

New Thought recognizes no authority save the

voice of the soul speaking to each individual.

Every soul can interpret aright the oracles of

truth. The assumption of authority, it is held, marks
the decline of religion and stifles every spiritual

impulse. When man has found the light within,
he consults no authority how he shall worship God.
As the adherents of New Thought conceive of God
as omnipresent and hence indwelling in man, their

idea of prayer differs from that of those who hold

the dualistic conception. The dualist prays to an
absentee God, the others to the God within. True

prayer is not debasing the soul in the presence of

divinity ; it is lifting the soul up ; it is bringing
the conscious mind into touch with the universal

mind ; it is lifting the soul into an atmosphere
where one feels the glow, the beauty, and harmony
of the divine presence, and the play of vibrations

from the source of eternal truth.

New Thought presents two ideas as supremely
fundamental and important in man's development :

(1) that he is a divine soul, and hence has within
liimself unlimited potentialities, slumbering per-

haps and waiting to be called into expression ;

and (2) that he is under the dominion of universal
law—the law of cause and efiect ; that he is

punished by every wrong and rewarded by every
virtue. Until we grasp the true significance of

these truths, we shall never find a true religion or

the pathway of spiritual progress. This philosophy
conceives of evil as only a misdirected energy. All

forces are good ; only as they are misdirected do

they produce harm. Evil has been unduly exalted
and good unreasonably minimized. The Church
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created an imaginary Satan, and at the same time

emphasized man's weakness and inability to resist

him. True teaching exalts the good and replaces

negative with constructive thoughts. To teach
man to come into the conscious realization of tlie

divinity within, the unity of God and man, so that
out of the sublimity of his own soul he can say
with the Gentle Seer of Galilee,

' The Father and I

are One,' is the supreme voice and meaning of

New Thought.
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NEW YEAR.—See Festivals and Fasts.

NEW ZEALAND.
NESIA.

-See Australasia, Poly-

NICARAGUANS.—See Central America,
Mexicans.

NICOBARS.—I. The country and the people.—The Nicobars are a group of nineteen islands in

the Bay of Bengal, twelve of which are inhabited,
at the southern extremity of the long string of

islands, stretching between Burma and Sumatra,
usually called the Andamans and Nicobars (see

Andamans). The name implies
' the land of the

naked,' by which the islands have been known to

travel and commerce for many centuries, as they
lie in the direct sea route from west to east. The
people are not, however, really naked, though they
wear very little clothing owing to the heat of the
climate.

The Nicobarese are not divisible into tribes, and
what differences are observable among the inhabi-

tants of the several islands may be safely referred

to habitat and the physical difficulties of com-
munication between the islands.

By language, physique, and tradition they belong, no'doubt,
to the general Indo-Chinese race of the Farthest East, and came
into their present home long ago from the south-east corner of

Asia. Throughout the ages, from the days of the geographer
Ptolemy onwards, they have been known for the same character-
istics—want of clothing in the men, short petticoats for the

women, possession of coco-nuts, betel, and ambergris, manufac-
tures in cane and bamboo, eagerness to trade for iron with

passing vessels, communication with strangers by canoes, isola-

tion from the world except for passing ships—that is, as having
the same civilization and the same habits as distinguish them
at the present day. In this view a study of them is of great
ethnological value, as, owing to their consistent isolation from
the earliest times, it nmst be to their habits that we should look
for an explanation of those of the great general group of man-
kind to which they belong. The same observation is true of

their speech, which clearly belongs to that group of tongues
now represented by the Mon language of Pegu and Annam and
the Khmer language of Cambodia among civilized peoples and
by the dialects of a number of uncivilized tribes in the Malay
Peninsula and Indo-China. The isolation of the speakers of the
Nicobarese dialects, and the small admixture of foreign tongues
to be found in thera, render them a probably true basis for the

philology of the Indo-Chinese family of languages.

The Nicobarese are not savages, and api)arently
have not been so at any time in the long period
during which they have been reported on by Indian,
Greek, Arab, and Chinese traders. They are a
fine, strong race with idle habits, as they live in

what is to them a land of plenty with a iiot ener-

vating climate. Their great standby is tlie coco-

nut, which supplies food and drink and many other
wants both of tliemselves and of their domestic

animals, and, by means of trade and barter, every

foreign luxury that they desire, including rice,

cotton clothing, and metal ornaments. Though
they will not cultivate rice because thej' can import
it, they are capable fruit gardeners. They are
well housed, and their villages are carefully arranged
and often kept extraordinarily clean. They can

manufacture, in wood, iron, cane, and pottery,
most of the articles which they require for domestic

use, importing the rest, and they are good canoe-
builders. They have a definite system of trade,
both internal and external, thougli they do not
use money, but employ coco-nuts as their currency,
in the use of which they have created for themselves
a ready and quick-witted method of valuation.

Everything is estimated in pairs of coco-nuts, even

foreign money, and, with the aid of an ingenious
and intelligent system of reckoning by scores, they
can count and tally accurately up to very large
numbers. They reckon time by the moon (lunar
months) and by the monsoon or half-yearly season,
never by the year, with considerable accuracy by
means of intercalary nights and rough calendars
notched on wood. The distances between the
islands have made them study the stars and winds
to a limited extent, and turned them into experts
in the feeling of direction, and, as among other
Far Eastern peoples, the points of the compass are

thoroughly understood and constantly in mind.

They are natural linguists, and pick up readily, in
'

pigeon
'

fashion, any tongue that they come across
in business or trade. In tliis way they got on

formerly in Portuguese, Danish, German, and
English, and in early times in Malay and Chinese.

Nowadays English, Burmese, Hindustani, and
some Tamil are their chief foreign acquirements.
Their own language, thougli unwritten, is a re-

markable product of the human mind. It is a

highly developed analytical language with a strong
resemblance in grammatical structure to English.
It bears every sign of a very long continuous

growth both of syntax and of etymology, and is

clearly the outcome of a strong intelligence con-

stantly applied in its development. The last ob-

servation sums up the mental powers of the Nico-
barese. Though arrested as to development in the

stage of half-civilization, they are up to that point
a clearly intelligent people.
Taken as a whole, the Nicobarese, though for a

long time they were callous wreckers and pirates
and then very cruel, and though they show great
want of feeling in their 'devil murders'—a form
of public execution of undesirables—are a quiet,
good-natured, inoffensive people, honest, truthful,

friendly, helpful, polite, extremely hospitable to-

wards each other, and not quarrelsome. By in-

clination thej' are friendly and hospitable towards
and not dangerous to foreigners, though in places
suspicious of them, and then surly. They are

kindly to children, the aged, and those in trouble,
even when foreigners, respectful and kindly to

women, the wife being a help, not a slave, and
deferential towards elders. They are conservative
and bound down by custom in all things, though
capable of change of habits on occasion.

The Nicobarese are given to drink from home-
made coco-nut toddy and any foreign liquor that

they can get. Their great pastime is feasting, not

only on every 'religious' pretext that presents
itself, but also by way of family conviviality.

They are musical, and sing clearly and well in

unison. The social emotions arc lii^lily develoj)e(l,
and domestic trouble will on occasion lead to suicide.

The family system is patriarchal, and what govern-
ment exists is extremely democratic in character.

They are kept perpetually poor by the custom of

destroying all personally ac(]uired property at death
and dividing equally all real property among sons,

daughters getting a share on marriage. Girls are
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free tu marry whom they wish, subject to such

pressure as tlie possession of means on the part of

suitors naturally produces.
2. Religion.— (rt) Historical aspect.—It will be

observed that the study of the religion of sucli a

people as this, small though their numbers may be

—only some 6500—is something more than merely

interesting, as it may lead to an explanation of

much that is to be found in the customs and
ideas of tlieir congeners on the neighbouring con-

tinent, and of the more numerous and civilized

islanders of the Malay Archipelago, who have long
been subjected to a close contact with the outer

world.

Especially will the study be found informing, because, unlike

the case of the Andamans, there is as long a history of European
occupation, chiefly by missionaries, as exists of any other

land in the Eastern seas. In the 16th cent, came the Portu-

guese. French Jesuits were there in the 17th and early 16th

centuries. In the latter half of the 18th cent. Protestant Danes
from Tranquebar tried their influence on the people by means
of a Moravian (Herrnhuter) mission, which lasted after a

fashion till 1834. Then French Jesuits succeeded again, only
to disappear in 1846. These missionary efforts were accom-

panied by attempts, all more or less feeble, to colonize the

islands by Frenchmen, Danes, and Austrians, until the advent
of English power in the islands for political reasons in 1869.

The climate is a fatal one (or Europeans, and every one of the

pre-British efforts, missionarj' or political, failed miserably.

Indeed, the long story of the European attempts to colonize

and evangelize such a land as the Nicobars is a record of the

extreme of useless suffering that merely well-intentioned en-

thusiasm and heroism can inflict if they be not combined with

practical knowledge and a proper equipment. Beyond leaving
behind it a valuable and continuous series of records of all

kinds about the country and the people, a few religious terms
of European origin, such as pater for sorcerer, and Deos (also

Reos) for God, already degraded, as Dense, into a plainly anthro-

pomorphic chief of the spirits to be feared, a few personal
names of Christian origin, and a folk-tale here and there satur-

ated with European ideas, all the missionary effort of 300 years
has had no effect whatever on the reUgion of this old and most
conservative people. One of the most noteworthy facts about
them is that, in spite of everything, their religion has remained
the same throughout the ages.

[b) Animistic form.—The indigenous religion of

this semi-civilized people is an undisguised animism,
and all their very frequent and elaborate cere-

monies and festivals are aimed at exorcizing and

scaring spirits
—'devils,' as they have learned to

call them from the missionaries, the term ' devil
'

being often quaintly transferred from the spirit
itself to the spirit-scarer. Fear of spirits and

ghosts {iwi) is the guide to all ceremonies, and the
life of the people is very largely taken up with

spirit-scaring and spirit-controlling ceremonies and
feasts of all kinds. They are usually held at

night, and, whether directly religious or merely
convivial, seem all to have an origin in the over-

mastering fear of spirits that possesses the Nico-
barese. It has so far proved ineradicable, and all

the Christian missionary effort so long applied has
had no appreciable effect on it. The one outcome
of the religion of political import is the ceremonial
murder of one of themselves for grave offences

against the community—e.g., for murder, habitual

theft, or public annoyance. Such an offender is

regarded as '

possessed,' and is by a sort of lynch
law formally put to death with great cruelty.
This, the ' devil murder '

of the Nicobars, is now
being gradually put down.
Witches and, of course, witch-finders abound.

It follows that the mind of the Nicobarese is

largely occupied with superstitions, which extend
to the ancestors, the sun, and the moon. The
funeral ceremonies show that human shadows are

the visible signs of the spirits of the living, and on
Car Nicobar there is a special ceremony for 'feed-

ing shadows.' Every one's fortune and sickness are

spirit-caused or witch-caused, and the remedy in

every case is special exorcism by means of the
menluana (shaman, or doctor-priest), or by general
exorcism performed privately. Of the latter class

of remedy is a libation poured out always before

drinking and at spirit-feasts. Lucky and unlucky
actions and conditions abound, of which a quaint
instance may be quoted : it is lucky to get a preg-
nant woman and her husband to plant seed in a

garden. Uneven numbers are unlucky, and no
others are allowed at funerals.

3. Religious influence.— (a) On art.—The super-
stitious and animistic beliefs of the Nicobarese

explain a good many articles to be seen promi-
nently in their houses and villages. Such are
the henta, which consist of paintings, sketches

punctured on areca-nut spathe screens, or carvings
on boards. They represent all sorts of objects,
such as huts, trees, birds, domestic animals, men
and women, ships and canoes, crocodiles and fish,

including the merman and mermaid, sun, moon,
and so on. Deuse, i.e. God, in the degraded form
of a chief of the spirits, is frequently represented
in some of the islands as a man in quaint European
garb, with a wine-glass in his hand, surrounded by
various weapons, implements, or articles in daily
u.se, including a mat, a table, chairs, decanters,
watch, telescope, and boatswain's whistle. All
this shows that the people regard him as a Euro-

pean spirit embodied in a ship's captain, the most
powerful human being of their acquaintance.
The object of the henta is to gratify the good
spirits (iwi-kd) and frighten away the bad spirits
(' devils,' iwi-pot).
A development of the henta is the kareau, the most prominent

object in many Nicobarese houses. This is a human figure in a

threatening attitude, often of life size and armed with a

spear, which is made in times of sickness under the orders of a

menluana, with the object of discovering or frightening away
the bad spirits that have caused the sickness. If the patient
recovers, the image is regarded with favour, and retained
for future services : if he dies, it is thrown into the jungle.
Other common carvings are a ladder (halak) for the use of the
menluana's spirit, to climb up and discover whether the spirit of

sickness is in the air, and a canoe or ship to enable his spirit to
search for the evil one among neighbouring villages or islands.

Similarly fish, birds, animals, sometimes with human faces, are
carved in order to invoke the assistance and good will of their

spirits in helping the menluana to discover the whereabouts
of offending spirits, and so to alarm them that they will not
repeat their visits.

(6) On festivals.
—The spirit-feast is a family

(including the friends) general exorcism with the
aid of the menluana, rubbed over with oil, his face

painted red, and worked up to an ecstasy by drink
and his mysteries. His business is to catch the

iwi, or spirit of harm, after a struggle, and put it

into a small decorated model of a boat, which is

towed far out to sea. In cases where spirits have
caused sickness, or where they might damage a
new hut, they are caught and put out to sea in

special cages placed on special rafts. This appar-
ently harmless ceremony leads, however, to the
most serious, and in some cases comic, quarrels of
the people. Should the raft land at a coast village,
the spirit of evil is transferred thereto, and at once
a sudden attack is organized on the offending and
unsuspecting village that has let it loose. This
attack is ceremonial in its nature, though severe,
and must be conducted with special quarter-staves
until some heads and limbs are broken, when both
sides fraternize and wind up with a joint jollifi-
cation.

(c) On customs.—In fact, the main-spring of all

the religious ceremonies of the Nicobarese is the

controlling or scaring of spirits. They pass their
lives in dread of the spirits, chiefly of the dead,
and the effort to overcome them is seen most
clearly in the various ceremonies connected with
death. The customs in the northern and southern
islands are distinct, but everywhere extravagant
grief is displayed at all deaths for fear of angering
the ghosts. Everywhere funeral ceremonies are

prolonged and elaborate, but all are for the one end
of rendering the ghosts harmless, and preventing
them from leaving the grave. In the south after
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some time the lancatla feast is lield, when the
skeleton is exhumed, thoroughly cleaned, and
re-interred. In the north this feast is represented
by the ceremony of disinterment of all the recently
dead at the same time, and the disposal of their
bones in a communal ossuary. Both these cere-

monies have the object of making the ghosts
harmless—in the one case by depriving the bodies
of all their flesh, and in the other by mixing them
all up together. As with the primitive Andama-
nese, it is the recently dead who can do most harm
to the living. For the disposal of the bodies of

highly revered personages there are special cere-
monies everywhere. This is interesting as a dis-

tinctly Indo-Chinese custom.
(d) Tabu.—Connected with the death ceremonies

especially there is a wide custom of tabu, which
may be light or serious in its consequences, as it

is a sort of privately imposed self-denying ordi-
nance as to what shall be tabued from use in the

way of food or drink. In the case of those entitled
saokkua [^ A&inty,' 'fastidious') it amounts to an
embryonic asceticism. There is, of course, a great
deal of pretence about observing self-imposed but
highly inconvenient funeral tabus, and many
amusing stories are told of the ways and means
adopted of avoiding them. Once the idea was
started, however, tabu has been extended in all

directions, until it has affected the form of huts in

villages, and confined certain industries to locali-

ties, such as the making of pottery to Chowra
Island, shell-lime to certain other islands, and fish

traps to Nancowry Harbour in the rainy season.
It has greatly affected the nomenclature of the

people, as the names of the dead may not be used
again by relatives and friends for a whole genera-
tion, and, since personal names are always words
in common use in the language, these words are
also avoided—so much so, indeed, as to atl'ect the
dialects of villages from time to time.

(e) Priests :{nd novices.—The menluana is a sha-
man or doctor-priest of the sort that is common to

many half-civilized peoples, but there is an interest-

ing variety of him at Car Nicobar in the mafai, or

novice, the name actually meaning one undergoing
sacerdotal instruction. Any one who feels himself

inspired may become a mdfai, but he does not
necessarily pass on to the stage of menluana.
The ordinary cause of becoming a mdfai is recovery
from severe illness, and the life is that of comfort-
able, well-fed idleness — a condition which has
caused imposture in some cases. The use of the

mafai to the public is to cure the sick by touch.
It need hardly be said that in the circumstances
the rnedicine of the Nicobarese is almost wholly
exorcism and belongs to the domain of supersti-
tion. The Nicobarese ' doctor

'

cures by a spiritual
fight with the spirit which has possessed the sick

man, and includes conjuring tricks in his practice,
in order to press damaging articles, like pigs' teeth,
stones, etc., out of the patient's body. There is no
idea of surgery.

4. Folk-tales.—Tales of origin—in this case
from a man and a dog—and the like, told in a
jerky, disjointed fashion, the Nicobarese share
with many parts of the civilized and semi-civilized
world. Chowra Island is their holy land, the
cradle of the race where the men are all wizards—
a belief that the inhabitants thereof have turned
to good account for keeping the control of the
internal trade chiefly in their own hands. But one
must be careful with Nicobarese folk-tales, as the
people have proved themselves to be receptive of

foreign stories and to be fond of repeating them in
a purely native dress (see Census of India, 1901,
iii.. Report,

' The Andaman and Nicobar Islands,'
p. 230). Hence the presence in some of their tales
of creatures which are not indigenous in the

islands, and hence also the practically certain

missionary origin of the tale of the Creation pre-
valent in Great Nicobar, in which Dense (God)
appears with Eve and her birth, the forbidden
fruit, and the temptation.
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NICOLAITANS.—This is the name given to
a sect mentioned in Scripture only in Rev 2*- '^

;

but the Jezebel of Thyatira was probably a woman
of influence within the party, and the paragraph
2'8-2* throws light upon their tenets and practices.
Outside of Scripture are several allusions, lacking
in definiteness and leaving many questions un-
answered. Irenaeus (adv. Hcer. i. 26) reproduces
the description of the Apocalypse, and seems to
have had no other source of information, but in
iii. W he adds that the Nicolaitans anticipated
Cerinthus and were therefore to be classed as a
'

vulsio (ciirhciraffiia) ejus quae falso cognominatur
scientia.' Clement of Alexandria [Strom, ii. 20,
iii. 4) refers to the sect as immoral, and quotes a
tradition as to its origin, which is adopted by
Eusebius (HE iii. 29) without any suggestion of
the existence of other accounts. Tertullian (adv.
Marc. i. 29) makes similar charges of self-indulg-
ence and lustfulness ; but his language elsewhere
(de PrcBsc. Hair. 33) suggests that the Nicolaitans
had ceased to exist as a separate sect, while the
name served as a convenient description of the
morals of some of the Gnostics (cf.

' sunt et nunc
alii Nicolaitae ; Caiana haeresis dicitur '). Such
other early evidence as is extant is obviously, or
even confessedly, based upon what has already
been cited ; and the most likely explanation is

the existence of two entirely independent sects or

groups—the Nicolaitans of the Apocalypse, strugg-
ling unsuccessfully for a hold in the important
centre of Ephesus (Rev 2«), but flourishing in the

comparative security of Pergamum, the ancient
official capital of the province, and Thyatira (Rev
215. 2uff.)^ and a later libertine Gnostic sect, which
at the beginning of the 3rd cent, either justified
some of its practices by an appeal to the teaching
ascribed to Nicolaus or because of those practices
attracted the condemnation associated with his
name.

I. Origin of the name. — There are several
theories as to the origin of the title, but not one of
them is free from difficulty.

(1) The easiest and earliest derives the name from that of the
deacon ' Nicolas a proselyte of Antioch '

(Ac 6'), about whom
nothing is certainly known, the numerous legends having arisen
in the endeavour to explain his assumed relation to the sect.
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Clement of Alexandria (Strom, iii. 4 f.) preserves a story to the

effect that the deacon was reproved by the apostles for the

jealousy with which he watched over his beautiful wife,

whereupon he offered to ^ive her over (infrpe'^ev) to anj' one
of them who wished to marrj- her, and himself lived afterwards

blamelessly. The deacon is further quoted as using the phrase
Stiv napaxprfO'Bai. rp trapxi, and the anil)ii;uity of napa\pr)adai, was
the cause of misunderstanding. Nicolas used the word in the

sense of despising or ill-using (Herod, i. 108, viii. 20, though
with a different construction ; of. Just. Apol. i. 49) ; but the
sense of misusing by indulgence (Arist. ap. Plut ii. 527 A ; Philo,
ii. 6J) was assumed by an Antinomian party in the Church, who
proceeded to claim the deacon's sanction and to shelter them-
selves under his name. Epiphanius (adv. Hear. i. 25) ^ives the

story another turn, and represents Nicolas as separatnig from
his wife in obedience to the counsels of perfection, but after-
wards as breaking down his purpose and returning to her

again. This conduct he is implied to have justified bj' easy
principles, and thus he 'occasioned the foundation of the sect
of the Nicolaitans.' But not only is Epiphanius a rather late
witness ; his account is discredited by his evident disposition to

disparage marriage. He reads the sentiments of his own day
into the practice of a much earlier age. On the whole, what-
ever testimonj' there is is distinctly in favour of the deacon.
Eusebius and Hippolytus are not independent, and have no
original information on the subject, and Theodoret (Hcer. Fab.
iii. 1) professedly follows Clement, who defends Nicolas from
the charges to which his assumed followers were open, thereby
discrediting his own theorj* of the origin of their name. Twice
in the '

long
' recension of the Tgnatian EpUtlcs the Nicolaitan

is qualified as i/<euSwi'vno5 (Trail. 11, and Philad. 6), and the
term may have been borrowed from Apost. Const, vi. 8. Thus
in all probability the assumed connexion of the sect with the
deacon is but another instance of the tendency to fasten upon
an '

apostolic man
' as the originator of every early movement

and even as the founder of any important heresy ; but, whilst
that tendency may throw some light upon the views put forth

by Clement and Epiphanius, it does not explain the occurrence
of the word in the Ajiocalypse.

(2) Even less can be said in support of the theory that Nicolas
is a translation or transliteration of Balaam. It is true that
the Apocal.\ pse is allegorical ; but the appetite of its author for

symbol was not without limit, and he is not likely to have tried
to bewilder his readers with a hopeless puzzle in etymologj'.
The name of Balaam was already current as typical of certain
false views and immoral practices (2 P 215, Jude ii, Pirqe Ahdth,
V. 28 f.) ; and in Rev 2i4f- a comparison is instituted between
the effects of his teaching and that of the Nicolaitans, but there
is no suggestion that the two words are themselves identical in

meaning. Every attempt to show that NiicdA.ao« is a real

equivalent to DVV?3 has failed, and the phrasing of the verses
does not warrant the supposition that etymological identity
was imagined.

(3) Another Nicolas than the deacon must in consequence be
sought as the founder of the immoral party at Pergamum.
The name was not uncommon, and exact identification is not
at present possible. According to pseudo-Dorotheus, there
was a Nicolas, bishop of Samaria, who fell into heresy and evil

ways under the influence of Simon Magus, and he may have
given his name to the sect ; but pseudo-Dorotheus is not only a
late witness, but for other reasons somewhat untrustworthy.
The same may be said of pseudo-Abdias, who in his Acta Apost.
Apoc. introduces us to another Nicolas, who is alleged to have
been converted in his old age, after a life of indulgence, through
the persuasion of the apKJStle Andrew. Had this man professed
Christianity before his conversion, the circumstances would
have been in fair agreement with the conditions as set forth in
the Apocalypse. The rise of a noxious party in a district within
reach of the scene of the traditionary labours of Andrew would
be explained, together with the speedy disappearance of that
party as a separate Antinomian sect. But in the absence of
better or confirmatory evidence all that can be said with confi-
dence is that this Nicolas is the sort of man required, and that
to him or to a namesake of similar character may be ascribed
the mischief wrought in the northern and neighbouring cities
of Pergamum and Thyatira, and suppressed with difficulty but
with success in the church of Ephesus.

2. Tenets and practices.
—Concerning the beliefs

and usages of these original Nicolaitans there is

no other direct evidence than is contained in the
letters to Pergamum and Thyatira. That resolves
itself practically into two statements, as to the

meaning of which the context is more significant
than are parallel phrases in different connexions.

(1) The one is the explicit comparison with the

teaching of Balaam (Rev 2''"-) in the two particulars
of sanctioning and even recommending fornication
and compromise with idolatry, witli a view ' to
cast a stumbling-block before the children of Israel,'
to frustrate their right endeavours, and by guile
to bring about their fall. Certain means, in them-
selves bad, were deliberately selected for the ac-

complishmentlof an inhuman and entirely inmioral

purpose. The specific references are to such verses
as Nu 31'^ 25^- *

; and, though the story of Balaam,

as we now have it, has been compiled from several
sources, and extracts from JE and from P are
woven into it without complete success in unifyinf^
the tradition, the writer of the Apocalj'pse would
not be perplexed by any such complications, and
his thought is sufficiently clear. Balaam, a recog-
nized prophet or soothsayer, a man not without
some knowledge of and reverence for Jahweh,
counsels Balak to seduce Israel from its allegiance
to Jahweh, and thereby from tlie enjoyment of
His protection, by alluring the people into the
immoralities associated witli the Moabitic or Mid-
ianitish nature-worship. Similarly the Nicolaitans
must be considered as loosely connected with
Christian organizations of their day, and as seeking
to undermine the godliness of tlie people by beguil-
ing them into complicity with idolatry and into a
practical disregard of the sinfulness of sins of the
flesh. Self-deceived like Balaam, they glossed
over obvious wickedness and so dressed it up as to
make it pass off more easily with their consciences
(cf. J. Butler, Works, ed. W. E. Gladstone,
Oxford, 1896, ii.. Sermons, p. 131, § 12) ; and hence
the allusion involves the charge of a deliberate

attempt to impose upon themselves and others in
moral matters that were confessedly of the lirst

importance. That such was their leading charac-
teristic appears also from the changed imagery of
the message to the neighbouring church.

(2) The second statement is implied in this message
to Thyatira, where it is evident that the difficulty
was the same, though the OT parallel was found
in the case of Jezebel (Rev 2^, 1 K 21'^), possibly
because some female in the church had joined the
movement and become the head and front of the
offence. The evil that was violently opposed at

Ephesus (Rev 2^) was tolerated with inadequate
opposition at Pergamum (2"^-), but at Thyatira does
not seem even to have been interfered with (2^).
The district was and continued to be notorious for
its prophetesses. Oriental and Montanist ; and it is

easy to imagine that some Christian woman of
influence became attected by the spirit of the place,
claimed for herself the gift of prophecy, and pro-
ceeded to use it in the promulgation of views
elsewhere known as Nicolaitan. The new feature
in the description of those views is the claim to

superior knowledge, a natural adjunct to the faith
of a party led by a professed prophetess—a claim
to know ' the deep things of Satan

'

(2^^). It ia

very unlikely that any traces of incipient Gnosti-
cism in a technical sense are to be found in that

phrase, or anything beyond the pretension to
esoteric and privileged knowledge characteristic of

every exclusive group.
'

Deep things
'

is an easy
expression for any pretender to special intuition to

use, and entirely neutral in regard to the implica-
tion of Gnostic attachments. St. Paul uses it

(I Co 2"*) of the inscrutable regions where God's

plans for mankind are framed, and in the singular
for the central riches of the wisdom and love of
God (Ro 1133, Eph 318'-). JNIan's heart also has a

depth (Jth 8^*) that cannot easily be sounded, and
in nature are recesses into which none but divine

thought can penetrate. The figure is early and
common, confined to no class or sect, but the heri-

tage of every tongue, and from its use alone there
is no need to infer any leaning towards Gnosticism.
The qualifying phrase

' of Satan '

is not without

perplexity. It can hardly be taken literally as

implying that the Nicolaitans themselves claimed
a special knowledge of the things of Satan. Ac-

cordingly Hort (cf. Com. in ^oc. ) is disposed to alter

the generally accepted punctuation, and to connect
' as they say

'

with the words that follow, as though
the Nicolaitan teachers professed to impose no

superfluous burden, a contemptuous reference to

the Jerusalem decree (Ac 15^) being implied by the
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appropriation of the obnoxious term ^Apos, which,
however, Hort regards as merely a coincidence.
If the ordinary punctuation be preferred, the

genitive must be taken as the writer's own charac-
terization of the '

deep tilings
'

; and by describing
them as 'of Satan' he referred simply to their

mischievous and evil quality or to Satanic influence
as the only influence powerful enough to enable a
man to justify sin to his own conscience, and did
not closely relate them with the abominations of

the local Ophitic worship. That the last-named
Mas his i)urpose has been inferred from the parallel
between this phrase and the allusion to ' Satan's
throne' in the message to Pergamum (Rev 2'^).

It is true that Pergamum was a centre in Asia of

the worship of Asclepius, whose symbol was a

serpent (Paus. Ii. xxvii.), which in the Apocalypse
is the symbol of Satan (12^). Jewish story explaiias

sufficiently the association of the serpent with the

temjiter (Gn 3 ; cf. Kev 12"). At the same time,

though the worship of Asclepius was in part the

worship of evil, the serpent seems to have been
connected with it as a symbol of wisdom and reno-
vation ; and there was certainly no reason for

singling it out from other Greek or mixed cults for

special condemnation. To attribute anything to

Satan is in reality one of our wi'iter's favourite

phrases of opprobrium, and it is rare that anything
more specific is suggested by it. The hostile Jews
at Smyrna (Rev 2") and at Philadelphia (3*) are ' a

synagogue of Satan,' where the controlling thought
in the ascription of the name seems to be the

paternity of the sin of lying (cf. Jn S'*^). Similarly
the party in the Asiatic churches was deceived and
self-deceived, and therefore might be conceived as

under the immediate influence of Satan. They
boasted of their knowledge of deep things, but
were actually misled into wrong and vicious con-

clusions, as though under the direct guidance of

Satan. They asserted as Christian freedom a

personal right which really meant self-indulgence
and sin ; and the moral confusion might justly be
ascribed to the author of all confusion. That the

phrase contains a veiled allusion to the local

Ophitic mysteries, to the gross rites of the aborigi-
nal paganism, or even to the worship of the

emperor (which, however, seems to have been in-

troduced into Pergamum as early as A.D. 29 ; cf.

Swete on Rev 2^-), is an unnecessary suggestion,
recondite and unconvincing.

3. Alleged relation to apostolic teaching'.
—The

theory that identifies the Nicolaitans with the
followers of St. Paul rests upon an unsubstantial

basis, constructed chiefly of a few forced parallels
in phraseology. The leaders of the group in

Ephesus called themselves apostles (Rev 2^), and one
of them in Thyatira may have called herself a pro-
phetess (2-"), just as St. Paul occasionally laid stress

on his apostleship, and perhaps also implicitly
claimed the gift of prophecy. The distinction be-

tween the Jew by race and the Jew by spiritual
descent is common to both sides, though St. Paul
uses less vigorous language and is sparing of de-
nunciation. 'The deep things of God' (1 Co 2'")
and ' the deep things of Satan '

(Rev 2"^) are related

expressions, but the relation is not that of affilia-

tion in phrase so much as that of independent appro-
priation of a common and current figure. Against
the Nicolaitans and their allies the principal charge
was that they taught

' to eat things sacrificed to

idols, and to commit fornication
'

{2^*- ^). A passage
in St. Paul's writings where fornication is author-
ized has yet to be found, and even his teaching
about sacrificial feasts is closely guarded (I Co S*^-).

Hence altogether the explanation of the Nicolaitans
as a Pauline group is quite inadmissible. Their
tenets and practices were generally such as he
either wholly rejected or in one case cautiously

permitted in the interest of Christian freedom.

And, just as the theory that Revelation was de-

signed to be a polemic against Pauline Christianit j'

has failed to establish itself as a whole, the included

plea of the Pauline attachments of the Nicolaitans

proves without recommendation in fact or even iu

probable conjecture.
In reality St. Paul, though more given than St.

John to compromise on non-essentials, wouKl have

opposed the Nicolaitans with equal or greater
vehemence. His own principle, indicated in Gal 5*

and illustrated in detail elsewliere in his letters (cf.

1 Co 8^^), was to contend for whatever was central
in belief or fundamental in practice, and to allow
considerable latitude in regard to whatever did not

really matter ; but, as soon as anything indili'erent

was exalted to the rank of the indispensable, it

met with stern opposition. Christian liberty was
to be maintained against both legal bondage and
moral laxity ; and yet the Christian ' under law to

Christ' (1 Co 9^^) must be guilty of no ottence

against Him or His disciples, while admitting no
rival. In the conflict with Grseco-Roman civiliza-

tion a practical difficulty continually arose in

deciding how far professed Christians could or

should comply with the social usages of their

neighbourhood. The public festivals in the Ionian
cities were the joy and pride of the citizens, and
the private clubs or gilds met often in sacred

buildings and interspersed sacrificial rites in their

formal meals. The question was as to what con-

cessions were legitimate or in the interest of the

spread of the Christian religion and the protec-
tion of its professors from national suspicion. The
Nicolaitans were the extreme party who disregarded
all the safeguards with which St. Paul had invested
the law of compromise, and pleaded for a suicidal

blending of Christian beliefs with idolatrous wor-

ship, of theoretical Christian morals with sexual

practice of the most immoral kind. St. Paul had
seen the possibility of these developments in his

day, and would not have considered St. John's
denunciation of them as unnecessary or too strong.

4. Later sects of Nicolaitans.—The original sect

of the Nicolaitans was not long-lived (Eus. HE
iii. 29), though, as has been seen, it attracted the
attention of several of the Fathers, who speculated
as to its origin and the personality of its founder.
But the name, sometimes merely as a term of abuse,
has been attached to several later groups without

implying any dependence upon one another or

upon the sectaries in Asia Minor. There is evi-

dence at the beginning of the 3rd cent, of the exis-

tence of a Gnostic sect of immoral habits, called

therefore Nicolaitans (Epiph. Hcer. xxv. ; see also

pseudo-Tert. adv. omn. Hcer. 1, and Hipp. Beer.

vii. 24). They shared in the worshi]) of the great
Mother-goddess, the goddess of heaven, and in the
unbridled prostitution associated therewith ; and,

though their special object appears to have been
to prevent the sexual propagation of mankind and
the consequent perpetuation of evil, their cult

might fitly be described as a mixture of idolatry
and fornication. In the disputes as to the celibacy
of the clergy again the term was applied to the
married priests by the opponents of clerical

marriage. It appears to have been first used in

this connexion by Cardinal Humbert (Cont. Nice-

tarn, 25), who described the 'Nicolaitan heresy' as

consisting in the justification of clerical marriage ;

anil in that sense it obtained otticial recognition in

the canons of the Council of Piacenza (March
1095). Again, among some of the tendencies that

preceded tlie organization of the Friends, the word
occurs curiously to denote those who upheld creeds

and outward ordinances, and exalted the authority
of the written word above thatof personal intuition

(see C. Burrage, The Early Emjlish Dissenters,
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Cambridge, 1912, i. 217 ff.). It was a usage be-

gotten of the desire for a word of reproach rather

than in the workings of the instinct for historical

continuity ; and in this case, as in the others, the

passage in the Apocalypse may have suggested the

term but has no real liglit cast upon it.

LiTBRATURE.—The Patristic references, which are really the

only oriffinal authorities, are s'ven in the text. Among the

commentaries on Revelation, H. B. Swete (2'Ae Apocalypse of
St. John, London, 1906, esp. p. Ixxi ff.) and F. J. A. Hort

(The Apocalypse of St. John, 1-S, do. 1908) may be consulted

with advantage. See also W. M. Ramsay, 2'he Letters to the

Seven Churches, do. 1904, esp. p. 299 S., and A. V. Green, The

Ephesian Canonical Writings, do. 1910, esp. p. 180 ff.

R. W. Moss.
NIETZSCHE.— I. Life.—Friedrich Nietzsche,

philosopher, poet, mystic, and prophet, was born

on 15th Oct. 1844, at Kocken, near Liitzen, in the

Prussian province of Saxony. There is some
reason to believe that he Avas of remote Polish

de.scent ; this ahvajs gave him much satisfaction,
and he was pleased when living in Italy to be
mistaken for a Pole. On the paternal side he

came, like Emerson, of a line of ministers, and his

mother was a minister's daughter ; it was a signifi-
cant origin for one who remained throughout life

a preacher, though not of the gospel that he had
been taught. He came on both sides of healthy
and long-lived families. His father, however, a
man of sensitive temperament and poetic mind,
died at the age of thirty-five as a result, appar-
ently, of injury to the head from a fall ; his

mother, a woman of much beauty and vitality,
with a rebelliously high spirit, resembled Goethe's
mother in temperament, and was of the same age
of eighteen at her distinguished son's birth. After
the father's death the family removed to Naum-
burg. Here the child, who gi'ew tall and strong,

though only beginning to talk at the age of two
and a half "years, was surrounded by exclusively
feminine influences. He was a quiet, refined, and
well-behaved boy, with fair hair and grave dark

eyes, very truthful and very polite, though possess-

ing a passionate temper which he early learned to

control, with no liking for rough games or coarse
• amusements, and a taste for poetry and music.
At school j'oung Nietzsche was one of the best

Eupils

—serious, reserved, pious, and fond of the

;ible, called by his schoolfellows, over whom he
exerted much influence, 'the little minister'; he
excelled in all subjects except mathematics and
athletics, and was especially devoted to the
classics

;
at the same time he became a brilliant

extemporizer on the piano. At the age of sixteen
he obtained a scholarship which enabled him to

enter the Pforta School, not far from Naumburg;
this is a kind of Public School, of exclusive charac-

ter, and with a very high level of discipline and

scholarship.
In 1861 young Nietzsche received his first Com-

munion, and, when he left Pforta to proceed to

Bonn University, he obtained a certificate of good
conduct and industry and special excellence in the

subjects of Religion, German, and Latin. At Bonn
he entered the faculties of Theology and Philology,
but, led by his Hellenic tastes, he more and more
concentrated on philology, which, also, he felt to

be a needed discipline to his own temperament.
Ritschl and Jahn were his teachers. When a

quarrel arose between these two jdiilologists, and
the former went to Leipzig University, Nietzsche
followed his beloved teacher, who nad a high
regard for the young student's qualities and

scholarship. At Leipzig he took the chief part in

founding and carrying on a Philologists' Club,
occupied himself with important investigations
into the history and sources of the writings of

Theognis, Suidas, and Diogenes Laertius, and
formed many valuable friendships, especially Avith

Rohde and Gersdorll". His friends were always
men of noble character and tastes akin to his own ;

throughout life he cherished high ideals of friend-

ship, but his few attractions towards women were
superficial and fleeting. While a student, he by
chance became acquainted with the works of

Schopenhauer ; he had long felt intense admiration
for the works of Wagner (to whom he was not

personally introduced until 1868) ; Schopenhauer
and Wagner became the two chief influences on
his life and thought, and he began to lose his
Christian faith, although then, and long after, he

displayed no aggressive opposition to Christianity,
remaining, in Ids own words, 'a reverent animal.'
At the same time he endeavoured to take part in

the beer-drinking and duel-fighting life of the
students' clubs, but these attempts speedily ended
in failure ; he took the unusual step of severing him-
self from his club, and throughout life experienced
nothing but loathing for the ' beer-materialism

'

and related accompaniments of the ordinary Ger-
man's intellectual life. Goethe's Conversations
with Echermann— ' the best German book there is,'

he declared—became and always remained with
him a profound influence, and the same may be
said of Emerson ; he looked upon Emerson as a
kind of elder brother, and throughout the whole of
his active life some volume of Emerson's Essays
always accompanied his wanderings. His chief

early interests and influences were, however,
Hellenism, Schopenhauer, and Wagner. Later
the last two influences were left behind, though he

always recognized the great importance of both,
and Rome became more to him than G reece ; but
the early attraction of Hellenism, and the sound

f)hilological
training of Pforta, made him a philo-

ogist.
In 1869, at the early age of twenty-four, and

largely through the influence of Ritschl, Nietzsche
was elected Professor of Classical Philology in the

University of Basel, and he occupied this position
for ten years. He was a careful and conscientious

teacher, devoting himself more especially to his
best students ; there were not many, however, who
attended his courses, and even these decreased in

number as his unconventional opinions discredited
him among orthodox professional philologists. The

year after his appointment to Basel the Franco-
Prussian War broke out. Nietzsche was still

patriotic ; he had gone through his military train-

ing, as a student, in the artillery, and he wished
to take part in this war ; that was not, however,
possible in any active military capacity, as he had
been obliged to become a naturalized Swiss citizen ;

he, accordingly, after a course of training, joined
an ambulance corps and engaged in nursing the
wounded outside the walls of Metz. He had been

occupied in this work for only a few weeks when a
severe attack of dysentery and diphtheria com-
pelled him to abandon it, but this brief contact
with the suttering and misery of war produced
such an ett'ect on his sensitive and sympathetic
nature that for some years after he was scarcely
able to speak of his experiences.
This episode in Nietzsche's life was memorable

for more than one reason. In the first place we
may date his ill-health from it. He had been a
robust and healthy youth, though rather troubled

by his eyes. From now on he became liable to fre-

quent and severe attacks of ej'e-trouble, migraine,
and sleeplessness, as well as to stomacli troubles.
In the second place, this was the period when he
was actively engaged in working out the concep-
tions embodied in his first book. The Birth of
Tragedy [Die Geburt der Tragbdie). Although
this book sprang out of Hellenic studies, it was
clearly not the work of a scientific philologist, but
of a poet and artist. The philologists shook their
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heads over it when they were not actively liostile ;

a few enthusiastic friends took Nietzsche's side, and
a furious Teutonic controversy, in which the author
himself played no part, raged round the book.
This was the first of a considerable series of books
which continued to appear until in 1889 Nietzsche's
brain suddenly gave way. In 1879 his health

compelled him to resign his professorship ; he was
granted a pension which with small private means
enabled him to wander about Europe in the search
for a climate favourable to his health ; but he

always lived in an extremely simple manner and
well within his small income. Most often he was
in Genoa and the Riviera or in the Engadine. His

friendship with Wagner, the most significant

episode in his life, had come to an end at the first

great Wagner festival at Bayreuth in 1876. There
were numerous subsequent friendships with men
and women, but these .often ended in misunder-

standing and rupture ; Nietzsche's high-strung
temperament and exalted ideals of friendship
evidently rendered him a diflScult friend, though,
while absolutely independent in abstract matters,
he was easily influenced in personal and practical
matters. He inspired esteem, almost veneration,
in the common people among whom he lived, and
towards whom he was always sympathetic, more
in Italy, however, than in Germany, although he
considered that Socialistic Labour leaders were
ruining the cheerful and contented spirit of the

Eeople
by inspiring them with new needs and new

atreds, while at the same time they had not the

courage to attack alcohol, which, in his eyes, was
the worst of all the people's enemies. His Genoa
landlady many years afterwards talked of his

friendliness and sympathj^ and used to call him
'
il santo

'

; his early friend, Rohde, the distin-

guished Hellenist, similarly remarked of him that
he was 'a disguised saint.'

During the years that followed his departure
from Basel until his mind finally gave way, nearly
all Nietzsche's books were written and published,
as his health permitted, although they attracted
little or no attention. AH his later books he had
to publish at his own expense, and of one of these,
of which he had forty copies printed for friends,
he found occasion to give away only seven. There
was never any real and lasting improvement in

his health ; he continued to suffer severely from

eye-strain, headache, sleeplessness, and stomach
troubles, as well as mental overstrain, for Avhich
lie found only the dangerous relief of an excessive
use of drugs, especially chloral. There was never,
however, any definite mental trouble ; his books

showed, in an ever-increasing degree, a peculiar
intellectual irritability, self-centred and egoistic,
but were never the work of a madman ; his letters

also, except in the last few days before the final

breakdown, were entirely sane. His acquaintances
and the guests at the pe7isions at which he stayed,
up to the last, perceived nothing morbid or peculiar
about him, and always found him cheerful, equable,
and sympathetic. He was always considerate for

others, and an invalid English lady who knew him
latterly tells how solicitous he was that she should
not read his books. Early in 1888 he received tlie

first signs of European recognition in the apprecia-
tion of the two chief European critics of the day,
H. A. Taine and G. Brandes, both of whom entered
into correspondence with him. But in January
1889 at Turin he was suddenly found in a state of

complete insanity, and from that moment he never
wrote a line. The precise form of his insanity has
been much debated ; the doctors called it

'

atypical
])aralysis,' which is vague. P. J. Mobius (in Uber
das Patholocfisclie bei Nietzsrhe, Wiesbaden, 1902) re-

garded it as general paralysis of the insane. This
seems very doubtful, and is founded chiefly on a

statement which has since been withdrawn. Hubert
Norman, in a careful study of the case {Journal
of Mental Science, Jan. 1915), concludes that he
suffered from maniacal depressive insanity, alter-

nating, with apparently normal intervals, between
mental excitement and mental depression ; we
have to remember, however, that his friends and
acquaintances saw nothing of this excitement and
depression, while his sister also emphasizes his

equable cheerfulness. Nietzsche's case is perhaps
fresh evidence that even in insanity genius fails to
follow the ordinary rules. In any case Nietzsche's
life henceforth became almost vegetative, on the
mental level of a child's. H. Lichtenberger, who
saw him in 1898, refers to his magnificent brows
and the eyes which seemed to direct their light
inward, remarking that the spectacle was inex-

pressibly sad, yet beautiful and peaceful. He was
tenderly cared for by his mother and his devoted
sister and biographer, Fran Forster - Nietzsche.
He died at Weimar on 25th Aug. 1900.

2. Works. — J. Burckhardt, the historian of

civilization, who was a sympathetic colleague of

Nietzsche's at Basel, said of him as early as 1869,
' Nietzsche is as much an artist as a scholar.'

This became clearly visible a few years later

(1871) in Nietzsche's first book, The Birth of
Tragedy. The book is permeated by enthusiastic
admiration for Wagner and infused with the spirit
of poetry ; it is not a work of scientific scholarship.
But, while stating here his conception of the

Apollonian and Dionysian spirits, and setting out
his dream of an ideal state or human life in which
culture would be one with nature, he also helped
to make clear a deeper view of the Greek spirit than
that hitherto prevailing, which regarded it as a

spirit of superficial cheerfulness. Intemperance,
wildness, the Asiatic spirit, seemed to Nietzsche to

lie at the root of the Greek soul ; it was in his

struggle with these tendencies that the Greek
revealed his special characteristics. Here, at the

outset, we find the insistence on suffering as the
condition of vital development which never forsook
Nietzsche. His next book, published in 1873-76,
Unseasonable Considerations

( Unzeitgemdsse Be-

trachtungen), is made up of a series of elaborate
and important essays. One deals with Wagner
in Bayreuth, and was the first attempt, still prob-
ably the ablest and most eloquent, to place the

composer's claims on the highest ground. Another
discussed the use and abuse of history, and severelj'
criticized the German tendency to exaggerate the

importance of history in culture. In yet another
of these essays, on Schopenhauer as educator,
Nietzsclie set forth the fine influence whicli, he
conceived, Schopenhauer might exert on his

readers ;
much as Nietzsche's estimate of Schopen-

hauer sank, he always regarded the statement of

the case in this essay as fundamental, Schopen-
hauer's liberating influence being independent of

Schopenhauer's doctrines, and most of what was
said of it here applying equally to Nietzsche's
own influence. A very significant revelation of

Nietzsche's attitude towards life was contained in

the essay on D. F. Strauss, the author of the Life
of Jesus and The Old Faith and the New, which
had just then appeared. Strauss was one of the
founders of modern Prussianism and a typical

champion of German culture. To Nietzsche he

represented the new spirit of Germany created by
the Franco-Prussian War, in its worst manifesta-
tions. It was as such tiiat he assailed Strauss,
with no personal animus, and, wlien the old man,
very shortly after, died, Nietzsclie was deeply
grieved lest he might possibly have embittered liis

last days. The war, Nietzsche felt, had created

an attitude of paltry self-complacency in Germany
and introduced a false ideal of culture. In attack-
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ing Strauss, he was attacking, and not for the last

time, German 'culture,' and setting forth his own
ideal of culture as '

unity of artistic style in every

expression of a people's life'; at this time, and

always, he regarded the French as the supreme

representatives of true culture.

Human, all too - Human (Menschliches, Allzu-

me7ischliches), which is transitional in character,
was published in 1878. In this 'Book for Free

Spirits
'

Nietzsche finally abandoned tlie method of

essays carefully elaborated with a due regard to

literary conventions, and adopted the more free,

aphoristic, and fragmentary method which after-

wards he always preferred ; it suited his direct

and personal way of approaching problems, and it

doubtless suited also the limited energies which
bad health placed at his disposal. The Dawn of

Day (Morgenrothe), which completely reveals

Nietzsche's characteristics, was published in 1881,
and was followed by TAe Gay Science (Diefrohliche

Wissensrhaft), published in 1882, and Beyond Good
and Evil (Jenseits von Gut und Base), published in

1886 ; these books all belong to the same class and

possess considerable resemblance in substance and
method. For many readers they include most
that is precious in Nietzsche's work. They repre-
sent him in his central and most mature period ;

they range freely over a vast field ; they are full of

the most penetrating criticism and insight into

the deepest questions of life and thought and art ;

they are for the most part free from the unbalanced

extravagances and the reckless over - emphasis
which we so often find in his later work. Before
this series of works came to an end, Nietzsche
had already begun the most famous of his books.
Thus spake Zarathustra (Also sprach Zarathustra,
1883-91). Its first origin was at Sils Maria in

1881. It consists of four parts, each part written
with great rapidity, usually in about ten days,

although the parts were separated by long inter-

vals. Zoroaster had always been a favourite

figure of Nietzsche's, embodying some of the ideas

to which he was most attracted, and it was there-

fore natural that he should give this traditionally

imposing name to his typical Superman. It is

easy to understand the position which Zarathustra
has attained ; it has a certain kind of unity since

it is written around a single figure and throughout
in the lofty rhythmic style which we commonly
regard as Biblical ; it is moreover, all are agreed,

magnificently written ; it contains pictures and

passages of a highly impressive character. Many,
however, will agree with so competent a critic as

Brandes that it has been over-rated, being too

monotonous and lacking in imaginative invention.

When we read it carefully, we are made to feel that
its imposing surface frequently covers no great

depth of thought or truth of insight ; it sometimes
seems simply a marvellous toiir deforce. Nietzsche
was not, however, entirely wrong in attaching so

much importance to his Zarathustra. Apart from
its rare beauty, it possesses a certain coherence
as a narrative of the passage of the Superman,
Nietzsche's perfected human being, through life,

and a record in brilliant imagery of his attitude

towards the difficulties of life. We may regard it

as Nietzsche's Pilgrirris Progress. The Genealogy
of Morals [Zur Genealogie der Moral, 1887), largely

dealing with Christian and traditional morality,
the ascetic ideal, and the analysis of the conscience,

may be said to form the transition to the last group
of Nietzsche's writings. This group includes The
Case of Wagner {Der Fall Wagner, 1888), attack-

ing Wagner's music which he had in early life so

enthusiastically admired. The Twilight of the Idols

(Gdtzenddmmerung , 1889), Nietzsche contra Wag-
and Antichnst (both first published in thener

collected edition of his works), while Ecce Homo,

also written at the end of tliis period, was not

published until 1908 ; it is the most egoistic, it

might be said, arrogant, of all Nietzsche's writings,
but of much biographical value. The Will to

Potoer {Der Will zur Macht), remarkable but
often imperfect and obscure fragments of what
was meant to be an extensive and important work,
was also published posthumously. All these later

writings after Zarathustra, and to some extent

including Zarathustra, show a frequent tendency
to self-assertion, unrestraint, over-emphasis, and
extravagance—all of which are absent from the
earlier writings—and they are chiefly responsible
fur the various common misunderstandings of

Nietzsche's attitude and opinions. In these last

writings, brilliant as they may be, he too often

forgot his own wise saying that ' a spirit who is

sure of himself speaks softly.' It may be added
that Nietzsche wrote some notable poems (Geclichte
und Spriiche) published in 1898, and also composed
music, which has been variously judged.

3. Place and influence.—(«) Nietzsche's ideas
and originality.

—Nietzsche is frequently termed a

philosopher, but, in the proper sense of that term,
he was something less and something more than a

philosopher. He may have recognized this himself
in his tendency to avoid the term '

philosophy
' and

to speak, in preference, of the ' re-valuation of

values.' Philosophy to him was simply a perpetual
criticism of thought and life. Of coherent and
consistent system he had almost nothing, much
less even than Schopenhauer, from Avhom his own
thinking started, so far as it was in any sense

philosophic, and one feels that the attraction of

Schopenhauer for him lay in the earlier master's
constant appeal to the concrete and practical prob-
lems of living, in the beauty of his style, and in

the fact that (as Nietzsche has expressed it) the
value of the stones he builded with is so much
greater than that of the edifice itself. Nietzsche
never completed any systematic statement of his

philosophical system, the book in which he pro-

posed to do this. The Will to Power, remaining
merely a series of fragments, comparable to his

other books of the same period. Nor is it possible
to arrange Nietzsche's leading ideas into any
harmonious whole. A. Fouillee, an accomplished
philosophic thinker not altogether hostile to

Nietzsche, has analyzed his conceptions at length
with much care, and finds that they finally fall

into a ' dust of antinomies
'

; he denied authority
and yet the Superman constituted an authority ;

he denied absolute truth and yet proclaimed the

transvaluation of truth ; he affirmed egoism and

yet presented a self-abnegating law of life ; he

glorified the passions and yet declared the supreme
necessity of austere self-discipline. Moreover,
when we coldly investigate Nietzsche's favourite

and persistent conceptions, we can scarcely attri-

bute to them any great fruitfulness, originality, or

even precision. Let us, for instance, examine the

conception of the Superman with which in popirlar

opinion Nietzsche's name is especially associated.

He used the word Uebermensch first at the age of

seventeen, applying it to Byron's heroes, and later

to Shakespeare's ; as a more abstracted conception,
it is probably due, as Brandes has suggested, to

Renan (a writer with whom he was notin sympathy),
who, in 1871, in the discouragement caused by the
Franco- Prussian War, tentatively put forward the
view (in a dialogue called ' Rdves '

of his Dialogues
philosophiqucs) that ' the goal of humanity is the

production of great men '

for the domination of

mankind ; Renan had specially referred to Germany
as offering the most favourable soil for this, as he

regarded it, deplorable consummation. When
Nietzsche began to use the term seriously, it was

rarely or never biologically, as denoting a higher
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species developed in the Darwinian. way, for he

regarded Darwinism as an unproved hypothesis,
though he accepted evolution and esteemed Darwin.
He was acquainted with Galton's work, and it is

possible to use many of his sayings concerning the

Superman in the eugenic sense, but it is difficult

to say how far he so intended them and impossible
to regard him as a pioneer of eugenics. More and
more, as he spoke of Supermen and declared that
' the goal of mankind is in its great Exemplars,'
he simply had in mind men of genius of the type
of Caesar, Napoleon, and Goethe. However vaguely
suggestive in the mouth of the artist and the poet,
the term '

Superman
' was of no precise philosophic

or scientific significance. Much the same may be
said of another favourite conception of Nietzsche,
that of 'eternal recurrence.' It came to him in

1881, when he was planning Zarathustra, and he

regarded it as the fundamental underlying doctrine
of that work,

' the highest formula of attirmation
that can possibly be achieved.' It seems to have
been a revivification of the old Pythagorean idea,
stimulated by reading Helmholtz, Riemann, and
the earlier writings of Wundt. It can scarcely be

said, however, that Nietzsche made any fruitful

use of this ancient and outworn formula, however
suggestive he may personally have found it ; it is,

indeed, an idea which, it has been said, seems to

place man in the position of a squirrel in a cage,

endlessly turning round himself. We may note
that all Nietzsche's persistently iterated formulas

belong to the last ten years of his active life, when
we may find reason to believe that his mental giip
was no longer so close as before nor his insight so

penetrating. It is not in such formulas that his

originality lies, but rather in the personality of

the man, in his direct and sincere attitude towards
life and thought, his acutely sensitive receptivity
to the influences of his time, and his intense energy
in reacting to them vitally.

(b) His ethical attitude.—It was inevitable that
a man of this temper should sooner or later become

profoundly interested in moral problems. In
Nietzsche's case this interest was rather late. His
instinctive moral seriousness, that of the unspoilt
' child of the Manse,' only gradually became self-

conscious and aggressive under the influence of his

intellectual development. The Dawn of Day is

the first of his thoroughly unconventional ethical

writings, and it was only about this time that he

began to call himself an 'immoralist.' '
I like not

those coquettish bugs,' Nietzsche once wrote,
' with

an insatiable ambition to smell of the Infinite,
until eventually the Infinite smells of them.' It

is an illuminating remark, and enables us to under-
stand why it is that many readers of Nietzsche
have failed to realize that it was not the In-

finite that he was assailing but merely the bugs.
Nietzsche himself sometimes opened the path to

nusapprehension. He is not to be classed with the

adepts of paradox, but the epithet
' immoralist '

was merely a paradoxical way of declaring his

growing alienation from the traditional morality
of his time ; we must bear in mind the point on
which he so often insisted, that every innovator in

morals, like Jesus and like Socrates, is regarded
as 'immoral.' The 'immoralist' was intensely
absorbed in questions of morality, and, not only
so, but in actual practice, he was, from first to

last, himself strictly moral, even in a rare degree,
from the standpoint of the very morality, that of
traditional Christianity, which in theory he con-
demned. He fully accepted the foundations of

morality, the binding nature of duty, the supre-
macy of the will. Yet he was entirely opjiosed to
what he considered the 'Christian-democratic'
ideals of selllessness, humility, renunciation, and
the sacrifice of the strong to the weak. The clue
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to the development of his moral conceptions lay in

his own intensely sensitive and sympathetic nature,
rendered hyperaesthetic by the strain of his physical
disorders. The 'hardness' which he preached was
tiie shield that he himself needed against the arrows
of the world. It was on this personal basis that
Nietzsche's restless intellect wrought concordant
ethical conceptions and images.
'My brother,' wrote Frau Forster-Nietzsche, 'was not at all

suited to the role of a warrior " whose paradise is in the shadow
of his sword." He could fight an impersonal type, but when
the type appeared embodied in a sensitive human form, he
suffered from his own blows even more than the enemy he
assailed. "

I was not made to hate," he would say.'

When we come upon passages glorifying war in

Zarathuftra and the later writings (they are never
found in the earlier books), we must read them in
the light of what we otherwise know concerning
Nietzsche's attitude towards war. He had had
actual experience of only one war (in 1870), and
that had not only left in him an impression of

horror, but had convinced him that the eflects of

war are disastrous even on the victors. He never
advocated any particular war, least of all for the

aggrandizement of Germany (he scoffed at the cry
' Deutschland iiber Alles!' and wished to be a

'good European' rather than a good German) ; he

disapproved of militarism and standing armies,
and loathed the conception of the State which it is

the object of militarism to magnify. The idea of
combat and war has, however, always been idealized
in Germany, even by philosophers and moralists,
and it is not unnatural that Nietzsche should have

adopted it. The apostle of the most peaceable
of religions exhorts the disciple to '

tight the

good fight,' and Nietzsche, not unreasonably, be-

lieved that struggle, self-discipline, and sufl'ering
are necessary for moral development, in accord-
ance with his favourite motto,

' Virescit voLnere
virtus.'

These are the considerations that we must bear in

mind when reading some of Nietzsche's utterances
on sympathy and pity. It must be added that
those utterances, especially when detached from
his later and more extravagant writings, often

present an altogether misleading view of their

writer's attitude. To reach a saner view a wide
and impartial collation of passages is necessary ;

this has been carefully made by W. M. Salter

('The Philosopher of "The Will to Power,' i.

Nietzsche on Love and Pity,' HJ xiii. [1914] 102 ft'.),

and shows that Nietzsche, far from condemning
pity per se, merely desires a revision of the things
deserving pity, and is prepared to expend pity on
that pity which fails to see the need of sufl'ering
and sacrifice in life.

At the same time, while setting in a clear light
the soui'ce and the nature of Nietzsche's attitude
towards current morals, we must not disguise the
radical opposition presented in many respects by
his own moral ideas. Our morality, as Nietzsche
saw it, has been largely moulded by Christianity
reinforced by modern democratic social develop-
ments, and these influences have been predomi-
nantly altruistic, subordinating the duties which

^.egard self to the duties which regard others, and

placing the interests of the whole unconditionally
over the interests of the individual. Now Nietzsche,
as witnessed by his ever growing admiration for

the Romans, to whose temperament Stoicism was
so well adapted, was by his classical training a

pagan, by his intellectual distinction an aristocrat,
and by his fundamental genius an individualist,
for whom morality was always an individual matter
to be achieved by combat, self-discipline, and pain.
St. Bernard, it is true, used the same moral methods ;

but, while Bernard used them to impress on men
that they are but sacks of dung and the food of

worms, Nietzsche would use them to train men in
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the fortitude and energy which befit the masters

of the world. He believed that '

good
' and

\
bad '

in most languages originally indicated, respectively,
the qualities of tiie aristocrat and of the plebeian
herd (this occurred to him as early as 1864, when

studying Theognis), and some of his later writings,

notably The Genealogy of Morals, are mainly con-

cerned with the analysis of the emotions and ideas

of that herd-morality which, he came to believe,

dominates our modern civilization.

(c) His significance and mission.—If we look back
on the last thiid of the 19th cent., we see to-day
that it was spiritually dominated by two figures
who completely and extremely expressed its two

opposing sets of ideals : Tolstoi and Nietzsche.

Tolstoi represented the Christian, social, and
humanitarian group of ideals, in a form which even
the ordinary Christian finds extravagant, while Nie-
tzsche represented the rationalistic, pagan, and in-

dividualist group of ideals in a form which, for his

part, the ordinary rationalist also finds extravagant.
Each of them was a consummate artist in his way,
a penetrating psychologist, and a struggling pilgrim
along the path of life, painfully seeking to work
out his own salvation. They differed conspicuously
in this, among other respects, that, while Tolstoi
was simply re-vitalizing the tradition in which our
civilization has developed, in which we ourselves
still live, Nietzsche was seeking after ideals which
either lie far back in the remote Hellenic and
Roman past or have not yet come to birth, so that
his significance was much less easy to perceive,
and during the whole of his own active life was
never perceived at all. But, for this very reason,
when once perceived, Nietzsche's message is all

the more novel and stimulating, a perpetual chal-

lenge to all those who with open eyes are seeking
their way on that same perilous path of life. Nie-
tzsche is not, indeed, to be counted a guide along
the path ; his stimulating and challenging intiu-

ence, fortifying to the strong, may be dangerous
to the weak. He was too much of an individualist
to desire disciples ; he said himself that what he

hoped to do was to stimulate the productivity of

others and to increase independence in the world ;

'

nothing is farther from me than to make prose-

lytes
'

; we may say of him, as he said of Schopen-
hauer, that ' the man's free and brave attitude
towards the world remains mightily potent and
helpful.

' He cannot be ranged alongside the world's

greatest spirits ; we cannot place him by his master
(so far as he may be said to have a master), Goethe.
The searchlight of his genius could shed its pene-
trating beam on a great number of spots, but we
miss the all-embracing light which reveals the

gracious harmony of the whole. Nietzsche's pro-

posed solutions of definite i^roblems are scarcely
sufficiently precise or sufficiently sound to command
general assent, and it seems unlikely that he will

occupy a permanently important place in the his-

toi'y of philosophy. We may better place him in

that procession of distinguished figures in the
world's spiritual history

—artists and moralists,
sometimes mystics or prophets—which includes
Marcus Aurelius, William Blake, Emerson^,
Thoreau, and Whitman. However transitory his

influence may prove as a philosopher, his place as
an artist is assured, for he carried the German
language to a new stage of perfection ;

' one day it

will be said,' he wrote at the end,
' that Heine and

I were the supreme artists of the German language,
'

and the claim is scarcely now seriously disputed.
His work, moreover, will always be interesting
for its singular gleams of insight and for the

passionate vitality with which it presents the

struggles and progress and fate of a human soul
of the acutest sensibility and the rarest endow-
ment.

LiTKRATURE.—There are several edd. of Nietzsche's works,
notably the large library ed., Nietzsche's Werke, Leipzig, 189511.,
in many volumes, not yet completed by all the fragments, and
a convenient pocket ed., Nietzsche's Werke, 10 vols., Leipzig,
1906. The English reader's needs are now. well supplied by
a sound English version, ed. Oscar Levy, Complete Works of
Nietzsche, 18 vols., London, 1909-13 ; this ed. contains everything
of importance, except the fragments and the letters, which
occupy numerous volumes in the German edd., and the last vol.

is made up of a valuable index. A knowledge of Nietzsche's Ufe
is as indispensable to a just understanding of his attitude as a
knowledge of his works, and the chief source is the biography in
2 vols., The Young Nietzsche and The Solitary Nietzsche

(Eng. trr., London, 1912 and 1915), by his sister, Frau FSrster-
Nietzsche. This is necessarily a partisan biography, but it is

written with intimate knowledge and sympathy by a highly in-

telligent woman, whose chief life-work has been the care of her
brother and of his fame, and the supervision of the publication of
his works. All other biographies of Nietzsche are mainly founded
on this. The most useful and comprehensive in English is prob-
ably M. A. Miigge, Friedrich Nietzsche : His Life ami Work,
London, 1908; it has a considerable bibliography. Slight but
interesting, as written by an early and distinguislied admirer, is

G. Brandes, Friedrich Nietzsche, Eng. tr., do. 1914. There are

many books on Nietzsche's philosophy, but they may mostly be

dispensed with. Mention may, however, be made of A. Fouill6e,
Nietzsche et I'imnwralisme, Paris, 1902, as a very penetrating
criticism by an eminent thinker, and of J. de Gaultier, Nie-
tzsche et la riforme philosophique, do. 1904, an appreciative
statement by another eminent thinker, and es|>ecially must
mention be made of H. Lichtenberger, La Philosophic de

Nietzsche, do. 1898, a highly intelligent, sympathetic, and
judicious discussion, probably the best book of this kind about
Nietzsche

; there is an Eng. tr. by J. M. Kennedy (The Gospel of
Superman, Edinburgh, 1910), and a Germ tr. {Die Philosophie
Friedrich Nietzsches, Dresden, 1899), which is of special value
on account of a long and illuminating introduction by Frau
Forster-Nietzsche on the sources of Nietzsche's ideas.

Havelock Ellis.

NIHILIANISM.—The term ' Nihilianism
'

is

employed to denote an erroneous view regarding
the Incarnation of our Lord, adopted by certain

theologians of the 12th century. They expressed
their teaching on the point in the proposition,
' Cliristus secundum quod homo non est aliquid,'

though, as will be seen below, the meaning that

they attached to this formula is not that which at
first sight it appears to convey. The origin of the
error is to be found in the speculations of Abelard

(q.v.) as to the union of natures in Christ. He
held that the phrase

' Deus est homo '

could not
be taken literally, since, strictly interpreted, it

would involve the identity of the temporal and the

eternal, the creature and the Creator. The true

meaning of the proposition
' Deus est homo '

is, he
maintained, 'Deusesthabenshominem' (Epit. theol.

24 {PL clxxviii. 1733 f.]). He had, in fact, failed to

realize the Catholic conception of two distinct sub-
stantial natures possessed by the same eternal

Person. Where that conception is admitted, the

proposition in question presents no difficulty. It

does not affirm the identity of the two natures,
but simply that the same Person who is God in

virtue of the one nature is man in virtue of the
other. His own theory of the Incarnation, with
which we are not here concerned, was very different

from this (cf. Introd. ad Theol. iii. 6). Abelard's
influence on the theology of the following century
was considerable, and several theologians, while

avoiding his more signal errors, nevertheless adopted
and gave further development to his view regarding
the significance of the proposition

' Deus est homo.'

They asserted that the union between the divine
and human natures was not, as had hitherto been

taught, substiintial, but was such that the human
nature stood to the divine in the relation of an
accident. Peter Lombard in a well-known passage
(Sent. iii. dist. 6) gives us the three views as to the

Christological question which were held by various
doctors of his day. Of these the third is that to

which the name of Nihilianism has been given.

According to the first view, although the human
nature which the Second Person of the Blessed

Trinity assumed had no existence before the Incar-

nation, it should nevertheless be conceived as a

fully constituted human being, possessed of all
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that is required to give it complete subsistence,
even apart from its assumption by the Godhead.
The second view asserted that, while the Son of
God assumed a complete human nature, body and
Boul, yet this nature did not, apart from its union
with the Person of the Son, possess independent
subsistence. God did not assume an individual

homo, but an individual humanitas, Avhich became
a subsistent homo only in virtue of this union. It
will be seen that these two views (of which the
second is that of orthodox Christianity) agree at
least upon the fundamental point that the human
nature was assumed as a substance ; that in the

proposition
' Deus est homo '

the predicate expresses
a substantial nature and not an accidental qualifica-
tion of the divine Person. The exact contrary is

the teaching of the third view. According to it,

the human nature was a mere vesture with which
the Son of God clothed Himself in order to appear
among men, and is to be referred not to the cate-

gory of substance, but to that of habitus, the tenth
of the Aristotelian categories. The phrase

' Deus
est homo,' it was asserted, is an inaccurate expres-
sion for the more correct ' Deus est humanatus. '

The formula which we have cited above as con-

taining the summary expression of the Nihilianist

tenets,
' Christus secundum quod homo non est

aliquid,' was simply intended to express this belief.
It was not meant in any way to deny the reality
of the body and soul of Christ. The Nihilianist

theologians fell into no error in this regard. Tiiey
merely desired to assert the accidental character of
the liuman nature, to declare that Aomo cannot be
predicated of Christ as a substance (quid), but only
as an accident (quale) (cf. Petrus Pictav. Sent. iv.

10[PXccxi. 1173 fl['.]).

But those who adopted this view believed it

necessary to draw yet another conclusion. Since
it appeared to them that, where body and soul
coalesce to form one nature, it is impossible to

deny to the resulting compositum the title of

substance, they maintained that the Son of God
assumed His body and His soul as separate entities
and not united the one to the other. There was
thus, they asserted, nothing in Christ which could
be called homo. The formulae with which they
expressed their belief as to this point were :

' Nihil
constat ex anima et carne Christi,'

' Nihil quod est
homo est Deus,

' ' Christus nihil est in eo quod est
homo' (Apol. de Verbo Incarnato, qu. ix., ap.
Hug. de S. Victore, PL clxxvii. 307 ; cf. Gualterus
de S. Victore, Contra Quatuor Labyrinthos [PL
cxcix. 1130]). It will be seen from these expres-
sions that the designation

'

Nihilianist
'

is not

altogether a misnomer.
The view was supported by a series of philo-

sophical difficulties urged against the substantial
union (Petrus Pictav. ?oc. cit.). These are due in

every
case to a failure to understand what is really

involved in that doctrine. The argument which
seems to have been regarded as the most important
was based on the definition of person universally
accepted in the schools, 'substantia individua
rationalis naturae.' It was urged that the valid-

ity of this definition rendered it manifest that, if

the human nature of Christ was a substance, it

must also be a person, and that in this way the
doctrine of a substantial union compelled those
who maintained the proposition

' Christus est Deus '

to introduce a fourth personality, the man Christ
Jesus, into the Trinity (cf. Abelard, Epitome,
24 [PL clxxviii, 1732] ; and H. Denzinger and
C. Bannwart, Enchiridion^^, Freiburg, 1911, no.

372). Appeal was, however, also made to the
words of St. Paul, Ph 2''

'

in similitudinem hominis
factus, et habitu inventus ut homo,' and to passages
from St. Augustine and St. Hilary, in whicii these
Fathers speak of the human nature of Christ as a

garment (habitus) taken by the Son of God for the

purpose of His earthly manifestation.
This theory of the Incarnation is, on more than

one count, incompatible with vital elements of

Christian belief. If the human nature of Christ
does not belong to Him as His substance, but is

merely an external vesture related to Him as an
accident, then we can no longer say that He who
was bom of the Virgin Mary and who suSered on
the Cross for us is, in truth, very God. In this
case these events befell a liuman nature extrinsi-

cally related to the Godhead, but it was not God
who underwent them for us. Further, if in Christ
soul and body were not united so as to form a

complete substance, He cannot, properly speaking,
be termed a man. A soul and a body in separation
the one from the other are no more a man than,

previous to the work of building, the materials of

a house are a house. Were this theory true, we
should have no right to claim Christ as belonging
to our race, and one with us.

As regards the Patristic passages which speak
of Christ's human nature as a garment, they are

perfectly consistent with orthodox belief. For,

though His human nature belongs to Him as a

substance, and is not a mere external adjunct, yet
He took it of His own free will and by Avay of

addition to the nature which was His by right and
in which He already subsisted. In both of these

points the comparison with a vesture holds good
even for those who unreservedly accept the doctrine
of the substantial union (cf. Thomas Aquinas, in
Lib. Sent. III. dist. vi. qu. 3, art. 8, ad 1).

The theory was only bearing its natural fruit

when it led a certain number of those who held it

into the Adoptianist heresy. If Christ as man is

not God, then it follows that He must be the

adopted and not the natural Son of God. Gerhoch
of Keichersperg, who was the most prominent
opponent of the error, distinctly connects it with
the opinions with which we are dealing (Ep. 17,
'ad Alex.' [PL cxciii. 564]). As early as the

pontificate of Honorius II. (1124-30) he found it

necessary to confute a French theologian named
Luitolph, who was propagating Adoptianist views
at Rome (Ep. 21, 'ad Coll. Card.' [PL cxciii. 576]).
At a later date (1150) he was engaged in a still

more important controversy on the same subject
with Folmar of Triefenstein. These developments,
however, lie outside the scope of the present
article.

In view of the metaphysical difficulties which
surround the point at issue, it is not surpris-

ing that several theologians of eminence for a time
at least succumbed to Abelard's influence, and were

disposed to look with favour on the Nihilianist
solution. It is found in the Scntentife of the

Bolognese doctor, Roland Bandinelli, afterwards
raised to the pontificate as Alexander III. Peter
Lombard held it as a matter of private opinion,
though, as his former pupil and subsequent op-

ponent, John of Cornwall (DNB xxix. 438), tells us,
he was careful to make it clear that he would
never hold it if the Catholic Church should deter-

mine in a contrary sense (Eulogiumad Alex. III., 3

[PL cxcix. 1053]). His disciple, Peter of Poitiers,
here as elsewhere, adopts the same view as his

master. Indeed, the influence of Peter Lombard
was so great that it won a very wide acceptance
for the error. John of Cornwall speaks of

'
intiniti

scholares' (op. cit., prfef. )
and again of 'tot greges

scholarium' (19) who had adopted this opinion,
and believed it to be in accordance with the data
of revelation. On the other hand, it did not lack

strenuous opponents. Among these may be men-
tioned the doctors Robert of Melun (subsequently

bishop of Hereford [DNB xlviii. 366]) and Maurice
of Sully (subsequently bishop of Paris).
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At the Council of Tours (May 1163) the point
was debated at length ; but it would appear that

no formal decision was taken. It is of interest to

note that the pontiff presiding at this Council was
none other than Alexander III., who, as we have

mentioned, had some twenty years before, as a

private doctor, maintained this very opinion. In
the following year (1164) a great assembly of

theologians was held at Sens, at which the pope
was again present. Here he issued a prohibition
against

' onines tropes et indisciplinatas quaestiones
in theologia' ; and he ordered the bishop of Paris
to see that these discussions should cease. Again
in 1170 (2nd June) he wrote to the bishops of

Bourges, Rheims, Tours, and Rouen, commanding
them not to permit the error '

quod Christus
secundum quod homo non est aliquid

'

(Jaft'(6,

Regesta Pontificum Romanorum, Leipzig, 1888,

11809). Another letter of the same year (18th
May 1170), to the bishop of Paris, bids him con-
voke his suflragans in order that a final stop should
be put to the propagation of the opinion (Jatie,

11806). A still more important step was taken in

1177. On 18th Feb. of that year the pope wrote a
letter to William, archbishop of Rheims, in which
the doctrine is condemned under pain of anathema
(Corpus iuris canonici: Deer. Greg. v. 7. 7;
Benzinger - Bannwart, Enchiridion^^, no. 393).
There can be no doubt that the Eulogium of John
of Cornwall contributed to bring about this result.

That work, as J. de Ghellinck shows, appeared
between 1175 and 1177 ; and it is a direct appeal
to the pope to pronounce a definite condemnation.
Among the controversial writings of the period it

takes a high place, alike for the moderation of its

tone and for its clear and ample demonstration
that the doctrine which it attacks is altogether
inconsistent with orthodox belief. It is, however,
noteworthy that the author himself falls into error
in supposing that the first and not the second of
the views as to the Incarnation mentioned by
Peter Lombard is that which expresses the re-

vealed doctrine.
The pope was now so convinced of the need of

strong measures that at the Lateran Council of
1179 he proposed to procure the condemnation of
Nihilianism by a formal conciliar decree. He was,
however, deterred by the opposition of several of
the cardinals and by the vigorous protests of

Adam, bishop of St. Asaph {DNB i. 75). After
this date the doctrine seems to have ceased to
exercise any noticeable influence.

Literature.—Petrus Lombardus.Senf. iii. 6, 10 (Picxcii.);
Rolandus Bandinelli, in A. M. Gietl, Die Sentenzen Rolands,
Freiburg, 1891; Petrus Pictaviensis, Sent. iv. 10 {PL ccxi.) ;

Thomas Aquinas, Comiaent. in Lib. Sent., Parma, 1857, iii.

vi., X. ; Johannes Cornubiensis, Eulogium ad Alex. III. {PL
cxcix.); anon. Apologia de Verba Incamato (attributed by
some to John of Cornwall) {PL clxxvii.); Gualterus de S.
Victore, Contra Quatuor Labyrinthos Francice {PL cxcix.), in
C. D. d'Argentr^, Collectio Judiciorum de Novis Errorib'us,
Paris, 1728, i. 112

; J. Bach, Die Doginengesch. des Mittelalters
vom christologischen Standpunhte, Vienna, 1873-75 ; C. J. von
Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, Freiburg, 1873-90, ed. H. Leclercq,
Hist, des Coneiles, Paris, 1907-13, v. (2) 974 ; E. Portalie, art.
'

Adoptianisrae au XII. sifecle,' in J. M. A. Vacant, Diction-
naire de Thiologie, i. (Paris, 1903) 413 ; J. de Ghellinck, Le
Mouvement thiologique du XII. siicle, Paris, 1914.

G. H. Joyce.
NIHILISM.—See Anarchy, Socialism.

NIHILISM (Buddhist).—Buddhism, as known
to the Brahman authors, i.e. Buddhism of the
Great Vehicle, has been strongly criticized by
them as nihilistic (cf. vaindhka). The extreme
Vedantist (Sahkara's school), Avho held the doc-
trine of illusion (indyavdda), was charged with the
same crime and styled a pseudo-Buddhist.^ Both
indictments are justified, and there is no doubt

1 See T. Aufrecht, Cat. of Sanskrit MSS Bibl. Bodleiance,
Oxford, 1884, p. 14.

that the ' absolute truth (paramCirthasntya) of the
extreme Buddhist and of the extreme Vedantist is

an unqualified negation of the world of appear-
ances, a negation of existence (samsdra). The
two nihilisms—nihUistic nihilism of the Buddhists :

there is nothing ; and monistic nihilism of the
Vedanta : there is being alone—difier so little that
a book could be written illustrating the position of
the Vedanta with phrases and stanzas borrowed
from Buddhist works (Gaudapddakdrikd).^ The
only ditt'erence between the two sj^stems is that
the Vedanta recognizes an unqualified being—in

fact, its denial of existence has its source in its

belief in being—whereas Buddhism, from the very
beginning, had denied being and then went so far
as to deny existence. It was very easy to make
a place in Buddhism for the Vedantic affirmation,
and some Buddhists did not fail to proclaim that
voidness is the very nature and essence of things.^
Voidness hitherto has been understood as their

character, as it is said: 'Form {rupa) is void,
because it is void or without any reality, not

owing to Voidness.
' ^ Thus was evolved a curious

aspect of the pantheistic theory, very like Vedanta
and probably largely indebted to it.

But, to be fair, one must consider the problem
from another point of view, and it will appear that
neither Vedanta nor Buddhism is nihilistic. Like
Sahkai'a and Mayavadin philosophers, the neo-
Buddhist doctors of nihilism loudly claim to be
firm supporters, and the only firm supporters, of

morality, religion, realistic philosophy. While
they are proud of being Sunyatavadin, they
fiercely disclaim to be Nastika (see art. MATERIAL-
ISM [Indian]) or Vainasika.

They are very good when they criticize the

position of their opponents, believers in reality.
There is no life or existence if there is no change ;

and there cannot be change if there is being.
What exists (sat) must be instantaneous (ksanika).*
And the generation of instantaneous things in

succession is incomprehensible and impossible.
But they wei'e also well aware of the conspicuous

target that their absolute (pdramdrthika) dogmas
ottered to their adversaries. Nagarjuna, their

chief, if not first, exponent, has put the objection
in the plainest possible language.' The old
Buddhist (Little Vehicle) is introduced to point
out that, if everything is void, nothing will re-

main of the old Buddhist fabric. The stone on
which Buddhism is strongly built is the truth of

suflering : Buddha taught a path leading to the
deliverance from suflering, and the neo-Buddhist
denies the existence, not only of the sufferer, as
Buddha himself did, but of suflering too. Buddha
contrasted existence (samsdrd) and liberation from
existence [nirvdna), desire (Mesa) and absence of

desire (vyavaddna), while Nagarjuna maintains
that beings are 'in Nirvana' (nirvrta) from the

beginning. Buddha did not believe that there is

an ego who practises the rules and follows the
Path, but he was an indefatigable preacher of ' act
and fruit,' while his modern disciple, Nagarjuna,
the so-called 'Buddha without marks' (alaksana),
endeavours to show that act is void.

The answer of Nagarjuna is to the point. To
begin with, the cardinal principle of Buddha is

that one must rely on truth—on reasoning. That
is the refuge, not the authority of any one.
Where there is disagreement between the Buddha's
sayings and the dicta of reason, we have to look

1 See JRAS, 1910, p. 129 ff.

2 See D. T. Suzuki, Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism,.
London, 1907.

•< Prajfldpdramitd, passim (see Astasdhasrikd prajfldpd-
ramitd. Bill. Indica, Calcutta, 1888).

•» See Sarvadarianasamgraha, tr. E. B. Cowell and A. E.,

Gough, London, 1882.
5 Mulamadhyainaka, p. 475 ff.
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on these sayings as provisional—expressions for

the convenience of hearers, not true expressions of

Buddha's mind.i So much for the charge of

heresy. And it is evident that the old philosophy

—negation of an ego, belief in the existence of

dharmas (see PHILOSOPHY [Buddhist])—does not

bear criticism (vichara-asaha). All the common
notions—cause, act, fruit, etc.—which Buddha
admitted so far, because his disciples were not ripe

for the truth ('I do not disagree with the world'

[lokena sardham na vivadami]), are contradictory.

Nagarjuna is subtle—more subtle than solid—in

finding 'antinomies.' The doctrine of voidness,

therefore, is the true word of Buddha.
It remains only to make sure that this un-

qualified nihilism of the 'pure reason' does not

weaken the old positions of Buddhism, does not
'

destroy
' the common notions of everyday and of

religious life. Buddhists and Indians do not

object to any metaphysical theory, and one is

often astonished at the marvellous freedom of

their most orthodox writers. They have often

been praised by Europeans for their so-called free

thinking. But this freedom has its limits, and

sometimes very narrow ones. In the present case

it is all-important for a Buddhist that the holy
Path should remain safe. It is safe in the town of

Voidness, and, to tell the truth, the Path can be

followed only by a believer in voidness.

The aim of the Path is deliverance from suffer-

ing ; i.e. deliverance from existence. The Path,

therefore, is the suppression of desire. And,

although the old Buddhists failed to realize this

psychological fact, there cannot be cessation of

desire as long as there remains in the mind any
idea of pleasure, pain, or existence. The Buddhist

of the Little Vehicle strives for liberation, without

knowing that this very endeavour is framed with

desire ; therefore the saint of the old pattern, the

arhat, when he dies, has not really done what is to

be done, has not practised the true brahmacharya,
and he will live again. To be qualified for libera-

tion, one must know that there is neither samsara

nor nirvana, neither Buddha, liberated, nor candi-

date for liberation.

We should rejoin that, if things are void of any
real existence and like a dream, mirage, or magical

creation, there cannot be any order and con-

sequence in the coming and going on of these

things ; that, therefore, the means leading to

liberation from desire are of no avail. There is

no reason why these dream-like illusions should

not continue to deceive us. They are without

cause ; therefore there is no means of stopping
them. But Nagarjuna does not believe that void

things are going on without order and con-

sequences : the various magical contrivances de-

pend, as a matter of fact, on various formulae.

It is true that causation, motion, and knowledge
do not support criticism ; but criticism does not

destroy the indisputable fact that everything is

happening as if there were causation, motion,

knowledge. Everything is absurd in the night-
mare which we are dreaming ; but, while we have

first to know that this is an absurd nightmare, in

order to obtain a reasonable sleep, we have also to

understand the rules that govern its processus. It

is an absurd nightmare ; that is the absolute

truth. It is going on because we cling to it,

because we find pleasixre in it, because we are

feeding it—absurd and unreal as it is—by absurd

and unreal affections or dislikes ; such is the

experimental truth. Nagarjuna does not ' de-

stroy
'

the experimental truth ; he emphasizes, on

the contrary, this fundamental point that, unless

we manage void and illusory things according to

the rules that govern their processus, it will be
1 L. de la Valine Pousain, BouddhUme, Paris, 1909, p. 130 ff.

impossible to reach the other side of illusion.

This system may not bear criticism ;
but it is

nevertheless an honest and able attempt to cook

the last fruit of nihilism—negation of suftering

and of liberation—evolved from the old nihilistic

seed sown by Buddha himself, in the most orthodox

juice (rasa) of the Good Law, the juice of suffering

and liberation.

Literature.—The chief authorities are Nagarjuna, Mula-

madhyamaka (Bibl. Buddkiea, iv.), Petrograd, 1913, and

Chan'drakirti, Madkpamakdvatara {itt. ix.), do. 1912, and tr.

in Musimi, viii. [1907], 249, xi. [1910] 272, xii. [1911] 235. See,

further, Philosophy (Buddhist), Madhtamaka, and MahayIna.

L. DE LA VALLfiE POUSSIN.

NiMAVATS.—The Nimavats are a Vaisnavite

sect of considerable influence in the north of India.

They are especially numerous in Bengal, in and

around the home of their founder Nimbarka at

Vrndavana, near Mathura, in the Monghyr dis-

trict in the north of the province. His father's

name is given as Jagannatha ; and, according to

some authorities, he spent a considerable part of

his life in Bellary, in the province of Madras.

Nimbarka is said to have derived his name from a

miracle which he performed on the occasion of the

unexpected appearance of a Bairagin ascetic at his

house late in the evening, demanding food. His

visitor was under a vow not to eat after sundown.

Nimbarka, therefore, not to fail in hospitality,

caught the sun in a nm-tree, and delayed its

setting until his guest had satisfied his hunger.
The founder is believed to have been an incarnation

of the sun-god, or of Sudar^ana, the discus of

Visnu or Krsna, itself a solar symbol ; and the

rwm-tree is universally associated with solar wor-

ship. His date has not been certainly determined ;

probably he lived and taught in the early part of

the 12th cent. ; and by some he has been identified

with Bhaskaracharya, who at that time studied

and wrote on mathematics and astronomy.
^

The community or sect founded by Nimbarka is

known as the Sanaka or Sanakadi-sampradaya,
the latter term denoting the organized system or
' church

'

of Sanaka and his successors. Sanaka is

described as the predecessor of Nimbarka in the

second generation of teachers, and the inspired

source of the knowledge which had been communi-
cated to him immediately by the 'divine lord'

(Bhagavat). The members of the community
direct their chief worship to Krsna and his spouse
Radha. They bear on the forehead as a caste-

mark two perpendicular lines of white clay {gopl-

chandana) Avith a central black spot, and carry
a rosary and necklace of the sacred tulasl wood.

Many of them are wandering sannydsins ; others

marry and fulfil the duties of ordinary citizens and

householders.
Nimbarka Avrote a commentary on the Brahma-

sutras, which in its turn formed the text of com-

mentaries by his followers and successors. A
knowledge of the doctrines which he taught, how-

ever, is obtained chiefly from a brief dogmatic
treatise of which he was the author, known as the

Siddhdntaratna, or Daiailokl, consisting of ten

stanzas, whence the latter name is derived. His

teaching was based upon that of Kfunanuja, from

whom he was not far removed in time, which he ex-

tended and developed in the direction of assigning a

quasi-independent position to the individual soul

ijiva) and to the inanimate universe. This qualified

individualism, however, is not to be understood as

though these two can or do maintain an existence

distinct or separate from Brahma. They are

essentially and permanently one with that which is

all and in all. The system of Nimbarka, therefore,

secures in form at least the monistic position.

1 C. M. Duff, The Chronology of India, London, 1899, p. 139,

with references ;
Monier-WilHams, Brahmanxsmand Utndwmi*,

p. 146 f.
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Jlva and the world are distinct from Brahma only
in the sense that they are developed or evolved

from his qualities, force, or iakti, so as to constitute

the universe of animate and inanimate forms.

They exist in him in a subtle (suksma) guise, which
in the world of phenomena takes on a gross (sthi'ila)

body, yet remaining essentially united to him,
with no detached being or life. Nim])arka's teach-

ing, therefore, combines a modified pluralism with
the Vedilntic monism. Equally also with Ramanuja
he emphasized the importance and need of bhakti.

The grace of Brahma is for all who are in need and
who seek him with devotion and faith. This is the

only way of salvation by submission to the will of

Krsna, and trust in his mercy ; at the feet of the
one god all should offer worship and devotion, and
thus alone can they obtain deliverance from dis-

tress and the darkness of ignorance and sin.

Like other Indian teachers, Nimbarka distin-

guished two classes of souls : those already emanci-

pated and those yet in bondage. For the devotee
Avho sought emancipation it was essential to obtain
a knowledge of five things : (1) the nature of the

object of worship, defined as sachchiddnanda,
'reality,' 'thought,' 'bliss'; (2) the nature of the

worshipper ; (3) the results to be anticipated of

the divine grace, explained as devotion, self-sur-

render, supreme affection, etc. ; (4) the bliss pro-
duced by true bhakti ; (5) hindrances to union with
God. Instances of the last are idolatrous worship,
disregard of the divine commands, etc. Inanimate
objects also are of three kinds : (1) those that owe
their origin to prakrti ; (2) those that do not
originate from prakrti ; (3) time. The jiva finds
its true nature and destiny when by the grace of
God the hold of prakrti is relaxed, and final and
complete separation achieved.
Thus the followers of Nimbarka have inherited

and maintain theoretically a doctrine of com-
promise, to satisfy, on the one hand, the evidence
or apparent evidence of the reality of the visible

universe and of the individual soul, and, on the
other, not entirely to break with the Vedantic
doctrine of absolute unity (advaita). Of the

history of the sect since its foundation little or

nothing is known. Its members are said to have
suffered much persecution at the hands of the
Jains and others, and at one time the sect almost
ceased to exist. No effort seems to be made to

propagate their distinctive teaching, nor are they
actively hostile to other forms of belief.

Literature. — M. Monier - Williams, Brdhmanism and
Bindmiin^, London, 1891, p. 146 f.

; W. Crooke, PR i. 6f. ;

R. H. Bliandarkar, Vai.<<ri.avisiii, ^aivism and minor religious
Systems ( = GIAP iii. 6), Strassburg, 1913, pp. 62-66., 160 f.;
A. S. Geden, Studies in the Religions of the East, London,
1913, p. 383 f . See also art. BHAKTi-MiROA, vol. ii. p. 545.

A. S. Geden.
NINOMIYA SONTOKU. — I. Life.—Nino-

miya Sontoku, the peasant sage of Japan, was
bom near Odawara in 1787, and died in 1856.
When he was twelve years of age, his father died,
leaving him to support the family. He had little

opportunity for study, but so intense was his thirst
for knowledge that he carried his Confucian
Classics wherever he went, and would read as he
walked, or would keep his book open near him as
he worked, that he might catch frequent glimpses
of its pages. When he was sixteen years of age,
his mother died, and the family was broken up.
Ninomiya went to live with his uncle Mampei, a
sordid old man, who grudged him the oil he used
when poring over his books at night. So the boy
found a tract of deserted land, and planted it with
rice-plants which the farmers had discarded. Thus
he was able to supply his own oil for study. Even
this did not appease his uncle, who considered study
a shameful waste of time and oil, so he strictly for-
bade him to study at night. Then Ninomiya rose

as soon as the day began to dawn, and pursued his
studies before his uncle was awake. For lack of

paper and ink he practised ^vriting in the sand.
He continued to cultivate his tract of waste land,
saving the money each year until he was able to
redeem his father's estate. These early experiences
proved to be stepping-stones to his great life-

work.
A man named Hattori, a xilansman of the lord

of Odawara, hearing how Ninomiya had redeemed
his father's estate, and being himself in great
financial difficulties, urged Ninomiya again and

again to come and help him to save his estate.

Finally Ninomiya yielded, on condition that Hat-
tori should strictly follow directions. The family
were not allowed to wear silk or to indulge in any
needless luxury. He made them live so well
within their means that each year there was a

surplus. The result was that in five years pros-

perity was restored to the estate of Hattori. Not
only were all debts paid, but there was money in

hand, which Hattori offered to Ninomiya. Nino-

miya refused any reward for himself, but divided
a portion among the servants who had been his

loyal helpers.
The next appeal for help came from the lord

of Odawara, who had heard of the great good
accomplished on his clansman Hattori's estate.

Sakvuamachi, in Shimotsuke province, was once

very prosperous, producing 20,000 bushels of rice

annually and supporting over 400 homes. It had

gradually declined until it produced less than
4000 bushels of rice, and the people were corre-

spondingly degraded.
Ninomiya first made a thorough examination of

existing conditions. Then, to the lord of Odawara's

surprise, he refused all offers of money to carry on
the work. His plan was to make tlie people work
out their own redemption. He himself sold out
all that he had, and went with his family to reside

in Sakuramachi. The first few years brought little

but discouragement. All his efforts seemed un-

availing. Indolence, gambling, drunkenness, and
vice continued to flourish. Suddenly Ninomiya
disappeared, and the people, alarmed lest he had
deserted their cause, made a search for him, and
found him at the Narita temple, where he had

spent twenty-one days in fasting and prayers for

his people. They were so impressed by his devo-

tion and self-sacrifice that they promised him their

diligent support if he would but return to their

village. During the next five years unprecedented
prosperity crowned their efforts. At the end of

that time, when the famine of the seventh year
of the Tempo era (1836) occurred, the people of

Sakuramachi were able to assist the neighbouring
districts with food and money. The storehouses

were opened, and from March to May they fed

over 40,000 persons. In addition Ninomiya loaned
about $ 3000 to the people without interest.

After the death of the lord of Odawara he was

employed by the Tokugawa government in A.D.

1842. It was his custom to begin his work in the
most promising village or district and gradually to

work out from there. He praised and encouraged
the industrious ones, and patiently taught the

unworthy. Wherever he went, he preached the

duty of man, emphasizing filial piety, honesty,
righteousness, and brotherly love. He gave homes
to the homeless, loaned money without interest to

those who were in debt, advising them to write the
amount of their indebtedness above their god-shelf,
that they might be reminded of it daily as they
performed their devotions. He supplied farm

implements until the people were able to buy for

themselves, and taught by example and precept
the importance and dignity of honest toil and
mutual helpfulness. Thus he spent his life, until
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he was over seventy ye.ars of age, bringing hope
and cheer to the people of Japan.

2. Teaching. — Ninomiya's teaching centred
in the idea of gratitude to heaven, earth, and
man for blessings received—to heaven for the liglit

of the sun and moon, for growth and decay ; to

earth for the trees, grain, birds, animals, and fish ;

to man for his various ofhces and labours. Hence
the first principle of conduct is to make suitable

return for these blessings. The manner in whicli

such return can be made is set forth in Ninomiya's
teaching known as ' Hotoku.'
The society of ' Hotoku ' was organized by his

disciples. The members of the society are expected
to conduct their lives in such a way as to bring
prosperity to themselves and to their country.

By their conduct they must show their gratitude
for all the blessings that they have received from
the gods, the emperor, and their ancestors. They
must be industrious, and live so within their in-

come that tliey will have a surplus, which may be
used to develop waste places

'

or new industries.
' Hotoku' is not a religion, but it tries to put the
best elements in Shintoism, Confucianism, and
Buddhism into practice, laying great stress on
national spirit.
The society has two funds : one is made up of

voluntary offerings from the members, known as

'foundation money,' and may be used for current

expenses, public works, encouraging new industries,

relieving distress, or rewarding good deeds ; the
second is made up of the surplus funds of the

members, known as '

good seed money.' This
fund may be loaned to tlie members or to other

worthy persons without interest, on a vote of the

society. Ninomiya condemned the taking of in-

terest, because heaven does not demand interest

on her blessings. The borrower is expected to

return the loan in ten annual payments, and then
in the eleventh year to bring an extra payment as

a thank-offermg for the benefits which he has
received from the society.
The central idea of Ninomiya's method was to

have a yearly surplus. He said that it was in

that way that the earliest ancestors of Japan
opened up the country and redeemed waste places.
The same method would reclaim any number of

deserted plains, and rescue any number of people
from poverty. He urged this method upon the

feudal lords of the Tokugawa age when they
became financially embarrassed, and, even when
they enjoyed prosperity, he still urged them to lay

by something either to help the poor or against a
time of famine.
He regarded self-sacrifice as a fundamental

virtue, without which peace and prosperity were

impossible. He used to say to young men :

'

If you wish to succeed you must unselfishly serve men. I

have learned from experience that self-sacrifice is essential to

success. When I was a poor boy, I owned but one spade. One
day it broke and I was g:reatly embarrassed. I tried to borrow
a spade from an old man who lived next door, but, as he had
need for it in his own garden, I offered to do his work for him.
When I had finished digging and planting his garden, he gladly

gave me the spade and said I was very welcome to use anything
he had. You young men do not need to spend your mornings
in bed ; rise early and find something, however small, to do for

some one else. Some may not appreciate your act of kindness,
others may thank you profusely, while others may offer you
some slight reward. It matters not how they receive it ; your
responsibility is to give yourselves to others.'

Ninomiya condenmed the spirit of revenge. He
said that lyeyasu, the first of the Tokugawa
Shoguns, being born in a warlike time, admired
the spirit of revenge, but a great Buddhist priest

tauglit him a better Avay, by emphasizing the
beauties of benevolence. From that time the

great lyeyasu discountenanced revenge. Ninomiya
thought that all Japanese should learn to love

benevolence, llevenye leads to revenge without

limit. If it were encouraged, the world would
become a scene of bloodshed and murder. It is

the duty of the government to administer justice^
and punish the guilty.
He taught that good and evil are relative terms,^

like far and near. The difference between far and
near depends entirely upon your standpoint. So
with good and evil ; nothing is absolutely good or

absolutely evil. Man deplores waste places ; the
bear and the deer rejoice in them. The thief

thinks it good to steal ; the government condemns
it. Happiness and misery always go hand in hand.
Water under control is a blessing ; uncontrolled,
it brings floods and misery. The hunters' joy is

the sorrow of the birds and animals.

3. Religion.—Ninomiya favoured no one religious

sect, but was liberal towards all. He thought
that, just as one may reach the summit of Mt.

Fuji by many different paths, so men may reach
truth through any of the various .sects of religion.
Shintoism is useful for opening up the country,
Confucianism for governing the country. Bud-
dhism for giving peace of mind. He described his

own teaching as a medicine tablet in which he had

thoroughly mixed two parts Shintoism, one part
Confucianism, and one part Buddhism. They need
to be well mixed to be ettective. His sacred book
was the unwritten book of nature. He disliked

priests because they were consumers rather than

producers. Yet he was very religious. He used
to say :

' Without sound, without odour, heaven
and earth repeat over and over the unwritten
sacred book.' To read this book you must close

the physical eye and open the spiritual eye. There

may be errors in the written sacred books, but never
in nature's book. If the written book did not agree
with nature's book, he rejected it.

4. Conclusion.—Ninomiya was not merely an

economist, although his work was largely connected
with the accumulation of wealth. In his report

concerning the district round lake Imba he advo-

cated a reformation of the ethical and moral con-

ditions of the people as of more importance than
the mere improvement of their material environ-

ment. He reported that it was impossible to

employ them on any government enterprise unless

their spiritual natures were reformed. Even if

their district became wealthy, the moral ideals of

the people were such that wealth would only
increase their vice and sensuality. If their moral
natures were reformed, wealth would be a blessing
and not a curse to them. Again, when he was

appointed to his last great work, he siglied and
said :

' My intention is to refine human kind rather

than to restore deserted places, but now I am
again ordered to do the latter.' These references

are sufficient to show that Ninomiya placed moral

teaching first, and the development of wealth
second. He used to say :

'
If we could only develop

the deserted places in human minds, we could then
let the deserted fields look out for themselves.'
Literature.—Tadasu Yoshimoto, A Peamnt Sage ofJapan,

tr. from Motoku-Ki, London, 1912 ; R. C. Armstrong, Just

Before the Daivn (The Life and Work of JSinnmiya Soiitokii),

New York, 1912 ; Kanzo Uchimura, art. in Reprenentatii^e
Men of Japan, Tokyo, 1908; R. C. Armstrong, art. in TASJ,
vol. xxxviii. [1910] pt. ii. ; Takayoshi Tomida, Uotoku-Ki

(Jap.), Tokyo, 1905 ; Masaye Fukuzumi, Yawa (Ninomiya's
evening addresses) (Jap.), Shizuoka, 1S87 ;

A Study of Nino-

miya (Jap.), published by The Sapporo Agricultural College,

Tokyo, 1909. R. C. ARM.STRONG.

NIRMALAS.—The Nirmala Sadhus, or 'pure
saints,' are a Sikh order which was bitterly opposed
to that of the Akalls. They are said not to under-

go any rite of purification, but merely to receive

the amrit like otlier Sikhs wlien they become

Singhs. They originated, like the Akalis, in the

time of Guru Govind Singh, but the history of their

foundation is obscure.
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According to one story, a water-carrier was seized by the

Guru's soldiers for supplying their enemies with water during a

battle, but the Guru declared him 'stainless' (nm/wtW) This

account, however, undoubtedly arose out of a confusion

between this order and the Sewapanthis. According to the

Panth Prakiish (Amritsar, 1892, p. 855), the Nirmalas prigi-
nated thus : Guru Govind Singh invited a Brahman to come
from Benares to teach the Sikhs, his disciples, Sanskrit, but he
declined the invitation, saying that none but Brahmans were
entitled to learn Sanskrit or the Vedas, and pointing out that

many of the Sikhs were artizans or even menials by caste. To
this the Guru rejoined that the Sikhs would become more
erudite than the Brahmans, and that the latter would one day
be glad to learn from the Sikhs. He also sent many of his

disciples to learn Sanskrit. They wore the safifron garment of

the sddhn, and translated many Sanskrit works into the vulgar
tongue. These people were styled Nirmalas by the Gurii.

Another story is that once the Guru asked his Sikhs to cook
hard parshdd (sweet-meat eaten in communion), and they all

obeyed him except thirteen, who kept their seats. These were
called Nirmalas, as they had discarded the things of this world
(from nivirt, 'renunciation'). A third tradition is that once
after a hard-fought fight the Gurii and his companions went
to rest, but at midnight he arose to see if any were awake in

meditation. Those whom he found keeping vigil in spite of
their fatigue he called Nirmalas.

The precise derivation of tlie name is obscure. The
Yogis practise a rite called nivali, ovniuli (physical
puiitication by purging) as a preliminary to the
rite of yoga (drawing in the breath) properly so

called, and the term Nirmala may be derived from
this practice.
At first the Nirmalas took the pahnl and wore

white raiment, but they have adhered to the study
of the ortliodox Hindu scriptures and thereby lost

touch with Sikhism. They now wear the ordinary
satiion robes of the Indian /rtglr, possibly to facili-

tate begging, which they profess to avoid, as they
«laim to subsist on offerings voluntarily made. Ail
Nirmalas are kesh-dhdrl, i.e., they wear the kes of
the true Sikli or Singh.

Tiie Nirmalas form a well-disciplined and highly
respected organization. Each monastery is under
a, guru, while a council or committee periodically
visits their societies throughout the Province.
Almost always celibate, they bear a far higher
reputation for morality than most of the other

religious orders in the Panjab. Their principal
aJchdra is at Hardwar, but they also have founda-
tions at Amritsar and elsewhere in the Panjab.

H. A. Rose.
NIRVANA.—Nirvana, etymologically 'blowing

out,' 'cooling,'' or moksa (q.v.), 'deliverance,' is

the central idea of the teaching of Sakyamuni and
the raison d'etre of Buddhism.

' As the vast ocean, O disciples, is impregnated with one
flavour, the flavour of salt, so also, my disciples, this law and
disi^ipline is impregnated with but one flavour, with the taste
of deliverance

'

{Chullavagga, ix. i. 4).

Itwas in order to lead his fellow-creatures to nirvana
that Sakyamuni preached the True Law ; it is in
order to reach nirvana that monks and nuns for-
sake the duties of secular life, become strangers to
the society of the family, both the dead and the

living, which assembles around the domestic fire,
and devote themselves to the practices of an ascesis
wliich has one 'flavour,' the flavour of nirvana.

It seems, therefore, that we should be amply
provided with definitions of nirvana, and that
there should be no doubt as to the actual meaning
of the word. As a matter of fact, the present
writer believes that we know what nirvana is as
well as the Buddhists themselves did, and it is not
our fault if we are not able to give an unambigu-
ous statement. The Buddhist felt satished with a
description which does not satisfy us, because,
whereas we have been for centuries trained to
make our ideas clear, this was not the case with
the Indians ; and also because we look at the
Buddhist doctrines from the outside, without in
the least believing in tiiem : whereas nirvana is

1 On the various meanings of nirvdti, nirvdfia, see Senart,
'Nirvana,' in Album Kern, p. 101 ('extinction.' 'disappear-
ance,' 'becoming cool,' 'refreshment,' 'comfort' [nircrti],*

repose,'
'

serenity
'

UdnH]).

for us a mere object of archaeological interest, it is

for Buddhists of paramount practical importance.
Our busmess is to study what nirvana may be ; the
business of a Buddhist is to reach nirvana—a very
different thing.

1. Nirvana as a negative conception.—The idea
of nirvana cherished by the Buddhists is chiefly
a negative one. They know what existence is.

They know that existence is suti'ering
—every

existence, even the happy life of the gods, because
the gods are to die and to be reborn ; every exist-

ence, even the almost endless dreamy meditation
of the beings living in the ' realm of neither notion
nor no notion' (see art. COSMOGONY [Buddhist]).
And they think that there is an exit, an end to
the ever-recurring birth and deatii ; there is an
' extinction

'

of the everywhere a.nd always miser-
able consciousness ; there is a nirvana, deliverance
from existence ; and that is, indeed, enough. We
must admit that the prospect of an endless migra-
tion from world to world, from hell and animal
birth to hell and animal birth, is an appalling one,

although we fail to realize fully its appalling
character because we are not disposed to share it.

But it is fairly evident that, at the time of Sakya-
muni, many men were tired of existence.^ They
had learned to despise the trivial and unstable

joys of life, and taken so gloomy a view of the
universe that deliverance—unqualified deliverance—seemed to them a goal for which it is worth while
to strive. This negative definition does not appeal
to the most innate needs of our mind and heart—
and that is the reason why nirvana has been so

often misunderstood ; but the first duty of a his-

torian of religion is to admit that some ' states of

mind' may be human although they are not

European or modern.
2. Nirvana as a happy state.—While we believe

that we are right on this point—namely, that some
Indians were deeply pessimistic and that this

pessimism culminated in tlie Buddhist ideal of an
unqualified deliverance—it is not difficult to under-
stand how this wan and cold ideal received the

tinge of the warmest colours of confidence and hope.
There is an enormous mass of texts which represent
nirvana as a happy state. ^

Every phrase that
the Brahmans use to describe the fortunate merg-
ing of the individual self into the absolute and
universal self is or may be used by the Buddhists
to describe the deliverance. Nirvana is the
farther shore {para), the island [dvipa], the endless

(atyanta), the immortal (amrta), the immortal
state (amrta pada), the stimmum bonum (naihs-

reyasa). It is better than any existence, however
pleasant. Sakyamuni, who discovered the path to

it, felt obliged, out of love for mankind, to preach
his discovery. Nothing can surpass the joy of the
monk when he realizes that he will reach nirvana',
the Dhanimapada and the ' Psalms of the Elders
and the Nuns' (Theragdtha, Therigdthd)^ give
eloquent evidence of the deep joy and thrilling
hope with which nirvana was looked upon. It is

difficult to find in the Brahmanic literature, or
1 E. J. Thomas, Buddhist Scriptures ('Wisdom of the East'

ser.), London, 1913, p. 20, strongly remarks that '

it is some-
times uninteUigently said that continued rebirth is a dreary
doctrine. But it does not necessarily mean rebirth upon earth.'
To read certain books it seems that India was, as it were,
hallucinated by the idea of rebirth and death, whereas the
Indian literature gives us a quite different image of Indian life.

So far right. But we are concerned with the Buddhists, i.e.

with the monks, with '

spiritual
'

men, who did really despise
the paradisiac as well as human pleasures. Common religious
people dreamed of paradises as they do to-day. Many more
still lived as immortals (amard iva) would live, given to pleasure
and gain (kania, artha), despising dharrna.

• These texts usually refer to the '

earthly nirvdrta '

(see
below, § 4). But are such terms as amrta compatible with
this opinion ?

3 See the tr. of C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Psalms of the Early
Buddhists, London, 1909-13, i! and ii., esp. introd. to vol. i.

p. xxxvii.
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«ven in the Upanisads, feelings so fervid and en-

thusiastic.

It may be said that such feelings draw their

strength and their import from mysticism and

religious exaltation ; and we must agree that there
is little doctrinal speculation in them. Neverthe-
less the fact remains that Buddhists spoke of

nirvana as a firm believer in happiness after death
would speak of paradise ; and this fact is an

important point in the description of what the
Buddliist tliought of nirvana.

3. Doctrinal statements.—When Ave turn to

doctrinal statements, Ave are confronted with tAvo

or possibly three opinions : (1) deliverance is pure
and simple annihilation ; (2)

—Avhich Avill not prove
teni^ble

—nirvana is some inconceivable existence ;

(3) Sakyamuni has refused, in so many words, to

state Avhether deliverance is annihilation or not.

(1) There are texts Avhich suggest that deliver-

ance is annihilation
—

e.g., the narrative of the
death of Sakyamuni :

' As the exLinction of a flame
Even so was his mind's release

'

;
1

but similes are, as a rule, misleading, and the
simile of fire that perishes when the fuel is con-
sumed is used in the Mahdbhdrata, where annihila-

tion is out of the question.^
We have here in vdcAv the Avhole fabric of the

speculative texts, the texts which force upon us
the identification of deliverance with annihilation,
because they do not leave room for any other
surmise. These texts are very numerous and free

from any loophole for doubt. They provide us
with a scientific description of man, and teach
that there is nothing permanent in him. As a
matter of fact, there is no ' man '

or '

being
'

(puriisa, sattva), 'soul' (dftnnn), or 'person'
(pudgala) ; such exjjressions are mere names for a

comijlex of elements {skandhas), some corporeal,
some spiritual, Avhich are dissolved at death. ^ If

the causes—actions to be rewarded in some other
life (see art. Karma)—remain that give to the

dying consciousness the poAver of creating, in

some embryo, a ncAv consciousness that continues
the first one and enjoys the fruits of previous lives,

there is no cessation of existence, there is no
annihilation. If, hoAvever, these causes are Avant-

ing—and they are Avanting in the case of a saint,
Avho has destroyed desire and burned act—the con-

sciousness is bloAvn out as the flame of a lamp,
and that is nirvana, i.e. the end of life, of conscious-

ness, and of suffering. All the mystic or psycho-
logical data—all idea of a transcendent self, of an
immanent absolute—that could give anj?^ support
to a conception of survival of Avhatever kind,

personal or impersonal, have been sedulously
destroyed by Buddhist philosophy.
Here Ave must confess, hoAvever, that this

identification, 'njrmn« = annihilation,' is not one
of the '

primordial
'

doctrines of Buddhism. The
doctrine of annihilation Avas not an '

original

purpose
'

; it was a result. That is to say,
Sakyamuni (or the Church) did not start Avith

such an idea of deliverance ; this idea lias been
forced upon him (or upon them) because he has
been rash enough to deny the existence of a soul.

1 D'ujha, ii. 15 f. (cf. Suttanipata, 235), tr. E. J. Thomas,
Buddhist Scriptures, p, 116 ; cf. Rh\-8 Davids, Dialogues of the

Buddha, Oxford, 1899-1910, ii. 176; the Sanskrit version,
Madhyamakavftti (Bibl. Buddhica, iv., Petrograd, 1913), p.
524, with an interesting discussion on nirvdxia conceived as

sonietliing real (bhdva).
2 xii. 543

;
SBE viii.2 [1898] 247.

3 Thomas, p. 9 :

' The self is compound and hence imperma-
nent. When the individual is analysed into body and mind with
its qualities and functions, what is there remaiiiinj? behind? The
soul, .atman, said the Vedantin, that permanent entity which is

in reality identical with the absolute and eternal Brahma.
But the iiuddhist answer was that there is nothing remaining-.
The elements of the self are the self, just as tlic parts of the
chariot are the chariot.'

We shall see that, according to some evidences,

Sakyamuni did his best to avoid this
'

result,' and
even objected to a definite statement of it. But,
when certain premisses are accepted, conclusions
folloAV Avith the fatality of destiny. Tarka {' logic ')

is indeed a most dangerous auxiliary of religious
thought.

(2) There is a text, dressed in scholastic garb
and therefore the more authoritative, Avhich Avould
lead us to suggest that nirvana is, in the words of

H. Oldenberg,
' an existence that is beyond reason

and conception.'
^

' At this time, a monk called Yamaka has adopted the follow-

ing wicked heresy :
"

I understand the doctrine taught by
Bhagavat to be this, that a monk who is free from the depravi-
ties (asava) when his body dissolves, is annihilated ; that he
perishes ;

that he does not exist beyond death."
'

If it is a wicked heresy (papaka ditthi) to hold
that the dead saint has perished, the oliviou.s infer-

ence is that he continues to exist. But let us see
the sequel.

Sariputra, the disciple full of A\'isdora, endeavours
to save Yamaka from this Avrong view. Yamaka
feels obliged to admit that a saint, a living saint,
is neither identical with the bodily form, Avith the
sensations—in a Avord, Avith the skandhas that are
the constituents of what the common people style
an individual or a person

—nor, on t)ie other hand,
is he different from them. And Sariputra con-

cludes, in the Avords of Oldenberg :

'Thus then, friend Yamaka, even here in this world the
saint is not to be apprehended by thee in truth. Hast thou,
therefore, a right to speak, saying :

"
I understand the

doctrine taught by Bhagavat to be this, that a saint . . . does
not exist beyond death "

?
'

Hence tlie conclusion :

'One who clearly and indefinitely renounced an everlasting
future would speak in another strain : behind the veil ot

mystery there lies the longing for escape from opposing reason,
which declines to admit the couceivablenesa of everlasting
existence, the hope for an existence which is beyond reason
and conception.'

But, if it is heresy to maintain that a saint (an
arhat or a tathagata) perishes at death and does
not exist beyond death, the obvious reason, stated

by Sariputra, is that an ' individual
'

or a '

person
'

is a mere Stre de raison which does not perish
because it does not exist. As Sariputra tells

Yamaka, the living .saint is neither identical Avith

tlie skandhas nor diflerent from them. If he Avere

the body, etc. , he Avould of course exist and Avould
also be subject to annihilation Avhen the body dis-

solves. If he Avere diflerent from the body, etc.,
he would be eternal ; but he is not diflerent from
them, because, Avhen Ave speak of somebody as

being a man or a saint, the only reality of Avhicli

Ave are speaking is the group of skandhas. All
Buddha's teaching is to make clear that the body,
etc., are the only things that exist and that may
be spoken of.

'

The Yamaka - Sariputra dialogue, therefore,
cannot be understood as a veiled positive answer ,
to the question of survival. It means that such

questions are devoid of any actual meaning, and
can be dreamt of only by foolish people who have
not leiirned the first lesson of Buddha, that there
is no soul.^

But Avliat about the phrase Avhich Ave have
italicized above :

'

apprehended in truth
'

?
* The

present writer is of opinion that the passage must
'^ Sarliyutta, iii. 109

;
cf. II. C. Warren, Buddhism >>i Transla-

tions, Cambridge, Mass., 1900, p. 138; Oldenberg, Buddha'\ tr.

Hoey, p. 2823, tr. Foucher, p. 279.

^Cf., e.g., Saihijutta, iv. 374: 'Vena rupeija tathagaiam
patiadpayamdno paAndpeyi/a tath rupam pahinam.' For
anotlier exegesis of the phrases, 'neither identical . . . nor

different,' see below, p. 378*.
^ See the end of the dialogue, and the concluding words of

Yamaka :
'

Henceforth, when I shall be asked whether a saint

perishes at death or not, I shall answer : body is perishable

{rupam aiiichcham . . .).'
» ditthe va dhinnme sachchato tathato anupaiabhiyamano,

Fr. tr., p. 279: 'le I'arfait ne peut 6tre compris en verit6 et

en essence par toi.'
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be translated :

' the saint is not found by thee to

be soniethinjj; real,' or, in the words of Warren,
'

considering now that you fail to make out and
establisli the existence of the saint in the present
life.' Tlie u«e of the expression na upalabhyate in

later Buddhism (Madhyamika school) has been
known for a long time ; also the logical use of

the anupalabdhi to establish the non-existence of

something somewhere ; and we have now the
evidence of the Mahdniddesa, the oldest of the
commentaries, which has even been admitted in

the Suttapitaka, where natthi,
'

is not,' is com-
mented 7ia samvijjati,

' does not exist,' rCupalab-
bhati, 'is not perceived.'
Grammar is a conjectural science, and no matter

of importance can be decided upon these philo-
logical grounds. But Oldenberg's version would
be admissible only if supported by some clearer
references to a state 'that is beyond conception
and reason.' These references are scarce, and
wear a garb of metaphor that diminishes their

importance. Two may be mentioned. The first

one, in the dialogue of the nun Kbema and the

king Pasenadi {Samyutta, iv. 374), is specious.
The comparison of the saint with the unmeasurable
ocean must not lead us astray, as the text con-
cludes with the common lesson on the skandhas.
It gives only evidence of an ill-advised tendency to

mystery. The second one is a celebrated fragment
which occurs in two of our oldest books :

^

'There is, disciples, a something that is not born, not
produced, not created, not compounded. 2 Were there not, O
disciples, this something not born . . ., there would be no
possible exit lor what is born.'

The present writer has often quoted this state-
ment as favouring the opinion that ' nirvana is

existence.' But Oldenberg has rightly remarked :

'These words seem to sound as if we heard Brahmanical
philosophers talking of the Brahma, that has neither beginning
nor end. . . . Yet these expressions, when viewed in the con-
nection of Buddhist thought, convey something wholly different.
. . . For the Buddhists, the words :

" there is something un-
created," merely signify that the created can free himself from
the curse of being created.'

To sum up : there is little doubt that the nihilistic

interpretation of Buddhism—negation of a soul,

negation of the survival of the saint—is the lead-

ing doctrine of the Pitakas (old Scriptures), as it

is of the mediaeval northern scholastic (Madhya-
maka). But there have been in the ancient Church
as well as in historical times many

'

heretics,' and
among them the ' believers in personality

'

(pudga-
lavddin), these ' maintainers of Sahkhya' (sdh-

khyavddin) in disguise. The Pudgalavadins stated
that the pudgcda, the self, is neither identical
with the skandhas nor different from them ; noth-

ing can be predicated of it (anabhildpya) ; it

nevertheless exists. They probably admitted some
transcendent form of eternal existence.

(3) There is a third set of texts which we may
style

'

agnostic
'

(see art. Agnosticism [Buddhist]).
Strong and clear as was the teaching of the

Master, many of his disciples felt dissatisfied with
his utterly nihilistic doctrines, and hoped, in the

depth of their hearts, that they misunderstood
l>im. Let us not forget that the disciples of

Sakyamuni came to him as to the discoverer of
the Path of Immortality (artifta), and were not

previously informed concerning the only immortal-

ity possible, namely eternal silence and destruction.
If we are not mistaken, it is therefore easy to

1 Udana, viii. 3 ; ItimUtaka, 43.
2 It is worth while to look at the list of the ' not compounded

'

(am7hskrta), which seems to be old : (1) space (dkdia), which
is simply a name, being the mere absence of a thing

'

making
obstacle

'

(andvaraT^aindtra) ; (2) the destruction of the things
which perish without premeditation (apratisarhkhydnirodha),
as the wood perishes in the flame, as the flame perishes when
the fuel is wanting ; (3) the destruction brought about by
premeditation (pratisarhkhpdnirodha), i.e. the extinction of
the thought of the saint, more exactly, the cessation of the pro-
duction of new thoughts—i.e. nirvdiria. See L. de la Valine

Poussin,
' Les trois Asamskrtas,' in Album Kern, pp. 111-113.

understand that many monks were anxious to be
made sure about nirvdna, not by logical con-
clusions drawn from metaphysical tenets, not by
metaphorical and conflicting jihrases, but by a
dehnite and authentic statement from the lips of
the Master. The texts give sundry evidences of
this state of mind.^ But the Master refused to

give any answer, and he added the reason of his
silence :

^

' Why has Buddha not taught his disciples . . . whether the
saint lives on beyond death or not? Because the knowledge ot
these things does not conduce to progress in holiness. . . .

What contributes to peace and enlightenment, Buddha has
taught his own : the truth of suffering. . . . Therefore, Malun-
kyaputta, whatsoever has not been revealed by me, let that
remain unrevealed

;
and what has been revealed, let it be

revealed.'

This passage seems to us to express the feelings
of the Buddha's disciples who did not care for meta-

physics ; they did not seem to have realized that the
first truth, 'Everything is unsubstantial,' contains
at least an authoritative expression of nihilism.
A large number of the Buddhists, and by far the

larger number of the Buddhists who wrote—to say
nothing of Sakyamuni himself, whose personality
remains an unfathomable riddle—were bold enough
to face the problem of the ' non-existence of a soul

'

(nairdtmya) with its inevitable consequence, namely
annihilation at death. But the monks who have
recorded and introduced in the Scripture this
'

positivist
'

statement,
'
I have taught what is

useful ; what I have not stated, let that remain

unstated,' are the exponents of the commonest
attitude concerning nirvana.
The Buddhists have discussed the question of

the nature of nirvdna much less than we have
done.^ They know that nirvdna is deliverance and
that deliverance is the highest good, the only good
to be hoped for. That is enough. What is interest-

ing and worth search is the path to nirvdna ; discuss-

ing nirvdna is far from being the best path to it ;

and Buddha rightly discouraged such discussion.

4. An earthly nirvana.—Childers * was the first

to point out that, in a number of texts, nirvdna
does not mean deliverance from existence, the
state beyond death of the dead saint, but the
' brief period of bliss

'

enjoyed by the man who
has liberated himself from desire and become a

saint, before he obtains final nirvdna at death—in

other words, the state of the arhat or the jivan-
mukta (qq.v.).^ Much stress has been laid on this

conception of an earthly nirvdna by several writers,

among whom is Khys Davids ; and rightly so. On
the one hand, deliverance from desire is the cause
and the token of deliverance from existence. On
the other hand, India has always been full of

reverence for the saints who have reached a

thorough drapa^La and become insensible to pleasure,

suffering, and hope :

'
I do not wish for death ; I do

not wish for life.'^ Neophytes longed for that
'

professional'^perfection, a sublime pattern of which
was given by Sakyamuni ; and it can be maintained
that many monks dreamed only of the earthly
nirvdna, without taking trouble about final nir-

vdna. They thought only of attaining the happi-
ness and detachment of nirvdna in this life.^

There is much '

professionalism
'

in Buddhism,
more than is generally admitted. Childers' hints
and Rhys Davids' discussions must not be neglected
if we want to get a complete idea of what nirvdna
was for the Buddhists.

1 See, e.g., Majjhima, i. 426 ; Satpyutta, iv. 374.
2 Oldenberg, Buddha'^, tr. Hoey, p. 27e.
3 See, however, Burnouf's Introduction and Madhyamaka-

Vftti, ch. XXV. pp. 519-541.
* Diet, of the Pali Language, p. 268.
5 The term sa-upadhisesa nihbdna ie often understood as

referring to the state of the arhat.
6 Theragdthd, 1002.
7 See Saihyx'tta, iv. 251.
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The present treatment of the subject is not very
clear, for it is difficult in dealing with such a
problem to be both fair and coherent. Incoherence
is one of the chief features of Indian thought. We
believe that orthodox Buddhism (i.e. the Buddhism
of tlie books) maintains that nirvana is a mere
concept, the state of a thing that does not exist
and of which nothing can be predicated. A saint,
after death, a nirvfta or a liberated one (mnkta),
is

' void '

(iu7iya) ; therefore he can be said to be
annihilated. The conclusion, in Europe, would be
evident. But Matrcheta tells us :

' Others than Buddha may have won liberation ; but in
Buddha the superiority is altogether great : all the liberated
are void

; but the void of a hair cavity compares but poorly with
the large void of the sky.' i

We shall conclude with the words of Barth :

'The imagination even of an Asiatic has some difficulty in

settling down to the idea of annihilation. Thus the Chinese
pilgrims Fa-Hian and Hiouen-Thsang, who . . . were orthodox
believers in the complete Nirvapa of Buddha, nevertheless
speak of miracles, and even of apparitions of his, as if he had
not ceased to exist ; and it is beyond a doubt that with many
of the Buddhists of former days Nirvapa was only what it is

with the majority of them to-day, a sort of eternal repose or a
negative state of blessedness. This does not hinder Buddhism
from being doctrinally the confession of the absolute vanity of
all things, and, as regards the individual, an aspiration after
non-existence.' 2

5- Origins of the notion of nirvana.— This
problem is very obscure. The present writer would
merely state that Oldenberg's opinion that ' the
idea of nirvana originates from the idea of Brah-
man ' * cannot be received with absolute confidence.
The Buddhist idea of nirvana—unqualified deliver-
ance or qualified annihilation—arose from the same
causes that produced the BrahmanicideaofJiirwwa,
brahmanirvdna, merging in the absolute. The
same attitude towards life, towards 'contingent
existence,' produced two conflicting views on the
end of man, two conflicting eschatologies, in har-

mony with two conflicting metaphysics—the nihil-
ism of the Buddhists and the monism of the
Brahmans. But our texts never mention brahman,
the absolute of the Vedanta ; and they never
consider the dtman, which is the absolute of the

Upanisads, as the universal principle, but always
as the individual soul—the existence of wliich

they firmly deny. They discuss the possibility of

reaching by the Brahmanic means the world of the
god Brahma, and they show the right means to
reach it ; but they have not a word on the
brahmanirvdna, the merging in brahman. It

seems, therefore, that the Buddhists were, at the
beginning, quite ignorant of the eschatology of
the Upanisads. This ignorance may be explained
in many ways ; until the chronology of the Brah-
manic and Buddhist literatures has been settled, a
sure explanation is impossible.
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L. DE LA Vallee Pou.ssin.

NOACHIAN PRECEPTS.—The attitude of
the Hebrews towards foreigners or 'Gentiles,'
e.specially those who lived in their midst, under-
went definite changes. It was in this connexion
that there grew up the conception of the ' Noachian
precepts

'—the duties that could be required of the
Gentiles in accordance with Biblical commands-
prior to the Mosaic legislation, which was regarded
as peculiar to the Hebrews.
The exclusive temper of the Hebrew nation was

a gradual growth. In the time of David (c. 1000
B.C.) a Hittite held high office and even the Philis-
tines could be hosts. While P carefully notes that
Isaac and Jacob avoid exogamy, the earlier sources,
E and J, represent Joseph and Mo.ses as marrying
foreign wives. By the time of Deut., however,
Israel's religion had become self-conscious, aware
of its difference from other religions, devoted to
the one spiritual God ; accordingly, pagan customs
were denounced, Canaanite peoples were banned,
and an alien could not reside without restrictions

among the children of Israel (cf. Dt 23^). This
exclusive tendency is explicitly formulated in the
Priests' Code with its regulations regarding alien

immigrants, marriage, descent, diet, and the like.
Within a short time after the return from the
Exile P's account of man's early history had
become axiomatic in Judaism, and the devout Jew
found in the commands of the Creator as communi-
cated by the Mosaic writings the sole sanction for
human duty. P represents legitimate sacrifice,
the Divine Name, the distinction between clean
and unclean, as things unknown before the time of
Moses. Yet, though he was ignorant of the
Mosaic Law, Noah was a just man according to
the standards of his age (P) ; and, as all the de-
scendants of Noah could claim God as their creator
and preserver, his standards might be expected
from all ; hence the term ' Noachian precepts.'

Post-Exilic writings vary in their attitude
towards Gentiles. Ruth, Jonah, and some of the
Psalms (100, 67, etc.) indicate a charitable disposi-
tion ; the Wisdom literature favours tolerance ;

and the Greek influence created a party with
wider sympathies. On the other hand, Joel,
Zee 9-14, and Esther are definitely hostile. The
forcible conversion attempted by Antiochus stimu-
lated feeling in the same direction, and the Macca-
baean wars created the stern uncompromising-
piety of the future Pharisees. In the Apocryplia,
while there is evidence of the more generous dis-

position {e.g.. To 14"-, Wis 1-11), the glorification
of the Jews is equally conspicuous (e.g.. Wis
12-19). The use of the names of Adam, Enoch,
Noah, and Abraham in Apocalyptic literature was
designed to avoid the risk of collision with the
Torah, which was regarded as valid for all time.

Among the disciples of Jesus the charitable attitude

to^yards Gentiles had a new birth, but this tended
to intensify the exclusive elements in Pharisaism ;

and it is to the discussions of Kabbis in this con-
nexion during the first three centuries A.D. that
precise definitions of the precepts of Noah are due.
The Noachian laws did not include all pre-

Mosaic injunctions, but only those which coincided
with the laws enunciated' at Sinai (Sank. 59a) ;

e.g., circumcision was not required of Gentiles.
It was only after this general principle wa.'i estab-
lished that the number and scope of the Noachian
precepts could be delined. According to the
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tractate Sanhedrin (56^0, they were seven in

number : (1) ol)edience to authority {yri), (2) rever-

ence for the Divine Name, (3) abstinence from

idolatry, (4) from incest (Gn \2^^ 2(>»), (5) from

murder (4»<'- 9«), (6) from robbery (21*>), (7) from

eatin<; flesh of living animal (9*). The list grew,
and in the 3rd cent. Ulla could speak of 30 com-
mandments to which Noachidse owed obedience,

though he declares that they fulfilled only three

(Cholin, a and /3). The original seven, however,
were the most important, and by observing these

as a minimum a Gentile settling among Jews

might be advanced to the privileges and responsi-
bilities of the proselyte.

' The Rabbis taught : Naaman's proselytism was only to per-
form the seven commandments given to the descendants of

Noah. Nebusaradan, however, was a true proselyte ;
from the

descendants of Sisera were such as tauf;ht the Torah among a

majority of Israelites. From the descendants of Haman were
such as learned the Torah in the city Bne-Berak '

{Sanhedrin,
tr. M. L. Rodkinson, New York, 1902, viii. 299).

The temper of the Rabbis appears in the follow-

ing pronouncement :

' A Gentile who employs himself in the Law is guilty of death.
He is not to employ himself except in the seven commandments
that belong to the Gentiles. And thus a Gentile who keeps a

Sabbath, though it be on one of the week days—if he make it to
himself as a Sabbath, he is guilty of death ;

it is not necessary
to add, if he appoint for himself a festival. The general rule is,

that they are not permitted to innovate in religion, or to make
commandments for themselves out of their own heads. Either
let a Gentile become a proselyte of righteousness, and take upon
him the whole Law

; or let him remain in his own law, and
neither add nor diminish. But if he employs himself in the

Law, or keeps a Sabbath, or makes any innovation, he is to be
beaten and punished, and informed that he is for this guiltj' of

death—but he is not to be killed
'

{Hilhdth Melahtm, x. 9, tr. A.

M'Caul, Tfie Old Paths, London, 1837, p. 12).

The question was raised whether the Gentile
should consider the seven precepts so inviolable as
to claim his obedience even to the extent of

sutiering martyrdom for them. The school of

Rabh (3rd cent. A.D.) decided in the negative,
because Naa,man had been allowed by Elisha to
bow in the house of Rimmon (2 K 5'^'-)-

The fate of non-Jews in the Messianic kingdom
was also discussed, the dominant view being that

they would never adopt the whole Jewish Law.
Rabbi Jose (2nd cent, a.d.) declared that, though they would

betake themselves to the Law and wear phylacteries,
' when

thej' see the war of Gog and Magog breaking in upon the
Messianic kingdom, they will throw away the Law and cry,
"Let us break their bonds asunder and hrow their fetters

away from us."
'

The best that can be promised to a good Gentile
lias the authority of Maimonides :

' Whosoever confesses himself liable to observe the seven pre-
cepts of Noah and is diligent in fulfilling them, belongs to the

pious among the nations and has a portion in the world to
come '

(Melahtm, viii. 11).

The decrees of the Council of the Apostles in

Jerusalem (c. A.D. 50), Ac 1.5-<'(cf. art. JUDAIZING),
are independent of the later Rabbinical definitions.

Among the Rabbis the postulates of the Priests'

Code in Genesis are studied as the sole authorita-
tive voice on man's origin and duty ;

but in the

Apostolic Council custom and conduct are freely
reviewed by the living Christian spirit.
Literature.—Hamburger, s.v.

'

Noachiden,' and cognate
articles,

'

Nichtisraelit,'
'

Heiden,'
'

Fremden,' etc. ; W. Bacher,
Die Agada der Tannaiten, Strassburg, 1884.

D. M. Kay.
NOETIANISM.—See Monarchianism.

NOMINALISM.—See Realism.

NOMISM. — 'Nomism' or 'legalism' is the
name given to the view that moral conduct consists
in the observance of a law or body of laws. It

stands opposed to those conceptions of morality
which postulate an end to be pursued or an ideal
to be realized rather than a law to be fullilled.

Legalism is not necessarily to be identified with
what Kant, in contrast to morality, calls '

legality.'

By
'

legality
' Kant means the moral practice of

one for whom moral law is no more than a rule,
while he applies the term '

morality
'

to the con-
duct of one who finds in the laAV likewise the
determining ground of his actions (cf. Metaphysik
der Sitten, ed. J. H. von Kirchmann, Berlin, 1870,
pp. 252, 226 f. ; T. K. Abbott, Kant's Critique of
Practical Reason^, London, 1883, pp. 269, 282), it

being understood, of course, that the law is for
Kant a rational and in essence a purely formal
principle. Legalism may even take the form of a
willing obedience whicJi exalts reverence for the
law above every other motive, whether such law
be of a purely rational or of a positive and his-

torical character. In this sense it may be, and in-

deed ought to be, an element in all moral life, even
in its highest phase, and is then at bottom identical
with what Kant calls '

morality,' though it need
not bear the abstract character that Kant assigns
to virtue nor imply any indifl'erence to the practical
results of observing the moral law. Whatever
name we give to the supreme principle of morality,
that principle must always be of the nature of a law.
The moral ideal or end towards which our action
is directed not only exercises an attractive power
over us, but manifests itself also as an authority
which makes demands upon us. Christian ethics,
alike in its Protestant and in its Catholic form,
has always upheld the conception of law, and
rejected antinomianism, i.e. the doctrine that the
moral agent who has attained to maturity has no
need of external ordinances. It maintains that
law cannot be dispensed with by the Christian, in
so far at least as he is still subject to the power of
sin ; and it was from this point of view that the
Formula of Concord decided the question of anti-

nomianism. On the other hand, it is necessary to

guard against what may be called positive legalism,
which forgets that law and obedience are merely
the form of the moral life, and not its substance.
Positive legalism is exposed to danger on two sides :

(1) it tends to regard the law as a multiplicity of
commandments without inward coherence, and (2)
it tends to confound a merely outward observance
of those commandments with an allegiance of the
will to the spirit of the law—to foster obedience
from motives of fear or interest, and thus to be-
come an unintelligent and Pharisaical convention-
alism. Wherever we find these two defects, we
have a spurious legalism, and it is to this false

legalism, or else to the positive legalism as just
defined, that the term is most frequently applied.
The idea of legalism, both in the good and in

the bad sense of the word, was not unknown among
the ancients. If we except the Stoics, Greek
thinkers always identified the moral law with the
law of the State. We nevertheless find Socrates,
or at least Plato speaking as the interpreter of

Socrates, insisting upon a willing and resolute
obedience to the laws, and condemning the attitude
of those who obey them only from the fear of

punishment. Respect for and love of the law were
quite familiar sentiments among the Greeks and
Romans. The Stoics advanced to the conception
of a universal law of nature, which they regarded
as the foundation of all the duties and rights of
human beings. This conception gave rise to a

casuistry which could not fail to make a cleavage
between a genuine and an unintelligent or insincere

legalism. Spurious legalism is in a peculiar degree
characteristic of the ethics of Judaism and Roman
Catholicism. Judaism reduced all moral life to
the observance of a historically revealed law,
whose various constituents cannot be brought
under the unity of one pervading spirit. Never-

theless, the obedience of the Jews issued in many
cases from pure respect for and inward acquiescence
in the law. Thus the love of the law plays a great
part in the Psalms, although that love frequently
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manifests itself in the form of sheer legalistic

bigotry. Among the mass of the Jewish people,
however, an unintelligent mechanical, self-inter-

ested, and even hypocritical observance of the law
was the rule. In projiortion as the casuistry of

the scribes made obedience to the law ever more
difficult and exacted an ever more scrupulous pre-
cision on the part of the conscientious observer, it

gave rise to a deplorable practice of religious traf-

ficking, and was itself compelled to find means of

evading certain commandments under the show of

fulfilling them. It would seem, nevertheless, that
a reaction against this debased legalism made itself

felt within the confines of Judaism itself, as is

indicated by the fact that certain circles were in-

tensely concerned to discover the '

great command-
ment' of the law, i.e. a commandment that would

comprise all the rest.

It was felt necessary to appeal from the letter of
the law to its spirit. Jesus made this appeal in

the most empiiatic way, and pursued the spurious
legalism with denunciation and scorn. He even

brought upon Himself the charge of being a despiser
of the law, while, as a matter of fact. His great
object was to secure its fullilment by showing that
its observance demanded, above all, love to its

Author, and devotion to its supreme end—the
transformation of mankind into a society of

mutual love. St. Paul, too, incurred the imputa-
tion of antinomianism (Ro 7'"-^), but he denied
that he was (Jpo/xos : he Avas in truth Iwo/xos Xpia-roD
(1 Co 9-^), i.e. he upholds the idea of a law to which
even the Christian is subject. As a matter of fact,
he endorses the Law of Moses by bringing it under
the unity of a supreme principle (Ro 13*^-), and
sometimes he actually seems to maintain the letter

by availing himself of an allegorical interpretation
(i Co 98, Gal 42i«'-). St. Paul's doctrine that the
natural man is incapable of fulfilling the law, and
that the law is unable to efl'ect his salvation, was
designed, above all, to sever the root of that

spurious legalism which was the source of fatal

delusion in some and of perpetual misgiving in

others.

The legalistic tendencies reprobated by Jesus
and St. Paul were not long in manifesting them-
selves in the Christian Church. The gospel came
to be regarded as a new law ; positive and even

spurious legalism gained the upper hand in the

sphere of practice and often also in that of doctrine.
One of the main results of this triumph was the
distinction between an obligatory morality and an

optional morality, a distinction which had been
made by the Stoics, and wliich re-appears in the
Christian literature of tlie 2nd cent., developing
later into the distinction between evangelical pre-

cepts and counsels. This tendency is closely allied

to the false legalism to which the law is simply a
mass of statutory ordinances without organic unity.
Roman Catholic theology distinguishes various

categories of laws, viz. natural divine law, positive
divine law, positive human law, and prescriptions
of the Church, of all which it proclaims the com-

{)lete
harmony, but which, in reality, form a col-

ocation altogether heterogeneous, and are as such
but little calculated to produce singleness and con-
centration of moral volition. In theory, no doubt,
Roman Catholicism demands that the law sliall be
obeyed willingly and of conviction, but, as it does
not insist upon the transformation of tiie heart,
it is forced to place iiuman liberty

—regarded as
the liberty of the natural propensities—in perpet-
ual opposition to the law, which forms an obstacle
to the growth of that liberty. Hence the law can-
not be considered as anything but a yoke and a
curb, nor can its observance rest upon any otlier

motive than desire to evade penalty or acquire
merit. Legalism in this sense was bound to adopt

the distinction between precepts and counsels, and
to create the theory of probabilism {q.v.), which is

hardly more than a device for eluding the law by
rendering it vague. Such a legalism, however,
can iiave no ^ound to stand upon where the law
is regarded simply as the expression of an ideal
whicli we have made our own and of an end which
we strive to realize.

The Reformers, in reviving the Pauline doctrine
of justification through faith, and in substituting
for the distinction between precepts and counsels
the idea of a vocation which, while individualizing
the law, rescued it from the atomism of the casuists,
struck at the very foundations of spurious legalism.
It ought to be said, however, that, while the Re-
formers fought against false legalism with success,

they were less fortunate in the manner in which

they formulated the moral law, and in enunciating
the claims of a properly defined legalism. While
Protestantism may know nothing of the spurious
legalism, it has not always been wholly free from

legalism in the positive sense. The Reformed
Church, in particular, has laid great emphasis upon
the idea of law ; it has frequently regarded the

Scriptures as a legal code, and has not always
succeeded in adequately distinguishing between
the letter and the spirit of the Biblical precepts.
Pietism likewise has sometimes lapsed into an
ignoble and punctilious legalism. TJie Anabaptists
thought of the Bible as being primarily the revela-

tion of a law, and of the Christian life as consisting
in obedience to it ; yet, while their legalism made
them narrow, it has not in the slightest degree
undermined their earnest morality, as holds good
likewise of the Reformed Church and Pietism.

If the spurious legalism that takes cognizance,
not of a single all-pervading law, but only of par-
ticular laws, and deals with these in a commercial

spirit, and the positive legalism, to which moral
life consists wholly in fulfilling a law, play a large
part in the history of the Christian Church and the

history of humanity, it is none the less true that
there is a just and proper legalism which is required
as a counteractive to a morality purely esthetic
and sentimental. Legalism, narrow though it be,

may have a considerable educational value in habit -

uating human beings to resist their natural im-

pulses, and to bow before an absolute authority.
Rightly understood, indeed, legalism is a necessary
condition of true moral liberty, as it reminds us
that we are free only in proportion as we detach
ourselves from our egoistic nature and rise above
the claims of self.

Literature.—The subject is usually dealt with in general
histories of ethics and in histories of Christian ethics ; of. in

particular : J. Denis, Eist. des tht'orieset des idet'K morales dans
l'antiquite^,Pa.ri9,lS79;C. E. Luthardt, Oe.ich. derchnstlichen
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esp. B. Stade and A. Bertholet, Biblische Theologie des alien
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buch der neutestamentlichen Theologie^, 2 vols., do. 1911;
H. Weinel, Biblische Theologie des newn Testaments, do. 1912 ;

W. Bousset, Die Beligion des Jud^ntums im neutestament-
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NONCONFORMITY.— I. Meaning: and ap-
plication of the term.—Although anybody who
declined to fall in with the religious usages of his

people might be called a 'nonconformist,' the

name has come to have a more definite, si)ecific

meaning in English national life and history, so

that we can speak of ' the Nonconformists,' the

article indicating a particular section of the com-

munity with its own characteristic views and

policy. The negative form of the word points to
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an antithesis. There can be no nonconformity
where there is not some rule or set of regulations

compliance with which is refused. Further, the

word has a political connotation. While '

heresy
'

stands for opposition to ecclesiastically settled

orthodoxy,
' schism

"

for separation from the com-
munion of the society claiming to be the one true

Church, and
' dissent' for divergence from the beliefs

and doctrines maintained by the national settle-

ment, Nonconformity consists in not carrying out
the requirements of an ' Act of Uniformity,' which
is a law of the State. Accordinglj', in America,
in the British colonies, and in India there are no

Nonconformists, because the English Acts of Uni-

formity did not extend beyond England and Wales.
The disestablishment of the Welsh Church involves

an end to Nonconformity in Wales. On the other

hand, in Scotland, while Presbyterianism is the

established form of Christianity, the Anglican
Church, though outside the Establishment, is not,

strictly speaking. Nonconformist, because since

the suppression both of the Prelatists and of the

Covenanters, Scotland has enjoyed religious liberty

unhampered by any Act of Uniformity. Next, it

should be observed that all the Acts of Uniformity
have aimed at enforcing the use of the successive
forms of the Book of Common Prayer that Parlia-

ment has sanctioned from time to time. They are
not concerned with differences of religious belief

except in so far as loyalty to the contents of this

book and an honest use of it are concerned. It is

possible to be a heretic inside the Established
Church—with regard to doctrines not defined by
the Prayer Book—and commit no offence against
an Act of Uniformity ; and it is also possible to

agree with the Church standards of doctrine and
yet be a Nonconformist, because not accepting
everything in the Prayer Book. For some time
there were Nonconformists within the pale of the

Church, even Nonconfomiist ministers and bishops ;

Hooper was such. But their position was illegal,

and, though the earlier Acts of Uniformity were
not always pressed, the rigorous application of the
latest of these Acts (that of 1662) drove all Non-
conformists out of the Church. Thus, strictly

speaking, a present-day Nonconformist is a person
who is kept out of the Established Church of

England on account of his refusal to accept the
Book of Common Prayer in its entirety. But
practically any one who stands outside the
Established Church and associates himself witii

some other Christian Church is regarded as a
Nonconformist, ;whatever his views about the

Prayer Book may be. There are even Noncon-
formist churches that use this book in their regular
services. Here we have the exceptions that prove
the rule.

Historically regarded, the Nonconformists have
been further characterized by their adherence to
Puritanism in opposition to any approach towards
Roman Catholicism on the one hand and towards
Erastianism on the other. The early Noncon-
formists rejected certain ancient mediaeval beliefs

and usages that had been retained in the Eliza-
bethan Church, in particular two—Episcopacy and
the use of vestments. They claimed to represent
primitive Christian beliefs and practices, and denied
the right of the State either to alter or to add to
them. In this way most of the early Noncon-
formists became Presbyterians and the remainder
Congregationalists and Baj)tists.

It has been maintained that beneath these

specialities of opinion and practice there lies a
vital principle inspiring them and so essentially
separating the Nonconformist from the Roman
Catholic conception of religion. This is that,
while the Catholic system begins with the Church
as an institution and seeks to work inwards towards

spiritual religion by the influence of its rites and
ordinances, the Nonconformist process is the re-

verse, commencing with the individual, with

personal spiritual life, from which the Church and
its activities are evolved as its fruits and products.
Although these two ideals appear to be more or
less clearly represented in the two types respec-
tively, yet it cannot be shown that the divergence
began with them or that they were always recog-
nized as the most fundamental factors.

Lastly, it should be observed that, while modern
Nonconformists are opposed to any interference
with religion by the State, and stand for complete
religious liberty

—Cavour's '

free Church in a free

State
'—this was by no means the case among the

early Nonconformists, with the solitary exception
of the Baptists. The Presbyterians, while holding
to the Puritan principle of keeping to the Word of
God pure and simple as the standard, would have
had their interpretation of the Bible enforced by
the government, and there are even some statements
of the Congregationalists Browne, Barrow, and
Greenwood that recognize the authority of the civil

magistrate for maintaining religious orthodoxy.
If Cartwright had obtained the support of the

government in his controversy with Archbishop
Whitgift, he would have put down Episcopacy by
force in favour of Presbyterianism. There was
nothing to choose between the two with reference
either to religious liberty or to the idea of a State
establishment of religion. It was only in course
of time that the Nonconformists came to agree on
an entire repudiation of State interference with

religious beliefs and practices and a demand for

the disestablishment of the Church and the main-
tenance of complete religious liberty

—the present
Nonconformist position.

2. Tudor period.
—Previous to the Tudor period

there were divergences from the standard beliefs

and practices of the Church, most conspicuously in

John Wyclif and his followers, the Lollards. But,
while Wyclif repudiated the authority of the pope
over the Church in England, he asserted that of

the king. The Lollards were persecuted by the
civil authorities for heresy and dreaded on account
of their socialistic tendencies. Although when
they met in secret doubtless they Avould have con-
ducted their services in a manner agreeable to their

convictions, since there was no Act of Uniformity
under which they could be arraigned, yet their

separation from the Church was not effected in

this way, and therefore, strictly speaking, they
should not be described as Nonconformists.
Under Henry Vlll. the Act of Supremacy, sub-

stituting the king for the pope as head of the

Church, and the legal enforcement of the Six
Articles were two fruitful causes of dissidence—
the one repudiated by stanch Roman Catholics and
leading to the martyrdom of Bishop Fisher and Sir

Thomas More as well as less notable champions of

the papacy, the other making martyrs of thorough-
going Protestants who denied the doctrine of the

Mass, so that supporters of the Roman discipline
were beheaded and rejectors of the Roman doctrine

hanged. But Henry and his parliament did not
interfere with the ceremonies of the Church,
although in the year 1540 a commission was
appointed to inquire into them. Meanwhile va-
rieties of usages that had come dowii from time
immemorial in the difli'erent dioceses continued

undisturbed, and no attempt was made to enforce

any particular form of service. As yet there was
no one Book of Common Prayer to Avhich conform-

ity could be required.
The establishment of the reformed religion in

the reign of Edward VI. was accompanied by an

important innovation with regard to uniformity of

worship. In the reign of Henry VIII., as early as
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the year 1544, the litany was ordered to be used in

English ; but as yet there was no complete English

Prayer Book. In the year 1549 there was issued

the first Book of Common Prayer, compiled in the
main out of ancient missals. This was revised by
Cranmer with the assistance of Martin Bucer, then

Regius Professor of Divinity at Cambridge, and
Peter Martyr, who held a similar jiost at Oxford ;

and their labours resulted in Edward VI. 's Second

Prayer Book^—a work which showed considerable

advance in the direction of Protestantism. Tran-
substantiation was now distinctly repudiated,

prayers for the dead, anointing at baptism, and
extreme unction were omitted, and the use of all

vestments except the rochet and the surplice was
forbidden. Neither of these Prayer Books had been
submitted to Convocation when it was enforced by
Act of Parliament. The fiist Act of Uniformity—
that requiring the use of Edward VI. 's First Prayer
Book—proclaims itself such. Its preamble contains
the following declaration :

' Of long time there hath been had in this realm divers forms
of common prayer, commonly called the Service of the Church ;

that is to say, the use of Sarum, of York, of Bangor, and of

Lincoln ; and besides the same, now of late, much more diverse
and sundry forms and fashions have been used in the Cathedral
and parish churches—with divers and sundry rites and cere-

monies concerning matins and even song, and in the administra-
tion of the Sacraments of the Church.' It goes on to assert

that the king has ' diverse times assayed to stay innovations or
new rites,' adding :

' Yet the same hath not had such good
success as his highness required—therefore he hath been pleased
with the Interest to secure a uniform, quiet, and godly order,
to appoint commissioners, to make one convenient and meet
order of common prayer, the which, by the aid of the Holy
Ghost, is by them concluded.'

It is enacted that the services in the churches are
to be conducted in such ' form as is contained in the

said book, and none other, or otherwise
'

{Statute.^,

2 and 3 Edward VI., cap. 1). The act is enforced by
severe penalties, including deprivation, fines, and

imprisonment, which after a third offence is to be
for life. The origin of Nonconformity may be
traced back to this first Act of Uniformity in

English history. There were two parties to whom
it was not acceptable. Designed expressly to

efl'ect a repudiation of Roman Catholic practices
and doctrines, it could not but be obnoxious to

adherents of the mediasval faith. It was against
their position that its guns were directed. But
there was another party in the line of fire whose
antagonism had not been contemplated—the party
of the Puritans. Aiming at the English method
of compromise and moving slowly, the Reformation
in the southern portion of our island was less

drastic than in Scotland, where the Calvinistic

model was adopted. This was not at all satis-

factory to those English Protestants who desired

to go as far as the more advanced Continental
reformers. Foremostamong them wasJohnHooper,
afterwards bishop of Gloucester, who refused to

use the vestments, openly objected to much in

the Act of Uniformity, and even declined to take
the oath of the royal supremacy. He has been
called 'the first Nonconformist' (Skeats, Hist, of
Free Churches of England, p. 6). He was also the
first minister in the Church to pronounce clearly
for the freedom of the Church from State control—a position which the main body of the Noncon-
formists did not take up till more than a hundred
years later.

'Touching the superior powers of the earth,' he writes, 'it is

not unknown to all of them that have read and marked the

Scriptufe that it appertaineth nothing unto their office to make
any law to govern the conscience of their subjects in religion

'

;

and, again,
'

Christ's Kingdom is a spiritual one. In this neither

Pope nor King may govern. Christ alone is the governor of

his Church, and the only law-giver'; and, again, 'The laws
of the civil magistrate are not to be admitted in the Church'
(quoted in Skeats, p. 7).

This is quite the Free Church position. Hooper
was imprisoned at the Fleet, but was liberated by
the king after some small concessions had secured

his submission, and then under the persuasion of

leading Continental reformers he accepted the

bishopric of Gloucester in the hope of helping to

carry the Reformation further in England. Edward
VI. 's Second Prayer Book (A.D. 1552) registered a
considerable advance in this direction. The second
Act of Uniformity (5 and 6 Edward VI., cap. 1), en-

forcing tlie use of the revised Prayer Book, forbade
attendance at any other form of service under

penalties amounting—for the third oH'ence—to

imprisonment for life.

During Mary's reign, while all types of Protes-
tantism were banned, there was no longer any occa-

sion for specific Nonconformity. Her brother's Acts
of Uniformity were nullified by the restoration of

Roman Catholicism. But the return of Protestan-
tism with the commencement of the reign of

Elizabeth brought back the Prayer Book and wus
confirmed by a new Act of Uniformity (Elizabeth,

cap. 2, A.D. 1559) with penalties amounting to

imprisonment for life in case of a third convic-

tion, also fining parishioners twelve pence for every
offence of non-attendance at church. The Book of

Common Prayer was revised by a commission of

divines and members of the Council, who com-
bined the two forms of it issued in the reign of

Edward VI. The result was a ritual less advanced
in Protestantism than King Edward's Second

Prayer Book. In particular, the description of the
adoration of the elements as 'idolatry' and the

assertion that ' the sacramental bread and wine
. . . remain still in their very natural substances,'
with other statements to the same ett'ect, were
removed. In the beginning of her reign Elizabeth
desired to be conciliatory. It may be said that
the via media of the Church of England is very
largely due to the great Tudor queen's policy. She
repudiated the papacy, and, while reluctant to be
called '

supreme head' of the Church, accepted the
title 'supreme governor.' But, quite apart from
her desire to gather in as many of her subjects as

possible, Elizabeth was personally enamoured of

ceremony, and she found the bareness of the
extreme Protestant type of worship repulsive to her
taste. Accordingly she had no sympathy with
Puritanism. This movement now came into pro-
minence under the leadership of a great scholar
and masterly controversialist, Thomas Cartwright
of Cambridge, who exerted wide-spread influence,
not only in the University, but also throughout
the country. Cartwright .went beyond the posi-
tion of Hooper in the reign of Edward vi., and
distinctly rejected the Episcopal form of govern-
ment, pronouncing for Presbyterianism on grounds
of Scripture. He was opposed by Whitgift, then
Vice-Chancellor of the University. But even

Whitgift, while defending Episcopacy, did not

accept the Catholic doctrine of apostolical succession

or even the divinely appointed authority of bishops
as a distinct order of the ministry. This High
Church view of the episcopate appears to have been
first advocated by Bancroft in the year 1588. We
wait for Laud in the reign of James I. for the full

assertion of the doctrine of apostolical succession.

While Cartwright held that the Presbyterian
order, with the right of the people to elect their

ministers, was authoritatively required by Scrip-
ture, Whitgift maintained that the external polity
of the Church was left an open question which the

Christian State could settle for itself. It may be

said, therefore, that Whitgift took a more liberal

view of the situation than Cartwright. But then
the Erastianism that accompanied it limited this

liberty to the crown and a subservient parliament.
In point of fact, it was only the queen who enjoyed
freedom in the matter ;

her subjects, including the

Church and its ministry, were tied down by the

Act of Uniformity to the system of government on
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which she liad decided. In the year 1574 Travers pub-
lished his Di^ciplma Ecclesice ex verbo Dei descripta
at Geneva, and twelve years later Cartwright trans-

lated it into English with additions. He and
some 500 ministers signed their agreement with it.

This hook was pronouncedly Protestant, and it

advocated the form of church government adopted
by the French Presbyterians. Etlbrts were made
to further the Puritan cause by the introduction

into Parliament of bills limiting the stringency of

subscription and the powers of bishops. But they
were all stopped by the queen and the court party
which stood for the Episcopal settlement. In spite
of this fact most of the Puritans remained in the
Church. These were Presbyterians who hoped for

the ultimate triumph of their own views in the

Establishment, and who, cherishing that hope,
submitted for the time being to ordinances of which

they did not approve. A minority could not agree
to this policy. A Presbyterian conventicle was
founded at Wandsworth in 1572. This was sup-

pressed and its members were scattered—the first

instance of the breaking up of a Nonconformist
church. But it was by the Congiegationalists that
the idea of separation was developed. Their view
was first expounded by Robert Browne, whose
Treatise of Reformation without taryingfor anie
was published in 1582. He l>lames those preachers
who will not reform themselves or their charges,
but wait till the magistrate commands or compels
them. In taking up this position, he plainly advo-
cates positive and open Nonconformity. It may be

regarded as an accident that this was first identi-

fied with Independency ; but, while Presbyterian-
ism could be established by the State or left free
as the case might be, Independency logically in-

volved separation, because it recognized Christ as
the only Head of the Church and the body of the
Church members as the one authority competent to

interpret His will. Browne's fundamental prin-

ciple also requires the same freedom. He states it

thus :

' The Kingdom of God was not to be begun by whole parishes,
but rather of the worthiest, were they never so few '

{A True
and Short Declaration, etc., p. 6).

The Presbyterians were willing to retain the

parochial system, which assumed the Church
membership of the whole nation. In rejecting
this and arguing for a separated Church of genuine
Christians, Browne necessarily broke not only with
the existing Anglican and Episcopal Act of Uni-

formity, but with the Very idea of such an act.

He would have had to stand out from an estab-
lished Presbyterian Church. It is true that he did
not always see the legitimate inferences to be
drawn from his contentions ; for, while in one
place he says,

'

They [the magistrates] may do

nothing concerning the church, but only civilie,
and as civile Magistrates' (Treatise of Reforma-
tion, p. 12), he is not always clear on the point or
consistent with it. But this personal vacillation
does not affect the inherent requirements of his

principles. See, further, art. Brownism.
Thus the early Independents became pronounced

Nonconformists and were persecuted as such.
Robert Browne was reconciled to the Established
Church in his later days. But the Independents
or Congregationalists—the names are synonymous—Barrow, Ureen, and Penry were hanged as Non-
conformists, the grounds of their condemnation
being publishing seditious books, denying the

roj'al supremacy (which was treated as construc-

tively implying treason against the queen), and
attacking the existing ecclesiastical order. The
statute of the royal supremacy was originally
directed against the Roman Catholics and their
adhesion to a foreign prince, in the ^o\>e, and Pro-
testant Nonconformity was then scarcely con-

sidered. It does not appear that Queen Elizabeth
knew or cared anything about the obscure Separa-
tists. Their obstinate recalcitrance came as an
unpleasant surprise to her. It was Whitgift who
drew them out to the light, and he must bear
the chief responsibility for the treatment that they
received. For fuller particulars concerning these
Elizabethan Nonconformists see artt. Congrega-
tionalism and Presbyterianism.

In 1593 there was enacted a rigorous law
against Nonconformity (35 Elizabeth, cap. 1),

threatening imprisonment, which was to continue
till open submission and declaration of conformity
were made. Obstinate offenders were to abjure
the realm.

3. Early Stuart period.
—During the reigns of

James I. and Charles I. the Elizabethan require-
ments remained in force and with them the pro-
hibition of Nonconformity. Nor was this all.

Fresh disabilities were introduced and additional

power was given to the engines of repression, so
that the plight of the Nonconformists was worse
now than it had been during the later years of

Queen Elizabeth. They were harried out of the
land. The irresponsible courts of the Star Chamber
and the High Commission destroyed both liberty
and justice. The first flight of the Separatists to
Holland took place under Elizabeth ; a second
followed under James I. , when life in England had
become intolerable for them. Unlike the Presby-
terians, Puritans within the Church, who numbered
in their ranks some of the ablest, most scholarly,
and cultured men of their day, the earlier Congrega-
tionalists were for the most part persons of humble
origin and meagre attainments, although the

martyrs Barrow and Greenwood were both educated
at Cambridge University. A man of wider culture
and larger intelligence, as well as higher tone, was
John Robinson, who went from Scrooby in Not-

tinghamshire to Amsterdam, where he was followed

by his congregation, and thence to Leyden. Here
Congregationalism was first established on a firm
basis by a capable and large-minded exponent of
its principles, and from this place it crossed over to
America with the Pilgrim Fathers (q.v.). The Inde-

pendents from Leyden were followed by others
from England and also by Puritans who had not

voluntarily separated from the Established Church,
but who could not submit to its legally enforced

requirements. They too, on joining the exiles at

Plymouth, came to be fused with the Independents,
whose principles they ultimately adopted. On the
other hand, the Puritan Nonconformists, who
made a new settlement in Massachusetts, carried
with them their Presbyterian tenets and estab-
lished a rigorous Calvinistic government in the
New World. It has been urged against the Non-
conformists that after claiming liberty in England
they practised tyranny in America. But to say this
is to fail in discrimination. We should distinguish
between the two classes of exiles. John Robin-
son's people, who had claimed Church freedom in
the Old World, did concede it to a very large
extent in New England ; but the Puritans, who
denied it and enforced a State-governed Presby-
terianism in Massachusetts, had never objected to
the State establishment of religion, and, if they
had obtained the upper hand at home, they would
have enforced their form of Church government, as
was the case with their successors in the days of
the Long Parliament when the Covenant was
adopted. Thus each party remained consistent
with its principles.
Meanwhile efforts were being made to secure an

ecclesiastical settlement in England. In the year
1604 the Hampton Court Conference was summoned—
ostensibly in order to bring the opposing parties

together. Dr. Reynolds, representing the Presby-
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terians, desired to secure permission for assemblies
of the clergy eveiy three weeks,

'

propliesying,'
and diocesan synods, each composed of tlie bishop
and Iiis presbyters. This proposal aimed at a

compromise combining the essential elements of

Episcopacy and Presbyterianism. In all proba-
bility, if it had been adopted, we should have
heard little more of Nonconformity except among
the detached sects—Congregationalists, Baptists,
Quakers, etc. ; for the majority of the Puritans
were anxious to remain in the Church and to arrive

at a common settlement. But this was not to

be. The tone of the conference was anti-Piiritan,
and all that it ell'ected was a more pronounced
opposition to the Presbyterians and other Non-
conformists.
The same year James I., who thought his own

consummate wisdom equal to a task at which theo-

logians and statesmen had failed, made an attempt
to determine the dispute by issuing his Book of
Canons, which required every clergyman to sub-

scribe '

willingly and ex annuo '

to the royal
supremacy, the Book of Common Prayer, and the

Thirty-nine Articles. The king did not explain
how any compulsion could be needed for what was
to be done willingly. Although the book was

passed under the Great Seal, it was never adopted
and authorized by Parliament. But it sufficed

to aggravate the persecutions of a royal and

episcopal tyranny. The hard case of the Puritans
was still further embittered by the position taken

up by Laud—and that on two accounts. First,
Laud followed Bancroft in adopting the doctrine
of the apostolical succession of bishops. This

implied that Presbyterian ordination was invalid,
and it repudiated the Churchmanship of all but

Episcopalians. Inferentially it cut oft' the Church
of England from communion with all the great
Protestant Churches on the Continent, Lutheran,
Calvinistic, and Zwinglian—a complete reversal of

the policy of E'izabeth, who had championed the
Continental Protestants. It also indicated some
undoing of the work of the Reformation—a move
back in the direction of Roman Catholicism.
Laud himself had no leanings towards the papacy.
On the contrary, his aim seems to have been to

strengthen the Church of England by giving it

a sound basis. Under the strong Tudors the royal
supremacy was an adequate substitute for the

papal ;
but that was not the case with the Stuarts.

Hooker had tried to justify the Episcopal position
on grounds of Scripture and antiquity. But some
one clear principle seemed needed to strengthen it

against the Presbyterian position and at the same
time justify it in view of Roman Catholic claims.

This Laud thought he had found in the divine

appointment of the Anglican eiiiscopate and its

mystical powers. Such a contention was especi-

ally oflensive to the Puritans, and it aggravated
their objections to the conduct of Church aft'airs by
the authorities. The Prayer Book as interpreted
by Laud was far worse than the Prayer Book as

interpreted by Parker. In the second place, Laud
was an Arminian, and the 17th cent, saw the
Church of England invaded by Arminianism.

Archbishop Whitgift had been as Calvinistic as

Cartwright. Tiiose ,two controversialists .agreed
in doctrine, while they diflered as to the discipline
and government of the Church. Elizabeth herself

was Calvinistically inclined, and the Elizabethan
Church was mainly Calvinistic. The Lambeth
Articles, which went beyond the Thirty-nine
Articles in the direction of extreme Calvinism,
represented the dominant spirit of Anglicanism at
the end of the 16th century. But the 17tli cent,

saw a great change in this respect. The Puritans,
however, remained true, in the main, to the
Genevan theology. There were exceptions, as in

VOL. IX.—25

the case of John Smyth, who broke off from the

Independent Church at Leyden on Baptist princi-

ples and founded the General Baptist body, and
later in the Independent John Goodwin. The
Calvinism of the bulk of the Puritans was directly
opposed to the Arminian tendencies of the Stuart

Church, and thus a second ground of divergence
appeared, still further widening the breach and
intensifying the antagonism between the Estab-
lished Church and Nonconformity. The vigorous
activity of Laud made this antagonism acute.

4. The Parliamentary and Cromwellian periods.—Then came the reaction, and Laud was sacrificed

to the Presbyterian opposition. But the execution
of the great Churchman did not save the ill-advised

king and his incompetent courtiers. The Civil
War indicated the uprising of Protestant England
and Scotland against prelatical tyranny as much
as against roj'al despotism. It was a fight for

religious liberty. But with the Presbyterians this

proved to be only liberty for themselves and their
own views. Tw o stages in the sub.sequent triumph
over the court and Episcopal side must be kept
distinctly apart if the parties concerned are to be

justly judged. The first is in the period of the
Westminster Assembly and the Long Parliament,
when Presbyterianism was made the religion of the
nation by Act of Parliament, and the Solemn
League and Covenant adopted by Parliament in

England as well as north of the Tweed. The
execution of this Erastian requirement was never

complete. Presbyteries were established in London
and in Lancashire ; but little was done to set them
up in other parts of England. Many Episcopalians
were then ejected from their livings, with a reduced
maintenance at least allowed them by law (though
they did not all get it), but not so many as
Walker's Sufferings of the Clergy, London, 1714,

might lead us to suppose. In his exhaustive study
of The Ejected of 1662 in Cumberland and West-

morland, 2 vols., Manchester, 1911, B. Nightingale
has gone carefully through Walker's names for

those counties, and finds (1) some incumbents
removed for inefficiency or moral faults, (2) some
for malignancy, on political grounds, and (3)

some only deprived as pluralists of all livings but
one, which they were allowed to retain. There is

no reason to believe that the case was different in

other counties, the records of which have not been
so thoroughly searched. Still, no doubt there was
much suffering under this parliamentary despo-
tism, as well as real heroism and the true martyr
spirit among loyal lovers of the suppressed Prayer
Book.
The second period is that of the Commonwealth,

when Oliver Cromwell held the power of the State
in his own hands. Cromwell had called the West-
minster divines 'persecutors.' The five Inde-

pendents who had left the Westminster Assembly
when they had found all protests against the

forcing of Presbyterianism on the nation ineffectual

had stood out for a freer course. But even they
had not anticipated the breadth of the great
Protector's policy. This was to leave all godly
men and gospel preachers, whether Congregation-
alist, Presbyterian, or Episcopalian, in possession
of their parishes so long as they discharged their

duty faithfully. His triers were not all of one

party, and they were expressly ordered not to

molest worthy ministers of any of these persuasions.
It was the widest, most comprehensive Church
order ever establisiied. Even some Baptists as

well as many of the three denominations mentioned
above now entered the ministry of the Established

Church, notably Henry Jesse, rector of St. George's,
Southwark, John Tonibes, vicar of Leominster,
and Paul Hobhson, chaplain to Eton College. We
must regard this as a large-minded statesman's
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practical expeilieiit devised to meet a i)eculiarly

awkward situation. It was not wholly consistent

with the requirements of any of the parties con-

cerned, for the Episcopalians had no bishops, the

Presbyterians had no synods except in London and
Lancashire, and the Independents were in charge
of whole parishes, while also gathering and meet-

ing their separated churches in those parishes. In

reality it was an established Congregationalism
unfettered by any formal creeds or canons of

Church order. This secured personal liberty for

the ministers and churches that it included within
its ample boundaries. No Episcopalian was to be

ejected except for inefficiency, immorality, or

{)lotting
against the government. Roman Catho-

ics. Unitarians, and Quakers were not included in

Cromwell's otherwise comprehensive Church. But
none of these people are known to have been

holding livings when he assumed the reins of

government. The Protector removed the disabili-

ties of Baptists and Congi-egationalists who had
remained outside the Establishment all along—
quite the majority in those denominations; and,
altliough the Quakers were still obnoxious to the

law, he endeavoured, being favourably impressed
in an interview with George Fox, to soften its

rigour against them. Oliver Cromwell did not live

long enough to test the efficacy of his efforts to

secure religious amity ; and his arrangement fell

to pieces in the chaos that followed his death and
the succession of his incompetent and negligent
son Richard, who was more at home in a country
gentleman's life among horses and dogs than in

great affairs of State.

5. Period of the Restoration.—A national revul-
sion against the gloom and sternness of Puritanism
and despair of the establishment of settled order

by the government of the day led to a joyous
welcome of Charles II. when he laniled at Dover on
25th May 16G0. Many have expressed surprise
that the Presbj'terians took the lead in bringing
about the restoration of the Stuart dynasty. It

should be observed, however, that at the time of

the Westminster Assembly this party, in its

antagonism to the Independents, who had leanings
towards Republicanism, was turning towards the

monarchy. Besides, could its leaders have gauged
the depths of Charles's perfidy ? Ten years before

this, when in Scotland, he had sworn to support
both the National Covenant of 1581 and the Solemn
League and Covenant of 1643, and he had renewed
his oath when crowned at Scone. Honourable
men would find it hard to expect that a king would
so forswear himself as to repudiate such an oath
and sanction the persecution of those who remained
faithful to its principles. Then they had the

king's letter to the House of Commons, in which he

promised to respect tender consciences and main-
tain religious liberty. Was it to be supposed that
within two years he would break his word and
repudiate the promise on condition of which he
had been called to ascend the throne ? Manj' had
grave misgivings ; but the tide was too strong for

tliem. The worst that we can say of the Presby-
terians who invited Charles is that they were
deceived as to the character of the prince with
whom they were dealing, having no conception of

its incredible baseness. Not that we are to accuse
Charles of any Machiavellian policy of duplicity.
Probably in his easy, careless way he intended to

keep his word when he gave it. He was no lover
of persecution ; he would have liked all things to

go pleasantly so long as he could revel in his own
pleasures. But, when these were threatened—
being the only serious objects of his life—oaths and
vows might be scattered to the winds.
So it came about that the restoration of the

monarchy brought with it almost as a matter of

course the restoration of the Anglican Episcopal
Church. The jiopular revulsion against Puritanism
made this inevitable. Charles could not have pre-
vented it. What his pledged word should have
opposed was the concurrent ecclesiastical tyranny
which immediately began to oppress every other
kind of Church life. Many Presbyterians and
others were at once expelled from their livings in

the Church. In most cases this was in order to
restore the rectors and vicars who had been cast
out by the previous government. As far as that
Avas the case, there could be little just ground of

complaint. It was hard on the ejected ;
so had the

previous ejectment been hard on the Episcopalians,
who could also claim priority of right. But these
cases do not cover all the ground. Apart from the
restoration of livings to survivors from previous
ejectment, a dead set was made against the Puritans,
and many suffered in consequence. For two years,
however, no new law was passed in order to bring
about a sweeping clearance. But the storm was
brewing, and in the year 1662 it burst with wide-

spreading results. During the intermediate period
the Puritan party was gradually experiencing
more and more disfavour. This was seen in

Parliament, where the expressions of vindictiveness

against the opponents of the late king became
more pronounced as time went on. It was also

manifested by the actions of the government. Ten
Presbyterian ministers were appointed among
Charles il.'s first chaplains, of whom, however,
only four actually preached before the king.
These were Reynolds, Spurstow, Calamy, and
Baxter.

'
I suppose,' writes Baxter,

' never a Man of them all ever re-

ceived or expected a Penny for the Salarj' of their Places '

{Life
and Tillies, pt. ii. p. 229).

The Worcester House Conference was then called

together at the house of the Lord Chamberlain.
It consisted of a meeting of Presbyterian chaplains
with leading statesmen in the presence of the

king, who professed to be glad at any approach to

agreement—no doubt, in spite of his deep duplicity,
with some sincerity, for he was not ill-natured,
and he always desired to see things going pleasantly.
Baxter had previously conferred with Archbishop
Usher, and the two had come to an agreement as
to the terms to be proposed for a settlement.
These were the appointment of a suffragan
bishop in each rural deanery, annual diocesan

synods, and a national synod every three years.
It was to be a combination of Episcopacy and
Presbyterianism. This suggestion, together with
a recommendation for revision of the liturgy, was
now adopted and proposed by the Presbyterian
chaplains. They do not seem to have made
any clear pronouncement on tlie vital ques-
tion of Episcopal ordination. When the scheme
was submitted to the bishops, they drew up a.

reply, which was presented to the Presbj'terian

chaplains in writing. On 4th Sept. Clarendon
sent a draft declaration for indulgences to the

Presbyterian divines, to which Baxter wrote an
elaborate answer ; and on 22nd Oct. he effected a

meeting of representatives of both ecclesiastical

parties together with the Dukes of Ormond and
Albemarle, the Earls of Manchester and Anglese}',
and Lord Hollis, the king himself being present.
There were six bishops and six Presbyterians.
This was at Worcester House in the Strand, where
Clarendon was living at the time. Unliajjpily,
the conference broke down on a proposal of the

king, introduced by the Lord Chancellor, granting
liberty of meetings for religious worship provideii

they did not disturb the public peace. This was
in response to a petition for toleration that the

king had received from '

Independents and Ana-

baptists.'
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'The Presbyterians,' says Baxter, 'all perceived . . . that it

would secure the Liberty of the Papists
'

(pt. ii. p. 277).

Baxter, himself the champion of liberty, who was

labouring for peace and comprehension, protested
against the inclusion of papists and Socinians.

Thereupon the king broke up the meeting. Two
or three days later Charles issued a manifesto

embodying some of Baxter's proposals, including
the appointment of suffragan bishops, the require-
ment that censures should not be issued without
the co-operation of presbyters, and a revision of

the Prayer Book. The king also gratuitously
renewed the declaration from Breda that no one
should be disquieted for differences of religious

opinion. Baxter, Calamy, and Reynolds were
offered bishoprics. Baxter declined ; Calamy
would wait till the new royal declaration became
law—which never was the case ; Keynolda, on
Baxter's advice, and hoping to help the Puritan

cause, accepted the see of Norwich. When the

f)roposals

of Charles's manifesto came before Par-

iament, they were rejected.
In the Avinter of the same year an excuse was

found for oppressive measures in Venner's insur-

rection—a petty disturbance raised by a small

party of fanatical Fifth Monarchy men. But this

was not the real cause of the new severity, for,

although a declaration curtailing religious liberty
was not issued till 10th Jan.—four days after the
riot—the Council Book shows that its provisions
had been decaded on in the Council on 2nd Jan.

,

i.e. four days before that outbreak (see J. Stoughton,
Chtirch and State Two Hundred Years Ago, London,
1862, p. 131). This order in council forbade the

meetings of Anabaptists, Quakers, and other sec-

taries in large numbers, and restricted them to their

own counties. Apart from its specific requirements,
there were plenty of old laws that had slumbered

neglected under more liberal administrations which
could be revived and ixtilized for the persecution of

Nonconformists, and there were many victims of

this persecution before the famous ejection. Among
others John Bunyan had been sent to Bedford jail
for his Nonconformist activity on 12th Nov. 1660—eighteen months before the new Act of Uni-

formity was passed.
6. The Savoy Conference.—The Savoy Confer-

ence was summoned by royal authority on 25th
March 1661, as a commission to attemjjt a settle-

ment by a revision of the Prayer Book. It consisted
of Church dignitaries and Presbyterians. The
Congregationalists, Baptists, and other denomina-
tions Avere not represented in it. The bishops
showed from the hrst no inclination to come to

terms, and they repudiated the objections urged
by the Presbyterians to any of the contents of the
book as it stood. Baxter, who had undertaken to

draw up a scheme of suggestions for amending it,

made the amazing mistake of writing an entirely
new book of prayers and offering it to the bisliops
as a substitute for their old Prayer Book. Utterly
unpractical and altogether lacking in diplomatic
policy as the great and good man showed himself
to be in this matter, he was throughout labouring
for peace, and the supreme object of his endeavours
was to secure a united Church. It was not Baxter's

unpracticalness, however, but the obvious deter-
mination of the bishops to make no concessions,
that led to the failure of the conference. The
Savoy Conference met at the time when prepara-
tions were being made for the king's coronation—
a great and gorgeous function in which none but

Episcopalians of the Established Church took any
part. Thus the very object of a conference called

together by royal authority was negatived in the

eyes of all men while its discussions were being
carried on.

7- Reactionary measures.—Meanwhile a new

House of Commons was elected, and no sooner did
it meet than it began to show its character. Young
squires whose fathers had suffered for the royalist
cause were in no mood to welcome projects of con-

ciliation and compromise. In particular, three
measures passed in the first year of this parliament
(1661) marked the reaction against the Puritan

regime very distinctly, viz. acts for the return of

the bishops to the House of Lords, the restoration

of .some ancient ecclesiastical customs, and the ex-

clusion of Nonconformists from municipal offices

by requiring the test of the sacrament in an

Anglican church. These measures were brought
in so closely together and pressed through so quickly
that it is manifest that they were in a pre-concerted
plan for the effective re-establishment of a dominant

Episcopacy. Charles's promise at Breda of respect
for tender consciences and religious liberty was

flung to the Avinds in the royal assent to these
Acts of Parliament.

8. Act of Uniformity.—A fourth measure, of

greater historical importance and far-reaching con-

sequences, was the now famous Act of Uniformity
(14 Charles II., cap. 4), which split the Church in

two, and thereby created Nonconformity as a

powerful factor in the national life. The bill was
introduced into the House of Commons by Serjeant
Keeling, a man whose disposition may be seen in

the fact that on one occa.sion, when he was a judge,
he fined each member of a jury 100 marks for

acquitting some people who had assembled for

worship one Sunday with Bibles but without Prayer
Books. It was read a hrst time on 29th June, and
it had passed through all its stages and was sent

up to the House of Lords by 10th August. As it

then stood, this bill required all clergj'men, on

pain of ejectment from their livingsfordisobedience,
to declare publicly

' their unfeigned assent and
consent to the use of all things

'

contained in the
Book of Common Prayer. This was legislating in

the dark
; for the revision of the Prayer Book in

Convocation by order of council was not begun till

November, and was completed only on 20th Dec.—
more tiian four months after the requirement to

give conscientious consent to the use of all that it

was to contain had been voted by the Commons.
Any clergy who after their ejectment conducted

public services were to be punislied with imprison-
ment— three months for each ottence.

It was not till the next year, 1662, that the House
of Lords took the measure into consideration, and
then several amendments were introduced, most of
which rendered it more drastic. The date for

ejectment in case of non-compliance was brought
back from Michaelmas to St. Bartholomew's day,
thereby depriving the incumbents of the tithes

which they had earned by nearly a year's work.
Worse than this, the subscription was altered from
assent and consent to the ' use

'

of the Praj'er Book
to assent and consent to 'all its contents,' so as to

run thus: 'I, A. B., doe declare my unfeigned
assent and consent to all and everything contained
and prescribed in and l\y the book intituled The
Book of Common Prayer,' etc. Here we come to

the crux of the matter. The acceptance of this

amendment by the Commons and the assent given
to the bill by the king constituted the essential

cause of subsequent Nonconformity. The clerg>'-
mau who could not declare that he conscientiously
believed every sentence printed between the two
covers of that book was to be deprived of his living
in the Church of England. When an attempt was
made in the House of Lords to explain this clause

as meaning only a promise to use the book in its

entirety, that explanation was negatived. There
can be no doubt that the clause was made as exact-

ing as possible for the express purpose of expelling
the Puritans from the Church of England. Addi-
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tional amendments required of all cathedral digni-

taries, schoolmasters, and private tutors a declara-

tion of non-resistance and a repudiation of the

Solemn League and Covenant—i.e. a condemnation
of tiie action of the parliamentary party in the

late war. The clause referring to the Covenant
was to be in force only for twenty years, after the

expiration of which period it miglit be expected to

be no longer necessary. On the other hand, two
amendments were introduced by the Lords miti-

gating the severity of tlie bill. One was assenting
to the king's suggestion that he should be allowed
some dispensing power, the other giving to the

ejected ministers a grant of one-fifth out of their

forfeited livings, similar to the grant that had
been made to ejected Episcopalians by the Long
Parliament. When the bill thus amended was
sent up to the Commons, the House accepted all

the changes which added to its severity and rejected
the two changes of the opposite character. No
doubt Charles's motive in claiming dispensing
power was suspected as intended to prepare for

leniency towards Roman Catholics. The rejec-
tion of the amendment proposing a small pension
for the ejected clergy shows the animus of the
House.

9. The ejectment.
—On 19th May the bill in its

final form received the royal assent. Baxter at

once resigned his two London lectureships. This
he did lest his attitude should be misunderstood
as implying compliance with the measure. It is

commonly supposed that, when the act came into

force, it resulted in the ejectment of 2000 clergy-
men.^ In point of fact, the number of those who
were deprived of their livings on 24th Aug. 1662
was somewhat less ; but, if we add to the list the
names of those who had been expelled after the

king's accession, during the intermediate two years,

probably it will mount up to more than 2000. This
then may be said in round numbers to be about
the total of the ejected Nonconformists in the reign
of Charles II.* Among them were some of the
most learned, earnest, and eflfective ministers.

The ejectment of these men inflicted a tremendous
blow on the Church. At the same time the im-

poverishment of the Establishment carried with it

a corresponding enrichment of Nonconformity. To
the few Congregationalist and Baptist churches
that had dared to maintain their independence
was now added a large number of ministers and
their disciples who were henceforth to maintain
their religious life and teaching outside the pale of

the Church of England. Most of these people
went out with no faith in Free Church principles.
The majority were Presbyterians who had stood
for the establishment of Presbyterianism. There
were also some Episcopalians, who, while believing
in the three orders and the authority of bishops,
could not give their conscientious assent to certain

things in the Prayer Book, chiefly because it seemed
to contain remnants of Romanism ; and there were
the Independents and the few Baptists who never
would have been in an Established Church if they

1 Calamy reckons 2188 ; Palmer, 2190.
2 It has been pointed out that, since the Revised Prayer Book

was not published till about three weeks before the act was to

come into operation, some clergymen in remote parts ooukl not
even have seen it when they were required to give their solenm
assent and consent to all its contents. It would have been

only reasonable to have allowed everybody a sufficient time
for studying; it. And indeed it should be noted that the act

expressly provides for those who are prevented from com-

plyinj; \vith its requirements at the assigned date by any
' law-

ful impediment.' But it was left to the bishop to determine
what constituted a ' lawful impediment.' Inability to see the
book in time might well be reckoned such. And there is extant
a document in which the bishop of Peterborough excuses delay
in siicning on the part of his catliedral prebends for this very
reason. On the other hand, a bishop might override this excuse
or hold that a delaying clergyman whose ejectment he desired

i-oiiM ha\e obtained a copy of the book in time. It was left

entirely to the bishop's decision.

had realized the logical issues of their principles.
Together these four classes of ejected ministers
with their faithful disciples all became Noncon-
formists. Many of them proceeded to found new
churches in accordance with their distinctive tenets.

The result of their activity is to be seen in the
number of 1662 churches that were celebrating
their 250th anniversary in the jear 1912. The
ministry of the ejected ministers was liable to

punishment, and in many cases was punished, the

penalty imposed for preaching or conducting
services after ejectment being three months' im-

prisonment.
There can be no doubt that this act entailed a

vast amount of suffering among the ejected and

impoverished clergy and their families. It is clear

also that there were real heroism and a line fidelity
of conscience on the part of men who left their

homes and their flocks and went out as wanderers,
in most cases with no prospect of a livelihood or

opportunity for continuing their life-work. On
the other hand, the following facts should also be
remembered. (1) The persecutors had in many
cases been persecuted themselves under the par-

liamentary regime. Revenge is un-Christian ; but
it is human, and its added severity when the tables

are turned is also in accordance with human
nature. (2) Most of the victims would have
enforced a uniformity of their own on their per-
secutors if only they could g,gain have got the

upper hand, for they were in sympathy with the
Covenant. This is not true of all. (3) The posi-
tion of the Presbyterians, Congregationalists, and

Baptists within the Established Church, if they
had been permitted to remain, could not have
been happy, and they would have been wise to

come out of their own accord in order to share the

freedom and independence of their ecclesiastical

fellows who were already maintaining their separate
churches. Hard as was their fate personally, the

ejected were able to advance their principles much
better outside the Church than would have been

possible within its bounds, however wide these

might have been.

10. Conventicle Act.—The Act of Uniformity
was directed against nonconforming clergymen
and teachers. It did not directly afltect the con-

gregations. There were old laws that could be

brought to bear on the attendants at Nonconformist
services. In particular, by an act of the reign of

Elizabeth (35 Elizabeth, cap. 1) all persons attend-

ing any otlier services than those of the Church of

England as by law established incurred a penalty
of imprisonment, and, if they failed to make their

submission in three months, were liable to banish-

ment from the kingdom. But doubts were raised

whether this law was still operative. Accordingly,
in the year 1664 the Conventicle Act (16 Car. II.,

cap. 4) was passed, declaring it to be '

very clear

and evident
'

that the Elizabethan statute was still

in force and '

ought to be put in due execution,'
and providing further and more speedy remedies

against the practices of ' seditious sectaries and
other disloyal persons.' It was now enacted that

every person over sixteen years of age attending
any Nonconformist service, at which five or more

persons— in addition to the household— were

present, was liable to a fine of £5 for the first

oflence, and in default of payment to imprison-
ment for three months ; for the second, £10 or six

months ; for the third, £100 or seven years
'

trans-

portation to one of his Majesty's foreign planta-
tions. The exile was to pay his own passage

money, and, if he did not provide this, his goods
were to be distrained for the purpose. If that did

not bring in enough money, the shipper might
detain him as a labourer till he had worked the

amount oif for any period up to five years. The
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act was to be in force for three years and till the
close of the lirst session of Parliament held after the

expiration of this period. Now began the romance
of Nonconformitj', fascinating to read about, but

tragic to experience. Meetings were held in lonely
houses, in cellars, in hay-lofts, in all sorts of out-

of-the-way places. Secret passages were provided
and watchers were set to give notice of the danger
of arrest. In spite of every precaution, many
conventicles were surprised and their attendants
carried off' to jail.

11. Five Mile Act.—The next year occurred the

Plague of London, and then, some of the newly-
appointed city clergy having fled to the green fields

tc escape the infection, some of their predecessors—the ejected ministers—returned to their old flocks

and ministered to them in their distress (see Baxter,

pt. iii. p. 2; Burnet, History, i. 411). The same

year, 1665, there was passed the Five Mile Act (16
Car. II., cap. 2), to still further restrict the activity
of Nonconformist ministers. It required all per-
sons in holy orders or pretending to be in holy
orders who had not made the declarations required

by the Act of Uniformity to take an oath that '

it

is not lawful upon any pretence to take up arms

against the king,' and to add, 'I will not at any
time endeavour any alteration of government,
either in church or state.' The ejected minister

who refused to take this oath was forbidden, under

penalty of £40, to come except on a journey within
live miles of any city or corporate town, or of any
parliamentary borough, or of any parish, town, or

place in which he had formerly been the parson,
vicar, curate, stipendiary, or lecturer, or had con-

ducted any Nonconformist service. He was also

forbidden to keep any school.

12. New Conventicle Act.—A scheme of compre-
hension agreed upon between Wilkins, bishop of

Chester, and the Presbyterian leaders, and favoured

by Stillingfleet, Tillotson, and Reynolds, which
would have allowed Presbyterian ordination with
the addition of the laying on of the bishop's hands to

confer Zegr«^ authority and also permit assemblies in

orthodox meeting-houses, never got the length of a
bill in Parliament. On the other hand, in the year
1670, after the expiration of the Conventicle Act,
Sheldon, bishop of London, who had taken a fore-

most part in shaping and pushing forward the
measures against the Nonconformists, persuadedthe
king to issue a proclamation commanding the old

(Elizabethan) laws against Nonconformity and also

the Five Mile Act to be put in force. The House of

Commons thanked the ting and proceeded to pass
a new and milder Conventicle Bill (22 Charles 11.,

cap. 1), fining only five shillings for the first offence

and ten shillings for the second, with no imprison-
ment. If some could not afford to pay the tines,

others Avho were in the congregation could be

required to make them up to the amount of £10
for each person thus mulcted. Preachers were to

be fined £10 and £20. This measure, though much
less severe than the earlier law, proved to be more
effective. It was followed in 1673 by the Test Act,
which practically excluded consistent Nonconform-
ists from all government employment — civil,

military, or naval.

13. Indulg^ences.—In the year 1672 Charles at-

tem])ted to put in force the dispensing power which
he said was 'not only inherent in him, but hath
been declared and recognized to be so by several
statutes and Acts of Parliament.' He gave as his

reason for doing so that there was '

very little

fruit of all those forcible courses,' so strong and
stubborn was Nonconformity in spite of all attempts
to suppress it. This was while the king was enjoy-
ing some freedom during a parliamentary recess ;

but the next year, within a week of re-assembling,
the Commons resolved * that the Penal Statutes in

matters ecclesiastical cannot be suspended but by
Act of Parliament.' When the king held out, thej-
refused him supplies. This dro\e him to yield,
and he broke the seal of his declaration with
his own hands and recalled the licences issued

under it.

James II. went further with the obvious inten-

tion of securing privileges for the Roman Catholics

by enlarging the bounds of religious liberty, per-

haps also because he was really opposed to persecu-
tion. On 4th April 1687 he issued a Declaration
of Indulgence susjiending all laws inflicting penal-
ties for Nonconformity. There were victims of

those laws who gravely disapproved of this uncon-
stitutional action and refused to avail themselves
of the advantages that it ottered them. John
Howe denounced the dispensing power. Daniel
Williams said that he would rather suffer injustice
than sanction violation of the fundamental princi-

ples of the constitution. But great difference of

opinion on the question existed, as may be seen in

the war of pamphlets that followed, anil many
Nonconformists availed themselves of tliese indulg-
ences—as many as 3500 in five months (for speci-
mens of the licences see G. L. Turner, Original
Records of early Nonconformity tinder Persecution
and Indulgence, 2 vols., London, 1911). On 27th

April 1688 James issued his second Declaration of

Indulgence with a command that it should be read
in all the churches. When the seven bishops who
refused to obey the illegal order were tried and

acquitted, the Nonconformists joined with the

people generally in acclaiming this vindication of

law in opposition to Stuart despotism.
14. Toleration.—The flight of James followed

by the accession of William and Mary brought
the Nonconformists relief from the persecuting
laws. The king himself recommended the repeal
of the Corporation and Test Acts ; but, although
efforts were made in Parliament to bring about
these ends, they Avere not successful. On the
other hand, all holders of office in State and
Church were required to take the oaths of sup-

remacy and allegiance to the new sovereign.
Four hundred of the clergy, including six bishops,
refused, considering themselves still bound by
their oaths of allegiance to James. These ' Non-

jurors
'

(g'.v.) were really Nonconformists in their

separation from the Church, although not as

regards the Act of Uniformity, to which they still

adhered. On 24th May 1689 the Toleration Act

(1 William and Mary, cap. 18) was passed. It

granted exemption from all the penalties to

which Nonconformists were liable under the Acts
of Elizabeth and Charles II. Thus, while it did

not repeal any of those acts, it drew their teeth.

Nonconformity was still illegal. The Act of Uni-

formity not only still kept those who did not

accept the Prayer Book in its entirety out of the

Church ; it still forbade ejected ministers to con-

duct services elsewhere, and conventicles were still

prohibited. But there was no punishment for dis-

obeying these laws. This anomalous position in-

volved toleration, but not full liberty of conscience,
much less religious equality. It was only granted
subject to the following conditions: (1) the oath

of allegiance, (2) subscription to a declaration

against popery, (3) subscription by ministers of

Nonconformist congregations to the Thirty-nine
Articles, with the exception of Article 3 and part
of Article 4. Baptists were also exempt with

regard to the Article on Baptism, ami Quakers
were altogether free from this condition. Previoiis

legislation making attendance at public worship

compulsory was confirmed and extended to include

Nonconformist places of worship. These were to

be licensed and protected from molestation under

penalties.
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Limited as the toleration was, it gave at once

release from legal persecution,
and it was followed

by a great extension of the building of Noncon-
formist meeting-houses. Before the end of the

century as many as 2418 licences for Nonconformist

places of worship were taken out.

15. Comprehension Bill. — Meanwhile Burnet,
Tillotson, Teiiison, and other men of liberal senti-

ments were for going further, and they favoured a

Comprehension Bill, which was introduced into

the House of Lords by the Earl of Nottingham
and passed in that chamber, but relegated by the
Commons to Convocation, where, after it had been

carefull}' examined by a commission, the Upper
House favoured it, but the Lower condemned it.

The Presbj'terians and Congregationalists were

largely in favour of it, especially Baxter and

Calamy. But the House of Commons did not

proceed with it in face of the adverse attitude
of the bulk of the clergy. Calamy thought that,
if the bill had passed, it would have brought two-
thirds of the Dissenters into the Church. The
Baptists, the Quakers, and the Unitarians would
still have stood out in nonconformity. This
measure had required a modified subscription
giving general approval of the doctrine of the
Church of England and a promise to conform to its

worship and government. The more rigorous
Nonconformists could not have agreed to that ; but
it was the Church party that actively opposed the
measure and stopped its progress.

16. Queen Anne and reaction.—The reign of
Anne was marked by a reaction against the toler-

ant policy of William and Mary, the queen's main
object being to strengthen the Church of England.
Dissenters were now subjected to many kinds of

petty persecution and insult in spite of the Tolera-
tion Act. In the first year of the new reign De
Foe's Short Way with Dissenters appeared as an
anonymous tract. It recommended their extermi-
nation. The High Church party was completely
deceived bj' it, and, reading it as a grave recom-
mendation of the sternest measures, exulted in
the daring of its proposals. When they discovered
that it was written by a Dissenter as a satire on
their attitude to Nonconformity, they were furious.
Its author was discovered, prosecuted for using
seditious language, fined £200, and put into the

pillory
—an outrage which the London populace

turned into a glorification by decking the pillory
with dowers.

17. Occasional Conformity Act.—During this

reign two measures were enacted for increasing
tlie disabilities of Nonconformists. One was the
Occasional Conformity Act, which was passed by
the Commons in 1702 and again in 1703, but on
each occasion thrown out by the Lords. At last,
in 1711, it was pushed through Parliament by a

bargain with the Whigs, who preponderated in the

Upper House, they being then intent on defeating
the negotiations that led to the Peace of Utrecht.
It had become customary for Nonconformist
municipal and other officials to evade the Test and
Corporation Acts by taking the sacrament in their

parish churches once or twice a year, though at-

tending their own meeting-houses on other occa-
sions. De Foe had vehemently denounced the

practice. This new law enacted that any persons
in public offices who, after taking the sacrament
test, attended any religious meeting where five

persons were present besides the family should be
disabled from their employments and fined £100,
with the addition of £5 for every day they acted in

such employments, and further incapacitated till

alter a year's coiiformit^^ A reward of £40 was
offered to informers, encoui'aging spies in the

meeting-houses. This act was designed to exclude
Nonconformists from all public service. It was to

a considerable extent evaded by the practice of

keeping a private chaplain in the occasional con-
formist official's house.

18. Schism Act.—The Occasional Conformity
Act had allowed Nonconformist teachers and
preachers to exercise their callings on certain con-
ditions elseAvhere than in the counties where they
had been originally qualified, and many of them
obtained a living by keeping schools. Academies
were now springing up for the education of the

ministry. The 17th cent. Nonconformist ministers
had been among the most cultured alumni of the

universities, but the Act of Uniformity excluded
their successors from those ancient national seats
of learning. Accordingly, valiant attempts to

compensate for this deprivation were made by the
Nonconformist scholars, who prized an educated

ministry. The Schism Act (1714) was designed to

destroy Nonconformist scholarship ; like a similar
ordinance of the emperor Julian directed against
the higher education of the Christians in the
Roman empire, it aimed at accomplishing its

purpose by a process of intellectual starvation.
To recover favour with the queen, the free-thinker

Bolingbroke prompted the measure. It was intro-

duced in the Commons by Sir W. Windham, and,
though opposed by the Whigs, carried there by 237
votes to 126. Bolingbroke obtained only 77 votes
to 72 in the Lords. To their credit five bishops
and 28 lay peers signed their protest against this

peculiarly mean and cruel bill. It enacted that
teachers must (1) be licensed by their bishop, (2)

promise to conform to the liturgy, (3) take the
sacrament at least annually in the Church of

England way. Certain mitigating qualifications
introduced by the Lords were accepted by the
Commons and incorporated in the bill, viz. (1)

teachers of elementary subjects were exempt, and
(2) also tutors in noblemen's families ; (3) only the

higher courts could inflict the penalties. A gratui-
tous injustice was the extension of the act to

Ireland. So strongly was the government set

against the Dissenters that in all probability
before long the Act of Toleration would have
been repealed if Queen Anne had not died the
same year.

19. Nonconformity under the House of Hanover.—While many in the Anglican Church sympathized
with the cause of the two Pretenders, the Non-
conformists welcomed the House of Hanover and
were among its stanche.st supporters, George I.

came pledged both to Protestantism and to the
maintenance of religious liberty. But, although
overt acts of persecution ceased with his accession,
the Occasional Conformity and Schism Acts were
not repealed till the year 1719, when Stanhope
carried through the measures of liberation. He
attempted to destroy a third act of religious intoler-

ance, the Test Act; but with that he failed. In
the year 1722 an act was passed to relieve the

Quakers from a form of words in making their
affirmation of loyaltj' which they deemed contrary
to their principles, with the result that even now
some of them were in prison. It was vehemently
opposed by Atterbury and other bishops and
clergy ; but their opposition was ultimately borne
down.

20. Period of decline.—The removal of the worst

legal disabilities was not followed by prosperity to

the Nonconformists, who shared in the general
decline of religious life during the period preceding
the Methodist revival. The anonymous author of
An Enquiry into the Causes of the Decay of the

Dissenting Interest, published in 1714, attributed
this to two causes—lack of thought and defective

organization resulting in the inadequate payment
of ministers. But the subsequent growth of

Arianism, issuing at length in Unitarianism among
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the Presbyterians anil General Baptists, did not

suggest a creed-bound orthodoxy. Tlie causes
were deeper in the life of the nation and the spirit
of the times, and Anglicans as well as Dissenters
shared in the depression of religious life. Tliere
was a further cause of weakness that affected only
a minority of the ministers. This was the Rcgium
Donum, a secret annual gift from the king for the
benefitof ministers' widows that had beenengineered
by Walpole. When it became known, many Non-
conformists opposed the receiving of it as contrary
to their principles. But it was kept up amid much
heart-burning for more than a century.

21.
' Tl e Church in danger.'—The invasion by

the Pretender in 1715 was made the occasion for

the cry of ' The Church in danger,' when riots

occurred in which a number of Dissenting meeting-
houses were destroyed. Two years later a sermon

preached before the king by Hoadly, the bishop of

Bangor, on ' The Nature of the Kingdom or Church
of Christ

'

raised a storm and revived this party
cry. Hoadly advocated ' the union and mutual
charity of all Protestants,' and declared that the
time had come when all the disabilities of the
Dissenters might be removed. For this he was
charged in the Lower House of Convocation with

undermining the constitution of the Church and
impeaching the authority of the king. Convoca-
tion was prorogued before the Upper House had
time to face the question, and for long after effectu-

ally silenced.

22. The '

Dissenting Deputies.'
—Justbefoi-e the

general election of 1734 a body known as the
'

Dissenting Deputies
' was formed in order to take

political action for the rights of Nonconformity.
It exists to-day and consists of delegates of the Pres-

byterian, Congregational, and Baptist Churches
Nvithin ten miles of London. Sir Robert Walpole
liromised it his support, and the Dissenters in

return worked for his side in the election. But
when, after lit had secured a majority, the deputies
asked liim to use the government influence for

relieving them from the oppression of the Corpora-
tion and Test Acts, he procrastinated on the plea
that the attempt would revive the cry of ' The
Church in danger,' and finally declined altogether
to help them. In the House of Commons he
declared that the proposal was ill-timed, and
thereupon it was lost by 251 to 123 votes. Never-
theless the Dissenting Deputies succeeded in

stopping many local acts of illegal tyranny and
ojipression and also in securing some parliamentary
relief.

For instance, there was a peculiarly cruel form of tyranny
practised in tlie city of London when Nonconformists were
elected to the ottice of sheriff. A heavy fine was inflicted on a

person who declined to serve in this office after beinjj elected to
it. TheCorporation Act prevented honest Nonconformists from
serving. But some Nonconformists were elected in view of that
fact for the express purpose of getting them fined. This

iniquitous procedure was now stopped.

An attempt to widen the Church by the aboli-

tion of subscription to the Articles, which was
begun in the year 1771 by Archdeacon Blackburne
in his Proposals, was defeated by protests in the
interests of orthodoxy which cut across the old
lines of division. It was thought to be promoted
in the interests of the Unitarians—people wlio at
this time were taking tlie most prominent place in
efforts for religious liberty under tlie able leader-

ship of Priestley anil Price. Towards tlie end of
the century renewed attempts to alxilish the Cor-

poration and Test Acts secured the powerful sn])port
of Fox ; but they were opposed by Pitt, partly on
account of the sympathy of the Dissenters with the
French Kevolution in its earlier stages. In the
riots that took place at Birmingham the mob
burned down Priestley's house.

23. Methodism. — Although both of John

Wesley's grandfathers had been ejected ministers,
he as well as George Whitelield was a Churchman,
Wesley in particular clinging to Anglicanism to

the last, even after he had been denied access to the
churches and had himself ordained Methodist
ministers. Nevertheless the Metliodist revival

gave a great impulse to Nonconformity in two

ways: (1) by its revival of religion; unlike the

parish clergy, the Dissenters welcomed the move-
ment for which their most earnest ministers, Isaac

Watts and Philip Doddridge, had prepared ; (2) by
the breach between Methodism and the Church ;

while the Methodists did not reckon themselves

Nonconformists, their compulsory separation from
the Establishment and independent action could
not but weaken the Chnrch-and-State position
and correspondingly strengthen that of Noncon-

formity.
24. Repeal of penal enactments.—A ' Protestant

Society for the Protection of Religious Liberty
'

was founded in the year 1811. Its object was to
' obtain the repeal of every penal law which pre-
vented the complete enjoyment of religious liberty.
The chief leader in this movement M'as Jolm Wilks,
a son of Matthew Wilks, the minister at Moor-
lields. Acting in conjunction with the Dissenting
Deputies, within a twelvemonth it secured the

repeal of the Quakers' oaths, the Conventicle Act,
and the Five Mile Act. The statutes of William
III. and George ill. which excluded Unitarians
from the benefit of the Toleration Act and punished
a denial of the doctrine of the Trinity as blasphemy
were repealed the next year (1813). In 1820 Lord
John Russell, who had become the champion of

religious liberty and obtained the enthusiastic

support of the Nonconfoinnists, carried through the

long-delayed repeal of the Test and Corporation
Acts. Tiie earliest of all the acts against Noncon-

formity, its very parent, tlie Act of Unifoimitj',
still remains on the statute-book, and it is still in

force as regards the ministry of the Anglican
Church, although its penal clauses with regard to

Nonconformists were neutralized by the Act of

Toleration. The Registration Act of 1836 (6 and 7

Williamiv., cap. 85) ordered a State registration of

births, deaths, and marriages, which is specially
beneficial to Nonconformists, because previously
the only registers were those of the parish clergJ^
The Dissenter Marriage Act of the same year (6 and
7 William IV., cap. 83) allowed of marriages in Non-
conformist places of worship licensed for the pur-

pose on condition of the presence of the registrar.
The starting of the Nonconformist newspaper in

the year 1841, under the masterly editorship of

Edward Miall, gave a fresh impulse to movements
for religious equality as well as liberty. Three

years later
' The British Anti-State Church Associa-

tion' was formed for the disestablishment of the

Church. Its title was changed in 1853 to that of
' The Society for the Liberation of Religion from
State Patronage and Control

'—known popularly
as 'The Liberation Society'

—of which J. Carvell

Williams was long the secretary. Compulsory
Church rates were abolished in 1868 (31 and 33

Victoria, cap. 109). After many earlier attempts
had failed, W. E. Gladstone, who had defended
them while he represented Oxford University, now
supported the abolition of compulsion, so that

Church rates were made purely voluntary and to

be demanded only of those willing to pay them.
Tlie disestablisiiiiient of the Anglican Church in

Ireland (.32 and 33 Victoria, cap. 102) under Glad-

stone's leadership in 1808 put an end to Noncon-

formity in Ireland by establishing complete religi-

ous equality in the island.

The year 1871 saw the University Tests Aboli-

tion Bill passed into law (34 and 35 Victoria, i-ap.

2G). This threw open degrees and appointments in
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the universities to Nonconformists. The eman-

cipation, however, was not so complete as C. S.

Miall represents it in his continuation of Skeats's

History of the Free Churches {p. 624). Theological

degrees and theological professorships are still

confined to members of the Church of England.
In 1882 the headships of colleges and fellowships
were freed from ecclesiastical restrictions.

25. Education.—The Education Act of 1870 (33
ami 34 Victoria, cap. 75), though the work of a
Liberal government, conceded privileges to the

Established Church to which the Nonconformists

strongly objected, since they put the denomina-
tional scliools on the rates. The Education Acts
of 1902 (2 Edward VII., cap. 24) and 1903 (2
Edward vii., cap. 42) still furtiier extended those

privileges by placing the entire maintenance of

such schools on public funds, leaving only the

providing of the buildings to the denominational

supporters. This is objected to by Nonconformists
as an unfair privilege, especially as most of the

expense of the building had previously been met
by grants of State funds. But two other objec-
tions are felt to be more serious : (1) the compul-
sory attendance of the children of Nonconformists
at Church schools in single school areas, the
'

conscience clause' which provides an escape
from the denominational teaching proving to be

])raetically ineffective ; (2) tests for teachers, in-

volving the exclusion of Nonconformists from the
head teacherships of thousands of State-supported
schools.

26. Free Church councils.—Until near the close
of tlie 19th cent, the Nonconformists had acted

together only for specific objects and as occasion

required. In the year 1892, mainly owing to the

instigation of Rev. Hugh Price Hughes and Dr.
Guinness Rogers, the first Free Church Congress
met in Manchester with some 370 delegates repre-
senting all the leading Free Churches. Dr. Mac-
kennal was then appointed honorary secretary of
a movement which developed into ' The National
Council of Evangelical Free Churches.' Local
councils affiliated to the National Council and
nominating its members have been formed all

over the country. These councils carry on united

missions, organize common parochial visitation,
take action with regard to morals in civic and
public life, and generally give effect to the united
action of the Churches which they represent. The
National Council deals with such questions as

religious liberty, temperance, peace and war, social
and trade ethics, slavery, gambling, and immor-
ality, in the State and the nation.

27. Present condition of Nonconformity.—Ac-
cording to the statistics of the Free Church Yea?-
Book for 1916, in the previous year there were
1,995,278 Free Church members reported by the
denominations of the Federation ; 10,863 ministers
in charge; 54,449 lay preachers; 399,624 Sunday-
school teachers ; and 3,161,791 Sunday-school
scholars. These figures do not include the nearly
7.50,000 attendants at Brotherhood meetings,
except in the case of those who are also Church
members, nor the 100,000 members of adult
schools, most of which are organized by Free
Churchmen, nor the members of Churches that
send in no report

—some few in the Federation,
others of small denominations not in it. Then
we must add those Nonconformists who are not

registered members of Churches, though attendants
at Free Church services, if Ave would form any
estimate of the present number of Nonconformists
in the country.

28. Nonconformity in Wales.—The first con-

spicuous Welsh Nonconformist was John Penry,
who had done much to evangelize his native country
when he was hanged at Southwark on a charge of

issuing seditious publications. This was in the
reign of Elizabeth. The several Acts of Unifor-

mity applied to Wales as M-ell as to England, and
resulted there also in Nonconformity with its con-

sequent sufferings. At the instigation of Laud
the bishops of St. David's and Llandaff commenced
a systematic prosecution of clergy who did not
conform. In his annual addresses to the king the

archbishop reports many instances.

In 1633 he states that the bishop of St. David's certifies that
he had suspended a lecturer for

'

inconformily
'

; in 1C35 that
the bishop of Llandaff had carefully prepared articles for the
High Commission Court against 'two noted schismatics, Wroth
and Erbery—where, when the case is ready for hearing-, they
shall receive according to the merits of it

'

;" in lOotJ that ' there
is one Matthews, the vicar of Penmain, that preaclies against
the keeping of all holy days, with divers others, as fond or

profane opinions. The bishop hath inhibited him, and if that
doth not serve I shall call him into your High Commission
Court.' Many more instances might be given (see Lambeth MSS
Vol., 943, cited in Rees, Nonconforinity in Wales, pp. 38-40).

The founding of regularly organized Noncon-
formist churches in Wales began with William
Wroth, known as the '

Apostle of Wales.' Born
in 1570 at or near Abergavenny, he was educated
at Jesus College and Christ Churcli, Oxford, where
he appears to have lived for nine years. As rectoi
of Llanvaches in Monmouthshire, he attracted
multitudes of people from the surrounding districts

and carried on a great religious work among them.
Like John Wesley in England at a later time, he

gave offence to the ecclesiastical authorities by
preaching in various places all over the principality.
In 1638, soon after Laud became archbishop of

Canterbury, Wroth was summoned to the Court
of High Commission and there deprived of his

living on the ground of his ecclesiastical irregulari-
ties. The next year he founded an Independent
church at Llanvaches, where he died three years
later. This is reckoned to have been the first

Nonconformist church in Wales. The outbreak
of the Civil War scattered the Welsii Noncon-
formists, who found themselves a small minorit}-
in the midst of a population of royalists. For the
time being the churches were broken up and the

fugitives took refuge from persecution in Bristol.

Those who dared to remain in Wales were harried

by Prince Rupert, their cattle driven ott', their
houses robbed, and some of them killed. After
the defeat of the royalists there was an ordinance
of Parliament for sending itinerant ministers into
S. Wales supported by the revenues of St. David's
and Llandaff. In the year 1649-50 Parliament
passed an ordinance entitled ' An Act for the better

Propagation of the Gospel in Wales and Redress
of some Grievances,' appointing commissioners with

authority to try to remove clergymen and school-
masters found guilty of '

any delinquency, scandal,

malignancy, or non-residence,' to grant certificates

for approved ministers and schoolmasters, and pay
them out of the sequestrated revenues of the

parishes from which the persons objected to had
been ejected. Most of these commissioners had
been Royalists and Churchmen previous to 1646,
and only a minority appeared as Nonconformists
after the Restoration. In his Sufferings of the

Clergy Walker states that between 500 and 600
were ejected by the commission ; but he is able to
name only some 330, and of these, as in his lists of
the ejected in England, some were plui-alists who
were only deprived of all benefices but one, but
allowed to retain that.

The earliest Nonconformists in Wales were Con-

gregationalists. The first Baptist church in the

principality was founded at Ilston, Glamorgan-
shire, in 1649 by John Myles. The Society of

Friends api)eared in Wales a little later than the

Baptists. The first known Quaker in the princi-

pality is Thomas Holmes, who was very active in

promulgating his principles. The leaders of the
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early Welsh Quakers were educated men of some
social position, but the majority of theii- followers
were drawn from the lower classes.

Immediately after the Kestoration persecution of

the Welsh Nonconformists beg.an, and in a month
every prison in the principality was filled with
them. This was before the passing of the Act of

Uniformity in 1662. That act issued in over 100

ejectments in Wales and, consequently, a consider-

able increase of Welsh Nonconformity. Previously
there were no Presbyterians among the Welsh Non-
conformists, who were all Independents, Baptists,
or Quakers. But now the expulsion of the Puritans,
the majority of whom were Presljyterians, developed
a Presbyterian type of Welsh Nonconformity, but
not as yet with any formal distinction between

Presbyterian and Congregational Churches. The
impossibility of organizing presbyteries and synods
in times of persecution compelled the Nonconformist
Churches to work independently, so that the practice
was Congregational even among people who cher-

ished the Presbyterian ideal, althougli the ordina-
tion of a number of ministers together in one place
for the charge of different places and some other
innovations showed tendencies towards Presbyter-
ianism. In point of fact, the words '

Independent
'

and '

Presbyterian
' came to be used as synonymous

terms throughout the principality and to be applied
to the same churches. Following the Act of Uni-

formity, the Conventicle, Five Mile, Test, and

Corporation Acts affected Wales as well as England
and added to the disabilities and sutierings of the
Welsh Nonconformists. As usual, the Society of

Friends came in for the most cruel treatment, but
some of the ministers of the various dissenting
churches were rudely handled and compelled to

suffer great hardships.
The early Nonconformists were foremost in print-

ing and publishing books for the religious instruc-

tion of the Welsh. Of the ten editions of Scripture
in Welsh—live of the Avhole Bible and five of the
NT—which were issued between 1641 and 1690
nine were produced by Nonconformists. The
Assembly's Catechism and the Whole Duty of Man
were published in Welsh during this period, as also

were several original works composed by Noncon-
formists. All these books had to be printed in

London or Oxford.
The Act of Toleration set the Welsh Noncon-

formists free in common with their co-religionists
in England. Unhappily a hot controversy between
the Baptists ami their opponents occurred about
this time and seriously impeded the positive re-

ligious work of the Welsh Nonconformists. A
more serious trouble appeared about 1729 in the
'Great Arminian Controversy.' Hitherto, with
the exception of the Quakers, the Welsh Noncon-
formists had been Calvinists and their young
people and converts had been required to learn the

Assembly's Catechism. But now Arminian ideas

began to take hold of the students at Caermarthen
and to spread through their influence as they came
to be settled in pastorates.
Depressed during the reign of Queen Anne, Non-

conformity in Wales made considerable progress
in the middle of the 18th cent, throughout the
south part of the principality ; but as yet it scarcely
took hold of the Welsh population in the north,
where it was then almost confined to the English
churches. The Methodist revival was anticipated
in Wales by Griffith Jones, an Anglican clergyman,
who carried on a preaching mission throughout the

principality and established 'itinerant schools' for
the education of children by travelling teachers,
for the most part Nonconformists. But the actual
founder of Methodism in Wales was Howell Harris,
who was born at Trevecca, Breconshire, in 1714.
He and his associates, like the early English

Methodists, did not contemplate severance from
the Anglican Church or the founding of a new
denomination. Though treated as Dissenters by
rigorous Cimrchmen, they did not regard them-
selves as Nonconformists. But one result of their

activity was to quicken and enlarge the religiou>
life of the Nonconformist Churches. They met
with violent opposition from Churchmen as well

as from the mob. Worse than this was the
division that arose between Harris and Rowlands
and their followers. About the year 1769 a division

occurred between the Calvinists and the Arminians
in the Churches then known indifferently as

Independent and Presbyterian, and after this

the Calvinistic section came to be called simply
'Independent,' and the Arminian, which had its

headquarters at Caermarthen, and had drifted

towards Unitarianism, was denominated '

Presby-
terian.'

The Wesleyan Methodist movement was slow in

making progress in Wales at first, because its

preachers could preach only in English ; and later,

when Welsh preachers were sent out by this

Church, their Arminiaiusm was dreaded by the
Calvinistic Methodists. These people considered
themselves to be members of the Church of England
down to the year 1811, when they had ministers

formally ordained. There were then some 300 or

400 congregations with a few clergymen travelling
about among them to administer the communion ;

and the necessity of the case drove the societj' to

the new step in spite of the vehement protest of

most of the clerical leaders. After that this Church

began to grow rapidly, and it is now the most

powerful denomination in the principality. One
consequence of the religious awakening in the 18th

cent, was that Nonconformity spread rapidly in

Wales. The disestablishment of the Anglican
Chiirch in Wales, an action for which almost all

the Welsh members of parliament were pledged,
but which hitherto had been prevented by the

House of Lords, in spite of being repeatedly voted

by the House of Commons, was passed into law
under the Parliament Act in the year 1914. Sub-

sequently it was hung up by the suspensory legis-
lation agreed upon because of the Great War.
This would put an end to Nonconformity in Wales
by liberating the principality from Charles ll.'s

Act of Uniformity and establishing religious

equality among the Churches. Wales, like England,
is still left to bear the grievance of the 1903 Educa-
tion Act in its patronage of denominational schools

with tests for teachers, against which the Free
Church Council still protests.
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NONJURORS.—The Nonjurors were clergy
and laymen who, though no Koiuanists, scrupled
to take the oatiis of allegiance an' abjuration im-

posed, particularly on office holders, under William
III. and George I. The term, strictly includintf

some Scottish Covenanters, is commonly restricted

to Episcopalians, but extended to persons who,
though exempted from the oaths as unofficial,
attached themselves to the Nonjurors proper.
Those rejecting only the oaths of 1701 and 1714
are sometimes distinguished as Non-Abjurors.
The English and Scottish Nonjurors may be

most conveniently treated separately ; their Irish

brethren, including but one bishop, William Sheri-
dan of Kilmore, hardly demand separate notice.

I. England.—The English Nonjurors—originally
over 400 clergy, with an unknown nuyiber of lay-
men—were often important individually as men of

the highest character and of great learning. Cor-

porately, they stood on the one hand for the doc-

trines of passive obedience and non-resistance, on
the other for the right of the Church to indepen-
dence in spiritual matters. They maintained a
'State point'

— that William's title was 'pre-
tended '

; and a ' Chuich point
'—that even a

legitimate sovereign could not deprive bishops
without ecclesiastical sanction.
Their reputation for piety and learning requires

no laboured proof. The Dr. Wolf of The Nonjurm'
(Colley Cibber's adaptation of Tartnffe, London,
1718) at best misrepresents as typical the servility
and intrigue which poverty and dependence per-
haps fostered in exceptional cases. Inspired by
an antipathy political and possibly personal, it

Hattered and fomented popular prejudice. But, in

spite of Johnson and Macaulay, it has long been

recognized as a libellous caricature, well matched
by Whiggish abuse of the Nonjurors as ' British

Hottentots, as blind and bigoted as their brethren
about the Cape, but more savage in their manners '

(cited by Overton, Nonjurors, p. 310). The Non-
jurors in general, sacriticing everything to con-

science, showed at least a noble courage. Nor
could any small community easily outmatch a

gioup of saints like T. Ken, J. Kettlewell, W.
Law, R. Nelson, and N. Spinckes. Again, the
mere names of G. Hickes, H. Dodwell, T. Baker,
R. Ilawlinson, and T. Hearne sufficiently attest
the learning of a class in which, at both univer-

sities,
' the intellectual interests of the time were

almost entirely centred' (W. H. Hutton, The
English Chvrch, 1625-1714, London, 1903, p. 243).
The Nonjurors were no whole-hearted enemies

of William, little as they might approve of his

birth, his character, or his creed. They included
five bishops of the famous Seven—W. Sancroft,
T. Ken, J. Lake, F. Turner, and T. White—with
two others, R. Frampton of Gloucester and W.
Lloyd of Norwich, who had lacked only oppor-
tunity to join them. They accepted William's

interposition, stoutly refusing to proclaim their
abhorrence of it. They even joined in urging him
to safeguard the welfare of the Church and nation.
But they denied (Ken with one hesitating reserva-

tion) that the crown could be forfeited. Sancroft
would neither visit William nor attend the Con-
vention. The other bishops insisted on a Protestant

regency for a titular Romanist king. And none
joined in the offer of the crown to William and
Mary. It was indeed a commission from Sancroft
to his suffragans that made the coronation possible ;

yet neither he nor his party would swear allegiance,
or even use the State (henceforward the ' immoral ')

prayers. Hence, under 1 William and Mary, cap.
8, six prelates with their beneficed supporters were
ipso facto suspended on 1st Aug. 1689 and deprived
on 1st Feb. 1690. Lake, W. Thomas of Worcester
(a like-minded bishop), and T. Cartwright of

Chester (distinguished from the rest by his devo-
tion to James, whom he followed abroad) died
between the passing of the act and the deprivation.
Kilmore— Sheridan having withdrawn — was ad-

judged, like the throne, vacant hy desertion.
The sees thus emptied remained unfilled for over

a year. William, desiring comjiromise, ottered to
waive the oaths if the bishops agreed to discharge
their spiritual functions. And great Churchmen
like South, though recognizing William, declined

preferment gained through the scruples of others.
But Nonjurors could not accept conditions involving
at least implicit recognition of William's royal
supremacy ; they could only promise to live quietly.
And hence in May 1691 new bishops were conse-

crated, headed by the reluctant J. Tillotson as

primate.
Meanwhile many lay Nonjurors—notably Dod-

well, Roger North, and the second Earl of Claren-
don—had sacrificed their prospects to their con-
sciences.

James II. 's death, apparently inviting reconcilia-

tion, merely added Non-Abjurors to Nonjui'ors,
for the oath of 1701 not only abjured the Pietender,
but expressly recognized William's legitimacy—a

point hitherto discreetly evaded. And the oath of

1714, to George I., increased their number.
But Nonjurors, however Jacobite in sympathy,

were seldom actively disloyal. Turner, indeed,
earned exile hj complicity in Preston's and Fen-
wick's plots (1690 and 1696). And the Non-Abjuror
historian T. Carte, apparently a '15 rebel, had a

price of £1000 on his head as a conspirator with

Atterbury. But Turner's implication of his fellow-

thinkers in his treasons was unjustified. They
waged, indeed, a paper warfare. They ministered

spiritual comfoit to dying plotters. But they
seldom plotted themselves. One Jacobite scheme
was actually revealed by a Nonjuror. And, as the
Jacobite menace weakened, Nonjuring politics

—the
' State point

'—lost all importance.
The 'Church point,' however, to some extent

remained. The conception of the Church as an
autonomous society

—the lasting contribution of

the movement to English theological thought—
had an immediate practical significance. It pro-
duced a certain alienation of the Nonjurors from
the E>tablishnient. Thej' repudiated deprivation
by mere Act of Parliament. They therefore con-
sidered Tillotson and his fellows intruders, thrust
into sees not canonically vacated, without title to

recognition, at least while the lawful incumbents
survived and claimed their rights. And hence
some of them condemned the National Church as

now schismatic.
' Some '—for all along they suffered from those

distracted counsels which especially beset seceders
from a great communion who lack alike a supreme
constituted authority and the sobering influence of

corporate wealth and temporal responsibilities.
Even their bishops adopted difierent attitudes
towards \\ illiam's proceedings : Thomas of Wor-
cester, who died befoie suspension, was yet already
preparing to welcome Stillingfleet as his successor ;

Ken remained at Wells as late as possible, publicly
protested, like Turner, against his deprivation, and
long retained his diocesan style ; and Sancroft

yielded only to the imminent threat of forcible

eviction. Again, Kettlewell justified resistance

by the mere injustice of the expulsions, Dodwell

only by their invalidity.
There was equal disagreement as to future rela-

tions with the Established Church. Sancroft,
unlike Ken, declared her schismatic. Hickes
denied to her '

usurping
'

bishops and their ad-

herents not only sacerdotal powers, but even the
benefits of the Incarnation (it was the posthumous
publication of his attack on all Jurors that pro-
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voked Benjamin Hoadly to reply, and so led to the
'

Bangorian Controversy
' and the long suspension

of Convocation). But Kettlewell professed himself
still a member, and many clergy, though never

officiating, remained in lay communion.
Practice as to public worship therefore inevitably

varied. Some, like Law and Nelson, attended
their parish churclies, Avithout protest against the
'immoral prayers.' Others went, but protested:
Franijiton, retaining a small living, read the service
and preaclied, but omitted the names of the sove-

reigns. Others, again, attended only failing some
convenient Nonjuring assembly. And others re-

fused attendance altogether, holding,with Sancroft,
that it would necessitate a second absolution after
the service. Yet in the country, generally, oppor-
tunities for special corporate worship were few.
Even in London, though Nonjuring 'churches'
were reckoned in 1716 at over fifty, the prologue to
The Nonjuror mocked their furtive character :

' Each lurking pastor seeks the dark,
And fears the Justices' inquiring clerk.
In close back rooms his routed flock he rallies,
And reigns the patriarch of blind lanes and alleys.'

The number is possibly a gross exaggeration. The
Nonjurors had now not only lost their great pro-
tagonist Hickes, but, even before his death, suffered
a secession revealing once more their inveterate

disunity.
Dodwell's Crt^em View Considered [LonAon, 1705)

had limited the separation to tlie lifetime of the

deprived bishops. Hence in 1710, when Ken, the
sole survivor, renounced his claims, Dodwell and
many others rejoined the Established Church,
though still maintaining the 'State point.' But
Hickes insisted that only official repudiation of the

deprivations could heal the schism, and the distinct

Nonjuring episcopal succession wliich his view

required had been secured in 1694, when he and
Thomas Wagstatie became suffragan bishops of

Thetford and Ipswich. Here again difference of

opinion had appeared. The consecration, author-
ized by James and Sancroft, was performed by
Lloyd (to whom Sancroft had delegated iiis metro-

politan authority in 1692), Turner, and White.
But Frampton held aloof, and Ken only reluctantly
consented. The proceeding involved continued

schism, and its claim to legality
—based on Henry

VIII. 's Act for Suffragan Bishops—was not undis-

puted. Yet the '

Hickesites,' between 1713 and
1741, carried out further consecrations, continuing
the episcopal line till the death of Robert Gordon
in 1779. The new prelates, however, were bishops
' at large,' without territorial title, though Jeremy
Collier, after Hickes's death, styled himself ' Primus
Anglo-Britannia; Episcopus.'
Meanwhile yet another controversy had arisen.

The Prayer Book of 1662, with Kettlewell's form
of recantation for converts, satisfied the early
liturgical demands of most Nonjurors. But Hickes
used the Communion Office of 1549, and after his

death (1715) a reform movement began, culminat-

ing in the compilation, by Collier, T. Brett, and
others, of a new Service Book (1718) based on the
1549 Prayer Book, but enriched from primitive
liturgies. Four 'Usages' — the mixed chalice,

prayers for the faithful departed, prayer for the
descent of the Holy tJliost on the consecrated

elements, and prayer of oblation of the consecrated
elements—were thus adopted, sometimes even de-
clared necessary to salvation, by

'

Usagers.'
' Non-

Usagers' rejected them, or at least condemned a
view branding as schismatics Romanists, Anglicans,
and even most Nonjurors. The Scottish bishops,
invited to decide, named a mediator whose at-

tempted compromise failed. Both parties conse-
crated bishops to maintain their views, and only
in 1732 was ritual unanimity attained tlirough the

' Instrument of Union,' restoring the 1662 book on
condition that it should be so used and interpreted
as to satisfy the Usagers on the four crucial points.
No important event marked the later history of

the English Nonjurors, but meantime they had

long negotiated for union with the Orthodox
Church, failing, however, completely

— mainly
through the demand of the Eastern patriarchs for

unconditional submission.
Episcopal succession .i.vy.v& the E.iglish Nonjurors.—

1. Tub regular sdccessios.—
1U04—George Hickes (t 1715) ; Thomas Wagstaffe

(t 1712).
1713—Jeremy Collier (t 1726); Samuel Hawes (t 1722);

Nathaniel Spinckes (t 1727).
1716—Thonias Brett, sen. (t 1743); Henry Gandj

(+ 1734).
1721—Hilkiah Bedford (t 1724); Ralph Taylor (t 1722).
1722—John Griffin (t 1731).
1725—March : Henry Doughty (t 1730) ; May : John

Blackbourne (t 1741) ; June : Henry Hall

(t 1731).
1727—Thomas Brett, jun. (t before 1743 ?).

1728—March : Richard Rawlinson (t 1755) ; December :

George Smith (t 1758).
1731—Timothy Mawman (t ?).

1741- Robert Gordon (t 1779).
ii. The irrkgular successions.—(a) Fur America.—

1722—RicharJ Welton (t 172«); John(?) Talbot (t 1727).

(6) To carry on the Usager party.—
1733—Itoger Laurence (t 1736) ; Thomas Deacon (t 1753).
1752—Kenrick Price (t 1790).

[?] —P. J. Browne (said to = Lord John Johnstone, son
of the Marquis of Annandale, t 1779).

1780-WilIiam Cartwright (t 1799).
1795—Thomas Garnett (t ?).

? -Charles Boothe (f 1805).

2. Scotland.—In Scotland the almost universal

rejection of the oaths by the clergy, including
every bishop, on the one hand, and the re-establish-

ment of Presbyterianism, on the other, created
conditions unparalleled in England. No ' Church

point
'

of the English type was possible. Yet almost
tlie whole Episcopal Communion was involved in

the 'State point.' Anne, indeed, allowed a tacit

toleration, though the Toleration Act of 1712

nominally enforced the oaths and prayers. But
her death, the '15, and (after a peacelul period)
the '45 brought ever more harshness to bear on the

Church, culminating in an attempt to destroy it

altogether. The share of Churchmen in Jacobite

risings
—though far slighter in 1745 than in 1715—

was both a cause and a consequence of this severity.
Hence the decline of J-acobitism and the accession
of George III.—resolute for toleration—were epoch-
making in Scottish Church as in English political

history. And the recognition of George by the
Scottish bishops when the Young Pretender died
ended the northern Nonjuring movement.
Meanwhile Scottish Nonjurors had both influ-

enced and been influenced by their English brethren.
Archibald Campbell and James Gadderar, Scottish

bishops 'at large' living in London—Campbell for

life, Gadderar for many years
—had supported both

the Usages and the negotiations with tlie Eastern

Church, and with others hua iielped to consecrate

English bishops. Conversely, the Usages problem—complicated by the question whether bishops
should again become diocesan (though no regular

royal nomination or cong^ d'^lire was available) or,

as a college, should jointly rule the whole Church—
divided the Scottish Nonjurors. They too j)roduced
two sets of bishops

—Usagers and diocesans c. Non
Usagers and collegers. But here again a com-

promise, favouring the diocesans, established tinal

peace in 1732. To the Scottish Church Gordon,
the last regular English Nonjuring bishop, com-
mended his dwindling Hock. To the single-handed
action of the Scottish Campbell— an irreconcilable

Usager—the English Nonjurors owed an irregular

e|)iscopal succession lasting from 1733 to 1805.

And from the Scottish Church the American
Colonies finally secured a renewal—in canonical

fashion—of the short-lived line of bishops irregu-
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larly founded by the English Nonjuror R. Taylor
in 1722.
LiTERATiRK.—T. Lathbufy, Ilist. of the Nonjurors, London,

1845 ; J. H. Overton, The Sun/urors, do. 1902 (the notes afford

a good -'uide to works on the movement); S. L. OUard and

G. Crosse, Diet, uf Kngli.ih Church Hist., do. 1912, s.v. The

subject is also partially treated in Lives of the leading Non-

jurors, notablv in the" biotrraphies of Ken by 'A Layman'
(J. L. Anderson)-, 2 vols., do. 1854; and E. H. Plumptre^,
2 vols., do. 1890. Nonjuror writings—especially those of Brett,

Collier, Dodwell, Hickes, C. Leslie, and Spinckes—illustrate
the various controversies.

Charles J. B. Gaskoin.
NON-RESISTANCE.—See Resistance.

NORTH AMERICAN PHALANX. — See
Communistic Societies of America.

NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE.
—See Panjab.

NORWAY.—See Teutons.

NOSAIRIS.—See Nu.sairls.

NOSE.^The nose is important from an anthro-

pological point of view, -since the variations of its

form atlord an index of race. In the skull the

shape of the nasal bones and the nasal opening are

expressed in figures as the nasal index—in other

words, the relation between the heitrht from the
root of the nose to the anterior nasal spine, and
the breadth of the bony mass. The skull may be

platyrhinian (flat-nosed), leptorhinian (long-nosed),
or mesorhinian (medium-nosed), according as the
breadth of the bones and opening is greater or less,

this forming an invariable criterion of race.

Negroes, Australians, and Bushmen are platy-
rhinian (6r7 to 53"7), Mongolians are mesorhinian
(52' 1 to 50 '1), and Caucasians are leptorhinian
(47'9 to 42'2). In Hindu literature the nose is de-

scribed as one of the nine (or eleven) portals of the

body, or one of the apertures of the liead.' These

portals or cavities are divided into those above and
those below the navel, pure and impure respec-

tively.- The nose, being above, is one of the pure
apertures. The ^atapatha Brdhmana says :

'That part of the vital air which i8 immortal is above the

navel, and streams out by upward breathings,' ^t.e. from nose or
mouth.

In the OT strength is expressed by forcible

breathing from the nostrils (Job 39-», Ps 18'«).

The importance of breatliing through the nose, not

through tlie mouth, was already recognized by the
American Indians, as noted by G. Catlin, who
wrote a small book on the subject. In accordance
with the belief in monstrous races current in an-

tiquity (see Monsters [Ethnic]), we find an occa-
sional assertion of the existence of noseless tribes
who ' draw breath through two holes,' as Benjamin
of Tudela alleges of the Turks of the steppes, a

people with mesorhinian skull, naturally regarded
as no.seless by an observer accustomed to more
shapely noses (cf. § 3 for noseless ghosts).* On the
other hand, extravagantly long noses are some-
times attributed to mythical beings—e.g., the nose
of the Norse Huldre folk is very long, reaching to

the saddle-pommel.^
I. The odour of the sacrifice.—Whatever later

notions may have attached to burnt sacrifices, it is

probable that the early idea was that the smell

rising upwards with the smoke was pleasing to the

gods.
In the Babylonian flood-story Utnapishtim offers sacrifice and

' the gods smelt the sweet savour ; the gods gathered like flies

1 Bhagai:ad-Gitd, v. 19 (SEE viii. [1882] 65) ; Katha Upani-
yrtrf, V. liSBE XV. [1884] 18).

2 .Manu, V. 132 (SBE .\xv. [1886] 192).
-.S'S£xli. [1894] 267.
* Jtincrariiim,tT. A. Asher, London, 1840, p. 83 ; cf. PC^ i.

.'JSS.

•' FL XX. [1909] 327.

over the sacrificer.' In the corresponding Hebrew narrative,
when Noah offers burnt-offerings,

' the Lord smelled the sweet
savour' (Gn 821). Generally it is said of burnt-offerings and
of incense that they are ' a sweet savour before the Lord,' 1 just
as offerings on high places were 'sweet savour' to idols

(Ezk 6'3). When God is displeased with Israel, He is represented
as saying,

'
I will not smell the savour of your sweet odours '

(Lv 2631),
'
I will smell no sweet savours in your solemn

assemblies '

(Am 52I). Similarly, Homer describes the savour of
the sacrifice involved in smoke ascending to heaven, 2 and the
Zulus burn incense with the caul of the sacrificial beast to give
to the spirits a sweet savour.3 Both Origen and Porphyry
maintained that the demons were nourished with the fumes
and smoke of sacrifice and incense, and waited in the region of

the air for these, presumably inhaling them with nose and
mouth.'* The idea is finely

"

spiritualized in Ezekiel (20*1),
where God says of Judah,

' As a sweet savour will I accept you,'
and by St. Paul, who says of Christ's sacrifice that it was '

to
God for an odour of a sweet smell' (Eph 52), of the faithful

that they are ' a sweet savour of Christ unto God' (2 Co 215),
and of the gifts sent by the Philippians that they are ' an odour
of a sweet smell, a sacrifice acceptable, weU-pleasing to God'
(Ph 4I8).

Gods and spirits, like mortals, loved sweet-

smelling odours and disliked evil odours. Hence
they were pleased with incense, and malodor-
ous fumigations were commonly used to drive ofl'

demons, though pleasant odours sometimes have
this effect (see Incense, § 2).

2. Salutations with the nose.—One curious form
of salutation found among several peoples is that
of smelling each other or of rubbing noses. The
custom is found in N. Asia and America, in Poly-
nesia and parts of Melanesia, in the Malay Archi-

pelago, in New Guinea, among aborigines of India,
in Madagascar, and sporadically elsewhere.
The Eskimos rub noses and draw the palms of their hands

over their faces.5 With the Laplanders each man lays his

right hand on the shoulder of the other, and places the point of

his nose on that of the other, rubbing them, with the words,
'Well, Well!' 6 The custom is found among the Samoyeds,"
and E. Petitot reports it of the Den6s and Dindji6 of the north-
west of Canada,8 and it is alleged of the Blackfeet Indians.*
In New Zealand and in the Friendly Islands the noses are

joined (hongi) and the one rubs the other's hand on his nose
and mouth. 10 Similar customs are found in many others of the
Pacific groups.ii The Samoans join noses, at the same time

giving each other a hearty smell.12 In Astrolabe Bay, New
Guinea, the natives squeezed the nostrils with the forefinger
and thumb of the right hand, pointing to the navel with the
index finger, and grunting at intervals.ii* Joining noses without

rubbing is also mentioned of the Sandwich Islanders in former

days.i-* In Fiji smelling the hand is described as the parting or

greeting ceremony, along with strong inhalation. A person of

lower station smells the foot of a chief.15 Rubbing noses is

met with in New Guinea, as well as in the Am Islands and
Buru (among women).i6 Among the Malays smelling is the
usual form of greeting, the words 'smell' and 'greet' being
interchangeable. The head and neck are embraced and the
smell inhaled. 17 In Celebes at the departure of friends there is

a general nose-rubbing— ' the Malay kiss
'—and the Burmese

phrase, 'Give me a smell,' is the equivalent of 'Kiss me.'i8

1 Cf. Ex 2918. 26, Lv 19. 13. 17 2313, Nu 153 etc. Cf. 1 S 26i9
' Let him accept (

= smell) an offering.'
2 II. i. 317 ; cf. Lucian, de Sacrif. 9.

3 H. Callaway, The Religious System of the Amazulu, Natal,
1870, pp. 11, 141, 177.

4 Origen, Exhort, ad Mart. 45 ; Porph. de Abst. ii. 42.
5 F. W. Beechey, Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and

Behring's Strait, new ed., London, 1831, i. 242, 351; H. R.

Rink, Danish Greenland, do. 1877, p. 223 ; E. Petitot, Les

grands Esquimatix, Paris, 1887, p. 58.
6 J. Scheffer, Hist, of Lapland, Eng. tr., Oxford, 1674, p. 317 ;

Glotni-s, xii. [1867] 52.
7 M. A. Castren, Reisen im Norden, Leipzig, 1853, p. 258.
8 Petitot, p. 58.
9 T. Waitz and G. Gerland, Anthropologie der Naturvolker,

Leipzig, 1859-72, iii. 136.
lu E. Tregear, JAJ xix. [1890] 113 ; H. Ling Roth, ib., p. 166.
11 W. Wilson, Missionary Voyage to S. Pacific, London, 1799,

p. 363 (Society Islands) ; E. H. Lamont, Wild Life among the

Pacific Islands, do. 1807, pp. 18, 296 (Marquesas, Penrhyn
Island) ; cf. W. Ellis, Polynesian Researches, do. 1830, ii. 11.

12 G. Turner, Nineteen Vears in Polynesia, London, 1861, p.
346, Sajnoa a Hundred Vears Ago, do. 1884, p. 179.

13^4/ vi. [1877] 108.
14 Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, 1830-31, iv. 288.
15 T. Williams, Fiji and the Fijians, London, 1858, i. 152

;

A. St. Johnston, Camping among Cannibals, do. 1883, p. 302.
18 J. Chalmers and W. W. Gill, Work and Adventure in Nnv

Guinea, London, 1885, p. 151 ; R. Andree, Ethnographische
Parallelen und Vergleiche, Leipzig, 1889, p. 226.

17 J. Crawfurd, Hist, of the Indian Archipelago, London,
1820, i. 100.

18 A. R. Wallace, Malay Archipelago, London, 1869, ii. 152 :

Andree, p. 224.
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with then), as with the Chittagong Hill people, the mouth and
nose are placed on the cheek of the other person and a strong
inhalation takes place.i The Khyoungtha adopt the same
method of greeting.2 Among the Mongol tribes and with the
Chinese (only as an act of love) the nose is placed on the cheek
and inhalation follows.

Tliongh tiiese methods of salutation vary, it is

probable that all are connected with the act of

smelling each other on meeting or parting. The
sense of smell is much stronger with savages than
with more civilized men. The smell of the human
body, or of various parts of it, different Mith
different races, is agreeable to many, whether on
normal or abnormal grounds.* Whether or not
the smelling of a person in greeting is associated
with a recognition of him through the sense of

smell, as H. Spencer maintained,^ it is certain that
it must have some agreeable sensations for those
who practise it.

There are numerous instances of this : a Mongol father smells
from time to time the head of hia youngest son as a mark of
affection ;5 a father in Timorlaut smells and fondles his child ;6
Isaac smelled the smell of Esau's raiment on Jacob, and com-
pared it to

' the smell of a field which the Lord hath blessed.' 7

The salutation by smelling might easily become
conventional—a mere rubbing or touching of noses,
or laying the head on the shoulder of a friend, as
with tiie Ainus of Saghalien.*

3. Nose-ornaments.—The piercing of tlie septum
of the nose, less usually one of the alae, is found

very generally in some regions, but only sporadi-
cally in others, and with some peoples not at all—
e.g., Fuegians, Andamans, Polynesians, nearly all

N. American tribes, and most of the higlier races.

The piercing, which is often of a ritual character,
has for its purpose the wearing of some ornament
in the hole thus formed—a piece of wood or bone,
feathers, or metal (e.g., a ring). The peoples
among whom this custom is found are the Austra-
lians (almost universally), peoples of Papua.sia
(Solomon Islands to New Guinea), wild tribes in

Malaysia, some African tribes (Bushmen, some
western Negro and Bantu tribes), tribes of N. W.
America, triijes in the interior of S. America,
Hindus, and formerly the Jews and some other
Semitic peoples.

In Australia a piece of wood or bone, or, on ceremonial
occasions, feathers or pieces of twig, are worn.9 Women in the
Lower Murray River tribes wear a little ring of bone.i* The
piercing is usually ceremonial. In New S. Wales the medicine-
man goes through a series of contortions on the ground, pre-
tending to suffer pain, and is then delivered of bones—those
which the boys are to wear. The boys are told that the more
the medicine-man suffers, the less will they suffer.n Among
the Kurnai the piercing occurs before initiation. With the
WurunJerri old men do it for boys, old women for girls.

12 VVith
the Aninta and other tribes the piercing of a girl's nose is done
by her husband, with the Kaitish by the wife's father. i* Among
some of the tribes the nose-peg is merely ornamental, but, as

special objects are sometimes inserted at ceremonies, this may
not have been its only purpose. A medicine-man in the Warra-
munga tribe wears through the nose a kupitja,

' the emblem of
his profession and very closely associated, in some mysterious
way, with his powers as a medicine-man.' It is made of fur-

string, coated with grease and red ochre, and is held in great
reverence. !•* The natives of Gippsland believe that those who
have no nose-peg will suffer in the other world. In some of the
tribes the mother flattens the nose of the child ; the insertion
of the nose-peg also aids this.i'

Among the Papuasians from the Solomon Islands to New
Guinea a pin is usually worn in the septum. Among the Motu

1 T. H. Lewin, Wild Races of S.E. India, London, 1870, p.
46.

2 lb. p. 118.
3 O. Stoll, Das Geschlechtsleben in der Volkerpsyehologie,

Leipzig, 1908, p. 302 ff.

* Principles of Sociology, London, 1893-96, ii. [1893] 15.
B G. Timkowski, Travels through Mongolia, Eng. tr., London,

1827, i. 196.

>iJAI xiii. [1883] 20. 7 Gn 2727.

SJAIiii. [1874] 237.
9 R. Brough Smyth, The Aborigines of Victoria, London,

1878, i. 278 ;
N. W. Thomas, Natives of Australia, do. 1906, p.

68; Spencer-Gillenb, p. 615; E. Palmer, JAI xiii. [1884] 286.
10 Brough Smyth, i. 277.
11 D. Collins, Account of the English Colony of New S. Wales\

London, 1804, p. 366.
12 Howitt, p. 740 f.

13
Spencer-Gilleni', p. 615.

14 76. p. 484. 15 Brough Smyth, i. 274.

(British New Guinea) the piercing occurs at the age of six.i

Should a child die before then, the operation is performed on
the corpse. Here the reason is that those whose noses are not

pierced cannot enter into bliss, where, curiously enough, spirits
are noseless. The unpierced must go with ghosts possessing
noses to a place where there is little food.'-* So, among the

Koita, corpses with unbored noses have the operation performed
on them ; otherwise in the other world creatures like slow-
worms would be attached to their nostrils.** In the Flj' River
district children of both sexes have their noses pierced, for

scandal would otherwise arise, and an unpierced person could
not marry. At the piercing, which is done by the mother's
father or uncle, a feast is given. The nose-ornament is a piece
of wood three-quarters of an inch in diameter with pieces of

shell at each end.* In Mabuiag and Muralug, Torres Straits,
the septum is pierced when the child is a fortnight old. Long
nose-ornaments are worn on festal occasions.^ In Torres Island
a ring is worn. In the Solomon Islands the tip of the nose is

pierced and a pin inserted ; in New Britain the side of the nose
is pierced.* In Torres Straits Islands, where the skull is pre-
served, it is sometimes given an artificial nose of wood and
beeswax, or, as in New Guinea, a very large ornament is fixed

to the nasal cavity.7
The custom is found among the wild tribes of the Malay

Peninsula (Semang, Sakai), a quill of porcupine or a piece of

bone or stick being worn. 8

Passing to Africa, among the central tribes (Machinga, Yao,
and Nyasa groups) women pierce the left side of the nose at the

age of eight and wear in it later a metal or ivory ring. They
are laughed at if the right side is pierced.* Among the western

tribes, Bantu and Negro, nose-ornaments are common, but
sometimes, though the septum is pierced, no ornament is worn,
as in the Congo Free State.i* Nose-piercing is also found among
the Bushmen. 11

Among some of the north-western tribes of America—Aleuts,

Kutchin, etc.—the piercing of the septum was general, and
the wearing of a quill-like shell. 12 The interior tribes of the
Amazonian region perforate the septum to receive straws,

feathers, and other ornaments. Among the Nhambiquiras this

is confined to the men.i'*

It is in India among women that the most elaborate nose-

ornaments are worn, their form varying according to caste and
position. Here the piercing is found on the right wing of the

nose, or with Muhammadans in the Panjab on the left wing.
The piercing is performed in infanci'. Special respect is paid to
a woman's nose-ring. A stranger may not mention it, and it is

a sign of wedded happiness. Shi'ah women remove it in

Muharram as a sign of mourning.i*
The Hebrews probably derived the custom of wearing nose-

rings from their Semitic kindred. Whether, among the latter,

they were generally worn by men is uncertain. In Jg 82*

Ishmaelite men seem to wear them, and Pliny also refers to the
custom among men. In the O"!? the practice among the
Hebrews is confined to women. is Such a ring, often of large
size, was a valuable present from a lover (Gn 24-*7), and some-
times more than one were worn, hanging from the alae, not from
the septum. This ornament was much valued, perhaps as an
amulet as well as an ornament. 16 The Talmud forbids nose-

rings to be worn on the Sabbath. The Mishnah describes them
as one of the ornament* liable to become unclean. it In modern
Egypt nose-rings are worn by women of the lower classes,

usually through the right ala. The ring is of brass or gold,
sometimes with pendent beads.i" They are also worn by
Bedawi women.

While ornaments are liable to be attached to

any part of the body, and while it has been

thought that the idea of wearing nose-rings may
have been suggested by the fact that they were

put through the nose of cattle (this does not
account for nose-sticks and the like), it is possible

1 Howitt, p. 742 f . ; Thomas, p. 20.
2 J. Chalmers, Pioneering in Neiv Guinea, London, 1887, p.

168 f. ;
JAI vii. [1878] 484 f.

3 C. G. Seligmann, The Melanesians of British Sew Guinea,
Cambridge, 1910, p. 192.

4 J. Chalmers, JAI xxxiii. [1903] 121 f.

5 A. C. Haddon, JAI xix. [1890] 370, 406, 431.
8 Handbook to the Ethnographical Collections, British Museum,

London, 1910, p. 120.
7 Cambridge Anthrop. Exped. to Torres Straits, Reports, v.

[1907] 258 ; Uamibook, p. 144.

8W. W. Skeat, JAI xxxii. [1902] 132; cf. ib. xxxix. [1909]
145 (women of the tribes of Ulu Plus, Perak).

9 H. S. Stannus, JRAI xl. [1910] 316.
10 Handbook, pp. 231, 240; E. Torday and T. Joyce, JRAI

xxxvii. [1907] 147.
11 Handbook, p. 212.
12 Stoll, p. 108 ; Handbook, p. 257.
13 Handbook, p. 279 ;

T. Roosevelt, Through the Brazilian

Wilderness, London, 1914, p. 208.
14 Stoll, p. Ill ; H. A. Rose, JRA I xxxvii. [1907] 256 ; PR i. 43.

16 Gn 2447, Ex 3522, Pr I122 2512, jg ai'i, Ezk I612. In some of

these passages there is ambiguity, as the same word may mean

'ear-rmg.'
16 W. R. Smith2, p. 453.
17 Cf. T. De Quinccv,

' Toilette of the Hebrew Lady,' Works, xi.

[1862] 121 f.
; JEi\. 889.

18 E. W. Ijine, Modern Etiyptians^, London, 1846, iii. 224.
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that, like labial oniiinients, nose-ornaments and

piercing the nose had a magical origin. The nose

is one of the spirit-entries of the body ; hence, like

mouth-ornaments, those of the nose may have

served the purpose of amiilets to prevent spirits

entering by the nose when breathing (see MoUTH).
The pifrposes alleged of the nose-ornament with

some Australians and Papuasians (see above) are

perhaps secondary. Yrjo Hiin points out that

savage face-ornaments, wood or bone, in nose,

mouth, ears, etc., give an appearance of strange-

ness to the face and hence attract eyes which

might otherwise regard it with indifference. They
have the effect of charming.' Nose-ornaments are

of wood, shell, pearls, feathers, bones, teeth, and

metal. Sometimes they serve as distinctive tribal

marks, or are worn by one sex, or only after

marriage.^
The nose is sometimes ornamented by paint-

ing or tatuing, or by cicatrices. It may also be

further deformed by flattening or by slits. The
Miranhas of Brazil incise the alse and turn them
over.* Some castes in India slit the aloe in con-

nexion with religious usages.^ If the passage in

Lv 2V^ means 'slit nose' rather than flat nose,
such a mutilation prevented a man from being a

priest.

4. Sneezing.—Superstitions about sneezing are

found in ancient and modern times, and also

among the lower races.
The Greeks re<,'ar(1ed sneezing; as a favourable omen, or as

divine.5 ' For Simichidas the Loves have sneezed," and of a

bridegroom it is said
' Some good spirit sneezed out on thee a

blessing.'
6 Penelope says, 'My son has sneezed a blessing on

all my words.' ' Generally the sneezer was saluted with ^ii9i,

Zev ctmSov ! So the Romans saluted the sneezer with Salve .', or

wished him health. 8 With the Hindus sneezing is connected
with demoniacal influence—a spirit entering or leaving the

nose, or being expelled from it. The formulae on sneezing are
' Live I ', answered by

' With you ! ', or
' God bless you ! ', or ' God

be praised !

' The last is iluhammadan, and with Muhammadans
it is cuslomarj' to wash the nose out with water because the

devil visits it at night.9 In Egypt, when a man sneezes, he says,
' Praise be to God !

' Each one present says,
' God have mercy

on you ! ', and he replies,
' God guide us and guide you !

' 10 In

certain cases in Hindu belief sneezing is ominous ; e.g., if one is

beginning work and hears another sneeze, it is necessary to

begin over again. Sneezing at a threshold is unlucky.n In

ancient Persia it was necessai-y when sneezing to recite one
Yatha ahu vairyo and one Ashem vohu, because there is a fiend

in the body as well as a fire or disposition or instinct of sneezing.
This wages war with the fiend, and sneezing means that the

fiend is coming out. When another hears the sneeze, he also

utters the same prayers.12 The Jewish formula towards one

sneezing is called Asusa, or 'Health.' The wish is, 'Your
health I ',

' God bless you 1 ',

' For life ! ', or ' For a happy life !

'

The sneezer usually cites Gn 4918, and, when the bystanders
bless him, replies,

' Be thou blessed !

'
i^*

A legend in Pirqe Eliezer says that until Jacob's time man
sneezed at the end of his life and then died. Jacob was, how-

ever, granted time to make his will, and now illness always
precedes death. Hence, when one sneezes, the wish is uttered
'For life ! ', so that the sign of death may be changed to that of

life.

In mediaeval and later folk-custom in different parts of

Europe similar formulae have been in use^' Helfiu Got!',
' Christ iuhelfe!',

' Got helfedir!', 'Deusteadjuvet !', 'Gesund-
heit ! ',

' God bless you ! ',

' Rless jou ! ',

' Feliciti !', etc." Sneez-

ing was sometimes regarded as a momentary palsy.i' In early
Christian times the sign of the cross was made, but later

ecclesiastical advice was not to regard sneezings.is

i Y. Hirn, The Origins of AH, London, 1900, p. 208.
2 O. Hovorka von Zderas, Mitteilungen der anth. Gesellschaft

in Wifii, XXV. [1895J fasc. 4 and 5 ; see also L'Anthropologie,
vii. [lS9o] 234.

3 L'Anthropologie, vii. 234. * StoU, p. 111.
s Xenophon, Aiiab. iii. ii. 9 ; Arist. Prob. xxxiii. 7.

6 Theocr. vii. 96, xviii. 16. ^ Ocl. xvii. 54L
8 HN xxviii. 2 ; Apul. Metam. ii. 211.
9 PR i. 240 f. ; W. Ward, A View of the Hist., Literature, and

Religion of the Hindoos^, London, 1817, i. 142. In one of

Somadeva's tales the spirit of the air says,
' When he enters

into his private apartment, he shall sneeze a hundred times ;

and if some one there does not say to him a hundred times,
" God bless you," he shall fall into the grasp of death.'

10 Lane, ii. 16. " PR i. 241.
12 Sad Dar, vii. Ifif. {SBExx\v. [1885] 265).
13 JE ii. 255.
1* J. Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, tr. J. S. Stallybrass, London,

1882-88, iii. 1116, iv. 1637 ; PC-' i. 102.
15 Grimm, iii. 1116. i" Sermo S. Eligii, in Qrimm, iv. 1737.

With the Zulus sneezing is a good omen, as it is a sign that
the idhlozhi (manes) are with the sneezer, and he returns
thanks. If a child sneezes, the people say, 'Grow!', as it is a

sign of health. Christian Zulus saj',
'

Preserve, look upon me ! ',

or 'Creator of Heaven and Earth ! '.1 In Guinea, when a chief

sneezes, all wish him happiness and prosperity.2 In Samoa at

sneezing the bystander said ' Life to you !

' 3 (for Indonesian
beliefs see ERE vii. 236). The Koita of British New Guinea

regard sneezing in sleep as a sign that the soul has come back
to the body. If one does not sneeze for some weeks, this is a
bad sign

—the soul must be far away.4 So, with the Zulus, if a
man is ill and does not sneeze, it is thought that the disease is

great. Sometimes sneezing is of bad omen. In Tonga, if one
sneezes while starting on an expedition, it forebodes evil.s In

Old Calabar people say,
' Far from you 1 ', with gestures as if

warding off evil, when children sneeze, and in New Zealand on
similar occasions charms are said to prevent evil.6

Thus the rationale of the practice varies, though
in its origin it is connected with the presence of

spirits, their entrance or egress from the body.
According as the spirits are good or bad, sneezing
will be regarded as wholesome or the reverse.

Where it is thought that the soul is itself returning,
the omen will be good (cf. the sneezing of the child

restored to life by Elisha [2 K 4^]) ; but, if the soul

is leaving the body, it will be bad (cf. the Jewish
tradition above). Perhaps a sneeze was regarded
as dangerous because it might expel the breath or

soul, man's breath (i.e. life-breath) being in his

nostrils (Is 2^ ; see Mouth, § 3), just as yawning is

dangerous for this and other reasons.''

Omens are drawn from sneezing.
The Negroes of Jamaica think that, if your nostrils itch so

that you sneeze, some one is backbiting you.8 In N. Carolina,
if you sneeze when eating, you will hear of a death. 9 Other
German omens are that sneezing while putting your shoes on
is a sign of ill-luck, or, if j ou are telling something and you
sneeze, your assertion is true, or (Esthonian), if two pregnant
women sneeze together, they will have daughters, but sons if

their husbands sneeze.i" Many other such omens exist. Omens,
usually of a trivial character,ii are also drawn from an itching
nose.

In connexion with the idea that the soul is

entering or leaving the body at sneezing, it is

noticeable that some savages believe that it may
find an exit by the nose just as it does by the
mouth. Hence the nostrils of a dead or dying
man are sometimes held or closed (along with the

mouth) to keep his soul in, either to benefit the

man or to prevent its issuing forth and carrying off

the souls of others.^^ In Celebes fish-hooks are

attached to a sick man's nose to catch the issuing
soul.'* Eskimo mourners or those who prepare the

body for burial plug the nostrils, lest the soul

should find an exit and follow the dead.'* Instances

of a savage sleeping with nose and mouth covered
to prevent the soul leaving are known. Again, as

the breath from the mouth may contaminate sacred

objects, so also may breath from the nose. Hence
both are covered in certain rites. '^

5. For nose-bleeding many medico-magical cures are current

among the folk—holding a living spider twisted up in a linen

cloth to the nose (Roumania) ; the use of the Bible and key
(England) ; the use of a bloodstone, allowing the blood to fall

on it, then placing it down the back ; as the blood dries, so does

1 Callaway, p. 222 8.
2 W. Bosman, in J. Pinkerton, General Collection of . . .

Voyages, London, 1808-14, xvi. 478.
8 Turner, Nineteen Veai^s in Polynesia, p. 348.
4 Seligmann, p. 189 f.

6 W. Mariner, An Account of the Natives of the Tonga
Islands, London, 1817, i. 456.

6 R. F. Burton, Wit and Wiadorn from W. Africa, London,
1865, p. 373 ; E. Shortland, Traditions and Superstitions of the

Neio Zealanders, do. 1856, p. 131.
7 Cf. PR i. 241 ; PC^ i. 102

; Lane, ii. 16.
8 FL XV. [1904] 76. 9 FLR iv. [1881] 94.
10 Grimm, iv. 1785, 1788, 1843.
11 See FLR iv. [1881] 94 ;

FL xiii. [1902] 50, xv. [1904] 94, xvi.

[1905] 75, xxiii. [1912] 462, xxiv. [1913] 90, 227.
12 E. Modigliani, (In viaggio a Nias, Milan, 1890, p. 2S3 ; M.

Radriguet, Les demiers Sauvages, Paris, 1882, p. 245 (Mar-

quesans) ; Annates de la Prop, de la Foi, xxxii. [1860] 439 (New
Caledonians) ; A. d'Orbigny, L'Homme arrUricain, Strassburg,
1840, ii. 241, 257 (Itonamas, Cavuvavas).

13 GRi, pt. ii.. Taboo, London, 1911, p. 30.

14 Bulletin of American Museum of Nat. Hist. xv. [1901] pt. i.

144 ; 6 RBEW [1888], p. 613 f. ;
9 RBEW [1892], p. 425.

15 See Mouth, § 3 ;
ERE iv. 503a.
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the bleeding (Carabridfjeshire); writing the name on one side

of a piece of lime-wood and the letters O R on the other, then

burning' it (l7th century).!

6. The phrase in Ezk 8" in connexion with sun-

worship
— '

they put the branch to their nose
'—has

been explained with reference to the Zoroastrian

use of the barsom (q.v.), or to an earlier Magian
rite identical with it.'*

For nose-flutes see Music (Primitive and

Savage), § s (3).

Literature.— i. SALUTATIONS.—R. Andree,
'

Nasengruss,'
in Ethnographische Parallelen und Vergleiche, new ser.,

Leipzig, 18S9 ;
H. Ling- Roth, 'Salutations,' JAl xix. [1890]

164 ff. ; E. B. Tylor, Researches into the Early Hist, of Man-
kind'2, London, 18T0, ch. iii.

ii. Ornaments.—O. Hovorka von Zderas,
'

Verzierungen
der Nase,' Mitteilungen der anthropologischen Gesellschaft in

Wim, XXV. [1895].
iii. Sneezing.—R. G. Haliburton, New Materials for the

Uist. of Man, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1863 ; PCa i. 97 ff.

J. A. MacCulloch.
NOVATIANISTS.—This is the name given to

the adherents of Novatian, a distinguished Roman
theologian and presbyter of the 3rd century. His
case is remarkable in that his secession had nothing
to do with his teaching, but was the result of

disputes, personal and disciplinary, within the

orthodox Churches of Rome and Carthage ; it is

remarkable also as'^ an instance of a characteristic

doctrine being developed to justify a separation
which had already been carried out. To under-

stand the schism, it is necessary to consider the
events in Rome and Carthage of the years 250 and
251. One of the lirst victims of the Decian perse-
cution was Fabian, bishop of Rome, who sufl'ered

on 20th Jan. 250. During the crisis his place could

not be filled, and there is evidence of a struggle

among the leading presbyters for the direction of

the policy of the Church and the ultimate succession

to the bishopric. The iirst to take the lead was a

grossly illiterate person, the author of iJjt?.
viii. in

the collection of St. Cyprian's letters. That letter

was the beginning of Cyprian's troubles. It was
addressed by the presbyters of Rome to the pres-

byters of Carthage, and advised them to act as if

both sees were equally vacant. Cyprian had (in

obedience to a vision, as he believed) secreted him-
self at a distance from Carthage, and the spokes-
man of Rome regarded this as an abdication which
was as effectual as the martyrdom of Fabian to

make his see headless. It is needless to enter into

the dispute in Carthage, where the bisliop and the

majority of the presbyters were soon at strife over

the terms on which Christians who had lapsed into

paganism through fear of death should be restored

to communion. Cyprian took a sterner line than
the clergy. The confusion at Carthage became
intolerable, and it was largely due to the encourage-
ment which Rome had given to the clergy against
their bishop. There was a change in Roman policy,
and therefore also a change in its spokesman.
Novatian became the leader. He had strong claims

to the position, and therefore also to succession,
when an election should be possible, to the see.

He was a distinguished theologian, and the only
one of the Roman clergy, so far as is known,
who could speak with authority on the topic. His

orthodoxy was above suspicion ; his doctrine was
derived from that of Tertullian, on which he had
made a certain advance. It is true that his Christ-

ology, like that of all theologians before Chalcedon,
was in some measure tentative and contained hints

which might be developed into conclusions that

were, in the future, to be regarded <as heretical ;

but it would be an anachronism to suppo.se that he

1 FLJ ii. [1884] 219 ; FL xvi. [190.'i] 169, xxiii. [1912] 233, 349 ;

nian.v other instances in W. G. Black, Folk-Medicine, London,
1883."

"
See J. H. Moulton, Earb/ Zoroastri'anism, London, 1913, p.

189 f. He rejects C. H. Toy's correction of the text (EBi ii.

1403),
'

they are a stench in my nostrils.'

or any of his contemporaries dreamed that anything
was wrong with it. His life was as far above

suspicion as his doctrine ; the charges that were to

be brought against him in the struggle for the

bishopric of Rome are disproved by tiie fact that

they had never been advanced against him as a

presbyter. He was regarded as a grave, learned,
and consistent minister and teacher. Esiiecially
it must be noted that his doctrine on the point
where he was, as a schismatic, to vary fx'om the
normal teaching of the Church was as yet precisely
that of St. Cyprian. The bisliop of Carthage in-

sisted that the penitence of tiie lapsed must be
tested before they were restored to communion.
So taught Novatian also, who gave his full aiiproval,
when writing as representative of the Roman
Church, to the measures which Cj'prian was taking.
As yet he had not discovered that the Church was

powerless to pardon such sin. He was, in fact, no

rigorist. \N'e learn from Cyprian (Ep. Iv.
)
tiiat he

took the more lenient view, and that generally
held, concerning the restoration of penitent
adulterers to communion.

It was thus as a normal Churchman that he
stood as a candidate for the see of Rome. His
rival was Cornelius, an equally respected presbyter
of Rome, apparently of longer standing.

The
election was held, after the slackening of perse-
cution, in March 251. We know nothing of the

proceedings, save that both candidates claimed to

have been duly elected, and that both were conse-

crated by bishops who were their supporters.
Those who thus sanctioned the election of Cornelius
were mucii more numerous than those who upheld
Novatian ; but the rights of the latter, if he were

duly elected, were not diminished by the fact that
the bishops who consecrated him were few in

number. There was no recognized court to which
the rivals could appeal ; the validity of the success-

ful candidate would in due time be demonstrated

Vjy the adhesion of the Roman community. At
hrst it seemed that Novatian's chance was good.
The majority of the confessoi's, those who had
suffered in the late persecution, were on his side,

and they were the most respected members of the
Church. But local opinion was guided in great
measure by the decision of the leading churches
elsewhere. Both rivals at once sent clerical mes-

sengers to the great sees to announce their election,
and the holders of tliose sees had at once to make
up their minds. Not only the emissaries but other
Christians from Rome would certainly visit their

cities, claiming communion on the ground of com-

mendatory letters from either Novatian or Corne-
lius ; and the letters of one or the other must be

repudiated. The two great Eastern sees decided

differently. Fabius of Antioch took the part of

Novatian. His character and motives are above

suspicion, and, since he had evidence before him
whicii is now lost, we must assume that there was
a good deal to be said on behalf of Novatian's claim
that he had been duly elected. Dion3'sius of

Alexandria took the opposite course and supjiorted
Cornelius. But he bore himself with Christian

courte.sj^ in a strife which engendered much bitter-

ness. He suggested to Novatian that he should
retire in the interests of peace from a i)osition
which he had unwillingly assumed. But Novatian's
' nolo episcopari

'

may have only been an expression
of conventional propriety ; and in anj' case Novatian

might reply that he could not desert his supporters
or sanction, by withdrawing his claim, Cornelius's

assumption of an office to whicli he had not been

lawfully elected. But Dionysius had not suggested
that the aHair should be comiiromised by a resigna-
tion of botii competitors, and can hardly have

expected that his kindly effort should succeed.

Its tone, however, proves that he disregarded the
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attacks on Novutian's character that were being
made by his rival. There remained one Church
wliose importance and whose nearness to Rome
rendered it necessary for each candidate to gain
its adherence. It Avas that of Carthage. We have

seen tliat Cyprian, its bishop, had been involved in

grave ditiiculties with liis clergy, in which Rome,
Ted by Novatian, had taken his side. But Cyprian
was still engaged in warfare with the majority of

his clergy, he ignoring their existence and they

professing (as Rome had once done) that he had
vacated his see. The leader of the clergy was
Novatus, whose name has been confused by Euse-
bius and others, to the darkening of the story,
with that of Novatian. The two men were known
to each other, for Novatus had visited Rome during
the vacancy and had been courteously received by
Novatian. The latter had approved Cyprian's

fyolicy

in regard to the lapsed and disapproved the

axity of Novatus and his colleagues. He had also

recognized Cyprian as bishop ; but there was

nothing strange in his welcome to Novatus, for he

may well have thought that Cyprian was acting
unconstitutionally, or at least harshly, towards
the clergy of his Church, and that, in the interests

of future peace in Carthage, it was well to keep on

good terms with both parties in the conflict. This
relation of Novatian with the clergy of Carthage
won him their support as soon as Cyprian had
adhered to Cornelius. There, as at Antioch and
Alexandria, the messengers of both rivals had

appeared, and claimed recognition. For a while

Cyprian withheld his decision. Cornelius, we
know, was made anxious by the delay ; probably
Novatian was hopeful. But, when Cyprian had
made up his mind, he expressed himself with as
much vigour as Cornelius could have wished. And
it must be said that both Cyprian and Cornelius
used to the full the licence of the age. Vitupera-
tion was a department of the art of rhetoric as

taught in the schools, and need be taken no more

seriously when employed by a Christian writer
tlian when Demosthenes or Cicero used it to dis-

credit an opponent. It was the ordinary missile
of controversy. The charges against Novatian
either related in the main to circumstances of his

baptism which had been condoned by the bishop
who admitted him to orders, and therefore could
no longer be pleaded against him, or were reflexions

upon his courage in the persecution, and are refuted

by the fact that his chief supporters were the con-

fessors, who must have known how he had borne
himself and were the last of men to tolerate in

their bishop a lower standard of loyalty than their
own. But the breach between Novatian and
Cyprian was now impassable, and, in obedience
to a principle common to both, each henceforth
asserted that the other was outside the Christian
Church. Their test of membership was that of

communion. Cyprian was in communion with
Cornelius, who, according to Novatian, was not

Ijishop of Rome ; therefore, according to Novatian,
Cyprian was not a bishop of the Catholic Church.

According to Cyprian, Novatian, being out of

communion with his own Church as rejiresented
by Cornelius, its bishop, was out of communion
Avith the whole of Christendom. It was common
ground that a local church must have a bishop,
and therefore Novatian procured the consecration
of one of the party of his ally, Novatus. This

party jirovided the new bishop with an organization
in working order, and including a majority of the

presbyters of Carthage, Avho had already, and on

independent grounds, reached the conclusion that

C^yprian had vacated his see and was no longer
bishop.
This consecration of the new bishop, Maximus,

in Carthage, took place in 252, and from that time

the schism, represented by bishops in Rome and in

Carthage who claimed to be the true bishops of
those sees, was incurable. At first it seemed that
the chances of the two Churches were about equal.
But in this year, 252, Fabius of Antioch died, and
his successor reversed his policy. And very quickly,
actuated by motives of which we are uninformed,
the Roman confessors, or at least the great majority
of them, transferred their allegiance to Cornelius.
There is no reason whatever to think that they
were wrong in doing so. But Novatian could not
see the matter in that light. He held that he had
been validly elected and therefore that communion
with himself was a necessity for Christians. Num-
bers Avere not the test, and those Avho deserted him
unchurched themselves. He still had considerable

support. In 254 Ave find Marcian, bishop of Aries,
the most important see of Gaul, in communion
with him, and Cyprian Avriting (Ep. Ixviii.) to

Stephen, who had lately become bishop of Rome,
urging him to initiate a movement at Aries for the
consecration of a neAV bishop there Avho should be
in communion Avith themselves. We do not knoAV
the sequel, but there can be no doubt that there,
and universally, the NoA'atianists Avere excluded,
but still claimed to be the true Church and pro-
vided for their continuity by consecrating for them-
selves bishops. That their numbers Avere consider-

able and their extension Avide is evident, but Ave

have no means of estimating the size of their

Church. It is only by accident that we hear of

their existence in various regions; e.g., their

presence in Spain is proved by the controversial

AA'ritings against them of Pacian of Barcelona in

the second half of the 4th century. They were

strongest in Asia Minor, Avhere the Montanists,
attracted by their claim to purity, seem to have
fused Avith them ; and the nearness of that region
to Constantinople gave them Aveight in the great
doctrinal controversies.

With the claim to purity Ave come to what greAV
into the raison d'etre of Novatianism, though, in

fact, so far as Novatian Avas concerned, it Avas an

afterthought, and not the occasion of his action.

We have seen that he began by agreeing Avith

Cyprian, and Avith the general opinion of Christen-

dom, that, though lapse into paganism Avas a sin of

the greatest gravity, it Avas not unpardonable.
But, Avhen his schism AA'as final, though his bi-each

Avith the Catholic Church AA-as due to a dispute
upon a historical fact, Avhether he or Cornelius had
been duly elected, it Avas ineAitable that differences

should arise, and that he siioiild detect fresh errors

in the society Avhich had rejected him. He found
one in this very matter of the lapsed. The Church,
he came to teach, Avas defiled by restoring those
Avho had been guilty of such a sin. It did not
cleanse them ; it shared their guilt. The un-

pardonable character and the contaminating nature
of the sin became for the folloAvers of Novatian a
cardinal doctrine ; not that they denied God's

poAver to forgive, but they denied His gift to the
Church of that poAver. This contamination Avas

unending ;
it passed from generation to generation

of those Avho received communion or orders from
the persons Avho had contracted the original defile-

ment. There Avas thus a second barrier betAveen
Novatianists and the Church ; the latter had not

only erred in rejecting the laAvful ministry, and so

cut itself off from Christ, but it Avas also involved
in a guilt from Avliich no poAver on earth could
relieve it. As the original, the historical, question
lost its interest through the lapse of time, the
latter doctrine became the conspicuous differentia

of the Novatianist Church.
In all other respects its development folloAved

the same lines as its rival. Novatian's oAvn the-

ology, borroAved from Tertullian, started his Church
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on a course of thought wliich led to full agreement
with that which prevailed at Nica'a in 325. It

may be that, conscioiis of rivalry, the smaller body
made it a point of honour not to fall behind in

doctrine ; in anj' case, the Church of Novatian had
its day of triumph when Constantine called in

Acesius, its bishop of Constantinople, to advise him
as an impartial expert in his dealings with the

bishops of the greater Church who were at strife.

Acesius's verdict was for the doctrine of Athanasius,
and, though he gave no satisfactory answer to

Constantine's natural inquiry why, seeing that

they believed alike, the two Churches did not

coalesce, and had to endure the emperor's taunt,
'Set up your ladder and climb to heaven alone,' he
and his followers had earned the gratitude of the
orthodox. Therefore, during the dominance of

Arianism, from the reign of Constantius to that of

Valens, they suO'ered from persecution equally with
the orthodox, and, when the victory of Athan-
asianism came with Theodosius, they were tolerated

and even favoured. They seem, at least in Con-

stantinople and Kome, to have been an educated
and influential body, with weight beyond their

numbers, though in each city they had several

churches. Monasticism grew up among them as

early as among the Catholics. Of distinctive prac-
tices we hear as little as of distinctive doctrines,

apart from the great barriers between them and
the rest of orthodox Christendom. There is .some

evidence that they dispensed with unction at

baptisni, and some of those who represented the
former Montanists retained certain Montanist

peculiarities. But the Novatianist community
was singularly free from internal differences, and

nothing unworthy of its claim to purity is recorded.
To a body so respectable and so orthodox in doc-

trine it was natural that advances should be made,
and the Council of Nicpea, in its 8th canon, even
ofl'ered to recognize the orders of Novatianist

clergy.
This was the consistent temper of the Catholics

till, with the death of the generation that had
known the Arian strife, the Novatianist services to

orthodoxy were forgotten. In 412 the Western
emperor Honorius issued a severe edict against
them, and the popes of the 5th cent, consis-

tently aimed at their suppression. In the East

they were sufl'ered to remain in i)eace a little

longer, and the interest in their concerns taken by
the historian Socrates has raised the suspicion that
he may have been one of their number, and cer-

tainly shows that it was safe for a literary man to

.sound their praise. The storm came in the middle
of the century when Cyril in Alexandria and
Nestorius in Constantinople, agreeing in intoler-

ance, denied them the opportunity of public wor-

ship and strove to force them into conformity.
But they maintained their corporate life in many
places. There is evidence of Novatianists in the
6th cent., and perhaps in the 7th, and jtrobably it

was rather to the general collapse of the ancient

society than to the efforts of their adversaries that
their final disappearance was due.

Literature.—Eusebius, HE (letters of Cornelius and Dio-

nysiius) ; Cyprian, Epp. ; Pseudo-Cyprian, ad Mocatianum
(printed in Cyprian's works) ; Socrates, Z/ii'

; Sozomen, HE;
Pacian, Opiiscvla ;

numerous references in all the ecclesiastical
writers of the 4th and 5th centuries. Modern Church histories
and histories of doctrine deal fully with the suhject ; the best
recent treatment is by A. Harnack, in PRE'K

E. W. Watson.
NOVEL.—See Fiction.

NUBA. — 1. Geographical distribution and
organization.—The Nuba may be regarded as the

Negro or Negroid aborigines of Kordofan, although
at the present day the nortiiern half of this area
is inhabited by Arabic-sjieaking tribes professing
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Islam, so that Dar Nuba, thecountrj'of the Nuba,
occupies only the southern half of theadministrative

province, extending over 2^° of latitude from about

12^° to 10° N. Even so it includes .some 50,000 sq.

miles, being bounded on the east by the Shilluk

territory fringing the west bank of the White Nile,
on the south by Lake No and the Bahr el-Ghazal,
and on the west by Dar Homr and Darfur. But,
since southern Kordofan is a great plain dotted
with isolated hills and ranges, and the Nuba are

es.sentially hill people, they actually iiilial^it only
a small part of this area. Allhoiigh it would be
out of place to discuss the mixed Muslim popula-
tion of the Hat country, it may be said tliat,

except in the case of some of the smaller and
weaker Nuba hills where intermarriage has taken

place, they have not exerted any great influence

on the hill-men. Indeed, it is surprising to find

that even in northern Kordofan, where the countiy
has come thoroughly under Arab influence, traces

of the older religious and social systems persist,
while on some hills many inhabitants show Nuba
physical characters. On the other hand, there do
not seem to be any northern hills on which non-
Arabic languages are spoken, even where the re-

mains of the old religious beliefs exist, as, e.g.,

on Jebel Kaja (about 14° 30' N.). It is far other-

wise in the south, where the Nuba, though raided

for cattle and slaves, have retained their indepen-
dence, for even under Dervish rule the Emirs sent

against the Nul)a did little more than reduce the

more exposed hills, in some cases carrying oft'

almost the whole population.
North of the twelfth parallel foreigii influence is

pronounced ; even in Bruce's time ' Jebel Tegele
and Jebel Daier had been overrun from Darfur and
Sennar alternately, and had furnished a garrison
to the latter province—or kingdom, as it then was.
The inhabitants of the hills lying between the
eleventh and twelfth parallels, though less sophis-
ticated than their northern neighliours, are by no
means as unall'ected as the hill-men further south.

It does not appear that any recent physical,
cultural, or linguistic influence has been exerted
on the southern Nuba by the Shilluk, whose

villages form a line along the White Nile to the
south-east of Dar Nuba, nor by the Dinka and
Nuer to the south.

As customs vary from hill to hill, and even in different com-
munities on the same hill, it may be as well to state that the

present writer has visited the following hills, Amira, Korindi,
Eliri, and Talodi, all in the extreme south of Dar Nuba, and
has had opportunities of obtaining information from natives of

Kanderma, Kawarma, Tiramandi, and Dilling-, the last lying
just north of 1'2° N. lat.

One of the most remarkable features of Dar
Nuba is the multiplicity of languages spoken
within its bounds. The inhabitants of hills only a

few miles apart may sjjcak languages mutually
unintelligible, and even on the Siime viassij

—when
this is of moderate size—there may be two or

three communities speaking diH'erent language§i
and coming little in contact with one another,

though their habits, customs, and beliefs are funda-

mentally the same.
A good example of the prevailing condition is offered by Jebel

Eliri. The Eliri, said to be the original inhabitants of the jehel,
have been forced to cede the best part of it to the Lafofa, who
came from the neighbouring Jebel Tekeim. The Eliri have mixed
with the ' Arabs

'

below to some extent, and now inhabit a small

village high up on the jeliel, a few houses close to the Laftifa

village, and a settlement at the base of the hill. A few Eliri

men speak the Lafofa dialict, though none of the Jjafofa pro-
fess to understand the Eliri dialect, and only two or three

mixed marriages are rcconied. On the same jrbe!, about 6

miles to the west, is Talassa, where the Korongo dialect is

sjiokcTi, the founders of this community being natives of Jebel

Konmgo who were joined by refugees from various northern
hills which had lioen attacked by the Dervishes.

At least sixteen languages are already known in

' J. Rruce, Travels to discover the Source of the A'He, 1768-7;f,

Edinburgh, 1790.
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southern Kordofan, and, if a few of these should

prove to be only dialects, this can hardly be the

case with the majority.
This brings us to one of the outstanding diffi-

culties connected with the Nuba, viz. their Avide-

spread confusion with tlie Barabra or Berberines,
the inhabitants of Nubia north of the fourth cata-

ract—a ditliculty which makes it necessary to

ilefine the position of the Nuba at some length and
as precisely as possible. Apart from the fact that
Dar Nuba is even now one of the least known jiarts
of Africa, the confusion is due, at least in part, to

writers who have insisted on applying linguistic
criteria to determine the ethnological position of

the Berberines and the tribes of northern Kordofan.
Frederick Miiller formed a Nuba-Fulah group of

languages to include the Barabra dialects and
Fulah. Keane rejected this view almost with

scorn, but, on account of similarities in the lan-

guage, or some of the languages, spoken in northern
and central Kordofan to those spoken by the

Barabra, did not hesitate to proclaim the essential

unity of the Barabra and the tall black Negro hill-

men of Kordofan. The confusion may have been
increased by the similaritj' of the names Nuba and
Nubia, for German scholars actually speak of the
Barabra dialects as 'Nuba Sprache.' In any case
it is not difficult, in the light of fuller knowledge
of the Nuba themselves and of the history of

Kordofan, to explain the similarity of language
which misled Keane. This will be referred to

later ; meanwhile it may be pointed out that the
difference between the present-day Barabra and
the Nuba of Kordofan, as shown by physical
measurements, is confirmed by a whole series of

characters not susceptible to expression by measure-
ment. The Nuba is stoutly-built, muscular, and
so dark-skinned that he maj'^ be called black ; the
Berberine is of slight, or more commonly medium,
build, not particularly muscular, and in skin-colour

varies from a yellowish to a chocolate brown.
The hair of the Nuba is invariably woolly ; that of

the Barabra, though approaching the Negro in

individual instances, is commonly curly or wavy,
and may be almost straight, while the features of

the Barabra are not uncommonly absolutely non-

Negroid.
Tlius there can be no doubt that the two peoples

are essentially difterent in physical characters, and
the same holds good on the cultural side. The
Barabra scar their faces in the manner common to

the Beja and riverain tribes of so-called ' Arabs'
;

they ciicnmcise their youths and mutilate their

girls, but they do not cover the bodies of their

women with cicatrices or remove their incisor

teeth, nor do their women perforate the lower lip in

order to wear a lip-ornament. The Nuba do not
circumcise their boys or mutilate their girls, but

practise the remaining deformations mentioned.

To return to the langruage : if the speech of the southern
Nuba be compared with dialects (Mahass, Sukkhot, etc.) spoken
by the Baral)ra, it will be found that the inhabitants of the hills

of southern Kordofan situated but little north of the Bahr el-

Ghazal have a language, or rather a series of languages, with

grammatical structure and vocabularies which do not resemble
the Berberine dialects. The communities of some of the hills

are as yet unaffected by northern influence, as is shown by the

fact that the men still go absolutely naked and uncircumcised
—the very first result of Arab (Muhammadan) influence being
the assumption of at least a minimum of clothing and the

adoption of circumcision. The resemblances found between
the languages of the Barabra and the Nuba of northern Kor-
<Iofan are, in fact, due to foreign influence, to which the more
northern hill-men have been subjected for a considerable

period. It has long been known that the southern Barabra of

Dongola Province are keen traders ; indeed, the tr.aveller in

Kordofan soon comes to recognize that these folk have exerted

a sustained and increasing influence for a considerable time.

As might be expected, this influence is most marked in the

north, where important settlements of Barabra have long-

existed, but thf re is no doubt that it has penetrated deep into

the heart of Ivordofan to a degree not conunonly realized, and
it is this pacific and mercantile penetration that must be held

responsible for the similarities which have been discovered in
the Berberine and Nuba languages. So nmch evidence in

support of this opinion, which apparently lias not previously
been put forward, will be found in MacMichael's recent work".
The Tribes 0/ Xortherii and Central Kord/ijiin, that it will be
sufficient to note that passages confirming this view occur in the
writings of El Tunsi (referring to about 1784-8n), Riippell (1829).
and Pallme (1839).i But, although some of the languages of
northern Kordofan and even of northern Dar Nuba may show
resemblances to the Barabra dialects, the languages of southern
Dar Nuba are quite unlike these both in structure and in

vocabulary. In the Berberine dialects granunatical changes in

both nouns and verbs are produced by suffixes ; in the Nuba
this is done by initial change. Moreover, in the latter, alliter-

ative assonance prevails to a considerable extent ; f.j., the

plural of datan(7a jo(« (Eliri), 'a good club,' is malanpn mote.^

Turning to the vocabularies of seven languages published by
B. Z. Seligman—and for the moment neglecting the most
northerly—the most that can be said from the point of view of

affinit}- with Barabra is that there are a few words scattered in

the lists which might be connected with Nubian or Arabic.

Kawarma, the most northern of the languages investigated,
shows a decided Berberine influence.
The position may perhaps best be made clear by a considera-

tion of the numerals. The most southern hills have special
words for the first numerals, but form 6 by x + l, 7 by x-(-2, etc.
This is not a Berberine characteristic, though Kawarma shows
a decided Berberine influence especially in the agreement of the
initial sounds of the words, while the numerals given by
Munzinger for Jebel Daier (about 12^' N.) show merely
dialectical differences from the Berberine.

It is then obvious that there is the greatest difference be-

tween the languages spoken by the Nuba in the far south of

Kordofan and those used further north, the latter closely
resembling the Berberine. Moreover, in physical characters
and culture the Nuba stand absolutely apart from the Barabra,
so that it is perfectly reasonable to conclude that the Berberine
characteristics in the languages of the more northern Nuba'are
due to the gradual penetration of Berberine influence, and are
not due to the common origin of Nuba and Berberine.

Each Nuba community is autonomous ; tliere

is no division into clans and no restrictions upon
marriage other than those imposed by blood-

relationship ; indeed, nearly all unions take place
within the community. Women and children are
well treated, property passes in the female line,

and girls choose their mates and are allowed the

greatest freedom ; no bride-price is paid, and either

party can break the marriage at pleasure, separa-
tions and the formation of new attachments occa-

sioning little or no trouble so long as they are

openly declared. This applies to the most southern
communities ; further north, where a bride-{>rice is

paid, matters are less simple.
There is no definite evidence of the existence of

totemism, but on Tira el-Akiidar and also on Jebel
Lumun there are people who claim descent from

leopards, and who will not kill leopards as other folk

do. These man-leopards can make them.selves in-

visible at pleasure, and, even if speared, cannot be
seen or tracked. No difficulty is made about marry-
ing into the leopard families. Althougii tio man
turns into a leopard without good cause, no one will

go into a man-leopard's house without an invitation

lest he should come upon the owner while skin-

changing. On Tira el-Akhdar there are also

people descended from a species of snake called

erunga, which is the family-name of the snake

people. These folk can turn into snakes, and, if

any one is injured by an ermiga, one of them spits

upon and massages the injured part and the patient
gets well. Probably exogamy does not prevail in

either leopard or snake families.

The regulation of public life is ultimately in the

hands of the rain-maker and certain subordinates
who are in fact his executive officers,* though, in

some instances at least, they seem to partake of

his spiritual authority and to be his assistants in

the rites of his office.

1 W. P. E. S. Riippell, Reisen in Aubien, Kordofan, tind den
petraischen Arabien, Frankfort, 1829 ; I. Pallme, Travels in

Kordofan, Eng. tr., London, 1844.
2 S. H. Ray considers that certain forms of grammar seem to

connect the Nuba languages with those spoken far away to the
west and to the south, i.e. the Jolof (Wolof) and somewhat
more indefinitely the Bantu.

3 The men usually called mek and considered as chiefs in the

intercourse between the government and the Nuba are, as a

rule, executive officers of the kind indicated.
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The Nuba are skilled and energetic cultivators,
and possess only a comparatively small number of

cattle, so that their herds do not take the great
place in their life which cattle occupy in the

thoughts and conversation of the Dinka and
Shilluk. Nevertheless, only men herd the cattle
and milk the cows, and, since on certain hills the
initiation-ceremonies of the Lads are connected with
the cattle and take place in specially prepared
cattle-kraals, it seems possible that at one time
cattle may have played a larger part in the lives
of tlie Nuba than thej' do at present.
During recent years, and even now when peace

has been established and the fear of Arab raids
has been removed, the Nuba cultivate their grain
upon the plateaux of their hills, or, if these are

insufficient, construct terraces on which to grow
dura. But there is reason to believe that at one
time, before the Baqqara pushed their way into
central Kordofan and began to raid the south, con-
siderable areas of the plain in the neighbourhood
of the hills were cultivated.
At his best, i.e. on those hills which have been

strong enough to resist Arab influence, the Nu]>a
is plucky and generous, and, when once his innate

suspicion of strangers has been overcome, he is a
cheerful companion and makes an excellent host.

Both sexes are cleanly, and the condition of their
settlements compares most favourably with that

prevailing in the villages of the Niiotes. To a
certain extent this ma}' be due to the presence of

the domestic pig which is found in their hills, but
it is. in part at least, due to their being more par-
ticular to keep themselves and their huts clean.

No rubbish or dirt is allowed to accumulate in the
interior of their houses, and the women always
wash their hands before grinding dura or prepar-
ing food.

2. High gods.—Although it is probable that all

Nuba believe in an otiose high god, in practice he
is overshadowed by the spirits of the dead, except
perhaps in connexion with rain-making, while in

some instances a powerful ancestral spirit seems to

be confused with the high god, or has perhaps
usurped his name. Thus, on Jebel Kawarma,
•Tebel Kanderma, and Jebel Tira el-Akhdar the

highest spiritual power is called Elo, but, while
some at least of the Kawarma people recogni^
him as their ancestor who came out of the rock

Eldu, and know the site of his grave, the inhaln-
tants of the other two hills do not believe that he
was human, and say that he lives in the sky with
the rain which he sends. Nevertheless the Ka-
warma folk invoke Elo at a ceremony held at the

beginning of the rains, which has as its purpose
the increase of the cattle. A bullock is killed and
a bowl of native beer is passed round and over the

body, while Elo is invoked, 'Elo, we are hungry,
give us cattle, give us sheep.' So, at Dilling, while
some ap})eared to regard Belet as an ancestral spirit,
some at least of his attributes are those of a god.
He sends rain when the rain-maker asks it, and
causes the corn to grow ; he also gives increase of

cattle and men. He inhabits (perhaps only at

times) a holy cave called Kulignala which would
appear to be regarded as Twala,

' the other world,"
or at least as its entrance. It should be noted that

religion appears to be more developed in the
northern hills of I)ar Nuba than in the extreme
south, thougii there is no reason for attributing
this to Arab influence.

On some hills the high god is invok(>(l in oaths,
as among the J>aft)fa, Avho swear by a sacred lire

and by Kalo, who created all things and in wliose
iiouse (the sky) nrc the sun and moon.

3. Eschatoiogy and the cult of the dead.— Tlie

eschatoiogical ideas of the Nuba, though fairly uni-

form in principle, vary somewhat from hill to hill.

Generally speaking, the spirit or shade of the
deceased is considered to remain in the grave with
the body, yet the sjiirit can and does emerge to

visit the village, and is seen by relatives and friends
in dreams, but not otherwise. In spite of this it

was sometimes said that nothing was known con-

cerning a life after death, and that man was liter-

ally 'as the beasts.' It was especially on Jebel
Eliri that this view was proclaimed ; but, even if

some folk of the Lafofa and Eliri communities hold
no formal beliefs as to the survival of any sj)iritual

part after the death of the body, the funeral rites

of these people would alone suggest that the general
opinion is that something persists after death. As
a matter of fact, the agnostics were relativelj' few
in number.
The animals killed at and after the funeral are

for the benefit of the dead ; one informant went
so far as to say that, if a bullock, or at least a

goat, was not killed, the dead in the family grave
would hold the new-comer to be a wretchetl fellow

of no account. The near blood-relations of the
deceased alone eat the flesh of these animals, and
husband and wife do not partake of the flesh of

animals killed for a spouse. If a bullock is killed,
it is provided by a son of one of the sisters of the
deceased. It appears that the relatives should stay
in the house of mourning where the feast is to be held
for the whole of the first night after the funeral.

The southern Nuba bury in family-graves sha]ied
like an inverted funnel, the shaft, corresponding
to the stem of the funnel, being so narrow that a

living man can only squeeze down with his hands
above his head. The shaft is 6 to 8 ft. long, and

expands below into a circular chamber with sloping
sides some 3 ft. high in the centre and perhaps 8 ft.

across. In the middle of the floor, i.e. under the

opening of the shaft, there is usually a mound of

earth about a foot high. Any one lowered down
the shaft naturally lands on this. When a burial

takes place, a couple of men are lowered into the

grave and they receive the body, which is laid

(whether on side or back is uncertain) at the peri-

phery of the chamber. It is said that such family-
graves occurred at least as far north as Dilling ;

nevertheless, there is great variety in the mode of

burial. Thus, on Jebel Nyema and Jebel Katla
Kurun the grave is a short narrow-necked cell in

which a single body is interred in the squatting
position, while at Beraeis, in the far north of Kor-

dofan, the Nuba ancestors of the present half-bieed

population buried in the lateral posture witl; liuibs

flexed. The body is commonly rubbed with oil

before burial, but it is generally buried naked

exce})t for bead-ornaments. Various objects may
be placed in the grave, including a hoe : those
which are not of iron are broken, while iron ones

(perhaps these, too, are destroyed) are removed
the next time the grave is opened, and the iron is

worked up into new implements, which l)ec()methe

l)roperty of the sons of the sisters of the deceased.
The more imi>ortant the man, the greater the

number of things buried with him, and at Talodi
it is said that, when a really notable man is buried,
his angareh and shield are placed on his grave.
Most of the graves actually seen had one or more

gourds or pots upon them ; often these had been

purposely holed. The whole matter of deatli cere-

monial was summed up by a native of Jebel Tam-
tam who said, 'The stronger the man, the more

important he is both in life and after death.'

Hence, in most communities, when an ordinary
man dies, there is only one big feast, which is iield

soon after his death, but for iniiiortai\t men two
or tliree feasts are held at iutervals of about a year.
These feasts apjiear to be made in or near the

house of the deceased.
At Dilling tlie spirits of the dead are thought to
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visit tlie living, especially at the time of the chtm
harvest. When the clufa is cut, every widow
believes that the spirit of her husband will come
to her that night, so she sends iier children away
and prei)ares food and drink. She puts a clean

mat upon the floor and sleeps naked upon it as if

with her husband. A woman does this only for

her lirst husband, and, although there is no idea

of any congress Avith the spirit, her husband (if

she has married again) would not remain in the

hut. Mothers prepare food and a bed for a deatl

child in much the same way.
On Jebel Kawarma live sheep, often as many

as ten, are said to be put in the grave with the

body as well as a hoe and other objects. The sheep
are not tied up. Tlie bead-ornaments commonly
worn are left upon the body, which is wrapped
in the skin of a pig killed for the purpose. The
spirit remains in the grave and delights to look
after the sheep, yet it conies out at times and may
then be seen in dreams. If a '

big
' man is seen in

a dream, his relatives may pour a pot of merissa
on the grave and sacrihce an animal at the door of

his house, the latter custom possibly being due to

Arab influence.

The matrilineal habits of the Nuba are specially
well marked in their burial rites. Both men and
women are buried with their mother's relatives.

The men of Jebel Eliri were at first reluctant to

show their burial-places. This was the more
remarkable because no difficulty was made in

talking about death and burial customs. It was
explained later that it was not customary to show
the graves to strangers, and that the people them-
selves did not visit them.
On Jebel Korindi it was thought that death

might be due to the dead calling the living to join
them, and in one case an angareb with the dead

body upon it was taken round to the houses of
certain deceased who were supposed to have called
the dead i)erson to them.

4. Rain-makers and rain-making'.—The rain-

maker is the most important man in each com-

munity, and the regulation of public life is ulti-

mately in his hands, though he will scarcely be
heard of by strangers until they have gained a
considerable measure of the confidence of the

people. In the old days the rain-maker was not
allowed to go to war, and every effort was made
to protect his person against accident, the reason
for this being that each succeeding rain-maker
incarnates the spirit of a great and long-dead
predecessor. The rain -maker is not the only
practitioner of magic ; there are experts in other

departments, but these have nothing like the same
influence and do not at present demand considera-
tion. Far below the rain-maker in importance
there are certain men who are more or less re-

sponsible for the temporal government of the

community, and who formerly led the fighting
men of the'w jebel, though assuredly they would do
nothing in opposition to the wishes of the rain-
maker. When the rain-maker drinks and eats
with other important men, he takes the first sip
or mouthful and then tells the others to begin ;

this makes even a small quantity of food sufficient
for all. On Jebel Eliri he keeps the large fire-

sticks with which to make the fire on which oaths
are sworn '

by this lire and by Kalo,' and the

l>laintiH"must pay him a fee before he will produce
the sticks and kindle the fire.

In some communities, as at Dilling, the rain-

maker may not leave the hill, while on Eliri he
may go no further than the grave of his great
predecessor Geberatu (whose sjnrit is immanent in

him), M'here he performs the rain ceremony.
The power of the rain-maker and the other

departmental experts of the Nuba is due to the

immanence in their bodies of the spirit of a great
predecessor in their own department of magic ;

thus Koko, the rain-maker of the Lafofa of Jebel

Eliri, is supposed to have in him the spirit of

Geberatu,
1 who lived three generations ago, and

the remains of whose homestead still exist at the
base of Jebel Eliri. According to the commonly
accepted belief, the spirits of the dead cause the
ancestral spirit of the expert, i.e. the spirit of the

great predecessor, to become immanent in the new
expert. It is held that this occurs while the future

expert is quite young, and the writer has more
than once been told how a mother will wake up in
the night to find that her child is not by her side,

though he is there in his old place in the morning.
She tells her friends, and it may be thought that
the spirits have taken her child to make him an

expert. It is believed that the spirits come to the

experts in dreams and help them, but informants

fr.ankly admitted that they knew nothing about
this, for, as one of them said, experts are not given
to relating their experiences. The rain-maker

may be a woman, as is the case on Jebel Kawarma
at the present time, and as among the Lafofa three

generations ago, when Nalu, the grandmother of

Koko, was rain-maker.
At Dilling the rain is called ara, and each rain-

maker has immanent in him the spirit of Orsera,
the first rain-maker. Soon after the death of a
rain-maker his spirit becomes immanent in his

successor, possessing him by night and causing
him to shiver, groan, and shout. The next morning
the assistants of the dead rain-maker are told that
the oro (i.e. the ancestral spirit immanent in rain-

makers of the tribe) has come to him. They take
him to the holy cave Kulignala, which he enters
and where he speaks with Belet. When he comes
out, they put round his neck a very old piece of

(woven ?) material which is kept in the cave, and
at the same time he is given certain sacred spears
(oro) and a metal bracelet, said to have been the

property of Belet, which are taken to Kulignala
whenever a rain-maker dies. The rain-maker

keeps these spears in a special house, and uses one
of them to kill the sacrifice at the rain ceremony.
The house of the dead rain-maker is dcstroj'ed,
and a new house built on the same site with fresli

materials ; for, if the rain-maker were to live in the
house which belonged to his predecessor, he woidd
soon die.

The accounts of the technique of rain-making
given below show very considerable variations on
different hills or ditterent groups of hills. Each

community
' makes '

its own rain, and no one
seems to have realized that one rain-maker would
be sufficient for each massif. On the contrary,
the greatest wonders are told of rain-makers only
a little way ofl". Thus, the Lafofa people believe
that the rain-maker of Jebel Tekeim on the Eliri

massif is associated with a ' red
'

snake, whose
form he is said to assume at will. According to

1 The writer first heard of Geberatu as a long-dead hero of

extraordinary wisdom and foresight, who generations ago led
the Lafofa up the jehel, and it is certain that to most of the
Lafofa Geberatu is the mighty hero of a remote and almost
legendary age. When the name of the first rain-maker is

asked, the answer is invariably the same, 'Geberatu,' yet Nalu,
the sister of Geberatu, is still alive, though she is an old woman ;

and on the Lafofa plateau there are still standing the remains
of walls said to have belonged to a group of huts occupied by
Geberatu after he and his people left their settlement on the

plain below. Nalu, with whom the writer talked in 1910, cannot
be more than 60 or 70 years old. It was not possible to discover
how many years separated her birth from that of Geberatu,
but, as she and the rain-maker had one mother, the maximum
can scarcely have been more than 25 years ; probiibly it was
less, and Geberatu must have been in his prime not more than
50 or 60 years ago. Thus, although Geberatu died within

memory of living folk, and although his near relatives are still

alive, tiie identity of the rain-maker is fast being forgotten, and
for it there is being substituted the figure of a legendary hero,
gifted with extraordinary wisdom and foresight.
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the Lafofa, the Tekeim people, to obtain rain,
take milk and put it in a special hole high on a
hill, where it is taken by the snake or rain-maker
in his snake form.

In connexion with the rain-making snake of this hill, it was
extremely interesting to find at Jebel Kaja, in the far north of

Kordofan, among a people who have been Miihamniadans for
some generations, that, though it is recognized that Allah
sends the rain, a ceremony is held in honour of or to proi)itiate
Abu Ali, a great ancestor and rain-maker who did not die but
disappeared, and whose spirit still possesses folk at the cere-

mony. But Abu Ali is also a great snake ; indeed, in some
villages of the Kaja massif he is known only in that form, and,
although he has not been seen since the JIahdiya, the yearly
ceremony is performed in and before a special hut built by the
crevasse on the sacred hill which was his place. A goat is

killed and its blood smeared upon the rocks, its flesh being
cooked at a fire newly made with fire-sticks, and eaten by those
concerned in the ceremony who become possessed by Abu Ali,
who was described as '

riding
' them.

At Talodi the rain-maker keeps in his house a potsherd on
which lie three fragments of dura grinding-stones and one
fragment of one of the larger stones on which the grain is

ground. To bring rain, he pours water on these stones inside
his house and kills a ram or pig, cutting its throat in the
central court of his house. The blood is caught in a gourd
and brought outside the house, when first the rain-maker and
then the people take some of the blood in their hands and fling
it in the air towards the sky, and into the rain-maker's house.
Then the rain-maker takes a gourd of water and throws its

contents towards the sky. Before he does this, the people
howl as on joining battle, and the women shriek ; only the
rain-maker is silent, praying inwardly. The rain should come
the same day, or at most in two or three days. When it comes,
the potsherd and the stones on it are brought out of the dark
corner where they have been kept, and placed where the water
from the roof will drip on them during the whole of the rainy
season. Then, when the crops are cut, the stones are brought
inside the house.

The rain-maker should stay in the house all

the rainy season, leaving it only when absolutely
necessary. A rain-maker will not give strangers
(or any people other than members of his own
family) anything to eat or the rain will not fall.

The rain-maker takes merissa with others, but
drinks first, and this blesses the liquor.
The site of the rain-making ceremony of the

Lafofa is at tlie foot of Jebel Eliri, where among
the ruins of what was once a considerable settle-

ment there are certain remains which are associated
Avith Geberatu. These are : (1) the foundation of
his house, showing remains of large pots and of
his granaries ; (2) his grave ; (3) a slab of rock
near by, bearing the foundations of a hut in which,
it was said, (ieberatu made his rain-medicine.
These remains are excessively holy, and it was only
after prolonged negotiations that the writer was
allowed to visit them, and certain preliminaries
(said to be those preceding the rain ceremony)
were necessary. These included the sacrifice of a

goat, which was eaten where it was killed in the

pass above the remains, its blood being sprinkled
on the rocks at the side of the track. It was nut

possible to ascertain anything as to the procedure
of rain-making on this hill, but it appeared that a

special hut or shelter (perhaps temporary and
destroyed after use) would be erected not far from
the site of the hut used by Geberatu for making
rain, and in this the rain-maker would perform
his office.

At Billing before the rain- making ceremony a
clean vessel filled with beer is left overnight

*

for
Belet in his sacred cave. In the morning the bowl
is empty, and it is supposed that Belet has drunk it.

The following is an account in outline of the
rain-making ceremony, but it must be remembered
that it was given by a man standing in no specially
close relationship to the rain-maker.
The rain-maker builds a special house, henceforth regarded

as sacred, and provides a white cock and a virgin she-goat of

any colour. His assistants make a hole in front of the sacred
house and let the blood of the cock and of the goat run into the
hole

; the skin, feathers, bones, and bowels also go in. This is
all done privately by night, and at the same time the rain-
maker puts some of his own dura and lucrixsa in the hole.
Then, as it is believed, the rainmaker goes the same night to
the cave Kulignala and there conununes with Belet. After this

the rain comes ; if the dura put in the ground by the rain-maker
comes up well, all the country- will have a good crop. The
flesh of the goat and fowl is eaten by his assistants and by
certain old men.

5. Magic and departmental experts.
—Although

the rain-maker whose prayers bring the rain is the

spiritual and temporal head of the community, yet
he has not universal control, for there are other

departments each of which has, or may have, its

own expert. On Jebel Eliri there are only two,
but there is a larger number on more northern
hills. On Jebel Eliri, where there is a '

.sickness

expert
' and a '

grain expert,' the former, Deboi by
name, is much looked uji to, but little considera-
tion is shown to the grain expert, perhaps because
he is an old and feeble man belonging to the weak
Fdiri community. The position occupied by Deboi
is particularly interesting, though it is difficult to

appreciate its significance. With the j)ossible

exception of a few old men who are his relatives,
he eats alone, and he always drinks alone ; no one
would touch merissa from which he has drunk, for

he has the korgo (control ?) of sickness and his

mouth is
'

hot.' Yet he is obviously a man re-

spected and feared ; he exacts what seem enormous
fees for curing people (whoever he treats is assuredly
cured, so many say), and does not hesitate to refuse
to treat people who seem unlikely to get well. The
writer feels tolerably confident that the awe in
which Deboi is held is not due to his practising
magic to induce disease or death, yet he cannot
account for it, nor could his informants explain it.

Probably the explanation of the matter is to be
found in the remark that ' the stronger the man,
the more important he is both in life and after

death,' and Deboi is certainly one of the most
striking people upon the hill.

When a man is sick, some one, usually his imbing (mother's
brother, sister's son), takes some iron to the smith. This the
latter makes into a bracelet, receiving a comparatively small fee
of dura or something equivalent in value for his pains. The
iinbing takes the bracelet to Deboi, who puts it in the ashes of
his sacred fire. Next morning the imbing conducts the jiatient
to Deboi, taking vvith him a sheep or dura and beans. The
patient does not go into Deboi's house, but sits down under the
tree near the special fire which Deboi has lighted early in the

morning by rubbing together two pieces of wood. The imbing
takes the offering into the house and Deboi bleeds the patient,
the blood being buried in the ground. He then takes ashes
from the special fire and rubs the wounds, mumbling charms
meanwhile ; he also puts the iron bracelet, now regarded as a
potent anmlet which must never be removed, on the patient's
wrist. He then washes his hands and sprinkles the patient's
whole body with the water, telling him to go away, for he is

cured. After ten days, when the patient is better, he goes
back to Deboi, who awaits him under the tree where he h;is

again kindled a fire : Deboi pours some water over the patient's
head and tells him to go and have his head shaved. Young
men go to Deboi before the ceremonial beating at the end of
their first period of seclusion ; he pours sour milk on their

bodies, and they smear ashes of the fire on themselves to

prevent them from feeling pain.

The corn expert is an old and decrepit man, a
native of the Eliri community. He has in his
house in special gourds a sui)ply of dura of his
own growing, which is mixed with the seed dura
of the people of Eliri and Lafofa before planting.
Both the sickness and the corn exjjert have within
them an ancestral spirit, namely that of the

original departmental expert ; but, though iron-

working on Jebel Eliri is conducted in a small rock-
shelter by one man, who besides smelting the ore

performs a certain rite to ensure a good smelting
year, the writer could not discover that any
ancestral spirit was thought to be immanent in

him. At Dilling besides the rain-maker there are

corn, sickness, and war experts, in each of m hom
an ancestral spirit is immanent.

6. Oaths.—lieference has been made above (§ 2)
to the form of oath used among the Lafofa ou
Jebel Eliri. On Jebel Kawarma oatlis are sworn

upon a very old spear-blade kept bj' the rain-

maker. The man taking tlie oath licks tiie blade,

and, holding it to his throat, says, 'If I swear
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falsely, may I be killed !

' Sacred spears also

exist at Dilllng, but the writer cannot say whether

oaths are taken upon them as they are upon special

iron bracelets and perhaps other metal objects
which are the property of the rain-maker whose

insi<,'nia they probably are. At Tasume on Jebel

Talodi men swear by the earth, the formula being,
'

By this earth in which I shall be buried.'
Literature.—Watkiss Lloyd,

' Notes on Kordofan Province,'

Geographical Journal, xxxv. [1910] ; H. A. MacMichael, The

Tribes of North-'i-n and Central Kordofan, Cambridge, 1912 ;

Werner Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Sttidien, Basel, 1SC4 ;

Brenda Z. Seligman,
' Note on the Language of the Nubas

of Southern Kordofan,' Zeitschrift fiir Kolonialsprachirn, i. iii.

[1910-11]; C. G. Seligman, 'Some Aspects of the Hamitic
Problem in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan,' JRAI xWu. [1913], and
' A Note on the magico-religious Aspect of Iron-working in

Southern Kordofan,' Annals of Archaeology and Ethnologij,
vi. [1914]. c, G. Seligman.

NUBIA.—See Abyssinia.

NUMBERS.
Introductory (T. Davidson), p. 406.

Aryan (A. U. Keith), p. 407.

NUMBERS (Introductory).
— !. Origins.—

From our observation of the minds of children in

learning arithmetic, as well as from the evidence

gained among savage races, we may conclude that

numeration ultimately depends upon the evidence
vif sense. The very names still used to denote

lengths, such as 'hand,' 'foot,' 'span,' show how
the art of mensuration had its origin, and it is

equallj' certain tliat arithmetic began by counting
on the fingers and toes—by fives, tens, and twice

tens, or twenties (quinary, decimal, and vigesimal
notation). The next step to the primitive mind
was the formation of numeral words, which served
as numerals after their original sense was forgotten.
Numeral figures began by the adoption of special
marks for the fives, tens, hundreds, etc., leaving
the simple strokes for the few units left over, as in

ancient Egypt and Assyria, and our present Roman
numerals. Another device was to employ the
letters of the alphabet in their order to stand for

numbers, as in the sections of Ps 119, which are

numbered by the letters of the Hebrew alphabet.
Or the initial letter of the word for the several

numbers might be used, as in the Greek inscrip-

tions, X (x^-^'O')- 1000, etc. The Roman C has been
understood to be the initial of centum, M, of mille.

The history of the word ' calculate
'

(Lat. calculus,

'pebble') throws a light on the .ancient use of

pebbles for counters—a method of figuring system-
atized in the Roman abacus, with lines of holes for

pegs, the Chinese sioan-j)an, with balls strung on

wires, to be found in our own infant-schools. The
last stage is the invention of the sign for zero, or

nothing, to show the empty column in the abactis,
whether due to the Arabs, as we suggest in speak-
ing of ' Arabic numerals,' or to the Indians, as
ascribed by the Arabs themselves. The quinary
system is frequent among the lower races, among
whom we find also the vigesimal system, but the
more developed races show a preference for the
more convenient intermediate decimal .system. The
Roman numerals, i., ii., . . v., vi., . . x., xv.,

etc., form a quinary system ; the Gaelic 'one, ten,
and two twenties '=; 51, a vigesimal; and we
find a vigesimal system surviving in the midst of a
decimal system, as in the French quatre-vingt-
irelze = 9ii. The introduction of the late Latin
dozena (Lat. duodecim) shows an apprehension of

the practical advantage of counting by dozens.
And we .see a striking example of the vitality of an
older sj'stem of numerals in the survival to this

day of the so-called 'Anglo-Cymric score,' a cor-

rupted form of the Welsh numerals in doggerel
rhymes, .still used in Cumberland for counting
sheep, and by children in their games in many
parts of Great Britain and even America. Our
own sj'stem of numerals is decimal, yet w^e find

.such survivals as ' three-.score-and-ten
' = 70. The

scheme of grammatical number (singular, dual,

plural), as in Hebrew, Greek, etc., has been in-

geniously and plau.sibly explained as a survival of

Semitic (W. Cruickshank), p. 413.

a primitive stage of thought when all beyond two
was an idea of indefinite number.

2. Significance.
—In the folklore of many peoples

we find evidences of peculiar sanctity attacliing to

certain numbers, notably 7, 10, 70, and in a lower

degree, 3, 4, 5, 12, 40, and 100. In Scripture we
find that some of the numbers are meant to be
taken representatively rather than determinat-

ively. The numbers 7, 10, 40, 100 are regarded as

giving the idea of completeness—a notion found in

the speculations of Pythagoras, the Gnostics, and
even St. Augustine. Philo explains the six days
of the Mosaic creation as not so much a chrono-

logical succession as an order attached to created

things ; 6 is chosen on account of its perfection,
and because it contains the male and female prin-

ciples, being the product of 3 and 2, the first of the
odd and even, or the male and female, numbers.
The number 7 is an image of God, and is impressed
on the universe, as well as on the bodily and
mental constitution of man

;
2 is the image of

matter, being divisible ; while 3 is the image of

solid body, Avhich has three dimensions. But
among the numbers up to ten 7 alone neither pro-
duces nor is produced, not being formed from any
other number by multiplication. Everything in the
kosmos is enamoured of 7—the idea of the planets,
as unity is of the fixed sphere. Such fantastic

speculations were carried further by many of the

Kabbalists, but their conclusions may be neglected.
'

Away with all niceties of Pythagorean calculations ; all

numbers are alike to me,' says Joseph Hall {Select Works,
London, 1811, p. 510), 'save those which God himself hath
chalked out to us.'

3. Superstitions.
—Folklore is full of supersti-

tions about lucky and unlucky days. Eschew the
fifth day, says Virgil (Georg. i. 277, 284), but
choose the seventeenth. He.siod [Op. et dies, 823)

distinguishes between '

mother-days
' and '

step-
mother' days. Shakespeare notices the belief

that there is luck in odd numbers, but Virgil
had already said ' numero deus impare gaudet

'

(Ec. viii. 75), and, accordingly, three threads of

three hues are used in the thrice-repeated charm to

draw Daphnis home. The number 3, or some
multiple of it, is the most popular of mystic num-
bers in Britain. It enters largely into all prescrip-
tions of folk-medicine, while 7 hardly appears,
except with reference to the personal healing
powers of a seventh son. It is still counted

peculiarly unlucky to be the thirteenth gue-st at

table, or to rent a house numbered 13. And few

superstitions have greater vitality than the belief

that there is grave danger to life in the attain-

ment of the sixty-third year—the '

grand climac-
teric' of ancient medicine.

' For the dales of men,' says Sir Thomas Browne,
' are usually

cast up by Septenaries, and every seventh year conceived to

carry some altering character with it, either in the temper of

bod}', mind, or both. But among all other, three are most
remarkable, that is, 7 times 7 or fourty nine, 9 times 9 or

eighty one, and 7 times 9 or the year of Sixty three
; which

is conceived to carry with it the most considerable fatality
'
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{PsfXuU'ddxia Epidemiea, lik. iv. ch. 12, Works, ed. S. Wilkin,
London, 1835-36, iii. 48).

4. Mystical numbers.—Anotlier use of numbers
has given rise to niucli perverse ingenuity. TIius

the mystical number 666, in Rev 13^**, is now usually
read NeRON KeSaR, the Hebrew form of the
Latin Nero Cajsar :

N R O N K S R
50+200+6+50+100+60+200 = 666.

It is needless to point out that it may be read

equally well as Lateinos, or perhaps other words.
Perhaps tile most remarkable example of this fantastic use

of numbers is to be found in Sir Thomas Browne's Garden of
Cj/rus. Its aim is to show that tlie number 5 not only per-
< ades all the horticulture of antiquity, but recurs throughout all

plant life, as well as the '

figurations
'

of animals. ' You have,'
says Coleridge, '([uincunxes in heaven above, quincunxes in

earth below, and quincunxes in the water beneath the earth ;

quincunxes in deitj', quincunxes in the mind of man, quin-
cunxes in bones, in the optic nerves, in roots of trees, in leaves,
in petals, in everything

'

(Biographia Epistolaris, ed. A. Turn-

bull, London, 1911, i. letter 127 [1804]).

LiTER.ATURE.—A. F. Pott, Die quindre und vigesimale Zdhl-
methode hci Volkern aller Welttheile, Halle, 1847, supplemented
in Feftgabe zur xxv. Versammlung deutscher Philologen, do.
1867 ; E. B. Tylor, PC*, London, 1903 ; W. Jones, Credulities
Past and Present, do. 1880; Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet,
2 vols., do. 188.3. T. Davidson.

NUMBERS (Aryan).— I. Indian.—(«) Vedic—
In Vedic religion and mythology the numbers 3, and
its multiples, and 7 occur frequently, and for the
most part without any trace of the earlier use of

either 3 or 7 as the more primitive unit. In the
case of tlie number of worlds, however, it is clear

that 3—heaven, sky, and earth—is the earliest

division, from which in the Rigveda is often de-

rived the triplication of each of these, making 9

diAisions in all. There is mention, however, of 7

regions and 7 places of the earth in the Rigveda
(IX. cxiv. 3, I. xxii. 16), probably derived from the

conception of 7 points, which itself is a develop-
ment of the 4 or 5 of the Rigveda, and the 6 or 7

of the Atharvaveda. That Veda (X. viii. 18) and
the Aitareya (II. xvii. 8) and the Panchavim.sa

(XVI. viii. 6) Brdhmanas agree in using 1000 as the
number to describe the distance of the heaven from
the earth, whether measured by the day's flight of

a bird, or journey of a horse, or by cows placed on
the top of one another. There is no clear mention of

7 worlds before the i^f^^HfZa^-a Upanisad {l. ii. 3).

The number of the gods in the Rigveda is often

given as 33, divided into 3 sets of 11 each,
^ which once

(I. cxxxix. II) are said to be situated in the heaven,
the earth, .and the waters, presumably the aerial

waters. By a mere freak the number is once given
as 3339 (lll. ix. 9). In the Brdhmatias a ditterent

conception of the composition of the number 33 ap-

pears : the main elements are the 8 vrts^w, 11 rudras,
and 12 ddityas, but the Satapatha Brdhinana adds
either (IV. v. 7. 2.) Dyaus and Prthivi or (XI.

vi. 3. 6) Indra and Prajapati to make up 33, while
the Aitareya (II. xviii. 8) adds the vasat call and

Prajapati. The number in the Rigveda and the
Brdhmnnas does not include all the gods. Other

passages of the Satapatha make the gods 7-fold

(VL v. 3. 11) or 3 (XIII. i. 7. 2), but these are mere
cases of speculation. The division into 3 worlds
leads to an occasional grouping of the 3 chief gods
of these worlds : the Rigveda in a late hymn
(X. clviii. 12) connects Suryji and the heaven, Vata
and the air, and Agni and earth ; the Maitrdyani
Samhitd (IV. ii, 12) declares that Agni, Vayu, and
Siirya are sons of Prajapati, and, by Yaska's
time (c. 500 n.C), theologians existed who reduced
all the gods to one of the triad Agni, Indra or

Vayu, and Surya (iXlru/da, vii. 5). It is not im-

[iiobable that this triad is to be traced to tlie

simpler conception of the 3 forms of fire—on earth,
in the atmosi)here, and in heaven—which appears

1 Traces of an earlier belief in 10 gods are seen by E. W.
Hopkins, Oriental Studies, pp. 150-154; but for this view
there are no adequate grounds.

also to be tiie explanation of the story of Trita

Aptya,' and the Avestan Thraetaona. There are

also 3 sacrificial deities who are invoked in the

Apri hymns of the Rigveda — Sarasvati, Ida,
and Bharatl. The number 7, hoAvever, is also

prominent, especially in connexion with Agni ;
he

has 7 wives, mothers, or sisters, 7 flames, rays, or

tongues ; the sun has 7 horses ; the song for Agni
is 7-fold. Rudra, who has 3 mothers already
in the Rigveda (Vll. lix. 12), is given 8 and 9 names
in the Kausltaki {v\, 1 ft".) and Satapatha (VI. 1.

3. 7 ft".
) Brdhmanas. The maruts are numbered

as 3 X 60 (VIII. Ixxxv. 8) or 3x7. The cow, or the
dawn as the mother of the cows, has 3x7 names.
There is a group of 7 rsis, who in the Satapatha
Brdhmana (II. i. 2. 4) are identified with the stars

in the constellation of the Great Bear ; 7 demons
are also grouped together (Rigveda, X. cxx. 6).

The Atharvaveda mentions 7 honeys of the aivins'

whip, 7 reins and wheels of time, and 1007 births

of Rohita. The rivers and seasons are 7 as well as

5. The number 3, however, appears as that of

the heads of Visvarupa, son of Tvastr, and a 99-

armed demon is mentioned in the, Rigveda (II.

xiv. 4). The demons, especially Sambara and
Vrtra, have 90 or 99 citadels, and their numbers
sometimes go as high as 30,000 or 100,000. On the
other hand, ancient priestly clans of Navagvas and

Dasagvas seem to be connected with the numbers
9 and 10 respectively.
The ddityas are 12 in the Brdhmanas, but in

the Rigveda no more than 6 are mentioned by
name, and the number is given as 7 or 8 only in

late hymns (ix. cxi. 3, X. Ixvii. 8). In the Brdh-
manas their connexion with the 12 months of the

year is obvious : a year of 12 months with 360 days
is clearly known in the Rigveda (i. 25 and 164),
and the intercalation of a month is also referred to.

The theory^ that earlier the ddityas represented
the 7 planets, being borrowed from a Semitic

source, is not supported by any evidence. The
4 rbhuswho sleep for 12 days (Rigveda, l\. xxxiii. 7)
in the house of Agohya, perhaps the sun, apparently
may represent the seasons : the 12 days may be

merely a representation of the months of the j^ear
rather than 12 days added to bring a lunar year of

354 days up to a solar year of 366 days, neither of

which is known to the Rigveda.^ The 27 naksat-
ras of the Sat'nhitds after the Rigveda, and the 27

gandharvas, developed from the one gandharva
normal in the Rigveda, indicate a scheme of 27
lunar mansions which may be borrowed from a
Semitic source. The later Samhitds also present
the numbers in the light of deities to whom offer-

ings are made at the horse-sacrifice.

In the ritual there is a group of 7 hotrs, from
whom the conception of 7 ysis may have been

borrowed; the full 5o??ia-ritual, however, requires
16 arranged artificially in 4 groups of 4.'' Though in

the developed ritual all kinds of numbers appear,
3 remains very frequent, animal victims often being
ottered in threes, as at the horse-sacrifice ; 7 or
3x7 stalks of rfa?'M«-gr<ass are used ; there are 7

layers or 21 bricks of the fire-altar. The number
3 is also important for the arrangements of the
50W(nr-sacrifice : there are 3 pressings, each accom-

panied by songs and recitations, 3 soma-twha, and
3 sacrificial fires. Among the forms of chanting
used the 3-fold, 15-fold, 21 -fold, and 25-fold are

prominent. The number 12 is also imjjortant ;

so»i«-sacrifices up to 12 days' length were classed

as aAm«-sacrifices, those of 12 days might be either

1 See A. A. M.acdonell, Vedic Mjithology (
=GIAP in. i. A,

vStrassburg, 1897), pp. 67 ff., 93 f.

•i H. Oldenberg, Religion des Veda, Berlin, 1894, p. 185 ff. :

ZDMG xlix. (1895] 177 f., 1. [1896] 50 ff.

» A. A. Macdonell and A. B. Keith, Vedic Index, London,
1912, ii. 413 ; Keitli, JRAS, 1915, pp. 131-133.

4 The Iranian ritual has 8 ;
cf. Oldenberg, p. 3S3flF.
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ahlnas or snttras, and those above 12 clays were

saitras, based on the 12-day form as a norm. In

the Mdltncl Uktha of the Gnvdmayana ceremony
the litiuiy was made up of 3 sets of eighties of

triplets. The number 7 is of importance in the

marriaj:e ritual in the form of the 7 steps which,
when taken, render the maniage securely con-

cluded. A period of 9 days' impurity follows after

childbirth ; the naming of the child on the 10th

day ends the impurity. In the funeral rites, after
a death the relatives in some cases had to sleep for

3 days on the ground ; when the pitfinedha was
performed, the place of burial was tlirice circum-

ambulated, 3 stones were thrown into a hole in the

CTOund, and 7 furrows were dug. The favourite

day for ofierings was the 8th of certain months,
though the 9tli was sometimes chosen.

Vedic magic is also full of references to 3, 7, and
21 as numbers ; of special interest is the enumera-
tion of 55, 77, and 99 in a charm in the Athar-
vaveda (vi. 25). In another passage (xix. 47) the
numbers 11, 22, 33, 44, 55, 66, 77, 88, and 99 are

enumerated, but tlieir signification is obscure.'

Mention is also made of 53 sorceries, 100 sorcerers,
and 7 charms. The 55 and 77 niaj' be compared
M'ith the 55 and 78 steeds offered at the horse-
sacrifice by Bharata on the Gauga and the Yamuna
(Satajiatha Brdhmana, XIII. v. 4. 11).

(b) Post-Vedic. — Of the many mentions of

number in post-Vedic religion and mythology only
a few have any special characteristic. In the epic
and in Manu *

appears for the first time the doc-
trine of 4 ages : each has a dawn and a twilight of

a tenth of its whole duration, and the periods of
tiie main portions of the 4 are 4000, 3000, 2000, and
1000 years respectively, though the exact length of

each year is obscure. The total is 12,000 years.
The geography of the world is also stereotyped in

the theory of 7 concentric continents,^ and an
elaborate doctrine of hells ^ is developed: the

yidrkandeya and Padma Purdnas give 7, the
Mahdbhdrata 6, Manu and Yajnavalkya and the

Agni Purdna 21, and the Bhdgavata and Visnu
Purdnas 28. The importance of the number 4

appears in the definite acceptance of 4 Vedas and
4 orders of life in place of the simpler 3—student,
householder, and ascetic—of the Vedic texts. The
quarters now number 8 and are provided with
deities, the 8 lokapdlas. Moreover, the gods now
appear in sculjjture with more than a normal
number of heads and arms. Brahma is 4-headed,
probably to signify his omniscience and omni-
presence, which is an inheritance from Vedic con-

ceptions of Purusa and Prajapati. Siva, again,
has, besides 5 heads, 3 eyes, which may be con-
nected with his epithet Tryambaka,

'

having three
mothers,' in Vedic texts. He has 1008 names to
Visnu's 1000. His names are, however, in practice
usually 8 as against 9 in Vedic times. Visnu's
avatars are given at 10, 20, or 22, not with
multiples of 3.

The triad of Brahma, Visnu, and 6iva as creator,
preserver, and destroyer of the universe is probably
later than a conjunction of Visnu and ^iva under
the name Harihara, and in any case cannot be
traced beyond the latest portions of the epic and
the Purdnas.^ Nor does it appear ever to have
been anything but a philosophic view.

(c) Buddhist and Jam.—In Buddhist literature
we find frequent references to the gods as tidasa or
tdvatimsa, .30 or 33. The former term is also used
in the epic and probably must be explained as

merely a more convenient expression for the 33 of
1
Oldenberg, p. 516.

2 E. W. Hopkins, Religions of India, London, 1896, p. 418 flf.

^G. Thibaut, Astronomie (
= GIAP iii. 9, Strassburg, 18S9),

p. 21.
* L. Feer, JA, 1893, i. 112 ff.
''

Hopkins, Rel. of India, p. 457 ff.

the more regular use
;
that it means 13^ is quite

incredible. In the accounts of the Buddha the
number 7 recurs with remarkable frequencj' : the
new-born bodhifiattva takes 7 steps (SBE xix. 3 f.) ;

on a 7-gemmed ladder Buddha descends from
heaven (ib. p. 241) ; there are 7 jewels of the Buddha
(ib. xxxvi. 220), 7 sacred places at Vesali and
Kajagaha (ib. xi. 40, 56 ff.), 7 ramparts and 7 rows
of palm-trees in King Sudassana's town, 7 terraces
in the world SukhavatT, 7 kinds of instruments,
7 classes of minds, 7 acts which bear fruit even in

this life ; the earth shook 7 times at Ves.santara's

lai'gesse ; and there are even 7 Buddhas. This list,

which could be indefinitely extended, is clear proof
that the number 7 is as holy for the Buddhists as
for India in general, and the fact that Buddhist
hells are 4, 8, 16, and 32 by preference cannot be
treated - as a real proof that 8 is the holy number
of Buddhism in place of 7 of Hinduism, for 8 has
otherwise no special appeal to Buddhism. The
number 10 is found in the statement that Bviddha
is possessed of 10 noble states, 10 powers, under-
stands 10 paths of karma, and is endowed with 10
attributes of arhat-sh.\\) {ib. xiii. 141 f.). The
Lalitavistara ^ tells that Buddha left the Tusita
heaven 12 years after it had been predicted that
he would do so, and that he chose the 13th of the

possible forms presented. More important, how-
ever, is the fact that Buddhism is devoted to

enormous numbers, especially in the Mahayana
school, but also quite markedly in the Hinayana,
such numbers as 84,000* and multiples being
quite common {ib. xi. 239, xvii. Iff., xxi. Iff.,

xlix. [ii.]2ft'.).

Jainism, with its passion for systematizing,
divides the gods into 4 classes, each assigned in

definite numbers years of existence of colossal

amount {SBE xxii. 222 ff. ), and it arranges all its

tenets under numerical categories in which every
number is given full consideration. The 4 noble
truths of Buddhism, a conception which has affini-

ties in Indian medicine, are replaced by 9, while
Buddhism lays stress on 3 in its triad of Buddha,
the Dharma, and the Sangha. The doctrine of 24
tlrthakaras in Jainism has a Buddhist analogue,
and modern Jainism lays stress on the 4-fold char-
acter of the community as composed of monks and
nuns and male and female lay adherents respec-

tively.^ The numljer 12 is found in the Buddhist
doctrine of causation, where the number of

members is so loosely constructed that it is not

impossible that the desire to make up the full

number had something to do with the production
of the chain.

Buddhists and Jains alike share in the ordinary
views of sacred numbers of other Indians : the
mother of a Jain child is solemnly bathed on the
9th day after birth, the child's name is given on
the 12th day, its hair is cut in the 3rd, 5th, 7th, oi

9th month of its first year of life, and in the feed-

ing ceremony performed by the maternal aunt the
food is given 7 times.®

2, Iranian.—In Iranian literature the number 3
and its multiples appear together with 7, which is

certainly more frequent in the later Pahlavi texts
than in the Avesta. The conception of 3 Avorlds

appears to be reflected in the form of the 3 heavens

through which the soul a.scends to Garonmana
{YaM xxii. 15), while a 9-fold division occurs in
the 3 heavens, 3 intermediate spaces, and 3 hells.

Yima is also said to have enlarged the earth by a
third on 3 occasions {Vendlddd, ii. 11, 15, 19). But
the Yasna (xxxii. 3) clearly recognizes 7 karSvars

1 E. Boklen, Die '

UngliickszahV Dreizehn, p. 4, n. 4.
2 Hopkins, p. 478.
3 See S. Lefmann's tr., Berlin, 1874, p. lift.
1 So also often in the Purdnas.
5 Mrs. S. Stevenson, Heart of Jainism, Oxford, 1915, p. 42.
6 Ib. p. 194 f.
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of earth, and it is impossible to prove either from
the 10 kinds of men in the BundahiSn (xv. 5) or

from a reduction of tlie 16 lands enumerated in the

Fargard to 10' that 9 was the primitive number.
From each of the 2 chief streams, in later Parsiism,
9 minor streams are derived. In the Bundahisn
(i. 8 tr. ) is found the doctrine of a world age of

12,000 years divided into 4 periods of equal length ;

in tlie Ardd Vlraf (18, 54), however, the period is

9000, while in Plutarch (de Is. et Osir. 47) it is

6000— which suggests that it is not of Aryan
origin.*

Among the gods certain traces of triads can be
found. Thus Ahura Mazdah, Asa, and Vohu
Manah stand in specially close association (Ys.
XXX. 9, xxxiii. 6), and Artaxerxes Mnemon joins
Ahura with Anahita and Mithra in his inscriptions.
Thraetaona is not to be dissociated from the Vedic
Trita ; he is credited with 3 sons. The demon,
Azi Dahaka, overthrown by Thraetaona has 3
heads (Yt. v. 29), like the snake Srobar, who has
been compared with the 3-headed Kerberos. Later
tradition saw in the 3 maidens mentioned in Yt.

xiii. 141 f . the mothers of the 3 saviours—which has
led to their being compared with the Norns.^ Late
texts ascribed a spirit to each of the 30 days of

the month [SBE v. 401-406), and 33 lords of ritual

order appear earlier (ib. xxxi. 198, 205). The 24
deities mentioned by Plutarch (de Is. et Osir. 47)

appear to be unknown in Iranian texts.'' Accord-

ing to the BundaJiiSn (xxx. 2f. ), when the end of

the world comes near, one taste of consecrated food
atibrds nourishment for 3 days and 3 nights, and
in the last 10 years men need no food at all. For
90 days the heavenly powers contend with Ahriman,
and after Keresaspa's death 99,999 fravaSis guard
his body ( Yt. xiii. 61). The 4 regents in the heaven
of the TiStrya YaM are probably not primitive.
The 7 planets and the 7 powers of the demon Aesma
are only recorded late (SBE v. 108, 113), but the
number of th? Amesha Spentas as 7 is already fore-

shadowed in the close association of the 7 in the
Yasna (xlv. 10, xlvii. 1).

In the ritual the purification of a woman after
childbirth is produced by 3, 6, or 9 drinks of a
certain preparation. Death in the house renders
it necessary to extinguish the sacred hre for 9 days ;

the mourners follow the dead to within 90 paces of

the burning place ; a dog is taken 3, 6, or 9 times
over the road along which the body is carried to

make it pure. The priest murmurs thrice the 3

words,
' Good thought, good word, good deed.' In

the 3 nights after death an account is made of

merits and rewards, of faults and punishments.*
For the pious man the Chinvat bridge extends to

the breadth of 9 spear- or 27 arrow-lengths. Up
to the 9th generation the sinner affects his descend-
ants. The number 9 appears also in the ordinary
sacrificial ritual : the Vendlddd (xxii. 20) records
the ottering of 9 bulls, 9 horses, 9 camels, and 9 of

each male kind of lesser animal. The sacred bar-
som is made up of 3, 5, 7, or 9 bundles (SBE xxxi.

299). The Vendlddd (iii. 14) knows of 9 openings
of the body, and (xxii. 2) of 9 diseases which are

magnified to 99,999. The number 5 is of import-
ance in so far as the Avestan doctrine recognizes 5
divisions of human personality," but the number
12 is unimportant.

3. Greek.—In Greek religion and mythology the

leading num])ers are unquestitmably 3, 9, and 12,
which occur nmch more frequently than any others.

Among the great gods indeed no triad is definitely
to be found : the triad Zens, Poseidon, and Hades
(11. XV. 193) seems poetical rather than religious,

1 G. HUsiiit;, Die iraiiische Uberlie/emng, p. 27 ff.

2 .1. H. Moultoii, Early Zoroastnanixm
, Loiulon, 1913, p. 403 ff.

3 Husintr, p. 188. » Cf. Boklen, p. 86.
s Moulton, p. 289. « Ib. p. 255 ff.

and tliere is no clear evidence that at Eleusis Zeus,
Demeter, and Kore fornieil a trinity in close rela-

tionship.
' But among the lesser divinities triads

are not rare : 3 Horai appear on an old Spartan
relief ;

^ the Erinyes, Eumenides, or Semnai are 3
as early as Euripides (Or. 408) ; the number 9 in

the Orphic Theogony (frag. 218) apjiears to be later.

Though Hesiod (Theog. 273 f. ) knows only 2 Graiai,

they appear as 3 in Aischylos (Frotii. Vinct. 795).
Hesiod himself (Theog. 902) knows of 3 Horai, and
the 3 nymphs mentioned by Longos (Past. ii. 23)
were doubtless a popuLar view. We hear also of 3
forms of Aphrodite and 3 of Hera. By the time of

Plato (Gorg. 523 tt".) Aiakos, Rhadamanthys, and
Minos had become a triad of judges of the dead,
and the number 3 appears often in the mythology,
though that number is not specifically distinctive
of either the Charites, of whom Homer seems to

recognize many, or the Graiai.^ The Muses are 9
in Hesiod (Theog. 11 ff.) and the Odyssey (xxiv. 60),

thougli elsewhere their number appears as 2, 3, 4,
or 7 ; the Korybantes and Kouretes also appear as
9. The same number api)ears in the years of exile

allotted to Apollo and Herakles, and in the strange
story recorded by Pliny (HJS^ viii. 81) of the prac-
tice in the worship of Zeus Lykaios for a man of

the family of Anthos to go and live for 9 years
among the wolves as one of them. The same
period of 9 years is allotted to the souls for purifica-
tion in Pindar's eschatology (frag. 133).
The number 12 is not formally recorded of the

gods in Homer, even in the late Theomachia ; but
He-siod has 12 Titans (Theog. 133 tt".), and the
Homeric Hymn (ii. 128) speaks of Hermes dividing
into 12 pieces the two oxen which have been slain,

implying a knowledge of the 12 gods. Later the
view is accepted generally : Aristophon (ap. Athen.
563) represents Eros as a 13th god cast out from
the circle of the 12, but Herakles is said to have
refused to be included in the 12 since some other
must be omitted to provide room for him (Diod.
Sic. iv. 39). The narrative in Plato, Phccdr. 247 A,
implies 13 gods, and Philostratos (Ep. 39) de-

clares that the Athenians added Eleos as the 13th

god. The labours of Herakles are 12, and in

the I3th generation he arises to set free Prome-
theus. The story of Odysseus is marked by the
number 12 : he has 12 ships (Od. ix. 159), he goes
with 12 companions to the cave of Polj-phemos (ix.

195), he shoots through 12 axes (xix. 573 f.), and has
12 women working at the mill (xx. 107). After 12

years Erichthonios is the supplanter of Ampiiik-
tyon (Apollod. ill. xiv. 6). Of Neleus's 12 sons
Nestor alone survives (//. xi. 692). The children
of Niobe are reckoned at 12 or 14. Tiie number
13 appears in tlie tale of Ares being fettered for 13
months in a bronze jar in the Iliad (v. 387), and in

the tale of the wooers of Hippodameia who were
slain in seeking her liand.

The number 7 is. confined to groups like the
Pleiades or the stars of the constellation of the
Great and Little Bear. The 50 sons and daughters
of Selene and Endymion are possibly also of

astronomical origin, the months of tiie Ciktaeteris.
E. Siecke • finds also in the 3 heads of Hermes,
Hekate, Kerberos, tiie Lerna?an lij-dra, and Skylla
and in the birth of Hermes on the 4th day of the
month allusions to the 3 days of no moon and its

birth on the 4th day.
In the ritual 3 and 9 are favourite periods of

time ; thus otteriiiijs to the dead were made on
tlie 3rd, 9th, or 30th day after death. For 9 days
before the Tliesmoi)horia women were required to

observe strict chastity (Ovid, Met. x. 4:U). The
1 W. Hidtjeway, Dramas and Dramatic Dances of non-

European liaces, Cambridge, 1915, p. 40 ff.

-GGA, 18S)5, p. ;il2.

3 O. Gruppe, Griechische Mythnlogie, Munich, 1906, p. 1088.
4 Ilcrmcs d^r Mondijutt, pp. 13 ff., OSff.
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Karneia, and the festivals known as Aj^ogia and

Kataj,'ogia of Aphrodite (.-Elian, de Nat. An. iv. 2,

Var. Hist. i. 15), were carried on for 9 days.

Every tliird year, by inclusive reckoning, tlie

Bacchic revels were normally held, and every
y years, according to Plutarch {Thcs. 15), the
Atlienians were compelled to send tribute to

Minos, whose Oyearly rule (Od. xix. 179) is a

problem of much obscurity.^ But Apollo's birth-

day was on the 7th of the month ; he was also a

7-month child (Lucian, Dial. Deornm, ix. 2), and

great festivals like the Karneia and Thargelia
l)egan on the 7tli day, while there was a festival

of 7 days' duration to Denieter jSIysia of Pellene

(Faus. VII. xxvii.). The older period of 9 day.s is,

liowever, preiloniinant in Homer ; thus the king of

I-jeia entertains Bellerophon for 9 days and slays
9 oxen in his honour (//. vi. 174), and for 9 days
tlie Trojans are to mourn for Hektor (II. xxiv.

•564), as opposed to the 7-day periods of mourning
for Adonis. In other points the same facts can be
(observed : the tripod and triaina are esjiecially
sacred ; the lirst at least is clearly connected
with 3, and the latter was so understood in classi-

cal (ireek times, wliatever its original sense. The
same number appears in the important offering of

3 perfect male beasts—bull, ram, and boar—which
was common from Homer (Od. xi. 130 f.) onwards
especially in oaths (schol. II. xviii. 197). The
hekatomb was divided often into 3 classes of

animals, and the funeral pyre was circumambu-
lated 3 times (Dio Cass. Ivi. 42). The number of
victims was often 9 ; in Homer the hekatomb is

already a mere description of a large sacrifice, and
the largest described had 9x9 bulls (Od. iii. 7ff.).

At Mykonos an annual offering was made to Semele
of which a ninth was given to the goddess and the
rest consumed (Dittenberger, Syll. 615). In Homer
(Od. xiv. 434 fi.), on the other hand, one out of 7

parts is given to Hermes and the nymphs and the
rest eaten by Eumaios and the others. Selene was
offered 6 selenai, or round cakes, with a 7 th

shaped like an ox (Poll. vi. 76); but that goddess
had a special connexion with the number 7, and
offerings of 7 animal victims are totally unknown,
the evidence of Vergil (J^)i. vi. 38 f.)'being of no
value for historical purposes.

-

4. Roman.—In Roman religion a fairly import-
ant place is taken by the number 3, and, with the

development of this religion, by multiples of 3.

The oldest pantheon seems to have treated Jup-
piter, Mars, and Quirinus as the 3 chief ; they
appear as the gods with Jlamines maiores, as op-
posed to jlamines minores, and they occur in con-

junction in such solemn and ancient rites as the
conclusion of treaties by the fetiales (Livy, viii. 9),
the ritual of the Salii (Servius on JEn. viii. 663),
the formula of devotio (Livy, viii. 9), and in the
dedication of the spolia opima (Festus, p. 189).

Similarly in the Iguvine Tables the three gods,
Jnppiter, Mars, and Vofionus, bear the name
Grabovius apparently as a mark of their special
rank among the Umbrians. Other triads are not
jnirnitive : the 3 F"ates are Greek borrowings,
I'arca being originally a single goddess concerned
witii childbirth. The 9 Muses are also Greek, but
12 divine powers were invoked, according to Servius
(on Georg. i. 21), at the offerings to Tellus and
Ceres performed by thejlamen Cerialis at the time
of sowing. A formal list of the great §ods as 12 is

not found before 217 B.C., when a lectistcrnium to
the 12, Juppiter, Juno, Neptunus, Minerva, Mars,
Venus, Apollo, Diana, Volcanus, Vesta, Mercurius,
and Ceres, was held and the number 12 introduced

' J. G. Frazer, GD-i, pt. iii., The Dying God, London, 1911,
p. 70 ff., takes the period as 8 years.

2 P. Stengel, Op/erbrdtiche der Griechen, Leipzisr, 1910,
!>. 222 ff

in imitation of the Greek practice (Livy, xxii. 10).
The same number appears in the legend of Romu-
lus, who took the place of the 12th son of Acca
Laurentia, and who saw 12 vultures while Remus
saw onlj' 6. The anrilia were also 12.

The numbers 3 and 12 play a part in the priestlj-

colleges which are so prominent in Roman re-

ligion.
^ The 3 Jlamines maiores had beside them

12 Jlamines miiwres. Of the angurcs and ponti^ces
alike the original number seems to have been 3,
raised Hist to 6, then by the Lex Ogidnia to 9, by
Sulla to 15, and by Cjesar to 16. The classical
number of the Vestal Virgins was 6 (Festus, p.

344), and it is doubtful what faith can be put in
the odd tradition (Dion. Hal. ii. 67, iii. 67 ; Plut.
Num. 10) th.it they were originally not 3, but 4

;

only quite at the end of the classical period do we
find 7 or 10 mentioned. The III. viri epulones,
instituted in 196 B.C., increased, through the stage
of 7, to 10 in Cfesar's time. On the other hand,
the Arvales were 12, the Salii 12-+- 12, and the

Luperci probably the same number. Those charged
with the divinity of Rome were also 12. The
XV. viri sacris faciundis, on the other hand, seem
to have grown from 2 to 10 by 367 B.C. The Sibyl-
line Books which were their care were, according
to tradition, originally 9, but were reduced to 3 or
1 as a result of the slowness of King Tarquin to
avail himself of the offer. As performers of dances
in honour of the gods we hear of bands of 10 girls
and 10 boys, or of 27 of either sex, as at the Ludi
Seculares of Augustus. The Sodales instituted by
Tiberius in honour of Augustus numbered 21 (Tac.
Ann. i. 54)—a number later increased to 28.

In the ritual we find that vows were sometimes
oliered for 5, 10, or 20 year periods : thus the ver
sacrum recorded in Livy (xxii. 10) was for the
event of 5 years' success. The duration of religious
festivals, originally fixed at one day, tended in the
case of celebrations of victory to be extended from
2 or 3 to 10, 25, or 50 days. The number 9 apjiear.s
in the novemdiale sacriim., which was regularly
ordered when a shower of stones fell (Livy, i. 31,
XXX. 38), the festival lasting for 9 days. The usage
seems to have been no more than an extension to

public life of the offerings of purification made on
the 9th day after the birth of a child, when its

name was given (Macr. I. xvi. 36), and when ap-
parently the adoration of the fata scrihunda, the

Mriting Fates, mentioned by Tertullian (de Anima,
39) may have taken place,^ and the sacrifice offered
to the dead pn the 9th day recorded by Porphyry
(on Horace, Epod. xvii. 48). The use of the name
in the last two cases can be explained only on the

theory that the term applied originally to the
Avhole period of impurity after birth or death

respectively, which was brought to an end by the

offering on the last day. On the nundince offer-

ings were regularly made to Juppiter, according
to Macrobius (I. xvi. 30) ; in that case, the reckon-

ing being inclusive, the offering recurred every
8 tiays.
The amounts and numbers of victims varied.

In the old offering to Mars and Silvanus for the
welfare of the cattle (Cato, de Agr. 83) the offer-

ings were 3 portions each of spelt and wine, and 4i
of lard and pulp. From the spoils of Camillus
3 golden vessels were dedicated in the temple of

Juppiter (Livy, vi. 4). The offering of 27 Argei
by throwing them from the Pons Sublicius into the
Tiber is variously explained,^ but the significance

1 G. Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Roiner^, Munich, 1912,

p. 503 ff.

2 lb. p. 265 f. With this rite niaj' be compared the Indian
belief that on the 6th day the fate of the child is written

invisibly by the cfoddess of the day (Mrs. Stevenson, p. 193 f.).
i* W. Warde Fowler, Reliqious Experience of the Roman

People, London, 1911, pp. 54 ff., 321 ff.; GB-^, pt. v., Spirits of
the Cora and of the Wild, London, 1912, ii. 107 f.
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of the number is the same in any case. Other
numbers occurring are 20 (Livy, xl. 2), 40 (xliii.

13), 120 (XXX. 21), 300 (xxii. 10), and 50 (xlv. 16).
In magic also the number 3 and its multiples are
common ; noteworthy are tlie clodra, a drink of

9 elements, mentioned by Ausonius (Ep. 86), 7 or
9 knots used in a magic rite reported by Pliny
{HN xxviii. 48), and the rule of repeating a formula

against gout 27 times recorded by Varro (de Re
Rust. I. ii. 27). The number 9 in connexion with
the manes occurs in Ovid, Fast. v. 439, 443.

5. Celtic.—In Celtic religion and mythology the
number 3 is of very frequent occurrence, 9 and
other multiples are not rare, and 7 is fairly often

found, but, in the main at least, probably owing to

Christian influence, and certainly so in works which
were composed in their present form long after

Christianity had worked upon the Celts. The
number 3 is often connected with a group of god-
desses known from many inscriptions found in

Celtic areas on the Continent, the Matres or

Matronfe, in whom has been seen an earth-goddess
developed into 3 under the influence of a division
of the year into 3 seasons.' As Nemetiales the
Matres were divinities of the grove, as Campestres
of the fields ; they were specially Avorshipped by
women, whom they protected. They survive in

folklore as the dames blanches, as wise women, and
as fairies. They are found in Roman Britain, once
as the 3 Lamias, but whether of indigenous origin
is uncertain ; in Ireland the conception seems
attested by the legends of 3 Brigits and 3 Morri-

gans, and perhaps also in the legend of the 3 wives
of the 3 kings of Ireland who asked that that

covintry should bear their names. Another triad
is to be seen in the figure on a Paris altar of a
woodman cutting down a tree,^ the branches of

which are carried round to the next side of the

altar, on which is a bull with 3 cranes ; the wood-
man is the god Esus, Avho with Taranis and Teu-
tates is me.itioned by Lucan (i. 444), but there is

no evidence that these three ever formed a real

triad of great gods among any branch of the Celts.

A 3-headed or 3-faced god, perhaps Cernunnos, is

found represented on several altars in France. In

myth the number 3 is found in every form ; the
sun-^ or vegetation-* hero Cuchulainn has hair of
3 colours, lie bathes in 3 baths, the heat from liis

body jnelts the snow for 30 feet around him ; the
3 blemishes of the women of Ulster arise from love
of him ; lie steals the 3 cows of Mider ; he is slain

through the agency of the 3 sons and 3 daughters
of Calatin ; his body is buried under the 3 flag-
stones of Lugaid's courtyard ;

in one version his

feats are numbered as 27. Medb, queen of the

west, had 3 brothers, the white ones of Emain,
and 2 sisters ; Gwydir is one of the 3 herds of

Britain ; we hear also of 3 landless monarclis, 3

holy clans, 3 astrologers ; Manannan is one of 3

golden cordwainers of Britain ; he is reputed to

have 3 legs, and banishes 3 men from fairy-land to
the Irish court of Tara, to remain there for 3 reigns
as a punishment for lying or injustice. The Fians
are numbered as 3000, divided into smaller bodies
of 100, 50, and 9, under captains.
The number 9 appears in the myth of Manannan,

wlio is submerged by 9 waves but rises on the
10th ; he has 9 daughters. Medb always needed
9 chariots, and the doors of the palace* in which
Conaire was slain were 9. There are 9 porters
at the 9 gates of Yspadaden Pencawr, in the story
of Kulhwch and Olwen. Peredur vanquished the
9 witches of Gloucester ; 9 maidens fed with their
breath the fire beneath the cauldron of the Head of

1 J. A. MacCulloch, Religion of the Ancient Celts, Edinbursjh,
1011, p. 44.

- 8. Reinach, HCel xviii. [1897] 2.54 If.

•> .J. Rhys, Celtic Heathendom, London, 1888, p. 431 ff.

J MauUulloch, p. 139 f.

Hades ; in the Irish story 9 sacred hazels grow-
over the well of wisdom. Niall has 9 hostages,
Fedelm 9 forms or hearts, Forgall perhaps 9 tricks.
In art we find a god represented with a ring to
which are attached 9 symbols of S shape.' The
number 7 is in comparison of little importance :

the step of Arthur causes 7 years' sterility ; Bres

grows twice as fast as other children until he is

7 ; for 7 years the magic birds of Rhiannon charm
Bran's companions ; at 7 Cuchulainn takes Con-
chobar's weapons and overcomes 3 champions ; he
has 7 eye-pupils ; he also fought the waves for 7

days ; there are 7 daughters of t^he sea, and one
legend tells that a ciiild set floating on the waves
every 7 years keeps them in their place. There
are 7 or 8 Maine, and 8 oflicers of Arthur's court,
7 of whom serve under one.

l<'or other numbers there is little evidence ;

round the image of Cenn Cruaich were 12 others,-
but this is an isolated case. For 13 days Nuada
resigns his throne to Lug. More significant is the
custom recorded of the Galati by Strabo (xii. 5.

[p. 567]), according to which 12 priest-kings were
with 300 others concerned in the great assemblies
held in the Drunemetum. The initiation of the
Irish ¥iU lasted from 7 to 12 or e^en 20 years
(Caesar, de Bell. Gall. vi. 14). The number 4 occurs
in the story of Kulhwch and Olwen, from whose

footsteps sprang 4 white trefoils, in the legend of
the 4 dimples of Ciichulainn, and in the 4 kisses of

Oengus which turned into birds to haunt the

youth of Erin. Mention is made in the story of
Olwen of the 24 sons of Custennin slain by their

uncle, with whom may be compared 24 ladies
released by Owein ab Urien.^ Of larger numbers
may be mentioned the 3 x 50 islands to the west of
Erin which occur in the story of Bran, the same
number of queens who loved Cuchulainn, and the
300 years spent by Oisin in Elysium.
Of the ritual so little is recorded that it is not

surprising that numbers are not prominent ;
it

was, however, customary to perform the deasil, or
ceremonial circumambulation, 3 times, and there
are many traces of numbers as used in magic :

thus 3 berries of one tree make a man young,
while one berry is an equivalent of 9 whole meals.
From the grave of Diancecht, the Irish god of

medicine, grew 365 healing plants, doubtless one
for each day of the year,* and Diodorus (v. 32)
mentions a great quinquennial human sacrifice.

6. Teutonic.—Throughout Teutonic mythology
and religion there are clear traces of the import-
ance of 3 and its multiples, especially 9. There is

some evidence for a belief in 9 worlds and 9

heavens ; to Valhalla are ascribed 540 doors, and
Asgard is not merely divided into 12 or 13

spheres,
but, according to Honorius of Augustoaununi,
appears to have consisted of 3 heavens with 9

spheres each.* More unequivocal is the evidence

regarding the gods : there was a distinct tendency
to group the 3 chief deities together ; Civsar (vl.

21) speaks of Sol, Luna, and Vulcanus as wor-

shipped by the Germans ; Tacitus (Germ. 2) tells

of the origin of the tribes of Inga»vones, Ista?vones,
and Erminones from Mannus ; in the 3 names
have been seen designations of Tins, or of Nerthus.
Wodan, and Tins respectively. In Germ. 9 he

speaks of the worship of Mercurius, Mai-s, and
Hercules, in mIioiii we are, no doubt, to see Wodan,
Tins, and Tlior respectively. The lieathen Saxons,
when required to abjure their gods in A.u. 776,

1 S. Reinach, Bronzes figuris de la Gavlc romaine, Paris,

1900, p. 33.
•i J. Lotli, HCel XXV. [1904] 157.
3 Rhys, p. 491 f., sees in them the 24 hours of the day.
• So at the Daphnejihoria .'>i;r> purple rihands sijfnified the

days of the year (ProcUis, ap. Phot. Bibl. p. :121).
5 Cf. K. Weinhold, Die viystinche Neunzahl bei den DexUschen,

p. 52 f.
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abjured Thuner, Woden, and Saxnot, the last

being the Saxon appellation of Tins. At Upsala
Adam of Bremen (iv. 27) tells of the worship of

Thor, Odin, and Freyr, the equivalent tliere of

Tins. Other triads are also known, but doubtless

are less primitive
—those of Odin and his two

brothers, Veli and Ve, of Odin, Hoenir, and Loki,

and of Har, Jafnhar, and Thridi. The last com-

bination, the final member of which has been

compared with the Vedic Trita, is late, and doubt-

less not uninfluenced by the doctrine of the

trinity.' More primitive are the 3 Norns and the

3 swan-maidens ; and the Valkyries sometimes go
in threes. Tiie stones on which Loki is bound to

undergo the penalty of slaying Balder are also 3.

While there is no set of 9 recorded for the high

gods, lesser divinities ai-e not rarely thus grouped :

there are 9 daughters of Aegir, 9 mothers of

Heimdall, 9 daughters of Odin ; the Beowulf (575)

mentions 9 sea-monsters, and 9 is a frequent
number of spirits of various kinds—ghosts, elves,

and so forth. The Valkyries are sometimes 9 ;

they consort with men for 7 years, probably a later

variant of the 9 years which the swan-maidens

may spend with men. For 9 days men remain

werwolves, and leave the skin on the 10th day,
according to the Vohunga Saga (8) ; other accounts
make the condition last 3, 7, or 9 years. Tyrr's
wife has 900 heads, and the sun wheel seems to

have been thought of as having 9 spokes.'' After

slaying the serpent in the last battle of the gods,
Thor goes 9 steps before he dies.

The number 12 for the gods is not found before
the late Edda, where it occurs in the Hyndlalied
(30).^ The Gylfaginning (14) speaks of 12 seats for

the gods with one for the All-father. The Norns
also appear later as 12, the Valkyries as 13 or 27.

The 12 knights and 12 nuns of Kreuzburg
* seem

to be based on the doctrine of 12 gods. The
number 12 occurs in other connexions : Mimir has
12 workers under him ; heroes are ascribed the

strength of 12 men.
For the ritual tliere is the important evidence of

Thietmar of Merseburg, who (i. 9) gives an account
of New Year sacrifice at Ledra in Denmark, at
which every 9 years 99 men, horses, dogs, and
cocks Avere oftered, and of Adam of Bremen, who
(iv. 27) describes a spring festival held every 9

years at Upsala, in which 9 of each male kind
were offered. It is possible in each case, but not

recorded, that the sacrifice lasted 9 days. The
Ynglinga Saga (29) tells of the Swedish king Aun
or Ani who ottered his 9 sons, one eveiy 9 years, to
Odin to secure long life ; the people prevented his

ottering a 10th son, so that the king died. We
hear also of the use of cakes of 9 constituents in

the ritual. The name of a child was given on the
9tli day after birth, when it became a subject of

loergeld {Lex Sal. xxiv. 4, xli. 10). After death the
souls returned on the 3rd or 9tli day, and feasts for

the dead seem to have been held on the 3rd, 6th,
or 9th day after death

; spirits rove about at the

3rd, 9th, or 12th hour.
Diseases are numbered variously as 3, 9, 70, 72,

77, and 99. Plants used against them are often
counted as 9, while a single plant is stated to have
9-fold strength. The number 9 repeatedly occurs
in magic and divination, often beside 3. It figures
also in the ordeal, where 9 *

ploughshares are used
as the test, and appears in many prescriptions of

law, as in the numbers 9 and 12 for witnesses
1 VV. Golther, Gernianische Mytholuijie, Leipzig, 1895, p. 355.
^ In sun spells the number 9 is very often found in both Teu-

tonic and Celtic records ; see GB'*, pt. vii., Balder the Beautiful,
London, 19ia, i. 155, 172, 201, 271, 278.

3 Golther, p. 199 f.

*
libklen, p. 25 f. This may be Slavic in origin.

5 In late Indian use the number 7 is normal ;
in Iran 6 and 33

ordeals are known ; for 9cf. the years of punishment of an oath-
breaker in Hesiod, Theog. 801.

and judges. In all these cases traces of the sub-
stitution of 7 for 9 under Christian influence are
found.

7. Slavic. — In the scanty records of Slavic

religion and in the mythology there are clear signs
of preference for the numbers 3 and 9, 7 being
due to Christian influc.ice. Among the ancient

Prussians, at their chief sacred place, Romove, in

the niches of the sacred oak were placed images of

the 3 chief gods, of whom Perkunos, the thunder-

god, was the most important.' Other evidence

speaks of 3, 9, or 27 Pehrkoni as Lithuanian
deities. With the last number may be compared
the 27 lands or 30 kingdoms which occur often in

Russian folk-tales.* The Serbian hero Balatchko,
like the Celtic Cernunnos, is believed to have had
3 heads, and the same account is given of Pegam
of Carniola. The Russian folk -hero, Fjodor
Tugarin, watches for 3 days without sleeping 12

mares belonging to an old woman ; he accom-

plishes this tiisk with the aid of 3 grateful beasts,
and is rewarded by the gift of a foal which grows
up in 3 days. Another story tells of Ivan, the
cow son, who by the aid of 12 smiths compels a

dragon, who has sons with 3, 8, and 9 heads, to

disgorge his two brothers whom in the shape of a
sow she had swallowed. The number 12 occurs

frequently in other folk-tales in conjunction with
3 and 9. Among the Letts the concei)tion of the
Parcse is not found as a trinity ; a late legend
reported in 1839 tells of 7 goddesses, of whom 3 spin
the life of men, the fourth tells tales to divert the

spinners and shorten the duration of life, the fifth

exhorts to industry, the sixth cuts the threads,
and the seventh washes the garment and gives it

to the most high god, and it becomes the man's

winding-sheet.'* The Bulgarian Samodevy have
attinities with botli the 3 Fates and the 3 swan-
maidens.

8. Signification of numbers. —The evidence cited

shoAvs clearly that 3 and 9 are Aryan numbers, and

suggests that they had definite sacred associations

before the development of the dift'erent branches
of the family, though it is possible that the develop-
ment of the sacred character of the numbers is

later and independent. The explanation of the
choice of these numbers is doubtful. The most

popular theory appears to be that Avhich derives
the use from reckoning of time by Aveeks of 9 days,
3 of Avhich make up, Avith 3 ejxigomenai, a full

synodic month. Hiising,'* Avho takes this vieAv,

explains the choice of a Aveek of 9 days as due to

the eft'ect of the 3 epagomenai Avliich led to the
division of the visible phases of the moon by 3,

Avith the result of 3 Aveeks of 3x3 days. The
existence of this Aveek as a division of time derived
from observation of the moon is open to serious

doubt ; it is supposed to be supported by the
Latin nundince, but that Aveek Avas one of 8 days
only, the reckoning involved in the term nundiiKr.

being due to the fact that the Romans reckoned

inclusively the date of the market-day from the

previous market-day ; moreover, the Romans
carried on the system of reckoning Avithout regard
to the fact that it never did coincide Avith the
movements of the moon. Rhys,^ who accepts for

the Celts a week of 9 nights and 8 daj's, Avhicli he

compares Avith the nundince, though Ave have no
evidence that the nundince Avere ever so conceived,
admits that such a Aveek has no reference to tlie

moon. For other Aryan peoples there is no evi-

dence ^ in favour of the 9-day Aveek except Avhat is

deduced from its appearance in religion and custom
1 J. Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, tr. J. S. Stallybrass, O.xford,

1SS2-88, i. 171fif.
- A. N. Afanassjew, Russische Volksmdrchen, Germ. tr. by

Anna Meyer, Vienna, 1906, no. 39.
3 Grimm, i. 416, n. 2. * P. 20. 5 p. 360 fit.

6 For Greece see Gruppe, p. 940.
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as a period of solemnity, and this use need not, of

course, be in any way connected with a reckoning
of time. Boklen ' holds that the origin of the use

is to be traced to tlie fact that the period from the

last quarter of the moon to the appearance of tlie

first sickle of the new moon is 9 days ; it would
be convenient to reckon from the last quarter in

order to predict the appearance of the new moon,
which it would be difficult to observe if the sky
was obscured. He supports this view by the fact

that tiie word 'nine' (Skr. ndvan) may be con-

nected with 'new' (Skr. 7idva), and that in magic
practices it is common to count backwards from
9 to 1—which has certain analogues in the Greek
and Roman calendars. Moreover, in many myths
a decided issue is arrived at with the 9th or 10th

day, 10 being a variant reckoning of the period in

question. The grounds adduced are clearly far

from strong, and it is in this view hardly sufficiently

recognized that the number 9 is constantly used

in places where 3 is also used : a good example of

this is the Vedic recognition of 9 worlds, which is

clearly based on the assignment to each of the 3 of

3 divisions. In this sense it may safely be said

that many nines are merely developments of

primitive threes, and the problem reduces itself to

the origin of the sanctity of 3. This is hardly to

be traced to a reduction from the number 12, or to

the 3 epagomcnai, or, as suggested by Boklen for

stories of the Trita type, tlie full moon, waning
half-moon, and last visible moon phase, but may
rather owe its importance to the fact that it is in

the Aryan languages which distinguish a dual the

first expression of plurality ;
this may be enough

to explain its prominence in all forms of religious
and secular life.

The number 7 has certainly in many cases in

Celtic, Teutonic, and Slavic myth superseded an
older 9, nor is it reasonable to doubt that this is

directly due to the influence of the Jewish and,

later. Christian week ; there is clear evidence that

in the 1st cent. B.C. at latest there had sprung up
in Rome the use of a week in which the names of

the days were given according to the planets,'' and
the fact that the days of the week in Teutonic

mythology are heathen names suggests that the

7-day week was received before Christianity. But
the theory that 7 is due to Babylonian influence—
apart from the fact that the 7-day week is not

proved for Babylon—is open to the serious ob-

jection that 7 is a favourite number in the

Rigveda, and that it must therefore be assumed
that this number was borrowed at a very early

period by the Vedic Indians from a Semitic source ;

but this is improbable in the absence of any other

clear indication of Semitic influence on the Rigveda.

Hiising and Boklen agree in seeing in the 7-day
week a week based on the phases of the moon,

making up a month of 4 weeks -f 2 days, in the

view of the former, while, in the opinion of tlie

latter, the origin of the choice of 7 is that, when
the period of 9 days takes the place of the last

quarter, tlie remaining part of the month naturally
falls into 3 sets of 7 days. Neither explanation
is convincing, and, as the Vedic Indians did not

know the 7 planets,^ and, though they knew 7 ?*"'''>

these were not stars in the Rigveda period, the

question of the origin of the sacred character of 7

must probably remain unsettled.

The numbers 12 and jjossibly 7, if taken as 6-1- 1,

are usually ascribed to Babylonian influence, and

brought into conjunction with the sexagesimal
reckoning which is indicated by the forms of the

numbers for 11, 12, and 70 in Gothic, and of which
traces are seen in the Latin use of sexaginta and

1 p. 84 ff.
'- Onippe, p. 060 fif.

3 A. B. Keith, JRAS, 1911, pp. 794-soO ; cf. E. Meyer, Geseh.

des Altertxims, Stuttgart, 1913, i. ii. 588, 878.

scsccnti as indefinite numbers ;

^ in the ship cata-

logue in the Iliad numbers like 12, 60, and 90 are

found ; 12 is prominent in Ody.sseus's adventures,
and 360 as a round number appears in the total of

Eumaios's swine. But too much stress must not

be laid on this evidence ; 12 is found in the Rigveda
in connexion with the months of the year, and
this is most probably the significance of the 12

ddityas of the Brdhrminas. By far the most

plausible explanation of 12 is its connexion with
the months, and of the sexagesimal system the

360 days of the year, also Rigvedic, and there is

no ground to ascribe either 12 or 360 in the Rigveda
to Semitic origin.'' Other theories of the origin of

12 are the 12 epagomenai added to make up a year
of 354 days to 366, itself probably a late conception
derived from the" 12 months, or the 12 signs of the

zodiac, which are clearly quite late. Boklen,

however, insists that the 12 are moon phases, that

the idea goes back to neolithic times, but was

probably developed by the Babylonians, who trans-

ferred it into a solar method of reckoning. He
supports his theory by insisting that it ofl'ers the

best explanation of the unlucky character of 13,

which, however, if early, as is most improbable,^
can equally well be explained by the unsettled

character of the 13th month seen already in the

Rigveda (I. xxv. 8), and of its frequent alternation

with 12, the alternation of 12 with 14, with 16, with
24— tlie phases being counted as doulile, and the

full moon being omitted—with 27, and with 40 (i.e.

30-f 10). He also derives the number of months,
or epagomenai, and the figures of the zodiac from
this source. But all these hypotheses lack solid

grounds ; the only clearly lunar number is 27 in

the case of the Indian naksatras, which may be

Semitic in origin, but are not found in the Rigveda.
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NUMBERS (Semitic).
— i. Scope of term

'Semitic'—In his Vergleirhende Grammatik der

scmitischcn iiprachen (Berlin, 1898) H. Zimmern
exhibits five comparative lists of the numbers 1-10

(p. 179), in Assyrian, Aramaic, Hebrew, Arabic,
and Ethiopic, all of which show marked similarity.

The flrst three of these may be considered as

falling within the scope of this article. He further

presents the oldest forms of the names of these

numbers, now reduced to a single list (p. 181), and

finds that Egyptian shows analogy to this in re-

spect of the numbers 2, 6, 7, 8, and 9, but that

1, 3, 4, 5, and 10 are altogether diflerent. On

philologic.-il grounds, therefore, we should be justi-

fied in leaving Egyptian in a neutral position, tiie

diflerence being equal to the agi-eement. (i. A.

Barton {A Sketch of Semitic Origins, New York,

1902, p. 170 ; cf. EBi iii. 3434) classes tlie Hamito-

Semitic system of number as one, being decimal or

1 H. Hirt, Die Indogennanen, p. 535ff.

2 Macdonell and Keith, ii. 123 f.

3 Keith, JRAS, 1916, pp. 350-355.
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fjuintal, in opjiosition to the sexageMiual sj'stem
of the earlier Babylonians. Comparison of the

nysteni of sij^ns used to express numbers also re-

veals a considerable degree of likeness between

Egyptian and Aramaic notation. We may add to

the latter Hebrew,' since tiiere are grounds for

believing that .signs were in use among the

Hebrews, although, it is true, their Scriptures

reproduce numbers only by words. Tlie ostraka
discovered at Samaria show signs and words in

combination, the ninth and tenth years being spelt
in full, and two others, apparently the eleventh
and the thirteentli, always exjiressed by figures

(D. G. Lyon, in the Harvard Theological Bevieiv,
iv. [1911] 138). S. R. Driver remarks that, oji the

supposition that their numbers were not written
in full, but expressed by symboLs, 'the ancient

Hebrews, it is reasonable to suppose, would have

adopted a system similar to that in use amongst
their neighbours, found equally in Phoenician,

Palmj'rene, Nabatwan, and Old Aramaic inscrip-
tions, and used al.'^o in Syriac' {Notes on the

Hrfircw Text of the Books of SaviueP, Oxford,
1913, p. 97, n. 2). We shall subsequently note the

leading features in this notation by means of

symbols, which was current among the W.
Semitic peoples who made use of the decimal (or

quintal) system of numeration. But in the first

place it is necessary to look more clo.sely at the

sexagesimal system of Babylonia (E. Semitic, it

may be termed), which at all times had a good
claim to be regarded as decimal also,'' and which
in the course of centuries came to be closely

a]iproximated to the purely decimal system of

adjacent lands to the west and south.
2. Babylono-Assyrian (or E. Semitic) notation.—A flood of light has been cast on the earlier

stages of the science of numbers by the discoveries
at Nijipur, the results of which, in so far as they
are relevant to our purpose, have been set forth

by H. V. Hilprecht [The Babylonian Expedition of
the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
1906, vol. XX. pt. i. chs. ii. and iii. ) in a treatise to
which every student of the subject acknowledges
his indebtedness.^ To deal only with the ' mathe-
matical

'

tablets, excluding the '

metrological
'

(ch.

iii.)
—they show for the most part a series of

multiplication and division tables, symbolically re-

presented. Such terms as are necessary to supple-
ment the symbols are derived from tlie Sumerian
language, which suggests that the whole numerical

system was derived from the older civilization of

Sumer and Akkad. It may, indeed, be affirmed
that the sexagesimal-decimal system of the Semitic

Babylonians is in reality Sumerian. The list of

these terms as given by Hilprecht (p. 23) includes :

A-DU (= x), 'times'; A-AX, rendering a number dis-

tributive
;
IGI-GAL (= 'denominator,' used to express j frac-

tion); LAL (=-), 'minus'; SI-A (
= +), 'plus'; IB-DI,

'square'; and BA-DI-E, 'cube.'

The lists of multiplication tables actually known
to Hilprecht from the Temple School and Temple
Library of Nippur number from 44 to 46. All the

integers from 1 to 9 are used as a V)asis, with the

exception of 7, i.e. all the numbers which are
divisors of 60 or its powers. Generalizing, it is

found that the tables range from 2x1 to 180,000
X 1, and that they are all related to 60-*, or 3600-,
whicli is 12,960,000. In the sexagesimal system
tlie numbers 60, 600, and 3600 bear s)>ecial names,
viz. soss, ner, and 5ar, coiTesponding to units,
tens, and hundreds among ourselves, or, more
accurately, to tens, hundreds, and thousands.

1 Josephus {Ant. i. viil. 2) credits Abram with having com-
municated arithmetic to tlie Eif.\ plians.

2 A. Jeremias {The OT in the Light of the Ancient Eaut,
London, 1911, i. 63) holds that both systems are of pre-historic
oriy:in.

' See the remarks of T. G. Pinches, in Hilprecht Anniversary
Volume, Leipzig, 1909, p. 77.

The symbols employed for the units are upriglit
wedges (T). combined in such a way as immedi-

ately to suggest the number for which they stand.
Tens and multiples of 10 are represented by
oblique wedges or ' crotchets

'

(< ) up to 50. With
tiie soss (60) the upright wedge used for absolute
units is renewed, each wedge standing for a

multiple of 60. The value to be attached is deter-

mined by the position of the upright wedge;< re-

latively to the smaller numbeis, i.e. tens and units,

following them. Intermediate tens are repre-
sented by a combination of upright and oblique
wedges—e.g., K=70; n« = 140. The ner ha.s, as
a rule, its own symbol (f'), and likewise the 5ar

(lO)> although the oblique wedge alone, by virtue

of its position in the scale, can do duty for 600,
and the upright wedge alone for 3600, and the
series can be continued indefinitely, thus :

T < r < ! < T < r

12,960,000 2,160,000 216,000 36,000 3600 600 60 10 1

As an example of how the system works out,' the

following (Hilprecht, no. 16, 1. 24 rev.) may be

given :
'

<TT«< A-DU (= X ) <IK« = Wii^^Wil^
i.e. 1 7i^r+2 soss-|-3 ten8Xdo.=156 iiar + 1 ji^r+5 soss, or, by

''
,

' the above series :

12 soss

i.e. 600-f2 X 60-1-30 x do. =2 x 216,000 -H 3 x 36,000-h6 x
3600-1-1x600-1-5x60

{i.e. 750 xdo.)
i.e. 562,500 =562,500.

Owing to the absence of the ' zero
'

in the Baby-
lonian system, there is, according to our idea, an
element of ambiguity present. It is difficult to

know whether absolute units or sos5-units are
dealt Avith, and it is only by reference to the
context (as in the above example) that the truth
can be ascertained. The ambiguity is not found
in later texts, where the soss symbol never termi-
nates a number and the rule as stated above is

strictly adhered to. In early texts, however, the
soss is found at the end, even in numbers relatively
small. Thus, A. Poebel (Historical Texts, Phila-

delphia, 1914, p. 190, n. 1 ; cf. plates xx., xxi.)

gives .5700 = 3600-1-3 X 600-1-5 x 60. The soss in this

instance is indicated by a horizontal instead of a
vertical wedge. On the same tablet (no. 34) can
be seen the circles and semi-ellipses out of which
the conventional Avedges arose. The nir is com-

posed of a horizontal wedge followed by a semi-

ellipse, and the tens are complete circles.

A. T. Clay {The Babylonian Expedition of the Univ. of Penn.,
ser. A, xiv. [1906] 16 f.) informs us that '

in the pre-Sargonic
period, when the circle had the value ten, and the semi-

elliptical impression stood for one, it is very likely that the

upper end of the stylus was round ; and that it was used to
make the numerals. The circle was made by pressing the

stylus perpendicularly into the soft clay ; and the semi-elliptical

ly leaning it lengthwise, as in writing.'

An interesting number given by Poebel in the
tablet referred to is 5864 (col. 20, 10), which is

made up of 6000—(2 x 60 -f 10 -h 6). That is, the
LAL sign (= -) is employed, covering 2 ncrs,
1 ten, and 6 units. As a rule the LAL has a much
more restricted use than this, entering into the
number 19 principally; 19 is 20 LAL 1, which,
appearing in our type as 21 - LAL, is apt to be
mistaken for 20—another evidence, as it seems, of
the disadvantage arising from the want of '

zero.''^

It should be noted that in lists where we make the

entry '0,' as an alternative to leaving blank, the

Babylonians in .some cases make u.se of the sign id,

meaning 'not,' 'nothing.'
It will readily be seen that the Babylonians (or

rather the Sumerians), by emi>loying the soss (60)
1 It is unsuccessfully applied by D. W. Myhrman in The

Babylonian Expedition of the Univ. of Prnn., ser. A, \ ol. iii.

[1910] pt. i. p. 68, n. 2. In this instance the true sign of »>; is

given, as can be proved by means of three partial totals in the

body of the text.
- On this point see C. H. W. Johns, Assyrian Deeds and

Documents, Cambridge, 1898-1901, ii. 190.
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as a secondary unit, obviated in a measure the

difficulty, real to them as to other nations of

antiquity, arising from fractions. Fi'actions, and

symbols denoting fractions, were certainly in use,^
but cliietly in metrological series, where they had
reference to higlier and to standard units, of which

they formed an exact part. For this reason they
have a claim to be regarded as integral.'- In

dealing with fractions of a Sar, e.g., the Baby-
lonians expressed these by integers, as may be
seen in the highly interesting tablet translated by
Hilprecht* and submitted to competent American
and European mathematicians for solution of the

problem attaching to it. The difficulty still re-

mains, but Hilprecht himself seems really to have
reached the solution by bringing what appear to
be integers into fractional relation to the Sar.

Thus, 720 standing opposite 125 would seem to

denote that the latter number consists of 2 soss

and 5 over. In relation to the Sar this 5 is

Tii^n^rhsi i" our notation, expressed in the tablet,

however, by 720. What is written presents a

grave difficult}', but the s})eech of teachers and
pupils may have made everything quite clear.

All the tablets of this class appear to be of the
nature of ready-reckoners.
The question arises, Why was 60 chosen as a

basal unit ? Its use in astronomy is apparent, but
which is

' earlier
' and which ' later

'

cannot be
determined.* According to S. Langdon (Lectures
on Babylonia and Palestine, Paris, 1906, p. 79),

the sexagesimal system is probably based on the
fact that in the Inrman form there were about 60

Hnger-breadths from the nose to the fingers. We
have already indicated the practical value of

selecting a num1)er which is divisible by the first

quintette of units : it saved the complication
arising from fractions. This Avould be still more
true of 60*, or 12,960,000, the number underlying
all the known tables of multiplication and division.

The results thereby gained, which doubtless were
committed to memory, formed so many jwints
d'appiii, and from the known the unknown could
be reached. Intermediate primary numbers could
be dealt with by aid of the recognized tables
of composite numbers, standing in obvious re-

lationship to the sexagesimal unit or .system.
Thus 3P was calculated from 80- (a niemljer of the
60* series), by means of the binomial theorem,
which Hilprecht maintains must have been known
to the Babylonians in some form or other. ^ There
is, indeed, another use underlying the number 60*,

but this can be more appropriately discussed under
the heading of ' Sacred numbers '

(see below, § 5).

When we come to study the numerical system
of the classical period of Babylono-As.syrian litera-

ture, which includes the annals of the great kings,
we find that the reckoning hy Sars and ve/'s has given
]ilace to the decimal system, the soss remaining as a
kind of relic of antiquity. In Tiglath-l'ileser l.'s

Annals {c. 1100 B.C.) 4000 is written as 4 followed by
the sign for 'thousand' (<I— , Ihnu), while 6<» and
120 continue as 1 Su-5i, 2 Su-Si (soss). In the Annals
of Asur-nasir-pal III. (885-860 B.C.) 260 is written
as 2 followed by the sign for ' hundred '

( }—, meat)
+ 1 Su-Si (soss) (col. i. 64). The nuniber deported
from Samaria (722 B.C.) is given as 27,290, made up

1 E.g., i, i, s, and S, all with special signs. In addition there
were two retfular series formed from the ordinals (T. G. Pinches,
Outline, of Assyrian Grammar, London, 1010, p. 18). Jj held an
exceptional position, with properties resembling an integer, in

both Egyi)tian and Sumerian (A. Krnian, Life in Ancient
Egypt, Eiig. tr., London, 1894, p. 305; II. V. Hilprecht, liab.

Exprd. XX. lit. i. !>. 2,")).

- Cf. 3 and G pence in relation to a shilling. The coins each
in their degree are integral, and yet each is a fractional part of
the higher member in the series.

'•> Bab. Exped. xx. pt. i. p. 2S.
•• A. Jercmias, Das Alter der babylonischen Astronowie",

Leipzig, 1009, p. (iT.

•' Bab. Exped. xx. pt. i. p. 24 n.

of 27 thousand -f 2 hundred -l 60 + 30. Out of tlie 46

strong cities round Jerusalem Scnii.u-lierib lirought
away 200,150 men, expressed l>y ]\ T- <y- ] T-

<«
( =2

xlOOx 1000 + 1 X 100 -f 50).
Ordinal numbers are readily distinguished by the

addition of the sign ^ (kan, kdiii) to the cardinals.
The names of the ordinals 3-14 are found sjielt
out at length in one of the Tell elAmarna tablets

(Brit. Mus. no. 82), which was evidentlj' prepared
for educational purjwses'—an instructive instance
of how the names of numbers are recovered. Even
yet there are gaps left, as an examination of any
grammar will disclose.- The degree of similaritj'
between the E. and W. Semitic names for numbers,
and the grammatical laws governing them, can be
ascertained by reference to H. Zimmern's Vergleich-
ende Grammatik, already quoted. Tlie As.syrian
word for ' thousand

'

(limu) is the only noteworthy
exception, standing as it does without any analogous
form in W. Semitic. The word there employed
('aid/, 'Hef) has lately given rise to much discus-

sion tlirough the attempt made by W. M. Flinders
\^Qt\ie (Researches in Sinai, London, 1906, p. 20811'.)

to reduce the numbers of the children of Israel, on
the strength of the similarity between the words
for 'thousand' and 'family' or 'sept.'* The
Sumerian names of the numbers 1-9 will be found
in F. Delitzsch, Assyrische Lesesfurkc*, Leipzig,
1900, p. Ill n.

3. Aramaic notation. — The other .system of

notation with which we are here concerned is the
W. Semitic, which we shall call by the specilic
term ' Aramaic' It m.ay be linked to the Babylono-
As.syrian through the nexus afforded by the
' Aramaic endorsements'* found on business tablets.

According to J. H. HteveiDion (Assyricm and Baby-
lonian Contracts, New York, 1902, p. 27), the signs
found in the in.scriptions of the Britisli Museum
tablets examined by him are :

1=1, ll=-2, 111=3, II 111=5, X=5, III 111=6, IX=6,

I III 111 = 7, nX =7;^^, \>^x
= 40.

The point calling for attention in this table is the
alternative sign introduced at the quintal stage.
The series can now be supplemented by the recently-
discovered Elephantine papyri,-' a system essenti-

ally the same as the above. The units 1-9 are

grouped in threes, the last to the left being
lengthened below, or placed ol)liquely, as a rule.

This indicates that it is the final unit. Tlie series

may be illustrated by the following numbers with
their symbols :

\lll=4; |l III 111=8; '^=10 \lim=14: \ = 2U; \1,

= 40; I,:!,%=bO; '>^^1;%=90; ^ = 100; /?>||=200; ; fi

= 1000 (also written ^p
-^

Fj^N); fi| = 10,000.

Example:" || III O^U ^|1 1IITI=1S75.

In the Elephantine papyri the .signs are some-
times followed by the names, to give exactness :

niUiN -n \ill (4, i.e. four) (I'ap. 23, 4).

nnttj in
||| ||| (e; I'.p. six) (Pap. S3, .i)"

If these two systems, as found in the ' Aramaic
endorsements' and in tlie Eleiiiiantine jiapyri, arc

compared with those in use among the N. Semitic

1 C. Bezold, Oriental Diplomacy, London, 1893, pp. xxiv,

xxxix.
- See Pinches, Assyr. Gram., p. 10 ; Johns, ii. 186 flf.

'' A. H. M'Neile, The Tiook of 7?a;od)f« (Westminster Connn.),

London, 190S, p. 75 ; .\. R. S. Kennedy, Levitietis attd yomhiis

(Ceiitirru liible), Edinburgh, 1910, p. 189 ff.
;
cf. .F. K. SIcCurdv,

llibtoni, I'ropliecy, and the Moninneiits, New York, 1890, ii. 102.

» Cf. A. T. Clay,
' .Aramaic Indorsements in the Documents of

the Murasu Sons,' OT and Semitic Studies in Memory oj

Williavi Baiiifu Harper, Chicago, 1908, i. 287-324.
» E. Sachau, Aramdische Papyrus und Ostraha atis Elephan-

tine, Leipzig, 1011, p. 198 ;
cf. A. H. Sayce and A. E. Cowley,

Aramaic f'api/ri discorcred at Assiian, London, 1906, p. 15;

A. Ungnad, Aramdische Papyrus aus Elephantine, Leipzig,

1911, passim.
6 Unonad, p. 85.

'' H>- PP- 46, 52.
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peoples,* the diH'erences will be found to be very

slight. Even the Egyptian system is not unlike.'-'

The so-called Alexandrian system, according to

which numbers are compounded by means of the

letters of tiie alphabet—a system in general use

about tiie time of Christ, and still to be seen in

the Hebrew Bible—is here left out of account, as

having entered into Semitic use from an extraneous

(probably Greek) source,^ and as being common
property among so many nations and peoples of

antiquity. The system is one very apt to lead

to corruption in numbers relating to foreign
matters.^

4. Semitic numbers in general,
— It can be

gathered both from tlie language of numbers and
from the symbols employed to represent them that,
in theory at least, no upper limit is to be assigned
to Semitic enumeration. If we except indefinite

expressions {e.g., myriads)—a form of speech com-
mon to all nations past and present

—we find that
in practice numbers are confined to sums under
1,000,000. In the OT there is only one instance
of a number exceeding this (1,100,000 [1 Cli 2P]).
The notation appears to us clumsy, but cannot be
characterized as amateurish. Indeed, we marvel
at the ease with which sosses, ncrs, and §ars are

manipulated. We have insisted on the difficulty

presented by fractions, and we find that the results

of problems involving fractions are only approxi-
mately correct. This is especially true of Egypt,
where, it is evident, knowledge was the outcome
of repeated trials and practical tests, the truth,
when attained or approximated, being carefully
treasured and transmitted. The method is induc-

tive, and
' the answers given represent the accumu-

lated experiences of many previous writers.' ^ In
the keej)ing of accounts the accuracy of the scribe
is not lightly to be questioned. The many business
tablets that have now been deciphered, recording a

single transaction that did not require to be tran-

scribed, with their system of partial totals and
grand totals,* can readily be checked, and as a rule

they are found to be correct. It is otherwise with
numbers occurring in annalistic records. These
have often been copied, and show a tantalizing
number of discrepancies. A glaring example may
be seen in the figures relating to Shalmaneser lll.'s

campaign of 854 B.C., where four sets of enemy
losses are given, the numbers ranging from 14,000
to 29,000. There is reason to think that the

Assyrians in this instance were actually defeated.^

Equally unreliable are the figures appearing in the

Elephantine papyri, which are supposed to be a

transcript of the Inscription of King Darius at
Behisttin.^ While these discrepancies may be due
to the copyist,^ the chief reason for the doubtful-
ness of the figures lies in the tendency to exagger-
ate—a common failing among the despots of the
ancient East. The Oriental partiality for large
numbers is shared even by the Chronicler of tlie

OT. '" Where exact numbers were no longer obtain-

able, round numbers took their place
—an evident

1 See G. A. Cooke, A Text-Book of Xorth-Semitic Inscriptions,
Oxford, 1903, pp. 43 f., 55, etc. ; M. Lidzbarski, Ephemfi-is fiir
semitische Epi<}raphik, Giessen, 1900, p. 106 fl. ; EBr^'^, art.

'Numeral,' with table.
2.7. 0. Wilkinson, The Ancient Egyptians, London, 1878, ii.,

table opp. p. 493.
3 J. Gow, A Companion to School Classics^ London, 1893,

p. 11 f.
; SDB, art. 'Number,' sect. 3; A. Deissmann, Li(jht

from the Ancient East, London, 1911, p. 275 ff.

4 Poebel, Hist. Texts, p. 105.
5 \V. W. Rouse Ball, Hist, of Mathematics-, London, 1893,

pp. 3, 8 ; C. Warren, The Ancient Cubit, do. 1903, p. 31 ff.

6 Assyr. napJarM=' total'
;
Sum. mnigin iunigin =

^
totaX of

totils,' 'grrand total.'
7 R. W. Rof,'ers, Cuneiform Parallels to the OT, New York,

1912, p. 280 f. ; A. H. Sayce, The '

Higher Criticism ' and the

Monuments-, London, 1894, p. 391, note G.
8 Ungnad, p. 83fif. 9 McCurdy, ii. 87 n.
10 Sayce, p. 463 f.

; of. G. B. Gra\\ A'umlers (ICC), Edinburgh,
1903, p. 10 ff.

feature of the chronology of the book of Judges,
*

and far more evident in the length of the reigns of
the mythological kings before and after the Flood.
The foreshortening of the historical perspective, to
which Sayce has called attention ^ in connexion
with the narrative of the book of Kings, as a
source of certain subtle errors in chronology, finds

its counterpart in the protracted figures attached
to the times that are unhistorical and even mythical,
which prevent a reliable chronology ever being-
drawn up. The same phenomenon that meets us
in Genesis in the great age ascribed to the ante-
diluvians and the reduced longevity of the genera-
tions following is found in the Babylonian records,
as can now be studied in the new lists of kings
publishetl by Poebel (Historical Texts, pp. 73-140).*
In another connexion the same Avriter comments
(p. 50) on the idea that whatever man made (e.g.,
a boat or a landmark) in those old days was of

enormous dimensions, and connects it with the
belief in enormously long life and higher stature
than at present.* This tendency to gild the past
has therefore to be allowed for in dealing with
numbers, but usually we have no great difficulty
in drawing the boundary-line between the mythical
and the historical.

5. Sacred numbers.—Jeremias a.sserts^ that a

preference for odd numbers is universal :

' Numero
deus impare gaudet.' This accords with the
selection of 5 and 7 to be the fundamental ciphers
of the astral system, to which he attaches himself.

It is in reality duodecimal-.sexagesimal : 5-f-7=
12 ; 5 X 12 = 60. To this may be oppo.sed the find-

ing of Hilprecht (p. 34), who says that 7, 11, and
13, being no divisors of 12,960,000, have continued
even to the present to be regarded as unlucky
numbers in the life and history of man. He
invites us in this liglit to examine the Babylonian
Sabbath question. It may be assumed that 3 and
5 as factors of the sexagesimal unit are to be ex-
cluded from this condemnation. The fact, there-

fore, would appear to be that facility or difficulty
in operating Avith the various numbers was of chief

account. It is difficult to see why any number,
abstractly considered, should be either lucky or

unlucky. Numbers had to be related to deities,

magic, divisions of time, etc., before moral or
sacred significance could arise. A ' science of

number' in the Pythagorean sense was not yet
conceived of ; number had not been exalted as the

apxv Kal ti\7] of wliicli the world was made.® At
tlie same time, all numbers were sacred to the

Babylonians :

^ but there was a limit set to their

sanctity :

' Numbers might be sacred, they could never be deified, they
were not worshipped, nor were artistic representations of

them imagined
'

(F. Cnmont, Astrology and Religion among the

Greeks and Romans, New York and London, 1912, p. 112).8

In Babylonia the numbers from 60 down to 1

came to be reserved each for a particular deity,
the planetary deities having their numbers appor-
tioned with less regularity than the great gods,
which points to the fact that the latter were

brought in, and, as it were, 'canonized,' last of all.

Thus, 60 = Anu (father of the gods), 50= Bel, 40 =
1 BDB ii. 817 f .

;
G. F. Moore, Judges^ (ICC), Edinburgh, 1903,

pp. xxxviiff., 424, 426 f.

2 Pp. 422, 439 f .

3 Cf. H. Zimmern, The Babylonian and the Hebrew Genesis,
London, 1901, p. 46 ff.

4 Cf. E. Naville, Archceolopij of the OT, London, 1913, p. 85 f.

5 OTin Light of Ancient East, i. 63, n. 3.

6 Gow, p. 301 f.

^ Jeremias, OT in Light of Ancient East, i. 63, with specimens
of the application of the numbers 0-15 (1 and 8 excepted), 40,

70, 72, 73.
8 Several apparent exceptions are given by A. Smythe

Palmer, The Samsoji-Saga, London, 1913, p. 205 and note 3.

The references are to the Canaanite deity, Baal-shalisha, 'the
Lord of Three '

;
the Hittite god named ' Three '

(Salas, SalsiO ;

the Ejryptian
'

god Eight
'

; the Babylonian
'

god Seven '

; and
'god Four.' These do not seem to be sufficient to impair the
force of Cumont's generalization.
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Ea, 30= Sin, 25 = Merodach, 20=§amas, 15 = Istar,
10 = Rarnman.i This species of identification is

dependent upon the calendrical system—e.g., Sin
= :^0 = days of the ordinary month. ^ It woukl be

difficult to show that the whole of the numbers
1-60 were thus appropriated, but at least '

sixty
'

is representative or all the gods, and equivalent to

'the entire pantheon.'^ An interesting contrast
in number is afforded by the '

fifty
' renowned

names of the great gods, with which Merodach
was at last endowed.*

Among the units 7 has come to be regarded as
the sacred number jort?' excellence. In Babylonia it

was so esteemed, Jastrow thinks, largely, if not

solely, because it was a large number (cf. seven

spirits of Scripture = a miscellaneous mass of

spirits).* It holds the foremost place in magical
formulae. We have already noted the funda-
mental position accorded to it in the astral system.
By others it has been regarded as sacred because
of its astronomical relations — e.g., the seven

planets, and the division of the lunar month into
four quarters of seven days.® Tlie tabu on the
seventh day (and multiples thereof) of certain

Babylonian months has generally been regarded as
transitional to the sanctity of the seventh day
(Sabbath) among the Hebrews.' The number 7 is

favoured by the Priestly Writer, 5 figures promi-
nently in the Joseph story,* and 3 (and its multiples
by 10) in the story of Samson.'* For reasons as-

sociated with deity or deities, 1, 2, 3, and 9 liave

special claims to sanctity (monism, dualism, triads,

enneads). By reason of a recent discovery, made
by Poebel,^" whereby the goddess Nin-Harsag took
a part in the creation of mankind along with the

triad, An, Enlil, Enki, the number 4 may also be
included in this category. Groups of 5 and 10

(pentads and decads) have recently acquired
significance in the laws of Babylon and Israel. ^^

A comparison of articles on 'Number' in HDB,
SDB, and UBi discloses the fact that 1, 3, 4, 7,

10, 12, 40, and 70 are specially treated for their
sacred and symbolical significance. The symbol-
ism of such numbers has been variously interpreted
—e.g., by C. F. Keih^^ H. Schultz,'^ R. L. Ottley,"*
and A. H. McNeile," the last-named prefacing his

rendering by the caution :

'

It is easy to be led into extravajfance in attempting to

interpret the significance of numbers ; allegorical arithmetic
has called forth fantastic absurdities from both Jewish and
Christian writers.'

This caution is all the more needed in view of
the methods of the astral school, represented by
H. Winckler and A. Jeremias, whose motifs are
still open to considerable doubt.
Their main thesis would, however, appear to be

strengthened by Hilprecht's exposition^" of the

meaning of the number 12,960,000 (=60^ or 3600^).
This is none other than the famous 'number of
Plato' (Eepublic, viii. 546 B-D), as determined by

1 G. Maspero, The Dawn of Civilization, Eng. tr., London,
1901, p. 673; M. Jastrow, The Religion of Babylonia and
Assyria, Boston, 1898, p. 465 f. ; Smythe Palmer, p. 207.

2 Jastrow, p. 465. 3 HDB v. 657*, note tt.
4 Pinches, The OT in the Light of the Hist. Records of

Babylonia and Assyria^, London, 1908, p. 46 fT.
' Jastrow, The Hel. of Bab. and Assyr., p. 265.
6 Jastrow, Hebrew and Babylonian Tradition (Haskell

Lectures), London and Leipzig, 1914, p. 170 flf. ; L. R. Farnell,
Greece and Babylon, Edinburgh, 1911, p. 293 f.

7 Sajce, p. 75 ff.
; \V. R. Smith, The Religion of the Semites,

new e<l., London, 1907, p. 131 f.

8 J. Skinner, Genesis (ICC), Edinburgh, 1910, p. 483.
a Smythe Palmer, p. 199.
10 Hist. Texts, p. 24 ff.

11 C. H. W. Johns, 7'he Laws of Babylonia and the Laws of the
Hebrew Peoples (Schweich Lectures, 1912), London, 1914, pp.
26, 61, 71 (with references).

12 vl Manual of Biblical Archceology, Edinburgh, 1887, i.

127ff.,133ff.
13 OT Theology, Edinburgh, 1892, i. .35], note 5.
14 Aspects of the OT (BL), London, 1897, p. 204.
15 The Bonk of Exodus (Westminster Comin.), p. l.wxviii.
16 Pp. 29-34.
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J. Adam^ and others, the 'lord of better and
worse births,' a geometrical number constructed
out of the elements of the number which expresses
the shortest period of gestation in the human kind

(216 days). Hilprecht takes the number as the
arithmetical expression of a gieat law controlling
the universe, which he calls tbe ' law of uniformity
or harmony.' For this reason 12,960,000 has a
claim to be regarded as the sacred number in chief

of Babylonia. When related to time, 12,960,000

days= 36,000 years (counting 360 days in a year),
which is

' the great Platonic year
' and also a

Babylonian cycle.
The conclusion is obvious that Babylonia, and

not Greece, is the home of this whole cult. The
number 12,960,000 is fundamental both in astronomy
and in astrology, governing the universe (the

macrocosm) and also the life of man (the microcosm).

Everything in man's life from his birth to his death
is governed by this number or one of its divisors,

especially the period of gestation ;
216 daj's, the

period of the seven months' child, and 270, the

period for a nine months' child, inaugurate a lucky
birth, for both are divisors of 12,960,000. So with

every other number which is a divisor of 12,960,000

(for unlucky numbers, see above).
From this it will be seen what an elaborate

astrological structure has been reared upon the

foundation of the geometrical number 12,960,000.

Granting the theoretical validity of this number,
there is a serious difhculty about its application, if

we think only of births, for the multiplication and
division tables now known (§ 2 above) are far more
extended than would be necessary for the particular
end of determining lucky and unlucky births.

The situation is somewhat relieved by bringing in

the periods of the moon, in its phases or in its

course (see art. BiRTH [Assyro-Babylonian], vol.

ii. p. 643). Even with this added, we are left in

ignorance about many points in the Babylonian
praxis.

' How far they carried their liking for

numbers and mystic calculations we have yet to
learn.' ^ While the theory of Hilprecht, which, as
we have seen, is astral, may be said at present to

rule, there may be some who will share the view
of R. W. Emerson, who said of Plato that,

' in his

eighth book of the Republic, he throws a little

mathematical dust in our eyes.'^ What has now
been added to Plato or, rather, what has been
shown to be the source of the ideas of Plato (and
Pythagoras) may seem to them like throwing a
little more dust.

LlTERATORE.—This has been given in the article, the more
important references being embodied, the others appearing in
the footnotes. WiLLIAM CrUICKSHANK.

NUSAIRIS. — The Nusairis, also known as

Ansariyah, are not only a sect, but a nation, in-

habiting the mountainous country nortli of the

Lebanon, between ancient Eleutherus, the Orontes,
and the Mediterranean coast. Although the Nu-
sairi population in this mountainous barren region
live a rather wretched life, cultivating mainly the
vine and tobacco, the colonies which it has founded
in Antioch, Mersina, Tarsus, and Adana are very
prosperous. We may reckon the total of this

population at 150,000 ; in earlier times they were
no doubt more numerous.

I. Etymology.—The name ' Nusairi
' has given

rise to a great many theories : it has been thought
to be a diminutive of the Arab Nns^rnni ('little

Christian'), but this etymologj^ is contrary to

Arabic grammar, and, as the supposed conversion
of the race to Christianity took place before the

establishment of Islam in this region, it would be
1 J. Adam, The Republic of Plato, Cambridge, 1902, ii. 201-

208, 204-30C.
2T. G. Pinches, in Hil. .inn. Vol., p. 77.
3 Representative Men, 'Plato : New Headings,' last paragrajili.
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surprisint,' if the name was borrowed from Arabic.

Another theory, which is more wide-spread, is

that ' Nusairi' comes from Muhammad ibn Nusair,
who is said to liave founded the sect in the 11th

century. But tliis Ibn Nusair was a follower of

the eleventh imfan, yasan al 'Askari, while the

doctrine of the Nusairis recognizes only seven
iiru'nus ; and this etymology, which has given rise

to popular accounts placing Muhammad ibn Nusair
in the time of the Umayyads Mu'awiyah and
Yazld, cannot be admitted, although upheld by
S. Guyard, C Huart, and H. Lammens. It has no
more to recommend it than the theory which con-
nects them with Nusair, a freedman of "Ali, or
witli the Ansars of the Prophet. As Dussaud
abundantly proves, the Nusairis of our day are the
Nazevini mentioned by Pliny the Elder (HN v. 81)
as forming a tetrarchy separated from Apamea by
the river Marsyas (Orontes). The Greek historian

Sozomen {HE vii. 15) shows them at the end of the
4th cent, helping the pagans of Apamea against
the Christians ; he gives them the name of Gali-

Iteans, which Lammens, by an extremely ingenious
hypotliesis, derives from Bargagj'lus, a supposed
ancient form of Bargylus, the name given by Pliny
to one of their mountains.

2. History.—The Nusairis, being isolated, pre-
served their paganism in spite of the triumph of

Christianity, and later of Islam, in the surround-

ing country. Nevertheless it is certain that the
contact of these two religions was not witliout

influence iipon the Nusairi beliefs. The greatest
influence, however, was exercised by the Ismailis,
who were forced in the 12th cent, to leave their

ephemeral dwelling-place in Banias and settle in

the Jebel, where they became famous under the
name of Assassins (q.v.). Further, the influence
of the Ismaili doctrines had begun as early as the
9th cent., and we see from a refutation by Hamzah,
the apostle of the Druse religion, that the Nusairi

religion was established at the beginning of the
11th century. After the victories of Baibars and
the destruction of the Ismaili power the Muslims
made an unsuccessful attem])t to convert the
Nusairis. Their massacre, which was demanded
liy certain fanatics—among others the theologian
Ibn Taimiyjah, in a fativd published by Guyard
(JA VI. xviii. L1871] 158-198)—Avould have been

contrarj' to the interests of the Muslims. They
have maintained their independence, and survive
down to the present day divided into clans, often
at war with one another, but paying tribute to the

paslia of Tripoli. In the middle of the 19th cent,

a chief arose among them, Ismail Beg by name,
who proclaimed his authority, and secured recog-
nition by the Turkish government as ruler of the

country of Safita. By paying an annual tribute
of 300,000 francs he enjoyed absolute authority,
and, like Rashid al-Din Sinan among the Ismailis,
became the hero of legends far more ancient than
himself. After liis death the Turkish government
succeeded in establishing its direct administration
in the country—the result of wliich, as eveiywhere
else, was the persecution and ruin of tiie land.

3. Present-day religion.
—The religion of the

Nusairis, therefore, is the ancient pagan religion
of the district, very much altered by Christian,

Muslim, and especially Ismailian influences, but
not reaching the stage of Christianity and Islam.

The gioundwork of tiieir doctrines is contained in

the Kitdb al-Majwu , published and translated by
Dussaud (Hist, et religion des Kosa'irin, appendix,
pp. 161-198). Like the Ismailis, they divide time
into seven cycles, each having its own manifes-
tation of deity ;

this resembles the doctrine of

the pagan ^Jarranians, according to whicii the
creator was single in his essence but multiple in

his manifestations in bodies, and these bodies were

the seven planets which govern the world. The
Ismailis and the Druses hold that a prophet
appears in each entrusted with a new religion
[natiq,

' utterer '). The natiq multiplies into seven

persons, the flrst of whom is called nsas (' founda-
tion '). The asas are inferior to the ndtiqs (except
'All) among the Ismailis and the Druses. With
the Nusairis tlie asas are superior to the ndtiqs

•

the asas are Abel, Seth, Joseph, Joshua, Asaph,
Peter (Shemaun), and 'Ali

;
the ndtiqs Adam,

Noah, Jacob, Moses, Solomon, "Jesus, and Muham-
mad. 'Ali, the asas of the seventh period, has
become a god ; he bears the epithet Ma'na, corre-

sponding to that of 'the Word' for Jesus; it is

to the Ismailian influence that he owes this role.

'
'All ibn Abu falib was not begotten ;

he ia unique, immortal,
and has existed from all time ; his essence is the light ; from
him the stars shine

;
he is the light of lights. Although de-

prived of all attributes, he cleaves rocks, drives back seas, and
directs affairs ; it is he who destroys empires. He is hidden,
not enveloped, that is to say, he is hidden by the nature of his
divine essence, not by a covering. He is mind, ma'na' {Kitdb al-

Majmu', tr. Dussaud, p. 162).

The formula employed is copied from the Muslim
formula: 'I testify that there is no god but 'Ali
ibn Abu Talib.' Dussaud ingeniously conjectures
that there is a confusion between 'Ali el A'la and
the epithet of the old Phoenician deity Elyum (' the

very high '), whom the Greeks called Adonis.
'Ali created Muhammad, whom he called his
* name '

(/s»?i), and who is also his ' veil
' and his

'dwelling-place.' Muhammad in his turn created
Salman al-Farisi from the light of his light, made
him his '

gate
'

(Bdb), and entrusted him with his

propaganda. These three persons form a triad,
which seems more ancient than the Christian

Trinity, and which goes back to the divine triads

of the Syro-Phcenician cults, and in particular to

the Palmyrene triad 'Ali = sk3' (Baal-Shamain,
Balsamem), Muhammad= sun (Malak bel), and
Salman = moon (Aglibol). In the initiation cere-

monies this triad is represented bj'
' the mystery

of 'Ain-Jlim-Sin' (the initial letters of 'Ali, Mu-
hammad, and Salman). Muhammad created the
Ave '

incomparables,' who in their turn created the
world and are the five planets. The five

' chosen
ones

'

are the five divine emanations to M-hich the
five prayers of the day are consecrated.

The Nusairis do not believe in the immortality
of women, who have no reasonable soul, and they
hold that the use of wine is lawful.

4. Sects.—The Nusairis are divided into four
classes : the ^aidaris (from the surname given to

Ali, El-Haidar, 'lion'), who have come most into

contact with foreign influences, the Shamalis, the

Kalazis, and the Ghaibis. The Shamalis claim that
the god 'Ali, identified with the sky, dwells in the

sun,which represents Muhammad. This idea recalls

the Syrian cult of Ba'al-Shamaim (sky-god) assimi-

lated by the Greeks with Helios. The name
Shamal (from which the Jews derive Samuel, the

angel of death) seems to represent the sun (another
name of the sect is Shamsi)in its nocturnal course ;

it should be noticed that the Shamalis go a great
length with tlieir worship of Muhammad, who, in

the primitive triad, is identified with the sun,
united with "Ali by the light, but separated from
him by the manifestation of appearance. With
the Kalazis, or Qamaris, the moon is the abode of

'All
;

it is celebrated in the poems that we possess
of tins sect and represented by wine : in their

figurative language, according to Dussaud, by
drinking pure w ine one reaches a close acquaint-

anceship with the moon. Some writers hold that
tiiere are traces here of a lunar goddess who is

none other than the great Syrian goddess Astarte.

Their name is derived from that of the shaikh Mu-
hammad ibn Kalazi. The fourth sect, the Ghaibis,
' believe that God appeared, and then became
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invisible ; the present time is that of the absence
'

(qhaibah), whence their name ; they seem to be in-

fluenced by the Ismailian doctrine of the Tanzlh,
which deprives God of His attributes ; they therefore
consider the absent (g'Aaii) as God ('Ali), identilied
with the air, as, among others, with tlie sky.

5. Initiation.—The initiation ceremonies seem
to have been borrowed by the Nusairis from tlie

Ismailians, and to have replaced the ancient mys-
teries ; but, as in the case of the doctrine of the

niitiqs and the asas, the Ismailis initiate into a
doctrine, the Nusairis into mysteries (Dussaud,
p. 105). They have retained the use of wine and
the veiling of the initiate. Tlie nine degrees of
Isma'ili initiation are reduced to three, overbur-
dened with ritual elements. The initiate must be
the child of Nusairi parents ; he receives instruc-
tion from a stranger to his family—which creates
between him and his teacher very close bonds of

relationship. The imdni receives him into the
number of the faithful after certain ceremonies, in

the last of which wine plays a very important
part, in the form of communion. It should be
noticed that, among non-initiated Nusairis, Khodhr
(Khadhir = Eli) is the name of the god par excel-

lence, as 'Ali is among the initiated.

6. Metempsychosis.—Metempsychosis is one of
the dogmas of the Nusairis, but it diflers from that
held by the Isma ills. The faithful is transformed
seven times before he goes to take his rank among
the stars, of which 'All is the prince. If he is

blameworthy, he is re-born as a Christian or a

Muslim, until expiation is complete. Inhdels, who
have not worshipped "Ali, live again in the form of

dogs, camels, mules, asses, or sheep.
7. Festivals.—The chief festivals of the Nusairis

are: (1) the El Ghadir ('the pond') festival, on
the 18th of Dhu'l hijjah ; it is of Shiite origin,
and commemorates Muliammad's appointment of

'All as his successor ; it is celebrated among the
most important shaikhs

; (2) the festival of the

breaking of the fast (ftr) ; (3) that of the sacrifices

(12th of Dhu'l hijjah) ; (4) that of the Firash,
which commemorates the self-sacrifice of 'Ali

exposing himself to the blows of the Quraish in

place of Muliamniad ; (5) that of Ashurah (10th of

Muharram) in memory of the massacre of Karbalil.

According to the Nusairis, yusain did not die, but

disappeared like Jesus. "The festival of the second
El Ghadir (9tli of Rabi' I.) celebrates the recogni-
tion of the sons of 'Ali by Muhammad. That of

the Birth commemorates the nativity of Jesus

Christ, but it is of Muslim origin ; perliaps it is a
remnant of that which the pagans of Harran cele-

brated at the winter solstice for the birth of the
sun. The spring and autumn equinoxes are the
occasion of festivals in forms borrowed from the
Persians—the Nawruz and the Mihrajan. Those
are the official festivals. Some popular ones are :

that of the Baptism (El Qiddas), the day of the

Kpiphany, of the Palms, of Pentecost, and especi-

ally of St. Barbe. Lastly, there are several

pilgrimages, the most important of which is that
of Khodhr (Khadhir = Eli).

8. Conclusion.— Like all secret sects, the Nu-
sairis have been subje(;ted to all kinds of accusa-
tions : the Isma'ilis have contended with them by
rivalry, and the Christian historians of tlie Crusades
have re-echoed the slandei's hurled at them by the
Muslims.
LlTERATHRK.—The chief work on this seel is R. Dussaud,

Hist, et religion di'S Nnsairis, Paris, 19(U), whicli lius been followed
in this article (cf. artt. by R. Basset, in JilJli xlvi. [1902);
C. F. Seybold, LCIiL\\\. [1901] 1255 ff. ; M. Hartmann, ZD/'V
xxiv. [1901] 18C-194; R. Duval, HA xxxvi. [1901] 184-186;
C. Clermont-Ganneau, CAIliL [1900] 70U-T02; J. Halevy, HS
ix. [1901 ]88fl., and I. Goldziher, A liWw. [1901]) ;

on p)). xiii-

XXXV will be found the complete list of works, both Eastern
and Western, that have appeared on the Nusairis down to 1900.
.See also H. Lammens, ' Notes de geo^^rapliie syrii^nne,' in

Melanges de la /aexdU orieatale de Beyrout, i. [1900] 271-283,
' Une Visite au 6a.i}} supreme dee No?airis Haidaris,' JA xi. v.

[1915] 139-159. Ren6 BaSSET.

NYANJAS.—The peoples dealt with in this
article are those speaking the Nyanja or Lake
language of the Protectorate of Nyasaland and
adjoining territories. They cover the district
embraced by the southern portion of that Pro-

tectorate, extending from Port Herald on the
south as far north as the 13th parallel of south
latitude. Divisions of the tribe stretch into

Portuguese territory on the west, and into N.
llhodesia, where they inhabit the lower part of
the Loangwa valley. They are also to be found
in a narrow strip of country along the east shore
of Lake Nyasa, into which they were driven by
pressure of the Yao tribe from the east.

The tribe is divided into various sulidivisions,
which differ from each other to a small degree both
in dialect and in customs. These divisions are :

Amang'anja, Ampotola, Amaravi, Ambo, An-
tumba (or Akantunda), Achewa, and Achipeta.
About the time of Livingstone's first visit to

Nyasaland, a tribe of Zulus called Angoni migrated
from the south and after various wanderings con-

quered the country inhabited by the northern
divisions of the Nyanja tribes, on whom they
imi^osed several of their habits and customs, while
at the same tiuie they adopted the language of the

conquered people. Now Zulu has entirely given
place to Nyanja in one or other of its dialects.

1. Clans.—Like manj- other Bantu tribes, the

Nyanjas are divided into clans or families, which
trace their descent through the mother. The
better known of these clans are the following :

Abanda, Apiri, Amwale, Amilanzi, Adzimbiri,
Ankhoma, Ambewe, and Anthanga. The clan-

names are to be found all through the adjacent
tribes—the result largely of intertribal warfare
and slaving, in M'hich women formed the most
prominent and most valuable asset. Though the

origin of these names has been accounted for by
the theory of the totem, there is now no trace of

any such ideas connected with the names as would
point to a totem origin. The names are not those
of any animal or object in nature, nor do tiiey

carry any custom of tabu peculiar to the clan.

Certain of the clans, however, used to have customs

peculiarly their own. The Abanda, e.17., always
killed slaves to put into the grave along with the
dead body of their chief. Among the Apiri a man
used to take a temporary M-ife, living with her for

a year, and tiien putting her away before taking a

permanent wife, or wives, according to native rite

and custom.
With the arrival of the Zulu Angoni there came

the custom of the descent following the clan of the

father, and then a series of new clans was intro-

duced : Apovu, Anjobvu, Anamvu, Ansomba,
Ananyoni, etc. These are the names of wild
animals—gazelle, elephant, hippopotamus, etc.—
and to the members of the clan the flesh of its

name-animal is tabued. This custom has gradu-
ally spread over the northern portion of the tribe—

especially those parts conquei'ed by the Angoni—and now it is common to find natives who claim
to belong to two clans, one by the father and one

by the mother, the former carrying with it the
tabu. Such clan-names are now largely employed
as surnames.

2. God and spirits.— («) The generic name for

God among the Nyanja is Mulnngu or Mluiigu,
which appears in Swabili as Muungu, and in Lomwe
and Makuwa as Mluku. Umlcr this term is

embraced not cmly the deity, but all that apper-
tains to the spirit world. "NVhether in its primary
sense it conveys the idea of personality is doubtful.
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as the word lielongs to an impersonal class of

nouns, and always takes the concord of an im-

personal class. When, however, the deity is

alluded to in respect of any of his attributes, there

is no doubt that personality is assigned, as when
the Nyanja speak of '

Leza, the Nurse,'
'

Mlengi,
the Creator,'

'

Mphambi, the heavens,' and
'Cliauta, the Almiglity.' Other names are also

assigned to the Supreme Being, as Chanjiri,
Chinsumpi, Mbamba, Mphezi, but these are gener-

ally con lined to certain local manifestations of the

deity through the possession by some individual of

divine powers. Among the tribe of S. Angoniland
in 1910 there appeared an individual Avho claimed
such divine powers under the name of Chanjiri, and
demanded tribute in the form of offerings from the

people, at the same time attempting to dissuade
them from paying the annual tax to the Govern-
ment. While the names Leza and Chauta are
the common appellatives of the deity among the

neighbouring Awemba and Atonga, the name
JNIulungu is universally recognized as signifying
the Supreme Being, and among the Nyanja people
is tlie only designation in use.

(6) Some districts have their local deities or

spirits to whom worship is paid at definite shrines—
generally on the top of some prominent moun-

tain. In the Blantyre district there are two such
shrines on the summits of Mounts Soche and
Michiru, where offerings are made in time of public
distress to the spirits of Kankhomba and Mpalale.
There is little doubt, however, that these are the
names of two chiefs who ruled in the respective
districts before the time of historical record, and
whose names are thus preserved in the worship
paid to their spirits. Till recently a local

tnhona, or seer, lived near Port Herald who claimed
divine i)owers for himself, and whose wife—always
chosen from a certain family—acted as priestess
and means of communication with the outer world,
he having shut himself up in complete seclusion.

(c) The mizimu, or spirits of the dead, form the
chief inhabitants of the unseen world. The word
is used to denote the disembodied spirit or soul of

man, and there is no spirit which was not at one
time existent in a living bodily personality. When
this disembodied spirit is conceived as a worker of
evil and as possessing an evil influence, it is termed
chitvanda.

It is to the mizimu that the people most fre-

quently resort when they wish to get into com-
munication with the unseen. It is to the mizimu
that prayers are most frequently offered and sacri-
fices made. Only in time of great local fear or

calamity, such as drought or famine or pestilence,
are addresses paid to Mulungu or to the local
deities.

The mizimu make their presence known and
communicate their wishes to the living by means
of dreams, when the spirits of the dead hold con-
verse with the spiiits of the living and the spirits
of the living hold converse with each other, and
through the medium of the mlaula, or prophet,
who is inspired bj' the mizimu to rave (bioebiveta)—the ravings being accepted as the voice of the
dead.
The mizimu have their abode at the hut of the

deceased or at the grave where the body is buried.

Offerings are not usually made at the grave—as

among so many of the neiglibouring tribes—but at
the hut where the person lived, or at some place
such as the foot of a tree near the hut where he
was accustomed to resort. Sometimes in the case
of an important chief a small sacrifice hut, called
k'lchisi or gombazi, is built on the outskirts of the
village, and there the customary offerings are
made.

{d) The spirit may take up its abode in some

wild animal, as a lion, leopard, or python. This
is the case only with such persons as have while in
life secured medicine which has tlie power of effect-

ing such a transmigration of the soul. These
animals are held in awe, and are rarely interfered
with ; but, should one be killed accidentally or of

necessitj', the native has no theory as to what
comes after. There, as in so many problems of life,
he confesses that he is against a dead wall which
he has no means of surmounting.

(e) Among the Angoni Nyanjas the sjiirit may
be made to locate itself in any object such as a
piece of cloth, a basket, a doll, or, in the case of
a person of importance, such as a chief or headman,
in a fowl, a goat, or an ox. The spirit is

'

captured
'

by the mlaida, or, if it is that of a person of lower
rank, by an old woman who has ceased to bear
children. Such objects or animals are set aside as
sacred. Should the animal die, another animal is

chosen and set aside as wa mizimu, the property of

the spirits. The other class of objects in which
the spirits are located are treasured among the
household stuff, and are generally kept near the
bed or sleeping-place of the head of the family.

3. Burial customs.—Immediately after death
the corpse is bathed, if of a man by men, if of a
woman by women. Any one may perform this

office, but it usually falls to the older people. Any
neighbour may assist in carrying the corpse to the

grave, and in digging the grave, but on those who
go down into the grave and receive the corpse from
those above special duties are laid. They are
known as the adzukuru (from the root kurii,
'

greatness '). There are no official adzukuru ;

any person may perform the function, but by
habit and custom of the community certain indi-

viduals usually have tlie office assigned to them.
To them afterwards falls the duty of offering the
sacrifices to the spirit of the dead. Theirs are the

portions of food which are left over from the sacri-

fice, and which they have the right of dividing
among their friends. After the burial the mourners
return to the empty hut, which the adzukuru pull
down. Should it be decided to take steps to ascer-

tain the cause of the death, the ula is consulted

(see § 9), and the case may proceed to the chiefs
court to be settled there. Two months or so after
the burial the adzukuru summon the mourners

together, and a feast is made (generally of beer),
a sacrifice is offered, and the shaving of heads of

the mourners finishes the mourning.
4. Sacrifices. — Sacrifices are offered [n) to

Mulungu, (b) to the spirits of the dead cliiefs and

headmen, and (c) to the spirits of dead relatives.

(a) Sacrifices to Mulungu as the Supreme Being
are offered in a small sacrificial hut (kachisi) built

on the outskirts of the village or at the foot of any
large tree where there is shade—preferably the large
tree in the village bwalo, or courtyard. Any tree,

however, that gives shade may be a place of sacri-

fice. Persons on a journey or in the hunting-field

place an offering almost anywhere—under a tree,
if possible, or at the meeting of two roads. The
offerings consist mostly of food— beer, flour, etc.—
while pieces of calico are offered by being torn up
and hung from the tree or spread over the sacrifice

hut. At the beginning of harvest offerings of first-

fruits are made in tiie sacrifice hut, the whole

village joining in the sacrifice and the chief or

Iieadman acting as officiating priest for the occa-

sion.

(b) Sacrifices are offered to the spirits of the dead
chiefs or headmen. Tliese, like the others, consist

of food—beer, flour, etc. They may be offered

near the hut Avhere the dead person lived, or at the
sacrifice hut where his spirit may be ai>proached.
The offerings are made by some descendant or

relative of the deceased chief, generally by his
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successor in office. In one instance near Blantyre
the dead chief had been the chief of a tribe which
had been conquered and its members scattered by
the present chief of the country. When a sacrifice

was made, a member of the conquered tribe—a
relative of the deceased—had to be found to offer

the sacrifice, as likely to be more acceptable to

the spirit whose favour was sought. Among the

Angoni Nyanjas the ofiering may take the form of

an animal in which the spirit of the dead is located,
and the animal is thereafter looked upon as the

property of the spirit. If it is a fowl or goat, it is

not usually separated from its fellows, but if it is

an ox—usually dedicated to chiefs only
—a special

kraal may be built for it and a special caretaker
set apart.

(c) Sacrifices are made to the spirits of dead
relatives or friends—a little flour, beer, a fowl, or a

goat, part of which is made the offering, the re-

mainder being partaken of by the friends of the

adzukiiru, or offerer. Where the spirit of the dead
has been located in any article of household use,
the ottering is placed close to it.

5. Initiation ceremonies.—Among the whole of
the Nyanja-speaking peoples there is no initiation

ceremony for males and no rite of circumcision.
This shows that they had not come under the
influence of the coast Arab or Muhammadan.
There is, how^ever, in the case of females a cere-

mony of initiation at the age of puberty. The
period of instruction varies among the different
sections of the tribe from one or two days to a
month. During this period the girls live in a hut

apart by themselves and are instructed by old
women in the duties and acts of the married state.

There is no form of mutilation or circumcision, but
the girls are taught by manual manipulation to

prepare the organs for the marital acts. When
tlie married woman becomes pregnant for the first

time, the old women again take her aside and
instruct her in the mysteries of childbirth and
motherhood.

6. Marriage.—In the marriage ceremony of the

Nyanja people the chief agents, next to the persons
themselves, are the ' sureties '(a^iMosz^^e), by whom
the marriage is arranged and on whom the responsi-
bility for its well-being depends. They are usually
the brothers or some very near relatives of the con-

tracting parties. The man and woman take no
part in the preliminary negotiations ; everything
is done for them by their respective 'sureties.'

Should difficulties arise between the husband and
wife, the duty of making reconciliation or of per-
mitting a divorce lies with the '

sureties,' and
without their con.sent no alteration in the condition
of husband and wife is sanctioned.
The woman remains in the vUlage of her parents,

where the husband builds her a hut if her father
has not already built one for her. The mother-
in-law expects help from him in the hoeing of her

garden. Beyond this the husband has no other
indebtedness to his wife's family. When the hut
is ready, the husband makes his wife's village his
home. If he has other wives, he pays it periodical
visits. Tliere is no marriage ceremony beyond the

entry of the husband into the wife's hut. Should
the husband prove impotent, this is a gi'ound for

disannulling the marriage at once. The first-born
child is named by the husband's relatives, and,
when other children are born, it goes to the home
of the mother-in-law and is reared by her,

'

in the

place of the daughter whom she has lost.'

The custom of ukulobola, or payment by the
husband to the wives' relatives, does not exist

among the Nyanja tribes. Only in the northern
districts, where they are in close touch with the

Angoni (Zulu) tribe, does one find the custom
occasionally introduced.

AVives are inherited from the maternal uncle

along with other property. The uncle's head-wife

may become the head-wife of his successor. More
generally she.is allowed to retire into private life,

and her place as head-wife may be taken either by
the successor's first wife or by some other of the
inherited wives. Separation is common, the cause

generally being adultery on the woman's part or

neglect on the husljana's part. The matter is

decided by the '

sureties.' If divorce is sanctioned,
the husband hands over .some small article (ktiper-
ekn mubvi,

' to hand over an arrow ') to the wife
as a token of her freedom, and without this cere-

mony no divorce is comjdete. The whole marriage
jjrinciple is simple. The woman is the property
of her clan or family, and so are the children.

Hence the husband makes his home with his Avife's

relatives. This is altogether a different state of

society from that in which the husband takes the
wife to his home—in which case he must pay the
vknlobola as compensation to her family for the
loss of the woman and her children.

7. Witchcraft and disease.—The power of witch-
craft belongs to a certain clan of witches (nfiti).

Their object in seeking this power is to obtain
the means by which they may avenge themselves
on their enemies and destroy their fellow-beings.
As they keep this power by eating human flesh,

they may be supposed also to exercise it that they
may secure the necessary food. They work their

spells by means of '

medicines,' which they keep in

small antelope's horns, and hence they themselves
are euphemistically described as a nyanga,

'

they
of the horns.'

The afiti have their enemies, who are bent on
their discoveiy and destruction. These may be

renegade ajiti, who turn their knowledge to the
destruction of their old associates. The seketera,
or setekera, the ' throat - cutter,' is the most

commonly recognized of these enemies. The ica

nyundo,
' he of the hammer,' is another. By

means of more powerful medicine they compel the

afiti to reveal themselves, when they attack them,
the one with his knife, the other with his hammer.
The afiti form a secret society into wliich only the
initiated are admitted. The fear of tliem hangs
a dark cloud over the whole of native life, and the

superstition is the cause of more deaths than all

the diseases of the climate put together.
The mabisalira is a ])rofessional witch-finder,

generally a woman, who is known over a large
district, and who is called in when all other means
of inquiry have failed. She obtains her power by
means of medicine, which she purchases or other-

wise secures from another member of the craft.

In the process of her divination she works herself

into a frenzy and her audience into a state of

excitement by a weird dance, accompanied by
physical contortions and bodily postures such as

enter into all native dancing. She seizes and
smells the hands of the bj'standers till she is able
to fix on the guilty person, whom she names. In
the course of her performance she digs up with a

spear the various horns of medicines and charms
wiiich have formed the suspect's stock-in-trade.

In this way the village is purged of all occult

agencies. 'I'he mabisalira has also the power of

expelling from any person the afiti power wiiich

he may have acquired without realizing what its

possession meant. By application of medicines
the patient is caused to vomit, and in this way
gets rid of the occult powers which he has acquired.
Of course, against an accusation by a mabisalira

the accused has always the resources of appeal to

the poison ordeal (see § 9).

Disease has its origin in witchcraft, whatever be
its nature. The same applies to all accidents,

I epidemics, losses, and misfortunes. Although a
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disease may be acknowledj,'ed as contagious or

infectious, its ultimate origin is always to be

found in the dark operations of the afiti. Hence
medicines are ahnost always charms, working
through occult powers. No doubt experience and

experiment have led the native to acknowledge
tlie medicinal value of certain substances, and for

external diseases the application of certain drugs
is recogTiized to have its curative efi'ect. But for

the treatment of deep-seated or unknown disease

it is to the occult powers of charms that resort is

always had.

8. Fetishes and charms.—Among the northern
branches of the Nyanja tribe, the Achewa and
tlie Achipeta, as has already been pointed out,
certain articles may become the abode of the

spirits and are fetishes, objects of reverence as well

as worship. Among the southern branches of the
tribe there is no such belief, except in so far as the

spirit of the dead may be believed to enter into

some wild animal. Charms, however, are used and
worn among all classes and for almost every variety
of purpose. They range from the application of

some medicinal herb either as an ointment or as

an ash rubbed into incisions made in the skin of

the affected part, or the little twigs worn in the
necklace to cure a headache or toothache, to

the big bag of medicine worn round the neck of

the elephant-hunter by which he brings the game
within reach and range of his guns and obtains

accuracy in shooting. Charms are worn to secure

safety on a journey, success in trading or in war,
and to protect the hut from the visits of the dreaded

ofiti, or the garden from the depredations of wild

pigs or thieves. Doubtless these charms were
originally fetishes, endowed with occult power
from being the abode of some spirit. Now, how-
ever, in the native mind they are entirely dis-

sociated from any spirit-possession, and the poAvers
which they possess are ascribed to the articles

themselves.

9. Divination.—(a) Lots. — Divination is by
means of %ila,

'

lots,' which are resorted to on all

occasions of doubt, or when the disclosure of secrets
is desired. For the discovery of such crimes as

witchcraft, theft, or adultery it is the invariable
means. The lots are consulted whenever the
fortunes of the future are in doubt, as before going
on a journey, making war, or starting on a hunting
expedition. The nln exist in a large variety of

forms, from simple divination by means of the

position in which small pieces of a cup or plate fall

when thrown out of a dish to the phenda, or ordeal

by boiling water, and the use of the divining-rod.
In the last the holder of the rod grasps it by both
hands, and is dragged by it to the spot where the

object sought for is concealed or where the guilty
individual is to be found.

(6) The poison ordeal. — The poison ordeal

(mivabvi) is the supreme court of appeal for a final

declaration on all questions of innocence or guilt.
The verdict of the ula or the viabisalira may be
refused or denied ; the verdict of the poison ordeal
is accepted by both parties as a final closing of the
case. It consists of a decoction of the bark of the

rtvwabvi-treQ, which is pounded in a mortar with a
certain quantity of water warmed by means of a
hot stone dropped into it, and given to the accused
or appellant to drink. Sometimes both parties
drink together to assert the truth of their assevera-
tions. Upon the effect of the poison hangs the
verdict. If the accused dies, he is guilty, and, the
case being thus decided against him, his friends
and relatives have to pay compensation for the
crime which he committed. If the accused vomits,
he is innocent, and the accusers, having made a
false accusation, have to pay compensation to the
person whom they thus defamed.

The poison ordeal is administered in several

ways. (I) It may be drunk by the accused himself
in the presence of the accusers. As soon as the

poison begins to show that it is to have a fatal

effect, the accuser and his friends usually set upon
their victim and beat him or otherwise maltreat
him till he dies. The body may then be burned,
or thrown into the bush to be devoured by beasts
of prey or vultures. It is never given ordinary
burial. (2) The poison may be administered to

some domestic animal, a fowl or a dog, and by the
result the innocence or guilt of the accused is

declared. (3) Among the Angoni Nyanjas the

poison is administered to villages or even districts,
in order to clear them of the accusation or suspicion
of witchcraft, or to purge them of all persons
suspected of using occult powers. Not infrequently,
if an Angoni chief doubted the loyalty of any of

his villages, he would order a wholesale drinking
of the poison. In this way many deaths occurred,
whole villages being sometimes almost entirely

wiped out.

10. Social organization.
—The chief sitting in

the council of his elders or headmen is tlie head of

all authority and the highest court of law in his

country. Decisions may be given in smaller cases

by the headmen, but all serious cases are taken to

the chief's court for final decision. War is declared

by the chief alone. None of his people can go on
a foray without his consent. The chief is re.spon-
sible for the acts of his subjects. The members of

a village or clan are all held individually responsible
for the actions of any of their fellow-members.
There is no criminal law nor such a thing as
' crime

'

in native law. All offences are civil

offences—against property
—and so may be atoned

for by payment according to the amount of damage
done. This is the fundamental principle at the
root of native law. The native whose goods have
been stolen fails to see the justice of merely im-

prisoning the thief while the stolen property is

left unrestored. Under native law the thief would
have been obliged to make restitution for the
stolen goods, or his relatives would have paid the
amount for him. Assault on the person is com-

pensated for by a monetary payment according to

the amount of the injury inflicted. Adultery is

punishable by death or by payment of a slave or the
value of a slave. It is, in native law, an offence

against the property or rights of the husband.
The line of descent being through the mother

and the laws of property demanding that it be

kept within the clan, inheritance falls to the
brother by the same mother ; failing him, to the
oldest sister's son. The heir takes the name as

well as the property of the deceased. No one can
fall heir to two names. Under the native regime
monogamy is the rule and polygamy the exception.
Wealth or inheritance alone is responsible for

polygamy.

LiTBRATURH.—D. and C. Livingstone, Narr. of an Expedi-
tion to the Zambesi and its Tributaries, London, 1865

; D. C.
Scott, An Eneyclopcedic Diet, of the Mang'anja Langxiage,
Edinburgh, 1892

; H. Rowley, Story of the Universities' Mission
to Central Africa, London, 1866 ; D. Macdonald, Africana,
do. 1882 ; R. S. Rattray, Chinyanja Folklore, Songs, and
Stories, do. 1907 ; H. H. Johnston, British Central Africa,
London, 1898. A. HeTHERWICK.

NYAYA.—Nyaya in Sanskrit signifies
'

Logic,'
and is the title of the latest of the six philo-

sophical systems of the Brahmans. These are in

order the Sankliya, Yoga, Mimarhsa, Vedanta,
Vai^esika, and Nyaya. Its founder is known either

by his gentilic name of Gotama (Gautama) or by
a nickname which has lost its opprobrious meaning
and has supplanted the personal name, Ak§apada,
'the eye-footed,' i.e. with the eyes directed on the

feet.
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The name of
'

Logic
'

has been given to the

system, because it treats of formal logic in the
most exhaustive manner, and this forms its prin-

cipal theme. In the first sentence of Gotama's

text-book, the Nyaya-sutran, which were composed
c. 150 B.C., sixteen logical ideas are found enumer-
ated, with the characteristic addition that the true

knowledge of their nature leads to the attainment
of final emancipation, i.e. the release of the soul

from the cycle of existence. Nothing shows more

clearly the dominant position assumed by formal

logic in the Nyaya system.
Gotama's logic enjoys great popularity in India,

and for a long time has served as the foundation
of all philosophical researcli, as is shown by the
fact that the terminology of the Nyaya has found
its way into the later text-books of all the other
schools. The Nyaya philosophy, however, is in

no way limited to logic and dialectic, but claims
to be a complete philosophical system. Regarded
as such, it is only a further development and com-

pletion of the Vai^esika system (see art. Vai.4e-

.siKA), from which it has borrowed not only its

doctrine of atoms and of the origin of the universe,
but also its psychology. Just as in the philosophy
of the Vai^esika, so according to the doctrine of

the Nyaya, souls are infinite and eternal, possess
definite qualities, and are only by means of the
material organ of thought which they possess
capable of experience and knowledge. Neverthe-
less the Nyaya philosophy is set to a different key
from that of the system of the Vai^esika. In har-

mony with the older systems in its theory of the
universe it maintains the consistent pessimism and
the ascetic character which above everything else

require the suppression of tlie desire for action ;

and in connexion with this it again presents de-

liverance from the misery of empirical existence,
i.e. the attainment of a condition of absolute

unconsciousness, as the supreme goal of human
endeavour— prominent characteristics which in

the Vai^esika philosophy (at least in Kanada's
text-book) appear toned down to a remarkable

degree.
In all the Indian systems the means by which

knowledge may be attained are discussed, now a

greater and now a less number of methods being
recognized, but nowhere is the subject so fully

expounded as in the Nyaya. Here four sources
of true knowledge are recognized: (1) perception
(pratyaksa), (2) inference {anumdna), (3) analogy
{upamdna), (4) credible testimony (kibda). It is

obvious, however, that inference, as the only re-

liable means of attaining philosophical knowledge,
completely overshadows the other three. There
are three kinds of inference: (1) inference from
the cause to the effect (purvavnt), when, for in-

stance, from the rising clouds tlie conclusion is

drawn that a storm of rain is impending ; (2) in-

ference from the effect to the cause (iesavat), when,
for instance, from the swelling of the rivers it is

inferred that rain has fallen in the uplands ; (3)

conclusion as to something beyond the reach of
the senses only to be known in the abstract

(sdmanyato drsta), when, for example, the individ-
ual senses are made the foundation on which to
base a general conception of the instrument of

perception. The distinction usual in European
logic since the time of Aristotle between induction
and deduction was strangely enough never made
in India. ^

The syllogism of the Nyaya (lonsists of five mem-
bers, which are illustrated by the standing example
of fire inferred from the smoke on the mountain :

(1) Proposition (pratijnu) : there is fire on the
mountain.

1 Cf. Max Miiller, ZDMQ vl. [1860] 235 ; Albert Burk, WZKM
XV. 11901] 251 fl.

(2) Cause [hetu) : for the mountain smokes.

(3) Exemplification {drstdnta) : wherever there

is smoke there is fire, as, for example, on the hearth

in the kitchen.

(4) Recapitulation of the cause (upanaya) : the

mountain smokes.

(5) Conclusion (nigamana) : therefore there is

fire on the mountain.
If this scheme is contrasted with the simple

threefold syllogism of Aristotle, it is seen to be

unnecessarily diffuse, since the members (4) and (5)

are, in fact, only repetitions of (2) and (1). The
aim, however, of the founder of the Nyaya system
was not in the least to propound the most concise

form of syllogism possible ; he desired to teach

how best to impart to others a conviction reached

by an inference. Thus, from the sphere of logic
he encroached on that of rhetoric. Even in

India, therefore, no difficulty was found in accom-

modating the above-mentioned scheme of five

members to that of three, to which we are accus-

tomed. The conception on which the theory of

the syllogism of the Nyaya rests bears the name
of 'invariable association' (vydpti). Instead of

starting as we do with an affirmative proposition,

universally valid— ' All smoke presumes the exist-

ence of fire'—the Nyaya philosophy asserts the
' invariable association

'

of smoke with fire. The

sign observed (lihga)
—in this instance the smoke

—is
'

invariably associated
'

[vydpya) ; the vehicle

of the sign which is to be inferred {lihgin)
—in

this instance the fire—is the ' invariable associate
'

(vydpaka). Logically the conception is quite cor-

rect, although the form of the expression conveys
to us a suggestion of strangeness. For smoke is

always and unconditionally associated with fire,

but not vice versa fire with smoke ; for there is

smokeless fire. The definitions of the conceptions
here mentioned, and the doctrines of their applica-

tion, not only occupy a large place in the literature

proper of the Nyaya system, but have a wider

range in the philosophical systems of India.

The conception which the Nyaya philosophy
presents of causality is somewhat different from
that of the older systems, in which only two kinds
of causes are admitted, the material and the

effective. The material cause of a thing (upddana-
kdrana) is the matter from which it proceeds or

of which it is composed or consists ; the effective

cause (nimittakdrana) is both the motive-power
from which it originates and the means by whicli

it is produced. The material cause of a given
object is always the same, and therefore is de-

scribed as the chief cause. The effective causes, on
the other hand, of which frequently a whole series

present themselves, need not be the same in similar

cases, and are therefore termed also accompanying
or secondary causes (sahakdrikdrayut). In place of

the expression
' material cause,' which is elsewhere

customary, theNyaya philosophy employs in exactly
the same sense the term '

inhering cause
'

(sama-

vdyikdrana), with evident reference to the sixth

category of the Vaisesika system, and togetlier
with the two kinds of causes here named postu-
lates a third, the 'not-inhering cause' (asaina-

vdyikdrana), which we may describe as 'formal.'

To use the ordinary example of the Njaya books,
in the case of a carpet tiie threads are the inhering
cause, the combination of the threads the not-

inliering cause ; the weaver's tools, his diligence
and skill, and the weaver himself are the effective

causes. The carpet itself is the inhering cause of

its
qualities ; the qualities of the threads are the

not-inliering cause of the qualities of the carpet.
The most important features of the Nyaya philo-

sophy have here been set forth. But the system
further treats of the meaning of numerous logical

conceptions, and of fallacies, sophisms, and other
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errors of speech, accompanied alwaj^s with elaborate

and subtle classifications and subdivisions. To
those desirous of investigating the subject further,

the able article of H. Jacobi on ' Indian Logic
'

may
be recommended.'
One i)oint of importance remains to be noticed,

which has to do with the Vai^sika system as well

as with the Nyaya.
The Vai.ie.sika- and jS!ydya-sQtras, the treatises

upon which the two schools are founded, contain

no mention of God. Since they, moreover, assert

the eternal and uncreated nature of both soul and

matter, and conceive the fate of the individual in

harmony with the universal Indian view as the

result of his good and evil deeds in the present or

earlier existences, there can be no doubt of the

originally atheistic character of both systems.

Probably we ought to recognize here the influence

of the Sahkhya system ; and in fact the doctrines

of theVaiSesiica-Nyaya, although in several respects

opposed to the Sankhya, seem, on the other hand,
to be dependent upon it in some of their funda-

mental tenets. When later the Vai^esika and

Nyaya systems came to be blended together,
the combined school adopted thelstic views, but
never saw in the personal God, whom they
assumed, the creator of matter. Their theology
is set forth in the Kusumdnjali of Udayanacharya
(c. A.D. 1300), and in various later works which
discuss the two systems in common. According
to the view which they hold in harmony with
tiie doctrine of the Yoga, God is a distinct soul

like the other individual souls, and these are

equally with Him eternal. He is, however, dis-

tinguished from tliem by the fact that He alone

pos.ses.ses the attributes of omniscience and omni-

potence, which qualify Him for the government of

the universe ; and that, on the other hand, He lacks

those attributes which result in the entanglement
of all other souls in the cycle of existence.
LiTBRATURE.—F. Max Muller, Six Systems of Indian Philo-

sophy, London, 1899, ch. viii. ; M. Moaier-Williams, Indiari

Wisdom*, London, 1893
; Sarva-darSaria-saAgraha, tr. EL B.

Cowell and A. E. Gough", London, 1894, ch. xi.

R. Garbe.
NYIKA.—I. Distribution.—' Nyika (Wanyika),'

also 'Wanika' and in the Portuguese records
'

Vanica,' is a name applied to several Bantu tribes

in E. Africa. It is not an ethnic designation, as it

simply means '

people of the wilderness,'
' and

appears to have been used by the Swahili to

denote a set of tribes who, during the 16th cent.,

migrated do^^ni the coast in a south-westerly direc-

tion from the steppes on the left bank of the Tana.
It is not used indiscriminately for the inland

natives, as the Taita, Pokomo, Segeju, and Kamba
do not seem ever to have been included under it,

though tiie first three, at any rate, are probably
connected in some way with the nine tribes to

whom it has—whether arbitrarily or not—been

assigned. These are distributed as follows :

(1) The Giryama, in the country north and south of Mt.

llangea, which lies, roughlj' speaking, about 39° 40* E. by 3°

20' S. They extend beyond the Sabaki—in fact, the important
settlement of Garashi lies north of that river

;
and in recent

}'ears singrle families have been migrating farther and farther

north, even beyond the Tana. Their southern boundary is the

MIeji, the stream which crosses tlie road from Rabai to Kaloleni.

(2) The Ravai 3 between the Mleji and the Mtsapuni stream,
the latter being about half-way between Rabai Boma and
Mazera'a station on the Uganda Railway.

(8) The Duruma, west of the Mtsapuni. They are said to be

V>artly descended from a number of Makua brought to Mombasa
by a Portuguese known as ' Bwana Kigozi

'

(De Goes ?).

1 GGN, phil.-histor. Klasse, 1901, p. 460 B.
2 Xyika, in Swahili, originally meant '

grass,' and is used for
the

' bush steppe,' the open ground covered with coarse grass
and scrub, as diBtinguished from the forest, mwitu.

•* i> here denotes the
'

bilabial v,' which is the sound used by
the people themselves. The Swahili call them '

Warabai,' and
the name in this form has been officially given to the district.

It does not belong to the present mission station (founded b^-
Rebmann in 1350;, which is properly called Kisulutini.

(4) The Digo, west of the Duruma and extending over the
border into German E. Africa, where they occupy the hinter-
land of Tanga (Baumann, Usambara und seine Nachbargebietc,
pp. 144-161). These four are the larger Nyika tribes ; the

remaining five are (now, at any rate) of less importance. They
are chiefly found on the ridge of hills running southward from
the Voi river, between the Giryama countryland the sea.

(6) The Kauma have their principal kaya, or fortified village,
about a day's march south of Mtanganyiko on the Voi river

(which runs into the Kilifi creek). Some of them live north of

the Sabaki, near Garashi.

(6) The Chonyi, whose kaya lies south of Kaya Kauma. There
are also a few of them near Garashi.

(7) The Dzihana (Jibana), a few miles south of Kaya Chonyi,
on the way to Ribe. Their clan-names (see below) seem to
indicate a close connexion with Chonyi.

(8) The Kambe (not to be confounded with the Kamba of

Ukambani, the district south-east of Nairobi) have one kaya
between Jibana and Ribe (but a little off the main road) and
another (Kaya Kambe ya Bate) north of the Sabaki, near Jilore.

(9) The Rihe (' Ribe ') are a small tribe living almost within

sight of Mombasa and a few miles from Rabai. The old kaya is

not quite an hour's walk from the present (Methodist) mission

village of Ribe.

Krapf (Reisen in Ost-Afrika, i. 180) mentions
twelve tribes of 'Wanika,' but nowhere gives a
definite list of them. He incidentally refers to

the tribes of Shimba and Mtawi (ii. 91), who are
subdivisions of the Digo, and on the same page
mentions the Lungo tribe 'der zu den Wadigo-
Stammen der Wanika gehort,' so that it is not
clear whether he reckons it separately. He may,
however, have reckoned as the twelfth the Tiwi,
which he does not mention, but which occurs in an
Arabic MS of which translations are published
by both Owen (Narrative of Voyages, i. 418) and
G\ul\&\D.(Documentssur V hist . . . de I'Afrique orien-

tale, i. 618). Among the 'cities of the Vanikat'

(evidently meaning the kayas) enumerated in this

MS, nine can easily be identified as the tribes given
above ; the others are Mtawi, Mtawi-Shimba (prob-

ably an offshoot of the former), Tiwi, and Lungo.
There is a village called Tiwi about half-way be-

tween Mombasa and the German frontier, and on
the Shimba hills, just south of Mombasa, are several

Digo villages somewhat isolated from the rest of

the tribe, to which, no doubt, all four names really

belong.
2. Origin.—The general native tradition is that

the Wanyika come from Sungwaya (Shungwaya,
Shingwaya), the native name for the plains on the
left bank of the Tana (Hollis, JRAI xxx. 276, n.).

They are said to have been driven thence by the
Galla. According to the old headman of Kaya
Kauma, this happened thirteen generations ago.
Some say that all the Wanyika are descended from
Matseze and his wife Mbodze, who lived near

Sungwaya.^
Another Kauma informant told the Avriter that,

at the time of the migration, the Pokomo (q.v.)

were already settled in the Tana valley and the

Segeju in the delta of the same river,
' from the

old Ozi to Chadoro.' The former preferred to

submit to the Galla, and were treated as their serfs

till within tiie last fifty years ; the latter marched
south witli the Wanyika till they arrived at or

near their present abode, viz. the neighbourhood
of Tanga, though there are some within British

territory, soutli of Gasi (Baumann, p. 25 f.). The
Wanyika appear to have remained with them for

some time ; but, as their numbers increased, they
sent off three successive swarms northward, the
first being the Kauma, the second the Rabai (who,
according to this informant, built their kaya at

Mbuyuni, not far from what is now Mazera's station
on the Uganda Railway, migrating afterwards to

Rabai Mpia, where Krapf found them), and the
last the Duruma, who seem to have settled much
about where they now are. Krapf's account (i.

411
; cf. also his Diet, of the Suahili Language,

London, 1882, s.v.
' Mutsi muiru') at first sight

1 Near Kaloleni, in Girj'ama, is the grave of another Mbodze,
by some said to be a descendant of the first, where rain-making
ceremonies are performed in time of drought.
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seems incompatible with the above ; he says (and
this is borne out by a MS kindly placed at the
present writer's disposal by Miss Austin) that theycame from Konibo in Chaga and built their kaya on
Mriale hill, where the site is still shown, though
quite overgrown with forest. Thence they moved
to Rabai ya Kale ('Old Rabai,' or Vokera), and
later to Rabai Mpia (' New Rabai '), which had, in
1845, been occupied only for about 30 years (Krapf,
i. 251). He gives no very clear indication as to
the site of Rabai ya Kale, which he visited more
than once (i. 215, 230), but it seems to have been
near the head of the Jomvu creek.
As this migration is evidently much later than

the other, it was probably a return movement.
There is nothing to prevent our supposing that
some, if not all, of the Wanyika had reached the
neighbourhood of Kilimanjaro, or that they were
joined by some of the Chaga clans when they once
more set their faces northward. The MS above
referred to states that Chonyi and Dzihana are ofl-
shoots of this tribe.

^

A note of time for the southward migration from
Sungwaya is furnished by the recorded fact that
the '

Mosseguejos
'

assisted the Portuguese, in
1589, to defend Malindi against the Wazimba
(Guillain, i. 402

; Baumann, p. 26 ; Strandes, Die
Portugiesenzeit von Deutsch- und Englisch-Ost-
afrika, p. 153).
The Giryama are said by some to have come from

the Taita hills and to be quite distinct from the
Wanyika who came out of Sungwaya. The prob-
able solution is suggested by other informants,
according to whom the Giryama and Taita tribes
left Sungwaya together and settled down, as did
the Wanyika and Wasegeju. Later, the Giryama,
leaving the others behind, went north again and
established themselves on Mt. Mangea, which is
looked on by some as their original centre of dis-

persion (Krapf, i. 359 ; Wakefield, Thomas Wake-
field^, p. 60). The Kambe insist that they left

Sungwaya as a separate tribe, along with the
Kauma, of whom the Rihe are an oflFshoot. But
• the Ribe are the most ancient of all the Nyika
sub-tribes, and if members of all the sections meet
together, the Ribe representative has the right to
speak first' (Hollis, MS information). Probablysome of theseconflicting accounts are to be explained
by the fact that the tribes are not always homo-
geneous. Thus, some perplexity was occasioned
by a statement that the Pokomo came from Taita.
This appears to mean that, when the Rabai left
Mriale, they

'

split up into several sections, going
respectively to Pokomo, Chonyi, Jibana, Mtahi,
and Mtongwe. ... To this day the section which
went to Pokomo are said to be distinguishable by
their Rabai names' (Austin, MS). This is con-
firmed by members of the Pokomo tribe.

3. Physical characteristics.—The Giryama pre-
sent a well-marked physical type : they are tall,
many well over 6 ft.

, muscular and well made, with
a peculiar breadth of head and squareness of face

;the complexion is a very dark brown ; the nose, as a
rule, not excessively flat. Similar types are some-

times^
found among the Rabai, but these are far

less homogeneous; their situation, within easyreach of Mombasa and in touch with several inland
tribes, exposed thsm to frequent contact with
strangers who came to trade and frequently settled
down and intermarried with tliem. Besides we
find that, as long ago as 1614, Rabai was inhabited
by the slaves of the Sultan of Mombasa (Guillain, i

419), and these would be drawn from various parts.
Many of the present inhabitants are freed slaves
or the cliildren of such, belonging to the Nyanja'
Yao, Ngindo, and other tribes. The Duruma are
far from homogeneous, perhaps for the reason
already stated. The population of Ribe is also

very mixed. Chonyi and Jibana may perhaps
represent the primitive Rabai rather better than
those who go under the latter name.
The Digo

' are slender and remarkably well built ; they have
pleasant, oval faces, in which the negro tvpe is not exaggerated,and which decidedly indicate an atfinity with the northern
Hamitic tribes, such as the Galla and Somali. The predominant
colour of their skins is a shade between cinnamon and coflee-
brown; but, as might be expected, innumerable gradations
occur (Baumann, p. 145).

4. Social organization.—(a) CTan*.—All these
tribes are organized on a basis of exogamous clans,
among which, however, there are important dis-
tinctions. The Giryama trace descent through the
father, as do the Kauma and Kambe, Chonyi,
Dzihana, and Rihe. The Digo and Duruma trace
It through the mother, and the Rabai appear to be
passing from one stage to the other. They have
two sets of clans, called ' male ' and ' female '—the
men belonging to the first, and the women to the
second. A man inherits two clans, his father's
and his mother's, but for all practical purposes he
is counted as belonging to his father's, while the
reverse is the case with his sister. The statement
that one of the Dzihana clans is

' a women's clan
'

seems to indicate that this tribe may once have
had a similar arrangement. We have a hint of the
change from matrilineal to patrilineal descent in
the case of the Kauma, in a pedigree which goes
back for seven generations in the male line, then
changes to the female; also perhaps in the fact
that the tribal ancestress, Mbodze, is always named
before her husband, Matseze.^
A former Assistant District Commissioner at Rabai says :

'

It
18 probably not very long since the Northern Njika passed from
the stage when mother-right obtained, for I remember a case
... in 1S98, of a Rabai man suing his nephew for seizing the
estates of his deceased f.ither

'

(Hollis, MS).

(b) The kaya.—The kaya is intimately connected
with the clan-organization. It is usually situated
on a hill-top in the densest part of the forest (Kaya
Jibana, has a particularly commanding situation
and difficult approach); it is surrounded by a
circular palisade of stout stakes, with two gate-
ways at opposite points, closed by heavy wooden
doors and approached by a steep and narrow path-
way. Usually there are three gateways at each
entrance—perhaps there was formerly a triple pali-
sade, but, since people have been able to live outside
the kaya, the defences have fallen into decay.
Kaya Rihe and Rabai Mpia are now deserted,
though the latter is still used for assemblies of the
elders, and the mtvanza is kept tliere ; and, in the
former, the site of the old council-house can still
be traced. The moro, or council-house, is the
meeting-place of the men, and serves the purposes
both of a parliament-house and of an ordinary club.
At Garashi and both the Kambe kayas it seemed
to be open to strangers ; at Kaya Kauma, tliough
the place was pointed out, the present writer was
not allowed even to approach it. Should any
unauthorized person (i.e. one not belonging to the
order of elders, or armed with their permission) go
there, it was said that he would fall down in a fit

and not recover till treated by the elders. Besides
the vioro each clan (mbari), or in most cases each
of the larger divisions of the tribe (usually consist-
ing of several mbari), has its club-house (hvanda,
but the Swahili word barnza is often used), round
which the huts of the families belonging to that
section are grouped. Evidently the only name for
these larger units is kabila, from the Swahili ; it
is possible that they were originally mbari which
branched off into the smaller divisions now known
by that name, and it is sometimes diflicult to keep
the two sets of names distinct. Tliere are five
sections of the Kauma tribe : the Andarari, Adza-
kaa, Amongwe, Adzundza, and Anivitsa, compris-

1 This is not accidental, for the present writer was expressly
corrected by an old man when mentioning them in the reverse
order.
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inp seventeen mbari ; but tliere are only two eliib-

liousos, the Amvitsa and Aniongwe sharing one

opposite the north gate of the kaya, the other

three the corresponding southern one. At Kaya
Chonyi, lio\ve\er, eleven out of seventeen mbari
have a bnntzii each ; the remaining six share three

between them, perhaps indicating a recent sub-
division. Kaya Dzihana and Kaya Rihe each have
(or had) four barazas.

(<•) Totemism.—There are traces of toteniism,
though, as far as our present state of knowledge
goes, it seems to be almost forgotten. The Giryaraa
clans ' are divided into two sections, according as

tiiey avoid the kasiji or the katsendzere bird' (MS
information communicated bj' Hobley). The kasiji
is a tiny finch, sky-blue and grey in plumage ; it is

never killed or eaten, but it is difficult to determine
how far it is actually regarded as sacred. The
katsendzere is a still smaller bird, grey, with a
crimson spot just behind the head. Some of the

Chonyi clans refuse to eat the loma (ant-bear), an
animal to which some curious superstitions are
attached. There are other food-prohibitions, though
it is not certain whether these have anything to do
with totemism or not ; Chonyi, and certain clans
of Kauma and Kambe, may not eat the flesh of the

flow antelope within their kaya, though there is no
objection to their doing so elsewhere fHoUis, MS).

flow far the curious veneration for the hyena
(Krapf, i. 248, and Diet, of the Suahili Language,
s.v. 'Fisi'; New, Life . . . in E. Africa, p. 132;
Taylor, Giryama Vocabulary, p. 82) is really
totemistic is difficult to say. It is not connected
with any particular clan, as with the Nandi, who
certainly have a hyena totem (Hollis, The Nandi,
Oxford, 1909, p. 11 ; some usages with regard to
the hyena extend to the whole tribe {ib. p. 7]).
Nor can it be connected with a custom of leaving
the dead to be devoured by hyenas, for among the

Nyika tribes the dead are always buried. Sham
traps were set up on recent graves outside Kaya
Kauma, to prevent exhumation by hyenas or bush-

pigs. Neither the Galla nor the Pokomo venerate
the hyena, though the latter remark on such venera-
tion as a peculiarity of the Wakoshoro (their name
for the Giryama). Giryama of middle age say
that a man was formerly fined by the elders if he
killed a hyena, but the regulation is no longer
observed.

(d) Govern7nent.—There is nothing like a para-
mount chief of any Nyika tribe, though the Digo
have hereditary sultans, with the title kiibo (Hollis,
JEAI XXX. 276, 289, and MS information). The
government is carried on by the 'elders' (azhere).
Any member of the tribe who has passed through
the preliminary degrees (Taylor, pp. 43-45) is

eligible for entrance into the kambi, or council, on
payment of the proper fees, the badge of this
status being an ivory armlet (luvoo). Members of
the kambi may afterwards be admitted, first to the
vaya, or '

circle of the elders,' who '

may deliberate
on smaller judicial questions in their own district,
but are really nothing more than a convivial club '

(Taylor, p. 44), and afterwards to 'the Fisi "Hyena"
—the Inner Circle of all and very select. . . . The
members of the Hyena inspire great ten-or, as they
are the depositories of the most potent spells and
oracles' {ib. p. 45). From these last two classes
are chosen the three enye-tsi, 'owners of the land,'
who carry on the government during the space of
a rik'^' (or 'circuiiicision-cycle ') and then 'hand
oyer the country' to their successors, i.e. all those
circumcised next after them, the ceremony taking
place about once in thirteen years, which, according
to one native informant, is the duration of a rika.
But the collective circumcision-festival is falling
into disuse, the operation being regarded more and
Miore as a purely individual, or at most a family.

matter ; and this, perhaps, is the reason for the
difference in a recent account :

' There are now among the Wagir3'ama a considerable number
of native councils or kambis. An elder more intelligent than
his confreres soon becomes the nucleus of a kambi and by
general assent ia established as their president (mwanamuli).
All the people living within the sphere of his influence send
their elders to the kambi which meets at or near his villase

'

(Hobley, MS).

The whole system seems, in its general features,
to be common to Nyika, Pokomo, Kamba, Kikuyu,
and probably other Bantu tribes, also to the Galla
{Journ. oftheAfr. Sac, 1913, p. 369, 1914, p. 26-'fi".),

Masai (Hollis, The Masai, Oxford, 1905, pp. 260-263),
and Nandi (Hollis, Nandi, p. 12). The mivnnza, or

friction-drum, used for convening the kambi, is kept
by the elders in a hut built for the purpose in the
inoro, and carefully hidden from all but the initi-

ated (Krapf, i. 312 ff'., where the ceremonies con-
nected with it recall the W. African poro). It is

sounded when a new law is to be promulgated, or
as a signal for dances and other ceremonies which
take place at the beginning of the rains—usually
in February.

5. Religion.—The Nyika, like other Bantu tribes,
use the name Mulungu, which, according to Taylor
(p. 47), 'is often popularly understood as (1) sky,
(2) luck, (3) manes of father,' etc. The greater
part, if not all, of their religious observances seem
to be connected with ancestor-worship. There
appear to be some spirits (pepo) which are, or have
become, distinct from ancestral spirits (Taylor,
pp. 32, 81) ; of these, Katsumbakazi recalls certain

mythical beings of Pokomo tradition, and also the
Zulu legends of the Abatwa (Bushmen). The
Duruma say (native MS communicated by Hollis)
that every person is accompanied by a guardian
spirit (pepo); it may be ancestral, but, if so,
the native mind is not apt to perceive any incon-

gruity between this and the belief that the shade
(koma) of the dead haunts the vicinity of the grave.
An important grave is marked by a carved post
(kigango), sometimes surrounded by other posts
representing wives or relatives not necessarily
buried in the same place (see photographs taken

by Captain Knox at Kaya Dzihana, in Man, ix.

[1909], facing p. 145, with note by Hollis). It is

here that offerings are made to the kurna, usually
of meal and beer (pombe) ; occasionally a fowl is

killed (Taylor, p. 81). Possession by spirits is

frequent (ib. p. 32, and Hollis, MS) and gives rise
to the usual dances, etc. (cf. the Nigerian bori) ; it

is sometimes induced by dancing, in order to
obtain information believed to be communicated
by tlie spirit, as in a case witnessed by the writer,
where the mother of a sick child had the appropriate
remedy revealed to her. Diviners (tsuha mburuga)
are frequently consulted in case of illness or other

difficulty, and make use of a process analogous to
the bula of the Baronga, etc. There do not appear
to be any professional rain-makers

;
in fact, it is

not rain-making that is attempted in time of

drought so miich as the discovery of the persons
Avho are keeping back the rain, having buried
certain charms for the purpose. A ceremony for

producing rain, however, has sometimes been per-
formed at the grave of Mbodze, and is of the
nature of sympathetic magic ; the main point of it

is tlie setting up of a kimi, (wooden mortar) on the

grave and filling it with water (native information ;

cf. also Taylor, p. 82).

The elders of the fisi supply the charms (Jciraho) which pro-
tect growing crops, etc., and entail a curse on any one who
removes or disregards them. They, with the vaya, also
administer the ordeal (kiraho, kurya muma) in certain criminal
cases (Hollis, MS).

6. Material culture.—The material culture of

the Nyika offers some interesting peculiarities.
Their huts are quite unlike the hemispherical ones of

the Zulus, the slightly different ones of the Pokomo
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and Galla, or the circular ones with a conical roof
of tlie Kikuyu, Nyanja, etc. They aie rectangular
in ground-plan, with a thatched roof descending
from the ridge-pole to the ground, so that tiiere

are, properly speaking, no walls, and the general
outline is not unlike that of a haystack. Some-
times this kind of house has straight gable-ends,
tilled in with upriglit stakes ; more usually tlie

ends are sloped and thatched down to the ground
like the sides. Those of the Digo are somewhat
different (Baumann, p. 147). The dress of the men
is the usual waist-cloth of cotton fabric, with or
without an upper cloth draped over one shoulder ;

the characteristic costume of the women (where
they have not adopted the two cloths of the
Swahili women) is the rinda, or kilt, reaching
from the waist to the knees (ib. p. 146).
The most usual weapon is the bow ; the Giryama

bow differs slightly in form from that used by the

Wasanye. The arrows are often poisoned ; in this
case they are reed-tipped ; otherwise they have
barbed iron heads. The Giryama also use the

parrying-stick {kipungu), which is very rarely found
elsewhere in Africa ; and another peculiar weapon
is a three-sided club (ndata) used for killing snakes.

They also have s\\oxAs{)nushu, mufyu), which are as
much implements as weapons, and smaller knives.
The Giryama are said to have been once highly

skilled in metal-work, but now they buy from the
Kamba the tine copper and iron chains which they
wear as ornaments and which, so they say, they
taught the Kamba to make.
The Nyika live chieHy by agriculture, which is

mainly the concern of the women ; they keep goats
and sheep, but few, if any, cattle. In recent years
they have taken to planting coco-nuts, less for the
sake of the niits than for tapping them for palm-
wine, which formerly they bought from the Swahili.
The ground is cultivated with the hoe (jembe) and
the most usual crops are maize, millet, sweet
potatoes, beans, pumpkins, etc.

7. Conclusion.—Different opinions have been

expressed as to the character of the Wanyika, and
they consist of such various elements that it would
be difficult to give a compendious judgment of them
as a whole. The unfavourable estimate, e.g., of
H. H. Johnston {The Kilima-njaro Expedition,
London, 1886, p. 42) must be qualified by the con-
sideration that the Rabai people are a very mixed
race, consisting largely of ex-slaves, and that a
starting-point for caravans is much on a level with
a seaport in the types of character that it presents.
The Giryama are a vigorous race, full of fine possi-
bilities ; and the others, ^vith all deductions, contain

very good material for future development. Their
old institutions appear to be breaking down, which
is unfortunate, as there are many important facts

yet tinrecorded ; but, so far as one can judge, this
IS not a symptom of decay, but a stage of growtli,
to be watched with interest and fostered with
judicious care.
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NYMPHS.—See Nature (Greek), vol. ix. p.
226^

NYSA (Nt'iTT?).
—The sacred name of Nysa is

from the beginning an integral element of the

legend of Dionysos. There is, doubtless, an
etymological connexion between the two names,
but their .signihcance escapes us (Diod. iv. 2. 4 :

Alb Kai rpa(j)ivTa rbv Aiovvaow iv rrj NiVt? rvxelv ttjs

TTpoarjyoplas ravrris dirb Alos Kai NiVt/s).! The name
of Nysa first occurs in one of tliose tantalizing
passages, of which there are several in Homer, in
which we get a glimpse into a whole world of

legend lying behind the Homeric poems. The
story is told, merely in outline, of the fate of

Lykoergos, king of the Edones of Thrace, who
withstood by violence the spread of the orgiastic
cult in this its native home :

09 7rOT€ fiaivofxevoio Aiuivva'oi.o Ti^TJj'as
(Tcve KaT* riya$€ov Nvcrrjiou,

' that erst chased through the goodly land of N3'8a the nursing
mothers of Dionysos

'

(11. vi. l;i2 f.).

As we come doMn the stream of Greek poetry
and myth, the name frequently recurs—now as
that of a mountain, noAv as that of a city, now,
again, as that of a nymph fabled to have mothered
the infant deity ; but, whatever its guise, it is

ahvays a mystic entitj', eluding exact analysis and
bafHing all attempts at precise localization. Hence
it has been happily described as ' in fact, a moun-
tain which attended Dionysus on his travels'

(quotation in J. E. Sandys, Bacchce of Euripides^,
Cambridge, 1892, line 556).
The vine, the god's chief gift to man, must, it was felt, have

had somewhere on earth a place of origin, and in much the
same way as Attica claimed to be, for Greece if not for the
whole world,_the motherland of the olive (Herod, v. 82 : Xiyerai
6e KaX a>9 eAatat i]<jav aWoBi yi)^ ovSa^oij Kara \p6vov fK€ivov ri er

'Adrivr)<ri ; cf. Soph. (Ed. Col. 694 ff. : ecmv S' otoc eyio yas 'Acrt'at

OVK iiraKOvu) . . . <f>vTevn' axetpioTOV avTOTTOiov, ktA.—where note
the reference in the opening words [678 f.]; IV 6 jSaKX'wras ael

Aidi/vcro? e/xparevei), SO did various places, nearer or more
remote, in all parts of the Greek world, claim to be the original
home of the vine (e.g.. Soph. Antig. 1131: Kai ere Nvo-ai'ioc ope'coi'

I KKTO-qpei'; 6\6ai j^Xupa t a/cra
| noKv(TTd<l)v\oi Tre'/XTrei

—
alluding

to the claim of a Nj-ga in Euboea near ^gaa ; cf. Soph. frag. 235).

Hence Herodotos (iii. 97; cf. ii. 146) knows of a
'sacred Nysa' (Ni/o-?/ lepr)) among the Ethiopians
who border upon Egypt. Diodoros, who greatlj'
exercised himself over the antecedents and early
history of Dionysos, holds that the scene of his
birth was in Arabia (in support of which opinion
he is never tired of quoting Hymn. Horn. i. 8f. :

^(TTi 5i Tts N(ycr?7, virarov 6pos, avOeov vKrj, \ ttjXoP

^oivLktis, (TXfSbv AlyuTTToio poduiv
—whi('h does not

appear very convincing ; see Diod. iii. 66. 3, and
cf. iv. 2. 3 : vpbs rb &vTpov rb ii> ry Nwt;, Keifxeyov

fiera^u ^oit>iK7]s Kai Ne/Xoy—the cave at any rate is

vouched for by Hymn. Horn. .\.\vi. 5f. : NtVijs ev

yvaXoLS' 6 d' di^ero irarpos (ktjti \ Avrpif iv evwSfi) ;

but he knows also of a serious claimant in Libya
(iii. 68. 5), not to speak of a third in India (i. 19. 7).

Similarly in poetry, starting as, for Homer, a
Thracian locality (whether mountain or plain is

not clear),'' it has already 'won over into the

mythical
'

in Soph. frag. 782 :

o6ff KareiSov rriv jSe/SaxxKUM"")''
ppoTolcri xAfU'Tji/ Jiv(Tav, rjv 6 jSoT'xfpiu?

*IaK\os avT<f) fiatav r)Si<rTT)V I'efiti.,

oirov Tir opcit ouX' KKayydi'fi ;

(ap. Strabo, xv. 687).

1 P. Kretschmer's view, in Aus der Anomia, Berlin, 1890, p.
17 fT., that the element t-ucros is a m.asculine form of a Thracian
>'u<ra=' nymph,' or 'daughter,' is not now accepted. The first

part of the name Aiowo-o? is, of course, from the same root as
the word Zfus, and means 'god.'

2 In Apoll. Hhod. ii. 1214 (oupea <cai irf&iov Nwotjioi') it is both
mountain and plain

—though, of course, now far removed from
Thrace.
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Eurijiiilfts also never commits himself to any
clear indifation of locality. It was not until the

time of Alexander tliat the floating mass of legend
and imagery connected with the name became
anchored upon a definite spot. Until that time

came we see Nysa, as the geographical horizon of

the Greeks widened, being pushed ever farther

away towards the edge of the world, a far-ofi' land

of wild beauty, fit birth-place of a god of wine and

revelry and sensuous delights, who was also con-

nected so closely with the mystery of life as

exhibited in vegetation and -vvnld animals.

Thetriumphant irresistible bursting of Alexander
the Great into tlie secrets of the Far East naturally

appealed to the imagination of his generation as a
sort of incarnation of a fabled progress of Bacchus

through these same regions. The exploits of

Alexander it was that gave birth to the legend of

the conquest of India and the East by Dionysos,
rather than the converse ; and the imagination of

court flatterers was exercised to provide divine

prototypes of Alexander's achievements. Being
himself reputed son of Zeus-Ammon, and Dionysos
also being, in some stories, a son of Amnion (Diod.
iii. 68. 2 f.), it was altogether suitable that
Alexander should tread literally in the foot-

steps of his divine predecessor, and at last

come upon that very city of Nysa which had
existed in tlie imagination of so many genera-
tions as built by Dionysos for his wearied Bac-

chanals, and upon that same Mt. Meros on which
his troops had refreshed themselves amid its ivy
and laurels :

noKiu nap' airToi? Nuira;' AtowCTOu KTiafiM., koX opos to virep rrjt

TToAfco? Mrjpo;/, airiao'd/xei'oi Kol Tov aiiToSi Kicrcrbv koX aixTreKov,

oiiSe ravT-qv -reKeirUapTTov, (ctA. (Strabo, XV. 687 ; cf. Arrian,
Anab. v. Iff.).

Perhaps these stories were set afoot by Aristobulos and

Kleitarchos, who accompanied Alexander's campaigrns for the

express purpose of glorifyint; them. Arrian {loc. cit.) makes it

clear that Alexander himself desired and encourap;ed these

inventions and flatteries, being by this time far gone in megalo-
mania. He also makes it clear that sensible people mocked at

these pretensions {Anab. v. 3, criticism by Eratosthenes). It is

interesting to mark the misplaced ingenuity of these fabulists.

Alexander could not well be allowed to outdo the god, so

he merely re-discovers the town which Dionysos founded.

Herakles, however, was at best but a demi-god, and, besides,
an ancestor of his own ; consequently there was nothing
unseemly in feigning that Herakles had failed to capture
Aornos, which Alexander, a greater son of Zeus, mastered (i'6.

iv. 28, V. 26). Aornos has been identified as Mahaban ((?.».), a

precipitous stronghold above the Indus. The city of Nysa
which Alexander discovered is thought to have lain at the foot

of the peak of Koh-i-Mor,i a culmination of a spur of the Kunar

range in the district of Bajour, or Ba jaur. If so, the Koh-i-Mor
itself will be the Mt. Meros of Arrian. According to T. H.
Iloldich {Geogr. Journ. vii. [1896] 42 ff. ), a section of the Kafir

community of Kamdesh ^ actually claim a Greek origin, and
still chant hymns to the god who sprang from Gir Nysa
(' mountain of Nysa '). Wild vines and ivy growing in profusion
recall the classical attributes of the region (see the remarkable
art. above quoted, where, on p. 48, some lines of a hymn are

translated).

Literature.—There is nothing known to the present writer

except stray remarks in commentaries upon the ancient

passages here quoted. W. J. WOODHOUSE.

OAHSPE.—The Book of Oahspe, though little

known, possesses considerable interest for students

of the pathology of religion ; and from this point
of view it is, perhaps, of greater value even than
the Book of Mormon (for which see Saints,
Latter-Day). Its author had evidently read

fairly widely, the result being an
indigested

—and

indigestible
— farrago of superficial Orientalism,

Gnosticism, baseless history, fantastic cosmology.
Freemasonry, spiritualism, and fads of every .sort,

combined with hatred of Christianity.
The author of Oahspe was an American dentist,

John Ballou Newbrough. According to his preface,
he was a spiritualist who, about 1881, claimed to

have received from '

angels
'

revelations which he
took on a typewriter for half an hour daily.
These lucubrations, which he was forbidden to

read until, after fifty weeks, the whole work had
been '

mechanically written through my hands by
some other intelligence than my own,' form the
Book of Oahspe. The followers of the religion
are to call themselves '

Faithists,' and are to be

pacifists, vegetarians, and altruists, besides avoid-

ing intoxicants, drugs, and tobacco, and abolishing
all competitive systems, national taritts, national

legislation, and the like.

To give a full analysis of the some 800 pages of

Oahspe, with its multitudinous '

books,' would be

futile, and only the most salient points will be
noted here. The work is so named because '

it

relates to earth, sky and spirit
'

(Oahspe, v.'®), but is

not infallible (v.^). It 'is not a destroyer of old

systems or religions. It reveals a new one, adapted
to this age, wherein all men shall be as brethren

'

(pref. to 1st ed.).

The Supreme Being is named Jehovih (' from
the sounds the wind uttereth . . . E-O-Ih '

[Book of Jehovih, F]), who possesses two entities,

unseen and potent (Es) and seen and impotent

(Corpor), Ea being further divided into ' etherean
'

and '

atmospherean
'

worlds, only the former of

which are inhabitable (ib. P 2). Between Jehovih
and mankind numerous beings intervene, the

hierarchy being : Lord, Lord God, God, Orion

Chief, Nirvanian Chief, and Jehovih. Those of

immediate concern to man are the Lords and
Gods, who are ex-mortals, and whose origin is as

follows :

The earth and the family of the sun travel in an orbit requir-

ing 4,700,000 years to traverse. Every 3000 years the earth

passes through etherean lights, and angels from the second
heaven come to earth. These form ties with mortals and
cannot inherit the 'emancipated heavens' of Jehovih till their

children are redeemed ' in wisdom and power even to the sixth

generation.' The chief of these is called God, who appointed,
among other assistants. Lords. At the end of the dominion of

a God and his Lords, Jehovih sends ships from Etherea to them
and to Brides and Bridegrooms and carries them '

up to the
exalted regions I have prepared for them.' These are called

Harvests, and take place every Dan (
= six generations of

mortals). When angels cohabit, they
'
shall rise in wisdom and

virtue ; but such of them as cohabit with asuans [human
beings] will bring forth heirs in the descending grade of life.'

God and the Lords appoint Ashars as guardians of mortals, and
Asaphs for the Es'yans, or spirits of the dead {ib. 7).

The first God was Sethantes, son of Jehovih ;

but there were many others—I'hua Mazda, who
inspired Zarathusti'a, Yima, who inspired To,
Div, who inspired Brahma, Vishnu, who inspired
Abram of Par'si'e and (later) of Arabin'ya, and
Os', who inspired Ea-Wah-Tah of N. Guatama
(N. America).
The world is now in its sixth era, which began

when the Beast (self) divided itself into four heads—Brahman, Buddhist, Christian, and Muham-
madan ; but in the seventh era, which is now
dawning, the Faithists will separate from the

1 The Koh-i-Mor is visible from the Peshawar valley. On its

southern slope is the village of Nuzar, or Nusar.
' These live in the lower Bashgol valley—the Bashgol being

an affluent of the Kunar river, joining it from the north-west
some 40 miles below Chitr.il.
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Uzians (the rest of mankind) and found Jehovih's

kingdom on earth. This revelation was made in

A.K. 33 {
= A.D. 1881, the era of Kosmon beginning

in A.D. 1848). There have also been sixteen cycles,
whose Gods were Sethantes, Ah'shong, Hoo Le,

C'pe Aban, PatUodices, Goemagak, Goepens, Hycis,
See'itcicius, Miscelitvi, Gobath, F'aiyis, Zinea-

thaes, Tothsentaga, Nimeas, and Neph.
The earth is divided into Whaga (or Pan), Jud

(Asia), Thouri (America), Vohu (Africa), and Dis

(Europe). Because of the general decay of man-
kind Whaga was submerged by a deluge, though
a trace is left in Japan, or Zha' Pan, which means
'relic of the continent of Pan.' After the flood

the kingdom passed
' near and over the land of

Jaffeth
'

(China). Finally, after many vicissitudes,
the dominion of the Lords and Gods on earth will

be completed in Thouri, thus fulfilling what the
Thins of Whaga began (Lords' First Book, p9-«- ss .

Synopsis of Sixteen Cycles, 3 ; Book of Aph, 4, 6 ;

Sethantes, 11''''). These I'hins, who were the
•mound-builders' and Puebloan Indians (First
Book of First Lords, 3'*-» ; Book of Thor, V^), were
Abels, begotten of heaven and earth. Through
association of man with Asu'ans (Adams) arose the
Druks (Cains), who were idle, naked wanderers in

the wilderness. ' The I'hins were white and

yellow, but the Druks were brown and black ;

the I'hins were small and slender, but the Druks
were tall and stout.' F"rom the Druks and Asu'ans

sprang the Yak, or '

ground people,' walking on
all fours, and made eunuchs and servants by the
I'hins. Asu'ans, Yaks, and Druks have all dis-

appeared, except where the last have cohabited
with I'hins, thus giving rise to the I'huans or

Ong'wee (American Indians), who were ' red like

copper ; and they were taller and stronger than

any other people in all the world
'

(First Book of

First Lords, 1-3, 6).

The first Faith ists were the Par'si'e (Persians),
whom Jehcvih ' created as a shield, to guard his

chosen, the I'hins' (Lords' Fifth Book, 3'^), and

many of the great men in the Bible followed this

religion. Thus, according to the ' Basis of Ezra

Bible,' set forth in the Book of Savah, Moses,
Samuel, Elijah, and the Prophets were Faithists,
and from them sprang the Asenean (Essene)
Association. From the Aseneans came Joshu in

Nazareth, who ' re-established Jehovih, and re-

stored many of the lost rites and ceremonies. In
the thirty-sixth year of Joshu's age he was stoned
to death in Jerusalem by the Jews that worshipped
the heathen gods

'

(cf. God's Book of Eskra, 42-44).

Forty years later a false God, Lovearaong, brought
on war, and later '

changed his name and falsely
called himself Christ, which is the Ahamic word
for knowledge. And he raised up tribes of mortal

warriors, who call themselves Christians, who are

warriors to this day.'
Loveamong, with the other Triunes, Ennochissa

and Kabalactes, endeavoured to overthrow Jehovih,
assuming the names of Brahma, Budha, and Kriste
to combat Ka'yu (Confucius), Saka5'a (Buddha),
and Joshu. But Loveamong failed to keep his

word to his chief angel warrior, Thoth, or Gabriel,
who rebelled in consequence, and raised up
Muhammad. Muhammadanism is to perish first,

then Brahmanism, then Buddhism, and finally

Christianity. During the period treated by the
Book of Es (c. 1448-c. 1848) there is an abrogation
of revelations, ceremonies, etc., and liberty of

thought begins to jirevail. Melkazad is divinelj'
sent to inspire a migration to (iuatama, and he
raises u]) Columbo to discover it to broaden the

sphere of Jeiiovih's kingdom and to aid in over-

throwing the Triunes and Thoth. Then Ix)ve-

among inspires his followers (Roman Catholics) to

punish heresy, thus giving rise to Protestantism,

which also is inspired by evil spirits. The Pilgrim
Fathers were inspired by the God, but corrupted
by Loveamong ; the Quakers were Faithists at

heart. Thomas Paine was inspired by Jeliovih,
the other chief men ' raised up by God, to establish

the foundation of Jehovih's kingdom with mortals,'

being Jefterson, Adams, Franklin, Carroll, Hancock,
and Washington. During the decay of Love-

among's kingdom petty Drujan Gods set up little

principalities, such as Methodists, Presbyteiians,
and Baptists, while Pirad founded the Mormons,
Lowgannus the Shakers, and Sayawan the Sweden-

borgians.
Jehovih's earlier struggles are recorded in the

Book of Wars against Jehovih, but these need not
be summarized, any more than the fantastic

biography of Zoroaster in the Book of God's Word,
or the life of Sakaya, who became a Zoroastrian

(God's Book of Eskra, 24-29). The wildness of the
work in history is evident when we say that it

alleges that Buddhism and Christianity were made
up chiefly from the history and miracles of

Zoroaster, who flourished 8900 years ago ; that
Abram was a Persian ; that Brahma, who lived

5800 years ago, re-established Zoroastrianism in

India ; and that Ea-Wah-Tah, Brahma's contem-

porary, established a United States of America,
called 0-pah-e-go-quin or Algonquin, which formed
the model for the present country of that name.
There are three resurrections : the first, when

the corporean doffs his mortal body and is bom a

spirit ; the second, when the individual self is put
ott"and an organic community is begun ; and the

third, when angels rise so high that they pass into

Etherea (Sethantes, 14^ ; Book of Discipline, P*

2-4). As to those not yet prepared for future

blessedness, Drujas, Fetals (spirits who graft them-
selves on mortals), and Es'yans are taken to ' a

place in My exalted heavens suitable for them ;

and ye shall wall them about in heaven that they
cannot escape, but that they may be weaned from
evil' (Synopsis of Sixteen Cycles, 3'*; cf. Book of

Aph, 69-").

The keynote of Jehovih's message to man is
'

Order, Purity, Discipline, Justice, and Good
Works—or. Retribution

'

(Book of Discipline, 3'^).

Asceticism, charity which does not make its

recipient self-supporting, and missionary activity
are condemned (celibacy is, however, regarded as

higher than the married state) ; law is to be

abrogated as necessity for it diminishes ; freedom
of opinion and of judgment is urged {ib. 26-29 ;

Book of Inspiration, 11); and separatism from
secular governments is advocated (Book of Jehovih's

Kingdom on Earth, 26*^"^"). Seven castes exist :

prophets, those of highest lineage, priests, nuns,

physicians, very rich, and very poor (P'irst Book of

God, 5'') ; and systems of government are three-

fold : monarchies, republics, and fraternities, the
last being the highest (Book of Discipline, 11"').
The doctrines are best summed up in Book of

Judgment, l^'^ 21 's-'^
(cf. Book of Discipline, 6,

9i-i»).

About 1894 a community called Shalam was
established by the Faithists in New Mexico, the
most of its area of some 14,000 acres being for

children (of non-Faithists) and their nurses,

teachers, and caretakers. This was to be con-

ducted according to the principles set forth in the
Book of Jehovih's Kingdom on Earth. The re-

mainder, called Levitica, is regulated by the rules

of the Book of Gratiyus (not contained in Oalispe
itself). Heavenly schools, factories, nurseries,

etc., are repeatedly mentioned in the book ; and
what may iiave been intended as initiation rites

are described in the Book of Savah.
The sect still survives, though its numbers are

verj' small.
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LlTERATCRB.—The first ed. of Oahspe was printed at Boston
in 1882 ; a second ed., considerably changed, do. 1S91 (reprinted

London, 1910). See also C. L. Brewer, UittorUal Outline of

Oahtspe, the Connie Bible, San Francisco, n.d. ; J. N. Jones,

Thaumdt-Oaki-pe, Melbourne, 1912. The sect publishes, at
Los Angeles, Cal., The Faithist Messenger.

Louis H. Gray.
OAK.—See Trees.

OATH.
Introductory and Primitive (A. E. Crawlev),

ji.
430.

Chinese.—See Ordeal (Chinese).

OATH (Introductory and Primitive). — The
oath * connects with the vow, the ordeal, the

covenant, and the wager. Its definition must
distinguish it from those, but Ave must recognize
the fiict that their primary constituent is the
oath ; they are special applications of it. A vow
is not actually such, unless there is a personal
condition realizable upon fulfilment ; an ordeal
' involves an imprecation with reference to the

guilt or innocence of a suspected person, and its

j)roper object is to give reality to this imprecation,
for the purpose of establishing the validity or in-

validity of tlie suspicion.'
2 So in the Middle Ages

' an oath was an indispensable preliminary to

every combat, and the defeat was thus not merely
the loss of the suit, but also a conviction of perjury,
to be punished as such.'* But the oath of the
orderJ was tested immediately. A covenant—the

blood-covenant, e.g.
—has no force except from

the fact that it is
'

accompanied by curses or self-

imprecations,'* and it is mutual. M'ith regard to
the distinction between the oath and the covenant,
it is clear that the latter is a mutual oath. A good
parallel is to be found in the distinction between
the Moroccan l-dr, the individual oath, and l-'dhed,
the mutual,

' both parties transferring conditional
curses to one another.'" A wager, as in the old
lioman method of action at law, is also a mutual
process, and involves the oath in the form of a

promise to pay. The ethical significance of the
oath is, throughout, personal responsibility. As
such, it is eminently fitted for legal use, and has

always figured conspicuously in the legal process
of all races ; it is still, in the highest civilizations,
a formal guarantee of truthfulness, both in courts
of law and in ordinary social intercourse, and still

retains some of its primitive supernatural force
and dignity, which seem to have been based origin-

ally upon the magical power of the spoken word,
and later upon the appeal to a supernatural being.
The OED defines oath as ' a solemn and formal

appeal to God (or to a deity or something held in

reverence or regard), in witness of the truth of a

statement, or the binding character of a promise
or undertaking.' This definition is defective, be-
cause many primitive oaths have no appeal to

anything
' held in reverence or regard,' but are

absolutely direct ; there is only the personal will

or wish. Tylor defined an oath as ' an asseveration
or promise made under non-human penalty or
sanction.'* But oaths can be taken under human
sanctions and upon living persons, just as a life

may be insured.
AVesteriuarck developed the conception of oath

by emphasizing, not its indirect reference, but its

essential cliaracter.
' An oath is essentially a conditional self-imprecation, a curse

by which a person calls down upon himself some evil in the
event of what he says not being true. The efficacy of the oath
is originally entirely magical, it is due to the magic power
inherent in the cursing words.' 7

But the essence of 'cursing and swearing' was
in existence before human speech was at all well

1 Old Eng. ddh (the derivation is doubtful),
' swear '=' an-

swer' ; jurare = ' bind
'

; so opKos.
2 MI i. 605. 3 lb.
* lb. ii. 208. 5 lb. ii. 623.
6 Art. '

Oath,' in ^Br" xix. 939b.
' MI ii. 118.

NT and Christian (W. Ernest Beet), p. 43-1.

Semitic (M. A. Canney), p. 436.

developed, and the efficacy of the spoken w ord was
no doubt preceded by the efficacy of emotion, of

the inarticulate will or wish. To complete the
definition proposed by Westermarck, it is neces-

sary to note that where a magical process is in-

volved the imprecation is frequently not formally
expressed ; but a magical process may imply an

imprecation, or itself be actually the imprecation,
translated from words into matter.^ Wlien oatli

gives place to solemn affirmation, the guarantee of

good faith and of truth-speaking is now in the
moral sphere of personality ; there is no more
magic or religion. The process has this in common
with the pre-animistic, that its essence is emotional—the emotion being that of self-respect and per-
sonal responsibility. And this has always been
' the nature of an oath.'

I. Early forms.—The oath in the form of a pure
self-imprecation without a medium (or object sworn

upon, or, rather, with which contact is established)
or reference to a helper, witness, or punisher (king,

spirit, or god), is naturally rarely found, but a
priori it should precede the materialistic magical
oath or the spiritualistic. A man may say or

wish,
' May I be hurt, or die, if what I say is

untrue !

' and such a process may clearly be ante-
cedent to elaborate use of objects and spirits.
Even in advanced culture, when religious sanctions
are real and, later, customary, this mode is natural
and frequent, both in serious (though not public)

swearing and in profane oaths like ' Damn me !

'

where there is no real reference to a divine power.
In cases like that of the Sumatran oath, and a

story by Eusebius, we do not know the form of the

oaths, but they may have been merely spoken
wishes without references. Marsden writes that
the Sumatran swears thus :

'
If what I now declare is truly and really so, may I be freed

and cleared from my oath ; if what I assert is wittingly false,

may my oath be the cause of my destruction.' 2

The 'oath' here may be the object sworn by or

merely the spoken word, which in primitive thought
early acquired an almost material substance, and
was fully material when written.
Eusebius records that three men accused Bishop Narcissus

and confirmed the charge b3' solemn oaths, the first that he

might perish by fire, the second, by pestilence, the third, that
he might lose his sight. These self-imprecations were ful-

filled.3

'The Dharkar and Majhwir in Mirzapur, believe that a

person who forswears himself will lose his property and his

children ;
but as we do not know the contents of the oath, it

is possible that destruction of the latter is not ascribed to
mere contagion, but is expressly imprecated on them by the
swearer.'*

The oath is in the first place a curse, and the
'

magic power inherent in the cursing words ' ^ is

its essence. The words may come to be regarded
as a form of mana, magical power, semi-material
and semi-spiritual.
Thus, in old Teutonic folklore, the curse settles and takes

flight, like a bird.'' The Irish believed that ' a curse once
uttered must alight on something.' 7 'To take an oath of any

1 MI ii. 690.
2 \V. Marsden, Hist, of Sumatra^, London, 1811, p. 238.
3 Eus. HE vi. 9.
4 MI i. 60, quoting W. Crooke, TC, Calcutta, 1896, ii. 287, iii.

444.
5 MI ii. 118.
s J. Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, tr. J. S. Stallybrass, Oxford,

1882-88, iv. 1690.
7 lb. iii. 1227.
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sort 18 always a matter of great concern among the Bedouins.
It seems as if they attached to an oath consequences of a super-
natural kind.' An oath must be taken at a distance from the

encampment, 'because the magical nature of the oath might
prove pernicious to the general body of Arabs.' i 'The curse,'

says Westermarck,
'
is looked upon aa a baneful substance, as a

miasma which injures or destroys anybody to whom it cleaves.' 2

Therefore Arabs, 'when being cursed, sometimes lay them-
selves down on the ground so that the curse, Instead of hitting
them, may fly over their bodies.'^

'The punishing power of a word is particularly-

conspicuous in the case of an oath,'* and its con-

tagious cliaracter resembles that which is attri-

buted to tabued persons and things, and it acts

mechanically.
Berbers undress when about to take an oath, and Wester-

marck concludes that the real reason is
' a vague idea that the

absence of all clothes will prevent the oath from clinging to

themselves. They say that it is bad not only to swear, but
even to be present when an oath is taken by somebody else.' ^

Passing from the oath ' on '

the swearer's self,

we come to what are apparently cases of substitu-

tion. An intermediate stage is swearing on this

or that part of the swearer's person.
In Samoa a man says,

' Touch your eyes if vi'hat you say is

true.' 6 This is putting a conditional curse on his eyes. So the
Romans swore by eyes and head. 7

When a man swears to his truthfulness or inno-

cence 'on' another person, the oath may l)e a

conditional curse on that person, as a substitute

for the swearer, or as if the swearer had insured

that person's life, especially if held in reverence.
Thus, it is common for a man to swear on his children or

parents. The Tungus swears,
' May I lose my children and my

cattle !

' 8 The same oath is found in Mirzapur, and is common
in the N.W. Provinces of India. Men swear on the heads of

their children, or hold a child in their arms. ' May my children
die if I lie !

'

says the Kol.9 In Ashantl a criminal may swear
on the king's life, and is then pardoned, or harm would result

to the kiiig.io The Hottentots hold that the highest oath that
a man can take is

'

by his eldest sister.' n
2. The embodied oath.—The largest class of

oaths in the early and middle cultures, continuing
also into the higher, is that in which the swearer
swears 'by' or 'on' some object, powerful, dan-

gerous, or sacred, or some person or animal Avith

like qualities. This form of oath involves some

questions of theory which will be discussed after

some typical e.xamples have been submitted.
In N.W. India a cock is killed and, as the blood is poured on

the ground, the oath is taken ' over it.' i" The Khond swears on
a tiger-skin, praying for death from a tiger if he lies, upon a

lizard-skin ' whose scaliness they pray may be their lot if for-

sworn,' or upon an ant-hill 'that they may be reduced to

powder.' i* 'I?he Naga of Assam stands within a circle of rope,

praying that he may rot as a rope rots, or he holds a gun-barrel,
a spear, or a tiger's tooth, saying,

'

If I do not faithfully perform
my promise, may I fall by this !

' '* The Ostyak imitates the act

of eating and calls on a bear to devour him. is ' The Iowa have a

mysterious iron or stone, wrapped in seven skins, by which they
make men swear to speak the truth. The people of Kesam . . .

swear by an old sacred knife, the Bataks of South Toba on their

village idols, the Ostyaks on the nose of a bear.' 16 The Moors
lend efficacy to an oath by placing it in contact with, or making
it in the presence of, 'any lifeless object, animal, or person
endowed with baraka, or holiness, such as a saint-house or a

mosque, corn or wool, a flock of sheep or a horse, or a shereef.'i'

The last is a comprehensive example. The oath upon sacred
relics was prevalent in mediieval Christendom, and ' so little

respect was felt for the simple oath that the adjuncts came to

1)6 looked upon as the essential feature, and the imprecation
itself to be divested of binding force without them.' 18

1 J. L. Burckhardt, JS'otes on Bedouins and Wahabys, London,
1831, pp. 13, 166.

2 MI i. 67. 3 lb.
4 76. ii. 118. 6/6.1.59.
6 G. Turner, Samoa, London, 1884, p. 184.
7 W. Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Antiquities^, London,

1890, s.v.
'

Juramentum,' p. 1051.
8 Georgi, quoted by Westermarck, MI ii. 120.
9 Crooke, TC ii. 287, iii. 313, 444, etc.
10 A. B. Ellis, Krve-apeaking Peoples, London, 1890, p. 224.
11 T. Hahn, Tsnni-doam, London, 1881, p. 21.
12 Crooke, TC iv. 281.
13 S. C. Macpherson, Memorials of Service in India, London,

1865, p. 83.

14/^455, 1876, p. 316.
16 G. A. Erman, Travels in Siberia, Eng. tr., London, 1848,

i. 492.
16 MI ii. 119, quoting authorities.
17 Ih. ii. 120.
18 II. C. Lea, Super.ttttion and P'orce*, Philadelphia, 1S!»_',

ti. 29.

The Latins swore by Jupiter lapis, holding the sacred stone
in the hand.i The Athenian arnhons stood on a sacred stone
and swore to rule righteously." The ancient Danes swore on
stones, and the same oath is recorded of the islanders of Iona.3
In Samoa the accused lays his hand on the sacred stone of the

village, and says,
'
I lay hand on the stone. If I stole the thing,

may I speedily die !
'• The Old Prussians placed the right hand

on the neck and the left on the holy oak, saying,
'

May Perkun
(the thunder-god) destroy me 1

' 5 'The Lombards swore '
lesser

'

oaths on consecrated weapons,
'

greater
' on the Gospels.* The

chief oath ot the Danes was on a sacred ring ; their oath to

Alfred was taken on this.'' The Ksatriya swore by his weapons
or his horse.8 The mediaeval knight swore 'super arnia.'*
Achilles swore by his sceptre.if Mediaeval theory distinguished
the written or spoken oath from that which was ratified b}' con-
tact with or inspection of a sacred object. The latter was a

corporal or bodily oath, and the sacred object was a ' halidome.' 1 1

A frequent oath among the Bedawin was ' to take hold with
one hand of the wasat, or middle tent-pole, and to swear by the
life of this tent, and its owners.' 12 The most stringent oath

among Hindus is that in which water of the Ganges is held in

the hand. 13 Similarly, the Homeric gods swore by the river

Styx.i* Other natural forces, such as the sun and moon, are

frequently sworn by,i6 as Westermarck supposes, because of
' their superior knowledge

'

as all-seeing.
Arabs swore by dipping hands in the blood of a camel. The

Sansiya swear over the blood of a cock. The Homeric oath,

given by Tyndareus for the defence of Helen, was taken stand-

ing on a sacrificed steed. 16 The old Danish ring held during the
oath was sprinkled with the blood of a buU.i'? Hannibal's
famous oath, or vow, against Rome was taken '

tactis sacris
'

;

and the Homeric Greeks laid the hand on th> sacrifice, 18 as the
mediaeval European touched the altar or the relics. So Harold
is depicted in the Bayeux tapestry.

19 Another method of the

Nagas of Assam (involving a mutual oath) is for the two men
to hold a dog which is chopped in two ; this is emblematic of

the fate which will befall the perjurer. 20 According to one in-

terpretation of a Roman oath, the swearer invoked the heaven

god, while a hog was slain with the sacred flint-stone, repre-
senting the god's thunderbolt, and he prayed,

' So smite the
Roman people if they break the oath !

'21 ' The Tungus bran-
dishes a knife before the sun, saying,

"
If I lie may the sun

plunge sickness into my entrails like this knife."
' 22

It is perhaps in accordance with primitive thought
at one stage of its development that the strongest
of all oaths is that in which the sacred object, or

medium, is eaten or drunk.
Frazer regards this process as being the differentia of the

' Aino sacrament.' 23 The Tenimberese dip a sword in their own
blood and drink it, praying for death if they are forsworn. 24 So,
in Malaysia, water is drunk in which daggers, spears, or bullets

have been dipped ;

'

May I be eaten up by this dagger or spear I

'

is the formula. -9 The Tunguses have another oath, in which the
swearer drinks the blood of a dog, the throat of which has betn
cut and its flesh cut up. The swearer says,

'
I speak the truth,

and that is as true as it is that I drink this blood. If I lie, let

me perish, burn, or be dried up like this dog.'
26 TheChuvashes

place bread and salt in the mouth, and pray,
'

May I be in want
of these, if I say not true !

'2< The '

great oath
'

of the Tibetans
includes the eating of a portion of an ox's heart.28 Tlie Masai
drinks blood, saying, 'If I have done this deed, may God kill

me!' If he is innocent, no harm happens; if guilty, it is

expected that he should die in a fortnight.2» On the Gold Coast
a man taking an oath eats or drinks something which has a
connexion with a deitj', who Is invoked to punish him if he for-

swears himself.30 Elsewhere on the Gold Coast an accused
man had to drink the '

oath-draugbt' and pray that the fetish

may slay him if guilty .31
'
If I have been guilty of this crime, then.

1 J. E. Tyler, Oaths'^, London, 1835, p. 121.
2
(7B3, pt. i.. The Magic Art, London, 1911, i. 160.

3 lb. * Turner, pp. 30, 184.
5 Tylor, loc. eit. p. 940".
6 lb., (juoting J. Grimm, Deutsche Rechtsaltertiimer*, Leipzig,

1899, p. 896.
7 Tylor, loc. cit. p. 940i>. » SDK xxxiii. [1889] 100.
9 Du Cange, Glossarium medice et infimce Latinitatis, Niort,

1S83-S7, s.v.
'

Juramentum,' iv. 459.
10 Horn. II. i. 234. H Tvlor, foe. eit. p. 941t>.

12 Burckhardt, p. 72. 13 MI ii. 120.
14 Hes. Theog. 784-806. 15 MI ii. 122.
IB Paus. III. XX. 9. 17 MI ii. 621.
18 Livy, xxi. 1 ; II. iii. -275, xix. 175.
19 Tylor, loc. cit. p. 941i>. 20 ib. p. 939>'.
21 Ib. p. 940», quoting Livy, i. 24, Polyb. iii. 25.
-2 76.
J3 QBS,pt. v.. Spirits of the Corn and of the Wild, London,

1912, ii. 31.1.

24 ,T. o. K. Riedel, De sluik- en kroesharige Rassen tusschi'n

Selt'bes en Papua, Hague, 1886, p. 284.
25 w. W. Skeat, Malay Magic, London, 1900, p. 625.
26 MI ii. 119, quoting Georgi. 27 lb.

28 L. A. Waddell, T/ie Biiddhi.itn of Tibet, London, 1895, p.

569, note.
29 A. C. Mollis, The Masai, Oxford, 1905, p. 345 ; M. Marker,

Dlr 3/asrtf, Berlin, 1904, p. 211.
«• A. B. Ellis, T.'>hi-sp,'akinii Peoples, London, 18S7, n. 190.

"1 W. Bosnian, De.<<cr. of the Coast of Guinea^, London, 1721,

p. 126.
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Mbiam 1 thmt deal with ine ! ', swears the accused in Calabar.i

after drinkinu tilth and blood, the ju-ju drink, viOiam So

with the majority of ordeals, their essence being an oath, a

8elf-ini]>osed imprecation.
^

3. Psychology of the oath.—The above-cited

examples illustrate the more primitive forms of

oath. It seems probable that eating or drinking

the ' oath
'

is the latest of these forms, and that

the earliest is the merely verbal self-imprecation.

As for the original meaning of the employment of

a concrete object, sacred or otherwise, whicli itself

comes to l)e regarded as the '

oath,'
^
containing,

as it does, the words or the power of the curse,

ready to act with mechanical precision if the

swearer has lied, the principle is clearly magical,

passing into sj'mbolism as the belief in magic decays.
But the question remains as to what psychological

process developed the employment of a concrete

object.
•Sometimes,' says Westermarck, 'the person who takes the

oath puts himself in contact with some object which represents
the state referred to in the oath, so that the oath may absorb,

as it were, its quali..y and communicate it to the perjurer.'
' In

other cases the person . . . takes hold of a certain object and
calls it to inflict on him some injury if he perjure himself." 'i

Again, 'another method of charging an oath with supernatural

energy is to touch, or to establish some kind of contact with,
a holy object on the occasion when the oath is taken.'

Such are some of the methods of increasing the

magical power 'inherent in the cursing words.' ^

At a stage of religious evolution when sacred

objects are in being, it is natural that they should

be employed to strengthen the oath. Later still,

the oath is strengthened by contact with a god, or

his name is invoked, or a sacrifice is made. But
in earlier stages, when the object or medium is not

sacred of itself, but inditt'erent, how came it to be

used in a magical way and on magical principles ?

A large proportion of primitive oaths are cases of

imitative magic. The swearer, for instance, may
apply a spear to his body and pray that he may be

smin by the spear if he is forsworn. But is such

ritual due to a belief in imitative magic ? It seems
more probable that an act of pre-imitation (so char-

acteristic of early psychology) came to be employed
as a mode of realizing the nature of an oath, and
that from this was developed the magical force of

the embodied words. Pantomime led to imitative

magic, not vice versa. In such cases as where a
man stands on a stone and the strength of stone

adds conhrmation to his words,^ there is natural

association of ideas, which may lead to a belief in

a magical connexion.

4. The oath and the god.—When the theistic

stage of religion is reached, and the god subsumes
in his own person a multitude of holy lines of force,

the oath is brought into connexion with the god.
But even here the connexion remains magical for a
considerable time, before it decays into a symbolic
relation or is changed into that between offender

and punisher.
' The oaths which the Moors swear by Allah are otherwise

exactly similar in nature to those in which he is not mentioned
at alL But the more the belief in magic was shaken, the more
the spoken word was divested of that mysterious power which
had been attributed to it by minds too apt to confound words
with facts, the more prominent became the religious element
in the oath. The fulfilment of the self-imprecation was made
dependent upon the free will of the deity appealed to, and was
regarded as the punishment for an offence committed by the

perjurer against the god himself.' 7

When the god is appealed to, the appeal may be
for his help or his witness ; or, again, his divine

name may be invoked, and in case of perjury the

power of the name, thus wrongly used, will punish
the forswearer. In many cases there is merely an

1 M. H. Kingsley, Traveln in W. Africa, London, 1897, p. 465.
2 See MI ii. 689 ff.

3 The Greek opKoj also meant the object sworn by ; the word
for oath has this meaning in most languages.

4jtf/ii. 118f. i^Jb.

6 GBS, pt. i., Th« Magio Art, 1. 160.
7 MI ii. 122.

act of transference ; the swearer, so to say, hands
his oath over to the god, who will deal with it

according to the innocence or guilt of the swearer.

The god Mwetyi, in S. Guinea, is
' invoked as a witness, and

is commissioned with the duty of visiting vengeance upon the

party who shall violate the agreement." i The Comanche Indian
calls upon the great spirit and earth to testify to the truth of

his oath.2 The Solomon Islander swears by a tindalo,
'

spirit.'
3

The Greek said,
' Let God know,'

' Let Zeus know "

;
the Latin,

'

I call to witness,' among other things, the ashes of his fore-

fathers. The Egyptian called Thoth to witness ;
* he would also

swear by the name of the Pharaoh.*

The ordinary
' invocation

'

of a deity is a vague
appeal," but it seems that the phrases correspond-

ing to 'by,''' common in most languages, imply
that the god is a helper or a guarantor.
When contact is established between the swearer

and objects belonging to or representative of the

deity, the principles of magic apply, for the punish-
ment is mechanically administered by means of the

sacred object. Traces of the emotion which prompts
these ideas may be found even when magic is

superseded by symbolism or mere reverence.

Laying the hand on the altar, the sacrifice, or

the sacred relics is a regular method where these

holy paraphernalia are existent.*
The Iranian swore before a bowl of water containing incense,

brimstone, and one danak of molten gold.9 'To make an oath

binding,' the Gold Coast people give the swearer '

something to

eat or drink which in some way appertains to a deity, who is

then invoked to visit a breach of faith with punishment." i" So
in mediaeval Kurope the host was eaten, and the swearer prayed
that it might choke him, if he lied.n

When the priesthood is influential, an oath may
be made on the priestly person, as by the Hindu
touching the legs of a Brahman.'-

By far the most usual medium in the higher

religions is to touch, hold, or kiss the sacred books
of the faith.
The Hindu swears on the Sanskrit Harivarhia ; the Muham-

madan on the Qur'an ; the Jew on the Hebrew Bible ; the
Christian on the 'book,' viz. the New Testament. '3 The old

Lombards swore the '

greater oath ' on the Gospels.
14 The Sikh

swears on the Granth ; the Iranian on the Avesta.^s in

mediaeval Europe the book was laid on the altar.is The words
of Chrysostom show an early development in the Christian

Church, ]>ossibIy due to the Jewish practice, which itself has
been said to be a loan from the Roman. i? He writes :

' Do thou,
if nothing else, at least reverence the very book thou boldest

forth to be sworn by, open the Gospel thou takest in thy hands
to administer the oath, and, hearing what Christ therein saith

of oaths, tremble and desist.' i" The practice of kissing the
book appears quite early in the Middle Ages.

5. Various rituals.—The ritual and rules of oath
have interesting varieties.
Greeks and Latins distinguished between the sexes in the

oaths proper to each. Both Greek and Jew lifted up the hand.
The French and the Scots raise the right hand, saying respec-

tively,
' Je jure,' and

'
I swear by Almighty God.' 19

Among formulae there is as early as Justinian

the lengthy invocation :

'
I swear by God Almighty, and His only begotten Son our

Lord Jesus Christ, and the Holy Ghost, and the Most Holy
Glorious Mother of God and ever Virgin Mary, and by the Four

Gospels which I hold in my hand, and by the Holy Archangels
Michael and Gabriel,' etc.-"

Derived from Latin idiom, the phrase,
' So help

me God !

' and its varieties have persisted.
' Sic

me adjuvet Deus !

' was used in Charlemagne's
1 J. L. Wilson, Western Africa, New York, 1856, p. 392.
2 MI ii. 120.
3 B. H. Codrington, The Melanesiam, Oxford, 1891, p. 217.
• C. P. Tiele, Comparative Hint, ofEgyptian and Mesopotamian

Religions, Eng. tr., vol. i. 'Egyptian Religion,' London, 1882, p.

229.

^GBS, pt. i.. The Magic Art, i. 419.
8 Latin had '

Ita me iuvet !

'

as English has ' So help me God I

'

[as I speak true].
7 Greek ^a, Latin per.
8 Tylor, loc. cit. ; J. E. Tyler, p. 104.

SSBEiv. 11895] 49.
10

Ellis, Tshi-speaking Peoples, p. 196.
11 F. Dahn, Bamteine, Berlin, 1879^80, ii. 16.
12 MI ii. 120. 13 /6.
1-* Du Cange, loc. cit. !» Tylor, loc. cit.

16 lb. p. 941b. " lb.
18 ^d pop. Antiochenum, hom. v.

19 Tylor, loc. cit. p. 940b ;
//. xix. 175, 254 ; Qn 1422, Dt 32W ;

Tyler,' p. 97.
20 Tylor, loc. cit. p. 941l>.
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days; old French had 'Si m'ait Dex'; German,
' So mir Gott helfe.' Hebrew variations were,

' As
the Lord liveth and as thy soul liveth,' 'By the
life of,'

' So do God to nie and more also !

'

The selection of an object to swear by has given
play to the imagination, and in other cases has
been determined by special circumstances.
Instead of swearin<f by the genius of the emperor, the early

Christians swore by his safety, to avoid possible idolatry.
i The

Brahman swore by truth, or by his own fjoorl deeds
;

2 Tele-

niachus by the sorrows of his father.^ In me(Ua3val Europe a
man swore by his beard or his name, or by the head of God.
There was a 'great oath' 'per Rejiiam majestatem.' William
the Conciueror swore '

by the splendour of God,' the most
magnificent oath in historj-;* also 'per creaturas.' Rufus
swore '

per hoc et per hoc '

;
Richard i. by God's legs ; John

Lackland by God's teeth. s

The profane oath, used to emphasize an assevera-

tion, has many quaint varieties in all languages.
The Latin was fond of me hercle ! ; the Italian is addicted to

per Bacco. The Elizabethan English used many curious con-
versational oaths, mostly modelled on the official formulae, such
as 'Zounds' ('God's w^ounds'), 'Odsbodkins' ('God's body'),
' 'Sdeath

'

(' God's death '). A pious instinct prompted substitu-

tion, to avoid using the sacred name, hence morbleu ('mort
Dieu '). Similarly Socrates swore 'bj' the dog,' 'by the

cabbage,' and 'by the '; Lampon 'by the goose,' as did
Socrates also.

6. Penalty of false oath.—Whatever the ritual
and formula of the oath, or the nature of the

object with which the oath is brought into contact,
the practical sense is the conditional punishment
for perjury. The fear of magic power in the

primitive mind has the same value as the fear of
God

; behind both is the fear of retribution. It

was psychologically'' inevitable that the oath should
come to be based on the moral resentment of a

deity. Even in the case of the African swearing
by a fetish or tlie New Hebridean invoking punisli-
ment from the spirits, man's personal responsibility
puts itself in the hands of a retributory power.And from the earliest stages the community, in

some waj' or other, has made real the supernatural
penalty, eithei by sliamanistic terrorizing or by
jjrosecution for perjury.

If, as Westermarck holds, the god in early
thought is, even though appealed to,

' a mere tool
in the hand of the person invoking him,' since the

efficacy of an oath is magical,* yet the fear of
retribution is still present, and in the highest
cultures this conception probably overrides the
idea of ' the moral nature of the Divinity

'

being
depreciated. This view of the god's relation to

perjury, as to other crimes, is clearly a late

sophistication, without any practical social mean-
ing. Grotius was therefore mistaken when he
wrote that even the man swearing by false gods
is bound by his oath '

because, though under false

notions, he refers to the general idea of godhead,
and therefore the true God will interpret it as a
wrong to himself if perjury be committed.''' God
and His equivalents are the supreme and super-
natural sanction of the judgments of the social

organism. It is precisely because of this ijrinciple
that the gods have come to be regarded as all-good
no less than all-powerful.

'If,' e.g., Westermarck notes, 'a god is frequently appealed
to in oaths, a general hatred of lying and unfaithfulness may
become one of his attributes. . . . There is every reason to
believe that a god is not, in the first place, appealed to because
he is looked upon as a guardian of veracity and good faith, but
that he has come to be looked upon as a guardian of these
duties because he has been frequently appealed to in connection
with them.' 8

In turn the god's perfect veracity and hatred of
a lie make the supernatural sanction stronger.
The process by which an oath becomes personified

into an oatli-deity presents no psyciiological diffi-

culty, nor that by which a god, like Zeus, sub-
1 Tertullian, Apol. 82.
2 SBI'J XXV. [1886] 274, 299, xxxiii. 97.
3 Od. XX. 339. 4 Du Cange, iv. 462 f.

5 lb. ; and Tylor, loc. cit. p. 941'>. 6 MI ii. (iS7.
? de Jure Belli et Pads, ii. xiii. 12. 8 MI ii. 123.
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sumes the attribute of an avenger of perjury. The
Erinyes of the Greeks were personified oaths and
curses ; so, too, were the Aral. It is significant,

however, that Horkos hardly became a deity ; the

oath-object was too much of a fetish to develop
independently into anything higher.

'

Owing to its invocation of supernatural sanction,

perjury is considered the most heinous of all acts

of falsehood.' 1 Like all gross crimes, it is supposed
to disseminate a contagious miasma.^ The Greeks
held that, if not punished in this life, it Avould be
after death.* Such cases as are extant of its being
ignored by custom or law are probably due to some
transitional stage in the social regime, when, e.g.,

custom was giving place to law, or to a certain

decadence. Westermarck quotes the Rejangs of

Java, some Battak of Sumatra, early Greeks,
Hebrews, and Teutons, as having no penaltj^ for

perjury.'* There are indications that the early
Romans also ignored the crime. But, as Wester-
marck adds, if not regarded as a crime, it was

regarded as a sin, in which case the sliamanistic

machine would effectively carry out the required
retribution.

Kafirs and Malays punish it severely. The old Hindus
banished or fined the perjurer. The cutting off of the right
hand, uplifted during the oath, was the penalty among the
ancient Scandinavians and Teutons, and lasted into the Middle

Ages, and beyond. 5

7. Applications of oath.—Among the applica-
tions of the oath and the institutions which essenti-

ally involve it, the folloAving may be noted briefly,
in order to illustrate the general range of the oath :

Early kings, especiall3- of the magical type, maj' liave been
constrained by some form of sliamanistic engagement. The
kings of Mexico swore to make the sun to shine, the rain to fall,

and the crops to grow.6 On similar principles gods were
believed to swear among Hindus, Hebrews, Greeks, and
Romans.'? Gods swore in human fashion, lifting up the right
hand. 8 A Homeric god, forsworn by the Stjgian oath, was
exiled for nine years.!*
The archons, generals, and other officials of Athens swore

oaths on taking office. The official oath was more prominent
there, it seems, than in Rome. The emphasis placed upon the
oath in mediaeval Christian theorj' seems to have developed the

coronation-oath, which also brought the monarch, in a sense,
into responsible contact with the Church. This oath still

survives in constitutional and other monarchical regimes. Both
Greek and Roman soldiers took an oath. The Roman sacra-
mentum included an execratio, but Tylor traces it to the
Roman legal wager, according to which each party to a suit

paid money into court, forfeiting his pledge in case of defeat. ii^

Originally this legal sacramenhim may have been accompanied
by a self-imprecation. It is supposed that the military sacra-
-mentum developed into an oath of fealty to the emperor.H In
the Athenian dcd/cpio-is, preliminary stage of a suit, each party
swore. 1'-

Primitive examples of the oath at law are not wanting. On
the Slave Coast of W. Africa the god Mawu is appealed to not
only by the parties, but by the judge. li"

The majority of ordeals are really concrete
oaths taken by the accused party, and the self-

imprecation is realized immediately. In modem
law the legal oath is taken by witnesses alone,

though the juror's oath survives. This is in direct

opposition to the mediaeval principle, which de-

veloped considerable abuses in the practice of com-

purgation {q.v.). Evidence was not wanted ; only
proofs were asked for, and, in default of proof, an
oath. This could be multiplied by one or more
compicrgatorcs, practically witnesses to the truth of

the party's oath of innocence or right. AVlien un-

supported, the party swore ' sua manu.' Accord-

ing to the number of his coinpurgatores, he swore

by any number of ' hands.' A bisliop of Ely swore
' centesima manu,' and as manj- as 300 are lecorded.
The covipurgatorcs laid their hands on the pyx.

» lb. ii. 123. 2 SHE iv. 49 (Zoroastria'ns).
S W. Smith, loc. cit. p. 1045. •« MI ii. 123.
5

lb., quoting authorities up to the 10th century.
6 GBi, pt. \.',TUe Magic Art, i. 356.
7 SBE xxxiii. 98

;
Homer and the OT.

8 Tyler, p. 98. " Hes. Theog. 793.
1" Tvlor, loc. cit. p. 939b.
11 Smith, loc. cit. p. 1049. 12 Jb.
la J. Spieth, Die Ewe-Stamme, Berlin, 1906, p. 415.
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and the accused laid his hand upon theirs.^ One

attempted remedy for the abuse was the indicia!

duel, wager of battle." The final remedy was
found in confining the privilege of oatli to the

witnesses.
The essence of ordeals is the oath, though the

fact is obscured by the unfair incidence of the

physical result. Hindu theory recognized the
essential connexion ; the word saiiatha connotes
both 'oath' and 'ordeal.' Oaths were used for

lesser ofl'ences, ordeals for heavy crimes.^ The
mediseval wager of battle was a mutual ordeal,
each party talcing an oath (see Ordeal).'*
The covenant and the treaty have been largely

based on the mutual oath, until signatures replaced
the .spoken word.
The Greeks and Romans ratified their treaties by oaths, the

text of which was inscribed in the official inscriptions.

In primitive ritual the mutual oath was
strengthened by various imitative and magical
methods.* The blood-covenant is

'

regularly ac-

companied by curses or self-imprecations.' Simi-

larly with other forms of compact.^ Tylor notes
the dilierentia, which also applies to the vow, in

the following typical cases:

Grasping hands, putting one hand between tlie hands of

another, are compacts, not oaths. The hand ' under the thigh
'

is a rite of covenant. Mixing blood or drinking one another's
blood is not an oath unless there is a mutual self-imprecation,
such as dipping weajions in the blood.'?

8. Prohibition of oath.—Certain sacred persons
are prohibited from incurring the dangerous risks

of an oath.
Such was Xh&Jlainen of Juppiter, and Plutarch suggests that

the reason was that otherwise ' the peril of perjury would reach
in common to the whole commonwealth, if a wicked, godles-f,
and forsworn person should have the charge and superinten-
dence of the prajers, vows, and sacrifices made in the behalf of

the city.'
8 Nor might the Vestal Virgins take an oath. 9

The sect of the Essenes were averse from the oath ; they
prided themselves on their truthfulness ; they ai'gued that those
who could not be believed without swearing were self-

condemned. i" Christ taught, 'Swear not at all.'H His

expounders have explained the precept to refer to profane and
frivolous oaths alone. But the teaching,

' Let j'our yea be

j-ea and your nay nay,' is clearly inclusive, and of the same
character as the Essene doctrine. The Anabaptists and, later,
the Quakers refused oath-taking. The latter have argued that,
'
if on any particular occasion a man swear in addition to his

yea or no, in order to make it more obligatoi-y or convincing,
its force becomes comparatively weak at other times when it

receives no such confirmation.' ^2

But this argument neglects the power (apart from
that of superstition or religious feeling) of cere-

mony, which is practically the imperious gesttire
of the social body. Charles Bradlaugh initiated

the right of affirmation in place of the oath.

Literature.—This is quoted throughout the article. See
also E. von Lasaulx, Der Eid bei den Romern, Wiirzburg,
1844. A. E. Crawley.

OATH (NT and Christian).—!. NT times.—The
true starting-point of our investigation of the place
of the oath in the new regime initiated by Christ
must of necessity be found in the ipsissima verhn
of the Master Himself. Here, at the outset, we
are met by a difficultj^ ; for, on the face of things,
the almost universal practice of Christendom ap-

pears to be in flagrant disregard of an explicit

injunction of Christ, whose words on this subject,
taken by themselves, seem to amount to nothing
less than an absolute prohibition of the oath uniler

any circumstances or in any form (Mt S^'*'^^ ; cf.

also Ja 5'^). But a final conclusion upon this

matter is not so simple as appears on the surfatie.

1 Du Cange, «.«y. 'Sacramentum,'
' Juramentum '; Tyler,

p. 266.
2 3// i. 505 f.

3 SEE xxxiii. 97, 99ff. ^ Ml i. 504 ff., ii. 687.
5 See G£\ pt. i., The. Magic Art, i. 289 ; Gn 15'Jff-, Jer .3418.

6 MI ii. 208, 624, 686.
1 Tvlor, loc. cit. p. 940ab ;

cf. Gn 242 4729 ; Herod, iv. 70.
8 Qucegt. Rom. 44. » Aul. GeU. x. xv. 31.

10 Jos. BJ II. viii. 6. H Mt 53^.

12 J. J. Guniey, Views and Practices of the Society of Friends,
Norwich, 1842,"quoted in JUI ii. 124.

It is evident that, if Christ's admonition be inter-

preted as an absolute prohibition, some of His
early followers, who had the best opportunities for

knowing His mind and what the modern logician
would describe as His ' universe of discourse, were
in serious error as to the meaning of His words.
St. Paul, e.g., again and again expresses himself
in terms that are indistinguishable from the oath
(cf. 1 Th 2\ 2 Co 1-3, Gal 1'^", Ro P) ; the writer of
the Epistle to the Hebrews makes use of language
which bears unmistakable witness that he also was
unaware that the practice of swearing had ceased
to be legitimate (6'*"- T^"'-) ;

and the seer of the

Apocalypse does not hesitate to put an oath into
the mouth of the angel-representative of the
Eternal (lO^'-)- Christ Himself, moreover, to all

intents and purposes submitted to be sworn
(Mt 26^^'-); and His d/xriv, d/j-riv, is almost, if not

quite, an oath. In view of these facts, our Lord's

apparent prohibition should not be regarded as

being too explicit to be discussed ; it rather de-
mands careful consideration in relation to NT
teaching as a whole, if haply superficial contra-
dictions may be resolved.

The classic passage—a very interesting section of

the Sermon on the Mount—that constitutes the
inevitable starting-point of any discussion of the
lawfulness or otherwise of the Christian oath
forms one of a series of illustrations of the contrast
between the new life in Christ and the old Hebrew
ideal of religious living. That the Christian man
should always abide by his word is the real burden
of Christ's injunction, which was in truth greatly
needed. For the Jews held that only oaths, as

distinguished from the mere promise, and only some
of these, need be kept. An elaborate system of

distinctions between oaths, which would have
moved the admiration of a mediaeval casuist, had
been gradually evolved ; a lie was not held to be
sinful unless sworn to, and even perjury itself was at

worst venial, unless tlie broken oath had been taken
in a particular form. Such a system necessarily
cut at the root of that good faith apart from which
a well-ordered social organism becomes impossible,
and in foreign relations could not fail to bring upon
a people who practised it a very bad name. This
is what actixally came to pass ; and it was the fate

of the Jews to be generally regarded with suspicion
and dislike not only in the time of Christ, but also

for many centuries to follow. Herein also may be
found an explanation, at any rate in part, of the

oppression to which the Jew was normally subject

throughout the Middle Ages, and from which he is

not entirely free even to-day. So great, indeed,
did this anti-social trifling with the plighted word
become that the Talmud laid down that, if repeated
(as in Mt 5^''), a simple

' Yes '

or ' No '

ought to be

regarded as being as binding as an oath. It should
also not be overlooked that Christ did not exactly
say that anything beyond a simple statement is

absolutely evil, but that it springs from evil—a
delicate distinction, perhaps, but a real one none
the less. In an ideal condition of society absolute
truthfulness and perfect sincerity would prevail in

all personal relations. The oath would naturally
disappear, inasmuch as a simple 'Yes' or 'No'
would attbrd adequate assurance of good faith.

That more than this is required in practice is en-

tirely due to the imjierfection of all human society ;

whence it follows that the oath, whether absolutely
evil or not, certainly springs out of evil, i.e. out of

that ill condition of social relations which demands
more than a simple aflirmation or denial as a

guarantee of truth in statement or honest perform-
ance of promise (cf. Clem. Alex. Strom, vii. 8).

Though, on the face of it, Christ's statement

(Mt 5^^) has all the appearance of an absolute pro-

hibition, it is difficult, in view of the practice of
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His immediate followers and His own apparent
recognition of the legal oatii, not to suppose that it

was meant, and was at the time understood, to be
limited in its reference. The fact that the oaths
mentioned in this prohibition, in which there is no

specitic citation of the Divine Name, are typical

examples of just the kind of oath that many Jews
of that day lightly took, and broke without scruple,
renders it not improbable that what our Lord had
in mind was not so much the oath seriously taken
and honourably observed as the light sweai-ing and
the casuistical distinctions (cf. Mt 23"^"^^) that all

too frequently degraded the oath into a form as

useless as it was profane.
These considerations should at least warn us

against hastily accepting a theory based upon a

single passage regarded in isolation from the teach-

ing of the NT as a whole. We may, however,
conclude with assurance that Christ sought to im-

press upon the minds of His hearers not merely
that playing fast and loose with tlie oath was an
offence in the sight of God, but that the absence of

an oath in no way lessened man's obligation at all

times to speak the truth.

2. Early Church.—However unnecessary it might
be in an ideal society, this has ever been so far from
realization in practice that tlie carrying over of the
oath into the newly-established Christian .system
will commend itself to the reason of most men.
The age was an illiterate one, and illiteracy
remained the rule for many centuries after Christ.

In a community among the members of which

writing was a rare accomplishment the oath con-

tributed to fill the place occupied in a society such
as our own by the written as compared with the

merely verbal agreement. It is not, however,
altogether a matter for surprise that, custom, con-

venience, and the practice of the Apostolic Church

being on the one side, and the apparently express

prohibition of Christ on the other, there was
much difference of opinion, in the early Church, as

to the lawfulness or otherwise of the oath. This is

apparent to any one who has even a nodding ac-

quaintance with Patristic literature. A few illus-

trative examples, culled almost at random from the

writings of the Fathers, are all that can be given
here. Conspicuous among the advocates of prohi-
bition was Chrysostom, for whom the oath was

nothing less than 'a snare of Satan,' and by all

means to be avoided (Serm. ad pop. Ant. horn, xv.,

inActaAposf. horn, viii.f. ;
cf. alsohom. x. ; on the

same side see also Clem. Horn. iii. 55, xix. 2 ; Justin

Martyr, Apol. i. 16 ;
Clem. Alex. Strom, v. 14 ;

cf. also vii. 8). Augustine also disliked the oath,
not so much on the ground of divine prohibition
as through fear of perjury {Enarr. in Ps. Ixxxviii.

(Ixxxix.) 4, de Mend. 28 ; cf. also Ep. xlvii. 2).

As against these views, while trilling or profane
swearing was universally condemned, it was argued
by others, on the ground of NT usage in general
and the example of St. Paul in particular, that
Christ could not have intended to put completely
under the ban the serious use of the oatii. As a

conspicuous exponent of this view of the case,
we may mention Athanasius, whose practice cer-

tainly squared with his theory (cf. Apol. ad Imp.
Const. 3).

3, Middle Ages.—By the time that Christianity
had established itself as the religion of the emi)ire,
there was really little to differentiate Christian and
pagan circles in tlie matter of the oath. (Hiristian

imperial legal procedure required that witnesses
should be sworn {Cod. Theod. xi. 39 ; Cod. Just.
iv. 20, 59)—a practice that has been maintained
until our day. As time went on, the oatli, in

ever growing measure, became a factor in almost

every social relationship; e.rf., in addition to the

judicial oath, guaranteeing truth, may be mentioned

tliose pledges of fidelity, the oath of fealty, the
coronation oath, and the oath of office generally.
This was the case in ecclesiastical no less than in

civil life, as witness ordination oaths, monastic and
crusaders' vows. Not only did the oath prevail

Ifeyond all precedent in mediaival religious circles,

but the Church was at pains to take the oath

generally into her keeping and control (Decret.
Grat. can. xxii.), and claimed as her peculiar pre-

rogative the right of absolving from performance of

an oath duly sworn. The Christian oath rested

ultimately upon a religious ba^is ; this the
Church held to justify her claim, as tlie earthly
representative of Him to whom the actual or im-

plied appeal of the swearer had been addressed,
and who, as she at any rate believed (cf. Eus. HE
vi. 9), did not on occasion disdain to visit Avith

material penalty abusers of the oath.

For an oath to be valid the Cluirch required (1)

Veritas in mente—the words used must be a straight-
forward expression of what the swearer means to

do or to assert ; (2) judicium in jurante—clear

understanding of what is involved in taking an

oath, for lack of which idiots, children, atheists,
and convicted perjurers were held incapable of

being sworn
;
and {S)fu.ftitia in ohjecto

—the olijeet
of the oath must be legitimate, for even an oath
cannot bind a man to do the forbidden or to commit
sin, a classic example being found in Herod's oath,
which is quoted again and again in Patristic and

early Christian literature. It was under the last

head that the Church especially claimed her right
to determine in respect of the oath, as being in

most cases the only competent judge of justitia in

objecto, whence it followed as a matter of course
that to her appertained the right of annulment.

In spite of the prevalence of the oath in Christian
circles generally, communities have existed from

early times which, whether attribiiting an absolute

prohibition to Christ, or shrinking from the re-

sponsibility of the act, have made it a matter of

conscience to avoid the oath in any shape or

form. As these communities have often been small,
both in numbers and in historical importance,
it will suffice to name the Waklenses, Hussites,

JMennonites, Anabaptists, Moravians, and Friends

(qq.v.).

4. Modern.^Though the Reformation changed
many things, it retained the oath as a recognized
and serviceable social institution. Art. xxxix. of

the Church of England, e.g., embodies a formula
which may be accepted as a fair statement of

Protestant opinion with reference to the use of the
oath as conformable to religion and common sense.

For, while the assertion of untruth is alwaj^s a sin,

it is manifestly impracticable that it should always
be treated as a legal crime. But the well-being of

the community, the maintenance of an ordered
state of society, demands that, uiuler certain cir-

cumstances, it should be treated as such. The
legal oath secures this ; perjury is a crime, for

which due penalty may be exacted. That the oath
is not the only means of securing this end is, of

course, true ; this lias been publicly recognized in

the Oaths Act, 1888, in which provision was made
for those who, like the Quakers, on conscientious

grounds decline to swear or, as non-Christians,
decline to take the Christian oath. But, allowing
this, the oath generally meets the case; it has,

moreover, acquired associations and a religious
sanction whicli add to its efi'ectiveness ; it has on
historic grounds become an integral part of the

apparatus of social life
;

tliere appears, therefore,

to be no sufficient warrant for discontinuing its

use, t]iougli,of course, its abuse cannot be depre-
cated too strongly. Yet, in the last resort, it must
be admitted that the very existence of a need for

the oath or some equivalent for it is due solely to
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the imperfect Christianity of Christian people at

the present day as throughout the past. If the

ideal of living set up hy Christ were actually real-

ized in practice, the oath would forthwith become

supertluous; for lying and ill faith would be un-

known, a simple ailhrmation or denial would meet

all needs, and a promise would require no furtlier

guarantee. Unhappily tliis is far from being the

case ; and, society being what it is, the retention

of the Ciiristian oath appears to be entirely justi-

Hed, alike on the gi-ounds of religion, ethics,

common sense, and practical convenience.

Literature.—Among' the not over-numerous works dealing
with the oath in general the following may be named : E. Coke,
Jngtitutes of the Laws of Enr/land, ed. F. Hargrave and
C. Butler, London, 17S9

;
The Book of Oaths (anonymous), do.

1()49 ; C. F. Staudlin, Gesch. der Vorstelhmpen und Lehren vom
Eide, Gottinsen, 1824; J. E. Tyler, Oaths: their Origin,

Nature, and History, London, 1835; K. F. Gbschel, Der Bid,

Berlin, 1837 ; F. A. Stringer, Oaths and Affinnationni, London,
1910; C. Ford, On Oaths, do. 1903. There is much matter

bearing on the subject in commentaries on Holy Scripture,

readily availalile; in the writings of the Fathers, and later

ecclesiastical literature, partial reference to which has been

given in tlie text
;
and in more official documents, such as

certain of the Papal Decretals, and so forth. For the practical

study of the institution in detail, reference may be made to the

Histories, primary and secondary, which are too numerous to

mention here. W. ERNE.ST BeET.

OATH (Semitic).—Oaths are very common in

Semitic speech, particularly in Arabic. This need
not imply that the ordinary assertions of a Semite
could not or cannot be trusted, though the Arabs
have a bad reputation in this respect.^ It may
point rather to a fondness for emphatic speech.
In the case of the Hebrews much of this particular
kind of emphasis may have been lost in editorial

retineinents and manipulations ; but the use in

Heljrew of such syntactical constructions as those
with the infinitive absolute and M'ith the perfect of

certitude may be taken to indicate that emphatic
utterance Avas characteristic of the people and the

language. When, therefore, the oath as a solemn
asseveration came into use, its growth on such soil

would be rapid and luxuriant. But in its more
original form the oath Avas more an action than an
utterance. It was part of the ceremony of a com-

pact or agreement. Such ceremonies, more or less

elaborate at first, graduallj'' become modified and

simplified until only a gesture may remain. In
the judicial oath, which is tisually for the most part
a form of words, we have the later or latest develop-
ment. It implies considerable j^rogress both in

law and in religion.^ The oath is still of the nature
of a compact or agreement.^ Hel>rew and Arabic

philology may be said clearly to indicate the cere-

monial origin of the oath among the Semites.
Some of the words for oath—Heb. shcbhu'ah ; Arab.

yamin and qasam—imply ceremonies. The Heb.
shebhuah is connected with the word for ' seven '

(shebhd) ; and 'to swear' (nlshhd) is literally 'to

do things by sevens' or ' to come under the influ-

ence of seven things.'
* Seven was a sacred number

among the Semites (cf. Gn 33^ Lv 4^, ^u 23i, Jos 6^
etc. ; Qur'an, ii. 27, xxiii. 17, xv. 4 i, 87, xxxi. 26,

1 Cf. C. M. Doughty, Wanderings in A.abia, i. 110: 'To
speak of the Arabs at the worst, in one word, the mouth of the
Arabs is full of cursing and lies and prayers ; their heart is a
deceitful labyrinth.'

2 This stage of development was reached, of course, at different
times among different sections of the Semitic race. The Ham-
murabi Code shows that the judicial oath was employed by the

Babylonians as early as 2000 u.c.
3 It always implies as its full form a conditional sentence.

Indeed, the simplest oath, judicial or otherwise, may be said to
do this. Perjury is a repudiation of sacred things, a violation
of religion. When a modern Arab swears bv God, Welldhi or
Welltlhi-Bill&hi or Widlah-Ballah (Doughty, i'. 110), the original

implication is: If I perjure myself, I am false to my belief that
God is the living God, and I call down upon myself the punish-
ment due to such infidelity.

4 W'ellhausen {Reste, p. 186) thinks that the word may imply
a sevenfold repetition. But the repetition of a fonnula is prob-
ably a later idea.

etc.). It probably had magical significance.
^ In

any case, certain narratives confirm the view that

some action by sevens was the primary idea. Thus
seven ewe lambs figure in the oath regarding a
well made bet^veen Abraham and Abimelech

(Gn 2P^), and on this account the place is said

to have laeen called Beer-sheba, 'Well of Seven. "^

Again, Herodotus describes an Arabian oath of

covenant (iii. 8) in which seven stones are smeared
with blood (cf. Hom. II. xix. 243 tf. ; Pans. III. xx.

9). The Arab, word qasam, used of the judicial

oath, is derived from a root which in its simple
form means 'to divide into parts' {qasamn ; iv.

'aqsama, 'to swear'). Here again some magical
ceremony may be implied ;

^ and we are again

helped by an OT narrative. In Gn 15'"- 1' we have
a story of the making of a compact in which certain

animals are cut up and the pieces arranged in a

particular way. At sunset a smoking oven and a

flaming torch pass between the pieces (cf. Jer34^^f-).

In this narrative, which is composite and confused,
there is a hint of some ancient and rather elaborate

ceremony (probably magical). We need not think
of a sacrifice ;

and originally no doubt it was the

contracting parties who passed between the pieces.''

The significance of the pieces or parts is doubtful.*

But, in any case, just as the Heb. word has some
such primary idea as ' to do a thing by sevens,' the
Aral), word would seem to denote primarily

' to do
a thing by parts.' The Arab, word yamin really
means ' the right hand.' Since the right hand was
much used in contract or oath ceremonies, the

same word came to denote an oath.^ The Arabs

give the hand in swearing. There is reference to

the same action among the Hebrews as well. In
2 K 10'^ the giving of the hand is an indication of

loyalty (cf. La 56, 2 Ch 30^). In Ezr lO^^ the expres-
sion is equivalent to '

promise
'

or almost to ' swear. '^

In 1 Ch 29-\ where RV has ' submitted themselves
unto Solomon the king,' the Heb. text has 'gave
the hand under Solomon.' This was perhaps the
more original form of the expression. The person
who swore put the hand or hands under the person
to whom the oath was sworn. In the Qur'an
(xlviii. 10) we find the words :

'In truth, they who plighted fealty to thee, really plighted
that fealty to God : the hand of God was over their hands.'

The original ceremony may have been something
like that described in Gn 24-- ^. When Abraham
makes his servant swear, he directs him at the
same time to put his hand under his (Abraham's)

1 Cf. R. C. Thompson, Semitic Magic, London, 1908, p. 164 ff.,

etc. ; W. W. Skeat, Malai/ Magic, do. 1900, p. 225 f. ; also GB-i,

pt. ii., Taboo and the Perils of the Soul, do. 1911, p. 305 f.

2 This is no doubt the meaning, though the name might be

explained 'well of the oath,' oreven 'well of Sheba.' C. F.

Burney (JThSt xii. [1910] 118 f.) explains Sheba as the god
Seven; but, since in Assyrian niamitti, 'oath,' occurs as the
name of a goddess(Mercer, The Oath in Babylonian and Assyrian
Literature, p. 27), Sheba here may be the oath personified (cf.

the personification of Gr. opKos). Mamitu is never mentioned in

oath fornuilM ; but we find reference to
' the mistress (goddess)

of the oath
'

as witness to a treaty (Mercer, p. 28). Of course
the story in Genesis may be only a popular etymologj' invented
to explain an already existing name ; but in any case it throws
light on the primary idea in the Heb. word '

to swear.'
3
Especiall}' as other forms of the same Arab, root are used

of practising divination (see F. Brown, S. R. Driver, and C. A.

Briggs, A Heb. and Mug. Lexicon of the OT, Oxford, 1891 ff., s.v.

DDp, and Wellhausen, p. 133 f.).

•> Not '

as a symbol that they were taken within the mystical
life of the victim '(W. Robertson .Smith, Rel. Sem.^,-p. 480 f.).

This idea is hardly primitive enough.
5 Mercer (p. 40 f.) finds an interesting analogy in an Assyrian

inscription of the time of Asur-niraii u. (754-745 B.C. [Mercer])
in which a treaty between Asur-nirari, king of Assyria, and
Mati'ilu, ruler of a district west of Hana, occurs. A ram was
tak..n from the herd and beheaded. "According to Mercer, this

was done, not as an offering or sacrifice, but to typify what
would be the fate of the perjurer.

•J Possibly the same word in Hebrew should sometimes be
translated ' oath.' In Ps 1448, e.g., we might translate 'their

oath is a false oath.'
"
The same thing is expressed bv the

'

striking of hands '

in

Job 173, Pr C' 1115 1718 22^3.
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thigh.
^ Tliis suggests that originally the hand was

placed under the most sacred part of the person,
the seat of a mysterious, awe-inspiring, life-giving
force." We may suppose that in course of time
instead of this the hand of one person was placed
Tinder the hand of the other. Out of this practice

grew a still simpler action, first a kind of hand-

shake, and tlien a mere lifting of the hand. Thus
' to lift the hand ' became equivalent to ' to swear'

(Gn 14", Dt S'J*', E.\ 6«, Ps 1062«).3

The judicial oatli, unless followed by an ordeal,
is more a form of words. But various otiier cere-

monies have been noted in conne.xion with oaths,

judicial or otherwise. Doughty (i. 110) speaks of

a faitliful form of sweaiing among the Arabs called

halif yeintn :

'One takes a grass stalk in his fist, and his words are Wa
hydt hatha el-aud, By the life of this stem, wa'r rubb el-mahud,
and the adorable Lord.'-*

Burckhardt mentions others. One of the most
common in ordinary life is to take hold of the

wasat, or middle tent-pole, with one hand and to

swear '

by the life of this tent and its owners.'
A more serious oath, used only in exceptional cases,
is called yemcin el-khct, the ' oath of the ci"oss

lines.' The account of this oath may be given in

Burckhardt's words :

'

Thus, if a Bedouin accuses his neighbour of a considerable

theft, and cannot prove the fact by witnesses, the plaintiff takes
the defendant before the sheikh, or kady, and calls upon him
to swear in his defence whatever oath he may choose to demand
from him. If he complies readily, his accuser leads him to a
certain distance from the camp, because the magical nature of

the oath might prove pernicious to the general body of Arabs,
were it to take place in their vicinity. He then with his sekin,
or crooked knife, draws on the sand a large circle, with many
cross lines inside it. He obliges the defendant to place his

right foot within the circle, he himself doing the same, and

addressing him in the following words, which the accused is

obliged to repeat
—"By God, and in God, and through God, (I

swear) I did not take it, and it is not in my possession." Some
persons enter the circle with both feet. It is said that Moham-
med once made use of this oath, and to swear falsely by it would
for ever disgrace an Ai'ab. To make it still more solemn, a
shemle (or camei's udder-bao:) and an ant (el nemle) are placed
together within the circle ; mdicating that the accused swears

by the hope of never being deprived of his camel's udder, and
of never experiencing a time when he should want even the
winter provision of an ant

'

(ii. 127 f.).

In this form the oath is calletl the yemein cl

she.mle we nemle, or ' oath of the shcmlc and nemle.''

In Babylonian and Assyrian contract - tablets

and inscriptions there are many references to mere
oaths of attestation, from the early days of Baby-

1 Mercer (p. 39) thinks that this narrative can be paralleled
b}' a passage from the Nimrod Epos (xi. no. 70, 1. 210) : il-pu-ut

pu-ut-ni ma iz-za-az ina bi-ri-in-ni i-kar-ra-ban-na-Si, '(he
made my wife kneel down by my side) touched our foreside,

walking in between and blessing us.' He gives reasons for

thinking that il-im-nt pu-ut-ni maj be translated here 'he
touched (in oath) our foreside {i.e. our priv}- parts),' and com-
liares tlie common phrase iUi'ti pi'it >iaiil iiai-i,

' one lifts the

forepart of another,' i.e. 'one answers for anotlier.'
2 We might think of phallic worship here (cf. Holzinger on

Gn 24'-) ; but this is not necessary. The genital organs (repre-
sented by the thigh) are regarded simply as the instruments of

a kind of divine power. The conception was wide-spread ;
and

there are traces of the same kind of ceremony in various parts
of the world (see H. Ewald, Alterthiumr des Volkes Israel,''^

Gottingen, 1866, p. '26, and note particularly the Australian

parallel cited by G. J. Spurrell, Notes on the Text of Genesis",
Oxford, 1896, p. 218). Other explanations liave been offered.
Dillmann explains by the fact that (avenging) descendants
proceed from the loins (Gn 46-'', Ex 15, Jg S-^"). Others (Tar-
gum Jon., Rashi) think that the generative organ was con-
sidered sacred because sanctified by circumcision. A. J. N.
Tremearne C/'Ae BanoJ'the liori, London, 1!)14, p. 62), in reference
to this explanation, adds :

'

I^erhai)s a survival of tliis is seen in

the practice found amongst certain West African tribes of

passing a knife or other piece of iron between the legs when
taking an oath.'

i Tlic Assyrian word ni's,
'

oath,' is from the verb nam (Heb.
adsd'), which means 'to lift up (the hand),' especially as a gesture
in taking an oath (Menjer, x>. 29).

4 According to Burckhardt, the 'oath of the wood' is often
taken before a judge. His account of the oath is as follows. A
small piece of wood (or some straw) is taken up from the ground
and presented to the person wlio is to swear. He is requested
to

' take the wood and swear by God and the life of him who
caused it to be green and dried it up

'

(Notes 07i (he lledoiti)is

and Wahdbijs, ii. 127).

Ionian business life down to the Persian period.
These are interesting as gis'ing often the occasion,

place, time, and general circumstances of tlie oath.

It appears that the Babylonians and Assyrians
went to the temple to take their oaths (cf. the

expression 'before the god'). A verj' common
I)lace was the '

gate
'

of the temple ; but other

places also are mentioned. ^ In contracts dating
from the second part of the so-called dynasty of

Ur oaths are taken in the temple of Nin-mar-ki by
tlie name of the king with or without witnesses ;

or by the name of the king with witnesses and
before certain nained persons ; or without invoking
any one and with or without witnesses. In the
contracts from the yiammurabi dynasty the oaths
are with or without witnesses. They are by the
name of the god and the king, and sometimes
also of the city ; e.g., we find invocation of ' Sham-
ash and the king,'

'

Shamash, Marduk, and the

king,'
'

Shamash, Marduk, the king, and the city
of Sippar,' etc. (Mercer, p. 7).'' These are the two

gods most frequently invoked. With them is

generally associated the reigning king. In contracts

of the Cassite dynasty the oath is sworn by En-lil,

Ninib, Nusku, and the king. But in this dynasty
the custom of taking the oath seems to be less

common, and in subsequent periods it falls more
and more into disuse. In treaties the oath figures
as early as c. 2900 B.C. (treaty made by E-an-na-tum,

king of Lagas or Sirpulla ; see Mercer, p. 21).

There are several references in the Tell-el-Amarna
tablets (29, 67, 148, 149, 164) and in Assyrian in-

scriptions (Mercer, p. 22).

Among Hebrews, Babylonians, and Arabs the

ordinary judicial oath has much in common. The
IJammurabi Code in the case of grievous assault

demands an oath of lack of malice and payment
of the doctor. As Johns points out. Exodus (21'^'-)

o:iuts the oath and orders payment for loss of time.

If the injured man dies, the ^ammurabi Code
allows an oath of want of malice to be taken (§ 207),
and accepts compensation. The same Code requires
a person accused of incest either to take a solemn
oath or to submit to an ordeal, as the case may
require. In Nu 5""^^ a woman accused of incest

has to take an oath and to submit to an ordeal as

well. Among the ancient Arabs a wife suspected
of infidelity had to ride on a camel between two
sacks of dung to the sanctuary and there SAvear

seventy times that the suspicion rested upon cal-

umny. The requirement of the Qur'an is simpler.-'
If a man accuses his wife of infidelity, he must
swear four times that he speaks the truth, and then
ask that the curse '' of God may fall upon him if

lie lies. The woman can meet this by swearing
four times that he lies ami then calling down upon
herself the anger of (lod if he speaks the truth.

In Ex 22"^'''- it is ordered that, if an animal has been
entrusted to a man, and it die or be hurt or be
driven away, the man to whom it was entrusted

1 Whether Surinmt, which is often mentioned, was a place

(Muss-Aruolt,
' colunm '), an ' emblem '

(Thurcau-Dangin), or

the receptacle of the oath-emblems, is doubtful ; but at any rate

it seems to belong to the temple (Mercer, p. 3.")).

- Certain parts of the temple are mentioned as the pl.ace of

pt testation. Sometimes the parties are said to go to
' the divine

emblem '

(KU. 71S; see Mercer, p. 11 f.).
3 D. S. Margoliouth (The Early Development of Muliainmed-

anism, London, 1914, p. 48 f.) points out th.at the ruling of the

(Jur'an in the matter of oaths reveals the development of a

ciiange of attitude. In xvi. 93 there is a command to keep
oatlis. In V. 91 the principle of compensation is intro<iuced : an
oatli may be violated, and atonement m.ade by some other per-
formance. In Ixvi. the new principle is confirmed. The tendency
is towards laxity ;

'and it lias had the decidedly serious result

that tliere ajipears to be no mode known to Mohannnedan law

wherebv an oath can be made legally binding.'
4 As Wellhansen says, the oath is always eventually a curse.

The Heb. word for 'a curse,' 'dh'ih, is often translated
' oath.'

Where 'dldh and the more usual word for oath, sh('bku'dh, are

combined, the severity of the eventual curse is increased and

cmiihasizcd (see Nu .V.:'
;
and cf. 1 K 831,

o Ch 62*-*, Neh lO'-'-',

Dn 911).
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may clear himself by taking a solemn oath. This
is the oath of purgation (of. 1 K 8^'). The same

provi^iion is made in the Hammnrabi Code (cf.

S. R. Driver, Exodus, Cambridge, 1911, p. 423).

Among the Arabs it is still possible for a person

suspected of theft to clear himself by taking a
solemn oath (see Burckhardt, i. 126-129 ; Doughty,
i. 267 ; and cf. E. W. Lane, Modern Egypfirtn^,
London, 1871, i. 384). According to Dt 21'«-, when
a man was found slain, the elders of the place had
to swear that their people were guiltless of the
murder. Robertson Smith (p. 64) thinks that

exactly the same custom prevailed in Arabia (cf.,

however, Wellhausen, p. 189, n. 1).

Several oath formulaj are mentioned in the OT—
e.g.,

' God do so to so and so and more also
'

(1 S 14" 2o'\ 2 S 3*- *», 1 K 2-3) ;

' As Jahweh
liveth !' (1 S W^ 19") ; 'As Jahweh liveth and as
thou thyself (thy soul) livest

'

(1 S 20^); 'As
Jahweh liveth and as my lord the king liveth

'

(2 S 15-');^ 'Jahweh is a witness between me
and thee for ever' (1 S 20^'', inserting 'edh after

Jahweh; or 'Jahweh is an everlasting witness,'

reading simply 'er/A 'oldm); 'By myself have I

sworn' (Gn 22^", Jahweh being the speaker).
Among Arabic examples are the following :

'

By
what this (copy of the Qur'an) contains of the word
of God'; 'I impose upon myself divorcement';
'I impose upon myself a triple divorcement';
*
I impose upon myself interdiction

'

;

'

By God
the Great'; 'As the Lord liveth' (JVa hy&t
Ullah); 'As I live' (Aly lahyaty). The Jews
swore by the Temple (Jer 7^) as well as by persons.
They are said to have sworn also by heaven (cf.

G. H. Dalman, Worte Jesu, Leipzig, 1898, i. 168 f.),

by the earth, by the sun, by Jerusalem (see
Shebil'dth, iv. 2; Mt 5»^ 23^^; B'rakh6th, 55;
Qiddnshin, 71«; Maimonides, Yad Ha-Hazdkd,
Hilkoth Shebil'dth, 12). The modem Arabs swear

by the life of persons or parts of a person {e.g., the

head, the beard ; see Lane, Modern Egyptians^, i.

349), and even of things (e.g., fire, coffee, etc. ; see

Doughty, ^r«6taZ)e5erto, Cambridge, 1888, i. 269).

According to S. I. Curtiss {Primitive Semitic Re-

ligion To-day, London, 1902, p. 113 f.), Muham-
madans at Hamath, in N. Syria, swear by God's

phallus.
' In the village of Bludan, about twenty-five miles west from

Damascus, which is composed of Greek Christians of a very low
type, the same oath is heard on the lips of women. . . . An-
other form of oath of a similar sort may be heard in Nebk, in

the Syrian desert, and at Zebedani.'^

Muhammadans are said also to swear by the
.sacred pilgrimage route to Mecca. If the text of
Am 8'^ is correct, the Israelites used the same kind
of oath: 'As the way of Beei\sheba liveth.' But
the oath is peculiar and without parallel in Heb.,
and the text is perhaps corrupt.* The pilgrimage

1 The word translated ' as liveth
'

has been less correctly
rendered '

hy the life of.' It is an adjective, and is pointed
differently by the Massoretea {e.g., in 2 S 1521) to distinguish
oaths sworn by Jahweh from oaths sworn by false gods and
other non-enduring persons and things. If Hos 4i6 has pre-
served the true text, the Israelites are forbidden there to swear
'As the Lord liveth I

' This prohibition, however, is very un-

likely. W. R.Harper (4 mo8<inJ//o.<!e(i[/CC], Edinburgh, "igo."),

p. 263 f.) is probably right in conjecturing (with Wellhausen,
Nowack, and G. A. Smith) that 'in Beersheba' has fallen out.
Reafl : 'And swear not in Beersheba, "As Jahweh liveth!"'
This oath was permitted (Jer i'^ SSi"), and at a later date was
even commanded (Dt 6*8 lo-").

2 The use of this oath may be taken perhaps to imply phallic
worship as its origin. Or it may he due to the kind of tradition
that makes certain persons the offspring of a divine father.
The stories of the opening of Leah's womb (Gn 29Si) and of the
visit of the angel of Jahweh to Samson's mother (Jg 133) have
been referred to in this connexion (see II. O. Thompson, Semitic
Magic, p. 78).

*It has been suggested that we-fiS derek should be read ivc-he

dodeka, dad, literally
'

darling,' being used here in the sense of

patron-god. Thus C. F. Ktnt\St%i.de7it's OT,
'

Sermons, Epistles,
and Apocalypses,' iv., London, 1910, p. 79) translates, 'And as
liveth thy patron, O Beersheba I

'

A. B. Ehrlich (Randglosscn,
V. [Leipzig, 1912] 252) even conjectures that there is no oath

to Mecca is of such importance that it is natural to
find this and other oaths associated with it. Thus
the sanctity of him who instituted it, or of him
in whose honour it is made, is, of course, a sanctity
by which to swear. In Hariri's Maqdrnah of
Alexandria (as rendered by T. Preston, Makamat
of Al Hariri of Basra, London, 1850) occur the
nes :

' Lo ! here I swear by Mecca's Lord divine.
Whose pilgrims, sped by camels, seek his shrine '

(p. 108).

Preston compares a similar asseveration in the

poem of Nabegra :

'

By the eternity of Him to
whom I have gone on pilgrimage of the Hadj !

'

In the Maqdrnah of Koufa we have (Preston, p.
218): 'By the sanctity of the Shaikh (Abraham)
who ordained the hospitable meal and founded the

place to which the hadj is made (the Kaaba) in the
mother of towns.'
The Essenes refrained altogetlier from swearing

(Jos. BJ II. viii. 6). It has been thought that even
in Ec 9- the taking of an oath is regarded as objec-
tionable. ^ In any case the Jews came to regard
the taking of an oath as a very serious matter.
The general principle is,

' Let thy yea be yea and
thy nay be nay' (Bdbhd M'sta, 49a) ; for he who
utters an untruth is excluded from the divine

presence( SOtdh, 42a). There are many passages in

Rabbinic literature which express abhorrence of
false or vain oaths. Such falsehood is one of the
seven capital sins which provoke God's severest

judgment on the world {AbhSth, v.). A false oath,
even if made unconsciously, involves a man in sin,
and is punished as such {Gittin, 35«). The oath
or vow which a man was charged to make by a
Jewish court of justice could be absolved by no
Rabbi or Rabbinical tribunal. Oaths uttered over
the Scroll of the Law were particularly sacred. In
the age of the Gednim no dissolution of business
contracts made on oath was permitted (cf. E.

Landau, Eesponsen, Prague, 1776, "1810-11, p.

123).2
Literature. — iffI>B ; EBi ; Herzog-Hauck, Realencyklo-

padie? ; JE ix. 365 ;
/)/

; J. D. Michaelis, Das mosaiache
Recht (ed. J. L. Saalschiitz), Berlin, 1846-48

; W. Nowack, Lehr-
buck der hehraische Archdologie, 2 vols., Freiburg, 1894

; S. A.
B. Mercer, I'ke Oath in Babylonian and Assyrian Literature,
Paris, 1912

; J. L. Burckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins and
Wahdbys, London, 1831 ; J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen

Heidentvms'i, Berlin, 1897 ; W. Robertson Smith, Religion oj
the Semites^, London, 1894, Kinship and Marriage in Early
Arabia, new ed., do. 1903; C. M. Doughty, Wanderings in
Arabia, 2 vols., do. 1908; C. H. W. Johns, The Relatinns be-

tween the Laws of Babylonia and the Lau'S of the Hebrew Peoples
(Sohweich Lectures, 1912), do. 1914. Some other works have
been referred to in the course of the article.

Maurice A. Canney.
OBEDIENCE.—In the sphere of ethics the

term ' obedience
'

signifies the practical submission
to an authority regarded as universally valid or to
an authority of a concrete or provisional character.
In the former case it standsopposed to disobedience ;

in the latter to self-determination, culminating in

complete personal autonomy, which, however, must
be distinguished from romantic caprice.

I. Obedience as an ethico-religious principle.—
Unconditional obedience is demanded in certain

stages of religion
—in those, namely, which are

characterized by the enunciation of positive laws.
The laws in question may be grounded on ancient

custom, priestly enactment, or the ordinances of

sacred books. The motives for obedience, too,

may be of the most varied kind, such as convention,
fear, hope of reward, and even belief in the real

excellence of the law, and trust in the authority
here at all. For i^^ he would read in both clauses 'f", and, for
ipc-hfi derek, xve-'f. borek :

' And they shall say, Where is thy
God, Dan? and Where is thj' Spring, Beersheba?'

J But this is probably due to a wrong interpretation. Rather
one who takes an oath and loyally keeps it is contrasted with
one who is afraid to take an oath or to keep it.

2 For the Rabbinic references the writer is indebted to

Maurice H. Farbridge, M.A., Faulkner Fellow in Manchester

University.
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behind it. In no case, however, is the imlividual

really free, for, wiiile he is regarded as suffi(dently

intelligent to propose tasks for his own will, he is

assumed to be still spiritually dependent and im-
mature.
To begin with, there are religions in which

obedience to the deity takes the form of obedience
to particular laws. Instances of this attitude are
found in the law-book of Manu, in the religions of

Egypt, Babylonia, and Persia, in Judaism, and in

Muhammadanism. The inevitable result of this

is a constant increase in the number of particular
commandments, and a corresponding tendency to

casuistry, as seen in Judaism, especially in the
Halakhii. E.xternal scrupulosity is here conjoined
with a decline in ethical feeling, thougii it is true
that feeling itself is sometimes brought under law,
as when the Jesuits ask how often one must love
God—if, e.g.^ twice a day will suffice. The laws

may vary greatly in their subject-matter, but this

is of less importance than the fact that laws have

actually been given. A characteristic feature of

this stage of development is that each law tends to

stand by itself, and tliere is also a tendency to

separate the works of the law from the individual

doer, as in the Parsi religion (cf. the Thesaurus

operum of Roman Catholicism), though it should
be noted that in Parsiism purity of thought is

demanded no less than purity of word and
action.

Nevertheless, it is impossible, in these forms of

religion, to bring the inward spirit and the outward
action into complete harmony, for the spirit en-

joined is simply that of readiness to obej\ More-
over, as the laws are regarded as ordinances of the

deity and therefore unchangeable, they often, as,

e.g., in Islam, become a clog upon moral develop-
ment, though it is true that the Jesuits, who make
obedience a principle of ethics, have in the clergy
an authority which decides each case by itself.

The doctrine of absolute obedience presupposes
that there are some Avho command and some who
obey. The latter are those who are assumed to be

spiritually in their nonage. They are free in a

purely formal sense, i.e. either to obey or to dis-

obey, but not to reason why. In fact, the more
rigorous the demand for obedience, the less possible
is it for them to perceive the goodness of the law,
so that their obedience itself becomes purely formal,
and tends to degenerate into spiritual inditi'erence,
while in turn the commanding authority becomes in

its decisions more and more inclined to mere caprice
(cf. the probabilism of the Jesuits). At this stage
disobedience may be simply an act of will in con-
flict with a particular law, or it may be a funda-
mental revolt against mere submission, in which
case it is construed by the authority as rebellion

against God. But, while such revolt may rest

upon self-will and arrogance, it may sometimes
proceed from doubt as to the divine character and
origin of the law enjoined, and this doubt may
even prompt the question whether the individual

ought to be permanently treated as spiritually
immature. Thus disobedience and doubt may
usher in a higher movement—a process of develop-
ment transcending the standpoint of absolute
submission to authority.

This process, again, exhibits various stages. The
advance can be traced to some extent in several of
the Aryan religions. Brriiimanism insists upon
the law of caste and the authority of the Veiias,
but accords perfect freedom to those who are
absorbed in the contemi)lation of Braiiman. Bud-
dliism in time re-instituted the distinction between
monk and layman, and prescribed laws for each,
but still asserted that nnlemption was for all, and
that the more passive virtues of pity and contem-

plation siiould rest upon indiviilual initiative. It

was in Greek ethics, however, that the principle
of obedience was more fully transcended. The
Sophists, applying the solvent of doubt to con-
vention and tradition, founded moral laws on

diffis, voluntary determination. In the Republic of

Plato the classes corresponding to '

appetite
' and

'

courage
'

are certainly pledged to obedience, but
those representing

' reason
'

are to act from their

intuition of the Idea of the Good. A still greater
measure of spontaneity and independence appears
in Aristotle's doctrine of virtue and the cosmopoli-
tanism of the Stoics.

Christianity, again, in so far as it is linked with
the OT law, still retains a certain authoritative

tendency, but in reality, as Christ proclaimed a
free interpretation of the law, its characteristic

attitude is fundamentally difierent. While the
law still stands, the Holy Spirit is given to the

Christian ; love is the fulHlling of the law
; the

spiritual man judges all things. In its historical

development, however, Christianity assumed a
more statutory character as regards both doctrine

and practice. In the Greek Church the authority
set up was more of a doctrinal nature ; in the
Roman the laity became wholly dependent upon
the ecclesiastical institution. Ifc is true that,

originally, Protestantism irrged the rights of

personality in the religious sphere, but neither in

doctrine nor in ethics did it free itself fully from
the standpoint of obedience. The authority of the

Scrijitures and of the Decalogue was maintained,
and that of the confessions was added to it ; and,
in short, submission to the Church met with more
approval than the denial of papal infallibility

might lead one to expect. Official Protestantism,
in fact, is a transitional stage in which the religion
of obedience and the religion of freedom have
each a place. The same thing ajJiiears in recent
Protestant ethics, which at once recognizes secular

morality, and seeks to base morality upon Scripture
and even upon the Church (J. Weiss, F. H. R.

Frank, C. E. Luthardt). All along, however,
there were thinkers to whom Christianity was

e.ssentially the religion of freedom, who either,
like Clement and Origen, distinguished between

popular faith and knowledge, and found the source
of a free and rational morality in a voluntary union
with the Logos, or interpreted Christianitj' as a
form of mysticism, whether of a more contempla-
tive or a more ethical character, as, e.g., in L)io-

nysius the Areopagite and in the German Theology
(ed. F. Pfeiffer ^, Giitersloh, 1875) respectively. In
Reformation times Ave find a broader conception of

ethics among certain dissenters, while subsequently
the Quakers appealed to the Inner Light, the testi-

mony of the s^jirit, in every heart.

Within Christianity there has also been a rati-

onalistic tendency which based ethics less upon
obedience than upon action regulated by personal
insight. Spinoza, who, though he did not belong
to the Church, was in his ethics anything but a

Jew, held that man shares in the divine activity,
and so acts freely in the various relations of life.

The English deists, notably Herbert of Cherbury,
advocated a morality founded upon universal con-

sent, virtue being thus based upon natural reason.

But the most pronounced opjionent of statutory
obedience was Kant, who founded ethics on the

autonomy of the practical reason. He rcjettetl all

attempts to lind a basis for morality in antliority
of any kind, and, in particular, in loligious

authority. Religion itself, he holds, rests upon
morality : we postulate God simply as the guarantee
that the moral law land the law of nature are

ultimately one. The moral law is to be obeyed,
however, because it is in itself good, and not on

the ground of its divine origin. Fichte, too, asserts

that autliority and tradition must be transformed
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into freedom, and tliat we must reco<^nize ourselves

as organs of divine Providence and as able to grasp
the content of moral law by intellectual intuition.

Hec(el likewise tarings morality under the stand-

point of freedom, the final stage of this being the

Sittlichkcit in which the human spirit comes into

complete harmony with the moral content reveal-

ing itself in the family, civil life, and the State.

Autonomy of a kind is found also in the religious
ethics of Schleiermacher : the divine spirit acts in

man as the incentive to moral conduct, and know-

ledge of moral content is drawn from the Christian

consciousness and from the moral reason, so that
ethical action is free, resting upon religious impulse
and personal insight.
The results of the foregoing survey may be set

forth as follows. As long as the individual falls

short of complete self-masteiy, he is dependent upon
the community for his ethical conceptions, these

being usually represented as of divine origin ; at

this stage his normal practice is simply obedience.
A further point is reached when he asks for the

grounds on which obedience is demanded. Here
obedience may still be counselled—as the more

profitable course, liut this is not an ethical solu-

tion at all, and the next step is to inquire into the
content of the moral law. Should obedience still

be enforced, the individual begins to question the

rightness of the law, and his mind oscillates be-

tween doubt and submission. The highest stage
of moral life is reached when the subject not only
acts from an ethical motive, but feels responsible
for his knowledge of moral content, i.e. claims the

right to test that content in each particular case.

2. Obedience in practical life.—It is obvious,
however, that in certain phases of social life obedi-

ence to a concrete authority, i.e. the subordination
of private judgment and private choice to the ex-

pressed will of others, may rightly be demanded.
These phases may be enumerated as follows: (1)

the training of children^the necessity of obedience
to parents or their representatives ; (2) the married
state—the position of the wife in relation to her
husband ; (3) domestic and industrial arrange-
ments, or the hiei-archy of private or public service—the servant's submission to the master, or that
of the subordinate to the superior official ; (4) the
Church—the duty of the members to the consti-

tuted authority ; and (5) the State—the relation
of the subject to the law. With the exception of

(3) these are dealt with in some detail in the art.

Emancipation (vol. v. p. 270 fl"., esp. § 2), and,
more generally, also in the art. Authority (vol.
ii. p. 249 ff.). For (3)—in part—see artt. Em-
ployers, Employment (vol. v. pp. 295 f., 297 fi'.);

here it need only be noted that the relation of

master and servant, now that civilization has

passed beyond the stage of slavery, is in essence
a contract, that the servant's obedience is simply
his faithfulness to an agreement which was vol-

untarily entered into and may be voluntarily
dissolved, and that the relation may become an

ideally ethical one when both employer and em-

ployee take a kindly human interest in the con-
cerns and welfare of each other. In the public
service, again, the obedience of the inferior to the

superior ofhcial would seem to be absolutely
necessary for the sake of order, and the question
here is how the inferior is to preserve his moral

responsibility when commanded to do what oti'ends

his moral judgment. For him to abandon the
service might mean that the State thus lost its

most conscientious officials, while to leave the

responsibility of his conduct to his superior would
be to reduce himself to a moral cipher. The
practical solution of the problem is jjrobably to be
found in the right of free discussion : the inferior

must be at liberty to lay his objections before the

higher authority, and the latter must be willing
to discuss them ; but in the last resort the con-
scientious objector, if still unsatisfied, should have
the power of relinquishing his office. This case
bears some affinity to that between subject and
State (5). Here, however, another factor presents
itself, viz. that in a free State the subject has a
share in making the laws which he is asked to

obey. He has the right to challenge any part of

the established order, and to work for its reform,
and accordingly it would seem that until the
desired reform has been instituted it is his duty to

obey.
3. Obedience and freedom.—The fact that in

certain concrete relationshij)s obedience may be

justly required is not in any real sense incom-

patible with the fundamental personal freedom to
which our inquiry in § i led us. In that inquiry
we saw that the individual must attain to a sense
of com])lete responsibility as regards his moral
task. But it is a necessary condition of that task

that, so far from being an isolated individuality,
he is connected with other individuals, and stands
with them in a vast complex of relations. His
freedom is thus to be realized, not by breaking
away from such order as has been established, but
rather by exercising his inherent right to test all

the laws, institutions, and counsels that constitute

the established system of things. In this way his

obedience is as far from blind submission as his

freedom is from mere caprice.
In any existing system of social relations the

possibility of improvement and progress depends
in the ultimate upon free criticism. If the con-

victions of the individual are not at variance with
the existent order, his obedience to it is obviously
free action. Should there be antagonism, how-

ever, between his convictions and the course of

action demanded of him, he must be at liberty
to state his views publicly, while, similarly, the

authority claiming his obedience must be prepared
to set forth the other side, and nmst not fall back

upon any arbitrary dictum or ancient convention.
In such conditions the individual should submit to

the established order until it is abrogated. His
obedience will then be no abandonment of the

duty of forming and defending his own convic-

tions ; on the contrary, it will rest upon a recog-
nition of the fact that statutory laws are essential

to the existence of a community, and especially of

the State—essential, that is, to the preservation
and extension of freedom itself. Cf. also the

artt. Education, Ethics and Morality, Filial

Piety, Free Will, Loyalty, Slavery, etc.

LiTERATrRE.—The more important works relating to the

subject are given in the literature to the artt. Authority and
E.MANCirATKix, to which may be added A. Dorner, Philo-

sophische Elhik, Berlin, 1895, pp. 437ff., 657ff., 407ff.,503ff.,

4C9ff., 7i7ff. A. Dorner.

OBI.—See Vaudoux.

OBJECT, OBJECTIVE.—Whatever the mind
can hold before it—attend to, think of, perceive, or

contemplate—is called an 'object' of the mind ;

and thifi content of the mind's interest is said to

be '

objective.'
The term '

object
' has been used in philosophi-

cal discussions loosely and ambiguously ; and in

recent discussions the attempt is made to give it

the consistent though very general meaning for-

mulated in the definition above (cf. DPhP, s.ik).

The principal confusion has arisen from the use of

'object' for 'external object' or physical thing, the
'

objective
' world being the '

physical
'

world. This
is very inadequate for two reasons.

(1) To identify the objective with the physical is

to limit the process by which the mind apprehends
objects or contents generally to a single case, the
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external. This is quite illegitimate. The procenri
of the objectifying of contents is one wliich arises

genetically very early in conscious life and develops
through a series of stages in which objects of many
sorts are constructed — objects of jierception

(things), of memory (images), of fancy, of imagina-
tion, of play, of thought. There are religious and
a3sthetic objects, mental no less than pliysical,
fancied and imagined no less than seen and felt

objects. The self is an object as the other person
is ; the ' castle in Spain

' and tlie imagined thought
or idea. The absurd, the visionary, the impossible,
all become mental objects wlien set up in con-

sciousness for inspection, thought, or contempla-
tion (cf. A. Meinong, GegenstandstJicorie, Leipzig,
1907, and J. M. Baldwin, Thortf/Id and Things,
3 vols., London and New York, l{)06-ll).

The external or physical thing, therefore, is only
one among many 'objects,' each having its own
characters or '

co-efficients,' upon wliich the mind
proceeds in giving it its place and mode of reality.

(2) A second reason for rejecting the usage which
makes the objective co-extensive with the external
arises from the consideration of the dualism be-

tween subjective and objective. This dualism

appeared late in the history of reflexion, as it

arises late also in the development of the individual.

It requires the separation from each other of the
two spheres of existence or reality as distinct

worlds, one of experience, the other of that which is

the cause or occasion of experience. But, before

this is attained, the dualism of internal and ex-

ternal is already in force. From the rise of com-

petent perception the external world is dis-

tinguished from the world of persons, and things
are foreign to the observer and actor. Accordingly
we have to say tiiat the external thing takes on a

new piiase when it becomes an '

object
'

to the

mind that perceives it, a phase in which it is recog-
nized as being not only a thing but also an element
in experience and in so far a mental state. These
two meanings are clearly distinguisliable, as they
are not always co-extensive ; hallucination shows
the objective wrongly treated as external, and
certain illusions such as those of persecution show
the external endowed with properties which, while

objective in force, are subjective in origin.
In brief, then, the objective is a sphere within

experience ; and, in a given case, the object may or

may not have external value as well.

There are, tlierefore, strong reasons supporting
the definition given above. It enables us to con-

sider objectivity and externality as two relatively
distinct problems. In the analysis of mature con-

sciousness it is important tiiat the question of

epistemology—what is the meaning of the external ?

—should not be embarrassed by complications
arising from the problem of tlie objective.
Literature.—See the classic discussions of theorj' of know-

ledge bj' Locke, Ilunie, Berkeley, etc., and the chapters on

'Knowledge' in the principal S3steniatic treatises on psy-
chology. J. Mark Baldwin.

OBLIGATION.—See Moral Obligation.

OBSCENITY.—The definition of obscenity
botli in language and in law is vague.
The (JED, s.v. 'Obscene,' says: 'ad. L. ohtsce.mis, obsccemit!,

adverse, inauspicious, ill-omened ; transf. abominable, dis-

<rustin}r, filthy, indecent : of doubtful etyniolosry.' 'The precise
meaning,' says Craies,

'
is decidedly aiubiguoiis,' but 'tlie test

of criminality . . . is whether the exhibition or matter tends to

deprave.'
In Craies's definition not only is it necessary to

define '

deprave,'
' but it is extremely improbable

that the original intention of tlie law was this

alone. Tlie law merely codifies social resentment,
but wliy social opinion originally resented ' obscen-

ity 'is a difficult question of p.sychology. Mean-
1 W. F. Craies, EBrn xix. 953.

M'liile, witii regard to tlie meaning of the idea and
the etymology of the Latin term, it is to be noted
that the ditt'erentia of obscene things, acts, and
words is, negatively, concealment, or, positively,

publication. In otlier words, to take a consider-
able percentage of obscene matter, this consists
of natural acts and terms, anil the exploitation of

the organs from which they are derived, which, on

being made public, oH'end social opinion. Thus, a

plausible derivation of the word connects it with
Latin obsr.tirus,

'

concealed,' and terms in various

languages corroborate this. But the primary mean-
ing of the Latin word seems to have been ' inaus-

picious,'
'

ill-omened,' and the Latins resented

obscenity just for this rea.son of ill-omen. ^ A par-
allel to this is the social objection to profane
swearing. The most probable derivation, there-

fore, is jierhaps that of Littre and Skeat :
^ con-

nected with the Lat. sccevus, 'left,' 'left-handed,'
and 'inauspicious,' the word obscenus, obsccenits,

may presuppose obscoivinus, on the strength of the
verb obsccEvarc, found in Plautus.^
The things, acts, or words which when published

constitute obscenity cannot produce social resent-

ment on one ground alone. There is, e.g., a ten-

dency to explain the modern feeling as a develop-
ment from a primitive magical use of the sexual
and excretory areas. Thus, Ellis suggests that the
universal gesture of contempt by exposure was
originally magical and intended to drive away evil

spirits, the evil eye, and the like.'* But it is diffi-

cult to see how a gesture of magical potency should
have siabstituted for this the quality of contempt,
based, as it here is, upon excretory relations.

Again, the idea of obscenity is fully developed
among primitive peoples, and they show no trace
of the magical meaning, though the suggestion of

tilthiness is frequent. On the other hand, though
the psychologj' of .sex is always complicated by the

excretory relations, it is impossible to refer obscen-

ity to the latter sphere alone. ^
Again, it is doubt-

ful whether even in the Greek and Roman use of

the phallus as an aworpowaiov, fascinnm, amulet

against evil and the evil eye," the original potency
of the charm was '

magical.' The erectt form of it,

as, e.g., in the statues of Priapus which protected
gardens, rather suggests contempt, based upon
sexual power. Vague magical ideas would natur-

ally attach themselves later.

The application of obscenity as a form of abuse,

among both primitive and civilized peoples, and
certain facts of sexual and excretory mental path-
ology, throw light upon the whole subject of tlie

jisychical bases of the idea of obscenity. The
simpler societies, as, e.g., those of the Dutch East

Indies, are familiar with the idea and practice of

obscenity. They cliietly use it, as do the children

of European peasants, by way of opprobrium and
insult. Exposure, gestures, and language inc'hide

both the sexual and excretory spheres. Natural

modesty is violated, contempt is expressed, and
there is a minor form of curse, consisting in a wish
that the victim may break this or that sextial tabu
—in other words, commit this or that form of

incest or self-abuse.' The only trace of a super-
1 II. Ilavelock Ellis, Stiidii's in. the P-'ii/chologi/ of Sex, 1., The

Enolution of .Mvdenti/, Philadelphia, lSi)'J, p. 07.
- Littr6, Dirt, de 'la lanmte J'raii<:ai4se. iii. [1873] 7S0; Skeat,

Etinuohffical Diet. afthcEng. Language*, Oxford, 1910, s.r.

' .\sinaria, ii. i. 18.
1 Studies in the Psychologii of Sex, v.. Erotic Sj/mbolism,

Philadelphia, 1900, p. 100 f.

•'' .\s E. Fuehs, Dax erotistche Element in der Kankatur,
Munich, 1912, p. 2(i, quoted by Ellis, Studies in the Psi/chologp

of Sex, iv.. Sexual Selection in Man, Philadelphia, 190r., p. 47.

<> Faseinvni means both tlie evil eye and the charm, in shape
of the phallus, worn bv children to ]>rotcct them against it (W.

Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Jiom. Antiijuities^, London, 1890-91, i.

8-27).
J J. G. F. Kiedel, De sluik- en kroesharige rassen tusschen

Selebes en Papua, The Hague, 1886, p. 43.
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stitious or magical content is in reference to tlie

menses. But the so-called 'horror of this

function is probably in origin based upon disgust

at excretory phenomena, magical ideas following

as usual. ,.,... • , n
The obsession known as 'exhibitionism illus-

trates what may be called the tendency to obscen-

ity, which seems to be connected with a self-feeling

based upon sex.' Similarly, the obsession known

as 'befouling' is a pathological replica of the

normal method of expressing contempt by an

obscene act.

Some typical expressions of social practice and

theory may here be noted. In common with

civilized peoples generally the natives of N.W.
Central Queensland employ two vocabularies for

the sexual organs, a 'decent' and an ' indecent.' ^

Throughout human history there has persisted some

form of veneration for the organs which perpetu-
ate the race. Greek religion had its phallophoria,^
and Indian religion has from the earliest times

had its veneration or worship of the lihga and yoni.

The British raj has made special exemptions for

representations in temples or in processions of idols

which to the European might appear obscene.^

Kespect for the genital organs has, to the credit

of humanity, prevailed over disgust,
and the so-

called
'

phallic worship
'

of early investigators was

a fact, though misconstrued (see Phallism).^
The employment of sexual functions as a magical

method of stimulating the growth of vegetation
has been illustrated by Frazer.« This and the

similar practice of exposing the person in agricul-

tural ritual constitute a sort of legalized obscenity.
In saturnalian proceedings also obscenity, especi-

ally of language, is enjoined. Similarly on other

occasions obscene language is allowed to women if

they are interrupted by men in their own rites.''

Whether ritual obscenity in agricultural magic
is based on the idea of homoeopathy, and is origin-

ally to stimulate growth, is very doubtful. Many
cases seem to have the character of the fascinum,
and to be intended to drive away evil influences.

There are many others also which are not con-

cerned with agriculture. A priori, it would be

expected that obscenity legalized in ritual should

retain the meaning of obscenity in general, and a

comparison of these ritual uses seems to show the

same conclusion.

LiTKRATiRE.—Besides the works cited in the article see J. G.

Bourke, Scatalogic Rites 0/ all Nations, Washington and Lon-

don, 1891. A. E. Crawley.

OBSCURANTISM.—The significance of this

term is moral rather than intellectual, the state of

darkness which it denotes being the result not

merely of unenlightenment, but also and far more
of opposition to the light (Is 5^"

' Woe unto them
that put darkness for light, and light for darkness

'

;

Lk IP'^ 'Ye have taken away the key of know-

ledge').
' For the true obscurantists are the passions, the prejudices,

the blinding delusions of our nature, warpt by evil habits and

self-indulgence ; the real obscurantism is bigotry, in all its

foi-ms, which are nianv and even opposite
'

(J. C. Hare, in

Guesses at Truth by Ttvo Brothers, London, 1897, 2nd ser., p.

601 f.).

As regards the sphere of its operation, however,
obscurantism is a term of intellectual import;
since it has reference to the interests of knowledge
rather than to those of practical life.

The name owes its origin to the meditevalizing

tendency prevalent in Pairoiie during the earlier

part of the 19th century.
1 See Ellis, Erotic Symbolism, p. 100 f.

2 W. E. Roth, Ethnolucjiail Studies, etc., Brisbane and London,
1897, p. 1S4.

3 L. R. Farnell, CGS v. 197. » Craies, loc. cit.

5 R. Andree, ZE xxvi. [1895] 678.
6 GB'i, pt. i.. The Magic Art, London, 1911, li. 97 f.

7 GB3, pt. ii.. Taboo, London, 1911, p. 154.

Then 'the world, as that generation dreamed, was to be

made young again,—not by drinking, where Wordsworth led,

from the fresh springs of nature,—but by an elixir distilled from

the withered flowers of medieval Catliolicism and chivalry, and

even from the old roots of primeval wisdom' (W. Wallace, The

Logic of Hegel, Oxford, 1874, p. xxx).

On tliis subject the writer of the passage already

quoted from Guesses at Truth had remarked just

before :

'

Teople have been sounding the alarm for many years past all

over Europe against what they call obscurantism a,x^d obscurant-

ists ; that is, against a supposed plot to extinguish all the new

lights of our days, and to draw down the night of the middle

at;es on the awakening eyes of mankind '(p. 501).

Probably he has in view tlie ecclesiastical as well

as the literary movements of the century, but in

any case the attempted revival of medisevalism

gave rise to the employment of the term. At the

present time obscurantism, so far as it is not

used in a general sense as signifying opposition
to inquiry and enlightenment, suggests mediaeval

associations in their more historical connexion

rather than their revival in the 19th century. As
thus understood, however, the term always should

be, though it by no means always is, applied not

so much to what went on during the Middle Ages
as fco what went on at their close. For it was not

until scholasticism, e.g. (which is most often the

reference intended), had ceased to serve its purpose
that it could with justice be described as obscur-

antism ; i.e., it was not until then that it could

truly be said to be injurious to intellectual interests

from an ethical point of view. In other words,

obscurantism can be rightly ascribed to mediaeval

thought only when the latter, in the days of its

decline, came to stand in direct opposition to

humanism. The humanistic movement was no

doubt primarily directed to the removal of intel-

lectual hindrances, such, e.g., as those enumerated

by Bacon in his list of idola (cf., however. Novum
Organum, bk. i.

, aphorisms Ixv., Ixxxix., and xc.,

for some of the more strictly obscurantist impedi-

menta). But, besides thus contributing to the

progress of knowledge, humanism also acted as a

purifying influence with respect to that corruption

proceeding from moral causes which had been pro-

duced by mediaeval obscurantism, and especially it

served this purpose with respect to the revival of

the sense of truth.'

The impulse to obscurantism in its more general

signitication arises from a deeply-rooted, if not in-

herent, tendency of human nature to distrust know-

ledge. This tendency is especially liable to become

aggravated when it operates in the sphere of religion:
' in the religious world generally, an uneasy suspicion of

knowledge and its results, of intellect and its cultivation,'
' a

mistrust not of any result of science, but of science itself, a

disaffection not to this or that critical investigation, but to the

inquiring mind,' 'a sentiment of jealousy towards intelligence,

as something not wholly good in its nature
'

(Mark Paltison,

Sermons, London, 1885, p. 138 f. ;
sermons vi. and vii. are both,

in fact, directed against obscurantism).

Obscurantism, when it is wide-spread, commonly
makes its appearance in a decadent state of society
and under conditions favourable to the growth of

professional or class exclusiveness. As thus con-

sidered, it is the vice of a select l)ody which stands

in no relation to the common conscience and the

light of day.
' The more exclusive the professional class becomes, the more

separate, collectively, from the body of the Church, the more
serious is this danger.' Not even Christianity

' could have
been preserved from moral dissolution but for the incessant

revolt from beneath of the unsophisticated conscience of the

multitudes. ... It is an ominous symptom in a Church when
it is content to look upon the masses in darkness, when it dis-

courages every attempt to make their share in the conunon

1 ' The revival of the sense of Truth was due to the secular

philosophers of the seventeenth century—men like Bacon,

Descartes, and Locke '(W. E. H. hecky. Spirit 0/ Batiojialism

in Europe^, London, 1865, ii. 490)—an overstatement, but one

which is perhaps not surprising, having regard to the nature

and extent of the effects produced (for a presentation of these

in a popular form see Edith Sichel, The Renaissance, London,

n.d.).
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heritaji:e accessible to them, when it sets itself to thwart upward
movements '

(J. Denney,
' The Dissolution of Relijfion,' in £33)

V. iv. [1896] 265, 267 f.)-

The tonus which obscurantism assumes are

many and various. Not unfrequently it endeavours
to prevent the truth from coming to light by
means of a studied ambiguity, resorting for this

purpose to unmeaning phrases, undefined issues,

and Rabbinical subtleties. Or, again, sometimes
the obscurantist, takingadvantageof the undoubted
fact tliat

' the background of thought is ... a

mystery for all of us, a realm of things which even
if known cannot be fully expressed

'

(H. M.
Gwatkin, The Knoivledffe of God", Edinburgh,
1908, ii. 314), misrepresents this truth so as to make
it serve for tlie purpose of excluding from the

province of legitimate inquiry matters which,
within limits, admit of investigation as likewise of

intelligible explanation. Or, once more, a kindred
distortion of the moral sense is evidenced by the

unwholesome preference of obscurantists for that
which is secondary and derivative as contrasted
with that wliich is primary and fundamental, for

the accretions and embellishments of truth as

contrasted with the sources of its inspiration, for

the peculiarities of practice .and doctrine as con-

trasted with the obligations which are universally

binding.
Thus, it was the complaint urged b}' his contemporaries

against the prophet Isaiah that ' the general truths of spiritual
religion

'

whieli he proclaimed were of the nature of
' common-

place repetitions ;
—"precept upon precept, precept upon pre-

cept, line upon line, line upon line ... "... the complaint
of the babblers of Ephesus agahist S. John, the protest of all

scholastic and pedantic systems against the freeness and the
breadth of a Greater than John or Isaiah

'

(A. P. Stanley, Lect.

on the llist. 0/ the Jewish Church, ed. London, 1SS9, ii. 385).

Lastly, this tlislike of simplicity and of those

common moralities which are always the soul of

religion usually takes practical etiect in the sub-

stitution of mechanism and authority for the

seeing eye and sympathetic heart, the result being
a graduallj' diminishing respect for truth and a

total absence of enthusiasm on its behalf.

Obscurantism always sooner or later provokes a

reaction, the presence of which makes itself felt

sometimes negatively
—

e.g., in a sense of dissatis-

faction and state of unrest—at other times in

positive and constructive etlbrts such as the recon-

sideration of the standards of faith or the revision

of formularies and Church government. The
methods adopted by obscurantism for the purpose
of suppressing such manifestations resemble tho.se

previously adopted by it for the jnirpose of pre-

venting them from making their ajipearance.

Thus,
' what was meant innocently, though, perhaps, without

due regard for the consequences,' is by the obscurantist repre-
sented as

' a conspiracy, a rebellion, an attempt to o\erthrow
the faith' (16. i. 195).

Or, it may be, the obscurantist canonizes the dead

prophets whom his prototypes in the past perse-
cuted, whilst living prophets are persecuted by
himself.

But, though obscurantism is possessed of almost
unlimited resources, and thoirgh its intensive

power is only increased owing to its being com-

pelled by the progressive tendencies of modern
civilization to work beneath the surface, Me may
remember for our comfort, on the other hand, that
the really notable thing that has been achieved

during the last three centuries is not so much any
achlition wliictli has been made to our knowledge,
or any result of inventive skill or industrial eflort,
as rather the education of precisely those truth-

loving jnojjensitiesof human nature which are most
likely to l)e of service in the struggle against obscur-
antist influences. Tlius, what most counts now
in religious inquiry, philanthropy, and physical
science (to take only tliree examples) is the spirit
which prevails in these spheres, and this spirit will

be found in each case to have been acquired as the
result of an evolution by antagonism to such influ-

ences througii long ages. There are, however,
other more specific encouragements which we may
likewi.se cherish—e.g., the love of publicity in the
modem world, the growth of sympathy, the spread
of democracy, the more critical spirit in which
estimates and claims once taken for granted are
now examined. These remedies have their value
and are in their measure efficacious, but it should
never be forgotten tliat obscurantism is due to

a deliberate intention and cannot therefore be

successfully combated merely by those agencies
which are designed for the removal of error or

ignorance.
Literature.—The literature, involving, as it does, references

to text-books on the reactionary movements in history and to

miscellaneous works illustrative of the anti-progressive ten-
dencies in human nature, is too comprehensive to be here
summarized. More specific references which may be found
useful (in addition to those mentioned in the article) are the

following : Plato, J'hcedrus, 272 to end, liepulilic, 382 fif. (and cf.

iiroKopi^ofitrot in 400 E), Laws, 875; Thucydides, iii 82;
Abelard, ItUrod. ad Theolngiam (Opera, ed. A. Duchesne, Paris,
1616, p. 1046 [on the depreciation of religious knowledge]); C.

Werner, Die Schulasiik des spdteren Mittelalters, Vienna,
1881-87, ii.

;
A. Harnack, Hist, of Dogma, Eng. tr., London,

1894-99, vi. 161 (on the decline of scholasticism), vii. 108 (on
Liguori); C. Beard, Port Royal, do. 1S7J, vol. i. bk. ii. chs. ii.,

iv. f., vol. ii. bk. iii. ch. ii. ; J. Tulloch, Hist, of Rational

Theology and Christian Philosophy in England in the 17th

Century, Edinburgh, 1872, i. 38 f. ; C. J. Abbey and J. H.
Overton, The English Church in the 18th Century, London,
1878, i. 297-300 (on the conditions which give rise to obscur-

antism) ; I. A. Dorner, Hist, of Protestant Theology, Eng. tr.,

Edinburgh, 1871, ii. 77, 255; A. Plummer, 'Recollections of

Dr. Dollinger,' in Exp iv. i. [1890] 274 f. (three admirable

examples); B. Jowett, Thessalonians, Galatians, Romans'-'',

London, 1894, esp. 'Dissertation on Casuistry'; G. Tyrrell,
Medievalism, London, 1908 ; G. Salmon, Infallibility of the

Church^, do.
;
and a great number of others, though by many

who make use of the term it is understood merely in their own
sense and is applied merely from their own point of view.

C. A. Whittuck.
OBSESSIONS.—See Insanity.

OCCASIONALISM.—Occasionalism, or the
doctrine of occasional causes, is a theory which
was propounded in the Cartesian school in order to

explain the relation between soul and body. Pre-
Cartesian (scholastic) philosophers had believed in

a reciprocal causal relation between body and
mind, a natural or phj-^sical interaction, consisting
in the passage of substance from the one to the
other (influxus physieus). But the extreme dual-
ism of Descartes (1596-1650), according to whicii

matter and mind were absolutely independent and
disparate substances, rendered such an explanation
impossible for himself. He believed in interaction,
but was unable to explain it in terms of anything
known. He could only regard it as a unique fact ;

and he left tlie problem whicli it implied without

any satisfactorj^ solution.

Here lay one of the most obvious weaknesses of

the Cartesian system, and Descartos's followers
were not slow in realizing it and endeavouring to
remove it. Descartes himself had spoken of mind
and matter as alike dependent on nothing but the
'

ordinary co-operation
'

of God. Tiiis suggestion
was seized by several of his disciples. Louis de
la Forge dec'lared the relation between body and
soul to be exi)licable only on the su]>position that

they had been originally united by (iod. J. Cla.u-

berg (1622-65) denied that body could influence

mind, though he did not denj' tlie reverse action,
and taught that bodily events are only the occa-

sions, not the causes, of mental, (x. de Cordemoy
(1620-84), on the other hand, held that, without
divine intervention, it is as impossible for the soul

to receive new ideas as for the body to receive new
motions : on the occasion of a bodily change Cod

produces the corresponding
' idea' in the soul, and

on the occasion of our willing God moves our limb.

S. Regis (1632-1707), another Cartesian, reached
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the inference that God is the only truly efficient

cause.

These doctrines were developed and systeniati-

eally formulated as a coherent theory by Arnold
Geulincx ( 1623-69), a Cartesian of the Netherlands ;

lie, therefore, is usually regarded as the founder of

occasionalism. Geulincx held that self-activity
cannot he unconscious ; that one can do nothing
without being conscious of how the action is per-
formed ; for whatever is produced from the mental
substance must be i)roduced clearly and distinctly.
From this he deduced that the body is beyond
control ; we are only spectators of its motions ; it

is managed by tlie Deity. And, if mind cannot be
conceived as working the body, much less can the
material thing be capable of influencing the mental.
Finite beings, then, are only occasions or instru-

ments for the activity of God. The correspondence
between the series of bodily movements and the
series of volitions and ideas was illustrated by
analogy with two clocks Avhich keep time, not
because the one atiects the other, but because they
are the work of one and the same maker. Such
occasionalism does not, as is often supposed, imply
tiie arbitrary intervention of a Dcus ex machina
or universal special providence. The correspon-
dence between the bodily and the mental series is

ruled by general laws ordained by God. The cor-

relation is thus pre-established, not the result of

perpetual isolated miracles. But Geulincx does
not ground the concomitance and correspondence
between the bodily and mental in the real nature
of the material and spiritual substances ; he recog-
nizes immanent causality no more than transeunt.

In these respects Geulincx's theory is to be dis-

tinguished from Leibniz's (1646-1716) doctrine of

pre-established harmonj% with which it has much
in common. Indeed, the Leibnizian doctrine grew
out of, and was intended to replace, occasionalism.

But, whereas the tiieory of Geulincx made the
connexion between body and soul, and their con-
comitant phenomena, merely arbitrary, Leibniz's

pre-established harmony was rational, in that each
monad was supposed to unfold its series of states
in an intelligible order.

The extremest development of occasionalism is

to be found in Malebranche (1638-1715), whose La
Recherche de la v6rite appeai'ed about nine years
later tlmn the Ethica of Geulincx. Occasionalism
was first intended as a theory of the relation be-

tween body and soul, such as should obviate the

necessity of asserting their interaction. Its ap-
plication was extended, however, to causation in

general, and it culminated in the denial of trans-

eunt, or efficient, or, indeed, of any kind of secondary
causes. In denying necessary connexion between
two events which we relate as cause and efiect,
Malebranche foreshadowed part of Hume's doctrine.

Further, Malebranche gives the doctrine an epis-

temological signilioance. Not only can mind and
matter not interact ; mind cannot even know
matter. We 'see tilings in God' ; i.e., apart from
our connexion with Him and His activity upon us,
we can neither perceive nor will. As God is the

only cause, so is He the only source of all our

knowledge. Matter is thus only the ' occasion
'

of

our knowledge. Our knowledge of nature is fully

ex])lained by God's working in us. Logically,
Malebranche should have abolished one of the
'substances' of Cartesian dualism or else have

applied extension to the nature of God, as did

S])inoza. It is interesting to see that Berkeley
(1684-1753), who did take the former of these
alternative steps, arrived by a diHerent road at
the main result of the occasionalists—that there is

no secondary efficient causality. The ' occasional
causes '

of Geulincx and Malebranche are the

equivalents of Berkeley's 'signs.' Had Geulincx

and Malebranche not been restrained from follow-

ing out the latent consequences of their occasional-
ism by their devotion to the Christian religion,

they would inevitably have been led on to Spinoz-
ism. Their theory supplied them with a regular
and orderly world, Avith its necessary connexions.
But these necessary connexions did not inhere in

things ; they inhered solely in the will of God.
That the world is a cosmos, not a chaos, is due,
for them, to the uniformity of God's will. This

uniformity is merely postulated. Moreover, it is

such that Malebranche can call it
' usual

'

only ;

he thus seeks" an opening for miracle and divine

personality. A little more rigour in logicality,
and these premisses yield the conclusion of Spinoz-
ism.
The rise of occasionalism (a solution of causalitj-

on theistic lines) involved the emergence of ' the
causal problem

'

(see Cause, Causality). The
Cartesian school prepared the way for Hume.
But, since the 17th cent., occasionalism has been of
little more than historical interest.
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OCCULTISM. — 'Occultism' is a term of

recent invention ;
it is unknown to most diction-

aries. Popular use, however, is apparently tending
to give it both a general and a special meaning.
It purports generally to signify the doctrines,

practices, and rites of things hidden and mysterious,
and thus extends its meaning to cover the realms
of magic and mj'stery, marvel and miracle of eveiy
kind ; not only so, but it would further claim for

itself authority in the well-nigh limitless regions
of abnormal psychical phenomena, and even those
of religious experience. It thus aspires to embrace
so vast a field of such varied phenomena that it

has all the appearance of being a vague generaliza-
tion of no scientific value ; and it seems highly
improbable that it will maintain its own lofty
claims against the popular hardening of its mean-
ing into a more special sense. This popular re-

stricted meaning associates occultism Avith the
occult sciences and their study ; the term should
therefore be more particularly confined to the
claim that there are really such sciences, and that
the rumours of them are not due solely to the
vivid imagination of the credulous or to the modern
uncritical revival of superstitions from a pre-
scientific age. The OED implies this when in

such reference it gives 'occult' the signification
' of the nature of or pertaining to the ancient and
medieval reputed .sciences (or their modern repre-
sentatives) held to involve the knowledge or use of

agencies of a secret or mysterious nature (as magic,
alchemy, astrology, theosophy and the like).'
The open verifiable human knowledge to which
the name ' science

'

is reserved by general use has,
as every one knows, gradually encroached upon
the one-time private preserves of the artificially
occult. It is not only that chemistry, e.g., has

superseded alchemy, and astronomy astrology, so

that the occultist, in defence of the ancient claims
of these once reputed sciences, has to withdraw to

psychic ground and the subjectivism of symbolism,
but also that a whole world of psychical phenomena,
.some of which, consciously or unconsciously, formed
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the main stock-in-trade of the magicians and

psychic initiates of the past, aie now being openly
experimented with by scientific methods of observa-
tion and description. In tlie phenomena of hyp-
nosis and suggestion, of abnormal psychology and

psychical research, we are gradually acquiring a
vast territory from the hitherto occult and mapping-
it out, and it is on this common ground of so-called
' borderland

'

science that the claims of occultism
are being, and will continue to be, scientitically
tested. The special meaning of 'occultism,' then,
as found in current literature dealing with psychism
and allied subjects, is the claim to knowledge of a
scientitic nature which isinaccessibleto the accepted
methods of positive objective scientific research.
That there are innumerable phj'sical and psychi-

cal secrets of nature and man still to be discovered
no one will deny ; that there are phenomena which
it is the liabit of scientitic men not to admit until

compelled to do so those acquainted Avith the

history of so-called mesmerism and of the opposi-
tion to the work of even organized psychical research
will find little difficulty in acknowledging. But
the claim of the occultist goes far beyond this ;

his claim is that the perfect science of all these
matters not onlj* already exists in the divine mind
or even in the minds of superhuman intelligences,
but that it is possessed actually here and now by
certain perfected individuals of human lineage

—
that there already exists a secret science of nature
and of man to which access can be gained only by
the duly initiated. Occultism thus stakes its all

on the claim of being science ; it is neither religion
nor religious mysticism, neither philosophy nor art.

An occultist in any precise sense of the word is

one who claims to be an initiated pupil of tlie

adepts or secret holders and dispensers of this

reputed precise, hidden knowledge of nature and
of man.
There is, of course, nothing new in all this,

except that tlie modern claims are vastly greater
than those of antiquity and of the Middle Ages.
In the past, in all ages and climes, there have been

pei'sistent rumours of secret knowledge and claims
to the possession of secret powers. Indeed, secrecy
was for long the general condition of all special

knowledge. From the primitive magician and
medicine-man onwards, manifold reports of secret
societies and associations, of mystery-institutions,
of initiation and adeptship, are recorded throughout
the centuries. A generation ago it was supposed
that positive science had put an end to all such

pretensions and extravagances. But to-day we
have a marked renaissance of these rumours and a

widely-spreading interest in everything connected
with the idea of initiation. In some circles claims
that beggar the proudest boasts of the past are

openly advanced ; and it is asserted that the

government of the world, if not of the universe, is

in the hands of those who know the inner nature
and secrets of the cosmos, and who constitute a

hierarchy of ever loftier grades reaching even up
to deity itself. These reputed perfected men
claim to be the masters of inexhaustible sources of
occult scientitic knowledge attained by means of

laboriously and carefully trained psychical and
spiritual powers, the nature of the lowest of which
may be deduced from a study of abnormal psychical
phenomena and of tiie traditional systems of

psychology and mental discipline in India and
other Eastern lands.

The general tenor of the (daims of occultism is

thus seen to be that there is an indefinitely exten-
sible domain of the secret science of inner things or
of occult causation ; that tiiis knowledge is far more
accurate and detailed than that of the open sciences
of material and mental phenomena, which deal

solely with normally accessil)le data and their inter-

relations and, therefore, at best with secondary
causes ; and that such knowledge may be acquired

by definite methods of training and research under
the direction of those who have been already
initiated into these reputed mysteries. In the
first place, we are asked to believe that there is a
wealth of as yet profanelj' undiscovered phj-sical
facts which are already known to the adepts of

occult science—facts v.hicli can and will be gradu-
ally discovered by the normal progress of open
scientific research and its continually improving
methods and instruments. In the second, we are

told that these secrets are otherwise learned by
the occultist, who holds that all physical facts and
forces are mainly, if not exclusively, determined
and ruled from within by means of psychical facts

and forces. The immediate instruments of his

science, he asserts, are therefore necessarily psychi-
cal—extensions by psychical intensification of the
normal range of physical sensation and the develop-
ment of new organs, or the actualizing of latent or

potential organs and orders of sense, and of a great

variety of psychic and mental powers.
The contention, therefore, is that the science of

inner nature is not an arbitraiy withholding of

knowledge, but a natural secret, and necessarily
so, because the means of research are not normally
possessed by mankind. Open science is confined

to accurate observation and description of pheno-
mena by the normal powers of sense and mind,
aided by delicate instruments of research perfected
by human ingenuity to extend the range and
correct the inaccuracy of the normal senses. The
claim of occultism, on the contrary, is that the

range of the senses can be enormously extended

psychically, and so the imperfection and inaccur-
<acies of the normal senses can be progressivelj'
corrected by the natural development of the powers
of the human organism itself ; and, as these are
said to be indefinitely, if not infinitely, developable,
the knowledge so acquired can, ex hypothesi, become
more and more i^erfect, not only as to the super-
ficial observation and cataloguing of physical facts,
but also in the more immediate observation of

mental and spiritual processes and realities. And,
such being the conditions of research, it follows

inevitably, it is said, that this order of science

must necessarily be secret ; for it can be proved
and authenticated only bj^ those and to those who
are possessed of such poM'ers. Thus, e.g., with

regard to purely physical phenomena, a man, it is

claimed, can become, as it were, his own microscope
and telescope psj'chically. It is further asserted
that the range and accuracy of such psychical
powers, when properly trained, can be so extended
as to make the most powerful and delicate in-

struments known to physical science appear, in

comparison, as crude and clumsy as the implements
of the stone age alongside of a 15-in. gun or the
most delicate chemical balance.

Occultism sharply distinguishes itself from

mediumsliip or from passive sensitivity, as seen in

the phenomena of spiritism or of hypnotism, sugges-
tion and auto-suggestion, and, inilecd, from any and

every form of sporadic and uncontrolled automatism
or psychical sensitivity or activity. There are, as

all who have studied the subject are well aware,

many cases of healthy natural sensitivitj" and also

innumerable cases of abnormal sensitivit}-, of

hypenesthesia, ana'sthesia, and tehvsthesia due to

disease or morbid and hysterical states. These
are very jirobablj' indications of psychical capaci-
ties normallj' latent in all men and manifested in

the case of such sensitives, subjects, and patients in

an embryonic stage. The occultist claims that

these latent capacities can be develojied and made
usable at will, so that they can be as fully controlled

as, or even more so than, the normal powers of
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sense and mind ; that beyond these extensions

there are otlier orders of powers and capacities, of

which niediuniship and other observable psj-cliical

phenomena can give no indication ; that along this

way there opens up a path of ascent to ever higher

I'owers ;
and that these orders of powers are the

keys wliicli open the gates of progressive initiation

into ever deeper or more exalted orders of know-

ledge. An initiate into even the lowest of the

grades of occultism, it is claimed, is not a medium
or hypnotic subject to be used by profane experi-
menters or even controlled by invisible intelligences,
but always a self-conscious and self-controlled

individual using his self-developed powers at will.

With regard to modern occultism, extravagant
ancient pretensions of every sort and kind have been

disinterred, not only from the accessible memory
of the past, but also from what may be called the

subconscious of history, and uncritically heaped
together and embellished with all the glamour
which the garish borrowed trappings of a modern
scientihc terminology can lend them. The modern
occultist professes to bring into the field of the

fully conscious, not only what the scientist regards
as still in the unfocused marginal consciousness of

present scientific observation, but also dim impres-
sions from the foreconscious of ancestral memory
and the mass impulses of general human subcon-

sciousness. Claims which have been put forward
for mysticism in the domain of religion are now
advanced for occultism in the province of science.

Now, the philosophical problems raised with regard
to genuine mysticism are already of very great
and grave importance.
To mention only one of them : Is religion in the best sense

dependent on the possession of mystical gifts? In other words,
Is mystical experience the test of spiritual achievement ? Must
the saint necessarily be a mystic ? If so, it is evident that the

non-mystic can never attain to the height of sanctity and the
realization of spiritual verities. He is barred by his mystical

incapacity, and not by his moral worth, from such an achieve-

ment. From this view both the common sense and the moral
intuition of religion strongly dissent

;
and this is perhaps one of

the main reasons whj' mysticism has been and still is regarded
with suspicion by many sincerely religious minds. The\' ask.
Is religion essentially spiritual, and therefore open to all who
whole-heartedly turn to God and practise the commandments
of the good law, or is it an art, such as painting, sculpture, or

music, which depends upon natural talents quite apart from

any moral qualification ? The contention is that the man who
lives a good life is nearer and dearer to God, and therefore more
really than any other knows what is worth knowing. To live a

good life, it is said, is open to all
; it is a question of conversion

of the will and not of the possession of any special powers of

sense or understanding ; it is not dependent on a special gift or

talent other than that of the general grace of God. There is

not a gift of goodness in the same sense that there are gifts of

vision or of mathematical ability and the rest. Goodness belongs
to another order of things ; it belongs to the moral and there-

fore genuinely spiritual and divine order of realization. The
powers of the spirit are the virtues. To this the defender of

mysticism in a spiritual sense replies that the doing of the will

is truly the pre-requisite of the knowing of the doctrine ; but
this knowing of the doctrine is a vital spiritual knowledge—so

much 80 that to the doer of the will all things are added—and
therefore the genuine mystics are not necessarily those pos-
sessed of a natural talent for mysticism from the start, but
rather those v\ho by living the spiritual religious life necessarily
attain to a knowledge of spiritual verities, and spiritual verities

are sjnithetic and naturally include all other orders of truth.

Here goo<lnes8 is set before knowledge, doing rightly before

understanding correctly.

Science in the ordinary sense of the term, on
the contrary, has no necessary connexion with

goodness ; a man Tuay be an excellent chemist or

mathematician, and at the same time live viciously.
It is true that it is hoped by many that in propor-
tion as science extends its conquests general ethics

will improve ;
but there is little to show that this

must necessarily be so ; we may at any moment
find ourselves involved in a period of scientitic bar-

barism as the result of the extension of purely
intellectual progress. Now, in so far as occultism
claims to be possessed of scientific knowledge, it is

evident that the possession of occult knowledge is

no guarantee whatever of moral goodness ; and

this is freely admitted in all the literature of the

subject.
It is true that the natural instinct of mankind

lias ever been to keep secret any knowledge tiiat it

might possess in order to use it for its own advan-

tage ; but from the beginning the spirit of modern
science has been opposed to secrecy. The test of

its facts is that they can be openly veriiied. It

has therefore been opposed to such antitheses as

esoteric and exoteric, initiated and profane. The
occultist retorts that he has not made the distinc-

tion, but finds it in nature. To this the scientist

rejoins that, in proportion as open science has won
territory from the occult, it has proved the empti-
ness of these claims. Our struggle is not only with

nature, whose secrets we admit as something svhich

patient research will gradually reveal, but also

with unscientific human nature whose formerly
professed 'secrets' we have scientifically proved to

be in general arbitrary pretensions to real know-

ledge. The experience of history and the history
of experience justify us in rejecting the division of

mankind into the initiated and the profane in the
traditional sense of these terms, and we refuse to

believe that the men who have added to human
knowledge by careful observation, by workable

hypotheses and openly veritiable methods, are as if

they knew nothing in comparison with initiates

into the mysteries of a secret knowledge.
But, on the other hand, science has to be true to

herself and to her highest ideals. Contemptuous
denial of the veiy existence of so-called occult

I^henomena, and not only of the claims of the
occultist about them, which till recently dismissed
the whole subject as utterly unworthy of serious

consideration, has at length had to be modified ;

and it is now recognized by a not inconsiderable
number of open-minded scientitic investigators
that these exaggerated claims are due to the
uncritical acceptance of a large mass of psychical
phenomena which demand careful investigation.
The work that has already been done points to

such a wide extension of scientific research into

hitherto obscure and unrecognized facts of con-

sciousness and psycho-physical and psychical activ-

ity as to promise to future generations the possibility
of getting to know the mind of man almost as

intimately and precisely as the science of the

present day knows the physical facts of nature.

That, however, any but the most modest claims of

the occultist will be justified is highly improbable ;

it is far more likely that his present secret science

of mind, if he possesses one, will be found to involve

as many crudities as ancient alchemy when com-

pared with modern chemistry.
The battle must naturally be first fought out

over such classes of psychical phenomena as are

controllable and whose veridical nature is suscep-
tible of definite proof or disproof

—namely those

dealing with verifiable facts which are beyond the

range of normal sensation and outside the prior

knowledge of all concerned. Take, e.g., clairvoy-
ance and clairaudience, not .simply visual and

auditory hypersesthesia at short distances where
acute normal sight or hearing might be held to

afibrd sufficient explanation, but at long distances

or through obstacles impenetrable to the most
acute normal powers of sense. There is already
a mass of evidence which has established the pos-

sibility of such genuine clairvoyance and clairaudi-

ence to the satisfaction of many careful observers as

belonging to a class of phenomena entirely distinct

from those subsumed under the much abused term
'

telepathy,' which signifies the intercommunica-
tion between two or more minds under conditions

which exclude all known physical connexion. A
clairvoyant is supposed to see independently of any
other mind. Here, then, for many investigators
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there is a class of phenomena of immense inijtort-
ance for an extended science of mind. Such exten-
sions of pliysical sense, however, are apparently
sporadic, occasional, and beyond the control of the
will. Yet on this limited basis of fact the occultist

erects a vast structure of assertion. He asserts
that by training it is possible to be clairvoyant and
clairaudient at will ; that all physical phenomena,
no matter at what distance, can be deliberately
investigated by the adept clairvoyant as immedi-

ately and minutely as the scientist can observe

things within tlie normal range of vision or in his

laboratory aided by the most delicate instruments.
It is further asserted that there are modes of clair-

voyance that go far beyond this and are incap-
able of objective proof for the profane. But with

regard to this physical clairvoyance, at least Avithin

certain limits, we have a claim susceptible of definite

proof or disproof, phenomena that can be controlled

by methods of scientific research open to every care-
ful observer. So far, however, scientific psychical
research has had to be content with cases of tele-

pathy and clairvoyance that are of the '

hit and
miss' variety, the least successful results, indeed,

being attained when deliberate experiments have
been attempted. Nevertheless, if clairvoyance of

even the limited nature referred to above is a fact—and it seems to be so—reason also leads us to

believe that the possibility is open for clairvoyance
extending beyond the eartli and its atmosphere ;

but an open-minded admission of possibility is a

very diflerent thing from proved fact. The evidence

required for the proof of extra-terrestrial clairvoy-
ance must be ample and, above all, consistent ; and
no item of evidence has so far been brought into

court, nor, indeed, has any attempt been made to
adduce it.

So, too, with regard to the phenomena of

psychometry, as it is called, where a series of

impressions, representations, or pictures is subjec-
tively felt by or presented to a sensitive from
contact with a physical object, such, e.g., as a
letter or a piece of worked or natural metal or

stone, with which the subject has never had
previous contact. Sometimes these impressions
or pictures can be proved to be fairly accurate,
and in some cases astonishingly so. Here we have
another class of psychical phenomena which de-
serves the most searching investigation of science.
But here also the occultist avers, not only that the
whole past history of the successive environments
of any physical object

—
say, e.g., a celt from the

stone age—can be accurately read in subjective
picturings by the trained possessor of this psycho-
metric capacity, but also that such limited psycho-
metry is a very small thing for the occultist, and
simply one of the many indications that there is

an objective world-memory, or what he would call

the etheric record, of everything that lias ever

happened ; also that tiiis memory of inner nature
is accessible at will to the trained occultist, who
can thus check and correct all history and supple-
ment it indefinitely right back to the very begin-
ning of things.
The phenomena of clairvoyance and psychometry

that fall within the region of controllable physical
fact are susceptible of exact research and form
part of the subject-matter of scientific psychical
investigation ; but modern occultism lays claim to
far more extended powers of physical vision than
the.se. It claims, e.g., to be able at will to analyze
the theoretical units of matter, whether atoms or
electrons. By the use of this extended power of

sight, it is asserted, an atom can be magnified to

any extent, and analyzed, not only into & system
of electrons, but into successively extended com-
plexities of contents far bej'ond its electronic con-
stitution. Though, of course, in the nature of the

case there is no direct means of controlling such
statements, they can be indirectly dealt with ;

for, precisely because the assertions of Avhat is

called 'occult chemistry' agree more or less with
the general data of recent scientific hypotheses,
there is more than a suspicion that such state-

ments are constructs of the imagination of natural

visualizers, conditioned by what is alreadj^ the
common knowledge of every student of chemistry
and physics. If, however, it were a fact that a
number of clairvoyant occultists, independentlj' of
one another, had arrived at the .same results, tlien

there would be an intensely interesting problem to

consider. But at present there is no evidence of
such genuinely independent experiments having
been attempted ; though such claims have been
made, they have been found on investigation to

depend on the '

clairvoyant observation
'

of two or
three at most, and in every case the two or three
were together and not isolated, and the investiga-
tion Avas determined by the jiredominant psychism
of one individual. What, moreover, the makers
of such claims do not explain is that not a syllable
of such notions was breathed by occultists before
science had announced its facts and enunciated its

hypotheses.
Again, with regard to the phenomena of modem

spiritism that depend on mediumship, and are
believed by convinced spiritists to be determined

by invisible intelligences
—and those, too, for

the most part excarnate human beings—occultism
admits the phenomena and the existence of the

spirits, but it deprecates mediumship and professes
to be able to communicate at will directly with the
invisible world and its inhabitants. The method
that occultism advocates—and, if it is based on
fact, few will deny that it is to be commended as

preferable
—is not to bring the dead back to

earthly conditions, but for the living to develop
the power of consciously entering into the state of
the departed in order to establish communication
with them. These mediumistic phenomena are
common ground, not only for the spiritist and
occultist, but also for the student of abnormal

psychology and psychical research.
With regard to the 'powers' which it is the

main object of the occultist to develop, there is

an enormous field of research in the literature
and traditions of the East, as well as of Western
antiquity and media>valism, that has so far

scarcely at all engaged the attention of modein
scientific inquiry. It is a slight acquaintance with
this vast literature and with some of the many
practices recorded in it that has suggested and
encouraged most of the occult claims. Accordingly,
occultists are confident that, before their claims
can be disposed of, the psychical science of the
West will have to reckon with these Eastern
traditions, which consistently aver that the various
abnormal capacities now definitely proved by the
modern study of psychical phenomena to be pos-
sessed in some degree by certain hypersensitive
individuals have been not only known in the
Orient for many generations, but also in some
circles systematically developed and studied. This
is more or less historically true, and, Mhether or
not the occultists themselves who make the claims
will ever be thought worthy of serious scientific

attention, one of the chief psychological tasks of

the future will, in all likelihood, have to be a
methodical re-investigation on scientific lines of

these accomidishments of Eastern genius, with a
view to seeing what objective truth and utility

they possess ; and tlien, indeed, it nuiy possibly be
found that by this revision ami re-experimentation
a science of mind \\i\\ gradually be built up
that will be a worthy counterjiart and complement
to those high acliievements of physical science
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wliich have indubitably inaugurated a new age of

genuine knowledge ^^ueli as the world had not

previously dreamed of. Whether the mental

science of the future will as far surpass the

psychical knowledge of the i)ast, including what
is best in Eastern and especially Indian tradition,

a-s our present-day physical science transcends

the foncfest dreams of the ancients is upon the

knees of the gods. But there seems no suHicient

reason to doubt that, as the West is at last

beginning to take an interest in the world-old

problem of '

self-knowledge,' its energy and

industry and the fearlessness of its open research

will carry it far into the region of the hitherto

unknown in its pursuit of objective truth. And
the further it goes the more will occultism be

driven to seek refuge in the pure subjectivism of

personal psychism and the boundless realms of the

uncriticized imagination. This much virtue, how-

ever, will have to be allowed it, that in tlie welter

of its extravagant claims it has advertised the exist-

ence of some things at least that undoubtedly
deserve the most serious attention and careful inves-

tigation of the best trained minds that we possess.
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do. 1856 ;

'

Sephariel,' A Manual of Occultism, London, 1910 ;

A. P. Sinnett, The Occult World', do. 1S81, Occult Essays,
New York, 1906 ; J. B. Tissandier, Des Sciences occultes et du
spiritisme, Paris, 186ri

;
A. E. Waite, The Occult Sciences,

London, 1891 ; B. Wilson, Occultism and Common Sense,
do. 1908. Some aspects of the subject will be found treated
under Charms and Amulets, Crystal-gazing, Demons and
Spirits, Divination, Hypkotism, Magic, Psycuical Research,
Sl'lalTUALISM, TlIEOSOPHY. Q, I|. g. MeAD.

OCEANIA.
Polynesia.

-See AU.STRALASIA, Melanesia,

ODDFELLOWS. -During the first half of the
IStli cent, the popularity of Freemasonry led to
the establishment of similar secret societies, jiartly
convivial and partly charitable. It. W. Moffrey,
who is a past Grand Master of the Manchester

Unity of Oddfellows and writes witii authority,
suggests that, while the Masonic Order was
founded on the traditions of the craft-gild of the

masons, there were other crafts which were not

strong enough to establish an order of their own,
and that a combination of tliese crafts formed
tliemselves into an order, and adopted the title of

'Oddfellows' {Oddfellows'' Marjazine, Sept. 1888,
and A Centuri/ of Oddfellowship, p. 16). Spry
{Hist, of OddfelloivsJup) gives minutes of a meeting
of a 'lodge,' no. 9 of the Order of Oddfellows,
dated 12th March 1748, from which it would seem
that eight previous lodges had been established
before that date. A quotation by the same
authority of a supposed reference to OddfelloAvs'

lodges as social institutions in the Gentleman's

Magazine for 1745 has not been verified, and is

thought to be erroneous. Tlie Freemasons secured
as members several noblemen and gentlemen of the
best rank, and along that line their evolution

proceeded. The Oddfellows had more .self-reliance

or less success in attracting patronage, and hence

their evolution lias proceeded along lines which
have led to their developing into a number of large
Friendly Societies {q.v.), one of which is now the

greatest Friendly Society in the world. Some
Oddfellows are not contented with this plain story
of their origin, and claim that their order was
founded in A.D. 55, in the reign of Nero, and that
the title of ' Oddfellows

' was bestowed upon it by
Titus. An Ancient Order of Oddfellows and a
Patriotic Order of Oddfellows existed in the 18th

cent., and appear to have become part of the
Grand United Order, which may thus probably
be entitled to be considered the oldest order of

Oddfellows in existence. The ritual of the Patri-

otic Order of Oddfellows describes the proceedings
at the initiation of a member.
Every brother present wore a mask, and the presiding officer

a long white band and wig, and an apron of white leather bound
in scarlet. The candidate for membership was led into the

lodge-room carefully blindfolded. After an interval of absolute

silence, he was ordered to stand, and noises were made by
rattling heavy chains and otherwise. He was then tumbled in

among brushwood, or soused over the head in a large tub. On
the bandage being suddenly removed, he found a person pre-

senting a sword at his breast. He was then shown a trans-

parency representing a skeleton, and a charge was delivered to
him (J. F. Wilkinson, Mutual Thrift, p. 14).

The practice of all tliese absurdities indicates

that the main function of these lodges was con-

viviality, and the incidental application of funds
to benevolent purposes continued until the early

part of the 19th cent., when lodges began to be
established promising definite allowances in sick-

ness in return for fixed contributions. At first the

conditions under which benefits were assured were
framed without any real knowledge of the nature
and extent of the burden which the lodges were

undertaking. The contributions were not gradu-
ated according to age, and the benefits promised
were the same for every member, whatever his

age at entry may have been. In this respect the

lodges were in the same condition of ignorance as

the early life assurance companies, which insured

every person at a '
flat rate

'

of £5 per cent. The
history of Oddfellowship after that early day has
been one of steady and continuous improvement.
Motfrey {Century, p. 18) fixes the year 1810 as that
in which the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows

started, though it was not till 1814 that the
minutes of its Grand Committees began to be

printed. These bodies, which afterwards became
the Annual Moveable Committees and ultimately
the Annual Moveable Conferences, have been the

principal organs of the successive reforms that
have taken place. In 1815 it was resolved that
each lodge should relieve its own sick {ib. p. 22)
and that every member should subscribe one

shilling toAvards a funeral fund in the hands of the

Grand Master of the order. Gradually the system
of districts grew up, as intermediaries between the

lodges and the order. In 1825 returns of the
number of members were called for from each

lodge, for the purpose of seeing w hether the order
in general was in a state of prosperity or not (ib.

p. 29). At that time, however,
' the bond of

union with the Order was frail.' In 1827 the
Board of Directors was established. In 1828 a

graduated scale of initiation fees was adopted,
and it was resolved that no person should be
initiated above 45 years of age. In 1844 an annual
financial statement was required from every lodge,
and graduated tables of contributions prepared by
G. Davies, an eminent actuary, were circulated.

As the returns of lodges showed many irregulari-

ties, a first step towards financial improvement
was taken in 1845 by an arrangement that separate
funds should be provided for management and
other expenses. In 1850 Henry Katcliffe, the

secretary of the order, published his Observations
on the Rate of Mortal'ity and Sickness, derived
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from the returns of the lodges, and in 1853 a

system of graduated contributions according to

age at admission was adopted. In 1864 tables
founded upon Ratclifie's observations were ac-

cepted, and in 1867 it was unanimously resolved
that these tables, and others that the directors

might certify to be equivalent, should be made
part of the general lules of the order, find adopted
in its several districts. In 1871 it was resolved
that every lodge in the Unity should be valued
and the results tabulated and laid before the

society. It was also resolved that every lodge
should be registered under the Friendly Societies

Acts. By the Act of 1875 the valuations ujion
which the order had insisted for its lodges in 1871
were made obligatory on all Friendly Societies,
and returns of them were required to be made to

the registrar. In 1879 R. Watson was ajjpointed
actuary to the order, to supervise these valuations.
In 1882 a Unity Superannuation Fund was estab-
lished. In 1884 the practice of raising funeral
funds by an equal levy was abolished. In 1890 the
central fund required by the Act of 1875 to be
raised in every order was so organized as to provide
relief to lodges in distressed circumstances. In
1891 it was resolved that that relief might take tlie

form of guaranteeing by the Unity the funeral
benefits. In 1893 branches to consist of female
members were authorized, but they were not fully

recognized until 1898. In 1895 the rules relating
to secession were revised and made more stringent,
so as to provide that a seceding lodge with a

surplus should contribute towards any deficiency
which might exist in the funds of the district to

which it had belonged. In 1909 it was resolved
that no lodge having surplus capital should be
allowed to appropriate that surplus to the benefit

of its own menibers Avithout setting aside at least

5 per cent of the amount for the relief of other

lodges having a deficiency. By the voluntary
elibrts of this gf^at order there had been built up
an organization which had gradually been improved
and rendered more stable, until it might have
been thought that the goal of absolute solvency in

every branch and a federal guarantee of the bene-
fits of all the branches by the Unity were within

sight, when in 1911 the Legislature intervened

and, by the passing of the National Health Insur-
ance Act, substituted for the voluntary principle,
which had been so fruitful in good results, a

sj'stem of compulsory insurance. It will be con-

venient, therefore, to review the position of Odd-
fellows' societies, in the first instance, as they
were before the passing of that Act, and then to

consider the influence which that Act is likely to

have on their voluntary work.
The position of Friendly Societies generally

before the introduction of national insurance is

shown in the report of the Chief Registrar of

Friendly Societies for the ye<ar ending 31st Dec.
1906 {Parliamentary Papers of session 1907, no. 49,
xi. pp. 16-81). If we extract from that report the
details relating to Societies of Oddfellows, it

jippears that there were 46 orders of Oddfellows
then in existence, but 10 of them had only a single
branch, and are therefore hardly qualified to be

recognized as orders. Others had only a small
number of members. These orders "had 6990
branches and, on the average of the whole, each
branch had 148 members, the total member-
ship being 1,035,785. The income of the benefit
funds was £1,703,674, or £1 12s. lid. i)er member,
and the payments out of those funds aggregated
£1,307,814, which was equivalent to £1 5s. 3d.

j)er liead. The difi'erence between the income
and the payments was £395,860. This went
to increase the total assets, which amounted
to £12,483,004, or on the average to £12 Is. per
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member, or to 7^ years' income of the benefit
funds.

In many respects tlie Oddfellows compare favour-

ably with other orders, in which the number of

members of each branch was 122 only, the income
of the benefit funds £1 6s. 8d. per member, the

payments out of those funds £1 Is. per member,
and the total assets £7 Os. 6d. per member, or 5^
years' income of the benefit funds, and also with
the societies not having branches, in which the
income from benefit funds was £1 Os. 8d. per
member, the payments out of those funds 17s. lOd.

per member, and the total assets £5 12s. 5d. per
member, or 5^ years' income of the benefit funds.
So great, however, is the variety of the benefits

assured by difl'erent societies that these figures are
not in all respects comparable. Among the Odd-
fellows' societies the Manchester Unity far out-

distanced every other, having 60 per cent of the
total number of lodges, 73 per cent of the

members, 80 per cent of the benefit income, 77 per
cent of the benefit payments, and 88 per cent of

the accumulated funds of all the orders of Odd-
fellows. Each of its lodges had on the average 180
members ; the income of the benefit funds was
£1 16s. per member, the payments out of them
£1 6s. 7d., the total assets £14 10s. per member, or

8 years' income of the benefit funds. In every
respect, therefore, it hail the advantage over other
societies. Six other orders of Oddfellows had
each more than 100 lodges and more than 10,000
members and £10,000 income with assets ranging
from £50,000 to nearly £500,000. The rest were

very small in comparison. Manchester is the seat

not only of the Manchester Unity, but of the next
two largest orders in succession—the Grand United
Order of Oddfellows and the National Independent
Order of Oddfellows.
A comparison of the Chief Registrar's return for

1906, so far as regards the orders of Oddfellows,
with a similar return for five years earlier shows
an increase of 52,865 in the number of members, of

£41,721 in the surplus benefit income of the year,
and of £2,317,343 in the total assets. These
increases appear to have taken place in the smaller
orders as well as in the jNIanchester Unity, and

support the inference that under the voluntary
system there had been a gradual improvement
going on among all the societies of Oddfellows
which went far to justify them in their instinctive

resistance to any proposal of State control or State
interference with the working of Friendly Societies.

It had been the wise policy from the first of the
various Acts of Parliament dealing Avith Friendly
Societies to respect and maintain this freedom
of action in many matters which in other countries
would be regulated by authority.
With regard to the position of Oddfellows'

societies as all'ected by the National Insurance

Act, 1911, reference may be made to statements

by Sir Alfred W. Watson, the actuary to the In-

surance Commissioners, who Avas formerly actuary
to the Manchester Unity. The principal orders

Oddfellows have become '

approved Societies
'

under that Act.

'

ParUament, in incoriwratiiifj tlie Friendly Societies in the
new work of National Insurance, did not intend to interfere

with their private enterprises. It inijjht happen, in the course
of years, that a g:reat deal of what would have heen private
enterprise of the Societies would come to he State husiness ;

and, therefore, in the course of time, the conii>lete liberty which
the Societies enjoyed would extend, proportionately, to a
smaller part of their affairs than it did at present. lUit with

refjard to the voluntary business of the Societies, whether
obtained before or after the passin;; of the Insurance Act, they
were left with almost the same amount of unfettered freedom
as thej' possessed before the Insurance Act was passed. The
rules which the Societies nuist make to the satisfaction of the

Insurance Conunissioners mean the rules for the transaction of

their business vnider the Act. For the transaction of their

voluntary business thev might make any rules they pleased,
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and the Conmiissionere had practically no conc:ern with those

rules. So far as the valuations of the Societies outside the Act

were concerned, that is, the valuations of their voluntary

funds, they made those valuations at the same time and in the

same way as they previously made them. They employed whom
they liked, and they had absolute freedom to act or not to act

upon the advice w'hich the valuer tendered to them. Each

Socic'tv under the Act was valued as tlioupfli it were an abso-

lutely independent unit. If, however, it had fewer than 0000

members and it had a surplus, one-third of that surplus was
carried to the county pool, the other two-thirds being absolulely
its own for its disposal in its own way, subject to the provisions
of the Act and the sanction of the Commissioners. The object
of that transference of surplus was to enable the pool to make
good the deficiencies in other Societies connected with the

pool, up to a limit, in the normal case, of three-fourths of the

deficiency ;
so that the pooling referred to was only intended

to correct the fluctuations due to a limited membership. The

separation of accounts as between male and female members was

only partial. If the rules of a Society enabled or required the

contributions of men and women to be paid into the same fund,
no separate account keeping was called for. Under Section 72

of the Insurance Act every registered Friendly Society which

provided benefits similar to those of the Act . . . had to make
a scheme dealing with the contributions and benefits of its

members on the voluntary side. But Parliament had been so

direful to refrain from interfering with the private contracts of

Societies and their members, that it had laid it down that the

scheme might provide for the continuance of the existing con-
tributions and benefits ; it might provide, in fact, for the
reduction of the contributions and benefits, or for their continu-

ance, as the Society determined. The primary purpose of the
insistence on a scheme was, tlierefore, to bring home to the
members the fact that a change had taken place, and that
National Insurance extended to the majority of them ; and to
cause them to apply their minds to the problem whether their

Friendly Society should continue to maintain its old contracts
to their full extent, or whether it was desirable that some
modification should be made. The whole thing was in the
hands of the Society, and it was a matter of great interest, and
to some a matter of great surprise, that the vast majority of

the Societies had allowed their members to determine for

themselves whether they would continue their old contracts or

accept a reduction of contributions and benefits on the private
side. The groat majority of the members, certainly as many
as 80 v^er cent., taking all Societies together, had decided that

they would continue their old contracts. The result was that,
in respect of several millions of people, from 1912 onwards the
contribution of each person for provident purposes was
increased by about 3d. a week, not 4d., the insured person's
share of the contribution under the Insurance Act, because a

person did not require two doctors, and generally the members
had reduced their contribution by a penny a week, which was
about the sum they used to pay to the doctor. But in the case
of several niillion people, the contributions had been increased
since 1912 by 3d. a week, and the sickness benefit by 10s. a
week. As a consequence, an enormous number of people were
now insured for amounts which approximated far more closely
to their wages than anything which previously had been
regarded as practicable in sickness insurance. That fact might
be connected with the large increase in the rate of sickness
which several Friendly Societies had reported since 1913. It was
an interesting circumstance that rather than reduce their con-
tracts in their private Friendly Societies, the vast majority of

people who had entered into Friendly Society membership had
elected to take the obligations of the Insurance Act, and get
the benefits of the Insurance Act, in addition to their previously
existing arrangements with their Societies. With regard to
the JIanchester Unity of Oddfellows, the largest of them, it

was an indication of the extent to which progress was being
made, that, although in 1900 the Society had a balance of
assets and liabilities, the valuation showing an equality of

surpluses and deficiencies, the Society in 1905 had a sui-plus of

nearly half a million. In 1911, when it had taken courage, and
had resolved to be valued on a modern basis obtained from its

own experience, a decision which added many hundreds of
thousands of pounds to the estimate of its liabilities, the valua-
tion showed again an almost exact balance of assets and
liabilities. Making due allowances for the change of valuation
basis, this meant that that Society was not only solvent on the
strongest test that had ever been applied to any Friendly
Society, but that it had made great progress during the pre-
ceding five years, as it was shown to have done during the five

years before that' (Juurn. Roynl Statistical Society, Ixxviii.

433-43S).

Refeience may al.so be made to the answer to
Sir Alfred W. Watson's statements made on the
same occasion by tlie writer of this article (ib. pp.
443-445), wlio takes a less hopefnl view of the
probable etJect of tiie Act on the voluntary work
of the societies.

AVith regard to the relation of Oddfellows'
societies to the European war, it was estimated in
1915 that more than 100,000 members of the Man-
chester Unity were in the fighting line or in train-

incj. At an early stage tiie Annual Conference

decided to pay the contributions of members on
active service, but it was probably not then con-

templated how numerous they would be or how
heavy would be the burden thus assumed. In
1915 a further step was taken by thecstabliishment
of a War Mutual Liability Fund of the order for

the purpose of assisting lodges to meet their

liabilities in respect of members serving as soldiers

or sailors. This fund is to be supported by a levj-

upon every lodge in proportion to the number of

its members. As one obvious result of the war
will be to increase the burden upon the lodges
arising from sickness, disability, and death, the

foresight with which the Oddfellows have deter-

mined to spread that burden over their whole

Unity is much to be commended.
LiTERATURB.—R. W. MofFrcy, Riae and Progress of the

Manchester Unity, Manchester, 1905, A Century of Oddfellow-
ship, do. 1910 ; J. Spry, Hist, of OddfeUowship, London, 18C7

;

J. F. Wilkinson, Mittual Thrift, do. 1891 ; F. G. P. Nelson,
Contributions to Vital Statistics^, do. 1857

;
H. RatcUffe,

Observations on the Rate of Mortality and Sickness, Colchester,
1850, 1852, 1861 ; C. Hardwick, Uist. of Friendly Societii-s,
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OFFERINGS.—See Sacrifice.

OFFICE, THE HOLY.—This name, which is

now the formal title of the Roman Congregation
created in the 16th cent, to watch over the purity
of tlie faith, seems to be due to the former tech-

nical association of the word offirium with the
function of detecting and repressing heresy. In the
ecclesiastical courts causes of ' instance

' were op-

posed to causes of '

office,' the former consisting of

actions for the recovery of legal rights, the latter

of proceedings by way of accusation, denunciation,
or inquisition. Roughly speaking, therefore, the
word '

office
' was used speciallj' in connexion with

the criminal, as opposed to the civil, jurisdiction of

an ecclesiastical judge. In any case there is no
doubt that the phrase

' officium inquisitionis
haereticae pravitatis

' had become stereotyped
among the canonists long before the close of the
15th century. Torquemada, the first Inquisitor
General of Spain (1483-98), was himself accustomed,
if we may trust the te.xt of his Instructwis ininted
in 1576, to refer comjjendiously to the tribunal over
which he pre.sided as El Sancto Officio without any
further addition.

In tracing the history of the name one may remark how
Sixtus IV., in a bull of 1484, directs that any Spanish bishop
who might be of Jewish descent was not to act himself, hut to
be represented by an officialis, in all those matters '

quae In-

quisitionis haereticae pravitatis otficium concernunt '

(see F.

Fita, in Boletin de la Real Acadeinia de la Historia, Madrid,
XV. 475, and ef. pp. 476, 477, 479, etc.). Both the name
'
official

' as applied to the chief legal functionar.y who repre-
sented a bishop (the judge of the Arches Court of Canterbury is

to this day designated
'

Official Principal
'

in the patent by
which he is appointed) and the oath ex officio, only abolished
in England by statute in 1640 (16 Carol, i.' c. 11), probably find

their explanation in this technical meaning of the word '

oHnce.'

Cf. some of the decretals of Innocent ni. in the Corpus Juris,
c. 31, X. V. Sand c. 10, X. v. 34, also one of Clement iv. (1265) in

the Sext, cc. 10 and 11, in Vlf v. 2.

The mediaeval procedure employed in the detec-
tion of heretical pravity having been dealt with in

the art. Inquisition, it remains to treat of the
later developments of the same movement
commonly known as the Spanisli Inquisition and
the Roman Congregation of the Holy Office.

I. The Spanish Inquisition.—(a) History.
—

When Spain under the rule of Ferdinand and
Isabella became in a .sense one kingdom, conditions

f)revailed

which seemed to demand exceptional
egislation. All through the 12th and 13th ceii-
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turies the large Jewish population of the peninsula
had grown in numbers and importance. On their

part usurious practices and a certain love of dis-

play, on the part of their enemies envy and such
wicked calumnies as the ritual murder charge, had

helped to keep alive the blind religious prejudices
of the Christians, which every now and then were
fanned into a flame by some fanatical preacher.
A particularly violent outburst of anti-Semitic
hatred took place in 1390-91. Vast numbers of

the Jews, whom prosperity had probably robbed of

their staunchness, were cowed into seeking ba[)tism,
and many more were won over a few years later

by the extraordinary eloquence of the Dominican
St. Vincent Ferrer. But, as a body, these con-

verts, known to their Jewish fellow-countrymen
as Marranos (a word which also means ' swine '),

were inconstant and at best only half-hearted. In

many cases they still maintained in secret the

practices distinctive of their race.
' The insincerity of the conversion of a lart;e portion of the

Marranos was incontestable' (Lea, Inquisition in Spain, i.

156).

This constituted a danger alike to Church and
State, the more so that the highest offices in both
were frequently filled by men of Jewish descent.

There is evidence that Pope Sixtus IV. suggested
the introduction of an organized inquisition in

1474, proposing N. Franco, who was then acting as

papal legate, for inquisitor. But Ferdinand had
no wish to sanction an institution wliicli would be
almost entirely controlled by the Holy See. He
wanted an inquisition of his own, and after some

negotiation a bull was procured from Sixtus in

1478 which empowered the sovereigns to nominate
either two or three inquisitors who should be
inen over forty, of blameless life, and of attested

learning (the bull is printed by Fita, Bolctin, xv.

450 f.). A beginning was made at Seville, where
'

Judaizing,' i.e. relapse into Jewish practices, was
believed to be aiost rife, in Dec. 1480. Here from
the outset the two Dominican inquisitors con-

ducted the proceedings with a ferocity which out-

raged all the conventions prescribed even by the
common (ecclesiastical) law of tliose days to secure

justice for the accused. Complaint was made to

Rome, and Sixtus remonstrated with vigour in

letters addressed to the sovereigns. Dollinger
(Kleinere Schriften, p. 330 f.) has mocked at the
vacillations of this intervention, but it is a fact

that the pope did intervene and that as a conse-

quence the grosser forms of abuse seem to have
been checked, while substantial changes were
made in tbe whole organization (see Grisar, ZKT
iii. 561-563). On the other hand, Sixtus un-

doubtetlly sanctioned soon afterwards the extension
of inquisitorial proceedings to Aragon, Catalonia,
Valencia, and Majorca. There were disputes over
the question of the ajipeals which the victims of

the tribunals of the Holy Office addressed to Kome
in great numbers, but some sort of final settlement
was arrived at by the appointment of the Dominican
Thomas de Torquemada, formerly Isabella's con-

fessor, a man of mortified life and strong religious
convictions, however fanatical his zeal, to the

newly-created office of Inquisitor General. Tor-

quemada's personal austerity is admitted even by
such writers as Llorente and Sabatini. Under
Torquemada a code of Instructions was issued
which secured uniformity of practice in the
tribunals of the Holy Office, and tbe institution
was extended to the whole of Spain. There can
be no doubt that in these early years the proceed-
ings against the unfortunate Judaizers M'ere of

frightful severity. A great deal of Llorente's

partisan history has been controverted, and the
documents from which he worked, notably those
connected with the Inquisition of Seville, have

been destroyed, but there are plenty of materials

surviving which leave room for no illusions as to

the merciless character of the whole organization.
The account given by Sebastian de Orozco, a con-

temporary and eye-witness, of the proceedings of

the Inquisition of Toledo from 1485 to the end of

the century has been jirinted entire by Fita

(Boletin, xi. 296 fi".). On an average some twenty
relapsed Judaizers were annually burned at Toledo
in those early years, and many thousands were

penanced, though even this savagery does not

quite bear out the exaggerated pictures of blood-

thirstiness drawn by such writers as Amador de
los Kios or W. H. Rule. The Toledo tribunal

supplanted one that had been previously established
at Villa Real (the modern Ciudad Real), but this

and Seville were only two out of eight or ten great
centres of inquisitorial activity which the ample
powers accorded to Torquemada enabled him to

set up. There were others at Cordova, Murcia,
Llerena, Jaen, Saragossa, Valencia, Barcelona,

Majorca, etc., and their sphere of action was con-

tinually extending. It may be said that the
earlier history of the Spanish Inquisition culmin-
ated in the expulsion of the Jews, first from Anda-
lusia and then in 1492 from the whole of Spain.
This expulsion was, of course, a political measure
carried out by the sovereigns and the Cortes, but

undoubtedl3^ their action had been much influenced

by Torquemada and by the famous inquisition

process following upon the supposed ritual murder
of a child afterwards venerated as El santo Nino
de la Guardia. It is noteworthy that even so

severe a critic of the Holy Office as R. Sabatini

[Turquemada, pp. 271-355) finds it impossible, after

an elaborate study of the documents of the process,
to arrive at any satisfactoi'y exi)lanation of this mys-
terious murder. He admits the fact that the child
was put to death, and he acquits Torquemada of any
foul play or forgery of documents, thus rejecting
the solution of such Jewish apologists as M. Loeb
(HEJ XV. [1887] 203-232). The original depositions
from the Inquisition records have been printed by
Fita [Boletin, xi. 7-160). Anti-Jewish feeling un-

doubtedly I'an very high at this period, and
economic conditions, as may be inferred from the
terms of the Pragmatira published by the sove-

reigns on 30tli March 1492, largely contributed to
it. Nor was this hatred of the Jews confined to

Sjiain or to the adherents of the papacy. Luther,
at any rate in his later years, held anti-Jewish
views quite as uncompromising as those of Tor-

quemada.
'Their synagogues,' he declared, 'oujrht to be razed to the

ground, their houses destroyed, their books, including- the
Talmud and even the Old Testament, taken from theni and
their rabbis compelled to earn their bread by hard labour' (see
JE, s.i\

'

Luther,' where full references are given).

Partly perhaps as a result of the expulsion which
must have cowed the Marranos and weakened
Jewish influences, the violence of the inquisitorial

persecution declined during the first quarter of the
16th century. Cardinal Ximenez, who was Grand
Inquisitor of Castillo from 1507 to 1517, was by
nature humane and just, so that he is commended
for many things even by Llorente, notably for his

prosecution of the iniquitous inquisitor Lucero.

So, again, in reference to the successor of Ximenez
E. Armstrong remarks :

' Hitherto under the influence of Adrian of Utrecht the Holy
Office had shown singular moderation towards the Moorish or
Morisco population. The King had given up the proceeds of

confiscation to build churches tor tbe converts, the term within
which relapsed heretics might be reconciled to the Church was
extended, the obligation of wearing the sa>ibcni(o after public

abjuration was no longer imposed' (T/w ]i)iiperfir C/iarlcs T',,

new ed., London, 1910, i. UKi).

There can be no doubt also that during all this

period considerable inlluence was exercised by the

llolj' See in restraining the excesses of the inquisi-
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tors. Alexaiuler vi. , Julius II. ,
Leo X. ,

;ind Clement
VII. all at tlillerent times found themselves in con-

llict with the ollicials of the Spanish Holy Office.

Tlie history of the introduction of the Inquisition
into Portugal, which after six years of negotiation
was only brought about under Paul III. in 1536, is

[larticularly significant. All the delay was caused

practically by the limitations imposed by the

papacy with the view of ol)taining more merciful
treatment for the new Christians, who, as the
victims themselves protested, had been converted

by force from the Judaism or Aluhamniadanism
which they formerly professed.
From about the middle of the reign of Charles V.

there was a change in the main direction of the
activities of the Holy Office. Spain, and especially
certain districts on the east coast, had not altogether
escaped the influence of the new learning. In
some places the doctrines of the Reformers Avere

discussed and secretly propagated, while elsewhere
the religious unrest of men's minds found expres-
sion in extravagant forms of mysticism. It may
be said, then, that during the greater part of the
16th cent, it was the Protestants and alumbrados
('illuminated'), rather than the converted Jews
and Moors, who principally attracted the attention
of the Inquisition. Both St. Ignatius Loyola and
St. Theresa in their ditierent periods fell under

suspicion and were made the subjects of inquisition
proceedings. The works of the celebrated ascetical
writer Luis of Grenada were for a long time under
discu.ssion. The famous process of Bartholomew
de Carranza, archbishop of Toledo, lasted seventeen

years, and only the revocation of the cause to
Rome by Pius V. saved him from what must now
.seem most unjust and arbitrary condemnation. It
would not be quite fair to lay directly at the door
of the Inquisition the expulsion of the Moors in

1609. Political reasons— e. 17., their connivance
witli the Barbary rovers in kidnapping Christians,
and their engaging in political intrigues with the
Sultan—were put forward in the edicts of Philip II.,

lUth Dec. 1567, and Philip iii., 9th Dec. 1609

(these are printed by Balmez, El Protcstantismo

compnrado, French tr., in vol. ii. appendix), but

undoubtedly the facts, or supposed facts, elicited

under torture in the Inquisition trials had much to
do with the decision arrived at. The whole matter
has been very fully and straightforwardly dealt
with by P. Boronat y Barracliina, Los Moriscos

Espaiioles y su Expulsion (Valencia, 1901), who,
in spite of .strong national and religious sympathy
with the Inquisition, fully admits the expulsion to
have been economically disastrous for Spain. It

had, however, the approval of many enlightened
contemporaries—e.g., Cervantes. In the 17th and
18th centuries the action of the Holy Office un-

doubtedly grew much milder, and at this stage a

good deal of its energy was spent in investigating
cases of atheism or blasphemy and also the conduct
of ecclesiastics accused of oflences against morality.
The Holy Office in Spain, revived in 1814 after a

tenijjorary eclipse under Napoleonic influences,
was formally and finally suppressed in 1820.

(b) Dist inctivefeatures.—A prevalent view of the

Spanish Inquisition, and one much favoured by
Konian Catholic apologists such as J. de Maistre,
C. J. von Hefele, J. Hergenrother, A. Knopfler,
etc., holds that the Holy Office in Spain was a
State institution. To this L. von Ranke has lent
countenance by calling it

' a royal tribunal

equipped with spiritual weapons' (Die spanisehc
^[onarchic*, in Wcrke, xxxv. [Leipzig, 1877] 195).
The truer statement, as H. Grisar has pointed out,
would be the converse. It was really a spiritual
court invested with royal authority. The situa-

tion in Spain (see K. Benrath, in PRE^ ix. 158-

101) was very much akin to that in Venice. There

also the State was thoroughly willing to co-operate
in the work of suppressing heresy, but only on
condition that the control of the tribunal was not
taken out of its hands. Whether the establish-
ment of the Inquisition in 1478 owed anything to

the initiative of the Holy See seems doubtful.

But, on the other hand, it was from the pope from
first to last that the Holy Office derived its powers.
The peculiarity of the Spanish tribunal lay in its

centralization, i.e. in tlie appointment of a single

Inquisitor General, and, tliough this office was for

a brief space entrusted to a commission of four,
ami although under Ximenez a separate Grand
Inquisitor was named for Aragon, the institution

for more than three centuries possessed a unity of

organization which inevitably made it an instru-

ment of great power in the hands of the crown.
In practice the sovereign nominated the Inquisitor
General, though it would be wrong to infer that it

was customary to appoint any but men of recog-

nizedly high character. Some of them, like

Ximenez and Adrian of Utrecht (afterwards Pope
Adrian VI.), were ecclesiastics not only of ability
but also of the sincerest piety. Another distinctive

feature was the council of the 'Suprema'—a bodj-
which in 1483, under the designation of the

'Consejo de la Suprema y General Inquisicion,'
was added to the four roj'al councils already exist-

ing. The number of members, at first uncertain,
came to consist of five, besides the Inquisitor
General, and to these Philip ll. added two from
the Council of Castille. These were sometimes

laymen, and, as the king nominated, even though
the names were submitted to him by the board

itself, the influence exerted by the civil power was

enormously great. The Suprema (see Lea, In-

quisition in Spain, ii. 166 f.) gradually gained
influence at the expense of the Inquisitor General,
but it was through the latter that the members of

the council as well as all subordinate officials of

the Holy Office formally derived the spiritual

powers with which they were invested. The

Suprema also acted as a court of appeal with

respect to the local tribunals.

As regards procedure the Spanish Inquisition
does not appear to have dittered materially from
what has been already described in the art. In-

quisition (vol. vii. p. 330 f.). It need only be said

here that the practice was by no means so arbitrary
or even so unfair as the reader would infer from
the accounts given by Lea and other critics, all of

them quite unacquainted with the technicalities of

the canon law upon which the procedure of the

Holy Office was based. While there is much—
particularly the u.se of torture and the inadequate

representation of the accused by counsel—which

every right-thinking man must condemn, there is

no sufficient ground for saying that the Spanish
inquisitors as a body were intent only on securing
a conviction without regard for either truth or

justice. The Holy Office, in fact, contrasts favour-

ably so far as concerns the observance of forms of

law with the secular tribunals of other countries,

notably those English courts which pronounced
sentence upon religious dissentients tried for high
treason during the reigns of Henry Vlll. and Eliza-

beth. Lea does not deny (.see, e.g., iii. 4.3-52) the

existence and formal recognition of certain safe-

guards to protect the accused, but he declares

them to have been mere affectations which were of

no practical avail. It is to be regretted that he
has not printed in extenso a few of the processes

upon which his verdict is based, so that the trained

canonist might be in a position to judge of the

evidence for this very unfavourable view.

As for the terrible barbarities committed by the

Spanish tribunals in torturing suspects and re-

laxing, i.e. requiring the secular arm to burn the
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condemned, there is unfortunately no room for

doubt of their reality. At the same time it should
in fairness be remembered that as late as 1784
ii woman was burned at the stake at Portsmouth
for murdering her husband (see L. O. Pike, Hist,

of Crime in England, London, 1876, ii. 379), and
that about 1735 such executions by tire simply for

uttering counterfeit coin were common in England,
often numbering as many as half a dozen in a year.
Of the frequency of relaxations to the secular

arm in the early days of the Inquisition it is

difliciilt to obtain an impartial estimate. Llorente,
whose figures have too often been accepted without

discussion, is certainly untrustworthy wherever
the numbers given are merely a matter of specu-
lation.

'There is no question,' sajs Lea (iv. 517), 'that the number
of these [Inquisition victims] has been greatly exatrgerated in

popular belief, an exaggeration to which Llorente has largely
contributed by his absurd method of computation on an

arbitrary assumption of a certain annual average for each
tribunal in successive periods.

'

The most striking exami^le quoted by Lea is that
of the Canaries, Avhere Llorente estimates the
number of persons burned at 1118, whereas wc
now know the actual number to have been exactly
eleven ;

but this misrepresentation, of course, is

quite exceptional. Down to the death of Torque-
mada in 1498, according to Llorente, 8800 persons
were burned. The true number is probably not

many more than the quarter of that, but, on the
other hand, Rodrigo's estimate of 400 is absurdly
Ijelow the mark. In the absence of the Seville

records no accurate computation can be attempted.
AVhat we know for certain is that in the following
centuries the numbers steadily diminished. Prob-

ably no calculations have been more carefully
made from first-hand sources than those of Schiifer.

According to him {Beitrage zur Gesch. des span.
Protestantismvs itnd der inquisition, i. 156 f.), the
estimates of Inquisition victims made by such
writers as Flitdner and Llorente, at any rate as

regards the punishment of Protestants, are enor-

mously exaggerated. Out of 2100 persons indicted
for Protestantism Avhose processes are preserved,
only about 220 were burned in person, and 120 in

effigy, and these figures include the great autos of

Valladolid and Seville, which alone account for

70 burnings in person and 30 in effigy. Moreover,
many who sutt'ered in this way were admittedly
foreigners.
However much the Inqtaisition and its methods

may run counter to modern feeling, there is force

in the contention ' No Cluirch, no morals ; no

dogma, no Church ; therefore purity of faith is of

supreme importance.' It is this conviction that has
led such straightforward and patriotic Spaniards
as J. L. Balmez and Menendez y Pelayo to urge
that there may still he something to admire in

this unpopular institution. In any case those who
can see in it nothing but a brutal and mercenarj^
organization to fill the cofl'ers of the State and the

pockets of the inquisitors have certainly misread
the facts. We shall not have a trustworthy and
impartial history of the Inquisition until the point
is grasped that there are many men, not only
among the simple but also among the learned,
worldly-minded as well as spiritual, who con-

scientiously hold that orthodox dogmatic belief is

the pearl of great price for wliich all other things
in the world ought to be sacrificed.

2. The Holy Office in Rome.—This does not
call for very full treatment. The bull of Pope
Paul III., Licet ab initio, antici|)ating in some
.sense the action of the long-looked-for Council of

Reform, nominated in 1542 a congregation of six
cardinals to watch over the purity of the faith,

gravely imperilled in that time of
religious unrest.

No very sensational developments followed. Al-

though by an obscurantist policy which Pastor has
not hesitated (Gesch. der Pdpste, Eng. tr., xii. 507)
to denounce in outspoken language the Holj-
Office still refuses all direct access to its Roman
archives, and although the best sources of informa-

tion, even though many have perished, are thereby
withheld from students, still a good deal of valu-

able material has been collected aliunde by Busch-
bell [Reformation und Inquisition in Italien) and
others. Buschbell makes it clear that in the early

years—at any rate until the pontificate of Paul iv.

—much humanity was shown to the Inquisition

prisoners in Italy. Consideration was shown to

the sick, strict confinement was enforced only in

a few extreme cases, the use of torture was rare,
and the inquisitors were personally merciful (pp.

219-222). Proceedings in the south of France
were much more severe at the same epoch (c. 1545).
This moderation, however, was not maintained

during the pontificate of Paul IV. (G. P. Caratfa,

1555-59). In spite of liis violent anti-Spanish bias,
he is believed to have brought from Spain, where
he was legate, strong convictions as to the need of

severity in dealing with heretics. The Roman
Inquisition was stimulated to an activity which
even the most earnest and orthodox condemned.
It has often been maintained by Roman Catholic

apologists, such as Lacordaire or even Balmez,
that the Roman Inquisition never pronounced a

capital sentence. Fuller investigation has shown
that this is untrue. In 1556 twelve (some say
twenty-four) Marranos were burned at Ancona
after trial by the Holy Office, and other condenmed
persons were executed at the stake even in Rome
itself (.see Pastor, German edition, vi. 507, 518).

Many of those delated and imprisoned at this

period were afterwards declared free from the

slightest taint of heresy. The case of Cardinal
Morone (and we might add that of Cardinal Pole)
was a conspicuous example of such injustice.

Popular feeling raged so high that at the death of

Paul IV. the Inquisition buildings were sacked and

many of its records destroyed. Paul IV. also intro-

duced in Rome the Index of forbidden books.

Undoubtedly the severity shown at this time,
which lasted on, though with mitigated activity,

during the reigns of such pontiff's as Pius v. and
Sixtus v., did have an effect in checking the

progress of Protestantism and in restoring a more
austere standard of morals than had prevailed
during the Renaissance period, but the milder
attitude of most succeeding popes shoAved that

they regarded these extreme measures as justified

onl}' by some crisis exceptionally menacing to the

purity of the faith. Taken as a whole, and con-
sidered in comparison with the action of the
tribunals of the Inquisition in other parts of the

world, the Roman Congregation of the Holy Office

has throughout its history conspicuously shown
a spirit of moderation. It has lately been recon-
stituted by Pope Pius x., and it still takes the first

place among the Roman Congregations, having
now added to its duties the decision of all questions
arising out of the doctrine and practice of In-

dulgences. In its judicial capacity, as need hardly
be said, the Holy Office now enforces none but
what are, practically speaking, spiritual penalties.

3. The Holy Office elsewhere.—The activities

of the tribunals of the Inquisition, always deriving
their jurisdiction mediately or immediately from
the Roman pontiff's, in various other parts of the
world have been chronicled by many different

investigators. Benratli, e.g., has occupied him-'^elf

more particularly with the Incjuisition in ^'enice,

especially during the IGth century. Here, as in

Spain, the .'lecular power exercised many checks

upon the freedom of the inqui>itors, and here

capital punishment, when indicted, took the form
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not of burning the culprit, but of drowning liim in

one of the lagoons, in itself certainlj' a more
merciful procedure. In a summary of the 16th

cent, cases which he has investigated Benrath tells

us that there were S03 processes for Lutheranisni,
5 for Calvinism, 35 for Anabaptism, 43 for Juda-

izing, 65 for blasphemy, 148 for the possession of

heretical books, 199 for soixery (involving more

particularly sacrilege with consecrated hosts), 22
for perjurj' in Inquisition trials, 23 for grosser
forms of immorality, 20 for clerical concubinage,
45 for contempt of religion, and 27 for disregard of

the laws of fasting and abstinence. In the 17th
cent, the number of prosecutions was much less

on all counts. As regards the Netherlands, P.

Fredericq has produced hve volumes of his Corpus
Documentorum dealing with the Inquisition trials.

The Holy Office dui'ing the 16th cent, was very
active and created much popular resentment. It

was here that, on 1st July 1523, two Augustinian
monks were burned—the first victims who sufi'ered

for Lutheranism—at the Grand' Place of Brussels.

It was on this occasion that Luther composed the

hymn, or, more correctly, the historical ballad,

beginning:
' Ein neues Lied wir heben an.'

Throughout the Spanish dependencies tribunals
for the detection of heretical pravity were intro-

duced almost as soon as any settled ecclesiastical

government had been established. A Chilian

scholar, J. T. Medina, has devoted much labour
to investigating the past history of the Inquisition
not only in his own country, but also in Cartagena,
La Plata, Mexico, Lima in Peru, and the Philip-
pines. Quite recently he has published a volume
on the very early days of the institution in

America, pointing out that, while inquisitorial
powers were still left in the hands of the ordinary
bishops, abuses and excesses were more rife than
when, as happened later, special inquisitors were

appointed for the purpose. It is generally ad-
mitted that in many cases the inquisitors, who
claimed no jurisdiction over the natives them-
selves, as long as they were unbaptized, proved to
be true friends to the unfortunate aborigines and
.stood between them and the brutal oppression of
their conquerors.
LiTERATURB.—i. SPAiy.—The subject has been most fully

dealt with in modem times by H. C. Lea, Hist, of the Inquisi-
tion in Spain, 4 vols., New York, 1906-07, The Inquisition in
the Spa7iish Dependencies, do. 1908, and The Moriscos of Spain,
Conversion and Expulsion, do. 1901 ; P. M. Baumgarten, Die
Werke von Henry Charles Lea, Miinster, 1908, criticizes Lea's
bias and inaccuracies, but without giving special prominence to
these volumes. In Boletin de la Real Acadeinin de la Historia,
Madrid, Fidel Fita has published a large number of documents
connected with the Inquisition, notably in vols, v., vi., L\., xv.,
xvi., xxiii., etc. For the history of Protestantism the best work
is E. Schafer, Beitrdge ziir Gesch. des spanischen Protestantis-
mus und der Inquisition, 3 vols., Giitersloh, 1902. Among older
books may be mentioned : L. a Paramo, De Origine et Pro-
gressu Off. S. Inquis., Madrid, 1598; P. a Limborch, Hist.

Inquisitionis, Amsterdam, 1692, Eng. tr., London, 1731 ; J. A.
Llorente, Hist. Critica de la Inquisicion de Espana, 10 vols.,
Madrid, 1822, abridged Ens. tr., Hist, of the Inquisition of
Spain, London, 1826. Cf. also: J. Amador de los Rios, Hist,
de los Judios de Espafla y Portugal, 3 vols., Madrid, 1876;
J. Orti y Lara, La Inquisicion, do. 1877 ; F. J. Garcia
Rodrigo, Hist, verdadera de la Inquisicion, 3 vols., do. 1S7C-
77; P. Boronat y Barradina, Los Moriscos Espafloles y sii.

Expulsion, 2 vols., Valencia, 1901
;
R. Sabatini, Torquemada

and the Spanish Iiujuisition, London, 1913; H. Grisar, in
ZKT ni. [1879J 548-578; M. Menendez y Pelayo, Hist, de los
Heterodoxos Espanoles, 3 vols., Madrid, 1880-82 ; I. Melgares
Marin, Procidimientos de la Inquisicion, 2 vols., do. 1886 ;

J. L. Balmez, El Protestantismo comparado, do. 1846, most
conveniently consulted in the French and English translations
(Eng. tr.. Protestantism and Catholicity, 3 vols., London, 1849);
C. J. von Hefele, Life of Card. Ximenez, Eng. tr., London,
IboO.

ii. Italy awd K1.SEWHEKE.—G. Buschbell, Reformation
und Inquisition in Italien, I'aderborn, 1910; L. von Pastor,
Gesch. der Papste, 6 vols., Freiburs, 1886-1910, esp. vols. v. and
vi., Eng. tr., Hist, of the Popes from the Close of the Middle
Ages,\2vo\s., London. 1891-1912; P. Tacchi Venturi, Storia
de la Comp. di Gesu in Italia, vol. i., Milan, 1910 ; K. Benrath,
art. 'Inquisition,' in PRE^, and Gesch. der Reform, in Venedig,
Halle, 1867 ; L. Aniabile, II Santo Officio della Inquisizione in

Napoli, 2 vols., Citta di Castello, 1892; P. Fredericq, Ccrpus
Documentorum Inquisitiunis haeret. praint. Neerlandiae,
5 vols., Ghent and The Hague, 1889-1903; J. J. I. von
DoUinger, Eleinere Schriften, Stuttgart, 1890 ; J. T. Medina,
La Primitiva Inquisicion Americana, llt9S-156'J, Santiago de
Chile, 1914 (the same author, as mentioned in the text, has also

compiled a number of other Inquisition monographs) ; A.
Millares, Hist, de la Inquis. en las Islas Canarias, Las
Palmas, 1874 ; L. de Albert! and B. W. Chapman, English
Merchants and the Spanish I nguisition in the Canaries (liojal
Historical Society), London, 1912.

Herbert Thurston.

OIL.—See Anointing.

OJIBWA.—The Ojibwa (Ojibway, Chippewa)
are an Algonquian tribe scattered over a region
extending 1000 miles from east to west, and includ-

ing both shores of Lake Huron and Lake Superior,
with the Turtle Mountains of N. Dakota approxi-
mately marking their western limit. Natnrallj',
the bond connecting groups spread over this im-
mense area is linguistic and cultural rather than

political ; and even culturally there has been an

appreciable degree of local differentiation, so that
it would be permissible to speak of several distinct

tribal groups. The westernmost Ojibwa outposts,
transcending the boundaries given above, viz. the
Saulteaux and Bungi of S. Manitoba and Saskat-

chewan, have in considerable measure assimilated
features of Plains Indian {q.v.) life as opposed to

the Woodland culture connected with their pristine
habitat. The total number of the Ojibwa may be
set at 35,000, of whom about 15,000 reside in

Canada. In the United States (Census of 1910)
there were 20,214 Ojibwa, of whom, however, only
34*5 per cent were full-bloods.

Linguistically the Ojibwa are very closely re-

lated to the Ottawa and Pottawatomi, with whom
the groups south of Lake Superior formed a loo.se

confederacy, while the bands to the north have
affiliated and almost merged with the Cree. His-

torically the S. Ojibwa have played a more im-

portant part than their northern kinsmen. Having
secured firearms before the other tribes west of

Lake Michigan, they waged successful wars against
the Foxes and E. Sioux, driving the latter west-
ward towards the Plains and forcing the Foxes to

unite with the Sauk Indians.

Apart from the characteristics due to contact
with the Plains, the Ojibwa represent a typical
form of the ' Eastern Woodland culture

'

of

American ethnographers.
I. Material culture.—The Ojibwa were essenti-

ally hunters, and in a minor way fishermen, but
south of the Straits of Mackinaw and Lake
Superior they also cultivated the soil for maize,

pumpkins, and beans, and gathered wild rice.

Their style of habitation varied locally and season-

ally. The principal types were (1) a rectangular
lodge covered with the bark of elm or cedar trees,
the roof being oval or gabled ; and (2) a dome-

shaped structure, used especially in cold weather,
which was covered with flag-reed mats or sheets of

birch-bark. In addition there were conical lodges
like those of the Plains and a long lean-to similar
to the bark house, but lower, longer, and with a
double entrance. Clothing was made from the
dressed skins of deer, moose, elk, and caribou. The
men wore loose shirts, breech-clouts, leggings
extending nearly to the hip, and moccasins. Tlie

women wore a belted dress reaching below the
knee and open at the neck and arms, or a skirt

with a short loose jacket. They also had moccasins
and leggings, but the latter barely reached up to

the knee. Both sexes had skin robes with the hair
left on. Fire was made by twirling a stick in the
socket of a block of wood with the aid of a bow, or

by striking one piece of flint against another-
Water transportation was mainly in birch-bark

canoes, though south of the Straits of Mackinaw
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dug-out canoes were employed. In tlie winter

toboggans were used, sometimes with dogs. The
bow and arrow formed the principal weapon, to

which was added a war-club. There is tradi-

tional evidence for the use of pottery cooking
vessels, but tiie principal arts were matting and

weaving. Bags woven from cord made from the
inner bark of bass or cedar and from wild hemp
fibre were often decorated with beautiful geo-
metric designs. On account of the ease with
which vessels of all sorts could be fasliioned of

birch-bark, neither basketry nor wood-carving was
well developed, though checkerwork baskets and
wooden spoons are found. For amusement the

Ojibwa had a great variety of games, both of chance
and of an athletic character ; of the latter may be
mentioned lacrosse, which has since been borrowed

by the Whites.
2. Social and political organization. — The

Ojibwa are divided into a large number of exoga-
mous clans, or (in the nomenclature of American
ethnologists) gentes, descent being in the paternal
line. While transgressions of exogamy in a number
of other American tribes were disapproved rather
than strictly punished, as, say, in Australia, there
is evidence that the Ojibwa exercised greater rigour
and punished offenders with death. ^ The kinship
terminology, though varying in minor points in

the several bands, conforms to the classihcatory
type that, according to W. H. R. Rivers, may be

expected in a tribe with exogamous subdivisions.
The gentes, of which there were more than twenty,
bear animal names, some of the most important in

numbers and prestige being the Crane, Catfish,

Bear, Marten, Wolf, and Loon gentes. In the
native traditions the original number is set at five,

the eponymic ancestors being described as suddenly
a])pearing from the depths of the ocean. While
the term 'totem' is of Ojibwa origin and while
totemic features naturally occur, the religious
elements of totemism do not seem to be fully

developed. We learn, e.g., that members of the
Bear gens resembled their ancestor in their pugnac-
ity and bad temper, but we do not know whether
the bear was tabu to the totemites or was the

object of a distinctively totemic cult. The totem-
animal was, however-, pictorially represented to

indicate an individual gentile affiliation. '^ There is

some indication that at one time the individual
names were associated with the individual's gens ;

but in recent times the custom has been for the

parents to select a sponsor, who gives the child a
name in no way related to its gens, but referring to
his own personal inanitn (see below, p. 456").^
The gentes were grouped together in a number

of feeble phratries of obscure function. Thus, we
learn that the Noka phratry was once composed of

gentes named after parts of the bear's body, and
later of two divisions affiliated, respectively, with
the common and the grizzly bear. In several of

the phratries one gens seems to liave been the

predominant one. Whether all the phratries, like
tl'.e gentes, bore animal names remains undecided ;

and we are also left in doubt as to whether the

phratries were exogamous. The only functions

8i)ecitically ascribed to tiiem are of a political
character : tlie Crane and Awause ' were first in

council, and the brave and unflinching warriors of
the Bear family defended them from the inroads of
their numerous and powerful enemies.' *

Moreover,

J A Narrative of the Captivity and Adventures nf John
Tanner, New York, 1830, p. 313; W. H. Warren, 'Hist, of the
Ojibwavs,' Collections of the Minneaota Historical Society, v.

[St. Paul, 1SS5] 42.
' Tanner, p. 17.5.

^ William Jones, 'Central Al^ronkin,' Anniial Archcvolociical
Report, in05, Toronto, IIKKJ, p. i;«)f.

; Peter Jones, Uist. of the

Ojebivay Indians, London USUI], p. ICl.
* Warren, p. 99.

to the Bear phratry was entrusted the guardianship
of the war-pipe and war-club.

The political organization was loose even in the

early dajs. There was a general council of adult
males with somewhat vague powers, which selected

the chief, whose office was nevertheless in a
measure heredit.ary, since there was a tendency to

choose a chief's sou provided he gave any evidence
of ability. The incumbent of this office like-

wise had rather vague functions, his influence

depending on his personal qualities rather than on
his station. A chief usually had an adjutant,
whom he might request to speak for him and send
on errands.^ Ditt'erent bands had distinct councils
and chiefs ; there was no confederacy uniting all

the Ojibwa under a single executive or legislative
head. Among the W. Ojibwa there was tlie char-

acteristically Plains Indian feature of a soldier

organization of tried warriors who controlled the

buflalo-hunt and also acted as a police bodj^ in

camp.
Among the Timiskamig Ojibwa of N. Ontario,

and probably other bands as well, each family had
a distinct hunting territory, which must not be

trespa.ssed upon by other families, oflences being
sometimes punished with deatii and more fre-

quently by evil magic directed against the
ott'ender.^

3. Miscellaneous social customs.—Certain social

usages must be referred to on account of their

ethnological importance. The method of giving
names has already been described. The Ojibwa
had the reluctance shared by many tribes to

mention their personal names, though they did

not object to others doing so in their presence.
Husband and wife never mentioned each other's

name, nor did a mother-in-law utter lier .son-in-

law's name.** The latter circumstance deserves

mention, since we are positively assured that the

Ojibwa lacked the familiar mother-in-law tabu."*

As among the Dakota, two young men frequently
adopted each other as special friends or comi-ades
for life, in which case they exchanged gifts and
thereaflier always shared their property if either
was in want.^

In so warlike a tribe feats of arms were, of

course, highly esteemed, and at festive gatherings
each warrior recounted his exploits, which were
also symbolically represented by feathers worn in

the head, as among the Sioux. To boast of deeds
not actually performed was to lose social prestige
in the tribe.*'

The mode of disposing of the dead and relevant
customs may be treated under this head, thougli
there is, of course, a religious aspect to these

usages. The body was interred with the belong-

ings of the dead, and over it was placed a m ooden

covering with a hole in the side, where the relatives

placed food and tobacco. Pictographic drawings
were sometimes traced on a board serving as a

tombstone, to indicate, e.g., the buried warrior's

gens and his martial deeds. A funeral feast

occurred with singing and drumming to cheer up
the mourners, and an ofl'ering of food and drink
was made to tlie dead. When the cori)se was
removed from the lodge for burial, it was ne^•er

carried out of the doorway, but through a hole

cut out in the bark in the lodge. The entire lodge
was i)ulled down and the lire extinguished. By
way of mourning the relatives blackened their

faces with charcoal, tied leather strips round their

wrists and ankles, cut off their hair, and assumed

' J. (!. Kohl, Kitchi-gami, London, I860, p. Kil f.

'^ !'. G. Spock,
'

Family Hunting Territories and Social Lite

of various Algonkian Baiids of the'Oltawa Valley,' Canada Geo-

logical Survey Memoir, 70 [Ottawa, 1916] ; Tanner, p. 01
; Kohl,

p." 421.
a Kohl, pp. 273-276 ;

P. Jones, p. 161 f.

i Tanner, p. 14G. » Kohl, p. 271. « }l>. p. 21.
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tlie most unsightly clothing possible ; laceration

was also practiseil by running knives and thorns

through the flesh. During the period of mourning,
whicii lasted for a whole year, daily offerings were
made to tlie dead by putting a portion of food into

the hre, and during occasional visits to the grave
feasts and offerings, including tobacco, were made
in honour of the departed spirit. Widows and
bereaved parents were wont to fashion a doll-liUe

parcel of clothes representing the deceased and

carry it about for the entire year on all their

travels. 1

4. Religion.
—

(a) Manitti concept.
—The centre

of Ojibwa religious life is occupied by the munitn

concept, which corresponds fairly closely to the
wakanda of the Dakota and the orenda of the

Iroquois. In the interpretation of William Jones,
2

which, in view of his Algonquian lineage, com-
bined as it was with anthropological training, is

entitled to special consideration, vianitn (q.v.) is
' a

cosmic, mysterious property which is believed to

be existing everywhere in nature,' and with which
the individual .souglit to enter into personal rela-

tion. In the trance induced by the rigorous fast

to which he subjected himself, he might be
' fortunate enough to experience a mystic transport
at the sight of something animate or inanimate,'
then that object would probably become one of

religious veneration to be supplicated in the
critical times of life. The essential point in this

interpretation is the abstract character of the
manitu ; according to Jones, the various spirits or
deities are such in so far as they are endowed with
common mystic property, being differentiated by
the varying degrees in which they participated in
this essence. As for the individual reaction, the

emphasis is placed on the peculiar and overwhelm-
ing emotional thrill that invests an experience
with the quality of the uncannily strange. Thus,
we have the case of an Ojibwa who in a state of

fatigue lay down facing a huge boulder. As he
looked at it, it seemed to oscillate, advance towards
him, make a bow and then return to its former
position. The Indian at once felt the greatest
veneration for the rock, regarded it as his tutelary
god, and never thereafter passed by without
leaving a tobacco offering.* The rock did not
become supernatural, according to the view ex-

pounded, because of any spirit residing there or

controlling it, but simply because the psychological
experiences connected with it led the individual to
associate it automatically with the unindividualized

concept of the mysterious, i.e. manitu.
Jones's interpretation has been generallyaccepted

by American ethnologists, with whose observations

among other tribes it seems to harmonize admir-

ably, but was recently challenged by another field

worker among the Ojibwa. According to P.

Radin,'* the accepted view suffers from the over-

systematization of observers imbued with Caucasian
metaphysics, and does not correctly represent the
attitude of the Indian mind. Mmiitu, he insists,

always refers ' to definite spirits, not necessarily
definite in shape.' An arrow possesses specific
virtue because it is a transformed spirit or tiie

seat of a spirit ; a peculiar object receives ofi'erings
because it belongs to a spirit or is similarly pos-
sessed by it. Manitu as an essence distinct from
definite spirits, Radin concludes, is 'an abstraction
created by investigators.'

Radin's critique undoubtedly has the merit of

crystallizing discussion of the subject, but it

» Kohl, pp. 106-112 ; P. Jones, pp. 98-101.
- P. 190, and ' The Algonkin Manitou," JAFL xviii. [1905J.
3 Kohl, p. 59.
* ' An Introductory Enquiry in the Study of Ojibwa Religion,'

Papers and Records of the Ontario Historical Society, xii.

[1914] 1-11, 'Religion of the N. American Indians," JAFL
xxvii. [1914] 344 ff.

cannot be said to have shaken the older interpre-
tation. The danger of over-systeniatization, of

attributing to the Indian a philosuphical belief in

a definite force immanent in the cosmos, seems

illusory, since Jones himself emphasizes the un-

systematic character of the belief. Accounts ol

Indian visions fairly bristle witli experiences of

precisely the type cited above from KohTs work.
Pace Radin, there is not the slightest evidence
that many of these rocks, trees, charms, etc., derive
their sacred character from a spirit already exist-

ing for the religious consciousness and subsequently
associated with these objects. Manitu remains,
accordinglj', tlie concept of a cosmic force, unana-

lyzed, not nearly so definite as corresponding con-

cepts of our science and philosophy, but comparable
to the vague folk-generalizations familiar to the
student of language and denoting the objective
basis of the specifically religious emotions.

(b) Visions.—The deliberate quest of supernatural
power is one of the most wide-spread features of N.
American religious life, but among the Ojibwa it

was characterized by a distinctive peculiarity—the

extraordinary extent to which the procedure was
regulated by the older members of the visionary's
family. At the age of puberty or, as would appear
from some authorities, rather before it, a boy was
ordered by his parents, or preferably his grand-
parents, to retire to a secluded spot, abstain from
food and drink, and await a supernatural revela-

tion. If, after several days' abstention, he suc-

cumbed to temptation, all his ettbrts went for

naught and he was obliged to begin again, his

actions being watched by his elders. Nor were
his reactions to the mystic experience a purely
individual affair ; he was warned to decline certain
evil revelations vouchsafed by malignant manitu
powers that might lead to his destruction. Thus,
one of Radin's informants had rejected the blessing
of a chickadee in accordance with his grandmother's
injunctions and only accepted the subsequent reve-

lation of a white loon, which ottered him long life

and immunity from disease. In short, we are not

dealing with a simple psychological experience or
with that experience as moulded by the tribal

pattern for visions, which would operate automati-

cally under any circumstances ; we have in addition
the far-reaching conscious control of the situation

by the individuality of the supervising elder.

Practically everything is predetermined, something
sharply defined is expected by the prospective
visionary, and the interpretation of the vision is

cast in a pre-existing mould. It is clear that in

this way a virtual inheritance of sliamanistic power
is rendered possible since the elder prescribes the
content of the vision.'

Visions were not restricted to the time of

puberty, though those seen then were of the

greatest importance, and, as illustrated by the
case of the swaying rock, were not confined to
deliberate quests. Women were not barred from
either mode of communication with the world of

mystery.
The vision secured by an individual was likely

to shape the future course of his life : the promise
that he was to become a famous hunter would
make him specialize in that direction, the sight of
some object held in reverence by the members of
the Mide' society might lead the visionary to seek
admission, and so forth.

(c) Mi/thology.—While the number of manitti

beings was inaefinite, embracing at least potentially
the entire animate and inanimate universe, there
were among them not a few clearly individualized
and localized deities, some of them doubtless of

significance only in tlie theoretical speculations of

1 Kohl, pp. 233-242; Radin, 'An Introductory Enquiry,'
p. 1 ff.
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the shaiuans, while others played a dominant part
in the everyday life of the people. Of great
interest is the dualistic conception of a Great
Spirit or Master of Life, Kitchi-Manitu, opposed
to an evil divinity, Matchi-Manitu, that controls
all the bad spirits. That missionary influences
have aflected this belief is the impression of both
W. Jones and Radin. On tiie other liand, it is by
no means certain that the conception was created

by Christian doctrine, which may merely have had
the ett'ect of emphasizing the ethical motive in-

volved. It is important to note that, while Kitchi-
Manitu is continually referred to in the sacred

festivals, he corresponds otherwise to Andrew
Lang's notion of an otiose high god, being com-

pletely overshadowed in practical life by the lesser

manitus and in mythological folklore b}' Nenebojo
(known among the several local groups and in the

orthography of different writers as Nanabuco,
Minabojo, Menaboju, etc.).

Nenebojo, who impressed some observers as an
intermediary between the higher deities and man-
kind, as a sort of Prometheus or Hercules, seems,
in fact, the supreme figure of Ojibwa mythology.
Great social and ceremonial institutions were
traced to him as their founder, and even such
material j)ossessions as the canoe were derived
from his inventive genius.^ He was miraculously
conceived through a girl's facing west contrary to

her mother's warnings, and thus falling a prey to

the west wind. He spent his boyhood with his

grandmother, then began to travel tiirough the

country, meeting with innumerable adventures in

the course of his journeyings. In many of these

Nenebojo figures as an unscrupulous trickster,
who stops at nothing to attain his ends.
Thus, when in need of food he offers to teach the ducks

a new dance during which they are to close their eyes ; when
they unsuspectingly obey his instructions, he wrings their

neclcs, one after another.

Frequently, as in the story cited, he is not per-
mitted to enj iy the fruits of his cunning, but is

beaten at his own game by some being of .superior
shrewdness. The disharmony between the heroic
features revealed in some of the myths and the

dastardly and deceitful character that appears in

others is not a distinctively Ojibwa problem, but

presents itself in many of tlie N. American mytho-
logies.
One of tlie most important tales deals with his exploits

against the water-spirits, who had slain his brother (nephew or

grandson in other versions), a fox or wolf, which subsequently
comes to preside over the spirits of the deceased. Lying in

ambush, Nenebojo succeeds in badly wounding one of the
enemies' chiefs, then flays an old woman, puts on her skin, and
pretends to doctor the patient, whom, of course, he destroys.
The other water-spirits cause a general deluge, which threatens
to overwhelm him though he flees to the highest summits. He
constructs a raft, however, and not only saves himself and all

the animals that he meets, but re-creates the world from a little

earth brought up by the musk-rat, which he ordered to dive
for some.2

Of the other manitus the Thunder is of consider-
able importance, being the patron of one class of

shamans, the jessakid (see below). Four great
deities are believed to occupy, respectively, the
four corners of the earth. Fin.ally, mention must
be made of the Windigo, a term extended in recent
times to human cannibals, but primarily designating
a race of gigantic ogres who fed on human flesh.

The Ojibwa conception of a future life is devoid
of the notion of reward or pnnisiiment for earthl^^
activities, and centres largely in tiie picturing of
serious dang(M's that menace tiie soul on its way to
the spirit land, wliicli lies in the west.
The souls are obliged to travel along a path in the centre of

which they are tempted by an enormous strawberry, to eat of

1 Kohl, p. 34 ; W. Jones, 'Central Algonkin,' p. 145.
- H. II. Schoolcraft, The Myth of Hiawatha, Philadeljihia,

IS.fiO, pp. 13-51, Algic lifsearches, New York, 1839, i. 134-174
;

lladin, Some Myths and Tales of the Ojibwa of South-eastern
Ontario, Ottawa, 1914, pp. 1-23

; Kohl, pp 385-304

which involves instant destruction. After proceeding for several

days they encounter a broad river, only partly spanned !•;.

what appears to be a vibrating log, which bars the way. In

reality it is a snake, and the wanderers are obliged to leap
across the gap on to its head. If they jump short or fall from
the bridge into the water, thei' are transformed into toads or
fishes

;
hence the special grief over the death of little children,

who are deemed unable to make the difficult crossing unles-
escorted by an older friend or relative.

Tlie goal of the souls is familiar from the accounts
of seers and of tiiose who have died and come to

life again, the spirits deeming that tiieir time had
not yet come and accordingly sending them back
to earth again. In the lanil of si)irits every one i.s

happy ; there is no strife, labour, or hunting, but
a continual round of pleasure with drumming,
singing, and feasting.

^

{d) Shamanism andmagii'.—During the puberty
fast the Thunder occasionally blesses an individual
with the gift of prophecy and certain other super-
natural powers. Such persons are known as

essakids (tclsa'klvnn), and are quite unorganized,
each practising his profession independently of the
others. The jessakid foretells the success or mis-
fortune of hunters and warriors, predicts the

recovery or death of a patient, announces where
game can be found, whether distant friends are

yet living, and the like. These prophecies are
delivered from within a roofless, cylimlrical,

chimney-like structure covered with bark or robes.

When the jessakid had seated himself inside the

structure, it began to sway violently from side to

side, and strange voices, interpreted as those of

the )nanitus, became audible to the crowd without.
In addition to tlie Thunder, the Great Turtle is

mentioned as a leading spirit in tliis performance.
A jessakid also exorcizes demons and, more par-
ticularly, sucks out pathogenic spirits from the

patient's body by means of tubular bones, swallows
them, and ultimately vomits them out."-^

Another type of shaman is represented by the

wabano, who likewise become such as the result

of a vision. They, also, are not organized into a

society. A wabano furnishes hunting and love

medicines, but his distinctive power consists in his

immunity from the ettects of fire and heat, which
is demonstrated in public performances. A shaman
of this class will pick up red-hot stones and coals,
or plunge his hand into a kettle of boiling water
and extract the head of the animal cooked.^ The
last-mentioned feat is probably historically con-
nected with the Hot Dance of the Mandan,
Hidatsa, and Arikara, and part of the Heyoka
cult of the Dakota.
A third class of shamans cori'esponds more closely

to the ordinary medicine-men. These are medical

practitioners cognizant of tiie mysterious curative

properties of roots and herbs, administered after
the chanting of sacred incantations. According to
W. Jones, they also practise the jessakid trick of

sucking out malignant spirits by the aid of round,
slender bones.'*

Magical practices are not by any means tlie

exclusive prerogative ofa favoured class of shamans.
The laity avail themselves in part of the same
principles, viz. those of sympatiietic and imitative

magic. Thus, wiien a man desires to bring grief

upon anotlier, he makes a small image of the

enemy and pierces its liead or he.art, causing an
affliction of that part ; if the desire is to kill, tlie

eftigy is buried or burned amidst magic spells. A
corresponding device is employed to ensure success
in the ciiase, tiie game animals being sketciied on

1 Kohl, pp. 214-2'26 ; P. Jones, pp. 102-104.
* W. J. Hoffmann, 'The Midewiwin or "Grand Medicine

Society
"
of the Ojibwa,' 7 HBEW (ISDl], pp. 157 f., 215-255 ; W.

Jones,
' Central Algonkin,' p. 145

; Schoolcraft, Uistorical atui.

Statistical Information respecting the History, Condition, and
Prospects of the Indian Tribes of the United States, Phila-

delphia, 1851-57, i. .388 flf.

»Taiui(T, p. 135 f. ; Hoffmann, p. 156 f.

* Iloffmami p. 159 ; \V. Jones,
' Central Algonkin,' p. 145.
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bircli-bark or i-arved in wood. The incantations

associated witli these rites bear reference primarily
to the mythological character Nenebojo. They,
as well as the songs of the Midc'wiwin, were

represented pictographically by realistic images
drawn on birch-bark ; these were mnemonic in

character, a single sign often helping to recall a

group of ideas and the air of a song.' Sympathetic
magic is also used to induce love on the part of a
beloved woman ; the magician in such a case uses
carved efhgies of himself and his beloved, with

mysterious powders in bags fastened with a lock
of hair. By piercing the heart with a needle

dipi)ed into the several powders, various results

may be etJected, such as the relenting of the woman
to the extent of pining for her admirer or her

punishment for spurning his otters.*

While the shamanistic performances hitherto
treated are manifestations of individual [lower or

knowledge, the Mide'wiwin was a secret society,

composed of both men and women. Magical prac-
tices of the type described above were by no means
dissociated from this organization, but its special
function was concerned with life after death.

Since, according to Ojibwa eschatology, the souls
of the deceased encounter various dangers, the

object of the Mide'wiwin is to overcome these
obstacles by the use of formulae known exclusively
to the members. Initiation follows only after a

long period of instruction, and the fees required
are very considerable. Among some of the Ojibwa
there are no fewer than four degrees of initiation,
and from other groups as many as eight are re-

ported. Foremost among the rites of initiation is

the '

shooting ceremony,' in which the leader

points a medicine-bag at the novice, who falls

prone upon the ground, rendered unconscious by a

magic shell that is believed to have entered him.
When restored to life, he shows his newlj^-acquired
powers as a member by similarly shooting those of
older standing in the society. Admission is sought

either because of a vision suggesting it to the
candidate or in order that he may replace au
individual who died during the time of preparation.
As Radin points out, the essential secret knowledge
is imparted by the novice's individual preceptor
during the preparatory period ; it is then that he
receives instruction in the specific teachings of the
Mide'wiwin and learns to interpret the symbolic
J)irch-bark records. While the Mide'wiwin is un-

doubtedly a definite organization, the individual
element is thus nevertheless of great significance
from the subjective point of view.' From the

point of view of the tribe at large the Mide'wiwin

performances constitute the one ceremony of over-

shadowing importance, comparable to the Sun-
dance of the Plains. The membership was numer-
ous, while the unassociated shamans of the otlier

groups never comprised more than a few isolated

individuals.

(e) Various religious practices.
—A number of

religious practices, while less impressive than the
rites of the Mide'wiwin and the shamanistic per-
formances already described, are nevertheless of

great importance in the daily life of the people.
In this connexion may be mentioned the constant

ottering of tobacco to all sorts of objects viewed
with religious veneration and sacrifice of dogs at

religious festivals.^ Like the majority of the
N. American Indians, the Ojibwa indulged in

sweat baths, not from purely hygienic motives,
but as a religious rite accompanied with sacred

songs.
^

Among the W. Ojibwa the Sun-dance of the
Plains Indians, though an intrusive feature, was

prominent. They also had a Windigokan, or

cannibal cult, shared with the Assiniboin and
Cree, in which masked clowns performed ludicrous

rites, exijressing the opposite of their intended

meaning, and exorcized disease-causing demons.*
Literature.—This is cited in the footnotes.
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OLD AGE.
Psychological (E. D. Starbuck), p. 458.

Introductory and Primitive (P. J. Hamilton-
GUIERSON), p. 462.

American (L. H. Gray), p. 465.

Chinese (R. F. Johnston), p. 466.

Greek (W. J. WooDHOUSE), p. 469.

Hebrew and Jewish (Morris Joseph), p. 471.

OLD AGE (Psychological).—If we should follow
the custom of dividing life into the traditional
seven ages, as is not infrequently done, the period
of old age would cover the last two ages—elderli-

ness, from about 55 or 60 to about 70 years, and
senescence, which moves progressively from 70
towards ' second childhood and mere oblivion

'

(E. C. Sanford,
' Mental Growth and Decay,' AJFs

xiii. [1902] 426-449). Both ages are alike in mark-
ing a decline from the physical vigour and mental
acumen which characterize the middle years of life.

The essential underlying condition of the transition
to tlie state of age has usually been supposed to
be the decline and, later, the termination of the

reproductive functions. This notion harmonizes
many of the phenomena of age, including the fact
that its inception among women is from five to ten

years earlier than among men. It has been much
discredited, however, by recent researches.

I. Symptoms. — In enumerating the marks of

approaching age it is of the utmost importance
to distinguish between the fundamental and ac-

1 Kohl, p. 281; Tanner, pp. 174, 189f., 341, 351, 363; W.
Jones, 'Central Algonkin.'p. 144.

2 Kohl, pp. 395-31)7.

Hindu.—See Abandonment and Exposure
(Hindu).

Iranian (L. H. Gray), p. 473.

Japanese (M. Revon), p. 474.

Roman (A. Souter), p. 475.

Semitic and Egyptian (G. A. Barton), p. 478.

Teutonic (B. S. Phillpotts), p. 480.

cidental, and between the normal and pathological.
It has been altogether too common in the discus-

sions of this period to hit upon the superficial

changes that easily strike the attention, and to

overlook the deeper-lying events. Among the
marks that indicate the normal approach of sen-

escence are : transfer of interest away from things
of sense to those of deeper human concern ; moving
past the technique of science to its higher mean-
ings (Socrates' confession in Plato, Fhcedo) ; seeing
tilings in perspective (Tennyson, in Locksley Hnll,
Sixty Years After) ; lack of originality in discover-

ing new interests, but greater enthusiasm for old
ones—even old aversions and pessimisms (Schopen-
hauer) ; freedom from the stress of passion, and
the transfer of energy to higher loves (Tolstoi,

Augustine) ; fixity of habit of thought, giving,
1 Hoffmann, pp. 149-300 ; Kohl, pp. 41-52 ;

W. Jones, 'Central

Algonkin,' p. 146; Radin, 'The Ritual and Significance of the

Winnebago Medicine Dance,' JAFL xxiv. [1911] 149-208;
Frances Uensmore,

'

Chippewa Music,' Bull. Uo BE [1910],

p. 13 ff.

2 Kohl, pp. 38, 60. 3 lb, p. 288.
* A. Skinner, Political Organization, Cults, and Ceremonies

of the Plaintt-Ojibu-ay and Plains-Cree Indians, New York,
1914, pp. 500-511, 'The Cultural Position of the Plains Ojibway,'
American Anthropologist, xvi. [1914] 314-318.
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within a certain range, poise and stability of judg-
ment (Darwin, Huxley, Kant).

Age sutfers losses, even among the normal, that
are irrevocable. The senses are less delicate.

Memory for details is gone past recovery. The
bent form, the shrivelled bulk, the halting step,
the tremulous hand, the falling teeth, the wrinkled

skin, the whitened hair, and the corresponding
internal changes, even within the central nervous

system, with its disrupted nuclei, its pigmented
and shrunken tissues, and its depleted cellular

substance— all these are unmistakable signs of

physical degeneration, which increases until at

last the organism must pay its full debt to nature.
Are these the marks merely of progressive de-

generation of the entire personality? Are they
the characteristics of age, or its necessary accident ?

Are the relatively few instances of men and women
who appear to grow in grace, wisdom, and power
to the very end of life merely the exceptions to the
rule of senescent decline ? Or do thej' represent
the norm ? In order to escape a hasty judgment,
it is well to keep in mind the law of progressive
variation, among individuals of the same species
or genus, along with increasing years. During
foetal life and early infancj' individuals are much
alike. Heredity and selection have busied them-
selves cutting off the variants and fixing stable
lines of inheritance. From babyhood on through
life there is, however, an ever-increasing departure
from the central highway of development. In
other words, the average deviation in the species
from the norm increases more and more, until at

last there are relatively few persons who are true
to type. Their sparseness is no necessary sign of

eccentricity.
2. The origin of senescence.—A positive answer

to the questions raised can be approached by rais-

ing another—Why did old age and death come into
the world ? Among many of the lower kinds such
a fate is not always necessary. Single-celled organ-
isms that propagate themselves by cell-division

enjoy, barring fatalities, a sort of terrestrial im-

mortality. When one organism splits, in order to

pass on into two others (to the extent that they
are 'others'), it cannot be said to die, although in

a sense the original structure disappears, for ' there
is nothing left to bury.'

Living forms soon discovered the utility of union
and co-operation. They colonized. The result was
an organism. This arose through division of labour

among the various cells, and the consequent special-
ization of structure and function. Some of the
cells wore out faster than others, while many of

them, as always happens in a democracy, built

themselves up at the expense of their fellows.
The colony was soon full of discord. It was,
furthermore, a charnel-house of worn-out units.
It had to clean house and start afresh. As a

colony, it broke up. The organism died. Our
first result is that 'death was the price paid for a

body' (P. Geddes and J. A. Thomson, Evolution,
London, 1911, p. 88). The debt is paid in instal-
ments ; and the period of old age is the time
allowed for the settlement of all arrears.
Old age may, however, be interpreted in terms

of life as truly as in terms of deatli. Natui'e as a
whole seems to behave like an organism, and to
have a passion for continuance and progress. She
is full of resources. She is a shrewd bargainer.
She pawned individual death lessnoss for a body,
but the body was only a means to an end—that of

higher biological etticiency. IJy 'scrapjiing' the
worn-out organism frequently, and starting afresh,
there is no sacrilice, if only the successes and ac-

quirements of each generation can be conserved in

every succeeding one. This was provided for by
the fact of heredity, both 'blood' and 'social.'

Indeed there is a total gain, since each fresh in-

dividual, like Nature herself, having the obsession
for progress, can profit by its own experience, dis-

cover new adjustments, and thus add a little to its

own original capital. This exchange of individual

terrestrial immortality for biological conservation
and improvement lies, surely, at the vei-y heart of

racial progress. So clear is its truth that an ageing
person, if only he thinks in terms of life as a wliole,

)night, as his end draws near, cheerfully' 'lay him
down with a will,' knowing that his demise is

part of a plan of liigher fultilment. He could at
least accept gracefully that which Nature bestows

graciously.
Nature's problem has always been, and is, at

death to discover ways of saving, from the rubbish
of the old organism, the elements for the rebuilding
of a new one, and a better than the old. She ha.s

found no fewer than live ways of sloughing off oiu

bodies and reconstructing along better lines. All
five methods centre in the fact of reproduction.
They stand for a series of movements biologically
in two directions, one of which is progressively
fatal to the cosmic individual, while the other is

progressively beneticial to the race, seemingly at the

expense of the individual. On the one hand, the\'

have planted the fact of old age and death so deep
within the laws of life that among higher kinds it

is inviolable and irrevocable ; on the other hand,

they are but five discoveries of ways, not only of

progress, but of the liberation of intellectual and

spiritual values. The lirst method is that of '

re-

generation,' involving dedifierentiation and re-

juvenescence. By this means of reproduction
almost any fragment of the original organism
can reproduce its kind, as when a 'cutting' from
a rose-stem or grass-root, or a fragment of an
earth-worm or planarium, is sufficient for the re-

generation of a new adult structure ti'ue to type.
The various cells or cell-groups in the organism
somehow, strangely, completely reflect within
themselves its entire composite life (according to

W^eismann and his school, the fragments contain

original, changeless germ-plasm, out of which t!ie

new organism develops). The sequent or fragment
goes through a process of reduction or simplifica-
tion or dedifierentiation, along with increased

metabolism, and rediscovers the road leading to a

repetition of the life-cycle. The process of de-

difierentiation, which is an act of ageing, is an

anticipatory step towards a rejuvenescence. Among
these kinds senescence is a utility

—that of '

scrap-
ping

' and renewal—though not a necessity. It is

a function of metabolism. If the relation between
nutrition and repair, on the one hand, ami waste
and decay, on the other, can be kept constant, the

age-cycle can be eliminated, and terrestrial im-

mortality is attained. C. M. Child has kept jo/an-
avia vc/ata, whose life-cycle, witii abundant feed-

ing, is three or four weeks, in a state of perpetual
youth, by giving them a qiiantity of food just
sufficient to prevent reduction, and not sufiicient

to permit growth (Child, Senescence ami Rejuven-
escence, Chicago, 1915, y. 167 f.). At the end of

three years the animals ^^howed all the signs of

health and youtli, and none of the marks of age.
Three other methods of reproduction, which pro-

gressively emphasize the life-cycle, are 'budding,'

'sporialation, and 'parthenogenesis' (q.v.), the
first two being asexual, and the other standing at

the parting of the ways between the several lower

types of perpetuation of the .species and the highest
mode, tlie sexual.

Many of the lower species have employed the

sexual mode of reproduction on occasion, as when
the aphis multiplies its numbers all the summer
long by parthenogenesis, and tiien, in autumn,
leaps the winter by the aid of sex. But now at
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last have come the sjiecies that have burned all

liridyes behind tliein, aiul have depended solely

upon the one biologically successful method of re-

production. Up to the time of implicit dependence

upon sexual reproduction Nature was more con-

cerned witli the amount of life in the world than

with its quality. Henceforth she prized quality
even at the e.xpen.se of amount.
There have been many gains from depending ex-

clusivelj' at last upon the accident of sexual repro-
duction. Important among them is the increased

variation among oHspring that has resulted from
the crossing of strains through mating, and conse-

quently the enrichment of the individual, and also

indefinitely greater adaptation from generation to

generation. But the supreme advantage has arisen

through the complete establishment of the life-

cycle ending in old age and death. Out of this

single biological fact have radiated innumerable

resultants, most of them representing the lines of

liberation of essentially all the higher mental and

spiritual values that make man that which he dis-

tinctively is. Among the gains, in addition to the

priceless one of starting each generation with a
clean slate and also with the refined and corrected
wisdom of the race as its dowry, are the following :

the care of offspring, resulting in the spirit of

kindliness ; warm-bloodedness and increased meta-

bolism, Avith corresponding mental alacrity and
acumen ; helpless babyhood and lengthened infancy,
demanding even greater love, wisdom, and purpose ;

colonization, in the family and larger groups, and
the full birth of sympathy, co-operation, and other
social virtues ; the habit of adjustment, the habit
of learning, the habit of growth, which contain the
secret of progress and development. Progressively,
among all kinds above the protozoa, terrestrial im-

mortality has been sacrificed for sympathy, intel-

ligence, and appreciation.
Old age, as the termination of the physiological

cycle, has gained psychologically in many ways :

enrichment to itself, through giving its wisdom
back to the rising generation ; greater eagerness
to make the most of life while it lasts ; in facing
the fact of change and dissolution the more careful
re-evaluation of all vahies in the quest of the

changeless ; the intensification of values, as the
individual is caught between life and death, be-

tween love and sorrow. Other mental compensa-
tions centre in the fact of senile rejuvenescence,
and will be described below.

3. Causes of old age.—It has ever been one of
the lively problems of physiology to determine the
direct contributing factors involved in bodily de-
cline. None of the theories seems as yet altogether
satisfactory. Most of them are but statements in

other words of the fact of senility, or of the accom-

panying conditions of old age, rather than of

underlying causes.

It is due to the wearing out of the organism (Lotze, Micro-
cosmus, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1897, i. 50-62); to a 'vital
ferment' in the organism (O. Biitschli,

' Gedanlien iiber
Leben und Tod,' Zooloij. Anzeiger, xv. [1892]); to a pro-
gressive decre.ise in the metabolism of the body (A. Biihler,
'Alter und Tod,' Biolog. Centralblatt, xiv. [1904]); to 'greater
stability of the organism along with decreased dynamic activity

'

(Child, p. 459) ; to the incapacity of cells to reproduce for re-

placement of worn-out tissues (A. VVeismann, Ube.r Leben und
Tod, Jena, 18S4, Das Keimplasma, do. 1892) ; to increased cell-

liifferentiation at the expense of recuperation (H. S. Jennings,
Popular Science Mnnthly, Ixxx. [1912] 563 f.); to the increase
and differentiation of the cytoplasm of cells at the expense of
nuclear sul)stance (G. S. Minot, The Problem of Age, Growth,
and Death, New York, 1908). There is a bewildering array of
other 'causes,' entangling themselves with biological repro-
duction, chemical inhibitors, colloidal substrata, and auto-
catalyzers.

Whatever be the more intimate processes in-

volved, it seems clear that senescence isaccompanied
by a break-down of the physiological mechanism
at some vital spot. It is well known that the

brain substance is intimately concerned in the pro-
cess (H. H. Donaldson, The Growth of the Brain,
New York, 1909, ch. xvii. ; M. Mlihlmann,

'

Bei-

trage zur Frage nach der Ursache des Todes,' Arch,
far Path. (Virchow), cxv. [1914]) and that it suffers
a disappearance of nuclei and a depletion of cyto-
plasmic substance.
One of the most highly popularized notions is

that of E. Metchnikotf (T/ie Nature of Man, Eng.
tr., London, 1903, The Prolongation of Life, Eng.
tr., do. 1907). Senility is due, according to

Metchnikoft", to the auto-intoxication of the organ-
ism through poisoning from the bacterid cultured

chiefly (for man) in the superfluous sack, the large
intestine. As a result of the poisoning, the phago-
cytes, or white corpuscles of the blood, are diverted
from their normal function of protection against
the invasion of harmful bacteriae, and themselves
attack the tissues of muscles, bones, arteries, and
brain, bringing about their final destruction. The
theory has found small acceptance so far among
biologists. Old age is clearly an older fact

biologically than Metchnikoff treats under that

caption.

Perhaps the most intimate and minutely critical

study of the problem to date is that of C. M. Child.
He shows that senescence is relatively independent
of sexual reproduction, and that both are organi-
cally bound up as utilities within the biological

processes, which move rhythmically through a neat

balancing of the processes of expenditure and re-

cuperation, of diflerentiation and dedifl'erentiation,
of progression and regression, combined with an
act of rejuvenescence.

' Death is the inevitable end of the process of senescence
when regression and rejuvenescence do not occur' (p. 461).

4. Interpretation of the state of age.
—As seen

and felt from within, what meanings and values

really characterize the last years of life? The
answers are varied in the extreme. In boldest
outline it will be sufficient to mention three types
of attitude, the first two more or less fatalistic,
the third genial, perhaps idealistic.

(a) Degeneration.—The marks of senescence are

physiological disintegration and mental decline.
This conception draws largely from the two sources
of physiology and pathology. It is true in the

majority of instances of senility. The various

powers or functions do not age equally rapidly
among themselves (Minot, p. 249), nor are any two
persons alike in the date, rate, or order of weaken-
ing. There is, accordingly, a vast variety of

spiritual attitudes of senescents towards the ap-
proaching state of age.

Classic instances are : graceful acceptance of the result by
Cicero in de Senectute ; the superior disregard of death by
Epicurus ; the Stoic acceptance of the order of Nature by Marcus
Aurelius ; the pathetic disillusionment about the vanity of all

things by the writer of Ecclesiastes ; the warm sunset after-

glow in Over the Teacups (1890) of Oliver Wendell Holmes ; the
frank pessimism of C. R. E. von Hartmann, whose soul finds
consolation in a '

philosophy of the unconscious '

(Philosophy oj
the Uiiconsciotis, Eng. tr., London, 1884); and the sombre
passion of the tragically musical dirge of Matthew Arnold, who
finds at the close of the act of 'growing old' 'a hollow ghost,'
' immured in the hot prison of the present,' adding

' month to
month with weary pain

'

(Growing Old).

Unless there is found some new centre around
which later life reconstructs itself, or some old love
or present enthusiasm or new hope that springs up,
the usual outcome of senescence is a total decline
of body and mind. On the pathology of senility
there has grown up an extended literature (see

DPhP, s.v.
' Senescence '

; also J. Notzli, Uber
Dementia Senilis, Ziirich, 1895).

{b) Reversion, or retrogression, leading to a
'second childhood.'—This theory is a refinement
of the preceding through discovering a law which
seeks to determine the nature of senescent decline,
some of its stages, and its final quality. The law
is that the procedure from the period of highest
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power, efficiency, and insiglit of the forties and
fifties is the exact reversal, step by step, of tlie

processes of upbuilding from childhood to the height
of attainment. A convenient comparison, though
something more than a mere analogy, since it

suggests a fundamental law of development, is that
of the growth of a fruit-bearing tree. It first

shows a stalk or trunk, then branches and leaves ;

soon it bears blossoms without fruit, then fruit,

and finally a rising curve of quantity of fruit.

The fruitage then begins to decline ; then come
blossoms without fruit, leaves without blossoms,
leafless twigs, twigless branches, and at last onlj'
a trunk, wliich stands as a relic of a dejjarted glory
and a symbol of a completed cycle.
There is much in the psychology and the patho-

logy of old age to fortify this law. T. Kibot has
shown that in the diseases of the will ' dissolution

always follows the inverse order of evolution,' and
that ' the complex manifestations of will disappear
before the simpler ones, and the more simple ones
before automatic activity' (llie Diseases of the

Will, Eng. tr., Chicago, 1896, p. 114). He has
demonstrated a similar law in maladies of memory
(Les Maladies de la mimoire, Paris, 1881, p. 119 ff. ).

It is a matter of common observation that very old

people enjoy most the reminiscences of very early
life, and that their memories of childhood are ex-

tremely vivid. It is more than a figure of speech
that designates extreme old age as a ' second child-

hood.'
In so far as this law of reversion is true, it is

clear that the quality of mentality of extreme age,
and of its pathologies, will be determined by the
release of those instincts and imjiulses that are

biologically old, and by those tastes and aptitudes
peculiar to the early j'ears of each individual.

(c) Rejuvenescence and the attainment of full
spiritual majority.

—The conviction has been ratlier

wide-spread that the maturest wisdom and the

highest spiriti'al satisfactions belong to the closing-

years of life. Indeed, a considerable number of

the world's most productive geniuses have borne

testimony to that fact. In early India it ajipears
that the fourth and last stage of life was regarded
as the choicest of all periods, and was anticipated
with eagerness (Max Miiller, Three Lectures on the

Vedanta Philosophy, London, 1894, pp. 18-20).
This notion has been most successfully immortal-
ized in the familiar lines of Rabbi Ben Ezra, of

Robert Browning.
Are the instances of sober, creative old age the

exceptions that prove the rule of senile degenera-
tion, or do they obey a higher law ? Is the renewed

spiritual serenity that often attends extreme age
born out of a gratuitous optimism, or is it the
natural flavour of a ripened insight ? The answer
to these questions has many conditions. Has one

by good fortune, or by the grace of a good judg-
ment, found and kept

' the middle way,'
' the golden

mean,' 'the straight and narrow way,' that leads

progressively onward ? Tlie chances are against
it. It seems to be the rule that, after the passing
of the middle years of productivity, men and
women fall into something of a slough of desi)ond.
Do tiiey then look backward, and seek to cultivate
still the athletic powers, the mental acumen, and
the lively sentiments of the glorious middle years
of life? That way leads to despair anil defeat.
Do they, on the contrary, look onward to the

pleasures and satisfactions peculiar to old age?
Much depends, apparently, on the mental atti-

tude in such matters. Often the secret of deliver-

ance from the valley of discouragement lies in a

wrestling of soul, like that of Tolstoi, when he had
completed his first successful career, to gain a hold

u{)on the things of
j)ermaiient worth and value.

Then began tlie real Tolstoi. If one can safely

' cross the dead-line
'

that lies in the bottom of the

valley, then the hills of a higher perfection rise

more clearly into view.
There are a good many lines of evidence, apart

from the biographical and autobiographical, that
there may be a genuine rejuvenescence in ex-

treme age, with a rebirth upon higher levels of

mentality.
(1) Delayed seiiescence of the central nervous

system.—The central nei'vous system, the mechan-
ism particularly concerned with mentality, is the
most stable tissue of tlie body. Its cells persist
throughout life. It resists exhaustion even at the

expense of other tissues. It is the last to give
way under starvation. It has a delayed senescence
as compared with the rest of the organism. The
rest of the bodily functions ha\ e been placed pro-

gressively, biologically, at the disposal of the brain
for a copious supply of blood, to furnish it with

nourishment, and to wash it free of toxic products
through a generous supply of adrenaline. Towards
the close of life the central neural processes become
the ruling power in the original democracy of

functions.

(2) Mental rejuvenescence.
—Just as among lower

organisms some fragment of the body can be a
nucleus for the re-centring of all the life processes
in a new young creature true to type, so in a grow-
ing individual it is possible for a functionally young
part of the mechanism to form a centre of healthy
reconstruction, giving a fresh lease of life. So true
is this law that Child remarks :

' These experiments leave no basis for the contention that the

organism or the cell cannot become young after it has once
undergone senescence, and that the only source of youth is an
undifferentiated germ-plasm

'

(p. 179).

The central nervous system, which has resisted

most successfully the processes of decline, becomes

naturally the centre of reformation. The conse-

quence is a fresh psychic release. From this stand-

point one can understand better the successive re-

births after pessimisms of Goethe, who wrote to

Zeller in his eighty-third year :

'

I am deliglited to find that even at my great age, ideas come
to mc, the pursuit and development of which would require a
second life '(for a study of Goethe's old age see Metehnikoff,
pp. 270-300).

(3) Refinement, in the neio nucleus, of original
endowments.—It is evident from the foregoing
that the secret of senile rejuvenescence, when it

occurs, is the formation of a new nucleus of self-

hood on higher levels of mentality. It arises in

part from the refinement, or '

siiblimination,' of

native instincts and imi)ulses. In the case of

Swedenborg, e.g., the condition of '

crossing the
dead-line' and of progressive renewal during later

years seems to have been the re-awakening and
release, on spiritual levels of his nature, of the two
native instincts of self-regard, resulting in a sense
of divine leadership, and of sex, which culminated
in the passion of 'divine love.' The ingredients
which enter into the final complex of refined in-

stincts and secondary characters, that constitute

the final
'

spiritualized
'

self-hood, vary greatly in

different individuals.

(4) Enrichments through contact icifh life and
through conservation of experiences.

—Each person
at any point in his career is 'part of all he has
met.' If the course of his life has proceeded
normally, the stream of life widens, the judgments
are more tried and trustworthy, the pcrs]iective

clearer, with each succeeding stage. Even (ho sub-

conscious experiences, from earliest childhood

throughout, it has been amply ])roven, are in-

delibly stamjied upon the character, and are ' con-

served' as active elements in later mentality
(consult, e.g., Morton Prince, The Unconscious,
New York, 1914). Enrthermore, the processes
of selection and rejection, of discrimination and
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association, of analysis and sj-ntliesis
—in short, the

gaining of wisdom through experience—go on as

truly in the subconscious life as in the conscious.

Senescence, accordingly, may enjoy the cumulative
wisdom of the years.
As has been indicated, the progress towards ex-

treme age is marked by the progressive suppression,
in reverse order, of later acquisitions. The first

rejections are, therefore, those things that are

relatively secondary, accidental, and accessory ;

but they iiave not been weakened until they have

poured their riches into the channels of expression
and thought that are more primary and funda-
mental. On the basis of the initial and original,
enriched by all later acquisitions, life is simpli-
fied and clarified ; its wisdom is a disciplined

insight into that which has the more abiding
worth. The dross is thrown off ;

' what remains is

gold.'

(5) Eecentring the personal life within the bio-

logical norm.—The return to a ' second childhood,'

transfigured and spiritualized, as it now is through
its contact witli life, is, at the same time, a return
to the central highway of lacial progress. There
is a profound truth in the statement of Havelock
Ellis that the progress from childhood to maturity
is a growth in degeneration (Man and Woman^,
London, 1914, p. 26). It is equally true that the
movement towards normal old age is a progress in

the direction of the biologically stable and the

psychologically fit.

The foregoing facts, seen in relation, show that
the losses in advancing from the sixties to the

eighties or nineties, may be so far counter-balanced

by gains as to leave a clear profit. An analogy
will help. The fineness and accuracy of the special
senses improve, on the average, through cluldhood

years, and reach their highest point during the
middle teens. From that point on there is a gradual
decline in sensory efficiency during the late teens
anil twenties. Nature has been bartering that
sort of skill for the more i^rofitable acquisition of

guidance by ideas. Shall we not say that she has,
at a much later period, exchanged knowledge for

insight, and insight for the appreciation of spiritual
values ?

The entire meaning of normal senescence, its re-

juvenescence, and its transfiguration, is fittingly
symbolized in the following confession of Wa-su-
Luta, a Sioux Indian of 83 years, that the Rev.
Dr. A. McG. Beede, of Cannon Bell, N. Dakota,
has allowed the writer to use from his large collec-
tion :

'
I was getting old,' said VVa-su-Luta,

'

I wanted the Living
Ones (Woniga) to come to me and give nie new life. I was dis-

couraged. I had been a wicked man, worse than men were
before the white man came. I went out on to a hill and prayed :

"Great Spirit, pity me and make me new before I die." I

prayed this over and over until I was discouraged. Then a bird
came near me and sang,

"
Easy, easj', easy." I thought awhile

and then I said,
"

If it is so easy, it must be something that a
child may do." So 1 let the child-man in me come out of me.
When I saw the child-man that was there by my side, he looked
so sinless and happy that I cried. Then the Living Ones came
floating over the hill like undulating zephyrs (VVasicu). New
life came into me. I could see Great Spirit's kingdom. I saw
His home everywhere in the Earth and Heavens, the same as
my grandfather saw it before they initiated him into the White
Lodge. I was glad.'

The third, or optimistic, view of old age is clearly
more than an apologetic for the seeming richness
and serenity of the riper years. Only a mechan-
istic or materialistic philosophy could look upon
the end of life without finding in it a possible rich

compensation. If one combines the conception of
old age viewed simply in the personal life with the
notion, to which the entire developmental scheme
bears much evidence, that, in the world order,
spiritual values are being con.served, it is evident

why the '

declining years' are so often approached
in a spirit of gratitude for their profounder satisfac-

tions, and of renewed consecration to a Higher
Wisdom.
Literature.—See the works cited throughout.

Edwin D. Starbuck.
OLD AGE (Introductory and Primitive).—

I. Variance of view as to the old.— ' There is,'

writes Sir Henry jNlaiue,
' ' a story of a New Zealand

chief who, questioned as to the fortunes of a
fellow-tribesman long ago well known to the

inquirer, answered, "He gave us so much good
advice that we put him mercifully to death." The
reply, if it was ever given, combines the two views
which barbarous men appear to have taken at dif-

ferent times of the aged. At first they are use-

less, burdensome, and importunate, and the3' fare

accordingly. But at a later period a new sense of
the value of wisdom and counsel raises them to
the highest honour. Their long life comes to be

recognised as one way of preserving experience.'
^

It seems, however, to be hardly accurate to regard
these views as respectively earlier and later in point
of time, for in not a few instances they co-exist.

It is not the number of their years that determines
the position of the aged, but the degree of their
weakness and helplessness. So long as they can
work and fight, they have little to fear ; but, so
soon as they become unfitted for these pursuits,

longer life is a calamity, unless their family and
clan regard the value of their wisdom as outweigh-
ing the burden of their support. It is the advance
of culture that first ameliorates their lot. But
this law of progress, if law it can be called, is sub-

ject to many important exceptions. Sometimes
the restless nomad, dependent upon scanty means
of support, and feeling, by reason of his manner
of life, the full weight which the maintenance and
conveyance of the sick and old impose upon him,
treats them with care and listens to them with

respect. And sometimes peoples on a far higher
plane of civilization than his neglect, ill-use, and
despise theui.^ In short, the treatment accorded
to old age difiers widely in ditt'erent cases. It is

affected by many influences, such as the natural

disposition of a i^eople, the circumstances of its

daily life, and the nature of its religious views.
Sometimes more than one of these elements are
found in conjunct operation, and sometimes a

diversity of usage prevails among near neighbours
or even within a single people.
Thus, certain tribes in Central Africa show every kindness to

the aged in order to secure their good will after death, while

adjoining tribes cast out their old people as fool for wild
beasts.'* A similar divergence is found among the Banaka and
Bapuku—peoples of the Cameroons—who treat old people well,
while some of the neighbouring tribes spear or abandon them. 5

Some of the Namaquas are kindlj' to the aged and infirm, while

others, when thej- are about to change their camp, put their old

fathers and mothers into small enclosures of bushes, with souie
food and water, and leave them there to die.6 Again, A. Mac-
kenzie,'' in writing of the Oliippewas, sajs that the practice of

abandoning the old and feeble was not in general use ; and a
somewhat similar statement is made regarding the Caribs.S

2. Respect and kindliness towards the old.—By
1 Dissertations on Early Law and Custom, London, 1883,

p. 23 f.

2 'This seems the best explanation of the vast authority
which, in the infancj' of civilisation, was assigned to assemblies
of aged men, independently of their physical power or military
prowess

'

(ib. p. 24). Maine cites Freeman as giving
' a long list

of honorific names belonging to classes or institutions, which
indicate the value once set bj' advancing societies on the judg-
ment of the old. Among them are. Senate, yepov(Tia (the
Spartan Senate), 5))/xoye'pocTes (its Homeric equivalent), npea-pen
(Ambassadors), Ealdorman, Elder, Presbyter, Monseigneur,
Seigneur, Sire, Sir, and Sheikh '

(ib. p. 23). See art. Sociai,

Organization.
3 H. Schurtz, Altersklassen und Mdnnerbiinde, Berlin, 1902,

p. 56 f.

* F. S. Arnot, Garenganze^, London, 1889, p. 78, note.
5 S. R. Steinmetz, Rechtaverhdltnisse von eingeborenen

Volkem in A/rika und Ozeanien, Berlin, 1903, p. 41.
6 J. Campbell, Traoels in S. Africa^, London, 1815, p. 428.
7 Voyages . . . through JV. America . . . in 1789 and 179S,

London, ISOl, p. cxxviii.
8 L. de Poircy, Hist, naturelle et inorale des Antilles de

I Amirique, ed. C. de Rochefort, Rotterdam, 1681, p. 565.
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many of the rudest peoples old age is held in high

respect.

Auiong' the Andaman Islanders the sick, the aged, and the

helpless rtoeive every attention ;
i and in the Nicobars the old

are allowed to live out their lives, and are invariably treated

with kindness and consideration. 2 The Patagonians are said to

show deference to age ;
3 and among- the Fuegians the word of

an old man was accepted by the j ounger people as law, and his

authority was never disputed.-* This statement is, however, to

be read along with that of Bridges, who says of the Yahgan of

Cape Horn that, while they are bound to maintain their aged
parents, they often neglect them, and sometimes use them

cruell}-, and that cases are not unknown in which they have
killed them, when they have grown weary of the burden of

attending to them. 5 Von Martins observes that the Botocudos
exhibited a tenderness towards helpless age hardly to be

expected of them ;6 while Ehrenreich gives an instance of their

neglect of a man totally blind who was left without guidance
or assistance to follow the tribe as best he could. '? The first

duty inculcated upon their children by the Ainus of Japan is

deference to parents, a careful regard for their elder brother,
and reverence for the old men of their village.

s The Kamilaroi

youth 9 and the novices at Tutu and Mabuiag ^0 are instructed to

support the old and infirm
;
and a somewhat similar account is

given of the Aetas of the Philippines.
n Respect to the aged is

paid by the Bogotos of S. Mindanao, 12 and by the inhabitants of

Ceram and many of the islands and archipelagoes described by
Riedel;i3 by the Barea and Kunania,!-* the Jekriis and the

VVagogo.iB The Ovambo tend and nurse the old and the

crippled ;
17 and, among some of the tribes of Togoland, those of

the old people who are in poverty or unable to provide for

themselves are supported by their relatives. i" The Malagasy
respect the aged, and care for the infirm and the sick ;

19 a similar

account is given of the Chinooks,20 Botocudos, 21 and Sanioans ;
'-2

and the Kurile Islanders treat the aged with reverence.23 Among
the Mandingoes an old man is never found in destitution. They
hold it to be a son's duty to provide for his aged father ; and,
indeed, if a son has lost his father, it is very likely that he will

look out for some childless old man, and support and care for

him. 'There is no nation,' writes Laing,2'4 'with which I am
acquainted, where age is treated with so much respect and
deference.' The Aleuts provide the sick and old with food
when they have nothing of their own, and love and reverence
their parents, grandparents, and near relatives. Sons sacrifice

their prospects in order to care for them in old age, and it is a

thing unheard of that a son or daughter should maltreat a

parent. 2-5 Among the tribes of the Caucasus old age is rever-

enced. The Ossetes show the strongest love for their parents

1 E. H. Man, On the Aboriginal Inhabitants of the Andaman
Islands, London, 1883, pp. 14, 17, 25.

2 Man, 'The Ni -obarese Islanders,' JAI xviii. [1888-89] 3S5.
» R. Fitzroy, Narr. of the Surveying Voyages of II. M.S.

'Adventure' and 'Beagle,' 1SS6S6, London, 18.S9, ii. 172.
4 lb. ii. 179.
5 T. Bridges,

' Moeurs et coutumes des Fnegiens,' tr. P.

Hyades, BSAP m. vii. [1S84] 171).

8 Cited by P. Ehrenreich, 'Ueber die Botocudos der brasilian-

ischen Provinzen Espiritu Santo und Minos Geraes,' ZE xix.

[18S7] 32.

7 Ehrenreich, loc. cit.

8 J. Batchelor, The Ainu of Japan, London, 1892, p. 113 f.

9 A. W. Howitt, The Native THbes ofS.E. Australia, London,
1904, p. 594.

10 C. G. Seligmann, Reports of the Cambridge Ajithropological
Expedition to Torres Straits, v. [1904] 210, 214.

11 J. Foreman, The Philippine Islands'^, London, 1899,

p. 130.
12 A. Schadenburg,

' Die Bewohner von Siid-Mindanao und der
Insel Samal,' ZE xvii. [1885] 0.

13 J. G. F. Riedel, be sluik- en kroesharige rassen tusschen
Selebes en Papua, The Hague, 1886, pp. 102, 152, 192, 250, 335,

370, 404, 433.
1^ W. Munzinger, Ostafrilcanisehe Studien, Schaffhausen,

1864, p. 474.
15 B. V. Granville and F. N. Roth,

' Notes on the Jekris, Sobos,
and Ijos of the Warri District of the Niger Coast Protectorate,'
JAI xxviii. [18981109.

it> J. E. Beverley,
' Die Wagogo,' ap. Steinmetz, p. 212.

17 C. .J. Andersson, Lake Ngami, London, 1856, p. 197 f.

Steinmetz gives a similar account of the Banaka and Bapuku,
the Msakila, the Ovaherero, the Amahlubi, and several tribes of

the French Sudan (pp. 41, 114, 165, 276, 302, 355).
18 Asmis, 'DieStannnesrechtedes Bezirks Atakpame,' ZVRW

XXV. [1911] 125 f.

19 J. Sibree, Madagascar and its People, London, 1870,

p. 187.
20 H. H. Bancroft, Tlie Natiue linces of the Pacific States of

N. America, London, 187."'-7(>, i. 242.
21 Maximilian Prinz zu Wied Neuwied, Reise nach Brasttien,

1815-1817, Frankfort, 1S21, ii. 40.
22 G. Brown, Melanesians and Polynesians, London, 1910,

p. 55.
23 s. P. Krashoninnikov, The Hist, of Kamtschatka and the

Kurilski Is-hoids, tr. J. Orie\e, (Jloucester, 1764, p. 236.
24 A. O. Laing, Travels in the Tiniannee, Kooranko, and

Soolima Cinnttrirs in W. Africa, London, 1825, p. 134.
25 J. Weinaminow, in K. E. von Baer and G. von Helmersen,

Beitrdgc zur Kcnnlniss des russischen Reiehes, Petrograd, 1839,
i. 183, •i06.

and the greatest deference to age.i The Circassians treat

old people with respect, and whoever insults or maltreats
an old man or woman is by law made liable to severe punish-
nK'nt.2 Among the Khevsures of Georgia respect for age is

required to a degree quite remarkable
;

3 and to yield it is a
universal custom amon^ the Avars, a Lesghian tribe. Indeed,

among the latter the will of a parent is so sacred that the child

would die rather than disobey.-* The Reindeer Chukchis show
considerable deference to their old people ;

and among the
coast Chukchis the aged who cannot walk are carried by their

relatives. 5

Deference to the old is in many instances attri-

butaltle not to reverence for age in itself, but to age
and the wisdom, knowledge, and experience which
are deemed to be its almost invariable accompani-
ments.
Thus, Loskiel says of the Iroquois and Delawares that '

age is

everj-where respected, for long life and wisdom are regarded as

always connected ';
6 and, according to Carver, 'the words of

the ancient part of the community are esteemed by the young
as oracles.' 7 Among the natives of Tongataboo old age and its

attendant experience are highly respected ;*> the Eskimos of

Behring Straits and Point Barrow 10 defer to the opinion of the

aged, whether men or women ; and a very similar account is

given of the Veddas of Ceylon.n Among the Glljaks the '

old

men '

of the clan decide questions of cult and clanship. They
are the repositories of clan customs, genealogies, and tradi-

tions, and in such matters are of high authority. 12 The 'old

man ' of the Yukaghir, who is generally the oldest member of

the conununity, regulates war and fishing and hunting expedi-
tions, selects the resting-places of the group during its wander-

ings, sacrifices to the clan ancestor, presides at festivals, and
enforces obedience to established custom, while his wife holds a

somewhat sinnlar position among the women. 13 It has been
said of the Kurnai that among them '

age was held in reverence,
and a man's authority increased with years. If he, even with-
out being aged, had naturally intelligence, cunning and
courage, beyond his fellows, he might become a man of note,

weighty in council, and a leader in war ; but such a case was
exceptional and, as a rule, authority and age went together.
The authority of age also attached to certain women who had
gained the confidence of their tribes-people. Such women were
consulted by the men, and had great weight and authority in

the tribe. . . . Togetlier with the old men, they were the de-

positaries of the tribal legends and cu.stoms, and thej' kept
alive the stringent marriage rules, . . . thus influencing- public
opinion very strongly.' 1-* The old men get the best food,i5 and,
in N. Queensland, they

' have the youngest and best looking
wives, while a young man mn.st count himself fortunate if he
can get an old woman.' 16 'There is no such thing as doing
away with aged and infirm people ; on the contrary, they are
treated with especial kindness, receiving a share of the food
vvhi(-h they are unable to procure for themselves.' i' The truth
of this tribute and its general applicability to the natives of

Australia are amplj' attested by other authorities.is

1 A. von Haxthausen, Transcaucasia, London, 1S54, p. 414 f.

2 J. S. Bell, Journal of a Residence in Circassia during the

Years 1337-39, London, 1840, i. 202 ;
K. Kocli, Reise diirch

Russland nach dem kaukasischen Isthnnis, in den Jahren
lS3fJ-3S, Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1842-43, i. 373.

3 C. von Hahn, Bilder aus dem Kaukasus, Leipzig, 1900, p. 81.
-4 rb. p. 179.
5 M. A. Czapllcka, Aboriginal Siberia, Oxford, 1914, p. 28.
<> G. H. Loskiel, IJist. of the Mission of the United Brethren

anionti the Indians in N. America, tr. C. I. La Trobe, London,
1794, 1. 15.

7 J. Carver, Travels through the Interim- Parts of N.
America in the Years 17G6-6S, London, 1778, p. 243.

8 W. Mariner, An Account of the Natives of the Tonga
Islands'-^, Edinburgh, 1827, ii. 95 ; J. Wilson, A iM is.<!ionary

Voya(ie to the Southern Pacilic Ocean, in the Years 1796~9S, in

the Ship
'

Dutr,' London, 1799, p. 362.
9 E. W. Nelson, 'The Eskimo about Bering Strait,' IS RBEW

(1899), p. 304.
ic J. JIurdoch,

'

Ethnological Results of the Point Barrow
Expedition,' 9 RBEW (1892), p. 427.

11 P. and F. Sarasin, Erjebnisse n at unrissenschaftlichen

Forschungen aiif Ceylon in den Jahren 1SS!,S6, Wiesbaden,
1893, ill. 4S(;f.

12 Czapllcka, p. 49 ; see art. Gilvaks. 13 lb. p. 37 f.

1-1 Howitt, p. 316. In British Guiana the old women occupy a
somewhat similar position (R. Schomb\u-gk, Reisen in Britisch-

Guiana, lS/,0-1,!,, Leipzig, 1847-48, ii. 32()).
13 E. .1. Eyre, Jo^irnals of Expeditions of Discovert/ into

Central Australia in IShO-Ul, London, 1845, ii. 385. Howitt

(p. 594) tells us (hat at the Bora ceremony Kamilaroi youths are

instructed to support the aged and infirm.
16 C. Lumholtz, ^/non;/ Ca/i/iiVxi/.s-, Eng. tr., London, 1880,

p. 163 ; L. Fison and .\.\V. Howitt, Kamilaroi and Kurnai,
Melbourne, 1880, p. 354 ; G. F. Angas, Savage Life and Scenes
in Australia and< Aeu' Zealand, London, 1847, i. 82; Scott

Nind, 'Description of the Natives of King George's Sound,'
JRGS i. [1832] 38 f. J. Gumilla (Hist, natvrctle,

cirjle
et

gi'ographique de I'Orenoque, tr. M. Eldous, Avignon, 1758, i.

277) gives a somewhat similar account of the Othomacos.
17 Spencer-Gillen-', p. 51.
IS lb. i)p. 10, 12

;
K. L. Parker, The Euahlayi Tribe, Tx)ndon,

1905, p. 79 ; Howitt, p. 766 ; T. L. Mitchell, Three Expeditions
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3. Influence of nomadic life on treatment of the

old.—Eyre oliserves of tlie tribes with \vhich he

was acfiuiiinted that, while the blind and infinn

were well treated when young, they were left to

j)erish as soon as age added to the burden of caring

for them.^ This change of attitude has been

observed to prevail among many nomadic peoples,

and, indeed, is an almost necessary consequence of

tlicir habits of life.

Thus, the Sioux and Assiniboins abandoned those who were

no longer able to follow the wandering;s of their tribe : and it

seems that a similar practice was followed by the Minnetarees,

llicaras, and others, who, wlien living in settled villages,

treated their old people with kindness.2 Catlin observes that

this custom was connnon to all the tribes who roamed the

prairies ;3 it was followed by many of the northern Indians ;*

and it was found not only among the nomadic Aht«, but among
those who were settled on the coast. 5 In Rotuma the aged
were well cared for, but, as soon as they were seized with ill-

ness, thev were much neglected, and even allowed to die un-

noticed; 6 the Lenguas attend to their old people with care,

except in cases of incurable sickness, when, after they have

employed in vain every means of cure, they abandon or even

strangle them." The Eskimos of Greenland do not exhibit any

pronounced reverence for the aged. They honour them so long
aa they are able to work, and are subject to their influence if

thev have sons and were good hunters in their day. Even a

woman of advanced years, if she has able-bodied sons, is

respected. But, when men or women become too old to take

care of themselves, they receive scant consideration, and are

sometimes even treated with ridicule. 8 A similar account is

given of the Thonga of E. Africa.9

4. Place of the old in tribal ceremonies.—In

numerous instances the old people of a tribe take
a prominent part in the performance of its cere-

monies.^"

Thus Kosa boys, after they have undergone circumcision, are

instructed by aii old man as to their duties as tribesmen ;
u and,

in the case of the Larakia tribe near Port Darwin, the old men
school the youths on their arriving at puberty in endurance,

by imposing on them heavy tasks accompanied with kicks and
blows.12 An old woman plays an important role in the puberty
rites observed by the girls of the Tanganyika plateau, '3 and
ornaments the marriageable girls of the Abipones by pricking
the skin with thorns and rubbing ashes into the bleeding
wounds, i-*

into the Interior 0/ E. Australia, London, 1838, ii. 340; art.

Ethics a>"d Morality (Australian).
1 Eyre, ii. 382. See A. Oldtield,

' On the Aborigines of Aus-

tralia,' Trans. 0/ the Ethnological Society, new ser., iii. [1865]
248 ; J. Dawson, Australian Aborigines, Melbourne, 1881,

p. 62.
2 M. Lewis and W. Clarke, Travels to the Source of the Mis-

souri River, London, 1815, ii. 421.
3 G. Catlin, Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs, and

Conditimi of the N. Ainerican Indians, London, 1841, p. 216 f. ;

see art. Abandonment and ExposrRE.
* In writing of the Chippewas, A. Mackenzie (Voyages, p.

oxxviii) attributes their abandonment of old people to the
necessities of a wandering life; J. Long (Voyages and Travels

of an Indian Interpreter and Trader, London, 1791, p. 74 f.)

states that they tomahawked them, thinking that, in so doing,
they were sending them to a better country, where their

strength would be renewed, and they would be able to hunt

again with all the vigour of youth. Cf. S. Hearne, A Journey
. . . to the Northern Ocean, do. 1795, p. 345 f. ; cf. p. 202 f.

5G. M. Sproat, Scenes and Studies of Savage Life, London,
1868, p. 2.% f .

e J. S. Gardiner, 'The Natives of Rotuma," JAI xxvii. [1893]
408.

' W. B. Grubb, Among the Indians of the Paraguayan Chaco,
Ix)ndon, 1904, p. 75.

8 F. Nansen, Eskimo Life, tr. W. Archer, London, 1893,

p. 177 f.

9 H. A. Junod, The Life of a S. African Tribe, London, 1912,

p. 211.
10 E. Tordav and T. A. Joyce,

' Notes on the Ethnography of

the Ba-Yaka,'./^/ xxxvi. [1906] 46; K. Endemann, 'Mittheil-

ungen iiber die Sotho-Negros,' ZE vi. [1874] 37 ; Spencer-
Gillenii, p. 214 f. ; S. Passarge, Die Buschmdnner der Kalahari,
Berlin, 1907, p. 101 ; .1. Macdonald, 'Manners, Customs, Super-
stitions, and Religions of S. African Tribes,' JAI xix. [1889-90]
204 f. ;

H. Zanhe,
' Sitten und Gebrauche der Suaheli,' ZE xxxi.

[1899] 01 ff. ; R. S. Rattra^, Some Folklore Stories and Songs in

Chingaiya, London, 1907, p. 102; E. Gottschling, 'The Ba-
wenda : a Sketch of their History and Customs,' JA I xxxv.

[1905] 372 f. ; H. S. Stannus,
' Notes on some Tribes of British

Central Africa,' ib. xl. [1910] 297.
11 G. McCall Theal, Hist, of S. Africa [1791-1795], London,

1888, p. 205.
i2 Spencer-Gillen*, p. 331 f.

i3 C. Gouldsbury and H. Sheane, The Great Plateau of N.
Rhodesia, London, 1911, p. 159 f.

!« M. Dobrizhoffer, Account of the Abipones, an erjuestrian

People of Paraguay, tr. S. Coleridge, London, 1822, ii. 20 f.

5. Special employments of the old.—In some
cases special employments are assigned to the aged
when they are no longer able to tight or engage in

hard work.
Thus, among some of the Californian tribes the old warrior

has to carry as best he can without assistance the game which
his son has killed, or is compelled to do menial work under the

superintendence of the women. 1 In Ceram the old man who
can no longer work acts as the nurse of little children ;

2 and by
order of one of the Yncas such a person was employed to scare

birds from the crops.*
As to the place of old people in the organization

of primitive society see art. Social ORGANIZA-
TION.

6. Contempt and ill-treatment of the old.—In
-some instances old age is despised.
Thus, among the Hupa, Pomo, and Gallinomero tribes oi

California the aged were treated with the greatest contumely.*
At Tahiti no respect is accorded to old people. They are

thrust aside and receive little attention. 5 In Fiji they excite

contempt ;* and in some of the Solomon Islands they are, along
with the sick, the objects of ridicule.' The Lapps are said to be

undutiful to their aged parents ;
8 and a similar account is given

of the Yakuts, among whom parents who are decrepit and of

feeble understanding are especially the object of ill-treatment.'-*

The Kagoro show little reverence for age except in the case of

their chief and an important official (ineakwap), who administers

ordeals and leads them in all sacred ceremonies ;10 the Bechu-
anas n and the Indians of British Guiana despise old people.i-

In some cases the old sutler from mere neglect ;

in others they are cruelly used, abandoned, or even
killed.

By the Kutchins of the Yukon they are simply neglected ;
13

among the Ba-Huana they are often subject to ill-treatment, i-i

By the Yahgan of Cape Horn they are often much neglected
and even cruelly handled, and, in some instances, they have
been killed by their own children who had grown weary of

tending them.15 At Huahine the aged received little attention

in illness, many died as much from hunger as from disease,
and sometimes, it there was but faint prospect of their recovery,

they were clubbed to death, speared, or buried alive.!" In the

Island of Pines all aged and decrepit persons, and those who
were suffering from protracted illness, were either put to death

by their relatives or conveyed to one of the small islands and
left to starve ;

17 and in olden times the Koryaks killed all their

aged parents.18 The Corannas, like the Bushmen, expose their

old people to be devoured by wild beasts.i^ The Bechuanas pay
so little regard to them that tlie.v are sometimes allowed to

starve or to be eaten by dogs ;20 the Damaras kill useless and worn
out people, and even sons smother their sick fathers.21 A very
similar account is given of the Nutkas,2'- and of the Gallinomeros
of California.^ Old age. is but little respected among the

Tibetans of Kokonor. Indeed, it is by no means an infrequent
case when the son kills the father who has become a burden. 21

At Fazolq on the Blue Nile old people were buried alive
;
and

the same custom is said to have existed among the Negro

I S. Powers, "Tribes of California,' Contributions to N.
American Ethnology, Washington, 1877, iii. 118 f., 169.

- Schulze,
' tjber Ceram und seine Bewohner,' ZE ix. [1877]

121.
3 Garcilasso de la Vega, Royal Commentaries of the Vncas,

pt. i., ed. C. R. Markham (Ilakluvt Society), London, 1869-71,
ii. 205.

4 Powers, iii. 118 f., 169, 178. Among the southern Californian

tribes the youths were taught to venerate old age (NH i. 390).
6 J. Wilson, Missionary Voyage, p. 362.
6 T. Williams and J. Calvert, Fiji and the Fijians^, ed. G. S.

Rowe, London, 185S, i. 183.
7 R. Thurnwald,

'

Ermiltlungen iiber Eingeborenenrechte der

Sudsee,' ZVRW xxiii. [1910] 342.
8 J. Scheffer, The Uist. of Lapland, Eng. tr., Oxford, 1074,

p. 14.

9W. G. Sumner, 'The Yakuts,' JAI xxxi. [1901] 76; see

Czaplicka, p. 161.
10 A. J. X. Tremearne,

' Notes on the Kagoro and other

Nigerian Head-Hunters,' JRAl-xXn. [1912] 141, 189.
II J. Campbell, Travels in S. Africa . . . a second Journey,

London, 1822, ii. 210.
12 E. F. im Thurn, Among the Indians of Giiiana, London,

1888, p. '224 ; see Schomburgk, ii. 320.
13 NR 1. 131, note 224.
14 Torday and Jovce,

' Notes on the Ethnography of the Ba-

Huana,' JAI xxxvi. [1908] 292.
16 Bridges, p. 176.
16 W. Ellis, Polynesian Researches, London, 1830, ii. 281 f.

17 A. Cheyne, Descrip. of Islands in the W. Pacific Ocean,
London, 185'2, p. 8.

18 Czaplicka, p. 150. 19 Campbell, ii. 235, 276.
20 Ib. ii. 210.
21 Andersson, p. 197 f. ; F. Galton, The Narr. of an Explorer

in Tropical S. Africa, London, is.=i3, p. 112.
22 W. C. Grant,

*

Description of Vancouver's Island," JRGS
xxvii. [1857] 304.

23 Powers, p. 178.
24 W. W. Rockhill, The Land of the Lamas, London, 1891, p.

81. As to Tibetan anthropophagy see below.
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tribes south of Kordofan.i It is said to be the practice of a
dwarfish people in Timor for sons to force their aged fathers to

join a foray, and, having slain them in combat, to claim the
reward for their heads.^

7. Voluntary death of the old.—The burden of

old aye is felt in many instances to render longer
life so undesirable that the aged ask to be put to

death or at all events are content to die at the
hands of their relatives.

Among the Payaguas of Brazil men offered themselves to be
buried alive when weary of life by reason of old age, decrepi-
tude, illness, or tedium. 3 Among the Koryaks death at the
hands of their fellow-tribesmen was accepted as the natural
end of life ;' and in N. America the aged of the prairie tribes

acquiesced in their abandonment. 5 In some of the northern
islands of the Solomon group those who are too old to work or

fight are put to death, as it seems, with their own consent.8
The burying alive of parents who had become burdensome was
of almost daily occurrence among the Fijians," and was under-
taken at the instance of the old people themselves, who thought
that, if they died while vigorous, they would be vigorous in the
future life. 8 Among the Indians to the west of Hudson Bay
those who were too old to support themselves reciuested their
ciiildren to strangle them. A grave was dug, in which the old
man placed himself, and, when he had signified that he was
ready, two of his children strangled him with a thong.9 In

Fate, one of the New Hebrides, the aged were buried alive at
their own request. It was even considered a disgrace to the

family of an aged chief that he should meet his end in any
other manner."* A somewhat different account is given of the
fate of the old at Maleknla, another island of the same group.
There a person who is old and decrepit is informed that his or
her burial will take place on a certain day. Sometimes he or
she is buried alive, and sometimes strangled before buiual.n In

Mota, Pentecost, and Leper's Island the sick and aged are
buried alive out of kindness. It is a common thing for them to

beg their friends to put them out of their misery. 12 The Caribs,
at the request of their parents, slew them, believing that they
did a good work in delivering them from the weariness and
misery of old age. The practice was not, however, a general
one.'^ Among some of the tribes of Florida children killed

their parents on the ground that they were useless and a
burden to themselves, and considered that in so acting they
showed a sort of religious and pious affection, i'* The Hottentots
abandon agefl and helpless persons, so that they may not linger
on in misery.is With the Chukchis voluntary death is a

regular custom. The old people are killed at their own request
by some near relative by stabbing, strangulation, or shooting.
Before the ceremony of killing a formula is pronounced, after

which no retreat is possible because the spirits have heard the

promise and will punish its violation. Natural death is the
work of e\ il spirits (kelct), and these are escaped by voluntary
death ; and those who have ended life in this way have the best
abode in the future life.i" This voluntary death is said to pre-
vail among the Eskimos of the Alaskan shore, i" and was practised
by the natives of Kamtschatka is and the Yakut.i^

8. Cannibal practices in regard to the old.—In

many instances old people are not only killed, but
eaten.
The stock instance of this practice is that of the Battak of

Sumatra, who, according to Leyden, eat their parents when
aged and infirm, not so much to gratifj' their appetites as to

perform a pious ceremony. When a man becomes old and

1 R. Lepsius, Lettersfrom Egypt, Ethiopia and the Peninsula
of Sinai, tr. L. and J. B. Horner, London, 1853, p. '202.

2 H. O. Forbes,
' On Some of the Tribes of Timor,' JAI xiii.

[1883-84] 407.
3 R. Southey, Hitit. of Brazil, London, 1817-19, iii. 619, citing

Jaboatao, Pream. § 24.
•* P. Sartori,

' Die Sitte der Alten- und Krankentotung,'
Globus, Ixvii. [1895] 108, citing G. Kennan, Tent Life in Siberia,
New York, 1870.

5 Catlin, p. 21U f.

6 H. H. Romilh-, The W. Pacific and Neiv Guinea^, London,
1887, p. 70.

7 J. E. Erskine, Journal of a Cruise among the Islands of
the W. Pacific, London, 1853, p. 250.

8 Williams and Calvert, i. 183 ; C. Wilkes, Narr. of the
United States Exploring Expedition, 1838-181,2, London and
Philadelphia, 1845, iii. 94 f. ; J. d'Ewes, China, Australia, and
the Pacific Islands in 1855-56, London, 1857, p. 204

;
B.

Seeman, Viti, Cambridge, 18G2, p. 193.
» H. Ellis, A Voi/age to Uudsmi's Bay, London, 1748, p. 191.
If G. Turner, Samoa a hundred Years ago, London, 1884,

p. 335.
11 B. T. Somerville, 'Notes on some Islands of the New

Hebrides," JAI xxiii. [1894] 6.
12 R. H. Codrington, The Melanesians, Oxford, IWil, ]>. 347.
13 L. de Poircy, p. 505. it lb. is McCall Thcal, \\ 90.
II' Czaplicka, p. 317 f.; H. deWindt, Through the (Udd fields of

Alaska to Bering Straits, London, 1898, p. 22.{f. ;"w. H.
Hooper, Ten Months ainmig the Tents of the Tuski, do. 1853,

p. 188.
17 De VVindt, p. 225.
18 G. W. Steller, Beschrelbinig eon deni Lande von Kain-

tschatka, Frankfort and Ijcipzig, 1774, p. 294.
IS Czaplicka, p. 101.
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weary of the world, he is said to invite his own children to eat
him. He ascends a tree round which his friends and family
gather, and, as they shake the tree, they join in a funeral dirge,
of which the import is, 'The season is come, the fruit is ripe,
and it must descend.' The old man comes down from the tree

and his relatives put him to death and eat him.i Yule was
told almost exactly the same story of some wild tribes of

Arakan.2 Oderic says of the Tibetans that they eat their

parents out of respect for their memory, 3 and Ruhruquis and
Carpini gave the same account.4 Barbosa gives a like report of

certain tribes in the interior of Siam ;
5 and several non-Aryan

peoples, such as the Massagetio, the Padsi, and the Issedones,*
the Birhors of Central India," and certain wild tribes of Kwei-
chan,8 have been credited with the practice. The Samoyedes
and Ostiaks themselves admit that formerly old parents unfit
for work were killed and eaten by their children in the expecta-
tion that after death thej' would fare better

;

^ a somewhat similar
account is given of the Cachibos of Brazil

;

i" and the Tupis are
said to eat their dead as a last demonstration of affection.n

9. Motives impelling to voluntary death and
cannibalism.—Frazer has pointed out that among
many peoples the belief prevails that a man will

enter upon the future life with precisely the same
powers and capacities as those of which he was
I^osse.ssed at the time of his death ;

^^ and it is to

this belief that the practice of voluntary death
in use among the Fijians has been attributed."
Another motive to such an act is fear of the con-

tempt which attaches to physical weakness among
a nation of warriors ;

'*
and, no doubt, views such

as these may incline old people to acquiesce in or

even desire death while still in the enjoyment of

health and vigour. On the other hand, those who
kill or kill and eat their old people not infrequently
represent their practice as an act of kindness, as
a pious ceremony, or as an honourable burial.'*'

Westermarck, however, observes with great
cogency that usages such as these,

' like so many
other funeral customs which are supposed to com-
fort the dead, may be the survival of a practice
which was originally intended to promote the
selfish interests of the living.'

'®

Literature.—In addition to the references cited in the art.

see E. Westermarck, The Origin and Development of the
Moral Ideas, London, 1906-08, Index', s.v. 'Old Age'; A. H.
Post, Die Anfdnge des Staats- und Rechtslebens, Oldenburg,
1878, p. 242 f., Afrikanische Jrtrisprudenz, do. 1887, i. 29sf.,
Studien zur Entwieklungsgesch. des FamiUenrechts, do. 1889,

p. 337 f., Grundriss der ethnologischen Jurisprudenz, do.

1894-95, ii. 43 f.; artt. Abandonment and Exposure, Canni-
balism, Euthanasia, Social Organi/.ation.

P. J. Hamilton-Grierson.
OLD AGE (American).— i. North America.—

The treatment of the aged in N. America seems to

have been, on the whole, unfavourable, especially
among the barbarous tribes of the Pacific coast.

1 J. Leyden,
' On the Languages and Literature of the Indo-

Chinese Nations,' Asiatic Researches, x. [1811] 202.
2 H. Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither, London, 1866

(Hakluyt Society), i. 100, note 3.

3 lb. i. 150.
4 The Texts and Versions of John dtt Piano de Carpim and

William de Rubruquis, London, 1903 (Hakluyt Society), pp.
118, 232.

5 Duarte Barbosa, The Coasts of E. Africa and Malabar . . .

in the Beginning of the 10th Century, London, 1866 (Hakluyt
Society), p. 190.

« Herod, i. 216, iii. 99, iv. 26. See O. Schrader, Reallexikon
der indogermanischen Altertumskunde, Strassburg, 1901, p. 38.

7 E. T. Dalton, Descriptive Ethnoloqii of Benqal, Calcutta,
1872, p. 2'20f. ;

H. Yule, The Book of S'er Marco Polo^, rev. 11.

Cordier, London, 1903, ii. 293, 298, note 5.
8 Yule, Marco Polo'i, loc. cit.

9E. Eichwald, AA iii. [1S6S-69] 333, cited by H. Vos, 'Die

Verbreitun? der Anthropophagieauf denasiatischen Festlande,'
AEWi. [1890] 71.

11* F. de Casteluau, Expedition dans les parties centralen de

I'Ami'rique du Sud, Paris, 1850-59, iv. 389; see J. G. Miiller,
Gesch. der amerikn nischen ITrrellgionen, Basel, 1867, p. 243.

11 Southey, i. 379.

i2(T'B^pt. iii.. The Dying God, London, 1911, p. 11 f. The
Mexicans held that those who died of old age went to n land uf

darkness (F. S. Clavigero, The Hist, of Mexico, Eng. tr., London,
18(17, i. 242 ff.).

'3 Wilkes, iii. 96.
H Frazer, loc. cit.

;
H. Hale, U.S. Exploring Expedition,

Philadelphia, 1846, p. 65 (Fiji) ; Turner, p. 335 (New Hebrides).
15 P. Kolben, The Present State of the Cape of Good Hope,

Eng. tr., London, 1731, i. 322 (Hottentots); Hooper, p. ISSf. ;

Seemann, p. 192 ; Levden, in Asiatic Researches, x. 202 ; Vule,
Marco Polo-\ \. 293, 29S, note 5.
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The Gallinoineros of California behaved towards
the old with utter contempt, forcinj; even aged
warriors to do the most menial work under the

supervision of women. Aged parents were killed

bj' the same tribe, and among the Lower Cali-

fi)rnians the aged were neglected and put to death
if ill for a Ion"; time. In like manner, the old

wore abandoned by the Shoshones when they be-
came a nuisance. Turning to the Algonquian and
kindred stocks, we find that the condition of the

aged was, on the whole, apparently preferable to
their lot in the west. It is true that the Jesuit
J?<'/ations represent the Hurons as intending to
kill a certain old man, and as abandoning two sick
and aged women, whom, however, they were glad
to receive back when the Jesuit missionaries suc-
ceeded in restoring them to health {Jesuit Rela-
tions and Allied Documents, ed. R. G. Thwaites,
Cleveland, 1896-1901, xx. 239, xxx. 135-137).
It is expressly stated that at Three Rivers,
Quebec,

' old age and poverty are held in the
utmost contemj)! by the savages

'

(ib. xlvi. 128), a
condition which is quite analogous to the western
Yuma contempt for the aged (H. H. Bancroft, NR
i. 515). The Jesuit missionary G. Lalemant makes
the following statement of the Iroquois near
Quebec :

They were accustomed '
to kill their fathers and mothers when

they are so old that they can walk no longer, thinking that
they are thus doing them a good service ; for otherwise thev
would be compelled to die of hunger, as they have become
unable to follow the others when they change their location'
{JeH. liel. iv. 199).

Herein lies the clue to the retention of the
practice of abandoning or killing the aged among
relatively advanced American Indian tribes. It

^yas regarded as an act of mercy, and there is

little tloubt, in view of the conditions under
wliicii these tribes lived, that this view was correct
(cf. also T. Waitz, Anthropologie der Natiirvolker,
Leipzig, 1860-77, iii. 116). Honour and respect
for the old were by no means unknown, as is

clear from the repeated ascription of these virtues
to the Hurons, as well as to the Abenakis of New
Brunswick (Jes. Rel. ii. 212, xiii. 37, xlvi. 174),
while among the western Koluschans honour
towards parents was a duty obligatory on children
(H. Ploss, Das Kind"^, Leipzig, 1884, i'i. 409).

2. Central America.—Among the sessile popu-
lation of Central America the aged were held in

high esteem. The Zapotecs regarded old age
with the utmost reverence (NR i. 661), and the
ancient Mexicans and Peruvians did equal homage
to their elders.

3- South America.—In S. America the aged
seem to fare better than in the more rigorous
northern part of the continent. Yet their fate is

scarcely enviable among tribes such as are de-
scribed by E. ¥. im Thurn in Guiana :

'

Powerless old age meets with no respect. When old and past
work, they are indeed allowed to remain in their hammocks in
the houses which once, perhaps, belonged to them, and are fed
by their younger relations in a rough and grudging manner;
but no further care or kindness is shown to them '

{Among the
Indians of Guinna, London, 1883, p. 224).

The practice of putting the aged to death Avhen
hopelessly ill is also known in S. America, even
among tribes which hold the old in high honour,
so that W. B. Grubb writes :

' The aged are well cared for, no neglect beiTig shown except
in cases of incurable sickness, when, after every effort to cure
them has been made in vain, they are abandoned, or even
suffocated or strangled

'

{A mong the Indians of the Paranuavan
Chaco, London, 1904, p. 7.')).

LiTERATCRB.—See the authorities cited throughout.
Louis H. Gray.

OLD AGE (Chinese).—Among the innumerable
mottoes exijres.sive of hopes and good wishes which
are to be seen pasted over the doorAvays of Chinese
houses none is commoner than a scroll consisting

of four characters which mean ' May this house be
visited by the Five Blessings.' These blessings
are long life, worldly prosperity, health, love of

virtue, and a natural death. The first is popularly
regardeil as the most important ; for the others, as
the practical Chinese mind argues, necessarily pre-
suppose the maintenance of life, and, so long as
life lasts, there is always room for hope that the
other blessings will be added.
The conviction that a long life is eminently

desirable is carried to its logical result in that
reverence for age which is perhaps one of the
most remarkable and beautiful characteristics of
the Chinese people. In no country in the world
are the aged treated with more courtesy, respect,
and deference than in China.

Among the Chinese reverence for age is essen-

tially connected not merely with the traditions of
social practice, but also with ethical theory. All
the Confucian classics lay emphasis on the duty
of treating the aged with respect. The ' Book of
Rites

'

tells us that the ethical standards of the

Yii, Hsia, Yin, and Chou dynasties were not
identical in respect of all the things which they
held in honour ; but that, whereas virtue was
honoured by the Yii sovereigns, rank by the Hsia,
riches by the Yin, and kinship by the Chou, all

four dynasties gave honour to old age.^ Mencius
says that ' the proper object of the loyalty of
virtuous men is the prince who knows how to

provide for the welfare of the aged.'^ King W6n,
to whose eftbrts the foundation of the Chou dynasty
(12th cent. B.C.) was mainly due, was regarded as
a model prince, because (among other reasons) he
was one of those who ' knew how to provide for

the welfare of the aged.' Mencius observes that
'the people whom we described as starved and
famished are those who lack food and warmth,
but among the subjects of King W^n there were
no old people to whom food and warmth were lack-

ing.'* Confucius himself is said to have declared
that one of his chief desires was to secure rest and
peace for the aged.^
The ' Book of Rites

'

gives instances of the
manner in which the royal sages of olden times

proved their moral worthiness by their respect for
old age. Among persons of the same rank at
court precedence was accorded to the eldest. Aged
ministers and officials were granted various special
privileges. Under the rule of these kings 'residents
in the country took their places according to their

age, and the old and poor were not neglected, nor
did the strong come into collision with the weak.'®
After the royal hunting expeditions the largest
share of game went to the aged. When the king
gave audience to a minister who was seventy years
of age, the minister Avas privileged to sit in the

royal presence. If the king wished to consult a
minister or ex-minister who had attained a very
great age, it was unnecessary for the latter to
come to court; the king himself would go to his
house and would bring the old man presents of
delicate food.^ When the king went forth on
ceremonial journeys, or to perform the customary
rites at the .sacred mountains, he would make
inquiries about the local princes and chiefs who
had reached extreme old age, and would visit them
in their own homes.''
A certain amount of scepticism as to whether

the monarchs of ancient China were really in the
habit of treating olil men with all these marks of

1 SBE xxviii. [188,5] 229 f.

^ J. Legge, Chinese Classics, Hongkong, 1861-72, ii.2 [Oxford,
1895] 461. The tr. here given is not verbally identical with
Legge'g. Cf . also p. 303 f .

3 lb. ii.2 462. 4 76. i. i83.
5 SBE xxviii. 230.
6 lb. xxvii. [1885] 241, 465, xxviii. 232.
7 lb. xxvii. 216, xxviii. 232.
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deference is perhaps permissible. But it is easy
to see why the early recorders of law and custom
in China should have attributed sucii conduct to

the semi-mythical sovereigns of the Chinese '

golden
age.' Just as the Hebrews and other ancient

peoples enormously enhanced the influence and

prestige of their moral codes by attributing them
to divine inspiration or to 'the finger of God,' .so

the old Chinese moralists sought to sanctify the

highest ethical ideals and principles known to

their own race by tracing them to the almost

supernatural wisdom and virtue of their ancient

Iioly kings. In describing what was assumed to

liave been the ethical standard of the royal
founders of Ciiinese civilization, the moralists
aimed at setting an ideal before the rulers and

people of their own time. They always professed
not to be inculcating a new or a higher morality
than that hitherto practised, but to be merely re-

affirming tlie teachings of past ages. Confucius
himself repudiated all claims to originality : he
was no innovator—merely a '

transmitter.'

Whatever may have been the true history of the

origin and development of the moral ideas of the

Chinese, we have ample evidence that reverence
for age has been one of their most conspicuous and
characteristic moral qualities from the earliest

days of which we have authentic record. This
reverence svas by no means confined in its mani-
festations to acts of a merely ceremonial nature.
That it also had a thoroughly practical side is

shown in the legal provision which exempted (and
still exempts) old men from severe forms of punish-
mentin the law-courts.^ Under the semi-socialistic

system of ancient Cliina tenderness for age is also

shown in the acceptance by the State of full re.spon-

sibility for the proper care and nourishment of old

people. There were several classes of persons who
received regular subsistence-allowances. Among
these were young orphans, childless old men, old

widowers, and old widows. Chinese sympathy and

charity were not, indeed, directed towards the alle-

viation of the needs of only these ; for provision was
also made for the dumb, deaf, lame, blind, crippled,
and deformed, and for superannuated government
officials and the parents and grandparents of those
who had died in their country's service.^ But it

was in connexion with the needs and claims of

the aged that the State regulations reached their

higliest degree of elaboration. The old-age pensions
were paid in kind, not in money ; they consisted,

however, not merely of grain and other food-stufis,
but also of various useful articles, such as benches
and walking-stall's.* We are told of a very re-

markable custom whereby the aged pensioners
Avere entertained as guests of the State in the

government schools.* Thus the very young and
the very old were brought together in circum-
stances whicii cannot have failed to strike the

youthful imagination and to exercise a highlj'
beneficial influence on the development of the
moral sentiments. That children should treat their
elders with respect was, indeed, impressed upon
them by their schoolmasters in the ordinary course
of the scholastic routine.

' Let careful attention,' says Menoius, 'be paid to education
in schools. Above all, let emphasis be laid on the filial and
fraternal duties. If that is done properly, we shall not see, on
our public roads, grey-haired old men carrying burdens on
their backs or on their heads.' ^

1 This is referred to in the ' Book of Rites
'

(SBE xxvii. 66) ;

but it is also a well-known provision of the criminal law. The
exemption is not, of course, aljsolute ; but, even when convicted
of murder, old men have been treated with extraordinary
leniency (see E. Alabaster, A'otes and Cuiinnentaries 07i Chinese
Criminal Law, London, 1S90, pp. 98 f., 103).

•! .See SHE xxvii. 240-241, 4G4f. ; and E. Biot, Le Tchemi-IA,
Paris, 1851, i. 82f., 287, ii. 211.

3 SBE xxvii. 287 f.

4 lb. xxvii. 242 ; see also Legge, \\." 243 (footnote).
5 Legge, ii.- IHI f. ; see also p. 149.

But the impression made on youthful minds by
the striking example set them by the State itseff

in its public demonstrations of respect for age
must have been far deeper and more lasting than

any which can have been made by the mere force
of pedagogic precept. The ' Book of Rites

'

tells

us that the king personally presided at the enter-
tainment of the pensioners and superintended the
distribution of food and drink.' No doubt these
duties were, in practice, usually carried out by
deputy ; in any case the royal share in the pro-
ceedings would necessarily become, or tend to

become, formal or symbolical. It may be com-

pared, perhaps, with that venerable custom whereby
the emperor of China ploughed three furrows in

front of the Altar of Agriculture, thus setting an

example of industry to his people and dignifying
the labours of the millions who toil in the fields.

Seventy was the age at which officials were
entitled to claim release from the cares of office. -

When the ex-official reached the age of eighty, one
of his official friends was released from public
duties for the express purpose of attending on him.
When he attained his ninetieth year, all members
of his family employed by government were allowed
unlimited leave of absence so that they might
devote themselves to the old man's welfare.*

The Chinese moral code contains various rules

and suggestions as to the etiquette which should

govern the relations between old and young.
We are told, e.c;., that a man should treat those who are

twice as old as himself with the same kind of deference as he
would show to his father, and he should treat one who is ten

years older than himself as he would treat an elder brother,
in the company of one who is senior by five years he should
not walk abreast with him, but a little way behind him.
When a group of men of various ages are sitting together, the
eldest should be allowed to take the seat of honour.4 If an old

man and a young man are walking together, and each carries a

burden, the young man should take the old man's burden in

addition to his own, if he is physically able to do so; if he is

not able to carry both burdens, he should carry the heavier of

the two. An elderly man should not be expected or allowed to

carry a burden which is too heavy to be carried in one hand.5
When a death occurs in a family, the aged survivors are not

expected to carry out the full rites of mourning. This is because
the privations and fasts which are necessarj- in the ease of

young mourners might be injurious to an old man's health. 6

Though the attainment of old age is regarded as a
matter for congratulation, it is necessary to avoid
direct and pointed references to the advanced age
of those whom one is addressing. In this matter
tact and discretion are as necessary in China as

they are in Europe ; and only long experience of

Chinese social conventions, and a delicate appre-
ciation of the circumstances of each individual

case, will save the well-meaning European from

unconsciously offending against (^Jhinese canons of

good taste. The ' Book of Rites
'

tells us that,
when a man is addressing his parents, he must not
remind them of their age ;'' and in the 'Twenty-
four Examples of Filial Piety' this precept is illus-

trated in somewhat grotesque fashion by the story
of the elderly man who, in order to divert the

thoughts of his venerable parents from decay and
death, played and gambolled in their presence as

though he were still the darling of their earlj-
wedded life.* But old age has been treated by
poets and essayists in a much more serious manner
than this ; and, indeed, a very attractive anthology
might be made of the graceful and touching utter-

ances of Ciiinese writers on the ditl'erent aNpects of

this .subject. If they love to dwell on the tran-

quillity and beauty whicii mark the evening of a

1 SBE xxviii. 231 f. 2 lb. xxvii. 241, 466, 479.

;! lb. xxvii. 466. Similar rules applied in the case of the

l)lind.
4 lb. xxvii. 68 f., 73 f.. 76 f.

5 lb. xxvii. 244 ; cf. xxviii. 230.
» lb. xxvii. 88 ;

cf. xxviii. 439 f., and Legge, iv. pt. ii. 473, 475.

V lb. xxvii. 68.
8 See The Book of Filial Duty, tr. Ivan ChC-n, in the ' W isdom

of the East' series, London, 1!I08, p. 40.
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well-ordered life, they do not ignore the weariness

and pain, the vain regrets and wistfnl longings,
from whicli old age is rarely free.

' Dust thou art

and unto dust slialt thou return
'

is a truth which
the religious and ethical teacliers of China make
no attempt to conceal ; indeed, thej' themselves
have given expression to it in precisely the same

language.^
Tlie Chinese ideograph which stands for 'long

life
'

or '

old age
'

is very frequently brought into

artistic association with that which stands for
'

happiness.' These two characters have been
written in innumerable fanciful ways, for artistic

reputations can be won and lost, in China, by the

degree of skill or ingenuity which a calligraphist

displays in his treatment of these almost sacred

symbols. The Chinese, as is well known, regard
their wonderful system of ideographic writing with

feelings akin to reverence ; but aiiiong all the
thousands of existing characters none occupies a
more exalted place in popular esteem than the
two which stand for 'long life' and 'happiness.'
They meet the traveller's eye wherever he goes,

though sometimes they are so fantastically written
as to be ahnost unrecognizable. He will find them
carved on the rugged boulder that crow-ns the
summit of some sacred mountain—and will learn,

perhaps, that they reproduce in facsimile the hand-

writing of some famous calligraphist of a thousand

years ago ; and he will find tliem embossed on the
buckles and napkin-rings that are manufactured
for Western '

globe-trotters
'

by the Chinese silver-

smiths of to-day.
But it is not only in the Mritten ideographs that

the ideas of long life and happiness find artistic

expression. Many evergreen trees are regarded as

symbolical of longevity, and a fir-tree with snow
upon its branches is an emblem of a happy and
serene old age. Similar ideas are associated with
the bamboo. Among animals the crane and the
tortoise are universally recognized in China as
embleuiatic of longevity and immortality. These
animals frequently appear in the paintings and
embroideries whicli are presented to old people on
their birthdays and other anniversaries. When
used in this symbolic way, the tortoise is often

represented as having a row of tails. This is based
on an old fancy that, until a tortoise passes its

luindredth year, it possesses only one tail, but that

by the time it has reached the age of a thousand it

has ten tails. Perhaps it might be a ditticult task
to disprove this.

The Chinese reverence for age rests to a great
extent on the sound principle that there is no

period of human life which cannot furnish its

appropriate contribution towards the development
of the complete man. That character is something
which each man builds up for himself throughout
the whole course of his life is a belief which is no
less clearly recognized by Confucianism than it is

by modern psychology in the West. Old age is

res erenced in others and desired for oneself ; for

it is believed by the Chinese that the normal life-

time of a man, from ciuldhood to old age, is no
longer than is necessary for the full realization
of a man's moral and s])iritual capacities. The
Chinese divide life into various stages, and it is

not till he iias arrived at the age of sixty that a
man is supposed to have reached the stage of moral
and intellectual development tliat entitles him to be
described as a person of ' wisdom and exi)erience.'-

1 The passage occurs in a Chinese commentary on the ' Book
of Rites." Hsing shhifi yilt'u erhfan yil t'u,

'

the body takes
its rise from the earth and will return to the earth.' The
Chinese say that, when the white hair turns yellow (in extreme
old age), this is a sign that the bodily organism {hsing) is about
to return to the place whence it sprang (its pSn, or origin)—
namely, the earth ; for yellow is the colour with which, in

China, earth is svmbolicallv associated.
2 5£Bxxvii. 65 f., 478 f.

"

The Confucian conception of the normal stages of

moral growth, under the most favourable conditions,
may be learned from a well-known passage in the

Analects, which tells us that Confucius, at the age
of fifteen, was bent on acquiring knowledge ; at

thirty he ' stood firm
'

; at forty he had ' no
doubts'—i.e., he had tested his own cap.acities and
had defined his relationship to the world

;

^ at fifty
he ' knew the decrees of heaven'—i.e., he had de-

veloped the spiritual side of his nature ; at sixty
his ears were ' attentive to the trutii

'

; at seventy
he could follow tiie impulses of his heart without

going wrong.- As Confucius died at the age of

seventy-two, we find from this analysis that the

development of his character was practically con-
tinuous throughout all the years of his life. From
the biographical point of view, the passage is not
without interest ; but it is valuable mainly as an

early and instructive example of introspective
psychology, and as implying a recognition by the
Chinese of the important fact that no period of

human life—not even the period of physical decay—is necessarily unprogressive or sterile. It is not
till he has safely arrived at the haven of old age—
an old age that has been preceded by strenuous
and continuous moral activity

—that man can hope
(theoretically at least) to ' follow the impulses of

his heart without going Avrong.'^
Confucian psychology in this respect is by no

means contradictedby that of 20th-century Europe.
William MacDougall describes how, after re^^eated
moral conflicts, resulting in the acquirement of
' the irresistible strength of a fixed and consolidated
habit

'

of right doing, the self may come ' to rule

supreme over conduct.' Tiie individual has at

least the potential capacity of rising above moral
warfare ;

' he attains character in the fullest sense
and a completely generalized will, and exhibits to

the world that finest flower of moral growth,
serenity.''* It is interesting, in the same con-

nexion, to note that the crowning spiritual experi-
ence of some of the Christian mystics seems to

have been a sense of complete liberation from the
state of moral unrest and strife.

' " La guerra e terminata," all the energy of a strong nature
flows freely in the new channels, and modification ceases,
mechanically, to be possible to the now unified or "regener-
ated

"
self,' writes E. Underbill, with special reference to the

case of St. Catherine of Genoa.5

In spite of the fact that many of the customs
recorded in the ' Book of Rites

' have long been

obsolete, the moral sentiments of the Ciiinese with

regard to old age have undergone no material
alteration. The modifications which have taken

place in outward observances may be traced to a

variety of causes, of which the most important is

the crystallization of the rules and duties relating
to the cult of ancestors. If in normal circumstances
the State no longer provides for the necessities of

old men and women, this is because the care of the

aged is a responsibility which is assumed as a
matter of course by sons and other relatives. The
State recognition of the mutual claims and responsi-
bilities of parents and sons is illustrated in a strik-

ing way by the frequent reduction or remission of

sentences imposed on criminals on the ground
that the accused persons were the sole support of

their aged parents. Such pleas are often advanced
in the law-courts, and always receive careful con-

1 We are told on Confucius's authority that ' a man who ia

unpopular at forty will always be unpopular'—i.e., that such
further development as may take place after that age will pro-
ceed along lines which have been already laid down (Legge,
i. 330).

2 See Legge, i. 146 f.

3 Confucius realized, of course, that old age is liable to certain
moral perils which may be regarded as peculiarly its own. lie

pointed to covetousness as one of these (i6. p. 313).
1 Social PsychologyT, London, 1913, pp. 261-263.
5 Mysticism^ London, 1912, p. 264 ; see also W. R. Inge,

Personal Idealism and Mystivisvi, do. 1907, p. 16.
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sideration.' The ethical basis of the Chinese social

system is filial piety, and the duties and obligations
as well as tiie rights and privileges of every member
of a Chinese family are so clearly defined and so

rarely re[)udiated that only in quite exceptional
circumstances (such as those brought about by
famine, plague, floods, eartliquakes, and war) are
old men and women liable to become dependents
on private charity or the bounty of the State.

'If it be objected,' writes an English-educated Chinese
student of sociology,

' that the burden of the family dra;,'s down
individuals from self-development, at least it is true that pub-
licly orjranized relief is a much less urgent problem with us
than it is in England."'^

It may not be out of place to mention that in the

territory of Wei-hai-wei, now under British rule,
there is not, among the 150,000 inhabitants, a

single individual who requires to look elsewhere
than to his or her own family-group for the means
of support in old age.

Young China is showing many signs of restive-

ness under the social and ethical restraints of the
old order, and it is not unreasonable to question
whether respect for old age will, in the future, be
as conspicuous a feature of the Chinese character
as it has been in the past. Fortunately, however,
the old ways have not yet fallen into oblivion, and
even among the ardent young patriots of the New
China there are niaily who believe that the re-

generation of their country is not by any means
contingent upon the wholesale surrender of all

that has contributed to China's moral greatness in

the past.
As an interesting indication of President Yuan

Shih-k'ai's determination not -to give up the old
customs whereby public homage was rendered to

virtuous old age, we may cite a Presidential
mandate which was published in Peking as re-

cently as 6 til Jan. 1915.

This mandate refers to the fact that the mother of Lieut.-
General Liu Hsien-h6ng had reached the age of one hundred
years. This htdy, it continues, is noted for her admirable

personal qualities and for the unwearied devotion which she
showed in the education of her distinguished son. In spite of

her advanced aj-'e, it is gratifying to learn that her health and
good spirits are by no means impaired.

' She is indeed a person
of whom the State may well be proud.' The mandate concludes
by specifying the honours that are to be conferred upon the old

lad}'. These are to include a pien (honorific tablet) bearing tlie

four characters Shu Te Chi Nien,
'

Womanly Virtue and Vener-
able Age.' This tablet is to be hung on the walls of her home
as a perpetual token of the State's recognition of her virtues
and in commemoration of her attainment of a great age.

It will be noticed that in this mandate (which is

typical of multitudes of similar decrees tliat have
been issued by Chinese emperors in past centuries)

emphasis is laid, not merely on the age of the

person concerned, but also on the fact that her
life has been well spent. That the good sometimes
die young is a lamentable fact which the Chinese
know as well as we do ; but they love to think tliat

a virtuous life receives its ai)propriate reward in a
serene and liapjiy old age ; and nothing gives
greater satisfaction to their ethical sensibilities

than the contemplation of cases in which the ideal
combination of exalted virtue and great age has
been attained in real life. Thus it is that many of
the virtuous kings of ancient times are credited
with abnormally long lives. ^ Even in later and
more degenerate times it was supposed that the

proper span of a good man's life was a hundred
years. It is largely because a long life is believed
to be one of the rewards of virtue that the funeral
of an old man (esjiecially if he has left behind him
a large and prosperous family of descendants) is

1 For the legal usages in this matter see Alabaster, pp. 10;i-

106.
2 P. L. K. Tao,

' The Family System of China,' in Sociological
Rei)ii-ir, .Ian. 1918.

3 For statements to this effect of. the Shu Kintj (Legge, vol.
iii. pt. i. pp. 2r> and 51, pt. ii. p. 466 f.); cf. also .VBK^ xxvii.

314, and Wang Ch'ung, lAin IKmj, tr. A. Forke, i. (London,
1907) 313-317, 325 f.

regarded as a congratulatory festival rather than
as an occasion for sorrowing and condolence.'
There is a story told of an elderly English admiral who, while

walking with a fellow-countryman in the streets of Canton,
unexpectedly found himself surrounded and threatened by an
excited and turbulent mob of anti-foreign Chinese. Acting on
the suggestion of his companion, who knew the Chinese char-

acter, the admiral removed his hat and displayed his grey locks ;

whereupon the angry crowd immediately fell back in abashed
silence, and the Englishmen proceeded on their way unharmed.

This story may be apocryphal ; but, so long as
the telling of .such stories in illustration of the
Chinese character continues, as at present, to be
deserved by the Chinese people, it will be impos-
sible for Western critics to withhold from the
civilization of China a high tribute of respect and
admiration.
Literature.—This has been indicated in the article.

R. Fleming John.ston.
OLD AGE (Greek).—The ordinary Athenian

view of old age is well summed up by the aged
Kejihalos at the opening of Plato's Rp.pubUc :

' old men flock together ; they are birds of a feather, as the

Ijroverb says ;
and at our meetings the tale of ray acquaintance

commonly is— I cannot eat, I cannot drink
; the pleasures of

j'outh and lo\ e are fled away : there was a good time once,
but that is gone, and now life is no longer life. Some of them
lament over the slights which are put upon them by relations,
and then thev tell you plaintively of how manv evils their ol''

age is the cause
'

(Hep. 329A , tr. B. Jowett^, Oxford, 1881).

The speaker indeed goes on to say that the real

cause of this discontent lay not in old age per se,

but in the individual character (doubtless I'lato's

own view), and the testimony of the aged poet
Sophocles is quoted in witness of the blessed calm
and freedom of old age from the tyranny of the

j)assions ; but Greek literature of all periods is

far too thickly strewn with obviously sincere dis-

praise of age to permit us to doubt that it A\as

wholly hateful to the average Greek. No Greek
writer has surpassed Sophocles himself , the Repiibdc
notwithstanding, in the bitterness of his references
to old age—and that in the latest of his tragedies :

'For when he hath seen youth go by, with its hght follies,
what troublous affliction is strange to his lot, what suffering is

not therein ?—envy, factions, strife, battles and slaughters;
and, last of all, age claims him for her own,—age, dispraised,
infirm, unsociable, unfriended, with whom all woe of woe
abides '

((Erf. Col. 1230 fif., tr. R. C. Jebb3, Cambridge, 1900).

At the other end of the scale, Aristotle, in a long
passage unrivalled for the cruel ruthlessness of its

characterization, gives a picture of old age in the
same pessimistic .style [Rhet. ii. 1.3=1389'' 13). An
'ingrained horror against the condition of life

which destroys beauty and mars enjoyment,'
- and

the haunting thought of the two inevitable demons
(Keres [q.v.']) of Age and Death, ever waiting in

the backgTOund of life, came near to poisoning the

springs of happiness for the Greeks.^ The vanish-

ing of youth like a sunbeam, and the pains of age
(frag. i. 5 : dSvvijpbv yiipas ;

v. .5 : dpyaX^ov Kal &fjiop(pov

yripas) which make a man ugly (aiaxpi") and
wretched (i. 6), and death more tolerable than life

(ii. 10), is the burden of jMiinnermos. Even -Eschy-
lus hardly finds anything better to .say of a man
stricken in years than that ' his leaf is withered,
and with his three feet he wanders weak as a child,
a day-lit dream

'

{Agcini. 7911'., tr. A. W. Verrall,

London, 1889). Euripides in the same vein con-

trasts youth and age in a great ode that sounds
like the swan-song of his own golden youth (Here.
Fur. 637 H'. ). For Pindar, the poet of the '

delight-
ful things in Hellas' [to, repwva iv 'EXXdSO, the

very heart of life lay in wc;ilth. strength, and
1 On this subject see Death and Disposal of tub Dkad

(Chinese), vol. iv. p. 451 § lo.
- Mahaffv, Social Life in Greece from Homer to Menandtr,

p. 24i).

3 Cf. Theog. 767 : njAoO £c (caicas airb Ktjpa? ajivvtu, \ -yiipas T

ov\6ix.evov (tat Sai-axoio TfKo';. See the vase in the Louvre

(Pottier, Cat., no. 343; figured in J. E. H.arrison, Prolegomena
to the Sludii of Creek ReHqion'i, Cambridge, 1903, p. 174), in

which Hera'klcs with his club is about to beat out the brains of

a shrivelled ugly little figure, labelled r>ipos, which leans on a

stick.
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beauty, and in
'

glorious-limbed youth
'

(0,7X06711105

ijpa [Nem. Vii. 5]). The Athenian Solon really
stands on the .same plane, in his definition of the

happy man as one who is
' wiiole of limb, free from

disease, a stranger to misfortune, happy in his

children, and comely to look upon, and who shall

also end his life well
'

(Herod, i. 32).i

In a word, the ancient Athenian knew little of the art of

growing old gracefully ;'^ nowhere is Greek hterature so queru-
lous, so wa?itii)g in dignity, as in dealing with age and its

disabilities ; while, conversely, the glory of youth, especially in

its purely physical aspect, is the dynamic impulse of Greek art
in all its forms, especially in sculpture. Mimnermos prays that
free of disease and sorrow he may die at the age of sixty years.
We are not surprised to read that the old people of Keos, when
they reached tlie age of sixty or upwards and felt their powers
decaying, put themselves quietly out of the way with a draught
of hemlock—being indeed compelled by law to do so, in order
that there might be a sufficient maintenance left for others, and
that they themselves might not suffer from sickness and weak-
ness of extreme old age (Strabo, p. 480: npoaeraTTe yap, (is

fOiKev, I'O/LLOS Toii^ vnkp i^riKovra erTj yeyofora^ Ktt)VCLa^e(rOaL Kal

ToC SiapKfTv Tois oAXois TTji' Tpo<j>'qv. Aiid see the story there
told in reference to roi/s irpfo-jSuraTous. Cf. ^lElian, Var. Uisl.
iii. 37 ; Heracl. Pont, in Miiller, FUG ii. 215).

It seems clear that, while the Athenians, in

theory, respected and honoured the old, the facts

of lire were hardly in harmony with theory.^
Thorough, and perhaps supersensitive, humanists
as they were, the actual objective aspect of old age
seems to have been repulsive to them ; involving,
as a rule, enfeebled powers of enjoyment of most
forms of social intercourse, it was ji;ey se a hateful

thing, and its victims were regarded with at best a

iialf-contemptuous tolerance as living a very death in

life.-* Notwithstanding some examples and utter-
ances in a contrary sense (e.g., in literature, the
tendance of (Edipus by Antigone [Soph. CEd. Col.

347f. : ailfxid' Tjnuiv dvcr/mopos vXavcj/x^vri, [yepovTayuyyet]),
the general sentiment and conduct towards the aged,
in historical Athens, fell far short of that kindli-

ness which must be regarded as a touchstone of

social progress, a derivative of that whole attitude
towards the weak and the helpless, the young and
the suffering, which is one of tlie prime distinctions
between modern and ancient times. The truth is

that under the strenuous conditions of ancient life,

in which one must be either hammer or anvil,
there was but little room for the claims that might
be urged by age on the ground of long and varied

experience ; and this impatience of age in the

political sphere reacted upon the general social

conception, being reinforced also by that intense
selfishness which so deeply stained the national
character.

In this respect, as in most other things, Sparta stood in con-
spicuous contrast with Athens; and, while Athenians did not
hesitate to applaud the Spartan practice as a matter of principle,
they made little attempt to imitate it—for all their own altar of

Compassion in the Agora (cf. Xen. Resp. Lac. x. 8 : koI yap to
ndvTujv davfj.ao'TOTaroi' eTrati'oOa't ^ei/ rrdi'res ra TOtaOra eTrtTTjSeu-
IJ-ara, ^i/ueicrSai 6c avra ovSeixia ttoAij e0eKei).^ There lies

prol)ably some deep significance behind the fact that it was in

Sparta that honour to the aged as such was a fundamental of
the social system (cf. ib. x. 2 : Sets yap tou? ytpoi'Tat Kupiovs toC
irept Tijs il/uxil? aywvo^ Sieirpa^^u ivTip-OTepov elvai to yrjpai; rrj';

Tuiy a.K^a^oi'Ta)!' pci/xrjs). Herod, ii. 80 remarks that Egypt and

] Aristotle, Rhet. i. 5 = 1360b 14 g.^ gays almost exactly the same
thing, with some amplifications.

- For Sparta cf. I'lut. An sent sit ge>: resp. 24 : 6 AuVai'Spot
eiirei/, cos cV XaxeSaifiovi xdWicTTa yripui<rii'.

3 In his Rise of the Greek Epic'^, Oxford, 1911, p. 107, G.
Murray says :

'

Any sympathetic reader of early Greek poetry
will have noticed the importance, almost the sanctity, attached
to three classes of human beings : strangers, suppliants, and old
people.' He is referring, of course, chiefly to Hesiod, Works
and VaijH, 331 (see below), but he certainly e.xaggerates—in
regard to the last class, at any rate.

•• Cf. Semon. frag. 71: ti's yap aSovu^ arep \
Bvarioi' pios

7to6iLv6s ; Soph. Ant. 1165 ff. : Tis yap iiSovdi |
orai/ TTpoSuicnv

avSpc:, oil Ti6r]fi ey!a | ^-qv ToiiTOf, iAA' ifx^vxov i]yoviJ.ai. veKpof.
5 Cf. Paus. I. xvii. 1 ; 'EAe'ou Pw/llo;, <J, /uaAio-Ta OeCiv es

avOpiuTVLVOi' /3i'oi' Kal /OLera^oAas TrpayjiaTiov oTt a)(f)6Ai;uos, ixovoi
Ti/LLtts 'EAAiii'ioi' i/e^ouo-if 'ASTji'aioi. He goes on to mention an
altar of AiSuis also. At the best it was allowed that age brings
wisdom (cf. Honi. II. iii. 109 f.). But the characteristic of
.\thenian democracy is expressed in the complaint of the
Erinyes— en-el KaSiTrnd^ei /le npea-pvTiv veos (^SCh. Eum. 734).

Sparta agreed in the respect paid to age ;
it evidently struck

him as very strange. Here we may recall the hackneyed
anecdote of Cicero (de Senect. xviii. 63 f.) of the aged man to
whom the Lacedajmonian ambassadors in the Athenian theatre
offered a seat—and brought down the house— ' dixisse ex iis

quendam, Athenienses scire quae recta essent, sed facere nolle.'

For the respect paid to the old by the young in Sparta see the
anecdote in Plut. Lye. 15.

Perhaps the early decay of respect for the aged
is in part traceable to the fiery experiences of the

migratory age, which must have destroyed many
of the finer elements in civilization (cf. G. Murray,
Rise of the Greek Epic^, \k 101). Partly also,

perhaps, it was a natural result in military socie-

ties, where with decay of bodily powers practical

fighting value disappeared
—the universally recog-

nized limit of age for active military service in

Greece was sixty years. How far, if at all, it is to

be brought into relation with the primitive practice
of slaying the man-god as soon as he exhibiteil

symptoms of failing powers, in order to transfer
his spirit with unimpaired vigour to a succes.sor—a

practice and belief which undoubtedly took a
broader sweep, beyond the circle of rulers, and
aft'ected the general sentiment touching bodily
decay and death in the case of ordinary folk—must
be left here undetermined (see J. G. Frazer, on the

preference for a violent death, in GE^, pt. iii., The

Dying God, London, 1911, p. 9ff.). Certain is it

that, apart from the example of Sparta, there i-^

ample evidence of a time when the aged counteil
for more in public life than was the case generally
in Athens.
A reminiscence of the pristine statw of the aged lingers in

the use of the word 7rpeV^eis =
' ambassadors.' The use of the

term Ta Trarpia to exju'ess 'ancient law,'
' the way of ancestors,'

is derived from a time when the old men of the tribe (oi

ye'poi'Tes)
were the repositories of the sacred tradition or institu-

tions of the comnmnity (cf. G. Murray, Four Stages of Greek

Religion, New York, 1912, p. 51). This was an actual working
fact at Sparta, where the yepouo-ia of twenty-eight men over

sixty years of age,i in conjunction with the two kings, was the

guardian of the custom of the State, and '
in case the people

decided crookedly the senate with the kings were to reverse
their decision

'

(Plut. Lye. 6 : ai 6e a-icoAiai' 6 ia/nos cAoito, tovs

npea^vyeveas kol apxaycTas a7roo'TaT7)pa5 ^pi€v
—tovt' ecTTt p,rj

Kvpoitu, aAA' oAtos a^iuTacrdai Kai fiioAueti' TOt' hrip.ov'). The con-
stitution of Sparta was in this respect a survival from a time
when an oligarchy of old men decided all matters of importance,
to the practical exclusion of the younger men, who in general
assembly (Apella or Agora) had merely a right of acceptance or

rejection of definite proposals, without power of amendment or
discussion (cf. Thuc. i. 87). In Athens a similar council also

existed, a mere shadow of its former self, in the shape of the
once venerable Areiopagos, which under the developed demo-
cracy was entirely cut off from all direction of political affair.s.

Only when the policy of the j'ounger men had brought the
State to the brink of ruin, by the failure of the expedition to

Sicily, in 413 B.C., was recourse had once more to the counsel of

the old, to save if that were still possible (Thuc. viii. 1 : Kal

dpxqv riva irpca^vTeptMiv dvSpHv eKetrOat, oiTire; Trepl tijjv Trapoi'Twi'

<us dv Katpb; ^ Trpo^ov\ev(rov(Ti).

Even in Homer the precariousness of the rights
of the aged as against the young and lusty is

clearly evident through the glamour of courtly and
heroic life and i)oetry. Nestor is no real exception,
for, besides having plenty of sons to champion him,
he is reijresented as more than merely old—he has
lived so far beyond the usual span of life that he

enjoys the prestige of a sort of sanctity for his very
age ; and, besides, he is deliberately treated by tlie

poet as a privileged figure.^ With Peleits, for all

that he is mated with an immortal, the case is very
dilierent. Achilles in the under world puts the
anxious question to Odysseus :

1 Cf. Tyrt. ap. Plut. Lpc. 6 : Trpso-^uras ye'po;'Tas as an element
of the Spartan constitution. In the light of his observation or

the ill effects of life-tenure by men of advanced age in oligarchi-

cally organized States, Aristotle criticizes this, especially in

respect of the judicial functions of the Spartan Gerusia ; for

there is, he says, an old age of the mind, as well as of the body
(Pol. ii. 9. 25 = 1270*'). On the same lines, he would notapprove
of the life-tenure of the members of the Athenian Areiopagos.
The best men in his ideal State become priests in advanced age,
and Plato is of much the same opinion (Laws, 755 A, 923 1!).

2 Cf. A. Lang, Homer and his Age, London, 1906, p. 284 :

' Of all the characters in Homer that of Nestor is most familiar

to the unlearned world, merely because Nestor's is a "character

part," very broadly drawn.'
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'Tell me of noble Peleus—is he yet held in honour aiuonjj the

Mj'rmidons, or do they set him at nauj^ht from Hellas to Plithia,
for that old a.ge hinds his hand and foot? For I am no longer
his champion under the sun

'

(Od. xi. 494 £f.).

And the father of Odysseus himself is fain to be-

take himself to his distant farm '

withered, unkempt,
and clad unseemly' {Od. xi. 187 fi'., xxiv. 22511'.).

Hesiod, in his fanciful sketch of the evolution of

the world through the various ages, imagines a first

or golden age in which men did not grow old, but

passed away without pain or decay, as if falling on

sleei) (Worics caul Days, 11311'.). The fifth or iron

age of the poet's own time is one which, as it

passes gradually into the sixth age, will exhibit a

progressive depravity, among the marks of which
will be that children dishonour their ageing parents
and set at naught their admonitions (18211'.).

Hesiod's catalogue of deadly sins includes, along
with injuries done to suppliants, guests, or orphans,
harsh words to aged parents (331 ff.). The limita-

tion or narrowness of range here observable is

found in later Athenian society ; for in Athens
also the obligation of reverence or kindliness

towards the old tended to be thrown entirely upon
the family group, and to be conhned to the special
relations] lip obtaining between parents and chil-

dren. The very insistence of Greek lawgivers upon
this specific form of the obligation may well raise

a suspicion that, even as thus limited, it was by no
means universally honoured in practice. Among
the Athenians, in fact, it was a counsel of perfec-
tion for the individual member of the family
rather than, as in Sparta, a general attitude of

society, binding without further question, even
where the narrower relationship did not exist. ^

We are thus compelled to make special reference

to this particular form of obligation, as dealt with
in Athens.
The general term was yqpoTpo<liiiv or yrfpopoaxelv. The law

compelling children to nurture and protect their parents in

old age (6 ttjs (caKuJo-ews i'd/i05, in Is. viii. 32, where the speaker
is at pains to i-:sist that it covered also grandfather and great-

grandfather) 2 was, of course, attributed to Solon (Aristoph.

fSirds, 1354 ff. : ev raU twv ireKapyuiv Kvp^eaiv ; Dem. xxiv. 103).

It seems to have specified four forms of breach—ill-usage,
refusal of bed or of board, and neglect of funeral rites (to.

i'onif6(i€i/a ;
see Lys. xiii. 91 ; Dem. xxiv. 107 ; Aristoph. Birds

757). It was enforced by a ypa<j>ri •yoi'ewi' ica/cw<rEa>s, which came
before the chief Archon (Arist. Ath. Pol. Ivi. 6; Hyper. Pro
Euxen. 6 : </)auA6s ctrxi itp'o'; tous kavrov yoveis- 6 a.px<^v ewi

TovTou Ka.6-t]ra.i). In accord with his own exalted conception of

filial duty (see the remarkable passage in Laws, 931 A : nariqp
ovv oToj Kai fJiriTTip 17 TOUTiui' irarepfs ij firfrepe^ iv olKia Kfu'TOi

(C€i/xT)Aioi an-eipTjKOTes yijpf, /J.ii5els SiavoriOriTU) TTore oyoA/aa avT(Z,

roiOVTOv €(f*€(TTiov tfipu/jLa €V oiKta e\(tiv, fxaWov KupLov etreaOai),

Plato prescribes as penalty for its violation perpetual exile and
exclusion from the temples {Laws, 881 E). His penalties are

sterner than those actually in use. At Athens a son convicted

of maltreatment of parents became artfio? to awna (but without
confiscation [Andoc. i. 74 ; see art. Ati.mia];. This meant that

he vi'as excluded from the Agora, i.e. from the ordinary privi-

leges of civic intercourse, and could not speak in the assembly
(^schines, i. 28 : idi' tis A«yj? «'i' ruj S^p-w toc narepa tutttwi' ij

T7)v /uiTjTe'pa, T) pi) Tpeijiuiy, 17 p.7) jrape'xwc oiKT/crii'' toOtoi' ouk en

Keyeiv). Whether this was the sole penalty is not known. He
certainly ran the risk of being excluded from otKce

;
for one of

the questions put at the 'scrutiny' (Soictnao-i'a) of a candidate
for the Archoiiship was whether he treated his parents well

(Arist. Ath. Pal. Iv. 3 : yofe'as ei ev Troiei), and a negative proved
against him entailed rejection (Xen. Mem. ii. 2. 13). The obliga-

tion, however, was subject to the proviso that a parent had
given his son an education befitting his station in life (Plut.
Sol. 22 : uiu) Tpi<i>tLv Toi' irarepa prj SiSa^dpei/ov re'xi'rji' ittava.yKi<;

/XT) etrai).
The provision by which a suit might be instituted by a son

against an aged father for mental imbecility, in order to de-

prive him of the management of his estate, seems sometimes to

1 CI. Xen. Mem. iii. B. IB : Ae'yfis, i<\>r], iroppto nov elvai rjj

ffoAet TT)!' KoXoKayadiav. ttotc yap ovTws AST^yaioi, oicTTrep

Aa/cefiaip.di'tot, rj Trpiitr^vTepou? at^to'Oi'Tat, o'l aTrb rujr Trarepcoi'

apxovTai KaTaijypoveif toji' yepanepioi' ; Ci<;. de Senect. xviii. 63 :

' Lacedaemoiiem csne lioncstissinuim domicilium senectutis ;

nuscjuam eiiim tantum tribuitur aetati, nusquam est senectus

honoratior'; cf. an important passage in Ariat. Eth. Nic.
ix. 2. 7 ff .

- But in Attic prose yovfU never properly means anything but

'parents' in the strict sense, though Plato also (Laus, 931)
would extend the range of the law. For Ionic usage cf.

Herod, i. 91.

have been improperly used (cf. Plat. Laws, 9'28 E : vieU t' o5 <r<(>i<Ti

ffarepas uffb vocruiv t) yiipaj? fiiariSepcVovs al<T\pi^<; efeivat iropa-
yoi'as ypaL<l>e(T0aL ; Aristoph. Clouds, 844 f. The well-known story
of the prosecution of the aged Sophocles by his son lophon is,

however, an invention or mere mistake). Socrates was accused
of encouraging this undutifulness (Xen. Mem. i. 2. 49 ; cf. the
scene in Aristoph. Clouds [13:ilff.], in which Pheidippides, re-

presented as a pupil of Socrates, asserts his right to inflict

bodily chastisement upon both father and mother). Aristo-

phanes in another play represents an old juror as congratulat-
ing himself that his official position and pay enable him to com-
mand at least a show of family affection, together with more

tangible comforts ( Wasps, 605 fT.).

ft is, of course, not to be gathered from the
above that either aged parents or old folk in

general were treated as a rule especially badly in

Athens. Probably few States in Greece oliered as

efficient protection to life and limb, personal
dignity, and property as was given by the laws of

Athens (cf. Dem. Meid. 221 fl'. ) ; perhaps none pro-
vided .so ready access to legal protection and re-

dress to even the humblest and most helpless.

And, notwithstanding their tendency to a certain

smugness of self-gloritication on this score,' we may
readily grant that the public conscience of the
Athenians was more tender in regard to breaches
of the ' unwritten laws

'

of mankind (koivos v6/xos 6

Kara (pvaiv [Arist. Ehct. i. 13=1373. 4])^ than that

of the rest of the Greeks. It still remains a fact,

however, that reverence and care for the aged, as

such, had in Athens, outside the family relation-

ship, no stronger force behind it than the vague
feeling of aiScis, 'shame,' the 'unseen barrier'

(G. Murray, Eise of the Greek Epic", p. 103 f.)
—a

mere emotion, not organized in a conscious and

binding social ordinance. What must have been
the disintegrating ett'ect upon this of the not infre-

quent ruthless enslavement and massacre of whole

conmiunities, e.g. Skione (Thuc. v. 32 : airiKTii.va.v

Tom •^/ScDi'ras, iratSas 5^ Kal yvvalKai r]i>opaTr6di<Tav) and
Melos (Thuc. v. 116)? The cynical contempt for

justice and mercy exliibited in the latter case was
indeed symptomatic of a terrible deterioration in

Athenian character—a change for the wor.se which,

according to Thucydides, passed like a blight over
the whole Greek world in the course of the Pelo-

ponnesian war (Thuc. iii. 82 f. : Kai ixy]v to ^uyyeves
ToO iratpLKOv dWoTpubTepou eyevero).
Literature.—Beyond a few pages in J. P. Mahaffy, Social

Life in Greece from Homer to 3Ienander, London, ISOS, the

subject has apparently not bten treated, except by way of mere
reference. W. J. WOODHOUSE.

OLD AGE (Hebre\v and Jewi.sh).—For the
IJiblical writers this earthly life, despite its manj'
inevitable sorrows, is so essentially good that

length of days is accounted a blessing. It is

one of the rewai'ds promised to righteousness
(cf. Ex 2012 232fi, Dt 4^» 5^3 IP' 22', Is 60^, Ps OI'*

921-', Pr 10" 12'-« etc.). 'Despise not thou,'

Eliphaz exhorts Job, 'the chastening of the

Almighty'; for then 'thou shalt come to thy

grave in a full age, like as a shock of corn

cometh in in its season
'

(Job 5''- -"). A short life

is a life ended before its time, an incomplete life.

What constitutes old age in the view of the

Biblical writers? Gn 5 tells of men who lived

more than nine centuries, and in (Jn 6 the divine

decree lixes 1'20 years as the span of hum.iii life.

Ibit in the books subsequent to the rentatouch

the average duration of life and the corresiwnding

conception of old age are much the same as those

of our day. The statement of the Psalmist (Ps
1 Cf. Thuc. ii. 37 : aKpodcrei tut I'OfXiov, Ka'i piiAi<TTO avTiir Txroi

je «Jr' s!i(j>(\i<f Tail- aSiKOVfueiu)!' Kelvrai Ka'i oaoi dypaij.oi oi'Tts

ai(Txvvriv 6poAoyoiip«ii)i' tftepova-i ; I'lato, Laifs, 642 l>(.\thenians

the only people who are good by nature, by a dis])Oiisalion o_(

Providence) ; Uem. Meid. 49 ;
I'aus.

_i.
xvii. 1 : Tovroif

Sf^
ov>

TO. €s <f>i.\avOpuiniav p-ovov Ka$^<TTijKei; oAAa Kol fleous eu<r<^oO<rii'

aXX.wv TrAt'oi'.
c^ o ;

2 For the ' unwritten law '(rbr IlaifAAvi'torrdporlEur. SupjH.

520]) see Soph. (Kd. Tyr. 865 flf., and Xen. Mem. iv. 4. 19, where

Socrates speaks of the
aypo<^oi

lopoi which are e'l' rrainj x<"P<»

(taToTaiiTo »'opt^6p(»'oi, and Soph. Antig. 456f.
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90'") is clear ami decisive :

' The days of our years
are threescore years and ten, or even by reason of

strength fourscore years.' 'At the most,' says
Ben Sira (Sir 18*),

' the number of man's days are

a Imndred years.' Nor is there any discrepancy
between tlie two estimates. The hrst gives the

average, the second the extreme, duration of

liunian life. The great personages of the Penta-

teuch -wiio come after the Deluge—Nahor, Terah,
the Patriarclis, Moses, Aaron—live longer than a

century. But, as Leopold Low points out (Die

Lebcnsalter, p. 2;U),
' as regards the post-Mosaic

period tlie Bible names onlj'^ three persons whose

ages exceeded a hundred, viz. Job (a doubtfully
historic character), Jehoiada the High Priest, who,
according to Chronicles, lived to be 130, and

Joshua, who died at 110.' Eli is blind at ninety-

eight (1 S 4'5), and is evidently regarded as verj-
old ; and Barzillai, at eighty, is described as 'a

very aged man,' and as asking,
' Can thy servant

taste wliat I eat or what I drink? can I hear any
more the voice of singing men and singing M-omen ?

'

(2 S 19*-- ^). Further, as Low also points out, of

the fourteen kings of Judali whose age at death is

stated no one reached seventy. Of these Jelio-

shaphat, Hezekiah, and Josiah are praised as

righteous kings, and yet the first died at fifty, the
second at fifty-four, and the third before he was

forty. According to the view of ALaimonides

(Mdreh N^bhukhtm, ii. 47), the longevity of the
Patriarchs was exceptional ; ordinary men and
women in their time lived much shorter lives.

That even the Pentateuchal writers formed a
moderate estimate of tiie average duration of life

is indicated by the laws providing for the com-

pulsory retirement of the Levites from active

service on their reaching the age of fifty (Nu 8^).
In the Bible the disabilities of old age are clearly

recognized. The famous passage in Ec 12, with
its allusion to the years of which one says,

'
I

have no pleasure in them,' and its picture of the
darkened sun and moon, the trembling keepers of

the house, the strong men bent, the diminishing
grinders (all images for the physical infirmities of

the aged), is typical of the attitude of the OT
writers to this aspect of the subject. The thought
of the loss of vigour which inevitably accompanies
the decline of life is expressed in the Psalmist's

prayer (Ps 7P; cf. v.^^),
' Cast me not off in the time

of old age ;
forsake me not when my strength

faileth.' But over against the physical and other
drawbacks of old age are set its moral and
spiritual advantages :

' The hoary head is a crown
of glory' (Pr 16^^ ; cf. 17"); it is the embodiment
and the symbol of ripe wisdom (Job 12^^ 32"). It

is because of such iiigher attributes as these that
old age is honourable and deserving of respect.
Mere length of days, which is more or less an
accident, does not entitle the aged to considera-
tion. Their real claim to it lies in the intellectual
and moral excellences which they have acquired in

the course of their long life.
' The hoary head is

a crown of glory, if it be found in the way of

righteousness' (Pr 16^'), and 'better is a poor and
wise youth than an old and foolish king, who
knoweth not how to receive admonition any more '

(Ec 4'^; cf. Job 32^). Nevei-theless age is, as a
rule, the guarantee of experience. A child-ruler
is a calamity (Ec 10'®; cf. Is y), but 'with aged
men is wisdom, and in length of days understand-

ing' (Job 12'-; cf. 15""^). Elihu, however, who is

a young man himself, contests the universality of
this truth. The spirit of God may give a man
understanding independently of his years (Job
32"- *). But, when age goes with wisdom and
righteousness, it must be honoured. Not only is

it to be regarded respectfully, but it must be
treated with outward signs of reverence. ' Thou

slialt rise up before the hoary head' (Lv 19^-)
—a

command which has for its sanction the warning,
' Tliou shalt fear thy (Jod.' He who violates the

precept has nothing to fear frtuu the aged ; for thej'^

are too feeble to avenge the dishonour offered

them. But he has to fear God, who protects the
weak and makes their cause His (cf. v.''*). Even
to interrupt them when they are speaking is

improper ; Elihu waits before intervening in the
famous discussion because the others are ' elder
than he

'

(Job 32^). That it is the part of wisdom
to listen to the advice of old people in preference
to that of the young is implied in the story of

Eehoboam (1 K 12 ; cf. Dt 32^). It is a sign of the

degeneracy of the times and a cause of impending
calamity when youth bears itself insolently towards

age (Is 3^, La 5'-). But, even apart from the

higher qualities just mentioned, the physical
weakness inseparable from old age bespeaks
especial consideration for it. To 'nourish' the

aged in the wider sense of the term is a duty
(PiU 415).

The honourableness of old age is set forth in the

Apocrypha also. A peculiar charm clings to it :

' As the lamp that shineth upon the holj' candle-

stick, so is the beauty of the face in ripe age'
(Sir 26'"). The old must be helped (3'-); they
must not be 'vexed' (ib.) ; their infirmities must
be borne with patiently (v.'^). Their society is to

be sought out (6^^). The aged must not be con-

temned,
' for some of us also are waxing old

'

(8").

But, again, wisdom and moral worth are the con-

ditions precedent to an honourable old age :

'

Understanding is gray hairs unto men, and an

unspotted life is ripe old age' (^Yis 4*). Further,
as in Proverbs (3^* '®), the attainment of old age is

made dependent upon a man's way of life (Sir

30-3-25).

The doctrine of the Rabbis on this .subject is a

developrient of the earlier teaching. They feel

the dra^\ backs of old age as keenly as do the
Biblical sages :

"The commonest figs pleased us better when we were

young' than the costliest peaches do now that we are old'

(Jer. Peak, 20a). 'He that learns when he is young,' the
Rabbis say elsewhere (Abh6th, iv. 20),

' writes on clear paper ;

he who learns in old age writes on blotted paper.'

Another saying (Abhvth dJ^ R. Nathan, 23) likens
the latter to a man who marries when he is old,
and to a surgeon who has a knife for his ojieration,
but no ointment with which to close the wound.
For the Talmud also long life is the outcome of

the well-spent life. Vice ages a man before his

time [Shab. 152a). He has to pay the penalty for

youthful, sins in the after years. Needless or

excessive physical strain is another agent that

shortens life. Thus the Talmud warns us against
li\'ing in a city set on a hill since it entails toilsome
ascents ('Erub. oQa). In like manner, a Rabbi,

questioned as to the reason why he has himself
carried to the bath-house, instead of walking to it,

answers that he must keep his strength for his

declining years (Jer. Beza, 60r). What constituted
old age for the Talmudic teachers is evident from
the avLymii (Abhoth, v. 24) that 'at sixty a man
attains old age, at seventy the hoary head.' Death
l)efore sixty, they say in another place (Jlo'ed

Katon, 28«), is premature. Some conversations
between aged Rabbis and their disciples on the
secret of their longevity have been preserved
by the Talmud. Eacli Rabbi accounts for his long-
life in practically a diflerent way, and assigns
more than one reason for it. The explanations
range from obedience to the ritual law to the
observance of the highest morality :

'
I have never risen on the fall of others, or taken with me to

m}' bed the recollection of a wrong done to me during' the da.\
'

:

'

I have never accepted a gift
'

(i.e. when acting as a judge) ;

•

I

have never shown myself angry in uiy house, or taken pleasure
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in the misfortunes of others ; nor have I called another by an
opprobrious name' (M'giUdh, 276 ff.).

The Midrasli (Midr. Rabbah to Lv 14^) has the

story of a man who, masquerading' as a mounte-
I'ank, offers for sale the elixir of life. He gives
his customers the verse in Ps34i'-'- 'What man is

he that desireth life, and loveth many days . . . ?

Keep thy tongue from evil.' Diligent attendance
at public worship is another practice conducing to

long life (B^rdkh6th, 8a). Physical influences also

play their part, especially attention to hygienic
rules. Thus the Talmud recommends the habit
of eating slowly, due regulation of the bodily
functions, bathing, and moderate exercise (ib. 546 ;

K'thftbhoth, lib, 111«). Rabbi ^anina, vigorous
at eighty, attributes his strength to his mother's
habit of giving him warm baths and anointing his

body with oil when he was a child (Hullin, 246).

Maimonides, in his turn, after quoting many
dietetic prescriptions from the Talmud, concludes
as follows :

'To every man who obeys these rules I guarantee that he
Avill never be ill, but, on the contrary, will achieve old age,
need no doctor, and enjoy perfect, uninterrupted health unless
he has had a feeble constitution from the beginning, or has
been addicted to evil habits from his earlj' years, or is attacked
by plague or famine' (Hil. Death, iv. 20).

A physician, however, Maimonides discerns the

powerful influence exerted by the intellectual and
the spiritual life upon the physical health, and
therefore upon a man's chances of attaining old

age. Thus the section (Hil. Deoth) of his Ydd
from which the foregoing passage is taken deals
as much with morals as with hygiene. He does
not stand alone in this respect. Most of the many
Jewish aids to right living Avliich have appeared
since the close of the Talmud give equal attention
to physical and religious wellbeing. For the
authors of these manuals the physical life is

eminently worth safeguarding as the one certain

opportunity for service (see art. Life AND Death
[.Jewish]); aid, on the other hand, the health of

the soul is an essential condition of the bodily
health. A typical example is the work entitled
Shebilt Emunah, written by Meir ibn Aldabi
(14th cent.), in which Galen and Hippocrates are

placed under contribution equally with the Bible
and the Rabbis, and in which disquisitions on

anatomy, hygiene, and longevity are inserted
between chapters on theological questions. For
Jewish teachers, ancient and more modern alike,
old age is a good thing ; it is the natural rounding
off of the physical life. Nevertheless an early
death is not necessarily a premature death. A
brief life may still ])e a full life :

^There are those who win their world in a single hour'
(^Ahikia Zclrd, 106).

Old age, t,.o, is honourable. The aged have the
matured wisdom which youth necessarily lacks.

' He that learns from the young eats unripe grapes, drinks
new wine ; he that learns from the old eats ripe grapes, drinks
old wine '

{Ahhoth, iv. 20).

This is said of those who possess both years and
learning. As to ordinary folk the Talmud makes
a curious discrimination between the sexes. It

quotes with approval the current adage,
' An old

man in the house is a nuisance, an old woman a
treasure' [Erahin, 19rt). On the other hand, old
women are fonder of amusement than old men are :

' A drum sets a woman of sixty jigging as though she were
six' (Moed Kalon, 96).

Respect for old age occu])ies a prominent place
in the Talmudic ethics. ' Wiio is sure of heaven ?

He that honours the aged' (Bdbha Bnthra, \()h).

The duty has no limitations of race or religion ;

it must })e practised towards the Vj^wWX&^Qiddushin ,

33r«). On the other hand, moral worth must grace
it if it is rigidly to claim respect. 'Wiiat,' ask
the Rabbis {Midr. llabbah to (;n24'), 'is honour-
able old age 'i

'

They answer,
' That wiiicli has w(m

a man both worlds. It is possible to be venerable
without being old, and contrariwi.se. ' Some men
are aged, but lack years ; others live long, but
lack age,' i.e. experience and character; but to be
old and venerable is the ideal condition (ib. ; cf.

Wis 49). The Talmud (BTakhoth, 28a) tells of a

sage (Eleazar ben Azariah) who, appointed head
of the Sanhedrin at eighteen, suddenly becomes
grey as a sign of his litiiess for the high office.

For the Talmud, indeed, the learned are alwaj-s
aged, irrespective of their years (Qiddf(s/ti)i, 33a).
To them must be shown the deference which is

due to old age. The Rabbis lay down detailed
rules for their treatment. One must rise before

them, reverently salute them, refrain from sitting
in their accustomed seats, and from contradicting
or interrupting them. They must be addressed

respectfully and ans\\ ered gently (ib. 32a, 33a ;

Midr. Rnbbah to Nu 11'"; Maimonides, Hd. T.

Tordh, chs. v., vi.). Their advice, even if it be to

pull down the Temple, is to be preferred to the

opinion of the young, though it be to build it up
(Tosefta, 'Abuda Zdrd, i. 19). Even the old sage
who has forgotten his learning must be treated

tenderly ; for were not the broken tablets of the
Law placed in the Ark of the Covenant side by
side with the whole tablets (B'rdkhvth, 86) ? So
far did some of the Rabbis carry their reverence
for age that they would rise before an unlettered
old man on the plea that his very longevity
necessarily proved that he had merits. A heathen
sage was also thus to be honoured, for '

many a
sorrow must have lighted upon that gi'ey head'
(Qiddushin, 326, 33a). On the other hand, day-
labourers, when at work, are exempt from the

duty of rising before the aged, for their time is

their money. And the Rabbi is exhorted not

needlessly to impose the duty of showing him
respect upon the common people. To this end he
is counselled to go by unfrequented bywaj's in
order to avoid the crowd (ib. 33a ; Maimonides,
Hil. T. Toruh, vi. 2, 3).

Jewish practice is the embodiment of the fore-

going precepts. Reverence and tender considera-
tion for old age fill a large place in the Jewish life.

The aged mIio to a long life unite piety and learn-

ing are made the object of singular veneration.
The chief places in the Sanhedrin and the syna-
gogue, as well as at table, were given to' old

people. Very aged men, however, were debarred
from membership of the Sanhedrin owing to the
fear that old age might have blunted their feelings
and so made their judgments unduly severe (Sank.
366; Maimonides, Sank. i. 3). In tlie charitable
domain the old, whether learned or not, are deemed
worthy of especial solicitude. The disdiarge of
this obligation was a characteristic feature of the
Essenes (Philo [ed. Mangey, London, 1742], ii.

459). Special charities for the relief of the aged
have always been a familiar feature in the Jewish
communal organization. These took the form of

money gifts, but also of institutions called hcqdish,
'

the consecrated house'—hospitals in the broadest
sense of the term, which otiered an asylum not

only to the sick, but to strangers and old people.
The earliest instance of such an institution known
to history is that in Cologne in the 11th contury.

Literature. — I. Abrahams, JewUh Life in the Middle
Aijest. London, 1896; Hamburger, artt. 'Alter,' 'Greisenalter,'
'

Lebensdauer,' and '

Verliingerung des Lebens'; M. Joseph,
Judaism ax Cncd and Li/e"^, London, 1910 \.JE, artt.

'

Charity
'

and '

Age, Old ; L. Low, Die Lihensalter in der jiidischeii

Literatttr, Szegedin, 1875 ; S. Suwalski, Chaye llayehudi,
Warsaw, lSi)8. MOKKI.S JOSEPH.

OLD AGE (Iranian).— Iranian data concerning
the treatment of the , ged are curiously meagre.
Strabo (p. 517), quoting Onesicratus. who flour-

ished in the time of Alexander the Great, says thai
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the Bactrians were accustomed to throw those who
were worn out v ith age or infirmity to doys bred

expressly for tlie purpose ; so that the space before

tlie Bactriau metropolis was clean, but the land
within the walls was covered with human bones.
This barbarous custom, he continues, was stopped
by Alexander. A similar statement is maile by
Porphyrius (de Abstincntia, iv. 21), while instances
of cold-blooded abandonment of the sick are given
by Agathias (ii. 23), who wrote in the 6tli cent.
A.u. In the Avesta itself there is only a single
allusion which can be construed as referring to tlie

treatment of the aged. This is contained in the

Vendidad, iii. 15-21, which states that one who
bears a corpse alone, thus bringing upon himself
the most dread of all impure demons, must be

placed in a dry and barren spot, where few living
creatures pass, and at least thirty paces from fire,

water, the barsoin, and the faithful Zoroastrian.
There he is to be confined in an enclosure, and to be
clothed and fed MTetchedly until he becomes ' old

'

{h(ina),
'

aged
'

(zauriira), and 'impotent' (pairiStd-
xSudra)—terms which the Pahlavi Frahang-l Oim
(ed. H. Jamaspji and M. Haug, Bombay, 1867, pp.
5, 48 ; ed. H. Keichelt, Vienna, 1900, p. 9) explains
as connoting respectively

'

seventy,'
'

fifty,' and
'

ninety
'

years of age, while the Pahlavi com-

mentary on the Vendidad passage (ed. F. Sinegel,
Vienna, 1853, i. 26 ; ed. D. P. Sanjana, Bombay,
1895, p. 38) makes the adjectives denote '

fifty,'
'

fifty
'

(doubtless a clerical error for '

sixty
'

; cf.

Spiegel, Commentnr ubcr das Avesta, Leipzig, 1864,
i. 91), and 'seventy.' When the person thus de-
filed reaches these ages, the Mazdayasnians are
directed to send to hira a sturdy man, who is to
cut off" his head and leave his corpse for the vul-

tures, while the executioner repeats the words :

' This man repenteth him of all his evil thoughts,
and evil words, and evil deeds.' There is, there-

fore, a certain degree of confirmation of the Greek
statements as to the Persian treatment of the

aged, but it must be borne in mind that the cases
of such abandonment and putting to death of the
old are restricted by the Avesta text to a single
case of religious pollution of the utmost gravity,
so that to this day the Persian Zoroastrians re-

quire two corpse-bearers at the dakhmahs (' towers
of silence '), while each pair of those who carry the
dead body to the tower nmst be symbolically joined
by the kusti, or sacred girdle (A. V. W. Jackson,
Persia Past and Present, New York, 1906, jjp. 389,
392).

Despite the statements of Onesicratus and Aga-
thias, and notwithstanding the Avesta passage
already discussed, it would seem that the position
of the aged in ancient Persia was one of respect,
if the general spirit of the sacred books of Iran
forms any criterion, and if the affection for chil-

dren which characterized the Persians, and which
usually implies care for the equally helpless aged,
be taken into consideration. This is borne out by
the Cyropicdia of Xenophon (I. ii. 13 f., VIII. vii.

10), which, romance though it be, is jjerhaps of
more value as a source for Persian life than is

generally believed ; while the Avesta itself (Vendi-
dad, x\\. 1) requires the children to mourn thirty
days for a deceased parent if good (i.e. in heaven) or

sixty days if evil (i.e. in hell). Tlie Pahlavi Artfi-

Virdf (Ixv., ed. Haug and E. W. West, Bombay,
1872, pp. 94-95, 188) likewise assigns a distinct

punishment in hell for those children who failed
to respect their parents ; and the classical writers
Herodotus (i. 138), Aristotle (Eth. Nie. viii. 10),
and Quintus Curtius (V. ii. 22) explicitly affirm
the reverence of Persian children for their fathers
and mothers (A. Rapp, ZDMG xx. [1866] 111).

Literature. — F. Windischmann, Zoroastrische Studien,
Berlin, 1863, pp. 297-299

;
F. Spiegel, Erdnische AUerthums-

kunde, Leipzig, 1878, iii. 682; B. Brisson, De regio Peisannn
piincipatu, ed. J. H. Lederlin, Strassburg, 1710, pp. 451-453
597-598. Louis H. Gray.
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OLD AGE (Japanese).—Like other races, the

Japanese have always both hoped for and feared
old age. In the ancient poems, which give expres-
sion to their inmost feelings, Ave find them wish-

ing for the long life of the crane and tortoise, or

envying the thousand-year-old pine-tree (see M.
Kevon, Antliologie de la littiraturejaponaisc, Paris,
1910, pp. 144, 150, 157), but at the same time they
lament 'the snoAV and the waves' Avhich year by
year they discover in their bronze mirror, and be-
wail the rapid course of human life, ephemeral as
the foam on the water, like the dew or the convol-
vulus blossom (ib. pp. 145, 246, 338, etc.). Old age
with them, however, is singularly softened hy the

respect which is accorded it, and Avhich is notice-

able, with but a few exceptions, throughout the
whole history of their civilization.

This aro.se naturally from the respect for parent-^
which we find as early as the mythological stories.

The emperor Keiko, e.g., terrified at the violent temper of liis

son, the famous hero, Yamato-dake, sends him, almost alont
and unarmed, to fight formidable enemies in all parts of the
empire ; Yamato-dake does not dream for a moment of disput-
ing his father's orders. This fierce warrior weeps at the thought
that his father wishes for his death, but he obe.ys with absolute
submission (see Heroes and Hero-Gods [Japanese], vol. vii. p.
663, and cf. Kojiki, tr. B. H. Chaniberlain'J, Tokyo, 1906, p. 260).

This filial respect gradually extends to others be-
sides parents, to all aged men whose experience
and wisdom are appreciated (e.g., Kojiki, 147).
The emperor him.self, in spite of his divine char-

acter, willingly renders homage to the superior
exi^erience of the aged minister Take-uchi, a

Japanese Methuselah (ib. 353).
If this was the case in the primitive period, it

would be much more so when the development of

ancestor-worship, under Chinese influence, and the

general advance of society had added to this instinc-
tive respect for the aged and given it a more definite
moral significance.

It must be said, however, that at the time of

the great civil Mars of the Japanese feudality, and
as a natural consequence of the brutality which

necessarily accompanies the warlike s^nrit, the

aged w^ere not always honoured as they ought to

have been. To men who admire power above
everything else, the old man appears more or less

as a useless dotard.
In a historical work of the 12th cent., towards the end of the

Heian period, a young samurai of twenty speaks to two centen-
arians in a tone of presumptuous lightness, whicli makes one of
them reply to him thus :

' The aged guard the memory of the

past. VVise emperors used to send for all the old people in the

country to ask them about the life in former times, and it was
by paying heed to what they said that they governed the people.
The aged are therefore venerable beings. Do not scorn them,
young men !' (Revon, pp. 228-231).

This germ of irreverence could not help developing
in the following period, the gloomy warlike epoch
of Kamakura.

In a 13th cent, military history a certain Sanemori, a samurai
more than septuagenary, relates why he has thought it necessary
to dye his beard and hair black :

' Old men who take up their
bow and arrow to go and fight must dye their hair with black
ink. And this is why. Even in times of peace the young laugh
at white hairs ; much more on the battle-field. If an old man
wishes to advance, they say that he has lost his reason ; if he
retreats, they insult him, saying that he is a coward

; and he
does not dare to compete with these young people. As for the
enemy, they despise the old as good for nothing. The white
hairs of old age are the saddest thing in the world '

(ib. pp. 241-

244).

After this long period of civil wars the great
peace of the Tokugawa period was established, and

respect for old age, and the happy state resulting
from it, again ajipeared and became fixed with the
rehnement of civilization. Many proofs of this

state of mind are found in the philosophers, especi-

ally those of the Chinese school. It will suffice

here to draw attention to a Japanese custom which
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is specially interesting in this connexion, viz. that
of inkyo.
To understand this custom it is well to know its

historical orgin, which lies in the practice of

abdication, so wide-spread in Japan. Wlien the
custom of abdication itself was introduced, in the

7th cent., it was in consequence of Buddhism, which

taught contempt for the world, and advised men,
especially those of a certain age, to retire into soli-

tude, there to meditate and prepare themselves for

the other life. This religious motive did not alto-

gether cease to exist afterwards, but it yielded to

a political reason ; for, from the time when the

Fujiwara and other gi-eat families practically mono-

polized the imperial power, they acquired the
custom of strengthening themselves by not allow-

ing any but quite young emperors to reign, often

mere children, whom they forced to abdicate when-
ever they reached an age when they might have
shown a disposition to be independent. For this

reason emperors often abdicated about the age of

twenty, or even earlier (Rokujo [1166-68], e.g., was
made emperor at the age of two and resigned when
only four years old). But these retired emperors
(in) were often older men, who continued to act
behind the scenes, and sometimes played a more
effective part there than during the time of their

nominal sovereignty. Now, in consequence of that

spirit of imitation which is one of the most power-
ful social forces, this system of abdication gradu-
ally extended to ministers of State, to officials, and
even to the most unassuming heads of families,
and it ended in the general custom of inkyo.
According to the researches of native philologists,

the word inkyo originally meant 'concealment';
gradually it was applied to ' retii'ement to one's

native place
'

; and then it denoted ' the withdrawal
from the active management of household or

government affairs in favour of a son or relative.
'

Lastly, it may lie translated by
'

dwelling in retire-

ment '

; and it is used in practice to denote either

the fact of abandoning the affairs of one's house in

order to retire to private life or the man who retires

in this way. In the time of the Tokugawa, and
down to the Revolution of 1867, it may be said

that this was a custom almost generally followed

by the Japanese as soon as they had passed middle
life. They left their property to their heirs, gave
up their official duties or their business affairs, and,
having become inkyo, they devoted the remainder
of their lives, surrounded by tender care, to pleasant
rest or quiet studies.

To-day this custom is gradually disappearing,
either on account of new necessities and the harder
kind of life consequent on the introduction of

Western civilization, or perhaps, in some measure,
as a result of the tendency of many modern Japanese
to exchange their old national customs, often with-
out sufficient reasons, for foreign usages. Never-
theless it is curious that, while the inkyo is severely
attacked by the Japanese themselves (see Shigeno
An-eki,

' The Evils of Abdication, Heirship, and

Adoption,' in TASJ XV. i. [1887] 72-82), sensible

Europeans praise and envy this custom :

' The new government of Japan is endeavouring to put a stop
to the practice of inkyo, as beinj? barbarous because not European .

I5ut to the people at large it appears, on the contrary, barbarous
that a man should go on toiling and striving, when past the
time of life at which he is fitted to do good work '

(B. H.
Chamberlain, Things Japanese'^, London, 18!)8, p. 14).

This view seems most just, when we compare
the European system fairly with the old Jiipancse
one. With us the best part of life is lost in vain
studies ; we begin active life much later and con-

sequently have often to jirolong it to the extreme
limits of old age. In this way neither young nor
old have time to enjoy life projjcrly. The ancient

Japanese, on the contrarj', began practical work
when very young, they founded their families

earlier, and consequently they could very soon leave
the place to the young people in order to pass the
second half of their lives in peace, while the young-
men worked eagerly, at the normal age of greatest
activity, in view of that happy life which they in

their turn were soon going to win. For social

utility the result was the same ; and, as far as the

happiness of indiviihials was concerned, it was
infinitely superior. Tlie civilization which devised
the raku-inkyo, 'the happy retired one,' certainly
deserves a place of honour among truly humane
civilizations.

Literature. —This is cited in the article.

M. Revon.
OLD AGE (Roman).—The Latin words con-

nected with old age are two, senex,
' an old man,'

and anas,
' an okl woman,' with their respective

derivatives. The former comes from a root which
is present also in other Indo-European languages,
and has in its turn perpetuated itself in the Ro-
mance languages in the comparative form senior

(Fr. sieur, seigneur; Ital. signor ; Span, sehor ;

Portuguese, senhor, etc.). The latter finds its

kindred in Germ, ana, Armen. han ('grand-
mother'), and Lith. anyta ('mother-in-law'), but
has left no trace in the Romance languages, having
been killed by the other root. The word antiquus
tended to become used exclusively of things, and
the word uetus (uetulus, uetustus, etc.) refers
rather to time (period) than to age, though the
Romance words like vieux (Fr.) and viej'u (Hpfm.)
show that in speech this adjective was generally
applied to old people. Of the derivatives of senex
not all had precisely the same shade of meaning ;

e.g., senecfus mea.nt 'old age as a definite period
of life,' while senium meant 'old age as bringing
infirmity with it, helpless old age' (R. Ogilvie,
Horce Latince, London, 1901, p. 201). The form
ar.necta appears to be a coinage of the poets, as
more convenient for their metre than senectus, of

which it is a real synonym (see below, however).
The verb seneo habitually carries the idea of the
weakness of age. One of the most interesting
derivatives is senatus, lit. 'a body of old men,'
but the analogy of magistratus and other words
would seem to indicate that originally the word
was an abstract noun, meaning

' the duty of an
old man '

(or
' of old men '). An interesting par-

allel is to be found in the word yepovuia, which first

means 'old age,' but comes to be used collectively
= ' a body of yipovres.' Such a council is mentioned
as earlj' as the Homeric poems, and the word,
collectively used, is frequently found in Roman
imperial times, though at that date it appears to

liave lost almost all political significance (Tauly-
Wissowa, vii. 1264 ff., art. 'Gerontes, Gerusia ;

W. j\I. Ramsay, The Cities and Bishoprics of

Phrygia, vol. i. pt. i. [Oxford, 1895] pp. 64, 110,
vol. i'. pt. ii. [do. 1897] pp. 368, 438, 630). Another

parallel, which illustrates the original connexion
iDetween old age and the wisdom required for State

deliberations, is to be found in the words Trpecr/iiVe-

pos, irpecr^uTipiov (see the present writer's Pocket
Lexicon Gr. NT, Oxford, 1916, s.vv.). Why the

comparative was used in this connexion (as also,

perhaps on the analogy of the Gr., in tlie case of

tlie Lat. senior, especially in the later period) is

uncertain, but the probable reason is that it offered

an easy way of distinguishing between those who
were actually old (positive) and those who were

merely officially old (comparative). We are here

concerned only with the fact that the use of words

projierly associated with old age to indicate mem-
bers of advisory or legislative councils ajipears to

have been almost, if not (juitc, universal in Medi-

terranean lands. Tills is perhaps the proper place
to mention that the Roman senate was sometimes

worshipped as divine— c.<)'., along with the emperor
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Tiberius and his mother Livia in A.D. 23 by certain

towns in Asia Minor. In tliat year it was decreed

to build a temple in honour of tliis joint cult, and

in A.D. 26 the building was entrusted to the people
of Smyrna. Other instances of worship of tlie

Homan senate, one as early as Augustus, are

collected in W. H. Koscher, Ansfichrlu-hes Lexikon
(ler griechlschen und romischcn Mythologie, iv.

(Leipzig, 1910) 708 ft'., art. 'Senatus.' The senate

was represented in art as an old man with a tunic

and toga, bordered with purple, and with a wreath
on his head (Dio Cass, l.wiii. 1, 5).

Among the many personifications of states or

abstract qualities which were deified by the Ro-

mans, Senecta or Senectus found a place. Senectus
was daughter of a father Erebus and a mother
Nox, a gloomy conception of old age which prob-

ably came to the Komans through the Greeks

(Hyginus, Fab. prsef. p. 9, 7, ed. M. Schmidt, Jena,
1872). Cicero, in his de Notura Deorum, iii. 17, 44,

enumerates a long list of feelings, passions, and
states which, he says, were personalized by the
old genealogizers, Senectus being a sister of

.^Cther and Dies. The qualities enumerated are

Amor, Dolus, Metus, Labor, Inuidentia, Fatum,
Senectus, Mors, Tenebrae, Miseria, Querella, Gratia,
Fraus, Pertinacia, Parcse, Hesperides, Somnia—for

the most part a gloomy brood, all of them children

of Erebus and Nox. Some of them reappear in

Vergil's description of the lower world, as having
tlieir qu.arters in front of the entrance : tristis

(•gloomy') Old Age is flanked by Morbi ('diseases')
that make the sufl'erer sallow, and by Metus, in

which the fear of death may be comprised (Mn.
vi. 275). In Lygdamus [TibuUus], iii. 5, 16, Old

Age appears with white hair, bent body, and slow-

moving feet. In a catalogue of gloomy and evil

states or qualities in Silius Italicus (xiii. 583) Old

Age appears as querlbnnda,
'

full of tearful com-

plaint,' while in a similar list in Seneca (Hercides
Furens, 696)

'

slow-moving Old Age, hidden away
in a comer, is aiding her steps with a stick

'

(see

Koscher, iv. 710 ; H. Usener, Gotternainen, Bonn,
1896, p. 366 ; and cf. Pauly-Wissowa, s.v.

'

Geras,'
as well as art. Old Age [Greek]).
From this gloomier side of old age it is a relief

to turn to the pages of Cicero's Cuto or de Senec-

tute, the Roman classic on the subject. Cicero did

well to choose Cato the Censor as the tj'pe of old

age, for he was both vigorous and contented. The
secret was that he, according to the Stoic teaching,
lived in harmony with nature. The faults of old

age are generally due to the character of the com-

Elainants.
Prosperity may make old age easier,

nt without a well-trained character it is intoler-

able. Fabius Maximus, Plato, Ennius, and others
are instanced to show that old age can be happy.
A series of charges against old age is then refuted.

These charges are : (a) it unfits men for business ;

(b) it weakens the bodily powers ; (c) it renders
men incapable of pleasures ; (d) it must be gloomy,
because it cannot be free from the anticipation of

death. Cato veiy skilfully rebuts these, and is

certainly on strong ground in his insistence that
character has most to do with the altitude of the
old to their age. The growth of physical weak-
ness is admitted, but it is compensated for by a

growth of wisdom, which is above all things neces-

sary to temper the hot-headedness of youtli. Any
lack of memory in old age is due either to an

original defect or to insufficient exercise of the

memory. The bodily strength of an old man
depends almost entirely on his having lived

temperately in youth and manhood. Moreover, he
is not expected to exert it. Cases of weakness
are due to ill-health, and caution in old age is

very helpful (cf. the admirable work of a modern
Cato, Henry Thompson, Diet in Relation to Age

and Activity, London, 1902). Cato proceeds to

argue that pliysical pleasure is in itself bad, and
tliat we ought to be thankful that old age saves us
from its domination. The really lasting pleasures,
such as conversation, literature, and agriculture,
are open to him, as they are to younger men. He
maintains that death cannot in any case be an
evil, as the right object is a good, not a long, life.

Moreover, death is natural, and what is natural
is good. Surely accomplished old men can meet
death as calmly as the uncultured young. To
Cato, also, death is the entrance on an unending
life. From the present life one should be content
to depart, once one has had one's full share of it

(cf. the introduction to the best ed., that by J. S.

Reid, Cambridge, 1879, 1887, and later ; the ed. of

C. Simbeck, Leipzig, 1912, is important for the

text).
Cicero was sixty-two years old when he wrote

this treatise, which he intended to be to his friend
Atticus and to others, as it had been to himself, a
real means of alleviating the burden of old age.
He seems to have had also another purpose, namely
to point back to the period at which Cato had
lived (the 2nd cent. B.C.) as the golden age of

Rome's history. Cicero missed in the men of his

time the ' serious simplicity, the unswerving ad-
herence to principle, the self-sacrificing patriotism,
which were the ideal Roman virtues

'

(Reid, p. 12).

The value of his dialogue as representing the best

Roman point of vieAv is at first sight somewhat
impaired by the knowledge that it is in part based
on Greek sources. Reid has shown in detail that
he has used Xenophon's CEconomicKs and Cyro-
27cedia, and Plato's Republic and Phcedo. More-
over, the influence of Aristotle's lost dialogues on
the form of Cicero's is apparent. In those nearly
all tlie speaking was done by one person, the inter-

locutors merely interjecting occasional remarks,
and they were more popular than Plato's. It is

probable, too, that Cicero used in addition, as the
main basis of his tractate, a Greek work on this

specific subject, whether that by Aristo of Ceos, a

Peripatetic of the 3rd cent. B.C., or that of Theo-

phrastus, or that of Demetrius Phalereus. Never-
theless, the treatise is really Roman. For Cicero,

though deeply read in Greek literature, was a real

son of the soil, and had been drilled in the Roman
native dramatic literature by his father

;
so that

we can after all regard the treatise as in the main
an expression of the Roman attitude at its best.

And it is fortunate that this is so, because, while
there are, of course, many allusions to this subject
in Roman literature, no other specijic Roman trea-

tise on old age has come down to us. Some of

these allusions may now be quoted.
An epithet like silicerniuin,

' sack of dry bones
'

(Terence, Adelphi, iv. ii. 48), is a term of abuse,

probably translated from the Greek original of the

play, and with no significance in the attempt to

gauge the general Roman attitude to old age. We
are on more secure ground when we come to the
well-known description of Horace :

'

Many disadvantages surround the old man, both because he
seeks gain and (wretched man I) forbears and fears to use what
he has gained, and because he manages everything in a cowardly
and timid way, a procrastinator, holding long to his hopes, in-

active, eager for longer life, cross-grained, complaining, praising
the days of his boyhood, blaming and criticizing the younger
generation. The years till one's prime is over bring many
advantages with them, but many disappear as we come nearer
to the end '

{Ars Poet. 169-176).

The writings of Seneca abound in references to

old age. Some of the moi'e striking or interesting

may be translated, and it must be kept in mind
that what sounds commonplace to us Avas not

necessarily so to the first readers. Perhaps the
most important writings of Seneca on this subject
are Epistles xxvi., Iviii., ci., and cviii. Ep. xxvi.

was written when Seneca was ' within sight of old
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age' (§1). He feels the burden of ill-health, and

that, while his mind is vigorous, his body is

already prematurely aged. He describes it as

melting, as having bits plucked from it, and as

losing some strength every day. He tries to wel-

come the prospect of the gaadual dissolution, wliich

is after all a natural process. Only death will

decide what moral progress he has made. E}).
Iviii. 30-32 has the foilowing' thoughts :

' Plato himself by care prolonged his life to old age. He had
indeed been blest with a strong body, and had got his name from
the breadth of his chest, but sea-voyages and perils had greatly

impaired his strength : yet frugality, restraint in all that calls

forth eager desire, and a careful guardianship of himself brought
him to old age, though there were many reasons standing in his

way. For you are aware of the fact, I suppose, that as the
reward of his care Plato had the good fortune to reach the age of

full eighty-one years. . . . Frugality can prolong old age. It

is not I tliink to be longed for, yet it is not to be rejected either.

It is pleasant to have one's own company as long as possible,
when one has made one's own company worth enjoying.'

He then goes on to consider the question, natural
in a Stoic, Avhetlier one ought to cut short one's

old age by suicide. In Ep. ci. 10-15 he expresses

strong disapproval of jMa?cenas's sentiment that

life is desirable, even if every part of the body be

decayed or under torture. From the long Ep.
cviii. one extract may be given (§ 28) :

' The present day is always the best, because diseases come
upon one, because old age begins to weigh on us and is over our

heads, while we are still thinking of youth. Vergil, it is said,

alwa) s puts diseases and old age together, assuredly not with-

out reason ;
for old age is an incurable disease. Besides he has

added the epithet tristis to it
'

{Georij. iii. 67, ^Un. vi. 275, then

quoted).

Tn Ep. l.wii. 2 he thanks old age, because it has
chiiined him to his reading-couch, where he can

enjoy the letters of his young friend Lucilius, as if

he were conversing with him. In Ep. xiii. 17 he

speaks of old men whom one may meet any day,

engaged in the pursuit of ambition, foreign travel,

or business.
' What can be more disgraceful,' he says,

' than an old man
beginning life ?

' The same sentiment recurs :

' An old man
learning his alphabet is a subject for laughter and contempt'
(Ep. x.xxvi. 4

;
cf. xxxiii. 7).

In Ep. iv. 2 he speaks of the childishness which
sometimes persists in old age :

' We have the authority of old men, but the defects of boys,
and not only of boys, but even of infants : for the former are

afraid of trifles, the latter of bogeys, but we are afraid of both.'
' On a courtier being once asked how he had managed to

reach old age at court, he replied :
"
By suffering injuries and

giving thanks" '

{de Ira, ii. xxxiii. 2).

Ch. XX. of the de Brcuitate Vitce is concerned
with the old who will not give up toil.

'

Some,' he says,
'

in the last stages of old age, yet make
arrangements for the attainment of something fresh, as if they
were young, and in the midst of undertakings great and evil

alike collapse through weakness.'

He tells the story of a certain Turannius, who,
being over ninety years old, was excused from the

performance of his otlicial duty by the emperor,
without having made application for the indul-

gence. He went to bed, and commanded that lie

should be mourned as if dead, and remained there

imtil his office was restored to him. In the de

TranquUlUdte Animi, ii. 6, the trite remark occurs

that ' old age is slow to make changes.' There is

a warning, in the de Brcuitate Vitce, ix. 4, for

those on whom old age has come unexpectedly,
Avhile they have still the minds of boj's, and are

unprepared and 'unarmed' for it, not having per-
ceived its daily approach.
'Some people hate to hear of old age and grey hairs, etc.,

and yet these are the very things for wliich they pray
'

(Dial.
II. xvii. 2

;
cf. Augustine, Tract, in Joh. xxxii. 9, in Ps. 26,

serni. iii. § 9).

'The most irascible people are little children, old people, and
invalids' (de Ira, l. xiii. b). 'Old men are cross-grained and

given to complaining, like invalids and the convalescent' (ib.

II. xix. 4).

The most striking passage on old age in Latin
literature is Juvenal, Sat. x. 188-288. Beginning
with the universal prayer for length of days, he

goes on to describe the crop of serious troubles

which awaits those who reach old age. He gives
a loathsome description, with abundance of detail,
of the physical unsightliness of many old persons,
the decaj' of the various sen.ses, and the diseases to

which they are liable. There is sA^o the loss of

memory, he says, leading even to injustice towards
one's relatives. It is clear from that part of the
satire that he is thinking primarily of the old age
of people who have led evil lives. Then there is

the distressful state of a man who has survived all

his loved ones, illustrated by accounts, mostly
imaginary, of the later years of Nestor, Peleus,

Laertes, and Priam. Turning to Rome, he writes

eloquently of the cases of Marius and Pompey,
though the latter, indeed, never reached real old

age. J. D. Dufl' points out that Swift derived
some of the details of the Struldbrugs (Gulliver's

Travels, pt. iii. ch. x.) from this picture by Juvenal.
In Sat. iv. 97 he mentions how seldom a nobleman
reaches old age, because nearly all fall victims to

the jealousy and cruelty of emperors (see J. E. B.

Mayor's note on this passage and also on line 154 ;

cf. Sat. X. 112 f. with notes). The same thought
is given expression by other writers like Tacitus,

Suetonius, and Dio Cassius, with particular refer-

ence to Nero's murders (seethe passages in Maj-or's
Juvenal, \.* [London, 1889] 409). The subject of

orbi (orba;), persons of advanced age without heirs to

inherit their wealth, occurs with almost sickening
frequency in the literature of the period. These

persons were the victims of captatores (hcredipetee),
who courted them and performed every menial
service to them on the chance that they might
inherit their wealth. The great influence wielded

by the orbi, and the capricious behaviour which
seems to characterize such people, are often men-
tioned (passages in Mayor's notes on Juvenal, iii.

129, pp. 195, 368, iv. 19, pp. 220, 395). A pleasanter
side of old age is revealed in the references to the

games played by old men. They were especially
fond of games with dice and draughts (Juvenal,
xiv. 4, with the note of Mayor).

If we pass to the writings of the 4th cent. A.D.,
the impressions that we get are on the whole more

])leasant. The astrological writer, Julius Firniicus

Maternus, who afterwards became a Christian, in

the course of his exposition of his .subject, conveys
to us, by the way, a good deal of information about
the manners and morals of his time. Some of it is

gruesome enough, but the picture is relieved by
such phrases as '

longae ac beatae senectutis

spatia
'

[Mathcsis, III. iii. 15),
'

longioris uitae et

bonae senectutis
'

(III. x. 9), and '

usque ad mortem
felicem senectutem

'

(III. iii. 6). The Christian
leaven had been working for three centuries, and
one of the blessings which it brings is beautiful old

age. The writings of Ambrose abound in passages
illustrating this :

' Aetas senectutis uita est inmaculata' (C<(/;i et Abet, ii. 1).
' Senectus portus debet esse, non uitae supirioris naufragium'
(Jacob, ii. 10).

' In Actibus Apostoloruni Barnabas Marcum
adsunipsit, Paulus Silam, Paulus Tiniotheum, Paulus Titum.
Sed illis superioril)US uidemus diuisa ottiria, ut seniores

consilio praeualerent, iuniores niinisterio. Plerumque etiani

viirtutibus pares, dispares aetatibus, sui deleelantur copula,
sicut delectabantur Petrus et lohannes. Nam adulescentem

legimus in euangelio lohannem, et sua uoce, licet meritis et

sapientia nuUi (uerit seniorum secundns, erat enim in eo
senectus venerabilis niorum et cana jirudentia. C^ita enin^

ininaculata bonae senectutis stipeiidiusn est '(Off. ii. 20, § lOOf.).
' Aetates quaedam sunt meritoruni, nam et senei-ttis niorum
inuenitur in pueris et innocentia infantum reperitur in senibus,'
etc. (Sermii Iv.).

From Jerome also many passages might be ])ro-

duced in illustration, though his youthful be-

haviour and the bitterness of his disposition would

hartllj' lead one to expect them. In a remarkable

passage of Ep. Hi. (§ 3), he describes how in the

old, wiiile all other virtues wane, that of wisdom
alone increases. By the waning virtues he explains
that he means tliat 'cuncta, quae per corpus
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exercentur, fracto corpore minora fiunt.' He
admits that in verj' many olil men wisdom itself

fades tlirongh age. Yet those who have acquired
honourable accomiilishments in their youtii and
iiave studied the law of the Lord day and night

(I's 1-) become more learned with age, more

experienced, wiser, and '

reap the SM'eetest fruits of

tiieir old pursuits.' He then proceeds to give a

number of instances of Greek philosophers and

poets who continued learning to the last, and to

these he adds the Roman name of Cato. An
exhortation to Furia (£73. liv. 14) gives, by way of

warning, the other side of the picture :

' lam incanuit caput, tremunt genua, denies cadunt,
" et

tronteiu obscenara rugis arat" (Verg. ^n. vii. 417), uiciiia est

mors in foribus : designatur rogus prope. Uelinius, nolinuis,
senes sunius. Paret sibi uiatiouui, quod longo itinere neces-

sarium est. Secum portet, quod inuitus diuiissurus est ; imnio

praemittat in caelum, quod, ni cauerit, terra sumptura est.'

Otlier passages in Jerome bearing on this subject
are: in Ecclesiastcn, xi. (ed. Venice, 1767, iii.

(1) 483) ; PrcKf. in lib. ii. Comm. in Amos (vi. 263,

264), a very important passage ; Ep. liv. 9 (the
diet of the old) ; Comm. in Esaiam, III. v. 2 (iv.

48c, d, e, 49a) (distinction between scnex and

presbyter ; cf. on v. 4, pp. 53a, 54a) ; Comm. in Tit.

ii. 2 (vii. 714b).
At the same period Claudian, who, whether

secretly Christian or not, writes in the pagan
manner, penned an exquisite little poem on an old

man near Verona who never travelled beyond the
suburbs of that city (Ccirm. Min. 20 [52], ed. J.

Koch, Leipzig, 1893, p. 223). He had passed all

his life in the same house. He was not affected

by the buffetings of fortune or the discomforts of

emigration. He never trembled at danger, like the
merchant prince or the soldier or the lawyer.
Being in the country, be enjoys the ampler air and
counts his years by the seasons. He has seen
little of the world, but, possessing splendid physical
strength and descendants, he knows more of real

life than the man who has journeyed to the ends
of the earth. The debt whicli Claudian here owes
to Horace's second Epoch is evident, but he chooses

a different metre, and certain of the details, as

well as the local setting, are his own.
The greatest of all Latin writers, Augustine, is

full of references to this subject. In commenting
on the 70th (71st) P.salm, v.^^, ^\hich in his Bible
read 'usque in senectam et senium,' he points out
that these two words are subdivisions of senectus,

corresponding respectively to the Greek words

irpeff^irrrjs and yipuiv. He considers that Trpe(7^im]s

connotes granitas, and yepojv a later stage. Point-

ing out that the Latin scnex has to do duty for

lj)tii of these Greek Avords, he says that senecta

indicates the earlier stage of senectus, and seniiwi

t lie later (cf. de Genesi contra Manicheos, I. xxiii.

3J). In the de ditiersis Qucestionibus Ixxxiii.,

qu. Iviii. § 2, he says that senectus comprises as

much time as all the other ages put together,
because it is said to begin at sixty, and it need
not end till one hundred and twenty. A pithy
summing up occurs in Sermo Ixxxi. 8 :

'Homo est, nascitur, crescit, senescit. Querellae multae in

senecta : tussis, pituita, lipy>itudo, anxieludo, lassitude inest.

Ergo sennit homo ; querellis plenus est ; sennit nnindus
;

pressuris plenus est.'

He points out in Tract, in Joh. xxxii. 9 the

folly of praying both for old age and for beauty,
as the two are inconsistent. In Enarr. in I's.

cxii. 2 occurs the exliortation :

'
.Sit senectus uestra puerilis, et pueritia senilis ; id est, ut

nee sapientia uestra sit cum superbia, nee huniilitas sine

sapientia.'

The sense of senior in the Scriptures is expounded
in Locutiones in Heptateuckv7n, vi. 29 ; Qniestiones
in Gencsin, i. 70, is important for tlie precise sense

of the Scriptural words indicating
'

old.' In a fine

passage of Sermo cxxviii. (9, § II) he says that the

spiritual enemies of the okl are wearied, but that

they still have to contend Avith minor enemies who
disturb the peace of old age (see also Catech. Bud.
xvi. 24).

It will not be necessary here to pass beyond the

period of Maximian, a poet of the middle of the
6th cent., who in his first Elegy, about 300 lines

long, pours forth his soul in a dolorous lament.

According to his story, he had every blessing that
man could desire in his youth, of wliich he gives a

long and detailed account. Sometimes his conceit
is such as to excite laughter in the modern reader

(e.i7.,59ff.).

LiTERATCRE.—Except as a divinity, for which see the art.
' Senectus '

in Roscher, the subject has not been, so far as the

present writer knows, treated in modern times. The above
article has been compiled from the ancient authorities quoted.

A. SOUTEK.
OLD AGE (Semitic and Egyptian).

—i. Desira

bility.
—In the early times a long life was de.sired

and considered a blessing by all Semites and

Egyptians whose thoughts we can trace. This is

natural, since all men, when in health, love life

and abhor death. A Babylonian king invokes a

blessing upon every one who shall respect his

decree defining a boundary thus :

'

May the river god and Nina, mistress of goddes.ses, be with
him in fidelity and might, with Ea, creator of all, may they fix

for him the destiny of life, days of old age, and blissful j-ears

may they prolong for him as a gift !

' 1

The OT contains many expressions that voice

the same point of view on the part of the Hebrews
(see

' Hebrew and Jewish' section).
A similar point of view was entertained by the

Egyptians. In the Precepts of Ptahhotep we
read :

' How good it is when a son receives that which his father

says. He shall reach advanced age thereby.' 2

Ramses IV. inscribed at Abydos a prayer to Osiris

in which he says :

' And thou shalt give to me health, life, long existence and a

prolonged reign. . . . Thou shalt double for me the long life,

the prolonged reign of king Ramses 11., the great god.' 3

As Ramses II. reigned si.xty-seven years, the

petition is an appeal for a very long life.

The desirability of a long life led naturally to a

longing for immortality. The Egyptian concep-
tions of the life beyond the grave are fairly well

known.* They were transformed, through the
influence of faith in Osiris, from belief in a colour-

less existence in an under Avorld to faith in a

bright heavenly hereafter. Although such a faith

developed more slowly among the Semites, it is

not wanting. The belief that man was denied

immortality through divine purpose finds expres-
sion both in Gn 3 and in the Babylonian Adapa
myth. The Hebrews, however, went farther than
the Babylonians. In the period after 200 B.C.

they developed a faith in a resurrection to a happy
life on the earth for 500 years {Enoch, x. 10), and
tlien to an eternal life (Dn 12-"*). This faith was
taken over by Muhammad, who apparently had no

question either as to the eternity of the bliss of

the righteous or as to the torment of the wicked.^
2. Traditions of long life.—Among both the

Hebrews and the Babylonians traditions were
cherished that early men lived much longer than
the average of human life in the historic period.
The Hel)rew tradition is embodied in Gn 5, and is

familiar to all. Most of the antediluvian patri-
archs Avere believed to have lived more than 900

years each. A Babylonian tablet in Philadelphia
1 H. V. Hilprecht, Old Babylonian Inscriptions, Philadelphia,

1893-96, no. 83, reverse, lines 15-20.
2 Cf. J. H. Breasted, Development of Religion and Thought in

Ancient Egypt, New York, 1912, p. 23,5 ff.

3 Cf. Breasted, Hist. 0/ Egypt^, New York, 1909, pp. 458, 506.
4 See G. Steindorff, Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, New

York, 1905, p. 115 ff. ; Breasted, Development of Religion and
Thought, lectures ii.-v., viii.

5 See, e.g., Qur'an, xxii. 20 ff., Iv. 60 ff.
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Hebrew Tradition.

Adam, 930 years.
Seth, 9:2 years.
Enosh, 905 years.
Kenan, 910 3'ear8.

Malialalel, 895 years.
Jarecl, 9I5'Z years.
Enoch, 365 years.
Methuselah, 909 years.
Laniech, 777 years.

Noah, 950 years.'

contains a list of Babylonian kings who are said to

have ruled for a like large number of years. They
are as follows :

Babylonian Kings.

Galunium, 900 (?) years.

Zngagrib, 840 (?) years.

Aripi (perhaps read Adme),
720 years.

Etena, the shepherd who
\\*ent to heaven, 6.55 years.

Pilikam, 350 years.
Enmennunna, (311 years.
Melanikish, 900 years.
Barsalnunna, 1200 years.

Meskingashir, 325 years.

Einiieirgan, 420 years.
Lugalbanda, 1200 years.
Dunmzi, 100 years.

Gilgamesh, 125 j'ears.

It is the present writer's belief that the antediluvian

patriarchs of Gn 5 are transformations of some of

tliese names,^ but in any event the names are

evidence tliat the Babylonians shared the belief

tliat early men lived exceedingly long lives. Later

Baljylonian tradition, as represented by Berossos,
increased tlie length of the reigns of antediluvian

kings to many thousands of years each. Among
the Hebrews it was believed that the average age
of man was gradually reduced. Thus Sliem is

said to have lived 600 years ; Arpachshad, 438

years ; Shelah, 433 years ; Eber, 464 years ; Peleg,
239 years ; Reu, 239 years ; Serug, 230 years ;

Nahor, 148 years ; Terah, 205 years ;^ Abraham, 175

years;'' Sarah, 127 years;' Jacob, 147 years;"
Joseph, 110 years ;^ and Moses, 120 years.^ Tlie

belief in these ages, wliich are all found in the

P document, was doubtless caused by Babylonian
influence. A very early tradition embodied in the

J document fixes the age of man at 120 years
(Gn 6^). The ages reported in the OT after the

settlement in Palestine were of normal length.
The belief that in the earlier time, the Golden Age
of humanity, men lived to such great ages is

elof^uent testimony to the value which the Semites
attached to old age.

3. Honours of age.
—Among all Semitic people

great honour has been given to old men. This
arose in part from the patriarchal honours paid
to the head of a family and in part from the

semi-democratic organization of the clans. In

Semitic patriarchal society sons married young,
and brought their wives to the house of their

father or grandfather, and the patriarch directed

the fortunes of his descendants as long as he
lived. The solidarity of the family made him
alone responsible. The whole family was held

guilty for his deeds. Thus Achan's family were
all put to death for his sin (Jos 7). Similarly, the

head of a family was responsible for the conduct
of its members. Thus in Babylonia we hear of a

woman, Belilit, the head of a family, who brought a
suit to compel the payment of a debt. The debtor
was able to exhibit receipts, showing that he had

paid the money to her two sons, who were, ap-

jiarently, grown men ; the sons had embezzled the

money. Such was the solidarity of the Babylonian
family, however, that Belilit was fined an amount
equal to the debt which she had sought to collect. **

Such conditions led naturally to the honouring of

old men, as well as to tlie belief that they were

1 Tr. from A. Poebel, Uigtarical and Grammatical Texts (
=

Publications of the Bab3lonian Section of the University
Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, v.), Philadelpliia,
1914, no. 3. Poebel has translated the tablet in Historical
Texts (

= ih. iv.), p. 73 fF., hut the writer's rendering differs from
I'oehel's in a nunil)er of points.

'i i;. A. Barton, JUL xxxiv. [1915], and Archaeology aiid the

Bible, Philadelphia, 1916, pt ii. ch. viii.

3 See Gn lV»f-. » Gn 257.
5 On 231. 8 Gn 4728.
7 Gn 5026. 8 Dt 347.
9 See Babylonian and As.11/rian Literature, ed. R. F. Harper,

New York, 1901, p. 276. Cf. also Ezk 18.

wiser than their juniors. Thus in the book of Job
Elihu said :

'
I am young, and ye are very old ;

Wherefore I held back, and durst not shew j'ou mine opinion.
I said, Days should speak.
And multitude of years should teach wisdom '

(32''f-).

Earlier in the book Elii)haz has said :

' What knowest thou, that we know not?
What understandest thou, which is not in us?
With us are both the gravheaded and the ver^' aged men,
Much elder than thy fatlier

'

(159f ).

It was, as some scholars think, in part Itecause of

Job's age that he received the honours described
in 29~^-, though the honour paid him by other old
men was doubtless on account of his wealth and
charity. He says :

' When I went forth to the gate unto the city,
When I prepared my seat in the street,
The young men saw me and hid themselves.
And the aged rose up and stood ;

The princes refrained talking.
And laid their hand on their mouth ;

The voice of the nobles was hushed.
And theirtongue cleaved to the roof of theirmouth '

(29710).

Since such honours were paid to old men of

wealth and character, it was natural to conceive of

God as the Supreme Old Man. Thus in Daniel
God is called ' Ancient of Days

'

(7^-
'^"

^'^), and in the
Enoch parables He is several times referred to as

the 'Head of Days,'' apparently' because He Avas

conceived as a venerable Being with white hair

like an old man.

4. Government by old men.—Among all the
Semitic clans the government was in the hands of

old men or of an old man. This was the natural
outcome of the honour in which old men were held.

The Arabic term for chieftain is to this day shaikh,
which means 'old man.' In the OT there is

abundant evidence that in the settled life of Israel

the government of the cities was in the hands of

the old men; the 'elders'^ as rulers are referred
to more than a hundred times {e.g., see Dt 21-- ^-

•*).

That this government was known among the
Semites of Babylonia appears from a contract
which mentions the '

city and elders' as the source
of legal authority.* Similar testimony is supplied
by the Code of Hammurabi, in which Sibu, or

grey-haired men, are frequently mentioned as

witnesses (see §§ 10, 13, etc.). In one of the
sections erased from the pillar found at Susa,
but recently recovered in a copy of the Code from

Nippur, they appear in a capacity similar to that
of the OT elders. The passage reads :

'
If a man borrow grain or money from a merchant and for

payment has no grain or money, whatever is in his hand, in the

presence of the elders, he shall give to the merchant in place of

the debt ; the merchant shall not refuse it ; he shall receive it.' 4

Doubtless the Semitic custom of transacting

impoi'tant business in the presence of the elders led

to the employment of ^ibii in Babylonia in the

sense of ' witness.'

5. Decay in old age.
—Late Semitic thought

became rellective, and, where not illumined by the

hope of a bright hereafter, it lost its delight in

old age. Thus Qoheleth says (Ec lli"'-) :

' Put away vexation from thy heart
And remove misery from thy flesh,

—
For youth and prime are vanity.

While the evil days come not.
Nor approach the years of which thou shalt say
I have in them no pleasure ;

While the sun be not darkened.
Nor the light and moon and stars,
Nor the clouds return after rain,

1 See Enoch, xlvi. 1, xlvii. 3, xlviii. 2, etc.

2Cf. Elder (Semitic), vol. v. p. 253 flf.
;
also IIDn and SDB,

s.v.
' Elder (in OT).'

3 Published in F. Thureau-Dangin, Lcttres et contrats de

l\'po(jue de la premiere dynaslie babylonienne, Paris, 1910, no.

232, and tr. in M. Scliorr, Urkunden des althabylonischen
Zinil- vnd Prozessrechts, Leipzig, 1913, no. 265.

4 Published in Poebel, Historical and Grammattcal Texts,

and tr. Barton, AJSL xxxi. [1915] 225.
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In the day when the keepers of the house shall tremble

And the iiien of valor bend themselves,
And the tjrinding-maids cease because they are few.

And the ladies who look out of the windows are darkened,
And the doors on the street are shut
When the sound of the mill is low,
And he shall rise at the voice of the bird,

And all the daui^hters of song are prostrate,
—

Also he is afraid of a heiirht.

And terror is on the road,
And the almond tree blooms.
And the grasshopper is burdensome,
And the caper-berrj- is made ineffectual,
For man goes to his eternal house,
And the mourners go around the street ;

—
While the silver cord is not severed.
Nor the golden bowl broken.
Nor the water-jar be shattered at the spring,
Nor the wheel broken at the cistern,
And the dust shall return to the earth as it was.
And the spirit shall return unto God who gave it.' '

In this passage the decay of the powers in old age
is allegorically described, and the description
shows that to its atithor old age had lost itscliarm.^

Ivindretl to this is a line in the Miiallaqat of

Zuhair :

'I have grown weary of the troubles of life, and he who atUiins

To eighty years will grow wear^', or niayest thou become
fatherless !

' 3

The recognition of the joylessness of age and the
swiftness of approaching death led Qoheleth to

urge the enjoyment of life while possible. In
addition to the passage quoted, Ec 9''"''' may be

compared. This view had been reached by Baby-
lonians and Egyptians much earlier. A fragment
of the Gilgamesh epic reads :

' since the gods created man,
Death they ordained for man.
Life in their hands they hold.
Thou, O Gilgamesh, fill indeed thy belly,
Day and night be thou joyful,
Dail}' ordain gladness,
Day and night rage and make merry.
Let thy garments be bright,
Thj' head purify, wash with water ;

Desire thy children, which thy hand possesses,
A wife enjoy in thy bosom.'*

Similarly an Egyi)tian poet, probably of the
Middle Kingdom, wrote :

' Put spices upon thy head !

Let thy clothing be byssus
Expensively dyed
In observance of the divine behests t

Outdo thi' past joyousness I

Let not thy heart be anxious I

Accomplish thy earthly affairs

According to the desire of thy heart !

To thee will come that day of lamentation.
When a paralyzed heart hears not their wailing.
Not with wine can one compel
The heart-beat of the man in the grave.' 5

Not all Egyptian poets looked at the approach
of death in this way. Another, who felt the

joylessness of life, composed a poem on death
whicli Breasted has entitled ' Death a glad release.'

Each stanza expresses by means of a diH'erent

figure how gladly the writer welcomes deatli. He
concludes :

' Death is before me to-daj'
As a man longs to see his house
When he has spent jears in captivity.'

6

LiTERATLRK.—Authorities have been fully cited in the article.

George A. Barton.
OLD AGE (Teutonic).—It seems as if the

custom of ])uttirig the aged and infirm to death, or
of allowing tliem to commit suicide, must have

1 Quoted from Barton's tr. in ICC,
'

Ecclesiastes,' Edinburgh,
1908.

- The passage has been differently interpreted by different
scholars. For a summary of these opinions cf. Barton '

Ecclesi-

astes,' ail Inc.
^ See F. E. .Johnson, Ks-sab'a al-mv'alah'it, The Seven Poems

auHpemled in the Temph' at Mecca, London, 1894, p. S3, line 47.
4 Published by B. .Meissner, MVG vii. [1902J i., quoted by

Barton,
'

Ecclesiastes,' p. 162.
5 Tr. from the German of W. Max Miiller, Die Liebespoesie der

altea Agypter, Leipzig, 1899, p. 30.
6 See Breasted, Devehpment of Religion and Thought, p. 195.

been prevalent among the Teutonic races in early
times. Pi"ocoi)ius

' tells us that a peculiarity of the
Eruli (the latest of the Germanic tribes described

by him to accei)t Christianity) was their practice
of putting the aged to death. It behoved any one
overtaken by age or disease to ask his relatives to

put an end to his life. He was thereupon placed
on a funeral pyre, ami a man not of his kin stabbed
him to death with a dagger, after which the pyre
was kindled. In the light of this passage the

Scandinavian rite of marking a dying man with
the point of a javelin to dedicate him to OSin

may well be a survival from earlier times, when
the sick man was actually put to death (H. M.

Chadwick, The Cult of Othin, London, 1899,

p. 34).
It seems to have been a custom among several

Teutonic races for the aged to commit suicide

by casting themselves over precipices. It is

mentioned in the late Gautreks Saga (ch. i.) as

regularly adopted by the members of a mythical
Swedish family on the approach of age, to relieve

their descendants from the burden of their support,
and the historian Geijer maintains that the names
of many cliffs in Sweden testify to some such
custom. Bede ^ mentions a similar method of self-

destruction during a famine in Sussex, and the

elder Pliny
'
speaks of it as a form of suicide usual

among the Hyperboreans on the approach of age.
In Iceland we can see the custom gradually falling
into desuetude. It is reported that some men
cast their aged kinsmen over cliffs in a famine
in A.D. 976 ; but, though the sagas occasionally
mention that the suggestion of putting the aged
and infirm to death, or of letting them starve, was
made under stress of famine, we hear of no other

case of the proposal being actually carried out.^

The practice of exposing infants long outlasted

that of killing the aged. The last trace of any
such method of disposing of adults unable to

support themselves is found some time after the
introduction of Christianity in Norway in the law
which enacts that freedmen and freedwomen in

want shall be placed in a hole dug in the grave-

yard and left to die.

A people like the early Scandinavians, who
considered it a dishonour to die of disease or age
instead of in battle, would not be likely to hold
the aged in high honour ; but in the period of

which most of the sagas treat the old are usually
treated with respect, and occasionally looked up to

for their wisdom and experience. The god 06in
is thought of as old, and is represented in a poem
as advising his listener to heed the words of the

aged.
Literature.—See the sources cited throughout.

B. S. Phillpotts.
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS IN

MUHAMMADANISM. — i. Introduction. —
There appears to be no evidence that any portions
of the Bible were accessible in Arabic before the

prophet Muliaramad's time. This is strange, since

Christianity had already been accepted by numer-
ous tribes in both N. and S. Arabia, and the tra-

dition connects the origin of the modern Arabic

scrijit with the Christian State of Hira ; con-

ceivably, however, the closely allied Syriac and

Ethiopic dialects may have been considered suffi-

ciently near these idioms respectively to permit of

versions in them serving instead of copies in the

vernacular. Indeed, here and there both the

Qur'an and the Tradition exliibit phrases which owe
their origin to one or other of these translations,
and of which the sense has sometimes escaped the
native commentators ; thus the apostles are called

1 De Bell. Goth. ii. 4. 2 HE iv. 13. 3 UN iv. 26.
4 Cf. Saxo, Genta Danorum, ed. A. Holder, Strassburg, 18&6,

viii. 284.
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hawdrlyyun (Ethiopic), which the commentators
render 'fullers'; the name 7?i«sfA (Sj'riac inshUui,

'Christ') is thought to mean 'wanderer'; the

Syriac hdl, 'sand,' occurs in a tradition about the
Red Sea (Ibn ^lanbal, Musnad, Cairo, 1313, i.

245) ; axiAfurqdn, 'salvation' (Syriac), is supposed
to mean ' discrimination.' It seems clear that, had
there been an Arabic version of the Bible at the

time, either the sense of these technicalities would
have been ^ireserved or Arabic expressions would
have been employed to represent them. On the
rare occasions on which the Qur'an quotes the

Bible, the nature of the quotation is not such as

to suggest that it was derived from a version in the
same language. There is a tradition that, when
Muhammad came to Medina and came in conflict

with the Jews, a member of the latter community
prepared a translation of ' the Torah '

in order to

convince the Prophet's followers that his accounts
of its contents were untrustworthy ; they were
not, however, allowed to peruse it. The earliest

Biblical quotation found in Arabic literature out-
.side the Quran is in Ibn Ishaq's biography of the

Prophet (ed. F. Wiistenfeld, Das Leben Alohnm-
meds, Gottingen, 1858, p. 150), viz. Jn 15-^-16' ;

this appears to be translated from the Pales-

tinian Syriac version, whence the rendering mnah-
mana is quoted for the Greek 7rapd/(\ijroy. The
word doubtless means '

comforter,' and is wrongly
rendered '

praised
'

by Ibn Ishaq.
Since proselytism among Muslims was never per-

mitted in Muslim States, translations of the Bible
into Arabic were not made with that object in

mediieval times ; a demand arose for them among
the Christian and the Jewish communities when
the language of the Muslim conquerors had been

adopted by the former in Syria, Egypt, N. Africa,
and elsewiiere. Yet, if the Arabic bibliograjihy
called Fihrist is to be believed, one Ahmad b.

Abdallah b. St lam translated the whole Bible from
Hebrew and Greek into Arabic for the library
of Harun al-Rashid (786-809) ; he also rendered
the Sabian books from the Sabian language.
We know from other sources that translation was
carried on at this sovereign's court on a great scale,
whence it is highly probable that this enterprise
was either ordered or encouraged. The translator

gives a few words of Hebrew in order to illustrate

his method of translation, but they are not actually
taken from the Bible. Possibly we have the first

chapter of Genesis in this translation in Mutahiiar
b. Tahir's Kifnbal-bad' wa'l-tar'ikh (ed. C. Huart,
Le Livrc de la crfationet de Vhistoire, Paris, 1901,
ii. 3), since Abdallah b. Salam is quoted in the
immediate neighbourhood, and the substitution of

tlie father's name for the son's would be a pardon-
able slip. The OT was often revised or retrans-

lated, and so also was the NT.
The canon given by Ahmad b. Abdallah is curious,

as it gives the number of ' revealed books '

as 104,

commencing with the book of Adam, and proceed-
ing to those of Seth, Enoch, and Abraham ; the

only others mentioned are those of Moses and
David. According to A. Sprenger, Das Leben und
die Lehre des Mohammad, Berlin, 1869, i. 49, Ibn

Munajjim, in 231 A. H., made a list of the canoni-
cal Scriptures of the OT and the NT. The Fihrist

(377 A.H.) contains a list both of the Jewish and
of tiie Cliristian Scriptures.

2. Place in the Prophet's teaching.
—The Qur'an

repeatedly cl.'iims thjit it
' confirms what was befoi'e

it,' and occasionally gives the names of the books
to which this phrase applies. These are the Hulls

of Abraham aoul Moses, tlie First L'olls, tlie Taurat,
tlie Injll, the Ziibiir, and the Fiirqan. There is

no difficulty in identifying the four last names
respectively with the Torfdi, the FJiianc/eliv)!, the
Mazimirr. (Syriac name for the Psalms), and the
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Praqim (a Rabbinical treatise, Sayings of the Jew-
ish Fathers) ; but the process by which they have
assumed these forms is not perfectly clear ; popular
etymology has probably influenced them all, and,
indeed, Arabic etymologies are ottered for all four
words liy those who maintain that the language of

the Qur'an has no toreign elements.

Though actual quotation from these works is

unusual, a great deal of the matter which occupies
the pages of tiie Qur'an is reproduction of the
Biblical narratives ; being obtained from hearsay,
these reproductions are inacc\irate, mixed up with

apocryphal matter, vague, destitute of chronology,
and contradictory. Tlie Qur'an a})pears to contain
Biblical narratives delivered by the Propiiet at all

periods of his career ; in these errors are at times

corrected, or ditticulties explained away, yet it la

not clear that the writers command of his .subject
was at any one time greater than at any other.

In the Prophet's biography we can trace the
diflerence of the standard by which his utterances
on these subjects were judged at difterent times.
In a pagan prophet, endeavouring to convert his

countrymen to monotheism, a very little knowledge
was thought remarkable ; hence we may Mell be-

lieve that surah xix., when communicated to the

Abyssinian king, as an apology for the Muslim
refugees, won high approval ; it certainly displayed
some acquaintance ^\ith the OT and NT, and the

slip by which the Virgin Mary is addressed as
' Sister of Aaron '

may have seemed pardonable,
like Vergil's

' Inarime.' When, however, Muiiam-
mad claimed to lecture Jews and Christians on I heir

sacred history, a very different standard was ap-

plied ; and the discussions between the Prophet
and the Jews after the migration to Medina led to

stormy scenes. The differences between their

respective versions of the Biblical narratives were

explained by Muhammad as due to deliberate cor-

ruption of the text by the Jews (ii. 75, v. 44, iv. 45).

The way in whicli the Bible was utilized by
Muhammad determined the attitude wliich his

followers have ever since assumed towards it. That
attitude is necessarilj' one-sided ; the older Scrip-
tures may be employed in defence of Islam, but
not to its detriment ; an appeal was made to them
when evidence was required that the matter which
the Prophet claimed to have received by revelation
was veracious ; but, wlien they were cited in

order to expose his errors, they were not to be
heard. The formula employed by tiome Muslim
theologians, according to which the earlier Scrip-
tures require confirmatiuii from the Qur'an, ex-

presses this principle very clearly. Hence, when
the evidence of the Qur'an is quoted in favour of

the earlier Scrijjtures, the Muslim controversialist

replies tiiat he recognizes theia only to the extent
to wiiich the Qur'an attests them. The famous
Mu'tazilite Abu'l-Hudhail (t 226 A.H.) is com-
mended for having silenced a Jew thus (Jauzi,
Kitdb al-Adhkiya, Cairo, 1306, p. 95).

The tradition ascribes to Muhammad not a few

quotations of Biblical passages which are not
utilized in the Qur'an. So, according to Bukhaii

(ed. L. Krelil, Leyden, n.d., ii. 224), he told his

followers to shoot because their father Ishmael was
a shot (Gn 21-"). He told (according to the same
author, ii. 280) the story of the sun stfuuiing still,

tlioui;li without the name of Josiiua, and com-
bined with this the enactment of Dt 20*'. In the

Musnad of Ibn yanbal (vi. 21) he recommends
the Lord's Prayer as a spell. Certain aphorisms
which belong to Ecclesiasticus are ascribed to him
in these collections. The Qur'an itself, besides

reproducing Biblical narratives, at times expresses
itself in decidedly Biblical language, and the same
is true of matter embodied in the books of tradi-

tion.
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3. Use of the Bible by historians.—The study of

history is, on the whole, poi>ul:ir in Islfim, and,

althouirh it is chiefly occupied ^\ith the national

vicissitudes, the need for locating these in the

history of the world has led to a certain amount
of research—sometimes of a highly creditable kind
—into the records of other communities. Since

the Qur'an claims to be a development of the

Biblical revelations, it was considered on the whole

proper to obtain pre-Islilmic history from the latter,

corrected, of course, from the statements of the

Qur'an. Those writers, then, who composed uni-

versal histories after the rise of secular prosaic
literature, or who compiled compendia of the

same, utilized the OT and NT Scriptures for their

purpose on those conditions. Works of this sort

are the Chronicle of Ya'qubi (250 A.H.), the

Historical Handbook of Ibn Qutaiba (t270), and
the Chronicle of Tabari (1310). The first and
second of these evidently quote at first hand. A
remarkable work in a kindred field is the Chronol-

ogy ofA ncient Nations by al-liiruni (t after 422), in

which the ditt'erences between the chronologies of

the Hebrew, the LXX, and the Samaritan copies
of the Pentateuch are tabulated. Somewhat
earlier is the summary of Israelitish chronology
published by ^lamzah of Isfahan ; he got it in the

year 920 from a Jew in Baghdad, who knew by
heart twelve Biblical books, whose names are

somewhat disfigured in the Arabic transliteration.

It is not probable that these extracts ever appealed
to large circles of Muslims before imitation of

European modes of education became popular.
TIciico allusions to Biblical history are rarely made,
and would not be expected to be understood.

4. Use by preachers.
—Although the extent to

which the Sufi movement was influenced by Christ-

ianity is apt to be exaggerated, it seems clear

that there was often identity of aim between the
Christian and the Muslim preachers, and that the
latter found valuable material in both Testaments.
Thus the earliest Sufi writer, Muhasibi (t 243),
uses the parable of the Sower ; numerous quota-
tions from Biblical books (sometimes cited as al-

Israeliyyat) are to be found in the QOt al-qiduh
of Abu Talib al-Mekki (t 386), some of which can
be identified with texts in the canonical books,
whereas others are clearly apocryphal. The OT
(Isaiah) is also used in the Blidcdshafat al-qtililb of

Ghazali (t 505), probably at second hand, since the

quotation is very much amplified. Such quota-
tions are much less common in the works of the

mystical (as opposed to the homiletic) Sufis, yet it

is noticeable that in the most famous of the former,
the Fusils al-Hikain of Ibn al-'Arabi (A.H. 627),
the Biblical account of the sacrifice of Abraham,
according to which Isaac was the victim, is pre-
ferred to that ordinarily got from the Qur an,
which makes the victim Ishmael ; and in the

commentary on this work by Dawud al-Qaisari

(t 751 ; Bombay, 1300, p. 71) Jn U"" is cited as the

saying of ' the revealer of the divine secrets, the
seal of the universal saintship.'

5. Use in Qur'anic exegesis.—The employment
of the Bible for the elucidation of the Qur'an is

not ordinarily approved ; and, indeed, one of the

charges brought against Muhammad b. Isliaq, the

Prophet's biographer, is that he adopted this

practice (Yaqut, Dirt, of Lcnrned Men, ed. D. S.

Margoliouth, London, 1913, vi. 401); a certain

amount of Biblical matter has, however, got into

the most orthodox commentaries, chiefly, it is

supposed, through Ka'b al-Ahbar and VVahb b.

Munabbih, savants of the first Islamic century.
Thus Baidawi inserts in his commentary on silrah

iii. a genealogy which is taken from that prefixed
to tlie First Gospel. First-hand employment of

the Gospels is found in the commentary of Fakhr

al-din al-Bazi (t 606), who chiefly employs that of
John. His references are respectful, but he does
not attempt to harmonize the conflicting state-
ments. In quite recent times, owing to the spread
of European education and, with it, of acquaintance
with the contents of the Bible, endeavours to

explain the discrepancies between it and the Qur'an
and to justify the assertions of the latter have
been made on a much more considerable scale.

The late Egyptian Mufti ISIuhammad Abdo and
his disciple jiluhammad Rashid Rida have done
more than others in this line, and have come nearer
the European treatment of this subject than their

predecessors.
6. Use by controversialists.—Although conver-

sion fi'om Islam to other religions was not tolerated
in any Muslim State, and conversion to Islam was
usually eflected by other methods than reasoning,
the fact of members of difl'erent religious com-
munities mixing on nearly equal terms in lecture-

rooms and debating-societies in Baghdad and other
Islamic capitals naturally led to religious contro-

versy ; and it was hard to keep it out of discussions
on logic or even geometry. Hence works profess-

ing to refute the Jewish and Christian systems
were produced in a fairly constant series during the
'Abbasid Khalifate, and thence to our own time.
In order to attack these systems with success it

was necessary to study the Scriptures to a certain

extent, and some of the controversialists took
considerable pains in the matter. The Prophet's
method is generally adopted, but the degree varies

very much. The Spanish Zahirite Ibn ^azm (t 456)

goes the length of treating the OT and NT as

impudent forgeries ; he denies that we even know
the names of the apostles. His studies in the
Pentateuch led him to anticipate some of the

objections urged by modern critics—e.g., J. W.
Colenso. In the polemical work of the Syrian Ibn

Taimiyyah (t 728) a much more moderate view is

taken. He urges, indeed, that the only propliets
known to the Muslims are those mentioned in the

Qur'an, and that, as the stream cannot rise higher
than the source, belief in these implies belief in

Muhammad ; but he is disposed to think that the
alterations which the Scriptures have undergone
are not very considerable, and he finds a whole
series of predictions concerning Muhammad in the
book of Isaiah

;
and this more nearly approaches

the general practice of the controversialists. For
the number of passages in the OT and NT which
can be interpreted as predictions of the Muslim
prophet is very large ; and, in order that these

may be utilized, a certain amount of autlioritj'
must be granted the works which contain them.
With some of these writers there is a tacit assump-
tion that Arabic is the original language of the

Scriptures ; and it is sometimes said that the
Christian doctrine of the Sonship of Christ is due
to the misplacing of points in Ps 2^, the words
a7ita nnbl ('Thou art a prophet') having been
misread anta bion/yya ('Thou art my Son ') !

7. Use for guidance.—The question is discussed
in treatises on the principles of jurisprudence
' whether we are bound bj^ the codes of our pre-
decessors,' and, though it might seem that only
parts of the OT and NT had been abrogated, the
doctrine of interpolation renders the use of the

existing Bible improper in the minds of Muslim
authorities ; in practice, then, it does not count as
a source of law, and reference to it is not approved
by legal authorities.

The most curious case recorded in Ishaiuic history of resort
to the Bible for assistance in an emergency is that of one
"Umar b. Bilal al-Asadi, who was asked by the Umayyad
Khalif.ah 'Abd al-Malik (685-705) to_ effect a reconciliation
between himself and his queen, 'Atika. This personage
borrowed the expedient of the ' wise woman '

in 2 S 14-5-7, and
told the same storv about his two sons, but deviated slightlv
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from the precedent in inducing the queen to intercede with
the Khalifah that the execution of the supposed murderer
should not he carried out (Aghdni, Cairo, 12S5, ii. 140).
Cases of this kind are very rare ; and it is not
probable that, outside the group of specialists
noticed, reading of the Bible was ever common
among Muslims.

8. Biblical forgeries.
—The theory having been

accepted that the books in the hands of Jews and
Christians are forgeries, it seemed desirable to

supply the missing revealed books ; and there are a
certain number of compositions of this sort in exist-

ence, which adopt the literary form of tlie Qur'an,
in which tlie Deity addresses the propliet in rhym-
ing sentences. A spurious Psalter of this kind is

described by S. M. Zwemer in The Moslcia World,
V. [1915] 399-403. Sprenger (i. 51) claims to have
discovered a fragment of the Rolls of Abraham
mentioned in the Qur'an, Avhicli doubtless is a
fabrication meant to replace them. He quotes
Ibn Munajjim (t 300) for the identity of a work
called Shani ata, in the hands of the Jews but not
of the Christians, with the Rolls of Abraham and
Moses. There is naturally no difficulty in recog-
nizing in this the Talmud, which often uses the
word quoted of its contents. In the Qrd al-qidiib
there is a quotation from the 'Suraii of Yearning'
in the T6rah, wliich the author Abu Talib al-Mekki
had iiimself read ; in it the Deity taunts the
reader with neglect of His communications, whereas
he would stop his business in order to read a letter
from a friend. This author appears to have had
access to several apocryphal collections of this
kind.

Probably the most remarkable among these

apocrypha is the Gospel of Barnabas, which, after
it had been occasionally mentioned for some centu-
ries, was edited in Italian and English from aVienna
MS by Lonsdale and Laura Ragg, Oxford, 1907.
Its date is acutely fixed by the editors for A.D.
1500-50 from the mention of 'Jubilee celebrated

every hundred years
'

; and, though the Arabic
scribblings on the margin of the MS suggest that
Arabic v,'as the original language, the editors are

probably right in rejecting this opinion and sup-
posing the Italian to be the original ; it seems
that a Spanish copy also existed at one time. The
work, immediately after its appearance in English,
was translated into Arabic for use in anti-Christian
controversy ; but no reference to its existence in
Arabic before tliat date has been discovered in any
Islamic writer.

Besides apocryphal documents a considerable
amount of matter of a similar kind collected round
tlie names of tiiose prophets who are mentioned in
the Qur'an ; tales of this sort were invented by
preachers, and then circulated. Several collections
were made bearing the name Qisas al-Anbiyd,
'Tales of tlie Prophets' ; the most popular is the
'Arais al-Majalis of Tha alibi (t 427 A.H.), which
has been translated into other Islamic languages.Much similar matter is to be found in the religious
poetry of the Persians—B.f)'. , the Bustdn of Sadi
and the Mathnavi of Jalal al-din Rumi.
Literature.—H. Preserved Smith, The Bible mid Islam,New York, 1897; A. Geiger, Was hat Muhamnwd av» dem

Judeuthvm mi/<jenommen?, Bonn, 1833, SLeipzi;;, 1002; G.
Weil, BiblUche Leijenden der Muxelmdnner, Frankfort, 1845 ;M. Lidzbarski, Depropheticis, qva> dicuntur, leyendis arabicin'
Leipzi?, 1893. I), s. MARGOLIOUTH.

OLD CATHOLICISM.—Old Catholicism is

tiie modern revival of Catliolicism as it was under-
stood in tlie first centuries— not an attempt to

perpetuate the faults either of doctrines or of
works, revealed by history in the Christian Clmrch
of the early centuries, but an endeavour, on the
part of its sui)i)orters, while conforming to their
own times and their own countries, to be guided
by the sjiirit of Christ, their only leader, and to

end to

defiled

the
the

labour, by this spirit, to put an
imperfections and vices that have
Church in the course of time.

They are called 'Old,' not to disown the
improvements which reason and the gospel declare
to be necessary, but to show their fundamental
dependence on Christ and His gospel. They have
no intention whatever of founding a new religion
or of joining one of the sects that dream of a
fanciful Christianity in the future ; but, faithful
to the Church founded by Christ and preached by
the apostles, as it ajipears in the books of the NT
and in the Christian writings of the first centuries,
they claim to live by the spirit of their fathers
and the saints worship) led by their ancestors, and
thus to unite the Christian past with the Christian
present and the Christian future. When they
speak of the first centuries, they speak especially
of the first three, but in thought they include the
next five also, because, in reality, the Church of
the first eight centuries, in spite of its turmoils
and its numerous dissensions, succeeded in remain-
ing one in both East and West. It was not until
the 9th cent, that Pope Nicholas I. fell away from
the Eastern Church and caused schism. Although
they are Westerners, the Old Catholics do not
accept the inheritance of the faults of this pope,
and they claim to go further, by extending the
hand to Christians of the East and inviting them
to labour with them for the restoration of union
between the Christian Churches of the East and
the West.

In this article we shall note (1) the occasion and
origin of the Old Catholic movement; (2) its
aims ; (3) the results already attained ; and (4) its

present condition and expectations.
I. Occasion and origin.—Convinced long before

the Vatican Council (1870) that the doctrines of

papal infallibility and the universality of the juris-
diction of the bishop of Rome over the Church
were absolutely erroneous, the Old Catholics diil

not allow that the simple fact of the dogmatization
of these two errors by the pope and the majority
of the Council was sufficient to transform them
into truths—still less, divine truths ; and after, as
before, the 18tli of July, 1870, they rejected these
two dogmas. It is hardly necessary to recall the
proofs established by the Old Catholics of the
falsity of these new dogmas — a falsity clearly
shown up by the Scriptures, by universal tradition,
by the history of the seven Ecumenical Councils,
and by several other undoubted facts. None of
these proofs has been seriously refuted by Roman
Catholic theologians. The Old Catholics, there-
fore, by rejecting these false dogmas, remained
faithful to the Catholicism of the time before the
Vatican Council

; they ilid not leave the Catholic
Church to form a new Church

; they remained in
the Catholic Church of whicli they had always
formed a part, and they continued to set the
'universal, unvarying, and uiijinimous' testimony
of the Church in opposition to Roman innovations.
This attitude and the theological works which

they have had to produce to prove the truth of
their cause have led them to discover a numher of
errors made by Roman theologians and trans-
formed into dogmas in the course of the ages, so
that the protest against the false dogmas of the
18th of July, 1870, has logically incurred on their

part the protest against all the false dogmas
previously promulgated by the papacy (see especi-
ally W. Uuettee, La Papaide schistiiafiqur. I'aris,

1863, and La Papant^ herrtique, do. 1874, and E.

Michaud, La Papautf anfichrrticnnc, do. 1873).
This discover}' of the errors of the Roman papacy
from the 9th cent, to the present day, and in all

the individual Churches under the jurisdiction of

Rome, has given fresii impetus and considerable
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importance to the Old Catholic movement. It is a

complete history of Roman theology, re-made in

accordance with' authentic sources and contrary to

the tliousands of Roman falsifications pointed out

recently by the most eminent theologians of all

the Churches, including even Roman theologians.
We may say that these new publications

—this

veritable resurrection of ancient documents that

were believed to be buried in darkness — have
created a new situation and started a thorough
reformation of so-called Catholic theology.

Tiiis is a part of the work of the Old Catholics,
but it is only one of their proposed aims.

2. Aims.—The chief aims may be reduced to

three : (a) theological reform ; (6) ecclesiastical

reform ; and (c) union of the Christian Churches.

(«) Theological reform.
—This reform was not

undertaken arbitrarily ; nor is it conducted by
each theologian according to his personal opinions
on each of the disputed questions. A strict method
governs all their actions, a method which results

especially in distinguishing dogma from theology—dogma, which is the word of Christ as it i.s

recorded in the Gospels, from theology, which is

the explanation given by the apostles and scholars

to secure the acceptance and practice of the

precepts of Jesus Christ. Christ, being
' the way,

the truth, and the life,' is the only Scholar, the

only jNIaster ; He has declared it Himself to His

disciples. It is therefore He alone who, as the

only Mediator and Saviour, possesses the words of

eternal life ; it is He alone who is the light of the

world, and it is He alone who has the right to

impose His doctrines, decrees, and dogmas on His

disciples. On the other hand, every disciple is

entitled, and even duty-bound, to try to under-
stand the dogmas of Christ, to see their depth and
beauty, and to derive profit from them for the
sanctitication of his soul. Dogma is the divine
truth which is taught by Christ ; theology is the

explanation given by men—an explanation more
or less luminous, which each one may judge
according to the light of his reason, conscience,
and knowledge :

' Prove all things ; hold fast that
which is good '(lTh52i).
The distinction between dogma and theology is

made by the application of the Catholic test to

every disputed point. The test is the one so well

epitonuzed by Vincent of L^rins :

' What has been
believed everywhere, always, and by all

'

the
Christian Churches is Catholic (Commonitory, ii.

[6]). The Catholic faith is the '

universal, unvary-
ing, and unanimous' faith, because, even humanly
s^jeaking, all the Christian Churches cannot be

making a mistake when they attest, as a fact,
that they have always believed or not believed,
from their very foundation, in the doctrine which
the apostle-founders of their particular Church
had taught them or not. It is not a question of

settling an important discussion, but of making a

simple statement of fact. As to the theological

explanations which may be given of the estab-
lished doctrine, tliey depend, like all the explana-
tions in this world, on reason, science, history, and
all the knowledge which humanity has at its

disposal.
Thus faith and liberty are reconciled—the faith

which depends not on any caprice or any school,
but solely on the histoiical and objective testimony
of the Ciiurches ; and liberty of criticism or of

reason, which, conscientiously speaking, belongs
to the religious truth transmitted to all the

Churches, to the best of the religious interests of

each Church. Thus the faith is a depository—a

depository of all the precepts confided by Jesus
Christ to His disciples, a depository which does
not belong exclusively to any one person, but to

everybody, to the preservation of which all faithful

Churches carefully attend, so that none of it may
be suppressed, and also that no foreign doctrine

may be surreptitiously introduced into it [depositum
custodi). And theology is a science which, like all

other sciences, belongs to reason, to history, to

criticism, and which also obej's fixed rules.

It is therefore neither a bisliop nor a priest nor
a scholar that is entrusted with the preservation
of dogma, but all bishops, all priests, all scholars—in a word, all the faithful, members of the
Church. Christ being the only Master of His

Church, there is no other rule than His ; it is

sufficient to guard His doctrine and precepts. The
Church was not instituted to found a religion other
than that of Christ, but merely to preserve it and

spread it throughout the world (' Go ye therefore,
and teach all nations' [Mt 28^^]). Its mission is

not to add to the dogmas of Christ, but only to

preach them in order to sanctify the world by
them (' Teaching them to observe all things whatso-
ever I have commanded you

'

[Mt 28^"J). The Church
is therefore a guardian of the teachings and pre-

cepts of Jesus Christ ; its title, the '

teaching
'

Church, means, not that it has the right to teach

any doctrines that it pleases, but that it is its

iluty to preach openly what Christ taught His

disciples in secret.

Real theological reform should consist in com-

municating to all men the teachings of Jesus

Christ, as they are collected in the Scriptures and
recorded in the universal tradition of the Church—
a tradition which also belongs to all the members
of the Church. It is the duty of pastors and
scholars to explain them, and it is the dutj' of

each member to study the explanations which

appear to him wisest and most useful ; the good
sense and the Christian spirit that prevail in the
Church are sufficient to ensure the final triumph
of truth over error :

' Where two or three are

gathered together in my name, there am I in the
midst of them' (Mt 18-0).

Since the Church is not a chair to which might
be addressed all the questions that arise in the
minds of the inquisitive and the imaginative, it is

not obliged to solve them or to prevent men from
discussing among themselves matters which neither
God nor Christ has thought lit to make clear. It

is the work of scholars to elucidate the mysteries
of science ; the apostles have simply to preach the
truths which Christ thought sufficient for the
edification and sanetification of humanity. The
fruitfulness of the faith does not consist in dis-

covering new dogmas or in transforming the
Church into a revealer, charged with completing
the revelation made by Christ ; the faith is fruitful,
it increases, it grows by the closeness of its adher-
ence to the word of Christ, and not by the procla-
mation of unknown dogmas. It is Christ alone
who is the religious light and the religious life of

the world ; the Church must only be His humble
servant.

(b) Ecclesiastical reform.
—This reform sliould

consist in reminding the Church what Christ
wished it to be. Christ established a hierarchy
for the service of the faithful. That hierarchy,
therefore, ought to serve, and not to rule. Its

office is a ministry, and not an authorit}. There
is no imperiitm in the Church of Christ : 'neither
as lording it over the charge allotted to you'
(1 P 5^); and the obedience of the disciples must
be reasonable, and not servile (Ro'12i). If any
member wanted to be first, he had to be the iii'st

to serve his brothers, and nut to give them orders—
to feed the flock, i.e. to lead it into good pastures,
and not to enslave it by false dogmas or exploit it

by superstitions. The main duties of pastors are
to arouse the conscience of the faithful, to enlighten
it, to act as if each of them were another Christ :
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' Christ liveth in me '

(Gal 2-'>). Christ took a firm

stand against the Piiarisees of His day, but He
did not charge any of His disciples to rebuke his

brothers, still less to excommunicate them or curse
them.
The mission of the Church also is essentially

religious and spiritual. Christ did not give it any
worldly and temporal authority ; He chose apostles
and disciples only to lay the most strict duties on
them, and thus to make examples of them for the
flock. The early bishops or superintendents were

only overseers, and not masters :

'

for one is your
Master' (Mt2a«).

Tiie primitive Church, then, was simply a

gathering or reunion in which the first and only
chief was, in the eyes of the faith, Christ Himself.
Pastors and people simply formed a school, a body
and a soul. This was the parish, and, if a dispute
arose between any of the members, it was ' the
Church' that restored peace : 'Die Ecclesiae.'

Gradually bonds of brotherhood and charity
were formed between the various local churches,
and in this way synods came into being—special
and very limited synods, before the idea of general
councils was heard of. It is not only the idea of

the true bishop, therefore, that has to be restored,
but also that of the synod and the council.

Because the so-called ecumenical council was
believed to be the representation of the whole
Church, it was soon confused with the Church,
and rights were assigned to it which the Church
itself hardly possesses. Under the pretext that
the council was, as it were, the supreme jurisdic-
tion of the Church, this jurisdiction was made a
universal and absolute jurisdiction, to which was
soon joined the privilege of infallibility. The
practical consequences resulting from this con-

fusion and the numerous abuses arising from them
to the detriment of the Church are well known.
The Old Catholics are also engaged in restoring

the true conceptions of pastor, bishop, synod,
council, ecclesiastical authority, and even infalli-

bility, according to the precise meaning of the

Scriptures and according to ancient traditions.

The constitution of the Church, they hold, is mon-
archical only because Christ is its only monarch ;

but, inasmuch as it is a society composed of men,
the Church has been called from its very beginning
a simple 'church,' and it has been regarded in its

universality, since the time when the question of

universality arose, as a Christian 'republic' It

would give a wrong idea of the early bishops to

represent their action as an aristocratic govern-
ment ; the words of St. Peter himself are opposed
to that.

The episcopal see of Home was not long in

attaining a certain priority, Rome being the capital
of the empire ; but it was merely a prioritj' of

honour, and not of jurisdiction. Christ did not

appoint a master among His disciples. When He
told Peter specially to feed His lambs and slieep,
it was to restore to him the function of whicli he
had proved unworthy, and of which he had been

deprived in denying Christ. As Peter repented,
he deserved to be reinstated, and he was ; \mt it is

a mistake to transform this reinstatement as a

simple ajjostle into an exaltation above all the
other apostles. The alteration of the constitution
of the Church was accomplished by Rome by
means of grossly erroneous interi)retations of
texts ; the policy and the ambition of the bishops
of Rome did the rest.

Such is the spirit in which the Old Catholics
have set about restoring the true conception of

the Church and realizing the ecclesiastical reform
claimed for such a long time '

in capite et in

membris.'

(c) Union qfthe Christian Churches.—This reform

of the Church would have been very imperfect if

it had not from the very beginning implied the
re-establishment of union among the separate
Cliurches. It has been rightly said that '

it is as
difficult to see Christ behind tlie Church as to see
the sun behind the darkness of nigiit.' From the

very start of their work the Old Catholics have
made it one of their aims to study means of reviv-

ing this union. Their efforts during their inter-
national congresses, and their writings on this

question in their Revue Internationale de theologie
(1893-1910), are well known

; great reconciliations
have been effected among all the Churches tiiat

have taken part in these, and, if the union has not

yet been sanctioned, it is because tiiere are still

administrative obstacles to be overcome, and especi-
ally prejudices of a liierarchical kind to be put down—a matter of time, wliich more favourable social

circumstances will undoubtedly help to bring to a
successful issue.

It is already apparent to all eyes that the ' union '

aimed at is not the '

unity
' which many had at

first imagined ; that the latter is not necessary ;

and that, moreover, it is impossible, considering the
needs of various kinds which are prevalent among
the nations and which form part of human nature
itself. The chimera of a false unity being removed,
matter-of-fact men will return to the real nature of

spiritual union and of the ' bond of peace
'

(Eph 4^),

which will be sufficient to form real Christian
brotherhood throughout the world.
A better understanding has already been reached

as to the respects in which the Christian Churches
ought to be one, and those in which they ought to

remain distinct and even different, in order to safe-

guard the autonomy of each and all. When all

are one in loving one another, in working together
for the social well-being, in banishing from their

theology every trace of anthroiwmorphism and

politics, in becoming more spiritually-minded after

the pattern of Christ, and in establishing the reign
of God in every individual conscience, then the
union in question will be very near being declared :

' that they may be one, even as we are one
'

(Jn 17^2).

3. Results attained.'—(a) Dogmatic.—Among
the dogmatic results already attained by the Old
Catholics we may mention tlie following : the rejec-
tion and refutation of papal infallibility and of the

pope's absolute and universal jurisdiction over the
whole Church ; the rejection and refutation of the
other false dogmas taught by Rome in the Syllabus
and elsewhere ; the re-establishment of the true
idea of dogma, of its distinction from theological

speculation ; the restoration in practice of the
Catholic test :

' What has been believed every-
where, always, and by everybody is Catholic

'

; the

ruling that purely Westei'n and papist councils are
not Ecumenical Councils, the latter being only
seven in number (325-787) ; the declaration of the

ortiiodoxy of the Eastern Church, called the
' Church of the seven Ecumenical Councils

'

because
it has no other faith than that which was taught
by them ; the bringing into prominence of the
union of the Churches, which must be neither a sub-

mission to the pope nor a neglect of dogma, but the

maintenence of the autonomy of each individual

Church in the universality of tlie whole Church.

(6) Constitutional.—Of these Me may mention :

the reduction of the primacy of the pope (o the

simple degree of primus inter pares
—a title which

does not confer any authority on him, but which

lays on him the duty of attending more carefully
than any other bishop to the decisions of the Church,
to which he is subordinate ; the binding of the

pope to renounce every political vocation, and to

1 On this subject see the present writer's study in Revue
intemat. de thiol., July 1897, pp. 606-521.
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confine himself to his essentially religious voca-

tion
;
the return of the bishops to the simplicity

of the early bishops, who were by no means

prince-bishops, but wiio, simply elected by the

members and the clergy, remained independent
of the pope, and directed their dioceses in union
witii their synod ; the re-establishment of the simple
worshippers in their rights as active members of

the Church, who also attend to the guarding of the
Church's interests and the maintenance of its dis-

cipline ; and the revival of national and autono-
mous Churches, Catholic by the unity of their

faith : 'una fides, unus Christus, unum baptisma.'
(c) Disciplinary.

— Among disciplinary results

are the following : the right of each individual
Church to judge of the manner most useful to it-

self of applying the canons of discipline formulated
in the provincial sjmods and the Ecumenical
Councils ; and the right of restoring among the

clergy tlie choice of celibacy or marriage.
{d) Liturgical.

—The liturgical results are : the
return of the proper idea of the sacraments, which
are neither empty symbols nor means of producing
grace 'ex opere operato,' but simply acts of wor-

ship, in which Jesus Christ communicates His grace
to well-atl'ected souls

; the revival of public peni-
tence and the suppression of papal indulgences ;

the return of the spiritual conception of the
Eucharist, with rejection of material transubstan-
tiation as it was practised during the Middle Ages ;

the celebration of worship in the national language
of each country, as well as the free gift of all

religious work.
(e) Politico • ecclesiastical. — Lastly, among

politico-ecclesiastical results mention may be made
of the independence of individual churches towards
the political commands of Rome, and towards any
political interference whatever, the Church being
a spiritual and religious society, and in no way a
political society.

4. Present condition and expectations.—The
Old Catholic Church exists in Germany, Austria,
France, Holland, Russia, Switzerland, and
America.

In Germany it is managed at the present day by
Bishop George Moog, who is also president of the

synodal representation. It has parishes in the
chief towns of Prussia, Bavaria, the grand-duchy
of Baden, Hesse, Saxe, Wiirtemberg, etc. Every
year the episcopal administration publishes official

statistics.

In Austria the episcopal administrator, Czech,
who is also curate of Warnsdorf, attends to the
parishes founded in Bohemia, Moravia, Styria,
Carinthia, etc.

In France the Church (called Gallican Catholic)
has only two parishes—one in Paris, the other in
Nantes.

In Holland Mgr. Gul is the archbishop of

Utrecht, and Mgr. Prins and Mgr. Spit are the

bishops of Haarlem and Deventer. The archi-

episcopal seminary is at Amersfoort. There are
about 24 parishes.

In Russia the Church (called Mariavite) has
three bishops—John Kowalski at Plock, Proch-
niewski at Warsaw, and Golembiowski at Lodz.
In the kingdom of Pologne 66 parishes are admin-
istered by about 100 priests ; in White Russia
(Lithuania) there are three i)ari.shes, and in Little
Russia (government of Kieff) there are also several

parishes.
In America Bishop Hodur (Scran ton), along with

three vicars-general, manages .several parishes
which are extending daily.
There is a parish in London.
In Switzerland Bishop Eduard Herzog, along

with the national synod and the synodal council,
manages numerous parishes in twelve cantons.

The organization is excellent. Apart from the

faculty of Catholic theology, which forms part of
the cantonal University of Berne, and whose funds
are administered by the State of Berne, numerous
commissions are in full swing, for examinations of
the clergy, religious music, the press, the interests
of the Church, the care of the sick, reunions of

young people, the diaspora, etc. Annually the

bishop and the president of the synodal council

give an account, with all the necessary details, of
the life of the parishes, the religious instruction of
the children, etc. Reviews, journals, and instruc-
tive and edifying libraries are more or less pros-
l)erous.

It may be said that, in spite of the ettbrts put
forth by the Old Catholics, they have not realized
all the hopes entertained in their movement at the

beginning of their work. But it must be added
that political and social circumstances, and, still

more, the almost universal religious inditterence,
iiave been exceedingly unfavourable to all advance.
The stones which may be thrown at them strike all

the other Churches at the same time. This is not
a justification

—far from it ; but it is at least an
explanation, which may possibly arouse hopes for

the future. The Old Catholics are convinced of
the truth of their cause. If during the first fifty

years of their existence they have not worked with

great enough skill, they have the hope that, by
dint of struggling against thousands of obstacles,

they have learned better how to struggle ; that
the serious events which are overturning Europe at
the present day will not pass without creating new
religious and even ecclesiastical conditions, which,
with the grace of God and the zeal of the serious
Christians of all the Churches, may become fruitful.
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OLD PRUSSIANS.— I. Ethnology.-The Old
Prussians formed the westernmost branch of the

group of peoples which is represented to-day by
the Letts and the Lithuanians. The Old Prussian

language died out in the 17th cent., and the only
specimens of it which have come down to us are
three catechisms from the 16th cent, and an Elbing
vocabulary dating, probably, from the beginning
of the 15th. These remains show clearly that Old
Prussian belonged to the Indo-Germanic family of

languages and was most closely related to Lithu-
anian. The Old Prussians inhabited the coast of
the Baltic, east of the Vistula, but their exact

geographical position is hard to determine. Peter
von Dusburg (in Scrijitoi-es Rerum Prnssicarum,
i. 50, 146) makes the river Memel the boundary be-
tween Prussia and Lithuania ; but in the chronicles
of the Teutonic Order the word ' Prussia

'

is a

political rather than an ethnological term. The
eastern boundary of the Old Prussians was prob-
ably nearer the river Pregel than the river Memel
(cf. H. G. Voigt, Adalbert von Prag, p. 128).
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In the 2nd cent. A.D. Ptolemy (ill. v. 21) men-
tions the Galindi and Sudini as peoples living to

the east of the Vistula. The Galindi are frequently
mentioned in later times as a distinct division of

the Old Prussians, and the Sudini seem to have
been another division of the same kind or at any
rate a closely related people.
Another name which occurs more frequently in

this region in early times is that of the ^stii.

Tacitus (Germ. 45) describes them as an agri-
cultural people inhabiting the amber coast of the
Baltic. Tliey are again mentioned by Cassiodorus

(Var. V. 2) and by Jordanes (5, 23). It can hardly
be doubted that the Este, described by King
Alfred ^in the account of Wulfstan's voyage
which he inserted in his translation of Orosius—
as inhabitants of the country immediately to the
east of the Vistula, are the same people. It is

usually held that the ^stii were Prussian, though
a difficulty is caused by the fact that the name
J^^stii is obviously identical with German Ehsten,
O. Norse Eistr, which in later times has denoted
the Esthonians, a Finnish people belonging to a

totally different linguistic family. We have no
evidence that the Esthonians ever extended so far

to the south-west as the Vistula, although the
occurrence of the name Finnoi in Ptolemy's map
should be noted. Whatever may be the solution

of the difficulty, Alfred's account of the Este gives
reason for believing that they were connected in

some way with the Old Prussians. We may note
in particular his account of horse-racing at funerals,
which Hnds a curious parallel in the burial customs
of the Prussian natives of later time (Lucas David,
Preussischc Chronik, ed. E. Hennig, i. 141). Refer-
ence may also be made to the laws ascribed to the
kriwe kirwaito by Lucas David (p. 23). Both the
Este and the Old Prussians drank mare's milk and
mead (Dusburg, in Script. Ber. Pruss. i. 54 ;

Alfred, ed. H. Sweet, London, 1883, pt. i. p. 20 f.).

The art of artificial freezing ascribed by Alfred
to the Este appears to have been known to the

Prussians (cf. M. Praetorius, Delicice Prussica:,
ed. W. Pierson, pp. 45, 46, and note).
The name ' Pruzzi

'

is first mentioned in the lOtli

cent, in Ibrahim ibn Ja'qub's account of the Slavic

countries (his journey took place in A.D. 965 ; cf.

W. Wattenbach, Geschichtschreiber der dcutsch.

Vorzeif\ Leipzig, 1884-1912, xxxiii. 139 f.), and in

the lives of St. Adalbert and elsewhere (cf. H. G.

Voigt, p. 125 and note).

2. History.—The earliest known incident in Old Prussian

history is the unsuccessful attempt made by St. Adalbert,

bishop of Prague, in the 10th cent, to introduce Christianity.
The saint was martyred (probably on the coast of Samland) on
account of his havin;? penetrated into a sacred grove which
was forbidden fcround to men of alien race and religion. In

the 11th and 12th centuries, according to the Polish chronicles,
Old Prussians frequently raided Poland, sometimes in conjunc-
tion with neighbouring peoples, Russians and Pomeranians.
In the 13th cent. Conrad, duke of Masovia, who was greatly
harassed by these raids, gave to Christian, bishop of Prussia,

part of Culmerland as a fief, and together they founded the

Knightly Order of Dobrzin. In 1228 Conrad and Christian,
who had (ailed to convert the Prussians either by persuasion or

by force of arms, callefi to their aid the Teutonic Knights (a

body of German Crusaders), granting them Culm and any other
lands that they could wrest from the heathen. The conversion
and forKiuest of the Old Prussians were gradually effected,
within the next fifty years, in spite of vigorous opposition.
Their political organization was destroyed and they lived
thenceforward as subjects of the Teutonic Knights, who, before

this, had made themselves independent of all authorities except
the papacy. The lay subjects of the order were now divided
into two classes : in the fir.st rank were the German immigrants
and the Prussians who had freely submitted, and below them
were the Prussians who had resisted to the last and were re-

duced to a ('ondition of serfdom. In the 15th cent, the power
of the Teutonic Order began to decline. The conversion of

Lithuania and its alliance with Poland were a serious menace,
especially as the discontented Prussian Iait\ had strong Polish

sympathies. In 1410 Ladislaus, king of Poland, inflicted a

crushing defeat on the Teutonic Knights at Tannenberg. In
1454 the Prussian League (which had been formed in 1440 to
resist the rule of the order) offered Prussia to the Polish king.

In 1466 the Peace of Thorn gave W. Prussia to Poland. The
order, however, retained E. Prussia as a fief from the Polish

king. The Grand Master was to sit on the Polish Diet and half

of the Knights were to be of Polish race. The E. Prussian

brethren, however, continued to choose Germans for their

Grand Masters. In 1526 the Hohenzollern Albert of Branden-

burg, who was then Grand Master, having become a Protestant,
secularized his territories and turned them into a hereditary
duchy, to be held as a fief from Poland. In 1618 John Sigis-

niund, elector of Brandenburg, on the death of his father-in-law,
Albert Frederick, duke of Prussia, succeeded to his dukedom.
In 1655 war broke out between .Sweden and Poland. Frederick

William, the '

great elector
'

of Brandenburg, who had made
good his claim to the dukedom of Prussia, succeeded by his

\acillating and treacherous policy in obtaining the complete
independence of both Sweden and Poland. In 1701 the duchj'
of Prussia was converted into a kingdom by the emperor in

favour of Frederick in., elector of Brandenburg.

3. Sociology.—The Old Prussians lived by agri-

culture, hunting, and fishing. They were ac-

quainted with the art of navigation, and ships
froui Samland used to visit the commercial town
of Birca in Sweden (Adam of Bremen, Gesta

Haminabtirg. Eccles. pontiJicAim, i. 62 ^Script. Ber.
Pruss. i. 2i59]). According to accounts given by
historians of the Teutonic Order, the civilization

of the Old Prussians in the 13th cent, was by no
means high. The art of writing was unknown to

them (cf. Dusbui-g, in Script. Ber. Pruss. i. 53).

Human sacrifice was common. Aged and infirm

people and weakly or superfluous female infants

were put to death (cf. David, i. 22, and papal bull

of Honorius III., 1218). Over agaimst German ac-

counts of Prussian ferocity, we have Adam of

Bremen's description :

'Pruzzi, homines humanissimi, qui obviam tendunt his ad
auxiliandum, qui periclitantur in mari vel qui a pyratis in-

festantur . . . Multa possent dici ex illis populis laudabilia in

moribus '

(iv. 1 8).

The Old Prussians were polygamous, although,
according to the laws of the kirtvait (cf. David,
i, 22), they were limited to tliree lawful wives.

The condition of Avomen was low. Marriage was

by purchase or by capture. The wife was the

servant of all in the house and did not eat in the

presence of her husband (Dusburg, in Sc7-ipf. Ber.
Pruss. i. 53 ; cf. also Meletius, Epist. ad Sabinum,
tr. in FL xii. 299 tf.). Marriage of step-mothers
was practised by the Old Prussians (David, i. 133).

According to Grunau (Preuss. Chronik, i. 98)
and David (i. 138), there were three modes of dis-

posal of the dead : the kunigs, as the highest
noblemen were called, were cremated ; noblemen
of less exalted rank, called siippmicn,^ were buried
in their castle-yards together with horses, hunting
dogs, gold, and a barrel of mead ; tlie common
people were sometimes buried and sometimes cre-

mated. According to Dusburg, both nobles and
commons cremated their dead. We learn from
the Treaty of Christburg that tlie dead man's
most valued possessions, his animals, and even his

favourite servants were burned with him (Preuss.

Urkundenbuch, Polit. Abth. i. [Konigsberg,
1882] 1).

When the Teutonic Knights invaded Prussia,

they seem to have found there no central political

organization, but a number of separate divisions

or kingdoms. We hear, however, of a chief priest
called kriwe, whose authority was recognized not

only by all Prussians, but also by Letts an<l

Litliuanians. The holy oak and fire at Komove,
over which he presided, seem to iiave been the

central sanctuary of the Baltic peoples (Dusburg,
in Script. Ber. Pruss. i. 53). According to Gruiuui
and David (who profess to derive their information

from Bishop Clnistian), Roinove, or Itickoyot, was
at one time the seat of jwlitical as well as of re-

ligious authority (cf. Grunau, i. 62 ; David, i.

24 fl".). The story of king Widowuto and his

1 It is worth noting that the first of these titles is of Teutonic

origin (O. Norse konumjr, O. Sax. kxining). The second is

current in most of the Slavic languages, whatever its ultimate

origin.
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brother Bruteno, the high priest, and of the

division of the kingdom among the twelve sons, is

generally dismissed as an invention of Gninau,

suggested hy the Biblical stories of Moses and
Aaron and the origin of the twelve tribes of Israel.

It seems likely, however, that the legend contains

at least a germ of genuine tradition. It is not

difficult to hnd parallels for the double kingship
and for the survival of the kingship as a relig'ious

institution after it had ceased to have any political

significance.

4. Religion.
—

{a) Authorities. — References to

Old Prussian religion occur in Lives of St. Adalbert,

dating from the end of the 10th cent., in the

Chronicon Polonorum of Vincent Kadlubek (dating
from the beginning of the 13tli cent.), and in an

original document of the Treaty of Christburg
(1249). The Cronica Terre Prussie of Peter von

Dusburg (dedicated to Hochmeister \yerner von
Orselm in 1326) contains a treatise entitled de

Ydolatrin et ritii et moribus Pruthenoriiin. This

is important because heathen ideas and practices

undoubtedly survived in Dusburg's time ;
and he

may well have derived his information from men
who could speak of the old religion from personal

experience. Chroniclers of the 16th cent, have
nmch to say concerning the history and the social

and religious life of the Old Prussians ; but their

evidence is not accepted as altogether trustworthy.
Erasmus Stella, who composed in 1510 a treatise

de Borussife Antiquitatibus, is not considered a re-

liable authority ; but there is nothing intrinsically

improbable in his statements about religion. The
Preu^sische Chronik, completed in 1521 by the
monk Simon Grunau of Tolkemit, is usually held

to be a mass of falsehoods, composed in the interest

of Poland. The Chronicle of Christian (who was
made the first bishop of Prussia at the beginning
of the 13th cent.) which Grunau mentions as the

source of his description of Old Prussian religion is

dismissed as a product of his imagination. Lucas

David, a Protestant historian of acknowledged
accuracy and critical ability, also states that

Christian's Chronicle was the source of much of

the information contained in the first volume of

the Pretissische Chronik, which he wrote in the

latter part of the 16th century. It is generally

thought that David's only knowledge of Christian's

Chronicle was derived from Grunau, although
David himself expressly states at times that he is

u.sing Christian's Chronicle and at other times

gives Grunau as his authority. It has perhaps
been taken for granted too readily that Christian's

Chronicle never existed. A comparison of the

parallel passages in Grunau and David suggests
that they used tlie same source independently.
Matthaeus Praetorius (bom 1635) states that

Christian's Chronicle was used by his great-

grandfather, the histoi'ian Johann Bretkius, which

again raises difficulties in the current explanation
(cf. pp. 3, 4, 19, 39). Many of tlie customs and
rites which Bishop Christian is said to have re-

corded are of a kmd that can be paralleled from
different religions in other parts of the world.

Both Grunau and David describe some pagan
festivals and superstitions from personal observa-

tion ; for in their time the natives, though profess-

ing Christianity, continued to perform in secret

the rites of their old religion. This was still the
case in the following century when Praetorius
wrote his Deli'-ice Prussicce in order to supply the
lack of information concerning the customs of

the Old Prussians by a study of the 'existing

superstitious ceremonies of the Nadravians,
Zalovians, and Sudavians.'

[b) Gods.—The earliest reference to an Old
Prussian deity occurs in the Treaty of Christburg
(1249)

•

' Ydolo queni semel in anno coUectis frugibua conaueverunt

confingere et pro dec colere, cui nomen Curche imposuerunt.'

The feminine form Curche was later replaced by
the masculine Gurcho. This deity is described as

a god of food and drink, and his cult was said to

have been derived from the Masurians (Poles).
In a document of 1418 it is stated that the Teutonic Order

expelled from Prussia 'gentes servientes denionibus, colentes

Patollom, Natrimpe [according to another reading, Pacullum,
Patrinipe] et alia ignominiosa fantasmata' (see Usener, Gotter-

nainen, s.v. 'Natrimpe').

Probably these two deities are to be identified

with the Patollo and Potrimpo who are said to

have shared with Perkuno the worship at Rouiove,
and who are coupled together as having an especial
taste for human blood (David, i. 34). It has been

stated that Curche, Patollo, and Natrimpe are the

only divinities that we can ascribe to the Old
Prussians with any certainty, and that the numer-
ous names that occur in later .sources are of

Lithuanian rather than Prussian origin. It is,

however, impossible to draw a hard and fast line

between the religions of tlie two peoples.
The Condit. Sijnod. Evangel, of 1530 contains

the following list of deities who were still wor-

shipped by the Sudavians in Samland :

'

Occopirmus, Suaixtix, Ausschauts, Autrympus, Potrympus,
Bardoayt«, Piluuytis, Parcuns, Pecols atque Pocols, qui dei, si

eorum numina secundum illoruni optnionem pensites erunt

Saturnus, Sol, Aesculapius, Neptunus, Castor et Pollux, Ceres,

Juppiter, Pluto, Furiae.'

Occopirmus was invoked as the 'mighty god of

heaven and stars
'

(David, i. 147). Swaixtix,
' the

god of light' (i6. i. 86), was invoked at agricultural
festivals. Ausschauts is probably to be identified

with 'Auscautum deum incolumitatis et aegritu-
dinis' (Meletius, Epist. ad Sabin. ; see Archiv fur
Slav. Phil, xviii. 76) and Auschleuts (also Ausch-

kauts), 'der Gott aller Gebrechen, Krankheiten
und Gesundheit,' who was invoked when there

was a poor harvest (David, i. 91). The name

Autrympus occurs only here, and is probably a

scribal error for Antrimpus, who is frequently
mentioned as a god of the sea (cf. Meletius, loc. cit. ;

David, i. 86). Potrympus has already been described.

He was a god
' von deme alles Gluck keme, in

Streitten, Regierung, Hauzhaltung ausm Ackerbau
und andern mehr '

(David, i. 34). He was a god of

fertility, and snakes were consecrated to him (Prae-

torius, p. 46). He appears to have some connexion

with water: 'audi wurden Ime zugeeignet die

fliessenden Wasser' (David, i. 87). Perhaps Au-

trympus and Potrympus should be taken together
as ditierent names for the deity identified with

Neptune. Na, po, an are prepositions ; trumpa
may be connected with Prussian trumpa = jluvius

(cf. Nesselmann, Thesaurus Linguce Prussicce, p.

191). Bardoayts is probably the same god as
'

Perdoytus deus navium '

(see Grienberger, in

Archiv fur slav. Phil, xviii. 78),
'

Perdoytus Gott

der Kaufleute' (Praetorius, p. 27). He must be

connected in some way with ' Gardoaeten deum
nautarum' (Meletius, loc. cit.) and Gardoaits, the

special god of the fishermen living by the Kurische

Hatt' and the Frische Haff, of whom Lucas David

(i. 116) gives an interesting description. Probably
forms in b and g existed side by side, which might
account for the identification of Bardoayts with

Castor and Pollux, Piluuytis (cf. the Lettish

Pilnitis, god of riches) was one of the gods invoked

at agricultural festivals. Parcuns is to be identi-

fied with the thunder-god Perkun, the most im-

portant deity of the Baltic peoples (cf. NATURE
[Lettish, Lithuanian, and Old Prussian]). The
names of the deity or deities connected with death

appear in many different forms :

' Pecols at^ue Pocols
'

;

'

Pluto, Furiae
'

(Cunstit. Sumd.) ;

'Pocclum infemi ac tenebrarum deum, PoccoUum aereorum

spirituum' (Meletius, loc. cit); 'Pecullus deus inferorum et

tenebrarum. . . . Pocullus deus spirituum volantium sue caco-

daemonarum' {Archiv fur slav. Phil, xviii. 79) ;

' Potollos oder
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Pickollos regierte In der Luff (see Archiv fur Slav. Phil.
xviii. 79).

The various forms have been hopelessly confused,
but there seem to have been at least two different

deities. Pecols, who is identified with Pluto (see

above), is no doubt related to the Lithuanian pejcla,
'

hell
'

(cf. Polish pieklo,
'

hell '), and it is possible
that he i.s a personification of the land of the dead.
* Potollos Oder Pickollos

'

is probably to be identi-

fied with the god of the Komove sanctuary whom
David (i. 33) describes as 'chief god of the Prussi-

ans, and he was held to be a god of death and
liad power to kill.' Pickollos is probably connected
with pickids, the Old Prussian word for ' devil

'

(Nesselmann, p. 128). Cf. also Lith. piktas,
'
evil

'

;

pykti,
' to be angry.' A Nadravian peasant in con-

versation with Praetorius (p. 20) coupled together
Perkunus and Pycullis as having power over the
oak-tree. The heads of a horse and a cow were
an accepted offering to Pikullis (Praetorius, p. 26) ;

Patollo had a similar treasure at Komove (David,
loc. cit.). This deity sometimes appears as the
head of a host of similar beings. At the spring
festival Perkunus was prayed to strike and drive

away
' Pockollos with liis companions and under-

lings
'

(David, i. 91), 'Patollos das seindt die flieg-
ende Geister oder Teuflel' (ib. i. 87), 'Pocols=
Furiae' (Constit. Synod.). We are reminded of

the Valkyries, and of OSin, the leader of the Wild
Hunt.

(c) Sanctuaries. — The Old Prussians seem to

have had no temples, but there are many refer-

ences to sacred groves, lakes, hills, etc. Sometimes
offerings were made near holy stones.

' In dem Hockerlande soil auch ein Stein sein gewesen,
darauf die Fischer wenn sie gefischett den ersten Fisch, so von
Inen gefangen werden, gedachten Abgotte dem Kurkos geopfert
und verbrandt haben

'

(David, i. 83 ; cf. also Praetorius, p.
21 f.).

The cult of Gurcho was also connected with the

holy oak and perpetual fire at Heiligenbeil and
other places, ^. here corn and fruit, etc., were burned
as an offering to the god (David, i. 82). Romove,
or Rickoyot, which has already been mentioned,
was a sanctuary of this type. It is described in

detail by Grunau (i. 78) and David (i. 28 ff".). Tlie

oak was divided into three parts, each division con-

secrated to one of the three gods, Patollo, Perkuno,
and Potrimpo, and containing his image. Before
each god was placed his peculiar treasure. Patollo
had the heads of a horse, a cow, and a man ; Pot-

rimpo a snake kept in a jar crowned with sheaves
of corn ; before Perkuno burned the perpetual fire.

The oak was surrounded by curtains and round it

dwelt priests and priestesses living in virginity,
whose duty it was to ofl'er sacrifices, tend the fire,

feed the sacred snake, and serve their high priest,
the kriwe kirwaito. Although David calls Patollo
the chief god, it is always Perkuno who is said to

communicate with the chief priest by means of

thunder and lightning. Foreign potentates were
not allowed to appear before the holy oak (Prae-
torius, p. 39). Dusburg, Grunau, and David agree
in locating Romove in Nadravia. In tlie Hoch-
'Dieistcr Chronik (I5th cent.) we read that the
heathen pope lived in Samland ' in dat dorp dat
Romawe licit, end noemden sy alsoe ne Romen '

{Script. Her. Friiss. i. 53), and certain documents,
written by Jolin, bishop of Samland, in the 14th

cent., referring to plac^es in the neiglibourhood of

the villages of Romehnen and Lenknitten, mention
'Rummove,' 'Campus Rumbow . . . quercum
viridem stantem prope sacrum campum

'

(J. Voigt,
Geschichte Preasscns, Konigsberg, 1827-31), i. 644).
At the end of the 13th cent, the Teutonic Kniglits
were fighting in a part of Litlmania ' in qua villam
dictam Romene que secundum ritus eorum sacra
fuit combussit' (Dusburg, p. 159). Phice-names

compounded with Rom occur frequently in Prussia

and Lithuania. It seems likely that Romove is a
common rather than a proper noun, and the evi-

dence of Praetorius leads to the same conclusion :

' Alle Art Biiunie, deren Stainm sich von einander gezweiget
und wieder zusaiiinien gewachsen gewesen, sind den Preuszen
heilig gewesen und sind es nianchen norh. So war ein zusam-
men gewachsener Birnbaum in einem Garten zu Xibudzen, den
die Leute rombotha Krauszis nanten und ein Maldinink oder
Waidelot aus Zamaiten, der ihn gesehen, betrachtete ihn niic

Ehrfurcht' (p. 16). There was also a fir-tree of this kind at

Nibudzen 'welche noch anno 1664 gestanden. Bis weit aus
Littauen sind die Leute zu dieseni Baum gewallfahrt. Sie haben
diese Tanne auch Rumbuta genanntund gesagt, wenn sie zu ihr

gingen : "eikim Rombhowa." Romove oder nach der altpreus-
sischen Mundart Ronibhove von rombiu, ronibothi zusammen-
wachsen '

(p. 17).

{d) Priesthood. — There seems little reason to

doubt that the Old Prussians possessed a highly
developed priesthood. Its organization was de-

stroyed when tlie Teutonic Knights burned down
the oak at Rickoyot, but the priests exercised their

functions in secret for several centuries. In the

year \b20 & loaidelcr (the usual word for 'priest')
was forced to perform a severe penance for having
offered up a sacrifice on the shores of Samland
(David, i. 117 ff". ). Grunau on one occasion found a
number of Prussians assembled in a house, jier-

forming ceremonies in honour of Perkuno. The
waideler who presided absolved the people from
their sins, and immediately afterwards they all

fell upon him, beating him and pulling his hair,
and the louder he shrieked the more efficacious

was their absolution. The ceremony concluded
\vith the sacrifice of a goat, whose flesli was cooked
with oak-leaves (i. 91). As late as the 17th cent.

waidelers sometimes ottered up prayers and sacri-

fices at the periodic festivals, and exhorted the

people to remain faithful to the gods and their

ancient customs (Praetorius, p. 23 f.). Even the
traditional high-priestly office was not quite for-

gotten (ib. p. 48). According to the traditions
recorded by Grunau and David, the Old Prussians
had priestesses as well as priests, who were com-

pelled to live in virginity.

Poggezana, the eponymous heroine of a district in Prussia,
' wohnete in einem Eichwald, und bleib ihre Tag eine Jungfraue,
und wardt eine Waidelotinne

'

; she was said to have danced
with the gods (David, i. 72 f.).

(e) Sacrifice andfestivals.—The papal bull issued

by Honorius III. in 1218 contains the statement
that the Old Prussians ' immolate captives to their

gods.' According to Bishop Christian's account

(David, i. 47 f.), it was customary for a Prussian
warrior to bind on to his saddle the first man taken
in battle, and to burn to death both horse and
rider as an offering to the gods. We hear of
Teutonic Knights being put to deatli in this manner
(see H. G. Voigt, p. 307, note 596). Apparently it

was not unknown for a man to give up a servant,
a child, or even himself to be burned alive as a
sacrifice (David, i. 23). Hoi'ses were also sacrificed

in this way ( Dusburg, loc. cit. ). Milk, honey, corn,

etc., were tlirown into the sacred fire at Heiligen-
beil and elsewhere as an offering to Gurcho (David,
loc. cit.). David (i. 92) distinguishes between

village festivals and sacrifices and tlie more pomj)-
ous ceremonies at Rickoyot. When the holj' oak
was destroyed, prayer and sacrifice were offered to

the gods in other places, but no longer
' witli burnt

offerings, incense and the guarding of a perpetual
fire.' Sacrifices were offered in case of sickness,

war, etc., and also in connexion Mith the regular
agricultural festivals. Tlie ceremony usually con-

sisted of invocation of the gods and the partaking
of bread, beer, etc., and the ffesh of the slaughtered
animal—usually a bull or goat (for further parti-
culars cf. David, i. 90-9'2, and Meletius, in FL xii.

29311'.). Praetorius (pp. 48-69) describes the agri-
cultural ceremonies in great det.iil. In all of them
a drink-offering was poured on the ground, as a

libation to Zemynele, the earth-goddess, who seems
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to have taken the place of I'ergubrius, Pihvitis,

and various other yods mentioned by David and

Meletius in this connexion (cf. Praetorius, p. 66).

(/) The 5om/.—Kadiubek (Monumenta Polonkr.

Historic/I, i. 423) tells a curious story of the ' Pol-

lex iani Getaruni seu Prussoruni genus, gens atro-

eissima.'
After a defeat by Casimir of Poland certain of their number

were captured and held as hostages. The Prussians, however,
refused to be influenced by any regard for the safety of these

prisoners, because they believed that those who sufiFered an
honourable death would thereby attain a more honourable re-

birth,
'
est enini Getaruni communis dementia exutas corporibus

quasdam etiam brutorum assumptione corporum brutescere.'

This is the only reference to an Old Prussian belief

in metempsychosis. All authorities, however,
attribute to them a strong faith in the immortality
of the soul.

'

Birth-days and funerals were celebrated alike . . . with the

greatest hilarity and rejoicing
'

(Erasnms Stella, in Script. Rer.

J'riisn. iv. 294
;
cf. also Dusburg, loc. cit.).

In 1249 the Old Prussians promised to give up
'Tulissones vel Ligaschones,' priests who presided
at funerals, and praised the dead for the deeds of

violence and plunder that they had done in their

lifetime.
'

They also declared that they could see, there and then, the
dead man flying through the sky on horseback, adorned in

shining armour, with iron spear in hand, and together with a

great company proceeding into the other world' (Treaty of

Christburg, cited by H. G. Voigt, p. 590, note 31).

The /c)-iwc was also supposed to see the dead leav-

ing this world for the next (Dusburg, loc. cit.).

The dead were connected in some way with the

earth-deity :

' Ziameluks ist bei die heutigen Preussen, Nadraven, Zalovo-

nien, Zamaiten, Lithauen noch so viel als ein Herr oder Gott
der Erde und derer die in der Erde begraben worden '

(Prae-
torius, p. 7).

At the funeral feast drink-ofi'erings were poured
out to Zeniynele (the earth-goddess) and prayer
was made :

' Be jo\ful, Zemynele, receive this soul well and guard it well
'

{!b. p. lOlX

Festivals of the dead were held at regular intervals.
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OLD TESTAMENT.—See Bible.

OM.—Tlie origin of the word om is wholly un-
certain. It has been traced to a pronominal base
av- and its formation has been compared with that
of arjam, 'this,' on the theory that the whole word
avatn was resolved by the jirocessof saniprasdrana
into au-m, whence came by ordinary euphonic com-
bination om. For the development of sense may
be cited the fact that hoc illud became the F'rench

oui, om having often definitely this meaning. But
the evidence in support of this view is quite inade-

quate, and the most probable explanation is that
the word is purely an exclamation, being the nasal-

ized form of 0, which again is connected Avith a.

This view is strongly supported by the fact that
the common phrase om irdvaya alternates with
both o srdvaya and d irdvaya, and the nasalizing
of sounds when prolonged in pronunciation is a

regular part of Vedic usage. A further suggestion

of its origin is contained in the earliest name given
to the sound, the word pranava. It is probable
that this term properly denotes the protracting of

the last syllable of the offering verse [ydjya),
which was nasalized, the vowel being altered to o,

and that om as an independent exclamation was
derived from this use. With this would accord
the rule of the grammar (Panini, vi. 1. 95), accord-

ing to which a short or long a before om does not
as usual result in atim, but is omitted.
That om is not a primitive exclamation is sup-

ported by the fact of its comparatively late ap-

pearance in the literature. It does not appear at

all in the Eigveda, which shows that it does not

belong to the earliest sacerdotal literature, and it

is equally wanting in the Atharvaveda, which
shows that it was not an expression in popular use.

In the Taiftiriya Samhitd it does not occur in aJiy
mantra passage, but it is alluded to once as the

pranava, in which passage (iii. 2. 9. 6) it clearly
denotes the sound at the end of the oliering verse

uttered by the hoti'. In the Vdjasuneyi Samhitd,
on the other hand, we actually find oni in the

phrase om pratistha (ii. 13), and it is stated (xix.

25) that by means of t\\Q pranavas the form of the
kistras is made complete. The Maitrdyam Saiit-

hitd also uses om in the phrase oin krdvaya (iv.

1. 11) and in a set of exclamations in iv. 9. 21. It

is, however, in the Brdhmanas that we first lind

the definite use in the asseverative sense ; the

Aitareya Brdhmana (vii. 18), in describing the

mode of the recitation of the legend of Sunahsepa,
which was recited on the day of anointing in the

ceremony of the consecration of a king, states that

the response to each verse of the Rigveda employed
in the rite by the hotf priest is to be an om, said

by the adhvai-yu, while the response to each Gdtlid

verse is to be a tathd, on the ground that the

former response is divine, the second human, and
this distinction is preserved in the sfitras which
deal with the rite. The ordinary use as a solemn
' Yes '

is found more freely in the Sntapatha Brdh-
mana (i. 4. 1. 30, X. 6. 1. 4, xi. 6. 3. 4) and else-

where. But its use is confined to verj- formal

responses, and normally to responses in the ritual.

Much more important than its use as a particle
of asseveration is the development of its use as a

mystical symbol embodying in itself the essence of

the Vedas and of the universe. The first evidence
of this important position of the word is to be
found in the Aitareya Bi-dhmaim (v. 32), in whicii

it is declared that om is the world of heaven and
the sun, and where it is resolved into the tiiree

letters a, u, and «i. These in tm-n are derived

from the three vydhftis, Bhuh, Bhuvah, and Svar,
these from the Bigveda, Yajurveda, a,nd_Sd77iaveda,
these from the gods Agni, Vayu, and Aditya, and
these from earth, atmosphere, and air. Tlie pas-

sage may be later than the rest of the text, but it

is of special value as it opens a set of speculations
which come to a head in the Upanisads. It is

noteworthy that it has no parallel in the Kausltaki
Brdhinana or in any other Brdlnaana text prior
to the Goputha.

In the Upanisads the doctrine of the sacred
character of the syllable is steadily developed.
The Taittirlya (i. 8) declares that it is the Brahman,
the holy power which constitutes the universe, and
derives this conclusion from the fact that in the

ritual om takes an important place in each part ;

thus it is employed by the hotr, the sdman .singer,

the adhvaryu, and the brahman, and forms an

integi-al part of the ritual of the agnihotra, the

most regular of all Vedic offerings. The essence

of this treatment of the syllable is to make it a

symbol of the Brahman and to substitute medita-
tion upon it in place of study of the Vedas—an
idea helped by the doctrine that the word repre-
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sents the essence of all three Vedas and of exist-

ence which the Aitareya Brdhmaiia first sets out.

The Kdthaka Upan isad (ii. 15) declares that all the
Vedas proclaim the syllable om, and that it is for

its sake tliat men practise holiness. But the full

development of the doctrine is first found in the

Gopatha Brdhmana, which contains two elaborate
accounts of om ; they are followed by some supple-
mentary and doubtless later remarks on it, and
constitute the Pranava Upanimd. According to

the first of these accounts, the Brahman created
Brahma as masculine on a lotus leaf. He in turn
created om with two letters and four viorce. The
rirst letter of om produced the waters, the second
the luminaries ; then the first three moroe, which
no doubt represent the three syllables in o, pro-
nounced with prolongation, produced earth, atmo-

sphere, and heaven ; fire, wind, and sun ; the three
Vedas ; the three vijdhftis ; the three metres,

gdyatn, tristahh, and jagntl, and so on. So far

the account is in fair accord with that of the earlier

texts, but the special Atharvan character of it is

made clear by the derivation from the v sound
(taken from the o) of water, moon, the Atharva-
veda, om itself, janat, which is the vydhrti of the

ahgiras, or dreadful formulae, of the Atharvaveda,
the a7ii(stubh metre, etc., while from the letter in

are derived the Itihdsa Pxirdna and other cate-

gories of literature, musical instruments, singing
and dancing, the brhatl metre, etc. It is added
that with om the brahman priest is able to make
good all defects in the sacrifice, and that the

repetition of om a thousand times secures all

desires. In the second account we learn that in

one of their interminable conflicts the asuras de-

feated the gods until the latter followed the leader-

ship of om, whence om received the reward that no

holy text might be recited without it, whether
rch, yajus, sdman, or Hoka. In the su^jplementary
remarks other details of the woid are given ; it is

stated to be pronounced differently in the different

Vedas, and its four morce, which are here differ-

ently explained from the account given before—
which indeed seems to assume five—are connected
with the deities Brahma, Vi^nu, Isana, and Sarva,
the two last being forms of Siva.

The Upanisads connected with the Atharvaveda

naturally develop further the views of the Gopatha.
They devote their attention in large measure to
the means of meditation by which the seeker for

the Brahman can attain union with the Brahman,
and for this purpose .set little importance ujjon
knowledge of the scriptures. In the place of such

knowledge is set the study of the syllable o)n,
which is described in a series of metaphors. Thus
it is, in one view, the bow from which the soul as
an arrow Hies to the Brahman, in anotlier the
arrow which is shot from the body as a bow in

order to pierce the darkness. It is also the ship
on which a man travels over the ether of the heart,
and the chariot which bears him to the world of

Brahma. The old analysis into three ttiorie occurs
in the Maitrdyant Upanisad(\i. 3), which describes
them as fire, sun, and wind, and calls them the
essence of all things. The Prahia Upanisad(v. 5),

acting on the same basis, states that he who medi-
tates by one mora attains the world of men, by
two the way of the fathers (pitrydna), and by
three tlie way of the gods (devaydna). This con-

ception, however, changes, and, wliile four or five

mora' are recognized in the Gopatha, we now hear
of a fourth «iorr<-less part which forms the crown
of the .syllable (Jfaiti-dyanl, vi. 23). In the latest

stage of the Atliarvan Up(uiisads this is definitely
called the thinl and a half mora, and is .said to

lead to the su))reme goal, and to be represented by
the point (bindu) of the anusvdra. Its sound is

variously described, but normally as some sort of

echo, and some versions turn the half mora into a
fourth or add to a half mora an echo. It is, how-
ever, made clear that the meditation on om is not
the highest stage, which can l)e performed only in

al)Solute silence ; and the syllable is compared %\ ith

a chariot which is abandoned when the high road
ceases and the foot-path begins. Om is only, after

all, a word, and, ascending from it, man attains to

nothingness in that which is not a word.
Side by side Avith the philosophic development of

the symbolism of om in the Upanisads its ritual

use is elaborated and closely defined by the Srautu
Siltras. The variety of its employment does not
conceal the essential nature of its uses, which are
either the solemn affirmation or agreement, as in

the response (pratigara) of the adhvaryu, or the
intimation of the commencement and end of a
recitation or an offering verse—a usage Avhicli

explains the statement that om separates divine
and human utterance. The special nature of the
word is marked out by the care taken to define its

mode of pronunciation and the treatment of final

letters before it, when it ends a sentence. The
Prdtiidkhya of the Bigveda records its use in

approval, while the PrdtUdkhya of the Vdjasancyl
Samhitd seems to refer to its use as commencing a

litany by its assertion that in the Vedas the word
om, here described by its less usual name omkdra,
has the same sense as atha in the current speech
(bhdsya).

In the sutras which deal with the domestic
ritual and customary law a different, aspect of the
use of om from that treated in the Srauta Sntras

presents itself. In the latter om is merely used as
an important part of the recitation of tlie texts,
but as early as the Baiidhdyana Dharma Sutra we
are told that a man should daily recite the Veda
privately, be it only the syllable om or the vydhftis,
and that this constitutes the offering to Brahma.
Similarly, while an ascetic is not allowed to give
up the study of the Veda altogether, he is per-
mitted to confine himself to the meditation on om,
which is the root of the tree of the Veda and its

essence, and by this means he becomes united with
the Brahman (ii. 10. 23 f.). Still more important
is the place taken by om in connexion with rites of

expiation and purification. Baudhuyana, in set-

ting forth (iv. 1) the advantages of the suppression
of the breath, adds that om begins and ends the

Vedas, and that om and the vydhrtls are the
eternal and everlasting Brahman. For him who
engages in reciting om, the vydhrtis, and the

gdyatri no danger exists anywhere. Sixteen sup-
pressions of the breath, accomimnied by recitation

of the vydhrtis and of om repeated daily, after a
month purify even the slayer of a learned Brahman.
The same rules reappear in Vasistha (xxv. and
xxvi. ), and by being repeated in the code of M.anu

(
xi.

249 f . ) complete the holiness of the word om as part
of the ceremonies of purification. On the other

hand, the use of otn is equally necessary to the

magic worker : the Kauiika Sfitra, that storehouse
of Indian magic, in describing (ix. 8 f.) the prepara-
tion of the holy water, insists that the preparation
shall be accompanied by the use of the syllable.

In the philosophic literature om holds its place as

the object of meditation in the effort to realize the
Brahman. Thus in the Bhagavad-G'itd it is identi-

fied with Krsna as the universe and the Brahman,
and the triad o)h tat sat is declared as comprehend-
ing the nature of tiie Brahman. In the system of

the Vedanta as interpreted by Badarayana (SRtra,
iv. 3. 14 f . ) it seems that the use of om for purposes
of meditation falls vmder the same disadvantage a.s

all meditation on the Brahman bj^ means of sym-
bols : the result is not tlie clear vision of the

Brahman, but only the reward appropriate for the

meditation on the particular symbol in each case ;
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l)iit this doctrine does not liai inoni/e with that of

the Prahia Upanisad, which, as we have seen,

declares that meditation on tlie three mor(e of om

leads to the devai/ana and thus, of course, to the

Brahman. Nor does it appear that this view of

om was ever generally accepted, meditation on om

being regarded as a normal stage in the develop-

ment of the knowledge of the highest Brahman.

This position of om is intensified in the Yoga

sjstem as it appears in the sfitra of Patanjali (i.

27-29) ; it is tliere brought into connexion with

Isvara, God, and, under the name of pranava, de-

clared to express him. Tlie repetition of the word

ami reflexion on its meaning are enjoined as desir-

able, and it is stated that the result of this practice

is the removal of obstacles and the right knowledge
of him who thinks in an inverse way, i.e. of one

who does not seek truth in ordinary consciousness.

Hence the word has a definite and important place

in all subsequent doctrine of Yoga practices.

On the popular side the syllable oni persists

throughout the whole of Indian religion as the

proper accompaniment of mantras, whether Vedic

or not. Thus, on the one hand, it is used invari-

ably to accompany the sacred gayatrl which it is

part of the daily duty of the orthodox Hindu to

repeat, and, on the other hand, it
P|ays

a great

part in the innumerable varieties of Tantric man-
tras which form an important feature of the real

religion of India. Its popularity depends no doubt

in part on the normal equation of its elements with

the Hindu trinity of Visnu, Siva, and Brahma which

is already found in the later Upanisads and is fore-

shadowed earlier. On the other hand, despite its

popular character, it remains very sacrosanct : at

the festival of 6iva on 27th February, when even

the lowest castes take part in the rites, while

women are permitted to make use of the mantras,
an exception is made of the syllable o?/i, doubtless

because of its special holiness.* As an auspicious

symbol, from the 6th cent. A.D. onwards, the

initial letter is found in different forms to denote

the commencement of a text in MSS and inscrip-

tions.

To Jainism and to Buddhism the syllable om
and its use were primarily characteristic of the

Brahman, but the force of the popularity of the

syllable is shown by the fact that it became an

integral part of the mantra of Avalokitesvara in

the Buddhist pantheon, the famous om manipadme^
hiim. So in the crypto-Buddhism of the 16th cent.

in Orissa we find that from the hlnya, or void, is

derived the pranava, thus bringing the pranava
close to the principle of nonentity of the nihilist

school of Buddhism.
In the Purunas besides assertions as to its

general sanctity we find the syllable turned to

sectarian use. Thus in the Linga. Purdna the

lihga, which reduces both Visnu and Brahma to the

recognition of their inferiority to Siva, bears upon
it the sacred syllable. On the other hand, it is

said that,the three letters represent Visnu himself,

his wife Sri, and the worshipper ;
that the syllable

is the three Vedas, the three worlds, the three

sacred fires, and the three footsteps of Visnu ;

and that by meditation upon it devotees attain

supreme bliss.

LiTERATiRB.—The derivation of om from avam is defended

by F. Max Miiller, Six Spstems of Indian Philosophy, new
ed., London, 190.'!, p. 322 f., but la definitely rejected by
O. Bdhtlingk and R. Roth, Sanskrit-Wnrterbuch, Petrograd,

IS-SS-TS, i. 1122. For the pranava see J. Eg-geling, SBE xxv\.

[1SS5] 88, n. 3. Om in the Upanisads is discussed by P.

Deussen, The Philosophy of the Up'anishads, Eng. tr., Edin-

burgh, 1906, pp. 101, 390-392; see also A. Weber, Indische

Stiidien, Berlin, 1849-84, ix. 24, 60, 90,91, 107, in.«, 125, 132, 134,

140-143, 169, 160. For the Puraitassee H. H. Wilson, Vishnu

Purdna, ed. F. Hall, London, 1864-77, i. 1. Ovt in the Bud-

1 E. W. Hopkins, Religions of India, London, 1896, p. 453.

2A. H. Francke, JRAS, 1915, pp. 397-404.

dhism of Orissa is dealt with by Nagendra Nath Vasu, Modei-n

Buddhism, Calcutta, 1911, pp. 44, 60, 62, 71, 72. For om as a

mafigala see G. Biihler, Indische Paldographie, Strassburg,

1896, p. 85. For om in the formula of Avalokitei5vara see L. de
la Valine Poussin, Bouddhisme, Paris, 1909, p. 381. Om in the

Vedanta is discussed in SBE xxxiv. [1890] 169 f., xxxviii. [1S96J

193, 196-199, 282 f., xlviii. [1904J 311 f., 362, 664, 682-685.

A. B. Keith.
OMAHA INDIANS.—See SioUANS.

OMENS.—See Divination, Prodigies and
Portents.

OM MANI PADME HUM. — See Jewel
(Buddhist).

OMNIPOTENCE, OMNIPRESENCE,
OMNISCIENCE.—See God.

OMPHALOS (6/x<^a\6s).
— The Greeks had a

story that Zeus, wishing to ascertain the exact

centre of the earth, sent forth two eagles to fly

simultaneously at equal speed from its eastern and
western ends. They met at Delphi, and there in

Apollo's temple was set up in commemoration the

holy Navel-stone, or Omphalos, with a golden

eagle at either side to mark earth's central point.^
The Delphian Navel-stone is described by Paus-

anias as 'made of white marble' (X. xvi. 3: Xldov

ireiroitjfj.^t'ov XtvKov). Strabo says that it was covered

with sacred fillets (p. 420 : Kai 6n(f>a\6t tis iv r<? fay

TeTaLvtufjLivos). Numerous representations of the

Omphalos, especially on coins and vases—on the

latter most frequently in connexion with the appeal
of Orestes to the protection of Apollo against the

avenging spirits of his mother—enabled us to form

a good idea of it, even before the recovery of actual

specimens. Generally it is represented as in shape
like a half-egg standing on a low quadrangular
base ; sometimes it emerges, as it were, so far as

to be nearly like a whole egg with the lower end
flattened to enable it to stand on its pedestal.
Sometimes bare, at others it is draped with hang-

ing fillets, at others again covered with a kind of

coarse-meshed diagonal network of fillets, which

are represented either as plain ribands or as tied

tightly at regular intervals so as to look like a

string of eggs (see for many representations J. H.

Middleton,
' The Temple of Apollo at Delphi,' JHS

ix. [1888] 295 f.).^ These ancient pictorial repre-
sentations are now superseded by two marble

Omphaloi actually found at Delphi by the French

excavators, one of them, covered with a network
of fillets worked in the marble, having been found

near the great altar of the Chians in front of

1 Cf. Eur. Ion, 5 f . : iV 6iJ.(j>aXov \ ii-iaov KoSi^iov 'Vol^ot vfivifSel

^poTots ; Plato, Rep. 427 C : o Sebs . . . jrarpios efr)-yj)7T)s iv
fj.c(rat

TTJs yTJs in-i ToO bfji^xuXov KaBTjy.evo^ e^rfyeiraL. Hence Pindar

speaks of the Pythian priestess as
' seatednear the golden eagles

of Zeus' (Pyth. iv. 6: xP^"^^'^'' ^'°* a"Tw>' TropeSpos)- Accord-

ing to some, Zeus made use of crows in his investigation (xopaicat

[Strabo, p. 419 f.]), or swans (Plut. de Def. Orac. 1). These

variants were prompted by a desire to bring the Omphalos
legend into closer connexion with Apollo. In Eur. Ion, 224

(<rT<r>M<«^ty iv&vrov ipt(^l 6e
Topyoi/fs), describing

the temporary
and permanent decorations of the Omphalos, the figures, prob-

ably very ancient and rude sculptures, are identified as Gorgons.

Probably very few people had ever set eyes on it or them.
2 Representations of the Omphalos with eagles on it, or beside

it, are rare. See electrum coin (."ith cent. B.C.) of Cyzicus in

Niim. Chron., 3rd ser., vii. [1887] pi. 1. 23 ;
and a bronze coin of

Megara (reign of Geta) in F. Imhoof-Blumer and P. Gardner,
'Numism. Commentary on Pausanias,' JflS'vi. [1885] 55, pi. Aix.,

which shows what are meant to be two birds, hardly distin-

guishable as eagles, perched on the summit. In MM. des arch.

Inst. Athens, xii. [1887] pi. 12, is a beautiful 4th cent. B.C. relief

from Sparta, showing Apollo and Artemis (Nike ?) and between

them, on a step base, a low Omphalos with eagle regardant on

either side. The two golden eagles were looted by the Phocians

in the Sacred War, and consequently are not mentioned by
Pausanias. Strictlv, Strabo's remark,

' there is shown in the

temple a certain Navel decked with fillets, and upon it the

images of the legend,' should imply that the eagles, or repro-

ductions of them, were again visible in his day, nearly 300 years
after the Phoeian war ; but he is probably merely copymg from

older books.
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the temple (figured in J. E. Harrison, Themis,

p. 398).i
A curious difficulty arises as to the exact position of the

Omphalos at Delphi. From ^sch. Euin. 39f., where the priestess,
on her way to the inmost shrine, sees Orestes seated eV o/a(J)aAcp,

we infer, though the passage is not very clear, that it stood
within the temple, and probably in the inmost shrine. This is

indicated still more clearly in the conversation between Ion and
the chorus of women standing without the temple, in Eur. Ion,
•223 f., as well as by the remark of Strabo, whether or not that

was his own observation. On the other hand, Pausanias men-
tions the Omphalos before he proceeds to the description of the
exterior of the temple, and long before he speaks of its contents.

He appears, therefore, to place the stone somewhere outside the

eastern end of the temple, not far from the altar of the Chians
on the left of the Sacred Way (Paus. x. xiv. 7 ; cf. Herod, ii.

135). H he is right, the Navel-stone must have been moved
from its place within the temple in the interval between Strabo

(1st cent. B.C.) and Pausanias (c. a.d. 180). The question thus
becomes important, as the change may be indicative of a corre-

sponding change in attitude towards the Navel-stone and the

iileas with which it was associated. 2

Perhaps the ejection of the stone was due to Nero, who played
ha. oc with the temple (Paus. x. vii. 1

;
so J. G. Frazer, Paus-

anias's Description of Greece, 6 vols., London, 1898, v. 317).

But why was the stone not restored when the propiietic chasm,
which he had tried to ruin(Dio Cass. Ixiii. 14), was purified? It

has also been suggested (by Verrall, The Ion of Euripides,
Cambridge, 1890, p. xlvi) that, when Pausanias mentions as

within the main eella •' an altar of Poseidon, with statues of

two Fates,'* he is in fact unconsciously describing the Omphalos
itself with its two mysterious figures that were variously inter-

preted as Gorgons or eagles. If insistence is to be laid upon his

disjointed notes, 5 perhaps we should hold that Pausanias simply
mistook a facsimile for the genuine object, which he was not
allowed to see in its own place in the adyton. It is possible that

the excellently preserved s]iecimen mentioned above is the very

Omphalos which Pausanias had before his eyes at this point in

his description. There is nothing about it to suggest that it is

primitive. The original primitive Omphalos, however, was per-

haps the oldest object in Delphi, and was probably not movable.''

What was the real significance of the Omphalos ?

In the first place, it is to be noted that, far from

being unique, as, according to the logic of the
(jreek legend, sliould be the case, tlie Delphian
Navel-stone was but one, though the most famous,
of a number of conical or pyramidal sacred stones

revered in the Greek world and elsewhere.
At Megara a pyramidal stone (Paus. I. xliv. 2 : At'Sos Trapexo-

fxevo! -rrvpa/xiSo^ crx>j^a oii /neyoiAijs) was worshipped under the
name of Apollo Karinos ;

at Sicyon there were images of Zeus
lleilichios and Artemis Patroa, the former in the shape of a

pyramid, the latter in that of a column {ib. ii. ix. 6). Apollo,

god of streets (Agyieus), was generally represented as a conical

pillar in front of the house-door.7 The image of Aphrodite in

her great temple at Paphos in Cyprus was a conical white stone

(Tac. Hist. ii. 3 :

' non effigie humana, continnus orbis latiore

initio tenuem in anibitum metae modo exsurgens '). Other

examples are given by Frazer (Paus. v. 318 f.). Nor, again,
was the name borne by the Delphia/i stone peculiar to it. At
Phleious there was what was called the Navel,8 which, it was
claimed, was the centre of the Peloponnese (Paus. ii. xiii. 7 :

6 KaAoiifi.ei'09 "Ofn/joAo!, IleAoiroi'iTJO'ov Se 7ra(77)? ixiirov, ei Srj ra

1 A marble Omphalos foimd in Athens (JiZ/S i. [18S0] pi. v., ib.

ix. 299) has a truncated top for the reception of a statue.
- This inference has been drawn, though not with entire

success, by A. W. Yerrall (note 3 on p. xiv of his ed. of .lEsch.

Etimenide^, London, 1908, where he points out that in the time
of Pausanias the Omphalos is

' a mere curiosity, and apparently
is not even within the building ')•

^ Note that the temple of Apollo at Delphi consisted of four

parts, namely a pronaos, a naos (or main cella), the adyton
(inmost shrine or sanctuary), and the oracular vault. The ady-
ton was not open to the public (Paus. x. xxiv. 5 : es 6e tov raoO

TO etraiTarto Traptatrt t€ e? aurb oAt'yot) ; and even into the cclla

apparently not all were permittee! to go (cf. Eur. Ion, 226 f.).

The original place of the Omphalos was the adyton..
* Paus. X. xxiv. 4 : rioo'ctfiwi/os /Sto/xo^, ort to fxafr^lov to ap\aL6-

TttTOi' KTTJ^a riv Kal noo"etfiu)i'o?, carriKe 6e Kai ayoAjLtaTa Mocputi/
Svo.

5 ' His account of Deljihi is more confused than any other part
of his book. Possibly his loose notes, made on the spot, got
mixed up, and he was unable afterwards to arrange them
correctly

'

(Middleton, JUS ix. 292).
B It is possible that the original or.acular cleft, with its sacred

Omphalos, was not at the spot afterwards occujiied by the great
temple. It would be upon the occasion of the transference that
the original grave-mound with its stucco (XtilKcojua) and cone
was translated into stone in the form in wliii-h we know it.

7 Cf. CGS iv. 148 f. It goes back to the primitive stage
' when pillar and altar and divinity were not clearly dis-

tinguislied.'
>* Note th.it the Phlciasian Omphalos was in close proximity

to an oTko5 na>/TiK09, behind the Agora. It apyiarently is re-

ferred to on the coins (|{. V. Head, ///.vf. A'i(m.2, Oxford, 1911,

p. 409) Cf. the object called the Na\ el of Rome {Umbilicus
Itoinx) which stood behind the Rostra in the Roman Forum.

oi-Ta elp-nKatnv) ;
and in Crete, but for a different reason, a

certain place bore the same name (Diod. Sic. v. Ixx. 4).

Various explanations of the Oinplialos have been

suggested. It was a really brilliant idea of some
of the ancients, or else a remarkable example of

tenacity of tradition, when it was held that it

marked the grave of the Python or of Dionysos.'
The Omphalos really was a grave-mound of the

sacred snake of Delphi, his abode after death, the

seat of his power to aid through iiis oracular voice.

It is a complex of giave and grave-stone, and as

the latter it is not merely commemorative but

magical. In its aspect as grave-stone it is ulti-

mately of phallic origin. It is thus not confined

to Delphi, nor associated only with Apollo.'' Its

primary connexion is with the primitive earth-

deity and the spirits of the dead, who are also in

some mysterious way the source of life and fertility
for the living.^ Apollo dethroning Gaia from her
ancient seat, slaying the snake-daimon Python
and usurping the oracle, though he is fain to keep
the old machinery—the cleft, the tripod, and the

Omphalos—represents the incoming of a new race

witli dillerent, and, on the whole, higher ideas of

religion. To the end, however, Apollinism, as

well as the other '

Olympian
'

cults of Greece, con-

tinued to be rooted in the far more ancient pre-

Hellenic, in some respect universal, type of

religion, characterized by worship of daimonic

earth-powers, ghosts of the dead strong for good
and evil, exhibiting themselves as the sacred snake
wiiose power is located in his tomb and magic
column.''

LiTKRATURB.—J. E. HarrisoH, Themis, Cambridge, 1912,

p. 3S4f., and art.
'

Delphica,' in JUS xix. [1899] 2ii.')ff. ; J. H.
Middleton,

' The Temple of Apollo at Delphi,' in JUS ix. [1888]
282 f.; O. Gruppe, Griechische Mythohnjie v/nd lieligions-

qeschichte, in Iwan von Miiller's Handbuch, v. ii., Munich,
1897; C. B6tticher, Der Omphalos des Zeus zu Delphi, Berlin,

1859; W. Deonna, REG xxviii. [1915] 444, remarks: 'La

question de lomphalos est .'l I'ordre du jour archtologique, ces

derniers temps.' He mentions a number of recent papers and
books to which access has not been possible for the present
writer. W. J. WOODHOUSE.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY.
Societies of America.

-See Communistic

ONEIDA INDIANS.—See Iroquols.

ONTOGENY AND PHYLOGENY—Onto-

geny, in biological language, means the life-history
of the individual organism ; phylogeny the racial

history of the classs, ordei', family, genus, or species
to Avhicii the organism belongs. Ontogeny is in-

dividual development ; phylogeny is racial evolu-

tion. The usage is due to Haeckel, who formulated
the recapitulation -doctrine that ontogenj^ tends
to recapitulate phylogeny. As ontogeny lias been
discussed under Development, and phylogeny, in

1 Varro, de Ling. Lat. vii. 17 : 'sed terrae medium non hoc
sed quod vocant Delphis in aede ad Iritus est quiddam ut
thesauri sjieiie, quod Graeci vocant 6fx(^aAoi' quem Pythonos
aiiint tumuUun.' Cf. Hesych, s.v. Toftow Bom-os : xai 6 6/i<i)aAb5

TTJs y>)s, Td4>oi e<TTL TOV riveioi-ot. By thesaurus Varro is now
taken to mean not, as was formerly supposed, a beehive tomb,
like the so-called 'Treasury of Atreus, but a money-box of the

beehive tomb sh.-vpe. See H. Graeven, in Jahrb. des arch. Inst

xvi. [1901)160.
2 The Omphalos in connexion with the cult of Aphrodite is

noticed above. For the snake-twined Omphalos of Asklepios
on coin of Perganios see J. E. Harrison, Themis, p. 384.

Asklepios is, of ourse, a snake-daimon of earth, giver of health

and fertility through his dream-oracle.
» Hence H. N. Ulrichs was so far right in inlerpreting the

Omphalos as a fetish stone of the eailli-goddess (lieiscn uiui

F<ir,tchun(ien, i., Bremen, 1840, p. 77 f.). Cf. an inscription of

Argos, which tells how the irpofj-uvTie^ and Trpoi^i^Tai of Apollo

Pytliios 'established in accordance with the oracle the omihalos
of Ga . . . and arranged a thesauros in the oracular shrine'

(W. VoIlgrafT, in BCiT, 1903, p. 271 f.)—probably a reconstruc-

tion of a primitive sanctuarv-
i Cf. COS iv. 193 :

' What strikes us as most alien to Apollo in

the Delphii^ ritual is the idea that Hie .source of the inspuation
is in the subterranean world, for he of all Greek deities has no

part or lot in this.'
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part, under Evolution, this article will deal

mainly witli the relation between tlieni.

I. Ontogeny.— (1) The term must be taken to

include the whole life-history of the individual

until the adult form is reached, but no precise

punctuation is possible. Thus the brain may go
on developing in complexity of nerve-cell con-

nexions after all the other parts have reached their

climax. It is often possible to distinguish an

embryonic period within the egg-envelopes, a larval

period, when the developing organism looks after

itself but has not yet assumed the cliaracteristic

form of the adult [e.g., caterpillar and tadpole), a

juvenile period, when it shows the definitive features

but is still very immature, an adolescent period,
when the sexual maturity begins to be attained,
and an adult period, when development wanes.
One period may pass smoothly and giadually into

another, or there may be crises of change. When
these crises are very marked and involve re-organ-
ization—e.g., when a pupating caterpillar gives
rise to a butterfly, or a free-swimming Pluteus-
larva to a sea-urchin, or a tad{)ole to a frog

—the
term metamorphosis is appropriate. It is some-
times useful to distinguish an early period of organ -

forming (organogenesis) within the egg from a later

period of functional development when the young
creature actively uses its various parts.

(2) It is important to recognize that there are

usually successive chapters in ontogeny, and that
one organism may differ from another in the

emphasis that is laid on one or other of these. One
chapter may be long-drawn-out and another may
be telescoped, and this seems to have come about
in adaptation to particular conditions of life. Thus
many fresh-water animals, such as the crayfish,
have suppressed the larval stages which their rela-

tives in the sea exhibit. This is adaptive, for

the risks of being borne into unsuitable places are
serious in rivers, but negligible in the open sea.

That some river animals, such as caddis-worms,
liave prolonged larval stages does not affect the

argument, for it will be found that they in turn
have special adaptations, such as gripping struc-

tures or adhesive secretions which secure safety.
The echinoderms of Polar seas have in most cases

suppressed the free-swimming larval stages which
are so characteristic of this class of animals, and
this may be reasonably interpreted as adaptive to

the inhospitable character of the surface waters.
To take a very different illustration, it was observed

by Alfred Russel Wallace that the mound-birds, or

megapods, of Celebes leave their eggs to hatch, all

unattended, in great hotbeds of dead leaves, and
that the young birds can fly away on the day of

their birth. In other words, a verj- peculiar con-
dition is met by a precocious development of the

flying power ; the suppression of incubation has its

counterpart in the suppression of the chick stage.
The general idea is clear, that the great variety of

life-history may be in part described as an elongat-
ing or a telescoping of this or that chapter in the

ontogeny, and that this may be adaptive to par-
ticular conditions of life.

(3) Ontogeny is always a function of the heredi-

tary nature on the one hand, and appropriate
nurture on the other. The inheritance cannot be

expressed except under the influence of cert<ain envi-
ronmental conditions and liberating stiTuuli ; and
the expression varies in some measure according to
the nurture and the use which the organism makes
of it from stage to stage. A rich nature may enrich
itself ; a poor one may impoverish itself. In a
general way it may be said that the intrinsic factors

implied in the germinal organization are directive,
and that the extrinsic factors implied in the envi-
ronmental or nurtural conditions serve as stimuli or

iriliibitants, or have a directly modifying influence.

2. How phylogeny may be discovered.—Very
little is as yet certain in regard to the detailed

phylogeny of living creatures. The construction
of elaborate genealogical trees is still premature
unless their provisional character is emphasized.
Thus, while it is probably safe to say that birds

evolved from the extinct deinosaurian reptiles, and
from the subdivision Ornithischia, what the precise

pedigree has been we do not know. Similarly it is

still impossible to speak with definiteness in regard
to the relationship of the numerous orders of living
birds. It is easy to convince ourselves that swifts
are not nearly related to swallows, nor cranes to

herons, but it is only in a very tentative way that
we can piece the parts of the pedigree together.
The difficulties seem to be greatest when we inquire
into the origin of the distinctive phyla (or series of

related classes)
— vertebrates, molluscs, echino-

derms, and so forth. We have more definite know-

ledge of the descent of modern elephants from
forms like Palseomastodon than we have of the

origin of mammals, and we are much more con-

vinced as to the derivation of mammals from reptiles
than as to the origin of vertebrates from, let us

say, annelid worms.
The establishment of a probable pedigree is an

inference from various kinds of evidence, (a)

There are the remains of extinct types buried in

the fossil -bearing rocks, and, were this record com-

plete and available, the deciphering of pedigrees
would .simply be a question of time and patience.

But, as Darwin said, the geological record is like
' a history

of the world imperfectly kept, and written in a chany inji dialect ;

of this history we possess the last volume alone, relating only
to two or three countries. Of this volume, only here and there
a short chapter has been preserved ; and of each page, only here
and there a few lines.' i

On the other hand, the rock-record is often sur-

prising. A good deal is known in regard to fossil

jelly-fishes ; certain stages in the life-history of

some extinct forms, such as graptolites and brach-

iopods, are decipherable : the young ichthyosaurs
can be .seen within their mother ; and the actual
variations of some fresh-water snails (Paludina
neumayri and Planorbis multiformis) can be
studied. W. U. Scott of Princeton remarks :

' The genlogical record is not so hopelessly incomplete as
Darwin believed it to be. Since The Origin of Species was
written, our knowledge of that record has been enormously
extended and we now possess, no complete volumes, it is true,
but some remarkably full and illuminating chapters. The main
significance of the whole lies in the fact, that just in proportion
to the completeness of the record is the unequivocal character
of its testimony to the truth of the evolutionary theory.' 2

(b) The second basis for a pedigree is found in

the structural resemblances of living forms. A
deep-seated similitude in hip -girdle, hind leg,

shoulder-girdle, and skull links modern birds back
to the Ornithischia already mentioned, and the
affiliation is corroborated by homologies between
modern birds and modern

reptiles.
Thus both

have a complex lower jaw which articulates with
the quadrate bone ; both have an inter-tarsal ankle

joint ; both have epidermic scales. These three
resemblances are merely instances, and they are of

unequal importance, the first being more signiticant
than the second, and the second more significant
than the third ; but it is evident that, secure as

may be the palieontological basis for the conclusion
that birds have evolved from a reptile stock, we
reasonably look for some corroboration in hom-
ologies between extant representatives of the two
classes. In proportion to the specialization of the
modern derivatives of a common ancestral stock
will it be difficult to find other than very deep-
seated resemblances between them, and in such
cases great interest often attaches to vestigial
structures—useless dwindling relics—which linger

1 Origin of Species^, London, 1882, p. 289.
2 Darwin and Modern Science, ed. A. C. Seward, Cambridge.

1909, p. 199.
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as tell-tale evidences of a superficially obliterated

attinity. Thus the vestigial hip-girdle and hind-
limb of cetaceans are of some significance in sug-

gesting pedigree.
(c) In trying to discover the phylogeny of a type,

recourse may also be had to tne study of develop-
ment. A clue is sometimes to be found here when
none is ottered either by palaeontology or by the
anatomical comparison of extant forms. A signal
case was Kowalevsky's discernment (1866) of the
chordate affinities of ascidians. No one had sus-

pected that these peculiar sedentary animals were

retrogressive chordates till Kowalevsky showed
that the free-swimming larva had a dorsal nerve-

cord, a notochord in the tail region, gill-slits open-
ing from the pharynx to the exterior, and an eye
developing from the brain. In the same way
Vaughan Thompson's discernment of the position
of barnacles among crustaceans was due to his dis-

covery of the life-history. It may be said, however,
that the study of development does not usually
reveal the pedigree, but serves only to confirm the
conclusion arrived at from the study of homologies
and connecting links. To sum up, then : our know-
ledge of the phylogeny of a type rests on three sets

of data—those derived from a study of extinct

forms, those derived from comparative anatomy,
and tliose furnished by embrj'ology. Interesting
corroborations may sometimes be found in other

quarters ; thus the mingling of the blood of two
related types, such as horse and ass, hare and rabbit,
is harmonious, while the mingling of the blood of

unrelated types is destructive. Or, again, some
light has occasionally rewarded the study of varia-

tion whether experimentally induced or occurring
spontaneously in wild nature. Reversions, for

instance, may occasionally serve as finger-posts in

inquiries into phylogeny.
3. Relation of phylogeny to ontogeny. — The

phylogeny, or racial history, of a type, such as

spider or snail, frog or stork, implies a succession
of achievements (differentiations and integrations)
which, taken as a whole, seem to have required
long ages for their establishment. Taking the last

example, we think of the remote and obscure origin
of back-boned animals or chordates, of the diverg-
ing of one vertebrate class after another until

reptiles appeared, of the emergence of birds from
the bipedal Ornithischian stock, of the appearance
of primitive Ciconiiformes, and of the differentia-

tion which led to the stork type at last. Now
these successive steps in evolution have been, in a
manner which we cannot conceive, enregistered in

the germinal organization of the germ-cells by
which the lineage is continued from generation to

generation. Could we have seen into the details

of the germ-cell of a primitive bird, we should

probably have discovered more complexity than

lay in the germ-cell of the primitive reptile, and
much more than in the germ-cell of the primitive
vertebrate. Even if microscopical sections of the

germ-cells of extinct types were available, the
various degrees of germinal complexity lie beyond
the limits of visual demonstration, but the proba-
bility is that the germinal organization becomes
increasingly intricate in an ascending phylogenetic
series. (As a matter of fact some germ-cells are

visibly mucli more complicated than others. ) The
difhcult problem is how the enrichment of the

germinal organization could come about.
We are adliering to the generally accepted view

that the course of evolution has been from the

apparently simple to the obviously complex—a

process of increasing differentiation and integration
except in parasitism, degeneracy, and other paths
of retrogression. It may be noted, however, that
W. Bateson has recently directed attention to the
number of evolutionary changes which may be

interpreted as due to loss, or to the removal of

inhibiting factors.
He asks that biologists should consider ' whether the course of

Evolution can at all reasonably be represented as an unpacking
of an original complex which contained within itself the whole

range of diversity which living things present' (President's Ad-

dress, Brit. Assoc, Australia, 1914 ; see Nature, xciii. [1914] 640).

On this view organic evolution has been a sequence
of emancipations, a throwing off of shackles ; we
adhere to the conception of a sequence of experi-
ments in 'creative synthesis,' a series of adven-

tures, often wild, in self-expression. To vary the

metaphor, for the problem is hardly as yet dis-

cussible in other terms, we think of the living
creature as a creative artist with itself as its chief
work. Or, again, we think of it as trafficking
with its environment, as trading with time, as

putting its hereditary talents out to usury, or even

speculating with them. In this, it seems important
to observe, there need be much less of the fortui-

tous than is usually supposed. For the variation
which arises in a germ-cell is in some measure
conditioned by the already established organization—by the already accepted architectural style.
Nor is the sifting or selection which decides the
fate of the individual expression of the variation

in question to be thought of as blind or haphazard ;

it is in definite and subtle relation to the correla-

tions of organisms, the linkages, the web of life—
the systema naturce, in short—already established.

If the course of evolution has been a series of

discoveries or inventions, or even a sequence of

emancipations, there must have been registrations
in the germinal organization, and there are two

ways in which this enregistering may be thought
of. (1) On the one hand, the experience of the

fully developed individual may in some definite

way attect the germinal organization. Thus
Lamarckians have thought of the germ-cells being
continuously enriched or impoverished by the

gains or losses of the individual organism, and that
in a perfectly specific or representative manner.
There are veiy few facts which lend support to

this view, and yet it seems premature to foreclose

the question, or to assert that the experience of

individuals counts for nothing in the evolution of

the race. Many facts suggest that experiences
of the individual may serve as variational stimuli
to the complex germ-plasm. Though they do not
leave representative imprints of themselves, they
may pull the trigger of changefulness or sever
another of the threads that bind the insurgent life.

(2) On the other hand, the available data make
it seem likely that most of the raw materials of

progress are due to germinal variations or muta-

tions, intrinsic changes in the germinal organiza-
tion, permutations and combinations of hereditary
items. Apart from wliat may occur during the

growth and multiplication of the germ-cells, there

are ample opportunities in the processes of matura-
tion and fertilization for fresh shuftiings and deals

of the heretlitary cards. The variations thus

arising in the arcana of the germ-cells fiiul ex-

pression in the individual life of the developed
organism, and are there tested and sifted. If the

metaphor be permissible, tlie germ-cell is the

blind artist whose many inventions are expressed,
embodied, and exercised in the developed organism,
the seeing artist, who, beholding the work of the

germ-cell, either pronounces it, in the light of the

success which it brings, to be good, or, when it

spells ruin, curses it ettectively bj' sinking with it

into extinction. There is never any difficulty in

understanding how a germinal variation, having
arisen, comes to stay. That is provided for in the

continuity of the germ-plasm. It is probably,
then, by tlie entailment of the results of intrinsic

germinal experiments, and not by the imprinting
of the results of individual experiences, that the
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Though no

steps inatle in pliylogeny become registered in the

germ-cells and thus made expressible in ontogeny.

4. Recapitulation doctrine.—Long before the

evolution idea was accepted by zoologists, the idea

was mooted (e.g., by Meckel in 1821) that the

stages in individual development corresponded to

grades of organization in the animal kingdom.
Von Baer called attention to common features

observable in vertebrate embryos in early stages,
but he indicated at the same time that there Avas a

remarkable specificity almost from the first. Louis

Agassiz, in his Essay on Classification (London,
1859), expressed his belief in a correspondence
between stages in embryonic development and the

»rades of diderentiation recognized in the classi-

hcation of living and extinct animals,

evolutionist, he wrote :

'

It may therefore be considered as a general fact, very likely
to be more full.v illustruled as investigators cover a wider

ground, that the phases of development of all living animals

correspond to the order of succession of their extinct repre-
sentatives in past geological times.'

His son, Alexander Agassiz, compared stages in

the develojjment of echinoderms with the fossil

series, and said :

'

Comparing the embryonic development with the palaeonto-

logical one, we find a remarkable similarity.'

To Haeckel, in particular, credit is due for recog-

nizing the importance of the recapitulation doctrine
and stating it clearly in the light of evolution.

He called it the ' fundamental law of biogenesis
'

(' biogenetisches Griindgesetz '), and stated it in

the familiar words :

'

Ontogeny is a recapitulation
of phjdogeny.' He also introduced the idea of

palingenetic characters, which correspond to those
of the ancestral stock, and kainogenetic characters,
which are relatively recent additions. The latter,
he said, may disguise the former in a perplexing
M'ay ;

in any case, the recai)itulation is general, not

exact, and often shows great condensation. Fritz
Miiller was another wlio did much (e.g., in his Fiir

Dartinn, Leipzig, 1864) to illustrate and corroborate
the recapitulation idea.

This doctrine has suflered considerably at the
hands of its friends, who have sometimes stated it

in an exaggerated and inaccurate way. AYlien

Milnes Marshall said, 'Every animal in its own
development repeats its history, climbs up its own
genealogical tree,' he was speaking picturesquely,
for the recapitulation is general, not detailed

; it

often shows telescoping, and it is truer of stages in

organogenesis than of stages in the development of

the embryo as a whole. It is hardly necessary to

say that a developing bird is never like a reptile,
but only like an embryo reptile. It has also to be
remembered that one term in the comparison, the

phylogeny, is very imperfectly known, so that
assertions as to the exactness of the recapitulation
must be taken with much reserve. And, again,
the illustrations that have been adduced have not

always been very happy. The simplest animals
nre single cells ; there are some balls of cells, like

Volvox, on the border-line between unicellulars
and multicellulars ; and there are some very simple
two-layered sacs of cells, such as Protohydra.
But, when we see an animal of relatively high
degree, such as the primitive vertebrate Aniphioxus,
beginning its life as a fertilized egg-cell, which

develops into a ball of cells (blastula) and a two-

layered sac of cells (gastrula), we are probably
mistaken in regarding this as a recapitulation of

very ancient jjliylogeny. Reproduction by means
of isolated germ-cells need not have any historical

reference to the Protozoa ; a ball of cells may be the
natural result of the cleavage of an ovum when it is

not encumbered with too much yolk ; and it is pos-
sible to account for the formation of a gastrula with-
out dragging in the hypothetical ancestral gastraea.
An important criticism concerns specificity, i.e.

the individuality and uniqueness of every well-

defined
tj'})e.

A fish may be identified by a few
scales, a bird by a few feathers. The cells lining
the windpipe of a horse are readily distinguishable
from those of a dog, and the palate of a land-snail

from that of a periwinkle. There is pronounced
chemical individuality in species, as may be de-

tected in the milk of nearly- related mammals or

the juice of the grapes in nearly-related vines. It

is most literally true that '
all flesh is not the

same flesh.' There is no doubt that increased

precision of embryological work has disclosed the

individuality or specificity of the organism even in

early stages of ontogeny. Thus the number of

chromosomes within the nucleus of a cell is, vvitli

few exceptions, constant for each kind of organism,
and the embryo of a mouse could thus be distin-

guished from that of a rabbit, or that of an onion
from that of a lily. But a recognition of the

fact that an organism is from the start itself and
no other is not inconsistent with admitting a

significant correspondence between steps in indi-

vidual development and steps in racial evolution,

A tadpole is from the first in several ways an

amphibian and not a fish, and yet in its two-
chambered heart and branchial circulation it is for

a time distinctly piscine.
One reason why the ontogenetic recapitulation

of phylogeny must be general, not precise, is that
the successive gains made in the course of racial

evolution are not superimposed one upon another,
but are severally incorporated into the organiza-
tion and unified with it. The additions from
millennium to millennium are not like new wings
added to a house, for the tenements which we call

individuals are continually dissolved, and there is

re-unitication at the start of each new life. What-
ever further saving clauses may have to be appended
to the '

recapitulation doctrine,' the broad fact

remains that ontogeny is the making explicit of

the germinal organization which is what it is

because of phylogeny. The past lives on in the

present in a manner peculiar to and characteristic

of living creatures, and it is because it is deter-

mined by the past that an embryo moves towards
a goal as if it had the future consciously in view.

The ages that are gone have bent the bow in the

plane along which the arrow of the individual flies.

But ontogeny must not be thought of as the un-

coiling of a wound-up spring, or as the unpacking
of a marvellous treasure-box ; it is a function of

the individuality which is somehow condensed
within the germ-cell. It is the transformation of

the germinal organization into the adult organiza-
tion, and it implies a series of steps in

' creative

synthesis.' The fundamental fact which Ave are so

far from understanding is that the fertilized ovum
is at once the repository of ages of organic inven-

tions and a unified individuality in the one-celled

stage of its becoming.
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ONTOLOGY.— I, Definition.—Metaphysics is

traditionally divided into ontology, or the philo-

sophy of being, cosmology, or the philosophy of

nature, and psychology, or the philosophy of mind.

Ontology, dealing with the most general charac-

teristics of the real, includes those subjects which
as common to the other two branches cannot be
dealt with by either exclusively ; cosmology and

psychology study, in a very general way, one or

other of the concrete forms which reality takes,
while ontology is concerned only with the nature of

the real in abstraction from its specific embodiments.
While it is possible to distinguish these branches

of metaphysics, it does not follow that they can be

kept rigidly apart, for psychological or cosmologi-
cal conclusions inevitably act upon ontology. The
question, What is being itself ? implies a previous
acquaintance with the things which are ; and, if

we hold that all that is is essentially a cosmos or-

ganized in a particular way, or if we believe that
' matter

'

is essentially relative to and constituted

by consciousness, our ontological views will be
coloured accordingly. Much of recent ontological

speculation is vitiated by false psychological or cos-

mological assumptions.
The idea of being is the most general and conse-

quently the least capable of delinition with which

philosophy is called upon to deal. As we do not
find ' matter in general

'

in rerum natura, but

always this or that concrete matter, possessed of

specilic qualities which differentiate it from other

matter, so it is impossible to isolate being and
examine its nature directly. 'Being-in-itself

'

is

meaningless, for only that which has a definite

nature of its own can be. Nor can we regard being
as an additional predicate to be attached to that
which is already a complex of various qualities,

only lacking this further quality of
'

being
'

in order
to become an actual thing. As a complex of

qualities, the thing already 'is.' Being is not a

quality, but is latent in all qualities. Nor can we
expect to show how '

being
'

itself came to be. We
can to a certain extent understand how one thing
' comes into being

' and another 'ceases to be,' in the

unceasing flux of things, though here, too, further
examination reveals change of form, and not crea-

tion or extinction ; but the question of the origin
of being is meaningless, for, presupposing, as it

does, a previous complete nothingness out of which
being proceeds, it postulates an etl'ect for which
there is ex hypothesi no cause, and thereby involves
self-contradiction. We are compelled, therefore,
to take being as given in the fact that '

something
is,' and to proceed to investigate what is implied in

the fact that .something is as well as the special
forms which the something may take.

2. Reality and knowledge.—If asked to specify
what he regards as being or having existence,
the unsophisticated individual would reply that
'

things' at any rate existed, and would doubtless
admit further that 'minds' might also be said to

exist. He would also recognize that tiiere was
some relation between the two w hereby the mind
was aware of the existence of the thing ; the pre-
cise nature of this relation has formed the crux of
much philosophical discussion, and an erroneous

conception of it has vitiated much ontological
speculation. The question is asked. What must
the nature of things be in order that they may
be known ?, and the answer is given that they
must be in some way akin to the mind which
knows tliem. What is this kinship ? The mind, it

is held, can know only that which is, in some
sense or other, within it ; and that which is witiiin

the mind is an idea
;
the mind, therefore, can know

only its own ideas. It is concluded, therefore,
either that things do not exist or that they can
never be known. The fallacy lies in the sense at-

VOL. IX.—32

tached to ' within the mind,' for 'being within the
mind '

simply means '

being known.' In direct

experience we do not knoio ideas at all. An idea
is an act of knowledge, either of a directly pre-
sented object or by way of memory, etc., and 'to
have an idea of

' means nothing more than ' to

know.' The proposition that in order to be known
a tiling must be akin to the mind means simply
that in order to be known a thing must be capable
of being known.
The same fallacy of the ' mental

'

nature of things
is found in the doctrine which, starting from sen-

sation as given, postulates the activity of thought
in ordering and correlating the data of sensation in

order to make the object (e.g.. Green). There is

no reality, we are told, apart from the activity of

consciousness : the order of nature is nothing other
than the relations which the mind imposes on the

crude data of sensation. We do not know things,

therefore, but only 'phenomena.' 'Nature,' says
Green {Prolegomena to Ethics, Oxford, 1883, § 36),
'

is the system of related appearances, and related

appearances are impossible apart from the action

of an intelligence.' Kant's theory implied that
the sensations, still undetermined by relations, are
' the Avork of unknown things-in-themselves, acting
in unknown ways upon us

'

(§ 38). Green, in the

interests of the intelligibility of the real world,
discards the things-in-themselves as meaningless,
because, while claiming to be completely inde-

pendent of our knowledge and themselves never

known, they are yet the cause of our knowledge,
and causation, being a relation, is the work of tiie

mind and cannot be predicated of the world of

things-in-themselves.
' That sensations therefore, the matter of our experience,

should be connected as effects with things-in-themselves, of

which all that can be said is that they belong to a world other
than the world of our experience, and are not relative to the

subject to which it is relative, is a statement self-contradictory
or at best unmeaning

'

(§ 41).

This indubitably disposes of Kant, but what is

left of the doctrine? There are two points to be
noted, (i. ) The

' sensations
'

are not '

arranged
'

by
the understanding purely at random or cap-

riciously. Why does the understanding give to

one set of sensations a particular spatial order, to

another the relation of cause and etl'ect, etc. ,
if it

be not because of the inherent nature of the sen-

sations themselves ? /.e., the 'sensations' (which
really means the different qualities of the thing)
come to the understanding already ordered and
related in a definite way. (ii. ) Any theory which
seeks to show that the objects of experience ai'e

'made' by the intelligence is ultimately incapable
of accounting for the material out of which these

objects are made (viz. sensations). For we cannot
have any sensations we choose. Hence the argu-
ment finally reverts to something not ' made by the

intelligence
'

upon which our sensations are de-

pendent ; of this entity idealists are precluded, by
tiieir own presuppositions, from giving an account.

Green, e.g., after criticizing Kant's things-in-

tliemselves, is driven to speak of ' the exciting cause
of sensation

'

(§ 59), the ' affection of the sentient

organism by matter external to it
'

(§ 60), and ' a

sensation excited by an external irritant' (§ 64).

There is, then, after all an external matter which
causes sensations ; it can have no relations or

qualities, for these are the work of the mind ;
it is

therefore open to all the objections which Green

alleges against Kant's things-in-themselves.
This confusicm is due to the attempt to identify

perception with object, and the failure to recognize
that jierception is the act of relating the niind to

its object. A similar fallacy underlies the identi-

fication of reality with experience.' Experience
1 Cf. K. 11. nradley, Ajn^earaiice and Reality'^, London, 190S;

A. E. Taylor, EUwtnts oj Metaphj/sics, do. 1903.
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cannot be an ultimate and self-existent entity,
because it implies two elements beyond itself : (1)

the mind which experiences, and (2) the object
which is experienced. Doubtless we cannot know

reality witiiout the mind ; but this in no way implies
that it is a general characteristic of reality to be

incapable of existence apart from the mind or to be

psychical matter of fact. In this type of argument
the word '

experience
'

is used ambiguously as

(a) the fact that we do have an experience, and

(b) the object of which we have experience, and
that which is true of («), viz. that it cannot exist

without the mind, is illegitimately transferred

to (b).

The conclusion is, then, that the mind is capable
of knowing an ' external 'reality with qualities and
relations of its own which are independent of their

being known ;

' and the argument involves equally
the reality of space and time.

3. Forms of being.
—To investigate all the char-

acteristics of reality would be to exhaust the con-

tents of all the sciences. Ontology is concerned
Mith only the most general/orma^ characteristics,
or categories. The widest possible interpretation
was given to the idea of category by Hegel, who
attempted to exhibit the framework of reality in

the development of categories from the simplest
(being) to the most complex and adequate (the
absolute idea), which summed up and included all

the others. Apart from criticisms on details of

this deduction, it may be doubted whether the
deduction itself is really valid. It would certainly
be possible to show that one category is more com-

plex than another ; it might even be possible to

arrange tlie categories in the order of their com-

plexity ; but to deduce them from a primary cate-

gory of being without reference to the actual
constitution of particular things is fundamentally
impossible, for (1) we cannot tell a priori what the
forms of things are to be, and (2), Mhile some forms
are united by mutual implication, others are united

only by their simultaneous actualization in a con-

crete whole, and their connexion in consequence
can be discovered only by experience. Hegel's
deduction is in fact an attempt to correlate cate-

gories discovered in experience, and not a true
deduction.

4. Being as a unity.
—A fundamental charac-

teristic which meets us in examining reality is the
fact that '

things
'

are not isolated but interrelated.

Philosophy seeks to exhibit this interrelation as

the concrete development of one unifying principle :

the ontological categories are subordinate types of

order or unity, abstracting particular aspects of

tilings ; they are ways in which the ' manifold '

reveals its inner unity. How that which is
'

many
'

can also be 'one
' was a problem which caused the

Greeks much trouble before it was realized that it

is not one and manj' in the same respect, and that
a unity is essentially a union of many elements,
not an undifferentiated whole.'- The puzzle of the
one and the many is a puzzle only when relevant

considerations, which even language recognizes,
are neglected ; e.g., a heap of apples is one heap of

many apples, but not many heaps.
In the iniinite variety which being presents

there are features which transcend mere hetero-

geneity and reveal system. A system is a unity
in which diverse elements are held together by a
common principle. Some important types of unity
must be indicated.

(a) The primary unity is the substance, or inde-

1 These are not always perceived as they are : if a stick is

thrust into water, it ajipears to be bent, but we know that it is

straijfht. Thou<fht corrects perception.
2 We may find a lingering trace of this mistake in the efforts

of materialists and idealists alike to render reality more expli-
cable by reducing it to a single element, matter or mind. It is

not sameness that makes unity, but union of diflferences.

pendent, self-existent being. A substance is com-
monly regarded as that which exists in its own
right, while its attributes are dependent upon it

and incapable of existence apart from it. The
implied separation between substance and attri-

bute must not be pressed too far, for the sub-

stance is itself incapable of existing apart from
attributes, and ought to be regarded as their unity
rather than as something to which they are merely
attached, for attributes are nothing more than the
activities of substance, and consequently the ways
in which it is. It is evident, however, that no

particular thing is a complete unit}', or really

self-dependent, for it always carries us beyond it-

self ; it is related to other objects in the universe,
and is what it is only because the laws of the
whole universe are operative in constituting it.

The only substance, therefore, in the sense of com-

pletely
self-contained and independent reality is

the whole, the cosmos, and, when we call particu-
lar things substances, we do so in a relative sense

only, referring to their indifference to particular
relations, not to an absence of all relation.

(6) If a thing is not comjiletely independent,
neither is it 'constituted by its relations.' We
cannot suppose an entirely unrelated '

thing
'

sub-

sequently entering into relations, but neither can
we adopt the notion that relations alone are consti-

tutive of reality, for a relation implies at least two
terms between which it maintains itself, or which

by a union of certain of their aspects constitute it,

and which are therefore logically prior to the rela-

tion. There can be no relation if there is nothing to

relate. A relation is a particular unity of two or

more terms, not necessarily something common to

them, though it may be based on their common
possession of some particular nature (as existence
in space) ; or the one may be complementary to

the other (as in the subject-object relation) ; the

relation is the being of one term in so far as it

concerns itself with the being of another. This
connexion may be permanent or temporary, essen-

tial or unessential : the general types of relation

of which a thing is capable remain unaltered, but

particular relations may vary without change of

the thing itself. Those who deny this include in

the essence of the thing every relation in which the

thing happens to be at any given moment, which
contradicts the notion of essence. A relation is

dependent on the mind only when the mind enters

into it as a term ; there is frequent confusion

between the mind's presence as a term in the

relation of knowing and the presentation to the
mind of the relation known.

(c) A most important type of relation is that of

subsumption under the same universal. A thing
or quality is not merely itself ; it is a particular
instance of a general type which also exemplifies
itself in other ways. A universal is no mere
creation of the mind, even though it cannot be
handled ; it has no existence apart from particulars,
but it exists in its particulars : a book is not merely
'this,' it possesses a nature identical in some re-

spects with that possessed by other objects. Berke-

ley rejected the theory of general ideas formed

by abstraction, because he thought of them as

general mental images, and he could not picture to

himself a triangle which was neither equilateral
nor isosceles nor scalene. So far he was

right,
but

a universal is not a mental image ; nor is it an
idea formed by abstraction, for before we can begin
to abstract we must already have recognized the

common nature which is the universal. It is a
form or law of being, a general nature which is

capable of expressing itself in a variety of ways.
We cannot 'picture' this kind of being; and,

though we may have a conception of it, the uni-

versal is not merely our conception ; it is implied
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in the universal that it is a real type of existence,
a unity which holds tof,'ether its particulars in a

unique relation. Reality shows itself in definite,

recurring forms, which the particular sciences

make it their business to classify.

{d) From what has been said under (a) and (c) it

follows that each particular thing is a unity of

universals.

(e) Not only are existences united by similarity ;

their diversity also is essential to their systematiza-
tion. Diverse material things

' interact
'

upon one
another in an infinity of ways, whereby changes
arise in tiieir constitution ; these clianges are not for-

tuitous, but proceed according to a definite system,
as is inevitable from the fact that each factor has
a definite nature of its own, and consequently their

interactions, which are determined by their natures,
are also definite. This phenomenon of definite

changes is generally known as causation ; this im-

plies more than the mere succession of one pheno-
menon upon another to which it has sometimes
been reduced. It is implied that the earlier pheno-
menon is directly concerned in initiating the exist-

ence of the later ; their relation is not merely
temporal ; there is involved an activity in the
first phenomenon which deposits the second. The
cause is thus strictly the whole collection of condi-
tions necessary to the production of a phenomenon ;

but it is usual to regard as cause either the last

added in time or any one of the conditions which

happens to be prominent for any other reason,

permanently present conditions being neglected.
Laws of causation which thus provide the connect-

ing link between dissimilar phenomena are them-
selves only a case of that unity in difference which
is the nature of the universal ; and they constitute
an order throughout which one general principle
prevails. Being in its universal nature remains
the same amid the flux of particulars ; everything
changes, yet the types remain.

(/) It is evident that experience is a unity of

subject and object, but it has also been argued
that mind is the source of all unity, that, in know-
ing, the mind unifies the data of sen.se and forms
them into an object, unifies phenomena into uni-

versal law, etc. This conti-adicts the very idea of

knowledge, Avhich implies the mind's attitude to

something already there, and not the production
of an object. Mind in its cognitive aspect selects

its objects, doubtless, and may take a thing now
in its unity, now as an element in a wider unity,
l)ut only because it already is such a unity or
element ; in its activity of will, however, mind is

constantly engaged in organizing its objects for the
realization of its own purposes and thus does create
unities in which a number of material objects are
united as instruments with mind for the attain-

ment of an end. Reason and emotion unite minds
in common purposes, which are limited only by
tiie boundaries of mind itself. There is, then, an

ever-eximnding system of unities, from the unity of

the mere tiling to the unity of minds in society,
and finally to the ultimate unity of nature and
mind in the whole.

ig) Can anything be said as to the nature of this
final and supreme system? Parmenides, Plato,
Spinoza, Leil)niz, and Hegel are among the names
that one recalls in this connexion, but with little of
secure and accepted result. Attempts have been
made to exhibit the whole, the absolute, as a

complete, perfect, liarmonious, and self-consistent

system, but thereby considerable violence is done
to the details of reality in order to force tliem to

take their place in an idealistic universe. For

Hradley, e.g., tiie real is the self-consistent ; but
all tiie particulars with their rolations are found
to be self-contradictory and (liercfore only njijiear-
ances. Hence tlie ab.solute, wliile containing and

forming the ground of all appearances, does not

reproduce them as they appear to us ; they are

transmuted, fused, merged into something har-
monious and consistent. Anything which falls

short of the whole is self-contradictory (this is

untrue ; to be at the same time whole and part
would be self-contradictory) and therefore unreal
to that degree in which it does fall short. As self-

contradictory it cannot directly take its place in

the absolute, yet it is something and consequently
must be represented in the absolute, in which all

contradictions are reconciled and to tiie perfection
of whicii all imperfection is contributory. The
puzzles of time and space, relation and causation,

good and evil, etc., are solved by tiie process of

merging these phenomena in an absolute which
knows them not. A satisfactory metaphysic can

h.ardly be raised on such a basis. If nothing is

wliat it appears to be, and each appearance is only
a quite indescribable element in an unknowable
whole, the fact that this whole is perfect and
harmonious and contains the answer to all our

questions does not att'ord much consolation. F"or,

as soon as sve begin to describe the absolute, the
contradictions of experience are nothing to tlie

irrationalities which emerge. For Bradley at-

tempts to describe the whole in language applicable
to the parts only, and consequently self-contra-

dictory, while the parts, having been transmuted,
are no longer the same, and tlie wliole is not the
wliole of these parts. Such a procedure ignores
tlie

'

systematic
' character of reality.

Accepting, as we must, the reality of the par-
ticular elements, with their incompleteness and
unsatisfactoriness, we are precluded from any easy
acquiescence in a complete and perfect wliole

already present. We must regard the whole as

being itself a developing system, in whicli nature
and mind are organic to each other, and ideals not
themselves final are not yet finally realized. The
real must not be identified witii tiie ideal ; tiie

real is not, but is striving to be, the rational. We
cannot recognize completeness apart from value,
as Plato siiowed when he made the Good the main-

spring of the system of reality ; and that finite

values are also ultimate and rooted in tiie nature
of things seems to be a necessary condition of tiieir

being recognized as values at all. Whether tlie

development as a whole is teleological or organic,
whetiier all ideals exist final and complete in the
mind of God and form the plan of development, or

this is only the outcome of an internal necessity
inlierent in tiie finite, are questions wiiicli tran-

.scend tiie limits of ontology.

LiTERATiHE.—In addition to the works mentioned under art.

Metapiivsics the following may be consulted : Plato, liepiihlic,

V. and vi., Parmenldet!, TimcKiis; Aristotle, Metai>hui<ics\ E.
B. Holt and others, The A'eiv Realism, New York, 1912; S. S.

Laurie, Synthetica, London, 1906; H. Lotze, Mediphyisics,

Eng. tr., Oxford, 1S84 ;
H. A. Prichard, Kant's Theorti of

Kiiowledrfe, do. VM9. J. TUUXER.

OPHITISM. — This is a designation, taken
over from the Patristic Avriters, for an important
phase of tiie Gnostic movement. The name '0<piTai

properly belonged to one particular sect, but it

was extended to a large group of sects wliose

practices and beliefs appeared to resemble tliose of

the Ophites. Witli these otiier sects, however,
tiie cult of the serpent, wiiicli tlie name denotes,
had a quite subordinate place.
Our knowledge of tlie original Opiiite sect is

derived mainly from Origen's work contra Celsuni

(vi. 24-38) ;
and liis account is .supplemented by

Irenajus (adv. Ha;r. i. 3U), Epiphanius (Hcer.

xxxviii.), and p.seudo-Tertnliian (ii.). No document

emanating from tiie sect itself iias been preserved.
Celsus had attributed to tiie Cliristians certain

beliefs which lie hail found embodied in a
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'diagiaui," or giai>hic presentation; and Orlgen

recognizes the diagram as one current among the

0(piai'ol, whom he describes as an InsigniHcant

hodj-, witli no title to rank as Christians. Within
this sect, he tells us, the God of the OT was
known as ' the accursed God,' and the serpent
which had led men to transgress His comniand-
luents was an object of reverence. The members
of the sect made use of a seal, bearing the formula,
'
I have been anointed with white ointment from

the tree of life,' and mystical observances of

various kinds played a great part in their worship.
Their mythus, so far as it can be deciphered from
the diagram which Origen sets fortli in detail,

seems to have been closely similar to that of the

anonymous
' Gnostics' of Irenaeus. But it may be

gathered that tlie sect laid little stress on doctrine,
and was a TeXerrj, or mystery -association, rather
than a school. From the notice of pseudo-Ter-
tullian it would appear that actual worship was
oH'ered to the serpent. Epiphanius describes the
chief rite as a Eucharist, in which a serpent was
released from a box and was alloAved to entwine
itself round the sacred elements.
This shadowy sect, however, was only one of

luany which are classed together under the com-

jirehensive name of Ophites. The following are

usually assigned to the group: (1) Cainites, (2)

Perates, (3) Sethians, (4)
' Gnostics

'

of Irenseus,

(5) Naassenes, (6) Barbelo-Gnostics, (7) Severians,
(8) Nicolaitans, (9) Archontics, and (10) Justinians.
In all these systems a place is given to the serpent,
though its role is never much more than incidental.
For the most part, as in Ophitisra proper, it appears
as the enlightener, and therefore the benefactor, of

men ; and by the Perates and Sethians it is identi-

fied with the Logos principle which at last mani-
fested itself in Jesus. The 'Gnostics' of Irenfeus
view it under two contrary aspects. At first the
Ijenefactor of man, it shared in the punishment
inflicted on him l)y the hostile God, and hence-
forth became his enemy. But, while the serpent
is thus brought into connexion with the Biblical

story, it is associated in some of the systems with
a ditterent order of ideas. It is the symbol, not so

much of man's emancipation, as of the vitalizing

principle of nature, or soul of the world. Thus
the Naassenes described the serpent as a moist
substance pervading everywhere and informing all

existence. The Sethians conceived of a wind in

the form of a serpent entering into the mingled
world of light and darkness and begetting voOs. In
the system of Justinus the serpent has a similar

significance, which may be traced likewise in the

figure of Leviathan, tlie circle enclosing the con-
centric spheres of the archons, in the Ophite
system proper. In view of the wide-spread preva-
lence of serpent symbolism in Oriental religion, it

is possible that this cosmical conception was the

l)riraary one, and that the Biblical interpretation
was adopted later, as the result of Christian
influence.

The figure of the serpent, however, has only a
minor place in the Ophite systems, and their

employment of it cannot be singled out as their
common characteristic. It is impossible, indeed,
to define the various members of the group in

terms of any one distinguishing feature. They are
best regarded simply as the anonymous Gnostic

systems, contrasted with those which bear the
names of historical teachers. Tiie fact that they
tiius stand apart from the classical forms of

Gnosticism is highly significant, though its signifi-

cance, as we shall presently see, may be interpreted
in two different ways.
While the Ophite sects are marked out by no

definite peculiarity, they broadly resemble one
another in so many respects that their inclusion in

a common group is justified. Like the Gnostic
schools generally, they rest on the conception of

a cosmical disaster, whereby a portion of the

heavenly light has become imprisoned in the lower
world of darkness. The redemption of this higher
essence is achieved by a being who descends out of

the heavenly world, and who accomplishes his

work partly by a weakening of the hostile powers
and partly by the communication of a mystical
gnosis (see Gnosticism). But, apart from the
doctrines which they share with all forms of

Gnosticism, the Ophite sects present a number of

features which are more specially characteristic.

(1) The highest being is generally designated by
the name Anthropos, the First Man. (2) A promi-
nence is given to a female principle (M^xj^p), who is

conceived as presiding over the work of redemp-
tion. The figure of Sophia, the fallen

divinity,
plays an altogether minor part, and was probably
absent from Ophite teaching in its original form.

(3) In almost all the systems a triad stands at the

beginning of the cosmical process. Thus the
Sethians commence with Light, Spirit, Darkness ;

the ' Gnostics
'

of Irenanis and the Naassenes with
the Father and the Son, to whom the Holy Spirit
is added, as a female principle. (4) The systems
are mythological rather than speculative, and the

occasional attempts to construe the myths in a

philosophical sense are naive and unsuccessful.

The mythology is based mainly on astral concep-
tions—e.g., the archons are planetary divinities, of

whom Saturn (laldabaoth) is the chief. There is

little trace of the seonology which is so conspicuous
in the more elaborate systems, and the various

powers are conceived as originating from each
other by a process of generation. (5) A cardinal

importance is attributed in all the sects to magical
rites, sacraments, secret watch-words, charms, and
amulets. It is apparent that the beliefs embodied
in the myths were little more than a background
for the mystical observances in which the true

gnosis consisted. (6) A peculiar feature of the
sects is their anti-Judaistic bias, in which they
appear to reflect, in exaggerated form, the attitude
of Marcion. laldabaoth, the chief of the archons
who hold man in bondage, is identified with the
God of the OT, and opposition to his decrees is

held to be incumbent on the true Gnostic. For
this reason honour is rendered not only to the

serpent, but also to the characters which stand
condemned in Biblical history—Cain, the Sodo-

mites, Esau, Korah, Judas. In some of the sects

the revolt from the OT expresses itself in the

encouragement of licentious i^ractices ;
but the

general tendency is towards a rigid asceticism.

The God of the OT is viewed primarily as the

Creator, responsible for the material universe, out
of which the higher natures seek to be delivered.

(7) The Ophite systems are impregnated with
Christian ideas to a far less extent than the classi-

cal Gnostic schools. In some of them (Ophites of

Celsus and Origen, Nicolaitans, Archontics) the

figure of the Redeemer is entirely absent. In
others {e.g., Perates) no historical function is

given to the Iledeemer, who is a being of purely
mythological or metaphysical nature. Even in

systems which assimie the identity of the Redeemer
with Jesus the Christian elements seem to be little

more than an embroidery on a pagan groundwork.
Of this we have a striking evidence in the Naassene
document preserved by Hippolytus, where the

pagan original can be detached, without much

difficulty, from the Christian commentary with
which it is interwoven.

In Ophitism, therefore, we have a group of

Andely diversified systems
—built up out of the

debris of Babylonian, Persian, Syrian, and Egypt-
ian mythologies— which yet possess features of
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resemblance sufficient to distinguish them from the
classical types of Gnosticism. How are we to

account for these points of agreement and differ-

ence ? According to the generally accepted view,
the Opliite sects represent the primitive Gnosticism,
which was gradually developed and transformed
into a religious philosophy by a series of historical

teachers. Hippolytus, our chief Patristic author-

ity, regards the Naassenes and the kindred sects
as the fountainhead of Gnosticism ; and this

judgment has been endorsed and worked out as
a scientific hypothesis by a number of modern
scholars (cf. Housset, Reitzenstein). A different
view has lately been advanced, in the light of a

searching examination of the sources, by de Faye
{Gnostiques et gnostkisme). He holds that the

Ophite sects arose comparatively late, and were
ultimately based on the anti-Biblical teaching of
Marcion. Their variety he attributes to a process
of mutual infiltration, at a period when the great
Gnostic schools had begun to break up and to fall

into new and often incoherent combinations. It is

the merit of this theory that it recognizes the

many accretions which have found their way into
the systems, in the form in which we now possess
them. They cannot, in any case, be accepted
as anything but com]wsite creations, borrowing
largely from one another and from rival types of
Gnosticism. But on several grounds preference
must be given to the older view, [a) The Ophites
are already known to Celsus, who wrote about A.D.

170, and it is improbable that at so early a date the

great schools should have disintegrated, (b) The
influence of Marcion, if it is indeed accountable for

the anti-Biblical tendency, is at best superficial.
In the role assigned to laldabaoth, tiie oppressor of

mankind, we have primarily to do with ideas
derived from astral religion ; and the identification
with the God of the OT is of the nature of an

after-thought, (c) It is impossible to ignore the

strong affinities between the Ophite doctrines and
those of the pagan sects which are known to us

through the Hermetic literature. These sects
were probably pre-Christian, and were certainly
anterior to tlie emergence of historical Gnosticism.
(d) In spite of occasional details which suggest the
influence of the great Gnostic schools, we have
scarcely a trace in Ophitism of their more charac-
teristic developments— e.^r., the feonology, the fall

of Sophia. If the Opliite myths had arisen from a
re-combination of the larger systems, these features
would almost certainly have found a prominent
place.
On these grounds it may be concluded that

Ophitism, although at a later time it may have
been modified by the influence of other Gnostic
schools, represents in the main a primitive phase of

the Gnostic movement. It had its true antecedents
in those theosopliieal sects which had grown up in

Egypt and the East during the age of syncretism,
and it marks the beginning of the alliance of those
alien sects with Christianity. In this consists the
historical importance of OiJhitism. It reflects the
Gnostic movement in its earlier stages, and helps
us to determine the sources and intrinsic character
of its beliefs. From the evidence which it thus
affords we may reasonably infer that Gnosticism,
although it assumed the form of a Christian

heresy, was in substance non-ChrisLian, and that
its speculations were for the most part a mere
colouring for mythological ideas.

Dependent as we are on ecclesiastical writers
who composed their notices with little understand-
ing, from insufficient and perhaps garbled data, we
have no means of ascertaining the iiistory of

Ophitism. The investigations of de Faye seeiu to
make it clear that the origin,al systems were
gradually modified by contact with one another,

with orthodox Christianity, and with the great
Gnostic schools. At the same time, they seem to
have maintained themselves, though with diminish-

ing numbers and ever-lessening importance. By
the middle of the 3rd cent, tiiey had ceased to con-
stitute a danger to the Church, and it had become
difficult to discover their precise beliefs. That
they continued to exist, and to exercise a certain
influence even on the latest phases of Gnostic

thought, may be gathered from the manj' coinci-

dences between their mythology and that of the
Pistis Sophia (q.v.) and other Coptic writings.
Literature.—The subject is treated, more or less fully, in

almost all the works enumei'ated under Gnosticism.
"

The
following are of special value for the study of Ophitism : A.
Hilgenfeld,

' Der Gnosticisnius und die Pliilosophumena," in
ZWT V. [1862] 400 ff.; R. A. Lipsius,

' Uber die ophitischen
Systeme.'ift. vi. [1863] 410 ff. ; A. H6nigr, Die Ophiten, Berlin,
1889 ; R. Liechtenhan, art.
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Ophiten," in PREi ; W. Bousset,
Hauptprobltme der Gnosis, Gottinjren, 1907 ; R. Reitzenstein,
Poimandips, Leipzig, 1904 ; E. de Faye, Gnostiques et giwsti-
cimne, Paris, 1913. E, p. SCOTT.

OPTIMISM.—See Pessimlsm.

ORACLES.—See Divination.

ORAONS. — I. Introduction. — The Oraons
(Oraon, Orao) are a cultivating tribe numbering at
the present time 751,983, of whom the greater part
inhabit the Ranchiand Palamau districts included
in the province of Bengal, and some of the tribu-

tary States of Orissa, with a small number of

emigrants in the Assam districts of Jalpaiguri and
the Darjiling Tarai, where they have gone to work
in the tea-gardens. They call themselves Khurfik
or Kurukh, a Dravidian term of uncertain origin,
connected by some with the word horo,

'

man,' or
\vith. kurnk, 'a crier,' or one capable of speaking,
in contradistinction to the other races, whose
language is not intelligible to them (for other

explanations see Sarat Chandra Roy, The Oraons
ofChotd Nagpur, p. 3tf.). This word horo is prob-
ably the origin of the name Oraon, which in other
forms appears in the titles of kindred tribes, like
the Kol, Korwa, and Korku. The eastern branches
of the Kol tribe, according to Driver (JASB, 1891,

pt. i. p. 25), use the initial A, while those farther
west prefer k. If the names Oraon and Khurfik
be derived from the same root, the tribal names,
like that of the allied Male tribe, simply mean
' men '

; and some have supposed that Oraon was
a title conferred upon them by the Aryan invaders,
possibly that of one of the septs with whom the
newcomers first came in contact. Dalton (Descrip-
tive Ethnology, p. 2-45) thinks that it may have
been a nickname conferred upon them in reference
to their roving propensities.

2. Racial characteristics. — The Oraons are
Dravidians of the full blood.

' The coloiirof most Or4ons is the darkest brown, approaching
to black ; the hair being jet black, coarse, and rather inclined
to be frizzy. Projecting jaws and teeth, thick lips, low narrow
foreheads, broad flat noses, are the features which strike a care-
ful observer as characteristic of the tribe. The eyes are often

bright and full, and no obliquity is observable in the opening of
the ej'elids. No signs of Mongolian affinities can be detected in
the relative positions of the nasal and malar bones, and the

average naso-malar index for a hundred Oraons, measured on
the system recommended by Mr. Oldfield Thomas, cnmes to
113'6' [the average cephalic index is 75'4] (Kislfv, TrihcK and
Castes of Bengal, ii. 139; cf. his Tribes and Castes in Bengal:
Anthropometric Data, Calcutta, 1891, i. 402 ff. ; Uoy, pp. 17 ff.,

SOff.).

Taking him all round, the Oraon is a heavier and
stronger man than the Mfiiula or Santal.

3. Traditions of origin.
—The remarkable fact

about the Oraons is that, as will be seen below (§ 4),

they si)eak a language quite distinct from that of

the Munda tribes which surround them. This has
been taken to suggest tliat their settlement in

their present home is of comparatively recent date.

According to Dalton (p. 245), whose view was
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accepted by Caldwell {Dniridian Graminar^, p.

40), their traditions connect them with the Konkan,
the lowland stili> along the western portion of the

Hombay rresiilency, lying between the range of

the W. Ghats and the sea. Thence they are said

to have wandered eastward along the central range
of hills forming the backbone of the peninsula, and

finally to have reached that portion of the range
which overlooks the Gangetic valley in the province
of Bengal, known as the Kainiur hills. Here for

a time tiiey settled in the plateau of Rohtas in the

Shahabad district. When they were expelled from
this refuge by the Muhammadans, the tribe is

believed to have split into two divisions— one,
under the leadership of their chief, following the

course of the Ganges and finally settling on the

Ilajmahal hills, the other, led by his younger
brotlier, going up the valley of the Son into

Palamiiu, turning eastward along the river Koel,
and taking possession of the north-west portion of

the plateau of Chota Nagpur. The Male or Maler
tribe and the Paharias, who still occupy the

Rajmahal hills, are closely connected with the

Oraons and speak an allied language.
' Some sa.v that thej' expelled the Mundas from this portion

of the country, and forced them to retire to their present
settlements in the south of Lohardagd ; but this statement is not
borne out by local tradition, nor can it be reconciled with the
fact that the few Mundas found in the Oraon pargands on the

plateau are acknowledged and looked up to as the descendants
of the founders of the villages in which they live

'

(Rislev, ii.

139; Roy, p. 17 £f.).

The Oraons, again, are identical with the Dhan-
gars, whose name implies that, like the Paharias,

they are highlanders.
4. Language.—The traditions of the tribe are

in some degree confirmed by their language.
The old theory that the non-Aryan tribes of this

part of India can be divided into a Dravidian
and a Kolarian branch has broken down before
the evidence of anthropometry. The distinction
between the so-called Kolarian and Dravidian
branches is purely linguistic, and does not corre-

spond to any differences of physical type. Sarat
Ciumdra Roy, however, disputes this assertion, and
remarks that '

any one who has lived long enough
amongst them ami observed them with some atten-
tion can in most cases distinguish a genuine Oraon
from a genuine Munda' (p. 82). The Dravidian
branch, which includes the Oraons, speaks a
Dravidian language, while that of the Kolarians is

now designated Mundarl. Kurukh, the Oraon
tongue, is decidedly a Dravidian language, and is

still spoken by over 500,000 people, though more
than 100,000 Oraons have substituted Hindi or
Mundari for their mother-tongue.

Tile Oraons, tlien, are closely allied to their

neighbours the Male Paharias and Dhangars, and
seem to have emigrated to this part of the country
later than the Mundari tribes which surround
them. The most primitive branch of the tribe is

that known as the Berge or Berga Oraons, who
occupy the State of Gangpur, the long undulating
table-land, whicii gradually slopes down to the
north from the higher plateau of Chota Nagpur.
They are a savage, fierce-looking people, probably
a mixed race who have lived for centuries isolated
from their brethren, and now speak a dialect
distinct from theirs.

5. Religion : general characteristics.—
' The religion of the Oraons is of a composite order. They

have, no doubt, retained some portion of the belief that they
brought with them to Chota Nagpur ; but, coalescing with the
Mundas and joining in their festivals and acts of public worship,
thej' have to a certain extent adopted their ideas on religion and
blended them with their own '

(Dalton, p. 256).

They differ from the Mundas in always possess-
ing some visible object of M'orship

—a stone, a
wooden post, or a lump of earth. Their religion in

its general outline is a form of animism, closely

allied with that practised by their Dravidian
brethren (see Dravidians [North India]).

6. The worship of Dharmesh, or Dharme.—
The head of their pantheon is a spirit known as

Dharmi, Dharme, or Dharmesh. One of tlie writers
of this article, Hahn, is disposed to regard this

name as philologically distinct from the Skr. -Hindi

dharmi, 'virtuous,' 'godly,' and to translate it

'creator.' But there seems to be no sound evi-

dence in support of this view, and it appears safer
to regard the name as borrowed from the Hindus
of the Plains. The name as used by the Oraons is

feminine ; but Dharme is more generally regarded
as a male, the husband of Dharti Mata, or Mother
Earth. The worship of a deity with a similar

name, Dharmarilja, is common in Bengal. There
he is by some identified with Yama, the Hindu
god of death-land, by others with the sun. Others,

again, who have been more fully Hinduized, regard
him as a snake-god, and some as a form of Siva or

Visnu. He is a god of the lower castes, worshipjied,
not through Brahmans, but by a member of one of

the castes who adore him (Gait, Cen.nts Rrport
Bengal, 1901, i. 201). He has, again, been identi-

fied with Buddha in that debased form of Buddhism
which still survives among the Sarak tribe in

Orissa (ib. i. 204). As the Oraons regard Dharme
as manifest in the sun, the identity of these two
forms of belief may be regarded as established.

Dharme, in fact, seems to represent one member,
the male, in the androgynous cultus of a pair of

deities, of whom the female is represented by
Mother Earth.
Dharme is regarded as the source of light and

life. If sacrifice is made to him, which is usually
done in the harvest season or in performance of a

vow, it must, under the usual principle of imitative

magic, consist of fowls or goats white in colour.

The existence of the world, the gift of children,
the growth of the fruits of the earth, are all

believed to be due to him. The Oraon turns his

thoughts to him in times of sickness or other

calamity, when sacrifices to the evil spirits have

proved to be of no avail. At such times the usual

prayer offered to him runs : Ana Dharme akkiin
ninim ra'addi,

' O God ! now all rests with thee.'

Sacrifices are vowed to hint in order to obtain
children and for the cure of diseases of the repro-
ductive organs.

In the legends of the tribe he is described as slaying the
monstrous dragon into whose mouth the human rai'e entered,
believing it to be a cleft in the rocks. The body of this creature
was destroyed by a rain of fire, by the heat of which the
Hanuman ape (Semnnintln'cus e)iti>llus) got the black marks on
his face which he bears to this daj', and the mahoganj- tree

(Diospyros melanoxyloa) its black wood. Only one boy and one

girl escaped destruction by hiding themselves in a crab shell,
where the hounds of Dharme, which were of all the colours of

the rainbow, as befitted those of the sun-god, discovered them.
To this pair Dharme presented a pumpkin which contained the
seeds of all varieties of corn, vegetables, and fruit. Thus the
world was peopled.
Another legend of Dharme is eetiological, explaining the

peculiarities of certain birds. Some Asuras, a iJengal tribe

which still practises the art of iron-smelting, were at work and
the smoke of their furnace incommoded the god. He first sent
the wagtail to remonstrate with them ; but they twisted its

tail so that it has gone on wagging ever since. Next he sent
the crane ; but they caught it by the head and dragged it, so
that its neck became as long as it is now. Then he sent the
robin redbreast; him they caught with a pair of red-hot pincers,
and hence he comes to have a scarlet breast. Finally, he sent
his son in the form of a leprous youth. He entered the furnace,
pulled out some ingots of gold into which the iron had become
converted, and came out cured of his disease. He had then no
difficulty in tempting the Asura men to enter the furnace them-

selves, while their women worked the bellows to make the fire

blaze more fiercely. But they all perished, and their wives
craved the mercy of Dharme, who banished them to the forests,
where their spirits are propitiated with animal sacrifice and
rice, and with oblations of spirituous liquor.

The most important rite in the Avorship of

Dharme consists in his emblematical marriage to

Mother Earth, which is celebrated at the annual
Khaddl festival, khadd meaning

'

offspring
'

or the
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sprouting of plant life. This is one of the common
rites of imitative or symbolical magic by which
the fertility of tlie soil and the growth of the crops
are promoted. Here Dharme is clearly symbolized
by the sun, because at sowing time the sower faces
the sun and throws the lirst handful of seed
towards it in order to secure the blessing of
Dharme. His union with the Earth Mother is

celebrated in the spring, when the sal (Shorea
robusfn), one of the sacred trees of the tribe, puts
forth its blossoms.
Dharme is represented for the occasion by the tribal priest,

and his consort by Kalo Pakko, the spirit which occupies the
sacred grove attached to every Oraon village. Hither the
priest, iiccompanied by his wife and other villagers, repairs,
and, after sacrificing a fowl and offering rice and flowers,
daubs the roots of an old sal-tree with vermilion and oil, and,
tying a cord round the trunk of the tree, weds Mother Earth to
himself as representing Dharme. He then daubs his own fore-
head, arms, breast, and cars with vermilion, as is done to this
day in (he Hindu marriage service—a survival of the original
blood-covenant. Then he sacrifices a second fowl, and utters
this prayer :

' O Kalo Pakko, may there be abundance of rain
and fruitfulness in our houses and fields !

' Next several fowls
are sacrificed to evil spirits in general, and all the people eat
and carouse as at an ordinary marriage feast. Towards even-
ing the priest is carried on a strong man's back to his house,
where his wife meets him and washes his feet. Next morning
he goes round the village, and at every door the women meet
him, wash his feet, and present him with an offering of rice and
money, of which he returns part, and it is kept for good luck.
His assistant throws water on every roof, and some of this is

taken inside with the object of bringing prosperity. After this
all eat and make merry, dance, and sing obscene songs, and in-

dulge in orgies during which all self-respect and decency are
forgotten.

This is the feast of fertility, and the season for

marriages in the tribe. After it closes evil spirits
are at rest, and a time of quiet and enjoyment
is ushered in which lasts until the rainy season
.sets in during June and July.

In his account of this feast under the name of
Sarhul Dalton adds an incident which explains
the significance of one part of the ceremony. When
the priest visits each house, he dances with the
women and places some of the *«Z-flowers in their
hair and over the door.

' The moment that this is accomplished, they throw the con-
tents of their water-vessels over his venerable person, heartily
dousing the man whom a moment before they were treating
with such profound respect. But to prevent his catching cold
they ply him with as much of the home-brew as he can drink,
consequently his reverence is generally gloriously drunk before
he completes his round '

(p. 261).

It is clear that Ave have in this one of the rites of

symbolical or imitative magic, in which pouring
water over a sacred or tabued personage is i-egarded
as a charm which will produce abundant rain (GE^,
pt. i., The Magic Art, London, 1911, i. 247 fl". :

Crooke, PR\. 73 ff.).

7. The worship of malevolent spirits.
—While

Dharme is a benevolent deity, the chief interest of
the Oraon centres in the malignant spirits by which
he deems himself to be surrounded. These demand
regular periodical propitiation to prevent them
from doing mischief. They are known in the
Kurukh language as ndd, which is practically
equivalent to the bhid of the Hindus. The follow-

ing are the chief spirits of this class.

(a) Darha, whose abode is generally in an ancient
grove of .wt^trees or of the bel (Acgle marmelos),
where he is represented by a ploughshare or a piece
of bamboo fixed in the earth in a slanting position
near the root of a sa^tree. Darha is regarded as
the tutelary deity of the village. He is evidently
one of those vague impersonations whose titles and
functions are not clearly defined and merge in
those of other deities. Dalton (pp. 129, 220) identi-
fies him with Dharti, or earth, and with the Duar
Pahar of the Cheros, Kharwars, and Birhors. Ac-
cording to the same writer (p. 258), Darha is the
only spirit i)ropitiated by the Oraons in some parts
of the country.

'
\t fowls are offered to him, they must be of divers colours,

but once in three years he should have a sheep from his votaries ;

and once in the same period a buffalo,' the flesh of which is
shared with the tribal priest.

But it is believed that at some of his more im-
portant shrines, in spite of the pressure of British
law, human sacrifices are still sometimes offered.
It is .said that this rite should be performed once in
a generation, and that in default of it great mis-
fortunes will fall upon the tribe. The arrange-
ments are made at a secret council of elders,
and certain persons are said to be selected to
catch a victim, generally a boy or girl, who is

called onclka, 'seized,' 'eaten.' Dalton further
remarks (p. 258) that those members of the tribe
who are known as bhagat (Skr. bhakti, 'faith,'
'devotion'), i.e. those who, have adopted the

worship of the Hindu deity Siva, have traditions
of human sacrifice.

'I have been informed,' he says, 'by a Christian convert,
who formerly belonged to the Bhagat fraternity, that in some
villages near Lohardagga, they usually make an image of a man
in wood, put clothes and ornaments on it, and present it at the
altar of a Mahadeo. The person who officiates as priest on the
occasion says :

" O Mahadeo I we sacrifice this man to you
according to ancient custom ! Give us rain in due season, and
a plentiful harvest!" Then, with one stroke of the axe, the
head of the image is cut off, and the body is removed and
buried. The Gonds make a similar offering to their Baradeo,
and it was not always in effigy that the human sacrifice is
made. There are grounds for concluding that the practice
was observed by all the peoples of Dravidian origin.'

This is clearly akin to the well-known rites of

propitiatory human sacrifice among the Khonds, or
Kandhs (q.v.).

(b) The Deshwali ndd, the ' evil spirit of the
land,' is a female. She is attached to every village,
and is represented, like other Oraon deities, by a
wooden peg. Every third and tenth year sacri-
fices must be made to her of buffaloes and foAvls.
If this rite be neglected, she will cause mischief
and bring di.sease on men and cattle. She lives in
the sarnd, or sacred grove, attached to each village.

(c) The Khunta, or 'peg,' is the sijecial ndd of
the three clans found in every village. It is repre-
sented by a small wooden peg fixed in the ground.
Every third year, when the rice seedlings are being
transplanted, a goat is sacrificed to the Khunta
ndd, and yearly a fowl is offered to him at tlie

same season. Every village has its own Khunta
ndd, of which the re.sidents alone know the secret
name. This ndd is of irritable temper, and, if

his name is not kept secret, he is offended. In
fact, no other ndd more resents neglect.

(c?) Kalo Pakko, Jhakra Burhi, or Sarna Burhl
is the ' old woman '

of the sarnd. She lias

already been mentioned in connexion with the
cult of Dliarme (§ 6). She is represented among
the Mundas by Jahir Era and Desauli (Dalton,
p. 261). Every year, at the Khaddl festival, a
black fowl is sacrificed to her with some rice and
rice-beer, and an earthen pot of Avater is placed at
the stem of a ,w/-tree for her refreshment. If,

during the night, there has been a considerable

evaporation of Avater from the jar, it portends, ac-

cording to the usual system of symbolical magic,
a failure of rain during the coming year. Again,
if the foAvls destined for sacrifice pick up some of

the grains of rice offered to Kalo Pakko, it is an
omen that she accepts the offering and Avill give
them abundant rain and a good harvest. This
forms an interesting parallel to the tripitdimn of

the Romans (Cicero, de Div. ii. 71 ; P. Oranger,
Worship of the Jiomans, London, 1895, ]>.

189 f.).

Some authorities connect the Avorship of Kalo
Pakko Avith that of the sjnrits of the Asuras Avho

were slain because they oll'ended Dharme (§ 6), or

suggest that the Avorship Avas intended to propiti-
iite the ghosts of a people, the autochthones of the

country, dispersed and slain by the later Dravidian
and Munda settlers. On tlie oilier hand, the close

connexion of Killo Pakko Avith the sarnd, or sacred

groA'e, seems to make it clear that she is the ini-
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personation of the tree-spirit, many representatives
of which are found in N. India. They are, like

Kalo I'akko, closely connected with the rainfall

and the fertility of crops and cattle (GB^, pt. i.,

The Magic Art, ii. 47 tf.). Hence, amonf^ tlie

Oraons, she is often identified with Mother Earth,
and her marriage and union with Dharme are
solemnized.

8. Evil spirits which need only occasional pro-
pitiation.

—Among this class the following are the
most important.

(a) Baranda is the hill nad, or spirit. Wlien he
leaves the mountain, his usual abode, and takes up
his residence with men, he brings misfortune and
poverty with him. He demands propitiation by an
occasional sacrifice. He can be prevented from

entering a house by the inmates eating sour or

unsavoury food ; this disgusts him and he leaves

the place. According to Dalton (p. 258), he is pro-

t)itiated

with a sacrifice of bullocks or buffaloes

)ecause he is an evil spirit,
'

who, when malignantly
inclined, frustrates God's designs of sending rain

in due sea.son to fertilise the earth.' In Palamau,
according to Gait (i. 197), Baranda is believed to

be a female formerly resident in Nagpur, while
in Kanchi he is thought to be, as already de-

scribed, a malevolent male living in the hills, and

always endeavouring to enter a house in order
to bring misfortune upon the inmates. In
Palamau he is propitiated once in three years at

the harvest-home. Each family has a service of its

own, which, is conducted by the baiga, or aboriginal
priest. A she-goat is sacrificed after being induced
to eat rice from the hands of the priest, the idea

being tliat it is a willing victim, and that the

responsibility for its death will not fall upon the

person who arranges tlie sacrifice. The victim is

cooked and consumed then and there by all present,
the priest receiving a double share.

(i) The Add! or Erpa ndd is the spirit of the
household and of the landed property which it

owns. The oldest among the owners keeps its

representative in the shape of a wooden peg sus-

pended in a tiny basket from the roof of his house.
Whenever disease occurs to any member of the

family, a fowl or goat is sacrificed to the ndd.
Some of the blood is sprinkled on the peg, and a
feather of tiie fowl or a bone of the goat, with a
few grains of rice and small coins, is placed in the
basket which contains it.

(c) Chandi, the moon-goddess, is identical with
Cliando Omol of the Mundas, and with Chando
Bonga of the Santals (Dalton, pp. 186, 214). Among
the Oraons she is the goddess of hunting, and to
her sacrifices of fowls and goats are offered to en-
sure success at the tribal hunting parties which
take place yearly about the time of the full moon
in Marcii (see Roy, pp. 220 ff., 224 ft"., 239 &.).

(d) The churel is the ghost of a woman who has
died in childbirth or in a state of impurity. When
such a woman is buried, her angry gliost is appeased
by the sacrifice of a black fowl performed on her

grave, on which grains of rice are scattered to

appease the spirit. As usual (see Bengal, § 26),
she appears as a woman with her feet turned back-
wards. She is constantly endeavouring to enter
houses where a baby has been born, appearing as
a black cat which tears the mother and infant.
She also entices away youths and girls at night.
When such dangers are feared, special sacriHces
are offered at her grave, and the father of the child
remains awake to repel her attacks.

(e) The mud, ' the dead ones,' are, like the bhiit
of the Plains, the gliosts of people who have died
a violent death. The most common variety is the
baghant, the ghost of a man who lias been killed

by a tiger. In the place where such a tragedy has
occurred a cairn is erected, to which every passer-by

adds a stone. Occasionally a fowl or goat is sacri-
ficed there, or on the spot where a murder has been
committed, or where a person has been executed,
in order to appease the restless malevolent spirit.

9. Minor spirits and apparitions.—Among these
are Barando, the spirit which causes whirlwinds,
a disgusted restless ndd, which goes whii'ling
about in search of a fresh resting-place. The
Oraon scares him by shouting Hddi !,

' Be off !

'

The ekh, or nightmare, is also a restless spirit of
the departed, seeking for repose by entering the

body of a sleeping person. The bai is another

ghost Avliich causes delirium, epilepsy, fainting
fits, and lunacy. Charms and spells must be used
to scare it. Aerolites and meteors are also departed
spirits wandering about in search of a resting-place.
In fact, the Oraon is surrounded by a world of

spirits, some of which appear in dreams, some
while he is awake, in the shape of giants or huge
pillars without heads and arms.

10. Tree-worship.— The Oraon conceives trees
to be the abode of spirits. Near every village a
small fragment of the primeval forest, known as

i\\Qsarnd, or jdher, is preserved as a refuge for the

tree-spirits which have been disturbed and disestab-
lished when the jungle was cut down. The trees
of this grove are guarded by a most effective tabu,
and no one dares to cut them down or even to collect

the fallen branches (Roy, pp. 108, 172). In this

grove the sdl is regarded as the most sacred tree, and
it is the abode of Kalo Pakko or Sarna Burhl, the
' old woman '

of the grove. Its flowers, as we have
seen (§ 6), are used in the rite of rain-making, and
from its branches is made the bower under which
the marriage ceremonies are performed. The
karam-tree (Nauclea parvifolia) is another sacred

tree, worshipped as a benevolent godling. The
karam festival is held at the beginning of harvest,
about the end of August.
After purifyingf themselves by fasting, the youths and girls

of the tribe go singing and dancing to the forest to fetch a
branch of the tree. This is brought in triumph to the village

dancing-place (akhrd). Some of the lads, beating drums and
clanging cymbals, seem to become possessed by the tree-spirit
and throw themselves on the ground, shrieking and moving their
heads and limbs in a state of frenzy. The branch, which is stuck
into the ground in the centre of the arena, is decorated with
flowers and lights. There it is watched bj' persons told off for

the purpose, while the rest of the
villagers

hold high revel. When
the feast is ended, one of the elders is seated on a stool close to

the tree. An umbrella is held over him, and the people take
their places round him. He recites the tribal legends, in return
for which a collection is made for him among the audience.

Dancing, drinking, and merriment go on all night. Next
morning the tree is taken, with singing, dancing, and beating
of drums, to the nearest river or stream, into which it is plunged.
While the tree is fixed in the arena, the people worship it by
bowing before it, and the priest sacrifices a victim.

The festival is believed to bring good luck and

prosperous harvests, and it is regarded as a sort of

thanksgiving at the first gathering of the crops.
The flinging of the branch into water at the con-

clusion of the rite seems to indicate that its primary
object is to act as a rain-charm.^

11. Totemism.—The Oraon tribe is divided into
a number of septs of which a catalogue is given by
Risley (TC ii. 11.3f. ). As in the case of many of

the allied Dravidian tribes, these septs are named
after various animals, plants, or material objects,
such as the tiger, the wild dog, the squirrel, the

cobra, the eel, the fifir-tree (Fictis Indica), the

pusrd, or fruit of the kusum-tvQQ {Sehleichera tri-

jugn), and so on, each of which the members of the
tribe are prohibited from cutting, eating, burning
carrying, using, and so forth (*6. i. Introd. p. xliii).

But totemism, as it appears among the Oraons, is

recognized at present merely as a mode of defining
the exogamous groups, and, if in ancient times it

exercised influence over their religious beliefs, it

has now been so completely overlaid by other
1 For other accounts of the fcaram-tree rites among the Oraons,

Muijdas, and allied tribes see Dalton, pp. 198, 259
; Gait, i. 191 ;

PR ii. 94 ff.
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superstitions and usages that it is no longer possible
to recognize it. The question of toteniisni is fully
discussed by Roy, p. 324 If.

12. Ancestor-worship and the condition of the
dead.—Dalton (p. 257) was of opinion that the
Oraons ' have no belief whatever in a future state.'

But this assertion is opposed to the results of his

own investigations into their death customs and to

other facts which have been brought to light by
subsequent research. The body is carefully oiled
and shrouded to placate the spirit ; otierings of

rice and copper coins, the latter probably intended
as a viaticum to help the spirit on its way to the
other world, are placed in the mouth of the dead,
or thrown upon the funeral pyre and grave, both
modes of disposal of the dead being recognized
among them. After cremation the fragments of

the bones are carefully gathered, placed in a new
earthen jar, and brought ceremoniously to the

village, the mourners scattering parched rice along
the road, probably not, as Dalton supposed (p. 261),
to mark the route, but rather to pacify the angry
vagrant spirits -which might trouble the ghost of

the man whose obsequies are being performed.
The cinerary urn is suspended to a jiost in front
of the residence of the dead in order that the ghost,
when so disposed, may have easy access to them.
In the following December or January the solemn
rite is performed of removing the bones of all those
who have died during the last year to the tribal

cemetery, which from the first establisliment of the

community has been appropriated to this purpose.
Oraons are extremely tenacious in this matter.

'And even when one of them dies far from his home, his

relations will, if possible, sooner or later, recover the fragments
of his bones, and bear them back to the village, to be deposited
with the ashes of his ancestors' (Dalton, p. 263).

Thus they recognize a conscious life of the departed.
The dead are conceived as forming a community,
and by the removal of his bones to the tribal

cemetery the dead man obtains admission to their

society. At the cemetery the bone jar is buried in

a shallow grave, over which a slab is placed or an

oblong stone is erected as a monument.
The death tabu is also recognized. During the

time when the bones of the dead are retained in

the village no marriage can take place. The
persons who have had occasion to touch the body
are regarded as unclean, and must wash their hands
and feet after the funeral. One of the degraded
Mahill tribe, whom Oraons despise and with whom
they will not eat, acts as funeral priest (kartd).
The subsequent rites are intended to ascertain

if the spirit has really departed to death-land, and
to prevent it from returning to trouble the sur-

vivors. The first object is attained by spreading
ashes on the floor of the house after the removal
of the body. The door is carefully shut, and, when
the mourners return from the cremation ground,
the ashes are e.xamined to ascertain if any foot-

prints are visible upon them. If anything appears
which suggests the footprint of a man, it is sup-
posed that the wandering spirit has failed to
attain its desired rest, and must be appeased by
offerings of food at the grave. The same belief

prevails among many of the lower castes in N.
India (PR i. 176, ii. 72 ft".). If the imprint on the
ashes resembles the footprint of a cat, it is believed
that the gliost has become an evil spirit, in which
event sacrifices must be otlered to appease it.

From this it would appear that ancestor-wor-

ship, in the true sense of the term, does not exist

among the Oraons. The dead are regarded not as

superior beings, but as dependent u[)on the living
for food and other necessaries. Though they are

propitiated to induce them to remain in death- land
and to refrain from troubling the living, this placa-
tion does not reach the dignity of worship. The

grave-stone erected over the place where the ashes
and bones have been deposited is daubed at festivals

with vermilion (possibly the survival of an earlier

blood-sacrihce), and with oil and milk. Sometimes
a fowl is sacrificed near these stones to secure
the good will of the dead. At each of the tribal

festivals fragments of food, with some liquor, are

put outside the house, or allowed to fall upon the
floor for the refreshment of the ancestors. In the
same way, when the new rice is cooked, before

any one dares to partake of it a portion is laid

aside for them, and a fowl is ottered. In times of

danger or distress prayers are made to them, and
these are accompanied by sacrifices. Some people
drop at every meal a fragment of all the food, even

tobacco, for the use of the dead.

13. Exorcism. — Dalton, as we have seen, was
mistaken in supposing that ' the sole object of

their religious ceremonies is the propitiation of

the demons, who are ever thwarting the benevolent
intentions of Dharmesh '

; but it seems correct to

say that, like all races in a similar stage of culture,
'

they have no notion of a service of thanksgiving ;

and so far we may regard the religion of the
Mundas as of a higher order than theirs' (p. 257).
Exorcism of evil spirits forms an important part
of their religious practices. When sickness or

other misfortune befalls a man, he has recourse to

the ojhd, or exorcist. Various devices are em-

ployed to remove the spirit agency to which they
attribute disease. Thus, all the pots in use in the

house, brooms, winnowing-fans, and other articles

of the same kind, are carried to the cross-roads,
and with them it is supposed that the spirit will

be expelled. Another method illustrating the

principles of contagious magic is for tlie sick man
to place a cotton thread across a road by which
travellers pass, and whoever touches the thread
is sure to carry away the malady with him. When
disease appears among the cattle, a sacrifice is

made to the ndd which haunts the village, and
some of the blood of the victim is sprinkled on the
wooden bell worn by the leader of the herd, or

some streaks are made with lime upon it, and it

is then hung round the neck of the herdsman.

By this method the disease spirit is transferred to

him, and he becomes possessed, rushing about

wildly and striking at any one who comes in his

way. The villagers then beat him gently with
sticks and drive him over the village boundary.
By this method the spirit is believed to abandon
the village, never to return. By and by the man
comes to himself, and all return home assured
that no further evil will happen.
Other forms of disease are treated in the same

way. Obstinate colic, supposed to be due to a
demon entering the body of the patient, is cured

by the deord, or medicine-man, who mutters some

spells and then sucks the navel of tlie attlicted

person. By and by the mucus in the mouth of the
exorcist is believed to assume the form of tiny
worms or bones, which, being the root of the

malady, he spits out, and recovery is assured.

The exorcist deals with a case of snake-bite by
sacrificing a fowl, the head of Avhich he cuts off', to

the spirit of the snake, while he recites some
mantras bidding it be gone. Then he sucks the
navel of the patient, and flings his spittle on the

fowl which he has sacrificed. If the ]>.itient re-

covers, the deord is credited with having expelled
the poison with the evil spirit. In ordinary cases

of disease the exorcist adds to the recitation of

his spells and the sucking of the patient's navel

the rite of fanning him with tlie stalks of thatch-

ing grass as a means of expelling tlie evil influence.

There are various metliods of identifying the

evil spirit or witch to whose machinations troubles

are confidently attributed.
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One plan is to sacrifice a fowl, and make an offering of rice in

a \vinnowini;-fan, the myatica vannus lacchi, which is every-
where regarded as a wonder-working implement. Over the

rice is placed an inverted saucer, such as is used for an oil lamp.
The exorcist recites spells, calling on various evil spirits or

witches whom he suspects to appear before him. Meanwhile
he continues staring into a lighted lamp, moving his head

violently all the time. By and by the shadow of an evil spirit
or of a witch appears to his view. He then announces which

spirit is to be propitiated, or names the witch who is working
black magic against the patient. Should this method fail, he
becomes himself possessed, shakes his head and body violently,

jumps about, moving his limbs, in a state of frenzy, until he
falls into a trance, during which he calls out the name of the

spirit or of the witch.

It is difficult to say how far tliese practitioners
lielieve in their own art. Wlien tliey begin their

career, they doubtless believe what they have
been taught ; but by and bj* tliey are tempted to

adopt fraudulent practices in order to gratify
their own vanity, or help another to satisfy a

private grudge.
14. Witchcraft.—Like all the Dravidian races

of this part of India, the Oraons believe lirnily in

witchcraft. The knowledge is said to be com-
municated to neophytes at annual meetings when
witches, riding on broomsticks, assemble and
ilance. Most reputed witches are old, cranky,
deformed women, whose curses upon an enemy,
accidentally uttered and apparently fulfilled, show
that they know and practi.se the art. They often
deal in poisonous or narcotic drugs, and are hence
known as bisuhd, or bishm, 'poisoners.' They are
believed to exercise their dangerous power over
those whom they desire to injure through the

liair-clippings and nail-parings of their victims.
After reciting their wicked spells over things like

these, they are believed to conceal them in a
hollow tree, or bury them beneath the threshold
of the person against whom their art is directed,
with the result that he and his cattle pine and
waste away. They are also reported to possess
the poMer of extracting something from, or insert-

ing something into, the body of their victim,
which causes disease or death. Dropsy, consump-
tion, and barrenness in women and cattle are

popularly attributed to their malevolence. Others
claim, or are said to possess, the power of turning
themselves into tigers and other beasts of prey,
anfl thus destroying their enemies or their cattle.
The intense dread of ^^^tchc^aft is shown by the

cruelty with which it is puni.shed. In olden times,
before the pressure of British law checked out-

rages of this kind, the punishment was invariably
death. Nowadays the penalties are fine, excom-
munication, refusal to intermarry with them, and
personal violence. The witch ordeals in use are
as severe as the actual punishments. In one the

su.spect is bound to two large stones with his knees
drawn up to his chin, and a fire of straw is lighted
below him. The tests by hot iron, boiling oil, and
Hinging the suspected person into the village pond
are also used. In fact, witchcraft is still a living
superstition in the tribe, and it is only by the

greatest vigilance that the authorities can repress
the outrages which are its natural result.

15. Minor beliefs and superstitions. — Much
attention is paid to dreams, which forebode the
future, and the apiiearances observed each indicate
.some coming event—a snake announces a visit,
the fall of a tree a death in the neighbourhood,
and so on. It is dangerous to touch an epileptic,
.as the spirit causing the fit may be able to transfer
itself. Curses are much feared. Oaths are taken
over a little rice and cow-dung placed in an open
space, by touching the shoulder of a mother or

son, or by standing on a tiger-skin. In the last
form they believe that, if the witness forswears

himself, he will be killed by the animal. They
strongly believe in omens. A seed of the castor-
tree failing on a per.son walking below it, the

branch of a tree breaking, a jackal passing the
road from right to left, are all omens of disaster.

Thursdays and Saturdays are unlucky. A house
must not be built facing the north, the direction
of death-land, and, when a house is being erected,
an egg is broken on tiie site to propitiate the

spirit, which is disturbed when the foundations are

being dug.
16. The priesthood.

—
In an Oraon village 'a priest there must be

; an Oraon com-
munity cannot get on without one. The fate of the village is

in his hands ; in theirown phraseology it is said thathe " makes
its affairs." He is also master of the revels, which are for the
most part connected with religious rites. The doctrine of the
t)rdons is that man best pleases the gods when he makes merry
himself

; so that acts of worship and propitiatory sacrifices are

always associated with feasting, drinking, dancing, and love-

making' (Dalton, p. 247).

The tribal priest is known as naigct or pdhdn,
both being names which seem to be borrowed
from the Hindus (Skr. nnyaka,pradhdna, 'leader'),
while the exorcist has borrowed his titles from the
same .source, sokhd (Skr. sfikshma, 'subtle') or

ojhd (Skr. upddhydya,
'

spiritual teacher '). From
this fact it may be argued that the ditl'erentiation

of the priest from the medicine-man took jilace in

comparatively recent times and under Hindu influ-

ence. The duty of W\&pahdn is to perform all the

regular sacrifices made to tutelary deities and the

special acts by which evil spirits are propitiated.
The office is not necessarily hereditary, but is

usually conferred on a member of W\^pdhdn khiint,
or priestly sept. On the occasion of the resigna- ,

tion, death, or apostasy of a pdhdn the headmen
of the village select two or three members of the

priestly sept as suitable candidates. Then a round

l^ebble is taken from the roadside and rolled in the
direction of the houses occupied by the priests'

sept. The person at whose door the stone stops is

selected. He goes at once to the house of the late

priest to receive the winnowing-fan, the symbol of

his sacred office (§ 13). He is also provided Avith a

knife, with which he sacrifices fowls, and an axe
for decapitating goats, both made by the village
blacksmith. As sacriHcer, his duty is to behead
the victim with a prayer that the good or evil

spirit in whose name the ottering is made will

accept it and grant the favour which is desired.

Among those members of the tribe who have come
under Hindu influence his place is taken by the

puidr (Skr. pujd-kdri,
' doer of worship '). The

sokhd is the Avitch- and spirit-finder, who ascer-

tains the person who has worked black magic on
the patient or the hhilt which is ofl'ended with
him. Any one may learn this art, and the son
often succeeds his father. The deord or ojhd is

the exorcist and medicine-man, who deals with

spirits after they have been marked down by the
sokhd. The knowledge of the craft passes down in

a single family, but an exorcist of good repute
may form a scliool and instruct disciples. Often,
however, the duties of these functionaries are not

carefully discriminated. In fact, there is reason to

believe that the distribution of duties between

priest, exorcist, and medicine-man is comparatively
modern. In former times these varied duties seem
to have been combined in a single official.

The priest is supported by a glebe, known as

naififkhdl or pa/ulnkhet, 'priest's field.' It is held

rent-free, and, if it is occujiied by a member of the

priestly clan who is not acting as naigd, he has to

remunerate the actual holder of the office. In
some villages a patch of land is reserved, the profits
of which are devoted to paying the expenses con-

nected Avith public sacrifices and tribal feasts.

Other patches are sometimes left uncultivated and
reserved as a refuge for bhUts and evil spirits, who,
with the churel and the miid, haunt the cremation
and burial grounds.
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17. Christianity.— Christianity has gained many
converts among the Oraons, and its influence has

undoubtedly tended to elevate their moral
character. The conclusions of Dalton (p. 257) are

interesting as describing the situation in the

infancy of the Christian Church.
'
If we analyse the views of most of the Oraon converts to

Chrigtianity, we shall, I think, be able to discern the influence
of their pas,^an doctrines and superstitions in the motives that
first led them to become catechumens. The Supreme Being
who does not protect them from the spite of malevolent
spirits has, they are assured, the Christians under His special
care. They consider that, in consequence of this guardianship,
the witches and bhuts have no power over Christians ; and it

is, therefore, good for them to join that body. They are taught
that for the salvation of Christians one great sacrifice has been
made, and they see that those who are baptized do not in fact
reduce their live-stock to propitiate the evil spirits. They
grasp at this notion ; and long afterwards, when they under-
stand it better, the atonement, the mystical washing away of

sin !)> the blood of Christ, is the doctrine on which their Simple
minds most dwell.'

LiTKRATURE.—The classical account of the Oraons is that by
E. T. Dalton, Descriptive Ethnology of Bcnijal, Calcutta, 187'i,

i p. 245 fT., to which all subsequent writers, including H. H.
! Risley,

Tribes and Castes of Benyal, do. 1891, ii. 138ff.,and W.
W. Hunter, Statistical Account of Bengnl, London, 1877, xvi.
279 ff., are largely iiulebteil. A large amount of fresh informa-
tion, the result of fifteen years' intimate acquaintance with the
tribe, including three years' special inquiries about their
customs and usages, has been collected by Sarat Chandra
Roy, The Oraons of Chota Ndgpur, Ranch), 1915, who promises
a second volume devoted to their religion and magico-religious
system, domestic ceremonies, usages, and folklore. For their

language see F. Hahn, Kurukh Grammar, Calcutta, 1900 ; R.
Caldwell, A Comparative Dravidian Grammar'^, London, 1875,
pp. 39, 518 f. ; E. A. Gait, Census Heport Bengal, 1901, Calcutta,
1902, i. 327 ff. ; G. A. Grierson, Census Report India, do. 1901,
i. 288. The country occupied by the Oraons has been well
described by F. B. Bradley-Birt, The Story of an Indian
Upland, London, 1905.
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ORDEAL.
Introductory and Primitive (A. E, Crawley),

p. 507.

Arabian and Muhammadan (Th. W. Juynboll),
p. 512.

Babylonian (S. Langdon), p. 513.
Celtic (J. A. MacCulloch), p. 514.
Chinese (R. F. J0HN.STON), p. 516.
Christian (P. Vinogradoff), p. 519.

ORDEAL 1

(Introductory and Primitive).—The
method of trying an accused or suspected person
by subjecting him to a '

phy.sical test fraught with
danger, such as the plunging of the hand in boiling
water, the carrying of hot iron, walking barefoot
and blindfold between red-hot plough-shares,' and
the like, the result in injury, more or less or

none, being
-

regarded as the immediate judgement
of the Deity,'

^ has been practically universal ^

during a long period of social evolution. This
period may be approximately decided by the facts
that the Australian aborigines do not practise the
ordeal, and that the peoples of Europe abandoned
it shortly after the mediaeval age. Before the

development of Roman methods the ordeal was
the logical conclusion of all legal procedure, and, as

such, its history constitutes an important chapter
in the book of justice. It should be noted that the
ordeal was a concluding method, not a preliminary
nor an invariable form, the essential condition of
its use from the most primitive to the latest

examples being that other more 'legal' methods
of deciding the issue shall have failed. With the
ordeal in use, verdicts of not-proven and disagree-
ments of the jury were discounted.

' The Malay laws direct that the combat or ordeal shall be had
recourse to in the absence of evidence. ... "If one accuse
and another deny, and there be no witnesses on either side, the
parties shall either fight or submit to the ordeal of melted tin
or boiling oil.'"'* In W. Africa 'all judicial cases are settled
by the people in their collective capacity.' Witnesses are used,
and give evidence under an imprecatory oath. But the ordeal
is 'preferred.' 'Conscious of their own want of candour and
honesty it is but natural that very little confidence is felt in the
veracity of others.' » Among the early Teutonic peoples ex-

culpation was possible either by oath, in which cojurantes
were admitted, or by ordeal. The whole principle of their
administration of justice was diametrically opposed to that of

1 ' Ordeal '

is a modification of O.E. ordcU [ordacl] or ord^l, the
O.E. equivalent of a general Teutonic term, surviving in mod.
Germ. Urteil, and having the original meaning of 'allotment,'
'

dealing out,'
'

judgement
'

(OED). Med. Lat. adopted the
term as ordalium, ordela, but the more technical terms were
examinatio, purgatio, judicium {An Cange, Glossarium, Niort,
1.S83-87, «.<•. 'Ordela').
-OED,s.v.
3 H. C. Lea, Superstition and Forced, p. 218.
* J. Crawfurd, Hist, of the Indian Archipelago, Edinburgh,

1820, iii. 92, quoted by Westermarck, Ml i. .^04.

'

5 J. L. Wilson, Western Africa, London, 18.50, p. 13(i f.

Greek (P. Vixogradoff), p. 521.

Hebrew (J. A. Selbie), p. 521.

Hindu (A. B. Keith), p. 522.

Iranian (E. Edwards), p. 524.

Malagasy (G. Grandidier), p. 526.

Roman (A. C. Pearson), p. 528.

Slavic (M. E. Seaton), p. 529.

Teutonic (M. E. Seaton), p. 530.

Roman law, which eventually superseded it. It knew nothing
of evidence or trial proper ;

' what it knew was proofs,' viz.

oaths and ordeals, both being appeals to the supernatural.
' The Beiveisiirteil . . . awarded that one of the two litigants
must prove his case, by his body in battle [bilateral ordeal], or
by a one-sided ordeal, or by an oath with oath-helpers, or by
the oaths of witnesses. "The court had no desire to hear or

weigh conflicting testimony.' 1 In ancient India the king
judged

'

by means of questions and even of ordeals.' - Among
barbarous peoples the head-man, or more usually the medicine-
man, superintends or administers the ordeal. In the early ages
of Christian Europe the bishop or priest had a semi-ofl^cial con-
nexion with its administration, and in India the Br.ihman. A
special feature of the Teutonic ordeal was that 'the accused
should perform itsritus himself

; in no case could it be placed in
the judge's hands.' * This to some extent prevented the
inherent liability to abuse, which is instanced throughout—e.g.,
in Africa, where the only chance of the accused person is to

square the medicine-man. A recurring feature of the ordeal
system is that the innocent are apt to demand the test, whereas
the guilty dare not. As often as not, therefore, the innocent
might be punished, but in many systems refusal to submit to
the ordeal was itself regarded as tantamount to proof of guilt.
In some cases the administrator submits to the test ; in others
proxies are allowed.-*

Before describing the ordeal by its varieties, one
or two ethnological points may be noted. At no
time did Roman law iiave anything to do with the
ordeal. It was known to the Greeks in its

'

Aryan
"

forms,^ but here again the law ignored it. The
Chinese and American Indians similarly refused to

develop the system. It is forbidden in the Qur'an.
The great spheres of prevalence of the ordeal are
the Indian, African, and Teutonic peo))les. In
Africa the poison method predominates, in India
and Europe the Avater, iron, and similar varieties ;

the freemen of early Europe preferred the battle
ordeal.

It does not seem possible to detect any sequence
of development in the different modes of ordeal
either generally or in particular countrie.-*. Special
conditions often dictate the mode adopted, as will

appear below.
I. The poison ordeal.®—(«) This mode, predomi-

1 C. I'. Ilbcrt, art.
'

Evidence,' in A'Br" x. lH'.
2 SBE ii. [1897] 125, 17U.
5 J. Grimm, Titttonic Mythology, tr. J. S. Stallybniss, London,

1882-SS, iii. 1108.
• See M. H. Kingsley, Travels in W. Africa, London, 1S97, pp.

464, 490 ; Wilson, pp. 227, 39S.
» ^schvlus, frag. 234 ; Soph. Ant. 2C4fT.
6 See Lea, p. 327 ff.
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nant in W. Africa, is closely
connected with the

jjievalent phase of superstition, viz. the belief in

witchcraft, according to which every death, other

than violent, and every sickness is the result of

evil magic.
'

If you will read witchcraft as poison,'

this state of allairs is better understood ; and it is

suggestive that the best remedy for witching is a

'brisk purgative and emetic,''' while the stock

ordeal-water has similar properties.

Of the 'red-water' ordeal of N. Guinea J. L. Wilson wrote
an account which deserves to rank as classical for the study of

the primitive ordeal.

From the results of this ordeal ' there is and can be no appeal.
Public ojiiiiion has loner since acknowledged its perfect infalli-

bility." The ' red-water
'

is a ' decoction made from the inner
bark of a larj,'e forest tree of the mimosa family.

2 The bark is

pounded in a wooden mortar and steeped in fresh water. . . .

It is of a reddish colour, has an astringent taste, and in appear-
ance is not unlike the water of an ordinary tan-vat. ... It is

both an astringent and a narcotic, and when taken in large
quantity is also an emetic'
'A good deal of ceremony is used in connexion with the ad-

ministration of the ordeal. The people . . . form themselves
into a circle, and the pots containing the liquid are placed in

the centre. . . . Tlie accused then comes forward, having the
scantiest apparel, but with a cord of palm-leaves bound round
his waist, and seats himself in the centre of the circle. After
his accui^ation is announced, he makes a formal acknowledg-
ment of all the evil deeds of his past life, then invokes the name
of God three times, and imprecates his wrath in case he is

guilty of the particular crime laid to his charge. He then

steps forward and drinks freely of the "red-water." If it

nauseates and causes him to vomit freely, he suffers no serious

injury, and is at once pronounced innocent. If, on the other

hand, it causes vertigo and he loses his self-control, it is re-

garded as evidence of guilt. . . . A general howl of indignation
rises from the surrounding spectators. Children and others
are encouraged to hoot at him, pelt him with stones, spit upon
him, and in many instances he is seized by the heels and
dragged through the bushes and over rocky places until his

body is shamefully lacerated and life becomes extinct.' 2 'On
the other hand, if he escapes witliout injury, his character is

thoroughly purified and he stands on a better footing in

society than he did before he submitted to the ordeal.' Later
he arraigns his accusers, and these in their turn must submit to

the ordeal or pay him a large fine.
' There is seldom any fair-

ness in the administration of the ordeal. No particular
quantity of the red-water is prescribed, and the amount ad-

ministered always depends upon the state of feeling in the

community towards the accused. . . . They are not fond of

examining witnesses or scrutinising the evidences. . . . They
suppoHe that the red-water itself possesses intelligence, and is

capable of tlie clearest discrimination in all these doubtful
cases. Xhey suppose that when taken into the stomach, it

lays hold of the element of witchcraft and at once destroys the
life of the man.'*

In S. Guinea a decoction of the root of the shrub nkazya is

used. '
If it acts freely as a diuretic it is a mark of innocence ;

but if as a narcotic and produces dizziness or vertigo, it is a
sure sign of guilt. Small sticks are laid down at the distance
of eighteen inches or two feet apart, and the suspected person,
after he has swallowed the draught, is required to walk over
them. If he has no vertigo, he steps over them easily and
naturally; but, on the other hand, if his brain is affected, he
imagines they rise up before him like great logs, and in his
awkward effort to step over them, is very apt to reel and fall

to the ground.'*
Among the Yoruha peoples the accused 'drinks orisha,' if

there is not enough evidence. The orisha is a decoction of
odurn bark, and the priest is able to make it harmless or not.
This powerful poison, if not at once rejected by the stomach,
causes death, thus proving guilt. Its emetic effect often renders
itharmless.'J By boiling the infusion, by regfulating the amount,
or by allowing the poison to settle before administration, the
witch-doctor is able to control to a considerable extent the
action of this and other poisons.'' In Calabar the famous
' Calabar bean '

is used for the ordeal-water, or eaten without
infusion.** As usual, if the recipient vomits, he is accounted
innocent. A form of wager of law is reported, each litigant
eating half a bean. 9 The '

great ju-ju
'

ordeal of Calabar, how-
ever, is inhiuia. The accused recites a long imprecation, on
these lines :

'
If I have been guilty of this crime, then, Mbiam !

thou deal v.ith me.' The drink is compounded of blood and
filth. In its action auto-suugestion seems to have an influence,
as in other drinking and eating ordeals. The mbiam and other

1 Kingsley, p. 462.
2 Popularly sass-wood (sa««=' bad'). It is known to all the

Bantu tribes (Kingsley, p. 464). For its analysis see Lea, p. 223.
3 Wilson, p. 225 f. * lb. p. 227 f. 5 /ft. p. 39^.
6 A. B. Ellis, The Yoruba-speaking Peoples, London, 1894,

p. 190 f.

'• Lea, p. 222 ; Kingsley, p. 464.
8 PhysosUnma venenosttjii (native e-ser-e) contain;-! the im-

portant alkaloids, esserine (or physostigmine) and calabarine.
9 Art. ' Calabar Bean,' in EBr^^ iv. 962^.

tests are also applied in the swearing of witnesses.! The Mala-
gasy for their ordeal used the very poisonous tanghin nut
(see Ordeal [Malagasy]). Poison ordeals were used by the
ancient Indians, arsenic or aconite being the medium, and
absence of injurious effect proving innocence. 2

(b) P.seudo-poisonous doses are frequently used ;

in some cases these are emetic, in others they act

by superstitious auto-suggestion.
In ancient Greek folklore bull's blood was regarded as a

poison. Before prophesying the priestess at ^gira drank a
dose of this. Pausanias regarded it as an 'ordeal' or test of

her chastity, Pliny as a means of inspiration. 3 As a method of

legal ordeal the Masai drink a mixture of blood and milk.

Possibly their custom of avoiding the combination of milk and
fle.sh has something to do with the choice. The accused swears :

' O God, I drink this blood ; if I have stolen the cattle this

blood will kill me.' If he lives for a fortnight, he is regarded
as innocent.4 The Tenimberese drink their own blood after
a sword has been dijiped in it. In Aru (also of the Dutch
E. Indies) a mixture of arrack, blood, and sea-water is em-
ployed. 5

The following cases show the active principle of

superstitious fear.
The Brahman was exempt from the ordeal of the 'sacred

libation
'

; so, too, were atheists (the condition is significant).^
In this ordeal the accused drank water in which the images of

'terrible deities
' had been bathed. While and after drinking,

he faced the images, and said :

'
I have not done this.' A

fortnight was allowed for calamity to overtake him or not, as
the case might be. 7 In an Ashanti ordeal ' an aggry bead is

placed in a small vessel with some water ; the person holding it

puts his right foot against the right foot of the accused, who
invokes the power of the bead to kill him if he is guilty, and
then takes it into his mouth with a little of the water.' 8 The
Melanesian magicians do a regular trade in legal ordeals. One
method is for the accused to swallow a magic stone, supplied
and heated by the magician. If no harm follows, innocence is

proved.9 In a Khond ordeal each of two litigants claiming
a piece of land swallows a bit of earth therefrom ; it is supposed
to slay the false claimant. i" According to certain Rabbis, the

drinking by the Israelites of the dust of the golden calf was an
ordeal

;
the guilty men were exposed by their beards turning

red. 11 It is possible that the term '

bitter,' used of ' the water
of jealousy,'

12 may imply a decoction similar to those of

W. Africa, but there is no hint of such a drug in the accounts.
When a woman was accused of adultery (for which alone the
ordeal was employed), she was required to drink water in

which dust from the 'Temple floor and a curse on parchment
had been steeped and which had stood in the sacred laver. If

innocent, she remained uninjured; if guilty, injury to thigh
and belly (the instruments of the sin) was the result. 13

Ancient and modern India and mediaeval Em-ope
employed a test which depends on the influencing
of the masticatory processes.

In the rice ordeal the Hindu took into his mouth some grains
of rice and ejected them on a pipaMeaf. If the grains were
dry, his guilt was established. If they were moistened with

saliva, he was innocent. Previously the rice was consecrated
or charmed. !* The same ordeal is employed in Indonesia. 15 in
the Anglo-Saxon corsned or nedbread ordeal the accused ate
morsels of bread and cheese consecrated and administered from
the altar. If these were swallowed, innocence was proved. In

the case of guilt
' God sent the angel Gabriel '

to stop the
victim's throat ; and he would '

fail, dry-mouthed and choking
through terror, to get it down.' 16 The niediEeval ordeal of the

1 Kingsley, p. 465. On the poison ordeals of Africa see A. H.

Post, Afrikanische Jurisprudenz, Oldenburg, 1887, ii. 110-120.
2 E. Balfour, Cyclopaedia of India'i, London, 1885, s.v.

'Ordeal'; SBE xxxiii. [1889] 114, vii. [1900] 53, 60 (berries of

the sringa-ttee). Elaborate details of Indian ordeal procedure
are given in SBE vii. and xxxiii. ('Narada's Laws') 100-117,
and of the Iranian (33 ordeals) in SBE iv. passim.

3 See J. G. Frazer, Patisanias, London, 1898, iv. 175.

»M. Merker, Die Masai, Berlin, 1904, p. 211.
5 J. G. F. Biedel, De Sliiik- en kroeshariije rassen tusscheii

Selebes en Papna, Hague, 1886, pp. 284, 254.
6 SBE vii. 54 f.

7 lb. vii. 60, xxxiii. 117
;
see Lea, p. 304.

8 T. E. Bowdich, Missionfrom Cape Coast Castle to Ashantee,
London, 1819, p. 267.

« R. H. Codrington, The Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 212.
10 Lea, p. 225.
11 G. W. Gilmore, in Schafl-Herzog, viii. 251b, s.v.

' Ordeal '

;

Ex 32308-..

J2 Nu 511-31.
13 A. Macalister suggests

'

wasting of the buttock (dislocation
of the right thigh, Jos. Ant. ni.xi. 6) and swelling of the

abdomen, possibly ovarian dropsy,' in UDB iii. 326», s.v.
' Medicine '

; L. Blau, in JE, s.v.
'

Ordeal,' quotes Ber. 63a, and
D. W. Amram, ib. i. 2171', g.v. 'Adultery.'

i-i Balfour, loc. cit. ;
SBE xxxiii. 118, 318 (spitting blood was

also a proof of guilt).
15 Riedel, p. 441.
18 Tylor, in i'Brii xx. 174 ;

this judicium offae sive casei, said

to have been used at Alexandria about the 2nd cent., is practi-

cally the same as the corsned, 'trial-slice' (see du Cange, s.v.
' Corsned ') ; Lea, p. 299 ; Grimm, iii. 1109.
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Eucharist was similar. The accused received the host, saying
previouslj' the '

intention
'

of the ordeal—' Si aliter est quam
dixi et juravi, tunc hoc Domini noslri Jesu Christi corpus nou
pertranseat guttur meum, sed haereat in faucibus meis, stranjju-
let me suffocet me ac interficiat me statim in memento.' i

2. Water ordeals.-—Tlie plunging of a litigant
or accused person in a river or lake is one of the

most ancient tests among the Indo-Eurojiean

peoples, and, by a curious revival, also the latest

to survive in Europe itself. It is mentioned in the
Code of Hammurabi. The accused was required
to plunge into a flowing stream ; he was adjudged
guilty if the water bore him away.^ The usual

proof of innocence is that the person immersed
should sink

;
if he floats very soon after the

plunge, he is guilty,
'

rejected by the water.'*

This view is as early as the ancient Hindu ordeal ;
Manu

says :

' He whom the water does not cast up is to be taken as

truthful in his oath.' 5 Similarly, the Iranians held that Lake
Frazdan ' receives what a righteous man throws in, but rejects
the gift of the unrighteous.' 6 In modern times the Hindu has
been called upon to repeat his oath while standing in a sacred

tank—e.g., that of the Lachman Kund in Ayodhya.' The
ordeal of immersion among the early Germanic peoples saw the

principle of rejection of the guilty by the water well developed :

'
si aqua ilium veiut innoxium receperit

—innoxii submerguntur
aqua, culpabiles supernatant.' As was also the case in the

boiling-water ordeal, the conditions of immersion were regu-
lated by law. Even in the 9th cent. Hincmar recommended
that '

lie who is let down into the water for trial is to be
fastened by a rope that he may not be in danger if the water
received liim as innocent.' A knot was tied on the rope to

mark the depth of innnersion proper to the case. The person
was let down gently (suaviter) so as not to disturb the water.s

Previously the water was blessed and a special mass was said.

The accused was bound, perhaps to allow the water and his

person to interact naturally. Possibly, in view of the preference
of this ordeal in the trial of witches, which was the case even in

the Middle Ages, the idea of the ' natural action
'

of an element
was connected with the belief in the unnatural character of the

witch—a principle which seems to have much to do with the
modes of ordeal in general. The water ordeal was regarded in

niedisevalism as plebeian ; the hot iron and the duel were

patrician.
9 The epidemic superstitious fear of witchcraft,

which is so curious a feature of the 16th and 17th centuries of

European history,'" reveals a mentality little superior to that of

W. Africa, where the witch-doctor goes his rounds after every
death. King James i. of England wrote in his Daemonology :

'
It appeares that God hath appointed for a supernatural signe

of the monstrous impietie of witches, that the water shall

refuse to receive them in her bosom that have shaken off them
the sacred water of baptism.' n The practice of 'ducking,'

'swimming,' or '

fleeting
'12 witches became almost a popular

sport. The witch was 'stripped naked and crossbound, the

right thumb to the left toe, and the left thumb to the right toe

[large].'
13

Both in India and in the E. Indian islands the

test has been employed of keeping the head under
water longer than the adversary. This is a

naively harmless ordeal.

In Ceramlaut the litigants hold on to stakes fixed in the

water ; after taking their oaths they duck their heads below
the surface, and the man first to emerge is adjudged the

culprit. In Aru each litigant holds sirih in his hand, and the

river of immersion is
'

holy.'
'-i The Dayaks have a similar test.15

In the Hindu ordeal the parties entered the water ; then a man
shot an arrow, upon which they ducked under the water ; to

secure a favourable verdict it was necessary to remain under
water until a man brought the arrow back. A sacred tank was
a favourite scene for this ordeal. i*"

3. Boiling-liquid ordeals.—As is also the case

with certain hot-iron or metal tests, the natural
action of the iieated element is set against the

chance, inhnitesimal but real, of escaping injury,

by the reaction, hitherto not satisfactorily studied,
of the skin ; fire-walking

' miracles' and the harm-
less immersion of the hand in molten metal of a
certain temperature are cases in point. But, as

1 F. Dahn, Bausteine, Berlin, 1879, ii. 16 ; see MI ii. 690.
- See Lea, pp. 279-289 ;

du Cange, s.v.
'

Aquae frigi<lae

judicium.'
•* H. Winckler, Die Gesetze Hammurabis, Leipzig, 1904, p. 10.

^ Lea, p. 280. « SDK xxv. [1886] 274.
<! Of. SBE V. [1880] 86. 7 Balfour, loc. cit.

'^ Du Cange, s.v. 'Aquae frigidae judicium.'
9 Lea, p. 283 ; du Cange, s.v.

'

Aquae frigidae judicium.'
10 Lea, p. 287 ff.

" t;f. PC- i. 141 f.

12 ' Fleet '

is dialectic for
'

float
'

(causative).
13 J. Brand, Popular Antiquities, London, 1849, iii. 21.
!» Riedel, pp. 1.57, 2.''>4. 15 Balfour, loc. cit.

is SBE vii. 59, xxxiii. Ill f.

a rule, guilt or innocence is shown by greater or

less proportion of injury done.

Hot water or oil is the mode most frequent in

primitive ordeals.

In the Dutch E. Indies the test was to take an egg out of a
vessel of boiling water or to toucli molten lead.' The Dayaks
employed boiling water,2 the Malays Iioiling oil or molten tin. 3

In W. Africa the ordeal of boiling oil is usual for theft and
adultery. The accused plunges an arm first in cold water and
then in the hot oil ; scalding is a pi'oof of guilt. WiLson found
that in some cases no scalding resulted, and thought that some
special application was used. African chiefs periodically tested
the virtue of their wives by this ordeal.'* 'The Japanese and
Ainus used the test of boiling water.-'' Dapper gives a vague
account of a Sierra Leone ordeal,

' the water of cursing.' 'The

water was a decoction of bark and herbs. The witch-doctor

dipped his staff in this and dropped a little of the water on the
accused saying,

'
Is he guilty of this ? If yea, then let it scald

or burn him till the very skin come off." 6 A Hindu method
was to take a masha weight of gold out of boiling oil." The
Zend-Avesta speaks of the ordeal by boiling water,

' the truth-

knowing water.' In it were placed incense, brimstone, and
molten gold.

8 One of the most remarkable ordeals recorded is

the Iranian ordeal of molten brass, in which u stream of molten
metal was poured over the chest. AturpaJ son of Mahraspand
'

appealed to God's ordeal,' and had molten brass poured on his

breast ; he was unscathed. The words recited were,
' O Good

Spirit, Ahura Mazda, by thy fire thou decidest between the

opponents, according to the greater degree of piety and
sanctity.' 9 It was also employed as an individual test of piety.
Thus, Zoroaster underwent a series of ordeals administered by
angels, and among them was this ordeal of molten brass.i"

Zoroaster, by the way, was said to have authorized 33 methods
of ordeal. 11 The Germanic peoples continued a primitive method
in the 'ordeal of the caldron.' This was to take a stone out of

a vessel full of boiling water. As is frequently the case, the
element was invoked to declare the truth— ' O creature of

water.' Two refinements appeared at an early date : the depth
of innnersion varied according to the enormity of the offence,
and the measurement was made by tying a piece of string round
the arm ; or the stone was hung on a cord of a certain length.
Another method was to use a weight (cacabus) instead of a
stone. This varied in weight and required more or less time to
extract. After immersion the scalded member was bandaged.
The bandages were removed after three days, and the verdict
was given according lo the nature of the wounds.12

4. Hot-iron ordeals.'^— Tlie continued prevalence
of this method, in various forms, is a remarkable
feature of the history of ordeals.

Burckhardt has a suggestive observation in this connexion.
The Bedawin as an ordeal make disputants lick a hot iron

spoon ; the one whose tongxie is uninjured wins his case. If

the iron is clean, and thoroughly white-hot, no injury need be
received ; if it is only red-hot, it would touch and burn the

tongue (we italicize a significant word). Probably, he adds,
administrators are aware of this difference and may know also

of the possibility of dipping the hand with immunity in molten
metal of a certain temperature. 1^ Albertus Magnus, in his de

Mirabiiibits, wrote a receipt for protecting the skin. Central
Africa is familiar with ' the ordeal of the hatchet.' The accused

person repeats the words,
'

If I have stolen the projierty of so

and so, or committed this crime, let Mulungu (the deity]

respond for me ; but if I have not stolen, nor done this wicked-

ness, may he save me.' The superintending witch-doctor

passes the red-hot iron
' four times over the flat hand of the

accused ;
and the people believe that if he is guilty his hand

will be burned, but that, if innocent, he will suffer no injury.' i*

In ancient India also a red-hot hatchet was used. According
to the Upani^ads, the man knowing himself to be guilty is

really burned when he grasps the heated axe, while the man
who knows himself to be innocent is unharmed. is A plough-
share was also used ;

17 this the accused licked with his tongue.i^
In the E. Indian Islands the headman places a piece of hot iron

on the hands of the accused ; while it is being heated, prayer is

made to the coals, i* Another method is for the accused to

carry a ball or mass of hot iron a certain distance. The
Greeks were familiar with this. In ancient India the accused

walked, carr3ang the iron, through seven concentric circles,'-'*

distant apart so far that each was reached with a step. Some

2 F. Patetta, Le Ordalie, p. 41.
4 Wilson, p. 228 ; Kingsley, p. 497

1 Riedel, pp. 441, 254.
3 Crawfurd, iii. 92.
5 Lea, p. 221.
•> O. Dapper, Africa, Eng. tr., London, 1670, p. 405.

7 Balfour, loc. cit. 8 SHE iv. [lS9.''i] 46, 49.

9 lb. p. xlvii. 10 SBE xlvii. [1897] 159.

11 76. p. 74.
12 Lea, pp. 244-252 ;

du Cange, s.vv.
'

Aquae ferventis judi-

cium,'
' Caldaria.'

13 See Lea, pp. 252-266 ; du Cange, s.v.
' Ferrum candens."

iJ J. L. Burckhardt, Bedouins and Wakabyf, London, 1831,

p. 61) ;
and T\ lor, in EBr^i xx. 174''.

^ J. L. Krapf, Travels, etc., during Residence in E. A/riea,
London, 1860, p. 173.

!<•• SHE i. [19001 108 f.
17 Balfour, loc. cit.

18 SBE xxxiii. 319. 19 Kiedel, pp. 379, 408, 441.

20 SBE vii. 57 f.
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accounts eugpest that the distance between each two circles

was a foot. He was allowed to have leaves on his hands. i

This ordeal was much in favour among the early Teutonic and
Scandinavian peoples.^ It is noteworthy that the principle of

taking so many steps is found here as well as in India. The
mass or bar of red-hot iron was carried a distance of nine feet

or nine steps. Ne.\t to the wager of battle this ordeal had the

most elaborate regulations.3 ft was allowed only to freemen,
and only to such as were unable through sickness or such

incapacitation as the loss of a limb'* to take the wa;rer of battle ;

it was also allowed to the clergy. The Laws of Athelstan give
very full details. The person fasted before the test, bathed,
made confession, and received absolution. His band was
'sealed '5 for some days previously, to prevent the use of

methods to render the skin proof. These methods were dis-

cussed and believed in. As with other ordeals, the priests

superintended and managed the test, and a special mass with

special benediction of the iron was said. The hand, just before
the test, was sprinkled with holy water, after the seal had been
removed. According to the theory of lada or purgatio, used
in all ordeals, the test was simplex for lesser charges and
triplex for greater. Here the difference was in the weight of

the iron, one or three pounds. Tlie person carried the iron the

proper distance and deposited it. Ills hand was bound up and
sealed, and examined on the third day for verdict. The Danes
seem to have used an iron glove, heated. The Teutons also

used nine red-hot ploughshares ; one step was taken on each,
and the whole sole was to be pressed on it." Melanesians have
a curious ordeal in which the two litigants throw catches to

one another with a red-hot stone, supplied by the shaman.
The worse injured loses."

5. Fire ordeals.—Walking
^
through a mass of

l)iirning fuel is a not infrequent ordeal.

It has always been known in India, a heap of burning pipal-
leaves being used. 9 The virtuous Sita proved her innocence to
her husband Rama bj- passing through the fire. 10 The Iranians
seem to have used not only the ordeal in which molten metal
was poured on the chest, but also walking on fire.u The Siamese
walk over a pit of burning charcoal.l"- The Hindu theory
personalized the fire, as it did the water ; the fire, rather than
harm the innocent, restrained its natural action ; he whom the

blazing tire burns not, whom the water forces not to come up,
must be held innocent.'^ In early Europe the hand was held in
a fire, or the person walked between two masses of burning
logs.i-* It is possible, as has been suggested, that the folk-
custom of leaping over bonfires is a survival or playful adapta-
tion of these ordeals. is

6. Ordeal by combat.'*—This is the most famous
of legal ^vager^i, and is a natural development from
the most elemental method of settling a quarrel.
As an ordeal, in which victory proves the justice
of a cause, it embodies the principle that might is

right ; but, in order to be specihcally an ordeal,
combat must involve the element of supernatural
interference. The victor wins, not by his own
strength, but by the help of the god of justice. In
medi;eval theory chance was eliminated, though,
curiously enough, it is probably the idea of chance,
of risking a fall, that lies at the root of the ordeal-
methud generally. The result of the wager of

battle, in mediaival theory, was an immediate
judgment of God ; the savage might ascribe it to
the action of superior mana, magic, or spirits.We frequently, however, find restrictions imposed
with the object of handicapping force by luck.

According to the hagalangang custom of some natives of

Borneo,
' both parties are placed in boxes at a distance of seven

fathoms opposite one another, the boxes being made of nibong
laths and so high as to reach a man's breast. Then both receive

I SBi'xxxiii. 108 f.

* Du Cange, s.v. 'Ferrum candens'; J. Grimm, Deutsche
RechUalterthiimer*, Leipzig, 1899, p. 918 ff. (Scandinavian
jernbyrd).

3 See du Cange, «.y.
' Ferrum candens.'

* Maheiiiiuin. 5
Insigillare.

C Du Cange, s.vv.
' Ferrum candens,'

' Vomeres igniti,'
' Pedale

examen.'
"
Codrington, p. 212. 8 Lea, pp. 266-270.

9 Balfour, loc. cit. ; pipal is Ficun religio.ia.
10 Stenzler, in ZDMG ix. 669, quoted by Tylor, EBr^ xx. 174b

;

cf. the story of the wife of Charles the Fat passing the fire

unscathed in a waxed shift (Orinim, Deutsche Rechtnaltfithiiitier,
loc. cit.).

II SBE xlvii. 74, 159. 12
Balfour, loc. cit.

13 Manu (.*?/?£: XXV. 274).
'^ Du Caiijje. s.v.

'

Ignis judicium.'
13 PC^ i. 84 f.

;

' to haul over the coals
'

is so explained
by J. Jamieson, Etymological Diet, of Scottish, Edinburgh,
1808.

i« Lea, pp. 93-216 ; C. de Smedt, Le Duel judiciaire et figlise ;

du Cange, s.v. 'Duellum.'

a sharpened bamboo of a lance's length to throw at each other
at a given signal. The wounded person is supposed to be
guilty.'

1

The connexion between the ideas of pure chance
and absolute fairness is well illustrateil by such
cases.

The Homeric Greeks practised what resembled the wager of

battle, and it was known to the Japanese. "-J It does not seem to
have been developed by the Indians. The Scandinavian and
Teutonic peoples have chiefly exploited it. A curious exception
is the Anglo-Saxons, and the wager of battle was unknown in

England until introduced by William the Conqueror.3 The duel
was an ordeal among the 'Teutons in pagan times when there
was any doubt as to the guilt of the accused person. It was one
application of the Scandinavian holmgang. As the Christianized

Eeoples
of N. Europe developed their civilization, this institution

ecame more popular and was the judicium Dei par excellence.
The Church connived at it, though in theory denouncing it.'*

Confined to freemen, it was assisted towards its popularity by
the general character of chivalry and especially by the tourney,
which lent it aU the pomp and circumstance of knightly contests.
In its turn the judicial duel supplied forms for the joust and
the tourney. The gaige d« bataille was flung down, and the
words ' Laissez aller

' were the signal for commencing. The
fight was d outrance ; the body of the vanquished was hung
in chains or mutilated. 5 The arms of the combatants were
previously blessed. The intention was to saturate them with
sanctity or to increase their natural sanctity. ^

Each person confirmed the assertion of the justice of his (ause

'by a solenm oath on the Gospels or on a relic of approved
sanctity, and called upon God to grant victory to the right. . . .

Defeat was thus not merely the loss of the suit, but also a con-
viction of perjury, to be punished as such.''

One merit of combat was that of correcting
' the

abuses of compurgation by oath.' A Burgundian
king gave as a reason for authorizing the wager of

battle that men might
' no longer take oaths upon

uncertain matters, or forswear themselves upon
certain.' Charlemagne and Otto II. delivered
similar pronouncements.* It was thus an attempt
to obviate the inherent defects of Teutonic law,
and was a considerable obstacle accordingly to the

development of Roman judicial principles. After
the abolition of other legal ordeals in England in

the 13th cent., the wager of battle survived un-

impaired." The right to demand this ordeal was
actually claimed in England in 1818 by a Tuan ac-

cused of murder. It was then formally abolished.'"

Single combats between champions of armies
have some similarity to the wager of battle. That
between David and Goliath involved supernatural
interference. It was a Frankish custom for the

respective princes to fight one another if their
armies could not decide the battle."

'

In most European countries,' Westerraarck sums up,
'

the

judicial duel survived the close of the Middle Ages, but dis-

appeared shortly afterwards. . . . From an early period Councils
and popes had declared against it, but with little success ; many
ecclesiastics, indeed, not only connived at the practice, but
authorised it, and questions concerning the property of churches
and monasteries were decided by combat. 'There were other
more powerful causes at work—the growth of communes,
devoted to the arts of peace, seeking their interest in the pur-
suits of industry and commerce, and enjoying the advantage of

settled and permanent tribunals ; the revival of Roman law,
which began to undermine all the institutions of feudalism ;

the ascendancy of the royal power in its struggle against the

nobles; the increase of enlightenment, the decrease of super-
stition. But though finally banished from the courts of justice,
the duel did not die. In the sixteenth century, wlien the

judicial combat faded away, the duel of honour began to
flourish.' 1'-

Thus there was a return to the conditions from
%vhicli the wager of battle arose. See, further,
art. Duelling.

7. Miscellaneous ordeals.—From a large assort-

1 C. A. L. M. Schwaner, Bo-rneo, Amsterdam, 1853, i. 212,

quoted in MI i. 504.
' JHad, iii. 276 fT. ; Lea, p. 99.
3 Lea, p. 105

; Tylor, in JJBrii xx. 175^.
4 Patetta, p. 179 flf.

; Lea, p. 103 ff.
; Tylor, in EBr^i xx. 175^.

5
Froissart, iii. ch. 49 ; O. de la Marche, Le Livre de I'advis de

gaige de bataille, ed. B. Prost, Paris, 1872, pp. 15, 19 ; du Cange,
s.v.

' Duellum.'
6 MI ). 506. 7 76. i. 505. 8 lb.
9 A.D. 121.'i-19. A summa de pugna, giving the detailed scheme

of procedure, is printed by Patetta, p. 47Sff. ; another order of

battle, more detailed, is printed bj' du Cange, s.v. 'Duellum.'
i»

Tylor, in EBr^i, s.v.
'

Ordeal." " lb. 12 Ml i. 507.
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ment of ingenious tests a few of tlie more con-

spicuous may be mentioned, as bearing upon tlie

principles and origin of the ordeal.

There is a Melanesian ordeal in which the
accused person is shot at with arrows from a
certain distance. A hit means guilt.

^ At the
other extreme is the Indo-Iranian ordeal of holding
and swearing by a twig of a sacred tree. Here
superstitious fear and a guilty conscience are in

view. Leaves of basil, sacred to Visnu, were used

by the Hindus. ^ A very practical ordeal was in-

vented by some Melanesian medicine-men ; tlie

accused person had to swim across a river infested
with alligators, after these had been specially
summoned by the medicine-man.^ The same people
worked also on the guilty conscience ; and, since
fear of tabu is known to cause sickness and death,
it may be concluded that similar success attended
the practice of the ordeal. Tlie accused touched
a spear and swore,

' H I did the thing, may I die
with this spear.' Or the medicine-man sang a saka

song, and tlie accused said,
'

Well, that song is for

me ; if I did that, let me and my children suffer.'*

Other tests of endurance besides that of holding
the head under water are found. In early Europe
there was the ordeal of the cross. The two litigants
stood before a cross, with arms outstretched (like
the cross which they faced), and tiie first to let his

arms drop was the vanquisiied.' In a Hindu ordeal
the two persons stood on one leg, which was fixed
in the ground, till one or other gave in.* A curious

ordeal, which can hardly be credited with any
success due to influence upon the nervous system,
is that of the balance. In this Hindu ordeal the
accused was weighed in a large pair of scales. His

weight was taken by a basket of stones or other

equivalent, and he then re-entered the scale. If

he was lighter than before, he was innocent ; if

heavier, guilty.'' The ordeal of examen in mensHriti
is mentioned in early European benedictiones, but
its meaning is doubtful. Possibly it was a com-

parison of measurements of the accused taken at
intervals.* The Hawaiian ordeal of ivai haalulu
involved a nervous reaction ; the accused had to
hold his hands over a bowl of water ; if the water
shook, he was adjudged guilty.* In the ordeal, or

rather confrontation, known to the early English
as bier-right the accused had to approach or touch
the corpse of the murdered man. If he was guilty,
the wounds bled afresh. In the Nibclimgenlied
the wounds of the dead Siegfried break open when
Hagen approaches. Shakespeare uses the same
motive. The phenomenon of blood liquefaction
has been suggested as the principle of this ordeal.

Ov there may have been a belief tliat the soul
remains near the body till vengeance is taken ; by
the murderer's touch it was roused to indignation
and appeared in the form of blood.'"

8. Ordeal by lot."— The principle of chance
enters into many ordeals ; in some it seems to be
the main element.

In a Hindu ordeal a ring: and a live cobra were placed in a pot
full of earth ; the accused had to find and take out the ring
with his hand. In another he had to draw one of two small

images from a vessel, the iniajre of justice or that of Injustice,
dherem or adheremA^ In the burnt, ordeal of the Niam-niam
the witch-doctor moistens two pieces of polished wood and
slides one upon the other. If it g:lides siuootlily, the man is

innocent.i'' The W. African witch-doctor uses a pot and its lid.

Repeating the names of suspected persons he takes off the lid

I Codrington, p. 213.
••i SHE xxxvii. [18'.)2] 55 ; Balfour, loc. cit.
3 CodrinRton, p. 213. •« Ih.
•' J. P. Kirsch, art.

'

Ordeal,' in CE ; Lea, p. 206.
ti Lea, p. 299.
< SyjA' vii. 63, 50 f., xxxiii. 105 (the tola ordeal); nalfour,

luc. cit.

8 Kirsch, he. cit. » MI ii. 6S9.
10 Lea, p. 315 ff.

; Tylor, in A'/JyH, x.o. 'Ordeal'; Shakespeare,
Richard III., act. i. sc. ii.

; Brand, iii. 231 ; Ml ii. 090.
II Lea, pp. 311-315. 1- Balfour, loc. cit. ; Lea, p. 311.
13 Lea, p. 223.

at each name and looks in the pot. When the lid sticks, the
name then uttered is that of the guilty person. This kind of

symbolic work shows that the witch-doctor is absolute master
of the law. The crudest case perhaps is his going round the
village ringing his bell, which stops at the hut of the guilty
person. The natives' only method of obtaining justice, as also
of avoiding punishment when guilty, is to bribe the doctor.i
Indians of the N.W. Provinces balance two arrows; one of
these moves in the direction of the hand of the accused. -

Mediaeval Europe had a test in which a loaf of consecrated
bread was hung between two witnesses by means of a stick

passed through it. If it turned round, the accused was guilty.
A similar method was that of the sieve, though used only uii-

officially, both by the ancient Greeks and by Europeans of the
Middle Ages.s Held by the two middle fingers, the sieve turned
over when the name of the culprit was mentioned.* Similarlv
a Psalter or Bible was hung by a key tied in it at Ps 5018—
'When thou sawest a tliief, then thou consentedst with him.'
The ring of the key was balanced on the fingers, and the book
turned or fell at the mention of the guilty person's name.
Sometimes the ruling was that, if it turned from west to east,
guilt was established ; if from east to west, innocence.') In the
above cases there may have been at work the same phenomena
of muscular suggestion as in table-turning. In a Burmese
ordeal plaintiff and defendant took candles of equal length, and
lighted them simultaneously ; judgment was for him whose
candle lasted the other out.s Possibly some kind of lot ordeal
is involved in the narrative of Jos 7i3ff- ; 1 S 14-*1 proves the
existence of such a test. A Dayak ordeal between litigants
reduces the method to an almost frivolous plane. Each man is

represented by a shell-fish on a jilate ; these are irritated by a
sprinkling of lime juice, and the first to wriggle settles the
innocence or guilt according to prearrangement.'^

9. Origin of the ordeal.—Apart from the abuses
which discredited the ordeal, the method possesses
a real psychological merit. It challenges the
accused person who protests his innocence to put
that innocence to a dangerous physical test. The
man conscious of guilt must be very strong-minded,
in a superstitious, or any, age, to run the risk. If,
as often happened, he refused to do so, the law
punished him with torture or retribution appropri-
ate to his crime. The demerit of the method is in
its treatment of the innocent. He is bound by
mere considerations of self-preservation to embrace
the ordeal. In a superstitious age he has full

confidence in its fairness, i.e. in its ui)holding of

the right. Apart from superstition, he is in the

position of a gambler who has a '

certainty,' and
cannot refuse to put it to the touch. And the
records again and again hint that self-confidence
or consciousness of innocence has, at least occasion-

ally, served as a mysterious factor of immunity.
In social psychology the ordeal has connexions

with torture, divination, oath, and wager.
Metaphor consistently repeats the idea of torture,
not only risked, but, as a rule, \indergone. This
is a popular recognition of the great odds against
immunity. The guilty person who submits to the
ordeal and is injured is ipso facto in receipt of a

punishment. But the idea of punishment does
not appear to have connected itself with the
ordeal, e.xcept in some European refinements,
where a litigant outsworn was bound to submit to
an ordeal, the result of which had no bearing on
his case.** "With regard to torture, Lea remarks
that ordeal and torture are '

virtually' substitutes
for each other'; they have rarely co-existed.*
In W. Africa, when an accused person denies his

guilt, but refuses to submit to the ordeal, he is

tortured. This is quite a logical conclusion from
the principle of the ordeal. i" It amounts to a com-

pulsory submission to the ordeal. Psychologically,
the successful endurance of torture ap]>lied, e.tf.,

for the extraction of evidence, is eiiuivalent to the

passing of an ordeal by an innocent man, and

popular language describes both in similar terms.
1 Lea, p. 223 ; Kingsley, p. 404. 2 Balfour, loc. cit.
' Kirsch, loc. cit.
•*

'Sieve-turning,'
' coscinomancv '

; Grimm, Teutonic Mj/th-
oloyij. iii. 1108 f.; Tylor, in EBA'^, s.v. 'Ordeal'; Theocritus,
iii. 31.

> Brand, iii. 35 ; Tylor, £Brii, g.c.
' Ordeal.'

8 Sliway Yoe, The liunnan, London, 18S2, ii. 254.
"
S. B. St. John, Life in the Forests of the Far EaM, Loudon,

1802, i. 89.
8 Lea, p. 339 ff. :' lb. p. 371. '" Kingsley, p. 404.
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Most observers have noted the similarity between

the ordeal and tlie primitive oath. The Nahuas,
wlio practised no ordeals, made witnesses swear an

oath, pnttin^ the forefinj^er to the earth and then

to the tongue.
1 An oath has been regarded as an

ordeal.- Ty'^r acutely observed that an oath,

of the primitive concrete variety, becomes an

ordeal when the curse takes efl'ect at once.' Con-

versely, many ordeals involve waiting days, weeks,
or months, before their issue is revealed. Wester-

marck has developed the connexion of the ordeal

with the oath.
' The ordeal is essentiall)- a magical ceremonj'. In many

cases at least, it contains a curse or an oath which has reference

to the guilt or innocence of a suspected person, and the proper

object of the ordeal is then to give reality to the imprecation
for the purpose of establishing the validity or invalidity of the

suspicion.'''

An oath was ' an indispensable preliminary
'

to

every wager of battle, and failure was perjury, to

be punished as such. It is curious that one object
of the judicial duel was 'to correct the abuses of

compurgation by oath.'®

In W. African ordeals great importance is at-

tached to the reciting of the oath." The point of

these oaths is the imprecation of the special result

of the ordeal ; but, when this result is practically

certain, the oath is rarely used. In India one

word, sapatha, denoted both ' oath ' and '

ordeal,'
^

but the fact proves nothing but similarity. The

oath, with its conditional curse (see art. CURSiNG
AND Blessing), is certainly a variety of the same

species as the ordeal, but neither need be derived

from the other. They proceeded on separate lines,

the one on verbal, the other on physical. Both, in

all probability, are derived from the elemental

factor of a belief in luck or chance.

A distinction may be noted between the primitive
and the barbarous conceptions of the ordeal. In

medifeval Europe there was an appeal to the

immediate judgment of God. Later, both oath

and ordeal were '

appeals to the moral nature of

the divinity.' But in savage theology the god, or

his equivalent, is a mere tool in the hand of the

person invoking him. Thus Westermarck rightly
concludes that the idea of ordeal is not '

primordi-

ally based on the belief in an all-knowing, all-

powerful, and just god, who protects the innocent

and punishes the guilty, but that it largely springs
from the same notion as underlies the belief in the

efficacy of an oath,'^ i.e. the mechanical power of

cursing.*
Lea observes that the ordeal in its appeal to the

supernatural or to chance made a great step towards

practical justice. Tylor emphasizes the relation

between the ordeal and the idea of chance ; and
there is little doubt that the concept of luck, itself

patently primitive, is the root element in the

ordeal. Many ordeals shade into divinatory

processes, and the wager element, the risking of

odds, is absent from no form of ordeal. The
mechanism of magic seems to be quite secondary—
to be, in fact, the mechanism by which luck works
or may be worked by the operator. And this

possibility of '

working the oracle
'

is no less

prominent in primitive than in civilized affairs.

When the Australian bier-carriers ask the dead
man who bewitched him, and the bier moves to

touch the guilty person, or when the W. African

corjise causes the bearers to dash against the house

of the murderer,'" there is 'special knowledge'
being applied in what is apparently a '

gamble.'
1 H. H. Bancroft, NR, San Francisco, 1832-83, ii. 444.

2
I,ea, p. 323. 3 Tylor, BBWi, s.v.

' Ordeal.'
•» MI ii. 687 f. ; see i. 505. » lb. i. 505.

" Kingslev, p. 465.
" MI ii. G89, quoting J. Jolly, ZDMQ xliv. [1890] 346, and

Patetta, p. 14.
8 MI i. 505, ii. 687. » Lea, p. 93.

10 E. J. Eyre, Journals of Expeditions of Discovery into

Central Australia, London, 1845, ii. 344 ; Wilson, p. 231.

Even Iloman law in classical times approved the
method of the wager at law. The concept of

abstract justice and fairness seems to havedeveloped
from a primary notion of chance. One of its em-
bodiments is the ordeal ; magic and religion came
in as reinforcing agents.
LiTERATURS.—Fcderico Patetta, Le Onialie, Turin, 1890 ;

H. C. Lea, Superstition and Force''*, Philadelphia, 1878
;
E.

Westermarck, The Origin and Development of the Moral Idean,

London, 1906; E. B. Tylor, art. 'Ordeal' in .BBrii ; C. H.

Funkhanel, Philoloijus, ii. [1847] 385-402 ; A. F. Stenzler,
ZDMG ix. [1855] 661-082 ; J. Kohler, ZVRWv. [1884] 368-376 ;

C. de Smedt, Les Origines dxt dxiel judiciaire, Paris, 1894, Le
Dtiel judiciaire et I'^glise, do. 1895 ; F. Dahn, Studien ziir

Geseh. der germanischen Gotiesurtheile^, Berlin, 1880.

A. E. Crawley.
ORDEAL (Arabian and Muhammadan). — I.

Arabia.—The heathen Arabs, like many other

primitive peoples, had recourse to ordeals when
the truth could not be detected by other means.

1. Oaths.—In the first place, the oath, streng-
thened by imprecations, was generally regarded as

a sort of ordeal. He who swore invoked by means
of magical formuhe the wrath of God and all sorts

of misfortunes, either upon himself if he was lying
or upon others if they had committed some crime

against him. Often fifty of his nearest relatives

had to swear with him in order to strengthen the

magical efl'ect of the oath. No one doubted that the

supernatural powers would punish the perjurers.
The following instance is mentioned by Bukhari :

A man of the Hudhail was slain by a Yemenite. The Hud-
hailites brought the murderer before 'Uniar. The defence was
that the slain, being formerly expelled by theHudhailites them-

selves, was an outlaw. Fifty men of the Hudhailites swore that

this was a lie, and the murderer was condemned. But divine

judgment followed soon after ; for, when the party returned,
the perjurious Hudhailites were killed by the falling in of the

cave in which they had taken shelter from rain (^afylh, Leyden,
1908, iv. 323 [dipdt 22] ; cf. J. Wellhansen, Reste arabischen

Heidentums'i, Berlin, 1897, p. 188, for another example).

The judicial oath in early Arabia was taken by
the plaintitr, or by tlie defendant, or sometimes by
both. The old Arabic names of the oa,th,jnml7i

(i.e. the right hand, held forth in magical attitude)

and casdmah, show clearly the connexion between
exorcism and oath (see R. Dozy, Supplement aux
dictionnaires arabes, Leyden, 1877-81, ii. 345'';

and J. Pedersen, DerEid bei den Semiten {Der Islam,

iii., Supplement], Strassburg, 1914, p. 11 ft".). Magi-
cal practices resembling the oath were employed
also in order to get back stolen property. If a man
missed something, he proclaimed it in the market
or some other place of assembly, cursing the un-

known thief if he should refuse to restore the

stolen object (Wellhansen, p. 192). Among the

Bedawin tribes many of the old ceremonies are

still in use. A person suspected of having com-

mitted a crime is placed in a magical circle drawn
on the ground and must swear an oath (several

instances of this custom are given by J. L. Burck-

hardt, Notes on the Bedouins and Wahabys, London,
1831, i. 127 ff. ; C. Landberg,

' Notes sur quelques
serments et pratiques sacramentales chez les

Bedouins de I'Arabie,' Arabica, v. [Leyden, 1898]
121 ff. ; A. Jaussen, Coutumes des Arabes an jntys
de Moab, Paris, 1908, p. 188 ;

A. Musil, Arabia

Petra:a, Vienna, 1907-08, iii. 338; Pedersen,

p. 152).

2. Fire ordeal.—The fire ordeal was also well

known in early Arabia. Every tribe, says Abu
'Ubaidah [ap. Jauharl, Qahah, Cairo, 1282, s.v.
'

Haul'), had a sacred fire with a priest. When a

question was to be decided, the two disputants
were placed at the fire and swore to their sta,te-

ments. The one who was in the right had nothing
to fear ; but his adversary was often hurt or even

devoured by the fire. An instance of the fire test

in Yemen is found in Ibn Hisham (ed. E. Wiisten-

feld, Gottingen, 1859, i. 17 ; see, further, Well-

hansen, p. 189).

In modern Arabia the fire ordeal (bishd'ah) has
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another form. The litigating jiarties come before
the so-called mtibasshi, who heats a wword, a

spoon, or some other object, in the lire. Each of

the disputants must lick the hot iron, and the one
whose tongue becomes severely hurt loses his case

(see Burckhardt, i. 121 ; Landberg, p. 162 ti".
; I.

Goldziher,
' Das Strafrecht im Islam,' Zuindltesten

Strafrecht der Kulturvblkcr : Beanttvortung der

Fragen zur Rechtsvergleichung , ed. T. Mouimsen,
Leipzig, 19U5, p. 108).

3. The 'arraf.—Another ordeal was applied by
the 'arrdf, the holy man in early Arabia, who was
said to be endowed with special talent for detecting
crimes. He placed the suspected persons in a circle,

took a jug between his index fingers, uttered

magic formulae, and Ment along the row with the

jug. When he came to the thief, the jug began to

tui'n by itself in the 'arrdfs hand (see Maidani,
Arab Proverbs, Cairo, 1310, and many edd., ch.

xviii. no. 103, ch. xxiv. no. 494 ; G. W. Freytag,
Elnleittmg in das Studium der arab. Sprache,
Bonn, 1861, p. 159 ; Wellhausen, p. 207 ; other
methods of detecting witches, murderers, thieves,
and otlier sinners by means of ordeals are described

by 11. von Maltzan, Reisenach Sudarabien, Bruns-
wick, 1873, p. 263 if. ; \yellhausen, pp. 189, 207 ;

and C. M. Doughty, Travels in Arabia Deserta,

Cambridge, 1888, ii. 188).

II. Islam.—Islam forbade all sorts of exorcism

and, properly speaking, the ordeals which are
still in use among the Bedawin tribes are in

opposition to the prescripts of Islam. The only
survival of the old ordeals in Muslim legal pro-
cedure is the judicial oath, either of the defendant
or of the plaintiff; witnesses, according to Muham-
madan law, do not swear an oath that they will

speak the truth (see art. LAW[Muhammadan], vol.

vii. p. 880).
In two special cases the old form of the heathen

oath with imprecations is still used in Islam.

(1) When a husband suspects his wife of infidelity,
he may accuse her of adultery and contest the

legitimacy of her child, invoking God four times as

a witness that he is speaking the truth and calling
down His curses if he has lied ; then the marriage
is dissolved, and the wife must be punished for

adultery, unless she swears four times by Allah
that her husband has lied, invoking God's wrath

upon herself if her husband has spoken the truth

(see Qur'an, xxiv. 6-9). This is called Itdn,
'mutual imprecation.' (2) When a person is killed

and his next of kin accuses someljody of the
murder without being able to prove his accusation,
two cases are to be distinguished. When the
circumstances under which the murder took place
make it probable that the accuser is right, the

judge requires him to confirm his accusation fifty

times l)y oath (casdmah), and, when the accuser has
sworn these oaths, the accused person is regarded
as guilty and must pay the blood-price. But,
when the charge seems unfounded, the accused

person is liberated if he swears fifty times that the

accuser is in the wrong. In both cases the fiftyfold
oath seems to be a Muhamniadan form of the old
heathen casdmah, swoi'n by fifty men of a tribe.

The Muslim feeling is that the perjurer will not

escape the evil consequences of his sin, but the law
does not prescribe a special punishment for him,
the oath rather being by itself an ordeal.

LiTERATnRK.—This is sufficiently cited tlirouuhout.

Th. \V. Juynboll.
ORDEAL (Babylonian).

—Although magicforms
an extremely important element in the religion of

the Sumero-Babylonians, nevertheless their sound
sense of justice and high development of law jjre-

vented the adoption of the ordeal in judicial pro-

cedure, except in those cases where the truth could

not be discovered by real evidence. The only
vol. IX.—33

survival of this primitive practice which is recog-
nized in the great Code of yammurabi, a code

adopted as the foundation of all Babylonian and
Assyrian practice at law, is the test of the water
ordeal for witchcraft. The .second law of this code
records the following ritual :

'
If a gentleman has cast the accusation of witchcraft against

a gentleman and failed to prove it against hiui, he against
whom the accusation of witchcraft has been cast shall go to the
river

; having plunged into the ri\ er, if the riverovercome him,
his accuser ' shall seize his house. Hut if the river declare that
gentleman clean and he be rescued, he thut cast the accusation
of witchcraft against him shall be put to death. He that

plunged into the river shall seize the house of his accuser.'

Although we possess many tablets which record
the settlement of all kinds of lawsuits, yet none
has been found to exemplify this law for the
examination of sorcerers. It is probable that the
law is only an antiijuated remnant of an ancient

ceremony no longer practised. But the water
ordeal probably survived, and was apparently
resorted to in some less dangerous form to settle

disputes to which the ordinary methods could not

apply.
h.g., in the Cassite period the king Adadshumiddin bestowed

an estate of a man who died without heirs upon tlie deceased's
brother. The son of the deceased's daughter contested against
his great-uncle, and the king rejected his claim ; the son of

another sister of the deceased sued for a portion of the estate in

the reign of the succeeding king, who decided against him. In
the reign of the next king arose a certain man (Ahudaru) who
claimed to be the brother of the original owner, and he accused
the owner confirmed by two preceding kings of having been
no brother at all. Since the latter owner was now dead,
his son was in possession, and the reigning king, oliviously in

doubt, not only called in the surviving brothers of the original
owner, but ordered an ordeal 2 between the son of the confirmed
owner and the pseudo-brother of the original owner. ^ liut the

pseudo-brother did not come to the ordeal, • and died the same
year. Thereupon the king put the son of this pseudo-brotlier
to the ordeal with the son of the previously confirmed owner.5
The ordeal took place in the city Parakmari, but the ritual is

not described. The result was that the son of the owner con-
firmed by two preceding kings was declared clean.'' Obviously
the ordeal, if it consisted in plunging into tlie river, did not
involve the drowning of the guilty man as in the ordeal of the
wizard in the Code.

We have probably to do here with a modified form
of the water ordeal. That it really is a water
ordeal performed on the bank of a river is proved
by a passage in the Babylonian Job, where the

triumphant suH'erer proclaims his deliverance from

unjust torture.
' At the shore of the river where (men) ban "' the lawsuits of

mankind,
My forehead was sheared of the mark of a slave. . . .'*

The Babylonian scholars wrote the following
comment upon this passage :

' "Shore of the river
" means " oracle of God." '

We have here the same phrase for the ordeal as

that employed in the Ca.ssite lawsuit described
above." As late as the 7th cent, we find a lawsuit
settled by this water (?) ordeal in the reign of

Shamash-shum-ukin.^'^
1 The nominal verb employed here, mu-iih-bi-ir, really means

'he who accuses of sorcery.' The verb liaharu > eberu means
originally

' to bind,'
' to surround,' and is employed in the pi'el

for
'

to bind by a curse,' 'to ban,' 'to accuse of bantling,' and
also in the reduced sense of '

to accuse
'

simply, and may be

employed of ordinary accusations.
'- That the passage refers to an ordeal was recognized fir.-t by

Peiser, OLZ xiv. 477. The phrase is written partly in ideograms
ffAR sa DiyGlH, and means 'oraile of god.'

3 ])up-pa ana terti sa Hi. il(uiaiisuiiutinnna,
' he wrote them

a tablet (ordering them) to an oracle of god' (L. W.
Kin^,

Bahiilonlan Boundary Stones and Mfviorial-Tablets in the

Briiish Museum, London, 1912, p. Iti, iv. 3S).
4 Ana terti Sa iti la illik {ih. v. 4).

5 lb. p. 17. 14.

6 Ina tfrti sa Hi ina dli ParakindH ilu .Mardulc-kudurri-

v.sur i:^l<annna, 'by the oracle of god, in the city Parakmiiri,
Manlukliudurri-usin- was clean

'

(ib. p. 17. 17 f.).

7 Ibbtrru, lit.
'

they bind,' i.e. put a case to a magic test.

8 Text not wholly certain (V. Kawlinson, i'b, 'W).

9 In the reign of Nabuinukm-aiili of the Vlllth dj n.asty

occurred a long and intricate lawsuit in which the king took

part. Here again the king orders two litigants in a minor

atfair to pass the ordeal {ana terti Hi ispurma, 'he sent them
to the oracle of god') and one of them 'was found clean'

(j'z/;rt»/i)/irt) (King, p. lO. ,"-.').

10 Peiser, KeUinscUriftliche Bibliothek. iv. J189G] 16.S, no.

ii. G-7.
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More often the ordeal of the oath was employed
in cases which could not be settled by direct

evidence.
E.ci., in the reigrn of Siniuuballit; of the 1st Babylonian

dvna'sty the heirs of an estate sued the business partner of their

father and obtained the value of the father's business. The case

was settled in the temple of the sun-god before nine witnesses,
and the heirs signed an agreement not to complain again. But,

having suspicion that this business partner was still retaining

part of the estate, thej- sued him again before a judge who
caused him to come to the temple of the sun-god and pass the
ordeal of the oath.

' Erib-sin he gave over to the temple of

Shamash for cleansing. At the great gate he swore " Whatso-
ever belonged to Girragamil from straw to gold is not in my
possession," and so annulled their complaint.' i

The Code of Hammurabi also recognizes the
ordeal of the oath as a means of self-rectification

when no evidence can be adduced.
E.j. §20 provides for the case of a man who has captured a

runaway slave and failed to guard him until he could be handed
over to his owner. The captor was supposed to have exercised
all possible care to prevent the escape of the slave, and he is

put to the ordeal of the oath. If he swears in the name of a

god that such was the case, he clears himself of suspicion.
The Code provides the same ordeal for an agent

who, when travelling for a merchant, is robbed of

his money or goods. In that case, the agent being
alone, no evidence could be adduced to prove that
he had been robbed or that he had disposed of the

goods for his own benefit. If he takes an oath in

the name of a god that he has been robbed, he
establishes his innocence.^
The ordinary legal e.xpression for taking the

ordeal of the oath is
' to make a cleansing^ before

god.'
Tlius § 266 of the Code provides for a shepherd whose flock

has been visited by some scourge or preyed upon by a lion. In
either case he is not responsible to the owner for the loss.
' The shepherd before god shall make a cleansing and the owner
of the sheepfold shall take upon himself the damage to the fold.'

In the division of inheritance the eldest brother

usually acts as executor, and he often submits to
the ordeal of the oath before the emblem of a god,
obviously to free himself from any suspicion of

having defrauded the other heirs.'* Omng to the

terminology and the practice here described, the

place in the temples wliere men took the ordeal of
the oath was called ' the place of cleansing.'

^

Literature.—F. E. Peiser,
'

ZumOrdalbeidenBabyloniern,'
OLZ xiv. [1911] 477-479. On the closely related subject of the
oath see Oatu (Semitic). S. LaNGDON.

ORDEAL (Celtic).—The main references to the
use of the ordeal among the Celts occur in the
Irish and Welsh laws and in one of the Irish

mythico-romantic tales. There are also some
apparent references to it in classical sources.

I. Classical references.—Ca3sar, in describing
the funerals of the Gauls, says that, when a man
of rank dies, if the circumstances of his death are

suspicious, his relatives hold an examination of his
wives after the method adopted towards slaves,
and, if their guilt is discovered, they are tortured
and put to death.® Probably some kind of ordeal
was u.sed as a method of discovering guilt. Julian

speaks of the Rhine as an '

incorruptible judge of
infants

'

among the Celts dwelling on its banks,
drowninir the child of an unfaitliful wife, but

restoring it to its mother's arms when the birth
was legitimate.' The method used is described in
a poem in the Greek anthology. The child was
put on a shield by tlie husband and thus consigned
to the river. Tiiis ordeal is connected with tiie

Celtic cult of rivers—the divine river acting here
as a judge.*

1 M. Schorr, AUbahylonische Rechtsurkunden, Leipzig, 1913,
no. 282 f.

2 § 103 ; for another ordeal by oath see also § 249 of the Code.
3 Uhbnbu. •* Schorr, no. 194 f.

5 76. no. 170. 16. The ordeal of the oath in case of a murder
will be found in A. Ungnad, Bahylonische BrUfe, Leipzi", 1914
no. 218.

6 De Bell. Gall. vi. 19.
? Ep. xvi.. Oral. ii. (ed. F. C. Hertlein, Leipzig, 1875-76. pp.

495, 104).
8 A7ith. Grceca, ix. 125 (ed. Didot, ii. 24).

Aristotle speaks of the Celts plunging infants at birth into
the cold waters of a river in order to harden them.i but does
not mention the ordeal. Elsewhere, among Teutons, Hindus,
etc., the water ordeal was decided differently. If a person
floated, he was judged guilty, the water rejecting him

;
if he

sank, he was innocent, though he was drowned, for in this case
the water received him. This method was used both judicially
and popularly in the case of witches until comparatively
recent times.-

The duel as a means of settling disputes is also
referred to. Poseidonios stated that formerly in

(laul at feasts the strongest seized tiie thigh of

the animal served up, and, if any other warrior

attempted also to take it, the two fought and the
victor received tlie meat.^ Among the Celtiberians
of Spain, in 20(5 B.C., P. Cornelius Scipio Africanus
found that recourse was had to the duel by two
sons of kings who as brothers had held the same
throne, in order to settle the succession. They
refused Scipio's arbitration and wished as judge
only the god of war. Much later Silius Italicus

said that this duel was conformable to the national
custom. ••

2. Irish ordeals.—The well-known Irish mythi-
cal story of King Cormac's adventure in the land
of promise with the god Manannan contains a list

of ordeals which has a close correspondence to

those referred to in the Irish law-books and serves
to explain them. Some of the ordeals in the list

and the explanations given of their origin are
doubtless mythical, though that only serves to
show how firmly the use of the ordeal was fixed in

Celtic custom. Morann, son of Carpre Cat-head,
is said to have been born with a membrane over
his head, which ultimately became a collar when
he was placed in the sea and tiie magic

' ninth
wave '

passed over him. A covering of gold and
silver was now placed on it, and it was used to

test guilt or innocence. Placed round the neck of

a guilty man, it choked him, but in the case of the
innocent it expanded and dropped to his feet.

Another collar of Morann's came out of a fairy
mound, and, placed on the foot or hand of a guilty
man, it cut the member off. He obtained a third
collar from St. Paul, and wore it round his neck
when delivering judgment. Then he never
uttered falsehood. Mochton's adze was placed in
a fire of black-thorn until red-hot. The tongue of
the accused was then pas.sed over it, when it burnt
him if guilty, but did him no harm if he were
innocent. Another ordeal was that of Sencha,
who cast two lots out of the fire, one for the

accused, one for the king. If the accused was
guilty, the lot cleaved to his palm. A poet's
incantation was first said over tlie lots. The
vessel of Badurn was one which his wife obtained
from a fairy mound beneatii a well. If a man
uttered three false words under it, tiie vessel

separated into tiiree parts, but, if three true words
were spoken, these united again. The ordeal of

the three dark stones consisted of filling a bucket
with bog-stufl", etc., and placing in it three stones,
white, black, and speckled. If a man drew the
white stone out, he had spoken truth ; if the
black, falseiiood

; the speckled stone denoted that
he was half-guilty. In the ordeal of the cauldron
the vessel was filled with boiling water, in which
the accused placed his hand. He was scalded if

guilty, unhurt if innocent. Another ordeal was
that of the old lot of Sen. Three lots were cast
into water—the lord's lot, the ollave's lot, and tiie

lot of tiie accused. If he was guilty, his lot sank ;

if he was innocent, it floated, as in tiie case of tiie

cliild in the Rhine. Still another was that of

Luchta's iron. This iron was seen by Luchta in
1
Politica, vii. 15. 2.

2 Hincmar (9th cent.) says :
' The water receives certain

persons and thus proves them innocent; it rejects others and
proves them guilty' (PL cxxv. 668). Cf. J. Grimm, Teutonic

Mythology, tr. J. 8. Stallybrass, London, 1882-88, pp. 1077, 1625.
•'

Athenseus, iv. 40. *
Livy, xxviii. 21 ; Sil. Ital. xvi. 537 f.
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Brittany and obtained by him. It was hallowed

by wizards, then made red-hot and placed on the

palm, with results similar to those of tlie adze
ordeal. The ordeal of waiting at an altar con-

sisted of going nine times round it and then drink-

ing water over which a wizard's incantation had
been said. If the person was guilty, the token of

sin was manifest on him ; if innocent, the water
did him no harm. Tiiis ordeal is said to have been

brought by Cai Cainbrethach out of the land of

Israel, and it has some sinularity to that described
in Nu S""'-. The text then goes on to tell the

story of Cormac and how he obtained his cup from
Manannan. The cup broke when three words of

falseliood were spoken, but was restored if three
true words were spoken. Manannan showed its

properties to Cormac and then gave him the cup,
and he afterwards used it to distinguish truth and
falsehood with the Gael.^
Stokes observes that, if Morann's three collars are different

aspects of one collar, and, it Badurn's and Cormac's vessels are

identical, this would reduce the number of the ordeals to nine—the number of the divydni pramdndni in later Hindu law-
books.

A passage in one of the Brehon law tracts speaks
of the ordeals of the adze, of the chip of an old

tree, of the Lestar Baduirnn (Badurn's vessel), of

the three stones in the dark, of standing at the

altar, of the cauldron, and of the holy draught,
and they are said to be tests established by St.

Patrick in the reign of King Laegaire to decide the

disputes of the men of the land.^ The method of

using some of these is also explained, though in

some instances the explanation is obscure.
The tongue was put across a red-hot adze. ' A chip of an old

tree
'

is glossed as '

of the horse-rod of the patron-saint, or of

his coffin, or of the consecrated tree.' Probably it was some
species of lot. 'Lestar Baduirnn,' is glossed, 'i.e. ba, "good,"
for ditrn, "on the hand," it used to break on the hand, i.e. it

used to open or burst asunder, but it remained perfect on the
hand of the upright.' Two myths of its origin are then given,
one corresponding to that in the story of Cormac, except that
here Dornn or Badoriin is the name of the woman who obtained
the vessel, not oi her husband. The gloss on the three stones in

the dark is,
'
i.e. to put three stones in a dark place, a speckled

stone, a white stone, and a black one.' These were pagan tests.

On the other hand, the ordeals used by Christians and instituted

by St. Patrick were lot, airiseni, and cauldron. Airisemseems
to mean standing at the .altar, glossed as 'standing at the stone
of adoration'; hence it must have been pagan in origin. Of
the cauldron it is said tliat 'what makes pagan tests of them is

to bring fuia to them '—probably the use of some old pagan
incantations or charms.3 The holy draught is obscurely glossed
as ' the book diink, such as the long book of Leithglinn, its

perusal on water. '4

The ordeal of the red-hot adze is specifically
mentioned in one MS in connexion with the case
of a woman clearing her cliaracter from charges
afi'ecting it, when she had failed to find living

compurgators. Slie rubbed her tongue on a red-

hot adze of bronze or on melted lead (not iron^a
proof of the archaic character of the ordeal). The
adze was heated in a fire of rowan or black-thorn,

magical trees with the Irish Celts. The MS
describes this as 'a druidical ordeal.'* The red-

hot metal ordeal is of wide occurrence—among tlie

Arabs, Hindus, and Chinese. The ordeal of the
cauldron has been sufficiently explained in the
reference from the story of Cormac. The phrase
used for it is fir crtire,

' the proof of the cauldron.'
Instances of its use in the laws are found in tlie

case where distraining or distress is deferred until

the Jir caire has taken place in connexion with
some other process, but only when the man has

gone into an 'externe territory' for it.® Again,
the dubhfine, i.e. the uncertain family or members
of tlie tribe smuggled in surrei)titiously or concern-

1 The Irish Ordeals, Cormac's Ad\-e7iture in. the Land of
J'lomise, ed. and tr. W. Stokes, in E. W'indisch and Stokes,
liische Texte, iii. [Leipzig, 1891] 2()Gff.

^Ancient Laws oj Ireland, Dublin, 18C5-1901, v. 470 f.

3 lb. vi. 384. » lb. V. 47.'?

5 E. O'Curry, Manners and Customs of the Ancient Iri.fh,

London, 1873, ii. 216, citing MS H 3, 17 Trin. Coll. Dublin.
•i Ancient Laws of Ireland, i. 195, 199.

ing whose pedigree doubt had arisen, could receive
no share of the family land until they tendered the

proof of the cauldron.' Again, the illicit ofispring
of a harlot or of a woman who absconded from her
husband must not settle among tiie tribe without
invitation or the test of the cauldron or of the holj'

expurgation.^ In the case of the dithhfine the

proof of the cauldron is called _^r de,
' test of God,'

showing that the older pagan rite had been Christ-
ianized. In earlier times the water itself gave
judgment ; now God gave judgment through the
water. This ordeal, wliich is of wide occurrence,*
is referred to by St. Gregory of Tours in the case
of two ecclesiastics, one heretical, one orthodox.
One of them suggested the judgment of boiling
water. A cauldron was to be placed on a fire and a

ring dropped into the boiling water, and each was
to attempt to draw it forth.* The ordeal of the
lots cast into the water has a certain parallel in

one suggested by King Laegaire to St. Patrick
and the Druids. They were to throw their respec-
tive books into water, and he would honour him
whose books were unhurt. Patrick agreed, but
the Druids dissented because the saint regarded
water as a god (probably a reference to baptism).
The ordeal by fire was offered by St. Patrick. A
Druid was to go into a closed house with tiie

saint's chasuble round him, and one of his clerics

was to wear the wizard's tunic. Then the house
was to be set on fire so that ' God might deal
dooms.' The wizard was burnt, though he had

gone into that side of the house which had been
moistened.*
The idea of water, cold or hot, serving for an

ordeal is further illustrated by the fact that it and
air, sun, moon, etc., were taken as sureties for

fidelity to an oath. They destroyed the oath-

breaker, as in the case of King Laegaire, who
demanded tribute after thus promising not to do
so.

' God's elements gave a doom of death on the

king.'®
The casting of lots was used by the Druids and

in much later times was common both among the
Irish Celts and in Brittany.' But it is referred to
in the Laws as an ordeal, its teclmical name being
crann-chur (crann, 'tree,' 'wood,' 'stick'); hence,

perhaps, small pieces of Avood were used, though
it is said in O'Curry's Manners and Customs of the
Ancient Irish that the crann-chur consisted of

putting in a box or pot black, white, and red

pebbles, from which the accused drew until he
drew either black or white. Black meant guiltj',
white innocent.* This is the ordeal of the three
dark stones in the story of Cormac, and doubtless
there were various methods of the crann-chur.
The Laws refer to its use in a

variety of cases—
e.g., in that of the dubhfine, alternately with the

proof of the cauldron ; in that of an animal killed

in a pound by other animals
; and in several others."

The lot was approved of by canon law in Ireland.'"

The duel or combat was also recognized and is

mentioned in the Laws, but it had to be gone
through according to strict rule. It was illegal to

light without verbal engagements, viz.
' without

proper security by word of mouth for restoring or

righting the thing about which he gives the

challenge.'
'' This ajipears to have been in a case

of debt, and hence the duel after verbal engage-
ments, literally

' contracts of the lips,' was legal.
Elsewhere the consent of relatives to the duel

1 Ancient Laws of Ireland, iv. 2S.'i, 288 f. '- lb. v. 4.^7.

3 H. d'Arbois de Jubainville, Etudes sxir le droit celtiqve,

Paris, 180.5, i. 32, 35.
4 de Gloria Martyrtim (

= 3[irac. i.), 81.
s Stokes, Tripartite Life, London, 1SS7, pp. .'>ii, 400.
6 lb. p. 567. ^ J. Loth, KCel .\vi. [IsS"'] ^13.
8 i. Introd. p. cclxxix ; cf. p. clxiv.
9 Ancient Laics, iv. 285, 20.'), ii. 6 ; cf. iii. GO, 337, 438.

1" D'Arbois de Jubainville, ii. 100.
1' Ancient Laws, iv. 33.
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seems to have l>een necessary, and, where that
consent was obtained, the victor who slew his

opponent was not charged with murder.
'

If it be a sensible adult that is drawn into the combat-field
with the consent of his family, and if there was no criiiie

charged upon tlie person who drew him, or though there were
a charije he avowed it, whether life-wound or death-wound
ensue, he is exempt.'

'

Witnesses were also necessary, as the gloss upon
a story of two men about to engage in combat
shows :

' There was nothing to delay them from
engaging in the combat except that they had not
a witness.' 2 \A''here the combatant was 'lawful

spoil,' his arms and clothes were also lawful si)oil
to the victor.^ Canon law attributed to !St.

Patrick the regarding of the duel as an ottence

meriting excommunication—e.g., in the case of a
debtor who, in spite of proof, denied his debt and
had recourse to combat.*

3. Welsh ordeals.—The Welsh codes do not
mention ordeals, but a late treatise states that
there were three ordeals by the law of Dyvnwal
Jloeimud, for theft, for galanas (murder or com-
position for murder), for treason to a lord. They
consisted of the hot iron, the boiling water, 'by
putting the limb that did the deed therein,' and
combat to such as should demand it lawfully.
There was no punishment for the victor in the
combat, for it stood instead of proof. But in

amending the laws Hoel the Good and his judges
observed that this was not just, and they estab-
lished proof by men.^ These three ordeals corre-

spond to those already described in Irish procedure,
and, thougli the reference is a doubtful one, this
likeness tends to prove that the ordeal had actually
been in use among the Brythonic Celts.
LiTKRATURR.—This is cited throughout the article.

J. A. MacCulloch.
ORDEAL (Chinese).—The use of the judicial

ordeal in China is now mainly confined to tlie

mountainous districts of the south-west, where
numerous tribes of non-Chinese origin still main-
tain themselves in semi-independence. The decaj'
of the ordeal is due partly to a growing disbelief in
the superstiticms which supported it and partly to
the painful teachings of experience which compelled
men to realize its fallibility as a test of truth. Its

disappearance, however, leaves Chinese legal prin-
ciples unattected ; Chinese law never accorded it

theoretical recognition, but merely granted it a
more or less grudging tolerance as a concession to
immemorial custom. The fact that the notions
and practices relating to ordeal have been regulated
and modilied by custom, not by law, explains why
very few explicit references to the subject are to
be found in the Chinese law-books.*
There is, however, an interesting passage in that

constitutional handbook of the Chou dynasty
known as the Chou Li (ascribed to tlie 12tii cent.

B.C.), from which we learn something of a legal
practice that seems to have closely approximated
to what we understand by ordeal. We are told
that before a litigant in a civil suit was allowed to
state his case in court he was required to hand in
a sheaf of arrows (50 or 100), and that in criminal
prosecutions initiated by jn-ivate individuals tiie
accusers were called upon to deposit in court a
specified quantity (30 catties or Chinese pounds)
of copi)er.'' According to the best interpretation

1 ' Book of Aicill,' Ancient Lawn, iii. 297.
2 lb. i. 2.M fF. » 76. iii. 303.
•* D'Arbois de Jubainville, i. 46, ii. 100.
5 Ancient Laws and Institutes of Wales, London, 1841, p. 707.
6 In this respect China and India are at one. Cf. SEE xxv'.

[1886] p. cii
; see also E. B. Tylor, J'C^, London, 1903, i. 14l!

Montesquieu, De VEnprit des his, xxviii. 16 (U-Juvres computes,
Paris, 1875-79), remarks that under the Salic law trial by ordeal
was not a thing legally ordained, but was privately agreed upon
and legally permitted.

7 See E. Biot, Le Tcheou-Li, Paris, 1851, ii. 311
; and SEE

xvi. [1882] 103. The Chinese word here translated '

copper
'

is

of this procedure, when a litigant or prosecutor
handed in a sheaf of arrows or 30 catties of copper,
his action was equivalent to (and was probably,
indeed, accompanied by) a solemn declaration of
the justice of his cause and a .self-condemnation to

righteous punisliment if he were guilty of uttering
untrue statements or making false accusations.
The arrows were emblematic of unswerving and
unerring truth. '

Straight as an arrow
'

was, and
is, as well understood an expression in China as it
is in the West, and the arrow's flight was regarded
as an unmistakable symbol of moral rectitude.

Similarly, the prosecutor who brought accusations
against another was expected to show proof that
he was willing to abide by the consequences of a
complete elucidation of the rights and wrongs of
his case. The metal which he deposited in court
was a symbol of the justice to which he made his

appeal. In demanding justice against his opponent
he invoked retributive justice upon himself if his
accusations were false. Hence the man who
shrank from an appeal to the test of the arrows or
the copper was confessedly uncertain of the truth
or justice of his cause, or was secretlj' aAvare tliat
his opponent was in the right. Thus, if only one
of the parties to a case ventured to submit to the
test, judgment went against the other by default.

' Certain ordeals,' as Tylor has said,
' are closely

related to oaths, so that the two shade into one
another. Let the curse which is to fall on the
oath-breaker take efiect at once, it then becomes
a sign condemning the swearer — in fact, an
ordeal.' ^ Lack of detailed information makes it

difficult to decide whether the arrow and metal tests
referred to in the Chou Li should be regarded
as ordeals or merely as quaint and picturesque
methods of oath-taking. It is certainly true, how-
ever, that in China, as elsewhere, many of the

usages connected with oath-taking are almost
identical with some forms of ordeal, and it is not
always easy to draw distinctions between the two.
A Chinese chronicle contains an account of tlie

folloAving episode, which it assigns to the middle
of the 13th century.
There was a certain man whose trade it was to sell temple-

incense. His wares were of inferior make, but, when any of his
customers grumbled at their price or expressed doubts as to
their quality, he was in the habit of certifying to their excel-
lence by means of the following oath :

'
If this incense is not as

excellent as I say it is, may a goblin meet me on the road and
annihilate me !

' One day, as he was crossing a bridge behind
his shop, he was seen suddenly to fall prone on the ground as
though he had been tripped up by some uncanny spectre visible
to himself alone. When the bystanders ran to his assistance,
he was alreadj' dead.

Stories of this kind, turning on a solemn invita-
tion to the powers of the spiritual world to bring
sudden death or calamity on the swearer if his
words are untrue, are veiy common in Chinese
annals. Confucius himself, on a certain memor-
able occasion, is said to have uttered such an oath.

rendered by Biot 'gold or (other) metal.' In this passage the
word can hardly mean gold. The amount to be paid into
court would have been prohibitive; and the obligation to pay
the same amount in all cases, irrespective of the nature and
magnitude of the interests involved, would have implied the
creation of an arbitrary and irrational uniformity which could
hardly have failed to defeat the ends of justice. The original
uses the character chin, which in modern Chinese usually
signifies gold, but which formerly indicated metal of any kind,
and was applied indifferently to gold, silver, copper, tin, and
iron. A modern Chinese commentator (not cited by Biot) ex-
plains the word as signifying, in this particular passage, iron.
Iron certainly suits the context well enough, for that metil
would aptly symbolize the inflexibility of justice ; it is perhaps
inore probable, however, that the metal was copper, which,
indeed, was often known as huang t'ieh, 'yellow iron,' and
which, though a ductile metal, has an exceptional degree of

tenacity. We learn from other sources that copper wa.9 in
ancient times frequently used in connexion with judicial pro-
cedure, and there would therefore be nothing exceptional in its
use here. English readers will find a reference to the use of

copper in judicial proceedings in J. Legge, Chinese Classics,
Hongkong, 1861-72, vol. iii. pt. ii. p. 605.

1 EBrU XX. 174.
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' Confucius went to pay a visit to a lady whose moral charac-

ter did not stand high in public estimation. A disciple ven-

tured to remonstrate with him for having done so ; whereupon
Confucius cried out with an oath,

"
If I have done anything

wrong, may God strike me dead, may God strike me dead !

" '
'

In a Chinese lawsuit, Avhen the statements made
or evidence given by the two parties are irrecon-

cilable, and the truth cannot be elicited by ordi-

nary methods, the parties sometimes adjourn from
the law-court to a temple, and there perform the

ceremony known as tu chou—the ' ordeal (or
rather wager) by imprecation.'
The swearer unplaits his queue (if he has one), and lets his

hair fall down over his shoulders, as though he were a criminal
condemned to death. He then kneels before the altar, and
utters the words upon the truth of which he is ready to stake
his life.

'
If I am guilty of the charge, or if my evidence is un-

true, or if I have made a false accusation [as the case may he],
I call upon the god to strike me dead before his altar.' The
procedure varies in detail according to local custom or special
circumstances. Sometimes the oath-taker proceeds by writing
on a piece of paper the pa-kotziX, the '

eight characters' denot-

ing the essential facts relating to his personal identity and
time of birth. After lighting a stick or two of incense he kneels
before the altar, and, uttering a set form of words, condemns
himself and all his family to death if the statement to which he
has sworn is perceived by the god to be untrue. The '

eight
characters ' are ceremonially burned, and the oath-taker's life

is then wholly at the disposal of the deity addressed.

The procedure known as fa-huang-jnao,
' the

sending of a yellow missive,' is similar to this.

The swearer writes his accusation or evidence, accompanied
by an oath-formula, on a piece of white paper. He also writes
his name, address, and residence, the name of the temple where
the ceremony is to take place, and the name of the divinity
invoked. The oath-formula varies according to circumstances,
but is usually framed in such terms as these :

'
If I did so-and-

so, may I die before sunset today !

'

or 'If I have spoken
falsel}", may I never be able to stand up again !

' The white

paper is folded up and enclosed in a covering or envelope of

yellow paper, which is then committed to the flames. When it

has been wholly consumed, the belief is that the message has
reached its destination and that it will receive the due attention
of the god whose intervention has been invited. 2

As a rule, tlie deity in question is the cKeng-huang,
the 'city god,' who presides over the fortunes of

the walled town in which the district magistrate's
court is situated.^ The ceremony may, however,
be performed in other temples besides that of the

cKeng-huang, and the deity invoked may be almost

anj' one of the numerous gods, spirits, or canonized

personages who throng the Taoist pantheon.
It is well known tliat a Chinese witness will

often claim the right to consecrate his oath by
cutting oti' the head of a fowl. This is a symbolical
Avay of saying,

'

If I am lying, may I be killed as I

kill this cock !

' * This rite is still fairly common
in inland China and is not unknown in the annals
of British law-courts in Hongkong and the ' mixed
courts

'

of the treaty-ports. Sometimes the killing
of a real cock is dispensed with and a paper image
of the animal substituted. The image is held up
in front of the setting sun, and the swearer cuts
oH" the head of the image just as the sun sinks
below the horizon. According to another practice,
the witness puts a number of beans into a basin
and pounds them into a paste. By this action he
condemns himself to be clubbed to death if his

evidence is false. Yet another old custom was the
ceremonial breaking of an arrow, which signified
that the witness was willing to be broken in two if

he committed perjury. Another practice was to
blow out a candle-Hame and to utter the words,
'If I have lied, may I be extinguished like this

candle
'

(ssii ju huo wieh).
It is obvious that even the most solemn forms of

oath-taking will be of little practical value in
1 H. A. Giles, Confucianism and its Rivals {Uibbert Lec-

tiiren, '2nd ser.), London, 1916, p. 71.
2 For l)ricf accounts of these customs see L. Wieger, Mm-al

Tenets and Customs in China, London, 1913, p. 6'21 f. ; and
H. r)or6, liecherches sur lea superstitions en Chine, Shanghai,
1912, pt. i. vol. ii. no. 4, p. 344 f.

3 Cf. a story in the TAao Chai, tr. H. A. Giles, Strange Stories

from a Chinese Studio", Slianghai, 1908, p. 212 f.

» Cf. Legge, vol. v. pt. i. p. 6 ;
and Oiles, Strange Stories,

p. 358.

helping a magistrate to discriminate between true
and fal.se evidence, unless he feels justilied in

assuming the sincerity of the Avitness's belief that

perjury will involve him in serious diilioultit-s with
the unseen powers. A guilty man will hesitate to

.send a 'yellow missive' to the spirit-world if he
feels morally certain that the spirits will receive it

and will take him at his word. But, though many
Chinese—perhaps the great majority

—are rather

sceptical in these matters, conscious guilt is liable

to reveal itself involuntarily in some slight outward
sign, such as the blanching of the cheek or tremor
of the hand. These signs will be instantly noted

by an attentive and experienced magistrate, who,
in spite of his own scornful disbelief in the objective
efficacy of an elaborate oath-taking ceremonial,
will often draw shrewd and valuable deductions
from the appearance and general bearing of the

parties and their witnesses.

The suggestion that the parties should adjourn
to the city temple to swear oaths and dispatch
'yellow missives' usually comes not from the

magistrate himself but from one of the parties con-

cerned—not always the innocent one. But cases
have been known when a clever magistrate has
elicited the truth by making the parties undergo a

bogus ordeal of his own devising. The following
is an instance of how a magistrate succeeded by
this means in unmasking the guilt of a man who
had been accused of theft.
He informed the accused that he must prove his innocence by

successfully undergoing the '

bell-touching ordeal.' He ex-

plained that in a certain temple there hung a bell which had
the singular power of detecting the presence of thieves. When
touched by a thief, he said, it would give forth sound, but,
when touched by other persons, it would remain sUent. The
magistrate then gave orders that all the prisoners in his gaol,

including the man accused of theft, should be marched ofT to
the temple and made to stand in front of the temple-bell, lie

himself followed them, and gave a touch of solemnity to the

proceedings by approaching the bell with reverence, as though
it were a symbol of divinity, and uttering a short prayer suit-

able to the occasion. Having then caused a large curtain to
be suspended in front of the bell so as to conceal it from view,
he gave secret orders that the portion of the bell nearest to

the curtain should be smeared with ink. This having been

done, he bade the prisoners advance one by one and touch
the bell by thrusting their hands under the curtain. A
number of prisoners did as they were told, and as each of these

withdrew his hand the magistrate noted that it was stained
with ink. Then came the turn of the suspected thief. Believ-

ing that the magistrate's words would come true and that the

bell, which had hitherto remained silent, would emit a sound if

he touched it, he put his hand under the curtain as the others
had done, but carefully abstained from bringing it into contact
with the magic bell. He withdrew his hand, but his satisfac-

tion at the success of his manoeuvre was short-lived. Observing
that there was no trace of ink on the man's fingers, the magis-
trate promptly declared that the case was closed and the guilt
of the accused made manifest. Thereupon, we are told, the
outwitted thief made a full confession.

That such bogus ordeals may often be far more
useful than real ones will be readily conceded.
The drawback is that the more successful and

ingenious they are the smaller will be ihe likeli-

hood that they can be resorted to on subse(iuent
occasions with the same prospects of success.

There is a curious book of Chinese medical juris-

prudence known as the Hsi-yiian-lu, which was
formerly in the hands of all Chinese coroners and
was widely used in official circles up to a very
recent date. Though the book was compiled as

late as the 13th cent, of our era, many of its pre-

scriptions and directions are manifestly based on

very ancient folk-lore and the surviving traditions

of pre-historic magic, while some of tiie methods
which it prescribes for discovering the truth in

matters atlecting criminal procedure are strongly
suggestive of ordeal. We may cite, e.g., the test

of ' the yin-yavg water,' which was no loss irrational

than the Christian ordeal of the Bible and tiie key.
It is, or till recently was, Chinese law that, if a
man finds his wife in the arms of a lover, he may,
with impunity, put her to death, provided he does

it immediately on discovery, before his natural
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wrath has had time to cool, and provided he kills

the lover at the same time. The proper way to

etiect the killing is to cut off both heads, if possible,

by a single blow of a sword. To kill one of the

guilty parties only will not excuse the homicide,
for it will show that he acted with cool delibera-

tion and might tiierefore have restrained himself

from killing either. The reason why the killing is

condoned is not that Chinese law regards human
life as a thing of small account (for that is the

oj)posite of the truth), but that it recognizes the
weaknesses of human nature and makes allowance
for acts committed under an ungovernable impulse.
It sometimes happens, however, that the husband

may be called upon to prove, in court, that his

wife and her paramour were really guiltj' of the
oll'ence for which he killed them

;
and he maj'

have serious difficulty in satisfying the magistrate
of this, if the relatives of the dead man or woman
insist that no act of adultery had been committed
or was meditated. In that case the homicide may
ofler to abide by the results of the yin-yang test,
which the Hsi-yiian-lu describes as follows :

'Take a water-jar and fill it with water, one half from the
river and the other half from the well.i This is called "yin-
yanj; water." Take a stick .ind stir the water into a swiftly

whirling: eddy. Then take the heads of the decapitated corpses
of the man and woman and place them without delay in tlie

water. If the pair were really guilty, the heads will turn nose
to nose ; but, if they were innocent, they will turn back to back,
one above and the other below in the jar.'

2

Strictly speaking, this is not a case of ordeal, but
of divination, or rather it is a kind of post mortem
ordeal if we regard it primarily as a test of the

guilt or innocence of the slain wife, and divination
if we regard it as a test to prove the guilt or inno-
cence of the surviving husband.*
There is reason to believe that ordeal by fire was

not unknown in China in former days, though the

ceremony of walking over hot coals, which is

occasionally practised in certain localities, is not

necessarily, if ever, connected with judicial pro-
cedure, in Buddhist annals there is a legend that
tells us of a victory obtained by Buddhism over
Taoism by means of a fiery ordeal. The incident
is assigned to the 1st cent. A.D.

Certain disting^uished members of the Taoist priesthood
stron^cly objected to the emperor's patronage of Buddhism, and
offered to prove that theirs was the true religion by an appeal
to miracle. ' Take the books of the barbarians [i.e. the Indian
missionaries of Buddhism] and our own holy writings,' they
said, 'and set them afire. If theirs are consumed, let them be
banished ; if ours are burned, we are prepared to suffer death.'
This suggestion met with the emperor's approval, but to the
surprise and mortification of the Taoists, who relied for their
success on their proficienc3' in magic arts, all their books except
one were utterly consumed in the flames. The saored objects
of the Buddhists, on the contrary, were preserved intact ; for
' the flames were miraculously transformed into petals of water-
lilies, by which all the books and images were enfolded and
supported.''*

It was remarked at the outset that the ordeal is

nowadays confined mainly to the tribes of non-
Chinese origin which inhabit the mountainous
regions of the south-west. These tribes form a

1 This is because the river is yang (active and therefore male)
and the well is yin (passive and therefore female).

2 E. T. Williams, in JRAS, N. China Branch, xxxviii. [1907]
91.

3 Ordeal and divination are both ' methods resorted to for

discovering the truth '

; but ' the ordeal is undergone by the

person accused to vindicate his innocence,' wiiereas 'divination
is practised by third parties to fix the guilt of a crime on a

particular person
'

(C. S. Burne, The Handbook of Folk-lore,
new ed., London, 1914, p. 131).
4R. F. Johnston, Buddhist, China, London, 1913, p. 137 ff.

Of. the Zoroastrian story of the ordeal successfully undergone
by Aturpat in the reign of Shahpuhr 11. about a.d. 330 {SEE iv.

[1895] p. xlvii). For an amusing account of the rivalry between
the two orders of friars in Salamanca in the reign of Philip 11.,

and the fiery ordeal which resulted, see Goldsmith, Citizen of
the World, Letter cxi. Giles {Stranye Stories, p. 243) tells the
story of the Buddhist monk who ' was to be thrown into a
cauldron of boiling water in a fiery pit, when suddenly a lotus-
flower came forth, the fire was extinguished, and the water
became cold.'

considerable proportion of the population of

Yunnan, Kuei-chou, and western SsQ-ch'uan. It

may be observed that the ordeals known among
these scattered communities are identical with

many of those practised by the peoples of the Shan
States, Siam, Cambodia, and Burma. This is

readily accounted for by the fact that some of the
Indo-Chinese races are ethnologically connected
with the Lolo, Miao, Moso, and other tribesmen
of the Chinese south-west, and that tlie latter, in

spite of many centuries of isolation in an alien

environment, have maintained many of the social

usages and traditions of their more prosperous
kinsmen. ^

Writing of the Lolo, Colborne Baber says :

'Trial by ordeal is common. An article of value having been
stolen and the thief remaining undiscovered, the people of the

place are assembled by the medicine-men, and a handful of raw
rice is served out to everyone. A solemn period of mastication
follows, after which the resultant is spat out, and a stain of
blood on the chewed mouthful infallibly betrays the culprit.
It is affirmed that the gums of the guilty bleed, and that a con-
fession always ensues. '^

The following is an account of a trial by ordeal
which took place among a community of Black
Miao as recently as 1911.
A quarrel arose between two women, the elder of whom

objected to the younger coming to her house, on the ground
that the younger woman's visits always brought bad luck. Her
husband, for instance, had died after one such visit and her son
after another. The younger woman's indignation at this charge
was so intense that violent hostility broke out between the two
households. Finally the relatives of the accused woman
demanded the right of vindicating her character b3' means of

the ordeal of boiling millet.
' A day was appointed and a great

crowd gathered to see the trial. A large cauldron was brought
out and set over a rudely prepared fireplace. Into this a mess
of millet was put to boil and an axe-head was laid in the bottom
of the cauldron. When the contents began to boil, the young
woman's champion stripped his arm bare. His duty was to
reach down into the boiling porridge and snatch out the axe-
head with his naked hand. If the skin were blistered, then the

young woman's cause was lost ;
if not, her honour was vindi-

cated. Each side had also wagered a stake of some Tls. 25 [i.e.

about 68s.]. To snatch out the axe-head was the work of an
instant and the man's hand and arm came out uninjured from
the scalding bath. It was clear therefore that the young lady
was not the minister of bad luck.' 3

We may conclude by citing a somewhat similar

case of ordeal which took place still more recently
in one of the tribal districts of N. Yunnan.

Writing under the date of 20th June 1915, a corre-

spondent of a Shanghai newspaper thus describes

the proceedings :

' Some Chinese workmen were engaged in putting up some
school buildings in connexion with missionary work. A twentj -

cent piece was missing one day, and the owners, the carpenters,
accused the masons of theft. The masons stoutly denied the

charge, and then there was an appeal to trial by ordeal. At
night, when the missionary was not about, a large iron pan of

boiling water was got ready, and into this a half-dollar was
thrown. The selected representative of the accusing carpenter
first put his hand and arm into the water and took out the coin.

Then the head mason had to follow suit. The carpenter's arm
received no injury, but the mason was so badly burnt that it

was many weeks before he could resume work. I examined the
two arms and do not know why one was badly burnt and the
other escaped injury. The carpenters concluded that the masons
were guilt}', and claim that the missing coin was returned to

them on the quiet while they were sleeping. Such trial by-

ordeal is quite common in these parts.'
*

LiTERATUEB.—This is indicated in the article.

K. Fleming Johnston.

1 For an account of the ordeals practised among the Siamese
and neighbouring peoples see Q. E. Gerini's art. on the subject
in The Asiatic Quarterly Review, 1895.

2 ' A Journey of Exploration in W. Ssii-ch'uan,' Royal Geo-

graphical Society, Supplementary Papers, London, 1886, i. 70.

Precisely the same test existed in Vedic India (see Ordeal
[Hindu], 3 (c)).

3 FL xxii. [1911] 234. The boiling-water test is common
throughout the Far East. For Japan see art. Divination

(Japanese), vol. iv. p. 805. It is also noteworthy that an axe
was used in ancient Japanese ordeals as it is used to-day among
the tribes of S.W. China, though in China the axe is placed in a
tub of boiling water, whereas in Japan the axe ' was heated
red-hot and placed on the palm of the hand' (i6.).

» North China Daily News, Shanghai, 6th July 1915. In

Vedic India there was an ordeal whereby an accused person was
'

required to take a gold-piece from a vessel of heated ghi and
oil.' See art. Divination (Vedic), vol. iv. p. 830', and Ordeal
(Hindu), 3 (c).
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ORDEAL (Christian).—The word 'ordeal' cor-

responds to the German Urteil, meaning 'judg-
ment,' or ' doom.' In German law Urteil has kept
its general sense and Ordal is used with the same
signification as the English 'ordeal,' viz. 'judg-
ment of God.'
The subject of ordeals has been treated too much

as a unity, whereas it is really a combination of

several modes of procedure. The main idea is, un-

doubtedly, that supernatural powers are called

upon to decide in a case, instead of leaving the
decision to human wisdom. We find, however,
that, notwithstanding this unity of the funda-
mental conception, three ditierent methods are

employed in order to reach the result. The three

corresponding types are : (1) the practices grouped
round the idea of struggle, the outcome of which
is, of course, influenced by tlie divine power ; (2)

the gi'oup of appeal to chance (casting lots) ; and
(3) the group of appeal to miracle ; this group falls

again into two subdivisions : («) appeal to a direct

manifestation of God's judgment ; and (6) appeal
to miraculous support again.st a human presump-
tion.

1. The idea of struggle.
—The idea of struggle

leads to the trial hy liattle, which presents features
both of self-help and of a judgment of Providence.
The Bavarian law (cl. 2, sect. 1), e.g., treats of a
case of trying a man who is accused of conspiracy
against his duke.
A preliminary investigation takes place. There must be three

witnesses for the prosecution. If there be one witness only and
if his statement be denied by the accused, that witness will

have to prove by combat that what he has said i8 true :

' Cui
Deus dederit victoriam illi credite.'

The treatment of battle in Bavarian law is also

curious in other respects : a man could figiit by a

substitute : the struggle is not self-helj) in this

case ; we tind even that the decision which of the
two champions shall fight for which side is left

to chance.
Thus (cl. 9, sect. 2), if a freeman be charged with stealing an

ox or a milk-cow, either he must purge himself by oath with six

oath-helpers, or else two champions will have to fight, but lots

should be ca=t to decide to whom God will assign the stronger
of the two champions. Cf. Lex Daiuivar. Additio (Synod of

Ninhinga, cl. 4) : lots shall not be cast in the case of a duel
before the champions are ready, lest they might be insidiously

hampered by incantations, diabolical devices, or 'magic arts.'

As another instance of the struggle-ordeal, the
ordeal of the cross may be mentioned.
The contending parties having to hold up their hands, the

decision is arrived at according as one or the other could hold
out longer with outstretched arms (see Capitulary of Charle-

magne of 806 on the division of the empire among his three
sons [Boretius, Capitul. Rej. Franc, i. 129, cl. 14]. It is noticed
there that controversies might arise as to the limits of the three

parts assigned to the sons. In such a case the Capititlary for-

bids actual battle and substitutes instead the trial by cross.

Evidently here again there was no question of letting the three

kings stand and hold up their hands, but it had to be done
through champions).

2. Appeal to chance.—The most interesting case
of this is presented by the Frisian laws (sect. 14) :

A man has been slain in a crowd ; the man who claims com-
position does not know who is tlie slayer ;

he nmst ask Pro-
vidence to decide. He is allowed to charge up to seven men,
each of whom will have to purge himself by an oath with eleven

oath-helpers. Thereu]>on all should go to a church (or to a
saint's relics), and two sticks, one of them marked with a cross
and both wrapped up in clean wool, should be put on the altar
or the relics. Then, after prayers that God may show 'through
an evident sign

'

if the oaths have been truthfully taken, a priest
(or an innocent boy) should take one of the sticks. If it be the
one marked with a cross, the seven are discharged. Otherwise
each of the seven men should mark a separate stick with a sign,
all these seven sticks should he wrapped up in wool and put mi
the altar (or on tlie relics), and then taken, one after the other,
by the jiriest (or the innocent boy). The man whose stick is

last to be taken will have to pay the composition. If the first

seven liave been discharged, the accuser can charge others, but
in such further proceedings every accused can clear himself by
oath with eleven oath-helpers, and there can be no further

appeal to lots.

Lot appears also in a combination where it would
not a priori be expected, and that is in the case of

slaves.

A good example is Pactus de tenore pacts domin. Hildeb. et

Chlot. 5. If a slave is suspected of a crime, but there is no
proof against him, his fate will be decided by lot. The freeman
would in such a case clear himself with oath-helpers.

The Salic law represents here an ancient point
of view ; it does not try to make the thing easier

for the slave, but it cannot let him have oath-

helpers. (Of course, torture very soon develops for

slaves—e.g., in the Lex Visigothorum, which was

compiled under strong Roman influence.)
Lot in its very essence is based on equal possi-

bilities for both sides.

3. Appeal to miracle.—(a) Appeal to /niraculoii.'s

manifestation of tlie truth.—A conspicuous example
of such a manifestation is presented by the trial of

the bier. There is a description of such a trial in

Walter Scott's Fair Maid of Perth.
Oliver Proudfute has been killed because he had been mis-

taken for Henry Smith. Nobody knows who committed the
murder. The body is laid in state in a church and suspected
persons have to approach it and to swear that they are innocent
of the murder. Should the murderer dare to approach it, it is

expected that the veins of the slain will open and blood will

flow.

Within the group of miraculous manifestations

may also be ranged the trial of cold water, often
used in cases of witchcraft ; it consisted in noting
whether a person thrown into water will be

submerged as a token of innocence, or whetlier the
water refuses to receive him because he is guilty.
An example of the trial of bread and cheese is

found in the Laws of Aethelred (8. 22) :

If a clerk in lower orders is charged and has no '

friends,' i.e.

no relatives, and, therefore,
' has no oath,' i.e. cannot for that

reason take an oath with compurgators, then he must try to
swallow bread and cheese, 'and let him meet with what God
willeth.' As an exception, the accused can take the Sacrament ;

evidently the choice of the procedure depended on the decision
of the court (Liebermann, Gesetze der Angelsachsen, i. 266).

The ceremony of trial by bread and cheese in-

cluded the prayer of which we have an English
example in the following words :

'

Deprecor te, Domine sancte, Pater omnipotens, aeterne

Deus, qui celum formasti et terram fundasti, mare limitibua

terminasti, solem et lunam in splendore lucere fecisti, ut in-

telligant astantes, quia tu es (Deus), qui facis mirabilia. Et te
dominum lesum Christum humili prece deposco, ut qui furtum
istud commisit uel qui cousentaneus est, gula eius uel lingua
seu fauces suae sic fiant constrictae et obligatae, ut panem uel

caseum istum non praeualeat manducare
'

(ib. i. 425, cl. 5).

Li all such cases the position in which the accused
is placed presents no natural difficulty, and onlj*
bad conscience would make the trial a dangerous
one.

(b) Appeal to miraculous salvation.—In this group
of practices there is quite a ditierent set of possi-

bilities, and the position of the accused is from the

outset a difficult one. Let us take Lex Salica,
ch. 14.

The man who cannot find oath-helpers must go to the trial of

the cauldron, i.e. take a ring or a stone out of boiling water ;

otherwise be will have to pay a heavy fine (62 shillings). This
clause relates to the trial of a Roman who is accused of having
robbed a Salian Frank, and cannot find the prescribed number
of oath-helpers, while the truth of the charge does not appear
certain.

Another important example is presented by the

Ripuarian law (sect. 31. 5).

If a stranger be accused within the Ripuarian land and can-

not find oath-helpers, let him clear himself by the fire or by the

lot.

Why should such a difficult form of trial be im-

posed ? Because he has no friends and, therefore,

has only a low standing in society.
Another feature which illustrates strongly the

fact tiiat miraculous purification is adjudged only
in exceptional circumstances is that a man who
has been condemned to that form of trial may buy
himself out. Here Lex Saliea, cli. 53, is in jioint.

If the succumbing party would have to pay 600 shillings, Ihe

accused can, before the trial, redeem himself by a fine which

amounts to one-fifth of the sum. Cl. 4 makes an interesting

addition: if the accused gives more than one-fifth to his ad-

versary, he mav do so, but the peace-money will have to be

paid to the public officer in such case. The public authority

takes care that it should not be cheated of its rights (cf.

2 Aethelstan, 21 [Liebermann, i. 162] : if a man wants to make
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an agreement about an ordeal, let him make an agreement
about the private compensation but not about what we may
call the 'criminal fine').

One may ask, why should not the accuser await
the event of the trial and then claim the whole

sum, instead of accepting a part ? There was
certainly tlie fear that the accused might be suc-

cessful and thus his accuser would get nothing, but

perhaps also an important motive was provided by
the consideration that the accused might turn out
to be insolvent.

One more characteristic feature is disclosed by
Aelfred, 4 and 4. 1 (Liebermann, i. 50). When a
man has conspired against the life of the king
either directly or by harbouring exiles or their

vassals, he has forfeited his life and all that he
owns. If lie wants to clear himself, he must swear
with oath-helpers. Now, in Aethelred, 5. 30 (/*''.

i. 244), we read :

' He has to clear iiimself through
threefold ordeal.' In one of the MSS {ib. 245, col. 1)

he must clear himself in the 'deepest' manner
which the witan can ordain. In Cnut, ii. 57 (ib.

i. 348-350), this occurs again and the oath dis-

ajjpears. Thus we can observe a gradual change :

first, there is only the oath ; then, the oath and
the ordeal ; finally, only the ordeal.
Of course, the tremendous importance of the

accusation is decisive in this case. From our

point of view it may seem strange to make the
defence more dithcult because the accusation is

more grave, but this is not uncommon in human
psychology, and we may not be justified even in

thinking that we are not sometimes acting under
the same psychological motive—in some respects it

holds good even to-day.
In Aethelstan, ii. 7 (ib. i. 154), we find that those

who are often subject to accusations are to be
driven to the simple ordeal. This relates to thefts.

We see the same thing in Eadweard, i. 3 (ib.

i. 140), concerning a person who is not worthy to
take an oath. What is expected here is convic-

tion, unless the accused is freed by a miracle.
The worst form is the triple ordeal, occurring,

e.g., in Leges Henrici, 64 (ib. i. 584). In regard to
the misdoings of corrupt people and to conspiracies
of perjurers, these should be subject to a more
strict and difficult formula of oath. But it is so
much feared that they may be unable to take the
oath (as tliey would lose if they made a slip) that

they prefer tiic ordeal. In its
'

deepest
' form as

a triple ordeal it took the shape of lifting a red-
hot bar of iron of three times the weight of the
one used in simple ordeal, or plunging the arm
instead of the hand into boiling water. The
following was among the prayers used in Anglo-
Saxon times (ib. i. 419, cl. 5) before the ti-ial by
red-hot iron was started :

'

Deus, iudex iiistus, qui auctor pacis ea et iudicas eqnitatem,
te suppliciter rof,'anius, ut hoc ferrum, ordinatum ad iustam
examinationem cuiuslibet dubietatis faciendam, benedicere et
sanctiflcare digneris, ita ut, si innocens de prenominata causa,
unde purgatio querenda est, hoc ferrum ignitum in manua
acceperit (uel pedes immiserit), illesus appareat, et si sit culpa-
bilis atque reus, iustissinia sit ad hoc uirtus tua in eo cum
ueritate declarandum, quatinus iustitie non dominetur iniquitas,
sed subdatur falsitas ueritati.'

There are some further points to which attention
is due. We find that sometimes the accuser has
to bear the burden of proof. This happens if the
accuser requires something extraordinary—e.g., if

lie challenges witnesses. Lex Salica, ch. 94, is

hero in point.
If one bring the charge of false testimony, he shall put his

hand into the cauldron, and, if he takes out the hand not burnt,
the accused shall pay 15 shillings ; if, on the other hand, the
hand is burnt, the accuser shall pay a like sum.

Such cases show that popular tribunals in the
Middle Ages were not so passive as we might have
thought. The court could assign tlie burden of

proof to one party or the other, and this was a
gTeat power. The burden of difficult proof is

generally assigned to the party making an im-

probable a.ssertion.

Certain facts seem to be due to later develop-
ment. Thus in 2 Aethelstan, 23. 2 (Liebermann,
i. 162-164), it is ordered that in the case of an
ordeal tiiere should stand on each side no more
than twelve men ; and, if the accused have with
him more than twelve, then the ordeal shall be
lost for him unless they be willing to go from
him. It is not said distinctly that these sup-
porters are kinsmen, but they were probably kins-
folk. The accused might have produced oatli-

helpers in this case, and yet ordeals iiad become
so common that resort is had to them instead of
to an oath.

Another fact worth noticing is that in later
times the miracle is invoked for the decision of

private disputes and has settled down into some-

thing which might be called judgment of God at

private law. Tlie Domcsdaij Book gives a number
of such cases ; we shall take only two examples :

'Vluiet probare offert se portaturum judicium quod non ita

est sicuti dicunt '

(i. 336).
' Hanc terram calumpniatur esse

liberam Vlchetel homo hermeri, quocumque modo judicetur
licet bello licet vel juditio. Et alias est presto probare eo modo
quod jacuit ad ecclesiam die qua rex E. obiit ; sed totus
hundredus testatur eam fuisse terram regis et ad sanctam
adeld

'

(ii. 339).

ludicium and bellum are thus contrasted and the
former admitted in a civil trial, but such cases
seem to have occurred particularly when the

testimony of the neighbourhood was challenged.
How did people in those days look on those

forms of procedure? From our modern point of

view it seems preposterous to ask a person to take

up red-hot iron or to plunge his hand into boiling
water. We may quote Lea on tlie subject :

' In general ... as the result depended mostly upon those
who administered the ordeal, it conferred an irresprinsilile

power to release or to condemn, and it would be expecting too
much of human nature to suppose that men did not yield
frequently to the temptation to abuse that power. When
Sigurd Thorlaksson was accused by Saint Olaf the King of the
murder of his foster-brother Thoralf, and offered to clear him-
self by the red-hot iron. King Olaf accepted his offer, and
appointed the next day for the trial at Lygra, where the bishop
was to preside over it. When Sigurd went back at night to his

ship, he said to his comrades that their prospects were glouiuy,
for the King had probably caused himself the death of Thoralf,
and then brought the accusation against them, adding, "For
him it is an easy matter to manage the iron ordeal so that
I doubt he will come ill off who tries it against him "

; where-
upon they hoisted sail in the darkness and escaped to their
home in the Faroe Islands (Olaf Haraldsson's Saga cxlv.,
Laing's Heimskringla, ii. 210). The injustice thus hinted at
must often have been practised, and must have shaken the
most robust faith, and this cause of disbelief would receive
additional strength from the fact that the result was not seldom
in doubt, victory being equally claimed by both parties

'

{Superstition and Forc^, p. 352 f.).

F.seudo-Cnut, de Foresta, \\. 2
( Liebermann, i.

622), shows that in the 12th cent, ordeal was re-

garded as an ultimnm refugium of uncertainty ;

the purgation by red-hot iron shall nowise be

admitted, unless the naked truth cannot be
otherwise investigated. Eadmer, in his Historia

Novorum, says about William the Red that he
declared jicdicium Dei to be worth nothing, because
it can be plied either one way or the other :

'Quod pro voto cuiusque hinc inde plicatur' (ed. Rolls ser.,
Ixxxi. 102).

The last stage is reached when a very important
canon of the Fourth Lateran Council (1215) forbade

priests to give their blessing to ordeals on any
account :

' Nee quisquam purgationi aquae feruentis vel frigidae ; seu
ferri candentis ritum cuiuslibet benedictionis autconsecrationis

impendat : saluis nihilominus prohibitionibus de monomachiis
siue duellis antea promiilgatis' (cap. 18,

' De iudicio sanguinis
et duelli clericis interdicto').

The ordeal continued to linger for a long time
in local tradition (e.g., M. Bateson, Borough
Customs [Selden Society Publications, vols, xviii.

and xxi.], London, 1904-06, gives examples of it

in later times) But the rule of the Lateran
Council exerted a powerful influence ; it cleareil
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the atmosphere and had much to do with abolish-

ing tliat particular form of procedure in the

principal courts.

Literature.—J. Grimm, Deutsche Rechtsalterthiimer, Got-

tiiigen, 1828, 41899 ; H. Brunner, Deutsche Bechtsgeschichte, 2

vols., Leipzig, 1887-92, ii. : H. C. Lea, Superstition and Foree^,
rhiladelphia, 1878 ; F. Liebermann, Gesetze der Angelsachnen,
Halle, 1903-12, i., ii. PAUL ViKOGRADOFF.

ORDEAL (Greek).—The appeal to God for the
settlement of a difficulty in human attairs is deeply
ingrained in human nature, and therefore we find

examines of trial by ordeal among all the tribes of
the world (see J. Kohler, 'Die Ordalien der

Naturvolker,' ZVRW v. [1884]).
In particular the Greeks seem to have developed

many practices based on the idea of a direct appeal
to a pronouncement of the gods. Forms of pro-
cedure of that kind were freely used in archaic

Greece, and lingered on in many localities. The
procedure of enlightened States like Athens,
however, discarded this line of development, and
we do not find direct testimony in this respect.
This is natural enough, as the evidence of the
classical period comes from a rationalistic age.
The facts reported from other localities, however,
are very characteristic. The cult of the Erinyes,
the goddesses of revenge, was specially apt to call

forth the direct manifestation of divine power.
We learn from Pausanias (vil. xxv. 7) that a man
wiio had committed homicide, or some other crime

involving religious pollution, was supposed to
become insane if he dared to enter the sanctuary
of the Erinyes at Cerynea. Here punishment is

coincident with the manifestation of guilt. And
the same idea of immediate retribution appears in

the story told by Philostratos in his biography of

Apollonius of Tyana (i. 6). It relates to tTie water,
vSoip bpKlov Ai(5s, which brought blindness and sick-

ness to the man who had committed perjury. The
same kind of superstition was attached, it seems,
to the Horkos-stream in Bithynia : that stream
was considered a most horrible one to swear by,
as it used to pull the perjurer towards its whirl-

pools. A very curious development of this idea is

presented by the legend relating to the water of

the Styx. Hesiod tells us (Theog. 782 ff.) that the

gods themselves used a form of ordeal to make
sure of the truth in cases of dispute.

Iris was sent by Zeus to bring to Olympus a can of water
from an underground stream (the Styx). The litigants had to
drink of that water and the god who had made a false assertion
would be overtaken by 'sleeping sickness' which lasted a year.
When the ordeal had in this way led to a declaration of guilt,
the deit)' convicted of the crime had to suffer further punish-
ment for nine years and was, during that time, deprived of the
food which conferred immortality on the gods.

We have no such detailed description as to an

appeal to the Styx by mortals, although the oath

by the water of the Styx was regarded as an

especially terrible form of imprecation. The Hor-
kos- stream in Thessalia is described thus :

opKov yap SeivoO Srvybs v&aroi iajiv airoppw^ (11. ii. 755) ; os
Tc H€yi<TT0S opK05 Sen'OTaTos TE Tre'Aei ixa.Kdpe<T<Ti Sfoio'ii' (ib.
XV. 37 f.).

In a very definite form the practice of ordeal is

described in Sophocles, Antigone, 264 ff..:

flUev S' cToi/aoi (cal fjLvSpovi atptiv \epotv,
(coi TTvp Sifoneiy, xal 6fov<; opKu^jLOTfiv
TO ixTiTe Spaaai fi>)Te to! fv^eiieVat
TO 7Tpayp.a jSovAeucrai'Ti fJ.'rJT' etpyaa"^eV<jj.

The fj.vdpoi remind us forcibly of the ordeal of

red-hot iron which was so widely diffused in

mediaeval practice, and there can be no doubt that
in this case a regular form of procedure before

umpires was gone through. This particular ordeal

may even have left a trace in Athenian practice,
if the oath by the fire alluded to by Demosthenes
(liv. 40) may be referred to the trial by red-hot
iron.

IMie scantins.ss of information about actual trials

must not lead to the conclusion that the recourse
to these or similar practices was veiy rare. The
extreme decentralization of Greek life and custom
made it possible for the minor commonwealths to

keep up ancient rites which had almost disappeared
from the principal cities. We may notice in this
connexion that tlie practice of finding out the guilt
of a murderer by watching the oscillations of a
suspended battle-axe (axinomnntia) is reported
(Pliny, HN xxxvi. 19), although it is impossible
to settle the exact area in which such a practice
was used. Something of the same kind was also
used in connexion with shells, in the movement of
which popular superstition discovered indications
as to suspected guilt.

Literature.—R. Hirzel, Der Eid, Leipzig, 1902
; K. Binding

and others, Zum altesten Strafrecht der Kulturudlkcr (mis-
cellanea in answer to queries by Mommsen), do. 1905.

Paul Vinoguadoff.
ORDEAL (Hebrew). — The only OT practice

which involves the application of an ordeal in the

proper sense of that term is described in Nu 5'^'^^.

It was resorted to in order to disclose the guilt or
the innocence of a wife accused by her husband
of adultery. The ordeal was administered by tlie

priest, who placed in the woman's hands the

'jealousy offering' (nxap nnp), consisting of barley
meal (o'li'^' noj^), without oil or incense upon it.

Some of the dust of the tabernacle was placed in a
vessel full of water, and the solemn oath of i)ur-

gation was administered to the woman. Thereafter
the oath (called in v.^^ nhnn n^a^,

' oath of cursing')
was written on parchment, and the writing was
then blotted out with the dust-impregnated water,
which the woman was compelled to drink. If she
was innocent, no effect followed ; if guilty,

' the
water that causeth the curse shall enter into her
and become bitter, and her belly shall swell, and
her thigh shall fall away

'

(n?i? n^cjt njoa nniyi)—
the punishment thus falling upon the instruments
of her sin.

It is evident that the efficacj^ of tlie ordeal de-
scribed is regarded as due entirely to divine inter-
vention ; the ingredients employed are innocuous.
No doubt fear of the result often led to a confession
of guilt. It is equally clear that the result is ex-

pected to show itself speedily (ct. SSttlh, iii. 4,
where an interval of from two to three years is

allowed). Unlike many of the prescriptions of the
Levitical code, which were rather theoretical tlian

practical, the '

jealousy
'

ordeal was really employed
by the Jews (Bcr. 63a ; Edui/. v. 6 ; S6(ah, i. 58).

According to Jewish testimony {SStdJi, ix. 9), it

was efficacious only when the husband himself was
innocent, and it was applied only in doubtful cases,
and solely at the request of the husband {ib. iii. 6,
iv. 2). It is said to have been abolished in the
1st cent. A.D., at the instigation of Johanan ben
Zakkai, because adultery on the part of husbands
became so common that the '

bitter waters
'

had no
effect when administered to an unfaithful wife (ih.

ix. 49), Johanan grounded his action on Hos 4'^.

It is possible that the '

jealousy
'

ordeal is only
a particular instance of the water ordeal, which
Robertson Snntli and others believe to have been

widely practised by the Hebrews (cf. licl. Sem.^,
London, 1894, p. 181). It does not appear to the

present writer that there is any allusion to an
ordeal in Ex 32-" (the children of Israel compelled
to drink the dust of the golden calf), or in Ex 22"-'"

[Eng. 8-11], or Jg 17- (cf. Lv 5').

Literature. — B. Stade, ZATW xv. [lSi).5] 166-178; W.
Nowack, Lehrb. der hebr. A rchaolo<iie, Freiburg, 1894, ii. 249-

253; the Comm. on 'Numbers,' ad loc, eap. G. B. Gray (ICC,
Edinburgh, 1903), who also discusses textual questions to which
it has not been found necc-isarv to refer in above article ; UDB
iii. 273i>, 325*); EBi ii. 2;Mlff. ; PHE-' vii. 83-35; ./E, artt.

'Ordeal
'

(ix. 427 f.), and
'

Adultery
'

(i. 217 f.).

J. A. Selbie.
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ORDEAL (Hiiulu).— I. In Vedic texts.—So
little of the early jmlicial procedure of the Indians

is revealed to ns by the Vedic texts that it is hardly
to be wondered at if the traces of any use of the

ordeal as a means of establishing disputed facts

are of the slightest character. The oath in a
similar use is seen by native tradition in one

passage of the Rigveda (vii. 104. 14 f.), and it has
t)een suggested that there are traces of the fire and
water ordeals of later India in the story of Dirgha-
tamas {Rigveda, i. 158. 4), while one hymn (ii. 12)
of the Atharvaveda has been interpreted as in-

tended to accompany the performance of the fire

ordeal. But in all three cases the suggestion of an
ordeal is inadmissible, and it is in the Brdhmana
literature that we tind not only the oath [Aitareya
Brdhmana, v. 30), but also the closely connected
ordeal. In the Panchai'im.ia Brdhmana (xiv. 6. 6)
we are told that Vatsa established his purity of

origin against a taunt by a rival by walking
through the fire—a phrase exactly parallel to that
used in the Antigone (264) of Sophocles.^ In the

Chhdndogya Upaiiisad (vi. 16), a work of the close
of the Vedic period, we learn of the ordeal of carry-
ing a heated axe as applied in a case of theft, and
a parallel to this passage has been seen in the

Rigveda (iii. 53. 22), but without any real ground.
The KauHka Sutra (Iii. 8) seems to refer to the
ordeal by the hot piece of gold. Finally, in

one passage of the Satajiatha Brdhmana (xi. 2. 7.

33) there has been seen a reference to the balance
ordeal as practised in later India. There remain,
therefore, as proved for the Vedic period, say to
.jOO B.C., no more than one voluntary ordeal and
one apparently judicial, and neither of these
accords with the ordeals of the jurists.

2. In the early jurists.
—The unimportance of

ordeals in the Vedic period receives confirmation
from the slight place which they occupy in the early
jurists. In the Dharma Sutras, which belong to
the period from 500 B.C. onwards, they are passed
over in silence by all except the latest of all, Apas-
tamba, who (ii. 11. 29. 6) merely refers to the use of
ordeals as one way of deciding disputed cases. In
the code of Manu the ordeal for the first time ap-
pears as a definite part of judicial procedure. It

stands in the closest connexion with the oath, and
it is plain that the ordeals mentioned are merely
more stringent forms of the oath, a characteristic
which holds good of Hindu ordeals throughout
their history. The commentators see in the pas-
sage of Manu a reference (viii. 114-116) to the fire

and water ordeals normal later, but this cannot be
correct : the reference is merely to the person sub-

jected to the ordeal escaping burning by the fire,
and to his not being thrown up by the water ; and,
as the former ordeal is illustrated by the case of

Vatsa, it seems clear that we have merely a case of

fire-walking, and the second form was presumably
nothing more or less than the ordinary Teutonic
ordeal in which the person was thrown into the
water and held innocent if he sank. The com-
mentators say, in accord with the later usage, that
these ordeals were reserved for graver cases.

3. In the, later juristic literature.—The Mdnava
Dharma Sdstra was probably redacted in its

present shape before A. D. 200, and the first evidence
for the development of a system of ordeals is found
in the Smrtis of Yajfiavalkya and Visnu, dating
probably from before A.D. 300. From that time
on the Smrtis develop the subject in increasing
detail and on tlie same lines. The most important
accounts are those of Nilrada (r. A.D. 500), pre-
served in two versions, Brhaspati (c. A.D. 600),

Katyayana, and Pitamaha, who are possibly the
former rather earlier, the latter rather later, than

1 O. Gruppe, Grieehische MythologU, Munich, 1906, p. 877 ;

cf. above, p. 521».

Brhaspati. The later text-books of law rely on the
Smrtis, and the continuity of practice is illustrated

by the fact that in 1783 the chief magistrate of

Benares was actually carrying out ordeals in the
manner prescribed in the texts. In the course of

time many changes took place in the mode of

carrying out the ordeals, the number was increased,
and detailed rules for their administration multi-

plied
—for the most part, it must be noted, in the

direction of making the ordeal less onerous on the

person by whom it was carried out. As usual, the
texts ditt'er in innumerable details, but the follow-

ing are the chief points of importance in their ac-

counts of the circumstances under which ordeals
could be ajiplied.

(a) Conditions of application.
—The form of pro-

cedure contemplated in all cases is one by formal

plaint expressed in writing, to which the defendant

lodges a formal reply ; the mode of proof is tlien

decided upon, and the decision is based on the
success or failure of the defendant, or plaintiff", as
the case may be, to make good his contention. The
normal modes of proof recognized by the Smftis are
documents and witnesses, with a preference for the

former, and it is only when these two means fail

to yield guidance, through insufficiency or equality
of weight, that the ordeal can have a place, accord-

ing to Yajfiavalkya ; the same rule seems usually
to be recognized by the other Smrtis, if not explicitly
stated, while Katjayanagoes so far as to rule that,
even if only a part of the case can be established

by witnesses, nevertheless the ordeal may not be

applied. Even, however, when an ordeal is per-
missible, there is one important limitation on its

use : it implies normally that the other party shall

undertake as part of the proceedings to accept the

penalty appropriate, be it merely a tine or even

corporal punishment. To this rule there are two
kinds of exceptions : in the first place, if a man
desires to justify himself, he may undertake, ac-

cording to Narada, the ordeal without the other

party undertaking to pay the penalty ; in the
second place, in cases of accusation of grave oft'ences,
which would be classified as crimes in modern juris-

prudence, the king is allowed to decide that the
ordeal shall be imposed without the accuser under-

taking to bear the penalty, which would be, often
at any rate, a capital one. These cases are given
by Yajfiavalkya as treason and great sins, by
Visnu as oflences against the king and offences of

violence (sdhasa) ; with this view Katyayana
agrees, and Pitamaha allows in these cases the

application only of the ordeal by sacred libation.

Narada has two different accounts : in the first he
restricts the administration of the ordeal without
the other party accepting the penalty to cases of

high treason and to the king's own servants ; in the
second he allows it in all cases of persons suspected
by the king or denounced as criminals by inter-

course with robbers. This version is noteworthy
by reason of the stress laid on the rule that the
ordeal should never be resorted to without the con-
sent of the plaintifl", and by the statement that the
ordeal is superior to human methods of proof.

Brhaspati prescribes the ordeal for ruffians, adul-

terers, forgers of gems, pearls, or coral, and those
who withhold deposits, and authorizes its employ-
ment for serious crimes or the appropriation of a

deposit even when there are witnesses. But, though
he asserts the superiority of ordeals properly ad-
ministered to witnesses, he still restricts the use

normally to cases where doubt arises as to a docu-
ment or oral evidence and where ratiocination
fails. Apparently in the special cases mentioned
the ordeal might be imposed without the other

party accepting a penalty, but this point is left

obscure by the text. Pitamaha shows that ordeals
were not regarded universally with confidence, as
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he provides for tlie case where there is no liuinan
evidence and where the two parties do not wish
to resort to ordeal, in which event the king is to

decide. The cases which thus are left to be dealt
Avith by ordeal—normally only in the absence of

human means of proof
—are offences against the

king, serious crimes, especially those of violence
and adulter}', theft and robbery, the withholding
of a deposit or denial of an obligation, and matters
done in secret, in the interior of a house, in a forest,
or so long ago that there can be no evidence, and
cases where the human evidence is perjured or
otherwise suspect.
Even when an ordeal is permitted, however, it

need not take any more severe form than that of
an oath, the Smrtis being all agreed that the oath
is a form of ordeal suited for the lesser cases.

Strictly speaking, it would seem from Manu that
the test of the truth of the oath was whether any
calamity came to the swearer, but, as no time
within which the test was to be made good is speci-
lied in the later Sniftis, and, as the oath is reserved
for cases of less weight, it seems probable that in

point of fact the sanction of the oath itself was
considered to be sufficient. ^ Visnu specifies in de-
tail the oaths for smaller offences, estimated in

money-value as not exceeding 5 krsnalas in the case
of a Siidra ; for an offence valued at or exceeding 5
krsnalas but under half a suvarna the ordeal by
sacred libation is imposed ; for any more serious
case any of the other four, the balance, fire,

water, and poison. In the case of a Vaisya the
rates are increased twofold, for a Ksatriya three-

fold, for a Brahman fourfold, but he is exempt
from the ordeal by sacred libation unless as a test

of his future conduct in a transaction ; any one con-
victed previously of crime must be subjected to an

ordeal, however trifling the amount. Brhaspati
prescribes i">r persons of the lowest order the

poison ordeal when property worth 1000 jonnas has
been stolen, the fire ordeal where the value is 750,
the hot oil where the value is 400, the ordeals by
rice, sacred libation, and dharma and adharma for

values of 300, 150, and 100 respectively, and the
ordeal by the ploughshare for the theft of a cow.
These sums are doubled and quadrupled for persons
of superior merit. Narada and Pitamaha agree in

ascribing the rice ordeal to cases of larceny. The
other Smrtis leave the matter to the discretion of

the king or the presiding judge.
Normally the ordeal fell to be performed by the

defendant, but Yajfiavalkya and Niirada clearly
permit it to be performed, by mutual agreement,
by the plaintitt', the defendant then undertaking
the payment of the penalty. This, however, seems

distinctly to be contrary to the views of Visnu,
Katyayana, and Pitamaha. Katyayana alone

appears to allow a substitute to undertake the

performance of the ordeal, but only if the person
concerned is an unbeliever, or guilty of one of the
mortal sins, or of a mixed caste, or outside the
Brahmanical community.

(6) Limitations of the use of ordeals.—Certain
restrictions are imposed on the use of ordeals ac-

cording to the caste or the personal condition of the

person concerned or the time of year. Narada, in
one version, Harlta, and Pitamaha seek to provide
that the ordeals by the balance, lire, water, and
poLson shall b^ assigned to the Brahman, Ksatriya,
Vaisya, and Sudra respectively ; and Katyayana,
while giving as an alternative the use of all kinds
for all castes, exempts the Brahman from the water
ordeal. Elsewhere Narada states that ordeals
should not be imposed on persons performing vows,
ascetics, women, distressed persons, antl those who
are diseased ; that the poison ordeal is not to be
inflicted on the young, the old, ascetics, distressed

i So in Greece (Hesiod, Theog. 785 ff.).

persons, and madmen ; that the balance is the
suitable ordeal for eunuchs, distressed and aftlicted

persons, infants, old men, and the blind, and the
balance and the sacred libation for women. He also
forbids the use of poison for bilious people, water
for those distressed, and fire for lepers, the blind,
and those with bad nails. Visnu prescribes the
balance for Brahmans, women, intirm old men, sick

persons, and persons deficient in an organ of .sense,
and forbids the use of fire in the case of lepers, infirm

persons, and blacksmiths, of poison for lepers,
bilious persons, and Brrdimans, of water for persons
atiected by phlegm or other illness, the timid or

asthmatic, or those who live by water, and of

sacred libation for atheists or in time of disease.

Katyayana agrees in forbidding the use of fire for

blacksmiths and water for fishermen, and adds a

prohibition of poison in the case of sorcerers, pre-

sumably because their native element would be too
favourable to the accused.
As regards time, the rule is that the fire ordeal

is appropriate in the rains and the cold and cliilly

seasons, the water ordeal in summer and autumn,
the poison ordeal in the cold and the chilly seasons,
while the balance is improper only in stormy
weather ; but these rules are, it is clear, rather
counsels of perfection than binding regulations.
An ordeal should never be performed in the after-

noon, at noon, or at the twilight, but in the morn-

ing, and in a suitable public place.

(c) The n umbers and kinds of ordeals.
—

Yajfiaval-

kya gives a list of five ordeals : the balance, fire,

water, poison, and sacred libation ; and this list is

also found in Visnu. Narada, however, in one ac-

count adds to it the ordeals of rice and the hot piece
of gold, and Katyayana agrees with this account ;

Harita, who also gives seven, has that of choosing
lots in place of the hot piece of gold. Brhaspati and
Pitamaha bring up the number to nine by adding
to Narada's list the ordeals of the ploughshare, and
dharma and adharma. These nine alone are recog-
nized as admitted by the law as legal means of

proof, and the Smrtis expressly state that irregular
ordeals are quite improper. In all cases the ordeals
are essentially religious in nature, and certain
features derived from this characteristic are com-
mon to all forms. The person att'ected must, as in the
case of a great sacrifice, fast the day before, and he
must bathe and perform the rite in wet garments ;

each ordeal is accompanied by prayers, which,
according to Yajfiavalkya, are to be said by the

accused, but, according to the other Smrtis, by a
Brahman ; in each case offerings are made, and
the presiding judge is actually compared to the

adhvaryu, or sacrificing priest, while in the case
of the ordeal by balance the balance is treated
in a manner analogous to the use of the sacred

post at the normal sacrifice. The place must be

public, in the hall of justice, or before the king's

palace, or a temple, or at cross roads, just as a

royal sacrifice is public.

In the ordeal by balance two posts are erected, U ft. high, and
a transverse beam is placed over them 3 ft. long ;

from it by an
iron hook is suspended the beam of the balance, which is 7J fl.

long, and from the two ends of which scales are suspended, the

ends working in arches to permit of the accurate marking of

the position of the scales. Then the defendant is put on one side

and on the other an equ.al weight of stone, earth, etc., the posi-
tion of the scales is marked, the defendant descends ; the judge
then adjures the man charged with the weighing and the

balance, and the defendant is re-weighed, being aci|uitted if he

proves lighter than at the first time. If he is of equal weight, he
is condenuicd, according to Visnu and Narada, but re-weighed,

.according to Brhaspati, who provides for his condennuuion if

the scales break, while Niirada acquits him and \'i^nu requires a

re-weighing.
In the tire ordeal the defendant is required to walk at an even

pace across seven circles of liSafujulas in diameter and separated

by an equal distance, carrying in his hand a piece of iron of 50

palas in weight, made red-hot. The number of circles is given
as eight and nine by N.ar.ada and I'itamalia respectively, but in

each case the defendant stands in the first, and in the second
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case he drops tlie ball in the last.i The liaiitls are marked before

the ceremony to show any abrasions, and, before the iron is

placed on tlieni, seven leaves of the
fii^'-tree

are put on, and,

accordini? to some authorities, grains, snmi and durvd leaves,
and curds also. If the hands on examination show no sign of

burninjr, the ordeal is a proof of innocence. Before the iron is

placed in the defendant's hands, the judge addresses a prayer to

the fire to decide the case. If the defendant drops the iron, the
test must be repeated.

In the water ordeal the defendant is required to plunge under
water while holding on to a man standing upright in the water,
and to keep below the surface until a runner fetches an arrow
shot from a bow at the place of immersion. This ordeal, which
was obviously a verj- severe one in its simplest form as it appears
in Yajtiavalkya and Vifnu, is rendered less unfair by the rule of

Xarada and lirliaspati that three arrows are to be shot from a
bow of middle strength, that the midmost of the three arrows is

to be chosen, and that two men are to be used, one to go to it

and one to return. A further refinement noted by Narada makes
the distance one of 225 ft., while Katyayana allows the innocence
of the defendant to be recognized although the top of his head
may be seen above the water before the return of the runner.
In this case the prayer is addressed to the water before the
defendant enters it.

The ordeal by poison consists in the administration of seven
yavas of tlie poison of the lifnga plant from the Himalaya or the
Valsanabha (Aconilwn feioz) mixed in ghi ; the accused is kept
in a shaded place for the rest of the day without food, and is

a<:quitted if he shows no signs of untoward effects. Narada
mitigates the severity of this rule by limiting the time for

untoward symptoms t<) the period occupied by 500 hand-claps,
and then allows the use of antidotes. In this case the prajer is

r.'ldressed to the poison itself.

The ordeal by sacred libation consists in drinking three
niouthfuls of water in which images either of dread deities or of

the man's special deity have been bathed. The test of innocence
is the freedom in the following 7, 14, or 21 days from any calamity
such as illness, Are, death of kin, or punishment by the king,
the latter provision affording considerable room for unfair treat-
ment of the accused, which seems to be avoided by Brhaspati
and Pitamaha, who omit this detail. In place of a prayer the
accused denies the charge formally.
The rice ordeal consists in chewing a number of unhusked

r: -e-grains mixed with water in which an image of the sun has
been bathed. The accused states the charge and faces east, i.e.

towards the sun, as he eats ; injury to the gums, the appearance
of blood when he spits out the grains on a leaf, or trembling is a

proof of guilt.
The ordeal by the hot piece of gold consists in taking out

a hot piece of gold or a signet-ring from a pot of boiling ghi,
or ghi and oil, with the thumb and forefinger; innocence is

proved by absence of injury to the finger, and the prayer is

addressed to the boiling liquid.
In the ploughshare ordeal a piece of iron, twelve palas in

weight, is formed into a ploughshare, and made red-hot ; the thief

must lick it with his tongue, and is acquitted if it escapes injury.
In the ordeal by dhartna and adharma images of these two

powers are painted on leaves, which are duly worshipped and
then wrapped in balls of earth and placed in a jar, from which
the defendant must draw one. If he draws the dharma lot,
then he is to be honoured by the assessors before whom the trial

takes place, just as in the case of the five main ordeals Narada
prescribes that, if the defendant is successful, he is to receive a
sum of 150 panas as a reward—from what source is not clear.

4. In non-juristic literature.—The evidence of

the jurists is supported by the occasional references
to ordeals found in otlier portions of the literature.
Tims in the Mnhdhhdrata (iii. 134. 27 fi".), which is

parallel in time with Manu, we liear of a man
proving an assertion by entering the water, and a
fire ordeal seems also to be referred to in Sita's

vindication of herself in the Rdmdyana (vi. 116),
but only in the vague sense of the ordeal as found
in Manu. It is in harmony with this that the
ordeals play no part in the Artha Sdstra, which

may -
l)elong to the period before the Christian era.

On the other hand, in act ix. of the Mfchchhakatikd
we find a criminal trial conducted upon the model
laid down by Narada and Brhaspati, and decided

bj' evidence, wliile the condemned man alludes to
tlie four ordeals of fire, water, poison, and the
balance. The Panchatantra (i. 403) expresses the
rule of the Sniftis, which prefer documents to

witnesses and witnesses to ordeals as a means of

proof. Hiuen Tsiang (7th cent.) mentions the fire,

water, poison, and balance ordeals, but his account
of the poison and water ordeals differs considerably ;

in the latter the process adopted was to fling into
1 The number 7 is here the primitive number, and this fact

tells against a historical connexion with the 9 in Teutonic ordeals
(K. Weinhold, Die mystische Neunzahl bei den Deutschen, Berlin,
1897, p. 53).

2 A. B. Keith, JRAS, 1916, p. 137.

water the man tied in one sack and a stone tied in

another, and innocence could be proved only by
the man sinking and the stone floating. Suleiman
(A.D. 851) mentions the Hre ordeal and that with

boiling fluid. Al-Biruni (11th cent.) has a full

accovint (India, tr. E. Sachau, London, 1888, ii.

159f. ); he states the jireference for documentary
proof, then the use of witnesses, failing whom
divine tests are resorted to. The defendant must
normally swear, but he may also tender an oath to

the suitor, and the furin of test ranges from the
oath to the ordeal in the narrower sense of the
word. The first ordeal is that by fire, the second
that by water, in which the proof of innocence is

afforded by the accused escaping drowning when
thrown into a deep well or a deep and rapid river.

The third is the drinking of holy water, guilt being
proved by the vomiting of blood. The fourth is

the balance, innocence being proved by increase
of weight, not decrease. The fifth and sixth are
the ordeals of the hot piece of gold and the fire in

the usual forms. It is clear that the local practice
varied ; thus the Smrtichandrikd (c. A.D. 1200)
states that the water and the poison ordeals were
obsolete at that time, but this statement can have

applied only to the school of lawyers in whose
circles that work was produced. Right down to

the introduction of the rule of British law which
forbids ordeals, there is abundant evidence in India
of the practice of many diflerent ordeals. Thus
'Ali Ibrahim Khan gives as practised at his own
time, ostensibly in accordance with older texts,
variants of the ploughshare and poison ordeals.

As tests of witches we hear of the use of the ordeal
of handling hot balls, the walking over hot coals

and heated ploughshares, the throwing into water,
the test by tying a bag of cayenne pejiper over the
head (if it failed to suflbcate, guilt was held to be

proved), and the rubbing of the eyes with capsicum
(failure to shed tears was thought to establish

innocence).

Literature.—For the Vedic period see H. Zimmer, Alt-

indisches Leben, Berlin, 1879, p. 183 f. ; M. Bloomfield, JAOS
xiii. [1887] p. cxxi ff.

;
A. Weber, Indische Studien, Berlin,

1850-98, ix. [1865] 44 f., x. [1868] 73 f.
; R. Pischel and K. F.

Geldner, Vedische Studien, Stuttgart, 1888-1901, ii. [1892] 159 ;

A. A. Macdonell and A. B. Keith, Vedic Index, London,
1912, i. 364 f. The passages of Manu, Visnu, Narada, and
Bfhaspati dealing with ordeals are translated by G. Buhler and
J. Jolly in SBE xxv. [1886], vii. [1880], and xxxiii. [1889]. Of
the accounts of ordeals in the later juristic literature the most
important are those in the Mitak^ara (c. a.d. 1100), a com-
mentary on the Ydjflavalkya Smfti, in the SmTtichandrikd of

Devayviabhatfa, in the Divyatattva of Raghunandana (c. a.d.

ICOO), and in the Viramitrodaya of Mitramii5ra (c. a.d. 1700).
Of modern accounts the most important are those of A. F.

Stenzler, ZDMG ix. [1855] 661-682, E. Schlagintweit, Die

Gottesurtheile der Indier, Munich, 1866, and J. Jolly, Recht
und Sitte, Strassburg, 1896, pp. 144-146. The question of the
connexion of Indian and other Indo-European ordeals is dis-

cussed by A. Kaegi, Alter und Uerkinut des germaniscken
ffoMesuriAeiZs, Zurich, 1887, and E. W. Hopkins, Religivns of

India, London, 1896, pp. 275-279. The modern witch ordeals

mentioned are given by W. Crooke, PR 2, do. 1896, ii. 271 f.

A. B. Keith.
ORDEAL (Iranian).—At what period in the

history of Iran the practice of the ordeal originated
we have no means of determining. Tradition, as

reflected in the legendary portion of Firdausi's

Shdhndmah,^ assigns to that custom a vogue in

very remote antiquity. The innocence and purity
of Sij'ilvush, or Siyavakhsh, son of Kaikaus, the

second in the line of the so-called Kaianian kings,
could be vindicated only bj' the use of the fire

ordeal, to which he elected to submit himself.

Two colossal walls of wood ^ were erected at just

1 Eli. T. Macan, Calcutta, 1829, i. 396-398 ; tr. A. G. and E.

Warner, London, 1905 ff., ii. 218 ff.

2 Parsi tradition associated the scene of this ordeal with

Abarquh, or Abarguh, a city situated about 80 miles south-west
of Yezd, where Ibn Haukal and Yaqut say that there existed

extensive heaps or a large hill of ashes, and both regard this

phenomenon as connected not with Muhammadan but with
Parsi history (Yaqut, Oeographisches Worterbuch, ed. F. Wiisten-
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such a distance apart as would barely allow a
horseman to pass between them. Siyavush, how-

ever, emerged from between the naming walls

without scar or burn, thereby placing his honour

beyond cavil, while his slanaeress, Sudabeh, had
not Siyavush magnanimously interceded for her,
would liave been put to death.

1. Sources.—The existing portions of the Avesta
contain few allusions to ordeals ;

and the passages
usually so interpreted (Ys. xxxi. 3, xliii. 4, li. 9

[SBE xxxi. (1887) 41, 100, 181 f.] ; Ve7id. iv. 46, 54

[SBE iv.2 (1895) 46, 48 f.]), with, perhaps, the

exception of Vendidad, iv. 46, 54, are not suffi-

ciently explicit to render beyond doubt a reference

to an ordeal as essential to their right understand-

ing (but see below). If, therefore, we had formed
our ideas of the place of the ordeal in the legal and

religious life of the Iranians from the meagre and
somewhat ambiguous references to that rite in

the existing parts of the Zoroastrian scriptures,
we should have erred gi-ievously. It is to Pahlavi
literature that we owe our knowledge of the very
extensive and important use of the ordeal in early
and later Iranian times. The Pahlavi Dlnkart has

{)reserved

a brief account of the contents of the
ost nasks of the Avesta, and, although details are,

unfortunately, wanting, we are thus able, in a

measure, to form a conception of the prevalence
and the elaborate development of ordeals and
their ceremonies in Avestan times. The Ddtistdn-

i-Dintk, Shdyast la-Shdyast, and Zat-Spairtm also

materially supplement our knowledge.
2. Origin and history.—The institution of the

ordeal is attributed to Zoroaster in the Dlnkart

(VII. V. ^-&iSBE xlvii. (1897)74 f.]) :

' And one marvel is the provision, by Zarat(isht, of the
achievement of the ordeal, that indicator of the acquitted and
incriminated ... of which it is said in revelation there are

about thirty-three kinds. These, too, the disciples of Zara-

tdsht kept in use, after that time, until the collapse of the

monarch}- of Iran.' i

Whether that statement represents historical fact

or not cannot, of course, be delinitely ascertained.^

That the ordeal in some of its forms was practised
in the Prophet's time and by him has much prob-

ability. And the veneration with which it is

spoken of in so many of the references to it is due,

perhaps, only in a lesser degree to the belief in its

institution and use by Zoroaster than to its being
the instrument of a divine communication.

3. Purposes and functions.—Tbe general purpose
of the ordeal, properly so called, was to discover

guilt and innocence where other evidence was
absent or insufficient. It was an invocation to

God to judge and reveal His decision where human
knowledge failed. Hence the appropriate and

descriptive character of the German term Gottes-

urtheil for this rite.

But among the Irani.ans, at least, the ordeal had

another, though kindred, function. It served as a

test not merely of the innocence or guilt of a

person, but of the truth or falsity of a religious

system or a religious movement together with the

veraciousness of the apostle or leader of such a

religion. Its function in Zoroastrianism Avas

identical with that of miracles for tlie Christian
and Jewish religions and of ih^miijizatm Muham-
madanism. In the Zdt-Sparam Zoroaster is re-

presented as undergoing a form of the fire ordeal
with this purpose :

'The archangfels exhibited three kinds of achievement [or

ordeal] for the religion ; first, by means of fires, and Zaratfisht
walked three steps on them, with the words, "good thoughts,
good words, and good deeds," and was not burnt

'

(xxi. 24 [Slti!
xlvii. 158 f.]).

feld, Leipzig, 1806, i. 86 ; F. Spiegel, Eriin. Altertliumskunde,
do. 1871-78, i. %, 59S

;
A. V. W. Jackson, Persia Past and

Present, New York and London, 1900, p. 341 f.).
1 Cf. Dink. VII. vii. 2 {SliE xlvii. 82).
2 See Jackson, Zoroaster, New York and London, 1898, p. 97.

The Dlnkart exemplities the performance of the
ordeal of molten metal for the same end by a
reference to the deed of Aturpat, son of Maliras-

pand, under the Sasanian king Sliahpuhr 11. (A.D.

309-379), when the Zoroastrian faith Mas in conflict

with the ISIanichaean heresy.
'

These, too [i.e. the ordeals], the disciples of ZaratClsht kept
in use, after that time . . . and the custom of one of them is

that of pouring melted metal on the breast, as in the achieve-
ment of the saintly Aturpaf, son of Mahraspand, through
whose preservation a knowledge about the religion was diffused

in the world ; and of the manifestation, too, through that first

wonder, this is also said, on the same subject, in the good
religion, that of those, many, when they behold that rite of

ordeal, it convinces the wicked' (vii. v. 5 [SBE xlvii. 74 f.]).

4. Forms.—The Dlnkart, as already mentioned,
states that revelation (meaning thereby, no doubt,
the Avesta) recognized about 33 kinds (vii. v. 4f.).

If so many were in use at any period, only com-

paratively few of that number are mentioned in

any documents. There would seem to have been a

general classification into hot and cold ordeals.

According to the Shdi/ast la-Shdyast
^

(xiii. 17

[SBE V. (1880) 360]), there were six hot ordeals.

Fire itself would, naturally, constitute at least one,

and, in various forms, possibly more than one of

the six. The instance, already referred to, in

which Zoroaster is described as walking on fires,

would seem to indicate that such a form involved

bodily contact with that element -^—its sacred

character notwithstanding. On the other hand,
if we .accept a reference to an ordeal, so called, as

implicit in Ys. xxxi. 3, no physical contact is

presupposed. The revelation, or 'decision' be-

tween the '

disputants,' for which the prophet
prays, was evidently expected by the discernment,

through the spirit, of the form or colour or some
other visible feature of the sacred fire. In the

strict and narrower sense of the term the process
was not a case of ordeal ; it was rather an instance

of divination, the ordeal being really a species of

divination (see also art. Divination [Vedic], vol.

iv. p. 829). But in the Pahlavi books the name
' ordeal

'

{vnrlh) is applied to both indiscriminate!}'.
The sacred twig, or barsom, ordeal (baresmuk
varlh), mentioned more than once in these books,

belongs to the .same categoiT (see Dink. Vlll.

xxxviii. [SBE xxxvii. 121 ttl]). Whether we
should deduce from the passage,

' The Gdthds for

an ordeal of the spiritual existence
'

(ib. IX. xvii. 8),

that those hymns had a similrr function it is

impossible to determine. It may be nothing
more than a metaphorical expression. The whole

passage is obscure.
The clearest and most explicit reference to an

ordeal in the existing portions of tlie Avesta is to

another of the heat ordeals, namely, boiling water.
' Before the boiling water publicly prepared, O Spitama

Zarathushtra ! let no one make bold to deny having received

[from his neighbour] the ox or tlie garment in his possession.
. . . Down there the pain for his deed shall be us hard as any
in this world : to wit, the deed of a man, who, knowingly lying,

confronts the brinistoned, golden, triUh-knowing water with an

appeal unto Rashnu and a lie unto Mithra' {Vend. iv. 46, 64

[SB£iv.2 46, 48f.]).

The water employed for this ordoal contained

incense, brimstone, and molten gold. The formula

recited at the performance of this rite was as

follows :

' Before the Amshaspand Bahman, before the Amshaspand
Ardibehesht, here lighted up ... I swear that I have nothing
of what is thine, N. son of N., neither gold, nor silver, nor

brass, nor clothes, nor anv of the things created by Ormazd
'

(SBE iv. 49, note 2).

Among the cold ordeals, one of the most fre-

quently resorted (o would aiipoar to 1)6 that by

poison. From tlie illustration in which the

Ddtlstdn-i-Dlnlk {xxxvii. 74 [^7ii? xviii. (1SS2) 102,

1 That work also claims to incorporate much material from

lost nasks of the A\ esta. See M. Hang, Essai/s on the Saered

Lanquage, Writings, and KeUinon of the J'arsts*, London.

1907', p. 106.
. ,, „^

-' But see Dliik. viii. xx. 42 (SBE xxxvii. [1892] ;>9).
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and note, p. 102 f.]) refers to this ordeal, it would

appear that the two litigants chose each a particu-
lar kind of poison, and each took or was supposed
to take his own and his opponent's poison. Fre-

quently, liowever, a dishonest litigant substituted

an iniioeent powder for his own poison. But
nemesis always followed, since he could not avoid

taking his opponent's. The more cautious litigant
took his opponent's poison, but trusted to being
able to diagnose the nature of that poison, and
then selected as his own one that was its antidote,
and thus himself survived.

Associated with the ordeal of walking on fires

and that of pouring molten metal on the bosom,
and devoted to the same purpose, was the surgical
ordeal :

'

Cutting: with a knife and the vital parts becoming visible . . .

with a flowing forth of blood ; and, after the hands had been
rubbed over it, it became healed

'

{Zdf-Sparam, xxi. 26 [SBE
xlvii. 159]).

One further aspect under which the Iranians

practised ordeal was that of excessive eating
(pduru-khnrdno). The Dlnknrt, detailing the
contents of the Nikddum Nask, attributes to it

the efficacy of causing escape from distress by
bailiffs (VIII. xx. 33).

5. Regulations governing performance of
ordeals.—The choice of, and preparation for, as
well as the actual performance of, an ordeal were
subject to very detailed and carefully systema-
tized rules, embodied mainly, it would appear, in

the Sakddum and Nlkdduni ^ Nasks (see Shdyast
la-Shdyast, x. 25). Scarcely any of the rules them-
selves, but only an enumeration of the points upon
which regulations existed, are given in the Pahlavi

analyses of those nasks. As regards the choice of

the ordeal, several questions would emerge—among
them, probably always, whetiier the ordeal was to
be severe or one that was not severe {Dink. Vlll.

xxxviii. 64). AVhether the rank of the subject
influenced that decision in Iran, as was the case
elsewhere (see art. DiviNATioN [Vedic]), we have
but little if any documentary evidence upon which
to base any conclusion. TheDlnkart speaks of an
ordeal tliat was 'not that for their own station,
but that for the station of others' (vill. xx. 12

[SBE xxxvii. 55]). But that passage admits of

various interpretations.
The priest or righteous man presided over the

performance and acted as judge of the outcome of

the ordeal [ib. 56, 67). Attendants had their pre-
scribed functions, probably to attend to the various

appliances (ib. 16). In the case of the ordeal by
fire, wood of a particular character was prescribed
and used after special preparation [ib. 41).

References to certain rules—such, e.g., as those
for protecting the limbs during ordeal [ih. 14)—
shed some light on the extent to which, after all,

the system of ordeals was really believed in as an
instrument of divine revelation.

6. The ordeal in relation to eschatology.—Tiie
authors of the Avesta ( Ys. xliii. 4, li. 9), and the
followers of the '

good religion
'

generally, evidently
believed that Ahura Mazda would bring his mighty
work to its final consummation by a great ordeal

by fire and molten metal (ayah khshusta) through
which the righteous and the wicked were destined
to pa.ss, and which was to act as the great sifter and
final separator of true believers from those who had
refused to believe (see Bundahishn, xxx. 20 [SBE
V. 126]; A. V. W. Jackson, in PAOS, Oct. 1890,

pp. 58-61 ; J. H. Moulton, Early Zoroastrianism,
London, 1913, p. 158, note 1).

Literature.—To the works referred to in the course of the
article it remains to add W. Geiger, Civilization of the Eastern
Iranians in Ancient Times, tr. Dastur Peshotan Saij]".ana,

London. 1885-86, pp. 43-46. E. EdWAKDS.

1 The BOspdram and Babo Nasks also had references to
ordeals.

ORDEAL (Malagasy).—The custom of judicial
trials or judgments of God, i.e. ordeals, was wide-
spread throughout the island of Madagascar down
to the time of its conquest by France ; it took the
place of inquiry and trial in criminal matters.
Whenever a person was accused of a crime in

Madagascar (murder, theft, and especially witch-
craft), and had not been taken inflagrante delicto—which was usually the case with pretended
sorcerers, to whom were attributed illnesses, mis-
fortunes of all kinds, and even death—recourse
was had to the ordeal. Among certain tribes—
e.g., the Merina—all the slaves employed in the
interior of the palace, before being allowed to exer-
cise their respective functions, had to submit to it

in order to show if they had any evil intentions or
if they were sorcerers, and, down to the time of
Radama II., princes and persons of high rank took
the same precautions with regard to their cooks ;

otherwise they would not have touched the food
served to them.
The 'guilty' were always put to death by being

beaten with sticks and stones, for the shedding of
a sorcerer's blood—impure blood, which was sup-
posed to defile the earth—was avoided, and, as a
rule, his body was not buried, but given as food to
the dogs and wild animals ; it was imperative that
no part of him should remain on this earth, that he
should be completely annihilated, and that even
his manes might not come in contact with those of
honest men. Not only were his belongings con-
fiscated and divided among the chief of the country,
the magistrate, and the accuser, but often his
wives and children were regarded as participants
in his ' crime ' and were sold as slaves ; they, how-
ever, and his near relatives, had to abjure all com-
plicity with the criminal. On the other hand, an

indemnity was paid by the accuser to the one who
came forth victorious from the ordeal.

Ordeals by poison, by boiling water or red-hot

iron, by wild animals (crocodiles), as well as by
sacred food or water, Avere in use in Madagascar
until the year 1895. The earliest inhabitants men-
tioned in history

—the Vazimba—did not make
use of ordeals, as we know not only from traditions
in Imerina, but also from the stories of those who
still inhabit the Menab6 ; but, since the 17th cent,

at least, they have been in use throughout the whole
island, although all the tribes did not have recourse
to the same ones. They seem to be due in the

east, north, and west, and afterwards in Imerina,
to the Jewish immigrants who came from Yemen
long ago, and in the south to the Arabs who have
come to settle in those districts since the 16th

century. To the former are due the ordeal by
poison, by the tanghin, which is similar to the
bitter waters of the Jews, and which was practised
in the north and the centre, and to the latter those

by red-hot iron, boiling water, and crocodiles,
which were practised in the south.

Until recent years the Malagasy believed in the

infallibility of these tests, which they applied to

all crimes and to all classes of individuals ;

innocent persons themselves often requested to be

subjected to them when they felt that they were

being suspected. They were applied sometimes to

isolated persons, sometimes to groups, villages, or

even whole cantons.

I. Ordeal by poison (tanghin or kisompa ; north
of 20° S. lat.).

—
(a) The tanghin (Tanghinia veneni-

fera) is a beautiful tree of the family of Apocy-
nacefe, which grows abundantly in the wooded
parts of the east and north ; its fruit, which is of

a yellowish colour and the size of a small peach,
forms towards the middle of November and is ripe
at the end of December ; in the middle of a soft

greyish pulp, which has a bitter, disagreeable taste,
it contains a woody nut, with a rough surface ;
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inside the nut is a highly poisonous kernel, which

changes in colour, when ripening, from white to a
brownish-red ; the retl kernels are tlie most

poisonous. The poison, whether inoculated under
the skin or introduced into the stomach, produces
the same eftects, only not so quickly in the latter

case ; it stops the movements of the heart and is a

general convulsant ; the symptoms are considerable

difficulty in breathing, uneasiness, nausea, and

vomiting, increasing weakness, without convul-

sions or cries, but with some moaning ; death is due
to paralysis of the heart. The tanghin, which in

large doses is a very violent poison, in small doses

acts as a powerful emetic ; the riper the kernel,
and the nearer it is scraped to the germ, the

greater is its toxicity. The mpanozon-doha (lit.
' he who administers ') had therefore every facility
for grading the dose of the poison according to his

interests.

On the east coast, when a person was accused or

even merely suspected of witchcraft, he was called

upon to undergo the tanghin test : the kernel of a

fruit gathered on the ground, and therefore very

poisonous, was simply rubbed on a stone, over
which a little water was then poured ; this the

accused drank, and his death decided his guilt.
The wife and children of the guilty man became
the slaves of the accuser. In the north-west,

among certain tribes—the Bezanozano, the Saka-

lava, and the Antankarana—the tanghin was given
to young chickens when a stranger arrived in order
to find out whether he had good or bad intentions,
and whetlier it was wise to form a connexion with
him.
The tanghin ordeal was brought, as was said

above, by the colonists who came from Yemen.
During the reign of the third king of Javanese

origin, Andrianjaka (1640-65), the chief, Andrian-

entoarivo, who had got some tanghin nuts from

Ravo, a Sakalava king of the north-west, introduced
it among the Vonizongo, whence it spread through-
out the remainder of Imerina in the reign of

Andriamasinavalona (1696-1740).
After making sure of the efficacy of the '

drink,'
as they called it, by making a chicken (mamono
sotry) swallow some of the gratings of the tanghin
kernel, they put some of it into a sosoa ('rice-

soup'), Avhich the accused person ate; if he fell

ill, he was declared guilty, and if he vomited,
without any other discomfort, he was declared
innocent.
The grandson of Andriamasinavalona, Andriam-

belomasina (1755-76), introduced modifications

into this practice
—
notably that the accused had

to swallow three pieces, the size of a finger, of the

skin of an aroidea, the songo ; if he vomited the
three pieces, he was declared innocent ; if not, he
was recognized as guilty, and was put to death.

Under Andrianampoinimerina (1787-1810) these

were replaced by three fragments of the skin of a

hen, each two centimetres square, and for the rice-

water (ra7wm-bary) they substituted the ranon-
koba (' flour-soup') ; it was also in the reign of this

king that in lawsuits and disputes the tanghin
^\ as given to dogs or fowls.

Since the beginning of the 19th cent, the cir-

cumstances connected with the ceremony of the ad-
ministration of tanghin have changed very little ;

they were always marked by great solemnity.
The men who were present did not wear sadika (Malagasy

breeches), and the women had bare shoulders, the lamba being
fastened under the arms ; the magistrate went to the person
who was denounced as a sorcerer or a rebel, and arrested him
wherever he was, saying to him :

'

Sarobabay \' (' Alas! I am
very sorry [to arrest you, but it is the king's command']), and
the latujhin was administered on the spot. The lest took place
during the day, but the house was hermetically closed in order
that the darkness might be complete ; a candle was lit, and
there were brought a calabash full of water which had been put
undergroimd during the night,

' not having seen the sun,' two

chickens, which had to undergo the preliminary test to find out
the toxicity of the poison, a hen, which was killed in order to

get the three pieces of skin, and a tandroho (' fishing-net'), in

which the suspect was to vomit. The accuser had tlien to

swear that he was not accusing for the purpose of harming an

enemy, but that he was telling the truth. Then two tanghin
kernels were taken, and, in order to make sure of the unilormit.v
of the poison, a half of each of them was rubbed on a stone or
on a sort of rasp moistened with a little juice taken from the
trunk of a young plantain during the repetition of cabalistic

words. The suspect had first to swallow a little rice ; then the

officiant, placing his hand on the accused's head, addressed an
invocation to the tanghin, beginning with the words : 'Listen,
listen carefully ! Be attentive ! Manamango I You are only
a simple seed, quite round, without eyes, and yet you see

clearly, without ears and you hear, without a mouth and you
speak ! By means of you God shows us his wishes !

'

They
watched the suspect to see the effect of the tanghin, or gave
him a drink of rice-water, and what he vomited was carefully
caught in the basket in order to see if he put up the three pieces
of skin, which had not only to be thrown up, but to be
untouched, neither chewed nor rolled. Neither must he, in his
efforts to vomit, fall with his head to the south—which was an
'evident' proof that he was a sorcerer. When his guilt was
declared, his relatives, who had all been present at the test,

retired, showing all the horror with which he inspired them
from that time.

The number of victims to the tanghin is con-

siderable, and difficult to estimate exactly. The
popular belief is that one person in every five of

those who take it dies. Now, during last century
about one-tenth of the population of Madagascar
were subjected to the test—which means the death
of 40,000 to 50,000 individuals in ia generation, i.e.

1500 to 2000 every year.
(b) In the west, in JNIenabe and further north,

where the taiighin does not grow, the inhabitants
used instead the root of the kisompavavy (lit. 'the
female kisompa

'

[Menabea venenata]), which acted
on the medullary nervous system ; onlj' the
members of a certain family had the right to

gather it, and it was very carefully guarded in the
house in which were kept the Jiny, or relics of the
dead Sakalava kings.
The accused was led to the north of the enclosure of the king,

and his aoly (' talismans ') were removed, his hair was untwisted,
and made to stand on end, and he was placed on the ground ;

one of the great chiefs of the country rubbed a piece of the root
mentioned on a flat stone, slightly damp, invoking the ancestors
of the king, the dead Maroseranana. When a sufficient dose of

poison was rubbed down, another chief made some pellets of

rice which had been cooked the previous night ; the patient
swallowed them, and then lay on his face and licked up and
swallowed the poison paste on the stone. He was next led

into one of the huts situated in the western part of the village,
•where Jiketsa ('soldiers') kept him in sight, watcliing his

movements—for he had not to scratch himself, to chase away a

fly with his hands, to rave, or to vomit, under pain of being
instantly put to death by blows of akalo (' drum-sticks '), sticks,
and stones. As a rule, the corpse was dragged outside the

village, on the west side, and abandoned as food for the dogs
and wild animals.

2. Ordeals by red-hot iron, boiling' water, or

crocodiles.—These ordeals were sometimes prac-
tised indifterently by one and the same tribe,

sometimes one or other of them was peculiar to a

particular tribe. Before subjecting the accused to

the test, the officiant alwaj's addressed a prayer to

God to ask Him to make known the truth—a

prayer which, except for the constant repetitions
and redundancies in all Malagasy speeches, was

always practically the same :

'

Pay great attention, iron (or boiling water, or crocodile),
listen carefully to what I am going to say to you. Do not burn

(or do not kill) without reason. We have not caught the

accused in the act ; we have only suspicions, but, if he is really
a sorcerer, an assassin, a thief, may his tongue be burned (or

may his hand be scalded, or may the crocodiles devour him),
let him die I But, O God of our fathers, if he is innocent, do not

let him succumb, one, two, three, four, five, six times let him
come forth triumphantly from this test, but the seventh, if he is

guilty, may his tongue be burned (or may his hand be scalded,

or may the crocodile devour him), and let him die.'

(a) In the ordeal by red-hot iron the iron
\yas

usually heated with wood of a special kind, during
the prayer of the officiant, who afterwards touched

the tongue of the accused three titiies (Antamba-
hoaka), four times (Mahafaly and Antandroy), or

seven times (Betsimisaruka of the south and the

Antano.sy), or else made him lick the iron once
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(Antitiheranana and Betsileo), after a few scrapings
of a royal hazomanitra ('sacred wood') had been

put on it.

(b) In the ordeal by boiling water the accused,
as a rule, had, without burning his hand, to take a

pebble out of a pot half-full of boiling water, into

which had been thrown some cow-dung and a few
tamarind leaves (if, during the preparations, two

dogs fought, if a crow flew over the gathering, if a
house in tlie village went on tire, if had news was
heard, or if the accused let the stone fall, he was
at once declared guiltj') ; he had afterwards to lay
down the stone beside tlie voyjil hazomanitra and
cover his hand for twenty-four hours, but during
all that time he was watched so that he might not

apply a remedy. If he then had blisters on his

hand, he was declared guilty.
[<) In the ordeal by crocodiles the accused was

conducted to the bank of a river, which, after the

necessary harangue, he crossed twice
;

if he came
out of til is test unharmed his accusers usually paid
him as indeumity two oxen, then two others, one
for the chief and one for the magistrate.
Literature. — J. Chatin, Recherckes pour servir d I'hist.

bida nique, chim i'lue et physiolorjiqiie du tanguin de Madagascar,
Paris, 1S73 ;

H. H. Cousins, 'Tanghiii or the Poison Ordeal of

Madagascar,' Anta/idnarlvo Annual, 1896, pp. 385-388; J.

Sibree, 'A Malajtasy Ordeal among the Tiitsimo,' ib., 1876, pp.
65-71, The Great African Island, London, 1880 ; A. and G.
Grandidier, Hist, physique, naturelle et politiqtte de Mada-
gascar, Paris, 1908-16, vol. iv. (in the press) ; and for complete
literature see G. Grandidier, Bibliographie rf? Madagascar, do.

1905-06, p. 882. G. GRANDIDIER.

ORDEAL (Roman).—The nature of an ordeal
has been e.xplained above (p. 507), and all that is

necessary here is to bring into line such vestiges of

primitive ritual relating to ordeals as can be dis-

covered in the Roman tradition, and the legendary
stories which appear to show that a system of

ordeals was at one time familiar to the Italian

peoples. Not only are the materials scanty, but
the elucidation of them is the more difficult because
Latin literature is so largely dependent upon
Greek models that it constantly tends to represent
as native what is actually of alien origin. This

qualification must always be borne in mind, even
where the evidence is not on the surface such as to

awaken sustiicion.

I. Fire ordeal.—One of the commonest forms of

ordeal is that in which the guilt or innocence of an
accused person is tested by fire, i.e., according to
his ability or failure to endure unscathed the con-
tact either of tlie fire itself or of a substance such
as iron matle red-hot by fire. Vergil puts into the
mouth of tlie Etruscan Arruns the statement that
his countrymen, while worshipping Apollo on
Mt. Soracte, were enabled, owing to the strength
of their piety, to walk tlirough the flames, bearing
live embers (^Ert. xi. 785 ti'.). It is probable that

Vergil is alluding to the survival of an ancient rite

iu which Apollo had succeeded to the place of
honour previously occupied by Vediovis in his

capacity of an under-world god (G. Wissowa,
Religion und Knltvs der Edmer, Munich, 1902, p.

191). Pliny (i/iV vii. 19) describes the immunity
from the efl'ects of fire as belonging to certain
households known as Hirpi, who on that account
were exempt from military and other State burdens.
Varro {ap. Serv. in Verg. loc. cit.) ascribed their

insensibility to the use of an ointment which they
spread ever the soles of their feet before exposing
them to the fire. From Silius Italicus (v. 175 tf.)

we get a clearer impression of the ritual : the
celebrant was required to pass three times through
the fire bearing offerings to the god, which, if

successful, he deposited on the altar. One might
guess that the aspirant to initiation in the order
of tiie Hirpi, before securing his admission, made
public celebration of his proficiency.

The word hirpiis signified 'a wolf in the Sabine dialect

(Strabo, p. 250), and an Eetiological explanation of the rite pre-
served by Serviua declares that wolves robbed tiie exta from the
altar of Dis pater, that they were pursued by the shepherds as
far as a hollow which emitted pestilential vapours, that an
epidemic followed, and that an oracle promised relief to the
sufferers on condition that they imitated the wolves by living
on plunder. We infer that the wolf-priests, who, so far as their
name is concerned, may be compared with the Luperoi
Quinctiales and Fabiani in Rome (Wissowa, p. 483, n. 6), were
the human representatives of the malignant power whose anger
it was essential to appease.

A number of similar cases of walking through fire

from India, China, and elsewhere have been
collected by Frazer {GB^, pt. vii., Balder the

Beautiful, London, 1913, ii. 1-20), who concludes
that the fire-walk was in its origin a form of purifi-

cation, the flames being thought either to burn up
or to repel the powers of evil (see also W. F.

Otto, in Pauly-Wissowa, viii. 1934 f., and art. FlRE-

WALKING, vol. vi. p. 30). So far as the evidence

goes, the Latin rite had not become an ordeal in

the sense that its successful performance was used
to establish the innocence of an accused person,
and is therefore an incomplete parallel to the

proceedings referred to by Sophocles {Ant. 264 ft'.,

as quoted above, p. 521"). The case of jMucius

Scsevola voluntarily thrusting his arm into the
flame (Livy, ii. 12 f.) is e.ssentially different; his

purpose was not to declare his innocence by
immunity, but to prove his courage by suflering.
Nor can we attach any importance to the state-

ment of the scholiast on Soph. Ant., loc. cit., who,
in attributing the practice of touching molten iron

to the Romans of his own day, was apparently
speaking of the Byzantine period (R. Hirzel, Der
Eld, p. 199). It is jirobable therefore that allusions

to walking through hie as a type of extreme

danger (Prop. i. 5. 5 ; Hor. Carm. ii. 1. 7) should
be regarded as literary reproductions due to Greek
influence.

2. Other similar tests.—There are more definite

traces of the employment of other tests similar to

the fire ordeal. An isolated instance of what
Grimm called the iudicimn offce is recorded by the
Horatian commentator Acron (on Hor. Epist. i.

10. 10). When slaves were suspected of theft,

they were taken to a priest, who gave to each of

them a crust of bread magically dragged. The
culprit was discovered by the bread sticking in his

throat. ' To pour water into a sieve
'

v/as a pro-
verbial image used to express futile labour (Plant.
Pseud. 102) ; yet it was said that Tuccia, a Vestal

virgin charged with unchastity, had successfully
cleared her character by the invocation of Vesta to

become her witness by enabling her to draw water
from the Tiber and convey it thence in a sieve to

the temple of the goddess (Val. Max. viii. 1, abs.

5; Pliny, HN xxviii. 12; Dion. Hal. Ant. Bom.
ii. 69). Another Vestal, /Emilia, who, while in

charge of the sacred fire, had temporarily entrusted
it to a novice, with the result that it became extin-

guished, freed herself and the whole community
from the suspicion of an undiscovered taint by
submitting to the judgment of the goddess as a
test of her purity. Although the altar was
absolutely cold and not a spark remained among
the ashes, a sudden flame at once broke out and

spread itself over the linen girdle which the

2)riestess had thrown on the slab (Dion. Hal.
Ant. Bom. ii. 68). A similar story was current

regarding Claudia Quinta, a Roman matron of

blemished reputation, who successfully accom-

plished the self-imposed task of drawing oft' from
a sandbank in the Tiber the ship which had
struck there when conveying to Rome the statue

of the Great Mother (Ov. Fast. iv. 305 ft'.). Another

chastity ordeal is recorded in connexion with a

dragon's cave in the precinct of the temple of

Juno at Lavinium (vElian, Nat. An. xi. 16). On
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stated occasions the priestesses entered the cave

blindfolded, bearing a barley-cake to be consumed
by the dragon. So long as they remained chaste,
the sacred animal accei)ted their oliering ; but, if

it was sensible of pollution, the cake was left

untouched, and was subsequently broken into
small fragments and removed from the precinct by
the ants which acted as cleansers. The guilty
woman was then traced and punished.

In some of these cases the offer immediately
to submit to the test converts a protestation of

innocence on oatli into a trial l)y ordeal. For the
test of an ordeal as contrasted with an oath lies

exactly in the willingness of the swearer to invoke
the immediate fulhlmentof the curse (E. B. Tylor,
in EBr^^ xx. 174% s.v. 'Ordeal'; Hirzel, p. 211).
An example of what is actually an ordeal, though
known as an oath, may be taken from the

mysterious cult of the Palici in Sicily (Verg. ^n.
ix. 585). Their sanctuary contained a fountain
which rose to the height of some 10 ft. and again
subsided. Here a sacred oath might be taken,
with the result that, when its terms were inscribed
on a tablet and thrown into the water, the tablet
would float, if the words of the oath were true,

but, if they were false, it would sink, and the

perjurer was consumed with fire (Steph. Byz. p.

496, 14
; [Arist.] 31ir. Ausc. 58).^ The scantiness

of the literary evidence suggests that the prac-
tice of ordeals disappeared at a very early time,

probably owing to the encouragement which the

system offered to the fraudulent devices of the

priests. According to the best authorities, there
is no trace of them to be found in the lioman
criminal law, and the nearest approach to one Avas

the custom of allowing a criminal who was thrown
over the Tarpeian rock to go free if he escaped
unhurt after the execution of his sentence (H. F.

Hitzig, in Ztini dltesten Strafrecht der Kvltur-
vblker {Frogen zur Rechtsvergleichnng gestelU von
Th. Mommsen], Leipzig, 1905, p. 44). So far as

private law is concerned, it has been conjectured
that the oldest form of civil process (legis actio

Sacramento) was the survival of an earlier ordeal

(R. von Ihering, Scherz und Ernst in der Jnris-

prndenz'*', Leipzig, 1891, p. 38511'.). In general,
however, the place of ordeals was taken by the
oath in the case of citizens and the torture applied
to extract the truth from slaves (W. Smith, Diet,

of Gr. and Rom. Antiquities^, London, 1890-91,
ii. 852''). The exculpatory oath (iusiurandum in

iure), if accepted by either party when profiered to
him by his opponent, furnished a complete defence

(exceptio iusiu?-andi) to any further proceedings on
the same issue. In primitive jurisprudence oaths
were of the highest importance, but in the developed
system of the later republic and the early empire
the challenge to an oath and its refusal had
become so entirely the instruments of the pleader's
chicanery that Quintilian discusses {Inst. Or. v. 6)
the various ways in which an orator should make
use of them.

3. Ordeal by battle.—The custom of ordeal by
battle has left traces more easily recognizable.We are informed that the Umbrians down to
historical times were accustomed to submit their

private disputes to decision by fighting in full

armour, and that the disputant who succeeded in

slaying his opponent w as considered to have estab-
lished the justice of his case (Nicol. Damasc. ap.
Stob. Flor. X. 70 [FHG iii. 457]). This has been
compared with the survival until recent times of
the Vehmgericht in Westphalia and the blood-feud
in the mountains of Corsica and Sardinia (H.
Jordan, Die Konige im alten Italicn, Berlin, 1887,

p. 44 f.). That the same principle extended to

1 The account of Polemo followed by Macrobius (v. 19. 21, 20 flP.)

is more indefinite.
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claims to office may be seen from the famous

example of the Rex nemorensis at Nemi
;
and the

legends which tell of the violent deaths suffered by
several of the Roman kings (Livy, i. 14, 48 ; Dion.
Hal. Ant. Rom. iv. 38) have suggested that they
habitually gained the throne by success in mortal
combat {GIP, pt. i., The Magic Art, London, 1911,
ii. 321). However this may be, there are not

infrequent examples in early Roman history in

which the decision of a quarrel between two
nations is made to depend upon the result of a

single combat between champions selected from the
armies of either side.^ The idea seems to be that
the selection of champions who are equally matched
or at any rate representative of the power of the

respective opponents leaves the issue to the decision

of the gods, who, as it is belie\ed, will award the

victory to the just cause." In the contest between
iEneas and Turnus, which in its details clearly

suggests that it was an ordeal bj' single combat
between representatives of the Trojans and

Rutulians, the judgment of heaven is figured by
the balance in the hands of Juppiter

—an image
borrowed by Vergil from Homer (jEn. xii. 725 fl'.).

Romulus, the legendary founder of the city of

Rome, Avas challenged to single combat hy Acron,
the king of the C<eninenses, and his success was
the occasion of the earliest dedication of the

spolia opima (Plut. Rom. 16). The desire to pro-
cure an equal arbitrament appears clearly in the

arrangements made for the combat between the
Horatii and the Curiatii, Avho were selected as

equally matched in number, age, and strength (Livj-,
i. 23 f.'). T. Manlius took up the challenge of a

gigantic Gaul, who, when the opposing armies
were ranged opposite to each other on either side

of the Anio, offered to decide the issue by the
result of a duel between himself and the bravest
man on the Roman side. The Gaul was slain and
Manlius earned his cognomen Torquatus from the

collar which he stripped from the neck of his fallen

enemy {ib. vii. 9f. ). On a later occasion of the

same kind M. Valerius received the manifest
favour of the gods in the appearance of the raven

which, by settling on his helmet, harassed and dis-

comfited his adversary (ib. vii. 26).

LiTKRATCRE.—Besidcs the references given throughout see
K. H. Funkhanel,

' Gottcsurtheil bei Griechen und Roniern,'
Philologus, ii. [1847] 385-402; R. Hirzel, Der Eid: ein Beitrag
zu seiner Geschichte, Leipzig, 1902, esp. pp. 182-220.

A. C. Pearson.
ORDEAL (Slavic). — Ordeal plays a part in

the customs of almost all branches of the Slavic

race, and of the Balkan Slavs especially. The
attitude of Russia towards judicial combat and
ordeal seems to show the influence of Scandinavian

custom, and is therefore less typical of Slavic

mentality.
Ordeal appears to have been known to the

Czech peoples at an early day ; thus, in Bohemia
in the early 11th cent., under Duke Brzetislas,
the judicium Dei seems to be the only form
of evidence in a case where proof was diflicult, as

in a charge of cruelty brought against a husband

by a wife. In the early 14th cent, redaction of

Bohemian law by Rosenberg (called rather un-

warrantably Prava Zeme Ceski, or ' Law of the

Czech Country,' by A. Kucharski, A Itcste Dcnkmaler
der slowcnischen Rechte, Warsaw, 1838, pp. 227-335)
ordeal has apparently disappeared, and its place
has been taken by the system of compurgation.
In a still later redaction of the same century, the

Rnd prava zemsk^ho, or Ordo judicii tcrra\ the
1 Good examples of single roiiibats as aiii)liod in Germany

and Spain to the settlement of public and private quarrels are

given by Tac. Germ. 10 and Livy, xxviii. 21. 4 fT.

2 Cf. i'rop. iv. (v.) 6. SI f. Such is also the iniv>lication of the

familiar .War* cnmmxtnis {C\c. de Oral. iii. 107). The decision

in batllo is given by a veritable judgment of God: 'tunc ea

habeiida fortuna erit cpiam di dederint' (Livy, xxx. 30. 22).
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chief test is tlie duel ; thus, in a charge of murder,
a judicial combat could be ordered. It was con-

ducted with great formalitj', and was attended
with ceremonies peculiar to the Czechs ; the victor

cut off the head of the vantiuished, and placed it

between the knees of the dead body ; he then laid

two dollars on the body and departed, safe from

pursuit by the avengers of blood (tit. 26 ; Ku-
charski, op. cif. p. 436). Here too appears an-
other peculiarity of Bohemian duelling customs ; a
woman over eighteen years of age, or a widow,
could claim to tight her own duel, and was indeed

encouraged to do so, in preference to choosing a

champion, lest the life of an innocent man might
be endangered. Her adversary was handicapped
by being made to stand in a pit up to the waist ;

both man and woman were simiiarlj' equipped with
sword and buckler (tit. 40 ; ib. p. 440). The peasant
who, in fighting against a noble, had formerly been
limited to a stick and small shield was now
allowed to use sword and full-sized shield (tit. 37 ;

ih. p. 440). Offences of damage done to harvests
and gardens were once tested by ordeals of boiling
water or red-hot iron ; but no*' the iron ordeal
was abolished, the redactor being of opinion that
it had been instituted as a deterrent to the people
rather than from any fear of God (tit. 53 ; ib. p.

446). Polish custom of the 13th cent, under
Boleslav v. was very similar to Bohemian as

regards the duel, which was not obligatory, but
could be claimed by an accuser unconvinced by
the witnesses. Ordeals of hot iron and of hot and
cold water seem to have been merely alternatives
to the duel.

Among the South Slavs ordeal is varyingly
found. Stephen, founder of the Hungarian
monarchj- early in the 11th cent., apparently did
not know of it ; but after the conversion of the

Magj'ars it is well established in the laws of the end
of the same century (cf. I. de Batthyan, Leg. Eccles.

Rung., Claudiopolis, 1785, i. 439, 454). It is un-
known in the monuments of the 13th cent. ; the
statute of Matthew of Slavonia (1273) knows oath
and judicial combat, and that of Vinodol (1288)

recognizes oath onlj'. Serbian law, however, had
full cognizance of ordeal, and the code of the

emperor Stephen Dushan in the 14th cent, gave
great prominence to it. Hot-water ordeal is held
in such respect tliat a man convicted by means
of it has no possibility of appeal or justification
(tit. 64 ; Kucharski, op. cit. p. 186). This was the
test for any cliarge against a commoner, but the
oath Mas sufficient for a nobleman (tit. 78 ; ib. p.

189). . A man charged with theft had to carry hot
iron from the door of the church to the altar ; this

ordeal, formerly known as the prcivod sheljizo, is

now designated by a word of Turkish origin,
nuizlja, and the hot-water ordeal [na vodon) is still

practised in Serbia and Bosnia.
The ordeal is known in Russian law, but never

plays a very important part. The earliest written

monuments, the treaties between Russia and
Greece of the 10th cent., .show no sign of ordeals,
but use only the oath ; tliis may, however, be due
to consideration for the Greeks, or to the lack of

scope for such tests in treaties j)rimarily commer-
cial. The first Russian code, the Ritsskaia Pravda
of Jaroslav in the 11th cent., reflects much of

Scandinavian judicial ideas, but it is not until a
12th cent, revision of it tiiat ordeals by iron and
water appear (tit. 28; cf. J. Esneaux, Hist, deliussic,

Paris, 1830, i. 181). The first mention of the judi-
cial duel is in treaties of the 12th cent, between the

princes of Novgorod and the Ciermans, and it does
not appear as fully regulated until the late 15th

cent., in the Decree of Pskov. Ivan iii. attempted
in his Oulogcnia of 1497 to harmonize the old law
with the new influences wliicli had come in from

the Mongols, and more especially from Byzantium ;

the result was that the judicial duel is secondary
to oral and written testimony and to the oath as
a means of proof, and is further robbed of its

danger to life by being fought with a short club
for sole weapon (cf. Rambaud, Hist, dc la livssie,
tr. L. B. Lang, London, 1879, i. 248). Judicial
duel thus lessened in importance, but still persisted
until the reign of Ivan the Terrible, when the new
code of 1550, the Soudebnik, completed the trans-
formation from the tolerant native customs to a
criminal code of the harshest severity. The atti-

tude of the Russian Church, influenced by the
Greek clergy, favoured this change, and may be
contrasted with the early favour shown to ordeal

by the Roman Church, tlfie most striking instance
of which occurs in the 12th cent, and is reported
by Helmold (Chron. iSlai\ i. 24; Leibniz, Script.,
Hanover, 1710, ii. 608) ; when Bishop Geroldus con-
verted the Slavs of Mecklenburg, he replaced their

primitive belief in oath-taking by trees, stones, and
fountain with the custom of bringing criminals to
the priest for examination by red-hot iron or by
the hot ploughshares.

LiTBRATDRK.—A. Rambaud, Hist, de la Rusb'te, Paris, 1878,
tr. L. B. Lang, London, 1879; R. Dareste, Hist, du droit,
Paris, 1889, chs. vii.-x. M. E. SEATON.

ORDEAL (Teutonic). — Like most primitive
peoples, the Teutons were adherents of the i^rin-

ciples of the ordeal, and it seems possible to trace
certain distinguishing characteristics of their men-
tality in the forms of ordeal particularly affected

by them ; thus the judicial duel was an attempt, by
regularizing the blood-feud, to bring into play a

rough and elementary kind of justice ; so too the
corsned of the Anglo-Saxons displays in the con-
ditions of the test their shrewd, though perhaps
only instinctive, common sense. It is doubtful
whether the evidence on Teutonic ordeal throws

any light on the two conflicting theories held on
the origin of ordeal, the first and most generally
accepted regarding it as an appeal to divine judg-
ment, the second as ' an intrusion of magic into
a purely legal idea' (cf. MI ii. 687, 690). If

anything, the Teutonic evidence would appear
to favour the religious origin, according to which
divine aid is invoked in cases where man's know-
ledge is lacking, his judgment at fault, or his

means of procuring reliable testimony limited.

The use of inanimate objects in revealing the
divine decision would be perfectly natural to

people who had been familiarized by primitixe
belief and magic practices with the idea of super-
normal qualities inherent in inanimate nature.
As Hobhouse (Morcds in Evolution^, London, 1915,
ch. iii. § 9, p. 116) suggests, the practice of the oath

probably preceded that of the ordeal ; but it did not

carry conviction so forcibly, for its results were
not immediately manifest ; thus in early Scandi-
navian law the oath is called ' man's ordeal

'

in con-
tradistinction to God's ordeal, 'and if a man first

ofler God's ordeal, he shall have no right afterwards
to man's ordeal' (Norges Gamle Ldve, i. 389).
There is very little actual evidence for Teutonic

ordeal in pre-Christian times. Classical authorities
throw little light upon it ; there is a cursory refer-

ence in Velleius Paterculus (Hist. Bom. ii. 118) to

the regulation by justice of disi)utes which the
Germans formerly decided by arms. Tacitus

(Germ. 10) does indeed describe a single combat,
but its conditions are so different from that of the
true ordeal that it must be regarded as a means
of determining augury rather than justice. We
can, however, assume the familiarity of the
Teutonic peoples with ordeal from several circum-
stances : first, the prevalence of similar forms of

ordeal among various Indo - Germanic peoples.
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which points to its being a general Indo-Germanic
institution (cf. Brunner, Deutsche Eechtsgesch.^
ii. 400). Certain customs and forms preserved in

ordeals may indeed carry us back to great antiquity;
F. W. Maitland {Collected Papers, Cambridge,
1911, ii. 448 f. ) points out that the use of wooden
weapons in certain judicial duels may indicate an

origin before the Iron Age. It is very noteworthy
that the names for the various ordeals in the
different vernaculars are entirely free from any
Christian significance. Again, this assumption is

supported by the fact that one of the earliest

extant Teutonic laws, the first text of the Salic

Law, which was promulgated so soon after the
introduction of Christianity among the Franks as

to be practically unaffected by Christian belief,
has two references to the ceneuin, or trial by boil-

ing water, references so casual and so devoid of

detail as to presuppose great familiarity with the
circumstance (Lex Salica, i. 52, ed. J. M. Pardessus,
Paris, 1840, pp. 30, 313). The early propagandists
of Christianity among the Teutons did their best
to put down ordeal, as against the spirit of Christ-
ian belief. Thus in the early 6th cent. Avitus,

bishop of Vienne, remonstrated with King Gundo-
bad on the importance assumed by the judicial
duel in the Burgundian laws. In the 9th cent.

Agobard, archbishop of Lyons, wrote in vigorous
protest against all forms of ordeal, and against the

judicial duel in particular (cf. PL civ. 113-126, 251,
254 B). Throughout the 9th and 10th centuries
the ordeal was the subject of various condemna-

tory papal decrees ; but the Church, unsuccessful
in its early attempts, had been forced to adopt and

adapt ordeal, and had done it so thoroughly that
the lesser authorities proved reluctant to give it

up, and disregarded the successive papal and epis-

copal enactments against it (cf. Lea, Superstition
and Forcc^, p. 355). The opposite point of view,
that ordeals were not known to Germanic peoples,
but were introduced by the Church, is upheld by
Karl von Amira (Paul, Grund. der germ. Phil.-
vol. iii. sect. ix. B. 7, pp. 218-220).
The forms of ordeal vary slightly from one

Teutonic people to another, although the chief

kinds seem to have been knoAvn to all. Those

chiefly practised by the Scandinavians were the
duel {holinganga), the carrying of hot iron [jam-
buTiSr), the walking on hot ploughshares {(tf sk>-a.

ganga), and the passing under the turf-arch (ganga
undir jar^artiien). The fullest account of wager
by battle occurs in Kormaks Saga, 10, where the
reference to the accompanying sacrifice of a steer

and to the use of a ritual formula proves its

religious significance, and the strictly regularized
and safeguarded conditions of the fight testify to

its legal validity (see Duelling). Saxo (v. 153)

gives one enactment of the so-called Law of FrotVi :

' Any quarrel whatsoever should be decided by the
sword

'

; but few of the many wagers by battle of

which he speaks are strictly ordeals (see F. Y.
Powell's Introd. to O. Elton's tr., London, 1894, p.

38 f.), many being merely tliose trials of strengtli
in wliich the chami)ions delighted. In the same way
the alleged power of the berserks to bite steel, to
swallow hot coals, and to go through fire (cf. Saxo,
vii. 221) were pro! )al)ly confused in the poi)ularmind
with the corresponding ordeal-trials, although e.x-

hibited for no other ])urpose than proof of super-
normal strengtli or endurance. Tiic light between
Tiior antl Ohifr Tryggvasonr at Hau^'sey maj' per-

haps be regarded as a trial of strength, buf also

surely as a religious test, similar to Elijah's test be-

tween Baal and Jahweh (aae Saga Olafs Koni'ings
Trjiggvasonar, 150 [Fornmannct Sogur, i.]).

The carrying of hot iron appears as a religious
ordeal in tiie famous story of Bisiioj) l^opjio and
Iving Haraldr Gormssonr of Denmark, wliom lie

converted to Christianity. There are many dis-

crepancies in the various versions of the tale (cf. J.

Grimm, Deutsche Rechtsalterthilnicr'^, p, 576 f.), but
one of the most trustworthy (Adam of Bremen,
Gesta Hainniabiirg. ii. 33

;
Mon. Germ. Script, vii.

318) represents the heathens as demanding tlie

sign ('cum barbari suo more signum quaererent ').

Vigfusson, however, considers the ordeal by hot
iron to have been introduced into Scandinavia from

Germany with the advent of Christianitj, and to

have superseded the holmganga and the ganga tmdir

jarSarmen (K. Cleasby and G. Vigfusson, Icelandic-

English Dirtioiiari/, Oxford, 1874, s.v. 'Bera' A.
iii.

). One interesting u.se of the ordeal by hot iron

was to establish a claim to paternity, a use to

which it was frequently put during the civil wars
in Norway, in order to prove the jiretensions of

claimants to the throne ; thus in Svcrris Saga, 59

(Fornm. Sogur, viii.), Eirikr carries red-hot iron ser

til fadernis, i.e. to prove his claim to be the son
of King Sigurfjr. Sometimes the test of endurance
was further complicated by the obligation of hurl-

ing the hot iron into a trough placed at a set

distance ; the iron is variously spoken of as a bar

{jarnslA) or as a kind of gauntlet ('ferrum . . .

in modum chirothecae '). A variant form of the

judicium ferri candenti was that of walking on hot

ploughshares ; but this is found only rarely in

Scandinavia ; it does occur, however, as a paternity
test (Saga SiguiiSccr Jdr.salafarcc, ATI [Fornm. Sogur,
vii.]).

That form of the ordeal of boiling water which
consisted in feeling for a stone in a kettle (ketiltak,

ketilfang) was not practised in Sweden and
Denmark, but in Norway it assumes importance
as the legal variant for jarnbin^r in the trial of

women. There is a noteworthy traditional instance
of it in the Poetic Edda (GufSru7iarkvitia) : GuSrun,
to clear herself of a shameful accusation, demands
this ordeal, but asks King Atli to send for Saxi,
lord of the Southmen, who understands the

necessary ritual. This would seem to point to

this form of ordeal not being Scandinavian in

origin. In this version of the tale the stone is

caMed jarkuastein?!, projierly a milk-white opal, a
name which would seem to point to magic proper-
ties, for it is the word applied in Vohindarkvi^a,
25, to the stones made by Volundr from the eyes
of children. In Frisian law the ordeal of kcszclfang
was a last resort to convict the perjurer in a case

where two opposing parties persisted in contra-

dictory oaths on a conviction for theft (cf. Asega
Buch, ed. T. D. Wiarda, Berlin and Stettin, 1805,

p. 236).
The ordeal of throwing the accused into deej)

water {judicium aquae frigidac) is unknown in

Scandinavian practice, although, as Grimm points
out (op. cit. p. 586), .some connexion may be traced

with the sacrificial drowning at LTpsala mentioned
in Adam of Bremen (Gcsta Hammaburg. iv. 26,

Sch. 134; M.G. Script, vii. 379). The purely
Scandinavian practice of creeping uiuler a ja7-?iar-

men, or strip of turf detached from the ground,
was not invariably a form of ordeal, but some-

times simply an infliction of disgrace (cf. 'jugum
subire ') ;

but it does occur as an ordeal in Laxdaln.

Saga, ch. 18. These forms of ordeal appear in all

Teutonic countries with certain local variations

and witii the additions and deviations wliicli

ingenuity could suggest, or Christian practice
could sanction. Tlius Frisian law seems to be

iiniciue in recognizing an ordc.-il of tN\igs, a kind

of draM-ing of lots, carried out with ecclesiastical

ritual to discover a homicide (Le.T Frisionum, 14. 1 ;

Mon. Germ. Leges, iii. 631 ff.). Ordeals were early
forbidden in Scandinavian countries: holmganga
was suppresscil early in tlie lltli cent., although
isolated instances of it occur later, and the vogue
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revived in feudal times ; ordeals in general were
abolished in Norway in 1247 by Valdemar ll.

In Old English usage the judicial duel was practi-

cally unknown, but curiously enough it became

legally established in the very century in which it

was abolished in Scandinavia (see DUELLING).
The importance attached to ordeal is proved by the

fact that in a treaty dating from the 10th cent.,

between the Anglo-Saxons and the Welsh, ordeals

Avere appointed to settle all disputes between the two
nations (Ordinances of the Dunsetas, 2; B. Thorpe,
A71C. Laws of England, London, 1840, p. 150). Or-

deals by hot water and hot iron were most frequent,
and were strictly legalized and regulated by the

laws of Edward, ^thelstan, and ^Ethelred. Accord-

ing to these enactments, ordeal was open to the
freeman if he was unable to obtain the necessary
number of compurgators for the oath (^thelrecf,
i. 1 ; Thorpe, p. 119). The serf was not given the
choice of the oath, but forced to undergo the

ordeal, unless his lord bought him off, and swore
on his belialf [ib.); so too the coiner of false

money (^-Ethelstan, i. 14 ; Thorpe, p. 88), or the
freeman who by a former perjury had already
forfeited the confidence of the community (Edvard,
3 ; Thorpe, p. 69). In both water and iron ordeals
an attempt was made, apparently peculiar to

English law, to regulate the test, not only accord-

ing to the nature of the offence, but also to the
character of the offender. For a first offence the
iron was of one pound weight, and the stone was
hung to the depth of the wrist ; for an offender
whose character could not be vouched for by oath
threefold ordeal was prescribed, in which the

weight of iron was increased to three pounds, and
the stone was hung to the depth of the elbow
(^thelred, i. 1 ; Thorpe, p. 119 ; /Ethelstan, iv. 7 ;

Thorpe, p. 96). Certain offences, such as incen-
diarism and murder, wei'e proved by threefold
ordeal only, but the accuser in this case had the
choice of water ordeal or of iron ordeal (i^thelstan,
iv. 6 ; Thorpe, p. 95). Like oaths, ordeals were
not to be held on festivals and fasts (Edward and
GuSrum, 9 ; Thorpe, p. 74) ; and in the ecclesiastical

law the procedure both for the accused and for the

officiating priest was fully described (iEthelstan,
iv. 7 ; Thorpe, p. 96). Iron ordeal reappears in

the laws of William the Conqueror and of Henry I.

as an alternative to the duel in cases of dispute
between individuals of French and English nation-

ality (William l., iii. 12; Thorpe, p. 212; Heniy
I., Ixxv. 6; Thorpe, p. 253). If Liebermann is

correct in his contention that, in the Laws of Ine,
37 and 62 (Thorpe, pp. 54, 62), the word ceape
should be emended to ceace (

' kettle '), it would seem
that the hot-water ordeal was prevalent in England
at a much earlier date than is generally supposed
(Liebermann,

'

Kesselfang bei den Westsachsen im
7^" Jahrh.,' SBA W, 1896, ii. 829-835). References
in the laws to water ordeal do not always make
it clear whether the cold- or the hot-water ordeal
is intended ; but supplementary evidence can be

gained from the rituals, which sometimes, by a
reference such as that to the passage of the
Israelites through the Red Sea, make it clear
that the cold-water ordeal is in question (cf.

Ijieberinann, Gcsetze der Angelsachscn, vol. i. p. 404,

§ 20, vol. ii. pt. ii. s.v.
' Kaltwasser '). The late

jirevalenee of tliis test in charges of witchcraft

proves the tenacity of the idea of ordeal in the

popular mind.
A form of ordeal which found particular favour

in England was that of swallowing a morsel of

bread or cheese {judicium offac) ; this was gener-
ally consecrated, but not always, and the lack of

religious signilicance in the names given to the
ordeal (corsncd, 'trial-portion,' ncdbread, 'forced

bread') suggests that the test was practised in pre-

Christian times. This ordeal should not be con-
fused with the oath taken on the sacrament, which
was a more delinitely religious ceremony, and
almost entirely confined to the clergy (cf. Lieber-

mann, vol. ii. pt. ii., under ' Geweihter Bissen,'
'

Abendmahlsprobe '). The ordeal of walking on
hot ploughshares does not occur in Old English
law ; but there is the famous story, traditional,

though not well authenticated, of Queen Emma,
mother of Edward the Confessor, who thus cleared
herself of an accusation of misconduct (J. Bromp-
ton, in R. Twysden, Hist. An(/. Script., London,
1652, i. 942). The bier ordeal does not appear in

Old English custom, although it is frequent in

later practice as the conviction of a murderer.
The ballad of 'Earl Richard' (Walter Scott,

Minstrelsy^, ii. 421) has one of the fullest of the

many literary references to this belief that in

the presence, or at the touch, of the murderer,
the wounds of the dead body would '

open their

congeal'd mouths and bleed afresh
'

(Shakespeare,
Richard III., I. ii.). A reference by James I.

(Dcvmonology, III. vi.) shows the persistence of this

Iselief ; and W. Henderson (Folk-lore of the North-
ern Counties, London, 1879, p. 57) traces to this

ordeal the custom lately prevalent in Durham,
that every visitor to see a dead body should touch

it, even though there might be no suspicion of

violence.

Evidence is clear that ordeals soon fell into dis-

repute with the Norman kings ; William Rufus
declared his incredulity of the iron ordeal, as Ead-
mer tells in horror (Hist. Nov. 102, Rolls Series).

Henry II. permitted the water ordeal to clear a
man of a specific charge, but he nevertheless took
the precaution of banishing him if he were of ill-

repute (Ass. Clar. c. 14). The almost complete
disappearance of ordeals from the records after the

reign of John testifies to the thoroughness with
which England, for the time entirely submissive
to the papacy, accepted the decree of the fourth

Lateran Council in 1215, excluding the clergj' from

participation in ordeals.

Ordeal plays so large a part in the law and
customs of the remaining Teutonic peoples, especi-

ally of the Franks, that it is impossible to do
more here than give a short summary of its course,
and touch on representative examples ; the later

instances are so entirely ruled by ecclesiastical

procedure that there is little distinctively Teutonic
about them (cf. Ducange, Glossarium, Niort, 1883-

87, s.vv. 'aquse judicium,'
' ferrum candens,' 'orda-

lium '). The Visigoths, more influenced by Roman
custom, seem to have favoured torture rather than
ordeal as a means of proof, to judge by the absence
of ordeal from the earlier redactions of the Lex
Visigothorum, ; but in a 7th cent, code, prob-

ably by King Egica, there is an ordinance for hot-

water ordeal, interesting for its wide territorial

scope, and for the proof which it gives of trust in

the validity of this form of test (Lex Visigotho)-uni,
VI. i. 3. ; M.G. Leges, 1893, p. 250).
The Langobard treatment of ordeal is interesting

in its variety. The Laws of Rothair (A.D. 643)
make no mention of ordeal other than the duel,
and that only in case of obstinacy on the part of

an ofi'ender (Rothair, 198 ; M.G. Leges, iv. 342).

Luitprand (A.u. 731) ordains the duel as a test in

a charge for the murder of a freeman, but at the
Scame time he shows his distrust of a method
retained only because of its antiquity :

'

Quia
incerti sumus de judicio Dei, et multos audivimus

per pugnam sine justitia causam suam perdere,
sed propter consuetudinem gentis nostrae Lan-

gobardorum legem ipsam vetare non possumus'
(Luitprand, 118; M.G. Leges, iv. 156). It is not
until the Langobard submission to the Franks
that element ordeals play any part in Langobard
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laws, as a result of their important place in

Frankisli codes. The Franks soon after their
conversion Christianized the element ordeals, one
of which had already appeared in the Salic Law
(see above, p. 531*), but the Church strove against
the duel ; the Burgundian code, however, persisted
in giving special prominence to it, and in the
6th cent, it was again legally recognized. Charle-

magne was a convinced upholder of ordeal, especi-

ally of the unilateral forms. He recognized the

duel, but attempted to replace it by a new form of

bilateral ordeal, that of the cross, in which both

plaintiff and defendant stood motionless, with arms
outstretched against a cross ; whichever first

moved or let fall his arms was judged guilty.
This is obviously a Christian ordeal, but its

heathen prototype is found in the stapfsaken,
or asseveration, with right hands outstretched, de-

scribed in de Pojndi Leg., tit. 6 [M.G. Leges, iii.

465). The cross ordeal first appears in Frankish
law under Pepin (A.D. 753), for a claim of a woman
against her husband. In Charlemagne's laws for

the Franks it is the test for theft and for disputes
of boundaries {M.G. Capit. i. 129); for the Lom-
bards he makes it the alternative to the duel

{M.G. Leges, iv. 511, tit. 130), but for other

charges, such as certain murder-charges, decrees
the nine ploughshares {ib. p. 507, tit. 104). The
cross ordeal persisted in Lombard law until for-

bidden by Lothair in the early 9th cent., 'ne
Christi passio . . . cujuslibet temeritatecontemptui
habeatur' {ib. p. 556, tit. 93) ; Lothair also applied
to the Lombards the Frankish decree of his father,
Louis the Pious, annulling the cold-water ordeal

{ib. p. 548, tit. 56 ; M.G. Capit. ii. 16).

In spite of this enlightened attitude, ordeal
became so deeply rooted in the popular custom of

the two following centuries as to be known in

Canon Law as purgatio vidgaris. The Church
itself relied upon it for the conviction of both
clerical and lay offenders (cf. Lea, op. cit. pp. 356-

363), and was unwilling to forgo a privilege at
once so impressive and so lucrative ; there was a

groAving tendency, however, to confine its use to

the conviction of heretics, and this use of the iron

ordeal was allowed even by the Lateran Council of

1215. In secular usage the practice of it tended
to be confined to accusations of uncliastity and
of conjugal infidelity ; thus Richardis, wife of

Charles the Fat, and Kunigund, empress of Henry
II., both underwent the ordeal of the nine plough-
shares. Distrust in the efficacy of ordeal did,

however, appear, in spite of this royal and ecclesi-

astical acknowledgment of it, and in spite of its

vigorous defence, supported by Biblical warrant,
by Hincmar of Rheims in the 9th century. This
distrust found expression in many quarters (cf.

Lea, op. cit. pp. 348-350), and affects a legal code in

the Assize of Jerusalem, wliere ordeal was allowed

only when the accused accepted it voluntarily.
It is reflected in literature, both in the courtly
epic of Gottfried von Strassburg, where Isolt

escapes the conviction of iron ordeal by an oath

literally exact, but intentionally deceptive ( Tristan,
i. 15731 ff., Werke, ed. F. H. vender Hagen, Breslau,
1823, i. ), and in popular realistic poetry, as in the

poem where a guilty husband opeoly practises
trickery in the iron ordeal (cf. M. Haupt, ZDA
viii. [1851] 89-95). Yet these references from
German literature are not to be taken as proof of

general disregard of ordeal ; on the contrary, onleal

persists later in German codes than in those of any
other Teutonic nation ; thus provision for tlie

duel appears in the Schwahcnspiegel of the 13tli

cent. (tit. 310, 359, 360, ed. W. Wackernagel, Ziirich,

1840) ; and fur the duel, alternating with the water
and iron ordeals, in the Sachsenspiegd of the
14th century (i. 39. iii. 21, ed. C. G. Homeyer,

Berlin, 1827). In S. Germany forms of ordeal still

occur in popular custom perliaps more persistently
than in any other country, though often much
weakened and disguised.
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ORDER. — I. Orderliness and its uses. — In

dealing witli sets or collections that consist of

individual objects
— sets of objects such as the

stars in the sky, the men who are members of a
social group, or the articles of furniture that are

present in a given room—Ave may proceed in either

of two ways.
(1) The first is the purely empirical way, which

we follow when we note each individual object by
itself, and then consider its relations to the other

objects which belong to the collection. Thus we
may take note of various chairs in one room, that
one is near this window, another close to that door,
and so on. Again, we may notice that, at a given
time, one star is visible in the east, another is

prominent in the west, and that the north star

stands in such and such relations to stars which

belong to the constellation called the Great Bear.
This method of studying the objects which make
up a given collection is of great importance, but,
unless it is supplemented, it leaves us witliout a

knowledge of the orderliness of the objects and of

the collection which we study.
(2) The second is a way dependent upon our

power to discover that the objects of the collection

which we have studied are subject to such laws

that, when we have observed some of the facts

with regard to those objects, we can infer from
the knowledge of these facts what may prove to be
a multitude of other facts to which the objects of

the same collection are also subordinate. In so far

as we can effectively draw such inferences, we are
able to make the empirical knowledge wliich we
first obtain, and which may be, so to speak,

'

ruler

over a few things,' into the source of a knowledge
which also makes us ' rulers over many things.'
That is, from the empirical knowledge which has
for its object individual members of the collection

which we are studying, we may be able to infer,

through general laws known to us, a knowledge
relating to other members of tlie same collection,

and, on occasion, to a great manj' other sucli

objects.
When a collection of objects has characters so

subject to law that from a knowledge of some
portion of the objects, their characters, and re-

lations we are able to infer what are the char-

acters and relations of at least some of the other

objects, it has, in a highly general .sense, tlie char-

acter of orderliness. The objects of this collection

form in some sense an order, or what is also some-
times called an array. A closer examination sho\vs

that tliere are many different kiiuls of orderliness

and order, some of which are much more imi)ortant
than others. But in the most general sense we
may say that a collection of objects possesses order

by virtue of the fact that, from a knowledge of

what is true of some of its members we can in-

fer in definite ways what is or will be true about
the other objects of tlie collection, or about some

portion of them. Order is important for us because,
in the first place, by means of such properties be-

longing to collections we can and do economize the

work both of our science and of our conduct in

dealing with collections of objects whicli possess

especially the more important kinds of order. In-
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stead of dealing with all tiie details of a collection

of objects, we deal witli a portion of the facts, and
then use our information to guide our behaviour in

dealing with the resf, or witli some portion of the

objects.
The simplest instance of the vahie of order is furnished by the

distinction between a confused or disorderly collection of men
and an orderly array of individuals, such as ia represented by
soldiers drawn up in battle line, or by ofticiala taking part in a

public ceremony. If you look froni a window upon a crowd of

people in a park or in a market-place, and if they are not notably
an ordered collection, you may make the general statement that

the lack of order among them is exemplified by the fact that

each individual is going his own way, so that, if you want to

lind out what he is doing or whither he is going, you must watch
him for himself ; his neighbour's doings may not be in any
clearly observable relation to liis own. What one is doing does
not enable you to infer what others are doing. If, as in many a

market-place or street, the people are in various ways imitating
one another, and are engaged in common activities, this very
fact introduces, as far as it goes, some sort of order into the

group. The ebb and flow of the crowd in the market-place or

street, if subject to observable laws at all, makes possible the
inference that some of those present are leaders in the move-
ments which go on, while others are followers and imitators,
that some preside, incite or address the crowd, or offer their
wares for sale, while others are followers, or buyers, or are led

or influenced by leaders or by the vendors of wares. So far as
such knowledge permits you to make valid inferences from the
observed facts regarding certain individuals to the observable
or predictable facts regarding others, the crowd in question is

not a disorderly assembly, or a collection devoid of what may-
be regarded as its own sort of order. The uninitiated observer
who looks down upon the floor of a Stock Exchange finds a

general appearance of disorder, or of the lack of order, in the
collection of people whom he at first observes. When he is

better acquainted with the business going on, and with the way
in which it is done, he is able to draw inferences with regard to
some of the people and the modes of behaviour represented,
while he learns to base his inferences upon what he observes
about the people and the conduct that first attracted his atten-
tion. The observer gradually learns something about the laws
followed by those who do business in the Stock Exchange, wliile,

precisely as his knowledge grows, the people on the floor of the
Stock Exchange appear to him more and more as an assemblage
of persons having, and engaged in following, a more or less

determinate order.

2. Law and order.—It will be observed that, in

tlie sense which we here emphasize, order depends
upon the presence of definable law, and varies witli

the laws which are in question. On the other

hand, there is a ditierence between the lawfulness,
or general subjection to law, which may belong to
the real world, to our conduct, or to our thougiit,
and that which we call

' order
'

for the purposes of

the present discussion. By
' lawfulness' we mean

a character which is generally viewed as belonging,
not to individuals or collections of individuals, but
to the general modes of behaviour, the general
qualities, ciiaracter, or relations which nature
follows, which we regard as belonging to the real

world, or which we discover when we contem^jlate
the natural world, the metaphysically real world,
or our world of thought or of conduct. But ' order

'

belongs to sets of individuals, to collections, to

arrays of things, persons, deeds, or events. In
other words, to use tiie term first prominently
associated with the famous doctrine of Duns Scotus

concerning the nature of individuals, order belong.s
to collections of '

hrpcceities,' to groups of in-

dividuals, or of objects which are viewed as ha-c-
ceities ; but laws and lawfulness in general especi-
ally belong to our science, tliought, and modes of
behaviour.

E.g. ,
the planetary motions are subject to Kepler's laws, or to

the Newtonian law of gravitation. But the solar system pos-
sesses, or is, an order, since there are some facts about planets
moving in orbits external to the earth's orbit which can be
inferred from this very fact. Thus from the fact that the orbit
of Jupiter is related in a well-known way to the orbit of the
earth, while the orbit of Venus lies between the orbit of the
earth and the sun, we can infer that, on occasion, Jupiter and
Venus, as viewed from the earth, appear to be nearly opposite
each other, while Jupiter and Saturn, being so related to the
earth that the earth's orbit lies between each of them and the
sun, cannot appear to us as occupying positions in the sky
which are opposite to each other. 'These simple facts can he
inferred from our knowledge of the way in which the orbit of
the earth is related to the orbit of these other planets. But
such facts and inferences relate to the haecceities, to the planets

in question, and to their real or apparent relative positions as
members of the order of the solar system.

In brief, a law of nature is an invariant mode
of change which some process, or class of processes,

exemplifies. Analogous definitions appl}' to laws
and lawfulness wherever these are present in the
ethical or the metaphysical world, or in any world,
real or ideal, which is properly to be conceived as

subject to invariant modes of change or behaviour.
But an order is a set of lijecceities, or of individuals,
such that, by virtue of laws to which these
haecceities or their general cliaracters are siibject,
it is possible to draw the inferences exemplified
above from some members of the orderto other
members of the same order.

The contrast between laws on the one hand and
order on the other is easily seen in the ethical as
well as in the natui'al realm. The moral law re-

lates to principles and modes of conduct, and so

explicitly to universals. The golden rule, the

Kantian categorical imperative, Bentham's maxim
regarding the choice of the greatest happiness, are
all definitions of supposedly invariant modes of

action, ideal types of behaviour, which the moral
law counsels for various classes or sorts of moral

agents. On the other hand, in a court of law

plaintift" and defendant, together with their counsel
and the judge, are individuals constituting a
determinate legal order. They constitute such an
order because, from the fact that we know that

somebody. A, is plaintiff, while somebody, T, is

judge, and somebody else, perhaps D, is counsel
for the plaintiff, we can infer certain other facts,
with regard to the functions, interests, duties,

purposes, or perils of other actual or possible
members of the same court, occupied with the
same business.

3. The whole numbers. — One of the most
familiar and important instances of order with
which the exact sciences are acquainted is the
order of the so-called 'whole numbers.' This
order is made up of the first member of the order,
and then tiie sequence of numbers represented by
the terms three, four, and so on. It consists of an
ideally endless sequence of terms whose properties
are such that a vast number of assertions can be
made with regard to the properties of numbers.
These assertions are, ideally speaking, as infinite

in their multiplicity as is the series of whole
numbers itself. Yet, logically speaking, all the
arithmetic of whole numbers can be deduced from
the following simple propositions which relate to

elementary properties of the order in question :

(1) There is a relation which may exist between two whole
numbers, and which is called the ' relation of next successor to.'

Thus four is the next successor to three, two is the next
successor to one : and, in general, it n is a whole number, the
next successor to »i is the whole number called »i-hl.

(2) There is a whole number, and one only, which is not the
next successor to any whole number. This, also called ' the
first whole number,' may be conveniently represented by the

symbol 0. The next successor to is then called one ; the next
successor to one is called two, and so on.

(3) Given any number, n, then its next successor, n+ l, is

thereby uniquely determined, so that, if every whole number
has a next successor, every whole number also has but one next
successor.

(4) Every whole number, without exception, has a next
successor.

(5) If any property whatever is such that it belongs to the
first whole number, and if it is such that, if it belongs tx) any
whole number, it belongs to the next successor of that whole
number, then this property belongs to all the whole numbers.

From these principles it is easy to show that the
series of whole numbers thus defined po.ssesses the

property of being what is called 'infinite,' i.e.,

since every whole number has a next successor,
there is no last whole number. In brief, the order of
the whole numbers is such that it has a first member
and no last, while every one of its members has a
next successor, and while it is subject to the principle
often called ' the law of mathematical induction '—
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tlie law that permits the so-called '

reasoning from
n to n + 1, and so to all,' in case of orders which
have the same properties as those of the whole
numbers. Orders of this kind have been called

by A. N. Whitehead and Bertrand Russell '

pro-

gressions.' They are of enormous importance for

all the exact sciences and for the Mhole progress of

the human mind. It will be observed that one can

exeinplify the order of the whole numbers by con-

sidering a very few, such as zero, one, two, three.

When one thus becomes aware of the general laws
to which the whole order is subject, one can deduce
not merely countless tlieorems belonging to the
ai"ithmetic of the whole numbers, but countless

properties exemplified by whole numbers not men-
tioned in the foregoing elementary example. The
orderliness of the whole numbers and the proper-
ties both of the individual members and of possible

groups of members thus become deducible from
the i)rinciples just stated, and from whatever

experience we have for knowing or for asserting
that the order of the whole numbers is actually
exemplified in the real or the ideal world. How
important this knowledge of order may be we can
realize if we remember how groups of individual

objects or men can be arranged so as to correspond
to some portion of the whole number series, while
such an arrangement is useful in guiding conduct
and reasoning in the most signihcant ways. The
heads of a discourse, the stages of a plan of action,
the officers or dignitaries of a given hierarchy or

other numerically ordered array of individuals,
the deeds of a life, the hours of the day, the days
of the year, the watches turned out by a manu-
facturer, may be either arranged or labelled by a
set of whole numbers. Such an arrangement is

useful for the most manifold purposes, in planning,
seeking, or using objects, or in bringing individual
human beings into co-operation.

4. Further illustrations.—There are cases in the
realms of science, art, and life in which we deal

very extensively Avith laws and lawfulness without

paying attention to the orders in which these laws
find their concrete exemplification. Thus, while
our account of any given instance of order always
involves a recognition of certain laws to which the
members of the order are subject, we can have
elaborate exposition of theories which deal with
laws and their consequences in general terms,
while largely neglecting to emphasize those orders
in which the laws get many highly important
and concrete illustrations. Thus the science of

mechanics deals with the laws of motion under
conditions very often conceived as ideal ; and, in so

far, that science does not tell us about the natural
order of the physical world. For astronomy the
order of the solar system has a certain primary
interest, at least from one mode of approach.
Newton's Principia dealt in considerable part with
the laws of bodies subject to gravitation, and, in

so far, did not lay stress upon the order of the
solar system, but upon the laws of planetary
motion and of the motion of bodies in general.
On the other hand, where our discussions relate

to general laws and do not primarily lay stress

upon the concrete orders that we find existing in

tiie real or ideal world, then, in so far as tliey are
exact and well reasoned, they inevitably include a
more or less extended description of systems of

ideal objects
— conceptual embodiments, so to

speak, of the laws the logical or the rational

principles of which we are making use. In this

sense any exposition of tlie laws to which the
natural or the moral world is subject inevitably
includes a presentation of some iileally orderetl

system of conceptual entities, of numbers, of

possible deeds, or of other objects, whose array
illustrates those laws with which we are dealing.

Once more, the instance of the whole numbers
serves to illustrate what happens when we reason
about the laws of nature, or of the ideal or moral
world. If the watchmaker labels his watches
with numbers that stand for the order in which

they were turned out of the factory, he constructs

an ordered system of haecceities. This may be
convenient for the process of finding lost watches,
or of registering tne purchase or the fortune of

individual watches. On the other hand, if a man
deals, as the aritlimetician does, with the laws of

whole numbers, he inevitably makes use of the
ideal order of the whole numbers themselves.
This order is constituted, not by the principles of

the arithmetic of whole numbers cited above, but

by the ideal haecceities, called the whole numbers
themselves. On the other hand, every study of a

system of law, as it becomes explicit, involves the
definition of an orderly system of ideal haicceities,
which exemplifies the laws in question. Thus the
relations of law and order become more obvious
and definite in our discussion. The maxim,
' Order is Heaven's first law,' gets at least one

possible and fairly definite interpretation. View-

ing heaven as a realm whose members are haecceities

that belong to a world which our experience does
not at present at all adequately cover, we, in faith,
or in hope, regard these hajcceities as having a
certain array. This array will also exemplify
justice, the true values which our human life was
intended either to exemplify or, in heaven, to

attain. The distinction between the law and the
order will be perfectly clear, precisely in so far as

the laws are understood, and in so far as, in the

heavenly world, the order will be needed, since in

heaven justice will exist, not merely as a principle,
but as the concrete order of the '

just made perfect.'

Possibly the law of heaven may be, as St. Paul

maintained, the law of charity. But the order of

heaven will then be the order of the concrete indi-

viduals wliose spiritual unity, with one another
and with their Lord, the Apostle so eloquently
characterizes.

5. Series and the correlation of series.—The
terra 'series' has already been explained by the
endless ideal series of the whole numbers ; but
there are many other series besides. We early
become familiar with a new type of series when
we study

'

fractions,' better named ' rational

numbers.' The rational numbers^e._<7., decimal
fractions—form a series, in so far as we take
account of the fact that two decimal fractions or

other rational numbers which are equal to each
otiier may be treated, for certain purposes, as if

they were identical. Thus the fractions j, f, %,

and the decimal fractions "5, '50, '500, and so on,
are all mutually equivalent. We maj' regard
them, therefore, as all dillerent representations of

the same fractional value. If we confine our
attention to those rational numbers called '

proper
fractions,' i.e. those which lie between and 1 in

value, we may notice that the series of the proper
fractions has the following character :

(1) When two proper fractions are distinct, i.e., when they do
not possess equivalent vahies, there is a relation existing between
them which is very familiar and possesses decidedly important
properties. This may be called ' the relation of greater and
less,' i.e. in the case supposed one of the fractions is the greater,
while the other is the less of the two.

(2) The relation of
i,^reater

and less is not a mutual relation ;

as the locjicians sometimes say, it is asymmetrical. If a proper
fraction f is greater than a proper fraction Q, then Q is never

greater than /', but stands to /* in what we call the relation

'less than.' The relation
'
less than,' like the relation

'

greater

than,' is an asymmetrical relation. Each of these relations is

the inverse of the other, and is, in a way, opposed to it in
'

sense,' or in what may also be regarded, from a certain point
of view, as 'direction.'

(3) If we choose any two rational fractions, r and t, which are

not equal to each other, then there is always to he found in

the series of rational numbers a third rational number which is

distinct both from /• and from t. Let us call this thii^l rational
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number «. Now « may be, as the third member of this class,
so chosen that s is j^reater than r and less than t. In this

sase we may say that ' s lies between r and t in the series of

rational fractions.'

(4) If we choose to regard 0, not as one of the rational numbers,
but as lying before all the rational numbers, and forming the
inferior one of the two extremes between which all the proper
fractions lie, while 1 is the superior extreme, then, as we can

readily see, there is no proper fraction which is the least of all

the proper fractions. For a perfectly analogous reason the
series of rational fractions has no greatest member, since, what-
ever proper fraction we choose, such as "9999, we can always find
a proper fraction which is greater than this chosen fraction, and
which is nevertheless not equal to 1, so that it lies between the

proper fraction which we just chose and 1.

(6) To sum up, the series of proper fractions possesses these

properties : any two of its distinct members stand to each
other either in a certain unsymmetrical relation of the first to
the second or in the converse of this relation, so that of two
proper fractions a determinate one is the greater, while the
other is the less. Between any two rational fractions we can
always find or determine a third which is greater than one of

the pair and less than the other. There is no rational fraction
which stands first in the series of proper fractions, and no
rational number that stands last. The series of proper fractions

has, in this sense, neither beginning nor end. Yet, if we choose,
we can regard and 1 as extremes so related to the entire series

of the proper fractions that precedes all of them, despite the
fact that there is no first member in the series of proper fractions,
while 1 follows all of them, despite the fact that there is no last

member in the series.

(6) Last of all, we may mention a property of the 'greater-
less

'

relation which is of cardinal importance for est-ablishing
and determining the characters which belong to the series of

proper fractions. This property is expressed by saying that, if

there are three proper fractions such that b is greater than a,
while c is greater than b, then c is greater than a

;
i.e. the rela-

tion '

greater than '

is not only asymmetrical, but is also what
logicians call

' transitive
'

; it is a relation which passes over
from pair to pair, or which follows what William James, in the

closing chapter of his Principles of Psychology (London, 1901),
calls

' the axiom of skipped intermediaries.'

The simple but liighly abstract example of the
series of proper fractions has, as we now see, char-
acters which sharply distinguish it from the series

of the whole numbers, in which there is a first

although no last member. Corresponding to every
member, n, there is its next successor, n + l. On
the contrary-, the series of proper fractions has no
lirst and no last member, while none of its members
has either a next predecessor or a next successor.
Yet the two series have certain notable features in

common. In each there is a relation, which we
may call

' the relation of successor,' whose converse

may be regarded as ' the relation of predecessor.'
This relation, so long as it is viewed as between
two members of a series which are not of equivalent
value, rank, or place, is unsymmetrical and transi-

tive. We can say that, given two proper fractions
wMiich are not mutually equivalent, one is a suc-
ce.ssor of the other, in the same way in which we
may call one of them greater than the other ; and,
if we choose two whole numbers, so long as they are
not equivalent whole numbers, one of them is, in

the whole number series, a successor of the other,
while tlie other is a predecessor of the one. Differ-

ent as the two series of whole numbers and proper
fractions are, they still possess common and rela-

tional characters, which make both of them series.

This may be viewed as a general characteristic of
all those series which, like the points on a straight
line in ordinary geometry, the events in a story or
in a man's life, the members of a file of soldiers, or
the positions of a heavenly body as it seems to

move from a point in the eastern horizon to a point
where it disappears in the western horizon, are

possessed of the character of being
'

open series,'
I.e. series which do not return into themselves, and
which possess no repetitions of a member.
Open series are of enormous importance for the

whole theory of order. The events of time, so far
as these are known to us, form open scries. No
event recurs. In like manner, any physical process
which follows, more or less definitely, the course of
an open line, be it straight or curved, presents the
features of an open series. The movements of a
man, when he walks once over a road and does

not return, or cross his own tracks at any point,
form an open series. All our business, all our

plans of life, all that makes our life a progress or
the reverse, all tliat gives ethical significance to a

personality and to its activities, are things depend-
ing upon the character of the open series. In the

light of the foregoing instances, we may now give
a definition of the order of an open series.

Let there be a set of objects, .S'. The objects
may be physical or ideal, theoretically or practi-

cally significant
—

points, numbers, deeds, people, or
whatever you M-ill. Let the members of S be

subject to the following general law :

If we choose any two members of S, there will be a relation
which in some way has already been exemplified by the relation

'greater and less.' This relation will apply uniformly to what-
ever pair of the members of H is taken into consideration, with
this sole proviso, that, if you call it

' the relation G.' and if you
consider two members p and q of G, then a determinate one of
these two members of S, i.e. either the member p or the member
q, will stand in this asymmetrical and transitive relation G to
the other member of the pair. Since, by hypothesis, the rela-

tion G is asynuuetrioal and transitive, if p stands in relation
G to q, q will not stand in the relation G to p, but in the con-
verse of this relation.

If all the members of S are subject to this

general law, the members of <S' stand in the order
of an open series, and actually constitute such
a series. The two cases of the whole numbers and
the proper fractions are instances of such a serial

Older.

In the form of a definition, this account of the
order of an open series may be stated thus : by an
'

open series
'

is meant a set, or collection, of objects,
so that there exists, or is dehnable, some one rela-

tion, G, asymmetrical and transitive, such that
whatever pair, p and q, of the members of the set

be chosen, one, and of necessity only one, of them
stands in the relation G to the other, while the
other inevitably stands in the converse of the
relation G to the first.

It is obvious that an open series conforms to our
definition of what constitutes order. It is a set of

objects. From some assertions regarding members
of this set other assertions can be inferred. The
series consists of individuals, while the asymme-
trical and transitive relation, upon which each
instance of a series depends, itself exemplifies a

very general relational law. That the members of

the series themselves illustrate this law makes it

possible to infer from the relations of some of them
certain relations belonging to others.

In the actual work of the sciences as well as in

the formation, control, and use of serial orders, a

large part is played by another set of relations, to

which we must call attention in passing. In

general we define various distinct series, if we
have occasion to define any one series. Thus the

series of the whole numbers is usually defined, not

merely in the highly general and abstract manner
just referred to, but more (concretely, namely, in

connexion with such a process as the counting of

objects, or the numbering of watches, or, again, in

connexion with the study of the laws of nature.
The series of the proper fractions is both theoreti-

cally and practically used, not merely in dealing
with abstract arithmetic, but in the processes of

measurement. Concretely the proper fractions

become useful to us when we are considering an
ounce as a determinate subdivision of a pound,
measurable by means of a certain proper fraction,
or a foot as a determinate part of a yard. In other

words, the abstract series of order, such as are

exemplified by our proper fractions and our whole
numbers, get their more concrete, and in general
their more practical, significance when they are

brought into relation with other series.

Now the operation of connecting a serial order
like the whole numbers with an ordinary process
like the counting of individual things is a special
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instance of what logicians often call
' correlation of

series.' A set of individual objects stand before
me. I need, for various purposes, to count them,
to know iiow many of them there are. I do this

by using the series of whole numbers, treated, for

the purposes of counting, as an order. I consider
the concrete set of objects so that, by means of

pointing, labelling, or some such process, I attach,
in due order, each one of my whole numbers to

the members of this collection, continuing until

every one of the objects to be counted has been

pointed at, or labelled, by one of ray whole num-
bers. Then I regard the last one of the whole
numbers of which I make use for this purpose as

letting me know how many members the collection

of objects which I have been counting contains.

When Ave are dealing not merely with collections

which we can count, but with collections which we
measure, we have frequent reason for correlating
such series as those of the rational numbers with
the various real quantities

—with length, distance,

weight, size, and so on. The operations upon
which such correlations depend in many cases are of

great complexity. Our present interest lies in the
fact that by means of such processes we get our

knowledge of the measurable facts of our natural
world into order, and that we do so by correlating
the observable or measurable series of lengths,
distances, and other measurable objects, with our

already known ideal and logically defined serial

orders. By means of such correlations the ideal

order of the abstract numbers—e.g., of the whole
numl)ers, of the rational numbers—comes to per-
vade, to dominate, or, as one may sometimes say,
to infect, the at first less orderly or even appa-
rently disordered world with which our experience
has to deal. Order is thus correlated with the
facts which the real world presents to our notice,
and which experience presents to be operated upon
by our processes of counting, measuring, or other-

wise ajjplying our ideal series, such as whole
numbers or rational numbers, to the objects of our

experience. Through such conelation our conduct

gets an orderly organization, which constitutes one
of the most general and important consequences
of our scientific study of the world. Instead of

dealing with a world which seems one of chance

facts, we discover what appears to be a world well

arrayed, or at any rate capable of being controlled

by serially ordered, precisely defined modes of

action. The discovery of the whole number series

was one of the first advances of the human mind in

the exact sciences. All our discovery of order in

nature, and all the orderly serial arrangement of

our lives, ideals, and social order have been influ-

enced by the whole number series, ever since we
learned how to think in terms of this number series.

Thus man first discovers order in the form of series

of ideal objects, which are, indeed, suggested to him

by the real world, but which he learns to under-
stand through such constructive and ideally orderly
activities as those which counting and measuring
represent. Thus, by means of correlation, man
continually introduces order into his real world,
and is stimulated by whatever he finds orderly in

that world to an effort to increase his own power
to construct and to understand orderly series and
their correlation.

6. Order in the moral and social world.—The
foregoing accounts of instances of order as we
find them in the regions with which our theoretical

science deals illustrate the fact that, in so far as

we take account of order, we not only gain a
theoretical control over our knowledge of facts,
but prepare ourselves for forms of practical activ-

ity which are made possible through the recog-
nition, the definition, the production, and tlie

control of order. The rows, the series, the array

of real and ideal objects with which our science
deals acquire their importance for us in close con-
nexion with two principal facts, which result from
the very nature of order.

(1) In so far as we are dealing with a collection of

objects which, when taken together, constitute an
order, we at every point economize the processes of
our knowledge, and consequently make it a more
powerful instrument for grasping the facts of
nature and the connexions of the universe ; for it

is of the very nature of an order that, from a

knowledge of a part of the system which possesses
it, we can infer what is true about other parts of

the same order, and, uixtn occasion, about the
whole of the order. The general concept of
material order, and of the correlation of series, has
shown us how, Avherever series are known to us
and can be systematically correlated, we can con-

stantly make use of some of our knowledge about
the facts with which we deal to infer properties
without which the advance of our knowledge would
be greatly impeded.

It is customary to suppose that the most im-

portant concept of the exact sciences is the concept
of quantity. That it is the characteristic work of
the intellect to be guided by the effort to describe
the world in quantitative terms—this is a thesis

which has plaj^ed a large part both in the theory
and in the criticism of tlie work of the human
intellect. The well-known Bergsonian criticism of
the office and limitations of the intellect is founded

upon a tendencj' to interpret the work of the
exact sciences as, in large part, an effort to dehue
nature, as well as reality in general, in prevailingly
quantitative terms, so that, from this point of view,
the intellect primarily measures, weighs, or other-
wise quantitatively defines its task and its material.
But this way of viewing the tasks of the intellect

is as unjust to the logic of the exact sciences as it

is unable to define the actual range which the

conception of order has in the guidance of our

practical, and, above all, our ethical life.

The quantitative sciences are indeed of very
great importance. But their importance is due to

the fact that the quantities are subject to certain

very interesting laws and types of order, which
hold true for many other real and ideal sjsteras
besides those systems which the quantitative
sciences study and which the arts of measurement
make prominent. The science of mathematics is

ill-defined as the science of quantity. On the
other hand, what gives the quantitative sciences
their mathematical importance is the fact that in

the realm of quantities tliere are certain peculiarly
interesting types of order present. But these

quantitative types of order are not the only exact

types of order. Modern mathematical science is

interested in a vast number of order types, and of

orderly structures in general, which are in their

nattire not quantitative, and which can be neither
dehned nor studied in terms of quantitative rela-

tions. Geometry, by virtue both of its original
name and of a good deal of its actual history,

api)ears to be, upon its face, the science that deals
M'ith space measurement—e.g., with the measure-
ment of lengths, areas, volumes, and similar ob-

jects. Bergson has been deceived by this aspect
of it into calling our geometry

' a geometry of

solids,' and into supposing that the pre-eminence
which geometry has attained in our physical
sciences, and which in consequence the concepts
that depend on measurements have possessed in

the development of all our pliilosoiihy, is due to

tlie evolutionary accidents which liave bound the

human intellect to a dominant interest in the con-

struction of solid bodies.

As a matter of fact, however, it is not an anti-

intellectual tentlency, but a profoundly logical
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interest in tlie purely onleily, and in the primarily

non-quantitative aspect of things,
that has come

to be expressed in -what is technically called 'non-

metrical geometry.' Such a geometry science pos-
sesses in the branches of mathematics which are

called
'

projective geometry
' and '

descriptive

geometry.' These can be very highly developed
without making any use of the idea of measurable

geometrical quantities. Their source lies not in

our power to measure, to Aveigh, and muscularly or

meciianically to manipulate solids, but, as F. A.

Enriques of Bologna has shown, in our sense of

sight, in our power to notice the orderly alignment
of points and sets of points, and the orderly inter-

sections of systems of lines, as such intersections

appear in the field of vision. This non-metrical or

ordinal geometry may, therefore, be called ' visual

geometry.' In fact the eye gives us a certain

knowledge of order, distinct from that which we
get through our muscles, or through various opera-
tions of measurement and metrical comparisons.
The ordinal properties of the field of vision have
an importance which the logic of science has ne-

glectea until recently. It is the eye that, despite
all its illusions of perspective, has shown to man,
from very early in his career, the distinction be-

tween heaven and earth, and the order of the

heavenly movements themselves. In this sense
the eye has played a large part in man's develop-
ment in the conception of order. Furthermore, it

is the purely ordinal aspect of the series of whole
numbers and of rational numbers that lies at the
foundation of some of the most important concep-
tions and theories of arithmetical science. In sum,
then, the essence of the exact sciences lies in the
fact that they reveal, as well as use, order, while

quantity and the realm of the quantitative furnish

only a special instance of order, not the only in-

stance, and in certain respects by no means the
most theoretically fruitful instance.

(2) With these considerations in mind, we shall

now be able to make a transition to the types and
the nature of order which have the greatest interest
in the moral world. As we have just seen, the
order of the heavenly motions proved to be of

great importance in giving men a conception of

the kind of order that ou^ht to prevail in a justly
organized moral and sociju world. From the first,

then, human conceptions of order have had as

genuine a moral and social as a scientific and
theoretical significance. The one great task of the
intellect is to comprehend the orderly aspect of the
real and of the ideal world. The conception of

order lies, therefore, just as much at the basis of
an effort to define our ideals of character and
society as at the basis of arithmetic, geometry, or
the quantitative sciences in general, or of those

non-quantitative types of exact science which are
now on their way to higher development. It is,

therefore, not a matter of mere accident or of
mere play on words that, if a man publishes a
book called simply

' A Treatise on Order,' or ' The
Doctrine of Order,' we cannot tell from the title

whether it is a treatise on social problems or on

logic and mathematics, whether it deals in the
main with preserving an orderly social order

against anarchy or with studying those unsym-
nietrical and transitive relations, those operations
and correlations upon which the theories of arith-

metical, geometrical, and logical order depend.
The bridge that should connect our logic and
mathematics with our social theories is still un-
finished. The future must and will find such a

bridge. Then exactness of thinking will become
consistent with the idealizing of conduct ; the
realm of tlie Platonic ideas that are to guide man
in his search for wisdom will be conceived, at least
in part, in terms of an order which will not be

'

ageometrical '—not foreign in type to the sort of
order which the geometricians, especially in the
non-metrical part of their work, have long had
reason to study. It only remains now to mention
some ethical and social relations among human
beings which are of importance in enabling us to

infer from known facts about given human indi-

viduals what tlie duties, offices, and social rights
and positions of other individuals either are or may
become.

Among the moral and social relations of human
beings there are a number of dyadic relations well
known to us as furnishing a basis for serial order,
and as being useful in both the lesser and the

greater matters of social life. Thus the relation

of superior and inferior in cases where authority is

concerned enables us to define serial order. If A
commands B, and B commands C, and if orders can
be transmitted from pair to pair, then, in general,
or under more or less precisely definable condition.^,
the commands of A may pass, as we often say,

indirectly, through his subordinate B to i?'s sub-

ordinate C. In such cases it may be as well for A
to transmit his commands through B to C as to

express his authority directly. How far such a
series may extend and how many terms it may
have will vary with the type of authority in

question, Avith the range of its application, and
so with the number of members who constitute the

series. But, as far as the order goes, its essential

characteristics are the same as those exemplified
by a selected series of ordinal numbers, such as 3,

4, 5, 6. The usefulness of the idea of order is

strictly analogous in the two cases. The signifi-
cance of the series consisting of an officer and his

subordinates, their subordinates, and so on, lies in

the fact that, from a knowledge of some of the
facts relating to the persons in question and to

their authority, the relations of others of the facts

can be deduced, and thus what is called an orderly
mode of activity can be predetermined.
A relation decidedly different from that of

authority, but of great practical importance, is

that of some one who writes a letter, hands it

to a messenger, who in his turn passes it over to

some predetermined receiver of messages, while
the process of indirect transmission is thus con-

tinued in an orderly way, until the letter reaches
its destination. Such indirect but orderly trans-

mission of messages may be as effective for pur-
poses of communication as if the writer gave his

letter to his correspondent without the use of

intermediaries. Of such orderly transmission the

conveyance of correspondence through the Post
Office is a familiar example. What is essential to

this sort of order is that, since from some facts you
can, in an orderly system, deduce the existence of

other facts, the whole undertaking of transmitting
information, or other contents of letters, becomes
definite, and, subject to the well-known fallibility
of human conduct, predictable. The whole busi-

ness world depends for the order of its transactions

upon systems of organization which involve this

serial order. Civilized man does most of his work
through intermediai'ies. He pays a foreign
creditor a debt by drawing upon his own local

bank. He purchases in a distant part of the world

by transmitting his orders through all sorts of

indirect channels. What he needs to know in

order to guide his actions reasonably is the same
sort of thing as a student of non-metrical geometry
has to recognize when he draws conclusions about
an orderly array of points, or the arithmetician

computes when he casts up sums of columns of

figures; i.e., the civilized man, like the arithmeti-

cian, uses in his business, as the mathematician
uses in his computations, some order system. It

is an order system because a knowledge of part of
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the facts rej^ai'tling its constitution enables us to

reach a knowledge of other facts. In reaching this

conclusion we use general principles. So far as

these are exemplified by some system of individual

men, of individual acts, and, in general, of hsec-

ceities, that system is an order system. Its order
has for us the value that liereby we are able to

arrange our modes of conduct and to predict their

outcome.
As in the mathematical, so in the moral and

social systems, that form of order called ' serial

order
'

is especially familiar and important. But,
wherever the system witli which we deal enables
us to compute, with greater or less probability,
some of its facts from others supposed to be given,
we are dealing with an order .system.

In general, we may say that, since it is essential

to order that we should be able to draw conclusions
which to us are novel from knowledge about the
relations of certain facts given, the most familiar
features of an order system will be those which
have been illustrated by the transitivity of the
various pairs of members belonging to a given
series.

We may say that, il by the symbol R^a b x y)l mean simply
the assertion, 'The hjecceities, a, b, x, and y, stand in some
relation which 1 call the relation R,' and if by the symbol S (c d
X y)l mean the assertion,

' The hsecceities, c, d, x, and j/, stand in

the relation S to one another,' and if I am able to conclude that,
in the system of objects of which I am speaking, the assertion is

true that the hsecceities, a, b, c, and d, stand to one another in

the relation T, so that, using analogous symbols, I can write T
(a b c d), and if general laws of this sort are true of the whole

system with which I am dealing, then that system is in some
sense an ordered system, although the property of the relations

upon which I lay stress is a relational property that permits
some sort of elimination. Were the laws of this elimination

sufficiently known and sufficiently general, they would permit
definite knowledge and, on occasion, definite courses of action,
which might rival in their orderliness the states of knowledge
and courses of action which we have illustrated by the instances
of the numbers and similar mathematical objects.
Such laws may be social. Were it the law of some social order

that, ii a, b, x, and y belong to the same social club in a great
city, and if c, d, x, and y meet in the market-place of the city on
a given day, as a fact a, b, c, and d will all bow to one another,
and will all take oflf their hats, then that social order would be

subject to a law which it miglit be worth while to know, and
which would certainly give us a right to say that a, b, c, d, x,
and y were, at any rate for the time in question, an orderly
assemblage of persons. The order in question niij,'ht not be
of an externally peaceable sort. Thus we might suppose an

assemblage of men subject to the law that, if a, b, x, and y
fought side by side in the trenches, and if c, d, x, and y fought
in opposed trenches, a, 6, c, and d would, at the earliest oppor-
tunity, fraternize and cease fighting. This assemblage of men
would be subject to a sort of order. The law characterizing
this order might be stated in the form that, in some definable

class of instances, the comrades of certain opponents would, at
the earliest opportunity, fraternize. However strange the law,
it would have some sort of importance if it could be stated and
put into application in some detenninate manner.

Now in social and ethical matters, quite as much
as in mathematical and natural matters, wherever
there are laws which permit such eliminations,
there is some sort of order in the system character-

ized by the presence of such laws. To conceive a
world in which tliere is such order is to conceive
what makes possible the realization of those
ethical ideals most characteristic of organized
communities. If an organized and orderly com-

munity either exists or is in process of making, we
can be loyal to it. For in such a community the
individual can devote himself to activities whose
fruit does not merely remain his own, but falls to

tlie lot of the other hsecceities with whom he is

bound by relational ties. Order, therefore, or at
least possible order, is the condition upon which

depends the existence of anything lovable about
our social system. If each acts only as an indi-

vidual, the mere f<act that he happens to be
benevolent does not render his benevolence other
than capricious. Loyal activity, on the other

hand, is always orderly, since it involves acting in

ways that are determined not merely by personal
tlesires, or by the interests of other individuals, but

by the relations in which one stands to those other
individuals. Paying one's debts is a loyal act, as
far as it goes. But it is an act which has no

meaning for me unless I can recognize the relation
of debtor and creditor. If I am not loyal, I say,
in substance, 'I will do this if I choose to do it.'

If I am loyal, I say,
'
I do this in case my relations

to others in the community require me to do thus
and thus.'

It is possible, no doubt, to recognize relations

without possessing the richer spirit of loj'alty.
Barren intellectualism is as possible in ethics as in

our view of reality. But the essence of loyalty is

that from the value of our relations to some things—
c.ff., to .some individuals or hsecceities—we are

able to discover something about the value of our
relations to other things. Loyalty which can draw
no conclusions, wiiich cannot reason from one's

interest in certain hsecceities and certain relations

to some practically important inference about
one's relation to other hajcceities and other social

ties, remains blind and dumb, a mere sentiment,
like the luxuriantly sentimental altruism of a

Rousseau, sending his own infant children to tiie

foundling hospital, or of a Shelley, lyrically

delighting in the sacrifice
' Of one who gave an enemy
His plank, then plunged aside to die

'

(Prumetheus Unbound, act i.),

while he ruthlessly abandons Harriet Westbrook
to commit suicide, 'when the lamp is shattered,"
and ' the light in the dust lies dead.'

It is essential to loyalty to draw conclusions, to

live in a moral and social world which is, at least

in some respects, conceived as orderly. In this

sense the idea of order lies at the basis both of the
ideal and of the life of any community in which

loyalty is possible.

7. Law, order, and negation.
—Order, as we

have said, is closely connected with law. Law is

some aspect of our real or ideal world which per-
mits us to draw inferences. It is fairly obvious

that, when we know a law in terms at once general
and exact, we are able, granted the suitable data,
to draw a series of inferences ; i.e., if certain pre-
misses logically warrant a certain conclusion, then,
in general, this conclusion may be made the basis

of further inferences, which indirectly follow,

through the form of reasoning wliich the traditional

text-books of logiccall a 'sorites, 'from the premisses
with which Ave started. As, in a well-ordered com-
mercial sj'stem which includes a series of banks
or other agencies for the transmission of payments,
one is permitted to pay one's debts more simply,
and in a more convenient way, by paying one

banker, who transmits some negotiable paper to

another banker, and so on to the end of the series,

so, wherever an orderly system of computation,
rational investigation, or definite inference in serial

order is possible, one reaches conclusions which

may be important by means of intermediate steps of

reasoning, by orderly change of premisses and con-

clusion. In the case of the reasoning process the

series may be interwoven in the most complex
manner. In the exact sciences they are so inter-

woven. The order in that case is not merely an
order of a simply serial type. The total result of

tlie interwoven systenis of series of inferences

whereof the exact sciences consist is the develop-
ment of a richer and richer system of order. The
results of an old investigation become the basis of

a new inquiry. One branch of exact science be-

comes interlaced and combined with aiu)ther.

What is characteristic of the process is tiiat, what-

ever forms of synthesis appear, inference is every-
where an ally and an instrument both in dolining
and in attaining at once the conception of order

and the orderliness of the system with which one
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ileals. In contiequence it is one of the laws of the

more purely theoretical sciences that, whatever

special motives determine their development, they
constantly tend to produce a richer wealth of

orderliness in our own system of ideas. Upon
each new stage of orderly concei)tions new forms
of order and of orderly systems are based. Where
the methods of the inductive sciences enable us

to recognize that these mathematically definable

types of order have their corresponding systems of

facts in the real world, our theories, developed by
the process of inference, become more and more
%\ idely applicable to our understanding nature, so

that the world seems to us more and more orderly.
In so far as, at any point of our mental develop-
ment, we see ways of creating facts and systems of

facts, social orders and systems of social orders,
which correspond to the ideas which we have so

far organized, our moral and social worlds tend to

liecome more orderly.
In brief, our power to infer, in the world of

theory and of jiractice, both accompanies and,
where it is limited by our ignorance or lack of

intelligence, in its turn limits our power to conceive
ideal order and to understand the order of nature,
and, finally, our power to give to our lives that
orderliness which can win and hold our loyalty
and render our life that of the spirit. And that is

why the maxim,
' Let all things be done decently

and in order,' is no mere expre>ssion of pedantry or

formalism, but an ideal maxim, whose practical
and religious significance finds its principal limita-
tion in our ignorance or inability to give expression
to our orderly ideals.

Order, then, is known to us through inference ;

i.e. the orderly is that which corresponds, in the
real or the ideal world, to what we infer when we
systematically draw conclusions from premisses.
Therefore the understanding of the inmost nature
of order logically depends upon understanding the
relations on which our power to infer rests.

We may sum up with the observation that, if we
had no exact idea of what inference is, we should
have no exact idea of what order is, while our very
idea of wliat inference is depends, in all cases
where an inference relates to classes and to general
law, upon our idea of what constitutes the negative
of a defined class of objects or cases. Without
negation there is no inference. Without inference
there is no order, in the

strictly logical sense of
the word. The fundamentally significant position
of the idea of negation in determining and con-

trolling our idea of the orderliness of both the ideal
and tlie real world, of both the natural and the

spiritual order, becomes, in the light of all these

considerations, as momentous as it is, in our
ordinary popular views of this subject, neglected.
To the artiiie Negation we must, therefore, refer
as furnishing some account of the logical basis upon
which the idea of order depends. From this point
of view, in fact, negation appears as one of the
most significant of all the ideas that lie at the base
of all the exact sciences. By virtue of the idea of

negation we are able to define processes of infer-
ence—processes which, in their abstract form, the

purely mathematical sciences illustrate, and which,
in their natural expression, the laws of the physical
world, as known to our inductive science, exemplify.
Serial order is the simplest instance of that orderly
arraying of facts, inferences, and laws upon which,
on the theoretical side of its work, science depends ;

while, as we have seen, in the practical world, the

arraying, the organizing, of individual and social life

constantly illustrates, justifies, and renders spiritu-
ally precious this type of connexion, which makes
our lives consecutive and progressive, instead of
incoherent and broken.

Relations of the general type of '

correspondence
'

enrich and interweave the various serial orders
which nature, as well as our ideas, life as well as

theory, present to our knowledge. If order is only
one aspect of the spiritual world, it is an indis-

pensable aspect. Without it life would be a chaos,
and the world a bad dream. Loyalty would have
no cause, and human conduct no meaning.
When logically analyzed, order turns out to be

something that would be inconceivable and incom-

prehensible to us unless Ave had the idea which is

expressed by the term '

negation.' Thus it is that

negation, which is always also something intensely
positive, not only aids us in giving order to life,

and in finding order in the world, but logically
determines the veiy essence of order.
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ORDINAL. — See Ordination (Christian),

Prayer, Book of Common.

ORDINATION (Christian).—By this term is

meant the manner of admission of persons to

ministerial office in the Christian Church. F'or

methods of appointment (such as election or

nomination) see Laity ; for the ordainer see

Ministry (Early Christian). This article has to

deal only with the liturgical side of the matter,
i.e. with the ceremonial and forms used in ad-

mission to the ministry in the various Christian
communities in the world in ancient and in modern
times.

I. First six centuries in East and West.—(a)

Phraseology.—It is necessary, before we discuss

the customs of different ages and countries, to

consider the words used for admission to the

ministry. We find that, just as there was a con-
siderable fluidity of nomenclature in the names
of the ministerial offices in the earliest Christian

period (see Ministry, § 2), so in the succeeding
ages there Avas no fixed terminology for ' ordi-

nation.'
One of the most common forms of expression was to speak of

'

appointing
'

ministers, and their
'

appointment
'

(KaOLcrrdveLv or

Ka8i.(rTa.v, /caTatrTacris) ; SO in Ac 63 of the Seven, in Tit 15 of

presbyters, in He 51 7^8 8'* of the Jewish high priest, in Clement
of Rome {Cor. i. 42) of

'

bishops' and deacons, in the 10th canon
of the Council of Antioch in lincceniis (a.d. 341) of readers,

subdeacons, and exorcists, in Eusebius, IJE vii. 9 (KardcrTaaii
used with, and as equivalent to, xcipoTon'a), in Athanasiua
(Apol. c. Arian. 11 f.), and elsewhere ; and in the Church Orders
tills mode of expression is used of any order from bishops down-
wards, tliough at Antioch in Enccen. (as above) it is used of

the minor orders in contrast to the word x^'povoreti', used of

bishops, priests, and deacons (for the references in the Church
Orders see A. J. Maclean, Ancient Church Orders, p. 78). We
find the expressions 'to ordain,' 'ordination' (xa^poTovilv,
X^i-poTovia), especially but not exclusively of the three higher
orders, asat Ancyra(can. 13; a.d. 314), Nicsea(can. 19

;
a.d. 325),

Antioch (as above), Neociesarea (can. 9
; a.d. 314 or a little later),

and frequently in the Church Orders ; these words do not neces-

sarily imply laying on of hands, and sometimes mean election

(properly by a show of hands) or even appointment only ; but
they do not negative the laying on of hands. In Ac 14^3 this

verb is used of 'appointing' presbyters by Paul and Barnabas,
but there is no indication here that it means the act of

'

ordina-

tion,' though we can scarcely doubt tliat the way in which
they appointed presbyters was by such an act (see DAC, art.

'Ordination,' § i). So in the Didache, 15 (c. a.d. 130?):
'appoint (xecpoTOKijcraTe) therefore for yourselves bishops and
deacons.' In the Apoatolic Canans (c. a.d. 400), x^'poToreiv
signifies an ordination service over bishops, presbyters, deacons.
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and the '

rest of the clerks' (KkrtpiKoi ; can. 1, 2). On the other
hand,

'

to lay on hands '

(xf tpofleTeri/) and 'layin;; on of hands'
(x^tpoOecria) are used, though less often, for ordination, especi-
ally when that ceremony is emphasized, while they are also

frequently used for other impositions of hands, such as in con-

firmation, and even for benediction, when hands are stretched
out over persons, as in the dismissal of catechumens in the

liturgy (Apost. Const, vii. 39; c. a.d. 375); the verb is used
with reference to ordination in the Const, through Hipp. Vd

(Funk, Didascalia et Connt. Apost. ii. 82) and apparently in-

cludes it in Apost. Const, iii. 10 (see Maclean, pp. 153-^155).
The instance in the Constitutions throvgh Hippolytus is remark-
able. In this work (probably an epitome of a first draft of

Apost. Const, bk. viii.) p^eipoToi/eif
is used of ordinations gener-

ally, but of a reader it is expressly said ou x^'poSereiTat
—

i.e., he
is appointed by a form of ordination, but hands are not laid

upon him. The substantive x'i-poS(cria is used in Apost. Const.
ii. 32 of the gift of the Holy Spirit by our Lord to His ministers,
in the 9th canon of Neocsesarea of the ordination of a presbyter
(in the same canon x^'POTOi'ta is used in this sense, but the

emphasis in the phrase where x^'poSeo-ia occurs is on the laying
on of hands}, and in the 19th canon of Nic«a, which denies that
deaconesses have been ordained—as they have not received any
XeipoOeaia. thei' must be classed merely among the laity. We
may note here, in anticipation, that in the present Orthodox-
Greek ordination services x^'po^fcia is used for ordination of
the minor orders (or perhaps only of subdeacons and deacon-
esses ? ; see below, § i6), xf'poroi'ia for that of bishops, presbyters,
and deacons (Littledale, Offices of the Holy Eastern Church,
p. 266). In Sarapion's Sacramentary (c. a.d. 350) a double
phrase is used :

'

laying on of hands of the appointment of a

bishop
'

{x^'-P°^^'^'-''^ (caTacrTa<refc)s ivia-Koiiov, § 14), and similarly
for the ordination of presbyters and deacons (§ 12 f.). For other
instances of the above terms see JThSt i. 273 f. In Ac 20^
TiSijmi is used of the Holy Ghost appointing

'

bishops.'
Corresponding words in Latin are ordinare, ordinatio (Tert.

de Prcescr. 41), and constittiere (often in Cyprian,! e.g. Ep. i.

[Ixv.] 1, iii. [Ixiv.] 3, xxix. [xxiii.]. Hi. [xlviii.] 2, though the.se

and similar words were often used of nomination to the

ministry). The ordained person was said to be promoted {pro-
tnoveri [Elvira, can. 80

; c. a.d. 305], irpoxeipt'^eo-^ai [Nicaea, can.
10

; Apost. Can. 82 (81)], TrpoeAecri/ [Apost. Const, vi. 17, var.
led. napfXOilv], TTpoayetrSai [Ancyra, can. 12 ; Nicaea, can. 1]), or
to be 'blessed' (Orange, can. 23 [a.d. 441], where benedictio
ie»)ifa;=' ordination to the diaconate'), or 'consecrated' (Leo
the Great, Ep. vi. [iv.] 6). These details of nomenclature are

extremely important, as erroneous deductions have often been
made from Patristic statements owing to a failure to distinguish
the terms used. Further details, especially regarding later

centuries, may be seen in Hatch's art.
' Ordination '

in DCA, to
which several additions are here made.
At a later date a difVerence was made in the

West between ' consecration
'

of a bishop and the
'ordination

'

to other orders. But no such distinc-

tion is found in the earlier period or is known in

the East at the present day.
(b) Descriptions of early ordinations. — In the

whole of the early period ordinations to every
grade were simple, consisting of prayer (usually a

single prayer) and laying on of hands. At the
most one or two other ceremonies were added. In
the NT imposition of hands at ordination is men-
tioned in Ac 6« (the Seven) and 1 Ti 4'\ 2 Ti 1«

(Timothy). It is not referred to in the case of the

presbyters in Ac 14^^ (though there need be little

doubt tliat it was then used, for St. Luke does not
mention all the details on every occasion) ; but we
find it in 13^ where, however, it is doubtful if

'ordination' proper is meant (see DAC, art.
'

Ordination,' § 8). In 1 Ti 5^2 it is mentioned, but
here also it is doubtful if the writer is speaking
of ordination. That ordinations in the NT were

accompanied by prayer is seen from Ac 6** 14'* ;

of. also 1-* (Matthias's appointment) and 13* (mis-
sion of Barnabas and Saul).
After the Apostolic Age we have no descriptions

of ordinations till tlie 4th cent., but then they
become plentiful. The Church Orders, even several
of them wiiich do not give the forms used in the
eucharistic liturgy, give ordination prayers. Thus
we have them in the Canons of Hippolytus, the

Ethiopia Church Order, the Testamcrit of our
Lord, the Apostolic Constitutions, the Constitutions

throtigh Hippolytus, the appendices to the Arabic
Didascalia and to the Ve7-ona Latin Fragments of
the Didascalia, and some others. These are prob-
ably all of the 4th or beginning of the 5th century.

1 The numbers in square brackets are those of the Ante-
Niccne Christian Library. Those in PL are Ixvi., Ixv., xxiv.,
xlix.

Sarapion's Sacramentary also gives us a set of

ordination prayers for the three highest orders,

though it lias no rubrics and no descriptions of the
rite. In all these manuals laying on of hands is

emphasized in the ordination of bishops, presbyters,
and deacons, and in one or two of them in that of

the minor orders. The usual rule with regard to

the latter is that they do not have this ceremony ;

so expressly most of the Church Orders, and so a

passage in Basil (Ep. can. tertia, cc.wii. 51), where
a clear distinction is made between the clergy
who are 'in orders' (ii> ^adficp) and those 'in the

ministry which is conferred without imposition
of hands.' But in Apost. Const, viii. 19-22 sub-

deacons, readers, and even deaconesses receive it ;

so Const, through Hipp. 9-13, except in the case of

readers (see above). In these books we sometimes
read of the laying on of '

hands,' sometimes of ' a
hand,' and sometimes in the same work we find

both customs. No difierence seems to have been
made between them in the early period. Tliere is

one apparent exception to the universal practice of

laying on hands at ordinations. In the Apostolic
Constitutio7is, though it is mentioned in all other

cases, even, as we have seen, of minor orders, it is

not explicitly referred to in the ordination of a

bishop. In this work (viii. 4) one of the bishops
says the ordination prayer over the candidate for

the episcopate, two others stand beside him, the
other bishops and the pi-esbyters pray in silence,
and the deacons hold the book of the Gospels over
the candidate's head.^

Considering the unanimity of all the parallel
Church Orders and of Sarapion, and^the fact that
the Apostolic Constitutions have this ceremony for

all other ordinations, pressing it where the other
manuals forbid it (for the minor orders), it is un-

likely that the writer of this work meant to exclude
it at the ordination of a bishop. It is much more
probable that he assumed it. Tiie Constitutions

through Hippolytus use the same language as the

Apostolic Constitutions. Laying on of hands was
not confined to the Catholic Church. In the
Clementine literature Peter uses it in ordaining
Clement (Ej). of Clement, 2, 19) and Zaccha'us

(Clem. Horn. iii. 72; Clem. Recog. iii. 66). In the
last passage it is recorded that he also ordained
twelve presbj'ters and four deacons. This litera-

ture is now usually ascribed, in its present form,
to the 4th century.

In the ordination of a bishop there is a a ariety
of usage as to the part taken by the assisting

bishops. Sometimes one bishop, and sometimes all

the bishops, lay on hands ; sometimes one says the

prayer (tiie usual practice), sometimes all do so.

In the Testament of our Lord (i. 21) all the bisliops,

having first washed their hands (the pre.->byters

standing beside them), lay on hands and say a
declaration :

' We lay hands on the servant of God
who hath been chosen in the Spirit, for the true

and pious disposing of the Church,' etc. ; and then
one of their number, at their command, laj's hands
on him and says the prayer of ordination. After
this the pe'ople cry thrice ' Axios' (' He is worthy')—a great feature of Greek ordinations in all ages—
and give him the kiss of peace. The usage in the

Apostolic Constitutions has been given above. But
what do the two selected assistant bishops in that

manual do? Nothing is said. They do not hold

the Gospels over the candidate's head. Probably
thej% With the presiding bishop, lay on hands, ana
we may possibly conclude, in view of the direction

to the other bishops not to pray aloud, that all the

three joined audibly in the ordination prayer. In

this work, after the prayer, 'one of the bishops'
otters

' the sacrifice on the hands of him who has

1 The meaning of this ceremony seems to be that our Lord is

acting through His ministers.
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been ordained." The meaning is not clear ; but it

probably refers to the custom (for -which see below,

§ 3 (t')) of concelebration of the Eucharist by all the

bishops, or all the presbyters, as the case may be.

The new bishop is then enthroned by the other

bishops, and receives the kiss of peace. After the
lections from the Law and thu Prophets and the

Epistles and Acts and the Gospels, the new bishop
salutes the Church and preaches. The liturgj' then

proceeds. In this work the people before the ordi-

nation are asked thrice if the elect is worthy, and
three times they affirm that he is. In most of the

early authorities (e.g., Verona Fragments, Can. of
Hipp., Egyp. and Eth. Ch. Orel., and apparently
Apost. Const., and probably others) the new bishop
celebrates the Eucharist.
The ordination prayer in the earliest Church

Urilers, the Canons of Hippolytus, the Verona

Fragincnts, and the Ethiopic Church Order, is

short and simple, and is in nearly identical words.
The same may be said of the Constitutions through
Hippolytus. These parallel forms are clearly all

derived from a single original, each writer intro-

ducing slight variations. After praying for the

Spirit to be given to the candidate for the episco-

pate, and asking that his life may be exemplary,
the presiding bishop in the Cations of Hippolytus
concludes :

' Receive his prayers and offerings which he shall offer to thee
day and night, and may they be to thee a sweet savour. Give
also to him, O Lord, the episcopate and a mild spirit, and power
to forgive sins; and give him ability to loose all bonds of

iniquity of demons and power to heal all diseases, and bruise
Satan under his feet shortly, through our Lord Jesus Christ, by
whom be glory to thee, with him and the Holy Ghost, for ever
and ever. Amen '

(for the full prayer see Maclean, Ancient
Church Orders, p. 75f.).

This i^rayer is expanded in the Testament of our
Lord and in the Apostolic Constitutio7is. The
prayer in Sarapion (§ 14) is even shorter than that
given above. This book is not one of the parallel
Church Orders, and the prayers are quite inde-

pendent of those there given, but the ordination
forms are even simpler. That for a bishop asks
for him the Spirit and that he may be a worthy
shepherd.

It has usually been said (by the present writer

also) that the prayer used in ordaining a presbyter
was the same as that used in ordaining a bishop,
except that the name of the office was changed.
This is the statement in the Canons of Hippolytus
(iv. ; ed. Achelis, §§ 30-32), which also say that in
the case of a presbyter enthronization is omitted,
and in the Egyptian Church Order (Horner,
Statutes of the Apostles, pp. 245, 307 ; Maclean,
p. 70). But in the other parallel manuals and in

Sarapion a separate, though equally simple, form
is given for presbyters ; and an apparently contra-

dictory rubric in the Ethiopian Church Order and
the Verona Fragments has led C. H. Turner
(JThSf xvi. 542) to the not improbable conclusion
that all that is meant in the two first-named
authorities is that the first part of the ordination

prayer for bishops is identical with that for

jiresbyters. In several books the prayer for

presbyters refers to the elders appointed by Moses
(e.g., Test, of our Lord, i. 30). In Apost. Const.
viii. 16.

'

priestly duties
' on behalf of the people

are mentioned ; in Sarapion, § 13, the function of
reconciliation. The prayer in the last book is

peculiar in not mentioning the office to which the

person is ordained. In the ordiinition of presbyters
in most of the Church Orders tiie presbyters join
with the bishop in laying on hands (see Mixlstry,
§8).
The prayer for deacons in the Church Orders and

in Sarapion is also very simple ; it usually refers
to St. Stephen and the Seven. The minor orders
have still more simple forms.

It must be noticed that in the ordination of

bishops and presbyters there is no trace of an
imperative formula like

' Receive the Holy Ghost,'
such as we find in the mediseval and modern books
in the West.

(f) Delivery of symbols of office.
—In later times

this became a regular part of all the ordination
ceremonies ; but in the early period it is found
only in connexion with the minor orders, for

which, as a rule, imposition of hands is not u.sed.

In the Canons of Hippolytus the Gospels are given
to a reader

;
in the Testament of our Lord, the

Ethiopia Church Order, and the Constitutions

through Hippolytus (not in the Apostolic Constitu-

tions),
' a book '

; in the Egyptian Church Order the

'Apostle,' i.e. the Pauline Epistles. For this
feature in the Gallican Statutes see below (e).

(d) Ordination in pseudo-Dionysius Areopagita.—The author of the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy, who
wrote c. A.D. 480, perhaps in Edessa, deals in ch. v.

with '

priestly consecration,' i.e. with the ordina-
tion of ' hierarchs

'

(bishops), priests {lepeh), and
'

ministers
'

(XeirovpyoL, deacons). At his ordination
a deacon kneels on one knee, a presbyter on two—
a piece of symbolism, borrowed and worked out by
the E. Syrians and Maronites (see below, § 13 f. ).

All these ordinations consist of laying on of hands
with prayer and the sign of the cross ; the name of
the candidate and the office conferred are pro-
claimed ; in the consecration of a bishoj) the

Gospels are held over his head, to show the fullness
of his powers. The kiss of peace is mentioned :

'all of the clergy {rwi' lepoLTiKQv rd^etav) who are

present greet him who is initiated' (reTeXeff/j.^voi').

The account in pseudo-Dionysius is very like that
in the Apostolic Constitutions, but the details are
more precise. The absence of minor orders in this
work is probably due to its pseudonymous form ;

a contemporary of the apostles is supposed to be
speaking.

{e) Ordination in the 'Gallican Statutes.'—This
is the convenient name given by J. Wordsworth
(Ministry of Grace, p. 58) to the collection of

regulations which used to be known as the canons
of the Fourth Council of Carthage, but which have
nothing to do with Africa. They are also called
Statuta Ecclesim Antigua. They appear to come
from the south of Gaul, and may be dated c. A.D.
500 (for their contents see C. J. Hefele, Hist, of the
Church Councils, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1876, ii.

410 ft".). With reference to our subject they say
that a bishop before ordination is to be examined
as to the faith, and whether he does not disapprove
marriage, or condemn second marriages or the

eating of flesh ; all the bishops are to be present,
and the clergy and laity are to give their consent,
and especially all is to be done with the authority
of the metropolitan (§1). At the ordination two
bishops are to hold the Gospels over the elect's

head and neck ; and, while one pronounces the

blessing over him (i.e. says the prayer of ordina-

tion), all the other bishops lay their hands on his
head (§ 2). This seems to be all that is done in

ordaining a liishop. When a presbyter is ordained,
the bishop lays his hand on his head, and all

the presbyters present also lay their hands on
his head (§ 3). When a deacon is ordained,
the bishop who 'blesses' him (see above) alone

lays his hand on his head (§ 4). The minor
orders which are mentioned (§§ 5-10) are the

subdeacon, acolyte, exorcist, reader, doorkeeper,
and singer. These are not to be ordained
with imposition of hands—so it is enacted ex-

plicitly with regard to the subdeacon, and the
same thing would a fortiori hold good of the other
offices named. The empty paten and chalice,
water-cruet, plate (?), and napkin are given to a
subdeacon ; a candlestick with tapers to an
acolyte ; a book with exorcisms to an exorcist ;
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the codex from which he is to read to a reader ; the

keys of the chui'ch to a doorkeeper. These are

oraained by the bishop. A singer, on the other

hand, may be admitted by a presbyter without
the previous knowledge of the bishop ; the words
of admission are given, and are remarkable as

having remained to the present day :

' See that

what thou singest, thou believe with the heart ;

and what thou believest with the heart, thou

f)rove
by thy works.' This formula, which is

ound in Magdalen College Pontifical (p. 59 ; see

below, § 3) at the ordination of a singer, is still used
in the Roman pontifical in ordaining a reader, and
is adapted as the ordinary

'

vestry prayer
'

in the

Anglican communion, where there is a surpliced
choir.

(/) Early Roman ordinations.—It is one of the

misfortunes of the student of Christian origins
that we know so little of Roman liturgical customs
in the early ages. We know next to nothing of

ordinations in Rome before the 6th century. But,
if the conmion original of the parallel Church
Orders be Roman, as is very probable—it may
possibly be the work of Hippolytus—by comparing
the forms in the earliest of these manuals, for

which see above (6), and by retaining what is

common to them all, striking out what is peculiar
to one of them, we may provisionally arrive at the

form of ordination (at least that of a bishop) which
was in use in Rome early in the 3rd century (see

Maclean, Recent Discoveries illustrating Early
Christian Life and Worship-, London, 1915, p.

109 f., for an attempt in tliis direction). "When we
come to the 6th cent., the Leonine Sacramentary
(c. 550) gives us the customs in Rome before the

reforms of Gregory the Great. It has ordination

prayers for bishops, presbyters, and deacons, but
not for any orders below these. The simplicity
of the ordinations is their principal character-

istic.

2. Intermediate period in the West. —For this

period our chief authorities are the Roman Ordines,

especially the Ordo of St. Aniand (§ 7, giving direc-

tions for tiie ordination of presbyters and deacons),
which Duchesne prints (Christum Worship, p.

475), and the Ordo IV. and Ordo VIII. of J.

Mabillon (PL Ixxviii. ), which give directions for

the ordination of all orders ; the Gelasian Sacra-

mentary (c. 700 [PL Ixxiv., and ed. H. A. Wilson,
Oxford, 1894]), which gives the Roman rite as

modified by Galilean influence, but is chiefly
Roman; and the Missale Francortim (Pilxxii.),
which is a fragment of about the same date,
'

generally Roman, but with some Galilean rubrics'

(Wordsworth, Ministry of Grace, p. 74)—these

two contain ordination prayers, etc. ; Isidore, de

Officiis ecclcsiasticis, ii., which gives the prayers
and rubrics of the Galilean rite.

(a) Ordinations in Rome (Duchesne, p. 352 ft".).—The ordination of bishops was always on a

Sunday, during mass. After the gradual has been

sung, the litany and Kyrie follow; the pope bids

prayer and says two prayers, one a ' collect
'

con-

cluding the litany, and the other a eucharistie

prayer of ordination, beginning with the ' Sur.sum
Corda.' The pope, bishops, and presbyters give
the new bishop the kiss of peace and the mass

proceeds. The lections are Mt 10' 24^^^ Mk 6^,

Lk 10', Jn W \2^, 1 Ti 31, Tit V (F. E. Warren,
Liturgy and Ritual of the Celtic Church, Oxford,
1881, p. 69). In this ease the pope officiates alone
and the otlier bishops tlo not take part, this being
an exception to the general rule tliat a bishop must
be ordained by at least three bishops. Presbyters
and deacons are ordained on the Ember Saturday,
having been presented to the people in the churches
of Sta. Maria Maggiore and the Holy Apostles on
the preceding Wednesday and Friday, when the

people are called upon to make objections if they
have any. The ontination lakes place in the mass
of the vigil, i.e. in the afternoon or evening.
The candidates for the diaconate, vested in dal-

matics, are presented to the pope before the

Gospel by the areJideacon. After the litany the

pope lays on hands and says two prayers (see

above). The new deacons receive the kiss of

peace from the pope and clergy. The candidates
for the presbyterate, vested in chasubles, are then

presented to the pope, and he says two prayers
over them and gives them the kiss of peace. The
lections for a deacon are 1 Ti 3^, Jn 12'^^, and for
a presbyter Ezk 35-, Mt 24'»'^ (Warren, p. 69). The
older Roman books give no ceremony for the
ordination of exorcists, readers, and doorkeepers.
The acolyte (holding a linen bag) and the sub-

deacon (holding an empty chalice) only received
a blessing from the bishop at an ordinary mass ;

and even this was not before the 7th century.
(b) Galilean ordinations (Duchesne, p. 363).—

A bishop is usually ordained in the cathedral of

his see. He is presented on the day of the ordina-
tion to the people, who cry

'

Dignus
'

('He is

worthy '). After a bidding there follows the
consecration prayer (ditt'erent from and longer
than the Roman one), when two bishops hold the

Gospels over the elect's head, and each bishop lays
on hands. His hands are anointed, and a prayer
is said. The lections are Mai 1«-", 1 Co 9"-i-, Lk
20^5-21^ (Warren, p. 69). The candidate for the

presbyterate is presented to the people, who cry
'Dignus,' and the bishop lays on hands and says
the prayer ; the other presbyters also lay on hands.
The bishop anoints the new presbyter's hands.
The lections are Tit P-^, Lk 12-»=-". The procedure
in the case of the diaconate is the same except
that the anointing is omitted. The lections are
Ezk 44'='-, 1 Ti S^-'^, Lk ^'^^. The minor orders
receive their badges of ofhce, for which see above
§ I (e), and a blessing and prayer are said. An
address is made to subdeaeons.

(c) Fusion of the two rites and developments.—
From the 7th to the 9th cent, a process of fusion
of the Roman and Gallican rites was going on.

The consecration or 'eucharistie' prayers were

joined, and the directions of the Gallican Statutes

(above, §1), which the later Gallican books repro-
duced, were prefixed as rubrics. The result of this

arrangement of rubrics was that at a later date
the laying on of hands was transferred to the first

part of the service and took place in silence, in-

stead of after or with the ordination prayer. A
later featui'e was the introduction of the porrectio
in^trumentorum, or delivery of badges of office, to

bishops, presbyters, and deacons as well as to the
minor orders. To tlie bishop a ring and staff were

given, to the presbyter a chalice and paten ^^•ith

the elements prepared for the mass, to the deacon
the Gospel-book, with the charge to read the

liturgical Gospel (the last was not before .\.D. 1000
in the Roman rite). Unction of tlie head was also

added, but afterwards dropped except in the ease

of a bishop (Frere, Hist, of the Book of Common
Prayer, p. 354 f.).

(d) The Celtic rite.—There were some difl'erences

in the ordinations of the Celtic Church from those

described above (see Warren, p. 68 ft'.). A bishop
was commonly consecrated by a single bishop.
The lections were 1 F l^'-

i»f- 22 21- «, Ac P^i-, 1 -pi

3''^-, Mt 16"'"*. Both presbyters and deacons were
anointed on the hands, and this is found in the

Epistle of Gildas (c. 550), in Egbert's pontihcal

(early 8th cent.), and elsewiiere ; the anointing of

deacons was peculiar to the Celtic and Anglo-
Saxon Churches, the latter probably borrowing it

from the former. The book of the Gospels was

given to a deacon, and a stole to the presbyter.
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These features are not found in the earlier Konian
and Gallican rites.

3. Later Western pontificals.
—We can now

consider the results of the fusion of the Roman
and Gallican rites as seen in the later pontificals.
Tiie Konian pontifical is still in use in the Konian
communion. The pre-Reformation Anglican pon-
tificals are as a rule difficult to obtain, but the

Henry Bradshaw Society has published that of
'

Magdalen College,' edited by H. A. Wilson,
whicJi gives the consecration of bishops and
ordination of the other orders—for by this time
the difl'erence of nomenclature is well established

in the AVest. This pontifical is perhaps from
Hereford, or from Canterbury, and seems to be of

the 12th century. Maskell has also published in

his 3Iontt7nenta the Lincoln (?) rite for consecrating
or enthroning a bishop and ordaining clergy, with
notes giving the chief differences of the Exeter
rite. The pontificals vary a good deal in detail,
and the following description is taken from the
fullest of them.

(a) Consecration of a bishop.
— The elect is

presented to the archbishop by two bishops, is

interrogated at length, and makes the oath of

canonical obedience. The mass begins. After
the collect there is an exhortation, bidding to

prayer, and litany with special suffrage. Two
bishops hold the Gospels over the elect and the
other bishops lay on hands in silence ; in some
forms the archbisliop says

' Receive the Holj'
Ghost.' The ' Veni Creator' (in some forms) and
collect follow, and the first consecratory prayer
(with

' Sursum Corda') is said. The elect is

anointed on the head, and two consecratory
prayers follow, the archbishop extending his right
hand at the second (in some forms). He gives
a sevenfold blessing, and anoints the new bishop's
liead and hands. The latter puts on gloves (so
some forms) and is given the staff, ring, and mitre,
with a blessing. The Gospel-book is (in some
forms) given ; and the mass continues, said by the

archbishop. The formula ' Receive the Holy
Ghost' is not universal, and does not occur in

most English pontificals. That given by Maskell
directs two bishops to hold the Gospels and the
rest of them to touch the head with their hands,
and the ordaiiier to say the ' Veni Creator

'

; but
the formula is absent. The Exeter book alone

among the English pontificals has it ; it directs

the consecrator and the assistant bishops to touch
the elect's head with both their hands, and all to

say
' Receive the Holy Ghost.' The Roman ponti-

fical agrees with this. The enthronization is a

separate ceremony, as the consecration did not

usually take place in the new bishop's cathedral
church (for this service see Maskell, iii. 281 ;

Wilson, p. 77).

[h) Ordinations to other orders.^—Before the

Epistle the minor orders and subdeacons are
anmitted with the giving of the badge of office

and prayer, but without laying on of hands (so

expressly, even in the case of subdeacons, the

Magdalen College Pontifical [Wilson, p. 631).

After the Epistle and Tract the candidates for the
diaconate and presbyterate are presented (in some
forms all the candidates are presented at the

beginning of the service). The deacons are then

(in some forms) instructed, the bishop lays a hand
on them in silence (at a later period he here says
silently

' Receive the Holy Ghost '), bids prayers,
says a collect, and then the consecratory prayer,
vests the ordinands with a stole (on one shoulder),

gives them the Gospels (in some forms), says a
second bidding (not Sarum) and a second con-

1 In the Middle Ages the minor orders in the West were
doorketjiers, readers, exorcists, acolytes. Subdeacons were
reckoned with the higher orders.

secratory prayer (some forms) or else a blessing,
and (in some forms) vests the new deacon in a
dalmatic. The Gospel is then read by one of the
newly-ordained deacons, and the presbyters are
ordained (in some forms they are presented here).

They are instructed (so some forms) and the bishop
and presbyters lay on hands in silence ; the bishop
bids prayer and says a collect and the first con-

secratory prayer ; he vests the ordinand in stole

(over both shoulders) and chasuble, says a second

bidding (not Sarum) and (in some forms) a second

consecratory prayer ; in some forms ' Veni Creator'
is said ; and the new presbyter is blessed and
anointed on the hands. The bishop gives him the

paten and chalice prepared for the Eucharist,
saying,

' Receive power to offer the sacrifice to

God, and to celebrate mass for the quick and
dead, in the name of the Lord.' The mass pro-
ceeds, and (in some forms) there is another im-

position of hands with ' Receive the Holy Ghost '

after communion. The kiss of peace, blessing,
exhortation (so some forms), and post-communion
complete tiie service.

(c) Concelebration.—In the present Roman ritual
the practice is preserved, at the ordination of

presbyters, of the new presbyters celebrating the
Eucharist with the bishop ; and this may be a con-
venient place for referring to the custom. This
was an ancient custom at every Eucharist, which
has survived only at ordination. In the Ordo
Romanus Promts (ed. E. G. C. F. Atchley,
London, 1905, p. 148 f.), on festivals, the cardinal

presbyters each hold in their hands a corporal and
three loaves, and, standing round the altar with
the pope, say the canon, and '

simultaneously
consecrate the body and blood of the Lord.' A
similar rule is found in the Ordo of St. Amand
(Atchley, p. 158), where the bishops and presbyters
hold two loaves in their hands and consecrate
them when the pope is consecrating at the altar.

This custom is also found in some of the Church
Orders, where the presbyters lay hands on the
eucharistic loaves at the otiertoi-y (Test, of our
Lord, i. 23 ; Can. of Hipp. iii. [ed. Achelis, § 20] ;

Egyp. Ch. Ord. 31; Eth. Ch. Ord. 21, etc.).
The last manual, in J. Ludolf's version (Ad suam
historiam ./Ethiopicam commentarius, Frankfort-
on-Main, 1691), directs the presbyters to say the
eucharistic prayer with the bishop. The Magdalen
College Pontifical (Wilson, p. 69) says :

' Let all

who have been ordained [presbyters] bring the
oblations to the hands of the bishop.' If the
customs at Bourges, where the present writer

lately witnessed an ordination, are general in tiie

Roman communion, the new priests kneel behind
the bishop, at some distance from the altar, and,
taught by the ceremoniarius, say the canon of the
mass with him, but do not hold a host in their

hands,

(d) 'Matter^ and 'form.'—It may be noticed
from the descriptions which have been given that
the ' matter

'

(imposition of hands) and
' form '

(the

consecratory prayer) are not necessarily .synchron-
ous. So in Ac 6® 8'*- " the prayer, at ordination
and confirmation, precedes the laying on of

hands.

(e) The word ' ordinal.'—This is now commonly
used to denote the book of ordination services.

But there was no medizeval word to represent this.
' Pontifical

'

has a wider sense, being a collection of

offices used by a bishop. In the Middle Ages an
' ordinal

' meant a book of directions or of cere-

monies.

4. Anglican post-Reformation ordinations.—
The following is a description of the forms now in

use, dating from 1662, and the chief changes made
between the Reformation and that date will be
noted in passing. There are now no minor orders
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recognized in the formularies of the Anglican com-
munion.

(a) Bishop.
—The consecration must take place

on a Sunday or holy day after mattins (so 1662),

during the Eucharist, which from 1662 has had a

proper collect—before that the collect of the day
was used—and a proper Epistle and Gospel. After
the Nicene Creed there is a sermon (1662 only), and
the elect, vested in his rochet (so 1662, while in

1549 [1550] he was vested in surplice and cope, and
in 1552 no vestment was named), is presented to the

archbishop by two bishops. Up to 1865 the oath
of the king's supremacy was then taken, but now
this and all subscriptions at ordinations are taken
beforehand, except that the oath of canonical
obedience to the archbishop is still taken by bisho[)S
at this point in the service. The archbishop bids

prayers, and the litany with special suffrage is

said, ended by a special collect, and followed by
interrogations, exhortations, and blessing. The
elect puts on the rest of his episcopal habit (1662),
and the archbishop and bishops sing or say over

him, by verses (so 1662), the ' Veni Creator.' The
consecration prayer is said by the archbishop (but
witliout ' Sursum Corda '

as in the pontificals),
and then he and all the bishops lay on hands, and
the archbishop says,

' Receive the Holy Ghost for

the office and work of a bishop in the Church of

God nov.' committed unto thee by the imposition of

our hands,' and quotes 2 Ti I''*- (adapted). (The
words ' for the office . . . hands ' were inserted in

1682.) He gives him the Bible with an exhorta-

tion, and the Eucharist proceeds. In 1549 (not

1552) the Bible was put on the new bishop's neck,
and at the words ' Be to the Hock of Christ a shep-
herd '

the archbishop gave him the pastoral staff.

At all consecrations and ordinations the newly-
ordained must communicate, and two special col-

lects or post-communions precede the final blessing.

(u) Presbyter.
—After mattins (1662) there is a

sermon, and the archdeacon presents the candi-

dates ('decently habited,' 1662). Objections are
asked for, the bishop bids prayers, and the litany
with special suffrage is said

;
and the Eucharist

has a special collect (1662), which is one of the
ordination prayers, and a special Epistle and

Gospel. (Up to 1662 the ' Veni Creator
' was .said

after the Gospel, and the candidates [in 1549, not

1552, vested in plain albs] were then presented,

objections asked, and the special collect said ; the
collect of the day was used before the Epistle.)
Then follow an exhortation and interrogations,

bidding and silent prayer,
' Veni Creator,' and the

second ordination prayer. The bishop and pres-

byters laj'^ on hands and the bishop says
' Receive

the Holy Ghost for the office and work of a priest
in the Church of God now committed unto thee by
the imposition of our hands,' and ailds Jn 20-^

and a single sentence of exhortation. (The words
' for the olHce . . . hands' were inserted in 1662.)
The bishop gives the Bible (also, in 1549 but
not in 1552,

' the chalice or cup with the bread ')

with a short formula, and the Eucharist pro-
ceeds. There is a curious rubric that '

all they
that receive orders shall take [the Communion]
together and remain in the same place where hands
were laid upon them until .such time as they have
received the Communion.' This seems to be a relic

of the custom of concelebration ; see above, § 3 (c).

It occurs only at the ordination of presbyters.
(c) Deacon.—After mattins (1662) and sermon,

the archdeacon presents the candidates ('decently
habited,' 1662 ; in 1549, not 1552, in plain albs)
to the bishop, who asks for objections and bids

prayers. The litany is said with a special suffrage.
The Eucliarist has a proper collect, which is tlie

real ordination prayer (up to 1662 this was first

said and then the Eucharist began and the collect
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of the day was used), and a proper Epistle. Then
follow interrogations and exhortation, and the

bishop lays on hands and says, 'Take thou

authority to execute the office of a deacon in
the Church of God committed unto tliee : In the

name,' etc. The New Testament is given and the
new deacon reads the proper Gospel (in 1549 he

puts on a tunicle, and both in 1549 and in 1552 he
reads the Gospel of the day), and the Eucharist

proceeds.
These forms are based on tlie pre-Reformation

pontificals, with considerable simplifications ; but,

especially in the case of deacons, the ordination

prayers have become somewhat displaced, and the

comparatively modern imperative formulae have
been unduly magnified at the expen.se of the

prayers. Tlie interrogations and exhortation to

priests are largely derived from Bucer (see below,
§8).

5. Presbyterian ordinations.—Directions as to

ordination are given in The Form of Presbyterial
Church Govern77ient and of Ordination of Miyiisters

(see under Literature below), which was agreed
upon by the Assembly of Divines at Westminster
and approved by the Presbyterian General As-

sembly in Edinburgh, 1645. In this work ordina-
tion is directed to be alwaj's continued, and is

stated to be ' the act of a presbj'tery
'

;

'

every
minister of the word is to be ordained by imposi-
tion of hands and prayer with fasting, by those

preaching presbyters to whom it doth belong,'
and ' the power of ordering the whole work of

ordination is in the whole presbyterj'.' Directions
are given for the candidate's examination by the

presbytery, and for his preaching before the people
and before the presbytery or ministers of the word
acting as their deputies. The ordination is to be

performed in the cliureh which he is to serve, and
on the day appointed for it a ' solemn fast shall be

kept by the congregation.' At least three or four
ministers of the presbytery are to attend. One of

these is appointed to jjreach about the ministerial
office and duty, and the preacher is to interrogate
the candidate. The ministers then lay on hands
and say a short prayer or blessing to this eflect,

though no exact form of words is given :

'Thankfully acknowledging the great mercy of God in send-

ing Jesus Christ for the redemption of his people ;
and for his

ascension to the right hand of God the Father, and thence

pouring out his Spirit, and giving gifts to men, apostles,

evangelists, prophets, pastors, and teachers ;
for the gathering

and building up of his church ; and for fitting and inclining
this man to this great work [here let them impose hands on his

head] ; to entreat him to fit him with his Holy Spirit, to give
him (whom in his name we thus set apart to this holy service)
to fulfil the work of his ministry in all thinsrs, that he may both
save himself, and his people committed to his charge.'

After the prayer the preacher exhorts the new
minister and the people, and by another prayer
commends him and his flock to the grace of God.
A psalm is sung and the congregation is dismissed
with a blessing.
The Church Service Society, founded in Scotland

in 1865, has published, after several revisions, a book
called Euchologion, a Book of Common Order (see
under Literature below) in which forms of prayer,
interrogations, and exliortations are given, the

above outline being followed. In the ordination

prayer the presiding presbj'ter lays both hands on
the candidate's head, and each of the otiier pres-

byters lays on his right hand (p. 383). After the

prayer the ' Gloria Patri
'

or other doxology is said,

and tlie presbyters in turn give the new minister

the right hand of fellowship (p. 3S4). The ordina-

tion prayer and the addresses in this hook are

taken in tlie main (see pp. 419, 431) from the Pro-

visional Liturcjy of the American (rcrman Re-

formed Church, 1859, and the interrogations from
Knox's Liturgy and Church of Scotland Prayers
for Social anil Family Worship (1st ed.).
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6. The Scandinavian rite. — i. Sweden. —
The Sweilisli po.st-Kofoniiation ordination services

deserve specinl consideration, as they have some

very peculiar features. They are described by G. M.
Williams (The Church of Siveden, pp. 9-43), wlio

gives most of tlie prayers in full. The ordinations

are to the episcopate and the jiresbyterate ; there

are now no ileacoiis in Sweden.

(a) Bishop.
—According to the present rite (1881),

the consecration must take place on a Sunday or

holy day, in the cathedral church. The assistants,

if bishops, stand inside, but, if priests, stand out-

side, the altar rail, all being vested in chasubles.

Tliey bring in the cope and other episcopal insignia.
After an address there is a prayer (this is really
the ordination prayer), and the notary reads the

king's commission. Several lections, with an ex-

hortation, aie read. The elect says the Apostles'
Creed and is interrogated. The archbishop says a

formula, committing to him tiie bishop's oflice, and

giving liim the king's commission, also the pectoral
cross and pastoral staff ;

meanwhile the choir sing
an antiiem consisting of a prayer to the Holy Ghost.
The elect is vested in the coi)e, the assistants lay
their hands on his head, and the archbishop says
the Lord's Prayer. The mitre is put on, and a

prayer and blessing conclude the service. Conse-
crations do not now take place, as in 1571, during
the Eucharist. The chief iieculiarities of this rite

are the laying on of hands after the delivery of

office, the displacement of the ordination prayer,
the Lord's Prayer said at the laying on of hands,
and the prominence given to the modern feature
of delivering the office to theordinand as compared
with the ordination prayer. There have been
several revisions since 1571 ; in that year an
ordination prayer was said at the laying on of

hands.

(i) Presbyter.
—The present form (1894), tlie last

of several revisions, follows the lines of a bishop's
consecration, and many of the prayers and interro-

gations are the .same, only the name of the office

being altered. Most of the lections are different.

Instead of the king's commission, the bishop gives
the ordinand his prestbref (' letters of orders to the

priesthood '), before the laying on of hands, and
the onlinand is then vested in a chasuble. If more
persons than one are ordained at one time, the
Lord's Prayer is said over each separately. The
word 2)reste?}ibet ('priesthood') is now used, as in

1871, while in some of the previous revisions pre-
dicoembet ('preacher's office') replaced it (see
.1. Wordsworth, National Church of Sweden, pt).

355-357).
ii. Norway.—Of Norwegian consecrations of

bishops before the Reformation we have the follow-

ing interesting account, given by Dr. Bang, the

present bishop of Christiania :

' The archbishop came before the altar accompanied by his
assistants. The ordinand presented himself before him with a
bishop on each side. The introit and verse were sung ; then, in-
stead of Kyrie eleison, the archbishop began the Great Gloria
['Gloria in excelsis'?], whereupon the mass was interrupted
and the ordination act begun. The ordainer took the Gospel-hook
and laid it first open, then closed, on the head of the ordinand, in
which position it was held by the two assistant bishops. The
archbishop then sprinkled the ordinand with holy water, laid
his hand on his head, and repeated a long ordination prayer.
. . . Thereafter he anointed his hands and head with suitable

prayers and delivered him the pastoral staff, and put the
episcopal ring on the fourth finger of his right hand. Vested
with the episcopal insignia, he was now placed upon the
episcopal throne during a long prayer, whereupon the conse-
cration ended with a blessing upon the ordained bishop'
(Williams, p. 30).

It would appear that the Scandinavian pontifical,
like so many English ones, lacked the 'Accipe
Spiritum sanctum.'

7. Moravian ordinations.—We are not here con-
cerned with the disputed que.stion of the ministerial
Buccession in the Unitas Fratrum, or Moravian

body, but only with the rite used by them in
ordination.

Their first recorded ordination, in 1464, was
noticeable because of their use of the lot, after the

exami)le of the appointment of the apostle Matthias
(de Schweinitz, Moravian Episcopate, p. 10). But
this was followed by an ordination

; accoriling to
de Schweinitz, by an ordination (with praj'er and
imposition of hands) to the priesthood by the

priests present in the synod then held, and after-
wards by an ordination to the episcopate by two
Waldensian bishops.^ The use of the lot appears
to have continued in the Moravian body, as it is

mentioned as existing in A. G. Spangenberg's
Exposition of Christian Doctrine as taught in the
. . . Unitas Fratrum'^ (Eng. tr., Bath, 1796, § 257,
pp. 450, 453).

In 1478 the Brethren stated to the Masters of

Prague :

' In consecrating to the priesthood, we have no set form of

words, but the election is according to prayer and the desire of
the congregation, and then the ordination through laying on
of hands' (J. Truhlar, Manualnik Vaeslava Korandy, Prague,
1888, p. 35 f .).

The Brethren had the following offices : bishops,
presbyters or seniors, ministers (deacons), acolytes;
and to these offices they ordained successively ;

while in Waldensian ordinations priesthood and
episcopate were conferred together, by a single
act. In 1504 they told the Masters of Prague :

' We have priests who are properly ordained, as well in ac-
cordance with the divine institution (presbyterial ordination),
as in accordance with that order which comes from men
(episcopal ordination).

' See de Schweinitz, p. 13 ; also p. 12 (2).

John Lasicky (Lasitius), in his de Ecclesiastica

Disciplina (Amsterdam, 1660, but written c. A.D.

1570), describes the ordination of presbyters thus
(ch. XV.) :

There is an examination and presentation followed by silent

prayer. The bishop with two or three presbyters lays on hands,
ihe congregation meantime singing

' Veni Creator.' The bishop
blesses and exhorts the new presbyter, and the people acclaim
' Amen '

(this is equivalent to the ' Axios ').

The ordination of bishops is similar. After the
ordination follow the liturgy and a solemn giving
of hands, and all the ministers partake of a repast
together.

In the present Liturgy and Hymns for the Use
of the . . . Unitas Fratrum (London, 1906) tlie

following is given under the head of ' Ordinations
'

:

' The service being opened by the singing of the hymn "Come
Holy Ghost, come Lord our God," etc., or some other suitable

verses, the bishop addresses the congregation . . . and candi-
date . . . after which he offers up a prayer, imploring the
blessing of God upon the solemn transaction, and commending
the candidate to his grace, that he may be endowed with power
and unction of the Holy Ghost for preaching the word of God,
administering the holy sacraments, and for the exercise of his
office to the edification of the Church. The bishop then pro-
ceeds to ordain the candidate with imposition of hands,
pronouncing the following or similar words :

"
I ordain (con-

secrate) thee NN. to be a deacon (presbyter, bishop) of the
Church of the Unity of the Brethren, in the name," etc.' (He
adds a blessing ; silent prayer, a doxology, 'Amen,' 'Hallelujah,'
a hymn, and ' the New Testament blessing

' conclude the service.
A note is added that at the consecration of bishops two or
three bishops generally assist.)

8. German Reformed ordinations. — These do
not call for particular remark. Lutheran forms
may be seen in H. A. Daniel's Codex Liturgicus
(4 vols., Leipzig, 1847-53, ii. 517 If.). The present
German '

Evangelical Church '

consists of a fusion
of the Lutheran and Calvinist communities. The
Calvinists were, both in theory and in practice,
strictly presbyterian in polity, while the Lutherans
in theory were not so (as we see in the Swedish
Church, which has more than one order) ; and
for our purpose the draft ' Ordinal

'

of Bucer (a
Lutheran) is of great interest. It was arranged so
that it might be used either for those communities
which had one order or for those which had more.
The essential portions of it, Avith i)arallels from

1 It is disputed, however, whether the former of these two
ordinations actually took place
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tlie Anglican
' Ordinal

'

of 1549 (1550), may be seen
in CQR xliv. [1897] 132 ff. The chief interest lies

in the fact that Bucer's draft furnished the noble
address in the English Prayer Book to the candi-

dates for tiie presbyterate, and the basis of the

interrogations, though most of his suggestions for

other parts of the service were rejected by the

Anglican Beformers.

9. The Graeco-Russian rite. — The forms of

ordination of the three higher orders in the Ortho-
dox Eastern Chinch in the present day are given
in Greek with an English translation in Littledale's

Offices of the Holy Eastern Church. These ordina-
tions t.'ike place in the course of the eucharistic

liturgy ; biit it is noteworthy that tlie point at
which they occur is not the same as in the West.
In the Grteco-Bussian rite the bishop is ordained

early in the service, the presbyter later on, and the
deacon nearly at the end.

(a) Bishop.
—The form given in Littledale (pp.

40, 158) is the oldest and shortest of the three
forms found in the Euchologion. It is that here
ilescribed. After the Trisagion, or hymn

'

Holy
God, Holy Mighty, Holy Immortal, have mercy
upon us,' sung at the beoinning of the Missa
Catechunicnorum, (F. E. Brightman, Liturgies
Eastern and Western, Oxford, 1896, p. 369), tlie

candidate is presented by three bishops, and a
declaration of election made, and the presiding
bishop bids the prayers of the people. The Kyrie
('Lord have mercy') is said thrice. The open
Gospels are laid on the candidate's head and neck

by the presiding bishop, and the other bishops lay
on hands with him (avve(pairToixivwv). The president
says a short prayer secretly (i.e. in a low voice),

naming the office of bishop, and praying for the

strength of the Holy Spirit for the elect. The
deacon's ectene ('litany') follows, with a special

suffrage, and the president says secretly a short

prayer, naming the function of offering sacrifice

and oblations for all the people, and that of being a

shepherd and teacher. The book of the Gospels is

taken from the new bishop's neck and placed on
the holy table. The president vests the new
bishop -with the pallium {oinophorion) and says
'

Axios,' and the clergy say the same. The kiss

of peace is given by all the bishops, the newly-
ordained takes his seat in the apse, and the liturgy

jnoceeds. He offers the prayer for peace at the
'lection of the Apostle' (the liturgical Epistle;
Brightman, p. 371). At the communion he first

communicates himself and then communicates the

president and the rest. This is a relic of the older

custom in which the newly-ordained himself cele-

brates the liturgy after his ordination (above, §1(6)).
In another form an elaborate profession of faith

by the candidate is made, and the pastoial staff is

given.
(h) Presbyter (Littledale, pp. 34, 153).—After

the ' Cherubic Hymn,' i.e. after the Great Entrance

(Brightman, pji. 377-379), the candidate is led uj)
to the holy doors by two deacons. Then two

priests lead him round the holy table (which
stands out from the east wall of the church), sing-

ing the hymn 'Holy Martyrs, who valiantly con-
tended and are crowned, intercede with the Lord
that he may have mercy on our souls,' while the

Idshop sits on a throne before the holy table. The
bishop rises and signs the candidate thrice on the
head and bids the prayers of the people. The
Kyrie is said thrice, and the candidate is again
.signed thrice with the sign of the cros.s. The
bishop lays his hand on liis head and says a

prayer, naming the office. The principal priest

says the deacon's ectene with special suffrage ; and
the bishop, holding his hand still on tlie candid.ate's

head, says a j)rayer, naming the function of offer-

ing 'gifts and spiritual sacrifices' and that of

renewing the people
'

through the laver of re-

generation.' He then raises the new presbyter
and brings the back part of his stole to the front
of the right side, saying 'Axios.'' The bishop
vests him in the chasuble and again says 'Axios,'
and the clergy and singers chant the same. The
newly-ordained kisses the bishop and the pre.s-

byters, and stands with them and reads the
contakion (short hymn). The liturgy proceeds,
and at the epiclesis the new presbyter receives the

holy bread (apparently a small particle of it) from
the bishop, and holds it in his hands, afterwards

returning it to the bishop.^ At the communion
the new priest is first communicated by the bishop,
and he says the prayer behind the ambo (pulpit).

(c) Deacon (Littledale, pp. 28, 148).
— After

' And the mercies' (the blessing which follows the
Commemoration of the Quick and the Dead and
precedes the Lord's Prayer ; Brightman, p. 390)
two deacons lead the candidate to the bema
(sanctuary) and conduct him three times round the

holy table, singing 'Holy Martyrs' (see above).
The bishop signs him thrice on the head, and tlie

maniple and girdle are taken from him. The
bishop bids prayers, the Kyrie is said thrice, and
the candidate is signed thrice. The bishoii lays
his right hand on his head and prays, naming the

office, and referring to St. Stephen and the '

good
degree' of 1 Ti 3'* (but not in the sense of promo-
tion). The archdeacon says the ectene with a

special suffrage, and the bishop says another

prayer, holding his hand on the candidate's head.
He puts the stole on his left shoulder and says
'

Axios,' which is taken up by the clergy and
singers. The bishop gives him the fan antl says
'

Axios,' and the deacons give him the kiss of

peace ; the new deacon, standing at the corner of
the holy table, waves the fan above the holy gifts.
The newly-ordained receives Holy Communion
before the other deacons, and he says the remaining
diaconal portion of the liturgy. (Deacons are more
numerous in the East than in the West, and every
church has at least one.)

(d) Minor orders.—The office for ordaining a
deaconess (Littledale, p. 152) resembles that for a
deacon ; she receives tlie laying on of hands, and
is vested with the diaconal stole. At the com-
munion she partakes of the two species separately
(unlike the ordinary lay people, who are communi-
cated by intinction), and handles the chalice, and
herself places it on the holy table. This office has
been unused since the 12th cent, except for ab-
besses. The Euchologion gives otlier offices for

minor orders : singers, readers, subdeacons— very
simple and informal. To a singer a psalter is

given, to a reader the hook of the 'Apostle' (the

liturgical Epistles). See Littledale, p. 266 f., for a

description.
10. The Armenian rite.—The minor Eastern

Cliurchos liave more elaborate ordination offices

tlian the Gra^co-llussians. Eor a Latin translation
of these offices see Denzinger, Hit us Orientalium,
vol. ii.

(a) Bishop (Denzinger, ii. 356).—The ordination
takes place on a Sunday, and occurs in the liturgy
after the Trisagion ('Holy God,' etc.), which, as

in the Greek rite, comes at tlie beginning of the
Missa Catechumcnornni (Brightman, p. 424). The
clergy and people kiss the hand of the catholicos

(l)atriarch) and receive his blessing. The elect is

then presented and testified to. He is interro-

gated, and makes a profession of faith, in which

1 The priest's stole, unlike the de.n'on's, is worn over both

shoulders, and, in this Church, the ends .ire joined toi;ethcr so

that it is of one piece.
- This seenis to be a relic of concelebratioii, for which see

above, § aCc); but Symeon of Thessalonica says that it is meant
to show that it is the direct ministration of our Lord Himself

which he has now taken upon him (Littledale, p. '272, note 2S).
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Eutyches is anathematized. The catholicos lays
his hands on his liead and says a short prayer ;

then he puts the episcopal pluviale on his shoulders

and kisses him on the mouth. They proceed with

the liturgy, and two hisliops take the elect by the

hand and lead him to the altar. The catholicos

puts the open book of the Gospels (held by
a

bishop) on his shoulders and lays his right liana on
his head, -while Psalm 89 (' Misericordias Domini')
is sung. The chief deacon makes a proclamation,
and a bishop reads a certificate of election and of

its confirmation. The catholicos announces the

elect's name and the see to which he is called, and

trays
secretly for the Holy Spirit, while two

ishops make proclamations (ectenes), bidding to

prayer. He again lays on hands and prays. All

the clergy proclaim the vocation of the elect

to the episcopate (naming him), and the people
answer 'Axios.' The catholicos proclaims the
vocation and bids to prayer. A long prayer
follows, and then the choir sing Psalm 132

('Memento Domine '), and three lections and a

Gospel are read. A bishop says an ectene and then
the catholicos saj's a prayer ; and he anoints the
new bishop's head with a long prayer, and then
his two thumbs ; he gives him the pastoral staff

and ring and the book of the Gospels. He receives

the kiss of peace from the catholicos, the bishops,
and all the clergy ; the mitre is put on his head,
but it is expressly said that gloves are not used.
The liturgj' is offered on behalf of the new bishop,
the catholicos celebrating. At the communion the

bishop communicates himself in either kind, and
then he communicates the others. After the
ordination the new bishop remains in the sanctuary
{i.e. the precincts of the church) for forty days
continuously. (In the case of a bishop's ordination

Denzinger does not give the complete rite, but

only a long description of it. It appears from the

description that the assistant bishops do not lay on
hands. The anointing in this rite is very signifi-
cant ; see below, § i6.)

(b) Presbyter (Denzinger, ii. 297, 306).— On the

evening before the ordination there are long ex-

hortations and interrogations. The ordination
itself takes place (as does that of a deacon) at the
same point of the liturgy as in the case of a bishop,
before the lections. After psalms and hymns the
ordinand is presented, and Psalms 25-27 ('Ad te

Domine,' 'Judica,'
' Dominus illuminatio') are

sung. The deacon's bidding and the Kj'rie (thrice)

follow, and the bishop lays his right hand on the
candidate's head and prays. The new presbyter
turns to the people, and his vocation to the presby-
terate and his name are proclaimed ; the people
reply 'Axios.' The bishop lays on his right hand
and announces his vocation ; then, when he has
bidden to prayer, the Kyrie is said twelve times.
The bishop again lays on his right hand and prays.
He arranges the stole round his neck, saying,
'

Accept the yoke of our Lord Jesus Christ, for his

yoke is sweet and his burden light.' They sing
Psalm 132 (' Memento Domine '), and read for the

prophetical lesson Ezk 3"-i9, Mai 2^-\ Is 6V-\ for

the Epistle 1 P 5'-^ 1 Ti l'^-", and for the Gospel
Lk 4^^"^'''. Thej- say the creed, and after the

offertory the bishop sits in his throne and they
sing Psalm 119 ('Beati immaculati')—apparently
the whole psalm. An ectene with a special

suffrage follows, concluded with a prayer by the

bishop. He lays his riglit hand on the head of the
new presbyter, who is then vested (prayers being
said during the action), and anointed on forehead
and two hands, and is given the chalice and paten
containing the [reserved] sacrament as a sign that
he can now celebrate the liturgy. At the end of

the service (the authorities difler as to whether he
communicates himself or v/hether the bishop com-

municates him) he receives the kiss of peace from
' the bishop and the other priests,' and a blessing.
After the ordination he is to remain in the church

forty days.
(c) Deacon (Denzinger, ii. 286).—After psalms

and hymn the ordinand is presented to the bishop,
and his name and vocation are proclaimed. The
bishop lays on his right hand and prays. Psalm
119 (the wliole psalm) is sung. The bishop again
lays on his right hand and prays. His ordination
is proclaimed, and the people say 'Axios.' The
bishop laj's his hands on his shoulders, then his

right hand on his head, proclaims his ordination,
and bids prayers and prays. The prophetical lessons

are Pr 4'-9, Jer li-" 23^'-, Hos W> ; then Ac e^-^ ;

the Epistle is 1 Ti 3^-i« ; and the Gospel Lk lO^i-^*.

After the creed and oflertory and deacon's ectene
the bishop lays on his right hand and prays.
After a hymn and introit the new deacon is vested
in the diaconal vestment and the bishop puts the
stole on his right shoulder, and gives him the book
of the Gospels and the thurible. The new deacon
censes the altar thrice and receives the kiss of

peace.
(d) Minor orders (Denzinger, ii. 274). — The

ordination rites are preceded by an office for

conferring the tonsure ; the candidate's hair is

cut in the form of a cross. There are offices for

the ordination of doorkeepers, readers, exorcists,

acolytes, subdeacons. To the doorkeeper the key
of the church is given ; he goes to the door and

opens and shuts it. To the reader the book of the

apostles and pi'ophets is given. To the exorcist is

given the ritual in which the exorcisms at baptism
or the renunciations are written. To the acolyte
are given a candlestick with burning lights and a
cruet to hold the eucharistic wine.^ The ordina-

tion of subdeacons is more elaborate ; it contains

laying on of hands with prayer preceded by the

lections, Pr 4'-8, Is e^-i", He 9l-l^ Mk lO'^-^S; the

new subdeacon is vested and the maniple is put
on his left arm ; the empty chalice and paten and
other appointments for the liturgy are given to

him.
II. The Coptic rite.—(a) Bishop (Denzinger, ii.

18, 28).
—The clergy and people give their testi-

mony to the elect by a written document. If he is

a deacon, he is to be ordained presbyter before he
is ordained bishop. The ordination to the episco-

pate is to be on a Sunday, during the liturgy, after

a vigil has been held with psalmody and doxology
and reading of the Gospel. When they have said

'the Only-begotten Son' in the liturgy (Bright-

man, p. 148), i.e. just before the Missa Catechu-

menorum begins, the patriarch (archisacerdos)
receives and causes to be read the deed of election

and the testimony. The archdeacon says a short

exhortation, and the archbishop (patriarch) goes
to the altar and offers incense. After the ectene,
with Lord's Prayer and special suffrages, has been

said, the people repeat the Kyrie fifty times, and
the bishops lift up their hands and receive (or, in

the Arabic, touch) the elect, and put their hands
on his shoulders. A prayer by the patriarch over
the elect, a short exhortation by the archdeacon,
and another prayer by the patriarch, said facing
the east, follow. The latter then lays his right
hand on the elect, the bishops put their hands on
his neck and shoulders, and the patriarch says
the ordination prayer, and then, facing the east,
another. Turning to the new bishop, he signs him
and says,

' We call Bishop N. to the holy church of

N.,' etc. The new bishop is vested and signed
thrice, and another declaration of ordination is

made; the people cry thrice 'Axios.' The arch-

deacon says an ectene and the patriarch prays.
1 The Anuenians alone among Easterns do not mix the

chalice.
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The new bishop is placed on the right of the

altar, holding the Gospel in his bosoni, and the

liturgy, celebrated by the patriarch, proceeds. At
the Gospel (Jn 20'^"^) the patriarch breathes in the
face of the new bishop and says

'

Axios,' and at

v."^ breathes on him again. The new bishop com-
municates after the other bishops ; he makes the
fraction with the patriarch (a relic of concelebra-

tion). When the patriarch communicates the new
bishop, he breathes in his face and lays his right
hand on his head, and every one cries thrice

'Axios : N. bishop of the city of N. and of this (?)

province.' The sacerdotal o-roXi?' is taken ofi" the
new bishop by the patriarch, who puts on him the
black one." It may here be remarked that in all

these Eastern rites we find difierent versions in the
various authorities. There is not in the same
community any great conservatism of a particular
form. In this case of Coptic episcopal ordinations
there is another foi-m given by Denzinger (ii. 28)
from Renaudot. The difterences are not material ;

but the Gospel (Jn 20"*"^-) is read after the com-
munion of the bishops ; and the book of the Gospels
is put over the head of the new bishop by the

patriarch.
(b) Presbyter (Denzinger, ii. 11).

—After testi-

mony has been given to the candidate, he stands
with stole (orarium) on one shoulder before the

bishop, who offers a prayer with incense. The
archdeacon makes an exhortation and the Kyrie
is said thrice ; the bishop prays and the Kyrie is

again said thrice. Then the bishop turns to the

candidate, lays on him his right hand, and says
the ordination prayer, and then, facing the east,
another. The bishop turns, signs the new presby-
ter on the forehead, and says,

' We call thee unto
the holy Church of God, Amen.' The archdeacon
announces his name and that of the church which
he is to serve, and the bishop proclaims that he is

called to be presbyter. He signs him three times,

naming the Holy Trinity, vests him with the (ttoXtj

(see above), says a prayer, and exhorts him. The
new presbyter kisses the altar and the bishop and

clergj', and he is communicated (with the reserved

sacrament?). Hands (or a hand) are laid on him
thrice and all say three times the * Axios '

:
* N. ,

presbyter of the holy catholic apostolic Church of

the Christ-loving city of N., is worthy, in the

peace of God, Amen.' (It is not said that the
ordination is to take place during the liturgy. )

(cj) Deacon (Denzinger, ii. 7).
—The ordination is

almost exactly in form the same as for a presbyter,

though the prayers are not all the same. In each
case the office is named. After the ordination the

bishop places the zonarium (girdle), or in some

copies the orarium (stole), on the left shoulder of

the deacon. There is a short exhortation, the

newly-ordained is communicated, and the bishop
says,

' N.
, deacon of the holy Church of God,

Amen.'
(d) Minor orders (Denzinger, ii. 2).

—There are

forms of ordination for a subdeacon and for a

reader, very nearly as for a deacon, some of the

prayers being the same ; but a hand is not laid on
them (so expressly). The bishop touches their

temples. To the reader a book is given, and on
the subdeacon a stole is placed. There is a short
exhortation. Nothing is said of their receiving
Holy Communion at ordination. A singer is

ordained (Denzinger, ii. 63) by the bishop with
three prayers, the kiss of peace, and the sign of

the cross.

12. The W. Syrian (Jacobite) rite.— («) Bishop
(Denzinger, ii. 74).—After tliey have '

brought
1 This is perhaps the name of the whole set of vestments (see

Brightman, p. 501), or a chasuble may be meant.
2 The assumption is that the consecration takes place in the

patriarchal church. The new bishop is enthroned in his own
church later.

round the divine mysteries
'

(Brightman, p. 80 ?,

or perhaps the end of the liturgy is meant), a
mitre is jnit on the elect's head, and two bishops
present him to the patriarch, who says a prayer.
The elect makes a confession of faith, and the

patriarch prays and salutes the people. The
Pater Noster is said, and one of the bishops,
naming the elect and his see, makes proclamation
of his being called and bids prajers. The Kyrie
is said thrice. The patriarch takes the two euch-
aristic elements and commingles them, saying a

prayer. Then all the bishops hold the Gospels
over the elect's head and the patriarch lays both
liands on him, both the patriarch's hands and the

Gospels being moved up and down thrice. The
patriarch lays his right hand on the elect's head,

moving his left hand round his head, while the

bishops hold the Gospels over him in silence, and
meantime the patriarch says two ordination

prayers. He vests the new bishop and places him
on the throne. They then lead him round thrice,
the patriarch each time saying 'Axios.' The
patriarch leads hijn down from his throne, and
both he and the other bishops take the pastoral
staff in their hands, and the new bishop receives it

from them, and prays, after which the patriarch
and bishops and clergy sing Ps 110- thrice, and
leave the staff with the new bishop, who goes to

the entrance of the sanctuary and signs the jieople
with it in the form of a cross, and then returns it

to the patriarch. (Denzinger does not give the
text of the prayers at the ordination of a W.
Syrian bishop, and the description is not very full ;

nothing is said of the communion of the new
bishop, nor is the ceremony of commixture ex-

plained ; but see below {b), and § 14.)

(6) Presbyter (Denzinger, ii. 71, 87).—The ordina-

tion takes place at the end of the liturgy (but see

below). Psalms and prayers are said, and the
lections (1 P b"-^-, Tit P-S*, Jn W^-W^) are read.

The bishop gives the tonsure, cutting the candi-

date's hair in the form of a cross ; the candidate is

then brought to the sanctuary, wearing a stole

deacon-wise. The archdeacon makes a proclama-
tion and bids prayers. The Kyrie is said thrice.

The bishop lays his hands on the consecrated
elements and thrice stretches out his arms over
them (apparently indicating that the strength and

power are from our Lord) ; then he lays both hands
on the candidate's head, and raises them thrice.

He puts his right hand on his head, moving his

left hand to and fro over his neck and face, and
covers the candidate's head and face with the

phaina (chasuble), while the deacons wave a fan.

He says the ordination praj-er, and then, again
turning to the candidate, lays his right hand on
his head and signs him with the sign of the cross

between the eyes, saying,
' He is ordained in the

holy Church of God.' The anhdeacon proclaims
his ordination, naming him and the place tliat he
is to serve. The new priest returns to the altar

and says a prayer. He is vested and given the
thurible and receives the kiss of peace. The
bishop then communicates him and bids him com-
municate the people.' If more persons than one
are ordained at one time, the prayers are said in

the plural.

(c) Deacon (Denzinger, ii. 67, 82).
—^The ordina-

tion is at the end of the liturgy. The ordinand
kneels on one knee only, and the chief deacon
makes a proclamation and bids to prayer. The

bishop lays his hands on the consecrated elements
and then on the candidate's head and carries out

the .same ceremony as in the case of a presbyter ;

he then says the ordination prayer. The rest

1 This shows that the ordination takes place aft<?r the con-

secration of the elements, but before the communion of the

people.
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follows as above (but the prayers are not the

same). The stole is put on the new deacon's

shoulder, lie receives tlie fan and censer, and then

the kiss of peace, and he is communicated.

{(I) Minor orders (Denzinger, ii. 66, 78).
—Offices

are f,nven for tlie ordination of a reader and a sub-

deacon. The bisliop touches their temples and

prays. In the case of a subdeacon the bishop first

touches the paten and chalice with his fingers (see

above). A book is given to a reader, a stole to a
subdeacon. The kiss of peace and communion are

given to them. The form for a subdeacon is more
elaborate than that for a reader.

13. The E. Syrian (Nestorian) rite.— (a) Bishop
(Denzinger, ii. 238).—After a vigil the faithful

assemble in the morning at the third hour ; tlie

patriarch or metropolitan and the bishops, having
their mitres and staves, come to the sanctuary,
and the elect stands before them in the middle.
After prayers, anthems, and ofi'ering of incense
the president takes the Gospel-book and puts it on
the elect's back, the bishops on either side laying
on their hands and holding them there till the

prayer is finished ; lections from the Gospels (Mt
I6'»-»f,

Jn 21i»-", Mt 16'9) are read while the elect
is being ordained. The i)resident prays thrice and
lays his right hand on the elect, stretching forth
his left hand as one who prays. After the prayer
the archdeacon bids prayer for the newly-ordained,
naming him and his see, saying a form of the
' Sursum Corda '

:

'

Lift up your minds and ask of

God mercy for N.,' etc. They answer,
' It is meet

and right,' once if a bishop is being ordained,
twice if a metropolitan, thrice if a patriarch.
After another prayer they take the Gospels off the
new bishop's back and the patriarch vests him in

the niaaphra (a sort of cope, taking the place of
a chasuble) and mitre, and gives him a staff. The
kiss of peace is given, the 'Anthem of the

Sanctuary
'

(Brightraan, p. 253) is sung, and the
lections read. (This places the ordination before
the Trisagion [Brightman, p. 255].)

(b) Presbyter (Denzinger, ii. 233).—The ordina-
tion takes place at the sanctuary door. The
bishop gives the tonsure, cutting the ordinand's
hair in the form of a cross, girds him, and puts his

ma'aphra on the ordinand's left shoulder. Prayers
and anthems follow, and the ordinand kneels on
both knees, signifying that he receives two talents,
while the bishop stretches his hands over his eyes,
signifying that he is given power to invoke the

Holy Ghost and to bless, and to beget spiritual
children and to feed them with spiritual food (see
above, § i {d)). The bishop places his right hand
on the ordinand's head and says two ordination

prayers secretly ; he places the ma'aphra on his

shoulder, and arranges the stole on his breast. ^

The bishop gives the new presbyter the Gospel-
book, and announces his ordination, naming him.
A ' canon '

(anthem) is sung and the kiss of peace
is given. If there is a liturgy, it now proceeds,
and they say, 'Before the throne of God,' and
begin the ' Anthem of the Sanctuary

'

(Brightman,
p. 253 ; see above).

(c) Deacon (Denzinger, ii. 229).—The ordination
is at the sanctuary door, and the tonsure is given.
The ordinand kneels on one knee, to signify that
he receives one talent only (see above). The
bishop places his right hand on his head, extend-
ing his left hand as one who prays, and says two
ordination prayers. He places the stole on the
new deacon's left shoulder, gives him the book of
the 'Apostle' (the liturgical Epistles), announces
his ordination, naming him, and gives him the
kiss of peace. The new deacon is led round to the

1 The E. Syrians, unlike the Greeks, have the same shape of
stole for deacon and presbyter, but the former wears it on one
shoulder, the latter on both shoulders.

right and left of the altar. ' The ordination does
not usually take place during the liturgy. Both

presbyters and deacons at their ordination are

gradually led up towards the holy table by the

bishop, who says a prayer at each step (A. J.

Maclean and W. H. Browne, Catholicos of the East,
London, 1892, p. 201).

{d) Minor orders (Denzinger, ii. 227).
—There

are offices for the ordination of readers and sub-
deacons (but these are now obsolete among the

Nestorians). After a short anthem there is laying
on of hands (cf. the W. Syrians, above, § 12) ant!

a short prayer. A stole is laid on the arms of a
reader and a book of the lections is given him.
When a subdeacon is ordained, the bishop receives

back from him his reader's book and places a stole

on his neck.

14. The Maronite rite.—This is somewhat more
elaborate than in the other Eastern communions.

(a) Bishop (Denzinger, ii. 187).
— The ordination

must be on a Sunday. The patriarch vests the
elect in cowl, alb, amice, and chasuble, and they
lead him to the sanctuary, where the patriarcli

begins the liturgy. When it is ended, the ordina-
tion begins. The archdeacon says the ectene and
the president prays. The archdeacon bids prayers,
and the Kyrie is said thrice. A profession of

faith is made by the elect and he is presented by
two bishops. The president (who in this office is

also called 'the bishop' or ' the shepherd') lays
hands on the elect and prays, the bishops holding
the Gospels over the president's hands. He thrice

raises his hands, spreads his arms over the elect's

head, and prays. He lays his hand on the conse-

crated elements and on the head of the elect twice,
the archdeacon making a proclamation. The new
bishop then holds two crosses, and they bring the
chrism and the Gospel-book, and lead him thrice

round the church, singing, the patriarch praj'ing
at the end of each procession. At the end of the
second the bishops hold the Gospels over the new
bishop's head, the deacons wave fans, and the

president extends his arms under the Gospels over
his head and prays. After the third procession
the president takes from the new bishop the two
crosses, and gives him the Gospels, shut, and prays ;

he receives back the Gospels and anoints his head
with chrism thrice, and also his hands. Long
prayers follow, and a deacon's ectene, and lections

from He 4^*-5* and Jn 10^'*^ with an antiphon
between ; then the president washes his hands, the

newly-ordained washes his head and hands, and
another ectene follows. The bishop signs tlie new'

bishoiJ and announces his ordination. They vest

him in a chasuble and mitre and place him in his

seat. The bishops and presbyters lift the seat

thrice and cry 'Axios.' After a prayer the pre-
sident leads the new bishop to the door of the

sanctuary, commits to him the flock and the clei'gy,
and admonishes him. Two prayers and the Pater
Noster conclude the service.

(6) Presiy^er (Denzinger, ii. 148).—The ordinand,
vested as a deacon, kneels on both knees and is

blessed and signed by the bishop. Prayers with
archdeacon's bidding and with offering of incense

follow, and the ordinand is presented by the arch-
deacon ; the Kyrie is said thrice. The ordinand
kneels on both knees, and the bishop lays his hand
on his head and prays ; he then places his hands on
the host and chalice and thrice spreads out his arms.
He lays his right hand on the ordinand's head,
covers the latter's face with his chasuble, moves
his left hand over his face and neck, and says the
ordination prayers. He puts his hand on the
elements and on the ordinand's head and again
prays several times. He anoints the hands of the

1 The E. Syrian altars stand against the east wall of the

church, and do not stand out from it as those of the Greeks do.
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new presbyter, and both he and the arclideacon

proclaim the ordination, n.aming him, the arch-

deacon also naming the charge which he is to serve.

The bishop vests him with girdle, amice, stole, and
chasuble, and blesses him. Lections from 1 Co 12-^,

1 Ti 31 4", Tit P-9, 1 Ti 4'»- "• \ Jn 21 '^"^
follow,

and then the ectene and prayer. The timrible is

given, and they lead the new presbyter round,

giving him the Gospels to carry, and they put the
consecrated bread in the paten. Several prayers
follow, the cross is laid on his head, the kiss of

peace is given, and the new presbyter is bidden to

cense the people. The bishop then intinges the
host and the chalice and bids him communicate the

people. A long exhortation concludes the service.

(c) Deacon (Denzinger, ii. 128).
—The procedure

is similar, though the prayers are ditierent. The
newly-ordained deacon (who has been kneeling on
one knee only [see above, § 13]) is vested in tunic and
stole and is given the '

Apostle
'

to read ; the lec-

tion is 1 Ti P-3^*.* He is given the thurible to go
round the sanctuary ; he is given tiie Apostle to go
round the church, a hymn being sung meanwhile ;

the chalice and paten are put on his head. His
ordination as deacon is proclaimed ;

and there is

an exhortation.

{d) Mitior orders (Denzinger, ii. 108).
—There are

offices for the ordination of singers, readers, and
subdeacons. The bishop gives the tonsure to a

singer, cutting his hair, and touches the temples
in all three cases. The bishop takes the candidate

by the right hand and prays ; there is no laying on
of hands on the singer or reader, but hands are held
over the reader, and a hand (having been placed on
the consecrated elements as above) is laid on the
subdeacon. A psalter is given to the singer, tunic
and stole to reader and subdeacon, the book of

' Isaiah to the reader, the water-cruet and the
book of Acts to a subdeacon. These services for

the ordination of minor orders are comparatively
elaborate.

In concluding this review of Eastern ordinations
we must remember two things : the details some-
times vary in different MSS ; and there are, in

addition to those described above, ordination rites

for different offices, such as those of patriarchs,
metropolitans, archdeacons, periodeutse, chorepis-
copi, so that it might sometimes seem as if these
were ' orders

'

properly so called, and that one who
had formerly been ordained as a presbyter was re-

ordained as aperiodeuta, and one who had formerly
been ordained as a bishop was reordained as a pa-
triarch. But the confusion is not so great as may
appear, as (in theory at least) the ancient discipline

ordinarily holds good in the East, especially in the
more conservative minor Eastern Churches, that
no bishop can be translated from one see to another ;

so that one who is elected to a patriarchate is

ordinarily assumed to be not yet a bishop. And
the E. Syrian Sunhadhus (' Book of Canon Law')
makes it clear that periodeutaj and archdeacons are
not distinct '

orders,' by saying that it is the duty
of a diocesan bishop to ' ordain all readers, sub-

deacons, deacons, and presbyters, give a blessing to

periodeiitii', and say a prayer over archdeacons'

(Maclean-Browne, ji. 182).

15. Times of ordination in East and West.—
Bishops were usually ordained on a Sunday, both
in the East and in tlie West. Tiiis ancient custom
is found in the Testament of our Lord (i. 21), the

Egyptian Church Order (§ 31), the Ethiopic Church
Order (?, § 21), the Apostolic Constitiitiovs (viii. 4),

and in the canons attached to the Older Didnscalia

( Verona Latin Fragments, ed. Hauler, p. 103). It

is implied by Leo the Great (see below), was in

force in Rome in tlie intermediate period (above,
§ 2), and is explicitly stated in later Western ponti-
* This seems to be a mistake. Another MS has 1 Ti 38-10. 1'.'f..

ficals {e.g., Maskell, iii. 242; Wilson, p. 70); also

explicitly in Eastern rites, as in the Armenian
(above, § 10), Coptic (above, § li), and Maronite

(above, § 14). It is also found in the Anglican rite

(above, § 4) and the Swedish (above, § 6), though in

these two a holy day is also sanctioned for the

purpose.
No limit is decreed in the East as to the occasions

when the ordination of presbyters and deacons can
take place ; but in the West the four Ember seasons

(Quatuor tcmpora) were chosen for the purpose.
These fasting times (Wednesday, Friday, and

Saturday at the four seasons of the year) were not
instituted for ordinations, but it was afterwards
found convenient to have ordinations at such times.

In Rome they took place in the Saturday vigil
mass (above, § 2 (a), and Duchesne, p. 353), and

especially at the December Ember season. In this

connexion we notice the strong injunction made by
Leo the Great (Ep. ix. [xi.]

' ad Dioscurum') that

priests and deacons should be ordained only on

Sunday, which he emphatically says began on

Saturday night. Ember seasons were not known
for many centuries in Galilean countries (Duciiesne,

p. 368). The limitation of ordinations of presby-
ters and deacons to these occasions is still in force

in the Roman and Anglican communions, and
affords an opportunity to the people throughout
the land to pray for the ordinands with a special
intercession ; but the rule is not an absolute one,
and the bishop has a discretion.

16. Summary.—In reviewing the ordination rites

which have been described above, we notice that
for ordaining bishops, priests, and deacons there is

an irreducible minimum which is common to them
all—laying on of hands and prayer

—for it is im-

possible to believe, with Hatch, that the episcopal
ordination in the Apostolic Constitutions is a real

exception to this. The extreme simplicity of the
earliest rites continued for many centuries in both
East and West, and it was only by slow degrees
that they became more elaborate.

A conspicuous feature of ordinations in earlier and
often in later times was the difference between
those of the lower and of the three higher orders,

laying on of hands being expressly conHned to the

latter, except in the Apostolic Constitutions (and
in the Constitutions through Hippoh/tus), and

except in the present Greek rite (in the case of

subdeacons and deaconesses), the Armenian and
Maronite (in the case of subdeacons), and the
E. Syrian. In the Coptic and W. Syrian rites the

bishop touches the temples of, but does not lay
hands on, those admitted to minor orders. In the

Maronite rite the bishop touches the temples of

the orders under the rank of subdeacon. See § i (b).

It is practically the universal custont to name
the office to which the person is ordained, in at

least one of the ordination prayers. But the word
'

presbyter
'

is absent from that for the second

order in Sarapion, and the word ' deacon
' from that

for the third order in the Canons of Hippolytus,

though the latter work refers to St. Stephen and

to the diaKovia of the ordinand.

One of the earliest ceremonies added at the

ordination of a bisliop Avas the holding of the

Gospel-book over him. It is mentioned in the

Apostolic Constitutions (viii. 4, when the deacons

hold it, not, as in the otlier books, the assistant

bishops) ; also in pseudo-Dionysius, the Gallican

Statutes and other Gallican i)ooks, in tiie later

Western pontiiicals (including tiie Norwegian), and
in tiie Greek, Armenian, W. Syrian, E. Syrian, and

Maronite rites. In tlie Coptic rite tlie new l.isliop

liolds the Gospel-book in his bosom, ami, in some

forms of it, it is held over liim ; but, at any rate

at one time, this custom was observed in Alex-

andria only in the case of the ordination of a patri-
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arch {DCA i. 222). It is not found in the present

Anglican and Swedish rites. And originally it was

not in use in Koine, while in the 8th and 9th

centuries it seems to have disappeared from Gaul,

Germany, and Si)ain (ib.).

The custom of delivering the Gospel-book to

the new bishop was not known in liome before

the 11th century (Morinus, de Sacr. Orel. iii. 23).

It is in the present Roman pontifical ; and so in

Maskell (iii. 275) ; but not in that of Magdalen
College (Wilson, p. 77). In the Anglican rite a

Bible is given. The Gospels are given in the

Armenian and Maronite rites ; and the same thing
seems to be implied in the Coptic rite.

Anointing at ordinations seems to have origin-
ated in the Galilean rite, perhaps in Britain,
where we find it in the 6th century (Duchesne,

p. 378). From the Gallican rite it passed to Rome,
and it is perhaps because of the influence which
Roman customs have had on the Armenians and
Maronites that they alone of Easterns have it at

the present day.
The vesting of the newly-ordained is very

general, but it is not found in the earliest forms.

Ordinarily it takes place immediately after ordina-

tion, but in the present Anglican rite (at the con-

secration of bishops) it comes before it. The
giving of the insignia of office is confined to the
minor orders in the earlier forms, and, when it

was e.xtended to the higher orders it became for a

long time in the West the most prominent part of

the rite.

In the later Western pontificals the fusion of

the Gallican and Roman rites produced some dis-

location. The displacement of the imposition of

hands and the multiplication of ordination prayers
were among the principal results of this fusion.

In almost all Western rites, whether before or

after the Reformation, the introduction of impera-
tive or declaratory formuloe and the delivery of

the insignia of office changed the centre of

gravity of the office from a prayer to God to

ordain to an act done by the ordainer. This is

not the case in the East, though there the ordainer
and also usually the archdeacon proclaim the
ordination to the people (cf. pseud o-Dionysius,
above, § I {d)). The Anglican use of Jn 20-^ at

the laying on of hands in the ordination of a

presbyter is parallel to the reading of this passage
as a lection at the ordination of a bishop in the

Coptic rite.

In the East, and to a lesser extent in the West,
the custom (found in the Testament of our Lord
and the Apostolic Constitutions) of the people
crying 'Axios' is one of the most prominent
features in the service.

The only doctrinal development that calls for

notice is found in the W^estern pre-Reformation
pontificals. In these the function of offering
sacrifice is greatly emphasized in the ordination of

a presbyter. This is the case both in the ordina-
tion prayers and in the comparatively modern
imperative formula?.
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the Anglican Communion, Milwaukee and London, 1910 ; J.

Wordsworth, The National Church of Siveden, London, 1911.

vii. 3I0RAVIAN.—E,. de Schweinitz, Hist, of the Unitas

Fratrum^, Bethlehem, U.S.A., 1901, and The Moravian Episco-
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viii. Eastern ordinations.—R. F. Littledale, Officesfrom

the Service-Books of the Holy Eastern Church, London, 1863
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tioned in the course of the article. A. J. MACLEAN.

ORDINATION (Jewish). —There are in the

Hebrew language two words meaning
' ordination

'

—s^mkhdh and minnuy. The latter was used for

a few centuries only ; the former goes back to

Biblical precedent and has been retained to this

day. It must be pointed out that the Jewish
ordination does not partake of a sacerdotal or

sacramental character ; it is in the main an '

ap-

pointment,' yet not entirely devoid of spiritual

significance. Behind this institution there lies a

chapter of Jewish history which has not yet been

sufficiently elucidated, viz. the appointment of

judges, of those who would have to administer the

law, both temporal and spiritual. It is a very
obscure chapter, for it marks the division between
State and Church, which could not have been

sharp and decisive. The Jewish law is not a civil

law in the ordinary sense of the term. The laws
are not human decisions, but divine ordinances.

To obey the law means to perform a religious act ;

to transgress the law means to commit a sin, which
has to be expiated in a religious manner ; hence
the character of the judge could not be that of a

mere civil authority. The indications in the Bible

go a long way to prove that from the very begin-

ning such a division was intended in the Mosaic

legislation. The sacerdotal functionsof the Temple
belonged to a family ; the priest was born into it ;

he could neither be ordained nor appointed.
The word used in the appointment of Aaron and

of the Levites is not t'ne same as that used in the

appointment of Joshua and the Seventy Eldei's.

In the former case Moses 'filled' their hands

(Ex 28« 299, Lv 211"; AV and RV translate

wrongly
' consecrate

'

instead of '

filling the hands ')—no doubt, with those objects which they were to

offer up in the Temple, flour or oil, or part of the
sacrifice. ISIoreover, they were anointed ; not so

Joshua. Moses '

placed his hands '

(Nu 27^®)

(sdmakh) upon him in exactly the same way as

the priest put his hand on the sacrifice (Lv 1'* etc.),

or as the witnesses laid their hands upon the head
of the guilty (Lv 24^'*). In all these cases it meant
a transfer of personal responsibility either in the

exercise of authority or in the expiation of sin and

guilt. There can b(> r.o question of a transmission

of the spirit, as Joshua already had the spirit

before Moses was ordered to place his hands upon
him. It is not within the power of man to dispense
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the grace of the spirit. Joseph is mentioned as

the man upon whom there was the spirit of God
(Gn 41^**) ; he neitiier got it from Jacob nor handed
it on to his children ; and even in the tents of the

Seventy Elders the spirit came to them not directly
from Moses bnt as a spirit of prophecy from above,
and ceased with them (Nu 11-'). Joshua, more-

over, was commanded distinctly (Nu 27^M to stand
before Eleazar and to consult him by the Urim
and Thummim in all matters of supreme import-
ance. Joshua was clearly appointed the civil

administrator of the law, the supreme judge, the

king, for we shall see that the power of appointing
judges rested with the king.

It is nowhere stated that these men were to be

priests or Levites to the exclusion of Israelites.

On the contrary, it was, no doubt, Israelites who
acted as local magistrates in the various tribes

(see below). True, in the highest tribunal which
was in the centre of the divine worship the high
priest acted as the supreme judge ; thus the direc-

tion Dt 17^ can best be explained in harmony with
the Mosaic legislation. And probably this is also

the best explanation of the passages in whicli the

judges are called the 'elShim (e.g., Ex 22^") and the

judge who decided the case by the use of the Urim
and Thummim the divine oracle. According to

Dt 16'^"-", judges were appointed in every tribe.

These were formed by the elders (see Dt 21^^"^^),

who were called upon to decide in such cases as

the rebellious son in the case of immorality, the
dead body found outside the town and the murderer

unknown, the case of Yibbum (Ruth), etc. These

judges were regarded as the men upon whose

authority one could rely (sdmakh), upon whom
part of the responsibility for right and wrong had
been devolved, just as in the case of the sacrificial

animal, upon which part of the sin and responsi-

bility of the people had been laid. We find nowhere
that the blemishes which prevented the priest
from acting in the Temple were a bar to the judge.
Of course, the judges from Joshua to Saul were,
in fact, the temporal rulers, the tribal kings who
for the time being exercised authority over the rest

by their military prowess and victory in battle.

Samuel, who acted in a double capacity as priest
and king, went also in a circuit to judge Israel

(1 S 7'®'')> but, later, the people asked him to

appoint a king over them who would rule them
(1 S 8'). David appointed from among the Israelites

and Levites 'officers and judges' (I Ch 23* 2^^%
The author of the book of Chronicles states (2 Ch
19^"") that Josaphat appointed judges in all the
fenced cities of Judah, and (vv.*'") established in

Jerusalem a high court consisting of priests,

Levites, and the heads of the houses of Israel.

Here we have practically the composition of the

high court as it developed in Jerusalem after the
Exile. It was a tribunal whose members claimed
the right to decide in all kinds of controversies,
and to inflict punishments—even capital jjunish-
ment ; and, above all, they reserved to themselves
the sole right of determining the Jewish calendar.

They did not interfere except rarely in those
ordinances which referred to the sacrifice and the
service in the Temple, but, on the other hand,
they claimed the riglit of being the representatives
of the oral law ; they were the living tradition
which was applied authoritatively to the interpre-
tation of the law for the daily necessities of life ;

they were the Pharisees, i.e. the authoritative

interpreters of the law—hence their sway over the

people ; they were the s^milkhim, men not only
appointed but worthy of being relied upon in all

matters of interpretation and ajjplication of the
divine ordinances of the law, for u\Mn them that

authority had been devolved—as they claimed—in

historical succession. This was the result of a

long process of evolution. The difficulty began
immediately after the return from the Exile. The
high priest became under Persian rule the virtual

administrator and governor of the province ; he
was thus invested with the power of appointing
officers and judges. Then a conflict must have
arisen between the heads of the fathers' houses
and the priestly caste. Each one probably claimed

power and authority, and no doubt this led to the
establishment of what is known as the Great

Assembly, which was succeeded by the Sanhedrin
(the Greek equivalent for the Hebrew assembly).
The conflict must have been a keen one ; and it

evidently grew in strength and bitterness after the
Maccaba?an success, for then some of the high
priests (Jannai and his successors) endeavoured to

combine publicly the authority of the king with
that of the high priest. Much more is meant by
this than has hitherto been understood. It meant
that the high priest was the sole authority in all

matters of civil and criminal law in addition to

the spiritual, or rather sacerdotal, functions which
he alone could exercise in virtue of his Aaronite
descent. In the long run the absolute power was
wrested from his hand, and the laymen gained the

victory. They retained the right of administration
and interpretation of the law, and, above all, the
sole authority in the regulation of the calendar.

They claimed to be the true representatives of

that tradition which Moses had given to the

Seventy Elders in the wdlderness. It is for this

reason that in the chapters of the fathers (PirkS
Abhdth) which contain the chain of the oral tradi-

tion no notice is taken of the high priests
—with

the sole exception of Simeon. The tradition is

made to descend in a direct line from Moses to

Joshua, from Joshua to the elders, from the elders
to the prophets, from the prophets to the men of

the Great Assembly, and so on, until it reached the

patriarchs and the other heads of the Rabbinical
schools. In the Midrdsh Esfdh the names of the

Seventy Elders are given (Yalkilt Shim^'dni, i.

§ 736). This list is more fully elalaorated in the
other chain of the tradition known as Seder' OlCim.

Curiously enough, the Karaites, who reject the
oral tradition, have nevertheless preserved a similar

chain, though in a modified form (D6d Mord^khai).
The Sanhedrin claimed to be the direct continu-
ators of the authority which was vested by Moses
in the Seventy Elders. It had reached them
through the intermediary of the prophets. Zecha-
riah and Malachi Avere counted among the first

members of the men of the Great Assembly, who
were the direct predecessors of the Sanhedrin.

They appointed the local judges in various towns
of Palestine, who derived their authority to decide
in all matters, civil and criminal, direct from that

of the Sanhedrin. The appointment, according to

a vague tradition, took the form of the appointment
of Joshua by Moses. The Nasi—i.e., the Prince,
the title given to the president of the Sanhedrin—
alone or in conjunction with other members of this,

the highest tribunal, placed his hands upon the
candidate and proclaimed him worthy in the first

place to be among those initiated into the secret of

the computations of the calendar {S6d hn
'

Ibbdr)
and to decide in all legal questions exclusive of

those affecting the Temple. Even there the
Sanhedrin claimed a certain jurisdiction in the

matter of probing the purity of descent of a Koiien
who came to participate in the service. They
examined his documents and rejected liiiii if the,y
found them insufficient. It is not to be thought,

however, that priests were excluded from this

college ; the members were chosen for their capa-

bilities, whether they were Israelites, Levites, or

Kohanim. The case recorded in the NT of the

high priest Caiaphas (Mt 26"), etc., proves this
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point. He, no doubt, was consulted in a matter

wliich arteeted the spiritual worship and the service

of the Temple. Other high priests may have had
their seat iii the Sanhedrin, and one of them—
Kabbi Ishmael, the high priest;

—is always men-
tioned with great veneration. These new judges
thu.s became the sharers in the authority which
came down in direct succession. They became
s'Tnilkfiim, men of authority who were 'ordained,'
i.e. 'appointed,' as men upon whom the people
could 'rely.' They exercised certain spiritual
functions, for Jewisli life in all its forms depended
upon their interpretation of the law. Things
became pure or impure, allowed or forbidden,

according to their declaration, sanction, or refusal.

Thej"^ declared the festivals ; and even on a memor-
able occasion, when one of the great scholars,

relying on his own calculation and observation of

the moon, had drawn up a different calendar, he
had to submit to the decision of the patriarch
(iamaliel II. and his colleagues in power and keep
the Day of Atonement on the day fixed by them
[Rosh Hash. 25«, b). The '

ordination,
'

or s'^mikhdh,
was one of the means by which the oral tradition

preserved its authoritative character ; for, so long-
as there were men who were the lawful heirs of

the authority of the Sanhedrin, the Jewish law
had its authoritative exponent. The point which
has hitherto remained obscure, viz. the disuse of

the s^mlkhdh, as has been alleged, after the de-

struction of the Temple, will now become perfectly
clear. The reason is obvious why the Roman
Government punished with death any one who
would continue this practice of s^wiiMaA, i.e. ordain

pupils to become Rabbis ; for, as soon as the chain
of s^mlkhdh was broken, there was no longer any
central authority great and respected enough to
command universal obedience, to interpret the

laws, and, above all, to lix the calendar ; and, as
soon as the people no longer knew when to keep
their Sabbaths and their festivals or how to apply
the law, their spiritual dissolution was near at
hand. And it is easy to understand Avhy Judali
b. Baba (Sank. 14a) exposed himself to die by the
hand of the Romans whilst granting s'mikhdh to
four pupils ;

he had thus re-established the legal

authority for the oral law, and a proper succession
for its interpretation.
The Roman rule did not tolerate any Jewish

civil tribunal or any Jewish magistrates who would
judge the ])eople according to the Jewish laM', and
therefore the practical use of the s^mikhdh as a
regular continuous institution on a large scale had
to come to an end for a time after the war of Bar
Kokhba (A.D. 130). But, when the civil local

government of the Jews was re-established soon
afterwards under the headship of one of the de-
scendants of the house of David, or rather the
house of Hillel, under the name of '

patriarch of

the Jews,' the right of s'^mlkhdh was vested in
the patriarchs, though there was no longer a real
Sanhedrin with its autonomous jurisdiction and
unquestioned authority on all matters of political
anci religious life. The new judges now appointed
had, however, to decide, as before, not only what
was right and wrong, but also what was religiously
correct or incorrect. It was now a limited form of

authority that was vested in the s' m'lkhdh, though
it still carried with it the same spiritual authority.
Any one wlio received the s'liukhdh received at the
same time the right to decide with the others in
the fixing of the calendar. But this right was
centred in Palestine. No scliool, no head of a
college in Babylon, could ever obtain it. It was
jealously guarded as a privilege of the patriarchate
in Palestine. When the great scholar from Baby-
lon, R. Eleazar b. Pedath, came to Palestine, he
considered it a very great honour to have obtained

the s^mlkhdh there (Jerus. Bosh Hash. 586 ; of.

Sank. 18c and B. KHhub. \\2a). But the name of
this institution and the form of the appointment
had been changed. It Avas no longer called s'mikhdh
in Palestine, but minnuy (from the Aramaic word
mana, Dn P- '"). The old name had obviously an
ominous ring al)out it in the ears of the Romans,
and therefore the Jews of Palestine avoided using
it. It was retained, however, in Babylon, and is

still used. The laying on of hands was no longer
practised (B. Sanh. 13o) either for tlie same reason
as the name had been abandoned—not to arouse
too much susincion of the Romans—or possibly
because the Church had adopted this practice for

the purpose of ordaining priests. The laying of

hands on the pupils (Ac 6^) and on Saul and Barna-
bas (13^) need not be taken as ordination, but

merely as a form of blessing like that of the priests,
and, at the same time, it may have been a symbol
of authority, granting them the power to be judges
who would declare the law in the community.
Later this became the symbol of consecration for

sacerdotal office, and this very likely was the
reason why the practice was discontinued by the
Jews. Shortly afterwards the right of the pa-
triarch became limited, inasmuch as he could ap-

point only with the concurrence of the heads of the

legal tribunal, Beth Din—the judges of the Jewish
court.

The constant persecution by the Roman and then

by the Byzantine emperors pressed heavily on the
Jews of Palestine, and thus it came about that one
of the patriarchs, Hillel or Judah in the 4th or 5th
cent.—the time has not yet been definitely decided—established a calendar upon the basis of mathe-
matical calculation only. It was no longer to be
made dependent on the real observation of the

appearance of the new moon. On the other hand,
the oral law had become codified and had been
further enlarged and expounded by the gieat
schools of Palestine and Babylon, all of which
became the ' written' Mishnah and Talmud. Thus
the s'^mlkhdh lost its essential character of being
the only legal authority for the calendar, and for

the interpretation and declaration of the oral law.
With the extinction of the patriarchate the in-

stitution came practically to an end in Palestine.
No Rabbi could henceforth be appointed either by
' nomination

'

or by
' ordination and lajdng on of

hands capable of exercising functions like those
vested in the Sanhedrin and the patriarchate. In
one form or another, and either in the name or by
the hand of the college, the Rosh Yeshibah, or

Gaon, granted by
' nomination '

or in the form of a
written certificate a degree of qualification for the
function of teacher and judge. Much that hap-
pened in Palestine during the first centuries of the
Muhammadan conquest is wrapped in obscxirity.

Fragments from the Genizah in Cairo, however,
give us a glimpse into some movements which must
have taken place in the 9th and 10th centuries,
when among others a certain Ben Meir endeavoured
to resuscitate the ancient power of s^mikhdh, and
claimed for himself and possibly for others in

Palestine the right of again fixing the calendar by
observation and, no doubt, of exercising such func-
tions as formerly belonged to the holders of the
s'mikhdh. Saadyah entered into long polemics
with Ben Meir and his associates, but very little is

known about this dispute except the fact mentioned
above. Again, the re-establishment of the s'mi-

khdh became a burning question among the Jews
of Palestine when Bg Rab in the year 1538 claimed
for himself and his tribunal the right of resuscitat-

ing the ancient s'm,lkhdh. He based his claim on a
statement of Maimonides which seemed to grant to

the Rabbis of Palestine the right of re-establishing
the s'mikhdh if they had all come together and had
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unanimously decided upon it. B6 Eab, who lived

in Safet, had evidently not paid sufficient atten-

tion to the susceptibilities of his colleagues in Jeru-

salem, the chief of whom was Levi aben yabib ; a

controversy arose between them, and the attempt
of Be Rab was entirely frustrated. He emphati-
cally denied the intention of touching the calendar
or interfering with the criminal law, but declared
that his aim was to create a spiritual centre for

Judaism in Palestine, just as the patriarchate and
the Sanhedrin had been before. There was another
motive which may have prompted Bd Rab to this

action—Messianic aspirations. The plan which
afterwards matured under Don Joseph of Naxos,
the favourite of Selim—to create, as it were, a small
Jewish commonwealth in Galilee with its centre in

Tiberias—may have prompted BS Rab to this step,
which was to be a preliminary step to the re-

gathering of the Jews in the Holy Land.
The s^mlkhdh, shorn of its special character, is

still a practice in the ordination of a Rabbi. It does
not carry with it the same authority as it had in

Palestine, but it is a necessary condition for the

qualification of a Rabbi. When in the 12th cent.

Judaism again suHered under the shock of the per-
secution which threatened to destroy the unity of

Israel and to undermine the authority of the re-

presentatives of the law, R. Meir resuscitated the
old practice in the manner and to the extent that
it had been practised in the Diaspora. It was to

be henceforth as a certificate for the holder, a kind
of vetiia docendi which was granted to him by one
who was a recognized authority himself and a
holder of such a diploma. It was precisely the same
as in olden times in so far as the authority of the

giver guaranteed the qualifications of the recipient.
No community Avould appoint a man to be the

Rabbi—i.e. the judge in all matters legal and

religious
—who did not have the s'm'ikhdh, for upon

his decision alone many doubtful legJil questions
can be solved ; he is responsible for the upholding
of the written law in its entirety and for the carry-

ing out of all the divine ordinances in conformity
with the old tradition

;
he grants divorce ; he

decides all the questions of the ritual slaughter of

animals ; he declares the food fit or unlit for Jew-
ish consumption ; and in all questions of a legal
character he is the authority upon whom the com-

raunitj' relies. Thus the s'^mikhdh, or ordination,
is still a valid principle in Judaism. It is now the
token of qualification for eventual appointment
as a Rabbi, who is then called musmdkh. Among
the Ashkenazic Jews the diploma is now called

Hdtdrath Hdrddh venia docendi—i.e. he has now
the permission to declare the law—whilst the

Sephardic Jews and the Jews of the East have
retained the old name of s'nilkhdh.

It is of interest to note that among the titles of

the priests and elders of the Samaritans there is

also that of sdmukhdh, the one Avho is worthy of

being relied upon, a man of authority, and also he
who has been appointed to high otHce. The ap-

pearance of this title among those of the Samari-
tans shows its great antiquity and its wider use in

Palestine.

Literature.—The chief sources are the 1st ch. in the Mishnah
of Sanhedrin and the two Talmudic treatises of that name,
esp. Jerus. Sank. \i)a, c, and Bab. Sank. 17a : Maimonides,
(tl204), Ydd hd-hazdkah ; IlilhCth Sanhedrin, \.-'\v.

; Asherb.
Yeliiel(1340), Tur Uostien Mishpal, ohs. i., vii., viii.,and Karo's
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I. ben S. Lanipronti, Pahad Ishak, s.i'.
' Seniikhah '

; Levi
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; Bg Rab,
Shecmh u-7'>'shnh6lh, do. 1603, and M. Caster's Cod. 931, fol.
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'
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the full corrisiiondence of B6 Uab (the MS was copied in
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;
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Oesch. dcs Mrziehiingswcarns und dcr Kiiltur der abcndlund.
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M. Gaster, Rabbinical Degree,

London, 1900. M. GASTER.

ORENDA. — Orenda is a word of Iroquoian
origin, being an Anglicization of the Huron
iarenda or orenda, which has cognates in the
related dialects. The word signifies the inherent

power or energy which every object, in some char-

acteristic degree, possesses and exerts ; and, indeed,
it is not so far removed in meaning from our own
looser use of the term '

energy,' regarded as poten-
tial or active and related in kind and degree to the

object which it defines. That the meaning of the

aboriginal word is more intimately psychical than
ours — orenda being conceived as indissolubly
bound up with desire and will—is but the natural
reflexion of a more primitive stage of thought ; but
it is at least a fair question whether our own use of
'

energy
' does not covertly carry the same psy-

chical connotation. *

Magic power
'

is the phrase
most commonly employed by J. N. B. Hewitt in

translating orenda ; but '

magic,' as he points out,
is derogatorily associated with superstition and

supernaturalism, and is not, therefore, a fair

rendering of the native conception.
'

By primitive man all motions and activities were interpreted
as manifestations of life and will. Thing's animate and things
inanimate were comprised in one heterogeneous class, sharing
a common nature. All things, therefore, were thought to have
life and to exercise will, whose behests were accomplished
through orenda—that is, through magic power, reputed to be
inherent in all things' (Hewitt, 21 RBEW[l^Z], p. 134).

In another connexion Hewitt gives a number of

phrases illustrative of the use of the concept in

Iroquoian tongues :

' When a hunter is successful in the chase, it is said,

w&'tkarendog^ilnV, he baffled, thwarted their orenda, i.e., the
orenda of the quarry ; but, conversely, should the huntsman
return unsuccessful, it is said, iva thor^idogg flnV

, they (the
game) have foiled, outmatched his orenda

;
. . . when the

elements are gathering and a storm is brewing, it is said,
watrgnddfini', it (storm-malcer) is malcing, preparing its orenda ;

and when the lowering storm-clouds appear to be ready, it is

said, iotritlddflnV, it has finished, has prepared, its orenda ;

these two expressions and their conjugational forms are equally
applicable to an animal or bird that is angry or in a rage ; . . .

anything whose orenda is reputed or believed to have been
instrumental in obtaining some good or in accomplishing some
purpose is said " to possess orenda "

(iorindare'), just as a

wealthy person is said "to have money," that is,
" an abundance

of money
"

; and if these things or portions of them be chosen
and kept against the time of their use, they become what are

commonly called charms, amulets, fetishes, mascots, shields, or,
if you please,

" medicine " '

{Ainer. Anthropologist, new ser., iv.

38 f.).

Hewitt goes on to indicate the relationship of the
exercise of orenda to willing and desiring and
to singing

— relations which he regards as of

primary importance in the interpretation of the

term, showing, as they do, its intimately psychi-
cal intention :

'
RoteriilnAiiUe' , he is arrayed in his orenda, and roterrgfindte',

he has effused or put forth his orenda, are two expressions,
sentence-words, which are said in reference to a man who is

exerting his orenda for the accomplishment of some purpose,
this is its primary signification; the first term, ruter(^>'indflte',
has come to mean, as a secondary usage, he is hoping for it, is

expecting it, because it was the habit to put on one's orenda to
obtain what is desired

; now, the second sentence-word, roter-

riflnote', as a secondary meaning has come to signify, he is sing-

ing, is chanting, but literally, he is holding forth his orenda.

Thus, singing was interpreted to signify tliat the singer, chanter,
whether beast, bird, tree, wind, man, or what not, was putting
forth his orenda, his mystic potence, to execute his will

; hence,
too, it comes that the shaman, when exerting his oretxda, must
sing, must chant, in imitation of the bodies of his environment.
Let it be noted, too, that this is the only word signifying to

sing, to chant, in the earlier speech of tlie Iroquoian peoples.'

Orenda is not applied to muscular strength or

to any purely mechanical force, but only to in-

visible powers conceived as analogous to will and

intelligence, although there is a curious suggestion
of emanation, or eHlux, about it, that .seems to

bring it within the range of what are sometimes

spoken of as '

tolepsychic powers.'
In the Onondaga version of the Iroquoian cos-

mology it is said of Sapling, the vegetation spirit,
that so soon as he becomes old he is transformed

again into a youth :

'

Moreover, it is so that continuously the orenda immanent in

his body—the orenda with which he suffuses his person, the
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orenda which he projects or exhibits, through which he is

possessed of force and potency—is ever full, undiminished, and

all-sufficient ; and, in the next place, nothing that is otkon or

deadly nor, in the next place, even the Great Destroyer, otkon

in itself and faceless, has any effect on him, he being perfectly

immune to its orenda ; and, in the next place, there is nothing

that can bar his way or veil his faculties
'

(21 RBEW, p. 219).

The word otkon, or otgon, wliich here appears as

a name for liostile or malevolent orenda, is, says

Hewitt(^?»er. Anth., newser., iv. 37 n.), gradually

displacing orenda, for the reason, he thinks,
' that

tiie malignant and the destructive, rather than the

benign, manifestations
'

of this power produce the

more lasting impressions on the mind. It is pos-

sible that this word is related to the Huron oqui or

oki, which D. G. Brinton (The Myths of the New
WorlcP, Philadelphia, 1896, p. 64) regards as of

Algonquian origin.
'The word oqui, and its plural ondaqui, signifies among

them {i.e. the Hurons) some divinity ;
in a word, what they

recoi'iiize as above human nature' (Jesuit Relations, ed.

R. G. Thwaites, Cleveland, 189&-1901, v. 257).

The term orenda is, in fact, only one of a large

group of terms, members of which are found in

most, if not all, Indian languages, which have the

same general meaning—invisible power or energy.
Hewitt {A?ner. Anth., new ser., iv. 37 ff. ) mentions

the Siouan loakan, Algonquian manitowi, Sho-

shonean pokunt. W. Matthews (

' Navaho Legends,'
Memoirs of the American Folk-Lore Society, Boston

and New York, 1897) describes the Navaho digin

(p. 37). J. Swanton (Memoirs of the American
Museum of Natural History, viii. [1909] 13) says of

the Haida sgana that it is
' a word which my

interpreters liked to render by "power",' applied
to suiiernatural beings, shamans, etc. F. H. Gush-

ing ('Zufii Fetiches,' 2 RBEW [l'&9,il p. 9) de-

scribes the Zufii conception, in essence equivalent
to the Iroquoian. Apparently the luca word

Jinncn (Garcilasso de la Vega, Royal Commentaries,

London, 1871, 11. iii.) is a S. American instance.

The whole group of terms designate the Ameri-

can equivalent of what is generally known to

anthropologists by the Polynesian term maria. As

appliecl to American Indian beliefs, manitu and

wakanda (Algonquian and Siouan respectively) are

nnch the most common in use. There is the diffi-

culty, however, that manitu is very generally used

for a spirit or deity, i.e. a kind of invisible person-

ality, which is not at all the meaning of orenda—

by which a spiritual attribute rather than entity

(to employ a scholastic distinction) is designated.

Something of the same objection extends to wakan,
wakanda, which, although most commonly used in

the attributive sense, is still also employed in a sort

of personification of that power for which the

white man has no better term than Great Spirit :

'The Wakonda addressed in tribal prayer and in the tribal

religious ceremonies which pertain to the welfare of all the

people is the Wakonda that is the permeating hfe of visible

nature—an invisible life and power that reaches everywhere
and everything, and can be appealed to by man to send him

help. From this central idea of a permeating life comes, on

the one hand, the application of the word toakonda to anything

mysterious or inexplicable, be it an object or an occurrence ;

arid, on the other hand, the belief that the peculiar gifts of an

animate or inanimate form can be transferred to man. The
means by which this transference takes place is mysterious and

pertains"to Wakonda but is not Wakonda. So the media—the
shell, the pebble, the thunder, the animal, the mythic monster

—may be spoken of as wakondas, but they are not regarded as

the Wakonda' (Alice C. Fletcher, 27 RBEW [19H], p. 599).

In view of this tendency to personify, which

does not appear in the case of the Iroquoian orenda,
there may ba reason in adopting the latter term, as

Hewitt urges, to designate the fundamental view

of the world, as actuated by interplaying and invis-

ible powers, which underlies all American Indian

myth and religion (cf. art. Nature [American]).
See further art. Mana.
LiTKRATURB.—See the sources cited throughout, especially

J. N. B. Hewitt, 'Orenda and a Definition of Religion,'
Aimrican Anthropologist, new ser.,iv. [1902] 33-46.

H. B. Alexander.

ORGANIC SELECTION.—This is a theory
supplementary to Darwinism (q.v.) according to

which the course of evolution by natural selection

is guided by individual organic accommodations in

lines coincident with themselves. The accom-
modations or adjustments made by individuals

are conceived as affording a screen or protection,

against elimination, to those variations with
which they coincide in direction ; these variations,
thus screened, have a chance to accumulate them-
selves from generation to generation until they
become of independent 'selection-value.'

This principle was announced independently in

1896 by three naturalists—C. Lloyd Morgan, H. F.

Osborn, and J. Mark Baldwin, the last-named

giving it its name and developing it in Develop-
ment and Evolution (New York and London, 1902),

in which the original papers of the other authori-

ties as well as his own, and citations from others

(E. B. Poulton, H. W. Conn, etc.), are reprinted.
The theory of evolution founded upon organic

selection has received the name of the '

orthophasy

theory
'

in opposition to the '

orthogenesis theory,'
wliich assumes determinate variations properly so

called. It is held to afford a valuable supplement
to that based upon Darwinian selection, in various

ways. Certain striking applications of it may be

briefly stated (cf. the co-operative article on this

topic in Baldwin's DPhP).
(1) If this view of the directive effect of indi-

vidual accommodations is true, there is no further

need of the Lamarckian principle of the ' inherit-

ance of acquired characters,' since the 'direction'

secured, although ultimately due to variation, is

in lines coincident with the characters or modi-

fications acquired in experience. The case for

Lamarckism against Darwinism, as a theory of

evolution, is therefore greatly weakened by the

'organic selection' theory, as is quite generally
admitted.

(2) The theory finds an interesting application
in the account of the origin of animal instinct.

The instincts, according to it, are functions due to

accumulated variations which have been screened

and protected during their immature stages by
individual habits of intelligent and conscious ad-

justment. Under this protection
—in cases such as

the theory of organic selection recognizes—these

functions have developed on the organic side,

while the intelligent adaptations associated with

them, becoming less and less necessary, have

finally been superseded entirely by the instinct.

This gives the look of intelligence to the instincts

—they have arisen as substitutes for intelligent

action, by coincident variation. The Lamarckian

theory of instinct developed by Spencer under the

name of the '

lapsed intelligence
'

theory is thus

completely replaced by the 'organic selection'

theory.
(3) To psychologists and students of sociology

and ethics certain bearings of the theory are of

extreme interest. If conscious individual accom-

modations may have such a directive effect upon
evolution, then a purposive or teleological factor

is introduced into Darwinism. The course of

organic evolution is no longer to be looked upon
as haphazard, accidental, or fatalistic, but as pro-

ceeding in lines of progress marked out by in-

telligent adjustments. Consciousness, mind in

general, becomes an efficient, though indirect,

factor in biological evolution. And mental evolu-

tion takes the lead, in a sense ; not, indeed, in the

way of determining variation in certain directions,

but in the way of controlling variation, and of

securing the selection of functions and characters

which subserve the purposes of mind.

Moreover, the special modes of accommodation
found in co-operative life, social and moral, get
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the same directive efficiency. Tlie wiiole range of

social and ethical group-activities reflects its values
into the instinctive and other more plastic potencies
of the individuals making up the group. The op-
position beween Darwinian evolution and morality,
signalized by Huxley, completely disappears.

(4) Philosophically considered, in view of these

points, the Darwinian theory of evolution by
natural selection is very materially recast. It is

no longer a theory resting exclusively upon
fortuitous congenital variations. P'or in many
important instances it is not upon such variations,
taken simply for themselves, that the preserving-
hand of selection falls, but upon those only which
show their fitness to serve the ends of conscious

adaptation and of mind. Selection falls upon the
variations only because it falls first ujjon the
entire living function in which the variations are

included and protected. The function which sur-

vives, and with it the anatomical characters, are
those which present the successful union and joint

operation of endowment (present in the variation)
and experience (present in the accommodation).
Literature.—Besides the citations made above, the following

works contain accounts and critical estimates of the theory of

organic selection : C. Lloyd Morgan, Habit and Instinct,

London, 1896, Animal Behaviour, do. 1900 ; L. H. Plate, Das
Selectionsprinzip und Probleme der ArtbildiingS, Leipzig,
1908 ; F. W. Headley, The Problems of Evolution, London,
1900 ; H. W. Conn, The Method of Evolution, New York, 1900;
Y. Delage and M. Goldsmith, Les Thiories de I'ivolution,

Paris, 1909; W. McDougall, Body and Mind, London, 1911;
C. Lloyd Morgan and A. Weismann, in Darwin and
Modern Science, ed. A. C. Seward, Cambridge, 1909 ; C. Groos,
The Play of Man, Eng. tr., London, 1901; J. A. Thomson,
Darwini!<m and Human Li/c, do. 1909 ; J. T. Gulick, Evolu-

tion, Bacial and Habitudinal, Washington, 1905.

J. Mark Baldwin.
ORGY.^—The practice of periodic relaxation of

social restraints has been followed by the majority
of peoples, and is the unconscious response to a
real social need. The study of the orgy as a normal

phenomenon throws light on the whole mechanism
of society. Primitive ' bursts

' and modern Bank
Holiday

'

mafficking
'

fulfil an identical purpose,
and their conditions are identical, though more
stringent in the case of early society.
Thus, of the Central Australians we are told that ' the life of

a native is hedged in with arbitrary rules that must be obeyed,
often at the peril of his life. To the casual onlooker the native

may appear to live a perfectly free life ; in reality he does

nothing of the kind
; indeed, very much the reverse.' 2

We may here take exception to the epithet
'

arbitrary
'

; there is little in any social organiza-
tion to which it can be applied. It cannot, e.^.,
be applied to the orgy itself, so far as this is in-

dulged in by normal members of the society. The
orgy is to tl» routine of ordinary life what the

religious feast is to the fast. It supplies a rest and a

change, but particularly an emotional and phj'sical

expansion and discharge of energy. Excess and

dissipation are almost inevitably involved, but

they are not in principle essential conditions. Nor,
again, is the criminality which often appears.
The functions in which this neuro-muscular dis-

charge takes place are those belonging to the

general muscular system—eating, drinking, and
sex. The main psychological element, relief from
restraint, is connected with others — the play-
instinct, the pleasure of exhilaration and neuro-
muscular excitement, and religious enthusiasm in

many cases.

The economic conditions of savage life them-
selves suggest ])eriodic excess. The savage hunter
often practically fasts for days together. He is in-

1 The Greek opyia meant primarily 'acta of ritual.' Then it

was specially applied to 'secret' or '

mystic' cults, sur-h as the
Eleusiniaii liva-nqpLa and the Dionysiac (i^o</>ayi'a. From the
Bacchanalia suppressed by Rome tlie term derived its modern
meaning of

'

feasting or revelry, especially such as is marked by
exsesaive indulgence or licence

'

(OEJ)).
2 B. Spencer, Native Tribes of the Northern Territory of

Justraiia, London, 1914, p. 34'2f.

ured to this, and especially capable of gorging him-
self when he has killed his game. Tnis capacity
indeed is part of his survival value.^

In origin an unconscious social reaction, the orgy
has clearly been thus understood in later ages and
accepted.
'Having a function to fulfil in every orderly and laborious

civilization built upon natural energies that are bound by more
or less inevitable restraints,' it has been deliberately em-
ploj'ed in great religious ages, the rule of abstinence being
'

tempered by permission of occasional outbursts.' ^

Possibly such regulation of excess and dissipation
has assisted the general development of self-

control. In some cases the orgy combines all

possible forms of expression, in others it is special-
ized in a particular direction ; e.g., the dramatic
element was conspicuous in the Feast of Fools, the
idea of change and social inversion in the Roman
Saturnalia, religious ecstasy i;i the Dionysiac orgy.
Tlie Hindu followers of the Sakta Tantras require
at their feasts the '

five m's
'—

fish, flesh, wine, corn,
and women. But even tliese Saktists seem to omit

dancing and to emphasize drinking ; they
'

drink,
drink, and drink until they fall on the ground in

utter helplessness.''* The Jews at Purim seem to
have indulged in most forms of excess.*

Various dates lend themselves to the orgy. Such
are the harvest festival and other agricultural occa-

sions of celebration, the passage from the old to

the new year, and other seasonal changes. In many
such instances, as in the case of feasts of firstfruits,

the sudden access of a supply of food and liquor

inevitably encourages an outburst.
A few typical examples will illustrate the chief

characteristics of the orgy.
At the Pondo festival of firstfruits

' the young people engage
in games and dances, feats of strength and running. After these
are over the whole community give themselves over to disorder,
debauchery, and riot. In their . . . games they but did honour
to the powers of nature, and now, as they eat and drink, the
same powers are honoured in another form and by other rites.

There is no one in authority to keep order, and every man
does what seems good in his own eyes. . . . People are even

permitted to abuse the chief to his face, an offence which at

any other time would meet with summary vengeance and an
unceremonious dispatch to join the ancestors. '5 During the

yam-harvest feast in Ashanti the grossest libertj' prevails ;
' neither theft, intrigue nor assault is punishable," and

' each sex
abandons itself to its passions.'

6

The New Year feast of the Iroquois formed 'a kind of satur-

nalia. Men and women, variously disguised, went from wigwam
to wigwam smashing and throwing down whatever they came
across. It was a time of general license ; the people were

supposed to be out of their senses, and therefore not to be

responsible for what they did. '7

The Hos of N. India ' have a strange notion that at this

period [harvest festival] men and women are so overcharged with
vicious propensities that it is absolutely necessary for the

safety of the person to let off steam by allowing for a time full

vent to the passions.' 8

This shrewd description illustrates the safety-valve function
of the orgy. After eating and beer-drinking people expand in

other ways ; the feast is
' a saturnale during which servants

forget their duty to their masters, children their reverence for

parents, men their respect for women, and women all notions
of modesty, delicacy, and gentleness ; they become raging
bacchantes. . . . Sons and daughters revile their parents in

gross language, and parents their children
;
men and women

become almost like animals in the indulgence of their amorous

propensities.'
9

Of the Roman Saturnalia Frazer writes :

'

Feasting and revelry
and all the mad pursuit of pleasure are the features that seem
to have especially marked this carnival of antiquity. . . . But
no feature of the festival is more remarkable, nothing in it

1 Westermarck, Ml ii. 290, with examples.
2H. Havelock Kllis, Studies in the Psychology of Se.r, \\.,

Sex in Rclatian to Society, p. 218.
3 Rajendralala Mitra, Indo-Aryans, London and Calcutta,

1S81, i. 404 f.

i See Frazer, GB^, pt. vi., l^he Scapegoat, London, 1913,

p. .-ir.;? f.

j J. Macdonald, lieliyion and Myth, London, 1893, p. l."6f.

6 Frazer, GB-\ pt. v.. Spirits of the Corn and of the »'ild,

London, 1912, ii. 62, quoting A. B. Ellis, The Tshi-spcakinij

Peoples of the Gold Coast, do. 1SS7, p. 229 f., and T. E. Bowdieh,
Mission from Cape Coast Cattle to Ashantee, do. 1873, p. 226 f.

7 Frazer, GD-\ pt. vi., The Scapcjoat, p. 127.

8 lb. p. vm.
!• E. T. Dnlton, Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal, Calcutta,

1872, p. lOli f.
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seems to have stnu-k the ancients themselves more than the
license granted to slaves at this time. . . . The slave might
rail at his master, intoxicate himself like his betters, sit down
at table with them. . . . Masters actually changed places with
their slaves and waited on them at t-able.'i

The two days of the Jewish festival of Purim were designated
aa 'daj's of feasting and gladness, and of sending portions one
to another, and gifts to the poor' (Est 9^2).

' Purim has been
describedasthe Jewish Bacchanalia, . . . and everything is law-
ful which can contribute to the mirth and gaiety of the festival.'

The Jew must drink 'until he cannot distinguish between the
words "Cursed be llanian " and "Blessed be Jlordecai."'

During the two days of the feast the Jews, we are told, in the
17th cent.

' did nothing but feast and drink to repletion, play,
dance, sing and make merry; in particular they disguised
themselves, men and women exchanging clothes.' 2

The Christian Church in early Europe seems to have adopted
folk festivals of the Saturnalian tj'pe, especially on Shrove
Tuesday and New Year's day. The dramatic element and free-

dom of movement were prominent at the former festival :

' Some go about naked without shame, some crawl on all fours,
«ome on stilts, some imitate animals.' 3

The Feast of Fools, or Kalfiidce,* was an ecclesiastical orgy,
conspicuous chiefly for inversion of r61e.

'
Priests and clerics

may be seen wearing masks and monstrous visages at the hours
of office. Thej- dance in the choir dressed as women. . . .

They sing wanton songs. They eat black puddings at the
horn of the altar while the celebrant is saying mass. They
play at dice there. They cense with stinking smoke from
the soles of old shoes. They run and leap through the church
without a blush at their own shame. Finally they drive about
the town and its theatres in shabby traps and carts, and
rouse the laughter of their fellows and the bystanders in

infamous performances with indecent gestures and verses
scurrilous and unchaste.' 5 Chambers notes that the festival
was confined to the inferior clergy, and infers it to be ' an
ebullition of the natural lout beneath the cleric,' allowed as a
' reaction from the wonted restraint.' The inversion of status
is especially marked by such offices as bishop, pope, and king
—all examples of the mock authority common in folk-festivals.ti

The curious title of this orgy may be due merely to the fact
that the clerics played the fool, but ancient Rome had a stult-
onim fericE on Feb. 17, the title of which is also obscure.'?
The Dionysiac orgy was conspicuous for the prominence of
women. Probably men dressed as women. Dancing and ex-
cessive physical exertion, drinking, and the eating of raw
flesh and drinking of warm blood were features.8 Among
the Central Australians an exchange of wives at the end of
the Engwura ceremonies may be regarded as an orgiastic
element. *•

Farnell regards the production of exhilaration in
the Dionysiac orgy by means of dancing and drink-

ing as not only religious exaltation but a means of

acquiring supernatural energy for the working of

vegetation-magic. This cannot be the primary
object of the orgy.*" Frazer, in vieAV of its frequent
connexion with expulsion of evils, observes :

' When a general riddance of evil and absolution from all sin
is in immediate prospect, men are encouraged to give the rein
to their passions, trusting that the coming ceremony will wipe
out the score which they are running up so fast. On the other
hand, when the ceremony has just taken place, men's minds
are freed from the oppressive sense, under which they generally
labour, of an atmosphere surcharged with devils ; and in the
first revulsion of joy they overleap the limits commonly im-
posed by custom and morality. When the ceremony takes
place at harvest time, the elation of feeling which it excites is

further stimulated by the state of physical wellbeing produced
by an abundant supply of food.'

Again, in special reference to the Saturnalia of

Italy, he remarks :

' What wonder then if the simple husbandman imagined that
by cramming his belly, by swilling and guzzling just before he
proceeded to sow his fields, he thereby imparted additional
vigour to the seed?

' n

These suggestions miss the main point of the
problem of the orgy, which is quite satisfactorily
explained by Ellis. They refer to secondary appli-
cations of a natural, self-regarding, human need.

' Frazer, GB^, pt. vi.. The Scapegoat, p. 307. In an English
hotel at the present day it is the custom at Christmas for the
visitors and servants to change places. The custom seems to
have originated spontaneously as an expression of fellow-feeling.
This is an element of the orgy.

2 lb. p. 303. :i
Ellis, p. 219.

•• See du Cange, Glo^starium medice et infimce Latinitatis,
Niort, 1S83-87, x.v.

;
there are several other terms.

•'' E. K. Chambers, The Medieeval Stage, Oxford, 1903, i. 294,
translating a Latin letter of the 15th century.
«/6. i. 326fr. 7 i6. i."334, 355.
» CGS V. l.'iO-iee.
9
Spencer-Gillen», p. 381 ; 8ee Crawley, Mystic Rose, London,

1902, pp. 273,479.
10 CGS v. 161 ff.

1'
frazer, GB'^, pt. vi., The Scapegoat, pp. 225, 347.

Nietzsche's Dionysiac theory and Aristotle's Kcidafxris
are both suggestive in the psychology of the orgy.'

LiTERATURB.—H. Havelock Ellis, Studies in the Psychologj/
of Sex, vi., Sex in Relation to Society, Philadelphia, 1910,
pp. 218-223. A. E. Crawley.

ORIENTALISM.—See Syncretism.

ORIGEN.—See Alexandrian Theology.

ORIGINAL SIN. — I. The traditional
Christian DOCTRINE.— I. Preparation in the Old
Testament. — Christian theology has identilied

original sin with a consequence of the Fall, and
has described the sinfulness thus introduced into
human life in terms of contrast with the original
or unfallen state of man. The ecclesiastical doc-
trine of original sin, from the time of St. Paul,
has been regarded as contained or implied in
Gn 3, and therefore as having a foundation in OT
theology. That some form of doctrine concerning
original sin was exegetically derived from the
Paradise .story by Jewish writers before the
Christian era is plain, as will presently be seen ;

but it seems no longer tenable that any such

teaching was intended by the compiler of that
narrative.
Gn 3 does not assert that any corruption or dis-

location of human nature was occasioned by the
sin of Adam and Eve ; it does not mention any
withdrawal of divine gifts such as before the Fall

might have enabled man to remain morally inno-
cent ; it does not represent that Adam's posterity
was involved in the consequences of his sin, except
exclusion from the garden and from access to the
tree of life, and liability to the physical ills of
life. Further, no element of the conception of'

original sin seems to have been present to tlie--

Jahwist compiler's mind. Subsequent sins, such .

as Cain's, are in no way connected with Adam's ;

undiminished responsibility is attributed to the
sinner of the second generation, evil is not pre-
dicted of human nature, sinfulness is not regarded
as universal in Adam's posterity, and the general
corruption which evoked the Flood is assigned, in

the Jahwist history, to a different cause from the -
sin of the first parent. Lastly, the story of ^
Paradise does not receive any doctrinal exposition
in any of the books of the OT, and no connexion
between the sinfulness of mankind and Adam's ^
sin is ever hinted at in them.
But the OT testifies to the growth of several

ideas which were afterwards emliotlied in the con-

ception of inherited or original sin, and to a

growthuninfluencedby any such conception. Sin is _
sometimes personified as a power external to man,

~
in which we see exhibited the tendency, so disas-

trous in later tlieology, to conceive of sin in
abstraction from the sinner, apart from whom it

can have no existence. Man is credited with an
evil imagination {yeser), though this imagination
or disposition was not a result of the Fall. Sin is

regarded as a state, as well as an isolated act.

The universality of sinfulness is sometimes empha-
sized. Sin is occasionally spoken of as inherent in
man from his birth, and in Ps 51 this inherent and
inherited sinfulness is regarded as guilty. Facts
and conceptions are thus recognized which were
afterwards connected and explained by the idea of

original sin derived from Adam ; but in the OT
itself the inherent and inherited sinfulness of

mankind is not identified with a moral conse-

quence of the first sin. Indeed, OT thought seems
to preclude the possibility of such identification.

2. Development of thought in uncanonical

Jewish literature. — Perhaps the earliest extant

exegesis of the Fall -story is contained in Sir 25-*

1
Ellis, p. 223 f. ; CGS v. 237.
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• From a woman was the beginning of sin ; and
because of her we all die.' That 'beginning' is

to be interpreted liere in a temporal, and not in a

causal, sense is rendered overwhelmingly probalde
by the recovered Hebrew text and, more especially,

by other passages of Sirach. In this case 13en

Sira makes no advance upon OT teaching in con-

nexion with original sin ; but the latter part of

the verse quot«il above supplies evidence that in

his day the way was being prepared for an inter-

l)retation of Gn 3 such as would lead to a doctrine
of original sin.

The book of \Yi6dom affords new instances in

Jewish thought of approach towards this doctrine
—

e.g., in its teaching that sin and (spiritual) death
were introduced into humanity from withoiit, in

speaking of Adam as ' the protoplast,' and in

affirming the actuality of transmitted depravity
(though this is local and derived from the Cainites,
not universal and derived from Adam). The data
for the doctrine are all present in this book ; but

the}' are unconnected, not generalized into a

single conception. The last sentence Mill serve

equally well to summarize the more elaborate

teaching of Philo and of Alexandrian Judaism

generally. But in an apocalyptic writing of the
same period largely influenced by Hellenic thought,
the Book of the Secrets of Enoch, original sin

derived from Adam is plainly taught (see below).

(a) Bahbinical litariture.—In this department of

Jewish literature we lind much said of the glory
of the unfallen state of Adam, and something as

to the cosmic effects of the Fall. But the privi-

leges forfeited by Adam for the race are not the
dona .superaddita of later Christian theology.
The idea of the evil inclination, the germ of which
is met with early in the OT, is greatly elaborated ;

but this bias to evil seems never to have been

regarded by Rabbis before the Christian era as a

consequence of the first sin. A crude legend that
Eve was polluted by Satan (or the serpent), and
her taint transmitted to her posterity, occurs in

several forms in Rabbinic writings ; but it does
not seem to have served the purpose of an explana-
tion of the universal sinfulness of man. What is

most remarkable, in connexion with the antecedents
of St. Paul's teaching, is the apparent absence from
this department of Jewisii literature, until medi-
seval times, of any refeience to the idea of all the
race being included in Adam, or identified with

Adam, when he sinned. Death, and various super-
natural adornments of Adam's life at its beginning,
are the only consequences of the Fall which early
Rabbinism seems to recognize.

(b) Jiicish apocalyptic literature.—If the ground-
work of the Book of Enoch is the earliest extant

specimen of pseudepigraphic literature, it points
to a tendency, in the first beginnings of Jewisli

exegesis, to explain the sinfulness of mankind by
reference not to the Fall story of Gn 3, but to the

legend of the 'eldJiim (or 'watchers,' as they are
called in Enoch) contained in Gn 6''^. As we pass
to later apocalypses, we find the emphasis increas-

inglj' shifted to Gn 4, and signs of confusion of
these two distinct Biblical stories, which seems to
have resiilted in detaching the idea of the fall of

the race from the setting in which it first grew up,
and transplanting it to the history of the first

temptation and the loss of Paradise. Thus the

Fall-story came to be regarded as the explanation
of much besides human death. In tiie A recension
of Slavonic Enoch, or the Book of the Seci-ets of
Enoch, the idea appears that mankind inherits
from Ad.un, and as a consequence of his sin, moral

infirmity of nature— .a much more explicit doctrine
of original sin than that taught by St. Paul.

Possibly this teaching, which would be very
unusual for an early Jewish book, is not really

ancient. The Apocalypse of Bctruch, which is

more akin to Rabbinic literature than any of

the pseudepigrapha, seems to regard the Fall as

having brought upon the whole race liability to

future punishment, and as thereby having afi'ected

the sjiiritual destiny of all men, while at the same
time it asserts, with an emphasis which suggests
a polemical intention, that ultimately each indi-

vidual is 'the Adam of his own soul.' But for a
difference of emphasis on these two difierent lines

of doctrine, the teaching of pseudo-Baruch is

similar to that of St. Paul. Similar again to the

teaciiing of both these writers, and probably con-

temporary, is that of the Apocalypse of Ezra
(2 Esdras of the Apocryjiha). But, while pseudo-
Baruch minimizes the eft'ects of the Fall on man's
moral state, pseudo-Ezra is full of the sense of
human infirmity ; his doctrine as to original sin,

however, is so greatly qualified by the teaching as
to the 'evil heart' (yeser hara), which follows
Rabbinic lines, that he is led practically to repudi-
ate original sin in the sense of inherent corruption,
deriving human infirmity not by heredity from
fallen Adam, but from ' the following of Adam' in

indulging the evil impulse which was as much in

Adam when he was created as in us when we were
born.

We conclude, then, that Judaism, at the begin-

ning of the Christian era, possessed two distinct

conceptions of original sin. The one, presumably
originating in the Alexandrian school, is stated in

terms of tlie idea of inherited depravity or corrup-
tion, and is analogous to an important and charac-
teristic factor of Augustine's doctrine. The other

asserts, quite indefinitely, a connexion between
Adam's sin and his posterity's liability to punish-
ment, and otiers no connecting link between them :

if we possess analogy witii any later form of the
doctrine of original sin, it would seem to be the

imputation theory. The passage from this form
of the Jewish doctrine to the teaching of St. Paul
involves but a slight step.

3. St. Paul's doctrine of original sin.—There is

only one passage in his Epistles in which St. Paul
deals explicitly with the connexion of human
sinfulness with Adam's transgression, viz. Ro 5^^"".

This connexion is plainly affirmed ; but no attempt
is made to express how the connexion is to be
conceived. It is easy to read into St. Paul's state-

ment each of the later ecclesiastical theories as to

the nature of this connexion, just becau.se that
statement is so indefinite and colourless as to be

capable of accommodating them all ; but none of

them can safely be exti-acted, for the same reason,
from the Apostle's vague language. The Apostle
certainly teaches original sin—more or less after

one manner in which it was current in the Jewish
schools of his day ; but in what form he conceived
it it is perhaps for ever impossible for us to deter-

mine with certainty. He says that sin ' entered
into the world by one man, and death througii
sin ; and so death made its way to all men, because
all .sinned.' Exegesis of these words involves an
answer to two distinct questions. (1) Does St.

Paul mean that death passed to all because all

sinned personally, or because all sinned when
Adam sinned ? The latter interpretation, it maj-
be answered, is to be preferred, because otherwise
the whole of the parallel between Adam and
Christ, and therefore the whole argument of the

context (in which reference to original sin is inci-

dental), would be destroj-ed, and the force of the

aorist tense ('all sinned') would be lost. ('2)

What did St. Paul conceive to be the mediating
link between Adam's sin and the sin ami death of

his descendants? Is it simply God's appointment
(of. Apocalypse of Buruch and Apocalypse of
Ezra) ; or the seminal existence in Adam of his
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posterity (cf. He 7^') ; or their identity with, or

inclusion in, Adam, in the sense of Augustine's
' realism

'

? Tlie first two of these alternatives

could each be naturally attributed to St. Paul,
because we know tliat they Avere current at or near

his day. It is also possible, however, to interpret
St. Paul in terms of his own thought in other (ion-

texts, and to suggest that he refers the sins of all

mankind to the first sin, not in the sense that all

shared in that sin, but in a similar sense to that

in which he speaks of believers as being crucified to

the world, and having died to sin, when Christ

died upon the Cross. Or, again, just as the
believer's renewal is conceived by St. Paul as

wrought in advance, thougli he did not suppose it

actually to be so wrought, so also he may regard
the consequences of Adam's sin as having been

wrought simultaneously with it. But, whichever,
if any, of these meanings were present to St.

Paul's mind, the only certainty that we have is

that he states none of them.

4. Development of the doctrine in the Patristic

period and the Middle Ages.—We have seen that
St. Paul taught a doctrine of original sin, and that
he probably (perhaps we should say certainly)
imbibed it, along with many other particular views,
from his Jewish surroundings. But, when we pass
on to consider the writings of the Fathers of the

early Church, we find that they did not directly

adopt St. Paul's teaching as the basis of their

doctrine, nor borrow that presented in Jewish
literature. They started afresh to elaborate a
doctrine of original sin. The three chief pioneers,
before Augustine, in this work were Irenaeus,

Origen, and TertuUian. And it may be pointed
out that each of these Fathers derived his particular
contribution to the fabric of future orthodox
doctrine from his own reflexion on texts, philoso-

phical tenets, «r institutions, none of which had
been a source of the similar conclusions previously
reached by Jewish thought.
JitMin Martyr was entirely uninfluenced by St.

Paul's teaching on original sin, and practically

repeated the doctrine characteristic of Rabbinical,
rather than of later Jewish apocalyptic, literature.

It is not until the Gnostic controversy had invested
the general problem of evil with considerable

importance for Christian thought that the doc-
trines of the original state and of the Fall began
to receive definite shape in the Church. By the
time of IrrncBus, moreover, the Pauline Epistles
had come to be accepted as Scripture, and there-

fore as a guide to doctrine, or a source thereof.

Irenaeus, however, did not .set out from St. Paul's
doctrine of original sin as a foundation already
laid. It is in w^orking out his idea of recapitula-
tion, according to which Christ is the sum and the

representative of restored humanity, that he begins
to shape his teaching as to the Fall ; and, had it not
been for the requirements of the recapitulation-
doctrine, it is probable that he would not have
been inspired by the Epistle to the Romans to

develop any teacliing concerning original sin.

The teaching which he supplies exhibits no real

advance upon that of St. Paul. He merely empha-
sizes the idea that the Fall was the collective
deed of the race, in virtue of the unity, in some
undefined and perhaps mystical sense, of the race
with -Adam. On original sin as an inherent

disease, or as the source of concupiscence, he is

quite silent. In a recently recovered work of this
Father (Et's

'

EiriSeL^ii' tou AiroaToXoO Krip^y/xaros, ed.

by A. Harnack from tlie Armenian version,

Leipzig, 1908), however, there occurs a somewhat
curious doctrine of original sin, or of inherited

sinfulness, especially associated witli the de-
scendants of Cain. God's curse on Cain is spoken
of as handed down by natural heredity to his

posterity. This teaching is, of course, ditterent in

important points from that which became general
in the Church, and it was obviously adopted by
Iren<eus from Alexandrian Judaism. It is charac-
teristic of Alexandrian Jewish literature to

emphasize the gravity of Cain's sin, and the
sinfulness of his descendants, and somewhat to
minimize that of Adam ; and it is in the book of

Wisdom, as was seen above, that we find the first

clear conception of hereditary sin. This work of

Irenajus serves further to show that in his time
the idea of inherited sinfulness was not as yet
definitely coupled with that of Adam's fall.

Origen's name is generally associated with a

theory of the source of inborn sinfulness which is

incompatible with the ecclesiastical doctrine of

original sin. This Father taught, especially in his
earlier years, that the Biblical story of Paradise
was an allegory describing the fall of all individual
souls in a previous, celestial existence. According
to tliis view, suggested by Plato's myth (Phcedrus),
original sin is not derived from the first forefather
of the race, but is the result of individual free

will. The guiltiness of inborn sin is thus secured
at the expense of that racial solidarity upon which
Irenaeus, following St. Paul, had insisted. Natur-

ally this theory never received general sanction in

the Church. Quite another line of teaching, how-
ever, was adopted by Origen in his later years—
a doctrine of inherited corruption, introduced by
Adam's fall ; and thus he became the precursor of

Augustine.
It has been suggested with great probability that

Origen's change of view was occasioned by his

coming in contact, during his banishment from
Alexandria, with the practice of infant baptism at
Cajsarea. His writings of this period refer fre-

quently to a stain of sin defiling every man, and
requiring to be cleansed away in baptism. Thus it

would seem that Origen developed his later teach-

ing as to inborn sin in order to account for the
ancient and wide-spread practice of infant baptism.
The texts of Scripture which .speak of universal
and inborn uncleanness {e.g., Job 14^-, Ps 5P), and
the Hebrew ceremonial of purification, seem to
have suggested to Origen the idea of an inborn
taint ; and, having become possessed of the idea,
he proceeded to associate it with Adam's fall,

though express association of the two ideas very
rarely occurs in his writings. Of solidarity of the
race with Adam, again, Origen otters a very definite

conception. He borrows the idea of seminal exist-

ence from the Epistle to the Hebrews, and by
means of it explains the unity of the race with its

first parent in sin. Thus, without revealing any
influence from Irenaeus or TertuUian, Origen inde-

pendently supplied the two main conceptions in-

volved in the Augustinian doctrine of original
sin.

The third early and independent pioneer in the
elaboration of the doctrine was TertuUian. On
the point of the mode of derivation of universal in-

born sin from fallen Adam—a point as to which
Irenaeus is silent and to which Origen scarcely
refers — TertuUian lays down full and definite

teaching. He does so in terms of the traducianist
doctrine of the origin of the soul, which he adopted
from current Stoic philosophy and not from Scrip-
ture. This psychological tenet plays for TertuUian
the same part as infant baptism played for Origen,
and the recapitulation-doctrine for Irenaeus. The
conception that every human soul is a ' branch '

of

Adam's, reproducing its qualities, and therefore its

corruption (which TertuUian considered to be in a
state of actual sinfulness), readily lent itself to the

formulation of a definite theory of original sin.

The traducianist explanation of the propagation of

original sin was not generally accepted by the
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Church ; but the results attained by its means
were permanently retained.
From the time of Origen and Tertullian to that

of Augustine the doctrine of original sin received
no important development, save that, alongside of

the view, emphasized by the two founders of the

doctrine just mentioneil, that original sin consists

in a positive corruption of human nature (a vieM'

also advocated with varying degrees of clearness

and emphasis by Gregory of Nazianzus, Gregory of

Nyssa, Macariu* of Egypt, Hilary of Poitiers, and
Ambrose, and greatly developed by Augustine), we
meet frequently with the supplementary concep-
tion of original sin as a loss of supernatural graces
with which man was endowed at the first. This

aspect of original sin, destined to become pre-
dominant in Scholastic theologj', is presented by
Ii'enfeus (with great inconsistencies) and Athau-
asius, and, along with the more positive aspect, by
some other Fathers, including Augustine. As has
been shown above, it has no more Scriptural

authority than the assertion that the Fall intro-

duced positive derangement into man's nature. It

originates apparently in the peculiar and baseless

teaching of Tatian, that the communion of the

Spirit was withdrawn from Adam (Tatian says
nothing as to Adam's posterity) when he sinned,
and in the distinction drawn hrst by Irenajus be-

tween the image of God (belonging to man's nature,
and never lost) and the likeness of God (generally
identified Avith supernatural endowments, the loss

of which was due to the Fall). This is, of course,

merely a piece of false exegesis, though upon it is

based the whole superstructure of what has been

regarded by many theologians, Anglican as well as

Roman Catholic, as the most essential and most
catholic element in the doctrine of the Fall and

original sin. As to its
'

catholicity,' there is no
reason to believe that the conception of original
sin as loss of dona superaddita was more general
among the Fathers than that of original sin as a

positive vitittm or corruptio of human nature ; and
in respect of moral consequences it encounters even

graver difficulties.

The development of the doctrine of original sin

in the pre-Augustinian period having now been
traced, it is necessary to call attention to sucli

instances as may be found of Patristic teaching
which deviated from that which was generally
accepted. Though Clemeiit of Alexandria was not
unfamiliar with the writings of Irenreus, he seems
not to have held any doctrine of original sin what-
ever, as distinct from a doctrine of the Fall. He
vaguely identifies Adam with the race, or con-

siders him as its representative ; but Adam's sin

was to this writer a type of human sin rather than
the cause of human sinfulness. His exegesis of

Ro 5 even repiidiates the idea that death was a

consequence of the Fall. Like most Eastern

Fathers, Clement insists most strongly on the

unimpaired free will of mankind. Athanasius too,
in spite of his adoption of the view that the Fall
occasioned the withdrawal of Adam's supernatural
gifts, deviates from the generally received teaching
of the Fathers in regarding the fall of mankind as

iiaving been gradually brought about, rather than
as having been catastrophically effected by Adam.
It is in the Antiochene school, however, that we
find the most conspicuous instances of heterodox

teaching concerning original sin. Chrysostom does
not appear to have countenanced this doctrine in

any form, or to have regarded natural concupis-
cence as of tlie nature of sin, while Theodore of
Mopsiiestia was ))ractically a Pelagian, denying
that baptism removed inherited sinfulness and also

the practically universal belief that Adam's trans-

gression was the cause of ileath.

It was the Pelagian controvei'sy that obliged
VOL, IX.—36

Augustine to make a more complete and system-
atic study of sin than had yet been undertaken in

the Church. During the controversy he was led
to modify his earlier views, which were practicallj'
identical with those of the majority of Eastern and
Western Fathers since Irena;us. He expressed the

solidarity of the race with Adam sometimes in
terms of Origen's idea of seminal existence in the
first parent (c. Julianum, v. 12), and sometimes in
terms of the realistic notion that Adam's person-
ality, and not merely his nature, was shared by his

posterity :

' Omnes eniiii fuimus in illo uno, quando omnes fuimus ille

unus, qui per feniinam lapsus est in peccaluni. . . . Nondum
erat nobis singillatim ereata et distributa forma, in qua sinijuli
viverennis ; sed iam natura erat seminalis, ex qua propaga-
remur '

(rf« Civ. Dei, xiii. 14).

In de Vera Religione, 51, he speaks of the sin

which our nature committed (in Adam), whicli

implies his adoption from Greek philosophy of the
idea that universals or generic concepts exist apart
from their individual or particular cases. Being,
especially before the Pelagian controversy, a

champion of free will, he admits Pelagius's premiss
that there can be no sin Avithout willing, but
he falsely thought tliat he could secure our guilt
for Adam's sin by incorporating our nature in

Adam, whereas our wills would also require to be
identical with Adam's, and consequently owx per-
sonalities and individualities. Augustine was
also inconsistent in regarding Adam as at the
same time an individual and a generic idea.

Original sin, with Augustine, involved guilt.
Hence the unbaptized, even unbaptized infants,

incurred, and (he taught) would receive, damna-
tion :

'

Infans perditione punitur, quia pertinet ad massam perdi-
tionis

'

(de Peccato Onginali, 31).

The most characteristic feature in Augustine's
doctrine of original sin is his exaggeration of the
effects upon human nature of Athim's fall. He
taught that the depravity thus introduced was
complete, so that fallen man is unable even to will

what is good. To this belief was chiefly due his

teaching concerning grace, and consequently his

doctrine of predestination.
On passing from the Patristic to the Scholastic

age, Ave find no important changes from the main
trend of the teaching of the pre-Aiigustinian
Fathers. Augustine's extreme views were left

aside ; doubtless they seemed to be proAdncial
rather than catholic. Aquinas held that, on its

positive side, original sin Avas a disordered con-
dition (vulneratiu naturce, di-fpositio inordiunfa)

consequent upon dissolution of the harmonj' in

Avhich original righteousness essentially consisted ;

Avhile, on its negatiA'e side, it Avas loss of original

righteousness or of superadded graces. Aquinas
could not foUoAV Augustine on several important
points. He denied that natural goodness Avas

forfeited at the Fall, that free Avill Avas more than

impaired, that concupiscence is of the nature of

sin proper. At the same time he emphasized the

positive side of original sin more strongly than
Anselm had done, Avho, Avhile not denying the

guiltiness of inborn sin in the infant, Avas dissatis-

fied Avitli the vieAv that original sin is strictly sin

(i.e. personal sin), and compared it Avith deformity
or misery. Duns »SVo^/<.s' represented a standpoint
still more remote from Augustinianism than that
of Aquinas. He held that the first sin—Avhich he
has a tendency to minimize—had not aficcted man's
nature at all, but only his sunernattiral gifts. He
more strongly empliasizes fallen man's freedom of

will, and denies that original sin is to be identified

Avith concupiscence, because concupiscence belongs
to our un wounded nature. There is indeed little

in common betAveen Duns Scotus and Augustine,
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in so far as Augustine dittered from tlie Fathers
who preceded him.

If the Thomist and Scotist views sum up the

two main tendencies of Scholastic teaching in its

maturity, Abelard m&y be mentioned as the most

conspicuous representative of views markedly
divergent from the general trend of medieeval
doctrine. In some resjjects he is a precursor of

Jeremy Taylor. He revolts somewhat at the idea
of Adam's sin being so serious as to be an adequate
cause of the condemnation of mankind. Appetite,
he teaches, is natural and innocent, and the con-
flict between sense and reason is characteristic of

man as God made him. If it be said that we
sinned in Adam, '

sin
'

is used in an improper
.sense. For these and other particular views con-

cerning original sin Abelard was censured by
Bernard.
The Scholastic doctrine of original sin, more

especially in the form which it received from

Aquinas, became at the Council of Trent the
otlicial teaching of the Cliurch of Home, The
decrees of that Council afiirm that the Fall caused
loss of original righteousness, infection of body
and soul, thraldom to the devil, and liability to
the wrath of God ; that such original sin is trans-
mitted by generation, not by imitation ; that all

wliich has the proper nature of sin, and all guilt of

original sin, is removed in baptism ; that con-

cupiscence remains after baptism, but this, though
called 'sin' by St. Paul, is not sin truly, but only
metonymically.
The Anglican Article diverges from this doctrine

in asserting that man is
' far gone from original

righteousness,' and in apparently, though not ex-

plicitly, sanctioning the raviline usage of '

sin
'

to
describe concupiscence. In all other essential

points it is in agreement with the doctrine of the
Roman Church.
The various Protestant denominations which

formulated their doctrine as to original sin in the
16th cent, inclined rather to the elements in

Augustinianism which the Schoolmen rejected.
It will not be necessary here to enter into points
of difference between the Lutheran, Calvinist,
and other symbols. Roughly speaking, these

agree in asserting the depravity of human nature
to be total, using the strongest and most ex-

travagant language to describe the fallen state
;

and in explicitlj' affirming concupiscence to be of

the nature of sin. The rest of their positive
teaciiing, in so far as the broader and more im-

portant issues are concerned, is similar to that of
the Roman and Anglican Cliurches.

5. The doctrine from the i6th to the 19th
century.—The chief point of intei-est in theological
thought concerning original sin since the detailed
formulation given to the doctrine in the 16th cent,

consists in the signs which have appeared from
time to time of dissatisfaction with some element
of its contents. One or two of the more important
of these witnesses may be briefly alluded to here.

In the 17th cent. Jeremy Taylor, in his Unum
Neeessarium, or the Doctrine and Practice of Re-

pentance, chs. vi. and vii., protests strongly against
the extremer forms which this doctrine had taken.
The sin of Adam, he argued, neither made us
heirs of damnation nor rendered us naturally and
necessarily vicious. He spurned the idea that

unbaptized infants are damned, as inconsistent
with the goodness of God ; denied that the loss, at
the Fall, of Adam's graces, in so far as they were
indispensable to rectitude, was a punishment of

mankind, on the ground that such a belief detracts
from the divine justice ; and rejected the teaching
that the Fall introduced an inheritance of total

depravity, as well as various methods by which
the mediation of this depravity had been stated to

be eflfected. Original sin, Taylor held, is not an
inherent evil, not '

sin
'

at all in the strict, but

only in a metonymical, sense ; i.e., it is the effect

of one sin and the cause of many—a stain rather
than sin. It consists in loss of supernatural
endowments (as to the nature of which Scripture
gives no information) and in an aggravation of

our natural concupiscence.
S. T. Coleridge (Aids to Reflection, 'Aphorisms

on Spiritual Religion,' x.) endorses Jeremy
Taylor's protests, but criticizes the alternative

interpretation of original sin which he offered.

The assertion that to man, since the Fall, obedi-
ence was possible, though incomparably more
difficult, he regards as inconsistent with the ad-
mis.sion that sin is universal ; hence Taylor lias

not succeeded in vindicating the divine justice, i.e.

in explaining why the unoff"ending sons of Adam
were sentenced to be born with so fearful a dis-

proportion of their powers to their duties. The
difficulty of reconciling the traditional doctrine of

original sin with theodicy was thus beginning to

be felt, and Coleridge himself can find relief from
it only by adopting the view, opposed to Tajdor's,
that original sin is truly sin, i.e. personal or
volitional. In order to advocate this view, he
relies on the teaching of Kant (see below), but
introduces a further obscurity into it by substi-

tuting for its individualism the notion that the
Fall was the collective voluntary deed of humanity.
Assuming that original sin is a fact, recognized by
all religions, he indeed also, like Kant, asserts it

to be a mystery for ever inscrutable. But, again
following Kant, he teaches that moral evil can
have its seat in the will alone. Original sin must
therefore be the ground of evil in the will. It is

a consequence, but not an effect, of Adam's sin.

The first evil will in time is selected as ' the

diagram,' and Adam means the race rather than
the individual. The resort by Coleridge to con-

ceptions so obscure, in order to escape the moral
difficulties which the problem of original sin, as

apprehended down to his time, presented, is a
witness to the intractability of the problem as it

had as yet been stated.

Another witness, even more interesting and

striking, is supplied by the work of Julius Midler

(The Christian Doctrine of Sin, 2 vols., tr. W.
Urwick, Edinburgh, 1877-85), which contains a
more exhaustive and able treatment of the the-

ology of sin than had previously been written.

Miiller was led, perhaps reluctantly, to find the

Augustinian, or any similar ecclesiastical, theory
insufficient to solve the great antithesis which
Kant had emphasized, between individual re-

sponsibility for sin and the fact that sin seems
inborn and prior to sinful action. He therefore

supplements it by resorting to a view which is

apparently intermediate between Kant's theory of

the timeless origin of sin and Origen's theory of an
ante-natal origin. He postulates an individual

fall, which he calls extra-temporal, but wliich is

nevertheless prior to birth. This would seem to

him to be the only possible solution—a last resort.

That Kant, Coleridge, and Miiller should all be
driven in the same direction bespeaks that a solu-

tion of the problem was perhaps impossible, from
their presuppositions, along any other lines ; and

yet all these thinkers, avowedly or not, only
banish the problem to the realm of mystery.
Miiller's fundamental assumption is that there is

in us already when moral consciousness dawns an

abiding 'root of sin,' so that sin does not then

originate in us, but rather 'steps forth.' Like

Kant, he also endeavours to see the source of sin

in the will abstracted from the appetitive factors

of human nature. It will later be argued that it

is in virtue of these two assumptions, both false,
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that Miiller's and similar attempts to explain the

origin and universality of sin necessarily fail, and
that with their abandonment satisfactory explana-
tion is for the first time rendered possible.

II. Tee problem of original six in
PHILOSOPHv.—Modern ^)hilosophy first attacked
the problem of evil in independence of ecclesi-

astical doctrine when Spinoza unfolded his pan-
theistic system. It is true that, in so far as he

taught that evil is of negative character (privation
or defect), Spinoza was in agreement with many
of the Fathers, notably Augustine, who had

adopted this view from ancient Greek philosophy
and the Neo-Platonists, and had endeavoured to

assimilate it with Christian theology. But
Spinoza, in virtue of his intellectualism, identified

evil with defect of knowledge, and, in virtue of

his pantheism, with non-being. Evil, for him,
was mere appearance, and the conception of it, he

affirms, would be impossible if we saw things sub

s^pecie ceternitatis. For Spinoza, then, inquiry
into the problem of the origin of sin was super-
fluous.

Leibniz distinguished
' moral

'

evil from ' meta-

physical
'

evil, or the necessary imperfection of all

things finite. The latter alone he held to be

necessary, and he did not regard it as the source
of sin. But it is only lack of self-consistency that

prevents Leibniz from denying, like Spinoza, that
evil is real. Nor is it easy to find a place in

Leibniz's philosophical system for the orthodox
doctrine of original sin. He adopted this doctrine
in a form similar to that developed by Tertullian,
and regarded all souls as existing (germinally) in

that of Adam. If he had been consistent, he
would have been comjielled to identify original sin

with t'.ie imperfection of human nature as it was
created.
The doctrine of original sin received its most

serious treatment, at the hands of philosophy,
from Kant, who, while rejecting Augustinianism,
developed a remarkable theory of ' radical badness.'

Kant set out from the Christian view that the
ultimate seat of sin is in the will alone, and,

taking this premiss more seriously than the
Fathers of the Church had done, was compelled
(like Origen in his earlier years) to seek for a

purely individualistic explanation of inborn sinful-

ness. His overlooking of the fact that the will

does not work in vacuo, or in abstraction from

appetitive elements common to all mankind in

virtue of heredity, led him both to exaggerate the
volitional factor in sinful activity and to ignore
the real solidarity of the race.

Another presupposition of Kant's doctrine of

moral evil is the dualism of the phenomenal and
the noumenal in man, which is a consequence of

his general theory of knowledge. Sin, he teaches,
is brought about when a man adopts the impulses
of sense rather than the dictates of his reason into
the '

maxims,' or subjective ruling principles,
which his will appoints to itself for the exercise
of its freedom. The subjective condition of the

possibility of adopting evil maxims, however, is

what especially needs to be accounted for. This
cannot be due to any determining act in time ; for

the temporal, empirical world, according to Kant,
is governe<l by necessity, whereas necessarj' moral
evil is a contradiction in terms. It is therefore an
innate projjensity, in force before free activity is

(sensibly) experienced. Its origin must be in our
freedom—else it could not be called evil ; and it

must belong to tlie noumenal sphere, i.e. must be
a timeless, 'intelligil)le,' act, which cannot be
traced further without indefinite regress, and
which, in the last resort, is (|uite inscrutable.
The '

intelligil)le act' and tiie division of man
into the phenomenal and th(^ noumenal are in

themselves obscure conceptions, which, when
worked out in the subsequent development of the
Kantian teaching, proved futile. And other diffi-

culties inhere in his doctrine of radical evil. In
the first place, the evil maxim is one of those

j>ieces of ingenious mental machinery of which
Kant was so surpassingly inventive. It has no
meaning for actual experience, and is superfluous.
Further, it is difficult to conceive how the super-
sensible essence of man which gives him the cate-

gorical imperative could also give him the evil

maxim. Similar difficulties might be multiplied ;

but it will be more profitable to inquire why it is

that Kant's investigation of the origin of sin avows
that it leads only to inscrutable mjstery.

It is surprising that Kant should set out from
the statement that sinfulness is absolutelj' imi-
versal among mankind, as if this were an a priori
principle, whereas the universality of sin is but
an empirical generalization—and not an exception-
less one—unless original sin be first proved on

independent grounds to be a fact. The one side
of the antithesis which it is his intention to resolve
is therefore not an absolute or necessary truth, but
an approximate generalization based on necessarily
inadequate knowledge ; it does not therefore re-

quire for its adequate explanation, as Kant seems
to assume, to be derived with logical necessity
from an universal or a priori principle. Kant's

quest in supersensible realms is, in fact, from the
outset unnecessary. That he failed to take the

right road saves us from concluding the nonexist-
ence of the goal that he never reached.

Again, that there is an evil bias (in Kant's sense
of the word '

evil ') in us at birth is by no means
an unchallengeable premiss. Kant must call our

propensity evil if he is to enjoy the right to call it

blamable ; but he merely assumes— after the
manner of uncritical common sense—that it is

morally blamable, in order to deduce its volitional

character. This is to argue the wrong way round.
The propensities inborn in human nature are now
known to be existent before will has emerged into

actuality, much more before will is capable of
moral choice. If we do not assume v<_>lition to

exist until we empirically find it, and inii)ute guilt

only where we see volition, we avoid the necessity
for resort to the supersensible ; for the possibilities
of the phenomenal have not been exhausted. Such
are the radical errors in Kant's procedure. He
assumes that conduct below the standard of moral

perfection is blamable or guilty ; consequentlj^ he
has to prove such conduct to be volitional. To
make it volitional he has to assume volition where

experience tells us there is none, and morally evil

propensity where as yet there cannot be any. Julius
Miiller arrived practically at the same negative
result as Kant, because he too set out from sorne of

the same presuppositions.
Hegel is another of tlie greater philosophers who

have devoted considerable attention to the subject
of original sin, though his references to it are

scattered, and perhaps somewhat desultory. He
regards the natural (unmoralized) state as in-

herently evil, because not morally good, or some-

thing which '

ought not to be
'

: and it is thus that

he interprets the Christian doctrine of original sin.

Original sin, in fact, is a defect of nature, and

simply expresses the truth that the natural ]iian

is at first only potentially good. Of course, the
Christian doctrine means much more than this ;

otherwise it would be well to substitute for 'original
sin' .some other name, wholly unsuggestive of

strictly moral implications, and to declare roundly
that '

original sin
'

is not sin.

Srhlcicrvuirker.s- tendency, in spirit though not
in letter, is in this direction. He retains tlie term
Erh.'iihi/lc not at all in the old .sense of inherited
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corruittion, but as simply expressing tlie universal

sense of tlie need of redemption, or the influence

on the individual of the actual sin of the human
environment. Schleiermacher, practically for the

first time since Pelagius, shifts the emphasis from

physical to what is now called social heredity.
The guilt of what he calls original sin attaches to

an individual only in respect of his membership of

a guilty race, and his making the common sinfulness

iiis own. But this' is merely to })lur the line be-

tween inherited disposition and acquired habit.

liitschl regarded Schleiermacher's treatment of

original sin as sophistical. But he himself seems
to have considered the social heredity of evil influ-

ences sufficient to take the place of physically
inherited disharmony of nature as an explanation
of the universality of sinfulness. And, indeed,
several more recent attempts to explain and justify
the doctrine of original sin reveal the same ten-

dency. Social interaction, however, is insufficient

to account for the general prevalence of moral evil.

Something universally and unconditionally present
in human nature is called for. Ritschl hints at

this condition of practically universal sinfulness

when he teaches that evil springs out of the merely
natural impulses. But he made no attempt to lay
the foundations of a psychologically accurate theory
of sin, and, while recognizing the relevance of moral

development to the question, ignores factors other
than ignorance in his account of the origin and
gi'owth of sin.

It will appear from this brief sketch of the chief

contributions from philosophy to the discussion of

original sin that the ecclesiastical doctrine has
received no support therefrom. It has not infre-

quently been repudiated by philosophers on account
of inherent difficulties, and, when the conception
has been retained, it has practically always been
so completely transformed as scarcely to persist,

except in name.
III. Original sin in relation to recent

THOUGHT; CRITICISM AND RECONSTRUCTION.—
Until quite recently the doctrine of original sin,
in its traditional rorm, received almost unques-
tioned acknowledgment within the Church. Poets
and men of the world have frequently voiced their

agreement with theologians as to its truth. This
is largely because original sin has been confounded
with the general tendencj^ of mankind towards
actual sin, and a hypothetical cause of the univer-

sality
of sin has been mistaken for the observed

manifestations of sinful volition. Original sin is

not a fact, however, but an inference, an alleged,

conjectural, explanation of the facts. At the same
time, there has seldom been wanting evidence of

dissatisfaction with the theory in individuals here
and there ; and this recurrent dissatisfaction has
l)een occasioned by the violence offered to the
moral consciousness when called upon to attribute

guilt to that for which the individual person is not

responsiiile, or to reconcile the divine entailment
of hereditary loss of moral endowments, or acquisi-
tion of spiritual fetters, with the divine justice.
At the present day, however, not only is original

sin recognized not to be of the nature of observed
fact, and .sometimes felt to be an oppressive doc-

trine, but the various foundations on which it was
supposed to be securely based have been severally
called in question. It is seen to have no basis in

Scripture save in an incidental analogy drawn by
St. Paul, and it is known tliat he derived his

conception of Adam and the Fall from free Jewish

speculation. It is recognized that the doctrine of

the unfallen state of man—the necessary presup-
position of a doctrine of original sin occasioned by
a ' fair—is equally unscriptural, and due partly to

tiie fancies of Jewish Haggadists and partly to

erroneous Patristic exegesis. But more than this :

evolutionary anthropological science has rendered
belief in a primitive state of simple moral rectitude,
and a general

'

fall
'

therefrom, almost impossible ;

psychology and biology make acceptance of the
idea that human nature could be deranged hy an
act of sin, or that such an eil'ect, if caused, could
be propagated by physical heredity, extremely
difficult ; and these sciences, guided by the theory
of evolution, are able to supply an explanation of

the presence in man of appetite and impulse which

prompt the will to sin, and so remove all necessity
to invoke a catastrophic fall in order to account
for the world-wide prevalence of sin. Genetic

psychology, once more, has established that man
is (necessarily and normally) an impulsive before
he is a volitional animal, and a volitional before
he is a moral agent, and so furnishes knowledge
M'hich makes superfluous all conjectures as to ' a
root of sin' in us at birth, or an innate sinful-

ness which, when moral consciousness awakes,
'steps forth.'

Thus modern science has supplied ideas and facts

which suggest not only tlie manifold erroneousness
of the traditional doctrine of original sin, but also

the lines along which may be sought a substitute
for the old conception, equally capable of explain-
ing the facts which the idea of original sin was
fashioned to explain, while free from its scientific,

psychological, and ethical deficiencies. If Christ-

ian theology is to adhere consistently to the
doctrine that sin proper is always volitional and
intentional activity

—and this is fundamental for

Christian theology and ethics—then it must uni-e-

servedly allow that sin proper cannot be inherited.

It must repudiate the correlation of guilt with

original sin, and must admit that in adhering to

the phrase
'

original sin
'

it uses ' sin
'

in a metonym-
ical sense ;

'

original sin
' must mean merely the

solicitations of the lower nature, conceived of pro-

leptically as sin because they constitute its poten-

tiality. It must further recognize that these solicita-

tions do not imply withdrawal of any supernatural
graces by which they were replaced or coerced, or

any dislocation or corruption of human nature ;

that they are necessarily and normally inherent
in that nature as such, in virtue of our animal

ancestry ; that they are ' stock tendencies,' morally
neutral in respect of the good or the evil which the
will may make out of them, and non-moral in virtue

of their necessary presence and their non-volitional

character at birth ; that they are what the School-

men csuWedi fomes peceati, not sinful in themselves.
What is original cannot be sin, and sin cannot be

original. Yet it is precisely these neutral and non-

moral conative elements, fixed by heredity in the

human species without exception, that account for

racial solidarity in sinfulness. It is they that are

original, innate, and universal. Augustine sub-

stituted for them, in order to account for the uni-

versality of sinfulness, a corruption of nature and
a fictitious sinning of each individual in, or with,
Adam ; Kant and Miiller, overlooking their non-

morality, saw in them signs of a mysterious root

of sin present before birth, and so were led to

abandon race-solidarity for individualism. But
the view just indicated preserves the fact of racial

solidarity while leaving room for the individual

responsibility and guilt. Empirical science thus
succeeds where a priori methods failed, and gives
a natural explanation of the origin of sin where

previous methods merely led to inscrutable mystery.
And this view, in accounting for the origin of sin

in both the race and the individual, explains the

practical universality of .sinfulness. For the in-

herited appetitive propensities, natural and neces-

sary for the animal life of our non-human ancestry,
are entrenched in every one of us before the moral
consciousness dawns, and require incessant coercion
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and voluntary direction throughout life. Here is

the precondition of human morality, whicli is not

provided by volition and conscience alone ; and
also the explanation of the familiar fact that,

among human beings who have attained to complex
moral life, none has absolutely avoided moral
failure at some time and in some degree. Ex nno
omnes.
Thus may be reconstructed the doctrine of

original sin, its errors being discarded, and the
vita! truth which it sought to express being
retained. If the reconstruction be sound, it will

appear that there was more aimed at in the old

ecclesiastical theory than can possibly be re-stated

in terms of social heredity alone. From the time
of Schleiermacher various attempts have been
made to explain the universality and the propaga-
tion of sin in terms of the influence, after the dawn
of moral consciousness in the indiv-idual, of the
social environment. The most recent, and perhaps
the most interesting, is that of J. Royce [The
Problem of Christianity, i., New York, 1913).

Original sin is exalted by him into one of the
fundamental doctrines of Christianity, and he
uses the phrase to denote a moral burden from
which the individual can never be saved apart from
the Church. The moral self, Royce aflirms, is

bred through social conflict. The community
relieves the first tension between individuals by
its codes, thus evoking and educating moral con-

sciousness and at the same time creating new
tensions, and heightening self-Mill, which perhaps
obeys, but with internal revolt. Cultivation
breeds at the same time civilized conduct and con-

scious independence. Thus conscience is a product
of spiritual warfare, and our knowledge of good
and evil is inevitably tainted by its origin. The
' divided self

'

produced by social life in every
individual is what should be meant by 'original
sin

'

; it is a human necessity, inhering in the

conditions of the development of self-conscious-

ness.

Such emphasis on the influence of social life and
the social conditions of moral consciousness is

called for in any complete account of sin. But it

needs to be supplemented by insistence on the
factors derived through physical heredity, and
Avhich until lately Christian theology, from lack of

the requisite empirical knowledge, was not in a

position accurately to describe.
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F. R. Tennant.
ORISSA (Orisa, Skr. Odra-desa, 'the land of

the Oclra race').— i. Name and statistics.—The
meaning of the term Udra is disputed. It is

popularly derived from Skr. odra, the Chinese
rose, which grows in its jungles ; Lassen believes
that the word means '

nortli country
'

; modern
Hindus explain it as 'land of liltii,' in alhision to

the low estim.ation in wliich the country is liekl by
Sanskrit writers and the modei^n belief in the

stupidity of its people. Orissa is a division now
forming part of the province of Bihar and Orissa,
the result of changes of administrative areas which
came into effect in 1912. Its area is now 8,238 sq.

miles, and its jjopulation 4,188, 109. Of this popu-
lation 4,059,744 (96-93 per cent) are Hindus;
113,708 (2-72 per cent) Muliammadans ; 5145 (-12

percent) Christians; 8770 ("21 per cent) animists ;

434 ("1 per cent) Buddhists ; with 308 whose religion
was not described. As usual, the majority of the
animists seem to have been recorded as Hindus.
The Hindu population is predominant in the
alluvial tract between the sea and the Chota
Nagpur plateau ; the animists are mostly found in

the hilly inland region.
2. Language.—The language of Orissa is known

as Oriya, Odri, or Utkali, the last term being
derived from an old name of the division, Utkala-
desa,

' the glorious country,' or ' the outlying strip,'
in reference to the Ganges valley. It is spoken by
95"96 per cent of the population. The earliest
written example of it is found in an inscription of
the 13th century A.u.

'

Oriya is handicapped by possessing an excessivels' awkward
and cumbrous written character. This character is, in its basis,
the same as Deva-nagari [tlie script in which Hindi is written],
but it is written by the local scribes with a stilus on a talipot
palm leaf. The scratches are themselves legible, but in order
to make them more plain, ink is rubbed over the surface of the
leaf and fills up the furrows wiiich form the letters. The palm
leaf is exceptionally fragile, and any scratch in the direction of
the grain tends to make it

split.
As a line of writing on a ong

narrow leaf is necessarily in the direction of the grain, thi^

peculiarity prohibits the use of the straight top line which is a

distinguishing peculiarity of the Deva-nagari character. For
this, the Oriya scribe is compelled to substitute a series oi

curves, which almost surround each letter. It requires remark-
ably good eyes to read an Oriya printed book, for the exigencies
of the printing press compel the type to be small, and the greater
part of each letter is this curve, which is the same in nearly all,

while thereal soul of the character, by which one is distinguished
from another, is hidden in the centre, and is so minute, that it is

often difficult to see. At first glance, an Oriya book seems to
be all curves, and it takes a second look to notice that there is

something inside each.' Oriya is sometimes called a dialect of

Beng.ali, but this is incorrect. '
It is a sister, not a daughter,

and the mutual points of resemblance are due to the fact that
they have a common origin in the ancient Magadha Apabh-
raip^a' (G. A. Grierson, Census of India, 1901, vol. i.,

'

India,'

pt. i. p. 816 ff., vol. vi.,
'

Bengal,' pt. i. p. 321).

3. Religious history.
—The earliest inhabitants

were non-Aryan tribes like the Kandhs (^'.v. ) and
Savaras. At the dawn of history Orissa formed

part of the kingdom of Kalinga, which stretched
from the mouths of the Ganges (g-. v.) to those of the
Godavari (q.v.). On the early histoiy see J.

Beames, /^ i. [1871] 74 If.

(a) The Buddhist period.—In the early Buddhist

period it was invaded by the Yavanas, a tribe

whose history is obscure. This name is often ayt-

plied to the Ionian Greeks, and Hunter tries to

prove that they were Gra^co-Bactrians. But in

Ori.ssa the word probably means no more than that

they were, from the Hindu point of view, foreign
barbarians. They entered Orissa from the north-
west and probably brought Buddhism with them
(J. Fergusson and J. Burgess, The Cave Tewplr-'i of
India, p. 60 f. ; W. W. Hunter, Orissa, i. '207 ti".).

In 261 B.C. the country was conquered bj* Asoka
[q.v.), and one of his edict pillai-s is found at Dhauli
about seven miles south of Bhuvanesvar in the
Puri District (V. A. Smith, Asoka, the Buddhist

Emperor of India\ Oxford, 1909, pp. 131, 17911".).

Buddhism remained the religion of the land, and
the tooth relic was honoured there, intermittingly
it may be by the kings, but certainlj- by the

people, down to A.D. 322, when it was removed to

Ceylon. Buddhism survived in an attenuated
form under the last Yavana kings (328-474), when
it was finally abolished by the Kesari dynasty.
The extensive series of Buddhist caves has been

fully described by Fergusson-Burgess (p. 55 fi'. ;
cf.

Hunter, i. 180 ff".). Among those at Udayagiri and

Khandagiri the finest is the Rani ka Nur, or

Queen's Palace, which is inferior to the great
vihdras of W. India, and owes its interest more to

sculpture than to architecture. It was excavated
in the 1st century A.D. Tlie Buddhist pilgrim,
Hiuen Tsiang (Yuan Chwang ; A.D. 629-645),

visited Orissa^ He calls the country U-cha, i.e.

Odra.
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' The people are uncivilised, tall o( stature, and of a yellowish

black complexion. Their words and lan<jrunp;e (pronnncuihoii)

differ from Central India. They love learning' and apply them-

selves to it without iiitcTuiission. Most of them believe in the

law of rUiddh.T. There arc some hundred safKjhdrdmos [nionas-

teries), with 10,000 priests. They all study the Great Vehicle.

There are 50 Deva [Hindu] temples in which sectaries of all

sorts make their abodes. The stupaK, to the number of ten

or so point out spots where Buddha preached. They were

all founded by ASOka-iaja' (S. Beal, Buddhist Records of the

Western World, London, 1SS4, ii. 204 f.).

liudclhisin has now practically disappeared, the

only survivors of this faith being a small colony in

tlie Baraniba State, among a caste known as

Sarak, a term derived from Skr. h'dvaka,
' a

liearer,' used by the Buddhists to designate tlie

second class of monks, who mainly occupied
monasteries, as distinguished from the Arhans,
the iiighest class, who lived solitary lives as

hermits, and the lowest class, the Bhiksus, or

mendicants, who supported themselves by begging
(Census of India

, 1901, vol. vi.,
'

Bengal,' pt. i. p.

427 f.). The Vaisnava cultus at Jagannath (q.v.)

preserves clear survivals of Buddhism, and the

same origin is attributed to the cult of Dharma
whicli is current among Pods, Doms, and other

menial, castes (ib. i. 157, 201).

(6) Saivism.—On the downfall of Buddhism as

the State religion, the cult of Siva was established

by the Kesari,
' the long-haired

'

or ' lion
'

dynasty,
at Bhuvanesvar about A.D. 500. This sacred city
was built between tliat date and 657, and the cult-

titles of ^iva established there were Mahesvara or

Mahadeva,
' the great lord,' Bhuvanesvara,

' lord

of the earth,' Brahmesvara, 'lord of lords.' From
this period dates the introduction of the Brahmans.
The Kesari dynasty is said to have imported
10,000 Brahmans from Oudh. and to have settled

them at Jajpur on the sacred river Vaitaranl.

Jajpur is now desolate, having been destroyed by
the Muhammadans, but an annual fair is still held

in honour of the sacred river, and the site contain.s

some fine images of Indrani, consort of Indra, lord

of the atmosphere, and of Varahini, consort of

Varaha, the boar incarnation of Visnu—immense
monolitlis dragged by an enormous expenditure of

labour from tlie mountains of the Tributary
States 100 miles distant (Hunter, i. 238 f., 265 f.,

267, ii. App. 67).

(c) Vrmnavism.—On the downfall of the Kesaii

dynasty, which favoured the cult of Siva, they
were succeeded by the Chor Ganga dynasty of

Kalinganagar. The latter were devoted Vaisnavas,
and under their auspices were erected the famous

temple of Jagannath at Puri and the Black Pagoda,
built by Languliya Narasimha in A.D. 1238 at

Kouarak, a title meaning
' the arka (sun-god) at

Kona' (IGI xv. 391 f.). Sun-worship also appears
at Jajpur and other places, and the cult of fire at

SantLsvara, 'lord of peace,' at the temple near

Jajpur (Hunter, i. 286).

4. Hinduism, its present position.
—Orissaisthus

one of the most distinctively Hindu regions in

India. The Brahman community is numerous and
influential. At Puri they are divided into two

classes, Vaidik and Laukika. The Vaidiks, or

priests learned in the Veda, are said to be descended
from immigrants from the Ganges valley, who ap-

peared in the 12th centurj' A.D. They are divided

into two groups : the Kulina, who are notorious

for their exaggerated polygamy, and the Srotiya,
or those learned in the scriptures. The second

class, the Laukika, or '

Avorldly,' are supposed to

represent the original Aryan settlers (Hunter, ii.

App. i. 7, App. ii. 3711'.).

5. Animism.—The animism of Orissa presents
no distinctive features, and it has been already
described (artt. Bengal, Dravidians [North
India], Kandu)
rule, feminine,

The village godlings are, as a
and are known by the titles of

GramdevatT or Thakurani. Each village has one of

its own, and their status was officially recognized
in the first regular land settlement, when a piece
of land was left unassessed to provide for their

worship {Census of India, 1901, vol. vi.,
'

Bengal,'

pt. i. p. 260, note).
6. Islam and Christianity.—Neither Islam nor

Christianity has as yet attained niucli success in

the priest-ridden area.
'The missionaries have been the pioneers of popular educa-

tion in Orissa, as indeed everywhere throughout Bengal. Their

labours date
' from 1822 ;

' and during this period they have not

only made a small population of converts, but they have, by
schools and printing-presses, introduced a new culture and a

new literature into the District Capitals of Cattack and Balasor.

The Cattack Mission has cliiefly received its pastors from the

Baptists of Derbj-shire and Nottingham.' During recent

famines they have supported a large number of orphans, whom
they have trained to agriculture. Other missionary bodies are

the American Free Will Baptists and the Roman Catholics

(Hunter, ii. 141 ff.).

LiTERATURB.—/«/ xix. 248 ff. ; W. W. Hunter, Orissa,

London, 1872 ; Rajendralala Mitra, Antiquities of Orissa,

Calcutta, 1S75-S0 ; A. Sterling, Orissa, London, 1846 ; J.

Fergussonand J. Burgess, The Cave Temples of India,hondon,
1880; E. A. Gait, Census of India, 1901, vol. vi., 'Bengal,'

1911, vol. i.,
' India' ; L. S. S. O'Mallejr, Census of India, 1911,

vol. v., 'Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, and Sikkim.'

W. Crooke.
ORMAZD.—Ormazd is the Parsi form of the

name of the highest god of Mazda;ism, the principle
of good opposed to Ahriman {q.v.}, the lord of the

bad creation. This form, which has become the

current one for non-specialists, is an adulteration

of Pahlavi Auharmazd, coming from Avestan
Persian Auramazda, while, in the oldest portion
of the Avesta, the name is not yet felt as a com-

pound and is generally Mazdah or Mazdah Ahura.
Ahura is a litle given not only to Mazdah but

occasionally to Mithra {Yt. x. 25, 69) and to Apitm
Napat {Ys. ii. 5, i. 5, Ixv. 12). It is, however,

given with a special persistence to Mazdah, and
Ahura employed /car' ^^oxv" without further de-

termination is always the supreme god, Mazdah,
as, in India, the great Asura is Varuiia. In India

the word asura, the equivalent of Ahura, is used

for a deity in general and more especially for a god
or a spirit endowed with a mysterious power
{maya). As for Mazdah, it is the Iranian form of

Skr. medhas, 'science.' Etymologically, Ahura
Mazdah is thus ' the knowing one,'

' the omniscient,'
or ' the w'ise Ahui-a,' a title sometimes given in the

Vedas to Varuna (Rigveda, I. xxiv. 14 : asura

pracheta).
In the fully developed Mazdsean system of the

Sasanian period Ormazd is the real god, being
called in Pahlavi books ' the being par excellence,

the One who was, who is, and who shall be, the

pure intangible spirit, the spirit of spirits.'
^ He is

omniscient and omnipotent, perfectly good, benefi-

cent to all, benevolent and merciful. Being the

spirit of light and of wisdom, he foresees the end

of his struggle with Ahriman. The latter, on the

contrary, being the spirit of darkness and ignorance,

possesses only a knowledge of past events. He is

rather a negative being, having the reverse of all

the qualities possessed by Ormazd. He is the

generator of all evil and evil beings which are

opposed to Ormazd's creatures. Though he is to

be finally conquered by Ormazd, he is no emanation
from him and his being is the limitation of Ormazd,
who, as an unavoidable consequence of dualist

principles, cannot possess infinity. The Bunda-
hishn tries to explain the rather curious relation

in which the one stands to the other :

' Both spirits are limited and unlimited, for this supreme
light is called infinite and there is a void between the two and
thus the one is not contiguous to the other, and, secondly, both

the spirits are limited as to their bodies' (t.*'. the partial ex-

tension of their personality).^

1 L. C. Casartelli, La Philosophie relitjieme du Mazdiisme
sous les Sassanides, vii. § 27.

2 Bundahishn, i. 5.
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Consequently, Ormazd has an aspect and a resi-

dence different from Ahriman's. He dwells in the
eternal and endless light, while Ahriman lies in

darkness so thick that the hand can grasp it.

The intricacies and the mass of contradictions
into which dualism leads in its ultimate consequences
have induced the religious philosophers of Sasanian
times to look for some principle of unity above
Ormazd and Ahriman. One of these attempts is

characterized by the famous theory of the bound-
less time (zervaii akarana), which was represented
as having generated both Ormazd and Ahriman.
Another school found in fate (bakht) a primordial
principle. In spite of those efl'orts, the Mazdaean

theology remained dualistic in form, though the

very negative nattire of Ahriman makes Ormazd
practically play the part of a monotheistic god (see
Dualism [Iranian]).
The exalted conception of God in later Mazdseism,

as well as the theory of dualism, is traceable to

the Iranian religion of older times, as we find it

both in the Avesta and in the Acha?menian inscrip-
tions.

The Gdthds, the oldest and finest portion of

the sacred book, which very likely date back to

Zoroaster himself, tell us(F5. xxx. 3f.) that at the

beginning of the world two spirits manifested
themselves, one as the good one, the other as the
evil one. They created the world animate and in-

animate. Men have to make their choice between
those spirits, and the wise know how to choose ;

not so the fools. At the end of things the former
will triumph with the victory of the good spirit.
-Mazdah Ahura is for Zoroaster the god of the

supreme law, the law of justice and truth (asha),
who wants men to follow his path, practising good
words, good thoughts, good deeds, rejecting the
works of the mendacious spirit (druj) so that they
can reach the kingdom (xshathra) of blessings (add),
which is the reward (ishti) of the just in this life

and after. Mazdah is spoken of in the most exalted
terms :

' This I ask thee, tell me it in truth, O Lord, Who was the
first originator and the father of Right ? Who gave to the sun
and the stars their path 1 Who made the moon to wax and to
wane? All that, O God of Wisdom, I wish to know and other

things, O Lord ! Who gave a fundament to the earth and to

the clouds, 80 that they would not fall ? Who created water
and plants? Who gave swiftness to clouds and wind? Who is

the creator of the Good Spirit (Spenta Mainyu)? . . . O Lord,
I ask thee, tell roe in truth, Who is the artist who made light
and darkness? Who is the artist who made sleep and watch?
Who made morning, mid-day and night, that reminds the wise
of their duties?'!

He is thus the asura of marvellous science and

mysterious power, the knowing one, the seeing
one. He appears in the Gdthds, above all, as the
omniscient protector of morality. His strong
personality has no material aspect, though he is

essentially a god of light.

Auramazda, the great god of the Persian Great

Kings, appears with a very exalted character also

on the Achaemenian inscriptions. Darius gives
himself out as an Auramazdsean, and in the name
of his god he proclaims the truth of his statements.
It is Auramazda who made Xerxes a king.^
Auramazda is the '

great god
'

(mathishta bagandni).
He is all-powerful by his will [vashna), and it is

he who makes the nations into slaves or tributaries
of Darius.3 He gives the victory in battle. He is

the god who knows all and provides (§ 18) for all.

He is the god
' who created these heavens, who

created this earth, who created man, who created
man's happiness.'''
Auramazda stands high above the other deities

mentioned in the inscriptions, the nniya bagdha,
' minor gods,' also called 'gods of the clans.' Two
gods, however, are spoken of in a more conspicuous
way, and form with Auramazda a kind of a triad :

1 Ys. xliv. Z-b. 2 xerx. Pers. c. § 8.

3BA. }7. ^Dar. lY.fi.il. §4.

Mithra, who is in close relation to the sun, and
Anuhita, the goddess of the fertilizing waters.
Herodotus ' does not mention Auramazda. He

observes that the Persians have no images or
shrines. They otler sacrifices on the highest peaks
of the mountains to Zeus, calling the whole vault
of the sky Zeus. They also sacrifice to sun, moon,
earth, fire, water, and winds. In this the Greek
historian, though he depicts a situation apparently
very difl'erent from what we have in Mazdseism
and in the Old Persian inscriptions, gives a very
[irecious account of the Indo-European elemental

cult, centring in Dyeus. He gives us thus to

understand that the old Aryan beliefs had been

preserved with a remarkable purity by the people
of Iran.

Though it would be exaggeration to say, as some
have said,^ that the gods of the Indo-European
pantheon were indifferent to morality, since we
find the Homeric Zeus, e.g., protecting guests,
faithfulness to oath, etc., we may safely assume
that there is great contrast between the elemental

gods of the sky, invoked on account of their might,
and Ahura Mazdah, who is essentially the guardian
of morality. While Dyeus as the god of the sky
is surrounded by gods who embody tiie forces of
nature—moon, stars, wind, fire, earth, etc.—Ahura
Mazdah in the Zoroastrian system is at the head of

a certain number of personified moral entities—
Asha, 'justice,'

' truth
'

; Vohu Manah,
'

good and
religious mind '

; Xshathra,
' the reign of the

good
'

; Armaiti,
'

piety,'
' wisdom '

; Haurvatat,
'

prosperity
'

; Ameretat, 'immortality
'

; Sraosha,
'

obedience,'
'

rule,' etc. They are often constituted
into a group of seven, the heptad of the Amesha
Spentas,

'

holy immortal ones.

The religious situation in the other branch of

the Aryans, as it is described in the Vedas, shows

striking similarities to the Iranian one. There
the cult of the Indo-European elemental deities,
of the heavenly ones, is at the basis of Vedic

religion, where the power of the gods and their

continuous action in and through natural phe-
nomena provide us with an exuberant mythology,
but, among the deities, the group of the Aditya
occupies a very special position and stands emi-

nently for the maintenance of the moral law,

reproducing to a great extent the characteristics
of the religion of Ahura Mazdah.
Here also there is a triad. Instead of Mazdah,

Mithra, and Anahita, we find Varuna, Mitra, and

Aryaman. The last member of the triad is difl'er-

ent ; instead of a goddess of fertilizing waters we
have a beneficent and healing deity, essentially

helpful to man, and invoked at times (Rigveda, I.

cxli. 9) as the dispenser of beneficent waters. The
identity of the first two members, on the other

hand, is hardly questionable. In India as well as

in Iran the eye of Mitra is the sun, Avith which he
is watching over the human tribes {ib. in. lix.).

His activity is expressed by the verb ynt, which is

also used for the payment of debts (in Kigveda, II.

ii. 4, he and Varuna are mentioned as the gods
who make men pay their debts). He is the god of

contracts and pleages. Those who do not abide

by their pledged word are sinning against him,
like the mithrodruj,

' breakers of contract' in Iran

(
Yt. X. 2, 45, etc. ).

The original identity between Varuna and
Mazdah is also generally accepted. Varuna is the

most exalted deity of the Veda. As it was the

will of Mazdah that had made Darius a kinj:, it is

Varuna's will or command (rrate, dhdman) that

rules the world. He is the dhrtdvrntrt, he whose
commands are firm and immutable. His will is

often identified with the ria, the asha or arta of

1 i. 131-140.
2
K.g., U. Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda, p. 284.
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the Iranians, which is the great law of the world,

moral and material, the principle of all order,

causing the sun to rise, rain to fall, rivers to

flow, tire to come out of the rubbed sticks

(ftajan agni), and imposing on man the moral

obligations of justice, truth, and piety. If man
be guilty of rebellion against the fta, he becomes

loaded with the chains of Varuna and has to pray
him to be released from his fetters and obtain the

freedom of innocence (aditi).
'

iSuiialichepa, bound to three pillars, invokes thee, O Aditya,

O Varuna, O king, release him . . . May our prayer and our

sacrifice release us from thy wrath, of thee who art the king:,

wise Asura, release us from the chains of the sins which we
have committed. May Varuija make loose my chain . . . may
we then follow thy path and go to Aditi.' i

As Ahura Mazdah is surrounded by a court of

moral hypostases, so the wise Asura of India is

the hrst in a group of personified religious abstrac-

tions—the Adityas. Their number is not quite

fixed, but in its oldest form the group was a

heptad as in Iran, and in both countries the seven-

number appears to be a ready-made frame into

which entities have been introduced out of a

larger number, so as to fill up a group previously

put at seven. In India, among those abstractions

we find Bhaga, 'good lot,' Amsa, 'the share,'

Dak.sha,
'

aljility,' etc. If they happen not to be

the same as the Amesha Spentas, it is probably a

mere chance, because the equivalents of the various

religious hypostases of Iran are to be found also in

the Vedic mystic. Not only does rta correspond
to asha, arta, but aramati, 'piety,' 'prayer,' is

the equivalent of drmaiti,
'

piety,'
'

wisdom,' ^^a^ra
is the kingdom of Varuna as Xshathra Vairya is

the realm of Mazdah, saurvatdti, 'integrity' is

Haurvatat, while the conception of the good mind

(Vohu Manah), though not found in the Vedas,
seems to have belonged to the moral vocabulary of

the ancient Indians, since one of these Vedic priests
is called Vasumanas, 'he who possesses good
mind.'
The original identitj' between IMazdah-Mithra

and the Amesha Spentas, on the one hand, and
Varuna-Mitra and the Adityas, on the other, can

thus be established as regards their moral aspect,
which is by far the most developed and the

decidedly prominent character of those deities.

Even in India the physical attributes of those gods
are in the background, though they are associated

with light more clearly still than in Iran. Aditya
in later Skr. has even become a name of the sun.

The sun also is explicitly mentioned as being the

eye of Mithra, and the connexion of Mithra with
the sun in India as well as in Iran does not seem to

be doubtful.
As for Varuna, he is sometimes said to preside

over night while Mithra is the god of the daylight.
The Atharvaveda, which shows us the more
material side of ancient Indian religion, says :

' God at iiiffht becomes Varupa, at dawn he rises up in the
form of Mitlua. All that Varuna has concealed during the

night, Mithra discloses at dawn.' -

On account of such passages and of the reiterated
statement of commentators that Mithra is for day
and Varuna for night, Oldenberg thinks that, since
Mitiira's connexion with the sun is fairly evident,
Varuna must at one time have been put in some
relation to the moon. The material aspect of this

god, practically forgotten in the Kigveda, in

presence of his high moral character, has subsisted
to a certain extent in the more or less gnostic or

magical teaching about the_ gods, such as we find

it in the Atharvaveda. In Iran the moral aspect
of the great Ahura Mazdah is still more prominent.
Some epitliets seem to refer to a previous period
when there was a connexion between Mazdah and
the night-sky :

1 Rigveda, i. xxiv. 10-15. 2 Oldenberg, p. 191.

' When Ahura Mazdah who has put on his cloth, made by the

spirits and adorned with stars, is there with Mithra and Rashnu
and the Holy Armaiti who has neither end nor beginning'
\Yt. xiii. 3).

In a hymn to the moon ( Yt. vii. 3) it is said to be
the abode of the Amesha Spentas, from which they
bestow their blessings on the earth created by
Mazdah. The moon is repeatedly called the ratu^

'master,' 'patron,' of Asha, 'justice' (Yt. vii. 3,

4, 6).

Not only is the material aspect of Varuna-Mitra
thus decidedly secondary to their moral activity,
but even their names seem to refer to the latter.

A. Meillet^ has made it fairly probable that

Mithra is the same word as Skr. mitra,
' friend-

ship,' Av. mithra,
'

contract,' and possibly Varuna
is a derivative from the same root as vrata,

' ordi-

nance,' the word regularly used for his indefectible

commands. He is the god of divine will, the

promulgator of the law of r^«-

The moral aspect seems thus as old as the very
names of tho.se gods, and their situation in the

Aryan pantheon, as moral gods with a somewhat
dim connexion with sun and moon, is the more

surprising, since the Indo-Europeans already pos-
sessed deities for sun and moon as for other natural

elements—Surya, 'the sun,' Mas, 'the moon,' as

well as in Greece "HXios and 'S,e\7}vn. As a supreme
god, the great Asura (Mazdah or Varuna) is also

in direct competition with Dyeus, the sky-god,
who with the Persians of Herodotus as well as

with other Indo-Europeans is the highest deity,

while his name does not appear in Mazdseism and

occupies only a very subordinate position, as Dyaus,
in India. For the priestly and ruling classes

Dyeus, in his quality of the bright supreme deity,
has been absorbed by the wise Asura, tiie god of

indefectible commands, and his surrounding of

moral deities, Mitra, Aryaman, and the Adityas
or Amesha Spentas.

This situation seems so exclusive of any explana-
tion through a natural development from the

naturalistic religion of the Indo-Europeans that

Oldenberg,^ followed by O. Schrader,* has come to

tjie conclusion that Mitra-Varuna and the seven

Adityas are sun and moon followed by the planets
and are an acquisition from the Chaldnean astrnl

religion. The prominence of the moon-god with

Sumerians induces Oldenberg to believe in a speci-

ally strong Sumerian influence on Aryan religion.

Though many Indianists are reluctant to accei)t

this theory, it has been made rather more probable

by recent discoveries. In the remnants of the

Hittite capital in Boghaz-Keui an inscription has

been found in which the names of the Aryan gods,

Mithra, {V)aruna, Indra, Nasatya, are clearly
mentioned along with the Hittite gods, sun

(Shamash), moon (Sin), and storm (Teshab). The
identification of Varuna with a moon-god seemsthus

equally probable with theequivalencebetweenasun-
god and Mithra, and a storm-god and Indra, who is

essentially the storm-god of India. As for Nasatya
it is the epithet of the Ashvins, who are in close

connexion with Indra, and the same as the Av.

Naohhaithya, an Ahrimanian spirit always men-
tioned in company Avith the daeva Indra. The
existence of the Aryan moral gods in the 2nd
millennium B.C. and" the contact between Aryan
and Semito-Hittite religion at that time are con-

firmed by the mention of Mithra on a Palestinian

stele described by W. Max Miiller^ and by a list

of Assyrian gods published by Vincent Scheil.^

Among those gods Ave find Assara Mazaash (or

Asura Mazdas, the old, pre-historic form of tlie

name Ahura Mazdah). Curiously enough, the

name is immediately followed by the mention of

1 JA X. X. [1903] 143.
3 ERE ii. 39.
s RTr xiv. [1893] 100.

2p
4 OL.

18."; ff., 194.

Z XV. [1912] 252.
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the seven spirits of heaven (Igigi, 'tlie strong
ones') and the seven spirits of earth (Anunaki).
Now, it is to be observed that the Igigi and the
Anunaki are supposed to concentrate all spirits
which have power in the world just as the world
has been apportioned to the Amesha Spentas in

Mazdaeism (Asha is for the fire, Armaiti for the

earth, Xshathra for tlie metals, etc.). Moreover,
the number seven, which seems to have no special

meaning with Arj^ans, is for the Babylonians the
conventional expression for a great number.
Not only does the Aryan heptad around the

great Asura in this Avay receive an explanation,
but Ave find in Assyrian religion the equivalents of

the two Indian and Pei'sian triads. Two triads
are especially apparent in the Assyrian religious

system. One unites Sin (moon), Shamash (sun),
and Ishtar (goddess of fertility), and corresponds
clearly to the Achsemenian triad, Auramazda,
Mithra, and Anahita. The Iranian goddess re-

peatedly identified Avith Aphrodite, e.g., under the
name of 'A<f>po5iTTi 'Ayatrii, is the dispenser of the

fertilizing waters of heaven. Another triad is men-
tioned in Sargon's palace

—Sin, Shamash, Ramman.
Ramman, an Assyrian deity, Avas originally a god
of lightning and storm, so that the Assyrian triad,

Sin, Shamash, Ramman, corresponds to the Hittite

group. Sin, Shamash, Teshab. Now, Ramman is

looked upon as the helper of mankind par excel-

lence. The kingly name Ramman-nirari means
'Ramman is my helper.'

^ He is especially associ-

ated Avith Shamash, a god of justice, and, while
Shamash, like Mithra, gives victory, he gives
superabundance.^ This makes him very near to

Aryanian, 'the friend,' tlie beneficent, helping,
healing deity of the Aryans, Avho bestoAvs abun-
dance by pouring Avater, and who forms the third
member of the famous triad Varuna, Mitra, and
Aryamanr. The phonetic similarity betAveen Ram-
man and Aryaman may be purely fortuitous, but

may also be explainable by a folk-etymology.
It is thus by his moral side that Aryaman can

be connected with Ramman. This applies also to

Mithra and Shamash, Varuna and Sin. The
central and essential activity of Mithra, as em-
bodied in his name, is the protection of law and
justice among men. He is the guardian of the

great law of the Avorld (rta) and more especially of

good faith and oath, punishes pitilessly all crimes
and delicts, but brings the good and the brave to

victory on earth and to the abode of the blest after
death. Shamash, Avho is mainly a sun-god Avith

astral functions in Chaldoea, assumes in Assyria a
much more decided moral character. He is for

Ashurbanipal and Shalmanaser^ the judge of the
Avorld Avho guides mankind aright, the lord of the
laAV Avho judges according to unchangeable prin-

ciples (cf. the rta of the Aryans). He sees the
wickedness of the foes of the country and he helps
to conquer them. He is the king in heaven, and
his favour produces order and stability. He
loosens the bonds of the imprisoned, like varuna
and Mithra. This character comes out especially
in the hymns quoted by Jastrow :

' The law of mankind dost thou direct,
Eternally just in the heavens art thou, . . .

Thou knovvest what is right, thou knowest what is wrong. . . .

Oh Shamash ! Supreme judge of heaven and earth art thou. . .

O Shamash ! on this day purify and cleanse the king . . .

Release him from the ban.'*

As the god of laAv, he is accompanied by tAvo

divinized abstractions — Kettu,
'

justice,' and
Mesharu, 'rectitude.' It cannot be a mere coinci-

dence that Mithra in Iran has likewise tAvo satel-

lites—Rashnu,
'

justice,' and Sraosha, 'discipline,'
' rectitude' (Yt. xvi. 17, xiii. 3).^ Yf. x. 41 says :

1 M. Jastrow, The Religiun of Babylonia and Assyria, Boston,
1893, p. 159.

2/6. p. 237. 3 7fc. p. 210. 4/6. p. 300 f.

5 H. Zimmern, ERE ii. 311.

' Mithra strikes fear into them ; Rashnu strikes a counter-
fear into them

; the holy Sraosha blows them away from ever\
side.'

In the Behistan inscription (§ 63) Auramazda
similarly declares that ' he has proceeded Avitli

Justice and Equity.' Not only is the correspon-
dence very striking, but the very existence of sucii

personified moral entities in Assyria is very sugges-
tive in presence of the peculiar hypostases-system
of India and Iran.

The comparison Avhich has proved so suggestive
betAveen Aryaman-Mithra and Ramman-Shamash
can be applied to Varuna and Sin Avith no less

interesting results. The moon-god enjoys a remark-
ably high prestige in the Assyro-Babylonian pan-
theon. The moon is, indeed, like the guide of the
stars and planets, the overseer of the world at

night. This was reconcilable Avith a high moral
character. The planets became spirits subservient
to his Avill. He is a king, a ruler of men and nature,

producing stability and order, but he is also a judge
Avho, like Varuna, loosens the fetters of the im-

prisoned. His light, like Varuna's, is the sjanbol
of righteousness. He is a god of Avisdom like
Mazdah. Like hun also, he is a supreme god of

morality, whose material side has become quite
secondary. He is addressed in very lofty hymns
in the same exalted tone as Varuna, and, Avhat is

most striking, he is celebrated above all as the god
of strong commands, Avhose will is indefectible—
Avhich we have concluded to be the typical feature
of Varuna, possibly expressed in his name.

'

lord, chief of the gods, who on earth and in heaven alone
is exalted. . . .

Strong chief . . . who, from the foundation of heaven till

the zenith,
Passes along in brilliancy (?), opening the door of heaven,
Preparing the fate (?) of humanity. . .

Lord, proclaiming the decisions of heaven and earth,
Whose command is not set aside, . . .

Thy strong command is proclaimed in heaven, and the Igigi
prostrate themselves. . . .

Thy strong command on high, like a storm in the darkness,
passes along, and nourishment streams forth . . .

Thy strong conmiand produces right and proclaims justice
to mankind. . . .

' i

The rest of the hynm celebrates the commands
of Sin, and it is very remarkable how the hymns,
Avhich after all are our most trustAvorthy testi-

monies about the gods, emphasize both for Sin and
for Shamash that very central feature which the
Vedic hymns are chanting for Varuna and Mithra.
This makes it probable that the gieat Asura of
India and Iran, the protector of moral laAv, Avith
his triad and his heptad of moral deities, has been
introduced into the naturalistic pantheon of the

Aryans, not on account of their material and
astral side (the Aryans had already' deities of that

kind), but by reason of their moral value. They
accordingly received names in connexion Avith that
moral aspect.

It does not belong to our present task to locate

Avith more or less precision the place Avliere the
contact betAveen Assyrians or Hittites and Aryans
took place. The discoveries of recent

years leave
a Avide field open to possibilities. As Iranian art
received its peculiar features through contact Avith

the people of Northern Asia Minor and Assyria,*
Aryan religion was under the infiuence of Hittite
beliefs in Cappadocia. The Mittani kings enter-
tained relations Avitli the Harru, or Aryans, their

king Artatama, and his aristocracy, the marya,
' men '

(Arm. mar,
' a man ').

The hypothesis of L. von Schroeder (Arische

Religion, i., Leipzig, 1914, p. 314 ff.), that Varuna,
Mithra, etc., are simply epithets of the Aryan sky-
god, can be reconciled Avitli the one given here, in-

asmuch as the epithets of the diurnal and nocturnal

sky Avould not have developed into special deities

if a syncretism had not taken place Avith Sin and
1 Jastrow, p. 303 f.

- Cf. Perrot-Chipiez, v. 516, etc.
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Shamash. The in(le)Hedues!> of Aryans towards

Semites in this important point
of their religion

must not lead us to minimize the part played by
Zoroaster. The personality of the great god had

not been sufficiently isolated from other deities

and especially from Mithra. Zoroaster alone in

liis G lithas has ignored Mithra, and retained around

Mazdah no deity but moral entities -with a very
siiallow personality. Mazdah for Zoroaster con-

centrates in himself all science, all virtue, all good.
He is the supreme and constant object of man's

hope and desire. The dualistic conception has

prevented him from developing a complete mono-

theism, Avhile the realistic though imaginative

temperament of the Persians has dwelt in sym-
bolism and has always ignored Indian mysticism,
let alone Christian love of God.
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ORTHODOX EASTERN CHURCH.—See

Eastern Church, Greek Orthodox Church,
KussiAN Church.

ORTHODOXY.—To be 'orthodox' is to hold

or profess opinions which are regarded as in some
sense ""right.' ^OpdoSo^ia is the character of a
'

right-thinking' person, society, school of thought,
or Church. 'ErepoSolia, an awkwardly formed yet
useful derivative, is the character of thinking
which ia

' other
' than right. Neither term at-

tempts in itself to indicate what constitutes '

light-

ness,' and in practice there is a constant danger
that the distinction between them may revert to

the i)rimitive difierence on which Byron's wit

fastened when he said :

'

Orthodoxy is my doxy,
Heterodoxy is another man's doxy.' Orthodoxy
is thus very apt to denote nothing more than the

accepted faith of a particular denomination re-

garded coDiplacently from its own standpoint,

heterodoxy being simply religious opinion at

variance Avith it, a species of intellectual ' dissent'

from ecclesiastically
' established

'

views. There

are, indeed, as many types and standards of ortho-

doxy as there are distinctive denominations in the

Church, and, for that matter, distinctive parties
within any branch of the Church. Even when
orthodoxy in a superdenominational sense is under

review, it will be found that it is distinguished
from heterodoxy by many considerations other
than doctrinal. Its 'Tightness' may rest upon
traditional continuity, or upon the numerical

strength of its devotees, or upon its real or

supposed congruity with Holy Scripture. But at

its lowest and narrowest, even when most inti-

mately associated with prejudice, mere use and

wont, or gross literalism, orthodoxy asserts a
claim to credence and authority as the truth.

By the same instinct that has prompted schools

of religious thought and ecclesiastical organizations
to define with varying precision the doctrines or

opinions which they have come to con.sider valid

and right, and which they urge the world to accept
as a sacred obligation, orthodoxies have also been
evolved through intuition, speculation, and experi-
ence in such departments as law, morals, medicine,
economics, aesthetics, literary criticism, and history.
In each of these a species of dogma has established

itself through controversy or through convention,
and contributes strength and stability to the
structure of human life and knowledge. Against
the recognition of an orthodoxy in religion there

ought to be no a priori prejudice, for analogy is

all in its favour, so long as it is not suffered to

become artificial, oppressive, or blindly hostile to

correction.

Strictly speaking, orthodoxy in religion is con-

cerned only with doctrine or belief, with the intel-

lectual element in spiritual life. It is opinion
raised to its highest power and dignity. But,
since religion embraces feeling and activity as

well as thought, orthodoxy becomes an inadequate
criterion of its worth apart from right experience
and right conduct. It ought to have for its correl-

atives such words as 'orthopathy'and 'orthopraxy,'
the inward experience and the outward exercise of

piety. True religion calls for soundness of heart

and of will not less than of head. It is not to be

forgotten, however, that the emphasis which has

been laid so persistently upon orthodoxy in all the

great world-systems of religion springs ultimately
from a just perception that what a man thinks,

believes, or knows is supremely determinative of

his experience and conduct.
It is significant and interesting that the Greek

or Eastern Church has elected to designate itself

the Orthodox Church, thus adhering in its name
to its ancient predilection for theological discus-

sion, whereas the Latin or Western Church chooses

above all to style itself the Catholic Church, adher-

ing with equal fidelity to its imperial instincts.

Different as the titles are, they are based upon
essentially similar conditions. The Eastern Church
is not more jealous on behalf of sound doctrine, as

it conceives it, than is the Western. The Western
Church is not more alive to the value of semper,

nbiqtie, and ab omnibus as tests of catholicity than
is the Eastern. They are conserving the same

interests, operating with the same ideas, though
they approach the problem of substantiating the

received faith from widely separate directions. To
the Greek ' truth

'

or opinion was the fundamental.
To the Roman ' law ' and ' custom

' were supremely
sacred. But each in vindication of his own ulti-

mate standard instinctively had recourse to the

other's principles. Universal acceptance ofl'ers an
irresistible presumption of a doctrine's truth.

And, in like manner, the truth of a doctrine is

the surest guarantee that it will prevail and prove
itself catholic.

Is there a Christian orthodoxy in fact as loell as

in name or claim ? If there is a religion, truly one
in spite of all sectarian division, to which the

name ' Christian
' can properly be given, there

must be a Christian orthodoxy, just as there must
be a Christian ideal or standard of ethical duty,
moral character, and spiritual experience. The
difficulty is to locate and identify it. Is it the

sum of all doctrines actually received and taught

among those who name the name of Christ ? Or is

it the common doctrine present in all systems,
received in all communions ? The former seems

hopelessly excessive, unless incompatible teachings
are permitted to cancel each other. The latter

seems painfully scanty, unless a very simple re-

siduum of uncontroversial teaching is held to be
sufficient for religious needs. The problem brings
the investigator into the very heart of the most
delicate and distressing of all Christian contro-

versies—the discussion as to the validity, genuine-
ness, and sufficiency of the claim of ecclesiastical

organizations, doctrinal systems, ministries, and
individuals to be Christian. If orthodoxy be de-

fined as the Christian doctrine which has been

received always, everyAvhere, and by all, it is at

once obvious that no existing system in the world
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can substantiate that claim, neither the fullest nor
the barest, or else, alternatively, that in reckoning'
the always, the everywhere, and the all we must
have been enabled by some legerdemain to elimi-

nate the countless exceptions to the rule of faith

which we have arbitrarily laid down, very much in

the same fashion as the necessary unanimity was
sometimes secured in ancient Ecumenical Councils
for momentons decisions in matters of faith by
coercing, intimidating, or excommunicating the

recalcitrant minority. Yet the problem must be
faced with resolution and courage, for, so far from

being academic or abstract, it is in reality nothino-

else than the problem of Christian concord and
Church reunion. What is Christianity? Who
are true Christians? What constitutes a Christ-

ian ? What are the marks by which we may
recognize a true Church, the true Church ? No
Christian individual and no Christian church

ought to be asked to belong to a communion
which has not a satisfactory title to be considered

Christian, but what kind of title is to be held
sufficient? The history of the Christian Church,
and a survey of the Christian world, afford instant

proof that there is very much in Christendom
which does not belong to Christ, and also suggest
that there is not a little in the world outside the
constituted Church which well deserves to be
ranked with Christianity. Too seldom we have

gone to our suprone authority in the Gospels for

guidance in essaying the problem. When we
despair of discovering any unifying principle of

orthodoxy in the accredited Churches and systems
with their unlimited diversity and discord, we
have a right, and an obligation, to turn to such
indications of the mind of Christ as the Gospels
preserve. The faith which Simon Peter professed
at Csesarea Philippi was expressly accepted by
Christ as true ; its possession made reter 'blessed

'

;

it was not revealed to him by
'

flesh and blood ' but

by the Father in heaven ; it either was itself, or

constituted him, a rock on which Christ was to

build His Church beyond the reach of decay and
death (Mt le^®"^-). Its profession was for the earliest

age of the Church a passport to baptism. And in

fact that faith is a common possession of every
Christian communion and every Christian indi-

vidual to this day. It remains a sound and sacred
criterion of Christian profession, a criterion which
is also searching and, when seriously applied,
sufficient. That it is to be applied in a tolerant
and charitable spirit and at the same time heart-

searchingly seems to be implied in such sayings as

those in which Christ refused to forbid the worker
who healed in His name though not belonging to

the apostolic circle— ' he that is not against us is for

us' (Mk 9«, Lk 9=")—and extolled the child-spirit
in the receiving of the kingdom of God (Mk 10^''

and parallels), and bade His followers beware of

false teachers in days to come :

'

By their fruits ye shall know them. . . . Not every one that
saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of
heaven ; but he that doeth the will of my Father which is in

heaven. . . . Every one therefore which heareth these words of

mine, and doeth them, shall be likened unto a wise man, which
built his house upon the rock. . . . And every one that heareth
these words of mine, and doeth them not, shall be likened unto
a foolish man, which built his house upon the sand '

(Mt 7i6-27)_

It was foreign to the method and design of Christ
to impose or to exact a precise .system or scheme of
faith. The abuses of set codes of law and doctrine
were only too obvious in His day. For the same
reasons that led Him to write out no tables of

Christian observance and practice He refrained
from exacting an ortiiodoxy with formulated
tenets. In both spheres of Christian responsibility
He preferred to bequeath a Spirit. Loyalty is

more than obedience. Faith is more than convic-
tion. To trust, to revere, and to love His person.

to receive His own Spirit and to surrender one's
life to its influence, is a surer guarantee of right-
mindedness towards Him than any acceptance
and profession of authorized opinions could ever be.

As a matter of fact, no Church in Christendom
ventures or can afl'ord to ignore those principles of

sincerity and charity in the everyday economy of
its own ecclesiastical life. Without exception a

working latitude is assumed by the members in
their relationship to official standards. In every
Church the more superstitious believe more and
the more sceptical accept less than dogma pre-
scribes. There is endless variety in the measure
of individual docility and credulity. No Church
would arraign its members by the same standard
of orthodoxy which it expects its clergy to main-
tain. Even in Churches which boast of their

orthodoxy and make a fetish of their creed there
is amazing diversity in the sense in which their
doctrines are inter])reted by parties, schools, and
individuals within their acknowledged fellowship.
In the Roman communion itself it is notorious

that, though a modernist who publishes his

opinions receives but a short shrift before excom-
munication, the moderaist who keeps his counsel
within his own private circle and performs the
duties of his office faithfully and decorously has
little to fear. And in all other Churches from
Greek Orthodoxy to Quakerism room has had to
be found for party differences which are at least as
serious as those which separate two communions
from each other. Examine the facts closely, and
it becomes apparent that they rest upon no an-
archical foundation. At bottom the explanation
is that doctrine is but one among several tests of

loyalty and bonds of fellowship. The Christian
Church is everywhere and always in principle the
communion of saints, not of identical believers.
Men look for other intercourse within her
bounds than the comparison of doctrinal notes.

Orthodoxy enjoys no evident monopoly of the
Christian spirit, of the Christian tone and accent,
of the graces and virtues of the Christian life.

Among both clergy and lay-folk, accordingly, it

is recognized in all Churches that very different

types
of doctrine may live and work together under

the shadow of a common rule of faith, united by a
common devotion to the Church's Lord and the

coming of His
Kinfjdom.

It was so among the
Twelve first called. It is so among the NT writers.

To the end of time it may well be so in the Clnux-h.
Christian remains a greater name than Oithodox
or Catholic. Ritual, doctrine, and government—
these are the spheres in which denominational
differences flourish and run riot. But not even
when they are added up to form one sum do they
become a definition of Christianity. The Christian

spirit is not confined within their provinces. It

may, indeed, thrive on a very limited portion of

their territory as Rome gained spiritual prestige
through the unwelcome shrinkage of her temporal
kingdom. Grave matters though they are, tliey
are ultimately oi)en questions, matters for contro-

versy and for compromise or toleration. Simplicity
and complexity must learn to respect eacJi other
with regard to each of them. Behind them and
above them are the ultimate tests of conformity to

the will of God and the example of Christ in the

outward life and in the secret heart. \iy com-

parison with these our ecclesiastical tests of ortho-

doxy and conformity appear poor and ineffectual

indeed. It is to travesty and caricature the

Divine Majesty to picture Him as deeply concerned

about the particular denoiuinatioii to which a

human soul before the tribunal of His Son had

belonged in life. The Salvation Army and the

Society of Friends practise neitiier baptism nor the

Lord's Supper, Imt no one will dare or care to
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unchurcli them who believes the rule ' ubi Spiritus
ibi Ecelesia.' The Unitarian fellowship declines

to profess the traditional doctrine of the Trinity,
or to accept the doctrine of the deity of Jesus, but

with Peter it iiails Jesus as the Christ and recog-
nizes in some sense Ilis divinity, and its saints,

scholars, philanthropists, and singers have not V)een

cut ofl" from the wellspring of inspiration. Partial

it may bo in its grasj) of the verities and experiences
on which anj' Church that aspires to be world-wide
and popular must depend, but it is unmistakably
Christian in its spirit and essential convictions, and
has a distinctive service to render to Christendom
as it is still constituted.

History suggests, accordingly, that, as ecclesi-

astical differentiation is not necessarily subversive
of the religious unity which underlies the denomi-
national variety of Christian life, but may be the

divinely-appointed way to the permanent enrich-

ment of Christian truth, worship, organization, so

the apparently endless diversity of the doctrinal

systems of Christendom is not necessarily destruc-
tive of the concept and ideal of orthodoxy. Vary-
ing systems teach us to look beyond the letter

which divides and distracts to the spirit which

/nay be the bond of unity and the common source
of truth. They direct our thoughts beyond the

merely or exclusively doctrinal tests of legitimacy
in the household of faith. They prompt the

thought that, as the vast empires of the future
must be erected on an ever-widening foundation of

provincial, linguistic, racial liberty and autonomy,
so in the ecclesiastical future the orthodoxy which
shall qualify for true membership in the Church
on earth must be something at once more compre-
hensive and more simple than the great oi-ganiza-
tions hitherto have formulated for the purpose.
The orthodoxy of a great communion is its fidelity
to its working creed. The orthodoxy of the uni-

versal ("liurcii is, in like manner, its fidelity not to

its formal or outward Confessions of Faith viewed
as an aggregate, nor to any mechanically extracted
essence or consensus of them, but to the living
faith, personal and intellectual, devotional and
practical, which each of the historic creeds and
formularies is an effort to capture and enshrine in

words. The Augustinian maxim,
' Securus iudicat

orbis terrarum,' which meant so much for Newman
.and his school, is a sound and invaluable principle
in religious apologetics, but it is a fond imagination
that seeks to harness it to the exclusive service of

any particular system, however imposing. Weight
of numbers, length of time, width of diffusion do
tell heavily in favour of any doctrine, worship, or

organization that is on its trial. That is beyond
question. But other things are needed. Truth is

not always on the side of the big battalions, length
of days is not immune from error. Nothing is

more universally diffused than sin or superstition.

Christianity itself not only remains but is still

likely long to remain but one of a group of religions
with millions for their following, and the orbia

terrarum has not yet completed its judgment upon
its orthodoxy, its soundness for all times, all

tongues, and all climes. We base our assurance
of its absoluteness and finality upon something
deeper than its diffusion. So with orthodoxy, we
are led to adopt a discriminating attitude towards
its claims. We recognize the honourable nature
of the principle which inspires its formulation and
recognition. We appreciate the value of the
evidence which even its excesses furnish to man's
sense of the power for good and evil which organ-
ized common opinion commands in the Church as
in the State. We see that confiicting orthodoxies

maydiscreditoneanother's exclusive claims without

invalidating the presumption that in religion there
is a, body of truth on Avhich all men might agree,

and without deterring truth-lovers from devoting
their lives to the ardent quest for it. History
does not suggest a kindly judgment upon the

political, administrative, and mechanical methods
which have been employed to secure the per-
manence of particular orthodoxies in their respec-
tive conmiunions, for Truth is a spirit and can
neither be encaged nor kept outside the bars, but
the impulse to seek for a doctrine which shall hold

good not for the individual merely but for all

believers, a doctrine which can be received as from
God because it is found to lead to God, a doctrine
which has endured the tests of time and experi-
ence, has appealed to men of varying type, temper,
and race, and contains within it the guarantee that
it will last, is not only legitimate and honourable
but vital to religion and to man.

See, further, Authority, Confessions, Coun-
cils, Creeds, Heresy, and Infallibility.

Literature.— P/i'A'^', Schaff-Herzog, CE, and A. Vacant
and E. Mangenot, Did. de thiol, catholiqxic, Paris, ISOyff.,
s.v.

; general works on Creeds and Confessions by P. Schaff
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(a vivacious and frequently illuminating literary apology,
anything but orthodox in type, on behalf of orthodoxy).

William A. Curtis.

OSSETIC RELIGION.—The Ossetes are a

people of about 170,000 souls, dwelling half-way
along the main range of the Caucasus ; their

country is about 80 miles from east to west and 50
miles from north to south ; through it runs the

only road across the mountains, the pass of Darial ;

accordingly, they alone of Caucasian peoples are

found both north and south of the watershed ; a
few also are about jSIozdok in the plain of the
Terek. They speak an Iranian language which
shows special features that also occur in the remains
of the Iranian formerly spoken in the plains of S.

Russia, viz. names found in great numbers in the

inscriptions of Olbia, Tanais, and Panticapaeum,
one or tAvo names of Sarmatians preserved in litera-

ture, and certain river names : Danube, Dnestr,

Dngpr, and Don all probably contain the Ossetic

don,
'
river.' It is therefore clear that the Ossetes

reached their present position not from the main

body of the Iranians to the south, separated from
them by the Georgians and Armenians, but from
the north ; they are the descendants of the '

0.si'

of Georgian Chronicles, the '

Yasy
'

of the Russians,
both identified with the 'Alans,' themselves de-

scribed as a branch of the Sarmatians. Their

neighbours on the north are the tribes of Kabarda
and now the Russians, on the east the Ingushes,
Kists, Pshavs, and Khevsurs, on the south the

Georgians, on the west the Balkartses, or mountain
Tatars. The last are comparatively late comers,
and the place names of their country show that it

was formerly inhabited by Ossetes. There are two
main dialects of Ossetic, Iron (the same word, it

appears, as Iran) and Digorian ; the latter, spoken
in the western district and the valley of the Urukh,
is more archaic than Iron, which has spread over

the greater part of the country. The Alans, or

Ossetes, were more or less Christianized by Byzan-
tine and Georgian missionaries, but one of them,

Theodore, in the 13th cent, calls them Christians
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in name only (PG cxl. 410, § 24). Soon after liis

time, under the influence of Tatar and Kabarda
invasions, they superficially adopted Islam. During
the past century the Russians have had a certain

success in combating Islam among them ; some,
the more genuine Musalmans, emigrated to Turkey,
while many embraced Christianity, but they are
said only to have attained to the ritual, not to the
ethics or any full understanding of their new
faith. Their religion consists, therefore, of the

original paganism into which their former Christ-

ianity has been absorbed, covered with a surface

layer of Muhammadanism now being displaced by
Christianity ; perhaps no Indo-European people
outside India has preserved so much of primitive
heathenism. This has, as it were, crystallized
about the places and persons hallowed by the
ancient missionaries, so that several of the powers
worshipped bear the mutilated names of saints, and
the most sacred spots are the sites of old churches
or monasteries ;

no doubt many of these had been
sacred long before the missionaries came.
The Ossetes reserve the name of God, Khutsau,

for the supreme divinity, the 'God of Gods,' but,

thongli often invoked in daily talk, he is regarded
as too high and inaccessible to take part in human
attairs. These are ruled by dzwars, saints or
lesser powers—a dziuar (Georgian dzhvari = ' cross ')

is anything Iioly, a cross, a praying-place, a sanc-

tuary, a foiling star, and also one of these powers
or saints—in whose train are angels, izdd (Avestic

yazata) or dawdg, and every man has a guardian
'angel. The chief of these powers are : Watsilla

(St. Elias), the lord of the thunder and also of

crops; Wastyrdzhi(St. George), imagined aB riding
on a white horse, the protector of good folk and
their cattle against thieves and wolves ; Tutyr
(St. Theodore of Tyre), lord of wolves, and to be

ajjpeased accordingly ; Falvara (SS. Florus and
Laurus), the kindly lord of sheep ; Avsati, lord of

wild creatures ; Barastyr, lord of the under Avorld,
who meets the dead and sends them to dzhndt,
'

heaven,' or zyndon,
'

hell,' according to their

deserts ; Kurdalagon, the heavenlj' smith ; Safa,

guardian of the hearth ; Donbyttyr, the water-

bogey, witli his daughters ; Sau-dzwar, the black

saint, lord of the forest ; Rynybarduag, lord of

murrain ; Alardy, lord of smallpox ; Khutsawy
Dzwar, God's saint, guardian of marriage and giver
of children ; another with much the same province
is Fyry-dzwar, tlie ram's saint, who had an idol in

the shape of a ram at Dergavs. The women chiefly
reverence Mady Mairam, Mother Mary, who takes
the form of a big stone outside each village. Every
house has its bynaty khltsau,

' lord of the place
'

; a
bride must ask his leave when departing from her
old home and must do homage to that of her new
house ; so every village has its guardian angel.
There are also patrons of robbers, of travellers, of

the back, giving clothing, of the belly, giving food,
and so on. It is remarkable that women are
allowed to pronounce the name of Alardy only ;

other powers they must refer to by a periphrasis
—

e.g., Wastyrdzhi is
' the men's saint.'

Sanctuaries as well as saints or powers are called
dzivars ; their sanctity is due to their being
regarded as the dwelling-places of the personal
dzwars. Some are regarded as holy by all tlie

Ossetes—these are mostly Christian sites—others

only by the villagers near them. By far the most
important are Kekom, once a church dedicated to

St. George, and Mykalygabyrte, which still con-
tains tlie name of St. Nicohas. The former is full

of miscellaneous offerings, horns, clay cups, glasses,
beads, coins (which no one would dare to steal),
and especially silver braid and cotton wool, once
no doubt to serve as decoration and wicks for holy
lamps, now thought of only as evidence to the dzwar

that due prayers have been offered. Tliereusedto
be a bell with a Georgian inscription recording its

dedication by George Bagration ; there were many
of the name, so the date is uncertain. It at least

points to Georgian foundation, and some families
of the neighbouring village, Tzey, trace their

descent from Georgian clergy. But other dzirars

are more primitive
—a cave, a grove, a tree, a

dolmen, a stone, and the like. Special events

may make a place become a ntvog dzwar,
' new

sanctuary.' A family might have a special dzwar.
An ancestor of the Atait was cutting wood when he
heard a voice say

' Cease.' He tried another tree
and from it flowed milk and blood. So he took the

log home as a wealth fetish, and from that time
the family waxed rich. It was kept till 1876, and

every year a ram, beer, and arak were oflered to it.

Ossetian life is around of many feasts and fasts,
several of them Christian in origin. The year
begins on the Friday following new moon in the
winter month Basiltymai (Jan. 1 is St. Basil's day) ;

next is Komakhsan, guarding the mouth, and
Komdarani, binding the mouth, corresponding to

the beginning and end of Lent ; then come Marti
(March), Nikkola (St. Nicolas, May 9), Falvara

(Florus and Laurus, Aug. 18, does not quite fit) ;

the other names, Amistol, Sosani, Rukhan, Kafti,

Gewargoba, Tsapporse, are of native origin, except
that Gewargoba contains the name George.

Religious rites are divided into two main classes :

kuod,
'

worship,' and khist, 'service of the dead.'

Essential to all are chiritd,
' thin cakes

'

; there is

usually a sacrifice as well, carried out by an old
man who prays, dn-apxeTai by singeing the hair, and
makes a libation into the fire, and a young man
who cuts the beast's throat in due fashion. When
all have sat at their tables, the head of the house-
hold makes a long prayer and the others answer
' Amen '

to it ; at the end he throws some of the

lungs wrapped in fat upon the fire. The next in

age to him makes a short prayer and pours some
arak into the fire. Food and drink being thus

blessed, the feast begins. Women do not come in,

but eat up the leavings.
The chief events of the year are : New Year and

the fetching of the waters, about Epiphany ; in

between comes a sacrifice of a lamb to the house-

spirit, part being buried inside the house ; at this

tmie of the year some people can ride to the world
of the dead and bring back the seeds of good
fortune

; but, if they are tempted to bring back
flowers or fruit, these cause epidemics. The dead
shoot at the invaders, and these, if hit, die soon
after their return.

Komakhsan, at carnival time, is the general feast

of the dead : each household in which a death has
occurred takes its part of the village and regales it

with many sheep, much arak, and beer. After a
laudation of the dead man there is a horse-race in

his honour, and his arms and belongings are given
away as prizes. Next folloAvs a month or more of

fasting in honour of Tutyr to make him keep in

his wolves and spare the sheep. Another explana-
tion is that Tshiristi ('Christ') gives a place in

heaven onlj^ to those who have duly fasted ; and

they ask Barastyr to let their deserving ancestors

enter heaven.
In the spring is a great festival to propitiate

Alardy. Families join by twos, one sacrificing an

ox, the other several sheep, and both providing
enough beer and arak to last a month. Next coiiios

the feast of St. Nicolas, one ox to every four

families. In May comes Great God's day {i.e.

Trinity Sunday) at the end of the ploughing ;
at

this time the graves of the past year arc covered
with turf. This is followed by the women's service

at the village dzivar; no man must be present

except the sacrificer, and the object is to secure the
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coming harvest. The next feast precedes the hay
harvest ;

in each ward of tlie villajie an ox is sacn-

Heed and a banquet held. At the be{,'inning of the

•irain harvest each household has its own feast ;

the special prayer is that the year's grain shall be

used for festivals and not ioT khists, or service of

the dead. In August comes the festival to Falviira

for the preservation of the cattle. Then there is

the harvest thanksgiving when the grain has been

brouglit Ijome and threshed. It is celebrated every

Sunday for a whole month. Another festival

marks the first ploughing for the winter corn ;

again the object is to secure a good crop. Next
follows Khorj'bon, specially addressed to Watsilla.

The i)raj'er is that the harvest shall be as rich as

when Watsilla sowed at Kurp (a very fertile spot)
and Mairam followed him holding the seed basket.

There is also a wearing of clothes inside out and
a dousing of a boy with small-beer, that the fields

may gi\ e corresponding overplus. At the end of

autumn is t!ie maidens' vigil on account of Mady
Mairam. They receive pies of ditierent sorts and
divine what husbands they will have by what they
find in tlie pies. The last sacrifice and feast of the

year is in honour of Wastyrdzhi. Mention may be
made of the peculiar Digorian feast of Fatzbadan ;

it lasts five days, during which there is even more

eating and drinking than usual, and a stranger
found within the house is compelled to stay through
it.

The khists in honour of the dead are as numerous
as the festivals of the dzwars. The chief, or stijr-

khist, over a dead man involves his family and
more distant kinsfolk in a sacrifice of five or more
oxen, fifty or more sheep, hundreds of gallons of

beer (made in special cauldrons 6 ft. high, for the
hire of which they pay a gallon of beer, a sheep,
and other victuals), and thousands of Mis^cakes.
All the men of the settlement are invited, and
after the feast there are races and archery with
valuable jirizes. The women have their turn, as

every Friday for a year after a death the family
must provide all victuals for a feast eaten by them
at the cemetery. Besides the styr-khist there are
nine others in the course of a jear. Families
in which several members die one after another

may be absolutelj' ruined, as to honour each of

them properly costs about £200.

The ceremonies in connexion with birth are

mainly in honour of Mady Mairam. Those of

marriage have reference to her and still more to the

house-spirit. The funeral ceremonies equip the
dead man with all that he may want in the next
world, and show clear traces that the wife and the
horse must once have followed their lord thither, as
was the custom of the Scyths and Sarmatians. For
a year after the death the widow wears deep mourn-

ing and must sit up every night till cock-crow wait-

ing her husband's return. As to the relation of

soul to body, the Ossetes believe that the soul is

quite independent ; that on the fatal day the decree
of death is made by six men (for a man) or four
women (for a woman) ; that then the ' witlidrawer
of souls

'

appears to the dj'ing man in the form of

a wolf. After the soul is withdrawn from the body
it flies above it until the burial, when it re-enters
it in the grave, but at once leaves it and flies to the
next world, where after judgment it resumes
human shape. Souls grow old in the next world
and have to be fed.

Musalman influence upon the Ossetes is shown
by their calling Muhammad the 'Son of the sun'

{Khori fyrt), and by their ablutions and observ-
ance of Friday, liamadan, and other holidays ; but
it does not soem to have sunk so deep as the Christ-

ian element, which is now being revived.

LiTKRATURE.—The best authority on the Ossetes is Vsevolod
Miller, on whose Osetinskie Etudy, Moscow, 1881-87, the above

has been based ; c(. his Die Sprache der Osseten. Much
material on their customs and beliefs is found in Sboriiik

Sv^denij o Kavkazskikh Gortsakh ('Miscellany of Information
on Caucasus Mountaineers'), Tiflis, 1871 fT., but there is very
little in languages more accessible than Russian.

E. H. MiNN.s.

OSSIANIC CYCLE.—See Fkinn Cycle.

OSTRACISM.—Ostracism Avas the method em-

ployed in Athens for the greater part of a century
for imposing a check upon the acquisition by any
politician of too great power in the State. The
name is explained by the form of voting ailopted,

according to which each voter wrote upon a

potsherd {6aTpaKoi') the name of the person to be

l^roscribed. The normal procedure was as follows.

Every year at the regular meeting of the assem-

bly (Kvpia iKKXijaia) held in the sixth prytany
(Aristotle, Ath. Pol. 43. 5) a division was taken on
the question whether the provisions relating to

ostracism should be put in force. If the question
was answered in the affirmative, a special assembly
was called to meet in the Agora for the actual

voting (Philochorus, frag. 79'' [FHG i. 3%];
Plutarch, Aristid. 7). The voters deposited in the
urn set apart for their tribe the shell containing
the name of the candidate chosen for expulsion.
In order that a definite result might be attained it

was necessary that at least 6000 votes should be

recorded ;

^
and, if this was not the case, the whole

of the proceedings became abortive. If, on the

other hand, the necessary number were i>resent
and voted, the nominee who obtained the largest
vote was proclaimed by the public herald as

subject to the penalties of ostracism. These in-

volved removal for ten years to a fixed distance

from Athens, or, in default, perpetual disfranchise-

ment {dTi/xia). The sentence must be carried out
within ten days of the decree, but was subject to

revocation by an extraordinary resolution. The
exile was allowed the enjoyment of his property

during his banishment, so long as he did not in-

fringe the prescribed limits (Arist. Ath. Pol. 22. 8 ;

Philoch. and Plut. locc. citt. ).

Ostracism was introduced by a law of Cleisthenes

(Arist. Ath. Pol. 22. 1) in the year 508-507 B.C.,

and lasted until the year 417 B.c.,^ in which

Hyperbolus was condemned. An unusual incident

of the process on that occasion was that Hyper-
bolus himself had advocated a recourse to ostracism,

but, owing to a temporary coalition of the parties
headed by Nicias and Alcibiades, he became the

victim of his own proposal (Plut. Nic.^ 11). It has

been commonly asserted that ostracism fell into

disuse because the vote condemning a worthless

person like Hyperbolus was felt as the degradation
of a punishment hitherto regarded as a distinction

rather than as a disgrace (Plut. loc. cit., quoting
Plato Comicus, frag. 187 [i. 654 K.]). This account

is accepted in substance by some modern historians

(e.g., Grote, vi. 378), but it is probable that

Hyperbolus, who was murdered in 411 by the

oligarchs at Samos (Thuc. viii. 73), although the

accident of our tradition has left his reputation at

the mercy of his unscrupulous opponents, was a

more important person than his detractors ad-

mitted (Busolt, iii. 1260). Hence it is more likely
that ostracism gradually passed out of use because

it was felt to be no longer needful as a protection

against the preponderating influence of any indi-

vidual, while at the same time it had become

subject to abuse by being employed in the interest

1 Grote (Hist, of Greece, iv. 84 n.) favours the alternative view

that the minimum applied to the number of votes given against
anv particular name. The Greek authorities bearing on the

point appear to be inconsistent ; but Plutarch's explicit state-

ment is to be preferred to the abbreviated and perhaps corrupt
text of the lexicographers.

2 For the considerations which fix the date see G. Busolt,

Griech. Gesch. iii. 1257.
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of partisanship without any resulting advantage
to the State.

It has been suggested that the law of ostracism

was formally repealed during the archonsliip of

Euclides (Lugebil, in Jahrb. fur Mass. Philol.,

Suppl. iv. 170), and that it was superseded in

practice by the ypa<ftri irapavdjxwv, which, though it

may have been earlier in existence as a means of

correcting irregularities of the statute law, first

became an important political weapon in the course

of the 4th century (J. P. Mahaffy, in Hermathena,
vii. [1881] 87 ff.).

The original purpose for which ostracism was
instituted is clearly stated by Aristotle in more
than one passage (Pol. iii. 13, 1284* 17, Ath. Pol.

22. 3), viz. the preservation of equality among the

citizens by the removal of any one whose wealth
or influence had become dangerously pre-eminent.
The peril of such exaltation had been brought
home to the Athenians by the history of the rise

of Pisistratus ; and it accords well with the pro-
fessed object of the law that the first person who
suffered under its provisions was Hipparchus, the

son of Charmus, a kinsman of Pisistratus (Arist.

Ath. Pol. 22. 4). Not long afterwards Megacles,
the son of Hippocrates and a nephew of Cleis-

thenes himself, was ostracized as an adherent of the

Pisistratids (ib. 6) ; and the first person uncon-
nected with the formerly reigning house who was

punished solely in consequence of his eminence
was Xanthippus, the father of Pericles (ib.). It

very soon came about that ostracism ceased to be

used for the welfare of the State, but was em-

ployed merely as an instrument of faction (Arist.
Pol. iii. 13, 1284*' 23) in order to suppress the

leader of a political party, and leave his opponent
free to pursue his own measures without hindrance,
or even to inflict annoyance upon an adversary by
securing the removal of his friends. Such were
the conditions when Aristides was ostracized on

the initiative of Themistocles (Plut. Aristid. 7,

Them. 5), when the obnoxious opposition of Thucy-
dides, the son of JNIelesias, to the policy of Pericles

was similarly terminated (Plut. Pericl. 14), and
when Damon the musician was banished on sus-

picion of being the secret adviser of Pericles '

[ib. 4).

While most of the recent authorities conclude

that the institution of ostracism was inspired by
fear of the return of the Pisistratid dynasty,
Grote (iv. 81-90) has argued that it was from the

beginning a carefully devised scheme for prevent-

ing the dangers likely to arise from the excessive

bitterness of party strife and inculcating in the

new democracy a growing respect for consti-

tutional permanence. The successful accomplish-
ment of its purpose is proved by the absence of

any attempt to overthrow the constitution during
the interval between the reforms of Cleisthenes

and the close of the Peloponnesian War ; and the

device itself was allowed to become obsolete when
the security of the democracy showed that it was
no longer needed. But Grote has probably ex-

aggerated the political value of ostracism, and it

is unlikely that Cleisthenes had wider aims than
those attributed to him by Aristotle.

Ostracism was in force not only in Athens, but
also in Argos (Arist. Pol. vii. [v.] 3, 1302'' 18),

Miletus, and Megara (schol. Aristoph. Eq. 855),

although notiiing is known of the details of its

working in these States. At Syracuse also there

was a similar institution known as '

petal ism
'

(7reTaXt(T/u6s) from tlie laurel leaf which was used

instead of the potsherd to receive the name of (ho

1 On the question of the identity of this Damon with Dainon-

ides, also described as a political adviHer of Pericles, see Sandys
on Arist. Ath. Pol. 27. 4; U. Wilaniowitz-MollendorfT, Aris-

toteles and Athen, 'i vols., Berlin, 1S03, i. i;!4.

statesman designated for expulsion. Petalism is

said to have been introduced at Syracuse in imita-

tion of the Athenian law, but to have lasted for

only a few years. The period of exile prescribed
at Syracuse was five years instead of the Athenian
ten (Diod. xi. 86 f.) ; but all our information on the

subject rests on very unsatisfactory authority.
LiTERATDRB.—C. Lugcbll,

' Das Wesen und die historische

liedeutunjf des Ostrakisnios in Athen,' in Jahrb. fiir klass.

Philologie, Suppl. iv. [1861] 119-175 ; J. M. J. Valeton,
' De

Ostracisuio," in Mneirumyne, .xw. [1887] 33 ff., 129 ff., 337 ff.,

357 ff., xvi. [1888] If., 162 ff., 214 ff. ; H. Hager, in Smith's
Did. oj Gr. and Rom. Ant.^, London, 1890-91, i. 818 f. ; G.
Grote, Hist, of Greece, new ed., 12 vols., do. 1869-70, iv. 79-90 ;

G. Busolt, Griechische Gesehickte, i\.'^, Gotha, 189."), pp. 439-441 ;

G. Gilbert, Handbuch der griech. StaatsaUerthuiner. i.-,

Leipzig, 1893, pp. 167 f., 346
;
K. F. Hermann and V. Thumser,

Lehrbuch der griech. Staatsaltertiimer^, do. 1889-92, § 71, p.
405. A. C. Pearson.

OSTYAKS. — Three diflerent tribes of N.W.
Siberia are known under this name ; the Ugrian
(Ougrian) Ostyaks, the Samoyedic Ostyaks, and
the Yenisei Ostyaks. The Ugrian Ostyaks live

along the Ob, the Irtysli and its tributaries the
Konda and the Vasyugan, in the Tobolsk Govern-

ment, and in the Narimsk District of the Tomsk
Government. Their number in 1897 was 17,221

(9012 males). The Samoyedic Ostyaks, or Ostyak-
Samoj'eds, live along the rivers Baikha, Tymsk,
Karaiconsk, Karasinsk, and Taz. Their number
in 1897 was 5805 (2962 m.). The Yenisei Ostyaks
live along the Yenisei from the village of Antitsi-

ferova near Yeniseisk to the lower Kureika, a

tributary of the Yenisei, and along the tributaries

Stony Tunguska, Bakhta, Lower Tunguska, Kur-
eika, and the little left tributary Yeloguya. They
numbered in 1897 about 988 altogether (535 m.j.
From various local administrative and ecclesiastical

papers we may suppose that the number of Ostyaks
of Yenisei has since decreased.

The first two peoples, though of diflerent stock,
are linguistically as well as racially akin, both

forming groups of Gastrin's ^

Uralo-Altayan family
of races, while the Yenisei Ostyaks are linguisti-

cally like none of the living tribes in Siberia, and
were perhaps originally also unlike

physically, but
the admixture of Russian and other blood makes
it difficult to define their physical type now.
The name 'Ostyak' has no linguistic affinity with any of the

languages of the three peoples. The Ugrian Ostyaks are known
also simplj' as Ostyaks, or as V^ra, Yugra ; the Yenisei Ostyaks
as Yeniseians, being the oldest inhabitants of the Yenisei of all

the peoples now living along that river. The Ostyak-Samoyeds
really form one group of the Samoyed tribes, and will be dis-

cussed in the art. Samoted.s.

Under the existing Russian administration all

three nations and their clans are mixed, and arti-

ficially divided into rody,
'

clans,' with territorial

names ; the more scientific books and educated

travellers, however, will never confuse these tribes.

I. Ugrian Ostyaks. — i. Ethnolog^y.
— The

origin of the name Ostyak has been variously

explained.
Novicki (1715)2 naively suggests that it may be derived from

the Russian osti, 'fish-bones,' for the Ostyaks, living chiefly on
raw fish, leave heaps of fish-bones behind them after camping.
His other derivation is from the Russian word ostatki, the re-

mains of the only large nation of Ugra who once lived, as some
authors say, in the middle of the present Russia, according to

others, on both sides of the Urals. Wherever their original home
was, it is certain that the Ostyaks in Kurope have been nearly
exterminated or merged into the neiglibouring Zyryan, Vogul,
and Samoyed tribes, and it is only in W. Siberia that they
remain in comparative integrity.
One of the more probable explanations of the name is that

deriving Ostyak from Asyakh,
'

peoj)le of Ob,' the local name of

the Ostyaks of the Ob in "contradistinction to the Ostyaks of the

Konda or other rivers and lakes, although the general name by
wliich the Ostyaks as well as the Voguls call themseh cs is iiiaii.<!

or man's
;
in older days they are sui)posed to ha\ e called them-

selves Arvakhi (at; 'many' ; kho, 'man').
The most probable derivation is from tlie Tatar word oiishtak,

1 Nordinche Reisen und Forschungen, ii. 75, iv. (' Ethnologische

Vorlesungen ') 14 f.

- Kratkiwe opisanye o narodie ostyatskom, ed. Mamoff, p. 28.
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•barbarian,' bv which tlie Tatars called all the tribes of the

middle Yenisei and llie Ob when they came to the Yenisei

vaUev in the 13th centurv. It is they who are responsible for

the classing of different tribes together under one name. In

the old Novgorod annals of the 11th cent, the Ostyaks are

known as Ugra, while Iheir neighbours, the Samoyeds, are

known under their present name. The entry for the year l:«)8

mentions the Voguls as distinct from but allied to the Ugra ;

the same nomenclature is to be found in 1483, when the Moscow

military expedition conquered the lands of these tribes. The

Russians have probably adopted the Tatar word Oushtak, which

was perhaps already corrupted into Ostyak. The old name

Ugra, Yogra (plur. Yograjass), is still used by the Zyryans for

their neighbours, the Ostyaks of the Urals. The Samoyeds call

the Ostvaks Yarai;, Yargai (yara, 'stranger'), which some

l)eople think is derived from jiigra. Still more problematic is

the derivation of Yurak from ugra,jogra. The Yurak, like the

Ostvak-Samoyeds, form a group of Siberian Samoyeds, and their

name may very well be derived from their word yurC hundred ').

The Finno-Ugrian tribes form four linguistic

groups: (1) the Ugrian, to which at the present

day the Voguls and the Ostyaks belong, and from

Avhich the ]Magyar.s branched off; (2) the Permian,
to which the Votyaks, Permiaks, and Zyryans
belong ; (3) the Cheremiss and Mordvin ; (4) the

Western Finnic group, to which the Finlanders,

Chud, Vess, Ests, and Lives belong ; to this group

may also be added the Laplanders.
l^ischer^ think.s that the Samoyeds and the

Ugrian Ostyaks are the renmants of a once large
nation of raid-Siberia, called Chud. This historical

and ratlier vague name must not be confused with

that of the Finnic tribe mentioned above, who in-

habit N.E. Europe. According to Fischer, these

ancient Chud were driven northward by Tatar and

Kirghiz, migrating from the Sayan mountains to

the banks of the Yenisei. But it seems fairly
settled now that most of the so-called Chud remains
in Siberia should be ascribed to the old Turkic and
Turkicized tribes, and perhaps Strahlenberg

^ is

more correct in thinking that the Ugrian Ostyaks
at any rate, if not the Samoyeds also, are of Fin-

nish parentage and have migrated from Lapland
eastward and southward. The Finnic physical

type is generally understood to be fair, reddish-

haired, light-eyed, and long-headed, but, even if

it were so originally, at the present moment the

division of the Russian investigator Mainoff^ of

the Finnic tribes into dark-haired and fair-haired

is the only one justified by the facts. The Ugrian
Ostyaks would belong to the dark-haired section,

and are, vaguely speaking, mesaticephalic or doli-

chocephalic, and the Mongoloid influence is less

seen among them than among the Mordvins,

although the Ugrian Ostyaks now live almost

entirely in Asia and the Mordvins in Europe. The
lack of a sufficient number of anthropometric data
makes it difficult to define their type more closely
than has been done by S. Shirokogorov.* He bases

his generalization on the researches of Rudyenko,
who places the Ostyaks according to their physical

type between the Voguls and the Samoyeds.^
About a thousand years ago, when the Ostyak

lands still stretched into E. Europe, though the

eastern corner of Siberia was also occupied by them
at that time, the Magyars went to the Danube
valley, and are now known as Hungarians. In

the middle provinces of Russia there are numerous

place- and river-names of Ugrian origin, and it is

probable that, while the Ostyaks had to give up
their European dominions to the Russians, they
concentrated in W. Siberia, fighting with the

Samoyeds, who were then losing their southern

Siberian dominions, for supremacy in the lands

between the Ural and tlie Ob.
1 Sibirische Gesch., § 6.5, p. 120, § 67, p. 123, § 69, p. 129.

2 Das nord- und oatliche Teil von Europa und Agien, pp.

36,64.
3D. N. Anuchin, 'Ostvaki,' in Andreyevski, Uncyclopcedia,

Petrograd, 1S97, xxii. 368-370.
4 Zadachi Antropologii v Sibiri, p. 23.

* Rudvenko has taken measurements of 127 Ostyaks ; see

his ArUropolfKilcheskiya Iznledovanya Inorodtsev Syevyero-

Zapadnoi Sibiri.

These fights are vividly described in the old

heroic epos of the Ostyaks, which has been speci-

ally studied by L Patkanoff. Neither the Samoyeds
nor the Ostyaks were exterminated as a result of

the fighting. Some of the latter, such as the

Narimsk Ostyaks, were merged into the Samoyed
tribes, but the nucleus of the Ostyak nation still

exists on the same lands as they have occupied for

many centuries, and they still number about 17,221 ,

while of the Voguls there are only 6500.

The heroic epos, Tarnyn-ara (am,
'

song
'

; Tarn,

Taran, Tarin, an evil anthropomorphic power,

bringing war, sickness, etc.), does not mention any
fights with the Tatars, who subdued the whole
\ alley of the Irtysh not earlier than the end of the

14th and the beginning of the 15th century. Nor
does this epos mention the fights with the power
who succeeded the Tatars in subduing the Ostyaks,

namely the Muscovites. While the Ostyaks had

already had to fight with the Novgorodians in the

nth cent., when the latter took possession of the

White Sea, and made military expeditions against
the Ugra, they were not conquered, and paid taxes

only when these were exacted at the point of the

Novgorodian sword, but in 1581 the Ugra did

succumb to the Muscovites, and in 1586 the first

Russian ostrog, or Cossack settlement, was built

at the mouth of the Irtysh on pure Ostyak land.

It was only after a long and hard struggle, how-

ever, and not until 41 Ostyak villages had been

destroyed, that the Russians conquered them ;

later the Ostyaks helped the Russians in conquer-

ing other native tribes.

The Ostyaks live in three groups : the northern

Ostyaks, in the northern Berezovsk District ; the

eastern Ostyaks, along the Surgut and the Vasugan
as far as its tributary the Chayanka ; and the

south-western or Irtysh Ostyaks, in the northern

part of the Tobolsk District, along the Ob, the

Irtysh, and the Konda. The Surgut is said to be

the" purest of the Ostyak dialects.

2. Material culture.—The Tarnyn-ara gives the

following picture of Ostyak life in pre-Tatar times.

While their general material welfare has changed
for the worse since then, yet the northern and
eastern Ostyaks have not changed much in their

material culture. The south-western Ostyaks are

the most affected by Russian colonization, and in

some places they give up their nomadic life, though

they remain seasonal nomads ; i.e., they live in their

wooden huts for the fishing season, and often for

the hunting season as well. Very few of them
take up agriculture. Syphilis and other diseases,

and the abuse of vodka, are most prevalent among
these Ostyaks.
The northern and eastern Ostyaks are wanderers, living in

reindeer-skin tents, and occasionally in half-underground log-
huts covered with snow. Their summer tents and domestic

utensils are made of birch-bark. Their occupations are hunting,

reindeer-breeding, and fishing ; they also fish through the ice.

In summer they eat raw fresh fish, in winter frozen fish. The

bowels, heart, and liver of reindeer are eaten raw, still warm,
after the killing of the reindeer ; the rest of the meat is usually

cooked. The sledges are made of driftwood, and joined by being
sewn with skin thongs : the runners for winter are covered

with reindeer-skin. The winter dress is made of reindeer-skin,

or birds' skin, ornamented with furs of other animals; the

summer dress is often of nalim (fish)-skin, or woven by women
from the nettle plant ((7rh"c(i). The same material is used for

mosquito nets. The Russian cotton shirt is very little known

among the northern Ostyaks, but the south-western Ostyaks
use more and more European cloth.

3. Social customs.—In the north the old custom
of burying the dead in a canoe is still in practice.

All the belongings of the dead man are laid in the

grave. To show their sorrow, the relatives tear

hair from their heads and throw it on the body ;

this will help the soul-life of the dead. Those in

mourning go a couple of days with unwashed body
and unkempt hair. The widow makes a wooden
doll representing her husband, dresses it in his
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clothes, and treats it as her husband for a year ;

then she buries it also.

A woman just before her confinement is separated
from society, and lives for three weeks in a special
tent wliich no man is allowed to enter. After her
seclusion she is purified by jumping three times

through the fire.

In olden days the Ostyaks used to tatu their

bodifes with red oclire or soot, Avith which they
coloured their dress and even '

signed
' Russian

official papers. At the present day their '

sig-

nature,' like that of the other northern Siberians,
is a drawing of a bow and arrow.
When a girl marries, a bride-price (kalym) is

paid, and only when the wliole of this has been
received is the girl allowed to be taken by the

bridegroom. When visiting his betrothed, the

young man has to enter the tent with his face

turned away, lest he should show his face to his

parents-in-law, towards whom he has to observe
various prohibitive restrictions {e.g., he must avoid

meeting his mother-in-law). The bride has to

observe the same restrictions towards the bride-

groom's family until her first child is born. Clan

exogamy was until recently strictly kept, even

though the clan was composed of people who were
not blood-relations. Now that the south-western
and many of the northern Ostyaks are nominal
Christians, the marriage ceremonies are a com-
bination of Christian and shamanist rites.

In comparison with the old war epic, Tarnyn-
ara, the language of which is known to very few

Ostyaks of to-day, the modern songs and tales

seem very poor. Yet even now, especially under
the influence of vodka, or of a particular kind of

fungus, of which they eat seven, fourteen, or even

twenty-one at once, in order to become intoxicated,
the Ostyaks sing to the accompaniment of the
'swan' (Russian lebied, Ostyak toron-iix), or of

the dombra (Russ. ; Ostyak tiares-iix). The latter

is said by the Ostyaks to be their original instru-

ment, and indeed the five reindeer-sinew strings of

the nares-iix correspond to the five notes of the

Tarnyn-ara melody. The Ostyaks of Konda call

the toron-iix ' Ob music,' and say that this instru-

ment, in the form of a swan, and with nine metal

strings, came to them from certain of their Ob
neighbours.
At the time of the Tarnyn-ara the Ostyaks were

composed of many small sovereignties, each with
a chief, living in a settlement, village, or perhaps
small town. They were all united into a con-

federacy, with a chief (yor, ur, urt) over all the
other chiefs. His subjects were known as mygdnt-
yaks,

'

earth-people,' for they lived in half-under-

ground dwellings ; there were also slaves—tey-ort,
'

man-slave,' and tey-ney or ort-ney,
' woman-slave.'

The chief was identified with the hero (xirt).

Their legends say that after the Russian con-

quests the Ostyak heroes were taken by the gods
up to the sky, and there they live as noly men ;

the Ostyaks bring sacrifices to them even now.

4. Religion.—(«) Gods and spirits.
—Many of the

Ostyaks have since 1715 belonged officially to the
Russian Orthodox Church, but this has not in-

fluenced their shamanist beliefs and practices to

any great extent, and in the Berezov and Taz Dis-
tricts they are even officially still classed as pagan.

Tlie dualistic division of gods and spirits is very
strongly marked. The chief gods are represented
by anthropomorphic figures, or sometimes by stones
of peculiar shape. These are seldom kept in their

tents; there are special places for them, usually
among the hills and mountains. Near these sanc-
tuaries there is usually a shaman (medicine-man),
who looks after the image of the god, whose special

protection he enjoys while he is performing his

shamanistic ceremonies. All the propitiatory cere-
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monies take the form of sacrifices to the gods,
either of objects, especially of dresses, which are

put on the figure one on the top of another, or

sometimes of blood-sacrifices, consisting in the

killing of animals and the smearing of the lips of

the figure with their blood. Each god has his

sijecial sphere of influence.

There are three great gods common to all the

Ostyaks—Yeman' gnyem, called by some Yega-tei-
igenen,

' the old man from the mouth of the Ob '

;

the goose-god ; and the god of the Konda.
The descriptions of ' the old man from the mouth

of the Ob' are somewhat confused. Sometimes he
is the god of all fish (according to the Ostyaks, all

the fish in creation live in the Ob and its tribu-

taries) ; every season the first catch of fish is sacri-

ficed to him, and many other sacrifices of animals
or various objects are placed on the spot where he

lives, the cape at the mouth of the Ob which bears

his name, in order to secure good weather and
divert unfavourable winds. The god of river-

fertility, he also shows the way to travellers in

winter, for he keeps fires burning (auroj-a borealis)

during the winter darkness. He does not, how-
ever, always inhabit the mouth of the Ob ; every
alternate three years he spends at the mouth of

the Irtysh. Thus it seems that the Ostyaks, by
moving him from place to place, hope to secure his

patronage for both rivers. His figure is made of

driftwood, with eyes of glass and breast of plated
gold. He also has small metal horns. His first

garment is of ' worms' skin,' above wliich he wears
a large number of different dresses which have
been offered to him as sacrifices. One detail

suggests that this old man of the mouth of the
Ob and the Irtysh may be derived from the hero
who once lived among the Ostyaks, and whose
deeds are recorded in their songs—he is alwaj's

represented with a bow and arrows and a shield.

The chief good god of the Voguls, Kors-Torum,
and his son Yanykh-Torum, are never represented
with weapons. Nobody may hunt or shoot near
the place where the image of Yeman' gnyem is

kept, or take water from the river near by, or

pitch a tent in the neighbourhood, except the
shaman who looks after the god.
The goose-god is the protector of all birds—i.e.

the birds of the river Ob. His figure resembles a

goose, and is made of copper and clothed with

many sacrificial garments. He lives in the Byelo-
gorsk hills near the Ob, and the shaman who looks
after him also looks after the nest in which he

lives, made of pieces of skin, fur, and cloth.

About the god of the Konda we know very little.

The chief destructive god is Tarn, god of war,
sickness, bad weather, and everything destructive
to life. This god is usually represented as a
female ; her full name is Ey-vet'ne kimtaran,
'double Tarn with one face.' She is also the

personification of flames of fire. Of a man who
has experienced great hardships the Ostyaks say
that he has ' seen the face of Tarn.'

In the northern part of the mouth of the Ob, to

the north of the abode of the good god, the pro-
tector of Ob, lives a dark under-world spirit some-
times called by the Vogul name Kul Odyr. The
dark spirits dependent on him are known &smenkva
(Vogul).
Some of the heroes of the old Ostyak folk-songs

are believed to have gone, after their death, to the

sky, and to live there in the form of iron wolves

(hirt yevra), and, since the Ostyaks no longer
make war for themselves, these lieroes are now
imagined as destroying the enemies of the Russians,
the allies of the Ostyaks.

Besides these great gods, each Ostyak tent has
a lesser family-god. Mystical properties are pos-
sessed by the swan and the goose among birds and
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by the bear among animals, but by none more

prominently than the bear. After a bear has been

killed, his body is placed on the ground and the

people dance rountl it, saying :

' We did not want to kill you, we are not to be blamed. The
Russians have beaten the iron for the arrow-heads and the wing
of the arrow we received from Eagle Father.'

{b) 'The soul. The Ostyaks believe that man is

composed of the body, its shadow, and its soul.

After death the soul, with the characteristic in-

dividuality of the man, is reborn in some baby of

the same clan, while the shadow goes to the under
world, and there lives another life similar to the
life that it lived on the earth.

(c) Shamnnism.—The office of shaman is not

necessarily hereditary. The shaman chooses a
successor, male or female. When the spirits pass
into the newly-chosen shaman, he has to suffer

both physically and mentally. He is recognized
as a shaman when he knows how to deal with the
dark spirits. The shaman's costume is very similar
to that of the Samoyedic shaman, and is made of

reindeer-hide with many metallic jingles. At one
point in his incantations the shaman must have
las face covered with a piece of cloth. The drums
of the Ostyak shamans differ from the type used
by the other natives along the Yenisei in being
round instead of oval.

II. Ostyaks of the Yenisei or Yeniseians.—I. Ethnology.—According to Castren.^ the Yen-
iseians belong to the Indo-Chinese linguistic group,
and their only relatives in Siberia were the not
long extinct Arine, Kotte, and Assane. In physical
type the Ostyaks of the Yenisei dilier from their

neighbours in the fact that none of the latter,

namely the Tunguses, Ugrian Ostyaks, Samoyeds,
and Yakuts, are so decadent or have such mixed
blood in their veins, so that the latter tribes have
a more characteristic racial type.
The Ostyaks of the Yenisei were fi'om the 7th

cent, under Turkic and Uigur influence ; then came
the Mongols in the 13th cent., while, since the

beginning of the 17th, Russian influence has over-
ridden all others. Hence it is no wonder that their

present physical type is different from what it was
in pre-Turkic times. It is supposed, though not

proved, that they are descendants of the old Dinlin

(Ting-ling) people who, together Avith the Usuni
and the Khakas (Kirghiz), were, according to the
Chinese annals (Radlott,* Bichurin*), of fair com-
plexion, fair hair, and blue eyes. Of these three

peoples we can trace so far only the Kiiakas, who
in the 7th cent, took the name of Kirghiz, and
came under the domination of the Turkic tribe
Tiukiu (called by the Chinese Tchili, Dili, or Tele),
whose language and script they ado]jted on the

pisanitsy (pictographs), and later of the northern

Uigur (called by the Chinese Kao-tche). In 970
the Khakas were strong enough to subdue the

Uigur, but in the 13th cent, they could not stand

against the Mongols. Yet the latter did not
subdue them for any length of time, and, after

fighting for about a quarter of a century against
the Russians, whose conquests they could not
check, most of them migrated to the other side of
the Sayan mountains to the steppes of S. Mongolia.
The rest were merged in the Turkic and Mongolic
people of the Minusinsk country.

All this has been traced partly from Chinese annals and partly
from the old Khakas pisanitsy from the Orkhon valley and the
Minusinsk country, wliich have been deciphered by V. Thonisen
and Radloff.'* It may be supposed that the Dinlin tribe was
similar to that of the Khakas-Kirghiz, but the link between

1 ii. 281, iv. 87. "i Aus Sibirien, i. 123 f., 136.
3 Sobranye svyedenii o narodahh nbitayushchikh, i. 443.
4 Thomsen,

' D6chiffrement des inscriptions de I'Orkhon et de
Vlenisei,' BiUl. Ac Science, Copenhagen, 1894, pp. 1-15, 'In-

scriptions de I'Orkhon,' M^moires de la Soc. Finno-Ougri^nne,
V. [Helsingfors, 1894] 17

; RadlofiE, Die alttilrkischen Inschri/ten
der JUongolei, pp. 425-503.

them is missing. One of the clans of the Kyzj'l
' Tatars '—Shin—is said to be of Yenisei-Ostyak origin.

The present Yeniseians have lighter hair than
the dark brown or black hair of the Samoyeds,
Ugrian Ostyaks, and Tunguses, and blue eyes are
also found ; but this must rather be ascribed to an
admixture of Russian blood. The name by which
they call themselves, according to Novicki,i is

Tindigyet, according to Gastrin,
^ Kanasket (derived

probably either from the river Kan or from the
river Ulukan), while V. I. Anuchin,* with whom
the present writer's own observation agrees, says
that they use for themselves the name Din (

'

people').

According to Radlofl',* the still existing tribe of

Koibal, living on the right side of the middle
Abakan, or the greater part of them, are of Yen-
iseian (Yenisei-Ostyak) origin, while Kai Donner,®
the student of the Samoyedic and Finnic languages,
believes them to be Tatarized Samoyeds, who one
hundred years ago spoke Samoyedic, like the nearly
extinct Kamashints (Kamajenil), a few of whom
still live in the Kansk District.

2. Material and social culture.—All the Ostyaks
of the Yenisei live along the rivers, grouped into

seven clans of unequal size, and are fishermen,

usually working for one of the Russian traders.

Their hunting and trapping also are limited to the
area in the neighbourhood of the river. A small
number of them possess reindeer, and consequently
lead a really nomadic life ; others have adopted a
more settled mode of life, never, however, living

long in one place. Demoralized, weak, unhealthy,
fond of alcohol and tobacco, like all the natives,

they are yet kind-hearted, and, as a rule, honest ;

they are, on the whole, the most hopelessly de-

generate of all the tribes of the Yenisei region.
In their social life they have preserved very few

of their old customs connected with birth, death,
or marriage, although one of the old customs still

enforced is that of avoidance of father- and mother-
in-law. In their religion, on the other hand,
although they are all officially reckoned as

members of the Russian Orthodox Church, they
have remained comparatively faithful to their old

traditions.

3. Religion.
—The gods of the Yeniseians may

be grouped in two classes.

(«) The benevolent gods.
—The highest kind god

is Ess, whose duties are somewhat vaguely de-

scribed, as is the people's relation to him. No one
ever saw him, for he lives above the seventh sky.
He does not take part in human affairs ; only once
a year, on the longest day of spring, he makes a
review of the earth and the stars. The people
celebrate this day with feasting, during which
women dance an erotic dance. This celebration

has no direct connexion with Ess as an anthropo-
morphic god, but, since the sky is also called Ess,
it may be a ceremony connected with sky-worship,
on his special day of the year.
Next to Ess they put Tomam (am, 'mother').

She lives among the rocks of the far south, and is

very beautiful and kind. Everj^ spring she ascends
a high rock on the coast of the Yenisei and shakes
iier hands over the river ; from her sleeves fall

downy feathers, which change, while floating to

the river, into geese, swans, and ducks ; these fly

northwards to the Yeniseians. She is the personi-
tication of the warm and fertile south.

Besides these two most important, there are

some other less important deities. Such are the

eskyns, the servants of Ess ; in winter they keep a

fire burning in the sky (aurora borealis), to see by
its light what the bad goddess Khosadam is doing
in her dark northern region. Some of the mythical

1 p. 7. 2 ii. 281.
3 Ochork shamanstva u Yenisseyskikh OUyakov, p. 37.

4 Aus Sibirien, i. 209.
5 In a private communication to the writer.
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persons, such aa Alba, the hero defender of the

country, who had to struggle with Khosadam for

the sake of his nation, rise also to the dignity of

deities who live in the three skies nearest to the
earth. Alba is expected to return to the earth
when the Yeniseians need him very much.
The other mythical person who is worshipped is

Dokh, the greatest shaman of all time, and the
law-maker. 'So said Dokh,' is the usual end of

Bongs, legends, and proverbs. Dokh cannot return
to the earth till his ulvei, the most important of
his souls, is freed from the power of Khosadam by
the hero Alba.^

(b) Malevolent powers.—The Yeniseians are, on
the whole, more occupied with struggles against
bad powers than with the worship of good ones.
Chief of these bad spirits is Khosadam, who was
once the wife of Ess, but left him, together Avith
her servants, and went to live with the moon, Khyp
{i.e. 'grandfather'). Ess punished her by throw-

ing her down to the earth, where she now symbol-
izes cold, darkness, sterility, disease—everything
bad that can happen to men. To punish the

moon. Ess made him serve man, for whom he
divides the time and also foretells the weather.
Khosadam is personified as having decaying eyes,
dishevelled hair, and animal paws ; her servants,

kyns or selkyns, are black birds with hooked beaks.
Khosadam once lived in the southern Yenisei, but
was driven to the north by the hero Alba, since
her presence distui'bed the peace of the Yeniseians.
As the Yeniseians advanced northwards, pushed by
some 'people from the mountains,' Alba drove
Khosadam still further north to the 'dead island,'
where no one can touch her ;

' even a Russian
cannot thaw her ice.'^ No animals except fishes

(which have no soul) are at her disposal.
Less evil but still mischievous is Dototam, who

owns the mountains. In spite of the ending of the
name, Dototam is a masculine being, personified
by night-birds, who frighten people with their

screaming, and have the bat as their best friend.
As long as men do not look for his home Dototam
is not harmful.

According to V. I. Anuchin,^ the Ostyaks of the
Yenisei believe also in spirits of the forest, and of

water, and in the daughters of the latter ; the

conceptions of all these resemble the Russian con-

ceptions of the owners of forest and water. These
spirits were sent down to earth at the same time
as Khosadam. Lityss, the spirit of the forest, has
fur like a bear, and leaves tracks like a reindeer.

In every tent there is also the spirit protector of

the household (alalt), who looks after the people at

night when they are asleep. This alalt is friendly,
but there are also alalt of wind, and of mice, who
are harmful. As protection against these their

figures are carved and thrown into the river.

(c) The soul. — Every man, according to the

philosophy of the Yeniseians, has seven souls. All
animals except fishes have one soul, and the bear
has two, one an animal soul (kontol), the other the
soul life possessed by men also [ulvei). Man gets
most of his souls from his mother, who again
acquires them in the course of eating plants and
animals before the child is born. His chief soul,
ulvei, he gets from outside after he is born. The
ulvei is personified as a minute man, and its

picture is always represented on a shaman's coat.
Man's souls are situated in his head and Iieart, but
the ulvei is outside the man, though near him.
When the ulvei is sick, his condition reflects on the
man, and the shaman has to find and cure the
ulvei, and occasionally to light to free it from
the power of the bad spirits.

(d) Death.—When Khosadam eats the idvei, the
man dies. But Alba often appears and frightens

1 V. I. Anuchin, p. 7. - lb. p. 5. 3 /ft. p. e.

Khosadam so much that her bowels are relaxed
and all the souls are set free. A good shaman can
achieve the same result. The souls are immortal.
In olden days man also was immortal. It is owing
to the dog that people die now.

'

Long ago when the first old man died, people were weeping,
80 Es8 sent to them a dog with the message that they must not
be afraid, but must wrap the old man up in grass and put him
up in a tree. But the dog cheated them, and told them to bury
the dead man in the ground. Since then all men die, and the

dog was punished by being left to live on the earth and eat
human excrement '

i
(this is the habit of dogs in the north).

After the death of the man his souls go one after
another to the seven underground caves, wiiere
are neither sun nor stars, and where in a river a

special kind of fish lives, but where only one land-

animal, the mammoth, lives. From there the
souls return to the earth, entering animals or

plants before returning to man. The ulvei, how-
ever, can go only to the bear. When the bear feels

the moment of death approaching, he goes to his

cousin, man, and asks him to free the ulvei. The
man kills the bear, and tiien makes a little image
of the man-bear which he places on some tree. By
this act the soul of the bear is freed.

(e) Burial—At the present time the Ostyaks of

the Yenisei bury their dead in accordance with the
Russian Church regulations; i.e., they dig the

grave in the earth, and carry the dead man in

a sleigh or in a canoe with his head turned to

the front. But in olden days they used to cut a

piece out of a tree, lay their dead in the cavity,
and then force the piece back into its original
position.

(/) Animal-worship.—Although the Ostj^aks of

the Yenisei live almost exclusively on fish, there is

no role for fish, as there is none for insects, in their
shamanistic conceptions. Of trees the birch is

connected with shamanism, of flowers the red lily,

concerning the origin of which there is the legend
that it is a drop of the blood of the hero Alba, shed
when he was coming from the north after a severe

fight with Khosadam. Although there are no

re]itiles north of the Middle Tunguska, the serpent
(tikh), which is the servant of Kllo^iadam, is very
often represented. The bat and the mole (lya) are
also symbols of black magic. The eagle, the

diver, the swan, the bear, the reindeer, and the red

squirrel are symbols of white magic.
(g) Idea of the universe.—To the Ostyaks of the

Yenisei the earth is flat, surrounded by seven seas ;

above it there are seven skies, and beneath seven

underground worlds. All these have to be repre-
sented on the shaman's drum. Each of tiie skies
has a fire burning—the sun—and also the moon.
The Bear constellation is called Kay, i.e. 'elk.'

The four stars of the constellation are the feet of

the elk, the other three stars represent the iiunters.

The first star represents the Tungiises, the second
the Ostyaks of the Yenisei, and the tliird the
Russians. By means of this constellation the

Ostyaks of the Yenisei divide the seasons of

the year. Orion is called Seld, and is said to be
the head of a reindeer which belonged to the hero
Alba. Fire is still respected, though no longer
worshipped ; no dirt must be tlirown into the fire,

nor must it be touched with a knife.

(/t) Tlie shaman.—There may be distinguished
two kinds of shamans, dark and liglit, the latter

being the more numerous. The dark medicine-

man, or woman, is called nikkor, or banoket, 'man
from the ground.' The smith also is supposed to

have a certain amount of supernatural black power.
In the tent of tlie black shanuvn skins of the mole
or the bat are always to be found hanging from
the tent-pole. These people shamaiiize only during
the dark nights. They can send a man a disease,

but they can also, as well as the white shaman,
1 V. I. Anuchin, p. 12.
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cure it, and foretell the future ; but, while perforra-

'u\g their magic ceremonies, tliey -would address

Khosailam as tlieir mistress. Not very much is

known about the way in which they are prepared
for their ollice. The white shaman, or se7iin

(feminine se7iim), receives the shamanistic power
from father or mother. When they start their

period of preparation, they are called dadii,
' chosen.' During the first year the shaman is

called khyny-senin, 'little shaman.' For this

period he possesses only the drum-stick as the
instrument used during incantations. The next

year he is called scnin, and is given the ceremonial
head-band and apron, and a new drum-stick.
Later a drum is made for him. Most of the
shamans are senin till the end of their lives ; only
exceptional shamans, who are now dying out, are

ka-senin, and possess two drums.

The full shamanistic costume consists of boots, apron, a head-
band or a crown, coat, gloves, drum with drum-stick, and staff,
all of them prepared by other people, not by the shaman him-
self, and ornamented with sj'mbolic figures.
The first symbol of the shaman's dignitj', and one of the

most important, is the drum-stick, called khat-bull,
' the feet of

the drum,' or donamas-bull, 'the third leg.' Sometimes the
Yeniseian shamans compare the drum-stick to a whip, and use
it as such when riding on their imaginary travels. Sometimes
it is used as well as the shaman's staff to fight the spirits with.
The drum-stick is used not only for striking the drum, but also
for foretelling the future, for which purpose the shaman's staff

or the domestic god, or alalt, is also used. The drum-stick is

used for curing sickness by rubbing it over the part affected.
One side of it is covered with fur, the other is divided into black
side (the earth) and red side (the sky), and on the margin of the
two is a metal figure of a snake.
The head-band or crown, both called sendady, the apron

(kuti), the coat (kat or yelen), as well as the boots and garters,
have as one of the necessary ornaments figures of people and of
the male and female sexual organs separately {hyss and luss).
The crown is made of a few plates of iron, a circular knife pro-
jects from the front of it, and reindeer horns from the top of it.

The latter, which symbolize the speed with which the shamans
move on their imaginary journeys, are to be seen also on
the shaman's coat. "The knife helps the shaman to cut his way
through the clouds. The figures on the apron represent din,

'people,' whether in human form or only the sexual organs of

both sexes ; others are heroes and good spirits. In the middle
of the apron there is a face of Dokh, the traditional great
shaman, and above him two representations of the sun and
moon. On the shaman's boots there are drawings of trees and
stars just under the knee, showing how high the shaman can
rise, leaving the stai-s on a level with his knees. As a symbol of
the steadiness of the shaman's legs, long irons hang on the
boots in the form of bears' and human bones. And, to strengthen
his legs still more, these figures, while being made, are kept for
a long time in a salted liquid. Then the shaman can easily walk
in the stony underground mountains. The spirit of the wind is

represented by a human figure, to sj-mbolize the speed of the
shaman's movements, and the image of an eagle's claw helps
him to catch and destroy the evil spirits.
The drum (khass or khasn) is round in form, and on the upper

side, which is covered with reindeer-hide, symbolic pictures are

painted in red ochre, expressing the idea of the universe of this

people. In the middle there is a picture of a shaman, the sun,
and the moon, and from the shaman's head five rays branch out,
on each of which a bird is sitting. This signifies the shaman's
thoughts, winging their way forth with the speed of a bird's

flight. Round these pictures there are dots indicating the seven
seas, and on the lower part of the drum there is a prominent
portion of the surface without figures. This indicates the hole
in the earth, bandakan, through which the shaman communi-
cates with the underground world. On the inner side of the
drum metallic jingles represent the spirits which serve the
shaman during his incantations. Everj' time the shaman
receives a new drum the number of spirit symbols increases.
The five iron bars across the drum, from which the images of
the spirits are hung, are called uunsin,

' a place to sit on,' and
the wooden handle of the drum, which is found on the inner
side, in the middle, is protected by an iron bracelet called

khynsin, to prevent the shaman's hand from coming into contact
with the powerful spirits. To the wooden bar on both sides of
the handle several metal figures of birds are attached ; these
are, first, the two-headed eagle (dokhdady) who taught the first

shaman, Dokh, his shamanistic art
; second, the swan, called

' white bird of the goddess Tomantikh,' who is at the service of
Ess ; the remaining three birds represent divers (bit), who are
sent by the shaman as messengers to Khosadam. That is why
the diver's cry is so plaintive, and why the divers come in such
numbers when they hear the shamanistic ceremonies being per-
fonned. (The divers generally follow any human gathering, in

expectation of the remnants of food that will be thrown away.)
On the inner side of the dnmi frame more pictures are painted,
of men, dogs, or reindeer, a chum (tent), and sundry domestic
utensils.

It is considered a verj' bad omen for the shaman if the cover

of the drum breaks during the ceremony : in ancient times the
shaman had to be killed after such an occurrence ; now he is

supposed to lose his shamanistic power. After the shaman's
death it is obligatory to make a hole in the cover of the drum.
Upon the shaman's staff (<at(fcs) seven human faces are carved

;

sometimes the lower part of the stick has the shape of two feet.
The shaman uses his staff while shauianizing, and, if he has no
access to a drum, he can even shamanize with the staff and the
drum-stick. The shaman's staff is made of iron, and, when iron
is lacking, of wood. It is broken at his death and the upper
part of it is placed upon his grave.
The shaman's coat, made out of reindeer-skin with the hair

cut short, has a triangular form roughly resembling a bird's

wing, and is open at the front. Only a great shaman has a coat,
and he then usually has also an assistant. The symbolic figures
on the coat are very much the same as on the apron, and as a
matter of fact it is very seldom that both are used, and the

apron is more frequently met with than the coat, since the
coats have generally been confiscated by the Russian Orthodox
priests. One of the most prominent figures is the eagle, having
round his neck a circle representing the serpent. The serpent is

the servant of the bad spirits, and, as the shaman must not
address these bad spirits directly, he does so through the eagle,
who asks the advice of the serpent. Different metallic figures on
the coat again represent the universe. A metallic disk represents
the earth, with seven holes meaning the seven seas. Another
disk represents the Milky Wa^', called by the Yeniseians ' Alba's

Way,' after their hero. Yet another disk represents the Bear
constellation, called by the Yeniseians the '

Elk.' There is one
representation of the shaman's sun, which assists him when he
wanders in the underground regions, and another of our sun.
At the tail of the coat hangs a little human figure which is the
ulvei, the chief soul of the shaman. It is considered very
unlucky to lose this figure. On both sides of the coat there are

eight metal straps called '
ribs.' After the shaman's death the

metal parts of the coat are kept by his successor, while the
coat itself is hung on a pole at his grave.

The actual shamanistic performances are very
similar in type among all the natives of N. Siberia

(the Ostyaks of N. Siberia include the Ugrian Ost-

yaks and the Ostyaks of the Yenisei), and any one
who has once seen a shamanistic ceremony and re-

ceived an explanation of it can follow quite easily the
ceremonies of a totally different tribe, even though
ignorant of their language. AVith some varia-

tion and addition, there are several chief points
which appear in all the ceremonies : the wander-

ing of the shaman to the upper and lower worlds,
his struggle or merely argument with the spirits

upon whom the fate of the man for whom the cere-

monies are being performed depends, the return of

the shaman, and the communication to the man of

the result of his interview with the spirits, some-
times also the foretelling of the future of various

people present at the ceremony.
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1768 ; K. N. A. KostrofF, Narymskie Ostyaki (Russ.), Tomsk,
1867 ;

N. V. Latkin,
'

Yeniseyskaya Gubernya' (Bull. Siberian
Sect. Imp. Geogr. Soc. 1865), Petrograd, 1892 ; V. Lyadoff,
'Moye poslednieye putyeshestvie po nisovyu Obi' (Russ.),
Novoye Vremya, do. 1894 ; Greg'ori Novicki, Kratkoye opisanye
narodie ostyatskom (Russ.), do. 1717, ed. V. N. Mainoff, do.

1884 ; S. K. Patkanoff, Starodavnaya jiM ostyakoff(Uuss.), do.
1891 ; I. S. Polyakoff, Pis^na i otchoty o p^ityeshestvii v dolinxi

reki Obi (Russ.), do. 1877; W. Radloff, Mis Sibirien, Leipzig,
1884, Die alttiirkischcn Inschriften der Mongolei, Petrograd,
1894 ; S. Rudyenko, Antropologicheskiya Izsledovanya Inor-
odtsev SyevyeroZapadnoi Sibiri, do. 1914 ; S. Shirokogorov,
Zadachi Antropologii v Sibiri, do. 1915 ; P. J. Strablenberg,
Das nord- und ostliche Teil von Europa und Asien, Stockholm,
1730 ; P. InfantyefT, Putyeshestvie v stranu, Vogulov (Russ.),
Petrograd, 1910 ; A. I. Yakobii, Ostyaki Sievemoy chasti
Tobolskoi gubernii (Russ.), Tobolsk, 1895 ; Zayesjii, Bierega
Obi iikh ibitatieli (Russ.), do. 1858.

ii. Ostyaks of Yenisei. — V. I. Anuchin, Ochork aha-
manstva u Yenisseyskikh Ostyakov (Russ.), Petrograd, 1914 ;

J. Bichurin, Sohranye scyedenii o narodakh obitayushchikh v

Srednyei Asii (Russ.), do. 1851; Gastrin, Nordisehe Reisen
und Forschungen ; Fischer, Sibirische Geschichte ; N. Gond-
atti, Sledy yazychestva u inorodtsev Syevyero-Zapadnoy Sibirii

(Russ.), Moscow, 1888 ; KostrofF,
' Ochorkl "Turukhanskavo

Kruya.,' Bull. Siberian Sect. Imp. Geogr. Soc. iv. pt. i. [1857] 118-

121;' M. Krivoshapkine, 'ObOstj'akakh, Tungusakh i prochiikh
inorodtsakh,' ib. vi. pt. i. [1863] 39-86, Yeniseyskii Okrug i yevo
jisn (Russ.), Petrograd, 1865 ; Latkin, 'Yeniseyskaya Gubernya';
A. MordvinofF, 'Inorodtsy, Obita3'Ushchie v Turukhanskom
kraye,' Bull. Imp. Geogr. Soc. xxviii. pt. ii. [1860] ; V. V. Pere-
dolski, Po Yeniseyu (Russ.), Petrograd, 1908 ; I. Pyestoflf,

Zapiski ob Yeniseyskoi Gubernii (Russ.), Moscow, 1833 ; W.
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RadlofF, Ai(^ Sihirien, and Die, alttiirkinchen InschrifU.ii der

Mongolei ; A. P. Stepanoff, Yeniseyskaya Gubernya (Russ.),
Petro(;rad, 1835 ; Strahlenberg, Das nord- tind ostliche 1'eil

ron Emopa U7id Asien ; P. I. Tretyakoff, Tuiukhanskii Krai
(Russ.), Petrograd, 1871. M. A. CZAPLICKA.

OUDH.—See United Provinces.

OUT-CASTES (Indian).— I. The out-castes
of the early Hindu period.

—Caste, in the form
whicli it exhibits at present, is an institution of

comparatively recent origin (see art. Caste, vol.

iii. p. 234 f.). The true out-castes, therefore, as

we now observe them in India, did not exist in tlie

early Hindu period. But, as the Indo-Aryans con-

.solidated their power in N. India, with the growth
of Brahman ascendancy, the theory of the personal
purity of the dominant tribes came to be generally
accepted. It was held that one region sliould be

regarded as specially pure.
'That land created by the gods, which lies between the two

divine rivers Sarasvati and Drishadvati, the (sages) call Brahnia-
varta. The custom handed down in regular succession (since
tinie imraeniorial) among the (four chief castes [vartya]) and the
mixed (races) of that country, is called the conduct of virtuous
men '

{Laxcs of ilanu, ii. 17 f. [SBE xxv. (1886) 32]).

The races residing beyond this sacred pale were
known to the Hindus by different titles.

(a) The Mlechchha.—First come the Mlechchha,
or barbarians.

'That land where the black antelope naturally roams, one
must know to be fit for the performance of sacrifices ; (the
tract) different from that (is) the country of the Mlechchhas
(barbarians)

'

(ib. ii. 23).

There is uncertainty about the modern meaning of

the word 'Mlechchha.' Manu contrasted Aryas
with Mlechchhas, the latter living in a different

country and speaking a different language. The
land of the Aryas was the region between the

Himalayas and the Vindhya mountains ; outside
this lay the country of the Mlechchha, or bar-

barians, i.e. mostly the aboriginal races.
'

According to this definition, the Deccan was comprised in

the Mlechchha country, but other writers, such as Va^ishtha,

imposed no such limitations. In classical works the natives of

the west were called Mlechchhas, but not those to the east or
north. The Chinese, Burmese and other eastern nations are
never spoken of as Mlechchhas, but the Muhammadans are
often so described. In modern Bengali the word "Mlechchha"
is a term of abuse for those who do not adopt the rules of

cleanliness {dchdra) of the Hindus. In other words, it has lost

its geographical meaning and distinguishes Hindus on the basis
of religious practice. It is still used as a designation for

foreigners, but there appears to be some difference of opinion
as to how far it should be applied to such races as the Chinese
and Japanese. On the whole, the general view appears to be
that the term is confined to the western nations. While those
who go to Europe and America are liable to excommunication,
\ovages to China and Japan involve no such penalties' (Census
ofIndia, 1911, Bengal Report, L 229 f.).

It may also be remarked that in the more recent
law literature the term received a more liberal

interpretation. It was provided that, if a Ksatriya
or other Hindu king defeated the Mlechchha and
reduced them to the rank of Chaiidala, that is to

sajf,
forced them to join the lowest grade of the

Hindu social system, that country became fit for

sacrifice (Manubhdshiya, ii. 23, in lA xli. [1912]

76). On the whole, the word ' Mlechchha '

gener-
ally seems to connote speakers of the western

languages, like the KapQy ^ap^apotpwfwv of Homer
(II. ii. 867).

(b) The Dasyu.—The second class of aliens was
that of the dark-coloured indigenous races which
resisted the advance of the Aryans. They were
known as Dasyu,

'

destroyers of tlie good,' Raksasa,
or Asura,

'

demons,' Anfisa, 'no.seless.'
'The black complexion, ferocious aspect, barbarous habits,

rude speech, and savage yells of the Dasyus, and the sudden
and furtive attacks which, under the cover of the impenetrable
woods, and the obscurity of night, they would make on the

encampments of the Aryas, might naturally lead the latter to

speak of them, in the highly figurative language of an imagina-
tive people, in the first stages of civilisation, as ghosts or
demons ; or even to conceive of their hidden assailants as

possessed of magical or superhuman powers, or as headed bv
devils

'

(J. Muir, Orig. Sanskrit Texts, ii. [1860] 409 f.).

Modern Hindu writers of the S. Indian school,
who oppose the theory of Aryan ascendancy,
regard the contrast between the Arj'a and the

Diisa, or Dasyu, as a question of cult and not of

race, Arya meaning a worshipper of Indra and
Agni, and Dasa, or Dasyu, either demons ojjposed
to Indra or people that worshipped these demons
(P. T. Srinivas Iyengar, Life in Ancient India in
the Age of the Mantras, Madras, 1912, p. 11 ff".).

(c) The Sfidra atid the Chandcda.—When we
come^to the period of the law-books, we find that
the Sudra are subjected to various disabilities,

and, in particular, areexcluded from the right of

connubiam with the Aryas (Laws of Manu, iii.

13-19, and passim). Below the Sudra, but hokling
a definite place in the Aryan community, are the
Chandala, objects of contempt and disgust. Manu
regards the Chandala as the offspring of a woman
of high caste and a Sudra (ib. x. 12, 16).

' A Chandala, a village pig, a cock, a dog, a menstruating
woman, and a eunuch must not look upon the Brahmanas while

t,hey eat' (ifi. iii. 239). 'The dwellings of Chandalas and
Svapachas ['dog-cooking,' 'dog-feeder'] shall be outside the

village, Ihei' must be made Apapatras [those who use vessels
from which no one else will eat], and their wealth (shall be)
dogs and donkeys. Their dress (shall be) the garments of the

dead, (they shall eat) their food from broken dishes, black iron

(shall be) their ornaments, and thej- must always wander from
place to place. A man who fulfils a religious duty shall not
seek intercourse with them ;

their transactions (shall be) among
themselves, and their marriages with th^ir equals. Their food
shall begivento them by others (than an Aryan giver) in a broken
dish ; at night they shall not walk about in villages and in towns.

By day they may go about for the purpose of their work, dis-

tinguished by marks at the king's command, and they shall

carry out the corpses (of persons) who have no relatives. . . .

By the king's order they shall always execute the criminals, in

accordance with the law, and they shall take for themselves
the clothes, the beds, and the ornaments of (such) criminals'

{ib. X. 51-56).

2. The modern out-castes.—The modern out-
castes fall into two classes: (1) the menial, de-

pressed tribes or castes, who occupy the degraded
position which Manu assigns to the Chandala,
such as the Dom, Bhangi, or Chuhra (qq.v.) of

N. India, or the Pariah (q.v.) of Madras ; and (2)

those who for some offence against Hindu social

regulations have been expelled from their tribe or

caste by the sentence of caste tribunal, known in

N. India as the council of live members (paiichdi/at).
The common phrase for such expulsion in N. India
is hnqqah pdnl band karnd, implying that no
member of the group will smoke with him, or take
water from his hands. In other words, he is boy-
cotted, no caste-man will hold intercourse with
him, and—perhaps the most serious of all penalties,
in a land where the marriage of children is a re-

ligious duty—he loses his rights of connitbium and
other caste privileges. The offences for which
this penalty is prescribed vary in different parts of

the country and among different castes and tribes,
but the general system is the same throughout
India.

In Bengal a man is permanently expelled from caste for grave
offences—e.g., if he knowingly and persistently partakes of

food with, or drinks water from the hands of, or smokes with,
a man of lower caste, or marries a woman of lower caste and
refuses to put her away. This extreme penalty has even been

imposed wiien a man has married a woman of his own caste

without or against the consent of her relatives. Adultery and

engaging in an occupation which is looked on as degrading are
sonu'limes punished in this way. Temporary out-casting is

ordered as a punishment for less serious offences, and a suspect
is frequent!}' out-casted until he clears himself from a charge
of violation of caste usage {Census of India, I'Jll, Bengal
Report, i. 467, and see also United Provinces and Oudh Report,
i. 337 ff., Panj.ib Report, i. 420ff., Baroda Report, i. 2.51 ff.).

3. Restoration to caste privileges.
—In the case

of temporary expulsion, restoration to caste privi-

leges is secured by abject submission to the caste

council and by the infliction of various penalties.
In Bih.ar the offender has to undergo prescribed penances,

suih as going on a pilgrimage for an appointed period, bathing
in the Ganges and swallowing some of its s.and, living on alms
for a prescribed time, remainin'.; dumb fora certain time, fasting
or eating only one meal in tlie da.\-. swallowing a mixture of the
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five products of the cow—cow-dung, cow's urine, milk, curds,

and dhi, or clarified butter. Besides these punishiuents there

are rites of expiation iprai/aichitta), including sacrifice, worship

of the L'ods, ooniiiionlv of Satyanarajapa, niakinR a gift of a

cow a heifer cash, and cloth to the family priest, feeding

Brahmaiis and presenting gifts to theiu, and giving a dinner to

the .'aste-nien (Cenmis of India, lyU, Bengal Report, i. 4G1).

In theciiseof the committal of one of the most serious offences,

cow-killing, the offender has to measure his length on hands

and knees along one bank of the Ganges, from the source to the

sea, and to return in the same way along the other bank.

4. Pollution by the touch of out-castes.—The

touch or even the shadow of an out-caste falling

on a man of high caste causes pollution.

In N. India, when a pom or a Bhangi is called as a witness in

a court of justice, the spectators draw in their skirts to avoid

contact with him, and careful Hindus bathe after shaking
hands with a European. In parts of the Panjab where the

Hindu element is strong one of the unclean castes is not allowed

to draw water from a public well used by high-caste Hindus.

In such places Chuhras and Chamars have wells of their own.

In other parts of the province a Hindu's water- vessel is supposed
to be polluted if an out-caste happens to stand on the well plat-

form, or if his bucket-rope is still touching the sides of the well

(Censuiof India, 1911, Panjab Report, i. 411 f.). This feeling

is even stronger in S. India. The Nayadis, an out-caste tribe,

pollute a Brahman if they come within the distance of 300 ft. of

him ; he is obliged to bathe, to renew his sacred thread, and to

drink the five protiuctsipaflcfiagavyam) of the cow ;
when these

out-castes are passing by, they must announce their presence

by shouting lest thev cause pollution (L. K. Anantha Krishna

Iyer, The Cochin Tribes and Castes, JIadraa, 1909, i. 57). The

approach of an UUadan within a distance of 64 ft. pollutes Brah-

mans and other men of high caste ;
hence they are forbidden

to use the public roads or enter bazaars (ib. i. 85). Vallans are

obliged to announce their presence by shouting, and, if they
visit a temple, they have to stand at a certain distance from the

outer walls (t6. i. 260). In Bombay the touch or even the

shadow of a Holeya or Canarese Pariah is thought to defile (BG
xxiii. [1884)214). In Khandi^sh a Brahman clerk will not let a

Mahar touch his cart, nor will he take anything from his hands ;

if the Mahar presents a paper, he has to throw it on the ground ;

the clerk picks it up, and, when he returns it, he flings it to the

Mahar, and will not hand it to him (ib. xii. [1880] 117).

Even castes of menial status have similar prejudices. The

Pulayans, themselves a cause of pollution, have to bathe five

times and let a drop of blood flow from a finger in order to

purify themselves after touching a Pariah ;
and the Kuric-

chans, a low jungle tribe, are polluted by the approach of

others of the same grade, and their women require water sancti-

fied by a Brahman in order to purify themselves (L. K. Anantha
Krishna Iver, i. 86 ; E Thurston, Castes and Tribes of S. India,

Madras, 1909, iv. 126). Out-castes retaliate even on Brahmans.
The Holeyas say that their quarter must undergo purification
if a Brahman enters it ; otherwise ill will befall them. Pariahs

also exclude Brahmans, and, should one of them enter their

ward, water mixed with cow-dung is flung over his head, and
he is driven out ; in former times, in Mysore, it is said that he

was beat«n to death (Thurston, ii. 336 f., vi. 88).

It is a mistake to believe that these out-castes

are conscious of their own degradation.
All traditions represent the Pariahs as a caste which has come

down in the world (Censtis of India, 1901, Madras Report, i. 172).

Hence many of these tribes possess privileges which they ten-

aciously assert.
' On certain days [in Madras] they may enter

temples which at other times they must not approach. There

are several important ceremonial and social observances which

they are always called to inaugurate or take some share in, and

which, indeed, would be held incomplete and unlucky without
them ; and at particular seasons there is a festival much resembl-

ing the classic Saturnalia, in which, for the time, the relation

of slaves and masters is inverted, and the former attack the

latter with unstinted satire and abuse, and threaten to strike

work unless confirmed in their privileges
'

(M. J. Walhouse, JAI
iv. [1875] 371). The Pariahs and Pulayans of Cochin cherish the

memory of their former greatness, and regard themselves as the

original owners of the soil ;
in some temples the Holeyas have

the right of entry on three days in the year ; one of them sits

beside the image of Siva on his elephant and fans the idol during
the annual procession ; a Pariah annually performs the rite of

the 'sacred marriage,' with Egathal, the tutelary goddess of

Madras, and ties the marriage badge round the neck of her

image ;
Pariahs pull the idol cars at processions without caus-

ing any pollution, and they are employed to decide boundary
disputes bv walking along the line with pots of water on their

heads (L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, i. 69 : Thurston, ii. 332, vi.

83).

This association of out-castes with religious rites

is based on the theory that they are autochthones,
that they thus understand the proper modes of pro-

pitiating the local godlings, and hence in many
parts of India they act as their priests. The same
belief accounts for the fact that they are often

called in to perform the rites of inauguration and
investiture of a Raja of high caste, as in the case

of the Hallias of the Central Provinces (A. R
Nelson, Ruipur Gazetteer, 1909, i. 102; cf. the
customs of the Bhil, ERE ii. 554 f.).

5. Measures of reform.—The attention of sym-
patlietic Europeans has for a long time been
attracted to the almost intolerable position of out-

castes in India.
VV. Ward remarks that the rules of the S^stras or Hindu religi-

ous and social regulations regarding the Sudras of Bengal
' are

60 unjust and inhuman, that every benevolent person must feel

the greatest indignation at the Hindoo lawgivers, and rejoice
that Providence has placed so great a portion of this people
under the equitable laws of the British Government '

{A View of
the History, Literature, and Religion of the Hindoos^, Seram-

pore, 1818, i. 68). J. A. Dubois writes :

' In fact, these Pariahs

are the born slaves of India ; and iiad I to choose between the

two sad fates of being a slave in one of our colonies or a Pariah

here, I should undoubtedly prefer the former
'

{Hindu Manners,
Customs, and Ceremonies'^, Eng. tr., Oxford, 1906, p. 49).

Recent political agitation among the educated
classes has aroused public attention to the problem
of ' the untouchables,' as they are popularly called,

and their position is logically regarded as incom-

patible with those theories of the freedom and

equality of man which are in the air at present. A
more practical reason has strengthened these con-

siderations—the high-caste Hindu sees that many
of them, in order to escape their degraded condi-

tion, have sought relief by adopting Christianity
or Islam. A movement to ameliorate their condi-

tion has been recently started in W. India.
' The attitude of the educated section of the higher castes

towards the despised classes has, within the decade, undergone
a remarkable change. Theosophists, Brahmo Hamajists, Arya
Samajists, Prarthana Samajists, high class Hindus and Christian

missionaries are all taking an active interest in their welfare.

The work of the Depressed Class Mission in Bombay and other

parts of Western India is progressing. The untouchables are

being touched. The stigma is being removed. The first step
has been taken, and there is no doubt that the movement now

going on for their elevation is bound to succeed. In the Baroda
State H. H. the Maharaja Sayajirao Gaekwad is a keen sympa-
thiser with the lot of these poor people. Schools and Boarding
Houses have been opened for their education. Dheds, Bhangis
and Chamars can now enter the precincts of Courts and Govern-

ment Offices, like other castes, and even the public service is

thrown open to them '

{Census of India, 1911, Baroda Report,
i. 262).

Up to the present this movement has not made
much progress in N. and S. India. It has to

encounter the confirmed prejudices of a most con-

servative priestly body, and, though it is probable
that, the question once having been raised, their

position may become less degraded than it is at

present, it is premature to expect that the process
of amelioration will be rapid.
LiTBRATuaB.—This has been quoted in the article.

W. Crooke.
OUTLAW.—The extent of the area throughout

which the social feelings of early man are operative
differs in difierent cases. In some instances they

scarcely cross the threshold of his family-groiip,
while in others they reach beyond the boundaries

of his clan or even those of his tribe. To him the

limits of the group, clan, or tribe seem to form

the ring-fence of all possible social life, outside

of which lies a world peopled by beings whom he

fears and hates as his deadly enemies. Not only
the welfare but the very existence of the com-

munity of which he is a member depends on the

maintenance of the peace which subsists within it.

This peace is safeguarded by custom, which is

accepted without question and without explana-
tion as the only rule of conduct ; and custom is

obeyed, in the first place, by reason of this accept-

ance, and, in the second place, by reason of the

conviction that some supernatural power, force, or

influence will bring disaster not only upon the

man who disregards its bitlding, but upon the com-

munity to which he belongs. It follows that who-

ever breaks the peace commits an offence which is

at once secular and religious. Sometimes it is the

former, sometimes it is the latter, element to

which primitive notions regarding the essentials
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of criminality assign more importance.^ In both

cases, liowever, the fate of such an evil-doer is

the same. Tliere is no place for him within the

community which he has imperilled and polluted.
He must be slain or expelled from the company of

his fellows.

Frequently expulsion results not only in the

civil, but in the actual, death of the outcast.

Among the Masai, if a man is convicted of a particular offence

several times, and constitutes himself a public nuisance, he is

proclaimed an outlaw, his property is confiscated, he is turned

away with Wows from every settlement or village, and, unless
he can find friends in some stranger tribe, he must die of starva-

tion.2 A similar fate awaits the Zulu who has committed a

premeditated murder ;
3 and in early Arabia a man who had

killed one of his kindred was either put to death by his own
people or became an outlaw, forced to take refuge in an alien

group.^ In Albania the murderer's house is burned, his

movables are confiscated, his immovables are made over to his

victim's representatives, and he and his family must flee the

country. 6 In the Nissan Islands criminals are expelled from
the village or district to which they belong, and their houses
and lands are forfeited ;8 the Seri Indians outlaw any of their

members who are guilty of habitual idleness, of associating
with aliens, or of failing in certain of the tests imposed upon
would-be bridegrooms.*^ Among the Wyandots it is the duty
of every tribesman to kill the outlaw ; and the Bedawin of

Hadramaut permit the slaying of the man who has been

banished, after an interval of three daj'8.8

Sometimes a man will submit to outlawry rather
than face the death which is the punishment of

persistent disobedience to tribal custom,* or will

himself renounce his clansman's rights and family
ties in order to prosecute his vengeance the more

readily.^"
Sometimes an ofl'ender is outlawed for crimes

'Committed upon persons other than the members
of his group.
Thus, among the Barea and KumAna the cattle-thief who

robs a friendly tribesman, and refuses to make the reparation
which the elders of his own tribe have demanded of him, is

expelled by his fellows, his dwelling is broken up, his property
is taken from him, and his friends and relatives must share in

his fate.ii

So, too, when the murderer of a member of a neighbouring
tribe learns that an avenging expedition is on his track, if he
takes to flight, he does so ' in the full knowledge of being
ostracised for ever.' 12

We find instances in which the kindred of a

1 See art. Law (Primitive) ; and J. G. Frazer, Psyche's Task,
a Discourse concerning the Influence of Superstition an the

('rrowth of Institutions, London, 1909, p. 79 f., where the view
is stated that the treatment of homicides was originally con-

ceived as a purification ; and that it was when that purification
took the form of laying the manslayer under restraint, banish-

ing him from the country, or putting him to death in order to

appease the victim's ghost, that it became for all practical

jiurposes indistinguishable from punishment.
2 S. L. and H. Hinde, The Last of the Masai, London, 1901,

p. 108.
3 J. Macdonald, 'Manners, Customs, Superstitions, and Re-

ligions of South African Tribes,' JAI xx. [1891] 119.
4 W. Robertson Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early

Arabia-, London, 1903, p. 25.
5 R. Dareste, 'Les anciennes Coutumes albanaises,

'

^oiu'eKc
Revue historique de droit frangais et itranger, iv. [1903] 491.

8 F. Sorge,
' Die Nissan Inseln im Bismarck Archipel,' in

S. R. Steinmetz, Rechtsverhulinisse von eingeborenen Volkern
in Afrika und Ozeanien, Berlin, 1903, p. 419.

7W J McGee, 'The Seri Indians,' 17 RBEW [1898], pt. i.

p. 273».
8 E. Westermarck, MI i. 173, citing J. W. Powell,

'

Wyandot
Government,' 1 RBEW [1881], p. 68, and A. von Wrede, Reise in

Uadhramaut, ed. H. von Maltzan, Brunswick, 1S70, p. 51.
9 E. M. Curr, The Australian Race, 4 vols., Melbourne,

1886-87, i. CI f. ; Spencer-Gillena, p. 495.
1" That is the case of the kenaima, among the Macusis and

other tribes of British Guiana. He severs all ties of family and
clan ;

and from the moment when he leaves his village it is the

duty of every one to slay him (R. Schomburgk, Rcisen in
Britisch Guiana in ISUo-hlt, Leipzig, 1847-48, i. 158, 323 ff.

;

E. F. im Thurn, Among the Indians of Guiana, London, 1883,

p. 329 ff.
;
W. 11. Brett, Indian Tribes of Guiana, do. 1868,

p. 357 f.).
11 W. Munzinger, Ostafrikanische Stttdten, Schaffhausen, 1864,

p. 479.
12 W. E. Roth, Ethnological Studies among the N. W. Central

Queensland Ahnrigiiies, Brisbane and London, 1897, p. 140.

It may be that by 'ostracised
' Roth means no more than mere

avoidance. Avoidance is a by no means infre(ment punishment,
and is in use, e.g., among the Eskimos of Boothia Felix (John
Ross, Appendix to the Marr. of a Second Voyage in Search of
a North-West Passage, London, 1835, p. 11).

homicide escape responsibility for his crime by
withdrawing their protection from him.'
Among the CJircassians on the Kuban, the man-slayer for

whom his clan refuse to paj- compensation, and whom they
abandon to the vengeance of his victim's representatives, must
flee the country and wander a homeless fugitive (ahrak), until
he either makes his peace with the avengers or finds death at
their hands.2

Elsewhere the same principle is applied to the
case of the son for whom his father has paid many
fines,* and to that of the spendthrift for whose
debts each branch of the family is legally liable.

He is, says W. Marsden,* sent forth as a deer to

the woods, no longer to be considered as entitled

to the privileges of society. It may be noted tiiat

to meet or have intercourse with an outlaw was
regarded by the Babylonians as a sin.'

In the early Aryan community death was the

only penalty ; and, if the criminal could not be

taken, he was expelled from it, to be treated like

a wild beast, and, like a wild beast, to be hunted
down and slain.* This conception ruled in Vedic^
and Germanic ^

antiquity, and, in the opinion of

Schrader, it underlies the drt/ixia* of the Greeks,
which originally signified the position of the man
who could be slain without penalty or pajment or

compensation.'" The case of the homo sacer was
similar. P'allen under the wrath of the gods,
whom he had offended by his crime, he was ex-

pelled from all human society ; his goods were

confiscated, and it was open to any one to slay
him. He was not a mere enemy, and, as such,
without rights. He was an abomination in the

sight of gods and men, to be shunned like a leper,
and to be cast out to herd with the wild beasts.''

In ancient Gaul refusal to submit to tlie judg-
ments of the druids was punished with outlawry ;

'-

1 See below as to outlawry among the Irish and Anglo-
Saxons.

2 Stahl, cited by E. Kulischer,
'

Untersuchungen iiber das

primitive Strafrecht,' ZVRW x\\. [1903] 423. See also, regard-

ing Caucasian tribes, the authorities cited by A. H. Post,
Grundriss der ethnologischen Jurisprudenz, Oldenburg and
Leipzig. 1894-95, i. 352-354.

3 A. Trollope, S. Africa, London, 1878, ii. 301 (Kaffirs).
4 The Hist, of Sumatra, London, 1783, p. 207.
' See art. Ethics and Morality (Babylonian).
6 0. Schrader, Reallexikon der indogerinanischen Altertwns-

kunde, Strassburg, 1901, p. 835.
7 H. Zimmer, Allindisches Leben, Berlin, 1879, p. 185. From

the same root as pardvrj, the outcast of the Vedas, is formed
a series of terms, among which is the English

'

wretch,' which

clearly indicates what was the impression of the lot of the
outlaw made upon the mind of primitive man (Schrader, loc.

cit. ; cf. J. Grimm, Deutsche Rechtsaltcrthiirner^, Gottingen,
1881, p. 396 f.).

8 See below. 9 See art. Atimia.
10 Schrader, loc. dt. ; see also Crimes and Pi'nishments

(Greek), §§ 4, 6(5). B. W. Leist (Grceco-italische Rechtsgeschichte,

Jena, 1884, pp. 326 f., 331, 403) observes that the Greeks dis-

tinguished between ^6vo<; eicov(Tios and i>6voi aKoOo-ios. In the
former case, when tlie homicide had fled beyond the reach of

the avenger, the community broke off all relations with him, as

having brought pollution upon it and offended its gods. As in

the case of the Roman aquce et ignis interdictio, his flight was
declared an aen^u-yia, upon which followed the confiscation of

his property. In the latter case he must absent himself from
his country only until he has made his peace with the avenger
and with the angrv gods. See GE*, pt. iii.. The Dying God,

London, 1911, p. 69 f.

11 R. von Ihering, Geist des romischen Rechts, i.*, Leipzig,

1878, p. 279 ff. This condition was the consequence not of all

but of certain specified crimes—ill-treatment of parents, the

betrayal of a client by his patron, and the ploughing up of

ancient boundary -stones ; and to these the later law added
certain other offences. Ihering observes that banishment was
not a punishment, but a means of escaping punijihment which
the Romans left open to the accused until judgment. The

community, to free itself of all responsibility to the gods, must
renounce all intercourse with the outcast. This w.as the

meaning of the aquce et ignis interdictio. It was not mere

political banishment, but operated as a purification. Fire and
water are the emblems of purity, and were employed in every
act constituting or representing a religious union—<!.(;., sacri-

fice, marriage, the m.aking of a treaty, etc.—and they were

denied to the criminals, not in order to signify a refusal of the

necessities of life, but as symbols of the purity of the common
life, which he would sully by his use (ib. p. 2SS). See also

CitiMKS and Punishments (Roman).
12 Ciosar, de Bell. Gall. vi. 13 ;

see Crimes and Ppotshments

(Celtic).
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and in the laws of early Ireland the outlaw is de-

fined, and tlie conditions are prescribed by compli-
ance witii which his family could be exonerated
from his guilt, and subject to which he could be
slain with impunity.'
Among the Germanic peoples outlawry in its

oldest form may be described as expulsion from
human society to keep company with the beasts of

tlie forest. The outlaw was named ' the wolf
'

(wargus), and was to be treated as the wolf, the

enemy of human kind. He could be slain by any
one without penalty, and, frequently, a price was
set upon his head.^ But, unless caught red-handed,
his life was safe until the close of the tribunal
which had pronounced judgment upon him. He
liad thus an opportunity of escape. No one might
give him food or shelt€r, and, according to the
older law, his goods were confiscated, and his very
memory was blotted out by the burning down of
his dwelling.^ Thus, in its earlier forms, outlawry
included all punishments, while, in its later modi-
fications, each punishment had its separate and
independent place.* Even in the former case

something was abated of the harshness of the law,
either by the interposition of arbitrators or by
voluntary submission to a punishment ; and, when
it became permissible to give to the outlaw the
assistance necessary to enable him to quit the

country, banishment gradually took the place of
the heavier penalty. A milder form of outlawry
consisted in a three years' banishment, upon his
return from which the exile was restored to his

place in the community. If, however, he did not

pay the compensation to which he had been ad-

judged liable, or if he had committed a fresh breach
of the peace during the term of his banishment, he
fell under the rigours of the old law." In later
times expulsion of the evil-doer from the country
was replaced by expulsion from the district (

'

Mark,'
' Gau ') to which he belonged, while, under the in-

fluence of Christianity, not only did the Church
introduce a form of expulsion, which a secular
tribunal had no power to inflict, but secular was
conjoined with ecclesiastical expulsion, and pil-

grimage to holy places, where he could be cleansed
of his guilt, was imposed upon the exile.® Gradu-
ally the older system yielded to a new order of

things, under which almost all crimes could be
atoned for V)y a money payment.''

It was provided by one of the laws of King
Edward that the homicide's relatives should escape
responsibility for his crime if they forsook him,
refused to

pay for him, and ever afterwards refused
him food or drink.*

It is of interest to note that, until the law of

1 The provisions of the Book of Aicill {Ancient Laws and
Institutes of Ireland, Dublin and London, 1865-79, iii. 381)
regarding outlawrj- are quoted in art. Crimes and Punishments
(Celtic). See also H. S. Maine, The Early Ilist. of Institutions,
new ed., Ix>ndon, 1890, p. 174 ; E. O'Curry, On the Manners and
Cttstoms of the Ancient Irish, ed. W. K. Sullivan, 3 vols., London,
1873, i. p. cxx.

2 W. E. Wilda, Das Strafrecht der Germanen, Halle, 1842, p.
279 f. ; Grimm, p. 733 ; K. Maurer, Vorlesungen iiber altnord-
ische Rechtsgeschichte, Leipzig, 1910, v. 136ff. ;H. Bruuner,
Deutsche Rechtsgeschichte, do. 1837, i. 168. In Iceland the law
sanctioned and favoured a sort of war of extermination against
the outlaw. Whoever met him and could master him without
danger to himself must either slay him or give him over to be
slain. The community paid a price to the slayer or captor, and
restored to its peace the outlaw who had "slain three other
wretches like himself (Wilda, p. 282 f. ; cf. Maurer, i. 141, 143).
The danger to society which results from neglect to take severe
measures against those whom it has expelled is illustrated by
the case of the Cocina Indians, who are neither a tribe nor a
i-'aste, but a band of outlaws, who live by robbing the other
inhabitants of the Goajira Peninsula (F. A. A. Simons,

' An
Exploration of the Goajira Peninsula,' Proc. of the Royal Geo-
graphical Societji, vii. [1885] 787).

i Wilda, pp. 283-290. * lb. p. 296 f. ; Brunner, i. 173.
5 Wilda, pp. 297-301. 6 Grimm, p. 737.
7 Wilda, pp. 270, 320.
s Ancient Laws and Institutes of England, London, 1840,

p. 105.

Scotland was modified by statutes passed in 1649
and 1661,' the man who had been proclaimed rebel
for a criminal otl'ence could be slain by any one
with impunity, and that his relatives were for-

bidden to '

ressett, supple, or manteine or do favors
to "

him," under pane of deid and contiscatioun of
their movable property.

^

Literature.—In addition to the works, cited in the article,
see artt. Banishmbnt and Ethics and Morality. As to the
position of the outlaw in Northern antiqiity, see The Story of
Grettir the Strong, tr. from the Icelandiefcy Eirikr Magnusson
and William Morris, London, 1900, and tlHtrr. by G. W. Dasent,
entitled The Saga of Burnt Njal, EdiMargh, 1861, and The
Story of Gisli the Outlaw, do. 1866. ^^

P. J. Hamilton-Grierson.
OVERSOUL.—'Oversoul' is Emerson's term

for the absolute spiritual reality of the universe.
The word in this sense was new with Emerson ;

the idea which he sought to express through it was
almost as old as human thought. The early influ-

ences which brought Emerson to his doctrine of
the oversoul, which in his twenty-fourth year he
calls 'the Universal Mind' (Journal, ii. 217), were
the writings of Coleridge, Wordsworth, Carlyle, and
Goethe. Somewhat later he took up the study of

Plato and Plotinus with intense enthusiasm. They
had a profound influence on his development, and
it was probably their doctrine of the soul that

suggested to Emerson his term ' oversoul.'

Plotinus, following Plato's suggestion, in the

TimcEus, of a world-soul, presents as a central
feature of his philosophy a vast, eternal, all-

inclusive soul of the universe, which is at once both
a one and a many. It is the unity in one of all

the souls that are and of everything that can be
called soul in the entire universe, visible and in-

visible. It is the overfloAv of the ineffable godhead,
flooding out and coming to expression in the

myriad forms of man and nature.
' The uncreated ground

'

of Meister Eckhart and
' the bottomless abyss

'

of Jacob Boehme also had
a positive influence in the formation of Emerson's
view of the oversoul, and still more important wa.s

the influence of German transcendental philosophy,
especially as expounded by Fichte and Schelling.
'There is,' according to Fichte, 'one animating life, one

living reason, of which all that seems to us to exist and live is

but a modifioation, definition, variety and form '

{GrundzUge des

gegenwdrtigen Zeitalters, Berlin, 1806, lect. ii.).
' One eternal

energy separates itself into our consciousness, flows forth as the
fountain of being, and remains even in its time-stream always
one undivided energy

'

(ib. lect. iv.).
' One divine life wells up

in ourconsciousness and appears in a world of infinite variety and
change' (Anweisung zum seligen Leben, Berlin, 1806, lect. iv.).

With even less restraint and greater poetic ex-

uberance, Schelling traced everything up to the

absolute, the ground and matrix, both of finite

mind and of external nature, which fit each to

each like the two poles of a magnet. This absolute
is the iinmense, brooding, organizing life, sleeping
in the plant, dreaming in the animal, and waking
into full consciousness in man, and revealing itself

in ever-heightening forms first in an embryonic
way in nature and then in conscious forms through
history, art, and religion—a view which Coleridge
interpreted in his Eolian Harp :

' And what if all of animated nature
Be but organic harps diversely framed,
That tremble into thought, as o'er them sweeps
Plastic and vast, one intellectual breeze,
At once the Soul of each, and God of all ?

'

(44 ff.).

Emerson's doctrine of the oversoul runs through
all his writings both in prose and in verse. It under-
lies his interpretation of nature, his conception of

genius, his faith in man, and his unfailing assur-
ance in the testimony of the soul. His most com-

plete, though still highly poetic, interpretation is

1 1649, c. 96; 1661, c. 217 (The Acts of the Parliaments o)
Scotland, ed. T. Thomson, Edinburgh, 18i4-75, vi. pt. ii. p. 173,
vii. 203).

2 D. Hume, Com. on the Law of Scotland respecting Crimes'^,
Edinburgh, 1844, i. 187 fiF.; 1540, c. 14

; 1592, c. 65 (Acts of Par-
liaments of Scotland, ii. 372, iii. 574).
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given in his essay, The Over-soul, first published in

1841, In this essay the oveisoul is called ' the
Universal Mind,'

'

Supreme Mind,' 'Spirit,' 'Deity,'
'the Eternal One.' 'that Unity within which
every man's particular being is contained and made
one with all other,"

' the common Heart,'
' the Soul

of the whole,' 'the deep Power in which we live.'

Like Fichte's 'absolute ego' and Schelling's
'absolute principle,' like ' the universal reason' of

Coleridge and ' the infinite Divine I'resence
'

of

Wordswortlv^l^versoul, in Emerson's view, is an
immense spiritmJPenvironment of the soul, a vast

background presence impinging on the inner border
of every personal life, so that man is a veritable
'

facade of a temple,' which opens inward into the
infinite.
When this presence

' breathes throujfh his [man's] intellect, it

is genius ; when it breathes through his will, it is virtue ; when
it flows through his affection, it is love

'

(The Ooer-sonl [ iVorks,
ii. 255]).

'

It arches over them like a temple, this unity of

thought in which every heart beats with nobler sense of power
and duty, and thinks and acts with unusual solemnity'
(ib. p. 260).-

He accounts for the genius of Michael Angelo and
other artists in the well-known lines :

' The passive Master lent his hand
To the vast soul that o'er him planned

'

{The Problem, 1. 47 f. [Works, ix. 17]).

One universal sea of life surges into all indi-

vidual inlets,
' as the water of the globe is all one

sea, and, truly seen, its tide is one' {Over-soul,

p. 276).
' The waters of the great deep have ingress

and egress to the soul' (The Intellect {Works,
ii. 319]), and its

'

influx
' makes men wise beyond

their own private knowledge, and good beyond the
narrow range of their human deeds— ' the soul is

superior to its knowledge, wiser than any of its

works '

(Over-soul, p. 271). Silence, the hush of all

that is of the private and exclusive self, is essential
to the inflow of the higher truth into the soul. A
man must learn to 'listen greatly.'

'

Silence is a solvent that destroys [limiting] personality, and
gives us leave to be great and universal '

{Intellect, p. 319).

According to Emerson's doctrine, there is no im-

penetrable wall,
' no screen or ceiling,' between

the individual soul and the oversoul.
' There is no bar or wall in the soul, where man . . . ceases,

and God . . . begins. The walls are taken awa}'. We lie open
on one side to the deeps of spiritual nature '

{Over-soul, p. 256).
'

Draw, if thou canst, the mystic line

Severing rightly his from thine,
Which is human, which divine'

{Worship, 1. 21 tf. [Works, ix. 237]).
' Ineffable is the union of man and God in every act of the

soul. . . . Forever and ever the influx of this better and univer-
sal self is new and unsearchable '(0!V'c-so«;, p.'274). 'Thoughts
come into our minds by avenues which we never left open.'
'If he [man] have found his centre, the Deity will shine through
him '

(ib. p. 2CS f.). Self-reliance is safe because it is soul-

reliance, and soul-reliance is safe because it is a 'trust which
carries God with it and so hath already the whole future in the
bottom of the heart

'

{ib. p. 278).

Like his masters, Pluto and Plotinus, and his

German and English inspirers, Emerson thinks of

this oversoul, this universal reason, as the inter-

penetrating life and power and intelligence in

nature, which is
' the perennial miracle '

of spirit.
Nature is alive through the same oversoul which is

in us. At the centre of nature, as at the centre of
man's soul, one supreme mind is actively present,
is showing its unvarying laws, and is weaving the
web which partly conceals and partly reveals the
hidden-working spirit. There is one common,
penetrating pulse of nature and spirit

— ' the earth-

beat, sea-beat, heart-beat, which makes the tune to
which the sun rolls, and the globule of blood, and
the sap of trees' (Representative Men [Works, iv.

135]).
Since Emerson's day there have been many inter-

jjretations of ultimate reality in terms of oversoul.
William James concludes that ' continuous and
conterminous' with our personal selves there is 'a
wider Self through which saving experiences come

'

( Varieties of Religious Experience, pp. 508, 515).
K. M. Bucke calls this ultimate reality

' cosmic

consciousness,' and gives many illustrations of its

influence (see his interesting book, Cosmic Con-

sciousness). F. W. H. Myers worked out in much
detail a doctrine of the subliminal .self, from which,
he holds, con>e inspirations, revelations, and a vast
number of extraordinary experiences and mani-
festations (Human Personality). There are,

furthermore, in contemporary thought, many popu-
lar varieties of oversoul doctrine.

Literature.—Plato, Timceus ; Plotinus, Enneads (Emerson
read Thomas Taylor's tr., London, 17S7) ; Eckhart, Predigten,
ed. F. Pfeiffer, Stuttgart, 1857 ; Works of Jacob Behmen
(Boehme) (Emerson read the so-called Law ed., in 4 vols.,

London, 1764-81); J. G. Fichte, Popular Works, Eng. tr.^,
2 vols., London, 18S9

;
F. W. J. Schelling, Ideen zu einer

Philosophie der Natur, Leipzig, 1797, and Von der Weltseele,

Hamburg, 1798 ; S. T. Coleridge, Works ; W. Wordsworth,
Poems; R. W. Emerson, Complete Works, Riverside ed., 12

vols., London, 1894-99, Journals, 10 vols., Boston, 1909-14
;

W. James, Varieties of Religious Experience, London, 1902
;

R. M. Bucke, Commie Coasciuiianess, Philadelphia, 19uu ;

F. W. H. Myers, Human Personality and its Survival of
Bodily Death, 2 vols., London, 1903.

RUFUS M. JONE.S.

OXFORD MOVEMENT.—The name is given
to the religious revival v. Inch began at Oxford in

1833. Its formal begiiming is held to be a sermon
on ' National Apostasy

'

preached in the University
Church at Oxford on r4th July 1833 by John Keble.
Later in July there was a meeting at Hadleigh in

Suffolk, where H. J. Rose was rector, at which the

only resident Oxford Fellow present was R. H.
F"roude ; but far more important were the Tracts

for the Times by Members of the University of
Oxford, which began in September 1833, the first

three Tracts being written by J. H. Newman.
Keble, Froude, and Newman were all Fellows of

Oriel College, though Keble had ceased to reside

regularly in (jxford ten years before.

1. Causes of the Movement.—The immediate
causes were the dangers threatening the English
Church from four quarters.

(1) The most obvious danger, though the least

serious, was political. The Established position of

the English Church seemed threatened. In 1828
the Test and Corporation Acts, in 1829 the penal
laws against Roman Catholics, had been repealed.
In 1832 the great Reform Bill had become law, and
the Whigs who had championed all these measures
were in office supported by the emancipated Roman
Catholics and the Dissenters. The Church as a
whole had been allied to the Tories, and most
observers imagined that the old order in the Church
as well as in the State was doomed. In 1833 the
Irish bishoprics were reduced from twentj^ to ten

(the Cluirch of Ireland was then Established) ; the
Bill for their reduction was before the House of

Lords when Keble preached his famous sermon ;

the interference with the Irish sees appeared an
earnest of what might happen to the English in

their turn. The o]>position of the bishops and

clergy to reform had made them singularly un-

popular in tlie great towns. By the isolation of

this cause the Movement can be made to appear
almost wholly political, as a mere rally in favour
of the Tory party, or of the old relations between
Church and State, f

(2) A second danger was from what is called

Erastianism (q.v.), though it was not the teaching
of Erastus but of the English philosopher Thomas
Hobbes—the view that the final authority in

religious belief was neither the Bible nor the

Church, but the State. Such a view was a

commonplace of Whig thiuker.s, and since the

action of the State at the Revolution of 1689,

when six English bishops (including the arch-

bishop of Canterbury) and one Irish bishop had
been deprived, without any canonical sentence,
the Church had inclined more and more in its prac-
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tice in an Erastian direction. The strongest teacli-

ing against Erastianism came from tlie Nonjurors

(q.v.), ami it is significant that an edition of the

works of Ciiarles Leslie, one of the wisest and most
learned of the Nonjurors, had been issued from

the University Press, Oxford, in 1832. Keble
in liis sermon had spoken strongly against State

tjTanny over the Church, and a strong protest

against such a relation of Church and State marked
the Movement from its beginning. This view,
while it made an appeal to the more spiritual of

the Protestant Dissenters, was unlikely to com-
mend the Movement to Whig ministers.

(3) The most vital and the most subtle danger
Avas ' Liberalism.' This was the spirit which had
burst out in the French Revolution, but was at
work in 1833 in the universities of Germany,
unknoA\Ti to most Englishmen. H. J. Rose had
called attention to it in sermons at Cambridge in

1825, when he was answered, strangely enough, by
E. 13. Pusey. In England in 1833 Liberalism was
the view that education, civilization, and reason
would cure the evils and sorrows of mankind.

Religion, in this view, was apt to be regarded as
' the rubbish of superstition. By Liberalism the
followers of the Oxford Movement meant ' the
tendencies of modern thought to destroy the basis

of revealed religion, and ultimately of all that can
be called religion at all

'

(Church, Occasional Papers,
ii. 386 ; Liberalism is analyzed most carefully in

H. S. Holland, Personal Studies, London, n.d.,pp.
76-82, and by J. H. Newman, in the Apologia pro
Vita Sua, Note A.,

'

Liberalism,' added to the 1865
and all subsequent editions).

(4) The fourth danger which in part evoked the
Movement was the wide-spread ignorance of the

principles for which tlie English Chui'ch stood.
Thomas Sikes, rector of Gullsborough, foretold a
few years before the Movement began that the

general su])pression of the truth of the doctrine of

the Holy Catliolic Church would ' have its reprisals.'
The ellects of these, he added,

'
I even dread to

contemplate, especially if it comes suddenly
'

(Letters and Correspondence of J. H. Newman, ii.

484). Certainlj^ one object of the Tracts for the

Times was ' to avert the danger of people becoming
Romanists from ignorance of Church principles

'

(Church, Oxford Movement, p. 241), and the Tracts
were directed to be advertised as ' Tracts ... on
the privileges of the Church and against Popery
and Dissent.' This fact is further borne out by
the Preface to Keble's sermon on ' National Apos-
tasy.' The Movement liad its origin in part in the
anti-Roman feelings stirred by the Emancipation
Act of 1S29.

These were the immediate causes. There were
others which reached further back, prominent
among them the horror of the French Revolution
which had c^^used men to look with more favour on
the institutions of the past, the Romantic move-
ment in literature headed by Sir Walter Scott, and
the Latitudinarian teaching of the Oxford Noetics,
whose arguments drove men to sound their position
arid so forced them to re-discover the foundations
of the position claimed by the English Church—
viz. the Fathers and the Councils and belief in the

Holy Catholic Church. Yet another cause operat-
ing in the same direction was the teaching of

Charles Lloyd (1784-1829), bishop of Oxford and
Regius Professor of Divinity. As professor in

1825 the bishop gave a course of lectures to gradu-
ates on the sources of the Prayer Book, and showed
its indebtedness to the Latin forms in the Roman
service-books. According to an Oxford tradition,
breviaries were brought from the Bodleian Library
and shown to the bishop's class. Newman, Froude,
and Pusey all attended these lectures, which set
them to study sympathetically the devotions of

tlie pre-Reformation and the primitive Church.
William Palmer's Origines Liturgirce (Oxford,
1832), which owed something to Lloyd, turned
men's attention in the same direction. Lloyd's
death in 1829 was a heavy loss, for, had he lived,
he would undoubtedly have exercised great influ-

ence on the Movement. The distinction drawn by
Newman, in Tract 90, between the practical and
formal teaching of Rome he had learnt from Lloyd.

2. History.—The traditional position h<ad always
been held before the Oxford Movement by those who
were called since Queen Anne's day

' the High
Churchmen,' but it had been obscured by the Lati-

tudinarianism of the previous century. It had
suti'ered from its supposed connexion with Jacobit-
ism

;
it was held to a man by the Nonjurors. It still

had distinguished representatives in 1833, in the
little knot of men whom successive archbishops of

Canterbury (Manners-Sutton [1805-28] and Howley
[1828-48J) had trusted, especially Hugh James Rose
(1795-1838) and a devout layman Joshua Watson
(1771-1855). To the energies of this group was
due the founding of the National Society for the
Education of the Poor in the Principles of the

Church of England in 1811 and the Church Build-

ing Society in 1817, and of a monthly Church
review, The British Magazine, in 1832 ; and recent

researches tend to show the latent strength of this

body of Church manship, which, though not so

prominent as the Evangelical school, in time helped
to swell the force of the Oxford Movement. The
Tractsfor the Times roused Churchmen and rallied

them to the old standards, and from 1833 until

1839 tlie Movement gained ground rapidly. This
was due in part to the moral and intellectual

attraction of its leaders. John Keble,
' the true

and primary author of the Movement' (Newman,
Apologia, p. 75, ed. Wilfrid Ward, p. 119), had
made his reputation as a scholar at Oxford before

he was twenty-one. In 1827 he had published,

anonymously. The Christian Year, a volume of

religious poetry which won immediate success.

John Henry Newman was second only to Keble.

The Tractsfor the Times were his idea, and many
of them were from his pen. His books, pamphlets,
and, above all, his sermons, were among the most

compelling forces on the side of the Movement.
Richard Hurrell Froude, originally a pupil of Keble,

brought him and Newman together. Froude died

young, in 1836, but his ideas and influence as mani-

fested in his diary and letters, printed after his

death, had their effect on the revival. Edward
Bouverie Pusey joined the Movement in 1834 with
a Tract on '

Fasting
'

(Tractsfor the Times, no. 18).

His personal holiness and profound learning were
to have an enormous influence on the later

development of the Movement, after Newman had

gone.
Pusey had been, like Keble, Newman, and

Froude, a Fellow of Oriel, but became Regius Pro-

fessor of Hebrew and Canon of Christ Church in

1828. Each of these was a scholar, and each (save

Pusey) had poetry in his veins ; but, above all,

each was a man of deep religious earnestness.

Keble and Pusey had been brought up in the

traditional High Church school ; Froude had
learnt that faith from Keble ; Newman, originally
an Evangelical and later inclined to '

Liberalism,'
had become a High Churchman from Keble's

teaching mediated through Froude.
From 1833 to 1843 Newman's influence was

supreme in the Movement, and it was felt not

merely through his published writings, but also

through his sermons preached in St. Mary's, Oxford,
of which he had been vicar since 1828. They have

been described by various writers, by none more

carefully than by John Campbell Shairp, himself

a Presbyterian :
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' After hearing those sermons you might come away still not
believing the tenets peculiar to the High Church system ; but
you would be harder than most men, it you did not feel more
Chan ever ashamed of coarseness, selfishness, worldliness, if you
did not feel the things of faith brought closer to the soul'

{Studies in Poetry and Philosophy, Edinburgh, 1868, p. 278).

Thus,
' while men were reading and talking about

the Tracts, they were hearing the sermons,' and
' the

sermons created a moral atmosphere, in which men
judged the questions in debate' (Church, Oxford
Movement, p. 130). The appeal of the Movement
to Christian antiquity and to the great Anglican
divines was given practical illustration by the

Library of the Fathers, begun in 1838 under the

joint editorship of Keble, Newman, and Pusey,
and by the Library of Anglo-Catholic Theology in

1841, directed by a committee of which the same
three leaders were members. The Movement from
1836 had a quarterly magazine. The British Critic,
at first partly edited by Newman, who became sole
editor in 1838. He resigned in 1841 and was suc-
ceeded by Thomas Mozley.
From 1833 to 1839 was the period of the Move-

ment's great success. Recruits poured in : at
Oxford among the younger men it numbered R. I.

Wilberforce, Charles Marriott, R. W. Church,
J. B. Mozley, Frederic Rogers (later Lord Blach-

ford), Isaac Williams, and V\". J. Copeland, each
of whom has left a name behind him. But its

swift success was a danger. It attracted minds of
a different temper from those of the original fol-

lowers, men who ' cut into it at an angle 'and 'whose
direction was unquestionably Romewards almost
from the beginning

'

(Newman, Apologia, p. 278,
ed. Ward, p. 260). Among them were distinguished
names : William George Ward, once a follower of

Arnold, F. W. Faber, Frederick Oakeley, J, B.

Morris, and J, D. Ualgairns. This party gained
control of The British Critic and forced Newman
in the Romeward direction.

In 1839 he first felt a doubt as to the tenability
of the Anglican position. Between July and
November 1841 this doubt was increased by his

study of the history of Arianism, the establishment
in connexion with the Protestant State Church of

Prussia of an Anglican bishopric in Jerusalem, and
the storm of episcopal censure whicli burst upon
him on account of his Tract no. 90, which he had
published earlier in that year. The Tract was
a comment upon certain passages in the xxxix.
Articles ; it ai>plied the strictly historical method
to them and showed that much of their language
was not directed against the formal teaching of
the Roman Church. The honesty of the interpre-
tation would hardly be questioned now, and even
in that day old-fashioned High Churchmen such as
W. F. Hook of Leeds, G. Moberly of Winchester,
and William Palmer came forward in Newman's
defence. But popular clamour was aroused, and
theeffeeton Newman was immediateand disastrous.
In 1842 he retired from Oxford to live in almost
monastic seclusion at Littlemore. In September
1843 he resigned his benefice of St. Mary's and
preached his last sermon as an Anglican (the
famous '

Parting of Friends') at Littlemore on 25th

September. A month later he retired into lay
communion M'ith the English Church and performed
no more ministerial acts.

Meanwhile the opjjosition to the Movement had
been growing. The P^vangclicals had early in its

course denounced it as being a return to supeistition
and popery, the Liberals under T. Arnold had
attacked it fiercely on the same ground (see Arnold's
art. in The Edinhiirgh Review, cxxvii. [1836]), and
the Roman Catholics from another side disliked
and denied its assertion of the Catholicity of the

English Church. Protestant feeling had been
aroused by the publication of the first two volumes
of R. H. Froude s Remains (ed. Keble and Newman)

in 1838 and by the title of Tract no. 80,
' On Reserve

in Communicating Religious Knowledge,' which
was ' a beautiful and suggestive

'

essay by Isaac

Williams, written to check the habit of using the
most sacred words and phrases at random in horta-

tory appeals. Tract no. 90, in 1841, added fuel to
the fiame. Tlie Heads of Houses at Oxford who
had at first regarded the Movement with 'con-

temptuous indifference' from 1841 adopted an atti-

tude of bitter and passionate hostility, with the

exception of M. J. Routh, President of Magdalen,
then the most learned and venerable divine in

England, who stood entirely apart from their pro-
ceedings.

In 1841 the Heads issued a decree condemning
Tract 90 and branded it as dishonest. In 1843 a
committee of them suspended Pusey from preaching
in the University pulpit for two years for teachin<;
in a sermon on the Holy Eucharist doctrine con

trary to the Church of England. Pusey nevei
knew the precise charge against his sermon or the

ground upon which it was condemned. A like

violence marked the utterances of some of tho

bishops. J. B. Sumner, then bishop of Chester,
later archbishop of Canterbury, a devout Evan
gelical, in a charge of 1841 ascribed the Movement
to the work of Satan, and other bishops followed
suit (their utterances were carefully collected and
arranged by W. S. Bricknell, in his Judgment of
the Bishops upon Tractai'ian Theology, Oxford,
1845). The silencing of Newman and Pusey in

Oxford gave the Romanizing wing an opportunity
of coining to the front, and in 1844 AV. G. Ward
published his Ideal of a Christian Church, a book
marked by great moral earnestness and containing
some extremely shrewd and bitter criticism of the

English Church ; it assumed that only the Roman
Church satisfied the conditions of what a Churcli
should be.

The Heads of Houses at Oxford seized the chance
thus given them. They secured the condemnation
of the book by the University and Ward's degrada-
tion from his degrees ; a proposal to censure Tract
no. 90 was, howevei-, vetoed hy the Proctors. These
events on 13th Feb. 1845 meant the downfall of
the Movement in Oxford ; the drift to Rome set in,
and finally on 8th Oct. 1845 Newman was received
into the Roman communion.
The Movement then entered upon its second

stage, which was appropriately enough marked by
the consecration of a new church (the anonymous
gift of Pusey), St. Saviour's, in the slums of Leeds.
The Movement had ceased to be an academic afiair

and now made its appeal to the peoj^le of the great
towns. The Evangelicals in the 19th cent, had
left these great populations apart, their own strong-
holds being chietly in the inland watering-])laces
such as Bath, Cheltenham, and Tunbridge Wells.
The followers of the Movement began the mission
work in East and Central London, where such out-

posts as St. Peter's, London Docks, and St. Alban's,
Holborn, became in time famous. This earnest

devotion to the masses in the towns was strong in

R. H. Froude, who in 1833 had a 'Project for re

viving Religion in great Towns '

bj' means of

colleges of unmarried priests, which he considered
'

tlie cheapest possible way of providing effe(!lively
for the spiritual wants of a large popiil;ition

"

(Remains, i. 322). Side by side witli this attempt
to evangelize the poor districts went the movement
to raise the standard of Morship, and to teaeji

through the eye as well as through the ear. Both

develojiments roused strong opposition, and from

1845, when riots began at Exeter because the sur-

plice was used in the pulpit in place of the black

gown, as the bishop had directed, until the infamous

riots at St. Goorge's-in-the-East which closed the

series in 1860, mob violence was freely used.
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Inevitably it failed, as it deserved to fail, and

slowly the public worsliip of the English Church
lost its coldness and dinginess and became more

dignified and beautiful. Hymns came into more

general use ;
tiie principal hymn-writers of this

period were, with few exceptions, followers of the

Movement. Among them were Henry W. Baker,
William Bright,

S. Baring-Gould, and John Mason
Neale. Neale aided this development not only by
his original compositions, but by his translations

of the old Latin and Greek hymns—a work which
had been begun tentatively by Bishop R. Heber
(1783-1826) in the previous generation, but in which
no one before or since lias approached Neale.
Music too, as a result of this side of the revival,
returned to parish church services and attention
was paid to choirs ; many of the most popular
English Church hymn-tunes owe their origin to the
men of the Movement. J, B. Dykes, the much
persecuted vicar of St. Oswald's, Durham, and
Frederick Gore-Ouseley were both priests who had
flung in their lot with it. W. H. ^lonk and John
Stainer were devout lay musicians on the same
side, while Richard Redhead and Thomas Helmore
did much to restore the old plain-song to the
Church's services.

While this revival of Church worship was pro-
ceeding, the teaching of the Movement met with
fiercer attack. In 1850 the doctrine of Baptismal
Regeneration came before the Judicial Committee
uf the Privy Council in the case of G. C. Gorham,
whom the bishop of Exeter had refused to institute
to a benefice. The Privy Council in 1851 decided
that Gorham's doctrine (which was, in fact, peculiar
TO himself), though it appeared to deny the Prayer
Book teaching, was not contrary to the Church of

England. The result was a panic in which many
clergymen and lay-folk went over to Rome, among
them H. E. Manning, J. R. Hope [afterwards Hope-
Scott], and, later, R. I. Wilberforce. Next followed
an attack on the doctrine of the Real Presence of
the Lord in the Holy Communion. For teaching
this doctrine G. A. Denison was prosecuted in 1854,
but his opponents failed to secure his condemnation
in 1858, on a technical ground. Keble's treatise On
Ezicharistical Adoration (Oxford, 1857) and Pusey's
two separate books on The Real Presence (1855 and
1857) were evoked by this attack. In 1870 the
attack was renewed, the defendant being W. J. E.

l^ennett, vicar of Frome-Selwood. In 1872, how-
ever, the Privy Council decided in his favour.
Still fiercer storms raged over the teaching and
practice of private sacramental confession. Its use
had naturally been revived as the Prayer Book
was studied and the power of the sacramental
system known in the individual life. Its practice
at St. Saviour's, Leeds, was attacked in 1848, in
1858 Richard Temple West, later vicar of St. Mary
Magdalene's, Paddington, was assailed for such

teaching at Boyne Hill, and there were furious

public agitations against the practice in 1873 and
again in 1877 ; the effect of these was to bring the

teaching before a wider circle than before. These
last agitations were confined to newspaper articles,

speeches, and pamphlets ; no charge of false doc-
trine wa.s ever brought against the much-abused
clergy in any Church court.
The ceremonial revival, inaccurately but popu-

larly called '

ritualism,' led to a series of suits in
the law-courts which began in 1854 and only closed
with the judgment in the case of Read v. the bishop
of Lincoln in 1890. This revival was originally
due to an early follower of the Movement and
friend of Newman, J. R. Bloxam, Fellow of

Magdalen College, Oxford, a scholar and an anti-

quary. It was carried on by the Cambridge Camden
Society, led by J. M. Neale and others, but with
the growth of hostility to the Movement in the

fifties it passed into less learned hands; The
Churches began to be re-decorated, and the use of
the Eucharistic vestments was revived, the stole

being first used in 1837, the chasuble in 1841. The
first lawsuit ended with a judgment in favour of the
revival in 1857, later the Privy Council changed its

mind, and, finally, on the tide of a No-popery
agitation, Disraeli, then Prime Minister (assisted

by A. C. Tait, archbishop of Canterbury), passed
a Public Worship Regulation Act in 1874 ' to put
down Ritualism. Under this Act five priests were

imprisoned for various terms—a fact which rallied

public opinion to the persecuted party—and the
Act became a dead letter. The Church of St.

Alban's, Holborn, and its vicar, A. H. Mackonochie,
bore the brunt of this attack from 1867 to 1883,
when Mackonochie was finally deprived of his

benefice. He died four years later, worn out by his

long persecution. A like fate had overtaken Dykes
in 1876 after the merciless hostility of his diocesan
C. Baring, bishop of Durham. The judgment of

E. W. Benson, archbishop of Canterbury, in the
case of the bishop of Lincoln in 1890 brought peace
to the Church and practically decided the question
in favour of the revivalists.

During these struggles
—indeed, from the Gorham

judgment in 1851—the fight had been directed

against the principle of Erastianism. The Judicial

Committee of the Privy Council had, almost by in-

advertence, as Lord Brougham declared, been made
the supreme court of ecclesiastical appeal in 1833,
when the old Church courts were reconstituted.

It was a purely Parliamentary court, destitute of

spiritual authority. Consequently, as this became
realized. High Churchmen declined to plead before
it or to obey its decisions. This led to the accusa-

tion of '

lawlessness,' but the moral authority of

the protesters has in fact rendered the court and
its decisions inoperative.^

3. Fruits of the Movement.—The spiritual force

of the Movement showed itself further in its success-

ful revival of the '

religious
'

or monastic life.

Newman and Keble both sympathized with this

development, but its guiding spirit was Pusey . The
first sisterhood was founded in 1844, and every
decade since then has witnessed the growth of the

Movement, a revival without parallel in Christen-
dom ; and the great sisterhoods, with their works
of charity, penitentiaries, homes, orphanages, and
schools, are a marked feature in the life of the

English Church, and would have seemed incredible

to the Churchmen of one and two hundred years

ago. Communities for men have grown more

slowly, but the Society of St. John the Evangelist,

Cowley, founded by Richard Meux Benson in 1866,
is established in four continents, and the Commun-
ity of the Resurrection and the Society of the Sacred
Mission are deeply rooted and widely known. These
are some of the fruits of the Movement of 1833.

Other results are the zeal for Foreign Missions,
which it shared with the Evangelicals, and the

wholly changed conception of clerical and episcopal
activity. Samuel Wilberforce, bishop successively
of Oxford and Winchester, was ' the re-modeller

'

of the conception of a bishop's duties, and the high
standard set by him owed most if not all of its feat-

ures to the Movement of 1833. Among the rank
and file of the clergy the Movement has done much
to raise the general level of devotion. Retreats and
Quiet Days, parochial Missions, and the like, if

originally borrowed from the Church in France,
owe their acclimatization to the Oxford Move-
ment.
The first Tractarians re-introduced a type of

1 Reference may be made to the Report of Royal Commission
on Ecclesiastical Discipline, 1906, p. 67, § 363, which declared

that 'the judgments of the Judicial Committee cannot practi-

cally be enforced.'
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character which had been sadly lacking in the

English clergy and laity for a century. They were
marked by reserve, resolute self-discipline, unworld-

liness, shrinking from preferment, hatred of sham
and pretence, and a grave distrust of the feel-

ings. Their teaching and preaching exhibited the

most tender personal devotion to the Lord Jesus

(Jhrist as to a living Friend. Generally speaking,
religious men before the Oxford Movement '

spoke
of our Lord in a more distant way, as one holding
the central place rather in a dogmatic system than
in the devout affections

'

(Shairp, p. 329). This

personal devotion was particularly a mark of Keble
and of Pusey, but it was reflected very clearly in

their followers.

In one respect the Oxford Movement after 1845

showed that it had its right and left wings, both
a conservative and a more liberal group ; this was
when it was confronted by the fresh discoveries of

natural science, represented broadly by the term

'evolution,' and by the same methods applied in

the department of Biblical criticism. The right
or conservative wing was that of Pusey and Keble,
the more liberal school that of the founders of the

Guardian newspaper (in 1846), Church, J. B.

Mozley, and Lord Blachford. They differed in

their view of the sort of opposition to be oilered to

Essays and Reviews in 1860, and the work of the

next generation of the libei-al wing (who carried on
in many respects the Newman tradition in the

Movement) issued in Ltix Mundi, an important
volume of theological essays, published in 1889.

Apart from the more detailed results noticed

here, the Oxford Movement from its beginning in

1833 has stood for tlie corporate as opposed to the

individualistic principle. Thus, while it emphas-
ized the almost forgotten or neglected truth of the

Church, and so incurred the suspicion of attaching

importance to the institutional rather than tlie

mystical side of religion, its later followei's were
draAvn to apply the doctrine in its fullness to society
round them, and Christian socialism is no by-

product of the revival, but a true application of

its principles to social questions. The Christian

Social Union was in fact founded by later followers

of the Movement in 1889, though it secured the

aid of Churchmen of other views. But gilds and

religious societies have si>rung from the Movement
and its principles naturally and spontaneously.
Broadly, too, the Movement lias had a wider result.

From the thinly-veiled deism of the Latitudinarian

Churchmen of the 18th cent., with their Zwinglian
view of the sacraments, the Oxford Movement has

slowly and painfully brought back into the lives of

English people a belief in the supernatural. When
the Movement began, Englishmen as a whole were

becoming more and more materialistic, less and
less spiritual, distrusting enthusiasm and devotion ;

religion, when it was more than a cold and dry
morality, tended to become mere emotionalism
which was very apt to feed itself on phrases. The
Oxford Movement with its passionate devotion, its

appeal to Christian history and to authority,

brought back the old conception of the Church,
not as a mere human institution and a department
of the State, but as the Body of Christ, with life-

giving sacraments and a ministry reaching back

through the Apostles to the Lord, a society which
'takes its origin not in the will of man, but in the
will of the Lord Jesus Christ

'

(F. Temple, Twelve

Sermons preached at the Consecration of Truro

Cathedral, Truro, 1888, quoted in H. S. Holland,
God's City, London, 1894, p. 20).
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PACIFISM.—See War.

PADMAPANI.—Padmapani (Tibetan, Phyag
na pad ma), the bodhisattva or the god

' with a
red lotus in the left hand,' is a name of Avaloki-
tesvara, who, as has been said, is more than an
ordinaiy bodhisattva, who is in fact one of the
chiefs of the Buddhist mediajval pantheon (see
art. AVALOKITESVARA). Many forms of Avaloki-
tesvara are known from Indian and Tibetan
sculptures, from Indian miniatures and Tibetan
designs. It is always the same Avalokitesvara,
and the difl'erences are chiefly iconographic,
although diti'erent legends and speculations may
be embodied in the diti'erent representations of the
same god. From the iconographic point of view it is

fiossible

to distinguish the non-human forms, with
our, six, twelve, or a thousand arms, from the
human forms. Among the latter the figure with a
lotus in the left hand is prominent ; such a figure
was likely to be called Padmapani,

^

Abjapani,
Kamalahasta, Padraakara, or any name meaning
'lotus-handed.' Padmapani is the most common.
In the same way the figure with a thousand arms
is a ' thousand-armed '

(sahasrabhttja). The right
hand sometimes holds a kalam, the consecration

phial
—an attribute of many bodhisattvas, possibly

a symbol of their consecration as kumdras, royal
princes in the spiritual kingdom of a tathagata—
sometimes a rosary {aksamdla) ; sometimes it is in
the attitude of giving (varamudrd). Moreover,
Padmapani is sometimes characterized by a fawn-
skin on the left shoulder, and by an image of
Amitabha—the reigning tathagata of Sukh.avati—
in his head-dress. Amitabha is the tathagata,
Avalokitesvara the bodhisattva, par excellence,
bakyamuni the nirrnitabuddha (see PHILOSOPHY
[Buddliist]) of the present age.

In Tibet, since 1439 (?) Avalokitesvara-Padmapani
has been incarnated in the Dalai Lama—a riirmita-

kdya of secondary rank.
The name Padmapani does not occur in the

Karandavyuha, the summary of Avalokitesvara's
dpLcrrda. But lotuses are conspicuous in this
book. When Avalokitesvara returned from his

pilgrimage to Sukhavati, the western Buddha's
Held, he brought back and offered to Sakyamuni
lotuses sent as a gift of homage by Amitabha
(imani Amitabhena prahitani [pp. 18, 89]), and the
representation of Avalokitesvara ' with a lotus in
hand '

possibly originated from this story, or vice
versa. However it may be, in the description of
the diagram (mandala) of the '

six-syllabled charm
'

{dm manipadme hum) we learn that Avalokitesvara
is

to^be reprcsentetl with the lotus and the ros-ary
(p. 74). If the name Padmapani is wanting,
synonyms are near at hand : in the stotra (hynm)
uttered by the Devaputra Mahesvara (p. 89)
Avalokitesvara is styled Padmadhara, ' who bears
a lotus

'

; Subhapadmahasta,
' who has in hand a

pure lotus'; Padmapriya, 'friend of lotuses';
ai.so Padmasana, 'who sits upon a lotus,' and
Padma.sri,

'
lotus glory' (cf. p. II)—not to be con-

fused with the Padma.sri of the Saddharmapun-
darikn. It is interesting to remark that Avaloki-
tesvara is Mahesvara (p. 90), and the fiend of

Vajrapani, who never entirely loses his demon
character (p. 11).

1 The same name is given to Brahma, to the sun, and to
Visnu in the Lexicons (see O. Bohtlinsrk and R. Roth, Sannkrit-
n orterbiich, Petrograd, 1855-7.i), possibly owing to the Buddliist
identification of these gods with Avalokitesvara. ' Pad ma ' can
equal Vijiju, Avalokite.4vara.

There is some evidence that, in Tibet, the name
Padmapani vied with the name Avalokitesvara.
It seems that the Mani bka bum prefers the foi-mer

(W. W. Rockhill, The Land of the Lamas, suppl.
notes, ii., London, 1891 ; E. Schlagintweit, Bud-
dhism in Tibet, Leipzig, 1863, tr. L. de Milloue,AMG iii. [1881] 54 ; L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism
of Tibet, or Lamaism, London, 1895, p. 356).
Literature.—See art. Avalokitesvara. Vot descriptions of

Padmapani (photographs) see H. H. Cole, Preserratiun of
National Monuments, India, Yiisufsai District, pi. xxv. (ap.
Griinwedel, Mythologie, p. 2'2), a Gaiidhara sculpture identiHed
by S. d'OIdenburg ; A. Foucher, Elude sur Viconoyrapkie
bouddhique de I'Inde {Bibl. de VEcole des Eautes Etudes, voL
xiii. pt. i.), Paris, 1899, p. 101 f.; A. Griinwedel, Myth, des
Buddkismus in Tibet und der Monqolei, Leipzig, 1900, pp 22,
27, 123, 138; Alice Getty, The Guds of Northern Buddhnui,
Oxford, 19U. For literary documents, H. H. Wilson, Wurks,
London, 1862-77, ii. 29 (a recension of the visit of Padmapani
to Amitabha); Kdranliavyuha, Calcutta, 1873; H. J. von
Klaproth,

' On the Charm Oiji manipadme hiini,' in JA vii.

[1831] 192
; C. F. Kbppen, Die lamaisehe Hierarchie und

Kirche, Berlin, 1908, ii. 59 (reprint).

L. DE LA VaLL:^E POUSRIN.
PADMASAMBHAVA, or PADMAKARA.—

This Indian Buddhist missionary, priest, teacher,
and saint of the 8th cent. A.D. is of the first

importance in Tibetan Buddhism. For, although
he is only incidentally referred to by previous
writers, merely as the leader of a retrograde
movement among the Lamas, he is shown by the
present writer to have been the founder of the
order of the first Tibetan Buddhist monks, or
Lamas, as they are generally called. His nation-

ality and training and the circumstances under
which he was sent for by the pro-Buddhist king
of Tibet, Khri-Srong De-btsan, the son of an arder.t
Buddhist Chinese princess, to establish an order
of Bucklhist monks in Tibet, have been indicated in
art. Lamaism.

Previous to his arrival in Tibet (c. a.d. 747-748)
there appear to have been no indigenous Buddliist
monks in that country, though Tibet had been
visited by occasional Indian and Chinese Buddhist
monks since the epoch of King Srong-btsan (fA.D.
650), who had introduced from N. India or Khotan
the so-called Tibetan script, and had procured the
translation into its characters of some elementary
treatises on Buddhism. ^ This universal tradition

crediting Padmasariibhava with the founding of
Lamaism is also supported by the epigraphic
evidence discovered by the writer in the two edict-

pillars at Lhasa of the saint's patron, King Khri-
Srong De-btsan, dated A.D. 783, or three years
before the death of that sovereign. In these two
edicts, as well as in a third, of the same date,
although referring to religious matters, the word
' Lama '

does not occur
; but the king states that

'

by a blessing the orthodox religion was pro-
cured ' 2—this term,

' orthodox or inside religion,'
is still the ordinary term applied to Buddhism, as

opposed to the Bon or other faiths.
The first monastery in Tibet was built under his

directions at Sam-yas (c. A.D. 749), after the
model, it is said, of the chief monastery of Mid-
India, Nalanda, or, according to another account,

1 In the great Scripture commentary, the Bstan-'gyur Mdo,
vol. 124, are two grammatical works ascribed to his minister,
Thonmi, whom he had sent to ' India '

(but probably Khotan,
which was then Indian In its civilization) to learn the language ;

also in vol. 123 a doctrinal treatise {Sku-gzugs-kyi mts'an-nyid)
by 'The son of Anu," an eponym of the same minister (W.
W. Rockhill, The Life of the Buddha, London, 1892, p. 212),
who is generally credited in the vernacular histories with
having also translated the Dhdranl on the Orfi mavi formula,
universal now throughout Tibet.
2L. A. WaddeU, JRAS, 1909, p. 931 (7iangrt.(;A'o«=' inside

religion ').
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Udandapur
^ on tjhe Ganges. It was placed under

the abbotshipof Santa-raksita, his reputed brother

in-law, tliough it is doubtful whether Padmasaih-
bhava was really unceliVmte, and whether the
tradition creditin<,^ him with a spouse is not the
outcome of later Lamas identifying him with
Avalokita, and so conferring on him a female

energy, the counterpart of Tara (Ishtar), the
Buddhist queen of heaven.

It is significant of the enthusiasm and skill

imparted by Padmasaihbhava and his deputy, the

abbot, to their students that seven of the very
first group of the newly-trained Tibetan monks
achieved literary distinction,'* and that most of them
show by their scrupulously accurate work as trans-

lators of ditlerent books of the Indian Buddhist
canon from Sanskrit into Tibetan that they had
attained remarkable scholarly knowledge of both
Sanskrit and Tibetan. Especially numerous are
the translations by sKa-ba-bha-po dpal-brtsegs
(who seems to be the same as dBah-dpal-baiis) and
Vairochana. Padmasaiiibhava had also twenty-
five ritualistic pupils whose names are preserved.'
Regarding the character of his teaching, there is

no certain evidence that it was of the flagrantly
magical and necromantic type ascribed to him in

the indigenous works on the subject, which are

mostly late compositions of the 14tli cent, onwards—when works of a similar nature were being issued

by the Mahayana Buddhists in India ascribing
precisely similar ritualistic spells to Buddha him-
self. From the high literary attainments of his

contemporary pupils it seems probable that his

teaching was more or less orthodox Indian Bud-
dhism of the Mahayana type, and of the ' Middle
Path School

'

( Madhyamaka), to which he reputedly
belonged ;

* and that it afterwards became degraded
in the hands of the converts from the indigenous
shamauistic Bon religion. The book of spells
ascribed to him is of exactly the same class as the
Paritta or Pali spells in general use among the
southern Buddlusts of Ceylon and Burma, and in

regular ritualistic use by the Ceylonese Buddhists
at the present day.^
He is the chief saint of ' The Old Sect' of Tibetan

Buddhists, the red-capped Nyih-ma, and, apotheo-
sized, he receives equal worship with Sakyamuni
himself, bearing indeed the title of ' The Second
Buddha,' and represented as booted, capped, and
clad in thick garments, like an ordinary Lama of
the present da3^

Literature.—This is quoted throughout the article.

L. A. Waddell.
PALMISTRY.—Fortune-telling is a supersti-

tion which seems destined to survive permanently
in the lower strata of even scientific civilizations.

Among the ancient Romans it was part of the
official religion and the executive procedure. Like
gambling, it corresponds to a certain emotional
need, the satisfaction of which may justify the
existence of a harmless delusion. Of the pseudo-
scientific methods of elucidating the past and pre-
dicting the future palmistry is the most widely
spread. The modern gypsy retails a traditional
lore which goes back to the earliest Indian culture.*
The Chinese transferred the palmist's attention to
the foot, and their curious interest in the com-
pressed female foot has produced a pseudo-science

1 Waddell, Buddhism, of Tibet, London, 1896, p. 266 f., also
'Buddha's Herniitafire of llreu,' JASB, J892, pp. 1-24.

'•i The names of those novices who are called sad-)ni (probably
sadhu, 'pure-liver,' a title of Buddha) are dBah-dpal-dbans,
rTsans-deveiidra, Branka Mutig,

' K'on Nagendra, Sagor Vairo-
chana, rMa Acharva rin-ch6n-nich'of;', gLan-ka Tanana.

3 Waddell, Bxidiihism of Tibet, p. 3] f.

•• He received part of his teaching from Sri Siiiiha of Kashmir,
who was in turn a pupil of the Indian monk Gah-rab Vaira.
5Cf. Waddell, 'The Dharaiji Cult in Buddhism,' in Oslasia-

tische XeiUehrift, ii. [1913] 165 f.

6 SBE xiv. [1882] 48.

of 'podoscopy.' The claims of palmistry are in a
way a tribute to the human hand and its import-
ance in evolution. The mind has developed ^j^rri

passu with the hand, which as an organic machine
is unrivalled.

Chirognomy professes to read the individual
character on the assumption of a correlation
between hand and brain ; chiromancy claims also
to predict the individual future. The general
shape of the hand is the first classification ; then
the flexion -folds of skin (the 'lines') and the
muscular projections (the

' mounts ') are examined
in connexion with the doctrine of signatures and
the influence of the planets. Macalister remarks :

' That these purely mechanical arrangements have any psychic,
occult or predictive meaning is a fantastic imagination, which
seems to have a peculiar attraction for certain types of mind,
and as there can be no fundamental hypothesis of correlation,
its discussion does not lie within the piovince of reason.' i

But palmistry has to be reckoned with as one of
the minor psychical factors.

The chief elements of palm-reading were codified

by Hartlieb in 1475 (?), and later by d'Ari)entigny
in 1843.^ D'Arpentigny's work is the basis of the
modern literature. Tlie individual palmist in-

dulges his fancy and analogical powers, and as a
rule is a shrewd judge of human nature.
The left hand, as being less deformed by work,

is ijreferred for examination. Hands are placed
by the French authors in seven classes : main
eUmentaire or a grande paume, main necessaire or
en spatule, main artistique or conique, main utile

or Carrie, main philosophique or noueunc, main
psychiqiie or pointtie, and main mixte. The out-

standing feature of the hand is the thumb. The
line surrounding it is the line of life, probably the
earliest of the palmist's definitions. Aristotle
mentions the belief that a long line of life implies
a long life.* If without sinuosities, the line stands
for happiness. The first phalange of the thumb
signifies will, the second logic ; the ball is termed
the mount of Venus, and on its features depends
the individual's success or failure in love. The
prominence at the base of the index finger is the
mount of Jupiter, connoting pride ; that of the
middle finger is the mount of Saturn, connoting
fatality ; that of the third is the mount of Apollo,
connoting fortune, art, or riches ; that of the
little finger is the mount of Mercury, connoting
science or wit. On the heel of the hand, or the '

per-
cussion,' are the mounts of Mars and of the moon,
connoting respectively courage and cruelty, and
imagination, fancy, or folly. A simple division of
the facts of existence is into life, intellect, emotion,
and luck ; accordingly the palmist assigns to
these the four main flexion-folds of the skin
of the palm. Next to the line of life, wiiich
it joins beneath the index finger, is the line of
head ; above and parallel to it is the line of heart ;

straight up the centre of the hand is the line of

fate, and parallel to it, towards the heel of the

hand, is the line of fortune. From the origin of
the line of life to the base of the little finger runs
the line of health. The girdle of Venus is a curved
line from the base of the little finger to that of the
index. The lines across the wrist, two or more,
are the 'bracelets,' rascettcs, each signlfj'ing thirty
years of life. The character of the planets con-

trolling each digit is divided among the three

phalanges ; e.g., the uppermo.st phalange of the

index, referred to Jupiter, implies mysticism, the
second intelligence, the lowest instincit.

LiTEitATURB.—A. Macalister, art. 'Palmistry,' in EBr'i^;
J. Hartlieb, Die Kxinst Cirmnantia, Augsburg (14T5?] ; C. S.

d'Arpentigfny, La Chirognomie, Paris, lb43 ; A. DesbaroUes,
Li's MysUres de la main, do. 1859; A. de Thebes, L'Enigme

1 A. Macalister, KSr" xx. 6,'iO.

2 J. Hartlieb, Die Kunst Ciromantia ; C. S. d'Arpentiguy, La
Chiriignamie.

a Hist. Anim. i. 16 ; Pliny, HN xi. (114) 174
; Juvenal, vi. 681.
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de la main, do. 1900; M. Caster, 'Hebrew \erMon of the

" Secretum Secretorum,"' ^iMS, Oct. 1907 ; A. R. Craig, /Ae
Book of the Hand, according to the Systems of DArpentiriny

and jiegbaroUes, with some Account of the Gipsies, London,

1867 • H A Giles,
'

Palmistrj' in China," Nineteenth Century,

Ivi. [1904] 9S:.-9S8. A. E. ClJAWLEY.

PALMYRENES.— I. Introductory.—Palmyra
is the Greek name of the town called Tadnior by
its Semitic inhabitants, and so called to the present

day. Situated in tlie middle of the Syrian desert,

more than two days' journey east of the cultivated

lands, this city apparently owes its origin to an

abundant spring which fertilizes the desert and

gives birth to an oasis where the palm, olive, vine,

and fig-tree flourish. However old it may be, it

does not appear on the stage of history until the

Grfeco-Roman period. At that time the inhabi-

tants of Tadmor were Semites, already much
imbueil with Greek culture. Placed in the

Hellenistic world between the two capitals of

Syria-Antioch and Seleucia in Lower Mesopo-
tamia—they were the traders of the northern

desert, as the Nabatreans were between Damascus
and Arabia. Like the Nabata;ans (q.v. ), they were

Arabs who adopted the Aramaean language spoken
from the time of the Persians by the ancient

peoples that cultivated the soil of Syria. Greek
was their second language. They borrowed some
words of administration from the Romans. Since

the razzia of the dictator Mark Antony (34 B.C.)

they had been under the influence of Rome, which

granted them the jus italicum. The first in-

scription dates from the year 9 B.C. ; it is gener-

ally believed that the last one is from A.D. 271.

It is therefore during this period that we must

study the religion of the inhabitants of Palmyra.
The national monuments are so abundant that we
need not seek elsewhere for information which is

not so trustworthy.
2. Inscriptions.

—The inscriptions are mostly
honorific. Along the huge colonnade which ran

through Palmyra a great many statues had been

placed on brackets attached to the pillars. A
Palmj^rene inscription, often accompanied by a

corresponding Greek text, stated why the town,
i.e. tlie senate and the people, had conferred the

honour of a statue on such and such a person.

Naturally, religious data are more frequent in

the inscriptions of dedication to this or that god,

usually engraved on altars. In the burying-places
each person is named, and more than one genealogy
can be reconstructed ; but these inscriptions do not

give much information beyond divine names con-

tained in certain proper names. On the other

hand, very frequent, but very enigmatical, indica-

tions of a religious kind are found on small clay
tablets to which tlie name of tesserm has been

given. Unlike the Nabatseans and the Aramaeans
of Egypt, the Palmyrenes refrained from engrav-

ing their names in order to commend themselves
to the remembrance of the gods or the attention of

the passers-by. The rocks of their country offered

fewer temptations than those of Sinai or Petra ;

but they might have made use of their monuments
as placards. That they have not done so^ is a

noteworthy characteristic of their moral life.

The necessary references for the inscriptions are found most

conveniently in the works of M. Lidzbarslci, the chief authority
on Semitic epigraijhy in Germany. We have specially in view

the Handbuch der nordsemitischen Epigraphik (Weimar,
1898)2 and the Ephemeris fur semitische Epigraphik (Giessen,

1900-12).3 The great work of de Vogii6 on Syrie centrale

(Paris, 1866-77) is so far the most important collection of

Palmyrene inscriptions. The Corpus Inscriptionum Semiti-

carum of Palmyra has not yet appeared ; the editors have been

waiting to get the latest revision of the inscriptions made on
the spot by A. Jaussen and R. Savignac in July 1914.

1 Two graffltti (de Vogii6, Syrie centrale, nos. 68 and 69), the

only ones known, are in a tomb, and may therefore refer to the

dead (Lidzbarski, Nordsem. Epigraphik, p. 169).
2 Hereafter cited as NE. 3 Hereafter cited as Eph.

3. Gods.—It would be out of place to repeat
here the characteristics that are common to all

Semitic religions. We shall confine ourselves to

the features peculiar to the Palmyrenes.
(a) The Palmyrenes are the only Semites who

very often invoked a deity without addressing him
otherwise than by extremely vague epithets.
Otlier races substituted an epithet for the name of

tlieir god, but this epithet was always and very

specially his ; e.g., Dusares is probably the lord of

ash-Shara (Dhu'-sh-Shara), the real name remain-

ing secret. The Palmyrene custom was quite
ditierent : with them the same attributes could

be and, as a matter of fact, were applied to several

deities. Many stelae and altars are dedicated to

him ' whose name be for ever blessed
'

{nov y\2

ndVv'?), 'good,' 'good god' (noh k.i'jk, Naa), 'com-

passionate' (N:Dn-i), 'who grants prayers' (NTn),
' rewarder

'

(ni^c), 'lord of the world.' The last

title was interpreted as ' lord of eternity
'

by the

present writer, but he now admits that Lidzbarski

is right, who, following de VogUe, has always pre-

ferred 'lord of the world,' since an inscription
discovered by Puchsteiu gave the formula ' lord of

all
'

{Eph. ii. 296) ;
in this case '

totality
'

stands

for 'the world' (hi H-\D= mhi; kid). These names
raise several problems. It has been thought that

the Palmyrene religion, addressing itself, without

mentioning any proper name, to a good god, a

merciful god, a rewarder, master of the world, was
on the way towards monotheism. But it must be

noticed that at the same time homage was being
rendered to other gods, even to deified emperors,
like the god Alexander (Alexander Severus [NE,
p. 459]) ; and it is very probable that this mono-

theism, such as it was, was not the intrinsic

development of the religious thought of the people
of Tadmor. There were many Jews there, as is

proved by the proper names. At that time they
held rigorously to the law that they had prescribed
for themselves not to pronounce the proper name
of their god. They substituted for it several

epithets, some of which are similar to the Palmy-
rene formulae. Lidzbarski (Eph. i. 256 fl".), who

unhesitatingly admits Jewish influence, has re-

called 'Blessed be his glorious name for ever'

(Ps72i9; cf. Dn 2-" etc.). The capital of a small

pillar found at Amwas in Palestine has on one side

eh deoi, and on the other o'^iy'? nsty inn,
' Blessed be

his name for ever,' which is exactly the Palmyrene
formula. Tlie ' master of the world

'

does not

figure in the Bible, but is found in the most ancient

Rabbinical literature.

It must be admitted, therefore, that, either

under the influence of Greek philosophy or under

Jewish influence, the Palmyrenes had attained a

high conception of the deity, compatible, in the

ideas of antiquity, with polytheism. Is the

supreme god an ancient god on the way towards

universal rule or a new concept? Lidzbarski

believed that the supreme god was Bel. It is

indeed certain, since the discoveiy of the American

mission, that the huge chief temple of Palmyra
was dedicated to Bel. This name, pronounced Bel,

and consequently written ^2 (and not "^yn, Baal), in

Greek BrjXos, is the ancient BSl of Babylon. Because
of his supreme rank, the Greeks called him Zeus.

We could very well understand the Palmyrenes con-

ferring on him the epithets mentioned above, but,

as a matter of fact, we never come across them
associated with the name of B61. It was said at

one time that Arsu and
'

Azizu were good rewarding

gods, and that "Azizu especially was good and com-

passionate (Eph. i. 203) ;
a Nabatajan at Palmyra

calls his god Shai'-elqom,
' a good rewarding god

'

(ib. i. 345). But—not to mention the last god, a

stranger to Palmyra—neither Arsu nor 'Azizu was

important enough there to be the master of theworld .
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Now this title is expressly given to a god of

wide diflusion—Baal, or Baalsliamin. We have
now four inscriptions containing his name. He is

called ' lord of the world '

(ndSv nid) at Palmyra,
A.D. 114 (de Vogu6, no. 73 ; NE, p. 474. 4), 'good
and rcAvarding god

'

(NnDci n3b nh^x) at Palmyra,
A.D. 67 (NE, p. 473. 1), 'lord of the world,' at

et-Tayibe, near Palmyra, A.D. 134 (NE, p. 477. 4),

and lastly, in a Puchstein inscription of the

Palmyra camp, 'great and compassionate' (Nan

KJDmi). The Greek text of et-Tayibe reads Ad
Hfylcrrtf} Kepawluj. Lidzbarski at first tried to prove
that the Ba'al-shamln, or lord of the sky, had not

appeared among the Semites until the time of the

Persians, from whom they borrowed him (Eph,
i. 243 ff. ). But he is mentioned in an inscription
of Esarhaddon for the Phoenician countries, and
quite recently H. Pognon discovered him in an in-

scription of Zakir, dating from the 8th cent. B.C.

(Inscriptions s4mitiques de la Syrie, de la M6sopo-
tamie, et de la region de Mossoul, Paris, 1907-08).
Now Lidzbarski thinks that the Semites borrowed
him from the Hittites. The present writer has
himself admitted the identity of Ba'al-shamln with
the Teshub of the Hittites, but at the same time
(Etudes stir les religions s^mitiques'^, p. 93 ft'.) he
has recognized him as the principal god of Syria,

usually unnamed, if not as the great master or

Baal, but known under the name of Hadad or
Hadad Ramman, the thunder-god. This was a

god of the Semites, who had no need to borrow
elsewhere the notion of a sky-god—probably of

the agi-icultural Semites especially, for the master
of the sky and the thunder gave them the rain

necessary for the fruitfulness of the soil. If the

Palmyrenes did not know him in this aspect in

the desert, they must have adopted him along with
Aramaean civilization. In fact, as de Vogiie has

always said, the inscriptions mean him rather than
Bel when they refer to the god by periphrases.
We must bear in mind, however, the possibilities
of syncretism, applying vague epithets to various

gods that the worshipper knew in his heart.

Perhaps the Palmyrenes also had given the first

rank to a great deity, whom tradition does not
mention by name, similar to the summits deus
of the Roman world, wliona the last pagans adopted
to oppose to the one god of Christianity. The
frequent occurrence of Zei)? v^iaros in Palmyra
favours this hypothesis, which does not exclude
Jewish influence.

(b) A second characteristic of the Palmyrene
religion is its solar nature. The Romans were
much struck by it, and believed that the great
temple of Palmyra was dedicated to the sun. As
is well known, Aurelian, the conqueror of Zenobia,
conceived the project of uniting all the cults in the
cult of the supreme god, tiie sun. This syncretism,
which tried to absorb Mithra himself, was natur-

ally applied to the god of Palmyra. He also

ordered the temple to be rebuilt :

'

Templum sane solis ... ad eani formam volo, quae fuit

reddi '{Hist. Aug. ii. 148 ff. [Aurelianus], ed. H. Peter, Leipzig-,

1892).

We know that this temple was dedicated to B61

(see above, § 3 («)). One text speaks of the great
basilica of the house of Bel ('?n ni n Kn3T NpSoia).
It is quite natural that Aurelian, who was a great
sun-worshipi)er, should have inclined in the direc-
tion of his tastes ; but the Palmyrenes, who were
themselves addicted to the worship of the sun,

gave the same aspect to B61 on tiie tessera;, where
the name of the god is accompanied by a small
solar disk. It has been noticed also that this Bel
must be the Bel-Marduk of Babylon, the god of
the spring-time sun. It is, however, unquestion-
able that B61 is a supreme god rather than a solar

god. With the Greeks he is Zeus. On the bas-
VOL. IX.—38

relief of Lammens, explained by Ronzevalle, the

i)erson

called Belos below the figure is called

Ceraunos above, like Zeus the thunder-god (Eph.
ii. 83, 310). The real sun-god of Palmyra is

]\Ialak-b61 (S33'?d). He is often mentioned after

'Agli-b61, the moon-god, following the ancient
custom of naming the moon before the sun. In
one of the two Roman inscriptions

—comparatively
late, it is true (middle of 3rd cent. A.D.)—
instead of ' to Malak-b§l and the gods of Tadmor '

the Latin text says: 'Soli sanctissimo.' On this

Lidzbarski has outlined a somewhat astonishing
theology : Malak-bfil is

' the messenger of Bel
'

("73 hnVd) ; then, as if the two ideas were necessarily
connected,

' the visible manifestation, the revela-
tion of Ber (Eph. i. 256 f.). This theory, which
seems to be inspired by the 'angel of Jahweh' of

the OT, rests on the form Malak, corresponding to

IxSd, and proved by the transcriptions MaXaxiS^Xor,
Malachi-belus, Malag-bel, Malag-belus. The argu-
ment would prove only that Malak-b§l is the angel
of Bfi], but it does not follow that the messenger-
gods are the visible manifestations of the god who
sendsthem: Hermes, e.g-., is nota hypostasis of Zeus.

Further, the form Malak may be a Palmyrene
equivalent of the Hebrew Melek or of the Assyrian
Maliku. The present writer has shown elsewhere
that the Assyrian Maliku is connected with the

Assyrian sun-god Shamash. His wife was called

Malkatu (i^tudes^, p. 107), which cannot mean any-
thing but 'queen.' Malak-b§l, therefore, is

rather the king-B61, in whom the solar aspect of

BSl is more prominent than in B61, although no

theological speculation has connected them as the
essence of the sun and its perceptible manifestation.
For practical purposes, Bel was the supreme god,
otherwise Ba'al-shamln and Malak-b§l the sun.^

There is one more sun -god, viz. Yarhi-b61

('jnm-). If we take BSl for the Palmyrene form
of the Canaanite Baal and the Babylonian Bel,
Yarhi-b61 is another name compounded with Baal
or Bel. For a long time the word n-\\ 'month,'
has suggested a lunar deity, but the Lammens
relief, with a rayed disk, maKes it a solar god. A
tessera of G. Schlumberger represents 'Agli-bul
with the crescent, and Yarhi-b6l with the rayed
disk (Ejih. ii. 310). But the present writer is

tempted to regard this merely as a result of the

progress of the solar cult. Etymology must decide
the original meaning. The two gods, who were
often associated, were doubtless originally two

aspects of the moon-god. 'Agli-bol was the bull-

lord (^i]i), i.e. the lunar crescent, Yarhi-b61 the lord

of the months, to which the sun is a perfect stranger.
Both are qualified by

' bull
'

(xnin) on a tessera pub-
lished very recently (Eph. iii. 153). The bull is

the special emblem of Hadad, the storm-god ; but
it is also the symbol of the moon, because of the
horns of the crescent moon. There is no doubt
that it was when the cult of the sun and the moon
became general that Yarhi-bul became the sun.

Another proof of this identification is the name
'HX/oSojpos, the translation of Viam'.

Lastly, the sun was worshipped at Palmyra
under its common name 'sun' (fCv^NE, p. 474])

changed into a proper name, exactly as in Babylonia.
(r) The Palmyrenes would not be of Arab origin

if tiiey had not worshipped the morning star,

which is also the evening star, the planet Venus.
With the Southern Arabs it was the god Athtar,
who became in Babylonia the goddess Ishtar.

With the Palmyrenes the god appears to be double

(like the goddess among the Babylonians), and
both are masculine in form, Arsu and 'Azizu (i^in,

iriv), 'good rewarding gods.' The bas-relief con-

1 The distinction between B61 and the sun is clear in Zo8inui8

(i. 61), who says of Aurelian : 'HAi'ov rt Koi BtjAou icaSi5pii'o-a?

ayaXfxaja.
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tainin<,' this inscription (Eph. i. 203) is diflicult to

interpret.
Clerniont-Oanneau (7?«c««i7 d'arcMol. orient, viii. 32ff.) is of

opinion Ihat the scene has 'singular analogies with that of the

adoration of the Magi. It may liave been images of this kind

that ha.l not only an iconograjihic but also an iconological
influence on the formation of the legend relating to Jesus, who
lilie Azizos, was also the deus bonus puer phosphorus of

Christianity.'

This whole induction takes it for granted that the
bas-relief rejaesents the god ; on the contrary, it

is certain that it represents the giver of the stele.

According to Lidzi)ar.ski'.s interpretation (Eph. i.

201), there are three persons .sitting on the left—
two men and a M'onian ; the latter holds a naked
child on her knee. On the right there stands a

person, probably a man, who is perliaps playing a

harp ; then come a camel-driver and a person on
horseback. There is no trace here of worship, and
no reason why the child should be the bonus puer
phosphorus or the morning star, since the dedica-
tion is made to the two spirits.
'Azizu is elsewhere the morning star, who after-

wards became al- Uzza, the female divinity known
in the Qui'an. A Greek writer, Bartholomew of

Edessa, says that the morning star, t6 itj3CF<t>6pov

darpov, was the merciful, compassionate god known
by tlie Arabs before Muhammad (PG civ. 1385).
This is a surprising conlirmation of the Palniyrene
text wliich calls 'Azizu a 'good and compassionate
god' (N:cmi xna Hnht<). "Azizu was familiar to the
Greeks under his name of "Aj'tj'os (Julian, Or. iv. 150).
His companion Arsu is not so easy to trace. He
is found much less frequently than "Azizu in the

Palmyrene texts, but, on the other hand, he was
known to the Nabatajans. He may be disguised
under the name of '^Iovl/jlos placed by the emperor
Julian alongside of 'A^Lt;os (loc. cit.). Lidzbarski

very ingeniously identities him with the god of the
Arabs whom Herodotus (iii. 8) calls 'OporctX. The
phonetic resemblance would be eti'ected with a

reading 'Oporav, which is quite near to the Arab

form rudan
{\j;j), preceded by a prosthetic n [Eph.

iii. 91). Moreover, Arsu would be the real name
of Dusares, the god of the Nabatseans. But this

]ioint might compromise the former one, for,

according to Herodotus, Orotalt is Dionysos—
which agrees quite well with Dusares, but not
with Arsu, if Arsu is the companion of "Azizu.

Perhaps their union is merely factitious, for the
dedicator is a priest of 'Azizu only. All that can
be asserted is that Arsu has remained in Palmyrene
from the original Arab ground-work ; but this also
shows the poor esteem in which ancient cults were
held, for Arsu is met with only about twice.

{d) Another very clear, although negative, char-
acteristic of the Palmyrene religion is the in-

frequency of worship rendered to female deities.

The great Arab goddess found in Herodotus, Hat
or Allat, the feminine of the divine name par
excellence, is mentioned only once (de Vogii6, no.

S), although she figures in many proper names, of
which Waiiballat is the most famous. The tran-

scription Athenodoi'us proves that Allat was identi-
fied with Athene. And it is Athene that figures
under her Greek name in tiie bas-relief of Lammens.
Unfortunately only the first two letters (C E) of
the Semitic equivalent, also written in Greek under
the hgure of the goddess, are known. The word
was comjjleted by Ronzevalle as CEMIA, which is

very probable. Later he proposed CEMIPcoMEI,
representing Semiramis, but this is much less

likely.
We must also call attention to the absence of

El (Sx), the primitive form of the god of the

Pemites, whom the Araniajans knew down to the
•Sth cent. B.C. as a separate deity. This want is a
fresh proof of the lightness of the Palmyrene '

attachment to their ancient deities. El is found
in some rare theophoric Palmyrene names, and it

is very frequent in this form in S. Arabia.
(e) We have still to mention Balti ('n'73), named

on the tessera de Vogii^, no. 155, and Atargatis
(-inynny) in de Vogii6, no. 3, which are Syrian names,
and NjmB- (NE, Lexicon), which is the Phoenician

Satrapes.
Tlie theophoric names lead t_o the conclusion

that there was a certain cult of El ('?«), mentioned
above, Bol (^^2), which must be the Palmyrene
form of Baal, and which probably never was a

proper divine name, Nebo (13:), 'Athe (nny), and
'Ashtor Ciincy), a Palmyrene form of Ishtar or
Astarte (mnE'v). The name "Athe was very im-

portant in Syria ; its fusion with Athar in Atar-

gatis made it impossible to know whether it was
masculine or feminine. According to the Palmy-
rene name Duny, 'Athe is a mother ; Lidzbarski

{Eph. ii. 303) is in favour of the female sex.

A Latin inscription (Mordtmann,
'

Palmyren-
isches,' p. 47) of a Palmyrene (Theimes = 'D'n) is

dedicated :

' diis patriis Malacbel et Bebellahamon
et Benefal et Manavat.'
Below the gods, but perhapsmore highly esteemed

than some of them, we must place the Gad of the
sacred spring which gave existence to the oasis

(xn^'in nyv n ni:'?). Gad, in Greek Ti^x'7> or Fortune,
was a spirit like that of a tribe (see below, § 4
(b) (i.)).

4. Cult.—(a) Places of worship.
—No high places

have been found in Palmyra, hidden in the moun-
tain, like those of Petia. It must be remembered
that Palmyra was a great, Hellenized city, sur-

rounded by deserts scoured by caravans. Like all

the ancient towns built under the Empire, the
town was crossed by a huge avenue, which started
from the great temple with a triumphal arch and
ended beside the mountain in a small building,

probably water-works. On the left were the
theatre and the palace, on the right hot baths, a

library, and a small temple—that of Baal-sbamin.
The great temple, following the plan of every Semitic sanctu-

ary, consisted of a large enclosure, containing the house of the

god proper. From the outside this enclosure, apiece of ground
227 metres square, planted with trees, looked like a huge
compact building, with rows of store.yed windows. On passing
through the gate, one entered a large court, and then dis-

covered that the outside walls simply served as supports for

double porticoes, the columns of which, 474 in number, and 14

metres high, corresponded to a row of pilasters. In the centre
was the cella of the god, a building of considerable dimensions.
The whole building was constructed according to the Corinth-

ian method, adapted to the Semitic principle; e.g., while in

the Parthenon the huge temple containing the cella opens its

porticoes on the side next the public, those of Palmyra were
hidden behind a high wall, in conformity with the arrangement
of the Temple in Jerusalem as it was built by Herod, but with
much larger enclosures. Those of Palmyra are called ' the
basilica of the temple of B61,' in a text which we have already
mentioned (above, §3 (6)). Another text calls this temple

' house
of their gods' (Littniann, Semitic Inscriptions, p. 58 f.). It

was therefore a sort of pantheon. It was built at the beginning
of our era. The material of the temple was doubtless the same
as everywhere else in the Semitic East. Attention should be

called to a lidynmana (X3Dn), which evidentlj- corresponds to

the iftamm.rtnf.jn of the Bible (2 Ch 145 344.7, Ezk 6^- 6). Rashi
had explained this word as 'column of the sun '—a very plaus-
ible explanation, as the first liainmnna known by Palmyra was
consecrated to the sun-god (NE, p. 474. 2). We now know of

a second one at Ologesias. In this case the place of the column
is mentioned, i.e. probably its base or its socle, and the roof of

the cella which covered it (Eph. ii. 280 f.). These allowed of a
certain amount of ornamentation (same inscription).
Other objects are mentioned in Greek—a libation-carrier and

a censer of gold, a pillow for the sacred bed of the temcnos, eU

rhv . . . K\eCvi)v (Eph. ii. 284). This sacred bed (xncij;),

placed in a niche (KHBD, in Greek Kafidpa or xj/aXi^ [ct. NE, p.

477 ; Lagrange, Etudes'^, p. 508 f.]), or arcosolinm, corresponded
to the Roman pulvinar employed in the solemn lectisternia.

There were, of course, altars (.xn^V) and braziei-s (NJ133 a'CJ

[Eph. ii. 301]). The altars were often dedicated to certain

deities—practically forming columns for containing inscriptions.

(b) Religious associations.—Tlie religious groups
were of two kinds: (i.) natural groups, and (ii.)

associations properly so called.
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(i.) The cult of the y^vos, or gens, existed among
the Pahnyrenes asclan- or tribe-worship. Certain
devotees dedicated a hammana (see above, § 4 (a)]

to the sun-god, the god of their family (n"3 rhn

jni3N). Probably each gens had its own particular
god, a Gad (nj), which the Greeks assimilated with
Fortune (Tvx-n)- Our authority for this statement
is the inscription de Vogiie, no. 3, which is incom-

plete in Palmyrene, and translated into Greek
as [MaXaJxi^J^Xv xal Ivxv dai/xelos. Although this

nominative is very strange, it certainly represents
a PalmjTene tribe. Perhaps it ought to be trans-

lated :

' To Malak-bgl and to the Gad of the Taymi,'
or even 'To Malak-bel, Gad of the Taymi.' The
name Gaddi-bol signifies

' My Gad is Bel
'

(Eph.
ii. 281); the Beni-Gaddib61 tribe may have had
Bel as their Gad. In this case the god of the tribe

would be imposed on it by tradition.

Whatever we may make of this very obscure

point, we see that the tribes commended themselves
much more frequently to the great god Bel. The
formula in which they did so is really difficult to

translate. But, if there are at times doubts as to

the exact meaning of the word which unites Bel
and his worshippers,' there is no doubt that the

Beni-Hela, the Beni-Hanefi, the Beni-Barsa'a, and
the Beni-Taymi placed themselves under Bel's

protection just as particular individuals did. We
read , e.g., on a tessera :

' Bel bless the Beni-Taymi
'

(NE, p. 488).

(ii. ) Besides these natural groups, there were in

Palmyra religious associations which might be
described by the Greek word Olaaoi. This institu-

tion is designated Nnrno, the meaning of which is

not given in Lidzbarski's Handbuch. Clermont-
Ganneau has shown that this word meant the i-e-

ligious feast, the merry banquet held by certain
associations. Recently, as originally in the Bible
and a Punic inscription, the word has been found

among the Jews of Elephantine (Eph. iii. 120), at

Petra (ib. p. 278), and at Palmyra. At Palmyra
a religious college (xnno [':n], where 'ja is inserted

by Clermont-Ganneau) dedicated an altar '

to' Agli-
bol and to Malak-bel, their gods.' It was therefore
a dlacos consecrated to these gods, and it need not
have been composed exclusively of priests, although
there was a college of priests of 'Agli-b61 (Eph. iii.

300 : SnSjy noD). It is the same with Bdl. The
inscription Waddington 2606 a in Greek takes it

for granted that the laity formed part of the
association of the priests of Bel. Two recently-
discovered texts mention the post of director or
chief of the sacred banquets (NnimiD nim^o-Uyii-

TTocrtapxia) of the priests of Bel (Eph. ii. 281,
304)—in Greek, in the second case : dpx^epevs Kal

<ni[fnrocrLa]pxos iep4wv /meylcTTOv Oeov At6s ^r)[\ov]. In
these last two cases did the diaaos include laymen ?

Undoubtedly in certain circumstances the priests of

Bel formed a group by themselves. On a tessera

three busts are accompanied by the inscription,
'the priests of the god Bel' (Eph. ii. 320). We
should say nowadays that they had been photo-
graphed in a group. These tesserce are often con-
nected with the worship of B61. Clermont-Ganneau
says :

' For a long time I have been inclined to believe that among
those numerous Palmyrene tessr'.rce which have come down to
us, certain groups are connected with the religious associations
and priestly colleges of Palmyra. They are a sort of token'
(p. 23).

Lidzbarski is of the same opinion, and, as the

inscriptions on the ffiacroi. mention the month of

April, he conjectures that this was the time of the

principal ceremony. Spring-time would suit B6l
very well (Eph. ii. 304).

There is nothing more to be said about the
1 As in the case of J3K, translated '

protect,' Lidzbarski pro-
poses to translate 'Make to ait, O B61, at thy table' (Jiph. ii.

820). But then what would [iK mean standing alone ?

priesthood. The word nSd£3n, which recurs in

Babylon, ])robably denotes an official in the temple
of'Azizu (Eph. i. 202).

5. Attitude towards the gods.
—Of more import-

ance than their exterior worship are the inner

feelings of the Pahnyrenes towards their gods.
W'e have already seen that, like all ancient

peoples, they had preserved the cult of the national

gods (deoi Trarpiooi. or iraTpioi), the gods of Tadnior.
Nevertheless they had reached the idea of a master
of the world, good, a rewarder, compassionate,
propitious. This conception of the goodness of the

god is an admirable trait, and must have given
birth to love for this god in their hearts. The
inscriptions, however, give no indication of this

feeling. The senate and the people render homage
to two distinguished citizens,

' who feared the gods
and loved their town' (p.in'io nD'mi H-rha xSm).
The Greek is eucre/SeZs, which we translate '

pious.'
The predominating sentiment, therefore,was always
the one which is at the foundation of the Semitic

religions
—fear. But there is no sign of this fear

drawing forth vows from the Pahnyrenes when in

danger. At least the fuUilled vow, which occurs
so often in Carthage, does not figure on the stelse.

They express merely the gratitude of the wor-

shipper :
' because he has invoked him and he has

replied
'

(de Vogiie, no. 5) ;

' because he has pro-
tected him on land and sea' (ib. 79). We therefore

cannot speak of votive stelse except in a very broad
sense. Usuallj' the person who dedicates a monu-
ment states that he entreated the gods for

' his

life,' and adds sometimes one person, sometimes
another—his sons, his brothers, etc. What is the

meaning of '
life

'

? It would be tempting to trans-

late ' for his safety,' meaning by that all temporal
good expected from the gods, especially health. In
an inscription dedicated 'to him whose name be

blessed,' Au iixl/laTi^ Kal iir-qKl^bip], 'life' is rendered
in Greek by vyda, 'health' (Eph. ii. 295). The
Pahnyrenes, therefore, looked to their gods for

success in their enterprises and prosperity. In
return they saw to it that the gods were honoured,
and especially that the supreme god was blessed.

They believed that their prayers were heard, and—what is more remarkable—they believed that
the gods could publicly bear witness to those who
were distinguished for their devotion to the city.
At least this is stated of Yarhi-bol in a text dating
from A.D. 242.
Julius Aurelius Zenobius rendered great services to the army,

etc.
'
It is of this that the god Yarhi-bol and Julius have borne

witness
'

((09 5ia TaOra ^apivpri&rivai utto Oeov 'laptjSuJAov koX vtto

'lovAiou). It no doubt refers to an oracle which had added its

approbation to that of the leader of the army.
The guardian of the spring was also chosen by

the same god (diri/j.e\7jT7]i aipedeh 'Ei<pKds injyTjs viro

'lapLJiwXoV TOV 6€0V [CIG 4502]).
The inscriptions do not imply that the Palmy-

renes expected salvation in the future life from
the gods. At most we may find an indication of

this belief in the epithet 'rewarder' (nhdc). It

probably corresponds to the Jewish belief that God
gives a good reward (31a i^c) to the just in the

world to come (Eph. i. 202). But it would certainly
be imprudent to build a theory on a word which

may apply to the rewards of the present life, upon
which the Jews also laid great stress.

6. The dead.— It is to the worship of their dead
that we owe the greatest number of Palmyrene
inscriptions. The funerary monuments were of

two kinds. The most perfect type was undoubtedly
the hypogees hollowed in the rock. Those who
undertook this difficult work afterwards gave up
one or more chambers as a perpetual grant. The
dead were placeil along the walls in recesses per-

pendicular to the walls. This is tlie ordinary
Semitic practice. What is peculiar to Palmyra is

the very high towers, containing dead bodies on
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all the storeys, arranged as in a burial vault.

They seem to have wished to imitate the Roman
columbaria, adapted so as to preserve the dead in-

stead of reducing them to ashes. Each compartment
was closed by a stone, which is a bust of the dead

person, with indications of his or her name, parents,
date of death, and the inevitable 'Alas !

'

(72n).

Wliile Greek epitaphs sometimes express hopes,

doubts, or even denials concerning the future life,

tiie sepulchral inscriptions of the Palmyrenes are,

like those of the Phoenicians and the Nabataeans,
silent on this point. Evidently, like those peoples,

they set great store on not being disturbed after

death ; although with less verbal insistence, they
wish that their tomb may be ' a dwelling-place for

ever.' But they do not tell us whether or not it is

in view of an existence in the other world that they
ask that their bodies may rest in peace. It is prob-

ably to the body merely—to the bones—that an

inscription refers which mentions this rest (nb-s:

KSB nn'ii, at Constanza in Rumania {Eph. iii. 3U]).

Desire for the ^'reservation of the body led to the

practice of embalming. Some mummies have been
found at Palmyra (Simonsen, Sculptures et inscrip-
tions de Palmijre, p. 63).

7, Ethics.—The Palmyrene inscriptions do not
tiirow nmch light on Palmyrene ethics. The welfare
of the city depended on its commerce, and par-

ticularly on the management of its caravans, and
traders were encouraged. The famous tariff" of

Palmjra shows the amounts collected by the
customs-iiouse on the admission of merchandise.
On the otlier hand, the heads of caravans regarded
it as a point of honour to be faithful, for the people
showed them gratitude by raising statues to them.
The status of women seems to have been higher

than in Greek or Roman countries, as the story of

Zenobia proves. Their queens, however, do not
seem to have been, as a rule, so highly honoured
as among the Nabata?ans. In this matter, too,
the Palmyrenes are far removed from the traditions

of Arabia—before Muhammad. Nevertheless the

present writer cannot believe, with Lidzbarski

(Eph. ii. 271), that, contrary to what took place at

the Hegira, women had been excluded from the
inheritance of tombs. A woman is expressly called
'

inheritor of the house and the funeral cave
'

(Nna'T

xmi'Di Kn"3 n [Eph. ii. 275]).
A slave might be set free (nn -\i), but continued

to belong to the house of his former master, now
his patron ;

he mentions him, not his father, in his

genealogy.
The Palmyrenes' excessive love for statues prob-

ably comes from the Greeks. It bears witness to

an intense municipal life, and a great desire for

glorv.
We may say, however, that the basis of Palmy-

rene ethics is its connexion with religion.
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PAMPEANS.—I. Origin and classification.—
The luoblem of the Red Man is one of the yet
liidden mysteries of the world. The history of

Tiie S. American continent, as well as that of

C. and N. America, previous to the Columbian
era is still to a very large extent shrouded l)y the
.*ame dense mists of obscurity as it was when

Cortes and Pizarro landed on the coasts of Mexico
and Peru respectively.
Whence came the various nations, what were

the origins of the various civilizations, what the

many migrations over hundreds of leagues of

territory, what the many blendings of tlie various

families, and whether the nations, the original
inhabitants, were of one stock or have become one
stock owing to countless ages of occupation, are

questions which are still puzzling the scientists of

both the Old and the New World.
It seems clear that the main strain in N., C,

and S. America may be legitimately traced to one

origin, but it must have been long before the
Christian era that these first immigrants landed
on the shores of what is known to us as the New
World. Although they approach very closely to
what we may call the Malay-Mongol type, the

great movement by which the Americas were

peopled must have taken place before either the

Malay or the Mongol became a marked type ; for

all practical purposes we must regard the American
Indians as now a distinct type.
As far as S. America is concerned, there are

signs of four distinct migrations, and it is probable
that the great bulk of the population came by way
of the Pacific Coast, some from the north, some by
way of the Lslands of the Pacific. Easter Island

(q.v.), could we unveil its mysteries, might throw
some liglit upon this subject. Probably the first

comers were driven eastward and southward by
succeeding waves, and a somewhat higher culture
thus took possession of the western side. Count-
less blendings account for the midland peoples.
There are Indian traditions and other evidences
that at a period long anterior to the Incas, prob-

ably 1500 years, an ancient civilization possessing
considerable culture existed in Peru and neighbour-
ing regions. This civilization seems to have been

upset by Avarlike migrations from the south and
east, of hardier but more barbarous races. The
fact that signs of very ancient human occupation
are claimed to have been discovered in these regions
does not necessarily prove that the present peoples
derive their origin from any such pre-historic race.

We cannot overlook the possibility of there having
been a great cataclysm at some remote period
which may have destroyed life there. Science

may confine itself to proven facts, but such facts

depend entirely upon the conclusiveness of the

proofs, and the ablest scientists will readily
admit that they are far from having complete
knowledge in all its branches upon which to

build. Few are privileged to live among and

study a primitive people for half a generation.
In many cases hasty conclusions are arrived

at, almost willingly, because they support a

theory ; even Darwin erred in attributing canni-

balism to the modern Fuegians. Their intelligence
has been compared to the stationary instincts of

animals ;

^ but Yahgans with whom the present
writer has lived in closest touch had very retentive

memories and were not lacking in ordinary intelli-

gence ; they certainlj' believed in the presence of un-

friendly spirits, as well as the ghosts of their dead.

Tliese ideas were purely native, andhad no connex ion

with Christian or other training. Darwin draws a
contrast between the taciturn, even morose, abori-

gines of S. America and the light-hearted, talka-

tive Negroes. Although S. American tribes may
not be as light-hearted and as talkative as the

Negroes, it is unjust to assert, in the case at least

of many of them, that they are taciturn or morose,

except, perhaps, in the presence of strangers.
The S. American Indians are very reserved in the

presence of foreigners, but, once the latter are on

lA. H. Keane, Central and South America'^, London, 1909,

vol. i. ch. ix.
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perfectly good terms with them, they throw off

this reserve and are in reality quite light-hearted
and talkative, jokes and puns being a favourite

mode of anuisement among them.
At the present day many of the tribes that

existed in early Spanish times have disappeared,
and few Indians of Pampean or Patagonian race

proper now survive.

The Indian tribes known by the Spaniards as

Pampa Indians were undoubtedly closely allied to

and part of the great Araucanian race, but, as

these nomads were in the habit of travelling
immense distances, even in comparatively modern
times, it is highly probable that a large Carib
element existed among them, and in the ages that
have j)assed the peoples must have crossed freely
from eastern plains to the Pacific sea-board and vice

versa. Intercourse with Europeans and other

modifying influences were exerted upon them by
contact in time of war, and earlier they must have
come into close touch with the Chaco peoples

—a

great part oi the Taluhets were destroyed in wars
with the Mocovies of the Chaco ; nevertheless, in

spite of such influences, the Pampeansare essentially
a part of the Araucanian family, though those

of Chile Avere influenced to some extent by the
Incas.

There are two chief nations of Indians Avho in-

habit the land on both sides of the Andes of Chile,
the Moluches and the Puelches.' Two types of

original man inhabit these regions down to the
Straits of Magellan, the round-headed races com-

prising the Moluches, or Araucanians, and the

Pampa Indians proper, and the long-headed people
including the Patagonians, with the Tehuelches,
Onas, and Yahgans ; but the Patagonians became
so mixed up with the round-headed Pampas that
much in common is found among the tribes.

i. Moluches.—The Moluches were known by the Spaniards as

'Aucaes' and 'Araucanos.' The word araucanos signifies
'wild,' 'untamed,' 'savage,' is used not only of men but also

of animals, and is derived from their own name Moluche, from

molan, 'to wage war,' and che, 'people.' The Moluches were
divided into the Picunches, Pehuenches, and Huilliches ; they
held both the Pacific and the Atlantic slopes of the Andes.2

(a) The Picunches, or northern people, occupied the country
from Coquimbo to San Jago of Chile. They were the most
valiant and largest-bodied men of this race. 'Those who live to

the east of the Cordillera, reaching somewhat lower than
Mendoza, are called by those of the other side '

Puelches,'

puel signifying
' east.'

(h) The Pehuenches border on the Picunches to the north and
reach over against Valdivia to 35 S. latitude. They derive
their name from the word pehuen, 'pine-tree,' because their

country abounds with those trees.

These two nations were very numerous formerly, but were in

great part destroyed by repeated wars with the Spaniards
and the ravages of disease imported by the Europeans.

(c) The Huilliches, or southern people, reached from Valdivia

to the Straits of Magellan, and were divided into four distinct

tribes. They spoke a mixed form of Moluche, differing from the
Picunches in using the letter s (the Picunches used r and d
instead of s, and < instead of c^, as, e.g., domo, 'a woman,' somo,
' a woman '

; vuta,
'

great,' vuche,
'

great').
ii. PcELCiiES.—'The Puelches (eastern people, because they

live to the east of the Moluches) are divided into the Taluhets,
Diuihets, Chechehets, and Tehuelhets. The termination het,

taking the place of che in the Moluche, means 'people,' or
'

people of the mountain.'
It is an interesting fact that the Towothli or Enimaga of the

Pilcomayo use in some cases the same termination for
'

people.'
They call the Sanapana people north of the Paraguayan Chaco
the Isonhet ; these Sanapana Indians are the same as the VVana,
and Indian tradition traces them back to the Chanca confeder-

acy of ancient Peru. Can it be that the het in this case was
also connected with the mountain people, and might this

show any connexion with the ancient Peruvian legend that
the pre-Inca dynasty was overthrown by a great invasion from
the south?

Garcilasso de la Vega^ claims that his people
were Antarctic Indians.

1 It is probable that a people bearing the name Puelche
were distinct from the Araucanian Puelche, by whom they
were ousted.

2 See T. Falkner, A Descr. of Patagonia and the adjoining
Parts of S. America.

3 See Clements K. Markham, The hicas of Pern, London,
1910, p. 31.

2. Organization and civilization.—Tiie Moluches
and tiie Puelches are divided into a multitude of

small tribes under their own chiefs, who, however,
exercise comparatively little power, that power
depending entirely upon the per.sonal prowess and

capacity of the holder for the time being. The
chieftainship was generally hereditary, but during
war-time various clans and even tribes would join

together, and appoint their ablest man as war-chief,
who for the time exercised almost absolute power.
Their favourite time for attack was the early
morning about the rising of the morning-star, but
before attacking they were in the habit of sending
out well-organized scouting-parties, who did their

work with great skill and exactitude. These
customs are identical with those at present existing

among the wild tribes of the Chaco. ^

The Pampean and Patagonian especially were
from the earliest days of known history true

nomads, always on the move from one place to

another, and, as the old Jesuit chronicler remarks,
' neither age nor infirmity would prevent them
satisfying their nomadic craving.'

^ Of civilization

even in a rudimentary form we can find no distinct

traces, and their religious ideas were always of a

very primitive type. The history of the world,

however, furnishes us with ample proof that a high
type of religion, unless vigorously maintained,
tends to degenerate, and even nations once higiily
civilized have sunk under unpropitious conditions

to a very low level. From Indian traditions gener-

ally we cannot gather that there is any absolute

proof that these people at some remote period had
not been influenced by some higher race, but clear

evidences cannot be produced.
3. Religion.

—It is very difficult in these days to

obtain accurate information on the primitive re-

ligious ideas of the Pampean peoples. Indians
are given to absorbing traditions and religious
ideas from strangers, especially of other Indian

races, altering and accommodating them to suit

their own views and ideas of life in general.
We have therefore to depend a great deal upon the

information handed down to us by early travellers

and missionaries, whose lack of thorough know-

ledge of the Indian language and mode of thought,
together with an almost unconscious tendency to

read into their conception of spiritual things mean-

ings which may not really be there, leads us to

approach such testimony with great caution. On
the other iiand, the modern tendency is to explain
away tradition and so to water down the religious
ideas of primitive peoples tiiat they may fit in the
better with the scientific theories. Too frequently

pseudo-scientific theory is first launched and then

proofs to support it are carefully sought, and the

tendency is to ignore or modify such Indian views
as are obtained to fit in Avith the theory already
launched.
So far as is known, the early Pampeans believed

in two supreme beings, one good and the other

evil. Among the Moluches the good spirit was
termed Toquichen, 'the governor of the people,'
tiie Taluhets and Diuihets called him Soychu,

' he
who rules in the land of strong drink,' while the

Tehuelhets named him Guayavacunne,
' lord of tlie

dead.'
Tliis somewhat resembles the belief of the Guar-

ayos, who regard their great god as the kind grand-
father of their people, believing that he lives in a

far distant city, which the faithful Indian readies

after a long and perilous journej' through spirit-

land. In this city lie provides tlie happy ones with

an unlimited supply of the very finest rhicha, or

maize-beer. Their ideas of perfect bliss are to

1 See W. B. Grubb, An Unknown People in an Unknotm
Land, London, 1911, ch. x.

2 See Falkner, p. 109.
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spend eternity with a number of heavenly wives

and a jierpetual drunken feast. The Panipeans
believe tliat the <,'ood deity made the world, created

the Indians in caves, gave them arms with which
to hunt and fif?ht, and then left them to sliift for

themselves. The Lenguas of the northern Chaco
have a somewhat similar idea. Witli tliem the

deity is symbolized by a beetle who created our
first parents male and female, but left them to fight
the battle against a previous and more powerful
race of spiritual beings as best they might.

^ The
Spaniards, or Whites, they believe to have been
created likewise, but at a later date, and to them
were given cattle. The Indians themselves might
have had the use of these animals ; only, being so

frightened at the sight of such large animals and
their formidable horns, they stopped up the mouth
of the cave from which they were about to issue
with great stones and left it to the more courageous
Whites to.permit their exit. The smaller animals,
however, they allowed to come forth from the cave
and multiply on the vast plains. The Guayaquil
of Paraguay have a somewhat similar idea. But
the Pampeans are convinced that the work of crea-
tion is not yet finished and that new animals and
men may be forthcoming.
The evil spirit the Moluches call Huecuvoe, or

Huecu%-u, 'the wanderer without.' The Tehuelhets
and Chechehets name him Atskannakanatz, and
the Puelches Valichu. With him are a great
number of demons wandering about the earth, and
they are responsible for all the evil done. The
wizards are supposed to have two of these demons
as assistants who enable them to foretell future
events and to know what is passing even at a dis-

tance, and to cure the sick by driving away the
other demons who molest them. Wizards are sup-
posed to become members of these demon bands
after death. The Pampeans, feeling that the good
spirit no longer cares for or aids them, devote their
whole energies to warding off or appeasing the evil

one by means of drums and gourds filled with small
shells to make them rattle. The wizards have
certain spells which they keep in painted hide bags.
They feign fits, during which they are supposed to
be struggling with the demon, and doubtless their
faith in these matters, together with their great
superstitious fear, produces real fits of hysteria in

many of them. They hide in a corner of their
huts or are shielded from the public gaze by a
screen of hides, and, when the opportune moment
is supposed to have arrived, announce to the people,
by making peculiar noises, that the demon has
been vanquislied ; they lead their tribesmen to
believe that such noises proceed from tlie demon,
who, now disappointed, is taking himself off to a
safe distance. When they prophesy, they claim
to be free from all blame should their prophecy
prove to be false, maintaining that the lying in-

formation given is entirely the fault of the demon ;

but they demand their payment all the same.
These wizards, however, do not always escape
scathless, and, if their intervention, especially in
the case of sickness, fails, violent hands are some-
times laid upon them. The wizards are of both
sexes and are generally .selected when young ; the
males are compelled to adopt the female costume
and are not allowed to marry, although the females

may. Wizards must lose their male sex and adopt
the female character as far as possible.

In addition to the two leading spirits, there is an
infinite number of minor evil spirits attached as
familiars to the various clans and families.

The spirit-world is generally believed to be located
under the earth in caves beneath hills and lakes.
The fact of human remains being found does not
of necessity prove the uninterrupted continuance

1 See Grubb, ch. xi.

of the race. Antediluvian man may have lived in
these parts, and yet the present race may have
come from quite another direction and be of a
diflerent type. These religious ideas are very
common among the S. American tribes, nor are

they unknown among other branches of the human
race. The general idea of the spirit-world may
have had its origin in the overthrow of the ante-
diluvian world when the great deeps were broken
up, the population was engulfed by great earth-

quakes, and large territories were submerged by
new seas, lakes, etc.

Those who have lived for many years in close
intercourse with these aboriginal peoples find

numerous signs leading to the conclusion that in

many cases their religious ideas have degenerated,
and that formerly they had a clearer and more
perfect grasp of things spiritual, and this in spite
of the fact that the present-day idea seems imari-

ably to be that these races, when first we came in

contact with them, were gradually developing their

religious sense.

It is recorded about 150 years ago, and probably
continued to be the custom long after, that, on the
death of an Indian, certain women were chosen to

make a skeleton of his corpse by cutting out the
interior organs, which they burned, and stripping
oft" the flesh as far as possible, burying what was
left until the bones were quite clean ; this opera-
tion completed, the remains were removed to the

burial-place of their ancestors. This custom was
adhered to by the Moluches, Taluhets, Diuihets,
Chechehets, and Tehuelhets, who were in the habit
of placing the bones on a platform of canes or

twigs, where they dried and whitened by exposure
to the sun and rain. The Indians blacken their
faces with soot, chanting in a mournful tone and
striking the giound to frighten away the demons.
It was the custom with many to place the remains
with the face towards the west. This is generally
supposed to have been simply symbolical of the

spirit's winged flight to a setting sun, symbolizing
the land of the dead. But, as with some tribes
known to the writer, it may have indicated the

place from which they originally came. The desire
of the spirit would therefore be, while it left its

earthly tabernacle with the bones of its immediate
ancestors, to wing its way to the traditional land
in which dwelt its more remote forefathers ; if so,
this would point to a connexion with lands which
may have previously existed in the Pacific.

The Indians buried with the dead his horses,

weapons, and other belongings—a custom wide-

spread among primitive people. Widows were
obliged to mourn for a year for their husbands.

They abstained from washing their faces and hands
and from eating flesh, remained as secluded as

possible, and were not allowed to marry during the
time of mourning on pain of death. The Tehuel-
hets and others generally kept the skeletons above
ground in their l)urial-places. Most of their
customs were similar to those practised by some of
the indigenous Chaco tribes to-day. They have
no temples or what might be justly called organized
religious worship.

It appears that some venerated the eagle and
foretold events by the flight of birds, and that on
occasion and for some special reasons they made
drinking-cups of skulls, and flutes from human
bones (neighbouring tribes assert that this custom
is in vogue among the Aii of the Chaco). It seems
as if the spilling of soup and other food and
drink upon the ground before partaking of it was
an ottering to the earth-mother, but it may have
been derived from contact with ancient Incas.

Literature.—D. G. Brinton, The American Race, New York,
1891 ; G. E. Church, Aborigines of S. America, London, 1912;
T. Falkner, A Description ofPatagonia and the adjoining Parts
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of S. America, Hereford, 1774 ; C. R. Gallardo, Los Onas,
Buenos Aires, 1911 ; A. F. Gardiner, A Visit to the Jmlians on

the Frontiers of Chili, I.otidon, 1841; S. H. Lafone Quevedo,
Etnolo,jiaArqentina,li\\mos Aires, 1909 ; F. P. Moreno, Vnt(je

a la Patii'ioiiia Austral, do. 1879 ; A. d'Orbigny, Voyages dons

les deux ArtUriq^ies, Paris, lsa6 ; F. F. Outes, Los Querandies,
Buenos Aires, 1897 ; A. d'Ovalle, Historica relatione del Regno
di Cile, Rome, 1646 (Eng. tr. in J. Pinkerton, Collection oj

Voyages, etc., London, 1808-14, xiv.); A. Pigafetta, PHmo
viaqyi.o intorno al globo sulla squadra del capit. Magagiianes,
1519-^S, Milan, 1800 (Eng. tr. in Pinkerton, xi.).

W. B. Grubb.
PANCALISM. — ' Pancalism

'

is the name

recently given to a point of view which goes back
to Aristotle, from which ' the aesthetic mode of being

real, apprehended in the contemplation of the

beautiful, is all-comprehensive and absolute.' The
word '

pancalism
' summarizes the Greek motto

t6 KaXbf irav.

Aristotle held that the true and the good, the

supreme idea and the s«nim?(»i bo7ium,were united

in the divine contemplation of the universe as a

work of art. Kant found in the 'judgment of

taste' (Urtheilskraft) a function by which the

limitations of theoretical and practical reason were
overcome in an intuition of harmony between

nature, the world of truth, and freedom, the world

of ends and values. Schelling explicitly taught
that rationalism, founded on intellect, and voluntar-

ism, founded on will, reached their synthesis in

sestlieticism, founded ui)on the activities and pro-
ducts of tine art (cf. Baldwin, Genetic Theory of

Reality, New York and London, 1915, ch. ix. § 4,

and cli. xiii. fl". , from which both the term '

pancal-
ism

' and the definition given above are taken).
The detailed working out of the pancalistic point

of view has awaited the modern researches in

affective logic and the theory of the artistic imagina-

tion, the former due primarily to T. Ribot and the

latter to T. Lipps. In view of the former, the

experiences upon which the ' love' of Plato and the

ecstasy of the Italian and German mystics rested

have been taken out of the domain of mere indi-

vidual feeling and given valid epistemological force.

Feeling finds in the artistic or semblant imagina-
tion its instrument as organ of a genuine apprecia-
tion of the real. And in the outcome, in the work of

art, the demand of the reason for the true and that

of practice and juorals for the good alike find their

satisfaction in a synthesis of the self and its object—as intimated speculatively by each of the three

thinkers Aristotle, Kant, and Schelling.
In such a view a third alternative takes an

articulate form in modern philosophy. Feeling, so

long despised by intellectualists and voluntarists

alike, attains its true dignity as an organ of the

apprehension of reality. The raptures of mysticism
are explained and the claims of intuitionism are

justified in the reasonable conclusions of the philo-

sophy of art.

LiTERATORE.—In addition to the citations made above see

R. Adamson, The Development of Modern Philosophy, Edin-

burgh, 1903, i. 266 f. ; A. T. Ormond, The Foundations of

Knowledge, London and New York, 1900, pt. ii. p. 227 ff.;

J. Mark' Baldwin, Thought and Things, London, 1911, vol. iii.

ch. XV. ; W. D. Furry, The Aesthetic Experience, Baltimore,

1908; W. M. Urban, Journ. of Philosophy, xiii. [1916] 356 ff. ;

E. L. Schaub, Philos. Review, xxiv. [1916] 639 ; E. L. Hinman,
IJE xxvi. [1916] 564 ff. J. Mark Baldwin.

PANCHALA. — Panchala is a term used in

India to describe a group of five castes of artisans,

formerly more closely connected with each other

than tliey now are. According to J. T. Moles-

worth and G. and T. Candy, Mahratti- English

Dictionary (Bombay, 1857), IVmchal is a coniuKm
term for five castes: Sonar (goldsmith), Sutar

(carpenter), Lobar (blacksmith), Kansar (cojjpcr-

sraith),and Patharvat (stone-mason). The popular
derivation of the term is pnnch,

'

five,' and al,
' to

melt,' because Paiichals are said to melt the five

metals—gold, silver, copper, brass, and zinc ; but

the more probable origin of the term is to be sought
in the Panchala tribe.

Panchals are found in the Bombay and Madras
Presidencies and in the Mysore State.

^
In Madras

they are more commonly known as Kammalans.
The numbers given in census enumerations are

quite unreliable, as members of the Panchala com-

munity frequently describe themselves as belong-

ing to one of the five castes mentioned above,
instead of using the name Panchala. The origin
of the term is a matter of much speculation. Pan-

chalas lay claim to the status of Brahmans, and
have some support for this claim in the rights and

privileges which they commonly possess. It is not

at all easy to decide whether a gild of artisans,

working in the five materials, gold, iron, copper,

wood, and stone, has in the past raised itself to

Brahmanic status, or whether, on the other hand,

Brahmans, having taken to work in these materials,

contrary to the laws of Manu, have become an

artisan caste while retaining their superior posi-

tion. The fact that the skill required for work-

ing in metal, wood, or stone does not vary much
would explain to some extent both an affinity be-

tween castes working in the different materials and
the fact that a caste, abandoning literary pursuits
for the handicrafts, could adopt all these methods of

earning a living. It is on the whole more prob-
able that the caste had its origin in a Brahmanic

group becoming artisans than in an industrial gild

rising to the dignity of Brahmanic rights and

privileges. Indeed, the case seems to be a survival

from the period in India when status ceased to be

determined by occupation and became hereditaiy.
The wealthy position of workers in precious metals

may very probably have assisted the Panchals to

uphold their claims to Brahmanic status for a long

period in face of the strong opposition evinced to-

wards them by Brahmans of a more orthodox call-

ing. This was notably the case during the rule of

the Peshwas, who did not deny to Sonars the right
to style themselves Daivadnya Brahmans.
Care is necessary to distinguish between Panchals

properly so described and the distinct castes of

Sonars, Sutars, Lobars, Kansars, and Patharvats,
which in many cases have established a Panchala
subdivision and show a tendency to adopt the tra-

ditions of the Panchala caste. They are entirely
difierent in origin, and this is made clear by their

remaining as fiv6 distinct endogamous groups, not

possessing the close resemblance of Panchals to

Brahmans in rites and appearance. Panchals

proper usually intermarry freely ; but Thurston

{Castes and Tribes of S. India, iii. 108) mentions

that in certain towns the Sonar section no longer

marry willingly with Lobars.

The Panchala caste has five gotras, or exo-

gamous divisions, known as (1) Suparna Daivadnya,
(2) Ababhuwana Tva^ta, (3) Prastliana Silpi, (4)

Sanag Manuva, and (5) Sanatan Maya. These

names are connected, as shown, with the five sons

of Visvakarma, the divine architect, i.e. Daivadnya,
Tvasta, 6ilpi, Manuva, and INLaya.

Panchals have the Brahmanic sfr?jsA;fflr*, or sacra-

ments, and perform their ceremonies according to

the Vedic ritual. Frequent attempts were made
in the days preceding British rule to deny them
the right to these Brahmanic privileges ; but the

decision of the pandits, or religious advisers, when
referred to, w;^s in their favour. They are fol-

lowers of both Siva and Visiui, and are even found

wearing the liiigam. of the Lihgayats (q.vX They
have their own priests and do not call in Bralimaiis

to perform their religious ceremonies. They will

not eat food cooked by Brahmans, of whom they

consider themselves at least the equals.

LiTKRATimK.—CG XV. [1883], XX. [1884], xxi. [1SS4], xxii

[1884], xxiii. [1884], xxiv. [1S86] ; Journal of the Ethnologica,
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Society of London, new ser., i. [1869], iii. [1871]; A. Steele,
Laiv and Custom of Uindu Castes, new ed., London, 1SG8 ;

F. Buchanan, Jonnif^ through Mysore, Canara, and Malabar,
do. 1807, i. 78, 251, ii. 270, 47C ; B. L. Rice, Mysore and
Coorg, Bang-alore, 1876-78, i. 2ri, iii. 211 ; E. Thurston,
Castes and Tribes of S. India, Madras, 1909, iii. 108.

It. E. ExTnovEN.
PANCHPIRIYA. — I. Introductory. — Panch-

pirij'a is a term applied to the wor.ship of the
Pariclioii Plr, or 'live saints'—a form of belief

verj- common among the lower Hindu castes in W.
Bengal, the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh,
and E. Panjab. It seems to be a combination of
various forms of animism characteristic of the
lower strata of the population and Muhammadan
saint-worship.
The Pahch or Panj Pir, the 'live saints' of

Islam, are, properly speaking, the five great saints
of the Shi'ah sect—the Prophet Muhammad ; his

(laughter Fatimah ; "All her husband, cousin-

german and adopted son of the Prophet ; and their
sons, Hasan and flusain, the two martyrs whose
pitiful death is celebrated yearly by members of
the Shiah sect during the first ten days of the
Muharrani festival {DI, p. 407 fi".). But this
orthodox cult has little connexion with the Panch-
piriya beliefs, in which each worshipper or group
of worshippers selects, according to individual
taste, the saints whom he prefers as objects of
reverence. Thus in the Panjab the quintette
sometimes consists of the saints Khwajah Qutb-
ud-din, Khwajah Mu'in-ud-dln Chishti of Ajnier
iq.v.). Shaikh Nizfun-ud-din Auliya of Delhi,
Naslr-ud-din Abu'l-khair, and Sultan Nasir-ud-din
Mahmud. A second list gives their names :

Baha'-ud-din Zakariya of Multan, Shah Ruq'a-i-
'iilam 9a?rat of Lucknow, Shah Shams-i-Tabriz of
Multan, Shaikh Jalal Makhdum Jahaniya Jahan-
gasht of Uchcha, and Baba Shaikh Farid-ud-din
Shakarganj of Pakpatan. In the United Provinces
the group usually includes worthies of a much
lower rank, one list giving Ghazi Miyan, Amina
Sati, Bhairon, Buahna, and Bande, Amina being a
sail, or faithful wife who died on the pyre of her
husband, and the three last deified worthies or
malignant spirits propitiated by the lowest classes.

Here, as in W. Bengal, the enumeration varies
from district to district, according to the tastes of
the worshippers or the local cults Avhich have been
absorbed into this form of worship.

Practically all the lists in the United Provinces
and Bengal are headed by Ghazi Miyan, who has
some pretensions to be regarded as a historical

personage. His history is found in the Mirat-i-
Masildt, of which an abstract has been given by
J. Dowson (H. M. Elliot, Hist, of India, London,
1869, ii. 513 ff. ; cf. NINQ ii. 109).
Dowson calls the book '

a historical romance. In it fact and
fiction are freely mingled, and the great actions and exploits of
other men are appropriated, without scruple, to the hero of
the tale." The conqueror, Mahmud of Ghaznl (a.d. 997 or 998-
1030), it is said, learning of an attack by the Hindu infidels on a
division of his forces, sent his nephew, Salar SahCi, in command
of a force to relieve them. After waging successful war uponthe infidels, he was finally slain near Bahraich in Oudh (a.d.

It is one of the curious aspects of popular Hinduism
that a Musalman martvr, who waged unceasingwar against Hindus and destroyed their temples,
should become the head of a quintette of saints
widely venerated by the lower orders of Hindus.
Wise, remarking that in E. Bengal the guru, or
spiritual preceptor, of the sect is the mahant, or
provost, of the Nanakshahl or Sikh order of
devotees, suggests that the origin of the Panch-
piriya beliefs may be traced to Nanak (q.v.), the
famous Sikh gum.
Nanak '

taught universal toleration, and insisted that not onlv
were the essential doctrines of Hinduism and Muhammadanisiii
analogous, but that the Supreme Being, adored as either Hari
[Visnu] or Allah, was sought after by the devout of both creeds.
It was natural that in such a tolerant sect eclectic teachers I

should spring up, selecting from the ritual of each religion
whatever was likely to recommend itself to the vacilLition of
either party

'

(tiotes on the Races, Castes, and Trades of E
liengal, p. IS f.).

There seems, however, to be little ground for

associating the growth of the Panchpiriya beliefs
with the rise of Sikhism, because it prevails widely
in parts of the country where Sikh influence is

altogether wanting. It also seems probable that
the cult was older than Sikhism itself. It is
more reasonable to suppose that it supplies one of

many examples of the eclectic character of popular
Hinduism, particularly in its lower strata, where
the worshipper is prepared to venerate any imper-
sonation of the divine energy from which he hopes
to obtain a favour, or by the neglect of which he
imagines that he may be exposed to malign influ-
ences. In this spirit lower class Hindus will visit
the tombs of Musalman saints or even make ofiei -

ings at the graves of Europeans, in the former
case believing that the vicinity of the grave of
the holy man exhales an influence which will be
beneficial to them, in the latter dreading that tlie

angry ghost of the powerful stranger, if not duly
propitiated, may do them injury.

It does not seem necessary to connect the cult
with that of the five Pandava heroes of the
Mahabharata epic in a special way, as some
writers have suggested. In fact, in Hindu belief
five is a perfect, holy number. Hence comes the
respect paid to the paiichdyat, or the body which
should properly consist of five arbitrators or

assessors, the tribal or caste council of the group
or locality, which deals with social affairs, such as

marriage, divorce, violations of caste rules, and so
forth. Paiich jahan Paramesvar, 'Where five

agree, 'tis God's decree,' is a common proverb
which expresses popular feeling. In the same
way there are five great gods worshipped by the
orthodox Hindus. The ofterings presented to the
gods are iisually five or some multiiile of that
number; five unmarried girls or five married
women whose husbands are alive bring good luck
to the marriage rites, and so on. At the same time
the cult of the five Pandava heroes extends from
the Himalaya to Madras, and this was possibly
one of the sources contributing to the Panchpirivfi
beliefs {PR-" i. 206).
The Panchpiriya beliefs, then, appear to be the

result of a fusion of Hinduism and Islam, and
probably arose after the Muhammadan conquest
had impressed upon the minds of the lower classes
of Hindus the assurance that the saints worshipped
by the newcomers must be poAverful personages to
whom the success of the invaders might reasonably
be attributed. With these saints were naturally
associated some of the myriad local deities and
malign spirits which the menial classes of Hindus
habitually M-orship. The result was the extra-

ordinary amalgam of divine personages and dan-
gerous spirits which we find in the various lists.

2. Local types of the cult.—(a) Bengal.— In W.
Bengal the 'five saints' form one of the main
objects of adoration, not only of Muhammadans,
but also of Hindus of the lower grades. They are
often worshipped as family deities, being repre-
sented by a small mound on a clay plinth erected
in the north-west corner of one of the rooms of the
house. On this is fixed a piece of iron, resembling
in its shape the human hand, each finger symboliz-
ing one of the quintette, with a piece of yellow
cloth bound where the wrist should be.

'

Every Wednesday the mound is washed, incense is burned
before it and offerings of flowers are made. On special
occasions sacrifices are offered, either of goats or cocks. Where
the votary is a Hindu he often engages a Dafali [one of the
drummer caste] Fakir to perform the ceremony on his behalf.
The Pdnchpiriyd Hindus eat the flesh of goats killed by
Muhammadan butchers in accordance with the forms prescribed
by their religion and will not touch the flesh of animals which
have been sacrificed before a Hindu god. They do not, how-
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ever, neglect the worship of Hindu deities
'

(E. A. Gait, Census

of India, 1901, vi., Bengal Report, pt. i. p. 185 f.)-

(b) United Provinces avd Punjab.
—Here the

worship centres round Ghazi Miyan. It is si<rnili-

cant that in the popular accounts of his martyrdom
there are references to his desire to rest on a spot
in the battle-field where there was an image of

the sun, much venerated by Hindus. Tradition
asserts that, when he was buried, his head rested

on this image, the worship of wliich he had devoted
his life to destroy. The natural inference is that

the cult succeeded to, or was possibly based on,
that of some local solar deity. His special feast,

again, is known as 'the marriage' (byah) of the
hero. He may thus be regarded as one of the
class of divine youths, snatched away from life at

the height of their strength and beauty, like

Dulha Deo, the deified bridegroom of the forest

tribes of Central India, and his 'marriage' may be
one of a group of mimetic magical observances
intended to promote fertility. The scene of his

death is traditionally fixed at Satrikh in the
Barabanki District of Oudh. Here in the month
of March a large annual fair is held in his honour,
and similar observances take place at other locali-

ties such as Gorakhpur and Bhadohi in the

Mirzapur District of the United Provinces, where

cenotaphs have been erected. At his festivals a

long spear or pole, crowned at the top with bushy
hair, representing the head of the martyr, which,
it is said, kept rolling on the ground long after it

was severed from his body, is carried in procession.
In the eyes of orthodox Muhammadans the obser-

vances naturally savour of idolatry. Sikandar
Lodi (A.D. 1489-1510) prohibited the practice, and
the Maulavis, or orthodox Muhammadan teachers,
in the Panjab at the present day discourage it.

But the cult satisfies the animistic tendencies of

the loMer classes, both Hindu and INIusalman, and
shows no sign of disappearance.

Literature.—J. Wise, Notes on the Races, Castes, and
Trades of E. Bengal, London, 1883, p. 17 ff. ; W. Crooke, PM'^
ii. 205 ff.

; E. A. Gait, Censtis of India, 1901, vi., Bengal Report,
pt. i. pp. 180, 185 ; E. D. Maclagan, Census of India, 1S91,

Panjab Report, pt. i. p. 198 ; Pandit Harikishan Kaul, Census

of India, I'Jll, Panjab Report, pt.'i. p. 123. For the local legends
of Ghazi Miyan see Oridh Gazetteer, Lucknow, 1877, i. Ill ff. ;

W. H. Sleeman, A Jmirney through Oudh, London, 1858, i. 48.

The Panchpiriya ballads have been collected by R. Greeven,
NINQ ii. [1892], reprinted in The Ueroes Five, Allahabad, 1898.

For the vvorship of Muhammadan saints in N. India see R.

Temple, The Legends of the Panjab, Bombay, 1884-86; NINQ
ii. 109, iii. [1893] 50, 185, v. [1895] 129. For the worship of

Balmik see Census of India, 1911, Panjab Report, pt. i.

p. i3iff. W. Crooke.

PANCOSMISM (Trai/, neut. of itSj,
' the whole,'

'air + Kdfffxos, the universe in its order or arrange-
ment).—This term is of rare occurrence, because
the tlieory denoted by it has seldom been held in

the strict acceptation by any competent philoso-

phical thinker ; Czolbe (1819-73), in his first period,
was a notable exception. It means that all being
or reality consists exclusively of the physical uni-

verse existing under the conditions of space and
time. As a rule, the view has been confused with
one or other of the protean forms of pantheism (o. v.).

Now, when examined closely, pantheism, considered

metaphysically, presents but two legitimate stand-

points. On the one hand, by participation, all

phenomena in the universe share the nature of the
absolute substance and, to the extent of this par-

ticipation (which may be matter of degree), are
real. On the other hand, the i>henomena are transi-

tory forms or appearances of the absolute substance
and thus, in eflect, illusions. Whether the doctrine

of metexis or that of mimesis be accejjted, the meta-

j)hysical problem of immanency presents itself. On
the contrary, panoosmism implies the ejection of all

metaphysical questions
—there is no rooni for a

transcendental factor.

' Pantheism and Pankosmism are but the ideal and real sides

of the same thought. The pantheist ia a metaphysician, the

pankosmist a physicist
'

(A. M. Fairbairn, Studies in the Philo-

sophy of Religion and History, London, 1876, p. 392).

In its strict acceptation, then, pancosmism assert>

that the order of the universe is a self-sustained, self-

acting arrangement, and that, in particular, no trace

of purpose, such as the fact of consciousness would
seem to indicate, is discernible. Thus, not merely
are metaphysical problems extruded, but a specific
solution of them is assumed dogmatically or uncriti-

cally. On this basis experience is to be '

explained
'

by reference to the ' veritable reality of extra-mental

existences,' which, in turn, are to be treated after

the manner necessitated by the practical require-
ments of natural scientific generalization.
The theory exemplifies a recurrent logical error,

a connnon mark of unphilosophical thinking always,
but especially in periods of reaction against domi-
nant theological or '

spiritual
'

doctrines. Briefly,
second intentionsare either mistaken for or employed
as if they were first intentions. That is to say,

conceptual results of reflective thought are taken,

prima facie, as direct percepts. Phrases like 'the

univer.se' and 'natural law' {e.g., Haeckel's 'law
of substance') belong distinctively to mind. Any
'object' indicated by them is 'in' mind. But,

according to pancosmism, such 'objects' precisely
are out of all relation to mind. This fallacy is one

among many consequences of a tendency rendered

familiarby the premature generalizations of ' modern

thought' so called, particularly on the biological
side ;

for the vagueness inseparable from the sciences

of organic nature rather than the mathematical
exactness of the sciences of physical nature has
favoured philosophical delusion. It originates in

forgetfulness that the business of science is to offer

descriptions of particular things— things whose
existence is conditional upon the existence of other

things. Thus,
' laws of nature

' do not refer to

nature as a whole, but to separate parts of it. To
extend them to the ' universe

'

in its totality is quite
unwarrantable. Much more is it unwarrantable to

transfer descriptions of things, no matter what their

cogency or accuracy, to the sphere of the ultimate

and necessary
—a main vice of pancosmism and allied

theories. For this reason, then, the pancosmist
hypothesis has failed to recommend itself to serious

thinkers. As history shows, it is associated with
deductions drawn from empirical observation, or

presumed to be so drawn. These, in turn, when
tinctured with the mysticism or even poetry which,

by a curious paradox, seems to be compatible with
materialism (q.v.), come to do duty as a theory of

I'ealitj'. Evidence, itself in need of thorough criti-

cism, is treated as if it guaranteed an ultimate ex-

planation of the universe. Critical analysis of the

categories of space and time, in their relation to

the categoi-y of change particularly, would serve

to bare the vicious procedure at once.

Literature.— See the bibliographies under Materialism,
Monism, and Pantheism. References to pancosmism in philo-
sophical literature are few and only sporadic. The best discus-

sion of theories allied temperamentally with pancosmism is J.

Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism*, London, 1915. See also

H. Czolbe, Neu€ Darstellxing des Sensualismus, Leipzig, 1855,

Die Entstehung des Selbstbeunisstseins, do. 1856 ; E. Mont-
gomery,

'
Is Pantheism the Legitimate Outcome of Modi-rn

Science?' Joum. of Spec. Philosophy, xix. [1885] 362 f. ; C. W.
C. Naden, Induction and Deduction, London, 1890, p. 155 f . ;

A. Seth, Man's Place in the Co.^itws, do. 1897, p. 72 f. ; W.
Ostwald, Vorlesungen iiber Naturphilosophie'^, Leipzig, 1905,

p. 70 ff., Eng. tr. Natural Philosophy, New York, 1910, p. 18 ff. ;

A. E. Taylor, Elements of Metaphi/sics, London, 1903, pp. 216 ff. ,

279 ff. ; W. P. Montague,
' Consciousness a Fonn of Enerj,'y,'

in Essays Philosophical and Psychological in Honor of )yillian'

James, New York, 1908; J. T. Merz, A Hist, of European
Thoudht in the Nineteenth Century, London, 1912, vol iii. ch.

vi. ; R. W. Sellars, Critical Realism, Chicago, 1916.

R. M. Wenley.
PANDHARPUR. — Pandharpur is a famous

religious town and place of pilgrimage in the

Sholapur District of the Bombay Presidency,
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situated on tlie rifjjlit b.T.nk of the river Blilnia, a

tributary of the Kistria ; lat. 17° 41' N., long.
75° 26' E. The place derives its name from the
cult of a deity now regarded as a form of Visnu,

variously called Pandurang, Pandhari, Vitthal,
Vitthalnath, and Vithoba, whose noted temple
ne.'ir the centre of tlie holy part of the town is

held in great reverence by Brahmans.
Vithoba, according to Paij(Jit Bhagvanlal Indraji (DG xx. 423),

'
is a' short form of Vifhtlial bava, that is

" Father "or " Dear "

Viththal ; Viththal does not appear to be a Sanskrit name, nor,
thoiv,'h several attempts have been made, can the word be
correctly traced to any Sanskrit root. The name is probably
Kanarese.'

Others explain it to mean 'standing on a brick,'
from the position of the image of the god (J. M.
Mitchell, Hinduism Fast and Present, p. 169 ;

M. A. Macauliti'e, The Sikh Religion, vi. 23). It
is more probable that the name is a corruption of

Visaupati,
' lord Visnu,' through the local form

Bistu or Bittu. The present name Pandurang,
usually interpreted to mean '

white-coloured,' is

more probably a Sanskritized form of Pandaraga,
'

belonging to Pandarge '—the old name of the

place. From these facts Vithoba seems to be a
local deity admitted into Hinduism as a form of
Visnu.
The date of the erection of the original temple,

which has been repeatedly restored and extended,
is unknown. It seems to have been erected under
the Yadava dynasty of Devgiri, and to have been
destroyed by the Muhammadans, as several figures
are wilfully destroyed. According to local tradi-

tion, the image was several times removed to save
it from desecration at the hands of the Muham-
madans. It is about 3 ft. 9 ins. in height, and
together with the base seems to be cut out of
a single block of trap rock. It stands with arms
akimbo and hands resting upon the hips, the left

hand holding a conch-shell and the right a discus,
the emblems of Visnu. No other Vaisnava temple
in India seems to possess a similar image. It is

served by a colony of Desasth Brahmans, including
priests (badvd), ministrants, choristers, bathraen,
singers, barbers, mace-bearers, and lamp-lighters.
The service is performed five times during each
day and night.
About 3 a.m. a priest humbly begs the god to wake

; the door
is opened, the food placed in the bed-chamber on the previous
day is removed, and butter and sugar-candy are laid before the
god. A torch made of muslin soaked in butter is waved before
him from head to foot. Many votaries come to behold the god
at this time. After this he is again fed, butter and sugar being
placed in his mouth. Lights perfumed with camphor are again
waved, the faded garlands are removed, and the feet of the
Image are washed first in milk and then in water. The service
proper (pfy'ii) then begins. The image is unrobed and bathed,
a sheet being held before the door while he is naked. Aftpr his
nath he is wiped dry and dressed in new robes. His face is

y.iped and rubbed with scented oil until it shines. A turban
is bound round his head and garlands of flowers are hung on
his neck, while the barber holds a mirror before him. His feet
are washed and rubbed with sandal

; sandal paste is applied to
his brow. After the morning service, about 3 p.m., the god is

again dressed
; the ministrant bathes and adorns him.

The days specially sacred to the gods are Wednes-
day and Saturday, unless these fall at the conjunc-
tion of sun and moon or ominous conjunctions of

planets occur. As in the case with all Vaisnavas,
the 11th day of the month is a fast day.' The
chief fairs are in June to July and October to
November, when immense crowds assemble from
all parts of the Deccan and S. India. The other
temples in the town are numerous, but not of

special importance.
Literature.—This art. is mainly based on the full account of

the place, the temple, and its ritual by Pandit Bhagvanlal
Indraji, in BG xx. [1884] 415 ft., and J. M. Mitchell, Hinduism
Past and Present, London, 188o, p. 168 ff. On the local saint

poet Tukar.am see M. M. Kunte, Vicissitudes of
Aryan Civilisation in India, Bombay, 1880, pp. 464, 497.

W. Crooke.

PANGENESIS.—The theory of pangenesis,
though to some extent foreshadowed in the writ-

ings of Button, Spencer, and others, was originally
put forward by Charles Darwin in 1867. By
means of it he sought to connect together many
ditt'erent classes of biological facts with whicii
his studies had brought him into close contact.
It was a tentative explanation of phenomena so
diverse as the general process of development,
the regeneration of lost parts after injury, re-

version in ofispring to characters present in remote
ancestors, the inherited ettects of the use and dis-

use of organs, and graft-hybrids. Por the.se and
other phenomena of life Darwin attempted a general
explanation in the theory which he termed '

pan-
genesis.' The tissues of plants and animals are

composed of small microscopical units called cells,
which increase by self-division. According to

Darwin, this is not the sole mode of reproduction
whereby these units increase in number. He sup-
posed that they continually throw ott' minute par-
ticles, or gemmules, which permeate the whole

system of the individual. Under suitable con
ditions these gemmules multiply by self-division

and ultimately give rise to units similar to those
from which they sprang. At the spot where the
sexual elements are formed a special attraction is

exerted on all the different kinds of gemmule
from the body. Here they congregate and con-

stitute the sexual elements. As the sexual cells

themselves, especially those proiluced by the

male, are often very small, it must be supposed
that the gemmules are exceedingly minute, and
quite invisible under the highest powers of the

microscope. Fertilization means the union of two
sets of gemmules, and subsequent development
results in ottspring bearing resemblances to the

parents by whom these two sets were supplied.
In this way is explained the general likeness
between parents and offspring. A further supposi-
tion is that under certain circumstances gemmules
may become dormant and remain so for many
generations. Then, through unknown changes in

the conditions, they may re-awaken into activity,
and bring about the sudden reappearance of the
character or characters to which their activities

give rise. In this way is explained the phenomenon
of reversion on the part of ottspring to features
which were found in some more or less remote
ancestor.

The co-ordinated aggregation of the gemmules
which serves to explain the process of normal
development serves also to explain the remarkable

phenomenon of the regeneration of lost parts, such
as occurs when a limb of the lobster is lost or
the tail severed from a lizard. The appropriate
gemmules congregate at the point of injury and
attract others to themselves, so that a complete
set necessary for the re-formation of the lost part
is eventually assembled.
Darwin also considered that the theory served

to explain cases such as the development of an
antenna in a crustacean in place of an ej'e, or the

appearance of buds in unlikely places on a plant.
Such teratological cases are due to the wrong
gemmules having arrived first at the point of

growth, and having attracted their own com-

plement of gemmules instead of that necessary to

complete the normal sequence.
Some of the phenomena which Darwin sought to

explain by the theory of pangenesis have since
been shown to be either of doubtful nature or

susceptible of a totally different interpretation.
The supposed inherited effect of the use and disuse
of parts, in which Darwin believed strongly, is

now generally discredited by biologists. Kecent
work, too, lias shown that graft-hybrids are in

reality made up of two distinct individuals, of
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which one supplies certain tissues and the other
one the rest. A graft-hybrid may consist of the

body of one plant covered over by the skin of

another. The resultant is more or less intermediate
in appearance, but the cell-tissues of the two kinds
remain distinct, and the compound plant breeds
true to the member of the combination that sup-
plies the cell-layer from which the germ-cells arise.

Of such phenomena the theory of pangenesis ofl'ers

no explanation.
From the outset Darwin's theory was subjected

to much criticism. A few years after its promul-
gation Galton questioned its validity on experi-
mental grounds. He argued that, if representatives
of all the various gemmules given off by the body
of an animal are collected into the sexual glands,
as the theory demands, they must travel by the

passage of the blood. Hence the blood must be
full of them, and they must be capable of living in

the blood for some time. If, therefore, the blood
of one form were replaced by that of another, the

ofl'spring of animals with such transfused blood
should show ettects derived from the interchange
of gemmules. Galton accordingly made blood-
transfusion experiments between silver-grey rabbits
and lops, and subsequently bred from both classes.

In spite of the transfusion each class bred true,
and in no case did the offspring exhibit any differ-

ences that might be set down to the operation.
These experiments of Galton are supported by the
case of the graft-hybrids mentioned above. A
graft-hybrid, as has already been stated, consists
of a permanent fusion between individual plants
which may belong to different allied species, as,

e.g., between the tomato and the common weed
Solannm nigrum. Nevertheless experiment has
shown that the offspring of such compound plants
belong entirely to one of the two forms of which
the plant is made up. If the doctrine of pan-
genesis were true, and the gemmules of both form."

were collected together in the sexual tissues, some
effect would undoubtedly be looked for in the

offspring. That no effect is produced certainly
tells against the doctrine.

Nor does pangenesis receive any su]iport from
what is now known of cell-division. The science
of cytology, largely concerned with the characters,

origin, and growth of cells, has been revolutionized
since Darwin wrote, and the ascertained phenomena
lend no support to the view that new cells arise in

any way other than by division of pre-existing
cells.

Whatever its shortcomings, the theory of pan-
genesis probably contains one essential truth.
The conception that the various characters ex-
hibited by plant or animal depend for their mani-
festation upon definite units which are transferied

unchanged from generation to generation is a

conception which has been borne out by recent

experimental work (see art. Heredity). It is a

conception, too, which has formed an integral part
of the more important theories of inheritance that
have been put forward since Darwin's time, and to
this extent pangenesis may be said to have formed
the basis of modem heredity. In one respect,
however, Darwin's theory differs fundamentally
from tliose which succeeded it, viz. in the concep-
tion of the manner in which the somatoplasm is

related to the germ-plasm. For Darwin there was
no very sharp distinction between the two. At
an early stage in development the sexual cells

were non-existent as sucli, but were represented
by innumerable gemmules scattered tiirougliout
the body. As development proceeded, representa-
tive gemmules from the various tissues became
aggregated together in the sexual gland, iiltimately
giving rise to the reproductive tissue or germ-
plasm. Sexual cells gave rise to body tissue and

body tissue in its turn, through the formation of

gemmules, gave rise to sexual cells. In the

sequence of the generations there was a continual
alternation between somatoplasm and germ-plasm,
the connecting link between them being the

gemmules. The theory involved the transporta-
tion of the gemmules from the fertilized ovum to
the body tissues, and again from the body tissues
to the fertilized ovum. Strong objections to this

hypothetical transportation of gemmules were soon
raised by Galton and others, and the idea was
abandoned by Weismann and other successors of
Darwin. Following Weismann, most biologists
to-day draw a sharp distinction between germ-
plasm and somatoplasm. The sexual elements
continue to be germ-plasm after their fusion, but
from this fused germ-plasm a portion is gradually
set aside as development proceeds, is sj)ecialized as
the body of the new individual, and functions as
the carrier and protector of the remaining and
unmodified germ-plasm. The body eventually
dies ; the germ-plasm carried by it alone retains
the property of fusion with other germ-plasms to

repeat the sequence. After each fusion of separate
germ-plasms resulting from the union of two sexual
cells a portion is sacrificed to ensure the continued

activity of the rest. The germ-plasm goes on from
fusion to fusion, from generation to generation, and
at each generation is side-tracked a portion which
becomes somatoplasm, which drifts thenceforward
from the evolutionary current and ultimately
perishes. The case for or against pangenesis rests

largely upon what is termed the inheritance of
'

acquired
'

characters, upon whether changes in
the somatoplasm induced by changed conditions
can be transmitted to the next generation through
the medium of the germ -plasm. Darwin believed
in such inheritance ; Weismann did not. As time
has gone on, the evidence has become more and more
in favour of Weismann and consequently against
the view of the relation between somatoplasm and
germ-plasm which the theory of pangenesis implies.
On the other hand, it is becoming more and more
apparent that any explanation of the phenomena
of heredity demands the conception of small parti-
cles whose presence in or absence from the germ-
plasm decides the characters of the somatojilasm
that arises from the germ-plasm (cf. art. Heredity).
To this extent the theory of pangenesis contains
an element of truth.
Literature.—H. Spencer, Principles of Biology, London,

1864 ; C. Darwin, The Variation of Animals and Plants under
Domestication, do. 1868

; F. Galton,
'

Experiments in Pan-
genesis,' PRS, 1871; A. Weismann, The Germ-Plasm, tr.

VV. N. Parker and H. Ronnfeldt, London, 1893 ; E. Baur, Ein-
fuhrung in die experimentelle Vererbungslehre, Berlin, 1911.

R. C. PUNNKTT.

PANJAB AND NORTH-WEST FRON-
TIER PROVINCE.— I. Pre-historical creeds.—
It is difficult to say what the primitive religion of
the Panjab or north-west corner of India must have
been, but easy to conjecture its general outlines.
It was doubtless a form of nature-worship, com-
bined with magic, whose object was to attain

power over the material universe generally and in

particular to get children, ensure good harvests,
and destroy enemies or at least secure immunity
from their onslaughts. A type of this ]>rinutive

religion may have long survived the Vedic period
in the Bonchos, or religion of tlie Tibetan Bonpos.
The Bon chos was also called IJia cho.t, or '

spirit-

cult,' iind in the gluing cho.f of L<a(iakh we have

probublj' the earliest type of it.'

The gods of the IJon religion were those of the
red meadow (the earth), of the sun, of iieaveu.

King Kesar and his mot her Gog hz.tng Ihanio.'^ Hut
1 A. H. Francke, .1 ntiijuities of Indian Tibet, Calcutta, 1914,

p. 21 ; cf. art. gLiNo ciios, vol. viii. p. 75.
- Franoke, pp. 2, 65.
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;t as primitive were the pho-lha and mo-lha,
ties of the ' male and female principle.'^

at least

or deit

Sun-worsliip must have been important, as the

cult was also called gyung-drung-bon, or the

sivdstika-bon.^

Human sacrifice was probably a leading feature

of this primitive creed. Oaths at important
treaties were made binding by human as well as

animal sacrifices, new houses were consecrated by
immuring human beings in their walls, and a per-
son was killed when one was first inhabited.'

A. H. Francke mentions a lama in the Sutlej

valley who had recently beheaded his father while

asleep in order to render his new house habitable.*
The old were apparently put to death—a custom
toned down in modern times to a rule which rele-

gates a father to a small house when his son

marries, and a grandfather to a still smaller one.

The ibex was worshipped for fertility, and
figures of it were often carved on rocks. Nowadays
'

flour ibex
'

are offered by neighbours to the

parents of a new-born child.* Kesar, ABruguma,
and other pre-Buddhistic divinities are still invoked
to grant cliildren,* but it does not follow that this

was their real or principal function in the Bon chos.

The swastika was already a symbol of the sun, and
the yon'i of the female principle.'' The dead were
buried, burned, exposed to the air, or cast into the

waters, as might seem appropriate. Thus people
who had died of drojjsy were cast into a stream.^
Even in recent times the people of Kanaur used to

practise immersion of the dead in water [dubant],
eating [bhakhant), and cremation as well as burial.*

Corpses were also cut into pieces and packed into

clay pots.^"

Spirits played a great part for good or ill. That
of the Miru monastery was carried off even in
Buddhist times to Hemis in a bundle of twigs.

^^

When the country suffered from violent gales, the

spirits of the wind were caught in pots and stored

up in a stupa which had already been built over
tlie home of an evil spirit.^^

2. Vitality of early beliefs.—J. G. Frazer has
noted the unchanging character of the popular, real

religious beliefs in India,^' and has also pointed out
how the confusion between magic and religion, so

general among primitive peoples, was rife in ancient
India ^*

(see Magic [Indian], vol. viii. p. 292). But
the 'spirit basis of belief and custom is probably
the key by which Indian magic is to be interpreted.
However this may be, we find very little difference
and no essential variations in the magical art of

destroying an enemy by injuring his image to the

accompaniment of appropriate spells, rites, or in-

cantations as described in the Atharvaveda and
that practised by modern Muhammadans in N.
India. ^'

[a) Sun-god.—The cult of the sun-god is probably
most widely conserved in the legend of Raja
Rasalu, in spite of R. C. Temple's efforts to find a
historical basis for it.^* No doubt many historical

kings and heroes have been identified with Rasalu,
but the principal episodes of his epic are stock
incidents in sun-myths. Of these incidents some
are found in Buddhist iconography ; e.g., his horse
is born at the same hour as himself and he is the
result of a miraculous conception, like the Buddha

1 Francke, p. 21. 2 /ft. p. gg. 3 lb. p. 21.
•* lb. p. 22. 5 ih. pp. 96, 105. 6 lb. p. 105.
7/6. pp. 10.-), 107. 8 /6. p. 23.
f PaiKlit Tika Rain Joshi,

'

Ethnography ol the Bashahr State,'
J.ASBe, 1911, p. 536.

10 Francke, pp. 05, 72, 74. H lb. p. 65.
12 lb. p. 81.
13 GB3, pt. vi., The Scapegoat, London, 1913, p. 89.
14 lb. pt. i.. The ,^fagie Art, do. 1911, i. 228.

is/6. i. 63 f., citing H. \f. Magoun, 'The Asuri-Kalpa ; a
Witchcraft Practice of the Atharva-Veda,' AJPh x. [1889J 165-
197, and Crooke, PR ii. 278 f.

16 'Raja Rasalu,' in Calcutta Reviere, Ixxix. [1884] 379 f., or
Selectionsfrom Calcutta Review, ix. [1896] 187.

himself, and like the hero-god Guga of later
times.'

(b) The headless horseman.—Another cult, if it

can be so termed, of extraordinary vitality in the

Panjab is that of the headless horseman.' The
devoted warrior, champion, or devotee who sacri-

fices his head in fight or sacrifice for his country,
his faith, or his honour is found in every creed and
at every epoch of the history of the province. Ac-
cording to the Hindu Mdrkand^ya Purdna, Devi
assumed ten incarnations in order to destroy the

raksasas, or demons, and one of them was Chhin-
namastaka the '

headless,' which she took upon her
to destroy Nisumbha. She is the modern Cham-
unda or Chaunda, and appears to be the type in
which several modern cults are moulded.
A similar cult of a headless champion of the faith

is that of the famous Ghazi Salar, or Ghazi Miyan,
the historical Salar Masaud GhazT, nephew of
Mahmud of Ghazni who was killed in A.D. 1033.
His headless body is buried at Bahraich, and his

shrine is a place of pilgrimage. He is worshipped
in the Panjab principally in the south-west (cf.

above, p. 600).
Other cults of this type are those of Lakkhe

Shah Darwesh, who was Killed in a great war in

Multan, and whose headless trunk fought its way
to Ambala, which town he cursed so that to this

day all the wells within its walls are brackish ; the

Sayyids of Sonepat, Miran Shah and his sister's son

Sayyid Kabir ; and the Binsira, or ' headless
'

saint,
of Panlpat.
The Hindus of the modern Panjab still preserve

such cults. Thus the Bhandari section of the
Khattris reverence Baba Chuda (? Chamunda) of

Batala, and perform the ear-piercing ceremony of

their sons at his shrine. He too fell fighting, after
his head had been severed from his body, in the
streets of the town, about 1730 (probably during
Nadir Shah's invasion in 1738), and he is revered as
a god.
The Sikhs have several similar legends. The

Sikh misl, or confederated regiment of the Shahids
(lit.

'

martyrs,' a term borrowed from the Muham-
madans), is sometimes said to be a misl of the

Akalis, but other accounts ascribe its name to

the heroic death of its founder who fought on horse-
back long after his head had been struck off in an
attack on a Muhammadan governor. See, further,
art. ShahId.

3. The Vedic cults.—The Aryan invasions intro-

duced the Vedic religion into the Panjab, if, in-

deed, it did not take its rise in its plains. The
Veda is not, however, a collection of popular poems,
but a redaction of hymns composed in the main by
a priestly class, and below or beside the Vedic
cults the primitive creeds probably survived.

Moreover, the Vedic theology was itself largely a

worship of nature. It begins with the worship of

things of heaven and ends with worship of those
of earth. First come the sky-gods, the sun, also

known as Savitar, the enlightener, and Bhaga,
' the bestower of blessings

'

; then Vi§nu, the kindly
god destined to become one of the Hindu triad.

As Pushan, god of agriculture, roads, and cattle,
or Kapardin,

' he of the braided hair,' he is also

regarcled as forming a link between the Vedic gods
and Siva. Dyaus, the shining sky, and Varuna,
the sky-god—still worshipped in Chamba as Bir
Batal or under the Muhammadan name of Khwajah
Khizr^—complete the list. Second comes the god
of mid-air, Indra, who gained his ascendancy on

1 J. p. Vogel,
' A Graeco-Buddhist Sculpture in the Lahore

Museum,' Journal 0/ the Panjab Historical Society, i. [Calcutta,
1912] 138.

- R. C. Temple, 'Folklore of the Headless Horseman in

Northern India,' Calcutta Review, Ixxvii. [1883] 158 f., or Selee-

tioTisfrom Calcutta Review, viii. [1896] 260 f.

3 Chamba Gazetteer, Lahore, 1910, p. 191.
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Indian soil, where agriculture depends on the

periodical rains. Asa war-god he leads the Ksat-

riyas on earth as he fought in heaven against the

demon that dispersed the rain-clouds. Last come
the earth-born gods, Agni, the fire-god, and Soma,
the moon-plant (Aschpias acida), with intoxicat-

ing properties, later to be identified with the moon.
Below these is the anthropomorphous Yama, god
of the nether world, whose heaven is guarded by
two monstrous dogs. Thither are led the souls

of the pitrs, or sainted dead, who have constantly
to be refreshed by the food-ofierings of their de-

scendants lest they lose their place in the abodes
of the blessed. Hence arose the irdddha, or peri-
odical feast of the dead, which has had far-reaching
efJects on the development of the theory of sacri-

fice. The pitrs themselves have also become god-
lings. This religion has never perished. It has
been transformed out of all recognition, but its

elements still survive.

4. Buddhism.—The Vedic period lasted from 1500

(or even eariier) down to 200 B.C., but the preten-
sions of its later developments led to at least two

great protestant movements, Jainism and Bud-
dhism. Neither originated in the Panjab, yet
botli profoundly influenced its religious evolution.

The earlier, Jainism, has left its monuments all

over the Panjab, and is still an organized creed
within its borders, especially in the south-east.

Buddhism, founded by the Buddha (c. 596-508 B.C.),

not only became the State religion under Asoka
and his successors, but penetrated into the valleys
which run up into the ranges on its western frontier,
flourished especially in the Peshawar valley, and

spread all over the mountainous regions west and
north of the Indus into modern Buner, Swat, Dir,
and Chitral, over Kashmir, over all the Himalayan
region of the N.E. Panjab, and into Tibet on
its northern frontier. The petty modern State
of Mandi (known to Tibetans as Zahor) was a
seat of Buddhist learning, and its sacred lake of

Rawalsar is still an object of Buddhist pilgrimage.
But of the Himalayan cantons only Lahul, Upper
Kanaur (in Bashahr State), and the Tibetan valley
of Spiti are now at all Buddhist by creed, and the

only true Buddhists are the pure Tibetans of the
last-named valley.
The protestant movements against orthodox or

Brahmanical Hinduism have, however, often been
renewed in other guises. From time to time religi-
ous revivals have taken the form of revolts against
priestly pretensions or theological intricacies. Of
all these movements that of the Sikhs, contem-

porary with the Reformation in Europe, was the
most important and enduring (see art. SiKHS).

5. Zoroastrianism.—Such are the ingredients of

which we have literary evidence, but many other
elements enter into the composition of the Panjab
religions. Of these the Iranian is the most import-
ant and the most obscure. The connexion of the

provinces, especially of the Indus valley, with
Persia has often been very close from the days of

Darius, son of Hystaspes (521-485 B.C.), onwards,
though it was frequently interrupted. The Ravi,
a river of the central Panjab, anciently called the
Iravati (Skr. Airavati^), is

etymologically identical
with Haraqaiti, now the Helmand (Arghandab)
in Arachosia. Whether these names were brought
into the Panjab by Indo-Aryans formerly settled

in E. Iran, or by Iranians who penetrated into it

after the Indo-Aryan invasions, it is impossible to

say ; but, judging from the history of later times,
it is certain that the intercourse between India and
Iran was once much closer than it became sub.se-

1 J. W. McCrindle, Ancient India as described in Classical

Literature, London, 1901, p. 27. Its Vedic name was Parushni
(A. A. Macdonell and A. B. Keith, i'edic Index of Naynes and
Subjects, London, 1912, i. 490).

quently, and Iranian influences may have been
considerable.^ Similarly, the sacred Sarasvati,
now a mere stream of the eastern Panjab in the
Jamna valley, probably takes its name from the old

designation of the Indus, though the descriptions
given of it may refer to a time when it was a far

greater river than it is now. Hillebrandt's theory
that its name, too, was even apjjlied to the Arg-
handab * seems to be untenable. However this

may be, the later Vedic period saw the Kurukshetra,
or 'battle-field of the Kurus,' marked out in the
Jamna valley, between that river and the Sarasvati
or beyond it. Roughly speaking, it corresponded
to the modern Sirhind,* or rather to the Mughal
province of that name, but it extended further
south than Cunningham would acknowledge.*
Known also as the Dharmaksetra, or 'holy land,'
it was the country of the allied Kuru-Pancluila

tribes, and Avithin it the great Brahmfmas were

undoubtedly composed. But the rest of the Panjab,
exposed to constant invasions from the north-west,

rapidly fell away and was lost to orthodox Hindu-
ism, Vedic and Brahmanical, with the exception of

the Himalayan area, where Brahmanism has always
held a strong footing. The Hinduism of the later

Vedic and post
- Vedic periods was elastic. It

admitted not only Ksatriyas and Vaisyas, but even
men of the lowest castes, to Brahmanhood, and was
able and willing to receive foreigners into its fold.

Thus, as D. R. Bhandarkar has shown,
^ Greeks (or

at any rate Graeco-Bactrians) became Hindu Vais-
navas as well as Buddhists. Sakas, Abhiras, and
Kushanas similarly entered both folds, and on the
coins of the latter dynasty we find Hindu, Greek,
and Iranian deities figured as well as the Buddha.
Just as the Hunas, or White Ephthalites, became
one of the thirty-six genuine Rajput families, so

they and their contemporaries, the Giijars, became
Hinduized. But some of these inva(iers brought
with them Persian magi, who became Maga or

Sakadvipi Brahmans ; and the Bhavishya Purdna
relates how Samba, son of Krsna, suflering from
white leprosy, was advised by the sage Naiada to

build a temple to Surya, the sun-god, on the Chenab.
Thus was founded the great sun-temple at Multan

(Samba-pura) which was destroyed in the Muham-
madan invasions. To serve it ten Maga families

had to be brought from Sakadvipa. They are

described as descended from Jarashasta (Zoroaster),
and as belonging to the Miliira (a Sanskritized form
of the Old Persian Mihr) gotra. But Mihirakula

(a Sanskritized form of the Persian Mihrgul), son
of the Huna king Toramana, was converted to the

worship of ^iva, and founded a dynasty in Kashmir,
which was long a staunch patron of Brahmanism.
Traces of Zoroastrian fire-worship, however, still

existed in the Panjab down to the time of Timur,
as he mentions his destruction of temples dedicated

to it^ in the valley of the Jamna.
6. Islam.—Side by side with these Hindu and

Hinduized cults, Buddhism held its ground, at all

events in a debased form, until the Wuhamniadan
invasions. Beginning with inroads from Sind and
the conquest of Multan in A.D. 712, Islam obtained

a firm footing in the S.W. Panjab bofure tlie re.»<t

of these provinces came under its influence, and
the oldest Muhammadan shrines in the Panjab are

those at Uch Sharif, now in Baliawalpur, and
other places in that State and the adjoining British

territory. The later conquests of Sluhanimad of

1 It is not necessary to go as £ar as A. Uillebramlt and

place the action of the si.xth viavifala of the Rigveda in

Arachosia.
'^ ii. 437. 3 Jiacdoncll and Keith, i. 170.

•» .1 rchcpohuncal Survey Report, Simla, 1871, ii. 215 f. ;
cf. Rose,

lA .\xxii. [liH«|.
6 /A xl. [1911] 13.
6 II. M. EUiot, Hist, of India, London, 1867-77, iii. [1871] 431,

494. The gods Yazd.iii and Ahrim.in are expressly said to be

worshipped.
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Ghor and Mahmud of (ihazni had singularly little

effect on the religions of the Panjab people as a

whole. Though Delhi fell to the former in 1193,

the Muliamniadans under the Turk Sultans were
too fully employed in tlie conquest of Hindustan
to force conversion on the province, and it was

probably not until the Pathans or Afghans estab-

lished themselves firmly in the tracts west of the
Indus in the loth cent, that Islam became the
dominant creed, as it is now, in the N.W. Frontier
Province and the W. Panjab. Tradition still pre-
serves memories of Aurangzib's proselytizing zeal,
but all the influences combined only succeeded in

making the fertile tracts along the great rivers

Muhammadan. The naturally barren uplands and
the hills to the north and east of the Panjab re-

mained Hindu or became Sikh. The Kohistan, or
mountain region north of the Indus, appears to

have been slowly conquered or converted to Islam,
and Katiristan {q.v.) remained primitively pagan
down to the time of the late Amir Abdurrahman
of Afghanistan, if, indeed, it can be said to have

yet entirely lost its independence or its ancient
faiths. Moreover, the Muhammadan conquest of

Sind and Multan was largely efiected by schismatics
who were compelled or encouraged to find scope for
their activities on the remoter frontiers of the

Khalifate, rather than at the iieart of its dominions.
Heretical movements were thus potent from the

inception of the Islamic inroads, and to this cause

may be ascribed the chequered history of its pro-
gress in the Panjab. Sufiistic ideas have always
found a congenial soil on the frontiers of Islam, and
among the Khojas and other followers of the Isma i-

lian doctrine some of the earliest protestants against
its most rigidly orthodox system are still repre-
sented.

It is hardly open to question that many of the
first Muhammadan shrines were founded on the
sites of ancient Buddhist, Hindu, or Jain fanes.
Uch itself was anciently known as Deogarh—a
name which suggests a religious origin.^
Multan was the centre of sun-worship, and de-

rives this, its latest Hindu name, from that of the
idol and its shrine (mUlasthdna), which was one of

vast wealth in pre-Islamic days. In the Tochi

valley the shrines affected by the Wazir and other
Pathan tribes preserve many traces of a nature-

worship older than Buddhism or Hinduism. Thus
at the zidrat of Musa Nikka, who was the ancestor
of all the Wazirs, stand three trees ; to embrace
the first will give a man a wife, to climb the second
will give him a horse, and to swing from the third
a son.* In the Kurram valley, whose present
masters, the Turls, are staunch Shiites and prob-
ably modern immigrants from the eastward, tlie

slirines of Muhammadan saints date from an
earlier period and some of them must be ancient.^
One of them is Lala Gul, son of Burqa-posh, the
' veiled

'

Prophet. Lala Gul is also known as
the Yakh-posh, 'endurer of cold.' At some of
these frontier shrines the devotee can obtain pro-
ficiency in music, while not far off' the orthodox
mullds may denounce music as equally immoral
with dancing. Farther east, on the Indus, are
some shrines of possibly even an older origin.
F'rom Uch Sharif upwards the earliest Muham-
madan propaganda spread in the valleys of the
Indus and tlie Chenab, and at such places as

Multan, Sitpur, Taunsa Sharif, Sakhi Sarwar,
Leia, and many others, rites are in vogue or

1 Bahnwalpur State Gazetteer, Lahore, 1904, pp. 161, 385.
But it may be named after its Hindu ruler, Deo Singh. Tradi-
tion ascribes one of its mounds {ucha,

' the height ') to the
mythical Raja Hodi.

2 Lai Shah,
' Notes on some Frontier Shrines,' IA xxxv.

[1006] 124
; Nikka. means a '

chief,' and ia still used in that
sense amonpr certain Pathan tribes.

3/6. p. 119fif.

practices current which are not easily reconcilable
with orthodox Islam. Sakhi Sarwar in particular
represents the centre of an ancient cult of the
earth and its fertility, and is the object of pilgrim-
age to the Sultani sect.

In the Kohistan of the Indus valley, and in

Buner, Swat, Chitral, Gilgit, and other tracts,
Islam established itself by slow degrees on the
ruins of Buddhism and older cults. Tradition

preserves the memory of an old Arab dynasty in

Swat, but the Afghan invasions refounded Mu-
hammadanism in an intolerant form in the southern

part of this region, Chitral and the smaller States
to the north alone maintaining their older and less

orthodox, but equally fanatical, form of that faith.

In consequence few traces of Buddhism have sur-

vived ; its monuments have been defaced, if not

destroyed, and, though in its art Buddhist influ-

ences may still be seen, as at Darel, the popular
religion is Islam with an undercurrent of primitive
beliefs now to be classed as folk-lore. As a sample
of the melanges of fact and theory which this area

presents, Ghulam Muhammad ^ may be cited. He
describes the Shins as professing Arab descent,
but as being probably Jews, who came to the

valleys of the Kohistan via Afghanistan from
Persia or even Turkey. But the Shins have the
characteristic Hindu aversion to eating the flesh or

milk (or even gki made from the milk) of the cow,
and eschew fowls and fish. The former language
of the people was Sanskrit, and the dialect now in

use is called Shina. The basic element in the

people is thus probably Indo-Aryan, and their

festivals preserve many traces of Hindu beliefs.^

7. Guga.—The cult of Guga merits somewhat
detailed notice.

Guga, or Gugga Chauhan (a RajpGt tribe, the ancient

Chandamana), was king of Garh Dadner near Brindaban, and
a son of Devi Chand and Bachila his queen, the latter's sister

Kachila being wife of the king of Gafh Malwa. Both these

queens were childless, but bj' performing tapas (' austerities ')

Bachila won the regard of Yogi Gorakhnath. He promised her
the boon of a son, but Kachila, hearing of the promise, fore-

stalled her sister and was given two barleycorns by the Yogi.
These she ate and in due course bore twin sons—Arjan and
Surjan. When Bachila visited the Yogi, he reproached her for

coming to him again and, incensed at his words, she turned
away. Although her hair had already turned grey, she practised
tapas for twelve years more. Gorakhnath then came to her

again and, placing some ashes in her hand, bade her keep them,
but she took umbrage at the form of his gift and threw them
away. From them sprang Nurya and Gurya Siddhs, who
worshipped Gorakhnath. He then gave Bachila a second hand-
ful of ashes, bidding her swallow them at home, but she did so
on the spot and returned to her palace well advanced in

pregnancy. Taunted by her husband with '

having got a
bastard from the Yogis and Gosains,' she set out for the house
of her father, Raja Kirpal of Ajmer, but on the way her oxen
stopped and refused to move. A voice from her womb bade
her turn back or her child would not be born for twelve years.
When the cart was turned round, the oxen went back to Garh
Dadner, and she resumed her place in the palace, where her

son, Guga, was born on the first Sunday in Magh. When he
was seven years old, his father abdicated and he became Raija.
Bachila also had a daughter, Gugeri.
Guga, or Rana Mundlikh, as he was called, was betrothed to

Surjila, a daughter of the Raja of Bangala, although she had
already been promised to Basak Nag. Guga set out for Gaur
Bangaia with an army of 900,000 men and 52 birs, or champions,
including Kailii Bir his kotwdl and Hanuman Bir. Kailii Bir,
mounted on his steed Aganduaria, sprang across a river to spy
out a hostile camp. Leaving his horse, he disguised himself as
a Brahman and met Kalihar Nag, Basak Nag's chief officer, who
told him of his master's intent to destroy Mundlikh's armj' and
Kailii Bir himself. The latter bade Kalihar conceal his men in

some long grass and ambush Mundlikh's army as it advanced.
Then he mounted his steed and made it prance. At the second
kick its hoofs struck out sparks which set fire to the grass and
destroyed the Nag army. A third bound carried Kailu Bir
back over the river to Mundlikh's army. Advancing to Bangaia,
he was met by a sorceress commissioned by Surjila to bewitch

1 On the Festivals and Folk-lore 0/ Gilgit (Monographs A. S.

Bengal), Calcutta, 1905.
2
E.g., the Shino Bazono, or spring festival, is clearly the

Basant Panchmi of the Panjab (16. p. 95). The moon is eclipsed
by Grahn, a giant (p. 107). The worship,of a goddess is still in

vogue among the women ; she is called Sri Bai (p. 108). Nagi
Suchami, another goddess, is still remembered, if not wor-

shipped (p. 103).
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him into losing all desire to return to Garh Dadner. She cast

a garland of flowers round his neck, but Hanuman detected the

spell and at his cry the garland broke and fell off. Thrice this

occurred, and the third time the sorceress's nether garment also

fell down, exposing her nakedness. She complained to Mundlikh,
who reproved Hanuman for behaving like a monkey. At this he

took offence and returned to Garh Dadner, declaring that his

master would be condenmed to remain twelve years in Bangala.
After the marriage Mundlikh was overcome with love for his

wife, and his followers also came under a spell and were dis-

persed as servants or slaves all over Bengal for twelve years.
Meanwhile disasters fell upon Garh Dadner. Arjan and Surjan
regarded themselves as in a sense the sons of Bachila, having
been horn in virtue of the boon promised to her, and as such
entitled to a share in the kingdom. A wondrous calf, called

Panch-kaliani, was also born about this time in Dadner, and

they also coveted its possession. So they invaded the kingdom
and invited Mahmud of Ghazni to help them. It fell an easy

prey, as all its warriors were absent, but Bachila and her

daughter Gugeri held out in the citadel. Looking from its

ramparts and seeing the city in ruins, Bachila called to

Mundlikh, but in vain. Then Gugeri entered his chamber and
found all as he had left it. When she invoked his name, his

sword flew to her hand, and, donning his headdress, she

sallied forth, attacked the enemy, and routed them single-

handed. Then she bethought her of the champion Ajiapal, who
lived not far away, and sent him word to bring back Mundlikh.

He had beeii practising tapas for a long time, and had seen

Mundlikh in a dream fighting without his head. Accompanied
by Narsingh Bir, Kali Bir, and three other birs, he reached

Bengal, and, disguised as mendicants, he and his companions
went from door to door singing the songs of Garh Dadner.

One day Mundlikh heard them and insisted on seeing the

singers. Recognizing Ajiapal, he threw oflf the spell, freed his

enthralled followers, and, accompanied by Surjila, returned

to Dadner, where he resumed his throne. He is said to have

fought thirteen battles with the Muhammadans, and in the

last of them his neck was cut through by a chakra, or discus,

hurled from above, but his head did not fall. Mounted on his

steed Nilarath, and attended by Ajiapal, who recollected his

vision, he fought on. It was believed that, if his head did not

fall for two and a half gharls (60 minutes, but two and a half

is probably a euphemism for three, so 72 minutes may be

meant), he would survive, but, when two gharls had passed,
four kites appeared and exclaimed at the sight of Mundlikh

fighting without his head. Hearing their words, he put up his

hand to his turban and turned towards Ajiapal. His head thus

lost its balance and rolled off. He himself fell dead from

his horse. This befell on the ninth day of the dark half of

Bhadon, the Guganaumi, and during that month and for

eight days after that date his &raddha is observed every year
at his shrines.

After his death Surjila refused to don a widow's garb,

averring that every night he visited her and was alive. But
once Gugeri was allowed to conceal herself in the room where

Surjila awaited his coming. At midnight a horse's tramp was

heard and, when Gnga had dismounted, she slipped out and

clasped his horse round the neck. In this position she re-

mained and was carried for some distance when Guga rode off.

At last he detected her presence and said that, having been

seen by her, he could never return.

J. Hutchison, of the Chamba Mission, from whose MS notes

the last paragraph above is taken, adds: 'The above version

of the Gugga legend is current in the Chamba hills : and it is

noteworthy that in it there is no mention of Gugga having
become a Muhanimadan or of his having held any intercourse

with Muhammadans. It may therefore be assumed to repre-

sent the older versions of the legend. As to the historical

facts underlying the legend, it seems not improbable that by

Gugga is indicated one of the Rajput kings of the time of

Muhammad of Ghor. The mention of Rai Pithora or Prith-

wiraja, the last Hindu Raja of Delhi, makes this probable. He

reigned from a.d. 1170 to 1193. The name Mundlikh was probably
a tftle given to Raj|>ut warriors who distinguished themselves

in the wars of the time. There were five Rajas who bore this

title among the Chudasama princes of Girnar in Kathiawar, the

first of whom joined Bhmia deva of Guzer.it in the pursuit of

Mahmiid of Ghazni in a.d. 1023. From the Chauhan bards, his

enemies, we learn that Jaya Chandra Rathor, the last king of

Kananj (killed in a.d. 1194), also bore this title. He bad taken

a leading part in the wars with the Muhammadans, whom he

repeatedly defeated and drove back across the Indus. But at

last, enraged witli Pritliwiraja of Delhi, he invited Muhammad
of Ghor to invade the Panjab, with the result that both
Delhi and Kanauj were overthrown and the Muhammadans
triumphed. Jai Chand was drowned in the Ganges in attempt-
ing to escape.'

This is, of course, pure le<jend. Guga probably

typifies the devotion of the champion who sacrifices

his life in battle and, like him, bears the title of

Mnndlikl).
8. Hinduism.—Although Hinduism in the Panjab

was for centuries depressed under the Muslim
domination, it never lost its vitality even in the

plains, and in the Himalayas it flourished. In W.
Panjab it was at one time almost suppressed, but

it was largely revived umler the Mughals by Bairagi

Gosains.^ All through the Muhanimadan period

Tilla, tlie Balnath of the Yogis, in the eastern Salt

Range, preserved its character as a centre of Hindu

pilgrimage and worship. The Kurukslietia never

lost its sanctity, and Thanesar remained and still

is the centre of a great yearly religious fair. But
no great seat of religious teaching survived. Modern
Hinduism in the Panjab largely owes its revival to

the Arya Samaj [q.v.). The great sects of modem
Hinduism are equally represented in the Panjab,
but Saivism appears to have been the first in the

field, if the peculiar sanctity attaching to Kailas,
the great Himalayan peak in the upper Sutlej, is

proof of its antiquity in that tract. It is the home
of Siva. In Chamba State also the Gadderan, or

teryitory of the Gaddi tribe, is a Siv-bhumi, or land

of Siva. But this tribe's traditions make it a com-

paratively modern immigrant into its present seats,

and the cult of 6iva cannot be said to be native to

or even very ancient in the Himalayan area.

In the Punjab Himalayas.—The processes by
which the ancient faiths of the Panjab— the Vedic

religion, Buddhism, Jainism, and the popular forms

of its animistic philosophy
—gave birth to modern

Hinduism difl'ered in no way from tho.se at work in

the rest of India, and will not be described here.

It will suffice to say that, though the Jains of the

modern Panjab are few in number, Jain ideas still

subsist among the people.^ Buddhism merged into

Hinduism by easy stages, and in the Himalayan
State of Chamba, in Kulu, and other Himalayan
valleys, that iio^a-worship which latter-day l!ud-

dliism revived or at least tolerated is still wide-

spread.^ Its ritual differs little from that of the

worship of Devi. But the distinctive feature of

Himalayan Hinduism is best preserved in the Simla

Hills, which are split up into religious jurisdictions,

analogous to but not identical with those of the

secular or temporal kingdoms and feudatory States

into which they are divided. It is possible that

some of these territorial gods are of great antiquity,

but, owing to the system which prevails of getting
rid of an inefficient deity and replacing him by one
more successful, it is improbable that many very
ancient deities liave survived to the jireseiit day.
A type of such a deity is Junga, with his twenty-
two iikfis, or feudatory gods, who gives his name
to the capital of the State now called Keonthal,
near Simla.* When a temple is struck by lightning
and burnt—as may easily happen to a wooden

temple in the hills—its destruction is attributed to

the new god, and the old one disappears, or at

least his cult is abandoned.^ In other cases he is

reduced to a position of vassalage or becomes the

new god's chief minister, champion, or servant.

Another typical cult is that of the Dums,'' who are

found at several centres either singly or as a pair
of twin brethren. A third, the family of Marechh,
is represented by seven members, each located at

his own temple. The original I\Iarechh was also

named Dithu and came from the Mansarowar lake

nearly 4000 years ago. The name Marechh is said

to mean '

dirty
' and to be due to the original wor-

ship of this deitj', which consisted in burning the

hair of the dead in gh'i. A similar cult is that of

Mill Padol, who appears under four names at as

1 E. D. Maclagan, Panjab Censxis Report, Calcutta, 1892, p.

127 f .

"
Rose, Panjab Census Report, Simla, 1902, p. 218. The

aversion to a widower's i-e-marrying is on the whole strongest
in the S.E. Panjab, where Jain influence is greatest.

3 Vogel, in Chamba Gazetteer, Lahore, 1904, p. 185 f. ;
see also

pp. 175-189 for an account of these culls. The antiquity of

VKfiCrt-woiship mav be gauged from the metamorphosis of the

Vedic Iiidra into "indrii N-ag (ib. p. ISS). For Home other Devi

cults see Simla Hill States Gazetleer, Lahore, 1904, under

'Keonthal State,' Appendix, p. viii, and Sinnur Gazetteer,

Lahore, 1904, pp. 45-48.
, , ^. ^

4 Rose, in lA xxxvi. [1907] 33 fT., reprinted as Appendix to
' Keonthal State,' in Simla Hill States Gazetteer.

» lb. p. iv. 8 lb.
' Kumh.^rsain State,' p. 10 f.
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many places. His original name was Mul and he
is only 1500 years old, but he is now generally
called Tadoi. In Malana, an inaccessible valley in

Kulu on tlie Tibet border (but not in direct contact
with tlie Tibetan canton of Spiti), the cult of Jamlu
has its centre, and the valley is governed by a
theocratic republic.^

Jamlu is probably the Hindu
Jamdaggan, but one tale makes him Jaimal Khan,
a Mughal general.

Nevertlieless in the Panjab Himalayas the cults

if these primitive types are inextricably interwoven
with the fabric of orthodox Hinduism, and tradition

preserves some of the history of its advent into the
hills. Thus the most interesting Vaisnava cult in

Basliahr State and other parts of the Sutlej valley
is tliat of Pars liam, whose apostles, the Parsrami
Bralimans, are said to have introduced the Bhunda
sacrifice, in which a low-caste Beda rides down a

huge rope stretched 400 or 500 ft. down a ravine.
Tins rite was subsequently adopted at any place
where a Parsrami settled and even celebrated in
honour of deities other than Pars Rani.^ The
State of Bashahr itself was founded by Pardhuman,
a grandson of Sri Krsna, who came to marry the

daughter of Raja Banasur,^ the ' demon '

king,
whose capital lay in Kamru, in a remote canton of
Kanaur on the upper Sutlej. Having killed the

Raja, Parilhuman usurped his kingdom, but the

Raja's three sons became nuthesras, or village
deities, and are still worshipped at picturesque
temples in as many villages, while his daughter is

the goddess Ukha at Nachar. But the State re-

ligion is centred in the temple of Bhima Kali at

Sarahan, to which one of the maheSras is now
wazlr, or chief minister.*

9. Nature-worship.—Throughout the hillsnature-

worship may be described as dominating all other
cults, indigenous or imported. Thus Kali embodies
s'ikti, the female principle, and the great majority
of the hill people are ^aktas, or worshippers of it.

The tops of hills are usually sacred to this goddess,
but the Dhar Chur, or Chur Peak, is the abode of

>Jiirigul (probably Sri Guru), a manifestation of
Siva himself." With his cult is connected that of

Bijat, the lightning-god (whose sister Bijai has a
temple seven storeys high), and also that of Ghat-
riali, another goddess sister to Bijat.®
But the worsiiip of nature in all its aspects is

not confined to the hills. It may with truth be
said to be at any rate the basis of most of the

j)opular cults in the plains also.

10. Proselytism.—Changes of religion in the

Panjab are not uncommon. Thus a Hindu, even
a Brahman, may become a Sikh, and many Khat-
tris are adherents of that sect—which is natui-al

enough, seeing that its founder was himself a
Khattri by caste. Islam claims many converts,
but has made no marked progress since the time
of Aurangzlb, who put pressure on the Hindus and
constrained many to adopt his faith. Modern con-
verts to Islam, Christianity, and Sikhism are largely
drawn to those creeds by the prospects of social

promotion which they offer, conversion freeing
those of low caste or out-castes from the stigma
which Hinduism affixes to them. Such converts

1 Rose, Glossary of Panjab Tribes and Cantes, Lahore, 1914,
iii. 263(s.v. 'Ra-deo').

i Simla Hill States Gazetteer, 'Bashahr State,' p. 30 f. For
an account of the cult of Pars Ram in Sirmur, where it is im-
portant and free from any trace of human sacrifice, see Sirmur
State Gazetteer, Lahore, 1904, p. 39 ff.

3 Simla Hill StaUs Gazetteer,
' Bashahr State,' pp. 5, 32.

Banasur was also called Bavasa Deo, and a variant of the legend
gives the present ruling faiiiilv a Brahman origin, one of two
pilgrim brothers having been elected to succeed to the throne
on the extinction of the old dynasty because he was the first to
enter the temple of Bhima Kali at a given moment, while his
elder brother became priest of the ruling family—an ofl^ice still
held by his descendants (p. 5).

* lb. pp. 27, 16. 8 Sirmur StaU Gazetteer, p. 42 ff.

«/6. p. 43ff.

may form new castes, like the Mazbi or Mazhabi ^

Sikhs, who were by origin Chuhras, or scavengers,
outside the Hindu pale. Muhanmiadan converts

hardly form new castes, but they are known as

Nau-Muslim, 'new Muslims' or Din-dar, 'holders
of the faith.' Khoja is a term applied to any man
of Chuiira status converted to Islam, but it is also
the term for a body of high-caste Khattris who
were converted to Islam some centuries ago, and
who now form a distinct caste, if such a term can
be applied to a Muhammadan group. A curious

tj'pe of ' conversion
'

is found in one or two tracts
M here Hindu tribes dwelling on a Muhammadan
border-land take wives from their neighbours.
The bride, by birth a Muslim, is made to enter the
Hindu fold. Strange as it may appear, it is very
usual for Hindus to affect Muhammadan saints,
and many Hindus or so-called Sikhs afi'ect the
famous Sakhi Sarwar, while the Hin^u Sunars

('goldsmiths ') are often devotees of the Agha Khan
of Bombay, the representative of the sect of the
Assassins. ** The most striking instance of this

blending of Hinduism and Islam is found in the
south-east of the Panjab, in the Mewat or Meo
country.
The Sleos are a Hindu people, made up of fragments of

Riijput tribes, and they bear indifferently Hindu or Muhamma-
dan personal names. The great saint of the Mewat was born of

Muhammadan parents, but bore the Hindu name of Lai Das.
He is associated in worship with the stream which bears the
name of Chuhar Sidh, a legendary personage famous onl.y as a

vulgar miracle-monger. His life was spent in its neighboui-
hood, and, when its overflow formed a pool, a Lai Dasi sfidh, or

monk, was regarded as its natural custodian. But Lai Das's
own teaching was singularly practical and free from self-glorifi-
cation and superstition. He inculcated industry and condemned
meudicancj'. The sddh was to be fearless in speech. Spiritual
courage was enjoined, and, though asceticism is praised, its

absurd excesses are not recommended. Kindliness is justly
claimed as an essential part of his system, but it was tempered
by a just severity. He caused the death of a Mughal who had
laid hands on another man's wife, and bade his successor-

designate, who shrank from the responsibility of governing the
infant sect, either accept the office or bury himself alive. VVhile
he performed miracles, he taught that fame and wonder-working
would pass away like the wind, that purity and gentleness alone
availed. He died about 1647, at the age of 107, if tradition

speaks true. 3 Another saint, Cham Das, also born in the

Mewat, founded a more orthodox Hindu sect and is buried at
Delhi.* Wilson classes his followers as a Vaisnava sect.

II. Christianity.
—In such a tolerant milieu

Christianity makes considerable progress, but its

converts are nearly all drawn from the lower castes,
who by adherence to Christianity or to Islam
obtain release from the bondage of the Hindu caste

system. The invincible eclecticism of India causes
members of the higher castes to absorb Christianity,
weld it into their own and other established creeds,
and sometimes found a new comiirehensive sect

like that of the Chetramis, which teaches that
Allah is the Creator, Parmeshvar the Preserver,
and Khuda the Destroyer, while holding to the
doctrine of a Christian Trinity."
Literature.—This is given in the footnotes. See also D. C.

J. Ibbetson, Panjab Census Report, Calcutta, 1883, the part of

which reprinted as Panjab Ethnography contains his chapters
on religion ; E. D. Maclagan and Pan4it Harikishan Kaul,
Punjab Census Reports, Calcutta, 1892 and 1913 respectively.

H. A. Rose.
PANPSYCHISM.—Panpsychism is the doc-

trine that whatever exists is essentially soul or

spirit
—in the sense, however, not of a single or

universal spirit, of which all thought and life are
the 'appearance' or expression, but of distinct
individual souls. Being a soul implies the power

1 Lit. 'faithful.'
2 Converts to this cult are not confined to the goldsmith

caste. They may be of any caste, are called Isma'ilis, accept
'AH as God, and yet appear to remain good Hindus.

3 P. VV. Powlett, 'The Saint of Mewat,' Calcutta Review,
Ixviii. [1879] 104, or Selections from Calcutta Revieic, v. [1895]
441 ; also Powlett, Gazetteer of Ulwur, London, 1879, p. 53, and
Rose, Glossary, iii. 24 ff.

*H. H Wilson, 'Hindoo Sects,' Works, i. (London, 1862)
178 ; Powlett, Gazetteer of Ulwar, p. 69 f. ; Rose, Glossary,
ii. 37 f.

' Rose, Glossary, ii. 167 f.
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of representing or being aware of the world (i.e.

other souls), the possibility of change, and the

power of striving to resist change or to direct it

towards expansion or development—presentation,
affection, and conation. All material things,

organized or unorganized, living or dead, are ' in

reality
'

souls. The difliculty is to decide what is

'a thing.' This difficulty is obviated by the as-

sumptions (1) that the universe is made up of

discrete entities, that matter is not divisible ad
infinituin, but that everywhere science in the last

resort will come upon the atom, the individual ;

each such atom is
' animate '

; (2) that, when atoms
form groups which act independently upon other

groups, it is a higher soul that gives unity and

consistency
— '

thingness
'—to the group ; instances

are the living cell, the animal, the ' world '

(sun,

planet, etc. ). Hence we have a hierarchy of souls,
from the simple to the complex, with increasing-
width of representation and intensity of feeling

and of eftbrt. The theory neither requires nor
excludes the idea of a single dominant spirit, but
most panp.sychists do assume that there is one

supreme in intelligence, love, and power, by
which the activities of all others are co-ordinated
to a definite end.

Leibniz (q.v.) is the classical panpsychist, but in

some form or other the doctrine has prevailed
throughout the whole history of philosophy, from
the Greek Hylozoists down through G. Bruno
and T. Campanella to G. T. Fechner, K. H. Lotze,
William James, and H. Bergson.
Literature.—G. W. Leibniz, Monadology, and Principles of

Nature and of Grace, both tr. in R. Latta, The Monadology
and other Philosophical Writings, Oxford, 1898 ; G. T.
Fechner, Nanna, oder iiber das Seelenleben der Pfianzerfi,

Hamburg, 1903, Zend-Avesta'^, do. 1901 ; R. H. Lotze, Micro-

cosinus, Eng. tr., 2 vols., Edinburgh, 1885-86, Metaphysics, pt.
ii. of System of Philosophy, Eng. tr., Oxford, 1884 ; William
James, A Phiralistic Universe, London, 1909, Some Problems
of Philosophy , do. 1911 ; H. Bergson, Creative Evolution, Eng.
tr., do. 1911. J. L. MclNTYRE.

PANTHEISM.
Introductory (A. E. Garvie), p. 609.

Greek and Roman (Frank Thilly), p. 613.

PANTHEISM (Introductory).— I. Definition.—Pantheism, according to the etymology, is

the view that all is God, and that God is all,

but, since thought may move either from God
to all or from all to God, it can assume two
forms. If it begins with the religious belief or the

philosophic faith in God as infinite and eternal

reality, then the finite and temporal world is

swallowed up in God, and pantheism becomes
acosmism (q.v.), i.e. the world is an illusion in

comparison with God as reality. If it begins with
the scientific conception or the poetic vision of

the world as unity, then God is lost in the world,
and pantheism becomes pancosmism (q.v.). The
first is theistic, and the second atheistic ; for in

the first, if inconsistently, there still survives as

a rule a vague apprehension of God as theism con-
ceives Him, and in the second the de6s becomes
but a name for the unity of the world, the multi-

plicity of which alone is real for observation and
imagination. A. M. Fairbairn is not quite just
to the religious worth of the first type as com-

j^ared with the second when he regards them
as identical.

' Pantheism and Pankosmism are but the ideal and real sides

of the same thought. The pantheist is a metaphysician, the

pankosmist a phjsicist, and they are distinguished by what is

but a verbal difference. In neither case can what occupies the

place of Deity be an ethical and personal Being
'

(Studies in the

Philosophy of Religion and History, London, 1876, p. 392).

The pantheist of the first type is usually more
than a metaphysician, as he is often dominated by
a religious rather than speculative interest ; e.g.,
how different are Spinoza and Haeckel ! The one
clothes an intense piety in an altogether too scanty
philosophical garment ; the other uses the word
' God '

only as a fig-leaf to hide the nakedness of
his materialistic monism.^ We may dismiss the

1 Haeckel denies that his system is materialistic and defines
his position as follows :

' On the contrary, we hold, with Goethe,
that " matter cannot exist and be operative without spirit, nor
spirit without matter." We adhere firmly to the pure unequi-
vocal monism of Spinoza : matter, or indefinitely extended
substance, and Spirit (or energy), or sensitive and thinking
substance, are the two fundamental attributes, or principal
properties, of the all-embracing divine essence of the world, the
utuversa.\ substance' {The Riddle of the Universe, tr. J. McCabe,
London, 1903, p. 8).

This identifying of spirit with energy gives his system, in spite
of his protestations, a materialistic character, and matter and
mind in the working out of it are not left as parallel and distinct
attributes of one substance, but are cau.sally related. One
difficulty of the system, Kiilpe points out, is tiiat 'the terms
energy and spirit or soul are used without distinction beside
and for one another.' Another is that ' the soul life on the one

VOL. IX.—39

Hindu (A. S. Geden), p. 617.

second type of pantheism as equivalent to natural-
ism (q.v.), and confine ourselves to the first.

2. Origin and emphasis.—The origin of this type
of pantlieism is either philosophical or religious.
The pantheism of Hegel has its roots in the soil of

the speculative intellect, the pantheism of Brali-

manism in the soil of the religious spirit. However
philosophical in form Spinoza's pantheism is, yet
its essence is religious ; and the piety often breaks
the bounds of the philosophy. According to the

origin, so will the emphasis of the system lie on
the transcendence or the immanence of God.
While it is usual to distinguish monotheism (q.v.)
from pantheism on the one hand, and deism (q.v.)
on the other, because it combines the two attributes

of immanence and transcendence which each of the
others holds apart (pantheism asserting immanence
and deism transcendence), this distinction is only
theoretically valid. In some forms of religious

pantheism the infinitude (i.e. the transcendence)
and the absoluteness of God are so emphasized
that the finite and relative world asknoMn to man,
while identified with God, obscures rather than
manifests His reality, and He is so far other than
it is that He is the inconceivable. Brahman is for

the Indian thinker above all knowledge, and man
must lose all consciousness of difference in a supra-
conscious unity as the goal of the search for God.
While Spinoza regards all things and persons as

only modes of the two divine attributes of extension
and thought, and so asserts immanence, j'et he
treats these attributes as not exhausting the divine

nature, which, on the contrary, possesses an in-

finite number of attributes, and so he asserts the
transcendence by God as He is of the world as we
know it. It is in this emphasis on the transcen-

dence by the inconceivable God of the known world
that pantheism joins hands with mysticism (q.v.).

The mystic claims the immanence of God in himself
and strives to realize his identity with God, but,
be it observed, not by plunging himself into the
full tide of the world's life as one with God's, but
rather by winging his lonely flight to the God who
is above rather than in and through all. For

hand is found in every kind of matter, on the other appears as a
function of a particular kind of matter, the psychoplasm.' In

asserting this causal relation between matter and energy, brain

and thought, Haeckel contradicts his fundamental assumption
of the two attributes of the one substance, and he is thus un-

justified in his claim that his system is a pantheism like Spinoza's

(see O. Kiilpe, Die I'hilosophie der Gegenwart in Deut^chland,

Leipzig, 1911, p. 4->).
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mysticism identity with God is an achievement

rather than an actuality, and God is found away
from rather than in the world. At its goal more
than its starting-point mysticism is pantheistic,
while its starting-point is rather emanationist.

Spinoza's principle,
' Omnis determinatio est

negatio,' is thoroughly mystical in raising God
above all definition and even comprehension ; and

yet inconsistently for him the world consists of

modes of divine attributes and so God should be

known in it.'

3. Neo-Platonism.—It is at this point that the

discussion of >Jeo-Platonism (q.v.) is most relevant.

Can it truly be regarded as either philosophically
or religiously pantheistic? It does not affirm the

identity of God and the world, but that the world
of sense is the lowest of a series of emanations
from God, each possessing a lower degree of per-

fection, and God Himself is an absolute unity ex-

cluding all determinations and relations. This is

clearly an inconsistent position, as God is related

to the world as His emanation. God cannot be
reached by thought ; only in the subjective condi-

tion of ecstasy is the soul absorbed into divinity.
Neo-Platonism is the typical mysticism ; but can
a system which does not identify God and the

world, but relates the world to God as an emana-

tion, be properly called pantheism ? J. Allanson

Picton, a modern representative of pantheism as

religious, in expounding his faith, declares :

'
I only wish to premise plainly that I am not concerned with

any view of the world such as implies or admits that, whether

by process of creation, or emanation, or self-division, or evolu-

tion, the oneness of the Eternal has ever been marred, or any-
thing other than the being of God has been or can be produced

'

{Pajitheism : its Story and Significance, London, 1905, p. 13).

If pantheism is the theory, as he maintains,
' that there is nothing but God,' Neo-Platonism,
which allows reality to the series of emanations, is

not pantheistic. For the same reason Picton

denies the pantheism of the Christian mystics.
'Their favourite comparison of creature life to the ray of a

candle is not really a Pantheistic conception ;
because to the

true Pantheist the creature is not an emanation external to

God, but a finite mode of infinite Being
'

(p. 15).

The distinction between creation as a free act of

God and emanation as a necessary process, import-
ant as it is, does not justify our describing systems
of emanationism as pantheistic so long as so great
a distinction is made between God and the world
which emanates from Him as is made by Neo-
Platonism. If we describe them as pantheism, we
should recognize that we are stretching the mean-

ing of the word to include them.

4. Brahmanism. — Most imposing of all the

systems of pantheism which can claim a religious

origin is the Brahmanic in India. P. Deussen's

account of Indian thought on the relation of God
and the world is worth reproducing. He calls

realism the view which regards matter as eternal,

and independent of God, and God as only a world-

1 'In a word,' says Schwegler, summing up the discussion of

this point,
' the two attributes are but empirically derived de-

terminations that are incommensurate besides with the nature

of substance. Substance stands behind them as the absolute

infinite which cannot be comprehended in any such special
notions. The attributes explain not what substance really is

;

and in its regard consequently appear contingent. Spinoza fails

to supply any principle of union between the notion of absolute

substance and the particular manner in which it manifests itself

in the two attributes
'

(Uist. of Philosophy, tr. and ed. J. H.

Stirling, Edinburgh, 1879, p. 171 f.).

In this aspect of it Spinoza's pantheism may be shown to have
affinities with Spencer'sagnosticism (q.v.). Although epigrams
are perilous, one may venture to say that Spinoza knows either

too much of the substance or too little of the attributes. If the

only attributes known to us are extension and thought or the

finite modes of things and persons, how does Spinoza know that

there is an infinitude of attributes? With all his parade of

reasoning on the lines of mathematical demonstration, it is not

by his logic that he gets the conception of God which gives his

teaching such religious influence as it possesses. The ' God-
intoxicated man ' did not get his inspiration from his system ;

that has its source in a piety of which the philosophy gives quite
an inadequate interpretation.

fashioner (Srjijuovpydi) if His existence is not alto-

gether denied, as in the Sahkhya philosophy. Ac-

cording to theism as he defines it,
' God creates

the universe out of nothing, and the latter then
has a real existence independently of God '

(this, it

must be .said in passing, is not a true or fair repre-
sentation of theism as it is understood in Christian

faith). His description of pantheism as found in

the Upanisads must be fully given :

' God creates the universe by transforming himself into the
universe. The latter confessedly has become God. Since it is real

and also infinite, there is no room for God independently of the

universe, but only within it. The terms God and universe become

synonymous, and the idea of God is only retained in order not
to break with tradition.' It is evident "that Picton would not
call this pantheism, and that it is rather to be called pancosm-
ism. What is generally regarded as the typical Indian panthe-
ism is, however, described under the title of idealism.

' God
alone and nothing besides him is real. The universe as regards
its extension in space and bodily consistence is in truth not real ;

it is mere illusion, as used to be said, mere appearance, as we
say to-day. This appearance is not God as in pantheism, but
the reflection of God, and is an aberration from the divine

essence. Not as though God were to be sought on the other

side of the universe, for he is not at all in space ;
nor as though

he were before or after, for he is not at all in time; nor as

though he were the cause of the universe, for the law of causality
has no application here. Rather, to the extent to which the

universe is regarded as real, God is without reality. That he is

real, nay the sole reality, we perceive only so far as we succeed
in shaking ourselves free theoretically and practically from this

entire world of appearance
'

{The Philosophy of the Upani.ihads,
tr. A. S. Geden, Edinburgh, 1909, p. 1(30 f. ;

cf. also a similar

discussion at p. 237 f.). A briefer definition of the prevalent
doctrine of the D'pa7usads, which, he says,

' may conveniently
be described as pantheism,' is given at p. 405 :

' The univei-se is

real, and yet the atman remains the sole reality, for the atman
is the universe.'

What Deussen calls 'pantheism' emphasizes
immanence as it identifies God and universe ;

what
he calls ' idealism

'

is pantheism of the type which,
while identifying God and reality, yet so distin-

guishes the world as appearance from reality

(acosmism) that God as He is transcends the world

as known, and thus cannot be known in or through
the world, but remains incomprehensible, un-

defined. This Indian pantheism was a movement
of religious thought away from the popular poly-
theism ; and yet here as elsewhere pantheism was
ever ready to compromise with polytheism.
'The anthropomorphic form of the gods, especially the multi-

plicity of the gods with their imperfections, awakens criticism,

which springs out of moral demands and advanced thinking.
A many-coloured and manifold world of gods is resohed into

the all-working power, which stands behind the worship' (T.

Steinmann, RGG iv. [1912] 1121 f.).

B7-ahma7i becomes the sole reality, and yet a

place is found for the multitude of gods as mani-

festations of Brahman. An instance of this com-

promise is the Hindu trinity, or the Trimurti.
' Brahman [neuter], the Absolute, manifests himself in three

persons of equal rank—Brahma, the creator, Vishnu, the pre-

server, and Qiva, the destroyer. Kalidasa sings :

"In those Three Persons the one God was shown—
Each first in place, each last—not one alone ;

Of (^iva, Vishnu, Brahma, each may be

First, second, third, among the Blessed Three'"

(G. F. Moore, Ilisl. of Religions, Edinburgh, 1914, i. 344).

Into this scheme of thought the popular heroes

Krsnaand Ramaare fitted as incarnations (avatoms)
of Visnu. All the gods may even be represented
as such incarnations. Pantheism thus becomes
the speculative justification of polytheism. See,

further. Pantheism (Hindu).

5. Egypt.—This relation is found in other re-

ligions also, although reached in another way.

Syncretism (q.v.) in Egypt leads to pantheism.
' Let the gods once lose the individual character that keeps

them separate from each other, and it is possible for one god,
who grows strong and great enough, to swallow up all the rest,

till they appear only as his forms. . . . The god who did most

in the wav of swallowing up the rest was Ra, the great sun-god
of Thebes. The Litany of Ra (Records of the Past, viii. 105)

represents that god as eternal and self-begotten, and sings in

seventy-five successive verses seventy-five forms which he

assumes ; they are the forms of the gods and of all the great
ele nts and parts of the world '

(A. Menzies, Hist, of Religion,

London, 1895, p. 145 f.).
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A similar movement took place in regard to Isis

(q.v.). In the mysteries of Isis, as described by
Apuleius (Met. xi.), 'Isis is all the goddesses,' but
at a later initiation she gives place to Osiris as

supreme god.^
6. Babylonia.—The Babylonian texts sometimes

represent the many gods as only names of Mardnk ;

but behind this liturgical self-glorification there is

no speculative thought deserving the title of pan-
theism.

7. Zoroastrianism.—One school of Zoroastrian

thinkers, the Zervanites, placed before and above
Ormazd and Ahriman a first principle, space or

time ; but this speculation had no religious influence.

8. China.—A Chinese thinker Chu Hi (A.D. 1130-

1200) developed a theory of the universe resembling-
Stoic pantheism (see Moore, i. 45 f.).

9. Greece.—When we turn to Greece, we find a

pantheism which had religious roots, and yet for

the most part bore philosophical fruits. The earliest

Greek thinkers found the explanation in a material

principle
—Thales in water or moisture, Anaximenes

in air, but Anaximander in rb direipov, the undifter-

entiated primal matter. More abstract conceptions
are advanced by the Pythagoreans (number),
Eleatics (being), and Heraclitus (becoming). It is

the Eleatic school that is of special interest for our

purpose. Xenophanes thought that there could be

only one god, and that he was one with the world.
This view is expressed in the phrase iv kuI wau. Of
him Aristotle says :

Hei'0(|)ai'-))s Se 7rpu>T09 . «tS TOf oAov ovpauov airo/3\e'i/'o? To ev

tlvaC <^T)<ri Toi' Oeov (Met. I. V. 9S^i^ 24).

Parmenides no less taught the unity of all. Xeno-

phanes was a critic of the prevalent anthropo-
morphism ; he pointed out not only that all peoples
pictured the gods in likeness of men, but even that

they ascribed to them national or individual traits.

The Thracians thought of them as red-haired, the

Ethiopians as black ; had the oxen and asses gods,

they would represent them like themselves. His
attitude to the prevalent polytheism was tolerant ;

but in Greece there was not the close connexion of

pantheism with polytheism. Heraclitus also re-

duced the universe to a primal divine fire. Here
pantheism comes in close contact with naturalism.
Stoicism developed this conception. According to

Diog. Laert. vii. 139, the Stoics taught rbv o\ov

k6<tixov fcDoc Si/ra koL ^n\pvxov kclI \oyiK6v and ovffiav 8k

6eou Zrji'ijv fx^v (prjac top 6\ov k6<tixov (148). The world
is the ffu)p.a, and God the irvevfia. Plutarch explains
this relation as follows :

'
It is one and the same being which presents itself now as

individual unity (God), now as divided multiplicity (world)' (de
Stoic. 41).

And Cicero testifies that ' Cleanthes ipsum mundum
deum dicit esse

'

{de Nat. Dear. i. 14). It may be

pointed out, however, that, while the identity of

God and the world is affirmed, a distinction is re-

cognized : the Avorld is the multiplicity or body,
but God is the unity or spirit. This type of pan-
theism would lie between the religious pantheism
which so emphasizes the transcendence of God as
to regard the world as illusion {mdya [g.v.]) and
the philosophical pantheism which so emphasizes
immanence as absolutely to identify God and world.
There is a divine mysterj' behind all, and yet a
divine manifestation in all. It should be noted as
a third type ; it is so far religious as to make some
distinction between God and world ; it is so far

philosoj)hical as to think of God as identical with
the world. It touches closely the type of thought,
to which the pantheistic name should not be given,
which represents the world as an emanation of

God. The history of pantheism shows that it is

not so clear-cut a system as at first we might be
1 According to Plutarch (rfc Is. et Osir. ix.), a temple of Isis

bears the inscription,
'
I am all that hath been, is, or shall be

;

and no mortal liatli lifted my veil.'

led to assume that it would prove to be. See,
further. Pantheism (Greek and Koman).

10. Scholasticism. — Under the influence of

pseudo-Dionysius, John Scotus Erigena shows a

pantheistic tendency. The language is, however,
not quite consistent

;
for he affirms, on the one

hand, that God is the essence of all things, and, on
the other, that God is the totality of things.

' In Deo enim inimutabiliter et essentialiter sunt omnia, et

ipse est divisio et coUectio universalis creaturae' (de Div. Nat.
iii. 1).

This, according to Rudolf Eisler {Worterbuch der

philosophischeii Begriffe tend Ausdrlicke, Berlin,
1899, p. 556), is equivalent to the other statement,
'Deum in omnibus esse, i.e. essentiam omnium subsistere

'

(i. 72).

This does not necessarily mean quite the same as
his descrij^tion of God as the universitas (ii. 2).

He surely departs from pantheism altogether in

this statement :

' Nam et creatura in Deo est subsistens, et Deus in creatura
mirabili et ineffabili modo creatur, seipsum manifestans '

(iii. 17).

Pantheism does not and cannot con-sistentlj- speak
of the creature. An exact anticipation of Spinoza's
system is ascribed by Albertus Magnus to David
of Dinant :

' Ponit . . . talem conclusionem, sic dicens ; Manifestum est

unam solam substantiam esse, non tantum omnium corporum
sed etiam omnium animarum, et banc nihil aliud esse quam
ipsum Deum, quia substantia, de qua sunt corpora, dicitur

hyle, substantia vero, de qua omnes sunt animae, dicitur ratio
vel mens, Manifestum est igitur Deum esse substantiuni omnium
corporum et omnium animarum. Patet ifritur, quod Deus et

hyle et mens una sola substantia est' (ap. Eisler, p. 556).

11. In .spite of the deism of Islam, the system of

Averroes has a pantheistic tinge, and the Safi

mysticism also tends to pantheism ; even in Judaism
in the speculation of the !^abbala is this influence
felt. 'NMiile media;val my.sticism showed the same
tendency, it is not in the strict sense of the term

pantheism.
12. Bruno, Spinoza, etc.—The revived interest

in nature at the Renaissance issued in Giordano
Bruno [q.v.) in an explicit pantheism.

' God is everywhere, and whole in all, as a voice is heard in

all parts of the hall
'

(Dela Causa, dial. ii.).
'

Accordingly you
see how all things are a Universe, and the Universe is in all

things, we in it, it in us, and thus all issues in a complete unitv
'

(dial. v.).

He warns us against a common misunderstanding
of pantheism, the distribution of God throughout
the universe.

God is
' whole in all and whole in every part, so that we

speak of parts in the Infinite, not of parts of the Infinite.'

He approaches acosmism in declaring that these

parts are onlj' passing appearances of the One.
But the distinction of God as unity from the Morld
as multiplicity already noted reappears.

' The one highest Being in whom capacity and reality are un-

separated, which in an aljsolute way can he all and is all that
it can be, is as not unfolded a Single, Immeasurable, Endless,
which embraces all being ; as unfolded on the contrary is it in

the sensibly perceived bodies' (dial. v.).

As Spinoza is treated sejiarately in another

article, his system need not at this stage be dis-

cussed. ^yhat needs to be said about him in the

general treatment of pantheism has already been
said. J. Toland, in his book Sorinianis/ii tridy
Stated {1105), openly avowed himself a '

jiantheist'

(the first use of the term). In 1720 he published
a book with the title Panthcisticon. According to

Eucken, his opponent Fay was the first to tise the
term 'pantheism' (1709). E. Benoist, in his Me-

langes (Delft, 1712, pp. 252-26.')), uses both terms

panthHste and panthnsmc. In the IStli cent,

orthodox controversialists treated pantheism as no
better than athfism (see OED vii. 430).

13. German philosophy.—At the beginning of

the 19th cent, there was a reaction from the deistic

tendency of orthodox and heretical thought alike.

Schleiermacher (q.v.), who revived Christian theo-

logy, and set it on the path which it followed in
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that age, considered tliat it was a matter of in-

diflerence to piety wiiether God was conceived

personally or impersonally, and speculatively he

was a pantlieist.
'Each single being is as such a definite fo.m of the Beinj^ of

the Absohite Identity, but not its very Being, which is only in

the Totality
•

(IferA;«, Berlin, 1834-C4, i. iv. 131).

This speculative Spinozism was modified, however,

by his inheritance of Moravian iiiety, although his

theology was aflected by it. While the position of

Kant was deistic, the idealist philosophy which
was after him developed in Germany had a dis-

tinctly pantheistic character.
' The idealist S3stems of a Fichte, Schelling, Kegel, make the

whole content of existence the nature of the Divine (Absolute)'

(Eisler, p. 557).

Fichte regards God as ' a moral order immanent in

and also transcendent of the M-orld.' Schelling's
indiHerence to the ideal and the real recalls the
God above all determination of Brahmanism, Neo-

Platonism, and Spinozism, and resembles von
Hartmann's 'the Unconscious.' Of these sy.stems
the most important and interesting is Hegel's.
For the static deity of Spinoza or substance he
substitutes the dynamic deity or spirit. Spirit he
conceives as reason, as a logical process. Accord-

ingly his pantheism has been described as '

pan-
logism

'

(irdv \6yos). A modern disciple of Spinoza
insists on the static view of God :

' The processes called evolution, though everywhere operative,
affect, each of them, only parts of the infinite whole of things ;

and experience cannot possiblj' afford any justification for

supposing that thej' affect the Universe itself
'

(Pioton, p. 12).

Hegel (q.v.) with speculative daring takes the

dynamic view and presents to us, on what seems
the more probable interpretation of his system, an

evolving God. That he has taken up the idea of

evolution into his interpretation of the world is

his merit as a philosopher ; that he has treated
that evolution from too exclusively intellectual a

standpoint is his defect.
'That he apprehends the world as development, in which

reason is the ground, law, and object of all becoming, this is

Hegel's strength : his weakness is that he apprehends this

development only as an ideal, logical one, which accordingly is

to be built up by pure notional dialectic' (O. Pfleiderer, Philo-

sophy of Religion, tr. A. Menzies, London, 1887, ii. 79 f.).

It is impossible in this article to discuss the

question whether Hegel's system is or is not pan-
theism, an identification of God and the Avorld or

not. Does he or does he not identify the human
apprehension, the cosmic manifestation, and the
divine reality in his Absolute? Is the Avorld's

evolution a logical process? And is this logical

process God's coming to self- consciousness ? Hegel
claimed to be a sound Lutheran, and maintained
the consistency of his philosophy with the Christian
doctrine of God, but the system itself appears pan-
theistic. For Hegel the world-process was logical ;

in it reason was manifested, and purpose fulfilled.

The challenge and contradiction of the philosophy
which affirmed that the real is the rational (panlog-
ism) is the affirmation that the real is irrational (a
blind will, panthelism [Trav + ^9^\oj]) in Schopen-
hauer's pessimism, which has affinity with the
Indian conce})tion of karma (q.v.).

14. Pantheism and panentheism. — Since the

beginning of the 19th cent, the divine immanence
in the world has been emphasized. Instead of a
creation by a series of divine acts at the very
beginning, men think of a gradual evolution not yet
completed, in which God is continuously active.

'

If, then, the history of man be the continuation of the
record of creation, it foilows that the creative energy has not
ceased to operate, and that its character, qualities, tendencies,
modes of working and relation to the forms developed, can
be better studied here than in the field of nature. This position
is fundamental to our argument, and follows from the parallel
between the immanence of God in nature and in man. He
dwells in bo'h and He works through both, though always in

methods agreeable to the medium employed. What is energy
in nature is reason and will in man, but they are no less ours
that they are inspired by Him, and no less His that they

appear in us as conscious and volutitary activities' (A. M.
Fairbairn, The Philomphy of the Christian Heligion, London,
1902, p. 171 f.).

A position such as this is not pantheistic. It

might be called '

panentheism
'

(irdv iv deep), the
name which C. Krause gave to his system, in which
God is a unity enclosing the world, but superior to

it. In one place Plotinus corrects pantheism by
panentheism :

' The perfect Being consists of all beings, rather it embraces
in itself all beings

'

{Enn. vi. vi. 7).

The term might also be applied to the teaching of

Malebranche :

' Toutes les creatures, m§mes les plus mat^rielles et les plus
terrestres, sonten Dieu quoique d'une manifere toute spirituelle

'

(liech. ii. 5 ; see Eisler, p. 555 f.).

Lotze (q.v.), in his doctrine of causality, laj's

himself open to tlie charge of pantheism ; but his

most valuable discussion of personality in God and
man rebuts the charge. To regard natural forces

as the finite exercise of infinite power, or natural
laws as the finite expression of infinite wisdom, is

only to assert such a dependence of the world on
God and such an immanence of (iod in the world as

are consistent with Christian theism. To emphasize
immanence, so long as transcendence is recognized,
is not to be regarded as an acceptance of pantheism.
We must not call pantheism the sense which poets
have had of God's presence in nature—e.g., Words-
worth's Lines composed a few Miles above Tintern

Abbey :

' And I have felt

A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts ; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man ;

A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things.'

Tennyson's The Higher Pantheism is misnamed, as

the poet's exhortation to personal communion with
God shows :

'

Speak to Him thou for He hears, and Spirit with Spirit can

meet,
Closer is He than breathing, and nearer than hands and feet.'

A pantheist could not speak thus. Yet a vivid

sense of God in nature may lead to a poetic pan-
theism.

15. Modern pantheism.—Before offering some
criticism on pantheism as a mode of religious faith

or philosophical thought, there are a few questions
about it which a modern exponent, J. A. Picton,

may be allowed to answer.
'
If Pantheism affirms God to be All in All, it does not follow

that Pantheism must hold a man, or a tree, or a tiger to be
God.' While God is the whole, no part by itself can be regarded
as God, but as part of the whole it can be nothing else. For

pantheism,
' so far from tolerating any doubt as to the being of

God, denies that there is anything else." God is not, however,
merely the sum of things. 'That Unity is not merely the

aggregate of all the finite objects which we observe or infer,

but is a living whole, expressing itself in infinite variety
'

(p. 10).

It has already been noted that he refuses to regard as properly

pantheistic every theory of emanation of the world from God ;

and maintains that evolution can be true only of the parts, not
of the whole. From the point of view of pantheism,

'
all change,

evolution, progress, retrogression, sin, pain, or any other good
or evil is local, finite, partial ; while the infinite co-ordination of

such infinitesimal movements makes one eternal peace' (p. 33).

Avowing himself a disciple of Spinoza, of whom he says that he
' was the first Pantheist who was also a prophet, in the sense of

speaking out the divine voice of the infinite Universe to its

human constituent parts
'

(p. 56 f.), he suggests a modification of

Spinoza's pantheism, which would purge it of all the leaven of

materialism, which gives Haeckel the pretext for claiming to

be also a Spinozist.
' The whole trend of philosophy during the

nineteenth century was towards a view of Extension itself as a

mode of Thought, and therefore toward the absorption of one
of Spinoza's theoretical divine attributes in the other

'

(p. 63).

The Ml, as known to us, might then be conceived as thought.
For lue pantheistic tendencies of modern thought Picton finds

two reasons : (1)
' Science has made unthinkable the old-world

conception of a three-storeyed Universe, constructed by an

artificer God, who suddenly awoke from an eternity of idleness

to make Heaven, Earth, and Hell' (p. 86). Here Picton stoops
to a rhetorical device unworthy of a thinker. He first cari-

catures what he then rejects. Modern theism can meet modern
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science on more equal terms than this statement allows. (2)

But faith protests ai,^ainst materialism as the conclusion of

science : 'All the hints given us by science of the ultimate one-

ness of all things, converge in the faith that All is God, nud
God is AH '

(p. 88). In opposition to the theist's view that

religion and moralitj' must be a personal relation to a personal
God, the caricature of which on p. 91 need not be quoted, he
asserts that pantheism

'

regards obedience and devotion to God
as the ultimate and most inspiring application of that principle
of the loyalty of the part to the whole which runs through all

morality
'

(p. 91), and yet the illustrations which he gives of

that loyalty are all in the personal relations of family, school,

club, municipality, and nationality, although he gives a show
of reason to his argument by making the object of loyalty or

devotion the abstraction 'the law of the whole.' This modern
pantheist is as tolerant as was the ancient pantheism of poly-
theism and idolatry.

'
If we can attain to that intellectual love

of God in which Spinoza was absorbed, we have no quarrel with

any mode of sincere devotion. Pious Catholic, Protestant,

Vedantist, Mohammedan—all, by the implicit, though unrecog-
nised necessities of their faith, worship the same God as our-

selves
'

(p. 92 f.). But actually and practically the explicit
creed or code makes a very great difference in religion and

morality.

i6. Criticism.—Pantheism is so impressed with
the vastness of the universe that it rejects any
explanation of its origin, whether by necessary
emanation from or by free creation by God ; it

simply cuts the Gordian knot by identifying God
and world. It is so impressed by the infinitude

and absoluteness of God that it not only rejects
the extreme anthropomorphism of popular religion,
but even refuses to consider seriously such an

argument as Lotze's for the personality of God as

not contradictory of, but even harmonious with,
the attributes of infinitude and absoluteness. It

is at these two points that it must be speculatively
met. If God is not to be absorbed in the world

(pancosmism), or the world in God (acosmism), such
a difference of world and God must be recognized
as demands some explanation of their relation.

Whether the explanation that theism offers is or is

not adequate, it at least faces a problem which

pantheism simply shirks. Common thought and
life assume, and cannot but assume, the difference

which pantheism merely ignores. To deny person-

ality to God as pantheism does is to offer to thought
and life not a higher object of worship and service,

but a lower, a sub-personal unity or whole, even if

described as living. Should pantheism, following
Picton's modification of Spinoza, speak of that

unity or whole as infinite thought, can thought be
conceived without the subject thinking? We can
now think of personality without the anthropo-
morphism of popular religion ; and so pantheism,
in opposing itself to anthropomorphism, is avoid-

ing the real issue for modern thinking.

Practically pantheism refuses to regard morality
and religion as the relation of the '

I
'

of man to the

'Thou' of God, and substitutes for it that of the

part to the whole. Accordingly its ideal is not

self-realization of the '
I

'

in distinction from, and

yet in relation to, the 'Thou,' but the self-losing
of the part in the whole, which may of cour.se be

represented as the self-recovery, since the whole is,

as it were, the essence of the part. As an escape
from the egoistic and the egocentric standpoint,

pantheism has a relative value for morality and

religion ; but self-realization in distinction from,
and yet in the relation of dependence on, com-
munion with and submission to God is neither

egoistic nor egocentric. Pantheism so identifies

the part with the whole, and so subjects the part
to the whole, that the human personality loses its

sense of freedom and assurance of immortality.
Contemplation tends to take the place of action,
and a quietistic disposition is encouraged. As the
distinction between right and wrong becomes
relative, the nerve of moral effort and confiict is

severed ;
and the belief in and hope of progress are

lessened, if not altogether lost. The sense of sin,

the feeling of penitence, and tlie effort of amend-
ment become, and must become, to the consistent

pantheistic thinker illusive. As there is no neces-

sity for, so there is no reality in, the Christian

redemption for a thorough - going pantheist :

Christ's work for man must be dismissed as my-
thology. Does what pantheism otters to the moral
conscience and religious consciousness compensate
for wliat it takes away, and must take away, if

consistent? This question the writer leaves the

reatler of this article to answer for himself. There
is much pantheism which is not consistent—a

tendency rather than a system ; and it has some
value as a corrective of a crude anthropomorphism,
or hard deism, and as an emphasis, if exaggerated,
on God's affinity with and immanence in man, on
the truth that in Him we live and move and have
our being, for we also are His ottspring.

LrrKR.^TURK.—Besides the books referred to throughout the

article, and those given under Polytheism, etc., the standard
Histories of Philosophy or of religions and works of Christian

apologetics may be consulted ; and the following works may be
added from Picton's bibliography : SBE i. [189.i] ; J. AUanson
Picton, Christian Pantheism, London, 1S73, The Religimiof the

Universe, do. 1904 ; P. H. Hugenholtz, Ethisch Pantheisme,
Amsterdam, 1903 (not translated). T. Steinmann {RGG iv.

[1912] 1125) also recommends W. Dilthey, 'Der entwicklungs-
geschichtl. Pantheismus,' in AGPh xiii. [1900] 307-360, 445-482;
H. Scholz,

' Der Pantheismus in seinem Verhaltnis zum
Gottesglauben des Christentums,' PJB cxli. [1910] 439-464 ;

M. Scheibe, 'Pantheismus und Personlichkeit Gottes,' Protes-

tant ische Mmiatshefte, xvi. [1912] 361-373.

A. E. Garvie.
PANTHEISM (Greek and Roman).—The defi-

nitions of pantheism generally agree in identifying
God with the world : God and the universe are one
and inseparable ; all is God and God is all ; nature
and God are identical. So far as the terms go, such
statements are acceptable, emphasizing, as they do,
the oneness and the divineness of reality. Every-
thing, iiowever, depends upon the meaning of the

notion of God employed in these definitions, and on
this point authorities differ. Recent naturalistic

.systems like Haeckel's, which call themselves

pantheistic, conceive of God as the universal sub-

stance which obeys tiie physical law of energy, and
the ancient naturalistic philosopher Strato is fre-

quently characterized as a pantheist, although his

God is, in Cicero's words, 'without sense and form.'^

To call the world God in such cases is, however, as

Schopenhauer justly declares, merely to increase

the langiiage with a superfluous synonym for the
word 'God.' If we mean by deity nothing more
than the ultimate independent substance, whatever

may be its nature, then every monistic theory of

the universe is pantheistic, and we should have to

include materi.alistic monism among the pantheistic

systems. This we are not ready to do in the

following account. Nor shall we consider as pan-
theistic those world-views which reduce deity to

the sum of all things, even when these things are

regarded as having each its separate psj'chic life :

panpsychism is not necessarily pantheism, althougli
it often accompanies it and maybe a preparation
for it. By pantheism we mean that doctrine which
conceives of reality as one in essence and form, and
thinks of this unity as somehow rational and divine.

Hence, according to this teaching, God is an entity
not separate from the world and remote from it,

but in it and of it—immanent, not transcendent;

everything partakes of the nature of Ciod. The

particular objects and individuals have no absolute

existence of their own, but are either modes of tlie

universal sul)stance or parts of the divine wliole.

Moreover, all things arise from God by necessity ;

they follow inevitably from His infinite being.

The development of pantheistic theories goes
hand in hand with the development of monism,
which springs from the intellectual craving for

unity ; with the development of the notion of law

and order in the world ; and witli the evolution of

tlie conception of mind. We find the monistic
1 de yat. Deor. i. 13, 35.
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idea consciously realized and the notion of uni-

formity at least dimly recognized among the Greek

physicists or physiologers of the 6th and early

5th century B.C. Here, therefore, we may look

for the beginnings of, or perhaps it would be better

to say preparations for, pantheism : all things

spring from an original stutl' which is vaguely con-

ceiveci as alive or animated (hylozoism). All that

we know of the teaching of the Milesian Thales is

that lie called this primary substance water. But
the fact that iEtius later understood him to mean
that the god in all things is the divine energy of

water shows the pantlieistic possibilities of this

simple tlieory. Pantheistic tendencies become
more pronounced in Anaximander, the fellow-

townsman of Thales, whose principle, the direipov,

is the one boundless uncreated and indestructible

being. It is indeterminate, and yet everything

.specific, every quality, lies embedded in it and is

differentiated from it only to be merged again in

its infinite source. Aristotle tells us that Anaxi-
mander's direipov embraces everything and rules

everything, and that it is divine. Whether
Anaximander himself taught the divinity of his

principle or it is merely inferred by Aristotle we
cannot say, but that such a conclusion could have
been drawn at all is evidence of the pantheistic

possibilities of the view. We tind similar tenden-
cies in Anaximenes of Miletus. All things are

transformations of the primary substance, air,

which is hylozoistically conceived : air is an en-

souled matter.

,
' Just as our soul which is air holds us together (a-vyKparel), so

it is breath (Trveifna) and air that encompasses the whole world

(jrepie'x^')' (^^ac i- 3 f., Dox. 278 [Ritter and Preller, Hist.

philosophicB Grcecoe', p. 20]).

A later follower of Anaximenes, Diogenes of

Apollonia, a contemporary of Anaxagoras, who
lived at a time when the notion of mind had been
made somewhat more definite in Greek thought,
carries the idea of his teacher still further in the
direction of pantheism :

' Air is the being in which reason dwells, which guides and
rules all things, for it lies in its nature to extend everywhere
and to be in everj'thing

'

(Simpl. phys. 33^. 152, 21 D [Ritter and
Preller, p. 174]).

The thinkers whom we have been considering
centred tlieir attention upon the problem of sub-

stance ; the Pythagoreans began to speculate upon
the problem of form, law, and order, and sought
the explanation of things in their numerical and

geometrical relations ; for them numbers consti-

tute the essence of things and the cause of all the
harmonies in the world. Numbers are odd and
even, i.e. limited and unlimited ; hence the uni-

verse is a harmony of the limited and unlimited.

And, since unity is the product of the odd and even

numbers, it would have been easy to infer that the
universe is comprehended in unity. The notions
of unity and order are suggestive of pantheism, and
it is not surprising that this philosophy should
have been developed into pantheism in tlie 1st cent.

B.C., after Stoic pantheism had become popular in

the Roman world. Some of the Neo-Pythagoreans
dei'ived all numbers from the universal monas and,
under the influence of Platonism, identified them
with the Platonic ideas.

The traces of pantheistic speculation appear in

still more marked form in tlie younger contem-

porary of Pythagoras, Xenophanes of Elea, who
approaches tlie world-problem from the religious
side. God is for him the changeless and imperish-
able, timeless being, and is conceived as a unity

' endowed with intelligence :

' the whole of him sees,

^ the whole of him tliinks, the whole of him hears,'
and He rules all things by the power of His mind.
Aristotle informs us that he taught the unity of

the all and called this unity God. He evidently
looked upon the world of plurality and change as

the manifestation of the changeless God, without

becoming aware of any contradiction in his

thought. Parmenides, the pupil of Xenophanes,
develops the theory of his teacher in metaphysical
form, omitting, as A. Fischer has said,^ the theo-

logical flourishes. Being is for him one, timeless,

unchangeable, indestructible, always the same.
Like the God of his predecessor, the being of

Parmenides is intelligent : thought and being are
identical. Since there can be neither change nor
difl'erentiation in being, the world of plurality and

change is but an illusion, a mere appearance, a
world of falsehood. We have in this teaching of

Parmenides a static pantheism, which, however,
fails to account for our world of experience, the
world of plurality and change. The name of i)an-
theism is frequently denied to it on the ground
that being does not manifest itself in the world of

change, that nature or the phenomenal order is not
exhausted in God. This would be a valid objection
to including this doctrine among the pantheistic

systems had not Parmenides ruled out the entire

sense-world as mere appearance.
According to Parmenides, motion, change, be-

coming, are unthinkable and therefore cannot be
real. It is for this reason that he does not know
what to do with our world of experience and treats

it as an illusion. Heraclitus (q.v.), on the other

hand, finds in change and becoming the very
essence of reality : all things are fundamentally
forms of one and the same (hylozoistic) principle,
the ever-living fire. There can be no world with-

out change : everything is transformed into its

opposite ;
fire becomes air, water, earth, and then

passes upwards again tlirough the same stages and
returns to fire. Reality is a union of opposites,
and war is the father of all things. Moreover, the

fire-principle acts according to law and measure ;

it is therefore a rational principle (X670S)
—rational

in the sense that law is immanent in the cosmic
order. Everything happens according to the X670S,

according to the law of opposites ; \6yo% and fate

or necessity [elfxap/xevT]) are identical. It is rational

also in the sense of guiding the universe ; it is

the wisdom steering all things through all things.
This philosophy is a well-developed dynamic pan-
theism : the universe is the expression of an all-

pervading active reason ; indeed, it is the universal

reason in ceaseless action. It is true that Hera-
clitus did not describe tlie fire-X(57os as acting
with conscious deliberation, but neither did he
conceive it merely as objective reason, as the in-

dwelling law or order of the universe, as some

interpreters hold. The pre-Socratics had not
reached a clear-cut conception of mind—they were
too much interested in the external side of reality
for that—but it is reasonable to suppose that all

except the materialistic atomists placed in nature

something akin to the human soul, and that

Heraclitus as well as the Eleatics recognized the

logical aspect of mind as of primary importance
in the univei'se. The particular human soul, too,

is a part of the universal hre-Myos, according to

our pantheist ; indeed, it is a spark of the divine

fire itself and remains in constant living touch
with it. If this is so, all men ought to know the
truth and act in accordance with it. Heraclitus,

however, does not draw the full consequences of

his pantheism here : according to him, the indi-

vidual persists in his subjective opinions (I5la

(ppdvyjais) ; men do not know the eternal \hyo% ;
it is

in them, but they do not see it ; nor do they order
their conduct in conformity to it. Yet, if every-

thing real is rational, how does it happen that man
alone can oppose the \&yoz or the law of the world ?

It has been suggested that Heraclitus introduced

1 ' Die Grundlehren der vorsokratischen PhUosophie,' in

Grosse Denker, i., Leipzig, 1911, p. 42.
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the notion of free will at this point, as did nearly
all the later pantheists

—in utter disregard of the

logic of their systems. There is, however, no evi-

dence of such a teaching or that he was at all

aware of any inconsistency in his thinking here.

The notion of a universal mind (vovs) acting with
deliberation and design appears in the teaching of

Anaxagoras (q.v.), an elder contemporary of

Socrates. Mind is ruler over all ; it holds sway
over the whole revolving universe ; it knows all

things and it regulates all things. Anaxagoras,
however, is not a pantheist, but teaches a vague
dualism ; his countless substances or elements of

specific quality are distinct from mind, the nature
of which seems to be immaterial, but is not clearly
defined. Moreover, as the beginner of the world-

process, his vovi is transcendent. It is true that

mind is also present in the Avorld, in organic
forms, and even in minerals, and therefore imma-
nent, but it is always brought in as the cause of

motion only where mechanical explanations do not
avail.

In Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, who domi-

nated Greek thought during the latter part of the

5th and the whole of the 4th cent. B.C., the con-

ception of mind as a principle difierent from matter
is sharply defined, and philosophy enters upon its

dualistic stage. There are, however, lines of

thought in the Platonic theory which easily lend

themselves to pantheistic interpretation and were
later turned to pantheistic account by the Neo-
Platonists. Thus, Plato speaks of nature as ^/xcppuy,

of the world as j'yoi' l/m^vxov ^wow re, and calls the

world a blessed God. Or God is the supreme
Idea which embraces all the others in itself, the

Unity which comprehends in itself the true essences

of things. Since each idea is a unity which com-

prehends the many in itself, and all ideas are

comprehended in the supreme idea of the Good, as

the species are contained.in the genus, the world is

a manifestation of the Good, of the divine purpose,
of beauty, truth, and goodness. The ideas are

conceived by Plato as active, forming forces of

nature, hence as purposive or final causes. In

spite of these pantheistic leanings, however, the

Platonic system remains dualistic : opposed to

mind stands an obstreperous element, non-being
{lj.7] 6v), whether it be conceived as space or as

matter.

Basing itself upon the philosophy of Heraclitus

and aided by Platonic-Aristotelian conceptions,
Stoicism worked out a thoroughgoing system of

pantheism, a system that has influenced nearly all

the pantheistic philosophies which have appeared
in the Western world since its birth at the begin-

ning of the 3rd century B.C. According to it, God
and nature are one ; the world is the manifestation

of the universal Xd7os. A6yos t^s (pvaews or kolvos

TTjs (pvaeus \6yos and koivtj ipvcns are one and the

same. The universe is the evolution of the \6yo% ;

this is the 'germinative reason' of things (X670S

airep/xaTiKds). With Heraclitus the Stoics regard
this \6yos as fire or breath and therefore material ;

but it is an intelligent, purposeful matter. The
Stoic substance is spirit and matter in absolute

union; it is spiritual matter or material spirit;
reason is not a property of the corporeal. This

teaching is no more materialistic than is the

Spinozistic view that thought and extension are

difierent attributes or aspects of the one substance.

God is ctDytta voepbv, irvp voepdv, irveO/xa voepbv. Nor
is the doctrine dualistic, even though tlie X67os
is said to fashion matter [vXt)), and God is called

the soul of the world (7; tov 6\ov fvxv)- It is

monistic : both the soul and the body of God are

the same in principle ; all the elements in the
world are transformations of the original divine

fire, even that part of matter which seems devoid

of all life and motion. From the fire-X67os every-

thing has evolved and to it everything will again

return, only to be produced again in all its details

{iraXi-yyeveaia) time without end. The so-called

passive stufi', too, is divine, even though only in

a lower degree. The term 'God,' it is true, is

sometimes applied only to the primary substance

with its qualities or to the active principle as

opposed to the passive, but that is because the

Stoics looked upon fire or tether as the i)urest

phase of deity, the more remote transformations
or emanations of the divine fire being less divine.

For the same reason they often called the ruling

part of the universe (rb -rryefioviKbv) God and placed
it in heaven. It is also true that the later Koman
Stoics, more deeply interested in ethics than in

metaphysics, sometimes identify God with the

soul of the world (the universe, says Seneca,
^

consists of matter and God), but in doing tl)is

they are weakening, if not abandoning, the old

Stoic doctrine.

The universal fire-Xd-yos contains within itself

the rational germs which act in inorganic things
and in plants, animals, and man ; they take the

place of the Aristotelian forms and are the final or

purposive causes of the particular things. Every-

thing in the world is determined, subject to

necessity or fate {eifiapixh-n). Yet this necessity is

not blind ; it is the law of the X070S, rational ;
and

everything is arranged by Providence for the best,

God'being the Father of all, beneficent and kind.

Hence physical evil is not evil at all, but helps to

realize the divine purpose ;
the Stoics ofter a com-

plete theodicy. The human soul, like everything
else, is a part of the divine X670S ; indeed, it is a

spark of the divine fire. If man, too, falls under

the law of necessity, as he must according to the

logic of the system, then God and not man is

responsible for moral evil. This conclusion, how-

ever, the Stoics were not always willing to draw,

holding that the soul is free and that the realiza-

tion of the ethical good depends on ourselves. We
have the power over our judgments and impulses

(indeed, our passions are reducible to judgments) ;

we are self-determining and can free ourselves

from the contingencies of life. In other words,
the Stoics, while teaching determinism in their

metaphy-sics, make an exception in favour of man
in their ethics ; they are reluctant to deny the

autonomy of the human will. Their philosophy
is therefore not consistently pantheistic : the

human individual is not a link in the universal

chain of causality.
Stoicism, which was itself a synthesis of many

Greek systems, exercised a great influence upon
all the schools of philosophy that continuetl in the

Grieco-Roraan Avorld after the golden age of

thought. Indeed, a kind of eclecticism arose

whicii represented an amalgamation, and often

a mere conglomeration, of Platonic, Peripatetic,

Pythagorean, and Stoic elements and led to a sad

confusion of philosophical conceptions and to a

misunderstanding of the great schools. A shining

example of such confused thinking is furnished by
Antiochus, the teacher of Cicero ; according to

him, tiie teachings of the Academy, the Lyceum,
and the Stoa are all pantheistic. The unknown
author of the Peripatetic treatise irepi K6<Tf.iov fuses

the transcendent vov% of Aristotle with tlie im-

manent God of the Stoics, holding that the vovs is

sei)arate from the world, but that his power, like

the Stoic X670S, pervades the universe. Here we
have an anticipation of the hypostatic X670J which

appears in the later Jewish-Greek and Neo-

Platonic systems ;
but the doctrine is neither

clearly developed nor consistently carried out.

The writer vacillates between transcendence and
1 Epp. Ixv. 23.
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immanence ;
sometimes God and His power are

separate; sometimes God is the all-pervading

principle. Theism and pantheism are here con-

tending for the mastery. We find a similar

contlict and a similar tendency to compromise be-

tween theism and pantheism in all the philosophies
of the centuries immediately preceding and follow-

ing the birth of Christ.

The Jewish-Greek philosophy of Alexandria
makes the X6yoi-idea. the centre of its teaching and

develops it along theosophical lines. It is a kind
of Jewish scholasticism, combining Greek thought
and the theology of the OT, making copious use
of allegorical interpretations, after the manner of

the Stoics, in order to harmonize philosophy and

religion. Aristobulus, a Peripatetic Jew who lived

in the reign of Ptolemy Philometor (181-145 B.C.),

lays the foundation of this theology by fusing

Peripatetic and Stoic elements in such a way as to

make them square with Jewish ideas. He inclines

to Stoic pantheism, but cannot give up the tran-

scendent Jewish God. The power of God (Svvafiis

ToO 0€ov) is placed between God and the world ; the
divine wisdom is also introduced, but whether as

a property of God or as a separate hypostasis is

not made clear. The creative word of God, an-

other Jewish idea, is likewise brought in. Not
unlike the teachings of Aristobulus are those of

the pseudo-Solomon's book of Wisdom, in which
a modified pantheism is taught. We discover in

all these works the same vacillation between the

pantheistic doctrine of immanence and the theistic

doctrine of transcendence which we noticed above.
The influence of Stoicism prevented these thinkers
from conceiving the universe as not sharing in

deity, while the Jewish notion of the exalted God,
supported by Aristotle's theism, would not let

them bring God down from heaven and place Him
in the world. God is therefore separated from
nature, but the chasm is bridged by intermediate
entities—\6yos, wisdom, power.

Philo, the Alexandrian Jew (born c. 25 B.C.),

attempts a complete synthesis of pagan philosophy
and orthodox Judaism. Platonic and Stoic con-

ceptions preponderate in his system, but they are

regarded, in the Jewish fashion, as derived from
the OT. Influenced by Stoic thought, Philo some-
times softens the doctrine of the transcendent God
(according to which the absolutely perfect, change-
less, and inconceivable being cannot come in con-
tact with an imperfect and changing world), and
speaks in the pantheistic strain. Without divine
action the universe could not be what it is, nor
could it continue in existence ; hence God must be
the all-pervading being, comprehending the world
in Himself. For the most part, however, Philo is

unwilling to let his pure God be contaminated by
contact with the impure world. Moreover, pan-
theism makes God responsible for evil—a view
which the Jewish thinker likewise hesitates to

accept. Here the X67oj-doctrine, with which his

predecessors had been experimenting, offers itself

as a means of reconciling the Jewish doctrine of

transcendence with the Stoic doctrine of imma-
nence. God's power of thought, of creating ideas,
is substantialized and made a separate organ ; the

Xdyoi is the unity of archetypes, i5^a t'SetDv, the in-

telligible pattern of the sense-world. The divine
ideas or thoughts of God (\670t), which have their

place in the X670S, fashion and preserve the world ;

the world is therefore a cofiy of the divine reason
and pervaded throughout by divine reason. Philo,
however, is vacillating in his conception of the
relation of the X67os to God ; sometimes the X67or
is conceived as separate from God, sometimes as
identical with Him. God is called i/vxv tCov SXuv,
or vovs Tu)v 6\wv, in true pantheistic fashion ; then,
again, the X670S is a living active unity of ideas,

created by God but working outside of God ; and
functions are ascribed to it which are not in

keeping with the nature of the deity. He also

tells us that God is beyond the world and outside
of His work, but that He has filled the world with

Himself, i.e. by means of His power whicli He has
stretched to the outermost limits of the world, and
that thus He has woven everything into a beautiful

harmony. The X670S is sometimes also identified

with the Jewish creative word of God, by which
Philo means reason as well as speech, here making
use of the Stoic distinction between the X67or
^vdiddfTos and the \6yos irpo(f>opLK6s. The Jewish
doctrine of wisdom is likewise connected with the

X67os-teaching ; indeed, wisdom is identified with

X670S. The X670S is also called the servant,

messenger, and interpreter of God, the image or

shadow of God, the son of God, the oldest or the
first-born son of God, the universe being vedrrepos.

All these doctrines have a pantheistic ring and

might easily be fashioned into a pantheistic system,
were it not for the fact that Philo also teaches the

pre-existence of matter.
Another Stoic note in the Philonic world-view is

the doctrine of necessity {ei/xapfiivri}, an exception,
however, being made in favour of man, who is free

from necessity. No ettbrt is made to reconcile the

doctrine of human freedom with this teaching, or

with the view that the human understanding is an
emanation of the divine mind or a kind of exten-

sion from it, or with the view of man's original
bent for matter, which is a fetter of the soul and
the cause of sin, or with the view that virtue

depends upon man's participation in the divine

X670S. We find a similar inconsistency in the

Stoic system, and again in Neo-Platonism.
Philo's philosophy culminates in a religious

mysticism : God is beyond all knowledge ; hence,
in order to reach Him, man must transcend both
the world of sense and the \6yoi, lose his individu-

ality in a state of ecstasy, and become merged in

the divine Being.
Philo's philosophy may be regarded as the fore-

runner of Neo-Platonism (q.v.) ; indeed, the latter

might be described as a development and system-
atization of the thoughts of the Jewish thinker.

It exhibits the same tendency to eclecticism :

Platonic, Aristotelian, Stoic, and Neo-Pythagorean
teachings are used and fashioned into a great

philosophic edifice—the last of which Greek culture

can boast. Other precursors are the Pythagorean
Platonists—Plutarch, Maximus, Apuleius, Galen,

Celsus, and Numenius. These thinkers, like the

early Alexandrians, oscillate between the doctrine

of transcendence and the doctrine of immanence ;

they make concessions to pantheism, but the

thought of the absolute, indivisible, and change-
less being keeps them from completely identifying
God and world. Plotinus, the chief figure in the

Neo-Platonic school, conceives God as the absolute

unity, of which nothing can be predicated : He is

higher than being, thought, goodness, beauty, and

activity. And yet, in spite of the exalted nature
of his absolute, Plotinus derives the world of

plurality and change from Him : He is the fountain-

head of everything that is ; out of the fullness of

His being flows the world, proceeding by gradual
stages or degrees of worthiness until matter—the

lowest of His emanations and the principle of evil
—is reached. God is too pure and exalted to soil

His being by contact with the world, but the vovs,

which is both thought and being, is His copy and

product, receiving from the absolute the power of

creation. This vovs produces the ideas or the

K6crfj.os vor)T6s
—an ideal unity in diversity, embrac-

ing everything in itself as the whole comprehends
the parts or the genus the species, even to the

ideas of individual things. Only the evil is not
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included among the ideas of the voOs. The voOs

has a yearning for the transcendent—it contem-

plates God ; but it has also an earthward bent and
so creates a world-soul, or \6yos ; or, rather, tiie

world-soul flows from it as it itself ilovs from the
transcendent God. The \6yos is a copy of the vovv ;

its contents, the \6yoi, received from the ideas
contained in the vovs, are copies of these ideas.
The world-soul, or \6yos, contemplates the vovs

above it ; it contemplates itself ; and it contem-

plates that which is below it. It reflects and
deliberates, possesses life and motion (f'| eavr^s
KivovixivT)), and produces the visible universe.
Matter proceeds from the world-soul ; it is as such
absolute privation, v\t), formless, without quality.
Through the \6yoi the \6yo^ forms or fashions

matter, matter really never being without form.

Every particular body consists of matter and has
its own particular 'K6yos in it, which does not act

raechLnically upon matter, but through the con-

cept
—

organically, one might say. Nevertheless,
the \6yoi. do not act consciously and with delibera-
tion. It is these active 'K6yoi. that constitute the
essential elements of the seed and account for the
differences among the various organisms. We
have here a teleological explanation of organic life

which goes back to the Stoic \6yoL (nrepfxariKoL and
Aristotle's forms. The \6yoL are copies of the
ideas in the vodt ; the vods is a copy or emanation
of God ; hence the ultimate source of order and
harmony is God.

It follows that the entire universe is fashioned
and sustained by the all-pervading \6yo^ and is

under the governance of reason ; everywhere the
world reveals traces of the beautiful and the good,
Avhich have their source in the vods and ultimately
in God. Hence matter cannot be altogether evil,

as Plotinus held ; indeed, it turns out to be evil

only in the sense that it is an obstruction to the

pure ideas, that it is the cause of plurality and

imperfection. It is hard to see how it can be evil

at all when we remember that matter is an emana-
tion from God, that the \6yos is predisposed to it,

that the X670S fashions it according to the beautiful
and good ideas of the intelligible order, that in the
visible harmony everything

—even the seeming
evil—is in place. God is really responsible for the

physical evil in the world, as the Stoics had taught.
But Plotinus refuses to burden Him with the

responsibility for moral evil or to explain it away ;

this he attributes to man's free will. His freedom,
however, is only an intelligible freedom, each
individual having chosen his particular character
in a pre-existent state. We have here a similar

difficulty to that which confronted us in the

systems of the Stoics and of Philo. The causal
nexus is broken by man's power to choose his own
character ; an element seems to be introduced into

the universe over which the divine \6yos has no
control.

The Stoics, basing themselves on Heraclitus,
oflered the first clearly developed system of

dynamic pantheism in Greek thought, while
Plotinus made tiie most thoroughgoing attempt to
reconcile pantheism with theism. In spite of the
transcendence of the Neo-Platonic God, the world

proceeds from Him ; the vovs springs from Him ;

tiie X67oy springs from the vods, and expresses
itself in the visible garment of matter, which is

itself a remote product of God. Nature is impreg-
nated with the divine ideas, with the ideal forces
which have their ultimate source in the absolutely

good being. But God does not exhaust Himself in

His product, according to Plotinus ; He loses noth-

ing by giving birth to a world. Plotinus's teaching
here resembles the German philosopher Krause's
'

panentheism' (cf. above, p. 612), in wliich, however,
God is a self-conscious and free personality

—a con-

ception which was foreign to the thought of the
Greeks or at any rate not clearly defined and con-

sistently carried out by any one of their thinkers.
And yet it must not be forgotten that even the
Stoics attributed something like personality' to
God when they identified Him with providence
[irpdvoLa), and that Plotinus himself conceived God
not as an irrational being, but as a superrational
being.
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PANTHEISM (Hindu).—I. Introductory.—It
has frequently been affirmed, by none more em-

phatically than }iy A. Barth, who has done so
much for the elucidation of Indian thought, that
the tone and tendency of Indian conviction and
belief are as a whole pantheistic. It may fairly be

questioned, however, whether any wide generaliza-
tion upon the set of the many cross-currents of

Indian thinking is justified. With at least equal
truth the assertion might be made that India
reasons upon theistic presumptions, and tliat her
favourite philosophy reaches idealistic conclusions.
Under other skies and in other lands it miglit

appear difficult to induce harmonious working of

principles and theories so diverse. In the Indian
mind they coalesce, or, if the figure be preferred,
occupy different compartments without impairing
the unity of the whole. Tiie Indian mercliant or

peasant is a philosopher, who is generally ready to
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give a reason for the faith that is in him, and

always eager for a debate thereon. In most

instances his views of God and the universe will

be found to be pantheistic, dominated in the iilti-

mate issue by idealistic traditions and teaching.
But he is far too practical to allow these to modify
or impair the sagacity and determination Avith

which he takes his part in the competition of daily
life. Religiously he is an earnest theist, and

usually a monotheist, if the term be allowed to

cover a creed which recognizes in ail the gods
manifestations of the one and only God. Histori-

cally and in the past in India a monotheism of

this character has been hardly distinguisliable
from a rich and riotous polytheism. More recently
Christian and other influences have strengthened
the ideal element. The pantheistic tendency,
however, maintains its position, and as an under-

current continues to exercise an influence upon the

outlook and life as a whole which is little if at all

impaired.
Indian pantheism, moreover, originated in ditter-

ent conceptions, and aimed at satisfying ditt'erent

types and preconceptions of thought from the

European. Historically also it has run a ditt'er-

ent course. Perhaps the identity of name has led

to an exaggerated conception of the strength of

the influence which pantheistic ideas have exercised

upon the outlook and character of the Indian

peoples. In reality, for all practical purposes, it

has been slight. Except in the case of a few

mystics, pantheism has never been the most forceful

motive of action or belief ; nor is it at all likely to

strengthen its hold in the future.

Within the limits of an article it is not possible
to do more than give the briefest survey of Indian

pantheistic doctrine, as exhibited in the earliest

and succeeding strata of the literature, and of its

importance for the creed and life of the people
themselves. In its main stream the development
is not difficult to trace, but the ramifications and
cross-currents are often obscure in their direction

and source. A few words will serve to indi-

cate the general tendencies and conclusions which

experience and the evidence appear to justify.
2. The Vedic period.—In the hymns of the

Rigveda a pantheistic strain of thouglit is dis-

cernible from the beginning, but becomes most
marked in the tenth and latest book. The rude
and superficial polytheism of the popular faith

failed to content the more earnest thinkers among
the poets ; and the response which in some in-

stances at least was given to the search for a more
satisfying creed was in the direction of unifying
all gods, all existences, into one. Agni especially
was the centre of this assimilating movement.
The essence of fire appeared to pervade all things,
and to give them warmth and being ; when Agni
withdrew himself, the life also vanished. All the

gods accordingly are identified with Agni, and

Agni iiimself is all the gods.^ In not a few of

the hymns a knowledge of the inner reality of

things appears to be the goal of the poet's thought
and desire. Three general conceptions or theories

of the constitution of the universe are present to

the minds of the writers—monotheism, polj'theism,
and pantheism—and of these the pantheistic view

ultimately overshadows and controls the others.

Speculative inquiry with regard to the reality that

may be supjjosed to underlie all phenomena is

answered in a pantheistic sense. Ka (' who?') is

not only a name for the unknown, but an indica-

tion of the direction which thought is prepared to

take. Other suggestive titles for the source or

universal principle that comprehends all, and from
which the all originates, are tat,

'

this,' hiranya-
1 Rigveda, v. iii. 1 ; cf. the similar statement concerning

Aditi (I. Ixxxix. 10).

yarbha,
' the golden germ,' ndrdyana,

' the primi-
tive man,' ?;tmj,

' the siiining or illustrious one.' In
the ultimate systematization these were all merged
in the one BrahnMii. Within the limits of the

Rigveda the tendency to pantheism culminates in

the hymn to the Unknown God (X. cxxi.). In the

hynms, however, there are expressed pantheistic
strivings and imaginings rather than a formal and
dehnite system.

3. Upanisads.—The culminating point of Indian

speculation was reached in the thought of the

Upanisads, and in the system of the Vedanta
founded on them. That system assumed finally a

pantheistic shape, and, thus formulated, secured
the assent and conviction of the great majority of

the Indian people. Having failed to establish in

intelligible form the mystical and metaphysical
doctrine of the dtrnan, the thinkers of the Upani-
sads fell back upon a modified pantheism. The
universe was the created work of Brahman, who
(or which) then took possession of it as pervading
principle or soul [dtnian). The postulate of the

sole reality of Brahman or the dtman remained,
however, inviolable—one only without a second ;

and pantheistic speculation therefore regarded the

universe as immanent as it were in God, not con-

versely God immanent in the universe. The doc-

trine thus formulated was in direct succession with
the thought of the Brdhmanas and the Rigveda.
In the latter the framework of presumption and
belief is still essentially solar ; the human spirit
becomes united with the spirit of the sun. The

theorizings of the Brdhmanas, dull and matter-of-

fact as these treatises are on the practical and
ritualistic side, are freer and more far-reaching,
but remain true to the same presuppositions. In

the Upanisads and the Vedanta the endeavour to

frame acceptable conclusions came to full fruition.

The solution otiered, however, was based essentially

upon a compromise, the reconciliation of distinct

and conflicting lines of thought, of which the
idealistic did in fact predominate over the other.

The universe was asserted to be fundamentally
and altogether unreal, and to have no existence

apart from Brahman, who is all and in all. The
pantheistic strain of thought, therefore, of India is

of a type dift'ering from the European, and has
sometimes been described as '

idealistic
'

pantheism.
The latter does not assume the presence of God in

the universe, informing all, but definitely affirms

that the universe does not in reality exist at all,

for God alone is. So abstract a theory, and one
so far removed from tlie postulates of ordinary
life, remained probably for some considerable time
the property of the more metaphysically inclined

among Indian thinkers and teachers. It Avas only

slowly and gradually that it took possession of the

mind and thought of the people as a whole. ^

4. Epic period.
—In the Mahdbhdrata and the

epic literature generally the substratum of thought
and belief which the writers presuppose, and on
which they fall back, is pantheistic, after the

manner of the Upanisads. The divine actors and
heroes, however—Krsna in the Mahdbhdrata and
Rama in the Rdmdyana—are the objects of an
intense theistic reverence and devotion ; and the
cross-currents of popular theism and philosophic
pantheism run deep and strong. In general, in

the thought and exposition of the poems as a whole
the former appears to be in retreat before the

vigour and persistence of pantheistic ideas. The
theism, however, whether or not it is really the
older stratum in this literature, is in no danger of

dissolution. The conflict is most apparent in the

episode of the Bhagavad-Gltd, where the dignity
and authority of the divine Krsna have attracted

to bis person a fervour of monotheistic worship
1 See, further, art. Upanisads.
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unequalled elsewhere in the
liistory

of India. Yet
even here the interwoven stran(rs of pantheism
are so intrusive and continuous tliat the nature of
the primitive hasis upon whicii the poem has been
built up is still regarded by scliolars as doubt-
ful. Unquestionably, however, in tlie epic period
pantheism as a reasoned explanation of the con-
stitution of the universe is gaining ground and
commending itself to the thought and acceptance
of the people.

5. Brahmanism and the Vedanta.—Hence it is

in what is known as Brahmanism and the philo-
sophic Vedanta that tlie strongliold of pantheistic
thouglit in India is to be found. And it is a
tribute to the energy and convi(^tion of its adlierents
that their doctrine has so entirely taken possession
of the Indian mind. The process of the extension
of a teaching, from the point of view of the ordinary
man both recondite and unnatural, was certainly
gradupl and prolonged. Equally certainly in any
realized or intelligible sense it was a possession of

the philosophers alone. By others it was accepted
and professed as a constructive interpretation of

themselves and of the phenomenal universe, whicli

they held in theory but made no attempt to bring
into relation to daily life, and of the significance
of which in most instances they had little real

appreciation. Nevertheless there lies behind the

speculative doctrine a strengtli of conviction,
which has driven it througli the inertia of the
minds of the common people, and has made it

philosophically the dominant belief of all classes.

Earth's assertion is then justified that ' India is

radically pantheistic' It would nevertheless be

equally correct to affirm that India is radically
mystical or radically theistic. Ail three statements
are true, but need qualification. The pantheism
of India is of an essentially mystical and visionary
type, and lends itself to dreamy aspirations, far

removed from the hard and uncompromising
theorizings of the West. If carried to a logical
conclusion, it finds itself in conflict both with the

practical necessities of life and with ancient theistic

beliefs. It compromises with both, and succeeds
in living in harmony with habits and deep-seated
convictions which to minds differently constituted
from the Indian would appear to be fatal to its

existence.^

6. Sectarian faiths.— India's popular religious
systems, on the other hand, are essentially theistic
in character, and contribute little to the signifi-
cance or thought of pantheism. This is true for
the most part of the two greatest of these faiths,
Vaisnavism and Saivism, which in their varied forms
share Ijetween them the allegiance of the great
majority of the people. Their philosophy, how-
ever, and doctrine of the nature of the universe

(cosmology) they have borrowed or adapted from
the speculative conclusions of the Upanisads. The
Vaisnavite is a professed Vedantist, and holds the
latter doctrine with its pantheistic implications as
a sort of metaphysical counterpoise to the living
theistic faith with whicji his religious craving is

met and satisfied. The Saivite is usually, in name
at least, a follower of the Sahkhyan philosophy of
the universe and of life. In practice, however, his
theoretic belief is largely overborne by pantheistic
tendencies. In

a,
broad sense it is true of both

Vaisnavite and Saivite that they are theist and

f>antheist

in one, but that in the urgency of daily
ife the latter creed is, with rare exceptions,
sub.servient to the former. Whatever his theory
may be, the Indian regulates his conduct by the
desire to propitiate the gods and to receive help
from them, not by a pantheistic doctrine whicli
confuses his personality and merges him in the

great unknown.
1 See art. Vbdanta.

The mystical and devotional Saivism of the south
of India is essentially opposed to the Vedanta, but
is nevertheless permeated to a considerable extent

by pantheistic conceptions. These would seem,
again, to represent an encroachment upon an

original monotheism, successfully effected, in part
at least, ])y virtue of a claim to offer to the thought-
ful mind a higher and more exalted degree of religi-
ous attainment, of which the ordinary man w'as

suppo-sed to be incapable. It was right for him to
content himself with an external worship^ and a

rudely conceived personal god. Early Saivism

appears to have,been altogether monotheistic ; but
the emotional Saivite literature of the south, the

religious hymns and lyrics of the Tamil bards,
which are certainly for the most part if not entirely
ofcomparatively recent date, although they lay claim
to the authority of ancient names, is pantheistic in

tone and in spirit, and probably owes something to

the infiuence of Sufiistic thought. In its more
recent history at least, the tendency of this form
of Saivism has been towards a pantheistic philo-

sophy ; and, while never ceasing to profess a theistic

creed, it has been in the Deccan among the most

powerful agencies in spreading and recommending a

mystical and vaguely defined pantheism.
7. Reformed sects.—Of the reformed faiths of

the north also, the Brahma Samaj and others, it

may be asserted that, while in creed and profession
they have maintained a monotheistic belief whicli
is affirmed to be the true original faith of India,

they have been unable altogether to discard mys-
tical ideas, or to reject conceptions of worship
in which the pantheistic strain, so characteristic
of India, is readily discerned. They have thrown
themselves eliectively and for the most part
whole-heartedly into practical and social Avork,

which, especially by the Arya Samaj, has been

admirably conceived and carried out on the lines

of European example ; and speculation of a meta-

physical nature has not been to any great extent
within their province. Doctrinally their influence
ha,s been conservative ; and the practical issues of

religion and life have generally occupied much
more of their attention than the speculative or

mystical.
8. Pantheism and ethics.—Nor has it been true

generally in India that pantheism has opposed
itself to the claims of ethics, even in the form or
forms in which the moral scheme is understood in
tlie West. The fatalistic doctrines to which Indian

thinking and life, in common with the greater
part of the East, have been responsive are, of course,
inconsistent with ethical principles in anj' real

sense. Pantheistic conceptions, however, have in

India accommodated themselves to morals, except
in the extreme but logically justified forms in

which they have exhibited themselves in some of

the Yogin and kindred sects of both north and
south, and in some of the higher Brahman castes.

With these men definitions and principles that are

ultimately pantheistic have been made the supjiort
and justification of unmoral practice. The majority
of the peojjle, however, accept the theory on philo-

sophic grounds, but make no attemi)t to bring it into

any sort of harmony with their moral behaviour
or allow it to control their ethical habit or belief.

The ruling thought and inclination of a jieople by
nature intensely religious is to seek intercourse
with a personal (lod, to enlist His interest and

good-will on their behalf, and to satisfy ^^ hat they
conceive to be His moral demand. The abstract

pantheism which they profess is for the most part

entirely Avithout ettect on daily conduct and life.

9. Summary. — Historically, therefore, Indian

pantheism as a philosophic and religious principle
is based upon two conceptions

—that of the cltman,
the soul or spirit, the sole realit}' on which all
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things depend and in which they subsist, and the

eosniological thought of the Creator, immanent in

the universe which He has fashioned. In the

mutual influence of these, and their ultimate more

or less satisfactory accommodation to one another,

is to be found tlie real key to Indian thinking, and

upon theui is made to rest the foundation of Indian

constructive theory with regard to the universe

and God. In some directions, as in the final views

of the Upanisnds, these principles have been

tiiought out to their ultimate conclusions with a

remorseless logic that has never been surpassed ;

but from these conclusions even the thinkers of

the Upanwacls fell back upon a more tolerable and

practical theory of life, and the majority of tliose

who received their teaching made little if any
endeavour to reduce it to practice. As an abstract

and philosophic belief, however, the theory gained
a stronii and permanent hold upon a people natur-

ally inclined to metaphysical speculation.
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A. S. Geden.
PAPACY.— I. The papacy is theologically the

formal completion of the hierarchical conception of

Christianity ; politically it is the survival of the
Roman conception of universal sovereignty. The
world on which Christianity entered was Roman ;

the world-religion which was to leaven it was

necessarily cast in the mould and bore the stamp
of Rome. First this religion projected the idea of

empire into the other world ; then, as it were,

going back upon itself, it attempted to realize the

projection in this. The result was the imposing
structure of Roman Catholicism, culminating in

the papacy ; only so is it formally and actually

complete.
2. The hierarchy developed out of the earlier

charismatic ministry, (1) when, with the difiusion

of Christianity, the spiritual gifts of the first age
disappeared ; (2) when the breakdown of the belief

in the Parousia reacted on the enthusiasm of

believers ; (3) in self-defence, when heresy and
moral relaxation threatened the unity and life of

the community ; nor (4) can such causes as the
ambition of the official class and the infiltration of

pagan culture and ideas be overlooked. The 2nd
and 3rd centuries of our era, which witnessed the
Church's struggle with the various forms of Gnosti-

cism, witnessed also the rise and growth of the

hierarchy :

' In defending itself against Gnosticism the Christianity of

the primitive age was transformed into the Catholicism of the
next '

(R. Sohm, Outlines of Church History, p. 31).

3. Up to a certain point the process of institu-

tionalizing was common to Eastern and Western
Christendom ; but, from the first, causes were at
work which in tlie one case arrested and in the
other promoted its fuller development. The
Eastern Cimrches have never either in theory or
in fact recognized the papacy ;

in the West the

papacy has absorbed into itself all other ecclesi-

astical institutions, and has become the Church.
The Greek mind, even in its decadence, retained its

distinctive qualities
—

curiosity, love of speculation,
subtlety. These qualities found an ample, if a

barren, field in theology, which has been described
as the ' last great offspring of the Hellenic spirit

'

(Sohm, p. 50).
' The East enacted creeds, the

West discipline' (Milman, Latin Christianitij,
i. 72). And on the latter head the Greek mind was
recalcitrant ; to this day it conceives the unity of

the Church as resting not on hierarchical consider-

ations—these it relegates to the department of

canon law rather than to that of dogma—but on
the doctrine of the communion of saints. And the

temper of the race was, and is, democratic—in-

tolerant of the assumption of superiority, take
what shape it may. Its ideal was the small city-

State, civil or ecclesiastical. Byzantine Ctesarism
was a foreign importation, a yoke resting on force

and tempered by assassination. The conception
of authority embodied in Rome, imperial or papal,
is Western, and alien to the Greek mind.

4. The West was frankly unspeculative ; it had
neither interest in nor the faculty of dealing with
ideas. It construed dogma as law and belief as

obedience ; and the Church, in which this concep-
tion had taken shape, was the one living force in a
world of decay. Hence its deep root in the Euro-

pean mind. Its mysterious claims and the magic
of the name of the traditional seat of empire in-

spired even the barbarians with awe. ' Tu regere

imperio populos'
—this was the task of Rome,

Christian as well as pagan ; the world-empire was
the foundation of and is the key to the world -

Church.
' From every cause, either of a civil or of an ecclesiastical

nature, it was easy to foresee that Rome must enjoy the respect,
and would soon claim the obedience, of the provinces,' says
Gibbon (Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ed. J. B. Bury,
London, 1901-06, ii. 45) ;

and Hobbes has concentrated the history of Latin
Christendom into an epigrammatic sentence :

'
If a man consider the originall of this great Ecclesiasticall

Dominion, he will easily perceive that the Papacy is no other

than the Ghost of the deceased Romane Empire, sitting
crowned upon the grave thereof. For so did the Papacy start

up on a Sudden out of the Ruines of that Heathen Power '

(Leviathan, ch. 47, ed. W. G. Pogson Smith, Oxford, 1909,

p. 544).

Like other human institutions, it was the crea-

ture of circumstances ; nor is there anything in

either its earlier or its later developments which,

given a knowledge of these circumstances, need

surprise us. The sufficient reason of the papacy is
' Roma caput mundi '—the imperial tradition of

Rome.
5. The exegetical and historical questions of

which the papacy is the centre are best approached
by regarding the alleged evidence not as the cause
but as the effect of the institution, as an after-

thought—the object of which was to account for

an existing state of things. It is on these lines

that Roman Catholic writers explain the forged
Decretals ; and, up to a certain point, the argu-
ment must be allowed. The Decretals consolidated

and extended the power of the popes, but did not

establish it ; rather it is only on the hypothesis of

its existence that they can be explained. The
Petrine texts, and the undoubted prominence of

the Roman community in the 2nd cent., have been
useful weapons in the hands of controversialists.

But the papacy rests on other foundations.

Neither the texts nor the facts gave rise to the
Roman primacy ; rather it was the primacy that

gave rise, if not to the texts, at least to their

interpretation
—to the facts, and to the perspective

in which the facts are seen.

6. The earliest sources are theologically colour-

less. Clement bases the intervention of the

Roman community, from which the bishop had
not yet emerged, in the Corinthian troubles, not

on any special prerogative of Rome, but on the

suggestion of the Spirit—an obviously primitive
touch ; and Ignatius accounts for the consideration

enjoyed by this Church by its good works and its

local prestige. Before the end of the 2nd cent, a

disposition to emphasize this consideration shows
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itself ; the Petrine legend appears. Neither the

disposition nor the legend made its way without

opposition ; but each was part of a larger move-
ment which fell in with the needs and temper of

the age. In numbers and wealtli the Roman
conimunitj' soon took the first place. At the time
of the Decian persecution it had more than 20,000
members ; and tlirough its constitution, which had

developed on hierarcliical lines, it rivalled the
State as a social power. The monarchical episco-

pate was now in the ascendant. Its apostolic
origin and obligation once recognized, the metro-

politanate and patriarchate were stages on the
road to a higher unity ; the papacy was the logical

completion of the theory and tlie inevitable goal.

7. While secondary, however, as sources, the
Petrine texts and the Petrine tradition have

played a part in the history of Christian beliefs

and institutions the importance of which it would
be difficult to overstate. The tradition is older
than the texts, to Avhich it probably gave rise ; but
both have made for the legal and ecclesiastical, as

opposed to the religious, element in Christianity.
From an early date Peter was taken as the repre-
sentative of this element, because it was desired
to oppose an original

' central party
'

to the larger,
more spiritual Paulinism, and because Peter's out-

standing personality made him the most con-

spicuous among the immediate followers of Christ.
This tradition gathered content and volume till

all proportion was lost, and everything else in

religion, even religion itself, became subordinate
to it ;

in tlie Middle Ages we find it the primary
fact in Christendom and the central doctrine of the
Church. The development was continuous and
consistent—system has from the first been tiie

strength of Ultramontane theology ; and the doc-
trine was brought to formal completeness by the
definition of papal infallibility at the Vatican
Council of 1870. Imposing as the structure is, its

foundations are inadequate ; Peter's prominence
in the Gospel narrative is an insufficient gi'ound
for the belief in a personal or official privilege
bestowed upon him by Christ. It can be accounted
for by circumstances, by temperament, by the

easy intercourse of friends. And that this is the
true explanation is indicated by the absence of

anything like one-man rule in the Christian com-

munity after the Ascension. Paul was beyond
question the foremost figure in the Apostolic
period :

'

If there was any primacy at this time, it was the primacy
not of Peter, but of Paul' (J. B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic
Fathers, London, 18S9-90, pt. i. vol. ii. p. 490).

It is conceivable that, had things taken another

course,
' a caliphate in the family of Jesus

'

might
have been established. As it was, Peter was a
middle term between Pauline and Palestinian

Christianity : the former, left to itself, might well
have become a theosophy ; the latter would almost

certainly have narrowed into a sect. And with
the disappearance of the Apostles a new age set in.

They left no successors ; and Peter was no excep-
tion to the rule.

8. The ministry of the first age was charismatic
and universal ; there was no clerical class. As
the nuniljers of the community increased, specializa-
tion was inevitable ; but the rise of an order of pro-
fessional clergy was the most momentous change
that has ever taken place in the Church. The
attempt to account for it by the direct appoint-
ment of Christ was natural ; traces of this attempt
are to be found in what has been described as ' the
most important book ever written, tiie Gospel
according to Matthew '

(B. W. Bacon, The Makinq
of the NT, London, 1912, p. 145). This may be
called the anti-Pauline Gospel ; the issue is be-
tween a closed Palestinian tradition— modified.

indeed, from its extreme Jewish form, but still a
tradition—and the onward moving sweep and

swing of Pauline thought. The confession of

Peter (Mt 16'^^-) occurs, though in a simpler form,
in the two other Synoptic Gospels ; but the famous
gloss (vv."-^'-') is found in Matthew alone. That
this, even if we retain the passage as it stands,
will not bear the interpretation put upon it is

matter of fact rather than of opinion. It is incon-
ceivable that a saying of Christ so central as the
mediaeval theory of the papacy makes this should
have been left unrecorded by three out of the four

evangelists ; that it sliould have been omitted by
two (one of them the Petrine evangelist Mark) of
the three who narrate the incident out of which
it is said to have arisen ; and that no reference
should have been made to it by any other NT
M'riter, in particular by Paul. Paul's references
to the Twelve are those of a man with a grievance ;

he goes out of his way to proclaim his independence
of them, and in particular of Peter (Gal 2'^^''^^).

The hostile note is unmistakable ; the Tiibingen
school had more to say for itself on this head than
its immediate successors allow. It is probable that
the passage is an interpolation made in the interests
of the rapidly developing official ministry, the

origin of which it was desired to throw back into
the first age. In any case it is clear that the

papacy has its roots not in Scripture, but in

history ; it is history that must pass judgment on
its claims. And the historian will ask, not Does
the Petrine tradition justify the papacy ? but
How was it that people came to believe that it

did?

9. The answer is that, shadowy as this Petrine
tradition was, it was opposed by no rival. This
could not be said of the earlier titles to pre-
eminence advanced by Rome. Was Rome, as
Tertullian iirged, one of a gTonp of apostolic
churches? There were other apostolic churches.
Was it the seat of a patriarchate? So were
Alexandria and Antioch. Was it the metropolis
of the world ? When Constantine transfeiTed the
seat of empire to the East, Byzantium claimed
this prerogative. And it was not till then that
the Petrine legend was accentuated, and the pi'e-

rogative of Rome placed on a singular and incom-
municable foundation — the succession of the
Christian Dioscuri, Peter and Paul. It is one of

the ironies of history that it is in a Gnostic source—the pseudo-Clementine Homilies — that this

tradition is found in its most explicit form. Thus
Avas the oi'ganization of the world-Church, modelled,
in fact, upon tliat of the world-State, referred to

a divine sanction. The detail was filled in later ;

and the broad lines of the fabric stand to this daj'.
The diocese represents the civitas ; the archiepi-

scopal province the Roman provincia ; and the
Catholic Church under the absolute rule of the

pope, the vice-gerent of God, the empire under the
Divus Ccesar.

' In its old age,' says Sohm (p. 47),
' the Roman Empire

bequeathed its constitution to the young Church. . . . It was its

last great legacy to the future.'

It was also its most important ;
for in the Cimrch

it rose from the grave to a new and more enduring
life.

10. The advance of this organized Church system
was not unchequered : in Montanism and other

separatist movements the old spiritual liberty
resisted the new ecclesiastical law. But, in doing
so, it became fanaticism and licence. The Roman
conception of Christianity had no serious com-

petitor ; and the highest social and religious forces

then at work in the world were on its side. The
circumstances of the time iiastened its development,
both by removing possible rivals and by empha-
sizing the need of stability—of fixed institutions
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and beliefs. The walls of the world were falling.

Africa was overrun ; a torrent of barbaric invasion

threatened the Eastern Churches ; the West was
the prey of rude tribes wliose training was the

condition of the survival of civilization ; the secret

of the power of the Roman bishop was the fact

that he embodied the best spirit of the age. The

story of Attila retiring, overawed by Leo the

Great, is legend, but true legend. The papacy
represented tliose forces, not of religion only, but

of reason and social order, to which men, cultured

and uncultured, recognize their subjection ; the

pope was heir by default of the Csesars, and could

not escape their function of rule. The national

Churches which came into being north of the

Alps became rapidly and acutely secularized, while
Celtic Christianity, admirable as a pioneer force,

was capable only of group organization and unable
either to found or to compete with a world-polity.
The panegyric of the papacy, familiar in Catholic

apologetic, is not without foundation ; but it errs

when it is transferred from a period of history to

history as a whole. Were it limited to the age

lying between the fall of the old civilization and
the birth of the new, it would be justified. The
popes could not save the old world

; but they
could and did prevent the forces of barbarism from

laying waste the ground out of which the new
world was in due time to arise. Hence the debt of

gratitude which civilization owes to the papacy.
It was our pedagogue ; and it was assuredly
lighter than darkness, if it was darker than light.

11. The memory of the Roman empire haunted
the mediaeval world. In the darkest age man
remembered that there had once been such things
as law, knowledge, and civilization. Remnants of

the old order had survived among the provincials.
Was it possible that the august fabric as a whole
should be revived ? To effect such a revival the

co-operation of the secular and the spiritual power,
both in sufficient strength, was needed ; and,
when, in 800, Charles the Great received the

imperial crown from Leo III., the occasion and the
man arrived. ' Ab omnibus constitutus est Imper-
ator Romanorum '

; the empire was re-bom.
12. Great, however, as the idea was, the struc-

ture contained from the first the seeds of dissolu-

tion. Each of the concurrent powers claimed the

supremacy ; but, from the nature of the case,
neitlier could either eflectually or permanently
retain it. It was impossible either for the spiritual

power to acknowledge subjection to the temporal
or for the temporal to abdicate in favour of the

spiritual ; they were, and remained, two. Nor
was either, as it professed to be, universal. There
were kingdoms beyond the empire ; there were
Christian communities outside the Church. The
facts were larger than the frame ; and an age of

conflict opened. A strong pope was necessarily
the enemy of a strong emperor, and a strong
emperor of a strong pope. Charles the Great was
as truly supreme head of the Church as Henry
Tudor ; but the older Erastianism was on the

larger scale : the control claimed by Henry over a
local and national Church was exercised by Charles
over the Church as a whole. All the great crea-

tions of the Middle Ages—the empire, the Church,
scholasticism, feudalism — bear this stamp of

universality ; hence the dream of unity which to

this day haunts Latin religion and the Latin
world. It could not—it is probable that it never
can—be realized. The mind of the time was
dualistic, and could not escape from the charmed
circle. An Erigena was suspect ;

his time was not

yet. A more pedestrian philosophy was to provide
a speculative foundation for the idealisms, the

aspirations, and the ethics of the age.

13. The Carlovingian empire did not survive

its founder; and on its fall the shadowy but
imposing inheritance of universal power fell a
second time to the papacy. It at once seduced and
strengthened ; it misled, but it inspired. Fear of

the encroachments of the civil ruler, the desire to

place the Church above the vicissitudes of secular

governments, in conjunction with the invariable

tendency of authority to extend its jurisdiction, led

to a notable advance of the Roman claims. The
germs of this development were already in exist-

ence—the dispensing power, the right to confer

privilege and exemption, and to act as universal

metropolitan and court of appeal. The wish to

place these and similar prerogatives beyond ques-
tion gave rise to an elaborate series of fabrications
and forgeries which, in an uncritical age, silenced

objections and were admitted as evidence. They
began in the 6th cent, with the Liber Pontificcdis,
and continued with the Decretals of the pseudo-
Isidore and Gratian to the end of the Middle Ages.
The memorable change of front by which, on the
transference of the seat of empire to the East, the
Roman bishop met the pretensions put forward by
the new patriarch of Constantinople led, in par-
ticular, to a deliberate and wholesale falsification

of ecclesiastical literature. The endeavour to

represent the claims advanced by later popes as

already asserted and admitted in earlier times

poisoned the sources ; suppressions were made,
interpolations inserted, documents forged. Hence
the obscurity in which much of the histoiy of the

papacy is involved. It must be remembered, how-
ever, that the advocates of the papal claims were
not the first and have not been the last Churchmen
to pursue pious ends by dubious means. From an
early date theologians have been unable to resist

the temptation to exploit popular credulity and pass
counterfeit coin for true. The so-called Atiianasian
Creed and the famous text of the Three Witnesses

(1 Jn 5^) are evidence of the power of a false tradi-

tion over more enlightened Churches and in more
critical days.

14. The purpose of the Decretals was twofold :

to exempt the clergy from the secular courts,

setting up spiritual over against the civil and
criminal tribunals in every country, and to estab-
lish the immediate jurisdiction of the pope over
the whole Church. Thus the easily abused power
of the metropolitans, which excited the jealousy
of Rome, was broken ; and, as the patriarchates
were extinct, Rome remained the only source
of authority. Nicholas I. (858-867) challenged
Hincmar, Lothair, and Photius with equal vigour—in the West with success ; but in the East the

smouldering rivalries of generations burst into
flame. The Western and Eastern Churches were

finally separated ; the seamless robe was torn.

15. The period which followed the fall of the

Carlovingiaus was one of decline for the jiapacy ;

internal corruption undermined what external
attack had failed to destroy. Before the century
closed it had become the prey of local faction ; its

deliverance came from a foreign and secular

power, that of the German Ottonides, who had
succeeded to the diminished but still mighty
inheritance of Charles the Great. The structure
of the mediaeval State was loose ; the feudal

system had shifted and divided the basis of

sovereignty. The aim of Otho i. was to strengthen
it, and to establish his own power by the elevation
of that of the Church. He placed more reliance
on his spiritual than on his temporal vassals, and
did not foresee that, once conscious of their

strength, they might prove more formidable
enemies to the empire than the disorganized forces

of the feudal lords. Under Henry III. (1039-56)
the empire reached its high-water mark ; four

popes owed their elevation to him ; the pontifls
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were elected in Germany and imposed on Rome.
But the particularist tendencies of feudalism com-
bined with the needs of the time and tlie traditional

policy of the Roman Church to hinder this state of

things from becoming permanent. Had the papacy
not been reformed by the emperor—and only the

emperor could liave reformed it—it Avould have
fallen under the weight of its own vices. But no
sooner was it restored to vigour than it turned

upon its preserver, upon whom it waged a parri-
cidal war.

i6. This forward ecclesiastical movement was

powerfully seconded by the reform of Cluny, with
which a wave of enthusiasm such as had not been
seen since the first ages invaded the Church. From
the first Western monasticism had avoided the
follies and the fanaticism of Eastern. The monk
of the West was neither a fnq'ir, like the Syrian
pillar-saints, nor a dervish, like the illiterate

hordes who swarmed from the Thebaid into Alex-
andria with riot and destruction in their train.

The Benedictine Order, in particular, was a hive
of busy workers, sending out a succession of tillers

of the soil and pioneers of industry, of scholars and

artists, of saints and rulers of men. But decline
set in. The primary purpose of the religious life

was lost sight of ; the setting overlaid the gem.
The reform of Cluny over-reached itself ; but it

met both a religious and a temperamental need of

the time. It expressed the dualism of Western

thought in its crudest form : spirit and flesh, the

supernatural and the natural, the religious and
the secular, were sharply contrasted ; it was not

only that they never met—they diverged. It was
impossible to extirpate the lower element ; but it

was possilile, it was believed, to subdue it; the
means were asceticism in the interior, and sacer-

dotal absolutism in the exterior, sphere. The
Cluniac movement was a turning-point in the

history of the papacy. Till then circumstances
had played the greater part in its development,
now the prominent factor was design ; till then it

had been, on the whole, an element of progress,
now it became one of reaction ; till then there had
been no persistent spiritual force behind its growth,
aow such a force was supplied by the ascetic idea.

This was reinforced by the dream of the theocracy.
In the secular as in the religious province the pope
was king of kings and lord of lords. Asceticism
was a protest against much that was ignoble ; the

theocracy was often an assertion of law against
lawless violence and of right against might. This
is why both commanded the support of many ex-

cellent men. Celibacy wasbetter than promiscuous
licence ; one distant pontiff was to be preferred to

a hundred lesser but no less tyrannous popes nearer
home. Unhappily, in neither case was the ideal

even approached. Laxity made its way into the
most austere communities. Tlie wrong way to

meet the evils of the time, the way of law, had
been chosen ; not so can spiritual forces be guided
or controlled.

17. In the person of Gregory Vll. (1073-85) the
monasticism of Cluny reached its highest point.
'
I liave loved justice and hated iniquity, therefore

I die in exile,' were hi.s last words. It would be
truer to say that ambition and unscrupulousness
over-reach themselves, and that they tiiat take the
sword shall perish by the sword. For tiie moment
the forces at his disposal broke the loose fabric of

the empire. But their success was partial and
passing ; the claims of the liildebrandine pa])acy
remained in the illusive category of claims. But
they captured the religious aspirations of the age.
Mediaeval pietism was, on a larger scale and under
more favourable conditions, what the Romanticism
of the post-revolution period was—a protest against
the secular spirit. As such, each had its justifica-

tion ; but each was exploited by the Church and
tlie clergy for their own ends. In the 12th cent,

the Church and the world were fused into one,
the Church being the predominant factor. Each
suffered in the process ; and, though in each there
was an undercurrent, it ran too far below the
surface waters to be easily perceived. The move-
ment culminated in the Crusades. These wars of

religion present points of contact with t\\Q jihad of

Islam
; they display the same chivalry, the same

fanaticism, the same subservience of spiritual forces

to secular ends. But, if they served to fix tlie

yoke of papal rule on Western Christendom, they
served also to forge the weapon by which this rule

was in the end overthrown. For they gave occasion
to the rivalries in which the sentiment of nation-

ality had its origin ; and they opened up the

forgotten East in wliich Greek civilization lay
buried, but from which, in the shape of the

Renaissance, it was to rise.

18. Meanwhile, however, the adroitness of the

popes and the mystical tendencies of the time,
which the popes M'ere quick to use for their own
purposes, combined to exalt the papacj'. It bore
no rival near the throne.

' Jacobus frater Domini . . . Petro non solum universani
Ecclesiam sed totum reliquit saeculum gubernandum '(Iiuiocent

HI., Epistola ad Acerbum [in Mirbt, Quellen zur Gesch. des

Papsttums, p. 130]).

There were two swords, the spiritual and the

temporal :

'

Uterque est in potestate ecclesiae spiritualis scilicet et

materialis ; sed is quidem pro ecclesia, ilia vero ab ecclesia

exercendus ; ille sacerdotis, is nianu regum et milituni, sed ad
nutum et patientiani sacerdotis' (Bonifice viii., Unam Sanctain
[in Mirbt, p. 140]).

The whole was a strange medley of good and
evil. The mystic fervour of a Bernard, the seraphic
fire of a Francis of Assisi—both subserved the one
end. The papacy has never wanted saints, and

they have always bulked large in its foi'eground ;

but it is not by saints that the springs of its action

have been manipulated.
19. The 13th cent, witnessed the victory of the

papacy and of the forces which it controlled over
the Hohenstauffen dynasty. It witnessed also a

stirring of the life force of Europe. The age was
still mediaeval

;
but it could no longer be described

as dark. Everywhere there was stir and move-
ment ; the day was at hand. The pope, it was
felt, had grown in power and influence at the

expense of the Church. The episcopate had be-

come weakened by his immediate and universal

jurisdiction ; the mendicant orders formed an
international force at his disposal

— an inner
Church within the Church. The allegiance of the

bishops, often great officers of State in their re-

spective countries, was divided ;
and it Avas not to

Rome that the balance inclined. Now that its

power had become omnipotence, the papacy, once
a guiding and organizing force, had become a factor

of disintegration. The Curia was a sentina gen-
tium

; Simon Magus, it was said, had replaced Peter
in Peter's see. When the lofty theocracy planned
by Hildebrand degenerated into a secular dominion
exercised by worldly men for worldly ends, the con-

science of mankind revolted. The ideal sovereign
of Dante's De Monarchia is Henry of Luxemburg;
to the spiritual Franciscans the Church was Baby-
lon and the pope Antichrist ; before the invective
of Olivaand Gerard of Parma that of the Reformers

pales. These impassioned protests took legal shape
in the Dcfcnsio Paris of Mursilio of Padua, and

speculative in the nominalism of William of

Ockham. The Great Schism empiiasizod the con-

trast between idea and fact. The Councils of

Constance and Basel attempted to find a remedy.
But conciliarism meant anarchy ; men of affairs

like ^neas Silvius (Pius li.) fell back in despair
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upon the papacy, not as good, but as the lesser

evil, since, after all, in one fashion or another the

government of the Cluirth liad to be carried on.

No one respected it ; the niedia'val dream of uni-

versal sovereignty had broken down. But it -was,

relatively and provisionally, a necessity of tlie

situation ; it divided Europe less than any alterna-

tive that could be proposed. And for anotlier half

century the crumbling structure hung together till

witii Luther the final shock came. It was iinal in

this sense, that the Reformation once for all

abolished both the theory and the fact of the
mediaeval papacy. Philip II. or Louis XIV. would
have made as short work of tlie pretensions of an
Innocent III. or a Boniface Vlll. as any Protestant

sovereign ; the supremacy in temporal matters
claimed by modern popes is disguised and indirect.

The sphere of the Church's vmgistermm is now
restricted to faith and morals—though the casuist

would be a poor one who could not bring a contro-

verted question, in whatever order, under one or

other head. But the mediieval papacy took with
a high hand what the modern takes surreptitiously :

the latter frames syllogisms— sophistical ones,
but still sj'llogisms; the former laid down and
enforced law.

20. Compelled by the growth of the secular
State -system, and still more by that of the
secular consciousness, to abandon the visionary
conception of a theocratic world-monarchy, the

papacy fell back upon its position as an Italian

principality. This became the key to its policy,
the aim of which was the material extension and
the political predominance of the Papal State.
If the pope could control Italy, directly or indi-

rectly, the rivalries of the powers, aided by the

prestige of the Church, would do the rest.

'Was it not profoundlj- significant,' saj's Ranke (Hist, of the

Popes, i. 54),
' that a pope should himself resolve to demolish

the ancient basilica of St. Peter . . . and determine to erect a

temple, planned after those of antiquit}', on its site?'

It was the opening of a new order ; the old had

passed away. A notable lowering of aim and
outlook accompanied it : an Innocent III. would
have regarded the vices of Alexander vi. and the

triumphs of Julius II. with equal disdain. The
Renaissance allbrded a diversion which fitted in

both with the political designs and with tlie artistic

tastes of the popes of the period, who were princes
rather than pontiffs ; but it was prematurely
crushed by what F. X. Kraus calls

' die brutale

Hispanisierung Italiens.'
' Hier flieszt die Quelle des triiben Wassers, welche sich iiber

das Land ausgosz, und hier ist der eigentliche Ausgangspunkt
des modernen Dissidiums zwischen Papsttum und Italien

'

(Cavour, Mainz, 1902, p. 6).

As regarded Spain and France, the papacy lay
between hammer and anvil. The ciioice fell on

Spain ; but the Spaniard was a hard master, and
remained for generations the evil genius of Rome.
For the Roman temper is not that of the enthusi-
ast ; it has a certain ease and lightness of touch.
While Spain was the Prussia of the 16th cent.—
fanatical, pedantic, heavy of hand—Spanish re-

ligion had the seriousness whicli Italian lacked.
But the Spanish God was a Moloch ; the lire

witiiout was kindled by the fire within. It was
Spain that inspired the Counter-Reformation, and
furnished its weapons of predilection

—the rack,
the stake, the cord.

21. The Reformation was a spiritual rather than
an intellectual movement ; it was the greatest
moral and religious emancipation that the world
has yet seen, or perhaps will ever see. It over-

threw false gods—the false conscience of asceticism,
and the false authority of the priesthood. Men's
fetters were broken ; what use they would make
of their liberty they only could decide. The
watchword of the counteracting movement was

repression, its aim the re-establishment of the

captivity of mankind. Open scandals were dis-

couraged ; the Rome of the Counter-Reformation
was outwardly decorous ; the Council of Trent
strengthened authority ; what had been opinion
became dogma ; questions which had been open
were closed. In the beginning there had been a
desire on both sides—a desire of which Charles \.
was representative—to avoid schism ; the break-

up of the historical Church Avas a misfortune to
be avoided at all costs. Now policy and passion
dictated another attitude

; the object was not to

comprehend, but to exclude. The Jesuits gave a
veneer of scholarship to the movement ; but it was
a thin veneer. Petavius, who came a century later

(1583-1652), was their one man of real learning.
22. The Inquisition {q.v.) was reorganized, the

Index (q.v., 1571) established. ' Sica destricta in
omnes scriptores

' was the judgment of Aonio
Paleario, a contemporary. A net of falsehood was
thrown over antiquity : the works even of Catholic
writers were freely

' edited
'

:

'

Ita quidem ut in posterum non liceat affirmare ex leotione
istorum auctorum quid illi senserint, sed quaenani sit sententia
Curiae Romanae, quae omnia depravavit . . . deniquepossumus
certe statuere non dari librum integrum aut non fucatum '

(Friedrich, Gesch. des vatikanischen Konzils, i. 17).

Orthodoxy itself was suspect ; Baronius and Bel-

larmine worked in chains. The period has been

variously estimated. Such a life as that of Philip
Neri, the '

Apostle of Rome,' shows that genuine
spiritual work was done. But this good man was
in no way representative of the religious Avorld of

the time ; neither its temper nor its methods were
his. More typical figures were Ignatius Loyola
and Charles Borromeo—men of the letter, of rule,
of organization, of the ecclesiastical machine. This
was the element on which reliance was placed.
The external was emphasized ; even the better
men of the reaction took it for granted that the
interior accompanied, or would accompany, it ;

spirit was ignored. The Inquisition was the dis-

tinctive creation of the period.
It was '

peculiarly the weapon and peculiarl}' the work of the

Popes. ... It is tiie principal thing with which the papacy is

identified,' says Lord Acton, 'and by which it must be judged.'
Its principle, he holds,

'
is murderous, and a man's opinion of

the papacy is regulated and determined by his opinion about
religious assassination

'

{Letters of Lord Acton to Mary Glad-
stone, ed. H. Paul, London, 1913, p. 147 f.).

Acton conceived the content of morality as less

changing than in fact it is. We judge of actions by
their relation not to an absolute standard, but to

the best morality of their time. This, however,
will not affect our judgment of the popes of this

or any other age. For a divine teacher stands, as

such, outside the category of relativity. Nor did
either the best or even the average morality of the
time siinction their cruelties.

23. This moral declension must be taken in

connexion Avith the sectionalism of the post-
Reformation Church. Pre- and post-Reformation
Catholicism differ fundamentally. The former, in

the West at least, was the Church ; the latter is

one of the Churches—one of the fragments into
which tlie imposing structure of media?val Christi-

anity was shattered in the 16th cent. ; and there
is all the difference in the world between the
two things. The mediaeval Church contained

many and conflicting elements in a state of imper-
fect equilibrium. At the Reformation the freer

and more active escaped, those that were left

entering into new combinations and taking on new
forms. Post-Reformation Catholicism is Latin,
not European ; and, as the Latinizing process has
become more acute, even the remains of the older

freedom have been extruded : Jansenism, Gallican-

ism, Febronianism, in our own time Modernism—the
iron uniformity of Rome has crushed them out, and

they have disappeared. The continuity between
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the Catholicism of the 13th cent, and that of the
20th is exterior—a tiling of ritual, polity, and
formula ; the spiritual kinship of the great figures
of the Middle Ages follows otiier and larger lines.

24. By 1630 the Counter-Reformation had spent
itself ; the papacy could reckon up its gains. These
were considerable ; not a little of the soil on which
the Reformed doctrines had fallen was stony
ground. Northern, or non-Romance, Europe was
from the first Protestant ; Southern, or Romance,
Catholic ; but there had been a debatable land be-

tween the two. In the middle of the 16th cent,

this was to a great extent Protestant ; early in the

17th it had been regained for the popes. This suc-

cess was due partly to the superstition, more to the

indifference, of the nations concerned, partly to

the zeal and ability of the Jesuits, most of all to

the persistent and ruthless persecution adopted as

a policy by Church and State—the spiritual and
the civil powers working in close alliance for a
Common end. But Catholicism was unable to ex-

tract the full profit from its victories ; other

motives, other interests, other combinations, came
into play. In 1631 the two gi'eat Roman Catliolic

powers were in league with Protestants : Urban
Vlil.'s opposition to Gustavus Adolphus was luke-
warm ; Innocent XI. was the enemy of the House
of Bourbon, and looked with at least mixed feel-

ings on the English Revolution of 1688. The popes
were secular princes, and concerned with the bal-

ance of power. Policy masqueraded in the cast-ofi'

clothes of religion ; the world influenced the Church
more than the Church the world.

25. The middle years of the 18th cent, witnessed
a certain lowering of the temperature ; the reason-

ableness, not to say the rationalism, of the age
filtered into the Church. It was the age of Mura-
tori, of Febronius, of Scipio de' Ricci. Benedict
xn^ (1740-58) and Clement XIV. (1769-75) were
moderate rulers and enlightened pontiffs ; and,

though in Clement Xlll. and Pius VI. the tide set

in anotlier direction, it is probable that, but for the
French Revolution, an era of at least comparative
conciliation would have begun. But violence breeds
violence : with the Legitimist restoration which
followed the fall of Napoleon a new era of the

papacy, one of definite political and religious
reaction, set in. De Maistre was its prophet,
Lamennais its orator, Pius ix. its pope.

26. Pius VII. was personally moderate, and his

minister Consalvi shared his temper. But, after

the Restoration, the influence of the bigoted Pacca

prevailed ; and the next three popes were tools of

Bourbon and Hapsburg absolutism, enemies of civil

and religious liberty under every form. The Mirari
vos of Gregory XVI. gave no uncertain sounds :

' Ex hoc putidissiuio indififerentisini fonte absurda ilia fluit ac
erronea sententia seu potius deliramentum, asserendam esse ac
vindicandam cuilibet libertatem conscientiae.'

The note of the modern papacy is here. This
reaction reached its climax in Pius IX. (1846-78),
under whom the temporal power disapjieared. Its

disappearance marked the end of an old and tlie

beginning of a new order. Tiie papacy Avas left

free to develop itself as an ecclesiastical institution

unhampered by the territorial considerations which
limit secular sovereignty, however small its scale ;

and it is significant tiiat the same year 1870 wit-
nessed at once the definition of papal infallibility
and the Italian occupation of Rome. Politically,
the pope was influenced by stronger men than him-

self, in particular by Antonelli ; but, on the religi-
ous side, his epileptic tendency was the key to the

pontificate, during whicii the reputation of the
Church and the papacy sank to its lowest ebb.

27. His itlieological aspirations were, however,
more successful than his political. The triumph of

Ultramontanism was complete, though those who
VOL. IX.—40

looked below the surface of things saw clearly
enough that it was evanescent. What was gained
in intension was lost in extension ; but the central-

izing and acute Romanizing of Catholicism was
attained. It was no longer safe to express the
Febronian or Galilean principles so commonly held,
even in high places, in the preceding century. A
series of condemnations directed against indepen-
dent writers, culminating in a sharp attack on the
historical school of Munich, warned thought off the

territory of religion and its ill-defined hinterland.
Local usages were suppressed, and Italian ritual
and devotions introduced into the Cisalpine
countries ; from the shape of an arch to the cut of
a vestment conformity to Roman usage was en-
forced. But under this surface of uniformity the

ground was shifting ; a conflict between the Church
and the historical conscience of Europe was prepar-
ing, in which the latter, defeated for the moment,
retired to sharpen its weapons and to plan a more
dangerous and radical assault.

28. Resistance from within was crushed by sheer
terrorism. The thought of being called to account

by tiie Roman tribunals haunted Newman like an
evil dream. It meant, he believed, his death.

'Others,' he wrote, 'have been killed before me'
(W. Ward, Life of John Henry Cardinal Newman,
London, 1912, i. 588). For, over and above the
moral power of Rome over a timorous conscience,
its administrative pressure is enoi'mous ; and the

increasing separation between Church and State
in the modern world enables this pi-essure to be

persistently and ruthlessly applied. By a stroke
of the pen a layman can be deprived of the use
of the sacraments, a priest of his functions,
a bishop of the special

' faculties' without which
the administration of his diocese is impossible.
There is a curious ingratitude in the attitude
taken by the poj^es to what tliey call the Revolu-
tion

;
for only under the conditions brought about

by this movement could their present despotism
exist. Not for a moment would it have been
tolerated by the old legitimist monarchies ; these
were ' in all causes and over all persons whether
ecclesiastical or civil Avithin their dominions

supreme' (Bidding Prayer).
29. The most important acts of the pontificate,

because, being dogmatic, tliey bound the Church
to permanent and interior assent, were the defini-

tion of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin
(1854), the Syllabus (1864), and the Vatican defini-

tion of papal infallibility (1870). The first was
riietoric crystallized into dogma ; the second was
a declaration of war against modern societj' ; the
third was the formal completion of the theory of

the papacy, the last stone of a fabric on which the
labours of generations had been spent. The first

met with little opposition ; devotion silenced con-

troversy. The second divided the Ciiurch into two

opposing camps ; and, Avhile reason was on the

Liberal, consistency was on the Ultramontane
side. The logic of the ideas embodied in tiie

Syllabus was beyond question ; and these ideas

were contained in premisses which the Liberal
Catholics either admitted or were not prepared to

dispute. The wisest and best men in the Church
Avere on their side ; but their attempts to explain
away the papal pronouncements were thin, and
left an impression of insincerity. The plea, e.g.,

tiiat the document referred to an abstract and non-
existent state of things cannot be taken seriously ;

the Syllabus was put forward as '

coniplectens

praecipuos nostrae aetatis errores.' A later tlieory
maintained that papal utterances of this sort,

though dogmatic in form, are discijilinary in sub-

stance, and call for exterior submission rather

than interior assent. Tiiey express, i.e., the ex-

isting opinion of the governing body, and are to
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a great extent matter of policy ; in time they will

in all probability be tacitly, if not avowedly, with-

drawn. This theory gives a correct account of

what, in many cases, actually happens ; but its

value is historical, not theological. It is im-

Sossible

to reconcile it either witli the terms of the

ocunients or with any intelligible view of the

authority of the pope or of the Church.

30. Hoth the name and, in its modern sense, the

idea of infallibility were foreign to the primitive
Church. In the fir^ days believers spoke as they
were moved bj' the Spirit, whose power attested

the genuineness of their utterances. As time
went on, tlie charisma veritatis was held to reside

in the ofhce-holders, and, after the rise of the
monarchical episcopate, in the bishop, rather than
in tlie community as a whole. Usage tends to

harden into ritual, and opinion into dogma; the

predominant position early acquired by the Roman
Churcli caused a peculiar weiglit to be attached to

its decisions, in matters both of discipline and of

faith. The infallibility of tlie Roman bishop stood
in clo.se connexion with his supremacy ; from the
notion of a final court of appeal in matters of

doctrine it was an easy step to that of the in-

errancy of this court. The key to the controversy
between tlie two schools which divided the Vatican
Council was that they looked at the question from
radically different points of view. To the one

papal infallibility was an evident, almost a self-

evident, theological conclusion ; to the other it

was in palpable contradiction with historical fact.

The dispute, tlierefore, resolved itself into one con-

cerning the relation of theology to history, and
involved controversies unforeseen, far-reaching,
and even now but partially solved. The position
of the Munich divines was not always consistent.
AVhile refusing to consider the papacy and the
Church as convertible terms, they admitted that
the former rested on divine appointment.

' The
Church from the first was founded upon it ; and
the Head of the Church ordained its type in the

person of Peter.' This admission was their weak
point. To the rising critical school, in and outside
of Germany, it seemed unwarranted, while the

Ultramontanes, stronger in logic than in history,
argued that the notions of supremacy and infalli-

bility were contained in that of the primacy, and
that, being necessary to make it efi'ective, they
had been realized more and more clearly in the
Church's consciousness as time went on. The
forgeries, which they could not deny, had but

stereotyped existing usage ; and the plausible, if

fallacious, argument that at least till the 16th
cent, every considerable reform of the Cliurch had
been associated with an advance of the authority
of Rome was on their side. See, further, art.

Infallibility, vol. vii. p. 2.56.

31. The position of the minority bishops was
difficult. Tiiey were men of greater distinction
than their opponents ; thej' had on their side the

goodwill of their respective governments and the

sympatliies of tlie educated class. But, if history
was with them, logic was against them. If Rome
was what the current Catholic teaching, which
they admitted and by which they were bound,
made her, tlie proposed dogma followed. Again,
whatever weight they carried as individuals, as a

party tiiey had neither discipline nor cohesion.
Some were timid and half-hearted ; others were
open to the influence and intimidation which the
Vatican had at its disposal, and used unscrupul-
ously. Pius IX. had become the object of a more
than Byzantine cultus. His flatterers adapted the

Breviary hymns in his honour, substituting his
name for that of the Deity ; Louis Veuillot
classed him as an object of devotion with the

Virgin and the consecrated Host ('Quirinus,'

Letters from Rome, Eng. tr., London, 1870, p. 14).
On the other hand, Gratry denounced the domi-
nant ' ecole d'erreur et de mensonge

'

(F. Nielsen,
The Hist, of the Papacy in the xixth Century,
Eng. tr., London, 1906, ii. 334); Montalembert
spoke of ' the idol in the Vatican' (ib.) ;

Newman
stigmatized the party identified with the Univers
and the Civilta as ' an aggressive and insolent

faction,' and declared that, 'if it is God's Will
that the Pope's Infallibility should be defined,
then it is His blessed Will to throw back the times
and moments of that triumph He has destined for

His Kingdom' (Ward, Life, ii. 288 f.). But the

opposition collapsed with the dehnition. Hefele

frankly acknowledged himself unable to endure
the consequences of resistance ; Hohenlohe argued
that, while a formula could be explained away or

might become obsolete, an act of schism Avas irre-

parable, and of two evils chose M'hat seemed to

him the less (Memoir of Prince Hohenlohe, Eng. tr. ,

London, 1906, ii. 10, 16, 49). It was by such

reasonings as these that theologians reluctantly
reconciled themselves to what had taken place.
The weakness of the position had translated itself

into weakness of moral fibre ;

'

inopportunism
' was

not inspiring, and did not inspire. To the world,
even the Catholic world, at large the quaiTel
seemed one of the sacristy. The professionalizing
of religion had been fatal to its actuality, and re-

moved it from the cognizance and interest of the

ordinary man. But, in the improbable event of a

theological revision of the definition, it is probable
that canonists would find a sufficient reason for

holding the acts of the Council null and void in

the pressure, moral and even material, exerted by
the Vatican over its proceedings. The Council
was not free.

32. The weapon forged in 1870 has not so far

been used in the manner feared by some and hoped
by others. No further positive definitions have
been made, and no indisputably infallible pro-
nouncements put forth by the Holy See. Rome
has taught rather as if it were infallible than

infallibly, though its dogmatic utterances have
been more frequent and more detailed than before.

When, however, it is asked whether these utter-

ances are or are not infallible, it must be remem-
bered that there are other ways of teaching
infallibly than that laid down by the Vatican
Council. In opening a new channel for infalli-

bility the bishops did not block up those already
existing ; these remain as they were before. And,
in connexion with such questions, e.g., as those
raised by the Pontifical Acts of 1907, if the pope
can speak infallibly and does not, it is difficult to

reconcile this taciturn infallibility with the func-

tion of a divine teacher, while, if he cannot, both
the old and the new infallibility

—i.e. that existing
before 1870 and that defined by the Council—are

useless and illusory, names not things. There
can be no doubt that, whatever Cisalpine theo-

logians may object to the view, Rome regards such

pronouncements as infallible ; and that, given the

premisses, Rome is right.

33. Leo XIII. (1878-1903) started with this great
advantage : he succeeded Pius IX. He was no less

impregnated with the Roman spirit ; by tempera-
ment he was even more imperious ; but he was
a wise, a wary, and a strong man. From the first

he made this felt. Caricaturists had represented
Pius IX. as a querulous, scolding old woman. No
one—and the fact is significant—ever represented
Leo XIII. in this way ; the personality of the pope
imposed itself and carried weight. For a man of

his years and calling, he possessed in an excep-
tional degi'ee the instinct for fact. He was of the

old order, and democracy was temjieramentally
uncongenial to him ; but in his encyclicals on the
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labour question, as in the encouragement given to

tlie Sillun in France and tlie Democrazia Cristiana
in Italy, he recognized and made advances to de-

mocracy. The critical movement lay beyond his

personal horizon, but he would not condemn
Modernism ; he can scarcely have loved the French

Republic, but only a few days before his death he
assured the French ambassador that nothing,
nothing (he repeated it emphatically), should
make liim break with France.

34. He could not change the course of events or
direct their development on other than their own
lines. But he made the best where others before
and after him made the worst of the situation ; he
arrested the forces that made for dissolution ; he

encouraged the higher and repressed the lower
elements in the vast and complex society with
which he had to deal. He left the Church re-

spected. Under his predecessor it had been, under
iiis successor it was to become, a negligible

quantity. While Leo lived, it was a power to be
I'eckoned with, not only politically—that it must
be for long under whatever government—but in

thought and life. It attracted not only the static

elements of the body politic, men—of whom
Brunetiere was a type—who valued unity and
action more than speculation, but not a few of the

progressives ; it was thought possible to graft the
methods and conclusions of modern science upon
the venerable traditions of Catholicism, and so to

make the centuries one. These aspirations took

shape in Modernism [q.v. )
—an attempt to naturalize

criticism, scientific history, and the philosophy of

spirit in the Church. It overlooked the distinctive

feature of Catholicism— i.e. the peculiar develop-
ment of the notion of authority embodied in the

papacy, and the consequent relation of the Roman
Churcli to the modern mind movement, which is

that of a residuum left behind when the freer and
.saner elements of life have broken away. Were
Catholicism to lose this character, it would no

longer appeal to the social and cultural levels to

which it is now so uniquely adapted ; its sufficient

reason would be gone. Leo Xlll. saw this as

clearly as his successor ; but he saw what his

successor did not see—that a Church incapable of

movement or adaptation must be left behind by
the advancing world, and that Modernism was
a development of the human spirit which it Avas

equally impossible for the papacy either to en-

courage or to suppress. He temporized, trusting
to events, to the weight of custom, and to the

preponderance of the fi.xed over the volatile ele-

ments in ecclesiastical Christianity
—which perhaps

was the wisest thing that a pope could do.

35. Pius X. (1903-14) was a man of another

type. A peasant by birth, a country priest by
training, he possessed at once the virtues and the
defects of his order—its simplicity and its narrow-

ness, its piety and its guile. Imposed by the
Austrian veto on the Conclave, he was the pope
of a reaction, which, like most reactions, carried
those concerned in it very much farther than they
wished or intended. The temper of Rome is not
fanatical. Rather it is that of the permanent staff
of a great public department. The men who com-
pose the Curia are otticials—cautious, painstaking,
unimaginative. They distrusted Modernism, but

they would have met it with other weapons than
the Lamentahili and the encyclical Pascendi ; they
resented the policy of the French Republic, but
they would not have lost France. Their dis-

approval of tlie pope and of his advisers was un-

disguised ; and Benedict XV. (1914) is not only by
temperament and by training unlike his prede-
cessor ; he was chosen with the express intention
on the part of the electors of ensuring a pontificate
which should be the antithesis of the last. His

distinctive virtue, it has been said, is silence. It
is a relative virtue. For these are times when
speech is called for

;
in the crisis of a world's

history the infallible cannot with impunity be
dumb. In the technical province of theology it

may be otherwise ; he may be silent because he
has nothing to say. It is not to be expected that
the acts of his predecessor will be reversed or his

policy disavowed. But there will probably be less

friction, things will be done with greater intelli-

gence and decorum ; Roman rather than Spanish
methods will prevail. The laws by which the
situation is governed are invariable. But they
will now work normally. Their operation was
abnormally stimulated under Pius X.

36. The history of the Roman Commonwealth
is reproduced with singular fidelity in that of the
Roman Church. In each we see a body of men
strong rather than either intelligent or spiritually
minded, indifferent to ideas, bent on material

ends, prudent, tenacious, capable of the sacrifice

of a present to a future good, and of private to

public interest, rising first to prominence, then to

domination, and founding a universal State. In
each religion was employed as an instrument of

policy. Its sanctions were not wanting to the

empire ; the imperial city and the Cajsars received
divine honours ; the Church covered secular

designs under the disguise of piety ; her aims, her

weapons, were material ; her wisdom was that of

this Avorld. Here, as there, decline followed close

upon maturity. Some secret poison, it seemed,
entered into the system. The governing class, on
which the institution as a whole depended, lost

the qualities of an oligarchy. Its tenacity became
stubbornness, its distaste for ideas ignorance and

ineptitude, its caution craft. And the world

changed. New forces came into play ; new
elements made their appearance in society ; success
called for other qualities

—
intelligence, quickness,

adaptability
—than those which had been demanded

in the past. The centre of gravity shifted from
the empire to the new nations, and from the
Church to the Churches. In each case the older

body lingered, inforine, ingens—in that of the
Church it still lingers, and may linger long. But
it lingers as a survival of a past world in a new
order. Slowly detrition works upon it ; slowly
disintegration advances and cohesion decreases.
It may disappear in the short agony of revolution ;

it may perish, more probably, in the long process
of secular decay. In either case its destiny is the
same.

' Venit sunima dies et ineluctabile tenipus
Dardaniae : fuimus Troes : fuit Ilium, et ingens
Gloria Teucrorum '

(V'erg. jEn. ii. 324 ft'.).

37. The Latin genius has great qualities
—form,

order, unity ; but they are discounted by one
radical incapacity

— the incapacity for dealing
with ideas. It conceives belief and religion in

general primarily as regulation or enactment; its

attitude to dogma is that of the State to law.
' Ecclesia non judicat de internis' :

'
I do not ask

you what you think ; but you must obej-.' This

position is not, indeed, that of the pietist or of the

theologian ; but it is that of official Rome. And
it is probable that the inevitable loosening of the

dogmatic princij)le among Latin Christians will be

brought about less by criticism—for which they
have in general neither a])titude, equii)uient, nor
inclination—than by the relaxation of the political
and governmental tendencies of tiie Church under
the pressure of the rising democracy, bj' the con-

ception of the Churcli as spirit taking the place of

that of the Church as law.

38. Meanwhile the papacy remains the most

complete and consistent expression of the meditBval

outlook on life. Hence its unfailing attraction to
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the mediajval mind, where this survives, as it does

on a larger scale than we suppose, among men and
women of to-day. For it is possible to live in a

period without being of it ; the modem mind is

exceptional even in the modern age. To how

many the conceptions on which the life of our time

is based — evidence, sequence, causality
— are

strange and unintelligible ! The scientific founda-

tion is wanting ; they live fragmentarily, and, as

it were, piecemeal, in a connected world. This
accounts for the strange reversions to type, the

fantastic religious and moral aberrations, differing
little in form and less in substance from those of

the Lower Empire, which crop up from time to

time among us ;
much more for a reaction, passing

indeed but, for the time being, noticeable, in

favour of an institution so closely bound up with
the past, so intimately associated with religion,
founded on so long an experience and so close an
observation of human nature as the papacy.

39. Round the dome of the Vatican basilica,

where, it is believed, all that is mortal of the
Prince of the Apostles rests, the words stand in

golden letters,
' TU ES PETRUS ET SUPER HANC

PETRAM AEDIFICABO ECCLESIAM MEAM.' It is not
without significance that the title-deeds of the

greatest of the Christian Churches should rest on
a doubtful tradition, an uncertain relic, and words
which in all probability were not spoken by Christ.

So in human atiairs truth and falsehood are

mingled ; so the colours of good and evil are mixed.
But the connexion of religion with external things,
however close, is accidental. They pass ; it re-

mains. The papacy is a fragment of the Middle

Ages surviving in a later generation ; and this is

its refutation. For life is a stream ; and, in

religion as elsewhere, a return to the past is

impossible ; the past is a stage in the process that
has been definitely left behind. Those who urge
that this applies not only to Catholicism but to

Christianity may be met with Richard Rothe's

summing up of Church history (Ausgeivdhlte

Schriften, new ed., Halle, 1900, p. 137) :

' Das Chris-

tentum ist das Allerveranderlichste ; das ist sein

besonderer Ruhm.' The papacy has, Christianity
has not, arrested and excluded change.
Literature.— C. Mirbt, Quelle.n zur Gesch. des Papsttwm

und des romischen Katholizismus, Tubingen, 1901 ; H.

Denzinger, Enchiridion Sj/mbolonan^^, Freiburg im Br.,

1911 ;
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that of the Popes to the Pontificate of Nicolas K, London,
1854-55 ; J. J. I. von DoUinger, La Papauti : son oriijine au
moyen Age et son d^.veloppement jiisqu'en 1870, Fr. tr., Paris,
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Alfred Fawkes.
PAPUANS.—It is generally accepted that the

term '

Papuan
'

is derived from the Moluccan word

/j'-t^/ia (' frizzly
'

or '

curly '), the word being used

by the Moluccans to designate people Avith ulo-

trichous hair. Outside of Africa this t^pe of hair

is found among the Negritos, and among the
inhabitants of New Guinea, the neighbouring
islands, and Melanesia. Excluding the Negritos,
we may regard the ulotrichi to have been the first

inhabitants of western Oceania together with
Australia and Tasmania, but otlier stocks have
entered into this area and more or less hybridized
the population, perhaps with the sole exception of

Tasmania. The languages of New Guinea (which
is sometimes termed Papua) fall into two groups—
the more ancient and mostly un-related Papuan
languages, and the Austronesian languages which

belong to the great Austric linguistic family. The
most primitive of these closely related languages are

the Melanesian languages, which are spoken in

Melanesia and various parts of New Guinea, where,
from other evidence, we can confidently assert

that they are intrusive. The culture of the Papuan-
speaking inhabitants of New Guinea is on the

whole of lower grade than that of the Melanesian-

speaking peoples. We may therefore take it for

granted that, as a rule, the Papuan-speaking
peoples more nearly represent the original stock,
but they need not necessarily be assumed to be
of pure

'

Papuan
'

stock. Melanesian -
speaking

peoples may, in the same way, be regarded as of

mixed origin. For the religion of the Papuan-
speaking peoples of New Guinea see New Guinea.
Literature.—A. C. Haddon, 'Note antropologiche sui

Papua occidentali della Nuova Guinea Inglese,' liivista di

Antropnloyia, XX. [1916]; C. G. Seligmann, 'A Classification

of the Natives o( British New Guinea,' JRAI xxxix. [1909]

246-268. A. C. Haddon.

PARABLE (Introductory and Biblical). — I.

Definition and general use.—The word '

parable
'

(Trapa^oXr], from Trapa^dWeiv,
' to place alongside

of ') implies comparison, the placing of one thing

alongside of another. As a figure of speech it is

the assertion of similarity (in some respect) bet\yeen
an object or conception and some concrete object,

action, or scene. When comparison is very simple—
e.g., 'that man is like a lion'—it is called a

simile. In a simile the likeness is openly asserted

(by
' as

'

or '

like,' etc.). When the word denoting
the comparison is omitted, the figure is called a

metaphor—e.g., 'that man is a lion.' Metaphor
is more complete when the subject as well as the

predicate is metaphor (e.g., Nah 2"). _A sustained

metaphor, i.e. an extended statement in which the

significant terms all stand for something else, is

an allegory. In this case the hearer or reader

must make the proper substitutions in order to get
its meaning. A simile may also be extended in

various ways. Proverbs frequently imply com-

parison, often explicitly (e.g., Pr lO"**), more often,

probably, implicitly. The concrete picture sug-

gested in the proverb is mentally compared with

the thought expressed, making it more real or

impressive. Or the simile may be expanded into

a story. If the action, in addition to being imag-
ined, is unreal (animals conversing, etc.), it is

usually called a fable. If the action is possible—
if we can say that it might have happened—the

story is usually called a parable. Usage in regard
to these terms is not, however, strictly uniform.

Parable is, etymologically, the generic term, and
was so used in the LXX and consequently in the

Gospels (see below).
In practice the distinction between simile and

metaphor is easily disregarded (e.g., Dt 33^"), and
it is very common for metaphor and plain speech
to interchange in the same statement (e.g. ,

Nah 2^^).

Fable and parable, when told to apply to particu-
lar circumstances, often fall just short of being

allegories, because the metaphorical meaning of

the terms used is so plainly indicated. The famous
fable of Stesichorus (Aristotle, Rhetoric, ii. 20) is a

case in point. While it is useful and necessary to

distinguish between simile and metaphor and to

construct rhetorical rules against mixing figures,

it is over-refinement to hold that, because an expla-
nation of a simple simile is u.seless, therefore an

explanation of an extended simile (the parable) is

not to be allowed, although in the case of metaphor
and allegory it is quite proper. In actual practice
such rules are more often disregarded than known
or obeyed. The use of simile and metaphor in

all hortatory and argumentative discourse is so

common and necessary as to need no remark.

While the proverb, fable, parable, and allegory
are especially adapted to moral and religious in-

struction, they hold a recognized place in world

literature. Aristotle discusses example, parable,
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and fable as Koivai wlffTets,
' means of persuasion

'

(Bhet. ii. 20). Cicero recognizes allegory, and
Quintilian praises speech in which similitudes,

allegories, and metaphors (translationes) are

mingled (see the reft", in La Grange, RB xviii. [1909]
202 f.). The book of Proverbs, ^sop's Fables,

Spenser's Faerie Qiieene, and Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress are conspicuous examples of the universal

use of this general type of discourse. Of the par-
able the one acknowledged master is Jesus of

Nazareth, although Rabbinical tradition assigns
that place to Hillel {c. 20 B.C.-A.D. 20).

2. The parable as used by Jesus.
—The Gospel

recoi'd of Jesus' teaching sho\\ s that He made an

abundant, and in some respects remarkable, use
of the parable (in the broad sense of the term). In

doing this, however. He Mas not employing a new
or only rarely used method involving a radical

departure from the practices common to the Jewish
schools of His day. Jesus Avas a Jew. His audi-

ence was composed almost exclusively of Jews.
His and their culture was mainly, if not solely,
that of Palestinian Judaism. It should be self-

evident, therefore, that any conclusive study of

Jesus' use of the parable must be based upon a

knowledge of its use in contemporary Judaism
and not upon the rules or practice of classical

writers or authorities on rhetoric such as Aristotle,

Quintilian, etc., with whose views there is not the

slightest probability that Jesus had any acquaint-
ance. The almost total neglect of this all-import-
ant principle on the part of Jiilicher constitutes

the very serious defect in his learned and sugges-
tive work, the most influential of modem discus-

sions of the subject.
i. Hebrew and Jewish use.—(«) The 'concrete'

character ofHebrew and Jewish modes ofexpression.—Every reader of the OT or of the later Jewish
literature knows how rarely abstract terms are

employed. The language is almost always figura-

tive, and the terms concrete. Semitic discourse,
as illustrated by the Hebrew and Jewish literature,
abounds in suggestive or figurative use of the

ordinary words for common objects. The concrete

term suggests the more general or abstract idea.

Argument is carried on by a succession of concrete

pictures. There is frequent use of rhetorical ques-
tions. Personification is easy. Discourse developed
in an orderly, logical fashion is almost unknown.
To a Western mind, or judged by Greek standards,
all this is rhetorically faulty, but evidently it was
not so to the Semitic mind. The vivid, almost

conversational, style of Semitic discourse easily
allowed for ' mixed figures

'

to an extent intolerable

to our standards.

(b) The OT mdshdl.—The antecedent of the NT
parable was undoubtedly the OT mushdl, usually
rendered 'proverb.' The Heb. S^n expresses the
idea of comparison, likeness, similitude (see F. H.
W. Gesenius and F. Buhl, Hebrdisches und chal-

ddisches Handworterbuch, Leipzig, 1899; or F.

Brown, S. R. Driver, and C. A. Briggs, Hebrev)
and English Lexicon of OT, Oxford, 1915, s.v.).

The concrete act implied is the same as that of the
Gr. napapoXri (the placing of one thing alongside of

another, the concrete image or picture placed
alongside of an idea).

In OT usage mdshdl designates (1) a by-word
(e.g., Dt 28=*^ I K 9^); (2) a popular proverbial
saying [e.g., I S 10'-, Ezk 12-'-'-) ; (3) a type of pro-

phetic utterance, such as Balaam's oracles (Nu 23
and 24, or Is I4'"''- ; cf Mic 2^, where ' lamentation '

is a parallel term, or Hab 2® ; 'taunt 'or 'satire'

and 'riddle' are parallel terms); (4) poetic com-

position (e.gr., Nu2P"^-, Ps49''""- 78-"''; cf. Job 27'

'29') ; (5) sentences of wisdom such as abound in

the book of Proverbs ; the fundamental form of

these is the couplet, but in chs. 1-9 and in the

latter part of the book a more extended application
of the form occurs ; (6) a similitude or parable
(Ezk 17'-'"- ""). In this case hida (arn),

'

riddle
"

or 'enigma,' is used conjointly with mdshdl, prob-

.ably to indicate that the parable needed exjilana-
tion. In the light of this passage the omis-ion of

any special designation for Jotham's fable (Jg 9'^-).

Nathan's parable (2 S 12i-6), the parable in 2 S 14'",

or that in Ec 9'*-
'^ seems only accidental. Mdshdl

would be the proper term in such cases. Evidently
mdshdl was tlie generic term, designating various

ways of making use of the fundamental principle
of comparison which is always (explicitly or impli-

citly) involved. The frequent association of mdshdl
with Mdd (' riddle ') shows that the mdshdl was not

always perfectly clear or easy of interpretation (cf.

Pr P). Long study, mental discipline, and close

application were necessary in order to grasp the
full significance of a mdshdl. The cases cited also

show that the framer of a mdshdl, or parable, did

not hesitate about furnishing its explanation. In

every case but one of the j^arables cited above the

explanation or application is pointed out. Finally,
it is evident that the theoretical distinction between

parable or fable and allegory was a matter of little

concern, if indeed known. Jotham's fable, Nathan's

parable, Isaiah's vineyard shtr (Is S'*'^-). Ezekiel's

parable-riddle
—all have allegorical aspects. To

employ a rhetorical form only in the strictest or

purest manner was a rule unknown, apparently,
to the OT speakers or writers.

(c) The use of the parable in the apocryphal, apo-
calyptic, and early Rabbinical literature.—In the
extant apocryphal and apocalyptic literature

(dating c. 200 B.C.-A.D. 100) the indshdl is well

represented in Ecclesiasticus, which is modelled

largely on Proverbs. Incidentally, the original
Hebrew of this work, with its frequent anticipa-
tions of the later Rabbinical Hebrew, seems to

indicate that the cultivation of this form of
' wisdom ' was being continued by the sophcrtm
(the early 'scribes') and their successors, the
Rabbis of the NT period (note the suggestive words
in 39^'- and cf . Wis 8^). Since the mdshdl in general
and the parable in particular belong more naturallj-
to oral than to written discourse, it is not sur-

prising that the bulk of the apocryphal and apoca-
lyptic literature, except Ecclesiasticus, consisting
of books whose contents are anything but repre-
sentative of oral instruction, conversation, or

oratory, presents very few examples of the parable.
2 Es 41-"^- 9^^"'- are interesting exceptions. The so-

called parables or similitudes of Eth. Enoch (chs.

37-71) are hardly such in any real sense.

On the other hand, in the early Rabbinical

literature, which, like the Gospels, represents oral

instruction and discussion, the use of simile or

comparison for purposes of illustration, proof, or

otherwise is, as might be expected, very common.
The number of similitudes and parables preserved
in the Talmud as spoken by the Rabbis of the

period approximately contemi)orary with the NT
is much larger than is commonly supposed. Only
recently have the Rabbinic parables been made the

subject of scientific investigation. But sufficient

has been done by Bugge, La Grange, and especi-

ally Fiebig to make it certain that hereafter the

exege.sis of the parables of Jesus must be based

upon and start from a knowledge of the signifi-
cance and use of the parable in the Rabbinical
schools. The examples collected by Fiebig include

similitudes, parables proper, fables, and partial

allegories, as is the case with the Gospels. The
use of the mdshdl was so common that the full

formula for introducing one, such as '

I will speak
unto you a mdshdl (Vcd "^ Sc'Ok) ; unto what is the
matter like ? Unto— ' was often abbreviated to

a mere phrase,
' A parable {mdshdl) ; like— ,' or
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even to the mere particle I' ('to,' i.e.
' like unto ').

The Rabbis were oblivious to tiie distinction be-

tween similitude, or parable, and metaphor, or

allegory. In many Rabbinical parables parable

and^allegory are blended. The Rabbis also fre-

quently, possibly usually, made the application or

ejiplained the meaning of their parables (as did the

OT speakers and also Jesus, according to the

Gospels). In this connexion it should be noted

that in Rabbinic parables certain frequently-used
terms had a well -understood metaphorical mean-

ing—e.g., king = God, servants or workmen = men,
feast = the future blessedness, etc. (cf. Fiebig,
Die Gleichnisreden Jesu, p. 231 f.). Parables were

commonly used by the Rabbis to explain OT texts.

In general they were intended to illustrate or to

make the meaning clear, but in many cases they
were in themselves somewhat enigmatic and needed

explanation. Very frequently Rabbinic parables
are somewhat artificial, i.e. the pictures are not
drawn from simple, actual, and common experi-
ence, but are artificially constructed and lack

naturalness. They smack of the schoolroom rather
than of the open air or of the experiences of every-

day life. Finally, the Rabbinical parables often

show the effects of transmission through oral tradi-

tion before being committed to writing. Varia-
tions as to form, substance, and circumstances are
sometimes so great as almost to result in two
parables instead of one.

ii. Jesus' own use.—[a) Extent and variety.
—

In the Gospels the Gr. term Trapa/SoXij connotes (1)

a popular proverb [e.g., Lk 4^) ; (2) a simile some-
wliat extended [e.g., Mk 3^*-); (3) a teaching
stated enigmatically {e.g., Mk 7^^"" ; cf. Mt 15"- 1^,

Lk 6^*) ; (4) a story or parable commonly so called

(e.g., Mt 13^, and often). Some of these are so

perfectly complete that they can be taken out of

their context and stand alone without altering a
word (e.g., Lk "t*^-*"-^, or 15"''-32). In other cases

only a slight change would give the story perfect
independence (e.g., Lk 15**^- or Mk 4^''-). In many
cases the brief similitudes (2) might easily have
been made into stories, but Jesus did not develop
them to that extent.

There can be no doubt that wapapoXr) in our
Greek Gospels represents (through the influence of

the LXX) the Heb. mdshcil or the Aramaic mathla
in the speech familiar to and used by Jesus. Its

use for several forms of illustrative discourse was
in perfect accord with Palestinian-Jewish usage.
The number of Jesus' sayings (in the Synoptics)

that should be considered irapa^oKai is variously
estimated.

.Jiilicher's list comprises 53, which he divides into three
classes: (a) Gleichnisse ('similitudes'), 28; (h) Paraheln, 21

;

and (c) Beispielerzdhiungen ('example-stories'), 4. Examples
of class (rt) are Mt llis-19 or Mk 421, and to class (c) he gives
Lk 1029-3" 18fl-i'« 1216-21 and IGW 31. Bugge counts 71, divided
into two classes : (a) Parabelembleme (short parabolic utter-

ances), 36
;
and (6) Parabeln, 35. In addition he distinguishes

16 'paradoxes,' which he rightly considers a form of mdshal
(e.g., Mt 5i». 30, Lk 14'-6, etc.). Fiebig makes four classes:

(a) short proverbial savings (e.g., Lk 42-!); (6) allegories (e.g.,

Mk 12iff-); (c) pure similitudes (Gleichnisse—e.g., Mk 1328f.);

and (d) a mixed form (allegory and similitude) which rests upon
familiar metaphor. This class includes most of the paraljles

commonly so called. Fiebig gives no enumeration. The wide-

spread but less accurate enumeration of between 30 and 40

restricts the parable largely to the story form. Trench's list

comprises 30.

In general Jesus used the parable in the same

way as did the Rabbis, and what has been noted
above as characteristic of their usage is, in the

main, illustrative of His. With respect to all that
was purely formal or technical in this matter, He
was not original, but simply worked along very
familiar lines. On the other hand, so far as our
evidence goes, no Jewish Rabbi ever equalled
Jesus in skill with the parable. The naturalness,
the lucidity, and the aptness of His parables place

them in a class by themselves—the perfect ex-

amples of their kind.

(0) The problem as to Jesus parables.—Do the

evangelists give us an accurate report regarding
this matter? According to the Gospels, Jesus'

parables were often but thinly veiled allegories;
they were frequently explained by Him, and so as
to indicate that they might contain several distinct

teachings ; they were not always clear, but some-
times purposely enigmatic ; and, finally, in choos-

ing to use parables, Jesus at times purposely veiled
the naked truth from His hearers (cf. Mk 4^"-^^),

Jillicher, adopting Aristotle's definition of a
parable, that it is primarily a '

proof
' and must be

clear, has subjected the Gospels to a severe critic-

ism with the result that their testimony is rejected
as contrary to Jesu.s' mind and practice. He
claims that in Jesus' actual use of them the

parables were always clear, needed and received
no extended explanation (Deutung), contained no

allegorical element, and, in particular, the view
stated in Mk 4i''-i'^ is the evangelist's, not that of

Jesus. While Jiilicher's view is admitted by many
libergi^; critics to need some modification, it repre-
senihi the generally prevalent

'
critical

'

position.
Lack of space forbids anj- extended discussion of

this theory. Suffice it to say that the remarkably
close agreement between the evangelists' repre-
sentation of Jesus' use of the parable and that now
known to have been the familiar and ordinary
Rabbinic usage makes strongly for the credibility
of the Gospel statements. In fact, Jiilicher's

theory is against all historical probability ; it is

simply impossible. Mk 4^""^^ (and parallels) is

admittedly a difficult passage, but it cannot be

explained away as an invention of the evangelist
(wliose own view was really different ; cf. Mk 4^^^-).

It rests on sound tradition and is limited to the

parables of 'the mystery of the kingdom.' It ex-

presses Jesus' con.sciousness that His message of
the Kingdom would not be understood, as was
indicated long before in the experience of Isaiah.

(c) The general purpose.
—Bugge suggests that

Jesus told His parables in some cases as illustra-

tions, in others as proving an argument. In

general this is satisfactory, but, whether illus-

trative or argumentative, there was frequently a

distinctively didactic purpose, so that the parable
contained a positive teaching. Jiilicher claims
that a parable has properly but one idea— it must
illustrate but one thought ; its figures are parts of

one picture which represents but one truth. This

really useful rule, which operates to do away with
the abuse of the parables through excessive alle-

gorizing, is, however, contrary both to the well-

known use of the parable in JeAvish circles and to

the Gospel report of Jesus' own interpretation of

His parables (e.g., Mt W^^-). While it is true
that the main purpose of a parable is to convey
one general idea, subordinate ideas may easily be

suggested. The fact is, the purpose of each par-
able must be ascertained by itself, without the

application of theoretical rhetorical principles,
with which Jesus had no concern. The old

question, whether the parables may be used as

sources for doctrine, should then be answered

affirmatively, but the interpretation should avoid
all allegorical excess and should not go beyond the
limits imposed by the mushdl itself and its legiti-

mate use in the OT and early Judaism.
LiTKRATURE.—An exhaustive survey of nearly all the literature

(ancient and modern, down to 1897) on Jesus' parables is given
by A. Jiilicher, Die Gleichnisreden Jesu^, Tiibingen, 1910 (at

present the most comprehensive treatment of the whole

subject). To this may be added : HDB and DCG, s.v. ;

C. A. Bugge, Die Haitpt- Parabeln Jesu, Giessen, 1903, i.

(a thoughtful and searching criticism of Jiilicher's position);
G. H. Hubbard, The Teachings of Jesus in Parables. Boston,
1906 ; C. Koch, Glei^:hnisse Jesu, Giitersloh, 1910 ;

H. Weinel,
Die Gleichnisse Jesxfi, Leipzig, 1910 (a brief popular discussion
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defending Jiilicher's main position); P. La Grange, in RB
xviii. [1909] 198-212, 342-367, xix. [1910] 5-35 (a comprehensive
and judicious criticism of the position of Jiiheher and Loisy) ;

P. Fiebig, AltjiUlische Gleichnisse und die Glcichnisse Jesu,
Tubingen, 1904, Die Gteichnisreden Jesu im Lichte der rabbin-
ischen Gleiehnisse des NT Zeitalters, do. 1912 (a collection of
Rabbinic parables together with a severe criticism of Jiilicher
and a defence of the genuineness of Jesus' parables against
Arthur I )rews) ; L. E. Browne, The Parables of the Gospels in
the Lijjkt of Modern Criticism (Hulsean Prize Essav, 1912),
Cambridge, 1913 (an able and helpful discussion) ; G. Murray,
Jesus d7id His Parables, Edinburgh, 1914.

Edward E. Nourse.
PARABLE (Ethnic).—The parable as such is

not found in the lower culture, but analogies to it

are not uncommon. Among the folk-tales of

saV-ages are many in Avhich animals or inanimate
things act and talk exactly like human beings. In
this large class of tales no moral is drawn, but it

was quite easy for such stories to become moral
apologues with reference to human life and its con-
duct. Stories describing the wisdom of one animal
or the folly of another were made to serve as warn-
ings to men and women, the moral being either

implied or expressed. Examples of this are found
in many groups of savage Marc/mi—Rottentot,
Zulu, American Indian, etc. In others some other
moral is taught—e.g-., kindness and the danger of

ingratitude, as in some versions of the Puss in
Boots story.

1 Other examples of savage stories
told of human beings may quite probably have
been told with some moral purpose. Indeed, many
savage tales may have had no other purpose
primarily. Examples of this might be found
in stories of broken tabus and of the punishment
involved to the tabu-breaker. They supported a
custom and pointed a warning— ' See what hap-
pened to So-and-so !

'^

Many Mdrchen thus are or may become moral
apologues or a kind of parable. Following the

savage beast-stories into higher levels of culture,
we find that, as in Buddhism, they have become
actual parables, even '

literal incidents of sacred

history.'^ The Buddhist Jatakas (lit. previous
births of Buddha, but also stories about these)
compose a sacred volume in which earlier Indian
beast-stories have become moral tales of incidents
inBuddha's previous existences—e.g., as an animal.^
These parabolic stories became so real to his
followers that relics of these beast-existences sur-
vive. Other great collections of similar moral
apologues, unconnected, however, with a theory of

rebirth, are found in Indian collections—e.g., that
of the Panchatantra * — or in other Oriental
or Arabic groups. In Europe similar collections
are those of the Greek yEsop and the Roman
Pha^drus, and in later times the medijeval collec-

tions, bestiaries, and beast-epics.
T. Bcnfey traced all such Western tales to Buddhist sources.

Later writers have shown that they might have wandered
westwards from India in pre-Buddhist, perhaps even pre-
historic, days, and there is always a possibility that many
of them sprang from existing European beast-3/((ccAt'». No
question is more debatable than the origin and transmission of

popular tales.

Examples of the moral apologue are found in
Jotham's story of the trees and their king in Jg 9"'*'-

and in Jehoash's story of the thistle and the cedar
(2 K U^).

Strictly speaking, the apologue has for its char-
acters animals or inanimate things acting as if

they were human. Tlie paral)le deals mainiy with
human characters, and the moral or spirituallesson
is drawn from their words or actions. It has thus
in itself a probability in reality which the aiiologue
has not, and the narrative of an actual incident

1 E. S. Hartland, Mythology and Folktales, London, 1900, p. 9 •

MacCulIoch, C/'', p. 225fT.
2 CF, p. 836. 3 Tylor, PC-^ i. 414.
4 The Jatakas have been ed. by V. Fausboll and tr. by T. W.

Rhvs Davids, 7 vols., London, 1877-91 ; see also the ed. by E
B. Cowell, 6 vols., Cambridge, 1895-1907.

s Ed. and tr. into German by T. Benfey, Leipzig, 1859.

might easily become a parable. It Mas natural

enough, however, for both apologue and parable to
be commonly used by peoples fond of illustration,
of ' truth embodied in a tale.' They show the
power of a story, for moral teaching is always of
more effect when thus illustrated, as preachers,
ancient and modern, know well. Herodotus
(i. 141) describes how Cyrus told the parabolic story
of the piper and the fish to the suppliant lonians
and ^olians. Buddhism has always been fond of

parables or similes, and many of these were used
by Gautama himself. He taught by parables,

' for
men of good understanding will generally readily
enough catch the meaning of what is taught under
the shape of a parable.'' This is exemplified by
the case of a blind man who denies the existence of

things seen by others. The physician traces his
blindness to former sinful actions, and, when he
heals the man, the latter admits his mistake but
learns that he is far from being wise. This illus-

trates spiritual blindness regarding the true law.
The effect of Buddha's preaching is depicted by a
variety of parabolic similes; e.g., the falling of
rotten-stalked fruits when a tree is shaken, while
those full of sap and strongly attached remain
fixed, illustrates the wrong or right reception of
the law. 2 The Buddhist life is parabolically de-
scribed. As an acrobat clears the ground before
he shows his tricks, so good conduct is the basis of
all good qualities.^ Karma is illustrated by the

parable of various seeds producing all sorts of
fruits. •» A parable resembling that of the Sower is

found in the Safnyutta Nikaya (xlii. 7). Generally
Buddhist parables draw their lessons from inci-

dents of agricultural life, from the life of kings, or
from the stories of animals or plants.
An interesting parable is that of the king who rewarded his

warriors in various ways, at last giving to the most deserving
his crown jewel. So Buddha rewards those who struggle for

him, keeping the gift of omniscience to the last.5

Buddha's discijjles are said to have gained his

forgiveness by quoting to him the parables which
he himself had taught.®
Some have traced the source of Christ's parabolic teaching

to the Buddhist use of parables, 7 but, in view of the fact that
parables might arise anywhere and already existed on Jewish
soil, while the alleged resemblances, eveii in the case of the
Parable of the Sower, are never too close, this is unlikely.

Taoist teachers also made use of parables or

parabolic stories. Kwang-tze represents the opposi-
tion between Taoism and knowledge by the story
of the rulers of the southern and northern oceans
who wished to reward the ruler of chaos by equip-
ping him with an equal number of orifices to those
of man, since he possessed but one. The result
was his death and passing away. So the nameless
simplicity of the Tao passes away before know-
ledge. Other instances are found here and there
in Taoist writings.** Confucius also used parables,
and is said to have illustrated the idea that where
the will is not diverted from its object the spirit is

concentrated by the story of a hunchback catching-
cicadas by means of intense application."

Several parables occur in the Quran, where it is

said that ' God strikes out parables for men that

haply they may be mindful.'''^' Some of these,
however, are more of the nature of similes.

Somewhat nearer the true parable, though in an
inverted sense, is the teaching that those who
expend wealth in God's way are like a grain which
produces seven ears, in each of which are a hundred

1 Saddhartna Pwuiarlka, v. 44.
- Quextionsof Kiwj Milimla, iv. 7fT.
a Ih. ii. 1. 9. * lb. iii. 4. If.
5 Saddharma Piirtijarika, xiii. 44. * Milinda, iv. 4. 40.
7 E. llavet, Le Christ ianisme et ses origine.s, 4 vols., Paris,

1S72-84, iv. 53 f. ; R. Seydel, Das Knangeliuin von .fesu in
scinen Verhdltnissen zu' Buddha-Sage und Buddha-Lchre,
Leipzig, 1882, p. 223 «.

8 SUE xxxix. [1891] 30. » lb. xl. [1891] 14.
10 qnr'an, xiv. 30, 46 ; cf. xiii. 16.
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grains. Those who expend it, craving the good-
will of God becau.se of their generosity, are like a

hill garden on which heavy sliowers fall .'h) tliat it

brings forth twofold.
'

If no shower falls, the dew doth, and God on what ye do
doth look.' 1

See also the preceding art. and art. FiCTlOM.

LiTKRATiRR.—Besitics the works mentioned in the article see

W. A. Clouston, Pi'ptilar Tales and Fictions : their Mi(jratious
awl Traiui/onnatinns, 2 vols., Edinburjfh, 1SS7 ; G. A. van den
Bergfh van Eysinga, Indi»che Einjiustte axij evanijelische

ErzaMun'jen'i, Gottiiijren, 1909 ; P. Fiebig, Altjiidigche Gleich-

niige und die GUiclmiiixe Jesxi, Tiibinpen, 1904 ; SBEl., Index
vol. (1910], s.v.

'
Parable.' J. A. MacCULLOCH.

PARADISE.—See Blkst, Abode of thk.

PARADOX.—Analysis of the connotation of

this term brings us into contact with some of the
main conditions affecting human beliefs—ethical,

religious, and scientilic. A paradox is a statement
or proposition which on the face of it is (a) appa-
rent Ij' self-contradictory, or (i)apparently incredible
or absurd, or at least marvellous, because contrary
to common sense in some wider or narrower sense,
or (especially) because contrary to '

generally
received belief on the subject in question. In all

these usages the implication is not necessarilj^
that the 'paradoxical' proposition is true— 'true

though it sounds false' (J. K. Seeley, Introd. to

Political Science, London, 1896, p. 3)
—but that the

proposition is not necessarily false because of its
'

paradoxical
'

character. Many times in the his-

torj* of human thought a bold and happy paradox
has been able to overthrow an old and accredited
but erroneous belief, and in the course of time has
become a universally accepted truth— ' sometime a

paradox, but now the time gives it proof (Hamlet,
III. i. 1 15). In this sense Hobbes deiined a paradox
as ' an opinion not yet generally received.' -

As a rhetorical figure, a paradox is a device for

illuminating as with a sudden flash a neglected
a.spect of the subject or for clinching an argument
with a memorable phrase. Some of the most in-

structive examples in literature occur in the NT ;^

it is sufficient to refer to Mt 5"^ 10^^ 18«, Jn 12=^
2 Co 6"- '". On the other hand, ethical and sjiiritual

principles may become paradoxes of perpetual fresh-

ness because, while admitted as theoretically or

ideally valid, they are never acted upon.
(a) A paradox, as an apparent self-contradiction, may have

almost any decree of siffniflcance and value, from a mere state-
ment of antithetical or conflicting qualities conjoined in the
same instance up to a statement Involving one or more of the
ultimate ' antinomies '

of human thought. At the former extreme
stands such a merely suggestive statement as that of Leslie

Stephen,
' While no man sets a higher value on truthfulness . . .

than Johnson, no man could care less for the foundations of

speculative truth
'

(Uist. of English Thought in the Eighteenth
Century^, London, 1881, ii. 375), or that of J. S. Mill,

' The con-
scious ability to do without happiness gives the best prospect
of realising such happiness as is attainable' (t/'«i;7itorian!'.smi2^

London, 1895, p. 23). At the other extreme we find that in

certain ultimate problems we may have an apparent logical
contradiction between two accepted principles or between con-
clusions drawn rightly from premisses which have equal claim
to objective validity.'* The solution of such an antinomy, if

solution is possible, consists in the discovery of a still more fun-
damental principle embracing and harmonizing the truths
involved in the original antithetical propositions, which there-
fore are shown to have been one-sided and partial statements
(cf. art. MbanX The solution of the Kantian antinomies consists
in showing that they are due to the tendency to view as abso-
lutely true of things-in-themselves principles which apply only
to phenomena.*

(6) By
'

generally received belief
' we mean the body of belief

on a given subject held in a particular country or a particular
age, or even by most men, always and everywhere. A. de
Morgan (^1 Budget of Paradoxes, London, 1872, p. 4 IT.) observes

1 Qur'an, ii. 263ff.
2 Libert]/, Necessity, and Chance (English Works, ed. W.

Molesworth London, 1830-45, v. 304).
3 Cf. DCG ii. 319, art.

'
Paradox.'

4 Cf. J. M. Baldwin, DPhP-, art.
'

Antinomy.'
s Cf. Kant, Critiqiie of Pure Reason,

'

Transcendental Dia-
lectic,' bk. ii. ch. 2

; E. Caird, The Critical Philosophy of Kant,
Glasgow, 1889, ii. 40 fT.

that in every age of the world there has been an established
system opposed from time to time by isolated and dis.sentient
reformers. The established system has sometimes fallen slowly
and gradually ; it has been either upset by the rising influence
of some one man or sapped by gradual change of opinion in the
many. It must be admitted, however, as R. Whately (A'/ic/oric',

London, 1846, pt. i. ch. iii. § 2) pointed out, that the fact of an
opinion being

'

jjenerally received' implies a pre-occupation of
the ground which must hold good until sufficient reason is

adduced against it. To this extent there is a presumption against
anything 'paradoxical.' The burden of proof lies with him who
maintains it; an unsupported paradox can claim no attention.
'
If a paradox is false, it should be censured on that ground,

not for being new ; if true, it is the more important for being a
truth not generally admitted '(ib. p. 115). The history of science
is partly the history of paradoxes becoming commonplaces—e.g.,
the motion of the earth, the possibility of the antijK)des, the
pressure of the atmosphere (as against the dogma, 'Nature
abhors a vacuum '), the circulation of the blood, the facts of hyi-
notism, the electrical phenomena produced by Galvani's experi-
ments. Contemporary science is enlarging indefinitely its

conception of natural possibility ; and hitherto unsuspected and
unknown phenomena have emerged in regions of reality which
might have been supposed exhaustively explored—e.g., the
constituent gases of the atmosphere. Hence extreme (-aution is

needed in deciding whether an alleged phenomenon hitherto
unknown is possible or not. We have then 'paradoxes' vvhic".),

notwithstanding their opposition to prevalent opinions, or even
because of that opposition, express truths more or less import-
ant. But we have also paradoxical opinions, false or at least

doubtful, imagined by their advocates in order to separate them-
selves from the rest of men, through vanity, ignorance, or a

spirit of contradiction. Many of the '

paradoxes
'

put forward
in the history of mathematics, pure and applied, and discussed

by de Morgan (op. cit.), are of the latter kind.

Philosophers have for long disowned the author-

ity of popular beliefs, even wlien wearing the im-

posing name of common sense. The signihcance
of Plato's allegory of the cave^ has a perpetual
relevance from the point of view of speculative
reason ; the ideals which seem, at the best, unreal
are the fundamental realities; and the ' hard facts,'
lohen nothing else is seen, are of the nature of illu-

sion. The source of the paradoxical character
which speculative pliilosopiiy pre.sents has it;>

origin, in part, in the o])position between unity
and multiplicity. Rea.son as])ires to unity, and
seeks to unify the obvious multiplicity and variety
of the facts of experience, which none the less

persist in their mutual diHerences and oppositions.
The satisfaction of this speculative impulse requires
more than anal5'sis of the given facts ; it requires
their co-ordination under a type of higher unity
given by pure reason. Involveil in this is another
source of paradox both in philosophical and in

religious thought. For finite thinkers the inter-

f)retation

of experience, and its rational unitication,
ead in certain cases to antinomies (see above) due
to the conflict of partial truths whose reconciling

principle is not yet discerned. Those who embrace
both sides of the apparent contradiction are some-
times nearer the whole truth than those who
sacrifice comprehensiveness to a one-sided consis-

tency.
Truth may be—perhaps even in the end must be—paradoxical ; but not every paradox is true. A

healthy intellect may welcome and defend a para-
dox, not because it is contrary to current opinion,
but because in spite of that it reveals an aspect
of truth.
LiTERATURB.—See references given in the course of the article.

S. H. Mellone.
PARAGUAY.—The Indians of Paraguay are of

heterogeneous stock, by far the most important ele-

ment being the Guarani tribes of the Tupi-Guarani
family. Most of these tribes have long been nom-

inally Christianized, and it is only by research
into the customs of the more remote peoples of

the Chaco region, such as the Lengua, that any
information can be gleaned regarding aboriginal
religion. An important addition to our knowledg-e
of the customs of the Indian tribes in times past is

Dobrizhotter's Account of the Abipones, which was
written in Latin in 1784 and translated into English
by a daughter of Samuel Taylor Coleridge in 1822.

1 Rep. 515-517.
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Since then contributions regarding native religion
have been scanty.

1. Cosmogony. — The Guarani anciently held
that in the l)ej,aiiiiinjj; all nations Avere separately
created 'just as they are now' and distributed in

their present territories. When all other peoples
had been formed, it occurred to the creator to

make a Guarani man and woman, and, as he had

already j,dven away all the earth to the other

nations, lie ordered the carcarrt bird to tell them
that for his part he was sorrj- that he had no more
land to distribute, and comnuuided that the Guar-
ani should always wander through the territory of
other nations, killing all adult men, and adopting
the women and children to augment tlieir numljer.
The Lengua of the Chaco believe that the creator
is symbolized by a beetle which lirst made the
material universe and then sent out from its hole
in the earth a race of powerful supernatural Ijeings
who for a time ruled the universe. Afterwards lie

formed man and woman, who were sent into the
world joined together like the Siamese twins.
These were persecuted by their powerful predeces-
sors, and apjjealed to the creative beetle to free
them from their tyranny. He separated them
and gave them power to propagate their species so
that they might become numerous enough to with-
stand their enemies. The supernatural beings
shortly afterwards became disembodied and consti-

tute the race of spirits which torments mankind.
After granting the request of the first progenitors
of the race, the creative insect withdrew and left

them to their own devices. It is remarkable that
the Lengua Indians (who are cognate with the

Guarani) should regard the beetle as the creative

agency, as did the Egyptians, who employed it as
the symbol of Ra, the creative god. The fact that
this insect dwells in the earth and throws up ex-
coriations of soil may account for the Paraguayan
myth. The Lengua draw figures of the beetle on
their gourds, as well as those of the kilyiJchama,
or evil agencies, of whom they live in constant
fear.

2. The hereafter.—The Lengua Indians regard
the soul as immortal. To them the hereafter

(pischischi) is merely a shadowy extension of this

life—a continuation of the present in a disembodied

condition, which they consider will be dull and
featureless. But they also believe that physical
pain as well as physical pleasure will be absent from
it. The shade of the departed (aphangak) closely
resembles the man while alive. The clan and
tribal life continue after death. On awaking to

post-mortem conditions, the soul is dumbfounded,
and for a month or so wanders about its village,
until the funeral feast is held, after which it passes
to the realms of the dead. As among other

savages, the personal belongings and even the
animals of the deceased are destroyed at his death,
in order that they may prove useful to him in the
after life. Certain of the Lengua Indians—and
those the more intelligent

—believe that the souls

of the departed pass over in a north-westerly direc-

tion to what they term 'the cities of the dead.'
Those cities are described as of large size with
brick-built houses and regular streets. W. Bar-
brooke Grubb thinks that this points to an ancient
Peruvian Incan connexion. Other Indians seem
to hold the view that the dead inhabit a subter-
ranean country—a view usually associated with or

evolved from ideas connected with the custom of

interment.

3. The kilyikhama.—There are various classes

of kilyikhama, or evil spirits. There is a white

kilyikhainn who is supposed to be seen sailing over
the waters of the river Chaco, and who is, perhaps,
the most malignant of all. To protect themselves

against him, the Indians wear a special head-dress

made of the feathers of a rare bird. A thieving

spirit is regarded with some contempt. Hunting
and agricultural kilyikhamas naturally exist and
must be placated. Perhaps the most terrific form
is that met with in forests, of a gigantic height
and giiastly leanness, and with ej'eballs flaming
like firebrands. To meet him is supposed to

herald instant death. The great desire of a kilyi-

khama, according to the natives, is to obtain posses-
sion of a iiuman ix>dy into which he can materialize.
For a further account of Guarani beliefs see art.

Brazil.
LiTKRATURK.—M. DobrizhofFcr, Account of the Abipones, an

Equestrian People of /'ara'jnay, tr. Sara Coleridge, 3 vols.,

London, 1S22 ; W. B. Grubb, Among the Indians of the Para-
guayan Chaco, do. 1904, An Unknown People in an Unknoicn
Land, do. 1913. LEWIS SpEN'CE.

PARASITISM.—When an organism lives in

or on another of a difi'erent kind, derives its sub-

.sistence from the living mate/ial, digested food,

secretions, or other products of its host, is inex-

tricably bound up with its host or hosts in the
continuance of its life, and is rather injurious than
beneficial in its intluence, we call it a jjarasite.
Parasitism is a relation of dependence—ulways
nutritive, often more—between the parasite and
the host, but the inter-relation takes so many
forms that absolutely precise definition is impos-
sible, and it is not easy to separate off" parasitism
from other vital associations. A living creature

habitually growing on a plant is called an epiphyte ;

it is not a parasite unless it gets its food in whole
or in part from its bearer, as dodder and mistletoe
do. A living creature growing on an animal is

called epizoic, like a barnacle on a whale ; it is not
a parasite unless it gets its food in whole or in part
from its bearer, as is the case with many

'
fish-

lice
'

that are borne aboxit by fishes. Symbiosis is

a mutually beneficial internal partnership between
two organisms of different kinds, such as is illus-

trated by the unicellular Algai which live within

Radiolarians, some polyps, and a few worms.
Commensalism is a mutually beneficial external

partnership between two organisms of dilierent

kinds, such as is illustrated by some hermit-crabs
which are always accompanied by sea-anemones.
As parasites are occasionally of some use to their

hosts, the difficulty of rigidly separating parasitism
from symbiosis and commensalism is obvious. The
unborn mammalian offspring within the womb of

the mother is sometimes spoken of as though it

were a parasite, but this is an unfortunate usage.

Apart from the fact that the concept of parasitism
is clearer when it is not applied to creatures of

the same flesh and blood, it is the normal function
of the mother to nourish and foster her unborn off-

spring ;
she is adapted to it as no host ever is to

its parasite ; and, though the ofi'spring is often a

severe drain on the mother, there is good reason
to believe that the benefit is not altogether one-
sided.

It is not the purpose of this article to enter into

a general discussion of parasitism, but rather to

suggest how it may be seen in its proper perspec-
tive in our outlook on animate nature. Pirst of

all, however, a number of general facts must be

briefly stated.

(1) Most animals and most of the higher plants
have their parasites, but some types, such as

omnivorous animals, are much more abundantly
parasitized than others. The dog has over forty

parasites, and both man and the pig have more.
One of the European oaks harbours no fewer than

ninety-nine ditterent kinds of gall-flies. In many
cases the association of parasite and ho.st is very

specific, that is to .say, many a parasite is known
to occur in onlj' one definite kind of host, and

many hosts are unsusceptible to parasites not very
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different from tliose wliitfi tliey liarbour. There

are, fiowever, !<ome verj- cosmopolitan parasites
that oicur in many hosts.

(2) While tlie number of ilifferent kinds of para-
sites is enormous, there are evidently some types
of orjraiiization which are not compatible with a

pariusitic mode of life. Thus among backboned
iiniinals the only parasites are the ha^s(Myxinoids),
anil tliey are not thoroughgoing. There are very
few panusitic Molluscs or Ccelenterates, and there
are no

parasitic
Echinoderms. Similarlj', in the

vegetable kingdom the great majority of jiarasites
are members of the class of Fungi and relatively
few are Howering plants.

(3) Tliere are many grades of parasites, from

superlicial ectoparasites, wiiicli often retain great
activity, to intimate endoparasites, wliich some-
times become almost part of tlieir host. There are

partial para-sites, which retain independence dur-

ing a portion of their life, and total parasites,
which pass from host to host and are never
free.

(4) Corresponding to the degi'ee of the parasitism
is the degeneration of the parasite, which is some-
times witnessed in the individual lifetime—e.g., in

many crustaceans where the young stages are free-

living—and is sometimes inferred by comparing the

parasite with related types. The retrogression
affects especially the nervous, sensory, muscular,
and alimentary systems. The reproductive system
is often highly developed, and the multiplication
very prolilic, which may be associated with the
fact that the parasite is often living without much
e.vertion, with abundance of stimulating food at
its disposal, and also with the fact tliat the chances
of death are often enormous. The life-histories
are frequently intricate and full of risks, and those

types which varied in the direction of prolific re-

production have survived. In a number of cases,
such as the liver-fluke and some tapeworms, there
is self-fertilization, or autogamy, which is of very
rare occurrence among animals.

(5) Thoroughgoing parasites are often very effec-

tively adajjted to the conditions of their life.

Thus a tapeworm in the intestine of its host ab-
sorbs food by the whole surface of its body ; it has
muscular adhesive suckers and sometimes attaching
hooks ; it can thrive with a mininmni of oxygen ;

it has a mysterious 'anti-body
' which preserves it

from being digested by its host; and it is exceed-

ingly proliHc.
(6) Tlie ettect of the parasite on the host is of

course very varied. It may be quite trivial or even
slightly beneficial ; it may mean the disablement
and death of the host. Some parasitic worms give
off toxic substances and some give rise to serious
disturban(re by straying from their usual habitat—
<'-.'7> l>y getting into the vermiform appendix. Of
an unusual type is the life-history of the sturdy-
worm of the sheep, which develops in the brain
and spinal cord ; and still more remarkable are
those

parasitic crustaceans, such as Sacculina,
which infest crabs and destroy the reproductive
organs. Tlie constitution of the castrated male
crab is profoundly changed towards the female
type, a small ovary may develop, the shape of the
abdomen

approximates to that of the female, and
tlie protruding parasite is actually guarded by its

bearer as if it were a bunch of eggs. In general it

may be said that, unless the host be weakly and
the parasites become very numerous, the effect of
the parasite upon tlie host is relatively unimpor-
tant, partly because of tlie defensive adaptability
of the living organism, and partly because very
aggressive parasites have probably eliminated
themselves from time to time by killing their

hosts, which it is not the parasites' interest to do.

Occasionally there are striking structural reactions

of the host in response to the stimulus of the para-
sites. Thus galls grow round about many parasites
and sometimes restrict their injuriousness, and
some kinds of pearls of fine quality are deposited
in various bivalve molluscs around the larvae of

parasitic flukes and tapeworms.
(7) We are inclined to jilace by themselves cases

like vinilent bacteria (e.g., the plague bacillus)
and virulent Protozoa (e.g., the trypanosome of

sleeping-sickness), which are rapidly fatal when
transferred to a new kind of host, such as man,
which has no constitutional defences against them.
These microbes are not in any special way adapted
to parasitic life ; they might as well be called pre-

datory. Similarly, it does not seem to us that

parasitism is well illustrated by cases like that of
the ichneumon-larva' which destroy so many cater-

pillars. The larva^ develop from eggs which the
mother ichneumon-fly has laid in the caterpillar ;

they feed on the tissues of the caterpillar and
pass into a new phase of life after they have killed

their host. It does not seem to matter much
whether a caterpillar is devoured from the inside or
from the outside, and the ichneumon-larvae are as
much beasts of prey as parasites. In any case,
sucii instances illustrate the difficulty already re-

ferred to of defining ott' parasitism in a hard and
fast way from some of the other vital inter-organ-
ismal associations. Massart and Vandervelde, in

their essay on Parasitism, Organic and Social,
have distinguished nutritive, exploitary or pre-

datory, and mimetic parasitism, and this exceed-

ingly Avide conception of the inter-relation has
enabled them to suggest a series of very interest-

ing parallels between parasitism in the realm of

organisms and in human society. The ideal Ls

plainly the replacement of parasitism by sym-
biosis.

The number of parasites is legion, and parasitism,
though not usually obtrusive, is a common fact of

life. To many^ninds it seems an ugly blot on the
fine script of nature, and its repulsiveness must be
considered. To begin with, we must see parasit-
ism in its most general setting.

(a) In many cases, probably, it is initiated as
one of the responses which living creatures make
to environing limitations and difficulties. Indi-

vidual organisms hard beset may try to survive
within a larger organism which has swallowed

them, or may discover in their searchings what is

to them simply a new world—inside or upon the
surface of another organism. When a parasitic

relationship has been thoroughly established, it is

no longer part of the struggle for existence, but
the endeavours which led to its being initiated

and perfected were ; and, though the parasitism
may be spoken of as an evasion of the struggle for

existence, it cannot be separated ott" from any
other condition of safety and abundance which

organisms may secure.

(b) We have already referred to the difficulty of

drawing a dividing line between some parasites
and some symbions, and parasitism must be looked

upon as an expression of the wide-spread tendency
in animate nature to establish inter-relations

between organisms, to link lives together, to weave
a web of life. It may sometimes be repulsive, but
it is to be seen as part of a complex systematization
or correlation that has been evolved in the course
of ages and is of great importance in the process of

natural selection.

(f) A third general fact is that parasites often

play a part as eliminative agents, and may work
towards conservation as well as wastefully. When
a jiarasite enters or attacks a new kind of host—
neither being in any way accustomed to the other
—one of three things may happen : the parasite

may die, being, for instance, digested, as often
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happens with small nematode worms which are
swallowed by man in carelessly prepared or

imperfectly cooked food ; or the liost may die,

having no adaptive resistance to the intruder,
as is very likely to happen when man is infected

by the trypanosome of sleeping-sickness and is

ont of reach of medical aid ; or the parasite and
the host may establish a viable inter-relation.

On the one hand, there is often wasteful elimina-
tion of newcomers who come within the range
of a parasite which does not do much harm to its

wonted hosts, as when horses and cattle enter the
tsetse fly belt in Africa and are killed oli' by the

disease called 'nagana,' or when an old population
of men or animals has introduced into its midst a

parasite to which they are physiologically non-
resistant : witness the dire eil'ects of the introduc-

tion of some microbic diseases, such as syphilis,

among uncivilized peoples. On the other hand,
para.sites exert anotner kind of eliminating influ-

ence which is apt to be overlooked, namely that

they often kill off weakly individuals among their

wonted hosts. It must be clearly understood that
in an enormous number of cases the parasites do
not greatly prejudice their hosts—a modus vivendi
has been established. The thousands of nematode
worms in the food-canal of many a healthy grouse
seem to be unimportant. But, if the host be of a

weakly constitution or enfeebled by lack of food,
the parasites hitherto trivial may get the upper
hand and bring about the death of the host. In
some cases, we submit, this sifting will tend
to conserve racial health. Thus grouse-disease
may be the nemesis of an antecedent toleration

of weakly birds. Similarly it should be noticed
that an exaggerated parasitic infestation not in-

frequently occurring on or in organisms of which
man has taken charge may be due to the removal
of the cultivated plants or domesticated animals
from localities where their parasites find some
natural check, or may be the result of over-

feeding, over-crowding, and the like. Thus, to

give one example, a scale insect of trees may be
rare in natural conditions and very common
under cultivation, the close setting of the trees

favouring its increase. But this is man's afl'air,

not nature's.

Certain less important considerations may be

briefly stated.

(d) Some parasites are in part beneficial, and

approximate to symbions. Thus there are beauti-

ful infusorians in the stomach of herbivores like

horse and cow, which seem to help in the breaking
down of the food. Many external parasites assist

in keeping the surface of the body clean.

(e) In not a few cases—e.g., among crustaceans—
the parasitism is connected with the continuance of

the race, for it is confined to the mother-animals,
the males and young females being free-living.

(/) While many parasites exhibit degeneration
and simply lie or float in the food afforded by the

host, there are many others, such as trypanosomes
in the blood, which live an exceedingly active life,

exerting themselves as much as many a free-living
creature. Moreover, the frequently passive adult

stage may be preceded by a very energetic free-

living juvenile stage.

ig) The moral and aesthetic repulsion to a para-
sitic mode of life is in part justified by the fact

that the parasite may cease to do anything for

itself, may become a passively absorbent mass of

tissue, may lose by degeneration all that makes
life worth living (nervous, sensory, and muscular
functions), and may become positively ugly. But
it should be remembered that there is reason to be

repelled by the extremes in other modes of life—
e.g., by animals which kill much more than they
can eat ; that p<arasites are not always sluggish or

degenerate ; and that their host is not to them
what it is to us, but must often be simply a vast

moving territory which admits of convenient

exploitation.
LiTEKATi'RE.—J. Massart and E. Vandervelde, Paraiiitism,

Onjanic and Social, En^. tr., London, 1895
;

P. J. van
Beneden, Animal Parasites arid Messmates'^, Eng. tr., do.

1870; R. Leuckart, Parasites of Man, Enjj. tr., Edinburgh,
ISSO

;
M. Braun, Animal Parasites of Man, Eng. tr., London,

lOUfi
;
M. Braun and M. Luhe, Handbook of Practical Para-

sitoloqy, Eng. tr. ,
do. lUlO

;
E. Brumpt, Precis de parasi-

tolofjte, Paris, 1910 ; J. Arthur Thomson, The M'ojider of Life,
London, 1914. ,J. Al;THUK ThoM.SON.

PARASNATH.—Parasnfith is the name of a
hill and sacred place of Jain pilgrimage, situated
in the Hazaribagh District of Chota Nagpur in the

province of Bihar and Orissa ; lat. 23° 58' N. ;

long. 86° 8' E. The mountain consists of a central

narrow ridge, with many rocky peaks, irregular in

shape, but assuming the general conliguration of a

crescent, rising abruptly to the height of 44SU feet.

It is one of the .sacred places U'lrlha) of the Jains,
known to them as Sameta Sikhara, 'conjoined
peak,' and ranking with their otlier sacred places,

Satrunjaya, Girnar, Chandrapuri, and Pawa. Here

twenty of the Jinas are said to have attained nir-

vana. It takes its name from Parsvanatlia, the
23rd t'lrthaknra, and was doubtless, according to

the custom of the Jains, selected by them as one of

their holy places on account of its isolated situation,
which commended itself to the retiring habits of

the sect, and the beauty of the scenery.
When we ascend about three miles from Madhu-

ban, a sudden turn in the road brings the Jain

temples into view.
' Seen from this point, three tiers of temples rise one above

the other, showing some fifteen shining white domes, each sur-

ijiounted by briglit brass pinnacles, and in the case of the
Svetaml)ara [the white-robed section] temples, by red and
yellow flags. The whole forms a dazzling white mass of

masonry, set against the huge bulk of Parasnath dark in

shadow' (Eisley, in Statistical Account of Bengal, xvi. 219).

There are three important temples, each consist-

ing of an inner and an outer quadrangle, tiie outer
built like a cloister with cells for pilgrims and out-

houses. Over the gate of the inner quadrangle is

a musicians' gallery, where flutes and drums are

played at daybreak, 8 a.m., noon, and sunset.

The rest of the inner enclosure is occupied by
various shrines with foliated domes, containing
images of the t'lrthakaras. On the summit of these
domes the Svetambara sect erect a pole with a
short cross-bar, surmounted by three brass knobs,
and also fly a red or yellow flag to indicate that
Parsvanatha is at home. No such symbol i.s used

by the Digainbara, or '

sky-clad,' section. In recent
times no European has been allowed to enter the

temples ; but a visitor who examined them in 1S27
found the image of Parsvanatha to represent the

saint sitting naked in the attitude of meditation,
his head shielded by the snake which is his special
emblem. The whole mount ain is covered with
other shrines, which the pilgrim, at some risk to

life and limb, must visit. This rite is followed by
adoration at the temple of Parsvanatha. and by
the circuit [pradaksina) of the holy site, involving
a journey of about 30 miles.

LiTER.\TrRE.—H. H. Risley, in Statistical Account ofBenoal,
London, 1877, xvi. 207 ff., in which older authorities are quoted ;

J. D. Hooker, Himalayan Journals, do. 1891, p. 12 ff. ; F. B.

Bradley-Birt, Chota Sagpore, do. 1903, p. 137 (T. ; IGl \i\. 409.

W. Ckooke.
PARDON.—See Forgiveness.

PARENTS.— See Children, Abandonment,
Old Age. Family.

PARIAH.—Pariah, ]>roperly Paraiyan, is the

name of a l«>w caste in 8. India which has obtained

some celebrity owing to its being considered typical
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of the depressed castes in India. The mistaken
use of the term 'Pariah' as heing applicable to

the whole Ixxly of the lowest castes, or even to

out-castes, became geiierallj- known in Europe
through P. Soiinerat's Voi/age (Paris, 17S2), G. T. F.

Kaynal's Hist. </« etablissentens et du commerce des

Exirop^ens dans les deux Indes (Geneva, 1780), and
other French works of the last quarter of the 18th

century. The natives of India never designate
the low castes of other i)arts of the countrj' as

Pariahs, nor are the Paraiyans of the present day
in Madnvs regarded as tlie lowest of the low. They
constitute the great agiicultural labourer caste of

the Tamil countiy, tlieir number amounting to

2,448,21)5, according to the last census (1911) ; and

they are not lacking in natural intelligence, as is

shown by the fact that most of the domestic
servants of Euroi)eans in the Madras Presidency
are recruited from tliis caste. It is from their

coming into contact with Europeans more habitu-

ally than any similar caste that the name Pariah
has l)een held to apidy to low castes in general ;

but there are several castes in the Tamil country
lower than Pariahs—e.g., the caste of shoemakers.

Moreover, all traditions represent the Pariahs or

Paraiyans as a caste which has come down in the

world, and tliey have retained some old privileges.
Thus the lower village offices are, in the majority
of Madriis villages, held by persons of the Paraiyan
caste. At the annual festival of the goddess of

the Black Town of Madras a Paraiyan is chosen
to represent tiie bridegroom of the goddess. The
Paraiyans seem to be of Dravidian origin, and
their name is derived (according to R. Caldwell,
..4 Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Lan-
guages-, London, 1895) from the Tamil woxA parai,
' a drum,' the Paraiyans being the class which
furnishes the drummers, esnecially at festivals.

Paraiyans burj' their dead ; tiiey do not burn them
like most other Hindus.

In the times of native riile in S. India the
Pariahs used to be treated with gieat harshness.
J. A. Dubois (in India from 1792 to 1823) ob-

serves that the Pariahs 'are looked upon as slaves

by other castes. . . . Hardly anywhere are they
allowed to cultivate the .soil for their own benefit,
but are obliged to hire themselves out to the other

castes, who in return for a minimum wage exact
the hardest tasks from them. Furthermore, their

masters may beat them at pleasure. . . . They
live in hopeless poverty, and the greater number
lack sufficient means to procure even the coarsest

clothing. They go about almost naked, or at best
clothed in the most hideous rags. . . . The con-

tempt and aversion with which the other castes—
and particularly the Brahmins—regard these un-
fortunate people are carried to such an excess tliat

in many places their presence, or even their foot-

prints, are considered sufficient to defile the whole
neighbourhood. They are forbidden to cross a
street in which Brahmins are living. . . . Any one
who has been touched, whetlier inadvertently or

purposely, by a Pariah is defiled by that single
act, and may hold no communication with any
person whatsoever until he has been purified by
bathing. ... It would be contamination to eat
with any members of this class ; to touch food

jirejiared by them, or even to drink water which
they have drawn ; to use an earthen vessel which

they have held in their hands ; to set foot inside
one of their houses, or to allow them to enter
houses other than their own' (Hindu Manners,
Customs, and Ceremonies^, pp. 49-51). Though
the use of the name Pariah is confined to the Tamil
country in S. India, the depressed castes whose touch
causes pollution are, no doubt, a highly character-
istic feature of the caste .system all over India.
Thus in Kashmir the Meghs, Doms, and other low

castes are still compelled as of old to reside out of
the village. They have wells of their own, and must
make a sign when they happen to meet Hindus of

high caste, or entirely shun their presence. In the
N.W. Provinces a number of castes, such as the

Dhobi, or washerman caste, the Kangrez, or dyer
caste, and the Kaysaz, or painter caste, are con-
sidered untouchable— i.e., if a member of one of
the castes included in this group touches a man of

high caste, the latter is boftnti to wash himself.
The depre.s.sed races of Gujarat used to wear a
horn as their distinguishing mark. In the ancient
caste system of Manu the most degraded out-castes
were men called Chandalas. They were not
allowed to live in villages and towns or to have
any fixed abode. They could possess no other
wealth than dogs and donkeys, tlie two most de-

spicable animals, and had to eat their food from
broken dishes, and to wear the garments of the
dead. Their transactions had to be among them-
selves only, and their marriages with their equals.
The execution of criminals was a.s.signed to them
as their special function, and they were to be dis-

tinguished by marks at the king's command,
such as branding on the forehead, so as to be

recognizable from a distance. At the present day
the name Chandal is throughout India used only
in abu.se, and is not acknowledged by any caste as
its peculiar designation. There exists, however,
in Eastern Bengal a non-Aryan caste, engaged for

the most part in boating and cultivation, who are

generally called Chandals. At village festivals

the Chandal is obliged to put off his slices before
he sits down in the assembly, and the ordinary
washermen and barbers decline to serve him.
The f^udras, the serfs of Indian antiquity, were
also a depressed race, of alien origin probably, and
are still excluded from the privilege of wearing the
sacred thread of the higher castes ; but they were
at least allowed to enter the outer circles of the

Aryan system, and include many highly respectable
castes nowadays.

LiTBRATURE.—H. Yulc and A. C. Bumell, Hobion-Jobson,
ed. \Y. Crooke, London, 1903, Censtis of India, 1911, Madras
Report, fN.W. Provinces Report, and General Report ; J. A.
Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs, and Ceremonies^, tr. H. K.

Beauchamp, Oxford, 1906; H. H.
Risley,

The Tribes and
Castes of Bengal, 2 vols., Calcutta, 1891 ;

The Laws nf Manu,
tr. G. Biihler, in SBE xxv. [1886]. J. JoLLY.

PAROUSIA.—Parousia is the transliteration of

a Greek noun {irapowla) which has become a techni-

cal term in Christian eschatology (EEE v. 383")
for the second coming or the return of Jesus
Ciirist. The Greek word meant both ' arrival

' and

'presence,' and in the papyri it denotes especially
the visit of an official or a monarch.' In neither
sense does it occur in the Greek Bible as a religious
term ; even the later Jewish writings hardly ever
use it of God or of Messiah, preferring iinaKo-n-f)

when they had occasion to speak of the Second

Coming for judgment. The primitive Christians
avoided itvKXKoirr).- It occurs as a later variant in

the eschatological text of 1 P 5^ (the allusion in

1 P 2'^ is probably not eschatological), but wapova-La
was the favourite term for the reappearance of

Christ at the end. Paul uses it once (2 Th 2»)

even of tlie appearance of Christ's supernatural
rival—so fixed liad the eschatological sense of the
word become (cf. the epistle of the churches of

Lyons and Vienne [Eus. HE v. 1. 5]). Yet it is

absent from the pages of the most eschatological
book in the NT, the Apocalypse of John, and it

1 Cf. G. Milligan, St. Paul's Epistles to the Thessaloniatis,

London, 1908, pp. 145-148.
2 As a rule. There were exceptions, however ; Polykrates

(Eus. HE V. 24), e.g., writes that Melito of Sardis lies 'waiting
for the visitation from heaven '

(T'r\v airh ru>v ovpavOiv iiriaKOTr/jv),

possibly with a slight play on the term tiriVicoTro^. He has just
used n-apovo-t'o in the same eschatological sense.
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appears within the Gospels only in Matthews ver-

sion of the small apocalypse (Mt 24'- -''• 37.
aaj^ where

it denotes the final catastrophe at the return of the

Son of Man. Paul's employment of it (cf. ERE
V. 386) ai)pears to have popularized it in the Christ-

ian vocaliulary, however. The term IXevai^ never
flourished in this connexion (cf. Iren. i. 10 ; Acta
Thomce, 28) ; wapovcia became more and more the

technical relij^ious word for the Second Coming.
Tiie early Christian use of the Second Coming

difi'ered from the Jewish in two respects : it was

applied to Christ, not to God/ and it was ' second
'

as opposed to tiie
'

first
'

coming at the Incarnation,
whereas for Judaism the '

first' coming meant the
creation of the world. ^ On the lips of the Greek-

speaking Christians in the ))rimitive Church

irapovffia was almost exclusively applied to the
return of Ciirist in glory, in order to complete the
INIessianic work and usher in the Final Judgment.
But by the time of Ignatius (cf. Phil. 9) it was

being used of the first coming
' of the Lord at tlie

Incarnation (cf. Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 5, etc.), and
half a century later Justin Martyr explicitly men-
tions the two Parousias, in the past and in the future

(Dial. 14, 40, 49, Apol. i. 52, etc.). Tiie more

general sense of irapovala, as equivalent to the

presence of God in life, was not forgotten, how-

ever, and the twofold sense of the term from this

point of view may be illustrated from the 2nd

(3rd ?) cent. Epistle to Diognetus (7) :

' He [God] will send him [Christ] in judgment, atid who shall

endure his presence [a reminiscence of Mai 32] ? . . . You see

them [Christians] thrown to the wild beasts, that they may
deny their Lord, and yet not overcome. Do you not see that
the more of them are punished, as many others abound ? This
does not look like human work ; it is God's power, proofs of His

presence.'

Here the eschatological sense of wapovcrla is at once
followed by the usage of the term as an equivalent
for the divine presence ; God's presence is visibly
shown in the heroic endurance of the martyrs, and
the end is to bring a judgment Avhich is Christ's

Trapovaia, or visitation.

The latter conviction was enshrined in the creeds

and confessions, but its influence on life varied.

History shows how the relative position of the

eschatological hope (cf. ERE v. 387 ff.), which
either receded or assumed special prominence from
time to time, helped to accentuate the present or

the future aspect of the divine Parousia in the

theology of the later Church. The influence of the

Fourth Gospel, accelerated by the emphasis upon
the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist or in the

heart of the individual believer, laid stress upon
the conception of the Parousia as the immanent

presence of the divine being ; both the sacra-

mental and the mystical phases of doctrine, which
often combine, forwarded this tendency. On the

other hand, from Montanism {q.v.) onwards (cf.

ERE v. 317 11".), throughout the history of the

Church there has been a succession of more or less

eccentric (cf. ERE i. 177% iii. 781) outbursts of

the eschatological belief in an imminent I'arousia

of Christ, whicli have generally fixed the end
within their own generation,'* arguing as a rule

from Biblical passages (see EsCHATOLOGY, § 15),

literally interpreted.^
1 The unusual expression in 2 P 312 (•j-tji' 7rapou<n'ai' t^s toO

0eov T\fi.€pai) is not an exception.
2 Cf . Slav. En. xxxii. 1, where God says to Adam as he is

expelled from paradise :
' Earth thou art and into the earth

whence I take thee thou shalt o;o, and I will not ruin thee, but
send thee wlience I took thee. Then I can again take thee at

my second coming.'
3 Origen, in de Princip. iv. 6, uses r) 'I>)<roO en-iS^/aia.
4 It used to be thought that mediaival Europe was shaken by

terror at the approach of the year lOOl) a.d., as though the end
of the world were at hand. The so-called evidence for this idea

has been completely disproved (cf. R. Flint, The Philosophy of

History, Edinburgli, 1898, i. 101).
5 In The Ministry of Grace (London, 1901), p. 2, J. Words-

worth declares that one of the delights offered by the study of

An eloquent, daring expression of this faith will be found in

George Gilfillan's peroration to his BardJi of the Bible (3 Edin-

burgh, 1852, p. 336 f.), where he declares that the immediate
advent of Christ, God's Son, is the only hope for the preserva-
tion of the Bible, God's Word. ' We are fast approaching the

position of the Grecians on the plains of Troy. Our enemies
are pressing us hard on the field, or from the Ida of the ideal

philosophy throwing out incessant volleys. There are discus-

sions, distrust, disaffection among ourselves. Our standard
still floats intact, but our standard-bearers are fainting.
Meanwhile our Achilles is retired from us. But just as when
the Grecian distress deepened to its darkest, when Patroclua
the " forerunner " had fallen, when men and gods had driven
them to the very verge of the sea, Achilles knew his time waa
come, started up, sent before him his terrible voice, and his

more terrible eye, and turned straightway the tide of battle ;

80 do we expect that our increasing dangers and multiplying
foes, that the thousand-fold might that seems rushing on us, is

a tolien that aid is coming, and that our Achilles shall
" no more

be silent but speak out," shall lift his "bow, his thunder, his

almighty arm"—"shall take unto him his great power and
reign."'

Tiie term naturally enters even into modern

religious speculations which attempt to reconcile

tlie IJiblical language of the eschatological sections

in the NT with the course of history and the

present situation. These (cf. the literature quoted
in HDBxn. 674-680 ; S. D. F. Salmond, The Christ-

ian Doctrine of Immortal it
1/*, Edinburgh, 1901,

p. 244 f.) either define the Parousia as having
occurred at Pentecost or the fall of Jerusalem or

identify it not with any event in the past or the

future, but with the general dispensation of the
divine presence among men.

Literature.—In addition to the references in the article,
the following studies may be noted : W. P. Lyon, in J. Kitto'a

Cyclopcedia of Biblical Literature^, Edinburgh, ISTO, i. 75-77;
H. T. Grierson, in ExpT x\x. [1907] 105 f. ; F. W. Worsley,
The Apocalypse of Jesus, London, 1912, pp. 142-157; J. Agar
Beet, The Last Things, do. 1913; J. Davidson, The Second

Coming, do. 1913; R. W. B. Moore, The Nearness of our
Lord's Return, do. 1913 ; G. E. Hill, Apocalyptic Problems,
do. 1916. James Moffatt.

PARRICIDE.—See Crimes AND PUNISHMEXT.S,

PARSIISM IN JUDAISM. —The relation

between Parsiism and Judaism has been the

subject of investigation and acute controversy for

at least fifty j'ears. The date of compilation of

the most important Avesta documents is more
uncertain than that assumed by so-called higher
criticism for the documents of the Bible, ^luch

depends upon this aspect of dates ; for, if it can be

shown, as is the conviction of the present writer,
that the Jewish records are much older than the
Avestan or Mazdoean documents, especially those

containing similar practices and beliefs, then there

can be no longer a question of Persian influence on
the Judaism of the Bible, and that of the post-
Biblical period, till long after the final dispersion,
could still be the object of investigation. On
these points scholars are most siiarjily divided.

Yet it is obvious that from the time of Cyrus down
to Alexander, when the Aclu-vmenian kings ruled

over Palestine, nothing positive is known of the

existence of Zoroastrianism and its doctrines and

practices. And, even if that form of Zoroastrianism

had already been evolved wliicli we find in the

time of the Arsacids (Parthians), more is required
than a mere exercise of suzerain distant power so

to influence the faith of the peo])le as to introduce

new conceptions of life and death, a new escliato-

logy, and even new laws of puritj' and defilement

in daily life, especially when one naticm possessed
a sacred book and the otiiers had none as yet.
Such changes are the result of long, intimate

intercourse between the followers of difil-rent

religions, during which sufficient ai>i)reciation has

been gained of the merits of such doctrines as to

allow tiie one religious body access to the inner

Church History is
'

delight in Ihe vision which it o^>ens
to us of

the second coming of the Lord, and of His reign m truth and

peace.'
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sam-tuary of the life of tlie other. Notliing of the

kind lias hapjjened in Palestine. No Persian

followers of Zoroastrianisni lived in compact
masses in Palestine, nor is there any trace of

intimate intercourse between tlie Jewish doctors

and tlie Persian )itabe(h\ The reverse, however,
has happened in i'ersia and Media. Tlie whole
ancient Babylonian empire was honeycombed with
Jewish settlements. They spread from the
northern frontier of Palestine to the northern
frontier of India and possibly beyond, as far as

Cliina. Tliey lived tliere for centuries together,
before and during the Acluvmenian period, down
to the end of the Sasanian period and the Arab
conquest—down to this very da3^ Tlie possibilities
are much greater, therefore, that Jewish influences

which permeiited the inhabitants of these countries
should have contributed to the evolution of the

new faith propounded by Zoroaster. It is errone-
ous to imagine that the Jews did not develop an
intense missionary activity among the nations
witii which they came into contact. The reverse
is the case. They also lived in compact masses and

preserved the knowledge of Hebrew, and still more
of the Aramaic tongue, down to the 10th cent, and
later. The question of the date of the Avesta,
however, has still to be settled. The legend of

the burning by Alexander of the Zoroastrian
sacred books stands in contrast with the fact that
Alexander burned neither the .sacred books of the
Jews and Samaritans nor those of the Tyrians or

the Egyptians. The collection and piecing together
of the old fragments in the time of the Arsacids
may refer to the literary collection of the Guthds
anct the i)ublication of the Avesta by the Magi, the

priests and the exclusive exponents of the new
faith. As Darmesteter has shown in his intro-

duction to the Avesta (SBE i\.- [1895] p. Iviirt".),

undoubted traces of the Pentateuch in form and
contents are to be seen in the Avesta.
Not even after that period (i.e. from the middle

of the 3rd cent, to the destruction of the Temple)
has there been so intimate a convivinm, or even a

political unity, between the Palestinian and the
Parthian kingdoms as to allow for intense influence
of Zoroastrianisni on the Jews of Palestine. The
Jews were separated even more than before from
the kingdom across the Euphrates. They gravi-
tated towards Egypt. The only country in which
Jews were brought into close contact with Zoroas-

trianisni, in a geographical sense, was ancient

Babylon with its teeming Jewish population ; but
it would be a mistake to imagine that tlie Jews of

Babj-lon exercised any appreciable influence upon
the shaping of the Jewish beliefs and practices
which had their centre in Palestine and found

expression in the literature of the time. The
athnities between the two, however, as well as the

possible relation between Parsiism and the post-
Biblical and Talmudic literature, would still be
worth examining.
The extent of the Aramaic influence is best seen

in that extraordinary bilingual Pahlavi literature

in which the text is written in Aramaic and read
in Persian. No doubt those who wrote it first read
it also in the language in which it was written,
viz. Aramaic, but then it was read by the Persian

Magi in the language of the Avesta- The pre-
dominant influence, therefore, in Babylon was
that of the Aramaic-speaking population, among
them the Jews.
Three periods have to be distinguished in which

Parsiism might have influenced Judaism and vice

versa, viz. Achfemenian, Arsacid, and Sasanian,

corresponding roughly to the Biblical, post-Biblical,
and 'lalmudic

periods.
In the.se, references will

have to be made to the eschatology, angelology,
and demonology. Before entering upon this

investigation, it is necessary to establish a fact of

fundamental importance. The views and beliefs
found scattered through the post-Biblical literature
do not form any essential part of Judaism, nor
have they any dogmatic value, except the mere
vague mention of the existence of angels, immor-
tality and resurrection, and punishment and guilt,
as abstract theories only, without any detail or

any concrete .shape and form. These are Midrashini—legendary enibellishmentsof no bindingcharacter.
The descriptions, e.g., of a heavenly hierarchy or of

the divisions of Gehinnom are left to individual

believers, just like so many other eschatological
legends found in the Rabbinical literature. Judaism
as a faith laj-s no stress upon them. They are part
of the religious folk-lore and no more. But even

among this Midrashic matter we must .seek for

traces of Parsi theories which may have influenced
the Judaism of Palestine in the first place.

{\) Acluemenian. — As already remarked, the
existence of the Parsi dualistic faith with its

celestial hierarchy, its hell, the drujs and divs, and
all the other ceremonial, lustral and sacriiicial

details, worship of fire, etc., cannot be traced

positivelj' as far back as the Achtemenian rule and
the time of Cj^rus and Darius. No trace of tiiis

teaching can be found explicitly in the books of

the OT (the allusion in Is 45" to God as creator of

light and darkness cannot be strained to express a
view polemical to Zoroastrian dualism ; it rests

purely on the beginning of Genesis). Nor have
traces of immortality been found corresponding to

those of Zoroastrianisni. This belief in immor-

tality in Judaism has not yet been sufficiently
elucidated (see below).
We can now follow up a systematic development

of angelology and divine hierarchy in Ezk l'"^-, and

especially in Dn 8^« 9^1 lO'^-^i 12^'-, to which may
be added 1 K 22i9, Is 61^-, Ps 89'^ 103=". None of these
shows the slightest similarity to the Zoroastrian

hierarchy, to the Ameslia Spentas (which are mere
shadows), or even to the Fravashis— all probably
ancient natural gods reduced to ghosts, whilst the

angel in the Jewish literature is- conceived as a
concrete being. In the introduction to Job Satan
ditters fundamentally from the Zoroastrian Angra
Mainyu with his hosts of drujs and liis hell. The
attemjjts made to find in Proverbs and the Psalter
reflexes of Zoroastrian influence and the theory of

creative ' Wisdom ' ^ have been shown not to be
well- founded.

(2) Arsacid.—More important is the period of

the Ai-sacids from c. 260 B.C. to A.D. 260, the period
of the Apocrypha and the Pseudepigrapha, as well

as the NT writings. During this whole period of

close on 500 years, except for a few years of

Parthian domination, the Jews of Palestine had

practically no communication with the Parthian

kingdom and with the Zoroastrian tire-worshijjpers.
Yet the Jewish literature contains a fully-developed

angelology, demonology, and eschatology. There
are, no doubt, various points of contact, especially
in the last-named, with Parsiism, but a careful

examination reveals the fact that the similarity is

only in general principles and beliefs, and, if we
descend to details, the ditt'erences are as numerous
as they are profound. Tobit shows exactly how
diflerent the product is under Zoroastrian influence.

This book was written in the Parthian kingdom,
among the ten tribes. Rhag;?, the centre of that

worship, is mentioned ; the danger which Tobit
incurs when burying the dead is understood only
when one remembers the Zoroastrian horror of

burial. The angel Raphael acts like a Fravashi,
but his name is a typological and symbolical Hebrew
name. Thederaon whopossessesSarahisAshmedai,
IT. K. Cheyne, in Semitic Studies in Memory of Dr. A.

Kohut, p. Ill ff.
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not Angra Mainyu, a simple div, Aeshraadaeva.'
There is no further reference to any of these
incidents in the other apocryphal and pseudepi-
graphical literature. The heavens through which
Enoch, Moses, Baruch, and Isaiah pass as well as

that of tlie heavenly halls, Hehaloth, difler in every
detail from the Zoroastrian heaven, and not one of

the Amesha Spentas or Fravashis is mentioned by
name. All the names are pure Hebrew.
The heavenly economy is built up on a diflerent

basis. It is the astrological, with the fundamental

principle of seven—seven heavens, seven angels,
seven planets.
Herein lies the key to the explanation of the

relation between Judaism and Parsiism, especially
at the time when Babylonian beliefs and traditions

were still all-powerful. The IJabylonian sj'stem
of mythology has, unfortunately, not been pre-
served in the cuneiform literature as a definite

system. Everything seems to be in a fluid state,
and the true relation between the manifold divinities

is rather vague and subject to local influences.

Out of the mass of gods, however, a heavenly
hierarchy could easily have become crystallized
under the prevalent astrological influences. Some
of the ancient minor gods could have been turned
into no less vague Amesha Spentas to corresfjond
to the more pronounced Jewish angels. It is

Judaism that works up the Babylonian material
and makes it acceptable in a more concrete form to

the founders and shapers of Zoroastrianism also.

This agrees with the tradition recorded in the
Kabbinical writings (Jer. liosh Hashdndh, i. 4 ;

Gen. liabbdh, 48), that the names, not the principle,
of the angels had been brought from Babylon and
not from Persia. Even Metatron, who has been

compared with Mithra, cannot be identified with
the latter either philologically or functionally.
There is no resemblance whatever to Mithra in the

position assigned to Metatron in Jewish mysticism,
where he is the substitute for Enoch. The direct

mediator between God and man, he stands near
the throne of God, and it is therefore likely that
we have here a hybrid combination of the name
Mithra with a Greek work like fj,€Ta6p6vos, due to

popular etymology ; in any case he is neither the

counterpart of Mithra nor derived from him.
The demonologyof the Apocrypha and Pseudepi-

graplia is still farther away from that of the
Avesta. Satan is not like Angra Mainyu in any
detail. There is no real dualism to be found—
no conscious rebellious and antagonistic power
opposed directly and independently to the other

power, almost equal in strength, which will have
to be broken at the end of days to ensure the final

decisive victory of the good over the evil principle.
This point must be retained, for it is the onl^'

really characteristic principle of Parsiism, although
it is not at all improbable, as H. Gunkel,^ W.
Bousset,^ and others have shown, that it goes
back to the ancient Babylonian dragon myth,
which, as such, and not in the Zoroastrian form,
reappears in some allusions in the OT, especially
the dragon in Revelation. The dualistic concep-
tion appears more pronounced in the Gnostic, and
more definite still in the Manichivan doctrines.
But not a trace of it can be found in the ancient
Jewish literature of the period under consideration.
The Jewish demonology resembles the Babylonian
more closely. The names of evil spirits are
Sliiddim and Lilith. There is no opposition to

God, only the desire of hurting man because of his

innate wickedness and because of sin. Satan is

originally an angel who has fallen from heaven,
1 It the form '

Asliiiu (l;»i
'

is the primitive form, then we have
here a late form, just as it occurs in the Talmud, or this late
form may be due to a late copyist.

i Israel vnii liahylonii'u, Gottingen, 1903.
3 iiel lies Judentums'i, Berlin, 1906.

and the evil spirits are also angels who have
followed their leader. Pride caused their downfall—a rash act of disobedience—and nowhere are

they considered as in real opposition to God. In

the NT teaching the power of Satan is broken by
the Messiah.

In the JewLsh eschatology the fundamental

principle is the immortality of tiie soul and then
the economy of the world. Various references in

the OT show that the belief in the life of the soul

after its depart ure from this world was known
from ancient times. The references to Sheol,
however shadowy they may be, suttice to prove it.

The researches of N. Soderblom ' and E. Boklen -

have shown how slight the similarity is between
Parsiism and Judaism even in those points where
the greatest affinity ajtparently exists. Except
for a few details, wliich may have been taken over

directly by one from the other, in all important
points there is profound divergence of view. The
very nature of a hell inhabited by drujs—a cold,
dark abode without hope of salvation—ditt'ers in

every detail from the Jewish popular conception of

a hell filled with fire and brimstone ; and the
divisions of hell, the names of the evil spirits, etc.,

have no similarity. Here the present writer
ventui'es to jioint not only to Babylonian beliefs,

which seem to be the direct source for the Zoroas-
trian hell in the Avestan writings, and to some
extent for the old Jewish conceptions of Sheol, but
also to what has not hitherto been considered in

that connexion, viz. the fully-developed Egj-ptian
eschatology with its beliefs in life after death,

accompanying gods (or spirits, or angels), the

judgment of the soul after death, and the final

decision as to salvation and perdition. It was
this fatal decision that every worshipper of Osiris

wished to escape, and this is the ultimate source
of so many ceremonies and practices, and even

religious movements—the desire to avoid complete
annihilation after death and to obtain guarantees
in this life of everlasting salvation, the salvation

after death from hell and destruction, from punish-
ment and purgatory, which is the secret teaching
of many Greek mysteries, Orphic, Ophite, etc. (see
G. Anrich, Das antike Mi/steriemvesen, Gottingen,
^S93; W. Bousset, Hattjytprobleme der Gnosis, do.

1907).
How much of this is Jewish, how much Egyptian,

how much can be traced to Thracian W. Asiatic
traditions anterior to Parsiism, has not yet been

decided, though the investigations are moving in

that direction. Mention may be made here also

of the Sibylline literature akin to the Jewish

Apocalyptic and yet independent of Zoroastrian
influences. It is remarkable, however, that these

notions ap)iear in Juda>a after Alexander, and

practicallj^ for the first time in the apocryphal
literature shortly before the Christian era. There
is now one factor, the importance of winch cannot
be gainsaid, which the present writer is able to

add, as he believes, more fullj', for the first time—
the Samaritan angelology, demonology, and

eschatolog}-. The information hitherto has been
so scanty that it is not to be wondered at that

s(^liolars from A. Keland downwards have gone
totally astray on the subjec-t. By the aid of the

nuiterial in tlie present writer's possession, it can
be stated that the Samaritans and Jews agree
most closely in all essentials. The Samaritans
believe in angels, even mentioning some by name :

at the birth of Moses angels surround tlie jdace
and sing hymns, very much as the angels did at the

birth of Jesus ; Balaam worships seven
an<^els

who
preside over the phenomena of nature, like the

1 La Viefxdnre d'aprt'S le Mazdt'ismf.
^ Die \'encandl.ick(i/t der jiidisch-christl. niif der parsisch.

Eschatologie.
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angels in Enodi ; the angels meet Moses before his

death. The Samaritans know also of the evil

influences of wizards and demons {shedim of the

Pentateuch).
.Still more interesting is their e-schatology.

Liaster's Codd. 872 and 1156, especially the latter,

contain an elaborate description of tlie fate of

the soul after deatli, of paratlise and (Jehinnom, of

the joys of the former and tlie lire and brimstone in

tlie latter, of the resurrection of the dead, of the

Daj' of Judgment, of punishment and reward, and
of the advent of the Taheb (Messiah), who plays
as colourless a part as tlie Messiah in the Test, of
Twelve Pntrianhs and in the Apoc. Bnruch. We
are moving here in the same atmosphere as were
the contemporaries of the Second Temi>le and tlie

beginnings of Christianity. Tlie source of these

beliefs must be souglit in Palestine and in the

beliefs then shared by Jews, Samaritans, and

Judaizing mystics. At that time there was no
connexion between the Jews in Palestine and the

Partliian kingdom, and it cannot be emphasized
too strongly that the body of jiractices and beliefs

which Jews and Samaritans held in common are

very ancient. They go back to a primitive
common source. Neither Jew nor Samaritan has
liorrowed consciously from the other. Egyptian
and other heatlien mysteries may have contributed
to fashion older beliefs of a 'juda?o-Babylonian
origin. We are dealing, of course, primarily with
those beliefs which are held by all the Jews. Local
influences have produced some particular beliefs

and practices, but these cannot be put down as

Jewish in the wider sense of the word. This
refers especially to the third or Sasanian period,
when there was close contact in Babj'lon between
Jews and tlie Zendiks, or Magi, as they were then
called.

{"i) Sasanian. — Zoioastrianism, as soon as it

became the State
religion

and enjoyed the special

support of the kings, oecame as intolerant as every
victorious Church has been. The Parthian kings
were verj' tolerant. Greek and Mithraic cults

flourished side by side with Jewish worsiiiji and
Buddhist faith. Not so the lirst Sasanian king,
Ardashir, who succeeded in ousting the Parthians
and founded a new dj'iiasty thoroughly and fanati-

cally devoted to Zoroastrianism. A period of

persecution began against the numerous Jewish

population in liabylon, to be followed soon by a
similar fanatical outbreak against Christians and
Maniclia?ans — in fact, against every heterodox

worship. Tiie relation, however, became gradually
less strained until the Arab conquest put an end
to Zoroastrianism. Traces of the conflict and of

the relaxation of persecution are found in the
Talmud.'

Friendly relations existed between Sliabur

(Saporas) the king and Jewish sages like Samuel,
anci during that period many old Persian (Pahlavi)
words entered the popular language of the Jews in

Baljylon.* In the popular development of angelo-
logy and demonology some traits borrowed from
Zoroastrianism have been added to the more
primitive conceptions of the angels and demons, of

their attributes of good and evil. Ashmedai
becomes the king, and Lilith the queen, of the
male and female demons. Many legends connected
with life and death have been more embellished in

conformity with Zoroastrian popular beliefs, but

nothing fundamental has been added to those
notions found in older literature, and even here it

is difficult to distinguish how much of it is origin-

ally Babylonian or known to us only from the
Zoroastrian counterpart. Extreme views have

1 See H. Graetz, fiench. der Judeix, Leipzig, 1866-78, iv. 291 f.,

Eng. tr., London, lb91-92, ii. 629 Ef.

2 See Aruk. JlashaUm, ed. A. Kohut, Vienna, 1878-92, passim.

been expressed by O. H. Schorr' on the dependence
of Talmudic practices, but most of tliem have
since been discarded and the rest greatly modi-
fled by the researches of Kohut, Darmesteter, and
others. What influence Zoroastrian literature may
have had on Jewish legendary literature, such as
the Targuni of Esther, and otiier Haggadic stories,
like the Ninirod legend, must be the subject
of special investigations on the part of students.

Possibly through Gnostic metliation, a more
marked dualism is noticeable in those mystical
ideas which found their fullest expression in the
Zoharistic literature (see ZdHAR). On the religious
side, however, with but few exceptions, the Jews
preserved their original independence. Though
willing to adopt and assimilate collateral details

and embellisii their primitive creations with
elements borrowed from elsewhere, they did not
owe anything vital to Parsiism and Zoroastrianism.

Indeed, the contrary can be asserted with more

plausibility. Principles which are common to tlie

whole of Jewry, held also by the Samaritan and
found in the oldest Apocryi)ha, may have been
communicated to the nascent faith of Zoroaster
and have contributed to lift the latter to the higher
position of a modified monotheism, far above the

polytheism of India and Babylon or Greece and

Egypt. The historical and geographical evidence

points in that direction.

See also Jews in Zoroastrianlsm.
Literature.—In addition to the Avesta, Fr. and Eng. tr. by

J. Darmesteter, and the other Pahlavi texts translated princi-

pally bv E. W. West and M. Haug, SDE v. [ISSO], xviii. [18S2],
xxiv. [1885], xxxvii. [1892], xlvii. [1897], the following are the
most important publications bearing on the relation between
Parsiism and Judaism: A. Kohut, Uber die jiidische Angela-
logie und Ddinonoloijie in Hirer Abhdngigkeit voin Parsisinus,

Leipzig, 1866 (see bibliography of his Persian writings on
Parsiism in the Kohut Memorial Volume, also 'Memoir of Dr.

Alexander Kohut's Literary Activity,' by his son, in Proceedings
of the Fourth Biennial Convention of the Jewish Theological
Seminary Association, New York, 1894, reprinted in Tributes to

the Memory of Rev. Dr. Alexuiuier Kohut, do. 1S94, pp. 49-64) ;

T. K. Cheyne,
' Book of Psalms, its Origin, and its Relation to

Zoroastrianism,' in Semitic Studies in .Memory of Rev. Dr.
Alexander Kohut, Berlin^.1897 ; N. Soderblom, Les Fravashis,
Paris, 1899; E. Stave, (fber den Einfhi.^s des Parsisinus auf
das ./udentum, Haarlem, 1898; M. Fliigel, The Zend-Avesta
and Eastern Religions, Baltimore, 1898 ; N. Soderblom, La
Vie future d'aprhs le Mazdf'isnie, Angers, 1901 ; E. Bbklen,
Die Verwandtschaft der jtidisch-ehristtichen mit der parsischen
Eschatologie, Gbttingen, 1902 ; F. Cumont, The Mysteries of
Mithra, tr. T. J. McCormack, Chicago, 1903; L. H. Mills.
Zarathiishtra and the Greeks, do. 1905, Zarathushtra, Philo,
the Achcemenids and Israel, do. 1906, Avesta Eschatology com-

pared tvith the Books of Daniel and Revelation, do. 1908 ;

M. N. Dhalla, Zoroastrian Theology, New York, 1914.

M. Gaster.
PARSIS.—'Parsi' is derived from Pars, which

is identified with the modern Fars, one of the pro-
vinces of the ancient Pdrsn, the Pcrsis of the
Greeks. It is the name under which the Persian

Zoroastrians, Avho landed on the shores of Gujardt
in the 8th cent, a.d., are known. No trace is left

of the ditterent bodies of Persian settlers avIio are

supposed to have come to other parts of India.

Tlie refugees were successively called by European
travellers Parseos, Perscos, Pei'.'iecs, Parsees, Parsis,
etc. The Parsis are still found in Gujarrit (Bombay
Presidency), and tlie largest population is in the

city of Bombay.
I. Statistics.—It is extremely difficult to form

an approximate notion of the number of the Parsi

population under the difl'erent rulers of Gujarat—
Hindus, Muliammadans, Portuguese, Manlthfts.

The numbers of the first immigrants are totally
unknown, and the later estimates of European
travellers, leased on personal or second-hand evi-

dence, are most uncertain, so that there is no need
to record them. From the history of the refugees
themselves we can derive more useful information.

When they landed in India, it is probable that they
were not very numerous ; for, if they had been,

' He-Halu?, i.-iii., Lemberg, 1852-56, iv., Breslau, 1859.
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seeing that tliey came from Hormuz and K<1tlu&-
wCir by sea, it would liave required a large Heet
to convey them. But, being of a prolific race,

they increased rapidly, and, after spreading into

villages, they settled in larger localities, and at
last in the great town of Surat, the emporium of

the East in the 18th century. A new start was
made with the beginning of the 19tii century,
when they deserted ISurat, being attracted by
Bombay, the centre of European commercial

activity. Bombay is at present the headquarters
of the community.
The censuses taken by order of the British

Government are, in fact, the only reliable docu-
ments for the 19tii century. The Account-book

of the Parsi Punclmyet, Bombay, A.Y. 1281-82,
A.D. 1912 (Gujaritti), gives most accurate statis-

tics of the Parsi population. It contains the
results of those ditierent censuses and such avail-

able information as it has been possil)le to

collect in foreign countries (see Appendix, pp.
i-xviii).

According to the last census (1911), the number
of Parsis in India, including Aden, tlie Andaman
Islands and Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, China,
and Japan amounted to 100,499, of whom 80,980

belonged to the Bombay Presidency (Accmint-book,
App. pp. 1, xviif. ). The distribution of the popu-
lation is as follows :

I. Rritish Provinces.
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cf. i. -294, letter iii. cli. iii.) hail already given to

it tiie epithet of 'straw-colour.' Acconling to

Stavorinus, the women, fairer even than the men,
hatl a slender figure, large black eyes, and finely-

archeil ebony eyebrows, placed at some distance

from the eyes, as if to enhance their beauty. Their

forehead was high, their nose slightly aquiline,
their moutii small with shining teeth, their breast

well shaped, and their gait easy. Forbes (Ori-
ental Memoirs^, i. 112) says that the Parsis are a

comely race, athletic and well formeil. He praises
the beauty of their women, but deplores the

Srecocious
and almost nuvsculine stoutness which

isfigures them after the age of twenty. The
travellers add that the Parsis abstained from

marrying outside of tlieir community in order to

pre.serve their purity of blood. Nowadajs their

characteri-stics are easily summed up as follows :

'They are, in feature, in the main, of a high-

Aryan type, somewhat intermixed, perhaps after

a very long residence in India, and somewhat
blunted and thickened as compared to the sharper
and more chiselled northern faces ;

but still there
is generally the prominence of feature which we
might e.xpect from an extraction originally Persian'

(M. Justice Campbell, JASBc, supplementary
number, vol. xxxv. pt. ii. [1866],

'

Ethnology of

India,' p. 140).

III. HISTORY.—The sole document that we pos-
sess on the events of the early history of the Parsis
and their arrival in India is the Kissah-i-SanjAn
('History or Story of Sanjan'), a Persian book
written in verse in A.Y. 969 (A.D. 1600). The
author is one Bahman Kaikobad of Nausari. He
.says that he wrote the book on the authority of

older traditions and accounts, and of what he had
iieard from his elders (see E. B. Eastwick, JRASBo
i. [1842] 167-191 ; and J. J. Modi,

' A few Events in

the Early Hi.storyof the Parsis and their Dates,'
in Zarthosti, i. [1273 A.Y.], ii. [1274 A.v.]). The
lirst MSS of the Kissah-i-SanjCin were brought
to Eurojie by Anquetil du Perron, who gave an
account of them in his, Zend-Avesta, vol. i. pt. ii.

pp. xxxiv-xxxv, and a r6sum6 in the 'Disc. pr61.'

pp. cccxviii-cccxxiii.

The Kissah starts with the loss of the sovereignty
of Yazdagird. On the fall and death of the king
(A.D. 651) a number of Zoroastrians 'abandoned
their houses and gardens and palaces for the sake
of their religion, and lived in Kohistan for one
hundred years.' There they also became 'anxious
for their religion,' and went to the city of Hormuz
(A.D. 751), where they resided for fifteen years;
but, being harassed by the Darvands (the Arabs),
tiiey left for India. They landed on tlie shores of

Kathiawfir, at Div (A.D. 766). After a stay of
nineteen years they sailed for Gujariit, and
reached Sanjan (a.d. 785). The local ruler (Jai
liana, or Jadi Kanfl) allowed them to settle and
found a colony of their own, with liberty to follow
their religion, on condition that they would adopt
the language and customs of the country. After
a time (a.d. 790) they obtained permission to build
a fire-temple (dtn<ih-bahr{im). Three hundred years
after this event (a.d. 1090) the Parsis began
to disperse in different directions, and went to

Vankaner, Broach, Variav, Ankleswar, Cambay,
and Nausari.

P'our hundred years after this dispersion the
Muhammadans invaded the land, and Sanjan fell

into the hands of Alaf Khan, a general of Sultan
Malimud Bi^arah. The Parsis, after having assisted
the Hindus in the defence of Sanjan, in which they
lost many of their followers, fled with the .sacred

fire to the adjoining mountain of liarhfit, and
took refuge there (1490). We know very little of
the life of the Parsis during the centuries which
elapsed after their arrival in India. The Kissah

shows that thej- were active, hard workers, and
had brought industries with them from Khorasan.

Thej- seem to have been contented, and were ap-

parently Hinduized, having become intermingled
with the surrounding populations, whose dress,

language, and .social customs they assumed, simply
forming a new caste among the numerous family
sections of the Hindus.
The Parsis were divided into two classes : the

behiUns, or laymen, and the athornans, or priests.
I. Laymen (behdins).—At the end of the 15th

cent, the Kissah mentions the name of a layman,
Cluingah Asa, of Nausari, who, as far as is

known, was the first rich man of the community,
and who was appointed (/esai, i.e. farmer of large

territories, a position which was held henceforth

by Parsi families under the successive Muham-
madan and Maratha governments (see Pallonji

Burjorji Desai, Hist, of the Naosari Desais,

Bombay, 1887 [Gujarati]). He was a pious man,
.and leader, or ddvar, of the community. He re-

newed and spread the true religion, and gave to

the needy Parsis the sacred shirt and girdle, the

symbols of their faith, by which they were dis-

tinguished. He brought to Nausari the sacred

lire which had been transferred from the Barhftt

mountain to Bansdah, and caused a building to

be built at Nausari (1516) for its installation. He
sent emissaries to Persia in order to refer doubtful

religious and social questions to the opinion of the

learned Irani priests
—a custom which prevailed

till the 18th century. Nausari at the end of the
16th cent, was a prosperous piace among the 31

mahdls of the sarkar of Surat, being 19th in point
of area as well as in point of the revenue that it

brought to the State. Its area was 17,353 bighas,
and its revenue 297,720 dCons (about £740). It was
noted for ' a manufactory of perfumed oil found
nowhere else' (Atn-i-Akbarl, ed. H. Blochmann,
Calcutta, 1873, vol. i. p. 498, 1. 13, col. 1, tr. H. S.

Jarrett, ii. 257).
The Parsis in Gujarat were engaged in agri-

cultural pursuits ; most of them were farmers and
also toddy-drawers. Thej' appear at Surat as earlj''

as the loth century. They are known there by
European travellers as cari)enters, cabinet-makers,

ship-builders, and, lastly, brokers to the European
factories. From that time dates the true era of

Parsi prosperity and importance. In tiie 18th

cent, the Parsi community at Surat was flourish-

ing. The old wards inhabited by them still bear

testimony that they were numerous (see M. Edalji

Burjorji Patel, Hist, of Surat, Bombay, 1890 [Guja-
rati]). Forbes (i. 110) gives an approximate total of

the population at the beginning of the 19th cent.,

stating it at 20,000 families. Several Parsis en-

joyed honour and influence at the court of Delhi,
and some of them received grants of land, khilats

(dress of honour), and other marks of distinction.

They were the first to venture to China and
Burma and to open branches and firms there. The
famines which desolated Gujarat and the com-
mercial decline at Surat were the .sources of the
increase in the Parsi population of Bombay. The
Parsis had settled tliere even under the Portu-

guese rule (17th cent.), and, after the arrival of

the English, they seem to have been associated

with the fortunes of the latter ; so much so that
it can be said without exaggeration that Bombay
owes much of her present greatness to the industry
and enterprising spirit of the Parsis (see S. M.
Edwardes, Census of India, 1901, vol. x., 'Bombay
[Town and Island],' pt. iv., 'History'). White
marble statues in the squares and public halls per-

petuate the memory of some of the leading men of

the community. The Parsis gradually increased

in number and importance, and their co-religionists
of the Mofussil came to them for support. The
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same had happened in tlie case of Sniat, whither
the surrounding popuhitions had flocked in fear of

the inroads of tlie IMarathris and rind.lris.

At the beginning of the 19tii cent, they were rich

and influential, and were praiwed for their honesty
and benevolence. An example of tlie best type
of Parsi merchant-prince was Jamsheilji Jijilihai
of Nausari, who in 1842 received the honour of

knighthood, and in IS')? was raised to the dignity
of Baronet of the United Kingdom—a title which
had never before been conferred upon any native
of India. Later other members of the community
were similarly honoured by the British Govern-
ment : Sir D. M. Petit, Sir K. J. Readymoney, Sir

-M. M. Bhownaggree, M.P.
,
and others. The late

•lamshedji N. Tata represented the mingling of

the old energetic .sjjirit of the ancient Parsis and
the new methods of commercial and industrial

enterprise.
In 1852 Briggs (The Parsis, p. 25) could truly

say that ' the bent of the I'arsi community was

purely commercial '

; but a great change was to

take place. The Parsis were the first among the
natives to avail themselves of Western education.
At first they attended the schools conducted in

Bombay by Eurasians, but gradually a large
section frequented those established by the Govern-
ment, such as the Elphinstone Institution, and
aimed at university degrees. The first schools
for the exclusive benefit of the community founded

by Sir Jamshedji Jijibhai (Parsi Benevolent Insti-

tution) were opened in Bombay in 1849. He had

bitterly resented ' the hopeless ignorance
'

in which
the Parsi children were permitted to gi'ow up, and
had invested the sum of 300,000 rupees for the

carrying out of a scheme to relieve and educate
his co-religionists, men and women. At the dawn
of the 20th cent, the intellectual status of the
Parsis is eloquently witnessed to by figures.

If we take the term ' educated '

as designating
one who can read and write in one language, we
find that in 1901 the number of educated Parsis

in the Bombay Presidency, including the Native

States, was 51,000 out of 78,552, while in 1911 it

was 60,005 out of 83,565, which gives an increase

of 34*5 per cent in favour of education in the last

decade (Accou7it-book, 1901, Ajjp. p. 14, I9I2, App.
p. xii). NoAv a study of the statistics dealing
with the literacy of the leading religions of the

Presidency in 1891 and 1901 discloses the following
movement, which can be summarized : number of

literates per 1000—Parsis, 650 ; Christians, 292 ;

Jains, 269 ; Hindus, 59 ; Muhammadans, 41 (Census

of India, 1901, vol. ix. pt. i. p. 128). Christians

and Parsis in the first instance are rivals for the

first place in the literary contest, but the former
are easily outdistanced by the Parsis when it comes
to be a question of the proportion of literates

to the total population.
Of the Parsis in the Baroda State 4946 persons

are literate, of whom 2367 are males and 2579
females. The illiterates are numerically fewer
tlian the literates—a state of things not to be met
with in any other religion. They number 3009

persons, 1053 males and 1956 females; i.e., the
illiterates are 60'8 per cent of the literates. In no
other religion, again, is the proportion of female
literates so large ; almost one-third of the literate

females in the State are Parsis (ib.
'

Report of

Baroda State,' pt. ii. p. 38). Female education is,

of course, in great favour among the Parsis, and
some Parsi women have B.A., M.A., B.Sc, LL.B.,
and M.D. degrees.

By this system of education the Parsis were soon
fitted for entering such professions as medicine, law,
and engineering, as also for (iovemment employ-
ments and political life. They have secured seats

in the corporations, in legislative and vice-regal

councils, and even in Parliament. The first Indian
returned to the House of Commons was a I'arsi,

Dadabhai Naorozji (1892). In the Native States
the Parsis are usefully employed as diwans
(ministers) and officials. The same Dadabhai

Naorozji was the first Parsi diwan appointed to a
Native State, the Baroda State (1874).
The change in the social customs has been no less

remarkable. Through contact with the English,
Eurojiean life and habits gradually took the place
among the higher classes of the Hindu customs
which had been adopted by the first settlers. A split

ensued, and the community was divided into two
classes—the orthodox party, steeped in pure social

conservatism, causing a confusion between their

own religious prescriptions and the ways of their

new countrymen, and the lil^eral party, bent on

introducing the Western spirit. A.ssociations and

newspapers were started on both sides. The his-

tory of social reform among the Parsis has yet
to be written. The materials are contained in

the Reports of those associations and papers—
among the latter, the East Goftar, which, for

half a century, fought in favour of social reform.
All the changes advocated in its columns by the

sijirited editor, K. N. Kabraji, have been realized.

The results—every one can see them in the actual
modus vivendi of the Parsis—are due to the energetic
ettbrts of men like Naorozji P'urdunji, Sorabji
Shapurji Bengali, Dadabhai Naorozji, Behramji
K. Ghandhi, K. N. Kabraji, K. N. Cama, K. R.

Cama, and others. The same spirit had incited

the Parsis to support the Hindu reformers, and
it was a Parsi, B. M. Malabari, who took the lead
in the great campaign in favour of the abolition
of infant-marriages, and was successful enough to

have the Age of Consent Act promulgated in 1891,
which is expected to put an end to them.

In the field of literary activity the Parsis are

equally distinguished. An absolute command of

English has taken the place of
' the mediocrity of

the English tongue
'

noticed by H. Lord (lieligion-

of the Persces, London, 1630, Introd. p. ii) in the
17th century. A study of figures shows that in

1901 the number of literates in English in the

Bombay Presidency was 163,000, of whom the
Parsis numbered 20,252. Comparing the propor-
tions of the various religions, we have for literates

in English per 1000 of the population : Parsis, 258 ;

Christians, 209 ; Jains, 9 ; Hindus, 4 ; Muham-
madans, 2. Thus one Parsi out of e\ery four

(of every three in 1911) is able to read ancf write
the English language (Census of India, 1901, vol.

ix., 'Bombay,' pt. i., 'Report,' p. 134).

Gujarati, which the Parsis, in common wiili

the Hindus of Gujarftt, may be said to have im-

planted in Bombay, is still the familiar, domestic,
and commercial language of the community, and
is taught in their own schools. The (4ujarfiti
local piess is mostly in the hands of the Parsis ;

it was a Parsi, Eurdunji Murzbanji, who started

the first native j)aiier in the BomV)ay Presidency
(1822), the second in tl:e whole of India. We
may mention, as a remarkable speaker and de-

bater, the Hon. Sir P. Mehta, and, as an eminent

publicist and journalist, and also a powerful
English writer and Gujarfiti poet, the reformer
B. I\I. Malabari, projjrietor and editor of the now
defunct Indian Spectator and Voice of India, and
of the magazine East and ll'cst.

(a) Panchityat.
—The Parsis adopted for their

internal government the system of the
P:uuh;iyat.

which commits to a certain number of leauing
men the management of the atlhirs of the com-

munitj'. Euro|)ean travellers always noticed that

they submitted their dillerences to the elders of

their own nation, and never applied to the judges
of the ruling Tower (Mandelslo, p. 184). Anquetil
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du Perron •jivos few jiartieuJurs ie";arcUn^' the civil

organization of the community. He simply states

that the heailman was calieil ddvar, and that

the power of tlie dastiir dastiiritn was al)ove all

spiritual and only nominal. But Stavorinus, in a

very accurate account of the social life of the

Sural I'arsis in the ISth cent., exjdains how
the chiefs were entrusted with the .settlinji of

quarrels without goinj; to law. Kolihery, murder,
and other crimes were punished by the iiaivab, or

governor, of tlie town ; but the latter was oblijj;ed

to be careful, tlie Parsi population being numer-
OU.S and powerful, almost independent in their

wards (bk. i. di. xxviii. p. 30'2). A single glance
at these old quarters is a good illustration of

Stav(irinu.ss account. If the Parsis boasted of a
low proportion of crime, tliis must be attributed
to the fact tliat no stranger was allow ed to pene-
trate into their premises, and no one could control
the accuracy of this as.sertion, inasmuch as the
executions through i>oison, cudgel, or drowning
were always kept secret.

The historian of tlie Parsi Panchayat has to

grope in the dark. There are gaps and mj'sterious
periods due to lack of materials. The lirst men-
tion of a meeting of a Panchfiyat held in 1642
at Nausari is to be found in Pursi PrakCish, p. 14.

As regards Surat, the records of the Panchfij'at
are lost, if anj'thing like written accounts ever
existed. The headman was named ddvar (in

Persian, from Pahlavi ddto-bar,
' bearer of justice ').

[The family of the ddvar of Surat still exists.

The numerous fmunis and panvanas issued to
them by tlie Mogul emperor and nawabs are un-

fortunately destroyed ; but there remain sufficient

proofs to establish the identity of that family,
recognized by the British Government.] The
ddvar jjossessed plenary jurisdiction over the

Parsis, and could inflict any punishment except
death. As with the Hindus, excommunication,
which deprived the out-caste of anj' intercourse
with his co-religionists, of any share in the

religious ceremonies, was a terrible weapon in

the hands of the elders. The meetings were held
in open courts in tlie house of the ddvar ; there
was no limit to the number of Parsis who were

permitted to attend ; the ddvar, after consulting
the leading men, pronounced judgment. The sen-

tence was carried out by the corpse-bearers (nasd-
sdldr) ;

as there wa.s no prison, the culprit was con-

lined in the na.'idkhdna, a place where biers are

kept.
It seems that before and during

' the divided
nile' the ddvar had supjiort from the English and
the people of their factory ; but, as the British rule

gained gi'ound and su]jplanted that of the naicab,
Dv a strange irony of fate the rights and prestige
or the ddvar declined. The power of imprison-
ment was declared incompatible with some Govern-
ment regulations ; and so with corporal punish-
ment, wliicii had to make w'ay before another

regulation. But in many cases—in civil matters—
the courts used to transfer them to the cognizance
of the ddvar, wiio is always styled Modi. This
Hindu surname ('snpiilier of pro\isions') was due
to the help given by the davar to the British

factory staff in their struggles with the Portuguese
and tlie Muhammadans, and even with the people
of the Dutch factories.

It seems that the Bombay Parsi Panch.lyat was
con.stituted as early as the coming of tlie English to

the island in the 17th cent., and till 1778 its power
was strong ; but at that time a contest arose about
the custom of 'beating' the delinquent 'with a
shoe

'—a punisiiment which till then had met
with no opposition. A petition to the Government
Avas drawn up asking for full permission to resort
to it. The request was granted ; it was the lirst

time tliat the Government gave to the power of

the Panchayat a regular sanction, which, later

on, wa.s renewed. In 1786-87 the regidations in-

vested the Bombay Panch.lyat, formed of its

elected members, with full powers to jiron.ote
the welfare of the community, as is the custom
among the natives, subject to the British rule.

This continued till 1818, when a meeting at the

Dadj-setli lire-temple elected 18 members (12 lay-
ii;en, 6 priests), and made useful reforms. Tlie
laws anil regulations enacted by the Panchftyat
were called hundobusts (' agreements '), and, though
signed by only some of the members, were binding
on the whole community. Any sort of afl'air was
submitted to and discu.ssed by the Pancliayat :

the salary of the priests, the expenses of funeral
and marriage parties, the evils and conseiiuences
of infant-marriage, private quarrels in houses,
cases of divorce, bigamy, etc. As regards the

morality of the women, they were particularly
strict. They took care that the Parsi women
should not be seen at dusk alone in the streets
or the country, that they should not mi.x with
Hindu and Muhammadan religious ceremonies,
or attend their shrines and durciahs ; travellers,
in fact, testify that it was extremely difficult to

seduce a Zoroastrian ; and the Parsis can boast

that, uj) to the present time, very few Parsi women
have anywhere been reckoned among the victims
of vice and debauchery.
The pow er of the Bombay Panchayat, like that

of the Surat Panchaj-at, gradually decreased as
the rule of the English became stronger, and
also on account of a slight spirit of favouritism
which prevailed and blunted the sense of justice.
In 1823 there was a sort of dislocation, and in 1836

a firm and detailed letter from a strong-minded
and impulsive man, Framji Kavasji Banaji,
tlepicted the former high standing and the wane
of the Panchayat. Schism commenced. In 1838

the members made a ncAv attempt to recover their

authority, and asked for a formal investiture by
the Government Council ; but it had no effect. The
Parsis having neither codes nor written customs of

their own, like the Hindus, the time had come
when a new organization was needed. The Parsi
Law Association, established in 1855, took in

hand the pioneering work of investigating the
old texts and actual requirements. The English
authorities co-operated in the work, which ended in

1865 with the passing of the Parsi Marriage and
Divorce Act and Parsi Succession Act, followed by
the establishment of the Parsi Matrimonial Courts.

Henceforth the PancliAyat was de])rived of its

authority
—cases being decided by the English

courts, litigations settled by the new enactments
—but it did not disappear. The members became
trustees of a charitable association. The chairman
is regarded as tlie headman of the community, and
has no other influence than that which belongs to

a iiliilanthropic and cultured gentleman. The
funds are managed by the trustees, who, since

1841, have even the custody, though not the direct

administration, of tliose of Surat. The money is

destined to minister to the wants of destitute
Parsi families, to maintain schools, fire-temples,
and dakhnms, to provide for the expenses of the

gdhdnbdrs and other religious feasts. In the

territory of the Gaekwar of Baroda disputes

regarding marriages are still settled by the local

councils. At Nausari the council, or anjuinan, is

composed of the high priest, or dastdr, and the

leading priestly families of the desais as chief

members, and other people of mark as members.

(6) Social customs.—The social customs of the
Parsis have been more or less accurately described

by European travellers (see Literature below).

Anquetil du Perron has given an account of them
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{Zend-Avesta, ii. 527-591), which is useful both
as showing the conservatism of the Parsis and
as oU'ering a comparison with their new modus
Vivendi. Later the Parsis made their customs
known and explained them to non-Zoroastrians.

((•) Dress.—According to Herodotus (i. 135), no
nation so readily adopted foreign customs as the

Persians, who assumed tlie dress of the INIedes,

considering it superior to their own. This faculty
of a(h^pting foreign dress is still one of the charac-

teristics of the Parsis of India. On their arrival in

Gujarat, one of the conditions imposed on tliem by
the local ruler was that the women were to discard

their national dress and assume the Hindu fashions.
' Tlie next condition,' says the Kissah-i-SanjAn,
'regards the dress of women, whicli must resemble
that of the women of this land. . . . These weapons
and this armour must be laid aside and discon-

tinued. . . .' To European travellers the Parsis

were distinguished from the surrounding popula-
tions only by the sndrah and kusti (sacred shirt

and girdle) (Mandelslo, p. 183). In the 18th cent.

Anquetil du Perron found them at Surat inter-

mingled with the Banians, and wearing the same
dress, turban, and tunic as the people of that caste,
but adding to the siidrah and kiisti the penom
{paddn), a sort of veil which the Parsi priests and

laymen had to wear, the priests always, the lay-
men on special occasions, such as reciting prayers
or taking meals—a custom now totally, discarded

by the laity. The Parsis are still faithful to the
Banian dress, and have introduced few changes in

it
;
the men wear the angarakha, but, instead of

the Hindu dhoti, large trousers, and on their head

they put a dark turban (pagri,) worn over a skull

cap. At funeral and wedding parties they array
themselves in a large cotton double-breasted coat

{jama), with a muslin waistband {pichori), very
Ijecoming and distinguished-looking. The use of

European leather shoes instead of curved slippers
has been gradually adopted. The women wear
the Banian sari, and cover their heads with a thin

white cloth [mathabana) tied behind the chignon,
according to the religious injunction wliich forbids

a Zoroastrian to have his head uncovered by day
or night. The mathabana is cast off by almost all

the young generation. We must notice that the
ai'chaic style still prevails in the ilofussil (out of

Bombay), and that many Western refinements
have been introduced among the Parsi women, and

again that any change in the old ways has created

a regular battle in the newspapers of the orthodox
and liberal classes—the names of the women who
put aside the mathabana or adopted English shoes
are still remembered. Parsis, when in Europe or

America, generally dress like Europeans ; and
their wives and daughters are beginning to give

up their sari and Hindu finery, which is quite
out of place in colder climates.

[d) Ceremonies.—The chief ceremonial occasions

in a Parsi family are pregnancy, birth, sacred

cord-girding, marriage, and death. They are all

fully treated under separate headings ; see BiRTH
(Paisi), Initiation (Parsi), Marriage (Iranian),
and Death and Disposal of the Dead (Parsi).

2. Priests (atho7'nans).—T\\Q priests play a prom-
inent part in the history of the community.
According to the Kissnh-i-Sanjdn, tlie exiles had
been guided by dasturs in all their peregrinations.
There seem to have been several priestly families,

thoiTgh the Parsi tradition ascribes to the priests
in India a common origin. The priests followed
tlie bchdins in their various settlements in Gujarfit.
In 1142 Kamdin Zarthost came from Sanjiin to

Nausari, and in 1215 the sons of the .same

Kamdin, liana and Movad, summoned a priest
of Sanjdn, Horn Bahmanyar, wlio brought with
him his son Fredun ; the latter had three sons, who

divided the work and the fees, and thus, with the
two .sons of the first comer, Kamin, formed the five

pols (families) of Nausari. Later the name of

bhagarias ('dividers') was given to the priests of

the five pols, because they divided the work and
tlie fees. In the 13th cent., according to a Persian

poem written by Dastdr Shapurji Saniina (18tli

cent.), the Kissah-i Zartitshtidn-i Hindustan, the

Parsi population of Gujarat was divided into five

panthaks, or spheres of iutiuence and ecclesiastical

office and jurisdiction, from Sanifin in the south
to Camljay in the north, including Nausari,
Broach, and the villages of the Surat District

(Godfivreh) (129U). The records of the communities
are not well preserved. Those of Cambay and the
Godavrch are apparently lost ; at Broach they
have been dispersed on account of a lawsuit,
which is much to be regretted, for Broach was
formerly a seat of Zoroastrian knowledge and
faith (see A Geixealogical Remembrancer of the

Broach Dastur Fainihj, Bombay, 1878 [Gujarati]).
Nausari can boast of its records, and from the

vahis (registers) and Jihrists (lists) much light can
be obtained on the priestly class (see Ervad It. J.

Dastfir Meherjirana, The Genealogy of the Bhagar-
sath Section of the Pursee Priests, Nausari, A.Y.

1268, A.D. 1899 [Gujarati]). The history of Nausari
is interesting : it shows how troubles and disjiutes
arose among the priestly class, and how the

presence of the Sanjilna priests who accompanied
the dtash-bahrdm on its removal from Bansdah,
by Changah Asa, was the cause of a rivalry which
ended in murders. The Sanjana priests were even

obliged finally to remove to Udwada with the
sacred fire, after two escapes to Bulsar and to

Surat, to avoid the raids of the Mahrattas (M. S. il.

Desai, Hist, of Nausari, Nausari, 1897 [Gujarati]).
Several religious controversies disturbed the com-

munity at Surat ; two of these turned upon
whether the legs of a corpse should be stretched
or folded, and whether the face of the deceased
should or should not be covered with a cloth

(paddn). These questions have not yet been
settled. The third dispute was about the proper
reckoning of the year, which ended in the split of

the Parsis into Shahenshahis and Qadimis. It

had its origin in the discovery made first by a
mobed named JfimSsp Vildyiiti, who came to Surat
from Persia in 1721, and then by Jamshid, who
came from Persia in 1736, of the difference of one
month between the Persian and Indian Zoroastrians
in the matter of their rdz-mdh reckoning (calendar).
It is called the Kabisdh controversy. The town
of Broach Avas the scene of deadly riots (1783)

(see Dastlir Aspandyfirji Kfimdinji, The Historical
Account of the Ancient Leap Year of the Parsis,
1826 [GujanUl], and K. E. Cama, The Yezdzardi

Tarikh, 1870 [Gujarfiti]). The feud between the
two sects is almost settled, and the old passions
are not likely to be aroused again ;

but still the
Shahenshahis and Qadimis continue to have their

separate temples and priests ; and, if the Parsis

do not do away with the ditterence, this is simply
because ' the change would create so much con-

fusion in the dates of old events and records that

they prefer to do as tliey have hitherto done'

(Karaka, Hist, of the Parsis, i. 113f. ). Ill-feelings
have completely abateil, and intermarriage takes

place between families belonging to the two
sects.

For the organization and special functions of

the priesthood see separate art. Priest (Iranian).
IV. MODEuy PARSTlS.yt.—i. Religion.—Modern

Parsiism is considered as the transmitter of the

tenets of Zoroastrianism, as it Mas understood and

practised at the time of tlie Sasanian princes,
themselves the restorers of the antique M^azda^an

creed (see Sasanians and Zoroaster).
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After the destruction of the Persian empire
the relijjion of the great prophet of IrSn was

enveloped in oblivion for centuries. The faith-

ful in Persia had to >nbmit to the hardships of

a foreign and intolerant rule (see (iABARS) ; in

GujarAt they were lost among the Hindu popula-
tions, and in lx)th countries they were considered

by the European travellers who came into contact
with them as a down-trodden people, supposed still

to possess some remnants of the teachings of

Zoroaster. The Western scholars who tooK an
interest in the religion and philosophy of the Iran-

ians had only the classical authors for reference.

The large work of B. Brisson, de Regio Pcrsarum
principatu libri fres, Paris, 1590, is the best compi-
lation from that point of view. H. Lord, chaplain
to the British factory at Surat, had the privilege
of conversing with a mvbcd, and was able to give
a more or less accurate account of the religion of

the Parsis {17th cent.). Fragments of their sacred

books, Vcudidad, Ya.fna, Visparad, brought to

Europe, soon excited the curiosity of the learned
few who cared for such study, but these remained

undeciphered, and their language a complete
enigma. The last work before the Avesta was
made known to Europe and translated was T.

Hyde's e.xhaustive history, Vctentm Persarum et

Parthorum et Medorum religionis Historia (Oxford,
1700). The conquest of the Avesta was due to a
Frenchman, Anquetil du Perron, who brought a

copy of the precious MSS to the Bibliotlibque du
Roi on 15th March 1762 (see account of the dis-

cover}' of the Avesta in art. Avesta, vol. ii.

p. 271 f. ). Henceforward Par.sis and Parsiism made
their reappearance, as it were, in the modern
world, and reassumed their position as a people
and a religion. As regards Anquetil du Perron's

stay at Surat, it left no trace. The community
was totally ignorant of the consequences of the
sale of a few iMSS to a poor wayfarer. The
Parsis continued to keep aloof from the nonZoro-
astrians, even from men like K. C. Rask (1820) and
X. L. Westergaard (1841). At last the dastih-swere

obliged to come forward and to disclose the precious
treasure of their faith on account of the attempts
at conversion made by the missionary John Wilson
(1839). From that time the leading principles of

Parsiism were openly discussed by Parsi priests
even in scientific meetings and congresses. The
catechisms are easily obtained by non-Zoroastrians
(see J. J. Modi, Catechism of Zoroastrlan Religion,
Bombay, 1911).

Parsiism has a claim to rank among the great
religions of the world, for the reason that we find
in it the essence of any dogma, i.e. immutability
in the union of the dogma itself and the liturgical

prescriptions
—a union that still exists in spite of

the vicissitudes that it has experienced. Its most
striking feature is its traditional character. In

fact, it is almost incredible that a community lost

among foreign sects should have been able to

preserve tlie
integrity

of its creed, without hold-

ing councils or synoas, sim])ly grouped round the

living symljul of its faith, hidden in the recesses of
humlde .sanctuaries, its priests chanting hymns in
a language which could not be understood, and
the bulk of the faithful steeped in religious routine.

After the renewal of tlie intercourse with Persia
(15th cent.) a regular infiltration of Pahlavi litera-

ture made its way to Gujarat through emissaries,
and a certain activity reigned in the priestly class
and the elders or leaders of the anjunuins. The
Rivdyats, i.e. the collections of questions and
answers, are most precious and eloquent. Tliey
are in some measure the mouth-piece of the

indigenous Parsi religion, and show that the
interest turned exclusively on ritualism or disci-

pline, never on dogmas.

Darmesteter says that modern Parsiism is

partly derived from the essential ideas expressed
in the Gdt/ids, according to that sentence of

Neriosangh Dhaval, that 'all the laws and deeds
contained in Avesta were revealed to Zoroaster
in the gdthds' (Zend-A rest", Paris, 1892-93, i.

[
=AMG xxi.], Introd. vii. 'The Gathfis,' p. cv).

The enumeration of ' the laws and deeds
' would

carry us too far ; we have simply to point out tiie

leading beliefs of the Parsis
; they are : {«) revela-

tion, (b) monotheism, (c) immortality of the soul,

{d) future life, and (e) resurrection of the dead.

(a) Revelation ; sfurcd books.—Zoroastrianism is

a religion based on the revelation of the deitj',
Ahura Mazda, to men, through the meilium of

the holy Zarathushtra Spitama, the son of Pouru-

shaspa, of the royal family of the Peshdrvdian

kings. He unites in himself the threefold char-

acter of philosopher, poet, and prophet. He is

elevated to the rank of aokhtondmano yazata,
i.e. one whose name is mentioned among the

worshipful beings—a distinction never conferred

upon another man throughout the Avesta (see

Zoroaster).
Zarathushtra's life, date, and mission are the

subject of much controversy among .scholars. The
data are derived not only from the pure Zoro-

astrlan tradition, but also from Armenian and Mu-
hammadan authors. According to A. V. Williams

Jackson, following to some extent the Parsi tradi-

tion : (1) Zoroaster was a perfectly historical

personage, belonging to the Median tribe of the

M.agi ; (2) he flourished about the middle of the

7th cent. B.C., and died in 583 B.C. ; (3) he was a
native of Western Persia (Atropatene or Media)
and went to Bactria (Balkh), where he succeeded
in converting King Gushtasp ; (4) the Gdthds are

the oldest portion of the Avesta, and are to be
considered as the real substance of Zoroaster's

preaching at Balkh ; (5) the religion of Zoroaster

spread from Bactria throughout Persia, and became
dominant in Pars under the late Achsemenians ;

but it is impossible to fix the date of its intro-

duction or of its adoption by the people or rulers

of Pars.

Outside of the Avesta, the Parsis derive their

information about Zoroaster from Pahlavi books
and from a Persian poem of the 13th cent., the
Zartusht-ndmah (see Anquetil du Perron, vol. i.

pt. ii. pp. 1-70,
' Vie de Zoroastre

'

; E. B. Eastwick,
Parsi Religion, Bombay, 1843, pp. 417 AT., 477 ft'. ;

J. Menant, Zoroastre: Essai siir la philosophie

religieuse de la Perse^, Paris, 1857; F. Rosenberg,
Le Livre de Zoroastre, Petrograd, 1904 ; E. W.
West, SEE xlvii. [1897], Introd. pp. xx-xxiv).
It seems to have been written, according to the

author, after Pahlavi books. In fact, some frag-
ments of old MSS handed down to us contain

glimpses of the history of the prophet ; two of the
old nasks of the Avesta apparently referred to

Zarathushtra.
For the Parsi traditions regarding the Avesta

see art. Avesta. The books now in possession
of the Parsis are : the Vendiddd, the Yasna, the

Visparad, and the Khorda-Avesta. The same are
to be found in the hands of the Gabars in Persia.

For the Avesta and Pahlavi literature see artt.

Avesta and Literature (Pahlavi).
There exists also an exhaustive GujarAti and

Persian literature, which was developed as the

community felt the need of having translations or

transcriptions of their sacred books, and also of

communicating with the brethren of Persia. This
is also treated in art. Literature (Pahlavi).

(b) Monotheism.—The Parsis claim to be mono-
theists. Is that monotheism of theirs in keeping
with the old texts or the beliefs current under the

Sasanians, when the primitive teaching of the
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prophet was disfigured by the numerous sects
whicli undermined Zoroastrianism ? We do not
know wiiich doctrines were brought to India by
the refugees. To wliatever sect they belonged,
tiie modern Parsi very properly claims the ajjpel-
lation of mazda ijdsnd,

'

worshipper of Mazda,' and
believes in one God. That (4od has all power, all

knowledge ; He is Ahura, the Lord, Mazda, the
All-Wise. His body is the Inhnite Light ; His
abode the Supreme Heaven.
Ahura Mazda, besides having many other attri-

butes, is spoken of in the GdthAs as having chief
attributes personilied as the Amesii.l-spentris (the

holy immortals). Including Ahura Mazda, there are
seven Amesh9,-spentas : Ahura Mazda, the living
wise or all-giving Lord

;
Vohu Mano, the good-

mind ; Asa-vahista, the best order or the excellent
lioliness ; Kshathra Vairya, the absolute power ;

Spenta-Armaiti, the beneficent piety ; IlaurvatA,t,
the wholeness ; Ameretftt, the immortality. The
last six abstract notions have sometimes been
considered as archangels, or celestial beings, at
the head of whom Ahura Mazda is placed. It' is

the same with the yazatas, genii or natural deities

or existences to whom men pay homage. Ahura
Mazda is the first of the heavenly yazatas

• Zara-

thushtra, the first of the earthly yazatas. The ex-

planation of this hierarchy is extremely difficult,
and includes the real essence of Zoroastrianism on
which scholars and dasturs do not agree. Ahura
Mazda created two spirits : good comes from the

spirit Spenta Mainyu ; evil comes from a destruc-
tive spirit, Angra Mainyu or Ahriman.
Zoroastrianism has been considered by Muham-

madan and Christian authors as the perfect ex-

pression of religious dualism, and scholars have

by turns accepted or rejected the doctrine of

duality. The modern Parsis absolutely deny that
their Prophet Zarathushtra preached dualism, and

they try to restore to Aliura Mazda the character
of unity and eternity of which misunderstood
dualism deprives him. We need not enter into the
discussion liere, as the subject is fully dealt with in

art. Dualism (Iranian).
The Par.sis, pure monotheists as they claim

to be, indignantly repudiate the appellation of
'

fire-worshippers,' with which they have been
branded for ages. Travellers in India always
recorded their reverence for fire, and gave them the
name of dtash-parastan. The Parsis are not fire-

worshippers ; they are the worshippers of God
only. Such is the answer made by Parsi children,

according to their catechisms. Fire, of course,

plays a conspicuous part in the ceremonies of the
Parsis. It claims homage from the modern Parsis

as it did from the ancient Iranians. It is seen on
the Achfemenian sculptures and on the Sasanian

coins, and is still kept in the Indian dar-i-mihr, as

Strabo [Hist. xv. ) describes it: 'in sacred places,
fed with barkless pieces of wood,' etc. And
Pausanias (V. xxvii. 3) places it

' in a room . . .

where a priest rejjairs to put dry wood upon tlie

altar, the tiara on his head, .singing sacred hymns
. . . from a book in a language utterly unintellig-
ible.' The modern Parsis offer the explanation
that, if the Ii-anians regarded fire as the symbol
of divinity, and as such worthy of respect and
reverence, they never professed themselves to

be worshippers of tire. Zoroaster, in his Gdthds,
speaks of fire as a bright and powerful creation
of Ahura Mazda, and prefers it as a symbol of

divinity to idols or other objects ; but nowhere
does he enjoin the worship of tire.

(c) Iviniortnlitij of the soid.—Man is represented
as a compound of pliysical and psychological parts.
His nature is double—material and spiritual, body
and soul. His spiritual i)arts are immortal, and
were created before his material parts. Of his spir-

itual parts the principal is the urvan, the soul, with
its faculties, and the fravashi, a notion perhaps
of post-Zoroastrian belief. The ui-van, or the soul,
is responsible, and, according to its acts, receives
reward or punishment. On the morning of the
fourth day after death the urvan enters into
the spiritual world, and never returns to the
material world. There is no trace of metempsy-
chosis. As regards fravashi, it is a peculiar inner

power of urvan—a most interesting notion, and
very much like the Platonic ioiai. The fravashi
of tlie holy soul is honoured as a holy spirit, and
its help is invoked as a sort of guardian-spirit of
the soul. The soul is endowed, during its earthly
career, with such helps as may enable it to light
against the evil influence of Ahriman. These
helps are knowledge, wisdom, sense, thouglit,
speech, the religious conscience, revealed religion,
etc. It cannot look for any other help ; there
is no vicarious salvation in Parsiism. Cf. art.

Fravashi.
(d) Future life.

—Such a struggle deserves a
reward. The Par.sis, according to the Zoroastrian

creed, believe in a life to come. The Avesta writ-

ings of the Hdtoxt Nasi:, the 19th chapter of the

Vendiddd, and the Pahlavi books Dind-i-MainOff-i-
Xrat and Artd-i-Virdf JS'dmak treat of the fate of

the soul after death. Even in the Gdthds we find

general hints about it. The soul of the virtuous
crosses the Chinvat bridge, and is admitted into
the house of purity and eternal light and song
{gai'6 deindna), where it enjoys the company of

holy souls. Tlie soul of the wicked goes to the
house of impurity and darkness, reproached by its

conscience, bemoans its state, and utters cries of

lamentation. The state of reward or punishment
is to continue till Frasho-kereti or Farshogard,
i.e. the renovation of the world, when the whole
creation is to start afresh. The notion of the im-

mortality of the soul and a future life, distinctly
expressed in the Gdthds, pervades the whole of

the later Avesta literature, and is entirely accepted
by the Parsis. See, further, Blest, Abode of
THE (Persian).

(e) Resurrection of the dead.—The resurrection, or

Ristdkhcz, Mill take place at the end of the present
cycle ; then Avill come the last of the Saoshyants
(see Zoroaster), who Avill consummate the work of

purifying and regenerating the world and remov-

ing all evil effects of the work of Ahriman. All the
souls of the wicked Avill be brought out from hell,
and will be purified through the supreme ordeal ;

the souls of the righteous, too, will rise, and thcj'
also will pass through the Ristdkhez and be sub-

mitted to the same trial ; but the tlames will not
burn them—they will cross them as a sea of milk.

Henceforth the world will enter upon a new cycle,
free from all evil and misery, ever young and

rejoicing. All souls will be furnished with new
bodies, and will commence a life of ineffable bliss.

Hell itself will be purified. The Parsi theories of

the resurrection, the last judgment, and the fate

of Ahriman are found in the Bundahishn.
2. Ethics.— ' The Zoroastrian religion,' as has

been pointed out by Darmesteter (Parsiism, p. 1 1 f. ),

' was a religion of life in the noblest sense of the

word ; it brought two things of whit'li the old

Aryan religions, in the midst of which it rose,
had no idea, or only a dim apperception ; those two

things were )noral and hope
'

; so that ' the Zoro-

astrian faith not only gives its follower a moral
rule through life ; not only directs his heart, his

tongue, his hand, teaching Iiim (jood thoit<jhf, (jood

word, and (Jood dred ; but it tells him that the good
Avill prevail at last if he does his duty : that a son

of the prophet Saoshyant will come and oi>on the

eternal reign of Oimazd, and exterminate the

evil from the world. The poorest, the meanest
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Zoroastrian in the worUl knows that he is born

a soldier of Saosliyant, and that Orinazd will con-

quer through him.' The development of activity

free and voluntary—introduces a quite modern

factor into Par^iism, and enables it to stand on a

level witii the contemporary systems of philosophy

throu^'h the triumph of cttort. One is even justi-

fied in wondering how Zoroastrianism arrived at

the low ebb which caused the final success of the

Arabs and Islam ; but, in studying attentively that

portion of history, we see that it can be fully ex-

plained by the fact that, having become a State reli-

gion, it perisheii miserably, stifled by the priesthood
and weakened by the struggles among the sects.

In any ca.se, as it appeals at the present day to a

small number of followers, it divests itself of any
sacerdotal or sectarian character in order to speak
only to the rea.son of the individual. Zoroastrian-

ism—become Parsiism—appears to us, aV)Ove all,

a system of nioral philosophy, and it is in that

direction that it will probably develop more and
more. Though the Pahlavi writers have handed
down copious materials on Zoroastrian ethics,

no special treatise has ever summed them up.

Strange to say, the sul)lime precepts of morality

enjoined by the Zoroastrian religion have never
been codified. According to the sacred books, all

morality is divided into three great classes :

kitmatn, good thoughts; Mkhta, good words;
hiirarshta, good deeds. Similarly, there are

three categories of immorality : ditzhmata, evil

tlioughts; ditzhtikhta, evil words; and duzhvarshta,
evil deeds. All good thoughts, words, and works
are done with wisdom. All evU thoughts, words,
and works are done without wisdom. All good
thoughts, words, and works lead to paradise. All

evil t::o»ights, words, and works lead to hell. To
all good thoughts, words, and works (belongs)

paradise. So (is it) manifest to the pure. Of all

Zoroastrian virtues, the first, holiness, or asha—a

very comprehensive term—embraces all sorts of

parity, tnithfulness, and beneficence. The ashem

vohu, the i)rayer-formula that every Zoroastrian

learns, teaches that ' Holiness is the best good
and happiness ; happiness to Him who is the Holy
one for the sake of the best Holiness.' Cf. art.

Ethics and Morality (Parsi).
The list of Zoroastrian virtues would be too long

to reproduce here. Most of them are common
to the great religions of the world—Buddhism,
Judaism, Christianity ; but some of them have,
so to speak, expanded in the modern development
of Parsiism. Charity, for example, formerly
restricted to the Zoroastrian brethren, is now ex-

tended to every caste, race, and religion. Again,
as a deviation from certain ideas, the modern
Par.sis repulse converts, and seem to have totally

forgotten that it was through preaching and

proselytism that their religion was established,
and that the admission of the adherents of a
false religion to the true religion was allowed.

The fiuestion of investing non-Zoroastrians with
sudifi.h and kusti was a pressing one, and was
settled lately ; the community as a ])ody is averse
to proselytism. The Par.sis do not admit con-

versions to Christianity, and Parsi converts are

very few. Moreover, the Parsis have never sacri-

ficed themselves for their religious ideas ; they
may have suffered, from the storming of their

old centre Sanjfm, the ordinary evils of war, and
under the Portuguese from the strict regulations
of the Damaun and Bassein authorities ; but
their faith was never at .stake in India. Hence

they have no occasion to boast of their modem views
of toleration, when they enjoy equality of pro-
tection under an enlightened Government. Those
views are quite oppo.sed to the spirit of the
Sasanian kings, who were ardent persecutors of

alien worships. For them there was only one good
religion. AH others, especially those of the

Jews, Manichseans, and Christians, were attacked.

Any communication with unbelievers was a cause
of impurity ; to eat m ith them was sinful. The
same view is found in the Eivth/rifs, and, among
the modern Parsis, the adherents of old customs

clung to it as late as the early fifties. At that
time the prejudice was still so strong that even
men like Sir Jainshedji Jijibhai declined to dine
with the Governor of Bombay.

It is a most important fact that the Parsis, since

their arrival in India, may have submitted to some
Hindu customs in order to please the Rana of

Sanjan ; but they never felt the moral or religious
influence of Hinduism. Whatever common origin
the two branches of the Aryan fainilj'^ may have,
each has separately achieved its own evolution.

The Parsis borrowed neither the fasts of asceticism

nor the ecsta.sy of mysticism—both opposed to

pure Zoroastrianism. Indian jiliilosophy also they
ignored. The great Brahmanical schools were not
meant for alien races, and not open to the Persian

refugees, who, even at Nausari, did not attempt to

start a school of their own. Now, in contact with

European thought, active, living, communicative
as it is, what will become of the community?
Neither the Roman Catholic saints nor the re-

ligious reformers of Christianity will gain influence

over the Parsi youths ;
but Darwin, Huxley,

Stuart INIill, Comte, may perhaps do .so, and the

future of Parsi ethics and philosophy depends
on the way in which they are understood and

adapted. See art. PHILOSOPHY (Iranian).

3. Liturgy: worship and ceremonies. — («)

Temples.
—The Parsi temples for a long time did

not differ in outward appearance from the better-

class houses. Now the fronts of some of them, at

Udvada and Bombay, are decorated in the neo-

Persepolitan style. The word for temple is dar-

i-mihr, 'door or palace of Mithra.' In India they
are commonly called firjydri^ (from dg, the San-

skrit agyii, 'fire'). They are of three grades,

Atash-dhdgah, {(tash-CidarAn, Atash-bahrdm, ac-

cording to the quality of the fire kept in them.

(1) The dtash-dddgilh may be touched both by
priests and by laymen, never by non-Zoroasti'ians.

It is the ordinary fire preserved in a fire-temple,
or even in the houses of Zoroastrians, and used in

sacred ceremonies ; (2) the dtnsh-Adardn may not

be touched by any one but priests ; its consecra-

tion requires great ceremonies ; the utmost care is

taken in watching it and keeping it perpetually

burning ; (3) the dtash-bahrdm is the highest of

all ; its consecration entails heavy expenses and
a long series of ritual—for a year or more. The
sacred fire is constantly watched by priests who
have undergone the highest purifications. Its

extinction would be regarded by the Parsis as a

calamity. Non-Zoroastrians are not admitted into

the dar-i-mihr. The chief feature of the temples
is the absence of statues or representations of

divinities. The temple is divided into two parts :

the ddardn, or place for lire, and the izishn-gdh,
in which the ceremonies are recited, (i.) Adardn.
In a small domed room the fire is kept burning
in a silver or copper-brass urn resting on a stone

stool, or dddsht, with a metallic tray hanging from
the dome {tdj) ; five times a day (at each watch,
or gdh) a priest, his mouth covered with a paddn,
or piece of cloth, to prevent the effluvia from

defiling it, cleans the room, washes the stool,

arranges the cinders, and puts fresh sandal or

other wood on the fire. The ceremony is called boi

devi. (ii.) Izishn-gdh. This is a large quadrang-
ular room, divided by jartvi* (small channels),
and is used for the celebration of the ceremonies.

There is space enough for a stone stool [dddsht) for
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the censer, or Afergdni, a stone platform (ni-vts or

AMt-gdh) on -whicli are laid tiie implements of

ritual, a seat for the ofticiating priest, and the
kundi for the purified water.
Devout Parsis generally go to the fire-temple

every day, or at least on the days of the month
consecrated to fire ; but, at certain times, all the

community go and (dl'er sandal -wood and money,
and say prayers. According to the belief of the
ancient Persians, however, it is not necessary to

pray to God in a temple. Nature, in its grandeur,
was considered the proper temple, and Parsis still

continue to pray on the beach or facing the sun.

There are eight dtush-halirdins in India (tlie first

was founded at Sanjrin by the refugees in tlie

8th cent. ; it was finally brought to Udvada in

1742, where it still exists), and 133 dgydris (see
the list of fire-temples in India published by B. B.
Patell in Gujardt Parsis, Apjiendix i. pp. 65-69).

(6) Ilifunl.—The Zoroastrian worship consists in

the recitation of fragments of the sacred books,
either simply or accompanied with the perform-
ance of the ritual. Generally, every one prays by
himself, but on some occasions the whole com-

munity gather at the fire-temple.
The number of ceremonies celebrated during tlie

era when the religion was most flourishing has
diminished. Nowadays the chief are the Yasna
(which includes the Gdthds), the Visparad, the

Vendiddd, the Bapithcavin, the Gdhdnbdrs, the
Srosh Darun or Bdj, the Afringdn, the GUi-

hhirid, the Zindeh-Ravdn, the Hdmdst. The ritual

has been carefully preserved ; the liturgical ex-

planations regarding the Yasna, for example, are
written on the old MSS themselves ; precious
fragments of ancient treatises of the Sasanian

period connected with ritualism have come down
to the present time (see Nirangistdn, Vajarkard,
etc.).

The apparatus of ritual for the Yasna are :

barsom. [q.v.), a bundle of from five to thirty-five
metallic wires, tied into a string of date-leaf,

evanghin; mdhrii, stand for the barsom; hdvan,
mortar ; tasht, metallic saucer with nine holes in

the middle ; cups and dishes.

The offerings consist of the juice of the Juioma

{horn) plant, sacred bread (ddrmis), ghi (clarified

butter), holy water, dry fragrant wood, esm boe,

etc.

In the time of the Avesta some of the liturgical
ceremonies demanded the presence of ten priests

(Visp. iii. 1; Vend. v. 57, vii. 17) ; at the present
day two priests only are required : the chief

reciter {zoti) and the minister (rdspi), who tills the

place of the other absent priests. Some of the

liturgical prayers must be recited, the ritual per-
formed, and the accessaries conducted by priests
who have to submit to great purihcations ; other

f)iayers
may be recited by all priests, even by

aymen, as, for example, the Yashts, which are

not accompanied by any ritual, though it is pos-
sible that they were formerly recited on the tops
of mountains or high ground. Some suppose that
the description of the worship of the Iranians by
Herodotus refers to Yashts. To all appearance
these offices are relics of the ancient Sasanian

worship, and the conglomeration of the Yasna,
according to D.armesteter's suggestion {AMG xxi.

ch. i. p. Ixxxviii) after JSIas'udi, was formed at the
time of Ardashir Babakan, and has undergone no

change.
The daily obligations of the orthodox Parsi are

numerous : the untying and retying of the sacred

girdle (kusti) on the sacred shirt (sudrah) is per-
formed several times after the washing of the

hands, face, and feet with pure water, and is

called pddydb. The custom of saying grace before

and after meals still subsists.

{v.) Purificatory laws.—The purificatory laws

play a conspicuous part in the life of the con-
servative Parsi, as every material impurity has to
be removed if he desires to be a good Zoroastrian.
There are four purifications for the use of both

priests and laymen, men and women : (1) the pdd-
ydb, whicii consists in washing with water the
arms and iiands up to the elbows, the feet up to

the ankles, and the face ; (2) the ghosel, a Mashing
with gCiwz (cow's urine) ; (3) the barashnirni, a

long and painful cleansing which, together with
the subsequent retreat, lasts nine days. The
ritual is found in Vendiddd, ix. The si-shoe is

a diitiinuti\e of it.

Prom his birth to the day of his death, when he
has become a prey to the driij nasu, and is himself
a source of contagion, the Parsi has to liglit against
defilement ; he has to avoid it, and also to avoid

defiling others.

A state of perfect purity is indispensable to the

priest bef(ire entering the izishn-gdh for the cele-

bration of the Ya-'tiia and Vendiddd ; lie is called

yaozdathragar mobed {' mobed in state of purity'),
and also barashnum-icdld. Not only has the priest
to undergo purifications, but the implements of

worship and the water used during the ceremonies
have to be made pure. Gomez is employed in

minor purifications ; nirang-din, bull's urine, made
pure according to the ceremonial law, is indLs-

pensable in the higher ceremonies, and its prepara-
tion is most minute.
The purificatory laws are, in fact, the bases of the

Parsi liturgy, and, as Anquetil du Perron (ii. 544)

says,
'
if the purifying materials are not well

cleaned, there is no purification, no purifier, no

priest, no Parsi ! . . .' so that, though the re-

formers have, after a fight with the orthodox

party, objected to the daily use of gomez, the

nirang-din is not discarded. Cf. PURIFICATION
(Iranian).

4. Feasts and festivals.—The Parsis have some

religious feasts of a very peculiar character, for

which see separate art. FESTIVALS AND Fasts
(Parsi).

LiTERATniE.—I. EARLTTRAVELLERS.—FT\a.T]oTAa.nus, 'The
Wonders of the East,' tr. from the Latin original as published
in Paris in 1839 in the Recrueil de voyages et de memoires of the

Society of Geography, by Henry Yule, London, 1S63, p. 21 ;

J. de "Barros, Da Asia, dos feito.-^, que os Portufjuezes Jizerain
no descutrriinento, e conqtiista das mares e terras do Oriente,

Lisbon, 1777, i. bk. viii. ch. ix. ; T. Herbert, Travels ui Africa
and A.<tia the Great, London, 1654, pp. 55-59, 107 ; E. Terry,
in Piirchas, Uis Pil/jrinies in Five Bookes, pt. ii., do. 1625, 'A
Relation of a \'oyage lo the Easterne India : observed by Edward
Terry,' § iv. p. 1479 ; H. Lord,

'

Discovery of the Banians and
Parsees,' in Pinkerton's Voyages and Travels, do. lSOS-14, \-iii.

557-572; J. A. von Mandelslo, Voyages de Perse aux hides

orientates, tr. A. de Wicnuefort, Leyden, 1717, pp. 179-1S6 ;

F. de la BouUaye le Gouz, Les Voi/apes et observations du
Sieur, Paris, 1653, ch. xix.f. pp. 187-191) ; P. F. Vicenzo Maria,
II viaggio all' Imiie Orientali, Venice, l(iS3, eh. ii. p. 250 ;

J. Fryer, A New Account of East India and Persia in
Eight

Letters, being Xine Years' TravfL<:, begxin ir,:s and finished

16S1, London, 1698, pp. 67, 117, 197; J. Ovingrton, Voyage to

Suratt, 16S0, do. 1696 ; F. Valentijn, Oitd en 7iieuw Oost-Indii-n,

Dordrecht and Amsterdam, 1724-26, vol. iv. pt. ii. p. 153 ;

Anquetil du Perron, Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1771, pt. i.
' Discours

prt'liminaire
'

; J. S. Stavorinus, Voyages to the East Indies,
tr. S. H. Wilcocke, London. 1798, ii. 494-498, 504 f., iii. If., 5;
C. Niebuhr, Vm/age en Arable et en d'autres p<iys circonvoisins,

Amsterdam, 1776-80, ii. 36-40; J. Forbes, Oriental Mentoirs-,

London, 1834, vol. i. ch. \ i. pp. 78-83.

II. ///5TO«r.—Bomanji Byramji Patell, Piirsf Prak^ish,

being a Record of important Events in the Growth of the

Parsi Community in Western India, Bombay, 187S-SS (Guja-

rati), series ii., 1891 ; H. G. Briggs, The I'arsis or Modem
Zerdvsthians, Bombay, 1852; Dosabhai Framji, The ParsefS,

their History, Manners, Customs, and Religion, London, 1S5S ;

Dosabhai Framji Karaka, Uistoni of the Parsis, 2 vols., do.,

1884; D. Menant, Les I'arsis,
'
Ilistoire des communautes

zoroastriennes de I'lnde
' (AMG vii.), Paris, 1808 ; B. B. Patell,

BG ix. pt. ii. [1899], 183, 254, and a rejirint. The Gujartit Parsis

from their Earliest Settlement to the Present Time, Bombay,
"l89S, Parsee Villades in the Sanjan and Surut Districts in the

Zoroastrian Calendar f'r r^W 1 e:d., pp. 54-6;i (Gujar.iti).

III. A'iV./'./o.v.—Anquetil du Perron, Zcnd-AivHa, 'Isa^ea
civils et rcligieux des Parses,' pp. 627-591, and '

Syst6me thto-
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lofique, ct^rcmoniel et moral,' pp. 59-2-018 ; J. Wilson, J argee

liduiion, as contained in the ZendAvestu, etc., Bombay, 1843;

M. Haug, Etmya un the Sacnd Lani/ttage, Writuujs, and

Reliijutnufthe I'artii'i, London, 1878 ; J. Darmesteter, Pard-
ifin—itt Place in Uiitory, a Lecture delivered at Bombay,
2nd Feb. Kn!'? ; S. Laingr, A Modem Zorvaslrian^, London,
ISttS ; J. J. Modi, The J<eligicnis System of the Parsis, Bombay,
1885 ; S. D. Bharucha, A Brit/ Sketch of the Zoroaitrian

Religion and Customs, do. 1893. D. MeXANT.

PARTHENOGENESIS.—Ptuthenogenesi.s is

the develuiJiiient of an ejig-tell wliich has not been
fertilized. It is of frequent occurrence {

I ) in manj'
of the lower crustaceans, such as the brine-shrinip
Artemia, the large freshwater Apus, and some
water-fleas—

e.^., Daphnia, Moina, Cj-pris, and
Candona ; (2) in some insects, notably among the

gall-wasps (Cynipida>), in certain species of which
males have not been found, and among .saw-flies

(Tenthredinidie) ; and (3) in most of the rotifers or

wheel-animalcules. In most rotifers partheno-
genesis is the rule ; in some cases males have never
been found. In most of tlie cases of partheno-
genesis among crustaceans and insects males are

absent for months or years, but reappear at

intervals. Among plants there are few e.xamples
of normal parthenogenesis in the strict sense, for

we cannot include cases, like many of the lower

fungi, where the whole sexual reproduction is de-

generate. An undoubted parthenogenesis obtains
in Chara crinita, one of the Avater-stoneworts.
For in N. Europe only the female plants are re-

presented. It should be noted that there is no
reason whatever to associate the dominance of

parthenogenesis with any loss of racial vigour. A
liundred successive parthenogenetic generations
have l^een carefully observed in the case of Daphnia,
and there was no suggestion of any degeneration.
In a few cases the occurrence of variation in par-
thenogenesis has been demonstrated.

It may be \iseful to distinguish several different

grades of parthenogenesis. («) What may be called

pathological parthenogenesis is illustrated when
the egg-cell, say, of a hen, exhibits without fertiliza-

tion a number of divisions. In none of these cases
has the development been known to go far. (b)

The term casual parthenogenesis may be applied
to cases where the occurrence is observed as a rare

exception — e.g., in silk-moths. It occasionally
happens that worker-ants, not normally repro-
ductive at all, produce ova which develop partheno-
genetically. Since the discovery of what is called

'artificial parthenogenesis' (see below) tliese in-

stances of pathological and occasional partheno-
genesis have become more intelligible, (c) Partial

parthenogenesis is well illustrated by hive-bees.

Tiie queen receives from the drone a store of male
elements or spermatozoa, and it rests with her, in

laying the eggs, to fertilize them or not. Those
eggs that are fertilized from the store of sperma-
tozoa develop into workers or queens (according to
the nurture) ; tho.se that are not fertilized develop
into drones. The same is true of some other

Hymenoptera, such as ants, (d) The term seasonal

Sarthenogenesis
may be applied to cases like green-

ies or Aphides, wiiere one parthenogenetic genera-
tion succeeds another all through the summer, but
males reappear in the autunm and fertilization

occurs. Ihis is also illustrated by some of the
water-fleas, (e) The t^rm juvenile parthenogenesis

may be a])plied to some curious cases (e.g., in the

niiuge Miastor) where larval forms exhibit pre-
cocious reproductivity without any fertilization.

It becomes difficult, however, to draw a line between
such cases and nmltiplication by means of spores,
such as is seen in the larval stages of the liver-fluke

and in many plants. Spores are .specialized repro-
ductive cells which develop without fertilization ;

they are familiar to every one on the fronds of ferns.

The formation of spores is a primitive mode of re-

production, but the parthenogenetic development
of ova is probably in all cases secondary and deri-

vative—a relapse from the normal spermic develo])-
ment. None the less it seems to work well in

certain kinds of organisms and in certain conditions
of life.

It may be asked whether egjr-cells which normally develop
without being fertilized are in any way different from ordinary
ova. But the answer is not at present very clear. In some
cases (ants, bees, and wasps) the ova "^o through the ordinary
process of maturation, involvinj? a reduction of the number of

nuclear rods or chromosomes to half the normal number. In
some other cases (rotifers, some water-fleas, and green-flies)
there is no reduction when the conditions of life are favourable,

though there may be when they are unpropitious.

Of great interest and importance is the establish-

ment of the fact that in a variety of cases the ovum
may be artificially induced to develop partheno-
genetically. The demonstration of this has been

mainly due to Jacques Loeb and Yves Delage. If

the unfertilized eggs of a sea-urchin be left for a

couple of hours in sea-water tlie composition of

which has been altered (e.g., by adding magnesium
chloride), and be then restored to ordinary sea-

water, many of them develop into normal larva?.

A mixture that Delage found to be very ett'ective

for sea-urchin ova consisted of 300 c.cm. of sea-

water, 700 c.cm. of an isotonic solution of sac-

charose, 15 centigrams of tannin dissolved in dis-

tilled water, and 3 c.cm. of normal amm^niacal
solution. It works equally well if the volume of

the sea-water or of the saccharose be doubled.

The ova were left for an hour in the mixture, then
washed several times, and then placed in sea-water,
where they soon developed. In a few cases fullj--

formed sea-urchins have been reared. There are

two points of S2>ecial importance : first, that the

artificial parthenogenesis has been induced in a

great variety of types (e.g., sea-urchin, starfish,

marine worm, mollusc, fish, and even ampliibian) ;

and, .second, that the artificial stimuli eti'ectively
used are very varied—chemical, physical, and
mechanical. Artificial parthenogenesis has been
induced by altering the chemical composition of

the water by adding or removing certain salts, or

by altering the concentration by adding salt and

sugar, or by subjecting the ova to various influences,
such as superabundance of carbon dioxide, vapour
of chloroform, ether, benzol and toluol, the presence
of butyric acid, blood, serum, and extracts of foreign

cells, or by exposing the ova to electric currents or

to mechanical stimulation. Frog's eggs pricked
with a needle and washed with blood may proceed
to develop rapidly and normally. In a few cases

the parthenogenetic development has been success-

fully carried beyond the completion of the tadpole

metamorphosis. The effective stimuli, such as have
been enumerated above, differ for different kinds

of eggs, and even for eggs of the same kind at

different stages of ripeness. There is probably
some common factor in all the effective stimuli,
but what it is remains uncertain.

It is too soon to make more than a tentative

statement as to what happens in artificial partheno-
genesis. According to some, the artificial changes
in the medium do not in themselves directly induce

segmentation, but modify the intimate constitution

of the egg in such a way that, when it is returned
to its natural medium, it becomes auto-partheno-
genetic. According to Loeb, the physico-chemical
agency induces the formation of a 'fertilization

membrane' by a change in the surface of the egg
comparable to that which follows the entrance of

a spermatozoon. The first step is a cytolysis or

partial solution of the cortical layer of the ovum,
perhaps a liquefaction of fatty substances in the

cellular emulsion. The result is the formation of

the 'stabilizing envelope' or 'fertilization mem-
brane.' But the appearance of this membrane
seems to lead to an acceleration of the oxidations
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going on in the egg ; the egg is activated, and

segmentation begins. But this may simply lead

to disintegration, if there is not also a corrective

factor, and it has been possiljle to devise experi-
mental conditions that induce activation only and
others that induce activation and stable develop-
ment. Thus the presence of a fatty acid, such as

butyric, may bring about membrane-formation and
the activation of the egg, while the presence of a

iiyportonic solution (i.e. with increased osmotic

pressure) may serve as the essential corrective.

The life of the activated egg may also be saved by
putting it after the membrane-formation for about
three hours into sea-water practically free from

oxygen or containing a trace of potassium cyanide.
In either way the over-active oxidations in the egg
may be sujipressed. If the eggs are thereafter
transferred into ordinary sea-water containing free

oxygen, they often develop normally. Similarly,
pricking the ovum of frog or toad with a i)latinum
needle and the entrance of some blood corpuscles
may serve to activate, while tlie return to the
normal medium may serve as the necessary
counteractive of disintegration.
One must not conclude that the r61e of the com-

plex living spermatozoon is exhaustively replaced
by the chemico-pliysical agencies referred to, for

normal fertilization implies more than activation
and a regulation of the subsequent cleavage. It

implies a mingling of the heritable qualities of the

two parents. What the experiments show is that
the ovum is quite complete in itself, that certain
factors involved in what the spermatozoon effects

may be artificially mimicked, and that perfectly
normal larvae may be reared from various un-

fertilized eggs which are not known ever to develop
parthenogenetically in natural conditions. The
remarkable facts that have come to light since 1899
show that one cannot set limits to the possibility
of tlie occurrence of parthenogenesis. Some of the

experimental conditions which are effective in in-

ducing parthenogenetic development might find a

parallel in natural conditions. As yet, no instance
of either artificial or natural parthenogenesis has
been observed in the animal kingdom above the

level of amphibians.
Literature.—J. Loeb, Artificial Parthenogeiiesis and Fer-

tilisation, Chicago, 1913, The Mechanistic Conception of Life :

Biological Essays, do. 1912 ; P. Geddes and J. Arthur Thom-
son, The Ecolutiun of Sex, revised ed., London, 1901, and Sex,
do. 1914 ; J. Arthur Thomson, Heredity^, do. 1912.

J. Aethur Thomson.
PARTHIANS.— I. The country.—The position

of Parthia was south and a little east of the

Caspian Sea. It was bounded on the north by
Hyrcania and the Turanian desert, on the south

by the great salt desert of central Iran, on the east

by Ariana, and on the west by Media. Roughly,
it corresponded with the northern part of Khorasan.
The name of the country, Parthia, is regarded as

having been derived from that of its south-west

province, Parthyene.
2. The people.

—The Parthians were an Iranian
tribe named in the inscriptions of Darius Par-
thnvn, called by the Greeks Uapdva'ioL. Justin

(xli.) describes them as Scythian exiles, thejr name
being explained as meaning 'refugee' in that

language. It is doubtful wliether any of the
stories as to the origin of the Parthians are trust-

wortliy. Moses of Chorene calls them descendants
of Abraham by Keturah, whilst Strabo and others

regard them as Scythians sent by Sesostris from

Scythia when he returned from that country. The
lirst authentic information concerning them, liow-

ever, is that of Darius, who represents them as

inhabiting the tract with which they have always
been associ.ated. It is therefore jjrobable that they
were added to the Persian empire by Cyrus, the

conqueror of Babylon, about 550 B.C. Herodotus

(iii. 93) speaks of them as belonging to the 16th

division, or satrapy, of Darius, and as paying,
with the Chorasmians, Sogdians, and Areians, a
tribute of 300 talents of silver.

3. History.—However faithful the Parthians may
have been to their overlord in the years preceding
the accession of Darius Hystaspes, there seems to
be no doubt that, while he was at Babylon, they
revolted, with other tribes or nationalities, in

favour of one of the pretenders with whom he
had to contend. Their sympathies were evidently
with l^hraortes the Mede, and in this they had
the support of Hyrcania. As Darius's father,

Hystaspes, was the general who defeated the allied

rebel armies there, it seems probable that they
were in the nrovince which lie governed. The
first battle took place in Vispauzatis (Hyspaostisa),
in Parthia, but, notwithstanding the success which
Darius claims for his fatlier on that occasion, it is

clear that he had not troops enough, and reinforce-

ments had to be sent from Persia. The second

battle, in which Hystaspes was entirely victorious,
took place near the city of Patigrabana, also in

Parthia. In the war of Xerxes against the Greeks
the Parthians were in the same division as the

Bactrians, and were commanded by Artabazos

(Herod, vii. 66). To all apitearance they remained
faithful to Persia to the end, serving in the army
at Arbela against Alexander, to whom, however,
they made but a feeble resistance when he passed
through their country on his way to Bactria.

4. Rise to power.—Very scanty materials for

the early history of the Parthian kingdom exist,
and only fabulous legends concerning it are given
by Arrian in his Parthica (Photius, cod. 68 ;

Syncellus, p. 539 f.). Here Arsaces, the founder
of the great Parthian dynasty, with his brother

Tiridates, originates in the royal house of the
Achremenians. The young Tiridates having been
insulted by the prefect Agathocles or Pherecles,
the brothers, with five companions (like the seven
Persian supporters of Darius), slay him, and Arsaces
mounts the throne. Tliere is nothing improbable in

all this, but the statement that Arsaces died after

two years and was succeeded by Tiridates seems

impossible, in view of the fact that the former

reigned about 37 years. Arsaces I, maintained
himself not only in Parthia, but also in Hyrcania,
though constantly threatened by Diodotus of

Bactria (Justin, xli. 4). Arsaces is said to have

fled, about 238 B.C., to the nomadic tribe of the

Aspasiaca', owing to the march of Seleucus II.

eastwards (Strabo, xi. 513). A rebellion in Syria,
however, soon compelled Seleucus to retire, and
Arsaces returned victorious to Parthia. According
to Justin (xli. 4), the day of this victory was cele-

brated as that of Parthian independence. Arsaces
was proclaimed king at Asaak (Kuchan in the

upper Atrec valley) and founded Dara in Apa-
varktikine, now Kelat, farther to the east. His

son, Arsaces II., was attacked by Antiochus ill.

(the Great) in 209 B.C., and certain Parthian and

Hyrcanian towns were captured by him. The
successor of Arsaces II., Priapatius (Justin), ruled

15 years (190-175 B.C.), and Pbraates, who followed

on the throne (175-170 B.C.), subjugated the Mardi
in the Elburz. This ruler, notwithstanding that

he had many sons, left his throne (following an
old Elamite custom) to his brother, Mitluidaies I.

(170-138 B.C.). Having subdued the Medes. the

Elymeans, the Persians, and the Bactrians, Mithri-

dates extended his conquests in India beyond those

of Alexander, subjugated Syria, .and added Baby-
lonia (see § 9) and Mesoiiotamia to his empire,
which now liad the Ganges as its eastern ami the

Euphrates as its western' boundary. Among other

great rulers of Parthia may be mentioned Pliraates

II. (138-127 B.C.), who defeated Antiochus Sidetes,
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but was himself slain in a battle with the Scyth-
ians who had lielped Antiochus ; and Phraates III.

(70-57 B.C.). who supported the younger Tigranes
of Armenia against liis fatlier, and reohtained

posse.ssion of Mesopotamia in consequence. He
was murdered about 57 B.C. by his two sons. Tlie

dynasty of Arsaces lasted until A.D. '229, when it

was ended by the native Sasanian dynasty of

Persia, under Arta.\er.\es I., son of its founder.

£. Character.—An active mountainous race, the
Parlliiaiis were very warlike and courageous.
They earij- learned the value of accurate shooting,
and attained renown as archers, owing to their

skill with the Ikjw on horseback. Their fame as

horsemen was for this same reason equally great.
Even whilst going at full speed, they discharged
their arrows with such precision that they could

prevent an enemy from following them in thoir

flight. Tiie cavalry formed the strength of the
Parthian armj- ; as for the infantry, this was com-

posed mainly of slaves who had been bought and
trained for military service.

6. Civilization and language.—It is doubtful
whether tlie Parthians were of Scj'thian origin or
not {§ 2), but it is known tiiat certain Scj'tliian
nomads became the ruling race in the State. E.\-

tensive landed pro))erty was given to them, and

they formed the king's council, which appointed
the successor. These Scythians, however, ulti-

mately became, as was to be e.xpected, one with
the Parthian nation. Such an amalgamation was
rendered all the easier because of the likeness of

their language, for Parthian was looked upon as a
nii.xture of Scythian and Median (according to E.

AIeyer = Iranian). Being, however, 'philhellenes'
and altogether under the influence of Greek art
and civilization, the kings, on their coins, and

Erobably
also in official documents, used the Greek

inguage, so that no specimens of ancient Parthian
have come down to us. That their language
should have been the original of that strange
jargon, Pahlavi, as contended by some (Meyer
regards the word as a corruption of Parthaca,
' I'arthian '), is in the highest degree improbable.
The tongue which, mingled with Pahlavi, made it

a '

jargon
' was not Greek, but Aramaean. The

Iranian element of Pahlavi was Persian.

7. Religion.
—As the early history of the Par-

thians is jiractically unknown, the religion which
they professed is still a hidden detail. The Scyth-
ian element in the country is said to have adopted
the religion of Zoroaster, and this probably became
its official creed—an '

everlasting fire
' was main-

tained in the royal town of Asaak.
8. Personal characteristics.—The Parthian coins

show, on the obverse, tlie king's head in prohie.
He is bearded, and his hair, combed down on to
his forehead, is confined by a fillet. The later

kings have tiaras and shorter beards than the
earlier. On the reverse of some of the coins is a

representation of a soldier seated. He is beard-
less, and wears a hat with a brim, tight-fitting
breeches, and a short cloak. In his outstretched
hand he holds the national weapon, the bow. This

apparently gives the costume of their renowned
archer-cavalry.

9. The Parthians in the late Babylonian inscrip-
tions.—Tliere is hardly any doubt that more in-

formation concerning the I'arthians will come to

light from excavations and explorations in the
nearer East. Several large Babylonian tablets,
giving very minute details of the history of tlie

Ar.sacidean period, are preserved in the British
Museum. So far, however, the distinguishing
names of the individual kings of the dynasty are

rarely obtainable from this source, as they all bear
the dynastic appellation Ar&akaa or ArSakam, i.e.

Arsaces.

One of these tablets states that the Babylonians of Seleucla on
the Tigris opposed Antiochus, and refers to a condict with the
Elaniit«s, lea, apparently, by a general named Parsft. Antiochus
fled with a few soldiers. Another fraffment refers to the people
having fled from certain plunderers (^Irfeiij/a, 'Arabs'), who then
infested the country. I.ater on (seemingly) tightinjr took place
between the Babylonians (people and leaders) and ' the son of
the kinjr and his army.' After a pap an announcement follows
in which (the kin{f of I'arthia?) refers to some one (who belonged
(?) to Artabanus, his brother) having been killed. He fought
with (the enemy) and effected a great slaughter, and those who
saved themselves by tliy;ht (including the son of the king) were
pursued into the mountain-fastnesses. The 'Arabs' thereupon
began plundering again, as in former days, but the writer notes
that Arsaces (i4c«f(i-na), the king, proceeded in that month
'

into the remote cities of the land of Outium '

(.Media), to make
battle. It may, from this, be conjectured that the ordered rule
of the Parthians was a welcome relief from the anarchy which
seems previously to have prevailed in some of the lands which
they conquered. As Artabanus was brother of .\rsaces vi.

(Mithridates i., 170-138 u.c), some or all of the above details

probably refer to his reign.

The Babylonian inscriptions of the Parthian

period were written with the object of furnishing
astrological data for historical forecasts. In addi-
tion to these, tablets of the nature of contracts
have also been found. Their dates generally com-
bine the Greek equivalent era with that of the Arsa-
cidiv. As far as can be judged from the records
handed down, the national life of Babylonia, as

well as the religious institutions, went on much
the same as during the reigns of their own kings,
and it is probable that' the same liberal rule

prevailed in all the provinces under Parthian

sway.
LiTERATlKE. — G. RawlinsoH, The Sixth Great Oriental

Monarchy : Parthia, London, 1873 ; A. von Gutschmid, Gesch.
Ira7is und seiner Nachharldnder von Alexander dem Grossen
bis zum Untergange der Arsaciden, Tubingen, 1888

; Smith's
Diet, of Greek and Roman Geography, London, 1872, s.v.
' Parthia '

; Smith's Diet, of Greek and Roman Biography and
Mythology, do. 1880, s.v.

'

Arsaces,' etc. (very detailed); HDB,
s.v.

' Parthians
'

; i'Brii, s.vv.
'

Parthians," Ar.saces,'
'

Phraates,'
'

Mithridates,'
'

Orodes,'
'

Gotarzes,'
'

Pacorus,' etc.

T. G. Pinches.
PASCAL.—Blaise Pascal was born at Clermont-

Ferrand on 19th June 1623, and died in Paris on
17th Aug. 1662. His father, Etienne Pascal, was
president of the Court of Aids at Clermont when
Blaise was born. The earliest anecdote told of the
child recounts that, when he was a year old, he
was cured by magical means of an illness which
was supposed to have been superinduced by a
witch. In 1626 Pascal's mother, n6e Antoinette

Begon, died ; in 1631 his father, with his family,
consisting of Blaise, Gilberte (born in 1620, after-

wards married to M. Perier), and Jacqueline (born
in 1625, afterwards Sceur de Sainte Euphemie in

Port-lioyal), moved to Paris in order to devote
himself to the education of his son, whose precoci-
ousness was remarkable. There he fell into disgrace
with Richelieu for having protested against an
administrative reduction of the rentes of the hotel-

de-ville, some of which he had purchased. Being,
however, restored to favour, he was appointed
intendant of Rouen by the cardinal in 1639. After
nine years' residence in Rouen there followed a

stay of two years in Clermont, and in 1650 the
Pascal family returned to Paris. Shortly after-

wards Jacqueline joined Port-Roj-'al (she was
professed on 5th June,1653)—Gilberte had already
married Perier—and Etienne, the fat'ier, died in

Sept. 1651.

ouch is the bare outline of the history of the

family in which Pascal was brought up, and, as we
shall see, what little light it throws on the origin
or development of the genius which illuminates it

comes fi'om the father and the sister Jacqueline.
We are, nevertheless, forced, perhiips not without

advantage, to rely for an estimate of Pascal's place
in history mainly on the events of his own life as

ilhistrated by his literary remains. And that place
will be found to be determined by three principal
factors : his aptitude for mathematics, his writings
on religion, and his psychology.
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I. His mathematical aptitude.
—Pascal's sister,

Madame Perier, is our autlioritj' for the statement

that, tlie study of f,^oomctry being witlihehl from
him hy liis fatlier, he was found one day by the
latter with tlie h;i;ures of tlie Hrst '3'2 proiiositiuns
of t lie first book of Kuclidlworked out independently,
and this wliile still a boy. He was now encouraged
to study niatlieinatics and was admitted to the

weekly meetings of a small body of scientists who
formed the nucleus of tlie future Koj^al Academy
of Sciences. When only sixteen years old, he
drew up a treatise on conic sections under six

heads, entitled (1)
' Generatio coni sectionum

tangentium et secantium,' (2)
' De hexagramniate

mystico et conico,' (3)
' De quatuor tangentibus et

rectis punct;e tactuum jungentibus, unde rectarum
harmonice sectarum et diametrornm proprietatcs
oriuntur,' (4)

' De j)roportioniiius segmentornin
secantium et tangentium,' (5)

' De tractionibus

conicis,' (6)
' De loco solido.' This treatise was

found among Pascal's papers after his death and
was communicated to Leibniz, who, in 1676, urged
its instant publication on account of its importance
and originality. A r^sumi, however, of its results

had been published by Pa.scal himself in 1640.

The keystone of his theory was what he called the

mystic hexagram, as to which he proved that the
intersections of the three pairs of opposite sides of

a hexagon inscribed in a conic are collinear. From
this he deduced more than 400 corollaries.

While assisting his father in tiie collection of

taxes at Rouen, Pascal found that long and tedious
calculations were frequently necessary. His

impatient spirit and fertile brain hit accordingly
on the idea of making a machine which should

automatically work out these troublesome arith-

metical problems. He was so hampered by diffi-

culties in the manipulation of the necessary
material that, though he conceived the idea in

1643, it being, as he said,
' the eflbrt of a man of

twenty years old,' he did not secure the royal

privilege for it till 1649, and it was not till 1652

that he was able to show that final form of his

machine which is now deposited in the Con-
servatoire des Arts et Metiers.

From pure mathematics Pascal now turned to

physics, after this excursion into mechanics. In

the 17th cent, the dispute whether Nature abhorred
a vacuum or not was unsettled. An intermolecular
vacuum was admitted on both sides, but it was
doubtful if any other kind of vacuum were possible
in Nature. Descartes affirmed such a vacuum

impossible and inconceivable. The atomists
affirmed the contrary. The experiments of Torri-

celli (1608-47) under the inspiration of Calileo had
resulted in the proof of the weight of the air and
in the record of this fact in the barometer (the
'Torricellian vacuum') which was manufactured
in 1643. Pascal interested himself in the subject,
and in 1647 published his Nouvclles exph-icnces sur
Ic vide, foUow'ed by experiments in the next year
in the Puy-de-D6me and in Paris to determine
whether the weight of the air was identical at all

heights above sea-level.
'

If,' as he said,
'

it is found that the height of the quick-silver
is less at the top than at the bottom of the iiionntaiii, vve must
necessarily conclude that the weight or pressure of the air is

the sole cause, and not any horror of a vacuum, since it is quite
certain that there is more air at the bottom than at the top, for

nobody could hold that nature aljhors a vacuum more at the
foot than at the top of the mountain '

(iEuvres, iii. 205).

It is not too much to say that modern physics
dates from the conclusions of Pascal come to in

1648. He broke with reluctance, he tells us, from
the dogmas of the schools.

'From the first of these principles, that nature has an invinc-

ible horror of a vacuum, I have passed to the secon<l, that she
has a horror but not an invincible liorror, and lastly, from that
to a third belief that nature has no horror of a vacuum at all

'

(ib. ii. 371).

Pure mathematics still held Pascal, however, as
is shown by his exercises on the cj'cloid, which
date from 1658. Koberval had defined the area of

the curve and the volume described by its revolu-

tion round its axis and round its base. Pascal
then determined the segments of the area and the
volumes as well as their centres of gravity, and,
under the pseudonym of Dettonville, invited the

leading mathematicians of the day to contend for
a prize for the solution of such problems. Though
W'allis of Oxford and others sent in essays, the

jiroposal came to nothing, and Pa>cal finally pub-
lisiied his own conclusions. These give Pascal

high rank among the professors of the infinitesimal
and difi'erential calculus. It is worthy of note

that, while engaged on this laborious work, Pa.scal

was continuously under bodily sull'ering, and that
his ideas on the properties of the cycloid came to

him while sleepless through violent toothache.
It is not possible to fix precisely the date of

another work of Pascal's which was concerned
with the theory of probaljilities. In that period
of his life which preceded his 'second conversion'
and followed the death of his father, he was
familiar with sundry young men of fashion such
as the Due de Koannez and the Chevalier de Mer6,
and out of tlieir experience of the gaming table
rose a desire that he should treat mathematically
the laws of chance. On this ensued a corre-

spondence of Pascal witii Fermat (see I. Todhunter,
Hist, of the Mathematical Theorif of VrohahHity,
Cambridge, 1865, ])j). 7-21), but Pascal, though he
seems to have contemplated a larger work, printed
in 1654 onljf a fragment on the arithmetical

triangle, which, however, was not puldished till

1665.

2. Writings on religion.
—Though Pascal occu-

pies an honourable place among the leaders of

mathematical thought, he will always be most

widely known for his writings on religion, especi-

ally the Pensies and, above all, the Froviiiciales.

To appreciate these duly, however, we must first

understand the ground and consequence of Pascal's

religious outlook.
The first factor, in order of time, which falls to

be considered is the atmosphere of the home of

Pascal's early days. It might be too severe to

think of it as darkened by any Puritanical gloom.
The words,

' AVe only think of Aristotle and Plato
as clad in the pliilosopher's toga. But they were

good fellows and like the rest they laughed with
their friends' {Penscea, no. 55 [vol. i. p. 150]),
seem to describe accurately the two sides ol ittienne

I'ascal's home. It was the home at once of a
Stoic philosopher, a grave man of atl'airs, and a
cultured man of the world to whom a wise gaiety
was not unknown. Moreover, the greater part of

Ulaise Pascal's life ^vas sjtent in Paris, and the
nine years spent in the capital of Normandj'—a

province where culture was specially developed—
were dignified by the friendship of the illustrious

Corneille. In any case, whether in Paris or in Rouen,
Pascal was throMu into a society whose jvolish and
refinement would etlectually open to him whatever

joys the ' morale des honnetes gens' might give.
On the other hand, Pascal's father was of an

aristocratic Stoicism, with strong views about the
education of his familj- and belief in his power to

supply it. He had his '

system,' and this demanded
the study of languages and literature before that

of mathematics. It .also insisted that the pupil
should take nothing for granted, but in all

thin^^s
abandon prejudice and think for himself. This
enables us to understand ])artly why Pascal stootl

forth in all that he did as original, whether as

discoverer or inventor or as the champion of

religion. Rut at the last it is to the imperious
genius of Pascal himself that we must attribute
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that character of masterfulness, self-assuredness,

and readiness to follow the arj,'unient whitherso-

ever it iiii^'ht lead which we find in all that he set

his hand to.

Two authors have been singled out as having
contributed beyond others to the development of

Pasail'o mind—Epictetus and Montaigne—and not

only because of the ' entretien sur Epictdte et

Montaigne' held by him with Isaac Lemaistre de

Saci soon after his entrance into Port-Koyal.
There Pascal maintained against his friendly

opjwnent that those two authors were neither

dangerous nor useless. Of Epictetus he .said :

' Behold the lif,'ht of this great spirit who has so well known
the duty of man. I dare to say that he would deserve to be

worshipped if he had known equally wfll his inii>otenoe, since

one must be God to teach man both. Also, as he was earth and
ashes, after havinjf so well understood what we ought to do,
see how he loses himself in the presumption of what we can

'

('Entretien de Pascal avec M. Saci,' (Jiuvres, iv. 35).

For man to count on himself is to Pascal the sign
' d'une superbe diabolique

'

(ib. iv. 36), and it was
this, he .Slid, that led Epictetus to believe that the

soul is part of the divine sukstance, and that pain
and death are not evils. Instinctively Pascal felt

that the humility of Epictetus (though it might be
the humility of Jean Jacques Kous.seau) was not
the humility of the Christian.

If Epictetus attracted Pascal by his insistence

that man was but an actor in a comedy whose

length depended on the will of the Master, it was
Montaigne among the critics of '

le moi haissable
'

who most deeplj' afiected him. And he did this

becau.se of a certain affinity of .scepticism which
drew the bold intellect of Pascal irresistibly to

the mocking humanist who went to Mass because
Cicero bade him go. Sainte-Beuve has finely said

that Montaigne can be studied in the bosom of

PiLscal.
' He was for him at certain times the fox o( the Spartan boy

concealed under his cloak. Pascal was frequently laid hold of

by him, bitten and devoured. In vain he overthrows and
rejects him ; the wily one returns. He is disturbed liy him, he

quotes and transcribes him. . . . We might sum it all up in

Baying that Pascal in all his life and work has only done and
only wanted to do two things : to fight to the death the Jesuits
in the Provinciales, to ruin and annihilate Montaigne in the
Peiuies

'

(Port-Royal, ii. 387 f.).

Put Pascal could neither be content with the

sceptical indifference of Montaigne nor do more
than justice to the rational Stoicism of Epictetus.
On the other hand, he was still less attracted by
sceptical Epicureanism, if only because its ultimate
moral effect is a general relaxation of the will to

good. He was sufficiently conscious of man's iin-

worthiness to draw upon himself the appellation
of

'

ce sublime misanthrope' (Voltaire, Lettres

philosoph. XXV.). He testifies to his sense of man's
weakness apart from grace when he says that
' man is neither angel nor beast, and the evil is

tliat he who would make the angel makes the beast
'

(Pensies, no. 358 [ii. 271]). Again, though a bold,

keen, and original thinker, he was deeply con-

vinced of the limitations of reason and of human
culture in general. This conviction led him to say
that 'to mock at philosophy is true philosophy,'
that ' true eloquence mocks at eloquence, true

morality at morality ; that is to say, that the

morality of judgment mocks at the morality of

feeling, for this is under no rule
'

(ib. no. 4 [i. 17]).

He sees clearly enough that philosophy can do

something, but that it cannot do all. A higher
jirinciple is required to carry on the work of

philosophy, and he finds this in faith. Pascal saw
that ' there are reasons which transcend our
reason

'

; that, though
'

all our dignity consists in

thought,' yet that that thouglit is ioWy ; man's

thought never attains to .satisfaction, for 'nature
confounds the sceptics and reason the dogmatists.'
Even from this mi.sery of a nature hopelessly
divided against itself Pascal draws the consolation

that, though
' to know one's self miserable is

misery indeed, yet this misery is a mark of our

greatness since we are conscious of it. It is the

misery of a grand Seigneur, of a dispossessed King
'

(ib. no. 398 [ii. 303]). Pascal's indomitable spirit

preserved him from all pessimism of the heart. He
refused to rest in impotence as the last word about
man. Impotent though in himself he might be,

j'et he was not left to himself. AVith him and
above him was God, and the bridge by which God
was reached was called faith. The radical contra-
dictions in man's nature diil not for him i)oint to

religious indifference, or to a '

religion de coutume,'
but they drove him to that religion which promised
to show how they could be got rid of or be recon-
ciled.

In Jan. 1646 Etienne Pascal fell on the ice and
dislocated his thigh. Then followed a period of

retirement, during which he and his family studied
works by Jansenius, Arnauld, and Saint Cyraii,
from which resulted what is called the '

fii'st con-
version

'

of Pascal, the nature of the Port-Royal
appeal and its effect on him being somewhat
similar to those of the Serious Call on Dr. Johnson.
This did not lead him to surrender his scientific

interests, for in the same year he was engaged on
his researches on the question of a vacuum referred

to above. Meanwhile his sister Jacqueline, with
his sympathy, was being drawn towards Port-

Royal, though she did not take the vows till

5tli June 1653. At the same time (1647) Pascal
was attending sermons preached by Antoine

Singlin, confessor to Port-Royal. There ensued a

period of worldliness broken by the death of his

father on 24th Sept. 1651. Soon after he wrote his

short Discours sur les passions de Vamour. Much
has been made of a carriage accident which

happened as Pascal was being ilriven over the Pont
de Neuilly, when the horses ran awaj', and two out
of the four (or six ?) fell into the Seine. Whether
tliis had anything to do with Pascal's second and
definite conversion is doubtful. What is certain

is that towards the end of 1653 he was the recipient
of an extraordinary spiritual illumination by which
he was raiseil above all the interests that had
before occupied him, or, to be more accurate, was
enabled for the rest of his life to .approach them as

merely aft'ording materials for heavenly contempla-
tion. TJiis ecstasy is dated 23rd Nov. (1653 or)

1654, and an enigmatic record of it was found in

two copies, one of parchment and one of paper,
stitched up in his doublet after his death. It ran :

' The year of grace 1654,

Monday 23rd November, day of St. Clement,
pope and martyr, and others of the niartyrologium ;

Eve of St. Chrysogonus, martyr, and others,
from about ten at night
to half past twelve.

FiRK.

God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Jacob,
Not of philosophers and savants.

Certainty, joy, certainty, feeling, peace, joy.
God of Jesus Christ..

My God and thy God (Joh. 20i7)

Thy God sliall be my God (Ruth).

Forgetfulness of the world, and of everything save God.
He IS only found by the ways taught
In the Gospel. Greatness of the human soul.

Righteous Father, the world has not
Known thee, but I have known thee (Joh. 17).

Joy, joy, joy, and tears of joy.
I have separated myself from it.

Dereliquerunt me fontem.

My God, wilt thou leave me ?

That I may not be separated from thee eternally.
This is life eternal that they may know thee
The only true God and him whom thou hast sent,

Jesus Christ.

Jesus Christ.

I have separated myself from it, I have renounced it, cruci-

fied it

That I may not be separated from him for ever.

He is only to be kept by the ways taught
In the Gospel.
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Renunciation Total and Siceet.

Total submission to Jesus Christ and to my director.

Eternally in joy for one day of trial on earth.

Non obliviscar serniones tuos. Amen."

Of the two copies of this nieuiorial (some-
times perversely called 'amulet') the paper copy
in Pascal's own handwriting seems to be a rough
draft for the other, which in the present form is a

ropie/iguree made by I.ouis Perier from the now
lost parchment. Along its left side is written at

right angles to the text :

' Here is the copie figurie of a parchment found after the

death of Mr. Pascal, my uncle, written by his hand and sewn in

the lining of his doublet—Perier L., Priest and Canon of the

Cathedral Church of Clermont.'

This memorial is a decisive landmark in the

history of Pascal, and serves to mark the transfer

of his interest from the worldly life and the life of

reason to the religious and ascetic mode of living.

He had received the call of the living God, and all

things else henceforth were to his taste but Dead
Sea apples. He had before tried what reason and
custom—i.e., what the conscious mind (Vesprit) and
the unconscious—could do. By custom he means
those blind, automatic forces which are stronger
than all merely conscious activities, and it is this

that he had in mind when he gave the advice that

we should follow what the converted do,
' for in

doing what they believed in, in taking holy water,

hearing Mass, etc., you will naturally come to

believe and you will stupefy yourself (et vous

abetira)' (Pensies, no. 252 [ii. 185]), where abitir

means only that the mind will enjoy the immediacy
of feeling of the lower animals undisturbed by
ideal constructions of the intellect. Now, Pascal

has learned what can be done by a new and higher

power—inspiration. Before, he would have said

that the heart is creative in us ; now, he discovers

that it is God Himself who immediately acts in us

and through us. The direct result of the experi-
ence of this presence and power of God in him was
the decision to join the Port-Royal recluses, which

he did in Jan. 1655. There he found the solitude

and ascetic mode of living which had now become

necessary to him, and there, too, he found himself

amid kindred spirits. He did not, however,

definitely enrol himself as a member of the com-

munity, and did not consider himself as really

belonging to it. To use a familiar distinction, he

was an adherent rather than a member of Port-

Royal, and he often left the lay convent to live for

a time in Paris.

On Friday, 24th March 1656, an event occurred at

Port-Royal which had a remarkable effect on the

now prepared mind of Pascal— the mii-acle of the

holy thorn.

An abb6, Roi de la Porterie, had lent from his private chapel
to the convent of Port-Royal of Paris a thorn from the holy
crown of our Saviour. The relic was placed for adoration in

the middle of the choir. Among the worshippers came

Marguerite P6rier, the ten-year-old niece of Pascal, who was

suffering from an ulcer of the eye which had affected the bone
of the nose. When her turn came, she applied the thorn to her

eye and prayed that it might be cured. It was cured, and the

cure was proved to be complete. Other miracles of healing
took place, and the holy thorn refused to do cures outside

Port-Royal.

So much was Pascal impressed that he took for

his emblem an eye surrounded by a ci'own of thorns

with the motto: 'Scio cui credidi.' And the

certitude which he now felt could hardly be in-

creased by the remarkable conversion of Charlotte

Goufher de Roannez, sister of his old friend, the

Due de Roannez. Pascal became for a time her

director, and in that capacity wrote her a series of

letters of which only a few fragments remain.

Mile, de Roannez was received into Port-Royal in

July 1657, and as loiig as Pa.scal lived siie resisted

all ell'orts to get her back to the world. After-

wards, however, she left Port-Royal, married the

Due de la Feuillade, and died in 1683 after having
for twelve years repented her apostasy.
Les Provinciales.—But a far more important

work was begun by Pascal before Mile, de Roannez
demanded his care. In 1656 he began the series of

attacks on the Jesuits on which his literary fame

chieHy rests. The outer history of the Provincial

Letters belongs to the history of Port-Royal (see

Jan.skn'I.s.m) ; we are concerned here only with

Pa-scal's contribution to it.

On 14th Jan. 1656 Arnauld was condemned bj- a

packed court of the Sorbonne for false doctrine on
the point of sutticient as distinct from efl'ectual

grace. Port-Royal appealed to another court—
the court of the public—and Pascal was chosen as

their advocate. He was no theologian and had

little taste for theological subtleties. On the other

hand, he felt deejdy the gravity of all that atiected

moral it}', and witli a sure instinct he struck at the

weak point in the armoury of the enemies of his

Janseni-st friends—the system of casuistry of the

Jesuits. He wrote in the name of an iniaganary
man of position, Louis de Montalte, to a friend

living in the country who was figured as desirous

of knowing what was the meaning of the disputes

going on in the Sorbonne. The first of these

Petites Lett res, as they were commonly called,

appeared on 23rd Jan. 1656, and the eighteenth
and last is dated 24th March 1657. In the first

three Letters he was content to stand on the defen-

sive and discuss with his own peculiar irony the

questions of sufficient and effectual grace and of

proximate power. Thus he made })lay with the

distinction between words and the ideas for which
words stand, and inquired how grace could be

sufficient and not effectual in fact. Was not this

as good as saying that grace is at once sufficient

and insufficient? Pascal illustrates the condition

of the Church by comparing it to a man who is

left half-dead by robbers, and sends for three

physicians. The first, on seeing him, declares his

wounds mortal and God alone able to cure him.

The second flatters him and assures him that he

has sufficient strength to get home. The third,

after examining him, agrees with the second and
combines with the second to chase away the first.

On this the suflerer turns to the third doctor, who
tells him that he has sufficient strength for the

journey because he has legs, and legs are the

instrument made for walking.
'

But,' inquires the

sick man, 'have I strength enough to use them?'

'Certainly not,' says the doctor, 'and j'ou will not

walk unless God gives you supernatural strength.'
' Then you are not of the same opinion as your
colleague as to my real condition,' and the doctor

admits that he is not. It would be difficult to put
more concisely the hollowness of the league formed

by the Dominicans and Jesuits against the

Jansenists. Similarly, Pascal, in discussing the

meaning of '

proximate power,' asks whether a

man would have the proximate power of crossing
a river if he had a boat and oars and whatever

might be necessary, or whether a man with eyes
had the proximate power of seeing in the dark.

On being told that a man with the power of sight

and in the daylight had this proximate power, he

inquires whether the righteous have always the

proximate power of keeping the Commandments
of God, and is told that they have, but that they

might not have effectual grace to enable them to

pray to God for that purpose. It came to this,

then, that the righteous have the proximate power
when the phrase is abstracted from all meaning ;

that the phrase had no authority from the Scrip-

tures, councils, or popes, but that, it being adopted

by the majority of the court, ArnauUl must adopt
it also or be pronounced heretical.

In his fourth Letter, which opens like a Catiline
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oration (' There is nothing like the Jesuits ') Pascal

turns his guns with a magnihcent ofl'ensive on the

Jesuits, but contents himself in this Letter with

drawing on his Jesuit interlocutor the consequences
of his as^^ertion that 'an action cannot be con-

sidered >iiiful if God does not give us, before we
conuuit it, knowledge of its evil and an inspiration
which stirs us up to avoid it.'

In his fifth Letter Pa-scal addresses himself to an
examination of what it was that the Jesuits

actually taught, and attacks the basis of their

system, which he finds in their underlying deter-

mination to substitute their own dominion for the
\

dominion of God. From this followed as a practical
corollary that, tis the average man is incapable of

a high degree of saint liness, religion must be made
ea.sj' for him. And this the Jesuits carried out by
their doctrine of probabilism. On this doctrine

and the practical use made of the 'direction of

the intention' i'ascal pours out the vials of

his scorn and derision in this and the next five

Letters.

On the day when the fifth Provincial appeared
(20th March 1656) the recluses of Port-Royal were

obliged to disperse as a consequence of Arnauld's
condemnation. Four days later occurred the

miracle of the holy thorn—a matter of rejoicing
to the Jansenists, of confusion to the Jesuits.

Pascal in particular was rejoiced, for God had
Himself plainly spoken. Moreover, the recluses

were allowed to return to Port-Koyal, and Pascal
continued his assaults till 2nd Aug., when the
tenth Letter appeared.
After this he drops the fiction of the provincial

friend and addresses himself exjilicitly to the
' reverend Jesuit fathers,' in the eleventh onward
to the eighteenth Letter. Nor was he to be
turned from his purpose of attacking the moral
maxims of the Society of Jesus by the appearance
of Alexander Vll.'s bull of 16th Oct. 1656, which
condemned the famous five propositions alleged to

be e.xtracted from the August inns of Jansenius.
This appeared a fortnight after the publication of

the thirteenth Letter. The seventeenth and eigh-
teenth Letters are addressed to Francois Annat
(a Latinized form of his original name Canard), a

provincial of his order, and for sixteen years con-

fessor to Louis XIV. Pascal writes to him as the

representative of the French Jesuits.

It is not sur|>rising that in so heated a contro-

versy as the Provincial Letters aroused Pascal
should have been charged with heresy, inaccurate

quotation, ridiculing sacred things, attributing to

the Jesuit Society as a whole the eccentric opinions
of oljscure meinbefs, and appealing to pruriency.
But the onl}' charge wiiich is even plausibly serious

is that he spoke falsely when he declared that he
was not of Port-Royal. In the seventeenth Letter
he refers his opponents to his previous Letters, in

which he had declared that 'he was alone' and
tl)at he was ' not of Port-Royal.' The passages to

which he refers are in the twelfth and sixteenth
Letters. In the former he is alluding to the

impostures of the Jesuits, and he says :

'

Indeed, fathers, you are more suspect in this matter than I
;

for it is not likely thattjeiiit? alone as I am, without power and
without any human support ajjainst so powerful a body, beiiip
sustained only liy truth and sincerity I should have exposed
myself to lose all in exposing myself to be convicted of

imposture."

And in the sixteenth Letter, in rebutting the
accusation of being a heretic of Port-Koyal, he

says :

*
I know, fathers, the merit of those pious solitaries who have

retired thither and how much the Church owes to their edifying
and solid labours. I know their piety and their lijrhts ; for

although I have never been admitted to their establishment (eu
etablissement avec eux), as you would fain believe without
knowing who I am, yet I have unbroken ac(|naintance with
acme of them, and 1 honour the virtue of them all.'

As a matter of fact, Port-Royal was a home of

recluses, and Pascal was not one of thetn. Some
of the Provincials, indeed, were written at the Roi
David Inn, where Pascal frequently lodged under
the name of M. de Mons, so that Pascal's asser-

tions on this head are abundantly justified.
On the merits of the disjiute it is enough to

say that Pascal was a champion of the genuine
morality of the gospel which is founded on a life

that is indeterminate, and, therefore, not as such

patient of fonnulation in treatises of casuistry.
Love, while it remains love, meets each case as it

ari.ses and decides by its own intuitions. The
weakness of the Jesuits' position lay in the very
success of their logic. Having begun by legalizing,
i.e. externalizing, the freedom which is at the
heart of all morality, they were driven farther and
farther from life into the intellectual analysis of

propositions. Nor was it of any avail for tliem to

plead that much of what they tauglit thcj- had

inherited, or that every man is forceil from time to

time to distinguish, qualify, or even explain away
a precept of ethics. Their original sin was not
that they invented, but that they perfected, a

casuistry which was a substitute for life and love
—not their living and ever-changing expression.
Since Pascal's tremendous indictment of ecclesi-

astical ethics, that science has passed more and
more into lay hands, and Pascal maj' be said to

have done for morality what Luther did for

religion
—freed it from the perversities of experts

and made it the business of everj'body.
The Pensies.—In attacking the Jesuits Pascal

conceived that he was attacking men inside the

Church who were driving out Beelzebub to enthrone
Lucifer. But he was also concerned with another
set of free-thinkers who were outside the Church,
and wielded a great influence, especiallj- on the

educated classes and on society. To bring these

back to a saving knowledge of God through faith

was his second principal desire as a Christian, and
he determined to write a constructive plea against
atheism. In jireparation for this he studied dili-

gently the Scriptures, the Fathers, and especially
St. Augustine, and in iiarticular an anti-Jewish

polemic of the 13th cent.
,
the Pncfiofdci of Raimond

Martin, which had been discovered by Francois

Bousquet and reprinted in Paris in 1651 with notes

by Joseph de Yoisin. He also re-read and annotated

Epictetus and Montaigne, especially the latter.

Accordingly, he laid before some of his friends at

Port-Royal about 1658, in a discourse lasting two
or three hours, the aim and plan of his proposed
treatise. They were delighted with what they
heard, but Pascal's love of perfection caused delay
in the elaboration of his thesis, and death super-
vened before he had set himself to the labour of

writing his Apologia of the Christian religion.
After his death a considerable body of rough
notes was found, which were developed bydiflerent
hands and in dilf'erent forms into the famous
Pcnsees. Some guidance in the arranging of these

notes was derived from tlie recollections of Etienne

Perier, Filleau de la Chaise, and Mme. Perier of

Pascal's sketch of his Apologia.
Pa.scal died in 1662, and it was not till 1669 that

Port-Royal put forth the first edition of his

Pensees, M-ith a preface by his nephew, Etienne
P6rier. Their text, however, was incomplete and
was in some resjtects

'

edited,' as to some extent
was the edition of Condorcet in 1776, and of Bossut
in 1779. The subsequent editions of P. Faug^re
(1844), A. Molinier (1877), G. Michaut (1896-99),
and L. Brunschvicg (1897) have succeeded in eluci-

dating the text. But no finality has been, or

jierhaps ever will be, reached in determining the

order of the fragments. The Port-Royal editions

wei'e content to arrange them according to their
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subject-matter. The result of this procedure was
often to join discordant and to separate concordant
notes. Molinier's plan was to group fragments
which seemed determined by the line of tiie

Apologia and to relegate the remainder to an

appendix as illustrative notes. Michaut preferred
to reproduce the INISS with critical notes by
Brunschvicg. This method has tiie ine.-stiniable

advantage of lotting us into the mind of Pascal,
and of allowing us to see him at work, jotting
down his thoughts, erasing, adding, and giving
alternative readings.
The thoroughness with which the Apology would

have been treated apjjears clearly from the pains
which Pascal took to lay down its appropriate
method. He rejects for his purpose the '

geo-
metrical

' method as incompetent to touch the

heart, and he insists that the eloquence of the

heart is superior to rhetoric. It is the heart thai
has to be touched—the human heart which is at

once infinite and empty. How then to escape
from this ever-present sense of failure and discord 't

Justice, as we hnd it, is a matter determined by
the boundaries of rivers and mountains; morality,
whether in its Stoic or in its sceptical form, is

uncertain. Reason argues well, but depends on

principles beyond reason. Dogmatism and pyr-
rhoiiism are each unable to carry us more than
a short way. Man, then, as a being conscious
of great powers and needs which he can neither

get rid of nor satisfy, must have recourse to some-

thing above himself. God alone can help him ;

religion must do what philosophy and science are

unable to do.

From this Pascal goes on to survey the religions
of the Avorld, and ends by refei'ring us to that

religion wliich began with Judaism and is con-

summated in Jesus Christ. In Him the contra-

dictions of human nature are reconciled, and with
Him we are united by love, and then we are able

to see things from the inside, instead of travelling
on the outside by the way of reason through the

ever-present contradictions of natural life.
' All the law is contained in Jesus Christ and Adam '

{Pensies,
no. 523 [ii. 418]). Tlierefore it is that 'the only religion which
runs counter alike to nature, to common-sense and to pleasure
is after all the only one which has always held its own '

{ib. no.

604 [iii. 41]).

3. The psychology of Pascal.—So rich and

complex a character as Pascal's was certain to

draw on it, not only the hatred of those to whom
his ideals were abhorrent, but also the misunder-

standing which comes from the partial views taken

by lesser intelligences. To the rationalism of the

18th cent, the claim to superiority made by Pascal
for faith was particularly obnoxious. Leibniz

regretted that Pascal's scientific genius was ob-

scured by his prejudices for the Roman religion.
To Voltaire he was a sublime madman born a

century too soon, and his inspirations were but

'aegri somnia.' Condorcet, asa trueEncyclopa?dist,
regarded him as a tool of superstition, and a writer
in 1846, L. F. Lelut, reached the highest point of

absurdity in a work entitled IJAmulctte de Pascal,

pom- scrvir a Vhistoire cles hallucinations. Even
the story of the Pont de Neuilly, of which Voltaire

(following Roileau) made so much, is of doubtful

authenticity, and is not found in the accounts of

Pascal's conversion given by Jacqueline and Mme.
P6rier.

Nor is there any good ground for Victor Cousin's

theory (1830) of the scepticism of Pascal, according
to wliicii his faith was an unbelief only half-

conquered. That in one sense Pascal was a

scejttic is undoubted. He at one time fouml fault

with the philosophy of Descartes as '

being useless,

uncertain, and troublesome—nay, as ridiculous
'

(Pcns^cs, no. 79 [i. 98]). Yet he often quotes
Montaigne and apparently identilies himself with

VOL. IX.—42

Ids cynical maxims. He writes that 'all men
naturally hate one another,' and ' men are neces-

sarily such fools that it would be folly of another
kind not to be a fool' (ih. no. 414 [ii. 313]). But
such intellectual or moral scepticism occupies only
a corner of Pa-scal's ample mind, as is shown by
such passages as the following :

'
It is necessary to have three qualities, those of the

lyrrhonist, of the {feometrician and of the humUe Christian.

These unite with and attemper one another, so that we doubt
when we should, we aim at certainty when we should, and we
submit when we should

'

{CEtivres, iv. 53 ; cf. Pensees, no. 245

[ii. 179]).
'Two excesses—to exclude reason, to admit reason alone'

{Pens<-es, no. 253 [i. 18(i)).
' Faith tells us what the senses do not tell us, but not the

contrary of what they see : it is above and not in opposition to

them'(j6. no. 205 [ii. l'J5]).

He is quite ready to accept Montaigne's triumph-
ant proof of the insufhciency of reason to explain
the whole man, and is yet ready to maintain also

that reason within its limits is trustworthy. But
the certainty which neither the senses nor con-

scious thought supply is not unattainable by man
if he will but .submit himself to God and trust to

the ' reasons of the heart
' which are given by inspira-

tion. Here he parts company with Montaigne,
who would have had man acquiesce as an '

Epicuri
de grege porcus' in his helplessness, whereas
Pascal would bid him rise out of his rational help-
lessness into the higher region of faith.

Too much stress has been laid by his critics on

Pascal's life-long ill-health as a proof of an
unbalanced nature. The 'amulet' is quoted as

proof that he sutiered from hallucinations—he who
two years afterwards began that series of powerful
and solidly reasoned Letters which have made him
immortal. In fact there is nothing to surprise our

psychology in his famous vision. It bears everj-
mark of being the natural climax of an acute

mental struggle to find solid ground for belief in

man's natural greatness on which to find refuge
from his vileness and impotence. As is usual, the

solution was given, and was accompanied by what
is also customary after such ett'ort, a state of super-
excited feelings which may seem almost to certifj-

to the subject the genuineness of the revelation.

The only word in the whole 'memorial' which

might perhaps cause doubt is the one which has a

line all to itself, the word FIRE ;
and yet illumina-

tion as an accompaniment of conversion has been
remarked on frequently from the case of St. Paul
onwards. But Lelut, of the Salpetrifere, will have
it that Pascal's autop.sy showed softening of the

brain, while P. Just-Navarre, of the Lyons
Academy, pronounces for tuberculosis. It would

seem, however, on the whole sounder to rely on
what appears to be good medical testimonj', accord-

ing to which Pascal's sutVerings were due to atonj-
and disorders of the alimentary canal, allecting to

some extent the Avhole nervous system, including
the brain. There is nothing, however, to show
that Pascal's brain was afiected to a degree
suHicient to cloud his mind or di.^able his judgment,
unless, indeed, we are to declare all thorougTigoing
asceticism, such as that of Susoand that of Pascal".*

iron barbed belt, to be marks of incipient insanity.
His writings remain, and their testimony is incon-

testable to the soundness and unimpaired strength
of his mind. As man, as scientist, and as Christian

his place is among the heroes of mankind.

LiTKRATCRE.—The Provinciah have been translated into every
civilized language. A convenient ed. in French is that of

John de Soyres, The Pmrincial Letters 0/ J'aacal, Cambridge,
1881). The Penst'i's also (as is noted in the text) have gone
througli manv editions. Of those mentioned the Pi-usto- de

Blaine P(i!<cai by Loon l!ru)isoh\ icg, 3 vols., in the scries of
' Les Grands Kirivaiiis de la France," Paris, 1904, will supply a

comprehensive studv ;
the references in the text are to this

edition. (M complete works the best ed. is in the same series,

(Kinres de Blaise Pascal, U vols., do. ir04-14.

Other works which may be found useful are : E. Boutroux,
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fancal. I'aris, 19<X1, tr. KlKii Mar>raret Creak, Manchester,
1902 ; F. Strowski, J'mcal et »om tfiiips, 3 voU., Paris, 19OT-08 ;

R. F. A. Sully- Prudhomme, La vraie Belujion selon J'ascal,

do. 1905 ; J. Tulloch, J'ancal, in
'

Foreign Classics for English

Readers,' Edinburt'h, lsa8 ; E. Jovy, Pascal iiMit : Xotes

patholo-iiquei mr I'a-:cal et sun entourage, Vitry-le-Francois,

1912; C. A. Sainte-Beuve, Port-Rvyal, 5 vols., Paris, lb40-59,

vols. iii. and iv. ; art. in Kdintntrfjh Review, Ixxxv. [1847J

ITSff. ; art. in Quarterly Review, ccvii. [190(5] 526 ff.; H. F.

Stewart, The Holiness nf Pascal, Cambridge, 1915.

W. V. Cobb.
PASSIBILITY AND IMPASSIBILITY.—

We may bejjin Mith a definition of pa.s.sion from
Bald\vin'.s Z)PAi^ s.v. :

'

Generally passion is the condition of being acted upon, of

being affected, receptive.'

In Cliristian theolofry the question of passibility
and impassibility, or, in other words, according to

the alxjve definition, of tlie capacity or incapacity
of bein-,' acted upon, comes up in tlie lirst phice with

regard to God Himself, and secondly with reference

to the incarnate Christ. In so far as action is associ-

ated with change, the question referred to is closely
connected with the other question of God's muta-

bility or immutability.
The Biblical idea of God is religious, not philo-

soj)hical, and as such is, especially in the OT,
frankly anthropomori>hic. Hence God is repre-
sented as both mutable and pas.sible (Gn 6*, Is 63",

Hos 11^'). Even in the NT, though a certain

contact with the atmosphere of Hellenistic culture

has led to the absence of the same vivid anthropo-
morphisms, we are yet far from a philosophic
doctrine of God's immutability, not to say His im-

passibility. It is noteworthy that C. Hodge (Sys-
tematic Theology, London and Edinburgh, 1872, i.

390) takes only one proof text for the divine immu-
tability from tlie NT, viz. Ja I". On the other hand,
the fundamental NT doctrine of God's Fatheriiood

suggests the verj* reverse of His impassibility.
We have, moreover, a fresh point of contact estab-

lished between God and passibility in so far as the

man Jesus Christ is regarded as the incarnation of

God (He I^'^ Jn V'^^). That passibility is a.scribed

to Him needs no proof ; the whole gospel story is

evidence. Moreover, the largest part of it is con-

cerned with His passion and death. It may, how-

ever, be observed that one of the books in the NT
which go furthest in stating a metaphysical doc-

trine of Christ's divinity also lays peculiar stress on
Christ's passible nature (He 2»f-

'^- "'• 41^ 5^'-).

Such, tnen, was the original position of theChrist-

ian religion with regard to the passibility of God
and Christ. Christianity, however, in passing into

the world of Grneco-Roman culture, necessarily
came into contact with the idea of God as elabor-

ated by Greek philosophy. One of the chief

features of this idea was the conception of the
divine immutability and impassibility. The pro-
test against the anthropomorphisms of religion

goes back as far as Xenophanes. It is strongly
developed by both Plato and Aristotle.

Plato explains that the gods
' are exalted above pleasure and

pain, and are untouched of all evils : he opposes in moral

indiijnalion the opinion that they can be propitiated, or rather

corrupted, bv prayers and sacrifices' (E. Zeller, Die Philosophic
der Griechen'*, f^eipzig, 1876-11109, 11. i. 929).

Aristotle, the great Greek theist, is yet stronger
in his inculcation of similar views.

"The Deity stands, according to Aristotle, in lonely self-

contemplation outside the world : it is for man the object of

admiration and reverence, the knowledge of it is the highest
task for his intellect, in it lies the aim towards which he with
all finite beings strives, whose perfection calls forth his love ;

but so little as he can expect love in return from it, so little

does he experience also from it in general anj- operation, which
is distinct from that of the order of nature, ana his intellect is

the only thing through which he stands in immediate contact
with it' (ih. II. ii. 791; cf. Eng. tr., Aristotle and the Earlier

Peripatetics, London, 1S97, ii. 329 f.).

It is no wonder, consequently, that the contact
of Christianity with the Greek jihilosophical tradi-

tion should have i)roduced difficulties with regard

to the passibility or impassibility of God and
Chri-st. Gnosticism, which Harnack has called the
acute Hellenization of Christianity, was led to

Docetic views of the Person of Christ. Either His

humanity was regarded as merely apparitional
(Satornil, the Valentinians), or else there was held
to be no real union between the heavenly Christ
and the man Jesus (Basilides). In ojjposition to

such views, Ignatius, on the other hand, dwells on
the paradox of the Incarnation. Christ is 'the

Impassible, who was passible for our sakes' (ad
Pohjr. iii. 2). So also Irenieus says that in the
Incarnation the impassible became passible (adv.
H(vr. III. xvi. 6).

An attempt to carry through the religious idea

of God, in opposition to all Greek philosophy, was
the Patripassianism of the 2nd century. Noetus
said that Christ Himself was the Father, and that
the Father Himself was born and suffered. He
maintained that there was only one God, impas-
sible and invisible when He does not suffer and die,

passible and visible when He sutlers and dies

(F. Loofs, Dogmcngeschichtc*, Halle, 1906, p. 185).

Tertullian, on the other hand, the great opponent
of Patripassianism, was inclined to distribute im-

passibility and passibility between the Father on
the one hand and the Logos on the other.

' Whatever attributes therefore you require as worthy of God,
must be found in the Father, who is invisible and unapproach-
able, and placid, and (so to speak) the God of the philosophers ;

whereas those qualities which you censure as unworthy must
be supposed to be in the Son, who has been seen, and heard,
and encountered, the Witness and Servant of the Father, unit-

ing in Himself man and God '

{adv. Marc. ii. 27).

The concluding words of this quotation might lead
us to suppose that Tertullian has in mind only the
incarnate Logos, but the previous context shows
that he is thinking of the pre-incarnate Logos also.

To the same efi'ect he says with regard to certain

OT narratives (Gn 3^ V^ W, Ex 3", etc.) :

' These things would not have been believed of the Son of

God, if they had not been written : perhaps they are not to be
beheved of the Father, even though written '(adv. Prax. 16).

It was a further development of the same idea
when Arius taught that the Logos was bj' nature a

creature, and as such rpeTrrds. At Nitwa, however
(A.D. 325), the doctrine that the Logos was created,
or TpeTTTos, or d\Xotwr6s, was condemned. Hence-
forward the orthodox doctrine ascribed all passi-

bility of every kind only to the human nature in

Christ. The reality of Christ's human sufferings was
a matter of faith inasmuch as redemption was
connected with them. Nevertheless, as the suffer-

ings of the Logos, they were held to have been

voluntarily assumed, along with all other human
conditions.

Thus Cyril of Alexandria 'considered that the Logos in

becoming man by a voluntary act, gave to physical laws a
certain dominion over Himself : took humanity, on the under-

standing that its laws, conditions, or measures, were to be

respected. In this very act of voluntary self-subjection to
the laws of humanity did the kenosis consist. By this prin-

ciple Cyril explained the facts of birth, growth in stature, and
experience of sinless infirmities, such as hunger, thirst, sleep,
weariness, etc., in the earthly history of the Saviour' (A. B.

Bruce, The Hianiliation of Christ, Edinburgh, 1876, p. 70).

From this view it was only a short step back to

Docetism, from which Cyril was by no means free,
inasmuch as he held the kenosis to be real only in

the physical, not in the intellectual and moral,

spheres (ib. ji. 71 f. ). The Latin theologian, Hilary
of Poictiers, had before Cyril gone even farther in

the direction of Docetism, holding that the human
nature of Christ can undergo work and pain of

body only because Christ has subjected Himself to

them ; His human nature can suffer pains as little

as air can be transpierced (de Trin. x. 23). It has
been said that there is in the orthodox doctrine of

the Person of Christ, inasmuch as it makes His

humanity impersonal, an incorrigible tendency to

Docetism ; it must, however, be observed that this
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tendency was not according to the intention of the

doctrine.

We may fitly sum up this historical series by
referring' to tlie classical treatment by Thomas
Aquinas of the divine impassibility and the passi-

bility of Christ in His humanity. Ciod Himself is

absolutely imiiassible. There is in Him no poten-

tiality ; as Aristotle teaches, He is pure act.

'God, therefore, to whom potentiality does not belong', is

immutable. It can also be conohided that God is immutable
" as regards the several species of mutation, as, for instance. He
cannot be increased or dnninished, or altered, or generated, or

corrupted. . . . Moreover, He cannot be conquered, or suffer

violence," for these only belong to one who can be moved'
(Summa c. Gentiles, ii. 25).

As regards Christ, Thomas teaches (Sumnui
Thcol. III. xiv. 1) that it was convenient that the

body assumed by the Lord God should be subject
to human iniirmities and defects, for three reasons :

(1) that Christ might be able to bear the penalty of

sin, (2) that men might believe in the truth of the

Incarnation, (3) that Christ might be an example
to us in bearing bravely the passions and defects of

human nature. Further, Thomas teaches (ill. xv. 4)

that Christ's soul also, as the ' form
'

of His body,
suffered in His bodily sufferings ;

it also suffered in

a way proper to itself, that being a mark of human
nature.
Modern theology, beginning from the human

Christ as the revealer of God, instead of from a

philosophical conception of deity, has shown in

some of its most tUstinguished representatives a

tendency to return to the idea of the divine passi-

bility. Thus A. M. Fairbairn finds a passibility in

God to be implied in Christ's representation of Him
as Father. He says :

'

Theology has no falser idea than that of the impassibility of

God. If He is capable of sorrow, He is capable of suffering ; and
were He without the capacity for either, He would be without

any feeling of the evil of sin or the misery of man. The very
triith that came by Jesus Christ may be said to be summed up
in the passibility of God. But to be passible is to be capable of

sacrifice ;
and in the presence of sin the capability could not but

become the reality. To confine the idea of sacrifice to the Son is

to be unjust to His representation of the Father. There is a

sense in wliich the Patripassian theory is right ; the Father did

suffer, tliough it was not as the Son that He suffered, but in

modes distinct and different. . . . The humiliation of the Son
involved the visible passion and death, but the surrender by the

Father involved the sorrow that was the invisible sacrifice
'

(TOe
Place of Christ in Modern Theology^, London, 1893, p. 483 f.).

It may finally be observed that philosophy itself

has in modern times shown an important move-
ment towards a doctrine of God which admits an
element of passibility in His being. The beginning
of this movement is associated above all with
C. H. Weisse, who distinctly represents his philo-

sophy as rising out of the heart of the Christian

religion (Philosophie des Christenthums, Leipzig,
1855-62). The greatest modern representative of

the tendency is, however, Weisse's disciple, H.

Lotze, who teaches that God is not to be thought
of simply as an eternal truth, not even a truth not

merely valid, but conscious of itself.
' We have a direct feeling of the wide difference there is be-

tween this personification of a thought and living personality ;

not only do we find art tedious when it expects us to admire

allegorical statues of Justice or of Love, but even speculation
rouses our opposition forthwith, when it offers to us some self-

cognisant Principle of Identity, or some self-conscious Idea of

Good, as completely e.xpressing personality. Either of these is

obviously lacking in an essential condition of all true reality in

the capacit\' of suffering
'

{Microcosmus, Eng. tr.-*, Edinburgli,
1894, ii. (ibi).

The Infinite Being must therefore be thought of

as eternally possessing in its infinite life that wliich

corresponds to the non-ego in a finite personality.
' When we characterize the inner life of the Personal God, the

current of His thouglits. His feelings, ami His will, as everlast-

ing and witliout beginning, as having never known rest, and

having never been roused to movement from some state of

quiescence, we call upon imagination to perform a task no other

and no greater than tiiat which is required from it liy every
materialistic or pantheistic view '

( ib. ii. US4 f.).

The ideas of this school of
jihilosoiiliy

have not

been witliout an echo in theology. k." Kotlie, in

his Theologische Ethik"^ (Wittenberg, 1867-71),

developed a doctrine of God very similar to that of

Weisse, while A. Ritschl has definitely attached
himself to the teaching of Lotze in order to justify
the religious view of God derived from the revela-

tion made in Christ (The Christian Doctrine of

Jnstijicntion and Reconciliation, iii., Eng. tr.,

Edinburgh, 1900, p. 228 ff.).

LiTKRATURK.—This hfts been sufficiently indicated through-
out the article. KoHEUT S. Franks.

PASSIVE RESISTANCE.—See Resistance.

PASSIVITY.—J. S. Mill has said :

' Christian morality (so-called) has all the characters of a
reaction ; it is, in great part, a protest against Paganism. Its

ideal is negative rather than positive ; passive rather than
active ; Innocence rather than Nobleness ; Abstinence from
Evil rather than energetic Pursuit of Good. ... It is essenti-

ally a doctrine of passive obedience' {On Liberty, London, 1859,

p. 29).

This passage is perhaps typical ; it embodies a

very common misconception touching the true

genius of Christ's religion. The promised gift of

Christ was 'life more abundantly' (Jn 10^'^), and
the aim and .scope of the gospel are the heightening
of life—the lifting of human nature to nobler levels

of thought and conduct than it could attain in its

unassisted strength, the supplying of new niotiyes
and new springs of action. Thus Christianity

brings an element of intensity into the ordinary

pursuits and activities of men (Ro 12'S Eph 6'^'-,

Col 3-^). It is essentially a religion of heroisms,
of ventures of faith. Men of violence take the

Kingdom by force (Mt ll'^).

Yet the capacity of man to use his strength for

the achievemerit of this moral and spiritual victorj'
is a divine endowment and has its origin in a

divine act. The life of union with God in Christ,
which is the sole principle of moral fruitfulness

and power, is regarded by the NT writers as a

mystical or sacramental fact before it becomes a

moral fact. In other words, it depends on the

divine action, yet is realized in human nature

through the persistent ettbrt of the personal will.

We have to 'work out 'our own salvation, even
while 'it is God Avhich worketh in us both to will

and to work, for his good pleasure' (Ph 2'-'-).

As a mysticcd fact, redemption implies a mighty
exertion of divine power, of which mankind is the

passive subject. The heathen world lay in its

helplessness and misery, 'dead in trespasses and
sins' (Ei)h 2'), tossed to and fro by every gust of

wayward passion, carried away to ' dumb idols,

howsoever it miglit be led' (1 Co 12-), when God
Himself intervened and put forth the fullness of

His redemptive might. This is the theme of such

passages as Eph '2'-i», Col l'^ 2'3'f-. The same

thought lies behind St. Paul's massive argument
in Ro 5. It is implied in our Lord's teaching
recorded in Mt 12-''(

= Lk IP''-)-' The moral iielp-

les.sness of man leaves him utterly depenilent on
the grace and power of God. As Chrysostom says

(on fjL€ri(TTT]aev in Col 1'^) : rb /xiv yap fiXov tov fiera-

devTos 7]v, ov rod fxereXdovTos. Redemption is in the

first instance wholly and solely the act of God.
And even the consummation of redemption—its

completeness
—

implies the exertion of power by
(Jod Himself. He is all, the creature nothing.
This is implied in the NT thought of the divine

indwelling. To be united to God is to be possessed

by (iod, indwelt by Him, sustained and .securely

uplicld by Him (Jn lO-*'-)-

This, then, is one side or aspect of the life of

union with God. In St. Paul, however, the pre-

1 (TKOKa in this passage (Lk 11-) may be taken to mean
'human souls,' as liy Hern:ird, dr Errcr. Abivlardi, vi. 16:
' Utiuam ego inveiiiar in liis spoliis, quibus svioliatae sunt coii-

trariae potestates, traduotus et ipse in possessionem Domini '.';

cf. Chrys. in Malth. horn. xli. 447 V.
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sentation vi this niysticiil side of tlieoloj,^ is com-

patible with assertions, not less emphatic, of the

moral aspect of the new life—its dependence on

the persevering exertion of man's will, the cleaving

of human personality to God. We look to God for

all tliat is needed to sustain the life of the soul as

of the body ; we are wholly 'in the hand of God,'

but, as Augustine says,
' ut penuaneas in manu

artidcis, bona voluntas facit (/?t J'n 39 [40]-^).

There are means of grace of which an energetic
and persistent use is necessary if the life of union

with God is to be sustained. So the gospel incul-

cates '

tlie religious view of the will.' It is the

will to which Christ always appeals ; the will is

a man's self. It iiius been said that to Christ what
is most valuable and vital is what the man does for

himself (cf. H. Latham, Pastor Pastorum, Cam-

bridge, 1890, p. 6). Nevertheless, the fact implied
in the words of He 6', iiri Ty\v reXfi/yn^Ta (pepu/xtda,

remains fundamentally true. Progress in the life

of grace depends upon a continuous self-surrender

to a divine intiuence ; the yielding up of self to

be 'filled witii all the fulness of God' (Eph
3").
A question thus arises as to the true meaning

and importance of passivity in man's spiritual life.

The idea and, to some extent, the word play a

i)rominent part in the writings of the Quietists.
Alolinns in the 16th cent., Madame Guj'on and

Archbishop Fenclon in the 17th cent., lay much
stress on the quietness or passivity needed to

enable God to work His will freely in the soul of

the Christian. The doctrine of Molinos (1640-97,
see MOLIXISM) was rapidly distorted by his

immediate followers, and tended to encourage a

dangerous and even immoral apathy. Since
Christian perfection (q.v.) consisted in the utmost

possible passivity of soul, all human co-operation
in the work of salvation was futile and valueless.

It was easy to draw the further inference that all

things that miglit
'

happen
'

to the body, even bodily
sins, were indillerent and could not atl'ect the

state of the soul. Thus, the doctrine of moral

responsibility and even the place of repentance in

the Ciiristian life were apt to be undermined.
F^nelon (1651-1715) was fully aware of the ten-

dencies of Molinism, and in the defence of his

book. The Maxima of the Saints, he endeavours to

reconcile the doctrine of passivity with the free

action of the will.

'Tous les Chretiens,' he says, 'sont appel6B k la passivity,
mais i)s ne seront pas tous appel^s i la contemplation passive.
. . . Etre passif n'est autre chose que retranoher I'activite,

c'est-i-dire les actes inquiets et empresses de I'int^rfet propre.'i

What Fenelon feared was anything like the
intrtision of .self-love into the religious life. The
disinterested love of God, indillerence to self and
freedom from self-love—these would, he thought,
Ije best secured by a '

passive obedience
'

to the

impulses of divine grace. Fenelon is perhaps oi)en
to the criticism that he lays too little stress on the

duties of active love and of personal co-operation
with grace. There are passages of this tyjie in

his letters, in.sisting on the need of ' a will sujiple
in God's liand, neither asking nor refusing any-
thing ; accei)ting all He sends unreservedly and
never seeking what He refuses under any pretext
whatever.'' But, on the whole, the state of soul

which lie commends is one of tranquil and serene

sujbmi.s.-ion to the leadings of grace—a state of

dependence on God which excludes restless anxiety,

scrupulousness, and self-love. He stops short of

the extravagance of that type of mysticism of

which the only prayer is
'

Thy will be done,' and
the only virtue an unbounded '

passivity
'

which is

1 (EuvrM, ii. 365, quoted by Viscount St. CjTee, Frangois de

Fenelon, London, 1001, p. 112, note.
2 Letter on 'Christian Perfection," in Fenelon's Spiritual

Letters : to Men, Eng. tr., London, 1880, p. 247.

virtually indistinguishable from complete spiritual
' indolence and nothingness

' ^
(see Quietism).

It is natural in this connexion to mention the

leading principle of Quaker worship, viz. the duty
of waiting patiently upon God and listening for

the inward voice of the Holy Spirit. This duty of

passivity follows from tlie doctrine of the inward

light, and the consequent rejection of all symbols
antl external forms in worship.

' As to the outward si-jnification [of worship] in prayers,

praises and preaching, we ouyfht not to do it whore and when
we will, but where and when we are moved thereunto by the
secret inspiration of His Spirit in our hearts' (Apology for the

Quakt'rs, ed. 1869, prop. xv.).

On this point see further artt. QUIETISM, Friends,
SOCIETV OF.

In the life of practical religion the duty of

passivity may be said to imi)ly two things: (1)

the duty of submissivencss, or pas.sive endurance
under the pressure of the hostility and hatred of

the world. The virtues of patience and long-

suffering (qq.v.) are a constant theme of the 1ST
writers. They are commended repeatedly as the

Christian's way of sharing the experience and

following the example of our Lord. Indeed, one
of the cardinal virtues of the Christian character is

a patience which is practically identical with forti-

tude (cf. Aug. de Mar. Eccl. 40-43, de Patientia, 2).

But it is noticeable that '

patience
'

in the gospel is

transfigured. It becomes itself the highest exhi-

bition of victorious strength. The humiliation of

Christ, e.g., is a display not of weakness but of

strength. It exhibits the triumph of an unswerv-

ing will under the utmost pressure of trial. He
Avas ' crucified through wealcness,' but His cross

was the scene of a mighty victory over the powers
of evil (Col 21*'-), of a redemptive w'ork accom-

jilished under circumstances of inconceivable diffi-

culty and pain. Thus, Hilary maintains that even

the sufferings of Christ were triumphs of love and

power (de Trin. x. 48), and Chrysostom that the

Passion was itself an action,
' for through His

sufferings He wrought that mighty and wondrous
work of bringing death to naught' (Horn, in Act.

i. 3). In the same way the submission of Christ-

ians to the hostility of an evil world, the ' world-

resisting
' element in character viewed on its

passive side, is in itself a display of supernatural

might (Col 1"). Passiveness is the spirit which

recognizes that suffering is an indispensable law of

the spiritual life, is that which must be—is God's

agent in the heightening and purifying of character.

At the same time we must be careful to guard
the distinction between Christian quietude, which
checks the instinct of revenge for a personal injury,
and Christian resentment, which avenges wrong
done to another or to the comnmnity. The
Christian may renounce his own rights, but not

his brother's ; and the absence of moral resent-

ment, in presence of oppression or lawless wrong-
doing which tramples on the rights of others, is a

sinful defect in character. In a larger sphere the

law of Christian meekness [q.v.) is sometimes

sujiposed to exclude the authoritative resistance of

evil Ity law or by armed force (see Tolstoi, The

Kingdom of God is ivithin you, London, 1894) ;

but St. Paul, who forbids private revenge (Ro 12'^),

also insists that the duty of rulers and States is to

act as avengers
' to exe(!ute wrath upon him that

doeth evil' (Ho 13''). In other words, the very
end of organized government is resistance to evil.

Mere passivity on the part of a nation whose just

rights and liberties were imperilled Avould mean
the abdication of its true place and function.

According to the doctrine of the NT, the ruler is

God's minister, and his ofhce is exactly that of

exercising retributive and coercive power (see
1 The phrase

'

holy indolence and nothingness
'

is used by
Molinos (see St. Cyres, p. 109).
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Martineau, National Duties, London, 1903,
serni. v.).

(2) On the other hand, we may think of passivity
as the attitude of receptivity which lies at the
foundation of all growth in ,t,'raoe

— tliat quiet

expectancy of soul, that calm abiding in Christ
which is the necessary condition of moral fruitful-

ness (Jn IS'"^-)- This recej)tiveness of spirit is akin
to the teachableness of mind which Christ requires
in His discijiles, and wiiich He commends by
pointing to tlic little child as the true type of the
inheritor of His Kingdom (Mt 18^). Entrance into

the Kingdom means, before all else, the sense of

insufficiency, trustful self-surrender, openness to

divine influence and divine leading. From this

point of view passivity is identical with meek-
ness.

' To be a Christian is not merely to be a believer in Christian
doctrine or a doer of Christian duty, but to adopt the receptive
attitude of one who lives not by his own power, but by that of

the grpce or free gift of the Spirit of God . . . the receptive atti-

tude which loolss up to Another, for the protection and guidance
of life; which lives in conscious dependence upon Another '(J. H.

Illiiigworth, Reason and Revelation, London, 1902, p. 212 f.).
' Nor is Christian personality attained, through effort, by

those who, but for effort, had it not. There is indeed Christ-
ian effort. And there is imitation of Christ. But these are
rather the necessary outcome, than the producing cause, of the

Spirit of Christ. It is b3' His initiation rather than ours, and
by the acts of His power rather than ours, that we were first

brought into relation with Him, and that His Spirit is pro-
gressively imparted to us. . . . Essentiall}' we are tliroughout
receivers, not workers. The Pentecostal Spirit is bestowed in

grace, bestowed on faith, bestowed through sacraments,
anyway bestowed, not earned '

(R. C. Moberly, Atonement and
Personality, London, 1901, p. 320 f.).

In religion, then, as in the study of nature,
Wordsworth's ma.xim holds good,

' We can feed this mind of ours
In a wise passiveness'

(Expostulation and Reply, 23 f.).

For all progress in insight, all growth in character,
a certain calmness, meditativeness, and passivity
of the soul are necessary ;

' a heart,' in Wordsworth's

phrase,
' that watches and receives.' Our human

destiny is fulfilled, not merely by the putting forth

of effort in sheer reliance on our own unaided

strength. This was the delusion of Pelagianism.
It is fulfilled as much by bearing as by doing ; by
being acted upon not less than by acting ; by
patience not less than by efi'ort ; by yielding our-

selves to God not less than by seizing opportunities ;

in a word, by cultivating that temper of mind
M'hich, before it says,

'

Lo, I come to do thy will,'

breathes the petition,
' Be it unto me according

to thy word' (see J. H. Skrine, Saints and
Worthies, London, 1901, no. 10,

' Ancilla Domini').
Literature.—H. Martensen, Christian Ethics (General),

Edinburgh, 1873, §§ 85-88, 107-110 ; the works of F. de Fdnelon,
St. Franqois de S41es, Mme. Guyon, Molinos, and other

mystical writers may be consulted. See, further, literature at
art. Mysticism. R. ]_,. OtTLEY.

PASSOVER. —See Festivals and Fasts
(Hebrew).

PASTORAL PEOPLES.— I. Scope and defi-

nition of term ; position of pastoral peoples in

primitive economics.—A typical pastoral tribe,
such as the patriarchal Israelites of the OT, is one
whose mode of life is entirely dependent upon and
conditioned by the possession of Hocks and herds
of domesticated animals—oxen, sheep, goats, and
horses—or, in particular areas, of such specialized
animals as the camel, reindo(;r, or j-ak. In sucii a
tribe these are not only the priiicijial means of

subsistence ; they are also the chief or only fcnni

of wealth ; upon them the position and dignity of

the individual depend ; they provide him with
food and clotliing ; their acquisition, care, and
Mcll-being are the

occujjation
of his life ; and thoy

or their i)roducts are the medium of cxcliange by
which he obtains from peojiles of diflerent culture

such commodities not produced by his own peojile
as he may require.

Considered schematically, the pastoral life marks
an advance both psychologically and socially in

the history of man. By the acquisition of Hocks
and herds of domesticated animals the shepherd
and the herdsman liave advanced beyond the day-
to-day existence of the huntsman. Notwithstand-

ing the intellectual alertness and ingenuity re-

quired from the individual who depends upon his

skill in capturing his prey, the jiossession of a

permanent source of liveliiiood gives the pastoral
tribe as a social unit the advantage in opportuni-
ties for development and for suivancement in

.solidarity. On the other hand, the constant care
of the cattle and the more or less impermanent
character of pastoral settlements due to the con-

stant search for pasture place pastoral peoples at a

disadvantage relatively to the peoples of settled

agricultural habits. The latter are also less ex-

posed to disaster from excessive or exceptional
meteorological variations. Consequently, tribes

which are pastoral in the strict sense make com-

paratively slight advance in material culture.

There is an absence of specialization in the pro-
duction of the .simple utensils and implements
which meet their needs, and any extension of

interest in material culture by contact with out-

side influences is met by barter rather than by
internal adaptation of productive powers. It may
be noted, however, that this applies only to strictly

pastoral tribes, many agricultural tribes being also

cattle-keepers on a large scale. On the other

hand, a few pastoral peoples practise agriculture
as a secondary occupation usually entrusted to the

women, the needs of the herds still determining
the nomad life of the tribe, while others have in

subjection under them a population whose special
function is an industry or agriculture

—
e.g., the

Gallas, Soraalis, Masai, and other pastoral peoples
of E. Africa, among whom despised peoples act as

agriculturists, hunters, and smiths.

2. The pastoral life and the influence of environ-
ment.—In few types of the human community is

the influence of environment so susceptible of

analysis as in that of the pastoral tribe. The needs
of the animals being paramount, such a community
can develop only in a district where climate and
soil combine to produce ample food-stufts at all

seasons of the year without the necessity of too

rapid transit from one feeding-ground to another.

Exception to this rule is found in the case of the
horse and the camel. The one by its speed, the
otlier by its constitution, is able to overcome the

ditticulty of distance, and consequently pastorals
who depend upon these animals can occupj- desert

areas, migrating from one oasis to another. The
Arab populations occupj-ing the fringes of the
Arabian desert and the W. Sahara are cases in

point. Apart from these cases, however, what is

practically a continuous pasturage is required.
Such regions are to be found in the tropics, where
the equatorial forest land gives jjlace to the grass
lands, as, e.g., in Africa north and south of the

equatorial region, and on mountain plateaux like

those of W. and C. Asia, on the higher lands of

the mountain valleys, or of the river valleys at the

edge of the plateaux where altitude makes the
land unsuitable for agriculture, or on the steppes
of the temperate, and the tundras of the colder,
latitudes. In these areas the strictly seasonal

character of the vegetation is responsible for the

nomadic life of the inhabitants. In the tropics
the advance of the season burns off the grass with
the increasing heat, necessitating movement either

north or south, according to tlie situation as re-

gards the equator, or to relatively higher ground
where springs and grass are to be found in rifts in
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the liill-^. In inuuntainous lefiioii.s the melting of

the snows with the aiiviuuinj,' season oiiens up tlie

higher valleys with their rich grass, ami the cattle

and sheep follow the snow-line as it receiles. Owing
to the seasonal character of the vegetation and the

absence of water without more elaborate irrigation
than is available, these lamls are not suited to

agriculture, at any rate on the primitive scale.

The absence of pastoral trilies from America,

except where this mode of life was undoubtedly
due to civilized intiuence through the introduction

of European animals, shows that it is necessary
that a region, even if, from geographical considera-

tions, suitable for pastoral purposes, should pro-
vide animals adaptable to domestication, before

pastoral tribes can develop their particular form of

organization .and culture.

3. Distribution.—In tracing the distribution of

pastoral tribes on the lines suggested by the

inHuence of geographical environment, two dis-

turbing factors have to be taken into account.

(1) Outside influence, especially the introduction

of European civilization, has a modifying effect.

In S. Africa both the Hottentots and the Bantu
were at one time extensive breeders of cattle.

The more or less constant migrations of the Bantu

peoples before the advent of the European as settler

and ruler were possibly due to pastoral habits, or

an earlier mode of life, but, at present, notwith-

standing tiie continued importance of cattle, eco-

nomically and sociallj', as the chief form of wealth,
the restriction of the natives of S. Africa to loca-

tions and the introduction of the mining industry
have m:ule them, with the possible exception
of the Beclniana, sedentary cattle-keeping ivgri-

eulturists. Further, the introduction of the ox-
drawn i)lough, acting through the tabu on oxen
for women, has tended to transfer agriculture
from the women, in whose entire charge it formerly
was. to the men, whose duties previously were
contined to the care of the cattle. On the other

hand, slow develoj)nient may leave under pastoral
conditions land suitable for agriculture. Much of

the area in the Kussian empire now under pasture
may come under cultivation with the increase of

the resources available for its development. In S.

Africa the Boers remained in the main a pastoral

people owing to lack of economic pressure to

induce them to put their land to more profitable
uses.

(2) In some cases disturbance in economic equi-
librium by an epidemic among the cattle or per-
sistent raiding by more powerful neighbours may
produce an entire change in the mode of life. The
Alasai of the Laikipia plateau, whose cattle were
visited by an epidemic about 1890, and who were
themselves subject to constant attacks by the
Ma.sai of German E. Africa, were forced by their

loss of stock—a loss from which they never re-

covered—to abandon pastoral life and to become
agriculturists (see C. Eliot, ap. A. C. Hollis, 27te

Masai, Oxford, 1905, p. xiv). In C. Asia there
are tr.aces of the reverse process, in the course of

which agriculture gave place to the nomad. The
evidence of abandoned settlements and of the

irrigation works in the Turfan depression has been

interpreted as an indication that a prosperous
agricultural and industrial comnmnity in this dis-

trict, owing to climatic changes and a consequent
reduction in the amount of water available, was at

some period overwhelmed by marauding tribes of

pastoral Mongols from the neighbouring hills.

Owing to the continued de.siccation these were in

turn forced to withdraw, leaving the land again
open for agricultural settlement. At the present
day no Mongol nomads live within 150 miles of

this depression (E. Huntington, The Pulse of Asia,
p. 312 f.).

The pastoral mode of life might be described as

being a marginal type for two reasons : («) it is

imposed upon the inhabitants of lands occupying
a marginal position in relation to cultivability,
whether these are found on the edge of agricultural
land, on the fringes of a desert, or at the snow-
line of a hill-country ; and (6), as these areas are

for the most part those of climatic extremes of

heat or cold, sometimes of both, the conilitions

which make the i)astoral life possible at all are so

nicely balanced tiiat any meteorological change
to still greater extremes, whether of heat, cold,

drought, or moisture, is liable to ui)set the equi-
librium and to drive the people further afield or

compel them to modify their mode of life funda-

mentally. Study of the climatic conditions of C.

Asia shows that the great racial migrations and

conquests which have originated in this region
have depended ultimately upon more or less serious

changes in precipitation leading to a decrease in

the pasture-land available as a source of livelihood

for nomad tribes.

Regions which offer such conditions extend over
a fairly well defined area. Speaking broadly, they
run iu a belt stretching from N.W. Africa, across

the north of that continent, except the lower Nile

valley, down the E. African plateau into German
E. Africa (about lat. 7° N.). In the Euro-Asiatic
continent they lie along the steppe-lands of the

Russian empire, the mountain valleys and high-
lands of the Balkans and Asia Minor, the elevated

plateaux and basins of C. Asia, including, to the

south, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Tibet, and pos-

sibly at one time Kashmir, though, owing to slight

changes in climatic conditions, it is now an agri-
cultural country, and extending to the north-

eastern edge of the Asiatic mainland.
The relative distribution of the pastoral peoples

by whom these areas are occupied is broadly as

follows. In Africa they fall into four main groups.
{a) In the north-west and north, on the fringes
of the Sahara desert, and in the highlands of the
coastal region flanking the cultivable vallej^s of

Mauretania and the Tripolitaine, where live agri-
cultural and industrial Berber populations, Kabyles,
and others, are nomad tribes. These are either

Tuareg, Arabized Berbers who have become pas-

torals, and are grouped in confederacies such as

the Beni M'zab, Askars, and others, or Arab tribes,

more or less mixed in blood, descended from the

invaders of the 11th century, (h) That part of the

Sudan which lies west of the Nile, moderately
fertile in the south, but decreasing in fertility
towards the north till it shades off into the Bayuda
steppe and the Libyan desert, is the home of the
' Sudanese Arabs,' negroid tribes containing vary-

and in some cases considerable admixture ofm
Negro blood, but predominantly Arab in culture.

It is a level country dotted with hills, in which the
earlier Negro population has been able to maintain
itself in the south but has been absorbed in the

north. The most powerful tribes in the northern

parts of this area are the Kababish and Kawahla,
who, where the country is sufficiently fertile to

support a sedentary population, use the lands of

this population as their grazing ground. Further
south the camel gives place to the ox in the country
of the cattle-owning Baqqara. The Fulah, who
now range from Senegambia to Lake Chad and
were at one time pastorals in the full sense, as a
modified negroid type, probably had their origin
in some part of the Sudan, (c) East of the Nile

extending to the Red Sea are the Hamitic Beja
tribes, of which the chief divisions are the Haden-

doa, the Bishariii, and the Beni Amer, the two
lirst-named speaking a Hamitic, the last a Semitic

language. («) The fourth group of pastorals con-

sists of the Nilotic tribes and those closely related
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gioups of peoples for whom the n.ame of ' half-

Hainitic' has been su{,'f,'ested. It includes the

Shilluk, Nuer, Bari, and Dinkas, and such tribes

as the Turkana, Suk, Nandi, Latuka, and Masai,
the Bahinia, and the 15anyoro, some agricultural,
some pastoral, who inhabit the plateau lands of E.

Africa and Uganda and extend into German E.

Africa as far as about hit. 7° N. The Nilotic tribes

are sedentary and have a highly organized and
centralized social system, and would periiaps
be more correctly described as farmers owning
large herds than as true pastorals. The same
ajjplies to the Bjintu, many of whom, like the
Akamba and the Bantu tribes of S. Africa, are

great breeders of cattle. But, notwithstanding
the value and importance which they attach to the

cattle, their mode of life now belongs to the agri-
cultural rather than the pastoral type, although at
the time of their migrations they may have con-
formed to the latter. The Hottentots, on the
other hand, were a pastoral people when first they
came into contact with Europeans. It is in Asia,
however, especially on the central plateau, along
the axial ridge, and at the edge of the northern

plains where they begin to slope down from the

highlands to the north, that conditions have been
most conducive to the development of the pastoral
life. The history of this region, so far as it has
been possible to disentangle it from obscure and
scanty records, has been one of almost constant
tribal and racial migration, apparently brought
about by climatic changes which by long-continued
drought rendered the normal seasonal migrations
from plains to hills inadequate to meet the re-

quirements of flocks and herds. Evidence of these
movements is to be seen in the incursions of

Asiatic peoples into Europe, of which the present
inhabitants of the Balkans, the Finns, and the

Lapps are survivals, and in the Arab invasions of

Africa. In Asia itself the extensions of Semitic

influence, which so profoundly afl'ected the history
of W. Asia, and the Tatar and Mongol conquests
were due to a similar cause.
The geographical distribution of pastoral peoples

in Asia may perhaps best be considered in relation
to their principal racial groups. The Mongols
proper of the east fall into three groups : (1) the
Kalmuks of Dzungaria, Kashgar, and Astrakhan ;

(2) the Sharras inhabiting the fringe of the Gobi
desert, Kokonor, and the Ala-shan and Inshan

heights ; and (3) the Buriats of Lake Baikal. In
the N. Mongolic group are the Tunguses, who
inhabit the Amur basin and most of E. Siberia.
These peoples on the coastal area and in the river
basin are hunters, fishers, and agriculturists, but
in the Amur valley they follow pastoral occupa-
tions. The Turki or western division of the

Mongolo-Tatars were at one time a widely-spread
group of pastorals, now represented by the Turks
in Europe (no longer pastorals), the Yuruks, and
the Anatolian Turks in Asia Minor, and by the
Yakuts of the Lena basin in S. W. Siberia, who,
as is shown by their traditions, were at one time a

horse-breeding people inhabiting wide, open plains
(Keane, The World's Peoples, pp. 156 If., 172 fV.).

In the Turfan basin the Turki were followed by
the Uigurs, and near them were the Ughuz, now
rejiresented by the Uzbegs of Russian Turkestan,
the Turkomans of W. Turkestan, and the Osmanli
in Asia Minor. In the Pamir region the Kara
Kirghiz and the Kirghiz Kazaks (Cossacks), in-

habiting the greater j)art of W. Siberia and ex-

tending from Lake Balkash to the Lower Volga,
belong to the group, as do the W. Turkomans, who
combined with their pastoral pursuits raids upon
the Persian caravans. In Tibet, belonging to the
Indo-Chinese group, are the Tanguts, a nomad
predatory tribe of the north-east borderland, and

the Dru-pa, a peaceful pastoral semi-nomadic tribe
of the central highlands. In S. India are the

Todas, who inhabit the plateau of the Nilgiri hills.

Another important group is that of the Ugro-Finns
descended from proto-Finns who migrated from
the Irtish and Obi to the Urals, whence they dis-

persed to form the Samoyed, Ostyak, Votyak, and
Cheremiss tribes of W. Siberia and Russia, the

Lapps of N. Scandinavia, and the Volga Finns,

Bulgars, Avars, Magyars, Baltic Finns, Letts, and
Livonians. The Semitic peoples, who spread over

Arabia, Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine, and Meso-

potamia, were pastoral nomads when first they
appear in history. A trace of this is seen in the
word dii«= 'city,' originally =

'
tent' (Keane, p. 324).

Many, as, e.g., the Jews, have long settled down
to agriculture, but the modern representatives of

the Ishmaelites, the Ara1)s proper of N. Arabia and
the Sinaitic desert, still preserve much of their

primitive pastoral habits, customs, and beliefs.

In the central area of the continent horses, oxen,

goats, sheep (the fat-tailed variety), and camels are
the means of subsistence of the i)astoral peoples.
In the north, on the tundras of Siberia, where
grass gives way to reindeer-moss, they depend
upon the reindeer. Among the reindeer peoples a
distinction must be made, however, between those
who are truly pastoral, such as the Lapps, Samo-
yeds, Votyaks, and others, among whom the
reindeer is a domesticated animal, and those, like
the Chukchis and Koryaks, who keep large herds
of untamed reindeer, which they use for purposes
of trade, and of which they eat the flesh but do
not use the milk. A third class, which includes
some of the Tungus tribes, owing to political re-

striction by the Russian Government, live in a
much impoverished condition, and, their reindeer

being insufficient in number to support them, thej'
are compelled to eke out their existence by hunt-

ing, fishing, and trading.

4. Material culture.—The conditions imposed by
the mode of life of nomadic pastoral tribes, which
arise out of the necessity for more or less constant
movement to provide food for their stock and to
find a new site for the camp owing to the fouling
of the ground in the pens and near the dwelling-
place, have had a marked effect upon their material
culture. In this respect the line of development
has avoided anything fragile, such as pottery, and
anything heavy and bulky, or at least not readily
reducible to a size and weight suitable for trans-

port. Further, the fact that wealth consists
almost exclusively in cattle leaves little oppor-
tunity for ostentation, except in personal ornament,
while the preoccupation of the men with their

cattle and their attitude towards manual labour
have precluded any substantial progress in the
material arts.

(a) Habitalion.—The dwelling is a striking:

example of the subordination of material and
structure to the requirements of mobility. It

must be of such a character as to be readily dis-

mantled and packed to form a load for one or more
of the beasts of burden, whether horse, camel,

mule, donkey, or ox. The typical dwelling of a
nomad pastoral people is the tent.

Among the Arabs its traditional form is rectano:ular ; in C.
Asia it is round and conical. It is usually built on a lijiht frame-

work, fastened by ropes of camel-hair, wool, or leather thong^s,

according: to the material afforded by the stock, and its covering
may be of linen, skins, felt, or woollen cloths, according to

circumstances. The Kirghiz tent is very simple in form and
has no partition. It is made of woollen cloths stretched on a

light frame of willow poles, fastened together, as indicated,
without the use of metal. Outside it is covered with large felts

protected hy a number of rush mats. In the centre of the top
is a round hole for the egress of the smoke, protected against
inclement weather by a felt i ai> manipulated by a string which

hangs near the doorw!iy (Huntington, p. 111). The Yuruks of

Asia Minor use similar tents of black goat's hair. The tent in

use among the Tatars is slightly more elaborate, having an
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interior division providinjf two compartments, one o( whirh is

devoted to the women and their culinary operations (E. K. Hue,
Trar^ls in Tartar]/, Thibet, and China, Chicago, 1898, i. 47).

The early Yakuts carried their tents with them, hut left the
frame-work for the next comer (W. O. Sumner, 'The Yakuts,'
JAl xxxi. [1901] 70). The tents of the Si-Fan of Tibet were
hexat^onal, the black linen covering bein^ stretched on a frame-
work of ropes attached to poles some little distance from the
tent proper. A more permanent character was (jiven to them
by the erection around each proup of tents of a wall 4 to 5 ft.

high. The tendency to permanence suggested bj- this practice
was not strong ; the tribes abandoned their settlements at the

slightest provocation, taking the larger stones of the walls
with them (Hue, ii. 48). The small group of huts which form
the Toda village is also surrounded by a wall (\V. H. K. Kivers,
The Twlas, London, 1006, p. 24).

In the .-Vnglo-Egj-ptian Sudan among Bisharin, Hadendoa,
and Iteni Amer tribes, in which it is customary at certain
seasons of the year for groups to split up in order that the men
may drive the camels to suitable feeding-grounds, while the
women and boys remain behind to pasture the cattle up and
down the country, the character of the dwelling varies with the
duration of the stay which it is proposed to make at any one
place. If it is to lie a few days only, the tent may consist of

only three or four mats, or may be a mere shelter of dried

euphorbia boughs set in a ring, with a domed roof, a shelter of

similar character being provided for the young sheep ami goats
(C. G. Seligmann, 'Some Aspects of the Hamitie Prot)lem in

the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan,' 7ii^/ xliii. [UU3] o'.C). A shelter
of boughs is also used at certain seasons by the Kurds and
the Y'uruks instead of their goat-skin tents. 'The Vuruk shelter
has the peculiarity that the doorway is so low as only to permit
entraiice on hands and knees (Keane, p. 176). 'The Masai,
though never staying very long in one place, also adapt their

dwellings to the length of sojourn offered by the pasture. The
more substantial form of dwelling is a long low structure of

poles and grass containing several compartments ; but, when
in the course of its wanderings a tribe makes a stay at a
jjasturage which affords iiisutlicient provision for any length of

time, a temitorary habitation of poles and skins is set up
(Hollis, p. 292). The Suk, on the other hand, practically live in
the open air. The young unmarried men sleep on the ground
wrapped in skins, while the married men sleep under rude
shelters consisting of a few sticks with a little grass kept down
by a covering of cow-dung over which a skin is flung in wet
weather (M. W. U. Beech, The Sick : their Language and Folk-
lore, Oxford, 1911, p. 7).

The temporaiy character of the dwelling or
its reatly adaptation for transport is not, how-
ever, essential to inohility. Wliere the fharacter
of tiie land or its occupation by agricultural
peoples restricts the area available for grazing,
occiii)atiun of the various i)astures becomes a more
or less regular seasonal routine. Settlements may
then be permanent, but only in occasional occupa-
tion at certain seasons of tlie year. The popula-
tion migrates from one ground to another as the

year advances.

Such is the procedure among many of the Kurdish tribes of
the Armenian table-lands. They live in villages from October
to February , migrate to higher ground and live in their tents
from March to June, and in the hot season live in bowers of

green wo'xl, returning to their villages in the autumn (XI.

Sykes, 'The Kurdish Tribes of the Ottoman Empire,' JliAl
xxxviii. [1908] 454). The Toda villages consist of permanent
huts, half-barrel .shaped structures of wood surrounded by a
wall. These are dotted here and there on the plateaux of the
N'ilgiri hills. Each community, usually one family, has several
villages to which the cattle and those concerned with them
migrate at different seasons of the year. It follows that, though
all the villages are occupied in the course of the year, not all
are inhabited at one time (Rivers, p. 36 f.). The Dinkas, on the
other hand, are an example of a cattle-keeping people which,
possibly influenced by agricultural conditions, is sedentarv and
has dwellings of a permanent character. The family groups of
huts are scattered over the country in farmsteads, but for

grazing purposes the cattle of a whole district are herded
together (G. Schweinfurth, Heart of Africa, Eng. tr., London,
1873-74, i.2 159 f.).

(J) Indusfrinl arts.—It has already been indi-
cated that the conditions of jiastoral life, coujjled
with the attitude of the male members of the com-
munity towards manual laliour, are not conducive
to ])rogress in tiie industrial arts ; they are left

to the women, or their products are obtained by
barter from neighbouring peo|>les.

Clothing naturally varies in quantity according to climate.
Except when contact with European civilization has introduced
other fabrics, the community depends upon the produce of its
cattle or flocks. The heavy garments of C. Asia necessary to
resist the cold are of skin, leather, or felt, and the scanty attire
of the Masai and other tribes of E. Africa is entirely of leather
or skin. In the raid which follows the election of a chief the
Masai wear a cotton cloth called 'the vow.' Before the intro-

duction of .American cotton fabrics this was made of skins
(Hollis, p. 301). The Suk dress is mostly goat-skin, but the
men's capes are sometimes of leopard's skin (Beech, p. 12).
The making of these garments as well as the jireparation of the
material usually falls upon the women. Among the Kirghizes
the women prepare the skin, leather, or felt, and cut out and
sew the garments,' including the high skin boots and the typical
conical black felt caps. They also make screens, boxes," bags,
and other receptacles of leather, and weave gaily-coloured rugs
and screens. 'The leather articles and the gorgeous robes and
head-dresses of the women are also embroidered with consider-
able skill in bright colours, of which they are very fond
(Huntington, p. 111). The .Si-Fan weave a coarse linen used
for clothing and tents. Among the Fur of the Sudan the
chief industry of the men is the weaving of cotton cloth, which
is used as currency (Keane, p. 104). These people, however,
are stock-breeders and keepers rather than pastorals, and the
field operations are undertaken by women and slaves. The
Baban Kurds are also expert weavers and tent-makers.

(c) Utensils, etc.—The domestic utensils of pas-
toral tribes are not numerous. Tottery is not
made as a rule. The usual receptacles for liquids
are gourds, calabashes, baskets (in Africa), and
vessels of wood, such as the hollowed trunk of a
tree, and of skin or leather.

Although the Masai women , possibly owing to outside influence,
can make pots, as a rule pottery, if in use by jiastoral peoples,
is imported. 'The pastoral Suk obtain pottery from the agri-
cultural Suk ; the Todas, who use bamboo receptacles of native
manufacture for their milking-vessels, obtain the earthenware
vessels used for churns from the neighbouring Kotas. For cups
and platters they use leaves (Rivers, p. .'iO ff.). Among the

Kirghizes the milking-vessels are of wood, but water is some-
times stored in earthen pots.

{d) Weapons.—The same disinclination to engage
in industrial occupations is apparent even in such
an important matter as the making of weapons.
None of the pastoral tribes of E. Africa make their own

weapons. Among both Somalia and Masai there are special
tribes (Tumalods and El Kunono respectively) who do the smiths'
^\ork. These peoples are not allowed to intermarry with the

pastorals, and no free Somali would enter a smithy or shake
hands with a smith, while a Masai would not take a sword or
other weapon from the hand of a smith without first wiping his
hand. The Todas have no weapons, although they retain the
use of the bow and arrow and club for their ceremonies. Their

only implements are axes and knives, which they obtain from
the Kotas.

(e) Food.—The original diet of all pastoral tribes
was no doubt derived entirely, or mainly, from their

flocks and herds. This is in many instances still

tiie case, and where modifications have taken place
there are proofs of the earlier practice.
The Bedawib of the Sudan do not cultivate at all

; they live

on milk and flesh, and it is said that, if they were given grain,
they would not eat it (Seligmann, p. 599). Among the C.
Asiatic groups of peoples, who in this as in other matters show
much uniformity, milk, curds, and cheese are the staple of diet,
kermiss (curdled milk, especially mares' milk) in particular being
held in high esteem. Bread is very scarce, in most districts

almost unknown (Huntington, p. 117 f.). The fat-tailed sheep,
of which the tail is esteemed the greatest delicacy, oxen, and
the yak are also eaten. The Kirghizes consider a young colt a

great delicacy, and Yakut tradition clearly indicates that the
horse was eaten at the time when it was their chief stock animal

(Sumner, p. 68). In E. Africa cattle disease has greatly reduced
the size of the Masai herds, and it is not now possible for the
tribes to eat the meat of their cattle to any great extent. They
live on what they significantlj' call 'savage food'—maize, ban-

anas, rice, etc. Meat is eaten, though usually under restriction.

Women, children, and old men (whose usual diet is milk) are
allowed to eat meat only when a beast dies or a sacrifice has
been made at a funeral or other ceremonial. The warriors are
allowed to slaughter cattle for food, but not in the kraal. At
least once in two months cattle are driven into the wood and
slaughtered and eaten there. The Masai never eat the flesh of a
wild animal or bird (Hollis, p. 317 ff.). The Suk, on the other
hand, eat any kind of wild animal except beasts of prey and the
fiesh of a certain kind of wild pig Their staple diet, however,
is a porridge of millet; but that this is an innovation on their

original custom is suggested by the fact that any one who chews
raw millet cannot drink milk for seven days (Beech, p. 9). All
the tribes of their region are very fond of raw blood, which thej'
draw in a peculiar manner from the neck of the living animal
and mix with milk. This fondness for blood is also found among
the Asiatic peoples. It is probably to be attributed to the desire
for salt in the diet. The diet of the Todas consists of milk,
butter-milk, ijhl, grains, rice, and sugar, but there is a tradition

among them that at one time they lived on roots, herbs, fruits

and honey (Rivers, p. 580). The pastorals of Tibet are nomi.

1 The principal outer garment of the Kirghizes is a long
quilted cotton gown with long sleeves serving the purpose of

gloves, of which the material is, of course, imported (see

Huntington, p. 114)
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nally Budfihists, but all supplement the diet of milk, butler,

barley-meal, and fruit imposed by their religion Ijy the flesh of

game, yak, and mutton. They are also very fond of lilood, and
the children are fed on a diet of cheese, butter, and blood (Keane,
p. 190).

(/) Agriculture.—As has been stated, pastoral
tribes do not invariably subsist on the produce of

their flocks and hertls alone, and among many a

large amount of cereals is consumed. Nomadic
pastorals do not take readily to agriculture even
when they have the opportunity. The Arab pro-
verb,

' The ploughshare and shame entered hand in

hand into the family,' is typical of their attitude

(Keane, p. 321 f.). Among the Kurds, it is true,
some tribes have settled down to a semi-sedentary
life, part of which is given up to the care of crops,
while others— e.g., the Baban Kurds, who are
extensive agriculturists and wine-growers

—employ
outside labour. This has commended itself to

other and more primitive peoples, and it is usual
to find living in the midst of the pastorals of E.
Africa not only the smiths and craftsmen already
mentioned but also agriculturists, either of a
ditterent race or a branch of the same race much
impoverished. The Masai of the Laikipia plateau
are an example of a people who have taken to agri-
culture since the loss of their cattle. The Suk, on
the other hand, regard themselves as being a pros-

perous offshoot of the agricultural Suk, wliose aim
is to prosper sufficiently to secure cattle and join
their more highly esteemed pastoral neighbours.
The Todas, who are not flesh-eaters, obtain the

grain which forms a large part of their diet from
the Badagas, Avhom they regard as a subject race

(Rivers, p. 580). The infltience of civilization is,

however, perceptible in some cases. Around Sua-
kim and in the neighbourhood of Sinkat the strong-
est and most advanced divisions of the Amara and
Hadendoa, who have long been subject to foreign
influence, practise cultivation (Seligmann, p. 599).

5. Psychology.—In their mental characters pas-
toral tribes present considerable uniformity, Avhich

is reflected both in moral qualities and in their

social institutions. Their normal attitude towards
manual labour, which is sometimes, possibly with

justice, attributed to laziness, is in many cases only
one side of an aristocratic temper which finds

expression in their relations with neighbouring
tribes whose mode of life may differ from their own.
Not only is there a sharp line of cleavage between
the African pastoral tribes and the adjacent agri-
cultural and industrial populations, but the former

arrogate to themselves the position of a superior

people. The Bahima of Enkole regard the Bahera,
by whom all the agricultural and industrial work
of the community is performed, as their serfs.

To call a man a Dorobo, a member of the people
among them who live by hunting, is, among the

Masai, a term of grave reproach, while they hold
that in the beginning of the world they were given
the right over all cattle (Mollis, pp. 317, 269). The
nomad Arab of Mauretania despises the Kabyle
and other tribes engaged in agriculture or other
forms of industry (Keane, p. 821 f. ), and among the
Asiatic peoples the same attitude prevails

—
e.g., in

the j)astoral Kurds towards the sedentary agricul-
tural tribes.

' To be a nomad is considered noble'

(Sykes, p. 455). The Zeibeks of the Misoghis high-
lands, like the Masai, believe tiiat all the cattle in

the world are theirs by right (Keane, i). 176). This

attitude, together with the intreiuaity, spirit of

freedom, enterprise, and self-reliance oif the pas-
torals, has endowed them with an aggressive char-
acter which, among the more primitive, has found

expression in constant raids and intertribal wars.
Before their subjection to British rtile tlie Masai
were constantly engaged in raiding and cattle-

lifting. ^^'hore greater moViility was secured by
the use of the horse, in the numagement of which

the horse-keeping pastorals excel, the more aggi-es-
sive tribes were able to extend the radius of their

operations and conduct them in an organized
manner. The great trade-routes of Asia were
infested by brigands— Kurds, Turkomans, Tatars,
and Mongols—who swooped down on and plundered
tlie caravans and then retired to their mountain
fastnesses with their booty. This restless spirit not

only resulted in the great racial migrations of the

early ages, but, where exploited and utilized by
leaders of ability and ambition, found its full

ex}iression in the great Tatar, Mongol, and Turki

conquests which extended over Asia, and of which
the effects were and are still felt in Europe. On
the other hand, to the individual the pastoral

generally shows an ujiright, courteous, and kindly
disposition ;

Arab hospitality is proverbial, but not

singular, and even a Masai, notwithstanding the
doubtful reputation of the peojjle, was bound under

penalty of being cursed by members of the tribe of

like age with himself to receive and entertain a

stranger of his own class (Hollis, p. 288). The duty
of hospitality was laid upon the pastoral peoples to

some extent by self-interest, the scattered popula-
tion and the necessity for distant travel, whether in

search of strayed stock or for other reasons, making
it desirable that shelter and food should be oflered

to all comers in hope of a return in kind. In
C. Asia this assistance was extended to providing
fresh beasts for the continuation of a journey
(Huntington, p. 122).

Nomadic life and the primitive plan of the dwell-

ing have also had their effect in other directions,

notably in the modification of the Muhammadan
attitude towards women. Among the Yuruks of

Asia Minor the women go unveiled and salute the

wayfarer on the road (Keane, p. 176). Where the
tent has no dividing partition, as among the Kir-

ghizes, it is obviously impossible to keep up the
custom of seclusion ; and frequent absences of the
men with their flocks not only lay greater responsi-

bilitj- on the women left behind to look after the

homestead, but also give them a strong voice in

the afi'airs of the community and greater freedom
in the duty of entertaining any travelling stranger
(Huntington, p. 128 f.). In other cases, especially
in E. Africa, the inferior position of women among
pastorals is as general as it is among neighbouring
agricultural tribes.

Not only are animals prized and consequently
cared for as a source of wealth, but considerable
afl'ection is shown to them. The African pastorals
especially are extremely fond of their cattle. They
give them pet names and sometimes go into mourn-

ing for them, and cases have occurred in which a
man has committed suicide through grief at the
death of a favourite beast. The preoccupation of

the Suk with their cattle is indicated by the fact

that the Avhole of their language revolves round
them ;

when an adjective is used without a substan-

tive, 'cow' is naturally understood ; and they have
a special name for every variety of cow, expressing
colour, shape, type, special malformations of horns,
and the like (Beech, p. 8).

6. Sociology.—^Among jtastoral tribes the social

unit is, as a rule, small ami consists of the family
group, over which the head is absolute ruler.

Several groups may be coml)ined to form a tribal

unit. The Kurdish tribes sometimes consist of as

many as 2000 families, but for economic purposes
the unit is the family. The more plentiful and
accessible the cattle-feed, the smaller and more
elastic will be the organization. In N. Kordofan,
where conditions of life are difficult owing to the

scarcity of water and the seasonal character of the

vegetation, the unit is comparatively large, social

organization is more rigid, and migration takes

place in a strictly regulated manner towards a
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definite objective. Where pasture and water are

plentiful, as in the provinces between the Nile and
the Red Sea, the units are smaller, consisting at

most of tliree or four tents, and migration takes

the form of a more or less haphazard wandering in

search of pasture wherever it may be found

(Seligmann, pp. 597, 627). In the case of the

Yakuts, now a much impoverished people, the unit

con.^ists of four or five people, who
retjuire

as a
minimum fifteen head of cattle for their subsist-

ence. It has been conjectured, however, from the
custom which admits as a matter of right all

neighbours to partake of t he food at any ceremonial

family feast, tliat at one time, when the Yakuts in

their earlier home were horse-breeders, the social

unit consisted of a larger number, large enough, in

fact, to eat a horse at one sitting. This would
make for superior mobility by obviating the

necessity for carrying tlie unconsumed portions of

the carcass. The conditions of horse-herding must
also have required a larger unit (Sumner, p. 68).

Among tlie Suk, at a feast held as a means of

preventing the approadi of an epidemic, the bullock
wiiich is sacrificea must be consumed at one sitting

(Beech, p. 9). Among the Todas each village is

the property of one family, and the Dinka village
is supposed to consist of one family. In the latter

case, should the numbers be too small, several
families may combine, but then each family has its

separate quarters (H. O'Sullivan,
' Dinka Laws and

Customs,*^ JRAI\\. [1910] 177). Among the Suk
several adjacent villages may enter into a loose
form of allegiance to a village headman of wealth,
influence, or wisdom, who is known as an ' adviser'

(Beech, p. 6). The Suk have no chiefs, nor are they
under the control of medicine-men as are the

Masai, Turkana, and other allied tribes of this

region, among whom this functionary virtually
usurps the power of chief. The institution of the
'

adviser,' however, is a step towards attaining a

position conesponding to that of the 'elder'
in these tribes. But even in these cases, not-

^^^thstanding their advisory functions, the elders

and chiefs have little real power, which for practical

purposes rests with the warrior class and the
medicine-men. This predominance of the younger
men in a pastoral tribe may be paralleled among
the Yakuts, where a man or woman past the prime
is neglected and loses all influence and respect
(Sumner, p. 76).

Not only does the pastoral mode of life act

directly on the size of the group, but it determines
the character of its internal organization. A mode
of life which is based upon more or less continual
movement demands a more systematic control than
either hunting, in which co-ordination of action is

intermittent, or a sedentary occupation such as

agriculture or industry in its primitive forms.

Consequently pastoral tribes are usually organized
upon a strict patriarchal and patrilineal basis,

although in many cases, as among the Nilotic and
Hamitic groups, they show evidence of having at
one time been matrilineal. The head of the family
is the absolute ruler, the supreme judge, and the
owner of the stock and other possessions of the

group. The value of the individual member is

recognized in the exaction of the bride-price, and
in some cases in the practice of Labanism. Among
the Hadendoa, Amara, and related tribes the
husband must reside with the bride's people for a
time and the first child must be born among them
(Seligmann, p. 6.i0). The bride-price takes the
form of stock, and among the Masai father-in-law
and mother-in-law are known as the 'receiver of a
bullock' and the ' receiver of a sheep' respectively,
from the custom of presenting these animals to
them during the betrotlial and marriage ceremonies.
Relatives of the Masai bridegroom present a beast

to the bride, and henceforth giver and receiver
address one another invariablj' by the name of the
beast with the prefix pa-. Blood-brotherhood is

contracted by the ceremonial eating of bullock's
flesh dipped in the blood of the parties concerned
(Hollis, pp. 302 f., 322; see also his 'Note on the
Masai System of Relationship,' JRAI xl. 477 f.).

Cattle are an important element in the judicial
sjstem, fines or compensation for murder and
other crimes taking this form. Any one guilty of
assault among the Suk must provide the injured
party with slieep for food until he recovers (Beech,
p. 30). Tiie Masai may disregard a small theft, but
never the theft of cattle. At the making of peace
the sides exchange a cow (Hollis, pp. 310, 322).

Among the Fur all contracts are carried out in

cattle, although the usual currency is cotton cloth

(Keane, p. 104).
Pastoral tribes, with few exceptions, are poly-

gamous, and this custom is closely connected with

cattle-keeping in more than one way. Not only
is it att'ected by the bride-price, the number of
wives depending upon a man's ability to provide
the requisite cattle for the bride-price, as well as

upon his means of supporting his wives, but the
care of the cattle may demand a plurality of home-
steads. Among the Yakuts, e.g., a wealthy man
may have his cattle in scattered herds, and, before

monogamy was introduced under the influence of

Christianity, it was customary for each herd to

be under the cai-e of one wife (Sumner, p. 94). The
Chukchis also herd their reindeer in divisions, over
each of which a wife presides.

Private property in cattle is fully recognized,
and it is usual for each group, in some cases each

individual, to brand his cattle. The Kordofan tribes
have an elaborate system of brands for their camels,
and among E. African tribes the oxen, cows, and
goats all have their ears clipped in a distinctive

fashion, indicating both tribal andindividual.owner-

ship (Hollis, p. 290). The Bahima of Ankole, how-
ever, do not recognize absolute private ownership of
cattle. AJl the cattle belong to the king ; the chiefs
are responsible for the well-being of the cattle in
their respective districts ; the individual owner may
eat a limited number of his cattle, may use them for
tlie bride-price, or may exercise a certain freedom
in selling or exchanging them within the nation,
but he may not sell to any one outside ; cattle
taken in war also belong to the king (J. Roscoe,
' The Bahima ... of Enkole,' JEAI xxxviL
[1907] 95).

Land is usually common property, but, as a rule,
each group has its recognized limits for grazing.
In the more fertile parts of the Sudan these tend
to be ignored, but in more barren regions trespass
is a frequent cause of tribal fights. Among the
Yakuts private property hardly exists, and even
tiie house tends to be regarded as common property
(Sumner, p. 70).

7. Religious beliefs.—Among the pastorals of
both Africa and Asia Islam and Buddhism have to
a great extent overwhelmed primitive beliefs.

These survive, however, in the form of superstitions
and practices to propitiate evil spirits. The
Tuaregs, e.g., believe in jinns who live under the
desert and cau.se camels to sink in the soft sand by
pulling down their feet (Keane, p. 323). In N.
and C. Asia, the home of shamanism, Muhammad-
anism. Buddhism, and Christianity have had little

more than a superficial ett'ect, and shamans and
shamanistic beliefs continue to exert considerable
influence. The pastorals of E. Africa for tiie most

Eart
agree in recognizing a supreme deity whose

ome is the sky, and it has been suggested that
this belief represents a survival of a religious

system in which the rain-god, a deity of obvious

importance to both pastoral and agricultural
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peoples, w<as the chief element (Seligmann, p.

664 f.). It follows that, the religious practices
and beliefs wiiich are more specilically character-

istic of pastoral peoples are, as a rule, of a sub-

sidiary character. It may be noted, however, that

among the Todas the conception of the gods is

vague and shadowy, and their religion has become
almost completely absorbed in the ritual of the

dairy. There is, however, no indication of the

worship of the sacred cattle.

The object of the religious and magical practices

peculiar to pastoral peoples is to secure the health,

fertility, and productive power of herds and Hocks.

Their "character suggests that some degree of

sanctity is generally recognized both in the stock

and in its products, and that any breach of tliis

sanctity by the performance of forbidden actions

would react on the animals to their detriment.

A significant instance is the attitude of the Masai, and to

some extent of the Suk, to grass.
' Cattle feed on <,'rass, and

the Masai love grass on this account.' The women fasten i;rass

on their clothes when they pray for rain. If a warrior heats a

boy on the gfrazing-ground, he must stop if the boy tears up a

handful of grass. Grass held in the hand is a sign of a desire

for peace. When warriors return from a raid, girls sprinkle
milk from a small gourd covered with grass over those who have
killed an enemy. When they move from one kraal to another,

grass is tied on their gourds (Hollis, p. 289 f.). If the Suk, on a

hostile raid, meet a man with grass on his head, he must not

be killed, and, if when they enter a kraal a woman succeeds in

sprinkling milk on them, no one in that kraal can be killed

(Beech, p. 25).

Among the En-Jemusi, a tribe more or less

closely associated with the Suk, if there is a dis-

pute as to stolen property, the parties to the quarrel
drink the blood of a goat (drawn from the neck)
mixed with milk. The one who swears falsely will

die. The .same penalty for false witness follows if

the dispute concerns cattle. Blood is drawn from
the cattle in question and thrown at accuser and
accTised (Beech, p. 28 f.).

The highly elaborate ritual of the Toda dairy,
with its grades of priests strictly segregated from
the people and its regulations for milking, collect-

ing, and dealing with the milk, is undoubtedly
based on a belief in the sacred character of milk

and desire to preserve it from pollution by tlie

profane. The Todas are not alone in regarding
milk as of special sanctity. Both in E. Africa and
in the Sudan many precautions are observed in

dealing with it.

It is usual for milk to be milked only into certain kinds of

vessels, commonly gourds, basket vessels, sometimes vessels of

skin, never pots of clay or the modern tin vessel. The milker

should not himself taste the milk first, but should give some,
if only a few drops, to a bystander or to all the bystanders.

Among the Bahima a boy who has been set aside to drink the

milk of a dedicated cow may not drink or eat anything else

(Roscoe, p. 111). The Hadendoa will not cook milk, and in this

the Bahima and some other tribes agree. Some, however, cook

it by dropping hot stones into it, possibly a ceremonial method
of some antiquity. Special regulations may affect the milker.

Among the Dinkas cows should be milked by a boy or girl

before puberty ;
a man may in case of necessity milk a cow, but

this is not desirable. The Herero never wash their cooking
vessels, but leave them to be licked by their dogs. If they
washed them, the cows would run dry (Keane, p. 138).

The Suk drive their cattle to salt licks once a month, but the

cows would run dry if this were done at a time when the moon
was not visible (Beech, p. 9). Most African tribes avoid bring-

ing milk and meat as food into contact—an interval of 24

hours at least should elapse ; a Suk who chews raw millet nuist

abstain from milk for seven days, while a Nandi who eats a

forbidden animal must abstain from mJlk for four months. The
Bahima are more strict and will not eat even vegetables and
milk together. Great care is taken that women who approach
or touch the cattle should be ceremonially pure. No men-
struous woman must milk or even touch the cattle. The
Bedawib say that, if a woman in this condition drank milk,

both she and the cow from which the milk was drawn would
become sterile (Seligmann, p. 6.'>5). These regulations do not

appear to extend to pregnancy (for detailed references to

regulations affecting milk among the pastorals of Africa and
the Sudan see Seligmann, p. 054 flf.).

Among some Bantu peoples women are not

allowed to touch cattle at all, and it may be that

this was the original attitude of all pastoral

peoples and has only been gradually relaxed, in

some cases possibly owing to lack of adequate
labour. The Artega, Ashraf, and yasa allow only
men to milk camels and slieep and despise the
Arab Zebediya, recent immigrants from Arabia,
because they allow their women to milk. These
tribes have few cattle. (Generally in the S. Beja
country cattle are not held in much esteem. No
Artega man would milk a cow. It is probable,
therefore, tliat cattle have been only recently
introduced (ii'i. j). 655). Among the Asiatic tribes

there is little evidence of any great disability of

women in connexion with stock. Among the

Kiialkas, a hor.se-keeping people of the ShaiTas,
not only milking but the care of the stock at foal-

ing time devolvetl upon the women. The Todas,
however, are stringent in regulating the contact of

women with cattle. The paths over whicli the

sacred herds pass are tabu to women ; women are

allowed to approach the dairy only by a certain

path and at a stated hour when they come to fetcli

butter-milk. The floor of the Toda hut is divided

into two parts marked by the hole in which rice is

pounded. In the front part the churning is done,
and with this part of the house women have

nothing to do. Further, the characteristic women's

implements—the broom and rice- pounders and
sifters—have to be removed from the village when
the priest {wu7-sol) sleeps there, and the women
take these implements with them when they leave

the village at the time when the sacred herds pass

through (Rivers, pp. 27, 29, 585).

Reference has already been made to the sacri-

fice and eating, after a death, of cattle and sheep

belonging to the deceased. Among the Yakuts a

beast was killed in order to accompany the soul of

its former owner after death. The Bahima, after

the death of a king or queen, continued to pay
them a tribute of cattle.

The body of the dead king, after being washed in milk, was

wrapped in the skin of a cow which had been killed by having
its neck twisted. It was then taken to Ussanzi, and after a

certain number of days was said to have become pregnant and

brought forth a lion cub. This incarnation of the king was

kept by the priests and then turned into the forest, cattle being

provided for it from time to time. The lions of this forest were
never killed. A similar custom obtained in the case of queens,
but they became leopards, while princes and princesses became
snakes (Roscoe, p. 101 f.).

Among the Suk a very special relationship
exists between men and cattle.

Every warrior must have a kamar, an ox with one horn

pointing backward and one forward, or he is made the subject
of taiints. When the warriors start on a raiding expedition, the

fcrt?«rtr are brought together, bedecked with feathers, and sent to

the river where warriors collect. The warriors dance around,

clap their hands, and shout the war-cry to excite the faint-

hearted. A captured kamar is a great prize, and is slaughtered
and eaten at once (Beech, p. 8).
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E. N. Fallaize.
PATAGONIANS.— I. General description.—

The Patagonians inhabit the extreme .-^outh of

S. America, between the Atlantic Ocean ami the

advanced foot-hills on the east side of the Andes,
from 41° or 42° S. lat. to the Strait of Magellan ; a

section of them have even spread beyond the

Strait, and, under the name of Ona or Aona,

occui)y the eastern part of the large island of

Tierra del Fuego. The real name of the Patago-
nians—the one most frequently used by tliomselves

—is Aonikon, which is very like tiie word Aona.

The name I'atagonians was given them by Mag-
ellan, the lirst European who s-aw the natives at

Port San Julian. According to some etymologies,
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this word comes from the SpiUiLsh patagones(' large
feet ') ; but modern exjilorers, like Spegazzini and

Ramon Lista, tliink that it is a combination of two
words: patak (' hundred')—a name given to the

Patagonians by their former Quichua rulers—and
a native wonl Aoniken. The Patak-Aoniken, con-

tracted to i'atagons, would therefore mean a

hundred (an administrative division imposed by
the (Quichua) of the natives (who call themselves

Aoniken). Tlie name Tehuelches, by which the

Patagonians are also known, comes from the

Araucanians, tiieir eastern neighbours. Some
writers call them Tshon or Tsoneka (derived from
Aoniken ?).

Scattered over an immense area, including the

provinces of Santa Crnz and Chnbut, half or three-

quarters of the province of Kio Negro in tlie

Argentine Republic, and some territories in the
south of Chile, the Patagonians were at one time
very numerous. About 1828 d'Orbigny estimates
theiu at 8000 or 10,000 ; but in 1869-70 Musters
reckons only 1500. In 1892 Ramon Lista calculates

tiiat they are scarcely 500 (not counting the Ona),
distributed among tlie four following localities : in

the province of Santa Cruz, the valley of Coy
Inlet and at Karpenk-aiki on the Rio Chico ; in

the province of Chubut, on the banks of the river

Senguerr ; and near the Laguna Blanca lake, to

the north of Punta Arenas, on Chilean territory.
More recently, in 1900, H. H. Prichard speaks of

five encampments including altogether 'a few
hundreds of individuals.' But it must not be

imagined that so many Patagonians have com-

pletely disappeared : a great many of them (especi-

ally in the province of Rio Negro) live among their

neighbours—Araucanians on the west, and Puelches
and Wliites (colonists and Gauchos) on the north ;

they bear the names of those ethnic groups, which
are, as a rule, more civilized than they. Mixtures
of these races—e.g., between Patagonians and
Argentine colonists, all speaking Spanish—are also

very numerous.
1 he first travellers who explored Patagonia gave

most exaggerated reports of the stature of the

natives, describing them as jjositively gigantic.
Later estimates and some measurements—unfortu-

nately very few—enable us to state that, although
tiie Patagonians were very tall (average probably
about 6 ft.), they were no more so than several
otlier races of the world—e.g., Scots, Serbs, Nilotic

Negroes, the Sara of the Shari-Chad district.

They are, as a rule, very robust and muscular ;

they have long faces, straight or aquiline noses,

reddish-yellow skin, and smooth, straight hair.

They are hospitable, very good to their children,
of a calm disposition, and rather inclined to sad-
ness. They are very taciturn and seldom laugh.
Under the influence of alcohol, however, they
become irritable and quarrelsome, and many of
their feasts, which are accompanied by libations,
end in sanguinary battles.

The language of the Patagonians and the Ona,
like that of almost all the natives of America,
is agglutinative in structure and jjolj^synthetic ;

phonetically it is characterized by the abundance
of its guttural sounds. In contrast with what is

found in the majority of S. American races, the

Patagonians have a highly developed system of

numeration : they count up to 100 and even 1000.

But this system has been borrowed from the

Quichua, for the Una, who have never been in

contact with the Quichua, cannot count beyond
three.

As a rule, the Ona represent at the present time
what the Patagonians were before the introduction
of the horse among them, i.e. before the first half
of the 17th century. They are nomad hunters,
armed with slings and bows and arrows. Clothed

in guanaco-skins, they move from place to place in

search of game ; their only shelters are huts of

branches, and sometimes they simiily lie down on
the ground, squeezed close together, and covered
on the wind side with some guanaco skins. Since
the introduction of the horse the Patagonians
have improved their material life, although they
have remained nomad hunters ; they have given
up the l)ow and arrow, and have adopted the hollas
as their chief weapon.
The hollas consists of three round stones attached to three

strings, which are knotted together at the other end. They
swing these hollas round their heads and then throw them,
while pursuing the hunted animal on horseback. The animal—
generally the guanaco or the ostrich—is strangled by one of

the strings of the hollas winding round its neck.

The Patagonians live in large tents (kaii), com-

posed of three rows of posts, diminishing in height
from front to rear, and covered with guanaco-
skins. They have learned from the Araucanians
how to make ornaments of silver and to weave
cloth. In place of the primitive tinder-box (two
jiieces of pyrites, which were struck against each

other), still in use among the Ona, the Patagonians
have for a long time used the European tinder-box
and matches. They even have a nuisical instrument—the koolo ; it is a small bow, one end of which is

held in the mouth and the other in the left hand,
while with the right hand the player strikes the

string with a bone (the humerus of the condor) in

which there are several holes. The sound of this

instrument is weak ; it imitates the wind or the

gallop of horses. The tambourine is a Spanish
importation ; it is used to accompany their only
dance, called the 'ostrich dance,' in which the
men imitate the movements of that bird, while the

women, seated in a circle round the dancers, make
music and beat time with their hands.
The Patagonians are skilled in the preparation

of guanaco-skins, which they sell to the Argentine
trajders. They also manufacture the saddles and
harness for their horses ; these are ornamented
with silver and are often their most valualjle

possession. The dress of the men is almost the
same as that of the women : a long mantle of

guanaco-hide, a band of leather or wool confining
their hair like a crown, and sometimes boots made
from the skin of any animal. The Patagonians
paint their bodies with red, black, or white ac-

cording to circumstances, and practise tatuing,
with very simple figures

—
parallel lines, triangles,

circles, etc.

2. God and spirits.
—Our information regarding

the religion of the Patagonians is neither abundant
nor very accurate. According to the evidence of

Viednia, who wrote about 1781, the Patagonians
of that time believed in two supernatural entities,

the one good, who governs the celestial regions
and has no power over men, the otlier sometimes

good, sometimes wicked, who takes an active

interest in human actions. Further, each family-

group had its patron, its tutelary god, with whom
men came into contact through the intermediation
of a kind of shaman. Otitis, one of the best ethno-

logists of the Argentine, suggested the idea that
this was a survival of the clan-totemism which
t>revailed among the primitive Patagonians. He
bases the idea on the evidence of Falkner, a con-

temporary of Viedma, who says that each family-
group of the Patagonians regarded itself as belong-

ing to a species of animal—ostrich, i)uma, guanaco,
etc. He also sees the confirmation of these ideas

in certain myths, which tell, e.g., of the war
between two clans in consequence of the fact that
the members of one of the clans had eaten the flesh

of the ostrich (a totemic animal) ; but this may
have been simply a dispute concerning an encroach-
ment on a hunting-ground. Moreover, even to-

wards the end of the 18th cent, the Patagonians
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believed in the existence of zooniorijliic beings,
who dwelt in caverns near lakes and hills, and
who created men, f^txve them weapons—slings,
bows and arrows—and taught them how to use
them.
A century later, about 1885, Ramon Lista gives

a description of the religious ideas of the Pata-

gonians which shows some resemblance to the

foregoing. The supreme being is called El-lal ; he
is a strong spirit, clever, and kind ; he is the
creator of the world and of the Patagonians.
After having cleared the world of the wild animals
which infested it, he tauglit men the secrets of

obtaining tire and of building a shelter for them-
selves. The myths relating to Ei-lal were slill

well knoAvn to the old men of the end of the 19th

century. The following is a resume of them :

El-lal came into the world in a 8traii<,'e way. His father

Nosjthej (a kind of Saturn), wishing to devour him, had
snatched him from his mother's womb. He owed his rescue to
the intervention of the terguerr, a rodent animal, which carried
him away to its cave ; this his father tried in vain to enter.
From the mother's horrible wound, inflicted by her husband,
sprang a river of crystal-clear water, which still exists in the
neighbourhood of Teckel, near the sources of tlie river Senj^uerr.
After havini;- learned from the famous rodent the properties of
different plants and the directions of the mountain-paths,
El-lal himself invented the bow and arrow, and with these

weapons began the struggle against the wild animals—puma,
fox, condor—and conquered them all. But the father returned.

Forgetting the past, El-lal taught him how to manipulate the
bow and the sling, and joyfully showed him the trophies of the
chase—tortoise shells, condors' wings, etc. Nosjthej took up
his abode in the cave and soon acted as master of it. Faithful
to his fierce instincts, he wanted to kill his son ; he followed
him across the Andes, but, when on the point of reaching him,
he saw a dense forest arise between him and his son. El-lal

was saved
;
be descended to the plain, which meanwhile had

become peopled with men. Among them was a giant, Goshy-e,
who devoured children

;
El-lal tried to fight him, but he was

invulnerable ; the arrows broke against his body. Then El-lal

transformed himself into a gad-fl3', entered the giant's stomach,
and wounded him fatally with his sting. It was not until he
had accomplished all those feats, and had proved himself a
clever huntsman, that El-lal thought of marrying.i He asked
the hand of the daughter of the sun, but she did not think him
worthy of her and escaped from him by a subterfuge. Dis-

enchanted, El-lal decided to leave the "earth, where, he con-

sidered, his mission was at an end, since men, who had in the
meantime appeared in the plain and in the mountain-vallej s,

had learned from him the use of fire, weapons, etc. Borne on
the wings of a swan across the ocean towards the east, he
found eternal rest in the verdant islands which rose among the
waves at the places where the arrows shot by him had fallen on
the surface of the waters.

The myth of El-lal shows the condition of the

Patagonians in pre-historic timesand their struggles
with their conquerors, and gives a glimpse into

religious thought in evolution.

Alongside of this superior creative being, who,
as soon as his work was accomplished, went to rest
and had no more to do with human affairs, the

Patagonians believe in the spirit of good who
protects men, especially in cases of illness ; and
in the spirit of evil, represented by several invisible

beings gifted with supernatural powers. One of

these is JMaipe, always associated with the dark-
ness of night, the violent wind of the desert, and
other phenomena that troitble the minds of primi-
tive men ; another is Keron-kenken, a monster
who devours newly-born children and drinks the
tears of their broken-hearted mothers. The name
kereti is often given to all wicked spirits. Tlie
Avord ivallishan or gualicho, which we lind used by
certain writers to denote an evil spirit, is of Arau-
canian origin.

3. Sacrifices, witchcraft, and disease.—As was
said above, each Patagonian family used to have a

special shaman, who had charge of the religious
ceremonies, and Avho went for tiiis purpose to the
summit of a hill near the encampment. At the
end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th cent.
these ceremonies look place in the shaman's tent.

At the present day they seem to be abandoned,
1 This is the case with the j'ounjr Patagonians to the present

day.

but the shamans still exist. Their special duty is

to cure the sick.
After having exhausted the meagre resources of his medical

art—e.g., lotions of cold water, blood-letting, and massage—the
shaman has recourse to the great methods : he sings incanta-
tions beside the invalid, then proceeds to suck the part of the
body through which he intends to extract the spirit who is

causing the illness. He then shows the relatives who surround
the patient this spirit in the form of an arrow, an insect, etc.
The sacrifice of an animal, usually a mare, is also practised to
cure invalids. All the relatives and friends of the sick man
meet near the camp, to which the youths and boys lead the
mare to be sacrificed. Some men of the clan fall upon it, and
the most skilled of them strikes the fatal;blowin the chest with
a very sharp knife ; he then extracts the heart, and, holding it

in his hand, walks several times round the animal, which dies
in convulsions. Its flesh is then divided among those present
and consumed on the spot. The head and hoofs are fixed to a
pole painted with yellow ochre, which is planted on the top of
a neighbouring hill by a group of horsemen.
The profession of shaman is hereditary, and may

be exercised by either men or women. Female
shamans are even more numerous than male. It is

a profession in which certain risks are run, for, if

the patient treated by the shaman dies, the shaman
himself is often put to death.
Shamans are also sorcerers. Usually they are

taciturn, suspicious persons, who keep aloof from
the rest of the peoi)le. Tiieir magic power resides
in some small rough perforated stones, which are
handed from father or mother to son and are

jealously guarded, for their loss entails the loss of
the shamans' magic power. The Patagonians be-
lieve that the smallest particle detached from the

body—nails, hair, and even the rags of their
clothes—may become transformed into an eWl
spirit, possessing magical power ; they therefore
burn these things as quickly as possible. Sorcery
is called shoUcn, and every man can practise it,

though to a less degree than the shaman. Thus
they sometimes try to cure an illness without the

help of the shaman ; the whole family gather round
the invalid and shout and yell fiercely ; then .some
of the men go out on horseback and pursue to a
great distance the spirit which has left the body.
Sometimes they send the invalid out on horseback,
quite naked, in intense cold, for, according to
the Patagonians, the best remedy for all ills is

great noise and great cold (Prichard, Through the
Heart of Patagonia, p. 86 f.).

4. Burial customs.—The Patagonians seem to
believe in a kind of transmigration of the soul.
Their custom of burying the dead in a squatting
position, resembling that of the foetus in the
mother's womb, would perhaps not be a sufficient

proof of this statement, if there were not others.
Uut it is a well-known fact that the Patagonians
bury with the corpse or burn on the tomb not only
food, but also most of the things—weapons, uten-

sils, clothes, etc.—that belonged to the dead man.
In ancient times they even immolated his favourite
horses. Nowadays they are satisHed with burj-ing
the harness, Avhich they unearth after a year' lias

passed. All these customs sliow that the}- wish
to .supply the dead with all that is necessary for

continuing life in a new form. Moreover, Viedma
categorically states that the Patagonians of his

time were persuaded that the soul of an old man
passes into the body of a young member of his

family, and, if the latter dies before the age of the
man whose soul he possesses, the soul remains
united to the body until the expirj- of the number
of years necessary to reach the age of the first

possessor of the soul. The dead man has to cross
a mysterious ocean (Jono) to reach ' the other side,'

where he leads a life similar to that which he had
led on earth, except tiuit the guanaoos there are
more abundant and hunting is more successful.

He remains there until he becomes deiticd and dis-

appears into celestial space,
where there is neither

suffering nor sorrow. The Pata>;onians believe in

another soul, a kind of 'double or ghost, which
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continues to live after the man's death and prowls
about the abode of his rehitive-s. The fear inspired

by tliese ghosts is so jrreat that the Patagonians
must not pronounce the name of tlie dead man,
lest they should attract the attention of the
' double. This is sometimes the cause of changes
in the Tehuelche language ; e.g., not long ago fat

wjus called h'lin in that language, but, when a Pata-

gonian who hail this word as a proper name was on
the point of death, his relatives and friends replaced
the name by golosjku ; nowadays ham is forgotten.
The dead are usually buried under a heap of stones,
sometimes painted red {tchenke). At the present
tiinetiie bones are exhuTued after a certain period
(a custom borrowed from the Araucanians) to be

liaintcil red.

5. Marriage customs.—Marriage is endogamous;
but even at the end of the 18th cent, chiefs had to

take their wives from another tribe (Viedma).
This was probably a survival of primitive exogamy.
Marriage iloes not require any religious ceremonj-.
In early times, however, the shaman recited some
invocations and gave advice to the newly-wedded
pair. The basis of marriage is the purcha.se of the
woman from her parents. Perlmps the scarcity of

women explains the long maintenance of this

custom. It is said that there are three men for

every woman among the Patagonians, probably on
account of the hard conditions of life for the

woman, on whom ilevolves a number of laborious
tasks—the setting up and taking down of the

tents, the gathering of berries and roots, prepara-
tion of food, weaving, etc. A marriage takes

place as follows :

After acquiring' renown as a skilled huntsman, the young man
Koes to the tent of his future wife's parents and makes his

proposal, inentioninjr the numher of horses or pieces of silver that
he offers for her. L'sually he offers two horses to each of the
future wife's brothers. If the parent-s accept this

'

gift,' the
matter is settled ; they then give presents to the suitor in

exchange. Next day the newly-wedded couple take up their
ab.xie in a tent which they build with the relatives on both
sides, and there they receive and entertain their friends. The
whole affair ends in a great feast, with dancing and immode-
rate use of Idama (brandy). On that day dogs are not allowed
to touch food—not even the leavings of the feast.

Polygamy is allowed, but .seldom practised. In
former times chiefs had as many as twelve wives.
After the death of the hus])and, when the period
of mourning is over, the wife, especially if she is

no longer young, may cohabit with any man of her
tribe for any length of time. We must not con-

clude from this that the morals of Patagonian
women are loose, for young girls are virtuous as a

rule, and adultery is rare among the married.
The birth of a child is celebrated with feasting

and dancing. It is also accompanied by the

following ceremony :

The child is placed for a moment in the inside of an animal
which has just been sacrificed by being slit from head to tail and
having its entrails removed. Thej- believe that by means of

this operation the child will become a good horseman (Prichard,
p. 96). The child is then measured, and on the following day
the whole encampment knows how many horres (a native
measure equal to the length of the hand) he is in height.

6. Social organization.
—The immediate mem-

bers of a family all live in the same tent (kmi) ;

but each couple is separated from the others in

the tent by curtains of skins. Tliey have food in

common. Property is intlividual, and is trans-

mitted from father to .son. If there is no son, the
inheritance goes to the nearest relatives— first to

the wo;nen, then to the men. Consanguinity is

recognized to the fourth generation.
The Patagonians have no chiefs of tlie ordinary

kind, although thej' recognize the sujieriority of

certain men who are richer, more eloquent, or more
skilful huntsmen than the others. The powers of

the chiefs in former times were more extensive :

they conducted warlike expeditions, and acted as

supreme judges in disputes between people of the

same encampment. Nowadays they act as inter-

mediaries between the Whites ana their compa-
triots on various occasions ; they also conduct col-

lective hunts—battues organized by several bands
of hunters accompanied by their half-wild dogs.
The Patagonians possess slaves, usually women,

whom thej' have captured, after victorious battles,
as a result of incursions on neighbouring territories.

Hence we come across Fuegian slaves in their tents

(Spegazzini, Analcs de la sociedad cicntijica Argcn-
tin<(, xvii. 236).
LiTKRATiRE.—T. Falkner, Description of Patagonia, Here-

ford, 1774 ; F. de Viedma, Descripcion de la co.'ita mfridinnal
. . . patagonica, in P. de Angelis, Collecion de obras y docu-
vientds . . . Hio de la Plata, Buenos Aires, 1836-40, v. ; G. C.

Musters, At Home with the Patagonia7vs, London, 1871
; C.

Spegazzini, 'Costumbres de los Patagones,' Aiiales de la .s'"-

ciedad cientifica Arge/itina, xvii. [Buenos Aires, 1884) 221 ff.;

Ramon Lista, Viaje al pais de Inti Onan, do. 1887 ; P. A.

Segers,
' Habitos y costumbres de los indios Aonas (Unas),'

Boktin del J nstitiito geografico Argentino, xii. [1891] hdfl.;

Lista, Los Indios Te'huelches, Buenos Aires, 1894 ; H. H.
Prichard, Through the Heart of Patagonia, London, 1902 ;

F. Outes, 'La edad de la piedra en Patagonia,' Anales del

MuKi-o nacional de Biwnos-Aires, ni. v. [1905] 203; Lehmann-
Nietsche,

' El grupo linguistico Tshon,' Bevista del Museo de
La Plata, xii. [1913] 217. J. DeNIKEE.

PATALIPUTRA.—See Patna.

PATANJALI.—Pataiijali is regarded in India
as the founder of the Yoga .system. Since,

however, Pataujali, who is celebrated also as a

grammarian, lived in the 2nd cent. B.C., and the
doctrines of the Yoga, both theoretical and prac-
tical, can be shown to have existed in India several

hundreds of years earlier, this tradition must be

understood to imply merely that Patanjali in the

Yogasiitras for the first time gave literary form to

the Yoga doctrines. The .scanty information that
we possess on the life of Patanjali is full of legends
and contradictions.
LiTER.\TCRE.—Rajendralala Mitra, Yoga Aphorisms, Cal-

cutta, 1883, Pref. p. Ixvi ff.
; F. Max Miiller, Six Systems of

Indian Philosophy, London, 1899, pp. 156f.,410ff.

R. (lARBE.
PATARINI (also Paterini, Patrini, Patharistfe,

Patarelli).—This is the name by which the Cathari,
or Albigenses (q.v.), were frequently designated in

the 13th and 14th centuries, but, after that time,
it was more vaguely employed to denote heretics

in general. The etymology of the term has been
much disputed (see C. Schmidt, Histoire et doctrine

des Cathares, Paris, 1848-49, ii. 278-279). Its

earliest u.se, as applied to the Cathari, is perhaps
that in a canon of the Lateran Council of 1178,
where it occurs, along with Publicani (q.v.), as an
alternative de.signation for Cathari (C. de Vic and
J. Vaissette, Hist, gintrale de Languedoc, Paris,

1872-90, vi.2 86 ; see also 222). The 'best authenti-

cated etymology associates the term with the
Pataria in Milan, a democratic partj^

in tiiat

city, in the lltli cent., whom their aristocratic

rivals contemptuously designated as Paterini,' or
'

ragamutlins
'

;

'

eisque i)aupertatem improperantes
Paterinos, id est pannosos vocabant

'

(Bonizo,
in PL cl. 825) ; of.

'

les Gueux '

in the Low
Countries in the 16th century. The Paterins

largely followed the teaching of Ariald, the
fanatical denouncer of a married clergy in

the 11th century. As the Cathari also decried

marriage on the part of ecclesiastics, and, partly
on account of their poverty and still more, per-

haps, from their desire to escape observation
in tiieir assemblies for worshij), also sought out
obscure localities, their defamers naturally availed

themselves of these features to transfer to them
the epithet which had formerly been applied to the

followers of Ariald, while the quarter in which

they resided also became known as Pataria, and
in more recent times as Contrada de' Patari.

J. Bass Mullinger.
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PATETS.—See Creeds and Articles (Parsi),
Expiation and Atonement (Parsi).

PATH (of the gods or of the soul).—The word
'

path
' and its synonyms, it is obvious, lend tlieni-

selves readily to specifically religious and etliical

applications ; but the most highly developed
technical employment of this nature is found in the
literatures of India and of Persia.

I. India.—In the Rlgveda and the Atharvaveda
the word '

path
'

(Skr. panthd-, pathi-, path- ;

adhvan- ; ffdtu-, and derivatives) has the usual
literal meanings as applied to ways on earth and to

the courses of the heavenly bodies either as sucli

or as deities, and figurative meanings such as the

way unto sleep and the imth of man's life. In

addition, it has two main religious significations :

(a) the path of tlie gods, and (b) the path of the
fathers.

(a) The path of the gods is the way between the
world of the gods and the world of men ; it was
created and is kept in repair by the fire-sacrifice

with the drinking of the 50?nrt-juice, and by the
devout thought or meditation of the pious wor-

shippers. Even more definitely, this path or these

paths (for there is no consistency in the number)
are said to have been first made by Atharvan, the

mythical first fire-priest, through his institution

and practice of the fire-sacrifice, though at other
times other ancient seers, and the gods Brhaspati,
Agni, Indra, and Soma, are severally called

'

path-
makers.' Agni, the fire, both as physical fire and
as god of the fire, is termed the ' knower of the

ways,' for by them he comes down to earth to the
sacrifice and kindles the holy fuel, and by them he
hastens back to heaven to invite the gods to come
down to earth to the sacrifice, where they may sit

on the kn.ia-gv&s,s round the holy fire. With or

without this formal invitation of Agni, the gods
(Indra, Varuna, Aryaman, Savitr, Pusan, Aramati,
the aivins, the maruts, the rbhus, etc., are men-
tioned in this connexion) come down by these paths
to the sacrifice, where they vicariously, through the

priest, enjoy the drinking of the soma. Elsewhere

Agni is spoken of as bringing to the gods by the

paths the viands and the 5o??ift-drink, or otiier

offerings ; by them either the aivins or the eagle

conveys to Indra the soma ; by them, before the

sacrifice, the prayers ascend to Agni and Indra
;

the soma is appealed to, to put them into fit con-

dition for the ascent of a new song of praise and

(letition.

This is the path olamrta, or immortality,
)y which the rbhus, after drinking the soma, were
able to attain places among the gods ; it was by
songs, however, that the angirases built their way
to immortality. But death is warned to keep
away from this path that the gods tread. At other
times as well as at the time of the sacrifice the

gods come to the earth by these paths, which
extend from the seat of the highest god, far

beyond the vision of man ; yet man is thought of

as wandering along the path of the gods, during
the sacrifice, though arrival at the abode of tlie

gods is felt to be beyond attainment. These paths
are characterized as bathed in light, straight,
ancient, dustless, easy to go, thornless, god-
trodden.

(b) The path of the fathers, or pitfs (the spirits of

the ancestors), is the path leading from the world
of the living to tlie world of tlie dead. It was
originally discovered by Yama, the first of men to

die, and hence is called 'the path of Yama.'
Others followed in his path, and made their way
to the abode of the dead, so that it is occasionally
called ' the path of the ancnent ones.' This path is

dark, fearful, friglitful, forward-going, descending;
Agni, in his maiiifest.ation as the fire which con-

sumes the corpse, is directed to go this way and

not upon the god-trodden path. As the soul of

the dead man makes his way to his new abode, he
must pass the ' two dogs of Sarama,' the sun and
the moon, which are represented now as guarding
the path and driving away the wolf, and now as

dangerous obstacles to the passage of the .soul.

Pusan is implored to protect this road. Those
who have gone this path cannot come back—a
Vedic idea, uttered before the origin of the belief

in metempsychosis ; but, though they cannot re-

turn to resume life in this world, still tlie pitrs may
return by this path for a brief space to partake of

the ollerings at the sacrifices wliicli are made to
the souls of the dead.
The path of the pitrs is not infrequently confused

with the path of the gods, and is described as

made by the ancient seers or by the pitrs, and
extending to heaven or to the lofty sky, bringing
us into association with day and light, with sun
and moon.

In the Upanisads there are four diH'erent ways
or paths for the soul after death: (1) the soul

arrives at its new home at once after death, with-
out intervening travel or experiences ; (2) the soul

returns into the universe ; (3) the soul travels on
the way of the fathers, through murk and night, in

the days of the waning moon, to the moon as the

place of the dead ; (4) the soul goes by the path of

the gods to the regions of light, whence there is no
return ; this last is for those who have earned their

final release from the trammels of the lleshly body,
and go to the sun as final abode, nevermore to be
reincarnated.

Certain other specialized uses of the word '

path
'

in the Vedic texts deserve mention.

(c) The path of the soma-juice.
—AVhen the plant

soma is pressed for the extraction of the juice to be
used in the ritual, the juice is spoken of as flowing
through the sieve into the pail by a splendid path,
or by straightest paths, which it makes for itself,

dustless, hundredfold or thousandfold
; it flows,

trickles, hastens, or rushes roaring along them
;

the streams of the juice cover the path as by a

wagon. The mode of expression is the ettect of the

exaggerated Hindu imagery, tending here as else-

where to predicate the most exalted attributes for

that which is being glorified.

[d] The path of fta, or righteousness, is a term
which may be applied to any path, literal or figura-
tive, which is not inconsistent with good moralitj'.
While at times used almost as we may use ' the

path of right conduct,' it is both a vaguer and a
more inclusive term, sometimes synonymous with
the path of the gods, sometimes with the conduct
of the sacrifice, sometimes with proper behaviour,
and is used even of the course of the waters which
Indra released (see below (/)). By following the

path of ria man passes unscathed through evil or

through sorrow and suti'ering.
The arydstCingaindrga (Pali, ariyo atfhaiigikd

maggo), or 'noble eightfold path,' of Buddhism is

a somewhat similar idea to this, and is the way
pointed out by Budtlha for escape from the misery
of existence, consisting of right views, right

thoughts, right words, right actions, right living,

right exertion, right recollection, right medita-
tions.

(c) The path to fortune, to welfare, to potoer, to

the ivinning of riches, etc., is constantly mentioned
in the Vedas ; and Indra, \'isnu, Agni, Soma,
Pusan, Bhaga, the dawn, the aivi?is, the maruts,
the rbhus, etc., are implored to prepare it for men,
or to lead men to it. This path is not sharply
distinguished from the path of fta, nor from the

patli of the gods, but at times they merge into one
canotlier.

(/') The path of the unfcrs.—Indra is said to have
slain the dragon or demon which restrained the
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waters, and then, by bursting open the clouds, or

the mountains, in which the waters were confined,

to have sot tliem free to run in their iiatlis over tlie

eurtli. Less often it is Varuna who builds tlie

paths by which the waters How to the sea. Tlio

myth is, of course, derived from the phenomenon
of seasonal droughts and rains in India.

2. Persia.—In tlie religion of Zoroaster the word
'

path
'

(
Avestan pnntay-, path-, patha-) has much

the same development as in the Veda. In tlie

oldest Zoroastrian te.xts, the GathCts of the Avesta,
we find tlie path of (ishu (identical etymologicaily
with Skr. rta), or rij^hteousness, whicii is straight,

firoHtable,

and ea-sily traversable, and leads the
aithful follower of the reli<,'ion to paradise (garo
deni'lna, 'the home of sony '). Tliis path is

revealed to the pious by Ahura Mazdilh and his

archaii;:els ; it is spoken of also as the '

path of

Vohu Slanah
'

(' good thought,' one of the Avestan

archangels), founded by Ahura Mazdah and Asha
(personiKed as an archangel), and taught by Asha ;

it is the path to Asha ; it is the path of the religion,
or of tiie right teaching.

Tlie picture of the journey of the soul upon this

patii is given in some detail in the later writings
of the religion.
For three dnys after death the soul hovers near the body, but

on the morning of the fourth day flies away, waftcil by a

fragrant breeze or suffocated by a stinking wind, according to

his deserts. Presently he is met by a beautiful maiden or by a

frightful hag, who also typify his previous life and religion.
He arrives finally at the tribunal of the judges, Mithra, Sraosha,
and Rashnu, and his good deeds are weighed against his bad
deeds. If the good deeds prevail, he sets out across the bridge
of the Chinvat, or '

divider," which passes across the ab^-ss of

hell to heaven, and he finds the bridge broad and easy' to ascend,
until he arrives in paradise. But the soul whose evil deeds
outweigh his good deeds finds the bridge growing narrower and
narrower and more ditlicult to mount, until he plunges off and
down into hell for his everlasting punishment.

3. General.—In other lands there is hardly the
same definite use of specific words in these special-
ized meanings, though every religion naturally
has its own version or versions of the way traversed

by the soul after death ; among the American
Indians, e.g., the soul is generally represented as

travelling to the westward, sunplied with provi-
sions, and as reaching the land of iiis spirit-ancestors
after passing successfully some obstacle.

LiTFRATfRB.— I. The passages of the Rifjveda and Atharvaveda
may be traced by H. Grassmann's Worterbuch zum Rig-Veda,
Lei]izig, 1873, and W. D. Whitney's

' Index Verborum to the

Atharva-Veda," in JAOSxn. [1881] (both of which are complete
word concordances), under the appropriate words. See also
R. G. Kent, 'The Vedic Path of the Gods and the Roman
Pontifex,' in Classical Philology, viii. [1913] 318-326; and esp.
H. Oldenberg-, Die Lehre der Upanishaden und die Anfdnt/e
des Bwidhismm, Oottingen, 1915, pp. 106 f., 145, 344 f. On the
' two dogs of Sarama '

see M. Bloomfield, Cerberus the Dog of
nodes, Chicago and IjOndon, 1905.

>. The Gathic passages are Yasna, xxxi. 9, xxxiii. 5, xxxiv.

12, xliii. 3, xlvi. 4, 1. 4, li. 13, 16, liii. 2; other passages may be
traced by means of C. Baxtholomae, Altiranisches Worterbtich,
Strassburg. 1906, pp. 843, 847 f. The journey of the soul is

described, with references to the sources, by A. V. Williams
Jackson, 'Die iranische Religion,' §S 82-84, in W. Geiger and
K. Kuhn, Grundriss der iranischen Philologie, do. 1895-1904, ii.

G,S4 f.

3. .See E. B. Tylor, PC^, London, 1913, i. 348-3,50, 359 f.
;

A. L. Kroeber, ' Indian Myths of South Central California,* in

the Univ. of California Publications: American Archceoloiiy
and Ethnol'iftj, vol. iv. no. 4 [1906-07], p. 217 ; F. G. Speck,
'Notes on Chickasaw Ethnology and Folk-Lore,' in JAFL xx.

[1907] 58. K. G. Kent.

PATHANS.—See Afghanistan.

PATICCA-SAMUPPADA. — Paticcasamup-
pada ('causally continuous' or 'collective up-
rising') is the name of a central doctrine in early
Buddhism and in all Tlierav.nda Buddhism. It is

also called the Nidana ('basis' or 'ground,' i.e.

cause) doctrine, or the Paccayakara (' related con-

diti(ms'), and is referred to in the Pali Sutta.i as

Ariya-Naya ('the noble [or Ariyan = Buddhist]
method or system '). The first, second, and fourth

|

names are canonical, but the third occurs only as
a (late) title in the third and more recent section,
the Abhidhanium-Pltaka. European Indiaiiists
call tiie doctrine 'causal genesis,' 'dependent
origination,' or '

theory of the twelve causes.'

The doctrine so designated is a formulated series

of terms (1) expressing the interrelated or mutu-
ally dependent order obtaining throughout the

sphere of sentient phenomena in the life of

creatures, (2) considered from tlie point of view
of sentience. In other words, it states tiiat the
salient features of sentient life reveal an order of

mutually dependent occurrences, throwing oft', as

they evolve, an ever-recurring outcrop of painful
feeling.
This is the burden of the formula stated and

applied in detail. But there is also a concise and
abstract version of the formula, in which the appli-
cation to sentient phenomena is eliminated, and
which is therefore nothing less than a formula of
causation in general. Sometimes tiiis universal
statement is prefixed to tlie fuller formula ; some-
times it represents it in brief ; once or twice it is

used independently. It runs :

' This being present,
that l)ecomes (or happens) ; from the arising of

this, that arises. This being absent, tiiat does not
become ; from the cessation of tliis, that ceases.'

In the P.ili only one and the same demonstrative adjective,
'

this
'

(ida)n), is used, and not the pair
'

this, that
'

(idaiii, ami).
But this should not lead the reader to see in the formula a set
of merely identical propositions. Pali diction does not dis-

tinguish between two terms in our wa>' ; but the context

invariably shows that there are two terms and not one.

This abstract version does not occur in either the
Sutta or the Vinaya Buddha-legend ; nevertheless
in certain Suttas the Buddha is rejjresented as

teaching it, and also as calling it Dhanima, and
Ariyan method {Majjhima, ii. 32 ; Sainyufta,
v. 388; Ahguttara, v. 184). It is u.sed in discus-
sions with persons of education, lay

and religious,
but is obviously not suited to tlie theme of a
saviour of his fellow-men wiestling in thought how
to find a way of escape for the world, nor to the

language of deep religious emotion and romance in

which that theme is embodied, and through which
the Mahdpaddna, or ' sublime legend,' appealed
so widely and powerfully to all sorts and conditions
of men.
The applied and expanded formula is also termed

Dhanima and identified with it (Majjhima, i. 191).
It constitutes, in fact, an expansion of the .second

and third of the so-called ' four Ariyan truths or
facts

'

put forward in the Buddha's first sermon,
and considered as the nucleus of his teaching, viz.

the truth as to the genesis or cause of ill, and the
truth as to the cessation or suspension of the
cause of ill. As expressing a cosmic truth, it was
considered as valid eternally and from eternity,

independently of the advent of a Tatliagata (or

Buddha), not to mention any action by a deity.
As a truth that became buried and forgotten for

ages at a time, under mythologies and theologies,
the function of a Buddha was to re-discover and
revive it.

' Whether Tathagatas arise or not, this elemental datum
(dhdtti) stands as the establishing of things as effects ... as
the cause of this and that. Concerning this ... a Tathaguta
becomes enlightened and penetrates it . . . and he declares
. . . makes it manifest, and behold I he saith

'

(here follows
the formula in detail).

' Thus these stable, constant, immutable
elements are each nailed a causal term (paticca-sainvppuda)'
(Saiiiyutta, ii. 25. 3; cf. Kathdvatthn, vi. 2, tr. in Points of
Canlrovertiy, London, 1915, pp. 187, 387).

Hence this re-discovery i>lays a great part in the

Buddha-legend—the creed as to the process by
wliicli each Buddha in turn grasps the principle

governing the series of terms as a fundamental
truth of sentient life.

Tlie oldest account of the re-discovery of the
causal order in its application to tlie facts of sen-

tient life is probably that contained in the Mahd-
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paddna of tlie Dlghn-Nikdyn (ii. 1 ; tr. T. W. and
C A. F. liliys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha,
ii. 1). The scene is the shade beneath a tree famed
thereafter as the Bodhi- (or Bo-) tree ('tree of

enlightenment '). Hither, after years of unsatisfy-

inf;' study under teachers, and of independent self-

inflicted austerities, equally sterile (Mnjjhima,
i. 163-167, 242-249), the Buddha-about-to-be comes,
not faint and emaciated, but in restored health, to

grapple, not with systems or abstractions, but with
the order and teiulency of sentient facts as they
appear to him. The fact of ageing, or decay and
disease, tlie fact of death insurmountable by any
.sentient being whatever in earth or heaven—
because inseparable from the essence of life itself—
and a passionate pity for all sentient life in helpless
subjugation to their sway still hold his thoughts :

'And for this suffering no one knows of any way of escape,
even from decay and death. O, when shall a way of escape
from this suffering be made known '? . . .

Then to him it occurred: "What now being present, is

decay-and-dying also present ? Conditioned by what is decay-
and-dying?" Then to him thinking as to means arose pene-
tration of insight :

" Where birth is present, decay-and-dying
come to be ; decay-and-dying are conditioned by birth

" '

(Dia-
logues, ii. 23 f.).

The thinker is now started on the method of his

argument, and the exposition of how, by condi-
tioned sequence, sentient life proceeds on its

doomed career from one birth to another is given
in the same terms. The formula for each linked

stage gives more concise expression than the fuller

text of the legend. It is couched, not in proposi-
tions, but in a string of qualified terms, as follows :

'

Conditioned-by-birth, decay-death (with its accompaniment
of pain and sorrow). Conditioned - by - becoming, birth.
Conditioned -by -attachment, becoming. Conditioned - by-
natural desires (or cravings), attachment. Conditioned-by-
feeling, natural desires. Conditioned-by-contact, feeling.
Conditioned • by - sense, contact. Conditioned - by;- composite
organism, sense. Conditioned-by-consciousness, the com-
posite organism.'

(This is the formula of ten ' bases
'

only, and in backward order,
or the order of re-discovery, as given in this ancient legend or
creed, the thinker pushing his vva.v from consequent to ante-

cedent.)
'Then to the Bodhisat this occurred: " Consciousness turns

back from the composite organism ; it goes not beyond it.'"

(In other words, we encounter, in sentience, no new fact to
adduce. As a man's composite organism—mind and body—
dissolves at death, the resultant consciousness of his last

mental force springs up in a new embryo, human, bestial,
infernal, or celestial. And the result of that embryo so in-

formed is a composite organism, or ndma-rUpa. Hence the
mutual conditioning of these two terms, aa in the case of seed-

fruit-seed, egg-hen-egg.)
' "

Only thus can one be born, grow old, die, fall (from
one sphere), spring up (in another), namely, conditioned-by-
composite organism, consciousness. Conditioned-by-conscious-
ness, composite organism. Conditioned - by - composite
organism, sense. Conditioned-by-sense, contact. Conditioned-
by-contact, feeling. Conditioned-by-feeling, natural desire.

Conditioned-by-natural-desire, attachment. Conditioned-by-
attachment, becoming. Conditioned - by - becoming, birth.

Conditioned-by-birth, decay-and-dying, with sorrow and
suffering. Such is the coming to be of this entire body of ill."'

'"Coming to be! coming to be! (samiidayn)"—at that

thought there arose to the Bodhisat a vision into things not
called before to mind, and knowledge arose, and insight and
wisdom and light. Then to him it occurred :

" What now being
absent, is decay-and-dying also absent ; by the ceasing of what
does decay-and-dying also cease ?

" Then to him thinking as to
means arose penetration of insight: "Wliere birth is absent,
decay-and-dying is absent

;
when birth ceases, decay-and-

dying ceases. . . . Where becoming, etc [and so "on to]
consciousness ceases." Then to him this occurred: "Lo! I

have won to this, the intuition-way to enlightenment, namely,
that from the composite organism ceasing, consciousness ceases,
and conversely ; that from the composite organism ceasing,
sense ceases. . . . Such is the ceasing of this entire bod.v of ill.

Ceasing ! Ceasing !

" At that thought there arose to" him a
vision into things not called before to mind, and knowledge
arose, and insight and wisdom and light. And thereafter he
dwelt in the disi-erninent of the rising ancl|])assing away of the
five attachment groups (of the composite organism). Such is the
material group, such the mental groups, such is their coming to

be, such is their ceasing. And for him, abiding in that dis-

cernment, not long was it before his heart, void of attachment,
was set free from the Intoxicants (of sense desires, of renewed
life, of wrong views, of ignorance).'

This is the version of the legend giving the
fullest context. But it lacks the eleventh and
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twelfth links, or, taking the formula in its usual or
forward or time-order, the first and second links.

These two complete the traditional or doctrinaire

presentment of the formula, antl appear also in the
other canonical versions of the legend. These
occur in the Saviyutta-Nikuya, ii. 5 (or fourth
Snttu of the Niddna-Samyutta), where the narra-
tive is also generalized as experience of all Buddlias,
and in the Vinnya, Mahdvaggri, 1st section (cf.

Vinaya Texts [SUE xiii. (188l')], i. 73 f.). In the
latter account the exposition of the doctrine is

given, not as being re-discovered, but as being
meditated upon after enlightenment was won, and
as constituting, so to .speak, tlie spoils of victory.
The account as compared with the other two is

referred to Gotama Buddha only, and is relatively
curt, as if, when the rules of the order were being
completely

'

edited,' this doctrinally important
portion was inserted with the other legends pre-

facing the books of rules, as a memorandum.
Internal evidence is thus rather against its being
the oldest version.

The two links in question, taking the order of

re-discovery as in the Samyutta narrative, are :

'

Conditioned-by-consciousness, actions. Condi-

tioned-by-actions, ignorance.' These may or may
not be an addendum for the sake of com-

pleteness. Theravada exegesis sees in them a

linking up with the previous life or lives of the
sentient subject, ju.st as, at the other end, the
next life is outlined by the other two extremes.
We thus get :

2 /"Ignorance . . .

§ . I actions (trans-
> -2 ^ mitting re-

2^ suits).
Ph V Oh

fconscious-
1
ness . . .

to . . . be-

coming.

/"birth (in
£ . I earth or hea-

5.'s-( vens, etc.)

^"^ decay-and.
Uying.

Thus enlarged and envisaged, the scheme becomes
more interesting in perspective than if the past and
future of the three lives had been represented as

groups of terms identical with those of the present
life. It was open to the compilers so to represent
it. But the table as compiled shoAvs a greater pre-
occupation with the working of causation tlian if

there had been offered mere repetition. In the
central group we have the working out of the pro-
cess of sentience, culminating in the central links—sense, feeling, desire—and representing a fresh

ebullition, a new source of causal force reaching on
into the next birth. There its resultant is renewed
sentience, eventually again to be darkened by the
inevitable disease-decay-death. But the present
is also itself a resultant—a centre of effects in

sentience due to causes in the past. Simplifj-ing
that past, the compilers presented it in abstract
as causal only. The causes are generalized as two :

the limited and imperfect knowledge which is

called ignorance (a-vijjd)
—ignorance of how the

life of sense-desires makes in the long run for

dukkha,
'
ill' ; and activities of deed, word, and

thought, conditioned by that ignorance, and con-

stituting the A;^7'??i«-forces which result in the
sentient effects of the next {i.e. the present) life.

It is very necessary for the reader to keep in

mind this view of the two past-life terms as a

simplified, abstract aspect. Western critics,

ignoring the Theravada tradition, have si)eculated
on how '

ignorance' (i.e. knowledge of a sort, just
as cold is, scientifically, heat of a sort) can be the

primal source (!) of these sentient phenomena.
'

Ignorance,' wrote Buddhaghosa,
'
is here chosen .only as a

starling-point for the exposition, not because it is itself cause-
less

'

( \'isnddhi-Mar)ga, xvii.).

Anotlier diHiculty, met by the commentators, is

the distinction between 'becoming' (bhava) and
'
birth.' They exj)lain

'

becoming
' under two

aspects: (a) when it conditions birtli, the fruition

or results of past actions is meant (kammnbhava) ;

[h) in tlie phra.se,
'

becoming is conditioned by
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attachment,' the -^eiiural result in future life is

jneant {upapatti-bhufa) (cf. Aung, Compendium
of Philusopliy, p. 262). Tims 'grasping leads to

becoming,' i.e. (b) to renewed life (a) through the

working of action's results.

Tlie Thi'raviula tradition has, unlike the Mahil-

yanist .schools, consistently kept the Paticca-

sanmppada to the fore in its teaching, and lias

held as authoritative, in exegesis of the doctrine,
the dissertation contained in Buddhaghosa's
Visuddhi- Mugga, xvii. Hence a few notes from
that dissertation are here atlded.

Buddhaghosa, whose erudition was built upon
the traditional culture of his age, often refers to
the doctrine by the post-canonical name bhava-
chakka, 'wlieel of becoming.' He is throughout
emphatic as to the formula being no mere enumera-
tion of a series, but a doctrine of certain states

conditioning the one the other—in other words, a
scientilic doctrine of causation in sentient pheno-
mena. There were views current that the formula
was only a list of hai-penings (vppadnmnttani), and
he insists at lengtii on the full signihcance of tlie

old Suttn-i\X\e, paticca, 'because of,'
' on account

of,' and sninuppddu, as well as on the word paccai/d,
rendered above 'conditioned by.' These terms

expressed a procedure (pavatta) of conditions up-
rising, contrasting with the views of those who
denied causation, who advocated chance or irre-

gular causation (vlmuia-hctu) (on these cf. the

Adhicca-snmuppanyiikri's [^akdrana-samuppnn-
nika,

' believers in things arisen without a cause']
of DighaNikaya, i. 30) or who believed in over-

ruling disposers. Paccayn,
'

condition,' he defines,
after the fashion of mediteval commentators, as
'

pnticca ctosmd etl ti paccnyo.'' Condition means
' on account of, from that, it makes go

'

(pace- is

pnli before ay, the causative of i, 'to go'). Now,
he goes on :

'The esaentml feature in "condition" is furtherance [or
'

a\A,' upa-kii raka].^ Thus: is there anj'thing the persistence,
or the arising,' of which is a furtherance, that thin? is a con-
dition of what is aided. Condition, cause [hetu], reason
[kdrana, lit.

'

c.ausing-to-niake '], basis, ground [niduna], and
sTich terms are one in meaning, diverse in form.'

The shortened abstract form he does not take into
account in this chapter, but in his commentaries
on it, when it occurs, both with and Avithout the
fuller formula, in the Majjhima and Samyuttd-
Nikdyns, he refers to it as the Paccayakara, or
method of conditions, namely, that 'given the
condition, the fruit (con.sequent) comes to pass.'

Wiiether the formula in its detailed form and
the doctrine of causation applied to sentient

phenomena were entirely and originally Buddhist
or were annexed from pre-existing systems is a
matter of controversy. The ditticulty in deciding
lies largely in the uncertainty as to which systems,
as expounded in the earliest records preserved of

them, are pre-Buddhistic. There are fragments of
tiie linked form of exposition, u.sed in the formula,
surviving in the aphorisms known as Yoga and
Sankliya .^rUras, but, whereas these sidras are

reputed to be ancient, the compilation of them in

commentarial works is, as regards the Buddiiist
canon, relatively quite modern. No originality,
however, is chumed either by Buddhists or by
European exponents for tlie method—a method
\vlii('h may have its roots away back in the

jirimitive folk-lore of our race. In the sfitras the

emphasis on tlie natural law of cause and eflect
in sentient phenomena remains practically sterile ;

it was the work of Buddliism, wiiether it antici-

pated or annexed, to render insight into natuial
laws a fruitful religious doctrine. Tiieories of
lirst causes and prlmum viuhile reach back, in
Indian Vedas, far beyond the date of Thales of the
Levant. But, if we compare the primitive notions

1 See art. Rp.lation (Buddhist).

of cause itself, anthropomorphically conceived as

:
akin to a fiat of will, or to a manual ett'ort, with
the earliest Buddhist resolution of cause into

necessarj' antecedent conditions, eadi anciliarj' to a
'

fruit,' or consequent coming to be, if we remember
that this conception of causation was substituted,
in the process bringing about sentience, for chance
or divine tiat, and viewed as natural law which
man might modify by adapting his actions thereto,
i( may then be that the force of the words, 'arose a
vision into things not called before to mind,' inaj'
cause to arise for the historian of human ideas
a vision not less interesting.
LiTERATCRK. — Dialogues of the Buddha, tr. T. W. and

C. A. F. Rhys Davids. London, 1!)10, ii. 23-61 ; H. C. Warren,
Bttddhism in Translations, Cambridge, Mass., 1900, pp. 108-
179

; C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Buddhi^n, London, 1912, ch. iv.
;

H. Oldenberg, Buddha^, Stutt^rart, 1914, div. ii. ch. ii., where
references to controversial literature are given ; L. de la

Valine Poussin, Thinrie des dome causes, Ghent, 1913, giving
Sanskrit and Tibetan literature on the subject ;

P. Oltramare,
La Formule bouddhique des douze cau-fes, Geneva, 19u9 ;

P. Masson-Oursel, 'Th^orie bouddhique des douze conditions,'
RUB Ixxi. [1915J 30 ff. The two last named do not give the view
of the Theravada tradition, followed in this article. That view
is best set out by S. Z. Aung-, in A Compendixun of Philosophy,
London, 1910, pp. 259-264, note on Paccaya and Paticca-

Sarauppada. C. A. F. KhYS DAVIDS.

PATIENCE.—Patience, the ^aaCKh rCiv aperuiv,
as Chrysostom calls it, is a distinctly Cliristian

virtue. In each of the great religious systems of

history we find that which is related more or less

closely to it, and a study of these reveals that con-

tribution to the religious thought of the world
wliich must be assigned to Christianity. In the

East patience is near akin to the d-n-ddeia which

played so prominent a part in the Stoic conception
of life. It consists of complete indifference to

circumstance induced by mental discipline ; it

ignores both pleasure and pain. Later expositions
of tliis virtue approximate to that power to endure
which is indicated in the hatinword 2}«tic7iti<(, and
whicli is prominent in popular and superficial ideas
of patience. The Yoga sj'stem of Patanjali finds

its modern exponents in the faqirs who endure

privations and self-inflicted torture sometimes of

quite revolting forms. This, it is evident, is mere

passivity [q.v.], and, when accepted in order to

acquire merit, so far from creating nobility of

character, it has a distinctly selfish and degrading
relation. The Greek idea seems rather inclined to

the side of courage. In the Themtetiis (177 B) Plato

speaks of avSpiKCbs vTrofieivai (

'

patience
' = virofiovi])

as the true antithesis to dvdi'Spwj (ftei-yeiv. Tiiis

is a great advance upon both the dirddeta of the

Stoic and the passivity of the Indian Yogi. But it

is not until we come to Christian teaching that we
see how patience can be a positive and ennobling
force in human life and character. In turning to

Christian teachers we are met at once with the

definition given by Clement of Alexandria {Strom.
ii. 18), ^TTLCTTri /J.TJ ijxixeveTioiv Kal ovk ^fi/xeveriuiv, 'the

knowledge of the things which we may bear, and
of the things which we may not bear.' Cocceius,
on Ja 1'-, quoted by Trench (Sy7wnyms of the NT^,
London, 1876, p. 190 f.), comes nearer still to the
true Christian conception of the word. He says :

'

'YTro/ioiT) versatur in contemtu bonoruin hujus mundi, et in

forti susceptione affiictionum cum gratiaruni actione ; imprimis
autein in constatitia fidei et caritatis, ut neutro modo quassari
aut labefaclari sepatiatur, autimpediriquominus opus suum et

laborem suum etfii;iat.'

It is in this ' constantia fidei et caritatis
'

that
we come upon the germinal truth which has so

developed in the thought of the Cliristian Church
as to result in that fuller connotation of patience
which is our heritage. There are two ideas wliich

go to make up the complete conception, and, most

markedly, they are both shown in the beautiful

Greek name for the virtue.
"Ttto.uoi't^ suggests in

its two component parts the submis.sion which
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accepts the will of God and the waiting wliich rests

upon both faith and liope. As ajrainst the inditler-

ence of the Stoics, tlie NT lays stress ujion iiope

(q.v.) as the quality of true patience. St. I'aul

speaks of a patience whicli tlirougli the niediuni of

'experience' or '

probation' {doKi/xTj) issues in hope
(Ro 5'' ij 5k vnoixovT) boKLfXTjv, i] 5k Ooki/j.}] kXirioa). I>ut

perliaps tiie most striking passage in this con-

nexion is that which we find in 1 Th 1^, where St.

Paul speaks of hope as tiie characteristic quality
(for this is tiie true interpretation of the genitive)
of patience, fxvTuxovevovres tt/s vTro/xour}i rrji ^Xtti'Sos.

As against the mere passivity of the Hindu, on tiie

other hand, St. Paul places
'

steady persistence in

a life-work of good
'

(Sanday and Headiam, on
Kad' vTro/j.ovr]v ^pyov dyadov, Ko 2^ [The Epistle, to the

Romans^, ICC, Edinburgh, 1902, p. 53]), and the
element of hope or expectation is supplied in oh^av
KoX TLfj.T]v Kai dcpOapaiav ^rjTovffi of the same passage.
For endurance may be dogged, peevish, or cynical ;

it will in such case fail to be formative of Cliristian

character. It even becomes destructive by the
familiar law which says

'

corrnptiooptimi pessima.'
But Christian patience is botli positive and effective

of good in character, for it is by patience that man
wins his life (Lk 21'»).

There is no true patience apart from that sub-
mission of spirit which gladly accepts the will of

God, and which waits on in sure and certain hope
that life

' means intensely and means good.'
It is a travesty of Patience that describes her as

'sitting on a monument smiling at grief.' She is

found in no selHsh isolation ; tliere is no artificiality
of joy upon her face. She comes down into all the

pain and sorrow of life ; she looks with steadfast

eyes at all the hideousness of evil ; but she is

strong, for she rests upon the unfailing love of a
divine Person. It is when the love of God comes
into human courage and endurance that His life

becomes a partof our human experience, and human

pain becomes illumined and beautified as it throws
into relief the ' far more exceeding and eternal

weight of glory.' The type of such patience was
found in oar Lord Himself (2 Th 3^), and it is

through such patience that man is
' made perfect

by the things which he suffers.'

Literature.—There is no special work on the subject, but
references abound in honiiletical literature, such as John
Smith, Select Discourses*, Cambridge, 1859, p. 426 f. ; J. T.

Jacob, Christ the Indweller, London, 1902, ch. xi. See also

J. McCosh, The Emotions, London, 1880, p. 131 ; and H. F.

Amiel, Journal, Eng. tr., do. 1889, p. 116.

W. W. HOLDSWORTH.
PATIMOKKHA.—This is the name for a col-

lection of '227 rules to be observed by members of

the Buddhist order of mendicants. A few of them
relate to matters that may, in a sense, be called

ethical. But the rules themselves are not at all

ethical. They determine only what steps are to

be taken in each case by the order ; and the cases

are matters of the restrictions as to dress, food,

clothing, medicine, etiquette, manners, and so on,
to be observed by the members. In four cases out
of the 227 the punisinnent, if it can be called pun-
ishment, is exclusion from the order. In all the
other cases it is merely suspension for a period of

time.
There had been other orders before the Buddhist

order was founded, and no doubt some of the rules

were based upon rules already existing in those.

There is nothing exclusively liuddhist about any
one of them. On the other hand, each of the dillor-

ent orders had, no doubt, some rules which the
others had not. It would be very interesting if we
could ascertain whether any, and if so whicli, of

the 227 rules were followed by the Buddhist order
alone. But this is not yet possible. Tiie .Iain

order is older ; but the rules observed in it before
the Buddha's time, even if they are still extant,

are not published. We liave also a few rules laid

down in the priestly law-books as obligatory on
Brahman mendicants (bhikh/ius). These are, hov,

ever, extant only in law-books centuries later than
the period in rpiestion. And, though the rules

were probably in force before the date of the law

books, it is not jiossible to say whether or not they
were valid in the Buddha's time. Such evidence
as is available tends to show that they were not.'

And it is most probable that the particular rules in

question were meant to be .supplied to individuals
as such, not to members of an order or community.
The very fact of the small number of rules that it

was considered advisable to record shows how slight
was the importance attached by the compilers of

these law manuals to the matter of the organization
of a religious order.

In the absence of detailed knowledge of the rules

of other previously existing Indian orders, European
writers have so far assumed a similarity between
the Buddhist order and the European orders more
familiar to them that they have apfjlied to the
Buddhist community the technical terms in use
in Europe. These organizations are really very
different—as different, in fact, as any two such
orders could possibly be. To give a few instances

only : the Buddhist order in India had no monas-

teries, no establishments hidden behind walls and
inaccessible to the public, jiresided over by an abbot
or superior ; there was no hierarchy at all, no

authority to which the members of the order had
to submit, no power in any one member of the
order over any other member, and no vow of obedi-

ence ; at meetings of the chapter the senior member
present, reckoning not by age but by the date on
which he had been admitted into the order, took
the chair ; the decisions were by vote of the major-
ity, and the votes of all members, whatever their

seniority, were equal ; no member of the order was
a priest who could in any way intervene between

any god and any man, or offer any sacrifice, or

declare any forgiveness of sin, or give absolution ;

no one of the 227 rules inculcates any creed or

dogma or demands any sort of belief ; any member
of the order could give up his association with it

whenever he liked ; there is a special set of rules

regulating the manner in which he could do so,- but
he could also leave the order, without any formalitj',

simply by putting on a layman's dress ;^ this was
no empty form of words, it was (and is) constantly
done. To translate the word bhikJchii by 'priest'
or ' monk' is therefore a sngijestio falsi in respect
of one or more of these matters, all of them of the
first importance. The word means, literally, men-
dicant, but not mendicant in our sense of the word.
With us the word is associated with the false i>re-

tences, the lies, and the trickery habitually used bj'
mendicants to trade upon the sentimentality of the
kind-hearted. And, while there doubtless have
been periods when some members of the order may
have laid themselves open to some such imputation,
yet to charge all the members, at all times, with

mendicancy is neither fair nor correct. Quite a
number of the rules of the Piitimokkha are especi-

ally designed to prevent even the very appearance
of evil in this respect.
A further misconception should here be noticed.

The rules of the Pdtiinokkha are not a list of sins.

No such conception as that of the European notion

of sin enters even remotely into the Buddhist view
of life. The rules of the Fatimokk/ui are mainly
economic ; they regulate the behaviour of members
of an order to one another in respect of clothes,

dwellings, furniture, etc., held in common. They

1 The evidence is collected in Rhys Davids, Dialogues o/ the

Buddha, i. 212-220.
- Siitta Vibhaft'ta (Tin. iii.), i. 8. 2fT.

:'

E.g., Vinai/a Text.i, i. 27.S.
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were originally estaliiisheii in accordance witli tlie

customs of the time. As tlie customs chanj,'ed, or

as convenience dictated, the rules were changed.
A number of such changes even in the very earliest

time have been pointed out in the introductions to

II. Oldonberg's edition of the Vinayn, and to his

and the i)resent writers translation of the Vinni/a
Tex(s. These changes have also gone on in later

times, until to-day a lar'^e majority of the rules

have become obsolete. Jsotwithstanding this, the
227 rules have been recited every fortnight by the
followers of the ancient tradition from the Buddha's
time until to-day. The institution of this cere-

mony is recorded in the Suttn Vibhain/a.^
Tiiere had been observed from ancient times a

festival on new and full moon days. The orders
older than the rise of Buddhism had kept up this

observance, utilizing the recurring sacred days for

the exposition of their doctrines. The early Bud-
dhists followed this precedent ;

and once in everj'

fortnight on the sacred daj-, called the uposntha day,
the order met in its various districts in chapter, and
all the rules were recited. There has been consider-
able ditl'erence of opinion as to the e.xact date of the
month on which this ceremony should be held.
The Buddiiists have disputed on tiie point as fre-

quently (though without violence) as Christians
have on the date of Easter. And they still ditler.

There is, indeed, a certain ambiguity in the oldest

wording of the rule on the point ;- and we know too
little about the actual practice as followed in India
in the early daj-s of Buddhism to be able to reach
a conclusion as to which of the later schools was
riglit in its contention.
The word putimohkha occurs in one of the rules—the I'ird parhiffiyrt

—and also in the introductory
phrase to be used at the monthly recitation of the
rules.^ It would seem, therefore, to be older than
the rules themselves. The manner in which the
word is used in the old passage first enjoining tiie

recitation of it upon the bhikkhtts* conlirms this

supposition. We need not, therefore, be surprised
to find tliat the early Buddhists ascribed the insti-

tution, not of the uposatha ceremony, but of the
Pdtimokklin itself, to a date long antecedent to
that of tiie Buddha.-^ If that be correct, the word
pdtiinvkkhft must have been current in Kosala
when Buddhism arose, and, to be more exact, no
doubt among the members of the previous orders.
What it means exactly and what is its derivation
are both uncertain. The Old Commentary (on
which see below) explains it as follows :

Pdtimokkham. Thisis the beginning, it is the face (m!t/tAa?«V
it is the principal {pamukham) of good qualities. Therefore it

is called Pdtimokkham,
This as a piece of edifying exegesis is to the

point, and it has the advantage of that sort of pun
fashionable in ancient folklore and exegesis. India
can claim no monopoly in this department of primi-
tive literary art. Some tine specimens of it might
be culled from the cla.ssic and sacred books most
admired in Europe. It was supremely indilFerent
to accuracy. And to take it an grand sh-icuo- as
.scientilic etymology is not only to miss the point,
but to forget the somewhat important fact that
scientific etymology was not j'et born. When the
Buddiiists, centuries afterwards, began to write in

Sanskrit, they (evidently not understanding the
word) Sanskritized it by prdtimoksa,^ aj)i)arently
supposing that it had .sometiiing to do with maksa
(q.v.). This is of course impossible. To have com-
plied with the economic regulations of an order is a

1 In bk. ii. the Uposatha Khandaka, tr. in Rhj-s Davids and
II. Oldenberg, Vinaya Texts, i. 239 ft.

2 Cf. Vin. I. 102 with 104. 3 See Vinaya Texts, i. 1.
4 Vin. i. 102, tr. in Vinaya Textx, i. 241 f.

s Ditiha, ii. 4G-49. The verse there given, containing the
word putiinokkha, is included in the Dhammapacla anthologj'
as verse 185.

6 See, e.g., Mahdvastu, iii. 51. 17.

very ditlerent thing from having attained to tln'

mental state deemed, in that order, to be ideal.

Moksa would mean from the Buddhist point of

view the latter, not the former. In Buddhism at

least, thoiigh it did not use the technical term moksa,
the regulations of the Pdtimokkha were quite sub-

sidiary. A man might have ob.served them all his

life, and yet not have even entered upon the first

stage of the path towards arahant-ii\\\]) or nirvdna
(the Buddhist moksa).^ In some one of the pre-
Buddhistic orders pdtimokkJut may possibly have
had some such sense—'disburdenment,' e.g., or
'

repudiation,'- or 'obligation.'^ In the Buddhist
canon pdtiinokkha is used, quite frankly and

simj)ly, in the sense of ' code
'—code of rules for

members of their order; thus in the constantly
repeated phrase Pdtimokkha - samvara samvuto,
' restrained according to the restraint of the code' ;*

or, again, in nbhaydni PdtimokkJidni, 'both the
codes' (the one for men, the other for women). ^

The Pdtiinokkha is not one of the books in the
Buddhist canon. This is not l)ecause it is later,

but because it is older, th.an the canon. And
every word of it, though not as a continuous book,
is contained in the canon, in the book entitled

Sutta Vibhaiiga, 'Exposition of the Suttas' (the
word ' Suttas

'

meaning, in this title, the 227 rules

above referred to). First there was the code itself,

handed down by memory. Then there arose a
word-for-word commentarj' on each of the 227
rules ; we call this the Old Commentary. Then
both these were encased in a neAV commentary
with supplementary chapters. It is this third

edition, so to speak, that we have in the extant
canon.*

It is in the supplementary chapters that we find

evidence of those changes referred to above. One
is of especial importance for the question of the
Pdtimokkha. Tlie rules are arranged in seven
sections corresponding very roughly to the degree
of weight attached to their observance. At the
end of each section, on the uposatha day, at the
time of recitation, the reciter goes on :

' Venerable sirs, the ninetj'-two rules [here comes the name
of the rules in the particular section] have been recited. In

respect of them I ask the venerable ones,
" Are you pure in

this matter?" A second time I ask, "Are you pure in this

matter /
" A third time I ask,

" Are you pure in this matter? " '

[There follows an interval of time.]
' The venerable ones are pure herein. Therefore do they

keep silence. Thus I understand.'''

It is evident that the original intention was that

any brother who had been guilty of a breach of

any of the regulations laid down in the section

recited—e.g., that the legs of his chair or bed had
exceeded eight inches in height (pdchittiya 87), or

that he had left his chair or stool lying about in

a hut occupied in common (pdchittiya 15)—should
then and there acknowledge that he had broken
the regulation in that respect.
But in one of the supplementary chapters (the

Khnndakas)^ it is expressly laid down that this

shall not be done. The brother who feels himself

guilty shall acknowledge the fact beforehand.

And, if he recollects only on the uposatha day
itself that he has broken a rule, still he is to go
(we are informed in another chapter, the Uposatha
Kluindaka)^ to a fellow-member and say :

'

I have
committed, friend, such and such an offence ; I

confess that ofl'ence.' Let the other say :

' Do you
1 See the passages collected by Rhys Davids, Dialogues of th«

Buddha, i. 2, C3.
2 See Oldenberg, Buddha'', Berlin, 1914, p. 381.
3 Prati-mnc, in pre-Buddhistic works, means ' to bind on.'
*
D'lrjha, iii. 77, 267, 285 ; Majjhima, i. 33, iii. 11.

s
Afiijuttara, ii. 14 ; cf. Vin. i. 65 and A7\g. iv. 140, v. 80, 201.

« See the masterly discussion of this history by Oldenberg in

the introd. to his ed. of the text.
7 Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, Vinaya Texts, i. 5 f.

8 Chullavagga, ix. 2
; tr. in Vinaya Texts, iii. 306.

» lb. i. 2S2'.
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see it ?
' '

Yes, I see it.'
' Refrain from it in

future.' '

The members discovered, no doubt, that any such

interruption of the proceedings as was involved in

a confession at the meeting was inconvenient ;

that it distracted the attention of the other
members from the main object of the recitation ;

and that it might lead, if several such cases arose,
to a very serious prolongation of the formal meet-

ing of the chapter. So the practice was clianged.
The offending member had to ' tlisburden

'

his con-
science before the ceremony took place. And in

any case the recitation of the Pdtimokkha was
never interrupted in any way. This is still the
case in Ceylon and Burma. Cut the old formula,

appealing to the members present to speak, is still

part of the recitation.

The subsequent history of the P(7itimokkha in

India is very obscure. It is probable that it was
preserved and recited regularly by all the differing

early schools of Buddhism. Afterwards, when,
some six or seven centuries after the birth of the

Buddha, there arose Buddhists who abandoned the
use of Pali, and adopted Sanskrit, it is probable
that they abandoned also the use of the Pdti-
mokkha. But we do not really know. It is not

used, so far as we have any evidence, by any of the
numerous sects in China or Japan who follow the
doctrines of one or the other of these later Indian
schools. The fragmentary remarks of Burnouf-
are sutlicient only to point out the lines on which
a future investigation of this problem may be
made.

LiTBRATURE.—E. Bumouf, Iiitfod. (I I'hist. du Bouddhisine

indien, Paris, 1S44 ; H. Oldenberg, The Vinaya Pifaka,
London, 1879-83; T. W. Rhys Davids and H. Oldenberg,
Vinaya Texts (SBE), Oxford, 1881-85 ; T. W. Rhys Davids,
Dialogues of the Buddha (SBB), do. 1889-1910 ; Dwha Nikdj/a,
ed. T. W. Rhys Davids and J. E. Carpenter (PTS), do. 1890-

1913; Dhamniapada, ed. Surijagoda Thera (PTS), do. 1914;
Mahdcastu, ed. E. Senart, Paris, 1882-97.

T. W. Rhys Davids.
PATNA (PATALIPUTRA). — Patna is the

capital of the modern province of Bihar, the
ancient Magadha (q.v.), in Gangetic India, and
stands on the right bank of the Ganges in lat. 25°

26' N., long. 85° 21' E. It owes its historical and

religious importance chiefly to the fact that it was
the capital of Asoka, the first emperor of India,
and the great propagator of Buddhism in 273-232
B.C. (see Ai^sOKA). It was at that time known as

Patalijiutta, the source of the Greek corrupt form

Pali-bothra, as it was named in the records of

Megasthenes, the Greek ambassador of Alexander's

successor, Seleucus Nikator, to the court of Asoka's

grandfather Chandragupta, the Sandrakottos of

the Greeks.* It was only in process of being built

in the last year of Buddha's life (c. 482 B.C.), accord-

ing to an incidental reference in the itinerary of

Buddha's last journey in the Buddhist canon. The
city continued to be the capital under the same
name during the greater part of the reign of the

imperial Gupta dynasty from the 4th to the 6th

century a.d.

The traditional etymology of the name from the
Asokan period onwards is the rather fanciful one
of ' the son of the pdtali-tree,' i.e.

' the trumpet-
flower tree

'

{Bignonia suaveolens) ; and a legend
1 He is to squat on hia heels over against the hkikkhti to

whom he is confessins,'. Now,
'
in front of,'

' over against
' would

in post-Buddhistic Sanskrit be pati-mukha. If this word could
he traced in pre-Buddhistic times, it would be possible to

suggest a derivation of pdtimokkha (from this practice) in the
sense of 'confession,' viz. that which pertains to crouching in

tront of another bhikkhu (cf. upanisad, that which pertains
to sitting down towards, hence ' a secret doctrine ').

^ Intriidiictiou, p. 300 ff.

3 The identity of Sandrakottos with Chandragupta was first

sliown by W. Jones (Asiatick Researches, iv. (ni),")] 11); and
Wilford noticed that the form used by Athen.eus was even
• loser, namely Sandrakoptus (ih. v. [1796] 262). The Andro-
Uottus of Plutarch is the same person.

therewith states that there was on the site a tree

of that species sacred to a goddess. No special
sacred character now attaches to this shrub. In

the opinion of the present writer, the name prob-
ably meant 'son of Patala,' a famous ancient .sea-

port near the mouth of the Indus from which the
bulk of Alexander's troops sailed on their return

journey fnjm India. This presumes that a colony
of Aryans from Patala settled in this part of

(iangetic India and transferred to their new port
the cherished name of the far-distant old one.

There is considerable evidence in support of this

conjecture which cannot be detailed here. It was
also called 'the city of flowers' (Kusum-puri and

Pushpa). The modern name Patna is the English
form of the vernacular I'atana,

' a city,' in the
sense of ' the city,' or capital.
So magnificent were the buildings of the ancient

city in cyclopean carved stones that the early
traditions ascribed its erection to giants. These
traditions are recorded by the Chinese Buddhist

pilgrims, Fa-Hian and Hiuen Tsiang, who visited

the city and its monuments in the 5th and 7tli

centuries A.D.* The city was also known in the

1st cent. B.C., for Diodorus Siculus saj's :

' Hercules was the founder of no small number of cities, the
most renowned and greatest of which he called Palibothra

'

(Ilist. ii. 39).

But after the 7th cent. A.D. the site of this

famous city was so completely forgotten that, when,
towards the end of the 18th cent., European in-

quirers began to try to unearth the past history
of India, none of the learned Brahmans could give
any clue to its whereabouts. The geographical
details in the accounts of the Chinese pilgrims'
routes clearly showed that the lost city must have
been situated at or near the modern Patna. When
the staff' of the Government Archaeological Survey
were deputed to search for it, they reported :

' Modern Patna consequently does not stand on the site of old

Pataliputra, but very close to it, the old city having occupied
iv/i'at is now the bed of the Ganges. . . . All or almost all traces

o/ the ancient city must long since have been swept away by the

Ganges.'^

This continued to be the opinion of local British

officials at Patna until 1892. In that year the

present writer, impressed with the importance of

recovering the lost site for early Indian history
and especially for Buddhism, of wiiich this city was
the greatest stronghold, took advantage of a short
visit to Patna to explore that neighbourhood, with
the Chinese pilgrims

'

narratives in hand as a guide.
As a result he found that not only was the ancient
site not washed away, but most of the leading
landmarks of Asoka's palaces, monasteries, and
other monuments remained so obvious that they
could be located without much dilHculty, and
several pieces of Asokan sculptures were found on
the surface. Exploratory incisions then revealed
the presence of several of the well-known Asokan
monoliths, and also one of the huge sculptured
stones which had excited the admiration of the

Greeks and early Chinese visitors, in the form
of a colossal cajiital in quasi-Persepolitan style,
which proved to be one of the earliest sculptures

yet found in India.* But this and the other
remains were so deeply overlaid by the alluvial

deposits of the Ganges valley that they were all

buried to the extent of 14 ft. or more beneath the

surface, rendering excavation imjiossible on the
1 Records of Buddhistic Kingdoms (Ka-llian), cd. J. Legge,

Oxford, 1886," p. 77 f. ; S. Beal, Si-vu-ki, London, 1SS4, i. p. Iv f.

(Fa-llian), ii. 83 f. (Hiuen Tsiang); T. Walters, On Yuan
Chiraiig's Travels in India, do. 1904-05, ii. 87-100.

- Arch. Survey of India Report, viii. [1878] 24.

^A 'Persian' or Persepolitan influence was remarked over

half a century ago bv .lames Fergusson, by .\. t^runwedel in

1893 (Buddhistische Kuiist in Indirii, Berlin. 189.!, pp. 14-17).

and by .lames Kennedy in 1898 (.fRAS, 1898, p. 2S4 f.), as

noticeable in the details of the capitals of the .\iokan pillars and
in small pilasters of tlie same ago found in several parts of India.

Another line Persepolitan capit-al was found at Benares in 1014.
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score of expense. Tlirijuj,'h the enliylitened libi-r-

ality of Mr. Tata, a I'arsi iiiercliant, the Indian

Gmernnifnt has been able to undertake during
tlie past three ^ears systematic excavation of tiie

sites tlins indicated, and D. B. Spooner of the

Archa'oloj^ical Survey lias already recovered struc-

tural remains of stone buildings on a vast .scale.

One of these is a replica of the throne-room of

Darius Hystaspes, the celebrated ' Hall of a
Hundred Columns' at Persepolis.
The di.scovery of the existence of such intimate

Persian art- inlluence at the heart of Asoka's

empire, contirming the evidence of the colossal

capital
cited above, is of great importance, as

indicating unsuspected sources for Indian civiliza-

tion and to some extent for Buddhism. For Asoka
was the greatest propagator of Buddhism, without
whose active patronage that religion probal)ly
woukl not have survived. Before Asoka's time
there is no indejtendent evidence for the existence

of Budtlhism. Adopting that faith himself, he
made it the State religion of his empire, and he

zealously lavished all tlie resources ami wealth of

his vast empire in building and endowing monas-
teries and covering the countries with monuments
to mark sites alleged to have been visited by Butldha,
or containing relics ; these visible traces of Sakya-
muni were distributed by Asoka over India within

great towers. Pataliputra was the centre of all

A.4oka's active religious propaganda ; here was
held the so-called ' Third Buddhist Council

'

during
Asoka's reign, and from here that ardent emperor
sent swarms of Buddhist missionaries all over India
and beyond its frontiers to propagate the new faith

of his adoption. There is a presumption that
Asoka's Buddhism was more developed than that
of Buddha's day, while it ditl'ers in many important
essentials from that of the Buddhist Pali canon,
the earliest book of which was not compiled, as the

present writer has shown, before the 2nd cent. B.c.^

It is significant, therefore, to find the presence of

Persian influence at Asoka's headquarters in such

unsuspected strength.
On the strength of that great building of Asokan

age which is virtually a replica of the famous Per-

sepolitan palace-hall, Spooncr propounds the theory
that the authors, who were presumably of Asoka's

dynasty, were really Persian or Parsi in nation-

ality and Zoroastrian in religion ; and he proposes
to call the era of the Mauryas (Asoka's dynastic
title) the ' Zoroastrian

'

period of Indian history.
In supi)ort of this hypothesis he recalls the con-

jecture of Biihler that, although no monumental
evidence has been found to substantiate the claim
of Darius Hystaspes to svizerainty over India, it is

not impossible that the northern script used by
Asoka in his northern edicts was introduced by the

Syrian clerks of that Acha'inenian conqueror. F.
W. Thomas has also shown that the Mathura lion-

sculpture requires for its interpretation a reference
to the facade on Darius's tomb. J. Marshall, the

present director of the Indian Archajological Sur-

vey, linds from the excavations at Benares that
Asoka presumably employed Gra^co-Persian masons
there. And Darius made use of rocks and pillars
for ethico -

religious inscri])tions some centuries
before Asoka. Spooner disbelieves in any Greek
influence having contributed to the Indian civiliza-

tion of the early Mauryan period ; for, had it been

operative in Chandragupta's reign, it would doubt-
less have been referred to, he thinks, by Megas-
thenes the ambassador, who de.scril)ed t!ie customs
at Patna as if they had nothing in common with
the Grecian. F'or Chandragupta tiie evidence, he
thinks, points to Persia only. It will require,
lioNNcver, further new and more positive material-

jiroofs before this theory can be dehnitely accepted ;

1 Asiatic Review, new ser., vii. [1916J 339 f.

and doubtless fresh evidence and inscriptions will

be forthcoming from tiie excavations now in pro-
gress. Darius's claim to the possession of 'India'
as a 'province' has never been regarded as imply-
ing more than the temporary possession probably
of the Indus valley only, of which even there is no

inscriptional evidence.

Pataliputra was also a Jain centre in the days
of Asoka, who is claimed bj' the Jains as one of

their patrons. While Buddhism has been extinct
tiiere for over six centuries, Jainism is still active,
and in one of the picturesque many-turreted white-
washed temples of that cult the inscription dated
in the year corresponding to 1848 of our era was
discovered by the present writer in which was

j»reserved the ancient name in the form of Patali-

pura,
' the city of Patali.'

LiTKRATURE.—D. B. Spooncf, 'The Zoroastrian Period of

Indian History,' JJiAS, 1915, pp. 63 f., 400 f. ; L. A. Waddell,
Discovery of the Lost Site of J'alalijiutra, the Pulihnlhra of the

Greeks, Calcutta, 1892, Report on the Excavations of f'atalipntra
(Patna), do. 1903. The other references are j,'iven in the foot-

notes. L. A. Waddell.

PATRIOTISM.—Patriotism is the sentiment
in which consciousness of nationality normally
expresses itself. The qualification of the word
'

normally
'

is required ; it sometimes happens that
a person is conscious of himself as belonging to a
nation against his will. This is shown by the
absence of any desire in him either to identify
himself with the life of his countrymen or to liring
their life into accordance with his ideals. Patriot-

ism may be shown in either of these desires. A
man may complain much of his people, but show
his unity with them by labouring to improve them ;

it is never, intleed, so much by indiscriminate
admiration as by unfailing attachment that the

genuine patriot may be known. Persons, how-
ever, who are unwilling to be nationally what they
know they are, who have a clear consciousness of

nationality without a set of the will to develop it

further, who may, indeed, be called anti-patriots,
are obviously abnormal. They are abnormal,
because the development of national consciousness
takes place by means of just that set of the will to

identify self with the national life the absence of

which is the mark of the anti-patriot. It may
happen that there are, or have been in the nation's

history, circumstances favourable to the develop-
ment of this self-contradictory type. It goes with
the cultivation of the servile will in the weaker
members of a subjugated or struggling nation.

One of its most repulsive manifestations is the
attitude of snobbery, as toAvards the race-type of

the dominant foreign State, with which every class

of such a nation may become infected. Anti-

patriotism thus defined must, of course, be dis-

tinguished from the mere absence of national

sentiment in undeveloped members of the n.ation,
and still more from opposition to it in alien persons
associated witii the community politically or other-

wise. Every nation, whether prosperous or the

reverse, has many of the two last types within its

borders.

Patriotism, then, may be precisely defined as

consciousness of nationality together with the will

to realize such nationality further. It is essen-

tially an active force in a man's mind, whether it

spends itself on the development of thoughts, feel-

ings, or deeds. Each man's individuality in this

respect colours his character as patriot. IVIoreover,
the racial type of each nation colours the prevailing
ty])e of patriotism in her children. All jjatriots are

idealists, imaginative, sentimental, and practical
more or less, but many are characterized by one
or other of these qualities in dominance over the
other two. Racial character with its average
tendencies is here involved. The Latin races are
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more imaginative, the German more sentimental ;

and perhaps the truest tiling to say about that

mixed European race, often erroneously called

Anglo-Saxon, which attains to its maximum of

mixture in the United States, is that, not being
conspicuously imaginative or conspicuously senti-

mental in its patriotism, it is extraordinarily
successful in realizing its type and extending its

borders as a matter of fact. It may be that the

strongest kind of capacity for acting together is

apt to be developed as a national f|uality side by
side witli a habit of suliordinaling individual

imagination and sentiment to executive needs so

energetically as to check the growth of romantic

patriotism. The very practical man pretends to

himself—at least in quiet pros[)erous times—that
it is absurd. This pose, however, used to be more
common than it is to-day.

Since patriotism is the normal expression of

nationality, its analysis is, for the most part, con-

tained in the analysis of nationality already .set

forth (above, p. 191 fl'.). A nation is a community
of persons profoundly conscious of organic unity
and bent on the pi'eservation of that unity. It

becomes a self-conscious nation—a nation in the
more perfect sense—when it is also bent on the

preservation and development of its own type.
Throughout, but especially in the later stage, the
association of the race with the land plays a large

part in the consciousne.ss of nationality. Attacli-
ment to the home-land and attachment to the
home-race are a twin birth and grow together,
however they may differ in stiength. The beauty
of the home-land, its sweet familiarity, its historic

associations, its glamour and indefinable charm,
supply natural images in which the opening mind
enshrines its vague generalized instincts of racial

attachment. The home-land is the concrete thing
chosen in the natural course as symbol of that

dimlj' conceived ideal, the home-race, a nation.

So patriotic songs are sung and patriotic speeches
made to the father-land or mother-land as fancy
chooses, or—tenderest of all, and with deeper
truth, as in the passionate love-song of Irish penal
times—to the dear young girl, op])ressed it may be
but ever fair, the immortal sweetheart of the race.

It is an interesting point, worthy of some note,

that, whereas all lands have something of this

influence upon their people, in some it has played
a much larger part than in others. Probably the
most favourable combination is a land of soft and
varied natural beauty, in which an early settle-

ment has been made by a race of accurate observa-

tion, lively imagination, and literary gift. Such a

land, so inhabited, becomes clothed over and over
with story and legend at every point ; historical

tradition clings with the persistence of truth and

good memory to different places ; the race is aware
of itself and of its history localized in detail. All
new settlers who come after inherit the tradition

;

it has them in a solution out of which crystallizes
a nation passionatelj' attached to its land.

Three grades of national life have been distin-

guished (see Nationality), and each is reflected

in the kind of [)atriotism corresponding to it. The
complexity of a motlern society is heightened by
the co-existence in it of ])atri()ts in every grade.
The national life as a whole may be lived by those
in the highest grade, consciously set on the realiza-

tion of their own ideals in the minds and characters
of all its members ; yet there will be found among
these members many whose national sense is of

the crudest primitive type. Thus we have, in the
first place, the (juiet, patient, unreflective worker,
who takes his world as he finds it,

'
is no politician,'

but clings to his own people and his own country
as against all foreigners and the allurements of

other climes. The force of this instinctive adhe-

sion to our own is, in almost all of us, tremendous ;

it is perhaps the chief element in the patriotism of

most. Next to the mere instinctive, we have the
crude political patriot: he is conscious of his

nation chiefly as a political State among other

States, each State being conceived as a group of

persons bound to stand loyally by one another in

case of dispute. 'My country right or wrong'
.sulfices to him for the patriot's creed. He has
little idea of a national character to be maintained
or an inner national life to be developed. In his

worst form he is a hard competitive nationalist
with a lively conception of the national life as a
continual getting the better of other nations. He
appears, however, more nornuilly in several less

developed and more humane forms—e.g., as the

resi)onsibie militant patriot of the warrior class

ami as the irresponsible war-promoter who takes
no risk himself. In questions of international

commerce he tends to be anti-foreign, even more
than pro-native, in his sympathies. These anti-

pathies run away with him altogether, of course,
in case of a war in which the national enemy is

engaged, even if not the native country itself.

The higher patriotism in any person may or may
not be free from as.sociation with instincts of

hostility to other races ; but it is characterized by
such a centring of interest in the spiritual life of

the nation as must tend to make tiiese instincts

inoperative, at least in times of peace. In times
of national danger, no doubt, the primitive
instincts would assert themselves in force. At
other times they are submerged beneath peaceful
manifestations of the civic spirit at honie and
reasonable humanitarian sentiment towards the

foreigner. The patriot of the developed type is,

however, something more than a pul)lic-spirited
citizen. An alien who feels himself to be an alien

can, nevertheless, be a pattern of civic virtue by
the exercise of the human qualities which bind
him to his fellow-men. A good patriot at home
will probably be a good citizen in any foreigTi

community to which he attaches himself, because
the moral nature required in both cases is the same
and the practice which flows from it not dissimilar.

But the patriot in the home community has, in

his consciousness of organic unity with his people,
a source of happiness, energy, and understanding
which is of surpassing value both to him and to it.

The national history, the national literature, the
national institutions, the language, customs,
manners—all are his own ; he hel[is to make tliem,
he has been made by them, attachment to tlie type
of them is deep in his nature, and his desire for

their perfection has the passion of personal love.

There is always, therefore, a certain waste of

human energy when the services of a good citizen

are transferred from the home to the foreign

sphere. As regards persons of medioci"e or de-

ficient public spirit, it is obvious that the special
stimulus of national sentiment is almost necessary
to make them realize their citizenship suHiciently.
The centre of consciousness in the higher

patriotism is awareness of, attection for, and
determination to cherish the national tj-pe, guard-
ing it from decay within even more anxiously than
from attack witliout. In a nation threateneil with

political extinction there will lie a jealous zeal for

the national language, literature, and traditions,

with anxiety as to the education of the young
accordingly. In a prospei'ons nation, on the other

hand, liigh patriotism will direct itself rather to

the development of intellectual and spiritual life

in all forms, to the neutralization of luxury, the

redress of excessive iiu'qualities, and the whole
vast work of internal reform in the complex body
politic. For, it should be noted, increase of

prosperity goes with increase of complexity, and.
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apart from counteraction on the part of the re-

foiiuer, this carries increase of hixury, poverty,
and de-sperate helplessness in its train. In either

case there is no lack of matter for the labour and
interest of the patriot in home all'airs. The real

political distinction in this respect is between the

patriot, on the one hand, and the seekers after self

or class interest, on the other.

In forei<;n afUiirs the higher patriot is concerned
to maintain the honour of his nation in the sense
in which he realizes it as having a national
character to maintain. His ideas of policy will,

therefore, vary according to his ideal of national
cliaracter as between nations. This involves the
wliole question of international morality, but to

the ordinary citizen it does not seem very coniple.x.

Courage is the primitive element in national
honour. Good faith is almost, if not quite, as

primitive, but in actual weight of estimation has
too often lagged a long way behind ; it is also a
virtue the possession or non-possession of which
admits of a good deal of argument either way.
The advance is great and difficult from an ideal

based on much courage and some good faith to

one in wliich justice is conceived as an essential
of international virtue. Nevertheless, there has

always been something corresponding to it in the
itleas of fair play between tribes or nations of

which there is evidence at a very early stage.
The developed conception is, however, much more
than tiiis. It is the product of personal reason
and personal sympathy as apjilied to other national
communities. In so far as the human race is

making moral progress at all, there is, from

generation to generation, an increase in ability to
see and be moved by things as the others most
nearly concerned in them see and are moved. No
human need or sentiment can be excluded from its

operation, nor can any limit be placed to keep
outside of it the races distant from us in tyjje,

habit, and blood. The Golden Rule that men
should do unto others as they would that others,
in like case, should do unto them is no rule of

e.xternal discipline imposed on a humanity alien

to it, but springs out of the depths of human
nature itself. The more a man is man, the more
certainly is he an organ of reason and sympathy,
and so, the more men as a whole, and the leading
races especially, become man-like, the more firmly
does the Christian ideal of justice dominate them
in all things, including their sense of what is due
from the members of one nation to those of

another. Hence for the patriot, intent on the
maintenance of the national cliaracter as the ex-

pression of what his nation unanimously ought to

be, the honour of his country means that her
conduct among the nations shall be free from taint
of aggressive greed, inordinate love of power, dis-

re;jrard of nationality in others, as well as from sins
of individual cruelty, bad faith, and cowardice.
Thus there are patriots and patriots in every

advanced political community; and, under demo-
cratic government, settled distinctions of party
and of sections within parties are accordingly apt
to arise, though disguised, confused, and, to some
extent, counteracted by the historical causes out
of which the original distinctions of party .sprang.
The two chief grounds of patriotic variety to be
borne in mind are (1) the development of the idea
of internal reform as the healthy life of the nation
within itself, and (2) the transformation of the
ideal of national honour with the growth of reason
and sympathy in relation to it.

The higher patriotism, as has been pointed out,
is not dependent on the political condition called
national mdependence. A nation, if it has reached
the stage of national determination to preserve
itself, may exist as a nation scattered through a

number of alien political communities. The most
striking examide is that of the Jews with their
marvellous vitality of race and type. Their earlj-

history is in this respect even more remarkable
than that of Christian times. Empire after

empire rose and fell. Of the conquering races

hardly a trace is left. The Hebrew people, sub-

ject in turn to Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia,
Greece, and Rome, has survived them all, and has,
moreover, maintained for hundreds of years a deep
national unity with no loss of type in the face of
a hostile dominant Christendom. The means has
been simple enough—steady persistence in religion,
customs, literature, and language, the things which

pertain to the innermost manifestations of the
common life. The binding force of a great litera-

ture should be specially noticed. The founders of

the literary movement in Hezekiah's time and the
leaders of the literary renaissance among the exiles

in Babj'lon undoubtedly did more for the preserva-
tion of a nation—apart from higher aims and
subtler problems—than has ever been achieved by
States and armaments. It is, of course, another

question whether it is a good thing that a strong
nation should remain permanently without a
national country and a political State.

Another familiar example is interesting. The
individuality preserved by the three smaller
nations within the United Kingdom turns upon a
sense of national distinctness in history, literature,
traditional ideals, and racial ways of thought.
Round all these a sentiment grows up which may
be the minor or the major or the exclusive patriot-
ism as compared with the sentiment towards the
United Kingdom as a whole. The Irish demand
for Home Rule within the Kingdom is the expres-
sion of this sentiment on its political side. The
remarkable movement, however, of the Gaelic

League in Ireland, Great Britain, and the United
States is essentially national in the non-political
sense. Its aim is to maintain and develop the
national consciousness through knowledge of Irish

history, literature, music, and art, and by studj' of

the Irish language with the valuable literature

which it contains. The practical claim advanced

by it is, as in the similar case of Wales, that the
humanities used in the education of Irish persons
should be, in the first place, though by no means
exclusively, Irish. The genuinely non-political
character of the movement is shown by the adher-
ence to it of many who take the anti-popular view
in politics. In the United States, moreover, there
is no question of Irish national existence except in

the more subtle inner sense.

In all movements for the revival or development
of national literature as national we see the

patriotic sentiment asserting itself in this subtle
sense. Such movements occur in the history of all

nations. They are of the same nature psychologi-
cally as the individual's claim to that sincerity of

self-expression in his work which, as Carlyle says,
is the merit of originality. A group of young
poets or artists thus stirred by a common national
sense inspiring them, and in the presence of an
established literature which does not express the
native spirit, will, either of purpose or without it,

create a literary revival on national lines. Great
outbursts of fresh literary genius are apt to occur
in this way.
LiTKRATiRB.—See Literature at art. Nationality.

S. Bryant.
PATRIPASSIANISM. — See Monarchian-

ISM.

PAUL.— I. Sources.—This account of Paul

firoceeds

on sources of two kinds: (1) his own
etters, nine of which may now be regarded as

genuine, viz. 1 and 2 Thessalonians, Galatians,
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1 and 2 Corinthians, Romans, Pliilippians, Colos-

sians, Pliilemon (Ephesians and the Pastoral

Epistles contain mucn tliat Paul might say, but
mixed with elements certainly later) ; and (2) the
Acts of the Apostles. This perplexing work was
written partly from good sources, but cannot be
used without thorough criticism. The speeches in

it are the work of the editor and represent what
might be heard in various quarters in his day, and
various theories which must be accounted for are

spread over the work.
The 'We '-pieces (IG^*'-'^ 20'-'5 2V-^« 27'-28i«)

and tlie narrative of Paul's arrest, appeal to Ca?sar,
and journey to Rome are in tiie main to be relied

on. The book as a whole belongs to the end of the
1st century. The uncertainty resting on the sub-

ject, from the frequent and serious disagreement
of the letters with the history of Paul himself as
related by his biographer, is now yielding to a

large extent to the light shed by the study of

ancient religions : he is not so nebulous that he
and all his works must be pronounced unreal, as
the ' modern ' Dutch school, with its followers in

other countries, declared ; it is possible to put
together a fairly adequate account of Paul, his

writings, and his teacliing.
2. Outlook and early training.

—Paul is made to

declare himself (Ac 2P^) to be a Jew of Tarsus in

Cilicia ; that explains in this passage his being
able to speak Greek. His phrase (Ph 3^), 'a
Hebrew of the Hebrews,' need not imply that his

Earents
spoke Aramaic, though that may have

een the case ; Paul himself uses Aramaic words,
and is said (Ac 21'*") to have addressed his audience
at Jerusalem in that tongue. He belonged at anj^
rate to the Diaspora, and we may now point out
what that implied in his religious experience.
The Jews living in Greek cities had a different

outlook on the world from those in Palestine ; they
were not oppressed, but held for the most part a

good position ; the Gentiles around them respected
them on account of their pure religion, and many
of them frequented the synagogue and strengthened
it by their wealth and character. The Jews in

such towns were in a manner missionaries to the

Gentiles, and all the considerations that are still

weighed in missionary circles as to the attraction
of the true religion for those outside, and as to the
hindrances which kept them from joining it, would
be discussed among them and made familiar to tlie

sharp wits among their children. Paul could not
fail to learn at "Tarsus what Gentile religion was,
how much of natural goodness lived in heathen
minds, how they were led (1 Co 12^) to follow dumb
idols which could not satisfy them, and, more,
how Jewish practices hindered the spread of Jewish
religion, what an incubus the Law was to mission-

ary effort, how the demand of circumcision was a

special barrier.

Paul was not of the class of operatives ; the two
franchises which he possessed show this sufficiently.
His citizenship of Tarsus implies that his father

(to go no farther back) was enrolled in the tribe, or

(f>v\7), of Jews in that city and had some part at
least in the public afl'airs of the town ; his Roman
citizenship, whicli he had from his birth (Ac 22"^)
and which entitled him to carry his case to the

emperor (25" 26^'-), proves that his father, perhaps
his grandfather, held tliat rank, being recognized
by one Roman potentate or another as loyal and
trustwortiiy. As Roman citizen Paul would have
a Roman njime, and in the family a Jewish one ;

hence 'Saul who is also called Paul of Ac IS*". There
can be no doubt that he was educated first at home
in Tarsus, and that, if he proceeded to Jerusalem
to sit at tlie feet of Gamaliel, it was later, wlien
the language had been learned and all the life of

a Greek town made thoroughly familiar to tiie boy.

The language of the Epistles is the ordinary Greek
then spoken throughout the empire ; the Scripture
quotecl is, with one or two exceptions, the Septua-
gint, which wa.s read in the (ireek synagogue ; the
metliod of composition is not that of the rabbis
of Palestine but that of tiie preachers and savers
of souls of Stoicism and Cynicism. Paul does not
call himself a rabbi ; he calls himself a preacher, a
steward of the word, a father of his churches.

His expressions in Ph 3^* show him to have been
tlie child of a very strict Jewish iiome. He would
be well exercised in the Greek IJible ; he would be
taken to the synagogue when he was old enough
and made acquainted with the history and the

hopes and destiny of Israel ; he would see Gentiles

sitting beside Jews at the religious exercises and
would learn to regard them with a liberal eye,
while still remembering tiiat his own people were
called out of the Gentiles and in many ways dis-

tinguished from them. He would hear Stoic and

Cynic doctrine preached at tiie street corners and
would pick up their tricks of rhetoric. There was
also a university at Tarsus—not on the scale of

Athens or Alexandria, yet a notable seat of Stoic
doctrine—in which men of world-wide reputation
maintained a blend of piiysics and etlucs. He
would not attend the university ; for him there
was a different learning from that taught there ;

but he would pick up a tincture of what was taught
and valued there and pervaded tlie whole spirit of

the city. He would taKe note of the religious rites

of heatlienism, not only the stated official worship
of the city, but also the irregular sporadic out-
bursts of a more popular religion which drew
people in processions out to the country and kept
tilem there until their god, who had died, rose

again and changed their mood from sorrow to joy.
The principal god of Tarsus, Sandan, was a figure
of this type of dying and reviving deity. In his

native city also Paul might learn to distinguish
deities of two kinds or ranks—the deity who dwelt
aloft and, without being very active, ruled all

things, and the more familiar being, the working
god, who gave himself for those who believed in

him and to whom they addressed their praj'ers
(cf. 1 Co S''*-)- There are many traces of the Gentile

atmosphere in which Paul's early days were spent.
Of a Jewish training at Jerusalem it is harder to

find traces in his works. The national pride and
consciousness of superiority which mark them
strongly were to be found in the Jews of the

Dispersion as well as at Jerusalem, and of rabbinic
method there is little trace in Paul. Did he go to

Jerusalem to be under a famous teacher ? In his

own works he does not speak of it ; he could
' advance in Judaism beyond many contemporaries,
and surpass them in zeal for the traditions of the
fathers (Gal P'*) at Tarsus as well as at Jerusalem ;

liis persecuting of the Church, too, might be done
in eitlier region.

3. Persecution of Christians.—Whether or not
he sat at tiie feet of Gamaliel, Paul left Tarsus

early in life and gave himself witii iiis whole

energy to the work of persecuting the sect of

Christians which was spreading in Sj'ria(Gal 1'*- ^,
1 Co 15^). He turned his back on the career which
Tarsus no doubt otiered him, that he should tread

in the footsteps of his father and become a leader

of the Jews in his native city, in order to persecute
tiie Christians. How he was brought to take up
tiiis work we do not know. The evidence of

tiie Epistles forbids us to believe that he had any
personal acquaintance with Jesus. 2 Co ."i'* speaks
of unworthy views of tlie Messiah which Paul

might or might not have lield, but wliioli lie now
refuses to entertain. And tiie knowledge which
the Epistles siiow of Jesus is too scanty to serve

as evidence that Paul knew Jesus or was in
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Jerusalem at tlie time of the Cnieifixion. On the

other liund, the spread of the belief in Jesus might
well appear tlan^,'erous to one passionately tlevoted

to the Law and rej,'arding it as the one heaven-

appointed means of salvation. If a Messiah estab-

lished His authority, that of the Law must come
to an end. In Ko lO* Paul declares that this has

liappeiieil ; it may be believed that at an earlier

time he saw that it might happen, and felt the

freat

bulwark of his faith, the toumlation of all

ewish re!iL:ion, to be in danger. This was true of

an}' Messiah ; ami a crueilieil Messiah was an
oti'ence which a true Jew could not get over; he

says so later (1 Co 1-^), and he knew it from his own
experience. No wonder that, being wliat he wjis,
in earnest about religion with his whole soul, he
threw himself with the utmost energy into the task
of persecuting tiie followers of -lesus. If he was at

Jerusalem at the time of the death of Stephen,
his convictions which would lead him to taking a
hand in that munler might be accounted for.

The hi.L;h-priest had no power to order the arrest
and the Ijringing to Jerusalem of people in distant
towns ; and this part of the story in Acts cannot
be accepted. But we have Paul's own authority
for it (Gal 1'^) that he came to Damascus as a

persecutor and left it as a Christian ; and we may
take it that those whom he came there to molest
were not of the Hebrew, but of the Greek part of

the Church who had tied from Jerusalem at the

persecution which arose about Stephen. He must
have proceeded against them in tlie regular way,
laying information against them before the syna-
gogue and asking for their punishment. He had
no vote to give against them either at Jerusalem
or at Damascus. In his persecutions, which may
have been carried on not onl}' at Damascus but
elsewhere, he would certainly come to know some-

thing about Jesus, and would learn some of His
words and the general story of His life, as these
followers knew it, and His resurrection and ex-

pected coming to judgment, as they believed in

these articles of their faith.

4. Conversion.—With regard to the conversion
of rani, the three narratives of the event in

Ac 9, 22, and 21) contradict each other in details,
as is to be expected in the versions of a narrative

orally transmitted, but the variations are not in

the interest of any tendency, and the three versions
of the stoiy may be traceable to one which Paul
himself may have communicated to friends, with
whom he could not but talk on the subject. Other
intimations are found in the Epistles. It pleased
God to reveal His Son in him (Gal P*'-), i-e. to

make him know Jesus in His true nature as God's
Son, not only as the preacher and wonder-worker
of Galilee, and not only as the Jewish Messiah,
but as a Divine Being, in whom God pleased to
make Himself known to man, as one of the same
nature with Himself, and

carryin<j out in an
intimate way His purpose for mankind. From
the context of this passage, 'that I might preach
him among the Gentiles' (1'^), it appears that this
revelation had a universal scope ; the Person
revealed to Paul was of interest not to the Jews
only, but to the Gentiles as well. In other passages
it is intimated that Paul considered the Lord Jesus
to have appeared to him as a risen and a glorious
Being. In 1 Co 15'"" he places his vision of Christ
in the same line with those that the older apostles
had had ; it was the last vision of the kind to take

jilace, but it was not dillerent from the rest.

1 Co 9^
' Am I not an apostle ? have I not seen

Jpsus the Lord ?
'

is to the same ellect. In 2 Co 4^

he describes the experience through which he came,
evidently that of the same event, as the sudden
and irresistible shining within him of a bright
light comparable to the first shining of light on the

world, and flashing upon him the knowledge of the

glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ. The
irresistibleness of the comnmnication appears also
in the phr.'ises in Ph 3'-, where he speaks of having
been '

laid hold of
'

by Jesus Christ. In this

f»assage
too he speaks of all the advantages that

le had at a former period, and how he cast them
all away, 'like dung,' in order to win Christ and
be found in Him. Taking together all these

passages from the Epistles, we have a picture not
unlike that of the stories in Acts, of an instan-
taneous and utter change biought about by a
luminous ajipearance which was held to be Christ
Himself. Considering Paul's lifelong suscepti-

bility to visions and ecstasies (Gal 2^, 2 Co 12'"^

5'^, Ac 16^'-), it seems vain to speculate as to what
actually took place outside of Damascus. That
there was suggestion of what he held that he saw
is plain ; those whom he had persecuted based their

belief in the risen Christ on the visions of their

fellow-believers; Paul too had beliefs as to the
form of heavenly beings—their luminous quality,
their sjiiritual substance—which prepared him for

what wa.s coming. A touch, and all things passed
away with him and all things were made new.

.Some great scholars have constructed out of this vision of

Paul the whole of his beliefs as set before us in the great
Epi.stles. Here it will be sufficient briefly to indicate the beliefs

which his vision at once fixed for him, whatever additions

might be made to them afterwards. He saw Christ as a
Divine Being, radiant, all-powerful, with full knowledge of the
secrets of the heart, not merely as a Jewish Messiah. This

implied that God had raised Him from the dead, so that the
Cross was no longer a stumbling-block, since God had taken the

part of the Crucified One and exalted Ilini beyond the reach of

death and accident to dwell with Himself and share His power
and glory. He was therefore a Being who concerned not only
the Jews as their Messiah, but all men

; He was a deity ; He
was the Son of God, and all could be called to know and worship
Him. And His crucifixion was not only an incident of His past
career, but an attribute of His person for ever ; He was always
and for all men Christ crucified and Christ raised from the dead.
And Christ, thus conceived, was singularly fitted to be an

object of faith to the Gentiles. The living and effective cults

which Paul knew from his boyhood at Tarsus were much occupied
with divine beings who had died and had risen again, who were,
in fact, for ever dying, for ever rising again, to the joy of their

worshippers. The faith which Paul's vision enabled hiul to

preach was in form one more cult of this nature, though in its

ethical contents it infinitely transcended all the others, carrying
with it, as it did, all the strict morals and all the glorious faith

anil hope of Jewish theism.
Paul was therefore warranted in regarding the revelation of

the Son of God which had been given to Tiim as being at the
same time a call to him to preach Christ to the Gentiles (Gal II6).

Perhaps he was not the first to preach Christ to them ; there

was, about the same time as Paul was at Damascus, preaching
to the Hellenists (Ac ll^o ; KV '

to the Greeks '

; but the reading
'Grecians' is better supported, and, standing as it does in

opposition to Jews, it must mean uncircumcised persons ; see

Westcott and Hort, The A' 2' in Greek, Camb. and London,
ISSl, note), and the mixed church at Antioch (the first of which
we read) was not founded by Paul. We cannot tell what views
were held of the nature and position of Christ by those other

preachers of Him to the Gentiles, but in the case of Paul this all

lies clear before us. It was his new knowledge of Jesus as Son
of God that qualified him to call the Gentiles-to the Christian
fold. He called them to believe in a Divine Being who not

only had died, but had died for them, to effect their deliverance
from the ills that oppressed them (Gal l-t), who had left His

heavenly glory, and in the counsel of the Father had comedown
to the earth in order to bear the trials that weighed on them,
that they through His suffering might be saved and made free.

It may not be correct to see the whole of Paul's doctrine present
in imce in his vision ;

much may have developed at a later time
;

especially his teaching about the Law and faith belongs to the
conflict of which the Galatian Epistle tells us. But his doctrine
of the person of Christ and the object of His sufferings is ex-

plained to us only by his vision, and Paul must be considered
to have received it in the revelation of the Son of God which
was then made to him. It was his warrant for preaching to

the Gentiles, and this implies that he did so at once and con-

stantly afterwards.

5. Sojourn in Arabia.—The next part of the
narrative must be taken from Gal 1. The storj-
of this period in Acts places Paul in a dillerent

light from that of his own Epistle and shows him
as an obedient and willing subordinate of the

Jerusalem leaders. Paul's own accoimt is directed

to prove how little he came in contact with them
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or was indebted to them for any teaching or

doctrine. After his vision, Paul tells us, he tlid

not act in wliat niij;ht be tiiouglit the natural way
for a new convert bent on beinj^ a teacher of the
faitii ; he did not go at once to the centre of

Christian teaching to get liiiiiself instructed and
directed to the part of the held that he was lo

occupy. The phrase,
'
I conferred not with flesh

and blood
'

(v.'**), must not l)e taken too absolutely.
Some one must have baptized iiim and introduced
him to the bretliren, aiul the story of Ananias
may be ac(tepted in the main. Acts, however, does
not mention Arabia, wiiere Paul .says (v.^') lie

was for three years, and, the foregoing verse com-

pels us to suppose, as a missionary to the Arabs.
At Damascus he could not at once preach ; even
when he came back after such an interval, it was
an impossible place for him. In Acts it is the

Jews, in 2 Co IF'^ it is the representative of

Aretas, by whom liis safety was threatened, so

that he iiad to make a precipitate retreat.

A date is here found for the liistory of Paul, as
the imperial coinage ceases at Danuiscus in A.D.

33-34, so that Paul's escape from the ethnarch of

Aretas would not occur before that date, and his

conversion would be three years earlier. His visit

to Jerusalem is attributed by Loisy to the unsuc-
cessful nature of his mission to the Arabs, and
to the desire to connect himself with the mother
church, so that he might not run in vain. This is

merely a conjecture. The visit was a private one,
to make acquaintance with l^eter, whom he recog-
nizes as the principal person in the Jerusalem

community. Besides Peter, he saw James, the
brother of the Lord, who joined the community
in its earliest days and naturally had great inliu-

ence in it. He is called an '

apostle
'—a title

which was not confined to the Twelve. He re-

presented the most Jewish position within the

Church, and could not be expected to favour tlie

mission to the Gentiles. He is not said to have

objected to it at this time, but the two heads made
little of Paul ; he belonged to Stephen's way of

thinking, of which the persecution had rid the
Church some j'ears before. He was not publicly
introduced to the church, and was so much in the

background that he could say that the members of

the church did not know him by sight. His visit,

he seems to indicate, was too short to admit of a
course of instruction, and he made no application
to the apostles to define his duties or assign to him
a sphere. His apostleship was not in these

respects 'of man or by man.' His field obviously
was not to be at Jerusalem, where Peter and
James were at the head ; but, on the other hand,
nothing of an unfriendly nature occurred, and he
was free to carry on a mission elsewhere.
Of the story in Ac O-'''"^'' it will be true that

Barnabas was his friend at Jerusalem, and Acts
and Galatians agree that from there he went to

Syria and Cilicia — Syria the district where
Barnabas had influence, and Cilicia his own
province—and in these regions he worked as a

missionary of Christ (Gal P\ Ac 15-^'^^) in touch,
more or less, with Barnabas. In that part of the
world he remained for a decennium.

6. Visits to Jerusalem.
—Tiie question of Paul's

visits to Jerusalem has here to be faced. Tiiere
are three statements in the NT that he visited

Jerusalem in company with Barnabas, starting
from Syria. In Gal 2 and in Ac 15 the purpose of

the visit is to get the question settled as to how
much of the Jewish Law was to be binding on
Gentile members of the Church. It is impossible
to think that they went to Jerusalem twice to get
this question settled ; and, if the two stories relate

to the same event, then Paul's account of it is

manifestly to be preferred to that of Acts, even if

there be in the latter certain elements which
belong to history. As to the date of the journey,
the two accounts agree that it was made \\hen
Paul had been carrying on missionary work for

some time in Syria and Cilicia, and before he

engaged in such work in other pr(jvinces (cf. Gal P'
with 2"-, and Ac 15-3-30. 85j_ '|'jjy journey, then,
is to be placed before the travels in Pisidia and

Lycaonia, which are detailed in Ac 13 and 14 ; and
these two chapters are tu be regarded as misplaced.
They come after the report of a journey of l^aul

and Barnabas from Antioch to Jerusalem (11""^"),
which is just in the right place for a journey about
Jewish observances, though the object of it is

otherwise .stated. The result, then, is tliat the
three accounts of a journey to Jeru.salem all refer
to the same historical event.
There is another datum, bearing on the .story of

Ac 12 and involving important consequences for

the history of Paul, which may be best spoken of

here. If tlie statement reported by Philip of Side
in the 5tli cent, to have been made by Papias in the
second book of his Kxjiosition of the Oracles of the

Lord is accepted (Georgios the Monk in the 'Jth

cent, tells us the same, and the statement of

Pa])ias is strongly confirmed by Syriac Church
Calendars), that Jolm the Divine and James his

brother were slain hy Jews, James and John must
be believed to have suffered martyrdom together,
as Mark suggests that they did (10""), and as the

Syrian Calendars assume as fact. The martyrdom
of James is reported in Acts, and that of John
will have taken place at the same time and not
been mentioned, for reasons into which we need
not here inquire.

But Paul met John at Jerusalem on his vi.sit

(Gal 2**) ; the visit therefore was before John's

death, which took place shortlj' before the deatli

of Herod, who is known to have died in A. I). 44.

Paul's dating of it agrees with this ; he says that
it was after the lapse of fourteen years, and we
know that the date of that event was A.D. 30.

Ac 11 places it quite in the right position.
There are few facts to fill up the space of ten

years between the two visits to Jerusalem. If the
statement of Acts about the period stood alone, we
should be led to think that Paul Avas sent straight
to Tarsus after his first visit (9^"), and stayeil there
till Barnabas brought him to Antioch a year or so

before the second. But in Gal 1-' he speaks of

himself in this period as preaching in Syria and
Cilicia, which would impl^- free movement ; and
in Ko 15'" he speaks as having had a career as a

preacher which began at Jerusalem and extended
to Illyria. He would be at this time in the current
of the mission to the Hellenists, which is spoken of

(Ac ll'"'-} and with which Barnabas was fully in

syni[)athy. He would be one of the juniors among
the missionaries ; Ac 13^ gives a list of the prophets
and teachers at Antioch, in which Uarnabas has
the first place and Paul the last. Views would be

opening at this time as to tlie new lands which

might be visited ; the work to which Barnabas
and Paul were called may have been already
present to their minils.

The second visit to Jerusalem was occasioned,
Paul says, by a revelation— to whom he does not

say. Certain persons of less liberal views had
been visiting Antioch, spying on the liberty which

prevailed there, which Peter liked at first, till lie

felt upon him the eye of those who came from
James. Paul went with Barnabas, who was the"^

head of the party, and took with him Titus, an
uncircunu-ised Christian ; Titus was not com-

pelled to be circumcised ; the demand made pre-

viously at Antioch, and now again (if Acts is to

be believed) at Jerusalem, was not approved of by
the church at Jerusalem.
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No objection was raised to the gospel that Paul

preaelied aiuoug the Gentiles, thougli based on

such dirtoient experiences; if there was anything
wrong about it, tliey were to tell him ; no new
limitations were laid on him or, he might have

said, on IJarnabas ; but, when Galatians was

written, Paul was already separated from Barnabas,
and so speaks of himself alone. In spite of the

diHerences, in both teaching and practice, between
the cliuiches of Syria and Cilicia and the church
at Jerusalem, each was recognized as essential to

the Church, and no schism took place. It was

agreed that, as Judaism had its scattered members
throughout the cities of the empire, many of them
Gentiles, all

recoj^'nizing
Jerusalem as the centre,

and all contributing to keep up the Temple and
the sacrilices, so it should be also with the new
Israel. This was what the new agreement came
to. The success of Paul and his friends in Gentile
lands could not be denied ; the great church of the
uncircuincised was a plain fact and had to be

recognized ; but the financial link was to remain,
as in tiie case of the Jewish religion and its

Temple ; the Gentile churches were to assist the
linances of the brethren at Jerusalem. Paul says
nothing of what is so prominent in Acts—the

regulations laid down at Jerusalem as to the ex-

tent of observance of the Jewish Law on the

part of the Cientile Christians. And he not only
does not mention here any such feature of his

visit to Jerusalem ; he mentions it nowhere in his

Epistles, noteven in discussing with the Corinthians
the use by Christians of meat ottered to idols, and
we are driven to conclude that no .such conditions
as Acts speaks of were laid down for Paul's accept-
ance. They were very likely laid down on
another occasion, for some particular church or
set of churches ; the wide-ranging controversy
which lias recently sprung up about them does not
concern the history of Paul.

Thus we see that a new combination had so early corae to

pass, and was accepted by the old apostles of Jewish and Gentile
believers, who aj^reed to regard what had formerly separated
them as of no moment compared with the faith of Christ which
united them. It had come about quietly, and the result which
the Jewish mission to the Gentiles had arrived at, but failed to

secure, stood accomplished. The signs and watchwords of this
union ring through the Epistles. Paul was not the first nor the
only agent in bringing this change about, but he, more than
any one else, realized the principles on which it was based, and
the conflict to secure and establish it fell mainly to him.
Those on the Jewish side had a good deal to suffer from the

change ; we have a good example of this in Peter. A generous
man, but easily frightened in dangerous circumstances, he gave
his full approval to the continuance of the Gentile churches as

they were, Jew and Gentile sitting at the same table and eating
the Eucharist together ;

and he showed his approval by himself
sitting at such a table. But he was not strong enough to shake
off the influence of James, brought to bear on him through his

emissaries, and he withdrew from the common table, taking his
fellow-Jews and even Barnabas with him. Thus they did what
they could to make the Gentile members think that the new
<-ommunion of Jew and Gentile in Christ was a mistake and
should be given up, and that the Jewish standard of living should
still be upheld. The speech of Paul which follows is meant for
the Galatians rather than for Peter. It may be doubted whether
Paul had so thoroughly matured his doctrine of justification by
faith at the time of the Antioch incident as he here makes it

appear, or whether Peter had then arrived at the conviction,
with which he is credited, of the total insiifficiency of the Law
for salvation. The doctrine of the Thessalon'ian Epistles,
written a few years before Galatians, is much less developed on
this point, and it is probable that Paul's teaching at this part
of his career was not yet so angular. The Jewish attack on him
had not yet tnken place, and we must think that, with Barnabas
and other missionaries with whom he was associated, he
preached at this time as he did at Thessalonica, without argu-
ments from the OT or attacks on the Jewish Law, warning the
Gentiles of the coming judgment and pointing to Christ as the
Saviour from its terrors, dwelling on the reciuirements of the
Christian life in various relations, and seeking to build up out
of the Gentiles whom he had awakened a people who should be
ready to ineet the Lord at His appearing.

7. First missionary journey.—We come now to
the detailed history of the missions in which Paul
was engaged. The next fixed date in his

iiistory,
the coming of Gallio to the province of Achaia, will

be discussed when we deal with that part of the
narrative. Gallio arrived in A.D. 51, and Paul had
been there eighteen montiis before that ; he came
to Corinth tiierefore in the early part of the year
50. This gives a space of six years after the
Jerusalem meeting, which we saw was in A.D. 44.

In this period we have the incident with Peter at
Antioch ; then a space of time, which is undefined,
at Antioch before Barnabas and Paul set out on
their missionary tour in the interior of Asia Minor ;

then, after that tour, another period, also undeter-
mined, at Antioch

;
and then the second journey,

with Silas, over the same ground across the /Egean
to Macedonia and as far as Corinth. Broadly
speaking, the chronology is satisfactory. The
detail is well worked out by C. H. Turner, HDB,
s.v.

'

Chronology.'
A point lying at the threshold of the historj'

of Paul's missionary work is his relations to the
Jewish synagogue, and the position given to him
in Acts, of turning his back on the synagogue to

devote him.self to the Gentiles. If he felt himself,
as he often declares, to be the apostle of the

Gentiles, and if the Jerusalem apostles, as he tells

us, recognized him in that character, then why
should he address himself to the Jews at all ; and,
if he went to them, is it possible that he turned
his back on them, as is repeatedly stated in Acts
(1346f. 1^6 282i--3), with the declaration that it is

owing to their obstinate unbelief that he does so ?

Two facts are to be noted as bearing on this

question.
(1) Paul probably did not create the missionary

I)rocedure that he followed, but inherited it.

Barnabas was an older missionary than he, and so

were others of whom it is told us (Ac IP") that at
Antioch they carried on a mission to Hellenists

(this is a better supported reading than ' Greeks
'

[see above, § 4]). Paul was initiated at Antioch
into the procedure of a mission that he did not

found, and his first journey was in company with
Barnabas. The Hellenists, or Greek-speaking
Jews, who were sought at Antioch were to be found
in the synagogues there, and could, if necessary,
be called out of the synagogue to meet by them-
selves elsewhere, as by Paul at Corinth (Ac 18')

and at Ejihesus (19**). The missionaries were all

Jews, full of the new light which in Christ shone
on the Jewish hope, and they naturally carried
the tidings of it first to the synagogue in the hope
that their fellow-Jews would open their hearts to

it. This was the natural procedure, and Paul kept it .

(2) The synagogue did, as a fact of history, turn

away from the gospel, Paul himself seeing on

many occasions the evidences of this separation,
which was to him most grievous. He never gave
up the hope that Israel would accept the gospel,
and, though he does not call himself debtor to the

Jews, as he is to Greeks and barbarians (Ro 1'^),

he no doubt did for them all that he could, even

though he felt himself less and less a Jew as life

went on.

The author of Acts looks on the question of the
Jews and their rejection of the gospel from another

point of view, lliat rejection is, when he writes,
an accomplished fact, and he gives an account of

how it came aliout and how Paul was unable to

prevent it. The explanation that he gives may be

compared with that given, not by Luke indeed,
but by Mark and Matthew, in connexion with the

teaching of Christ in parables. The passing of the

gospel from the Jews to the Gentiles is according
to a divine decree, and is announced in OT pro-

phecy. And Paul is made to declare on several

occasions that it is so. Paul's own view of the
situation was very different ; he believed that
Israel turned away from the gospel in order that
the Gentiles might accept it, and that, when tlio
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fullness of the Gentiles had come in, Israel would
come in too (Ko 11).

\Ve see, then, that Paul's procedure in going first to the syna-
gogue in every new place to which he came arose naturally
out of the circumstances, and that the speeches put in his

mouth in Acts, explaining his turning from the Jews to the
Gentiles with his message, helong to the editor of Acts, not to

Paul, whose thoughts on the suhject were very different. When
we come to the narrative of Paul's missions in Ac l.'^f., it con-
trihutes little to our knowledge of his person. Barnahas is

often named before Paul, and this has lea to the hypothesis of

a I5urnabas-source, which the editor here used. One does not
look for much originality in a young missionary travelling with
an older one. On the other hand, if Barnabas is the Zeus of the

party, Paul is the Hermes—the chief speaker ; it is he who is tried

at Lystra. His change of name is explained ; instead of Saul he
is'henceforth called Paul ; that also was his name before (see § z).

That his name is first mentioned in connexion with the interview
with the pro-consul of Cyprus, Sergius Paulus, may not have
much significance ; the missionary, now a traveller, not in the
East but in lands more inmiediately comiected with Rome, has
a Roman name.
Paul takes the lead in dealing with the magician Barjesus

or Elymas or Eloimas, who has attached himself to the pro-
consul, and he shows himself not inferior to Peter in dealing
with such a characterl(cf. Ac 81'* 24)^ inflicting on him a tempo-
rary blindness, like that from which he had himself suffered
before Daniascus (Ac 9Sf). Such were the signs and portents
expected of an apostle (Ac Sin, 1 Co 53-5 ; ef. 2 Co 12^- etc.).

It cannot be said that the speeches placed in Paul's mouth in

these two chapters reveal much of his character. The first is

delivered in the synagogue at Antioch in Pisidia, in a scene
which exhibits well the nature of the audience to be found in

such a building and, according to Acts, the normal course of

the missions in such circumstances. The audience is a twofold
one ; Paul addresses first (Ac 1316) the men of Israel, i.e. the
born Jews who formed the backbone of the synagogue, and then
' those who feared God,' i.e. the Gentile adherents. Paul
knew from his youth the situation that had to be faced. But
the sermon is wanting in anything distinctively Pauline, and
closely resembles in its arguments that of Peter in Ac 2, being
mainly a proof of the resurrection of Jesus from the experience
of those who accompanied Him from Galilee to Jerusalem and
who saw the visions of Him after the Crucifixion. The Pauline
touch attempted (13'^i*ff) is not very happy ; the Jews and the
Gentile adherents are assured that he who believes in Jesus is

justified from all from which they could not be justified by the
Law of Moses, which implies that the Law of Moses did possess
some power to justify, but that it required to be supplemented
by faith in Christ—a doctrine radically diflterent from Paul's,
who to the Galatians (Gal 3) and the Corinthians (2 Co 2) held

up the crucified Christ as the Being in whom they should
believe and to whom alone they were to look for justification.

(On the representation of Paul as turning his back on the Jews
and making their unbelief his excuse for devoting himself to

the Gentiles see above.)
The sermon at Lystra is for heathens, and forms a prelude

to the speech at Athens (Ac 17'-2ff.). Such theistic argimients
must have been common in Jewish missions to Gentiles, and
in Christian polemics they occur frequently ; here, however, we
have rather the lesson from God's kindness in making the world
80 suitable for man's needs; in Ro 1 Paul argues God's power
and divinity and worthiness to be ^rved and worshipped.

The whole narrative of this journey produces an

impression of reality, and the elders who are

elected in each city need not be premature ;

something of the kind was needed if churches were
to continue. The geographical and political details

are correct (see W. M. Ramsay, St. Paul the

Traveller^, London, 1895, and The Cities of St.

Paul, do. 1907). The apostles act with great
courage and determination ; driven from one city,

they go straight to another and go through the same

processes ; their message has to be carried every-
where, and nothing can stop them. Many of the

hardsliips and dangers which Paul enumerates in

2 Co ir-3ff. jj^a^y iiave been met with at this time.
Persecution proceeds mainly from the Jews, who
follow him from one city to another, as Paul himself
had formerly followed the Christians ; they work on
Greek women and on the Gentile population gener-
ally ; and sometimes the magistrates are induced
to lend a liand in the work of persecuting. The
result is that a number of churclies of the new kind
are founded, and tli.at Paul and Barnabas return to

Antioch with a good account of tiie blessing which
has rested on tlicir labours (Ac 14-'''-).

8. Second missionary journey.—Omitting in this

place the account of the Jerusalem meeting whicli

IS in tiie wrong place in Acts and is full of diiliculty
and unreality, we come to another story at Antioch

(15^®) which appears to be taken from a different
source

;
Paul invites Barnabas to revisit the

bretliren in every city where tliey have preaclied ;

tiiey agree to do so, but disagree about tiieir travel-

ling companions, I>arnabas wishing to take Mark,
and Piiul declaring that he will take anj- one
rather than that person who deserted them on
tlieir former journey. Paul chooses Silas as his

adjutant—a man of consideration in the mother
church, but evidently with liberal .sentiments.

Barnabas takes the former route through Cyprus
witli Mark, while Paul goes through Syria and
Cilicia, iiis old mission-field, and is said to have
arrived at Derbe and Lystra also, as if he had not
intended to visit these towns. Nor is anytiiing
said of liis former staj- in them. Evidently another
hand furnisiied the account of the journey. It is

a marked feature of the narrative that nothing
is said of Peter's visit to Antioch, and tliat tlie

breach witii Barnabas appears to be a personal
matter and not a ditierence of principle, as in Gal 2.

In his journey with Silas Paul acts with more
freedom ;

his companion is a Jew, but Paul is

distinctly the leading mind of the party. His first

recorded action at this point, however, appears
at first sight reactionary. He finds Timothy at

Lystra, a young believer, his mother
bein<j

a
Christian Jewess and his father a Greek, who uad
an excellent reputation both at Lystra and at
Iconium. Paul wishes to have him as his com-

panion along with Silas, and with tliat view thinks
it necessary to have him circumcised. Is Timothj-
introduced as a foil to Titus, who, Paul tells us

(Gal 2^), was not compelled to be circumcised?
And was Paul's act inconsistent with his firinciples
as stated to the Galatians (Gal 5-^-)- It is not

necessary to think either of these things. Paul is

feeling his way to his later position, but in the
meantime he has a Jew as his associate and he
looks forward to standing in many a synagogue.
This he could not do with a man in his company
who was known to be the son of a heathen father
and himself uncircumcised. This would have
scandalized the Jews wherever he went (cf. the
incident of Trophimus [Ac 2r-*'-]), and Paul could
not aHbrd to do so.

As we saw it to be unlikely that Paul ever was a

party to such an agreement with the Jerusalem

pillars as Ac 15 speaks of, we must regard it as

equally unlikely that he carried the decrees with
him and handed them to the believers in each town
that he visited.

The following verses (IC^f-) are important for their bearing on
the Galatians question, and also for what they reveal to us of

the plans of travel with which Paul set out on this journey. As
for the first point, we have the statement that, after visiting
Lystra and Derbe (and also Iconium), the party traversed the

Phrygian and Galatie land. This at once makes it impossible
to regard the churches of these cities as belonging in the

geography of the writer of Acts to the Galatie land. W. M.

Ramsay has expended a great deal of learning and ingenuity
in the attempt to prove the S. Galalian theory, that these
are the churches addressed in the Epistle. But the verdict

of antiquity is against his contention, as are the words of

the text before us, which says that it was after touching at

the cities of Lycaonia and Pisidia that Paul entered Galatia.

The Galatae proper, the descendants of the Gauls who entered
Asia Minor in 2sG B.C., dwelt farther to the north, and after

visiting these cities one had to pass throui;h Phrygia to reach
them. It is true that the towns of N. Galatia were less consider-
able than those of Lycaonia ;

still there were towns. And Acts

recognizes that Paul did visit parts of Asia Minor of which little

is known. After leaving Antioch for Ephesus (IS-i), he is again
said to have visited the Galatie land and Phrygia (confirming
all the disciples in these regions), in a different order this time,
and (l!)i) he is said to have passed through the 'upper parts'
before he came to Ephesus. There is accordingly room m the

narrative, and room in the chronology, for visits to the N.
Galatians.
Ac IG" gives the reason why Paul visited G.alatia on the

journey with Silas. It was not his original intention to do so ;

he wished after Derbe and Lystra and Iconium to go to
'

Asia,"

i.e. the region in whicli Ephesus was, on the shores of the

iEgean. This plan might appear to hin\, when he first con-

ceived it, to be a bold one ; the number of Jews at Ephesus was
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very Urge, and the to«-n was in communication hy road and by

sea with e«»-rv i>art of the world. But the nnssionaries were

prevented hv llie Uolv Ghost from preaching the word in Asia.

In wliioh of "the party the will of the Holy Ghost declared itself

we are not told, nor » hether the divine voice coincided with

any positive otwtacle. The route was chanjjed and the party
went northwards as far as the latitude of Mysia, their idea being

now to enter Bithynia on the southern shore of the Euxine.

But this plan also" was disapproved of by the Spirit, which

clearly declared itself and could not be disobeyed (v. "). The

onlv thing left was to make for the coast, not as at Ephesus,
where one was still among a multitude of Jews, but at a point
where Europe was close at hand and everything spoke of a

purely Gentile mission. This part of the journey is reported
in a very different way from that which conies afterwards in

Europe, and, we must presume, by one who diil not make it

along with I'aul ; but what we seem to apprehend in the enig-
matic sentences is a desire on Paul's part, which he identified

with the principle inspiring him, to press forward to see what
could be done in new lands. The conviction was no doubt

already stirring within him to which in his Epistles he gives
>uch forcible expression, that the world of the Gentiles was his

proWnce, and the desire to traverse the whole of it before the

Master should descend from the skies. He must not build

on another man's foundation. He tells the Corinthians that

he feels bound to spread the gospel even beyond Corinth

(2 Co lOHi''). He tells the Romans that he has often proposed to

come to them, but has always been prevented (Ro 1'^), that the

desire has been with him for many years to come to them, when
he travels to Spain (Ro 15^''). This desire may have been in

his mind, at least in germ, since he left Antioch, no longer as

a junior missionary travelling with a senior, but as the leader

of a partv and free to choose his own route, debtor now not to

the Jews, but to Greeks and barbarians (Ro l'-*).

9. The gospel in Europe.—From the point of the

oros-sing into Enio)ie we feel that we are on more
solid historical grouiul. Here \ve come to a piece of

tlie journal that one of his companions kept, and of

which four fragments are preserved in Acts. It

happened to the author of Acts, as to other

historians of antiquity, that he found his work
made ea-sier by a document drawn up at the time

by a companion of his hero, wliich gave a bare
sketch of the marked features of the hero's career

to be filled in afterwards. This document, which
announces it.self where the narrative is in the first

person plural, and may also underlie other portions
of Acts, wa.s for the most part a bald precis of

routes and djites, but sometimes tells an interest-

ing story of the journey, or even broadens out into

a connected narrative. The A\Titer shows little

jierception of Paul's great character or of the
features of his thought which were to work so

powerfully in the world in after times, and he
seems to iiave known nothing of anj' of the Epistles
or of the attacks and persecutions that called them
forth. His name is hidden from us

;
there are

fewer difficulties about Luke than about any other
of Paul's companions, but about him too there are

difficulties. The author of Acts uses this work as

he used the Gospel of Mark for the Third Gospel,
with the utmost skill, bringing it into his own
style and his own vocabulary (see J. C. Hawkins,
Hone Sjjnopticce, Oxford, 1909, and A. Harnack,
Luke the Physician, Eng. tr., London, 1907, for the

proof of this). For the skeleton which he provided
of Paul's route, chronology, and work, from the
time of his entering Eurojie, no thanks arc too great.
The party had a fair Mind to carry them over to

Europe, and were only one night on board their

vessel. In Europe their programme is the same
as in Asia. A party of Jews, tliey announce them-
.selvcs in every town where they arrive to the
•Fewish synagogue, if there is one ; and in several
of the Macedonian towns they are warmly received
and succeed in founding a church with wbich Paul
remains long afterwards on terms of intimacy and
ail'ection. He desires to visit them again (1 Th
2'^'-) ; he does visit them again (Ac 20'''') ; he .sends

trusted friends to encourage them and to bring
him reports of them ; they on their side take a
warm interest in liim, send contributions to help
iiim with his expenses (Ph 4'^''''), and back him up
with material aid and by sending delegates to help
ill his charitable schemes (2 Co 8f. ).

The letters which he wrot« to the Macedonian
churches are more charming than any others;
these churches were not torn by controversy or

scandal, nor did they ask a multitude of ques-
tions ; they were hajipy in their attaclimeut to

Ciirist and His apostle, and willing to be led in

the path of duty. These Macedonian Gentile
Christians (they were nearly all Gentiles) were the

right material to make Christian churches—free

from intellectual conceit, earnest, simple-minded,
yet capable of great enthusiasm and ready for

practical sacrifices. From tiie time of his arrival

in Europe light is shed on the Apostle's history
from his own Epistles as well as from the Acts;
we hear from himself what he preached in tiiis and
that place, how his message was received, wiiat he
had to congratulate himself on about his converts,
and what obstacles he met.

Acts gives a satisfactory aixount of the external incidents of

the journey. Paul followed the great Egnatian road, the high-

way from Asia to Rome, and we may conjecture that Rome was
alre.idy in his eye. In Ko l^^ he tells us that he had often,
before he wrote that great Epistle, cherished the intention of

going there, and been prevented from doing so. His going to

Athens and Corinth may have been ovitside of his original plan.
He stayed at Philippi and at Thessalonica, where there were
colonies of Jews ; at Amphipolisand ApoUoiiiahedid not linger ;

they may have had no synagogue. At Philippi there seems to

have been only a small number of Jews, and the Jews were not

popular ;
Paul had to suffer for the unpopularity of his country-

men. Tlie only person named of those who adhered to him is

Lydia, a lady with a business in expensive goods and occupying
a large house, a Gentile adherent of the humble Jewish com-

munity which held its meetings at the riverside. The Jews do
not appear to have made any trouble ;

and Lydia pressed the
whole party of the missionaries to stay in her house. The
trouble which arose at Philippi was due to Paul's interference

with an industry connected with heathenism. A girl who
believed herself to be possessed by a spirit (and was perhajis a

ventriloquist) which enabled her to answer inquiries made to

her noticed Paul coming and going between the town and the

place of prayer, and had a glimmer of the meaning of the move-
ment that he carried on

; and, in the exercise of her calling,

took to shouting it out after the party. A Gentile could speak
of the most high God and of the way of salvation as well as a
Jew. Paul treated her as possessed and pronounced the Christ-

ian exorcism on the spirit that haunted her, and she immedi-

ately lost faith in herself (Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, p.

216) and ceased to utter any more oracles. Her enraged owners
at once brought the missionaries before the magistrates, accusing
them of preaching an illicit doctrine. They were Jews and the

accusers were Romans ; Jews must not be allowed to introduce

strange religious practices in a Roman population. The crime
thus charged against the apostles seems to be the same as that

at Thessalonica (Ac 17'0, of setting up another divine monarch
in competition with the emperor—a charge often brought
against the Christians afterwards when they refused to burn
incense to the image of the emperor as Lord, and said that they
had another Lord, Jesus Christ (see G. A. Deissmann, Light from
the Ancient East, pp. 353-363). The magistrates acted at once
and ordered a beating and imprisonment. The story of the

escape from prison is to a large extent credible (cf. Ramsay,
St. Paul the Traveller, p. 220 f.); the jailer's question is just
what he would ask if he believed what the possessed girl said

about the apostles. Codex D ascribes the sudden resolution of

the magistrates in the morning to release Paul and Silas to their

having heard about the earthquake. But they might feel that

they had acted hastily. They had not heard the accused in

their own defence, and had made no proper inquiry as to their

status. Paul, always master of his situation, showed them how
wrong they had been, but could not refuse to leave the town.
For the impression that the ill-treatment made on his mind
see 1 Th 2'-'- ". But a work had been done at Philippi from
which he was to have much satisfaction ; a church of Gentiles

had been founded, which never forgot him.

10. Paul's earliest Epistle.
—At Thessalonica

there was also a synagogue, and Paul is said to

have preached there for three -weeks. The first

Epistle suggests a longer stay.
We follow Acts in the narrative of the external

facts of the mission in this place now, in a new
way, so famous. Paul was here to find persecution
at the hands of Jews, already so well known to

him in Asia Minor. His work in the synagogue
met at first with some success ; a limited number
of Jews were converted, a larger number of Greek
' God- fearers,' and many of the leading women of

the place. Of the Gentiles who came straight
from heathenism to Christianity (1 Th P) there

is no mention in Acts. The flourishing work ended
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abruptly. The Jews, enraj^ed at the acceptance
by so many leadiiif^ Uentile su{)p()rtcrs of a doctrine
tliat they profoundly distrusted, collected a number
of idlers in the street and stirred up a tumult <*is they
well knew how. As they could not lay hold of the
missionaries to place them before the town meeting
(Thessalonica was a (ireek town with its own
magistrates), they .seized Jason (the name is Greek,
but was borne by many Jews), their host, and some
other believers (cf. Ko 16'-') and took them to the

magistrates, to whom they represented the Christian
movement as a political crime, a disorderly treason

against the em|)eror, which had been engineered,
they said, all over the world, and was now brougiit
to Thessalonica. The magistrates took up the

charge, but refused to help the work of persecution ;

all that they did was to take bail of Jason and the
other persons accused. But the apostles could not
remain in the place ; their converts sent them away
by night to Beroea, which was not on the Egnatian
road. Paul's route may have been deflected by
this adventure. At Beroia the apostles were well
received in the synagogue, the members of which
were set on a course of study of the books of the
OT to satisfy themselves that the message brought
them had a foundation in these venerable writings.
There were JeM's who believed and ' not a few
Greek women of distinction and men.' But the

persecution of Thessalonica came after them to

Beroia, using the same procedure and making it

impossible for Paul at least to remain there. Silas

and Timothy stayed, but Paul was conducted by
some of his converts as far as Athens, whether

by sea or by land is doubtful, the convoying party
taking back a message to Silas and Timothy to

follow him as soon as possible.
The First Epistle to the Thessalonians (the earliest Christian

writing) was written in the name of Pan! and Silas and Timothy,
united again at Corinth after various journey ings (1 Th 3if-6,

Ac 185). Timothy had joined Paul at Athens, but had been

dispatched again to Thessalonica before the reunion of the

party at Corinth. The Thessalonian church was composed as a
whole of Gentiles who came straight from the service of idols to
the gospel (1 Th 1^"). These Gentiles felt Paul's summons irre-

sistible and threw themselves with enthusiasm into the service
of the living God, arrested by the tidings that the Divine Judg-
ment was on the point of tailing place, and by the hope that
those who believed in Jesus Christ would find Him a Saviour
from the judgment and the destruction of that awful hour.
Christ was to descend from heaven ; His coming would he
sudden, and those who souglit to be saved by Him must keep
themselves prepared, since all depended on their being ready
for Him when He came. The Spirit which had come to them
must be diligently fostered and obeyed ; thej- must be full of

faith, of hope, and of active charity. Thej- must be prepared
for persecution, of which they had already had some experience ;

they must aim at the strictest purity and the most irreproach-
able conduct. Only in that way could they make sure of the

bright prospect that shone on them and enable the Apostle to
look forward to presenting them as his glory and joy to the
Saviour when He came. At Thessalonica for the first time we
make acqiiaintance with Paul as a craftsman, refusing to take

advantage of the convention according to wliich the apostles of

the Christian community were entitled to be supported by the
churches. The rule is broken in favour of the Philippians
(Ph 415), who send him help at Thessalonica at least twice, but
with this exception it is stoutly upheld in Greece (2 Co ll'^-i").

No one is to charge either him or his followers with being with-
out a sound financial basis. He seems to have sat at his bench
or at his loom (it is impossible to say which) talking to all who
came, and urging them individually to keep themselves ready
for the coming of the Saviour and free from all reproach in the

eyes of a hostile world. He was a nurse to the converts, en-

couraging and comforting them and guiding their halting steps
in the practices of the Cliristian life ; he was a pattern to them
of all that they had to do, and he finds much good to say of
their enthusiasm and constancy.

II. The speech at Athens. — Tinmthy did at
last join Paul at Athens, and was sent by him back
to Thes)9alonica (1 Th 3"-), where he himself was
forbidden to appear (3^"'^). Silas also joined him
before 1 Thessalonians was dispatched (1') ; .accord-

ing to Ac 18*, they both rejoined him at Corinth.
The letter, written when I'aul was no longer at

Athens, is in the name of all the three. It is when
both his associates are ab.sent that he encounters
the philosophers at Athens, and before the Areo-

pagus, the highest court and one specially attend-

ing to the afl'airs of religion, delivers the famous
speech of Ac 17, which it is our iluty to examine.
According to E. Norden, whose most inteiesting
book, Agnostos Theus (Leipzig, 1913), places every
feature of the story and the speech in a clear light
as to its relation to the general religious moveuient
of that age, there is little that can be regarded
as belonging authentically to Paul either in the
situation or in the speech. The in.scription of an
altar is often used in (Ireek antifjnity as the te.xt

of a jihilosophical or religious discussion or address.
Athens is praised for its religiousness by Apolionius
(Pliilostratus, vi. 3) as by Paul, and for a similar

reason, that altars are erected there to unknown
gods. This striking similarity of expre.s.sion is

taken by Norden to establish a literary relation
between Apolionius and Acts; Apolionius is a
travelling missionary whose aim it is to draw men
away from idolatry and fix their thoughts on the
true God ; he also visited Athens ; though the
date of his visit cannot be fixed, it would certainly
fall before the writing of Acts. The type of the

speech bears analogies also with other religious
utterances of that day. It is in line with other

appeals to the heathen to open their minds to the
true knowledge of God and to forsake idolatry.
Norden places before us a speech from Foimandres
to this etlect, an Ode of Solomon, a piece of the

Preachinfi of Peter, and a piece of the Preaching of
Barnabas, and contends that the speech to the

Areopagus is an address placed in Paul's mouth
such as was customary in that age in the mouth
of the missionary of monotheism, whether Jew,
Greek, or Christian. In all these appeals Stoical
notions appear—that God is not in need of any-
thing, that God is not to be worshipped in the

way of sacrifice, that God's goodness and care of
man are evident in the works of creation, in the

provision made to supply the wants of His creatures,
and in His creation of man with such a nature that
he should feel constrained to seek after his Maker.
The blending of Jewish with Stoic thought was
.singularly effective in this whole argument, and
meets us in all the philosophical and religious
thought of the period (cf. Ro 1, Ac 14). But what
of the inscription that Paul is said to have seen at

Athens, 'to the Unknown God'? Pliilostratus

speaks of altars at Athens to 'unknown gods' in

the plural. Pausanias attests a similar inscription
in the neighbourhood of Athens, and Jerome thinks
that the inscription to wdiich Paul refers was not in

the words that he gives, but ' to the gods of Asia
and Europe and Africa, gods unknown and foreign.'
The inscription in the singular is found only in

this passage in Acts. The unknown God spoken
of is not simply the God of Judaism. That being
was spoken of in the Greek and Roman i)hilosophi-
cal circles not as unknown, but as mysterious,
unrei>resented, &5ri\os. In Gnostic writings the
unknown God is frequently addressed as the

highest being of the various systems. The term
was well-known in the time of Paul, though it did
not aimear as the inscription of an altar.

If Norden is right in this, the writer of Acts

supplied the inscription as a text for Paul's address,
which consists largely of the sentiments of Stoicism
and is furnished with a quotation from a Stoic

poet. The idea of a trial is not very closely ad-

liered to, though a charge is mentioned, similar to
that brought against Socrates, that he introduced
new deities. These are Jesus and Resurrection,
which in Acts is Paul's main doctrine. Paul does
not mention any charge, but delivers himself, as

other missionaries diil, of a discourse against
idolatry, and ends with a Christian conclusion on
the Judgment and the Messiah. The speech is

kept admirably in the required tone and setting.
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as are all the speeches in Acts. Yet only a small

success is claimed for Paul in this city of dilettantes

and idlers. Only a few converts were niaile, and the

Apostle went, after an unsatisfactory visit, to a

verj' tlillerent scene of labour—the busy harbour

town of Corinth, where also (this may have been in

his thoughts) there was abundant opportunity of

travelling to Rome, and the call of the metropolis
grew in insistence.

12. Hostility of the Jews.—We have come to

the point at which Paul's own letters begin to shed
abundant light on his history. Those to Thessal-
onica were written from Corinth in his early days
there, and aflonl important suggestions as to what
he felt his position to be at this time. As we saw
above, 1 Thes.salonians gives a satisfactory account
of his missionary aims and practice; but it al.so

affords hints as to his inner history which are not
to be neglected. Up to this time he had staj'ed

only a short time in any one
place,

and the reason
was that the hostility of the Jews everywhere
broke out against him and compelled his removal.
In the following part of his career he spent jears
instead of weeks with a newly-founded church,
detaching himself early from the synagogue and

devoting himself in some other building to his

work in a community composed chiefly of Gentiles.

The reason of this change is not far to seek. In
1 Th 2'*''®, a passage which many scholars have

regarded with suspicion as being alien to Paul's

temper and probably an interpolation, but which
can be amply justified on historical grounds, Paul
considers the inveterate hostility with which the
Jews regard and treat him. The Jews, who killed

the Lord Jesus and the prophets, have also perse-
cuted him and forced him away from what he was
trying to do for the Gentiles. Thej' do not Avish

him to preach to the Gentiles ; they do not wish
the Gentiles to be saved. It all proves the con-

trariness of their nature ; they are contrary to all

men. It proves that they are filling up their cup,
and that the day of vengeance must soon come for

them, since they set themselves to oppose the clear
will of God for the salvation of the Gentiles.
The hatred of the Jews for Paul was one of the

most powerful, external, determining causes bear-

ing on his history. It had already deflected his

journey and made it impossible for him to go back,
at least meanwhile, to Thessalonica, though Silas
and Timothj- were still free to go there; and, as
Acts shows, it was to j)ursue him to the end. What
was the cause of their seeing in him their arch-

enemy ? The accusations which they brought
against him to the magistrates at Thessalonica
and Corinth do not make this clear. It was not as
an insurrectionary against the Roman power that

they hated him, though that charge was made
against him, as it had been against Christ. Nor
was it that he preached Jesus as the Messiah ; his
fellow-missionaries diil that too. ISor was it in
th(? first place that he drew away from them the
rich and influential adherents of their synagogues,
though that was no doubt a bitter experience for
them. They bore him a special personal hatred

;

and the reason why they did so is revealed to us
afterwards when we come to his last visit to Jeru-
salem. They .saw in him the enemy of their Law,
who was seeking to draw the Jews away from their
national observances, bidding them give up circum-
cising their children and abjure the religious
practices of Judaism (Ac 21='- ^ 24'^ 25*). Tiiis is

what underlies the charge (Ac 17^'-) in which Paul
already bears the character, reported about him
from .synagogue to synagogue, of a deliberately
subversive and dangerous teacher. We do not now
inquire how much of this was true

; the conse-

quences to Paul of its being made were very serious
and made it difficult for him to carry on his mission

as before. He began his work both at Corinth
and at Ephesus in the Jewish synagogue, but he
Avas inevitably thrust more and more into the arms
of the Gentiles, who hoard him readily and with
whom he felt himself at home. He was confirmed
in his apostleship to them; his absences from the
East grew longer. As his own nation thrust him
away from them, and his work among the Gentiles
was full of interest, he must have felt himself less

and less a Jew. When he counts up in Ro 1'^ his

obligations to his fellowmen, it is of the (ientiles
that he thinks ; he is debtor to Gentiles of every
class, but he does not say that he is debtor to
the Jews.

13. Order of the Epistles.
—We may here say

a word as to the order of the Epistles which are

chiefly to direct us in the rest of this article.

1 Corinthians was written from Ejihesus in the

spring of the year 54, after Paul had been there

nearly two years and three months, besides mak-
ing a journey to the East and very likely other

journeys.
Now, 1 Corinthians has a subject in common with

Galatians, 2 Corinthians, and Romans—a practical

subject which it appears unlikely that Paul would
leave in suspense for a number of years, viz. the
collection tliat he instituted in Galatia, Macedonia,
and Greece on behalf of the poor .saints at Jeru-
salem. In Galatians he intimates that he is bound
to do something of this kind. He does not in that

Epistle suggest the practical steps that the Gala-
tians are to take in that direction, but in 1 Corin-
thians he tells us that he has made the suggestion
in Galatia which he now makes at Corinth. In
2 Corinthians there is much more on the subject,
and Romans is written when he is just about to

start for Jerusalem, carrying the money with him.
Galatians appears to have been written before
2 Corinthians. In both the Apostle deals with
attacks made on him and with designs made on
his church in his absence ; of these attacks there
is little evidence in 1 Corinthians, and it seems
reasonable to think that Galatians was written be-
tween the two Corinthian Epistles ; the doctrine
of all three is closely similar. In Romans that
doctrine is set forth in a more developed and calmer
statement. We go on to look at the history as
set before us in these Epistles and in the relevant
statements in Acts.

14. The Corinthian Epistles.
—Acts 18 shows

us Paul at Corinth, with its predominantly Greek
population, its tendency to talk, its love of poetry,
its quick-witted application of principles even to

extremes, its susceptibility to religious impressions.
He lives with a Jewish family who follow the
same trade as he does, and he goes, as he scarcely
could do otherwise, to the synagogue to make a

beginning. He has some success at first, but
on the arrival of Silas and Timothy he comes to
closer quarters with the Jews, and a breach .soon

takes place, Paul forsaking the synagogue as his

place for preaching, and opening another locale
close to it in the Iiouse of Titus Justus, a ' God-
fearer.' His preaching goes on for eighteen months,
till a new proconsul arrives at Corinth, before
whom the Jews accuse him of preaching an illicit

religion. Gallio sees that no crime is charged
against Paul, that the dispute is entirely one of

the Jewish religion, and declines to interfere, con-

sidering the matter, quite rightly, outside his

jurisdiction.
The First Epistle to the Corinthians was written four years

after the foundation of the church and jj^ives few details of it*

outward circumstances, beinfj entirely occupied with questions
which liad newly arisen. A few facts of the early days of
the foundation do, however, appear. Paul came to Corinth
somewhat depressed, but with a definite idea in his mind
of what he had to preach to such a community and of the
standards that he had to put before them. Among the first

things that he stated to them were the jjreat facts about Christ
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(1 Co 15) : that He died for o\ir sins according to the Scrijitures,
that He was buried, and that He was raised up on the third day,
according to the Scriptures. This shows Paul's method ; he
took his stand on the hooks of the Old Covenant, and broutjht
forward the texts which showed the death of Christ for our
sins, and His resurrection, to have been foretold in these old

writings. The faith of Christ is not a thinff of jesterdav ; it is

the continuation and the culminating point of the dealings of

God with man which began in Abraham and were continued in

the prophets. So far is the faith of Christ from being merely a

mystery-religion—one in which the suggestive acts done were

everything—that it was from the first a religion of a book,
based on the promises of God, to be found in its main features
in the prophets. This is the secret of what ai)pear8 at first

sight to be Paul's immense self-confidence. It is the momentum
of the UT religion that carries him forward ; it is the system of

God's promises, of the prophetic declarations that he adminis-

ters, in a career that nothing can withstand. H the Apostle is

asked what is his principal doctrine, his answer is ready ;
he

came to Corinth determined '

to know nothing but Jesus Christ
and him crucified

'

(2-)
—to preach Jesus as the Me.ssiah, as all

the apostles did, but a Messiah crucified, who, by a supreme act
of love, gives Himself up for the salvation of men and now calls

on them to take advantage of the surrender made for them.
This is the way of salvation that Paul placed before the

Corinthians, knowing well that it had no philosophy to recom-
mend it, and that Jews must regard it with prompt aversion.

Ood, however, had chosen this way to save men, and it had
virtue in it

; the divine purpose was accomplished in it in spite
of every objection and of the absence of rhetoric on the part of

the preacher. No show of wisdom or ornament of words was
wanted when this weapon was employed. It was a power of

Ood, a miracle, and the use of it was promptly followed by
miraculous effects on the hearers

;
the Spirit at once came to

them, with His gifts.
Paul no doubt appeared to those who heard him at Corinth

as one of the company of those who at this time were bringing
Elastern religions to the West, and proclaiming not only a

Supreme Deity but a Deity of the second rank as well, a being
who had died and risen again. The Apostle's preaching, however,
was innnediately successful. Once separated from the numbing
influence of the synagogue, and placed on its own independent
basis, the church quickly realized itself and became conscious
of its powers. It numbered few persons of distinction ; but

among the few names preserved of the first believers are those
of people in good station. Aquila and PrisciUa are especially
to be mentioned ; Crispus had been a head of the syna-
gogue and was baptized by Paul's own hands (V*) along with
his family (Ac 18**), as also were Gaius, a prominent Christian

(Ro 16-3), and Stephanas, whose house was the firstfruits of

Achaia (1 Co 161B). Erastus, the town-chamberlain, may be
added (Ro 16-3). Most of the members were of the class of

shop-keepers and artisans, whose income varied from week to

week. Paul, it is true, says that more might be expected of

them financiall}' than of the brethren of Macedonia ('2 Co Sf.).

Most were Greeks, but there were also Jews among them, and
slaves too in their number. And, as the church was composed
of very different elements, it developed what appear to us to be

strange freaks of opinion and conduct. Of any settled constitu-

tion there is little trace. Baptism is into the name of Christ ;

any one apparently could administer it. The Lord's Supper,
as the Corinthians at first took it, was equally formless. It

resembled the common meal of a Greek club, each member
bringing; to it his own provisions. It is held, indeed, by C. F. G.
Heinrici i that the Greek club provided the form on which the
Greek churches were at first constituted, and it seems ver3'
natural that a body that was a revolt from the synagogue
should avail itself of the easy and flexible arrangements usual
in the country. Office-bearers do not appear in the Corinthian

Epistles. The nearest approach to them is in the case of

Stephanas and his household, whose services to the church are
held up by the Apostle as entitling them to consideration and
influence in it (1 Co 1615). The church is a pure democracj'
with the Apostle, its father, founder, planter, above it and con-

necting it in an informal way with other churches. When any
serious question arises, it is to him that they turn, there being
no constituted authority short of him. Every matter is brought
to him ; when absent, he is still watching them and informed
about them by many a chance comer or messenger, writing to

them and receiving letters from them. (For the occasion that
called forth the Second Epistle see § i8.)

15. Third missionary journey.—Paul remained
at Corinth for some time after the attack on him
before Gallio and then set sail for Syria, in the

company of Aquila and Priscilla ; we are not
told on what errand this journey was undertaken.

Ejihe.sus, where he landed, was the capital of that
Asia where he had fcnmerly desired to preach
(Ac 16®). Tliis time the desire was gratified, but

nothinfi is told us except that in the synagogue,
where he began his work, he was asked to return
and said he would do so. Of the furtlier journey
to Syria also little is heard. Jerusalem is not spoken
of, though it may be inferred from tlie phrase

' he
went up' (Ac 18^'^), nor is any object for going

1 Erkldrung der KorintherhrU/e, Berlin, 1880-87.
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there
;
and Codex D says at 19^ that he wisiied

to go to Jerusalem but was
specially prevented by

the Spirit from doing so. He landed ac Ciesarea
and stayed, after a visit to Jerusalem (if tiiere was
one), some time at Antioch, from whicli city he set

out, probably in sjiring, on the return

passing tlirtjugh the Galatian country ana I'lirygia,

n journey,

which are mentioned in a ditierent order from that
in ch. 16, where the same journey was made before.

He is also said (19') to have traversed 'the

upper regions
'

before arri\ing at Ephesus again.
The writer of Acts has not much information
aljout tliis journey ; there is room for the surmise
of tiiose wlio hold the N. Galatian theory, that it

may have included the second visit to the churches
of Galatia (Gal 4^^).

After Paul's return to Ephesus from the East he
went to the synagogue again and continued preach-
ing there for three montlis (.\c 19*). The accus-

tomed Jewish hostility was longer in breaking out
here tiian in other places, but break forth it did ;

' the way
' — tiie new plan of cultivating the

Gentiles without asking them to live as Jews—
aroused here al.so bitter animo.sity, which was ex-

pressed even to the heathen crowds in the street.

Paul therefore 'separated the disciples,' as he had
done at Corinth, and gave daily lectures in the
.school of Tyranims (Cod. D adds, 'from the fiftli

to the tenth hour,' i.e. after the hours of business).
The anecdotes of Ephesus which follow in Acts
need not detain us ; Paul claims (2 Co 12'^) that
the signs of an apostle are not wanting in his

ministry, and there is humour in the overthrow
of the heathen exorcists who try to use the name
of Christ as an instrument, and in the ruin of

Ephesian magic and the burning of the magical
books that takes place in the great stronghold of

magic in contact with the gospel (Ac 19^^'^").

When the soul-shaking experiences at Ephesus
took place, to which reference is made in both the
Corinthian Epistles, cannot be made out. Paul
'

fought with beasts at Ephesus
'

(1 Co 15^^). Were
this to be taken literallj', he could scarcely have
been alive afterwards to speak of it. In 2 Co P''^

he speaks of a situation in which he despaired of

life and was compelled to set his trust in God who
raises the dead. Acts contains nothing to justify
these phrases. In the story of the tumult about
the silver images of Diana (19-^^-) Paul is dis-

suaded by his friends, the Asiarchs, from going to

the theatre and facing the mob ; and the end of

1 Cor. is written in a calm atmosphere, and by one
who is able to determine his movements a long
way ahead. Timothy is to be sent back to him at

Ephesus. And the perilous passage of whicli he

speaks must have been behind him when he wrote
1 Cor., which was written at the same time as the

dispatch of Timothy, but was not carried by him,
for it gives instructions as to his reception.

16. New Judaizin^ opposition.
—The dispatch

of the first Epistle did not make an end of the

troubles in the Corinthian church, but the new
troubles were ditierent from the old. From
Ephestis Paul paid a second visit to Corinth

(2 Co 13"-), which did not end happily ; it was
followed by another letter, described in 2 Co
2 and 7, and said to have been written with tears.

Trouble sprang up for the Apostle at this period
in another part of his missionary field. It was a

trouble that was bound to come ; the false brethren,
of whom Paul speaks in connexion with the Jeru-

salem meeting, found their opportunity in the mixed
churches ; of these there were now more, and the

desire to make mischief in them had not ceased.

The Apostle now came to be confronted with

adversaries who were not Jews hut Christian

believers; but they believed in Christ as the

Messiah of the Jews, who had been a Jew, and
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thev wished tlie Law toc-ontinne in honour. They
desiieil the proniLses to be conlined to Abraham's

children, and one was not in tiieir eyes fully a

child of Abraham without ciruumcision and observ-

ance of the relij:ioas customs of the Jews; they
would not eat with tlentiles

; they required that

the Gentile who became a Christian should become
a Jew at the same time. Ou these terms the
Christian niis.sion would have been condemned,
like the Jewish mission which jirecedeil it, to per-

petual sterility. They went great lenj;ths in

their controversy ; at K)>liesus we read of their

denouncin}^ I'aul to the Cientiles, as if it were
better not to be a Christian at all than to be a
Christian on his terms.

In Ac 17*'- 18'^ we have the character repre-
sented to us tliat I'aul had in the eyes of the

Jews, in Ac '21'-' the character that he bore in the

eyes of the Jewish Christ ians a year or two later.

The persecutiim which he had to endure fiom the

Jewish Christians was as hard to bear as that of

the Jews, and has left a distinct trace on his

writinjis. They could not beat him or stone him,
but they liad access to his churches and could

jwison the minds of his converts against him and
could urge them to desert him. As a fact, they
dill belittle his authority, his work, his j)reaching—both the style and the substance of it—his

personal ap|)earance, his motives. They denied
Ids apostleship, which, it is true, rested on no
formal nomination by other apostles; they said

that he set himself up as an apostle and had no
right to do so. They did not directly controvert
his teaching, not even his Chri.stulogy, so nmch as

j)lace in competition with it their own simpler
doctrine, which had no Cross in it and called for

I)ra(tical obedience to an ancient system rather
than a mere faith and receptiveness.
This aversion to Paul must have been growing since the time

of his mission at Antioch, and it broke out in serious attempts
in two of his churches about the same time. A number of

indications combine to lead us to regard the Galatian and the
second Corinthian Epistles as written almost at the same time.
In both the collection is urged ; Gal C"- lo urges liberality to
Christian tea(;hers, but goes on to urge liberality to all

one's fellow-Christians. And, if Gal 41^ is to be taken in its

natural sense,
'
I preached to you the former time," i.e. on the

earlier of two occasions of his preaching to them, and not, as

Kirsopp Lake proposes,' on only one former occasion, then the

Epistle must come after the visit to Galatia of Ac 1823, and
belong to the residence at Ephesus. In both Epistles we hear
of

' another gospel
' which is preached by intruders ; in both

the two Covenants are contrasted with each other, one making
for freedom, the other (evidently that favoured by the intruders)
for servitude. Of the agents of this invasion the Corinthian
Epistle give* the clearer picture. The intruders at Corinth are
men who pride themselves, as Paul himself does, on their pure
.Jewish lineage ; yet they are good speakers to a Greek audience.
They belong therefore, it seems probable, like Paul himself, to
the Diaspora, and have laid themselves out, as he has, for a
mission to the Greeks. There is no reason to think that they
came from Jerusalem or were countenanced by the apostles
there. There is plenty of evidence that the .Jews of the liiaspora
were as iiarro.v and bigoted as those of Palestine, and the

Diaspora Christians could show on occasion the same character.

17. The Epistle to the Galatians.—The begin-
ning of the Epistle to the Galatians is austere.
I'aid's apostleship is impugned and he writes
him.self down in his opening words as apostle
by special divine arrangement, 'not of man nor

through man but by revelation of Jesus Christ.'
The writer then goes into a historical statement
to show hov»' independent he is of any human
authority. It was not man that instructed him,
but God that revealed His Son in him

; he kept
away from Jerusalem for three years after his
conversion ; neither the ajmstles nor the churches
of Juda-a were much concerned with him at that
time.* His vi.sit to Jerusalem after fourteen years

1 The Earlier Epistles of St. Paul, p. 2C.3 f.

2 A. liOisy suggests (L'Epilre aux Gulnles) that the three
years in Arabia were spent in preaching to the Arabs, and that
the mission was not successful ; we know nothing about that
]>Mri(Kl of his life.

(this must be dating from his conversion) made no
important change in his methods or his position.
He appeared there to plead for the freedom of the
tientile churches, anil his plea was successful. No
objection was made to Paul's doctrine when he
stated it, and no additional burden or observances
were imposed upon him. Each side recognized
the other as borne forward by (iod in its mi-ssion,
and the right hand of fellowship was exchanged
on the understaniling that the work should go
on as before, James, Peter, and John going to
the Jews, Paul to the Gentiles, with the link
between the two provinces of the Church, that
the Gentiles should do something for the poor at

Jerusalem, as the Diaspora had always sent gifts
to the Temple. Paul's independence of the older

apostles was also signally shown on the occasion of

Peter's visit to Antioch, when he withdrew from
the common meals where Jew and CJentile sat

together, not because he thought them wrong,
but in order to stand well with the people at Jeru-
salem. The speech which Paul says he addressed
to Peter before all the members at Antioch,
broadening out into a moving statement of his

own personal ground of hope, is very ditlicult if

we attempt connexion of each verse with that jire-

ceding it ; in this Epistle in general the expression
is far from adequate to the rushing fullness of

thought.
The Apostle reminds the Galatians that their Christian life

began with Christ crucified, whom Paul in his preaching held

up clear before them (3I). It was from that exhibition that the

Spirit came to them, and now they are on the point of turning
from the Spirit to the flesh, to trifling observances, to the

keeping of a code of laws, to seeking their salvation in them !

The Law had no power to give life
;

it was a constraint imposed
on sinful mankind until the day should come when the promise
should be given to those who believed. In baptism the
Galatians have '

put on Christ,' who has made them free from
the I^aw, made them God's children and heirs, placed them in a

region where the difference between Jew and Gentile disappears ;

and they are all one, the true seed of Abraham, in actual pos-
session of the promise made to them.
From a masterly appeal on the ground of the history of

religion the Apostle passes to a movmg personal appeal on the

ground of what he remembers of the Galatians and they of him.
How kind was their treatment of him at his first visit ! llow

they treated the illness which then overtook him (what it was
we know not), not with disgust, but with the most affectionate
solicitude to find something that would help him ! They cannot
feel for those who are now courting them as they did for him ;

they are aiming at nothing but a personal triumph ; he wishes
to win them wholly for Christ, that the form of Christ maybe
fully produced in them. Seeing that Christ has freed us for

freedom, what have the Galatians to do'/ No sununary of this

passage is possible ; it is a passionate outburst taking up one
feature after another of the situation and dealing with each in

trenchant words. It was scarcely true that circumcision obliged
one to keep the whole Law. Paul himself, it is true, had felt

the whole weight of the obligation. Nor was it quite true that
to be justified bi' the Law was to fall away from grace. The
Pauline Christian did look for the hope of righteousness, in the

spirit and from faith, without any thought of contributing to it

by any performance of his own. Freedom from the I^aw did
not imply, as opponents said, that a man might do anything he
liked. 'The Spirit must be the ruling principle in life

; the
individual has power to make it so, and then he will not feel

the pressure of the Law. With 6'! the Apostle begins to bring
the letter to a close. He contrasts the motives of their new
leaders, should they prove so, with his own. The new leaders will

be able to point to this person and to that and say,
' A Gentile,

circumcised, and he owes it to me !' Paul's boast is different.
He looks not to small personal triumphs, but to the groat world-

triumph of the Cross in which he too is taken up into his right
position. Looking to it, he forgets the great debate of circum-
cision, and thinks only of the new creation that the Cross has
brought. This is his canon, his great rule, enunciated thrice in

his Epistles—Gal 56 615, and 1 Co Tif*. Those who think thus
are to him the true Israel. The 'marks of the I^ord Jesus,' to

which Paul appeals in conclusion to guard himself against
further troubles, might be spoken of in analogy to the marks of

a god borne by his votaries, or of a master by his slave
; but

the plirase is intelligible without this.

18. Troubles at Corinth.—Of the Galatians we
hear no more in the NT, and what was the effect

of the letter to them we can only surmise. Paul's

thoughtsat Ephesus were in another direction. He
was proposing a journey to Mcacedonia and Greece,
then to Jerusalem, and then to Home, and was in

correspondence with Corinth on this subject (Ac
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192", 2 Co 1'"^-). He tlioiif,'lit now of tlie sea-route
to Greece, tlien of tlie land ; tlie Corintliians

tliouj;lit tliat lie olianged liis mind too easily. He
ultimately cho8e the northern route throu-h Mace-
donia; but something had to be done before he
could present himself. He had jiaid a visit to
Corinth whicii had turned out ver;. unpleasant for
him ; he had been grossly insulted or injured by a
member of the church there (2 Co 2*-i'). He could
not go to Corinth till the church m.ade some
expression of regret for the treatment which he
had suH'ered and had dealt with the ofl'ender. To
secure this, Titus was sent witli a letter which
Paul says lie wrote with tears. Can this refer to
1 Corinthians? It eviilently was not composed in
a tearful mood. Or can 2 Co 10-13 be meant? It
also is scarcely in such a key. It is the opinion of
most scholars that the letter written with tears is

lost. Titus was to present this letter and to return
to Paul with the account of its reception, so that
Paul migiit know with what confidence he could
present himself at Corinth, and he was to hurry on
the financial business as to the collection (2 Co 1^

To judge from 2 Cor., Paul set out for Greece
weighed down by anxiety about Corinth. Acts
gives a ditlerent impression, connecting the depar-
ture from Ephesus with the trade disturl)ances

engineered by Demetrius. Paul was face to face
with death at Ephesus, but some time earlier, in
fact before writing 1 Cor. ; and in the Demetrius
story Paul's life is not in danger. The story in
2 Coi-. places us on firm ground when it tells us
that his anxiety about Corinth was banished only
when he met Titus and received his favourable

report. The letter hatl been well received ; the
Corinthians were loyal (2 Co 7^''^). On this follows
the great burst of praise and exultation for the

triumi)lis of the gospel which God brings about
through him, and the alternation of mood from
humiliation and depression to the highest triumph
and joy returns again and again in the Epistle and
may be regarded as its characteristic movement.

The principal question that criticism has to consider about
2 Cor. is whether there are two Epistles in it, or three, or only
one. The theory now predominant in Britain is that chs. 10-13
are to be taken as an Epistle by itself which has lost its begin-
ninjr, and that chs. 1-9 are part of another Epistle, the end of
which is wanting. In Germany, the birthplace of this theory,
it is all but extinct, while in Britain some of the arg-uments by
which it was at first supported are no longer relied on. The
transition at 101 jg certainly abrupt, but there are in Paul other
such transitions which are not held to warrant the conclusion
that we are passing to a different work of the Apostle (cf. Ph 31).
The passage 6i-»-7i is also taken by many commentators to be
a late addition to the Epistle, but here too the reasons for
that opinion are in course of fading away ; the piece certainly
interrupts the sense of the passage, but the Apostle is likely to
have put it there himself ; a later hand would have been more
careful. The Epistle can be fairly well understood as it stands,
as Marcion read it, and as all the ancient authorities have it ;

there is no MS evidence whatever to the contrary. Thus read,
the Epistle opens on a theme which is pursued to the end, viz.
an approaching visit of the Apostle to Corinth. The questions
of his credentials and of the forthcoming collections having
been dealt with, Paul makes an attack upon the intruding
preachers who deal in another gospel than the true one, which
is his ; their claims are set formally over against his own

;
he

has been weak, but will now, though it is a foolish thing to do,
draw up the account on both sides. In point of pure Jewish
lineage he is on a level with them. Yet they give a better
address in Greek than he (11«), which shows where thev come
from. Their afflictions for the gospel are not to be compared
A-ith his, which he sets forth in full detail, ending with all the
cares that he has to bear for his various churches

; he feels with
every weak brother in them all

; his heart is set on fire with
every offence with which they meet. His visions and revelations
have been of a distinguished order; he has been carried to

paradise and has heard unspeakable words ; but along with this
he has had very painful experiences which keep him from
boasting of his spiritual distinctions—the thorn in the flesh, the
messenger of .Satan to buffet him, lost he should grow too great
in his own eyes. That he was not an epileptic is clearly shown
by A. Seeligmuller, War Paubis Epiteptiher ?, Leipzig, 1910
(see also Ramsay, The Teachiiicj of Pavl, p. 306 ff.). This ex-

jierience was the crowning exiiression of the conviction which
we find so often in his writings, that strength always comes to

him from a higher source out of his many humiliations and
deiiressions—

' When I am weak, then am I strong.' The Epistle
ends with words of hearty encouragement and affectionate

greeting, and the writer ai>pends the salutation, or it may be
called tlie benediction, invoking on his converts the grace or
kindness of Christ, the love of (iod, the communion of the Holj-
Spirit, which are the sum of all his teaching.

19. Epistle to the Philippians.—The Ejiistle to
the I'hilipjiians, though gcnerall}- treated as lielong-
ing to the cajttivity of Paul at Home, is tiiought
to have its place and time fi.xed by 1'^, where the
'

palace' {TrpaiTupiov) is taken to lie the barracks of
the imperial jira-torian guard at Rome, and by 4**,

where ' Ca'sar's household
'

is also taken to implj*
the neighbourhood of the imperial family. In

Lightfoot's commentary the arguments for these

j)ositions are fully stated. The great accumula-
tion of inscriptions in recent times has seriously
weakened these arguments ; any building is called

'praetorian' in which an oHicial might dwell even
for a short time, the term being applied even to

private houses ; or the term might designate the

persons connected with a court of justice, 'a

judicial authority with its assistants and subal-
t< rn-i.'

' Ca'sar's household,' again, was a term used
of any collection of .slaves of the emperor, and the.se

were to be found anywhere in the empire. Neither
term limits us at all to Rome. The Apostle often
suffered imprisonment, as he tells us in 2 Co H-^,
There are substantial reasons in the contents of the

Epistle why we should think of some other captivity
than that at Rome. To place it in the Roman
captivity would bring it close to the Colossian

Epistle, which deals in doctrine of quite a ditlerent

stamp. It has been suggested that the cajitivity
was at Ephesus, and the many journeys and mes-

sages spoken of would agree with this.

The Epistle to the Philippians is very affectionate and gentle,
and doctrine is introduced only for piirposes of edification.
It is called for by a simple incident : the Philippians have sent
Paul a present by the hands of Epaphroditus, who fell ill beside
Paul and was now sent back to his friends at Philippi (41s i'^f).
The first part of the Epistle is about Paul's position in his im-
prisonment. He is looking death in the face and taking the
view that it will at once unite him to Christ, not, as in 1 Th 4 or
1 Co 15, that the union with Christ will take place only at the
Parousia. He no doubt had a way of reconciling the two views
in his own mind (cf. 2 Co 5i-9). In the great Christological
passage, Ph 25ii, his view of the history of Christ's person
appears more clearly than anywhere else, and He seems to be
contrasted with other great spiritual beings, one of whom did
' think equality with God a thing to grasp at.' and who had
great names, which His great name, Jesus Christ Lord, given
Ilim by God after His earthly career, cast into the shade, there
are adversaries, both without the church, Jews, the thought of
whom leads the Apostle to restate his claims (oiH), and within
(317.21). The grateful acknowledgment of the Philippi.Tiis'
present concludes the Epistle : he does not need it ; he has
learned to be without wants, yet is thankful for it, as for former
attentions at Thessalonica and at Corinth (see also § 22).

There is no direct information as to the effect

produced by 2 Cor. ; in tiiat the Epistle is not

singular. Acts tells us (20-) that the journey there

spoken of through Maceilonia was accomplished,
and that Paul stayed three months in (Greece ; but

nothing is said of his thoughts or of his corre-

sjjondence. It passes over the time when, if all

indications do not deceive us, Paul wrote his great
Epistle to the Romans, without mentioning that

Epi-stle or that church, and goes on to tell of his

journey to the East.

20. Epistle to the Romans.—There is almost

complete historical certainty that Romans was
written, as we have it, during the three months'

stay in Greece mentioned in Ac 20'-. The critical

difhculties in the way are not very serious. They
are the omission of (v 'Poi/ht; in .some early ^ISS
at F- "

; the various conclusions ^^hi(h the piece
api>ears to have after 14-' and at the end of the
work ; and the alleged likelihood that ch. 16 was
addressed to Ephesus rather than to Rome. To
this may be added the disjointed arr.-ingoment of
certain chapters wliich look like old essays on this

and that topii', loosely put together.
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The omission of if "Pi1>im-o in eh. 1 was known to

Origen, and suggests that tlie Epistle existed early
in a form from which tlie geograiihical indications

had iKJcn removed, making the Epistle a general
one like Ephesians. As for tlie various conclusions,
there is a good deal of evidence that Marcion cut

out the la.st two diapters, and this procedure may
have led, in the transmission of the text, to the
insertion of the conclusion after W^. But 15 is

certainly continuous with 14, and contains nothing
that I'aul may not have written.

Ch. 16, which Kenan considers to have been
addressed to Ejihesus rather than to Rome, has
been ably defended, from a studj* of the names
that it contains, by Light foot and other Bible
scholars as possibly addressed to Rome. The whole

question of the integrity of the Epistle is thoroughly
discussed in the introduction of W. Sanday and
A. C. Headlam's great commentary on Romans^
(ICC, Edinburgh, 1902).

In Romans we find the Apostle writing to a church that he
hinis«l( had not founded ; in l*-*' and 152"-J-32 he describes his

position towards that church. He regards it as in his sphere
of missionary labour, has thought of it much, and haa often
wished to visit it, though he has been often prevented. Now
he sees a near prospect of carrying out his wish. He is on the

point of travelling to Jerusalem, to carry there what has been
collected for the poor saints. The Romans are to pray that he
may be delivered from the dangers which he clearly sees will

threaten him there ; and after that duty is discharged he will

coine with joy to profit by their sympathy, perhaps to do some-
thing for them. He is to go to Spain, and will see them on
the way. This explains to some extent the difference between
Romans and the Epistles that we already have had from him.
These were all to churches that he knew, and were occupied
with questions which arose in them, with advice, encourage-
ment, often with painful controversy. That controversy is now
l>ast, and he is not intimately acquainted with the domestic
matters of the Roman church. The discussions in this Epistle
are therefore impersonal and general ; he can discuss the
great matters which interest all Christians alike ; he is now at

liberty to do so. His tone is serene and open ; we gain the

impression that he has reached 'a season of calm weather,' that
he feels his position assured and can forget asperities and set
forth the truths of the gospel which he has attained through
many a struggle, as if there were no doubt about them now.
He wishes the Christians at Rome to understand clearly where
he stands, and we have the same arguments as in Gal. and Cor.,
varied with new arguments and with new quotations from the
Jewish books, and rising at times to great power and eloquence.
We have the same historical proof that God's new mode of

saving men is by faith, not by works ; the same definition of
the place of the Law in God's dealings with man, only that in
Romans we have the psychological proof of ch. 7, that the Law
does so act as to multiply transgressions, and does not act as a
schoolmaster for Christ. The brief statement in 1 Co 1522,

'

as
in Adam all died, so in Christ shall all be made alive,' swells in

Romans to a massive section, chs. 5 and 6 showing how much
more to be expected it is that grace and forgiveness should
increase than that sin and condemnation should ; and the action
of the Spirit in the inner Christian life, touched on in all the
earlier E])i8tles, is the main theme of Ro 8. The blessedness of
the Christian salvation is movingly set forth, both in ch. 6 and
in ch. 8, each of which forms the climax of a profound ascending
argument ; and the triumph of the Christian over all the unseen
powers which rule over this world and threaten to crush them
sums up all that the earlier letters contain as to those shadowy
foes of human welfare.
With ch. 9 the Ajjostle enters on a theme comparatively new,

how the unbelief of the Jews in the Christian gospel is to be
accounted for and reconciled with the divine promises. Various
solutions are propounded to this dark riddle, the obvious one
that the believing Gentiles are now to be regarded as the seed
of Abraham, whom God has preferred to the Jews, and the
harsh one that God is entitled to have mercy on whom He will,
as the potter has power over the clay. The Apostle's argument
is that the unbelief of Israel is brought alxjut by an act of God
and has a definite intention— viz. that, while the Jews thus
hold hack, the fullness of the Gentiles may enter. When this
has happened, then the salvation of Israel will take place. The
object of their being shut up into unbelief is that God may have
mercy on all, and the whole discussion closes with a great
doxoiogy to God for His unsearchable wisdom. Chs. 12-14 are
the practir-al working out of the principles stated in ch. 6, that
the Christian is not to continue in sin, but to yield his members
instruments of righteousness for sanctification. A fuller cata-

logjue of Christian duties is given than I'aul has hitherto

attempted ; the duty to the .State is not forgotten, nor the

proper limits to be placed on social enjoyment, while the rules
for the use of indifferent things and as to the regard to be paid
to the weak brother in one's attitude towards them, are to the
same effect as in 1 Co 8. The last chapters of Romans have
already been spoken of.

21. Arrest and imprisonment.—The rest of the

story of Paul, after the writing of Romans, is to
be found in Ac 20^-28. The plot on the part of
the Jews which made Paul alter the route of his

journey eastward was probably to have him assas-
.sinated on a vessel carrying pilgrims for Jerusalem,
or on another ship on which he was likely to travel.
The route through Macedonia avoided that danger ;

the party appear to have chartered a vessel for
themselves for the coasting voyage to Patara or

Myra. The narrative appears trustworthy for its

facts, to the end of the book. The speeches are

skilfully conceived for the various situations ; the
views of the writer appear in the repeated assertion
of the Apostle that his preaching the Resurrection
was the cause of his persecution by the Jews (23*

26"), which does not agree with 21". The Gentiles
who were his fellow-travellers no doubt wondered
to see him defray the considerable expense of a
sacrilice for the four men with a vow, which both
showed him now to be in easy circumstances and

proved him still a Jew in sjjite of all that he had
said against the Law, and minded to do more rather
than less than the Law required of the faithful

child of Abraham. The charitable mission which

brought him to Jerusalem is mentioned only once
in a late speech (24") ; it did nothing to placate
the Jews, as he had i)rayed that it might (Ro 15^') ;

they plotted again and again to kill him, and
forced him to regard the Roman magistrates with
whom he came in contact as his true defenders
and the powerful guarantee of the growth of the
infant religion. The account of the trials before
Felix and Festus is said by Mommsen to be, in

spite of editorial touches, quite in accordance with
Roman legal form, and he says that in this report
alone is a case of appeal to the emperor placed
before us in living reality. In the story of the

voyage and shipwreck the Apostle appears as a
skilled navigator and a man of sufficient courage
to continue to hope for himself in a desperate pre-
dicament, and to sustain the spirits of the whole

ship's company. When he reaches Italy, the
brethren are ready to welcome him, though we
hear nothing of the great Epistle of three years
before ; and the fact of his imprisonment is stated.

But, before the statement on this subject is con-

cluded, Paul's attitude towards the Jews, as it has
been repeatedly declared in Acts, is finally made
plain. Two interviews take place with the leading
Jews at Rome, the soldier to whom he was chained

standing by Paul's side ;
and the negotiations are

summed up by him in the words of Isaiah (6*"-), in

which the hardening and the rejection of Israel are

prophesied. The gospel is for the Gentiles ; they
will hear it. Acts concludes with the statement,
which may be implicitly believed, that Paul re-

mained two complete years in his own lodging or

inn, and that all had free access to him. The
editor sums up the subject of the preaching of this

period in his own way (cf. P 19« lifi^ What
happened at the end of these two years we are not
told. The persecution of Nero was in A.D. 64, and
Paul may have fallen a victim to it. Those who
ascribe to Paul some of the later and shorter

Epistles know what he was doing in this period,
and see him at a later time escaped from Rome and

carrying on a renewed missionary activity. It

.seems certain at least that the author of Acts
knew no sequel to the statement with which he
closes his book.

22. Genuineness of remaining Epistles.
—In the

silence of Acts as to the subsequent fortunes of

Paul we are left to gather what we can from the

rcTuaining Epistles which bear his name, viz.

Philippians, Colossians, Ephesians, Philemon,
1 and 2 Timothy, and Titus. But, before they can
be used as evidence, the preliminary question of

their genuineness has to be settled. It is outside
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the scope of this article to discuss in detail the
critical questions involved ; but it may be said in

fieneral that a place can be found in tlie known
life of the Apostle for the first four. They are all

Epistles of the Caj)tivity, and, while it is possible
to assign them to the Crt'sarean imprisonment,
duriny which Paul cannot be suj)posed to have
been altojjether idle with his pen, they may with

greater probability be referred to the two years'
imprisonment at Rome (Ac 28''"')- Of these,

Philippians and Philemon are all but universally
accepted ; Colossians by a considerable number ;

Ephesians by fewer. The Pastoral Epistles to

Timothy and Titus are in a dilierent category ;

they fall outside tlie period covered by Acts ; they
presuppose Paul's release from the Roman imprison-
ment, and, at least in their present form, are to

be regarded as having least claim to be the work
of the Apostle.'

23. Epistles of the Captivity.—The situation

implied in these Kjiistles is consistent with that
described in Ac 28*''-. Paul is a prisoner, but not

entirely cut off from intercourse with the outside
world. His friends have liberty of access to him ;

they can visit him ; they bring reports and carry
letters. Names already known to us from Acts
recur in the salutations (Aristarchus, who is a

'fellow-prisoner,' Luke, Mark, Timothy, Tychicus) ;

others are new (Jesus Justus, Demas, Onesinius).
Paul in prison has still the care of the churches ;

his authority is recognized even in places that he
has not visited.

(a) The Epistle to the Philippians is included in

the former part of this article (§ 19), where the
reasons are given for placing it in the earlier im-

prisonment at Cajsarea. The reasons, however, are
not conclusive. Granting that doctrinally Philip-

pians stands nearer to Romans than to Colossians,
it does not follow that the three Epistles stand to

each other in the same relative position as regards
date of composition. The circumstances of Colosse
were peculiar ; the heresy which made its appear-
ance there did not touch Philippi ; the two churches
were far apart, and the absence of doctrinal simi-

larity need occasion no difficulty. The references
in Ph 1'* 422 are most naturally understood of

Rome. Philippians is written in a tranquil spirit.
The Apostle is already reconciled to the irksome

interruption of his missionary activity and recog-
nizes that there are compensations (1''^"^*). He
has not given up hope of being released, but he is

prepared for death (1^"^*).

(b) Epistles to Philemon and Colossians.—The
Epistles to Philemon and to the Colossians are

very closely connected. The situation is the same ;

the greetings are from the same persons ; and the
two Epistles are linked together by the statement
in Col 4" that Onesimus, who is the subject of the
letter to Philemon, is being sent to Colosse in the

company of Tychicus, who is the bearer of the
Colossian Epistle.
Philemon is a charming little private letter to a

Christian at Colosse, pleading with him to receive

kindly his slave Onesimus, who, after running

away from his master, had in some way come under
Paul's influence at Rome and had embraced the
Christian faith. The Epistle contains no specific
statement of doctrine ; its value lies in the side-

light which it casts on the Apostle's personality
and the bearing of Christianity on the social con-
ditions of the time. Slavery is not condenmed ;

Onesimus is sent back to his master ; but the new
spirit of Christian brotherhood (v.'^j has already

' The Pauline authorship of the Ejiistle to the Hehrewa, dis-

puted from early times, is now for the most part abandoned,
it has been ascril)ed in turn to eaoh of the i,''roat fii;nres associ-
ated in Acts with I'aul or Timothy (He l;*'''-'), to Luke, Harnalms,
Silas, Apollos, and Priscilla ; but the truth of the question still

remains where Origen left it, as bein^' known to Ood alone.

gone far to change the relationship of master and

slave, and to prepare the way at least for a social

order in which slavery will be impossiI)le (v. "'').

As in Philippians, Paul expresses a hope that he
will be released (v.**).

The Epistle to the Colossians, like that to the

Romans, is addressed to a church that was not

founded by Paul, though individuals in it maj'
have owed their conversion U> him. He knows
the Colossian church only by report (1^), but he is

greatly interested in it ; he has friends with him
in his captivity belonging to that part of Asia, of

whom Epaphras is one (4'-) ; and he has friends

there to whom he can send greetings. He also

knows of the ciiurch at Laodicea, and has written
a letter to it wliich he wislies the Colossians to

read in exchange for the one he is sending to them.'
The occasion of his writing to the church at Colosse
is the appearance there of a new form of teach-

ing whicn Paul recognizes to be subversive of the

sovereignty of Christ and His sufficiency as

Saviour. It is not dehned, but seems to have been
of a semi-Gnostic character, having its roots in the

popular religionsof Phrygia, but exhibiting Jewish
elements also (2"- '^). At an earlier period Paul

appears to have had a presentiment of the danger
to which the churches in Asia were exposed from
this quarter (Ac 20"'^'), and recent report has con-

firmed his fears. The worst feature of the new
doctrine is the worship of the o-Toixf'i '''°^ K6crfj.oi',

best understood as cosmic angels, occupying the

position of intermediaries between the supreme
deity and humanity, and presented in a mystery.
Paul's way of dealmg with this heresj' is to exalt

Christ to the utmost, above all
'

thrones, dominions,

principalities and powers' (Col 1'"- 2'"''), as the
Head of creation, containing in Himself the whole
fullness of God and all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge, and as having by His Cross

brought a sufficient and universal reconciliation of

all things in heaven and in earth. To the mystery
into which the false teachers would initiate tln^

Colossian Christians by their philosophy and
ascetic practices Paul opposes the true mystery of

Christ (I-^'")> into union with whom they have
been brought, in whom they are already complete,
and by whom they are delivered from moral evil.

Throughout the Epistle characteristically Pauline
doctrine is repeated. Christ has made peace
through the blood of His Cross (1-° 2'*) ; Christians
are buried with Him in baptism, and also rise with

Him, and will appear with Him in glory (2'' 3'' *'•) ;

the true circumcision is that not made with hands

(2") ; and there is neither Greek nor Jew in Him
(3").

(c) Epistle to the Ephesians.
—"When the genu-

ineness of Colossians is accepted, it becomes
difficult not to accei)t that of the kindred Epistle
to the Ephesians. The two are connected by the

identity of much of the matter. The order of

presentation is not the same, but most of the

j)hrases used in Colossians are to be found also in

the other Epistle, and the phenomena of likeness

and difference can be accounted for on the supposi-
tion that the two Epistles were written about the

same time, when the Apostle's mind was full of

the same ideas. Ephesians does not, however,
reflect so clear a situation as Colossians ; there is

less to lay hold of ; and the name of Tychicus is

the only one mentioned alongside that of Paul. It

is certainly a difficulty that, in writing to a church
with which Paul had so long and so familiar inter-

course, there should be an entire absence of remi-

niscence and i)ersonal greetings, and that tiie whole

Epistle should be written in a numner so impersonal
and detached. The expression.*.,

'
I heard of your

1 The Laodicean letter has not been preserved ; the so-called
' ad Laodicenses

'

is a later forgery.
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faith' (1"), 'if ye liave heard of the dispensation

<,'iven unto me (3'), sound strange on tlie lips of

one who has spent such a long time at Ephesus.
This dilhculty is lessened if the supposition is

acce|)ted that Ephesians is a general Epistle in-

tended to l>e circulatetl among a number of ciiurclies

of which Ephesus was one—a supposition supported

by the omission of the words iv 'Ecf^jif) by the best

textual authorities. Was the Epistle to the

Laodiceans (Col 4'*) another copy of tiie same
letter? The theory of a circular letter does not

remove all the objections based on the style ; and
the referen< es to ' the lioly apostles ami piopliet.s'

(3*; of. 2-'") look like the 'water-marks of a later

age' (J. Motlatt, Introd. to Lit. ofXT, p. 386). Epli-

esians, unlike Colossians, does not directly conil>at

false teaching ; but stress is l:ud on the exaltation

of Christ and His superiority to all other spiritual

beings. The u'reat theme is the union in Christ of

Jew and (ientile (I-"- '2}*-" S^-'^).

24. The Pastoral Epistles.—While it is possible
to find a place for the Epistles of the Captivity
within the two years of the lloman imprisonment
(Ac 28^"), it is otherwise in the case of the Pastoral

Epistles. They form a closely connected group,
marked oil" from all the rest by ditlerences of

language, aim, and historical situation. It is im-

possible to believe that they were composed during
the time that Paul was writing the other Epistles ;

they must at least be later than all the rest, and,
if genuine, they presuppose Paul's release and

subsequent mi.ssionary activity. 1 Tim. implies
that Paul has been at Ephe.sus, where he has left

Timothy, liimself proceeding to Macedonia (P),
and he has hopes of returning to Ephesus [2>^* 4^*).

According to 2 Tim., Paul has been at Troas,
Corinth, and Miletus (4'^- ^). At present he is a

prisoner (I"- "*), and apparently at Rome (1'''). He
has made a 'first defence' (4^^). He has none of

his friends beside him save Luke (4"), though
others are associated witli him in .sending greetings
(4-^). Some have forsaken him (1^' 4"), others

liavebeen .sent by him on various missions (4'"- '^).

Timothy is urged to come to him before Avinter

and to bring Mark (49-
"•

21). The Epistle to

Titus implies that Paul has been in Crete and has
left Titus there to regulate church affairs. The
letter is carried apparently by Zenas and Apollos,
who are travelling to Crete and beyond (3'^) ; and
Paul asks Titus to meet him at Nicopolis, where
he intends to pass the winter, as soon as he can
.«end eitlier Artemas or Tychicus to relieve him.

Attempts have been made to fit these historical

notices into the known life of Paul, but unsuccess-

fully, and this quite ai)art from the difficulties

connected with the marked divergencies of lan-

guage and doctrine exhibited by the Pastorals as

compared w-ith the earlier Epistles. Accordingly,
the defenders of the Pauline authorship are obliged
to postulate for the Apostle a period of freedom
after the Roman imprisonment, during which he
visited Epliesus, Macedonia, Epirus, and Crete,
followed by a second iiuprisonmentand martyrdom.
The evidence for this, apart from that of the
Pastorals such as it is, is very scanty. Clement of

Rome, in a iiiglily rhetorical passage, after saying
that Paul suffered bonds seven times, says that,
'

having taught the whole world righteousness,
and having gone to the limit of the West {iwl rb

ripfxa TTJ^ Sijcrfws), and having borne witness before
rulers (naprvprjffat itri ribv riyovfj-ivuiv), thus was he
released from tlie world and went to the holy

place.'' The 'limit of the West' may mean either

Rome or Si)ain, according to the standpoint of tlie

speaker ;
but the way in which the arrival in the

West and the /jLaprvpia are connected with his

release from the world suggests one locality for all

1 Ep. ad Cor. 5.

three events, viz. Rome. The Muratorian Canon
speaks of Paul '

setting out from the city to Spain
'

;

but there is nowhere else any mention of sa( h a

journey, or any evidence that the hope expressed
in Ro 15-* was ever fulfilled. To the statements of

the romancing Arts of Peter and Paul no import-
ance can be attaclied.

25. The martyrdom of Paul.— It has been urged
that the abrupt ending of tlie book of Acts implies
that Paul was released at the end of the two years.
But, if that was the case, it is strange that the
writer did not, even in a few sentences, add what
wouhl have been a line climax for his book and
a strong apology for Ciiristianity in the Roman
empire, viz. Paul's triumi)li over his adversaries
in Rome. If Luke knew of Paul's further activity,
his silence remains a mystery. There is no reason
to believe that he me.ant to write a third book for

Theophilus.
The close of Paul's life, therefore, like its begin-

ning, is enveloped in obscurity. That he sull'ered

martyrdom at Rome there can be no doubt.
That it was by beheading, and tliat the place of

execution was tiiree miles outside the city on the
Ostian Way, is the consistent tradition of the

Roman Church. The date will lie between A.D. 64
and 67, most probably nearer the former than tiie

latter limit.
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PAULICIANS. —The Paulicians, of wliom
Gibbon .says that they shook tlie Ea.st and enlight-
ened the West,' were an anti-Catiiolie sect which

originated in the 7th cent. (pos.sibly earlier),

experienced many alternations of imperial favour

and ruthless persecution, remained intiuential till

tlie 12th cent., and is not Avithout descendants in

Eastern Eurojie to-day. Making its appearance
first on the eastern borders of the empire, and

having its natural home in Armenia, Mesopotamia,
andN. Syria, it spread, partly through propaganda
and partly through the transplantation of its

votaries, westwards through Asia Minor, then into

Eastern Europe to establish new centres in tiie

Balkan Peninsula. The specific opinions which
have been ascribed to it include a dualistic con-

ception of the government, if not of the origin, of

the world, an Adoptianist doctrine of the Person

of Christ, a vehement and stubborn rejection of

Mariolatry and tiie worship of saints and images,
a similar rejection of sacramental symbolism, and
a special emi)!)asis on adult baptism as the only
valid form. The basis of these opinions is found

in a concentration on Scripture as the sole and
sufficient authority to the exclusion of tradition

and the 'teaching of the Church.' In view of

these commonly accepted characteristics of Pau-

licianism, both its history and its tenets have

naturally been subjects of heated controversy. The
Paulicians have been celebrated uncritically as

early Protestants against
' Catholic

'

abuses, or they
have been condenmed unheard as deadly heretics.

A just and critical e.stimate will be arrived at only
when all such presuppositions have been laid aside,

and when to the Creek sources, on which alone

until lately historians have relied, have been
added the Armenian, and, further, when the

literary relations between the Greek sources have
been tlioroiighly sifted and established.

I. Sources.—It cannot be said that this task

has yet been accomplished, but it is plain that

consider<able caution must be used in handling
those sources from which most information as to

the early history of the sect has hitlierto been

drawn. These are Photius, in his four books

Af/"iiisf (hr. Manlrhn'ans, ami what purports to

be his contemporary, Petrus Siculus, History of
1 See Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, cli. liv.

the Manic/iceans. As to the first, C. Krumbacher'
notes that his work presents a problem not yet

fully solved. The second book of this work, in

which Manicha'an and Paulician doctrines are

controverted, does not correspond to what the clo.se

of the first book would lead us to e.xpect, and the

two parts of the first book it.self have no construc-

tive relation to one another (1-9, 10-27), while

they contain much repetition and not a little

mutual divergence. As to Petrus Siculus, who re-

produces the contents of Photius almost verbatim,
Mkrttschian has shown that he is dependent upon
Photius, and also that the personal narrative of a

sojourn in Tephrike, which provides a setting for

the argument, presents a tissue of improbabilities.
' Petrus Siculus' is, in fact, a tract against Pau-

licians, written at a time when they were already
active in Bulgaria, thrown into the form of a

pseudo-historical writing — a fact which is not

obscurely suggested in the opening words.^ But
Piiotius is not itself original, for it is pretty clear

that the document bearing the name of Petrus

Hegumenus, which was edited by Gieseler in 1849,

is not, as Gieseler supposed, a copy from Photius

or Siculus, but, as Mkrttschian has shown (p. 9f.),

the .source from which both Photius and Siculus

and also Georgius Monachus have drawn their

information. The situation was further com-

plicated, or possibly simplified, through the publica-
tion in 1896 of a document which is incorporated
in the MS of Georgius Monachus in the Library of

the Escorial, and probably represents the earliest

source of the material common to all the foregoing ;

it adds to the common material one important
paragraph, and also a fully tletailed method of

confuting the Paulicians which throws further

light upon their views. This document {Codex
Scoricdensis), with the valuable commentary of its

editor, J. Friedrich, must in future take the first

place among the Greek authorities.

The Armenian sources, with one possible e.\cep-

tion, proceed, as do the Greek, from hostile writers

who are more anxious to overwhelm their Paulician

opponents than to give an account either of their

opinions or of their history. The pos.sible excep-
tion is The Key of Truth, which was discovered by
F. C. Conybeare, translated from the Armenian,
and edited by him in 1898, with an exhaustive
introduction and valuable apjjendices.^
The Key of Truth, now preserved in the archives of the Holy

Synod at Etchmiadzin, was found in 1897 in the posses-sion of

a group of
' Paulician

' or ' new MaiiichEean
"

faniihes in the

Ru.isian Caucasus. It bears a subscription to the effect that it

was ' written
'

in 1782, meaning, according to Conybeare, that

it was copied then, the work itself being of much older date,

belonging indeed (apart from the catechism at the cud, which is

later) to the 10th cent., and probably incorporating material

that is considerably older still. It is a n.anual of 'Thondrakian'

or Paulician teaching and practice, mutilated unfortunately by
the removal of almost a quarter of its leaves, and these among
the most important, as they must have contained the Paulician

criticism of Catliolic doctrine and practice, and probably also an

exposition of Paulician ChrisU^Iogy. Conybeare, in his intro-

duction, exhibits
' the detailed agreement of The Key of I'nith

on the one hand with the Armenian writers of the tenth and

eleventh centuries, and on the other hand with the Greek

notii-es of an earlier date,' and he concludes that this is
'

proof

enough that in it we have recovered an early and authoritative

exposition of Paulician tenets '(p. xliv). It is no valid objec-

tion to this position (though one of Conybeare's critics has

called it
' the clearest sign

'

of a late date) that the writer shows
' entire dependence upon the New Testament both for his doc-

trines and for his representation of what he calls the liniversal

and Apostolic Chun-h." •* For it is plain from the Greek authori-

^ Gesch. der byzantlni.tchen Literatur, Munich, 1897, p. 76;

see also Friedrich, S.W^, 1896, p. 86 f., and Slkrttschian, Die

J'aiilicianer, p. 8. . .

- IleVpou XiKiKitoTOV icTTOpia . . . irpocroynoirotrfifia-a uK

Kpht TOi' 'ApvieTTiV'COTro*' Boi'.Xyapi'as.
i Important reviews in The Guardian, 12th Oct. 1698, p.

1591 f. (replies and rejoinders, ih., 19th Oct.. 20th Oct., 16lh Nov.,

pp 10;i7, 1070, lT9;i) ; The Critical Revietr, vui. [1898] 383 (bv

J. V. liartlet) ;
ThLZ xxv. [1900] 304 (by E. Preuschen) ; Theol.

Jahresbericht, xviii. [1899] 232.

4 The Guardian, 12th Oct. 1898, p. 1592.
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ties 1 that precisely this sole dependence on the NT was

recotrnized as a cliaracleristic of the raulicians. Convbeare

conjectures that the author may have been Siiibat(i.«. Sindbad)

Bai;ratuni, the founder of one of the Armenian dynasties and
one of the creative forces of the Paulician Church.

2. Doctrine.—The Greek authorities from Cod.

Scor. dowinvarils are practically unanii ions in

dassifyiiij,' the I'auliciaiis as '

Mauichu'an.s,' and the

description has generally been accepted hy his-

torians. It is, however, very doubtful whether
the cla-ssilicatiou is not at least misleading. Con-
troversialists of the 7th and following' centuries

were only too ready to use the term ' Manichican '

ijiiite uncritically as an opjirobrious liescription of

almost any .-.ect which ilevlated from orthoiloxy.
Photius, e.g., charges the Western Church ^vith

practical surrender to Maniclucism because of its

doctrine of the double procession of the Spirit, and
the Bulgarian bishop Clement on the same ground
charges the Westernsroundly with thesame heresy.

-

There is no doubt that the term was loosely applied
to cover various gradations of dualistic theory
ranging from a ilualism which is absolute and non-
Christian to that which is found within the NT
it«elf. And the Paulicians themselves neither
claimed nor admitted any connexion with Mani
and his teaching. On the contrary, it is plainly
stated in the Greek sources that they anathe-
matized Manes, and also ' Paul and John,' sons of

a Maniclucan woman, in whom the Greeks see the
founders of the sect. This is confirmed by Gregory
Magistros, the chief Armenian authority (in 27ie

Key of Truth, pp. 142, 147). The latest investi-

gators (Mkrttschian, Friedrich, Conybeare) are

disposed to set aside the elaborations of the charge
of ^Ian^ch;¥ism as the natural development of a
mistaken classification, and connect the Paulicians
with either the Marcionites (Mkrttschian) or the

Adoptianists (Conybeare), or with no well-marked
earlier form of heretical teaching (Friedrich).
The presence and importance of an Adoptianist

element in the Paulician system have been forcibly
maintained by Conybeare on the evidence of The

Key. But it does not depend on that alone. In
that part of Cod. Scor. which has not been excerpted
by the subsequent chroniclers (ed. Friedrich, xix.-

xxii.) the Paulician view of the Incarnation is

clearly indicated. According to Scor. xix., God
out of love to men commanded an angel to go
down to earth and be born of a woman, and on this

angel He bestowed the title of Son. The same
assertion is repeated and expanded in the instruc-
tions for controverting the heresy which follow.*

With this accords the leaching of The Key, where
the Baptism is definitely marked as the beginning
of the Sonship :

'

It was then he became chief of beings heavenly and earthly,
then he became the light of the world, . . . then he was filled

with the Godhead '

(p. 75).

Everything of importance that is authoritatively
reported by the Paulicians grows naturally out of

this Christology, the rejection of the worship of
the Virgin with the denial that she was deoroKoi

{Scor. vii. 15), the keeping of a feast of the

Baptism, followed by a forty days' fast, the insist-

ence on adult baptism as the only valid form of the
rite ('church and church ordinances they utterly
reject

—its baptism,' etc. [Aristaces, ap. Conybeare,
p. 140]), and the equating of the '

elect
'

with Christ

according to the formula of the Spanish Adoptian-
ists,

' Et ille Christus et nos Christi.' They were
further said to 'blaspheme both the Eucharist
and the Cross,' but it would appear that they gave
a spiritual interpretation to both, finding the

' E.g., Cod, Scor. ii. : /lij itiv tTipav pifikov tijk o(a>'oO>'

avaylV(^i^T<fiv et ^tj to tvayytKiov icat rbi' anocTToKov.
2 Photius, de S. Spir. Mi/stagogia(PG cii. 315); Clement, ed.

F. Miklosioh, p. 13, ap. Friedrich, p. 92.
8 Cod. Soot., ed. Friedrich, p. 76 : Ato. <t>i)f it eiri tow 'Okto/Siov

KaiVapot . . . yeviaOai jfopiri ^ a/xoi/3/; roiv vopuv Ka\ row
Tfkttrai 7-i)>' ti'ToAJji'Tbi' Xpiarov uibi" toC 6tov.

Eucharist in the words of Christ and the Cro.ss in

Christ Himself (Scor. viii. 1). This is con.sistent
with the general })rinciple that the function of
Christ was to save men by instructing them, while
the charge on which the Greek autiK)rities dwell
with horror, that the leaders of the Paulicians
otlered tlicmselves for adoration as Christs, prob-
ably arose from a misunderstood exaggeration of

the sanctity of the irvev/xaTiKoi as members of the

Body of Christ. They rejected the Catholic priest-
hooQ and hierarchy, and with special emphasis
image-worship and the monastic life. Their own
clergy were known as (jwiKbyjfxoi (cf. Ac 19-"), and
there was no distinction in dress or in habits
between them and the rest of the sect (Scor.

xiv.).
In all these matters they made their appeal

exclusively to Scripture, which they were in the
habit of describing as rd fvayyeXiov Kai 6 dwdaToXoi.

Interpreting tliis to refer to the Gospel of Luke
and the Epistles of Paul alone, Mkrttschian (taking
up a suggestion made by Gibi)on and by Neander)
linds in it a proof that the Paulicians derived from
the Marcionites. But Friedrich has shown

(pp.
93-98) that there is no good ground for so limitmg
the Paulician canon (though they probably' rejected
the Epistles of Peter ^ and the Acts of the Apostles),
and that Paulicianism has nothing in common
with Marcionism beyond a general emphasis on
dualism. With all these material divergences
from orthodox faith and practice, the I'aulicians

claimed to be the true Catholic Church,
'

holy,
universal and apostolic,' emphasizing therein the
internal quality against institutional continuity.-

3. History.—The earliest extant reference to the
Paulicians by name occurs in A.D. 719, when John
of Otzun, catholicos of Armenia, warns the ortho-

dox against mixing with the sect 'of obscene men
who are called Paulicians' (Conybeare, p. 152;

Mkrttschian, p. 62). The name itself is commonly
understood to point to some connexion, real or

alleged, between the sect and some Paul, who was
influential either in its founding or in its reforma-
tion. And this eponymous Paul has been variouslj-
identified with the apostle Paul (so pseudo-
Photius, PG cii. 109), with an unknown Paul,

belonging to Samosata, brother of John, who,
according to the first paragraph of Cod. Scor.,
learnt the Manicha?an heresy from his mother
Callinike, and propagated it in Armenia, and

finally with Paul of Samosata himself, as was
asserted by Gregory Magistros :

' Here then you see the Paulicians, who got their poison from
Paul of Samosata.'

The last is the filiation which has commended
itself to Conybeare (Key, p. cv). But the report
of the Paulician view itself given in Cod. Scor. ii.

is probably to be preferred to the theory advanced
in section i., viz. that the founder of the sect was
Constantine Silvanus.^ The form of the word
'Paulician,' as Mkrttschian has pointed out

(p. 63), indicates a name not claimed by the sect

but imposed upon them by their opponents, the
suflix -ic or -ik in Armenian having the force of a

depreciatory diminutive. It is probable that, in

the absence of any specific name, this was bestoM'ed

upon them either because of an assumed connexion
between their teaching and that of Paul of Samo-
sata or because, as Cud. Scor. infers, the name of

the apostle was constantly on their lips.'* The
same authority states definitely that they repudi-

1 On the question of the Paulician attitude to Peter there is

discrepancy between Cod. Scor. (ed. Friedrich, p. 78 : 6 aol t<J

Hiapw aTTOTpSiraiot IleVpos) and The Key (pp. 92, 93 ; cf. cxxx).
s fhe Key, pp. 73, 80, 87, etc. ; Greg. Mag., ap. Conybeare,

p. 147; cf. Nersea (c. 1160) (16. p. 155):
'

dicentes, Ecclesia non
est ilia, quae ab hominibus aedificata est, Bed nos tantum.'

3 Cod. Scor. ii.: tovtov ovv ^\ov<tiv ap\riyov tu>v SiSatrKoXioy avrutv,

ovXi TOv IlauAot'. 0VT0^]yap auTOit 7rap«'5u>*ce ra? atpeVet? ai'ToO.
* lb. XX. : o anoo'ToKo'; IlaOAos o** tiri oro/jiaTOf (^e'pet?.
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ated Paul, the son of Callinike, together with John
his brotlier and Manes (iii.).

This Constantino, for whom a probable date is

r. 640 (thon;,'h Friedrich, p. Ill, puts it two cen-

turies earlier), left no writings of his own, Imt

sought to concentrate attention on ' the gospel and
the apostle,' maintaining tliat men ought not to

read any other book whatever besides these {Cod.
Scor. ii. ). His propaganda met with success among
'the Armenians' {iO. i.), where the townshij) of

Phanarca-Episparis became the headquarters of

the sect. The (Jreek authorities record the names
of six leaders who succeeded him, each of whom
adopted the name of one of Ht. Paul's companions,
and also the names of the centres wiiere they es-

tablished churches (Cibossa, Mananalis, Arg.'i'um,

Mopsuestia, and Cynochorita^), to each of wiiich

they gave the name of a I'auline held of labour.
The outline which is given by the Escorial (h)cu-

ment may be supplemented from such later writers
as pseudo-Photius and Petrus Siculus. According
to these, Constantine Silvanus, after twenty-seven
years of leadership, was stoned to death by order
of an envoy sent by the emperor Constantine

Pogonatus (668-685). The like fate, however,
befell the persecutor, who, having been converted,
succeeded his victim in the leadership of the sect.

The sons of Paul, who followed, strove for the

succession, and one of them, Gegnesius, summoned
to Constantinople, was able to give an account
of his views that satisfied the patriarch. Under
Baanes the sect suH'ered through a lowering of the
moral standard, but it was restored under Sergius
Tychicus, whose labours, extending over thirty

years, qualified him to be regarded as the reformer
or even second founder of the Paulicians. Quota-
tions from his Epistles are found in Petrus Siculus.

'
I have run from East to West, and from North to South,

preaching the Gospel of Christ until my knees were weary
'

(p. 36).

The charge specially levelled against Sergius is

that of inordinate exaltation of himself, as ' the

porter, and the good shepherd and the leader of

the body of Christ, and the light of the house of

God,' to the point of identifying himself with the

Holy Spirit and ottering himself to be worshipped.
But even his opponents admitted the purity of liis

character and the sincerity of his beneficence {ib.

p. 44), and the charge, like others of a similar

character, may have grown out of a misunder-

standing of an emphasized doctrine of the Church
as the Body of Christ.

Probably under the influence of Sergius, the
Paulicians increased greatly in numbers and im-

portance. They were found chiefly among the

hardy mountain peoples of the Taurus, and, alike

as defenders of the empire and as objects of im-

Eerial
persecution, they showed the greatest stub-

ornness and courage. By one emperor (Constantine

Copronymus [741-775], himselfprobably a Paulician)
they were protected and invited to settle in Thrace ;

by Nicephorus (802-811) they were employed in

the protection of the empire on its eastern frontier ;

by Michael and Leo V. they were ruthlessly perse-
cuted. But the Paulicians were too numerous,
too warlike, and too well-organized to be dragooned
into orthodoxy. They resisted, revolted, and even
retaliated by raiding Asia Minor from their moun-
tain fastnesses. After twenty years of comparative
tranquillity they were exposed to still more violent

persecution under Theodora (842-857), which under
Basil developed into a war of extermination (see

Krumbacher, p. 1075). The Paulicians were driven
into tlie arms of the Saracens, and with some
assistance from tliem, under the leadership of an
able ruler Chrysocheir, they not only successfully
resisted the imperial forces, but forced them back
and pillaged Asia .Minor up to its western shores.

Their success, however, was shortlived. Chryso-
cheir was defeated and murdered ; his chief strong-
hold, Tephrike, was taken and destroyed ;

hi>

followers were decimated and dispersed.
Though their political organization thus came

to an end, the Paulicians continued to exist in

scattered communities in Armenia, in Asia Minor,
and especially in the Balkan Peninsula, to which
considerable bodies of them had been transplanted.
In Armenia they again experienced revival and

expansion under Siiibat (middle of 9th cent.), who,
according to Conybeare, may have been the author
of I'/u- Key of Truth. From tlie town of Tliondrak,
where he had his head(inarters, his followers

received the name of 'Tiiondrakians.' Another
branch from the same root is probably to be found
in the sect known as 'Atliingani' referred to bj-

Theophanes {Chronographia , 413), and yet another
in the ' Selikians.' The biographer of the patriarch
Methodius claims for him the credit of having
converted to ortliodoxy one Selix and his followers,
who held ' Manicha'an

'

opinions
—opinions which

in detail correspond with those charged against
the Paulicians in (Jud. Scor.^

A second deportation of Paulicians on a large
scale from Armenia to Thrace was carried o>it by
John Tzimiskes (970), and, while the Latin crusaders
found the sect in Syria in the 11th cent.. Lady
Mary Wortley Montagu found them in the neigh-
bourhood of Philippopolis in the 18tii. In Europe
they developed into or amalgamated with the

Bogomils (q.v.), and their views and influence were

propagated throughout the Middle Ages by various
anti-Catholic sects — e.g., Cathari, Albigense.'*

—
whose filiation with the Paulicians is probable,
tiiough difficult to trace. Their name, like

' Mani-
cha^an,' became in turn a generic description for

any of these movements which opposed the develop-
ments of Catholic hierarchy and doctrine. This
makes it impossible to decide whether tlie

'

Pope-
licani,' the

'

Piphles
'

of Flanders, or the ' Publicani
'

who were condemned and branded at Oxford in

1160 (because 'they detested Holy Baptism, the
Eucharist and marriage ')-' were directly descended
from the Paulicians or bore their name as a term
of reproach.
The Paulicians are best understood as a section

in that continuous stream of anti-Catholic and
anti-hierarchical thought and life which runs

parallel with the stream of ' orthodox
'

doctrine
and organization practically througliout the history
of the Church.^ Often dwindling and almost dis-

appearing in the obscurity of movements which
had no significance for historj', it swelled from
time to time to a volume and importance wiiich

compelled the attention even of unsympathetic
historians. The initial impulse of such reaction

and of successive renewals of its force was probably
practical rather than intellectual—an etlbrt after

a 'purer,' simpler, and more democratic form of

Christianity, one which appealed from tradition

and the ecclesiastics to Scripture and the Spirit.
Tlie Paulicians have the notes common to nearly
all the forms of this reaction—the appeal to Scrip-
ture, the criticism of Catholic clergy in their lives,

and of Catholic sacraments in the Catholic inter-

pretation of them, and the emphasis on the pneu-
matic character and functions of all believers. If

The Key of Truth be accepted as evidence of the

opinions held by the Paulicians in the Middle Ages,
they were Adoptianist in their Christology ; in-

1 PG cxl. 284
; see Friedrich, p. 82 ; Bonwetsch, FRKi xv.

53: 'die Selikianer . . . waren offenbar Paulicianer' ; Krum-
bacher, p. 987.

a Evans, Through Bosnia and Herze<jotiiia, pp. xxix and

xlvii, qn'^ting Radulphus de Coggeshall, Cfiron. Anglic. ; Evan-^

thinks that they were Boj;omils.
3 Krumbacher, p. 970: the Paulicians 'setzten einer verwell-

lichen Heichsorthodoxie ein echt apostolischcs Bibelchrist<>ntum

entgegen.
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Histed on three sacraments and three only, viz.

repentance, baptism, and the Hody and Blood of

Christ; declared infant Kiptism invalid, laying

great stress on the neces.-ity of following the ex-

ample of Cluist in being baptized at the age of

thirty: denied the perpetual virginity of Mary;
and rejected the doctrines of Purgatory and the

intercession of saints, and tlie use of pictures,
crosses, and incense. In the obscure and singular

teaching al»out the Eucharist whicli we tind in the

catediism (Conybeare, p. 1'24) there is probably an

underlying survival of the early (? primitive) con-

ception of the actual oneness of the C'liurch with

Christ, in consequence of wliiih the self-oH'ering of

the Church is the equivalent or the re-presentation
of the oHcring of Christ. They incurred the danger
to which all such movements are exposed in cutting
themselves oil' from creed and learning as well as

from tradition, laying themselves open to the in-

fection of non Chri-tian ideas in the atmosphere
aro\md them. The spread and the tenacity of the

I'auliciau system were due in the first place to

the racial characteristics of those who formed the
nucleus of its adherents, and, further, to elements
of simplicity in its teaching combined with direct-

ness in the moral demand which it made which
have always made a strong appeal to the popular
mind.
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PAUPERISM.—See Poverty.

PAWNEE.— Strictly speaking, the Pa-svnee
were not a single tribe but a confederacy of four
minor tribes, held togetlier by two forces : (1)
belief in a common cult, and (2) a governing
council in which all the minor tribes were officially

represented.
1. Name.—The term ' Pawnee '

belongs to the
nickname cla.ss. It is probably derived from
lioriki,

'

horn,' and referred to the manner in
wliicli tlie people adjusted the scalp-lock ; the
braid of hair was stillened with a mixture of paint
and fat so that it could be made to stand erect and
be curved like a horn.

2. Language.—The Pawnee language belongs to
the Caddoan linguistic stock, and the people call

themselves Charhiks-i-charhiJcs, 'men of men.'

3. History and organization.—The hrst recorded
meeting of the Pawnee with the white race was
during Coronado's expedition of 1541, when it was
joined by a native, who, it is now thought, w as prob-
ably a r.awnee. The Spaniards jestingly named
this man ' Turk.' It was he who induced the expedi-
tion to follow him out on the plains of W. Kansas
in a search for gold. At that time the Pawnee
were living in the vicinity of the river Platte in
the present State of Nebraska. They remained in

that region until 1876, when they ceded their right
of occupancy on the land to the United States
Government and moved to a reservation in the
northern |)art of the present State of Oklahoma.
Later, under the Severalty Act of 1887, every
Pawnee man, woman, and child was allotted an
inilividual portion of land within tlie reservation,

given a trust-patent, and made subject to the laws
of the State. At the present time, through the
influence of missionary work and changed environ-

ments, the ancient customs, vocations, and relig-
ious rites of the Pawnee are rapidly disappearing,
and they will soon be forgotten.
The minor tribes of the Pawnee confederacy

were organized similarly to the confederacy itself.

Each tribe was made up of a number of kinship
groups, or villages, each vill.age being otticially

represented in the tribal council. Each village had
its shrine and attendant rites in charge of a heredi-

tary keeper.
4. Cosmological beliefs

;
rites and ceremonies.—The Pawnee shared the common belief of the

Plains Indians of the United States concerning
nature and its relation to man, as well as the

general anthrojiomorphic view of the dual forces

of sky and earth (see PLAIX.S INDIAN.S). Among
the Pawnee the latter aspect was elaborated in a

peculiar manner and exercised a controlling inliu-

ence on their religious beliefs expies.sed in their

rites, vocations, and social organization.
The Skidi, one of the four minor tribes of the

Pawnee confederacy, seem to have held to their

ancient rites more tenaciously than the others, and
to have ottered greater resistance to the influence

of the white race ; we may use them, therefore, to

show an ancient Pawnee type.
The Skidi tribe was composed of thirteen villages,

each having its portable shrine ('bundle') with
ceremonies consisting of ritualistic movements,
recitations, and songs that referred to the sacred

symbolic articles within the shrine. The shrine,
it was believed, had been bestowed upon the village

by a particular star, M'hich gave its name to the

shrine and became the name of the village. If the

village received another name, it referred to some
incident connected with the shrine or was descrip-
tive of the place where the village was located.

The villages of the Skidi were placed in a certain

order : four villages formed a central group, as if

placed at the corners of a great square ; at the

western end of an imaginary line running through
the centre of the square was the village that had
the shrine of the star of the west, or evening star ;

at the opposite end of this imaginary line was the

village that had the shrine of the star of the east,

or morning star. Round the six villages thus

grouped were placed the other seven villages of

the Skidi, each one in a position corresponding to

that occupied by the star that gave the shrine to

the village ; consequently, to the Skidi their

villages on the earth reflected the picture of their

stars in the heavens.
The order and the teachings of the ceremonies

connected with these shrines predicate a duality
throughout nature. The heavens were divided ;

the east was regarded as male, the west as female,
and the stars partook of the sex attributed to the

region where they were. Again, the stars of the

six leading villages were in pairs ; the masculine
star at the north-east corner of the great central

square was mate to the feminine star at the south-

west corner ; the masculine star at the south-east

corner was mate to the feminine star at the north-

west corner ; the feminine evening star, in the

west, was the mysterious mate of the masculine

morning star, in the east. Detailed explanation of

this singular interlacing of the parts of the heavens
and the influence thus exerted upon tribal welfare
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is not necessary here. Sjieaking generally, the
shrines and ceremonies of the four central villages

pertained to tribal vocations—hunting, planting,
harvesting, the installation of war-leaders, the

conferring of honours on warriors. The shrine
and ceremonies of tiie evening star and the shrine
of the morning star had notliing to do with secular

att'airs, unless tlie peoj)le fell into sudden .and dire

distress ; they dealt witli cosmic forces, with man's

dependence upon the supernatural for life, food,
and happiness.

Tiie ceremonies of the various shrines took place
in a yearly sequence and followed a definite order,
with certain changes, so that a full circuit was
made every four years. The general movement of

the yearly sequence was from west to east. The
ceremonies of the shrine of the star of the west

always led, and a part of this rite was repeated so

as to form tlie opening of all tiie other ceremonies,
making them, as was explained, branches of tliat

shrine. The rites of the shrine of the star of the
west were long and elaborate ; in them was re-

counted the advent of the human race, together
with the assignment of vocations ; to the man
belonged the duty of being the provider and the

protector of the family ; to the woman was shown
a vision of a garden, where life-giving plants grew— ' the corn was there

'—this vision and its song-

forecasting the woman's duty to be the conserver of

the life of the family. To this teaching of the

obligations laid upon the sexes was added the in-

auguration of rites by which the people were to be

continually reminded of their deijendence upon
Tirawa.
The time for the beginning of the yearly sequence

of ceremonies was determined by a natuial phenom-
enon. As soon as the sound of rolling thunder
M'as heard after the 'silent sleep of winter,' the

keepers of the shrines of the different villages
rushed to the keeper of the shrine of the star of

the Avest to tell him that the people were alert and

ready to respond to the summons of Tirawa and to

begin their ceremonial appeal to that power for

protection and for the gifts of life. The rites

began with the ceremonies of the shrine of the star

of the west, and culminated in the ceremonies of

the shrine of the star of the east, which included a
human sacrifice, typifying the conjunction of the

west and the east, the above and the below, thus

ensuring the productivity and the perpetuation of

all forms of life.

This ceremony affords the only instance of human
sacrifice among the native tribes living within the
limits of the United States. It bears a resem-

blance, in some of its details, to the sacrificial rites

of the Aztecs, and it may be a trace of a former
influence exercised upon fihe Pawnee when living
in their earlier, southern home.
The victim was a captive. After being set apart for sacrifice,

she was well fed and cared for, given a name, meani?;g
'

belong-
ing to the morning star,' and treated as sacred. Her fate was
kept secret from her. At the ceremony she was led to a sort
of short ladder and, while her feet rested on a rung, her ankles
were tied to the upright posts by consecrated thongs, and her
arms extended above her head and tied at the wrists to the posts
in the same manner as her ankles. At the appointed time a priest
shot the fatal arrow and the heart was cut out of the body and
burned. All weapons and implements were passed through the

consecrating smoke, and the ashes strewn on the fields. Thus
were success and abundance secured to the people and the con-
servation of life everywhere.

If the other tribes of the Pawnee confederacy
ever practised this rite, it had been lost as the
tribes moved northward and came under other in-

fluences. The Chaui, one of the four Pawnee
tribes, protested against its practice, but without
avail.

In 1817 a Comanche girl was taken captive by the Skidi and
dedicated to the morning star. A young (,'haui warrior, named
Pitalesharu, conceived the daring plan of rescuing the victim.

He daslied into the midst of the assembled throng, cut the con-

secrated thongs from the hands and feet of the girl, mounted
with her on his fleet horse, rode to where another horse was
awaiting him, and hurried with her to her father's tribe. The
Skidi were dumbfounded by the act ; but, when Pitalesharu
returned to his ho'ue soon after, no one challenged his deed.

The recounting of this brave action led to other

attempts at rescue, not all of which were success-

ful, but the rite has been obsolete for over eighty
years.
The Pawnee sequence of ceremonies reveals how

the native mind tried to explain to itself the
means necessary to the perpetuation of living forms
and man's duty in assuring tiieir stability. The
modern mind has become so accustomed to regard
all phenomena as controlled by natural laws that
the Pawnee explanation seems far-fetched and in-

conclusive. A thoughtful study of these ceremonies
shows the working of the native mind, and opens
up a broad vista in the mental history of the
human race, revealing how abstract ideas struggled
for expression through symbolism, and that among
these efforts was the per.sonification of those un-
seen forces that are ever bringing about new life

and growth, with its incident changes. Our own
and all other languages bear witness to this early
form of expression. Following similar lines, a

supposed truth was promulgated and taught
througli its dramatization. The realistic Pawnee
drama representing the joining of the two jiotent
forces supposed to be dominant in the west and in

the east should not conceal from us the earnest and
even reverent teaching, hidden beneath the re-

pellent act of human sacrifice, that man cannot be

exempt from co-operating with the order estab-

lished for tlie benefit of all the people by Tirawa.
The Pawnee shared with other tribes living w ith-

in the drainage of the Mississippi River in the
observance of a religious and intertribal ceremony
having for its purpose the establishment of peace-
ful relations between unrelated groups of people.

Fragments of objects belonging to this ceremony
have been found in the caves of Kentucky and in

ancient burial sites, bearing witness to the anti-

quity of the rite and to its observance over a wide
area and among tribes belonging to difiereut lin-

guistic stocks. J. Marquette witnessed the cere-

mony among an Algonquian tribe, and, when
about to descend the Mississippi in l(i7:2, he was

given one of the peculiarly decorated pipes belong-

ing to this rite by a frieudlj' tribe, and the reverent

respect shown this sacred object enabled him to

journey in safety down the unknown river.

During the latter part of last century the present
writer was fortunate enough to secure a complete
version of this rite from an old priest of the Chaui
tribe of the Pawnee confederacy, which has been

published under the title 'The Hako.' The cere-

mony, being intertribal, was not the exclusive

property of any one tribe. The writer has Avit-

nessed it among four tribes, not all of one linguistic
stock. Its ritualistic songs and teaching are of a

high order and touch the most ailvanced thought
of the native race.

The rites of the Pawnee are replete with symbol-
ism and contain much that is poetic in character

and ethical in teaching. Quite distinct from these

rites were the practices of the secret societies,

which were concerned with occult powers, charms,
and devices to work one's will on others. Some of

these societies were nottd lor their skill in tricks

by sleight of hand, performed ai)parently without

any meiins for concealment.

5. Medicine.—The Pawnee were noted for their

successful treatment of wounds ; instances of their

skill have been recorded by various travellers

w hen passing through their country. Disease was

frequently treated by herbs and otlier simide

remedies,' although the appeal to occult powers
was not uncommon.
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6. Ethics. -Tlie general ethics of the Pawnee

are those common to tlie other tribes of the Plains.

Hospitality wa-^ enjoined as something never to

1^ avoi.lel Literal truthfulnes.s was inculcated

and was very generally observed. Honesty was

demanded and practised.
Murder was severely

punisiied. The duty of the chiefs was to preserve

social order, adjust grievances, ettect restitutions

if property was disturbed, and secure tranquillity

within the tribe. A family was accountable for

the action of any of it> members, and had to pay
the penalty of wrongdoing and defend in case of

attack. A sense of justice was observable in the

tribal government and family life. Warfare was

regulated according to tribal custom, and honours

were won only through personal bravery ; the men

were apt to light to the linisli and not ask or give

quarter. They were capable
of friendship and

generosity and practised both, but they were high-

spirited and brooked no insult. The Pawnee have

never been at war with the United States, and have

faithfully and courageously served the United

States army as scouts during periods of Indian

hostilities.

LiTKRATiRK.—J. B. Dunbar, 'The Pawnee Indians," Mag. of

Auxer. lli.it. iv. and v. [lS6(i] ; G. B. Grinnell, Paimee Hero

Stories and FolkTaleg, London, 1893; G. A. Dorsey, 'Tradi-

tions of the Skidi Pawnee,' Mem. Amer. Folk-lure Soc. viii.

[IfKH], Patmee ili/thnlo<jy, Washin<,'ton, 19l>0 ; G. P. Winship,
•The Coronado Expedition,' U. I:BE\V [189(1), pi. i. p. 3.',0ff ;
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Alice C. Fletcher.
PEACE.—In proclaiming peace as the highest

good and as an actual present possibility for man,
the gospel at once transcends the limits of ancient

thought and fultils the visions of the OT. For

that wliich is a dream, a promise, an asi)iiation in

the OT is a gift and actual posses.sion in the

religion of the NT. The ancients indulged in

sentimental dreams of an age of universal peace, a

pacattis orbis, which seemed to be brought within

reach by the establishment of the empire. The
Pax Romana wa<? not, indeed, merely a dream of

enthusiasts. It represented an ideal ; it was an

element in the settled policy of the imperial

government, and it became a factor in the exten-

sion of Christianity. The prophets of Israel,

a<'ain, had spoken of peace as a characteristic

bfes.sing of the Messianic age ;
but it was the

"ospel that first set peace before men as a blessing
".) be 'sought and ensued' (1 P 3" = Ps 34>a and

made the peaceful temper an essential feature in

the Christlike character (Mt 5», Mk 9**). The
'

blessing of peace' is implied in the very name of

the city,
'new Jerusalem,' the establishment of

which IS the end of the ways of God :

' Nam et ipsius civitatis [Dei] mysticum nomen, id est Hieru-

saleni, . . . visio pacis interpretatur
'

(Aug. ile Civ. Dei,

xix. 11).

The work wrought by Christ for man's redemp-
tion is summed up in the single phra.se,

' He is our

peace' (Eph -2'*); His gospel was a 'gospel of

peace' (Eph 6") ; His parting gift to His disciples
was peace (.Jn 14"); the God whom He revealed

bears in the NT the characteristic title
' the God

of peace' (Ro 15=^ etc.). The ultimate blessing
whicli Christianity jiromisos is ])eace (He 4*).^

I, The nature of the peace proclaimed and

promised by Christ.— (1) This neace is hound up
ii-ith JrsNS Christ and with tne issues of His

redemptive work (Jn 16*^). It is the outcome of

all that He wrought and suffered for man's .salva-

tion ; it is bound up with the mystery of His

passion and with the glory that followed. The

peace of the Christian arises from the conscions-

1 Aquinas, Summa, n. i. qu. c. art. 5. ad 2 :

' Inter omnia
futura heneficia . . . praecipuuni et finale erat quies mentis in

Deo, vel in praesenti per gratiam, vel in futiiro per gloriam ;

quae etiam fi^rurabatur per observantiani sabbati.'

ness that Christ has won a victory over the world

and over all that mars or hinders the spiritual

well-being of man (Ko 5').

(2) This peace is also the gift of God (Ro 15",

2 Th 3") and is attainable in this life (' in via,' a-s

Aquinas says). We must, however, distinguish

between that perfect peace which consists in the

unhindered fruition of the chief good—the vision

of God hereafter—and that imperfect state of peace
which is possible in this life, i.e. a relative freedom

from outward hindrances and disturbances — a

relative freedom from the importunity of conflict-

ing impulses and desires. In any case, however,

the statement of Aquinas is true :

'Sine gratia gratum faciente non potest esse vera pax'

(Summa, li. ii. qu. xxix. art. 3).^

(3) Peace regarded as a personal endowment, a

blessing^
vouchsafed to the individual soul, implies

a condition of inward wholeness, soundness, or

well-being
^ which depends upon the acceptance of

the gospel, regarded as a law of life and an

explanation of the universe. A petition in the

Liturgy of St. James implies that peace is synony-
mous with salvation :

KvpCov SertBCiJifv (1-". E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and

Westeryi, Oxford, 1896, p. 36).

This blessing of peace includes such elements as

the following : (nr) freedom from personal anxiety,

care, and foreboding in respect of the future. The
truth of the nearness and providence of God wa.^

.set by Jesus in the very forefront of His message

(Mt 6"-^, Lk 1222-32 . cf, ph 4», 1 P 5'). In Christ the

love of God was made manifest, His discriminating

tenderness and watchful care for the individual.

His power to control or overrule all things in

furtherance of His purpose of grace (Ro 8^'-'. ssj

Care is, indeed, represented by Christ as one of

the great enemies of the soul, as a conspicuous sign

of faithlessness, and even a cause of ruin to the

soul (cf. A. HaiTiack, What is Christianity ?, Eng.

tr.3, 1904, p. 87 f.). (i) Deliverance from perplexity
of mind—intellectual repose, the temper which St.

Paul describes by the phrase
'

peace in believing
'

(Ro 15'*). In the light of the cross and the empty
tomb of Christ the enigmas of life no longer seem

insoluble, the anomalies no longer inexplicable.
Christ's victory over sin and death, and the exalta-

tion of human nature in Him to the throne of God,
are a pledge that the promised destiny of man will

ultimately be fulfilled (He 29-i«) ; the sorrows of

humanity are not vain and purposeless; the

apparent victory of evil and the failure of good
causes are not final and irreversible. There is hope
of redemption for the creation which '

groans and

travails in pain together until now '

(Ro %'^^- ; cf.

B. F. Westcott, Christus Comummator, London,

1886, no. ii.). (c) The satisfaction of afiection.

In every age the changes and chances of human
life and the instability of human affection drive

man to echo Augustine's cry :

'Inquietum est cor nostrum, donee requiescat inte' (Con/.

'

Peace,' savs Aquinas,
'

implies two things : first, that we
should not be" disturbed by external things ; second, that our

desires should find rest in One '

{Summa, \\. i. qu. Ixx. art. 3).

For peace is the perfection of joy, and the

supreme joy is the fruition of God. It is in this

respect that the Christian conception of peace
stands farthest removed from the '

tranquillity 'com-

mended by the Stoic. F'or peace implies, not the

mere negative absence of disturbing desires and

passions nor even merely the masterful control of

them, but chiefly the riglit direction of them. The
Stoic ideal was drapa^ia or dTrd^eia, a soul emptied

1 Ct. Hor. Ep. I. xviii. ill f. :

' Sed satis est orare Joveni, quae donat et aufert :

Det vitara, det opes, aequuni mi animum ipse parabo.'

3 See the Lexicons, s.v. oVe'.
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of passion and desire.' The Christian peace is a

positive principle ;
it is the effect and reward of a

love whicl) lias found its only true and enduring

object, and has so ' overcome all inner unrest
'

(cf.

Gal 5") because it rests in God. So Augustine
bears witness :

'Sero te amavi, pulchritudo tarn antiqua et tani nova ! sero

te amavi ! . . . Guslavi, et esurio, et aitio. Tetigisli me, et

exarsi in pacem tiiam. Cum inhacBero tibi ex omni nie,

nusquam erit niihi dolor et labor ; et viva erit vita iiiea, tota

plena te' (Conf. x. 27 f.).

(d) Tlie restfulness of a surrendered will. Tiie

misery of the lieatlien world was largely the con-

sequence of that aindessness which tlie Bible calls

'vanitj'.' The Gentiles walked iv fj.aTatdTT]Ti toO

vobs avTuv (Eph 4")—no faculty being directed

aright, no unifying principle controlling the life of

thought, action, or desire. We may contrast this

restless state of mind with that which Dante de-

scribes :

'

Frate, la nostra volonti quieta
Virtii di caritA,, che fa volerne
Sol quel ch'avemo, e d'altro non ci asseta.

E la sua volontate fc nostra pace ;

Ella 6 quel mare al qual tutto si move
Ci6 ch'ella orea, e che natura face

'

(Parad. iii. 70-72, 85-87).

In the same spirit Irenaius had written :
'

Subjectio
Dei requietio est aeterna' (Hcer. iv. xxxix. 4) ;

and
T. Wilson's book, Maxims of Piety and Morality
(Oxford, 1870), opens with the words ' In Deo

quies'(cf. maxim 615). (e) The chief ingredient,

however, in that '

peace with God '

(Ro 5') which
is also the '

peace of God '

is a quiet conscience—
pardoned, cleansed, and reconciled to God. When
the complaint,

' There is no rest in my bones by
reason of my sin' (Vs 38^), yields to the certainty
of forgiveness through the blood of Christ (Eph 1',

1 Jn 1^), the soul is at peace and ' turns again
'

to

its rest (cf. Jerome, on Ps 116).

The peace, then, that the gospel promises is a

blessing which Christ has won tiirough His suffer-

ings and Himself imparts to man. It is the fruit

of redemption. It is synonymous with the

Kingdom of Heaven within us. So Augustine
says of the peacemakers :

'
Pacifici autem in semetipsis sunt, qui omnes animi sui motus

componentes et subjicientes rationi, id est menti et spiritui,

carnalesque concupiscentias habentes edomitas, fiunt regnum
Dei

'

(de Serm. Dom. in inonte, i. 2 (9)).

Peace is no negative absence of disturbance.
Rather '

it is the highest and most strenuous action of the

soul, but an entirely harmonious action, in which all our

powers and affections are blended in a beautiful proportion,
and sustain and perfect one another. It is more than silence

after storms. It is as the concord of all melodious sounds. . . .

It is a conscious harmony with God and the creation [cf.

.Job 523f.], an alliance of love with all beings, a sympathy with

all that is pure and happy, a surrender of every separate will

and interest, a participation of the spirit and life of the

universe, an entire concord of purpose with its Infinite Original.

This is peace, and the true happiness of man '

(\V. E. Channing,
' Remarks on the Character and Writings of F6neIon,' in Works,

London, 1884, p. 410f.).

Further,
' the fruit of the Spirit is . . . peace

'

(Gal 5^^). It follows that peace in the heart of the

individual Christian issues directly in peacefulness
of temper—that habit of self-restraint which is the

safeguard of peace between a man and his neigh-
fjour. This peaceful temper is in fact enjoined as

a duty (Mk 9^\ Ko W\ Ph 2^\ 2 Ti 2^2, He 12'^).

It is the spirit of love working for the well-being
of the community—reconciling opposites, inspiring
forbearance, making due allowance for inevitable

contrarieties of temperament and conflicts of

1 Cf. Cic. Tusc. QtuxHt. iv. 17 :

'

Ergo is, quisquis est, qui
moderatione et constantia quietus animo est, sibique ipse

lilacatus, ut ncc tabescat molestiis, nee frangatur timore, nee

sitienter quid expelens ardeat desiderio, nee alacritate futili

gestiens deliqucscat, is est sapiens, quern quaerimus, is est

beatus . . . His [perturbalionibus] vacuus animus perfecte

atque absolute beatus eflicit.' Ct. Aquinas, Swnma, II. i. qu.
V. art. 2, ad 3 ;

' Nulli beato deest aliquod bonum desider-

andum, cum habeat ipsum bonum infinitum, quod est bonum
omnia boni.'

opinion,' overcoming evil with good. The teaching
of our Lord Himself and of St. Paul (Ho 12"*) implies
that other virtues besides those of peace find a

scope in the life of any human community. There
are occasions when conflict and resistance to evil

are inevitable, not only in international relation-

ships, but also in ordinary social intercourse and
even in matters of faith and religion. The peace-
ful temper, however, is that which is ever on the

watcji against the personal or national vanities and

jealousies which endanger peace ; against the

spirit of faction (ipidda), inordinate notions of

personal importance, the implacable temper, the

absence of the sense of humour and of the sense of

proportion, which usually engender and perpetuate
strife (see Gal rr^-'\ Ph 2"-\ Eph 43"-, Col 3'3-'\

Ja4'). And in the seventh Beatitude (Mto'^) our

Lord pronounces a benediction on the self-restraint

which makes for peace. Cf. Bernard, Serm. de

Divers, xvi. 3(0pera, i. 2350 D) :

'

Quia sociale animal sumus, ex his quae in nobis sunt, ad ea

quae circ^ nos sunt transeamus ; ut, si fieri potest, quod ex

nobis est, pacem habeamus cum omnibus hominibus. Haec
enim est lex naturalis societatis, ut omnia quaecumque nobis

fieri noluums, aliis non faciamus. . . . Sicut ergo debemus
sanitatem corpori, puritatem cordi; sic et fratri pacem.'

2. Peace between nations. — This is not tlie

place for any discussion of the princiiiles involved

in the Christian sanction of war (see J. P.. Mozley,
Univ. Sermons, London, 1876, no. 5

;
J. Martineau,

National Duties, do. 1903, serm. 5 and 6) ;
but we

may usefully recall the observation of Augustine
that, even when they wage war, men are aiming
at peace (de Civ. Dei, xix. 12), and, while war
itself in the modern world has been more and more

completely brought under the control of inter-

national law, it has also yielded in a measure to

the practice of arbitration. In this
region

also

tlie Christian spirit is a force that makes for inter-

national unity and concord.
' We can check in ourselves and in others every temper which

makes for war, all ungenerous judgments, all presumptuous
claims, all promptings of self-assertion, the noxious growths of

isolation and arrogance and passion
'

(Westcott on '

Inter-

national Concord,' in Lessons from Work, p. 338
;
cf. Church,

The Message of Peace, p. 21 f.).

See, further, artt. ARBITRATION, War.
Literature.—Augustine, de Civ. Dei, xix. 11-13 ; Aquinas,

Summa, u. ii. qu. xxix. ; John Smith, Select Discourses,

London, 1660, ch. vi., 'The Excellency and Nobleness of True

Religion,' pp. 412-423; H. P. Liddon, Easter in St. J'auVs.do.

1SS5, ii. Iff.; R. W. Church, The Message of Peace, do. 1895,

serm. i.. Cathedral and University Sermons, do. 1892, serm. xi. ;

Phillips Brooks, The Law of Groivth, do. 1902, serm. xiii. ;

B. F. Westcott, Lessons from Work, do. 1901, p. 327 ff. ;

G. Salmon, Cathedral and ITniversiti/ Sennons, do. 1900, serm.

xvii. (this sermon, like Liddon's, deals with the meaning and

history of our Lord's salutation in Jn 201*') ; J. B. Mayor, The

Epistle of St. Jude and the .fecund Epistle of St. Peter, do.

1907, pp."l83-lS7 ;
W. P. Du Bose, The Gospel in the Go.-^eL^,

New York and London, 1906, pp. 114-117.

R. L. Ottlev.
PECULIAR PEOPLE.— I. The term.—The

Latin word pcculium (from pccus, 'cattle') meant
a person's private purse, what was especially or

exclusively one's own. Jerome used this word and

its adjective peculinris to translate many, though
not all, of the Biblical passages which refer in the

OT to Israel as a chosen people (Heb. 'am s'gnlhth)
and in the NT to the Church of Christ as God's

new Israel (see especially Ex lt)\ Dt 7^ 14- 26'^.

Ps 135'', Tit2^^ 1 P 2"). tindale, in his translation

of the NT in 1526, put into current use the English

phrase 'a jieculiar people,' which has ever since

been a familiar term. The Revisers changed the

phrase 'a peculiar people,' in Tit 2'^ and 1 P 2»,

into the words 'a people for his own possession.'

The English Revisers of the OT inclined towards

the retention of 'a peculiar people' ('a peculiar

treasure' in Ex lO'*), while the American Revisers

1 Summa, ii. ii. qu. xxIx. art. 3, ad 2 :

' Nihil prohibet aliquos

charitatcm habentes in opinionibus dissentire. Nee hoc

rcpiigiiat Jiaci,' eti'.
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nsed the phrases
' a f)eoplo for his own possession

'

and 'mine own possesion." The word 'peculiar'
uj preseiit-dav popular usaj,'e refers to something'

distinctive in'cliaracter, uncommon, sin{,Milar, odd,

or stranfTf, ami for that reason the American
Revisers avoided it.

2. The Hebrew ideal.—The orifjinal idea in the

mind of the OT writers was that the Lord had

chosen Israel out of all the peoples of the eartli to

he His very own possession, His precious treasure,

and to be, in a special exalted sense, the instrument
of His inserutahle purposes. Israel was, in the

UeuteronoMiic pa.ssa<;:es, 'peculiar' only in the

sense that it helonj;ed to (Jod as His possession in

a way unparalleled l)y any other nation. But
after the return from the Exile the Deuteronomic
ideal ste.adily ^rew into a fixed idea that the Jewish
nation was to be 'peculiar' in a double sense— (1)

God's elect, and ('2) a ])eoi>le distinctly marked olf

and separated from all other peojjles by special

badges and special tokens of favour. The ellorts

of the spiritual leaders of the nation to resist the

encroachments of Hellenic culture after the con-

quests of Alexander did much to give this national

ideal its special content, and in its most highly
developed form we have the Pharisaic ideal of ' a

peculiar people.' This ideal embodied the following
distinct })oints of belief: (1) the true Israel was
God's one treasure in the whole world. His precious

jewel, the ajiple of His eye ;
for their sake all

other peoples existed ; (2) those wlio constituted

this
' true Israel

"

alone were heirs of salvation and
alone would inherit the Kingdom of Heaven ; (3)

in order to ensure the consummation of this divine

event, God in His ineflable mercy had given them
His holy word. His law, to be their sure guide ;

this was the supreme mark of His favour to them,
for ajjart from it as the instrument of grace no one
could be saved, i.e. could inherit the Kingdom ;

(4) special badges or tokens of their peculiar
relation to (iod and of their separation from the

rest of the world had been divinely conferred upon
them. Foremost among these badges was the
mark of circumcision. The holy sabbath was
another mysterious mark of their peculiar relation

to God. The sacred temple, with its holy of holies

and its divinely ordained priests, was another, and

eventually in their minds the possession of the

holy land of Palestine was thought of as another

badge of special favour.

3. Greek and Gnostic societies.—It was, how-

ever, not only am<uig the Hebrews in pre-Christian
times that the idea of 'a peculiar people' found

place.
The Pythagorean society, originally founded

in Magna Grrecia by Pj'thagoras (born c. 575 B.C.),

was also a heroic attempt to prepare
' a peculiar

people.' It was a religious fraternity which culti-

vated a.sceticism for the moral life and mathema-
tics for the mental, which believed itself to be in

possession of special divine secrets, leading to the
deliverance of the soul, and which had an elaborate

system of sacred badges separating it from the
common world. The 'Orphic circles' were other

attempts among many that might be mentioned to

prepare
' a peculiar people,' possessed of a special

way of deliverance from the evils of this world.
The Gnostic sects in the 2iid and 3rd centuries
were again all po3.sessed of the idea that they were
'

peculiar peoples.'

4. Primitive Church usage.
—The early Christ-

ians felt themselves, even more emphatically than
had the inner circle of the Jewish nation, to be
'a peculiar people.' Two NT writers explicitly
adojitcd the Jewish ideal as the ideal for the
Church of Christ, who, the Epistle to Titus (2''*)

says,
'

gave himself for us, that he might redeem
us from all iniquity, and purify unto him.self a

peculiar people' (KV 'a people for his own posses-

sion '). And the First Epistle of Peter takes over
eti bloc the ancient Jewish claim and transfers it to

the new Church (1 P 2*-''). But it is not only in

sporadic texts that this idea of 'a peculiar people'
appears. It is embedded in the very structure of

the primitive Church. Its members, its '.saints,'

are ' chosen
'

out of the world ; they are given special
'

gifts
'

; they onlj' know ' the way of life, and
are the 'saved' ; they are God's people ; they live

a 'new '

life ; they possess an access to God which
others do not have ; and thej' have their special
marks and badges which make them separate
from the world and in the modern sense 'peculiar.'
As the Roman Catholic Church came into being,
with the slow unfolding of history, it again put
forward, in the most emphatic fashion, the claim
to contain in its fold God's own exclusive people.
Out of all the world it ^v&s elect. It possessed, and
it alone, the miraculous means of grace. It had
the only true and ethcacious priesthood. It alone
held the key to the invisible Kingdom of the

future, and only through its mediation couhl any
soul be saved. All and more than all that any
pious Jew had claimed for his holy nation the
Roman Catholic believer claimed for his pecu-

liarly divine Church—' extra ecclesiam nulla

sal us.'

5. Pre-Reformation sects.—Each of the pre-
Reformation sects which showed an anti-ecclesiasti-

cal bias took over to itself the claim, which the

Church made, to Vie God's own special instrument.
In one age the Montanists, with their immediate

possession of the Holy Spirit, were 'the peculiar

people.' In another age the Waldenses, by their

stricter moral life and by their assumption of

unbroken connexion with apostolic Christianity,
claimed to be ' the peculiar people' of the Lord, as

did later also 'the spiritual Franciscans.' The
mystics, too, of the 14th cent., though not ex-

plicitly separatists, believed intenselj' that they
were God's '

peculiar people,' and that they by the

secret
' inner way

' had found an absolute union
with Him denied to all others.

6. Post-Reformation sects.—With the Reforma-
tion the idea of 'the peculiar people' remained a

dominating concept. All the reformed State, or

established, churches were built round the absolute
idea that this particular church was the Church,
exclusively God's own and the only means of

salvation. Its dogma constituted the truth ; its

sacraments were alone efficacious ; its ministry
was the only authoritative ministry. So, too, all

the dissenting sects came forward with a similar

claim. Every Protestant denomination has claimed
at least in its beginning to have possession of a

special means of grace, and has believed itself to

he in a peculiar way an instrument of the Lord for

ministering salvation to men. No other modern'
denomination has perhaps made its claim to be 'a

peculiar people' so explicit as did the Society of

Friends in the 18th and early 19th centuries.

Friends, from their lirst origin in the mid- 17th

cent., believed that they were divinely chosen,

inspired, enlightened, equipped, and guided to be
'the restorers of apostolic Christianity.' They
expected that the inward light which they had
re-discovered as the basis of religion would in

time be accepted as the principle of authority of

world Christianity (see Thomas Hancock, The

Peculium, London, 1859). As this hope faded,
the Quaker leaders of the I8th cent, set themselves
to the task of perfecting the Society of Friends as

'a holy Zion of the Lord,' a faitiiful 'remnant' in

the midst of the world, 'a peculiar people,' apart
not only from the world but also from all other
forms of Christianity as well, .and elected especially
to be God's people in a crooked and perverse

generation. They believed that they alone were
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'apostolic' and tliat a special mission had been

given to them. Like the members of tiie Jewish
model nation, they made much of their distinguish-

ing marks : a special garb, a special form of

address (the
' thee' and '

thou'), a special group of

'testimonies,' refusal to pay tithes, refusal to light
or take life for any reason, refusal to take an oath,
refusal to remove the hat before a magistrate or

in a ])ublic i)lace, the maintenance of free gosj)el

mini^stry and of a special form of marriage. The
faithful Friend of this period gloried in these

badges of a peculiar faith, not for their own sake,
but because he believed that through sejiaration
from all other peoples and througli

' testimonies'
which cost suffering and sacrifice God could best
form and perfect the people of His own possession,
which, in His wisdom, they were to be. The
Quaker Journals of the hundred years from 1750
to 1850 are full of interesting concrete material for

an appreciation of what this strange ideal of 'a

peculiar people' once vividly meant.

7. Other uses of the name.—The word ' Peculiars
'

was often used in the early period of the Oxford
Movement as a nickname for the members of the

'Evangelical' partJ^ E. S. Purcell, in his Life of
CariHnal Manning (London, 1805), refers to

'

I'usey-
ites and Peculiars,' and London is said, in H. P.

Liddon's Life of E. B. Pusey (London, 1893), to be
overrun with '

peculiarism.'
A small sect which apjieared in London in 1838

was called ' Plumstead Peculiars.' The members
of this sect refused to use medical aid for the relief

or cure of disease, and put their entire trust in the
divine power and in prayer. They were called

indisoriminately
' Faith Healers' or 'Peculiars.'

Literature.—There are no special works on the subject. Cf.

BDB, s.v. 'Peculiar'; EBi, s.v, 'Peculiar Treasure, Peculiar

People
'

; JM, s.v.
' Chosen People.'

RUFUS M. Jones.
PEEVISHNESS. —There are two forms of

excess in that emotional tendency which, whether
as a natural disposition or as an acquired habit,
is variously spoken of as irascibility, irritability,

temper, anger, etc. One form is conmionly de-

scribed as '

quick temper,' that is, a tendency to

sudden explosions of angry passion, which for the
most part suddenly subside. The other, known as
'

peevishness
'

or '

fretfulness,' is a chronic irrita-

bility which may not in general burst into

violent expression, but is readily provoked by any
trivial annoyance. On its physical side peevishness
may often be traced to hypera^sthesia, a morbid
excess of sensibility which makes every nervous

stimulation, even the most ordinary sensible im-

pression, exceed the limit of healthy agreeable
excitement. In such cases moral culture calls for

a physical culture which may reinstate the sensi-

bility in normal vigour. But, from Avhatever cause

peevishness may arise, moral neglect may leave the
natural excess of sensibility free play to develop
into a tyrannous habit of the moral life. Then it

creates the conmion illusion of irritable tempera-
ment. Instead of charging himself with the fault

of his irritation, the irritatetl man throws the
blame of it upon any other who may be associated

with it in tlie most incidental way. It is thus that

peevishness often becomes a formidable impediment
to the growth of sympathy and the gentler virtues,
while it offers a fruitful soil for all types of malice.

See, further, art. ANGER.
LiTBRATiiRK.—AH the great works on psycholofjy give more

or less adequate analyses of the various forms of anj^er, but
an \musuallv exhaustive treatment of the subject is given in

A. Bain, Thf Eiiiotiunx attti tin- WilP, London, 1881). On the
ethical as well as the psyi'liological aspect of the subject a

prominent place has always been assigned to Seneca's mono-
grupli, de Ira, in an(;ient literature, and, in modern, to J.
Butler's sermons '

Upon Kesentment ' and '

llpon F'orgiveness of

Injuries,' H'orA-s, ed. W. E. Gladstone, Oxford, 1896, ii. 130-107.

J. Clauk Murray.

PELAGIANISM AND SEMI-PELAGIAN-
ISM.— I. Introductory.

—
(a) Its fnvdamisntal in-

terest.—Few of the controversies which distracted

the earl}' Church are .so full of pereimial interest

as tliat which raged round the teaciiing of the

British monk Pelagins. The principles at issue

were of more than
purely

Christian interest, for

they were concerneu with the very elements of

human character and raised fundamental problems
as to the nature of man's ethical and religious
relation to the divine which are of lasting and
world-wide significance. The controversy did not
itself create the two great types of thought which
in its course were ranged in sharp antithesis ;

rather it was the occasion of the first open clash

witliin the Christian Church of two irreconcilable

tendencies, which bad not only long existed side

by side both within and without Christendom, but
are destined to reassert themselves periodically

throughout the subsequent development of moral
and religious theory. For at bottom the contro-

versy was concerned with the age-long problem of

free will and determinism, and its dramatic interest

consists in the opposition whicii always asserts

itself between an essentially rational and natural-

istic morality and the profoundest convictions of a
vital and first-hand religious experience. In the

study of no other controversy can we learn so much
about the connexion and the distinction between

morality and religion.

(b) Its place in the development of dogma.—As
was but natural in the development of a religion
whicli had its origin and centre in a definite

historical personality, Christianity in its effort to

realize and define the contents of its tradition was
concerned first with the objective side of its

doctrine, the nature of God and of the person of

Jesus Christ. So long as men's thoughts were

primarily exercised by theological and Christo-

logical problems, questions concerning the more
subjective and anthropological side of Christian

teaching remained in the background. Concerning
human nature and its relation to God the Church
had instinctively maintained from the first that
man had free will and was accountable for his

actions, that human nature was corrupted and in

a fallen and evil state, and that for its re.-toration

and salvation the assistance of God, afforded

througli Jesus Christ ami the Holy Spirit, was
an absolute necessitjc. But, while none of these

propositions had been seriously called in question,
no attempt to weld them into a coherent system
of doctrine had as yet received formal authoriza-

tion from the Church, and teachers and schools of

thought differed consideral'l}' as to the stress which

they laid upon them ; on the whole it may be said

that Eastern theologians had been chiefly interested

in affirming the freedom of the will, while those of

the West bad emphasized the necessity for divine

assistance, or 'grace.' As to the sinfulness of

human nature as it actually existed, there was
little room for doubt, but various theories had
been propounded by teachers of repute as to the

origin and working of this general corruption and
its connexion with what Scripture related concern-

ing the '
fall

'

of Adam.
(r) Its relation to Ncstorianism.—Such was the

general condition of Christian thought on these

matters towards the close of the 4th cent. ; the

Arian controversy had worked itself out ; the

dogma of the Holy Trinity had just l>ecn reaHirmed

at the Council of Constantinople (381 ), ^\hich h.-ul

also marked the first stage of the Christological
controversies by condemning Apollinarianism. The

completeness of the human nature of the Incarnate

having thus been asserted, its relation to the

divine Logos was already engaging the interest of

theologians, and notably of the famous Antiochene
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expositor, Tlieodore of Mopsuestia. It is obvious

that tlieories concernin;,' the relation of the liuinan-

ity of Christ to His divinity must liavean intimate

hearinj; on theories concerninj,' tlie rehition of

hunmnity in general to God; and it is here tliat

we find the giound of the close connexion between

Nestori.mism, of wiiich Theodore was undoubtedly
the father, and Pelagianism, which has also been

deriveil from his paternity.* If 'the thougiit tliat

Christ possessed a free will was the lode-star' of Anti-

ochene theology,* the thought that every man pos-
sessed a free will was the lode-star of the Pelagian.
The progress of the controversies revealed so many
•iftinities lietween the two systems that they may
well be regarded as constituting together a great
consistent scheme of thought, of which the Eastern

(Nestorian) expression was mainly speculative and

tlieological, and the Western (Pelagian) mainly
practical and moral. It has been justly said that
' the Nestorian Christ is the fitting saviour of the

Pelagian man," and it was no accident that the

(""huich coniiemned both systems together at the

Council of Ephesus in 431.^

The Pelagian controversy proper was fought out
between the years 411 anil 418, the Council of

Ephesus merely giving official .sanction to a judg-
ment which had been for all practical purposes

complete and final thirteen years earlier. But
difficult problems arising out of the condemnation
of Pelagianism remained unsolved, and these con-

stituted the subject of the long-drawn-out Semi-

Pelagian controversies, which found an ecclesiasti-

cal settlement only [at the Council of Orange in

529. Though the wliole process of thought from
411 to 529 is closely connected, it will be best to

trace separately the historj' of the Pelagian contro-

versy and to appreciate the issues involved, before

passing on to give an account of Semi-Pelagianism.
2. The course of the Pelagian controversy.—(a)

PelngicDiisin in Borne (c. 400-409).—At some time
in the episcopate of Anastasius (398-402), if not

earlier, there had arrived in Rome a British monk
of mature age named Pelagius. Of his former life

we know little : his character shows no signs of

having passed through any .serious moral crisis in

its development. We have it on the authority of

his bitterest opponent, Orosius, that he was of too

humble origin to have had a liberal education ; we
have no evidence that he had ever studied in the

East ;

* but before he became famous as a heretic

he had shown himself possessed of sufficient ability
and learning to write three books of unquestioned
orthodoxy upon the Trinity, which were recognized
as useful text-books for students. He was a lay-
man and never .sought orders. Among his friends

he numbered Paulinus of Nola,° and al.so one

Rufinus, a Syrian,' who first introduced him, so

Mercator informs us, to the characteristic tenets
of Antiochene theology.
Appalled by the lax morality of tlie great mass

of nominal Christians in Rome, he set himself to

rouse them to a sense of their responsibility to God
for their actions. He was already held in great
honour in Rome for his rigorous and ascetic life,''

but he used his influence cautiously and quietly,

avoiding public controversy, from which he was
averse. He prepared a book of Etdogios, or ex-

1 By Marius Mercator, Commonitorium adv. Ucereshn Pelagii
(Liber Sub-Sotantium in Verba Juliani, praef. i.

,
in PL xlviii.

109).
'- Harnack, Uist. of Dogma, iv. 165 ; cf. v. 170, note.
3 Yet there was a marked contrast between the Pelagian

conception of grace and Theodore's
;
the latter came closer to

Augustine, in so far as he re(,'arded it as an inward inspiration.
* Chronology forbids us to identify him with a Pelagius men-

tioned by Chrvsostom(/i'p. 4).
5 Aug. Ep. i86.
*> To be distinguished from Rufinus of Aqulleia.
7 He spent

' a very long time there
'

(Aug. de Pecc. Orig. 24
;

cf. de Gent. Pelag. 46).

tracts from Scripture selected to emphasize the

strength and freedom of the will, and especially
set himself to counteract what he considered the

enervating etlects of Augustine's Confessions,
which, written about 400, were soon after widely
read in Rome. Augustine's famous prayer,

' Da
quod jubes, et jube quod vis,' particularly aroused
his anger, as conducing to a passive and listless

frame of mind.* Pelagius preached the need of

moral efi'ort and the suHiciency of man's natural
free will to achieve its duty without relying on
sui)ernatural grace ; from this he was led on to

call in question any idea of inherited sinfulness

which might serve as an excuse for moral slackness.

He circulated privately a commentary on St. Paul's

Epistles, in which, in the guise of objections
raised by critics of current teaching, he indirectly
set forth his own chief tenets.

Associated with him was another layman,
Ccelestius, a keen-witted dialectician, who had

practised at the Roman bar, but under the influence

of Pelagius had given up his worldly career to

become a monk. In character this outspoken
young man was a great contrast to his elderlj' and
cautious master : an agitator

' incredibili loquaci-

tate,' as Augustine tells us, his method was
'

fortiter scandalizare' ;
he quickly attracted atten-

tion and was regarded by many as the real leader

of the movement.*
(b) In Africa (411-412).— Alaric's invasion led

the two friends to leave Rome in 409 and to travel

by way of Sicily to Africa, where they arrived in

411. Pelagius did not come into personal contact

with Augustine,^ though the latter, busied as he
then was with the settlement of the Donatist

schism, remembers that he was disturbed by
rumours of his teaching about the baptism of

infants. Pelagius, however, soon after set out
for Palestine. But Ccelestius .stayed behind and

applied for ordination as a presbyter at Carthage ;

his candidature was opposed in 412 by Paulinus, a

deacon of Milan, on the ground of false doctrine,
at a synod presided over by Bishop Aurclius.

The libcllus, or formal indictment, attributed to

Ccelestius seven heretical propositions :

(1) Adam was created mortal and would have died whether
he had sinned or not ; (2) Adam's sin injured himself only, and
not the human race

; (3) children at birth are in that state in

which Adam was before his sin ; (4) the whole human race does
not die through Adam's death and transgression, nor does the
whole human race rise through Christ's resurrection ; (5) the
law sends men to the Kingdom of Heaven just as the gospel
does ; (6) even before Christ's coming there were men without
sin ; (7) man can be without sin, and keep God's commandments
easily if he will.

Ccelestius refused to condemn these propositions :

he claimed that he had heard Catholic presbyters

deny the transmission of sin, which ought to be

treated as an open question ; moreover, since he
did not deny that infants need baptism to be

redeemed, he was no heretic. The synod never-

theless excommunicated him. He thereupon wrote
his Libcllus bi-evissimus, explaining that in his

view infants were in no wise baptized for any
remission of sin, but received actual benefit through
baptism and a share in Christ's redemption ; un-

baptized infants forfeited ' eternal life,' but were
admitted into 'the Kingdom of Heaven.' This
tract occasioned Augustine's first anti-Pelagian
treatise, de Peccatorum mcritis et remissione (412),

notable as containing the first use of originale

peccatnm, that ' infelicitous phrase
' which was to

play so prominent a part in the controversy.
Ccelestius left for Ephesus, where he was ordained

presbyter, and thence proceeded to Constanti-

nople.
1 De Dono Pereev. 53.
•^ Cf. Aug. de Pecc. Orig. 13, for a contrast between the

methods of Coelestius and Pelagius.
3 De Gest. Pelag. 46.
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(c) In Palestine [411-415).—Meanwhile Pelagius
had settled quietly in I'alestine. ]'>ut his friend-

ship with Bishop John of Jerusalem, combined
with reports of iiis teachinj^, attracted the un-
favourable notice of Jerome, who wrote against
him his letter to Ctesiphon

' and his Dlalogiis
adveisus PelcKjinnos, styled by Harnack'^ ' a model
of irrational polemics.' Pelagius replied \\\i\\ his

de Natura, but his cause was considerably
damaged by the circulation of Ccclestius's vasli

Lihelliifi. The arrival in Palestine in 415 of
a devoted disciple of Augustine, the hot-headed

Si)anish priest Orosius, brought matters to a
climax. He brought a letter from Augustine to

Jerome, and was invited to attend a synod of
Jerusalem clergy convened by Bishop John to con-
sider the Pelagian ditticulty. He there related
what the Carthaginian synod had done with
Coelestius, and read aloud a letter from Augustine
to the Sicilian Hilarius on the possibility of human
sinlessness and the need of divine grace. Pelagius
was thereupon introduced to the meeting ; he
evaded the charges brought against him, and,
when pressed, cried ' Anathema to him who
teaches that man can become sinless without (lod's

aid'; but the crucial question, as to whether by
'God's aid' Pelagius meant merely the example
and teacliing of Christ accepted by man's natural
free will or a direct inward working of God on the

spirit
'

transcending both natural capacities and
opportunities of moral instruction,'

^ was not dis-

cussed. John knew no Latin and Pelagius no
Greek, and the synod, failing to grasp the true sig-
nificance of the dispute, agreed to the suggestion of
Orosius that the matter, being of Western origin,
should be referred to Bishop Innocent of Rome.

{d) The Synod af Diospolis (415).
— Before the

end of tlie year, however, Pelagius found himself
once more face to face with Western accusers
before an Eastern court. Two Gallic bishops,
Heros of Aries and Lazarus of Aix, expelled from
their own sees for obscure reasons and sojourning
in Palestine, brought a formal accusation against
Pelagius and Coelestius before a synod of fourteen

bishops which met at Diospolis (Lydda) in Dec.
415 under the metropolitan of Palestine, Eulogius
of Ca?sarea. Illness prevented the accusers from

appearing in person, and Pelagius made skilful

use of his opportunity : the Lihellus, drawn up in

Latin, M-as translated by sections ; Pelagius in-

geniously contrived satisfactory explanations of

most of the plirases complained of, and disowned
the rest ; he denied responsibility lor certain

oitinious attributed to Cojlestius, and professed
himself ready to condemn them 'according to the

judgment of the Holy Church ' and to anathe-
matize every one who held or had held them,
though he protested that the disjiute did not con-
cern matters of dogma.* The synod not unnatur-

ally declared him innocent ; but it is clear that he
'stole his acquittal' by prevarications as faithless
to his friend as they were dishonourable to himself ;

and, iiowever cunningly he may have subsequently
explained away his denial of other i'elagian tenets,
he cannot escajie from the fact that he denied a

proposition which both previously and subsequently
was cardinal for his system—

' that God's grace is

given in proportion to our deserts, to such as are

worthy.'* Jerome was furious at the decision of
the 'miserable .synod,'* but Augustine judged it

more fairly when he explained it as acquitting not
the heresy but the man who denied the heresy.
Nevertheless, the Synod of Dio.spolis proved clearly

J Ep. 13:} (i;i2).
2 V. 178.

8 Cf. IJrijjfht, Age of the Fathers, ii. 178.
* ])c Gent. I'ebic;. 57 f.

' Anathoinatizo quasi stultos, non quasi
haereticos, si<niidfiii iioii est doyiiia' (ih. Ki).

Cf. Auj;-. de Gest. J'elag. 30 (xiv.) and 4U (xvii.).
e
EiJ. 113. 2.
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tiiat
' the Eastern church had not embraced in its

entirety the doctrine of grace as formulated by
Augustine in the West, and that, provideil fiee

will and grace were recognized as joint factors in

the production of human goodness, it was not
anxious to define by precise distinctions the exact
limits of each agency.

'^ The Easterns also prob-
ably sympathize(l with Pelagius's own unwilling-
ness to extend the sphere of authoritative dogma.'-'

(e) In the West (.^;.7-,^/.S').
— Pelagius and his

friends immediately made all jjossible use of their
success. News of the acquittal was promptly
.spread abroad, especially in tiie West, whither

carefully edited accounts of the synod were des-

patched. Pelagius answered Jerome with four

books, de Libera Arbitrio, showing clearly that by
'

grace
' he still meant the natural innuence of

Christ's teaching, helping men ' more easily
'

to

obey the divine commands, and that ho still held
that ' we are procreated as without virtue, so with-
out vice

'—which shows the value that was to be
set on his protestations at Diospolis.^

Augustine realized that its ec(desiastical trium]>li
was the moral defeat of the Pelagian cause.* The
African bishops, nothing dauntetl, reattirmed most
emphaticallj' their previous condemnation at two
largely-attended synods which met in Carthage
and Milan in 416. Both synods sent letters to

Pope Innocent, desiring to secure the supj)ort of

the Apostolic See to reinforce their own deci.-<ions.

Augustine, Aurelius, and three other bishops
further wrote to the pope a personal letter urging
him to examine carefully Pelagius's teaching. All
these letters* contain careful explanations of the
issues at stake, which are represented as essential
to the entire Christian position as thw Church had
received it : it was not only that Pelagi.an teaching
made the practice of infant baptism superfluous,
but it matle the whole redemptive work of the
Saviour Himself unnecessary; if human nature be
indeed what the Pelagians say it is, it must be

capable of working out its own salvation unassisted,

depending solely on ' the results of its original
creation'; no need therefore for any divine de-

liverer, to afford supernatural assistaiu'e to men's
inward wills, no need for any grace or means of

grace. The letters were accompanied by an earlier

treatise of Pelagius {?), de Nutiira, together with
Augustine's reply, de Natura et Gratia, composed
in 415.

Innocent consulted his clergy and replied in Jan.

417,® in a sense Avholly favourable to the Africans,
asserting man's continual dependence on God's
inward grace not only at baptism but throughout
life ; in Pelagius's treatise he found nothing that

pleased him, but he refrained from commenting on
the action of the Synod of Diospolis until he
should receive an authentic account of its pro-
ceedings. A few weeks afterwards he died. His
.successor was a Greek, Zosinuis, and hardly had
he been installed when Cadestius, recently expelled
from Constantinople, appeared in Home, to appeal
against both this recent indignity and his earlier

condemnation in Carthage. Zusimus's interests

were Eastern, and he had probably but little

understanding of the real issues of this Western
controversy. Ccelestius secured a hearing, at
which it was evident that he still continued to

deny 'transmitted' or 'original' sin; but he
avoided either condemning his own tenets or

hearing them condemned. Zosimus wrote to the

Africans, a.'sserting tiuit Coolestius had abundantly
indicated the soimdness of his f;iith, and that those

who still desired to imi)ugii it must apjiear in Kome
1 DCH, s.v.

'

Pela^ivis,' iv. 2S7.
2 Cf. Ilarnack, v.ic,;), note 8, 179, note 4.

3 His de .Saturn ajuieared about the s,aiiie time.
» '

Il)i oiiinino ceoidit liaeresis vestra
'

(see I!ris;lit, ii. 1S9).
5 Aug. Ep. 175, 177. S lb. ISl-lM.
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within two months or else j^ive up till douLts on
the subject. Sliortly

afterwards he received under
cover of a letter of commendation from rraylus,
the new bishop of Jerusalem, a statement of faitii

from Pelagius. This is a treatise of 'luminous

orthodoxy
'

as rcfjards tlie doctrines of the Trinity
and the Incarnation, but on the real noints at issue

artfully vajjue : all men had free will, all had need
of help from God,' but as to the nature of this help
nothinj,' was said ; the statement concluded defer-

entially: Pelagius was ready to receive correction
from him 'who held the faith and see of Peter.'

Zosimus rehearsed it to his atlmiring ecclesiastics

and wrote once more to the African bishops, de-

claring that the statement of Pelagius had cleared
him of all suspicion, and sternly rebuking them
for their hasty and uncharitable credulity in atl-

mitting unfounded charges against men of '

perfect

orthodoxy' ('absolutae tidei').

Meanwhile Augustine had received the official

minutes of the Synod of Diospolis, and immedi-

ately wrote his de Gestis Pclnjjii, comparing them
with Pelagius's misrepresentations or what had
taken place. Upon the reception of Zosimus's
letters the African bishops, assembled in a great
synod of over 200 members, indignantly determined
to stand by their condemnation of both Pelagius
and Ccelestius, and to uphold Pope Innocent's
.sentence against them, until they should explicitly
acknowledge that ' God's grace aids us through
Jesus Christ, not only to know but to do what is

rigiit, in every single act, so that without grace
we cannot have, think, speak or do anything that

]>ertains to true and holy religion.'
This firm and diplomatic action aroused Zosimus

to the need of caution ; with much grandiloquence
as to the prerogatives of Peter he replied (21st

March, 418) that he had not come to a final de-

cision or given entire credence to Coelestius ; the
case stooil where it was when he last wrote. But
the cause was decided both in Italy and in Africa
without further consideration for Zosimus : the

emperor Honorius on 30th April issued an edict
to P.'illadius, the praetorian prefect, denouncing
Pelagius's opinions as contrary to the Catholic law,

exiling the two leaders of his heresy, and permit-
ting the persecution of their followers; and on
1st May (two days after Zosimus's pitiable letter

reached Africa) a great council of the African
Church in Carthage, without reference to any
doctrinal pronouncements of Roman bishops,
anathematized Pelagianism in a series of nine

uncompromising canons.^ No direct connexion
between these practically simultaneous imperial
and ecclesiastical actions can be proved ; the
former was possibly due to Italian opposition to

Pelagianism emanating from Milan ;

^
Augustine,

however, expressed his hearty api)roval.
Zosimus effected a complete change of front ;

there is some ambiguity as to dates, and it remains
douV)tful whether he contrived his volte face before
or after the jjromulgation of the imperial edict,
which in any case shows no signs of having been
aflFected by the remarkable Epistula Tractoria
issued by the pope. In this memorable document
Zosimus condemns Pelagius, Cadestius, and their

opinions, and affirms the doctrines for which the
Africans contended, with an ex|)licitness equalled
only by that with which he had Init a few months
previously acquitted the heretics and rebuked their
accusers. The incident has more than a merely

1 ' Liberum sic confiteiniir arl)itri>nn, ut dicanius nos indijfere
dei semper aiixilio' (Pelajfius's Confesnion of Faith, jfiven in full

in Hahn, Bihlinthek der iiymbole xind (ilnuhensregeln-^, p. 288).
2 Cf. Ilarnack, v. 185. The canons anathematize those, among

others, who derive death from natural necessity, who deny the

presence of original sin in children, who assign any form of
salvation to infants dying unbaptized, and who do not see in

grace the indispensable condition of virtue.
S So Ilarnack suggests (v. 185, note 7).

historical interest, in view of the claims of his

successors in the see to infallibility. Zo.simus
acted throughout in his olhcial capacity, and the
matter was doctrinally of the greatest importance.

Tiie subsequent history of the controversy may
be briefly stated : Zosimus required subscription
to his letter as a test of orthodoxy ; eighteen
Italian bishops refused, of whom one, Julian, the

youthful prelate of Eclanum, was to prove himself
the ablest advocate of a cause already lost ; Pelagius
himself disa])peared from view ; Coelestius was
banished from Italy ; Julian, with a group of

sympathizers, betook himself to Theodore of

Mopsuestia, and later joined Coelestius in Con-

stantinople, when in 429 the patriarch Nestorius
interceded for them with Pope Coilestine, to his

own hurt no less than theirs, for Rome thought the

worse of Nestorius for consorting with Pelagians,
and tlie East thought the worse of the Pelagians
for consorting with Nestorius ; and so it came
about that at the third general council at Ephesus
in 431 the 'Pelagians and Coelestians' as well as

the Nestorians were finally condemned.*

3. Appreciation of the principles at issue.—(o)

Julian (Did Augustuie.
—The real theologian of

Pelagianism was Julian of Eclanum, who, con-

scious though he was that he was the champion
of a lost cause, continued systematically to work
out his principles with admirable completeness.
Pelagius and Coelestius had been primarily con-

cerned to arouse men's wills to worthier moral
efibrt ; they were missioners rather than theo-

logians, with a practical object in view, to induce
men to practise monastic asceticism. But Julian

was no ascetic ; his ideal of conduct was essentially
naturalistic ; as a man of the world he franklj'
admired the moderate and reasonable self-control

inculcated by philosophers, and above all desired

clear and rational thinking about God and morality.
Harnack (itly describes him as ' the first, and up to

the sixteenth century, the unsurpa.ssed, unabashed

representative of a self-satisfied Christianity.'
-

His theology adds nothing in principle to that of

Pelagius and Coelestius, but he expresses with

greater force and lucidity their chief contentions.

He maintained a vigorous and voluminous con-

troversy with Augustine, who always treated him
with respect, and often answered him sentence

by sentence. It is possible, therefore, to recon-

struct his system fairlj' accurately from Augustine's
works. The two men were diametrically o{)posed
both as to the form and as to the matter of their

theology. As to form, Julian was a rationalist,

Augustine an authoritarian ;
Julian denied that

authority could strengthen what reason proves :

'we ought to weigh and not count opinions';^

Augustine, as a result of the experiences which
led up to his conversion, was profoundly conscious

that he had received the very gospel itself on the

authority of the Church, •* after reason had led him

through countless aberrations. Julian claimed to

have the philosophic few on his side, and despised
as a blind rabble the majority which he could not

deny sided with Augustine. And the content of

his theology was as essentially the gospel of free

will as that of Augustine was the gospel of irre-

sistible grace.
(b) The Pelagian system summarized. — The

Pelagian system as presented by him may be
summarized as follows:'

(1) God is above all just ; therefore everything that He creates

is essentially good, and cannot be in its nature convertible ;

1 Cf. the synodal letter of Pope Coelestine, confirming their

condemnation by Rome (C. J. von Hefele, Hist, of the Chuicli

Councils, Eng. tr., 5 vols., Edinburgh, ISQl-Se, iii. 69; G. D.

Mansi, Saci-orum Concilinrum nova et ampUssima CoUectio.

Florence, 1759, iv. 1330-1338).
2 V. 171. 3 Aug. c. Julian, ii. 35.

•» C. Epist. Manich. 5. » Cf. Harnack, v. 191-203.
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consequently human nature remains indestructibly good, and
so there can" be no such thing as a sinful nature, or 'natural'

{i.e. 'original ') sin.

(2) The chief glories of man's constitution are his reason and
his free will

; the latter is an absolute and indefectible freedom
of choice ('niera capacitas (possibilitas] utriusque' '). which

momentarily determines itself and remains unimpaired by
previous clioices. | Sin is choosing that which is contrary to

Jwhat reason tells us is rii^hteous ; every man is at every moment
of his career perfectly free to avoid choosing it ('Liberum
arbitrinm et post peccata tarn plenum est quam fuit ante

peccat.a'2). By virtue of this free will man is rendered inde-

pendent of God.-i

(3) The desires of the flesh are not as such evil, seeing they
are part of (iod's creation; therefore sin consists not in desire

(//6i(/o) itself as such, but in its excess, which is due solely to

t lie free choice of each individual will. Marriage is not perse
in any way sinful.

(4) Every man created by birth is in precisely the same con-

dition morully as Adan) was before he sinned, i.e. endowed
inalienably by divine grace (gratia) with 'natural holiness'

(
= reason and free will). These are sulficient to enable men to
remain sinless ; hence there can be (and Pelagius asserted that
there had been) sinless men.

(5) Adam sinned throu;.,'h free will
;
his descendants also sin

through free will ; neither in his case nor in theirs is physical
death a consequence of sin, but spiritual death (damnation) is ;

this is in no sense inherited from Adam, but is acquired by each
man through his own sins.

(6) The idea of inherited sin (tradux peccati, peccatum
oriyinis) and of inherited guilt is both unthinkable and blas-

phemous, for not only is it inconsistent with the notion of sin,

which implies the exercise of free will, but it also suggests that
God's good creation has become radically evil, and that He
either unjustly regards as sinful natures which have not yet
themselves committed sin or else is responsible for creating evil

natures. The only difference between the condition of children

born now and that of Adam before the Fall is one not of nature
but of environment : the former are born into a society in

which evil customs and habits prevail.*

(7) By divine grace or aid (gratia, adjutoriinn) is meant
either man's natural constitution (' the grace of creation '), by
virtue of which some heathen have been perfect men, as good
in every respect as perfect Jews or perfect Christians, or the

law of God (an auginentum benejiciorum Dei) by which He has

revealed to man what he ought to do, to aid man's reason

darkened by sin, or else the grace of Christ, which, no less than
the law, is essentially enhghtenment and teaching (illuminatio
et doctrina), working through Christ's own example, through
His authoritative assurance of forgiveness to all who are

baptized, and through the dogmas and mysteries of the Church.

Grace, of whatever kind, is emphatically not an inward power
enabling the will, for

' homo libero arbitrio emancipatus a Deo '

;

it is rather something external, which the will may grasp if it

chooses to. Law and gospel are alike in operation, and men
can enter the Kingdom of Heaven as well through the one as

through the other.

(8) Grace is given according to men's merits ; it would not be
consistent with God's justice to give it to sinners.

(c) Criticism of the system.
—Such in brief out-

line was the system wliich the Church rejected as

a mischievous innovation, endangering the very
essentials of the Christian religion.
How far was it an innovation ?* In temper and

spirit it was undoubtedly in marked contrast with
the instinctive religious attitude reflected in every
writing of the NT and in the traditional piety of

the Catholic Church. Its whole conception of

human nature and of virtue was more akin to

Stoicism than to the gospel ; but for some of its

propositions it would be difficult to find definite

refutations in the writings of many of the earlier

Church Fathers of repute, and the system which

Augustine opposed to it may in some important
respects be as justly accused of innovation.

Pelagianism may be defined as Christian Stoicism,
and as such it is probably to this day the undefined

theology of the great majority of 'plain men,'

especially perhaps in the busy, competitive con-

ditions of modern Western civilization. 'God
1 Pelagius taught a possibilitas boni as distinguished from the

possifMitas utrixisqxte of Julian (de Grat. Christi, 5, Op. Imp.
i. TK^l).

- Op. Imp. i. 91.
•• lb. i. 78:

' Libertas arbitrii, qua a Deo emancipatus homo
est.'

• Kor infant baptism Julian liad no real fationale ; he accepted
it as implying a certain conse(^ration of the infant, with a refer-

ence to his future sins. Children dying unbaptized did not
forfeit

'

eternal life,' though they would fail to enter its fullest

blessedness, the 'Kingdom of Heaven.'
'' For a full consideration of the previous development of the

doctrine of original sin see art. Obioinai, Sin and F. R. Tennant,
The Sources of llw Doctrines of the Fall and Original Sin.

helps those who help themselves' is a favourite

proverb of the English, and expresses in rough
and ready form the Pelagian doctrine of grace.

But, if it be true that genuine Christian ethics

are superior to all others ' not so much through the

presence or absence of particular articles, as

througii a view of life which substitutes submission
for independence, humility for self-content,'^ then
'Christian Stoicism' is a contradiction in terms,
and Pelagianism is more pagan than Christian.

Yet we must remember tiiat Pelagianism does
assert that the possibility of human righteousness
and perfection originates in ' the grace of creation,'
that Dounty of God which endowed men with ' free

will,' and so it is not fair to say that it makes
righteousness a matter of human merit entirelj'

independent of God. In practice, however, it issued

in a frame of mind which set God and man over

against each other as independent parties, and
tended to reduce religion to the levels of merit and
reward and to make of morality simply a question
of copying good or bad examples.

Certain individual propositions of the Pelagian
system the subsequent aevelojimcut of Christian

thought has tended to confirm ; its unwillingness
to consign unbaptized infants to perdition, its

readine.ss to recognize the possibility of good and
Christlike characters being found outside the
direct influences of the gospel and the Church, its

insistence that the natural desires and functions of

the body are in themselves in no waj' evil, its

recognition of the fact that phj-sical death cannot
be regarded simply and solely as a lamentable
outcome of human sin, but is an inevitable (and
indeed beneficent) element in the general process
of nature, are all points on which later thought
and wider experience cannot but recognize that
the Pelagians were nearer the truth than their

opponents.
On the other hand, the whole Pelagian psycho-

logy of the will must be judged superficial and in-

adequate ; its conception of sin is
' atomistic

'

;
it

ignores the phenomena of habit, and treats the

growth of character as a mere succession of wholly
independent and uncorrelated decisions of an
abstract faculty of choice which remains quite
unaflected by its choo.sing ; it leaves the whole

problem of the nature of personality unexplored,
and so fails entirely to explain the possibility of

temptation, and above all the reality of man's

responsibility for his actions, the verj' thing that

it set out to maintain. It is essentially self-

contradictory, for, by treating personality as a
bare series of states of mind, it leaves us in the

last resort sceptical as to the realitj' and persist-
ence of that very will the indestructible freedom
of which is of the very e.ssence of its contentions.

(f/) Augustine's doctrine of sin and grace.
—The

ground of the difference between the Pelagians and

Augtistine is to be found in thoir views of the

actual condition of human nature: the former

thought of it as still morally sound, the latter as

utterly corrupt ; the former held that the faculty
of choice remained unimpaired, and that men
could be good if they wished, the latter insisted

that the will itself Avas perverted and depraved at

its very root, and incapable in its own strength of

choosing and doing even what it knew to be good ;

and there can be little doubt that, with all his

over-statements, Augustine was truer not only to

the traditions of Christianity, but to the facts of'

human experience. It is when we come to con-

sider the theory by whicli Augustine sotight to

explain the fact of this universal perversion of the

will tiiat we find that not t)nly modern thinkers,

but his predecessors among the theologians of the

I Cf. H. Kelly, Uist. of the Church of Christ, London, 1901-0'2,

ii. 29C.
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Church, are far irom unanimous in his support. It

is not merely that Augustine is the ori<,'iiiator of

the famous term 'original sin' (peccatum originis),

or that this term is infelicitous, in so far as by
'sin' we mean an evil for which the individual

who 'sins' is himself responsible, in a manner in

which he cannot possibly be for anything which
he simply inherits; nor is it that for the Scrip-
tural foundation of his theory he relies on an
indefensible Latin rendering of the (ireek of St.

Paul ;

'
it is not merely that in his explanation of

the universality of human sinfulness he asserts

that the nature with which an infant finds itself

endowed at birth is a perverted nature, inclined to

sin, and that this jierverted inclination—no less

real iR-cause merely potential
— is due to heredity,

for others before Augustine had taught this,

though with less luciility ;* it is that Augustine is

obsessed with the idea that this inherited sinful-

j

ness consists chiefly and almost entirely in that'
' very 'concupiscence' by which the race is propa-
^
gated and increa.sed. Such is the form in which

Augustine presented his theory of original sin to

Julian, and Julian naturally accuseil him of

Manichjeisra. The idea was not in itself novel, it

was a commonplace of Gnostic heresy ;
what was

novel was its presence at the heart of a sj'steui
which claimed to be Catholic and orthodox.

Augustine, indeed, explained in reply that he did
not reu ird marriage in itself as sin, but insisted

that as things actually are it is invariably attended
with passions which have the nature of sinfulness
and that this is due to the radical corruption of all

human nature ; the general impression made by
his arguments is that he himself is convinced that
both in its origin and in its subsequent propagation
the sinfulness now inherent in human nature
manifests itself principally in this connexion.*
There can be no uoubt that Augustine's personal
history coloured his presentation of the character
of inherited sinfulness, which practically, if not

theoretically, involved him in Manicha;an dualism.
His contention had wide-.spread and lasting in-

fluence in the development of monastic asceticism,
which from his day till the Reformation was to

be both official Iv and popularly regarded as the

highest ideal of Christian conduct.
Yet it is clear that this conception of the nature

of '

original sin
'

is not essential to the idea of an
' inherited sinfulness

'

as such ; and, if there are

/weighty reasons for rejecting Augustine's theory of

I
concupiscence, there are weightier ones for support-

1
ing his doctrine of original sin—reasons which can
be adduced not only from the earlier traditions of

the Church, but from the general study of human
nature ; and. as J. B. Mozley has pointed out, not

only has it been maintained by orthodox theolo-
1 Aug. c. duas Ep. Pelar/. iv. 4, where Ro 512 i^' <; nivm

riiiafirov, is traiisl.ited
'
in quo onines peccaverunt,'an iiiipossible

rendering. Ro S'^-^l jg the Scriptural locus classicus for the
doctrine of original sin ; but a strict exegesis, though it shows
that St. Paul certainly deduced the universal prevalence of

death from the effect of the sin of man's common ancestor
Adam, does not show that he dearly stated any inheritance of
sinful tendency from Adam, though it may be held that his

argument implies thi.s. Cf. W. Sanday and A. C. Headlam,
ICC, 'Ep. to the Romans,"' Fklinburgh, 1902, pp. 130-147;
Tennant, The Fall and Original Sin, ch. xi. ; J. F. Bethune-
Baker, An Introd. to the Early Hist, of Chr. Doctrine, London,
1903, p. 300, note 2.

2 Notably Tertullian (vititim originis, tradtix peccati), C>'prian,
Ambrose in the West, and in the East Ori^'en (in his later

works) and the Cappadocians. Irenajus, Athanasius, and Cyril
of .Terusalem recognize the universality of sin and the fallen
state of the race as a whole, without definitely teaching in-

herited sinfulness ; the Antiochenes, including even John
Ciirysostoni, can be quoted as opposing this conception. None
of his predecessors insisted on the utter depravity and corrup-
tion of hniuan nature so strongly as Augustine (see Tennant,
pp. 27:i-."!4.'>).

^ Cf. his own statement of tlie purpose of his rf« MuptiiH et

conciipi^cen'ia (i. 1):
'

to distinginsh between the evil of carnal

concupisi.'ence, from which man who is born therefrom con-
trrcts original sin, and the good of marriage.'

gians, but it is asserted by
'

worldly philosophers
and poets.'' Spirits so contrasted as Kaut^ and

Shelley
^ can be

i^uoted
in its support, and it is the

common assumj)tion of the thought of plain men
about themselves. For who would dare say that
the will of any human being was at any stage of.its

moral develoi)ment all that it ought to be? Even
those who nuiintain the doctrine of man"s '

perfecti-

bility
'

here on earth hold that it consists in the
elimination of previous imperfection. And, if the
will of man be thus universally perverted, what
other explanation of its perversion will satisfy the

facts except that which says that it is innate ?

The thougnt of the present day, fascinated with
the spectacle of the marvellous ascent and progress
of mankind from crude beginnings towards all that

makes for a richer civilization, is indeed apt to

express itself impatiently on the doctrine of the
Fail ; but the experience of the present day is at/

one with that of i)revious ages as to the universalj

prevalence of opportunities missed, of facultiesi

misused, and of that fatal facility with which
even the greatest and best of men fall short of

their ideals.
' The good that 1 would I do not :

but the evil which I would not, that I do" {Ko 7'")

is still the cry of candid self-criticism. How
this ' radical evil

'

originated who shall confidently

say ? But that it is woven into the very texture

of that human nature which every child inherits at

its birth who will deny ? The modern investiga-
tion of heredity leads us to understand more

clearly than was possible for the men of the 5th

Christian century the intricate solidarity of man-

kind, and to perceive how
' In the fatal sequence of this world
An evil thought may soil our children's blood.'*

It was precisely the presence of this formidable

perversion of the will at work throughout the mass
of humanity that led Augustine to call it rnnssa

perditionis^'' and to believe that God could be in

any way responsible for or satisfied with such a
state of things was rank blasphemy. Human
nature as such—as it actually exists—is deserving
of His displeasure : to the human race as a universal

entity guilt attaches, and every particular indi-

vidual sharing human nature shares in its guilt ;

he is born in sin, his very origin is tainted, and it

is not merely a matter of legal status before the

bar of divine perfection, but a matter of positive

wrongness of life. The ' results of the original
creation

'

of human nature have been so weakened
and degraded that it is helpless of itself to help
itself, from the very nature of the case. Henc8(
the whole Pelagian conception of grace is hopelessly^

inadequate to describe what man needs if he is to'i

escape from himself as he actually is to that per-
fection for which he was made. It is not enough
that in Christ the ideal be displayed with all

imagina}>le distinctness ; man may see it, and may
love it, but remains powerless to realize it ; what

1 Lectures and other Theological Papers, London, 1SS3, pp.
148-162.

2 ' The perfect accordance of the will w ith the moral law is

holiness, a perfection of which no natural being in the sensible
world is capable at any moment of his existence

'

(Crit. of Pract.

Jii-ason, tr. T. K. Abbotts, London, 1909, bk. ii. cli.'ii. § 4,

p. 218) ; Kant, while rejecting the traditional conception of

'original sin,' insisted on a ' radical badness' innate in human
nature (cf. Religion ^vithin the Limits of Pxire lieai^on. jit. i., tr.

T. K. Abbotts, London, 1909, ii. :{i.Tf., iii. 3.!9).
^ Prometheus, act i. opening speech, act ii. so. 4 ; and cf.

Byron, Childe Harold, canto iv. 126.

•Tennyson, The Ancient Sii^ie. On the vexed question of

the origin of the soul—which has obviously a very direct bearing
on the subject of

'

original sin
'—Augustine maintained an

attitude of uncertainty, between '

Traducianism,' to which he
rather inclines, not unnaturally, and 'Creationism,' which was
the general assumption of llie Pelagians ; see his letter to

Optatus(A'p. 202 his), and his four books to Vincentius Victor

(de Anima et eius origiw). Augustine had appealed in vain to

Jerome for his views on tlie subject {Ep. 166).
6 De Pece. Orig. 31, de Corrept. et Grat. 7.
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lie needs is a transfoiining force within, at tlie

very root of his personality, directly strenj^theninjj;
his will, not only puttinj^ into his mind good
desires, but enabling him to bring them to good
efiect. And it was just such an inward trans-

forming force that Augustine, like Paul before

him, had experienced. He knew it not as issuing
out of his own natural will, but as entering into it

from beyond ; and in his experience it was derived

solely' from that spiritual contact with Christ
Avhicli had led him at last in spite of himself to feel

itat its fullest within the fellowship of the Catholic
Church.
Such were the convi(rtions of Augustine, and, so

long as Christian religious experience remains
contident of the activity of a grace such as tluit

which made all the diderence to him, so long will

the Christian Church reject Pelagiaiiisni.

4. The transition to Semi-Pelagianism. — (a)

Incipient criticism of Augustine,—The Church,
however, proved readier to reject Pelagianism than
to accept in its entirety the system which Augus-
tine constructed to oppose it. It recognized
instinctively that Augustine's description of indi-

vidual religious experience, with its unequivocal
derivation of all human goodness from divine

grace, was what Christian piety demanded ; but,
when he proceeded to elevate ' the necessary self-

criticism of the advanced Christian into a doctrine,
which should form the sole standard by which to

judge the whole sphere of God's dealings with
men,'

^ it hesitated to accept his conclusions. For

Augustine's basal conviction that he had been con-

verted and saved in spite of himself by a divine
love that overwhelmed all opposition and forced
him to surrender led him to assert that God's

grace was irresistible, and that the human will

was simply passive in the working out of its

salvation. He recognized indeed a 'free will' in

men, in that he held that there remained in them,
perverted though they were, a faculty of choosing,
itself

'

poised in indifference,' a mere capacity for

either part ;

* but he regarded this not as the core

of personality, but merely as an instrument of

which the personality makes use, a good person-

ality using it well, an evil badly.^ It is not the
instrument but its user that has been changed and

corrupted by the Fall. The user's power of con-

trolling his faculty of choice is what Augustine
really means by 'will'; and this 'will,' he believed,
could be a good will only through the operation of

the irresistible grace of God ;

*
consequently the

all too obvious fact that some men are being
moulded by grace into Christian i3erfection, while
others are not, was only to be accounted for in the
last resort by postulating a divine choice and pre-

destination, in the absolute and inscrutable exercise

of which God extends His sovereign and irresistible

grace to some, but withholds it from others.

The implications of this doctrine were as great a

stumbling-block to Christian piety as were the
tenets of the Pelagians, and before Augustine's
death this aspect of his teaching caused many
searchings of heart. Criticism first became articu-

late in the monasteries ; at Hadrumetum the
monks began to question the use of good works or
of reprimanding the sinful, seeing that free will, if

what Augustine taught were true, was unreal.

Augustine replied in 426 or 427 with two treatises,
de Gnifia et Libero Arbitrio and dc Correptiune ct

Gratia, in which he endeavoured to maintain the

reality of free choice and the moral effectiveness of

rebuke, along with the sovereignty of gratuitous
1 llarnack, v. 249.
'J De Pecc. Mentis, ii. 30, c. duas Pelag. Ep. i. 5, 7.

3 De Gratia Christ;, 4 f.

• Cf. his famous distinction between the 'posse non peccare'
of natural free will, anrl the ' non posse peccare

'

of ihe free will

asaisted by supernatural grace (dc Corrept. et Gratia, 33 [xii.]).

grace ; both free choice and rebuke, he argued,
were means employed by grace for its redemptive
purposes, and therefore as means included under
God's predestination of the end ; the text ' God
willeth that all men should be saved

'

(1 Ti 2'') he

explained by interpreting 'all men' as 'all sorts

of men.'

Shortly afterwards there ap]jeared in Carthage
itself the contention which was soon to be recog-
nized as the characteristic tenet of what its

opponents later came to call
'

Semi-1'elagianism.'
One Vitalis was accused of teaching that the first

beginning of faith was due not to the grace of

God, but to man's own free choice ; in other

respects lie was, apparently, no Pelagian. Augus-
tine addressed to him a weighty letter {Ep. 217),
but the same proposition was destined to call forth

a fuller refutation from the great doctor before his

death. Two of his most devoted disciples, the

laymen Hilary and Prosper (of Riez in Provence),
wrote to tell him of the state of theology in S.

Gaul, especially among the monks of Marseilles,
under the presidency of their founder, the well-

known teacher John Cas^ian, formerly a deacon of

John Chrysostom.
(6) Juhn Cassian^s doctrine of grace.

— John
Cassian held Augustine in great veneration ; he
believed in original sin and in the universal need of

grace, as Augustine did ; (;n these crucial matters
he was no Pelagian. But he held :

'

(l)That the first movement of faith by which man grasps
grace and profits by it is the effort of man's native capacity
unaided ; (2) that grace is not irresistible ; man can of his own
free choice reject, just as he can accept, it, thoufrh, unless he

accepts it, he remains powerless to be or do good ; (3) that God
offers His grace freely to all men, and genuinely and literally
wills all men to be saved ; that all men do not profit by grace
is due solely to their own rejection of it ; (4) that, consequently,
God's predestination, of which Scripture certainly speaks, is

grounded on His foreknowledge of those who would accept or

reject His grace, not on any arbitrary selection of His sovereign
choice.

Cassian opposed Augustine's teaching on election

and in-esistible grace as tending to fatalism and

dangerous to morality. It is clear that his protest
had little in common with Pelagianism proper ;

Cassian himself had indeed been nurtured in

Eastern rather than Western theology ;
but the

principles which he formulated were also main-
tained by men such as Hilary of Aries, whose

thought was built up with characteristically

Augustinian ideas. The whole movement was
occasioned by Augustine's teaching, and is not

unjustly described by Harnack as '

popular Catholi-

cism made more definite and profound by Augus-
tine's doctrines.'^

The weak spot in the theory was its unwilling-
ness to allow that even in the first movement of

the soul towards faith the prime mover is God ;

Christian instinct, no less than Christian logic,
insists that for this, very often its hardest task,
the will needs and iinds divine assistance no less

than in the eflbrt to continue faithful, and Christ-

ian piety recognizes as the outstanding element of

its experience the grace of God presiding at its

very inception.
It is not surprising that Augustine would have

none of it; just before his death he composed a
work in two parts to refute his Gallic critics, de

Pri'.destinationc Sanctorum and de Dono Pcrsc-

verantice (428-429). The writings add little of force

or clarity to what he had already written ; they
contain the interesting confession that he had
himself earlier held the views which he now

rejects,'* while they deal adequately enough with

the illogical nature of Semi-Pelagianism, in that,

while it insists on the need of
'

co-operating
'

grace, it denies the need of '

prevenient
'

or '

origin-
1 Cassian's teaching is fornmlated in his Collatioiua Patntiti,

xiii. ;
cf. Harnack, v. 248, note 2.

'2 V. 245, note 3.
^ De Dono Persev. 55.
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ating' griice. Thev do not soften the rigours of

his own theory of the irresistibility of grace, and

of tlie absoluteness of (Jod's predestination, btill

busy with his
' unfinished work '

in refutation of

Julian, Augustine died on 28th Aug. 430.

(r) The controrersy after Aitgu.ttine's death.—

Prosper continued the campaign against tlie monks

of Gaul, but without convincing them, althong'h he

allowed that Augustine spoke 'too harslily,' and

distinguished between '

predestination
'

as to salva-

tion and 'prescience' as to reprobation. He was

supported by a letter from Pope Ccelestine, insist-

ing on the need of prevenient grace, and coiitainiiig

a panegyric of Augustine, yet the opj)osition did

not languish, and among tlie critics of predesti-

narianism with whom Prosper tried to deal was a

certain Vincent, not without resison identilied by

many scholars with the famous Vincent of Lerins,

author of the Cummoniturium. This writer cannot

be accused of maintaining the characteristic
' Semi-

Pelagian
'

theory as to grace ; he concentrated his

criticism on the'inferences which were to be drawn
from a strict application of Augustine's theory of

predestination and irresistible grace ; here, through-
out the controversy,

was the real rock of oHence,

and we may well believe that, 'if grace had not

been called irresistible, Semi-Pelagiani.sm might
never have been heard of.' ^

The controversy was continued for close on a

century. About 450 two remarkable anonymous
writers made tlieir contribution to it, the con-

ciliatory Augustinian author of the de Vocatione

Gentium and the bitter anti-predestinarian author

of the Praedestinatus, a cruel parody of Augustin-
ianism. Semi-Pelagianism held its own in S.

Gaul, and found its most influential champion in

Faustus, bisliop of Kiez and formerly abbot of

Lerins, a great patron of monasticism. Around
his opinions the controversy revived ; he insisted

that original sin and free will were not mutually
exclusive ; that the latter, though weakened, was

yet able always to co-operate witli grace, which,

indeed, he thought of mainly as external aid, con-

centrated in tlie doctrine and ordinances of the

Church ;
he taught a rudimentary doctrine of

merit, which was by now becoming one of the

implicit conceptions of theology. He was every
whit as strong in his support of original sin as he

was in his antipathy to predestination.
Faustus's teaching came, after his death (c. 500),

to the notice of the authorities at Rome, and of

certain African bishops living exiled in Sardinia ;

one of these, Fulgentius of Kuspe, wrote replies to

Faustus, upholding Augustinianism out and out,

and in 520 Pope Hormisdas, while declining offici-

ally to condemn Faustus's wTitings, declared that

the doctrines of the Roman Church as to sin and

grace could be seen from the writings of Augustine.
(d) The Synod of Orange. (529).—In S. Gaul the

Semi-Pelagian party .still maintained itself, but

the ablest and most respected bishop of the times,

Caesarius of Aries, though himself a pupil of the

monks of Lerins, spoke out as a vigorous chami)ion
of Augustine.* Under his presidency an important

synod assembled at Orange in 529,^ composed not

only of clergy but of laity ; 25 canons were pro-

mulgated, and these were subsequently invested

with more than local importance by the official

ajiproval accorded them by Pope Boniface II.,

which has caused them to be accepted by Latin

orthodoxy as embodying its final decisions on the

subject.*

i'BT\Kht,AgeoftheFatherx/\\.im.
* His most important work was the de Gratia et Libera

Arbitrio, now lost.

3 Known officially as the Second Synod at Orange, Arausicana

Sec\inda (see Hefele, iv. sect. 242).
* Boniface's confirmation is in a letter wrongly dated ' Jan.

25. 530," but written in Nov. or Dec. of that year.

The canons were based on selections made for

the use of the synod by Pope Felix iv. from the

writings of Augustine and Prosper. They emphati-

cally exclude Semi-Pelagianism, in so far a.s they

repeatedly insist on the need of prevenient gra<-e.

E.g., 'The grace of God is not granted in response to prayer,

but itself causes prayer to be offered for it
'

(3) ;

' that we may
be cleansed from sin", God does not wait upon, but prepares, our

will
'

(4) ;

' the beginning of faith is not due to us, but to God '

(5) ;

' undeserved grace precedes meritorious works . . . Grace

is not nature
'

(21) ;

' to love God is the gift of God '

(25).

But no less significant is the ab.sence of any
definition of grace as irresistible, and of all refer-

ence to predestinati«m and election, except an

anathema against any, 'if any there were,' who
should maintain a predestination to evil.^

The Feathers of Orange cannot be held to have

solved the problems of free will and determinism,

but theirs is at least the credit of excluding from

the traditions of Christian orthodoxy a demoraliz-

ing fatalism which did violence to men's most

.sacred instincts concerninfj
the justice and all-

embracing love of God, while the dictates of piety

and humility were generously obeyed in tlieir dear

insistence on the supremacy of grace. The definite

though modified Augustinianism of Orange became

the accepted theology of Western Christendom as

to sin and grace ; history has proved that it can be

combined all too easily with those tendencies which

developed the mediaeval doctrines of merit and

good works and produced a type of religion which,

for all the difference in its external expression,

was for all practical purposes Pelagian rather than

Augustinian in its effects, in that it sought to earn

by acts of piety that grace which in theory it pro-

fessed was freely given.

5. Conclusion.—Piedestinarianism, like Pelag-

ianism, dies hard; if the 'common-sense logic' of

the latter still satisfies the '

plain man '

so far as

he concerns himself with such things, the pro-

founder and more imposing coherence of the former

has continued to attract ardent supporters, more

especially in times of religious and intellectual

stress. After an acute recrudescence in the Car-

lovingian renaissance of the 9th cent., when Gott-

schalk's crude Augustinianism was combated by
Rabanus and Hincmar (848-853), the controversy
was quiescent for centuries. The Schoolmen were

content to systematize the doctrine of grace on the

basis of a recognized
'

mystery
'

;
it was enough

for faith that 'God "knew" how efficaciously to

incline the will, without infringing on its liberty.'
-

But in the turmoil of the 16th cent, the great

problem of grace once more became vital : for

Luther, and overwhelmingly
for Calvin, predesti-

nation emerged as a foundation principle, while

the Roman Catholic Church was faced with the

difficulties raised by the systems of Molinos, Baius,

and Jansen. In England the conflict between Cal-

vinist and Arminian became more than academic,

and in the great Evangelical Revival of the 18th

cent, proved real enough to cause the separation
between Wesley and Whitefield. In the 19th cent,

the amazing progress of natural science seemed for

a while to ensure the triumph of determinism, and

suggested to the theologians aftected by it strange
combinations of a naturalistic conception of '

grace
'

with an equally naturalistic idea of predetermining
' Providence

'

;
but Pelagius and Augustine were

not thus easily to be reconciled. Meanwhile

evolutionary systems of ethics and theology, no

less than the scientific study of religion itself by
the anthropologist, the historinii, and the psy(;lio-

logist, are necessitating a radical reconsideration

of those traditional conceptions of sin and grace
and free will which were the lingua franca of the

1 A further synod at Valence in 52!) or 630 served only to

reiterate the conclusions reached at Orange
2 Cf. ERE vi. 369b.
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earlier controversies. Yet the problem which the

study of the Pelagian controversies raises remains
tlie same, and its solution must continue to be of

the most vital interest to morality and reli;^ion ;

for it is concerned with the discovery of an ultimate

synthesis between three basal and undying convic-
tions—the responsibility of the individual, the

solidarity of the race, and the supremacj' of God.
See also artt. AuGUSTiNE, Baptism, Calvin,

Frek Will, Grace, Original Sin, Perfection,
Predestination.

liiTBRATi'RB.—The extatit writings of Pelag'ius, included in

Jerome's works, viz. Expositioiies in Ep. Pauli, Epist. ad
Demetr., and Libellxis Fideiad Innnci'nt.

; various Pelaj^ian Con-
fessions of Kaith collected in A. Hahn, Bibliothek der Symbole
und (ilauhensreijcln-^, KrcsUm, lHi)7, pji. 288-29^; the Anti-

Pelagian treatises of Augustine (collected and translated in

yieene and J'ost-Xicrne Fathers, Ist ser., vol. v., New York,
1887), with a vaUuible introduction by B. B. Warfield ; W.
Bright, Introd. to Select Anti-Pelugian Treatises of Augustine,
Oxford, 1880, Age of the Fathers, London, 1903, vol. ii. ch.
xxxiii. f.

; Marias Mercator, Opera, pars i. in PL xlviii.
;

A. Bruckner, '.Julian von Eclanum,' in TU xv. 3 [1897];
G. P. Fisher, Hist, of Christian Doctrine, Edinburgh, 1S9G,
pp. 183-197; A. Harnack, Ilisl. of Dogma, Eng. tr., 7 vols.,

London, 1894-99, v. ; F. J. Hall, Evolu'tidn and the Fall, New
York, 1910; J. B. Moz\ey, Augustinian Doctrine, of Predesti-

nation-, London, 1878, cli. iii. ; F. R. Tennant, The Origin
and Propagation of Sin-, Cambridge, 1900, The Soiuxes of the
Doctrines of the Fall and Original Sin, do. 1903 ; G. F.
Wiggers, Versuch einer pragmatischen Darslellnng des

Augustini^mus und Pelagianismus, Hamburg, 1821-33.

R. G. PAR.SON.S.

PENANCE (Roman Catholic). — Penance
designates (1) a sacrament of the Roman Catholic

Church, (2) a punishment inflicted for sins com-
mitted, and, more particularly, (3) an ecclesiastical
or canonical punishment.
The most satisfactory method of investigating

the nature and character of penance, as understood
and practised in the Church, is to follow its histori-

cal development from its origin.
The very idea of the religion of Christ is that of

a redemption from sin, through the sufiferings of

Jesus, the salutary eflects of whose vicarious expia-
tion are imparted to each individual soul at its

conversion to the faith, as accompanied and evi-

denced by baptism and admission into the Church.
As a consequence, some uncertainty in doctrine
and practice was bound to result as to the atti-

tude which the Church should observe towards
those who, once regenerated through baptism, fell

into sin again and applied for reconciliation.
In the Roman Catholic view the emphatic state-

ment of Jesus bestowing on His apostles without

any restriction authority to forgive sins (Mt 16'^

18^8, Jn 20-'--3) left no doubt in the minds of the

early Christians as to the general power vested in

the Church to forgive all manner of sins. Such is

at least the Roman Catholic belief reasserted in

the decree Lamcntabili (3rd July 1907), in which
are condemned two modernistic propositions (46,

47) which assert that '
in the primitive Church

tliere was no idea of the reconciliation of the
Christian sinner by the authority of the Church,'
and that,

' even after it came to be recognized as
an institution of the Church, it was not called by
the name of sacrament.'

Nevertheless in the earliest times there were
three kinds of crimes considered so atrocious that

they were punished by perpetual excommunication :

idolatry, homicide, and adultery or fornication.
This did not imply that such sins were considered

unforgivable, but merely that the Church did not
want to assume the responsibility of pronouncing
on them, leaving them to be .settled l)etween the
conscience of the sinner and God Himself. Very
early, however, it came to be realized that such
a rigorous attitude was more detrimental than
beneficial, and already the Pastor of Hernias

(c. 140-154) contains assurances of forgiveness for

all sins except blasphemy of the Name and betrayal

of the brethren {Sim. ix. 19). Hernias clearly
expresses at the same time that the forgiveness
which he announces is in the nature of a unique
concession, to be had once only and for the time

being, and that those who sin afterwards will be

unworthy of the grace, for ' there is but one

repentance for the servants of God '

(Mand. iv. i. 8)—a restriction which Roman Catholic authors
understand of public reconciliation only.
Clement of Alexandria (.S7/vj//(. ii. 13), Denys of

Corinth (in Eus. IIE iv. 23), and the Didache of the

Apostles do not seem to admit of so many restric-

tions, and Tertullian (de Pan. v.-xi.) distinguishes
two kinds of penance, one as a preparation to

baptism and the other to obtain forgiveness of
some grievous sin after baptism. In his '

peremp-
tory edict' Pope Callistus (218-222) declares: 'I

forgive the sins both of adultery and fornication to
those wlio have done penance'—whereupon Ter-

tullian, now become a Montanist, protests in his

de Pudkitla against Callistus's error, that the
Church could forgive all sins, and likewise takes
Hernias to task for favouring the pardon of

adulterers. Much rigour was still exhibited in

practice ;
in most cases reconciliation was deferred

to the moment of death, and Cyprian (Ep. Iv.

[Ii.] 21) expres.sly alludes to the 'ancient bi.-hops
'

who kejjt adulterers for ever excluded from the
Church. It .seems, however, that forgiveness was
everywhere granted to the sinners who had obtained
the intercession of tlie martyrs in the shape of

a Libellus pads, although Cyprian at Carthage
refused to recognize such an indulgence. In Si)ain,
as late as 300, the Council of Elvira pronouncetl
perpetual exclusion against the idolaters.

But the old time rigour began gradually to be

mitigated at the example and lead of the Church
of Rome. Pope Cornelius (251-253) extends for-

giveness to the lupsi of the persecution, and recon-
ciliation is denied only to those who have deferred

asking for it until at the point of death. Against
the concessions of Callistus and Cornelius, Hippoly-
tus and Novatian (condemned in a Synod of Rome
in 251) formed schisms, tlie latter originating a
sect which lasted two centuries (see Novatian-
ISTS). Yet Cyprian (de Lapsisi'lbl'\], while rebuk-

ing the lajisi, exhorts them to penance ; for the
'

forgiveness granted by the priests is acceptable
to God.'

I. Public penance.—Public penance, which was
necessary for the re-admission of the sinner within
the pale of the Chri.stian community, was preceded
by a confession (e^ofioXdyrjaLs), jmblic or private,
according to the cases (Origen, Honi. ui Lev. ii. 4

[PG xii. 418] ; Augustine, Sermo cli.
; Tertullian,

de P<xn. ix.). The confession was followed by
penitential practices exercised under the super-
vision of the proper authority, who was in the
M'est the bishop, and in the East a special peni-

tentiary appointed by the bislio]).

The nattire of those penitential exercises varied ;

according to Tertullian (de Pceu.), they consisted
in prayer, fasting, prostration at the feet of the

priests of the Church, dressing in sackcloth and

rags, lying in ashes, using the plainest food and
drink for the sole piirjiose of sustaining life, and
harsh treatment of the body.

In the East, according to Gregory Thaumatur-
gus (263) and Basil (Ep. cxcix. 22, ccxvii. 56), a
classiiication of penitents into four groups was
observed : the aKpocbixevoi, assimilated to the cate-

chumens, and excluded from all participation in

the mj'steries ; the vTrowiwroi'rei, or y6yv xX/i-oiTf j,

who were permitted to attend the services kneel-

ing ; and the avcxTdvTa, who attended the services,

but were debarred from comnnuiion ;
each of those

groups had its special place a-ssigiicd in the Church ;

tlie fourth class was added later, the vpo(TK\aioi'T(i,
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who reinaineii outside the Church iloor. These

distinctions seem to Imve been i<,'noied in the

West, where all penitents were assimilated to the

catechumens. The whole penitential process
was

closed by a solemn function held on Holy Thurs-

day, when, after a consultation (concilium) of the

bishop and the clerj^y, the penitents received a

solemn absolution from the bishop or even, in

case of necessity, from a deacon (Cyprian, Ep.
xviii.): this fact siiowed that such reconciliation

was understooil to be ' in foro externo
'

only,
and

not sacramental, although some writers hold the

opposite view.

At the point of death such reconciliation, at

that period, was never refused even for the most

grievous sins, although sometimes communion was
even then denied to apostates (cf. Leo I. [442], K/i.

cviii. 4 [PL liv. 1012 f.] ;
also Ccelestine [428], h'j>.

iv., 'To the bishops of Vienne and Narbonne,' 2 ;

and Nica-a [825], can. 13 ; Aries [314], can. 22).

Public penance could be permitteil only once, as

is evident from Hernias, Tertullian, Origen (Horn.
in Lev. w. 2), and Ambrose (dc Pan. ii. 10 [95]),

the reason being, according to Augustine, 'lest

the remedy become common' (Eji. cliii. 'ad
Maced.' 7). The principle was renewed as late

as 589 by the Council of Toledo.
The primitive discipline was severe, even extreme

in some cases (Innocent, Ep. vi. 2 [405]), but was

gradually mitigated through the subsequent period
and throughout the Middle Ages. In 390 a public
scandal in Constantinople induced the patriarch
Nectarius to suppress the charge of penitentiary,
which was followed by the abolition of public

tienance
throughout the East. The practice was

:ept up in the West, but not extended to the

newly-converted peoples like the Anglo-Saxons.
Amimg those, as well as in the Eastern Church,
the exomologesis is henceforth always secret.

From contemporary documents we see that the
career of penance was inaugurated by the imposi-
tion of the hands and the bestowal of a hair sliirt.

The penitent must shave his heatl, wear mourning,
abstain from the management of business, law-

suits, find military service, and practise perpetual
continence (if married, only with the consent of

his consort). Clerics guilty of a capital crime had

formerly been subjected to the same penance as

laymen ; in the 4th cent, the custom was estab-

lished of deposing them without excommunica-
tion, thereby reducing them to the lay communion
(Can. Apo.st. 25). In the Roman (not, however, in

the Gallican) Church they were not allowed to

submit to public penance.
In the West public confession was finally sup-

pressed by ordinance of Pope Leo I. (f 461 ; Ep.
clxviii. 2) ; but public penance was maintained.

During the contemporary period the texts of the
Fathers became both numerous and explicit in the
a.ssertion of the power existing in the Church to

forgive all sins ; Augustine (rfe^g'on. Christ, xxxi.)
states that ' the Ciiurtdi of God has power to

forgive all sins
'

; Ambrose (t 392), rebuking the
Novatians (de Pan. I. ii. 6, II. ii. 12), claims for

the priests of the Church the authority
'

to pardon
without any exception' ; Pacian of Barcelona
(t 390) maintained that the forgiving of sins done

by the priest is 'the doing of God's own power'
{ad Sympron. [PL xiii. 1057]). In the East St.

Cyril of Alexandria (t447 ; in Joan, xii., on 20-^

[PG\\\w. 722]), Chrysostom (t 407 ;
dc Sacerdot.

iii. of.), and Atiianasius (t373 ; Frag. c. Novat.
[PG xxvi. 1315]) inculcate the same notion. The
idea of transmission of the power of forgiving sins
is clearly expressed in the Canons of Hippolyfus
(xvii.) and the Apostolic Constitutions (viii. 5 [PG
i. 1073]).

2. Penitential books.—The period which wit-

nesses the gradual diminution of public penance
and its supersession by the private exomologesis
is also characterized by the appearance and diti'u-

sion, in both the Eastern and the Western Church,
mostly from the 7th cent., of the Penitentials, or

penitential books, which held sway in the practice
and ailministration of penance until the codifica-

tion known under the name of the Decree of
Gratian (1140), and the rise of the Scholastic

theology which superseded them.
Those books, the nucleus of which was the peni-

tential canons laid down by councils and bishops,
were compilations of regulations and decisions

intended to guide the confessors in the practice
and administration of penance. While granting
the part that they played in educating the bar-

barian races in Ireland, England, and Frankland,
we must admit that they rejiresented no real pro-

gress, but a growing complication of the peniten-
tial discipline, and grew so numerous, sometimes

conflicting and often tending to a relaxation of

moral niles, that they caused in the 9th cent, a
sort of reaction and hostile revulsion. Some of

them had been published with the sanction of the

Church and followed the ancient canonical decrees

and the statutes of St. Basil, Gregory of Nyssa,
and others ; others were merely private works
which found wide circulation, while some called

for reprehension and condemnation at the hands of

the ecclesiastical authorities.

Among the most important of the Penitentials

may be mentioned, in the East, those of John the

Faster and John the Monk, in the West the Liber

de Pcenitentia of St. Columbanus (+ 615), partly
based on the earlier ' canons of St. Patrick

' and
of St. Finian (t 552), and the Penitentials of

St. David (t 544) and Gildas (t 583). The work of

St. Columbanus had considerable influence on the

Continent. The Penitcntiale of Theodore, arch-

bishop of Canterbuiy (t 690), was of great authority
in the Anglo-Saxon Churcli and throughout the

West during the next four centuries. The Peni-

tential of St. Cummian (Stli cent.) and the Liber
Posnitcntium of Rabanus Maurus (841) also exer-

cised considerable influence at the time. There
is no proof, so far, that there existed any real

papal Penitential.
It is interesting to gather from those books some

delinite notions as to the rules and practice of

penance throughout the period in the Celtic and
Saxon Churches in England. In two so-called
'

Synods of St. Patrick
'

it is prescribed that he
who commits any of the capital sins shall perform
a yeai''s penance for each ofl'ence, at the end of

which he shall come with witnesses to be absolved

by the priests, and '
let penance be short, rather

than long, and tempered witii relaxation' (D.

Wilkins, Concilia, London, 1737, i. 3f.). In the
Irish Church the confessor was called anmchara,
' soul's friend

'

(animac cams).
The Leabhar lireac states that

' the soul is healed by confes-

sion and declaration of the sins, v.ith sorrow, and by the prayers
of the Church, and a determination henceforth to observe the
laws . . . because Christ left to His Apostles and Church,
to the end of the world, the power of loosing and binding.'

The necessity of confes.sion before communion is

expressly recommended (can. xxx.) in the Peniten-
tial of St. Columbanus, and the practice of public

penance is also regulated in detail in the Peniten-
tials. In the Anglo-Saxon Church penance was
called hehreoivsunq, the confessor was the scrift,

confession tiie scrift spraec, the parish the scrift

scire, and the Penitential the scrift hoc. In tlie

Penitential of TIiiMMbne it is stated that 'there is

no public penance in this province' ; that not the
deacon but the bishop shall impose penance on the

laymen ; and that, while communion should be
deferred to the end of the penance, it may be
allowed after a year or six months. The Peniten-
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tial of Egbert of York (t 266) says tliat the bishop
shall not refuse confession to those who desire it,

though they be guilty of many sins (Wilkins, i.

126). For stealing Cummian prescribes that a
lay-man sliall do one year of penance, a cleric two, a suo-

deacon three, a deacon four, a priest live, a bishop
six. For murder or perjury penance lasted from
three to twelve j-ears according to the rank of tlic

penitent. For perjury over the gospel or holy
relics Egbert enjoins seven or eleven years of pen-
ance. Uisury was ])unislied by three years, infan-
ticide liy lifteen, idolatry by ten ; for violations of
tlie sixtli commandment from three to lifteen years
were enjoined, and from tliree to twenty-five
years for incest. During that period, or a speci-
lied portion of the time, the jienitent was to fast

on bread aiul water, or, if unable, to recite daily a
certain number of psalms ; he was, moreover, to

scourge himself or perform some other penitential
exercise as determined by the confessor.

During the period which extends to the end
of the 11th cent, the penitential discipline was
steadily mitigated, and public penance was inflicted

only for public sins. On the other hand, the
number of sins to be i)ublicly expiated was notably
increased, while pulilic jjenance was not merely
off'ered but enjoined and imposed by means of

ecclesiastical censures and often enforced by
recourse to the 'secular arm.' It took the form
of fasting, exile, distant pilgrimages, scourging,
claustration, etc. The Synod of Worms (868)
removed the proliibition for penitents to live in

the state of marriage.
The habit had been gradually introduced to

redeem with alms, after the fashion of the Teutonic

Wergcld, the various penalties. The Penitentials,
from the Sth cent., enumerate the sins considered

equivalent to the fasts or other austerities which
the penitent could not observe. The first authentic
instance of tlie partial redemption of public penance
occurs at the Synod of Tribur (895) ; but soon
abuses crept in, and the Council of Rouen (1048)
forbade arbitrary changes in the pecuniary com-

pensation required.
On the other hand, excommunication had grown

into a general interdiction from all intercourse
with the Christian world. The interdict, extended
to entire districts for the first time in the 9th cent.

(Gregory of Tours, Hist. Franc, viii. 31, ix. 15),

and consisting in the suspension of all religious
functions within the territory affected, is now being
applied to considerable regions (Limoges, 1031) ;

at the same time it is rendered less rigorous and
absolute, private reception of baptism and of tiie

last rites and even private celebration of the ser-

vices being permitted.
In the Middle Ages the practice of redeeming

penance had become general. A penitent would
be excused from the prescribed works of penance
at the cost, e.g., of equipping a soldier for the

crusade, of building a bridge or a road, etc. The
consequent diminution of the practice and spirit of

personal penance resulted in the Church imposing
at the Fourth Council of Lateran, on all the faith-

ful without exception, the obligation to confess, at

least once a year, to an authorized priest during
Easter time, and to fulhl the penance enjoined
by him. As a consequence, in the 14th cent,

general public penance practically disappears, and
in the I6th cent, it occurs only exceptionally.

3. The Scholastic doctrine.—The rise of the
Scholastic philooophy,

with its sustained etibrt to

organize the Catholic beliefs and practices into

a systematic (hx'trinal whole on the basis of the
Aristotelian philosopliy, resulted in an interi)reta-
tion of the subject uf penance whicii was received
without ofiposition. It is to-day held by all

Konian Cathcdics. As, however, the subsequent

rise of the Protestant Reformation with its doctrine
of justification by faith alone brought into question
all the theological development of the past ages,
three centuries afterwards the Church saw herself
forced to re-state her own beliefs and practices in

answer to the new doctrine. Siie did this liy prac-
tically defining as her own at Trent (1551) the

jtrincipal conclusions of the Scholastic doctors, the
definitive expression of which is found principally
in the works of Thomas Aquinas, especially in the
Su/nma Thcol. III. qu. 84-90, supplem. qu. 1-28 ;

and in Sent. IV., dist. xvii., xviii., xix. To avoid

repetitions, we shall, therefore, while giving a

summary of the Scholastic doctrine, indicate in

parenthesis the .sessions and canons of the councils
which raised each individual conclusion to the

dignity of a dogma of the Catholic faith.

Penanceisa virtue, moreprobablyaspecial virtue.
It was at all times necessarj' for the reniission of

sins (Trent, sess. xiv. can. 1). In the Christian

dispensation sins committed after baptism are

actually and judicially forgiven by the Church in

virtue of the power of the keys in a rite which is

truly a sacrament of the new law, and based on
the words of Christ in .Jn 20-'"*^ :

' Receive ye the Holy Ghost : whose soever sins ye forffive,

they are forgiven unto them
; whose soever sins ye retain,

they are retainer!
'

(ib.).

Like all conceivable things in this material

world, that sacrament has its matter or quasi-
matter (Florence, 1439 ; Trent, xiv. 2), consisting
of the three acts of the penitent—contrition, con-

fession, and satisfaction—and its form, the absolu-
tion (q.v. ). The efiect of that sacrament is deliver-

ance from sin (Florence ; Trent, loe. cit.), which
implies remission of the guilt and the eternal

punishment due to sin, but requires satisfaction for

the temporal punishment into which it is com-
muted (Trent, xiv. 3). That sacrament is distinct

from baptism (ib. 2), against the Protestant con-
tention that it was at most a statement and
declaration of the forgiveness already obtained
once for all, through faith alone. While the
sacrament is indispensable for the remission of

mortal sins, it is not for that of venial sins which
can be forgiven otherwise, but which are rightly
declared in confession (Leo X., in the bull E.tsurge
against Luther's contention [H. Denzinger, En-
chiridion^^, Freiburg, 1911, no. 753]). The only
minister of that sacrament is the priest and not
the laity (jNIartin v., against Wyclif and Hus,
1418, in bull Inter cnnctas [Denzinger, 670] ; Leo
X., against Luther in bull E.vsurge [ib. 753];
Trent, xiv. 6). The valid administration of that
sacrament requires a double power (or

'

key "),

that of order, conferred in the sacerdotal ordina-

tion, and that of jurisdiction over the faithful,

dependent on the delegation of the ecclesiastical

authority, so that absolution pronounced by those
not having ordinary or delegated jurisdiction was
invalid and of no effect (Trent, xiv. 7). The
ecclesiastical authority may limit or restrict the
exercise of the said delegated jurisdiction over
the faithful by reservation of cases, except at

the point of death.

Being a sacrament, penance can have no effect

on the unbaptized ; on the baptized themselves it

can have no effect of reconciliation unless accom-

panied by repentance. Of this there are two
kinds : perfect contrition and imperfect contrition,
or attrition (Trent, xiv. 4) ; tiie former is a repent-
ance consisting in the hatred of sin as an offence

to God, the latter is based on the fear of ever-

lasting punishment. Even perfect contrition,
while in itself sufhcient to reconcile tlie soul with

God, cannot do so without the actual rcccjition of

the sacrament, or, in case of impossibility, 'apart
from the desire of the sacrament which it includes

'
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{ib.). In line with this canon is the condemnation
in 1571 bj- Fius V. of the proposition of Baius, tiiat,

except in case of niartyrdoin or necessity, i)erfe(t

contrition does not remit sin without tlie actual

reception of tiie sacrament (Denzinger, 1-24), and
of the proposition of Peter Martinez of Osnia (by
Sixtus IV. in 1479) that mortal sins are blotted out

by contrition alone without reference to the power
of t lie keys.

Imperfect contrition, while in itself insufficient

to reconcile the soul with God, becomes so in the
sacrament by virtue of the absolution, but never
without it, even in case of necessity.
The .sacrament of penance is not an institution

the use of which is left to the option of the peni-
tent ; it is as necessary to baptized sinners for sal-

vation as is baptism to those who have not yet been

regenerated (Trent, xiv. 2) ; for confession, or the

ileclaration of one's sins specifically and in detail

(ib. 5), is indispensable for the remission of sins.

There is no nece.ssity for such confession to be

public rather than private or auricular ; private
confession is sutficient in all cases ;

for public con-

fession is neither of divine institution nor com-
manded of (lod {ib.). To obt.ain forgiveness it -is

therefore indispensable to confess at least al

mortal sins, and none can be forgiven separately
so that the wilful concealment of a single mortal
sin is a sacrilege that invalidates the entire con-

fession ; grievous sins inadvertently omitted must
be accused in the next confession (ib. 8). The
same sins can be appropriately confessed over

again, each new accusation, in the view of Aquinas,
resulting in a diminution of the temporal punish-
ment due to sin.

Inviolable secrecy (except by express permission
of the penitent), even at tne cost of life or honour,
is enjoined on the priest and on any one, inter-

preter or tiie like, who has in any manner be-

come informed of the contents of a confession

(4th Council of Lateran, ch. xxi. ; Denzinger,
438). The penalt}' of deposition, confinement,
and perpetual jjcnance is pronounced on any trans-

gressing confessor, be the revelation direct or

indirect, and neither the care of public safety nor
that of securing the fulfilment of legal justice, nor

any cause whatsoever, excuses from that strict

obligation. It is not even permitted to make use
of any knowledge so obtained (decree of the Holy
Office, 18th Nov. 1602).
Sacramental confession '

by divine right neces-

.sary and established
'

is not therefore a human
invention devised by the Fathers of the Lateran ;

they only prescribed
' that the precept of confess-

ing at least once a year should be complied with

by all and everj' one when they reach the age of
discretion' (Lateran, ch. 21).

Sins forgiven by absolution, while pardoned as
to the guilt and the everlasting punishment due to

them, must nevertheless be expiated by satisfac-

tion for the temporal punishment Mhichthey leave
after them ; this obligation is fulfilled by the sacra-
mental penance imposed by the priest, as well as

by private good works, prayers, alms, fasting,
works of merit, indulgences (q.v.), etc. Accord-

ingly, the Council of Trent (cans. 12 and 15)

expressly condemned the Protestant doctrine that
the entire punishment due to sin is always forgiven
with the guilt, and tliat it is a fiction to say that
there remains to be paid a temporal penalty ;

for
'of all of the parts of penance, satisfaction was
constantly recommended to the people bv our
Fathers.'

"^ ^

Sucii is, in .succinct outline, the doctrine of the
sacrament of penance, as elaborated by the
Schoolmen and adopted by the Council of Trent.
It had been in quiet possession of the whole Church
for 300 years, on the admission of Calvin, before

the doctrine of justification by (fiduciary) faith
alone was proclaimed by the Reformers. For

supplementary information on the subject of the
various parts of the sacrament see the special
articles on Ad.solution, Expiation and Atone-
MKNT (Christian), Indulgences, etc. We may,
however, give here a somewhat more comi)lete
account of its most characteristic feature, viz.

confession.

4. Confession. — Confession is considered by
Roman Catholics (cf. Trent, loc. cit.) as of divine
institution. Tliat it should be a logical conse-

quence of the interpretation of Jn 2U"'-, in the
sense defined by Trent, is admitted even by such

unsympathetic historians as Lea (Hist. 0/Auricular
Confession, i. 181 f.), since no judge can authorita-

tively loose or bind without a knowledge of the

case, so that general confession without a detailed
statement of sins woiild not answer the idea. The
practice of confessing one's sins is already incul-
cated in Ja 5'" and 1 Jn P, and has therefore its

foundation in the NT. An examination of the
various texts of the Fathers which we have
mentioned above will show tliat tiiey understood
the power of penance as distinct from tliat of con-

ferring baptism, the latter being conceived and
described as a spiritual rebirth, the former as a
second plank after shipwreck.
The Didache commands individual confession in the con-

greifation (iv. 14, xiv. 1). Iren;i'us (130-204) mentions the fact
that some sinners 'perform their exomologesis openly also'

{adv. Hair. i. xiii. 7 [PG vii. .')91]), and Clement of Rome sa.vs :

'

It is better for a man to confess his sins, than to harden his
heart' (ad Cur. i. li. 3). Oriyen (t254) says: 'If they accuse
themselves and confess, they at the same time vomit the sin

and cast off eveiy cause of disease
'

(Horn. ii. in Ps. xxxi'ii. 6

[PG xii. 1386]). Cyprian recommends mercy to the sinner
' because in hell there is no confession and exomolog^esis cannot
be made there' (Ep. li. [Iv.] 'ad Antonian.' 2!i), and he praises
those ' who confess in sorrow and simplicity to the priests of

God'(de Lapsis, xxviii.).
Lactantius (t 330) states :

' that is the true Church in which
there is confession or penance' (Div. Inst. iv. 30). Exhortations
to confession are found in Augustine (in Ps. Ixvi. 6), in Jerome,
in his sermon on penance, and in Ambrose (de Pcen. \. ii. 7),

and Basil (lieg. brev. tract. 229) refers to the priests as the only
fit recipients of the avowal of the penitents.
The idea of confesMitig to God alone, afterwards revived by

the Protestants, is swept aside by Augustine (.Sermo cccxcii. 3

[PL xxxix. 1711] :

' Was it for nothing that the keys were given
to the Church?'
Leo the Great (440-461), who has often been credited with the

institution of the practice, calls it an apostolic rule (^p. clxviii.,

cviii. [PL liv. 1210, 1011]). It is, moreover, to be noticed that

Gregory the Great (t604, in I. Reg. iii. 13 [PL Ixxix. 207])

expressly refers to it as a well-established practice. According
to Lea (i. 228), the decree of the Lateran made of the necessity
of confession a new article of faith

; this, however, is contra-
dicted expressly by the Council of 'Trent, and by the practice
of the Oriental Church, which separated from the Western as

early ae the 10th cent., and in which the practice of confession

is both habitual and obligatory. The only doctor of the Middle

Ages who does not pronounce decisively for the necessity of con-

fession is Qra,t\a,n (Decret. n. 'de Pcen.' dist. i. [PL clxxxvii.

1519-63]); with the other doctors the only question is about
the origin and sanction of the obligation and the value of the

Scriptural texts. That question is settled definitely by Aquinas
(c. Gentes, iv. 72). He also interprets the decree of the Lateran
as meaning that the obligation of confessing mortal sins urges,
not as soon as possible after sinning (Albertus Magnus), but only
during Easter time.

Such are some of the principal authorities on
which the Roman Catholics base their doctrine and

practice and which induced the Council of Trent to

define penance as a dogma of the Chuicii.

For the convenient and public regular exercise
of penance tliere have been introduced, not earlier

than the 16th cent., among the furniture of the
Roman Catholic churches confessionals, either

movable or immovable (sometimes pieces of real

artistic value in woodwork). They consist cssen-

ti;illy of seats or stalls afiurding a central lodge
with a seat for the confessor and kneeling accom-
modation at the sides for the penitents, with the
view and purpose of securing enough publicity
and, at the same time, enough privacy for both

safeguard and convenience. TJie canonical regu-
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lations insist that they must be established ' in

loco patenti
' and provicted witli a wooden or metal

partition or crate between tlie seat of the confessor
and that of tlie penitents.
Their use is practically enjoined everywhere,

except in the case of necessity, when hearing the
confessions at least of women ; and, if there may
still be found churches wiiere tiiey are not in use,
and where, e.g., confessions are heard at the

communion railing, these conditions must be con-

sidered as irregular and uncanonical.
With the proclamation of the princijjleof justifi-

cation through faith alone, consisting in the
external imputation of the merits of Christ, it

followed as a logical consequence that justilication,
once obtained, was certain (according to Calvin, for

the predestined alone) ; equal in all, and inaniis-

sible except by loss of faith (for Luther, and not
even by that for Calvin) ; so, therefore, there
could be no real wiping off" of sin by any sanctify-

ing grace as taught by the Schoolmen, nor any
sacrament of penance, nor, consequently, any
necessity for confession.

The Lutherans, accordingly, soon dropped the

obligation of private confession altogether, through
various ordinances, as in 1657 in Saxony and in

Brandenburg in 1698, although the private practice
was not prohibited. Since the beginning of the
19th cent, it has been somewhat revived among
orthodox Lutherans.

In England the Wesleyans have Church dis-

cipline, and so had, as is well known, the Calvinistic

and Presbyterian bodies, but no confession, while
the Salvation Army practises and recommends

public confession. The Anglicans do not prescribe
auricular confession ; they merely advise it, when
necessary to satisfy one's conscience, and to the

sick if they feel their conscience troubled. The
Oxford Mo\ ement revived it to a considerable

extent, and Pusey in 1878 published an adapted
translation of J. J. Gaume's Manualfor Confessors ;

moreover, efforts were made in 1873 to obtain

from convocation the licensing of confessors, but
without success ; for the view ' that post-baptismal
sin of a grave sort can receive forgiveness in no
other way [than through confession] . . . cannot
be found within the covers of the English Prayer-
Book' (W. O. Burrows, s.v. 'Confession,' in EBr^^
vi. 904b).
When one recalls the severities of the public

penance of bygone ages and contrasts with them
the comparative insignilicance of the sacramental

penance usually inflicted nowadays, one cannot

help wondering how such an extraordinary mitiga-
tion can harmonize with the theory and practice of

the past. It must be remembered, however, that,
if the sacramental penance has been immensely
lightened, the purpose of that leniency is

' not to

repel
'

the sinner, since repentance here on earth is

much more essential than satisfaction, and since

all
'

unpaid debts,' in the Roman Catholic belief,

will be fully discharged in the life hereafter in the

purifying flames of purgatory.
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E. L. VAN Becelaere.
PENANCE (Anglican).—The wotAh poenitentiu

and ixeTavoia are both used in each of three distinct

senses : (1) the emotion or sentiment of penitence ;

(2) the penance, penalty, or course <<f humiliation

a.ssigned or undertaken ; (3) the institution, ordin-

ance, or sacrament of penance. This article is

mainly concerned with penance as an institution,
ordinance of grace, or sacrament of the Ciiristian

Church.
The commission of our Lord to the Apostles on

which the practice of penance is based is recorded
in Jn 20'^'''". The Lord breathed on them, and
said :

' Receive ye the Holy Ghost : whose soever sins ye remit, they
are remitted unto them ; and whose soever sins ye retain, they
are retained.'

This commission might be applied in two ways
(Cyril Alex, in loco) : by baptism, for those who
were not yet members of the Christian Church :

and by penance, for the children of the Church
who had sinned and fallen from grace. Penance,
which is here under consideration, has to do only
with baptized Christians who have sinned after

baptism.
In the history of the Church there have been

extraordinary variations alike in the scope and in

the methods of penance. As regards scope, there

may be conti'asted the prevalent conviction in the
2nd and 3rd centuries that the Church could not
reconcile in this life offenders in the three capital
sins of apostasy, adultery, and bloodshed ; and the

teaching of St. Pacian of Barcelona at the end of

the 4th cent, that it was for these three capital
forms of oflence and only for these that penance
was needed (Para;nesis ad Poenitcntiam). As re-

gards methods, the publicity of the course of

penance or humiliation in the early centuries may
be contrasted with tlie privacy of later methods as

already shown in the practice of the priest peni-

tentiary at Constantinople in the 5th cent., but

not universal in the West till 1000 years of

Christianity had passed. A brief survey of this

varied history Mill be the best exposition of the

subject.
In the apostolic period St. Paul exercises the

commission of retaining in the case of the in-

cestuous Corinthian. He does so with some cir-

cumstance.
' For I verily, being absent in body but present in spirit, have

already, as though 1 were present, judged him that hath so

wrought this thing, in the name of our Lord Jesus, ye being

gathered together, and my spirit, with the power of our Lord

Je.sus, to deliver sucli a one unto Satan for the destruction of

the Hesh, that the spirit mav be saved in the day of the Lord
Jesus' (1 Co5-f 6).

St. Paul also exercises the commission of remit-
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tinj:, whetlier tlie jiersun loryiven i" the incestuous

Corinthian or anutlier oH'ender :

' For wliat I aUo have forgiven, if I have forgiven anything,
for your sakea have I forgiven it in the person of Cbriut'

(2 Co 2»0).

Tiie writer of the E[>istle to the Hebrews apjiears

already to take tlie rigorist view as regards apos-
tates :

"It is impossible to renew tbeui again unto repentance'
(jxtrdtviav) (He C),

Tlie story of St. John and the robher shows the

Apostle r»!;uly to reconcile a bandit guilty of re-

peated bloodshed (Clem. Alex. Qu is dives sal vet ur ?,

4-2).

In the sub-apostolio period the first authority to

notice is Hernias. In tiie Shepherd Hennas, ad-

dressing the angel of penitence (the Shepherd),
.•siys :

'
I have heard. Sir, from certain teachers that there is no

other ^KTat'oia, but that when we went clown into the water,
and received remission of our former sins' (Hand. iv. 3). The
anifel rejilies : 'Thou hast well heard for so it is.'

The attitude taken up is that normally there is no
reiiii.>ision of capital sins after baptism in this life.

l>ut the message to be given is that, under the ex-

ceptional circumstances of (a) an impending perse-
cution, and {b) the apjiroaching end of tlie age, one
turavoia after baptism may be admitted, except in

the case of the more wilful apostates. This is the

inception of the Church rule that only one penance
.ifter baptism might be admitted.

In the period A.D. 150-250 the principal writers—Clement of Alexandria, Hippolytus, TertuUian,
and Origen—all favour rigorism. Clement holds
with Hernias that the normal situation is to admit
only the penitence preceding baptism, but that
after baptism penance may be admitted once for
sins not properly wilful (Strom, ii. 13). In Rome
Hippolytus strongly condemns the new policy of

Calhstus which throws open the gate of reconcilia-
tion to oflenders in the matter of purity (Refut. ix.

7). In Carthage TertuUian, now a Montanist,
makes an attack on the same policy in his de
Pudicitia. Origen, who may be taken as repre-
sentative at once of the Churche.s of Syria and of

Egypt, is similarly severe.

He writes of those who '

overstep the bounds of the priestly
dijfnity in assuming to condone idolatry, and to commit
adulteries and fornication

'

{de Oral. 28).

Such sins to Origen are sins incural)le {avlara).
While the great writers are tlnis at one in the

rigorist attitude, there was evidently at the same
time a bodj' of opinion which made for leniency or

mercy. One bishop who showed the lenient temper
was Dionysius of Corinth (c. A.D. 171 ; Eus. HE
iv. 23). The outstanding champion of the present
mercy of the Lord to the penitent offender in fleshly
sin was Callistus, bishop of Rome. He admitted
such offenders to reconciliation after due penance
performed ;

and his action carried with it the mind
of the Churcli for all future ages. The next class
of capital oflenders to be admitted to reconciliation
was that of the apostates. It was after the Decian
persecution (A.D. 250) that the question became
urgent. The First Council of Carthage under
Cyprian (251) ruled (a) that libellatici might in

approved cases be restored after considerable pen-
unce, and (b) that sncrijicati might be restored on
the approach of death. The Second Council of

Carthage iinder Cyprian (252), in view of the

impending persecution under Callus ii., agreed to
reccjiiciie without delay all the penitent lapsed.
At Antioch in the same year a council under
Demetrianus appears to have united the East in
the same policy of mercy. At Alexandria the case
of Serapion shows St. Dionysius ready to restore
on the ajiproach of death (Ens. HE vi. 44). The
homicide also was in time admitted to reconcilia-
tion before death. The Council of Ancyra (314)

regulates the i)enances for these offenders (canons
22, 23). Finally, the Council of Niciea (325) ruled

by canon 13 for all capital sins that reconciliation
was oj)en to penitent offenders before death.
Meanwhile the procedure of penance had been

developed in much detail. The de Pcenitcntia of
TertuUian (ch. 9) shows a discipline in use in

Carthage, and evidently also at Rome, which in-

cluded (1) a sordid garb, sackcloth and asiies ; (2)

dietary restrictions ; (3) public lamentation; (4)

prostration before the presbyters ; and (5) kneeling
before the faithful. This course of ordered public
humiliation was styled exomologesis. There must
have been a confession of offence in words in con-
nexion with this exomologesis ; but there is no
evidence of any pul)lic confession in detail. Half
a century later, again in Carthage, the .system of

procedure is spoken of by St. Cyprian as ordo (Ep.
11), as ordo disciplinm {Ep. 9), as disciplinn Domini
(Ep. 11). It was admissible in the ordinary course
'in minoribus peccatis' (Ep. 9), such sins being
minor as compared Avith the capital sins of apostasy
and bloodshed, though probably including sins of

impurity. It involved (a) poenitentia, (b) exomolo-

gesis, and (c) the imposition of the hands of the

bishop and clergy (Ep. 9) for the admission of the

persons to communion. Confession was not made
l)ublicly, but '

apud sacerdotes,' the word sacerdos

being at this time used of bishops only (de Lapsis,
28).
A few years after the Decian persecution a great

missionary bishop of Pontus, St. Gregory Thau-
maturgus, organized in his diocese (t6v ifddSe

Tvirov) a system of penitential discipline by grades
(Canonica Epistola, can. 5). Five grades are

commonly enumerated: (1) mourners (r/ Trp6<rK\av-

(Ttj), (2) hearers (^ aKpdaais), (3) fallers (ij virdirToicit),

(4) bystanders (t) avaTaan), and (5) the restored to
communion (17 fi^ide^is tCjv ayiacrfxaTuv) (can. 11). Of
these, two are not grades of penitents. The
mourners are supplicants for penance, who are
as yet altogether outside the Church. The final

grade of restored communion is the grade of those
whose penance is done. The grades which are in

fact grades of penitents are those of hearers, fallers,
and bystanders. The distinction of hearers and
fallers may have already been in use for catechu-
mens (Origen, c. Cels. iii. 51 ; Council of Neo-
Ccesarea, can, 5), the provision thus made for
catechumens being now utilized for penitents.
The grade of bystanders seems to have been created
to meet the case of advanced penitents.
The .system of graded penance spread from

Pontus to the neighbouring provinces of the Asian

I^eninsula, and finds recognition in the canons of

Nicsea. But it was not in force in Antioch, in

Rome, or, indeed, anywhere outside of the Asian

provinces. As introduced by Gregory, the terms
of jjenance in each grade for particular sins are not

yet fixed. In the Canonical Epistles of St. Basil

a customary scale of terms of penance is shown
in force. Some of the terms are of great length.
Thus penance for thirty years is impoSed for certain
.sins of impurity (can. 7). The discretion of the

bishop, however, tempered this severity in practice
(can. 74).
The conversion of the empire would make the

application of this severe system impracticable
except in limited areas. Thus, in Antioch, of

200,000 inhabitants in the time of St. Chrysostom
100,000 were Christians. St. Chrysostom repudi-
ates the Asian system as an ' intolerable publica-
tion

'

(de Incomprehensibili Dei Natura, honi. 5).

Similarly its long terms of penance have in his

judgment no hidden virtue. Five days of contri-

tion are worth years of wooden jjenalty (de Beato

Philogonio, 4). The distinctive teaching of St.

Chrysostom is that penance may take many forms,
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and that they all reacih np to heaven. Thus ( 1 ) con-

fession, (2) contrition, (3) linnulity, (4) almsj^ivinfr,

(5) prayer, and (G) forgiveness of (jtlicrs are all efhca-

cious for the forgiveness of our sins {dn Duibolo

Tentaturc, !i;ini. 2, de PcKnitentia, honi. 2, In Ep.
ii. ad Coviiilldds, honi. 4). In an enumeration

employed after his advancement to Constantinople
he specifies as one such means ' recourse without
reserve to the priests

'

(to irpbs roi's ifpeis ^x^"" oUeiui^),

where tlie word oiV-e/ws ajipears to signify intimate
or conlidential intercourse. It may be noted tliat

this was after the abolition of the priest peniten-
tiary by Nectarius (In Epistolnm ad Hebrccos, hoin.

6).

According to Socrates (HE v. 19), it was follow-

ing on the l)ecian persecution that priests peniten-
tiary came to be appointed in various churches.

Up to this time the ministry of penance had been

mainly in the hands of the bishops. Now a priest
is empowered to hear the confessions of penitents,
to assign their penances, and to give absolution.
All this is seen in operation in the scandalous case
related by Socrates (HE v. 19) and Sozomen (HE
vii. 16), which led to the suppi-ession of the priest

penitentiary in Constantinople by Nectarius in

391. It is to be noted of the administration of the

penitentiaries that not only was the confession

private, but the penance and the reconciliation
were also withdrawn from publicity.
These features, taken with the ministry of the

priest in reconciliation, show already in use all the
characteristics of the private system which in the
West was not adopted till several centuries had

passed. The ready acceptance of the action of

Nectarius would seem to indicate that in Constan-

tinople in 391 the penitentiaiy was already only a
survival. From this time recourse to penance in

ordinary cases was left to the conscience of the

person. The words of Chrysostom imply that,

thotigh there was henceforth no penitentiary,
recourse might be had to any priest.

In Rome, and in the West generally, the use of

penance developed on different lines. From the

days of Marcellus (A.D. 308-309) there were in

Rome 25 priests of the titles of the city, and their

functions included the administration of penance
(Liber Pontificalia, ed. L. Duchesne, Paris, 1886,
i. 164). They had much in common with the priest

penitentiary of the East. The priest heard the
confession of the oll'ender ; he admitted him to the
status of tlie penitent ; he assigned him his penance,
which included both private exercises and public
humiliations ; and he indicated a definite duration
for sucdi penance (St. Innocent I., Ej). 25, 'ad
Decentium '). It was, however, the bishop who on
the Thursday before Easter gave eli'ect to the

judgment of the priest, and reconciled the peni-
tent in a public function of much solemnity (ib.

•

The Gelasian Sacramentary, ed. H. A. Wilson,
Oxford, 1874, p. xxxviii).
The distinctive features of the Roman usage

were employed throughout the West for centuries
to come. The confession was jjrivate, as, indeed,

always and everywhere excel >t in the case of

bishops of Campania and Samiiium condenmed by
St. Leo (EiJ. 167. 2). But the penance was publicly
performed, the penitetits iiaving their place
assigned at the solemnization of the liturgy ; and
not only was the penance public, but the reconcili-

ation also was a public and solenan function. The
officiant in tlie reconciliation was throughout the
West the bishop.
To the Western practice a necessary exception

had to be made in the case of persons in peril of

de.ath : the works of penance had to be dispensed
with, the absolution was given in the sick-room,
and the mini.-tcr was not commonly tlie bisiiop,
but a priest. The dilliculties attending public

penance in time of health had the effect that com-

jjaratively few persons came under it. Some sought
it voluntarily, and on some it was imposed by
authority. IJut the general tendency was to put
oir penance till death was in sight (St. Ca'saiius of

Aries, Scriito 256, in App. to St. Augustine, PL
xxxix. 2217). It thus came about over the whole
of Western Christendom that people became
familiar with a sj^stem in which not only tiie con-

fession, but also the penance and the absolution,
were privately exercised, and in which tiie minis-
trant was a priest.
Meanwhile in the Celtic churches of the British

Isles there had sprung up a procedure widely ditt'er-

ing from the public jienance of the Continental
churches. It found . its inception in the Celtic

monastic system, which had peculiar features.

The Irish monastery was a community at once of

monks, students, and penitents, under the rule of

an abbat, who was ^^ithln the monastery supreme.
The penitential books, or schedules of penances,
which were first issued from these monasteries,

contemplate private performance witiiout counter-

part in the public liturgy, and reconciliation by
admission to communion on the completion of the

penance. There is no provision for a i)ublic and
solemn reconciliation, nor any recourse to the

bishoi). Passing over the earliest fragmentary
documents, we come to the Penitential of St.

Finian (c. A.D. 550), which shows this system
at work (F. W, H. Wasserschleben, Die Bussord-

nungen der abendldndisihen Kirche, Halle, 1851,

p. 109); and the Penitentinl of Cohimbanns,
which is largely based on Finian, is a further

development of it which, through tlie monasteries
of the foundation of Columbanus, introduced the

system on the continent of Europe (ib. p. 355).

Archbishop Theodore states that in the English
churches of his time there was no public penance
(Pcenit. i. 13). The British churches had never

practised it ; and it appears that the Continental
missions had not introduced it. Theodore, him-
self of Eastern origin, frankly accei)ts the private

procedure which he finds in use ; and in the Peni-
tential he puts forth an ordered system of penance.s

superior to any penitential j'et jiroduced. The
Penitential of Theodore is stated to contain the

archbishop's replies to a series of questions
addressetl to him, mainly by the priest Eoda, who
framed his questions from a Celtic penitential (' ex
Scotorum libello') in his hands.
The significance of all these penitential books,

alike the Celtic and that of Theodore, is that they
are handbooks of the priest in the administration
of the Celtic or private system of penance. On the

continent of Europe the normal minister of recon-

ciliation was the bishop, whose public and solemn
service of reconciliation was held on the Cuna
Domini. Under the system accepted by Theodore
for the whole of England there was nothing of all

this. Not only was the confession private as else-

where, but the penance and the reconciliation were

private too, and the minister was not the bishop,
but a priest.
The gradual extension of this sj-stem over the

whole of Western Christendom may be traced in

the following centuries. That an impulse of the

kind should spread from the north southwards

may appear prima facie unlikely ; and scholars

like Bishop Schmitz have been at much pains to

show a Roman origin for the Penitentials (H. J.

Schmitz, Die Bussbuclier und die Bxtssdisciplin der

Kirche, i., Mainz, 1SS3, ii., Diisseldorf, 1898). The
evidence to the contrary is, however, hardly to be

refuted. It will be found at length in O. D. Wat-

kins, A Histori/ of Penance (in the press). The

beginnings of the private system on the Continent

caine from the monasteries of Celtic type which,
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btartiug with the foundations of Coluinbanus, were

extraordinarily multiplied in the Frankish lands in

the 7th century. The penitential books of these

houses were extensively copied and also variously

adapted, and Penitentials no\y came into wider

use in the hands of priests outside. The so-called

Panitentiale Rumanum is a penitential mainly of

Celtic oriyin, to which are appended two Konian
otiices of the public system. When the Peniten-

tial of Theodore was later on introduced from

England, it obtained a j^reat vogue, and was copied
ox modified as suited those who used it. Thus a

variety of I'enitentials based upon Theodore,
but compiled in the Frankish lands, were
now introduced. Next to be noted is the wide-

sprcxd influence of the English missionaries in the

(iermanic countries. Such were St. Boniface, or

Win fried of Crediton, the apostle of (iermany ;

St. Willibald, bishop of Eichstiidt ;
St. Willehad,

bishop of Bremen ; St. Willibrord, archbishop of

Utrecht. All these represented and gave exten-

sion to the English system of penance. Not less

important is the influence of Alcuin and his little

band of English scholars, who from the palace
school of Aachen, or later from St. Martin's abbey
at Tours, are strong supporters of the English

system. The times of Charles the Great show the
conflict of the two sj'stems in the dioceses. Every-
where on the Continent the public system survives.

The confession is private, out public penance is

imposed in an ordered course which assigns to the

penitents their place in the solemnization of the

l>ublic liturgy, and the reconciliation is in every
diocese an annual solemn ottice which takes place
on the Thursday before Easter, or Ccenn Domini,
and of which the bishop is the ministrant. By the
side of this lias grown up in the various monasteries
the new system in which not only the confession,
but al.so the penance and the reconciliation, are

private, and the ministrant is a priest. The

penances imposed by the penitential books tend to

be much less exacting than those of the ancient

public system. In the 9th cent, there comes an

angry clash of the two systems. The reform
councils of Charlemagne in 81.3 show it in course.

The Council of CliTilons holds that penances should
be based upon (1) canons, (2) Scripture, and (3)

custom, 'tlie l)ooks which they call penitentials

being repudiated and altogether banished.' The
Council of Tours, noting the variety of penances
in use, recommends that the imperial assembly
about to meet at Aachen shall indicate which of

the penitentials is to be preferred. A little later

the (Council of Paris (829) rules that the bishops
should 'diligently make enquiry for these same
faulty documents, and should deliver them when
found to the flames, so that in future unskilled

priests should not by their means deceive men.'
Such Avas the conflict of the two .systems in the
tirst half of the 9th centurj-. But the trium))h of

the private system was only a matter of time and
extension. So far, indeed, it was unknown in the
southern lands. In Lombardy outside Bobbio and
in the Italy of the popes the public system ruled.

So, too, in S. Gaul, and in wliat remained to

Christendom of Spain. But by the time of Gratian

('•. 1150) tlie private system is in general use even
in Italy, though not of obligation. Putting for-

ward the question whether confession of sin to a

priest is required, or whether contrition and
secret satisfaction without oral confession will

attain forgiveness, Gratian cites a long array of

b9 authorities pronouncing on either side, and
sums up that ootli ojjinions are well supported
(Decretum, ii., causa xxxiii. qu. 3). It is, how-
ever, only three-quarters of a century later than
this that at the F'ourth Council of the Lateran

(1215) the edict goes forth to the whole of Western

Christendom that every Christian who has attained
discretion must confess his sins at least once in

every year.
Attention has now to be given to the growth of

the practice of recurring or habitual confession.

Penance proper, in the sense of an ordinance or

sacrament for the remission of .sin, is concerned

only with such capital or mortal oll'ences as have

filaced

the sinner in a condition of sin or death
rom which he needs to be rescued by sacramental

grace. It is to be expected that such grave sin, if

it occurs at all in tiie case of a Christian after

baptism, Avill be exceptional ;
and in the early

centuries penance was admitted only once in the

lifetime. In the 4th and 5th centuries this was
the rule throughout the West, as at an earlier

period it had been also in the East. As late as

the Third Council of Toledo (589) the prohibi-
tion of a secontl penance is re-afiirmed for Spain.
While, however, in the earlier ages the mind of

the Church was against the admission of repeated

penance, there had grown up in the monastic
societies the practice of recurring confession of

offence as a habit of the devout life (Cassian, de

Cccn. Inst. iv. 9 ; St. Benedict of Nursia, Eccjula,

7). This was not the penance of the Church. It did

not contemplate in ordinary cases the sacramental

forgiveness of mortal ollence. In the rule given by
Donatus, bi.shopof Besan9on, to tlie nuns of Joussa-

moutier (592-651) confession is to be made to the

abbess ('matri spiritual! nihil occultetur '). The
first notice of the extension to the lay people of

the practice of confession as a habit of the devout

life comes from these islands. In the Dialogue of

Egbert, archbishop of York (between 732 and 736),

the following statement is made :

' Since the times of pope Vitalian and Theodore archbishop of

Canterbury a custom has obtained in the Church of the

Enghsh, and has come to be held as having the force of law, that

not onl5' the clergy in monasteries, but also the laymen with

their wives and families should betake themselves to their

confessors' (Haddan and Stubbs, Councils and Ecclesiastical

Documents, iii. 413).

This was to be in the twelve days before

Christmas. It will be understood that under the

private system of penance the old prohibitions

against repetition no longer maintained their

ground. Confession could be admitted as often as

priest and penitent were agreed in admitting it.

Such confession should not ordinarily be concerned

with mortal offence ; and, when it was not so

concerned, even though the words of absolution

were employed, it was not in the strict sense to be

regarded as an exercise of the sacrament of pen-
ance. It was a practice of the devout life. But,
if grave sin had in fact been committed, the

priest was prepared to exercise the commission of

forgiveness, and his absolution was understood

to convey the grace of the Church ordinance or

sacrament of penance. The spread of the private

system of penance on the continent of Europe has

already been adverted to. With it followed the

j)ractice of recurring confession. In the period
950-1215 the private system is found to strengthen
its hold of the regions north of the Alps, and also

to enter into possession of the southern lands.

The partial use of it becomes a general use. Its

voluntary character gives place to a sense of obliga-

tion, though without positive enactment. And
this sense of duty has come to bear not onlj' on

the soul conscious of deadly oflence, and in need of

the loosing of the Lord ; it is becoming a recognized

duty for every adult Christian to confess again and

again at intervals, the interval which by ecclesi-

astical custom should not be exceeded being the

year from Easter to Easter. At last in the Fourth

Council of the Lateran (1215) all this is embodied
in a definite decree for the whole of Western
Christendom :
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'

Every fidelix of either sex shall after the attainment of years
of rtiscretion confess his sins with all fidelity to his own priest
at least once in the year.'

It was soon found necessary to relax this rule as
to the requirement that the confe.sision of theJidelis
must be made to '

liis own priest
'

; but the require-
ment of an annual confession from every _^rfc^is is

still the rule of the Koman Catholic Church.
In England at the Keformation the jiosition

taken up was very nmcii that of the Cliurch of

Constantinople after the action of Nectarius in

suppressing the priest penitentiary. The use of

confession was left to the conscience of the Christ-

ian, and he was free to make his ('onfession to any
priest whom he might choose. The prerogative of

the priest is afhrmed without hesitation. The
formula of the ordination of a priest has the
words :

' Whose sins thou dost forgive, they are forgiven : and whose
sins thou dost retain, they are retained.'

In the exhortation to be read on notice of Holy
Communion the final paragrajdi runs :

' And because it is requisite, that no man should come to the

holy Communion, but with a full trust in God's mercy, and
with a quiet conscience : therefore if there be any of you, who
by this means cannot quiet his own conscience herein, but

requireth further comfort or counsel, let him come to me, or
to some other discreet and learned Minister of God's Word, and
open his grief ; that by the ministry of God's holy Word be

may receive the benefit of absolution, together with ghostly
counsel and advice, to the quieting of his conscience, and

avoiding of all scruple and doubtfulness.'

The form of absolution after private confession

given in the Order for the Visitation of the Sick is

one of the forms partly precatory, partly declara-

tory, which had come into use from the 13th

century.
' Our Ixird Jesus Christ, who hath left power to his Church

to absolve all sinners who truly repent and believe in him, of his

great mercy forgive thee thine offences : And by his authority
committed to me, I absolve thee from all thy sins. In the
Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.
Amen.'

On a point of much dispute in the Reformation

period no pronouncement is made. It is not ruled

whether a person guilty of mortal offence ought to

have his conscience troubled till he has betaken
himself to the penance of the Church. This point,
which St. Augi;stine in the early years of the 5th
cent, would answer in the stricter sense {Seniw
392), and which is shown by Gratian as variously
answered through the centuries in his long catena
of citations, is in fact dealt with by the Church of

England as Nectarius had dealt with it in Con-

stantinople. The matter is left to the conscience of

the oflender. In other words, if he approaches the

Holy Communion, he does so at his own risk. But
the Church does not bar his access. In the history
of the Church of England after the Reformation
confession to a priest with a view to absolution
M'as for three centuries not greatly used, though
it may be said that it never fell entirely out of use.

Since the Oxford Movement there has been a con-

siderable use of such confession.

Confession.—It has been repeatedly stated for

centuries that in early times confessions were
made publicly. The statement is already found in

Sozomen (HE vii. 16), who regards such public
confession as supplying the reason for the intro-

duction of the priest penitentiary. Sozomen wrote
about 200 years after the period to which he
refers. He speaks of such confession as made ^v

6edTpi{i
—the phrase of St. Chrysostom. St. Chrj'.so-

stom had in view the public penance of the Asian
cliurches ; and it is to the confusion of this exo-

moiogesis with verbal confession that the long
series of misunderstandings must be mainly attri-

buted. To later writers the very word ' exomolo-

gesis' (' confe.ssion forth') .seemed to imply that a
confession in words was at least part of this public
exercise. But by the time of TertuUian's de

PcBnitcntia (c. A.D. 198) exomologesis was already
even in the Latin churches the technical word for

the public course of penance ; and it cannot be
shown that a detailed confession in words was ever

part of this. The references to actual confe-ssions

are to confessions privately matle. Origen (in
Lev. honi. 2) speaks of the sinner ' who does not
shrink from showing his sin to the prie.st of the
Lord' (sacerdoti in the Latin of Ruhnus— not

nece.ssarily a bishop). In Cyprian's environment
confessions are '

apud sacerdotes,' sarr.rdos here

meaning a bishop. St. Basil (Ep. Can. ii. 34)
states that the admitted practice in the case of

'adulteresses who had made confession through
piety or whose sin was otherwise proved

' was to

permit the penance to be commenced in the grade
of bystanders, so that the ollence should not Ije-

come matter of public knowledge. St. (iregory of

Nyssa (Ep. Can. 6 [PC xlv. 233]) deals with the
case of secret theft when the oliender hasconfessed
to the priest (5i' ^^ayopevcrtcos t6 irX-qfj.fj.iX-q^j.a. avrov t<^

iepei (pavepua-ai). St. Innocent I. (Ep. xxv. 10) says
tliat it is the office of the priest to attend to the
confession of the penitent. In Africa St. Augustine
states that those doing public penance mu.st have
committed grave oflences, as adultery, homicide,
or sacrilege, from which it may be inferred that
more was unknown to him (Smiw 252). There is

one exception. St. Leo Magnus, writing to the

bishops of Campania, Samnium, and Picenura,
states (Ep. 168) that he has heard of the practice

by some in those districts of public confession.

He rules that it must be brought to an end :

'
I mean that in the matter of the penance which is demanded

of the faithful there should be no public recitation of the
nature of particular sins, such profession being written in a
statement (libelli/s). For it suffices that the accusation of

conscience be indicated to the priests {sacerdotibus) alone in

secret confession.'

With Leo sarerdos is not confined to bishops.
From this time onwards, so far as is known,

confessions have always been private whether they
were made (1) as a preliminary to public penance
and episcopal absolution, (2) on the sick-bed, or

(3) in connexion with the sj^stem of private jjenance
and absolution by a priest. When, under the

private system of penance, confession to a priest
became largely used, some preparation for this

ministry on the part of the clergy was seen to be
called for. Thus in the 9th cent, it is repeatedl)'
laid down that the clergy should be prepared to

distinguish the eight principal vices (e.g., Council
of Rheims, A.D. 813)—an enumeration which had
come down from Cassian. An early directorj- for

the penitent is that of Othmar, abbat of St. Gall

(A.D. 759). This is published in Wasserschleben,

p. 437.

Absolution.—The absolution of the penitent has
in historj' been conveyed externally in four modes,
used separately or in combination : (1) by the

laying on of hands, (2) by precatory forms of words,

(3) by declaratory forms of words, and (4) by ad-

mission to communion.
(1) The laying on of hands by the bishop was

used (c. A.D. 260) in the Syrian Church of the
Didascalia (ch. 10 [tr. from the Syriac by Margaret
Dunlop Gibson, London, 1903]), and is found in

the Apostolic Constitutions (ii. 41), reproducing
the Didascalia. No other evidence is forthcoming
of its use for absolution in the churches of the

East. In the churches of the Asian provinces,
Nvhile tliere was an elaborate ceremonial for the

imposition of hands upon penitents in the course

of the liturgy (Council of Laodicea, can. 19), there

is no indication of the use of such imposition or of

any other outward symbol or expression for the

purpose of efl'ecting reconciliation. Nor has any
mention been found of tiie laying on of hands for

absolution at Antioch or at Constantinople. In
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the West the African churches emiiloyed
the

layinp on of hands for absohition in a puLlic and

soleiiiii function alike in tlie times of St.
Cyprian

and in those of St. Augustine. In S. Gaul the

first Council of Orange (A.D. 441) knows of a

'reconciliatory imposition of the hand' which

should be given in a public function, after the

fulfilment of penance, to a penitent who had

already been admitted to coniniunion in time of

sickuess. Tlie usage of Rome is not easily deter-

mined. Tliere is repeated evidence of .some imi)osi-
tion of hands in the course of penance, and also

of the employment of such imi)osition in the

reconciliation of heretics, but there is no mention
found of the imposition of hands as used in the

public and solemn reconciliation of ordinary
penitents by the bishop on the Thursday before

Ea.-<ter.

(2) The verbal expression of absolution or recon-

ciliation was in the early centuries usually made
in the form of prayer. No verbal absolution in

any form but that of prayer is known to have been

preserved. The reconcifiatory prayers employed
in Rome are given in the Gelnsinn Sncramentary.
In tlie Ea.stern churches the .supplicatory forms of

absolution liave been retained to modern times (J.

Croar, Eucholoijion, Paris, 1647, p. 6(56).

(3) No indicative form of absolution as '

Ego te

absolve
'

is known to have come tlown from the

earlj' centuries. It cannot, however, be certainly
athrmed that no such form was ever used. St.

.Vmbrose writes :

' For neither do they remit sins in their own name, but in the
name o( the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

They ask, the Godhead jfrants : the service is human, but tlie

munificence is of supernal power' {de Spiritu Sancto, iii. IS).

The asking is the prayer of remission ; but, if

the clergy remitted sins in the name of the Father
and of tlie Son and of the Holy Ghost, it is difficult

to see how this could be done except in some form
of direct pronouncement. The description given
by St. .\mbrose would apply exactly to the com-

posite forms of absolution—half prayer and half

pronouncement—which have been generally used
since the first half of the 13th century. St.

Thomas Aquinas, in his 22nd Opusrtdnm—a short

treatise addressed to the master-general of the
Dominicans on the subject of the form of absolu-

tion, in which he defends and indeed requires the
indicative form—mentions the statement made by
some of those with whom he is arguing that only
thirty years had pa.ssed since all used the precatory
form beginning

' Absolutionem et remissionem.'
St. Tiiomas does not deny this, but merely notes
that none could speak for all. It may be under-
stood that precatory forms were in general use in

W. Europe til 1 about the middle of the 13th century.
(4) It was not in every case that any formal

expression of absolution found place before the
admission of the person to comnninion. Thus in

Egypt the viaticum was sent to the dying Serajnon
by means of a messenger lad. Serapion thereu[ion
jiroceeded to make his communion. Dionysius of

Alexandria, the bishop, remarks that Serapion
had been kept alive till he was absolved ('iw^ \vOrj

[Euseliius, UK vi. 44]). How was tlie absolution

conveyed? Certainly not by imposition of hands,
or by a prayer of reconciliation said over him by
the

priest,
or by any pronouncement of absolution

in Ills presence. Serapion's was the extreme case
of a lapsed person wiio had been debarred from
communion till death should be imminent. When
at last he is absolved, the procedure in fact adopted
is simply admission to communion. Again, wlien
in the 13th canon of tiie Nicene Council it is ruled
that on the ajiproaiii of death all jieisons in

penance may be admitted to communion, there is

no suggestion of formal absolution before such

communion. Again, in the Asian provinces
penances were severe and prolonged ; but, when
the penance was fulfilled, the person was to '

pro-
ceed to communion,' to 'partake of the sacred

things,' to undertake ' the communion of the goo<I
'

(St. Gregory of Nys.sa, Ep. Can. [PG xlv. 229.

232]). The impression conveyed is that, when the

person had fullilleil his penance, he simply stood
no longer bound. Communion was open to him.
The same may have been originally the practice of

the Irish mona.steries (cf. Panitentiale Vinnvri,

§6 :
' altario reconciliatur,' §§ 15, 21, 35 :

'

jungatur
altario,' § 14 :

' restitnatur altario,' § 53 : 'intrandum
ad altare

'

[Wassersclilebcn, p. 10811'.]).

It should, however, be stated with all clearness

that nowhere and at no time in the history of the
Church has the Holy Eucharist been regarded as

the actual means of ab.solution. It was not open
to any person who had not found forgiveness to

approach Communion in order that the Holy
Eucharist, coining into touch with the unabsolved

sinner, might thereby absolve him. Of the cleans-

ing power of the Eucharist to wash the forgiven
sinner ' more and more,' of the yearning that so
' our sinful bodies may be made clean by His

Body, and our souls washed through His most

precious Blood,' the Church is ever conscious.

For the unreconciled is the warning that ' the

danger is great if we receive the same unworthily'.
For then we are guilty of the Body and Blood of

Christ our Saviour ; we eat and drink our own
damnation, not considering the Lord's Body'
(English Prayer Book).
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O.SCAR D. Watkixs.
PENITENCE.—Penitence is a .sorrow for sin

as an offence against God, and involves a purpose
of amendment. A regret for sin not ba.sed on its

intrinsic sinful character, viz. its oli'ensiveness to-

wards God, would not be penitence ; and a regret
not involving the purpose of amendment, or a re-

solve of amendment without hatred of .sin, would
not be penitence. On the other hand, a purpose
of expiation or satisfaction does not seem to be of

the essence of true penitence, except in .so far as

such satisfaction is inseparable from the process of

amendment itself. Thus, a murderer may sincerely

repent for homicide, be firmly resolved not to

commit it again, and yet endeavour to evade the

punishment if he can.

Accordingly, the common Protestant vieAv of

penance or repentance for sins is that, a.s a con-

version of a soul to God, it involves, by the mercy
of God, comjdete forgiveness both of sin and of the

penalty due to sin, without the necessity of works
of penance or expiation, for which the sati^-faction

of Christ is con.sidered fully sulficient.

In the Roman Catholic doctrine penitence is

considered a distinct virtue or disposition of the
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soul. The Conncil of Trent (1551) defines (sess.
xiv. can. 1) that it was at all tinie.s before Christ

necessary for the remission of grievous sins, and
that in the Christian dispensation sins committed
after baptism are actually and judicially forgiven
by tlie Church, in virtue of the power of the keys,
througli a rite which is truly a sacrament of the
New Law, and based on the words of Christ (Jn
2031-23) :

'Receive ye the Holy Ghost: whose soever sins ye forgive,
the}' are forgiven unto them ; anti whose soever sins ye retain,
they are retained.'

Cf. Penance. E. L. VAN Becelakiie.

PENTECOST.—See Festivals and Fasts
(Christian).

PERCEPTION.—Simple as perception may
appear as set fortii in a psychological system, yet
in the history of speculation its discussion has
raised the deepest questions in philosophy. We
need not recall the answers to the question of the

possibility of knowledge, on the sa])position that
mind and matter were sejjarated by the whole
diameter of being. It would mean Mriting a

history of philosophy
—at all events from the

time of Descartes. It would mean writing the

story of Scottish philosophy, and an account of

the Scottish answers to Hume, especially the
answer of Reid. For these answers relate to the

question, What do I perceive ? What is the object
before me when I perceive ? Is it always a state of

my consciousness, an idea, which is not external to

me, but only somehow related to an external

reality? Materialism, idealism, and realism give
tlieir answers to the question each in its own way.

Science in its speculative moods has been busy
with the question. Those who approach it from

without, and are mainly concerned with the natural
and physiological processes which precede and
influence the act of perception, seek to show that

perception is conditioned by the constitution of

the whole world. The .simplest act of percep-
tion, they say, involves for sight all the properties
of the ether and all the laws of optics ; and for

hearing they indicate what are the laws of sound,
and how these condition the act of hearing. After

showing the conditions imposed by the constitution
of the external world on the process which issues in

perception, they proceed to investigate and describe
the conditions imposed by what may be called the

physiological procedure of the body. This usually
describes the sense-organs, the atferent and efferent

nerves, and the connexions of the surface of the

body with the central nervous system and the
brain. It is not usually contended that the subject
is conscious of the strains and stresses of the
nervous system or of the movements in the brain
which accompany sensation and perception. But
it is often implied that consciousness results from
and is conditioned by those nervous movements.
On the wliole, it may be said that, taking into
consideration the material conditions imposed by
the external world and those imposed by the con-
stitution of the sense-organs, the outcome is to

regard consciousness as an eliect, and an effect to

be explained by the convergence of physical and

f)hysiological

antecedents to the possibility of

laving a sensation. It may be admitted that
sensation is impossible apart from these physical
and physiological conditions. Siglit needs both
the etherial vibrations which we call light and tlie

nervous system with all its complications. But,
while these are necessary conditions of vision,
vision itself implies something more.

It is necessary to make another preliminary
remark. After we have studied, as far as we may,
tlie external conditions of the possibility of sensa-
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tion and the physiological proces.ses which issue
in having a sensation, it is necessary to look at
sensation as a conscious experience of the subject.
Tliis is another inauiry, to be conducted under
other conditions anu with other modes of investi-

gation. The macliinery tiiat we use is introspec-
tion, and the method is by tiie interrogation of
consciousness. Introspection has its dif'iculties.

Tiiere is the difficulty arising from tlie swift
movement of states of consciousness and the fact

that, when we fix attention on a state, it has

already passed into the background. Each move-
ment has its content, and it is difficult to arrest its

progress without changing it. Indeed, it is a

question whether we can fix our attention on a
state of consciousness without influencing that
state in some way. This difficulty has been dis-

cussed by F. H. Bradley :

' We all, when our attention is directed to our extremities or
to some internal organ, may hecome aware of sensations which
previously we did not notice. And with regard to these sensa-
tions tliere may be a doul)t whether they were actually there

before, or have on the other hand been made by our attending.
And though this question may seem simple, it really is difficult.

Can we directly compare attention's object with something to
which we do not at all attend? To answer in the affirmative

appears not easy. Can we then recall what we have not noticed,
and, now attending to this, compare it with some other object?
If reproduction necessarily depended on attention, any such
process would seem impossible. But, since in any case this
view of reproduction must be rejected as erroneous, we may
reply confidently that the above comparison is a thing which
actually happens. Still asserting the possibility and the general
principle, we have not removed all doubt as to the special fact.

For how do I know in a given case that my present attending
has not vitally transformed the result? Am I to postulate that
in principle attention does not and cannot alter its object?
Such an assumption, so far as I can see, could hardly be justified.
Certainly, apart from such an assumption, we may argue that
any effect of attention requires time, and that lience, if the
sensation appears as soon as we attend, the sensation must
have preceded. And this inference is strengthened when we
are able to pass thus repeatedly and with the same result from
inattention to its opposite. Still, at its strongest, an argument
of this kind seems far from conclusive. And in any case I can-
not think that no more than this is the actual ground of our
confidence when we refuse to believe that attention has made
the thing that we feel. I agree that in some cases we recollect
our state before attention supervened, though such a recollec-
tion in most cases, I should say, is absent. And, again usually,
and if you please always, we have the persisting after-sensation
or after-feeling of our previous condition. But, all this being
admitted, the question as to the actual ground of our confidence
remains. In order to compare our previous state we ex hypo-
thesi are now forced to attend to it, and there is a doubt,
whether we can assume generally that attention does not alter.
We have therefore to ask whether we are in a maze with no
legitimate exit, and whether such a result, if accepted, does
not throw doubt on the whole subject [of immediate experi-
ence]' (Essays on Truth and Reality, Oxford, 1914, pp. 161-163).

Whether there has been a time in the history of
life in which immediate experience was possible is

a question not easily determined ; it is also impos-
sible to say that there will be a time in which

immediacy is altogether transcended. For life has
never been a matter of pure feeling or inimodiacy,
and for the most devclo2)cd human intelligence the

immediacy of feeling is a fact that is never tran-

scended. Perception is something diflerent from

feeling and from sensation. It is at least the

cognition or the recognition of something related
to the feeling in some Avay or other. It is an

activity of the subject, in which it .seeks to deter-

mine and interpret, or at least to recognize some-

thing in sensation which is more than the sensa-
tion.

At this stage it is expedient to deal with a new
term— '

presentation
'—which seems to avoid the

difficulty elaborated by Bradley regarding the

intervention of attention and the result of that
intervention. This word plays a great part in the

p.sychoiogy of Ward and Stout.
'
All that variety of mental facts which we speak of as sensa-

tions, perci j>tio!is, images, intuitions, concepts, notions, have
two cbaract' ri^ti'-s in common :— (1) they admit of being more
or less attenHcd to, and (i) can be reproduced and associated

together. It is liere proposed to use thv term presentation to

connote such a mental fact, and aa the best English equivalent
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(or what Locke niewit by ide» and what Kant and Ilerbart

callad a Vorittelluii^.
A presenution ha« then a twofold relation,—first, directly to

the subject, and secondly, to otiier presentations. By the first

i» meant the fact that the presentation is attended to, that the

subject is more or less conscious of it : it is
" in his mind "

or

presented. As presented to a subject a presentation niit'ht

with advantaife be called an object, or perhaps a psychical

object, to disliii>{uish it from what are called objects apart from

presentation, i.r., conceived as independent of any particular

subject. Locke, as we have seen, did so call it ; siill, to avoid

po.'Sjible confusion, it may turn out best to dispense with the

fre<iuent use of object in this sense. But on one account, at

least, it is desirable not to lose sijfht altogether of this which is

after all the stricter as well as the older significjition of object,

namely, because it enables us to express definitely, without

implicatinj; any ontolojfical theory, what we have so far seen
reason to think is the fundamental fact in psychology. Instead

of depending mainly on that vague and treacherous word "con-

sciousness," or committing ourselves to the position that ideas

are modifications of a certain mental substance and identical

with the subject to which they are presented, we may leave all

this on one side, and say that ideas are objects, and the relation

of objects to subjects
—that whereby the one is object and the

other subject—is presentation
'

(J. Ward, art. 'Psychology,' in

KBr» XX. 41).

It is well to have a term to fulfil the useful

function described. We carry with us the fact

that presentations admit of beinj,' more or less

attended to. IJut, as we read on, we lind :

'

.\s to the subjective relation of objects, the relation of pre-
sentation itself, we have merely to note that on the side of the

subject it implies what, for want of a better word, may be
called attention, extending the denotation of this term so as to

include even what we ordinarily call inattention.'

'I'liis adds to the difficulties e.xpressed by Bradley
as to the effect of attention on that to which we
attend. If we extend the meaning of attention to

include inattention, what becomes of the r61e

whicli attention plays, according to Ward, in our
mental experience ? The relation of a presentation
to a subject is the fact that it is attended to, he

says, but tlien it appears that it is still a presenta-
tion, even if it is not attended to. If the meaning
of attention is extended to include inattention,
then it is wholly indistinguishable from conscious-

ness—that '

vague and treacherous word ' on which
Ward refuses to depend. Presentation in the

language of Ward seems to mean anytliing of

wliich the subject is aware, whetlier attended to

or not.

On the other hand. Stout, while keeping the
term '

presentation,' uses it in a sense ana accord-

ing to a definition of his own. He writes :

'

I have endeavoured to bring out clearly the special nature
and function of Presentation. It will be seen that I do not here
follow Dr. Ward in his comprehensive use of this word as

covering
" whatever is the object of the understanding when

a man thinks." I cannot do this because the term is the only
convenient one which I can find (or a certain special kind of

object, possessing a distinctive character and function of the

utmost importance. ... It is convenient to have a common
name to cover all the varieties of immediate experience which
have an objective character. We may agree to call all immedi-
ate experiences which are primarily objective

" Presentations'"

(Manual nf Psychology^, London, 1913, pp. v, 10(.).

The term, whether in the sense of Ward or in

the more limited sense of Stout, enables them to

set forth a large part of our experience without

any attempt to delineate that side of experience
which involves the activity of the subject, and
witliout forcing them at tliat early stage to grapple
with the difficulties of subjective experience. When
they come to deal with cognitive process, whether

perceptual or conceptual, tliey have the advantage
of all that they have formulated under the name
of

'

presentations.' Presentations are largely treated
as if tliey went by tiiemselves, and under that
treatment hardly anything is said about the subject
for which the presentations are. It may be that
for purposes of exposition psychologists are com-

pelled to isolate certain problems, to treat them
as if they were in fact isolated, and to try to .solve

them with the means which they have in hand at

the stage at which they have arrived in their ex-

position. But, when we look at the solution, we
find that they have, uncon.sciously perhaps, assumed

the resources of the mind, and brought in for use
all the higher catoguries which they liave not yet
reached.
We submit that the function ascribed to pre-

sentations is one which they are unfitted to dis-

ciiarge. Presentations are retained, associated,
and reproduced not from any virtue in themselves,
but because these are the wajs which the mind
has of arranging its experiences or of recognizing
ways in which order has to l)e won.
We iiave made this caveat because it seems of

importance in relation to the question of perception
with which we more immediately deal. Here, too,
we have to complain of the way in which problems
are isolated by psy(;hologist3. Perception is treated
in isolation, and its processes as if it was a process
by itself. 'Conceptions without perceptions are

empty, and perceptions without concejitions are
blind.' It may be well to have this oft-quoted
maxim in the words of Kant himself,

' Gedanken
ohne Inhait sind leer, Anschauungen ohne Begritle
sind blind' [Kritik der reinen Vernunft, original
ed., Riga, 1781, p. 51, in Gesammelte Schrtften,

Berlin, 1900-13, i. iv. 48). The maxim has been
translated by Max Miiller as follows :

'

Thoughts
without contents are empty, and intuitions without

concepts are blind.' AnschauuiKjcn, here translated
'

intuitions,' is translated by almost all English
commentators 'perceptions.' It is so used by
Edward Caird in his great work on Kant, and by
John Watson (The Philosophy of Kant Explained,
Glasgow, 1908), who invariably translates it by

'

per-

ceptions.
'

Thus, when describing Kant's
' Axiomen

der Anschauung,' he writes :

'These fundamental judgments, or principles of understand-

ing, he classifies as (1) axioms of perception, (2) anticipations of

observation, (3) analogies of experience, and (4) postulates of

empirical thought
'

(p. 179).

It is to be observed that Watson translates

Anschauung by
'

])erception,' and Wnhnrehniurifj

by 'observation.' Now, Wohrnehmung is the
usual word for '

perception
' and is mostly used so

in German philosophical literature; e.g., in F.

Kirchner's Worterbuch der philosophiscfi-en Griind-

begriffe (Leipzig, 1911), s.v.
'

Wahrnehmung,' it is

written :

' Im wesentlichen deckt sich also der Begriff der Wahrnehm-
ung mit dem der Anschauung. Will man beide unterscheiden,
so kann dies mit Wundt so geschehen, dass man bei dem Aus-
druck Wahrnehmung mehr die Auffassung des Gegenstandes
nach seiner wirklichen Beschaffenheit, bei dem Ausdruck An-

schauung dagegen vorzugweise die dabei vorhandene Tatigkeit
unseres Bewusstseines im Auge hat' (p. 1085).

Something like this distinction must have been
in the mind of Kant when he wrote ' Axiomen der

Anschauung' and '

Anticipationender Wahrnehm-
ung,' the latter of which Watson renders 'antici-

pations of observation.' It is not a happy rendering.
There is no doubt that Kant's language lays stress

on the activity of the mind when he deliberately
and consistently uses the word which Max Miiller

translates
' intuition.' We may use the translation

'

percei)tion,' if we remember that stress is laid on
the activity of the mind in perceiving.
Kant nowhere formally dealt M'ith perception in

itself, nor did he give an account of it from the

])sychological or metaphysical point of view. In

fact, the reference to Anschauung in the 'Tran-
scendental ^>thetic

'

is not consistent with that in

the 'Transcendental Analj'tic'
According to Kant, the process from perception

to knowledge is possible because of our continued
consciousness in time. It is governed by certain

principles and determined in certain ways.
' These principles depend upon the part played by space and

time in all our perception, and the manner in which we employ
time and space in piecinp together our discontinuous perceptions.

Now, obviously it is quite possible to hold this position without

having thought out what is implied in being present to the mind
in perception. This is what Kant did. He describes perception
in different and inconsistent ways. The reason for this incoii-
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•istenoy is that Kant is not conctrned with the nature of
j)er-

ception, but with the relation of what ia immediately perceived
to what is not hut may be immediately perceived, and he there-
fore never worked out any consistent account of perception.
He sometimes talks of perception reachinj^ objects directly, and
refutes the view that we perceive only what is in our mind. . . .

But usually he takes the ordinary idealist view that we do not
perceive thinifs, but affections produced in us by things. Owinjf
to this inconsistency, Kant constantly seems to be statin;,' very
much more than he has any ri;,'ht to. This ia specially true in

all that he says about knowledge beinjj confined to phenomena
and not e.xtending to tbinjfs in themselves. When he talks of

our knowing only phenomena, he soinetimea seems to mean that
we know objects, things in themselves, only in part, in so far as

they appear to us. That would make the distinction between
the phenomenon and the thing in itself a distinction between
the same thing imperfectly and perfectly understood. He
sometimes, and this is the more usual view, seems to mean that
we are aware of appearances, entities separate and distinguish-
able from the objects which produce them in our minds. But
if we work out in any of Kant's arguments the point of his

appeal to the fact that knowledge is only of phenomena, we
shall find that in every case the difference between a subjective
idealist an<l a realist view of perception, of what "

being present
to the mind "

means, is irrelevant, and that his argument holds
on either theory

'

(A. D. Lindsay, The Philosophy of Iinmanuel
Kant, London, "l913, p. 43 f.).

As we are not concerned with the main argument
of the Kantian philosophy, but only with perception,
we may accept Lindsay's statement as sutficient.

Yet it must be said that Kant's treatment of jier-

cei)tion is not satisfactory. At one time perception
seems to be purely passive, as when he says :

' Our knowledge springs from two fundamental sources of our
soul; the first receives representations (receptivity of im-

pressions), the second is the power of knowing an object by
these representations (spontaneity of concepts). By the first

an object is given us, by the second the object is thought, in

relation to that representation which is a mere determination
of the soul. Intuition, therefore, and concepts constitute the
elements of all our knowledge, so that neither concepts without
an intuition corresponding to them, nor intuition without con-

cepts can yield any real knowledge' (Critique of Pure Reason,
tr. F. Max Muller, London, 1881, p. 44).

Immediately Kant is met with the difficulty of

showing that representations which are passively
received can become elements in the activity which
makes knowledge. Generally he so separates the

understanding from the perceptive experience that
he has great difficulty in finding any point of contact
between them. But, as he goes on, we find that
he is constrained to discover a very close connexion,
though only at the cost of attributing an intellectual

activity of a sort to perception. In the ' Tran-
scendental Analytic' he seeks to connect the work-

ing of the understanding with perception. This he

accomplishes through the synthetic power of

imagination.
He begins with the phenomenon,

'

which, if connected with
consciousness, is called perception. Without its relation to an
at least possible consciousness, the phenomenon could never
become to us an object of knowledge. It would therefore be

nothing to us ; and because it has no objective reality in itself,
but exists only in its being known, it would be nothing al-

together. As every phenomenon contains a manifold, and
different perceptions are found in the mind singly and scattered,
a connection of them is necessary, such as they cannot have in

the senses by themselves. There exists therefore in us an active

power for the synthesis of the manifold which we call imagina-
tion, and the function of which as applied to perceptions I call

apprehension. This imagination is meant to change the mani-
fold of intuition into an image ; it must therefore first receive
the imprts-.ions bj' its own activity, which I call to apprehend

'

{ib. p. 105 f.). •

This is not the only place in which Kant em-

phasizes the acti\ity of the mind in relation to

perceptions. But, if there is an activity of thought
manifest in sensuous percept ion—andKant'saccount
of what is meant by

'

api)rehension
'

is decisive in

this relation—then perception cannot be the merely
passive process on which he lays so much stress in

the foregoing qtiotation. Perception and thought
cannot be two wholly distinct activities of con-
sciousness. Passive perception is meaningless, and,
if perception be an activitj', it cannot be sliut out
from thouglit in the way postulated by Kant.
The present writer's contention is tliat perception

is an activity, that it is part of the cognitive process,
and is at least the active reaction of the mind

against what has been presented to it. Nor can
we refuse to the perceptual activity of the mind
the help of tho.se categories which appear in all

their activity at a further stage of the evolution of

knowledge. It is not at all certain that what is

pi esented to u,s as given is a manifold. Sensuous

jire.sentations are sifted in the act of being presented.
They are not a 'big buzzing confusion' ; tiiey are
so far ordered in tlie verj' presentation of them.
It is not necessary to enter on a descri])tion of the
senses from the i)liysiological side. All tiiat we
need here is to mention that it is an ordered sensi-

bility that is described. The relation of light to

vision, the relation of atmospheric vibrations to

hearing, and the relation of odours to smelling do
not give one tlie impression that he is reading of a
mere manifold, into which order is to be introduced

by tlie categories of the understanding. The eye
may be sai<l to select out of the external universe
those manifestations to which it is adapted. The
same may be said of all the other senses. Kant,
it must be said in fairness, does not dwell on this

aspect of the inquiry. He is concerned with the

problem of how the universality and the necessity
which are essential for a valid judgment can be
introduced into our sensations and perceptions.
From the fact that he has denied to perception the

power of apodictic judgment, and from his doctrine

that a concept is necessary for a universal
j udgment,

we conclude that he has forgotten that in the given
there is already a principle which consciousness
does not make, but only recognizes. He has with
fullness discussed the question of the way in which
we ett'ect necessaiy synthesis in .sense-perceptions.
He deals with such propositions as ' Tlie room is

warm,' 'Sugar is sweet,' and insists that these are

only references to the same subject, and only to

the actual state of the subject at the moment.

They are not judgments of experience; they are

only judgments of sense-perception. When he
deals with sense-perceptions which are to have
universal validity, he introduces the additional fact

that they are referred not only to the same subject
but also to one another. But, if they are referred

to one another, there are plainly recognized
elements which do not depend on the mere sensi-

bility or the idiosyncrasy of the subject, but are

common to all subjects. Kant, however, always
insists on the view that judgment proper belongs
to the understanding alone, and that necessity and

universality do not belong to sense ; it is the

characteristic of the understanding.
Perception, therefore, is more than Kant allows

to it. It is already intelligent, active, and sj-n-
thetic. And the relation between perception and

conception has to be considered afresh and on
their merits. Take the view of Herbert Spencer,
which is also that of HolVding :

' In all cases we have found that Perception is an establish-

ment of specific relations among states of consciousnes.-i ; and is

thus distinguished from the establishment of these stat«s of

consciousness themselves. When apprehending a sensation
the mind is occupied with a single subjective affection, which it

classes as such or such
; but when apprehending the external

something producing it, the mind is occupied with the rela-

tions between that affection and others, either past or present,
which it classes with like relations

'

(Spencer, The Principles
of Psychology'^, London, 1890, ii. 251).

Clearly in this passage, and, indeed, in his

whole treatment of perception, Spencer attributes

to percei)tion functions wliich, according to Kant,
belong to the understanding alone. We may also

quote Hoffding on this important point:
'The complex nature of perception affords an inii>ortant con-

tribution to the determination of the relation betueon sensuous

(lorception and thought. Since ini ception resis on a process
which may be described as involunt^iry comparison, it mani-
fests itself as an activity of thought, by means of which we
appropriate what is given in the sensation, incorporate the

sensation into the content of our consciousness. If, then, an

activity of thought is manifested in sensuous perception, it is

evident that sensuous perception and thought cannot be two
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wholly distinct activities of consinousnesa. There is no such

thini: as absolutely passive sensuous perception. What is

received into consciousness is at once worked up in accordance

with tlie laws of conscioixmeea' (Outlines of Psj/ehology, Kng.

tr., London, 1891, p. 130).

It may be well, at this stage, to assert boldly
that the co<,'nitive process is one from be<,dnning to

end. It is no more possible to divide it into separ-
ate i)hase3 than it is to partition oil" the mind into

separate faculties. It may be valuable to dis-

tinjruisii various stages of it, and indicate what
seem to be points of departure, but tliese dis-

tinctions are not to be j>ressed as if they were
absolute. For a rational lioing perception is not

po.ssible without thought, and the first act of cog-
nition achieved by the infant mind involves think-

ing, and thinking of t lie same kind as is manifested
in grasping the formula of tiie law of gravitation.
Thus we are unable to follow in the steps of

James or Stout when they deal with the percep-
tive process as if it couM go along without the

gniding power of thought. James quotes with

approval the following definition of perception
from Sully's Outlines :

'

Perception may be defined as that process by which the
mind "supplements a sense-impression by an accompaniment
or escort of revived sensations, the whole aggregate of actual
and revived sensations beings solidified or '

integrated
'

into the
form of a percept, that is, an apparently immediate apprehen-
sion or cognition of an object now present in a particular
locality or region of space

" '

(Principles of Psychology, London,
1905, ii. 79).

Or, as James says in his usual picturesque and
incisive fasliion, and in italics,

'

Every perception
is an acquired perception.' Every percept is so far
built up by the mind itself, in accordance witli its

own nature and disposition. Thus a presentation, if

we call it so, is an object of which the subject is

aware, but, whetiier it is a percept or a concept, it

has been constituted as an object by the activity
of the mind. In other words, we utterly disagree
with the view that speaks of presentations as if

they can exist for the mind without representa-
tions. Sully's definition and James's maxim alike
involve the fact that presentations imply represen-
tations, that cognition even in its most elementary
form implies recognition.
With stout let us take it that '

perceptual intelligence, in its

pure form, is exclusively concerned with the guidance and
control of motor activity in relation to an immediately present
situation and to its acquired meaning as conveyed by implicit
ideas inseparably coalescing with actual sensations. Thus, the

perceptual consciousness cannot deal with past, future, and
absent objects except in the act of dealing with what is given to
it here and now. In the pursuit of ends it is circumscribed by
the necessity of always working forward step by step from the
actually given situation through a series of others until the
goal is reached. It is limited in a way comparable to actual
motion ; just as in actual motion we cannot transport our-
selves from one place to another except by passing through the
series of intermediate places, so in perceptual process we cannot
transport ourselves in thought into the future except through
an immediate series of presents

'

(p. 365).

Stout has limited his description of perceptual
intelligence by postulating that it is

' in its pure
form.' He seems to find the realization of that

pure form in the picture of the kitten at j)laj-. He
grants tiiat perceptions

' form series having a
certain unity and continuity similar to trains of
ideas or trains of thought.' But all these are
dominated by the present situation, and continue
to be so dominated, for apparently in the percep-
tual process we never get beyond tiie present .situa-

tion. But one asks. How is the present situation
constituted ? Confessedly it is a complex situation,
for it has an acquired meaning as conveyed by
implicit ideas. That is curious in a situation which
cannot deal with past, future, and absent objects
except in the act of dealing with tiiem here and
now. What of the acquire<l meaning ? Is there no
consciousness of how that meaning arose ? Stout
describes an imjiossible situation. It is not
jiossible .so to delimit the perceptual attitude as to
confine it to a present situation. Even if we grant

that it is possible in merely animal intelligence, it

is out of the question in beings who are implicitly
rational from the beginning of their existence.
The presence of rationality transforms all intelli-

gence, such as intelligence in beings who are irra-

tional through and through, and to isolate per-
ceptive intelligence from thought in general is an
illegitimate procedure. It does not help us to
limit perceptual intelligence to a situation described
as present, for it has elements which are not pre-
sent in what is actually in the .-situation, and the

perceptive intelligence is aware of them.

Perception has in it all the characteristics which
belong to intellectual activity at its highest.

Organized perception succinctly describes all the

activity of the intelligence. Instead of dividing
the substance of mental action into successive

planes or grades of sensilnlity and understanding,
it would be more to the jmrpose to recognize in

percipience an implicit mental activity which has

onlj'to be made explicit in order to give us all that
we need to know regarding the procedure of the
mind in the acquisition of knowledge. If every
perception is acquired, and if the process of acquisi-
tion is as prolonged and as complex as psycholo-
gists describe, how are we to shut off from the

process of modification and growth of percepts that

process of evolution which is subsequently described
as conception ? May not conception be an element
in the formation of a percept ? Psychologists do
not limit the perceptual process to a description of

the simple reaction of the mind against a sensation.
Nor do they limit it to what is actually present
to the mind in that reaction. For they postulate
retentiveness and reproduction, and they also prove
that attention is involved. As is observed by
Stout,

' attention is always in some manner expect-
ant or prospective' (p. 367). If attention is an
element in our appreciation of the present situa-

tion, then the present situation is not altogether
present, nor can the past be shut out from the

present situation, for there are the phenomena of

retentiveness and reproduction to be taken into
account. What Stout has given with the one hand
he seems to take away with the other.

If we work out any situation which is the object
of perception, we find it inextricably connected
with the past and the future. Ought we not to
extend the meaning of perception to make it cor-

respond to the facts ? Looking at the facts, we
find that there is no presentation which is not also

a representation, and no cognition which is not also

a recognition. We cannot find an object which is not

complex, and which is not an object until somehow
it is differentiated and discriminated from other

objects. It is vain to seek to make distinctions the
aim of which is to shut out all reference to those

principles which we set forth explicitly when we
have so far completed the analysis of the mental

processes. For the princij)les which have come
to clear consciousness through analysis are there
in every act of knowledge, and we simply delude
ourselves by calling them by names which seem to
involve less than the whole action of the mind, and

yet do involve all that action. It is not possible
to keep, as Stout seems to try to do, the action of

thought at the perceptual level, for at every step of

the description the power of thought is present,
intrusive, and active.

We may observe here that the ordinary use of lan-

guage is against such a limitation as is presented
in these treatises of psychology. We may take
two illustrations of the meaning of the word '

per-
ceive

' from the AV of the Bible. We need not
refer to the fact that the word 'perceive' is the
translation of two different Greek words, for our

purpose is simply to illustrate the usage of the

r'nglish language.
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'Sir, I perceive that thou art a prophet' (Jn 4''), says the
woman of Samaria, and the perception was the outcome of the
whole previous conversation, and of all that she had learned
and understood of the character and function of a prophet. It

is a conclusion drawn from a lonjj process of thought and re-

fJexion, and she puts it as a '

perception.' Was she wrong,
from a psychological point of view ? If so, she errs in good
company. The other Scripture passage we take from the

speech of Peter to Cornelius :
' Of a truth I perceive that God

is no respecter of persons
'

(Ac 10**). But this perception was
the result of a long and complicated process of pei-suasion
through which Peter was led to overcome many prejudices, and
to UKike a new departure of the greatest significance to himself
and others. We need not detail the steps by which Peter was
led to this conclusion. The significant thing is that he can call

the conclusion to a long and complicated series of experiences
by the name '

perception.' In this we plead that he was psycho-
logically correct. It is consistent with ordinary experience.
And a perception may he the justilialjle outcome of an experi-
ence in which all the factors of intelligence have been obviously
at work.

We quote au instance from another writer,
whicli illustrates another aspect of the problem.
Hort, speaking of the Western Text of the NT
and of its rejection by many critics, says :

' This all but universal rejection is doubtless partly owing to
the persistent influence of a whimsical theory of the last century,
which, ignoring all Xon-Latin Western documentary evidence

except the handful of extant bilingual uncials, maintained that
the Western Greek text owed its peculiarities to translation
from the Latin ; partly to an imperfect apprehension of the

antiquity and extension of the Western text as revealed by
patristic quotations and by versions. Yet, even with the aid of

a true perception of the facts of Ante-Nicene textual history, it

would have been strange if this text as a whole had found much
favour' (B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, The ST in the

Original Greek, Cambridge and London, 1881-82, ii.,
' Introduc-

tion,' p. 120).

We quote the passage simply for its use of the
word '

perception.' It is good English. Is it also

good psychology? Is Hort justified in his use of

the word '

perception
'

to describe the result of a

long process of observation of the manifold facts

and phenomena of MSS, versions, Patristic quota-
tions, and so on ? It is as complex a series of facts

as ever was presented to the human mind, and yet
Hort called the outcome of it all a 'perception.'
If he is justified, then we may rightly call the out-
come of all experience in any sphere a '

perception
'

—all our investigations, all our conceptions, all

our generalizations, may go to form a perception.
If this is psychologically justifiable, as well as

consonant with the usage of the English language,
it will be necessary to revise our psychology. It

will be necessary to look at perception as a final

term, recapitulative of a long process of experience
in Avhich all the resources of the mind have been
at Avork. At present, mainly under the influence
of Kant, percepts are regarded as raw material

waiting to be gathered up into a unity by means
of rules brought to bear on them by the under-

standing. This view is partial and has some
justification, in so far as percepts have to be

organized and brought under rule. But what is

the source of the rule? Are we to pass into a

country foreign to tiie perceptual powers and wait
for a rule to be given by something outside of the

perceptual process ? Is not the rule given already
in the very description of the perceptual process ?

At all events, the perceptual ])rocess cannot be
described without the rules which are supposed to
be brouglit to it by the higher faculty.

It is to be observed that there is no recognition
in our text-books of psychology of the reverse

process, which issues in a perception a.s the out-
come of a long experience. And this is a real

experience, familiar in every department of liuman
activity. It is indeed a commonplace of literature.

Experience does attain to a prophetic strain and
culminates in insiglit into a situation of the most
complex order. Illustrations of tlie fact aboiind,
and are so obvious that tliey hardly need be men-
tioned. It may be useful, however, to refer to the

part which language plays in the evolution of the
mind of a child. It has been contended by some

{e.g., J. T. Merz, Religion and Science, Edinburgh,
1915) that the first impression on the mind of a child
is made throujjh persons. This, at all events, is

true, that a child begins very early to speak and to

understand speech. This fact must have a great
influence on our view of perception ; for crude

perception, if there ever is such a thing, is certainly
modified by it. All language is abstract, and one

part of the education of a child is to attach mean-
ings more or less definite to the words that he has
learned—to find concrete illustrations of them.
This is true of the ordinary intercourse in a family ;

it is still more so wlieu the child begins to read,
and to use language more abstract than that u.sed

in the family. In fact, a great jjart of the educa-
tion of a man is to translate out of the books that
he has read into the language of common life the
words that he happens to come across. General
ideas are only pale ghosts until they are touched
with the vividness of a perception. As the know-
ledge of the mind grows, and the words become
more technical and more abstract, the necessity of
translation into perceptions becomes more urgent.
But, as knowledge grows, so the jterceptions grow
until a man learns to perceive a whole situation as
the immediate thing to be grasped by the mind in

an intuition or a jjerception, as the case may be,
for from this point of view perception and intuition
mean the same thing. We can never be sure that
we have grasped the essential meaning of a
situation until we have gathered it into a percep-
tion which enables us to come to a decision or to

take appropriate action.

Instances of the way in which the whole experi-
ence of a lifetime may be gathered into a view of
the situation present at a given moment that will

enable a man to make a decision adequate to tlie

circumstances, and fit to initiate or to terminate
a course of action, are of everyday occurrence.
Whatever a man's trade, occupation, or profession
may be, his success in it will depend on how much
of his experience he may be able to gather up in
view of a situation with which he has to deal.

From Schopenhauer, who, whatever we may
think of his philosophy in general or of his personal
attitude towards life, has flashes of insight and ap-
prehension worthy of all admiration, we learn some-

thing which we cannot find in any other thinker :

'

Strictly speaking, all thinking, i.e. combining of abstract
conceptions, has at the most the recollections of earlier percep-
tions for its material, and this only indirectly, as far as it con-
stitutes the foundation of all conceptions. Real knowledge, on
the contrary, that is, immediate knowledge, is perception alone,
new, fresh perception itself. Now the concepts which the
reason has framed and the memory has preserved cannot all be
present to consciousness at once, but only a very small number
of them at a time. On the other hand, the energy with which
we apprehend what is present in perception, in which really all

that is essential in all things generallj' is virtually contained
and represented, is appreliended, fills the consciousness in one
moment with its whole power. Upon this depends the infinite

superiority of genius to learning ; they stand to each other as
the text of an an<:ienl classic to its commentary. All truth and
all wisdom really lies ultimately in perception. But this un-

fortunately can neither be retained nor communicated. The
objective conditions of such communication can certainly be
presented to others purified and illustrated through plastic and
pictorial art, and even much more directly through poetry ; but
it depends so much upon fnibjective conditions, which are not at
the command of every one, and of no one at all times, nay,
indeed, in the higher degrees of perfection, are only the gift of
the favoured few' (The World ns Will and Idea, tr. R. B.
Haldane and J. Kemp, London, 18S3-S6, ii. 247 f.).

Again, a little later on, he says :

'

Perception is not only the source of all knowledge, but is

itself knowledi;e kot' ffox'i>', is the only unconditionally true,

genuine knowledge completely worthy of the name. For it

alone imparts intfight properly so called, it alone is .ictn.iUy
assimilated by man, passes into his nature, and can with fiJl

reason be called his
;
while the conceptions merely cling to him.

In the fourth book we see indeed that true virtue proceeds from

knowledge of pi'rcei>tion or intuitive knowledge ; for only those
actions which are directly called forth by this, and therefore
are performed purely from the impulse of our own nature, are

properly symptoms of our true and unalterable charaot-er ; not
80 those which, resulting from retiectiou and its dogm.is, are
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often extorted from the character, and therefore have no un-

alterable LTonnd in us. But wisdom also, the true view of life,

the correct eve, and the searching judgment, pro(.-eeds from the

wav in which" the man apprehends the perceptible world, but

not from his mere abstract knowled-e, that is, not from abstract

conceptions The basis or ultimate content of every science

consists not in proofs, nor in what is proved, but in the un-

proveil foundations of the proofs, which can finally be appre-

hended only throutrh perception. So also the basis of the

true wimtom and real insight of each man does not consist in

conceptions and in abstract rational knowledge, but in what

is perceived, and in the degree of acuteness, accuracy and

profundity with which he ha« apprehended if (p. 252).

Schopenhauer's doctrine of perception i.s helpful,

but must be amended in two respects : (1) in rela-

tion to his contention that perception is personal

only and incommunicable; and (2) there is no

reco;,'nition of what we regard as true and essential

namt'ly the fact that coneentions, and abstract

reasoning generally, may add to the contents,

extent, and validity of a perception. Schopenhauer
says :

*
If perceptions were communicable, that would be a com-

munication worth the trouble : but at last every one must
remain in his own skin and skull, and no one can help another.

To enrich the conception from perception is the unceasing
endeavour of poetry and philosophy

'

(p. 248).

In this Schopenhauer api)roaclies very near to a

contradiction in terms. He asserts that perceptions
are incommunicable, and yet adds that poetry and

philosophy are striving unceasingly to enrich con-

ceptions from perception. Are philosophy and

poetry incommunicable ? Are not poets and philo-

sophers incessantly striving to communicate their

perceptions to their readers? Are they unsuc-

cessful in this endeavour ? Let the popularity of

poets
—the popular appreciation of poets from

Homer downwards—give the answer. The man in

the street may not be able to see the poet's vision

in all its splendour, but he sees something of it,

sufficient at least to discern that the poet has had a

vision, and by diligence he also may have some
share in it. For all humanity is in every man,
and all the gains of humanity may become his

jiortion. But the second assumption is, after all,

the more imi)ortant. Our contention is that, as

perceptions enrich conceptions, so conceptions may
enrich perceptions. We are aware that the possi-

bility of this has been ignored altogetlier by most
thinkers on this subject, and yet we believe that it

is true. Here again illustrations abound in every
department of human activity. Let us select one
which may be regarded as typical.

Before me is a picture of the Forth Bridge. I have a clear

perception of its form, and I see that it is stretched across the

Firth at a sufficient height to allow ships to pass beneath it.

I see also that it is of sufficient strength to bear all the trains

which need to cross it on their way from south to north or from
north to south. I can also see how much it shortens the

railway journey, and how greatly it facilitates traffic. These

thoughts arise "within me as I look at the bridge, and all are

part of its meaning to me. That is the perception which the

bridge presents to an ordinary traveller. But the perception
of the bridge varies with the experience and culture of the

traveller ; it may mean much or little, but it does mean some-

thing for everybody. Every one sees that it is something which
can afford communication from one shore to another, and every
one understands something of its usefulness. But the range
of the perception varies with the culture of the individual, and
the perception will grow from more to more according to

the particular interest, knowledge, and experience which the

spectator carries with him towards the mere appearance, which
is the same for every one. There the bridge stands, stretcliing
from shore to shore, and across it trains speed night and day.
It has some meaning for all, but to each the meaning is greater
or less according to the number of concepts which he can pack
into the jierception.
Let us lay aside for the moment the perception of the bridge

aa it appears to the ordinary traveller, and consider how it

became what it is. The outcome of the whole process of its

becoming is that it stands tliere visible to the eye, and men can

perceive it. But before it became a visible and tangible f;ict it

was present to the mind of some man, or men, as a hope and an

aspiration. The hope was to complete the bridge and to afford

a shorter and easier way for traffic to be carried. But the

purpose needed realization, and the engineer set himself to

design the bridge. He had to study profoundly all that mathe-
matics and mechanics could tell him of curves, strains, wind-

pressure, climatic conditions, the allowance for expansion, if

the bridge was to be made of steel, and also the height to which

it must be raised in order to leave a fair sea-way and to afford
an easy gradient for trains to ascend from the level of the

neighbouring land. Then he had to calculate the strength of

material, and the mathematical form of the curves which would

give at once the greatest strength and the greatest economy of

material. A thousand other qualifications were also necessary,
but we have enumerated a sufficient number to explain our

meaning. The engineer had the benefit of all the experience of

engineers since engineering began, and that has been condensed
for him into books and formula. He had his own experience
also, and he had to use them all if his work was to be success-

fully done. This is our point
—all the experience of engineers,

all the experience of this particular engineer, all the formulsD
of mathematics, all the achievements of physics, and all the con-

ceptions available for this purpose have to be used to produce
the design of the bridge, and to conilense it into a perception,
which may become a picture for the eyes of the ordinary man.
All these conceptions have been constrained into the service of

the perception. Nor is tliis perception incommunicable, as

Schopenhauer asserts. The plans and specifications are drawn
out and are set before the contractors. There are drawings of

the most specific and detailed order
;
there are specifications

dealing with every part of the bridge ; and the contractors must
master these before they offer to construct the bridge. The
work of the engineer is communicated to the contractor. What
the engineer has condensed into the picture of the bridge in his

design the contractor must translate into the material of which
the bridge is to be built. Thus the perception of the bridge can
be coniniunieated, and it can be realized. We do not see any
reason why we should not call the thought that we have of the

bridge a perception (it has all the marks of a perception) and
the knowledge which we have of it, or rather the knowledge
which the engineer had of it, when his design was complete.

Direct, immediate knowledge of a situation may
be the outcome of long meditation, of endeavours
which have employed all the resources of science,

all the powers of reflexion, and even all the powers
of thought, in order to understand all the forces

and characters which have entered into the situa-

tion and made it what it is. Not until we have
thus defined the situation can we be said to have
it under our control and be in a position to form a

resolution and pass it into action.

But in truth this power of gathering up into a

present whole the experience of a life and bringing
it to bear on any given situation is one which is

characteristic of every master of men—admiral,

general, or political leader. If he is unable to see

a situation, or if he is unable to avail himself of his

knowledge and experience, if he cannot focus them
all into a living whole and perceive them as

S
resent, he will break down at the moment when a

ecision has to be made, and action which ought
to be inevitable will become vague, indefinite, and
confused. This power is, so far, present in every
man, and the perceptions of every successful man
may be seen to be of gradual growth and of growing
intensity. There is no dill'erence in kind between
the perceptions of one man and those of another ;

the difference lies in the power which a man
acquires of utilizing his experience and of focusing
it into a perception which is the necessary pre-

supposition of intelligent action.
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James Iverach.
PERFECTI (or Boni Homines).—The Perfecti

were the pastors or teachers of the Cathari, or

Albigense-s, who, in recognition of the spiritual

perfection to which they were supposed to have
attained by virtue of their approved practice of

the ascetic doctrine of the sect, had been admitted
to the number of the '

Consolati,' i.e. those who
had received the C'o«.9o/aOTcr)y»»i {see Albigenses).

They were also generally distinguished by their
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superior learning and intimate knowledge of tlie

Scriptures, Nvhich they studied in a difl'erent ver-

sion from the Vulgate. George Carleton, bishop
of Chichester, as late as 1626 refers to what he
characterizes as 'the Pharisaical prides and dreams
of the Cathari and Perfectionists'' (An Examina-
tion, London, 1626, p. 135). The Perfect!, gener-
ally speaking, abstained from intercourse with
mixed society and often passed several days to-

gether in complete isolation from the world, but,
when called upon to defend tlieir jieculiar tenets

against the Catliolics, exliibited tiie utmost readi-

ness to meet their antagonists in a formal dis-

putation. An early instance of this occurs in

tlie year 1165, in connexion with the Council of

hombers in the diocese of Albi (Mansi, Concilia,

Venice, 1759-98, Paris, 1901 ff., xxii. 157; C. de
Vic and J. Vaissette, Hist, gin^rale de Langucdoc,
Paris, 1872-90, iii. 4, vi. 3-5 ; C. Schmidt, Hist, et

doctrine des Cathares, do. 1848-49, ii. ch. iii.).

J. Bass Mullinger.
PERFECTION (Buddhist). —Broadly speak-

ing, perfection relates either to the nature or state

of a given unit of tiiought or to achievement by such
a unit. In the light of mankind's imperfect and
fluid knowledge, evolving or degenerating in its

ideals, the former meaning is usually expressed
either in negative terms or in terms of bare super-
lativeness. Thus the Buddhist books also speak of

a perfect nature or state as an-uttara,
'

beyondless,'
or as parama, sammd, 'supreme,' or brahma,
seitha,

'

best,' or agga,
' the highest.'

' So Kassapa . . . ere long attained to that supreme goal of

the religious life (anxittaraiji brahmachariyapariyosdnaiii)'
(Dialogues of the Buddha, i. 240 ; cf. Sutta-Nipdta [SBE x.2

(1898) 15, rendered '

highest perfection of a relifjious life ']).

' One that is pure, perfect (paramain) and sane, I see . . .

Who here below hath known the best as heat (pararnaip)
'

(Sutta-Nipdta, 788, 87 [in tr. 86]).

This perfect or ideal state was spoken of by the

negative term ni-bbdna {nirvana), or extinction

(interpreted by commentators as '

going away
from ')—extinction referring to the elimination of

all sinful qualities and painful conditions. Since

the latter were wholly and permanently expug-
nable only with the extinction of life itself, earthly
or heavenly, the permanently perfect state was

incompatible with life. But, since thought and

language are limited by life, the perfect state was
both inconceivable and inexpressible. Hence no
Buddhist tries to describe any such state, but con-

fines himself (1) to maintaining the aspiration to

such a supreme goal both during life and at final

death {sa-vpddisesa-anupddisesam nibbanam), and
(2) to depicting in positive terms the former, or

relative, nibbdna attainable in this life, despite
its brevity and hindrances, by the perfected man,
or arahant.

In the characteristics ascribed to the perfected
man or woman two salient features may be noted :

(1) in no religion is the perfection of the saint as

something won and realized during life so erapliati-

cally conceded and insisted upon as it is in early
Buddhism ; (2) but it is a perfection of achieve-

ment, the completion of a strenuous career, the
attainment of an end. It is akin to the riXeios of

(lie utterance in Matthew's Gospel (5''^): 'Be ye
jierfect,'

' Be ye sucli as have attained a tAos,
an end." It is true that, in the Buddliist canon,

groups of qualities, intellectually and ethically
desirable, are predicated of the aralmnt. The Sutta-

Nipdta, e.g., and the Psahns of the Brethren (Thera-

gdthd) abound with such descriptions. But the

staple formularized description of ar(thant-i^h\T^ and
the arahant, repeated tlaougiiout tlie Suttas, is a

rosary of epitiiets relating to an end accomplished,
a goal won, a task finislied, a sununum bonum
secured. The arahant is he 'who has destrojed

the intoxicants (dsavas), has lived the life, has
done the task, has laid down the burden, has won
the good supreme, has broken away the fetter of

becoming, is emancii)ated through perfect know-
ledge.'

' To be perfect was to round ofl'the line of

life by maturing certain potentialities in it, and
tiius to attain a certain attitude regarding it. To
tiiis line of life there had been no beginning—
beginnings are anthropomorphic conceptions, to
a Buddhist mere conventional notions—but there

might, in one way only, be an ending. This was
in tlie maturity, tlie fruition, the dying out, as a

living unit, of the 'fulfilled' life of the arahant.

Beyond that dying out neither thought nor lan-

guage could follow any further development :

' In whom th' intoxicants are dri6d up,
Whose range is in the Void and the Unmarked
And Liberty :— as flight of birds in air

So hard is it to track the trail of him '

(J'saliiis 0/ tlie Brethren, 92).

It is in the terms 'fulfilled,' 'fulfilment' (pari-

punna, pdripuri), and '

maturity
'

(parinakka)
'

that Buddhist thought comes nearest to the Latin
term 'perfected.' The figure of the rounded orb
of the moon is frequently used to illustrate the
former notion. Puiiiia and Puniia were personal
names, and sister Punna is admonished :

'
Fill up, Puijt;a {PvnrLe ! purasgu) the orb of holy life.

E'en as on fifteenth day tlie full-orbed moon.
Fill full the perfectknowledge(parij/u?it!u7>artfld)of the Path '

{Psalms 0/ the Sinters, 3).

Again :

' Lo ! I am he whose purpose is tii\6\\ed(j>aripurtria-sarfikappo)
And rounded as the moon on fifteenth day

'

(PsalTTU of the Brethren, 646).

Arahant {ar[a]hat} means, it is true, neither
'

perfect
' nor '

saint,' but
' he who is worthy

'

(from
the root arh). But it was the beneficent example
and influence of perfected lives that made such

subjects the worthy and 'perfect held' (anuttaram
khettarn), wherein the faithful should sow their

homage and fostering care.

So organically conceived was this maturity of the

perfected that it was judged heterodox to suppose
that they could revert to immature stages (Kathd-
vatthu, i. 2, tr. in Points of Controversy, PTS,
London, 1915, p. 64 f.).

The fulhlled quest of the arahant is well brought
out by the scriptures cited (ib.) to support this

verdict.
' Not twice they fare who reach the further shore . . .

For whom no work on self is still unwrought . . .

. . . there is no building up again,
Nor yet remaineth aught for him to do.'

This absolute completeness of achievement along
a certain line of eflort came to be confused with

competence in general. Thus in Points of Contro-

versy, ii. 2-4, xxi. 3, it is asked whether, in worldly
matters, such as finding his May in a new district,

or in arts and crafts, the arahant may not show
loss knowledge, more doubt, than others, whether

also, if he overcomes ignorance as the last barrier

at the threshold of araAan^ship, he is to rank as

omniscient.
The specihc nescience there and then overcome

was lack of that perfect insight into the relation

between life and suH'ering, cause and etlect, sum-
marized as the

' four true things
'—the ' one thing

needful
'

for the earnest Buddhist. His quest of this

insight was held to have led him clear of the nine
' fetters

'

in succession, of soul-theory, doubt, belief

in rite- and rule-eflicacy, clear of all residual desires

of sense, enmity, desire for prolonged life in any
lower or higher spheres, conceit, and distraction.

1 See, e.g., the writer's index vol. to Saipputta Sikdi/a,

London, 1904, pp. vii, 1'.!.

» Cf. SaJin/iitta Mkiij/a, v. S6, 103 f., 200f., iv. 105 ; A^uttara
Nikdya, iv. 314 f., 356 f., etc.
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Then, as the mists of ij,'noranee rolled a^yay,
there

burst on him the supernal clarity
of vision that

revealed tlie lonely iiinmule on wluch he stood—the

climax of a life to whidi there had been no first

birth, but of which there was to be, here and now,
the last end.
' And (fUd is be, for he hath won the top (agga-patto pamodati).

Whoso h»th all his trainiiit; perfected (panpwpt"*).
And cannot fall away, who hath insiLfht

Supreme, ami doth behold the fading' out.
The end of liirtiis—lo I him I call a seer,

"Last-body-bearer," and "abandoner
Of all illusions,"

"
crossed-beyond-decay

" '

(Iti-vuttaka, 90, 46).

To become perfected, in this sense of completed
achievement, was for the earnest disciple the

positive motive or spring of religious life, com-

plementary to, and supervening on, the negative
motive of escape from diikkha, or misery. Con-
viction of his liability at all times to sutlering

spurred him to turn from worldlj' interests ;
the

realization of a perfection, a goal or fruition to be
attained, gradually rei>laced that vim a tergo (cf.

Points of Controversy, p. 230 f.).

LiTKRATURK.—See the sources quoted throughout.
C. A. F. Ruvs Davids.

PERFECTION (Christian).—I. NT CONCEP-
TIOX.—Some phase of the idea and ideal of perfec-
tion has a place in the Christian thought of every
generation. The term itself, however perverted in

the history of fanatical sects, is of too frequent
occurrence in the NT to be overlooked. It stands
for a conception of the completeness and blessed-

ness of Christian e.xperience which has attracted
the wistful desire of orthodo-x and sectarian alike.

As Christian it is to be distinguished from the

metaphysical perfection of speculative thought and
from the ideal or sumvium oonnm of philosophical
or naturalistic ethics. Its more direct lineage is

discernible in the OT. But from that conception
also it is ditlerentiated by definite characteristics—

e.g., by being evangelical rather than legal,

positive rather than negative (Mt 7'--
"•

", Jn
14'^"^ etc.) ; by taking account of inward disposition
as well as of outward act (Mt 5^* ^'-j Jn 3^-

^
etc.) ;

and especially by setting forth the perfect love of

God and man a.s the fulfilling and fulliliaent of the
divine law, thus raising the righteousness of the
law to its highest power in the perfection of obedi-
ence through faith and love (Mt 5** •»«, Ro 1310,

Ja 2*, 1 Jn 3'*-
^

etc.). It is also distinguished in

Christian thought from holiness (q.v.) and from
sanctitication (q.v.) as a question of degree, or as
the specific from the generic. Many Christians
who urge the possibility of holiness plead the im-

possibility of perfection.
The essential significance of '

perfect' (reXetos) in
the NT is that of an ideal relation of the Christian
to the divine end, or tAoj, in regard to his charac-
ter and sei"vice. But, as this ideal is progressively
realized, every t^Xos, both in revelation and in

e.\perience, is also an apxh—a beginning. Heuce
'perfect

'

is a relative term. Christian perfection
is never identical with absolute perfection. That
belongs to God onlj- (Lk 18"). In the measure of
the human that is perfect which is complete in all

its parts and powers, which possesses all that is

necessary to tiie integrity of its nature, and
reaches its divinely designed end. Thus, as a

pos-sibility
and an obligation. Christian perfection

signifies the full cluster and maturity of the speci-
fically Christian graces which give the Christian
character its completene.ss for life and service
within the conditions of its earthly environment.
Tlie NT term '

[lerfect,' itself general and abstract,
only materializes its meaning in organic relation to
its context. This varies according to the immedi-
ate conception of the nature of the divine law

which reveals the ideal end for the perfect man in

any particular age or circumstance.
' The Tt'Aeio? is one who has attained his moral end, that for

which he was intended, namely, to be a man in Christ
'

(R. C.

Trench, Sj/nonyms 0/ the ST>>, London, 1876, p. 74).

It is of primary importance to bear in mind that
the context in which 'perfect' occurs in the NT
varies very considerably (cf. Mt 5^, 1 Co 13^" 2*,

He 7^* 12'^). There is a perfection, possible and

obligatory, recognized as crowning each stage of

the Christian life. (1) At the beginning of Christ-

ian discipleship there is the perfection that consti-

tutes a perfect conversion :

'
If thou wouldest be

fierfect,
go, sell that thou hast . . . and come

ollow me' (Mt 19''). This perfection refers to tiie

completion of a preparatory state, which is initi.al

to a discipline for further perfection more truly
Christlike. (2) The estate of justification has
its perfection in a redemption perfect as regards
evangelical status and privilege :

' For by one

ofl'ering he hath perfected for ever them that are

sanctified' (He 10'*). (3) A perfection attaches
to the state of obedient faith which ' knows the

things which are freely given to us of God,'
' How-

beit we speak wisdom among the perfect' (1 Co 2*';

cf. llitschl, Justification and Reconciliation^, p.

647). (4) A perfection attends the religious status

marked by the attainment of the end of a ritual of

privilege (He 7'* 9* 10'), or the perfection for leader-

ship and otticial ministry reached through long

discipline (He 2'** 7" 9"). (5) There is a perfection
realized only in the consummation of another order

of life—'the spirits of just men made perfect'
(He 12^)—and with this may be associated that

perfection of eternal spiritual progress anticipated
in the words,

' When that which is perfect is

come, that Avhich is in part shall be done away'
(1 Co 13'»).

But the sense in •which '

perfect
'

is usually under-
stood in Christian thought has reference to that
ethical and spiritual completeness of Christian
character which crowns the faith and discipline of

the religious life. In this sense Jesus used it in

what may be regarded as the great charter for tiie

Christian ideal :

' Ye therefore shall be perfect

[imperatival future], as your heavenly Father is

perfect' (Mt 5^^). He states perfection in ethical,

not in legal, ritual, or eschatological terms ; it

consists in moral likeness to God, in perfect sonship
to the perfect Father ; it is a quality of character,
an ethical achievement resulting in the ' Christian-

izing of the Christian,' rather than a privilege of

Christian status or imputation. This is the ideal

towards which all NT teaching looks and moves.
It is stated most fully in the profound and daring
petitions of the apostolic prayers for Christian

believers (Eph I's-'" 3'^-'», Col P"", 1 Th b'^, 2 Co
13^). These tind their all-comprehending unity in

a supreme exposition of the law of love ; they
unfold an ideal of ethical and spiritual excellence

that cannot be surpassed :

'

May j-our spirit and
soul and body be preserved entire, without blame
at the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ

'

(1 Th 5-^),

that ye may ' know the love of Ciirist which

passeth knowledge, that ye may be filled unto all

the fulness of God '

(Eph 3'*). The aspiration of

the Christian soul can go no further. No limit is

set to Christian privilege. The main question
before which faith and practice have halted

throughout the Christian centuries is whether
St. Paul here prays for such perfection as a spiritual

blessing obtainable in the present life. He appears,
however, to have anticipated this natural hesitation

and forestalled it in the doxology that follows one
of these prayers :

' Now unto him that is able to

do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or

think, according to the power that worketh in us,'

etc. (Eph 3-'^'), and in the sure note of confi-
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deiK'o tliat closes tlie other :

' Failliful is he tliat

calleth you, who will also do it' (1 Tli 5-^). These

passages indicate the jiossibility of a state of

Christian experience that can be described as '

iin-

blanieable in holiness' (1 Th 3'^), in which in this

life Christians may stand liallowed through and

through (oXoreXets), in every part of their nature

(6\6k\i]pov), subsisting by grace in a spiritual con-

dition able to Itear the scrutiny of their Lord's

presence without rebuke. It is to this achievement
that the lidelity of God to His jjurpose in calling
men to be Christians is pledged. The obligation,

moreover, to be ' sincere and void of offence unto
the day of Christ ; being Hlled with the fruits of

righteousness' (Ph 1*") rests upon all Christians'

and is not regarded in the apostolic ideal as a
' counsel of perfection

'

for a privileged few ; for

the acknowledged end of the apostles' labour was
'

admonishing every man and teaching every man
in all wisdom, that we may present every man
perfect in Christ' (Col 1^**), 'always striving for

you in his prayers, that ye may stand perfect and

fully assured in all the will of God '

(4^-).

(a) The closer definition of Christian perfection
is almost invariably stated in the NT in terms of

love. The injunction, 'Become ye imitators of

God, as beloved children; and walk in love' (Eph
5"-)> which compresses the ideal of perfection into a

phrase echoing Mt 5^^ arose from the contempla-
tion of God's tireless tenderness in merciful dealing
with the evil and the good, the just and the unjust.
God's perfection is perfect love ; man's is in being
like Him. Love with all the heart and soul and
mind is the last sign of the perfect (Mt 22^^"''") ; for

every relationship, human and divine,
' love is the

bond of perfectness
'

(Col 3^*), and
' he that dwelleth

in love dwelleth in God, and God in him. Herein
is our love made perfect. . . . There is no fear in

love ; but perfect love casteth out fear
'

(1 Jn 4^^*-)-

The boldest and most beautiful interpretation of

Christian perfection in sacred literature is St.

Paul's great hymn to love in 1 Co 13 (cf. also

2 P l'*'^, Ja 1-^) ; for,
'
if we love one another, God

abideth in us, and his love is perfected in us' (1 Jn
4^'). Obedience to ' the I'oyal law according to the

scripture,' 'the perfect law, the law of liberty,'
'Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself (Ja 1'-*

2^), becomes the vanishing point of every prophecy,
precept, promise, and privilege in the NT ; for on
this '

hangeth the whole law, and the prophets
'

(Mt 22^"). Such love is the harmonious expression
and completion of the whole human personality

—
mind, will, and feeling

—not of feeling alone (1 Th
5^^). But this love is always set forth as dependent
upon the recognition and reception of ' the love
which God hath in us' (1 Jn 4'"); 'We love,
because he first loved us

'

(4'^). God's love towards
us is first

'

perfected in us' (4'^),
'

emptied forth in

our hearts through the Holy Ghost which was
given unto us' (lio 5'), in order that, by

' the ex-

pulsive power of a new affection,'
' fear that hath

punishment
'

may be cast out, and the soul ener-

gized in all its activities Godward and inanward by
a human love made perfect through the divine.

Only thus may we ' have boldness in the day of

judgement; because as he is, even so are we in

this world' (1 Jn 4 '7).

(b) Hence Cliristian perfection is constantly de-
clared to be wrought by the grace of God through
Christ who dwells in our hearts by faith,

' to the
end that, . . . being rooted and grounded in love,'
we '

may be strong to apprehend with all the saints

what is the breadth and length and height and
depth, and to know the love of Christ which

passeth knowledge,' that we 'may be filled unto
all the fulness of God '

(Eph 3'"^-). ''being conlident
of this very thing, that he which began a good
work in you will perfect it until the day of Jesus

Christ
'

(Ph 1« ; cf. He 13=', Ph 2'^). This peculiar

quality of perfection as Christian is basal in the

NT teaching: 'perfect in Christ' (Col 1^); 'for

in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead
bodily, and in him ye are made full

'

(2"'- ; cf.

I Co 1^) ; it is realizable onlj- in Christ, and this

in every aspect of its origin, progress, and fini\.

Something in His life and death is regarded as
essential to its incejjtion and hope :

' The law
made nothing perfect' (He 7"*); 'For by one

offering he hath perfected for ever them that are
sanctified' (lO"); the ethical discipline by whicii

perfection is attained finds its centre and sanction
in Him :

'

Having been made perfect, he became
unto all them that obey him the autiior of eternal
salvation

'

(He 5*
;

cf. 12=). Moreover, He is Him-
self the only perfect man—the complete type to

which all human perfection must conform ; we are
' foreordained to be conformed to the image of

his Son, that he might be the firstborn among
many brethren '(Ro 8^"), so that ' the perfecting of

the saints' tarries
'

till we all attain . . . unto a

fullgrown man, unto the measure of tlie stature of

the fulness of Christ' (Eph 4'=*; cf. v.32 5', Ph 2').

(c) Nevertheless, perfection is considered to be

dependent upon the effort of man in co-operating
with the grace of God :

' But whoso keepeth his

word, in him verily hath the love of God been

^lerfected
'

(1 Jn 2') : 'If we love one another, God
abideth in us, and his love is perfected in us

'

(4'= ;

cf. Ph 2'=, 2 Co V, Ja 58). In order to be Christian,

perfection must also be the perfection of the pure
intent, the single eye (1 Co lu^^ 1 P 4", Mt G^), of

the entire renunciation of self (Lk 14'^), the com-
plete discipline of the tongue (Ja 2'-), as well as the
full cluster of the fruits of the Spirit (Gal o^'-'-).

(d) The lofty ideal of Christian perfection thus

presented in the NT raises two questions of great
importance and of equal difficulty, wliich have
been the chief grounds of controversy in the history
of the doctrine within the Church. To these the
NT gives no categorical answer ; such answers as
are available, while valuable as far as they go, are
at best equivocal or inferential, (a) Does Christian

perfection imply a state of sinlessness ? The Johan-
nine writer asserts plainly concerning the children
of God :

' Whosoever abideth in him sinneth not. . . .

Whosoever is begotten of God doeth no sin, because
his seed abideth in him

; and he cannot sin, be-

cause he is begotten of God' (1 Jn 3^-"). And
yet the same wanter asserts with equal plainness :

'
If we say that we have no sin, we deceive oiu'-

selves, and the truth is not in us. If we confess
our sins, he is faithful and righteous to forgive us
our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrigliteousness.
If we say that we have not sinned, we make him a

liar, and his word is not in us '

(P"^-). It is obvious
that these assertions present an exceedinglj' diffi-

cult exegetical problem. Taken at their face value,

they are contradictory. Considered in the light of

the doctrine of perfection, they depend much for

their meaning upon the significance attached to the
common term '

sin,' and upon the nature of the

qualifying words chosen to express its closer defini-

tion. Some relief has been sought in distinctions

between sin as outward or indwelling, voluntary
or involuntary, momentary or habitual. The issue

is too fine for discussion here. Cogent reasons for

regarding Christian perfection in the NT as the
destruction of all sin are given by John Fletcher

(' Essay on Christian Perfection,' il'orks. v. 40-50),
and for the opposite view b^- P. T. Forsyth (C/(r/*/-

ian Perfection-, Y>^. 1-49). Commentaries (in loc.)

should also be consulted. But, whichever view is

adopted, there can be little doubt tliat Christian

perfection is regardeil in Scriiiture as comjiatible
with infirmity of knowle<lge and with other natuml
and inevitable human limitations consistent with
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the persistence to the end of life of a state of ethical

and spiritiuil i.rol.ation (Jn 17'*, Ko 8'"- ', 1 Co 15^

9", 1 Jn 'J'). This implies a constant need of the

grace of the atoninf^'
work of Christ (1 Jn V) and

the continued possibility of further progress in

spiritual attuinment (Ph S'"-'").

(^) Is the attainment of Christian perfection

possible in the present life? The answer to this

depends largely upon that given to tiie previous

question. While it is extremely doubtful whether

any specific NT passage gives an answer in the

aftirmative, it may fairly be said that the general
tenor of the NT teaching forbids a negative reply.
This may be gathered from the passages already

quoted in this exposition. But it must be acknow-

ledged that the use made of these for this end

frequently depends upon whether their exposition

proceeds upon lines determined by antecedent

Calvinistic or Arminian tendencies. Moreover,
it should be noticed that the great ethical and

spiritual experiences that constitute finality in the

Christian life are mostly presented in timeless

relations in the NT. Nevertheless the obligation
to regard perfection as the attainable goal of the

Christian estate is undeniable (Mt 5*^"^*, 2 Co 7',

Ph 3'*, He 6'). The privilege, possibility, and

promise of reaching this blessedness are not, how-

ever, declared chiefly in definite textual state-

ments ; they are too deep for words. What the

NT here reveals is not so much a doctrine as a con-

sciousness—and a consciousness of indescribable

wealth and power—that He who hath begun a

good work in us will also perfect it. In this vital

and vitalizing consciousness the expectation of

Christian perfection lived, moved, and had its

being in the Apostolic Church.
II. Historical.—Each of the main theological

systems has preserved, in the form of doctrine,

experience, or tradition, one or other of the aspects
of Christian perfection presented in the NT; but
there is no consecutive history of the doctrine. It

will be more satisfactory, therefore, to consider

the types of theory exhibited than to attempt any
chronological arrangement of the material avail-

able.

I. Patristic.—This type appears in fragments
mostly continuing the strain of thought and

phraseology of the NT ; Christian perfection is

the perfection of love achieving through grace
the righteousness of faith.

'

By love were all the elect of God made perfect. . . . Those
who have been perfected in love through the grace of God attain

to the place of the godly. . . . Blessed were we, dearly beloved,
if we should be doing the commandiiienta of God in concord of

love. . . . Blessed is the man to whom the Lord shall impute
no sin, neither is guile in his mouth '

(Clement of Rome, ad Cor.

49 f.).

Speaking of faith, hope, and love, Polycarp writes :

'

If any
man be in these, he has fulfilled the law of righteousness, for

he that hath love is far from all sin
'

(ad Phil. 3).

Ignatius repeats this testimony :

' Faith is the beginning of

life and love the end ; and the two being found in unity are God,
while all things else follow in their train unto true nobility. No
man professing faith sinneth, and no man possessing love hateth

'

{ad Eph. 14). 'Seeing j'e are perfect, let your counsels also be

perfect ; for, if ye desire to do well, God is ready to grant the
means '

(ad .Smyrn. 11).
Irenaeus understands that the apostle Paul ' declares that

those are " the perfect
" who present unto the Lord body, soul

and spirit without offence ;
who not only have the Holy Spirit

abiding in them, but also preserve faultless their souls and
bodies, keeping their fidelity to God, and maintaining right-
eous dealings with their neighbours '(a<ip. Hcer. V. vi. 1; cf. also

iJidachf, i., vi., x.
, xvi.).

Clement of Alexandria, influenced by Gnostic tendencies,
illustrates how early the wavering faith of Christian thinkers

was drawn in two ways respecting Christian perfection :

' A
man may be perfected, whether as godly, or as patient, or in

chastity, or in labours, or as a martyr, or In knowledge. But
to be perfected in all these together I know not if this may be
said of any who is yet man, save only of Him who put on human-
ity for us

'

(Strom, iv. 21). Yet he writes again ;

'

It is a thing

impossible that man should be perfect as God is perfect ; but it is

the Father's will that we, living according to the Gospel in blame-
less or unfailing obedience, should become perfect

'

(ib. vii. 14).

Jerome may serve to illustrate a later phase of Patristic

thought when Pelagian views of perfection found currency :

' We maintain also that, considering our time, place and bodily
weakness, we can avoid sinning, if we will, as long as our mind
is bent upon it, and the string of our harp is not slackened by
any wilful fault' (Dial, against the Pelajians, iii. 4).

2. Methodist.—This type is considered at this

stage because {a) the doctrine of Christian perfec-
tion is pre-eminently the distinctive doctrine of

this communit}', which at present constitutes the

largest Protestant Church ; (6) it presents the fullest

and most definitely articulated statement of the

doctrine, and claims to be a direct continuation in

modern times of the apostolic teaching ; (r) it is

claimed by J. A. Faulkner, of the Drew Theological
Seminary, that 'the Methodists were the first Christ-

ians who otticially, and as a united body, without

deviation, and with the power of a church behind
them to make it ettective, taught the NT doctrine

of Christian perfection' (O. A. Curtis, The Christ-

ian Faith, p. 525) ; they also embodied it in their

standards and expounded and defended it as ' the

grand depositum which God has lodged with the

people called Methodists, and for the sake of pro-

pagating this chiefly He appeared to have raised

us up' (J. W'esley, Letters, 15th Sept., 26th Nov,

1790) ; [d) it is claimed that the state of Christian

perfection has been attained and enjoyed in living

experience. The doctrine is stated in 'A Plain

Account of Christian Perfection, as believed and

taught by the Keverend Mr. John Wesley, from
the Year 1725 to the Year 1777,' and

' Brief Thoughts
on Christian Perfection

'

(
The Works ofthe Rev. John

Wesley, London, 1840, xi. 351-428). The spiritual
values of the doctrine find their highest expression
in The Methodist Hymn Book, particularly in the

unique section ' For Believers seeking for Full

Redemption.' W. B. Pope (A Compendium of
Christian Theology"^, iii. 27-100) gives a careful

dogmatic and historical review of the doctrine.

From the days of the Holy Club at Oxford (1730)
the Wesleys persistently sought perfection. Their
earliest conceptions of it were mystical and ascetic,

but intensely ethical. The influence of these char-

acteristics remained even when, after their conver-

sion, their conception of perfection had become

strictly evangelical ; their theory progressed from
a preparatory ethical discipline, whose elements
were but imperfectly understood, to a clearly

apprehended and, as they profoundly believed,

Scriptural conviction of the privilege open to every
Christian believer of being perfected in the love of

God and man, and of being wholly delivered from

indwelling sin. The doctrine formed the natural

sequel to the joyous assurance of acceptance with

God that was the seal of justifying faith ; Christ-

ian perfection was the further seal of the Holy
Spirit set upon the earnest striving of the regene-
rate will accompanied by a faith working by love

;

such faith made this blessing its direct object,
received it as a gift of grace, and retained it by the

obedience of faith which became fruitful and ettec-

tive through an abiding union with the crucified

and risen Redeemer. Indeed, the doctrine of a

complete deliverance from all sin was regarded as

the logical and experimental outcome of the pro-
clamation of a free, full, present salvation as tlie

gift of grace to every penitent sinner. The exposi-
tion of the doctrine is marked by reasonableness
and moderation, by great frankness and spiritual

daring. Definitions often state what it is not.

The main features of the Methodist doctrine are

as follows : (1) it is not ab.solute, nor Adamic, nor

angelic perfection, nor is any one ' infallible while

he remains in the body
'

(Wesley, Works, xi. 400) ;

nor is it a perfection of justification (p. 424) ; it is

not legal, yet it is relative to a given law—the law
of love ; hence (2) it is perfect love :

'

By perfection I mean the humble, gentle, patient love of

God and our neighbour, ruling our tempera, words and actions
'
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(p. 428).
' Pure love reigning alone in the heart and life—this

is the whole of Scriptural perfection
'

(p. 385). 'There ia noth-

ing higher in religion ; there is, in effect, nothing elae' (p. 413).

(3) Perfect love i.s the one law stated in the

gospel to which we are now subject in the Ciiristian

(lispen.sation ; this is not a mitigated law, but a

hiplier law than that contained in ordinances ; it

is the only law possible for us to obey and by
which we can be judged. Because it is the royal
law, the law of Christ, obedience to it constitutes
Christian perfection in the Methodist sense (cf. p.

399). This is the plain doctrine found in vary-
ing words throughout John Wesley's writings (cf.

Journal, 27th Aug. 1768). While mystical and
ascetic teachers of perfection, who make love its

essence, have seldom related it to the ethical obedi-
ence of faith, he boldly declares that the righteous-
ness of the law is fuUilled in those in whom faith

working by love is reckoned for perfection. Hence,
as his critics admit (cf. C. Hodge, Systematic
Theology, iii. 258), there is no tolerance of anti-

nomianisra in Wesley's doctrine. Moreover,
' this

law of faith working by love is plainly diilerent

from the law of works' (Wesley, Works, xi. 400).

Only in obedience to the law of love can Wesley's
doctrine be regarded as (4) sinless perfection. He
writes :

'I do not contend for the term "sinless," though I do not

object against it
'

(p. 428).
'
Is it sinless ? It is not worth while

to contend for a term. It is salvation from sin
'

(p. 424).

Yet in answer to the question, Does being made
perfect in love imply that all inward sin is taken

away ?, he says :

'

Undoubtedly ; or how can we be said to be saved from all

onr uncleannesses?' (p. 371 f.
;
cf. p. 360 ff.).

' The Methodist doctrine is the only one that
has consistently and boldly maintained the destruc-

tion of the carnal mind, or the inbred sin of our
fallen nature' (Pope, iii. 97). It goes further than
certain mystics and the Pietists of the school of

Spener in asserting that the newness of life im-

parted by perfect love depends for its full exercise

upon a perfect death to sin.
' The combination of the two elements, the negative annihila-

tion of the principle of sin and the positive effusion of perfect
love is, it may be said, peculiar to Methodist theology as such '

(t6. ; cf. also A. Lowrey, Possibilities of Grace, New York, 1884 ;

R. S. Foster, Christian Purity).

Nevertheless Wesley frankly admits that, while
those who are perfected in love are freed from all

unholy tempers, pride, anger, self-will, and sinful

desires, they are not free from mistakes, infirmities

of judgment, involuntary negligences, and ignor-
ances. These, however, though they are indeed
deviations from the perfect law, are not, strictly

speaking, sins. He recognizes the difficulty of

accurately discriminating between sinful and sinless

faults (cf. xi. 381), but nothing is sin properly speak-
ing save ' a voluntary transgression of a known
law.'

'
I believe there is no such perfection in this life as excludes

these involuntary transgressions which I apprehend to be

naturally consequent on the ignorance and mistakes inseparable
from mortality. Therefore "sinless perfection" is a phrase I

never use, lest I should seem to contradict myself. I believe a

person lUled with the love of God is still liable to these in-

voluntary transgressions. Such transgressions you may call

sins, if you please ;
I do not, for the reasons above mentioned'

(xi. 380 ;
cf. also p. 368).

Still such faults, though not properly sins, cannot bear the

rigour of God's justice, and therefore ' the best of men need
Christ as their Priest, their Atonement, their Advocate with
the Father

;
not only as the continuance of their every blessing

depends on His death and intercession, but on account of their

coming short of the law of love. For every man living does so.

. . . The most perfect may properly for themselves, as well as
for their brethren, say, "Forgive us our trespasses." . . . For
want of duly considering this, some deny that they need the
atonement of Christ. Indeed, exceeding few

;
I do not re-

member to have found five of them in England. Of the two I

would sooner give up perfection ; but we need not give up
either one or the other. The perfection I bold,

"
love rejoicing

evermore, praying without ceasing, and in everything giving
thanks," is well consistent with it ;

if any hold a perfection
wliich is not, they must look to it' (xi. 401 ; cf. p. 379).

(5) Perfection is received instantaneously by
faith.

' As to the manner. I believe this perfection is alwajs
wrought in the soul by a simple act of faith ; consequently in

an instant, liut I believe a gradual work, both preceding and
following that instant

'

(xi. 428). 'But God does not, will not,
give that faitli unless we seek it with all diligence in the waj'
which He hath ordained,' namely 'in vigorous, universal obedi-

ence, in a zealous keeping of all the conmiandments, in watch-
fulness and painfulness, in denying ourselves, and taking up
our cross daily ; as well as in earnest prayer and fasting, and a
close attendance on all the ordinances of God '

(p. 386).
' Yet

these are not necessary in the same sense or same degree as
faith . . . they are remotely necessary ; faith ia immediately
and directly necessary

'

(vi. 50).

(6) Perfection is possible in this life. Wesley
frequently urges this, but admits that it is a rare

experience, though
' several persons have enjoyed

the blessing without interruption for many years.'
'
I know many that love God witli all their heart'

(xi. 402 ; cf. pp. 393, 389, iii. 96-100). His mature
judgment was :

' As to the time. I believe this instant generally is the
instant of deatii, the moment before the soul leaves the body.
But I believe it may be ten, twenty, or forty years before. I

believe it is usually many years after justification ; but that it

may be within five years or five months after it, I know no con-
clusive argument to the contrary

'

(xi. 429 ; cf. p. 373). Yet, as
it is given instantaneously, in one moment,

' we are to expect
it, not at death, but every moment ; now is the accepted time '

(p. 367; cf. p. 378 f.). Still 'I believe that in the case of most
they gradually die to sin and grow in grace, till at, or perhaps
a little before, death God perfects them in love, but not all ;

sometimes He "cuts short His work"; He does the work of

many years in a few weeks, perhaps in a week, a day, an hour '

(p. 406) ;

' so that one may affirm the work is gradual, another,
it is instantaneous, without any manner of contradiction

'

(p. 407).
' But those who are perfect can undoubtedly grow in

grace, and that not only while they are in the bodv, but to all

eternity
'

(p. 409).

(7) Assurance and profession.
—Wesley applied

his doctrine of assurance to tlie attainment of

Christian perfection as he did to the clear conscious-
ness of justilication. The Spirit of God bore
witness to the reality and certainty of each of

these spiritual states. This witness and the
'marks' in experience of a total death to sin and
an entire renewal in the love and image of Goil
were essential to the human confidence that the
state of perfection had been reached (pp. 385 f.,

404). This interior evidence was not always equally
clear; it was susceptible of intermission and of

increasing degrees of certainty (p. 403). As to the

profession of Christian perfection, his statements
are characterized by great caution and a sane
reserve

;
he is at pains to admonish professors

against the presumption of pride and the perils of

enthusiasm, yet he favours a humble confession of

enjoyment of the blessing to the glorj' of God.
' Be particularly careful in speaking of yourself ; you may

not indeed deny the work of God ; but speak of it when you are
called thereto, in the most inoffensive manner possible. . . .

Indeed, you need give it no general name ; neither perfection,
sanctification, the second blessing, nor the having attained.
Rather speak of the p.irticular8 which God hath wrought for

you. You may say, "At such a time I felt a change which I

am not able to express ; and since tliat time, I have not felt

pride, or self-will, or anger, or unbelief; nor anything but a
fulness of love to God and all mankind " '

(xi. 417 ; cf. pp. 382,

390).

It seems doubtful whether Wesley himself ever

professed to have reached this state (for the

opposite view cf. Curtis, p. 3741!.). Later Metho-
dists have been extremely shy of profession.

' As employed by the individual Christian concerning himself,

perfection is a term more appropriate to his aspiration than his

professed attainment' (W. B. Pope, A lliiiher Catt'chisin of

Theology, London, 1883, p. 275). 'There is no consciousness
more unconscious of self than that of perfect holiness and love"

(Pope, Comp. 0/ Chr. Theol.'^ iii. 66).

(8) Amissibility.
—Wesley's later judgment, con-

trary to some of his earlier statements, was tiiat

Christian perfection as a state of grace might be
lost by unfaithfulness ;

it was never beyond the

reach and reality of temptation.
'
I do not include an impossibility of falling from it, either in

part or in whole. Therefore I retract several expressions in

our Hymns, which partly express, partly imply such an im-
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possibility
'

(xi. 42s).
' We are surrounded with iiistanues of

thOM who latelN experienced all that I mean by perfection.

They had both the fruit of the Spirit, and the witness; but

they ha\e now lost both' (p. 4ujf. ; cf. pp. 402, 425, also

Jovrnnl, SSth Julv 1774, and Letters, 27th Jan. and 12th Feb.

1767).

3. Arminian.—Methodist doctrine generally was
Arininian in type, and its doctrine of Christian

perfection found a starting-point in the teaching
of the Remonstrant divines. Tiie early Arminians
wrote much on this doctrine ; it was a consequent
of their

priniaiy theological principles ; but their

views lacked clear definition. It was e.xhibited

rather in its opposition to the Uoman doctrine of
works of supererogation and the Calvinist ten-

dencies to antinomianism than as the clear obliga-
tion and privilege of evangelical relijiion. For tiie

views of Anuinius himself, who died early (1609),
which are less sharply delined than those of his

followers, see WarJcs of Annlniii.s; tr. J. Nichols,
London, 18'_'5-29, i. 6"uS, ii. 408. Charged with

Pelagian tendencies because he asserted that it

was possible for the regenerate perfectly to keep
God's precepts, he repudiated the relagian position
bj- basin<r this possibility wholly upon the grace of

God, and therein claimed athnity with the teach-

ing of Augustine. His followers dwelt upon a
perfection of three degrees : (1) that of beginners ;

(2) that of proticients—the perfection of unimpeded
progress in the regenerate life ; and (3) that of the

truly perfect—the perfection of an established

maturity of grace in which the sinful habit is sub-
dued. Of the last stage little is positively taught
coiKcrning its limitations, means, or certitude.

Episcopius says :

'The commandments of God ma3- be kept with what He
regards as a perfect fulfilment, in the supreme love which the
Gospel requires accordiiij^ to the covenant of grace, and in the
utmost exertion of human strength assisted by Divine help.
This consummation includes two things, (1) A perfection pro-
portioned to the powers of each individual ; (2) A pursuit of

always higher perfection' (ap. Pope, Comp. of Chr. Theol.'i iii.

84 ; cf. Hodge, iii. 253). P. van Limborch describes it as
'

perfect, in being correspondent to the provisions and terms of
the Divine covenant. It is not sinless or an absolutely perfect
obedience, but such as consists in a sincere love of piety,
absolutely excimiing every habit of sin

'

(Institutiones Theotogice
Christiance*, Ani-lerdam, 1716, pp. 658a, 659b, 661a [tr. W.
Jones, London, 1702]).

Similar positions were regarded sympathetically
by the Cambridge Platonists ; their exposition
and enforcement of Christian perfection formed a
transition stage between the Arminian doctrine
and its more definite and evangelical development
in Methodism. It was natural that the Arminian
type as elaborated and deepened by Methodism
should be met antagonistically by the type of

thought characteristic of Calvinism.

4. Lutheran and Calvinistic.—In general this
otters a direct negative to most of the positive
claims regarding Christian perfection : perfection
is never realized in the present life ; in no case is

sin entirelj' subdued ; the most advanced believer

daily needs to pray for the forgiveness of sins to
which guilt attaches. It is admitted that a direct

obligation lies upon the Christian to be '

perfect
even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect

'

;

that the gospel provision for Christian perfection
is all-sufficient ; that a perfection involving ulti-

mately a complete deliverance from all sin is the
sure promise of God in Christ. The essential

question, however, is whether this promise of

perfection is intended by God to be fulfilled in this

life, and whether cases are known in which the
promise has been actually fulfilled.

Whilst all admit that God can render His people perfect
before death as well as after it, . . . the answer given to these

questions by the Church universal is in the negative
'

(Hodge,
ill. 240).

The grounds for this view are: (i.) the spiritu-
ality of the divine law with the absoluteness and
immutabilitj' of its demands

; for it condemns as
sinful any want of conformity to the standard of

ab-solute perfection as exhibited in the Bible ; (ii.)

the express declaration of Scripture that all men
are sinners—and this not in the sense that all

men have sinned and all are
^'uilty,

but that all

men have sin constantly clingmg to them;' (iii.)

passages of Scripture which describe the reality of
the con'flict between the flesh and the spirit

—
e.g.,

the fragment of Paul's autobiography in Ko 7, the
confession of persistent imperfection (Ph 3'-"'*), the

lusting of flesh and spirit in Christian living
(Gal 5'^-=*) ; (iv.) the unceasing testimony of Christ-
ian experience, corporate and personal, in the
confession of sin and the prayer for forgiveness.
A Christian ' never is in a state which satisfies his own con-

viction of what he ought to be. He may call his deficiencies

infirmities, weaknesses, and errors, and may refuse to call them
sins. But this docs not alter the case. Wliate\ er they are called,
it is admitted that they need God's pardoning mercy

'

(Hodge,
iii. 250). 'Nothing which the law does not condemn can need
expiation. H these transgressions, therefore, need atonement,
they are sins in the sight of God '

{ib. p. 255).

The one sense in which Christian perfection is

acknowledged in the standards of the Reformation—Lutheran and Reformed, and particularly in
modern Calvinism— is perfection by imputation.
This assumes that his status as perfect as well as
his status as justified is for the Christian believer

completed in Christ, and applied to him as a
free gift in the covenant of grace. His perfection
is the imputed righteousness of Christ. Col 2'",
1 Co 1^, and He 10'* are quoted in support. It is

the perfection of Another reckoned to the elect

believer, 'given to them for whom it is appointed'
(cf. Conjf. Aug. xxvii. ; Calvin, Inst. III. xxii. 2,
IV. i, 17, viii. 12; art.

'

Vollkommenheit,' in FliE''
XX. 733 ii'.). A modified form of this view appears
to be taken by Forsyth {Christian Perfection^,
chs. i. and ii. ). Perfection thus tends to become a
subject for dogmatics rather than ethics in the
Christian system ; for moral character is not trans-
ferable. In the keen controversj- on Christian per-
fection at the time of the Evangelical Revival the
Calvinistic arguments were met by John Fletcher,
vicar of Madeley, himself not only an authoritative

exponent of the Methodist position, but a beautiful

example of its grace. His Last Check to Antino-
mianism (London, 1787), written in reply to a
polemical pamphlet, A Creedfor Arminians and
Perfectionists, by Richard Hill, Fellow of Clare
Hall, Cambridge, seeks to show the Scriptural
character of the Methodist doctrine, and that it

was sanctioned by the best theological Avriters

{Works, iv. 406-v. 226). Whilst the doctrine of
the Wesleys has been generally condemned by the

Churches, it is not difficult to establi-<h sympathetic
relations between it and the higher spiritual
aspiration and teaching of the Church of England,
of which the Wesleys and Fletcher were clergy-
men.

5. Anglican.—Here the strong desire for com-
prehension in doctrine and devotion made room in

the articles and offices of the Book of Common
Prayer for both Calvinistic and Arminian tenden-
cies. The former tendency is seen chiefly in the
doctrinal colouring of the articles, the latter in the
devotional wealth of the liturgies of the Church.
The Arminian positions were favoured by High
Churchmen of tne Nonjuror type. The Wesleys
came by ancestry from that stock, and strong
spiritual sympathy with its traditions deeplj' influ-

enced their teaching. In this atmosphere their
doctrine of Christian perfection was bom, and its

development was nourished by these traditions.
.John Wesley declares that the doctrine of Christian

perfection, which he held until the clo.se of his life.

Wits essentially identical in principle with that
• Luther is quoted as saying : 'The sins of a Christian are for

his good ; and if he h.id no sin, he would not be so well off,
neither would prayer flow so well

'

(K. H. Bogatzky, Gulden
Treasury, London, 1773, p. 328).
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whicli he preached in a University sermon, in St.

Mary's, Oxford, on 1st Jan. 1733, live years before
his evangelical conversion ; he also truces its

starting-point to the reading of Jeremy Taylor's
Rule and Exercises of Holy Living and Holy
Dying ; he acknowledges the influence of k Kenijiis

upon it, and expresses his great indebtedness to

the writings on Christian perfection of the fearless

Nonjuror, William Law (Works, xi. 351 fi".). He
considered that the type of Christian perfection
which he expounded was in harmony with the

spiritual ideals and devotional formularies of the

English Church ; it was not forbidden by her
articles and was sanctioned by the language of her

offices, collects, and homilies.^ Fletcher sho^^.'5

how ' this vein of godly desire after Christian per-
fection runs through her daily services' (iv. 436-

453). Attention may be calleci to tibe confirmation
of the view that (i.) Christian perfection consists in

perfect love ; the words of the collect in the ante-
communion service,

' Cleanse the thoughts of our
hearts by the inspiration of thy Holy Spirit, that
we may perfectly love thee, and worthily magnify
thy holy Name, through Christ our Lord '—in
themselves stating a doctrine of Christian perfec-
tion satisfying every evangelical claim—find echo
in other collects and exposition in certain of tiie

homilies [e.g., the collect for Quinquagesima, the

iiom-ly on 'Charity,' and 'for Good Friday');
Wesley quotes Archbishop Usher as confirnung
his conception of being perfect:
'To have a heart so all-flainiiig with the love of God, as con-

tinually to offer up every thought, word, and work, as a spiritual
sacrifice, acceptable to God througfh Christ' {Works, xi. 369).

(ii.) Christian perfection implies cleansing from all

actual and inbred sin
;
this is a burden of desire

and expectation in several parts of tlie liturgy ;

e.g., in the .ancient liturgical creed of the Church,
the ' Te Deum '

:

'

Vouchsafe, O Lord, to keep us
this day without sin'

; it is the refrain of many of

the collects (cf. those for the Circumcision, the
first Sunday after Easter, the first, ninth, eight-
eenth, nineteenth Sundays after Trinity, Innocents'

day, St. Luke's day, etc.); the baptismal ofhce

delinitely contemplates and desires a death to all

inbred sin, that the baptized
'

may crucify the old

man, and utterly abolish the whole body of sin
'

;

the proper preface for Christmas day in the com-
munion office regards the end of the Incarnation
as ' without spot of sin, to make us clean from
all sin

'

; lest these should be regarded as aspira-
tions for the unattainable, the faith of the Church
is directed to God who is

' wont to give more than
we desire or deserve' (twelfth Sunday after

Trinity).
6. Earlier views.—Behind Protestant theories of

Christian perfection lay the influential systems of

philosophical and psychological theology—Gnostic,

Pelagian, Augustinian—which never wholly pass
out of sight. Each of these had its doctrine of

perfection.
(«) Gnostic.—Influenced both by Platonic and

by Stoic philosophy, the Gnostic regarded perfec-
tion as the prerogative of the '

spiritual
'—those

redeemed from the bondage of matter and the flesh—for it was assumed that sin was an inseparable
association of matter. Consequently a meta-

physical perfection took the place of the ethical
and evangelical privilege of the NT ; it was
attained by May of knowledge possessed only by
the initiated, and as a gift ind('])endent of the
exercise of faith and the ethical grace of love ; it

was an esoteric state entered through theosophic
insight and had no living connexion with Christ

thrtmgh obedience to His perfect law of love (cf.

Clem. Alex. P(fd. i. 6).
1 ' The power of the Church of Enjjjland lay not so much in its

formal theolofjy as in its liturjjy '(A. V. G. Allen, The Continuity
of Christian Thotujht, London, 18S4, p. 324).

(b) Pelagian.—Perfection here was the crown of
natural processes

— the supreme ettbrt of the
inherent power of the human will ; God required
nothing unattainable by the exercise of native
faculties succoured by natural means of grace ;

jierfection was in the wise adjustment of the
human organism to its appointed environment ;

no inherent tendency to evil interfered with com-
plete obedience to the divine law

; education was
the means and instrument of i)erfection ;

the reve-
lation an(i example of Jesus, together with favour-
able circumstances, were aids of the highest order
to its achievement; by their means a self-disci-

plined spirit might, anu in some cases did, attain,
witliout the specific help of the grace of the Holy
Spirit, to the perfection of character which satisfied

the merciful Judge of mankind ; the same merciful

regard covered the inevitable faults of imperfect
adjustment ; the grace of God was original in

human nature, and perfection was its instinctive

quest and attainable goal ; grace merely enabled
the recipient to reach it more easily. Hence the
Johannine saying,

'
If we say we have no sin, we

deceive ourselves,' is, for such as 'attain,' the

hyperbolism of humility, and the petition of the
Lord's Prayer,

'

Forgive us our trespa.sses,' is a

corporate confession used only as expressing the
desire and need of others (cf. l^elagius, ajj. Augus-
tine, de Perf. Jnstif. 2f., 6). Obviouslj' perfection
of this type is naturalistic rather than distinctively
Christian ; it was on this account condemned at
the Council of Carthage (A.D. 418).

(e) August inian.—Excessive dread of Pelagian-
ism fettered the mind of Augustine, its great
antagonist, in his judgment as to the possibility of

attaining Christian perfection. Hesitation in

accepting the full implications of his doctrine of

grace is a marked feature of his teaching. Perfec-
tion is possible ; for divine grace is irresistible ;

the human will might be so constrained bj' the
divine that perfect concurrence with the good and
acceptable and perfect Avill of God would be
effected. Moreover, he connects such a concurrence

directly with perfect love—a supreme delight in

God which overcomes every opposite tendency.
It may not be asserted that God cannot so make
Himself present to the soul that, the old nature

being entirely abolished ('tota penitus vetustate

consumpta' \_de Sjnr. et Lit. xxxvi. 66]), a life

should be lived in tliis world such as will be lived

in the eternal contemplation of Him in the world
to come. But, in the inscrutable wisdom of the
divine sovereignty, God has restrained His grace
so that no soul may reach perfection on earth :

' Et ideo ejus perfectioneni etiani in hac vita esse possibileni,
negare non possunius, quia oninia'possihilia sunt Deo, sive quae
facit sola sua voluntate, sive quae co-opcrantibus creaturae suae
voluntatibus a se fieri posse constituit. Ac per hoc quicquid
eorum non facit, sine exenipio est quidem in ejus opcribus
factis ; sed apud Deum et in ejus virtute habet causam qua fieri

possit, et in ejus sapientia quare non factum sit
'

(ih. v. 7).

In a word, Augustine dismisses the hope of perfec-
tion in this life, while acknowledging that it is

possible, because the will of God permits and

apfioints that sin should persist in the most perfect
Christians as essential to true humility ; this view
harmonizes with his theory that sin is a defect

that in the divine scheme works a greater good.
Hence all saints confess themselves sinners, though
he hesitates about including the Blessed Virgin.
These earlier views entered <as determining fac-

tors into the conceptions of perfection prevalent
in Roman Catholic teaching and practice. From
Gnostic sources came the ascetic teiulencies, IVla-

gianism contributed the elemoTit of human ability
which lay in the doctrine of merit, while the

doctrine of concupiscence and the power of sacra-

mental graceare closely allied with Augustinianism.

7, Ascetic and Roman.—(a) Asceticism in some
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form has been a popular and persistent variant for

perfection in Cliristian history (ef. Harnack, Hist,

uf Dogiwt^, i. 23Sf.). For its self-discipline apos-

tolic autliority is claimed (cf. 1 Ti 4P, Ac 24'«).

Perfection is possible only as the fruit of lon>,', lone

vigilance, ever-deepeniny hnniility, and ceiiseless

self-mortilication. Macarius of Egypt (t ^91) is a

typical exponent.
Perlection is to burn with 'ardent and inextinguishable love

to the Lord' {Horn. x. 2), to reaoh perfect freedom and purity,
' the perfect cleansinj? from sin, and freedom from base pas-

sions, and the attainment of the hi;,'hest reach of virtue, that is,

the sanctification of the heart, which takes place through the

indwelling; of the Divine and perfect Spirit of God in perfect

joy' (Horn. ii. 2). Hut, while 'every one of us must attain

blessedness through the g-'ft of the Holy Spirit, he may in

faith and love and the struj,'gle of the determination of his free

will reach a perfect dejcree of virtue, that so he may both by

grace and by rii,'htcousness win eternal life
'

(de Perfect, in Spir.
li. 1 ; of. Hoin. xix.).

Stress is laid upon the co-ordination of human
merit and divine grace, in winning perfection ; this

is a tendency of ascetic writers generally. A
further typical movement regards concupiscence as

remaining in the soul for its discipline in humility,
even when desire for the extirpation of sin had
become a ruling passion. Hence Christian perfec-
tion never becomes more tiian aspiration and

ap]>roximation in religious experience. Macarius
confesses :

' Never have I seen a Chrinlian man perfect and entirely free.

. . . I myself may have reached that point eometimes, but have
learned still that no man is perfect

'

(Horn. viii. 5).

It is common testimony that the perfect destruc-
tion of sin in the heart lies bej'ond human experi-
ence—e.g., Nilus (tc 440;, a tj'pical representative
of Greek asceticism (cle Temper, ii., de Octo Vitiis),

Marcus Eremita, a 5th cent. Egyptian hermit (de

Temper. 27), Maximus Confessor (1662; Cent. iv.

'de Charita,te,' Cent. iii. 46, 79), and especially
Cassian ( \ c. 450 ; Conferences, passim). Reference
sliould here be made to the association of Christian

perfection with the obligations of a 'religious'
vocation ; it was not the calling of the many, but
of the few; it implied 'counsels of perfection'

—
ch.astit}', poverty, and obedience—which only the
elect could receive. The resultant idea of a two-
fold standard of perfection, which arose in the

early history of the Church (cf. Didache ; Cyprian,
de Opcre et Elcemos. ; Ambrose, de Officiis Cler.,

etc.), deepened into a fundamental principle in the
ascetic quest for perfection.

' The Church resolulely declared war on all these attempts to
elevate evangelical i)erfection as an inflexible law for all^ and
overthrew her opponents. She pressed on in her world-wide
mission and appeased her conscience by allowing a two-fold

mortality within her bounds' (Harnack, ii. 12.3 ; cf. a discussion
of 'The Two Lives,' in C. Bigg, The Christian Platonists of
Alexandria-, Oxford, 1313, pp. 46, 115-122; E. Hatch, The
Infiuence of Greek Ideas, London, 1890, p. 164 ft.).

This doctrine lay at the root of the mediieval

theory of Christian i)erfection, Thomas Aquinas,
adopting the distinction in the Christian life

between '

beginners, progressing, and perfect,' held
that tlie highest perfection attainable by the
'

beginners' and those 'progressing' is that which
excludes mortal sins, which oppose the love of

God, and all that liinders the soul from turning
wholly to God. Ascetic practices were the means,
thougli only the means, of true perfection {Sumnia,
II. ii. 184).

(h) Roman CntholUism.—In practice this was
ascetic; only tiie discipline of the monastic life

secured an ordering of temporal circumstances

sufficiently favourable for its ptirsuit. In doctrine
the most important stress lies upon the recognition
of the distinction between mortal and venial sin.

This distinction depends, in turn, u1)0h the concep-
tion held of the nature, scojie, and obligation of the
moral law to wiiidi those enjo3'ing the (,'hristian

estate are amenable. Consetiuently the possi-

bility of perfection in this life was favoured by

Franciscans, Jesuits, and Molinists, and deprecatetl

by Dominicans and Jansenists, the last-named

modifying the doctrine in the spirit of Augustine
and modern Calvini.sm. Indeed, interpretations of

Christian perfection conforming more or less closely
to most of the theories mentioned in this article

may be traced in the history of Roman Catholic

thought. Perfection, exhibited in the sanctity
which has received the Church's seal in canoniza-

tion, reveals considerable variety in specific doc-

trine and practice. Attention here must be con-

fined to sanctioned dogmatic standards and to their

approved exponents. These make a clear dis-

tinction between 'Christian' and '

religious
'

per-
fection. The former is attainable by 'seculars';
the latter is the privilege of the devout who bind
themselves to obey the ' counsels of perfection

'

which are the means and instrument of attaining
the higher state.

(a)
' Christian 'perfection.

—The Council of Trent
determined that to those infused with the grace

conveyed in baptism, by wliich all of the nature of

sin is removed from the soul, perfect obedience is

possible ; nothing need hinder tlieir full conformity
to the divine law

; they may avoid all sin
; good

works performed in this state of grace are perfect
from taint of sin :

'Si quia in quolibet bono opere justum saltern venialiter

peccare dixerit . . . anathema esto
'

(Canon and Decrees of
Council of Trent, sess. vi. cap. 25).

But this law, to which the regenerate may, and
often do, render perfect obedience, must be specifi-

cally defined ; it is not the absolute moral law, 1)ut

the law so modified as to be accommodated to the

fallen estate of men— '

pro hujus vitae statu
'

; it is

to be distinguished from the perfect law of love.

Only the law in its accommodated form is binding

upon all ; justice cannot demand more from man
in his present state

;
this relaxed law may be and

ought to be obeyed. When this obedience is

accomplished, the Christian man is perfect. But
this perfection does not imply the highest degree
of moral excellence. An obedience beyond the

demands of the law may be ottered ; this, however,
is a work of supererogation and constitutes the

merit of the saints. Perfection, therefore, in the

Roman sense is perfect justification rather than a
further and distinctive Christian experience ;

it is

compatible not only with the absence of beatitude,
but also with the presence of human miseries and
rebellious passions. Those who attain it are not

free from venial sins ; these may be committed
without prejudice to their perfect state

;
for such

are only condenmed by the highest law of love ;

indeed, these defects are not properly sins, judged

by the law to which obligation is now due, for they
do not forfeit grace ; they are rather signs of con-

cupiscence—the remains of original sin, tendencies

that are not removed by baptism, but for which
the perfect are no longer accountable. On the

ethical qualities of venial sins the Council of Trent
did not dwell. The expositions of Bellarmine and,

later, of J. A. Mohler should be consulted.
' The defect of charity, for instance, our not performing good

works with as much fervour as we shall exhibit in heaven, is

indeed a defect, but not a fault, and is not sin. Whence indeed

our charity, although imperfect in comparison with the charity
of the Blessed, yet may absolutely be called perfect. ... If the

precepts of God were imjjossible they would oblige no man, and
therefore would not be precepts

'

(Bellarmine, de Justi/icatione,
iv. 10 [Dispiitationes, Paris, 1C08, iv. 933b]).

Mdhlcr indicates that this position is still held :

' In modern times some men have endeavoured to come to the
aid of the old orthodox Lutheran doctrine by assuring us th.at

the moral law proposes to men an ideal standard, which, like

everything ideal, necessarily remains unattrxinod. If such

really be the case with the moral law, then he who comes not

up to it, can as little incur responsibility as an epic poet for not

equalling Homer's Iliad' (Symbolism, Eng. tr., London, 1894,

sect, xxiii. p. 172 ; cf. also sect. xxi.).

(8)
'

RcUgioH.1
'

perfection.
—Obedience to the law

of love may
'

by the will of God and His gratuitous
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liberality
' achieve the merit of a state rising above

the law ; the saints are more than perfect. Never-

theless even witliin them the foines peccati remains ;

there is no provision for destruction of sinful desire,

and therefore no guarantee of the soul's final

ethical perfection ; even purgatorial discipline
removes only the stain, not the principle, of sin.

Further, both ability and disposition to seek per-
fection are the gift of grace conveyed only

sacramentally. Yet 'Christian' and 'religious'

perfection spring from and are sustained and tested

by tlie act, pursuit, and practice of charity. Suarez

explains the necessity of charity in three ways :

(i.) essentially, because the essence of union with
God consists in charity ; (ii.) j)rincipally, because it

has the chief share in the process of perfection ;

(iii.) entirely, because all other virtues necessarily

accompany charitj' and are ordained by it to the

supreme end. Faith and hope are prerequisites
for perfection, but they do not constitute it ;

for

in heaven, where perfection is complete and

absolute, faith and hope no longer remain. The
other virtues belong to perfection in a secondary
and accidental manner, because charity cannot
exist witliout them, but they without charity do
not unite the soul supernaturally to God (de Statu

Pcr/ectionis, I. iii. ; cf. also H. R. Buckler, The

Perfection of Man by Cha.rity'^, p. 6811'.).

8. Mystical.—Tendencies towards this type were
associated with the several theories of Christian

perfection already mentioned and pervaded almost

every stage of their expression. These have
common religious characteristics, which should be

carefully traced in the rapidly growing literature

dealing with mystical religion in general (see

Mysticism). Their chief feature is that perfection
is realized in the entire detachment from the

creature and in perfect union with the absolute

Creator, the all-perfect All. Conceptions of this

type of perfection originated mostly in the pan-
theistic sy.stems of the East (see Perfection

[liuddhist]). They came to permeate the atmo-

sphere of Christian thought largely as the result of

the doctrines of Neo-Platonism (5'.v.),'\vhich over-

flowed into the ways of mediaeval religion, quicken-

ing a wistful desire to seek perfection in identifica-

tion with tlie nameless, uncreated Essence of whom
no attribute can be predicated. They tended to-

Avards the exclusion or suppression of the religious
and ethical consciousness of the individual, and
therefore to the confusion of the distinction between
God and the creature. Neglecting the historical

processes of the Christian redemption through the

Incarnate Word, the mystical views of perfection
in the Church have often lost any essentially
Christian features that they claimed to possess.

E.g., the German phases of mystical perfection
leaned decidedly towards pantheism, the French
and Italian issued in Quietism, and tlie Spanish
ran into a type of antinomian Illuminism (cf. Pope,

Comp. of Chr. Theol.^ iii. 77). In each the method
of attaining perfection may be comprehended within

the three stages of the mystical way—the way of

purification, of illumination, and of union (cf.

Bigg, Christian Platonists ;
W. R. Inge, Christian

Mysticism, London, 1899 ; R. M. Jones, Studies in

]\f>/stical Religion ; E. Underbill, Mysticism^, do.

1912, and The'Mystic Way, do. 1913 ;
F. von Hiigel,

T/ie Mystical Element of Peligioti, Eng. tr., do.

1908 ; W. K. Fleming, Mysticism in Christianity,
do. 1913). The more distinctively Christian type
of mystical perfection may be illustrated by the

teaching of the Society of Friends (q.v.), which
holds a mediating position between the opinions
tending to antinomian indifl'erence and those

associated with ascetic discipline. The Quaker
view is evangelical : conformity with the law
of God in the obedience of good works is not

possible to man in his own strength and of his

own will.
' Yet we believe that such works as naturally proceed from

this spiritual birth and formation of Christ in us are pure and

holy, even as the root from whence they come ; and therefore

God accepts them. . . . Wherefore their judgment is false and

against the truth who say that the holiest works of the saints

are defiled and sinful in the sight of God '

(R. Barclay, Apology^^,

Manchester, Ibii'i [1st ed. 167S), proj). vii. 3). 'In whom this

pure and holy birth is fully broughl forth, the body of death
and sin comes to be crucified and removed ; anil their hearts

united and subjected to the truth ; so as not to obey any sug-

gestions or temptations of the Evil One, and to be free from
actual sinning and transgressing the law of God, and in that

respect perfect. Yet doth this perfection still admit of a growth ;

and there reniaineth always in some part a possibility of sinning,
where the mind doth not most diligently and watchfully attend

unto the Lord '

{ib. prop. viii.).

9. Fanatical.—Most theories of Christian per-
fection have sufiered from the teaching or practice
of extremists whose exaggeration or caricature of

leading features has issued in foolish or hurtful

excesses. Historically these have mainly been

associated with claims for abnormal efl'usions of

the Holy Spirit deeper and richer than the experi-
ences of His descent at Pentecost. Montanism

(q.v.) in the 2nd cent, favoured the assumption
that the Paraclete was not given to the apostles,
but was reserved for a third dispensation. This
fuller gift of the Holy Ghost, of which Montanus
declared himself the prophet, raised its recipients
to a higher perfection, such as elevated them to

the rank of spiritules or irvev/xaTiKoL, whereas before

they were merely \f'vxiKol, or 'carnal.'
'

They will say that the Paraclete has revealed greater things

through Montanus than Christ revealed through the Gospel'

(pseudo-Tertullian, de Pnvscr. 52 [PL ii. 91]).

Perfection was possible, but only to those who had
received this ecstatic gift of the Holy Spirit. The
boast of a plenary, but exclusive, outpouring of

the Holy Spirit has appeared also in several

fanatical sects which have claimed perfection in

mediseval and modern times. On this ground the

Novatianists (q.v.) of the 3rd cent, and some of the

Catharists (see Albigenses) of the 12th and 13th

ajjpropriated to themselves the term riXuoi, or

Perfecti (q.v. ), in contradistinction from the general

body of Credentes, or believers, who were depreci-
ated as persons to whom had been vouchsafed only
the ordinary gift of the Spirit in the grace of re-

generation (cf. Harnack, ii. 121 ; and Reinerus,
' Liber contra Waldenses,' in Bibl. Max. xxv. [1677]

266, 269). Frequently those who have thus
appro-

priated the term '

perfect
'

exclusively to themselves

have assumed in teaching and practice that their

spiritual privileges and prerogatives have lifted

them to a state beyond the obligations of the mora!
law. This unethical perfection has been illustrated

not only by the Fraticelli, the Brethren of the

P'ree Spirit in the Middle Ages, the Anabaptists
at the Reformation, and certain fanatical Per-

fectionists of the Puritan period, but also in recent

times, chiefly in America, by Bible Communists,
Free Lovers, and other fanatical sects (cf. J. H.

Noyes, Salvation from Sin the End of Faith,

Oneida, 1869, The Perfectionist, Putney, Vermont,
1843-46, and Hist, of American Socialisms, Phila-

delphia, 1870 ; W. Hepworth Dixon, Neiv America,

London, 1867 ; C. Nordhofl', Communistic Societies

of the United States, do. 1875). While, however,

in no serious degree depreciating the ethical values

inseparable from Christian perfection, some of its

evangelical advocates also regard it as consisting
in a new and distinct dispensation of the Spirit.

The gift of the Sjiirit for perfection in .sanctificatioti

and service of love is distinguishable in kind from

and sui)eradded to that received already by the

regenerate rather than a richer degree of His grace

previously bestowed. In this sense Chri.stian i>er-

fection is frequently referred to as the ' second

bles.sing' (cf. A. Ma\ian, The Baptism of the Holy
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Ghost ; also till' literature of the Pentecostal Lea^'ue,

and, in criticism, Forsyth, p. 7). Althou<,'h this

teaching has doctrinal atlinities with the character-

istic principle of Montanisni, it would be unfair to

class it with fanatical types.
10. Present-day tendencies.—Most of tliese are

simi>lv heirs of the i)ast whose inheritance is modi-

fied by eclectic or syncretistic methods character-

istic of modern doctrinal teachin<^ and ethical

systems. But .some fresh features emerge, par-

ticularly as a result of a renewed social emphasis
in the conception of religious idealism.

(a) The more recent interpretations of Christian

perfection in regard to the indiviilual have been

mucii intluenced by psychological and ethical

principles underlying the theology of the Oberlin

school—an American type of teaching in attinity
with the Pelagian or Semi-Pelagian theories of

human nature (cf. A. Mahan, The Scripture Doctrine

of Christ i'ln Perfection; C. G. Finney, Si/stemnfic

fheoluqij; J. H. Fairchild, Moral Philosophy and
Elemcntft of Theology, Oberlin, 1892).

According to this school, perfection is
' a full and perfect dis-

chari,'e of our entire duly, of all existing obligations to God,
and all other beinps' (Mahan, Christian Perfection, p. 7).
'

Nothin'.r more nor less can possibly be perfection or entire

sanctifioation than obedience to the law. . . . Nothing can

pos-ibly be perfection in any being short of this : nor can there

pos!iibly be anything above it' (t"inney, Oberlin Evangelist, ii.

11S40] 1).

The perfect
law of God consists in disinterested

benevolence ; happiness is the only ultimate good ;

the highest virtue is that which seeks voluntarily
the well-being or blessedness of the whole sentient

universe including God. But the principle of love,

the only virtue, resides in the will. Good will is

the summu7}i bonitm; all responsible character

|>ertains to the will in its voluntary attitude and
action ; this action of the moral agent is free ;

hence moral obligation is limited by the agent's

|)ower ;
sin is a voluntary failure to meet obligation,

and notiiing else is sin ; anything which lies beyond
the range of voluntary action is not a matter of

immediate obligation, and can be neither holiness

nor sin. Consequentlj', when a man's generic
choice or purpose is at any moment to promote the

happiness of the universe, he is perfect ; the sincere

man is the perfect man. But the law does not
assume that our powers are in a perfect state, as

if we had never sinned ; the service required is

regulated by our ability and condition. The prin-

ciple of perfect obedience is our own natural ability,

though divine grace may of sovereign choice aid

our etlbrt at every point through the Holy Spirit.
Nevertheless a free moral agent must be able to

be and to do all that the law can justly demand.
'
It is a first truth of reason that moral obli;,'ation implies the

possession of every kind of ability which is required to render
the required act possible' (Finney, Sermons, New York, 1839,
vol. iv. no. 18).

As God, therefore, expects from every man, at any
given moment, only tlie best that he can do with
his im[iaired faculties, perfection is simply doing
one's best. In other words, perfection is in full

consecration, in an entirely surrendered will. This

may be regarded as a sinless state, becau.se nothing
outside the will—no motive or tendency to evil

resident in the nature of man as such—is sinful
;

feeling, e.g., has no moral character. Hence per-
fection resides in free volition alone, not in the

complete personality ; it is wholly relative and

Bubjective also—a goodne.s8 limited bj' present

ability, which marks the boundary of present

responsibility. The moral law has been superseded
by the law of faitli. Thus tlie life of faith is the

perfect life, and, when perfectly maintained, ex-

cludes the presence and power of sin. Moreover,
this gift of faith which makes perfect is a distinct

bestowment of the Holy Spirit
—a ' second blessing

'

following the primary gift of faith (cf. 'Have ye

received the Holy Ghost since ye believed ?
'

[Ac 10'-],

and Mahan, The Baptism of the Holy Ghost, p. 34 11'.).

The prevailing teaching among those who to-day
advocate the possibility in the present world of a

perfect Christian life is to regard it as thus realized,
I.e. in an entire surrender of the will to God, issuing
in the power and joy of full consecration to His
service and in the sustained habit of the life of

faith. What is known as the Keswick school may
be considered here as typical.
This '

sets before men a life of faith and victory, of peace and
rest as the rightful heritage of the child of God, into which he

may step not b.v the laborious ascent of some "Scala Sancta,"
not by long pr.iyers and laborious effort, but by a deliberate

and decisive act "of faith
'

(C. F. Harford, The Keswick Conven-

tion, London, 1907, p. 5f.).

The '

Scriptural possibilities of faith in the daily
life of a Christian,' particularly in attaining
'

victory over all known sin
'

in distinction from
the eradication of inbred sinfulness of nature,
which is characteristic of the Keswick movement,
applies also as their main feature to similar modem
movements in America and in Europe generally.

{b) The difficulties emphasized by the modern
mind in respect of current views of individual

Ciiristian perfection are such as relate to (a) the

extent to which the Scriptural support
claimed for

the doctrine can be acknowledged in face of the

scientific method of using Scriptural proofs now
considered essential in Biblical theology (cf. Curtis,

p. 385) ; iP) the fact that they generally assume
an original ethical and spiritual perfection of the

human race rather than accept the evolutionary
view of the persistent progress of the race towards
a goal of perfection never yet attained ; (7) the

degree to which the sharp distinctions made be-

tween actual and original, voluntary and involun-

tary, sin are admissible, and how far the whole

problem of human nature and sin is modified by
the acceptance of modern views regarding the re-

lation of man to his animal ancestry, the doctrine

of divine immanence, the evidence adduced by the

psychology of religion, and the social implications
of personality ;

and (5) the strong desire of the

modern mind to state the ideal of moral and

spiritual perfection in terms of practical ethics

rather than in the doctrinal values of theology and

metaphysics (cf. Ritschl, pp. 171, 333 f.).

(c) The defects frequently exhibited in practice

by most theories of Christian perfection have been

an exaggerated individualism and a preference for

the unsocial habit of life ; separateness has often

entered as an essential constituent into their

ideals. The present-day authority of social obli-

gations and the recognition of the principle of

solidarity in ethical and spiritual relations en-

courage the interpretation of Christian perfection
in terms harmonious with the inseparable con-

nexion of personal religion with the social organ-
ism. The conception of the Kingdom of God is

now set in the forefront of theological thought.

Frequently obscured in earlier Protestant con-

ceptions of perfection, it is at present the all-

comprehending theological ideal of finality. The
individual and the community cannot be severed

in thought. Perfect personality can be realized

only in perfect fellowship. This clearer insight
into the social nature of personality, characteri.stic

of modern psychology, contributes a distinctive

feature to the modern view of jjcrfection. The
tenor of NT teaching is that the perfection of the

individual Christian is not something apart from

liis relation to the Christian community, but is

realized in it and through it.^ Perfection as the

end of personal religion can never be divorced from

the coming of the Kingdom ;
for the Ciiristian

1 Cf. the use of Karapriiuia. medical term) to denote Christian

perfection in the NT as the setting' of each man in his right

moral relation to the social whole—the body of Christ (Eph i^'^.

He 1321, Gal 6I, 1 P 510, 2 Co 13»).
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ideal of perfection is a social order constituted

by an orj^anized body of individuals standing in

definite religious relations to one another as well
as to God. Hence Christian perfection excludes
all forms of ethical idealism whicli state tlie goal
of human perfection in terms of the relation of the
individual soul to God. Tlie Christian's relation
to his fellows is not simply a means to an end ; it

does not fall away as a transition stage when jier-
fection is ultimately attained, so tiiat his relation
to God alone remains. ' That is the mystic ideal,
but it is not Christian' (W. Adams Brown,
Christian Theology in Outline, p. 194). In Ciiristian

perfection
' the relation of man to liis fellows re-

mains as an integral element in liis relation to
God now and forever

'

(i6.). Christian perfection,
therefore, is not individual or social alone, but the
full self-realization of the individual in society;
the perfection of these is reciprocal ; Christlikeness
is their common goal ; only the complete attain-
ment of this characteristic achieves the ideal of
Christian perfection. Moreover, its attainment is

obviously synonymous with entering into the life

of perfect love, which is tlie social bond of perfect-
ness. The law of tlie Kingdom of God is as tlie

nature of God ; it is holy love ; this also consti-
tutes the fellowship of the life eternal, and, as lie

who dAvelleth in love dwelleth in God, he who
loveth God loveth his brother also (cf. 1 Jn 4'--^').

Such an interpretation of Ciiristian perfection
obviously goes much beyond the meaning which
RitschI attributes to it when he uses the term in

harmony with the Augsburg Confession merely
in the sense of life in the Kingdom of God lived in

the conscious assurance of God's fatherly provi-
dence and personal reconciliation '

together with

humility and the moral activity proper to one's

vocation,' and in the spirit of prayer (p. 647 ; cf.

Augsburg Conf. xx. 24, xxvii. 49). If, then, tlie

modern exponent of Christian perfection means by
it not simply

' that victory over deliberate and
wilful sin whicii ought to characterize the normal
Christian experience,' but also mastery over ' the
subtler forms of selfishness from which God would
set us free,' and such complete subordination of
self to God in each new social situation in life as
characterized the experience of Jesus, the question
recurs to him as to the older advocates of perfec-
tion : Is it possible ? Can we, within the limits
set by our finiteness, our individuality, and en-

vironment, live in the spirit of submissive trust,

complete obedience, and .self-sacrificing love which
exhibited His perfection on earth ?

' To answer this in the negative would be to set a gulf be-
tween Jesus and other men which would not only imperil the

genuineness of his humanity, but would render impossible of

accomplishment the end for which he gave his life' (W. Adams
Brown, p. 415).

A similar reply constitutes the main point of an
able plea for co-ordinating the eschatological per-
fecting of the Kingdom of God on earth with the

perfected faith and love of the personal Christian
life presented by A. G. Hogg, Christ's Message of
the Kingdom (cf. also R. Mackintosh, Christianity
and Sin, London, 1913, pp. 202-205). Neverthe-
less tiie modern tendency to bind up the attain-
ment of individual perfection with the realization
of the social ideal of the Kingdom of God demands
as its complement faith in that unbroken con-

tinuity of spiritual life which is characteristic of
the gospel of the Kingdom and constitutes the
Christian hope of immortality.
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PERFECTIONIST COMMUNITY OF
ONEIDA. —See Com.munistic Societiivs ok
America.

PERFUMES.—The use of perfumes may have
first been suggested to man by tlie scent of {"lowers

and of various vogetaMe sub.stances, wliile some
animal substances iiad also a fragrant odour—
civet, musk, castor, and ambergris. The prepara-
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tion of them attained great perfection in early times

in Ej,'ypt and Arabia, and the Kast •;enerally has

always been fain«'d for the manufacture and use

of perfumes. Without detailing the processes of

manufacture, it is sufficient to
saj'

that they were

obtained easily from gums and resins exuding from

trees, by pouring boiling fat or oil over odoriferous

substances, by distillation, intincture, or infusion

of flower-petals, leaves, woods, barks, seeds, and
the rind of fruits, as well as from the animal sub-

stances mentioned.
While a generally recognized distinction between pleasant

and disagreeable odours can be made, and while classiHcations

of the various kinds o( odours have been attempted,! it is

certain that savapcs can endure and apparently enjoy odours
which revolt civilized men. There is a varying perception of

and likini" for odours both among different races and among
different individuals.

1. Flowers.—Odoriferous flowers are worn by
some savage races—e.g. ,

the natives of Torres Straits

and tlie Polynesians.* They were also worn by
members of higher races—Nahuas, Mayas, Ciiinese

women, Tibetans,* Hindus (see art. Flowers),
ancient Egyptians, Greeks, Romans (see art.

Crown [(Jreek and Roman]), and modern Euro-

peans. Hence, as flowers were pleasing to men for

their fragrance, they were used rituallj-, as part of

the offerings to the dead and to spirits and gods.
The Polynesians presented flowers to the embalmed body of

the dead.'* Flowers and sweet-scented gums were included

among the sacrifices of the ancient Peruvians.^ The Egyptians
made daily offerings of flowers on the altars in the cult of Aten,
as well as in other cults, either loosely or made into bouquets,
garlands, and wreaths, while the mummy was also adorned
with flowers." Flowers were placed in the graves of Babylonian
women and girls, and offered to the gods.' In the rituals of

the .Northern Dravidians of India the offering of flowers has a

conspicuous place, and in Hindu cult one of the stages of adora-
tion includes a floral gift to the gods, while in the InstittUes

of VifTiu (Ixvi. ."i ff.) an odourless or evil-smelling flower is for-

bidden as an offering, but one with a sweet smell is approved.
This baa passed into the ritual of Tibetan Buddhism, m which
flowers for decking the hair of the god are offered, but the

offering of flowers in Buddhism is general and dates from early
times.* In India the Bhagavad-GUd speaks of offering flowers

with devotion, and Krsna is himself said to wear celestial flowers

(ix. 17, 32). In the domestic rites of Shinto vases of flowers

invariably stand on the 'god-shelf or shrine.S The Aztecs
offered flowers on graves during the four years in which souls

were passing their preparator_v stages in heaven. i" Flowers
were also offered in ancient ^^Egean cult, and the sacrificers in

Greek and Roman rituals wore or carried garlands ; victim and
altar were also thus adorned. Flowers were offered to the

gods or placed as chaplets on their heads.n Among Muham-
madans sweet basil or other flowers are placed on tombs during
the two great 'ids, or festivals of the year.i2 The early Christ-
ians retained the pagan custom of strewing flowers on graves, '3

and the decking of altars and churches with flowers has been

customary for many centuries.

2. Anointing with perfumes.—The practice of

rubbing" fat or oil on the skin was extensively
followed among savages, as an ordinary or cere-

monial custom. The substances used were often

fraL'rant, though by no means always so. The
practice was also followed by higher peoples—
Egyptians, Greeks, Romans—either to render the

1 O. StoU, Das Geschlechtsleben in der Volkerpsychologie,
Leipzig, 1008, p. 804 f.

2 A. C. Haddon, J4/ xix. [1890] 369; W. Ellis, Polynesian
Researches'^, London, 1831, i. 135.

» yR ii. 258, 734
;
J. Doolittle, Social Li/e of the Chinese,

London, ISfiC, ii. 376 ; L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet,
do. 1895, p. 425.

* Ellis, 1. 401.
5 W. H. Prescott, Hist, of the Conqtiest of Peru, London, 1890,

p. .10.

9 E. A. Wallis Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians, London,
1904, ii. 80 ; J. 0. Wilkinson, The Manners and Cu.i'oms of the

Ancient EnypHana, do. 187S, iii. 417 ; H. M. Tirard, The Book of
the Dead, do. 1910, p. 14 ; ERE v. 239«.

7 0. Maspero, The Dawn of Civilization, Eng. tr., London,
1894, pp. 681, 686.

8 See Dravidians, Bknoai>, passim ; WadibMl, p. 424 f.

9 0. F. Moore, /list, of Religions, Edinhu.gli, 1914, i. 112.
10 SR Ii. 618.
11 iEoEAN Rruoiok, vol. i. p. 146»

;
Crown (Greek and Roman),

vol. iv. p. 342 f.

15 E. W. I>ane, Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, London,
1883, p. 23 f.

13 J. Bingham, Origines Ecclesiasticce, London, 1825-29, vii.

352.

limbs supple or for hygienic reasons, the fat or oils

used being often perfumed with the products of
various plants.
This custom became go luxurious and the substances used so

costly that laws were passed against the sale or use of them
both in Greece and in Rome. Still the custom incre:ised, both
native perfumes and fragrant oils and those of Egypt and
the East being used in anointing the hair and body, and in

other ways. Many of these were costly, and a street in Capua
consisted of shops devoted to their sale. The peoples of Egypt
and India made similar use of perfumed oils, ointments (made
of strong-scented woods and herbs pounded and mixed with oil),

scents, and powders. Among the Hebrews anointinff with
fragrant oils and unguents was customary (cf. Ca 3''), the
method used in making the latter being to mix the fragrant
ingredients in boiling oil or fat. Fragrant substances were
strewn on beds, placed among the clothing, or carrieti in bags
or boxes (Pr 717, Ps 45**, Ca lis, is 320). Among the more
civilized peoples of ancient America similar customs existed.

Zapotec women mixed liquid amber with their pigments, and,
when these were rubbed on the body, they emitted perfume.
The people of Tehuantepec washed their bodies and clothes in

water s(tented with the root of an aromatic plant. Among the

Mosquitos a bride was washed and perfumed during three days.
The Mayas carried sweet-smelling barks, herbs, and flowers
for the sake of their odour, and used perfumes in the loilet.i

Perfumed water for anointing or washing the body is also used
in the East, and forms part of the offering to the gods for their
use. 2 In Egypt images of the gods were anointed with

fragrant ointments by the king or priest, and the mummy was
ritually anointed. s In Polynesia petals and leaflets of fragrant
flowers were fastened to the stalk of the coco-nut leaf which
was anointed with scented oil and placed in eai^h ear or in the
native bonnet. Body and hair were smeared with fragrant oil,

as were also the images of the gods.4 The use of fragrant oils

in Hindu cult is illustrated by the fact that Krsna is said to have
' an anointment of celestial perfumes.'

^

Divine beings and places are often said to pos-
sess a fragrant odour (see INCENSE, § 2).

3. Embalming.—The use of fragrant substances
in connexion with embalming or other death ritual

found its greatest vogue in ancient Egypt, and has
been described under Death and Disposal of
THE Dead (Egyptian). But it is found el^^ewhere

either to aid in the preservation of the body or as

a seemly action towards the dead.
In Polynesia the eviscerated body waa filled with cloth

saturated with perfumed oils.6 The Aztecs washed the body
with aromatic water and sometimes used embalming with
aromatic substances.' Homer describes the washing and
anointing with rich oil and unguents nine years old of the body
of Patroclus,s and a similar custom was followed in later times.

Anointing the corpse with oil and perfumes was usual among
the Romans. Flowers and burning incense were also placed in

the chamber where the dead lay. Among the Hebrews and
later Jews anointing and wrapping the body in fragrant
ointments, perfumes, and spices was usual (2 Ch le''*, Mk 16',
Lk 2356, Jn 19^'J ; cf. 123- ').

'

Burning
'

for the dead—probably
the burning of aromatic spices

— is referred to in 2 Ch 16'* 21i!*,

Jer 345. Muhammadans, after washing the body, sprinkle it

with rose-water, and with water mixed with pounded camphor
and leaves of the Iotus-tree.9

4. Perfumes in social observances.—The burning
of aromatic woods in houses for the sake of their

fragrance was common in Greece in Homeric
times. Hippocrates is said to have delivered

Athens from plague by burning such wood in the

streets and hanging up packets of perfumed flowers.

At banquets, after the first course was finished,

perfumes and garlands were distributed to the

guests. In ancient Mexico the royal palace was

perfumed with the odour from numerous censers in

which spices and perfumes were burned, and at

banquets among the Nahuas guests were given
reeds filled with aromatic herbs, which were
burned to diffuse fragrance, the smoke being
inlialed. Tobacco mixed with liquid amber and
aromatic herbs was also burned.^" In Eastern
countries—e.g., in Egypt—ambergris, benzoin,

aloes-wood, or other substances are burned on
braziers in houses, especially at feasts, anil the
beard and moustache are perfumed with civet, or

rose-water is sprinkled on the guests. Perfumes
1 NR i. 651, 654, 730, ii. 734. 2 Waddell, p. 424 f.

3 Wilkinson, iii. 419, 429. * Ellis, i. 135, 301, 351.
» Bhngavad-GiUl, xi. 17. 6

Ellis, i. 401.
7 A'fi ii. 603. 8 /i. xviii. 345f.
9 Lane, Arab. Society, p. 269, Modem Egyptians, London,

1846. iii. 154.
10 NR ii. 161, 287.
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are sprinkled on (he persons composing a weddinj,'

procession, and tlioir use is very common, especi-

ally among women.'

5. Perfumes in ritual use.—Thus used in daily
life, perfumes were naturally emjdoyed in the

worship of the gods and spirits and also in magic.
The burning of substances agreeable to the smell
in the cult of the gods has already been considered
under Incen.se. Here we shall discuss their use

•apart from such an offering. As already seen (§ 3),
the images of gods were sometimes anointed, liut

offerings of perfumes in various other forms were
made.
The Azteca offered reeds of perfume on the graves of the dead

during the four years' period already referred to.2 In ancient
Egypt oils and fragrant ointment were offered to the gods in

large quantities, as many as 'a thousand boxes of ointment'
t)eing mentioned.^ Perfume vases were sometimes made of

turquoise, as in the mysteries of Osiris at Denderah.^ Flasks of

fragrant oil, perfume, and unguents were buried' with the

nuimmy for his use in the other world. Previous to burial the
dead man was anointed, perfumed, and crowned with flowers,
perfumes being supposed to give him the vigour of renewed
life, and as many as seven different kinds were used. The
ceremony concluded with a prayer in which the perfume of
Horus was desired to place itself on the dead man thnt he
might receive virtue from the god. The ceremon}- of purifica-
tion by incense consisted of presenting five grains of incense to

mouth, eye, and hand. 6 In Babylonia fragrant herbs, oils,
and incense were offered to the gods, and Ijottles of perfume
were placed in the tombs of women as part of the grave-goods.6
The fragrant substances which were used as incense by the
Greeks were also offered to the gods without being burned, and
aromatic cakes were presented as a separate rite in the cult of
various divinities. 7 An essential part of Hindu worship is the

offering of perfumed water tor washing the body of the god, as
well as sandal-wood, saffron, and hoU powder. The Inaliluten

of Fi.jnM (Ixvi. 2) say that the householder must not make an
oblation with any other fragrant substance than sandal, nuisk,
or fragrant wood of the odoriferous rfe«ad«cM-tree, or camphor,
or saffron, or the wood of the (jdtiphala-tree. Sandal-wood
paste is also used as an offering. In the funeral rites perfumes
and flowers are set out for the dead man, and dining the
iraddha the gods are honoured with fragrant garlands and
sweet odours. In Tibetan worship perfumes {gandhi>) form one
of the 'five sensuous qualities' offered on the altar.8 In
ancient Persia there are frequent references to the perfume of
the wood-billets used in the sacred fire.

'
I offer the wood-

billets with the perfume for thy propitiation, the Fire's' ;

'

this
wood and perfume, even thine, O Fire.' The ground was
sprinkled with water and perfumes in the barashniim ceremony,
or nine nights' purification.

9 In China the great sacrifice of the
Kau dynasty began with libations of fragrant millet spirits to
attract the divinities or spirits worshipped and to secure their

presence at the rite. A vase contained the spirit, in which
fragrant herbs were infused, and

' the fragrance partaking of the
nature of the receding influence penetrates to the deep springs
below.' 10

In magical ceremonies perfumes have their part
to play.
Thus in Muhammadan methods of consulting the future

the burning of perfumes is used, perhaps by way of affecting
the vision. The diviner is said to obtain 'the services of the

Sheytan . . . by the burning of perfumes." n

Fumigations by burning eitlier pleasant or, more
usually, obnoxious substances are common, especi-

ally to drive away evil spirits. See art. Incen.se,
§ 2, and FEE iii. 437, 445, vii. 250''.

I.,iTKRATURB.—Pliny, IIN xiii. ; Petrus Servius, de Odoribus ;

O. Schrader, Reallexikon, Strassburg, 1901, s.vv.
'

Aromata,'
'Narde,' 'Galbanum,' etc.; R. Sigismund, Die Aromata in
ihrer Bizdeutung fixr Relicfion . . . des Alterthumft, Leipzig,
1884 ; Theophrastus, de Odoribus ; H. Zwaardemaker, Die
Physiolofjie des Qeruchs, Leipzig, 1895. See also Anointinq,
Flowers, Incf.nsb. J. A. MacCULLOCH.

PERIPATETICS.—The Peripatetics were the
followers of Aristotle, the name probably being

1 Lane, Arab. Society, p. 157, Modern Kgyptiatis, i. 186, '217,
245.

2 NR ii. 618. 3 Wilkinson, iii. 416 f .

* Hudge, Osiris andthe Egyptian Resurrection, London, 1911,
ii. 40.

STirard, p. 31 f.

6 .M. Jastrow, Rel. of Babylonia and Assyria, Boston, 1898,
p. 661 ; .Maspero, p. 686.

7 L. F. A. Maurv, flist. des religions de la Gr^ce antique,
Paris, lS.57-59, ii. 116f.

3 W,addell, pp. 804, 4'24.

» Vasna, iii. 2, 21, iv. 1 vii. 21, xxii. 20 (SB£ xxxi. [18S7]
208 If.) ; Vendiddd, ix. (SBE iv. ri80.5] 122 ff.).

If) Shih Kinq, ode i. (SHE iii. [lS7i)| ;<U4, note 2) ; Li Ki, ix. i.

2ff., iii. 16f. (SBKxxvW. [18S5] 417ff., 443ff.).
11 Lane, Arab. Society, p. 86.

derived from the fact that he at one time lectured
in a shady walk (TrepiTraros) of tiie Lyceum, for his

school is loosely styled atone time the Lyceum and
at another the Perijiatos. The hi.story of the
school falls into three periods: (1) that of the
earlier Peripatetics to the death of Strato (322-
270 ii.C); (2) the long decline from Strato to
Andronicus (270-70 B.C.); (3) the last three cen-
turies (c. 70 B.C.-A.D. 230), when Andronicus and
his successors devoted their energies mainly to

editing and commenting on the Aristotelian writ-

ings.
I. Earlier Peripatetics.—Scientific research and

original thought are to be sought only in the first

period, while the impulse given by Aristotle to his
immediate circle was still a living force. Tiieir

starting-point was of cour.sc their master's mature
sj'stem, which has been el^e\vhere dealt with
(see AiasTOTLE). A few leading tenets, however,
may be recapitulated here. Viewed on one side,
the .system is empirical realism. Particulars exist,
but genera and s|)ecies are abstractions. The
natural world is eternal in its present order and
works out its own salvation like a physician pre-
scribing for himself. The leading thought Ls an
orderly process of determination, or (if the term
could be freed from modern associations) develop-
ment, envisaged as motion. On tlie other hand, to

Aristotle, the pupil of Plato, knowledge is impos-
sible through sen.se alone. If the concrete par-
ticular claims reality, it is the universal that is the

object of knowledge. We must go behind facts to
the laws and causes which they presupjiose : from
motion we necessarily infer a prime mover, from
the natural world a transcendent deity whose
eternal life is self-thinking thought. So, too, in

man creative reason enters from without (dvpaOei'),

pure and im])assive, free from states or emotions
(Trddrj), such as love, hate, memory, and discursive

thinking, which form the texture of individual
life. Many difficulties remain unsolved, for as to

the relation of God to Nature, of the rational .soul

in man to the divine reason, or, indeed, of particu-
lar to universal, nothing is stated explicitly in the

writings of the Stagirite. There is no doubt that
his pupils drcank deep of their master's si)irit and
from the first endeavoured to carry on his work by
fresh researches in philosophy and science. While
content as a rule to amplify and expound with few
innovations, they came gradually to show unmis-
takable signs of a leaning to naturalism. From
this tendency Eudemus of Rhodes, a favourite

pupil, to whom ArLstotle is said to have submitted
the text of his Metaphysics, was wholly free.

Besides courses on physics, ethics, and the cate-

gories based upon corresponding Aristotelian

treatises, he wrote a history of arithmetic, a history
of astronomy, and a history of geometry. Of the
last-named Mork Proclus has preserved a summary,
and it is also cited by Simplicius and Eutocius in a

way which proves it to have been for centuries the
standard work on the subject. In his treatise on
ethics (for we have no hesitation in a.scriliing at

least four books of the Eudemian Ethics to him),
wliile following Aristotle in all the main positions,
he yet displays a certain freedom and independence.
He connects human action, which is successful

without being due to the intellectual virtue of

j)rudence, with a natural uprightness of will and

inclination, a gift from Gotl wlio is the source of

movement in the world. Indeed, inndonce itself

{(ppovrjais), being a rational quality, must ultimately
be referred to God. Still nuire striking is his

identification of the ethical end with the lontem-

plation and knowledge of God. Hence he can
formulate the standard of conduct by .sjiying that

everj'thing is a good in proportion as it ])romotes,
or an evil in proportion as it hinders, the know-
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ledge of God. This deiiiies rijiht conduct more

exactly than Aristotle's mean.
It was not, however, Eudemus, but Theo-

phrastus of Lesbian Erases, who succeeded Aris-

totle in tlie liL-;idsliii> i>f the school, which he held

for over tliirty eventful years (3'22-288 B.C.), during
which the two new schools of Stoics and Epicureans

sprang up. His numerous works served to develop
his masters doctrine, increasing its utility as com-

pletely as ])ossible on every side. In logic, it is

true, lie refused to admit that all contraries fall

under the same genus and denied that everjr asser-

tion of possibility implies the opposite possibility.

Further, lie added to the four moods which Aris-

totle had assigned to the first figure of the syllogism
five new ones out of which the fourth figure was
afterwards constructed. Along with Eudemus he
introduced tiie theory of hj'polhetical and dis-

junctive syllogisms. His metaj)liysical problems
(airopiai), which have come down to us in a series of

e.\cerj)ts, prove that he possessed an acute and
subtle intellect and unusual skill in discerning all

kinds of objections.
E.g., how, he asks, is the supra-sensible object of first philo-

sophy related to the sensible thin^ with which physics deals?
How is a common bond between them possible? The hiirher

principle necessary for the solution of this problem can be
found only in God. Thus we are led to a cause of motion

acting as an object of desire, the precise doctrine of Aristotle

(Het. xii. 6f.). But, continues Theophrastus, if there be only-
one moving cause, wliy have not all the spheres the same move-
ment ? If several, how are their movements harmonized ? Why
are there many spheres, and why should they desire motion
rather than rest? Does not desire (ei/)e<Ti5) presuppose a soul,
and therefore motion ? Are motion and desire accidental or
essential attributes of the heavenly spheres? Another set of

objections turns on the necessity of deducing not merely some
but all reality from first principles. Can design be attributed
to everything, however insignificant? Or, if not, how far does
order extend in the world, and why does it cease at that ytoint

(cf. Arist. .Met. xii. 10 ad init.)'! New difficulties surround the

conceptions of rest and matter. Is matter eridowed with poten-
tial reality while non-existent, or does it exist, though void of

determinate form? And so forth, as a consideration of know-
ledge in its varying degrees or again of the chain of causation
or the assumption of design in nature raises at each turn its

peculiar perplexities.

liut we get no hint of any departure from his

masters sj'stem and are forced to conclude that the

jpurpose
of this elaboration of conceivableobjections,

like that of Aristotle in Met. iii., is purely didactic.
Eut it is in physics rather than in logic or meta-

jihysics that Theophrastus shines. As a historian
of science he won by his Pht/.ncal Opinions even

greater fame than Eudemus by his Geometry. This

great work, of which only a priceless fragment lias

been preserved, was the storehouse from which
generation after generation drew information in the
form of summaries, epitomes, and excerpts respect-
ing the speculation of the past until we trace its

last diluted perversions in the (^liristian writers

Epiphanius and Hermias. His two extant botanical

treatises, Ilistorice Plantarum and de Causis Plan-
tarum, afford a striking proof of his attainments
as a naturalist, of his powers of observation, and
of his wi.se caution in using the testimony of
informants. The two treatises so far super-
seded previous works that later critics even deny
that Aristotle ever wrote on the subject, thongli
he certainly does refer to a treatise of his own
as already written in Hist. An. v. 1, 539" 20, de
Gen. An. i. 23, 731* 29. Tiie eternity of the world
in its

present
order was of course hotly contro-

verted oy the Stoics, and the acuteness of Bernays
has brought to light from Philo, de Inrorrnpti-
bilitatc Mioidi, some of the arguments used bj'

Theophrastus and Zeno respectively. The same
scholar has also drawn from Porpiiyry, de Abstin-
entia (irepl d-Troxv^ ^/J-i^i'X'^"), a, defence of vegetarian-
ism whicii undoubtedly comes from Theophrastus
and enil)odie3 his views on animal-sacrihce. On
the nature of life and the human soul he .shows
some degree of independence. Thus, while agree-

ing that the lower activities of tiie soul should be
referred to the body (even as to imagination he
doubted whether it was not irrational), he differs

when he comes to the activity of thought, which he
does not hesitate to describe as physical motion.
If so, the soul is no longer an unmoved cause of

bodily movements. On the relation of the passive
to the active reason he unfolds as usual a series of

most acute and formidable ditliculties, but here

again there is no hint of reconstruction, and it

seems jtrobable that he quieted his scruples by
assuming that various terms, when applied to

reason (active, passive, i)otence, act, form, matter,
and evolution or development), bear a different

sense from tlieir ordinary acceptation. Yet we are

also told that he regarded the souls as well as the

bodies of all animals as made up of like elements

(dSid(popoi)
— sensations, desires, passions, and

reasoning!?
—though in some (namely, man) these

elements attain a higher perfection. In ethics he
was a true follower of Aristotle and refused any
concessions to the Stoic doctrine that virtue alone

was sutHcient for happiness. Indeed, he empha-
sized the utility and importance of external goods
as means and indisiiensable instruments of virtuous

activity in a manner which has led him to be

accused, most unjustly, of differing from his master
on this head. For the rest, the Characters

sufficiently attest his study and assimilation of the
Aristotelian account of the virtues as well as the

keenness of his observation.

Aristoxenus of Tarentum and Dicaearchus of

Messene were Peripatetics of the first generation
who attained a high reputation, the former as an

authority on music, the latter as a writer on

politics. Aristoxenus, who had been a Pytha-
gorean, revived the theory combated in the Phcedo,
that the soul is a blending or adjustment (dpixovia)

of bodily elements, and Dicaearchus not only agreed
with him in this but argued against the immor-

tality of the soul. This open breach with the
masters teaching (see de Anima i. 4) is significant.
Strato of Lampsacus followed Theophrastus, and
was heatl of the school from 288 to 270 B.C. His

predilection for physics gained him the title of
' the physicist,' and under him a transformation
of the system was attempted. He made natural
forces suffice for the evolution of the world, thus

dispensing altogether with the hypothesis of

a transcendent deity. How he carried out his

assumption in detail we do not know, except that
he was no convert to the atomism which Epicurus
had again brought into fashion. On the contrary,
he took properties (Sfm/^ets), corporeal forces, heat
and cold, as his elements, like Empedocles and
Zeno the Stoic, with whom Plutarch classes him.
It is true that, instead of dividing bodies into light
and heavy, Strato as well as Epicurus made all

bodies heavy : they press towards the centre, and
this pressure explains an occasional upward move-
ment. From Simplicius, in Physica, iv. 9 (693.

13 ff., Diels), Strato seems to have argued that
without empty interstices the passage of light or

heat or any other corporeal property through air,

water, or body in general would be inexplicable.
Yet he is also cited by Simplicius as refuting the

accepted arguments for the existence of emnty
space (?6. 663. 4ff., Diels). He rejected Aristotle's

definition of time as counting of motion {dpidfios

Kivrjffews), remarking that time and motion are con-

tinuous and cannot therefore be counted like dis-

continuous quantities. Time is continually begin-

ning and ending, whereas parts of number exist

simultaneously. Why, again, should not the
' measure of earlier and later

'

apply as much to

rest as to motion ? By his own definition (to h
Tah wpd^ecTL iroabv) he seeks to distinguish between
time (duration of events) and the events which are
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in time {ib. 789. 34, Diels). As regards motion,
again, he conlirmed the assumption of its accelera-

tion by simple observation of falling bodies. We
have more information respecting his psychological
innovations. He sharjjly criticized the doctrine of

dvafivrjais in Plato's Pha'do : Why can there be no

knowledge without demonstration ? Why can you
not play the Hute without practice and ^^itll()ut

instruction (Olympiodorus, 126. 31)? Other Pla-
tonic arguments are also rejected. Strato demands
that in considering the soul we must adhere to the
same conditions as when we are dealing with what
is corporeal : if the body needs a substratum, so

also does the soul. Following Theo})hrastus, he
defined all nrental activity, thought and perception
alike, as movement. We cannot think witliout a

sense-image, Aristotle had said [de An, iii. 7), and
Strato went further by denying any separation
between sense and reason. On the other hand,
sensation is conditioned by thought, since often
when we are thinking of something else we do not
attend to impressions of sense. Here he struck
out a new path, propounding views on sensation
which even now are deserving of respect. Reason
or consciousness, which, like the Stoics, he called
the ruling power (to r)yfixoviKbv), alone had feeling
(avalaO-qra yap to, XoiTrd tXt;*' toO rjyefjLoviKov [Plut.
Utrum An. a7i Corp. sit libido, frag. i. 4. 2, p. 697]).
In the central organ, then, objective bodily change
is converted into subjective feeling, the rest of

the frame, even the sense-organs, having only the

capacity of receiving an impression. When we
believe ourselves to feel a pain in the part afiected,
this is merely the same delusion as when we think
we hear sounds at a distance outside us. The
carrier of the impression and its intermediary with
the central organ (which he placed between the

eyebrows) is a current of breath or '

spirit
'

(Trvevf/.a).

If this connexion be broken, we never feel the pain
or whatever else the impression was. Aristotle
had only spoken of the impression travelling from
the periphery to the centre, but Strato also called

attention to the fact that the impression is reflected

from the centre back to the periphery or the out-

side world. These positions seem to require that
reason should not be confined to man but extended
to other animals and that all activities should be
held to cease at death.

If, however, we wish to obtain a just view of

the early Peripatetics and their scientilic activities,
there is additional evidence which should not be
overlooked. Various portions of the Aristotelian

Corpus as it has come down to us are proved by
internal evidence to be the work of his pupils.
Such are the treatises de Motu Animalium, de

Coloribus, deAudibilibus, dePlantis, and Mechanica.
In the Organon the Fostprcedicmiienta (Categ. lOff. )

are a later addition. The second book of the

Metaphysics was ascribed to Pasicles, the nephew
of Eudemus. A collection of Problems, relating
to a variety of subjects and arranged in 38 books,
is of very unequal merit. This collection, un-

doubtedly the work of numerous authors, has been

compared to papers read before some learned

acaclemy or the lloyal Society. The short tract
de Lineis Insecabilibus is of great interest to the

mathematician, while that entitled incorrectly de

Xenophanc, Zenone, Goi-gia is an examj)le of the
class of writing called liypomnematic, analogous
to memoirs read before the historical department
of an academy. Here also it may be mentioned
that two most imjiortant discoveries, one of the
)ierves by Ileropliilus and Erasistratus, one of the
electric properties of amber by Theophrastus, fall

within the period considered, but bore no fruit at
the time. So much error still clung to the ' science

'

of the ancient worUl. The taste for antiquarian
research produced, besides the histories of science

! mentioned above, the Menonian work on the pro-

gress of medicine {'larpiKo. Mevdveia), brought to

light in 1891.

2. The decline.—The school which had staggered
on for a time as best it could under the load be-

queatiied by its founder seems after the death of

Strato to have come to a dead stoj). The headship
jiassed successively to Lyco of Troas and Aristo
of Ceos, both eminent for their style, and to

Critolaus, who in 155 B.C. accompanied Carneades
and Diogenes on the famous embassy which in-

cidentally introduced philosophy to the unphiio-
soidiic Romans. After them Diodorus of Tyre
and Erymneus were heads. Other Peripatetics of

eminence were Hieronymus of Rhodes, who adopted
the conception of painlessness, not pleasure, for his

snminum bonum ; Prytanis, a trusted agent of

Antigonus Doson in State affairs
; Phorraio, who

had tiie audacity to lecture to Hannibal on the art

of war ; Heraclides Lembus
; Agatharchides, the

historian ; and Antisthenes of Rhodes. Of all

these it is safe to say that they did not rise above
mediocrity. For two hundred years there was no

Peripatetic who was a thinker of note or even

capable of carrying on the scientific researches of

his predecessors. In the Alexandrian age, it is

true, the various sciences had grown more and
more independent of philosophy, but still this

school trained no Eratosthenes, no Archimedes.

Among its scholarchs it boasts no name to rival a

Chrysippus, a Carneades, or a Posidonius. Instead
of science or metaphj-sics its professors cultivated
rhetoric and devoted themselves to grammatical,
historical, and literary studies, not excluding
popular ethics. Thus Sotion wrote a valuable

history of philosophy, and Hermippus and Satyrus
collections of biographies (Bioi) no less important.
The school remained one of the chief centres of the

learning of the time and in ethics taught a moderate
doctrine, opposing to Stoic apathy a sane indulgence
of emotion (ixerpioirddeia) and assigning to goods of

body and intellect or to external advantages gener-
ally a due place beside virtue in the scheme of an
ideal life (see Stob. Ed. Eth. vii. 13-26 [pp. 242-

334, Heeren ; p.ll6. 19fl".,Wachsmuth]), an epitome
which justifies and explains many references of
Cicero and later writers. The Magna Moralia in

the Corpus Aristutelicum is a tolerably faithful

summary of what the master and Eudemus had
written, whereas the de Virtutibus et Vitiis, some-
times attributed to Andronicus of Rhodes, betraj-s

signs of eclecticism, a tendency which invaded all

schools in the 1st cent. B.C. The spirit of com-

promise, coming after the weariness of endless

polemics, had produced indifl'erence as to the dis-

tinctive doctrines of conflicting sects. It must
have been in the air when the spurious work de
Mundo was written and published in Aristotle's

name with a dedication to Alexander prefixed.
Its date is certainly after Posidonius, for it com-
bines a large admixture of Stoicism in the form in

which he cast it with the genuine tenets of

Aristotle.

3. The later Peripatetics.
—Strabo (xiii. 60Sf.),

in his well-known story of the fortunes of Aristotle's

library buried in a cellar at Scepsis, distinctlj* con-

nects the barrenness of the school under the suc-

cessors of Theophrastus M'ith the loss of those auto-

grapii rolls. This cannot be, for even Strabo would
not have maintained tliat the Aristotelian writings
remained all this time tinpublished ;

but indirectly'
the recovery of the originals by Aiiellico of Toos,
who conveyed them to Athens, brought about a
momentous change in the aims and studies of the

later Peripatetics. Henceforth the task of editing,

expounding, and commenting uium the Aristotelian

writings absorbed their best energies. Authority
circumscribed, where it did not altogetlier check.
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orij,'inal Pi)ecnlation. In tlie iiiiiUlIe of tlie 1st

cent. B.C. Andronjcus of Rhodes was the liead of

the school, the tentli after the fouiuler. When
Sulla hrovit;ht the library of Apellico to Rome,
Anilroiiicus ami a grammarian named Tyrannio
obtained access to it, arranged the works of Aris-

totle anew, and did their l)est to render the edition

of them wliich they caused to be made as correct

as possible. It is all but certain that our MS8
derive from this edition. From this start Amlroni-
cus went on to write commentaries on the Physics,

Ethicn, and Categories. The impulse thus given
to the study, criticism, and exegesis of the founder's

wurks was shared bj' other meml)ers of the school,

pupils and contemi)oraries of Andronicus. Among
them may be mentioned Boethus of Sidon, Strabo's

instructor in philosophy, who thought that the

student of Aristotle should begin with physics and
not (as Andronicus held) with logic; Aristo of

Alexandria, a convert from the contemporary
Academy of Antiociius ; Eudorus of Alexandria,
who wrote on the Mefipht/sics and the Categories ;

Nicolaus of Damascus, the contemporary and
fellow-student uf iierod the Great, for whom he

compiled a universal history in 144 books ; and
Xenarchus of Cilician Seleucia, who controverted
Aristotle's assumption of a hfth element {aidrip)

—
a remarkable proof of philosophic independence at

this epoch. So, too, we are told that Boethus
denied that the universal is by nature prior to the

particular, and by substance in the strict sense

{wpdmi ovffia) he understood not form but only
matter or at best the concrete thing made up of

form and matter. In the time of Nero Alexander
of iEgae commented upon the Cnfe.fjories and de
Cfvlo. In the 2nd cent. A.D. Adrastus of Aphrodi-
sias in Caria wrote a work on the arrangement of
the Aristotelian writings, while Aspasius was the
author of an e.xtant commentary on the Ethics and
of other commentaries, now lost, on Physics, Meta-

physirs, and de Interpretntione. Aristocles of
Messene wrote a comnlete history of j)liilosophy.
His fame was eclipsed by his pupil, Alexander
Aphrodisiensis, who became head ol the school in

the reign of .Septimius Severus (A.D. 195-211); he
dedicated his de Fato to that emperor and Cara-
calla (A.D. 198). Besides Aristocles, Herminus and
Sosigenes had been his instructors and he soon
won such distinction that the surname of 6 i^-i}yi)Ti)s,

the expositor par exrellence, was bestowed ujjon
him. His numerous writings included treatises, still

extant, entitled de Anima, de Fato, de Mixtione, and
Qucestiones (airoplai Kal XiVeis), as well as the various
commentaries on which his fame chiefly rests.

That on the Metaphysics is the most valuable of

what has come down to us, though five books of it

alone have retained their original form. His works
were a rich mine for later commentators who, like

Themistius and Simplicius, name him only when
they dis-sent from him, and pass over their huge
obligation to him in silence. He was respected by
Plotinus, who mentioned him in his Canon, while

Syrian us, another Neo-I'latonist, borrowed largely
from him. Alexander, however, stood aloof from

the mystical tendencj' of the age which swept away
Plotinus and his successors, and, except Aristocles,
he scarcely names any of his contemporaries. In

spite of a dry scholastic formalism and divergence
in detail, he really wished to follow Aristotle and
defend his doctrine, not to set up philosophical
principles of his own. He shows his independence
when he holds, with Boethus, that the individual
is prior to the universal not only for us but also in

itself. Even the deity must be regarded as in-

dividual substance. He denies the reality of time.
Form is everywhere inseparable from matter and
reason is bound up with the other faculties in in-

dissoluble unity. At first it exists in man as a

disposition or capacity merely (vous v\ik6$ /cat

^vffLKos)
and is afterwards developed into actual

intelligence {voCs iiriKTTjTo^). This tran-sition is

ettected by active reason {yoOs iroi-qriKds), which is

no part of the human soul but simply the divine
reason acting upon it. The influence of God upon
Nature is reduced as far as possible to a mechanical

process, a diffusion of force to the first heaven and
thence through the ditrerent spheres to the earth
at the centre, each receiving less the farther it is

removed from the source. This identification of

vovs in man with the divine reason involves the

denial of individual immortality, although the

eternity of one immortal impersonal reason is still

tenable. Shortly after Alexander the Peripatetics
were absorbed, like all their contemporaries, in

the Neo-Platonist school, but the work of exposition
and commenting went on briskly for the next three

centuries under Porphyry, lamblichus, Themistius,

Dexippus, Syrianus, Aramonius, Simplicius, and

Philoponus. Thence it passed to the Arabian

philosophers and lastly to the mediaeval scholastics.

Thus it comes about that Alexander's version of

Aristotle was followed in due course by those of

Averroes and Aquinas.

LiTBRATURE. — Eiidemi Rhodii Ethica, ed. F. Suseiuihl,

Leipzig, 1884 (the best text), ed. A. T. H. Fritzsche, Ratishon,
1851, tr. J. Solomon, Oxford, 1915 ; Eudemi Rhodii PeripaMici
Fragmenta, ed. L. Spengel, Berlin, 1865 and 1870 ; Theo-
phrastus, ed. F. Winimer in the Didot series, Paris, ISi;:;, in

the Teubner series, Leipzig, 1854-62, Characters, tr. R. C. ./eblj,

London, 1870 (new ed. by J. E. Sandys, do. 1909) ; F. G. A.
MuUach, Fragii>«nta Philosophorum Grcecorum, Paris, 18>>1,

iii. 206-578 (contains Aristocles, Eudemus, and Andronicus);
for Alexander Aphrodisiensis, Aspasius, and the Neo-Platonic

commentators, the Berlin Academy's edd. Commentaria in
A ristotelem Grceca, 1882-1909,and Supplementum, AristoteKcinn,
1885-1903 ; J. ^.emays, Theopkraatos' Schri/t iiber Frommigkeit,
Berlin, 1866, Uber die unter Philon's Werken stehende Schiift
iiber die ITnzerstbrbarkeit des Weltalls, 2 pts., do. 1876-83; H.
Diels, Doxographiei Greed, Berlin, 1879, SimpUcii in Physica
Commentaria, do. 1882 (a trustworthy text of fragments of

Eudemus and Strato) ; Anonymi Lotidiniensis ex Aristotelis

latricis Menoniis et aliis medicis eclogce, 1893 ; H. Poppel-
reuter, Zur Psychologie des Aristoteles, Thenphrast, Strain,

Leipzig, 1892 ; H. Usener, Analecta Theophrastea, Bonn, 1S58.

The Oxford tr. of Aristotle's works includes the spurious
treatises—e.g., de Lineis Insecabilibus (H. H. Joachim, ions'),

de Miitu Animalinm (A. S. L. Faripiharson, 1912), de Colirrihus,
de Audibilihtis, Phvsiognoinonica (T. Loveday and E. S. Forster,
1913), de Mundo (E. S. Forster, 191,5).

For an extended biljlio-

graphy E. Zeller, Die PUilosnphe der Griechen^, Leipzig,
1869-81, and F. Ueberweg, Gnindriss der Gesch. der Philo-

sophies, Berlin, 1894-97, should be consulted.

R. D. Hicks.

PERJURY.—See Oath.

PERSECUTION.
Christian-

Early Church (H. M. Gwatkin), p. 742.

Roman Catholic (A. Fawkes), p. 749.

Modern (\V. T. WHITLEY), p. 755.

PERSECUTION (Early Church).- 1. Intro-

ductory. — Persecution consists in making an
otl'ence of certain religious beliefs, or of their

natural expression in speech, writing, or religious
observances. The word may be loosely used of

Indian (A. S. Geden), p. 762.

Jewish.—See Anti-Semitlsm.
Muhammadan (T. W. Arnold), p. 765.

Zoroastrian.—See Missions (Zoroastrian).

mob violence, which is sometimes encouraged or

connived at by the authorities ; but on the whole
it is better to take account only of legal action.

The sanction may be either positive, in the form
of definite penalties, or negative, consisting of dis-
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abilities
;
and it may be imposed only on overt

acts, or it may extend to words, or even make
inquisition into uns])oken thou^^lits.

Persecution is sometimes defended on principle,
on the {ground that misbelief is of itself od'ensive

to God and ahoniinable, or that it is a moral pesti-
lence which must not be allowed to infect the faith-

ful. More commonly, however, political reasons
are given, as tiiat the heretics are enemies of the

State, that the existence of heresy imperils its

nnity, or that certain doctrines or practices are

contrary to its welfare e.nd good order. As there

may sometimes be more or less of truth in some of

these charges, there may also be some doubt of tiie

exact point wliere political precaution passes into

religious persecution. The principle seems to Vje

that punishment of religious belief is always per-
secution, and tiiat interference with religious
action is also persecution, except so far as it can
be justilied by real public danger or by gross and

public scandal or disorder ; also that it is not to be

presumed witliout evidence that the guilt of an
individual is shared by others who hold the same
religious beliefs.

But the principle is not always of easy applica-
tion. Take the case of a public speaker. He may
be using insult instead of argument, inciting to

disorder, or preaching immorality, while his op-

ponents may be endeavouring to suppress by
violence opinions ditl'ering from their own. At
what precise point must the duty of protecting
free speech give place to that of preventing scandal
and violence? Circumstances will vai'y ; but a
wise government will not act till that point has

clearly been passed. Again, if the government
does well to suppress widow-burning in India and

polygamy in Britain, the reason is not simply that
the government declares them crimes, for any

fpvernment
might treat the most innocent re-

igious observances as an intoleral)le outrage on
the feelings of orthodox persons, but that these

particular practices are considered abominations

by the civilized world, not simply by the immediate

opponents of the sects inculpated in them.
All this was not thought out in ancient times,

or in modern times till fairly recently ; and even
now it is hard to say how far the professed
principles of toleration are fully understood even
in the most civilized countries. Ancient society
was essentially intolerant. Israel and Persia had

gods whom they believed to be lords of all the

earth, so that others were not merely gods of their

enemies, but enemies of their gods. So the Jews
spoke of them as shames, dungs, nothings, or

abominations, and were commanded ^ to destroy
their altars, images, etc., while the Persians,
when they came to Greece, rifled the statues
of the gods and burned their temples, and utterly
destroyed the shrines of the local deities. The
Greek looked with horror and amazement on
these 'shameless' outrages.^ Deeply religious as

he was, zeal for the gods was not his inspiration.

Unpopular opinions might be dangerous, as Anaxa-
goras and Socrates experienced, but even Antiochus

Epiphanes contended rather for Greek civilization

than for Greek religion.
As Rome was more strongly organized than

Athens, so Roman religion was stronger than
Greek. Its strength was not intrinsic. Its gods
were formless mimina, of ^^'hom nobody cared to

know anything but the proper formula of prayer
to the partioilar god required, and there is little

trace of hearty worship), except in the ancient
rustic festivals. Nor had it a strong hierarchy,
for it was a layman's religion, and the i>unisliiuent
of odbm^es came straight from the magistrate.
The change to a clerical religion, rather than the

1 Dt 122f.. 2 ^sch. PerBoe, 805-816.

adoption of Christianity, is the greatest change
that it has undergone from Numa's time to our
own. Nor had it any delinite creed, and least of

all was it a teacher of morality. The State, the

philoso[)liers, the Eastern worships, might be
.schools of virtue ; the old Roman reli^^ion was not.

Its strength was that it formed part of the dis-

cipline of the State. No man was required to

believe in the gods, but no man was allowed to

refuse ' the Roman ceremonies,' as the emperor
Valerian calls them.* And not only were these
ceremonies hxed in detail, but tiiey referred only
to a delinite list of gods formally recognized by
the State. The law is laid down by the Twelve
Tables :

' Nemo privatim habessit dcos, ntve novoe sive advensis nisi

publice adscitos privatim coluuto.'

And this law was never deliberately ignored till

well on in the time of the ein[)ire. True, pagan
Rome admitted new gods as freely as papal liome
manufactures saints ;

but they had to be admitted
before they could lawfully be worshijiped. Fir.st

came Greelc gods in the time of the Tarquins, then
the Magna Mater (205 B.C.), and Rome made a

practice of worshipping the gods of the conquered
peoples, and even boasted that she had won the
dominion of the world by bringing into her vast

pantheon all the gods of all the peoples of the
world.
There was one exception : the Jews were licensed

nonconformists. Unpopular and politically danger-
ous as they were, the operations of Titus were
war rather than persecution ; and, if so, the only
real persecution was under Hadrian after the war
of Bar Cochba, when for a short time (185-188)
Rabbis were burned along with the rolls of the
law. In general, however, Judaism was officially

respected as an old national religion, and it could

safely be left alone when it ceased to be missionary.
There was not much more persecution, except of

Christians, under the heathen empire. The druids
of Gaul were not persecuted, though some of their

practices were forbidden and Tiberius put to death
a Roman knight for using a druidical charm. Nor
were the Manicha^ans molested till the edict of
Diocletian in 297.

The Christians were first of all unpopular.
Their monotheism was barbarous, their ' morose-
ness' oli'ensive, their secrecy suspicious. They
would have nothing to do with the public amuse-
ments, and their own secret rites were a cover for

the foulest abominations. Worst of all, they were

very Jesuits for slipping into houses and perverting
their inmates. There was a real bitterness in the

family divisions which they caused, and a real

p.anic was often created by the uncertaintj' as to

who was Christian ami who was not. They were

already unpopular in Nero's time, and scanilal im-

puted to them the foulest orgies ; and thence-
forward is a long record of mob violence. The
riots at Lycms under Marcus and at Alexandria in

Philip's time are fair samples, even if they were
worse than usual. But in course of time there

were no more riots. The last of which we read
were under Gallus (251-253), and the later per-
secutions were purely official. When the Christ-

ians became better known, they were found to be

decent neighbours, with a few tjuakerish scruples,
and in ordinary times Christians and heathens
lived peaceably together, as they did at Eumeneia
till the massacre of Diocletian's time.

The Christians were at tirst a Jewish .:ect, and
as such the Roman government protected them

through the greater part of the Apostolic Age.
Gallio and Festus refused to decide 'questions of

their law.'- But, when the Apostolic Conference
decided that Christians need not become Jews,

1 Acta Proe. S. Cypriani.
« Ac IS's 26>».
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and Paul taught that they must not becume Jews,

they ceased to be a sect of a national religion, ami

sank to the position of an unlawful cult (rcligio

iwn lirita). This, however, was perceived only in

course of time ; but Titus, in 70, was aware* that

Christians were not Jews, and the diHerence must

have l>een dear to the next generation. It could

not be luore than affected ignorance if Cliristianity

in liigii places was described as 'Jewish super-
stition.'*

Once the difference was recognized, the Christ-

ians became in many ways obnoxious to the law.

In the first place, they formed unlawful societies

{hi:tceri(E, collegia illirita), and of such societies the

empire was always jealous. Next, these societies

practised a new and unlawful worship (religio nova
et illicita), for the Galikvan was neither a national

god nor recognized by public authority ; and they
were also secret societies, and lay under suspicion
of magic {religio malejica), for which the punish-
ment of burning prescribed by the Lex Conidin
was never mitigated by the emperors. Worse
than this, they refused tne ceremonies which the

State required, and reviled its gods. If the Jews
would not endure Caesar's image in the Temple,
the Christians were ready to pull down Jupiter's
from the Capitol. Hence arose a double charge—
of atheism and treason. Atlieism, however, was
not what we mean by atheism ;

it meant a denial

of the gods of the State. But the real god of the

State was the emperor, who was more terrible to

his blasphemers than any of the gods. As Ter-
tullian says,

' men forswear themselves more will-

ingly by all the gods than by Cajsar's genius.'^
The Christian might occasionally be called on to

worship the gods, but he was far more commonly
brou''ht before an image of the emperor and com-
manded to ofler incense. He came into court as

a suspected person, and the readiest test was to

make him clear himself by sacrifice, incense, or

the oath by Ca»sar's genius. If he refused, he was

guilty of treason {majestas, in the form of impictas
rirca principes), and committed his crime in open
court, so that he could be sent straight to

execution.
This was the full process, used chiefly for

Roman citizens ; and even this left a considerable

discretion to the magistrate. He might encourage
accusations, or he might refuse to receive them, or

nullify the usual test of loyalty by allowing the

accused to swear by Caesar's safety
—an oath which

the Christians were willing to take. His discre-

tion Avas still freer in the more usual case of

cognitio, or summary jurisdiction. The Christians
were an unlawful society, and might be punished
like brigands or any other disturbers of the peace.
Then tlie only question would be whether the
accused was a Christian. If he confessed it, he

might be executed or tortured either by way of

punishment or to make him renounce it.

Tiie number of the persecutions is indefinite.

The traditional figure is ten. Orosius counts Ngio,
Doniitian, Trajan, Mgj:iaigj^ Seyerus. Maximin,
iJecljis, Talenan, Aurelia|ij_Dioclatian. Jiut this

number is too high for general persecutions, too

low for local. Aurelian hardly reached an actual

persecution, and (given a Neronian date of the

.Vpocalypse) there is no reason to suppose that
Domitian's action extended to the provinces.
Others spread farther, but of general persecution
known to have been actively carried on throughout
the empire we cannot .safely count any but those
of Decius and Diocletian, and perhaps Valerian.

On the other hand, local persecutions were con-

tinually breaking out. A governor might be

hostile, and almost any accident might start the

1 Tacitus, ap. Sulpicius Severus, Chron. ii. 30.
2 Dio Cass. Ixvii. 14. 3 Apol. 28.

crj',
' Christianos ad leonem !

' Private malice and
trade jealousy would come in, though in the 3rd
cent. Christians and friendly heathens could make
things unpleasant for an informer. Butof fanaticism—genuine enthusiasm for the gods—there is hardly
a trace. The priests were not zealous persecutors.

Tiiey were commonly magnates, like the Asiarchs
who warned Paul to keep away from the theatre,*
and cared more for the dignity of their office than
for vindicating the honour of the gods. If a story
makes them the prime movers of persecution, it

may almost be summarily set aside as a legend.
Thus there might be a fierce persecution in one

jirovince and perfect quiet in the next. It would
therefore be very unsafe to assume that the ac-

counts which have come down to us represent

anything like the whole of the persecution which
went on. For instance, scores at least must have

perished in Bithynia in 112; yet no Christian

writer seems to know anything of the matter,

except from Pliny's letter.'- There may have been

any number of similar local persecutions which
have left no trace behind.

2. History.—As to the persecutions themselves,
we do not need a formal history of them. Our
business is not to count up their illustrious victims,
or to detail their shames and horrors, but to trace

from reign to reign the changes in the character of

persecution made by successive emperors in accord-

ance with changes in the state of the empire and
the trend of heathen and Christian opinion. For
a long time it is almost incidental. Christians are

put to death w4ien they turn up in court, and
sometimes they are brought into court by mobs,
but on the whole the oHicials are not very zealous

in searching for them. The empire is seriously
alarmed only by the conversions in high society at

the end of the 2nd cent., and by the rapid growth
and consolidation of the churches in the 3rd. So
from Severus onward we see a series of laws against

special classes of Christians ornecessaries of Christ-

ian worship. There is more or less peace in the

first half of the 3rd cent., when the Syrian emperors
were willing to tolerate, and again m the second,
when the Illyrian emperors were too busy to perse-

cute, with a ten years' interval of active persecu-
tion. Thus Decius and Valerian link up Severus
and Maximin (Thrax) before them with Diocletian

and Maximin (Daza) after them, and the whole

history becomes a mighty drama, leading up in

ordered sequence to the last great struggle (303-313)
which left Christianity the religion of the future.

{a) The 2nd century.
—After the great fire in

Rome (July, 64) Nero had to recover the favour of

the populace. As the Christians were already
odious, they were the most convenient victims.

First, individuals were charged with arson, and
confessions were obtained by the usual tortures.

These implicated a large number of others, and
the charge of arson was gradually changed for one
of 'hatred of mankind,' by which Tacitus* means
disatiection to the empire and to society generally.
The evidence of this would be the practice of magic
and secret crimes ; but it cannot have been long
before the avowal of Christianity was taken sum-

marily as a confession of the abominations ascribed

to the Christians, and an administrative order was
made against Christians as such. The victims

were worried by dogs, or crucified, or burned as

lights for the performances in Nero's gardens, with
Nero iiimself in a jockey's dress mixing with the
crowd or driving a chariot. The worst of the

matter in the eyes of Roman society was that

disgust at these vulgar theatricals led to some
commiseration for miscreants who richly deserved
their punishment.'

1 Ac 1931.
^ Ann. XV. 44.

- Ep. xcvi. [xcvii.], 'de Christianis.'
4 Ih.
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There must Iiave been many victims, but we can

name for certain only two—the two great apostles.
Clement of Rome' significantly joins the names of

Peter and Paul, and Caius^ refers to tiieir tombs
on the Vatican and the Ostian Way, while Diony-
sius of Corinth 3

(c. 170) says that they suttered

martyrdom at the same time. As regards Peter,
the date is not clear. As he does not seem to have
come to Rome till late, perhaps not till tiie persecu-
tion was in full course, we can hardly account for

the impression which his work made without put-

ting his death considerably later, or even among
the occasional executions which went on after

Nero's fall (June, 68).

Did the persecution extend to the provinces?
The 1st Epistle of Peter is full of allusions to

persecution ; and, even if the Babylon from which
it is dated means Rome, its address to Christians
of Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia
shows that they were sulFerers. If the Apocalypse
is of Neronian date, as to the present writer it

seems to be, we find patience at Ephesus, tribula-

tion at Smyrna, Antipas a martyr at Pergamus,
the saints slain with the axe for refusing to wor-

ship the emperor, and Rome drunk with their

blood.

Vespasian cannot have been friendh' to the

Christians, and there may have been executions in

his time, though none is recorded, but there is no
serious evidence that he troubled himself much
about them. The next active persecutor was
Damitian (81-96) towards the end of his reign.
His action dillered widely from that of Nero.
Domitian was always jealous, and had now come
to a pass when he kept his power only by a series

of sudden blows, striking down one suspected
person after another. He was never so dangerous
as when he seemed most friendlj'. As the Christ-

ians were many in the palace, they were likely to

attract his notice, and, as he was a leligious man
in the heathen sense and a restorer of religion,

they would get their full share of his attentions.

There must have been a number of victims, for

Clement looks back on ' the sudden and repeated
calamities which befel us

'

;

* but they seem to

have been (at least in general) persons of import-
ance. ^Yhen the grandsons of Jude the Lord's

brother were brought before him and he found that

they were only humble farmers, he scornfully dis-

missed them. The only victims known to us by
name are his niece Domitilla, who was exiled to

Pandateria, and her husband Flavius Clemens,
Domitian's cousin and colleague in the consulship
of 95, whom he put to death as soon as he was
out of office. Domitilla was certainly a Christian,
and we may safely read as Christianity the charges
against her husband of atheism and Jewish practices,
and of contemptible inactivity. To these we may
perhaps add Glabrio ; but there is no sign of wliole-

sale execution as in Nero's time, and we have no
reason to suppose that the persecution extended
to the provinces, unless the Apocalypse be assigned
to a Domitianic date.

The curtain rises again in Trujaii's time, about
112. Christians were brought before the younger
riiny, then governor of Bithynia. Without troub-

ling himself about any particular charges, he simply
asked them whether they Mere Christians, and
sent straight to execution those w'ho persistently
avowed it, of course reserving Roman citizens for

trial at Rome. Whatever their worship might
be, obstinacy and unbending perversity deserved

punishment. Pliny has no doubt at all that Christi-

anity is worthy of death, apart from the crimes
ascribed to the Christians. Difficulties arose only
when further anonymous charges were laid before

1 ad Cor. 5.

a lb. II. XXV. 8.

'^ Ap. Eus. UE II. xxT. 6.
* ad Cor. 1.

him, implicating numbers of all ranks in town and

country. Some of those cleared themselves by
proper worship of the gods and the emperor's image,
and by further cursing Ciirist. Others admittetl

the offence, but said that they had given it up for

three, ten, or even twenty years, and were quite

ready now to worship the gods in proper form.

They did not seem to have committed any crimes

beyond their unlawful worship, and the examina-
tion of two deaconesses by torture elicited nothing
further. No abominations came to light ; only
a perverse and arrogant superstition. So Pliny
hastened to consult the emperor. Was it good to

go on punishing as many Christians as might be
found ? Might not youth or sex or frank abandon-
ment of Christianity be allowed to mitigate an
ofl'cnce not complicated by further crime ? In any
case a milder policy might be worth trial, especi-

ally in view of the numbers implicated.

Trajan replies that Pliny must use his discretion.

The Christians are not to be souglit out, but must
be punished if accused and convicted ; but anony-
mous accusations are not to be received ; and any
one who says that he is no longer a Christian,
and proves it by worshipping our gods, must be

pardoned.
The Christian is here acquitted of abominable

charges ;
but he is none the less a criminal, though

he need not be noticed till some accuser brings him
into court. Trajan's chief care is to protect the

heathen who went wrong in past years and is now
in danger from informers. But the Christian in-

cidentally gets some protection too. If his life

does not cease to be at the mercy of an informer,
the informer is forced to come forward publicly ;

and the heathens themselves in ordinary times had
no great liking for this business. Tertullian is not
far wrong when he says that Trajan

'

partly frus-

trated
'

the persecution.
1

Hadrian (117-138) carried Trajan's policy a step
further. When informers renewed their activity
in Asia (c. 124), he instructed the proconsul Minu-
cius Fundanus that accusers must prove some crime

in open court, and not try to force a conviction bj'

prayers or clamours. The case was to be tried sum-

marily [cognitio] and the offender punished as he
deserved ; but Fundanus was to take great care

that, if the charge proved to be vexatious, the
accuser was severely punished (suppliciis severiori-

bus). Hadrian, like Trajan, was tliinking chiefly
of protecting good heathens from false charges ;

but, like Trajan, he gave incidentally some shelter

to the Christians. As Trajan forbade Pliny
to

receive anonymous charges, so Hadrian forbade

Fundanus to listen to mobs. The accuser must
come forward in open court ; if he made good his

charge, he was a marked man ; if he failed, severe

punishment awaited him. This placed the Christ-

ians in the most favourable position which they
had yet reached ; but it was by no means one of

tolerable security. If the rescript was strictly en-

forced, they were still almost at the mercy of any
one who ventured to accuse them ; and, if it was

not, the mobs would have their victims, and hostile

governors could encourage accusations.

Titus Antoninus Pm.9 (138-161) merely continued

the policy of Trajan and Hadrian ; but, as his

reign marks a senatorial reaction, the administra-

tion of the law was more hostile to the Christians,

and the number of martyrs seems greater. But
there is no change of general policy till we come
to Marcus Aurdius Antoninus (161-180). As a

conscientious Stoic, and as a zealous observer of

the ceremonies, Marcus had a double dislike of the

Christians. He must have known a good deal

more of them than he tells us, tor his only refer-

ence to them is a contemptuous piirase about the
1 Apul. 5.
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bravado (xpiM) wapira^n) of the martyrs.^ So the

atlministrution became more hostile than ever,

and now tlie Cliristians were sought out for

punishment. Thus the persecution at Lyons and

Vienne in 177 began witli lawless outrages, was

taken up in form by the magistrates and sanc-

tioned l>y the emperor, and ended with insults to

the dead whicli are rare in Koman history.
So far Tertullian was not entirely wrong in his

theory
—the fond belief of many Ciiristians—that

only liud eruperors persecuted them. Nero and
I)()mitian were certainly bad, while the good
em|ierors Trajan and Hadrian were made out to

be more friendly than they really were. The

policy of Marcus was a dilliculty, and Tertullian

gets over it by telling the story of the Thundering
Legion—how the prayers of a Christian legion
obtained rain for the army in its great distress in

Germany, and thereupon Alarcus stopped the per-
secution.* In point of fact, he never relaxed it,

and it only died out gradually in the early years
of his unworthy son Commudus (180-192). Now
Commodus had neither his father's philosophy nor
his father's regard for Roman religion. So tar as

his beast-fights left him leisure for religion, his

devotions went to Serapis rather than to Jupiter ;

and he was further much influenced by his 'devout
concubine

'

Marcia, who was friendlj' to the Christ-

ians. So after a while they had peace for the
rest of his reign—excepting only the occasional

executions which never ceased till the time of

Constaiitine,

(b) The Oriental emperors (193-249).— Vf'ith. Sep-
timius Severus (193-211) we enter on the 3rd cent.,
and with it comes a new phase of persecution.
Christianity does not cease to be a crime by what
we may call the common law of the empire ; and
tinder this there is always some persecution, and
often a good deal. It was not without cause that
Tertullian wrote his Apology in 197, or remon-
strated with the proconsul Scapula sonre years
later for burning the Christians instead of behead-

ing them. But now the emperors began to sui)ple-
ment the common law by special enactments

against converts or clergy, against Christian

worsiiip, or against officials who were Christians.

Severus himself was no fanatic for the gods of

Rome. His belief was rather given to the stars,
and he was induenced by his Sj'rian empress Julia

Domna, who was interested in Eastern worships.
So for a time he was almost friendly, and even
went out of his way to protect people of high rank
whom he knew to be Christians. It was not till

202 that he took alarm at the growth of un-Roman
worships among the ruling classes. If Christians
of high rank were not many, there had always
been some since the days of Pomponia Groecina
and Flavins Clemens. Ignatius had influential

friends who might possibly have saved him from
the beasts ; the I'omponii, and perhaps the Acnlii

Glabriones, were Christians in the 2nd cent., and in

the time of Commodus the senator Apollonius.
Christianity had always been strong among the
lower officials of the palace, and it was now spread-
ing rajiidly in the highest circles. It was time to

check that growth, and Severus forbade conversion
to Christianitj'

—the confession before men in bap-
ti.sm without which no man could be more than a

friendly heathen. Hence the distinctive feature
of his persecution is that, alike at Carthage and at

Alexandria, the stress of it fell on converts like

Perpetua and Herais. It was not that older
Christians escaped, but that converts were singled
out as they had never been singled out before.

The persecution died out after the great emperor
1 Comm. xi. 3. See also art. Marcds Aurelius Amtonindb,

vol. viii. p. 410 f.

2 Apol. 5.

was gone (211), and there was 'peace' for more
than tliirty years. We catch glimpses of local

troubles, but many Christian circles aluiost forgot
that persecution might return. Caracnlla and
J/r<(;rin«* (211-218) were busy with the army, but
El Gabal (218-222) was a genuinely religious

emperor, a fanatic of the foul worships of Syria.
He was one who sought lirst the kingdom of Baal,
and strove to bring all the gods of the empire into

subordination to the Baal of Emesa. The one

thing that connects him with the Christians is his

remark that they ought to transfer their worship
to the temple of the sun-god. This may have been
meant for a friendly invitation ; but it was as well

for the Christians that El Gabal never got further.

His cousin Severus Alexander (222-235) sent

back the black stone to Emesa, and settled down
into what we may call a 'lil^eral eclecticism.'

Christianity could no longer be ignored as Marcus
had ignoreii it, and as some of the literarj' circles

managed to ignore it long after Constantine's time.

Alexander felt something of its attraction. A
statue of Christ adorned his private chapel, along
with the statues of Orpheus, Abraham, Apollonius,
and the deified emperors. He commeniied the

Christian custom ol probati seniores, and adjudged
a piece of waste ground to the Christians rather

than the cooks, on tlie ground that any worship
whatever of a god was better than a cook-shop.
With Maxiinin (235-238) we come to a short

interval of persecution, though we hear of no
executions. So rude a soldier may have had no
deliberate policy bej'ond dislike of Alexander's
friends ; yet he began a new policy of aiming at

the officials of the churches. Hitherto they had
run no greater risk than others, except in so far as

they were likely to be better known than others.

Henceforth they were deliberately singled out for

attack by Maximin and his successors.

Passing over the obscure reign of Gordian (238-

244), we come to Philip (244-249), the last of the

Syrian emperors. Philip was rumoured to be a

Christian, and, though this is certainly false, we
may take it that he was as friendlj' as Alexander.

(c) The interval ofpersecution (249-258).—Christi-

anity had now reached the steps of the throne,
and a Christian Caesar was no longer an impossible
idea. The literary victory had long since been

won, for no heathen writer after Tacit\is (Plotinus

excepted) will for a moment compare with the

Christians, and the political triumph might seem
not far off. Yet the hardest of the struggle was
still to come. The Syrian emperors had not been
a success, and there was now a reaction to old

Roman ideals, and therefore against the Christians,
who seemed the worst of traitors to the good old

customs of their ancestors.

The reaction was heralded in Philip's time by
savage riots at Alexandria, and the new emperor
Decius (249-251) began his reign in full determina-
tion to stamp out Cliristianity. Hitherto per-
secution had been generally local, but now an
edict was issued requiring all persons to sacrifice—
all persons, for women and boys were not spared.
This was systematic and thorough work, and pro-
duced more apostates than even the later persecu-
tion. At first the object was to avoid martyrs ;

so some of the earlier victims (not bishops) were
set free after all tortures had been exhausted on
them ; afterwards they were left to die of famine
in prison. Thus the Decian persecution resumed
Maximin's attack on the bishops, and assailed

Christians with a definite policy throughout the

empire. But it does not seem to have had much

popular support, for it ceased as soon as Decius

left Rome for the army in the autumn of 250, and
a few riots under his successor Gallus (251-253)
were the last outbreaks of the old mob violence.
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Valerian (253-258) was an old senator, and a
model of Homan virtue like Decius. liut he was
still more soldier than senator, aTid Vjegan his reign
with marked fav(»ur to tlie Ciiristians. It was not
till 257 that he turned against them. The change
was ascrilied to the intluence of his general Mac-
rianus ; but there was much to wliich Macrianus

migiit ap]>eal. In the midst of calamities which
threatened ruin to the empire and civilization the
Christians stood aloof, and some of them were half

inclined to \\ elcome Goths and Persians as avengers
of the saints. Apart from tliis treasonous isola-

tion, the growth of the episcopate was forming an

i»iperium i?i i/nperio which might have alarmed
the most tolerant of heathen sovereigns. Valerian's
first rescrij)t (257) is lost, but it followed the lines

of Decius in ordering all persons to conform to
'the Roman ceremonies,' and in striking at the

bishops. But there were two important changes.
For the first time the penalty was not death—only
banishment even for great bishops like Dionysius
and Cyprian—and for the first time the Christians
were expressly forbidden to hold assemblies or to

enter the catacombs.

Xystus of Rome replied with a defiance, in the
solemn transference (29th June, 258) of the remains
of the two great apostles from the Vatican and the
Ostian Way to the forbidden catacombs. There-

upon Valerian issued a second resci'ipt.' The
clergy were to be executed forthwith ; senators,

egregii viri, and knights were to lose their rank
and property, and their lives too if they still per-
sisted in Christianity ; the great ladies were to be

deprived of property and banished ; Ccesarinni

(almost certainly
' Caesar's household,' the lower

officials) who were or ever had been Christians
were to lose their property and to be sent in chains
into slavery. This is a new development. The
penalty of death is limited (so far as the rescript

goes) to clergy and persons of rank, and non-official

Christians escape unpunished. The idea is to

destroy the Christian corporations and root out

Christianity from the higher classes, leaving it a

floating superstition among the vulgar.
((/) The long peace (f(50-50J).—Valerian perished

in the East, and his son Gallienus (258-268) can-

celled the rescripts, and more than cancelled them,
by a public edict. This is lost ; but we have the

rescript which enforced it in Egypt in 261. It is

addressed ' To the bishops,' and the restitution,
first of places of worship, then of burial-places, can
have been made only to the Christian corporations.
Here at last was practical toleration ; and, if the
common law of the empire Avas not repealed, there
seemed little reason to fear that it would ever

again be seriously enforced.

The empire sank to its lowest in the days of

Gallienus, and the great soldiers who reigned after

him were fully occupied with its restoration.

Only Aurelinn (270-275) had any dealings with the
Christians. Unfriendly as he was—perhaps only
his death prevented active persecution

—he had to

deal with them as lawful corporations. When a
council deposed Paul of Samosata from the see of

Antioch, he refused to give up the church property,
and the bishojjs appealed to the emperor. Aurelian
decided that it belonged to that bishop who was in

communion with the bishops of Rome and Italy.
Later ages might have demurred to this '

very
reasonaWe decision'* of a heathen emperor; but
the fact remains that, if a church is not put outside
the law, questions of property must necessarily be
decided by the State ; and this means that the
State must necessarily determine for itself what it

will recognize as ortliodoxy.

(e) The Great Persecution (S03-31S).—It was a
work of nearly thirty years, from the election of

1 Cyprian, Ep. 80. 2 Eus. HE vii. .\xx. 19.

Claudius to the peace with Persia (268-297), to
restore some tolerable order in the empire, and
for more than forty (260-30;^) the Christians had
peace, broken only by the threats of Aurelian and
an occasional military execution, due sometimes
to the fjrutality of a heathen officer, sometimes to

the fanaticism of a Christian soldier. So they
flourished as they never had flourished before,
built stately churches, and overflowed the palace.
Diocletian's ciiamberlains were (Christians, and his
wife and daughter were supposed to be Christians.

So, when he took up the sword of persecution, he
had a harder task before him than Decius or

Valerian, and it was nearly twenty years before he
made up his mind to undertake it. As Diocletian
was a man of serious religion, and that religion
was of the old Roman type, he must always have
been hostile to the Christians, even if he was
genuinely attached to individuals. Rut he was too
wise to attack hastily their great and stronglj'
organized corporations, even after he was freed
from his worst troubles by the peace with Persia
in 297. There was no want of incitement, for

Maximian and Galerius hated the Christians, and
the court was full of soothsayers and philosophers.
About 3U0, when Diocletian was in the East, the
sacrilice one day was a failure—which the chief

harutpex ascribed to the presence of profane
persons. Diocletian at once ordered all persons in

the palace to sacrifice on pain of scourging and
disgrace, and all soldiers similarly to be dismissed
from the service. But this, however ominous, was
only a burst of superstitious terror, and seems to
have been very imperfectly carried out. Christ-
ians continued to hold high office, and it was not
till the winter of 302-3U3 that Diocletian decided
to persecute in earne.st. Lactantius ^

reports that
he was worried into it by Galerius, who v.as no
doubt importunate ; but Diocletian was a statesman,
and never adopted the ruthless policy of Galerius.
The first edict ^

(24th Feb. 303) ordered all

churches to be destroyed and the Scriptures to be
burned. Officials were to lose all civil rights, and
Coisariani (oi iv olKeTiais) to be reduced to slavery.
This is a careful revision of the rescript of Valerian.
The clergy are not summarily executed, nor the

great ladies exiled, nor Ccesariani who had ceased
to be Christians reduced to slavery. On the other

hand, the churches are not onlj^ closed, but de-

stroyed, and there is a new clause for the burning
of the Scriptures. Hadrian had Inirned the rolls

of the law, Diocletian himself the books of the
Manicha^ans in 297, and now the same measure is

dealt to the Christians. Destroy their books, stop
their meetings, and root them out of the public
service ; they will soon be put down, and that
without bloodshed.
Then came disturbances and two fires in the

palace, which of course were attributed to the
Christians. The government was in a panic, and

put down the riots in Turkish style. To this

period probably belong the great massacre at

Eumcneia and the wholesale burnings mentioned

by Lactantius* and Eusebius.* A second edict

ordered the imprisonment of all Christian clergy,
but still no bloodshed. When things quieted
down, Diocletian issued (about Nov.) a third edict

as an act of grace. It allowed the imprisoned
clergy to go free if they sacrificed, but it also

allowed the use of torture to compel them. Those
who refused remained in prison, some till the end
of the persecution, like Donatus, Avho was tortured

nine times in the interval.

This is as far as Diocletian himself went ; and
it will be noted that no man could lose his life

under these edicts, unless it were for refusing to

1 Dc Moi-t. Pers. 10 f .

:i De Mart. Pers. 15.

2 Eus. UH: vui.
* !!Fy\u. xi.
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crive up the lK)oks. There were to be no martyrs,

U,ou"li the i.uni^hn.eiit of Christians who com-

niitted any further oflence (sncl> as a saucy answer

in court) was atrocious. Then, wlnle Diocletian

was laid aside by fourteen months of illness,

^faximvln in Rome (April, 304) issued a fourth

edict commanding all persons without exception

in their respective cities to otter sacrihce. llns

was a new policy. Diocletian had aimed skilful

blows at the churches, tlie books, the clergy ;

Maximian's only idea was to force on every private

Ciiristian a plain choice between sacrihce and

death.
^ rrx

Cruelty overreached itself, as usual. llie

heathens themselves were shocked at the honible

scenes which followed. They voted the persecu-

tion
'

vulgar, and very much overdone,'
^ and at

Alexandria they ended by hiding Christians m
their houses.' Even the Roman mob which howled

for blood when the fourth edict came out was glad

to see it abolished a couple of years later. Tlius

the persecution was very far from being steadily

carried out for ten years tiiroughout the empire.

In tJaul and Bntain^Constrmtiiis pulled down a few

churches, but did nothing more. Maximian w;as

zealous enough in Italy, but his son Maxentius

(no friend of the Christians) found in 307 that he

could gain popularity by stopping the persecution.

Even Galrriiis, w ho controlled the lands from the

Hadriatic to the Taurus, grew slack in course of

time, and turned to more innocent occupations.

But for ten long years (303-313) the full fury of

the persecution fell on Egypt and Syria, which came

under Maximin Daza after Diocletian's abdication

in 305. Daza was as cruel as his uncle Galerius,

even more malicious, and much more shrewd. By
308 he came to the conclusion that public burnings

were better avoided, and of his clemency issued a

tifth edict, that the Christians were to have the

left leg disabled and the right eye cut out and

seared, and so to be sent to slavery in the mines,

where further cruelty could be used without

attracting too much notice. Once thirty-nine

were put to death in one day. But public execu-

tions did not cease, for the fourth edict was

renewed, though they grew rarer, and the last of

the recorded Palestinian martyrs was given to the

beasts on 3rd March 310.

Of the number of the victims we can only say

that it must have been large. Some statements of

Lactantius and Eusebius may be too sweeping,

thoutrh we have seen one of the worst of them—
liie wholesale burnings—confirmed by the inde-

pendent evidence of the inscriptions at Eumeneia ;

Init it would be very uncritical to suppose that

they have recorded anything like the whole

number of martyrs. We know very little of what

was going on except in Palestine, and even there we
do not seem to have full information. Meanwhile

the inscriptions and other incidental hints leave

no reasonable doubt that the general impression of

murderous ferocity given by Eusebius and I.actan-

tius is substantially true. But the horrors enacted

in open court are a very small part of the mischiefs

of persecution. We must take account of imprison-
ments and hardships from which even death is

sometimes a relief, and of the sutt'erings of those

who live in fear of death or yiehl to fear of death.

Worse than this is the brutalizing of the perse-

cutors, and worst of all tlie demoralization of the

persecuted. The strong grow hard, the weak

despair, church government is thrown into con-

fusion, and every discord is inflamed to fever heat.

There is no more odious chapter of Cliurch history

than the inquest which the survivors of the perse-

cution hold upon their fallen brethren.

1 Eus. Mart. Pal. ix. 3.

2 Athanasius, IJist. Arianorum, 64, p. 302.

(/) The Edicts of Toleration.—Ihe deliverance

was near. Galerius was stricken witli a mortal

sickness, and issued the first Edict of Toleration in

April 311.

He tells us how he had formerly endeavoured to bring back

the Christians to the old laws and discipline of the Romans, for

they had been foolish and self-willed enough to forsake the

institutes of perhaps their own ancestors, and were making
themselves laws at their own pleasure and gathermg eonj,'rep-
tions from various peoples.

' When, therefore, we conmianded

them to return to the institutes of the ancients, some had to be

overcome by hardship, whUe others were utterly ruined in

resisUnce, and there was the further evil that, while they would

not worship our gods, they could not worship their own. So

we extend to them our usual clemency, that Christians may
c\Ul a'ain and hold assemblies, provided they do nolhiiifr con-

trary to the discipline. Particular instructions for our orticials

wilffollow. And for this indulgence the Christians will make

the prayers of loyal subjecte to their god."

Let us put this intensely heathen thought in

other words.
We never quarrelled with the Christians for worshipping their

God • we (luarrelled with them for not worshipping our gods

also •' and our endeavour to compel them was well meant. Kut

we forgot that our persecution made it impossible for them to

worship their own God; and in this we did him wrong \\e

still regret their undutiful conduct ; but, even so, it is better to

let them worship their God in their own way than to prevent

him from being worshipped at all.

This is quite straightforward, and, from the

heathen point of view, quite true. Galerius is

confessing a serious mistake, and frankly asking

the prayers of the Christians. He is not now

unfriendly, and the further instructions to officials

are not likely to have contained
' many hard con-

ditions.' Christianity is now definitely recognized

as a religio licita, with all the rights therein

im Illicit.
, J

After the death of Galerius there were four

emperors. Constantim had Gaul and Britain,

Maxentius governed Italy and Africa, Xictwtws

ruled from the frontiers of Italy to the Black bea,

while the Asiatic provinces and Egypt fell to

Maximin. So the natural alliance was of Constan-

tine and Licinius against Maxentius and Maximin ;

and this corresponded to the religious position. All

four, of course, were heathens, but Constantine

favoured the Christians, while Maximin was a

bitter enemy ; and, though neither of the others

had been persecutors, Maxentius, standing for

Rome and the senate, was hostile, while Licinms

leaned the other way.
As Maximin could not entirely disregard the

edict of Galerius, he issued it as a mere instruction

to the officials that they need not go further in the

matter. This was not toleration ; and, though it

stopped the persecution for the moment, Maximin

resumed on a new plan less than six months later.

Brute slaughter having failed, executions were

limited to men of note, and a more subtle policy

was adopted for the rest. The municipalities

were stirred up to petition for the expulsion of

Christians from their cities. Then the strong

organization of the Church was copied, and a

pagan hierarchy was established with regular

services to confront the Christian. It remained to

give education a polemical turn by ordering that

a slanderous forgery called Acts of Pilate should

be diligently taught and studied m the schools.

These were skilful measures, and they were new ;

and Maximin must have the credit of them.

Meanwhile, after the defeat of Maxentius at

Saxa Rubra (28th Oct. 312), Constantine and

Licinius met at Milan (Jan. 313) and issued an

edict which is a landmark in history. The original

is lost, but Licinius recites the substance of it a

few months later.

They sav that they had long given liberty in religion to all

men, but the rescript (of Maximin) issued in pursuance of this

edict (of Galerius) had enc^imbered it mth so many rietoded

conditions that it was practically useless. Then L.cuuus goes

on to say that all these conditions are ulterly abolished, so that

every one who desires to observe the Chris lan "I'gion maj do

80 without trouble or annoyance. The same liberty of confession
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and of worship is extended Lo other religions, so that every one-

may freely practise the worship which he personally prefers.
Churches formerly helonging lo the Christians shall be restored

without delay to the corporation of the Christians, present
owners to be compensated from imperial bounty. So also all

other possessions which belonged of right to the Christians.

Ma.xiinin was in a didlculty now that he hail

lost his ally, and felt that he must keep the

Christiana quiet while he made his attack on

Licinitis. So before the end of 312 he issued

another rescript to liis prefect Sabinus. It is a

stran<::;e document, alternately justifying' the per-
secution and apologizin-,' for it, and actually deny-

ing that there had ever been any per.secution since

305. lie showed little of his usual cleverness if

he fancied that the Christians could be conciliated

by such a myslilication as this. But, when the

attack had failed, and Maximin was not only

expelled from Europe but driven behind Mount
Taurus, he had no choice but a real reconciliation

with the Christians ; and this time there was no

fooling. He issued a public edict to all his

subjects.
Its purport is that under pretence of the edict of Diocletian

forbidding assemblies of the Cliristians many spoliations and

oppressions had been perpetraltd by the officials.
' When these

abuses (so painful to all good rulers) came to our knowledge, we
sent out letters (the rescript to S;ibinus) that, if any one wished
to follow such a nation or worship, he might do so without
hindrance. But even now we cannot help seeing that some of

our judges have mistaken our meaning, so that our subjects
hesitate to use the liberty we have granted them. In order

then to remove all doubt, we publish this decree, that it may be

plain to all, that such as wish to follow this sect and worship
are at liberty to do so—namely, to adopt and practise this

religion. They are also allowed to build Lord's Houses ; and,
if houses or lands belonging to the Christians have been con-

fiscated by our treasury or by the cities, they shall be restored

to them.'

There are lies enough here, but Maximin is

quite straightforward, now that he has no choice.

He died very soon after, however (c. June, 313),

and his death closes the age of persecution. The
Christians sufllered some vexation from Licinius

(before 323) and a good deal from Julian (361-363),
but these fall outside our limits, and it must be

noted that neither Licinius nor Julian repealed the

Edict of Milan, so that the Christians experienced
in their time rather a hostile administration than

direct persecution.
Comi»aring the three Edicts of Toleration,

we find them agreed in frank allowance of

Christian worship. But Galerius allows it on the

heathen principle that every god is entitled to the

worship of his own people, while Maximin states

no principle at all. Only Constantine and Licinius

lay down the new principle that every man is

entitled to choose his own religion and to practise
it in his own way. True, neither of them carried

it out consistently ; but the principle was declared,

the omnipotent State for the first time recognized
a reserved domain of conscience, and there was a

good deal of toleration in the age which followed.

It died out with Theodoric the Ostrogoth, to

reappear only in William the Silent.
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PERSECUTION (Roman Catholic).— i. Con-
ditions and causes.—Tlie conditions which gave
rise to religious persecution lie far back in and even

beyond history. It would be too much to saj' tiiat

they are extinct ; but they have to so gi eat a

degree ceased to be operative that it is only by an

efibrt of imagination that we can throw ourselves

back into them and realize what their force once

was. Cohesion was the first need of primitive
societies ; it was more important that the group
should cohere than that it should progres.s. In-

novation, therefore, was put down with a strong
hand : it introduced disunion and dissipated energy—the argument is not unknown in our own time.

The earliest religions, like the earliest civilizations,

were tribal and local
;
the deity could be worshipped

only by his tribesmen and on the tribal soil (1 S

26^^). And their demands were ceremonial, not

ethical or dogmatic ; religion resolved itself into

the observance of a traditional ritual wliich was
refused by few. In cases of revolt—such as the

mutilation of the Hermie at Athens in 415 B.C.—
the penalty was sharp. But such cases were

exceptional, and on a small, i.e. a civic or class,

scale.

The Roman empire was tolerant of customary
usage. The rulers knew how to make this u.sage
subserve their policy, and, with regard to religion
in particular, to employ and even exploit it for

secular ends. The cosmopolitanism of the Stoics,

which conceived mankind as a unity, accentu-

ated the social bond. Like Positivism, it sub-

ordinated the individual to the community. The

emperors who were most under Stoic influences

were the most hostile to Christianity, which they

regarded as a violation of both natural and estab-

lished order. Judaism, separatist as its tendencies

were, had an ancient nationality behind it ; the

Church was of yesterday, yet Tertullian's rhetoric

is scarcely an exaggeration^t had leavened the

world. The conception of the supreme and all-

inclusive State survived in the Ciiristian emjiire.

The genius of Constantine discerned in the hier-

archy of the 4th cent, a unique instrument for the

unification of the nations and for the realization

of the ruler's political aims. The unity of the

Church was the keystone of the unity of the empire
and of society; the Trinitarian and Christologioal

controversies of the period were engineered by
secular politicians for secular ends. Heresy was

the equivalent of what a later age styled
' incivism

"

:

the sporadic' persecutions of the past gave way to

a settled policy of repression. Constantine, a cool

calculator rather than a fanatic, destroyed the

images of the gods; Theodosius excluded wor-

shippers from the temples and forbade sacrifice :
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Justinian closed the school.- of Athens ; the shatlow

of the coining night of the Midille Ages fell upon
the worhl.

Scarcely second to the tradition of the empire
in its bearing on the deveIoi)nient of intolerance

was the authoritative ^wsition assumed by the

Hebrew Scriptures in the Church. From the be-

ginning the OT had been a stumbling block. The

conceptions of comparative religion and .•scientific

history were unknown; and to Gentile converts

much of its content was meaningless and ofl'en-sive

—the barbarous record of a barbarous tribe and

age. Marcion and the Gnostics were t lie outcome
of this sense of contrast. They simplified the

situation by throwing the OT ancl the OT God, or

Demiurge, overboard ; and thu.-*, though they in-

volved themselves in dirticuhies of another order,

they lightened the ship. IJut, as Gra^co-Koman
civilization declined, the opposition between the
Hebrew records and the actual conditions of life

was felt less acutelj' ; and by the end of the 2nd
cent, the terminology common to Jewish and pagan
worship, hitiierto studiously avoided bj' Christian

writers, had become naturalized among them ; we
read of temples, altars, sacrifices, and priests.

Originally metaphor, the rhetoric hardened imper-
ceptibly into dogma ; the climate changed. This

lowering of the temperature did not take place
without opposition. But the externalizing process
was too consonant with the circumstances and
temper of t!ie age to miscarry ; the belief in the
divine right of the hierarchy and in the duty of

imposing submission to it by force—a belief destined
to deluge Europe with blood for centuries—was
tak(»n over from Hebrew antiquity by the Christian
world. The downfall of the em})ire gave impetus
to the movement. Tiie times were rude ; a dark-
ness that might be felt descended on the nations ;

the method of the Church was violence, not per-
suasion ; her rule rested on the two swords of the

Apostle rather than on the Cross of Christ. It

may be urged that the difference did not go beyond
that which separates applied from pure science ;

it will not be denied that the fall from primitive
standards was great.
This fall was brought about by the transforma-

tion of primitive Christianity into Catholicism, of
the little company of enthusiastic believers into
the mi.xed multitude of a world-Church. Its causes
were: (1) what seemed the increasing need of

authority in the Christian community ; (2) the
natural conservatism of the official class ; (3) the

superstition of the multitude, which feared the in-

discriminate vengeance of the outraged deities ;

(4) the policy of the magistrate, which regarded
religious unity as the guarantee of public order ;

(5) tlie appeal to OT precedent ; and (6), above all,

the belief in the exclusiveness of salvation, which
was to be had, it was held, only in the Church.

(1) In the (lawn of Christianity relapse, or, in

general, post-baptismal sin, Avas not contemplated.
The venial faults inseparable from human frailty
were met by the instinctive resipiscence of the
ottender, by the reception of the Eucluui.st, or by
alms and prayer ; and, when graver transgressions
appeared, they were dealt with either by what was
believed to Ije .supernatural intervention (Ac 5) or

by the mysterious delivery
' unto Satan for the

destruction of the flesh' (1 Co 5', 1 Ti !«>). Later,
when the age of marvels had ceased, the treatment
of offenders, and especiallj' of the lapsed, became
a problem. The good sense of the community
solved it on lines which, while in themselves
reasonable and moderate, increased the growing
power of the official ministry. Mt 18"—with which
may be taken 2 Jn'" and Tit .3'«—indicates what
we maj' suppose to have been the primitive i)r.actice ;

1
'it, in projjortion as society became Christian, this

discipline ceased to be purely spiritual ; it passed
over into the temporal sphere. The Edict of
Constantine (325) makes the possession of the

writings of Arius a capiUvl offence ; and that of
the Three Emperors (380) denounces heretics as
'divina primum vindicta, post etiam motus nostri,

quam ex caelesti arbitrio sumpserimus, ultioue

plectendos.'
(2) An official class is instinctively conservative,

and slow to admit reform. This is so in every
department of life, and tiie Church is no exception.
Material inducements co-operate witii professional
jealousy— '

they which wait at the altar are par-
takers with tlie altar' (1 Co 9'^) ; and the esprit de

corps of a privileged class is strong.
' ISo .salvation

without the Church '

is an abstract proposition ;

the concrete equivalent, which is seldom far distant,
is 'No salvation without the priest.' That higher
motives were also at work need not be questioned ;

the springs of conduct are various. But men do
not easily destroy that by wliicli they live.

(3) The populace is and has always been an in-

calculable element. Its intelligence is low, its

knowledge small, its self-control weak ; it is easily
moved by superstition, by suggestion, by passion,
and, above all, by fear. Under Nero the mob of
Home was roused by sheer terror against the
Christians ; that of Paris in 1792 against the
aristocrats ; that of Constantinople in our own
time against the Armenians ; and the distinctive

psj'chology of the Middle Ages, with its emotional-
ism and its unique openness to suggestion, made
the crowd an ea.sy prey not only to designing
persons who worked upon its susceptibilities for

their own purposes but to its own unreasoning
fears. The popularity of the Inquisition has been
overstated, but tliere is reason to think that it

was not generally condemned by popular feeling.

Heresy was regarded as a danger to the community,
and the heretic a-s a public enemy to be restrainecl

for the public good.
(4) The conception of the State elaborated by

Roman law, while it led those who held it to an
extreme suspicion of corporations as infringing on
its own sovereignty and self-sufficiency

—a private
societj' was, as such, an imperium in imperio—led
them also to be content with an external homage
on the part of the citizens to the State gods. The
Christian empire was more exacting : it demanded
interior conformity to the State worship and in-

terior assent to the State creed. This demand,
made professedly in the interests of orthodoxy,
was in fact dictated by regard for the public peace.
It is difficult to put ourselves in the place of the

Byzantine Cfesars. But we are mistaken if we set

them down as fanatics
; they were for the most

part skilful and unscrupulous men of affairs. To
us the quaiTels of the school and the sacristy
which inflamed the dregs of Constantinople and of

Alexandria are meaningless. But the thoughts
of men vary :

'A latent and almost invisible spark still lurked among the
embers of controversy : by tlie breath of prejudice and passion,
it was quickly kindled to a mighty flame, and the verbal dis-

putes of the Oriental sects have shaken the pillars of the church
and state' (E. Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Homayi Empire,
ed. J. B. Bury, London, 1901-08, v2. 106).

And mental climates change slowly. From the im-

partial standpoint of the magistrate, concerned in

the first place for the maintenance of order, there
was little to choose between Catholic and heretic,

papist and Protestant. The Reformation, benefi-

cent in so many respects, was a leaven of civil

dissension. All were for supremacy, none for

toleration ; nor was freedom of conscience, as we
now understand it, possible till the keen air of

rationalism had cooled the ardours of religious
zeal.

(5) The Church was heir by default of the Sjna-
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gogue ; and tlie inlieritance of the OT was a con-
dition of lier fuHiltnent of her mission. But these
sacred Iwoks steeled tlie heart of the persecutor ;

they sharpened his sword and Ivindled his unholy
Kres. They were an obstacle to moral and intel-

lectual progress, be(!ause, as they were understood
and could not but be understood at this period,
they stereotyped and canonized the ideas and
customs of a semi-civilized age. They contained,
indeed, their own criticism: 'The times of this

ignorance God overlooked' (Ac 17^"). But till

yesterday the theologian would have been suspect
who attempted to explain them in this way.

(6) The belief in exclusive salvation covered less

specious motives with the a^gis of piety ;
under

its shelter they worked unsuspected and undis-
turbed. To this day religious intolerance finds

its firmest foundation in the belief that there is no
salvation outside the Church. Where this belief is

sincerely lield, intolerance haunts it as its shadow,
though circumstances may determine its method
and its degree. In the eyes of the theocratic

hierarchy heresy is rebellion, and rebellion of a

peculiarly heinous character, being directly against
God. The conviction that all who do not accept
a particular creed will perish everlastingly, and
that God punishes a theological error as if it were
the most atrocious of crimes, has two results, (n)
It lowers the standard of veracity. If a .slight

departure from truth—the suppression of an in-

convenient fact, the manufacture of testimony,
the suggestion or assertion of falsehood, the mani-

pulation of documents or sources—will save souls,

promote the cause of religion, and further the

highest interests of mankind, the temptation is too

great for human nature, and the most fervent are
the first to fall. Here is the origin of the Donation
of Constantine, of the Isidorian Decretals, of the
accumulation of forgeries and fictions which plays
so great a part in the history of religion. (6) It

leads naturally and inevitably to persecution.
Zealots are slow to admit the axiom ' Deorum
injuriae dels curae'; another maxim, 'Compelle
intrare' (Lk 14-^) comes in. It becomes a duty to

impose orthodoxy, seeing that men's eternal destiny
depends on their professing it ; and to hinder error
from spreading, because error is the death of the
soul. Heretics are more mischievous than ordinary
criminals ; and to rid the earth of them is a just,

beneficent, and necessary work. Their virtues,
such as they are, are no defence. '

Splendida vitia
'

the Fathers of the Church characterized them ; an
echo of what was once the universal belief of

Christians survives in the Anglican Article XIII.,
which declares of works done before justification
that ' we doubt not that they have the nature of

sin.'

The earliest Christian apologists urged the rights
of conscience. Every sect, when it is in a minority,
clamours for toleration ; and the language of cir-

cumstance is easily confused with that of principle.
The Christians of the first two centuries, if not

always persecuted, were always liable to persecu-
tion ; they advanced, naturally enough, the plea
of conscience, and argued for the futility of com-

pulsion as a means of ensuring belief. Tertullian's

words, which suggest the philosophy of the 18th

cent., might have come from Locke :

' Huniani juris et natiiralis potestatis est unicuique quod
putavei'it colere ; iiec alii obest aut prodest alterius religio.
Sed nee reli^fionis est cogere relij^ionein, quae spotite suscipi
debet, non vi : ouiii ct hostiae ab aiiiino libenti expostulentur.
Ita etsi nos coiiipuleritis ad sacrilicaiiduin, iiibil praestabitis
diis vestris : ab iiiviLis enim sacrillcia non desiderabunt, nisi si

contentiosi sunt ; contentiosus auteni deus non est' (ad Scapu-
layn, ii.).

So also Lactantius :

'Religfio sola est, in qua libertas domicilium conlocavit. Res
est eniui praetcr oaeteras vobintaria, nee imponi cuiquam

necessitas potest, ut colat quod non vult. Potest aliquis for-
eitan simulare ; non potest velle

'

(Epitome Div. Inst. liv.).

And again :

' Defendenda religio est non occidendo sed moriendo, non
saevitia sed palientia, non scelere sed fide. . . . Nihil est enim
tam voluntariuin quam reli^io, in qua si animus sacrilicanlig
aversus est, jam sublata, jam nulla est

'

(Div. Inst. v. 20).

It would be unjust to question the sincerity of
such protestations ; the content of the legal and
dogmatic conceptions destined to take shape in

ecclesiastical Christianity was as yet implicit.
But the martyrs died for conscience rather than for

liberty of con.science ; the notion of religion as a
fixed quantity incapable of variation—a depositum
(1 Ti 6-» Vulg.)—led inevitably to its defence,
where the State could be enlisted in its service, by
the civil sword. '

Quae pejor mors animae quam
lil)ertas erroris?' asked Augustine (Ep. cv. 10

[PL xxxiii. 400]) ; in such subject-matter no risks
could be run. As time went on, both belief and

practice were .systematized ; and in this jjrocess of

systematizing the papacy, the greatest systematiz-
ing force that the worm has known, played a de-
cisive part. But from Con.stantine to Philip II.,

and from St. Augustine to Torquemada, the suc-
cession is unbroken. At every step of the blood-
stained way the advance was necessitated bj^ the

logic both of thought and of things. Only when
men were sick of .slaughter did it dawn uj)on them
that they had taken the wrong turning, and that,
till the road had been retraced, those who followed
it found themselves in every generation farther

astray.
The theological motive of persecution was a con-

ception of religion common to the Christianity of

the time and held by orthodox and heterodox
alike. This is shown by the fierce intolerance of

the heretical sects—in particular of the Arians,
who planted in Spain the seeds of that bigotry
which found its first fruit in the execution of
Priscillian (385) and its most recent in that of

Francesco Ferrer (1909). It was in self-defence
that Athanasius, Gregory Nazianzen, and Hilary
argued for that 'dulcissiraa libertas' which the
last-named {ad Constantiuin, ii. 4 f . ) declares to be
the one remedy for religious strife. Salvian (430)
writes of the heretics of his time :

'

Errant, sed bono animo errant, non odio, sed affectu Dei,
honorare se Dominum atque amare credentes. . . . Qualiter
pro hoc ipso falsae opinionis errore in die judicii puniendi sint,
nullus potest scire nisi judex

'

(de Gubematione Dei, v. 2).

Policy, however, was stronger than piety, logic
than philosophy. Scarcely had the Edict of Milan
(313), which relieved the Christians from persecu-
tion by recognizing Christianity as a rcligio licita,
been published when the drift of the new age
declared itself. The best and wisest men in the

empire—a Symmachus, a Themistius—protested :

' Non uno itinere perveniri potest ad tam grande secretuni '

(Symmachus, Relatianes, iii. [Ep. x. 3], in MGII, 'Auctores

ailliquissimi,' vi. 1 [Berlin, 1883], p. 2S2).

No nobler words ever came from a religious
teacher, but protest was in vain. Constantine,
whose motive was political in each case, exiled

first Arius and then Athanasius, under the pre-
text—not, it must be confessed, an unreasonable
one—of danger to the public peace. His successors,
with few exceptions, followed his example, enforc-

ing conformity to the various standards of pojmlar
orthodoxy. The more mysterious the tenet, the
more embittered, it seemed, was the controversj' ;

at the Council of Chalcedon 'an invisible line was
drawn between the heresy of Apollinaris and the

faith of St. Cyril
'

; and it was declared by 5t.K)

bishops that its ilecrees might lawfully be enforced
' even with blood.'

2. History.—The most authoritative name in

the black record of intolerance is that of the great

Augustine. Both for good aiul for evil his intlu-

ence over Christianity has been more powerful
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tlian that of any one man between St. Paul and

Luther ;
few have more emphatically asserted the

inwardness of relit,'ion ; yet, paradox as it is,

few have done more to fasten the fetters of ecclesi-

astical and dogmatic system upon mankind than

he. As long a.s the Donatists had the upper hand

in Africa, he stood for the rights of conscience;

when the position
was reversed, and tlie balance of

material torce wa.s with Catholicism, he changed
Ids ground.

' Mea primitus sent«iitia non erat nisi neminein ad unitatem

Cliristi esse cogendum ; verbo es.se as;enduin, disputatione pug-
nanduni, ratioue vinoenduiii, ne fiotos catholicos haberenivis,

quos apertos haereticos noveraiims. Sed haec opinio inea, non
oontradicentium verbis, sed denionstraiitiuui superabatur cx-

einplis. Nam primo niihi opponebalur civitas mea quae cum
tola esset in parte Donati, ad unitatem I'atholicam timore lo^'um

imperialium conversa est ; quainiiunc videnius itahujus vtslrae

animositatis pemiciem deteslari, ut in ea nunquani fuisse

credatur' (i?;i. .\ciii. 17).

He proceeds to lay down as a general principle,
' multis profuit prius timore vel dolore cogi, ut

postea possent doceri,' and to compare the laws

against heretics to the restraint imposed upon
lunatics or persons suffering under delirium, who
would otherwise destroy tliemselves and others.

The exegesis of the time permitted the '

Compelle
intrare' of the parable to be used as an argument
for coercion ; it was in the premisses, not in the

conclusion, tiiat the fallacy lay. His teaching has

been summarized by J. C. r.Iuntschli as follows :

' When error prevails, it is right to invoke liberty of con-

science ; but when, on the contrary, truth predominates, it is

proper to use coercion' {Allgem. Staatsrechf^, Stuttgart, 1885,
vi. 391) ;

and by Macaulay thus in his essay on Sir James
Mackintosh :

'
I am in the right, and you are in the wrong. When you are

the stronger, you ought to tolerate me ; for it is your duty to

tolerate truth. But when I am the stronger, I shall persecute
you ; for it is mv duty to persecute error

'

(Critical and Historical

Eiisays, London, 1870, p. 336).

Tliis is the dilemma pre.sented in every age to

the mixed State by Catholicism. Logically it is

insoluble ;
and practically in certain states of

society it has made Catholic disabilities inevitable.

It could be escaped only when the presuppositions
on which it is based had ceased to carry conviction.

We can afford to-day to smile at them ; our an-

cestors could not.

Meanwhile the enactments of Theodosius II. and
Valentinian III., which punished the slightest
deviation from the received orthodoxy as a crimen

publicum, gave the Augustinian theory the force

of law, and laid the foundation of the Inquisition

(q.v.); P^urope went back into darkness for more
than a thousand years.
The Code of Justinian (529) collects, co-ordinates,

and completes all previous enactments against here-

tics, schismatics, apostates, blasphemers, pagans,
and Jews ; and Isidore of Seville (636) imposes
on the ruler the duty of repressing error in religion.
The barbarian invaders of the empire brought
with them from their native wilds a high conception
of personal liberty. This acted as a check upon the

imperial legislation, the use made of which in the

earlier Middle Ages was moderate. '

Keligionem
imponere non possumus, quia nemo cogitur ut credat

invitus,' was the answer of Tlieodoricus when the

Jews of Genoa asked permission to rebuild their

synagogue ; and Cassiodorus (480) puts into the
mouth of the Gothic king Theodatus the fine words,
'Cum divinitas patiatur diver.sas religiones esse,

nos unam non audemus imponere' (Vuria;, x. 26).

But the evil root was there ; it needed only a
favourable season to put forth its fatal growth.

' Entre temps avait connnenc6 la sdrie des meurtres juridi-

ques pour dOUt d'opinion
'

(S. Reinach, Orpheiis, Paris, 1909,

p. 383).

The moderation of a Gregory the Great was due to

circumstances ratiier than to principle ; paganism
was extinct, heresy infrequent

—the Latin mind

was not speculative, and the ecclesiastical beliefs

and institutions of the period met its needs.

The close of the 10th cent, brought the dawn of

a new age. Oriental infiltrations disturbed the

slumbers of Western orthodoxy ; the wide-spread
corruption of the clergy was felt to be intoler-

able ; the Crusades enlarged the horizon and also

stirred the passions of luirope. The embers of

sectarian hatred were kindled, as in modern anti-

Semitism, by the prosperity of the Jews and
Saracens ; cupidity inllamed religious zeal.

'

L'cglise ne fut pas si tyrannique pour le plaisir de I'fitre,

mais parce qu'elle avait ses finances i uu'nager' {ib. p. 427).

And on this head there was little to choose be-

tween the spiritual and the secular power. Here,
as there, the economic motive, if unavowed, was
invariable ; it lit tlie brand of the inquisitor ; it

sharpened the axe of kings. The end in view was
submission rather than orthodoxy :

' Disobedience to the Church was sufficient ;
resistance to ita

claims was heresy, punishable here and hereafter with all the

penalties of the temporal and snirilual swoids
'

(H. C. Lea,
Ilist. of the Inquisition of the Miadle Ages, iii. 189).

Of the bloody crusade against the Stedingers
(1229-36) a contemporary writes :

'

Princiiialior causa fuit inobedientia, quaescelere idololatriae

non est inferior
'

(ib. note).

The duty of inquiring into offences whether against
faith or morals was originally part of the episcopal
otlice. But episcopal zeal was fitful. The Capitu-
laries of Charles the Great instruct the bishops

' to

make the visitation of their dioceses, to teach

truth, to correct morals, to ensure the orthodoxy
of the clergy, and, on the Saxon border, to prohibit
the celebration of Pagan rites.' Charles the Bald

(844) adds the injunction
' ut populi errata inquirant

et corrigant.' But this inquiry was superficial;
the warrior prelates of the period had little interest

in the subtleties of theology, and were not extreme
to mark what was amiss in morals. An emer-

gency beyond the powers of the local hierarchy was
at hand. Languedoc was an oasis of civilization

in a desert of barbarism ; and with civilization had
come expansion of thoiight. Intercourse with the

Spanish Moors was frequent and easy ; Greek
travellers and traders had naturalized the specula-
tions of the East on Western soil. The clergy
were held in general contempt ; the papacy had
lost credit and authority ;

the menace to the

Catholic theocracy was imminent and extreme.

From this period dates the technical use of the

terms 'Inquisition' and 'Inquisitor.' From an

episcopal the Inquisition became a papal tribunal.

Innocent III. commissioned certain Cistercians to

exercise legatine powers in the suspected territories:

the result was that carnival of sheer wickedness of

which Milnian writes:
' Never in the history of man were the great eternal principles

of justice, the faith "of tre.ities, and common humanity so

trampled under foot as in the Albigensian war '

(Hint, of Latin

Christianity-^, London, 1872, v. 420).

Arnauld of Citeaux, writing to Innocent, thus
describes the sack of Beziers :

'Nosti-i non parcentes ordini, sexui, vel aetati, fere viginti
niillia hominum in ore gladii pereniprunt ; fafta(|iie homiiuun

strage permaxima spoliata est tota civitas et succensa, ultione

divina in eam mirabiliter saeviente' (see Lea, i. 154).

Ctfsarius of Heisterbach adds that, when the

invaders drew back, fearing that certain of their

own faction might be involved in the common
massacre, the legate urged them on to finish the

bloody work.
' Caedite eos : novit enim Dominus qui sunt ejus ; sicque

innumerabiles occisi sunt in civitate ista' (Dialogus Hiracu-

lorum, V. 21).

By the middle of the 13th cent, the Inquisition
had fallen into the hands of the newly-founded
Dominican order, the appeal being only to Rome.
This pontifical Inquisition was even more merciless

and more atrocious than its better known Spanish
counteri)art (see INQUISITION and Office, the
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Holy). It sent to the flames Albigenses, Wal-
< lenses, Spiritual Franciscans, Hussites, and so-

called sorcerers l)y the thousand ; it was the instru-

ment of political intrigue and of private vengeance ;

terror and desolation followed in its train. And
it was as hypocritical as it was cruel and corrupt.

Joseph de Alaistre has the effrontery to ]ilead
that it shed no blood. No, it left the last penalty
to the ni.agistrates, who incurred e.xconimuuication
if they refused or delayed to indict it. Tlie form
of deatli by burning Mas introduced in 1231, indul-

gences being granted to those wlio contributed fuel.
' O sancta simplicitas ! ', said Hus, wlien a country-
woman threw her faggot on his pyre.

Its procedure was, if possible, more odious tlian

its penalties. The Dircctoriitni Inqniiitonini of

Nicolas Eymerich (Rome, 1.585) gives a detailed
account of the methods emjjloyed—tlie spy system,
delation, secrecy, torture, the union in one person
of judge and accuser, the liindrances put in the

way of the victim's defence, the direct interest of

the tribunal in a condemnation which secured the
confiscation of the property of tlie accused. Tliis

procedure exercised a corrupting influence on tiie

criminal jurisprudence of the Continent which has
not been wholly exorcized even in our own day.
Lea, tlie historian of the Inquisition, writes :

' Of all the curses w hich . . . [it] brought in its train this,

perhaps, was the greatest
— that, until the closinj; years of the

eighteenth century, throughout the greater part of Europe, the

inquisitorial process, as developed for the destruction of heresy,
became the customary method of dealing with all who were
under accusation

'

(i. 560).

England escaped the contagion : its laws reflect

the lay, not the clerical, mind.
A relative toleration was extended to Jews—

partly from historical, more from economic motives :

financial necessity set bounds to religious zeal.

And pagans were technically exempt from eccle-

siastical jurisdiction, though the exemption was
less real than nominal, few, if any, pagans being
found where it prevailed. In each case two con-

flicting theories lay side by side unreconciled.
Neither Jews nor pagans, being unbaptized, were

subjects of the Church ; yet, on the other hand,
'Compelle intrare' applied with no less force to

aliens without than to wanderers from within.

The inconsistency was solved in practice. The arm
of the Church was long, and neither Jew nor

pagan who came within its reach had reason to

boast that his lot was more tolerable than that of

the heretic, though the latter was its more legiti-
mate prey.

In the Middle Ages, as at other times, an under-
current of rationality ran under the tide of ignor-
ance and fanaticism. In his Defensor Pads (1324)
Marsilius of Padua repudiates the dominant OT,
or theocratic, interpretation of Christianity.

'Moysi legem Deus tradidit observandam in statu vitae prae-
sentis, ad contontiones hunianas dirimendas, praecepta talium

specialiter continenteni ;
et ad hoc projiortionaliter se habentem

hunianae legis quantum ad aliquam sui partem. Verum hujus-
modi praecepta in Evangelica lege non tradidit Cliristus, sed
tradita vel tradenda supposuit in huinanis legibus, quae obser-
vari et principantibus secundum eas omnem animam hunianam
obedire praecipit, in his saltern quod non adversaretur legi salutis'

(ii. 215 ; cf. Milnian, vii. 406).
The gospel, he says, is the only authoritative law of Christian-

ity ; it gives no coerrive power or secular jurisdiction to pope,
bishop, or priest. Tlie Church is the whole assembly of the
faithful. With regard to the clergy, the question is not whiit

power was possessed by Christ, but what He conferred on the

apostles, what descended from them to the bishops and presby-
ters, what He forbade them to assume, what is meant bj' the

power of the keys. The clergy, then, have no coercive power
overheretics, Jews, or infidels. Judgment on them is by Christ

alone, and in the other world, though they may be punished by
the temjioral ruler if they offend against the civil law. He
remarks acutely that the observance of the divine precepts is

by no means invariably enforced by the human legislator, and
draws the conclusion that the heretic is punished because he

transgresses not divine but human law.

It is a short step from this to the reflexion that

liberty of conscience is not properly open to any
VOL. IX.—48

restrictions except such as are imposed in the
interests of public order and for the safety of the
State.

Such speculations, however, were for the few ;

the many were not ripe for radical solutions ;

they took, as their custom is, the middle way.
The popular mind is liable, generally under the

pressure of fear, to sudden accesses of fanaticism
;

but, at least in the later Middle Ages, while accept-
ing the principle that the heretic was an oH'ender,
it resented the execution of the laws against heresy
where this execution was exceptionally cruel or
on a large .scale. Our own attitude to capital

f)unishment is not dissimilar. We acquiesce in the
death penalty in extreme cases ; but with the pro-
viso, 'odiosa restringenda sunt.' We are ready to

find reasons for not inflicting it, and we should
resent its being indiscriminately or lightly applied.
This temper gained ground, though slowly ; and
its growth explains the discredit into which, except
in Spain, the Inquisition had fallen in the 16th

century. This discredit was a condition of the
Reformation. Had the Reformers found them-
selves opposed by the resistless forces disposed of

by Innocent III. and Simon de Montfort, the
movement would in all jirobability have gone down
in blood and fire.

In Spain, where the unity of tlie nionarcliy was
of recent date, patriotism and zeal for Catholicism
went hand in hand. Three main causes led to the
hold obtained by the Inquisition over the Peninsula :

(1) the distrust with which the forced converts from
Jutlaism and Muhammadanism were generally
regarded ; (2) the desire to strengthen the monarchy
against separatist tendencies ; (3) rapacity

— the
victims were rich, and the confiscations on a large
scale. The tribunal began its work in 1481. Before
the year was out, 298 victims had been burned in

Seville ; and the Jesuit Mariana computes the
victims in the two dioceses of Seville and Cadiz at

2000. Llorente gives a total of some 32,000 (Reinach,

writing in 1906, more than trebles the figures) sent

to the flames between 1481 and 1809, when the last

heretics suffered, a Jew being burned and a Quaker
hanged. But the executions represent a fraction

only of the injuiy inflicted on the nation. JeMS,
Moors, and Moriscos, or Christianized Moors, were
banished to the number of about 3,000,000 ; and,
as they were the most prosperous and intelligent
members of the communitj', the loss to trade,

industry, and agriculture was incalculable ; in

seventy years the population sank from 10,000,000
to 6,000,000. Spain, once the rival of France and

Britain, fell to the rank of a power of the third

class.

Both in Madrid and in Rome the Inquisition
struck high. An archbishop of Toledo died under
a capital sentence, the last Catholic archbishop of

Canterbury, Pole—'Carnifex et Flagellum Ecclesife

Anglicanaj'—under a charge of heresy. And it

had the courage of its opinions. The condemnation
of Galileo,

' reo d'aver veduto
La terra volgersi intorno al sole,'

placed the Church in a dilemma from which she
sutlers to this day. Either the condemnation was
infallible, in which case infallibility is shattered,
or it was fallible, in which case (for it was not till

1835 that the Copernican teaching was tolerated)
for more than 200 years Catholics were bound to

give interior assent to what was untrue. A recent

apologist urges that one error is an insutlicient

ground for questioning the competence of so august
a tribunal as the Inquisition. He adds, however :

'

Malgr6 tout les "gens de peu de (oi
" dont parle rE\-angile—

et ils sont nombreux—craignent encore instinctivcment que ce

qui est arrive une fois ne se renouvelle. Et cetlo frayeur, cctte

tentation de doute, qu'on lo veuille o\i non, est une consequence
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loinUine et durable de la coiidainnation do Cialilee' (E. Vacaiidard,

£tude* de CI iti'iiie, 1st ser., Taria, 1906, p. 386).

The historian will hesitate to endorse Vacandard|3
iiraise of llie

'

prudence hien connue des con':;re-

eations roniaines.' The Inquisition has been as

impotent for good as it has been potent for

evil.

'It introducol a system of jurisprudence which infected the

rriminal law of all" the lands subjected to its influence, and

rendered the aduiinistr.itiou of penal justice a cruel mocker.v

for centuries. It furiii>hcd the Holy See with a uoweriul

weaiKin in aid of political a-frrandizenient, it tempted secular

sovereigns to iinitiite the example, and it prostituted the name

of religion to the vilest temporal emls. It stimulated the

morbid sensitiveness to doctrinal aberrations until the most

triflii!'' dissirteiice was capable of rousing insane fury, and of

coiivuTsinR Europe from end to end. On the other hand, when

atheism becasne fashionable in hiirh places, its thunders were

mute. Enerjretie onlv in evil, when its powers micrht have been

used on the side of virtue, it held its hand
'

(Lea, iii. G50).

3. Modern attitude.—When the question of the

attitude of tlie Homan Catholic Church of to-day

towards persecution is raised, a distinction must

be made. The members of this Church, bein<^ men,
are involved in the human movement; and, as this

is humanitarian, it is natural that they should

resent tiie cliar-,'e of intolerance, and endeavour to

shift the inconvenient burden from the Church to

medianal society and the medi:eval State. So argue
not only popular writers, but scholars such as

Hergenrother {Catholic Church and Christian

Stafl', Eng. tr., London, 1876, essays xvi. andxvii.).

But the Church is precluded by her principles froin

talcing this position : the Decree Lamentahili,

1907 (prop. 53 f.). excludes the notion of develop-

ment or process from religion ; and, as the Church

stands or falls with the papacy, so the papacy
stands or falls with the principle of persecution.
The Syllabus of 1864 condemns the proposition,
' Ecdesia vim inferendi potestatem non habet

'

;

and Leo X. condemned among the errors of Lutlier

the proposition,
• Haereticos comburi est contra

Toluntatem Spiritus
'—from which, says Hergcn-

rother, with a certain naivet6,
'
it only follows that

it is not contrary to the spirit of Clnlstianity to

punish heretics w'ith death by fire
'

(ii. 309). In the

words of Lord Acton,

'The Inquisition is peculiarly the weapon and peculiarly the

work of the Popes. It stands out from all those lhina:s in which

they co-operated, followed, or assented as the distinctive feature

of papal Rome. It was set up, renewed, and perfected by a

long series of acts emanating from the supreme authority in the

Church. No other institution, no doctrine, no ceremony is so

distinctly the creation of the papacy, except the Dispensinf,'

powers. It is the principal thing with which the papacy is

identitied, and by which it must be jud;,'ed.

The principle of the Inquisition is murderous, and a man's

opinion of the p.apacy is regulated and determined by his opinion
about religious assas.sination.

If he honestly looks on it as an abomination, he can only

accept the Primacy with a drawback, with precaution, suspicion,
and aversion for its acts.

If he accepts the Primacy with confidence, admiration, uncon-

ditional obedience, he must have made terms with murder'

(Letters to ilary Gladstone, ed. H. Paul, London, 1913, p.

147 f.).

The greatest names of the Counter-Reforma-
tion are not free from this stain ; the hands of

its saints are red with blood. And to argue that

these men acted in accordance with their prin-

ciples and the principles of their religion, as no

doubt they did, only throws the difficulty farther

back.
The catena of authorities is unbroken. Pius V.

and Gregory XIII. were privy to consjiiracies against
the life of Elizabeth, ami Gregory api)lauded the

massacre of St. Bartholomew ; Clement VIII.

denounced the Edict of Nantes ; Innocent X. the

IVace of Westphalia ;
Pius VII. protested against

the freedom of conscience clauses in the Bavarian

Constitution of 1800 and the French Charter of

1814. In the Encyclical Mirari vos (1832) Gregory
XVI. proclaims :

'Ex hoc putidissimo iiidiflferentismi fonte, absurda ilia fluit

ac erronea seiitentia, seu potius dilirameiitum, asserendam esse

ac vindicandam cuilibet libertatem conscientiae' ;

and the ideas of Leo xni., though expressed in

milder form, do not emerge from the iron circle of

necessity in which the Catholic theory of revela-

tion and the doctrine of exclusive salvation compel
the received teaching to move. The good faith of

the popes—even the popes of the Albigensian
Crusade and the Counter-Keformalion— need not

be questioned ; they thought to do God service,

by stake, axe, and cord. But, says P. von

lioensbroech (Das Papsttitm in seiner sozial-kal-

turellen Wirksamkeit, Leipzig, 1906-07, p. 180),

there can be no more conclusive disproof of the

divine origin of the papacy than the good faith of

the jiopes in their age-long work of blood.

It is probably safe to say that the Church will

never again be able to reduce these princijiles to

practice. The world's tide runs strongly in the

opposite direction ; and, this being so, the question
of what would be her policy under circumstances

which are in fact excluded does not arise. But
domestic tyranny is more than a possibility. The
saner and more moderate elements in Ronian
Catholicism have sutlered, even in our own time,

under the tyranny of the hierarcliy ; and the

Church is, and will be for long, so important a

social and political factor in European life that

this cannot be a matter of indillerence either to the

civil power or to the community at large. A sect

may administer its own atiairs unchecked—' de

minimis non curat praetor
'—but a Church which is

a world force cannot be entrusted with unlimited

autonomy ; the pre-Revolution absolutisms, tauglit

by long experience, saw this more clearly than the

new democracies of to-day. Ruflini (Religious

Liberty, ch. xxi.) gives the modern State the alter-

natives of separation
—as in the United States and

in France since the abolition of the concordat of

1801—or what he calls
'

jurisdictionalism,' under

which, as in England, and in France before 1906,

the Church of the majority, while enjoying certain

official privileges, is kept under a certain State

control. If the former is better adapted to com-

munities in which no religious body possesses a

decided preponderance in numbers or influence,

there is much to be said for the latter, where the

majority of the citizens belong to one communion
and profess, or at least accept, one creed. Here
' a free Churcli in a free State

'

may be a doubtful

benefit: majorities need restraint; and the con-

science of the community as a whole is more to be

trusted than that of any section of it, clerical or

lay. Where the control of the community is absent

or ineffective, the clerical caste, experience shows,

magnifies its office unduly. The clergy are good
servants, but bad masters ; the wisest ruler is he

who distrusts ecclesiastical liberties most pro-

foundly, and proclaims the sovereign as ' in all

causes and over all persons whether ecclesiastical

or civil within these his dominions supreme.' But
it is less to external circumstances or political

arrangements than to the slow growth of the

reason and conscience of mankind that we may
look for the solution of the jiroblems

—many of

which, it will be admitted, are still open—which
an older world than ours cut by the sword of per-

secution. The unity of religion, as in general of

all that falls under 'the head of spirit, is a unity
not of content, but of idea, of direction, of move-
ment.
LiTKRATURE.—H. C. Lea, nist. of the Inquisition of the
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PERSECUTION (Modern Christian).—At the
close of tlie 15lh cent. Christendom was at a low-

ebb, geo<^rai)hica!ly and numerically. The once

flourishing churches of the Far East had been
almost destroyed by the Mongols, those of the
Near East .subjugated by the Turks. But the
nortliern States of Scandinavia an<l Britain were
in communion with Rome, the kings of France had

adjusted their quarrel witli the popes, and the

Holy Roman Empire seemed again a reality when
the vast possessions of Spain were under the same
ruler. Western Cliristeudom was compact, united
in doctrine and in organization. The Fiftli Lateran
Council sat witliout realizing that the whole system
was underTuineil, and that within eight months of

its rising the match would l)e lit.

Two theories which led to i)ersecution as a duty
held the field. Tlie one was that a l)ody of truliis

existed, some still latent, some explicitly stated in

dogmas, necessary and vital ; so vital that, unless
a man accepted them, he would without doubt
perish everlastingly. Theotlier was that Christen-
dom formed a single body, with a spiritual arm
and a secular ; when the former had done its best
to reclaim an erring member and had failed, the
latter must punish.^ Tliere was room for discus-
sion as to the precise inter-relation of the two
arms, but there was no room to doubt the duty of

supjiressing every book and person challenging
received truth.

The characteristic of the last four centuries is

that these theories have been emphatically tra-

versed, that their corollary of persecution has been

repudiated, that a counter-theory is now widely
held, asserting the soul's direct responsibility to

God and the freedom of conscience from the
dominion of man. Thus the history of persecution
in this period will show it regarded (1) as a religious

duty, (2) as a political expedient, (3) as a political
blunder, and (4) as a sin against God.

I. A religious duty.—For centuries it had been
seen that it was needful not to wait for outward
manifestation of error, but to probe into possible
sources, and for this purpose there had been many
forms of the Inquisition (q.v.). As episcopal inde-

pendence had lessened, diocesan inquisitors had
become unimportant, and the Roman Curia had its

own agents. Thanks to the zeal of the Spaniard
Dominic, the Black Friars were usually the papal
inquisitors. In the 16th cent, others came to the

front, but, however agents and methods varied,
the tiieories and policy of the Cui'ia remained, with

only natural growth.
Hadrian VI. had served an apprenticeship as in-

quisitor in Aragon before he became pope.
He brought to Rome ' the Spanish idea of rigorous discipline

within the church and merciless intolerance toward insuboi-dina-
tion of every kind. The Inqnisilion, if he could have had his
wav, would have been established wherever heresy lifted up its

head.' 2

Spain, indeed, had worked out a most effective
form of Inquisition, as will be seen ; after experi-
ence ^Yitll it CaraH'a reorganized the papal Inquisi-
tion on its lines. Thus in 1542 a special Congrega-
tion of the Holy Odice was founded in Rome.
Six cardinals—their number was afterwards in-

creased to tliirteen—Avere empowered to arrest and
im])rison all suspected heretics, and to try all cases
of heresy, on both sides of the Alps. They might
institute minor tribunals, and thus create a world-
wide organization. Within the i)a]ial States there
was no conllict with civil authorities, and the

inquisitors began at once ; by negotiation with
Italian princes they soon acted more widely ; but
most rulers declined to admit their jurisdiction,
and preferred to deal with heresy by other machi-

1 See Trans. Royal Hist. Soe., .Srd ser., v. [1911] 63.
2 A. M. Newman, A Manual of Church Ilistory, Philadelphia,

1903, ii. 353.

nery. The Congregation was quite successful in

Italy ; eight or nine Protestant congregations
were dispersed, and persecution ceased because

uniformity was restored.

The Holy Ortice saw that to deal only w ith man
was futile, and it systematized the censorship of

books (see Offick, THK Holv). Carall'a, now
Pope Paul IV., drew up an ' Index Librorum Pro-

hibitorum,' which forbade the use of any book
from any one of 01 orinters, or written by any one
of a much longer list of authors, including even
Erasmus. This was so drastic that it was dis-

cussed at Trent, and a commission framed ten
rules to be observed in revising it

; the Tridentine
Index came out under Pius IV. in 1504. The work
proved so great that Pius V. created a special Con-
gregation of the Index (see Index).
Spain furnished Rome with another great agency ;

Ignatius Loyola brought his military ideas to the
service of the Church, and the Jesuits {q.v.) soon

surpassed the Dominicans in zeal and ability. An
early instance of their success may be given from

Upper Austria, where most of the nobles had
ac'cepted Lutheranism.'
Ferdinand gave the Jesuits permission to settle in Vienna,

and in a few years they had rejuvenated the universities. In
15<»2 one of their pujjils was made vicar-general of Styria ;

under instructions from Clement vii., and with the aid of
Ferdinand gi\ en contrary to his guarantees, the entire Protes-
tant population was forcibly converted or expelled within
24 years.

The Jesuits were the soul of the Counter-Refor-
mation

; their methods in Bohemia were of the
same type, and equally successful ; the Anabaptists
were driven into Hungary at a month's notice ; the
Moravian Church was almost obliterated, and the
name of John Hus passed into oblivion.
To trace the activities of these two Congrega-

tions and of the Jesuits were needless ; their prin-
ciples are unchanged. Even such mystics as the
Spaniard Molinos and the French Fenelon were
condemned, and the Jansenist movement was
stopped. But, when Jesuit influence became
paramount in Rome, the papal assertions deserve
record.

Bible societies were in 1816 termed by Pius vil.
a ' fiendish instrument for the undermining of the
foundation of religion.'

^ Leo yiii. said ten years
later :

'

Every one separated from the Roman Catholic Church, how-
ever unblamable in other respects his life may be, because of
this sole olTeiice, that he is sundered from the unity of Clirist,
has no part in eternal hfe ; God's wrath hangs over him.'^

Pius Vin. began his pontificate by denouncing
liberty of conscience. Gregory XVI. in 1832, con-

sidering the Belgian declaration in favour of

religious liberty, pronounced this a mere '

deliia-
mentum.' Pius ix. in 1864 codified many papal
principles in his Si/Uabus uf Errors :

Error 21 is :

' The Church has not the power of defining
dogmatically that the religion of the Catholic Church is the
only true religion'; error 24 is: 'The Church has not the
power of availing herself of force, nor any temporal power
director indirect'; error 78 is: 'In certain Catholic countries
it is rightly provided by law that immigrants thither shall enjoy
public exercise of their own religion.'

•

Six years later the Vatican Council acknowledged
that the authority of the Roman pontitt'is immune
from error ; and in 1878 Leo XlII. declared that the
utterances of the S)/Hahu.^ are clothed with that

authority. Modernism is denounced ; modernists
are excommunicated. Pius X. reorganized the
Roman Curia into eleven congregations, of which
the Holy Office is first and the Index seventh,
and the^'^ are closely related.

The former, says Benedetto Ojetti,
'

judges herwy, and the
oiTcnces that lead to suspicion of heresy ; it applies the canoni-
cal punishment-s incurred by heretiC4S, gcjiismatics, and the like.

In this the UolyOttice ditVoi^ from all the other congregations.'*

1 Newman, ii. 384. '•' lb. ii. 446. » lb. ii. 44Sf.
4 Acta Saiictce Sedis, Rome, 1866 ; NewniAO, ii. 607.
6 CA' xiii. 13S".
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And it is the only (•()nj,'^regati(jn of which there is

no otiier president tlian tlie pope himself.

The Jesuits, thanks especially to J. P. Roothaan
and r. J. Beckx, have won almost complete control

of the Curial thought, policy, and machinery.
One illustration of summary action may suffice.

Henri Lasserre translated t)ie Gospels into French, and pub-
lished the version in ISST with the imprimatur ot the arcliliishop

of Paris and the a|>prova! of the pope. On 19th Dec. the Con-

(frt'gation of the Index fi^rbade it to be published, and ordered

all copies to be surrendered ; next day the pope approved this

decree, without conunent or explanation, in the most solemn
form.

Joseph Blotzer* justifies such action on the

grounds that religious belief is
'

something objec-

tive, the gift of God, and therefore outside the

realm of free private judgment' ; that the Church
is

' a society . . . whose tirst and most inijiortant

duty must naturally be to retain unsullied this

original deposit of taith.' James Bridge* states

that.
'

though the Church exercises that riglit [of

coercin{/ all Christians] for the most part by

spiritual sanctions, she ha.s never relinquished the

right to use other means.' To a Koman Catholic

such action is not teciinicalij- 'persecution'
—this

can be inflicted only on the Church, not bj' the

Church ; it is simply the lawful and nece.ssary
exercise of discipline.

Hitherto we liave dealt onlj' with proceedings
initiated or approved by the court of Rome, where
its responsibility is not denied. Its principles may
now be considered as applied by the Hapsburgs in

Spain and the Netherlands.

{<() Spain.
—Ferdinand and Isabella obtained a

bull in 1478 empowering them to establish a royal

inquisition to investigate the genuineness of the

religion of the ' New Christians
'

of Jewish descent ;

the scope of this was soon enlarged to enable those

of Muslim descent to be dealt with also. Under

Torquemada the Holy Office was alloweil to frame
its own rules. Soon it became independent of the

bishops, entitled to call in the aid of all civil author-

ities, able to disobey even the pope. Thirty-two
years after its foundation an inscription was placed
on its headquarters at Seville to the effect that

about 1000 people had been burned, and about

20,000 had been condenmed to penance-s. In 1609

I'hiiip III. was persuaded to banish all the Moriscos,
or Christians descended from the Muslim Moors ;

the measure was carried out so thoroughly that

more than 2,0(X),000 are supposed to have been

exiled. Thenceforward the Inquisition turned its

energies in other directions. It spread throughout
all the Spanish po.ssessions, except where special

arrangements were made, as in Naples, Sicily, and
the Netherlands. Thus all the New World allotted

to Spain by the Roman See was under its jurisdic-

tion, and any native who relapsed from Christi-

anity to his ancestral faith was at its mercy.
More dubious were the rights of the Inquisition

over foreigners, and an illustration may be given
which displays the normal procedure, without any
sensational features.*

Huph W'injffield of Rotherham, with five other soldiers from
the '

(Jahriel,' was captured in the ordinary course of war durinj,'

1592, anfi was put in the royal prison of Teneriffe. The pro-
moter fiscal of the Holy Office appeared before the inqui.sitor,

denouncing him as a pirate, heretic, and apostate ; a prima facie
case was established, and hf was removed to the cells of the

Inquisition. These were so far from bein^ places of torment
that the prisoners used to open them after dark an<I spend the

eveninjf to^jether. Within a week Winpfield was examined, and
he acknowledtfed that he had ' neverheard Mass, as it is not said,

but only the service used by the Protestants of Plnu'land ; and
that this is the relijfion instituted by Calvin." •• Further, he

declared that he could not abandon a religion that lie knew, and

promise to follow one that he did not know ; but he desired to

know the truth. After instruction for a fortnight, he acknow-

ledged that the new religion of his country was bad, that in her

1 CE viii. 26'. * lb. xi. 703".

3 '

English Merchants and the Spanish Inquisition in the

Canaries,' Roj/a( Hist. Soe., 1912. pp. 83-62.

^lO.p. 41.

and all her opinions lay the soul's perdition, and he asked to l)e

received into the Holy Catholic Church. He was then taught
the prayers ; as he fell ill, he was taken to hospital and nursed ;

in June 1693 he was released on parole. This he broke, and

escaiied, and it is recorded sadly that this usually happened.
The incident elicited orders from Seville not to deal with such

cases, but to take proceedings against foreigners only when they
offended against the faith within the dominions of the Spanish

crown, or while the ships were anchored in the ports. The local

inquisitor disoiieyed these orders, and on 2]8t Dec. 1597 some of

Winglield's companions were among eleven Englishmen dealt

with at a public auto de fi by imprisonment, confiscation of

goods, etc.

The Siianish Inquisition came to be detested

by orthodox Spaniards.' A young priest named
I'adron was admitted about 1790 to discussions

with Protestant ministers at the house of George
Washington in Philadel))hia (the date and place
are highly significant). Being asked how he could

defend a Church that had invented the Inquisition,
he attacked the Spanish Inquisition, declaring it

to be the work not of the Church, but of the royal

power, and to be contrary to the spirit of the

gospel. Franklin invited him to preach this

publicly, which he did in the Roman Catholic

church of Philadelphia. The sermon was trans-

lated into English, and repeated by a parish priest

to an enormous audience. Padron then toured the

States with the same theory. Such was the story

told by Padron in 1813, when he was deputy from

the Canaries to the Cortes of Cadiz, met to discuss

the suppression of the Inquisition. He denounced

it there as a spurious growth, a clog upon the

Church, an insult to Spanish loyalty to Catholi-

cism, and a usurpation
of episcopal autliority. Such

attention did his speech attract that it was trans-

lated by the English admiral and published.'^
Meanwhile Joseph Bonaparte, who had sup-

pressed the Inquisition in 1808, turned over the

archives to Llorente, its former secretary, that its

history might be written. The results were pub-
lished in Paris, 1815-17, much to the .subsequent
discomfort of the author. His accuracy was chal-

lenged but never disproved, and an English abridg-
ment appeared in 1826. Meanwhile Ferdinand Vll.

had restored the Inquisition, but it was again
abolished in 1820.

The theory propounded by Padron was elabor-

ated and defendea by Joseph de Maistre, a Savo-

yard whose works include a treatise on the Spanish

Inquisition, and a book entitled Tlie, Pone; con-

sidered in his Relation loith the Church, Temporal
Sovereignties, etc.* The latter work, originally

published in 1815, is a classic for Ultramontanes,
and the modern starting-point of the development
culminating with the Vatican Council. His theory
has the great advantage for orthodox Roman
Catholics that they can lay the blame of the ex-

cesses of the Inquisition on royal shoulders, not on

papal. To American readers they can protest :

' The authority of the Inquisition began and ended with the

crown. . . . When I denounce the cruelties of the Inquisition,

I am not standing aloof from the Church, but I am treading in

her footsteps. Bloodshed and persecution fonn no part of the

creed of the Catholic Church.'^

It is further possible to praise the pope for
'

pre-

venting the Spanish Government from establishing
its Inquisition in Naples or Milan, which then

belonged to Spain, so great was his abhorrence of

its cruelties.'* This appears to imply that the

Inquisition in Calabria was not the Spanish, Init

the papal, as T. M. Lind.say also implies ; so that

the treatment of the Waldenses at Cosenza from

1555 to 1561 was the work of the Holy Oflice more

directly.
'They were exterminated by sword, by hurling from the

summits of cliffs, by prolonged confinement in deadly prisons,

1 'English Merchants and the Spanish Inquisition in the

Canarie",' Royal Hist. Soc. 1912, p. xi.

2 British Museum, 4071. h. 37. 3 Eng. tr., London, 1850.

* James Cardinal Gibbons, The Faith of our Fat fit rs, Balti

more, 1893, pp. 293, 286.
5 lb. p. 29C.
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at the stake, in the mines, in the Spanish galleys. One hundred
elderlv women were first tortured and then slaughtered at

Montalto. The survivors among the women and children were
sold into slavery.''

It is regrettable that the sword wa.s used for the

ell'usion of blood, for
' the Popes denounced and

laboured hard to abolish its sanguinary features,'

.says Gibbons.* On the whole theory of de Maistre,
be it noted that the Spanish Inquisition was based

on a papal bull, and was enlarged by a papal brief

of 1571, that popes heard appeals from the Inquisi-

tion, exempted whole classes from its scope, and
intervened often in its doings. As in 1816 torture

had been abolished in all the tribunals of the In-

quisition, it is hard to .see why the popes had not

exercised their authority, which had availed to

suppress Templars and Jesuits, to curb the Spanish
Inquisition.

(b) The Nethcrla7id,-i. —^lotley has told in detail

how Charles v. and his son Philip of Spain dealt

with the Low Countries. In April 1522 Charles

appointed Van den Hulst as inquisitor-general,
and by brief in June next year Hadrian VI. com-
missioned him to act concurrently with the epi-

scopal inquisitors. Emperor and pope acted most

harmoniously, Clement vii. and Paul III. conlirm-

ing the successive heads, Charles issuing their in-

structions. Philip confirmed these instructions

before he had been a month on the throne, besides

appointing fourteen new bishops, each with two

special inquisitors. It was asked why the Spanish

Inquisition was not introduced, and Philip ex-

plained to his half-sister,
'

L'Inquisition des Pays-
Bas est plus impitoyable que celle d'Espagne.'

^ A
few illustrations of his statement may be given ;

details will be found in T. J. van Braght, Het

Bloedigh Tooneel, Dort, 1660, Eng. tr., Lancaster,

Pa., 1837; and Gerrit Brandt, Historie der Hc-

formatie, Amsterdam, 1677, Eng. tr., London,
1720-23.
The town-clerk of Antwerp was obliged to stand on a plat-

form, to retract certain opinions said to be set forth in a preface
that he had written, and to burn the hook ;

he was then im-

prisoned and banished. Jan Walen of Krommeniesdijke and
two friends were bound to stakes with chains, and, a fire being
laid round them, they were slowly roasted to death. This

form of capital punishment was reserved for Anabaptist men,
the women being drowned. When the Anabaptists tried to

emigrate, five vessels on which they were sailing were sunk
with all on board ; the others were taken back, and the heads of

the leaders were exposed on poles. After eight years of this the

Anabajitists began to defend themselves, and the fall of Miinster

was the signal for a special edict against them. Men who made
converts were to be burnt to death ; men who were re-baptized
but recanted were to be slain with the sword, women were

'only to be buried alive.' ^

The papal-imperial Inquisition of the Nether-

lands must not be confounded with the ancient

episcopal Inquisition, nor with the secular Council

of Tumults created by Alva in 1567. This dealt

not with heretics, but with traitors ;' treason was
defined so as to include signing netitions against
the Inquisition and tolerating field-preaching. By
this time there were other heretics than Ana-

baptists, and these were more defiant. Alva wrote

to the king saying that early one Ash Wednesday
he had arrested 1500 in bed, and adding,

'
I have

ordered all of them to be executed.' Before long
there was an insurrection, which did not, and does

not, seem to be regarded with such horror as the

defence of Miinster. By 1607 tlie Spaniards had

to own themselves beaten so far that the northern

provinces were treated as independent. From that

day the Netlierlands has been the home of religious

freedom, where the newtheory assailing the fotinda-

tions of persecution took shape and whence it was

spread abroad.
1 T. M. Lindsay, History of the Reformation, Edinburgh, 1907,

ii. 601 f.

a P. 296.
3 J. L. Motley, Rise of the Dutch Rejmblic, new ed., London,

1878, pp. lGS-174.
4 Lindsay, ii. 235. ' lb. ii. 256.

2. A political expedient.
—In the cases considered

thus far the impelling motive was religious, the

emphasis being laid on tiie peril to the soul. But

persecution has often sprung from another motive
—the desire to unifj' and (consolidate the State.

This may be illustrated from tlie hi.story of

Germany, England, New England, Ru^r.da, France,
and Portugal.

{a) Germany.—The precedent was set here bj-

the Elector of Saxony in 1528, when he sent
Melanchtlion and other visitors round his domains
with instructions to deprive nonconforming priests
and to banish di.ssenting laymen.

'For the prevention of mischievous tumult and other incon-

veniences, we will suffer neither sect nor separation in our

territory.'
1

Three years later Melanclithon considered the

fate of Mantz, drowned at Zurich by the Zwing-
lians, and he wrote to Myconius that the Ana-

baptists were diabolical and not to be tolerated ;

their leaders everywhere ought to sulier the utmost

punishment.^ He and Zwingli based their views

on the political need of unity, for no Anabai)tist
had given sign of active resistance. The policy
was crystallized into the maxim for Germany,
'

Cujus regio, illius et religio.' This was applied

against Lutherans in 1731, when some 300 rejjre-

.sentatives assembled in Salzburg to consider the

danger in which they stood. They entered into a

salt-covenant to hold fast to the evangelical faith.

This was treated as rebellion ;
soldiers were quar-

tered on all evangelical families; and on 31st

October all were ordered to be lianished because

of the covenant. Most went to Lithuania, and a

few to Georgia in America, which was founded for

their benefit by Oglethorpe.
(b) England.—The Tudors laid stress upon uni-

formity, which Avas almost unknown befoie, as

they believed that it was necessary to make and

keep England great. Henry VII. applied the

method in secular departments, his son in ecclesi-

astical affairs. A dramatic exhibition was given
when on 30th July 1540 six preachers were drawn
from the Tower of London to Smithfield, where
three were burned for heresy and three were

hanged and quartered for treason in denying
Henry's supremacy over the Church. Three Acts
of Uniformity were passed under Edward and
Elizabeth ;

similar enactments were frequent for

half a century after 1640. Ejectments of clergy
who failed to change quickly enough were common
till the reign of William and Mary. Persecution

was most violent under Mary Tudor and Elizabeth.

The former acted on the advice of Spaniards, and
doubtless from religious motives. S. K. (iardiner*

reckons that in three years 277 persons were burned
to death for their religion. Elizabeth reverted to

her father's ideal, and aimed at a united England ;

as she sought a via media, she had to deal with

two parties. The Roman Catholics, who reckon

253 martyrs from Cardinal Fisher in 1535 to Arch-

bishop Plunket in 1681, claim 189 in the reign of

Elizabeth, who must be allowed the benefit of the

plea of her father and Alva, that these men were
executed for treason ; and, further, that most of

them came to England knowing the law and in-

tending to defy it ; that the pope had by bull de-

posed her and absolved all persons from allegiance :

that most of the accused could be pardoned on

taking the oath of allegiance. On the other side,

Dutch Anabaptists were burned : English Separa-
tists were hanged, imprisoneil, fined, or bani.-iiod.

The legislation of 1593 typifies the Tudor position.

Popish recusants were confined to a circle of five

miles round their birth-place. The balancing Act
1 O. Beard, The Rffonnation in its Rtlation to Modern

Thought [IlL, 1883], London, 1SS3, p. 177.

- 11). p. 180, quoting Corp. lief. ii. .'>4S).

:' Student's Uistorv of b'nglaiid, London, 1892, p. 427.
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against Protestants decreed tliat any person refus-

ing to come to his parish church liad the option of

forfeiting all his property and going abroad per-

manently or of being executed. Umler tliis Act
six Haptists were condemned to death as late as

1064 ; it was to avert the scandal of such an
execution that Bunyan was illegally detained in

prison for twelve years.
Tiie distinction between spiritual and secular

was retained. An ecclesiastical court only exconi-

ruunicated, but, if an accused person diil not make
his peace within forty days, the fact was signilieil
to Chancery, whence a wiit went to the sheritl" to

arrest and imprison until the ecclesiastical court
wa.s satisfied. The last case of burning for heresy
occurred in the reign of James I., and it gave such
scandal that no later writ of signijicavit is extant.
From that time the High Commissions became the
favourite courts. Penalties now seldom amounted
to ileatli. Roman Catholics were either lined £20
a month or, if tliat did not afl'ect them seriously,
deprived of two-thirds of their lands. For Pro-
testants

prison
and branding were preferred.

Dorothy frask died in 1645 after having been
lifteen years in jail for the crime of regarding
Saturday as the Sabbath.
The period 1640-60 must be separately studied.

After that the reign of Charles II. showed the inten-
sified difficulty of the situation, which again was
met by violent persecution, always under the forms
of law. Charles had the task of trying to restore

unity, when Dissenters plotted witn Holland and
Roman Catholics with France, when the navy
yard struck if the new Conventicle Act was
enforced, and Parliament voted no money till it

was carried out. The jails were crowded : in

December 1661 there were 289 Baptists in Newgate
•done ; a year later there were 214 Baptists and
Quakers. Even in 1672, on the intercession of a
Quaker who had assisted his escape from England
twenty years before, Charles found 491 men to
deliver from prison, whose sole ofl'ence was peace-
able worship outside the parish churches. Fearing
that his crown was in danger if the persecution
continued, the king issued a declaration of indulg-
ence, and licensed 4215 dissenting teachers or
houses. Next year, on financial threats from
Parliament, he withdrew the declaration. As it

was supposed to have been prompted by favour to
the Roman Catholics, popular fury turned towards
them, and a series of judicial murders took place
on the initiative of some perjurers. Then the see-

saw dijjped on the other side ; more ministers died
in jail ;

and after the abortive invasion of Mon-
mouth the progress of Jetlreys gave rise to a new
Western martyrology.
Peace was restored to England only by the com-

promise of 1689, which conceded a limited freedom
of worship at the cost of civil disability. Since
then persecution has been either sporadic or illegal,
or of the privative kind which confines fran-

chise, office, and emoluments to certain favoured
classes.

(c) New England.—Much less known is the
action of the Pilgrim P'athers. In 1650 they
passed a law forbidding people to meet on the
Lord's Day from house to house in Plymoutii.'
On 2nd October nine men and women were pre-
sented for so doing. There was no suggestion of

any riot; tliey were worshipping quietly. Governor
William Bradford, who signed that law, had four

years before described the early experience of
himself and his friends, keeping

' their meetings
every Sabbath in one place or another, exercising
the worship of (Jod among themselves.' * He must

1 Journal of the Friends Hist. Soe. xiiL [1916] 37.
2 Br.idford MS, folio 31

; printed by E. Arber, The Story of
>he Pilgrim Father.i, London, 1897, p. 70.

have had a very strong sense of the need of keejnng
his little colony homogeneous. Under his successor
the Pilgrims used the stocks, the cage, the jail ;

they lined, confiscated, whipped, banished, till the
Restoration ended their scandalous doings.

> When
such things were done in the green tree of

Plymouth, the state of attairs may be readilj"^

imagined in the dry tree of Boston. There the

persecution culminated in hanging four Quakers
on the common early in 1660. P.ut the Puritans
at least were thoroughly consistent, and acted
from loftier motives. With them the desire for a
unified territory was accessory to a genuinely
religious feeling, as with Calvin, whose conduct in
the case of Servetus had set them the example.

(d) Russia.—In few lands is there such close

blending between Church and State as in Russia.
It arises out of the circumstances in which Muscovj'
achieved independence. The clergy did much to

l)romote the oroanization by which the rule of the
Muslim Mongols was ended, and the invasion of

the Roman Catholic Poles was repelled. Before
the 15tli cent, ended, a grandson of the Kaisar at

Constantinople had as Tsar transplanted the

Byzantine traditions to Moscow, whose archbishop
he caused to be recognized by the four Eastern

patriarchs as a fifth colleague. The royal house
soon died out, and a grand national assembly chose
a son of the patriarch to be Tsar. In the middle of

the 17th cent, the patriarch Nikon instituted many
reforms with the support of the Tsar and of all the

bishops but one, who was deposed, flogged, and
kept in prison till he died mad. The laity and
many clergy resisted ; persecution led to civil war.
In 1667 Nikon was deposed by an ecclesiastical

council, but the schism continued ; even to-day,
after constant oppression, the Old Believers are

supposed to number 12,000,000. Peter the Great
averted the risks arising from future pretensions
of any patriarch by abolishing the office and
instituting a holy governing synod, composed
chiefly of bishops nominated by himself, and pre-
sided over by himself or a lay deputy—very like

a Tudor High Commission with Thomas Cromwell
at its head. This change was enforced by more
persecution, and a new rebellion was subdued.
Two generations later Catherine II. took over

all the capital of ecclesiastical property, paying
the clergy and monks regular salaries ; it was a

good precedent for the French National Assembly,
though the Ecclesiastical Commission of 1836

applied the principle in England only to the

bishops. But Catherine's extension of boundary
brought under her sceptre Lutherans of the Baltic
and Roman Catholics of Poland, so that the homo-

geneous province of 1600 has swollen to a hetero-

geneous empire, with new ecclesiastical problems.
To-day in a population of 125,000,000 there are

14,000,000 Muslims and 5,000,000 Jews, the perse-
cution of whom is not here dealt with ; in the
Christian population Roman Catholics, Lutherans,
Old Believers, and Armenians are large factors,

though altogether they are not a quarter of the
number of the State Church. In theory there is a

general toleration ; in practice tliere is nothing of

the kind.' Propaganda is forbi<lden ; at the best

of times a minister of a sect can be registered only
for one building and one congregation, while police

frequently attend to watch. Prison, flogging,
removal to the Caucasus or Siberia, and exile are
the constant experience of such ministers, and also

of many lay Dissenters.

(e) France.—The religious wars of the 16th cent,

resulted in the Edict of Nantes securing a certain

privileged position of toleration to the Huguenots
1 Journal of the Friend^ Uist. Soc. xiii. [1916] 37.
2 R. S. Latimer, Under Three Taart: Libert]/ of Conseience in

Riisgia, London, 1909.
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(7. v.). I^ouis XIV. could not brook svicli division,
and, prompted by otliers witli dillerent motives
from his, lie set to work to unify Ids reuim. Bitter
persecution led uj) to the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes in 1085, the expulsion of all ministers, and
the most strenuous measures for the oonfornuty of
tiie laity. The reaction came with the French
Revolution a century later, but the proclamation
of liberty, equality, and fraternity' on 14th July
1789 proved illusory. The National Assembly
adopted Catherine's plan with ecclesiastical pro-
perty, and went farther. The monastic orders
were abolished, and a new civil constitution was
framed for the Church. Of 136 bishoi)S only four
took the oaths, and 79 new prelates had to be
found

; the parish clergy resisted, and 600 are said
to have been massacred at Aviyiion alone. The
Legislative Assembly was anti-Christian. It
ordered Paris to be cleared of priests, and three
weeks later 300 clergy were massacred in prison,
thus ushering in the Reign of Terror. This
culminated in November 17U3, when Christianity
was forinally abolished, and the existence of God
was denied.

(/) Portugal. —This country aflbrds an earlier
case when a great Roman Catholic corponition
sufliered persecution. In 1750 the kingdom was
under clerical influence, especially that of the

Society of Jesus.' A series of economic reforms,
the organization of trading companies, and the

development of the colonies brought the State and
the Jesuits into sharp collision. If Richelieu
would not tolerate an ecclesiastical impcriiim in

imperio, no more would Pombal. In 1759 the

Society was expelled from all the Portuguese
dominions, and its funds were sequestered. In
extenuation of this action, it may be pointed out
that the governments of France and Spain, also

staunchly Roman Catholic, felt obliged to take
similar steps eight years later, that the pope
refused to permit the Spanish Jesuits to land in

Italy, that even the Austrians withdrew su]iport,
and that the next pope suppressed the wliole order
for ever. He set in the forefront of his reasons
that the Jesuits ruined souls by their quarrels and
their compromises with heathen usages. The bull
has never been withdrawn. Another pope, equally
infallilde, reconstituted the order, which silently
re-establislied itself in Portugal, and was a second
time expelled in 1834, and a third time in 1910.

On neither occasion was any action taken against
the Roman Catholic hierarchy and ])arochial

organization or against public worship. The State
has thrice V>een obliged to defend itself against a

powerful international organization, whose charac-
ter was declared by the papacy to be bad. Roman
Catholicism is still the religion of Portugal. The
constitution both permits the Protestant religion
and lays it down that no one can be persecuted for

religious reasons so long as he resjiects the religion
of the State and commits no oflence against pulJic
morals. Nor is this a dead letter ; a priest who in

1904 caused a Protestant worker to be assaulted
and robbed was sent to prison for 35 days.

3. A political blunder.—When diflerent religious
parties were more evenly balanced, the rulers some-
times saw that the only chance of internal peace
was a wide toleration, and that persecution would
be a mistake. An early example is found in

Poland, where, to avert civil war, Calvinists and
Lutherans were tolerated from 1552, and Mennon-
ites were invited by the king to come and settle,
with the jiromise of religious freedom. On his
death acom]iactof Warsaw during the interregn>nn
assured on 28th Jan. 1573 absolute religions libertj'
to all 'dissenters from the religion.' So also in

1 A. Wokl, The. SKppression 0/ the Society of Jesut in the

Portuguese Dominions, LomJon, 1877.

the Netherlands, where William of Orange, himself

successively Catholic, Lutheran, Calvinist, had to
insist that there must be mutual concessions as the

price of bare existence in the face of Spanish
troops. He carried his point first in 1576 with a
Pacilication of Ghent and again in the Union of
Utrecht.

Rvilers were assisted to see their way to this, by
the wide acceptance of a new political theory
originated by Calvin,

^

published in his Institutes,
and thus spread over the whole Western world.
It reached English readers first in the Politikc
Poioer of Bishop John Ponet, 1556 :

' Men oujrht not to obeie tlieir suptriour that shall commaunde
them to doc anything against Goddes Word. . . . Princes
abusing their oflice may be deposed by the body of the whole
congregation or commonwealth.'

Five years later all could read Calvin's closing
words :

'
If they [the three estates in everie realme] winke at kinfjes

wilfully raging over and treading down the poor communaltie
. . . they deceitfully betray the libertie of the people, whereof
they know themselves to bee appointed protectors by the ordi-
nance of God. '2

Acting on Knox's exposition of this theory, the
Scots deposed the queen regent in 1559, and the

parliament ratitied the Revolution on that ground.
VnviSiS Droit des niagistrtUs [\5iTi) and Philipi)e de

Mornay's Vindicice contra Tyrannos ( 1579) gave full

scope to the theory ; and in 1581 the Estates of the
Netherlands solemnly deposed Philip, justifying
the act in their declaration of independence.
The Italian jurist Hierom Zanchius, teaching in

Germany, added to Aquinas's doctrine of passive
resistance the obligation to active resistance.

'

If for the sake of religion j-ou oppose yourself to the king,
you oppose jourself not to power but to" tyranny, and unless
you do so oppose yourself, you act contrary to divine and human
law.'^

The doctrine was repeated at Heidelberg by the
German David Parens :

'

Inferior magistrates may justly, even by arms, defend the
commonwealth and church or religion against a superior
magistrate. '••

His book had the honour of being burned by-
James I., who blinded himself to the fact that
most of his thinking suljjects accepted this theory.
These books were chiefly political, many by

lawyers and statesmen ; they were widely circii-

lated and translated. England demanded new
editions after 1640, and the dogma that persecu-
tion for the sake of religion justihes armed resist-

ance and deposition led again to appropriate
action. And, whereas the Continental thinkers
were from the upjier ranks, it was a representative
council of the army which in August 1647 drew
out sixteen proposals as the basis of a treaty with
the king. One proposed to abolish all coercive

jiov.er in ecclesiastical ollicers, another to repeal
the Uniformity and Conventicle Acts, a third to
make the recent Covenant voluntarj' rather than

obligatory. Two months later a boiiy of democrats

presented to this council a manifesto stjled
' the

Agreement of the People,' which they considered
and amended. After an interlude of a second war
the army presented it formally to the House of

Commons in January 1648-49.

The ninth clause deals with religion, and provides 'that, to
the public profession so held forth, none be compelled by penal-
ties or otherwise ; . . . that such as profess faith in God by
Jesus Christ, however differing in judgment from the doctrine,

worshii), or discipline publicly set forth, as aforesaid, shall not
be restrained from, but shall be protected in, the profession of

their faith and exercise of religion, according to their consciences,
in an.\' place except such as shall be set apart for the public
worship.'*

1 H. D. Foster, 'The Political Theory of Calvinists before the
Puritan Emigration to America,' in Ainer. llitt. Rev. xxi.

[11)10] 4S1.
- Institutes, iv. xx. 31 (Norton's tr.).
3 Op. Theol., Heidelberg, 1013, iv. 799.
* Coin. <wi Bomang, Heidelberg, 1617, p. 1059.
* Gardiner, p. 370.
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Tlii3 document is the careful definition of
' the

Good Ohi Cause' for whicli tlie army declared

itself to have fou;;ht. In the Instrument of

Government (16th Dec. 1653), defining the constitu-

tion under which the Commonwealth was ^'overned,

the above provisions were incorporated word for

word.
The nation was by no means ripe for such ideas,

and the si.\ years of the Protectors did not educate

it as the forty-five years of Elizabeth had done.

Moreover, from the beg:inning Cromwell was
recreant. When he confined recusants within

their radius of five miles, he was only continuiii';

Elizabeth's plan, and avail in<^ himself of a special

exception in the Instrument. When he heavily
fined prelatists who rebelled, he again applied
Elizabeth's plan, and might say that rebels came
ott" lightly with only fines. But he forbade ejected
ministers to teach in schools, and set new prece-

dents of persecution destined to be used against
his supporters. And he turned on them also ;

orders went to Scotland to see that no Baptist
should teach in a scliool or hold any office of trust.

Faithless to his own express announcement a few-

years earlier that the State regarded efficiency and
not opinions, Cromwell did the very thing that he

had forbidden Crawford to do, and weeded the

army of Baptist oHicers. Before his death he was

persecuting many parties, and was fiercely de-

nounced by the 'leaders of 1647, some of whom

republished the Calvinist doctrine in the pamphlet
Killing no Murder, in May 1657. After his death
' the Good Old Cause '

revived, but its leaders were
in a minority, and, with the restoration of the

Presbyterians to power in 1659, persecution was
both legalized and practised freely for a generation.
The literary campaign continued, dealing with

the political aspects of the matter ; and it called

forth writers of very difl'erent types. Sidney and
Locke were of the Christian school ; the essay

Concerning Toleration was drafted at Oxford dur-

ing the cruelties of 1666, but was completed and
was first published most appropriately in Holland.^

Almost immediately Parliament accepted the view

that persecution had failed to secure unity and was
a political blunder. The Toleration Act was passed
in 1689. The Rainbow Club of the Huguenots
discussed the matter, and P. Bavle's Dictionnaire

historique et critique (4 vols., "Rotterdam, 1697)

leavened Continental thought. Voltaire, after an

English sojourn of 1726-29, returned to ring the

changes for half a century on the motto ' Ecrasez
I'infame !

' ' Down with persecution !

' The deists

and the unitarians took up the cause. It found

champions such as Mill, Buckle, and Lecky. A
statement from an agnostic standpoint was repub-
lished in 1893 by Leslie Stephen in his essay on
'

poisonous opinions.'
^

4. A sin ag^ainst God.—There was a momentary
glimpse of this view by Luther at Worms, but he
soon lost sight of it

;
and the familiar confessions

of the Reformation admit the right of the civil

authority to coerce in matters of religion. Speci-

ally noteworthy is the general unanimity of Cal-

vinist theologians in affirming not only the absolute

indepen<lence of the spiritual courts in matters

spiritual, but also ' the duty of the civil authorities

to caiTy out their spiritual sentences to their ap-

pointed civil consequences.'* Against such a doc-

trine the continuous, direct, and elaborate Biblical

indictment of persecution begins with Englishmen,

enjoying the actual liberty secured at Amsterdam
by the wisdom of William in the teeth of the

Calvinist ministers.

1 Epistola it ToUrantia, Gouda, 1639.
'^ An AgnoKtic'g Apology and other Essays, London, tS93,

•

Toleration,' p. 242 fl.

3 ERE uL 862«.

A group of exiles from Gainsborough set down
twenty short propositions in 1609, one stating that

excommunicated persons are not to be avoided in

what pertains to civil affairs. This was soon

complemented by this statement :

' The magistrate is not by vertue of his office to meddle with

religion, or matters of conscience, to force and compell men to

this or that form of relij;ion, or doctrine ; but to leaiie Christian

religion free, to eucry mans conscience . . . for Christ onelie is

the king, and lawgiuer of the church and conscience.'!

In 1614 a citizen of London residing in Holland

presented to King James a small book called

lieligions Peace : or a pica for liberty of conscience.

Whereiri is contained certain reasons against perse-
cution for religion. Next year appeared another

little work, Obiections answered by way of dia-

logue, wherein is proved . . . that no man ought to

be persecuted for his religion, so he testifie his

allegeance by the oath appointed by law. In 1620

another pamphlet came from the same group,
A most humble supplication of inany of the Icing's

majesty's loyal subjects . . . icho are persecuted

only for differing in religion, etc. Eight editions

appeared of these three works, quite apart from

antiquarian reprints."
The next assertion of the principle of liberty was

made, not against the Stuarts, but against refugees
from them who reproduced their policy on Calvin's

principles. Anne Hutchinson arrived in Boston
in 1634, was refused admission as a meuiber of

John Cotton's church, and so began a conventicle

in lier liome. As Cotton tried to stop it, Roger
Williams copied out some extracts from the 1620

book and sent them to hira, initiating a war of

pamphlets. The Company formally forbade new
churches to organize without consent of the officers

and of the elders in existing churches ; w hereupon
the elections turned on this prohibition. The
sitting governor was defeated, and Henry Vane,
the champion of freedom, Avas chosen ;

but with

1637 the persecutors returned to power. They
secured their victory by expelling Mrs. Hutchinson,

Williams, and many other opponents. Others left

in disgust, some going to Connecticut, but Vane
to England, where he continued his championship
against the Scots commissioners in the Westminster

Assembly, breaking with Cromwell in 1650 largely
on the same issue, and being imprisoned by him in

1656 because he protested against the Protector's

persecution of the Episcopalian clergy.
Meanwhile the victorious ministers and elders on

Massachusetts Bay followed up many refugees, and
tried to assert authority over the Island of Rhodes.

Williams was sent to London to secure exemption
from the Company's jurisdiction. There he pub-
lished in 1644 a long criticism dedicated to Parlia-

ment and entitled, The Bloudy Tenent of Persecu-

tion, for Cause of Conscience, discussed. This is a

standard work, examining the question on a

Biblical basis. It led to a long debate in New-

England.
Old England also was roused to the question.

Christopher Blackwood proclaimed that compulsion
of conscience was a pillar of Antichrist. Seven
London Calvinistic Baptist churches, issuing a

confession of faith, were equally clear, and, as the

confession was keenly criticized, they revised it,

and dedicated it to Parliament, w-hich was about
to enforce uniformity. They declared that they
would willingly submit to all civil laws, but could

not submit to some ecclesiastical laws ; therefore

they would accept the consequences in persecution.
One of the signatories took stronger ground next

year, propounding 50 questions to the Assembly of

Divines on the subject of compulsion. Obtaining
no answer, he expanded them into a book on the

T^Iohn Smyth, Works, Cambridge, 191.'-., ii. 682-684, 748.

2 Tracts on Liberty of Conscience and Persecution (Hansard
KnoUys Society), London, 1S48.
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I

necessity of toleration, witli a lon^' title defying'
the Assembly and Parliament. This he printed
and published without the censor's imprimatur.'
The same year Rhode Island codified the laws

passed hitherto without legal authority. On 10th

May 1647, summing up what had been already
stated and acted upon for nine years, the four

towns enacted under their charter that '
all men

may walk as their consciences persuade them,

every one in the name of his God.'*
Two years later Lord Baltimore, Roman Catholic

proprietor of the colony of Maryland, sanctioned a

Toleration Act which drew the line only at two

points : reproachful words against the Virgin Mary
were punishable with line, whipping, and banish-

ment ; denial of the Uodhead of any of the three

persons of the Trinity entailed confiscation of

goods and death. This law, however, was repealed
live years later after a revolution, when the Puritans

from Virginia obtained the upper hand ; they
banned '

popery, prelacy, and licentiousness of

opinion.'
' The policy and practice of Rhode Island

remained unchanged. Jews were welcomed as

settlers, and enjoyed the right of public worship as

early as 1658. Five years later a charter was
obtained from Charles, with a provision that ' no

person within said colony at any time hereafter

shall be in any wise molested, punished, disquieted
or called in question for any difiei-ences of opinion
in matters of religion.'* Thus the tlieories adopted
and expounded by Englishmen hfty years earlier

had won their way to permanent embodiment
under the auspices of the same religious com-
munion. Freedom was Avon, and was not used

selfishly to enslave others, but was held for all as

a trust from God.

5. The antithesis in practice.
—Issues were now

fairly joined, and the results exhibited. Persecu-

tion was either a duty to God or a sin against God.
The results in a few countries may be glanced at.

The Provincial Congress of Massachusetts on
9th Dec. 1774 resolved in words ' that the establish-

ment of civil and religious liberty to each de-

nomination is the sincere wish of this congress' ;'

but no deeds followed. In August 1789 a com-
mittee of the Baptist churches in Virginia memo-
rialized Washington, and next month the first

amendment to the draft constitution of the United
States declared that Congress should ' make no law-

respecting any establishment of religion, or pro-

hibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech or of the press.'* In 1832

even Massachusetts, the earliest and the latest

home of intolerance and persecution, gave np the

relics of the union of one favoured Church with

the State.

Progress was slower in England. Money penal-
ties were exacted regularly in the city of London
till a legal decision of 1767. Tithes are even yet

payable throughout Great Britain to the Estab-

lished Churches. Freedom of the press came
almost by an oversight, not because of Milton's

Areopngitica. Persecution under legal forms con-

tinued till after the Napoleonic wars, when, at the

cost of acquiescing in large money grants to the

Church of England, Dissenters obtained the repeal
of the Conventicle Act ; the Test and Corporation
Acts also disappeared in 1828. Only within living

memory have the grammar-schools and universities

in England been opened again to all, or offices

1 Robert Walsh, An Appeal from the Judgments of Great

Britain respecting the U.S., Philadelphia, 1819, pp. 429-43.5.

2 Rerords nf the Colony, etc., 10 vols., Providence, 1856-C5.
3 cibbons, p. 275.
* The Charters of . . . Maryland . . . Rhode Island, etc.,

1766, Original, Patent Roll, 15 Charles n. pt. 15, no. 3, at the

Public Record Ollicc.
6 T. F. Curtis, The Progress of Baptist Principles, Boston,

18.'j5, p. 54 f.

« lb. p. 56.

been made technically available. Still there is a
social boycott in many respects ; in some towns no
one need hope for the mayoraltj', whatever eminent
services he maj' have rendered, \inless he will be
at least an Occasional Conformist.

Latin America was long governed by men
imbued with Roman Catholic ideals. After the

political revolts last century the opposition was
lieaded by men largely indill'crent to religion, if

not actively hostile. A typical case is ^lexico ;

the issues were clearly stated, and literally fought
out between 1857 and 1867. The Plan de Tanibaya
upheld the special rights of the Roman Catholic

Church, Roman Catholicism as the sole religion,
and censorship of the press. The liberals fought
for freedom of religion, freedom of the press,
nationalization of Church property, and abolition

of special tribunals for ecclesiastics. They won,
but the temper of the clericals remains. In 1887
the Defensa Catolica declared that ' true charity
consists in opposing one's neighbour, in injuring
him in his material interests, in insulting him and
in taking his life, alwaj's supposing that it is done
for love of God.' ' This is not empty talk. At
Atzala in 1876 a Protestant church was set on fire

during service, and, as the worshipjiers came
out, they were hewn down by a fanatical mob.
Even in 1898, at Irapuato, a Protestant girl was

dragged to the public square and threatened with

burning.
Some other States have not yet reached the

Mexican position even in theory. The fourth
article of the Peruvian Constitution declares that
' the nation professes the apostolic Roman Catholic

religion ; the State protects it, and does not permit
the public worship of any other.''' The penalty is

no longer death, but there are severe disabilities.

In practice every one doing Protestant work must
be prepared to risk his life. In 19U9 a colporteur
was mobbed at Dores do Turvo in Brazil, the priest

calling on the people to burn him. In Paraguay
a priest stirred up the people to kill the heretic if

he did not leave, and he was restrained only on an

appeal to the government. Nor are such incidents

peculiar to the other side of the world. Tales like

these are constantly being reported as to Roman
Catholic priests on the Continent. In the diocese
of Trier a worker finds a priest walking beside

him all day and every day, warning the people ;

in Styria, Italy, and Brittany workers are boy-
cotted, food is refused, and any one who heeds
them is threatened with eviction ; mobs are raised

against them in Carniola and Posen ; they are

arrested illegally in Lemberg, Spain, and Portugal.
So strong is Roman Catholic influence in these

countries that protection can seldom be obtained,
redress hardly ever. Such conduct is the logical
issue of the Roman Catholic theory. Under neces-

sity a Roman Catholic may indeed abstain from

molesting a heretic; only, as one of themselves
states it, 'if expedient, he would imprison you,
tine you, possibly he might even hang you. But
be assured of one thing, he would never tolerate

you for the sake of the "glorious principles" of

civil and religious liberty.'*

Against such dangers the counter-measures of

Portugal in 1910 have already been noted. V'ery
similar measures had been constitutionally taken

by France between 1901 and 1905. Religious orders

were forbidden to teach in school ; then
the^y

were
dissolved ; Napoleon's concordat with the \ atican

was formally abrogated ; liberty of conscience and

1 H. W. Brown, Latin America, New York, 1801, p. 247. The
whole book is relevant.

3 lb. pp. 14S, 173 ; see also Geraldine Ouim.ess, Perv, Ixjndon,

1909, p. 77.
3 H. W. Brown, p. 247. The incidents in this paragraph arc

in the reports o( the British and Foreign Bible Society (or lOf*

and 1909.
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the free practice of public worship were guaranteeii

to all.
, , ,

But, when a State finds itself confronted by a

•,'reat internatiouiil organization like the Kuiiian

Catholic Cluuih, powerful enough to defeat IJis-

inaruk in fourteen years and make him come to

Canossa despite his (K-liance, then even ordinary

legislation seems sometimes insutiicient. It is no

snTall triluite to the insight of the Rhode Islanders

tiiat in 1638 they drew the line between freedom

of worsiiip, assured to all, and the franciiise,

granted only to those who upiield that primiide as

fundamental. Tiiey were careful to have the dis-

tinction made again in their charter of 1663, wliich

guarantees absolute religious liberty to all settlers,

whether freemen or not. And
substantially^the

same point is made in the Constitution of 1789;

freedom of worship is promised to all, but no one

can become a citi/en of the United States without

acceding to that constitution which promises it.

Americans discern that an unlimited toleration

risks suicide ; those who would persecute, had they
the power, are not admitted to power. Roman
Catholics therefore try to minimize their principles
in the United States. Gibbons has a chapter

glorifying civil and religious liberty, which opens
thus :

' A man enjoys religious liberty when he possesses the free

ricrht of worshi'i'l'ins God aocording to the dictates of a rit;lit

consoieiiL-e, and ui |.iactising a lorui of rcli^'ion most in accord-

ance with his duties to God. . . . The Catholic Church has

always been the zealous promoter of relijjious and civil liberty.'
i

But two years later the pope declared :

'That kind of civilization which conflicts with the doctrine

and laws of Holy Church is nothing but a worthless imitation

and a meaningless name."-*

He blamed severely every State which grants

'equal rights to every creed, so that public order

may not be disturbed by any particular form of

religious belief.' In his encyclical on catholicity
in the United States it gave him pleasure to

acknowledge that this was exactly the state of

aliairs there. In another on allegiance to the

P'rench Kepublic in 1892 he declared that the

separation of State and Church was eciuivalent to

the .separation of human legislation from Christian

and divine legislation, an absurdity. Writing on
the chief duties of Christians as citizens, he stig-

matized it as an act of consummate wickedness to

ignore the rights of the Church under pretext of

keeping the civil law ; in contrast he required

'complete submission and obedience of will to the

Church and to the Roman Pontill' as to God
Himself.'
American statesmen realize the issues. One

vice-president wrote :

'The immigrant . . . must learn that we exact full religious

toleration and the complete separation of Church and State.'-*

Grover Cleveland declared at his inauguration :

' He who takes the oath to-day to preserve, protect and
defend the constitution of the United States, only assumes the

solemn obligation which every patriotic citizen . . . should

share with him.'*

No Roman Catholic has ever been faced with the

conscientious problem involved in taking that

oath, but every alien who desires naturalization

shares the obligation to the extent of swearing to

support the constitution. An ofhcial message of

another president states plainly that against all

who come to war ujion free speech, a free press,

free thought, free schools, the free and unmolested

right of religious libertj' and worship, the gates
must be promptly and tightly closed.*

Such utterances of statesmen are based only on
1 H. xvii.
2 (ir,>(U Encyclieal Letters of Leo XIII., New York, 1902, pp.

12, 121, 323 f., 261, 18.5-193.
3 T. lioosevelt, A merican Ideals and other Essays, New York

and London, IS'.'", i>. 68.
* Mexsages and Papers of the Presidents, viii. 301.
5 lb. X. 14-16.

political grounds of exjiediency. It is well to

recur to the fundamental religious ditterences.
' The true Chun-h," says Joseph Pohle of Brcslau,

' can tolerate

no strange Churches beside hei-seli. . . . She regards dogmatic
intolerance not alone as her incontestable right, but also as a

sacred dutv.' i

G. H. Joyce states that ' the right of the Church to invoke

the aid of the civil power to execute her sentences is expressly
asserted by Boniface viii." This, he adds, is theologically

certain, but practically impossible at present.^

The counter-theory was lucidly expressed more
than 3U0 years ago by Leonard Busher :

'
It is sin for kings and governoi-?' to destroy their subjects for

difference of religion, at the persuasion of their bishops.'^

LiTERATURB.—This is indicated in the article.

W. T. Whitlky.
PERSECUTION (Indian).—In the indigenous

literature of Intlia, whether Vedic or classical

Sanskrit or of more recent date, there is little that

would suggest the existence of a state of religious

persecution. References are abundant to the

rivair}' of creeds and systems, giving evidence of

conllicting beliefs and the worship of many god.s,

whose spheres and authority are not always recon-

cilable. Previous, however, to the irruption of

Muhammadanism, whose tierce and intolerant

character is reflected in its records, Indian litera-

ture sliows little trace of religious ditlerences com-

posing themselves by other than peaceful means.

This result is perhaps to be anticipated on the

basis of two considerations at least. (1) On the

one hand are the nature and contents of the litera-

ture itself, wanting as it is for the most part in

the historical element. The motive power of the

persecution may be religious bigotry or zeal, but

its conduct and execution are within the domain of

history, and, where the records fail, deeds of perse-
cution may also pass unnoticed. Moreover, the

early literature is the creation of Brahman writers,

and has been preserved almost entirely in the

hands of the dominant caste, and gives expres.sion
to their point of view^ They would be little likely

perhaps to record deeds of violence and wrong
done to others whom they regarded as inferiors,

especially where religious prejudice entered into

the account. Such acts would either be unheeded,
as in the natural order of things, or be as speedily
as possible consigned to oblivion, as occasion not

for boasting but for silence. That the latter argu-
ment does not in all instances hold good the

example of Muhammadan historians serves to

prove.
(2) Indians also, like all Orientals, are naturally

tolerant of variant belief. Dilierences appeal to

them ordinarily as basis for discussion and con-

troversy, not for violent repression ; and the

victory at which they aim is dialectic, and relies

upon argument and persuasion, not upon brute

force. It is only under the influence of excite-

ment, as at the great festivals, or of pressure from

without that they endeavour to put down religious
diflerences with a strong hand, and to enlist

authority and the social order in the service of

creed and the rights and privileges of an estab-

lished faith. In this respect the change in Indian

feeling and practice within the last half century
has been most marked (see below). Under such

circumstances all Orientals are liable to passions
of frenzy, which exhibits itself in deeds that have
little relation to the ordinary rules of conduct and
life.

Although the early and successive invasions of

the Aryans brought into the Panjab and N. India

a cult dill'ering from and sujterior to the crude

animism of the aboriginal tribes of Dravidian or

otiier origin, in the course of which the latter

were either destroyed or more usually became the

bondmen and slaves of their coniiucrors, there is

1 CK xiv. 7G0. * CE xii. 266.

3 Tracts on Liberty of Conscience, p. 41.
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no indication of reli<^iovis animosity or persecution.
If the At/utrvaveda, as is probable, gives expression
to the thought and religious habit of these primi-
tive peoples, the contact inspired contemiit and
abhorrence in the minds of the ruling caste, but the

ultimate issue was stringent non-intercourse, not
forceful repression of distasteful opinions and

practices. A broad and simple animism, -whether

of a more or less advanced character, is indeed
little likely to persecute in the name of religion.
Neither are its convictions sufliciently deep and

strong, nor are tliey diiierentiated in sulliciently
marked a degree from the beliefs and usages of

the surrounding animistic tribes of lower culture.

It is the higher religions, with more delinite con-

ce[)tions and securely held creeds, that deliberately

adopt a policy of compulsion towards those whose
cherished beliefs differ from their own.
There is therefore little or no real evidence of

persecution in India even on a limited and local

scale prior to the advent of Islam. In the Hindu
law-books and elsewhere references are to be
found to atheists and heretics, but they hardly
convey the impression of an active intolerance, nor
do tliey enjoin repression or interference in any way
with heterodox custom or belief. The high-born
Snataka, e.g., is not to honour heretics, even by a

greeting.' On the other hand, he is not to dispute
with tliera.^ Elsewhere atheism is declared to be
a minor offence, involving loss of caste. ^ The
Brahmana who is an atheist is unworthy to partake
of the oblations to the gods and ancestral spirits ;

•*

and a kingdom where these prevail or hold rule is

speedily ruined ;

* in such a land the Snataka
should not dwell.* Perhaps the nearest approach
to a suggestion of persecution is where the king is

enjoined to banish heretics together with gamblers
and others from his realm.' There is little indica-

tion of ill-feeling, much of the claim to or con-

sciousness of superiority, so familiar in later times.

The contact also of ancient Hinduism with the

daughter or separatist forms of faith, Buddhism,
Jainism, and others, cannot be shown to have
been generally, or except accidentally and under
unwonted conditions, associated with violence.

Orthodox Hinduism has usually been a kindly
parent to the numerous rival or reformed sects

which have originated from within its broad and
tolerant creed during the course of its long history ;

and most of these after a brief and troubled career

have returned into the communion of the faith

or church from which they sprang. The mutual
relations have been characterized by dispute and

controversy, but rarely by active measures of

repression, unless these have been provoked by
aggressive conduct on the part of the heterodox
teachers or communities themselves. Its missionary
work also in the days when Hinduism was an

expanding force was accomplished, as far as we
know, by peaceable means, not by compulsion.
This is essentially true of the relations and inter-

course between Hinduism and its greatest rival in

India, Buddhism. The causes and history of the

disappearance of the latter from Indian soil are

obscure. There is no real evidence, however, that

it was hastened by persecution from tiie side of

Hinduism. Natural and perhaps inevitable decay,
on the one hand, a revival and rekindling of the
national faith, on the other, contributed to a result

which was consummated by the destructive and

persecuting zeal of the Muhammadan invader.

The witness of the Chinese pilgrims, espec'ially of

HiuenTsiangin the earlier part of the 7tii cent., is the

most instructive in this respect. Their testimony
to the wide-spread influence and very numerous

1 Manu, iv. 30.
* lb. iii. 150.
7 lb. ix. 225.

2 lb. 139.
6 //;. viii. 22.

3 lb. xi. 67.
« lb. iv. 61.

adherents of both faiths in India is unequivocal ;

but tile decline in the numbers and prestige of the
Buddhist schools in the experience of the later

traveller in comparison with the increasing ascen-

dancy of Hindui-sm is marked. The rivalry of the

two faiths, however, was maintained by keen dis-

cussion and argument, and the victories won were
victories of persuasion, not of authority and force.

It is possible, perhaps probable, that sporadic in-

stances occurred of ihe use of persecuting methods
to secure the downfall of a despised or dangerous
heresy or heretical teacher. These were of local

and transient importance, and do not invalidate
the general rule and practice ; and, apart from

vague tradition, there are no instances on record
where the evidence is sufficient to command assent.

In the 9th cent, the great constructive teacher and
dialectician Sankaracharya, in the course of his

extended travels in the north of India, is said on
occasion to have used his influence and success in

controversy for the forcible silencing of his adver-
saries ; and of an earlier thinker and philosopher,
Kumarila-bhatta, there is a tradition preserved that
he promoted a persecution of the Buddhists. It is

doubtful whether in either case the tradition has

any firmer basis than the natural desire of later

times to glorifj' the zeal and ascendancy of a
famous teacher. A more normal and typical

example of the relations between the sects is

certainly afforded by lliuen Tsiang"s account of

the great assembly convened at Allahabad by the

emperor Harshavardhana (A.D. 643), m hen friendly
discussions took place between the leaders of tlie

difi'erent sects and statues were erected on suc-

cessive days of the festival in honour of the

supreme divinities of the several faiths represented.
^^'ith the coming of Muhanmiadanism all was

changed ; and the various religious faiths, which
hitherto had existed amicably side by side, bent
and suffered together before the torrent of fanati-

cism and lust of conquest that swept over the

land. Islam made no distinction between the

differing forms of belief and creed that it encoun-
tered on its onward march. The adherents of all

alike were infidels and idolaters, whose conversion

by forcible means, if others failed, was a religious

obligation ; and death was the penalty of refusing
to accept the creed of the conqueror. When the

early waves of invasion had spent themselves, and
fanatic zeal and hatred ceased to be stimulated by
the experience of actual warfare against the infidel,

there was a gradual relaxation of the tension.

Except when a revival of persecution took place
under the influence or at the instigation of a stern

and fanatic ruler like Aurangzib, the mutual

antipathy of conqueror and conquered learned to

accommodate itself to the necessities of a comuum
life. And only at the religious festivals or when
the people were carried away by extraordinary
excitement was there any manifestation of angry
feeling or recrudescence of persecuting zeal. It

remained true, however, that, in spite of a not

inconsiderable degree of reciprocal borrowing of

tenet and observance, the fanatic spirit was and is

always present, though latent, and an apparently
trivial circumstance may at any time precipitate
an outbreak. In the early centuries of conflict

and persecution Buddhism seems to have suffered

most and very manj' of its adherents were put to

death. Thus the final blow to a faith already
decadent, and in process apparently of passing

away, was administered by Muhammadan i)erse-

cuting zeal. The cessation of the more active forms

of rei)ression came too late to save the Bmldhist

faith for India. It lives in Bengal and elsewhere

only in the permanent mark which it has left on

Hindu usage and belief, and in the borrowed

lisiures and names of Hindu gods.
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Towards lliiiclui.siii the attitude of the conquerors

uUim:iti-ly I'eeame tlian<.'cd. To crush and eradi-

cate llie Hindu fiiitli fMovcd impossible. Violent

ijersecutions and lua.ssacres were ineflective to

brin},' aljout an altnatiun either in the spirit or in

the passive endurance of an entire people. Very
inanj', liowever, sntlcreil death for their reli{,'ion in

inanj- parts of India ; and the desolation caused,
even if the nunil>ers of the slain have been exag-
j^eratcd in the somewhat boastful records of the

Musalmans themselves, extended over wide areas,
and was with dilHculty repaired in the course of

centuries. More peaceable relations were broiight
about when the governing race found its need of

the assistance of Hindu ministers and othcers of

State to control the country and to gather in the
revenue. Muiuimmadan usage ami law proved to

be inapplicable, and could neither be enforced nor
made fruitful of good results in the presence of

immemorial presiriptive right and cu.stom tenaci-

ously held. Native administrators, judges, and
collectors provided the necessary intermediaries ;

and the asjierit}- of religious prejudice and dislike

on either side was softened by mutual intercourse
and the felt need of mutual aid. Thus the two
creeds learned to live together for the most part
in peace, the dominant faith out of self-interest

abandoning its weapon of violence and persecution,
and the leaders of tlie subject peoples lending their
aid in the establishment of order and the mainten-
ance of civil right. Fanatical manifestations of

the dormant spirit with their accompaniment of

strife and murder were never entirely checked.
On both sides, however, men of influence were
found sutticietitly wise and strong to see the evil

and discourage the use of force against religious
belief. The occasional rioting and outrage which
hara.s.se(.l and hindered tiie growth of tolerance and
mutual understanding were due tosi)ecial religious
excitement or the sinister promptings of self-

interested and bigoted men. With the extension
of inter-communication and w ith a wider sympathy
and knowledge such dissensions will become more
rare, and will Hnally altogether cease. It is prob-
able that the inlluence of wise and far-seeing
leaders of both parties is already sufficiently strong
to frustrate other than merely local expression of
the persecuting spirit and the lust to destroj'.

It is remarkable that the Muhammadan aggres-
sion, which completed the ruin of the Buddhist
faith upon Indian soil and its expulsion from
India, although it took full ed'ect upon the kindred

community of the Jains, left the latter with greatly
impaired vigour and diminished numbers, but in

pos.session of a religious life and organization
which have endured to the present day. Mrs.
Sinclair Stevenson, in her recent book,^ makes the

interesting suggestion that the Jain survival and
the eliective if passive resistance wliich the com-
munity offered to the creed and power of the

conqueror were due in part at least to the provision
made by them for the participation of the laity in
the recognized order and life of the church. Official
Buddhism took cognizance only of the monastic
rule and estate, and found no j)lace for those who
did not feel themselves called upon to assume the
monastic vow, or to undertake the duties and share
the privileges and liopes of the monk. Jainism
recognized and madt; legal the position of the

layman in the ecclesiastical scheme equally with
the monk, and thus entered into the national life

and secured .such a hold upon the allections of
the T)eoi)le that it s>irvived the onslauglit when
less firmly founded Buddhism was overthrown.

Perhaps the most striking examj)Ie in India of
the ett'ect of a cruel persecution in consolidating
and defining the religious life of a community is

1 The Heart of Jainism, Oxford, 19U.

that of the Sikhs in the Panjab. Originating in

the 15th cent, in a protest against Hindu laxity in
morals and idolatry in worship, they found them-
.selves ultimately brought into conflict with the
dominant power of the Mughal emperors, and
were forced in self-defence to take up arms to
maintain their existence and religious liberty.
With definite and fixed convictions which they
had learned partly from Islam itself and partly
from a reformed and purified Hinduism, they were
confronted with the alternative of acceptance of

the formula and creed of the ruling faith or destruc-
tion. They refused to submit to either, but en-
deavoured rather to maintain their freedom and
rights with the sword. The persecution which
ensued had the efl'ect of welding a community and
organization in its origin purely religious into a
militant order and a nation of soldiers, tenacious of

military right and norm no less than of creed and
faith, who proved their prowess later against the
British themselves and in warfare in many lands.

Thus Islam is responsible for the introduction
into India of the conception of persecution for the

faith, and of its application in the most terrible

form of fire and slaughter. When these methods

proved ineffective to break the spirit of Hinduism
or destroy a national religion, a practical truce
was made, due in part to the discovered need for

mutual help and support, and the two faiths

learned to live more or less amicably together and
to tolerate ditt'erences of belief and observance.
The history of the other great monotheistic re-

ligion which found its way to India was altogether
different. Christianity in India has never been in

a position to persecute, even had the will been

present. A weak and scattered minority of the

population, insignificant in numbers, the Christians
were of necessity apologetic in attitude, and their

complete civil and political aloofness left them no
clioice but to profess and practise toleration of all

alien faiths. That this was consonant with their

wishes and ideals, and in harmony with their truest

interests, is, of cour.se, correct. Nevertheless the

aggressive spirit and action of the new religion,
and its denunciation of popular religious customs
and festivals when these were contrary to true
morals and purity of worship, provoked a counter

persecution, w hich in many instances was carried
out with the utmost concentration of bitterness
and dislike. Moreover, the Indian Christian from
the lower castes, whence the great majority of the
converts were derived, learned to assert his rights,
and refused to render that abject deference to the
Brahman priest or high-caste landowner which
for centuries these men had been accustomed to

exact. His principles also, the conception of duty
with which he had been imbued, and tlie obliga
tions of his faith, if realized and consistently
discharged, forbade him to rest satisfied with
freedonr to worship God in his own way, but urged
him to press upon others with all the force and
insistence at his command the acceptance of his

own creed and submission to all the rules which
his code of faith and morality affirmed. Thus in

two respects especially the Indian convert to

Cliristianity found himself in conflict with the

usages and beliefs of the people among whom he
livetl : he refuse<l to recognize the gods whom
they reverenced, but claimed, on the otlier hand,
to have learned the better way of worship of the
one true God ; and in regard to social relations it

was impracticable for him to take part in a family
and village life which in nearly all its ramifications
was so intimately associated with idolatrous con-

ceptions and practices, or to share the burdens,
financial or other, which custom required of the

community. His new status, moreover, entailed
various civil and legal disabilities, especially in
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regard to marria<,'c and to funeral ceremonies ; and
these were generally found to press upon him most

heavily in the Native States, where the lej,'al code
had not yet been advanced to tlie degree of re-

ligious tolerance and strict imjiartiality enforced
in the parts of the empire directly administered

by the Crown. 'I'hese disabilities were the result
of loss of caste. The Christian convert was ipso
facto out-casted, and thereby became unable to
fullil the duties and obligations which were or
seemed to be essential to the maintenance of the
fabric of Hindu society. In all these instances the
initiative in persecution and in a social boycott
which entailed very serious consequences and was
frequently accompanied Ijy violence was taken by
the Hindu leaders themselves. The Muhammadans
as a rule stood aloof, and regarded the movement
towards Christianity with inditlerence ; they at
least took no overt part in opposition or persecu-
tion, unless a co-religionist were involved, when
the vitality and strength of the old fanatic spirit

quickly reasserted themselves. Thus the role of the

religious persecutor seemed, curiously enough, to
have been transferred from the hands of the one

community to the other. The Hindu actively
resented his neighbour's change of faith, and
exerted all the power which custom or a defective
law or administration put into his hands to make
the convert feel the weight of his resentment.
The Musalman was more in sympathy with the
Christian standpoint and belief, and saw no need
for forcible intervention or repression, unless the

prestige of his own creed or the loyalty of a
member of his own faith seemed to be endangered.
Most of the records of this persecuting movement,

which is practically co-extensive with the entire
Indian peninsula, are contained in the published
literature and reports of the Christian missionary
.societies. The experience of every missionary
includes instances of attempts to deprive native
Christians of village rights, of unjust oppression
and eviction by high-caste Hindu landlords, of

fictitious charges in the law-courts sustained on

ingeniously concocted evidence and sworn to by
false oaths, and of violence and cruelty employed
towards young converts to induce them to recant.
Where these attempts are successful, restoration
to caste and Hindu society is gained only by way
of degrading ceremonies.^ In the jirincipal towns
the force of public opinion is already sufficiently

strong and enlightened to discountenance such
methods. In the country districts, however, re-

mote from European influence, where ancient

prejudice and custom reign supreme, and where
Christianity has endeavoured to obtain a footing,
incidents of this character are of common occur-
rence. In part at least the persecuting action of
the dominant religion is prompted by the instinct
of self-preservation. The Christian faith is aggres-
sive ; and a true instinct warns the loyal adherent
of Hinduism that between his own system and
creed and the new religion which lays claim to
universal acceptance no compromise is possible.
A similar claim had been made, it is true, in the

past by Islam, and supported with even greater
insistence and vehemence. But Islam was too

powerful to be resisted, and the persecuted Hindu
suffered for the most part in silence and resigna-
tion. Christianity, weak in numbers and social

prestige, lay open to rei)risals, and it seemed that
religious animosity might with impunity gratify
itself in the oppression of its adherents. Moreover,
the rapidly growing influence and popularity of

J A fiudra o.oininunity in the Deccan has, within the last few
months (lOK!), led the way in a formal declaration that no one
of tlieir meinhers shall be penalized or in any way made to
sufTcr for hccoinin(f a Cliristian, or he deharred from re-
entrance into caste and the full exercise of caste rights should
he return to the Hindu faith.

the latter faith did appear to threaten Hinduism
witii disaster. But the persecuting spirit is not
natural to the Hindu, nor in accord with the pre-
cepts of his faith. In all probabilitj', however, it

will 1)6 only by degrees, aiTd coincidently with the

spread of enlightenment and the growth of a better

understanding ami public spirit, that a barrier will

be raised against ojien manifestations of fear and
dislike. The ancient fanatical and persecuting
tendencies of Muhammadanism may then wake
again in t he presence of a powerful and progressive
rival, and a new chapter in the strangely one-sided

history of Indian persecution be written. For the

present the Indian Christian is the only sullercr
from the spirit which he has himself by his attitude
and convictions of necessity evoked in the ancient
Indian faiths.

Literature.—The Muhammadan historians themselves furnish
the evidence for the relations of victorious Islam to the sub-

jected Indian peoples. For the rest the relevant literature
18 to be found almost exclusively in the rei)orts, etc., of the

missionary societies. See also Julius Richter, A Ilint. of
Missions in India, Eng. tr., Edinburgh and London, 1908.

A. S. Geden.
PERSECUTION (Muhammadan). — The

theory of the Muslim State draws a clear distinc-

tion between the true believers who accept Islam
and the protected communities (a/tl al-dhiinni'i,

clhimmi) who follow other faiths. This twofold
division is employed in the following article.

I. Muhammadans.—The early Arab conquerors
appear to have been satisfied with a formal accept-
ance of Islam and to have made no inquisition into

private opinions ; but, as their empire became more
firmly established and sectarian divisions made
their appearance, the bitterness of controversy
evoked a fanatical spirit, and open hostilities

broke out between the adherents of difiering
theological opinions ; and, as these often denied
the validity of established authority, the history
of Muhammadan sectarianism became largely
political in character, and in some cases, especially
in those of heresies arising within the boundaries
of the old Persian empire, represented a revolt

against Arab domination. The vicissitudes of

such movements thus belong rather to political

history, and the conflict of the ruling power with
the Khawarij (q.v.), the various 'Alid factions,

etc., can hardly be described as persecution. The
effort to suppress religious opinion as such, apart
from political opinion, would seem to have begun
with the persecution of the Mu'tazilah. Hisham
(724-743) put to death Ghaj'lan al-Dimashqi for

maintaining the doctrine of the freedom of the
will ; first his hands and feet were cut off, and,
when he continued to inveigh against his perse-
cutors, his tongue was cut out (Tabari, Annals,
ed. M. J. de Goeje, Leyden, 1879-1901, ii. 1733;
Ahmad b. Yahj'il b. al-Murtada, Al-Mii'tazildh,

Leipzig, 1902, pp. 15-17). The same khnltfah
ordered the execution of Jad b. Dirham for teaching
that the Quran was created (Ibn al-Atlur, Kdmil.
ed. C. J. Tornberg, Leyden, 1851-76, v. 196 f.)!

Harun (786-809) sought to check freedom of theo-

logical speculation by throwing into prison the

Mutakallims, or scholastic theologians (Ahmad b.

Yaliya, p. 32). Btit the first systematic inquisition
into heresy was the mihnah ('test') instituted by
Ma'mun in 833 for the conviction of those who
denied the doctrine of the creation of the Qur'an.
Ahmad b. 5anbal and other learned theologians
were subjected to cruel sufl'erings to induce them
to give assent to the doctrines accepted by the

khaUfah. Ma'mun defended his position in a
letter to the governor of BaglulAd (Tabari, iii.

1117), by maintaining that (Jod expects a ruler

whom He lias entrusted with the care of His
servants to instruct liis subjects in the way of

salvation, define for them the limits of their faith.
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remove their doubts and explain their ditiieulties,

and briiij,' hack to the trutli those who have <;one

astray. This persecution of those who denied the

creation of the Quran was continued by his suc-

cessors until 848, wiien Mutawakkil forbade the

holding' of this doctrine on pain of death, and the

Mu'tazilah in tlieir turn became the victims of

the persecution of the State; in 1029 Qadirbillah
summoned ail the' ulaind to his palace and made
them sign a confession of faith, especially con-

demning Mu'tazilite doctrines. A rigorous per-

secution was also carried on against the Zindiqs

(or crypto- Manichteans), who appear to have been

numerous in cultivated circles under the early
'Abbasids (Al-Nadim, Kitub al-Fihnst, p. 338,

gives a list of tliem). Malidi crucilicd a number
of them in the city of Aleppo in 780 (Tabari, iii.

499), and during the last two years of his reign
instituted an inquisition in Baghdad and other

towns, under the direction of 'Uniar al-KalwadhI,
who hunted down many victims (ib. 519-522, 588) ;

his successor, HadI, continued the persecution dur-

ing his brief reign of thirteen months (ib. 548 f.).

As the political power of the 'Abbasids declined,
the fanaticism of the 'nlamd appears to have
increased. Abu I;Ianifah (t 767) had already
declared that death was the penalty for the
Muslim who apostatized from the faith as taught
b\' Muhammad, and later theologians spread the

net wider, demanding the blood of any Muslim
who ilenied the prophetic mission of Muhammad
or even doubted a single letter of the Qur'an, or

maintained that God did not speak with Moses

(Tyad, al-Shifn, Cairo, 1272, ii. 259 f., 337).

Under Mutawakkil (847-861) the orthodox 'ulamd
had the support of the government in the persecu-
tion of every form of heresy, as well as the

sympathy of _the fanatical mob; in his reign a

certain Ibn 'Asim, accused of reviling the com-

panions of the Prophet, was scoiirged wMth 500

stripes and left in the sun until he died, his body
being afterwards thrown into the Tigris (Tabari,
iii. 142411".); he also put to death a man named
Mahmfid b. al-Faraj, who claimed to be a prophet
and maintaineil that the angel Gabriel had revealed

to liim a Qur'an (ib. 1349). But, apart from such
individual cases of here.sy, the zeal of Mutawakkil
was directed against whole sects, such as the

Shi'ahs, whom he persecuted throughout his reign ;

he destroyed the graves of 'All and ^lusain, and
forbade pilgrimage to their site.

This persecution is typical of the treatment that
Shi'ahs have from time to time had to suffer at

the hands of a Sunni government (for a summary
of such persecutions see Hammer, Gesch. des

osmanis'-hen Rciches, i. 706-708). In 1029 Qadir-
billah drove the Shi'alis out of the mosques and
installed Sunni preachers in their place, and put
Shi'ahs to death for heresy on several occasions in

his reign. Two centuries later Musta'sim insti-

tuted another persecution ajjainst them. The
general recognition by Shi'ah theologians of

taqiyyah (hi. 'fear,' 'foresight'), i.e. concealment
of a man's real beliefs tlirough fear of the con-

sequences of an open profession of faith, and their

approval of such a practice, are evidence of tlie

dread which the Shi'ahs had of being persecuted
by the Sunnis (I. Goldziher, 'Das Prinzip der

Takijja iin Islam,' ZDMG Ix. [1906] 219-222). Ibn
al-Sliitahhar ai-yilli, a Shi'ah controversialist

(t 1326), maintains tliat in most periods the Shi'ahs
have hidden themselves '

in the corner of triniyyah
'

in terror of the rulers of their time (Golflziher,

Beitrdge znr Liternturgcsch. der Si'd, Vienna,
1874, p. 469). But the most appalling persecution
of the Shi'ahs was that organized by Snitan
Salim I., who made a search for them througiiout
the Turkish dominions, and had 40,000 either

massacred or imprisoned for life (Hammer, i. 709 :

de la Jonquiere, Hist, de Vempire ottoman, i. 139).
After their triumph over the Mu'tazilah the

followers of al-Ash'ari (q.i'.) had themselves to
sutler persecution. In 1046 the Seljuq sultan

fnghril Beg was persuaded by his wnrzFr, Abu
Na§r Mansur al-Kunduri, to forbid the Ash'arites
to preach in the mosques or to teach their distinc-
tive doctrines ; nianj' learned men of tiiis sect fled

from the sultan's dominions, Imt some were cap-
tured and impri.soned (Schreiner, ZDMG Iii. 488).
The orthodox reaction of the lltii cent, fostered

a spirit that was as dangerous to philosophers as
to heterodox theologians. Mu'tadid (in 892) had
forbidden the sale of all philosophical books, and
Qadir-billah (in 1018) issued an edict against all

free-thinkers and heretics (A. von Kremer, Cnltur-

gesch. des Orients, Vienna, 1875-77, ii. 465 f.).

Under the Alraohads in Spain a storm of persecu-
tion burst upon the philosophers, particularly in

the reign of Ya'qub al-Mansur (1184-99), who
banished Ibn Ruslid from Cordova.
Several of the Sufi mj-stics under Muhammadan

rule suffered martyrdom under tlie charge of

heterodoxy, yallaj was cruelly put to death in 922,
after having been scourged with a thousand stripes
and having his liands and feet cut otl'(E. G. Browne,
A Literary Hist, of Persia, London, 1902-06, i.

430). Abu'l-Qasim al-Qushayri, the author of an

important treatise on Sufiism, was imprisoned
during the persecution under fughril Beg (1046).
Shiliab al-Din Yahya al-Suhrawardi, reputed to be
the most learned man of his time, was imprisoned
and then strangled by order of Malik al-Zahir, son
of Saladin, in 1191, though this prince had .at first

extended to him his patronage ; but the orthodox

clergy in Aleppo succeeded in convicting him of

heresy (A. von Kremer, Gesch. der herrschenden
Ideen des Islams, Leipzig, 1868, p. 89 ff.). The
founder of one of the Sufi sects, the ^jurfifis,

Fa?l-ulhih Tabrizi, was put to death by Miran
Shah, son of Timur, in 1393 ; one of his disciples,
the Turkish poet, Nasimi, was condemned to be

flayed alive in 820 (1417-18), having been found

guilty of blasphemj' by the' iilamd of Aleppo, and
a few years later some ^Jurufis were burnt alive

in Adrianople (E. J. W. Gibb, Hist, of Ottonum

Poetry, London, 1900-09, i. 346, 381-383, 387).
It is not possible here to give an account of the

numerous individuals put to death for heresy
—

e.g., Muhammad b. "All al-Shalmaghani, who
taught the transmigration of the soul and was
considered by his followers to be an incarnation of

the divine, and other false prophets (Schreiner, p.

472 f.)
—nor of the many claimants to be tlie pro-

mised Mahdi (q.v.) at various periods of Muham-
madan history (for instances of such persons put to

death in Turkey see Hammer, i. 798, ii. 594, 639,

iii. 172 ; J. Darmesteter, Lc Mahdi, Paris, 1885).

2. Protected communities.—(a) Chrintians.—
The Qur'an, and the prescriptions of Muslim
jurists based upon it and the practice of the

Prophet, granted to the followers of other faiths

a certain measure of freedom of religious life and

practice ; but Muhammadan history is full of

examjiles of persecution, especially of the various

Christian sects. One of the earliest instances ^ of

such persecution is that of the Banvi Taghlib.
The members of this Arab tribe who remained
Ciiristian had been treated with special considera-

tion and allowed to pay tribute in such a form as

to make them appear as equals of the converted
Arabs and not as a subject people. But it seems
to have irked the Muslims that any members of one

1 The expulsion of the Oiristians of Najran by 'Uniar i.

appears to have been prompted by purely political considera-

tions (L. Ca:tani, Annali dell lalam, Milan, 190.i-14, iv. 353 £f. ;

H. Lammens, Le Califat de Fozid /«, Beirut, 1913, p. 351 ff.).
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of the great Arab tribes should continue to stand
aloof from what had become tiie national faith of

the Arab people, and tradition attributes to "Ali

the expression of a savage wish to put ail the
males of tlie tribe to death and enslave tiie rest of

the popuhction (Cietani, iv. 228). Even tiie tolerant
'Umar is said to have ordered Ziyad b. Hudayr to

deal roughly with them (Abil Yusuf, Kitdb al-

Kh'trOj, p. 60), and Walid put Sham'alah, the
chief of tlie tribe, to death because he refused to

accept Islam {JA IX. iv. [1894] 438 f.).

With this excei)tion tiie Christians enjoyed an
ample toleration under the early Umayyads, but
severe measures began to be taken against them by
'Umar b. 'Abd al-Aziz, induced either by zeal for
his own faith or out of umbrage for the failure of
the assault on Constantinople in 717. He decreed
that no Christians .should be appointed as magis-
trates or allowed to ride on saddles ; that, if a
Muhammadan killed a Christian, the penalty
should be not death, but a line ; that Christians
should not be allowed to bear witness against
Muslims in the courts ;

^ nor were they to uplift
their voices in prayer ; at the same time he abol-
ished the tax levied on houses, land-rents, etc., for

the benelit of churches and monasteries, ordered
all crosses in public places to be pulled down or

eflaced, and forbade the Christians to wear silk or
tine linen (Michael the Elder, Chronique, ii. 489;
Abu Yusuf, p. 73 ; Theophanes, in PG cviii. 808).
But hatred of the Christians appears first to

have taken a popular form under the theocratic
rule of the "Abbasids, who looked upon the State
as a religious community and themselves as in-

vested with spiritual as well as temporal power.
To the later period of this dynasty belongs tlie

compilation of the so-called Pact of 'Umar, which
was often appealed to when restrictive measures
were imposed upon the dhimmls

;
in accordance

with this document, no new churches were to be
built, and no proselytism attempted ; outward
resjiect was to be shown to the Muslims, and
their dress, etc., was not to be imitated ; the
Christians were not to ride on saddles, bear arms,

display their crosses on the churches or in the

streets, or celebrate religious worship in a loud
voice ; a distinctive dress, particularly a girdle
round the waist, was to be worn, and so on
(Gottlieil, in or and Semitic Studies in Memory
of William Rniney Harper, ii. 3S2-384, where
references are given to the various versions of this

document). Tliese regulations certainly did not
exist in the time of the ruler whose name they
bear, nor were tliey put into force rigidly or con-

sistently ; they represent the more intolerant

practice of a later age, and some outburst of
fanaticism was generally needed for any demand
to be made for their application. In a period of

persecution even more vexatious measures were
sometimes enforced, as in the reign of Mutawakkil
(in 850 and 854), who ordered the dhimmls to affix

wooden images of devils to their houses, to dis-

tinguish them from the houses of the Muslims
;

their graves were to be levelled with the ground ;

their children were not to be taught in Muslim
schools, nor by any Muslim teacher ; as well as
the girdle, they Avere to wear yellow scarves, and
have two patches of cloth, each of a diHerent
colour, sewn on the back and front of their dress ;

they were to ride only on mules and asses, with
wooden stiiTui)s, etc. (Tabaii, iii. 1389 f., 1419).

In such periods of jiersecution there was gener-
ally some destruction of cliurches, especially of
such <as had been erected since the Muslim con-

1 Dionvsius of Tell Mahre (Chronique spriaqitf, ed. .1. B.
Chahot., Paris, 189(), p. 18) attributes this rc^riilatioii to the son
of 'Umar, Yazid u. (720-72.1), who decreed that the teHlimony
of a Syrian should not be accepted against that of an Arab.

quest. Walid (70.5-715) appears to have been one
of the first kfud'ifahs to order churches to be pulled
down (Michael the Elder, ii. 481); but under the
'Abbasids such instances became more common,
beginning with Harun (Tabaii, iii. 712) and cul-

minating in the violent persecution .set on foot by
Mutawakkil (847-861). Numerous instances are
found scattered throughout the pages of Christian
and Muslim historians ; but for no country do we
find so long a series as for Egypt, beginning with
the 2nd cent, of the Ilijrah down to the troubled

days of Mamluk rule (Hist, of the Patriarchs of the

Coptic Church of Alexandria, ed. B. Evetts, Paris,
1904 f.; Maqrizi, Khitat, Bulaq, 1853, ii. 492-500).

I'orcible conversion to Islam was frequently the

accompaniment of such persecution. One of the
earliest instances was that of the Christian Arabs
of tiie tribe of the Banfl Tannkli in the reign of
Mahdl (775-785) ; seeing a number of them who
lived near Aleppo and learning that they were
Christians, he angrilj' ordered them to accept
Islam; under compulsion they complied, to the
number of 5000, but one of them sutl'ered martyr-
dom rather tlian apostatize ((iregorius Abulphar-
agius, Chroriicon St/riacum, ed. P. .J. Bruns and
G. G. Kirsch, Leipzig, 1789, p. 134 f.). A long
series of such compulsory conversions might be

given from the history of various parts of the
Muhammadan world ; as the power of Muham-
madan governments declined, so such compulsion
teniled to assume a character of greater ferocity :

e.g., during the persecution of the Christians of

Crete in 1670, 15,000 Christian boys are said to
have been circumcised in a single day, and most
of them died in consequence (.•\. D. Kyriakos,
Ge-ich. der oricntalischen Kirchen, 1453-1898,
Leipzig, 1902, p. 12).

The death penalty for apostasy (.see Apostasy
[Muhammadan]) was often imposed in a cruel

manner, in the case of Christians who had promised
to become Muhammadans in a moment of weak-
ness or despondenciy, or even in jest, or under the
influence of drink, or through some misunder-

standing (Dozy, Hist, des Musulmans d'Espagne,
ii. 51 ; de la Jonquiere, i. 34 ; M. Febure, Teatro
dclla Turchia, Venice, 1684, p. 39 f.). The boy-

martyr, Elias, was held to have become a Muslim
merely because he had thrown away his girdle
when dancing to amuse his master's guests, and
was put to death because he refused to abjure the
Christian faith (F. Combelis, Christi martyrum
lecta trias, Paris, 1666, pp. 156-1! 2).

The persecution of the Christians was sometimes
connected with economic conditions—e.g., jealousy
of the prosperity and wealth of individual Christ-
ians (E. Renaiidot, Hist, Patrinrcharum Alex-
nndrinorum Jacobitarum, Paris, 1713, pp. 432,
607; Nasir - i - Khusrau, Safar-vdmah, ed. C.

Schefer, Paris, 1881, p. 155 f. ; Maqrizi, Khitat,
ii. 498; Shedd, Islam and the Oriental Churches,
pp. 11711'., 247 f.), or resentment at the fact that

liigh offices of state were given to non-Muslims
(Arnold, The Preaching of Islam'^, pp. 63 f., 107).
From the earliest days of the Arab conquests the
new rulers had found it impossible to carry on the

conii>licated machinery of governn;ent without the
assistance of the trained officials of the old regime,
and, in .spite of frequent protests, non-Muslims
have been similarly employed up to modern times.

But, in deference to po])ular clamour or the protests
of theologians, such non-Muslim employees of the
State \v,\,\c from time to time been driven from
their posts. Mansur (754-775) removed all dhimm'i.<:

from the administration, and several of the later

'Abbasids issued decrees to the same elioct, as also

the Mamluk sidtdus of Egypt [ib. n. 75 f.). Such
administrative changes were generally accompanied
by much sutl'ering for the Christians.
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In some cases (but these the le^s frequent) the

persecution originated in a decree of the Muliam-

iiiadan <,'overninent ;
in otliers it was stirred up

by the lanaticisui of tlie mob (Sliedd, pp. 244-246)

or the l>i;rotry
of the

'

nlamd. Some of the later

Muslim tlieolojrians went so far as to ascribe

to the I'roi'iiet for{,'ed traditions, expressly contra-

dicted l>y his own conduct and by his authentic

utterances ; e.g., an Egyptian jurist of tlie 14th

cent, puts forward as sayings oi the Prophet the

following intolerant principles :

' No church shall be built in a Muslim land, nor shall those

that have fallen in ruins be repaired,' and
' No churches (are to

be pennitted) in Islam
'

(JA iv. xviii. [1851] 513).

Similarly, they sometimes attempted in vain to

force tlie hands of the government that protected

tlie tolerated communities; e.g., a theologian of

the ISth cent., after enumerating the enormities
of the Christians, exclaims :

'The 'ul.'xraa consider tliis state of thinjfs ; they weep and
eroan in silence, while the rulers who have the power of

checking these criminal abuses only shut their eyes to them '

(it. xix. [ISJ-'l lO'J).

It is not possible here to give in detail the annals
of the suHerings of the Christians under Muham-
madan rule, but certain epochs may be referreil to

as signalized by sjiecial severity of persecution.
One of these was the period of the conversion of

the Mongol princes to Islam ; the Muhammadans
remembered their sufl'erinjis during the Crusades
and the overbearing conduct of the Christians
after the destruction of 'Abbasid rule by the

Mongols in 1258 ; e.g., when the city of Damascus
surrendered to Hulagu in 1260, the Christians

destroyed the mosques in the neighbourhood of

their churches, made the Muslims bow to the cross

"•arried in procession, and sprinkled with holy
water the clothes of the Muslims and the doors of

the mosques that were spared (H. H. Howorth,
Hist, of the Mongols, London, 1876-88, i. 210).
Such behaviour stirred up a resentment that led to

terrible reprisals when the reins of power again
jiassed into Muslim hands. Consequently we find

iliat, as the Mongol princes adojited Islam, the
condition of the Christians under their rule tended
t(j grow worse ; e.g., the conversion of Ghazan, the

Ilklian, in 1295 w.as marked by a cruel persecution
of the Christians [ib. iii. 396-398).

In the Turkish dominions the various revolu-

tionary movements among the subject races,
which began early in the 19th cent, with the

struggle for Greek independence, were largely
stimulated by a feeling of exasperation at the

religious repression from which they sufiered

under the corrupt Turkish administration of the

time, and the reprisals and the administrative
measures taken by the ruling power were acerbated

by religious fanaticism, and often took the form of

religious persecution, as in Serbia, Bulgaria, and
Armenia (see Parliamentary Papers on the condi-

tions of Christians in Turkey from 1854 onwards).
(6) Jcivs.—Despite the opposition of the Jews to

the mission of Muhammad and the severe refer-

ences to them in the Qur'an (ii. 70-73, v. 6i-69,
etc.), their condition under Muhammadan rule

appears to have been generally more tolerable
than that of the Christians. Hut in periods of

persecution they ran the risk of sharing the suHer-

ings of the other rfAtm/Hi5 ; the restrictive regula-
tions of the Pact of 'Umar were applicable al.so

to them. Alcjng with the Christians they were
victims of the bigotry of Mutawakkil and ^lakim.

In Spain they were tolerated until the arrival of

the Almoravids, when Yusuf b. Tashfin threatened
to compel the Jews of Lucena to become Mu-
hammadans, but was persuaded by rich gifts to
let them retain their old faith (Dozy, iv. 254 f.).

The Almohail 'Abd al-Mu'min, after his capture
of Morocco in 1146, gave the Jews the choice

between Islilm and death, Vint was afterwards

persuaded to let those who wished to remain Jews
go into exile ; he promulgated a similar edict and
destroyed the synagogues in all the cities of N.
Africa conquered by the Almohads, and, when he
extended his dominion over Sixain, meted out the
same treatment to the Jews there ((iraetz, iii.

367 f.).

In Persia the Jews had enjoyed a brief pros-

perity under the Mongol Argiiiin (1284-91). On
his death the Muhammadans wreaked their ven-

geance upon the Jews for the humiliations whicli

they had suilered from the Mongol conquerors [ib.

iii. 672) ; and, when Arghun's son, Ghazan, was
converted to Islam, the Jews suffered as much as

the Christians (see above). They were persecuted
also in the reigns of Shah'Abbfis (f 1629) and his

great-grand.son, 'Abbas II. (t 1667), and under the
rule of the Afghan conquerors (1722-29). Perse-
cutions occurred also during the 19th cent., in

Hamadan (1892), Kirmanshah (1896), and Tihran

(1897).
In N. Africa they had to sutler arbitrary treat-

ment and frequent persecution from the barbarous
Moorish population (ib. iv. 417). Mulai Yazid, in

1790, ordered their houses to be pillaged (REJ
xxxvii. [1898] 120; Budgett Meakin, The Moors,
London, 1902, pp. 431 f., 451 ti".). In 1840 a lierce

persecution broke out in Damascus, as the result

of the Jews being accused of a ritual murder, and

spread into a number of towns of Syria and Turkey
(Graetz, v. 677 f.).

(c) Among the religions that were tolerated as

having been mentioned in the Qur'an (ii. 59, v. 73)
was that of the Sabians ; but they too were ex-

posed to persecution : at the beginning of the

reign of Mahdi, in 775, the great temple at Edessa
in which they met for religious worship was

destroyed, and many Arabs practising Sabiism
were put to death (JA Vlll. xix. [1892] 84).*

Although the Zoroastrians are not expressly
mentioned in the Qur'an, the Muslim legists in-

cluded them among the dhimmts, and granted
them the same degree of toleration (q.v.). Perse-

cution seems to have been rare up to the close of

the 'Abbasid period; but they fell upon evil days
in the 18th cent., under the rule of the degenerate
descendants of Shah 'Abbas (who had himself
been generally tolerant to his non-Muslim sub-

jects), and many of the Zoroastrians of Ispahan
were forced to embrace Islam (Corneille Le Bruyn,
Voyages, Paris, 1725, v. 170f. ); those of Kirman
and Yazd who welcomed the Afghan invaders
suffered cruel reprisals when the Afghans were

expelled from Persia in 1730. Fresh troubles

befell them under Nadir Shjih, and in the terrible

sack of Kirman in 1794 by Aga Muhammad Khan
(the founder of the present dynasty) their quartei
of the city was entirely destroyed. By the 19tli

cent, the condition of the Zoroastrians in Persia
was very low, and they were almost exclusively
confined to Yazd and its neighbourhood. The
extortionate manner in which the jizyah was
collected led to great sutl'ering, and some Zoroas-
trians apostatized to save themselves from torture,
until this tax was abolished in 1882 (D. F. Karaka,
Hist, of the Farsis, London, 1884, i. 55 fi'. ; D.

Menant,
' Les Zoroastriens de Perse,' RMM iii.

[1907] 205 ft'., 421 ff.; and art. Gabars). In 1888
the Zoroastrians were still subjected to many
petty annoyances : they had to wear a yellow
raiment to distinguish them from true believers ;

'

they are not permitted to wear socks, or to wind their

turbans tightly and neatly, or to ride a horse ; and if, when
riding even a donkey, they should chance to meet a Musulinan,
they must dismount while he passes, and that without regard
to his age or rank' (E. G. Browne, A Year amongst the Per-

sians, London, 1893, p. 370 ff.).

There were some other non-Mu.slim religious
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bodies, numerically of less importance, who
suflered persecution on account of their faith.

The Yazulis of Mesopotamia were subjected to a
series of persecutions durinj^ the 19th cent, with
the object of compelling them to conform to tiie

faith of their Turkish nilers (O. H. Parry, Six
Months in a Syrian Monaster}/, London, 1895, pp.
256 ff., 358; J. Menant, Les Yfzidis, Paris, 1892,

p. 164 ff.; Al-Mashriq, ii. [1899] 8.34 f.). For the

persecutionof the Babis, Druses, and Manicha^ans,
see artt. Bab, Sects (Christian), MANiCHiEANS.
The severe condemnation of idolatry in the

Qur'an (iv. 115-120, xxi. 98-100, Ixvi. 9, etc.)
seems to make it impossible for any Muslim
rnler to grant toleration to idol-worshippers, and
Maniiin once stated very clearly that idolaters
must choose between the acceptance of Islam or
one of the religions recognized by the Qur'an and
death (Al-Nadim, p. 320) ; and it was a commonly
accepted principle that war should be waged
against the people of the Book until they paid
jizyah, but against idolaters until they accepted
Islam (Yahya b. Adam, Kitdb al-kharaj, ed. T. W.
Juynboll, Leyden, 1896, p. 12). Consequently the
heathen races that have come under Muhammadan
rule have generally suffered harsh treatment, and,
even when political policy has prompted a more
considerate treatment of their religious observ-

ances, they have been constantly exposed to out-
bursts of fanaticism.
The political and social disabilities from which

the non-Muslims suffered were directly connected
with the fact that their creed was different from
that of their rulers, and, when the Muhammadan
government was weak or corrupt, religious intoler-
ance found easy victims. When monej'^ was to be
extorted, the dhimmi had the least power of re-

sistance, and justice could be denied him, since his
evidence was not accepted in a Muslim court of
law. Some fanatical theologians interpreted in a
brutal spirit the last word of the verse in the
Qur'an (ix. 29) :

'Ficfht against such of those to whom the Scripture has been
given, as believe not in God nor in the last day, nor declare
unlawful what God and His apostle have declared unlawful, nor
profess the religion of the truth, until they pay jizyah out of
hand, being humbled.'
The dhimmi must be kept standing a long time
when he comes to pay the jizyah, he must bend
his head and back low, and the Muslim official

who receives it must seize him by the beard and
strike him on both cheeks, so that his humiliation

may be complete. This contemptuous attitude
towards the non-Muslim reaches its culmination
in the offensive burial permits which were issued
in the 18th and 19th centuries when a Christian
died (Denton, The Christians of Turkey, p. 117;
H. C. Lukach, The City of Dancing Dervishes,
London, 1914, p. 181 ; G. B. Chirkov, Dva Lyubo-
pytnych arabskich dokumenta k istorii vnutrenn-
yago byta vostocnych christian, Moscow, 1900, p. 2).
The non-Muslim has thus run the risk of being

exposed to a constant series of petty annoyances,
reminding him of his inferior status, at the hands
of unjust officials and vicious persons of all kinds,
throughout most periods of Muhammadan history,
though organized persecution by the government
has been rare (see art. Toleration [Muslim]).
Literature.—No separate work has been devoted to the sub-
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the Kitdb al-inilal w'a'
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T. W. Arnold.
PERSEVERANCE.—The subject of persever-

ance maj' be treated eitlier (1) from the doctrinal

point of view as an element in a system of theologj-,
for which a basis may Ije sought in the teaching
of Scripture confirmed by reason and experience ;

or (2) from the practical and ethical point of view,
as a virtue to be striven after by the Christian,
the ethical conditions of which may be inquired
into and set forth.

I. Doctrinal.—From the doctrinal point of view,
the assertion of the perseverance of the saints is

the affirmation that those who who have become
once truly regenerate, or united to Christ by
genuine faith,

' can neither totally nor linally fall

away from the state of grace ; but shall certainly

persevere therein to the end, and be eternally
saved

'

( Westminster Confession, ch. xvii. ; Larger
Catechism, 79 ; cf. Canons of Synod of Dort, ch.

v. can. 3). This is a characteristic doctrine of the

Augustinian and Calvinistic theology, flo\ving logi-

cally as it does from the Augustinian and Calvin-
istic conception of the salvation of sinners as due
to unconditional election and irresistible divine

grace. This doctrine is rejected by the Roman
Catholic Church, which teaches the possibility of a
man once justified falling away from grace.

'
If any one maintain that a man once justified cannot lose

grace and therefore that he who falls and sins never was trul\

justified, let him be accursed '

(Council of Trent, sess. vi. ch. xv.

can. 23).

Similarly, the Arminians and the Lutherans
teach that those who were once justified and re-

generated may, by neglecting grace and grieving
the Holy Spirit, fall into such sins as are incon-
sistent with true justifying faith, and, continuing
and dying in the same, may finally fall into perdi-
tion (Confession of the Remonstrants, xi. 7 ;

Formula Concordice, p. 705). In support of the
doctrine of the certain final perseverance of the
saints various passages of Scripture are adduced :

Jn 1027-29
' My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and

they follow me : and I give unto them eternal life ; and they
shall never perish, and no one shall snatch them out of my
hand. My Father, which hath given them unto me, is greater
than all ; and no one is able to snatch them out of the Father's

hand'; Ro 8^5'® 'Who shall separate us from the love of

Christ,' etc. ; ll-'9 'The gifts and tlie calling of God are with-
out repentance

'

; Ph 1^
'

Being confident of this very thing,
that he which began a good work in you will perfect it until the

day of Jesus Christ.'

The doctrine is infeiTed also from the nature of

regeneration and renewal as a Mork of divine gra^-e.
All those passages of Scripture which lay emphasis
on the working of the Holy Spirit, or on divine

grace, as the cause to which the spiritual life in indi-

vidual human persons, alike in its beginning and
in its progressive continuance, is due, seem to lead

logically to the doctrine of certain final persever-
ance as guaranteed by the steadfastness of the

Spirit's working and the victorious power of

divine grace {e.g., Eph l'^'- -w, 1 P 1^, Jn 14'«'-.

2 Co F''-etc.).
If the beginning of Christian life in the indi-
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\'idual is due .-olelj- to nncoiKlitional divine election

(Ac 13'^ Ko 8^) and its continuance is due entirely
to the inward workin-; of tiie Holy Spirit (Ph 2"),

then it stand.•^ to reason that perseverance unto
the end is certain in the case of all Avho have be-

come regenerate, because no room seems to be left

for any possible fallin<x away or any failure to

attain, liut the resjionsibilitj' of the individual

for the development of his character and the issue

of his life seems also to be dune away with on this

conception of the matter. The free exercise of

will power by the individual as a morally respon-
sible agent seems to be ignored or left out of ac-

count.
So argue the Romanists, Arminians, and others,

who are so anxious to safeguard human freedom
as a factor in determining the issues of life for

individuals that they feel constrained, not only to

deny unconditional election and irresistible grace
as the determining factors in regeneration and con-

version, but also to leave room for a possible final

falling away from grace, through subsequent per-

versity,
of those who were once justified and regen-

erated.. They are wont to charge those who ad-

vocate the doctrine of the certain final perseverance
of the saints with thereby fostering a dangerous
and unwarrantable sense of security in Christians,
in place of that 'fear and trembling' with which
it becomes them to ' work out their salvation

'

as

persons liable to fall away and therefore needing
to exercise continual watchfulness (Ph 2'^). Be-
sides the exhortations to diligence (such as 2 P V)
and the warnings of danger in case of carelessness

(such as Ilev 3-, 1 Co 10'-) addressed in the Scrip-
tures to believers, apparently implying the possi-

bilitj' of their falling away from grace, those who
reject the doctrine of certain final perseverance
are wont to quote such passages as Lk 14^", Mt IS^"'-,

Jn 15*, 2 P 2^'-, and especially He 6*-« lO^*'-, in

favour of their view, and to point to experience as

furnishing examples of those who once were pro-

fessing Christian believers but have fallen away
into unbelief or ungodliness (Jn 17'^, 2 Ti 4'", Rev
2^). The issue in dispute, in so far as it is of a

psychological character, turns on the question
whether a man's will, in order to be and to

remain free, must always remain unstable or un-
certain as to its choices ; or whether it is possible
that the human will may become established in

goodness without ceasing to be free, so that its

free choice of good will become a certainty. The
will of God is conceived of as free, yet as invari-

ably choosing with certainty the right and the

good and rejecting the evil. If tlie will of man
can, in any way, attain to a similar stability in

goodness, while still remaining free, the certainty
of his final perseverance is assured ; so that certainty
of final perseverance is not inconsistent in idea
with the retention of freedom of will. It is psy-

chologically possible. The question then comes
to be whether, and by what means, a man's will

may become permanently established in goodness
in this life, so as to guarantee his final persever-
ance.

Calvinists affirm that this is efl'ectcd when the

individual becomes truly united to Christ thronfrh

freely yielding to the Spirit's gracious influence in

regeneration and conversion ; for thereby the indi-

vidual l>ecomes a member of Christ's Body, linked
to Him by a vital bond of union, and the whole

power of Christ and of the Sjiirit becomes pledged
to ensure bis perseverance (1 Co 6"). The remnants
of indwelling sin in the believer may lead to tem-

porary lapses or backslirlings ;
but the dominion of

sin over that individual has been finally broken
(Ro 6"), and his ultimate perseverance in choice of

right is assured. This seems theoretically sound
and conclusive. But, in practice, an overweening

confiilenceor a careless securitj- is excluded by two
considerations of a practical kind. («) Even if

final perseverance is assured through God's work-
ing in us, care and watchfulness are needed to

prevent temporary lapses or backslidings, which
are deplorable and hurtful to the soul. Many ex-
hortations to watchfulness and prayer and earnest
moral effort addressed in Scripture to believers

may be taken as counteractive warnings against
such lapses and backslidings to which Christians
are liable (e.g., Mt 24" 25'3 26'", Ph 2^-'- etc.). (6)

Further, the conditions of true regeneration and
union with God through Christ are such that it is

possible for individuals to be self-deceived as to
their true standing, and to assume a security
which is not warranted by their real condition.
Hence the need for the exhortation given to pro-
fessing Christians to 'give diligence to make j-oiir

calling and election sure' (2 P 1"^). The falling
away of some who at one time had a place among
professing Christians is exi)lained in various pas-
sages of Scripture as due to the fact that, notwith-

standing the fair a])pearance of spiritual life in

the sight of their fellow-men, they were from the

beginning without th.at real power of godliness
which comes from vital union with Christ (1 Jn 2^*,

Rev 3'). Where 'regeneration' is minimized or
robbed of its true ethical significance and trans-

formed into something of a magical or mechanical
nature efiected through an external rite, it is easy
to understand why the possibility of the '

regener-
ate

'

falling away should have to be insisted on as
borne witness to by experience. The possibility
of men being self-deceived as to their real standing,
through being content with what is merely formal
and ritual or external, and failing to realize the

high ethical and spiritual significance of regenera-
tion and all that it implies, should serve to counter-
act any danger of a too easy security in connexion
with a doctrine of final perseverance.

In view of these possibilities of self-deception, as

well as the possibilities of deplorable and hurtful

temporary backslidings on the part of the truly

regenerate, the apostolic exhortations and w^im-

ings addressed to professing believers are not with-
out justification, even though the doctrine of the
certain final perseverance of the truly regenerate
be a sound doctrine. Even such solemn warnings
as we find in He 6'*"'' 10^^ (which furnish the

strongest Scriptural support of those who contend
for the amissibility of grace and deny the doctrine

of certain final perseverance) may be interpreted
as needful warnings addressed to a concrete prac-
tical situation and not necessarily involving any
theological implication inconsistent with a doctrine
which seems to be well foiinded in Scripture and in

reason, and from which many humble Christians

have derived comfort and help in fighting the good
fight of faith. The doctrine of the certain final

perseverance of those whose Avills become estab-

lished in goodness through freely yielding to the

Holy Spirit's gracious influence in regeneration
and renewal is usually held in conjunction with
the Calvinistic doctrines of particular and uncon-
ditional election and the irresistibility of divine

grace in conversion. It may, hoAvever, be held by
those who reject these other doctrines as unethical
and inconsistent with human freedom and responsi-

bility. Thus Martensen, though he accepted the
Lutheran position on most points of doctrine, pro-
fesses his adherence to the Reformed, in opposi-
tion to the Lutheran, doctrine on this question of

final perseverance (Christian Dogmatics, §235). It

is in the free act of yielding to the drawings of the

Spirit and the influences of divine grace in regenera-
tion and renewal, which leads up to the gradual
establishing of the will in goodness, that place is

found for human responsibility and for human
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freedom as an important factor in determining the
issues of life (Mt 2:F, Jn 5-"*, Ko 2^).

2. Ethical.—Regarded from the more purely
practical point of view as a virtue or grace to be
aimed at by earnest moral endeavour, perseverance
is a duty to wliicli Christian believers are urged in

Scripture by many and varied considerations.
Thus our standing as sons of God, together with
the assured hoi/e of being like Christ when He
appears, is adduced by St. John as a stimulus to
the Christian to 'purify himself, even as he is

pure' (1 Jn 8^). St. I'eter also adduces the be-

liever's position as '

purihed
'

in soul by 'obedience
to the truth

'

through the Spirit as a reason why
we should ' love one another with a pure heart

fervently
'

(1 P P^j. st_ Paul, too, frequently bases
his e.xhortations to believers to perseverance in

holy living on a consiileration of the believer's

])()sition as justiHed by faith and in union with
Christ (Ro G"^" 12"- IS**'-

i«'- ^*
etc.), while he urges

the consideration that 'God is working in us' to
ensure the success of our efforts, not as a reason
for sloth or easy security, but rather as a stimulus
and incentive to earnest moral endeavour (Ph 2''^*-).

The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews also
makes strong appeal to those to whom he writes,
because of their past experiences of gospel grace
and privilege, and the indications which they have
shown of true spiritual life, to ' shew the same
diligence unto the fulness of hope even to the end

'

(6^'), while he enforces his appeal by a solemn

warning as to the danger of those who fall away
after having gone a certain length and gained some
experience of the influences of prevenient grace
(6^"'' ; cf. 1 Co 10^^). Earnest moral endeavour,
therefore, grounded in faith, and stimulated by
hope and love, is one of the ethical conditions of

perseverance unto the end, viewed as a Christian
virtue. But it is not the sole or main condition.

Indeed, moral struggle and effort are apt sometimes
to beget a spirit of independence and self-reliance
which is alien to the true spirit of the Christian
life. For that is essentially a life of conscious

dependence on a power greater than ourselves
which is working for us and in us—the power of

God as manifested in the crucified and risen Christ,
and in the Holy Spii'it who applies the Christian

redemption to us. Hence the main ethical condi-
tion of perseverance as a Christian grace is repre-
sented in Scripture as being

'

abiding in Christ
'

through steadfast and continuous exercise of the
will in faith and self-surrender (Jn IS*^-). Or,
inasmuch as the function of the Holy Spirit is to

take of the things of Christ and show them unto
us (Jn 16'*'-), the main condition of perseverance in

holy living is represented as being a continuous

yielding of ourselves in believing self-surrender to

the motions and promptings of the Holy Spirit
given to us by God as an ' earnest

'

of our sahation

(2 Co 5', Ro 8"). Perseverance in holiness may
call for moral effort and striving, but it is not the
effort of self-reliant independence or self-sufficiency,
but rather the effort to keep ourselves in touch
with Christ through faith (Ph 3'«, Gal 22"), to

' walk
in the Spirit

'

(Gal 5'*) and allow ourselves to be
'

led by tiie Spirit
'

(Ro 8''*). The main condition
of perseverance as a Christian virtue is indicated

by St. Paul in 2 Co 3"* :

' We all, with unveiled face reflecting as a mirror the glory of
the Lord, are transforined into the same image from glory to

glorj-, even as from the Ix)rd the Spirit."

With a view to thus keeping themselves in the

'fellowship' of Christ (Ph :V") and in 'the love of

God' (Jude ^'), and so making their 'calling and
election sure

'

(2 P 1'") and securing their persever-
ance unto the end, believers are exhorted to make
a diligent use of tlie means of grace

—the Word
(Eph 6'''), the sacraments (1 Co 11-"), and prayer

(Eph 6'*)
—and not to forsake the assembling of

themselves together for conmion worship (He lU^).
Thus abiding in Christ, and having Him abiding in

them througli constant faith and watchfulness and

willing self-surrender to the Holy Spirit's leadings,
believers are enabled to bring forth the fruit of the

Spirit and are '

guarded by the power of God
througli faith unto a salvation ready to be revealed
in the last time' (1 P 1*).
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PERSIA. —See ACHiEMENiAN.s, Avf..sta, Ga-
BARs, Iranians, Parsis, Sasanians, Zoroaster.

PERSONAL IDEALISM.—See Pluralism,

PERSONALISM.— I. History and definition.—
The earliest suggestion of the relationsliij) between

personality and nature was made by Anaxagoras,
whose '

thought-stuff'' was conceived as the self-

moving purposive force in natural phenomena.
Aristotle laid the foundation for personalism by
affirming self-consciousness as the highest being,
but Hellenism generally considered personality
limiting and not to be predicated of the supreme
being. Augustine first held fast to the experience
which personality has of itself as its highest prin-

ciple. The uniqueness and individualitj' of the
human soul or the inner experience were to him
vital to any true theory of God and the world.
Descartes found in personality alone the basis of

union between thought and tiling. Up to this point
personality had been considered in the light of

fundamental truth rather than of fundamental

reality.
The idea of personality as the foundation of

knowledge was further developed by Berkeley,
Leibniz, Kant, Fichte, Hegel, and Lotze. They
agree that the immediateness of self-consciousne.ss

is the starting-point of philosophy. In this sense

Eucken, Howison, Bergson, James, F. C. S. Schil-

ler, Ward, Royce, and others of the modern school

may be called personalists.
From the metaphysical point of view, we may

distinguish between those personalists of pluralistic
turn to whom the ultimate reality is a system of

related selves and those of monistic temper to

whom the ultimate reality is a single person which
differentiates itself into the many personalities
and objects of the world. Neither of these types
of thought leads to a consistent personalism. The
latter tends towards pantheism, and the former
leaves us in an impossible pluralism.

Personalism, in the proper sense of the term,
asserts a system of selves related through a supreme
personality. It conceives of the supreme person
as existing in and through the concrete continuous
exercise of his personality, thinking, willing, and

sustaining all things. This personality, far from

being sui)ject to analysis, is the ultimate fact

Avhich alone makes the world as a whole intel-

ligible. Lotze affirmed personality of the divine

being, but neglected to carry out the implication
to its deeper theistic conclusions. Renouvier, who
first employed the term 'personalism,' thought it

necessary to escape pantheism by assigning the

world of being to a single primary creative act.

Howne, however, insisted upon a supreme person-

ality creatively present in the on-going of the

world.
Personalism in this stricter sense is closely allied
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with the thought of Augustine, and accords with

the Christian demand for a personal rehitionship of

man to tlit- inliiiite worki-ground which is a person.
Personali>Mi may then he defined as that system

of philosophy which views
personality

as the active

{,Tound of tlie worKl, and as containing in tlie

mystery of its own unique being the key to all the

antinomies of metiiphysics. It is the latest form
of theism and has been most completely worked
out in the writings of the American philosopher,
Borden Parker Bowne. It occupies a mediating

j>osition
between pure enii>iricism and pure ideal-

ism, and is to be jmlged by its definition of reality,
its doctrine of knowledge, and its conception of

apace and time.

2. The personalistic definition of reality.
—The

real is that which can act or be acted upon. The
materialist, assuming that the seat of reality is

in the atom, negates the validity of all mental

processes. He is faced by the double problem of

how the atom can j)rodace
mistaken perceptions

and how it is possible to account for reflective

know ledge. Pure idealism, approaching the ques-
tion from the opposite direction, encounters diffi-

culty with tlie problem of evil. If all that we .see

is the manifestation of the divine, whence comes
evil in the world ?

The
personalistic interpretation of reality is

designea to meet these difficulties. The world of

things is not a mere succession of phenomena, but

depends upon the causal activity of a divine person-

ality. The mutual relations and interactions of

the world spring from the unity of the supreme
will. The mind grasps a true world because both
thinker and thing are included in the one creative

harmony. This truth is foreshadowed in the

experience of causal efficiency by the human per-

sonality.
Out of this definition of reality flow s the person-

alistic definition of being. Being is neither abstract

supreme idea nor unknowable substance lying
behind phenomena. Being is implied in the capacity
for intelligent causal action, or in the capacity for

being acted upon. All that exists is the result or
manifestation of a supreme, active, purposive in-

telligence which creates and sustains the world of

lesser intelligences and things. It has no meaning
apart from this purpose which is its ground. jNIind

can understand the movement of matter because
both proceed from the same source. The mind
grasps the meaning of the world because it owns
kinship with the intelligence which creates the
world. It is it.self purposive, self-directive, and
causal within the world-order. By this definition

personalism escapes the pantheistic conclusions of

absolutism and the mechanical determinism of

empiricism.
Personalism is saved from the vagueness of most

forms of idealism Vij- its pragmatic requirements.
E.g., the purposive causal intelligence is not taken
as pure abstraction existing independently of the
world. As the veiy essence of human per.sonality
lies in its self-directive freedom and causal effici-

ency, so these qualities are affirmed of the divine

per>onality. The divine being exists in, and not

apart from, his activity.
If the question is raised how, on such an assump-

tion, we escajjc the dilemma of a fore-ordered

universe, or a fatal dualism raised by man's free-

dom to do evil, it may be replied that human free-

dom is a part of the divine purpo.se within certain
limits allotted to man. If it be asked what then
becomes of the divine purpose and foreknowledge
when man acts contrary to the will of God, it may
be answered that foreknowledge does not include
those individual facts which lie within the range
of human action, but applies rather to that larger
Durpose, the development of character, which

would be impo.ssible apart from freedom. It may
well be that from the eternal view-])oint an event-
ual world of voluntary righteousness is of vaster

importance than a world of involuntary sinlessness.
The thing desired seems to be a growing moral

Personality
in man like that which exi.'^ts in God.

ersonality, then, which we must believe to be the

supreme treasure of the eternal consciousness, Ls

likewise the supreme gift and task of man.
3. The personalistic definition of thought.—

Thought is that form of mental activity the aim
of which is knowledge or truth. Its fundamental
conditions are an enduring self-con.scious thinker,
the possibility of common understanding of terms
useci, and a sure correspondence between the
thinker, the thought, and the thing.
Continuing the thought of the mediating char-

acter of personalism, let us apply the definition
of knowledge. Empiricism enileavours to trace
mental images to movement in nerve-cells. But,
when the perception of roughness has been traced
from the resistance of matter to the cells of the

brain, we are forced to explain how the shocking
of nerve-cells becomes an idea of roughness. It is

no answer to assume a ' double face
'

to nervous
action ; for then each nerve-cell must be endowed
with all the magic powers of brain and personality.
The only way to bridge the gap is to assume an

enduring personality which interprets the nervous
shock as roughness in the object. Were the move-
ment of nerve-cells to cover the whole process,
there would be no place for error, for one man's
sensation of the fundamental reality would be as

good as another's. But empiricism meets its greatest
difficulty in the problem of reflective knowledge.
If we try to think of nerve-shocks stored in the
cells of the brain to be called forth by sensation or

association, we are forced to explain how reflective

knowledge can be more than a hodge-podge of
sensational memories. What power is present to

produce a new result in reflective knowledge?
Would a physical mixing of the cells of old sensa-
tions produce reflective knoAvIedge ? If, on the
other hand, there be a self-identifying personality
interpreting impressions according to a growing
knowledge, misled often, but coming by repeated
experience to enlarging conceptions, we have the
crucible in which matter and mentality may come
together.
This interpretation is also far removed from the

view of the absolutist to whom the funilamental in

thought is an abstract divine idea. To the per-
sonali.st knowledge exists only in the concrete.

Thought is not the mere replica of the divine idea.

It is a self-realized result of individual action and
freedom. It may be tinged with error or ignor-
ance, but its distortion cannot be laid to the

charge of the supreme thinker.
How may we know that there is a reality corre-

sponding to our knowledge ? We succeed only a>
we assume that the world of things and persons i>-

created and upheld by a purposive intelligence.
In this supreme personality, source of thinker and
thing, lies the final unity.

4. Personalism and other philosophical prob
lems.— (a) Spncc and time.—Until tlie days ol

Kant space and time had been generally conceived
as fundamental realities existing independently of
ail intelligence. It was Kant who set them forth
as merely the forms under which the thinking
mind relates the world of tilings and events to

itself and to each other. Personalism agrees with
Kant in his view of the subjective nature of space
and time, but goes on to assert an objective
validity as well. I may say that time and .space
are only the forms under which I think, but are

they peculiar to me ? If purely subjective, as
Kant taught, there is no way of granting them
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•general validity and no assurance that our calendars
or geographies will agree. Both time and space
must be given objective validity to free them from
the disjunctive caprice of the individual and make
possible a world united in space and time relations.

The forms of time and space gain a validity uni-

versal for intelligent beings through a supreme
personal intelligence who creates and upholds all.

(6) Causality.
—With materialism the mind can

never grasp tlie real thing, but only its phenomena.
Hence, in dealing with causality materialism is

for ever hiding its processes under a ligure of

speech. Reality is shifted from mass to molecule,
from molecule to atom, from atom to ;eon, from
;eon to electron, and always that which is invis-

ible. Out of these imagined actions and reactions
all causation is said to spring.

Idealism sweeps this whole world of phenomena
into subjectivity. But by subjective we may
mean either one of two things. We may mean
that which is peculiar to the individual alone or

that which is true for intelligence anywhere and
which has no existence apart from it. Failure to

make this distinction is fatal to idealism. Unless
it is made, the system of experience becomes the
liction of the individual.

In describing causality personalism makes a
distinction between phenomenal and efficient caus-

ality. Phenomenal causality has reference to the
true order or succession of events. We name this

succession 'cause and effect.' We say that the
effect can be traced to its cause, which is correct

enough for practical purposes ; if we speak of

efficient causation, it is not adequate. Retracing
from effect to cause in the phenomenal world, we
are committed to the infinite regress. Moreover,
we have a closed system, as all effects are potenti-
ally present always. There is no place for the
new. We are finally forced back upon the
assertion of the unknowable. We might be satis-

fied with this affirmation of nescience, did not two
considerations arise to disturb us: (I) that the
liuman spirit revolts against such a conclusion,
and (2) that our \>wn experience of personality
gives an example of efficient, uncaused causality,
tluman laws are founded upon this fact. The
human personality is not the prey of driving
molecules and brain-storms. In the recesses of

personality lies the possibility of starting new-
successions of cause and effect. If, then, we are
to have efficient causation, we must find it not in

unthinking atoms, nor in their combination, nor
in impersonal laws of succession, but, rather, bound
up with the purpose and intelligence of a person-
ality.
Phenomenal causation is the succession of ap-

pearances conmion to all. We can mark the pre-
existences and successions which hold universally
in the world of experience, and we can formulate
their laws without granting them causal efficiency
or assuming anything concerning their meta-

physical ground. Efficient causation, on the other
liand, deals not with the order of succession but
with the ground of being itself.

Causal explanation must be in terms of person-
ality or it must vanish altogether. Any world-

ground capable of real causation, not itself involved
in the atomic ilux, must be both personal and
intelligent.

(c) CJiange and identiti/.
— With materialism

ch.ange is impossible. What we call change is a
re-arrangement of atoms. Even thought can be
ao more than that. We have a static universe
with its prescribed number of atoms, and all

;)ossibilities lie in their permutations and combinji-
tions. \N'ith absolutism change is a mere a))]jear-
ance. In tlie ultimate reality, the divine thought,
all is static.

Entertaining a lively sense of this problem,
Bergson posits duration as the abiding element in

change. Change can mean something onlj' to that
which retains its identity through all changes.
But abstract terms have no way of relating events.
This can be done only by an abiding personality.
If, then, the human personality is to locate itself

in the universe or to image that which survives the

passing world of events, it is driven to affirm a

supreme enduring personality, in which the world
and all lesser personalities find a common unity.

(d) Unity and plurality.
—^Driven by criticism

to acknowledge the dualism that exists between
thought and thing, and with no basis of mediation,
some minds are turning to the affirmation of

pluralism {7. v.). But a disjunctive universe is as
much an impossibility for thought as a world pre-
determined by a divine idea. The pluralist cannot
make his world disjunctive enough to be con-

sistent. Unless he preserves a certain amount of

unity—the unity of a mind able to grasp the

fleeting events of time and the baffling appearance
of change—knowledge is meaningless.

Personalism affirms that the only real unity of

which we are directly aware is the unity of the
free and conscious .-^elf. The self survives the

passing events of experience, relates them to itself

under the forms of time and space, and makes
itself the centre of its changing world. That there
is any higher unity is due to the fact that one is

not alone, but is surrounded by a world of self-

conscious intelligences, themselves comprehended
in .synthesis by a supreme personal intelligence.

Through self-conscious and self-acting personality
alone can the world be brought into substantial

unity.
Thus are we rid of the conflict between mind

and matter, noumena and phenomena, and the

disjointed world of pluralism. This is done also

without resort to an idealism which, though
grand in conception, is death to the maintenance
of freedom.
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R. T. Flewellixg.
PERSONALITY.—What is a self, and how

are we conscious of it? The words 'self and

'person' may be taken as equivalent, and, as

'personality' is a more familiar term than '

self-

ness,' we may put our question in this form, What
is j)ersonality, and how do we know it ?

The qualit}' of personality is known to me because
I have perception

—in the strict sense of the word
—of one being which possesses the quality, namely,
myself. The view that I perceive myself is not a

very common one, especially in recent philosophic
thought, but a discussion of it is absolutely essential

for the comprehension of the nature of spirit.
In this article the word '

perception
'

is used to

denote that species of awareness which we have of

the existent—awareness being a mental state which
is not a belief, though it is knowledge. It is of

great importance to be clear as to what is meant

by 'awareness' and 'perception.' The present
writer uses both terms in the manner introduced

by B. Russell, and explained bj' him in his
paper

on Knoivlcdge by Acquaintance and Knowlcagc by
Description.

I am aware of an object, or am acquainted \nth an objei't
—

the phrases are used as synonymous—when '

I have a direct

cognitive relation to thai objocl. ... In fact, 1 think the

relation of subject and object which I call acf|uaintance is

simply the converse of the relation of object and subject which
constitutes presentation. That is. to say that S has acquaint-
ance with O is essentially the s-imc thin^r as to say that O is
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pivsented to S. . . . When we ask what are the kintb of objects
nith which we are ai-qu^inted, the tirst and most obvious

example is sfiiJie-dala.' When I see a colour or hear a noise, I

have direct aoiuaintance with the colour or the noise. We are

also acquainted, in introspection, with 'objects in various

cojniitive and conative relations to ourselves. When I see the

on, it often happens that I am aware of my seeinjr the sun,

in addition to being aware of the sun, and when I desire food,

Koft«n happens that I am aware of my desire for food. . . .

The •warenesses we have considered so far have all been aware-

nesses of particular existents, and might all in a larger sense

be called sense-data. For, from the point of view of theorj- of

knowledge, introspective knowledge is exactly on a level with

knowli'tlge derived from sight or hearing. But, in addition

to awareness of the alx)ve kind of objects, which may be Ciilled

awareness of partieidars, we have also what may be called

awareness of universaln. . . . Not only are we aware of par-
ticular yellows, but if we have seen a sufficient number of

yellows and have sufficient intelliu'cnce. we are aware of the
niiiversal yellow ; this universal is tne subject in such judgments
as "

yellow differs from blue" or "yellow resembles blue less

thangreen does." .\nd the universal yellow is the predicate in

such judgments as "
this is yellow," when

" this" is a particular
ense-datum. And universal relations, too, are objects of

awarenesses ; up and down, before and after, resemblance,
desire, awareness itself, and so on, would seem to be all of them
objects of which we can be aware." i

This, then, is what 'awareness' means. By
•perception" is meant the awareness of what
Russell calls

'

particulars,' or sense-data in a large
sense. All of these are substances. And we can,
of course, be aware of them only when they exist.

Perception, therefore, is always awareness of the
existent. But awareness which is not perception
need not be of the existent. If I know what any
simple characteristic means, I am aware of it.

But my awareness, e.g., of yellow, does not prove
that there is any existent thing which has the
characteristic of yellow.

Perception, however, is not limited to the per-

ception of substances. There is, indeed, no percep-
tion except when a substance is perceived, but,

along with the substance, we are able to perceive
some particular characteristic of the substance.
This is proved by the fact that we make judgments,
which no one would assert were in all cases in-

correct, that a substance has certain characteristics,
for which our only evidence is our awareness.

And, since the judgment is that a particular ex-

istent substance has the characteristic, the aware-
ness on which it is based must be perception.
Since the characteristics of the existent themselves

exist, the best definition of perception will be that
it is awareness of the existent.
What existent things do we perceive? It is

clear that I do not perceive physical objects (as

opposed to sense-data) or other people's minds.

M3' only giound for believing in them is by an
inference from the sense-data which I do perceive.
This does not mean that every belief in them is a
deliberate and conscious inference from a premiss
about sense-data. On the contrary, I often judge
that there is a table in the room, or that I have
met a friend, without making any judgment
whatever that I have perceived any sense-data.

But, although my judgment that there is a table
in the room is not an inference from sense-data, it

will not be a judgment which I have any right to
make unless I have experienced sense-data such
that tlie existence of the table in the room could
be legitimately inferred from them. And, if any
doubt is thrown, by my.self or others, upon the
correctne.ss of my judgment as to tiie table, the

only way in which it can be justified is by an
inference from sense-data.^

1 Russell, pp. 1-4. The present writer cannot accept, without
acme reservation, the account of what objects it is that we are
aware of by introspection, but this does not affect the meaning
of awareness.

2 In the same way the only way of justifying my belief that
another person exists will be by an inference from sense-data
which (excei)t for a Berkleian) will lead first to a belief in his

body (or a reality appearing as his body) and then to himself.
Of course the sensedala which are the basis of such an inference
need not be as closely connected with the object inferred as to
be a case of what is commonly called seeing, touching, etc., the

We do perceive, then, sense-data (using this
word in the larger sense, to include our perception
of mental events by introspection). We do not

gsrceive
physical objects or other people's minds,

ut one question still remains. Does each of us

perceive himself?
The present writer believes that this is the case.

The reasons which have led him to this view were
suggested by a passage in Russell's paper already
quoted above.'

I am certainly aware of certain characteristics—
e.g., the characteristic of equality. I k*ow, then,
the proposition, 'I am aware of equality.' If I

know this proposition, I must know each con-
stituent of it. I must therefore know '

I.' What-
ever we know must be known by acquaintance or

by description. If, therefore,
'
I

'

cannot be known
by description, it must be known by acquaintance,
and I must be aware of it.

Now, how can '
I

'

be described in this case ?

The description must be an exclusive description,
i.e. one which applies to nothing but '

I,' since I do
not know what '

I
' means unless I know enough

about it to distinguisli it from everything else. I

am aware, as already said, of equality, and I am
aware, by introspection, that there is an aware-
ness of equality. Can I, by means of these,
describe '

I
'

as that which is aware of equality ?

But it is obvious that this is not an exclusive

description of '

I,' for it could not be that unless it

were certain that I was the only person who ever

pos.sessed awareness of equality. It is obvious
that this is not certain, and that it is possible that
some one else besides me was, is, or will be. aware
of equality. (In point of fact, I have overwhelm-

ing empirical evidence for the conclui-ion that some
other persons are aware of equality.) Thus we
cannot get an exclusive description of '

I
'

in this

way.
It may be thought that an exclusive description

could be reached by going a step further. I am
not only aware, it may be said, that there is an
awareness of equality, but I am also aware that
there is this awareness of equality, the particular
mental act which is my awareness of equalitj' here
and now. Now, if

'
I

' were described as that
which is aware of this awareness of equality,
should we not have reached an exclusive descrip-
tion ? For no one else, it maj^ be argued, could be
aware of this awareness of equality except

'

1
'

mjself
who have it. Of course, in order that this may be
an exclusive description of

'

I,' I nmst know what
I mean by this awareness of equality. But this

would be a case of knowledge by awareness. This
awareness of equality would be a sense-datum, of

which we could be aware by introspection, since

no one denies that sense-data can be known by
awareness. Thus, it is said, we can dispense with
the necessity for awareness of self, and hold that
the only awareness of the existent—the only per-

ception
—is of sense-data.

This argument, as has been seen, has, as one of

its steps, the assertion that no one can be aware of

an awareness of equality except the person who
has that awareness. To this point we shall return
later. But first we must point out that, even if

this step were correct, the argument would not be
valid.

The judgment Avhich we are now considering is

the judgment, 'I am aware of this awareness.'
Now this is not merely a judgment that some

person, however identified, is aware of the aware-
ness. It also asserts that the person who is aware
of the awareness is the person who is making the

object itself. I never saw the Andes or the death of C<esar,
but my belief in them is an inference from visual sense-data in

reading books about them.
1 Russell did not, however, work out his contention in detail,

which was not essential for the main design of his paper.
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judgment. And how can I be entitled to assert
this identity if

'
I

'

can be known only by descrip-
tion ? In that case 1 am aware of this awareness,
and of making,' a jmlgnient, and I may be entitled

to conclude that there is some one who is aware of

the awareness, and that some one is making the

judgment, since botli awarenesses and judgments
require persons to make them. And it may be the
case that ' the person who is aware of this aware-
ness' is an exclusive description of the person to

whom it applies. But how do I know tiiat the

person tlius described is the person who makes the

judgment? If I am not aware of mv self, tiie only
thing I know about tlie person wlio makes the

judgment is just the description,
' the person who

makes this judgment.' And, granting that this is

an exclusive description, I am still not entitled to

say,
' / am aware of this awareness,' unless I know

that the two exclusive descriptions apply to the
same person. If the person is known onlj- by these

descriptions, or by other descriptions, it does not
seem to me possible to know anything of the sort.

Thus, if
'
I

' can be known only by description, it

seems impossible that we can know that I am
aware of this awareness, or of anything else, since
the judgment, 'I am aware of X,' always means
that the person who is aware of X is also the

person who is making the judgment.
On the other hand, if I do perceive my self, there

is no dilliculty in justifying either the judgment,
'I am aware of this awareness,' or the judgment,
'I am aware of equality.' There is no need now
to find an exclusive description of 'I,' because I

am aware of it, i.e. know it by acquaintance, and
therefore do not require to know it by description.
And I can now justify the assertion, implied in

the use of '

I,' that the person who is aware
(whether of this awareness or of equality) is the

person who makes the judgment. For in perceiv-
ing my self I perceive also, as was said above, some
of the characteristics of my self. And, if I perceive
it to have the character of being aware, of equality,
or of an awareness, and also perceive it to have
the characteristic of making this judgment, I am
justified in holding that it is the same person who
is aware and who makes the judgment.'
We have thus good reason to assert that I can

perceive my self—i.e., if I can know my self at all.

For it would be impossible for any one Avho believed
that the self could be known to deny the truth of

some proposition which takes the form '
I am aware

of X.' And we have seen that such propositions
cannot be justiliably accepted unless I can be aware
of— i.e. perceive

—my self.

Thus the attempt to describe the self which is

aware of equality by its identity with the self

which is aware of this awareness of equality has
broken down, even if we grant the premiss which
it assured—that ' that which is aware of this

awareness of equality
'

is an exclusive description
of the substance to which it applies. But we must
now examine into tlia truth of this premiss, for,

although the argument would not hold even if it

were valid, the question of its validity is important
in itself.

It is very commonly held that it is impossible for

any person to l)e aware of any mental state except
the person who has the state, and, therefore, that

only one person can be aMare of it. With regard
to awareness which is not percejition, it is univer-

sally admitted that more than one person can be

' It may ijossibly be said tliat the awareness is never simul-
taneous with the jiifl^cnient asserting the awareness. The
present writer would be inclined to doubt this. But at any
rate it is i^lear tliat the judi^nicnt can succeed the awareness
very rapidly, and in that case we are proliahly justified in

assertini,^ that the self which is aware and the self which judjres
the awareness are the same self. This point will be discussed
later.

aware of the same thing. It is only by awareness
that we can know what ariy simple characteristic
means—since, being simple, it cannot be defined—and the meaning of compound characteristics

depends on the meaning of simple character-
istics. If, therefore, two people could not be
aware of the same .simple characteristic, it would
be impossible for one person ever to communicate
his thoughts to another.

Opinions differ with regard to sense-data in the
narrower sense of the word — excluding those

admittedly gained by introspection, and including
only those which come, or appear to come, from
the external senses. Some thinkers regard them
as such that two people can perceive the same sense-
datum. Others, however, hold tiiat each sense-
datum can be perceived only by one person,
although .sense-data perceived by diH'erent people
may be caused by the same object aiid may justify
inferences as to the existence of that object.
But that which falls wholly within a mind is

usually denied to be perceptible by any mind except
that in which it falls, whether it be a state of the

mind, a relation between two states of the mind,
or a relation between the mind and one of its own
states. Thus those thinkers who hold, as some do,
that sense-data in the narrower sense are states of

the mind are invariably to be found among those
who hold that each sense-datum can be perceived
only by one person—who is, of course, the person
of whom they are states. And, in the case of the
remainder of sense-data in the wider sense—those
which are admittedly mental, and reached by
introspection

— it is generally held, or, rather,

tacitly assumed, that they can have no other per-
cipient than the mind within which they fall.

Among these, of course, are all awarenesses.
Now it does not seem that we are justified in

asserting this as an absolute necessity. No doubt
it is the case that I do not perceive any state of
mind of any person but myself. I have good
reason to believe that none of the persons whom I

know, or who have recorded their experience in any
way which is accessible to me, has ever perceived
the states of mind of any other person tiian him-
self. Nor have I any reason to believe that any
other self in the universe has done so. But the
fact that there is no reason to suppose that it does

happen is very far from being a proof that it

could not happen. Is there any reason for sup-
posing that it could not happen ? Even if it is

asserted that we have no i-eason to suppose that

any self does perceive anything but its own states

(a view which involves that sense-data in the
narrower sense are states of the self), there is

no impossibilitj' in its doing so. Tliat relative
isolation of a self (of course it is not complete
isolation) which would prevent it from entering
into a relation of perception with anything outside
itself need not be essential to the self because it is

true of it throughout our experience. If, on the
other hand, sense-data in the narrower sense are
not parts of the self, then I can perceive something
which is outside me, which is one step towards

perceiving what is inside another self. The fact

that in our experience this second step is never
taken does not prove that it is imiiossible.

It must be remembered that, if A should jierceive
a .state of B's, that would not make it a state of

A's or any less exclusively a state of B"s. To have
a state and to perceive it are two utterly different

things. In our present experience, as we have just
said, no one does the second who does not do the

first. But the first often occurs without the second.

I often have a state, even a conscious state, with-

out being aware of that state,' and this does not

1 If this were not so, every conscious state would start an
infinite series of iiorceptious, since a perception is itself a state.
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make it any the less my t^tate. Since the two are

so distinct,".! niiuht perceive a state of li's, which

perhaps B liimself tlid not perceive, and yet it

would be Us state and not A's. Confusion on this

point has had a good deal to do with tlie prevailing
behef that one self cannot perceive a state of

another self.

It is, therefore, not intrinsically impossible that

one self sliould be aware of a state of another self

(or that more than one self should be so), and, as a

self can be aware of its own state, it is not intrin-

sically impossible that two selves should be aware
of tlie same awareness. We cannot, therefore, be

certain that ' the person who is aware of this

awareness
'

is an exclusive description of a person
of whom it is true. And, if

'

I
'

can be known only

by means of tliis description, I cannot be certain

who '

I
'

is, anil cannot be certain that I know the

meaning of the proposition,
'

I am aware of this

awareness,' or of the proposition,
'

I am aware of

equality' (since tlie 'I' in the latter was to be

described by means of the former). But it is

certain that I know the meaning of these proposi-

tions, and it ia certain that I am certain of their

truth. Thus, for a second reason, the attempt to

show that '
I

' can be known by description in this

manner has broken down.
An attempt might be made to know '

I
'

by
descri]>tion which would not be liable to the second

objection. For it might be said—and truly
—that,

while it is not impossible for more than one self to

be aware of a particular awareness, it is impossible
for more than one self to have the same particular
awareness. If I am aware of X, it is not impossible
that you, as well as I, should be aware of my
.awareness of X, but it is impossible that my particu-
lar awarenes.s of X should also be your awareness
of X, or anybody else's, since what is a state—i.e.

a part
—of one self can in no case be a state of

another self.

This view the present writer believes to be cor-

rect. It has been denied, both on the gi'ound that

my awareness of X is not a part of me and on the

ground that two selves might possibly have a
common part. But it is not necessary to decide

these points here, as it can be shown that, even if

the view is correct and no two selves can have the

same awareness, it will still be impossible to know
'

I
'

by description.
The attempt to know it by description on this

basis would be as follows. If we start from ' I am
aware of equality,' and wish to describe the '

I,' we
must proceed to the further proposition,

' I have
this acquaintance with equality,' which will always
be true if the other is. Then the '

I
'

in the latter

proposition can be described as the self which has
this acquaintance with equality. This de.scription
cannot apply to more than one thing, and is there-

fore an exclusive description of it. And the thing
so described is the '

I
'

in both propositions. And
in this way we do avoid the second objection. But
our new attemi)t is still open to the tirst objection—that it involves that two descriptions apply to

the same self, and that we have no right to make
this assumption. For, when I assert the proposi-
tion,

'

I have this awareness,' it means that the
self who has this aw.areness is the same as the self

who asserts the proposition. Now, I can only
describe the one—if it is to be described at all—as

the self which has this awareness, and the second
as the self which makes this judgment. Both of

these are exclu.sive descriptions. (Of course, by
' this judgment

'

is meant the psychical fact of

judgment, not the proposition which is asserted.)
and I should have to be again aware of that, and so on. We
know that this ia not the case. We do not very often perceive
a perception, and perception of a perception of a perception

scarcely ever happens except when we are engaged on epietemo-
logical or psychological investigation.

But I have no reason to suppose that they refer to
the same self, and therefore I am not entitled to

say,
'
I have this awareness,' or, consequently,

'
I

am aware of equality.'
If, on the other hand, I am aware of my self, I

am entitled to say,
'
I have this awareness,' because

I am aware of my self with the two characteristics
of having the awareness and of making the judg-
ment. Once more, then, we are brought back to

the conclusion that, if I am entitled to make any
assertion about my awareness of anything, I must
be aware of my self.

Nor is this all. The .same line of argument will

show that, unless '
I

'

is known by awareness, I am
not justified in making (oii/ statement about my
self, whether it deals with awareness or not. If I

start with the proposition,
'

I am angry,' and then,
on the same principle as before, describe '

I
'

as that
which has thui state of anger, my assertion will

involve the assertion that it is the same self which
has this state of anger and which is making this

proposition. And, if
'
I

' can be known only by
description, there is no reason to hold that it is the
same self which both has the state and makes the
as.sertion.

It is not, of course, impossible for us to have

good reasons for believing that two descriptions
both apply to some substance which we know only
by description. I know other people only bj'

description, but I may have good reason to believe

of my friend X that he is both a socialist and a

post-impressionist. But the case now before us
is not analogous to this. My beliefs about X
depend for their correctness on the correctness of

various inferences from sense-data of which I am
aware—perhaps auditory sense-data which I hear,
and which I infer to be due to his desire to com-
municate his opinions to me. But, when I judge
that I am angry, the conclusion that it is I who jvin

angry is not an inference from my awareness of a
state of anger whose characteristics are such that
it can only belong to a particular person. I am as

directly certain that it is I who am angry as I am
that the state of anger exists. And, if

'
I

'

is not
known by awareness, the only alternative is that
'

I
' should be described as that which is involved

in the simple fact of the existence of the state of

anger—the only element in the proposition of

which, on this hypothesis, we are aware. That is,

it must be described simply as the self which has
this state of anger. And in this

description
there

is nothing from w Inch we can legitimately conclude
that this is the same self as that which makes the
assertion.

Our conclusion, then, is that, if 'I' can be
known at all, it must be known by awareness, and

that, if it cannot be known by awareness, we are

not justified in asserting any proposition in which
the term '

I
'

occurs. Unless we take this ex-

tremely sceptical alternative, we must admit that
'
I

'

is known by awareness.
It may be asked why this result has not been

accepted, by so many — perhaps most— recent

philosophers. The exjilanation may be partly that

they saw that ' the self which has this state
'

is an
exclusive description of a self, when this state is

known by awareness, and that they did not see the
further point that this descrijition gave us no

ground to identify the self which has the state

with the self making the assertion, and that this

identity is implied in the use of '

I.' But probably
the chief reason is that they looked for the aware-
ness of the self in the wrong way. They tried to

find a consciousness of self which had the same

positive evidence for being an awareness as is

found in an awareness of equality or in an aware-
ness of some particular sense-datum. And thi.s

attempt failed. For the '
I

'

is much more elusive
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than the other realities of which wc are aware. It

is divided into parts which are not themselves
selves (unlike the parts of sense-data, which, if

perceptible, are also sense-data) ;
and of these

parts we can be aware, and generally are, or can

be, when we are aware of the '
I.' It is easy,

therefore, to suppose that it is only the parts
—

the actual states—of which we are aware, while
the '

I
'

is known only by descrijition, and the

belief in it can be jnstiliud only by inference from
the states. This view also gains plausibility from
the fact that '

I
'

has no content except parts of

this sort. For it is natural, though erroneous, to

argue that, if all the parts of the '
I

' can be per-
ceived separately, it is impossible to perceive the
'

I
'

as a whole except by perceiving all those parts.

And, of course, in perceiving the 'I' we do not

perceive all its parts.
Thus, if we merely inspect our experience, the

awareness of the '
I

'

is far from obvious. The only
way !of making it obvious is that suggested l)y

Russell and employed in this article. We must
take propositions containing the '

I,' and, to test

the view that 'I' is known by description, en-

deavour to replace
'
I

' with its description. Only
then does the impossibility of knowing

'
I

'

except
by awareness become clear.

Our conclusion is that '

I
' must be known by

awareness, if it is to be known at all. The alter-

native remains that it is not known at all, and
that no statements which contain '

I
'

as a constitu-

ent are justifiable.
Of those philosophies which, without falling into

complete scepticism, deny the reality of the self

the two most important are Hume's and Bradley's.
Hume {Treatise of Human Nature, i. iv. 6, ed. T.

H. Green and T. H. Grose, 2 vols., London, 1909,
i. 533 ft.) seems to take the view that Ave must be
aware of the self if we know it at all, since he
contents himself with proving to his own satisfac-

tion that we can have no '

impression
'

of it, and
does not discuss the possibility that I might have
a '

compound idea
'

of it, as I have of the death of

Caesar, which I did not see. He offers two argu-
ments against the possibility of an impression of

the self. The first is that the impression, if there

were one, must be the same throughout life.
' But there is no impression constant and invariable. Pain

and pleasure, grief and joy, passions and sensations succeed
each other, and never all exist at the same time. It cannot,
therefore, be from any of these impressions, or from any other,
that the idea of self is deriv'd ; and consequently there is no such
idea.'

In answer to this we may say, in the first place,
that it is not necessary that the imi)ression should

'

be the same throughout life. If I had it for a

minute, it would be enough ground to believe in

the self then. Whether there was any reason to

suppose that the same self existed before and after-

wards would be a matter for further argument.
But, whether it did or did not, a self that lasted

for a minute Avould still be a self. As for the

passage quoted, no one would deny that no impres-
sion of '

pain and pleasure, grief and joy, passions
and sensations

'

could be an imjtression of the self.

But to conclude at once, as he iloes, that no other

impression can be an impression of self is entirely

unjustified.
His grounds for making this illegitimate step are

probably the fact that, if there is a self, it has

parts, all of which are pains, pleasures, griefs, joys,

passions, sensations, or something el.se which is not
a self, and his supposition that, in that case, there
can be no impression of the self which is not an

aggregate of these. And this becomes explicit in

his second argument.
Mankind, he says,

' are nothing l)ut a bundle or collection

of different perceptions, which succeed each other with an
inconceivable rapidity, and are in a perpetual flux and move-
ment.'

Without accepting the detail of this, we may
agree that all the content of a self falls within

various mental states, not selves, and that—at any
rate, within certain limits—these change while the

self remains the same self. But it does not follow

from this that the self is not an existent reality,

any more tiian it follows that a college is not an

existent reality, because it is made up of men who
are not colleges, and who join and leave the college
w hile it remains the same college.

Moreover, Hume's attempt to account for the

arrangement of the mental states without accept-

ing the reality of the self, when looked at more

closely, seems to involve the very reality that it

was meant to exclude. For what is meant by say-

ing that the perceptions which exist form different

'bundles or collections'? It does not mean that

those which form the same bundle are connected

in .space with one another more closely than they
are with those in other bundles, for Hume does not

regard the perceptions as being in space. Nor can

it be that they are connected more closely in time,

or by resemblance. For, if there is really a bundle

wherever there is, on the ordinary theory, a self,

then similar and simultaneous perceptions are

found in different bundles, and dissimilar and non-

simultaneous sensations in the same bundle. It

seems impossible to avoid the conclusion that the

contents of each bundle must be determined to be

parts of that bundle bv their relation to, or inclu-

sion in, some reality which is not any one of the

contents, nor the aggregate of these taken as a

plurality, but is something as ultimate as, say,
one of tlie contents. If we reach this, we have
reached the self.

It is not necessary to consider in detail all the

stages in Bradley's searching and brilliant analysis
of the various possible meanings of the self, on
which he founds his conclusion that the self is not

absolutely real. It is clear that, if the view which
we have taken is to be refuted in consequence of

any of his criticisms, it will be by those which he
offers in respect of the sixth sense of the word
which he discusses—that in which the self is a

subject which becomes an object (Appearance and
Reality", London, 1908, ch. ix.). For the self

which, as we have decided, each of us knows by
awareness as his '

I
'

is, as we saw, that which is

the subject which perceives and judges. We do
not say that it is only that, that it does nothing
else. On the contrary, it is that which loves when

my judgment,
'
I love,' is true, and which is angry

when my judgment,
'
I am angry,' is true. But it

is also that which is the subject in all knowledge.
If Bradley has succeeded in disproving the

reality of a self which is the subject of knowledge,
he has disproved our conclusion. But, if he has

not done this, he has not weakened our conclusion

at all, since none of the other senses of self which
he discusses is such that its validity is involved in

the validity of self in our sense.

The self, Bradley says, is a concrete group.
With this we may agree, since Bradley apparently
means by it only that there is a plurality of

parts in the self. He then points out that most, if

not all, of the content of the self can becoine an

object, and from this he concludes that very little,

if any, of the content of the self can belong to it

essentially. His view is that what becomes an

object becomes ipso facto part of the not-self, and

that what is not-self cannot be the self, or part of

it. If Bradley is right in holding that whatever be-

comes an object must be removed from the self, then

it is clear that no self can know its own existence.

For no self could know its own existence without

being an object of knowledge to itself, and a self

cannot be its own object if the object ipso facto
ceases to be self. Tims not only must we abandon
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the view that I know my self hy awareness—which

M-e hail fouiul reason to think was the only way in

M-hicli I could know myself—but, more generally,
all knowledge of my self by my self is directly

shown to be impossible.
But what reason is there for hol.ling that a self

cannot be its own object, remaining all the time the

self which has the object ? There appears to be no
reason whatever. Ihe presumption is certainly
that it can be its own object, for, if it could not, I

could never know my self (whetiier by awareness
or by description), and conse(iuently could never

know any proposition in wluch '
I

'

occur.s. Now,
there are propositions in which '

I
'

occurs which I

do assert, and which are pritna facie true. The

present writercan see nogrouiul why this presump-
tion should be rejected. It cannot be denied that

there are certain relations in which a substance

can stand to itself, and what is there in the case of

the relation of knowledge which should make us

reioct the prima facie view that this is one of them ?

So far from that being the case, the more we con-

temi)late our experience, the more reason we Hnd
for holding that it is impossible to reject knowledge
of self. If we are right in this, Bradley's objection
to the realitj' of the self, in the sense in which we
have taken self, falls to the ground.

I am, then, aware of my own self. We now pass
to a question of considerable importance

— the rela-

tion of the self to time, or to that real series which

appears as a time-series. It is a common view' that

the dehnition of substance should include perman-
ence in time, or, at least, persistence through a
certain amount of time.^ But it is better to adopt
a ditlerent dednition, by which that which existed

at a single and indivisible point of time would also be

a s\il)stance. With regard to selves, the view that

nothing is a self unless it is persistent through
time is still stronger. Indeed, many refutations

of the reality of selves conline themselves to show-

ing, or attempting to show, that a self, defined in

whatever waj' is being criticized, could not persist
for the period covered by the life of a human
body.
What can we say, on our theory, as to the per-

sistence of the self? I know my self by awareness,
and I can therefore be certain only of those of its

characteristics of which I am aware, or which are

involved in those of which I am aware. Am I

aware of the persistence of my self through time?
It seems to me that I am. For awareness lasts

through the specious present. At any point of

time, then, I may perceive my self at that point
of time, and also my self at any previous point of

time within the limits of a specious present. And
if, between these points, I begin or cease to perceive

something else, I shall, if I attend to the relation

between the two perceptions, be aware of my self

a-s persisting while other things change, and so as

persisting in time.*
This period of time is, of course, very short rela-

tively to the life of a human body. Have we any
reason to sui)i)ose that the self wliich we perceive
through a specdous present persists itself through
any longer time? It has been held by some
writers that, for past periods which are earlier

than any part of the specious present, but j'et

relatively near, our memory gives us absolute

1 For the sake of brevitj',
' time

'

is used as an equivalent to

'time, or that real series which appears as a time-series,' when-
ever the context removes any danger of ambiguity.

2 It does not, of course, follow that a thing bepns or ceases to

exist because I bejfin or cease to perceive it, but at any rate the

perceptions will begin and cease. Since the perceptions are

parts of the self, it follows that the same self fan contain parts
which exist at different times. It is also obvious that it can
contain parts which exist simultaneously. If I know that I am
angry, my self contains simultaneously a state of anger and a
state of awareness (of the anger). Again, I am sometimes aware
that I am both hot and happy.

certainty that the things which we remember did

occur. If that is the case— it is not net^essary
for us to discuss whether it is or not;— I can have
absolute certainty that I existed at a time which
falls within the limits where memory is absolutely

trustworthy. If, at the present moment, I re-

member that I was aware of myself in the jiast,

then the '
I

' who now remembers and the '

I
' who

was then aware must be the same '

I,' unless the

meiiioiy is erroneous—which it cannot be, by the

ii^yputhesis, Avithin these limits—and therefore the

same '
I

' must have persisted from the moment of

the remembered awareness to the moment of the

remembrance.

Beyond this, there is no certainty of the per-
sistence of self. If, outside the limits of certain

memory, I remember that I did or was certain

things in the past, that professed memory may be

deceptive in two ways. It may, in the ordinary
sense, be false, as when, in a dream, I remember
that I committed a murder ten years ago. In the

second place, even if the events which I now re-

member did hajipen to some one in my body, I

may be in error in thinking that / experienced
them. There may then have been another self

related to my body, whose experience I now know
and mistakenly judge to have been my own. The
latter alternative is not at all probable, but it is not

impossible. But, although there is no absolute

certainty that my present self has lasted longer
than the specious present and the short preceding

period of certain memory— if there is such a period—
yet there may be very good reason for holding

that it is extremely probable that it has done so.

There is very little reason to doubt that the

feelings with which I now remember that I saw
Benares really did occur more than twenty years

ago, and the self which experienced them was the

same one which is now remembering them. And
there is very little reason to doubt that the same
'
I

'

of which I am now aware did have various

experiences ever since the birth of my present

body, although I have no memory whatever of

most of them. On similar grounds there is very
little reason to doubt that, unless my body dies

within the next week, the '
I

'

of which I am now
aware will still exist at the end of this week.
The grounds on which we come to such con-

clusions will, of course, be empirical. But the

results which we have reached as to the nature of

the self, and as to my absolute certainty of my
own existence within certain temporal limits, will

have an important bearing on the validity of the

conclusions as to further persistence. For, when

objections have been otl'ered to the common-sense
view that each self — at any rate under usual

circumstances—persists through the whole life of a

living body, they have generally been made on the

ground either tliat we do not know what the self

is which is said to persist or that its persistence is

incompatible with the changes in the 'bundle' of

mental events. But we are now able to say that

by the self we mean something of which the '
I

'

of which I am aware is an example. And so the

question of any self existing to-day, whether it

existed twenty years ago, is a perfectly definite

question, whatever may be held about the true

answer. We are also now able to say that, within

the specious present, w'e are aware of a self which
remains the same while changes occur among the

mental events.

We have thus justified the statement at the

beginning of this article. The quality of being a

person is known to me because I perceive one

being which possesses the quality, namely, myself.
To be a person is a quality which I perceive in '

I,'

when I perceive
'

I,' and which I do not perceive in

anything else whicli I do perceive, though I believe,
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rightly or wrongly, that it is possessed by other
substances which I do not perceive. But is it a

compound of various otlior qualities, or is it simple
and indefinable? It would appear that it is the
latter. There is a (luality of personality, which,
like redness, is made known to us by our perception
of substances wliicii have it, and, like redness, is

simple an<l indeliiuiLle.

Wiiat is the relation of consciousness to person-
ality? When we say that a self is conscious, we
mean that it is conscious of scjiiictliin}^, i.e. it

knows something. It would be a diflicult question
to decide whether the possession of personality
necessarily involved tiie possession of conscious-

ness, and, if so, whether a self had to be conscious
at all times when it was a self, or whether its

personality could continue during intervals when
it had not consciousness.
A self-conscious self is one which knows itself,

which, by our previous results, involves that it is

aware of itself. Must a self be self-conscious? It

has been maintained that it must be so. Some-
times it is said that consciousness is essential to

tlie self, and that no being could be conscious
unless it were self-conscious. Sometimes it is ad-

mitted that a being might be conscious without

being self-conscious, but then, it is said, it ought
not to be called a self. The present writer dis-

agrees with both these views. It seems to him

quite possible for a being to be conscious without

being self-conscious. It is true that the only
conscious being of whom I am ever aware is neces-

sarily self-conscious, since it is myself. But I am
not always self-conscious when I am conscious.

Memory gives me positive reason to believe in

states when I am not aware of n)yself at all—not
states that are either abnormal, on the one hand,
or mystic, on the otiier, nor states in which in any
sense I am not a self, or am less a self than at

other times, but a perfectly normal and frequent
state in which I am conscious of other objects and
am not conscious of myself, because my attention
does not happen to be turned that way. I seem
to remember such states. And, even if I did not
remember them, it would still be perfectly possible
that there should be such states, though there

might be no reason for supposing that there were.
And there is no reason why there should not be

beings who are always in the condition in which I

am sometimes, of being conscious without being
self-conscious.

In answer to such considerations as these, it is

sometimes said that self-consciousness is always
found when consciousness is found, but that the
self-consciousness is so faint that it escapes observa-
tion when we try to describe the experience which
we remember. If there were any impossibility in

the existence of consciousness without self-con-

sciousness, it is doubtless to this hypothesis that
we should be driven. But there seems no reason
whatever why I should not be conscious of some-

thing else without being conscious of myself, and
therefore no reason why we should conclude to the
existence of this faint self-consciousness, of which,
by the hypothesis, we can have no direct evidence.

Again, it is said that there is always imjjlicit or

potential self-consciousness. By this is meant that
a conscious self could always be self-conscious if

circumstances turned its attention to itself, instead
of away from itself, that there is no intrinsic im-

})OssibiIity of self-consciousness. This is doubtless
the case with me, and selves like me, at the times
when we are not self-conscious. But it does not
alter the fat-t that, at those times, we are just as

re.'illy not self-conscious as at other times we are

really self-conscious, ^^lly should there not be

beings who were conscious but whose nature was
such that they could never be self-conscious?

It has also been maintained, as we said above,
that, even if there could be beings who were con-
scious without being self-conscious, the name of
self should be reserved for those who are self-

conscious. This usage, it seems, would not be so

convenient as the one which we have adopted.
To call a conscious being a self only when it was
self-conscious would involve that each of us wotild

gain and lose the right to the name many times a

day. It would be less inconvenient if the name
of self were given to those conscious beings which
are ever self-conscious, even at the times when
they were not so. But there is a more serious

difficulty. We are invited to detine personality as

being conscious of self. And consciousness of self

is a comi)lex characteristic which can be defined

only when it is known what we mean by a self.

Therefore, if self means the same on the two
occasions when it enters into the statement,

' a
self is that which is self-conscious,' we have a
circular and unmeaning delinition of selfness.

But, if we avoid this by self not meaning the same
on each occasion, it is obvious that we are using
the word in a very inconvenient manner. On the

whole, therefore, it seems better to say that self-

ness does not involve self-consciousness.

We have now determined what is meant by self,

and how it is that v.-e have the characteristic of

personality. Spirituality may be deUned as the

quality of having substantial content all of which
is the content of one or more selves. Fiom this it

follows that all selves are spiritual substances, but
that they are not the only spiritual substances.
Parts of selves, such as thoughts and volitions, or

the parts of thoughts and volitions, would be

spiritual. And so would groups of selves, whether
tliose groups are important, such as a nation, or

trivial, such as a bridge-party, or purely arbitrary,
such as the group made up of Louis XIV., Sir

Nathaniel Wraxall, and Sir Isaac Newton. (So,

also, we may note for the sake of completeness,
would be a group made up of some selves and some
parts of selves. But this has no practical import-
ance.) These are ail spiritual substances, but they
would not all be called spirits, since usage confines

the phrase 'a spirit' to what is also cayed a self.

It would sometimes be maintained that our de-

finition of sjjirit is too narrow. Whatever falls

within the substantial content of any self, it would
be said, is certainly spiritual, but spirit also in-

cludes content which is not part of any self. There
is, or may be, knowledge, volition, emotion—in a

word, experience
—which does not fall within any

self, and is not the experience of any self, and all

this, it would be said, falls within spirit.
It might perhaps be admitted that, if there Avere

such non-personal experience, it would have a good
claim to be called si)iritual. But the present writer

submits that it is impossible that there should be.

This is not a question about names. The assertion

is that we mean the same thing by the names

'knowledge,' 'volition,' and 'experience' as is

meant by the advocates of this view, and that we
mean the same thing by the term 'self.' (At any
rate, any slight diii'erence that there might be in

the meanings of the words would not account for

the diilerence of opinion about impersonal experi-
ence. )

The assertion is that there cannot be ex-

perience which is not experienced by a self because
it seems evident, not as part of the meaning of the

terms, but as a synthetic truth about experience.
This truth is ultimate. It cannot be defended

against attacks, but it seems beyoiul doubt. The
more clearly we realize the nature of experience,
or of knowledge, volition, and emotion, the more

clearly, it is submitted, does it appear that any
of them are impossible except as the experience
of a self.
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Nor are we led to doubt this conclusion by find-

ing tliat it leads us into any ditlicultie*. For

nothinj,' tliat we know suj,'t,'e.sts to us in the least

the existence of imiiersonal experience. We never

perceive it, since each of us perceives only himself

and liisown sense-data—and none of the facts that

we do perceive
is better explained on the hypo-

thesis tliat there is non-personal experience than
on the hvix)tliesis that there is not.

All substantial content of spirit, then, must fall

within some self. But now another point arises.

Can any substantial content fall within more than

one self? In that case either one self would form

part of another or two selves would overlap, having
a part common to both. Is this possible ? It seems

imjiossible that any part should be common to two
or more selves. \Vhen I contemplate, to begin
with, what is meant by an act of knowledge, a

volition, or any other part of mj- experience, it

seems as impossible to me that sucli a state should

belong to more than one self as it is that it should

not belong to a self at all. It may be said that

this still leaves open the possibility that there

should be parts of a self of which that self is not

and cannot be aware—which are, in the ordinary

phrase, unconscious parts of the self—and that

these may be common to more than one self,

though conscious parts could not be.

It is doubtful whether this view, that unconscious

parts can be common to two selves though conscious

parts cannot, has ever been maintained. When-
ever it has been held that two selves could have a
common part, it has always been held that one
self (;ould l>e part of another. And, since all selves

are always held to have some conscious parts, this

would involve that some conscious parts were parts
of two selves. But, whether the view has been
maintained or not, it seems false. From the nature
of the case I cannot observe an unconscious state

of a self, and all that I could know about it would
be that it was a state of a self, and an unconscious
state. But this is enough. For, when I consider

what is meant by a self, it seems to me clear that
a self is something which cannot have a part in

common with another self. The peculiar unity
which a self has puts it into a relation with its parts
which is such that a part could not have it to two
selves. Or, to put it the other way round, any
relation which a substance could have to two
wholes, of each of which it is a part, cannot be the
relation of the state of a self to the self.

Since selves persist through time, each self is

divided into parts persisting through the parts of

the .self's persistence. (And these parts it would
have, even if we were wrong in our view that acts,
of knowledge, volition, and the like, are parts of

the self w])o knows and wills.) It seems equally
impossible that any part in this dimension should
be common to two or more selves.

The impossibility of any part of any self belong-
ing also to any other self is, we may saj', an
ultimate truth, and cannot be proved. But it can
be indirectly supported by discussing various ways
in which it has been said that it is possible that
one part should >>elong to more than one self. In
the first place, it is often said that one self (and so

the parts of it) can be part of another, if the in-

cluded self is a manifestation of the inclusive self.

This view has always been popular, because one of

the chief grounds for wishing to show that one self

can be part of another has been to make it possible
for man to be part of (iod. For various religious
motives many people have Ijeen anxious that a

personal God—a (iod who is a self—should be the
whole of what exists, or the whole in wliich all

spiritual life falls. And, if man is to be part of

God, it is a natural and attractive view to regard
man as manifesting God's nature. If a self could

be part of another on condition of its being its

manifestation, it would cover those cases in which

people are generally most desirous to show that
one self is part of another. Now, it is no doubt
true that a self can manifest the nature of a whole
of which it is a part. Thus we may .say that Dante
manifested the nature of the society of the Middle

Ages, and that Chatham manifested the nature of

England. But England and the society of the
Middle Ages are not .selves. Again, one self can
manifest the nature of another. Thus a theist,
who was not a pantheist, might say of a good man
that he manifested the nature of God. But the
manifestant is not part of the self whose nature he
manifests. It seems that in many cases in which
it is said that one self can be part of another the
assertion is based on a confusion about manifesta-
tion. It is said that the inclusion can take place,
if the included self manifests the other. And,
because a self can be conceived to manifest the
nature of a whole of which it is a part, and can be
conceived to manifest the nature of another self,

it is confusedly held that it can be conceived to

manifest the nature of .something which is both a,

whole of which it is a part and another self. But
this, of course, is an illogical inference.

In the second place, it is suggested that, if a self

A perceived a self B, and all its parts, and had
other contents besides those perceptions, then B
would be a part of A, and the parts of B would
also be parts of A. This suggestion also applies

chiefly to the inclusion of man in God. P'or we
know of no case where a man can perceive another

man, or his parts, and it is generally said (though,
as said above, probably erroneously) that this

would be impossible. But in the case of God it is

often thought that this limitation need not apply.
It is possible, no doubt, that B and its parts miglit
be perceived by A, whether A was God or not.

But this will not make B and its parts into parts
of A, B perceives its own parts, or some of them,
but the relation of having them as parts and the
relation of perceiving them are quite different re-

lations, and, if A should have the second, it does
not follow that it will have the first. The con-

fusion is probably due to the fact that, in our

ordinary experience, no one perceives the part of

a self except the self of which it is a part, and it

is therefore mistakenly assumed that anything
which did perceive it must be a self of which it is

a part.
These considerations diminish any doubt which

might fall on the truth of our position that the
inclusion in selves of other selves or their parts is

impossible. If it really is an ultimate truth, it

may be said, why have so many thinkers believed

that it is not true at all ? But any force that there

might be in this objection is diminished when we
see that many of the people who asserted that the
inclusion was not impossible had confused it witli

one of various other things which are quite possible,
but are not the inclusion in question.

It is sometimes asserted, not only that such an
inclusion is possible, but that we have empirical
evidence that it does occur in those comparatively
rare instances usually known as cases of

'

multijile

personality.
' The most striking of these, and the

one best adapted to prove the contention, if any of

them could do so, is the case recorded by Morton
Prince in his well-known work. The Dissociation

of a Personality (New York, 1906). It does not
seem to the present writer that any of the most

interesting facts recorded in this book, or any
other facts of the same class of which he has read,
are incompatible with the view that only one self

is, in each case, concerned with all the events

happening in connexion with any one body, the

characters, and the events remembered by that
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self, sufferinf^j rapid oscillations, due to causes not

completely ascertained. That such oscillations do
take i)lace has been certain since the time of the
iirst man who became quarrelsome or maudlin
when drunk, and reverted to his ordinary character
when sober. The oscillations in such a case as we
are now considerinj^ did'er in degree, no doubt,
from those seen in every-day life, but they introduce
no qualitative difference.

\\ lietiier all the facts recorded of multiple
personality can be explained in this way is a

question into winch we cannot now enter. But,
if there were any of such a nature as to be incom-

patible with the theory that a single self was con-
cerned in them, they would necessarily be of such
a nature as to lie compatible with the theory that

they were caused by two selves, neither of them
including the other, or any part of the other, which

happened to be connected with the same body—

a connexion which we do not come across in any
other part of our experience, but which has no
intrinsic imijossibilitj'.' Thus any fact of multiple
l)ersonalitj', whether the divergence of personality
were slight or great, could be accounted for without

requiring the hyi)othesis of inclusion, and no doubt
can arise from these facts as to the correctness of

our view that the impossibility of the hypothesis
of inclusion is an ultimate truth.

Since such inclusion is an impossibility, it follows

that, unless I am the whole universe, the universe
cannot be a self. For I am aware of myself as a

self, and, if I am not the whole universe, t am part
of it. And the whole of which a self is part cannot
be a self. This result is the same whetiier, of that

part of the universe which is not me, all, some, or
none consists of other selves.

LiTERATURB.—See the authorities cited throughout.
J. Ellis McTaggart.

PERSONIFICATION.
Introductory and Primitive (G. Foucakt), p.

781.

American.—See Naturk (American).
Egyptian (A. H. Gardiner), p. 787.

PERSONIFICATION (Introductory and
Primitive).—Personification may be defined as the
act of attributing a living, conscious, and active

personality to inanimate natural objects (from the
smallest object to complete portions of the physical
world, and even the whole world itself), to forces

and phenomena, to manufactured objects, or to
abstract ideas and words.
There are two great difhculties in studying a

subject like personification: (1) to discover the
exact significance to primitive man (or, failing him,
uncivilized man) of what we call 'personality';
and (2) to reconstruct, as far as possible, the psy-
chological mechanism behind the process of personi-
fication. The first of these problems need not be
treated here (see Life and Death [Primitive],
Personality). With regard to the second, there
are so many examples of personification collected

by modern bibliography that our only practicable
plan here seems to be to arrange the facts roughly
in classes and, noting as we go along the partial

explanations that they suggest, try to come to a

general conclusion. The examples in each class

are so numerous that only a few can be mentioned.
For further details see the literature at the end of

the article.

I. Classification. — i. Inanimate natural

objects.
—The forces of nature and portions of the

physical world (as primitive man imagines them)
everywhere form the most important subdivision
of the first class of personifications. It is impossible
to draw up a complete list of all the varieties in use

among the extinct primitive religions, and of those
of Avliich present-day uncivilized races give us a

poor and distorted idea. But we may present a
list in which the order followed is that correspond-
ing, roughly, to the principal divisions of the
universe as conceived by the most typical of those

religions.
First there are the elements themselves, or,

rather, what primitive man imagines to l)e the

principal elements forming this universe. Water,
lire, and earth we find universally conceived as

l)ersons. But this generalization presupposes an
eflbrt of fairly far advanced synthetic conception.
A rougher or more childish subdivision is usual,
tlie more elementary naturism generally resulting
in the following classes :

(n) The sky, or (much more frequently) the

Greek (E. A. Gardner), p. 792.

Indian.—See Nature (Hindu).
Roman (J. B. Carter), p. 794.

Semitic (W. H. Bennett), p. 800.

different skies or portions of the world that Ls con-

ceived as above the earth and separated from it by
the world of iiir. These are sometimes superim-
posed regions and sometimes real separate worlds.
For tlie process of personifications of this class see
art. Sky-God.s.

(b) The intermediary space between the sky,
conceived as a solid world, and the terrestrial

world is formed by air or airs. See art. AlR AND
Gods of the Air.

(c) The terrestrial waters form one of the
commonest classes of personification. The sea or
the difierent seas {e.g., the ocean of Dahomey, the

glacial sea of the Eskimos, the Ouajit Oirit of

the Egyptians) are wide-spread types. These per-
sonified waters are quite difierent from the waters
of lakes and rivers (see below, I. 2 (c)). They are
maritime waters. A point to be noticed is the

general predominance of a special personification
for the water which forms the boundary of the
inhabited world—e.g., the old '12\-eav6s of Homeric
Greece. In most cases it serves to connect the
mass of terrestrial waters with those held up by
the sky or those of the '

abyss
' on which the earth

rests. This notion throws light on primitive
cosmogony, and on the primordial water of so

many mythologies, from which every thing and

every personified spirit, even the Sujireme Being,
came forth in the beginning (cf. art. ^^ ater-Gods).

{d) The personified earth (not as an element, but
as an expanse) has a place in most ancient myths ;

it appears at the very dawn of cosmogonj- in its

creator rdle. Almost all the religions wliich

reached the stage of outlining a world-history
show the earth in this role, either alone or, more

frequently, with the co-operation of the personified

sky (see Sky-Gods), tfsually the earth is con-

ceived as female and consequently as a mother (cf.

Earth-Gods), but in exceptional cases (r.g., in

Egypt) it is personified as a man. He engenders,
and the rule of giving birth to the world is reserved

for a female sky. The necessary concourse of

the two elements is identical ;
but the maternal

r61e of the sky shows a more philosophic idea of

origins.
1 No great difficulty is represented by the fact that, on this

theory, one self would sometimes ' reniemher ' what had

happened to llie other. Two suoh selves would have an im-

portant and umisiial connexion, in the occupation of the samr

body, which might well be sufficient to account for this.
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(e) Quite distinct from the person of the eartli

are the clithonic persouitications of the under

world. TliL-y lurrespund to various conceptions

aiuont,' primitive peoples, and concern not the

superticial living' layer of the soil, but a region

quite diHerent from'tiie eartli, about whose struc-

ture and extent races have had very diHerent ideas

(see Death and Disposal of the Dead, State
OF the Dead). It is sometimes regarded as a single

division, sometimes as a series of divisions of the

organized world. For these underground regions
see Under World.

(/) At the foundation of tlie series of personifica-
tions created by naturism we find the '

abyss,' or

the primordial mass, usually imagined as liquid.
In some cosmogonies it is the oldest of all persons,
before the sky and the earth, which are only its

emanations or persons sprung from it (see Sky-

GODs)—e.g., tlie Eg5-ptian ituu and the Suniero-

Chaldaean abyss in advanced religions, and '

tlie

waters' of the Busliongo and of the myths of S.

Africa at the earlier stage.
Such a series of personifications is the product

of an ailvanced naturism. It presupposes a com-

plete view of the supposed subdivisions of the

world, antl, consequently, quite a power of generali-
zation. We may therefore reasonably suppose that

it is far from representing the primitive stage of

the personification
of nature. ^luch more ancient,

to all appearance, are the fragmentary personifica-
tions found in every part of the universe. Before
the sky was personified as the one universal sky,
man personified separately, and as so many distinct

entities, the different parts of the firmament, the

various regions of the ditl'erent skies (not to mention
their inhabitants [see below, I. 2 («)]) ;

he imagined
and personified the 'lower sky,' the 'upper sky'
(as still seen in the Pyramid Texts at a much later

date), the sunset sky and that of the sunrise, the
'skies of the horizons,' etc. ; in the same way the

spaces of the air were divided into quarters and

domains, each of which was a i)erson. As for the
waters which sleep or roll on the surface of our

planet, the enumeration of their personifications
would be endless— springs, fountains, brooks,
streams, rivers, ponds, lakes, marshes, etc. Their
characteristic traits also suggested other personifi-

cations, viz. cascades, torrents, rapids, and cata-

racts. It should be noticed that the pre-historic

religions of the valley of the Nile and those which
we find to-day on the Black Continent or in Poly-
nesia point towards the same conclusion : it is in

springs and especially in remarkable irregularities
of surface (rajiids, cataracts, etc.) that the most
ancient personifications of water seem to occur ;

i.e., the notion of force or energy superseded
that of expanse. The phenomena peculiar to an

aquatic region, like Morbihan in l?ritlany or the

lagoons on the west coast of Africa (cf. K. E.

Dennett, At the Back of the Black Man's Mind,
Ijondon, 19'i6, and Nigerian Studies, do. 1910),
reveal a similar mechanism for the particular
cases.

The same infinite variety of persons is found for

the solid element. The whole book of Nature is

included, from the great peaks and high mountain-
summits and the promontories and headlands on
the coast to isolated rocks, from forests to isolated

clusters of trees, from the great Arctic iceberg to

isolated islands of ice.

The personifications of the chthonian domain
have less numerous manifestations : grottoes,
caverns, and especially pa.ssages su[)posed to be
entrances to the other world. The akir and
amentit of ancient Egypt have their equivalents
in many a semi-civilized race in Africa at the

present clay, just as the various 'passages' in the
subterranean domains of ancient Chaldaea or of

Homeric Greece have theirs in the remains of
uncivilized religions.

2. Natural forces and phenomena.
—The long

list of personifications of physical nature shows us
a constantly-recurring fact : among the objects
most frequently personified we always find in the
first rank those which attract mans attention
either by their characteristic, exceptional, or ab-
normal appearance or by their apparent activity
and its direct ettects on man for good or ill. And
if, as is probable, the understanding of the first

causes and of the geneml manifestations of physical
phenomena is l)eyond the intellectual power of

primitive man, we again reach the hypothesis that

personification originated not in the great divisions

of the material universe, but in its very small

fragments or portions when they seem to attract
attention bj^ an exceptional activity or i)(>wer.
It is therefore by isolated tilings, or small portions
of space, of the earth or of the waters, and especi-

ally by manifestations of their energy apparent to

the senses, harmful or beneficent, that personifica-
tion must have arisen. This seems to be proved
by an examination of the various personified
natural forces, which we shall class, for convenience'

sake, in the same purely artificial order as before.

(rt) Thus, in the domain of the celestial we find

personified alongside of regions of the heavens

having no apjiarent role, like the Milky Way, all

bodies whose movements and courses attract atten-

tion, and especially those whose activitj"^ seems to

inHuence terrestrial phenomena or the state of

human beings. This process of personification
seems anterior to real deilication and to any astro-

logical sj'stem (see SuN, MoON, AND Stars). The

personification of the solar or lunar eclipse as a
hostile monster is a universal religious phenomenon
and is everywhere of first importance. As a general
rule we notice the pre-eminence of comets over
fixed stars in their normal aspect, that of planets
over the constellations, and that of the moon over
the sun (generally found among uncivilized races).

Here we get fresh light on the origins of personi-
fication. We also see the importance attached
to tlie personified thunder-bolt, lightning-flash, or

thunder-peal, as to all fragments of meteorites and
tire-balls, and es^jecially to the rainbow, to which
so many primitive religions give an important place

among sacred personifications. It is only at the
second stage of religious evolution {e.g., in N.

Africa, in Nigeria, among the Gallas, among the

Hereros, in Ethiopia, and in Egypt—to mention

only the African region) that these manifestations
of the world above are connected with the personal

activity of the skygod ; they become his voice,
his appearance, or his material fragments (cf. , e.g.,

the thunder-god or the ram-god of Dahomey).
(b) In the personification of air phenomena we

find the same state of all'airs, sometimes with more
definiteness. ^olus in classical mythology and
the Chalda?an Demon of the South Wind are only
two among many survivals of a great number of

persons who, before being gods or spirits, in the

proper sense of the word, were the 'animation'

(see Animism) of the most violent and remarkable

phenomena of the air. The north winds of the

savages in northern regions, the tempests of the

Ainus, the winds of the whole of pre-Columban
America, the storms, great rains, hurricanes,

cyclones, and water-spouts of so many savage races

throughout the Avorld did not become real gods
until a much later stage (China, Kixndhs, Melanesia,
New Zealand, W. and S. Africa). Later still they
became the attributes or the manifestations of

great gods. But that is not to say that they were

always directly personified for their own sakes.

A careful examination of cases shows that these

activities are usnallj' connected with a fixed and
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visible point of the material world ; it is with a

peak, a sunimit, an iceberg, or a headland that the

gusts of wind, storms, and hurricanes are connected

(e.g., Lake Tanganj-ika and Lake Victoria Nyanza,
the Cameroon summits and the Ruwenzori moun-
tains), and not witii the spirit dwelling on these

peaks or hcatllnnds, but, on closer examination,
with the j)ers()iiilied peaks or headlands. The
problem is more diiliciilt in jiersunilications of

phenomena such as tiie aurora horealis among
races of cold countries, the St. Elmo (ire, and the
zodiacal light ; and great caution is necessary here.

(c) But the region of '

persons
'

of the water
(torrents, rapids, cascades, cataracts, etc.) shows
the same facts (see above, L i (()), as do also the
chtlionian manifestations. Points where earth-

quakes are frequent, the volcanoes of Kilim.anjaro
in Africa and those of Mexico, Fuji3'ama in Japan,
and the Icelandic geysers were personified for their
own sakes, and as distinct persons, from the very
fact of their activity, before becoming simply the
habitat of a spirit or a god who shows his particu-
lar energy through them.
This review of the inanimate physical world and

its chief manifestations of power seems to lead to

the conclusion that personification (without con-

sidering yet whether it proceeds from pure anim-
ism or from a kind of dynamism) originated in

man's encounter with a series of objects, and in

phenomena attributed to those objects, and sup-
posed to be endowed with will and intelligence, or
at least passions, and consequently forming a per-

sonality, as primitive man understands it. But
this explanation is only partial, and, as a matter
of fact, the process of formation of the personality
is much more complex. Tiie naturistic world is

only one part of the domain of personification.
In the very undeveloped stages of non-civilized

societies we find a complete group of personifica-
tions which apparently cannot be explained in this

simple Avay. Such an abstraction as time, e.g.,
seems a priori likely to escape personification, in

the concrete sense of the word (the only accept-
able sense in the case of primitive or non-civilized

man). But we find that this personification is of

general occurrence, in pre-Columban America (e.g.,
Aztecs and Mayas) as well as in proto-historic
Africa (the Nile Valley) or non-civilized Africa

(Yorubas, Ashantis, Dahomans, etc.), where the
'

persons
'

of the chief seasons or divisions of the

meteorological year, of the type of the American
Nipumukhe and tiie Pipunikhe, the Egyptian tarn,
etc., play an important part. And these are real

personifications, not roles or '

appearances
' assumed

by the spirits or gods, of whom these divisions of

time would be simple emanations.
The problem tiius becomes very complex. At

first th'.re may have been the conception of per-
sons whose activity shows itself in a group of

regular phenomena, classified by the human mind
under such simple terms as 'months,' 'seasons,'
etc. From this a generalization would take place
in time and space of those more humble personifi-
cations which we find in tiie forms of personifica-
tions of germination and maturity, of the return in

spring of certain vegetable or cereal species, or
more commonly in tlie form of the 'grain-spirit'
or the spirit of the crops or harvest. These minute
personifications, arising partly from animism and
partly from dynamism (see below, I. 4), would pro-
ceed, as in the cases mentioned above, by more and
more extensive generalizations uj) to an elaborate
series of phenomena considered in their complete
evolution. But the explanation becomes very
doubtful in a case of personification of larger
divisions of time, such as the year (cf. PERSONIFI-
CATION [Egyptian]), cyclic, period, etc. Tiie stellar

explanation is not sufficient, for it is evident tliat

these 'persons' have a real existence, independent
of the stars and the celestial movements to which

tlicj^ ultimately adapted themselves.

Taking time-divisions in descending order, we find personi-
fications of the divisions of the season ; of the month and its

subdivisions into four weeks or shorter periods ;
then of the

day and its parts, hours or their equivalents. The comphcated
systems of the non-civilized Far East, of Central America, and
of \V. Africa show independent (and sometimes ingenious)

types of these groups of personifications. But here we must
notice : (1) the purely conventional and artificial character of

many of thtni. and (2) their dependence, real though often
ditlicult to prove, on spirits or deities ; these pseudo-persons are
in reality dependences or 'virtues' of deities or spirits far

oftener than entities with an existence of their own.
A similar reservation must be made with regard to the

divisions of space, not the natural divisions which are enumer-
ated above (I. 2 (a)), but the symmetrical ones invented by the

half-knowledge of savage races or those of a proto-historic

stage—e.g., the four cardinal points of the compass, or '
celestial

houses' personified. Careful inquiry shows that, in the cases

studied up to the jiresent, these divisions are always
' functions '

of some spirit or deity. It may be held, on the contrary, that

the spirit or god assumed the personifications, or that he was

originally subordinate and became detached from them. But
closer examination shows that, as a general rule, he is anterior

to them. The personifications, then, always slightly artificial,

depend on the god from the very beginning, and not the god on
them.

3. Manufactured objects.—We now reach a new
set of personifications, which cannot be entirely

explained by dynamism any more than by direct

animism—artificial divisions of the earth made by
man himself, or inanimate things which man has

produced or shaped with his own hands. The
most characteristic examples of the former are the

personified State, province, or domain ; of the latter

the personified liuman constructions (city, town,

village, fortress, isolated buildings, and, most

naturally, temple or chapel). Anotlier important
group of 'persons' is the vast crowd of objects
worked on or manufactured Viy man, from the

gathered sheaf of grain or bunch of plants to imple-
ments, weapons, machines, and instruments of all

kinds. The most remarkable group of personifica-
tions of this type consists of constructions such as

bridges, or cult-objects such as tabernacles, altars,

etc. (cf., e.g., artt. Altar, Bridge), in which
the distinct personality is clearly seen. We must
reserve the examination of the mechanism control-

ling the formation of this class in the meantime ;

the following groups may help to explain it.

4. Abstract ideas.—Perhaps we maj' find new
light in another class of personifications, which
seem at first sight to proceed from a kind of anim-
ism grammatically applied by human language
to pure abstractions. The personification of good
or evil forces and of harmful qualities or powers,
such as will, force, justice, order [e.g., the Egyptian
Maet), health, illness, death—in a word, abstrac-

tions—is a religious phenomenon not only of uni-

versal occurrence but also of the greatest antiquity.

Although our data have been enriched by hundreds
of excellent new examples since the facts and

arguments of Max Miiller and E. B. Tylor were

advanced, the theory itself does not seem to have
made corresponding progress. It is wise to regard
as a kind of ' disease of language

'

a great many
personifications, which in any case do not apjiear
to be primitive— e.,<7., functions or functional

qualities of an intellecttial kind (calculation, archi-

tecture ; e.g., the Safkhet-'abui of Egypt) or of a

pliysical kind (hunting, fishing)—and to consider

many of these personified activities or characters

as detached dperal, so to speak, of certain demons,

spirits, or gods, with whom tiiey are constantly
associated in all religions; and, lastly, we must

reject as artificial and purely conventional all

that is comprised today under the very vague
name of '

allegory '—vices, virtues, arts, sciences,

comnierce, industry, etc.—as these are late inven-

tions to which a real personality has never been

seriously accorded outside of rhetoric or poetry.
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But, even after these eliiuiniitions, there remains

an injposin<; number of ahstratt persons who

defy any sinj^le interpretation. Is time, con-

sidered in ahstrarti), a person ? The Greek Xpdvos

points to an aHirmative. Space and Destiny

fifjnre as personalities in more tlian a hundred

religions, from tlie most humble to the classical

systems of antiquity, and not only distinct from all

the divine persons, but often superior to them or

hostile towards them. Matter
(Ej^'yp. 7)K7?) exists

in several non-civilized systems. Neither pure and

simple animism nor animism workin;; throu^Mi
lan<:uaf;e can explain these abstract entities satis-

factorily.
Some light, however, is thrown on them by the

present-day religions of some savage races. If,

e.g., we look at the personification of the idea of

disease, we find tliat abstract generalization is

beyond the concei)tion of primitive man. There
are iliseases, but not disease in the abstract.

Every afl'ection or pain is either the definite work
of a spirit or demon or a detinite person. The
wealth of amulets, fetishes, and attempts at

images (painted, carved, and sculptured) estab-

lishes this fact bej'ond all doubt. Now, fetishism

proceeds from dynamism as much as from animism ;

e.g., in W. Africa malaria, sleeping sickness,

abscesses, gastric derangements, and smallpox have

special representations or separate fetishes and
form persons having no connexion with each other.

Similarly, Oro, the Dahoman disease-god, is origin-

ally the personification not of disease in general,
but of internal bodily pain (probably lumbar or

intercostal pain). There were as many real per-
.sonitications as there were localized diseases and

pangs, including hunger and thirst, which are

real beings. It is only at a much more advanced

stage that we find the personification of disease

or pain in general ; and still later (needless
to say) that of beings such as Evil, etc. We may
.say that such fictions as Death holding in her hand

Anxiety, Tain, and Misery (e.g., the Hel of N.

Eurojtean myths) are purely literary and belong to

the period ot the creation of mj'th and folklore.

Here also we apparently come to the same con-

clusion as in the case of the cosmographic and

cosmogonic personalities : the earliest personifica-
tions were not inclusive or general, but myriads of

small personalities born from objects, events, or

fragmentary experiences. More thorough research

into the metaphysics of the non-civilized will

probably lead to the same conclusions for person-
alities such as Force, Health, Knowledge, etc.

The religious texts of jtroto-historic and prehistoric

Egypt are valuable here as the only written evidence
of primitive thought. From them we see that there

was not one physical force, but several ; more than
one kind of health and productiveness ; twenty
kinds of

'

knowledge'—of deceit, of '

cleverness,' of

'magical powers,' etc.—and not one Knowledge.
And everywiiere the tendency of primitive personi-
fication to form separate entities reappears.
This leads us to the very important personifica-

tion of death. There is hardly a single race among
whom Death, under the most diverse forms, has
not been a person and had its place in myth. We
need not consider the stage during which it is a

fiurely
allegorical figure, as in classical and modern

iterature. Death personified, find a real poison,
is found almost everywhere. Are we to think that

it also is a later generalization, and that origin-

ally there were ten or twenty different kinds of

deat h, forming as many personalities ? The nature
of death among the various races (see Death AKI)

Disposal of the Dead) .seems to lead to a diflurent

conclusion. To primitive man death is not anni-

hilation, but a rupture of several elements, all more
or less perishable, but each keeping, at the

moment of what is called death, its own separate
life, capable of being prolonged. Death is there-
fore not a state, but an energy or an act. It is

always the act of a person, every kind of death

being the result of the evil activity of one of these

persons. Death is thu.s an efl'ect, a consequence,
and yet it has become, at the same time, a single
personality like each of the other personified
energies.

We find in man}' religions a Death with its kingdom, a Death
with its court, ministers, and army ; and tliis at first jrives the
idea of a power as ancient and .tm distinctl.v personal as the
oldest ffoda and spirits. But the Death of so many myths and
reliRioua literatures does not belonpf to primitive soil. The
study of African, shamaiiisl, or .Australian death shows that
the earliest stage had no conception of the huge forniidal)le

figures created later hy the great semi-civilized mythologies
of Polynesia and S. America, the learned religions of the
classical world, or the systems of N. Europe. It is even doubt-
ful whether the Death of pre-C"oIumban Mexico is a distinct

personification ;
it is more probably an attril)ute, a force

(jelonging to a deity, as is the case with the suiireme god of a

region of Black Africa. And it should be noted here that
ancient Egypt (which Ikept so closely to the ideas of non-
civilized races in many respects) is not acquainted with
a personified Death ; the monster Tiat is not death, but the
destruction which consumes ghosts.

It has seldom been remarked that death has

always been personified, while life has not been

personified to the same extent. There are few
indications so valuable as this fact in reaching by
synthesis the conception of death that prevailed
among primitive men. Life was not the opposite
of death. When death became a per.sonification,
it was bj- the ordinary process of personifying
acts and energies. But life defies definition bj'^

the savage mind ; it seems to be neither a state

nor an energy, but, in the majority of the cases

examined, a thing inseparable from various frag-
ments of matter, and, consequently, impossible to

personify separately. We can only mention this

peculiarity in passing ; it is common among non-
civilized peoples, and may lead to important results

in the study of primitive psychology.
II. CoycLusioys ^.9 to origixs and proces.'^.— I. Personification forms.—However incomplete

our enumeration of the various kinds of personi-
fications may be, its first result is to show the

(perhaps preponderating) importance of the notion
of force. But how was this notion expressed?
The material forms given by man to the various

personifications supply important elements for the
consideration of the origin and nature of personifi-
cation. And, while the material classification of

so many hundreds of persons is difficult, the

bibliography at our disposal gives a sufficient

number of distinct types for the various religions.

(1) The first category comprises anthropomorphic
forms. The sex of these personifications is deter-

mined sometimes by the material oljjects which
are their corporeal essence, sometimes by their

activities, and sometimes by language. The Sun,
man or woman, the Moon, of male or female sex,
the Stars, of (litlerent sexes, the Father- or Mother-

Karth, are exaniides which might be supplemented
throughout the whole of the cosmographic series

examined above (I. 2 ('/)).

(2) Animal forms (apart from the difficult ques-
tions of zoolatry and totemism [(?.v.]) constitute

the second of the great classes. The ram-thuiuier-

bolt, the serpent-rainbow, the dr.agon-tornado, the

dragon-eclipse, the white-bear-tempest, are among
hundreds of examples. As a general rule, animal

figures seem to be the form preferred for personifi-
cations of awe-inspiring energies, rapid action,
and terrible aspect. 'Mixed' forms, i.e. half-

animal and half-lmman, do not seem ever to bo

direct formations, but result from the union of two
or more personalities originally distinct.

(3) Lastly, monstrous or fantastic forms, of

strange or horrible aspect (e.g., the South Wind in
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the Chaldrean religion), for very simple psycho-
logical reasons, are reserved for wicked personili-
cations. An examination of the chief forms of

persons of tiiis categorj', as represented in the

iconograpliy of N. Europe, I'olynesia, Africa, and

pre-Coluiiiljan America, yields abundant facts in

support of this.

]Jut do these three forms (anthropomorphic,
zoonioipliic, and monstrous) re])resent the really

priniirive way of exjirossinj^' personalities? An
altirniative answer amounts to admitting that

idolatry preceded fetishisiii. The study of the
crudest forms of personilication among savages
shows a diti'erent mechanism, \\ liich at the same
time gives us a closer view of the manner in which
a great many of tiiese personalities are elaborated.
Of course, we must eliminate all the personifica-

tions introduced by a later age—the j)urely poetical,
allegoiical, conventional, or grammatical — as
artihcial and without foundation. They are often

simple pictogra])hic devices, if we may say so,

implying no real belief in a positively existing
person. We shall also omit the various personali-
ties that are merely hypostases (see below, II. 4) of

deities of superior rank. They are simply lingu-
istic or pictographic means of expression and not

truly primitive.
In the first place, then, the process of pure and

simple animism, as Tylor defines it (PC^ i. 425), and
the psychological mechanism by which Keane {Mdn,
Past and Present, pp. 279 f., 421, 502 f.) explains
anthropomorphism (q.v.) are contradicted by an
increasing array of facts, and it would be most
incorrect to assume here (as has been so improperly
done in many other problems) that the mentality
of the savage is the same .as that of the child.

Pure and simple animism is perhaps reconcilable,

strictly speaking, with the statement that in

naturist personifications the spirit is independent
of the object or thing which it personifies (the

system of inflexions of the Bantu languages is a

striking example of this conception) ; but it

clashes with the personihcations of acts, forces,
and energies. If it connects them with specifically
distinct spirits or gods, it at the same time destroys
the real existence of these personifications. If it

allows them to exist, it cannot explain, in the

majority of cases, either their characteristics or
their material appearance. It is undoubtedly true
that for primitive man everything lives, and that
there is no such thing as an inanimate object.

Everything has an anima (or several), and each

thing manifests by its real or imagined activity
the existence of a conscious voluntary principle
endowed with instincts, feelings, and passions.
But what do we lind to be the favourite material
means employed to express or fix these personali-
ties and make them real ? As a rule the forms
have no direct connexion with the forms that we
should expect to result from the beliefs attached
to the personalities. Theriomorphism or zoo-

morphism, e.g., is proved to be the result of most
complicated processes (as is usually the case among
savages, because they cannot see the simple, the

general, or the synthetic) ; it is manifestly the

product of ultra-conventional, symbolical concep-
tions, as far removed from the real nature of
the personality which tiiey express as, e.g., the
Christian representation of the dove is from the

theological idea of the nature of the Holy Spirit.
The most common and most ancient practice of
uncivilized races was to translate and incarnate
their personihcations in aniconic objects.
The great number of pcrsonilications of plants,

fruits, stones, pebbles, animal or vegetalde debris,
and especially the fantastic combinations of them
made by the hand of man, are indications of vital

importance. It is well known that even in the
VOL. IX.—50

fetishes with human or animal form (real semi-

idols) the force or virtue—in a word, the soul or
the person of the fetish—does not depend on the
form or the characteristics of the puppet of wood
(or any other material), but on the collection of

bones, feathers, hairs, nails, leaves, grasses, or

other substances that cover it or are fixed in its

head, on its back, or in front of it. Now these

medleys are not magically connected with the

spirits or demons of tiie beings from whom they
proceed ; it is an entirely dili'erent personality that
is named and hxed in the fetish by such collec-

tions. The relation, therefore, is not animistic.

It may be objected that the fetish itself is not a

person, but the momentary shelter, the abode, of

a person. But even this objection (supposing it to

be true for all so-called fetishes, which is far from

being the case) would tend to confirm tlie dynamist
character of the origin of personification in the
instances examined so far.

2. Symbolical representations.
— We shall ex-

amine briefly the methods of the dynamist expres-
sion of personihcations. They are extremely
varied. Sometimes primitive man j)roceeds by
allusion to the supposed afhnities of the entity to

be personified with the whole class of substances
the separate members of which produce part of the

energies belonging to it ;
this is the origin of

fetishes. Sometimes he proceeds in the same way,
but by antinomy or autiphrasis. Sometimes he

employs the animal or vegetable forms, simple or

complex, bj'^ means of which the person usually
manifests one of his activities (this process is quite
different from direct animistic representation of

the ordinary habitat of a personality ; that has
to do with animism properly so called, zoolatrj',

dendrolatry, and, later, idolatry). In other cir-

cumstances he proceeds by symbolism or sympa-
thetic magic, representing the objects whose
virtues or characteristics most resemble those of

the personalities which he wishes to express (cf.je.gr.,

J. Henry, L'Ame d'un peiiple afrirain: les Bam-
bara, Paris, 1909, p. 212 fi'.). Sometimes there are
allusions (very difficult for us to understand) to the
virtues expressed by colours, personifying some

superior force, or by lines, strokes, or geometrical
combinations, or by stones whose clearness,

brilliancy, and texture are the material expression
of the qualities of the personality. Easier to

understand are the processes which express the

conception of the personality in lifelike repi'esenta-
tions, by association of ideas, the effect for the

cause, or i^ice versa— e.g., the eflects of inundation,
lire, death, or disease—by material allusions or liy

symbolical parallels, by means of objects that

suggest to the mind their first causes or, on the
other hand, their results ; examples are the per-
sonification of thunder by fragments of stone or

meteorites (wliich later become the basis of lith-

olatry), the use of horns to personify strength, and
of all kinds of brilliant objects to personify light,

etc., or the representation (in Dahomey) of a pole

painted blue, with red dots, to personifj' smalli'ox
(because the body of a black-skinned person sufi'er-

ing from this disease assumes that appearance).
In the anthropomorphic class the diti'erent personali-
ties of the various pains and physical ills (including
hunger and thirst) are translated by the repre-
sentation of the result of their energy—a man
with a twisted neck to personify wryneck, a man
as thin as a skeleton to personify coiiMiniption,
etc. This d.'iss is unlimited and includes all kinds
of expressions of good and bad personilicatioTis.
It leads, by extension, to the representation of the

persoi);ility l)y the figure of a being who, in

character or powers, comes nearest the activity

imagined in the personality represented — an

important process, as it is the origin of fullj- halt
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of the zoomorphic or therioiuorphic ti<;ure9. A
still more curious development is tiie materializing
of the |)er.'*onilication in the reprosontation of an

object wliich produces effects similar to those pro-
duceil by the personality to be expressed ; the

sticli, the sword of hard wood, the arrow, tlie

lance, the stone axe, and the imitation of lightning
are the most remarkable examples of this class.

It has had a most important result, in the much
later idea of placing these representations in tlie

hands, on the head, or on the body of images with
human features, in order to comjilete, by gesture
or altitude, tlie manifest expression of the activity

displayed, and it has contributed in large measure
to anthrupomorphism and idolatry.

3. Personification of energy.—These examples
are perhaps sullicient to tlimw a little light on the
diHiiult question of the origins of personilication.
The originating elements are many, and there is

every appearance that all iiave been active separ-
ately anil from the very beginning. It cannot be
denied that pure and simple animism was first

responsible for a large number of the persons
believed to exist in the

physical world of rocks,
mountains, waters, winas, etc.—in a word, of

nature broken up into thousands of objects.
Direct animism also explains the personality given
to the products manufactured by man. The need
of concrete images of words, even the most abstract,
the need of giving them, so to speak, flesh and
bones and visible attributes, was also the source
of a number of personifications, and for this gram-
matical animism the views of Tylor, correcting the

exaggerations of Max Miiller, are an excellent
scientific basis.

But, besides these forms, and at the same time,
another feeling led primitive man to personifica-
tion. Neither the mauft nor the orenda of recent
theories seems to define it exactly, any more than
the 'feelings of immensity' or of '

incoercible
force' of F. B. Jevonss ingenious theory (Introd.
to the Study of Comparative Religion, p. 114fi'. ).

Conceptions so strongly .sj'nthetic are l)eyond the

mentality of the savage. If we may make an

attempt at a more correct explanation, primitive
man seems to have confusedly guessed the exist-

ence of an impersonal force, united to matter,
distinct and ditlerent from spirits, demons, or

gods, whose existence and activities he also recog-
nized. He never attempted to define this force

theoreticallj' ; he did not even try to conceive it

in its unity any more than he could, in the case of

matter itself, do anything but perceive some of its

fragments or aspects. But here and there he dis-

cerned its manifestations, either in duration (e.g.,

the seasons) or in space (e.g., the celestial regions
or quarters of the sky), or in both at once (e.g.,

germination), or, lastly, in the encounters with in-

visible forces which he experienced. Whenever lie

discerned these more or less fragmentary mani-

festations, he detached them from the mass of the
inaccessible and the unknown, and by this very
act he created a personilication. It became
detachetl from the whole with the same ease which
in devehqtcd religions gives so many multi])le
souls, essences, or attributes to one and the same
god.

4, Personification and syncretism.—This capac-
ity of breaking up into difl'erent personifications a

single force confusedly surmi-sed (but never seen)

justifies one of the most noteworthy character-

istics of the evolution of the savage's notion of

personality.
Such personalities were naturally, and by pre-

vious definition, (b'pri\ed of all moral character.

They had, for good or ill, only the <iualities which
best explained the physical manifestations whose

activity had led man to imagine as first causes of

such activity the existence of certain per.sons.
Now, this is something entirely different from
antliropomori)hism — though many writers (e.g.,

.levons) have imagined it to be so originally
— viz.

that man proceeded by first imagining beings like

himself, and then endowing thorn with i)assi<ms
and manifestations of energ}' similar to his own.

Certainly, when primitive man, in order to define
the a])pearance of these personifications, tried to
realize their desires, appetites, instincts, passions,
and beneficent or harmful emanations (benevol-
ence, anger, pity, resentment), he had no other
resource in his thought, still less in his spoken
thought, than to use as models the images and
words which he used of himself. We often do the
same when our poor terminology forces us to say
' (Jod hears,'

' God sees,' He '

understands,' He '

is

grieved,' or He 'pardons,' or even when we say
that He '

know.s.'

A discussion on this point would be useless, as
it is merely a question of terminology. At bottom
the process of ascribing a character to a certain

personality has resulted chiefij' from the suppo.-,cd

experience and the knowledge claimed of its

material manifestations, by observing the most
characteristic phenomena of the life of nature—
its winds, its waters, its various aspects, and its

apparent convulsions. These are the essential

characteristics of all these per.sonifications ; and
the inevitable consequence was that they must
have been originally totally indiflerent to the
human being. They were neither friendly nor
hostile to him (these words are devoid of meaning
to primitive man). They lived and showed their

powers in the direction which satisfied their

aptitudes and needs. Where man felt their

activity to be helpful or harmful, thej' were in the
end classified as good or bad. But this process
was very slow, for the effects of the actisity of

those persons on the human being determined the
relations of reverence and fear, and suggested
inveigling them long before men thought of loving
or hating them. Such relations, aiming at self-

protection or utilitj', were neither hostile nor

friendly ; they were utilitarian. They were not
measured by the theoretic power of the per.>on;e,
but by the frequency of the relations with man.
A far-ofi' and quasi-inactive personification, like

the sky, e.g., may be among many uncivilized

races the most ancient, powerful, and remarkable
of personifications, while at the same time it is

the one with a\ Inch they are least concerned, and
to which they pay only the most meagre of

reverential or propitiatorj' rites.

This simple formation of the characters of

personifications from observation explains syncre-
tism—in a way which at first sight is almost

paradoxical
—much more easily than it could be

explained if the question of moral qualities had to

play a part. As a matter of fact, the conferring
on a certain pei"sonification par excellence of a

separate definite activity, then later of a permanent
activity (equally definite), has given rise to specifi-

cally functional personifications. But, in propor-
tion as the complexity of an activity of nature
was better understood by man, he detached from
the first personification .separate new personalitie-,

correspomling to the separate new forces which he
understood. But such a mechanism, by its very
facility, must just as easily work in the opposite
direction. For at the same time the advance of

thought and lesearcb on the i)rinci]»le of causality
was constantly connecting with each other succes-

sions of activities at first l)elieved to be separate,
so that, alongside of the continual multiplication
of i>ersonifieatioiis by more complete knowledge
of tlie complexities of life, there was found in the

world a gradual (and not less continuous) uniting
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of personilications originally sei)arate. Thus new
persons constantly appeared, and the former ones
at the same time gradually merged into each

other, by the ]ilay of the multiple souls of a single

being or by the theory of 'aspects' or that of

hypostases of one and the same person. In this

incessant double process a sort of primitive syn-
cretism tended to evolve. Sprung at one and
the same time from the various animisms and
from what, for Mant of a better name, we must
call dynamism, primitive personilication, having
reached this point, enters the sphere of semi-

civilized and advanced religions (for which see the

following comparative articles).

LiTERATiTRK.—J. G. Frazcf, GB'i, London, 1907-13 ; Goblet
d'Alviella, Croyances, rites, institutions, 3 vols., Paris, 1911,

Oii'jin and Growth at the Conception of God (IIL), London,
1892; Herbert Spencer, The Principles of Sociology, 3 vols.,

do. 1893-96; F. B. Jevons, An Introduction to the Study of
Comparative Reliijiim, New York, 1908 ; L. H. Jordan, Com-
parative Religion: its Adjuncts ami Allies, London, 1915; A.
H. Keane, Man, Past and Present, Canibridn^e, 1899

;
A. Lang,

Myth, Ritual, and Religion, 2 vols., London, 1899
; A. Le

Roy, La Religion des primitifs, Paris, 1909 ; Max Miiller,
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George Foucart.
PERSONIFICATION (Egyptian).— i. Scope

of the article.^—In this article it is intended to

deal only with tho.se deities which can reasonably
be called '

personifications' ; and these are deities

of which we have reason to believe that they were

suggested more by inward rette.xion than by obser-

vation of external things
—deities, in fact, in which

the conceptual or thought element looms larger
than that of sense or perception. The distinction

is an artificial one, for the act of deification

obviously implies a highly conceptual view of the

thing deified; the sun, e.g., though an object of

perception, could not have become a god except
through certain qualities of power and the like

attributed to it. The value of the term '

personi-
deations' as a means of classifying our facts is that
it enables us to attack the problem of god-making
at its nearer and more easily explorable pole.

Starting with gods of a higiily abstract character
like IJike',

'

magic,' we thence pass on to more
concrete deities— e.g., personified geographical
terms like Amentet, 'the west.' At the bordei*-

line of our subject are certain psychical entities

like Bai, 'soul,' Khaibct,
'

shadow,' and symbolic
deities like Shesniu, the god of the '

oil-press
' and

'wine-press,' and Meskhenet, the goddess of the

'birthplace.' Beyond the border we find it con-

venient to place nature-gods, animal-gods, fetishes,
and all classes of gods whose names immediately
evoke the image of particular objects or pheno-
mena in the visible world.

The propriety of including symbolic gods under this head
might be questioned on the ground that their names, unlike
those of otiier personifications, do not correspond to the pre-
cise thing that it is intended to personify, but symbolize it by a

generalized concrete object intimately connected with it, to

which personality is attributed. Thus Shesmu is the god who
presides over vintnery and the production of oils, but his name
does not signify these activities, but means the '

press
' used in

connexion with them. From the Egyptological point of view,
however, it would be inadvisable to separate this category of

deities from those which can more justly be called personifica-
tions ; Meskhenet, 'birthplace,' e.g., is usually found associated
with Shay,

'

fate,' or Ilenenet,
'

nursing.'
The ground to be covered in this article has been demarcated

in reference to the psychological notions of perception and con-

ception, but wo might equally well have defined personifica-
tions in terms of 'things' and 'names.' The Egyptians seem
themselves to have regard('<i the matter in that light, for the

following words are put into the mouth of the god Hike' :

'

I

am thiit nnme which the Sole Lord created, when as yet there
were no two things upon the earth '

(P. Lacau, Textes religi^ux
4gyptiens, Paris, 1910, no. 78, line 5 f.).

1 The writer is deei)ly indebted to Dr. A. Wolf for valuable
criticism and advice in the use of terms.

2. Personification and language. — Lmiguage
is full of metai)hor from personal life, and, since the

meaning of every name is coloured by the predi-
cates and epithets used in connexion with it, a
sort of animatism is involved in all sjieech, as,

indeed, it is in all thought. But, when the

Egyptian says that a fire
'

gives
'

warmth, or that

right
'

brings' its venture safe to port, it is hardly
correct to cite this as suflicient evidence of personi-
lication

;
the speaker may have Iieen utterly

unaware that his expressions implied the attribu-

tion of personality either to lire or to right. A
.second Egyptian, on the other hand, in the
moment of pronouncing the same phrases, may have
had a dim mental image of fire and right as i)ersons,
in which case personilication of a rudimentary and

momentary kind would undoubtedly be involved.

Language, then, using personal metaphors, does not

necessarily attribute personality, though it pro-
vides a fertile soil out of which a more real because
more conscious and permanent personification

springs uj) almost inevitably.

3. Causes of personification.
—

(a) Anflogy.—
We are not here seeking the origin of the earliest

gods, and are therefore entitled to start our inquiry
at a point of time when the Egyptians already
possessed a multiplicity of deities. It seems obvious
that in such an atmosphere new deities would be

created with the utmost ease, if only to sustain the
character and style of a mythological passage.
When it was related that the sun-god Re emerged
upon a lily from the primeval waters, called Niu or

Niinu, it became almost inevitable that those

waters should be spoken of as engendering Re , and
the repetition and variation of the same theme
would soon convert Niu or Nunu into a fully-

fledged deity, whom Re' addressed as ' my father,'
and who w'as accounted ' the eldest god.' In quite
diiierent contexts analogy and close association

might work very similar results : thus in one
Theban tomb the 'lifetime' (nUe) of the deceased
owner and the 'false door' (ntie), where offerings
were laid before him, are exceptionally co-ordinated
with ' his soul,'

' his fate,' and other entities both
here and elsewhere considered divine ; and in the
next sentence all the substantives tlius co-ordinated
are referred to as 'these gods"(N. de G. Davies
and A. H. Gardiner, Tomb of Amenemhet, London,
1915, p. 99 f.). This is an instructive instance of

the way in which gods were artificially multiplied.
(b) Pictorial art.—A second highly important

cause of personilication was the wide extension

given to painting and sculpture as a means of

i-ecording ideas and facts. The inability of pic-
torial representation, as such, to meet all the

exigencies of expression imposed bj' thought and

language early led to its bifurcation into tlie two

separate branches of illustrative art antl hiero-

glyphic writing (Journal of Egrjp. Archaeology, ii.

[1915] 71-75). These two branches pursued their

develoi)ment^^a?7';jrt.v5;f and in constant combina-
tion with one another, and it not seldom happened
that one of them encroached upon the domain of

its fellow. There can be little doubt that the

actual step inv(>lve<l in personilication was often due
to an encroachment of this kind ; sculpture en-

couraged personification by usurping the function

of writing and by attempting to express pictorially

things which in reality rather called for exprosiun
in language or writing ; e.g., a frequent tiieme in

the adornment of early tombs was the bringing to

the deceased of funerary supplies by liis country
estates; the latter, however, could hardly be

depicted otherwise tlian by allegorical methods;
tlie word for 'estate' {>!(''ct) being feminine, it was
natural to represent the list of contributing estates

as a procession of women witli oH'ciings in their

hand.s. The adoption of the pictorial medium may
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thus have been tlie accidental means by wliich the

image of a personal ajjent became perpetuated in

the minds of the Egyntian in connexion witii

name.s of thin-.'s that iiad hitherto evoked no

very definite or tangible imajres. In the early

Temples this procedure Avasextended. The obvious

analoiry between the frnit fulness of the provinces
and the fertility of the Nile was seized ui)on by the

artists, who depicted the provinces in the imat,'e of

the Nile-god, giving to tfioni, as to him, the head
of n male deity but the milk-laden breasts of a
mother. Nor did this artilicial multiplication of

gods end here
;
material prosperity could almost

eijually well be attributed to such abstract causes

as 'riches,'
'

peace,' or 'health,' or else to general

conceptions like 'seed,' 'summer,' or 'creative

command '

; all of these might accordingly be

represented in human shape,
their sex being deter-

mined by the grammatical gender of their names.
It is notewortin' that these wholly artificial beings
are apt to be'associated in the sculptures with
deities of a far less dubious character—a fact

which could not fail to assist the legitimation of

their existence ; b}' this are meant a readiness to

consider them on the same footing as the old,

universally-recognized gods, and an absence of any
feeling that they were mere inventions of the

mind, not to be taken seriously.
For some early and typical representations of this kind see

K. Borcharrit, Pas Grabdenhmal il/'S Koniijs S'aliti-re', Leipzig,
1913, vol. ii. plates 20, 29, 30, with the comments by K. Sethe,

pp. 9i)f., losf.

(r) Writirifj.
— Egj'ptian hieroglyphic writing,

being born in the fashion described above (6),

never succeeded in purging itself entirely of its

original pictorial elements. These survived, in

particular, in the class of signs known as 'deter-

minatives,' which are simjily picture-signs placed
after phonetically written words in such a way as

to determine or suggest their meaning. All written

names of gods are followed by the sign ^, repre-

senting an ordinary male deity, or else
by,^^^,

the

falcon-god Horns, the type of the gods, upon a
standard such as was carried in religious proces-
sions

; the latter was the earlier method. God-
desses similarl}' were indicated by the presence of

the sign n'
for which is sometimes substituted

either one of the two determinatives of male
deities or else the image of tlie typical serpent-

goddess, Buto. i Now this very habit of writ

ing, together with the fact that only few words
were allowed to dispense with determinatives,
would naturally tend to bring the question of

person i(i en t ion or non-personification activelj^ into

the field of consciousness. For Egyptologists the

presence or absence of such determinati\'es is the
most natural test: when, e.g., we find the word
'life' with this clear meaning and determined with
a sign of divinity, then we can hardly refuse to

speak of it as personified.
(rf) The fundrnnnitnl rouse.—The causes of per-

sonilication considered hitherto are, however, con-

tributor}- rather than fundamental. At the root
of all god-making lies a resjiectful attitude of

niintl towards certain phenomena, ph5sical or

mental, arising from a consciousness that they are
sources of ijowerdiliicult to control, jet necessarily
to be reckoned with. It is in coimexion with
either tiie juactical or the intellectual interests of

mankind that this respectful attitude of mind
manifests itself, and a broad survey of the concojits

personified will show that they represent either

facts that have a direct bearing upon human
welfare or notions that ajipeared essential to a

mythological interpretation of the world. Of
course personification

did not always necessarily
f(jllow immediately upon the realization of the

importance of a concept i<m; it is a definite, more
or less conscious step taken at a given moment.
Psychologically considered, personiiication appears
to be the reaction against the vagueness and con-

sequent elusiveness of conceptions as compared
with perceptions

—in other words, the lemlency,
upon realizing the forceful, influential nature of a

phenomenon, to form a mental picture of it more
vivid and therefore more in accordance with its

supposed importance. Tlie method in which this

was done will be exiibiiiicd belo\v ; meanwhile it

must be said that, looking beyond this general
statement, we cannot really account for the selec-

tion of the concepts personified except as due to

chance, i.e. to causes too complex to be summed up
in one general formula. Certain points, however,
stand out clearly. There is .sometimes an alter-

native to personification : attributes deemed of

imi)ortance may attain to a sort of personal reality

by being made characteristic of one or other of

the great gods. Thus Thoth became the god of

learning, Ptah the god of handiwork, Min the god
of procreation. Personification and attribution

may co-exist; e.g., Maet, the goddess 'right,' is

found beside Ptah, 'the lord of right' (neb maet).
Affiliation often serves as a means of reconciling
the two ; the sun-god Re had a clearly-marked
ethical aspect, and in consequence Maet was
described as his daughter. A point of a difl'erent

kind worth noticing is that, on the whole, the

personification of evil things was avoided in Egypt ;

Sond, 'fear,' is one of the rare excei)tions. This
reluctance to attribute power and importance to

what is bad speaks volumes for the optimistic out-

look of the Egyptians.
4. Personification and visualized form. — All

personiiication, by definition, involves a certain

change of appearance, visual or other. Let us

consider what happens when the sky is personified,

though strictly this example lies bej-ond the scope
of the present article. Language and thought
being unable to escape from the human analogy,
it follows that the more 'meaning' the sky
acquires, i.e. the more numerous the attributes

and functions ascribed to it, the less able will the

perceived physical reality be to do
jii

Mce to the

augmented conception as a whole. (. Iearly the

deliberate positing of a personal agent in place of

or beside the perceived reality will provide a inucli

better peg upon which to hang the previous and

subsequent conceptual accretions, and will allov. of

the expression of these in m\ich more vivid, because
more personal, language. The visual sense being

by far the most important of the senses, personifi-
cation usually manifests itself in a visual form,
whether this be actually externalized (sculi)ture or

painting) or merely implied by verbal imagery.
Sometimes one word is kept for the physical reality,

WVupet, 'sky,' while an old synonym is en)|)loyeci
for the personified concept, like Nut, the heaven-

goddess. In the visual forms that personifications
assume the specific characteristics of the things

personified tend to be indicated : the Nile-god has

the swelling breasts of a mother and a body covered

with wavy lines suggesting water ; Nut, the

heaven-goihiess, forms an arch A\ith her body,

su]i]iorting lierself with hands and feet above the

recunilicnt cartli-god, Geb ;
the 'external mani-

festation,' bai, is a bird with human face, the

bird-like appearance a])parently being intended to

symbolize the ease with which the 6(7? could ascend

to heaven and take a place among the stars ; the

Jen, or 'character,' being nothing more than the
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spiritual image of a man, follows the changes of

his growth, the kn of the child being a (;hilu, and
tlie k(( of the grown man being a grown man.
Elsewliere cruder metliods are used for rei)resent-
ing the specilic diameter of a personification :

Sokhet, tiie marsii-goddess, is sometimes shown
with a plantation of reeds and flowers placed upon

her human head; Maet, 'right' )"ears

the feather which for some unknown reason is the

sjiiibol of rigiit ; Sia',
'

understanding,' either has
his name written in hieroglyphs over him or else

has the characteristic phonetic sign j^sa in the

written word sid actually touching his head.

Personification, curiously enough, does not always
demand that t!ie deities which it forms siiould be

depicted outwardly in the form of a person ; all

that is deTiiaiulod is that there shall be some con-
crete and easily visualized rallying-point round
which the attributes of personality can group
themselves. The harvest-goddess Ernutet is repre-
sented eitlier as a woman with the head of a cobra
or as completely a cobra ; this is doubtless because
that snake was so frequently found among the

ripe corn. The names of certain personifications
may suggest concrete symbols of this kind

(symbolic gods) ; thus Shesmu, the god of the

wine-press and of the oil-press, really personifies
the making of wine and oil, wliich is symbolized
under this mental image ;

the picture of the wine-

press occurs incidentally in the hieroglyphic writing
of his name, and it is doubtless mere accident that
the god himself was not pictorially represented in

that form.

5. Degrees of personification.
— In its most

rudimentary form personification was, for the

Egyptians, little more than a natural mode of

emphasis, analogous to our use of capital letters in

writing. But between this embryonic form of
deification and the most fully developed personifi-
cations almost every stage of growth can be
observed and exemplified, until at last there is no
distinction between them and the principal gods
of the pantheon. Indeed, the main interest in the

study of personifications is the prominence which it

gives to the fact that the vast majoritj'^ of gods^
differ from them not in kind but only in degree,
that their characteristics are not those of real

persons, as the language of the older school of

mythologists Avould often seem to imply, but that,
since they are merely concepts decked out in the
semblance and trai)pings of real persons, their

individuality is at all times of a very precarious,
unstable, and indefinite kind. Their gradual
acquisition of substance and externality can
nowhere better be seen than in the evolution of a
personified abstraction. The metaphors of lan-

guage, as we have seen (§ 2), give the primary
impulse ; but it is to sculpture and, in a less degiee,
to ideographic writing (§ 3 (6) (c)) that is largely
due the definite creation of a personality that is

visualized with some clearness and even Mith a
certain measure of consistency (§ 4). Around tliis

nucleus the theologians and the myth-makers
weave their tissue of legends and adulatorj- epithets,
each new tale and each new title adding to the

appearance of objective reality, making the per-
sonification more lifelike. At last men may be
prevailed upon even to worship it. The history of

yike',
'

magic,' may serve us as an illnstratu»n.

Originally perhaps a mere descriptive term pre-
dicated of individual acts of a certain mysterious

1 Some (fods, of (joui-se, were nally iiersoiis. Tlio Pharaoh
was a jrod, and a certain number of human beiiurs, both kin^s
and private iiersons, were deified after llieir death. See art.
Hkkdks AM) IlKRO-woRsiiii' (K^'yptian).

quality, it first becomes a collective term for a
number of such acts, and then a designation of the

jiarticular quality that they possess in common.'
As such I.Iike' is described in the Pyramid Texts
as speaking tlireats against unfriendly gods.
ThauKS to exaggerated verbal imagery of this kind,

I.Iike' is next found in the Vtli dynasty, depicted
upon a temple wall as a male deity at the head of

a procession of personified districts. This develop-
ment marks his definite entrance into the pantheon ;

henceforth it is easier to descril>e the functions of

magic in reference rather to the vividly remembered
image made familiar in sculpture than to the
remote and somewhat elusive concept, and mythical
traits now tend to be invented which have but
little relation to the observed facts that gave rise

to the word 'magic' The process, we must be
careful to observe, is one not of substitution, but
of differentiation ; the old general term hike' con-

tinues to exist and have its uses, but side by side

with it is the conception of a god Hike', whicli

comes into play when the mind, so to speak, Ls

dili'erently attuned, when the imaginative, emo-
tional tendencies are being given more rein. In

a Middle Kingdom text ^ike' figures as a deity
created by the sun-god Re-Atum ' when as yet no
two things existed

'

; and from his activity as

tleputy of the sun-god sprang all living tilings.
The fantastic idea now gained currency that dead
men might become reincarnate in the likeness of

so potent a divinity, and spells having this end in

view were invented. Next Hike' is found escort-

ing Re through the nether world, as he sails by
night undergi'ound from west to east ;

in the

temple of Luxor we behold him in attendance at

the birth of a new Pharaoh. Lastlj', in Giieco-
Roinan times, he is discovered at Esneh as the son
of the god Khnfim and the goddess Nebuu, actually
receiving a cult under the name of Uike'-pe-khrod,
'

magic - the - child
'

; here doubtless his image,
visible and tangible and as living as any god can
ever become, was preserved in its own shrine and
attended by his own priestly servants. It is not

maintained, of course, that Hike' ever took a

place among the highest gods of Egypt, but in the
end he appears to be hardly at all more spurious
than the best of them.

On Hike' see an article by the present writer in PSBA
xxxvii.'[1915] 253-262, also 16. xxxWii. [1916] 129.

6. Instability of personifications.
—

(a) Instability

of visual form.—There was very little stability as

regards the outward forms of personificatioiys ;

nor were human shapes necessarily prior to animal
or other shapes. The goddess of the harvest,

Ernutet, was a cobra-goddess from the start. A
good instance of a god with secondarj' and variable

animal shapes is Shay,
'

fate,' who in his earliest

occurrences—e.(j., in t^ie papyrus of Ani (ed. E. A.
W. Budge, London, 1913, vol. i. pi. 3)—is human-
headed. Later, and ])erhaps through assimilation

to the creator-god, Khnuni, he is represented as a

goat (Budge, Grecnjield Papyrus, London, 1912,

jtl. 108) ; and later still the writing of his name
shoMs him to have been imagined in the form of a

serjient, or else in the semblance of the animal
of 8eth (see U. MoUer, Die beiden l\>tci>pap>/ru.s-

Rhind, Leipzig, 1913, p. 54, no. 370). Symbols
can likewise be secondarj'. The spelling of the

Pyramid Texts shows that he was not at that

time invariably considered to manifest himself in

the outward appearance of a sceptre (a word for

sceptre is .sVu;() : but in the temple of Abydos we
see sculptured \\\wn the walls a sceptre accom-

panied by the words 'Thdth, shm of the gods,'

1 This is mere hypothesis ; see below, § 8, aifiiifin.

god I Y® ^A, »^' Sekhem, 'power,' in the
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where shm,
'

sceiitrepower,' is the abstraction
'

power
'

visualize*! in tlie form of a sceptre, imbued
witli personality, ami linally iilentilietl withTlidth.

For references to sbm gee W. Spiegelberg, in RTAP xxviii.

flOCHi) ItU.

(b) Singularity and multiplicitij.
—The verj' indi-

viduality of personilications was of a dubious

quality.
We have just seen that Sekiiem,

'

power,'
could be merged into Thoth and so lose its identity
and independent existence. Some dillerent ex-

amples of a similar variability must now be quoted.
Meskhenet, godiless of the Inrthplace, at some
moments appears with a sinj,de, distinct ]>ersoii-

ality of her own, as a deity accompanying the
other divinities of birth (Khnum, yeqet, etc.) from
childhcd to childbed, there determining the length
of life decreed for the new-born babe. I'dsewhcre,
however, we gather that every nmn possesses his
own Meskhenet (Davies-Oardiner, loc. tit.); accord-
ing to Abytlene tradition, there were four goddesses
of the name (It. l.ep>ius, Todtoibuch der Agypter,
Leipzig, 1842, ch. cxlii.), who were sometimes
identilicd with Tefenet, Nut, Isis, and Nephthys
respectively (e.g., Lepsius, Drnkitidler, iv. 82a). So
too we have Sia', the god of understanding, but
elsewhere we read of the j)ersonified understanding
of every god (K. Set he. Die aliugi/p. Pyramidcn-
texte, Leipzig, 1908, no. 411 ).> Even old-established

gods might multiply their personalities in a similar

waj'. Khnum, e.g., not only acquires a new and
separate personality

for every new locality in
which he was worshipped, but' he is also on rare
occasions named as a private creator-god of whom
every man might possess an example of his own
(Davies-Gardiner, pp. 99, 113). In short, the world
of deities reflects, on the one hand, the unity, on the
other hand, the infinite variability, displayed in
the mental world

; it can diflerentiate and identify
in the same manner as thought can distinguish
and compare. No rule can be set up as to whether
a god will first manifest himself as a unique or
as a multiple being: in the case of Kiinum we
can hardly doubt that Khnum, absolute, preceded
'his (particular) Khnum.' On the other hand,
personified ka, 'character,' clearly started as a
general term, innately deified and varying with
each individual

possessor
of a ka ; nor is it until

the New Kingdom, and then only very rarely
indeed, that Ka is found as an absolute, single
deity, equivalent almost to our 'Providence' and
apt to be equated with the Nile as the fount of all

well-being. About the same time it became usual
to attribute to the sun-god He and to hisde.scendant
the Pharaoh a stereotyped list of fourteen kas, or
attributes, each of which had its own specific
nature and name, such as 'power' or 'brilliancy.'
They are often depicted, together with a series of
female counterparts, in the late temples.
The hitherto unrecognized meaninij

' Providence '

for Ka (e.;}.,
J. F. Chanipollion, Monuments de I'Egypteet delaXubie, Paris,
183.5, p). 254 ; H. BruRsch and J. Diiniichen, Becueil des monu-
)/i-(iM (gyptiens, Leipzig, 1862-85, iii. 92) is due to the same
order_

of ideas as that which connected the ka with shan
'

fate,' Gr. i^ai't or 'AyaObi Aaifiuv (see \V. Spiegelberg, in Z.'l
xlix. [1911] 126). For the fourteen kas of Re' see P.SBA
xxxviii. 83-89, 94 f.

Singular personifications were viewed under two aspects : (I)
as forces acting at the moment in which they are spoken of, and
(2) a.s historical characters whose existence lay in a far distant
past. To these is sometimes implicitly added a third and future
aspect—«.^., when we fmd the hope expressed that a dead
man may assume shape as some personified being like Hike'
(§ S)-

7. Personification and cult.—There is no inherent
reason why personifications even of abstract ideas
should not become the objects of a cult, but as a
matter of fact few of the deities dealt with in this
article were ever honoured in Miat way. The one
really important excei)tion is the kn, the personi-
fied character or individuality of a man ; this was

1 Hereafter quoted as Pyr.

supposed to cleave eternally to the tomb after the
deatli of its owner, and from the earliest times
both kings and their subjects possessed 'servants
of the k((,' or 'A-rt-pricsts,' who administered to
their cult. Of Kenenet and Meskhenet (§ 9 (a) 5,

(/) l)we read in the XVlIlth dynasty that offer-

ings were made to them among other gods at

Speos Artemidos (Setlie, UrkiDiden des dgyp.
Altertuins, Leipzig, 1906, iv. 389). Ijlike', as we
have seen, was in Greek times worshipped at
P^snt'h (§ 5). Sesha't, the goddess of writing, seems
to have had a cult even in the earliest periods.
When, however, priests of Maet and l,like' are
mentioned in Old Kingdom tomb.s, it must not be
at once concluded that those deities possessed
temples and an organized cult of their own ; it is

clear from the contexts that the holders of these
titles were alwaj's judges or doctors resjjectivelj',
and it may well have been merely the exercise of
these secular functions that constituted the ritual
of their priesthood.

8. Personifications and epithets.—We now re-
turn to a subjec^t toucheil upon already in § 3 (d).
In the light of the last paragraphs personifications
now appear as conceptions inflated with a new and
spurious mode of being, which they enjoy, so to

speak, in their own right, not by virtue of a para-
sitic existence as attributes or epithets. The most
perfect examples are inhnitives jjersonilied, like

'Onekh, 'life,' 'Aut-yeb, 'elation of heart,' 'joy,'
for the inhnitives are by their very nature abstract
and withdrawn from the actual objects, here living
creatures and joyful beings, from which they derive
their essential characteristics. In Egyptian texts,
however, a technical difficulty prevents us from
recognizing such personifications as easily as we
could wish ; no vowels being written, it is seldom
possible to discriminate personified infinitives from
other personified parts of speech. Hence it is

usually necessary to examine the context very
carefully in order to decide whether an apparent
per-sonihcation is really such or is an epithet.
Epithets may be participles, adjectives, or common
nouns, or may be paraphrased by expressions like
' lord of right

'

instanced above (§ 3 (d)). The
important feature of epithets is that they serve to

qualify, not the idea inherent in themselves, like

personifications, but deities Miiose existence is

quite independent of them, resting upon whollj'
ditlerent postulates.

"

Thus, Avhen we come across
the god Shm, the question arises whether tliis

means '

power
'

in the abstract or ' the powerful
one,' referring allusively to Osiris or to some other

god. This the context alone can settle.

The above statement must not be read to mean that all per-
sonified abstractions are in the infinitive. On the contrary,
Egyptian, like other languages, often conveys the idea of the
abstract through the concrete ; e.ij., the name of the goddess
Ma'et,

'

right,' is probably a feminine particle,
' she or that

which is direct,' Gr. to Si'icaioi', the Egyptian language express-
ing a neuter sense by means of the feminine gender. Why
'

writing
' should have been personified as a goddess and not as

a god is obscure ; the name Sesha't possibly, but not certainly,
means 'she who writes.' Hike', 'magic,' is a substantive per-
sonified ; but whether the nominal formation involved in this
name is one appropriate to common nouns or to abstractions is

beyond our knowledge. On symbols see above, § 4.

9. The more important personifications.—Com-
pleteness is here out of the question, and the follow-

ing enumeration is intended merely to give some
idea of the field covered, and of the various degrees
reached by personification in diflerent cases. The
vocalization of the names is usually quite hypo-
thetic, and the classification makes no pretence to
have a scientific principle.

(a) Life, death, fate, etc.—{l) 'Onekh, 'life,' depicted as a
Nile-god (J. E. Gautier and G. Jequier, Fuuilles de Licht, Cairo,
1902, p. 25, Xnth dynasty). He is also named on the Turin
altar {TSBA iii. [1874] 112), a monument of quite late date, not
of the Vlth dynasty, as sometimes supposed. Elsewhere he
appears with head of crux ansata and body and limbs of a man,
carrying a divine banner {e.g., A. St. G. Caulfeild, The Temple
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of the Kiwis at Abydon, Losidon, 1902, pi. 14, XlXth dynasty);
this is a mere decorative device.

(2) Mout,
'

death," only once in a poetical passage of late date ;

see art. Life and Death (E;,'yi)tian), § 4.

(3) Sonh, 'health,' as Nile-god (Gautier, loc. cit.); in an
incantation where parts of the hody are identified with various

duties,
'

thy intestines are health
'

(A.Ernian,
'

Zauberhj)iuche fur

.Mutter und Kind,' verso, 5, i, in AHA »', 1901); see also /^r. 1190.

(4) Shay, 'fate,' Gr. ipaii and "Ayatfb? i^ai/iuv, in one jilace

descriheii as 6 jit-ya? Saiixavo i/)i'uu>'oxSoi'io? (see Moller, loc. cit.,

and, for his various visualized forms, S 4). for the xhaj/ of

individuals see Davies-Gardiner, loc. cit.; 'his shay' is later

sometimes substituted for 'his ka.'

(u) Kenenet,
'

nursing-,' personified as a woman ; to be care-

fully distinguished from Ernutet {I (3)); often coupled with

Shay (a (4)) or with Meskhenet (I (1)) ; at Edfu identified with

.Sesha't, the goddess of writing (Lepsius, iv. 41c). For the

renenet of individuals see Davies-Gardiner, loc. cit. ; for her

cult, above, } 7.
See also "Ah'e, 'lifetime' (§3 (a)); .Meskhenet, 'birthplace'

(below, I (1)) ;'and, for the creator-god Khnum, § 6 {b)).

{b) Attributes of liciag bein<js.—(l) Ma'a', 'seeing,' and (2)

Sozem, 'hearing,' in late times depicted as male deities ; there
was also a combined deity .Ma'a'-SCzem, 'seeing-hearing.' Cf.

PSBA xxxviii. 85, n. 13.

(3) Hu,
' commanding utterance,' and (4) Sia',

' understand-

ing," two personified abstractions of considerable importance
(see PSBA xxxviii. 43-54, 83-95). They are represented as male
deities in the train of the sun-god, who created them by an act

of 8elf-m\itilation. According to one fable, it is to them that

the universe owes its existence—a Memphite variant of the tale

makes out Ptah to be the cosmic god, from whom emanated
Horns as 'tongue

' and Thoth as '

heart,' i.e. intellect. Among
the fourteen kas, or attributes, of Re' Hu, as an active agency to

whom material prosperity can be ascribed, is coupled with Zefa',
'

plenty,' whence Hu has often been misunderstood to signify
' food ' or '

taste.' When associated with Zefa', and rarely, too,

when associated with Sia', Hu is one of a pair of Nile-gods ; but

Sia', as the more passive attribute of the two, is seldom re-

garded as a source of material prosperity and only once is found
named among the kas of Re'. Hu aiid Sia' are two of the chief

attributes of royalty, and as such are often associated with
.Ma'et. Lastly, Hu seems to have been one name of the Sphinx
—the image in which the power of Pharaoh and that of the sun-

god Atum often found expression.
(5) Sekhem,

'

power
'

(see above, §§ 6 (b), 8).

(6) User, 'influence,' and (7) Nakht, 'victory,' are names of

two of the fourteen kas of R&'.

(8) 'Aut-yeb, 'elation of heart,' 'joy,' as a woman (Bor-
chardt, pi. 30, Vth dynasty) ;

also on the late Turin altar {TSBA
iii. 112)

(y)Ilab, 'sport' or 'festivity,' as son of Sokhet, 'country'
(./(3))'(/'i/>-. 555).

(10) Sond,
'

fear,' depicted in human shape on the sarco-

phagus of Sethos
i.^

but with lion's head on later monuments
(R. V. Lanzone, Dizionano di initolngia egizia, Turin, 1884,

p. 1079 f. ;
RTAP xxv. [1903] 30). At' the festival of Osiris his

image occupied one of the thirty-four illuminated boats used in

the ceremonies (RTAP iv. [1883] 2S).

(c) AttribiUes of living persons and their actions.—(l)Hrke',
'

magic
'

(see above, § 5). He is also named as one of the four-

teen kas of Re".

(2) Ma'et,
'

right,' the most frequently mentioned of all per-
sonifications. Her name appears to mean ' that which is

straight or direct' (Lat. reciiun), whether ethically ('right') or

intellectually ('truth'); this suggests that the conception of

her may have been born in the law-courts, where both aspects
come into play at the same time. Sometimes we find the god-
dess conceived of as double (Ma'ty, 'the two rights' [already in

Pyr. 317]), perhaps in allusion to the rival claims of two liti-

gants. Ma'et is figured as a goddess, either sitting or standing,
with a feather on her head. In mythology she is the daughter
of Re" and closely related, probably as spouse, to Thoth, the god
of regularity, law, and learning. There are no clear indications

that she possessed a real cult in early times (see above, § 7).

On Ala'et see A. Wiedemann, in AMG x. 561 flf. ; Lanzone,
pp. 276-280; H. Brugsch, Religion vnd Mythologie der alien

Agypter, Leipzig, 1890, pp. 477-482 ; Budge, Gods of the

Egyptians, London, 1904, i. 416-421.

(3) Sesha't, the goddess of writing. Her name may mean
' she who writes

'

or ' she who paints
'

(the verb has both senses),
but she was more often referred to by the epithet Safkhet-

'abui,
' she who puts off the two horns.' This epithet would

appear to hint that she was originally a cow-goddess, who had
taken to a less bovine occupation ;

but her identity with Isis-

Hathor, though well attested for late times, is not proved for

the Old Kingdom. If such were her real origin, she could

hardly rank as a per.sonification in the sense of this article.

Sesha't possessed priests of her own at a very early date, and
appears to have been associated with Thoth at Hermopolis
>Iagna, though for this the evidence is not very early. She was
the goddess of painting as well as of writing, and presided over
the ceremonies connected with the planning of temples and
other buildings. She was represented reed in hand and usually
sitting. She wears a skin and has on her head a kind of rosette
with seven or five rays {sff}t can mean ' seven '), above which
and separated from which is seen what may be interpreted as
the horns rejected by the god<less ; the combined head orna-
ment is perliaps a mere relnix for the name Safkhet-'abui. See
the very detailed art. 'Seschat' by G. Roeder, in Pauly-
Wissowa.

(d) Attributes of the external >('orld.—(l) Hetpet, 'peace,'

depicted as a woman (Borchardt, ii. pi. 30, Vth dynasty).

(2) Zefa', 'plenty,' depicted as a Nile-deity (ib. pis. 25, 29,

Vth dynasty ; Gautier, p. 24, Xllth dvnasty ; E. Naville, The

Temple of Deir el Dahari, London, 1901, iv. 110, XVIIlth

dynasty); in all three cases together with Hu, 'commanding
utterance' (above, b (3)). \}.\i and Zefa' occur later also as two
of the fourteen kas of Re" (see above, § 6 (/'). "-d fi'^-)- For
Zefa' as a Nilegod associated with Ha'py, 'the Nile,' see

Gautier, p. 34.

(e) AttributeH peculiar to the sun-god.—Among the fourteen
kas of Re' enumerated in late times are (1) Khu, 'glory,' (2)

Pesd,
'

shining,' and (3) Tehen,
'

sparkling
'

(§ 6 ((/), ad fin.).

(J) Names connected uith generation and growth.
—

(1) Muyt,
'seed,' of human beings and animals, depicted as a woman
(Borchardt, pi. 29, Vth dynasty).

(2) Nekhbet,
'

budding,' depicted as a woman {ib. pi. 30 ;

mentioned also Pyr. 4, 1451).
See also the gods of birth above (a (4) (5)) and below (I (1)).

(g) Products, natural or artificial.
—

(1) Nepri, 'corn {Pyr.
1065), frequently depicted as a Nile-god (Borchardt, pis. 25, 26,

30, Vth dynasty ; Gautier, p. 34, Xllth dynasty), and named
as the patron of harvests (e.g., Z'A xxxiv. [1896] 40; PSHA
xviii. [1896] 202) ;

fabled to be the son of Erniitet, the harvest-

goddess {f. (3)), and born on the first day in the summer or
harvest season (Brugsch, Recueil des rnonuinents, i. 67) ;

some-
times identified with Osiris; a spell to enable a dead man to

become reincarnate in his image is occasionally found (Lacau,
no. 58). A goddess Neprit sometimes takes the place of the

god Nepri (see G. Maspero, Uixt. ancienne des peuples d'Orient,

Paris, 1894, i. 81, n. 2, where further references are given).

(2) Noub,
'

gold,' occurs as a goddess from the Middle King-
dom onwards. Presumably she must have originated as a

separate personification ;
in our existing sources, however, she

is always found identified with Hathor, the goddess of beaut> ,

dance, and ornament (see T. Dev^ria, Memoires et fragments,
Paris, 1896, i. 1-25).

(3) Tayt,
'

clothing,' a goddess often named as the maker or

giver of clothing or the bandages for mummification (e.n., Pyr.
56, 737, 738, 741 ; PSBA xviii. [1896] 202; RTAP xxxiii. [1911]

92). The name, which also appears in the more fully developed
form Taytet {Pyr. 56, 2094), seems to be deri\ed from a word
meaning 'garment' {RTAP xxxii. [1910] 84) or in a more special
sense 'awning' (Budge, Book of the Dead, London, 1898, i.

[text] 206).

(4) Dua'-wer, 'the great morning-god,' is depicted in human
form (Borchardt, pi. 19). His name is written with the symbol

^g^, and Sethe has shown (text ad loc, p. 97) that he is

nothina' more or less than the royal beard personified In the

Pyramid Texts (1329, 1428, 2042) his name is associated not

only with the act of shaving but also with other incidents in

the morning toilette—e.g., face-washing—and the rojal barber

appears to have been called '

priest of Dua'-wer.'

{h) Cosmic and similar deities.—Over this topic we shall pass
lightly, omitting all reference to the air-god Shu, since our

object is to deal rather with the later and more artificial

gods whose beginnings are not completely shrouded in dark-
ness.

(1) Kaku,
' darkness '

(male), and (2) Kaket,
' darkness '

(female), are a pair out of four pairs of frog- and snake-headed
divinities thatplaj' a part in the cosmogonical legend of Hermo-
polis Magna (Khmunu, 'eight-town'), where there suddenly
emerged from the primeval waters a hill upon which lay the
solar egg. The names of the other pairs were : (3) N'unu and
(4) Nunet,

' the primeval waters," (5) Helm and (6) Hehut,
'space

'

(?), and (7) Niuand (8) Niut,
'

negation' (variants Goreh
and Gorhet,

'

quiescence '). Some violence has been done to
these conceptions by the attempt to make them square with the

early Greek cosmogonical ideas; nor has sufficient attention
been paid to their negative character, from which point of view

they appear to be aspects of a primitive, unditferentiated chaos.

Offerings were made to these eight gods at Speos Artemidos in

the XVIIlth dynasty (see Sethe, Urkunden, iv. 3S9). For de-

tailed discussions of these gods see Lepsius,
' VTier die Gotter

der vier Elemente,' in ABAW, 1856; Bruu'sch, Religion, pp.
123-14G ; Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, i. 2s2ff.

(9) Ikhekhu, 'dusk,' is occasionallv personified—e.g., Pyr.
751.

Here a purely mythological goddess must be mentioned, as

she illustrates in a striking manner the lengths that the Egyp-
tians were prepared to go in their artificial manufacture of

deities. As cosmogonic god Atiim was originally wifeless, and

legend states that he created the first pair of gods (Shu and
Tefenet) by an obscene action of his hand (Pyr. 1248). In the
Midiile Kingdom a goddess (10) Zaitef, 'his hand," was invent^ed

as wife of Atum ; she was perhaps a passing fancy of the priests
of Lycopolis, and she is merely named for the purpose of pro-

viding Atum with a spouse '{Bulletin de I'Instttut fran^ais
d'Archiologie orienUile, x. [Cairo, 1912] 159).

(0 Conceptions of time.—Only direct personifications of spaces
of time are here considered. The months (Budge, Gods of the

E(iyptians, ii. 292 f.), the decans (i'6. p. 309 f.), and the hours

(ih. pp. ;500-302) had tutelary gods of their own, some of whom
were deities familiar in other connexions, while others seem to

be names of particular stars. We also read of 'the 365 gods
and goddesses," clearly the deities of the days ; but there seems
to be no deity 'day,'

' month." or 'hour," though the goddess
Unuet has been claimed {Sphinx, iv. [1901] 4 f.) for the last.
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(1) Eonpet, 'year,' represented as a goddess on whose head is

seen the shoot J , the hieroglyphic symlK)! for 'year' ; not of

very earlv occurrence, for the Turin altar (TSBA iii. 112) is

late, and' not early, as Wii-demann (I'SIIA xxxvi. 203) sup-

poses. This i:o<lde38 of the year is usually found identified

with Isis, Hathor, or Sothis (see Brujrsch, Thesaurus iiiscrip-

tioiiHin agyptiacaniin, Leipzig, 1S83, pp. 2ir)-'230).

(1) Rokeh,
'

burning,' name of the hot period of the year,

covering the seventh and eighth months. These are named the

'treat burning' and the 'little Iniriiing,' respectively, deities

depicted in the Ramesseum with human heads, and nith hippo-
potamus heads at Kdfu (see E. Meyer,

'

Nachtrage zur iigvp.

Chronologie,' in ABA »', 1907, p. 16).
Of the three seasons (3) 'Akhet, 'inundation,' (4) Proet,

'spring '(our winter), and (6) Shoniu, 'summer' (the harvest-

season), the first two are figured as goddesses and the last as a

Nile-god in sculptures of the Old Kingdom (ZA xxxviii. [190(i]

107) and later (Meir, unpublished, Xllth dynasty; Brugsch,
Rr.aieU, vi. 130, I'tolemaic), in agreement with the grammatical
gender of their names ; but sometimes all three are represented
as Nilegofis (Brugsch, Gtojfraphischi' IiiKchri/ten atUi'iyp. Dciik-

miller, Leipzig, 1857-60, lii. pi. 4 ; above, § 3 (6)). Shomu,
'

sunnner," as more fertile than the other seasons, is the one
most often represented (e.g., Gautier, p. 2.''), Xllth dynasty).

(j) Gtographical termt, merging into nature-gods, which are

excluded" from this article (see Nati;rk (Egyptian ]).

(1) Ti-mehu.
' Lower Egypt," and (2) Shema',

'

I'pper Egypt,'
ven" frequentiv depicted as Nile-gods («.<;., Borchardt, pis. 24,

29, "30, Vth dynasty; Gautier, pp. 24, 25, 33, Xllth dynasty;
Brugsch, Heeueil, vi. 129, 131, 134, etc., Gneco-Roman period).

(3) Sokhet,
*

country,' a goddess with the hieroglyph for field

upon her head, often seen among the nonie-gods shown

bringing offerings in procession (§ 3(6)) (''.g., Brugsch, Recueil,
vi. 129, 132, Graeco-Roman period^ In earlier times she is

usually named in connexion with scenes of fowling in the
marshes (P. E. Newberry, Bent Hasan, ii., London, 1S!I4, p. 24),
and fowling is called her ' craft

'

(Borchardt, ]>. 88). She is

already mentioned in Pi/r. 555, where Hab,
'

sport
'

(6 (9)), is

called her '
son.'

(4) Ha, an early god whose name is written with the desert-

sign upon a standard \—^r— ,
and in whom it is tempting to

see a personification of the desert ; in this case ha' would be an
obsolete word for 'desert.' The alternative is to regard the
desert as merely an attribute or possession of this god, whose
origin then might be quite different Ha was worshipped
in the Xoite nome ; for the evidence bearing upon him, together
with some theories that cannot here be discussed, see Newberry,
in Annals of Archaolot/j/, Liverpool, 190S, i. 24-29. A deity
whose name is written similarly, and who from his association
with ya'pj', Hu, Ka', and the nome-gods must personify the

desert, is named (Brugsch, Recueil, iii. 92, XlXth dynasty).

(5) Amentet,
' the west, 'a goddess on whose head is seeti

the symbol for 'west' (e.g., Borchardt, pis. 1, 29, \'th

dynasty ; Davies-Oardiner, pis. 10, 27, XVHIth dJ^lasty ; and
often). The dead bein^r by preference buried in the west, she

early becomes the goddess of the necropolis, and as such is

nanied or dcpiited as welcoming or protecting the dead, as she
does for the sun. She is very frequently identified with Hathor.
Plutarch (de Is. et Oxir. 29) gives 'Ati€i-0j)i as the name of the

f)lace

whither the souls of the dead pass, and his fanciful etymo-
ogy,

' he who gi^es and takes,' implies that he believed the

corresponding personification to be a male deity, like the Greek
Hades.

(6) Yebtet,
' the east,' a goddess with "M* ,

the sigii for
'

east,

t'
on her head (Davies-Gardiner, pi. 27, XVHIth dynasty).

(7) Waz-wer, 'the great-green,' i.e. the sea, dejiicted like a

Xile-god (Borchardt, pi. 30, Vth dynasty ; Gautier, p. 24, Xllth

dynasty ; Naville, Deir el Bahari, v. 128, XVIIItb dynasty).
(6) I.ia'py, 'the Nile,' is too ancient and important a god to be

dealt with here.
It is hardly necessary* to illustrate in detail the personifica-

tions of nomes, towns, and villages, which are frequent both in

the temples and in the tombs. The existing nonie-lists are
enumerated by G. Steindorff in ASG xxvii. [19()9] 864-8(y ;

admirable statues of certain nomes as deities, male or female,
were found by G. Reisner in the pyramid-temple of .Mycerinus
(see Maspero, Essais gJir I'art igyplU'u, Paris, 1912, pp. 27, 29,

31, I Vth dynasty).
(k) Psychical entities.—These are bj- their verj' nature

multiple, that is to say, deemed to be as numerous as the indi-

viduals to whom they belong, though they may also sometimes,
like Ka,

' Providence '

(§ 6(b) ad Jin.), become single and uni-
versal. For a po))ular account see A. WiedeinanTi, The Ancient

Egyptian Doctrine of the Immnrtalily of the Soul, Eng. tr.,

London, 1895. Here only two of the principal kinds of
'

soul
'

will be dealt with, since the present writer dissents from the

ordinarily accepted views.

(l)The*a is usually explained either as the ' double '

(Maspero) or as the 'genius' belonging to a man or a god ; for
the discussions that have arisen over lliis question see the
literature quoted in Davies-Gardiner, p. 99, n. 7, and RTAI'
xxxvii. [1915] 78. The view here favoured is that enounced by
H. Brugsch (Hit roglyphisch-demot. Worterbiich, 8ui)plement,
l.,eipzig, 1882, p. 1230), according to which the/;a is a man's indi-
vidual 'character'—the sum of his attributes. Not only gods
but also men are sometimes named as i)ossessing a plurality of
has, their '

attributes
'

then being meant. These two renderings
are naturally too modern and too specific to cover the whole
meaning of the term, and in certain contexts it may be better
translated '

psychic self,' 'nature,' 'genius,' 'double,' or even
'master' ; the best course of all is to retain the original word.
The objection to the renderings 'double' and 'genius' is that
they lay excessive stress on aspects of the ka which are con-
nected less with the conception which is personified than with
the bare fact of personification and its consequences. For the
visualized form of the ka see § 4, and for its cult § 7. The pro-
minence of the sepulchral aspect of the ka was perhaps due to
the belief in the changeability, after death, of the other principal
constituents of a man's personality ; for, while his

'

in(»rnation
'

or 'external manifestation,' namely (2) the bai, might assume
various new forms, his ka, i.e. liis indivirhiality (with which his
name was very nearly identical), remained constant, and was
believed to persist in the tomb. The bai could, by definition,
assume many shapes ; as a volatile, visiVjle being, cajiable of

ascending to the heavens, its most ordinary form was that of a
human-headed bird. Re' possessed seven bai, but no man ap-
pears to have had more than one at a time. Naturally, the bai
received no cult, as its essential characteristic was "that of a
'

living
'

thing, able to look after itself. On the ka see, further,
above, § 6 (b). In connexion with the ritual of the dead it is

exceedingly important to bear in mind that this was based on
the belief that the man himself continued to live after his

physical death ; it is he, and not his ka, who is primarily the

reci]>ient of the funereal sacrifices. The speculations which
hyi>ostatized the ka and the bai may, for all we know, be as old
as the funerarj' ritual itself ; the latter, however, is comprehen-
sible without it, for it arises, not from any intellectual self-

analysis, but simply from the passionate refusal to acknowledge
the possibility of death. See art. Lifk and Death (Egyptian).
(0 Symbolic gods (see § i).--(l) Meskhenet,

'

birthplace,' the
name of the brick or pair of bricks upon which women crouched
in giving birth, was personified under the form of a goddess with

the sign T (bicomate uteras?) on her head. In the texts

she is coupled with Khnum or Renenet (a (5)), and can be either

single or multiple (§ 6 (b)) ; we read of
'

thy Meskhenet '

already
in Pyr. 1183 (see W. Spiegelberg, Aegyptologische Randglossen
zum Alten Testament, Strassburg, 1904, pp. 19-25).

(2) Shesmu, 'press,' whether for the making of oil or for the

making of wine
;
the word is determined by the ideographic

sign of the press (e.g., Pyr. 402). As god of wine he ajijicais

already in Pt/r. 1552: 'Shesmu comes to thee with liquiil (.)

wine.' For Sliesmu as the god who prepares the ointments and
oils for enibaliiiing see the references given by Moller, p. SO, n.

.00
;
RTAP xxxvii. 76. Shesmu nuist be carefully distinguished

from the god Shesmety and the goddess Shesmetet—forms of
llorus and Sekhmet respectively

—who derive their names from
the land Shesniet, perhaps the region of Kosseir (Sethe, in

Borchardt, p. 82).

(3) Ernutet,
'

cobra,' in later times exclusively the goddess of

the harvest,
'

lady of the granary
' or '

lady of sustenance,' who
gave her name t>o the ninth (later eighth) nionlh Pharniuthi

(see Lanzone, pp. 472-477, where, however, there is some con-
fusion with Renenet (a (5)) ; see, too, under g (1) above). The
earliest references to Ernutet (Pyr. 302 and Ernian,

' Hymnen
an das Diadem,' in SBA W, 1911, col. 7, 1. 4) appear to have no
reference to the goddess's function in connexion with the
harvest ; she is there apparently identified rather with the

snake-goddess upon the brow of the Pharaoh. If this be her

original nature, then she cannot be considered as essentially a

symbolic deity on the same footing as Meskhenet or Shesmu.

Literature.—This has been given in the body of the article.

Alan H. Gardiner.
PERSONIFICATION ((Jreek).— i. Introduc-

tory.
—Tlie habit of a.ssigning- a conscious and

active personality to all kind.s of natural objects,
and even to abstract ideas, seems to be almost
universal at a certain stage of human development.
The tendency is nowhere, perhaps, more prevalent
than among the Greeks, \vhose intensely antliro-

pomorphic iina<i;ination here finds full sctipe. The
word '

personilication,' in its narrower senile, is

often used to imply a more or less artificial and

allegorical invention, such as Apelle.s' picture of

Calumny with her attenilants Ignorance, Sus[>icion,
and the rest, or figures such as Peace and Britannia
in a modern cartoon ; ant! some even of the earlier

(jreek personifications may be of similar nature.
But it is convenient to u.se the word here in a
wider sense, as referring also to persons who have

acquired a definite religious or mythological char-
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acter, without, however, losing the direct siguilic-
ance of their names.

2. Classes of personifications.
—Personifications

may be conveniently divided into three classes :

they may be (a) of natural objects, localities, etc.,

(b) of collective bodies, such as cities or peoples, or

((•) of abstract ideas, such as Fear, Strife, Justice,
etc.

(rt) Natural objects.—The sun-god (Helios) and
the moon-j^oddess (Selene) are hardly to be re^^arded
as impersonations, since they liave a definite myth-
ological character in some regions ; but there is a

general tendency in Greece for tlieir mythological
and religious side to be merged in Apollo and

Artemis, wiiile Helios and Selene come to be mere

personifications of tiie sun and moon, often used in

art to give a cosmic setting to a scene—as in the
east pediment of tlie Parthenon. A good exami)le
is ofiered by the Blacas vase in the British Museum,
where sunrise is depicted by Helios rising out of

the sea in his chariot, preceded by Eos (the dawn,
Aurora), while Selene rides away on her horse,
and the stars, in the form of boys, dive into the

sea.

A similar conception occurs in the personification
of times and seasons— Day and Night with her

children, Death and Sleep ; and the hours or

seasons {Sipai [see HoRyE]). Later artificial inven-

tions of the Hellenistic age were the Year (Eniautos)
as a man and a Four-year Cycle (Penteteris) as a

woman. Chronos, too (Time), sometimes confused
with Kronos, and .^on were included in some

Orphic beliefs later developed by the Gnostics. It

is doubtless tlie result of Greek influence that in

Christian times the days of the week come to be

personified, especially 'Ayia llapa<xKev/i and 'A7/a

KvpiaKTi (St. Friday and St. Sunday), who are re-

presented as richly draped female figures. On
later mosaics personifications of the seasons of the

year, with tlieir distinctive attributes, are a
favourite subject.

Personifications of place are commoner than
those of time. Earth (Ge or Gaia), in early times
a distinct goddess and the mother of the giants,
becomes later a merely allegorical figure or personi-
fication. Ocean, as distinguished from various sea-

gods, has virtually no mythological character,

though Homer calls him the origin of the gods ; he

appears on the Francois vase, and on the Perga-
mene altar. On the Tower of the Winds at Athens
the eight winds merely serve to indicate the

quarters of the sky. Earlier we find winds per-
sonified as winged figures ; but none of them,
except Boreas, acquires any mythological standing.
The clouds in Aristophanes' play are evidently a

meteorological personification; tiie n.ame of Nephele
(Cloud) occurs as that of a mythical character also.

In the case of rivers, again, we find two distinct

usages. River-gods in early times are important
and efficient deities

;
but figures of rivers come

frequently to be used as mere allegorical repre-
sentations of localities. This was the case, accord-

ing to Pausanias (V. x. 7), on the east pediment of

the temple of Zeus at Oiympia, where the re-

cumbent figures of the Alpheus and Cladeus define
the boundaries of tiie Altis at Oiympia ; the

Kepliisus (or Ilissus) of the west pediment of the
Parthenon oilers another similar example ; but
both identifications have been disputed. Later we
often find figures of rivers, such as tiie Nile witli

his sixteen cultits playing around him as little

children. Simiiar ))ersonifications are common in

later art, mountains, springs, meadows, etc.,

being represented by liuman figures, often in tiie

form of nymplis. Nympiis or personifications of

places are sometimes more individual in locality,
when they represent weii-known places sucli as

Nemea ; and tlie eponymous hero or heroine of

any place or district is in a certain sense an imper-
sonation, as in the case of /Egina or Corintlios.

In some instances tiie eponymous iiero or lieroine

was really an earlier god or goddess ; e.g., Cyrene
has a relation to her city more like tliat of Atiiene
to Athens. But otlier representatives of cities and

peoples fall rather into class (/>), collective personi-
fications.

(6) CoUertivc borlies.—This class ditt'ers from
class («) mainly in tlie fact tliat, even when the

personification is i(K;al in character, the people
ratiier than tiie actual locality is tj'pified. The
Demos of Pihegium, a dignilied bearded figure,

ajtpears as a personification of the people of the

city on its coins early in the 5th cent. B.C., and
about the same time the coins of Tarentum rejire-
sent tiie Demos of that city

' wiio is conceived in

the likeness of Taras the founder of Tarentum, and
so is figured as a youth.'

^ Similar personilications
of the Demos of cities are not uncommon in later

art
;
aiiotlier example of tiie hero as representing

the people is ottered by the figure of Corinthos

already quoted on a bronze mirror ;

^
lie appears

seated, while a standing female figure, tiie colony
Leucas, places a wreath on his head. The Demos
(of Athens) is introduced as a character in tlie

Knights of Aristophanes, and was doubtless repre-
sented as a typical citizen. Boule, the Senate, ap-

pears as a draped female figure on an Attic relief,

and similar representations are very common on late

coins. The reliefs heading treaties or decrees often

contain figures representing tlie people concerned ;

but these are sometimes the deities of the cities ;

e.g., Athens and Sainos are represented by Athene
and Hera. In later times a city or country is

commonly personified in the form of a female figure,
often wearing a mural crown. Sometimes the

personification takes a more definite form as the
P'ortune of the city (Ti'^xr? 7r6Xews) ; the best known
example is the figure of Antioch by the sculptor

Eutychides, made at tlie time of the foundation of

tlie city about 300 B.C. ; this is said to have been

worshipped with divine honours in the district.

The figure of Megalopolis, in a group with Zeus
and Artemis in that city, is also a clear instance

of personification. It was by Cephisoilotus and

Xenopiion ; unfortunately it is not certain whether
tiie Cephisodotus was the elder, of the early 4th
cent. ,

or the later, the son of Praxiteles ; it cannot
be earlier tlian 370 B.C. Figures of Hellas and of

Salamis appeared on the screens of the throne of

Zeus at Oiympia (c. 430 B.C.). Similarly, Hellas

and Asia are seen among gods and other allegori-
cal figures on the well-known vase at Naples, re-

presenting Darius preparing for his war with
Greece. Perhaps the most extreme example of

such a personification is the (habited) Earth (OtVoi'-

IJ-iv-q), on tlie relief of the Apotheosis of Homer in

tlie British Museum, representing 'ecumenical'
assent—a conception very far removed from tliat

of Earth (Ge or Gaia) on early monuments.

jEtolia, as a warrior-maiden or Amazon, witli one
breast exposed, appears seated on coins of the
yEtolian league ;

and this or similar figures sug-

gested the type of tiie goddess Koma on coins.

The statuary type of tiiis goddess was based upon
that of Atiiene, Mliicli, as we liave noticed, was
used sometimes as a personification of her ciiosen

city Athens.

((;) Abstract ideas.—The third class of personi-
fications is very miscellaneous in character, but is

not easy to subdivide eitlier clironologically or by
subjects. A distinction might be dvawn between

suc.Ji as actually have a jtlace in wor^^iip antl ritual

and such as are merely
creations of a poetical or

artistic imagination ;
but among the Greeks we

1 P. Gardner, Types oj Greek Coins, Cainbrid(fe, 1883, p. lOL
- MonumenU grecs, i. (Paris, 187;{] pi. 3.
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find many in the former class wliicli we should

ratlier expect to belonj^ to the latter only. Thus
in Athens there were altars to Eleos, Aidos, Pheme,
and llorme (Tity, Shame, Rumour, and Impulse);
in Sjiarta were sanctuaries of Gelos (Lau^'liter) and

of I'hobos (Fear). Again, Cei)hisodotus'.s statue

of Peace (Eirene) nursinjj the infant Wealtii

(Plutos) looks like a transparent allegory, yet
both divinities had a share in the State worship of

Athens. At the otiier end of the scale are sueli

deities as Eros (Love) and Nike (Victory), thougii
these are by no means of the same luiture. Eros,
in some places, notably at Thesi)iii', was a primi-
tive and inde^)endent god ; elsewhere he was

worshipped mainly with his mother Aphrodite.
In these cjises, apart from the direct signilicance
of his name, he can hardlj' be called a personitica-
lion. But he has practically no mythical char-

acter or
personality

in early times, though in the

Hellenistic age tales about him become common ;

the best known is that in which he is joined
with another allegorical personitication, Psyche
(the soul). This, however, belongs to the region
of romantic invention rather than genuine mythol-
ogj- (see LovK [Greek], I. 3). Nike, on tiie other

hand, has hardly any i)lace in myth, and, when
siie is worshipped, it is usually as a particular

form
of another divinity

—
e.g., Athene Nike in Athens.

Several similar personiiications occur in apposition
to tlie names or deities, almost as epithets

—
e.g.,

(Athene) Pronoia, (Artemis) Eukleia, (Artemis)

Eupraxia, (Aphrodite) Euploia ;
most of these also

occur indei)endentlj'. Tyche (Fortune) was in

many places worshipped, apart from her impersona-
tion of certain cities mentioned above (b), as a

great goddess, sometimes in the form of 'Kfadr)

Ivxv- A common class of personifications are
those that occur as companions of Aphrodite or of

Dionysos. These are common on artistic repre-
sentations. With Aphrodite, besides Eros, we
also lind Ilimeros (Desire) and Pothos (Yearning
for the absent), Peitho (Persuasion), who has a
more distinct mythical personality, Eunomia,
Harmonia, Paidia, Eudaimonia, etc. Dionysos is

accompanied by several of these, as by Dithyrambos,
Tragedia, Komos (Revel Rout), Methe (Drunken-
ness), and even Kraipale (its after efl'ects). Telete
seems to be a personitication of the mysteries.
Ethical personiiications are found not only in

worship— e.g., Dike, Dikaiosyne (Justice) — but
also in literature and art. In early art Dike smites

Adikia, her opposite, in the form of a hideous
woman ; the symbolism continued into the Christ-

ian virtues and corresponding vices. Eris (Strife)

plays an important part in early myth, as also does

Ate, in the belief 'quern deus vult perdere, prius
dementat.' A .similar role in the drama and in

art derived from it is played by Lyssa and Oistros

(Madness). Nemesis, also, may in certain cases

be regarded as a personification, though at

Rhamnus she had a temple where her cult as a

goddess was primitive. A well-known Homeric
passage (//. ix. 502) descriVjes the Atrat (Prayers)
as dau'diters of Zeus, who halt after the steps of

Ate. Apai also (Curses) are often personified ; but
in this case they tend to be identified with the

Eumenides, or F'uries, and so to pass from personi-
fication to definite mythical personality. Kratos
and Bia, Strength and Violence, who fetter Prome-
theus in /Eschj'lu.s's play, have their place in

.systematic genealogy. Even in the case of personi-
fications which appear to be mere inventions of the

poet's or artist's imagination we often find some
reference to accepted worship or belief. Perhaps
the clearest instance of sucli invention is to be
found in a picture like Apelles' Calumny, already
mentioned, or a relief such as the Apotheosis of

Homer. Here the allegorical figures include the

Iliad and Odyssey, Myth, History, Poetry, Tragedy,
Comedy, Nature, Virtue, Memory, Faith, Wisdoiii,
Time, and the World. Another example, of earlier

date, is seen in the dedication of Micythos at

Olymina, where, besides various gods, were Agon
(Contest) witli aXTijpe^, or jumping-weights, and
'E(cfx"P''tt (the Sacred Truce of Ulympia) crowning
Iphitus, the founder of the games ;

this group was
set ui> early in the .')th cent. n.C. Logos (the Word)
and oophia (Wisdom) are jnominent in tlie mingled
Hellenistic and Oriental j>hil()sojiliy which finds ex-

pression in apocalyptic writings, and, through their

influence, in some forms of early Christianity.
3. Conclusion.—These instances are necessaril}-

somewhat miscellaneous
;
but they suffice to show

the manifold developments of personification in

Greece. It is by no means surprising to find the

tendency so common in the literature and art of a

people endowed with so intenselj' anthropomorphic
an imagination as the Greeks. But, considering
the highly developed and systematized polytheism
of their religion, the existence and recognition in

State worship of so many i)ersonifications of places,
of communities, of phy.sical or mental conditions,
and of moral qualities call for some comment.
There even seems at first sigiit some resemblance
to the many »Hn/i i7irt that preside over every action
in the Roman Indigitamenta (q.v.) ;

but tliere is,

on the other hand, the essential distinction that
the Greek personifications are thought of as in

human form, and have attributed to tliem a human
character. It has been noted how some of them
come to be closelj' associated with the chief gods
or goddesses, sometimes as companions or attend-

ants, sometimes, so to speak, as incarnations or

manifestations. In this way they found their

place in the polytheistic system. Moreover, the

anthropomorphic imagination of the Greeks filled

every region of earth and sea, rivers and springs,
mountains and trees, with beings of human form,
Nereids or nymphs or river-gods. These were not

originally personiiications ; but the belief in their

existence facilitated tlie creation of imaginary
beings of a similar character to personify the
various ideas that have been enumerated. And,
in later times, as a belief in the actual existence of

these supernatural beings waned, it became easier

to invent personifications of all sorts, and to give
free scope to a poetical and artistic imagination.
Such later examples in Greece are not essentially
difl'erent from those which we find in more recent
literature and art. But the earlier personifications
are of a different nature, and arise from tlie same
anthropomor[)hic tendency that gave so clear and

personal a character to the chief Olympian gods.

Literature.—H. Steuding,
'

Lokalpersonifikationen,' ami
L. Deubner,

'

Personifikatioiieii,' in Roscher
;

P. Gardner,
' Countries and Cities in ancient Art,' in JUS ix. [18SS] 47 ff.

E. A. Gardner.
PERSONIFICATION (Roman). — Personifi-

cation is a psycliological jjrocess which plays an

important part in the deve]o]>ment of religious

concepts. In a general sense it is the process of

conceiving of inanimate and even unmaterial and
abstract objects as possessed of life and soul.

This primitive form of personification, which

might be called '

vivification,' lies at the base of

that early religious stage known as animism. As
animism passes over into anthropomorphism, so

vivification develops into personification, as we
are accustomed to think of it ; but the change is

quantitative rather than qualitative, and the

power which in pre-historic times endows jamis,
the physical door, with a heavenly counterpart
Janus, the spirit of the door, and the power which

develops Janus, the spirit of the door, into Janus,
the two-faced bearded god, are one and the same.
It is .simply a question of development. Owing to
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certain tendencies in the psychological constitu-
tion of the ancient Roman, personification plays
an especially important part in Roman rclijrion.
In fact an intimate study of personilicalion is

jierhaps the hest means of obtaining in this latter

day a fruitful idea of the essence of ancient
Roman religion. It is almost the only road

through the thickets of conventionalism and
formality which have always hidden the heart of
Roman religion from the vision of the moderns.
The earliest concept of the divine among the

Romans was in the nature of a function ; they
hclieved in tlivine powers, iinniina, unseen,
unknown, unnamed. These powers were pos-
sessed of life and soul, and were thus in the primi-
tive sense personihed. Gradually out of the thick
mist of cosmic forces the Romans began to see

gods as men walking, and they straiglitway
equipped these gods made in the fashion of men
with all the functions and attributes which had
originally belonged to the unknown niimina.
Each god, therefore, had many powers and attri-

butes, and these were expressed by what were
called cognomina, adjectival (more rarely nominal)
addenda to the name itself (on these early cog-
nomina cf. J. B. Carter, De dcoruin. Romanoriim
cognoiuinihus qucestiones selectee, Leipzig, 1898).
Tiius Jupiter as the patron god of freedom was
called Jupiter Liber, and as the god of victory
Jupiter Victor. The Roman genius from the very
beginning was characterized not so much by
imagination as by the power of abstract thought.
This was cliaracterized in its turn by an extra-

ordinary ability to transfer the abstract into the
concrete and back again. The Roman mind found
one of its favourite emjiloyments in sending ideas,
like free balloons, into the void of abstract, and
then making them captive and concrete by attach-

ing them to earth again. But there was also a
great continuous fermentation in the realm of the

gods. The Romans took a pre-eminently practical
interest in their gods in spite of the fact that

gradually the anthropomorphic concept had won
the day ; they cared for their gods not so much for

what they were as for what they did ; hence tlie

adjective attached to the god, describing the

function, was so much emphasized, and the god
relatively so neglected, that the adjective or noun
often took the primary place and in many cases

eventually broke ott' from the god and set uji an
independent existence of its own (e.g., Portunus as

originally Janus Portunus, INlercurius as origin-

ally Hermes Mercurius, Diespiter as originally
Jupiter Diespiter). In certain cases, however, the
Roman mind, with its extraordinarily keen develop-
ment of the philosophical-philological sense, realiz-

ing that the adjective was the expression of an
abstract idea, changed it into an abstract noun
and, personifying the noun, worshipped it as an
independent (leity.

In all this material, attempts at chronological
determination meet with great difficulty. We
can only saj' that certain abstracts seem to go
back to pre-historic times, and among these is

nndoulitedly the goddess Fides. She seems to be
the earliest illustration of the process just de-
scribed. Jupiter as the god of oaths and fealty
became very early known as Diovis (or Dius)
Fidius (Zei)j lliortos), and out of tlie adjective
Fidius by constant accentuation came the goddess
Fides, who is said to have had her own ciilt even
in the mythical regal period and her own sanctuary
on the Capitoline in the immediate neighbourhood
of the chapel of Jupiter Lajjis (the patron deity
of international good faith). This much at least
is certain, that in 254 or 2.")() n.c. a temple was
dedicated to her on the Capitoline by Atilius
Calatinus.

I

/7/>A'.S'.—On the oldest sanctuary cf. Dion. Hal. ii. 75; on
the temple dedicated by Calatinus, which was restored in 115
B.C. by M. yKinilius Scaurus, Cic. de Nat. Deor. u. xxiii. 61, de

Off. III. xxix. 114 ; cf. de Leg. u. xi. 28 ; apocryphal temple,
Fest. p. 209. 8

;
festival of Fides, 1st Oct., Fast. Arv. Amit.

Paul. ; peculiar ritual, Uvy, i. xxii. 4; Serv. .^'n. i. 292, viii.

C38 ; lior. Cann. i. xxxv. 21 f. ; military records in her temple,
CIL iii. mo. 10

; dedicatory inscriptions, coniparativelv rare,
ib. ii. 441)7, vi. ]48 = xiv. 5, \\. 5422, 5845, 5S4«, x. 3775," .VJU3 ;

Eph. Ep. iv. 79
;
head of Fides on republican coins ; also

frequent on imperial coins.

Aj)i»arently younger, but .still of very great age,
are t wo other personifications, Libertas and
Victoria

;
like Fides, they both gi ew out of

Jupiter. Jujiiter Liber was originally the god of

plenty rather tlian of freedom, but the word liber

gradually changed its meaning ami came finally to

express individual freedom and to stand by it.self

as Libertas. Probably the goddess goes back to

the very beginning of the republic, even thougii
our earliest date is the second half of the 3rd cent.

B.C., when Ti. Semi»ronius Gracchus (consul, 238)
dedicated a temple to her on the Aventine.

In similar fashion Jupiter Victor seems to go
back at least to the early republican times, and
has his place in the ritujil of the Arvales immedi-

ately after the Capitoline triad. As early as

295 B.C. Q. Fabius Maxinms vowed him a temple.
As for Victoria, we do not know when she began
her independent existence, but she has a temple
dedicated to her in 294 B.C. on the Clivius Victoria'

on the Palatine—a temple which ninety years
later served as the first home for tiie Magna
Mater on her arrival in Rome. With the coming
of the empire the importance of the worship of

Victoria was immensely increased. Each rival

claimant for the supreme power tliought of her in

personal relation to himself, so that the godtless
became the '

Victory of C?esar,' or the '

Victory of

Vespasian,' etc. Here imperial coins give ample
testimony. Finally, the statue which Augustus
had caused to be erected in the senate-house in

29 B.C. became the symbol of all that was old and
conservative in the religion of the Romans, and
the last battles of official paganism against Christi-

anity were fought under its shadow.
LIBERTAS.—On the temple, Paul. p. 121: 'Libertatis

templum in Aventino fuerat constructum'; dedicated by Ti.

Senipronius Gracchus, Livy, xxiv. xvi. 19; festival, 13th April,
cf. Ovid, Fasti, iv. 023 f. ; sanctuary on the site of Cicero's house,
erected by Clodius, Dio Cass, xxxvni. xvii. 0; Plut. Cic. 33;
Cic. de Domo, lOSff., 131; cf. de Leg. ii. 42; in 40 B.C. Julius
Ca»sar decreed a temple, Dio Cass. xLiii. xliv. 1 ; statue in the
Forum under Tiberius, ib. lvui. xii. 5

;
Libertas Restituta and

Libertas Publica.
VICTORIA.—On the temple on the Palatine, Livy, x.

xxxiii. 9; cf. xxix. xiv. 13; Fest. 262; A'vtilia and Curio.ium,
10th refjion ;

near the temple was a chapel of Victoria Virgo
dedicated by M. Poreius Cato in l!i3 B.C., Livy, xxxv. ix. 6 ; on
the statue in the senate-house, Dio Cass. li. xxii. If.

; Fast.

Maff. ; on the role of this statue in the closing years of

paganism cf. Ambrose, Ep. i. xvii. 18, xviii. 32, Ivii. 4-6;
Symn. Rel. iii. 4 ; many inscriptions from the empire (see
indices to CIL) ; represented on the so-called '

Victoriati
'

of the

republic, and frequently on imperial coins.

Somewhat similarly the cult of Mars seems to
have given birth to tlie closely connected pair of

abstracts, Hones and Virtus. Here, however, we
are notable to trace the i)rocess with any degree
of accuracy, but the connexion is undoubted.
Their most important tem])le was outside the
Porta Capena in the immediate neighbotuhood of
the temi»le of Mars, and they were so identified

with Mars that, e.g., in referring to the starting-

point of the parade of the knights, writers refer

inditterently to the Mars temple or to the temple
of Honos. This tenqile of Honos was vowed by
Q. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus in 2.S3 B.C., and
later dedicated. It was subsequently restored by
M. Claudius Marcellus, who wished at the .same

time to change it into a temple of Honos and
Virtus, Init the pontitVs obj<'cted on technical

grounds. He was able, howe\er, to compromise
matters by adding a separate temple for Virtus,
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which wiis dedicated by his son in 205 B.C. The
two temples were famous for tlieir art collections.

Later these two goddesses enjoyed special favour

at the hands of I'ompey, who gave them shrines at

the top of his stone tlieatre.

BOyuS and VIHTL'S.—Oa the temple ouUide the Porta

Capeua, Cic. dt A'al. D<ror. ii. xxiii. (51 ; Livy, xxvii. xxv. 7ff.,

XXIX. xi. IS; ct. Val. .Max. I. i. 8 ; I'lut. Marc. '2S, de Fart. Rum.

6, p. 31s E; restoration under Vespasian, Pliny, IIy xxxv.

120; references to the parade of the knights, Uion. Hal. vi.

xiii. ; Victor, de \'ir. ill. xxxii. 3; on the art treasures in the

temple, Li\ y, xxv. xl. 2, xxvi. xxxii. 4 ; Cic. Wi-r. iv. I'Jl ;

Ascon. p. 11 (Kiesslinj;); Plin.Vi Hy xxxv. I'iO ; another temple
outside the Porta Collina, Cic. de Leg. u. xxiii. 58 ; cf. CIL \ i.

3ti9J ; still another temple, built by C. Marius, Kest. p. 344 ; CIL
i.ii p. li)5, xviii. 16; shrines in Pomi)ey's theatre, Fast. Ainit.,
12th Au{j. ; slirine of Virtus founded by Scipio Numantinus,
Plut. de Fort, lioin. 5, p. 318 D; temple of Hono.s at Puteoli

(loj B.C.), CIL X. 1781 ; Collejnum Honoris et Virlutis at Narbo,
ib. xii. 4371 ; Collegium Virtutis at Nepet, t6. xi. 3205 ; ^'aines

atTarracma, ib. x. 8260; numerous inscriptions from all parts
of the empire, both singly and together, on republican and

imperial coins.

It is important to notice that this ability to

emphasize a specific side of a deity's activity, by
changing the adjective into an abstract noun and

makiiig an independent deity of it, was not con-

lined to tlie earlier and more child-like period of

Koman religion, but was still present at the close

of the republic. Here we have the following-
remarkable instance. Sulla's belief in his o^vn

fortune and his fondness for the cult of Venus
causeil him to worship Venus Felix ; when Pompey
came to power, he in turn preferred Venus Victrix,
but he avoided ofi'ending Venus Felix by worship-
ping Venus Victrix and Felicitas ; iinally Julius

Civsar chose to honour Venus Genetrix, but he

joined to her Victoria and Felicitas. In this case

we are not justified in saying that Felicitas came
into being as the result of the breaking off' of the

cognomen Felix from Venus, for she existed long
before this time, having received a temple in the
Velabnim at the hands of L. Licinius Lucullus in

146 B.C. Her real prominence began with Sulla,
who called himself Sulla Felix. Pompey's temple
to Felicitas was connected, as we have seen, with
one to Venus Victrix on the top of his stone

theatre, and a similar combination occurred on the

Capitoline. Julius Caisar influenced M. .^^milius

Lepidus to build a temple to Felicitas on the

site of the old senate-house, the Curia Hostilia.

Under the empire Felicitas was much sought after

and was a special favourite of Augustus, and under
Tiberius the senate caused a statue of Felicitas to

be erected at Tiberius's birthplace, Fundi. In all

the subsequent emjjire she was invoked in behalf

of the emjieror, both in public and in private.
FELICITAS.—On the temple in the Velabrum, Strabo,

vin. vi. 23, p. 381; Uio Cass, frags. Ixxv. 2(Muller), xliii. 21;
Cf. Suet. Cces. 37; shrine in Pompey's theatre, /•'a.st. Ifrbin.,
CIL i.2 p. 339 ; shrine on the Capitol, Fast. Ant., 1st July and
9th Oct. ; temi)le on the site of the Curia Hostilia, Dio Cass.

xiiiv. V. 1 f. : on tlie connexion with Augustus, Cum. Fcr., CIL
X. 8375, 15th Ajn-il; Fast. Preen., 17th Jan. ; cf. Wommsen, CIL
i.2 p. 308 ; statue at Fundi, Suet. Tib. 5 ; frequent sacrifices by
the Arvales, cf. G. Henzen, Acta Arvalium quae supersunt,
BerUn, 1874, pp. 71 f., 74, 84 f., 168.

Thus far we have discussed six abstracts—Fides,

Libertas, Victoria, Honos, Virtus, and Felicitas.

We have dealt with them first because they illus-

trate the close coimexion of abstract deities and

adjectival cognomina. All six go well back into

the republic, and certainly one of them (Fides) goes
back into tlie kingdom. In addition to these six,

there are thirteen other abstracts which arose

certainly before the 2nd cent. B.C., and eight seem
to go back into the kingdom.
Uf these eight, Ops and Salus occupy a peculiar

position. The very great antiquity of Ops is

guaranteed by her old cognomen, ("onsiva, connect-

ing her with the old Koman god Consus, in whose
control lay the blessing on tlie harvest. The exist-

ence of (Jps is thus proved for the earliest stratum of

Koman religion, but Wissowa makes the sugges-

tion that Ops may be there, to be sure, but not as
an abstract deity. This point of view the present
writer considers incorrect, and merely the result of

reading into primitive conditions our sharp distinc-

tion between abstract and concrete. Ops as the

guardian of plenty and Ops as the idea of plentj-
—

the essence, and so the essential abstr.act quality
of plenty—would be scarcely distinguishable in a
world N\liere all inanimate things had life and
.soul, and .soul consisted in the exercise of functions

always practical .and yet often abstract. In the
old calendar Ops had two festivals—the Opiconsivia
of 25th August and the Opalla of 19th December.
In those daj's she had no sjiecial sanctuary of her

own, but the sacrifice took place in the chapel in

the Regia, accessible only to the pontifex maximus
and the Vestal virgins. In fact she was such a
secret and retired goddess that the legend soon
aro.se that she was the mysterious guartlian of the

city of Kome, whose name no man dared to betraj'.
Later she received two temples — one on the

Capitoline {first mentioned 1S6 B.C.) and one in the

Forum, probably the temple dedicated between
123 and 114 B.C. by the pontifex L. Ca-cilius

Metellus Dalmaticus. On 10th Aug. a.d. 7 an
altar to Ops was dedicated in the Vicus Jugarius.

Ops had a temple at Pneneste ; as 0])s Augusta
she appears on the coin of Antoninus Pius, and as

Ops Uivina on the coins of Pertinax.
OPS.—Relation to Consus, Varro, de Ling. Lat. vi. 21 ; Fest.

p. 186; Macrob. in. ix. 4; sacrifice in the Kegia, Varro and
Fest. locc. citt. ; Fast. Arv., 25th Aug.; on the secret name,
Macrob. loc. eit. ; temple on the Ca)>itoline, cf. H. Jordan,
Topographic der Stadl Horn im Allerihum, Berlin, 1871-1907,
vol. i. pt. ii. p. 43 ; Faxt. Vail., 25th Aug. ; the matrons met at

this temple for the Ludi Sseculares of Augustus, Eph. Ep. viii.

254
; the Arvales met here on 7th Dec. a.d. 80, CIL vi. 2059. 11 ;

another temple to Ops, as Ops Opifera, dedicated by Metellus

Dalmaticus, Pliny, Uy xi. 174 ; sacrifice on the Volcaualia,
23rd Aug., F''ast. Arval. ; altar of Ops Augustus in Vicus

Jugarius, Fast. Amit. ; temple atPreeneste, CIL xiv. 3007.

Salus, like Ops, belongs also to the oldest periixl,
and the proof is similar, the presence of Salus
Semonia proving that Salus is the counterpart and

companion of the old god
' Semo Sanctis dins Fidius.'

It is probably no accident, therefore, that dedica-

tory inscriptions to Semo Sancus have been found
on that part of the Quirinal which was commonly
called Collis Salutaris, with the Porta Salutaris.

Her cult is therefore much older than her temple,
founded in 302 B.C. by the dictator C. Junius
Bubulcus. This old Roman goddess was doubtless
the Salus Publica, the Commonweal, and is to be

kept quite distinct from the later identification of

Salus with the Greek goddess Hygeia. The old

Salus was preserved even into the latest times as

the ' Salus publica populi Roniani Quiritium
'

in

connexion with emperor - worship, or as Salus

Augusta in the same connexion.
SALUS.—Salus Semonia, Macrob. i. xvi. 8; cf. Arch.-epigr.

Mitt. Oesterr. xv. [1892] 77ff. ; 'Salutes pocolom,' CIL i. 49,

from Horta ; votive inscription in the grove of Pisaurum, ib. i.

179; old altar at Praeneste, ib. xiv. 2392, with very ancient /<'.c

aroe; temple on the Quirinal, Livy, ix. xliii. 25, x. i. 9 ; dediia-

tion day, 5th Aug., Fast. Vail. ; temple founded by Nero after

the conspiracy of Piso,Tac. Ann. xv. 74 ; temple at Ferentinuni,
ib. XV. 53; cf. CIL x. 5821; many inscriptions from provincial
cities ; found on both reputslican and imperial coins.

Two more abstracts. Fas and Fines, the concept
of righteousness and the ileilication of tlie boundary-
line, can lay claim to a venerable age because they
are invoked in one of the fomiulie of the ancient

priesthood of the Fetiales, who gave to the Koman
world the primitive concept of international law.
FAS and FiyES.—Livy, i. xxxii. 6: 'audi Jupiter, inquit,

audite Fines—cuiuscumciue gentis sunt, nominat—audiat Fas !

'

;

cf. the soldier's dedication from Vinxtbach near Brohl :

'

Finibu(s)
et Genio loci et I. O. M.,' CI Rhen. 649.

Much more difficult to understand is the story of

the next two abstracts, Fors Fortuna and Fortuna.

They are unquestionably connected, and they are

both associated in legend with the name of Servius
Tullius.
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* Fors Fortuna hatl an old .slirine on the riyht
bank of the Tiber in Trastevere. Later, in 293
B.C., tiie consul Sp. Carviiius vowed a sanctuary
to Fors Fortuna ; the ohler .=anctuary was situated
at the first milestone of the Via I'ortuensis and
the .second one at the sixth milestone. Both had
a festival on 24th June, in which the lower classes
took special part (notice the coincidence of date
with the modern popular festival of San Giovanni).
Fors Fortuna seems to have been at lirst an af,'ri-

cultural -goddess, the porsonilication of the attend-
ance on chance which characterizes a farmer's life.

Gradually the special agricultural relation was
forgotten, and she became in general the goddess
of blind uncontrollal)le chance. It is probably in
this more general sense tliat the third temple in
Trastevere—that of Tiberius in tiie gardens of
Caesar—is to be understood.
FOES F0ItTl'yA.—O\d teiuple in Tiaslu\eie, Varro, de

Ling. Lat. vi. 17
;
Dion. Hal. iv. xxvii. 7 ; Ovid, I-'asti, vi.

783 f. ; Carvilius's temple, Livy, x. xlvi. 14; cf. Momnisen,
CIL i.2

p.
320 ; on the festival of 24tri June, Faat. Amit. ; Ovid,

Fasti, VI. 775 f. ; cf. Cic. de Fin. v. 70
; Varro, ap. Non., pp. 144,

42.T
; votive inscri]itions found at the sixth milestone, CIL vi.

167-169; on Tiberius's temple, Tac. Ann. ii. 41 (Dio Cass. xlii.

26, wrongly sets the temple in 47 B.C.) ; cf. Plut. Brut. 2U, de
Fort. Rom. 5, p. 319 A; 'Scliola Fortis Fortunae' from Veil, J.
C. von Orelli, Inscr. Lat., Zurich, 1828-56, iii. 5791 ; altar at
Afjuileia, CIL v. 8219; dedication by a soldier 'numini Fortis
Fortune,' ib. vi. 170.

Akin to and j-et distinct from Fors Fortuna is the
goddess Fortuna, who seems to have gone through
very much the same development, beginning as an
agricultural goddess and developing into the re-

.presentative of the general concept of chance in
the world. Her oldest temple stood in the Forum
Boarium and was associated with Servius Tullius.
Her cult in later times grew to extraordinary pro-
portions, and her functions were specialized and
empha.sized in a multitude of cognomina. For
fuller details the reader is referred to art. Fortune
(Roman) ; J. B. Carter, De cleorum Eomanoruin
cognominibus, and,

' The Cognomina of the Goddess
F"'ortuna,' Trans, of the Amcr. Phil. Assoc, xxxi.

[19U0]60f.
FORTUNA.—lhrte temples to Fortuna in the general sense,

without special adjectives : (1) in the Forum Boarium, Ovid,
Fasti, vi. 569 ff. ; Dion. Hal. iv. xxvii. 7

; Val. Max. i. viii. 11 ;

Pliny, HN xxxvi. 163
; (2) in the region of the Circus Maximus,

Notitia, 11th reyiion ; (3)
' ad lacuni Aretis,' CIL vi. 9664.

The following are the more important cult-titles : an-oTpoiraios,
sanctuary ascribed to Servius Tullius, Plut. Qvxest. Rom. 74, p.
281 E ; augiigta, frequent dedications and sanctuaries ; also
frequently on imperial coins; balnearis, CIL ii. 2701, 2763;
Fronto, de Orat. S. 157 (Naber); cf. also batneorum, CIL vi.
182 ; barbata, Aug. de Civ. Dei, iv. 11, vi. 1 ; Tertull. ad
Nat. ii. 11 ; bona, inscriptions and imperial coins

; brevis,
sanctuary ascribed to Servius Tullius, Plut. Qucest. Rovi. 74, p.
281 D

; consernatrix, CIL iii. 1938, vii. 211, 954, iii. 4289, 4,=)ri8
;

dubia, Bas. Capitol., 13th region,
'

vico Fortunae dubiae' ; dux,
A.D. 214, sacrifice by the Arvales, CIL vi. 2103 b. 7 f.

; cf. CIL ix.
2194 : on imperial coins ; eqti^stris, temple near the theatre of

Marcellus, vowed in 180 B.C. by Q. Fiilvius Flaccus, Livy, XL. xl.

10, xliv. 9 ; dedicated 173 B.C., Livy, xlu. x. 5 ; Vitruv. ni. iii.

2; Obseq. 113; temple at Antium, Tac. Ann. iii. 71; eue\n-i?,
sanctuary attributed to Servius Tullius, Plut. Qucest. Rom. 74,
p. 281 E ; altar, Plut. de Fort. Rom. 10, p. 323 A

; felix, on
imperial coins ; hviusce diei, a temple in the Campus Martius,
dedication day, 30th July, Fast. AUif. ; cf. Fast. Pine.

; cf.

Plut. Mar. 26
; possibly another temple on the Palatine, Bas.

Capitol., 10th region; mala, altar on the Esquiline, Cic. de
Hat. Dear. ni. xxv. 63, de Leg. u. xi. 28

; Plinv, UN ii. 16 ;

»namwosa, Bas. Capitol. ,12th region,
' vico Fortunae mammosae ';

manens, coins of Comniodus; meinor, CIL vi. 190; nmliebrit:,
sanctuary at the fourth milestone of the Via l.atina, Val. Max!
I. viii. 4

; Fest. p. 242
; Dion. Hal. vm. hi. 4

; Serv. .'En. iv. 19 ;

Tertull. de Monorj. 17; on coins of Faustina: obseqn-ens, smw!-
tuary attributed to Servius Tullius, Plut. Qxuxst. Rom. 74, p.
'i81 E, de Fort. Rom. 10, p. 322 F. ; Bas. Capitol., 1st region,
'vico ^'ortunae obsequentis' ; CIL vi. 191; from Como, ib. v.
6247; from Cora, ib. x. 6.TO9= i. ll.-iS; on coins of Antoninus Pius;
opifera, dedication from Tibur, Orelli, 1753 ; navTiav, temple by
Trajan, iledication day, 1st Jan., Ijyd. de Mens. iv. 7, p. 70. 14

(Wunseh); prtvsens, CIL vi. lS\h ;' prim igenia, temple on the
Quirinal, dedication day, 13th Nov., Fast. Arral.

; temple on tlio

Cajvitoline, a.scribed to Servius Tullius, Plut. de Fort. Rom. 10,
p. 322 F; also dedicatory inscriptions from Home, CIL vi. 192-
195, 3681; and from ftavcima, ib. xi. 1, 1415 (?); priiata (ISin),
sanctuary on the Palatine, Plut. de Fort. Rom. 10, p. ,322 F,
Qwest. Rom. 74, p. 281 E; inddica, temple on the Quirinal,'

dedication day, 5th April, Fast. Praen.
; Ovid, Fasti, iv. 375 f. ;

cf. Dio Cass. xlu. xxvi. 3 ; CIL ix. 1543, x. 1558 ; piiblica populi
Romani Quiriliuni primiyenia, temple on the Quirinal, vowed
204 B.C. by P. Senipronius Tuditanus, Livy, xxix. xxxvi. 8 ;

dedicated 194 B.C., ib. xxxiv. liii. 5, dedication day, 25th May,
Fast. Crer. ; Ovid, Fasti, v. 729 f. ; dedicator}' inscription from
Britain, CIL vii. 702 ; on republican and in)perial coins ; redux,
dedication of an altar near the Porta Capena in 19 B.C. on the
return of Augustus from the East, Dio Cass. Liv. x. 3 ; Mon.
Anc. Or. vi. 7tf.

; celebration on 12th Oct., Fast. Ajnit. ;

regular dedication day, 15th Dec, Cum. Fer.
;
Domitian built a

temple in the Campus Martius, Mart. vui. Ixv. 1 f.
; for sacrifice

by the Arvales, cf. Henzen, pp. 80, 122, 124 ; on imperial coins ;

respiciens (€Tri<npeii>otJ.i>rri), temple, Dio Cass. xlu. xxvi. 4
; Plut.

de Fort. Rom. 10, p. 323 A, Qucest. Rom. 74, p. 281 E; Bas.

Capitol., 10th region,
'

vico Fortunae re8picienl<is)' ; cf. Curios.
and Notit.; salutaris, CIL vi. 184, 201 f., iii. 3315; stabilis,
dedication from Veleia in Noricum, ib. iii. 5156a ; virginalis,
Arnob. ii. 67 ; virgo (TropSe'i/os), sanctuary, Plut. Qucest. Rom.
74, p. 281 E, de Fort. Rom. 10, p. 322 F ; cf. Varro, ap. Non., p.
189

; virilis, sanctuary ascribed to Servius Tullius, Plut. Qiitest.
Rom. 74, p. 281 E

;
Fast. Preen., 1st April ; Plut. de Fort. Rom.

10, p. 323 A ;
viscata (?) (ifevTrjpi'a), Plut. Q:uoest. Rom. 74, p.

281 E, de Fort. Rom. 10, p. 322 F.

Ci(ts('ly connected with Fortuna is Bonus
Eventus, a sort of masculine parallel to Felicit.-is.

He seems originally to have been a deity of agri-
culture, in Aviiose power lay the success or failure
of the crop. Hence he is included by Varro in his

famous list of the twelve deities of the farmer.
But his .scope soon broadened and became general,
and it is in the general sense that he is the re-

cipient of many inscriptions from the provinces.
These inscripti(ms indicate the private worship of
individuals rather than a State cult. But a State
cult must al.'^o have existed, because Bonus Eventus
had a temple in the Campus Martius. The head
of the god with inscription occurs on denarii of

C.'esar's time, and frequently on coins of the empire.
The statues of the god represented him somewhat
in the type of Triptolemos, as a youth making
libation at an altar, and holding in his left hand
stalks of wheat or a cornucopia. It is interesting
to note that the statue in the symbolism harks
back to the primitive agricultural side of his nature.
BONUS EVENTUS.—On the early agricultural character

cf. the prayer in Cato, de Agric. 141 :

' cum divis volentibus

quodque bene eveniat, . . . uti tu fruges grandire beneque
evenire siris

'

; Varr. de Re Rust. i. 6 ; provincial inscriptions,
CIL ii. 1471, 2412, 3095, 4612, iii. 1128, 6223, suppl. 8244, v. 3218,
4208, vii. 77, 97, 425, viii. suppl. 16366, 17213, ix. 1560, xi. C22;
CI Rhen. 983, 1034; Roman inscription, CIL vi. 144, 705;
temple in Campus Martius, Amm. Marc. xxix. vi. 19 ; on the
statue, Plinv, HN xxxiv. 77, xx.wi. 23, and cf. O. Marucchi,
Bull. Arch. Com. vi. [1878] 205 ff.

There follow three abstracts, which give every
appearance of being very old cults, though we have
no definite date. luventas had a little chapel in

the cella of Minerva, in the old Capitoline temple
of Jupiter. ¥ot every boy who came to man's
estate and assumed the tofja virilis a tax was paid
into the treasury of luventas, while at the same
time an ofJ'ering was brought to Jupiter Optimus
Maximus. She was the goddess of incipient man-
hood, the 'dea novorum togatoruni,' patroness of

those who had put on the toga for tiie first time.
What v.as true of all young men was pre-eminently
true of the emperor ; hence luventas Augusta and
the special imi)erial festivals in this connexion.
This was the old Koman luventas, quite distinct,

though often difiicult to distinguish, from the
Greek Hebe, who was present in IJome at least in

the time of the Second Punic War and took part
in the lectisterninin of 218 B.C. It was luventas,
the (Jreek goddess, to whom M. Livius Salinator
vowed in the battle of Sena (207 B.C.) a temple,
which was dedicated at the Circus ilaximus bj- C.

Licinius Lucnilus in 191 B.C.

IUVEST.iS.—V\\a.\ie\ in the Capitoline temple, Dion. Hal.
HI. Ixix. ; I'liny, IIS xxxv. 108; cf. Livy, v. liv. 7; Flor. EpH.
I. i. 7 f.

; Aug. dr Civ. Dei, iv. 23 ; ta.v for all nori togati,
attributed to Servius Tullius, Dion. Hal. iv. xv. 5 ; cf. Paul. p.
104

; Cic. ad Att. i. xviii. 3; supplicatio on 19th Oct., anniver-

sary of the days when Augustus put on the toga, Cxim. Fer.
CIL x. 8375.

On luventas- Hebe: temple by M. Livius Salin.itor, Livy, xxxvi
xxxvi. 5; Dio Cass. Liv. xix. 7; .Won. .Inc. iv. 8; Pliny, HA'
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xxix. 57 ; UctUtemium of 218, Livy, xxi. Ixii. 9
; occasional

provincial dedications to luveiitas.

It is open to question \\ hetlier Pudicitia formed
a jjart of tlie State religion during the republic;
hlie lertiiinly diil ilurin;; the empire, and was wor-

shipped by private persons durinj,' tlie repul)lic.
Under the name of rndicitia I'iebeia slie liad an
ohi chapel in the \'icus Lonjjjus, in connexion with
which tiiere arose a le;;end of the cult of Pudicitia
Patricia in the Forum Boarinm. It is, however,
extremely doubtful whether Pudicitia Patricia ever
existed. Puilicitia was the special jirotectrcss of

tlie i)urity of married life, anil was worshipped
therefore onlj' by married women livin;.; in lirst

wedlock (mntrotuF univirite), or by widows who
had married but once. During the empire she

naturally became the patroness of the empresses,
from Plotina onwards.

Pr/)/Cy'77.4.—Pudicitia Tlebeia, Uvy, x. xxiii. 6ff. ; of.

Jiiv. vi. SOS ; Prop. ii. ii. 25 ; the le^'end of Pudicitia Patricia,

Livy, X. .vxiii. 3 ; Fest. p. 242 ; Matrotxce ttniviiice, Livy, x. xxiii.

9 ; for connexion with Plotina see her coins with altar and in-

wription 'ara Pudic(itiae)' ; dedication of a statue of Pudicitia

.Xuyusta in a temple of the Dea Cx'lestis in
Kar(>is (Africa) by a

' Haininica divae Plotinae,' CIL vii. 993 ; comparison of Pudicitia
and Livia, Val. Ma.\. vi. 1.

Quies is another goddess whose official worship
sccins to have begun under the empire, but who
had a ]irivate cult during the republic. We hear
of a sanctuary outside the city on the Via Labicana.
After they had abdicated, Diocletian and Maximian
caused medals to be struck with the inscription
'Quies Augustorum.'
Vf/i'S. — Livy, iv. xli. 8 :

' iam consul via Labicana ad fanum
l^uietis erat'; Au^'. </«- Cii\ Dei, iv. IG : 'Quieteni, cum aedein
hal)eret extra portam Collinain, publice illani su.scipere nolu-

erunt,' seems to rest on a misunderstanding of the passage in

Livy; on the coins cf. J. H. von Kckhel, Doctrina Xuinorum
Cfterum, Vienna, 1792-98, viii. 14.

Another group of abstracts which go back Avell

into the republic consists of Concordia, Spes, and
Pi etas.

Concordia has an interesting and important
history. She makes her first appearance in our
records in the year 367 B.C., when the dictator, M.
Kurius Camillus, founded a temjjle at the northern
I'ud of tiie Forum in celebration of the cessation of

strife between patricians and plebeians. In 121

ii.C, at the close of the tumults connected with
the Gracchi, L. Opimius restored the temple. On
16th Jan. A.D. 10 Tiberius dedicated this temple
anew, under the name of Concordia Augusta ; and
about this time Livia dedicated a shrine to the
goddess in the newly-built Porticus Livia on the

Esquiline. In 218 B.C., in connexion with a

military revolt in Gaul, the praetor, L. Manlius,
vowed a teiiii)le to Concordia, which was erected
on the Capitoline and dedicated 5th Feb. 216 B.C.

Near the main Concord temple in the Forum a
.small chapel to Concord had been erected nearly
a century before (304 B.C.) by thea'dile, Cn. Flavins,
in gratitude for the ending of the quarrels which
the censorship of Appius Claudius had called forth.
In 164 B.C. the censor, Q. Marcius Phiiippus, erected
a statue of the goddess in the hojie that by her
favour his censorship might be a peaceful contrast
to the stormy times preceding. At the beginning
of the fateful year 44 B.C. , when it looked as though
civil war iiad cea.sed, the senate decreed to build in
Cfpsar's honour a temjde of Concordia Nova. In
10 B.C. Augustus erected an altar to Concordia,
and ornamented it with a statue. In A.D. 16,
after the suicide of ScrilK)nius Libo, the .senate

gave thank-oireiings to Concordia. Nero sought
her favour, and under him Concordia ajipears in

the list of deities to whom tlie Arvales make.sicri-
Hce. From this time onwards C'oncordia Atigu^ta
or Concordia Augnstoruin ligures fro(iuently on
imperial coins. Finally, Cimcordia is the recipient
of dedicatory inscriptions in many parts of the

empire, connecting her with collegia, municipali-
ties, provinces, armies, etc.

C0A'C0iJI»/.4.—Camillus's temple, Ovid, Fasti, i. 687 ff.
•

Pint. Cam. 42; restoration by Opimius, Plut. C. (iracchtia, 17 j

Appian, rf« Dell. Civ. i. 20 ; Aufj. de Civ. Dei, iii. 25
; re-

'b-dication by Tiberius, FaM. I'rxn., CIL i.2 p. 308; Ovid,
Fasti, i. 645 ff. ; Dio Cass. Lv. viii. 2, LVI. xxv. 1 ; Livia's chapel,
Ovid, Frt.sYi, vi. 637 ; Manlius's temple, Livy, xxii. xxiii, 7, xxni.'
xxi. 7; F(Ut. Preen., CIL i.-' p. 309; Flaviiis's chapel, Livv, i\.
xlvi. 6; Pliny, i/A' xxiii. 19; Philippus's statue, Cic. ile hoiii.

loOf., 136 f. ; temple in Cajsar's honour, Dio Cass. xLlv. iv. r> ;

altar by Augustus, ib. liv xxxv. 2; Ovid, Fasti, iii. 881 f. ;

senate's thank-offering (a.d. 16), Tac. Ann. ii. 32
; Nero and the

Arvales, CIL vi. 2039. 10, 2041. 17, 2041. 31, 2042. 6; sacristans
of the Concordia temple, ib. vi. 2204 f., 8703; altar in Syracuse,
Livy, XXIV. xxii. 1; temple in Gales, CIL viii. 757; statue in

Cora, ib. i. 1154 = x. 6508
; dedication from Casinuni, ib. x. 51.59

;

frecjuent dedications to Concordia Aujrusta or Concordia
.\ui,'U8toruiii ; noticeable are the Concordiales Auguslales of

Pataviuui, ib. v. ito
;
on coins of both icimljlic and empire.

Pos.sibly the cult of Spes goes well ijack into the

republic. An indication of this would seem to be
the existence of a region called 'ad spem veterein,'
outside the citj' near the later Porta Labicana.
The earliest temple, vowed by A. AtiliusCalatinus
during the battles of the First Punic War, with
its dedication day, 1st Aug., stood in the Forum
Holitorium. This temple was destroyed by fire in
31 B.C., and dedicated anew by Germanicus in
A.D. 17. In addition, we have a reference to the
existence of a '

templum Sjiei novum
'

in the seventh
region. There was a special festival to Spes and
luventas on the anniver.sary of the day when
Augustus put on the toga virilis. In A.D. 63, when
Nero and Poppiea returned to Kome from Antiuin,
Spes appears in the list of the goddesses to whom
the Arvales make sacrifice. Tliis Spes Augusta
occurs frequently in inscriptions and on coins, also
as Spes Populi Komani and Spes Publica. See,
further, art. Hope ((ireek and Koman).
SPES.— ' Ad spem veterem,' Livy, ii. Ii. 2; Dion. Hal. ix.

xxiv. 4 ; cf. Frontin. de Aq. v. 1911.," 65 ; CIL xv. 5929 ; temple
in Forum Holitorium, Cic. de Leg. ii. xi. 28 ; Tac. Ann. ii. 49 ;

Dio Cass. L. X. 3
; Livy, xxi. Ixii. 4, xxv. vii. 6 ; Fast. Vail, to

1st
Au>j'. ; the templum novum, in the supplement to JS'otitia.

7th region ; festival to Spes and luventas, Cwn. Fer., CIL \.

8375 ; sacrifices by Arvales, CIL vi. 2043. 2, 10
; temple at

Ostia, ib. xiv. 375. 32 f. ; priestess at Gabii, ib. xiv. 2804 ; 'cul-
tores Spei Augustae,' in Anlium, ib. x. 6645

; cult at Aricia, ib.

xiv. 2158 ; at Capua, ib. x. 3775 ; statue with inscription, ib. vi.

757 ; cf. T. Schreiber, Villa Ludovisi, Leipzi^^, ISSO, no. 292
;

simulacra are mentioned, CIL xiv. 2853, 2867, ix. 4663, x.
8295.

Pietas is, strictly speaking, the ideal of the

relationship between parents and children. Judg-
ing from the great emphasis laid ujion the sacred-
ness of this relation.ship among the Romans, it

seems highly probable that Pietas existed in pri^-ate

worship from very early times. In 191 B.C., at the
battle of Thermopyla? against Antiochus, the

consul, M'. Acilius Glabrio, vowed her a temple.
Ten years later his .son, also M'. Acilius (ilabrio,
carried out this vow and dedicated the temple of
Pietas in the Forum Holitorium. We do not know
what incident in the battle gave rise to the vow—
l)ossil)ly, as Wissowa suggests (RelKjion xnd Ki'ffn.'i

der Ilbiner-, p. 331), an incident similar to that
between P. Cornelius Scipio and his son, Scijiio
Africanus Major, at the battle of Ticinus. In the
absence of facts, legend co])ies a Greek model,
telling of a daughter who by the milk of her breast
had nourished her mother in )»rison. The only
connexion with the temple was, however, that
the prison had formerly stooil on the same site.

This temple gave place in 44 B.C. to the theatre
of ^larcellus. Another temple of Pietas, with its

dedication day 1st Dec, was situated near the
Circus Flaiiiinius. On the coins of M. Antonius
(41 B.C.) and also (m those of the empire Pietas
is represented .iccompanied by a stork. This is

probably a reference to the cult statue of one of

these two temples. In the course of the empire
the sharp edge of the meaning of Pietas was worn
olf, and she came to mean the general harmonious
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relationship between the memhers of the imperial
famii}-. Cf. art. Filial I•IETV^ vol. vi. p. 18».

PIETAS.—On Acilius Glabrio's temple, Livy, xl. xxxiv.
4 ff.

; of. Val. Max. ii. v. 1 ; destroyed by the coming of the
theatre of Marcellus, Dio Cass, xliii. 49; Pliny, JIy vii. 121 ;

temple in the Circus Flaininius, Fast. Ainit., Ist Dec, CIL i."

p. 335; Obseq. 54 (IH); Cic. de Div. i. 98; on the coins of

M. Aiitoniiis, E. Babelon, jWc»i«. Co»s"i., Paris, 1885, i. l";if. ;

altJir vowed by senate on account of the illness of Livia, Tao.
Ann. iii. ()4 ; dedicated by Claudius, a.i>. 43, CIL vi. 5G2 ;

Pielas Au}»usta (or Augustorum) on imperial coins from
Antoninus Pius and Faustina on

;
dedication from Rome, ib. vi.

563
;
a '

pontifex perpetuus domus Augustae' (in Bsetica), ib.

ii. 1663.

Mens occupies a i)eculiar and ratiier interesting

place in our li.st of abstracts. We have seen
Roman abstracts influenced by (ireek ideas, as,

»:.//.,
in the case of luventas-Hebe, but we lia\e

not met as yet an abstract which arose entirely

through Greek inlluence. This is the case with
Mens. In 217 B.C., after tlie terrible defeat at
Lake Trasimenus, the Romans, in addition toother

propitiatory acts, vowed two temples, one to the
Venus of Mount Eryx in Sicily and the other to

Mens. These temples were built close together on
the Capitoline, and were dedicated in 215 B.C.

One hundred years later M. /Emilius Scaurus
restored the temple of Mens. Mens was introduced
into Rome at the command of the Sibylline oracles,
and this, entirely apart from her close connexion
with the Greek goddess. Aphrodite of Mount
Eryx, is sufficient proof of Greek origin. A
goddess, Bona Mens, occurs on the coins of Pies-

tum, and we have several inscriptions from
Central and Southern Italy to Magistri Bonte
Mentis. The Bona Mens was what was lacking
at Trasimenus, and, interpreted in this sense, she
would be the equivalent of 'Zwcppoavvt).

MEXS.—The Capitoline temple, Livy, xxii. ix. 10, x. 10,
xxui. xxxi. 9; Ovid, Fasti, vi. 241 fiF. ; Lacc. Dii\ Jnst. i. xx.
13 ;

restoration by Scaurus, Cic. de Nat. Dear. ii. xiii. 61 ; Plut.
de Fort. Rom. 5, p. 318 E ; later dedication day, 8th June,
Ovid, Fasti, vi. 241 ff. ; Fast. Venus., Fast. Maff'.; Mens Bona
at Pastum, CIL x. 472 ; at Cora, ib. x. 6512-6514 ; at Cales, ib.

X. 4636 ; at Puteoli, ib. x. 1550 ; at Tibur, ib. xiv. 3564 ; at Alba
Fucens, i6. ix. 3910 f. ; inscriptions by private persons : Luna, ib.

xi. 1327; Aquileia, Arch.-epig. Mitt. Oeeterr. xLx. [1896] 206;
Lugdunum, CIL xiii. 1673.

Beginning with Julius Caesar and extending
through the empire, we have a laige and appa-
rently constantly increasing number of abstracts ;

but here, as always, we must take account of our

general inability to date inscriptions within a

century, and of the probability that in many cases

the goddess in question may have existed long
before, and these by ciiance may be our first

references. Let us consider the more important of

these deities in alphabetical order.

^quitas.—We meet with her first in an arciiaic

inscription from Vulci,
' Accetiai pocolom'; her

statue is dedicated to Fortuna Primigenia at Pra3-

neste ; Arnobius (iv. 1) mentions her as a goddess ;

and she occurs on coins from Galba to Maximianus
Hercules.

iEternitas.—Her name and a picture of her

temple occur on the coins of Augustus and Tiberius.
il"]teniitas Imperii soon became the official form,
and Nero performed special games

'

pro aeternitate

imperii.' Thus in A.D. 66, after the discovery of

tlie conspiracy of Piso, the Arvales sacrificed

to her.

Annona.—The personification of the crops, along
with Ceres as the giver of them, and sometimes
without her, occurs on coins from Nero onwards.
She has a dedicatory inscription from Rome,
' Annonae Saiutae,' Jind possibly two others, one
from Spain and one from Ostia.

dementia is the personilication of mercy and

pardon as illustrated in the emperor. She received
a temple in lionunr of ("ii'sar in 44 r>.c., and later

an altar in honour of Tiburius
;
in .\.u. 39 a regular

yearly sacrifice was decreed in honour of Caligula,

and in A.D. 66, when Nero was kind to Tiridates,
the Arvales sacrificed to her. On imperial coins

she appears as dementia Augusta, and later as

Clementia Temporum, the only form from Galli-

enus onwards.

Copia is, Wissowa thinks (p. 3.S2), merely the

personification of the coj)ia of cormi ropice, and he

denies her existence in actual worship ; but an

inscription from Avignon, and the fact that two
Roman deities, one at Tliurii (10.3 B.C.) and one
at Lugdunum (43 B.C.), were named Copia, seem to

point clearly to a real cult.

Disciplina is at least as old as Hadrian. She
occurs on the coins of Hadrian (as Disciplina

Augusta) and in inscriptions from Africa and
Britain.

Fecunditas appears first in A.D. 63, when the
senate ordered a temple to be built in her honour,
in gratitude for the successful deliverj' of Popp;ea
in childbirth. Probably at the same time the

Arvales made sacrifice to her. The name and the

representation of the goddess are found on coins

beginning with the older Faustina. She is reine-
sented as carrying a child in one arm and a sceptre
in the other, and sometimes as carrying a child in

each arm. Under the name of Fecunditas Tem-

porum, she appears on the coins of Barbia Orbiana
and Otacilia.

Gloria is the recipient of a dedicatory inscription
from Numidia ; she apj)ears as Gloria Exercitus on
medallions of Constantius n. and Con.stantine II.,

and as simply Gloria on many imperial coins.

Indulgentia seems to come into existence under
Hadrian

;
Marcus Aurelius dedicated a temple to

her ; she was the recipient of a chapel with a

bronze statue in Cirta, Africa ;
and she appears

frequentlj' on imperial coins, usually as Indul-

gentia Augusta.
lustitia, as lustitia Augusta, received a statue

in Rome on 8th Jan., A.D. 13; we have mention
also in Rome of a ' sacerdos lustitiae,' a dedicatory

inscription from Ancona, and a reference to a
statue from .(^iquiculi.

Pax, a blessing which can best be appreciated
after a long period of war, appears on the denarii of

L. /Emilius Buca in the year of Ciesar's death.

After this premature appearance she disappears

again, to return under Augustus, when her cult

was definitely established. In 13 B.C., when
Augustus returned from his expedition to Spain
and Gaul, the senate decreed an altar to Pax, which
was dedicated on 30th Jan., 9 B.C. In the mean-
time (10 B.C.) Augustus himself had dedicated

altars to Pax Augusta, Salus Publica, and Con-
cordia. Under Caligula the Arvales sacriliced to

Pax on the anniversary of the dedication day of the

Ara Pacis ; and in A.D. 66, when Nero closed the

temple of Janus, they made an ottering to her.

Finally, under the Flavian emperors the great

Templum Pacis in Vespasian's Forum was built.

Providentia goes through an interesting develop-

ment, beginning probably us early as the Augustan
age. She is the personiiiiation of the foresight of

tiie emperor himself, by means of which perils

and disasters are fortunately avoided. Otterings
were made to her after tlie fall of Sejanus,
after the murder of Agripjtina, after the

discovery of the conspiracy of Pi.so, and after

Galba had assured a successor to the throne.

Gradually, however, the conccfit shifted, and

Providentia began to be thought of as the jno-

tecting i)Ower of the gods. It is to Providentia

thus thought of that the Arvales sacrificed in A.D.

183 for the health of Commodus. The same
Providentia Deorum occurs at intervals on coins

from the time of Hadrian onwards.

Securitas, as Augusta. Publica, or Temporum, is

the deification of the abiding sense of peace and
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security. On 10th Jan., A.v. 69, tlie Arvfile^. sacii-

fice<l to her becuuse CJalha, in ailoptin}; I'iso

Licinianus, seemed to guarantee tiie security of

tlie empire ; on anotlier occasion the people of

l'ra•ne.•^te dedicated an altar to lier; and we have

an inscription from Cirta, in Africa, recording the

erection of a statue. She is, of course, frequent
on coins.

Tutela, the goddess who unites in herself rdl the

ideas and concepts of protection, seems to belong
to tlie empire, but to have come into existence in

a fashion similar to that in which the oldest

abstracts were made. Thus she bears a splendid

testimony to tlie absolute conservatism of all the

religious processes of ancient Kome. In a word,
she seems to have grown up out of the idea of the

genius loci— tiie
' deus in cuius tutel.v hie locus est

'

—the (Icus tutela-, or genius tutelce. Finally,
Tutela broke oil" and became an independent deity,
and a rival of the genius. The Tutela Augusta
thus is equivalent to the Genius Augusti, and is

often preferred by the empresses. In the closing

years of paganism we meet with Tutela in household

worship, in connexion with the lares, as a sort of

female qenius.
Valetudo belongs to the circle of Salus. The

name appears in rejiublican times on the denarii of

M'. Acilius Cllabrio, in connexion with a repre-
sentation of Hygeia (Salus is on tiie obverse of the

same coin). She is also the recipient of several

dedicatory inscriptions from the provinces.

,f;Qt//7'.lS.—Vulci, CIL i. 43; Prasneste, ib. xiv. 2860;
Arnob. iv. 1.

^KTERSITAS.—Onthe coins of Aujrustus and Tiberius of.

H. Ck)hen, ilidailUs itnp-'riales", Paris, 18S0-92 ; on the phrase
• aeternitas imperii,' CIL vi. 2064. 45, 2065, 2067. 40 ; cf. I'liny,

Ep. ad Trai. 59, 8."? ; Nero's games, Suet. Nero, ii. ; sacrifice of

A.D. 66. CIL vi. 21(44. i. 6.

ASSOSA—V.ome, CIL vi. 22
; Spain, ih. ii. 4976. 1 ; Ostia,

ib. xiv. 45.

CLEMESTIA.—tamxAe^iX B.C.), Plut Cces. 57 ; Appian, de
Bell. Cic. ii. 106; Die Cass. xLiv. vi. 4 ; altar for Tiberius, Tac.
Ann. iv. 74 ; yearly sacrifice for Caligrula, Die Cass. ux. xvi. 10 ;

sacrifice of a.d. 66," CIL vi. 2044. 1.

COPIA.—On the coniu copice, Plaut. Psextd. 671, 676; Hor.
Carta. Scec. 00, Epist. i. xii. 28; inscription from Avignon, CIL
xii. 1023; for "Thurii cf. B. V. Head, Hist. Sximonun, new ed.,

Oxford, 1911, p. 88.

DI:SCIPLISA.—Eckhe], vi. 503; CIL viii. 9832, 10657, vii.

890.

FFOdSDITAS.—'Vhe temple of a.d. 63, Tac. Ann. xv. 23 ;

cf. Henzen, p. 85 ;
for the coins cf. Cohen^, nos. 205 (Faustine

Mfere), 9.i-105 (Faustine jeune), 18-20 (Lucille), 17 (Crispine),
34-45 (Julie Domne), 30-46 (Salonine), 8 (Orbiane), 18 (Otacilie).
GLORIA.-CIL viii. 6949: 'Gloriae Aug. Sacrum'; W.

Frohner, Hid. de I'emp. rom., Paris, 1878, p. 361 ; Cohen-,
nos. 131, 132 (Constantin li. le Jeune).
ISDULGESTIA.—PosBih\e connexion with Hadrian, CIL

viii. 8S13f. ; temple of Marcus Aurelius, Dio Cass. lxxi.

xxxiv. 3 ; inscription from Cirta, CIL viii. 7095 ;
for the coins

cf. Erkhel, vii. 183, 190, 204.

IL'STITIA.—The statue of a.d. 13, Fast. PrcKii. ;
'sacerdos

lustitiae,' CIL vi. 2250 ; Ancona, ib. ix. 5890 ; jEquiculi, ib. ix.

4133
; the altar from Capua (i6. x. 3812) dedicated to

'

Justitiae,
Nemesi, Fatis' belongs to Greek and not Roman religion.
PAX.—Denarii of vEmilius Buca, Babelon, ii. 23; on

Augustus cf. in general the Augustan poetrj-, Tibull. i. x. 45 ;

Hor. Cartn. Stec. 67; on the Ara Pacis, CIL i.^ p. 320; Fast.

Amit., 4th July; cf. Fast. Ant.; Fast Preen., 30th Jan.; cf.

Fast C(vr. ; .Von. Ancyr. ii. 37 ff. ; Dio Cass. Liv. xxv. 3 ; Ovid,
Fasti, i. 709 ff. ; on Augustus's dedication (10 B.C.), Dio Cass.
i.tv. XXXV. 2 ; Ovid, Fasti, iii. 881 f. ; sacrifice under Caligula,
CIL vi. 2028 b. 8-10; a.d. 60, ib. vi. 2044. i. 12; cf. Henzen,

pp. 78, 82 ; Vespasian's temple, Dio Cass. Lxvi. xv. 1 ; Suet.
I esp. 9.

PRO fIDESTIA.—Coin of Augustus with altar and
inscrip-

tion, E'-khpI. vi. 12, 128; an 'ara Providentiae Augustae' in

the Acta Frit. Arcal., CIL vi. 2(i28 d. 15, 2033. 6, under
Caligula and Claudius ; Sejanus, H. Dessau, Inscr. Lat. seUcttP,
Berlin, 1892fT., i., nos. 157, 158; Agrippina, etc.; cf. Acta
Frnt. Artal., Clh vi. 2042 a. 14, 2044 i. A, 20.'il i. 29; Trajan,
ib. X. 6310; the .Severi, ib. iii. 1439; Providenti* Augustaj, ib.

V. 1S71, viii. 841 ; ofTcring for Commodus, ib. vi. 2099, iii. 18;
on Proviilentia Deorum cf. Eckhel, vi. 507 ; Pliny, Paneg. 10.

SECURITAS.—^mnXAS Publica, Tao. >45rr. 3
; Arval sacri-

fice (A.D. 69), CIL vi. 2051 ; Prsp.neste, ib. xiv. 2899 ; Cirta, ib.

viii. 7095. 98 ; Securitas Perpetua from Viminacium (Servia),
Oest. ./fihreshe/te, iv. [1901], lieiblalt, p. 115.

TUTELA.—Henzen, p. 146 : 'deus in cuius tutela hie locus

est'; CIL ii. 3021, .3.(77, 4092: 'deus tutelae'; ib. ii. 2i»'.)l :

'genius tutelae
'

;
ib. iii. 4145, vi. 216: ' Tutela huius loci'; cf.

ib. vi. 777, and Petroii. hii. 105 ; 'Tutela Tairaconeusis,' CIL ii.

4091 ; 'Tutela domus Kupilianae,' ib. v. 3304; 'Tutela Candi-
diana," ib. vi. 776 ; Tutela alone, ib. ii. 2538, 3031, 3226, 4090, v.

49s2, vi. 774 f. ; on Tutela Augusta cf. CIL iii. 3349, 4056, v.

4982 ;
Tutela in late household worship, Hieron. in Esai. 57 ;

cf. relief, Annali d. iti^t. [1800], Taf. K. 4.

VALETl'DO.—DtnUcation from Noric\im, CIL iii. 5149;
from Lecce, ib. ix. 3812 f. ; from Mauretania, ib. viii. 9610; on
republican coins.

There are nine abstracts which seem all to have
been the recipients of a cult, for in each case we
have either a dedicatory inscription or a reference
to an altar. For most of them we have only one
reference, but of course this state of ati'airs is

doubtless largely accidental. They are as follows :

Amicitia, to whom in A.u. 28 an altar was erected
in honour of Tiberius

; Civitas (dedicatory inscrip-
tion from Kome) ; Dies Bonus (dedicitoiy inscrip-
tion from Cajsarea in Mauretania) ; Fama (dedica-

tory inscription from Cologne), Fama Augusta from
Bietica ; Maiestas (dedicatory inscriptions from
Rome and from Halicarna.ssus) ; Natio, said to

have been worshipped in the region of Ardea ;

Sanctitas (dedicatory inscription from Antiana
[Pannunia Inferior]) ; Ultio (altar under Tiberius
in A.D. 20); Vis (dedicatory inscription from

Aquileia).

Finally, there are several abstracts which occur

only on coins or in the poets, and regarding
which we are justified in being vei"y sceptical as to

the actual existence of a cult : Abundantia, on
coins from Elagabalus to Valerius Maximus ;

Constantia, on the coins of Claudius and his

mother Antonia ; Hilaritas, on imperial coins,
also as ' Hilaritas Augusta, populi lloniani,

teinporum'; lucunditas .Augusta, on a coin of

Alexander Severus ; Laetitia, on imperial coins,
also as Lfetitia Augusti, Augusta?, Augustorum,
Fundata, Publica, Temporum ; Liberalitas, on

imperial coins, also as Liberalitas Augusta ;

Moderatio, on imperial coins ; Patientia, on coins
of Hadrian

; Tranquillitas, on imperial coins,
also as Tranquillitas Aug., Augg., Beata Tranquil-
litas ; Ubertas, on imperial coins, also as Ubertas
Sacculi.

In connexion with personification an interesting

piece of work remains to be done, namely a studj-
of the various pictorial types, with special atten-

tion to the language of symbolism. The basal

concept is practically always the same (except in

the case of Spes and Virtus), a draped female

figure, but the variations in attributes and their

permutations and combinations suttice to indicate
a multitude of distinct deities. This language of

symbolism, which was spoken fairly consistently
at least until the time of Hadrian, merits diligent

study, and such an investigation will throw much
additional light on the history of personification

among the Komans.
LiTERATiRE.—On the general subject cf. W. Warde Fowler,

Roman Ideas of Deity, London, 1914 ; G. Wissowa, Rel-'-'on

und Kultus der Riimer, Munich, 1902, 21912. These are iioth

most reliable. L. Deubner's art. in Roscher, iii. 2. 20GStT.,
needs considerable correction, but contains much valuable
material. For individual abstracts consult the separate artt

in Daremberg-Saglio, Pauly-Wissowa, and Roscher.
R. Engelhard, De personificatiunibiis qua; in poesi atqite arte

Romanorum inveniuntur, Gottingen, ISSl, is of no value.

J ESSE Benedict Carter.
PERSONIFICATION (Semitic).— i. Primitive

form.—Animism, the primitive form of religious

personification, underlies the Semitic religions.
W. Robertson Smith (Rel. Sem.^, pp. 54, 86 f., 131,

134) is explicit on this point.

Among the Semites, as elsewhere, primitive man
'
feels himself

to be environed by innumerable dangers which he does not

understand, and so personifies as invisible or mysterious enemies
of more than human power

'

(p. 54).

Such men ascribe to all material objects a life akin
to their own ; an unseen life is .supposed to iniiabit

the heavenly bodies (sun, moon, stars) and natural

objects upon earth (animals, trees, stones, wells,
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brooks). Thus, tliese sacred objects come to be

thought of as living beings, persons
—in other

words, tlioy are personified. This proces.s was not
confined to objects ; it is al.so found in connexion
with forces and activities—e.g., winds and diseases.

' Wherever the spontaneoua life of nature was manifested in

an emphatic way, the ancient Semite saw something super-
natural '

(ii. p. 134).

All this, iiowever, is instinctive and unconscious,
and so to be distinguished from tlie deliberate,
elabor.'ite personification of later Semitic theoloj^y.

(a) Babijlonia and Assyria.
—This primitive form

of personification was doubtless found in the early
stages of Babylonian religion. Thus A. H. Sayce :

'

Deep down in the very core of IJabylonian rehgion lay a

belief in what Professor Tyior has called animism. It belonf^ed
to the Sumerian element in the faith of the people, and, as we
shall see, was never really assimilated by the Semitic settlers.'

Sayce, therefore, does not regard this primitive personification
as an original element in Baliylonian religion—a view not
generally held and by no means certain. We need not, however,
discuss the point, for, as Sayce says :

' In spite of Semitic in-

fluences and official attempts to explain it away, it was never
eradicated from the popular creed, and it left a permanent
impress upon the folk-lore and superstitions of the nation

'

{The Heliyioiui of Ancient Egypt and Babylonia, Edinburgh,
1902, p. 27G).

Traces of it abound in Babylonian and Assyrian
remains. Many of tiie innumerable demons are

personifications of diseases, winds, etc. — e.g.,

Namtar, the demon of plague, and Ashakku, the
demon of wasting disease (M. JastroM-, Eel. of
Babylonia and Assyria, p. 260).

(b) Syria and Palestine.—There was much in

common between the primitive ideas of the Aram-
aeans, Canaanites, Israelites, and other inhabitants
of Syria. Probably our evidence for Israel is

wholly derived from a period subsequent to the
settlement in Canaan ; it is especially dithcult to
decide which elements of the popular religion are
characteristic of Lsrael and which are borrowed
from the Canaanites, but we need not discuss the

problem here. What Israel appropriatetl of this

kind was congenial to its religious temper and in

accordance with the principles of its primitive
faith. The natural objects which we find sacred
in Israel had doubtless been sacred earlier to the

Canaanites, l)ut Israel had known such while it

was still a group of nomad tribes. Among these
are tlie wells, trees, and stones associated with the

patriarchs, and the pillars, stone massebhdh and
wooden dsherdh, erected at the sanctuaries, notablj'
Jachin and Boaz that stood before Solomon's temple
(1 K 7-^). A tj'pical instance is the massebhfih at

Bethel, associated with Jacob (Gn 28'-^^). Originally
the stone itself is the house of God {Beth Eldhim) ;

the spirit, the genius loci, actually dwelt in the

stone, was the stone personified. So, again,
Robertson Smith :

' The old Hebrew fables of trees that speak and act like human
beings fig 98ff-, 2 K 14*'] have their original source in the savage
personification of vegetable species

'

(p. 13.S).

This ascription of personal qualities to natural

objects easily passed to a some\\ hat higher stage
in which spirits were thought of as embodiments
of the life supposed to dwell in natural objects
and phenomena—the spirit as distinguished from
the stone in which it dwelt.

(e) Arabia.—"^unWax forms of thought can be
traced in the remains of ])re-Muhammadan Arabia,
and still survive in the East.

2. Later developments.—So far we have been

speaking of the naive i)ersonilication of primitive
peoples, l)ut by a gradual transition it becomes
more conscious and elaborate. We need not com-
mit ourselves t<> the complicated theories of

Winokler, Zimmcrn, Jereinijis, etc., as to the
wholesale dejiciidence of the developed religion of

Babylonia and Assyria on astronomy, but tliere
can be no question that tiiese systems are largely
dependent on the personification of heavenly

vol.. IX.—51

bodies and phenomena, of natural objects, pro-
cesses, and forces. Such personification in some
cases originated in the primitive animism ; in others
it may have been suggested by it. Note, e.g., the
fact that the animals that furni.sh names and

imaginary outlines for the constellations of the
zodiac appear in mythology as monsters in the
train of 'I'iamat, the dragon of the abyss. The
personifications connected with the greater deities

probably represent a more advanced stage of

thought.
Tammuz is 'the personification of agricultural activity'

(Jastrow, p. 58). Shamash was ' the personifit^tion of the sun
par excelleiice and the sun as a whole '

(p. 68). Ea. was the

personification of wisdom. Anu, 'from being merely the

[x^rsonification of the heavens, ... is raised to the still higher
dignity of symbolizing, as Jensen puts it, the abstract jjrinciple
of which both the heavens and earth are emanations' (p. 155 f.)—obviously not a priinitive idea.

Such examples might be multiplied almo.st in-

definitelj".

3. Eponymous ancestors, etc.—There is al.so

another species of personification, according to

which a deity or legendary hero originates through
the personification of a city, tribe, or nation.

Possibly the Assyrian deity Ashur is an example
of this.

According to Jastrow (p. 195),
' one is bound to confess that

the evidence does not warrant us in regarding Ashur as any-
tliitig but the patron of the city of Ashur. Nowhere do we find

any allusion from which we are justified in concluding that he

originally represented some elemental power or phenomenon.'

Others, however, regard Asiiur as a form of the
name of an ancient deity, after whom the city was
named. In any case, this kind of personification
was common among the Israelites and Arabs, and,
indeed, among primitive nations generally. A
frequent example is the setting forth of the political,

racial, and geographical relations of peoples in the
form of genealogies of persons. Gn 10 is a striking
illustration ; the geographical contiguity, and poss-

ibly also the political connexion of Ethiopia, Egypt,
and Canaan, are indicated by speaking of them as
'brothers.' In the same way, the narratives of

the patriarchs are largely tribal history in the
form of accounts of persons ; it is impossible now
to say how far this method has been carried.

According to some, Israel and the Twelve Patriarchs
are '

eponymous ancestors.' How tiiis method was
understood by the ancients is doubtful. Skinner
writes :

' When a writer speaks of Lydians, Lybians, Philistines, etc.,
as " sons "

of Eg.\ pt . . . it is ditficult to think . . . that he
believed the Lydians to be descended from a man named
"Lydians" . . . ; and we may begin to suspect that the whole
system of eponyms is a conventional symbolism which was as

transparent to its authors as it is to us. That, however, would
be a hasty and probably mistaken inference. . . . On the whole
it is safer to assume that, in the iiniid of the genealogist, they
[the names] stand for real individuals, from whom the different
nations were believed to be descended' (ICC, 'Genesis,' Edin-

burgh, 1910, p. 190).

It is not, however, safe to lay down anj- general
rule ; there are instances where it is clear that tlie

writing of triltal history in the form of {)ersunal
narrative is a mere convention. For instance,
when Jg Instates that ' Judah said unto Simeon his

brother,' it is clear, both from the context and from
the chronology, that the writer cannot mean that

tlie ancient patriarch Judah said to the ancient

patriarch Simeon (see also the present writer

[Chronicles, London, 1894, p. 876] on 1 Ch 7-^"^-).

Possibly Skinner's words are specially applicable
to genealogies.

4. Influence on theology, etc. —It is important to

recognize that personitication, being closely con-

nected with anthropomorpliism and anthropopath-
ism, has exorcised gri>at iiillueiice on both popular
religion and ollicial tiieology. This being a matter
where language largely controls tlunight, the rela-

tions between per.sous and otiior personal qualities
and activities have been automatically transferred

to the deities, to their relations M'ith one another.
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and to their relations witli their worshippers,
individual and collective. Tlie various Semitic

f,'ods have tlieir wives ; the Babylonian Nebo is

the son of Merodach. Tiie more important the

deities, tlie more various are the relationshijjs
ascribed to tliem : the Baliylonian Ishtar is tlie

dauj,'hter, sometimes of Sin, sometimes of Ann ;

according' to Jeremias (OT in the Light of the Auc.
East, En-,', tr., i. 127), Ishtar is variously the

bride, wife, mother, or sister of Tammuz, besides

havinj.' other lovers. Relationships arise out of
iwlitical changes; when two cities are connected

by conquest, alliance, or amaljiamation, the god
of the one may become the nuu-ter, husband, or
father of the other. Similar relationships arise
between eponymous ancestors : thus, when the
tribe of Joseph was diviiled into Ephraim and
Manasseh, Joseph was said to be the father of

E^)hraim and ^lanasseh. Similarly, the deity is

said to be the father, mother, or husband of the

peonlc. So Jahweh is the father (Hos IV), or the
nusliaiid (2'*), of Israel.

5. Personification of divine attributes.—Again,
there is the personitication in Jewish literature of
the attributes, activities, and manifestations of

tJod, and i)erhaps even of abstract qualities. In
the later books there is doubtless pure literary
personitication, consciously used as a figure of

speech and nothing more (see below on '

Wisdom,'
etc.). But figures are apt to be popularly under-
stood in a literal instead of a literary sense, and
what is merely personified to the man of culture is

a person to people generally. The most notable

examples are the spirit of Jahweh, the Word, and
Wisdom.
The ideas connected with the spirit [rilah) of

Jahweh would be partly determined by the fact
that runh in the concrete meant ' breath

' and also
'

wind,' and that man had a rilah both in the .sense
of 'breath' and in that of 'principle of life,' etc.

These facts would make for understanding the

sjiirit of Jahweh as an emanation or manifestation
or even a part of Jahweh. But other passages
speak of the spirit of Jahweh in terms commonly
used of persons ; in the early literature it

'

rushes'
or '

leaps' upon men
;
in Gn P the spirit of Elohim

broods over the waters as a mother-bird over her

young. In Is 48'« RV we have :

' The Lord Jahweh
hath sent me, and his spirit,' which is sometimes
understood as AV, ' The Lord God, and his spirit,
hath sent me'; but both text and meaning are
doubtful. On such passages Piepenbring writes :

'
It is evident that in these pas8a','es the spirit and the word

of God are personilied, but that these personifications must he
placed on the same level with others of the same kind '

(Theol.
of the OT, Eng. tr., p. 251).

The OT passages just referred to dealing with
the Word are numerous—e.g., Ps 33^: 'By the
word of tiie Lord were the heavens made.' The
advance of the Word, through personification, to
the status of a person belongs chieHy to post-
Biblical Jewish literature, in which the Jewish
idea is induenced and ultimately dominated by
the Logos of Greek philosophy. Thus in the
Targum of (Jnl^elos the action of God is frequently
ascribed to the Word (memra) ; e.g., E.\ 19", Moses
at Sinai brought forth the people to meet the Word
of God. Again in Philo the Logos is

' Son of God,'
'

God,'
'

high priest,'
'

archetypal man
'

(B. F. West-
cott, Gos/jrl of St. John, London, 1908, p. xxxiv).
But in these matters Philo, Jew though he was,
was the disciple of Plato rather than of the Rabbis.

In the OT and the Ai)ocryj)ha the tendency to

per.sonify is most strongly marked in connexion
with Wisdom, Hokhmdh, Sophia (Job 28, Pr 8,

Wis, pa.^sim. Sir 24, Bar 3»-^). In some of these

pa-ssages Wisdom seems to be .spoken of as a person
(of. Marti, Gesch. der isr. Religion, j). 328, with

special reference to Wis 7-"^), as '

Hypostase' re-

presenting the aggregate of the divine attributes
(cf. also Pr 8'", whore Wisdom is made to say of
the time when Jahweh created the world: 'Then
I was by him, as a master workman'). Similarly,
in the Secrets of Enoch, xxx. 8, Wisdom is com-
manded to create man. The identification of
Wisdom with the Tdrah (Sir 19-" etc.) exemplifies
a tendency to personify the law Mhich is more
marked in later Judaism. Thus W. O. E. Oesterley :

' The idea of imputing personality to the Torah . . . receives
actual expression in Shfinoth Hahba, c. 29, where it says that
the Torah stands before the Holy One and intercedes for Israel

'

(Jeicish Doctrine 0/ Mediatiun, London, lyiO, p. 69).

In some directions the process u])on which we
have touched reached its climax in the Chalce-
donian doctrine of the Trinity ; and, in a very
ditlerent way, in the Gnostic systems, with their

;eons, Sophia, Nous, etc. ; and the Jewi.sh counter-
part of Gnosticism, the Kabbala, with its s'ftroth,
or emanations. Wisdom, Intelligence, etc.

6. Various examples.— In view of the elasticity
of the idea of personification and its frequent use
as a literary figure, it would be easy to multiply
further examjiles, but it may be sufiicient to men-
tion a few which possess special interest.
We note first various terms for God or for

activities or attributes of God whifh are sometimes
spoken of in a quasi-personal fashion: 'the glory
of Jahweii'(Ezk 10^);

' the divine name '

(Ex 2.T-i) ;

'the divine presence,' lit.
'

is.ce,' pdntm (Ex .SS'*).

In the Rabbinical literature we find 'the Name'
{sh''inn), 'the Place' (mciq6)n), and 'Heaven' (shd-

minjim). In this connexion Ave may also mention
the sh^khindh and the bath q6l. Sh'khindh,

' dwell-

ing,' as an abstract noun, is used with great lati-

tude
;
it is sometimes the radiant manifestation of

God in the concrete 'dwelling,' the Tabernacle,
mi.ihkdn, but it is by no means confined to this

usage.
U '

is sometimes practically equivalent to Me.mra, Adyo?, but
we may distinguish between" them by reg-arding the one as the
medium of a passive, the other of an active, manifestation : the
one as creative, the other as "overshadowing" or indwelling'
(C. Taylor, Snyinr/s of the Jewish Fathers-, Cambridge, 1897,
p. 44).

The bath q6l,
' the daughter of the voice,' is a

name for a species of oracular utterance, supposed
to be heard by men :

'Every day Bath Qol goes forth from Mt. Horeb, and make?
proclamation and savs, Woe to the creatures for contempt of
Torah' (P/r7« Abhdth, vi. 2).

The voice from heaven in j\Ik 1" would have been
described by the Rabbis as bath q6l (cf.

'

Daughter
of Zion,' for the city and its inhabitants [Is 1^ etc.]).
The '

angel of tiie Lord '

[mardkh Jahweh) may
possibly be regarded as in some sense a personifica-
tion of a manifestation of Jahweh ; perhaps, too,
at some stages of thought, angels and demons,
together with the Muhammadan jinns, may have
been, or been regarded as, personifications of natural

objects or forces, like the numina of primitive re-

ligion whom they replaced. Satan, at any rate,
has at times become the personification of the

powers of evil, and this view does not seem foreign
to some asj)ects of Semitic thought.
The suj,'gestion is sometimes made that Aaron

(AharOn) is simply the personification of the Ark
(Ardn), and this is not impossible.
A curious example of personification is found

among the Falasiins, or Aby.ssinian Jews ; they
worship the Sabbath as a goddess.
A beautiful example of purely literary personifi-

cation is Ps 85^<"- :

'

Mercy and truth are met together ;

Righteousness and peace have kissed each other.
Truth spriiigefh out of the earth ;

And righteousness hath looked down from heaven.'

LiTERATURR.—Morris Jastrow, The Civilization 0/ Babylonia
and Asxj/ria, London, 1915, pp. 190-2;<6, Uebreiv and Babylonian
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Traditions, do. 1914, pp. 26-32, The ReWnon nf Babylonia and
Assyria, lioston, isys, pp. 4ti-144, The Study of Reliqinn,
London, 1901, pi>. 101-108; A. Jeremias, The OT in the Li<jht
<>/ the Ancient East, Enif. tr., do. 1!)11, pp. 1-141, KAT\ pp.
343-4S7 ; K. Marti, CrVsc^. der isr. Religion, Strasslnirir, 19o7,

pp. 26-32, 101-105, 146-179, 264-270, 332-336; H. Meinhold.
Di-e Weisheit Israels, Leipzig, 1908; C. Piepenbring', Tlieol. of
the OT, Enor. tr.. New York, 1893, pp. 137-146, 247-262; O.
Pfleiderer, rhilosimh n and Development of Religion, Kdinburgli,
1894, i. 102-130 ; W. R. Smith, Rel. Sein/\ London, 1894, pp.
28-212 ; B. Stade, Ribl. Theol. des AT, Tiibintcen, 1908, pp. 92-

102, 178-lfm; IIDJi, s.ru.
' Holv Spirit,' 'Logos,' 'Wisdom';

PRE\ s.n: '

Geist, heili-er,'
'

Weisheit,'
' Wort Gottes."

W. H. Bennett.
PERU.—Our knowledge of the religion and

mythology of Peni is gleaned chiefly from the

writings of its Spanish c-onquerors, in whose re-

cords we are confronted \\itli a bewildering array
of religious types

—animism, stone-worship, totem-
ism, and fetishism appearing singly and simultane-

ously in different areas. A pantheon more or less

developed exists side by aide with these, and, if

certain writers are to be believed, even mono-
theism and agnosticism made some headway in
Incan times.

If it be admitted that the first four classes alluded
to all fall to be included under the head of animism,
then we may say that at the period of its destruc-
tion Incan religion had succeeded in evolving a

pantheon possessing at least several anthropo-
morjjhic figures from an animism Avhich still

flourished side by side with it. This circumstance
should render Peruvian religion a study of profound
interest to students of comparative religion, as it

e.xhibits a phase of peculiar value to the student.

Moreover, there is perhaps no mythology in which
compound myths exhibiting definite religious strata
are so well exemplified.
At the time of the Spanish conquest Incan

animism had reached the agricultural stage. The
food compact with the crop-gods was not so well
marked as in the case of ancient Mexico, but,

although human sacrifice was rare, it is a mistake
to consider it as altogether absent from Peruvian
ritual. It is only reasonable to suppose that
totemism, some relics of which remained, had
preceded this agricultural cult, but there is per-
haps no progressional existence of type in early
religion, and two types may exist side by side and
even overlap. Be that as it may, we are informed

by Garcilasso de la Vega ^ that in ' the idolatry of
the first age' each district, family, village, and
house possessed its own god, each different from
tlie others, and that these were generally material

objects, such as herbs, plants, trees, mountains,
caves, precii)ices, large stones, small pebbles of
different colours, and animals—jaguar, puma, bear,

ape, fox, lynx, and cougar. The list includes

examples of fetishistic, animistic, and totemistic

worship, the first of which certainly survived until
late times. Caves and precipices were worshipped
as paccnriscas, or places of origin, plants as the
homes of animistic spirits, stones as fetish objects,
and animals as totemic eponyma.

All things sacred were known to the Peruvians
as huaca. The most common visible objects of
veneration among the agricultural jjortion of the

population were iheccompnx, or gods of the irriga-
tion channels to be found in every maize-field.
The vcompd was sacrificed to at the planting of
the seed and earnestly invoked during the growth
of the plant, and no type of pagan worship was
extirpated with greater difficulty. Others called
huancas were situated in each plantation and were
carved out of stone to represent a gigantic corn-

stalk, wiiich was placed there for the purjjose of

encouraging the jilant to grow to the greatest
possible size.

' Maize-motiiers
' were known as

srirnmam/i,
'

potato-motiiers' as ncmimama, and
' cocoa- mothers ' as cocci Dinma. These remained

1 Historia general del Peru, Lisbon, 1617, bk. 1. ch. ix.

mere rustic fetishes and did not blossom into

anthropomorphic gods of vegetation.
This arrestment was probably due to the fact

that throughout Peru there existed a definite con-

ception of a universal .spirit of animated things
(Pachacamac) and the close association of this

conception with those of a creator-god (Pacharurac)
and a ruling or directing god (Pachayachachic).
The Pachacamac was tiie great spirit from whom

proceeded the le.sser spirits of animistic type who
inhabited the various vegetable plants, whilst his
consort Pachamama was supposed to have origin-
ated all those who haunted larger physical objects
such as mountains and rivers. Pachacamac came
to be identified with the creative agency (Pacha-
rurac) from the circumstance that the function of

both was regarded as the bestowal of the breath of

life. He was represented in the ccoricancha, or

temple, at Cuzco by a stone statue in the form
of a man, and his evolution into the form
Pachayachachic, in the late Incan period, may
safely be ascribed to the growth and stabilitj' of

Incan rule. Indeed, Inca Pachacutic built for the
new god a separate shrine at Cuzco, known as the

Inisuarcancha, in which he is said by Molina to

have placed a golden statue of the universal deity,
thus, perhaps, attempting to further a monothe-
istic ideal. Older forms died hard. Viracocha, a

deity representative of water and its powers of

fertilization, was sometimes identified with Pacha-

yachachic, and is perhaps anterior in origin to the
cult of Pachacamac, as was Con, or Cun, the

thunder-god of the Collao. Fish deities were also

prominent in the coastal districts.

Sun-worship.
—It remains only to mention sun-

worship in a sketch of a religion which has already
been dealt with in art. Andeans. The name ' Inca

'

means '

people of the sun.' They gave the sun an

anthropomorphic shape, but did not derive racial

or royal descent from him, calling themselves
' children of the sun '

honoris cnnsa ; and it was
only at a comparatively recent date that this con-
nexion with the sun was embodied in a religious
form, having probably been introduced by the

great-grandfather of the Apu-Ccapac-Inca, who
ruled at the conquest. The figure at Cuzco repre-
senting the sun was attired in the robes of a
monarch, and a special ritual was attached to its

worship. The warrior class practised a private
and esoteric worship of the sun, totally distinct
from the popular form, the idol which they adored

being called Huaina-Punchau, 'the young sun,'

representing an infant a year old moulded in solid

gold.
LiTERATURK.—Sse literature at art. Andb.\ks.

Lewi.s Spence.
PESSIMISM AND OPTIMISM. — These

rival interpretations of existence have one circum-
stance in common : both are designated bj* super-
latives ; and the loose emplojMuent of the terms
in ordinary phraseology renders it needful to point
this out. To justify their use in a philosopliical
sense it is not enough that a given view of thiiigs
should dwell by preference on their more forbidding
or more engaging aspect respectively. The terms
are more strictly opposed than this, and each is to

be understood in its literal sense. For
pe-'^simistic

theory this is the worst of worlds ; if it were to
be a world, it could not have borne to be worse
than it is. Some rudiments of order and well-

.being Schopenhauer himself will allow to it, since

otherwise it could not cohere or continue in exist-

ence at all. But, so much being granted, the con-

tention is that its irrationality, misery, and worth-
lessness could not be more tlian they are. .\nd

optimism also expresses itself in the same unquali-
fied way, maintaining that all is for the l)est in

this best of all possible worlds.
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The fact* on which the former of these views

re-^ts are many and undeniahlc. Wiiatever a

maturer reflexion may sugj;est, man and his en-

vironment do not, siiperticiiilly re<j;arded, seem to

be well fitted to each other. 15y the essential

conditions of his existence man is subjected to

hindrance and disappointment, to suHering, decay,
and death, and necessarily his awakening conscious-

ness is painfully arrested by such experiences.
An anxious and resentful attitude to lite may be

.said to l>e tlie natural reaction of the mind's first

contact with reality, and sjnritual growtli there-

after to siiniify, at least temi)orarily, a deepening
sense of the unsatisfying nature of the world, its

instability, its evanescence, and the inconsideration

wiiich it manifests for ends humanly felt to be
desirable. Hence not only the elej;iac note which

pervades so much of the world's most moving
literature, but also the strain of world-weariness

present in the thinking of every i)eople which has

risen above the most elementary level of culture.

Every age supplies its instances, more especially

among the poets, from Homer, who, for all his

healthy-mindedncss, can find it in his heart to say
tiiat

' there is notiiing more wretched than man of

all things tiiat breathe and are' (//. .wii. 446 f.),

and Sophocles, from whom is wrung the cry that
' not to be born is the most to be desired ; but,

having seen the light, the next best is to go
whence one came as soon as may be' {(Ed. Col.

1225 f.), to our more passionate modern singers of

the pitiless sway of wrong and pain and death.
And yet such utterances may be expressive merely
of a subjective attitude or mood wliich is tran-

scended in a larger view. The writer, while not

fundamentally rebellious, may derive a pensive
satisfaction from tlie indulgence of morbid feeling,
and may even find life worth living while hedisplaj's
before the world the pageant of his bleeding heart.

Or, again, his seeming despair may bring otherwise
its more express correction with it. The Hebrew
teaching on life, e.g., owing to the intensity of the

religious belief present throughout, is in the main
of a finely robust and hopeful temper, yet in one

signal instance it betrays a difierent character.

Koheleth takes rank as one of the classics of the
literature of reflective melancholy ; nowhere are

the bewilderment, dismaj^ and exhaustion of

human nature, baffled by the contradictions of its

lot, realized more
poignantly. Nevertheless, there

is no sign of spiritual collapse in the book. The
c<<nclusion reached does not suggest either the

despairing or tlie immoral mind. On the contrary,
the ground-tone of tlie writer's view isfurni.shed by
the spiritual tradition which he has inherited. His

faith, though semi-paralyzed, holds out, and at

least a working solution of the world-riddle is

arrived at : if man do not ask too much from life,

a sober degree of wortliiness may be found in it

still. And ultimately his chastened trust in exist-

ence expresses itself thus :

' Fear God, and keep
his commandments, for this is the whole duty of

man
; for Uod will bring every work and every

secret thing into judgment, whether it be good or

whether it be evil.'

For tlie most part, then, the instinctive sense of

the incongruity netween the spirit and its environ-

ment, together with tiie depression of feeling thus

occasioned, does not in point of fact give rise to

the sceptical view of life, but is, consciously or un-

consciously, taken up into a more comprehensive
estimate of things. Where, however, tiiis is not
the case, the result is pessimism, the doctrine that
existence is fundamentally and essentially evil.

The theory is fouml both in Eastern and in \Vestern

thought. Optimism, on the other hand, in tlio

proper sense of the term, belongs to one special

period in the development of the latter only. It

will be convenient to deal with the various phases
of each in the order of their historical appearance.

I. Buddhist pessimism.—In its earliest form
pessimism appears, singularly enough, as the
characteristic and determinative feature of a

gapular
religion. As a doctrine of redemption

uddhism starts from a comprehensive assertion of
the evil and pain inlierent in human existence.
Life is misery, misery undiluted and unrelieved,
from which there is no deliverance so long as

personal consciousness persists. This grievous
condition is not accounted for by anything external
to life itself. It cannot be construed as penal, nor
is it consequential upon anything else. Human
agents,

it is true, may themselves, in some degree,
add to its burdensomeness ; as, similarly, they
may lighten it. But in the main it is life itself

that is at fault. Its radical conditions do not per-
mit of happiness, and, if its sorrow is to be cured,
these must first be altogether altered or removed.

Little is to be said for the suggestion that would
trace this belief to an experience of accumulated
distress which had during long ages oi)pres.sed the
Indian mind, and finally generated so despairing a
conviction. Historical evidence is entirely lacking ;

and, besides, so deeply considered an altitude to

existence could scarcelj' be the outcome of acci-

dental circumstances. Its roots are to be found in

that monistic tendency of thought which made its

appearance so early, and which is expressed in the

Upanisads with so rigorous finalitj'. If only the
dtman {q.v.) is real, it follows that existence other-

wise must be illusory and evil. In the language of

the Vedanta philosophy it is avam, 'emptiness,'

'vanity' ; it is mnya, 'mirage.' To think other-

wise is the supreme error and the source of all

further error and sin. On the other hand, to

realize this truth is wisdom and salvation. He is

a fool who takes the reflexion for the substance,
and expends himself on objects essentially shadowy
and deceptive. The instructed man knows better.

How the world around him came into quasiexist-
ence, indeed, he comprehends no more than another:
it is a spectral projection, a shadow cast by the
sole divinity, an evil dream which even so is

powerless to disturb the blissful repose in which
Brahman is wrapped eternally. Yet the wise man
is at least aware of its unsubstantial and evan-
escent character, and, being disillusioned, may
cherish the hope of ultimate escape from the
meshes of its infinite deception into the unbroken

peace of the one-and-all whence he came.
Now from such a doctrine the pessimistic judg-

ment u])on life is a direct, if not a necessary, infer-

ence. The pantheism which once and again has

emerged in the history of European thought has
tended for the most part to the enrichment and

glorifying of existence. Identifying God with the

world, it has greatly quickened the instinctive

sense of the wonder and beauty of nature and added
a new sacredness to life in its meanest forms. But
the Hindu mind—not in all its phases, but prevail-

ingly
—solved the problem of the one and the many

in the more strictly logical or acosmistic fashion.

For it the world is pure appearance ; it is unreal,

phantasmal, wholly lacking in validity and value.

The creation, or rather the emanation into being,
of nature and man is the fundanu'iital mystery and

catastrophe. As making up the varied, ever-

perishing scene that otters itself to perception, they
must be conceived to be in a state of diremption
from that to which they properly belong or in

which they inhere. And while, accordingly, essen-
tial deep distraction is seated at the heart of the

world, pervading its members in every part, this

rises into consciousness in man, in whom the pheno-
menal world pronounces judgment upon itself a-s

altogether worthless and wrong.
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It is important to note that to the npeculative
ideas involved liere early Buddhism was professedly
indili'erent. In the eyes of Gautama, as would

appear, all dof,'mas of the thinkers were vain : for

himself he sought only a practical askesis by the

a<loption of whicli the soul might ett'ect its emanci-

pation from life's ills. Nevertheless, the ultimate

presuppositions from which his doctrine is derived
are uumistakaMe ; and further, just in so far as he

departs from these does its pessimistic character
become still more pronounced and thoroughgoinfi.
Thus from the metaphysic of the past he discards

entirely that idea of an absolute reality of the

world, the inner core or substance of all pheno-
mena, which, indeterminate though it was, had
seemed to otler the mind something positive to rest

in, and retains only the correlative thought of the

instability and evanescence of the finite. The
original illumination which broke upon him under
the 6o-tree already betrays this :

'

Coming to pass,

coming to pass—at that thought there arose in me
a vision into things not called before to mind'

(Digha-Nikciya, ii. 1); and to the same etlect is

the saying which tradition reports to have been
his last, and which summarizes all his teaching :

'That which came into being dissolves into non-

being ngain ; work out your own salvation
'

(SBE
xi. [1900] 114). That is, the apprehension of the

impermanence of things is fundamental in the

system. It is indeed the sole philosophical prin-

ciple on which it is all built up. If earlier reflexion

had asserted the being that is behind all becoming,
the Euddhistic doctrine maintains that the only
reality of being is becoming—no sooner has any-
thing begun to be than it has begun to lapse into

non-being again. Hence its insistence on the

weary round of birth, old age, and death which all

life treads perennially. In other words, life is

change ;
mere change or process unqualified, aim-

less, and endless. Again, if Gautama ignores the

conception of man as properly a portion or spark
of the infinite, pure spirit therefore, unconditioned
and free, and achieving his destiny only in return-

ing to the central fire or focus of being whence he

came, all the more does he lay stress upon the view

(which also belongs to the psychology of the

Upanisads) that, as the subject of a time-and-

space experience, he is
'

wholly made up of desire,'

with the corollary that peace is to be attained only
through its extirpation. This, indeed, is cardinal
with Gautama. The ' four excellent truths

'

are

little more than an elaboration of the position,

setting forth with the usual Oriental cumbrousness
of phrasing that all experience whatsoever, includ-

ing as it does an element of appetition always, is

of the nature of suffering ; conscious life is a
restless striving, an insatiable thirst or craving,
the sole remedy for which lies in '

letting desire go,

expelling it, separating oneself from it, giving it

no room.' And in one ifurther particular the posi-
tive yet free relation of Buddhist teaching to the

l)ast, as also the enhanced gloom attaching to it

thereby, deserves to be noted. As incorporated in

a system otherwise so spiritual and rarefied, the

transmigration idea in Hinduism is clearly a
survival from a ruder time, its retention probably
representing the attempt to do some sort of justice
to those indestructible convictions of personal
identity and moral retribution which a self-con-

sistent pantheism would contradict too violently.
But in the Buddhist doctrine even this accommo-
dation to ordinary human instinct is still further
attenuated and reduced. The notion of the self

having been surrendered, no use can any longer be
made of a conception which suggests, in however

illusory a manner, a continuous sul)strate of con-
sciousness passing on from life to life

; that of the
transmission of the ethical result or outcome of ex-

perience takes its place ; and the prospect that opens
before the individual is that of an inhnitesuccei-sion

of lives, each determined in character, according
to the laws of an inherent necessity, by the quality
of the deeds done in the preceding, until ihakanmi

(q.v.) involved is exhausted, and with the breaking
of the chain of existences liberation from the

burden of being is achieved.
Of the three conceptions just referred to it

might be hard to say which is the most fitted to

suggest a despairing estimate of life. Plainly there

is a close affinity between eacli and the other two,
and together they yield a view of existence the

most essentially sad and sceptical that has ever

been accepted by mankind. It is true that the

Buddhist scheme contains elements of spiritual
value and attractiveness, and without these its

power and vogue must have been unintelligible.
The desires of average human nature are so largely
foolish and hurtful that no weil-considered method
that aims at their repression could fail to rid

experience of many ills. In particular, it was

nothing less than a moral discovery of the first

order that led Gautama to substitute for the

senseless austerities of Brahmanism a regimen of

internal purification and self-discipline as the

'path that leads to the extinction of desire.' The
ethical is the universally human, and doubtless it

was in virtue of the emphasis which it laid on the

excellence of the ethical element in experience,

especially in certain of its most gracious and

winning forms, and on the accessibility of these to

the lowest 6udra in the land, that the doctrine

achieved its astonishing success at the first and
has since proved capable, in versions however

adulterated, of satisfying the needs of so large a

portion of the race. That in the effort to reach

his ideal a real measure of happiness is also open
to the Buddhist disciple cannot be denied. The

way to arAa^ship is always pleasant, in the sense

that at every step pain is more completely left

behind ; there are lives to be passed through,

especially in one or other of the seven heavens

recognized by the system, as the individual lullils

his appointed course, which are full of happy
experiences ; and nirvana, that '

gain which no
other gain surpasses,' is hailed from afar as a joy

beyond compare. Yet all this cannot conceal the

essentially negative character of the conception of

existence involved. In truth, it is not, as will be

seen later, peculiar to Buddhism to seek to com-

bine a relative optimism with a philosophy of

being Avhich is profoundly unbelieving and hope-
less. It remains that life is desire, and desire is

pain, and only where both are at an end is the

craving of the soul at rest. On these terms liter-

ally no definable good is left to be the object of

pursuit. Condemnation has been passed upon all.

Even the morally good is not good absolutely ;

ultimately it also proves a hindrance, since in its

most passive forms a tincture of desire is apparent
and life and individuality still assert themselves.

Only with their cessation is the goal attained. Of
the resultant state, nirrdna {q.v.), all that is really

predicable is that it is devoid of those elements of

experience which give life content and significance.
The last thread which bound the soul to the world

of activity and change has been destroyed ; and. if

it is at peace, the nieaning is that it has made

good its escape into a region or condition from

wJiich consciousness itself has disapi>o;ued and

where being and non-being are indistinguisiiable.

So subtle and profound, then, is this Oriental

pessimist i)hilosophy. It is a dogmatic pessimism,
not so miuh basingitself upon an inductive survey
of experience and a comparison of its pleasures
ami pains as concluding from its inherent nature

that all its conditions are out of joint, and that the
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outcome, so lulij,' as it shall last, can be only sufter-

ing and frustration. The modern version of the

creed, being conceived in another milieu, presents

necessarily somewhat ditlerent features. Never-

theless, in essentials the two do not vary greatly.
In certain cardinal features the resemblance is

almo-t -.tartlin^'.

2. The optimism of Leibniz.—European pes-
simism is preceded liistorically by its opposite.

Optimistic theory represents a phase of ITtli and
18th cent, tiiouyht, and is found in two main
forms. On the Continent its cias.sical exponent is

Leibniz, and to him its delinition as a doctrine is

due. In Enj,dand it appears in a more ditt'used

shape, characterizing the altitude and spirit especi-

ally of the Deistic school and finding' a more casual

expression in various writers of the age. By
I.eibniz himself, however, it is not always set

forth in the same manner, nor would it be fair to

gather his views from the ThfuJicee alone. That
treati.se, originally composed for the edilioation of

Queen Sophia Charlotte of Prussia in 1710, is

essentially popular in character and cannot be

rightly understood unless in conjunction with his

more expressly philosophical writings. In this

connexion the Systeme nouveau de la nature et de
la vommnnication des substances (1695), the Mona-
dologie, and the Principes de la natu7-e et de la

grfue fondes en 7-ai.ion (both published in 1714)

require to be taken into account.
Leibniz's was

essentially
a catholic mind, and it

has been truly said that harmony is the dominant
idea of his philosophy. In early life he had been
fascinated by the mechanical doctrines of the
current Cartesianism ; later he learned from his

study of Plato to regard final causes as no mere
human imagination projected on things, but as

objectively
founded ; and, in effect, his effort is to

combine the a-tiological and teleological aspects of

e.xistence in a unified scheme. Its formal starting-

Ejint
is a criticism of Spinoza's notion of substance,

eibniz agrees with Spinoza in regarding substance
as that which is independent of all else, so that its

characters must be determinable from itself alone ;

but there agreement between the two thinkers
ends. In Leibniz's view the conception of exist-

ence as essentially one is a pure abstraction and
no more helpful for the understanding of the
world than is the atomic hypothesis of Cartesian
science itself. Reality is a manifold. It is con-
stituted of particulars or unities of being, each
of which is substantial as being independent of the
rest and intelligible through its own inner nature,
and from each, indeed, could it be understood

rightly, the whole of existence might be construed.

Further, each is active. For the real is not, as

Spinoza taught, essentially passive. Sul)stance,
on the contrary, denotes capability of action, and
the monads, to use Leibniz's technical term, are
centres of living force in which being and work are
one. They are to be construed on the analogj' of

that one among them of which we have the best
and most intimate knowledge, namely, human
])er.-onalitv, and must be conceived as being all

more or less both ])ercei)tive and active. Tliese
ultimate constituents of things, in short, are .so

many points of view from wliicli the world may be

regarded or so many special forms in which it is

mirrored or exjire.ssed. And, seeing that, although
thus independent of one another,

'

having no
windows tlirough which aught might come in or

go out,' the monads nevertheless make up a
coherent whole, it follows that a superior i)rinciple
of combination must needs have brought this to

pass. In the organic unity of experience a '

pre-
established harmony

'

stands revealed ; or, in

other words, in the constitution of the world as a

system of elements connected by physical laws,

together with the fact that all individuals agree
in the main in the representation which they form
of it, there is already implied the existence of a
lK)wer of wisdom and goodness on which all de])end
and in which the various perfections of the creatures
are present in an eminent degree. How their rela-

tion to tliis principle is to be understood is nowhere
clearly said. If the monads are, indeed, 'simple
substances' in the sense described, how can thej'

proceed from a creative power, whose benelicent

purposes they are to observe ? And if, on the
other hand, they are emanations from His being
rather,

' the continual out-flashings (fidgurations)
of His divinity from moment to moment' (Mona-
dologie, § 4), do they not at once relajjse into mere
appearance, as on Spinoza's view? That Leibniz
understood him.self to have avoided the jjantheistic
conclusion is i)lain : he expressly repudiates the
doctrine of an nnima mvvdi as incomi)atible with
the freedom and worth of the individual. But the

ambiguity remains one of the outstanding difli-

culties of the Leibnizian system, only veiled by a

profuse employment of theological language not
conducive to speculative clearness.

For present purposes, however, it is more
neces.sary to observe the tendency to self-realiza-

tion which he finds characterizing existence every-
where. This pertains not only to all actual ftirms of

being, but to those also which never emerge out of

the region of mere possibility. Since possibility, in

all its in Unite variety, is not just nothing, it must
be credited with a degree of being, or at least with
a nisHs in that direction. In the case of necessary
truths, indeed, the .sole test of whose objectivity
is the absence of contradiction, to be possible
ensures existence ; but with contingent truths it is

otherwise. The ground of their reality lies else-

where. The concrete fact or event being finite

does not explain itself, and can just as little

furnish a true or ultimate explanation of anything
else. In itself it may be reckoned arbitrary, and,

abstractly considered, it and its opposite are equally
possible. But they are not equallj' possible in

conjunction, or '

compossible.' An actual world

composed of a multitude of diverse elements must
be the result of a selection made among all the
conceivable configurations of being according to

the law of sufficient reason ; or, to express the
matter in religious terms, among the infinite

number of possible worlds eternally embraced
within the divine thought the actual existing
world represents that one which has been chosen

by the divine will, and brought into being by the
divine power, as the most fitting and best (' le plus
convenable '). Hence, though the existence of the
world constituted as we find it cannot be shown t(j

be a metaphysical necessity, yet not only its non-
existence but also its being constituted otherwise
is morally unthinkable. God necessarily wills in

accordance with His wisdom and goodness ; and
the universe which we know, though but one of an
infinite number conceivable, is nevertheless that
one among them which could not but be.

One further feature must be taken account of in

order to reach a right understanding of Leibniz's

unqualified faith in existence. The monads, it is

obvious, ditt'er qualitatively from each other, and

especially in respect of their fundamental character-

istic, the clearness or obscurity of their percep-
tions. Highest of all among them are those which
are termed minds (esprits), although whether, on
the general principles of his philosophy, Leibniz is

entitled to consider this type of monad generically
distinct from every other is more than doubtful.

Nevertheless, they are consistently so regarded, no
doubt in view of those ethical interests of the

individual which he is everywhere so anxious to

conserve. To them is ascribed the power of con-
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sciously apprehending not merely the world but
also the Power wlience the world has sprunj^, so

that, if souls in general are living mirrors or

images of tiie universe of created things, human
minds are also '

images of the Deity or Author of

Nature Himself,' capable of knowing the system
of the universe and to some extent of imitating it

througii spiritual creations and activities of all

sorts, each mind being
' a small divinity in its

own sphere.' To God, tlierefore, intelligible
natures are related, not as the j)arts of a machine
to its inventor (as is the case with the otlier con-

stituents of creation), but as subjects to a monarch,
or, rather, as children to a parent who seeks to

reproduce in them his own perfection. To tiiis

under His guidance all tilings minister. Just as

efficient and linal causes are found to imply each

other, so does there appear a perfect harmony
between the physical and moral orders. Nature
itself

' leads to grace, and grace by the use it

makes of nature brings it to perfection
'

(Principcs,
§ 15). In fine, existence in its deepest interpreta-
tion is a City of Uod, under whose perfect govern-
ment, as at once architect of the mechanical
universe and moral lawgiver and king, good and
evil conduct are rewarded witli unfailing if not
immediate justice, and not merely the advantage
of the whole but the absolute well-being of the
individual also is secured infallibly. Human
shortsightedness, it is true, must often mar the
vision.
But 'if,' to quote the conclusion of the Monadologie, 'we

could sufficiently understand the order of the universe, we
should find that it exceeds all the desires of the wisest men,
and that it is impossible to make it better than it is, not only as
a whole and in general but also for ourselves in particular, if we
are attached, as we ought to be, to the Author of all, not only as
to the architect and efficient cause of our being, but as to our
master and to the final cause which ought to be the whole aim
of our will, and which can alone make our happiness

'

(tr. Latta,

p. 271).

There is here, it will be understood, no desii'e to

ignore or minimize the known evils of the world.
On the contrary, evil is held to be inevitable.

Thus, God alone finds the reason for His existence
within Himself, and contains an independent full-

ness or perfection of being ; the created world,
consisting of a vast congeries of elements ditiiering
in respect of the adequacy with which they express
the totality of existence and all inherently crav-

ing an ever fuller expression of it, involves imper-
fection—evil in tiiis sense—in its warp and woof.
And this in truth, urges Leibniz, is the whole

significance of the conception. Evil is nothing
l)ositive or real, nor is there, properly speaking, a

principle of evil any more than of cold or darkness.
It is a defect or a negation. Such perfection as
the creatures exhibit in themselves and in their

conduct comes directly from God ; their imperfec-
tion is merely privative. Even moral evil par-
takes of this character. The activities of the
monads result from their perceptions, and it is

because these perceptions are so often at fault that
the former go astray. It is not ignorance alone,
then, but (moral) error and malice also that
'

formally consist in privation
'

: the creature in

causing sin is
' une cause deficiente

'

; while, as for

the pliysical evils with which the world doubtless

abounds, tliey are the necessary penal consequence
of sin under a divine government which every-
where makes nature subservient to righteousness,
although to our limited vision tiie immediate con-
nexion of the two may not be always apparent.
Evil, that is, as a thing rej)rohensible in itself and
casting a reflexion in>on eitiier the power or the

goodness of tlie Creator, disappears. In any case
tiiere is a vast overplus of liapi)iness in tlie world

;

and, for tiie rest, the 'evil 'to be found in it is

justified. Certainly, tiie non-existence of a

creaturely world is conceivable, as involving no

self-contradiction ; on the other hand, it would
contradict the necessity which an infinite power of

wisdom and goodness is under of expressing itself

in a world refiecting its own perfections. But of

such a world limitation or imperfection is a neces-

sary feature, and that evil in this sense sliould be
eliminated therefrom is inlierently impossible. All

tliat can be legitimately asked is that it should be
controlled by the good and made to serve its ends,
and that tiie case indeed stands tiius there can be
no doubt at all. The law of tlie sufficient reason
itself ensures it, and experience 'ordinarily'
furnishes confirmation. Evil, in short, is a neces-

sary ingredient in the actual goodness of the world,
as the sweet becomes insipid without an admixture
of the bitter and discords are necessary to ricdiest

harmonies. The existing coml)ination of things is

best. Kemove any most sinister evil visible in it,

and it would no longer be the world which, all

things considered, is the most desirable. It might
have contained no Judas, but how then should the

Saviour have died ? In other words, the world is a

progressive acliievement, in whicii an element of

necessary limitation is always present, and from it

the utmost to be expected is that the divine power
will at no point suffer real defeat, but will every-
M'here overcome evil with good.

3. Deism.—To a dogmatic optimism of this kind

speculative thought in England iias no parallel to

show, nor would it be easy to trace there any dis-

tinctively Leibnizian influence at work. Never-

theless, contemporary English rationalism exhiljits

broad affinities with the corresponding Continental

tendency, and both alike find the optimistic atti-

tude and temper congenial. In both an unhesi-

tating confidence is placed in human reason ; the
Cartesian test of logical clearness is erected into

a supreme standard of truth, at the expense, as a
later age would say, of those deeper intuitions of

the soul to which alone final reality is revealed ;

philosophy is treated with scholastic assurance as

the handmaid of religion ; and the ultimate truths,
whether of the one or of the other—reallj' they are

identical—are held for a body of doctrines logi-

cally demonstrable. On these terms scant justice
is likely to be done to those elements in experience
which threaten the reasonableness of the univer-

sal scheme, and just this is found to be a prevail-

ing feature in the thinking, whether theological
or non-theological, of the age. Deism {q.v.) enter-

tains the most complacent views of existence. Of
that characteristic phenomenon of tlie Illumina-
tion a crude apriorism may be said to be tiie

foundation. Subseq\ient writers had learned from
Locke to be distrustful of innate ideas, but no
more than Locke himself had thej' attained to a
consistent experiential ism. No conception is more
characteristic of their thinking than that of an

all-comprehending harmonj' in existence whidi

(they will admit) an imperfect experience could

never of itself furnish, but for which tiiey claim tiiat

it is at least illustrated bj' experience everywhere.
So Shaftesbury speaks throughout of a ' coherent

scheme of things,' this 'mighty union' or 'con-

sistent fabric,' whose orderliness is 'abundantly
confirmed

'

by all that we see '
in every rank and

order of beings to the remotest sjjlieres,' apparent
defects or irregularities being the necessary accom-

paniments of phenomena which are only parts of a

greater whole and disappearing in a larger \ iew,

which in its present state, liowever, the human
mind may not always be able to take. Boling-
broke and others follow him here, and detailed

sujiport is furnished for the affirmation of the

beneficence of nature by the natural theologians,
.such as Derhain and Kay, who handle the argu-
ment from final causes in the most naively anthro-

pomorphic manner. So, too, as regards human
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nature : the microcosm reHects the symmetry of

the macroiosm. Failure to maintain internal har-

nionv, in(lee<l, is a serious and frequent fact ; the

passions break loose and i>lay havoc with the soul's

health and peace. But this represents no schism

within the soul itself ; it is due to ignorance, which

enlightenment will remove. The disorder, then,

which we witness, whether in the physical or in

the moral world, is in neither case anything posi-

tive. In the one it is an illu.sion arising from our

intoniplete understanding of what is so vastly

beyond us—
' AH Nature is Imt Art, unknown to thee

;

All Chance, Direction which thou canst not see'

(Pope, iVsnj/ o» Man, ep. i. 1. 2S9f.).

And in the other a better understanding of our own
being would enable us to avoid that disproportion-
ate indulgence of its various impulses which inevi-

tably entails the hurt and ruin of the whole.

Essentially, then, whatever is is right.

'The pi-n'ral Order, since the whole began,
Ib kept in Nature, and is kept in Man '

(ib. 171 f.).

Ultimatel}', the position is scarcely distinguishable
from Spinoza's own. Through its doctrine of God
as revealed exclusively and sufficiently in nfiture

deism inevitably leaned in this direction ; and in

Tope's shallow and pretentious piece the creed of

the time once for all assumes that semi-nij'stical,
but essentially naturalistic, form in which the ills

of life are pantheistically explained away.
4. Transition to modern pessimism.

—English
deism, however, in the nature of the case proved
to be a transient pha.se of thought. It was in no
sense a constructive movement, but represents a
traditional orthodoxy with all its more vitalizing
truths eliminated ; and the century which gave it

birth saw also its disappearance. Various circum-
stances conspired to bring abont this result. After

all, the watchword of rationalism was a zeal for

knowledge ('Sapere aude'), and, as the investiga-
tion of nature took a wider range, phenomena dis-

closed themselves on every siile to which the

current apologetics were altogether inadequate.
The eudremonism, also, which characterizes in some
sort the ethic of all the contemporary schools,
orthodox and free-thinking alike, provoked its

inevitable reaction, and a deeper analysis of human
nature, illustrated in one phase by the cynicism of

Mandeville and Swift and in another by the i)ro-

found seriousness of Butler and William Law,

brought to light featuresof moral experience which
could not be ignored. Nor must the historic

Lisbon earthquake of 1755 be forgotten
—a cata-

strophe which gave so rude a shock to the easy-

going geniality of the age and left its mark upon
the thinking of many of its foremost minds—

' Tout est bien, dites-vous, et tout est n^cessaire.

Quoi ! I'univers entier, sans ce gouffre infernal.
Sans enprloutir Lishonne, efit-il 6t6 plus uial ?

'

(Voltaire, Poeine mr le Diaastre da Lishonne).

But above all is to be reckoned here the influence

of David Hume {q.v.). Against his searching

inquiry into tlie validity of human knowledge the

philosophy of the day was powerless, nor from this

quarter was any justification forthcoming of the
actual ills of life as his dispassionate scrutiny
laid them bare. With the Treatise of Huvinn
Nfiture and the Dinlogues a chapter in the historj-
of European thought and feeling about existence

definitely clo.ses. The famous 'four evils' passage
is fatal to all such vindication as could then be
offered for a reasoned contentment with the order
of the world. Another explanation, furnished

perhaps from the side of 'revelation,' Hume him-
self professed to be ready to accept, but to the
human mind 'unaided' the world-problem was
insoluble. We have no line by which to measure
it. In the main experience teaches that it does not

work to the production of happiness, and for the
rest we must hold our judgment in suspense. It
is 'a riddle, an enigma, an inexplicable mystery.'

5. The pessimism of Schopenhauer.—It is to
this British scepticism that the pessimistic doctrine
of later times is, at least indirectly, due. To the
Kantian criticism of exjjcrience Schopenhauer owed
his emancipation from the 'wickedness' of the
Leibnizian representation of the world as fair and
good, and, when he says this, he refers, of course,
to the metaphysical presuppositions on wliich the

representation rests. In the period of his
'

dog-
matic slumber' Kant had himself leaned in that
direction (see the essay on Optimimn of 1795). In
its more characteristic )iha.-se also his philosophj'
had undertaken to preserve for man an apprehen-
sion of ultimate truth sufttcientto ju.stify faith and

hope ; and later the Hegelian endeavour had been
so to develop the doctrine of the Critique that

thought is constitutive of experience as to claim
for existence a completely rational character and
for '

evil
'

a necessary place in the evolution of

the Idea. Nevertheless, the withdrav.al of reality
from the grasp of reason remains the corner-

stone of the critical system, .and to this feature
of it Schopenhauer attaches himself resolutely.

Already in his early Fourfold liuot of the Principle
of Suffirient Measoji (1813) he had maintained that
the intelligence, in all its various activity, is

inadequate to tlie attainment of ultimate truth,
and in his classic treatise the severance of the two
is carried out rigidly. The inner substance of

things is hidden from us. AVe never perceive

reality,
but only appearance. Space, time, caus-

ality itself, belong to the phenomenal region, and
to apply such categories

—or any others—to the

thing-in-itself is to impose upon the matter of

knowledge a form which is foreign to it and to dis-

tort it fatallj'. Thus '
life and dreams are leaves

of the same book.' The veil of mdifd—Schopen-
hauer is fond of the Indian terms—blinds the eyes
of mortals, deceiving them with an illusory repre-
sentation of existence which is no other than a

mirage. And yet, it is added, if we will be content
with that which is not properly knowledge but
rather supra-rational intuition, a certain sense of

the very truth of things is not inaccessible to us

after all. We are '

let into the citadel by trickery.'
In immediate feeling, namely, we realize our inner-

most self as will, and, could we know other things
with a like directness, we should be constrained
to conceive them similarly. Not that such a
notion can adequately represent the absolute

nature of the world. AVill suggests causation, and
causation is merely subjective. As predicated of

the totality of existence, will must be taken for

a general concept, construed through its highest

species. But, in default of a better—and force,

energy, and the like are far less satisfactory
—we

may legitimately apply it to the determination of

the substance of things, and sum up the world

accordingly in the formula ' Idea and Will'; i.e.

my idea, together with the One-and-All of inlinite,

endless, aimless activity and desire.

Thus Schopenhauer solves the problem which
Kant gave up. If it be -said that this is not will

as commonly understood, the objection cannot be

gainsaid. Yet Schopenhauer's system hinges upon
its being conceived in just this character. Reality
has no part or lot in reason. Intelligibility belongs
to the phenomenal alone. The ultimate is

' abso-

lutely gioundless
'

; apprehensible, if at all, by
means of this inner volitional faculty througn
which it mo.st intimately reveals itself ; and inter-

pretable, therefore, as an indeterminate craving,
a blind, insatiable striving, or hunger for being,
which surges up unceasingly in us and in all things,
and which we and they truly are. And with this
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the essentially deceptive and worthless nature of

life is at once given. True, the appearance of a

spiritual consciousness, able to pass such a judg-
ment on that which gave it birth, is nowhere
accounted for. Admittedly it has enkindled itself

in the human brain in a manner quite inexplicable.

Here, indeed, is the true 'fall' of man, which has
been followed by more than all the unhappy con-

sequences of the IJiblical story. With its emer-

gence the entire illusion of existence necessarily
arises. Once for all change and multiplicity have

arrived, the principitcm individiiationis has begun
to weave its endless spell, and in the shadowy
panorama thus evokea Schopenhauer, curiouslj'

enougii, recognizes the working of reason freely.
For nature's immanent teleology, e.g., he has a
frank and appreciative eye. The unity of the will

as thing-in-itself secures that the parts of the
world shall be thus inter-related, and in particular
expresses itself in those successive grades of being
which constitute an ordered series culminating in

man. Yet this rational quality attaches merely
to the shimmering illusion whitdi we take for the
world of time and space ; behind it reality retains

its inherent character, essentially contrary to in-

telligence, a-logiial. The fact is apparent in man,
in whom the will's self-objectification is complete
and the secret of the world is declared—man whose
doom it is to furnish the final illustration of the
will's intrinsically nugatory character and to toil

and yearn in a shadow-world of mere appearance
after that which for ever eludes him.
What function, then, is to be assigned to human

intelligence in the economy of things? Schopen-
hauer's reply is twofold. On the one hand, it

serves to discover the sorroAvful truth as to the
essential character of exjjerience. In the dawn of

experience we are deluded by the fancy that exist-

ence is desirable and good, but from a belief so

shallow the development of reason delivers us.

To its wide-opened eye life presents a scene of

meaningless monotonous labour, pursued to-day as

yesterday and accomplishing mere disappointment
and weariness. Not the mo.st favoured can be

designated happy ; life swings between the poles
of desire experienced and desire attained, i.e.

between the pain of empty craving and the still

more unendurable pain of satiety and ennui, and
the bitterest complaints of a Byron or a Leopardi
are justified. Nay, psychology demonstrates how
well-grounded these are by showing that of the
two emotional elements of which our life is made
up only pain, not pleasure, is positive. Of pleasure
we are aware only in the moment of its gratifica-
tion ; it dies in the birth, and its place is taken by
want or yearning. From the nature of the case,

accordingly, man is the victim of an undying
ache, his pleasures are the alms thrown to

the beggar, keeping him alive to-day that his

misery may lie prolonged till to-morrow. On the
other hand, the intelligence which thus lays bare
life's inward character avails likewise, in a ti'ue

degree, to attbrd deliverance from its restless

torture. Once awake to the illusory character of

the world and of the satisfactions which it offers,

the soul may make shift to eft'ect its escape from
the whole mdyd world, and -this it achieves, in the
case of the more highly gifted natures, in iesthetic

contemplation and enjoyment. The universality
of the object with which art confronts the mind
opens a way of salvation. In admiration of the
beautiful in its ideal forms personal feeling, preju-
dice, and desire disappear ; the individual, losing
his inflividuality, becomes pure subject of know-

ledge, 'will-less, painless, timeless'—subject and

object are one. And with this comes emancipa-
tion. Reason, no longer tiie servant of the will,

devising means for the fulfilment of its impulses

and fumi.shing ever renewed illustration of the
wretchedness attending the futile task, has l>ecome
its vanquisher. The gnawing of desire is allayed.
The wheel of Ixion stands still. The nature, if

not in bliss, is at peace.
And yet this, hajjpily, does not exhaust the

power of reason to ettect the soul's release from the

misery of which it has rendered it aware. The
way of a'sthetic appreciation is, as Schopenhauer
acknowledges, for the few ; and even so it con-

ducts them only to a momentary halting-pkice in

the tread-mill round of experience, the satisfaction

which it yields being always the more brief in pro-

portion to its yjurity. But in morality, a passive
and ascetic morality, a more catholic and abiding
reilemption is attainable. Human nature, indeed,
is of itself a mass of egoistic impulses, and the

ordinary virtues are only more or less refined

forms of selfishness. Nevertheless, all human egos,

by right of a common origin, have a latent sense

of kinship, and this may be developed and ex-

panded Viy reflexion. Of a summuni bonuin in the

light of which to order life tiiere ca^ on this

system be no word at all. Yet metaphysically
man is a moral being ;

on the iihenomenal side of

his nature subject to necessity and a creature of

mere greeds and whims, he is, more truly under-

stood, a part of the great totality of existence, free

as constituted properly of will, and fulfilling him-
self in sympathy, self-sacrifice, and love. The
ultimate issue is self-denial in the form of denial

of the will to live, and at this point religion comes
in to confirm and make finally ettective the
moralist's teaching. Condemning the world wholly
and insisting on the necessity of rebirth, it

delivers man finally from his selfhood and unites

him with that from which he came. In its full-

ness such a consummation, it must be allowed,

only beckons him from afar. Nor can its very
character be truly descried by us. To speak of

it with the saints under the denomination of

ecstasy, trance, illumination, and the like, is to

feed the mind Avith one last illusion : how name an

experience from which the whole conditions of

intelligent apprehension, including the distinction

of subject and object itself, have been removed?
The soul has reached nirvdna, a state to be
described only by negatives. It is the region of
' the relative nothing.' And accordingly, as its

author acknowledges, this philosophy closes in a
universal nihilism.

'

If we have recognised the inmost nature of the world as
will and all its phenomena as only the objectivity of will . . .

we have no desire to evade the consequence that with the will's

denial and surrender all those phenomena vanish. That con-

stant struggfle and effort, ^Nithout end and without reason, at
ail the grades of objectivity, in which and throuirh which the
world consists; the multifarious forms succeeding each other
in gradation ; the whole manifestation of the will ; and, finally,

the universal fonns of this manifestation, time and space,

together with its last fundamental form, subject and object—
all are abolislied. No will

;
no idea, no world '

{Die Welt als

IVille und Vorstelhing, Eng. tr., i. 530 f.).

6. Hartmann.—Fatal as are the metaphysical
flaws in the view now sketched, one merit at least

must be allowed to it. To Schopenhauer belongs
the credit of a resolute attempt to rejdace the

unknown thing-in-itself of the Kantian philosophy
by a principle positively revealed in experience,
and, had he construed the Will which sustains and
informs the world on any tolerable analogy with

that of whose working we are aAvare in ourselves,

he might have ranked as one of the founders of

that ethical idealism whicli in nuulern days has

been found the best speculative sumiort to faith.

His refu.sal, however, to concede to tins last ground
of the world any share in reason necessitated the

sceptical conclusion, and proved, indeed, too

violent a contradiction to be maintained. On
these terms how account, ('.(/., for the organic
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teleologj' of nature, of which Schopenhauer himself

makes so much? Or for those typical forms of

things in the contemplation of which he finds for

the soul a resj)ite from its unrest? Or for the

emer^'eiue of reason upon the scene at all ? As

though, observes Hartumnn, the only thought in

the universe had arrived there by chance ! For

himself, niost convinced of pessimists as he is,

Hartmann sees the clear traces of intelligence at

Work everywhere. No natural theologian has

ransacked the world more thoroughly to discover

fresh illustrations of it. In nature, animate and in-

animate, instances, he urges, abound ;
in man him-

self also, alike on the physical and on the spiritual
side of his being ; and in the human world of

language, custom, polity, and religion which he
has slowly built U|) around liim. Above all does
the order pervading the world betray itself in

history, which for Hartmann is no niere spectacle
of meaningless change, but an impressive march of

events, not unhindered, yet sure, to a definite goal.
Yet reason in all this, it is maintained, does not
work self-consciously, but rather after the manner
of instinct. In its conscious form in man it pro-
claims itself a faulty and feeble instrument for the

attaining of its ends ; in the world—and in the
subconscious region of human experience also—it

is unaware of its own procedure, and operates the
more infallibly on that account. At the heart of

existence, in short, is a great Unconscious, which,
as universal immanent providence, unwearyingly,
without error or hesitation, fashions all phenomena
and guides all issues to their predetermined end.

The Leibnizian flavour of such a view seems

tolerably pronounced, and indeed Hartmann cordi-

ally adopts the position that of all worlds this is

the best—could a better have lain in the omniscient

Unconscious, it would have come to pass instead
of the present one. Much of his ethic, too, is

couched in the same paradoxical strain. The
ascetic solution of the moral problem has no more
contemptuous critic. From Schopenhauer's pre-
misses certain of his disciples had drawn the
conclusion that virginity and suicide alone opened
a way of escape from life's ills, to which Schopen-
hauer's reply had been that the denial of the will

to live must include the refusal not only of its

sorrows but of its joys. Hartmann, however,
teaches a more robust doctrine. He would recon-
cile men with life, and bids them lose themselves
in the service of the whole. To make the ends of

the Unconscious his own is the individual's all-

comprehending duty, and for the toil and sacrifice

required of him he is to find supjjort and impulse
in mystical communion with the supreme power
whose servant he is. Hartmann is very much in

earnest about these views, as his various writings
on ethics and religion show, and aims professedly
at notliing less than the engendering of the resolu-
tion to lead a truly divine life, in which each finite

task of the earthly course shall be transfigured in

the divine light (see the Phdnomenologie, Berlin,
1879, passim).

Nevertheless, although the best that is possible,
the world is not on that account necessarily good,
and on the basis thus laid down Hartmann en-
deavours to rest a demonstration, more sweejiing
than Schopenhauer's own, that life is an essentially
undesirable thing. The proof is partly experi-
ential. Happiness is that for which all things
strive. Nothing 'so affects the world-essence in
its inmost core,' nor is anything else discoverable
wiiich could be regarded as a final end. ]>ut

happiness remains for ever beyond us. Pleasure,
it is true, is a positive element in feeling, and only a
shallow psychology could have led Schopenhauer to
make the (contrary assertion. Yet, when the ])leas-
ures and pains of life are summed and compared,

the latter predominate vastly. The individual's
life on eartli is a prolonged di.sappointinent ; its

fairest flowers and fruits wither as he plucks them.

Equally illusoiy is the notion that .satisfaction is

attainable in the hereafter, since experience, so

long as it remains conceivable at all, always
retains this deceptive character. Nor does devo-
tion to the cause of the world avail to bring true

contentment, the M'orld itself being doomed to

ever-increasing suHering. True, the world ad-

vances, but with its advancement come the multi-

jilication of its pains and an enhanced sensitiveness
to them. Evolution, therefore, is no cure. We
must forward, yet here is our curse. And, if in

the acceptance of the end of the Unconscious lies

a destiny indeed to be coveted by us, this is because
the Unconscious, in His unswerving guidance of

the world, is aiming at no positive consummation
of its age-long labour, but rather at its redemption
from all efi'ort and desire and the infinite frustra-

tion to which these necessarily lead.

Just this, Hartmann argues, is the case, and, in

support of the dismal estimate of life to which a

survey of its facts has led, he adds a metaphysic of

his own. Alike in Eastern and in Western })essi-

mism, it will have been observed, the root of the
world's sorrow had hitherto been found in the
existence of the individual ; only with his dis-

appearance may this be healed. And probably
this thought is always implied in the pessimistic
doctrine. But Hartmann gives it a turn of his own.
Individuation for him also is an unsolved problem ;

the creation of a world of finite things can only be
rated a wholly inexplicable blunder. But at least

the Unconscious ' foresaw
'

the possibility of its

redemption. Within His nature are embraced both
idea and will ; in other words. He is all-wise as
well as all-powerful, and guides the world which
1)lind will has originated with a skill which never
fails. In particular. He brings consciousness upon
the scene Avith a view to the world's salvation.

How it is accomplished is again mysterious : the
self-contained peace of the Unconscious is inter-

rupted by an idea which '
falls upon it as from the

skies.' But with this the critical step has been
taken. The more consciousness deepens and

expands, the clearer and more commanding be-

comes the discovery of life's essentially evil and
futile character, and with the progress of intelli-

gence and the evolution of mankind the conviction

maj' be expected to spread and take possession of
all men, until by a common act of will the race
decrees its own extinction, and along with that
the disappearance of the world-system of whicii

man is the consummation. So existence should

relapse into the Unconscious again. What the
unconscious idea never could have attained, to wit,
the emancipation of the will, together with the
entire creaturely world to whicli it has given rise,

from its unblessed condition, consciousness, when
developed to the full, either in humanity or in a
race of supermen who will succeed us in this

I)lanet, shall have secured, 'hurling back' in this

way the total volition of the world into nothing-
ness, so that the world-process ends without a
residuum left from whicli to set out once more.
Thus pessimism is reconciled with optimism.
Tills is the best world possible

—such a world,

namelj', as attains salvation, not one whose torture
is peri)etuated for ever.

7. Critical remarks.—It isnot possible to examiiie

separately the various doctrines sketched above ;

in so far as they represent divers types of philoso-
phical theory their detailed criticism falls beyond
the scope of this article, and Leibniz's theistic

apologia
is dealt with elsewhere (see art. Theodicy).

'I here need be no hesitation, however, in assert-

ing that the metaphysic on whicli the pessimist
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view is founded is an impossible one. No colierent

account of tilings can be erecteil on tlie prcsujiiiosi-
tion of their inherent irrationality. All that can
be meant is that, in the world as known to us,
there is much that batiles intellij,'ence and which
we never .succeed in bringing into line with our

desires, and so much may be admitted freely with-
out accepting the pessimistic conclusion. Indeed,
neither inference, the optimistic as little as the

pessimistic, is capable of being sustained. It is a
mere extravagance of speculation to contend that
this is either the best or the worst of conceivable
worlds. How shall the human mind, which is but
one of its innumerable constituents, rise to a point
of view from which to judge the universe as a
whole and relatively to anything else? The
standard by which to try its worth must neces-

sarily be furnished from within it.self ; nor may we
go furl lier than to say that, tested so, existence is,

on the balance perhaps, desirable or the reverse. It

must be acknowledged, further, that in the judg-
ment which asserts this there is always a subjec-
tive element, with regard to which nothing more
can be said. It is a value-judgment, and values
can only be asserted, not proved. In the contro-

versy as to the goodness of the world, that is, there
conies a point at which discussion is closed. If

that which to one disputant is good to the other is

merely evil, what can further argument avail ? It

is always possible to deny the worth of that which
the world generally has agreed to hold most worthy,
and to consider it to be the aim of all praiseworthy
eflbrt to arrest the wheels of progress and to empty
life of desire. And to such a contention what
answer can be given? Unless, indeed, that the

light is sweet and it is a jileasant thing to behold
the sun, and that it is just by those interests and
ideals which the pessimist despises that men live

and in them is the life of the spirit.
At the same time, two general remarks maybe

ottered with regard to this whole mode of apprais-
ing existence. It will have been noticed that the
standard applied throughout has been broadlj'^ the
eudsemonistic one. On both sides it has been as-

sumed that the supremely desirable thing is happi-
ness. The universe is to be judged by the measure
in which it lends itself to its production, and all

that remains is to interrogate experience as to this
and register the finding reached. But this in itself

would seem an impossible task. It may be pro-
secuted so far, indeed, and the result may not

improbably be to furnish the pessimist philo-sophy
with a partial justification. It is at least well to
be confronted with the facts of existence, and to
the more searching examination of nature and
humanity by later times it is due that the flimsj'

geniality of the deistic mood can never return

again. Yet it must always be beyond us to cast up
the sum of the pleasures and pains of the universe
and weigh them against each other

; and in our
own human case the inherent futility of the attempt
to estimate in this way the worth of life becomes
more than ever apparent. Here these elements of
emotional experience prove extraordinarily elusive,
and even dissolve into one another in the most
baffling manner. From pain itself a singular satis-
faction is not seldom derived. Effort and labour,
hardship and danger, .self-abnegation, martyrdom,
and death are what prove able most of all to
summon forth men's energies and to yield them
what they crave, plainly implying that pleasurable
feeling is at most only one element in the object
of desire. In truth, the jiessimist's inventory of
life's disadvantages and drawbacks is manifestly
at fault. Experience candidly examined disclo.ses

compensations of whicii he fails to take account,
and, above all this, that the possession of a 'good
will

'

infinitely outweighs, and is altogether incom-

parable with, the indubitable ills to which lie

points.
That it should leave no room for the recognition

of such a factor in experience, or, in other words,
for the appearance of free ethical personality in

the world, is a further and final defect in the pe.ssi-

mist view of things. Such a creed is necessarily
monistic, and monism is incompatilile witli all

those interests in the light of which alone existence
can be rightly judged. It is indillerent whether,
as in the case of the doctrines adverted to, the
monism be of a si)iritualistic order or take the

shape of that scientific naturalism which is perhaps
still more widely accountable for the des[)airing
strain to be detected in modern thought and litera-

ture. In either case the essence of the world

permits of no disintegration of its unity, and in-

dividuality, human or other, has no reality or

rights at all. As against all such metaphysical
perversity the soul must ever assert her own sup-

remacy. P'ree intelligent personality is the highest
form of being accessible to us. In it alone is a
medium furnished through whicli to construe the
cosmic process, and only when viewed in relation

to its perfecting does that process become intelli-

gible or even tolerable' Even so it may be impos-
sible to say why human nature should be fashioned
thus—why the whole creation should groan and
travail in pain together in order to the manifesta-
tion of the sons of God. It is enough that that

supreme result is being achieved. Amid the world's

evanescence, unreliability, and manifold suffering
the production of moral character goes steadily for-

ward, the soul being, as Boehme says,
' bruised

and pressed and set to endure much, yet is it the
servant in God's vineyard which j)repareth the

j)recious wine of righteousness to be drunk in His

Kingdom.' Nor is it known Avhat righteousness
is unless it be acknowledged that no age-long,
heaviest cost should be too great a purchase-price
to pay for its realization.
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Good and Evil and "Tiieodict. AlEX. MaRTIN.

PESSIMISM (Indian).—I. Types of pessi-
mism. — Three types may be distinguished: en-

vironmental, temperamental, and philosophical.
The first is due to the hardships of one's surround-

ings, the trying nature of the climate, etc. ; the

second to the tendency, temperamentally, to look

upon the dark side or things; and the third to

one's philosophy of life. Three kinds of pressure,

then, may weigh down the human spirit and make
its mood and outlook pessimistic. Sloreover, men
may be pessimistic concerning either the life which
is or the life which is to come, or concerning both.
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The most hopeless pessiniisiu is when neither this

world nor the next is re^'anle.l
as of any value,

w hen '

vanity of vanity
'

is written upon all that

is. Such is the pessimism of the Charvakas, the

Indian analo;,'ue of the Cyrenaics.

2. Causes of Indian pessimism.—As to the fact

of Inilian pessimism there is no doubt; Indian

literature is a suJlicient proof. But as regards

its c.iuse or causes there is much doubt and di.s-

cussion. Some scholars hold that the cause is

environmental.
•India herself, through her climate, her nature, and her

cc-onouiic conditions, furni»he!> reasonalile i,'round for pessiiuiam
'

(Blooiutlvld, Rfiiyicno/Uie I'fda,y>.~l>i)-
' When we come ... to consider the iniatrinative and intel-

lectual faculties, the influence of environment is no less im-

portant The trreat majority of the population inhabiU the

plains, . . . Nature here displays herself in her more ruthless

iiiood»—torrential rains at one season, 8t;orcliin({ heat in another,

hailstorms or earthquakes, outbreaks of disease the dangers of

which are intensified by the neglect of saniUry precautions
liabitual to the people. Congestion of population in many parts

involves a struggle for bare existence which begins with child-

hood and ends only with the grave. This condition of things

encourages a pessimistic mode of belief, an
apathetic

submission

to the spirits, mostly malignant, which are believed to control

human life, A powerful priesthood and the bondage of caste

represd originality of thought and freedom of action. Hence
conies the habitual melancholv of the people of the plains which

strikes even observer' (W. Crooke, Sativesof Northern India,

p. Ul.).

There is some foundation, too, for holding that,

as tiie fusion of the invading Achajans and Dorians

A\-ith the Minoans of the Mediterranean may have

helped to mould the artistic temperament of the

Creeks, so the fusion of the invading Aryans with

the aboriginal Dravidians may have helped to pro-
duce a melancholy tenijierament. It is certainly
true that the history of the Indian Aryans from

the beginning of the Vedic age down to the great

Vp'inlsads may be characterized as a movement
from optimism to pessimism. And there were

other changes scarcely less significant. Phallic

•worship is scorned in the Rigveda (VII. xxi. 5, X.

xcix. 3), but later it becomes common. There is

no clear trace of transmigration in the Rigveda,
liut by the time of the Upanisads it is a funda-

mental article of faith. These changes in mood
and worship and doctrine require explanation.
The climate and life of India may have gradually
afifected the temper of the invading Aryans without

appreciably diminishing their powers of thought.^
Some facts of modern India strengthen this possi-

bility : Kijiling's
Kim is a picture (quite true to

life in particular instances) of a European lad born

in India who so felt the lure of Eastern ways that

he became the disciple of a wandering Tibetan

monk. The Anglo-Indian population are especially

open to such influences and not infrequently dabble

in the magic practices of India. In their ca.se not

only the influence of environment but also that of

blood seems to tell. But Indian pessimism presents
itself not primarily as a feeling of world-weariness

due to the pressure of an untoward environment,
nor as a temperamental tendency to look upon the

dark side of things, but rather as an articulated

sj-stem of thought, the product of Indian meta-

physical siieculation. Such is the opinion of

Oldenberg and Barth, and in fact of most scholars.

But such speculation may have had its roots in a

trj'ing environment or in a bias towards pessimism
due to a melancholy temperament.

3. Psychology of Indian pessimism.
—There are

three antitheses whicii are signilicant for pessi-

1 ' Die Trennung der Inder von den Iraniem war fiir die nach
Sudoeten ziehenden der Verzicht oder der letzte abschliessende

Schritt zum Verzicht auf die Theilnahme an dem grossen Wett-

kampf der Volker gewesen, in welchem die gesunde Miinnlich-

keit der westlichen Nationen herangereift ist. In der iipitigen

Stille ihres neuen Heimathlandes haben jene Arier, die Hriider

der vornehmsten Nationen Europas, mit der dunkeln Urbevolk-

erunq Indiens .rich verinuichend, iunner mehr die Characterzuge
des ilinduthums in sich entwickelt' (Oldenberg, Die Religion
des Veda, p. 2).

mism : (a) false knowledge, or illusion, versus true

knowledge, or reality ; [b) unpleasant feeling, or

guttering, versus pleasant feeling, or bliss ; and (c)

wrong volition, or evil, versus right volition, or

good. The intellectual and the emotional anti-

theses alone have significance in Hindu thought.
Bondage is due to nescience (avidyn), and nescience
manifests itself in suH'ering. In other words, what
on its intellectual side is false knowledge is on its

emotional side suttering. Such is the teaching of

virtually all the six systems of Indian philosopliy.
The same connexion between the intellectual and
the emotional is indicated in the famous definition

of Brahman as reality, thought, and bliss {snchchi-

ddnnnda). The third antithesis, the ethical, is the
one emphasized in Hebrew and Christian thought.
The doctrine of personality, which is the doctrine
of the will, has received scant justice in India. Of
the three directions of mental function—cognition,

feeling, and willing—the Indian systems of philo-

sophy have to do with cognition and feeling, with
the first predominantly, with the second to a less

extent, but with volition hardly at all. Volition,
the crown of the whole mental process, is laigely
left out. Hence Indian mental life, being divorceil

to a considerable extent from healthy volition, has

been marked by extravagant thinking and morbid

feeling. Volition, while having its roots in know-

ing and feeling, should react upon them in the way
of criticism. Only a strong volitional life, whether
individual or national, can prevent thought from

being erratic and feeling from being morbid. Now,
according to Indian thought, bondage is defined as

false thinking and unpleasant feeling, but not

(except perhaps in the case of Buddhism) as wrong
willing. That is, bondage is defined in intellectual

and emotional, but not in ethical, terms. Herein
lies the great diflerence between Indian and
Hebrew thought. In harmony with the emphasis
in India on knowing and feeling is the fact that

Indian thought is in general rationalistic and
Indian life not infrequently hedonistic. The poles
of Indian experience seem to be the rationalistic

calm of the ascetic philosopher, on the one hand,
and the hedonistic excess of the wealthy prince,
on the other. The pessimism of the ascetic philo-

sopher is due to his feeling of the worth! es-sness of

the phenomenal world as contrasted with the

changeless bliss of the dtman ; that of the Avealthy

prince, to the feeling of satiety and disgust due to

unbridled excess. Bhartrhari's Satakas are a good
illustration of the latter. The failure of the Indian

mind rightly to estimate the importance of volition

may be due partly to the influence of climate. In

reference, further, to the relation between knowing
and feeling, it is well known that cognition usuallj'

precedes feelir.g, and feeling colours cognition.
We see a picture and admire it. We hear a dis-

cord and loathe it. But sometimes even prior to

cognition there is present a great mass of feeling,

whether pleasant or unpleasant, whicli furnishes

the atmosphere in which, so to speak, cognition
does its work. Nothing can easily make a man
pessimistic who looks at things through the atmo-

sphere constituted by a pleasant feeling tone ; and,
on the other hand, nothing can easily make a man
optimistic who looks at things through the atmo-

sphere of an unpleasant feeling tone, ^^'hat has

apjiarently taken place in India is this. Cognition,

having to do with uncomfortable environmental

conditions, has been accompanied by unpleasant
feeling ; and, on the other hand, a melancholy

temperament, possibly the fruit of the fusion of

Aryan and l)ravidian in India, has been the

medium through which the Hindu people have

looked at the facts of life. Neither thinking nor

feeling has been tested and controlled by willing.

The result is that in India we have a reasoned
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pessiinism, which apparently has its outward
source iu an untoward environment and its inner
source in a melancholy temperament, the thought
which elaborated the pessimistic view of life ne\ er

havin<,' been adequately challenged and tested by
the activities of the volitional life. The provisional
result, then, is that Indian pessimism is at once

environmental, temperamental, and speculative.
«)f course, this is all very tentative and hypo-
thetical.

4. Pessimism as related to the great Brah-
manical doctrines. — Indian pessiuiisni can be

understood only as it is related to the great
doctrines of Brahman, karma, and transmigration—in other words, only as it is set in the context of

Indian thought. Thus Bloomiield (p. 212) refers

to ' the twin factors of metemps3'chosis and pessi-
mism '

as the doctrinal difl'erentia of any truly
Hindu system.

(rt) Brahman a7i(l pessioiism.
—The watchword of

the advaita doctrine of oankaracharya is identity.
The great confession of faith is ekam cvadvitiyain,
' one only without a second,' and the per.sonal
assurance of the emancipated soul is aham Brah-
ma, 'I am Bralmian.' The theory is that, as soon
as I am able to realize this identity, then the whole

machinery of multiplicity, of karma and transmi-

gration, falls away, and there is nothing left but
Brahman, the 'one only without a second,' and '

I

am Brahman.' Brahman is declared to be '

realits',

thought, and bliss,' and the way of realizing one's

identity with this supreme reality is the way of

knowledge. This way is theoretically open to all,

some time or other, in the course of the process of

rebirth—the way into the highest reality, thought,
nnd bliss. Why, then, should not the doctrine of

Brahman be regarded as a splendid optimism, a

message of good tidings for every soul ? It seems
to hold out to everyone the hope of ultimate union
with Brahman — certainly a magnilicent goal.

Wh}', then, is pessimism connected with such a

splendid conception ? One reason may be sug-

gested. The indefinable Brahman, being imper-
.sonal and without action, cannot be conceived as

a source of comfort and help for needy mortals.
He (or it) may be thought of as the sum of all

perfections, but the glorious Brahman, perfect in

reality, thought, and bliss, is not a god of grace,
but only an ultimate reality posited in such a way
as to suggest overwhelmingly the worthlessness of

the phenomenal world.
' Tlie glorification of the Atnian becomes involuntaril}' an ever

increasingly iutter criticism of this world '

(Oldenberg, Buddha :

his Life, his Doctrine, his Order, Eng. tr., London, 1882, p. 42).

How different might it have been, had tlie

ethical and gracious Varuna been the ' one only
witiiout a second

'

in a true theistic devotion on
the part of the Indian people ! Then, in spite of

an unhappy climate and possil)ly a melancholy
temperament, the religious life of the Indian

people might have been radiant with hope.
(b) Pessimism as related to karma and transmi-

gration.
—The psychological explanation of tlie

origin of the doctrine of karma (q.v.) is not ditH-

cult. It is the experience of all that in the case of

moral merit or demerit there are numerous illus-

trations of the truth of the saying that ' whatsoever
a man soweth that shall he also reap.' Such facts
of experience furnish the starting-point for specula-
tion. That wiiich is true in general of ethical

action in this life is extended in several directions,
so as to (H>ver not only moral action, but also all

action without exception, and not only the deetls

done in this life, ])ut also the deeds done in past
and future lives.

The twin doctrines of karma and transmigration
first appear delinitcly in the Upanisads. There is

no clear trace of either in the hymns of the Rig-

veda. It was only when the personal gods of the

Rigveda had become merged more or less completely
into the pantheistic and impersonal one and all of

the Upanisads that the doctrine of an automatic

principle of retribution arose. The passing of the
Vedic gods left a place for karma. Karma is the

theory of recompense, and transmigration states

how the decrees of karma are carried out. Now it

is highly signilicant that karma and transmigration
and a pessimistic view of life arose together in

India. Some hold that karma is the cause of

Indian pessimism. Whether this is so or not, it is

by virtue of karma, the creative effect of deeds,
that, according to Hindu belief, the soul is bound
for ever to the round of phenomenal existence,
unless some means of relea.se is found. This

dreary round of repeated births and deaths consti-

tutes for Hindu thought the tragedy of life.

Phenomenal existence is miserable existence, and
the two doctrines which govern phenomenal exist-

ence are karma and transmigration. They are
both linked up naturally, then, with a pessimistic
view of life. It is true that karma and transmi-

gration are, intellectually considered, impressive
doctrines. For every soul the ' one far of!" divine
event' is emancipation from the bondage of re-

peated births and deaths and union with Brahman.
The formula is simple : every man the arbiter of

his own destiny, and salvation
virtually

an eternal

process. Why should not this profound conception
lend itself to an optimistic view of life? One
reason may be this : the whole burden of the
achievement of emancipation rests upon man, and
man knows himself to be needy, sinful, helpless

—
in fact, too weak to carry such a burden. Hence
the prospect of emancipation recedes into the far

distant future, and the ordinary Hindu hardly
dares to hope for release before he has passed
through countless births. Thus he is chained to

the phenomenal, and the phenomenal is illusory
and sorrowful, and 'hope deferred raaketh the
heart sick.'

5. Effects of Indian pessimism.
—The doctrine of

the illusoiy and worthless character of the world
has had its eficct upon the mind and life of Indi.i.

Thought and feeling are consonant witii the worti-

lessness of the world, but volition means adjust-
ment to a real world ; and, if great deeds are to be

done, the present world must be regarded as real and
worthful. This is the explanation of the statement
of Macdonell that early India wrote no histoiy,
because it never made any.
'The Brahmans . . . had early embraced the doctrine that

all action and existence are a iiositive evil, and could therefore
have felt but little inclination to chronicle historical events'

{Uist. of Sanskrit Literature, p. 11).

Still another ell'ect of the theory of the worth-
lessness of the world is seen in the tremendous
hold which the ascetic life has always had upon
the people of India. The worthlessness of the
world and the evil of activity logically involve the

renunciation of the world and a life of meditation.

Again, as Bloomiield points out (p. 264), 'there is

in all Hindu thought no expression of hope for the

race, no theory of betterment all along the line.'

We may find a reflexion of this mood in the reten-

tion of the ancient and widely accei)ted system of

the four ijiigas, according to which the golden ago
is placed in tlie jiast rather than in the future, a

thing to look back to ratiier than to look forwanl

to, the direction of things being steadily down-
ward from good to bad and linally to the worst,
and the four yiajas repeating themselves endlessly
without making anj' advance. In this programme
is embodied the hopelessness of India's .social out-

look.

6. Influences aualifying Indian pessimism.—The

pessimism of Inula, however, iiiust not be exagger-
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ated. There are many tliinj;s uliich tend to brefik

its force. No one can be a pessimist (except in

theory) when life is joyous and liojieful ; and the

people of India have, on the whole, tlieir share of

the natural joys of life. Then, too, all theistic and
devotional movements tend to be optimistic,^ such
as the various bhakti movements and the theisms
of modern India—e.g., I.slam, Sikhism, Christian-

ity, tlie Brahma_Samrij, the Arya Samaj, etc. In

the case of tiie Arya Samaj the pessimistic influ-

ence of the doctrines of knnnn and transmij^ration
is more or less counteracted by the acceptance of

theism. It is the same in the case of Islam, where
the belief in fate is robbed to a considerable e.xtent

of its stinj,' by a belief in Allah, the author of fate.

In creatin'' an appreciation for things belonging to

this world, such as good government, freedom,
equality, education, social reform, good bank de-

posits, etc., tlie British Government has exercised

very great influence. The effect of Christian
missions has been equally conspicuous in helping
to prothiee an attitutie of optimism.

7. Chronology of Indian pessimism.—One of the
most striking contrasts in the iiistorv of thought is

that between tlie optimism of the Vedic age and
the pessimism which gradually settled down like a

pall upon the spirit of India and finally obtained its

creedal statement in Buddha's doctrine of .sufler-

ing. The Kigvedic age was an age of appreciation
of the good things of life, and of strenuous eflort

to secure tiiein. The interesting thing is that the

growing appreciation of the value of the present
life, now observable in India, marks a kind of
return to the spirit of the Rigvedu.

Tlius there are three stages in the history of
Indian pessimism : (n) from optimism to pessimism,
the movement extending from the B'lgvcda to the

great Vpanlyida {<•. 1400-800 B.C.); {h) pessimism
attaining in tlie 5th cent. B.C. its climax in

Buddha's four noble truths (800 B.C.-A.D, 1800);
(r) from pessimism to optimism, the British
Government and Christian missions (a.d. 1800 to
tiie present time).
LiTKRATCRE. — M. Bloomfield, The Religion of the V'eda,

New York, 1908
; A. Barth, The Ileligions of India', tr. J. Wood,

London, 1882 ; E. W. Hopkins, The Religions of India, do.
18!>6 ; G. F. Moore, Hi.st. 0/ Reliijions, i., Edini)ur;,'h, 1914 ;

J. N. Farquhar, The Croxen of Hinduism, London and New
York, I'.'13, Modern Religious Movements in India, New York,
1915 ; W. Crooke, Natives of Northern India, London, 1907

;

H. H. Risley, The I'eopU of India^, ed. W. Crooke, do. 1915 ;

A. A. Macdonell, A Hist, of Sanskrit Literature, do. 1905
;

L. von Schroeder, Indiens Literatur und Cultur, Leipzig,
ls.^7 ; H. Oldenbergr, Die Religion des \'eda, Berlin, 1894 ; Max
Miiller, The .Six ."ipsteTnt of Indian Philosophy, London, 1899 ;

P. Deussen, Sechzig Cpanishad's des Veda, Leipzig, 1897, The
.'^ijstein if the Veddnta, tr. C. Johnston, Chicago, 1912 ; R.
Garbe, Die SaTfikhya-Philosophie, Leipzi;,', 1894 ; N. Macnicol,
Indian Theism, London and Edinburgh, 1915 ; Mrs. Sinclair-

Stevenson, The Heart of Jainism, do. 1915; H. D. Griswold,
The God Varuna in the Rig-Veda, Ithaca, 1910.

H. I). Grlswold.
PETITE EGLISE (ANTICONCORDA-

TAIRES).—When on the point of concluding the
concordat with the French Government (see artt.

Concordat, (iALLiCAXiSM), Pope Pius vn. re-

quested the French bishops who had fled the

country to resign their sees witiiin ten ilays. The
concordat was signed on 10th Sept. 1801, and on
29th Nov., by the bull Qui Christi Domini, Pius
VII. abolished 157 archbishoprics and bishopries
and established 50 new ones in place of tiiem.

Several of the i)isliops holding sees resigned as the

pope demanded ; l)ut otliers refused to do so.

Fourteen of the latter, residing in Ii()n<lon, issued
on 23rd Dec. 1801 a memorial in wlncii tiiey stated
the reastms which prevented them from complying
with the pope's demand. They admitted his pos-
session of a primacy derived from St. Peter, which,

1 ' The super-imposition of the Yoga on the atheistic Sankhva
lightened the gloom of even that ultra-iiessimistic system

'

(G. F.

Moore, Hist, of Religions, i. 350).

however, far from placing him above the canons,
was a special reason why he should observe tliem
and cause otiiers to do tiie like. They added that
the bishops are by divine right leaders in the
Ciiurch ; that their connexion with tlieir own
Church can be broken only by death, by a legal
judgment in conformity with the discipline of the
Church, or by a voluntarj- and canonical resigna-
tion ; that, speaking for themselves, they had
always during their exile cared for their dioceses ;

and that the new concordat was in their judgment
more likely to destroy than to benefit religion.
Several other bishops agreed to this memorial.
Next, 38 bishops in conference in London addressed
a canonical remonstrance to Pius vii. on 6th April
1803. This document is not merely a work of

learning and eloquence, but an important official

utterance, in which these prelates, appealing to

Scripture and tradition, develop the principles set
out in the memorial of 1801. These bishops, then,
continued to administer their dioceses through
priests who shared their convictions in regard to
the concordat. It is these ' Anticoncordataires

'

who were henceforth called the Petite Eglise.
The members of the Petite Eglise, and especially

the priests, were subjected to many persecutions
and annoyances from the government, both under

Napoleon l. and under Louis xviii. and Charles X.

Gradually the clergy of the Petite Egli.se diminished
in number. It is remarkable that the bishops
ordained no priests, believing perhaps that the
concordat would not last long. The last survivor
of these prelates, Alexandre de Chemines, bishop
of Blois, even refused to ordain .some candidates
who were presented to him, because they held
Jansenist opinions. Some groups in the Petite

Eglise were imbued with the latter ideas, while
others were extremely opposed to them.

After 1830, when the clergy were reduced to the

bishop of Blois (de Chemines) and some priests,
the question aro.se whether, in view of the fact that
the pre-concordat bishops were dead, the bisliops
of the concordat ought not to be regarded as law-
ful. A negative answer was arrived at, on the

principle that, the apostolic succession having been

broken, the effects of the rupture were enduring.
The decisions of ancient councils were also appealed
to. One of these, held at Benevento in 1087 hy
Pope Victor lll., had decreed as follows :

' The sacraments of penance and communion are to be received

only at the hands of a Catholic priest ; if none such is to be
found, it is better to remain without communion and to receive
it invisibly from our Lord.'

And this soon became the state of the members of

the Petite Egli.se. By death and defections their

numbers gradually diminished, so that towards
the end of the 19th cent, there remained no more
than a few groups in France, and one in the

Belgian diocese of Malins.
The largest group is that of Deux-S^vres and

La Vendee. This has more than 3000 members,
and is growing. Its centre is a hamlet of Plaine-

liere, a commune of Courlay (Deux-Sevres). Here
there is a large church where lajnien sing tlie

offices in Latin, according to the ancient liturgy
of Paris, and read instructions in French. Every
Snndaj' 600 or 700 worshippers, and on high festi-

vals as many as 2000, attend service.

The congregation of Lyons has also a place of

worship where divine service is held in French,
according to the ancient liturgy of Lyons. This

group, although greatly reduced, still has some
hundreds of members at Lyons and in the neigh-
bourhood. In 1869, when the Vatican Council was
sitting, these two congregations petitioned Rome
for the recognition of the pre-concordat bishops, as

the condition of their own return to the Koman
obedience

;
but the attempt failed ; and the
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Council, by declarin;;- tlie pope to be iniiiiediately
the bishop of eacli diocese, laiil down a principle
the direct contrary of that by whicii the opponents
of the concordat had been guided.
The conj,'ref^ations of the Charollais (Sa6ne-et-

Loire) and of Fareins (Ain) contain about 300

persons each ; those of the Isore and the Hautes-

Alpes contain each scarcely 30 jjcrsons ; that of

the neighbourhood of Fougcres (Ille-et-Vilaine) is

reduced to a few persons ; that of Massat (Ariiige)
is almost extinct ; and the congregation at Mont-
Saint-Jean (Sarthe) has joined the Church of

the concordat, with the exception of a few old

people.
The members of these groups read privately in

their own homes, in French, the oHices of the

Church, generally according to the ancient liturgy
of Lyons, and, in addition, the Holy Scriptures
and works of piety. Each house has a private

chapel, jealously screened from vulgar eyes. It is,

indeed, a tradition among the Anticoncordataires,

except those of Deux-Sevres and La Vendee, that
their religious practices must be veiled in mystery.
This is no doubt a consequence of the perse-
cutions which they had to endure in the first half

of the 19th century.
With all of them the only sacrament adminis-

tered is baptism. This is given by a member of

the community chosen for the purpose. The same
inemljer conducts funerals, reciting the ancient

liturgical prayers of the Church, and also presides
at marriages. Children are taught the ancient
diocesan catechism by their own parents, who also

prepare them for a first (spiritual) communion.
They all strictly observe the old festivals abolished

by the c(Micordat, as well as the days of fasting
and abstinence, according to the usage of the
ancient Church. Some of them have desired

the re-establisliment of the ecclesiastical ministry,
but tiie greater number appear not to feel the
want of it, and seem almost to regard their present
condition as the normal one.

The members of the Petite Eglise lead an indus-

trious, simple, and peaceable life, which wins the

respect of their neighbours. Their morality is

generally high. They number in France at the

present time over 4000 individuals.
LiTKRATURE.—M^.moire des 4v(ques frangais residant d Lon-

dres, .and Traduction des Reclamations canonvjves (reprints),

Lyons, 1898 ;
Controverse pacifique sur les principales qxiestions

qui divisent et tronblcnt VEylise gallicane, par xin menibre de

I'E'jlise gallicane, 2 vols., London, 1802 ; R. F. X. Beaunier,
Des Ritractations, Vendouie, 1838; L. S6ch6, Les Deniiers
Jansenistes, 3 vols., Paris, 1891 ; J. E. B. Drochon, La Petite

Egliae, do. 1894 ; J. Bricaud, La Petite Eglise anticoncorda-

tdire, do. 190<i. GEORGES VOLET.

PEYOTE RITE.—'Peyote' is the name of a
small cactus plant (the Anhalonium or Lophophova
of systematists), fountl along the lower Rio Grande
and southward in Mexico. It resembles a radish
in size and shape, only the top being visible above
the ground. The white blossom is later superseded
by a tuft of white down, which is sliced and dried
into the so-called '

button,' whicli alone is eaten
north of the Mexican boundary, while south of it

the entire plant is sliced, dried, and used in decoc-
tion. The peyote must not be confounded with
the mescal or maguey cactus.

Much more widely diHused nowadays than the

peyote plant is the peyote cult, which has sj)read
northward so as to reach the Kiowa, Comanche,
Arajiaho, Cheyenne, Pawnee, Omaha, Winnebago,
and Oglala Dakota. Among the Winnebago it

has caused a schism, tlie i)eyote-worshippers being
sharply distinguislied from and even hostile to the
believers in the traditional Winnebago religion.
The feature that is naturally shared by all the
tribes mentioned is the eating of the peyote button,
which produces a distinctive .sensation of spiritual

exaltation. The Arai)alio form of the ceremony
may be described as fairly typical.
The ceremony is held in an ordinary lodge at night. One

man acts as leader, moulding the rite according to a dream or
a vision experienced during some previous performance. In
this way individual modifications are introduced though the
essential features persist. The numtier of participants varies ;

thus, on one occasion there were only three devotees, while on
another there were about a dozen, including some Cheyenne
visitors. The worshippers enter the lodge after dark and begin
by eating four buttons each, the average number for each indi-

vidual throughout the night being twelve, with a maximum of

thirty or forty. The time is spent singing round a small fire,

between which and the rear a simple sort of altar is made on
the ground. Only one participant sings at a time, to the ac-

companiment of a gourd rattle shaken by himself and a drum
beaten by his neighbour. ."Vfter four songs the instruments are

passed to the next performer, and thus each has his turn. The
songs refer to the peyote, the birds regarded as its messengers,
and the night, but towards morning they turn to the morning
star and the end it brings to the performance. The worshippers
eat, leave the tent, and spend the day reclining together in a
comfortable spot, with occasional singing and rattling but no
drumming. During this day new songs, suggested by the
nocturnal experiences, are often composed. At noon a meal is

served, at which a single spoon must be used by the entire com-
pany. At dark the meeting breaks up. The proceeding is

regarded as an occasion of peace and good-will, and possibly for
this reason knives and other sharp instruments are barred from
the ceremonial lodge. The objects \ised in the cult have a
peculiar decorative character— e.g., yellow is the predominant
colour, the feathers used being those of the yellow-hammer and
other species of woodpeckers.

The peyote rite has been of special interest to

ethnologists because it has spread in so recent a

period that the conditions of its diffusion have
sometimes come under their direct observation.
It has thus been possible to note in this instance
the circumstances favouring the assimilation of a
new religious practice, the influence of religious
leaders, the conflict and harmonization of new and
old conceptions. All this has been most suggestive
as to the rise and spread of ceremonialism generally.
On the whole, it appears that even the bolder cere-

monial innovators cannot lift themselves by their

bootstraps, but automatically conform to certain

pre-existing ceremonial routines current among
their people. Thus, a recent Arapaho modification
of the peyote cult adapts the rite to a new purpose,
that of curing the sick ; but the ju-ocesses adopted
are those which the Arapaho ordinarily emjdoy in
the treatment of patients. Similarlj', the Winne-
bago have not only adopted the peyote cult but

incorporated with it various Christian doctrines
and practices ; nevertheless the organization of the

ceremony conforms closely to the ancient ceremonial

system of the tribe. A cult, in other words, maj'
indeed be borrowed, but in the borrowing it is

almost invariably cast into a ditl'erent mould, that
of the borrowers.

LiTERATi'RK.—J. Mooney, 'Calendar Ili.st. of the Kiowa
Indians,' i7 RBE W [ISOS], pp. 237-239 ; C. Lumholtz. Unknoxnx
Mexico, New York, 1902, i. SSTfT. ; A. L. Kroeber, The Ara-
paho, do. 1907, iv. 398-410; P. Radin, 'A Sketch of the Peyote
Cult of the Winnebago: a Study in Borrowing,' Journal of
Religioiis Psychology, iii. [1914J 1-22; A. Skinner, Societies of
the Io2va, Kansa, and Ponca Indians, New York, 191.5, pp.
724-728; W. E. SafFord, 'An Aztec Narcotic," Journal of
Heredity, vi. [1915] 291-311. R. H. LOWIE.

PHALLISM.—Phallism may be defined as the

worship of the reproductive powers of nature

symbolized by the organs of sex. A very large
share of the worship of relatively primitive and
even advanced societies has been claimed for a cult

whicli appears to us, in a high state of civilization,

to be strange and repulsive. And all sorts of

figures, whether engraved or pbu-^tic, have been

f)ressed

into the service of the theory as more or

ess disguised sexual symbols. It is obvious that

the mere fact that a cult is remote from our idea.s

of worship, that it is repugn.Tiit to our manners,
and that the objects of adoration seem to us to

have no element of divinity is no reason for denying
its existence or its real importance as a social

bond ; so many and so various, often so grotesque
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and crnel, have \>een the nioWes in wliicli huinan

beings liave conceived and approached the higher

powers.
Worship may be saiii to be the ritual presenta-

tion of otlerings suj>po5.ed
to be specially grateful

to the divinity, or object of adoration, accompanied

by oWisances and other acts designed to express

humility and subservience, and usually by the

utterance of sacred formula" — praises, prayers,

thanks, or narrative. It is the suitable iionouring
of a power from which good or evil has been

received and nuiv be expected or dreaded in the

future. It is addressed not only to what we
should call gods or spirits, but to any object which

the worshii>per may consider to be, or to represent,
a power which he has reason to fear, to wliich he

is indebted, or from which he may hope for favours.

In India ' the soldier worships his sword, the cultivator his

plouirh, the nioiit\ lender his ledger' (H. H. Uisley, People oj

India-, London, 1915, p. 235 ; cf. J. A. Dubois, Hindu Mannrrx,

Customt, and Ceremonif.<i3, Oxford, 1906, p. 668). Among the

Ewhe of what was German Toj^oland the weaver worships his

loom, the smith his anvil (J. Spieth, Die E'lcestiimmt, Berlin,

]!KI6. pp. .lOit, 443). In ancient Greece ' the sceptre of Hephaestus
was worshipt in I^eladea. ... A leijend tells how .\eneas set up
a spear in the market-place, and bade the people worship it

'

f\V. H. I). Rouse, Greek Votive Offerings, Cambridge, 1902, p.

375).

In these ca.ses the object worshipped seems not

to be regarded as a symbol, or as the outward and
visible form of any indwelling divinity, but to be

honoured for its own sake. The rite is more or

less simple. Where it is addressed to any higher

power it is analogous in framework, though it may
be more splendid and elaborate.

Worship is thus an expression of religion. For

religion no satisfactory definition has yet been

proiiounded ; no form of words hitherto invented
will in all circumstances distinguisii it from magic.
But for our purpose we may regard religion, in

accordance with common u.sage, as concerned with
the relations between men in general, or a tribe or

familj', on the one hand, and, on the other hand,

higher powers which, so far as they are personal,
are endowed with free will, and are to be approached
with reverence, with oflerings, and with prayers
which they may or may not grant. Such powers,
though frequently capricious and cruel, are amen-
able to ajjpeal. They are held to prescribe rules

of conduct which, beginning in the lower culture

as ritual, tend more and more as civilization ad-

van<es to shed their ritual character and become

trul}' ethical. Magic, on the contrary, conveys the

notion of power, however acquired, wielded by
the magician as his own, and not as that of a

higher being. The co-operation of higher beings,
when necessary, is obtained by spell. Compliance
with the call is then not dependent on their good-
will ; it is compulsory. The tendencj' of religion
is social, of magic anti-social. The one is usually
open, public, recognized, and approved by society,
and tends to strengthen social bonds. The other
is apt to be u.sed for private ends of malice or

gain, is usually secret, forbidden, disruptive.
This definition, however, cannot be insisted on as

a matiiematical formula. In practice it is found
that no religion is free from magical practices,

and
that magic often appropriates and adapts the

ceremonies of religion. In tlie higher religions
—

Christianity and Muhammadanism—it has appeared
as an anti-religion, having its own divinities and

worship in pronounced hostility to the dominant
cult. Indeed, in the form of 'black magic'— i.e.

magic hostile to members of the same community—it is everywhere reprobated and repressed (see

the present writer's Ritual and Belief, London,
1914, p. 66 ff'.).

I. Symbols.—Men everywhere have desired and

attempted to imitate in art any intere.sting object,
and to represent in a visible and tangible form

ideas either imagined or drawn directly from
external nature or from daily intercourse with
their kind. It is natural that, when their power
over their materials had so far advanced as to

delineate even roughly the human form, any
member or attribute on which it was intended to

fix attention should be exaggerated. This ten-

dency, applied for the purpose of satire, is the
essence of the art of caricature. In religious
matters it has given to an Indian idol its multi-

plicity of heads and hands—a clumpy symbol of

power that has been taken over and even exagger-
ated by Tibetan IJuddhism—and has produced the

Kphesian
'

many- breasted Artemis.' The same

tendencty has emphasized the sexual organs of

various divinities in many parts of the world, such

as, in ancient times, the images of I'riapus, and the
Hernia? set up at the boundaries of a territory
or of private property. Priapic or ithyphallic
figures are, in fact, common to the lower culture.

They are found wherever man has attempted to

sculpture the human form, whether to represent
deities proper or the dead. The size of the phallus
in many cases has no special intention, beyond
that of expressing the sex represented, and may
arise from want of skill on the part of the uncivil-

ized artist. In some instances the intention is

declared (though with more than doubtful truth) by
the natives to be simply that of causing ridicule

and amusement, as a caricature does (K. de Zwaan,
Die Heilkunde der Niassei; Hague, 1913, p. 65).

In general, it has beyond dispute a deeper signiti-

cance ; the exaggerated organs are intended to

represent for cultual purposes the powers of repro-

duction, paternity, fertility, the powers that

multiply the people and provide abundance of

cattle and crops and all other things necessary for

prosperity. Priapus was worshipped as a god of

fertility', giving increase of flocks, watching over

gardens and fruit-trees, bedewing them with

friendly showers, and caring for thebees(Pausanias,
IX. xxxi. 2; Vergil, Ed. vii. 34, 26, Georg. iv.

llOtt'.). He was reckoned the son of Aphrodite.
His worship was a late introduction into Greece,

perhaps from Lampsacus on the Hellespont, where,

accorcling to Pausanias, he was esteemed above all

the gods. When it penetrateil to Pome, he was
identified with Mutunus, an indigenous phallic

god ; and his statues, in the shape of Hermai,

represented him as bearing fruit and a sickle or

cornucopia. The ancient Teutonic deity Frey, or

Fricco, wa.s the giver of abundance, presiding over

rain, sunshine, and the fruits of the earth. Adam
of Bremen, speaking of Upsala, says that he dis-

pensed peace and enjoyment to mortal men, that

his image was represented with a very large

phallus, and that at marriages sacrifices were
offered to him (Descriptio insidarum Aqvilonis, 26,

quoted in J. Grimm, TeutoJiic Mythology, tr. J.

S. Stallybrass, London, 1880-88, pp. 212, 1354).

In the E. Indian Archipelago ithyplijillic statues

are frequently found. Among the Nuforese of

New Guinea tliere is in every village a house that

serves the double purpose of a temple of ancestors

and the sleeping-place of the youtiis and unmarried
men. From the description of that at Dorei we
learn that the posts on which it is supported are

adorned with human figures, or with those of

crocodiles, snakes, and fishes. All alike are said

to represent ancestors, whose respective names

they bear. Both the male and female figures have

exaggerated pudenda. Moreover, on the eastern

and we.stern sides of the building, and outside it,

are tw o pairs of rude wooden statues, each pair

representing a man and a woman in the conjugal
act. Beside the pair on the western side is the

image of a child lyingon its back. Other parts of the

building also are adorned with suggestive carvings
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(G. A. Wilken, Vcrspreldc Geschriften, Haj^ue,
1912, iii. 213 f.)- The people of Nias, an island oil

the coast of Sumatra, are in the habit of represent-
ing their adu, or supernatural beinf^s, by means of

wooden images. In many of these the male sex is

empliasized in the usual way. When a man dies,
such an image is carved in his honour, and is calIo<l

an adu zatua. OU'erings are made to it ; and the
Niasese are accustomed to implore it for a
numerous ofl'spring. Wlien a chihl is born, a

tliank-ofl'ering is presented. Before the dwellings
of chiefs and persons of rank stones are erected in

lionour of decea.sed members of tlie family. They
are called fiotve s/dnwa, and are sometimes in

human form, sometimes in that of a phallus. The
Battak of Sumatra i)ray to the images of their

long-dead ancestors for ofl'spring. These images
are ithyphallic. Among the Hare'e-Toradja in

Celebes buildings described as temples for the
souls of those who have fallen in war also contain

ithyphallic figures, and in almost every temple of

importance female breasts and genital i)arts of both
sexes have been found represented on the support-
ing columns. In the village temple of Langgadopi
sexual intercourse was represented by the union of

the detached organs. The natives, it is true,
declared that such figures had no meaning save to

delight the eyes. But they were accompanied by
images of crocodiles, the symbol of bravery ; and
bravery and fecundity are the highest of savage
virtues, ensuring as they do the continuance of the
stock and the prosperity of the community {de

Zwaan, pp. 18, 6211"., citing Adrian! and Kruijt, De
Bare'e-sprckende Tnradjas, Hague, 1912). We can
have little doubt therefore that all these cases are
associated with a cult of fecundity under phallic
symbols. This is made very clear in the case of

the festival of Upu-lero (see below, p. 822 f.) as it is

celebrated in the Babar Archipelago.
An emblem of the g:enerative and creative force of the sun, in

whose honour the feast is held, is erected, in the form of a
standard flying a pennant of white cotton, ahiiost 5 ft. long.
The pennant is cut in the form of a man bearing', fastened to it,

a stuffed phallus and testicles—an apt suggestion of the orgies
enacted below {AE vui. [1895] 134).

Throughout the Slave Coast of W. Africa the

worship of a divinity named Legba or Elegba is

prevalent.
Amoni,' the Ewhe his image 'is made of red clay, and rudely

represents the human figure, generally male, rarely female, and
always entirely nude. It is always represented as squatting
down and looking at the organ of generation, which is enorm-
ously disproportionate. . . . When female, the figure is pro-
vided with long pointed breasts, and the other necessary
adjuncts '(A. B. Ellis, Ewe-speaking Peoples of the Slave Coaxt,
London, 1890, p. -11 f.). Among the neighbouring Yoruba the

(masculine) image of Legba
'
is found in front of almost every

house, protected by a small hut roofed with palm-leaves.'
' He

is supposed always to carry a short knotted club, which,
originally intended to be a rude representation of the phallus,
has, partly through want of skill on the part of the modellers
of the images, and partly through the growing belief in Elegba's
malevolence, come to be regarded as a weapon of offence.'
Ellis further notes :

' In the case of Priapus we find a similar
connection between the phallus and a cudgel. See Catullus,
XX., "The Garden God"' {Yoruha-speaking Peoples, London,
1894, p. 65).

Certain of the Shinto gods of Japan are ithy-
phallic. They are represented in wood and stone,
and are the oliject of oflerings and worship (W.
G. Aston, Shinto, London, 1905, pp. 71, 18811".).

AVhether similar deities were honoured by the
ancient Gauls we do not know. It is certain that
in the Middle .'Xges, and since, in various [)arts of
France and Belgium, ithyphullic saints have been

worshipped for the jjurpose of obtaining offspring or

curing impotence and sexual disease. Perhaps tiie

most famous of these was St. Foutin (whose name
is variously spelt), l)y tradition the first bishop of

Lyons. His cult was wide-spread in the south of
France. Wlien, in l.'iB.'S, the I'rotestants took the
town of Embruii, they found among the sacred
relics of the principal church an object said to lie
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his phallus. Its extremity was reddened by the
libations of wine otl'ered to it by women in need
of his help. Further north a similar divinity was
honoured in the diocese of Bourges under the name
of Guerlichon or Grelichon, at Brest under the
name of Guignolet, and (without enumerating
others) there was one said to be called Ters, whose
figure ap[M'ared over the gateway to the church of

St. Wall)urg;i, in the Kue des Pecheurs at Antwerp
(J. A. Dulaure, Des Divinitis fjiniratrices, Paris,

1905, p. 204 f., ch. xii.
; E. S. Hartland, Primitive

Paternity, 2 vols., London, 1909-10, i. 63; both

citing various authorities). In Italy at Trani

during the Carnival a priapian figure called il

santo monbro used to be paraded through the
town (Dulaure, p. 219). On Trendle Hill, just
above the village of Cerne Abbas in Dorset, an
ancient figure known as the Cerne giant, 180 ft.

long, is cut in the turf. It is represented as flourish-

ing a club in the right hand (cf. the club of Legba).
It is nude, with very distinct and exaggerated
sexual organs. Like the White Hor.se of Berk-
shire and other effigies cut in the turf of the chalk
hills in the south of England, it used to be cleaned
and put in order every seven years. This custom
exhiljits the importance attached to it by the

villagers, and seems to point to a religious origin.

Naturally it is less easy to represent the female

figure with a corresponding exaggeration. At
Ephesus Artemis as the female principle of fertility,
the All-mother, was represented with many breasts.

The Yoruba on the Slave Coast of W. Africa have
a goddess in the form of a pregnant woman, who
is invoked against barrenness and difficult labours.

She is probably identical with Odudua, the earth-

mother, generally depicted as a seated mother
holding a child—a common emblem of such a

divinity. She is the patroness of love, and manj-
stories are told of her adventures and amours. On
the doors of her temples, as well as on those of her
male counterpart Obatala, the phallus and kteis

(the female emblem) in contact are often carved

(H. H. Ploss, Das Weib, Leipzig, 1891, i. 439. citing,
without a reference, Bastian ; Ellis, Yoruba-

speaking Peoples, p. 41 f. ). Female figures, how-
ever, with the organ of sex exaggerated are

by no means unknown in various parts of the
world.

On the Congo, e.g., 'in the forests between Manyanga and
Stanley Pool it is not rare to come upon a little nistic temple,
made of palm-fronds and poles, within which male and female
figures, nearly or quite life size, may be seen, with disproportion-
ate genital organs, the figures being intended to represent the
male and female principle. Around these carved and painted
statues [previously described in similar terms by the au'i'.or

quoted, p. 154] are many offerings of plates, knives and cloth ;

and frequently also the phallic symbol may be seen dangling
from the rafters. There is not the slightest suspicion of ob-
scenity in all this ; and any one qualifying this worship of the
generative power as obscene does so hastily and ignorantly. It
is a solemn mystery to the Congo n.-itive, a force but dimly
understood

;
and like all mysterious natural manifestations, . . .

it is a power that must be propitiated and persuaded to his

good
'

(H. H. Johnston, The River Congo, London, 1S84, p. 405
;

JAI xiii. [1883-84] 4T3). We are, indeed, expressly told not
oidy that this worship 'is not associated with any rites that
might be called particularly obscene,' hut also that ' on the
coast, where maimers and morals are particularly corrupt, the
phallus cult is no longer met with

'

(Johnston, loc. at.).

Nor are such female effigies confined to the

pagan natives of tropical wilds. They were fre-

quently carved on churches in the Middle Ages.
Alany have been preserved until recently in Ireland,
as, e.g., on a doorway of Cloyne Cathedral, Co.
Cork. The Royal Irish Acailemy in Dtiblin pos-
sesses a very good specimen removed from a church.

They are known to Irish antiquaries by the name
of Siieila-na-gig. Mo.-t of them, however, liave

now been destroyed under ecclesiastical influence.

On this side St. George's Channel they are very
rare. One remains as a figure in a corbel -table

around the beautiful little Norman chtirch at
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Kilpeck, in Herefordsliire, close to tlie Welsh
border. There is said to he aiiotlier in Cornwall.
Hut the representation of the detached organs of

both sexes, often called, from their eoniinon desig-
nation in India, the lihgttm and yoni, is very

widely distributed. Several examples have already
been uuidentally nienticmed.

Pausaniaa observes that at Cyllene
' the image of Hernie.*!,

which the people of the place revere exceedinjjly, is nothing but
the male or^n of generation erect on a pedestal

'

(vi. xxvi. 3).

Similar objects were from remote times common
in Italy. Down into the Midille Ages ceremonies

appear to have been performed in connexion witii

tlieui. Ecclesia-stical legislation prescrilies a pen-
ance of bread and water during three Lents for

any one who shall perform incantations to the

phallus (' praecantaverit ad fa.scinum'), or indeed
any spells (prcevautntiones) save the Creed (s}fi»-

bolum .sanctum) or the Lord's Prayer (anon., Essay
on the Worship of the Generative Powers, appended
to R. I'ayne Knight, Le Culte rfe Priapc, Luxem-
bourg, 1866 [original Eng. ed. 1786], {).

121, citing
Judicia sacerdotalia de criminibus, vii. 35). This

legislation was repeated by councils and synods to

the end of the 14th century. Ex-voto stones at
Koman settlements and forts in England and
Scotland have been dug up, bearing phallic figures
{ib. p. 117).

At Isernia, in the Abruzzi, Saints Cosmas and
Damian, usually invoked for all sorts of diseases,
and being in the ollicial calendar represented more
decently than the French saints just mentioned,
found their medical practice concentrated almost

entirely on the gratification of the feminine desire
for lovers or for children.

At their feast on 17th Sept. their relics were carried in pro-
cession. The fair which was held on the occasion was attended
by people from all the villages round. Maidens, jnarried

women, widows, and donne di piacere wore each a distinctive
dress. Objects in wax representing the parts affected and for

which relief was desired were sold at the fair, and were after-

wards kissed and reverently presented, together with an offer-

ing, in the vestibule of the church. Inside the church the

suppliant who suffered from any ill presented himself or herself

to a priest at the high altar and then and there uncovered the

part of the body afflicted, which the priest anointed ceremoni-

ally with consecrated '
oil of Saint Cosmas.' Although the

waxen etfi;,'ies offered for sale represented various members and
organs of the body, little trade was done in anything but phalli.
Women were the chief suppliants ; and in effect the whole
proceeding centred in sexual matters. The ceremonies con-
tinued to be performed until the year 1780, when, the attention
of the Government having been called to them, they were sum-
marily stopped (letter from .Sir William Hamilton to Sir Joseph
Banks, enclosing and commenting on a letter from an Italian

correspondent, prefixed to Paj-ne Knight's book ; the illustra-

tion of the votive effigies shows most realistic figures).

It would seem that votive offerings like those of

Isernia were not unknown in antiquity ; for Payne
Knight (pi. iii.) figures a gem from the Townley
Collection portraying a scene which is unmistak-
able. Nor is it only at Isernia that such votive

offerings have been known in later times. Models
in wax of either sex were offered to St. Foutin at

Varailles in Provence in the 16th century. They
were suspended from the ceiling of his chapel, and
were so numerous that when the wind stirred them
they struck against one another, to the disturb-

ance of the devotions of the faitiiful (Dulaure, p.

205 ; anon., Essay, in Payne Knight, p. 132
; both

citing Journal a'Henri III. Confession de Sauci,
V. i. 22, and the notes of Le Duchat on the chapter
in question).
Cakes in phallic

form were among the sacred

objects earned al)ovit in fireece at the Thes-

mophoria, and in the \Ikvov, or basket of first-

fruits, at the Orphic rite of the Liknophoria, as

well as at marriages. Thej' were included in the

mystic food partaken of by the women at the Ilaloa.

They were, there can be little doubt, part of the
sacra presented to the tivaT-q% in the Eleusinian

mysteries (J. E. Harrison, Prolcgoinena to the

Study of Greek Religion-, Cambridge, 1908, pp. 122,

518, 522, 530 ff., 148, 151, 154, 157; cf. Clem.
Alex. Protrcpt. ii.). At Syracuse, on the day of
the Thesmophoria, cakes of sesame and honey
representing the female sex, and thence called

fivWoi, were carried about and offered to the god-
de.sses—probably Demcter and Kore (Athen;eus,
xiv. 56 ; Farnell, CGS iii. 99, and the authorities
there cited). The Komans made cakes or loaves in
the form of either sex (Martial, iv. 69, ix. 3) ;

and
similar cakes are said to be still, or to have been
within comuaratively recent times, made in various

parts of trance, doubtless on certain festival
occasions (Dulaure, p. 195 ; cf. F. Liebrecht, Zur
Volkskunde, Heilbronn, 1879, p. 438). Cakes
shaped like the female breast were borne by the
chorus of women who followed the bride and sang
her praise at a wedding in Sparta (Athenseus, xiv.

54).

On the posts of the houses raised in honour of
fallen warriors by the IJare'e-Toradja in Celebes

representations of women's breasts and sexual

organs are found. The case of the village temple
at Langgadopi, where the organs of both sexes were
shown in the act of union, is probably not singular
(de Zwaan, p. 63). In S. Celebes a favourite

object of worship is Karaeng lowe (a name signify-

ing
'

great lord '), who is not regarded as a god in

our sense of the word, but as a powerful spirit.
He is figured usually under the form of liiigam and
yo7ii, though there is at least one example of his

image in ithyphallic form and made of gold. It

has been supposed that he is no other than the
Hindu god Siva, imported by way of Java ; but
this is very doubtful. Incense and candles are
burned before him ; and he is served by special
priestesses, called pinati. Once a year a great
feast is celebrated in his honour at Gantarang
keke, at the first full moon after the end of the
fast of Kamadan. Karaeng lowe dispenses good
and evil fortune. Life and death are said to be
in his dispo.sal. The sick seeking restoration to

health, the would-be mother .seeking a child, the
trader seeking fortune, the gambler luck, the
farmer a good harvest, all turn to Karaeng lowe
with vows that he may grant their wishes. Nor
will they willinglj' anger him by neglecting to

fulfil their vows, lest he should manifest his wrath

by sending disease or misfortune upon them (A. C.

Kruijt, Animisme in den indischen Archipel,
Hague, 1906, p. 500 ; Wilken, iii. 263). He is thus
not merelj"^ the giver of increase, but a being who
holds a general power of good and evil, luck and
unluck. And the fact that the name of Karaeng
lowe is also applied to the regalia or palladia of a

kingdom is possibly significant of the genetic con-

nexions of a mighty, though subordinate, divinity.
An ithyphallic god with similarly extensive at-

tributes was formerly worshipped by the Ulisiwa,
one of the two tribes of Ambon and Uliasa. It

was called Butu-UIisiwa,
' the phallus of the

Ulisiwa,' and was repre.sented by an idol 7 ft. high.

Despite the efforts of the Dutch Government at

repression of idolatry, it was cherished by the

people, as the cause of the fruitfulness of their
women and the l)estower of good fortune at .sea

and victory over their enemies, until in 16.'i6 it was
discovered in the inaccessible hiding-place to which
their pious care had transferred it (Wilken, iii.

236).

Fetishes in phallic form are in use among the

Bayanzi, on the eastern bank of the Kwilu in the

Congo basin. They are made of day moulded on
wooden cores and adorned with feathers. Female
emblems, but of more conventional shape, were
also found by E. Torday. Both male and female
emblems are propitiated by the sacrifice of a cock.
Kola is chewed, and the juice e.\i)ectorated over
them. Torday seems to have witnessed the cere-
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inony by a chief, whose prayers were visually for
the fertility of his wives and slaves (JRAI xxxvii.

[19U7] 141).
Such fetishes (whose shape, however, is not delineated) were

found by Grenfell among the K. Bakongo, of which we are told
' not that the representations of the generative powers, male or

female, were worshipped, but that these rude images were the

abiding-place of a spirit-force which, if rightly propitiated,
would promote fruitful intercourse between men and women '

(Johnston, George Grenfell a/id the Congo, London, 1908, ii.

()3S n.). In Dahomey, among the true negroes,
'

every street from
Whydah to the capital is adorned with the symbol, and the old
ones are not removed' (H. M. Westropp, and C. S. Wake,
Ancifiit Si/mhul Worship'^, New York, 1875, p. 46, quoting
Burton). Kast and west from Dahomey along the Slave Coast
' the phallus is seen everywhere, in frontof houses, in the streets
and public places, sometimes alone, but more frequently in con-
nection with the image of Legba, to whom the organ is sacred,
and whose principal attribute is the e.xciting of sexual desires.'
Both the Ewhe and the Yoruba 'attribute sexual desires to

possession by the god
'

; and he ren\oves barrenness. The
knotted club which among the Yoruba is placed in the hand of
his image has already been referred to (Ellis, Ewe, pp. 41, 44,
i'oruba, p. 65

;
cf. the club of the giant of Cerne Abbas, above,

p. 817").

In the old Shinto religion of Japan the use of
the detached phallus was frequent. It was set uj)

everywhere along the roadsides (Aston, p. 71 f. ; cf.

Nature [Japanese], II, 7).

In identifying phallic symbols other than real-
istic representations, however, the greatest circum-

spection is required. All sorts of objects have
been claimed as phallic by writers whose imagina-
tion outpaces proof. Some actual or fancied
resemblance has been too often deemed adequate
evidence, Avithout showing the beliefs attached to
the object, or the rites performed in relation to it.

We may begin with some emblems the meaning of
which is not in doubt. Around the Mediterranean
Sea in antiquity the fig (perhaps from its shape,
whether compared with the male organ or the
womb, or, like the pomegranate or the fir-cone,
from the number of its seeds) was a favourite
emblem of fecundity ; and artificial phalli were
often formed of fig-tree wood.
'The peach is in China and Japan the acknowledged repre-

sentative of the kteis, as the pestle and the mushroom are of
the phallus

'

(Aston, p. 189).

Aston also notes that, though the meaning has
now been forgotten, the Japanese term wo-bashira
('male pillar'), from its shape, is applied to the
terminal post of the railing of a bridge, or of the
balustrade of a staircase ; and that the same term
is applied to the end-tooth of a comb. In India the
lihgam is a common ciiltual object. It is the
emblem of the great god Siva, and is usually repre-
sented united with the yoni as ' a smooth round
black stone, apparently rising out of another stone,
formed like an elongated saucer, though in reality
sculptured from one block of ba.salt' (E. Sellon,
Mem. Anthrop. Soc. i. [1865] 327). Such a repre-
sentation is a mere conventional symbol, no more
than remotely recalling the creative and repro-
ductive attributes of the god, and can awaken no
erotic thoughts in the worshipper's mind. Minia-
ture copies of this emblem are worn by devotees in
their hair or round the arm or neck. The followers
of Visnu paint on their foreheads the namnm, or
emblem of the god, consisting of three lines, a
perpendicular line in the centre and an oblique
converging line on either side, sometimes abbrevi-
ated to a single red pernendicular line, and some-
times figured as a tritlent. The vamam is the
sign of the female sex (Dubois, p. 112). Tlie
Hindus themselves seem early to have felt the
need of exjihiining the liiignni as the emblem of
Siva. To this end a not very creditable story of
the god is related in various places of the Purdnas
{lb. p. 620).

Througiiout the nortliern and eastern shores of
the Levant and its islands and neighbouring
countries in ancient times a usual sacred symlud
was a pillar or pole, called in the IJible respectively

mas.sebhnh and dsherdh. These objects do not

appear to have been peculiar to any one deity, but
to have been an ordinary divine emblem. Origin-
allj' in all probability a rude stone, or the un.shaped
trunk of a tree, they were developed in course of
time with increasing mastery over materials into
conical forms, into obelisks, columns, or masts,
and further adorned with .sculptures, painting, and
draperies. From this aniconic form the reeks
and Romans evolved the statue, the intermediate
form of which— a head and bust descending to a

merely squared base— is familiar in the representa-
tion of many divinities, especially Hernnc and
boundary-stones. It has been contended that these

pillars and poles are phalli. In aid of the conten-
tion are the express words of the author of the de
Dea Syria (xvi.), who so describes the obeli.sks or
columns in the vestibule of the temple of the

goddess at Hierapolis. He adds that they bear
the inscription: 'I, Dionysus, dedicated these

phalli to Hera, my .stepmother.' This only proves
that under Greek influence later times identified

the objects as phalli, and ascribed their erection to
a god in whom they recognized the son of Semele,
himself a late adoption into the Greek pantheon.
It cannot prove (though it satisfied the author of
the treatise) by whom, or with what intention,

they were erected. In fact, all the evidence obtain-
able goes to show that these obelisks or poles were
erected indifferently in connexion with the wor-

ship of any deity, whether conceived as male or

female, not excluding even Jahweh Himself (EBi,
s.vv. ; art. Massebhah, vol. viii. p. 487 f.

; cf.

Robertson Smith, Eel. Sem.', London, 1894, p.
188 f. ). In the same way our own maypoles have
been called phallic emblems upon the slenderest

grounds. There is evidence that megalithic monu-
ments, whether shaped by art or not, or even
natural rocks and other objects of a suggestive
form, have been taken for phalli, or at least thought
to have procreative power. But the application
to them of the phallic idea is not necessarilj'

primitive. Ancient it may be and sometimes

undoubtedly is. It is more likely to be a specific

outgrowth of a vague and general sanctity and
power once ascribed to them, which has developed
all the more fully, since eveiy other attribute of

divinity has been lost, and worship in the strict

sense of the word has been diverted in other direc-

tions. Their frequently gigantic size and the

mystery, nameless awe, and surmise that hung
about them after their original purpose had been for-

gotten would be potent aids to such a development.
One emblem of wide currency appears fairly

certain, A mode of producing fire early adopted,
and widely prevalent even yet among savage races,
is that of the drill. Fire is made by rapidly rotat-

ing a stick of hard wood upright upon a piece of
softer wood lying on the ground and held firmly in

its position by the foot. The action is so sugges-
tive, and the result is so analogous to life anil so

mysterious, that it need not be wondered at that
the two sticks have been usually called tlie male
and female sticks respectively, and that their use
has almost universally receixed a sexual interpre-
tation. As the author of the anonymous Es.fii/

already quoted points out, the use of the fire-drill

long survived in W. Europe, where it wjus ajiplied
for the purpose of obtaining need-fire {q.r.), as a

jjrotectiou for cattle on the occasion of an ei'idcmic,
or for lighting the midsunnner and other lires.

Need-fire was prohibited by that name in the

Capitularies of Karloman, king of the Franks,
along with other pagan rites (anon,, Es.fay, in

I'ayne Knight, p. 153). It is still used by many
peoples when sacred fire is necessary for ritual

purposes.
In Egy[)t the monuments yield many piiapic
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fij^ires. Osiris a.s the principle of life is often thus

repiesentetl. The well-known -story told by Plutarch

{de Is. et Osir. ) of the search by Isis for iier husbands

missinj^ nieiiil>er, when after his murder and the

cutting up of his bo<ly by Typhon she liad collected

all the rest, is the mythological form in which the

reverence for his phallus is accounted for. Not

being able to lind it, she caused a wooden surrogate
to l>e made. But, lieyond the realistic representa-
tions of the phallus, it has been suggested that the

Egyptian tan cross (like the similarly shaped
hammer of Thor) and the sjiubol known as tlie

crux nnsata are emblems of the .same object. Of
this there is no direct or cogent proof. The cross

in various forms is a widely distributed symbol in

both Kastern and Western hemispheres. It has
been claimed to be everywhere j)hallic ; but real

evidence in support of the claim is, generally

speaking, still to seek. On the other hand, it is the

simplest symbol that can be founil, and may be

(and doubtles.s has been) made to do dutj' for many
purposes. Likewi.se the crescent moon, the horse-

shoe, and other such figures have been insistently

l>re.sented as emblems of the corresponding female

organ, usually with as little justice. It is true

that many things in nature and in art do lend
themselves by form or use to such an interpreta-
tion, and probably have been sporadically and
occasion all J' accepted. He who is preoccupied
with the subject will see phallic emblems every-
where. But a wise scepticism will insist on proof,
not merely of sporailic and obscene, but of serious

and cultual, or at least magical, employment.
2. Ceremonies.—Phallic ceremonies are very

numerous. Some of them have already been in-

cidentallj' referred to.

The population of Marwar in Rajputana fear a hhut, or

malignant spirit, called Nathurani. ' This Nathurani is said to

have been a scamp from some part of the North-Western Pro-
vinces (now called the I'nited Provinces] who settled in Marwar
and seduced many Marwari ladies, until he was detected and
put to death. Then he became a malignant ^host, and began
to torment wives and children ; and now his spirit can be

appeased only \>y the most obscene songs and gestures per-
formed by the ilarwari women. . . . Xo household can be with-
out an image of Nathurani,' which is vaguely described as nude
and 'of a monstrous and disgusting appearance.' 'On the

night the bride first visits her husband an nnage of Nathurilm
is iiKiced beside her couch. Barren women and those whose
children do not live look to NathurAm for deliverance from
their troubles

'

(A'/.V(? iii. [1893] 92). He is, in short, as Crooke
observes, 'a phallic fetish." Nor is he by any means the only
one in India. Among others, in Dharwar women of the Ambig
caste carry about an image called Jokamar, 'whose private
|>arts are three times as large as the rest of his 1x)dy,' and si)ig
his praises in front of each house, getting in return small

presents (BG xxii. [1884] 183 f.). In Upper Burma at the New
Year feast 'an indecent figure

'

is paraded, and obscene antics
are indulged in all along the route (Gazetteer Upper Burma, i.

pt. ii. [1901], p. 440
;
the present writer is indebted to Mr. Crooke

for these two references). At Roman marriages the bride was
required to sit upon the image of Priapus (Augustine, de Civ.

Pri, vii. 24 ; Lactantius, Div. Inst. i. 20). If we may trust an
allusion by Amobins (arfw. G^ntes, iv. 7), women already married
sometimes performed the same rite. In India about Pondi-

cherry, in Canara, and the neighbourhood of Goa, brides are

reported actually to sacrifice their virginity to a similar idol of

Siva (I)ulaure, p. 80, citing Duquesne, Vojjage (lavs I'Inde, ii. ;

Mebrecht, Volkakvndc, pp. 397, 511, citing Linschoten and
Barbos.i). On the island of Java, at Batavia, an old and use-
less cannon, lying in a field, was regarded by the natives as a

divinity in phallic form, and daily worshipped with offerings of

rice and fruit, miniature sunshades, and coppers. It was held
to cure sterility in women, for which purpose it was necessary
to sit astride on it for some time. Women might be seen—
sometimes two at once—dressed in their best and adorned with

flowers, doing this at any period of the day. For years the

priests encouraged the practice, to their own pecuniary benefit,
until at length liie cannon was removed bv the Dutch Govern-
ment {JA I vi. [1876-77] 359).

It is clear that practices like these are intended
to secure oflspring. They are a magical proceed-
ing to obtain fecundity. And it is not unnatural
that they should ilevelop into a more etlectual

proceeding, in which the god is represented by his

priest. There is no record of such an evolution in

Rome ; we may be quite sure that the Christian

Fathers would have seized upon it with pious
alacrity as a weapon against the heathen if they
could have done so. But in India the practice is

not unknown. The most famous e.xample is that
of the temjile of Ja^annath in Orissa (Duliois, p.
602 ; cf. F. Bernier, fravel-'i in the Mogul Empire,
London, 1891, p. 3n5). Elsewhere in India it is

enough to subject a barren wife to the embraces of

any chance stranger (often more than one), in

pursuance of a vow to that ett'ect. The occasion is

usually that of some religious fe.stival (Dubois, p.
596 ; TJ'JS, new ser., vii. [1869] 264).

In the Jdtaka we are told how the righteous king Okkaka, in

despair because his favourite wife Silavati was childless, sent
her, magnificently arrayed, out into the streets on a certain day,
as a religious act. There she was met by the great god Sakka,
disguised as a Br.ahman. With a touch of his thumb he ren-
dered her pregnant of the future Bodliisattva {Jdtaka, ed. K. B.

Cowell, 6 vols., Cambridge, lS9.i-1907, v. 141).

This story probably gives us the clue to the

meaning of a jiractice described by Herodotus and
Strabo as taking place at thejtemple of Mylitta, in

Bnbjion. Every Babylonian woman was required
once in her life to prostitute herself there to the
first stranger who threw a silver coin into her laji

(Herod, i. 199; Stiabo, xvi. 1. 20). A stranger
was a person of unknown powers ; he might even
be, as in the tale from the Jdtaka, a god in dis-

guise. From this quasi-supernatural character

generally attributed to him in the lower culture it

would follow that intercourse with him might be

productive of blessings. The greatest of blessings
to women is fecundity. If, as is probable, the rite

was a sacrifice of virginity at puberty, the woman
was thus consecrated for married life, with its

special duty of bearing and rearing ottspring. A
similar rite, it would seem, was practised in many
other places, as far west as the Troad. It has been
confounded with two other customs of the voluptu-
ous East. One is that of dedicating girls at the

temple of a divinity of fertility as prostitutes,
whose gains went to the sujiport of the worship
and the priests. This seems, e.g., to have been a
feature of the cult of the Armenian goddess Anaitis

(Strabo, xi. 14. 16). There are indications that it

was not unknown even in worship of Jahweli. It is

still largely practised in India, and is preceded by
a solemn ceremony in which the new recruit to the
service of the deity is

' married '

to him (authorities
numerous ; see Dubois, pp. 310, 584 ; A. M. T.
Jackson and R. E. Enthoven, FL Notes, ii.

(Konkan), Mazgaon, Bombay, 1915, p. 74 ; Etknog.
Survey of Mysore, Bangalore, 1906, ii. 8 [Holeya
caste]). The other custom was that by which a

girl earned her dowry by prostitution. This is

said to have been followed in Lydia, on the i.sland

of Cyprus, and elsewhere. It was not a religious

practice, but was perhaps a survival of the social

arrangements of ruder races. Girls among many
of such races are before marriage accorded com-

plete liberty, of which they take full advantage,
ultimately wedding one or other of their lovers

(the subject has been recently fully discussed ; see

artt. Pro.stiTUTIO\ ; GB^, pt. iv., Adonis, Attis,

Osiris, London, 1914, i. 37 n., 57 AT., 70 fl'. ; W. M.
Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygin, O.xford,

1895, pp. 94, 115, 135; L. R. Farneli, Greece and
Babylon, YA'mhwxgh, 1911, p. 268 fi'.; F. Cumont,
Les Religio7is orientales dansle paganisnie romain,
Paris, 1907, pp. 143, 286; Ml' n. 444; E. S.

Hartland, Ritual and Belief, p. 266 H'.).

The priapic deity of the Slave Coast, Legba, has, like some
of the Eastern gods just referred to, women called his

'

wives,'
who are dedicated to his service, and give themselves indis-

criminately to his worshippers at the time of the celebration of

his mysteries. The excesses committed on these occasions are,
we are told, 'of a nature which does not admit of any descrip-
tion.' 'At the commencement of the ceremony the priests
cause the worshippers to drink a mystic draught, containing
powerful aphrodisiacs. The mysteries invariably take place at

night, .Tiid usually in the "bush," at some little distance from
human habitations

'

(KUis, Ewe, p. 44 ; cf. A. J. N. Tremearne, The
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Tailed Head-hunters of Nigeria. London, 1912, p. 205). Indeed,
the (jod is held to cause erotic dreams by consorting in his own
person, either in male or in female form, with women or men
during their sleep. His sacrifices are '

cocks, dogs and he-goats,
chosen on account of their amorous propensitie.s ; but on very

important occasions a human victim is offered
'

(Ellis, Yoriiba,

pp. 07, 06). When implored to remove barrenness,
' a sacrifice

is offered, and the worshipper anoints the organ of the figure
with palni-oil, in order that the required fertility may be at-

tained.' On festival occasions the phallus is borne aloft in pro-
cession with great i)omp,

' fastened to the end of a long pole.
The worshippers dance and sing round it, and the imoge is

waved to and fro, and pointed towards the young girls, amidst
the laughter and acclamations of the spectators. Sometimes
the phallus is concealed by a short skirt, or petticoat, which a

man causes to fly up by pulling a string
'

(Ellis, Ewe, p. 44 ; cf.

Yorxiba, p. 05).
An officer of the French marine reports having witnessed, in

1787, a festival in the kingdom of Congo, when masked men
executed a pantomime, carrying an enormous priapic figure
worked by means of a spring (Dulaure, p. 41, citing L. de

Grandprc, Vuifage d la c6te oncidentale d'A/riijve, i. 118).

Higher up on the river Congo, between Isangila and Manyanga,
there is a species of worship reminding us of the cult of Cybele
in Greece. Its ministers are eunuchs, and it is intimately con-

nected with a reverence for the moon. ' When the new moon
appears, dances are performed by the eunuchs, who sacrifice a
white fowl—which must always be male—in its honour. The
bird is thrown up into the air and torn to pieces as it falls to

earth. I was told that in former days a human victim was
offered up on these occasions, but that in later times a white
fowl had been substituted' (Johnston, River Congo, p. 409).
Further details on this cult, which is said to be ' a vague phallic

worship,' are much to be desired, in order to arrive at an ac-

curate estimate of its e.vtent and meaning. It would seem,
however, to be an orgiastic cult, similar in some respects to that
of Attis.

Further north, among the Ekoi of Nigeria, there is a juju
named Eja, whose festival, celebrated at the time of new yams,
is the chief festival of the year. Amaury Talbot, who inquired
into it a few years ago, compares it to 'the old Adonis-Attis-
Osiris worship.' He saysj:

' The ecstatic frenzy of the dancers,
the trances into which some of them fall, and the jealousy with
which all strangers are excluded, show that this ceremony holds
a verj' special significance.' The cult is supposed to produce
plentiful harvests, and 'also to protect human beings, farms
and cattle from damage by lightning and thunderbolt.' It is

said to have been brought from the interior of the continent,
and to have been held every two years. To ensure the continued

efficacy of the juju, however, sacrifices must be offered every
two years. For this celebration ' medicine '

is necessary—pre-
sumably to doctor the worshippers, a very common practice in

Africa. Of the medicine the most essential ingredient is the
sexual organ of a human being slain for the purpose, or by the
act of removing the organ. The Ekoi prefer a female victim.
But the rite is known elsewhere ; and in the neighbouring
Cameroons men are also sacrificed. Eja being a j%iju of

fertility, it should be added that one of the chief ceremonies at

the festival is the offering of firstfruits ; and until it comes
round neither fu-fu (yams and other things beaten up into a

paste) nor fresh yams may be eaten (P. Amaury Talbot, In the

Shadow of the Bimh, London, 1912, pp. 74-78)." The character
of the cult leads to the suspicion that it culminates in sexual
intercourse ;

but Talbot reports no evidence of this.

There seem to have been more than one god of

fertility in ancient Egyi)t. This is not to be
wondered at. The religion, like the State, was an

amalgam. The gods of the petty States ab.^^orbed

into tlie kingdom were similarly absorbed into the

pantheon. Either they were recognized as identi-

cal with those of the State-religion, or, maintain-

ing an independent existence, they became the

special divinities of certain nomes. The chief god,
in later times at all events, was Osiris, who, what-
ever else he may have been, was a god of vegeta-
tion, a god of creative energy who renewed the life

of all living things. To this his myth, his pictorial

representations, and his ritual unmistakably point.
In all these his phallus was emphasized. Herodotus
relates (ii. 48) that on his festival priapian images
were carried about the villages by the women.
They were each about a cubit in height, with a

phallus almost as large as the rest of the figure,
and worked by strings. We may assume that the
antics performed with them by the bearers were
substantially the same as those on the Slave Coast
and in the Congo. Osiris was identified by the
Greeks with their own divinity Dionysus, a god of

similar character, to whom similar rites were per-
formed. These were probably Osirian mysteries ;

there certainly were mysteries connected with the

worship of Dionysus. In the latter, as well as in

his worship outside them, the phallus was carried

about and prominently exhibited (Clem. Alex. Pro-

trept. ii. ; Arnobius, adv. Gente.i, v. 28, 39). Dio-

nysus was not indigenous to Greek soil. He was an
intrusive deity, probably from Thrace, whose cult

was accepted in Greece only after considerable

opj)osition. His worship was celebrated at the

festivals liy men and women with orgiastic rites,

iutliecour.se of wliich victims ottered in sacrifice

were torn in pieces and devoured raw, and the

devotees indulged in sexual intercourse. The
excitement, heightened by cries, wild dancing,
and draughts of wine, was credited to pos.sessiou

by the god himself. Under cover of darkness

(for night was the season when the performances
culminated) all sorts of excesses were committed.
Whatever was done in this mad rout, the votar-

esses acting under the inspiration of the god were
held not to have sacrificed their modesty (Euripides,

Barchte, passim). Such a cult, it is obvious, was of

barbaric origin. In this connexion it must be

remembered that the Greeks had themselves

emerged from a low state of civilization, and still

retained many and startling survivals of that con-

dition. The savage orgies introduced from Thrace
and elsewhere found willing and powerful allies in

the barbarous elements yet struggling in the niid.st

of a growing culture. Tlius reinforced, their

victory was inevitable, whatever the better minda

thought of them. They held the immense advan-

tage that they provided an outlet for religious

excitement, largely wanting in the more staid and

regTilated worship of Greece. The memory of the

conflict passed away into the region of myth,
whence it continued to exercise an influence, by
no means negligible, in favour of the cult on the

superstitious of all classes. It is probable, how-

ever, that contact with Greek thought and institu-

tions refined and softened the ritual, purging it of

its grosser elements.
A performance much modified, but containing

some genuine hints of the barbarous archaic ritual,

still takes place in the neighbourhood of Viza, the

old Bizye, the capital of tiie Thracian kings.
Christians of the Greek Church are the actors. It is performed

on the Monday of the last week of Carnival. Two /coAoye'pot pla.\-

the chief parts, disguised with head-dresses made each of an
entire goat-skin without the horns, but stuffed with hay and

falling down over the face, thus forming a mask, with holes cut

for the eyes and mouth. One of them carries a mock-bow, the

other (the principal personage) wields a wooden phallus. Two
boys dressed as girls are called Kopira-ia, or in some of the

villages n^<^es (' brides '). There are also KaratiSeAoi, or gj-psies,

among the performers. Another man personates an old

woman, called the Babo (cf. Baubo), carrying a doU (AikhVt)*)

in a basket on her arm. This part in some places is taken by
one of the (caxeri^eAoi, who is dressed as a woman. Another of

these gypsies, with the assistance of his wife, forges a plough-
share. The play includes the pursuit and marriage by the

chief (coAoye'pos "of a (coptT<rt. He is subsequently shot by his

male companion, and mourned by his bride and other actors.

The preliminaries of burial are gone through ; but he suddenly

jumps up and comes to life again. The rites of the Greek

Church are parodied both in the marriage and in the funeral.

A house-to-house collection by the icaAoyepoi, dancing with the

Kopira-ia, begins the masquerade, while on the straw-heaps in

front of the houses the icaTo-i^cAo? and his wife carry out from

time to time an obscene pantomime, .\fter the ploughshare is

supposed to be finished, ploughing is represented. The plough
is drawn contrarv to the course of the sun round the villa^
s()uare. When the play w^as witnessed by R. M. Dawkins ui

1906 at Haghios Georgbios, two of the icopiTo-ia were harnesseil

to the plough. They were led by one of the KoAoytpoi ; the

other AtaAoyepo? was at the plough-tail. In front marched the

KaT<n'(3fAos and his wife with long rods ; but after the second

circuit of the square thev were themselves harnessed to the

plough. A man scatterin'g seed followed, amid cries of
' May

wheat be ten piastres the bushel ! Rye five piastres the bushel I

Harlev three piastres the bushel ! .^men, O God, that the poor

may eat ! Yea, O God, that poor folk be filled !

' The evening
was spent in feasting on the presents collected durmg the day

(JUS xxvi. [1906] 191 ff.).

It can hardly be denied that in this carnival

custom we have the survival of an archaic agricul-

tural ritual. Its object evidently
is to obtuin a

plenteous harvest and probably increase of men
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ami cattle. iJi the oijiies of which we rcjul in the

Dionysiac cult the remains are here decayed, but

unmistakable. Dawkins points out that the *.a\o-

y^fjoi wear padded backs and that the xaral^eXoi

bear wands su-.'^resting that the victim was ori>,'in-

ally Waten. The slayer even yet pretends to
Hay

the slain xaXoyepot. Ami Dawkins conjectures with

Cobability
lliat tlie latter represents tlie Thracian

ionysus, and that the part was once taken l)y a

human victim put to death in downright earnest.

Compared with the Dionysiac rites, those of the

Thesmojilioria were from our point of view inno-

cent. The Thesmophoria were celebrated by
women alone, in honour of Demeter and Kore, in

the autumnal month of I'vaiiepsion. Swine were
ottered in sacrilice. IMialli and snakes made of

dough were carried about and dedicated to the

goddesses, together with fir-cones as emblems of

fertility and the remains of the sacrificed swine,

by W'ing tlirown into the n^yapa, or underground
vaults approi>riate to them as earth-goddes.ses.
Men being excluded, there was no sexual indulg-
ence ; but there was flyting

—coarse and indecent

chati—between the participants. This ribaldry
was part of the ceremonies ; it was prophylactic, or

intended ' to stimulate the fertilizing powers of

the earth and the human frame.' Such was indeed

the object of the entire ritual. Primarily agri-

cultural, it was connected with the autumnal

.-owing. And its limitation to women probably
relates back to that earliest stage of agriculture
when the labour was done entirely by women.
But, as elsewhere, the idea of vegetable fecundity-
was inseparably mixed up with that of human
Wings. The fasting and abstinence from sexual
relations required on the part of the celebrants

doul)tless were directed to this double end {C'GS
iii. ch. ii. ; J. E. Harrison, p. 120 fl".).

Less important than the Thesmophoria were the
Haloa—like the former, an Attic festival. Their
centre was at Eleusis. The festival, we are told,

was held on the threshing-floor ; and it seems to

have been an autumnal celebration which had been

displaced to mid-winter. Originally in all prob-

ability dedicated to the goddesses Demeter and

Kore, as symbolizing the fruits of the earth, it has
been conjectured that its displacement was due to

the intrusion of Dionysus, who received divine

honours together with the goddesses on the occa-

sion. However this may be, men played very
little part in it. The offerings were bloodless,
therefore consisting of vegetable products, and
were presented by the priestess. The sacred

symbols of both sexes were handled, the priestesses

secretly whispered into tlie ears of the women
[•resent (the men were absent) words that might
not be uttered aloud ; and the women themselves

indulged in jests and flyting similar, it would seem,
to those of the Thesmoi>horia. The feast culmi-
nated in a banquet set out by the archons, but

partaken of by the female celebrants alone. The
imnqiiet included cakes shaped like the symbols of

sex (Harrison, p. 14511'.; C'GS iii. 4') H'.). At Greek

marriages the rite of carrying the phallus in tlie

XiKvov, with other emblems of reproduction and

plenty, was doubtless a charm to produce these

results.

The Eleusinian mysteries were deeply penetrated
by Dionysiac influence ; and disgraceful things are

said to have l>een done at them, as the Christian
Fathers do not fail to remind their opponents.
The most recent researches of scholars, however,
have failed to discover, among the fragmentary
hints supplied by ancient writers, any certain

evidence of jiractices grosser than those of tiie

Tliesmophoria and the Haloa. In the worship of

the Great Mother, introduced from Phrygia, and
certain other foreign cults the sexual idea was

prominent, though in the case of Cybele the orgies
seem to have taken an ascetic and unnatural de-

velopment. Aphrodite was one of such alien god-
desses ; and her cult, in some places at all events,
was of a most voluptuous description. But we
need not here follow the matter into detail.

In Rome Tutunus or Mutunus, otherwise Fas-

cinus, later identified with the foreign god Priapus,
was a very ancient divinity. He was represented
under the form of a phallus. His office, it was
said, was to avert evil and evil spirits ; to this we
shall return below. Another god. Liber, was held

to preside over fertility, including the cultivation

of the vine and the increase of all fruits of the

field, as well as of animals. He was worshijiped
in connexion with Ceres and Libera, feminine
deities having a similar office, and, like Tutunus,
was represented as a phallus. An indigenous
Italian divinity, in course of time he was identified

with Bacchus. St. Augustine hints at licentious

rites, and quotes Varro as an authority for the

celebration of his cult at cross-roads. At his

festival his image was mounted on a car and
carried round the cross-roads in the country, and
thence into the cit3\ At Lavinium the feast lasted

for a month, during which a kind of Saturnalia

prevailed. The image was then brought through
the forum into the temple of the god, and the most
honourable matron placed a wreath upon it before

the assembled people (Aug. de Civ. Dei, vii. 21).

Libera was identified with Venus, and represented
in the temple by the image of the female organ.
The excesses of the Bacchanalia at length com-

pelled the senate to suppress them in Rome (if).

vi. 9).

Sexual excesses on such occasions were, no

doubt, like those of the archaic Dionysiac worship
in Greece, of a ritual character. Rites of this kind

betray their origin in savagery. It is probable
that they were unknown to few of the European
peoples of antiquity ; but we have little or no
evidence of the fact outside the Balkan Peninsula
and Italy. Throughout mediieval Europe the

various spring festivals seem to have been similar.

Of some we have definite evidence to this eftect.

Of others it is only a matter of inference from the

remains in modern times. History attbrds no
account of their origin ; they dated back to ' a

time whereof the memory of man runneth not to

the contrary
'

; and such a time was one of bar-

barism. They were joyous, mirthful occasions,
on which young men and women took a prominent
part, mingled and paired ott'. Though these feasts

and men-ymakings may not have been always
directly connected with agriculture, they were
celebrated with the effervescence and abandon of

renewed life and enjoyment, when all nature was

reviving from its wintry death ; and they com-

memorated, if they did not promote, that revival.

There can be little doubt that they culminated in

orgies generally recognized and tacitly permitted
(W. Mannhardt, Baumkiiltus, Berlin, 1875, ch. v.).

This was, indeed, one of the charges brouglit by
the Engli-sh Puritans against the May-day festivals

(anon.. Essay, in Payne Knight, p. 153, quoting P.

Stubbes, Anatomic of Abuses, London, 1583).

Analogous customs are still or were lately in

existence in the south-western islands of the E.

Indian Archipelago.
The inhabitants of the islands of Leti, Moa, and Lakor pay

divine honours to Upulero, Grandfather Sun, and Upunusa,
Grandmother Earth. They are two spirits residing in the sun
and earth respectively. Every year at the easterly- monsoon
the 7n(nw-tree (a species of Ficns) changes its leaves. It is

then that Grandfather Sun comes down to fertilize Grand-
mother Earth. For this purpose he descends into the sacred

nunu of the village-community ;
and under this tree a great

feast is held. The organization of the feast is a weighty matter
of State ;

for it lasts a whole month. Pigs are contributed by
the members of the community according to their ability, to be
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slain in honour of Upulero, and afterwards eaten by the par-
takers of the feast. Thrice in varying terms during the feast
the village priest calls upon Upulero to come and eat and
drink

; the pork and the chickens, the cooked rice aiid the
drink, are ready. In return he is asked to give all good things
to his expectant children, and to increase the nimiber of the
nobles and of the people. He is besought for ivory and gold,
he is prayed to fill the fishing-boats, the paddy-baskets, the

sago-vessels, to multiply the goats and jiigs, to give food and
drink, and to cause children to be safely brought into the
world. Dances of various kinds (among which one is danced
by women alone, 'and another—the pisaiig-dance, emblem of

the lingam—by men alone) are performed to the accompaniment
of drums that hardly cease day or night. The peo|)le await
with expectation tlie coming of Upulero to fertilize Upunusa,
and share in his enjoyment. Formerly at least, while the feast
lasted the men and women had unrestricted access to one
another (J. G. F. Riedel, De Klutk- en kroesharige Rassen ttisschen
Selebes en Pajma, Hague, 1886, p. 372).

Every year wlien tlie .sv7/-tree is in blossom the
Oraons of Bengal celebrate the marriage of the

earth-goddess with Dharme, the sun-god (see
ORAON.S, § 6).

lint not every licentious rite can be accurately
described as phallic worship. Many are purely
magical.
Among the Naga tribes of Manipur a month after the paddy

is sown, and again before the firstfruits are cut by the village
priest, a genua, or general tabu, accompanied by a festival, is

held, when a '

tug of war '

takes place, the women and girls
pulling against the men and hoys. The object of this is said to
be to take the omens for the future of the crop. More probably
it is intended to assure its future. The rite is attended by
considerable licence (T. C. Hodson, Ndga Tribes of Manipur,
London, 1911, p. 168).

The licence attending puberty ceremonies in

various parts of the world is often great. It is

sometimes ceremonial, as among the newly-made
adults on emerging from the rites in many Bantu
tribes. Even in such cases it cannot be called

religious without an abuse of terms. It is rather
a first assertion of adult life, a testing of new con-

ditions, physical and social, at the most a magical
proceeding to ensure fertility. Some sexual rites
are prophylactic in intention, and will be con-
sidered later.

The ancient Nicaraguans, in whose ordinary life

sexual relations were fairly strict, were reported
to hold a yearly festival at which women were
permitted to give themselves up to any men they
chose (J. G. M\\\\e,x,Anier. Urreligionen, Basel, 1867,

p. 663). A hint is given by Dumont in the 18th
cent, of a similar practice at the harvest festival
of the Natchez, in Louisiana. This, however,
seems to have been confined to the youth of both
sexes, and may have been no more than an examjile
of the ordinary courting customs (quoted by J. K.
Swanton, 4-? Bull. BE, 1911, p. 121). In both
cases details which would have enabled us to judge
of the meaning of the festival are lacking.
The tribes of the N. American Plains, at any

rate, had ceremonies, known as the Sun-dance,
which Avere definitely religious. They were
lengthy and elaborate, extending over eight days.
We pos.sess an excellent account of them by G. A.

Dorsey. He witnessed them on more than one
occasion.

The Sun-dance is performed by the Arapaho in accordance
with a vow made by a member of the tribe at some crisis of his
life. The entire commimity joins in the performance. A great
lodge is built, every portion of which with its accessaries is

symbolic. One of the chief functionaries is the Lodge-maker,
and another is his oHicial 'grandfather,' called the Transferrer.
At a certain point of the performance the Lodge-maker's wife
and the Transferrer leave together the Rabbit-tipi, a lodge
where the secret preparations are made for the dance.
DeiiVjerately, solenmly, and in ritual order they prepare for this

duty. Each is clad in a single robe, all other clothing being
removed. While a sacred song is sung and intense emotion
prevails in the lodge, they pass out by a sunwise circuit over
tlie fumes of rising incense and proceed to a spot a short
<listance away. It is midnii;ht. After a few moments' prayer,
in which they both emi>hasize the fact that they are about to
do that which ha<l been coninuinded at the time of the origin of
the ceremony, and that what they are about to do is in

keeping with the wish of their Father, the woman throws
her covering on the ground and lies down on her back.
The Transferrer, standing by her side, prays and offers her body

to Man-above, the Grandfather, the Four-Old-Men, and various
minor gods. It is difficult to suppose, after this preface, that
actual intercourse did not follow in former times ; and it is to
be gathered from the statement of one of the priests that in

fact it took place. But it is averred that it is now prohibited—
that abstention is necessary, else 'the connexion does not
benefit the people' ; although it is admitted that 'the tempta-
tion is great.' During the act of intercourse, whether real or

onlj' symbolical, the 'Transferrer places in the woman's mouth a

l)iece of root, which he has brought from the tipi, and which

represents the seed or food given by the All-Powerful (Man-
above). On her return to the tipi she transfers it to her
husband's mouth directly from her own. Re-entering the tipi,
she says, addressing him,

'
I have returned, having performed

the holy act which was commanded'
; whereupon he and the

other dancers thank her and pray for her success. The rite is

repeated on the second night following with similar formalities.

It is a dramatic representation in intimate relation with the

myths of the tribe. The Transferrer represents Man-above,
while the woman represents the mother of the tribe. 'The
issue of their connexion is believed to be the birth of the people
hereafter, or an increase in population. It is also a plea to all

protective powers for their aid and care.' Thus it has a potent
influence on the well-being of the people (fifM Vohiinbian Mus.
Pub., Anthrop. iv. [1903] 173, 101). We are told by another

authority that ' at the sun-dance an old man, crying out to the
entire camp-circle, told the young people to amuse themselves ;

he told the women to consent if they were ajiproached by a

young man, for this was their opportunity
'

; and he deprecated
jealousy on the part of husbands. The old women, moreover, at
such dances encouraged the girls to licence (A. L. Kroeber,
Bull. Amer. Stus. Nat. ni.st. xviii. [1902] 15). The Cheyenne
had an analogous rite at the Sun-dance (G. A. Dorsey, Field
Cohimbian Mus. Pub., Anthrop. ix. [1905] 130). It was also

comprised in some other of the sacred ceremonies of the

Arapaho and other tribes—perhaps taken over from the Sun-
dance (Kroeber, pp. 193, 200, 226 ; Anthrop. Papers, Am. Mus.
Nat. Hist. i. [1908] 244).

On the other hand, the Buflalo-dance of the
Mandans can only be designated as magical. Its

object was to olitain a plentiful supply of buffaloes,
the mainstay of Indian economy. It was part of

a great annual religious celebration, including
solemn prayers and offerings to the ' Great Spirit

'

and other supernatural powers, and the young
men's puberty ordeal of abstinence and tortures.
The entire series lasted for four days, during which the

Buffalo-dance by eight men, disguised in buffalo-skins and
horns, and imitating in their movements a herd of the animals,
was repeated])' performed. On the last day, while thej' are
thus dancing, there enters to them a grotesque and horrible

personage, naked and covered with black paint of charcoal and
grease, who, careering about, scatters terror and dismay among
the spectators. He is provided with a wooden phallus of colossal

dimensions, and a buffalo's tail. At first he pursues the women,
but is ritually foiled by the intervention of the master of the cere-

monies, armed with the sacred medicine-pipe. After repeated
onsets of this kind he turns his attention to the eight buffalo-

dancers and enacts with four of them as cows the part of a rutting
bull. This appears to exhaust him. The women and children,
then no longer afraid of him, crowd around and hustle him, the
women dancing up to him and challenging him with lascivious
attitudes. He is thus driven away, the phallus being ulti-

mately wrested by one of the women from his body (to which it

was affixed by a thong) and carried in triumph into the village.
There from the roof of the medicine-lodge 'she harangued the
multitude for some time, claiming that she held the power of

creation and of life and death over them, that she was the
father of all the buffaloes, and that she could make them come
or stay away as she pleased.' This gives the clue to the real

meaning of the weird figure, whom Catlin, in describing the

scene, takes to be 'the Evil Spirit.' Having possessed hei-self

of his distinguishing implement, she temporarily assumed his

character, she claimed his power, she became ' the Father cf all

the Buffaloes.' In that capacity she stopped the dance and
ordered the tortures to be commenced in the medicine-lodge.
In exchange for her trophy she received from the master of the
ceremonies the handsomest dress in the tribe, and was appointed
to

' the envied position of conductress of the Feast of the

I3uffaloes, to be given that night '(G. Catlin, X. Arner. Indians.
new ed., London, 1876, i. letter xxii. and Jolium reservatum).

In this extraordinary scene we clearly have a

pantomimic representation of a magical nature ;

for to its strict observance the Mandans attribute

the coming of buffaloes to supply them with food

during the season. The performance was, in

short, believed to ensure the multiplication of the

animals so necessary to the life of the tril>o.

Catlin, preo(cui)ied with the dance and with the

horrors of the medicine-lodge, says nothing of a

scene during the same festival witnessed by LeAvis

and Clark .some thirty years earlier. Various

young married men offerotl tlie use of their respec-
tive wives to certain elders in i)lace of a doll which
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the latter were about to embrace, and regarded
their acceptance as a <;reat honour (M. Lewis and \V.

Clark, Expeil. to the Source of the MLssoiiri, reprint,

London, 1905, i. 210). The account does not fully

elucidate the intention of this rite. It is treated

as if it were the only rite of importance at the

feast. But the writer wjis not himself an eye-
witness ;

he writes from tlie report of companioiis.
^^'e may conjecture that its object was similar to

that ol the Babylonian and Indian customs already
mentioned. Such an object in the mind of a

savage would not be inappropriate to the Butt'alo-

dance. Indeed, the proceedings of the women at

the corresponding feast among the Hidatsa recall

to another writer the women at tlie temple of

Mylitta (Dor>ey, 11 UBEW [1SS9-90], p. 505,

citing Ma.vimilian, Prince of Wied). More obscure
is the meaning of the medicine-dance, celebrated

by a Mandan desirous of doing honour to his
' medicine

'

or fetish. A dance by the young
unmarried women was part of the ceremonies, in

the cour.se of whicii they challenged and received

in jiublic the embraces of the youths (Lewis and

Clark, i. 211).
"^

It is thus apparent that what we call licentious

rites are by no means always to be described as

worship. They are ritual performances, but prob-

ablj' in the vast majority of cases they are intended

to serve what may more properly be called

magical purposes. Mimicry, either of the pro-
ccvlure or of the result to be attained, is one of the

most widely adopted of the processes of magic.
It has been fully expounded and abundantly illus-

trated by Frazer in The Golden Bough. Worship,
however, has been so widely mixed with magic,

especiallj- in the lower culture, that it is not at all

times easy to distinguish them. And, Mhere magic
relies to anj* extent, as it often does, on the assist-

ance of supernatural beings, mimicry may be

interpreted as an acted prayer, intended to make
clear to the being whose aid is sought exactly
what services are required. It is especially note-

worthy that licentious rites are frequent (if a

stronger word may not be used) at agricultural
festivals. Nor is it overstating the facts to say
that such rites are most fully developed and prac-
tised by a settled agricultural community. At
agricultural festivals the gladness for the opening
spring or the gathered harvest finds overtlowing
expression, the hopes, the aspirations for future
increase of men, cattle, and fruits of the earth are

uttered in a crescendo of acts as well as words ;

dancing and alcohol powerfully contribute to an
excitement of growing intensity ; and worship
becomes an orgy.

Indeed, a recent investigation of the aboriginal
tribes of Mexico goes farther, and attributes liter-

ally and phj-sicallj' the continuance of the Tara-
humares to their agricultural festivals.

The national drink of the tribe is tesvino, an intoxicating
liquor made from Indian corn. It is 'an integral part of the
Tiirahumare religion. It is used at all its celebrations, dances,
and ceremonies." At the festivals fond and drink are offered to

the gods, speeches are made, and dances performed.
' While

the dancing and singing, sacrificing and speechmaking are

going on, the people behave with decorou.-i solemnity and
formality. The ceremonies are never interrujited by unseemlj'
conduct ; everyborly deports himself with grave sobriety, and
refrains from loud talking and laughing, and from making any
disrespectful noise. But after the gods have been given their

share, the people go in, no less energetically, for enjoj'ing them-
selves.' It is, in fact, the avowed aim and intention of every-
body to get drunk ; and tiie drinking ends in a sexual debauch.
'Under the influence of the liquor, men and women rapidly lose

that bashfulness and modesty which in ordinary life are such
chara'teristic traits of their deportment. . . . Aside from social

and religious considerations, the drinking of tesvino is a vital

factor in the national life of the tribe. Incredible as it may
sound, yet, after prolonged and careful research into this

interesting psychological problem, I do not hesitate to state
that in the ordinary course of his existence the uiicixilised

Tarahumare is too bashful and modest to enforce his matri-
monial rights and privileges ; and that by means of tesvino

chiefly the race is kept alive and increasing. It is especially at
the feasts connected with the agricultural work that sexual

promiscuity takes place' (C Lumholtz, Unknoim Mexic.t,
•1 vols., London, 1903, i. '253, 350 ff.).

But sexual indulgence in a ritual form occurs on
other occasions.

Thus at the time of the blossoming of the rice, and for the

pun^ose of increasing the yield, in some districts of Java, the
owner of the rice-field and his wife run round it naked, and
then and there unite in conjugal embraces (Wilken, iii. 41).

Among the Pipiles of Central America, after four day.s' absti-

nence, the husband and wife on the night before planting
indulged their passions to the fullest e.xtent. This was '

enjoined
. . . by the priests as a religious duty, in default of which it

was not lawful to sow the seed.'
' Certain persons are even said

to have been appointed to perform the sexual act at the very
moment when the first seeds were deposited in the ground'
(GB'^, pt. i.. The Mar/ic Art, ii. 98). On the other hand, on the
islands of Ambon and Ulia.«e, in order to promote the fertility
of the cloves, if a poor croji be threatened, the man goes to the

plantation by night, alone and naked, and there simulates
coition with one of the trees, crying out

' More cloves !

'

(Wilken,
iii. 45).

These performances are unaided by festival

stimulus. Thej- are an obvious application of

mimetic magic to agrictiltural purposes, or are

intended, as Wilken suggests, to excite the .sexual

passions attributed to the growing crops regarded
as living things, and so to promote their fecundity
(iii. 175). In Java, at the ingathering of the rice,

l3undles of ears are tied up to re])resent a bridal

pair ; and the harvest is carried out with the
ceremonies of a marriage (ib. 41 ; cf. 175).

The Egyptian procession of women in honour of

Osiris, to which reference has already been made,
seems to have been at least tinged with worship.
As described by Herodotus, it was led by a flute-

plaj^er ; and the women followed, singing the

praises of the god. They carried priapian figures,
worked by means of strings. We may suspect
from this description that in origin it was a magical
rite, which had grown up independent of strictly
cultual associations. The influence of such asso-

ciations may have purified it of its grosser features ;

for the historian gives us no hint of sexual licence

on the occasion. In India, where 6iva is wor-

shipped under the form of the lihgam, the idol has
a purely conventional shape, and is not of itself

suggestive of sexual ideas. Siva seems to have
been a non-Aryan deity, adopted subsequently to

Vedic times into the Hindu pantheon. There he
has obtained a highly exalted position. His

worship has spread more or less throughout India.
The Saivas do not connect his symbol with eroti-

cism ; indeed, an erotic tendency is markedly
absent from his ascetic cult (art. Hinduism, vol.

vi. p. 701 ;
cf. Sellon, Mem. Anthrop. Soc. i. 327),

though it is said that certain sectaries among the

worshippers of Visnu, by whom the female emblem
is honoured as the manifestation of the power or

energy of the god in female form, and the Vama-
charis, who worship the female counterpart of

Siva, at times indulge in an orgiastic puja, com-

parable to the wor.st things recorded or imagined
of Eskimo feasts or the nocturnal revels of medi;eval
witches (Dubois, p. 286 ; Census of India, 1911,

Report, xvi. 76). These rites may be survivals of
an aboriginal practice ; they may, on the other

hand, be an abuse of comparatively modern date.
In this connexion it is not unimportant to mention
the fact to which Crooke calls attention, namely,
that, if phallic practices

—and indeed phallic wor-

ship in general—be a non-Aryan cult, it was b}'
no means universal among the aboriginal races of
India.

\\"iiatever be the case of the Vaisnavite and
Vamachari practices, jdiallic rites, as we have seen,
were an ancient institution in Rome ; but the
worst excesses seem to have arisen after the im-

portation of foreign deities, and perliaps as part of
the depravation of manners among certain classes
of the population at a time of increasing luxury
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and leisure. The Roman god Faacinus was served

by tlie Vestal Virgins as priestesses (//xVxxviii. 7),

whose rule of chastity was proverbially strict. The
rites of the Bona Dea probaI>Iy had relation to the

promotion of fecundity of the earth and of women,
as part of the general prosperity. They were
celebrated by women alone

; and, though we
gather that they were more or less orgiastic, it

was only after the admission of men in the early
days of tlie empire that disorders resulted (L.

Preller, Rom. Mythologie^, 2 vols., Berlin, 1881-83,
i. 403). We must, however, be on our guard
against supposing that all the Roman rites in

honour of fertility were originally what we call

innocent. We have little or no direct evidence on
the subject. But we cannot be far wrong in think-

ing that, not only in Rome i)ut throughout Italy,
the festivals of Liber and the Saturiuilia (held at
the completion of the sowing) conformed to similar
festivals elsewhere in including sexual relations,
which were, in origin at all events, magical in

their object. Attention has been already called
to the probably similar character of the May-day
and other celebrations of niediajval Europe.

Reference has also been made to megalithic
monuments. Evidence of their use as phallic
representations is particularly abundant in France
and the neighbouring countries. On many of these

stones, as ^ell as on certain natural rocks, women
desirous of children or of being married rub them-
selves. Sometimes the husbands take part in the

ceremon}-. Nor is it confined to stones and rocks :

trees of suggestive appearance or statues of saints
and other objects are equally resorted to for this
and similar practices, and are doubtless equally
effective. Menhirs, indeed, are frequently the
centre of rites, such as dancing, singing, and kiss-

ing, which can be nothing else but survivals of

religious observances. Some of them have been
surmounted by a cross, and thus (possibly, too,
with other rites) consecrated to Christianity. The
legends that have gathered round consecrated and
unconsecrated alike bear witness to their pagan
origin, and to the enduring devotion of the peas-
antry, which has here and there conquered the
aversion of their spiritual guides and compelled a

compromise with the old heathenism. The popu-
lation was converted only by slow degrees to a

higher religion. The ancient sanctity of these

objects, the potency once ascribed to them, would
linger on, though with decreasing influence.
Their shape would alone remain to fix the specu-
lations of generations that had forgotten the

religious beliefs and the plenitude of the rites of

their forefathers. Round that shape the vague
remains of those primitive beliefs would crystallize
and be exjjressed in tale and superstition, some-
times thinly overlaid by Christianity, but more
often sturdily independent of it. Elsewhere in

Europe and the surrounding islands, and in many
other parts of the world, analogous rites for the
cure of sterility are, or have laeen, performed.
They frequently exliibit a mixture of magic and
religion profoundly interesting to the student of

anthropology (Hartland, Primitive Paternity, i.

124 11'., and the authorities there referred to). The
illustration of the subject belongs to tlie considera-
tion of sympathetic magic rather than to the

jjreseut inquiry. It is enough to observe in this

place that it is but one ai)plication of a widespread
notion tliat contact with something to whicrh
sacredness or power is for any reason attributed
will result in conferring an approi)riate benefit.
Where in the progress of civilization the jiractice
of endeavouring to secure fertility in this manner
has been aliandoned, siirvivals in jest or proverb
are often found. Thus at Cerne Abbas, if an
unmarried girl becomes pregnant, the current ex-

pression is,
' She has been sitting on the giant.'

In the same way, in Provence, a girl was said to

have oflered her virgin robe to St. Foutin (anon.,

Essay, in Payne Knight, p. 134).

Anotiier magical proceeding is the employment
of phallic figures as amulets. It was well known
in classical antii^uity, an<l many such amulets for

personal wear, especiallj' from Italy, are still

extant. The priapic form of boundary-stones is

probably due to a belief in its prophylactic value.

This form, or perhaps the god whom it represented
and embodied, was held to have power to avert
evils of various kinds, as well as to ensure fertilit j'.

Negatively considered, indeed, to ensure fertility
is to avert evil. An emblem of fertilizing power,
the phallus was the foe of sterility, of death, ami
of all the ills that flesh is heir to. It protected
fields and vineyards alike against birds and
human thieves and the subtler influences that

withiield the fruit or spoiled the crops. It was

sculptured on the walls of buildings, as at Alatri,
near Rome, where it is .still to be seen, but where,

by a revulsion of custom, it has long been a semi-

religious practice for the inhabitants to go out en
masse to mutilate the figures on Easter Monday
(A. J. C. Hare and St. C. Baddeley, Days near

Rome*, London, 1906, p. 140). Yet tlie same in-

habitants doubtless commonly carry it as a talis-

man on their own persons. The emblem has also

been found scratched on Roman buildings in

Britain. The continued belief in its apotropai-ic

power seems to account for its appearance on the

doorways of the cathedral at Toulouse and other
churches in France (anon.. Essay, in Paj'ne Knight,
p. 124) and a corresponding belief for the Sheila-

na-gig in these islands. The same reason possibly
accounts for the '

pillars of shamelessness
' which

Clement of Alexandria {Protrept. iv.) twits the
heathen with setting up in their houses and guard-
ing with scrupulous care. The passage as it

stands appears to extend to other images and

mythological pictures ; but we must perhaps make
allowance for the author's puritanical bias and
controversial purpose and for his rhetoric. So the

phalli reported to have been brought awaj' by
those who were initiated into the mysteries of

Aphrodite at Cyprus were probably amulets secur-

ing the i)rotection of the deity (ib. ii. ; Arnolnus,
adv. Gentes, v. 19). Small medals in lead bearing
phallic representations have been found in the
Seine ; they seem to be identifiable as amulets

(anon.. Essay, in Payne Knight, p. 137).

The furniture of ancient tombs frequently in-

cludes phalli
—perhaps to ward off evil from the

dead (a striking example from Egypt is mentioned
in Dulaure, p. 43). Large stones of phallic shape
have repeatedly been found in graves of the

Viking age, in Norway, both on the numerous
fiords and inland. Some of thonr are preserved in

the museum at Christiania. Their exact purpose
is unknown ; but it has been conjecttired that they
were in fact phalli, and were intended to serve a
similar })urpose to that of the smaller objects in

the Mediterranean area (the writer is indebted for

this information to the late Dr. Henry Colley
March, who had examined the stones and discussed

their intention with the curator of the museum).
On the other hand, it may be that they are to be

classed with the '

pillars of white stone
"

frequently
set up on barrows in Scandinavia, which were

probably connected with ancestor-worship, anil

may have been, as their shape suggests, phalli

(Goblet d'Alvieila, The Migration of Symbols, Eng.
tr., London, 1S04, [). 107)."

The phallus broke through witchcrafts. Against
the evil eye it was potent. Therefore victorious

generals had the image of Fascinns before their

cars in t lieir triumphal processions in Rome. From
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the use of the symbol at Rome the god Fascinua

probably accinired that name, ami the word fasci-
ntim ('enchantment,' 'witchcraft') became an

ordinary word for the jiliallus. Even to-day, in

Italy and other Meditenanean countries, the hyure
of a phallus is amonjr the commonest amulets worn

hj- men, women, and children, thouj;h often dis-

guised as a closed list, with the thumli protrudinj,'
between the lirst and second finj^ers. In this form
it is called the _/ifVo, or 'lig'; and the action of

forming the Jico is a customary prophylactic im-

provised against a suddenly suspected witchcraft,
such as an assault of the evil eye {q.v.). In
Minahassa (Celebes) the same gesture is made.
It is not only a defence from, but also a dehance
of, the evil eye. By an extension of the idea it

becomes a defiance of a human opponent in a

(juarrel ; on the island of Ambon, when men are

quarrelling, one of them will uncover his sexual

organ as a challenge to the other (Wilken, iii. 318)—
prt)bably, with its innuendo of magic, .all the more

deailly. In India a tiny plate of gold, called the

^'^(/f, shaped like the leaf of the Indian fig-tree, and

representing the phallus, is tied about a woman's
neck at her marriage. When, in the IStli cent.,
Roman Catholic missionaries endeavoured to sub-

stitute the cross, they met with such resistance

among their converts that they were forced to a

compromise : the tali was still permitted to be

worn, but a cross was engraved upon it (Dulaure,
p. 81, citing Sonnerat). On the island of Nias the
centre of the panels composing the walls of a
house is filled with a sort of rosette ; but very
often the rosette is replaced by a phallus, more or
less disguised, but still recognizable. When an

epidemic has broken out in a kampong (whence
our word 'compound'), or enclosed family settle-

ment, grotesque and horrible figures are set up at
the entrances to neighbouring kampongs to frighten
away the evil .spirit causing the sickness. Often
these ligures are adorned with extraordinarily large
organs of sex. In the northern district of the
i.-land the sexual organs forming part of the image
of the adi( (which, as we have seen, is ithyphallic)
are avowedly emphasized to frighten away the
hostile spirits, rather than as a symbol of fecundity
or an amulet against the evil eye (de Zwaan, pp.
66, 64).

These purposes, however, are not incompatible
with fjne another.
Just as the phallus came in the anoient world to have a

much extended significance, in Japan, from representing the
generative or procreative power,

'

it has become the symbol of
the more abstract conception of lusty animal life, the foe to
death and disease. Hence its use as a maffical prophylactic
appliance. In Shinto this latter principle is much the more
prominent. It is embodied in the name Sahe no kaiiii, which
means "

preventive deities." The application of this epithet is

clear from the circumstance that in a norito [liturgrical prayer]
they are invoked for protection against the "unfriendly and
savage beings of the Root Country," that is to say Yomi or
Hades. These by no means imaginary personages . . . repre-
sent, or rather are identical with, diseases and other evils
associated with death and the grave. Epidemic and contagious
diseases are specially intended. Hence the Sahe no kami are
also called Yakushin, or "

Pestilence Deities," meaning the Gods
who ward ofl pestilence, a phrase wrongly taken in later times
to signify the Gods who produce pestilence

'

(Aston, p. 187).

We have seen that the peach is in Japan the

representative of the kfeis. In conformity with
this symbolism peach-wood staves were used in

the demon-expelling ceremony on the last day of
the year. At the festival in honour of the Sahe
no kami, or phallic deities, held at the first full

moon of the year, boys used to go a])out striking
the younger women with potsticks emjiloyed in
the making of gruel on the occasion. This was
held to ensure fertility. The sticks were of willow,
whittled near the top into a mass of adherent

shavings ; and it is suggesteil with probability
that they had a phallic significance (Aston, p.
189 f.). The Ainu, the Arunta of Central Aus-

tralia, and other peoples, it is true, use similar
wands in their sacred ceremonies ap])areiitly with-
out any phallic meaning. The practice at the

Jaiianese festival, however, coincides with that of
the Luperci, who pursued and struck women with
thongs of goat-skin for a fertilizing purpose. It
resembles also that of striking women ami girls
with willow- or birch- twigs at various modern
European festivals. About Roding in the Upper
I'alatinate the bride is thus struck as she walks up
from the church-door to her seat at the marriage
.service (llartland, PWwi. Paternifi/, i. 103, citing
authorities). It is reasonably dear that in all

these cases the intention is to promote fertility.
This intention is (^uite certain if we compare with
these rites one reported from the Konkaii, Bombay
Presidency, India.
We are told that the Konkan villagers on the day of an

eclipse 'strike barren trees with a peiille, in order that they
may bear fruit and flowers. A barren woman is also beaten
with the same motive.' Presumably it is meant that the
woman is beaten with the same instrument as the trees. The

pestle^
is obviously regarded as a phallus (Jackson-Enthoven,

FL iS'otes, ii. 9, recording a report by the schoolmaster, at
Kalse, Ratnagiri).

Phalli were used with ritual significance by the
heathen Norsemen. An ancient poem in dialogue
still exists in which is delineated a ceremony
apparently performed in the family of a kwl, or

peasant-farmer.
The goodman himself, his wife, son, and daughter, and the

thrall and bondmaid take the phallus in turn, each repeating an
appropriate stave or spell, and handing it on to the next.
Three guests, however, are present ; and one of them, unknown
to the goodman, is the king, St. Olaf. When it conies to his

turn, he seizes the object and casts it to the dog, to the no small
consternation of the goodwife. With the family's recognition
of him the poem breaks off abruptly (G. Vigfusson and F. Y.

Powell, Corpus Poet. Bareale, 2 vols., Oxford, 1S83, ii. 380).

Such objects seem to be included in those de-
nounced in the Scandinavian Church law under
the name of bloeti,

' hallowed thing
'

or ' talisman
'

(ib. i. 408). Their precise use is, however, un-
certain.

The origin of the wide-spread custom of circum-
cision and of the related mutilations of the sexual

organs, both male and female, has often been dis-

cussed (see art. Circumcision), and needs no more
than a passing notice here. These rites are

unquestionable evidence of the preoccupation of
the savage mind with sexual matters. Whatever
other motives may have contributed to their

institution, there can be no doubt that they are
above all a preparation for adult life—that is to say,
for the sexual life—and are intended to facilitate

the procreation of children. This was, of course,
in normal cases quite needless ; but the practice
had regard not merely to individual convenience
and comfort, but also to the wider interests of

society. As a .social act, it is found connected
with religion in very rudimentary grades of
civilization. In the lower culture generally it is

performed on a number of patients at the same
time, at or near adolescence, and avowedly as an
initiation into adult life. Instruction in their
future duties, and in fact the whole moral code of
the tribe, but especially in relation to sexual
matters, and in the religious traditions and sanc-
tions which form the tribal belief, is commonly an

important part of the proceedings. The religious
element, to be sure, in this definite form is not

invariably found ; but, where the practice survives
into a more advanced stage, a distinctly religious
motive is usually imputed.
Among the Ewhe and Yoruba of the Slave Coast it seems to

be an act of sacrifice to Elegba (Elli^, Exve, p. 43, Yornha,
p. 6G). A similar rite was enacted by the Totonacsof E. Mexico
on presentation of the infant boy in the temple on the twenty-
eighth or twenty-ninth day after birth; and Acosta states

generally of Mexico (perhaps meaning the city and donjinant
tribe of the country) that the mother brought the child to the

j)rie8t in the temple, and that he made a small cut in the ear
and in the prepuce (H. H. Ploss, Das Kind'^, Leipzig, 1884, i.
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356 f.). But the accounts do not clearly show the extent of the

operation. Among the Hebrews it certainly was a religious

ceremony ; moreover, the importance attached to the male

organ was such that oaths were taken upon it, and that admit-
tance to tlie national religious privileges was debarred to those

who were not circumcised, and to those whose organs, on the

other hand, were not perfect in every other respect. Among
the Muhammadans (as probably among the ancient Arabs)
circumcision is likewise a religious rite. In Arabia at the

present day it is performed at a festival, formerly, there can be

little doubt, of a licentious character, and probably a survival

of the spring festival in which the ancient .Semitic mother-

goddess was honoured (G. A. Barton, A Sketch of Semitic

Oiinins, New York, 1902, pp. 99, 110). Circumcision takes place

among Muhammadans at an early age, and it is not now, what-

ever it may have been in
' the times of ignorance,' in strictness

a puberty rite. But it may be noted that puberty rites are

very commonly the occasion of licentious outbursts and mis-

cellaneous sexual commerce.

3. General considerations.—The various prac-

tices, then, coimnonly and collectively known as

phallic worship are a congeries of rites partly
cultual and partly magical. Wliile many of tliem

are easily distinguisliable into these two classes,

many, on the other hand, are on the border-line

between cult and magic. Religion and magic
alike originate in the emotional nature of man-

kind, rather than in the reasoning faculties ; and

oidy in the highest civilizations, if completely
even there, are they separated.

In savage and barbaric stages of culture sexual

matters are discussed with more openness than
with us. They are taken more as a matter of course.

The literature of every country discloses how lung
this liabit may persist into the higher civilization.

Greater or less laxity of sexual morality, despite
individual jealousies, is likely to be an accompani-
ment of this freedom of speech. It is notorious, in

fact, among a large number of peoples. Races, to

be sure, dill'er in this respect. Some are com-

paratively cold ; among others erotic passion is a

prominent characteristic, impelling them to con-

tinual gratitication and change of object. That
it should frequently be encouraged and consecrated

by religion is only what we might anticipate.
Thus it comes about that religious festivals—
prepared for by days or weeks of anxious obser-

vances, fasting, and asceticism, during Avhich the
emotions are gradually excited and wrought to a

high tension—culminate in a recoil of wild indul-

gence of the pent-up passions. The community
comes together in general assembly on such
occasions. The social instincts are gratitied, and
the imagination and the feelings are stimulated,

by the dances and other ceremonies performed and
witnessed in conmion. All the physical needs, all

the desires previously repressed, are satished ;

and, since sexual impulses are as crude and almost
as powerful in primitive humanity as the craving
for food, their unrestrained indulgence is parallel
Avitli the unlimited eating and drinking on these

occasions. This consecration of outbursts of

debauchery by religion, when once it has taken

place, preserves them for long periods as a jjliysical
and social pleasure and, more, as a religious duty,
amid the changes of culture and growing refine-

ment of manners.
While a dispassionate view of religion refuses to

identify it with sexual and amatory passion (see
art. Fkmale Principle), these are, notwithstand-

ing, intimately related. Emotion, once excited
in any direction, is often either diverted into
another or carries with it in its vehemence objects
not at first contemplated—nay, even fills and over-

flows all the channels of life. The very strength
of sexual passion, upon which the continuance of

the race depends, renders it peculiarly lial)le to

attract and unite with religious emotion. That it

ha.s done this in all historical ages is shown not

merely l)y phallic practices and tiie use of phallic
emblems such as we have considered, but eipi.tlly

by the sensual or the ascetic excesses into which

religious fanaticism almost everywhere falls. The
crazy votaries of the Mother of the flods, who in

her honour deprived them.selves of their manhood,
were the subjects of sexual obsession no less than
tlie worshippers of Anaitis or Elegba. Vowed
celibacy, whether solitary or in comnmnities, of

all religions is preoccupied with the sexual idea.

It leads to nau.seous developments, like tiiose of

St. Teresa or St. Catharine of Siena ;
or human

nature ''ives way under the strain to unregulated
physical satisfaction of the very passions which it

has endeavoured to suppress. Through intense

erotic passion in its higher manifestations, as

through intense religious passion, there runs a rich

vein of myNticism. The religious devotee and the

lover are alike iiiiitelled to union with the object of

devotion— union which is envisaged as more than

corporeal, loftier, more intimate, merging the

being in that which is so eagerly adored. All

others are renounced, contemned. In religion,
where the object is by the nature of tlie case

incapable of possession, of appropriation, the

worshipper has no means of complete satisfaction

of his passion. Especially where the object is

conceived as of the opposite sex, his passion in

extreme cases becomes monomania. Even where
it falls short of that, it often drives him to extra-

vagances and fantastic surrogates for the satisfac-

tion which is denied him. The lives of ancient

hermits, the annals of the cloister, as well as the

history of many a Christian sect, bear abundant
witness to the evil ; and Christianity has had no

monopoly of it.

Save in a few instances, however, such as the

worship of Cybele, the eroto-religious fervour in

paganism exhausts itself, in occasional orgies. In

the intervals the worshippers are sane ; the intoxi-

cation past, they resume their normal selves.

Usually intermittent outbreaks are sufficient to

satisfy the human craving for excitement. When
sexual passion is crude and easily expended on
other objects, and when the religious ideal is child-

like and undeveloped, so that the divinity is

imagined as quite apart from humanity and witliout

any intimate sympathies with the individual

worshipper, but rather as the ruler of a tribe or

community, sexual passion does not morbidly and

continuously project itself into the religious

sphere. The periodical religious orgies atlbrd

ample scope for the gratification of the sexual
instinct beyond the normal indulgence. In that

stage sexual and religious mjsticism asks no more
than the belief that the orgies are an imitation, a

dramatic representation, of the divine procedure,
or an assistance to it—in either case a religious

duty—and a social enjoyment crowned with the

privilege of sharing it in some sense with the god.
For illustrations of the stage in question we may

refer to the festivals in honour of Grandfather
Sun and Grandmother Earth in various E. Indian
islands and to the Sun-dance of the tribes of the

N. American Plains. The worship of the old

Semitic mother-goddess and of the cognate divini-

ties of S.W. Asia seems to have been not dissimilar.

To this type we may probably also refer the

ancient Thracian worship of Dionysus. When by
a missionary movement he entered Greece, his

cult became more individual ; it was raised to a

higlier i)lane and refined ; Orphic iniiueiices and

speculations, originating perhaps in Crete, gave it

a new tone and content.

The divinity as.sociated with these periodical

orgies, as soon as he has assumed definite character-

istics, is found to be one among whose attrilmtes

fertility is prominent. To him tlie mild and genial

sunshine, the rains and revival of nature, all tlie

conditions of the frnitfuliiess of earth, the increase

of food, and the multiplication of the people are
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ascribed. His worship is directed to obtain these

blessings, without which life is impossible. The
rites are not conlined to prayer anil sacritice, as to

a strictly personal bi-ing. What we call magic
mingles with these and rivals them in potency.
It is, in fact, an essential part of the performance.
The .-ocial gatherings and the rites are no doubt
far older than the divinity, far older than any
practical aim beyond that of j)leasure and grati-
fication. They were in their rude beginnings an
expression of the emotions of the community
betore the divine perxmality was dimly imagined.
His worship and symbols have grown out of them.
The process was probablj' unconscious. Many
generations may have elapsed before a motive less

vague than .social enjoyment was evolved for the

periodical reunions. But, when man's curiosity
about himself and his surroundings led him to

discover the connexion of sexual passion with the

mystery of birth, then the dance, tlie rhythmical
cries, and the sexual indulgence practised in the
assemblies of the group would be fitted with a

deeper meaning. They would be held to arouse
the emotions and kindle the appetites of the
animals and the crojis, more or less personalized and
interjireted in human terms, or to act as spells
directly on them ; or they would become appeals
to, and jierchance a species of co-operation with,
the higher powers conceived as ruling the course of
nature. Social amusement would thus be trans-

hgmed into obligation, and the welfare of the

(ommunity would be held to be dependent on its

punctual observance.
A cult like this is apt to become specially devel-

oped in a population dependent for the supply of
food and other necessaries and comforts of life on
some form of agriculture, though not, as we have
seen, exclusively confined to these. Its rites relate
to the immediate needs of the conmiunity. Their

symbols are drawn from those needs. The festi-

vals are helil at periods when the chief labours of
the year are about to be undertaken or are just

comjdeted
—before sowing, in the interval between

sowing and harvest, and after the crops have been
gathered in. These are the times when the col-

lective emotions are liveliest and the pause in the
collective labours gives opportunity for feeling the

awakening influences of the spring, the anxiety
for the success of the operations of the j^ear, or the
satisfaction, gladness, and sense of security of the
results. It is no wonder that they overflow in
words and actions repressed (it may be sternly) at
other times, and regarded with disgust by a civiliza-
tion tliat has risen above such coarse and brutal
exhibitions. For what an experienced observer
says, describing the harvest festival in Borneo, is

of wide application :

' The whole festival is a celebration or cult of the principle of

fertility and vitalitj—that of the women no less than that of the
padi' (C. Hose and W. McDougall, Pagan Tribes of Borneo,
•1 vols., London, 1912, i. 112).

Some of these festivals took the form of a sacred
marriage—a marriage, i.e., of the god and goddess
of fertility, such as the marriage of the sun god
and earth -goddess celebrated by the Oraons and in
the E. Indian Archipelago.

' At Calah,' once the capital of Assyria, 'the marriapre of the
god Nabu appears to have been annually celebrated on the
third of the month lyyar or Aim, which corresponded to May

'

(f;B3, pt. i., The Mnf/ic AH, ii. l;iO). The marriage of Zeus and
Hera was performed annually in various parts of Greece. In
India, in the Salein district of the Madras Presidency, the
Malayalis, a Tamil tribe, celebrate the raarriau'e of their"tribal

god, Sar\arayam, with the goddess of the Cauvery river. Tliis
union is supjwsed to fertilize the cultivated lands of the tril)f

(Ffj rxii. [1911] 229). Among the Bambara of the Niger basin
in \V. Africa the male and female idols are believed to couple at.

the time of the annual sacrifices offered before the rainy season
(J. Henry, L'Aine d'im penpie africain : Les Jiambara,'Slunster,
1910, p. 151). Frazer suggests that the King and Queen of the
May at European spring festivals are relics of a similar ceremony.
In this connexion it is interesting to note that at the Holi

festival, a peasant celebration of a similar cliaracter, in Gujarat,
a mock-marriage is performed between • two poor stupid persons'
dressed as bride and bridegroom (Jaclison-Knthoven, J-'L A'otev,
'Gujarat,' Mazgaon, Bombay, 1914, p. 15S). Whether Frazer's
conjecture be correct or not—and it is not unfea.sible—we
fre(|uently find in such ceremonies the part of the goddess
played by a mortal woman. In Athens Dionysus was married
every year to the quten, the wife of the kingarchon. Probably
the annual spring festival in Scumlinavia, when the image of

[•Vey was drawn round the country in a waggon, accompanied
by his young priestess, who was called the god's wife, was a
similar rile (Grunm, Teut. Myth. i. '213; Gii-*, pt. i.. The Maijic
Art, ii. 1J3). The Blackfeet of N. America are said to have
married the sun every year to the moon, represented bv a
maiden or a woman who had had only one husband. "The

Algonquins married their nets to two young girls of six or seven
years of age (thus securing that they were virgins); and the
Hurons adopted the custom fKjm them (G'/J'', pt. i.. The Magic
Art, ii. 14Gf.). These are evidently rites to secure fertility and
plenty. As might be expected, the consunnnation of the divine
union often comes to be enacted. It was so in the case of

Dionysus in Athens ;

' but whether the part of the god was
Iilayed by a man or an image we do not know '

(ib. p. 130).
.\mong the Onions the priest and his wife represent the divine
personages. Jagaimath's l)ri(le is put into the god's bed, and
a Brahman is said to join her there, to play the god's part.

A further stage is reaclieil when tlie god is

provided with a permanent wife or wives.
The ancient Egyptian queen was held to lie wedded to the

god Ammon, who approached her in tlie likeness of her eartlily
consort, the Pharaoh, as Uther Pendragon ajiproached Igrayne
and the hero Astrahakus the wife of Ariston, king of Spaita,
Similarly, in Babylon a woman was kept in tlie lofty temple of
Bel as his wife. 'The Indians of a village in Peru" have been
known to marry a beautiful girl, about fourteen years of age, to
a stone shaped like a human being, which they regarded as a
god (htiaca). All the villagers took part in the marriage cere-

mony, which lasted three days, and was attended with much
revelry. The girl thereafter remained a virgin and sacrificed to
the idol for the people. They shewed her the uttermost rever-
ence and deemed her divine' (ib. p. 146).

In such cases the provision of a wife was probably
looked upon as an ordinary dutj' to the god, who
was thought of in anthropomorjihic terms. Such
Avife frequently became his priestess. And the
relation between the god and his wife may not

always have been the direct cause of fertility or
other blessings to the w^orshippers, though doubt-
less the neglect to provide a wife would have
aroused the divine resentment.

In India, where prostitutes are attached to a temple, they are
first married to the god. The Kaikolans, a caste of 'Tamil
weavers, deem it right that at least one girl in every family
should be dedicated to the temple service. At Coimbatore the
i;iarriage ceremony is performed before the idol, presumably
Siva. A Brahman ties the tali upon her ; and at night the god
is represented by a sword, which is laid by her side before any
one else is allowed to approach her. So realistically is the
relation between the god and the girl conceived that at her
death the idol, as her husband, has to observe the customary
death-pollution ; consequently no puja is performed in the
temple until her body has been disposed of (E. Thurston, Castes
and Tribes of S. India, Madras, 1909, iii. 37 ff.). A ceremony
widely practised in India is that of marrying Vispu to a tnl.-n-

plant, or of marrying an a,>(i'o<(fta-plant toa marg'ojsre-plant, and
so forth. This is performed by husbands and wives to obtain
offspring (Census of India, 1911, Report, vii. 63, xvi. 176,
xxi. 89).

Generally, when from various causes a pantheon
develops, the individual divinities become more
or less specialized, and the patronage of sexual
love and human fecundity is often severed from
that of the multiplication of flocks and herds and
the seeds of the field. This has been the case with
the Negro divinity Legba. In Greece the imported
goddess Aphrodite tended in the same way to
become the goddess of beauty and human love,

obscuring the wider functions that she originally
exercised and in many places continued to share
with other divinities. In such ca.ses the licentious
rites are often emphasized and turned to uses in-

volving more than a disregard
—a conscious clefiance—of all moral regulations. Societies deeply pene-

trated with this cancer are on the way to dissolu-
tion.

But a much more legitimate motive dictates re-

course to these divinities. The desire for oflspring,
so vital to the species, is deeply imprinted in every
normal individual. It is, incleed, limited by the

necessity for finding room and subsistence. Where
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this condition presses on the community, as among
very low races and peoples hemmed in by geo-
graphical or political obstacles, it is counteracted

by infanticide ; but elsewhere it impels to repro-
duction. Women as well as men, and even more
than men, wish for children. Nowhere is tlie wish
more in evidence tlian among jiatrilineal peoples,
where women are held in esteem according as they
are, or are not, blessed with children, and it is a

reproach to a married woman to lie cliiklless. So
strong is the desire for offspring that a man often
cares not who has begotten the children reckoned
to him. He will marry a woman who has proved
her capacity for child bearing, in order to obtain
not only the children she may hereafter bear, but
those she has already borne. He will subject his
wife to other men's embraces with perfect inditt'er-

ence, so long as the children resulting become his,
or even for the purpose of thus acquiring children.
In such a community, it need hardly be said, the
issue of adultery— i.e. the wife's connexion with a
man unlicensed by the husband—is usually claimed

by the latter, though he may dissolve the marriage
or punish the wife even with death. Here, then,
resort to divinities of fecundity to procure oflspring
is natural and, granted their ability to bestow it,

reasonable. Wherever the desire for children is

strong, such resort is witnessed in custom and told
in story. Ancestor-worship lends itself to the

practice. An ancestor who founded or continued
the family is interested in its permanence. If he
be possessed of power, which his worship presumes,
he will, when properly approached, exercise that

power to grant increase to his seed. It is, there-

fore, not without significance that his image should

be, as in some cases we have seen it to be, repre-
sented in ithyphallic form.
The rites employed to attain the object are, as

we have learned, very various. Vows, prayers,
and offerings to the god are things of course.

When he is in phallic form, he is embraced ; anil

for this purpose many objects are deemed phalli
that were not so intended. A human representative
may play the part of the god. Mere contact with
a sacred object is often sutticient. Phallic amulets
are everywhere in request. They may be placed
in or about the dwelling, or, more likely, are worn
on the person, so as to secure continuous contact.

Special kinds of food, or food prepared with special
rites, may be prescribed, or the drinking of, or

bathing in, various liquids (Hartland, Prim.
Pafrniifi/, i. ch. ii. f.). These and other methods
are mainly magical, and often have little or

nothing directly to do with worship in the strict

acceptation of the term. In either case recourse is

had to the mysterious
—a region in which worship,

magic, and medicine are as yet hardly distin-

guished.
Examples have already been given of the sexual

act in relation to agricultural rites. At festivals

the object of sexual licence, in the promotion of

general fertility, the revival of nature, and the

germination of the fruits of the earth, is sometimes
obscured bj' the social character of the occasion.
This is not the case where conjugal relations .are

ordained for the express purpose of assisting the

growth of crops. But the magical influence of

the sexual act is deemed powerful over a much
wider sjihere. Many ceremonies must be performed
only by virgins, or by persons who have abstained
for a ])eriod from intercourse with the opposite sex,
and who are consequently held to be in a state of

ritual purity.

Contrary to this, the Akaniha require the head of the village
and his wife to ('ohal)il on the second and fourth ni^rhts of

their preliinin;irv oocnpation of the now site, when the villnfje
is removed (C W. Ilohley, Kthnntopi/ <>/ A-Kainha and other
K. African Tribes, Caiiihridtre, I'.ild, l'. ."iS)

—
iirohahly a rite in-

tended to lead to all sorts of good luck. Among the same

people the father and mother must cohabit two days after their
child's circumcision ; otherwise the father cannot go and drink
heer at the feast, and the child's wound will not readily heal

(ii. p. 69). In the month of January the Bechuana iiold a

general assembly of all adult males, on a day fixed by the
chief, at the great kraal of the tribe. Certain ceremonies, ap-
parently of a purificatory nature, are performed ; and they are

repeated by each man upon his own family at home. That
night every man ritually sleeps with his chief wife. If he is

away from home and unable to return, the year will probably
be a year of calamity for him, and his chances of surviving it

are slight. When he returns, he cannot cohabit with his wife
until after the next year's ceremony. The danger rests not
only upon him, but also upon her, if the ceremonial cohabita-
tion be omitted. Hhe may, however, call in the assistance of
another man, in case of her husband's absence ; and she is

perfectly free from blame in so doing ; but the husband is

under a grave interdict until an elaborate ceremony has been
performed o\ er him by the mtdicine-man (JAJ xxxv. [l!to5]

3U). Nor is a sexual rite of this kind confined to the Bantu
race. It is difficult to say whether the Todas of the Nilgiri
Hills are, like the Bantu and their congeners the true Negroes,
specially libidinous. It is certain that their sexual morality is

very low, and that there is no word for adultery in their lan-

guage ; the evidence, indeed, points to a total absence of the

concept of adultery, despite the fact that there are recognized
husbands and wives. The Todas are composed of two non-

exogamous divisions—the Tartharol and the Teivaliol. The ti

is tlie most sacred institution know n to them. It comprises a
her<l of buffaloes with a number of dairies and grazing districts

tended by dairy-man priests. These dairies belong exclusively
to one or other Tarthar clan, but the palol, or priest, must be
a Teivali. He must be celibate. If he holds office continuously
for eighteen years, he performs ceremonial intercourse com-
pletely naked on an appointed day with a Tarthar woman,
chosen by himself and brought for the purpose into a neighbour-
ing wood. Intercourse during the day-time is ordinarily ac-
counted immoral, but it does not seem to disqualify him for his

priestly duties. That the act has some ritual value seems clear,
from tfie very fact that it is directly contrary to the moral and
religious usages, but it is not known exactly what its value is

(\V. H. R. Rivers, The Todas, London, 1906, jjp. 529, 83, 103).

When a sexual act which infringes the accepted
morality has no ritual value, it is often held to

produce evil results on the weather or the harvest,

blighting the crops and causing sterility of women
and of cattle, and other misfortunes {Frazer,

Psyche's Task-, London, 1913, p. 44 ff ; GB\ pt. i..

The Magic Art, ii. 107 ff.). So much importance
is attached in the lower culture to the act of sexual
union.

Whatever may be the exact import of the Toda
rite, the apotropanc intention of the rites just
previously cited is manifest. The same is to be
said of a certain Australian rite.

When the Kurnai of Gippsland saw the aurora Australia,
'

they thought it to be Munrmn's fire, which might burn them
up. The old men then told them to exchange wives for the

day, and the Bret (the dried hand of one of their dead kinsfolk)
was swung backwards and forwards with cries of "Send it

away"' (A. W. Howitt, Native Tribes of S.-E. Aimtralia,
London, 1904, p. 277). These are obviously magical proceedings
to avert the danger.

In the course of this article we have referred to

several dances and other ceremonies in which the
actors who were charged with the priapic perform-
ances were masked. Possibly our own Jack-in-the
Green is a survival of such a ligure. In these
cases the personages represented appear to be

spirits of fertility, and their actions to be intended
to bring about by sympathetic magic the impregna-
tion of nature, the reproduction or men and beasts

and fruits of the eart h.

The KaXoyipoi in the modern Thracian performance are dis-

guised with goat-skins. In the Mandan dance the performers
are buffaloes. Among the Karayas of Brazil, who live largely
by fishing, a man is reported on such an occasion to have been
masked as a dolphin with a gigantic phallus (Anthropos, vii.

[1912] 208, citing P. Ehrenreich, Beitriuje zxir Volkerkxmde

Brasiliens, Berlin, 1891, p. 35).

In each case the supernatural l>eing represented
takes the shape of the creature whose multii>lica-
tion is of the greatest importance to the com-

munity. In this way he embodies the reproductive

power and process in general.
Such presentations are not confined to seasonal

festivals and rites at the openin«i or close of agri-

cultural or hunting labours. Perhaps the hist

connexion in which we should look ior them is

that of death rites. In various parts of tlie world,
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however, the sixual act is a-.-ociat€il with the

customs observed on the occasion of a dcatli. It is

very commonly tabued for a certain period either to

the relatives or to the entire neit,'hbourhood. But

sometimes ceremonial cohabitation is enjoined.

When a man dies among the Akamba, his father and mother,

if livinir nnist on the third day have conjugal relations, prior

to their ritual purification and to the resumption of normal

relations bv the other men and women of the village (Hohley,

OT). A niissionarv. describing a mourning ceremony which

..e had witnessed among the Baronga alwut Delagoa Bay, tells

us that at a certain stage an elderly woman came forward sing-

ing licentious songs and mimicking the coitus amid the plaudits

of the assembled women ; and
' another old woman of at least

beveiity years of age followed her, and running with a mincing

5
ait through the place, was uttering words of the same kind."

unod'g comment is interesting : the period of mourning, he

says, is a marginal period, according to van Gennep's significant

terminology, oetween two normal periods of social existence;
' and these phases of life are marked for the Bantu by this

strange contrast—prohibition of sexual intercourse and a shame-

less overflowing of impure words and gesticulations.' The

final rites purificatory of the death-pollution include ritual

coition between the respective husbands and wives, after which

oitliiiary life is renewed (II. A. Junod, The Life of a S. African

Tribe, 2 vols. , NeuchMel, 1912-13, i. 160, 162-156). On the Aaru

Islands it is customary to exhume the corpse after a cerlam

period, sometimes as long as three years, and to clean and pre-

pare the bones for their permanent deposit in a cave. Until

this is done the widow wears mourning garb and may not leave

the house. The dec^iyed corpse is brought down to the beach.

The inhabitants of the village are there assembled. All the

mourning clothes of men and women, together with the corpse,

are burned. The men carry a wooden phallus, the women a

kteii. Singing all sorts of obscene songs, they leap round the

rtames like demoniacs, thrusting the phallus into the kteis and

imitating the movements of copulation. The object of this is

said to be to incite the widow to cohabitation, or to intimate to

her in a forcible manner that she is now at liberty to marry

again (Riedel, p. 268). Beyond this, however, it is probable
that the ceremonv is a formal resumption of the normal ilife

of the \illage and a spell to stimulate reproduction. On the

Upper Aiary, in Brazil, a German explorer witnessed a few-

years ago a mourning dance by masked figures representing

spirits, who attacked and stormed the dwelling of the deceased

to the no small terror of the women and children. Ultimately
the wild scene ended in laughter ; and there followed dances by

inas<iuerader8 disguised as various animals. In one of these all

the performers took part. They were provided with dispropor-

tionately large phalli, with which they mimicked the act of

copulation
—a proceeding regarded by both the actors and the

gper-tators in a thoroughly serious fashion. The explorer con-

cludes that it was intended to produce fertility in human

beings, animals, and plants alike, in the whole settlement—' an

idea,' he says,
'
full of deep moral import and quite free from

indecency in our sense
'

(T. Koch-Griinberg, Zwei Jahre unter

d<-n Indianem, 2 vols., Berlin, 1909-10, i. 133 ff.).

Thus the sexual organs as the great instruments

of reproduction are the enemies of sterility and

death ; and as sucli they are exhibited and em-

ployed, actually or by symbol—that is to say,

magically
— to counteract the depredations of

mortality. For the same reason they are regarded
as having prophylactic virtue against all sorts of

evil influences. The destructive attacks of evil

spirits and tlie more insidious blasting i)ower of the

evil eye are alike subdued by them. Tiiis general

prophylactic virtue accounts for the common use

of priapic figures and ithyphallic statues, whether
of gods or of ancestors. Much more than the

specific gift of oflspring or of abundant harvests

was expected of the personages thus represented,
wliether goiis or ancestors. Thev were often

tutelary divinities, warding off all kinds of evils.

Here we have, there can be little doubt, an ex-

planation of many rites in various parts of the

world to l)e performed naked.
Pliny tell.H us that in his time it was believed that storms

could be diverted and driven away by a woman simiily un-

covering herself (£f.V xxviii. 23). In order to secure his seed

i^ainst the depredations of birds, in some of the Saxon settle-

ments in Transylvania the fanner is recommended to go to

the field before sunrise and, stripping naked, walk round the

crop, ending by repeating a Paternoster. Then, dressing again,
he must kindle some sulphur-fumes, take an ear of corn in his

mouth, and return straightway to the house without speaking
to anybody. Elsewhere it is the farmer's wife who performs
the ceremony, holding a candle in her hand. Against smut or

damage by hail she also walks naked round the field by night at

the first full moon after sowing (II. von Wlislocki, Vnlkmjlaube
der Siehenb. Snnhgen, Berlin. 1S93, pp. 127, 129). Among the

Tsui tribe in .Morocco, when rain is wanted, women go to a

retired place where they cannot be seen by men, and play.

completely naked, a certain game of ball with wooden ladles.

The gameitself has a magical effect here and elsewhere ; but its

virtue is emphasized by the nakedness of the players (E. Wester-

marck, Ceremonies and Beliefs in Morocco, Helsingfors, 1913,

p. 121X In the Trichinopoly district of S. India,
' w hen the

tanks and rivers threaten to breach their banks, men stand
naked on the bund and beat their drums ;

and if too mucii rain

falls naked men jwint firebrands at the sky. Their nudity is

supposed to shock the powers that bring the rain, and arrest

their farther progress
'

(i''. p. 130 n., quoting Thurston, Omens
und Superstitions of Soxithern India, London, 1912, p. 309).

The Orions and Mui.idas of the Chota Nagimr plateau ptrforni
the yearly ceremony of driving away from the village the c\ il

spirits that cause cattle disease. It takes place at night. All

the young unmarried men (who, because unmarried, are pre-
sumed to be virgin and therefore possessed of 'greater soul-

power than married men') are the
performers. They are

naked, and with sticks in their hands, bellowing like cows, and

breaking to pieces the earthen pots which they find in front of

the houses, they chase the demon, represented for the nonce

by the village cattle-herds, across the boundary to the next

village (JHAI xliv. [1914] 344). In Uussia the peasant girls,

clad only in their shifts, with loose hair and barefooted, ward off

the cholera from their village'.by dragjfing
a plough round it

at midnight (an example is recorded in Daily Chronicle, Snl

July 190o). Here the one remaining garment left to the girls

appears to be a modern concession to decency. In the same

way it seems probable that originally the Luperci in Rome ran

round the base of the Palatine stark naked, to perform the

Uistratio ol the city. Throughout the E. Indies a woman who
dies in childbirth is the object of great dread. She becomes a

powerful and malicious spirit. She misleads wayfarers, she

attacks pregnant women and those in childbed, she seduces

and emasculates men. Special precautions are taken against
her. In the Philippines a Tagala husband whose wife is in

tra\ail mounts on the roof of his hut with his sword, shield,

and spear, completely naked or with only a loin-cloth, while

sundry friends surround the hut below similarly accoutred.

They rage, they lunge, they hew the air, holding that by tliis

fury and their nakedness "they will frighten the patianak, as

this malignant ghost is there called, and drive her away.
Wayfarers who have lost the right path, believing that their

misfortune is due to the patianak, 'strip themselves and un-

cover their genital organs, whereby the patianak is terrified

and no longer in a condition to lead them astray' (Wilken, iii.

319). It has been suggested that the patia7\.ak has a more than

ordinary fear of the i)hallus, because that was the cause of her

pregnancy and therefore in the long run of her death. The
inference does not seem necessary. The relation to the cata-

strophe, which the patianak, like all ghosts of persons dying
violent deaths, so bitterly resents, may have laid stress in

popular belief on the terrifjlng power of the phallus, though
there is no direct evidence of this. It is enough that she is a

hostile spirit, a spirit of steriHty and destruction ; against such
the phallus is a defence and a countervailing power.

There are, of course, many rites performed in a

state of nudity, for which other reasons may be

assigned. It is not intended here to suggest that

all cases of ritual nudity are to be accounted for

by the apotropteic power of the sexual organs,
which is manifested in the foregoing illustrations.

To define the geographical limits of phallic

symbols and ceremonies is not possible in the

pre.sent state of our knowledge. Their range is

wide. They owe their inception to emotions which
are the necessary outcome of the animal part of

our nature. The probability is, therefore, that

they are well-nigii universal in the lower planes of

culture, even where they have not hitherto been
recorded. And they are long preserved in spite of

the growing refinement of the general advance of

civilization. In some cases this is due to the fact

that they have become interwoven with a definite

religion. In other cases they are an atavistic re-

version generated by inten.se religious emotion.

More often they persist in tlie shape of .spells and
amulets. Magic, like religion, deals with the fears,

the hopes, and the desires of mankind. Keligion,

becoming more and more sublime, leaves the baser

elements of which it has been purged to magic,
which, on the other hand, becomes more and more

degraded. The worship of the sexual organs, or of

deities or nature-powers under their form, is, .so far

as our information goes, an uncommon phenomenon.
Prominence of sexual attributes in an object of

worship from whom fertility and plenty are ex-

pected by the worshipper is more frequent, whether
that object be conceived as god or as ancestor. In

sucli a case phallic rites may or may not be part of

the cult, but perhaps are hardly ever unmixed with
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juagic. Magic, indeed, is the predominant element
in phallic rites ; in the vast majority of svicli rites
all trace of worship strictly so called is wantuig.
When magic becomes an outlaw from society, as it

does in the higher cviltures, one of the chief means
by whicli it maintains its existence is the ministry
to sexual impulses. Love-spells and philtres are
a large portion of its stock-in-trade; rites and
amulets to obtain children are hardly less in request
in many communities. These spells, rites, and
amulets are generally phallic, and often obscene
and repulsive. Their consideration belongs ratiier
to inagic and witchcraft than to phallic worship,
and it lias been possible to give only very few illus-

trations here.

Wide-spread, however, as are the practices with
which this article is concerned, and intimately as

they are related to some of the deepest emotions,
it is worth while to remind ourselves that they
form a portion only of the history of religion. The
caution is the more necessary since the subject
exercises such fascination upon some minds as to
have given occasion to the taunt that no one who
studies it remains sane. Concentration of atten-
tion is apt to cause any subject to assume an
importance which it may not in itself deserve.
The sexual element is indigenous in human nature.
But it is only one element, and its direct influence
on religion may be exaggerated. There are many
departments of life, and a variety of human
interests, desires, and aspirations, represented by
cults in which the sexual element has normally
little or no share ; and they increase with the pro-
gress of civilization and the intellectual expansion
of mankind. Keligious conservatism may preserve
the sexual element for a time in a cult inherited
from savagery. In the higher religions it lingers
chiefly in the negative form of asceticism, rising at
times into delusion and monomania, or in other

equally abnormal manifestations of fanaticism.

Literature.—The literature of the subject is voluminous.
Some of the most important works have been indicated through-
out the article. In addition to them the following may be con-
sulted : Clifford Howard, Sex Worship*, Chicago, 1902

; J. G.
R. Forlong-, Rivers of Life, 2 vols., with separate chart,
London, 1883.

Among various German works there is an art. by F. Maurer,
in Globus, xcii. [1907] 256, entitled ' Der Phallusdienst bei den
Israeliten und Babyloniern.' It contains a good summary of
what is known or alleged relating to phallic worship among the
ancient Babylonians and Israelites.

E. S. Hartland.
PHARISEES.—Some difficult problems arise

in connexion with the earlier history of Pharisaism
which cannot be said yet to have been definitely
solved. An attempt will be made in this article
to give some indication of these and of the import-
ant discussions that have been devoted to their
elucidation within recent years. See also art.

Sadducees.
I. Origin and name.—As an active movement

Pharisaism emerged from the Maccabaean conflict
with surrounding heathenism, and became quies-
cent only after the annihilation of the Jewish
national life in the reign of Hadrian ; that is to

say, its activity extended over a period of nearly
three centuries, from the reign of John Hj^rcanus
(135-105 B.OtoA.D. 135. The Pharisees already
appear in the reign of Ilyrcanus as a powerfully
organized party (Joseph u.s, Aitt. xiii. x. 5-7), an'd
no doubt were in existence even earlier {ib. v. 9).
Their general aim was to continue and make
efTective the work which the earlier teachers of
the Law Iiad begun, viz. the application of the
T6rah to the practical afVairs of everyday life.

But Pii!irisai.sm, though dominantlj' legalistic in

character, was more tliau mere legalism. As
Elbogen' has pointed out,

1 Die Relltiionsaiuscfiauunrien dcr Phanscier, p. 2. The
italics are Elbogen's.

'The Pharisees are usually described as the party of narrow
legalistic tendencies, and it is forgotten how strenuously they
laboured against the Hcllenizing movement for the mainten-
ance of monotheism ; it is forgotten that they built up relvjiouit
individualism and purely spiritual worship ; that it was
through them more especially that belief in a future life was
deepened ;

and that they carried on a powerful misnion (pro-
paganda). They are represented as merely the guardians of
the Pentateuch, and the fact is overlooked that they no less
esteemed the Prophets and Hagiographa, and were not less

careful to make it their duty, in the weekly expositions of the

.Scriptures [in the Synagogues], to preach to the people the
truths and hopes of religion out of these books."

In the famous passage of Josepiius referred to
above the rujjture between the Pharisees, already
a powerful party, and the governing authority,
represented by the ruler, is placed by Josephus in

the reign of John Hyrcanus. According to the

story, the breach grew out of an incident at a

banquet given by the ruler, when a Pharisee was
indiscreet enough to suggest that the ruler should
divest himself of the high-priestly functions and
content himself with the civil government. W'hen
pressed to give a reason, the Pharisee is said to

have mentioned a rumour (which was in reality

baseless) that the mother of Hyrcanus had been
a captive.^ The result was an open rupture, and

Hyrcanus is alleged to have withdrawn from the
Pharisaic party, of which he had been hitherto
a zealous member. In the Talmud, however
(T. B. Qiddushin, 66rt), the story is referred to

Alexander Jannai (Jannams), who reigned 104-78

B.C., and this is probably its correct setting. The
reign of Hyrcanus, as Josephus himself says, was
peaceful and happy, while that of Alexander
Jannai was characterized by war and bloodshed,
and also by violent conflicts with the Pharisees.
As Israel Friedliinder says,^
'The whole story points clearly to the unfortunate conditions

as they existed in the time of Jannai and, when looked at in

this light, the Talmudic account, though curtailed in some
parts, receives its proper historical setting such as we would
seek in vain in the version of Josephus.'

We may conclude, then, that the Pharisees first

appear as an influential party under that name in

the reign of John Hyrcanus ; that the latter ruler
favoured them throughout his long and prosperous
reign, and was under their influence ; and that the
breach between the party and the ruler took place
in the reign of '

King' Alexander Janna^us. We
need not follow the later fortunes of the party in

detail, their persecution under Jannanis and tri-

umph under his widow. Queen Salome Alexandra
(reigned 78-69 B.C.). For a long time they con-
tinued to exercise great political power, not

always, perhaps, wi.sely. The separation of the

high-priesthood from the kingship may be traceil

to their influence. In the so-called Psalms of
Solomo7i the impression produced by the terrible
events that followed the break up of the Has-
monsean dynasty and the intervention of the
Romans under Pompey, who massacred thou-
.sands of the Jews in Jerusalem, is reflected in a
Pharisaic writer. The psalmist evidently regards
the bloody chastisement which the Jews had to

endure at this time as proceeding from the ham!
of God. It was the punishment inflicted on tiie

people for having acquiesced in the usurpation by
the Hasmona'ans of the royal dignitj' which hail

been reserved for the Messianic prince of the
House of David. The Jewish scholar Moritz Fried-

liinder, in his stimulating and suggestive work.
Die religidsen Bcwcgiingen imierhnlb dcs Judcu-
turns im Zcitaltcr Jcsu (Berlin, 1905). takes a

very unfavourable view of tlie Pharisees of this

period and later down to the time of tiie destruc-
tion of Jerusalem (A.D. 70), regarding them as

1 This would be a legal disqualification for the high-
priestliood.

2 ' The Rupture between Alexander Jannai and the Pharisees,'
in JqR, new ser., iv. [1913-14] 444. The whole article is

important.
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a narrow le<,'alistic party, wlio were corruptetl by

being mixed up with politics. This is liartlly just

to the party as a whole. Doubtle.ss there wiis an

extreme element, represente<l later by the Zealots,

who took an active, and sometimes sinister, part

in political movements. But there also existed

a l!irj,'e section who were truer to the ideals of

tiieir 'spiritual ancestors the Hiisidim, or 'pious,'
wlio were primarilj- interested in the maintenance
and furtherance of reli<rion a.s they understood it,

and, so Ion*; as those interests were not menaced

by the political regime, were content to leave

j)olitics alone.

The explanation of the name 'Pharisees' is

a dithcult and unsolved problem. Tlie Hebrew
form of the name, /iCrt'(s)iiin, aiipareiitly means
•separatists,' and, if originally given, as seems

prol)able, by oi)pouents, may have been intended

to brand the party as disloyal, those who separated
themselves from loyal obedience to the king. Or
it may have originally meant 'the expelled' or

•dismissed,' viz. from the Sanhcdrin. It seems

probable that a division did take place in the

baniiedrin by which it became finally separated
into two groups or parties, the Sadducees (

= the

priestly group) and the Pharisees (
= the lay

members of that bodj' representing tlie popular

party). Later the Pharisees, accepting the name,
seem to have given it a diti'erent meaning, viz.

those who separated themselves from the wicked
Sadducees.^ Kohler- explains the name as mean-

ing
' " one Mho separates himself," or keeps away

from persons or things impure, in order to attain

the degree of holiness and righteousness required
in those who would commune with God.' He cites

in support of this explanation the term pcrtshuth,
which means 'abstinence' or pious self-restraint.

But, on the face of it, this meaning has all the

appearance of being secondary, and it is to be

noted tliat the Rabbinical literature itself uses the

term penlthin in the sense of
'

seceders.' ^ Another
and most ingenious explanation is that proposed

by Leszynsky in his work on the Sadducees.^

Leszynsky argues that the Pharisees were in no
sense a 'separatist' party, as is commonly as-

sumed, but arose from the ranks of the people as

the champions of pojuilar religious custom. So
far from separating themselves from ordinary life

and afl'airs, they flung themselves with fierce

energy into these. Against them were arrayed
tlie Sadducees, opposing to their oral tradition the
wntten Torah. The opposition, of course, affected

only certain specific points, but on these the

Pharisees did not hesitate to exalt their own tradi-

tion, even when this was in apparent conflict witli

the written word of the Law. Leszynsky explains
the name 'Pharisee' as connoting originally 'ex-

pounder
'

or '

interpreter
'

rather than '

separatist.'
'

It is supposed that the party came to be called

'expounclers' or 'interpreters' (pSriishim) as the

result of a long dispute. For a long time con-

troversy raged within the Pharisaic party on the

is.*ue whether the oral tradition should be adjusted
to, and find its justification in, the written Law.
At first the section of the Pharisees opposed to

this policy triumphed ; but after the time of

Simeon ben Shetah (flourished before and after

78 B.C.) the policy of linking up the oral tradition

1 Cf. Lauterl)ach, in Studies in Jewish Literature in Honour
OJ Kohler, p. 196.

2 Art. •

Pharisees,' in JB ix. 661*.
s Cf. T. B. Peg. 706, where ' the ar^ment of seceders

'

is

referred to, i.e. those who have left the college and established

a school of their own.
* Pharisder und Sadduziier.
8 The term V~ij2 is constantly used in the Rabbinical literature

in the sense of
'

explain
' or ' make explicit

'

(cf. B'n'g,
'

explana-

tion '). Just as v-),S = &T\ and pn'2 = B'-i'iC, so D'?hi9=
D'J?'T^ (»•«

'

interpreters '), according to Leszj-nsky.

with Scripture jjrevailed. Leszynsky finds support
for this view in an obscure passage of the Mishnah
(If(tg. ii. 2) which he explains in an ingenious
manner of his own. The name '

Pharisee,' accord-

ing to this view, means '

interpreter
'

(of Scripture)
in the interests of the oral traditional Law. It did
not originally denote the whole party who cham-
pioned the oral Law, but only a section of it.

Their original name was '

^Ja.sidim,'
' but in time,

when the new policy prevailed, the name 'Phari-
sees' naturally attached itself to the whole i)arty.A not inconsiderable difficulty attaching to

Loszynsky's theory is that the form of the word
pirushim, which is passive, does not lend itself

easily to the meaning
'

interiireters.' <Jn the

whole, the (explanation proposed by Lauterbach,
that tlie name = 'seceders' or 'expelled' (viz. from
the priestly Sanhedrin), is most probable. It

suits admirably the historical circumstances of the
time when the Pharisees first emerge into promi-
nence as an active and influential party. According
to Lauterbach, the original name of the Pharisees
for themselves was ' the wise of Israel

'

("rNi/;;': 's^n).*
Another name, used by the Pharisees among them-
selves, was /uzier, 'colleague' or 'fellow-member.'
This connoted membership of a close association,
or Mbilrdh, to Avhich only those were admitted
who 'in the presence of tliree members, pledged
themselves to the strict observance of Levitical

purity, to the avoidance of closer association with
the 'Am ha-Arez [i.e. those living outside the
standards of the Law], to the scrupulous payment
of tithes and other imposts due to the priest, the

Levite, and the poor, and to a conscientious regard
for vows and for other people's property.'^ But it

is doubtful how far, if at all, such an organization
existed in Palestine before A.D. 70.

2. Antecedents and development.—It has already
been pointed out that the Pharisees carried on,
and made effective, the work which the earlier

teachers of the Law had begun, the application of

the Torah to the practical afl'airs of everyday life.

This earlier class of t«achers of the Law went by
the name of ' the Soffirlm,' being so called because

they taught the people out of ' the book of the
Law '

{Sefer hn-t6rdh). Their teaching was based

directly on the simple and plain text of the Law,
no doubt with a certain amount of interpretation
and explanation, but all of the simplest character.

The period of the Soffiiim came to an end with
Simon the Just (the first of that name), about
300-270 B.c* It therefore ceased just about the
time when Greek influence had begun powerfully
to affect Jewish communal life in Palestine, and
new conditions had begun to grow up in the life of

the people.
The period during which the Soffirim controlled

the religious teaching and exercised supreme
authority in regulating the religious afl'airs of the

community thus covered the Persian period and
the transition period that followed. During this

time the circumstances of the Jewish community
in Palestine underwent no great changes.

' The Book of the Law acceptefl from Ezra by tliese early
founders and organizers, with the few simple interpretations

given to it by the Soferim, was therefore sutticieiit for almost
all the needs of the community throughout the entire Persian

period.'*

1 The Hasidim (' Assidseana ') appear as an organized party in

the early Maccabaean period. They are mentioned in 1 Mac.
as strict observers of the law (2^2), and abstainers from things
unclean (l^^f-). Possibly these Hastdim are referred to in some
late Psalms (e.g. 149).

2 Cf. also the constantly recurring expression in the early

Rabbinical literature D'Cpn '"I'nTn,
' the disciples of the wise.'

3 Kohler, in JK Ix. 661 (cUing De.tn. ii. 3).
•* In Pirqe AhhMh, i. 2, he is designated as being 'of the last

sur\ivor8 of the men of the Great Synagogue,' i.e. he belonged
to the last of the Soferim.

5 Lauterbach, in JQR, new ser., vi. 34.
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No (loul)t slight clianges did develop in tiie inner
life of tlie community, and these were reflected in
new religious customs. But, as Lauterbach rigiitly
l>oints out,'

'
All these necessary inodifiL-ations and even the few new laws

[required] the Soferini could easily read into the written Law
by means of interpretation, or even embody the same in the
Book by means of some sli^cht indications in the text it«clf.
Thus they found in the Book of the Law all the teachinifs they
required.
The Soferim were able to do this because they were also the

actual scribes whose business it was to ]>repare copies of the
Book of the Law. If they desired to tcai:h a certain law,
custom, or practice, because they considered it as part of the
religious teachings, although it could not be found in, or
interpreted into, the Book of the Law, the\ would cause it to
he indicated by some slight chanso in the text. . . . Thev did
not hesitate to do so, because they did not in any way change
the law as they understood it. The changes and corrections
which they allowed themselves to make in the text were of
such a nature that they did not affect the meaning of the
passage, but merely gave to it an additional meaning, thus
su<fgesting the law or custom which they desired to teach. In
this manner they succeeded in grafting upon the written Law
all these newl^ developed laws and customs which they con-
sidered genuinely Jewish.'

Simon the Just, the last of the Soffidm (t not
later than 270 B.C.), was himself high-priest, and
no doubt the body of teachers of which he was
tlie head was mainly priestly in character and
personnel. But after his death the activity of
these teachers as an authoritative body seems to
liave largely ceased.

' Even the authority of the High-priest was undermined. . . .

Laymen arose who had as much influence among the people
and with the government as the High-priest, and they became
leadtrs.'^

Tlie old control over popular religious custom by
the high-priest and the body of teachers under
him—wiiich had been possible while the community
was stable and (to a large extent) self-contained—
Avas no longer possible. New customs and prac-
tices gradually arose for which there were no pre-
cedents in the old tradition, or in the text of the
Law it.self, and gradually established themselves
among the people. Still the neeil was felt for

maintaining the authority of the Law and tradition,
and so there arose a body of lay teachers, who
privately devoted themselves to the study of the
Law, wiiich now became ' a matter of private
piety, and as such . . . was not limited to the
priests.'

3 No doubt there were faithful priests
who assisted this movement. Thus for some 70 or
80

years—
from about 270 to 190 B.C.—there seems

to have been a break in authoritative teaching.
The text of the Law and the study of it were pre-
served during this interval by the piety of indi-
vidual teachers, both priests and laymen. About
190 B.C., or a few years earlier or later, it is prob-
able that this state of things was brunglit to an
end by the organization of the Saniiedrin, an
authoritative body consisting of priests and lay
teachers, which was able to regulate officially the
religious affairs of the people. It was their task
to harmonize the laws of the fathers with the life
of their own times

; and this task had become
exceptionally difficult because the new religious
customs that had grown up among the people had
now (owing to lapse of time) come to be regarded
by them as traditional, and meanwhile, also, the
text of the Law had become rigidly tixed—it was
no longer possible to introduce slight verbal modi-
fications, as tlie earlier Sdlerim iiad done. How
was the problem to be solved ? It was apparently
in connexion with the issues raised by this ditHculty
that that division took place in the Sanhedrin
Avhich later led to the secession (or dismissal) from
that body of tho.se who came to be called 'Phari-
sees,' i.e., as explained above, '.'^eceders.' But,
before this critical state of ad'airs was reached, a
long period of discussion and controversy seems to

J Lauterbach, in JQR, new ser., vi. 34, 3G.
- IIJ. p. 37. J lb. p. 43.
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have ensued. The priestly, at that time the most
powerful, element in the Sanhedrin wisiied to
maintain the sacred and obligatory character of
the written Torah, as apart from the new religious
customs. According to Lauterbacli, tiiey wished
to give authoritative recognition to the latter bj'

special decrees, issued and modified from time to

time, to suit varying circumstances, by priestly
authority in accordance with Dt IT''-'^ These
decrees were not to be put on a level with the
sa(aed text of the written Law, but were to be
regarded as authoritative so long as tiiey remained
in force. On the other hand, the l^asldim, or
members of the 'i)ious' party, largely represented
by the lay teachers, in the Sanhedrin %\ould not
accept this solution. They were unwilling to
recognize any such extension of puridy priestly
authority, and contended that their own authority
as teachers was equal to that of the priests, anil
that all authorized religious custom must be based
directly upon the Law or its ecpiivalent.
'Acknowledging the Law of the fathers to be the sole

authority, these lay teachers now had to find all the decisions
and rules necessary for the practical life of their time contained
or implied in the Law. They also had to devise methods for

connecting with the Law all those new decisions and customs
which were now universally observed by the people, thus
making them appear as part of the laws of the fathers.'!

Two methods, according to Lauterbach, were
adopted to secure this result. One was to extend,
by means of new exegeLical methods, the system
of Midrash, /.c. to deduce from the letter of the
I>aw itself justification for particular rules and
customs. This method was, as a matter of fact,

adopted on a large scale and developed by the
Pharisaic teachers, and has given birth to a vast
hermeneutical literature. The methods used were,
as is well known, highly artiticial and comi>lex.
'The other method was to enlarge the definition of the term" Law of the Fathers," so as to mean more than merelv the

written Book of the Law with all its possible interpretations.
In other words, it meant a declaration of the belief that not all
the laws of the fathers were handed down in the written words
of the Book, but that some religious laws of the fathers were
transmitted orallv, independentlv of any connexion with the
Book.' 2

This 'oral Law' (n? ^^3?* n-iin), wiiich later, in
an expanded form, was embodied in the official

Mishnah, was regarded as coeval and of equal
authority with the written T6rah. Thus, according
to Lauterbach, the oral Law is a figment invented
by the Pharisees to lend authority to popular
religious customs which had become established.
However this maj' be, Lauterbach's reconstruction,
sketched above, gives the best explanation that
has yet been proposed to account for the somewhat
complicated f.icts.^ It accounts for the separation
of the Pharisees from tlie Saiiducees (in the earlier

Sanhedrin), and for their emergence as distinct and
bitterly opposed parties at the time when their

party names first emerge into the light of history ;

it also makes plain how this divergence had been
l)repared for by previous events and by the re-

ligious situation thfit had in consequence arisen.

^ 3. Aims and religious position.—The age-long
conflict between the Sadducees and the Pharisees
was the most important factor in the development
of Judaism. The Pharisees, as we have seen, were
the champions of the oral Law which at first was
quite independent of the written Tr.rah, and was
deeply entrcncheil in old ))0pu!ar cu>tom and usage.
On the other hand, the Sadducees mainly repre-
sented the old conservative j)ositions of the priest-
hood, and inherited the tradition of the older
siribism. The 'scribe,' as he is depicted in Sirach

[c. 190 B.C.), is a judge and man of adairs, a culti-

vated student of 'wisdom,' well acquainted, of

course, with the contents of the written Law, and
1 Lnuterbach, in Jijll. new ser., vi. .S? f. 2 //). p. ."^8.

3 It h;is not been possible to st-nte fully the argument> which
support these views. Thoy can be rend in the articles alrea<ly
cited.
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a freiiuenter of the courts of kings. He belongs to

the k'isnreil, aristofiutic class, ami is poles asunder

from the typical Pharisee and teacher of the Law,
who was drawn from the ranks of the people. It

was in the reaction against Hellenism that T6rah-

study, among the people and in the sense explained
alxive, was born. The public reading and exposi-
tion of it in tiie synagogues probably dates only
from the Maccabjean period, lioth j)arties were

compelled now to devote themselves to TCrah-study
in tlie new and exacting way demanded by the

times, the Sadducees because, on their view, tiie

Law was the onlj' valid standanl for Hxing juristic
and religious practice, and the Pharisees because

it was necessary for them to adjust their oral

tradition, as far as possible, to the written word.

The lirst result of Pharisaic activity in this direc-

tion was the development of a remarkably rich

and subtle exegesi.s. A further result was the

evolution of new laws by exegetical methods.*
||

The Pharisees were thus essentially a democratic

party in the sense that they were themselves mainly
drawn from the people and safeguarded the re-

ligious rights and privileges of the laity as against
the aristocratic and exclusive priesthood. The
reaction against the Hellenizing movement was

largely strengthened by their work in succession

to that of the earlier ^asldim ; they democratized

religion by making the Scriptures the possession
of the people, and expounding these in tne weekly
assemblages of the Synagogue. In marked con-

trast with those of the Sadducees, their judgments
in ouestions of law were, as is well known, of a
mild and comjiassionate character. When it is

realized how they spent their energies without
stint in the work of instructing the people in the

Torah, and in bringing religion to bear upon
popular life, their enormous influence with the

people generally, to which Josephus testifies, is

explained.
Josephus says that the Pharisees led the people, compelling

even the priestly aristocracy to yield to them. 'Practically

nothtnjr was done by them [the Sadducees] ; for whenever they
attain ottic* they follow—albeit unwillingly and of compulsion
—what the Pharisees say, because otherwise they would not be
endured by the people

'

(.4 ji(. xvui. i. 4).

In manifold ways the influence of the Pharisees
made itself felt upon the religious life and institu-

tions of the people. The observance of the Sabbath
and holy days was invested with special .sanctity
in the home. As at the sacriHcesin the Temple,
wine was used in honour of the day.

' Remember
the Sal)bath Day to keep it holy' was interjjreted :

'Kemember it over tlie wine,' and was embodied
in the ceremony of quldush,

' sanctification.
' -

They
made the observance of these days popular, and
succeeded in imparting to them a character of

domestic joy. ^\ hereas by the conservative priest-
hood .such occasions were regarded mainly as

Temple festivals, the Pharisees strove to
brinfj

them
into the common life of the peojjle. Their influence
on the Temple services was also of a democratic
character. Tiiey introduced the recitation of daily
prayers beside the sacrifices (Tamid, v. 1), and
founded the institution of the Ma'dmadoth, i.e.

the deputation of lay Israelites which was present
in the Temple at tlie daily sacrifice.* They also

proclaimed the doctrine that the priests were
1 The thirteen exeKetical principles of R. Ishmael (develoi)ed

from an earlier nucleus attributed to Hillel) are set forth in

S. Sinjfer's Hebrew-English Avtiion'.ied Daily Frayer liook,

London, 1914, p. 1.3. They are explained and illustrated in M.
Miel/.iner, Intro'l. to the Tahntid, Cincinnati, 1S94.

- For a description of this ceremony see W. O. E. Oesterley
and G. H. Box, The Reliijlnn and Worship o/ the Synagogue^,
I^ndon, 1911, p. :t76fT.

* Only a deputation was present in the Temple. The other
members of the 'course' on duty who had been left behind in

the towns and country districts assembled in the local syna-
gogues (at the time when the sacrifice was being offered in the

Temple) and encraged in pra\er and the reading of Scripture
(see Ta dnflh, iv. 2, and cf. Schiirer, IIJP iii. 275 f.).

but the deputies of the people (cf. Mishnfih,
y6»td, i.).

' While the Sadducean priesthood,' says Kohler,
'

regarded
the Temple as its domain and took it to be the privilege of the

high priest to offer the daily burnt offering from his own
treasury, the Pharisees demanded that it be furnished from the

Temple treasury, which contained the contributions of the

people.'!

Further, they secured Temple sanction for certain

popular customs which were not enjoined in tiie

Law. Such was the great festival of the water-

drawing at the Feast of Tabernacles, when n liba-

tion of water was brought in procession from the
Pool of Siloam to the Temple and solemnly poured
on the altar. It was, perhaps, originally regarded
as symbolical of rain. During the feast, which
lasted seven tlays, the libation of water was made
each day at the time of the morning sacrihce, and
it is to this custom that Christ implicitly refers in

Jn 7^ '

If any man thirst, let him come unto me,
and drink.' This was one of the most popular of

Temple ceremonies, and the Mishnah referring to

it and its accompaniments says :

' He who has not seen the joy of the water-drawing has never
seen joy in his life.'

The Pharisaic institution of the tefUin, or phylac-
teries, on the head and arm seems to have been
devised as a counterpart of the high-priest's diadem
and breast-plate, and to have been regarded as a

con.secration of head and arm ; and in the same

way the mezuzdh, or door-post symbol, was regarded
as symbolizing the consecration of ilie home. Both
observances were, of course, deriveil from the text

of Scripture (Dt 6*'- 11'*'-), and doubtless originally
had talismanic associations ; but these were, to a

large extent, forgotten. The Pharisees strove to

make their symbolism really religious. They also

infused new and more specifically religious ideas

into the observance of the old traditional festivals

and solemnities. One of the most significant of

these was their doctrine regarding the Day of

Atonement. They boldly transferred the atoning
power from the high-priest to the day itself, so

that atonement might be effected apart from sacri-

fice and priest. The one indispensable condition

was true repentance, on the necessity of which the

Kabbinic literature lays the utmost stress. Simi-

larlj' the New Year Festival (Eosh ha-shdndh)
became the annual Day of Judgment ; and the

Feast of Weeks, or Pentecost (originally a purely
agricultural festival), became the Festival of Ke-

velation, or the Giving of the Law. They also

improved the status of women, relaxing the rigour
of the old laws of purification, and, by the institu-

tion of the marriage-document (or settlement),

protected the woman against arbitrary divorce.

Their general aim, apparently, was to invest the

woman in the home with as much dignity as

possible. In consequence they enjoyed, as Josephus
tells us, great popularity with the Jewish women
(Ant. XVII. ii. 4). Among their other great
achievements they fixed the canon of Scripture,
built up the Synagogue service and liturgy, and
established a system of religious instruction by
means of elementary schools, supplemented by the

Synagogue.
The enormous influence of the Pharisaic party

on the religious life of the Jewish people in Pales-

tine is thus clear ; and it undoubtedly operated in

the time of Jesus and the apostles. In the Syna-
gogue and outside the Temple it was supreme.
Even within the Temple it made itself seriously
felt. Apparently, however, the Pharisees did not

secure full control of the Temple ritual till the two
decades that preceded the destruction in A.D. 70

(r. A.D. 50-70). Thus in the time of Jesus the

Temple services were still mainly conducted in

accordance with the old priestly traditions (though
1 JE ix. mi"-.
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not, as we have seen, entirely). Both the Sanhe-
(iiin and the Temple were still dominated by tlie

))riestly aristocracy. This comes out very clearly
in the details of the trial of .Jesus, as narrated in

tlie (lOspels. The procedure adopted violated the
canons of the crimin.il law accepted by tlie Phari-

sees, and embodied in the Mislinah.' It is clear

enou<,'h from the Gospels, indeed, that the chief

actors in the tragedy were the members of the
hiiih- priestly party.

'J'lie Pharisaic ideal was the exact opposite of

what is understood by 'progiess' in the modern
world. While in modern life the tendency is to

secularize ever more and more all departments of

human activity, the Pharisees consistently strove
to bring life more and nu)re under the dominion of

religious observance. Put observance—ceremonial—was valued mainly because of its educational
worth. By carefully formed habits, by the cere-

monial of religious observance, religious ideas could
be impressed upon the people's mind and heart.

But the outward was, at any rate ideally, sub-
ordinated to the inward. Thus in the prescriptions
that occur in the Mislinah and Tosefta regarding
prayer the necessity of conscious direction of the

thoughts to tlie objects of the prayer (kawivdndh)
is insisted upon. Nor is it clear that the Pharisees

put all the requirements of religious observance on

exactly the same level, and made no distinctions.

The essential marks of their piety are well summed
up in a Taimudic passage as follows :

' Three distinituishing characteristics mark the people of
Israel—compassion, humility, and the practice of benevolence
(acts of kindness).' -

The three purely religious duties which were most
emphasized have been combined in a phrase which
has become a commonplace in Pharisaic (Rabbinical)
literature: 'penitence, prayer, and charity' (naiCT

np^s1 nVsm) ; these
' avert the evil doom. ' '

Charity
'

(npns) is one of the 'good works'—a misvah in fact—which are a prominent feature in Pharisaic piety.

4. The Pharisees in the NT.—It must not be

supposed that Pharisaism, during its active period,
was all of one type. It was, as a matter of fact,

sharply divided into opposing sections or 'schools.'

Probably these divisions are not exhausted by the

opposing schools of Hillel and Shammai. There
were doubtless apocalyptical Pharisees, as well as
others who strove to relegate apocalyptic to the

background. Before A.D. 70 Pharisaism of various
shades was struggling for supremacy. The later

llabbinism has absorbed its spirit, but breathes a
serener atmosphere. It is less polemic in character,
and doubtless had itself been to some extent in-

fluenced by the elements which opposed the earlier

Pharisaism. Among these, as we have seen, one
of the most important was the party (or parties) of

the Sadducees. But it is necessary also to re-

member the presence of warring schools among
the Pharisees themselves, if we are to estimate the
NT evidence rightly. There was certainly an
extreme and fanatical section, to be found, it would
appear, among the school of Shammai (though not

embracing all Shammaites), which was open to the

charge of formalism and hypocrisy. Pharisees of

this type were severe and exacting in their require-
ments, and bitterly narrow and exclusive. It seems

probable that it was against this section that the

jiolemic in the Gospels was primarily directed.
Jesus denounced this hypocritical section of the
i'harisees. The Talmud* also denounces them.
Ihit on the other side were the mild and peace-
loving disciples of Hiilel.

A brief examination of one of the Gospel accounts
1 .Sec esp. the tractate Saiihedrin.
- T. n. Y'-bhnnMk, 79n.
• In the well-known pas.s.ijje in 7'. J. B't-dk. ix. lib, which

cI.Tssifies Pharisees into seven classes, five of which siiifgest
faults (including t,'rave hypocrisy).

will serve to illustrate what has been said. That
Jesus came into conflict with the scribes and Phari-

sees is attested very clearly in the oldest tradition

of the Synoptic Gospels. Two specihc instances of

points of conflict of great importance are given,
viz. the question of vows (a son by pronouncing
the word qorban being permitted to relieve himself

of the duty of helping a parent [Mk 7*"'*]), and a

question of ritual purihcation, the obligation, viz.,

to wash the hands before meals (Mk 7''*). To the

historicity of both these accounts strong objection
has been raised on the Jewish side, it being alleged
that the Pharisees could never have tolerated such

a breach of the moral law as neglect of duty to

parents on the ground of tradition; and, further,

that the laws of purification did not apply to the

ordinary layman in daily life at all, but only on

the rare occasions when he visited the Temple.'
Otherwise they were obligatory only on the priests.

It is not possilde to discuss these points fully
here. But something may be said on the question
of the ritual hand-washing. It is noticeable that

the rebuke by Jesus of the Pharisees as described

in Mk 7 is directed against a hypocritical section

(v.^,
'

you hypocrites'). These are represented bj-
' certain of the scribes which had come from Jeru-

salem,' i.e. probably a deputation of the Sham-
maite party. The Shammaites were aggressive
and exacting, and their influence up to the time of

the catastrophe of A.D. 70 seems to have been in

the ascendant. Later the milder party of Hillel

triumphed, and the oral Law, embodied in the

Mislinah, was revised in accordance with Hillelite

views. It is probable that in the time of Jesus the

question of ritual hand-Avashing was a party one,

and that Jesus Himself strongly opposed the Sham-
maite view. In fact, the impression is almost

irresistible that the denunciations of the Pharisees

occurring in the Gospels are directed primarilj-

against a Shammaite section, and that the incident

described in Mk 7 is an episode in the controversy
between Jesus and the Shammaites. In confirma-

tion of what has been said of the party-character
of the point at the time presupposed in the Gospel
account, it is interesting to note that, according
to the Talmud {T. B. Shahbath, 146), the duty of

ritual hand-washing formed one of the '

eighteen
articles

' which the Shammaites forced with such

violence on the Sanhedrin in the stormy years that

immediately preceded the conflict with Rome in

A.D. 66-70.-
The great danger inherent in a legalistic religion

is undoubtedly tTiat of formalism, externalism, un-

reality ; and this defect unquestionably manifested

itself in certain phases of Pharisaism. But the

Pharisaic religion never failed to produce genuine

examples of profound piety, while its positive
achievements in the domain of religious institutions

were astonishing.
Pharisaism was essentially legalistic in character.

To the Pharisee the Law and its prescriptions were
the supreme embodiment of the divine Will and
divine revelation. No doubt Pharisaism by its

exegetical methods succeeded in adapting the Law
to tTie requirements of living conditions. But the

adaptation and modification were legalistic in

character. They multiplied precepts and rules.

Jesus, on the other hand, while maintaining the

divine character of the Law, and even asserting its

1 Cf. A. Biichler, Der cialilaUche 'Amha'Aref d«s iiceiUn

Jahrhundert!:, Vienna. 19i»t>, p. 131 ff.

2 Kor a full discussion of both questions see the wTiters

art. 'Recent Literature on the Pharisees and Sadduoees,' in

RTftPh iv. (1908] 139 flf. That the neirlect by Jesus' disciples of

the practice of ritual handwashing was not a departure from

general Kay usajre may be inferred from the Gospol account

Itself. No protest was raise.! ap;ainst it, apparently, till a

deputation of scribes from Jerusalem arrived on the scene ; and

what they objected to was that a teacher—a Rabbi—should

l)ermit his disciples to neglect the rite.
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text a-'ainst the developments of I'harisau- tradi-

tion, adopted a prophetic ratlier than a lejiahstic

attitude to the Law itself. The Pharisaic at itude,

wliile not deficient in inward strengtli and relit,'ious

conviction, was bound to be somewiiat unsympa-

thetic to those wlio remained outside tlie Laws

pale. A Jewish scliolar has said :

'Only in renanl to intercourse with the unclean and " un-

washed" multitude, with the 'am ha-are? ['people of the

land -J. the publican, and the sinner, did Jesus differ widely

from the Pharisees." 1

This ditierence, however, is really fundamental.

Such a transcending of the letter of the Law
involved ultimately its supersession. In Palestine

the hostility of the Pliarisaic party, as a whole,

seems lirst'to have been aroused only when a

section of the Ciiristian sect became avowedly and

explicitly antinomian in the person of Stephen ;

and even then the hostility
was not extended to

those Christians who wished to remain loyal to the

Law. . ....
5. The significance of Pharisaism in the history

of Judaism.—As we have seen, Pharisaism was tiie

dominant factor in the development of orthodox

Judaism, which assumed a more or less permanent
form in the Rabbinical system. Its relations with

other parties during the two centuries before

A.D. 70 were also of vital importance. What ex-

actly the relation of Pharisaism was to the earlier

apocalyi>tic it is ditticult to say. The two types

of thought and circles, though distinct and empha-

sizing the one the Law, and the other eschatologi-

cal hopes, were not necessarily opposed, and were

doubtless often combined in greater or less degree.

It is significant that the Pharisees took over from

the apocalyptists and made a firm position of ortho-

dox Judaism the doctrine of the future life ; they
also admitted the apocalyptic book of Daniel into

the canon. On the other hand, there was a certain

anti-apocalyptic bias in Piiarisaism, which showed

itself later (c. A.D. 100) in the rejectioii of the

apocalyptic literature of the earlier Judaism. In

fact, Pharisaism was far from other-worldly in its

outlook. Its main interest was to bring the

sanctions of religion into this life. This tendency
also appears in its Messianic doctrine, which it has

impressed on all parts of the Synagogue liturgy.

Its Messiah is not tlie transcendental and heavenly

figure of some of the apocalyptists,
but a purely

human son of David. Piiarisaism was the most

vital factor in the development of the Judaism of

the Talmud. IJut Kabbinic Judaism, in the form

which it assumed from the 2nd cent. A.D., is not a

mere deposit of Pharisaism. It is really a syn-

thesis of the earlier Pharisaism and some of the

elements that were in conflict with it. The final

product was something richer and more serene

than the struggling and confused elements, as they

api)eared before the process of fusion -was complete.
It may be claimed, with some justice, that by

Pharisaism ' the element of evolution and progress
was injected into the Law. ... It was due to

this progressive tendency of the Pharisees that

their interpretation of Judaism continued to de-

velop and remained an ever living force in Jewry.'
^

Certainly the Pharisees erected a structure which

has proved its strength by witlistanding the .shocks

of time, and by its survival, so far as it has

survived, in the Jewries of to-day.
LiTKRATi'RK.—For the littTaturc generally see Schurer, GVI*,

p. 447 ff.; important recent mono;rraplis by I. Elbogen, Die.

Ri-Hgiomnnschauunqen der Phan.siier mit begonderer Beruck-

gichtigung der Begri'tTe dolt und Memch, Berlin, 1904 ; M.
Friedlander, Die religiosen Sewerjunaen innerhalb des Juden-

turns im Zfitalter Ji>su, do. 19n.S ; D. Chwolson, Das letzte

Pasgamahl Ckristi und der Taq sehtes Todes, nebst einem

A nhang : das Verhdltniss der Pharisaer, Sadducder wid der

Juden iiberhaupt Tit Jexut Christus nachden mit Uilfe rabbi-

nischer Quetlen ertaitterten Berichten der Synoptiker, new ed.,

Leipzig, 1908 ; R. Travers Harford, Phariganin : Un Ann and

its Method, London, 1912 ; R. Leszynsky, Pharisaer ynd
Sadduzder, Frankfort. 1912 ; J. Z. Lauterbach, 'The Saddu-

cees and Pharisees,' in Studies in Jeiviah Literature m Honour
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.=i()3ff.,

vi. [1916-16] 23 fl., 303 ff. G. li. BOX.

1 Kohler, JE ix. 665'>.

- lAuterbach, in Studies in Jewish Literature xn Honour of

Kohler, p. 198.

PHILADELPHIANS. — The Philadeli.hians

were a little groui> of mystics, in London, Holland,

and Germany, who flourished from 1693 to 1703.

Dr. John Pordage (1607-81), one of the Cam-

bridge Platonists, and the author of Theologia

Mystka, followed a temporary fasiiion and drew

together several readers of Jacob Boehme. The

Commissioners of Berkshire therefore ejected him

from the rectory of Bradheld before the end of

1654, on charges of blasphemy, necromancy, and

scandal in his life ;
at the Restoration, however, he

re-entered. In this circle of followers of Boehme
was Jane Lead (1623-1704), a widow of good fanuly,

who in 1670 began to experience divine openings
and revelations, so that she, a living medium,

taught by God's eternal virgin wisdom, superseded

tlie dead Boehme. Soon 'The Philadelphian

Society for the Advancement of Piety and Divine

Pliilosophy
' was organized, apparently on a micro-

scopic scale. Nothing was written till 1681, when

Mrs. Lead issued a little tract, The Heavenli/

Cloud tww Breaking, followed in two years by a

larger work, The Revelation of Revelations. This

was published through Sowle, the Quaker book-

seller—an obvious sign of a spiritual kinship.

Francis Lee of Oxford (1661-1719) heard of the

movement at Leyden, where he was studying

medicine ;
he sought out Mrs. Lead on his return,

became her adopted son, and, in accordance with a

revelation, married her daughter. Soon he headed

the movement, introducing Mrs. Lead to kindred

spirits abroad, so that a sister society arose in

Holland. He urged Mrs. Lead to write, and he

himself edited the Thcosophical Transactions of

the society, which began to appear in 1697.

Mrs. Lead broke new ground in 1694 with

another i)amphlet. The Enochian Walks vith God,

in which she announced a fresh stage of revelation

superseding her former deliverances, and declared

that it was possible after spiritual death, and

resurrection by the aid of the cherubim, to hold

direct communion with departed saints as well as

with Christ. Next year appeared The Wonders

of God's Creation manifested in the Varieti/ of

Eight Worlds, of wliicli she was only the 'sub-

ordinate author,' and in which, on divine autliority,

it was revealed that there are eight worlds, the

visible universe being lowest, and four being

sinless — Paradise, Zion, New Jerusalem, and

Eternity, the .source of all. In 1695 appeared J he

Laws of Paradise, or the Ten Commandments

spiritualized. The fourth was interpreted as

meaning that there was to be no reasoning but

implicit belief in the revelation, and no working
for a living but acceptance of whatever was pro-

vided, while the seventh forl)ade all conference on

religion with any one but Jane Lead. In 1690,

when the society was at its zenith, she began A
Fountain of Gardens, which contains her recollec-

tions in old age of her .spiritual experiences till 1686.

This work extended to four volumes, the subse-

quent instalments appearing in 1696, 1700, and

1701. Two little tracts. The Tree of Faith and

The Ark of Faith (London, 1696), described the

flying ark navigated by the apostle John, which

g.athered the saints fit for transmutation. Mrs.

Lead's first Message to the Philadelphian Society,

also published in 1696, explained the seven churches

and the seven sons of Jesse, and showed that

Christ rejected Episcopalians, Presbyterians,
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Independents, Baptists, Fifth - Monarcliists, and

Rome, choosing only the Philadelphian Society as

free from all forms. The Message also enjoined

organization, and repeated that to work for a living
was wrong; tiie kings of the earth would send

tribute. This bid for {)ublicity won adlierents,

but attracted hostile comment and brought fortli

rivals, so that it was necessary to advertise what
were the authentic works of Mrs. Lead. Monthly
Memoirs were published, beginning in 1697.

A formal meeting was held at Westmorland
House, when the society agreed not to separate
from outward ecclesiastical connexions, but to

superadd their own meetings. This was the

custom of the religious societies then so familiar,
out of which grew the Wesleyans later on ; it was

Spener's ecclesiola in ecclesia. In this way the

growth of a German branch was facilitated ; but it

was contrary to the revelation to Mrs. Lead, and
marks the repudiation of her sole claims. Another
constitution, describing the order of worship,

enjoined the reading of Scripture, silent medita-

tion, and prophecy ; it forbade argument or the

stating of doubts in meeting ; it was explicit that
all members were equal, and that women must be
modest if they took part. A pamphlet contro-

versy led to explanations that the discipline of the

society was borrowed from the Church of England
.ind the Friends ; that Scripture was accepted as

the touchstone of alleged revelations, which cannot

supersede or add to Scripture, but can only inter-

pret it ; that in case of conflict of alleged revela-

tions the common sense of the society judged the

genuineness and validity.
The revolt against Mrs. Lead and her son-in-law

liCe was disastrous
;
the Memoirs ceased to appear,

and the third Message shifted ground, declaring
that the seven churches were now Jews, Romans,
Greeks, Ethiops, Lutherans, French Reformed, and
Vaudois. Two more works by the foundress of the

society were published, The Wars ofDavid (London,
1700) and A Living Funeral Testimony (do. 1702),
but the movement was doomed. A confession is

said to have been issued in 1703, but the government
suppressed the meetings of the society, and no

protest was published. The Dutch section formally
severed connexion, and tiie English section col-

lapsed with the death of Jane Lead in 1704. She
had been quite consistent in her refusal to work,
and lier needs had been met by an annuity from
Baron Kniphausen. The German connexion had
introduced the society to the practical work of

Francke at Halle, an account of which appeared
in the Memoirs. It has been claimed that Lee

persuaded Hoare and Nelson to acclimatize that
work as the charity schools, but tlie claim is too

high, for these were begun by Presbyterians in

Southwark as early as 1687.
LiTERATrRE. —Sources are named in the article. See also

Seeks ynystische Tractdtlein, Anisterdaui, 1(596, pp. 413-423,
which contains the autobioijraphy of Mrs. Lead ; Biographie der
Jane Lead, Strassburg, 18ij7 ; Zeitschr. fur hist. Theoloqie, 1865,

pp. 171-290
;
British Quartprly Review, 1873, p. 181 flf.'; M. D.

Conway, in The Open Court, vii. [1893] 3751 ff. ; A. Riiegg, in

PREi xi. 326 ff. ; R. M. Jones, Spiritual Reformers in the
V'fh and 17th Centuriex, London, 1914. The correspondence of

Lee and Dodwell in Christopher Walton's anonymous Xotes
and Materials for an Adequate Biographij nf Williain Law
(privately printed, 1854) may also be consulted. An ed. of the
Wars of Darid, pu])lished in 1S16, has many notes, e.ictracts,
and criticisms. "W. T. WhITLEY.

PHILANTHROPY.-- I. Introduction. — Phil-

anthropy is delined in OED as ' the disposition or

active eilbrt to ])romote the happiness and well-

being of one's fellow-men.' It is closely akin to

charity [q.v.), and may be regarded as charity
grown up; i.e., the impulse to help the needj',
which may be but a casual and superlicial emotion,
develops in some minds into a settled disposition
and ii steady life ellort. The typical philanthropist

is a prosperous person who gives up a large share
of his life to the work of improving the lot of his

fellow-creatures. While charity concerns itself in

the main with the present needs of individuals,

l)hilanthropy looks further, to the future as well

as to the present, and seeks to elevate human life

on a larger scale. It is specially characteristic of

those .societies that are called 'individualistic,'

i.e., in which ideals of i)ersonal liberty make a

strong appeal to the average person. Where the

rights of the community over the individual are

powerfully felt, as in the ancient Greek cities or in

modern Germany, there is less call for philan-

thropy ;
it is to the community, organized in the

State, rather than to wealthy individuals that

men naturally look for the redres.sing of human
wrongs. Further, philanthropy is usually the

[iroduct of religious faith, and it is therefore

aiiected by the kind of religion that prevails in a

community. It is much more characteristic of

Christian than of pagan societies, and of Protestant

than of Roman Catholic or Orthodox. The reason

doubtless is that Protestant societies are usually
the more individualistic : where the Church idea

is strong, and the sense of personal liberty weak,
it is to the Church rather than to individuals

that people turn for succour and support.

Philanthropy, then, is the outcome of the

charitable impulse, when disciplined by reflective

thought, in a strongly individualized society ; but

philanthropy, in its turn, under the criticism of

reason, tends to merge itself in something larger
still. The efforts to cope with social evils put
forth by individuals, either alone or in voluntary
association, are often found to fail ; and it is seen

that to be ettective they must be undertaken by
the community. The object is now sought to be

attained through changes in the law and improved
administration of the forces of society. The phil-

anthropist becomes the reformer.

2, History.
—A full outline of the history of the

world's philanthropy cannot be attempted here ;

but we may illustrate a few of its features. It is

in the Christian conmiunities of the West, and

particularly in the English-speaking countries,
that philanthropy has been most highly develojied ;

but it has long existed in the East also, quite

apart from Christianity.
(a) Chinese.—In China, through the teachings

especially of Confucius and Mencius, the virtue of

benevolence has been recognized from very earl_v

times. They taught that the State exists for the

promotion of human happiness ;
but neither central

nor local authorities appear to have done much
actively in this direction. There has, however,
been much private benevolence, especially iluring
the last two centuries ; but this is scarcely noticed

in the Chinese histories, which have been written

in the main as chronicles of the doings of kings
and emperors. Orphans and abandoned children

have been cared for, and endeavours made from
time to time to put a stop to the practice of

desertion. Hospitals and alms-houses have been
established. There is a Chinese poor law, which
is stated to be on paper admirable but in practice
almost a dead-letter, since no fiinds are provided

by the State, apart from the land-tax, the proceeds
of which, even under an honest magistracy, are

usually required to meet the costs of local adminis-

tration. In most of the Chinese cities there is a

large amount of philanthropic work initiated and

controlled by the people apart from, but not in

antagonism 'to, the government ; and these local

charities are co-oniinated by institutions like the
' Hall of United Benevolence

'

at Shanghai, which

dates from 1805. Some of these are using modern
and enlightened methods ; how far this is duo to a

growing acquaintance with AVestern life, through
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the work of missionaries aud others, it is not easy
to judge.
A native writer says :

• Chinese philanthropy has reached the stage of gystematiza-
tion and iri»titutioiiali.«ra, an.l of adequate relief; but not that

of the gcientirif prevention of destitution. . . . But the scientific

sU^e is bound to be reached* (Yu-Yue Tsu, The Spirit of
Chin^te Philanthropv).

This may be true of some parts ; in many others it

certainly cannot be said that '
relief is adequate.'

lieKKai"^, lepers, blind and insane persons, often

fail to ol)t;un needed succour, either throu^'h the

<lans or tiie merchant gilds, which are supposed to

care for their members.
That tliere is a Hne philanthropic spirit at work

aiuong the Chinese people is clear from their

success in putting down the use of opium, and also

from the rapiil progress of the movement for

freeing wonien from the pernicious practice of

foot-binding.
(6) IiuUnn.—In regard to India, it is perhaps

unnecessary to add to what has already been said

under the head of Charity, Almsgiving (Bud-
dhist) and (Hindu).

(c) Greek. — Among the Greeks philanthropy
occui>ied but a minor place, whether in practice or

in ethical theory. It was always a.ssuined that
the bulk of the hard manual work of the com-

munity would be done by slaves, whose funda-
mental needs were of course provided for ; and, if

distress came upon the citizens, the Greek mind

naturally turned to the city-State, rather than to

wealth}- individuals, as the organ through which
the trouble siiould be met. In the place of phil-

anthropists we find legislators and statesmen like

Solon and Cleisthenes, whose reforms were de-

signed to lift up the poorer citizens and release

them from their burdens. We hear, indeed, of

rich citizens in Athens fitting out at their own
charge vessels for the navy, and helping their

poorer neiglibours by portioning their daughters
and sisters ; yet Ari-stotle in his Politics (vi. 5,

132f>* *) commends foreign examples of benevolence,

implying that this was not a conspicuous virtue

among his fellow-Athenians. What he desired

was no ill-considered or spasmodic charity :

'The chief service rendered by Aristotle was to show that
unless the purpose of civil and social life was carefully con-
sidered and clearly understood by those who desired to improve
the conditions, no change for the better could result from indi-

\ idual or associated action
'

(C. S. Loch, Charity and Social

Li/e, p. 34).

Thus the benevolence which he desiderates is

the philanthropic rather than the merely chari-

table spirit.

(d) jiomrDi.—What has been said about the
Greeks apjilics in large measure also to the
Romans. IMiilanthropy was not a characteristic

Roman virtue, yet it burned with a very pure
flame in the breast of Tiberius Gracchus, when he
saw great estates in Tuscany cultivated by slaves

and barbarians, while Roman citizens were idle

an<l starving ; and it drove him to reform of the
land laws. His reforms and those of his brother

Caius, for which they gave their lives, were in a
measure succe-ssful ; but the lex fruinentaria of

Caius, which gave to Roman citizens the right to

purchase corn from the public stores at about half-

price, began the demoralization of the Roman
plebs. This illustrates one of the dangers of

philanthropj', even when it takes the form of

social legislation. Apparent success at the time

may be achieved at the cost of grievous trouble in

the future. The process of demoralization went
on until the greater part of the Roman pojiulace
were enabled to live in idleness, depending on tin;

annona, or free distrilmtion of corn at the public

charge ; .and no pliilanthropist could untie the
fatal knot—for the Roman citizen was a voter,
and thereby master of the situation. He would

support any one who would oiler him plenty uf

panein et circenses.

Under the empire the Stoic faith, which fitted

so well the ideal Roman character, drew some of

the leading minds towards a wider recognition of

the worth of manhood :

' homo sacra res honiini,'
wrote Seneca (Ep. xv. 3). This broadening of the
sense of human l)rotherliood had its outcome in

a distinct development of the philantliropic spirit.

Hospitals of some kind, probably private infirm-

aries, appeared in the 1st cent. a.d. ; and, witli

the desire to encourage the growth of population,
several of the emperors formed endowments (known
as aliiiienta) for the support of selected children of

f)Oor
parents, entrusting their administration to

ocal municipalities, and encouraging others to do
likewise (see, further, Charity, Alm.sgivixg

[Roman]).
(e) Jewish.—Among the Jews the duty of kind-

ness to the poor, the widows, and the fatherless

was constantly enforced as a thing [ileasiiig to God.
But the nearest approach to anything that can be
called philanthropy is perhaps to be found in the
earlier prophets, who (from the time of Elijah's
fearless denunciation of Ahab for his injustice to

Naboth) pleaded the cause of the poor against
their oppressors. The special contribution of the
Jewish spirit (mainly through the prophets) was
its insistence on the practice of justice and love as

a vital element in religion : what Jahweh required
of men was ' to do justly, and to love mercy, and
to walk humbly with thy God '

(Mic 6»).

After the Exile the rise of the Synagogue was

accompanied by the gradual development of a

system of organized charity, for which the Jews
are still remarkable. It is not surprising, after

the treatment which they have received at the
hands of Christians, that except to their own
people most Jews aie not much inclined to liber-

ality.

(/) Early Christian.—It was through the ethical

teachings of the prophets that a section of the
human race was prepared for the coming of Christ,
that the spiritual senses of a few were so trained
and developed as to be able to appreciate and
welcome the manifestation of divine and human
love which Christ brought. It is this that makes
philanthropy peculiarly a Christian product.
Christianity broadened and deepened the sjjirit

of love to man, as nothing else in human history
has ever done.
The early Church felt that its Master had re-

vealed both God and man : God as perfect love,

stooping to unimaginable depths of humiliation
for man's sake, and man, always and everywhere,
gifted with the capacity to appreciate and respond
to that love. Every man became a biotlier

' for

whom Christ died.' Jesus, by His example even
more than by His words, had broadened the bonds
of brotherhood to encircle all mankind ; He ate
with publicans and sinners, disclosed His deepest
teaching to sinful Momen, and taught th.at our

'neighbour' is the alien and the heretic if they
need our help, that a kind act done to one of the
least of His brethren is done to Him, that men are
called to be '

perfect' by sharing the universal love
of the Father of all. Love to man as man, the
sense of universal brotherhood, the intuition of

the oneness of humanity, became for the first time
a guiding principle for ordinary men and women.
What Christ made of His followers is seen most

clearly in the career of His great apostle, St. Paul,
whose noble hymn in praise of love in 1 Co 13

rings true because he lived it out himself. His
whole life after his conversion was one of phil-

anthrojjy in its best and truest sense — self-

dedication to the highest good of men. The early
Church was a community of '

inspired
' men and
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women—inspired, above all, Avith a new experience
and power of love.

' We know that we have

passed out of deatii into life, liecause we love
'

(1 .In 3'^). The new order of relations lifted all

human life to a hiyher level ; it gradually made
slavery impossible, rai^etl the position of women
nearer to equality with men, and led many of the

most spiritually-minded Christians, during at least

the first two centuries, to refuse to light in the
Koman armies, because they felt that all men
were their brothers. Its most consi)icuous triunipli
was won in the amphitheatre, where it put a stop
to the gladiatorial games, thus countering the

liercest [)assion of the ancient world.

But the picture has its flaws. After the first

glow had passed away, influences unfavourable to

philanthropy began to make themselves felt. One
of these was the absorption of the Church in the
tasks of defining its creed and settling its organi-
zation. Another was the ascetic spirit, Avhich is

essentially self-regarding, and which tended to

liisplace the spirit of love. A third was the

notion, taken over from Jewish teachers, that

almsgiving is a discipline good for the soul, which
was so emphasized as to empty charitable deeds of

all love, b^' making them a penance, whose main
value was to tiie giver in the next world rather
than to the recipient in this. And so the 'dark

ages' do not shine when we search them for

philanthropj'. The idea that poverty was a divine

ordinance—a fixed condition, to be relieved but
not removed—robbed the almsgiving of the monas-
teries to a large extent of a really philanthropic
purpose. Yet the spread of public 'hospitals'
from the 4th cent, onwards—institutions founded
for the help of the sick, the poor, the aged, and the

orphans, sometimes with ecclesiastical money and
sometimes by private benefactions, but always
controlled by the Church—shows the presence
of real solicitude for suffering humanity. The
ransoming of captives, pagan as well as Christian,
was largely practised, some of the bishops even,
when their own wealth did not suffice, using the

costly plate of their churches for the purpose.
Great ecclesiastics frequently, at no little personal
risk, interceded with barbarian invaders on behalf
of humanity ; St. Ambrose compelled Theodosius
the emperor to do penance for his massacre of the
Thessalonians. And all through the INIiddle Ages
the Church strove, fitfully perhaps and with only
partial success, to regulate commerce and industry
in the interests of justice and human welfare.

The philanthropic spirit is shown in the Christian

society, even when we cannot single out the
individual philanthropist.

{cf) Modern.—Modern philanthropy, strictly so

called, begins with the Reformation, and is ex-

emplified most in the countries of N. Europe and
America, where the Reformation took deepest root.

In England the dissolution of the monasteries

destroyed the whole organization of society so far

as the relief of the destitute was concerned, just at
a time when their numbers were increasing fast ;

and the Elizabethan poor laws mark the failure of

private philanthropy to rise to the need. The out-
break of strange sects during the Commonwealth
period included schemes of social regeneration, like

that of the '

Diggers,' led by Everard and Win-
stanley, but more important was the rise of the

Quakers, just in the middle of the 17th century.
Their belief in tlie 'Light of God in every man'
gave them <a fresh intuition of human brotherhood,
and sent them forth as sober apostles of love and
justice among men. William I'enn's colony of

Pennsylvania was a great philiinthropic achieve-

ment, specially remarkable, first as an experiment
in entire freedom of conscience, and secondly for

its security from attack by the Indians, who, as

long as the Colonial Government followed Penn's

example of treating them justly, remained its

warm friends and supporters. For seventy years
tiie colony was free from attack by the Indians,

though unguarded Vjy fort or soldier. Then the
'

Holy Experiment
' came to an end, at the opening

of the Seven Years' War in 1756. Positive orders
were received from the British Government to arm
tiie colony in defence against the French, and this

drove tiie (Quakers from power.
Remarkable among Quaker philanthropists \\ as

.John Beliers (1654-1725), who is described by Karl

.Marx as ' a veritable phenomenon in tlie liistory of

Political Economy
'

(Z>a.s/(rrf/)i7rt/, Hamburg, 1872-

94, i.- 515). He worked out with much shrewdness
a scheme for Colleges of Industry, whicli afterwards
influenced Robert Owen. The later Quakers be-

came pioneers in various crusades, notably tiiose

against slavery, for the reform of prisons, for the
iiumane treatment of lunatics, and for popular
education ;

and all tiirough its history the society
has striven against war.

' There is no great work of humanity and mercy in which the

Quakers have not had their share, and which finally is not
rooted in that which Fox recognised as the power of the " Seed
of God"' (I'. Wernle, Introd. to Germ. ea. of George Fox's

Journal, Tiibingen, 1908).

The close of the 17th cent, and the early years
of the 18th marked a new departure in pliiian-

tliropy : the beginning of 'societies' for carrj-ing
on religious and philanthropic Avork with money
jointly provided. Among these were the '

Society
for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge' (1698),
the '

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
'

(17U1), and other missionary bodies. Several of

the larger London and provincial hospitals date
from this time, though St. Bartholomew's and St.

Thomas's are much older. Guy's was founded in

1724, Westminster in 1734, and Winchester, the
earliest provincial hospital, in 1736. In tiiis

particular matter England was behind several of

the continental countries, particularly Holland.
From the 18th cent, onwards the formation of

philanthropic societies has continuallygone forward
with all sorts of objects, among which we may
mention as typical the jirinting and distribution of

the Scriptures, popular education, the aftercare of

prisoners, the prevention of crime by reformatories
and industrial schools, the advocacy of temperance,
the prevention of cruelty to children and animals,
and the spreading of the principles of international

peace.
3. Philanthropy and the State.—In most of the

fields of philanthropic activitj' it is not possible to

separate by any rigid demarcation the spheres of

private and of State responsiliility ; there lias been
a constant tendency for Avork tiiat is attempted l)y

private persons or associations to be eventuallj'
undertaken by the State. The most conspicuous
example of this is public education, wiiidi every
one now recognizes to be a legitimate concern of

the whole community. This tendency arises

mainly from the discovery that private efiort rarely

accomplishes what is needed—whether througli
deficient or capricious financial supjwrt or because
in some cases a power of compulsion is required
which only the State can supply. Strong argu-
ments can be adduced, on grounds of efticioncy. for

the State management, at the national ciiargo, of

hospitals, asylums, and the like—just as the

government, in Germany and England, lias under-

taken the task of insuring its poorer meml)ers

against sickness and old age. The task of iihiian-

throiiists, in the j)resent ilaj', often is to get the

community to slioulder its responsibilities for the

weaker members of societj- ; hence, as was said

above, jihilanthropy becomes merged in social

reform.
Tiie special case of the reform of prisons, and of
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penal adminis-tration }ieneiall3-, illustrates well the

relation between philanthropy and tiie State. In

the 17th cent, the State took no responsibility for

the inana^'enient of prisons or for the support of

prisoners ; its task was done when, having con-

victed tlieni of crime or debt, it handed them over

to tlie jailer for a certain term of safe keepiufj;,

leaving him to get out of them or their friends

what he could. The investigations of John Howard,
wiiich began in 1773, led him at once to advocate

changes in the law—payment of salaries to jailers,
abolition of fees, cleansing of pri-sons, classification

of prisoners, separation of the sexes, and so forth.

Some temj)orary improvement resulted
; j-et in

ISlo, wiien Elizabeth Fry began her visits to New-
gate, the condition of many prisons was as bad as

ever. Since that time it has been increasingly

recognized, at least in Europe and America, that

society itself has a duty to the law-breaker, and
that, if it neglects that dutj- and simply contents
itself with punishing him, in most cases he comes
out of prison a greater danger to society than
before he went in. Hence the demand that prisons
shall be made, so far as possible, not merely deter-

rent but reformatory ; that the criminal, after

leaving prison, shall be given the chance of a fresh

start in life, and shall be upheld and guided by
those who have his good at heart ; and that similar
methods shall be employed with unliardened

oftenders, instead of sending them to prison at all.

Experiments in the use of probation and conditional
liberation on parole, under the care of special
officers, have been made more freely and success-

fully in America than in iEurojie, but both are

being cautiously introduced in England. Private

j)hilanthropy is not displaced, but Ls absorbed and
directed. The State makes large use of the phil-

anthropic earnestness of individuals, as probation
officers and the like ; but, unless the philanthropic
spirit also animates the administrators of the law,
the result is largely failure. The supreme need is

the change of tlie bad will into the good will, and
the development of character ; and these are things
that may be achieved by personal influence, but

hardly ever by machinery, however perfect.
This opens up a large question—too large for

more than mention here. If the State is com-

j)elled, even in its own interests, to care for the
lives of those who break the law—to seek to find

them suitable employment, and so forth—how can
it rightly leave, to sink or swim in the surging sea
of

competition,
the great majority who keep the

law ?
*
lust not the process end logically in a

guarantee that the State will find employment for

all ? The difficulties that attend such a guarantee
have often been pointed out by economists, and we
cannot here pursue the matter further. But this

we may certainly .say : that the State must seek
not only to repress crime but to remove those
elements in the life of the community that cause
and encourage crime ; and that in doing this it

will C(jntinually need the help and guidance of phil-

anthropists.
In various fields of social work there are advan-

tages in experiments being made by private phil-

anthropists before the State steps in. Even if

their work is not fully efficient, premature State
action may often turn out to have been misguided,
and may do more harm than good. If, e.g., all the
reformatories for boys had been managed by tlie

State in the days when manacles and armed guards
were thought essential for order and discipline, it

is very doubtful whether, in spite of more adequate
equipment, a military machine of that kind would
have achieved even the moderate success which,
with all their drawbacks, has been attained bj- the

privately managed reformatories. It is, as has
Leen said above, only through the free play of

personal influence that personality can be rightly
developed.

4. Extra-national philanthropy.—A word may
be ailded regarding philanthropic action by indi-
viduals or .societies for the benefit of humanity
outside their own

country. The great missionary
enterprise must be considered here

; apart from it

nearly all such benefit is necessarily sought through
the agency of the State. The anti-slavery agita-
tion is the gieatest of these philanthropic move-
ments. In this case the work of philanthropists
has been mainly directed to securing the necessary
changes in law, and to bringing continual pressure
to bear on the government to secure, as far as

possible, justice and right treatment for weaker
peoples. The exploitation of the resources of the

tropical regions of the earth by European and
American capital ojjens up continual dangers of
forced labour and other abuses akin to slavery, of
which the Congo and Putumayo atrocities have
been the most widely known ; and there will long
be a place for such philanthropy as that of the
'

Anti-Slavery and Aborigines Protection Society.'
Other movements that may be mentioned in this

connexion are those for restricting the sale of in-

toxicating liquor among native races, and for the
abolition of the Indian opium trade Avitli China,
which is now, happily, almost a thing of the past.
In these cases the work of philanthropists has been
to enlighten the public and to quicken the demand
for legislation and ettective government administra-
tion.

5. War.—The most pressing of all social problems
at the present time is that of Avar, and foi long
j'ears to come an urgent task for philanthropists
and reformers will be to replace the spirit of

national egoism by the desire to deal justly with
all, and, as the outcome of this desire, to discover
means by which mutual trust among nations may
be established, and disputes may be prevented
from giving rise to war. In this great task states-

men and philanthropists will need one another's

help.
At the present day the alternative '

philanthropy
or the State

' has been transcended, and the problem
is to find how the two lines of activity may best

support each other.

LrrERATiiRE.—B. Kirkman Gray, A Hist, of English I'hilan-
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do. 1908 ; C. S. Loch, Charity and Social Life, do. 1910; Yu-
Yue Tsu, The Spirit of Chinese Philanthropy, New York and
London, 1912 ; Joshua Rowntree, Social Service : its Place in
the Society of Friends, London, 1913.

Edward Grubb.
PHILIPPINES.—See Indonesians, Malay

Archipelago, Malay Peninsula, Negrillos
AND Negritos.

PHILISTINES.—The Philistines (Heb.D'n-fb?;
Gr. i>v\ia-TTieiix,

'

AW64>v\oi [LXX], JlaXaia'Tiuol

[Josephus]) were a warlike people, e.stablisiied on
the coast of Palestine, and at the zenith of their

power during the early years of the Hebrew
settlement.

I. Origin, name, and history.
— We have but

little material for a history of the Philistines out-

side the literature of the Hebrews, who, being
their bitterest and most resentful enemies, paint
them in the blackest colours. Criticism has there-

fore to ]>e applied to the statements there contained.
Of the origin of this people the Hebrews had a

vague tradition that they came from a place called

Caphtor. The ' Casluhim (whence went forth the

Philistines) and Caphtorim
'

are enumerated among
the children of Mizriiim, son of Ham, in a passage
of the Table of Nations {Gn lO"-

'»•
'^) attributed to

the Jahwistic writer. The words in parentheses
are probably a misplaced gloss, which ought to
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follow '

Caphtorini.' Am 9^ speaks of the Pliilis-

tines having been brought from Caphtor ; Jer 47^

refers to them as the remnant of Caplitor, calling
the jtlace by a wonl ('i) whic-li implies that it was
on the sea-coast, if not an actual island. Dt 2^
fil)eaks of the Caphtorini, which came out of

Caphtor, having destroyed the villagers of the

neiglibourhood of Gaza, and establisiied themselves
in their land—a geographical indication which

equates the Caphtorini witli the IMiilistines.

Besides the name Caphtorini, we (ind others in

Hebrew literatiire that have every appearance of

referring to tlie same people or, at least, to clans
or other tribal subdivisions of them. Chief of

these is 'm?, 'Clierethites' (1 S 30", Ezk 25"',

Zeph 2^). In the Ezekiel ))assage the Philistines
and the Cheretliites ai'e spoken of together. Else-

where the Cheretliites are alluded to as part of the

bodyguard of the early Hebrew kings, coupled
with the name 'n'?9,

'

Pelethites,' of which the only
reasonable explanation that has been suggested is

that it is a nioditication of the name of the Philis-

tines used for the sake of the assonance. This

royal bodyguard is thrice alluded to as the Carians

('13), namely, in 2 S 20-» [RVni], 2 K 11^- 1*—a fact

probably something more than a mere accident.
The question of the origin of the Philistines is

tlius bound up with that of the identification of

Caphtor. There is a place referred to on Egyptian
monuments by tlie name kfdv, kftyw, first men-
tioned in inscriptionsoftheXVIIIth dynasty, which
it is natural to compare with the Hebrew name.
In the Hymn to Anion, under the guise of which
Thutmose III. vaunts his mighty deeds, he speaks
of smiting the west-land ancl causing terror to the
lands of Keftiu and Asi. In the annalistic inscrip-
tion on the walls of the temple of Karnak we read
of ships of Keftiu, showing that it is a place on the

sea-coast, like the Caphtor of Jeremiah. More
important than these, Ave find in the tombs of

the officials, notably in that of Rekhmara, vizier

of Thutmose III., wall-paintings representing
messengers from Keftiu and other places bearing
tribute to the Pharaoh. This tribute, Avliich inter

oUa takes the form of artistic vases of precious
materials, we ai'e now in a position to identify as

belonging to the contemporary Minoan civilization,
which had its centre in Crete. On this ground it-

has become generally recognized that Keftiu is to
be identified either with Crete itself or with one
of the neighbouring countries which enjoyed the
benefits of the Minoan civilization. The obvious

similarity of the Hebrew Cherethites with
' Cretans ' has long been recognized, even from
before the days of scientific archaeological investi-

gation, and has prepared the way for the general
acceptance of this identification.

It may be said that the identification is so far

certain tliJit other identifications that have been

suggested are rendered obsolete—such, e.g., as the

attempts made by various writers to find Caphtor
in the Delta, or to prove for the Philistines a
Semitic origin. On the other hand, there are still

some difficulties not yet solved, chief of which is

the origin of the r in the Hebrew name Caphtor,
which does not appear in its apparent Egyptian
e((uivalent Keftiu. Another difficulty is that
Keftiu early disappears from Egyptian record, to
be revived by would-be archiieologists nnder the

Ptolemys, whereas the name is preserved by the
Hebrews after the Egyptians appear to have for-

gotten it. To explain these points we must await
further discovery.
Towards the end of the troubled 14th-12th

centuries B.C., a period of great unrest in the
E. Mediterranean, we begin to find mention of an
indefinite number of small tribes who make their

apjjearance in Egyi)tian reconls. These tribes bear

names easily identified with places and peoples in

Asia Minor and the neighbouring islands. Thus
the Tell el-Amaina letters tell us of the Lukkn
(Lycians), Shardanu (Sardians), and Danunu
(Danaoi?). Ramessu II., in the great battle of

Kadesh (1333 B.C.) against the Hittites, hiad to

meet the first two of the above-mentioned
jpeoples,

who were leagued with his enemies, as well as the
Dardanu (from Dardanus in the Troad), Masa
(Mj'sians), Mawuna (Mseunians, but the reading is

uncertain), Pidasa (people of Pedasus in Caria),
and Kelekesh (Cilicians). Merneptah (13U0 B.C.)
was oj)posed by the Lukku and Shardanu in league
with the Libj-ans, as well as the Ekwesh ( Achseans),
Turisha (people of Troas), and Shekelesh (Sagalas-
sians). And, lastlj', in the inscriptions in the

temple of Medinet Habu, built by Ramessu III. to

commemorate his great victory over the allied

tribes who came to invade Eg5'pt, we hear once
more of the Shardanu, Danunu, and Shekelesh, as

well as of the Pulasati (Philistines), Zakkala, and
Wasliasha (the last-named have not been satis-

factorily identified). This is the first certain ap-

pearance of the Philistines, as such, in history,
and is of great importance, as it gives us an ex-

planation of their sudden appearance on the coast

of Palestine.

The inscriptions in the temple record that in

the eighth year of Ramessu ill., the last great

warrior-king of Egypt (c. 1192 B.C.), the north was
dist-xrbed, and bands of marauders, driven from
tiieir homes by troubles, began to raid the east

and south, seeking a new dwelling. They flowed
over the land of the Hittites, Syria, and Palestine,
while at the same time a parallel expedition was

advancing by sea, over Cyprus. Egypt was their

goal ; but Ramessu was ready for them, and in the

inscriptions and engi'aved cartoons on the wall of

his temple he describes his successful operations
against them—notably the great sea-tight, the first

event of the kind of which any pictorial record
remains. Driven back from Egypt, the invaders
established themselves on the Palestinian coast-

line about the same time as (probably shortly after)
the arrival of the Hebrews in the Hinterland by
the desert route.

It is true, the book of Genesis (chs. 20, 21, 26)
records certain events in which Abraham and Isaac
are brought into contact with one Abimelech, king
of the Philistines. In criticizing this cycle of tales

M'e must bear in mind that the main incident is

repeated in ch. 12, where, however, the king of

Egypt takes the place of the Philistine king. The
use of the word ' Philistine

'

in these stories is an

anachronism, and none of the attempts that have
been made to evade this fact is successful. Abime-
lech is a Semitic chieftain, and he is called a
Philistine because his territorj' was in the region
which was actually 'the land of the Philistines'

at the time when the stories were first written
down in their present form. The popular story-

teller, who is responsible for them as we have

them, was not troubled by the question of how far

back in time the Philistine occupation may or may
not have extended. Similar criticisms are apidic-
able to the casual references to the Philistines in

Ex 13'^ 23^'.

Passing over the very obscure story of Sliaiugar

(Jg 3^' 5''') and the reference to Philistine oppression

(.Tg 10'), we find the first record of the inevitable

collision between the Philistines and Hebrews in

the epic of Samson. This remarkable series of

stories weaves rouutl the person of a single ideal

hero the inciilents of a guerilla bonier-warfare.

They show the complete domination of the Philis-

tines over the Hebrews, and the internal disunion

of the Hebrew clans ; for Sam.son's chief danger
is not .so much the prowess of his Philistine
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enemies as the treachery of liis own kinsfolk ; the

men of Judah wouUI betray liim, and he at hist is

delivered over by liis Hebrew wife Delilah—for

there is no evidence in support of the popular view

that she was a riiilistine.

Under the pressure of the Philistine domination

the Hebrew tribes ,'radually became welded into

one, and slowlj- and with many reverses succeedo<l

in ultimately ridding themselves of the domination
of the uncircumcised. The lirst campaign was
disastrous for the Hebrews ; the Ark was lost at

Aphek (1 S 4) ; but an outbreak of bubonic plague
caused the Philistines, in superstitious fear of

the Hebrew deity who had plagueii the Egyi>tians,
to return it. A more successful engagement,
in which the Philistines were discomtited by a

great thunderstorm, is recorded in ch. 7. An
index of the CTOwing sense of tribal unity—the
result of this Philistine pressure

—is the Hebrew-
demand for a king whicli now l>egan to be ex-

pressed. As soon as Saul was elected, his son

Jonatlian slew the Philistine governor of Geba ;

the Philistines came up against
the Israelites to

quell the revolt and met tneir rebellious serfs at

Michmash, where, but for Jonathan, they would
have crushed them. In a later battle, at Eplies-
dammim (1 S 17, 2 S 23«, 1 Ch 11"), David first

distinguished himself, though the Goliath story is

l>robably here out of place. Notwithstanding these
Israelite victories, and the occasional raids carried

out by David, the end of Saul's reign saw the
Philistines as strong as ever. After Saul's death
David reigned as king over the southern tribes at

Hebron, doubtless under Philistine vassalage, while

I-h-Haal, Saul's son, ruled in the north, presumably
in the same subject condition. The assassination

of Ish-Baal opened the way for David to add his

rival's kingdom to his own, capturing the citadel

<jf Jerusalem that had hitherto stood as a non-

Hebrew wedge dividing the two groups of Hebrew
tribes. Fearing that David would become too

strong, the Philistines came up against him ; but

vainly. Three battles are recorded as having taken

place in David's reign
—one at Baal-Perazim (2 S

5"-2'), one at Geba (2 S S^f^-^*), and one at some
unknown place, possibly Gath (2 S 8^), in which
the power of the Philistine people was broken

beyond recovery, as is shown by the remarkable
fact that they made no efibrt to recover their lost

power during the troubles that darkened the end
of David's reign. Nor did they take any con-

spicuous advantage of the internecine dissensions

between Judah and Israel. In fact, they practi-

cally drop out of history after the reign of David,
and are principally referred to as composing the

bodyguard of the king (Cherethites and Pelethites,
or Carians, as in the passages already cited) or the

guards of the Temple (Ezk 44', Zeph P'-). Almost
the only sign of rall3'ing is a temporary revival

under Ahaz (2 Ch 28"*), suppressed by Hezekiah
(2 K 18«).

The annals of the AssjTian kings from Hadad-
Nirari III. (812-783) down to Assurbanipal (began
to reign 668) give us a few further details of con-

quest, and of feeble attempts at revolt promptly
and ferociou-sly suppressed. It is noteworthy that

nearly all the persons mentioned in these docu-
ments in connexion with the Philistine cities have
Semitic names, the only exception being a king of

Ekron of the time of Esarhaddon (681-668), by
name Ikausu, evidently the old Philistine name
Achi-sh. According to Neli 13^'^, the '

speech of

A.shdod' still
linj^ered

at the time of the return
from the captivities.

2. Land.—Jos 13- limits the Philistine territory
to the strip of coast-line from Ekron down to the
Shihor (the modern Wadi el-Arish, on the Egyptian
frontier), lying between the sea and the foot-hills

of the Juda?an mountains. At the greatest ex-
tension of their power, however, they must have
held a much wider territory. The Goleniscliett'

Papyrus shows us the Zakkala, probably near
kinsmen of the Philistines, established at Dor, just
.south of Mount Carmel ; and yet fartiier north the
Pluenicians display peculiarities which distinguish
them from all other Semites (absence of circum-
cision and a cultivation of maritime enterprise)
and which are probably due to the inliuence of
this people. The Philistines at the beginning of
Saul's reign have governors atGibeah and at Geba,
near Jerusalem, and at the end of it are able to set

up their trophy at Beth-Shan—which, if it is really
the modern Beisan, implies a command of the whole
plain of Esdraelon.' The command of the sea-

coast gave them enormous commercial advantages,
especially when we remember that the chief trade-
route — from Egypt to Mesopotamia — passed
through their territory, and that one of their chief
cities (Gaza) was the natural market-place for the
Arabian trade. The maritime plain possesses,
moreover, natural fertility far beyond the greater

5
art of the Hinterland ; the Shunammite sojourned
uring the seven years' famine in the land of tiie

Philistines (2 K 8-).

3. Organization.—In their political organization
the Philistines show peculiarities that distinguish
them from all the Semitic tribes to whith the OT
introduces us. These are governed by kings or

chiefs, absolute despots within the limits of the
tribes over which they are set. The Philistines,
on the other hand, have no king over the whole
nation (the Abinielech of Genesis is the exceptio

j)rubans regnlnm), but are governed by a council
or oligarchy of lords called by the technical term

seren, plur. scrdnlm, each of them dominant in one
of the five metropolitan cities Gaza (Ghuzzeh),
Ashdod f Esdud), Ashkelon (Askalun), Gath (prob-

ably Tell es-Sah), and Ekron (commonly identified

with'Akir), but acting in concert for the commoTi

good of the nation. The king of Gath seems to

have been, at least in the time of David's exile

there, in the position oiprimus inter pares, but his

colleagues can, and do, overrule his decisions when
they consider them undesirable. The people, too,

enjoy much more freedom than the slave-subjects
of tiie ordinary Eastern despot. They dare to
' summon '

their lords, when the presence of the
Ark leads (as they suppose) to the outbreak of

plague, to decide what should be done
;
and even

in the time of the Assyrians we read how the
Ekronites deposed and imprisoned their lord, Padi,
because he persisted in the unpopular course of

submission to Assyria. All this indicates an

essentially un-Semitic instinct for liberty which
we might well look for in the descendants of those
who in the Bronze Age developed the great Cretan
civilization.

The nearest parallel to this system of govern-
ment is to be found in Etruria, where the lucnmones
seem (so far as the materials at our disposal permit
us to judge) to have been remarkably similar in

their ofWce and functions to the Philistine scrdnlm.
It is one of several links which connect the Philis-

tines and the Etruscans together, and which suggest
that they are divergent branches of the .same stock
or of closely related .stocks.

That their military forces were well organized is

shown clearly by the Medinet Habu sculptures anil

by the frequent Biblical references to their war-

equipment, especially their chariots (Jg 1'^, 1 S 13'').

In 1 S 29- we read of 'hundreds and thousands'—
possibly an indication of some kind of regimental
or legionary division of their armies.

1 A place otherwise unknown, called
'

Shen,' appears in 1 S "'-.

This is nearer the Philistine teriitory as usually defined, and
might possibly be the Beth-Shan in question.
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Of their domestic life nothinj^ is known ; bnt
Samson could see and fall in love with his Tim-
natiiite wife ; and (on the occasion of the death
of the hero) the temple at Gaza contained men and
women mingling frcelj' together. These facts, so
far as they go, indicate that women were not so

jealously secluded as in a Semitic community.
4. Language.—Their language is almost totally

unknown. The word sercn, above quoted, is the

only common noun that we certainly possess ; its

apparent relation with the Gr. rvpawos, a word of

unknown etymology, has often been pointed out.

Otherwise we have nothing but (1) an unintelligible

magical formula, said to be Keftian, in an Egyi)tian
papyrus — which, supplying the missing vowels,
would be somet\nng]ike senutiuknpuioaiiiirintirek^—and (2) a number of proper names. An Egyptian
school-exercise tablet, now in the British ^iuseum,
gives us the following as ' Keftian

' names : Asa-
hurau, Nasuy, Akasou (

= Achish), Adinai, Pina-

rnta, liusa, and Benesasira. The OT names a
number of Philistines, but of these only Phicol,
Achisli, and Maoch seem to bear non-Semitic
names. Sisera, king of Harosheth, may perhaps
have been of the Zakkala tribe

;
the name has

some similarity, on the one side to Benesasira just
(luoted, and on the other to Badyra, king of Dor,
in the Golenischeil" Papyrus. Of the kings men-
tioned on the Assj-rian tablets only one (lkausu =
Achish) bears a non-Semitic name.

5. Religion.—We read of several deities asso-

ciated with the Philistines. According to Is 2*,

they were celebrated (like the Etruscans) for a
skill in soothsaying. An ancient oracle of a god
Baalzebub iq.v.) at Ekron was worked by them,
and consulted on occasion even by Israelites (2 K
1-). The Semitic name of the god shows, however,
that this was not a Philistine foundation, but that,
when they became masters of Ekron, they took
over what was probably its most lucrative industry.
Another deity is called by the Semitic name
Ashtoreth (q.v.) ; but, though in name the Philis-

tine goddess is equated to the great Semitic goddess,
the assimilation was probably not complete. An
inscription exists at Delos, on an altar dedicated

by an Ashkelonite, naming as the tutelary deities

Zeus, Astarte of Palestine, and Aphrodite Urania,
who is mentioned by Herodotus (i. 105) as a deity
specially worshipped in Ashkelon. Lucian {de Dea
Syria, 14) also shows us the two goddesses as kept
apart—one of them in human form, the other with
the tail of a lish, like a mermaid. The latter was
also called Derketo, or Atargatis ; and Diodorus
Siculus (ii. 4) tells us a legend of her which links
her with the Cretan Britomartis, in whom we may
see the prototype of the Philistine goddess.
The head of the Philistine pantheon was Dagon

(q.v.), a god who had temples at Gaza and at
Ashdod. In the latter temple was an image of the

god (1 S 5^"'). There is really no evidence that,
like Atargatis, he had a fish-tail, though this is

currently believed; it probably rests on a false

etymology of the name (Heb. ji, 'tish'). i5ut

Dagon (or Dagan) is not an exclusively Semitic

god. He existed in Palestine before the coming of

the Philistines, as is shown by the name Dagan-
takala in the Tell el-Amarna letters, and by the
occurrence of the place-name Beth-Dagan in an
inscription of Ilamessu in. ; it also occurs not in-

frequently in Babj'lonian monuments. The name
of the Etruscan culture-iiero Tages suggests the

possibility that, as in the ease of Atargatis-
Aphrodite, the Philistines brought with them a

god having a name similar to Dagon, and confused

1 Of course we have no guarantee that this is really
' Keftian '

;

llie Egj-ptian scribe may possibly use the word to denote some-
thing to him meaning-less, just as we sometimes use the jocular
expression 'double Dutch.

the two together. This exidains why a compara-
tivelj' obscure Semitic deity should have attained
such an importance among the 'AXXo^t-Xot. Dagon
continued to be worshipped under his own name
down to the time of the Maccabees (1 Mac lO*'-))

and even in the 4th cent. A.D. he was not forgotten,
for there can be little doubt that Marna (

= 'Our
Lord'), the great god of Gaza at that time, was
Dagon. The destruction of the temple of ^Iarna
is the central incident of that most remarkable
little work, the Life of Bishop Porphj-rius of Gaza
by the deacon Marcus. From this narrative we
learn that human sacrifices had been ottered to the

god (PG Ixv. 1240).
6. Culture.—The chief interest of the Phili.stines

and the cognate tribes lies in this, that their

history bridges the gap between the ancient
civilization of the Bronze Age and the later civiliza-

tion of the Iron Age. The two hundred years of

overlap between the Bronze and the Iron Ages was
a pteriod of turmoil and confusion respecting the

history of which very little is known. The Philis-

tines and the Zakkala in the east, and theTurisha
in the west, carried the Bronze Age traditions

across this troubled time, to form the basis of new
civilizations. How far they actually developed the
iron trade is a question which we have insufficient

materials to discuss ; they have even been claimed
as the inventors of the art of the smith (ZE xxxix.

[1907] 334). And it is not impossible that the}' had
a share in the evolution of the alphabet, the corner-

stone of modern civilization.

Literature.—F. Hitzig-, Urgeschichte wid MythologU der

Philistder, J^eipzig, 1845 ; K. B. Stark, Gaza und die philis-
tdiscke Kiiste, Jena, 1852 ; A. Noordtzij, De Filistijnen, hxtn

afkomst en geschiedenis, Kampen, 1903 ; M. A. Meyer, hist.

of the City of Gaza, New York, 1907. In the present writer's

Schweich Lectures on The Philistines : their Hist. a7id Ciciliia-

tion, London, 1913, an endeavour has been made to collect
an exhaustive account of the facts known concerning this

people, and a large number of references to books, papers, etc.,

will there be found, which need not be repeated here.

R. A. S. Macali.ster.
PHILO BYBLIUS.—Philo Byblius (Heren-

nius) received his surname, Byblius, from the fact

that he was born at Byblus (Gebal of the OT,
modem Jebail), a city on the Phoenician coast

north of Beirut. According to Suidas {s.v. ^LXuv

Bv^Xios), he was born in the reign of Nero (A.D.

54-68). Suidas states also that at the age of 78 in

the 220th olj'mpiad he assumed the name of his

patron, Herennius Severus. By earlier historians

this Herennius Severus was identified with L.

Catilius Severus, who was consul in Kome in A.D.

119, and Philo's birth was dated A.D. 42, but the
researches of B. Niese {De Stcphani Byzantii
aiictoribus, Kiel, 1873, p. 26 ff.) have made it prob-
able that Herennius Severus was consul in A.D.

141 and that Philo was born in a.d. 64. The
figures for the olympiad are then incorrect. Al-

though born in Phoenicia, he wrote in Greek, and
attained eminence as a philologian, grammarian,
and historian. Suidas calls him ypa/xfjULTiKd^. In
the reign of Hadrian (117-13S) he was sent to

Kome as an ambassador from the Phoenician cities,

and succeeded in obtaining for Tyre the rank of

'metropolis' (Suidas, s.i: nafXos TvpLos). He
remained in Kome and won the friendship of the

consul Herennius Severus, from whom he received

his surname of Herennius (Suidas, s.v. i'iXwf

Bi''|3X£0j ; Origen, c. Cehinn, i. 15). Hermippus of

Beirut was a pupil of Philo, and was introduced by
him to Herennius (Suidas, .*. c. 'Epf^iinroi).

The names of the following works of Philo are known : (1) Con-

ceminrj the Kei<in of tladria n (Suidas, .«. i\ lAwr Bi ^Aio«). This

work IS lost, and no fragments survive in other authors. (2)

Marceltous llistors/, in 3 books, mentioned by Philo himself in a

passage preserved by Eusebius, ri\r{>. Efan;i. i. ix. 3'i. (3)

Cinu-erning Cities ami the Illii^trioiui .Men trhich each of them
has produlvd, 30 books (Suidas, loe. cit.). Extrai'ts from this

have been jireserved by Stephen of Byzantium in his geographi-
cal dictionary Ethnika. It u-as epitomized by Serenus (Suidas,
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».». Xepiivoi), and extracts from this epitome have been preserved

by the Elt/iiw{o<iicum ilaijnum. (4) Cunceniing the Aci/uisition

and Si'l-'rK'in of Books, Vi books (Suitlas, ».i\ *iKuv Bv^AioO-
The ninth book apjiarently was entitled

'

Concerning Physicians.'

It is cited bv Stephen of B\ zantiuni, ».i'r. KxitrTCK and AvppaYiof.
The treatise' Conccrniwj things worth Knoicimj (Ktyin. Mag.
i.v. •Mpan<!) was perhaps part of the same work. (5) Cuncerning
the Languii'if v/ tif liuinaiu {Etym. Mag. s.v. oAr^p). ^(6)

The
Choice of \i'ortis (Ktym. Mag. s.r. a^oATJTiup, aicTTOt, ax/njTo?).

(7) Kpigraiim, i ti.'Oks (Eudocia, s.v. *iA(ui' Bv/3Aio?). (8) By
far the" most important of I'hilo's works was his Phofnician

UiiStort/, S books (Porphyry, de Abstin. ii. 56), or 9 books (Eus.

Prcrp. k'rang. i. ix. 31d). This purported to be a translation

of the Phoenician History of Snnohiiiiialhon. Extensive ex-

tract* from it are given by Eusebius (J'rirp. Ecang. i. ix f.). It

is cited also by Origen, c. Celsinn, i. 16, p. 334 (Ben.), by
Johannes I.ydus, de Menu., ed. C. B. Hase, Paris, 1823, p. 274,
and by Stephen of Byzantium, s.v. Ni(Ti^is(8eeSANCnrNiATH0S).
All the fragments of Philo have been collected bv C. Miiller,
FUG iii. 560-576.
LiTERATiRK.—Art. ' Philon von Byblos,' in J. S. Ersch and

J. G. Gruber, AUgeineine Encyclopiidie, Leipzig, 1847, pp.
427-435; art. 'Philo Herennius,' in EBr^i xxi. 413; C. Wachs-
muth, Einleitung in dasSttidiuin der alten Gcschichte, Leipzig,
1S96, p. 4tJ6 ; E. Schurer, 6J I':' i. 71 f., iii. 403 ; and especially
the copious literature on San'chisiathon.

Lewls Bayles Paton.
PHILO JUDiEUS.—See Alexandrian The-

ology.

PHILOSOPHY.
Primitive (M. B. ALEXANDER), p. 844.

Buddhist (L. DE LA VallIiIE POUSSIN), p.
s-ie.

Celtic—See Celts, Druids.
Chinese (.\. Forke), p. 85,3.

Egyptian (A. H. Gardiner), p. 857.

Greek (P. Shorky), p. 859.

Indian.— See ]\IiMAMS.\, NyaYA, SAnkhya,

PHILOSOPHY (Primitive). —Philosophy has

iiiiiiiy dehnitions, not a few of whicii woulcl render
snch a phrase as '

primitive philosophy
'

contrary
to sense ; for tliey consider philosophy as a product
of sophistication, consciously critical in character,
the last and ripest fruit of studied experience.

Certainly this is a just description of the thought
of the great historical schools of Europe ;

but
tiiere is, none the less, a sense in which the
word '

philosophy
' can be justly applied not only

to the stream of sophisticated reflexion which was
born with Thales, but also to the more naive, but
not less genuine, reflexion with which even the
least traditioned of men consider the world about
them. As inclusive of this un.sophisticated tliou;.;ht,

jihilosopln' may be delined as the process and ex-

pression of rational reflexion upon experience
—a

fletinition which will be found applicable to the

speculations of the sophisticated and the primitive
man alike.

To be .sure, 'system,' the very mark of sophisti-
cation, is not to be found in primitive thinking,
except here and there by implication ; but

'

system
'

is by no means synonj-iuous with 'rationality.'
Further, that subdivision into Helds or sciences

which is the prime token of systemic philosophies
is also wanting, though there is a sense in which
we may speak of the ethics, psychology, and onto-

logy, and even of the logic and epistemology, of

the pre-critical period
—viz. from the point of view

of an observer who has made and learned the ii.se

of tiiese distinctions, and now sees them in embryo
in tlie speculations of men not yet conscious of

them.
In the present article (which can no more than

indicate a point of view) the various 'leads' of

primitive speculation in the directions of the
.several sriences will be briefly sketched.

I. Method.—Consciously developed method is,

of course, not fouml in unconsciously developed
thinking, yet the main elements of all rational

method—reasoning on the principles of identity
and causality, t!ie use of number, and the evalua-
tion of .sense-perception

—are presented witli a kind
of elemental perspicuity that makes the study
of primitive thinking at once fascinating and in-

structive.

A main and interesting characteristic of this

thinking is its suspi(;ion of sensation. Few things
are to the primitive man merely wiiat tliey appear
to the senses ; the realities of tilings are tlieir

powers, and these powers are rarely measured in

physical terms. There is, indeed, a profound

VaiSesika, Vedanta, Yoga, Materialism
(Indian), etc.

Iranian (L. C. Casartelli), \). 865.

Japanese (M. Anesaki), p. 869.

Jewish (H. Malter), p. 873.

Muslim (T. J. DE Boer), p. 877.
Roman (P. Shorey), p. 883.

Scottish.—See Scottish Philosophy.

analogy between a savage's conception of natural
bodies and that of physical science : in each case
the reality of the ol)ject is delined by the sum of
its forces, never by its ostensible form ; sense-

I)erception is a guide to experience, but not a test

of true being.
From this first fact follows the search of the

savage after causes, which he is ever seeking to
divine. His two great formul.'e,

'

post hoc ergo
propter hoc

' and ' similia similibus,' are in sub-
stance the same as the Laws of causality and of

identity ; all that is needed to give them logical

validity is quantification
—the syllogism and the

method of trial and error.

Of the weaknesses of primitive thinking the
most important is the feeble use of number and
mathematical relations generally. Nearly all

peoples have some conception of number, both
ordinal and cardinal, but their applications of this

knowledge are most limited. The oldest of the
sciences, that of the calendar, is certainly every-
where somewhat developed, and among barbaric

peoples leads to important metaphysical theories ;

but, apart from this, the application of number-
concepts to any body of facts is rare, and without
such applications the perspective of science is im-

possible.
A second weakness is paucity of analogies.

Human instincts and desires seem to form the

primary group of analogies for savage rea.soning,
in line with the savage's fundamentally activistic

interpretation of the 'life of nature,' as we still

call it. Along with this comes the immense group
of analogies based upon the body and its functions :

' This corn is my heart, and it shall be to my people
as milk from my breasts,' says the earth-goddess in

a Sia myth (M. C. Stevenson,
' The Sia,' 11 EBEW

[1894], p. 39) ; and in primitive myth and rites

generally it will be found that the head, the heart,
the tongue, and the nutritive and sexual functions
are the great fountains of similitude by which the
world about man is brought within the scope of his

understanding. This is no deep derogation, for
the modem attraction and repulsion hark back to

the primitive love and hate, while energy itself

gets its common intelligibility from the human
will ; only the purifications of mathematics subli-

mate tlie human metaphor which is at the core of

all science.

There are, of course, differences in the philosophical gift
among primitive races and trilies, and between individuals of

savage ;;roups, as among civilized people. The Polynesian and
the American Indian are clearly more speculative than are the
black tribes of Africa. In N. America it is comparatively easy
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to siii^'le out certain peoples with a marked i,'ift for speculation—the Pawnee, the Navaho, the Bellacoola—and a tendency to-

wards the systeniatization of thought. James Mooney {lUliBR H'

[1890], pt. ii. p. 776f.) jfivesan interesting contrast of the philo-
so[)hical and the practical types, from two associated trihes.
' The Cheyenne and Arapaho, although for generations associated
in the most intimate manner, are of very different characters.
In religious matters it may be said hriefly that the Arapaho are
devotees and prophets, continually seeing signs and wonders,
while the Cheyenne are more skeptical. In tulking with Tall

Bull, one of the Che\enne delegates and then captain of the
Indian i)olice, he said that before leaving they had asked
Wovoka [the ghost-dance prophet] to give them some proof of

his supernatural powers. Accordingly he had ranged them in

front of him, seated on the ground, he sitting facing them, with
his sombrero between and his eagle feathers in his hand. Then
with a (piick inovenuiit he had i)ut his hand into the empty
hat and drawn out from it "something black." Tall Hull would
not admit that anything more had happened, and did not seem
to be very profoundly impressed by the occ\irrence, sajing
that he thought there were inedicine-men of equal capacity
among the Cheyenne. In talking soon afterward with Black

Coyote, one of the Arapaho delegates and also a police officer,
the same incident came up, but with a very different sequel.
Black Coyote told how they had seated t^heniselves on the

ground in front of Wovoka, as described by Tall Bull, and went
on to tell how the messiah had waved his feathers over his hat,
and then, when he withdrew his hand, Black Coyote looked into
the hat and there "

.saw the whole world." '

It is worthy of

remark in passing that maps or charts which show ' the whole
world '

are not infrequent among the N. Americans, their

purpose being, as a rule, to show the 'way' by which the spirit

may descend to the powers of the nether, or asc'end to the

powers of the upjier, realm. Such maps are surely in the
method of scientific cosmology.

2. Theory of man. — The primitive thinker
measures the worUl about him in terms of his own
mind and body : its condtict is actuated by desires
and motives sticli as his, and its physical unities
are set by his own bodil}^ dimensions—fin<,^er, pahn,
hand, foot, and pace are all measures still in use,
and the decimal sj'stem itself is Imt tlie mathe-
matical apotheosis of our ten-digited hands. But
tliis homo mensura standardization of experience
becomes retroactive : when man measures the
world in terms of himself, even unconsciously he
is already analyzing his own being ;

he makes the

panorama of nature his mirror and reflexion, and
so comes eventually to self-revelation. Further,
he expands his own nature in assimilating environ-
ment to it, and thus flnds his inner self not only
reflected in the outer world, but coloured by it.

Psychology is a science whose roots run very
deep. In reading his motives into nature man has

begun already the classification of his powers, and

gradually this classification, unconsciou.sly im-

pressed on his mind, becomes assumed as his

natural image. Doubtless the first distinction
made is that of the '

life
' from the body : the life

represents feeling and conduct, the body mere
form ; and, as to savage man forms are always
suspect, it is the life that is conceived to be tiie

prime reality. But the life is not incorporeal ; it

is always associated with some bodily manifesta-
tion, of which the most common and elementary is

the blood, the blood of life: 'But flesh with the
life thereof, which is the blood thereof, shall ye
not eat' (Gn Q'*). Many American aborigines be-

lieve that potent or sacred stones, if broken, will

bleed, as a broken body bleeds. After the blood,
the breath is the most universal symbol of vital

reality :

' And the Lord God formed man of the
du.st of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils

tlie breath of life ; and man became a living soul
'

(Gn 2^). Tlie Ijelief in a '

breath-body
'

or 'wind'
life is nearly universal, attested, of course, by the

outstanding fact that .so many words for soul—
ncphesh, psi/che, /j/icwyua, spiritus, anima— rest
their meaning on this metapiior. After blood and
Ineath, the body's lieat and its shadow—;/7«w,WKt^rt,
iimbra, sijiiulfn-ruin—are the commonest images of
its separable life.

I'syclK^Iogy is begun with this distinction of the
active from tiio passive in man's being, of soul
from body. The fact of death is certainly potent

in enforcing the distinction ; and the antiquity of

burial attests the depth of this impression. But
deeper even than death is that consciousness of the
active and imimlsive power which man feels in

himself and hence imagines in the raging winds
and rushing waters of an unquiet world of nature.

\\'ith tills first distinction made, others become
easy. It is no uncommon thing, therefore, to find

among primitives theories of man's constitution

rivalling the Egyptian in complexity ; mummy,
genius, bird-.soul, iieart, form, shadow, soul,

strength, and name represent an Egyptian dis-

section of the ])er.sonality of the deceased, but the
American prophet Keokuk taught his followers to

pray for the heart, heart and flesh, life, name, and

family souls; the Haida have two names for the
embodied and one for the discarnate soul, while
mind and ghost are still other entities ; and the

Iroquois distinguish mind, soul, ghost, life, brain,
and strengtli

—a classification which surely consti-

tutes respectable psychology. The further dis-

crimination, not of parts but of faculties, is well

begun when bodily organs, especially the heart
and the liver, are made seats or symbols of pa.ssion
and appetite, memory and thought—a sjmiboli.sm
which the speech of civilization still retains {.see

artt. Life and Death, !Soul, Spiritualism).
3. Theory of the world.—Even Xenophon still

speaks contemptuously of ' the thing the Sophists
call "the world"' (Memorabilia, I. i. 11), and it is

hardly to be wondered at that few primitive men
attain Sophistic familiarity with the concept. The
idea of a cosmos or a universe is a late achievement
of reflexion ; nevertheless, a conception of what
might properly be called a 'world-house,' or per-

haps the '

stage of life,' comes into definition far

anterior to sophistication. Cosmology and cos-

mogony are both very primitive in origin ; and in

truth it may be fairly attirmed that the most
advanced philosophies are as subordinate to cosmol-

ogy as is the most primitive mythology ; cosmology
is the parent of ontologj', and it is altogether prob-
able tliat tiie

'

scientific
'

cosmologies of to-day will

apjjear to some future age as visionary as do the

mythic world-views of the past to us.

Cosmology is essentially an eflbrt to define the
world of sjiace. Its natural and nearlj- universal
first form is of a world-tent or domed house, a
circular plane surmounted by a hemispherical roof.

But, since the imagination does not stop with the

visible, a heaven above the firmament and a hollow
beneath the earth are conceived, and may be multi-

])lied into a series of heavens and hells, thus fram-

ing a storeyed universe. The plane dimension of

the middle earth is itself divided. Man is a four-

square animal ; and, corresponding with his struc-

ture, the place of the rising sun becomes ' the

before,' the south is 'the right,' the north 'the

left,' the west ' the behind
'

; and so the four
cardinals are established.

'The earliest orientation in space among Indo- Germanic
peoples arose from the fact that man turned his face to the
rising sun and thereupon designated the East as " the before,"
the West as " the behind," the South as " the

ri^ht,"
the north

as "the left" '(*->• S;>hrader, Indocn'rinanische Julerltunskunde,
Strassburg, 1901, p. 371). Evidence from Semitic tongues
indicates the early prevalence of a like system, while in .\merica
there is an almost universal cult of the quarters ini|ilyin^ the
same conception; with the Zuni, who have this cult highly
developed, the east is alwavs 'the before' (M. C. Stevenson,
'The Zuiii Indians,' iSRBthr [1904], p. (a). Determination of

the four quarters necessarily involves the fixation of a middle

place, or poll stn ; hence the number of sacred cities which form
'the navel of the world —Delphi, Delhi, Peking, Cuzco, Zuni,
and doubtless many others.

But the conceptual completion of the frame of

tiie world is only a step to its endowment with

moral values. The sky. as the source of light and

warmth, becomes the giver of life, strengtli. gooil-

ness, and righteousness ; [lersoniticd, it is the

Heavenly Father of all things. The earth, as the
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bnn{;er forth of life ami nimrir^linieiit, liecoines the

(Jreat Motlier, .sj)ouse of the Ion! of lioaven ; while

within her dark hody are concealed the pre-natal
and post-mortem j)oVers of the unlx)rn and the

hiuied—the be^'inninj,'s and the ends of fate. Tlie

dark under world, too, is the source of all that is

noxious and deadly, and hence the permanent
abode of thing's evil. This is the primitive symbol-
ism, but it still colours our thou^dit and forms tiie

very substance of our expression in the whole realm
of moral piiilosophy.
Two types of human experience stand as the

foundations of cosmoj^ony. One is the sexual

procreation of life. When the heaven is conceived
as a father and the earth as a motlier, the procrea-
tion of life from this primordial pair is the most
natural of myths, its philosophic residuum beiny
represented by the theory of cosmic evolution,
and indeed by every vitalistic interpretation of

nature. Ajrain—the second type
—the origins of

the world are sought on the analogy of manu-
facture. A i)rinial being is conceived who finds or

gives otla sub.stance from which creation is modelled
or constructed. This—the rarer form in primitive

speculation— is the prototype of mechanistic philo-

NOphies of nature ; it represents, too, the type of

theistic and transcendentalist philosophies, just as

the image of the procreative pair stands for the

I)hilosophic doctrines of pantheism and immanence.

Wide-spread, too, is the occurrence of a bi-sexed

creator, .signifying, perhaps, the earliest compro-
mise between the eternally conflicting conceptions
of the one of being and the many of becoming.

Ot the first type of cosmogony Hesiod's Theogony is the out-

standing example ; and it is not unfair to assume that the pre-
valence of this conception accounts in no small measure for the
characteristic evolutionism of Greek philosophy. The Hebrew
(ienesis illustrates the second form ;

and the third is perhaps
Uest known in the Chinese doctrine of heaven and earth as pro-
ceeding from the T'ien, the father-mother of the world. An
.\merican ex/imple, analogous to the Chinese, is presented by
the Zufii :

' Awonawilona [Ue-iShe] conceived within himself and
thought outward in space, whereby mists of increase, steams

potent of growth, were evolved and uplifted. Thus, bj- means
of his innate knowledge, the All-container made himself in

person and form of the Sun whom we hold to be our father and
who thus came to exist and appear' (F. H. Cushing, 'Outlines
of Zuni Creation Mvths,' U UDEW [ls06], p. 379). A second
version (M- C. Stevenson, 'The Zufii Indians," SS HBEW, p. '2.3)

reads :

' With the breath from his heart Awonawilona created
ilouds and the great waters of the world.' A Pima myth shows
extraordinary jwwers of conceptualization for a priu)itive

l>eople : 'In the beginning there was nothing where now are

earth, sun, moon, stars, and all that we see. Ages long the
darkness was gathering, until it formed a great mass in which

developed the spirit of Karth Doctor, who, like the fluffy wisp
of cotton that floats upon the wind, drifted to and fro without

support or place to fix himself. Conscious of his power, he
determined to try to build an abiding place, so he took from his

breast a little dust and flattened it into a cake. Then he

thought within himself, "Come forth, some kind of plant," and
there appeared the creosote bush '

(Frank Russell,
' The Pima

Indians,' ?6 RBKW [19(J8], p. 206). The story goes on with an
account of the creation of the heavenly bodies and earth's in-

habitants, and contains the interesting suggestion of anti|>odes
in the account of thedeparture of a part of earth's inhabitants,
through a hole in its centre, to dwell on its nether side. Here
we are almost in the realm of Milesian cosmology.

Cosmogony gives us the drama of creation ; there

is but one further step to complete the conception
of the world in time. When to theogonic .-^ons

legendarj' and historic periods are annexed, the

conception of ages of the world is attained ; and,
as most men find their present ca.se sony and dark,
a future and golden regeneration is anticipated.
Thus the acts of the cosmic drama are comjdete,
though its measures remain to be set. They be-

come set through the science of the stars. The
stars are men's first vision of order, cosmos ; and
with the discover^' of their orderly movements and

periodical synchronizations tliey become, and the
whole heaven becomes, the great wheel of destiny
which measures out the slow repetitions of the

world's recurrent drama. Nearly every people with

any astronomy reaches this conception of a self-

repeating universe, pa.ssing through cyclic creations
and destructions, whose terms are star-measured.
That fate is interbound with this cosmic movement
is Vmt the inevitable inference of a being .such as

man, who cannot (and perhaps ought not to) see
the world that contains him except as reflecting
his moral nature. But, with such a concention

reached, we are far on the way to the nefmlar

hyjiothesis or the not le.ss histrionic cycles of t!ie

Hegelian absolute idea (see artt. Ages OF THE
World, Co.smogony and Cosmology).

4. Theory of conduct.—Our ideas of conduct are
inferred from our conception both of man's nature
and of the world's nature. The more primitive
folk are, the more instinctive ami habitual is their

action ; but there are probably no men who are

utterly without some sense of the wherefore of

action, and hence unacquainted ^^ith speculative
morality. Religion might almost be said to re-

present man's sense of a world -.sanction for his own
ideals of conduct ; certainly this is in some degree
the explanation of tlie intimate union of religion
and ethics, and again of the religious and ethical
cast which every philosophy assumes. Customary
morality explains the great mass of action in every
grade of culture ; but moral speculation

—which to

some extent is found everywhere— is the true
source of our interest in morals.
Moral pliilosojdiy, as has been indicated, is out-

wardly imaged in cosmology and cosmogony ; the

light of heaven represents knowledge, justice, and

goodness ; the changeless stars represent remorse-
less destiny. But this outward image, just because
it is beyond the control of man, becomes an object
of reverence, a system of religious sanctions,
rather than a problem for the will. That problem
is set primarily \>y men's needs, especially by the

great need of conforming human desire to its

possible satisfactions. The recognition of this, far

more than the blindness of custom and tradition, is

ihe real source of that conservatism for which

primitive people are noted ; their conservative

clinging to the ways of the fathers is a product, not
of habit, but of intention, who.se warrant is the

justiKcation which nature gives in giving life itself.
' We observe our old customs," said an ao;ed Greenlander to

Knud Rasmussen (The People of the Polar North, London, 1908,

p. 124),
'
in order to hold the world up, for the powers must not

be offended. We observe our customs, in order to hold each
other up ; we are afraid of the great Evil. . . . Men are so

helpless in face of illness. The people here do penance, because
the dead are strong in their vital sap, and boundless in their

might."

The same sentiment was expressed by a Hopi priest
to J. W. Fewkes :

' We cling to the rites of our ancestors because they have been

pronounced good by those who know. We erect our altars, sing
our traditional songs, and celebrate our sacred dances for rain

that our corn may germinate and yield abundant harvest'

(Animal Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 189f>, p. (i08f.).

Garciiasso says of his fellow Peruvians :

'
It was an inviolable law among them never to alter the mode

or custom of their province, no matter what example should
come from elsewhere. . . . Hence the Indians, rigid in the

following of their ancient customs, were astonished to see the

.Spaniards change almost every year their manner of living, and
they attributed this inconstancy to an excess of pride and pre-

sumption
'

(Hist, des Incas, Paris, 1830, v. ix.).

Here surely we are already in sight of Heraclitus
and the beginnings of Greek ethics :

' Those who speak with understanding hold fast to what is

common to all, as a city holds to its law—aye, and more strongly,
for all human laws are fed by one law divine, which prevails
where it will, and sulfices for all, and surpasses all' (frag. 114, in

H. Diels, Fraijmente der Vorsokratiker, 1.2, Berlin, 190t), p. 78).

See artt. Ethics and Morality.
LiTKRATURB.—See the

throughout the article.

literature under artt. referred to

H. B. Alexander.

PHILOSOPHY (Buddhist).— I. Introduction:

position of philosophy in Buddhism.— Philo.soj)hiciiJ

inquiry was not a purely scieiitiiic matter in India.

The knowledge of the nature of things was aimed
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at, not for its own sake, but for a practical purpose.
It ^vas regarded as a factor in tlie great work of

deliverance from transmigration. In Vedantism
it is thf factor of deliverance, for the very fact of

knowing the true nature of the individual se!f^
identical with the universal self—is deliverance.

The position of philosojthy in Buddhism is diflerent.

At the beginning, at least, metaphysical know-

ledge was not an essential part of the Buddliist

discipline. The True Law was a practical training
and nothing more. In short, deliverance from

.sutl'ering belongs to the saints ; sanctity is deliver-

ance from desire ; deliverance from desire is to be
reached by the life of a monk (brahmachnryn), by
a moderate asceticism coupled with meditations
that foster distaste for pleasure ; these meditations
—on universal impermanence and decay, on death,
on loathsomeness (nhthha)—are onlj- the realization
of the vanitas vanitatuin of Solomon, a pessimistic
view of life and of the world, but not a philosophical
sj'stem. Sometimes, when questioned on the doc-
trine of Jcnnna, Sakyamuni answers :

' My doctrine
is :

" Do good actions, avoid evil ones
" '—an uncom-

jiromisingly ethical .standpoint, or, so to speak, a

'pure moralism.' Sakyamuni is not agnostic.
The so-called 'agnostic texts' (.see artt. Agnosti-
cism and Nirvana) emphasize this characteristic of

Ituddhism, or rather—as there are many Buddhisms—reveal a Buddhism which is freed from any
metaphysical surmise, which even strongly forbids

any curiosity concerning the nature of soul and
the state of a saint after death. According to these

texts, such metaphysical questions, important as

they seem to us and undoubtedly seemed to many
Buddhists—to the compilers of the Scripture them-
selves—have no more to do with sanctity than

purely cosmological problems and mundane science

{lokdynta) in general.
A slightly ditterent attitude is illustrated by

some texts which we migljt style
'

pragmatist,'
texts according to Avhich Sakyamuni purposely
answered the philosophical questions in conflict-

ing terms : he spoke sometimes as a believer
in permanence {idsvata), sometimes in favour of

annihilation {uchchheda). The standpoint of the
Master is that the training that leads to sanctity
does not require truth, but useful statements,
statements suited to the various dispositions of the
hearers and to the general and conflicting instincts
of humanity. In order to crush desire, a man
must believe in succession that there is a soul and
that there is no soul.

Evidence is not lacking that the teaching of

Sakyamuni himself was agno.sticism coupled with

pragmatism ; but it would be rash to make anj-
assertion on this point. So far scholars are con-

cerned, not with Siikyamuni's own teaching, but
with the leading ideas embodied in the Scriptures.
And it is fairly evident that, from the earliest

time, most probably from the beginning. Buddhism
adopted

' or worked out a philosophy which may
be summarized as negation of the existence of a
soirl (technically, in Sanskrit Buddhism, pudgaln-
nairrltinyn) together with the hypothesis of a com-

posite self {skandlmvdda). This i)hilosophy is a
translation, in terms of metaphysics, of the ideas
of impermanence and insubstantiality which, from
the point of view of agnosticism, were to remain
the topics of moral and emotional meditation.
AVe may state here again that the mdnn to which

many suttas object is self-love, estimation of the
self as good, better, best, liad, worse, worst, not
the actual notion of self ; tliat the notions of im-

l>ermanence and insubstantiality which are essential
to the religious training are tlie conviction of the
evanescence of beauty, strength, and life, not the

1 We cannot deal here with the indebtedness of IJuddhism to

.'^ai'ikhja and Yojca philosophies. See Sankiiya, Yoga.

theory of the composite and momentary character
of things. But, notwithstanding the ' moralism '

of certain monks and possibly of the Master, the
historical circumstances being given, metaphy.sics
could not lie avoided. Some metaphysics is an
essential feature of Buddhism ; for it is admitted

by all Buildiiists that desire cannot be crushed,
tliat desirable things cannot lose their attractive-

ness, so long as we admit that there is an 'ego'
and a ' mine.'

Buddhists denied the Ego and, in consequence,
had to exercise themselves to give an explanation
of life and transmigration in terms of impermanence
and selflessness. Buddhist philosophy was born,
and developed a coherent system of

'

phenonrenal-
ism'(the doctrine of the Abhidhnrwis). Pheno-
menalism, by a natural evolution, gave ri.se to

various forms of nihilism or voidness (iunyntd,
.so-called niliilism, or Madhyamaka ; idealism, or

Vijnanavada).
These new doctrines are logically constructed

and claim to be justified from the scientific point
of view ; but their maintainers believe that they
are no less useful than true. Their usefulness is

perhaps the best proof of their truth. The best

reason that a Buddhist has for professing nihilism

is that there cannot be real religious life [hhiksutd],

sanctity, or deliverance from desire as long as one
admits the reality of phenomena (Bodhichorydvn-
tdra, ix. 40). The schools had not forgotten the
Master's lesson of pragmatism.

2. Hinayana or Abhidharma philosophy (pudgala-
nairatraya or phenomenalism).—The first idiilo-

sophy of Buddhism, the philosophy of the Hinayana
('Little Vehicle'), may be shortly described as

phenomenalism : non-existence of a substance or
an individual (piidgalanairdtmyn), absolute exist-

ence of the dharmas—small and brief realities

which, grouped as causes and eti'ects, create the

pseudo-individuals.
This philosophy was at first far from perfect.

It is the result of a long inquiry.
From the doctrinal point of view, it would perhaps be con-

venient to contrast (1) the unsystematic views that are expressed
in the sfitras (Suttantas) and which may lie described as ' a

theorj- of the skandhas' (skandhavdda, a fictitious name), with

(2) the developed system which is embodied in the Abhidhannat
of the Sarvastivadins (Sanskrit books, school of the Vaibhilsika.«,

Ahhidkarmakoia) and which is discernible in extra-canonic
P.ali works (Milinda, Buddhaghosa, Abhidhammasaiiijfaha) ;

this system is properly called Abhidharma.
From the historical point of view, there are strong objections

to such a division. The fully grown phenomenalism is the

legitimate offspring of the principles forcibly expressed in the
oldest canonical books. No new idea has been discovered, but

philosophers see more clearlj' what the>' mean ; that is nearly
all. Here we shall merely call attention to the chief topics of

interest.

{a) At first no effort was made to work out a

comprehensive and sj-stematic exposition
of the

ontological or psj^chological principles ; these prin-

ciples were mere surmises and postulates rather

than doctrines ; they had not been studied enough
to be fully understood ; they lacked precision and
remained, therefore, to some extent contradictory.
There is no self (dtnuin), person (pud(]nhi), living-

being (snttva), or principle of lire (Jlfii)
—a flat

negative not only of an unchangeable self as re-

cognized by the Brahmanic philosophies, but also

of the substantial principle that the popular philo-

sophy considers as a transmigrating entity, a .soul

ditieient from the body. Man is a complex, com-

posed of live skandhas— the material element,

nlpa, or body, and four intellectual elements,

sa))ij)ld, vcdand, saniskdras, vijridna. The ego,
or 'man,' is described in terms of its constitutive

elements, and is comimred to a chariot which lacks

personality because it is composed. That is n

'static' point of view. In this compound the

position of the intellectual elements is a subordinate

one ; thej' are given as a resultant of the material
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eleiueiit.-*, viz. the organs : 'The colour blue being

given and the organ of tlie eye being also given,
there arises a visual cognition (a blue image).'
That is

' sensationalism.' The intelleciual cogni-
tions (abstract idea.s, judgments) are worked out

by mind, which is a material organ too.

(6) The obvious and necessary conclusion of this

Ksychology
would be the negation of survival,

lut, as a matter of fact, liuddhists flatly deny the

heretical theory of anniliilation, destruction at

death (uchr/iheda). Individual or personal per-
manence and respon.sibility through successive

existences in the long journey of transmigration

arestronglyinsistedon(seeartt. De.\TH[ Buddhist],
K.VKMA).

(t) .A conciliation between the negation of a soul

or self, capable of survival, and the negation of

annihilation is to be found in a '

dynamic' concep-
tion of self. Such a conception was brought about

by the study of impermanence (anityatva) and

causality {pnitKi/asani u(j)dila).

(l)
'

Iinpennnnetire' is, in some texts, almost a

synonym of 'sullering' and ' selHessness.' Exist-

ence is sullering because joy does not last; body
and mind are impermanent, and therefore are not
a self, do not depend upon a self. But from the
idea of impermanence issues the idea of momentari-
ness, which leads to far-reaching conclu.sions. Ini-

)iermanence, when predicated of things in general,
does not mean momentariness. There is origina-
tion (utpdda), duration {sthiti), change or old age
(anyathnhhdva, jara), and destruction {nirodha) of

impermanent things in general. But the moment-
ary character of a flame—the flame of a lamp is

onlj' a succe-ssion of flames, each of which lasts

only an instant—and of thought {chitta) was re-

cognized veiy soon :

'That, O monks, which is called mind, thought, cognition,
keeps up an incessant round by day and liy night, of perishing
as one thing and springing up as another' (Majjhima, i. 256);
whereas the l>ody may last for a hundred years
and more.' When once the notion of momentari-
ness was reached, it inevitably made its way and
took the place of the notion of impermanence.
Now momentariness is quite naturally associated
with causality. Momentarine.ss and causality con-

verge in continuity.
(•2) Cditsality.

— Buddhists first examined the
cause of sutt'ering (rebirth and death again) and

expressed their views in the .second truth :

'

Sufi'er-

ing originates from desire.* They later expressed
the principle of causality in the formula known
Ha pratityasamutpdda, 'dependent origination,' a
formula which seems to have been originally ordy
a commentarj' on the second Truth (cf. Satta-

nipnta), and M-hich, according to the scholastic

interpretation, presents a summary of three
succe.ssive existences of a man (cf. art. Pajicca-
S.\MUPPADA). It is given in the Scripture as an
ontological and psychological theory. It is said
to open a middle way between the two wrong ideas

(or heresies) of permanence of tiie living being
through consecutive existences and annihilation at
death : the man who is reborn is not the dead man,
but he is not difierent from this man ; because he
originates from this man. Coupled with the dogma
of momentariness, the dogma of causality leads to
the conclusion that the ego is not a static com-

fiound
like a chariot, but a series {sfnntdna)—a

iving series of causes and cflects. Everything,
even material lifele.ss objects, will be understood
as the series of its successive moments of existence.
The -series does not exist in itself ; it is made
up of small momentar}- entities, called dhnrvms.
There is no thinker, but only thoughts ; no feeler,
but only feelings ; dhtjdna jiartly consists in dis-

1 Cf. Vistiddkimagga, viii., ap. H. C. Warren, fliiddhLtm in
Traiuslationn, Cambridge, Mass., 190(1, p. 252, and Mahdniddesa,
p. 117. See art. Identity (Buddhist).

cerning the successive ideas that present themselves
without any reference to the ego as thinking.

^

' That only exists which is momentary
'

(yat sat
tat k^aniknin). What is permanent—e.g., space,
nircdna—does not exist, is a mere name, a mere
negation (ahhdva).

(d) An obvious conclusion to be drawn, and one
which was early drawn, from the theory of depen-
dent origination is that the origination of cognition
has not been

.scientifically explained in the rntras

(.see above, p. 848"). A distinction is to be made
between the cause (hetu) and the conditions

(prntyaya). The flame of a lamp is apparently
burning during three watches

;
but it is only a

succession of flames. Each of these momentary
(lames (to put it otherwi.se, each moment in the
existence of this flame that is burning during tiiroe

watches) has for conditions the oil, the wick, and
so on ; but its cause is the preceding flame (or the

preceding moment in the existence of the llanie).
To

apply this theorj' to the causation of a cognition,
a visual cognition is conditioned l)y the eye and
the exterior object (the colour blue) ; but it is

caused by the preceding cognition. The series of

thoughts {rhittasaintdna) goes on unintenniptedly
through the successive existences ; the death-
consciousness is continued in a conception-con-
sciousness (see art. Death [Buddhist]).
Fudgalavdda.—A small place must be given to the 'heretical'

theory of a self—a theory which is much abused in the sutras
as well as in the treatises, both Sanskrit and Pali, but which,
nevertheless, was supported by the ]iowcrful sects of the Sam-
mitiyas. There is a yfifra, the 'siitia of the bearer of the

burden,' which states that the pudqala exists independently of

the skandhas; that it 'shoulders' the xkandhas, new nktindhan
at every birth, till it lays down the skandhas, i.e. obtains libera-

tion. The explanation of the Saniniitiya school is that the

pitdgala is neither identical with nor different from the

skandhas; that it is 'not to be expressed' (anabhiluppa), that
nevertheless it exists and transmigrates. There are in the

.Scriptures passages where the relations of the feeling with the

feeler, and so on, are expressed in the same terms ;
and the

position of the Sanmiitiyas is not an impossible one. But in

the light of other passages which state that there is no feeler,
no eater, but onl.v feelings, foods, we must admit that the

Scripture, on the whole, favours the opinion of the schools who
deny altogether the existence of a pudgala. We know the

partisans of the pudgala only from the criticism of the ' ortho-
dox '

scholars, both Sanskrit and Pali.

3, Mahayana philosophy. — (a) Sunyatdvddti
(Madhya)naka system).

—
(1) The real nature of

i\\mgs(dharmatd, bhfitatathatd , or, shortly, tatha-

td) is their being produced by causes and their

being productive of eft'ects {prat'ityasnoiutpannatd).
The Abhidharmikas have stated this fact well.

But they fail to see that what is produced by causes
does not exist in itself, is Avithotit 'own nature'

(nihsvabhdvatd.), is insubstantial or void {.hltiyn).
Voidness (sunyatd) is neither a principle immanent
in things nor is it nothingness. On the contrary,
it is the character of what exists, of tiie dhannns.

Things are void because they are originated ; void-

ness = origination, void = originated. Existence

[samsdra) is an intricate succession of momentary
things, or dharmas, which have not in themselves

any raison d'Stre, and which cannot exist sub-

stantially by the power of their causes ; for these
causes are dimrmas of the same nature, which do
not exist in themselves. As it is .said,

' From
dharmas like a magical show {mdyopamn) arise

dharmas like a magical show.' We should say,
' Yrom contingent phenomena arise contingent
phenomena.'

(2) Such is the common view of the Madhj'a-
mikas. But there are many texts which Avould lead
us much further : (a) the simile of the monk suller-

ing from ophthalmia, v, ho sees in his almsbowl
hairs which do not exist, while a healthy monk
sees these hairs as they are, i.e. does not see them :

in the same way a .saint who is free from illusion

or nescience (avidyd) does not see the dharmas:
1 C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Btuldhist Psychology, London, 1914,

p. 98.
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the correct knowledge—the knowledge of a Buddlia
— is a non- knowledge ; (/3) the CMiticism to which
the notions of cause, of knowledge, of motion, etc.,

are submitted ; by the four-branched syllogism it

is shown clearly that a thing is not born either

from itself or from another, or from both, or with-
out cause. The consequence is that production
is logically impossible ; production does not support
inqiiiry {vichdrdsnJin) ; therefore there is no i)ro-

duction. Again, thought cannot know itself and
cannot know another ; and so on. Truth is

silence.

(3) The two truths.—Phenomenalism is a psycho-
logical interpretation of life and consciousness in

terms of '

negation of the individual
'

(piuffjalnmiir-

dt)n>/n) : life is a series of momentary {)henomena
originating in dei)endence one upon anotlier. The
Madhyamika does not rejec^t this doctrine, but
claims to explain what phenomenalism really
mean.s—to point out its metaphysical aspect. He
says that phenomena are only appearances, or,
from the subjective point of view, experiences.
Phenomenalism is the '

experimental
'

or ' errone-
ous

'

truth (vyivahdra, samvrtisatya) ; nihilism or

voidness, negation of the reality of the d/utrmns

{dhnnn'mairdtmya), is the metaphysical or ab-
solute truth {paramdrtha).
But everything happens as if things were com-

posed of real and substantial dlutrmas
; the illusion

that we have of the iiappening of the phenomena is

due to the very causes that, according to the pheno-
menalist, give birth to the phenomena. The Path
of old remains safe (see art. Nihilism [Buddhist]
and below).

(b) Vijhdnavdda.—It is difhcult to give an ac-

count of the system of the idealists, Vijiianavada,
more exactly Vijfiananiatravada, Vijuaptimatra-
vada, Chittamatravada, 'theory that there is

nothing except cognition or thought,' also Svasam-
vedanavada or Svasamvittivada,

'

theory of self-

consciousness.' The philosophers of this system
have worked out quite subtle notions, and, more-
over, we know from Tibetan authorities that they
were divided into many branches and disagreed on

important points. These Tibetan authorities are
far from clear, while the original treatises, the

larger number of which exist only in Tibetan and
Chinese translations, have not yet been studied.

Sanskrit, Brahman, and Jain summaries do not
touch the points in question. Therefore we must
be satistied with a general outline of the system—
an outline wliich cannot be taken as definite.^

1 Sources : i. Vijnanavada siifras and treatises.—{V) Lafikdva-
tdra, partly ed. in Buddhist Text Society of India, Calcutta,
1902; (2) Abhisamayalaihkdrdloka, Caiiibridge Add., 1629,

frag, in JA i. [1913] 598; (3) Bodhuatt vabhumi, C&mh. Add.,
1702; summary in Museon, vi. [1905] 38, vii. [190C] 213, xii.

[1911] 155; (4) Satrdlarpkdra, ed. S. L6vi, Paris, 1911; (5-7)
Vasubandhu's ViTfi^akakdrikd, ed. and tr. Museon, xiii. [1912],
53; Triihsakakdrikd, Tribvabhdratnideia, Tanjur, Udo, Iv'm.

;

(S) A^vagliosa's Mahdydnairaddhntpdda, tr. from Chinese by
D. T. Suzuki, Awakenintj of Faith in the Mahdydna, Chicago,
1900 ; (9) Dignaga, Nyayahindu, with Dharmottara's comm.
and an anonymous {ippani, ed. T. Scherbatskoi, Bill. Budd.
\ iii. andxi., Petrograd, 1904 and 1900; with Vinitadeva's comm.,
nibl. Indica, Calcutta, 1908

; (10) Subhdsitasaihgraha, ed. C.
Bendall, Musion, iv. [1903] 375.

ii. .Madhyamika treatises.—(1) Madhyamakdvatdra, ed. Bibl.
Kiuidh. ix., Petrograd, 1912, Fr. tr. MuMon, viii. flf. [1907flf.|;

(2) Bodhichanjduatara, Bibl. Indica, Caloitta, 1901 ff. ; (3)
Madhyaiaakacrtti, Bibl. Buddh. iv., Petrograd, 1913.

iii. Tibetan treat ise8.—B.3.,Manjugho?ah,^savajra'sS(rf(fAdnta,
summary in W. Wassilieff, Der Buddhismvs, Petrograd, 1860.

iv. Non-Buddhist treatises.—(1) Thr Saiva Dariiana Saiii-

graha, tr. E. B. Cowell and A. E. Gough, London, 1882, oh. ii.,

Museuii, ii. [1901] 177 ; (2) Sai.ldar^an(i,sa)ti<jraha, ed. L. Suali,
Bibl. Indica, Calcutta, 1905 ff. ; (3) Veddiua siUras, ii. 2, 2S

(G. Thibaut, .V/JA' xxxiv. [1890]) ; (4) yydyasiitras, iv. 2
; (5)

Pra^astapada, Benares, 1895, p. 114.

V. European sources. — T. Scherbatskoi, Teopiji nnasiir m.
HnaiH, Petrograd, 1902, Teopiii noauaam h ;iiorHKa, do. 1903

;

L. de la Vallee Poussin,
' Note sur les trois corps,' Mu^t'cm,

xiv. [1913] 2.^7, 'Note sur les cent Dharmas,' ib. vi. [1905] 191 ;

D. T. Suzuki, Outlines nf Mahdydna Bvddhism, London, 1907

(useful information, but questionable views).

VOL. IX.—54

(1) Some hypotheses may be ottered on the origin
of the idealist sy.stem,

(a) The phrase nutnomaya in the first stanza of

the Dhaimnapuda,
' All that happens {dharma) is

the result of thought (mana-s), is made up of

thought (manovmya),' does not mean '

consisting
of thought,' but 'caused by thought, by mental
action' (just as the immomaya body of tlie bodhi-

snttva is not a spiritual body, but a bodj' created by
thought [see art Bodhisattva]). That is not

technically idealism, but leads to idealism. It

was admitted that tiie new physico- psychical
organism which continues after the death of a
man is 'created' in the matrix by the 'rebirth con-

sciousness,' it.self a product or a sub-product of a
mental action ; moreover, pleasant and unpleasant
sensations during life are chicil^' the reward of

action [vipdhiplialu,
' fruit of ripening of action '),

while the exterior causes of these sensations depend
on action as '

fruit of mastery
'

(adhipatiphala) ;

we should style them ' the delegates of the power
of action,' ju.st like the tormentors and the trees

with swords for leaves in hell. It follows that the

existence of exterior objects may be looked upon
as a cumbrous hypothesis (see Vasubandhu's Viinki-

kakdrikd).
(/3) On the other hand, the Sautrantikiis (a

branch of the later Hinayana) had studied the
character and origin of knowledge. In opposition
to the Vaibhasikas (

= Abliidharmikas) and to tiie

Madhyamikas, they maintained that a tiiought
can think itself, that thought has .self-con.scious-

ness (svasaiiivittl), for, though the end of a hnger
cannot touch itself, a lamp illuminates itself and
another (Bodhickarydvntdra,ix. 15); further, that
the form of representations is given by the mind.
This idealist theory of knowledge is compatible
with realism ; tlie Vijnanavadins, heirs of the

Sautrantikas, built upon it an idealist meta-

physical system.
(7) This system owes much to the f§unyatavada

(nihilism) ; in fact, it is a branch of nihilism ; it

ditters from the numerous systems of idealism
recorded in the history of philosophy both Indian
and non- Indian. It is not satisfied with the nega-
tion of the exterior object ; it denies the self, an
individual generator of thoughts, as all Buddhists
do ; it applies a thorough criticism to the indi-

vidual thoughts themselves. It maintains tiiat

the only dharmas (
= things) are thouglits (idealism),

and that these dharmas are not substantial [dhar-

manairdtmya) ; that they are void. The voidness
of the idealists ditters from the voidness of the

Madhyamikas, the properlj' so-called nihilists.

For the latter, voidness is the ciiaracteristie in

things of being produced, while, from the critical

point of view, no production is jjossible.

According to the idealists,
'
for voidness 10 be a justifiable

position, we must have, first, existence of that which is void,

and, second, non-existen(^e of that in virtue of the absence of

which it is void,' i.e. existence of a receptacle, non-existence of

a content, 'hut, if neither exists, how can there be voidness?
\Ve wrongly superimpose the notion of a serv>ent on a rope : the

rope exists, the serpent does not exist, the rope is void of

serpent. In the same way, such " notes
"
or characters as form,

etc., are commonly attributed to the things : the denotable

properties do not exist, hut the substrate of the designations
exists' (Badhisattvabhii)iii, fob 29'" f.).

The 'notes' wrongly attributed to the things are

both what is called jfitya,
'

knowable," and //(rt»irt,
'

cognition
'

; the thing is an ' undenotable some-

thing.'
(2) To realize what the idealists understood bj'

'knowable,' 'cognition,' and ' undenotable some-

thing,' we have to study the three natures (below,

/3) to which the simile of a dream (below, a) is an

ea.sy introduction.

(a) The vi.sions of a dream are independent of

any thing 'to be seen.' The elephants which a

dreaming monk sees entering his cell do not exist,
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or, ratlier, do not exist as elephantis. As far as it

is a '

thing to be known '

(jiieya), a '

thing to be

grasped' (grdhyrt) or 'to be named' (abhidheya),
tlie thing seen during sleep does not exist; it is

only a product of the mind, a mental phenomenon
wrongly made objective, the very

' form of ele-

pliant
'

(''ikrti) taken by a thought under tiie inliu-

tnce of tiie 'impression' (vdsana) left by a visual

know ledge.
Now wliat about the idea that the dreamer has

of an elephant—the idea whicii he considers as a
visual knowledge {jndna), which '

grasps
'

{gnl-
hukn) an elephant? This knowledge is in fact the
same mental phenomenon, the same form of ele-

jiliant taken oy a thought. During sleep tiie

visual knowledge that grasps an elephant, the
niental knowledge that ascertains the qualities of

this elephant and names it, cannot have more
reality than the elephant itself. There is no

knowledge (jndna), since there is no knowable

{jneya).
The simile of a dream will help us to realize the

nature of things. First, there is no matter (nlpa) ;

there is nothing outside (bahis, bdhyn) the thought
{chitta) and the corollaries of tliought (chaitta,

pleasure, etc.) ; rather, outside thoughts, for there
IS not a thinking unity but only series (saintati,

samtdna) of tiioughts ; so many series of thoughts,
60 many living beings (sattva).

(/3) Secondlj', every thought, except the thoughts
of a Buddha, is to be looked upon from three points
of view ; technically it possesses a threefold nature
or character (svabhdva, lak^ana)—imagined nature

(parikalpita), dependent or caused nature (para-
t(Ultra), and absolute or metaphysical nature

iparinispanno).
i. Parikalpita.

—A thought— i.e. an 'actual' or
' conscious

'

(pravrtti) thought (see beloAv)—pre-
sents itself as exterior to itself, as does, in a

dream, the notion of elephant ; it presents itself as
an object of cognition, a knowable (jneya). Tlie

wrongly objectived objects of cognition are said

to be threefold : bodj- and the organs (deJut, dya-
tana), the things [artlia, visaya) to be known by
these organs (rfipdyatana . . . Diana- ayatana),
and place [pratisthd, pada), the material universe

(as a whole, bhdjanaloka).^ Inversely, thought ap-

liears as cognition (jiidna) : (I) as visual cognition
of a blue object ; (2) as auditive cognition . . . ;

(6) as mental cognition of the qualities of an object
(the first mnnovijndna of the Vijiianavadin list) ;

(7) as an ego which knows (the .second manovi-

jnd na
— ahaindrsti = klistam manas).

In short, thought presents itself to itself as

object (grdhya) and, at the same time, becomes

cognition (grdhaka) of this object. The notions of

being, non-being, essence, difl'erence, number, etc.—in a word, what the Western philosophers style
categories — originate from this opposition or

duality (dvaya). Now this duality, which is the
characteristic of every state of consciousness

(pravfttii'ijndna), is real ; our thoughts are really

taking the double aspect of object and subject ;

this twofold nature of our thoughts is not an

imaginary nature. As a matter of fact, we think

dually. But this duality results from the fact

that we consider as exterior and existing in them-
selves the so-called ol)jects which are only forms of

the thought, in the same way as a dreamer believes

in the reality of the dream-elephants and tliinks

that he has a visual knowled<je of elephants. This

iluality has no metaphysical raisov d'Hre ; it is

worked out or elaboratea by imaginat ion (parikalpa,
vikalpa), which imposes on thought tlie categories
of object and subject, together with the categories
of being, essence, etc.

1 LaAkdvatdra, p. 73
; Madhyainakdoaldra, vi. 93; Sdtiu-

lainkara, xi. 40.

Therefore thoughts (rhitfa), i.e. things, in .-o

far as they are in opposition as object and subject,
are said to be imagined (parikalpita),

ii. Paratantrasrahhdvn.— \\'e are now conccrnf d
with the question whence thoughts derive their

origin, according to what law they appear in suc-

cession and in duality. Thoughts are not produced
by exterior objects, as the old realist school
believed :

' The colour blue being given and the

organ of eye being also given . . . tliere arises an
ima''e of blue.' Nor are they produced by a self,

as the idealist Vedanta woukl suggest. Nor are

they autonomous (svatantra). They are dependent
one upon another (paratantra) ; they are pro-
duced one from another.
Paratantra is almost synonj'mous with profl-

tyasamutpanna, 'originated in dependence'; but
tliere are conspicuous differences between the
classical pratltyasamutjmda,

'

dependent origina-
tion,' and the causation which we are stutlying
(sometimes styled 'subtle origination'), and these
diH'erences justify the use of a new phrase. The
problem is somewhat obscure ; but the present
writer hopes that the following is a fair solution.

All the Buddhist philosophers
—niaintainers of

the doctrine of karman—had to admit that

thoughts, although momentary, do not perish

altogether, but originate new thoughts, sometimes
after a long interval of time (see art. Karma, jn'.v//-

andaplmla and avijiiapti). As long as they believed
in the existence of matter (nlpa) and considered
man as a physico-psj'chical complex, it was not
ditiicult for them to exjdain the interdependence
of thoughts. The six classes of cognitions (sense

cognitions, eye, etc., and mental cognitions) had a
material support and exterior excitants, and it was
possible to explain all the psychological facts, iiirlud-

ing memory, with these six cognitions. But the
idealists had to work out a system of psychology
without the hypothesis of any material element.

They say that the cognitions acknowledged by the
realist schools, visual . . . mental cognitions,
create 'seeds' (b'lja) which will ripen in due time,
without any interference except for the power of

the bodhisattvas, into new visual . . . mental

cognitions. Now these seeds are not a part of the
visual . . . mental cognitions which arise in suc-

cession between the sowing and the rii)ening of

the seeds ; e.g., the cognition of blue which will

emerge to-morrow in a certain '

.series of cognitions
'

named '
I

'

depends on yesterday's cognition of

blue, but its seed is not to be found in any of the cog-
nitions of which I am conscious to-day. Therefore
we must add to the sixfold cognition of the primitive

psychology
—to the sixfold cognition to be named

'actual cognition,'
' active cognition,' or '

state of

consciousness' (pravfttivijfidna)
—another group of

cognitions which the modern philosopher would

style
' unconscious

'

or ' subliminal images
'

; these

are the seed of actual cognitions ; they are created

by actual cognitions ; beside and below the actual

cognitions, they flow as a series of momentary
subliminal images which proceed owing to an

uninterrupted self-reproduction ;
this series bears

the old supply of seeds, is enlarged by the sowing of

new seeds, and will stop when the seeds have borne
their fruit and no new seed is sown. It is known
as dlayavijndna or dddnavijiidna, 'store cogni-
tion,'

'

receptacle cognition.'
^

iii. Parinispannasvabhdva.
— Thoughts are to

be considerecf from a third point of view. The
knowable (jiieya) does not exist as such, since it is

only a subjective idea, an image, a thought that

constitutes itself as an object. On the other li.and,

the fact that thought cognizes, i.e. recognizes itself

as visual cognition, as mental cognition, as subject
1 See the writer's 'Note sur les cent liharnias,' Mvs^on, vi.

191.
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of cognition, depends on the f.act that it consti-

tutes itself as an ohject. Tliere is coj^nition be-

cause there is a knowable ; there is designation
because there is an image, i.e. an objectived desig-
nation. The two groups of terms, jheyagrdhya-
abhidheya and jnana-iinlfinka-abhidhdna, stand

together, and, as tlie first is mistaken, the second
too is mistaken. The duality object-subject is

accidental to the thought, for it is produced by
misconception or imagination (pariknlpa or

viknlpa).
In order to know wiiat thought is

metajjhysic-
ally
—wliat thought is in itself—Ave liave to ignore,

to put aside, duality. Freed from duality, thought
is beyond the range of words ; it eludes denotation,
it is undenotable (anabhildpya) ; no character

(viiesa) can be predicated of it ;
it can only be said

to exist (bhavaty eva). It is therefore defined as

vnstumdtra,
'

simj)ly thing,' 'pure thing,' or a
'

something
'

(' chose sans plus,'
' chose tout court '),

or as chitfnmdtra,
'

simply thought,'
'

pure thought,'
since 'thing' and 'thought' are interchangeable
notions.

In a Buddha imagination has come to an end.
The thought of a Buddha— a. non-cognition—is

practically what all thoughts are nietaphysicallj'.
To use a metaphorical phrase, our thoughts are
soiled by cognitions which produce passions (jiieyd-
varann, kleMvnrana) ; we have to purify them
(mjavaddna).^
To sum up, a thought—e.g. an image of blue—is imagined in

so far as it is both the object blue which we believe we see and
a cognition of blue. It is dependent because it is produced by
a preceding image of blue. It is a noynelhing of which nothing
may be predicated from the metaphysical point of view, a t^ub-

stance which is accidentally, owing to an eternal illusion, con-

stituting itself as object and subject.

4. Later philosophies : theism, pantheism
(doctrines of immanence).—The phrase

' Buddliist

pantheism,' like the phrase 'Christian atheism,'
associates notions that are conflicting. But, if we
are to consider Buddhism not as a doctrine but as
a historical fact, there must be a place for the
non-Buddhistic philosophical views that developed
in Buddhism—the more so because such views not

only are dressed in Buddhistic garb, but are to some
extent the natural evolution of truly Buddhistic
theories.

There was in Mahayana an essential antinomy
between the experimental and the absolute trutli.-

While the learned schools carried to their ultimate

consequences the philosophical principles of the old
creed and worked out systems of dialectical or
idealist nihilism, a Buddhist religion has grown :

Biuldhas and bofUiisattvas were universally looked

upon as gods, almost eternal beings, providences.
The learned schools admitted the quasi-divinity of
the Buddhas, and the necessity of devotion and
charity, as constituting the practical or experi-
mental truth {sainvrtisatya) ; but they maintained
that the true religious life had to combine the prac-
tice of this truth with the meditation of voidness :

voidness is the absolute trutii (pnramdrthasatya).
There cannot be true religious life (brahnincharya,
bhihmtd, bodhicharyd), there cannot be deliver-

ance, as long as the faithful do not know that
Bud(lhas are mere names ; the enlightened devotee
adores celestial jiersons whom he knows to be pure
phantasms ; the enlightened giver pities beings
while knowing that they do not exist (Vajrach-
chhedikil). Such a jiosition can be saved only by
sleight of hand, by sophistical and highly conven-
tional contrivances (.see art. Nihilism [Buddhist]).
As a matter of fact, a time comes when it is neces-

1 On the Vijnfuiaviidin theory of purification see I., de la
ValWe Pouasin, T/n'orif des douze causes, Ghent and London,
1913, p. (!.-).

- .Many of the Buddhist tenets were lacking in consistency.
The idea of nirmria, e.g., an 'un(|ualifled delivcruncc,' was njit
to be understood as iminorlal happiness or as .imiihilalion.

sarj' to make a choice between the two truths : to

keep the absolute truth, and practise accordingly
silence and apathy, or to admit the experimental
truth as ' true

' and have recourse to an ontology
in accordance with it.

The chief factor in the development of thei.stic

and pantheistic ideas in Buddhism has probably
been the Brahman and Hindu milieu, the influence
of the learned monism (Vcdaiita), and tlieyet more
powerful influence of the pojiular and Tantric
Saivism. Wiiile theism (the worship of Amitabha)
is very old, it is in the so-called Buddhist Tantric
literature (mantranaya, V(ijraydna) that we find,

together with a mass of theurgic practices, unmis-
takable aflirmations of a system of immanence.
Buddhist saints and deities, l)y an in.sensible pro-
gress or owing to a rapid naturalization, had come
to be conceived under the familiar shape of the
Hindu gods. But we are here concerned with the
doctrinal aspects of the historical evolution and
adulteration of Buddhism. Our problem is to

elucidate by what doctrinal and verbal develop-
ment the orthodox nihilism and idealism were aj)t
to Vje reversed and turned into pantheism.
On the whole, we clearly see how Buddhist

monism arose. The post-Vedic inquiry f(u- being,
permanent being, real being, had a legitimate
conclusion in the aljsolute monism (adi^aita) of

Sainkara. Brahman is, but its true description is

netincti, 'it is not so, it is not so.' There is no
relation po.ssible between it and limited beings;
i.e. no limited being exists. '

Ontologism
'

in its

last phase is nihilism, for the en.s rcalistiimiim is

void. Inversely, the Buddhist theorj' of a becom-

ing without being is apt to be reversed into monism.
As regards details many conjectures may be made,
some likely to be more or less justified.

(a) The Mddhyamika tenets.—From an absolute

point of view {paramdrthatas), there is no differ-

ence (ndndbhdva) among things and among the
characters of things. Things are void (.hlnya), like

the daughter of a barren woman ; characters are

void, like the beauty of this unreal daughter.
Things are void because there is no real origination
of things—if no origination, no destruction, an
eternal inexistence. There is no ditterence between
existence (samsdra) and nirvana :

' Not being pro-
duced (anvtpntina), not being destroj'ed, things
are from the beginning quiescent (ddiidnta)

•

they
are really, naturallj' (prakrtyd) in nirvana (pari-
n irvrta). The Vedantists (Sanikara's school) .some-
times use the same phrases to explain the nature
of particular things ;^ they borrowed the.se phrases
from the Buddhists ; possibly they borrowed also the
doctrine of the non-existence of particular things ;

while the Buddhists—some Buddhists—went .so far
as to recognize in the bJnlta-tathatd or tathatd,
'real nature of things,' or dharmadhatu or

hhfitakoti, so many .synonyms of voidness,- a .-sort of

'void Brahman.'
(h) Vijndnardda ; ontology.

—Genuine Vijnana-
vada (works of Asvaghosa, Asahga, Vasubandhu)
is trulj' Buddhist, since it maintains the moment-
ariness [kmnikatva) and the dependent origination
(paratantratva) of everj' thought. Nevertheless it

is dangerouslj- akin to Vedanta ; the Tantiik
school has interpreted it as a monism, and many
modern scholars do so too.

The dlayavijin'ma is somewhat like a soul, and
we know from Tibetan authorities that the m.iin-

tainers of the Ilinayana strongly objected to this

'new' vijihlna. It is a series of 'suhliminal

images'—^a store of seeds that give birth to actual

cognitions {prarrffi vijildna);^ it may be looked
' See sources in .//i.4.9, new ser., xlii. (liUOj SlTflt.

- .Sec Miini'iDi, xii. [liUl] 'i.V.'.

•' Cf. Hnddlingliosa's li/iaraitga (S. Z. .\ung and C. A. F.

Rbvs Davids, Coinpciuliuin of Hhilosiiphy, Ix>ndon, 1010,

p. '•H\U).
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nj)on as a tliinking entity wliiclj manifests itself in

a succession of thoiiphts.
On tlie other haml, to say that the true or nieta-

ph5-sicai nature of thinj,'8 is thought, an unchar-

acterized thought 'which only is,' or, in tiie

Vedantic phrase,
* which is not so, which is not

so' {rieti neti) ; that tliis nure thouglit is defiled by
nescience (itvidyd) and all the passions that follow

nescience; that, owing to defilement, it takes the

aspects of knowahle and knowledge and generates
the whole of the particular cognitions ; that it is

apt tt) purify itself (rt/nrndrma) by an inverse

process
'— that is pure Vedanta of Samkara's

school.

YatnunachSrya, in his Siddhitrai/a, compares the doctrine
of Dharniakirti, the avowed Buddhist (prakafa bauddha):
'Althmtjih the pure intelligence is free from differences, it

is characterized (or imaeined), owing to erroneous views,
1^ multiple: as knowable, knower and knowledfje

'—with

Sa^ikara's view :

' The pure reality is not the cause of the

development (of names and forms), because it ceases not to
be [what it is, i.e. it remains pure] : therefore it is Illusion
which is the mother of this distinction, knower and knowaMe.'
Yamunai'harva concludes that San.ikara is a Buddhist in dis-

(Tuise. Vijniinabhiksu holds the same opinion for the same
reason. 2

The thought of a Tathagata is uudefiled, purified
thought ; the thought of a pftkagjana—a man
who has not 'seen 'the Truths—and of any living
being except the Tathagata is defiled, unpuritied
thought; but for the defilement, the thought of

&prth<(giana is the thou'dit of a Tathagata.
This doctrine is embodied in the theory of the

embryo of a Tatliagata (tnthagatagnrbha), which
is explained as follows in tlie Lahkdvatdrasutra :

'There is an embryo of a Tatha^jata, genuinely radiant and
pure, endowed with the thirty-two marks, present ,in every
iivinfr bein;, but, like a gem covered by dirt, covered by the

corjwreal forms, sensation, etc. (gkandha, dyatana, dhCdu),
defiled by the wrong notions produced by lust, hatred and
delusion ; nevertheless permanent, firm, blessed, everlasting.'*

The compilers of the Lnhkdvatdra are careful to
state that the dogma of the tathdgatagarbhd is

not to be understood in a heretical sense, that it is

not like the theory of a universal and permanent
soul (dtinan), that it has been preached in order to
introduce the heretics who believe in a soul into
the Buddhist doctrine of souUessness (nairdtmija) ;

that the tathdgatagnrbhn really means voidness,
hhfitakoti, nirvana. But is it not a strange method
of converting the Vedantists, to teach them
Vedantism in Buddhistic garb? Granted that the
true meaning of the tathdgrttagar-bhn is that every
creature is an embryo of Tathagata, i.e. a future
Buddiia, there may be doubt as to its obvious

meaning.
(c) The three bodies of a Tathagata. — Like

Vijnanavadin ontology (the three natures and the

'pure thouglit'), with which it has strong ana-

logies, the Vijnanavadin Buddhology has also been
understood in a pantheist sense. This Buddh-
oI«jgy, the origins of which can be traced in the

Ilinayana Abhidharma and mythology, is ex-

plained in the dogma of the three bodies of a

Tathagata (trikdya). We .shall deal (1) with the

orthodox, or Vijnanavadin, conception of the
bodies, and (2) with the pantheist, or Tantric,
evolution of this conception.

(1) Notwithstanding its mythological and de-
votional features, the Mahaj'anist Buddliology is

1 We know from Tibetan authorities that the Vijn.'inavadins
disagrecfl as to the defileinent : some held it to be real

; some
taught that it is illusory (cf. advaita and vi^iffildraita, mayo"
and vivaria r Iida).

2 See L. de la Vallee Poussin, 'Vedanta and Bud<lhism,'
JRAS, new ser., xlii. 129-140; Siddh)lra;/a, Chowkhamha
Sanskrit series, no. 36, p. 19; Vijiianabhiksu's SdTjikhi/a-
pravachana-bhaxya (i. 22), ed. and tr. R. Oarbe, Cambridge,
.Mass., 1895, m\e\, s.vv.

'

Vijnanavada,'
'

Prachannabauddha '

;

T. Aufrecht, Cat. Oxoniensis, Oxford, 18.'i9, p. 14; Vaaudev
Anant Sukhtankar, The Teaching of Vedanta according to

Rrimanvja, Vienna, 19^)8.

3 LafikdvatO.ra, ed. Buddhist Text Soc. of India, Calcutta,
1902, p. 80 ; a correct quotation of the pai»sage in Mvs^on, \ii.

2.51 ; see JRAS, new ser., xxxviii. [1906] 9.51.

not in conflict with the phenomenalist and nihilist

principles of Buddhism, hike the Abhidhai-ma
Buddlu)lo"3', it is not a theism, but only a hagi-
ology, and a phenomenalist or nihilistic hagiologj'.A Tatliagata, like any other living being, is an
insubstantial comr)Ound and series of dharmas.
(a) Among these dharina.i there is a large number
of thoughts or intellectual dhnnnas which are
only to be found in Tathagatas : supramundane
(lokottara) knowledges, i.e. knowledges that are
turned towards nirvana (ksayajndna, anutpdda-
judna, oAaiksi samyagdrsti) ; the Tathagata would
disai)pear into nirrdna, but he chooses to keep his
mundane dharmas—omniscience of every mundane
thing, all-embracing and all-powerful compa.ssion.
((3) Moreover, a Tathagata has a '

body
'

; i.e. some
material (rupin) dhartnas are a constituent part of
the compound which we call a Tathagata. (7)

Lastly, he is able to create, in order to save beings,
magical appearances— 'doubles' of his bodj'.
The i)hrase dhnrmakdya, which originally desig-

nated (i.) the whole of tlie Scriptures, and (ii.)

Buddha as laAv or Scripture incarnate, came (in

Abhidh/irma) to be used to designate the collection
of the spiritual dh/trmas owing to the presence of
which a jjseudo-individual is named Buddha.
Every Buddha possesses th(3 same sujiramundane
dharmas ; while Buddhas diti'er in merit, in dura-
tion of life, etc., they are endowed with the same
dharmakdya. In the same way monks (bhik.sus),
while diflering one from another in many respects,
possess (i.e. have as a constituent part of their

pseudo-individuality) the same set of dharmas,
called bhikpitd, 'that which makes a bhikm a
bhiksu' (morality, the samvara, or vows of a bhik^u,
etc.)'.

The material elements in a Buddha were, from
of old, styled rupakdya,

' material body.' Mytho-
logical Mahayanism styles them sambhogakdya,
'glorious or blessed bodj',' or ripnkakdya, 'body
of ripening.' The body of a Buddha is glorious,
endowed with the thirty-two marks, enthroned in

paradises where it is adored by celestial bodhi-
tattvas.

^
The so-called ' material body

'

of the man
named Sakyanmni was not what we should call,
in our phraseology, a '

lx)dj',' but only a magical
double of the gloripus body of a certain Buddha.
Side by side with Sakyamuni there is an infinite
number of such doubles, some Buddha-like (as

Sakyamuni), some endowed with every sort of

appearance. These magical creations are styled
nirmdnakdyas,

'

contrived,'
'

created,' or '

magical
bodies.'

To sum up : a Buddha is a saint in whom we
can, with the .scalpel of dialectic, distinguish what
Europeans call a ' soul

'—a set of sublime dharmas,
some of M'hich are beneficial to himself (svdrtha—
e.g., wisdom, meditations turned to nirvdna), some
of which are beneficial to others (pardrtha—e.g.,
compassion and power corresponding to this com-
pa.ssion)—and a '

body,' the fruit of his merits and
former vows (pranidhdna), which sanctifies and
ripens the bles.sed, while a num])er of magical
ai)i)earances convert and save ordinary beings.

(2) An interpretJition of the three bodies in
terms of monism and immanence was very easy.

(a) The dharmakdya—i.e. this set of dharmas
that are the special dharmas of a Tathagata—is

realized in all the Tathagatas. A Platonist would
say that the Tathagatas are so many copies of the

dharmakdya, that the dharmakdya is an eternal
essence which manifests itself in the Tathagatas.

(/3) The sambhogakdya depends on the dharma-
kdya, as it is the fruit of the merit accumulated
(pnnyasambhdra) by the future Buddha, this merit

being in close relations with the accumulation of

knowledge (JHdnasambJidra) which results in the

dharinakdya. As a matter of fact, the sambhoga-
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kdya is described in the Tantras^ as ' effluent from
the dhariaadhdtti^ ("nlsyanda), i.e. an 'emanation
of the dharmaJcdya.'

(y) The set of dlmrmas which characterize
(jodhisattvas as bodhisattvas and their visible

bodies are, in the same way, imperfect copies of

the bodies of a Budilha. 'Ihe same process may
be applied, mutatis mutandis, to every beinj^.
The samhhogakdya is described as the universal

matrix,
'

tiie place of origin of all beings'
{ Hfpa 1 1 isthu na).

-

Several scholars, among them U. T. Suzuki (pp. 61, 73, 231,

245, 255, 261), maintain th:it such an interpretation was the

interpretation of the chiefs of the Vijnanavudin school,

A^vagho?a, Asanara, Vasuliandhu, and they quote sutras

(Avatanisaka) which are supposed to emhody it. The present
writer believes that the only texts which are clear to this effect

are ITuitric texts. But it would be a mistake to underestimate
their value, as there are evidences of the antiquity of the

pantheistic or theistic views (see art. Docktism [Buddhist]).

As observed above, the tnthdr/atagarbha and the
'

pure thought
'

are very like an immanent unde-
filed dharmaJcdya. Asahga states tiiat there is

not an Adibuddha (see art. Adibuddha), a prim-
ordial and eternal Buddha ; every Buddha has
been for a time a 'future Buddiia' {bodhisattva)
and, before becoming a future Buddha, was from
the beginning an ordinary being. If Buddha is

styled svayambhu, 'who exists by himself,' the

meaning is that he has acquired, by himself,
Buddhahood. But the refutation of the theory of

a Buddha per se proves that such a theist theory
had partisans. As a matter of fact, in the
Mahdbhcrl (Wassilieft', p. 112) the Buddha is

possessed of a pure self, of a permanent bliss, not
of nirvana.
For tiie theists, Buddha would be a Brahmanic

god. His dharmakdya (Amitabha) is a counter-

part of Brahma ; his sambhogakdya (Amitayus)
corresponds to Visnu or to the celestial Krsna ;

his magical apparitions (Sakyamuni, etc.) corre-

spond to the avatars.
Tantrism (mantranaya, vajraydna) is thoroughly

immanentist and Saivist. It is fond of Ma-
dhyamika formulas, and states, at every oppor-
tunity, that things are void. But voidness is the
ens realissimum, is d.tman, or brahman, and this

dtman is styled Vajrasattva, a Bhagavat united to

a Bhagavati {—sakti). Mantras (formulas) and
vidhis (rites) of different classes, especially erotic

vidhis, quickly transform the devotee into Vajra-
sattva, or rather 'exteriorize' the Vajrasattva-
nature that is immanent in every being, just as, in

Mahayana, the practice of the '

perfect virtues
'

(pdramitds) develops the '

germ of a Buddha.'
Side by side with the doctrine of immanence,

which is chiefly Tantric, there are several forms of

theism (monotheism and polylatry) coupled with
doctrines of emanation. They may be styled
Brahmanic or Pauranic (Svayambhu - purana,
Karandavyuha, Mani bka bum, etc.). Buddha is

identilied with Brahma ; the '

magical bodies
'

with wliich he was credited in orthodox Mahayana
are now living beings, born from the rays emitted
from his body.

LiTKiiATiRK.—This is given throuRhout the article. See also
P. Oltramare, Les Variations de Contologie bouddhiqite : du
phiiwminisme an muyiismc, Paris, 1916.

L. 1)10 LA Vallee Poussin.
PHILOSOPHY (Chinese).—Although in philo-

sophy the Chinese cannot vie Avith the great
nations of thinkers—the (jireeks, the Hindus, or the
Germans—they may well be [ilaced on a level with
the Ri)iiians, and they surpass the Semitic peoples—the Arabs, Hebrews, and Persians. Tiie

Japanese are their disciples. We must bear in

mind that they produced tiieir phihisophy almost

entirely independently of alien influence. The
Chinese always took more interest in practical

J Ndmasattu/Ui, v. 79. ^ /j. y. 60.

questions concerning the life and welfare of indi-

viduals and society than in purely theoretical ones,
and in consequence developed fairly comjilete

systems of etliics, whereas they did not advance
far in metaphysics. Tradition, authority, and
veneration of antiquity were so many chains and
fetters impeding the flight of their speculative

genius. They trusted too much in the wisdom of

sages and worthies and too little in their own
mental powers. Satisfied with the knowledge of

their predecessors, which tliey did not dare to

challenge, they imagined tiiemselves to be in posses-
sion of the whole truth, and never thought of the

many problems evolved in the West.
In the history of Chinese philosophy we can

distinguish two distinct periods— ancient and
modern—separated by an interval of stagnation.
The former extends from remote antiquity to the

1st cent, of our era, comprising the Ciiow and the

greater part of the Han dynasty ; the latter begins
in the II th cent, and is known as the Sung philo-

sophy, for it originated under the Sung dyna-sty
and was carried on to the Ming epoch, when it

stopped in the beginning of the 16th century. No
further progi'ess was made after the Sung philo-

sophy had been more or less recognized as the

otticial philosophy. Westerners are better in-

formed on ancient Chinese philosophy than on the

modern develojjment of Chinese thought.
We find the first traces of philosophical specula-

tions in the Shu King, especially in the chaptei
entitled 'Hung-fan.' The legendary emperor YU
is believed to have received it from heaven, and in

1122 B.C. the prince of Chi presented it to the

founder of the Chow dynasty, Wu-wang. The
language of this old document is very archaic, and it

may well date from such an early time. During the

12th cent. B.C. the Chinese had already reached a
certain height of civilization, and it is not surpris-

ing that the highest questions of human life

should have presented themselves to their minds.
The '

Hung-fan
'

deals with the five elements, the

primary agencies of the universe, natural pheno-
mena supposed to be connected with human fate,

chronology based on the observation of the stars,

the virtues and duties of the ruler, the various

functions of government, and the different kinds
of happiness and misfortune. In the short aphor-
isms of this treatise we have the germs of the

later philosophy of natuie, ethics, and political

philosophy.
Another source of primitive Chinese philosophy

is the Yi King, the chief text-book of divination,

consisting of a -series of hexagrams which have
been explained in a fanciful way so as to j'ield a

great variety of or.acles. But it must be re-

membered that the passage usually quoted as

containing the first reference to the cosmic dual

forces, yin and yang, occurs in a late commentary
a.scribed to Tse-sse, the grandson of Confucius,
not in the text. Nevertheless, it is probable that

the dualistic theory of the yin and the yang was
known before Confucius, at least its fundamental
outlines. The dual forces i)recede the five elements,
which are evolved from tiiem. The yang is regarded
as the bright, male, active, generative essence, the

yi)i as the dark, female, p;issive, and receptive one.

Yang is embodied in heaven and the celestial

bodies, yin in earth with all her products. There
is an interaction of liotli in thunder and lightning,
in wind and rain, heat and cold, in the courses of

the sun and the moon.
In ancient Chinese piiilosophy we have two

distinct and opjiosed schools of tliouglit, the one

practical, realistic, and agnostic, the other ideal-

istic and transcendental—Confucianism and Tao-

ism. There are besides quite a number of inde-

pendent piiilosophers, who hold views agreeing
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with neither the one nor the other of these schools,

anil whom we nmy denote as 'heterodox.' The

prei'onderance of Confucianism is, ho\yever, so

marked that, from a Chinese point of view, only
Confucianism would be considered as orthodox

fhilosojihy,

and Taoism would be heterodox.

'orei},'ners do not accord this pre-eminence to

Confucianism, and hold tiiat both schools of

th()Uj;ht have contributed equally to the formation

of the Chinese mind.
I. Confucianism.—Confucianism niaj' l)e called

a philosopiiy or a reli<,'ion, although it just lacks

that part of reliyion which in our opinion is

essential—metaphysics. Its founder, Confucius

(551-479 B.C.), is neither a great philosopher nor a

theorist in ethics, but a practical moralist who has

impressed his countrymen by his personal char-

acter no less than liy liis common sense. He did

not wish to propound new and original ideas, but
to propagate those of the ancients, for whom he

felt the greatest reverence, holdin<r that his contem-

poraries had degenerated from tlie ideal state of

civilization in primitive times. For this purpose
he edited the old books supposed to contain the
noble thoughts of former .sages, which thus became
the classical works of Chinese literature. As a

teacher he inculcated practical wisdom, philoso-

phizing with his disciples on all questions concern-

ing the moral conduct of the individual and the

good government of the State. His disciples took
note of his ciiaracteristic utterances, which subse-

quently were published as the Lnn-yii, or the Con-

furicin Aualects, and are our chief source of his

teachings. He limits himself to ethics, refraining
from all metaphysical speculations, in which he
does not take the slightest interest. We do not
know his reasons for this ; he may have thought
such speculations useless or transcending the
human intellect. As regards popular beliefs and
customs, he shows a benevolent neutrality. He
advises his adherents to follow the old usages,

sacrificing to the spirits and the souls of the

departed as though they were present, and he
believes in a superior being, whom lie calls Heaven,
and a just fate, but he positively declines to speak
on supernat\iral things. It is not correct, there-

fore, to make Confucius responsible for the worship
of nature—the old popular religion of China—and
to call all these superstitious practices Confucian-
ism. Confucius is merely concerned with ethical

problems, as also is his follower, Mencius, and is

utterly inditterent to all higher speculations,

philosoi)hical as well as religious.
The Confucian ethics are eudsemonistic, for Con-

fucius holds that by good actions one acquires
happiness, whereas bad actions rouse the ire of

heaven and bring down punishment on the guilty.
In this respect he is a convinced optimist, in spite
of all the unfortunate experiences which he under-
went during his life. Man is in possession of a
moral sense sometimes obscured by his passions,
but he may overcome these by intelligence.
Virtue is the smnmum boniun and the source of

all happiness. It may be learned by study and
self-culture. Every one should strive to become
a rkiin-tse, a superior man who possesses the five

cardinal virtues and all the accomplishments of

a perfect gentleman. These five virtues are :

benevolence, justice, decencj', wisdom, and truth-

fulness. The cornerstone of Confucian ethics is

filial piety (q.v.)
—the love which children owe to

their parents even beyond the grave, and on w liich

is ba.sed ancestor-worship (q.v.). In close relation

to this virtue is respect of .seniors. Courage and

loyalty to one's sovereign are likewi.se reputed
virtues. For the sovereiL'n, the i)arents, and the
teacher one may eventually be obliged to sacrilice

one's life. The five relations regulate the duties

between the diflerent classes, which are : ruler ami

subject, father and son, older and younger brother,
husband and wife, friend and friend. As a general
})riiiciple applicable to all relations, Confucius
established the Golden Rule: ' AVhat you do not
want done to yourself do not do to others' (Anal.
XV. 23). That Confucius was not a narrow-minded
nationalist may be gathered from his saying that
'All men between the four scivs are brethren.'
In politics Confucius advocates an enlightened
despotism. Recent ett'orts of young Chinese to

represent him as sponsor for republicanism have
failed. The possibility of such an institution as

democracy was not even thought of in his time.
Confucius would have seen in it a subversion of all

true relations. The prince has to work for the
welfare of his people and to lead them to virtue by
his good example. His subjects have to serve him
and obey his commands. Government is not their

business, but must be left to their ruler, who is

appointed by heaven, and to his ministers. In

strong contrast to Taoism, Confucius lays great
emphasis on culture and study ; even virtue can
be learned.

In the Great Learning, a short ethico-political
treatise ascribed to Tse-sse, the grandson of the

sage, the self-culture of the individual has to start

from an insight into the nature of things, followed

by a study of ancient customs and literature.

The individual thus having become cultivated, his

whole family imitates him, and, when all clans
and families are well ordered, the >State is well

governed. The ultimate aim is universal peace
among all the nation.s.

The third classical text of Confucianism is the
Doctrine of the Mean. The author, Tse-sse, first

takes a somewhat higher flight, which in its word-

ing at least savours a little of Taoism, describing
the equilibrium of mind in its original state before
its passions have been stirred. The rest of the
book is in the less pretentious style of the Analects.
See also artt. Confucian Rkligion, Confucius.
As Socrates found a Plato and Christ a Paul

who explained and further developed the teachings
of their masters, so Confucius found in Mencius
(372-289 B.C.), the second sage, as he was called

afterwards, his ablest exponent. In longer dia-

logues he defends Confucianism against the objec-
tions raised against it, with great dialectical skill

and in a brilliant style, strongly contrasting by its

vividness with the self-control and dispassionate-
ness of his master. Mencius is a gieater philosoi)her,
a more profound thinker, and a better theorist

than Confucius. He tries to deduct from general
principles the conceptions which Confucius takes
as given or self-eviclent. So he derives the four
cardinal virtues—benevolence, justice, decency,
and wisdom—from the feelings of compassion,
shame, reverence, right and wrong. These virtues
are innate in man, but he must preserve them by
constant practice. Human nature is the gift of

heaven, and therefore originally good, but it can
be corrupted. Mencius himself originated a theory
of passion-nature, dealing with human passions.
His political views were much more democratic
than those of Confucius. He ranked the sovereign
below the people, and even admitted that a bad
ruler might be assassinated by a ' minister of

heaven.' See, further, art. Mencius.
With Mencius Confucianism was practically

completed. Later Confucianists of the Han period,
like Tung Chung-.shu, Lu Chia, Cliia I, Pan Ku,
and Yang Hsiung, did not carry it much farther.

For many centuries the question of the goodness
or badne.ss of human nature Avas hotly debated.

Hsiin K'uang of the 3rd cent. B.C. held that the
nature of man at his birth is evil, and that virtue
is artiiicial, not natural. Otherwise he laid the
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cliief stress on the ceremonial side of Confucianism.
He was of a practical and unimaginative turn of

mind. Before Mencius wa.s, so to speak, discovered

Ijy Clm H.si, anil raised to the rank of <a sage,
Hsiin K'uang was on a level witli IMencius in

puhlic estimation.
The pliilosoplier Kao-tse, a contemporary of

jNIencins who quotes him, held that there is no
diH'erenee between good and had. Tung Cliung-
.shu ("ind cent, n.c.) and Yang Hsiuiig (53 1!.c.-a.d.

18) both assert that human nature is partly good
and partly bad, and that tiie development in either

direction depends upon environment.
2. Taoism.— Between Taoism and Confucianism

there is tiie greatest possible contrast ; they are,
as it were, two diflerent worlds. Whereas Con-
fucianism teaches a practical morality, insisting
on the ditierent virtues, assigning to man his

position in the family and the State, regulatinjf
his life in his diverse spheres by strict rules, ana

eschewing all speculations on the essence of things,
Taoism turns away from this busy world, evincing
a distinct ascetic tendency and endeavouring to

grasp the primary cause of existence by intuition

and mysticism. Hence it is not proper to maintain
that both systems logically run together. A Con-
lucianist may believe in the old philosophy of

nature already in existence before the two schools

were established, but this agreement does not
remove the fundamental differences between the
two rival philosophies, just as an idealist does not
become a materialist by accepting the natural
sciences based on materialistic principles. The
Taoist writers themselves show their antagonism
to the Confucian doctrine by their violent attacks
on Confucius,
The Taoists claim the legendary emperor Huang-

ti as the first advocate of their dogmas, and they
often couple his name Avith that of Lao-tse. No
sayings of Huang-ti are recorded, but it is not

impossible that Taoist thought existed before Lao-

tse, the founder of Taoism. Lao-tse is supposed
to have been born in 604 B.C., so he would have

preceded Confucius by half a century. The
genuineness of his work, the Tao-teh-king, has
been called in question by some sinologists, but on
insufficient grounds. ]\Lany scholars regard Lao-
tse's book as the most wonderful production of the

Chinese mind ; others hold that its value has been

greatly exaggerated. Judgments will vary ac-

cording as the critics themselves lean to pantheism
and mysticism or are sober-minded and matter-of-

fact. At all events the book seems to have a

fascinating influence, which is shown by the fact

that we have about fifteen or more translations,
and they have not yet stopped. The best trans-

lations are those of Julien, Chalmers, von Strauss,
and Legge.

Lao-tse's system is pure pantheism and mysti-
cism, and is fully treated under the title Mysti-
cism (Chinese).

Tlie fundamental thoughts of Lao-tse were de-

veloped by later Taoist writers. The oldest of

tliem is Lieh-tse, who lived in the 5th century.
His existence has been ilenied by some sinologists,
but it is well established by utterances of many
ancient authors and by his work, which is much
too original to be a later forgery. Lieh-tse is

concerned with the philosophy of n.ature, and his

doctrine has been ciiaracterized as naturalism. He
regards nature as an eternal circle of growing and

decaying caused by an occult force. Life and
death alternate, but there is no absolute aimihi-

lation, no beginning and no end. Lieli-tsc was
aware of the so-called antinomies of time and

space, and in contradistinction to Kant he holds
that infinity alone is possible. All living beings,

being created from tiie same primordial substance,

are nearly related, and there is no fundamental
diH'erenee between man and animals. In a some-
what fantastical theory on the descent of man
Lieh-tse gives a list of all our animal ancestors.

He asstimes an intuitive knowledge, independent
of the senses, but the highest knowledge of Tao
cannot be expressed by words. Through a con-

centration of will-power and a mystical com-

munity with Tao one may obtain magical forces,

transcend tlie natural laws, and become an im-

mortal.
Whereas Lieh-tse is chiefly interested in the

philosophy of nature, Chuang-tse (3rd cent.) deals

with the philosophy of mind. His writings
are a mixture of mysticism and doubt, of seri-

ousness and humour. He is as much a poet as

a philosopher, a most ingenious thinker, more
idealistic and abstruse tlian Lieh-tse, and conse-

quently much harder to understand. According
to Chuang-tse, our common judgments are wrong.
A wise man discards all the contrasts based on

sense-perception, even the difierence between the

perceiving subject and the perceived object. The

ego and the world are one and the same. All

(contrasts are blended in Tao. This is what

Chuang-tse calls the '

identity of contraries '—a

theory scientifically developed in Schelling's philo-

sophy of identity. If by mystical intuition the

sage becomes one with Tao, he sees that a difference

between subject and object does not exist. He
severs himself from his own self and becomes a

passive vessel of Tao, the mirror of the eternal.

Knowing that Tao alone has real existence, he

looks upon life as an empty semblance, as the

phantasmagoria of a wild dream.
Han-fei-tse (3rd cent.) tried to utilize Taoist

principles for the theory of government and the

management of State att'airs. His ideal is an irre-

sponsible despotism. The ruler is not to act him-

self ; he may enjoy the wu-ivei, but he must have

responsible organs to mete out rewards and

punishments.
The work which goes under the name of Huai-

nan-tse (2nd cent. B.C.), but perhaps was composed
by Taoist adepts in his service, deals with the

activities of the primary force and natural pheno-
mena, and is our oldest source on Taoist cosmogonj-,

astrology, and alchemy. In later Taoism tiiese

sciences are cultivated chiefly, and purely philo-

sophic disquisitions are not much appreciated.

3. Heterodox philosophers.—During the latter

part of the Chow dynasty there existed in China a

very active literary spirit and many more schools

of thought than Confucianism and Taoism, which
alone survived and supplanted all the others. Of
most of these heterodox philosophers only scanty
remains are preserved, and it is difficult to know
what their teachings really were.

Yang Chu (4th cent. B.C.) founded a school of

pessimism and egoism. His bitterness is the

result of the miseries of life, which in his opinion

by far outweigh its charms. This world, where
the virtuous are unhappy and the wicked thrive,

cannot be governed by any higher ethical principle.

Man should not strive for unattainable etliical

ideals, thus losing the little enjoyment left him,
but should live in accordance with his nature,

making tlie best of his poor existence. He may
help his fellow-creatures, but not to the excess of

self-sacrifice, since his own suti'erings are already
hard enougii. Yang Chu teaches the Horatian

'Carpe diem,' but, like Epicurus, deprecates all

excesses and advises moderation and equanimity.
M6 Ti (4tii and 5th cent. B.C.) was the counter-

part of Yang Chu, an extieiiie altruist and

optimist. He admitted the evils of the world, but

held that their root was tlie want of love and

sympathy for one's neighbours. Universal love
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and self-sacrilice woukl cause all the calamities to

disapi^ear ami re-ortranize society. Me Ti attacks

aggressive wars with the same arguments as are

used hy the jiai-itists of our time. The argumenta-
tion tliroughoul his work, whicli has come down to

us, is logical and well to the point. Owing to this

doctrine of universal love, M6 Ti has been desig-
nateti 'the Christ of China.' Like Yang Chu, he
was vigorously condemned by Mencius, wiio feared

that tliis doctrine would loosen the family ties,

Confucianism according more love and sympathy
to blood-relations than to .strangers. M6 Ti
favours equality of all citizens, and shows social-

istic tendencies. He objects to lu.xnry and extrava-

gance, especially as often shown in funerals, and
recommends economy. Rejecting the theory of a

predetermined fate, he has a strong faith in the

just rule of gods and spirits rewarding good
actions and punishing bad. The school of M6 Ti

split into three branches, but we do not know
anything more about them.
Another school of thouglit that flourished be-

tween the Gth and 4th centuries B.C. was that of

the dialecticians, or logicians, if we may use this

term. The Chine.se never have developed a com-

plete science of logic, but we iind some germs from
which it might have been evolved. Yin Wen-tse
(4th cent. B.C.) made some investigations on the

parts of speech and their logical functions. With
the dialecticians (ming-chia) the Chinese class the

sophists (pien-shih). They are famous for their

love of argument and for their strange sayings or

I)aradoxes, which, however, hide deep truths.

The earliest seems to be Teng Hsi (6th cent. B.C.),
whose paradoxes do not differ much from those
of the Taoists. He professes a peculiar theory of

knowledge : instead of using one's own senses, one

ought to see with the world-eye, to hear with the

world-ear, and to think with the world-intellect—
i.e., a mystical knowledge should be acquired by a

comjilete identification of one's self with Tao, or
tiie absolute.

The .sophist Hui Shih (4th cent.) is known to us
from Chuang-tse, who frequently disputed with
him and speaks of him with great respect. Hui
Shih must have been a prolific writer : his works
are said to have filled several carts ; it is the more
to be regretted that a number of paradoxes recorded

by Chuang-tse are all that we know of his work.
From these aphorisms it appears that Hui Shih
denies the reality of time and space, and attempts
to dissolve all contraries. His starting-point,
however, is not Tao, but the infinitely small and
the infinitely great, from which Zeno and many
other idealistic philosophers have tried to disprove
the reality of our world.
We can form a fairly good idea of how Chinese

sophists would argue from the few chapters of

Kung-sun Lung (3rd cent. B.C.) which are still

extant. In question and answer, thesis and anti-

thesis, he proves that a white horse is no horse.
His treatise on the ' hard and white

'

touches an
iniport.ant question of the theory of knowledge.
He holds that the qualities of things, such as hard
and white, have only an intermittent existence.
When not perceived by us, they are in abeyance,
they separate, or hide.

The last great thinker of the early epoch of
Chinese philo.sophy is Wang Cliung (A.D. 27-97),
who far surpa-sses Confucius and Mencius as a

metaphysician. He regards himself as a Con-
fucianist, but the Chinese usually take him for an
eclectic, and we shall not be far wrong in calling
him the greatest Ciiinese sceptical ))hilosopher.
He shows his .scepticism and brilliant critical

genius in exposing the errors and superstitions of
his countrymen. His own pliilosopliy is a kind of

materialistic monism akin to that of Epicurus and

Lucreiius. In his system the yin and yang are
material substances, as water and fire. Their
movements are spontaneous, subject to certain

laws, but there is no intelligence, no superior being
holding the universe in his sway. The yin forms
the human body, the yang the soul. At death

they are scattered again. The human soul is no
more immortal than that of animals. Many
reasons are given against the belief in immortality.
Nevertheless, Wang Ch'ung believes in ghosts and
demons as an effluence of the fiery yang fluid, and
in other portents and omens produced in a natural

way. He still clings to fate and predestination,
but he has materialized fate, regarding it as u

quantity of the original heavenly fluid with which
man is imbued at his birth. Wang Ch'ung is much
more critical and scientific than other Chinese

philosophers, and, as far as possible, bases his

arguments on experience.
From the time of Wang Ch'ung Chinese philo-

sophy was in a state of torpor for nearly a
niillenniuiu. Some philosophical books were
written, but the writers contented themselves

chiefly with expanding and commenting upon
older works. It was the age of commentators,
devoid of new and original ideas. Independent
thought was smothered by the authority of Con-
fucianism, which passed for the acme of wisdom,
and which nobody dared to oppose. At last a new
impetus was given to mental philosophy in the
11th cent. A.D. by the Sung philosophers.

4. Sung- philosophy.
—Chou Lien-ch'i (1017-73)

was the first to revive the study of the philosophy
of nature. Taking the commentaries of the
Yi King as a basis, he wrote a very short mono-
graph on the primary cause or the first principle,
t'ai-cki, from which yin and yang were evolved,
which produced the universe. Chou Lien-ch'i's

ethics are quite Confucian, whence this whole school
has been denoted as Neo-Confucianism. Chan^
Ming-tao and the two brothers, Ch'eng Hao and
Ch'eng I, followed in the same line of thought, but
were eclip.sed by a pupil of Ch'dng Hao, Chu Hsi
(1130-1200), the most illustrious of the Sung
philosophers.
Chu Hsi began his work as a commentator. His

commentaries on the four classics are excellent, and
enjoy almost as much fame as the old texts them-
selves. His annotations on the writings of his
four predecessors became the nucleus of his own
metaphysical productions. He did not make a

systematic digest of his system, but his disciples
were in the habit of noting down the conversations
that they had with their master, and Chu Hsi
him.self wrote innumerable letters to his friends
and pupils, in which he discusses philosophical
questions, replying to their inquiries, setting
doubts at rest, or refuting objections. From these
notes and letters we gather the impression that
there was an active philosophical life in China
during the Sung dynasty similar to that of the
Greek philosophical schools. It was only after the
death of Chu Hsi that all these notes and letters
were collected and i)ublislied. In 1713 all the

philosophical writings of Chu Hsi were revised and
.systematically arranged by order of the IVIanchu

emperor K'ang Hsi.

Chu Hsi's philo.sophy is dualistic and has been
compared with Cartesianism. He supposes two
fundamental principles, matter (c/ii) and reason
{li), of Avhich the latter takes precedence. They
were already united in the primary cause or the

absolute, from Avhich the i/ln and yang and the
whole universe were evolved. Wang Ch'ung
knows but one materialistic principle ; Chu Hsi
acknowledges a spiritualistic one too. It produces
life and the human mind, at least its superior
part, intelligence. Death causes a dis.solution of
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the body and the mind, the one returning to earth,
the other to heaven, whence they came. Immor-
tality is ont of the question.

This philosoi)hy is known by the name hsing-li,
'human nature and reason.' It found so many
adherents that in 1415 the third emperor of the

Ming dynasty could make a collection of the

principal writings of this character—a sy.stematic

digest embracing the works of 120 scholars. It is

a complete philosophical encyclopjedia with the

following sections : cosmogony, spiritual powers,
metaphysics, first principles, .sages, literati, educa-

tion, philos(ii)liers, successive generations, prin-

ciples of rule, principles of government, poetry,
and literature. This somewhat unwieldy comiiila-
tion was revised in the 18th cent, by an imperial
commission and abridged. The new publication
may be regarded as a handbook of the official

philosophy of China. It is Confucianism as

interpreted by Chu Hsi and supj)lemented with

nietaphj'sics, in which the original system was
deficient.

S. Opposition to the Sung philosophy.—The
authority of Chu Hsi ilitl not remain unchallenged.
His opponents averred that he had misunderstood
and misinterpreted the Confucian classics. Lu
Chixi-yiian (1140-92) opposed him on the ground
that Chu Hsi had exaggerated the importance of

education from without and mere learning, and
that the rectification of the heart was the chief

thing. Self-cultivation and subjective education
were alone essential. It must be admitted that
Chu Hsi's highly-developed metaphysical sj'stem
is alien to primitive Confucianism, which is only
ethical.

The dispute went on, some scholars taking the
side of Chu Hsi, others opposing him, others again
endeavouring to reconcile the two conflicting
views. Among all the antagonists of Chu Hsi,

Wang Yang-ming (A.D. 1472-1528) is the most
successful. He holds that the great learning of
Chu Hsi is of no use, that he merely explains the
words of the classical texts, but misses the mean-
ing. His own purely idealistic philosophy is

founded on the original nature of man as described
in the Doctrine of the Mean. He vindicates for

man a sort of intuitive faculty which may be
obscured temporarily by passions, but is alwaj's
there. It is the source of all knowledge, for it

creates the external things and thus resembles the
absolute of modern philosophy.
Both Chu Hsi and Wang Yang-ming were

acquainted with Buddhist thought and to some
extent were influenced by it. Their Avritings are
much studied in Japan, where they became the
heads of two rival schools of philosophy.
With Wang Yang-ming the productivity of

Chinese philosophy again ceases, and it is passing
once more through an ebb-tide at present. Signs
of another renaissance, however, are not wanting.
In recent years the Chinese have become interested
in European philosophy, and it is to be expected
that the many new ideas derived from this source
will prove to them a stimulus to original research.
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PHILOSOPHY (Egyptian).— I. The tradition.—The Greek writers, from Homer ami Herodotus

downwards, are almost unanimous in their praise of

the wisdom of the Egyptians, thereby perpetuating
a firmly-rooted opinion of which far earlier testi-

mony may be found in the Hebrew literature. At
first, it is true, this wisdom is of a very ill-defined

quality; in the book of Kings (1 K 4^^") it means
proverbial lore, while to Homer (Od. iv. 229-232)
it signifies skill in medicine. In later times, how-

ever, it becomes increasingly clear that what is

meant is not merely mental attainments of a

superficial and practical kind, but the possession
of profound philosophical views. We have the

authority of such writers as Diodorus, Plutarch,
and Strabo for the fact that eminent Hellenic

philosophers and statesmen like Solon, Thales,

Pythagoras, Democritus of Abdera, and Plato sat

at the feet of Egyptian priestly teachers, some of

whose names have been handed down (conveniently
collected in G. Parthey's ed. of Plutarch, de Iside

et Osiride, Berlin, 1850, pp. 182-186) ; and in the
works of Plutarch and lamblichus we find many
philosophical explanations that are attributed to

the priests of Heliopolis, Thebes, and Sais.

2. The native evidence.—Tlie study of the hiero-

glyphic literature cannot fail to dis.sipate com-

pletely this cherished illusion concerning the

profundity of the Egyptian philosophy, though it

must not be denied that the surviving evidence
is exceedingly scanty and one-sided. To take an
instance from a quite different sphere, it is known
for certain that the Egyptians codified their laws ;

and yet not one scrap of a law-book has come
down to us. Why, then, it may be asked, is it

not justifiable to suppose that the Egyptians did

possess profound philosophical systems, of which
the written record, if ever there was any, is now
lost? This supposition, it maj' not unreasonably
be argued, is required to explain the Greek
tradition.

No liy])othesis of this kind is likely to win much
support from hieroglyphic students, for, judged by
Greek standards, the texts which we possess can-

not conceivably be placed on anj' very high level.

Most scholars would agree with the verdict that the

Egyptians show no real love of truth, no desire

to probe into the inner nature of things. Their
minds were otherwise oriented : a highly gifted

people, exhibiting talent in almost every direction,

their bent was towards material prosjierity and
artistic enjoyment ; contemplation and thought
for their own sake—necessities to the jieojdes of

Greece and India—were alien to the temperament
of the Egyptians. Plato once liberates himself

from the prevailing tradition to say, with much
truth, that love of knowK-dgo was tlie cliaracter-

istic of the Hellenes, while tiie characteristic of

the Plucnicians and Egyptians was the love of

wealth (Rf-p. iv. 43l5).

This generalization, of course, is merely com-

parative; the Egyptians possessed a didactic
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literature, which no doubt satisfied the same kind

of need in E^vpt as the works of tlie Greek

nhilosopliers and scientific men did in Greece ; but

it never rises ahove the immediate reonirements of

everyday life. There is nothing; earlier than the

Middle Kin^idom ; but from that period onward
we possess books of maxims and counsels addressed

by aged Pharaoiis to their successors (The lustruc-

tioti^of Amenemines. The Instruction of Akhthoi),
advice to magistrates about to take otiice {The
Installation of the Vizier Eekhmere), more general
lx)oks of precepts (The Instruction of Ptahhotpe,
The Maxims of Any), praise of tiie scribe's voca-

tion, based on disparaging descriptions of other

professions, books on medicine and mathematics,
and lists of words classilied accordinj^ to sense.

There are poems of sceptical tendency, dwelling on
the l>revity of life, and exhorting men to eat and

drink, for they must soon die ; and poems of

opposite tendency, exalting death and the west,
where deliverance from sullering may be found.

One class of composition bears a superticial re-

semblance to the Platonic dialogues : a short

narrative introduces a certain situation, the prob-
lem of which is then treated in rhetorical speeches.

Among these are the conversation between a

misanthrope and his soul on the value of life, the

reflexions of a robbed peasant on human injustice,
and the admonishments addressed by a sage to a
lax king reigning over a ruined Egypt. None of

tiiese writings inspires us with a very great respect
for Egyptian profundity of thought, though tiiey

disjday a certain practical perspicacity and worldly
wisdom. Above all, they have often considerable

poetical merit. In a word, they are to be com-

pared with the Wisdom literature of the Hebrews,
though they cannot be said to rise to the same

heights of grandeur and spirituality.
The religious literature of Egypt shows a

stronger leaning to speculation than the secular

works, due to a confusion of contradictory myths
and attributions which must have been intolerable

to the more learned priests. Cosmogony has the

same purpose as philosophy
—an explanation of the

universe ; and in Egjpt it might, under more
favourable circumstances, have resulted in true

])hiloso])hy. We have one exceptional inscription
from Memphis, the late copy of a very early docu-

ment, in which Ptah appears as All-creator : out
of him arose Horus as ' heart

'

or '

understanding
'

and Thoth as '

tongue
'

or '

speech
'

; and from the
interaction of these two, explained in some detail

and witli some subtlety, all things came into exist-

ence. This account has been recentlj' shown to be

only the variant of the old Heliopolitan dogma
tliat received Atum, the sun-god, as the Creator,
aided by ^u, 'commanding utterance,' and Sia',
'

understanding
'—deities who were emanations of

himself (see art. Personification [Egyptian],
9(6) 3f. ). Again, sporadic passages in the texts

identify Osiris with water or vegetation, Seth with
evil, Re with light, and so forth ; these rational-

izations might, in more systematic hands, have
l>ecome stepping-stones towards a philosophy like

that of earlier Ionia.

Alxjut the year 1375 B.C. a religious revolution
took place which completely contradicts all tiiat

has been said above concerning the Egyptian
temperament, and which, unless tlie baseless

theory that it was due to foreign influence prove
true, can only be ascribed to the individual genius
of a very exceptional man. Aklmaton, as he
called himself later, was the son of Amenophis in.,

one of the most powerful of the Pharaohs, and of

Queen Tiyi, the daughter of a priest ;
his portraits

represent liim with an abnormally-shaped head on
a deformed, emaciated Ijody, whence some have

imagined that he may have been an epileptic.

Already in the time of Amenophis III. we can
detect a growing reverence for the sun as a celestial

body, distinct from the traditional sun-god Re-
Atiwn of Heliopolis ; nor is it impossible, as J. H.
Breasted has suggested, tiiat the extension of the

Egyptian rule botli in Sj'ria and in Nubia may
have made felt the need of such a universal,

omnipotent deity. Be this as it may, the propaga-
tion of the new cult was due to the fervour of the

young king Aklmaton ; not long after the begin-
ning of his reign he broke completely away from
the faith of his forefathers, forbade the worship of

any other god than Aton, the solar disk, changed
his name from Amenophis to Aklmaton ('pleasing
to the Aton '), and moved his capital from Thebes,
the town of the hated but powerful deity Amun,
to a new site near the modern village of Amarna
in Middle Egypt. The suppression of all other

gods thus created an exclusive monotheism, but
the new religion was far more than the mere
exaltation of the old sun-god in the place of a

complex pantheon. Though temnle-worship and
certain externals of the old rituals persisted, the

anthropomorphic form of the god was replaced by
a mere symbol representing the ball of the sun

spreading its rays, which are furnished with hands,
in all directions ;

in the magnificent hymns ad-

dressed to the Aton all mythological traits are

given up, and deep emphasis is laid on the life-

giving attributes of light and warmth, to which
all creation and all existence are ascribed. The
intellectual character of the new faith is indicated

by the name Sboye,
' the doctrine

'

; never, per-

haps, in the world's history, except in the French

Revolution, has so radical an attempt been made
to enthrone a philosophy in the place of religion.
But the time was far from ripe, and ' the doctrine

'

barely survived its author ; a generation later

Theban Amun is again all-powerful, and Egyptian
religion has reverted to its traditional groove.
The Ramessid dynasties show no new rational-

istic developments ; the Theban priesthood grows
steadily in power, and theology appears to sub-

merge all secular interests. About 1100 B.C. the

high priests of Amiin wrest the temporal power
from the feeble hands of the Pharaohs, and under
their weak rule is prepared a series of foreign in-

vasions. At last Egypt becomes united again
under a dynasty from Sais (XXVIth dynasty, 663-
525 B.C.) ; this is a period of revival, when the art,

the religion, and the political organization of the
Old Kingdom are consciously copied, with little or

no sign of innovation. Then comes the period of

the Persian rule, followed by a momentary flicker-

ing up of the old native culture ; after which

Egypt passes under the sway of Alexander and his

successors, when new intellectual influences are

brought to bear on her.

Thus there was little scope, in the last centuries

of Pharaonic rule, for the development of more

truly philosophical standpoints. On the other

hand, there are ample traces of a growing mystical
tendency, due no doubt to the desperate difficulty
felt by the exponents of so irrational a religion in

keeping a hold on the popular faith. Enigmatic
writing, increased .symbolism, and the recrud-
escence of early animal cults are symptoms of the
times ;

all these must have tended to enhance the
awe with which the priests were regarded.

3. Explanation of the tradition.—The Greek
tradition as to the wisdom of the Egyptians has
its roots in the very real cultural achievements
of that people in early times, coupled with the

glamour of a high anticjuity. Though our author-
ities for the facts maj' not be very trustworthy, it

is quite possible that a number of Greek men of

note went to Egypt and studied there. They
could hardly fail to learn much, but what they
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learned was less philosophy
than the materials out

of whicli philosophies could be constructed. The

Ej^yptian reli^aon, in particular, conunanded the

admiration of the Greeks, who mistook its crudities

for ilisguised truths and its contradictions for

paradoxes expressive of a deeper harmony. The
\vis(lom of the Egyptians was mainly the wisdom
of the Greeks read into the Egyptian myths. It

has been truly remarked that, when the eclectic

Plutarch discusses the character of the Egyptian
gods, this agrees miraculously with the philosophy
of Plutarch, and, when it is the Neo-Platonic
writer lamblichus, his account accords strangely
with the philosophic outlook of lamblichus. It is

highly probable that the best-educated Egyptian
priests of the Ptolemaic and Iloman periods were
imbued with Greek ideas, and imported these into

the interpretation of their inherited religion. Thus
iManetho (q.v.), who wrote a book in Greek about

Egyptian religion (the'Iepd Bt/3Xos), was, according
to Plutarch (de Is. et Osir. 28), actually consulted

by the first Ptolemy about matters connected with

the introduction of the new god Sarapis. The
introduction of this god was clearly an astute

political move, an attempt to weld together Greek
and Egyptian in a common worship ; the outward

appearance of Sarapis was entrusted to the skill of

the celebrated Athenian sculptor Bryaxis, and

similarly, it would appear, the determination of

his spiritual characteristics was settled in co-

operation by Manetho and Timotheos, a Euniolpid
of Eleusis. About 300 years later the sacred

scribe Chaeremon, an Egyptian, became the tutor

of Nero ; he wrote much on Egyptian topics, and
is known to have been a Stoic.

The evidence that philosophy ever became, even
in the Graeco - Roman period, a characteristic

attainment of the Eg>'ptian priests is very slight.

Clement of Alexandria, quoting from an appar-

ently trustworthy source, quotes 42 books of

Hermes, which, he says, were absolutely necessary
to tlie training of the priests, and comprise

'
all

the philosophy of the Egyptians' {Strom, bk. vi.

ch. iv.); among these are hymns and rituals,

astrological, medical, and scientific books, and
also works relating to the laws and the gods ;

there is nothing to indicate that they differed in

their intellectual level from the books that have
come doAvn to us from this time in hieratic and
demotic. In the temple of Edfu an inventory of

the library is written upon the walls (see H.

Brugsch, Aegyptologie, Leipig, 1897, pp. 156-158),
and proves even more disillusioning ; most of the

books named are magical treatises, together with
a few rituals, catalogues, and astronomical books.

The temple walls at this period are covered with
masses of inscriptions, hymns, mythological
matter, lists of places, lists of festivals, lists of

temple property
—nothing indicating a departure

from earlier custom ; indeed, the language of

many of the texts suggests that they are tran-

scriptions or adaptations of books dating from the

New Kingdom.
4. Conclusion. — The depreciatory view of

Egyptian intellectual achievement taken in this

article has been imposed by the exaggerations of

Greek tradition and the unfounded claims which
modern occultism has based upon it. But for these,
the luxury of a more sympathetic appreciation

might have been permitted us. The proper stiind-

ards of comparison are Babylonia and early Syria ;

here Egypt can hold her own. It is true that

I'abylon disjjlays more method, more accuracy,
more purely intellecttial preoccupation ; but she

lacks the poetry and the artistic genius of ancient

Egypt, and, in the spiiere of religion, she has no
such momentous event to record as the reform of

Akhnaton.
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PHILOSOPHY (Greek).—Tiie drift of the

pre-Socralic pliilosophies of nature was towards

rationalism, positivism, and the mechanical ex-

planation of the universe. They sought to replace

anthropomorphic gods by material causes. They
asked, as Grote would put it, not 'Who rains?'

but,
' What is the cause of the precipitation of

moisture?' The principle, 'Naught can come
from or return to naught,' rigidly applied, ex-

cluded direct divine intervention. And the

physician Hippocrates speaks in the spirit of this

early
'

positivism
' when he objects to the term

' sacred malady
' on the ground that all diseases

are equally
' divine.' The open avowal of agnosti-

cism or atheism, however, was reserved for the

more forward disciples of the age of the '

sophistic

enlightenment.' The chief pre-Socratics seem to

have left room for the gods in their mechanical

constructions, or at least to have 'accommodated'
their language to popular religion. The saj-ing,
' All things are full of gods,' is attributed to

Thales (Aristotle, cfe Anima, 411" 8; cf. Plato,

Laws, 899 B), and Cicero {de Nat. Deor. i. 25),

doubtless wrongly, ascribes to him the doctrine

that God is the mind which fashions the world out

of water. Cicero and the doxographers, indeed,
make gods of the first principles of all the pre-
Socratics. For them the successive worlds that

issue from Anaximander's infinite are gods, and
likewise the ae7- of Anaximenes, the fiery corona

of Parmenides, and the reason (coDs) of Anaxa-

goras.
The name of Pythagoras (q.v.) is for us a mere

symbol, standing in its higher interpretation for

the ideas of immortality, metempsychosis, and the

systematic, ascetic cultivation within the soul of

an order, harmony, and purit}', corresponding to

the like qualities in nature and God, while to

the populace it signifies mysticism, thaumaturgy,
and the survival of primitive prescriptions and
tabus in respect of food, dress, and the conduct of

life. We know little or nothing of pre-Platonic

Pythagoreanism beyond the alhisions in Heracli-

tus and Xenophanes, and the undeniable influence

of Pythagorean ideas upon Plato. But the subject
has been hopelessly confused by the forged litera-

ture and tradition that attribute to Pythagoras
himself all Platonic developments of possible

Pythagorean suggestions.
The philosophic poet and satirist Xenophanes of

Colophon is the first to assail popular antiiropo-

morphism directly (J. Freudenthal, Ucber die

Theologic des Xenophanes, IJreslau, 1SS6). He
will hear nothing of the mythological

'

fictions of

former men,' which are no fit theme of rational

discourse :

'
If horses and oxen had hands to i\arve and paint, the.v

would represent their srods in equine or bovine shapes' (Diels,

Die Fragmente der Voisokratikcr'-i, i. 60).
' Homer and Ilesiod

have attributed to the prods all acts that are a disirra.-e and

reproach amon^ men—to steal, to commit adulter}, and deceive

one another' (ib. p. 59 f.).

With seeming verbal inconsistency he proclaims
' one god supreme among gods and men,' whom he

describes in language that wavers between mono-
theism and pantheism. This deity may be vari-

ously conceived as tiie world, the unity of 'being,'

or a monotheistic idealization of Zeus. Strictly

speaking, it is impossible to reconcile, either in

Xenophanes or in his successor Parmenides, the

Eleatic pantheism and abstract nu)nism with the

retention of mythological language or the re-

cognition of gods. But Parmenides' poem, like
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Shelley's Queen Mab, bej^'ins with an iiiiaf;inative

flight through space under the guidance of a god-
dess. He speaks of love as first-born of the gods

(cf. Hesiod), places at the centre a daemon who

governs or guides all things, and, according to

Cicero, gives the name of 'God' to the corona of

lire that girds the heavens (de Xat. Deor. i. 11).

See, further, loxic PhilosOPIIV, vol. vii. p. 417 f.

Tlie pregnant rhetoric of Heraclitus ((/.f.) stimu-

lates the modern imagination to the most varied

interpretations. The third book of his work on
nature is said by Diogenes Laertius to have dealt

with '

theology.' He celebrates the eternal process,
law or reason (\670s). He describes God in panthe-
istic Emensonian antitheses as the identity of con-

traries (l)iels^, i. 90 tl'., frag. 67). He contrasts the

relativity and weakness of man with the divine to

wliich all things are always fair and good (ib. frag.

li>2). He personifies eternity (ai'iic) as a child

playing at draughts with the world (ib. 52). He
declares that the eternal wisdom is willing and

unwilling to be called by the name of Zeus {ib. 32).

Sprung from a priestlj' family and depositing lii.s

book in the temple of Artemi.s, he speaks with

respect of the Delpiiic Apollo (ib. 93) and the Sibyl,
whose enigmatic style resembles his own (ib. 92).

But, without attacking anthropomorphism in the

uncompromising spirit of Xenophanes, he liercely
denounces the ceremonial purification of sin by the
blood of victims (ib. 5), and the orgiastic rites of

the new Asiatic Dionysiac cults (ib. 15). And he

expresses infinite scorn for the false teachers

Hesiod, Pythagoras, Xenophanes, and Hecatanis

(i'u. 40, 57).

Empedodes (q.v.), as a philosophic poet, deified

the four elements, the cosmic forces love and strife,

and many otlier personified abstractions. His
chief divinity seems to be the Spli.X'ros, or globular

unity of the elements, from which all things are

evolved, and which the Neo-1'latonists accepted as

a symbol of the absolute One. Some fine lines on
the spiritual nature of the godhead, however, are

referred l>y our sources to Apollo (Diels^, i. 274,

frag. 134). In his character of medicine-man,
hierophant, and Pythagorean mystic, he taught
doctrines of thaumaturgy, metempsychosis, and
ceremonial purification, the compatibility of which
with his philosophic system cannot be made out
from the fragments.
The atomic philosophy of Democritus (q.v.)

leaves no place for the concrete supernatural, and
his explanation of the origin of religion in mi-s-

un<lerstood allegory or in primitive man's fear of

the thunder and the storm {Diels^, ii. 30, frag.
75 f. ) presupposes the unreality of the popular gods.
Conventional references in the ethical fragments
to God and the divine and to the love of the gods
for just men are of no significance (ib. frags. 175,

217). More difficult to understand is the doctrine
attributed to him of daemons or real aerial beings,
beneficent and maleficent, long-lived but not

immortal, from whom emanate images that pene-
trate the minds of men (ib. frag. 166).

' Tele-

pathy' could as easily be explained by the atoms
then as it can by the analogy of wireless tele-

graphy to-day. And it may be that Democritus,
unable to reject tlie evidence for supernatural
visions and pro])hetic dreams, invented this way of

reconciling them with tiie atomic phy.sics and

psychology. Lucian (I'hilopseudes, 32), however,

I)rai8e8 Democritus as the thinker whose adaman-
tine faith in natural law rejects a priori the possi-

bility of supernatural ajjparitions. And it is ex-

tremely probable that our authorities have given a

superstitious colouring to some purely psychologi-
cal theory of casual combinations of atoms finding
their way into the mind. The interpretation of

the prayer 'to meet with propitious visions' is

doubtful. In any case Democritus' daemons must
not be confounded with the PIpicurean gods who
inhabit the intersjjaces of the worlds.

In contrast to these ' random speakers,' Aristotle

(Met. 984'' 15) praises as the first sober utterance
the proclamation of Anaxagoras (q.i\) that vovs,

or reason, originally set in motion and reduced to

order the indefinite homogeneity of chaos. lint he
concurs with Plato (I'/uedo, 98 f.) in the criticism

that Anaxagoras failed to deduce the teleological

applications of this j)rinciple and continued to ex-

lilain all things by mere mechanism. In spite of

this, attempts have been made to refer directly
or indirectly to Anaxagoras the arguments from

design attributed to Socrates in Xenophon's Memo-
rabiliu (F. Diimmler, Akadcmika, Giessen, 1889,
sect. vi. ). However this may be, the Athenian

jurors who voted for the exile or death of Pericles'

philosophic friend saw in him the representative of

atheistic science which dethroned Helios and
Selene and pronounced the sun merely a red-hot
stone. And Plato, both in the Apolorjy (26 D) and
in the Laws (967 C), makes regrettable concessions
to this prejudice.

In the loss of the writings of the sophists, we
cannot reconstruct in detail the history of the 5th
cent, enlightenment. But from Euripides, Aristo-

phanes, Thucydides, and Plato it is amply apparent
that all the ideas and tendencies of what we call

an '

age of transition
' were present.

The national and local festivals, cults, shrines,
and oracles, the religion of the dead, and the wor-

ship of heroes still retained their hold upon the

l)eople. The immense place occupied by these

things in the history of Herodotus may be held to

indicate that the crisis of the Persian wars tempor-
arily stimulated the popular faith in the super-
natural. But the mythology of Homer and Hesiod
was no longer credible to educated men. It

offended the develoj)ed ethical sense of the pious.
It had never really met the needs of personal and
emotional religion. In response to this need the
6th cent, had witnessed, side by side M-itli the

development of philosojihic rationalism in Ionia, a
revival or new birth of mysticism and enthusiasm
associated with the names of Orpheus, Musanis,
and Pythagoras, and the union in the Eleusinian

mysteries of the worship of Demeter and Dionysus
(cf. J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to Greek Religion,

p. 646 If.). Modern critics style this movement a
recrudescence of superstition or a spiritual awak-

ening according as they are swayed by distaste for

its irrational accompaniments or by sympathj' for

the underlying conceptions of salvation from sin,

reconciliation with God through dramatized and
emotional forms of worship, aiid faith in the
revelation of a judgment after death.

The criticism of its fragmentary and doubtfully
authentic literary remains must be left to the

philological specialist (see Diels^, ii. 163 ff.; E.

Abel, Orphica, Leipzig, 1885 ; E. W. Maas,
Orpheus, Munich, 1895 ; Kohde, Psyche ; Harrison,

Prolegomena", ]). 455 ff.).

The great extant poets of the first half of the

5th cent, are neither philosophical rationalists nor

corybantic revivalLsts ; they ai'e conservative re-

formers. Their endeavour is to preserve and

purify the essential spirit of reverence and religion
rather than either to encourage or satirize super-
stition, or to display their ingenuity in the attack
or the defence of the mythological letter. This is

the temper of Pindar, yEschylus, Sophocles, and
Simonides, whom Gomperz (Greek Thinkers, Eng.
tr., ii. 13) therefore calls ' trimmers' and Matthew
Arnold 'prophets of the imaginative reason.' In

the next generation, more consciously and philo-

sophically, this is the temper of Plato.

Meanwhile the 'enlightenment' proceeds, de-
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veloping every shade of critical and sceptical

opinion. The cliorus of ./Eschylus' Againcninon
(37U) barely alludes to one who denietl tiiat the
'

{^ods deif^ned to rc<,'ard those by whom the sanc-

tities of holy things were trodden under foot,' and
the confident free-thinking of Sophocles' Jocasta
seems to heigliten, if not to motivate, the dramatic

irony of tiie denouement. But tlie disputatious

personages of Euripides have all received the new
education and, with little regard to dramatic veri-

similifudo or unity of testiietic and religious impres-
sion, they bandy like shuttlecocks all the ideas

which the philosophers, the mystics, or the sophists
had put in circulation (P. Decharme, Eiiripide et

Vesprit de son th(Atre, Paris, 1893 ; A. W. Verrall,

Euripides the Rationalist, Cambridge, 1895).
It is superfluous to demonstrate, after Grote,

that the sophists (q.v.) were not a, school of pro-
fessed atheists, or that they often used conven-
tional and edifying language about the gods. It

is enough to observe that the general effect of their

teaching was to unsettle the old bases of moral and

religious conviction, while putting nothing in their

place (Plato, i?ep. 538 f.).

This was the practical outcome both of their

philosophy of relativity and of a higher education
devoted wholly to rhetoric and the plausible ex-

ploitation of opinion (H. von Arnim, Die, Berlin,

1893-96, Introd.). In recognizing this fact and
the reaction which it provoked in Plato, Ave need
not apologize for their persecution by Athenian

orthodoxy, or deny that their writings, if we pos-
sessed them, might reveal the elements of a con-

structive treatment of ethics and law on a purely
scientific and positive basis. In fact, we have

only fragments, titles, and conjectures. A treatise

of Protagoras began with the words :

' Of the gods
I cannot know that they are or that they are
not

'

(Diels^, ii. 229). Tradition adds that the book
was burned and the autiior exiled ; and a fragment
of Euripides' Pcdamedes, sometimes uncritically
referred to Socrates, has been plausibly interpreted
as an allusion to Protagoras (Gomperz, i. 440). In

the Platonic dialogue which bears his name, how-

ever, Protagoras represents justice as the gift of

Zeus to mankind, and says that man by reason of

his divine kinship is the only animal who knows
and worships gods. From this Gomperz (i. 449)
infers that he doubted not the existence of the

gods, but the alleged proofs of it. Similarly
Prodicus, who speaks Avith edification of the gods
in the apologue of the Choice of Hercides, attributed

to him by Xenophon, is credited with a purely
rationalistic theory of the origin of religion. Men
personified and deihed all that helped and hindered
them (Diels^, ii. 274). From this it is but a step
to tlie doctrine of Critias expounded in a fragment
of the Sist/]jhtis (Diels^, ii. 320). Religion is the

invention of a prudent statesman who, [jcrceiving
that law restrains men only from open Avrong-

doing, devised the idea of gods Avho know our
inmost thoughts and purposes. And in a similar

vein a chorus of Euripides, while expressing scant
faith in miracles, adds :

'But dreadful myths are conducive to the worship of the

gods
'

(Elect ra, 74S f.).

'The youiifjer wits teach," say8 Plato, in effect (Laws, 880),
' that religion, ethics and law are late products of convention
and do not belonf; to the nature of things.'

Law so analyzed ceases to coerce. The historj'
of Thucj'dides exhibits naked human nature de-
moralized by war and pestilence and incoercible

by any restraints human or divine. The intcliect-

ualism of tiie author views with cold contempt all

ai)iieals from tlie calculus of political forces to

invisible and ideal realities. Or at any rate he

represents this hard positivism as the prevailing
temper of the age, and so prepares us to understand

the intensity of tlie reaction in Plato (see P. Shorey,
'

Implicit Ethics and Psychology of Thucydides,'
Trans, of the Amencan Philological Association,
1893).
Of the religion of Socrates {q.v. )

we know nothing
except that he was condemned to die for corrupting
the youth and introducing new gods, that he ac-

knowledged the guidance of a familiar divine voice
or inward monitor, and that by the testimonj' of

Xenojihon and Plato he worshipped the gods ac-

cording to the law of the city and approved the
consultation of the oracles in matters beyond the

scope of human foresight. Xenophon's account is

coloured by his apologetic purix)se, and attributes
to Socrates his own favourite beliefs and somewhat
olil-fashioned religiosity. The dai/j-dviov is a positive

private oracle available for the practical concerns
of friends, and not, as in Plato, the negative check
of an inner spiritual tact. Socrates not only re-

jjudiates, as he does in the Platonic Apology, special
doctrines of Anaxagoras, but holds that prying into

the secrets of nature is ofiensive to the gods. And
he elaborates the evidences of design in the cosmos
and in the body of man, in discourses the details

of Avhich Xenophon may have transcribed from
some follower of Anaxagoras or Diogenes of Apol-
lonia {Mem. i. 4, iv. 3).

To the cheerful, conventional, and somewhat
vague piety and the mainly ethical religion of

Socrates, exhibited in his earlier dialogues, Plato

{q.v.) adds as the years go on an ever-deepening
aversion to the irreverent and irreligious spirit of

the age. The feeling culminates in the formal
refutation of materialistic atheism set forth in the
tenth book of the Laws :

Religion is an essential bulwark of law and morality ; no one
who possesses a sound and vital faith in the gods can voluntarily
sin. The conscious sinner must either deny their existence or
their providence or believe that the divine justice can be cor-

rupted by sacrifice or prayer. Atheism, however, is not always
the offspring of licentiousness. It is in Athens the product of

old books (SS6C £f.) that teach false conceptions of the gods, or
of new philosophies of nature that affirm that matter is the

primal realitj- and that morality, law, and religion are not
nature but art—secondary conventions of man. The argument
from design is not in itself sufficient to refute this form of

scej)ticism (886 A). It must be met by a demonstration thai the
first causes of motion, soul and the functions of soul, are

necessarily prior in the order of nature to matter and its

qualities. 'This principle established, we may remind the

sceptic that atheism, a malady incident to pert youth, has
never retained its hold on any man through life. Doubts as to
the moral government of the world are to be cured by reflexion

on our own insignificance and the small part of the total order
which we behold. And the minute providence and unswerving
justice of God may be deduced from the very idea of the

divinity.

These pages contain the germs of all future theo-

dicies, Stoic and Christian, from Cleanthes to

Malebranche, Leibniz, Shaftesbuiy, and Pope.
The honest sceptic who remains unconvinced by
these arguments is confined five years in the House
of Reformation and required to submit to instruc-

tion for the 'salvation of his soul.' If then still

recalcitrant, he is j)ut to death. This boutade is

hardly to be taken seriously, though it has greatly
agitated modern liberal Platonists such as Grote,

Mill, and Gomperz. More .significant is Plato's

deliberate affirmation that the doctrine that the

gods may be bribed by worship is worse than
atheism. In the liepiihlic, where the existence of

the gods is assumed, tlie mj^thological religion of

Homer is ptirihed bj' theological canons to which
all poets and teachers must conform : God is gootl
and the author of good only (379 C ; cf. Cleanthes'

Hymn). God is unchanging and never deceives

(380 f.). Plato will accept any 'accommodation'
to popular religion that does not compromise
essential ethical truth. In botli the Etpublic (427)

and the Laivs (738 B-C) it is assumed that his city
will have a polytheistic cult with temples, precincts,

ritual, festivals, and hero-worship of good men
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ajiiuovecl by Delplii. He himself sjieaks
of the

llesioiliu },'ods with tliiniy veiled irony in the

TimcEun (40 f.), and in the Phtedrus (246 C) pro-

nounces the very notion of nn ininiortal animal a

figment of the imagination. It is not true, as

matter-offait interpreters attirm, that he believed

in the literal divinity
of the sun and the moon.

He insists only that tliis universal frame, of which
their ordered motions are so conspicuous a part, is

not without an author :

'Either the soul which moves the Hun . . . resides within the

circular and visible body ... or the soul provides hcrst-K with

an external Ixxiy ... or thirdly she jiuides the sun l)y some
woiidirful power. . . . And this soul of the sun . . . whether

taking' the sun about in a chariot ... or actinjj; from without,
or in whatever way, ought bv every man to be deemed a god

'

(Lairs. 898E-S99).

From this the Neo-Platonists easily deduced
three solar divinities. Hut the plain meaninjj; is

that Plato would rather leave the people their

naive faith in Helios and his chariot than have
them imbil)e virtual atheism from Anaxagoras'
teaching that the sun is merely a red-hot stone.

His temper is that of Matthew Arnold telling us

that, 'compared with Professor Clitl'ord, Messrs.

Moody and Sankey are masters of the philosophy
of history' (God and the Bible, London, 1894, p.

x). His religion, if not the '

religion of all sensible

men,' is that of all cultured latitudinarians from
Plutarch to Schleiermacher and Matthew Arnold
himself. He is not a dogmatic monotheist only
because his 'accommodations' are to Greek poly-
theism and not to historical Christianity. He
emploj's theistic language in the fluid rhetorical

manner of Seneca and Emerson. His God is in

ethics the transcendental sanction of morality, and
in cosmogony the limited deity of Mill's posthumous
essaj's

—a demiurgic principle of order and harmony
contending with recalcitrant '

necessity.' It is

customary, however, to connect Plato's theology
more closely with his metaphysics than is here
done. God is identified with the idea of good or

with the One (see Shorey, 'The Idea of Good in

Plato's Republic,' University of Chicago Studies in

Classical Philology, i.l88, n. 2; T. Whittaker, The

Xeo-Platonists, Cambridge, 1901, p. 37). The
goodness of God is the first canon of theology, and
the Demiurgus transforms chaos to cosmos out of

his ungrudging goodness (Tim. 29 E; Boethius,
Cons. Phil. i. 8: ' insita summi forma boni'). It

is entirely possible, then, that in mystical or

emotional passages the '

good
'

in Plato may be
intended to .suggest God. But the idea of good
hits a definite logical meaning for ethics and politics

(see SUMMUM BONUM), and it is confounding two
different lines of thought to identify it with God.
.So of the One. Tiie al>solute metaphysical unity
of the Parmenides resembles both the supreme god
and the pure being of the ideas in that it is inetiable

and ailmits no predicates unless it be 'existence.'

But the identification of this One with Plato's God
in Neo-Platonic speculation is wholly uncritical.

To metaphysics .also belongs the 'problem' of evil.

fiod being the author of good only, evil must be
derived from metaphysical (Thca'.t. 176 A) or from

physical necessitj- (fi)n. 48). The Pvliticus de-

scribes mythical cycles in which the world is guided

alternately by God and, in reverse motion, by
innate desire (272 E). A passage of the Laws (896 E)
admits the Manich.can conception of an evil world-
soul side by side with the good, and this is accepted
by Plutarch as the authentic teaching of Plato.

The freedom of the will is treated by Plato ethically,
not nietai)hysically or theologically. 'Virtue is

free' (lirp. 617 E), but vice is involuntary (see
AJPs X. [1889] 77). For the purposes of legislation
he is a detcrmini.st (Laws, 861-864 C). Immortality
is a rational hope (see Shorey, The Unity of Plata s

Thought, Chicago, 1903, p. 41). The escliatological

myths of the Gorqias, Phcedo, and Republic .serve

to confirm the hope and as supplementary sanctions
of ethics (J. A. Stewart, 'J'hc Myths of Plato,
London, 1905). Immortality is 'proved' in the
Phtedo and Republic by supersubtle dialectic and
in the Phadrus by the same argument that estab-

lishes the existence of the gods in the Laivs—i\\*i

priority of soul as the first cause of motion. The
doctrine of daemons— lirst appearing in Hesiod,
anil elaborated by Xenocrates, Plutarch, the Christ-

ian Fathers, ana the Neo-Platonists—is for Plato
a mythological fancy (Symp. 202 E). Lastly, the
ever-recurrent glo.ss that the ideas are thoughts of

(Jod is merely a plausible evasion of the diiiiculty
of recognizing more than one form of absolute

being, and a convenient syncretistic device for

reconciling Plato with Aristotle.

That Aristotle (q.v.), like Shakespeare, reco^,'-
nized religion as a great fact, and that he paid
formal respect to the established cult, hardly need
be said (D6charme, p. 233; Zeller, Aristotle, Eng.
tr., London, 1897, ii. 334 n.). His lost dialogues,

composed under Plato's influence, dealt with the

immortality of the soul (Eudenius) and the truths

of natural religion. The origin of the belief in

gods was traced to the phenomena of dreams and
enthusiasm, and the argument from design was
illustrated in a brilliant passage quoted by Cicero

(de Nat. Deor. ii. 37). In the extant writings,

liowever, there is little of Plato's unction, and

nothing of Plato's fervent preoccupation with the

reform of religion and its defence against the

scepticism of the age. Personal immortality is

nowhere affirmed (Zeller, ii. 133 f.), and, while the

universal belief of mankind from of old is accepteil
as confirmation of abstract theism (de Ccelo, i. iii.

6, ii. 12, Met. 1074**), the 'rest,' he says almost in

the tone of Critias,
'

is mythical addition for the

persuasion of the multitude and as a useful aid to

the laws.' Aristotle's own 'scientific theism'

(Zeller, i. 399) is an inference from his theorj- of

the soul, his metaphj'sics, and his theory of the

heavens. The key to his philo.sophy is the recog-
nition of the irreconcilable conflict in his thought
lietween empirical postulates and Platonic prin-

ciples. The psychology of the logical works and
of the Parva Naturalia is inductive and sensation-

alistic. Both the conceptual major premisses and
the highest regulative 'principles' of syllogizing
are derived by (a perhaps unconscious) induction

from the impressions and memory-images of sense.

The highest reason (voOs) is in fact practically
identical with this faculty of generalizing induction

peculiar to man. The de Anima rests the pcssi-

bility of a separable soul (not the mere entelechy
of an organic body) on the existence of a thought
that is not thus dependent on sense, or on

images derived from sense. As the analysis pro-

ceeds, this problematical thought is hunted from
chamber to chamber of the subdivided soul, and

finally takes refuge with the active intellect, which
in the very act of thinking converts the iia.s.sive

intellect or potentiality of ideas into the direct

contemplation of them. We may still ask whether
the active intellect is anything more than a para-

phrase for ' man thinking
' and whether images of

sense are not still the indispensable matter of the

passive and, by consequence, of the active intellect.

But, whatever our interpretation of the third V)ook

of the de Anima, there emerges from it the vague
notion of a separable ))ure activity of thought,
whether personal or ])antheistic. So in the meta-

physical theory of the univer.sal. The empiric
Aristotle rejected the Platonic ideas in toto : the

universal does not exist before the particular, but
in it, and is drawn thence by the inductive vovs.

This suffices for logic and ethics. But Aristotle is

unable or unwilling to apply this anti-Platonic
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view consistently to the ultimate problems of

metaphysics. 'Ihe name 'first essences' (sub-

stances), no loii<:;er reserved for individual thinj^s,
is now sometimes ajjplied to abstract ideas. The
universal, the abstract, the '

first essence,' is the

'form,' or actualization, the union of which witli

matter or potentiality is the particular. A doctrine
of associationist nominalism might conceivably be
stated in this terminolo<ry. But the scorned Pla-

tonism takes its revenj^e, and leads Aristotle in his

search for the absolute to postulate a form divorced
from matter—an actuality correlative to no poten-
tiality. We need not ask whether this actuality
belongs to certain ideas only or to all universals
taken as pure abstract essences. We have at any
rate the problematical conception of tlie absolute
and unrelated existence of ideas, forms, or thoughts.
Lastly, in his theory of the world Aristotle postu-
lated an eternal finite order in opposition to the
infinite series and the cosmic evolutions of the pre-
Socratics. He is sometimes called an evolutionist.
But this is a misconception or an equivocation.
Every individual thing, institution, and art-form is

indeed for him the highest development contained
in its germ. But the germ itself is a product not of

evolution, but of an antecedent perfected individual.
His mind was closed to any conception of develop-
ment which presented the picture of a different
world from that which he had constructed. The
chain of causation is limited by a finite space and
a fixed eternal order. Witliin this order all changes
are confined to the region below the moon, and are
caused by the great revolution of the heaven and
the obliquity of the ecliptic. The cause of these
is the first and ultimate cause. Operating eternally
and unweariedly, it cannot be material. It is

pure actuality unmixed with potentiality. The
convergence of these three lines of thought in the
idea of God is indicated and assumed rather than

explicitly stated in the Ethics and Metaphysics.
God is pure thought and pure activity. His bliss

from everlasting is the happiness of the thinker in

the rare moments of highest contemplation (Met.
1072^ Eth. Nic. 1178^). The content of this

thought is Himself — the pure essences of the

thoughts that constitute Him. There is nothing
else that He could think without derogation and
subordination of the thinker to the purpose of his

thought (Met. 1074'' 34). The universe is a har-
monious whole, and, as Homer says,

' the rule of

many is not good. Let one be ruler' (ib. 1076* 4).

The mode of God's operation on tiie world may be
illustrated by love [ib. 1072'' 3). The beloved object
moves, though unmoved itself, by the power of
desire in the lover. God is the prime mover be-
cause He inihe prinmm amabile. He is, in Dante's

l)hrase,
' L'amor che move il sole e I'altre stelle'

{Par(7f^i5o, xxxiii. 145). This is Aristotle's theism.
Neo-Platonic syncretism identified it with Platon-
ism by tlie interpretation that the Platonic ideas
are tiie thoughts of God. To trace its further influ-

ence on mystic and speculative theology would
exceed our limits. Nor can we do more than
glance at the difficulties that it presents (Cicero,
de Nat. Dcor. i. 13). What is the relation of God,
who moves the outer heavens, to the independent
motor principles assumed to explain the movements
of tiie planets? Wliat ground is tliere beyond the

sy.stem-building instinct for identifying "the first

cause of physical movement with the active intel-

lect of the de Anima, or that with the 'first

essences' of the ideas? Is (4od ignorant of
])ar-

ticnlars ? Aristotle implies tiiat He does not love
man as man loves Him—the disproportion is too

great (Eth. Nic. 1138'' 35). If His operation ceases
with the rotation of tlie iieavens, how can l)enevo-
lent design be attributetl to Him or to nature ? But
to ask these questions is to confine all metaphysical

theology within the limits set by the empirical
understanding.
The post-Aristotelian philosophies are of more

significance for the diffusion than for the origina-
tion of ideas. In the age of Epicurus and Menander
tlie mythological religion of the city-State retained
so little vitality that the populace of Athens could

lodge a Demetrios in the Parthenon and welcome
him to the city witli a hymn that contrasted his

present divinity with the duliious gods who dwell
afar or heed us not. There remained for the popu-
lace foreign superstitions, mysteries, and coterie
cults (P. Foucart, Dcs Assoiiations religienses chez
les Grecs, Paris, 1873), and for the educated cla.ss

moral philosophy, vague poetic religiosity, or

scepticism. The comparison of Alexander to

Bacchus, who also conquered India, and the
various apotheoses of his successors provoked a
formulation of scei)ticism which is of slight i)liilo-

sophic, but of considerable historical, significance.
About the middle of the 3rd cent. Euhemerus pu)j-
lished his tale of the island of Panchaia, and the
'sacred inscription' there discovered in which
Zeus and all the house of Kronos are revealed as
mortal kings deified by the gratitude or fears of

their subjects. Euhemerus may have been, as

Gruppe suggests, a mere romancing precursor of

Lucian. But Euhemerism became for Greek
sceptics, their Roman disciples (Ennius translated
the book), the Christian Fathers, and the rational-

izing philology of the 18th cent, a favourite '

key
to all mythologies.' A second school of scepticism
was the New Academy, which provided a con-
venient formula for noble Roman augurs who
punctiliously performed every ceremony of the
cult that made Rome great, but dismissed the

dogmatic affirmations of natural theology with a
smile (Cicero, de Nat. Deor. i. 22). But in the

popular estimate the great school of irreligiori was
the Epicurean. The extant fragments of Epicurus
manifest little of the passionate hatred of sujier-
stition which animates his Roman disciple, Lucre-
tius. Yet it is perhaps implied in the reiterated
affirmation that the only use of physics is to free

us from the terrors of false religion. These terrors
could not have been very real if we may accejjt
Cicero's assertion that no old woman any longer
feared the mythological hell from which the Ej)i-
cureans promise to deliver us (Tiisc. QiuFst. i. 21).
Cicero also makes merry with the ingenious theory
of faineant gods possessing a qucusi-corpus and in-

habiting the intermundia (de Nat. Deor. i. 26).
And it is probable that few Epicureans took it

seriously, though some found it a convenient
defence against the charge of atheism, while to

others it provided a refuge for the idealizing imag-
ination and an object for the natural instinct of

worship. Real impiety, thej' said, consists not in

rejecting the gods of the vulgar, but in thinking
unworthily of the divine. True and disinterested

worship could be paid only to the gods of Epicurus,
' who haunt

The lucid interspace of world and world,—

Nor sound of human sorrow mounts to mar
Their sacred everlasting: calm

'

(Tennyson, Lttcretius).

And thus they too composed formal treatises ' on

piety' (Gomperz, Philodcmns vepl ei)<re/3e/a5,

Leipzig, 1886). But for all later antiquity the

Epicureans, asopj)Osed to the Stoics and Piatonists,
remained tlie great irreligious school of pliilosophy.
If they did not reject tiie existence, tiiey denied
the providence, of the gods, which for emotional
and practical religittn amounted to the same thing.
Lucians Piatonists, Stoics, and Pytlia-.-reans
treat them as ])aria!is, and his religious cliai l.Uans

incite the popuhice against the atheists, the Christ-

ians, and the Epicureans.
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Stoicism {q. v. ) in the course of its secular deveioji-

iiieiit becauie all tilings to all men. Tiie panthe-
istic world-god, the artisan lire workinj,' in the

veins of all creation, could be virtually identitieil

with the Platonic soul of the world, or could be

de>cril)ed in the language of purest monotheism.
The allegorical method where1>y the gods of the

mythology could be interpreted as parts, aspects,
or functions of 'Zeus' or 'nature' veiled prudent
accommodations, contented genuine, if not very

pei-spicacious, orthodoxy, and gratified the pernui-
nent instinct of ingenious exegesis. Personal im-

mortality, while not strictly compatible with the

theory, was not
exj^)licitly

denied. A temporary
.survival was sometimes conceded to great .souls

until the expiration of the cycle and the reabsorp-
tion of nil things in the fiery world-god. This
enabled Stoic writers of consolations (as, e.ff.,

Seneca) to portray the future bliss of the liberated

.soul as vividly as their Platonic rivals. The
designation of the liery world-god as Zeus, Provi-

dence, Destiny, Nature, the \6yot, made every
topic of religious rhetoric or philosophic theodicies

available to the long series of Stoic authors from
Zeno to Cornutus who wrote on religion or on ' the
nature of the gods.' In addition to this, Stoicism
was an ethical religion tinged with ' cosmic emo-
tion.' It became the expression of an absolute
faith in divine providence and manly resignation to

the order of nature that, however fatalistic in ex-

pression, never paralyzed the will. Of this ethical

gospel the chief texts still vital for edilication are

the Hymn of Cleanthes (translated as a psalm in

W. Pater's Plato and Platonism, London, p. 42),
the Letters of Seneca, the diatribes of Epictetus,
and the Meditations of Marcus Aurelius, which
have been hyperbolically praised as the absolute

religion
— that which results from the sole fact of a

high human consciousness face to face with the
world (Renan, Marc-AnHle, Paris, 1885, p. 272).
But in these later developments Stoicism was
already tinged with Platonisra

; and, with the
revival of Greek literature in the second half of

the 1st cent., Platonism tended more and more to

liecome tlie religion of all educated men who did
not adopt Christianity. This Platonizing religion
has three forms.

(1) In the later Stoics it is the gospel of Socrates
as set forth in the Gorgias, Apology, Crito, and
Phmdo. The only certain good is the virtuous
will. There is no tenor for the wise man in the
roar of the mob or the threats of the tyrant. For
he is strong in the faith that Anytus and Meletus

may kill him, but cannot harm him {Apol. 30 C).
He is by definition a rational animal, and can obey
no other principle in his soul but the voice of

reason. Though he has good hope of immortality,
he does not require that assurance to live and die
.secure in the conviction that the gods will permit
'no harm to come to a good man here or there.'

These and similar Socratic sayings constantly
quoted by Epictetus are the chief texts of all his

preaching. The life of Socrates, he tells us, is

proposed to us as a pattern, and in temptation or
doubt we need ask only : What would Socrates
iiave done?

(2) The more literary and avowed Platonists, of

whom Plutarch, Dio Chry.sostoin, and Maximus of

Tyre are the types, harp less insistently on these
chief notes, and are more broadly interested in the
Platonic jihilosophy as a whole— its refutation of

materialism, its demonstration of the fundamentals
of natural religion, its tolerance of all cults, its

idealization of all symbols that can be dissociated
from immoral suggestions. Plutarch toys with

mysticism and allegory and his doctrine of daemons,
but his personal religicm is that of the broad
church literary man who believes in God, hopes

for iminortalitj', and, whether in the Roman
empire or in the i>avliiiment of religions, deems it

more edifying to dwell on the underlying unity of
the religious .spirit than with a Lucian or an
Ingersoll on the incredibility of the mj'thological
letter. And this, if we read between the lines, is

the religion of Dio's discour.se on the first iilea of

(iod, and of Maximus of Tyre's discussion of the
lawfulness of image- worsliii>.

(3) To a third t3'pe of mind the mystical and
metaphysical side of Plato appeals most strongly.
Beginning with the Neo-Pythagorean revival (see

Neo-Pyth.\(:oreani."^!VT), this form of Platonism

developed until as Neo-Platonism {q.v.) it became
the chief philo.sophy and religion of paganism in

its final struggle with Christianity. Historically
it is a form of I'latonism ; psychologically it is the

expression of at least three permanent instincts
and tendencies of the human mind : (a) thauma-
turgy and the lower mysticism ; (h) the higher
mysticism and the delight in sj'iiibolism, allegory,
and the ingenious exposition of sacred texts ; (t)

the dialectical analysis of the ultimate ontological
presuppositions of religion.

{a) Superstition and miracle-mongering remain
the same in every a^e and still conjure with the
names of Plato and Pythagoras. We cannot stop
to discuss the forged literature of Neo-Pytlia-
goreanisra or to describe the miracles of ApoUonius
of Tyana {q.v.), of the charlatans satirized by
Lucian, and of the degenerate successors of

Plotinus. It is to be noted, however, that the

higher mysticism of the best writers was less

infected with concrete superstition than we should
infer from their language.

(b) The allegorical interpretation of sacred texts
was a literary form common to the Stoics, Philo

JudcKus, and the Platonists, and by them trans-

mitted to the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.
It is incompatible with sound philological criti-

cism, but not necessarily with sane and elevated

morality or severe and ingenious dialectic. It is

essentially the same whether applied to the te.xt of

Homer, the OT, or Plato ; and the patient reader
will find that in Philo, Plutarch, and Plotinus it is

merely the fantastic garb of a Platonizing natural

religion, associated with acute metaphysical specu-
lations and accommodations to the symbols of

historic paganism. To set forth Philo's doctrine
of the X670S, Plutarch's theory of the daemons and
the e\'il world-soul, and the trinity of Plotinus
exceeds our scope (see Alexandrian Theology,
LoGO.s, Plutarch, Neo - Platonism). One
thought derived from the Timceus dominates Neo-
Platonic theology. It is the idea that the ineffable

supreme God delegated the work of creation (or a

part of it) to His inferior ministers. In later

developments these divinities in turn are elevated
above contact with 'base matter' by a similar

delegation to beings below them. Creation is

further conceived as a timeless overflow and
emanation of the plenitude of being, as the going
forth of one that ' remains

'

{fi^vei, /lovri), as the
radiance of a light that loses nothing by communi-
cating itself. The application of these ideas by
the allegorical method to the divinities of the
Greek pantheon and the abstractions of Platonic

metaphysics yields the various orders and hier-

archies of gods, daemons, and angels multiplied by
the piety and ingenuity of successive generations
of Gnostics and Platonists. And in the lower

plane of the ' surnaturel particulier
'

the worship
of these deities suggested or veiled theurgy and
miracle-mongering. How far the successors of

Plotinus yielded to this weakness is a difficult

question. There are traces of it in lamblichus,
the emperor Julian, and Proclns. But the .stories

told by Eunapius are to be received with caution.
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Even in his account the students are always
clamouring for a miracle, while the professors
evade tlie test. Julian combated Christianity as
the irreconcilable enemy of the mytholo^'y that
had created (ireek art and literature and the cult
that had built up the empire of Rome. Their

interpretation as allegories of Neo-Platonic philo-
sopiiemes satisfied his heart and his imagination,
liut the rhetoric of his discourses on Apollo and
the Mother of the Ciotls is perhai)S no more to be
taken literally than tliat of Kenan's prayer to
Athene on the Atro[)(jlis.

(c) However this may be, the mure philosophic
Neo-PIatonists continued to speculate on the rela-

tions of the unknown God to the iiighest terms of
Platonism—the Demiurgus, the One, the Good.
Greek subtlety easily proved that these and all

terms of human speech connote limitations and
relations that cannot properly be predicated of the
ultimate and absolute. God can be described only
in negations, which, however, are to be understood
in a honorific and not in a privative sense. As
Thomas Browne puts it, 'Nothing can be said

hyperbolically of God' (Christian Morals, pt. iii.

sect. 2 [Works, ed. C. Sayle, London, 1904-07, iii.

483] ; cf. Plato, Rrp. 509). The outcome of this
line of speculation is Damascius's doctrine of the

unknowable, which difl'ers only in its superior
subtlety and consistency from that of Herbert
SiJencer. The predicate of unity, at least, he
exclaims, is never denied by Plato. But even
unity is in human speech a relative idea, and, as
the Parmenides shows, transforms itself into

multiplicity under close inspection. We cannot
name or define God at all. We are conscious only
of a travail of soul— liSt'j (cf. Rep. 490 B). This is

the end of Greek pliilosophy.
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PHILOSOPHY (Iranian).—It has been asserted

by more than one competent scholar that Buddhism
is not, strictly speaking, a religion, but a philo-

sophy. Conversely, it niay be maintained with
still greater reason that Mazdeism, or the national
cult of the ancient Iranian people and their descen-

dants, is not a philosophy, but a religion. To put
it otherwise, the Mazdean system, at least in its

earlier forms, is a pure theology, which interests
itself not at all with ])liilosophical speculation.
This has been well put by the most recent Parsi
writer, M. N. Dhalla :

' The religious system of Zoroaster is theological rather than
philosophical. . . . I'iiilosopliy attempts to give a rational solu-
tion, b.ased on human observation and experimentation, of
various problems, which religion claims to solve on the authority
of prophetic revelation. . . . lleligion has fixed canons, binding
traditions. Us tendency is to put a lasting stamp on the
doctrines for all times. It rests upon the teachings of a

prophet, and nourishes them as an unchangeable herita^'e.

I'hilosophy, on the other hand, progresses with the times, and
ever encourages fresh inipiiry. It always revolts from every
kind of dogmatic leaching. . . . The utilitarian genius of the
Persians led them to disparage metaphysii-al siieculation as a
vain attempt at the impracticable. Religion should be such
that its ideals can be applied to our workaday world. Us

vol.. W.—55

teachings should be applicable to the exigencies of daily life.

. . . This is the characteristic of Zoroastrianism through its

very simplicity
'

(Zoroastrian Theology, pp. 356-359).

These sentences expre.ss excellently the very genius
both of the Mazdean faith and of the Iranian habit
of mind. The ancient Iranian thinkers seem not
to have troubled their minds at all with such

pro])lems of being or knowledge as \inderlie the
Indian concepts of mcli/d, knruui, utnu'in, .sai'iisura

(' metempsy(;hosis'), nirvana, and the like. In-

deed, few things are more surprising than the
direct opposition which exists between the mental
attitudes of tiie two most closely connected of all

the members of the great Indo-European family—
the Indian and the Iranian. The former, as is

well known, is distinguished among all other

peoples by its ineradicable love of metaphysical
speculation, its gi'oping after and brooding over
the most abstru.se problems of being, of knowledge,
of psychology, as well ;as by its endless multiplica-
tion of philo.sophical schools ; for, as Dlialla ob-

serves,
' there are as many philosophies as there

are philosophers,' and ' these come and go, and
with them the cradle of the speculative thought is

ever swinging to and fro' (p. 357). The inevitable

tendency of the Indian philosophizing is towards

pantheism or monism, on the intellectual side, and
towards pessimism, on the moral side. The Iran-
ian tendency is the very opposite. Against the
Indian pessimism we must set the irrepressilile

optimism of the Iranian mind. To the Indian
thinker existence itself is an evil, and all his

spiritual philosophy is directed towards deliverance
from an endless series of re-births by a final ces.sa-

tion of all conscious personal existence, or even of

existence itself. The Iranian looks for the full

enjoyment of an active life here and a still happier
continuance of life, conscious and intelligent,

beyond the tomb. Against Indian pantheism is

set the monotheism of the Mazdean system,
tempered as it is in a peculiar way by a dualistic

tendency (see Dualism [Iranian]).
I. Earlier times.—In the Avesta itself, whether

in its older or in its more recent strata, it is difii-

cult to lay hold of anything that may be strictly
called philosophical speculation, if by philosophy
we understand, according to the dehnition of one

authority,
' the science of the jn-incipies of being

and of knowledge.' The Avestan system is pre-
sented frankly as a revelation from a supreme
intellect to the human mind and heart. In the

Gclthas, indeed, there are broodings and speculative
questions concerning fundamental verities and
moral problems. But they are all referred for

solution, as in the ninth Gdthd, to the divine giver
of revelation ('This I ask thee, tell me truly,
Ahura' [Ynsna, xliii. 1]).

[n) Being.—As regards the problem of being,
tlie Avestan teaching is simplicity itself. Ahura
Mazda is the one supreme eternal being, tlie

creator of both worlds, the world of spirit and the
world of matter. It is not necessary to dwell

upon this first dualism of 'the two worlds,' but
mentitm must be made of that other dualism
which, at least in the later stages of Avestan
develoi)ment, so curiouslj' modifies the character-
istic monotheism of the Mazdean belief— the

problem of the origin of evil. In tiie art. Du.ALls.M

(Iranian) the present writer has already set forth
what seems the only tenable view of Zoroastiian

dualism, and, although modern Parsis and even
sexeral Western scholars vehemently denj' that
Mazdeism is dualistic, he finds that the high
priest, M. N. Dhalla, so often quoted, is at one
with liim in his interpretation of the theologj- in

both the Ave^^tan and the later periods. Dhalla
writes :

'The arch-fiend who disputes the kingdom on earth with the

Holy Spirit, Spenta M^iinyu, or with .\hura .Mazda, who intro-
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(luces discord and death in the world, who strives to thwart the

puri>08e« of God, is Anjrra Mainyu, or the Evil Spirit. He does

not ouv hit exinteiice to the Good Spirit. He ia independent.

Coweqtttiitli/ he in eo-tcal and co-exitteni, if not eo-Hernal with

the godhead' (p. 4S).i

Moreover, this rival spirit has one distinct attri-

bute of divinity in that lie also is a creator. Not

only moral and physical evils of all kinds, but

also evil beings, whet her demons (r/a('c((s) ornoxious

animals (xnifstrns), are his creatures. This dual-

istic teaching is the Mazdean solutiim of the

perennial problem of the origin of evil. It has

ever l>een one of the ditliculties of reconciling the

Avestan religious system with that of the Ach;v-

menid kings, as preserved in their inscriptions,
that there is apparently in the latter no mention
of a dualistic creation or creator. Auramazila
holds precisely the position of his namesake in the

Avesta, i.e. that of supreme deity, creating and

ruling all his creation by his free will (vasnu).

Latterly, however, J. H. Moulton (Early Zoroas-

triidiisui, London, 1913) has suggested, not without

plausibility,
that the Angra Mainyu of the sacred

books actually appears in the inscriptions under
the term Drauga, meaning literally 'the Lie,'

perhaps nensonilied.

(b) As/ui.—There is one transcendental concept
in Mazdeism which suggests analogy with an
Indian one—that of Asha (Old Pers. Arta), most

frequently personified as the genius Asha, one of

the Amesha Spentas, or archangels of Ahura
Mazda's court. There is no doubt that we have
here a concept which Dhalla rightly calls

' basic
'

in the .system, and which corresponds even etymo-
logically with the Sanskrit /•<«, or, again, is akin
to dliarma, i.e. the 'right order' both in the

physical and in the moral universe—whether or

not conceived as independent of the divine will it

is dillicult to determine. In the Avesta, whether
a.s an abstract or as a personified name, Asha is

almost exclusively conceived in the moral sense,
a.s 'righteousness,' 'holiness,' the 'justice' of both
the OT and the NT.

(c) Fravashis.—The only other Avestan concept
which gives rise to .some degree of direct philo-

sophical speculation, esi)ecially in the later writ-

ings, is that of the mysterious fravashis (q.v.).
These enigmatical beings have played a widely
diversified part in the Zoroastrian system, and one
which has constantly varied at dill'erent periods.
As we find them, at least in the post-Gathic
period, they are something very different from the
other spiritual beings of Ahura Mazda's celestial

court. Wiiatever be their origin, whether origin-

ally conceived as spirits of the dead, or from
whatever other source, there is little doubt that in

the Later Avestan system they were conceived as

celestial archetypes and antetypes of all good
beings, somewhat after the style of the Platonic
i5«oi.

'The Fravashis constitute a world of homonyms of the

earthly creations, and they have lived as conscious beings in

the empyrean with Ahura Mazda from all eternity. The iiuilti-

farious otijects of this world are so many terrestrial cliiiilic-ates
of these celestial originals. The Fravashis constitute the in-

ternal essence of thirnfs, as opposed to the contingent and
accidental. Earthly creations are so many imperfect copies of

these perfect types. The Fravashis are not mere abstractions
of thought, but have objective existence and work as spiritual
entities in heaven, like the angels and archangels, until they
come down to this earth voluntarily, as we may infer through
later statements in the Pahlavi texts. They migrate to this

world, and are inmianent in the particular bodies that come
into being after their divine images. Everything that bears the
hall-mark of belonging to the good creation has its Fravashi.

Every object which has a name, conmion or proper, is endowed
with a Fravashi. Ahura Mazda, the father of all existence,
has his Fravashi, and so have the Ameslia Spentas and the
Yazatas. Even the sky, waters, earth, plants, animals, and all

objects of the kingdom of goodness, are not without their

1 Italics are the present writer's. On p. 86 Dhalla speaks of

the '

highly developed tj-pe of dualism of the Younger Avestan
period.'

special Fravashis. Thus beginning from the supreme godhead
down to the tiniest shrub growing in the wilderness, every
object has this divine element implanted in it. It is only Angra
Mainyu and the demons, who are e\il by nature, that are
without it' (Dlialla, p. 143f.). Moreover, 'when a child is

born its Fravashi that has existed from all eternity now comes
down to this earth as the higher double of the child's soul

'

(p. 144).

The latter concept strangely recalls one of the
curious conceits of Maeterlinck in The Blue Bird.

(d) Daena.—The last-quoted teaching forms the

bridge by which to pass over from what we may
term the ontology to the p.sj'chology of the Avestan

teaching. Indeed, in so far as ji.sychology is con-

cerned with the analysis of the component elements
of the non-material part of the human compound,
Iranian tliouglit seems to have been much addicted
to such analy.sis at all epochs. As W. Geiger puts
it, the psychology of the Avesta cannot be called

either simple or prindtive, but presupposes a
certain amount of jihilosophical speculation.

'

It is based upon the observation that man's spiritual

activity expresses itsself in manifold ways and that hence there
exist in man a multiplicity of forces, each of which has its

individual limited sphere of action. Moreover [this doctrine] is

a specific product of the Iranian mind and scarcelj' admits any
fundamental connexion with pre-existing conceptions and
doctrines' (Ostlrdnische Kultur ini Altertuin, p. 298).

In the Avesta we find four or five such spiritual

powers referred to. Of one of these, the enig-
matical fravashi, we have spoken above. A
scarcely less enigmatical term is that of daena.
In one sense this term indicates 'religion,' specifi-

cally the true faith, the Mazdean faith, like the

Persian and Arabic din. But, in another and

quite different sense, it is one of the human
faculties, and is generally translated by modern
scholars as ' conscience

'

(Moulton,
'

self '). It ha.^

this peculiarity, which it shares with thefravashi,
that it would appear to be, if not pre-existent, at

least to some extent independent of the individual

soul, and to live on after the dissolution of death.

Moreover, as Moulton points out, perhaps a crucial

difl'erence between the two elements lies in tlie

fact that the bad man as well as the good man has
a daena.

' The conception was probably suggested to Zarathushtra by
his own philosophic analysis of man's personality : if he knew
of the fravashi, apart from its connexion with ancestor-spirits,
he presumably used another word to emphasize the fact that
each man had his own individual responsibility, and an im-

mortal ego within him which would pass on to weal or woe.
The fravashi was too much entangled with mythology to suit

him, and he had no use for a system which would not apply to

all men' (Moulton, p. 264).

Geiger, on the other hand, looks upon the daena
as a kind of divine force, existing eternally, which
cannot be att'ected in any way by the sins of man
or l)y his death, though still able to exercise an
influence on the soul after death. In a well-known

allegory, j)erh<aps the most beautiful passage in

the Avesta, the daena is presented in a manner
somewhat reminiscent of the Indian Jcarma.

The soul {urvan), wandering for three days after death, on
the third day meets (in the case of the just soul) a wondrously
beautiful maiden, stately, robust, and graceful, who in reply to

his question declares, 'I am thine own good thoughts, words,
and deeds, thy daena'; and, when he asks her, 'Who hath
made thee so great and fair?', the damsel replies that it is the
man's own good life, his good thoughts, words, and deeds that
have made her grow in greatness and beauty ; and then pro-
ceeds to lead him into the celestial abode. The wicked soul

similarly watiders for three days, but we do not find it meeting
its daena, at least in the Avestan texts, though in the later

Pahlavi traditions a hideous old hag is represented as replacing
the beauteous maiden described above. Possibly the latter

conception has been excogitated subsequently for the sake of

symmetry, as it does not api)car at all in harmony with the

original conception of the daena (see Vendldad, xix. 26-34, and
Yaxht, xxii.).

(c) Urvan, baodah, and ahil.—Apart from the
two powers or faculties so far descriled, we have
the urvan, which seems to correspond .specifically
to our English word '.soul' (Dhalla, 'the ego
proper, the real I-ness' [p. 144]). ft is a moral

power, by which man exercises his free choice
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between good and evil ; it shares witli the following
element liis responsihilitj', and so must untleigo

judgment and consequent reward or nunisiiment
after death. The baodah appears to indicate ' con-

sciousness,' or perhaps 'intelligence,' and shares
the responsibility of the xirvan. Lastly, the ahu
in its most general sense seems to mean '

life
'

or

'vital force' (or again 'nature'), which apparently
comes into being with the body and perishes with

it, and thus ranks as the lowest among spiritual
faculties (see Geiger, p. 299 f.).

(/) Mnn.—The etliical conception of man in the
Mazdean system through all epochs is clear and

simple. Placed by the creative act of a supreme
power in a universe in which exist both good and
evil, whether in the moral or in the physical order,
man has the power of choice—as we should say,
tree Mill—and according as he chooses and works
ill this life for the one or the other of these opposing
forces he will have his reward or punishment, his

happiness or misery, in the heaven of Ahura Mazda
or in the hell of Angra Mainyu, in the former case
at least, for all eternity. But here we touch upon
a purely theological topic which need not be further

pursued.
2. Later times.—During the post-Avestan times

variously known as the mediaeval, patristic, or
Pahlavi epoch—or, to be more definite, the Sasanian
and post-Sasanian periods

—a considerable amount
of philosophical speculation appears in Zoroastrian
literature. This is only natural, for it is well-
known that Greek philosophers played no incon-
siderable part at the royal court of Persia. Hence
Greek speculation must to some extent have
leavened the Iranian mind, and, indeed, we have
many traces of this in the religious literature of

the epoch. We have, moreover, direct evidence of

it in the Syriac writings of Paul the Persian, who
flourished at the court of the greatest of the
Sasanid kings, Khosrau Anosheravan (more com-

monly known as Chosroes the Great, A.D. 531-578).
' There are some,' Paul writes,

' who believe in only one God ;

others claim that he is not the onl}' God; some teach that he
possesses contrary qualities ; others say that he does not
Viossess them ; some admit that he is omnipotent ; others deny
that he has power over everything. Some believe that the
world and everything therein have been created ; others think
that all things are not created. And there are some who
maintain that the world has been made ex nihilo ; according to
others (God) has drawn it from a {JAtj (pre-existing matter)'
(Paulus Persa, Logica, fol. 56 [ap. J. P. N. Land, Aiiecdota
Syriaca, iv., Leyden, 1870]).

It might be suspected that in this passage, amidst
general remarks on philosophical theories, Paul was
speaking of the various doctrines scattered over
the world, especially as he was a Christian and
had studied the Greek philosophers in the schools
of Nisibis or Jondishapur. But it must be re-

membered that the writer is directly addressing
King Khosrau and quoting details which must
have been familiar to him. It is therefore more
probable that the author is describing opinions
current in his time in the bosom of the Mazdean
religion itself, and the existence of numerous schools
of thought at the time is also manifest from the

Matnog-l-Xrat (i. 17). But, apart from Greek in-

fluences, this diversity of doctrine is a necessary
consequence of the Zoroastrian dualism itself.

This dogma, as we have seen, teaches the existence
of an evil principle, distinct from and independent
of the good principle

—i.e. God, as we should say.
Now tins conception of the co-existence of two
eternal principles, distinct from each other and
possessing independent powers, is as repugnant to
the human mind as polytheism itself. Sooner or
later the mind will push its theories further until
it finds repose in an original unity of jjrinciple. If

this is generally true, how much more so for the
Iriiniaii mind, .so passionately fond of systematiza-
tion ? Dillerent schools had recourse to diderent

means of evading the difficulty. Some found the
solution in a [tre-existing indiflerent and imnmtable
being, from whom are derived both the good and
the evil principles

—a source of being, rather than
a personal being, an eternal, divine source, an Ur-

gottheit, as Spiegel calls it. This is Zrvan Akarana,
' Unlimited Time,' not infrequently confounded
with destiny or fate. It is he who has begotten
both Auharmazd and Ahriman. This system is

therefore monothei.stic. Other philosophers main-
tain that the primeval principle is Auharmazd
himself, and attribute to him the two spirits, one

good, the other evil. In this hypothesis God
'

possesses contrary qualities,' according to the

expression of Paul the Persian. As regards the
Pahlavi writings, we seetn to fiml in the Dinkart a
real monotheism, possibly developed under Christ-

ian or Jewish influences ; on the contrary, in the

Malnog-i-Xrat destiny and eternity play a pre-

ponderating part. Finally, in the' Ulamd-i-Isldm,
a small treatise of much later date, it is said that
some consider Ahriman as a reprobate angel, but
we do not know that this Christian idea can be
traced to Sasanian times. Generally speaking, it

is not easy to distinguish time (Zrvan) from destiny.
The Armenian writer Eznik, a contemporary of

the Sasanids in the 5th cent., writes :

' When there was as yet nothing, say the Magi, neither heaven
nor earth, there existed a certain Zervan, whose name, when
translated, signifies Fortune or Glory' (tr. ap. J. A. Gatte3Tias,
L'Arminie et leg Ariainiens, Paris, 1882, p. 40).

Here Zrvan and destiny (Bakht) seem to be identical,
as Theodore of Mopsuestia also affirms (Zaponot/a . . .

flc Ktti Ti^x^" KaK€2[6 Zapd5r7s], ap. Fhotins, Bibliotheai ,

ed. Berlin, 1824-25, p. 63). The Ma'indg-l-Xrat, as

just said, develops this doctrine of eternity and

destiny. Sometimes, however, they are separated.
'The affairs of the world all proceed through Destiny and

Time and through the supreme decree of the self-existing
Eternity, the king and lord of Long Time '

(xx\ni. 10).

Elsewhere it is said of Zrvan Akarana :

' He is imperishable and immortal ; he is without grief, with-
out hunger, without thirst, without affliction, ever living,

sempiternal, whom no one can stay, nor remove his control from
his affairs' (viii. 9).

Again :

'

Destiny is that which is supreme over everj- person and over
all things' (xxvii. 11).

One is tempted to believe that this Zrvan wa.s

considered by certain sects, not as the eternal
source of all being, including Auharmazd himself,
but as a vast chaos, an infinite pre-existing matter,
the v\ri of Paul the Persian,

' out of which Auhar-
mazd has formed all his creatures,' In these

speculations we seem to hear an echo of some of

the Indian philosophical schools. That the idea
of this primeval principle was mingled with that
of destiny need not astonish us. Destiny plays a

prominent part in all Oriental religions, all more
or le.ss inclined towards fatalism, and its ett'ect is

everywhere to disturb the idea of divinity. The
notion of an inevitable y"a<«;;(, a blind power which
is even above the will 'of the gods, is not recon-

cilable with that of a true supreme being, especi-

ally like that of the Mazdean religion. But we
must not expect to find too much consistency in

these theories, because in that case we should have
to exclude dualism itself. Nor can we be surprised
to find this power, vague, mysterious, and shajie-

less, confounded with that other equallj- intangible
and misty entity, Zrvan. The transition from one
to the other is quite natural. From another point
of view, that of the Avesta, which we also meet in

Sasanian times in the Bundahu<!hn, this infinite

time is neither the source nor the creature of

Auharmazd, but rather one of his co-eternnl

attributes, for he is spoken of as 'endowed with
boundless time' (damCin-i-al-anarak-hoinand[\. 3]).

There is also a concept, which already appears in

the Avesta as Thwasha (or infinite space), to which
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likewise the idea of destiny seems to have been

attachetl, and which appears to be identical with
the Palilavi spiftr, indicating the celestial sphere
and even used in the Ma'inog-i-Xrat to signify

destiny, just like the modern Persian word.
It is somewhat surprising to find that not only

Eznik, but also— if we may believe another
Armenian historian— the celebrated official edict

of the prime minister of Yazdagird II. atfinns that
Zrvan existed before heaven and eartii and begot
two sons, the gooil and the evil spirits. If this

edict is authentic, we must suppose that Zervanism
had assumed the juoportions of almost a State re-

ligion. Parsi writers, however, do not acceiit the

testimony of the Armenian writers, though Dhalla
adds :

' Be this as it may, it is certain that a sect of the Zarvaiiites,
who evidently aimed at resolving the Zoroastrian dualism into
monotheism by the apotheosis of Time, did Hourish for a lent;
time in Iran. Shahristaui, who wrote in the early part of the
twelfth century, attests . . . that he met the followers of this
sect in his day"' (p. 205).

The same writer points out that in several of the
Pahlavi writings time and fate are indis.solubly
linked together :

'The movements of the heavens reg-ulate Fate, and the

planets and constellations are the arbiters of man's fortune.
The ^'ood and evil stars determine man's lot, which is linked
with the course of the stars

'

(p. 205 f.).

Among the various divergent philosophical
schools of the perioil to which we are referring,
two stand out consjiicuously, because they are
known bj' the names of tlieir founders, who have
ever been regarded by orthodox Zoroastrians as
heresiarchs. The more famous of these was Mani,
or Manai, who sutiered death in A.D. 276, and
whose eclectic system, based on materials drawn
from Mazdeism, Buddhism, Christianity, and
Gnosticism, was destined to play such an extra-

ordinary part througliout the Koman Empire and
even witliin Christianity itself, under the name of

Manicluvism. The otner heterodox philosopher
was Mazdak (t 528), whose sj-stem was social and
economic rather than metaphysical, and amounted
to pure communism. See artt. Manich.elsm and
M.VZDAK.
There is abundant material in the various books

of the Pahlavi period for a study of the divergent
schools of philo.sophic thought during the golden
age of Zoroastrian faith. We may here condense
a few of the princi])al notions. The Dlnkart, in

particular, frequently seems to develop a .system
of its own, especially on the side of cosmology.
According to this, being (yehevunishn)

^ is the
foundation of all creatures. From this indifferent
foundation animated beings are formed in three

stages : (1) the four elements, wliich are the basis
of all matter ; (2) a sort of vitality given to a
mixture of these elements, which are organized in

the form of lx)dies, and thus become living, though
mortal; and (3) the spiritual ]>avts, the fravdhar
and the soul

; the.se are added y the power of the

creator, and so the human or animal compound is

formed. This compound lasts till its dissolution

by death, when the material i)ortion, or body, dies

by separation from the spiritual parts, the exist-

ence of which still continues.

Pa.ssing over the various theories concerning
what we should now call

' natural science
'—astro-

nomy, meteorologj', geology, botany, and zoology—as not strictly falling witliin our subject, we
must say a word or two on some curious notions

concerning anthropology. It is first laid down
that man rules over the rest of the world (Dlvk. ii.

77. 2), and was the last of the creations of Aiihar-
mazd. He was, in fact, the work of the .sixth

epoch of the creation {Bund. i. 28). At'iharmazd
formed Gayomart, a solitary male being, from the

1 Or yehevun ; see the curious diagram reproduced in art.
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earth. He being eventually put to death by the
evil spirit, Ahriman, there was after a time pro-
duced from his semen, which had been absorbed
by the earth, a double plant {riinls) having but one
stem, and tliis plant, passing from vegetable to
human form, became a male and female couple
known as Mftshya and Mashyoi,

' the reasoning
faculty which is the soul {nlsmo mano alt rubdu)
spiritually entering into them' (Bund. xv. 5).
The sul)sequent history of the primeval pair,
tlieir fall and progenj', so singularlj' like the
account in Gene.sis, must not detain us here.
Suffice it to say that the principal points that
stand out in the whole legend seem to be (i.) the

original unity of the race, (ii.) the mortal nature
of man, (iii.) his original innocence, (iv.) liis fall

by the influence of the evil sjarit, and (v.) his

successive progress in the arts of life.

P.sj'chological analysis is verj' greatly developed
during the Sasanian and sub-sequent epochs. The
spiritual part of man is the subject of predilection
of the Pahlavi treatises. Lists of the spiritual
faculties or powers are verj' frequent, but the
number of them varies in quite a remarkable
manner. Mention is made of three, four, five, six,

eleven, or even more. These lists are exceedingly
varied and, strangely enough, sometimes include
what we should consider material elements, such
as the senses, or speech and action. The longest
list is that of the Dlnkart, in which we find

enumerated wisdom, development, knowledge, dis-

cernment, faith, and belief, reasoning, sense, in-

telligence, etc. From a general review of the
various treatises, we may conclude (i. ) that these

philosophers were very fond of making psj'chologi-
cal distinctions as to the spiritual elements of the
human compound; (ii. ) that they had no very
fixed princijiles in their divisions—which thus vary
greatly and often overlap; and (iii.) that the
terms cited, though we niaj' try to translate them
by identical terms in our language, have probably
not always the same sense in every treatise or in

every passage.
One or two of these terms require special consideration.

The faculties properly called intellectual are the khart, rlr, and
hosh. Khart is divine wisdom, and is spoken of as the being
who holds his place next to God, and with whom the whole of
the 2lalnog-i-Xrat ('The Spirit of Wisdom') is occupied. But
khart is also a human faculty and is specifically said to be of
two kinds—innate intelligence (asno khart) and acquired in-

telligence (goshansrilt khart). The innate intelligence is 'the
root of knowledge

'

; the acquired intelligence 'commences in

the marrow of the finger
'—i.e. from experience of the material

world—and then settles in the heart. Innate intelligence ex-

presses outwardly what exists in the interior of man ; acquired
intelligence communicates to the interior that which is out-
side. All our sources agree in representing the rlr as the

faculty of reason, or deduction. Hush is generall}' associated
with vir. It is perhaps the memorj-, or else prudence, practical

good sense (like the modern Persian hosh), which would explain
the fact that it makes man the possessor of strength. It is

also said that no one can buy vlr and hn.'ih at any price.

Among other non-material elements we ought also to record
bol or bod, in which we meet again the A\ estaii baodah, appa-
rentlj' self-consciousness, by which a man knows himself, but,

according to one source {Shnyast Id-Shdyast, xii. 5), this

element on the death of man passes to the nearest fire, then to
the stars, to the moon, and finally to the sun. Elsewhere this

faculty, the soul (revdn), and the /raidha r remain together
after death to meet reward or punishmeiit. Not so the ;Vi?i, or
vital force, which apparently perishes with the dissolution of

the body. In dino we find scarcely altered the Avestan daena
in both its senses. A word whicii in the Pahlavi characters
can be read either as ahil or as akho is more embarrassing. In
the former reading it corresponds with the same word in

Avestan and perhaps means '

nature.' Akho, however, is a

mysterious power which recalls the &aiiiJ.(ovof Socrates, because
it has to warn both body and soul to act virtuously and avoid
evil. The fravdhar or frohar, is of course the Avestan fravnuhi,
but it has descended much lower in the scale of dignity. Thus
in the lJinkar( (iii. li:i) its duly is to purify the air in the body
by means of fire and thus to maintain life (probablj' the animal

heat) ; while in the post-Sasanian .Saddar Buvdahishn it has
become a mere principle of digestion.

It is somewhat surjirising that, although the
whole system of Zoroastrian ethics rests upon man's
free will, we do not find in these Pahlavi texts lists
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a specilic term which may be transhited 'free will.'

The doctrine, however, is ])laiiily expressed. It is

said in the Dlnlcart that man is tlistinj^uished from
other creatures in this that he is master of his

wishes (kdin khutni) and that for this reason he is

termed in the Avesta ' lord of the material world.'

It is also said that '

except God, the only master
is man.'
The fatalist doctrine that every man has his star

[star), which he is bound to obey, is found only in

the Mahiog-i-Xrat, to whose tendencies we have

already referred.

The eschatology of Mazdeism, whether as regards
the individual soul, its judgment, and future

hapi)iness or misery, or as regards the end of the

world, the final resurrection of tlie tietid, the airo-

KardaTaaii, or ultimate regeneration of all things by
the great lire and the river of molten metal, be-

longs to the theology rather than to the philosophy,
and need not detain us here.

3. Modern times.—We are indebted to Dhalla for
a great deal of interesting information concerning
the developments of Mazdeism in later centuries,
much of which has not before been known by
Westera scholars. Of course the works entitled
the Desatir and the Dabistdn have long been known
and even translated. The latter, written in India
in the 17th cent., is founded on the former, and
recalls the existence of some fourteen sects.

' We meet with some attempts in them to explain the

primordial principle from which creation came into being, and
we have some sort of crude metaphysics grafted on physics. . . .

Others still preach a strict monism, and assume that the world
of phenomena was caused by illusion

'

(Dhalla, p. 312).

Here we have already the Indian mdyd ; and other
sects had taken over the doctrine of metempsy-
chosis as well as the belief in asceticism and
rigorous austerities. Mysticism also, with its

esoteric doctrines, claimed its devotees, and Parsi

mystics composed treatises in the Persian language
(see Dhalla for a complete account of all these

extraordinary developments, so entirely opposed
to the real spirit and teachings of Zoroastrianism).
We must conclude with Dhalla that all these

strange movements were the direct outcome of the
Hindu Yogism, with which the Parsis had been

brought into contact during their centuries of resi-

dence in India as exiles from their fatherland.
One result of the introduction of Western

scholarship to the Parsi mind has been, as we
learn from Dhalla, the growth of theosophistn

among a certain number of Indian Zoroastrians.

The chapter devoted to this subject is probably in

one sense the most interesting in the book, as it

gives information not found elsewhere. The
movement, we are told, began in the early
eighties of last century. Its adepts profess to

invest Zoroastrianism with a philosophical garb
and to construct for it a scientific basis. They
reject philological methods of interpreting the
sacred texts and attribute occult significance to the
Avestan prayers, however unintelligible. Strangely
enough, these theosophists claim to be the cham-

pions of orthodoxy, though both their doctrines

(such as that of metempsychosis and of the prime-
val impersonal principle Zrvan Akarana) and their

practices (such as asceticism and celibacy,
' held to

be the primal virtue') are singularly at variance
with the whole spirit of the Mazilean religion.
Dhalla augurs nothing but disaster to the Parsi

community from any considerable growtli of this

fantastic tlieosopiiism in its midst.
LiTKitATiRE.—In addition to the ordinary versions of and

enmnieiUaries on the Avesta : E. W. West, Pnhlavi Textx, in

SBE V. [ISSO], xviii. [1SS2], xxiv. [1SS,'-|), xxxvii. [1892], xlvii.

[1897] ; W. Geieer, O.st'initiische Kullur iin AHeitinn, Erlan-

gen, 1SS2; F. Spiegel, KrdniHche Altfrt/nniuikunde, Leipzifj,
1871-78, ii. ; J. H. Moulton, Early Zitroastnunimn, London,
1913; M.N. Dhalla, Zoroaxtrian Thcdlo^iy from the Korlioil
Timns to the Present Day, New York, 1914

; L. C. Casartelli,
La Philnsophie religieuse d^l Mazd^is^ne suits lea Sassatiides,

Louvain, 1884, tr. Firoz Jamaspji, The Philosophy of tlie Mazda-
yasnian RelUjwn under the Sassanids, Bombay, 18^9.

L. C. Casartelli.

PHILOSOPHY (Japanese).
— !. Mythology

and philosophy.—Mythology everywhere precedes
philosophy, but the latter is often an outgrowth of

the former. The Japanese pe(iple came under the
intiuence of an elaborate philosophical system be-

fore they had emerged out of naive mj'thological
thought on the world and human life, which made
an independent development of their own philo-
sophy impossible. We need not inquire whether
they could otherwise have developed a philosophy
out of their inherited thought alone, whether or
not they were by nature a philosophical people.
Philosophy, properly so called, began in Japan in

the t\irn of the 6tli and 7th centuries, when Bud-
dhism was introduced and a dialectic analysis of

human knowledge stimulated its thinkers. But
this Buddhist philosophy hardly touched the

mythical ideas of the spontaneous generation of

the world, of the production of many things by the

generative acts of the primeval couple, of tiie origin
of death, etc. These mythological traditions found
a more congenial partner in Chinese cosmology,
which found its way into Japan in the early
centuries of the Christian era, and which taught
the two cosmic principles (yin and yang), the live

physical elements (wood, fire, earth, metal, and
water), and the orderly circulation of these prin-

ciples and elements in the formation of things, in

the seasons of the year, in human life, et<?. The
combination of Japanese mythology and Chinese

cosmology was, especially since the 9th cent.,
rather an addition to the methods of divination
than anything to be called philosophy. Yet, since

Confucianism played a great part in the political
and institutional life of the Japanese, the combina-
tion produced a certain system of political theory
and its associate ethics. The chief stress was laid

on the monarchic principle of the State constitu-

tion, Avhich was based on the divine origin of the

ruling family
—the Japanese counterpart of the

Confucian theory of the heavenly sanction bestowed

upon the sovereign. The authority and dignity
of the ruler, according to this theory, were a
consummation of his patriarchal dignity, and the
relation between sovereign and subjects was that
between father and children, in an enlarged sense.

Loyalty was thus a manifestation or a higher form
of filial piety ; and other virtues, such as benevo-

lence, justice, propriety, wisdom, and faithfulness,
were regarded more as civic than as personal
virtues. This ethico-political theory played an

important part in Japanese ethics throughout its

history.
In the later years, especially in the 14th and

15tli centuries, an age of eclecticism, the combina-
tion of Japanese mythology (called Shinto) and
Chinese cosmology embraced Buildhism and Taoism
to a certain extent, and enlarged its scope to an

ethico-political ])hilosophy based on the idealistic

philosophy of the latter systems. The Buddhist

philosophy of the oneness of the individual and the
cosmic soul Avas combined with the Chinese paral-
lelisms between the individual life and the cosmic

vitality. The most noteworthy representative of

this eclectic tendency was Ichijo Kanera (1402-81),
who tried to establish a system of Shinto philo-

sophy and ethics by harmonizing it Avith all other

systems then prevailing in Japan. The sole nrin-

cipl(^ ruling the universe wa.s, according to him,

nothing but the primeval essence of our own soul,

which, in spite of its changeable manifestations,
was co-eval with the all - embracing ilivinity.

Although Kanera did not
explicitly

teach a doc-

trine of emanation, he explained all existences of

the world through analogies between mental and
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material phenomena and by ethical and psycho-

logical interpretations of physical elements and

occurrences.
To take one instance, the three insignia of the throne—the

mirror, the jewel, and the sword—were explained as syinbohz-

ing the virtues of veracity, benevolence, and justice, which

were manifested in heaven as sun, moon, and stars, and on

earth as flre, water, and metal. The life of an individual as

well as of a nation, esv>ecially of the Japanese nation, was, or

oaght to be, an embodiment of these virtues in consonance with

the qualities and powers manifested by those material elementa

and celestial phenomena. Naturally, various theories were

adducerl to support these analojfies, in which Buddhism played
Uie greatest part in metaphysics, Taoism in physica, Confucian-

ism and Shinto in ethics.

This is a typical specimen of Sliinto speculation on

cosmologicaJ and ethical problems, and the eclec-

ticism continued to exert its influence until the

revivalist Shintoists of the 18th cent, attempted to

exclude alien inj^redients and to explain the ancient

myths along the lines of a Euhemeristic histori-

cism.

2. Buddhist philosophy.—Philosophical thought,

t)roperly

su named, was started by the Sanron'
)ran(ii of Buddhism, which was based on the

Madhyainika system of Nagarjuna. The philo-

sophy of Nagarjuna consisted in dialectically

analyzing every finite concept into a thesis and its

antithesis, in showing their incompatibility, and
in reducing the concept to an illusion, when taken

by itself alone. The culmination of the dialectic

process, and therefore the aim of the philosophy,
amounted to realizing in a spiritual illumination

the absolute which transcended, and at the same
time embraced, all finite conception and things.
This system of transcendental idealism opened a

way to philosophical thought in Japan and helped
to awaken the most enlightened minds of the 7th

cent, to tiie vanity of naive realism.- Although
this idealism did not exercise a wide influence at

the time, it laid the foundation of the Buddhist

thought of all coming ages, and, to a certain

degree, of the .Japaue.se habit of looking at things

'beyond their appearances,' as manifested in art

and poetry.
The philosophical system

which brought to Japan
more systematic, and more or less realistic, icfeas

about philosophical problems was the Yuishiki

(Skr. Viinati-matra) school of Buddhism, initiated

by Vasubandhu in India and elaborated by Yuan-

Chwang in China. The sy.stem, in its ultimate

basis and goal, was an idealism teaching that the

ultimate reality con.sists in the innermost souP of

each individual, and this was identified with the

cosmic soul. But, it was taught, the soul has in

itself an inexhaustible store of the 'seeds' (bljn),

which may be called
' vitalons

' on the analogy of

'electrons.' By the innate virtues of the vitalons

the innermost soul manifests itself in the soul-

activities of the lower grades, seven in number, as

well as in the external phenomena which are

nothing but projections of the soul-activities.

Thus we have before us a kind of emanation

theory, in which cosmology and physics were

always closely interrelated with psychology, allied

to a sj'stein of mystic contemplation. The latter

had in view the practical purpose of arriving at

the innermost essence of the soul by penetrating
the entanglement of mental and physical pheno-
mena.

1 Sanron meant the ' Three f^astras,' because the system was
founde<J on the M<ldhyamika-6dstra, Sata-id»tra, and Dvndaia-
dvnra-idstra of Nagarjuna. For the first of these see Max
Walleser, Die mittlcre /jchre des Sagdrjuna, Heidelberg, 1911 ;

S. Vamakami, Systeint of Buddhistic Thought, Calcutta, 1912,

ch. V.
2 The most prominent of them wag Prince-regent Shotoku, for

whom see A. Lloyd, Thf. Creed of Ualf Japan, London, 1911,

ch. xviii. ;
M. Anesaki, Religious and Moral Development of the

Japanese (in preparation), pt. ii.

3 Called the aldya, or '

store,' soul. For this and other points
see artt. Asahoa, Vasubandhu ; S. L^vi, Mahayana-SUtra-
lamkdra, Paris, 1907-11 ; Yamakami, ch. vi.

Thus the physical and psychological analyses
were intended in the Yuishiki philosophy to be the
means of getting through the phenomenal world ;

and yet studies on these subjects induced this

school of philosophy to dwell much on minute
details of tlie i)hysical and mental processes, with
the result that the system manifested realistic

traits more than any other branch of Buddhism.
In other words, things (dharma) were classified

under five categories : (1) the soul, or mind-essence

(chitta); (2) the mental functions (chitta-vftti) ;

(3) the material phenomena (rujxi) ; (4) the rela-

tionships arising out of neither mind nor matter
alone {viprasaniyukta-dharma), such as attainment

(of a new ac(juisition by the mind), universality,

vitality, annihilation ; (5) the unborn and un-

changeable (asankrta-dharma), the state of the

ultimate universality. We shall not enter further

into the minute classifications of tiiese categories,
but the designations alone show how the system
deserved its other title Hoss5 (Skr. Dharma-
laksana), i.e. the treatment of the '

signs of things,'

including physics, psychology, ethics, and religious

philosopliy.
As the foundation of these speculations and dis-

cussions, the Hosso system emphasized the import-
ance of logic and epistemology, called together

Hetu-vidya, the 'science of the ground.' The

origin of this system of Indian logic is traced to

Akshapada, believed to have lived before Buddha,
but it was further systematized by the Buddhist

philosopher Dignaga, who is said to have lived in

Andhra in the 6th cent A.D. The logical system
was further elaborated in China and Japan, and
flourished in the latter for many centuries from the

8th, being cultivated even by the court nol>les.

The nature of the whole system may be seen from

its general divisions: (1) the theories of concepts
and propositions, both intuitive and inferential ;

(2) a system of syllogism, consisting of three or

five propositions ; (3) the theories of fallacies, in-

herent in one of the three main propositions. This

system of logic attained its utmost subtlety in

Japan.
Closely connected with the logical theories is

the part of grammar treating of the eight cases (in

Sanskrit, but applied to Japanese) and the forma-

tion of compounds (six in kind). Although Japan-
ese philosophers did little to develop their original
theories or systems in these respects, they succeeded

in applying them to their own language, and in

greatly elaborating them according to its possibili-

ties. Indeed, it was the adoption of the Indian

system of logic and grammar that made the philo-

sophical thought of the Japanese possible, and

overcame, to a great extent, the defects of their

language as to precise expression of philosophical

thought.
When the Hoss5 school had laid the foundations

of Buddhist philosophy in Japan, another system
akin to Hegelianism was introduced there, in the

beginning of the 9th century. It was a system
of Buddhist idealism attempting to explain the

ditterent forms of Buddhism as the tactful steps of

Buddha's educative method {upaya - kaukdija)

adapted to the various needs and capabilities of

his disciides. The system is known by the name
Tendai (Chinese, Tien-t'ai), because it was formu-

lated by Chi-i (536-597) of Mount Tien-t'ai, in the

province of Chekiang.^ The man who introduced

it into Japan and made use of it for unifying

Japanese Buddhism under its banner was Saicho

(767-822).
2 In Saicho's thought, again, we see

little originality ; his work consisted in translating
the idealistic system of the Chinese philosopher
into religious practice, and the Tendai philosophy

1 Cf. J. Edkins, Chinese Buddhism'^, London, 1893, ch. viii.

2 Lloyd, pp. 22»-235 ; Anesaki, pt. iii.
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|)iaginatized, so to speak, ruled Buddhist thouplit
III Japan throughout centuries, parallel with
another school of pantheistic mysticism, Shingon
(see below).
The pliilosophy of the Tendai school is founded

essentially on the same basis as that of the Sanron

school, and amounts to denying reality to a finite

conception, or thing, taken by itself. But it is

further urged that reality in the full sense consists

neither in an abstract vacuity nor in a phenomenal
actuality alone, but in the synthesis of both—the
doctrine of the Middle Path. In other words,

reality means a concrete being seen under tiie

aspect of the universal, or a universal seen in a
concrete existence. To realize tliis truth of reality,
first in meditation, and tlien in moral and religious
life, is tiie kernel of the Buddiiist religion.*
Now the Tendai philosophy of religion proceeds,

upon this basic conception of the world, to explain
the various branches of Buddhism as the stages of

the necessary development of thought, which were
taken into account by Buddha in leading his

followers to the ultimate truth of reality. The
first stage, to speak in a general way, was to

instruct the people in the lawful order (dharmrttd)
of existence, and therefore in the realistic traits of

the Hinayana and the Hosso schools. Then the

necessity of breaking down the exclusive adher-
ence to actualities was shown in the teaching of

vacuity (.innr/afd), as expounded at length in the

Prajna texts. The higher synthesis of these two
extremes was carried out in the sermons of the
Lotus of the Trice Laiv {[q.v.] Sad-dharma-punda-
rlka), given during the last eight years of Buddha's

ministry, according to Buddhist legend, and Chi-i
claimed to have based his system on the teachings
of that book. Chi-i distinguished five stages in

Buddha's educative process and eight kinds of

doctrines therein expounded, and he further eluci-

dated these stages and doctrines as the successive

steps in Buddha's instructions as well as the

gradual development of spiritual enlightenment in

individual psychology. But the gist of this religi-
ous philosophy was the consideration of the thesis,

antithesis, and synthesis which, as stated above,
were applied to all philosophical theses and to the
instructions in moral and religious life. Thus, after

all, we have here a splendid counterpart of the

Hegelian idealism, and the contribution of the

Japanese mind to the system consisted in applying
this synthetic idealism to practical life. In this

respect Japanese Buddhism produced not a few men
of more or less originality, not only in religion and
morals, but also in the arts and poetry ; but this

belongs to religious history rather than to the
consideration of philosophy.
The pantheistic mysticism known as the Shingfon

(Skr. Mantra) school was promulgated by Kukai
(774-835), a younger contemporary and great rival

of Saicho.^ The philosophy of Shingon was a

significant combination of materialism and idealism,
viewing the universe as the very body of the
Buddlia (ireat Illuminator (Mahil- Vairochana)
vitalized by his soul. The five material elements,
together with one ' mental '

element, consciousness,
are enlivened by the soul consisting of the ninefold

stages or strata ^ of soul-activities. And in every
one of these nuiterial existences, even in dust or

sand, and in every one of our thoughts and utter-

ances, is embodied the all-i)ervading vitality of tlie

universe. This was a mystic consummation of the

cosmological, physical, and psychological specula-
1 Cf. the appendix to M. Aiiesaki, Nichiren, Harvard Uni-

versity Press, i91() ; Yaniakami, ch. viii.

2 For Kukai and Shin^ron mysticism cf. Lloyd, pp. 235-240 ;

Anesaki, Bwlilhist. Art in its Relation to Bttddnist Ideals,
Boston, 1915, ch. ii.

'•'•One hipher stajfe, called amala,
'

purity-consciousness,' is

added to the eighth, the dldj/a (for wliich see art. Asanoa).

tions elaborated in India, Central Asia, China, and
Jajjan ; and its religious practice consisted in the

mystic acts of prayers and rituals. In tiiis respect
Kukai simply imported what he found in China,
but the grand scale of his world-view may be seen
in his theory of the ten stages of spiritual develop-
ment, in which he surpassed the achievements of

his predecessors.
Kukai's scheme arranged the various systems

and ideas in a series of spiritual development,
tracing the gradual illumination of the individual
soul from beast-like stupidity up to the full real-

ization, ciiiefly through mystic practices, of the
cosmic life of the (Jreat Illuminator. Not only
the various branches of Buddhism but also Hindu-
ism, Confucianism, and Taoism, were included in

the scales of the progressive development which
culminated in the mystic pantheism of Shingon.
Here we sfiall simply enumerate the ten stages :

(1) the stage of the soul, living and dying like a
beast absorbed in the thoughts of food and sex—
common men without religion ; (2) the state of

the soul like a stupid child scrupulously sticking
to moral rules and social conventions—Confucian-
ism ; (3) the state of the soul like an infant living
without fear, being nursed in the mother's bosom,
i.e. in the belief in tiie heavenly life—Brahmanism ;

(4) the state of the .soul which is convinced of the
sole reality of the five constituents (skandhas) of

existence and the non-entity of self—Hinayana;
(5) the state of the soul which, having realized the
evil of existence, has eradicated its root, karma, and
attained an absolute tranquillity

—the enlighten-
ment of the Pratyekabuddha {q.v.); (6) the state
of the soul awake to the oneness of existence and

proceeding to the illumination in the truth of the
illusoriness of external existence—the Yuishiki, or

Vijiiati-matra, school ; (7) the state of the soul

fully enlightened as to the ultimate reality which
transcends all relativities—the Sanron, orMadhya-
mika, school ; (8) the state of the soul in which the

all-embracing sole way of reality is grasped, the

reality universal and eternal identified with our
own soul—the Tendai school ; (9) the state of the
soul freely moving in the world of living force,
which is neither a chaotic mass nor a static entity,
but exhibits its whole vitality even in a particle—the Kegon school, based on tXiehook Avatam^aka
(Chin. Hiva-yen-king) ; (10) the state of the soul
which has fully grasped the glories of cosmic

mysteries and lives the life of the cosmic Lord
even in an individual body—the Shingon mysti-
cism.

The complete embodiment of cosmic mysteries
in the individual life is more a matter of religious
mysticism than of philosophical speculation ; but
we have to note that the mystic ritualism of

Shingon had in its background, or rather as its

systematic expression, this view of a vast spiritual

development going on in the individual soul as well
as in the cosmic life. The final aim of every finite

existence, according to tiiis view, was participation
in the full life of the cosmic Lord and attainment

by this means of complete mastery over the cosmic
mysteries.
The Shingon mysticism was, in fact, a culmina-

tion of Buddhist philosophical thought, which
tried to unite in a harmonious whole not only the
diflerent schools of Buddhism, but also all other

religions and philosophies witli which it came into

contact. What the Tendai school regarded as the

steps in Buddha's educative method was modified

by the Shingon sjstem to mean the successive

stages of spiritual development, guided and illu-

mined by Buddha's wisdom and mercy. Thus the

general trend of thought in these philosoiiliical

systems was idealistic in their philosopliical founda-
tion and pantheistic in their religious bearing.
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3. Confucian philosophy.—
In the early stage of

its intluence in Jajian ronfncianism was a sj-stem
of civic morality and social institutions, and left

the held of philosophic thought to Buddhism,
never atternptmg to ri\al it. But the character-

istic feature of Buddiiism—its linking of ethics

and metajihysics through psychological self-intro-

spection
—made more and more impression upon

Chinese Confucianists, and resulted in the Sing-li
school of the 12tli cent., represented chiefly by
Chu-Hsi (Jap. Siiushi).

Sing ujeans literally 'nature,' the universal
nature of all existences identified with the ulti-

mate principle of cosmic existence ; and in this

sense sing is identical with It, 'reason' or 'uni-
versal principle,' like tiie Stoic \6yoi. Besides

this, the Sing-li school postulated the existence of

another principle called k'i, literally
'

<air,' which
meant the particularizing and vitalizing principle—the source of concrete phj'sical existence. Thus
the antithesis between li and k' i may roughly be
characterized as a dualism of the nietapliysical
and spirit \ial on one side and the physical and
concrete on the other. The Siug-li school empha-
sized in its metapliysics the all-pervading rule of

/» as the wisdom and will of heaven, while in

phj-sics it elaborated the theory of the ditterentia-

tion out of k'i of mental and physical conditions,
which were pervaded by the positive and negative

principles (1/171 and yang) and composed of the live

matenal elements.

Though the chief interest of the school was in

ethics, its thinkers had to face the problem of

psychologically examining human nature as re-

necting the heavenly reason, on the one hand, and
as being disturbed by phj'sical conditions, on the
other. The intricate problems of human nature
were treated

alon<^ psychological lines—e.g., the
relation between tiie fundamental nature of the
mind and its emotional agitations, the difference
of temperaments caused by the preponderance of
the various elements in the phj'sical life, the close
link existing between control of moral will and
intellectual investigation into the nature of things,
etc. These discussions were directed towards
moral problems and applied to the methods of
mental culture and control. This system of meta-

physics and ethics was introduced into Japan in

the 14th cent., but was cultivated chiefly by
Buddhist monks, until it was adopted as the
orthodox teaching of the State by the dictatorial

goveniment in the beginning of the 17th cent, and
took the upper classes under its sway. The story
of how the orthodox teachings of the Shu-shi

philosophy moulded the moral life of the ruling
classes is an important chapter in the moral history
of the Japanese, but cannot be treated here.^ AVe
may, however, point out an important feature of
the Sing-li sdu-ol in Japan : it emphasized the
virtues of sincerity and obedience perhaps more
than benevolence and justice, the cardinal virtues
of the original Confucianism. This was a conse-

quence of tlie Shu-shi ethics adapted to the needs
of the time, when the Japanese nation was ruled

by a strong military government and enjoyed a

peace lasting over two centuries. Sincerity, thus

emphasized, verged on religious devotion—a pious
obedience towards the heavenly reason as well as
towards .social order. This was a characteristic

point of Japanese Confucianism, distinguishing it

from the same system in its native land ; and, in

fact, some Japanese Confucianists of the 18th
cent, organized a Shinto-Confucian cult.

A system of ethical teaching thus dictated by
J See Anesaki, Religious and Moral Development of the

Japanese, pt. v. On Confucianism in .Japan in general see H.
C. Armstrong, Liftht from, the Ea.it, Toronto, 1914, and its

review by Anesaki in the Harvard Theological Review, viii.

[1916] 563-571.

the government and emphasizing obedience inevi-

tably aroused reaction from men of ability and
originality. One of the reactions was the ' Old
Learning

'

(Jap. Ko-gaku-ha), which claimed to

purge Confucianism from later admixtures and

proposed a more dynamic view of the world and
life. Speaking in general, the result was a mon-
istic philosophy identifying Ui with li, i.e. at-

tributing the concrete vitalizing force to the very
nature of the cosmic principle. In this system the

partition between metajthy-sics and physics was
partly abolished, and likewise the antithesis be-
tween the universal nature and the actual life.

Every thing is a direct manifestation of the uni-

versal vitality, and what the Shu-shiists call the
' reason

'

or intelligence is nothing but the reign of

law to be detected in the i>rocesses of the cosmic
and individual life. The ethical consequence of

this monistic philosophy was that not obedience
but an actual realization of the universal life in

the individual was tlie virtue of human life—a
self-realization in which the individual embodies
the all-com])rehensive vitality of the universe.
The cardinal virtues are, therefore, benevolence
and justice, the virtues which represent the love

and law of the cosmic existence in the individual
and social life. In short, the ' Old Learning

'

school was, in spite of its claim and title, a pro-
duct of Japanese genius, which cared not so much
for metaphysical abstractions as for the realities of

life. In its teaching we see a close tie between

metaphysics and ethics, to the exclusion to a large
extent of physical theories and psychological sub-

tleties.

The second of the heterodox schools cojisisted of

the followers of Wang Yang-ming (Jap. O-Yomei),
the intuitionist of the 16tli centuiy. This school

identified conscience, when unstained and fully

alive, with the primeval conscience of the uni-

verse. The main distinction of the school was
that it abandoned all tlieoretical subtleties and
aimed at realizing the primeval conscience in the
individual life, first in intuitive insight and

spiritual drill, and then in actual life. This
feature had its best manifestation in the moral
attainment of a select few, who also favoured de-

mocratic ideas and practices. The Yomei school
was eminent and efficacious in its practical eflects

more than in philosophic thought as such.

4. Review and present conditions.—Viewed as a

whole, the philosophic thought of the Japanese
never manifested originality, but was always
influenced by the philosophical systems of the
Asiatic continent. Yet the impression made and
the modifications wrought by the Japanese upon
these imported systems cannot be overlooked. Prag-
matic application and attempts at unifying those

systems characterized the history of Jaj)anese
thought, and it bore its best fruits in religious and
moral life rather than in theoretical elaborations.

The change in philosophy going on at present is

chiefly due to Japan's contact with Western civil-

ization. Auguste Comte and J. S. Mill were the
first Eurojiean philosojihers introduced, in the
seventies of the 19th cent., soon after the reform of

1868, and some Confucianists found in Comtes
positivism an ally of their own ethical and social

theories. Herbert Spencer followed, and the sway
of agnosticism lasted during the eighties. The
English philosopher exerted his influence in dis-

f)elling,

more or less, mystic or religious ideas
landed down among the Japanese, but a peculiar

Eoint
in his influence was that his agnosticism was

rouglit by some Buddhists into connexion with
the Buddliist transcendentalism of the Sanron
school. This was due to the fact that the Un-
knowable of Spencer showed kinship to the over-

coming, in Sanron, of all finite conceptions in
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the searc'li for the ultimate reality. Tliis alliance

is also found in Lafcadio Hearn's^ appreciation of

Budiliiism thr()Uj;li his Spencerian agnosticism,
though independently from the Japanese thinkers.

While agnosticism was prevailing, Hegel was
gradually introduced, and soon some young
Buddhists realized the kinship between Hegel's
metaphysical dialectic and the Tendai philosophy
of Buddhism. This discovery, in conjunction with
various otlier circumstances, gave a strong im])etus
to the revival of Buddhist philosophy during the
later j'ears of the eighties. Since then nearly
every one of the European philosophers has found
his exponents in Japan, and the philosophical
thought of modern Japan is in a melting-pot of

Oriental and Occidental philosophies. Nearly
twenty chairs of philosoi)iiy and philosophical
sciences in Japanese universities represent all

possible combinations of these philosophies.
Although it may be premature to speak of any
definite tendencies or predominant features, we
may i)erhaps safely say that all these streams of

AVestern thougiit are being correlated with either
Buddhist idealism or Confucian positivism.
Literature.—^This is cited throughout the article.

M. Anesaki.
PHILOSOPHY (Jewish).—Jewish philosophy

may aptlj- be designated as the conscious attempt
of Jewish thinkers to reconcile the teachings of

Judaism with the results of their studies in the
fields of the secular sciences. The literary pro-
ducts of the Jews in this line of thought are not
the continuation of either the Bible or the Talmud,
nor do they represent a spontaneous manifestation
of the Jewish mode of thinking, as was the case
with the philosophy of the ancient Greeks ; they
are the outgrowth of foreign influences which were

fundamentally antagonistic to the religious spirit
of Judaism. A people begins to philosophize only
when, for one reason or another, it becomes sus-

picious of the value and truth of its inherited ideas
and national beliefs. The Jews of ancient times,
with the exception perhaps of some individuals, of

whom, however, we have no sufficient records to
warrant conclusions, never entertained any doubt
as to the truth and the ethical worth of their

religious teachings. Looking upon the Bible as a
sacred book, the contents of which were revealed
or inspired by God Himself, they felt themselves
in the possession of all truth, and it did not occur
to them that they were in need of some new system
of metaphysics which would reveal to them verities

not contained in their religious documents. It

was only when the Jews came in contact with
other nations, first with the Greeks and then with
their disciples, the Arabs, that some of their

scholars, who in their quest for knowledge had
ventured beyond the boundaries of their own
national literature, began to notice the discrepan-
cies between what they had hitherto considered as
etei'nal verities and the new truth whi(!h was
heralded with so much clearness and certainty in
the works of foreign philosophy. This realiza-
tion of a conflict of ideas is already reflected in
the book of Ecclesiastes, whose author, however,
makes no attempt at any philosophic reconciliation
of the opposing views.
The first Jewish author of prominence who tried

to harmonize the Jewish and the Greek world-

conception was Philo of Alexandria (c. 20 B.c-
A.D. 50). Starting out from the point of view of a
pious observant Jew, such as he was, tliat the
Law of Moses is the source and standard of all

truth, religious and philosophic, and being at the
same time an enthusiastic devotee of Greek
thought, Philo set himself the task of proving

1 Lafcadio Hearn, Japan: an Attempt at Interpretation,
New York, 1904, pp. 221)--2:>0.

that Judaism and Hellenism not only are not

antagonistic, but actually teach the same divine

truth, though each in a difl'ercnt form. In order
to achieve his purpose he, on the one hand, re.sorted

to an elaborate and often fantastic system of

allegorization of the Bible, whereby the text
could be made to mean anything desired, and, on
the other hand, selected from tiie various writings
of the philoso[)hcrs tliose views which in his

opinion could be best adapted to the teachings of

the Bible. I'lulo, though far from being a mere
compiler, is thus to be chissed witli the philo.sophic
eclectics. The doctrines of Pythagoras, Plato,
Aristotle, the Stoics, and others were all made to

contribute to his system, the main purpose of
whi(-li was, as already noted, the defence and
justitication of the Jewish religion (see C.

Siegfried, Philo von Alexandria, Jena, 1875, p.

137 ff. ; James Drummond, Philo Judmus, London,
1888, i. 257 ^. ). Philo's influence on the later devel-

opment of Jewish philosophy was comparatively
small (cf. Siegfried, pp. 299-302), but was an

important factor in the construction of the
Christian dogma by the Church Fathers. See,

further, Alexandrian Thpjology, § 2.

In the literature of the Jews that originated
during the nine centuries following upon the short
Hellenistic period very little is found that can be

designated as philosophy. The only work of a

speculative nature is the semi-mystic Hebrew
treatise known under the name of Sefer Y^strah

('Book of Creation'), which was ascribed to the
Mishnic teacher 'Akiba (2nd cent.) and even to the

patriarch Abraham, but is no doubt a product of

the Saboraic or the earlier Geonic period (5th-7th
cent.). Apart from some philological paragraplis
dealing with the Hebrew language, the treatise is

a speculative attempt to solve the mysteries of

God and nature in short sentences which are partly
very obscure. The number-symbolism of the

Neo-Pythagorean school and some Gnostic ideas
are the most conspicuous elements of the book,
Avhich exercised an immense influence on later

Jewish literature, particularly the Kabbala (y.f. ).

It appeared in several hundred editions, was fre-

quently translated into Latin and all the leading
European languages, and was variously com-
mented upon by the most prominent Jewish and
also Christian authors (see for the literature JE
xii. 606 ; JNI. Steinschneider, Die hebrdlschen Uber-

setzungen, Berlin, 1893, p. 395, n. 181).

With the general advancement and scientific

progress which mark the 9th cent, in the history
of Islam a new period of literary activitj' and pro-

ducti\ity was inaugurated also among the Jews
living under Islamitic rule. Among the various
secular sciences then cultivated j)hilosoph}% too,
was given careful attention. The numerous Jewish

philosojihic writers who i"epresent this period (which
lasted about four centuries) are properly classihed

according to the prevalence in their works of the
doctrines and ideas which they adopted from one
or the other of the three main divisions of con-

temporaneous jNIuhammadan philosophers. The
latter are usuallj' grouped as Mutakallimun, Neo-

Platonists, and Aristotelians, or Peripatetics, the

three schools following one another in chronological
succession, although we meet with adherents of

the Kalam, r.g., also during the period of the Peri-

patetics. The Jewish jjliilosophers who looked

upon the Arabs as literary nuulels naturally

adopted with the external literary form and
method also the essential contents of the Arabic

philosophy of their time—that is. in so far as tiie

latter was found to be compatible with the prin-

cipal tenets of Judaism. We Hnd, therefore, the

same three philo.soi)liic divisions among the Jews
as among the Arabs. Often, however, religious
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scruples prevented individual thinkers from aban-

donin;,' themselves entirely to the influence of the

school to which, in the n'lain, they belonged. In

such events they would adont single doctrines

from some other sj-stem of thought, graft them

upon their own, and thus obtain the chief result

aimed at, namely, the harmonization of reason and

belief, of philosophy and religion. With a few

exceptions, Jewisli philosophers are accordingly,
as are indeed most of the niediieval Muhamuuulan
and Christian philosophers, more or less eclectics.

Their writings, nearly all composed in Arabic, but
some preserved onlj' in early Hebrew or Latin

translations, cannot be properlj^ understood without
a sufticient knowledge of tlie kindred Arabic
literature upon which they drew (see Thilosophy
[Muslim]). It would be a mistake, however, to

think that owing to these facts Jewish philosoiihy
is but a repetition or slight modilication of that of

the Arabs. For, as we have seen, the Jewish
mind, when it made acquaintance with philosophy,
whether Greek or Arabic, was not a tabula rasa

capable of accepting anything that oflered itself

for acceptance, but, on the contrary, had been

fully indoctrinated with a system of religion

involving, if we may say so, a philosophy of its

own whicli was totally different from the one that
now presented itself. A thorough revision of the
entire stock of their religions ideas as well as deep
penetration into the real meaning of Groeco-Arabic

metaphj'sics was required in order to nijike

{)ossible a mental readjustment and a complete
blending of the two heterogeneous elements. The
Jewish thinkers succeeded fairly well in this task
of combining the secular and the sacred, the
human and the divine, and by this combination

gave to Greek (especially Peripatetic) philosophy,
as taken over from the Arabs, a distinct religious
character, transforming the whole into a system of

ethics and theology. From a scientific point of

view, all this activity may have been uncritical

and wrong, but, as a stage in the development and
manifestati(m of human thought, it was of no less

importance and originality than the philosophy
of the Muhammadan theologians and Christian

scholastics, which likewise culminated in the

attempt to reconcile pagan thought with the tenets
of their respective religions. It should also be
noted that there were some Jewish thinkers who
did not enter upon the field of philosophy with a
view of harmonizing it with their religious belief,

but tried to settle the problems without consider-

ing the consequences from the point of view of

religion.
An author of this type was Isaac b. Solomon

Israeli of ^airawan, N. Africa {j 953, as is reported,
at the age of over 100 years), the first known Jewish

philosophic writer of the Arabic period, and recog-
nized as the greatest physician of the Middle Ages,
niediajval Christian authors referring to him as
' eximius monarcha medicinae.' As a philosopher,
Israeli cannot be rated very high ; he was altogether
an eclectic, taking his material from any source
with which he happened to be acquainted. ; hence
he cannot be classed with any of the thiee groups
mentioned before, although on the whole he
inclines more towards Neo-Platonic ideas. Israeli

deserves recognition, however, for having first

introduced the study of philosophy among the
Oriental Jews of his time. His influence on the

development of Jewish philosophy was very small,
but Christian scholastics, like Albertus Magnus,
Thomas Aquinas, and others, made prolific use of
his writings (see Steinschneider, Arabische Litem-
tur der Juden, Frankfort, 1902, § 28 ; J. Guttmann,
Die philosophischeii Ldiren des Isaak ben Salomon
Israeli, Miinster, 1911, esp. p. 17 if".).

I. The Jewish Mutakallimun.—The earliest

Jewish writer who is known to have followed the

philosophy of the Kalam is David b. Merwan ibn

al-Mulvammas (JQR xv. [1903] 682) of Rakka,
-Mesopotamia, who flourished towards the end of the
9th and the beginning of the 10th cent, and is the
lirst Jewish author to mention Aristotle by name
{lb. xvii. [1905] 357). He wrote a philosophic work
under (he title" /.s7t/-j?« il/oArt^/ ('Twenty Chapters'),
dealing with the various philosophical and theo-

logical problems current in those days. Fifteen

chapters of the work were not long ago discovered
in the Petrograd Library, while some portions of it

were embodied in a Hebrew translation in the
work of an author of the 12th cent. (Steinschneider,
Arab. Lit., § 25, p. 338 f. ; Schreiner, Der Kaldm,
p. 22 f. ; J-^iv. 466).
Of far greater importance for the history of

Jewish phiio.sophy is the famous Gaon Saadj-a b.

Joseph al-Fayyunii (892-942), who is generally
recognized as the inaugurator of a new epoch in

all branches of Jewish learning, and who was
actually the creator of mediajval Jewish philosophy.
While in general following the method and the
ideas of the Mutakallimun, he shows himself in

many essential points an independent thinker, who
paved the way for the work of harmonizing reason
and religion. It is impossible here even to mention
the problems discussed in his very numerous
writings, especially in his main philosophic work,
The Book of Philosophic Doctrines and Religious
Beliefs, which was much read in the Hebrew trans-

lation (Emilnot we Deot) of Judah ibn Tibbon
(1186). The Arabic original was published by
S. Landauer (Le3'den, 1880). See art. Sa'adya
and literature there cited ; cf. also H. Malter,

Life and Works of Saadia Gaon, in the press ;

Steinschneider, Arab. Lit., § 31 ; Guttmann, Di<;

Religionsphilosophie des Saadia, Gottingen, 1882 ;

Schreiner, pp. 5-22.

Among the Jewish followers of the Kalam
shortly after the time of Sa'adya (c. 950) special
mention is made by a prominent Muhammadan

tf *

author of one Abu-1-Hayr ( iji-) Daud ibn Musag

(diminutive of Musa), who defended the doctrines
of the Kalam in learned meetings of Muhammadan
Peripatetics in Baghdad and Basra (see Goldziher,

REJ^ xlvii. [1894] 41-46).

Sa'adya was taken as a model also by the
Ge6nim Samuel b. ^ofni (t 1034) and his son-in-law
Hai (t 1038), both very influential scholars (see

Schreiner, MGWJxxw. [1886] 314 ff.), as also by
their contemporarj' Nissim b. Jacob, head of the
learned community of J^airawan, who in his Claris

(Mafteah, ed. J. Goldenthal, Vienna, 1847), as
well as in other writings (Goldziher, REJ xlvii.

179-186; Steinschneider, Arab. Lit., § 59), fre-

quently set forth various doctrines of the Mutakal-
limun.
An anonymous Arabic treatise in Hebrew

characters dealing, as far as the recently dis-

covered fragment goes, with the question of the
divine attributes likewise represents the school of

the Mutakallimun. As supposed by Goldziher,
who edited the fragment (Harkavy-Festschrift,
Petrograd, 1908, pp. 95-114), the author lived also
in the period under consideration (11th century).

In this connexion mention mu.st be made of a
distinct group of Jewish Mutakallimun—the sect

known under the name of ^Caraites [q.v.). Having
broken away from the solid ground of traditional
Judaism with its Haggadic theology, which formed
a strong barrier against heretic tendencies, they
were thrown into a state of religious confusion
which inclined them to be blown about by any
wind of theological doctrine that happened to be

prevailing in their days. The Karaites, especially
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those of the 11th and tlie 12tli centuries, therefore

adopted tlie philosopliy of the contemporaneous
Kalam in its entirety, so that some of their works
might 'ahuost as well have been wrUten by a Mu-
hammadan autlior

'

(Steinschneider, Ubersetzungen,
p. 453). Tlie most prominent of the Karaite philo-
sophic writers are : Abu Jusuf Ja'kiib al ^i^ir^isani

(c. 930 [ib. p. 451 ft"., and Artib. IAt.,'% 43]) ; Joseph b.

Abraham ha-Kohen, known under the euphemy
al-Basir (Hebrew

'

ha-Koiih,' 'the seeing') because
of his blindness, the most important Karaite
philosopher of the 11th cent. (P. F. Frankl, Ein
mutazilitischcr Knldm, etc., Vienna, 1872; Stein-

schneider, Vbersctzungen, §§ 265-270, and Arab.
Lit. , § 50 ; Schreiner, Der Kaldm, pj). 27-32) ;

Jeshu'a b. Jehudah (11th cent. [Steinschneider,
Arab. Lit., §51 ; Schreiner, Studien iiber Jeschua
ben Jehuda, Berlin, 1900, who gives a full presenta-
tion of Jeshu'a's philosophy]). To tlie.se Karaite
philosophers may be added the famous author of
a Karaite encyclopaedia (Eshkol ha-Kofcr), Judah
Hadassi of Constantinople (Schreiner, Der Kaldm,
p. 33 f.), and the Bible exegete Aaron b. Joseph of

Constantinople (ib. p. 57 ; cf. Kohler, JE i. 14),
both of the 13th century.

2. The Jewish Neo-Platonists.—In the works of
Isaac Israeli (mentioned above) we find for the
first time a decided influence of the Neo-PIatonic
school, but the real representatives of Neo-
Platonism among the Jews did not appear until
over a century later in Spain. Of these the first

and foremost author is undoubtedly the famous
poet Solomon ibn Gabirol of Malaga, who, up to

1846, when Solomon Munk discovered his identity,
v/as known as a Christian scholastic under the

corrupt name of Avicebron. His main philosophic
work. The Fountain of Life, which is preserved
only in a Latin translation of the 12th cent. (C.

Biiumker, Avcncebrolis Fons Vitce, JNIiinster, 1895)
and in the Hebrew extracts made from the Arabic
original by Sliem Tob Palquera (13tli cent.), has
exercised the greatest influence on the development
of Neo-Platonism in the Christian Middle Ages.
Ibn Gabirol shows himself entirely independent of
Jewish religious dogma, treating the philosophic
problems without any theological bias. His work
was therefore attacked by some of his successors
and had comparatively little influence on Jewish
thought. See, further, art. Ibn Gabirol.
To the 11th cent, belongs in all probability also

the anonymous Arabic work Ma'dni al-nafs
('Essence of the Soul'), whose author is entirely
under the influence of the Neo-Platonists, especi.

ally the so-called 'Sincere Friends' (^'*^'

xU>ajl), a fraternity of humanitarian philoso-

phers who had established themselves at Basra

during the second half of the 10th cent. (cf. Gold-

ziher, in Die Kultur der Gegenwart, i. 5, p. 309 f . ).

The work was published by Goldziher (Kitdb
vidnt al-nafs, Berlin, 1907), who gave also a

thorough analysis of its contents.

During the first half of the 12th cent. Jewish
Neo-Platonism is represented by the astronomer
and mathematician Abraham b. ^Jiyya of Barce-
lona in his ethical work, Meditation of the Soul

{Hegyon ha-Nefesh, Leipzig, 1860 ; cf. JE i. 108 -

110), and by the poet Moses ibn Ezra of Granada

(t 1139), in his Garden {ihSs>^), of which only

fragments are preserved (se„ Steinschneider, Arab.
Lit., p. 150, no. 3).

Moses ibn Ezra's prominent contemporary, the

philosopiier Joseph ibn Sadtlik (or Siddil>) or Cor-
dova (t 1149), in his Microcosm, preserved only in a
Heltrew translation (Oldm lyitun, ed. S. Horovitz,
Breslau, 1903), likewise [iropagates Neo-PIatonic

ideas (cf. M. Doctor, Die Philosophie des Josef ibn

Zaddik, Minister, 1895; Schreiner, Der Kaldm, p.

27 fi'. ; Kaufmann, Attributenlehre, pp. 255-337 ;

Horovitz, Die Psychologie, pp. 147-207), as does also

the famous Bible exegete Abraham ibn Ezra of

Toledo (t 1167) in his numerous Bible commen-
taries and independent works (M. Friedlander,

Es.says on the ]Vritings of Abraham ibn Eznt,
London, 1877 ; for his relation to the Kalam see

Schreiner, Der Kaldm, pp. 35-41).

Altogether in the spirit of Muhammadan Neo-
Platonism is the philosophic work Bustdn al- Ukftl

{'Garden of Intellects'), in seven chapters, by
Nathanael al-Fayyumi of Yemen (12tli cent.),

Imbli.shed

with an English translation and notes

)y David Levine, New York, 1908 (Steinschneider,
Arab. Lit., § 147).

In the very popular ethical work, Duties of
the Heart, by Bahya ibn Pakuda of Saragossa,
which in the Hebrew translation [Hobot hn-Lebubot)
of Judah ibn Tibbon (1167) has gone through alx)ut

50 editions, and has been translated into several

European languages, Neo-PIatonic and Suli doc-

trines are frequently met with, though the author
shows a marked inclination towards the Kalam
(see Kaufmann,

' Die Theologie des Bachja ibn

Pakuda,' in Gesammelte Schriften, ii., and especi-

ally Schreiner, Der Kaldm, p. 25). The Arabic

original under the title Al-hiddja' ilA fard' id al-

qiUub has been edited with a learned introduction

by A. S. Yahuda (Leyden, 1912).

Apart from the authors of independent works
here enumerated, there were several others who,
through translation into Hebrew of non-Jewish
Neo-PIatonic writings, have largely contributed to

the spread and popularization of Neo-PIatonic
doctrines. In some instances the works in ques-
tion have been preserved in the Hebrew transla-

tion only, as, e.g., the pseudo-Empedoclean treatise

on The Five Substances, edited by D. Kaufmann
in Studien iiber Salomon ibn Gabirol, Budapest,
1899.

Through the influence of this literature various

doctrines of Neo-PIatonic origin gained entrance
into Hebrew Bible commentaries and other works
of later authors, who were not always aware of the
real origin of their ideas. The main stream of

Neo-PIatonic ideas, however, emptied into the
wide sea of mediaeval Jewish mysticism, the

^iabbala (q-v.).

3. The Jewish Aristotelians.—The philosophy
of Aristotle reached the Arabs and the Jews only
after having undergone considerable changes.
Aristotle's early interpreters, especially Porphyry,
took great liberties in reading into the text certain

ideas which were foreign to Aristotle's system.
In the following centuries a number of pseudo-
Aristotelian writings came into existence, the

doctrines of which would have been vigorously

repudiated bj^
the

^reat Stagirite. The lack of

historical criticism, however, which was common
to those ages, made the Arabs as well as the Jews
believe in the genuineness of these writings.
Obvious contradictions of the system of Aristotle

were represented as later views of the philosopher,
or difficulties were smoothed over in some other

artificial way. Thus a combination of Aristotelian,

Neo-Pythagorean, and Neo-PIatonic doctrines was
attributed to Aristotle, the influence of which
makes itself felt even among the keenest and

stanchest I'eripatetics.
The first Jewish writer to refer to Aristotle by

name is the above-mentioned David al-Mnkammas
(Steinschneider, JQR xvii. [1905] 357), while his

younger contem]iorary, the Gaon Sa'adya (892-942),

though never mentioning Aristotle by name, at

times adopts some of his ]>hilosopliic theories, and
at others assails him bitterly. By this time, then.
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alKindi, al-FarabI, and other Arabs had made the

name of Aristotle familiar to Jewish thinkers, but,

ad Kalam and Neo-Platonism were predominant
anionj: the Arabs, the Jews, too, were heUl under

their inliuence, and for nearly two centuries no

representative of I'eripateticism anpeared among
them. The famous poet Judah Halevi {q.v.) of

Toledo (t 1140) sliows thorough acquaintance with
the pliilosophy of Aristotle in his apologetic work
known under the title Kitzari (Chazarl), which is

a i)hilosophic dialogue between a Hebrew scholar

and the king of the Chazars, and wiiich was trans-

lated into Latin and the leading European lang-

uages (Steinsclineider, Arab. Lit., § 103). Being
likewise a strong ojiponent of philosoplij', he can-

not be counted among the Jewish Aristotelians.

It was not until about the second half of the 12tli

cent, that a real champion of Aristotelianjdiilo-
sojihy appeared in Abraham ibn Daud of Toledo

(t c. 1180). In a work called The Sublime Faith he
made the first attempt at reconciliation of Judaism
with the doctrines of Peripatetic philosophy. Ibn
Daud's chief interest was the proolem of free will

versus predestination. He also discusses at some
length the problem of creatio ex nihilo. Here he
deviates from the Aristotelian assumption of the

eternality of matter, adopting instead with certain

reservations a theory similar to the Neo- Platonic
doctrine of emanation. Neo-Platonic ideas find

expression also in some other parts of the essenti-

allj' Aristotelian work (see (Tuttmann, Die Re-

ligionsphilosophie des Abrnham ibn Daud, Goitin-

gen, 1879 ; Horovitz, Die Psijchologie, p. 211 ff.).

Of much greater consequence was Moses b.

Maimfin, commonly called Maimonides ([q.v.'\

11.35-1204), the greatest Je\vish philosopher of the
Middle Ages. Like Ibn Daud, whom he frequently
follows, he started out with the conviction that

reason, being a gift of God, cannot possibly conflict

with true religion, which emanates from the same
source. Aristotle is to Maimonides ' the prince of

philosophers
' whose theories he opposes to those

of the Mutakallimun. In his main philosophic
work, The Guide of the Perplexed, he tries to

demonstrate the identity of Aristotle's teachings
witli those of Judaism. The apparent contradic-

tion between Aristotle and the Bible is due only
to a too literal interpretation of the latter. A
large portion of the work is therefore devoted to

explaining away the anthropomorphisms of the

Scriptures. In connexion therewith he discusses

the divine attributes. Maimonides does not admit

any positive attributes in the description of God,
except those referring to God's actions. God's
essence can be described only negatively. The
last chapters of the first part offer a history of the
Kalam and a trenchant criticism of its methods
and teachings, which until recent times was the
most important source of our knowledge about the
Kalam. The main philosoi)hic problems, as creatio

ex nihilo, unity and incorporeality of God, and
the nature of prophecy, are admirably treated in

the second part of the Guide, while the third is

devoted to questions of a more theological charac-

ter, such as tiie origin of evil (theodicy), the extent
of divine providence, which, contrary to the

opinion of Aristotle, Maimonides holds, embraces
all iiuiiian individuals, and, finally, the meaning
and purpose of the revealed law, which is treated
in much detail. Maimonides identifies religion, as

expressed in the divine precepts of the Pentateuch,
with ethics, and tries to show that the ])recepts,
if properly understood, have a moral purpose.

The main results of his philosophic investigations
were formulated by Maimonides in siiort para-
graphs at the beginning of his famous code, called

Mishneh TCnxih. Peripatetic philosophy of Aris-

totle thus appears here as an integral part of a

code of Jewish law. See, further, art. Maimon-
IDE.S.

Of the immediate pupils of Maimonides special
mention is to be made of Joseph ibn 'Al^nin
(t Aleppo, 1226), to whom Maimonides dedicated
his Guide. He is the author of several philosophic
treatises, some of which were published (see
Steinschneider, Arab. Lit., § 170; J. L. Magnes,
A Treatise as to Necessary Existence, etc., Berlin,
1904 ; W. Bacher, Sc/dier Musar, do. 1910).
Maimonides' works exercised great influence on

Christian scholastics, especially Albertus Magnus,
Thomas Aquinas, and others (Kaufmann, Gesain-
incite Schriftcn, ii. 152 fl'.). Among the Jews
many of his doctrines were strongly opposed as

incompatible with traditional Judaism. This op-
position led to a wide-spread internal strife and to
a decline of philosophic studies within the ranks of

Jewry (see H. Graetz, Hist, of the Jews, Eng. tr. ,

London, 1891-92, iii. 522-545, 623 ff.). The numer-
ous philosophic writers of the 13th cent, merely
repeated the ideas of previous authors. Some of

them, however, displayed great literary abilitj' and
industry as translators of foreign works into
Hebrew (Steinschneider, Ubersetzungcn, pp. 42-

500), as compilers of general encyclopsedias (ih. pp.
1-42), or as commentators on the works of others.

Among these writers mention should be made of
the Provencal Shem Tob Palquera (1225-90), a
profound scholar and keen literary critic (Malter,
JQB, new ser., i. [1010-11] 151-181, 451-501); the
Italian physician Hillel b. Samuel (1220-90), trans-

lator into Hebrew of several works, among them
the pseudo-Aristotelian Liber de Causis, from
Latin, and author of an independent philosophic
work (Tagnuile ha-Nefesh, Lyck, 1874 ; see Stein-
schneider's letter in the introd. to this work) ;

Isaac Albalag of S. France, an unreserved follower
of Aristotle, with some leaning, however, towards
the Kabbala (H. Auerbach, Isnak Albcdag, Bres-

lau, 1906) ; Joseph ibn Caspi of Argentiere (1340),
the most prolific writer of that period (see E.
Kenan and A. Neubauer, in Hist, littiraire de la

France, Paris, 1893, xxxi. 477-547), and his con-

temporary, the poet Jedaiah Penini of Beziers,
whose Examen 3Iundi, an ethical work in a highly
poetical Hebrew style, was one of the most popular
books of the Middle Ages. It was translated into
Latin and most of the modern languages (Eng. by
T. Goodman, London, 1806), and very frequently
published with various commentaries (Kenan-
Neubauer, pp. 359-402).

During the first half of the 14th cent. Jewish

Peripateticism once more came into great repute
through Levi b. Gershon {[q.v.] Gersonides, Magis-
ter Leo Hebrseus, t c. 1344) of Bagnols, after

Maimonides the keenest and the most consistent
Jewish Aristotelian of the Middle Ages. Levi is

the author of numerous philosophic commentaries
on books of the Bible and on the works of Averroes
as well as of a comprehensive independent work
called MilhamOth 'Addmii (' Battles of the Lord'),
which established his fame (Renan-Neubauer, pp.
586-644; Kellermann, Die Kdmpfe Gottes, Berlin,
1914 ;

cf. Husik, JQR vii. [1917]).
Of great interest for the history of philosophy

are the works of Moses Narboni of Narbonne (t c
1362), surnamed Maitre Vidal Bellsom (Belhomme).
Like Gersonides, he was an ardent exponent of

Peripatetic
- Aven-oistic philosophy. He wrote

valuable commentaries on the works of Avicenna,
Ghazali, Ibn Tufail, Avenoes, and Maimonides
{Guide), as well as several independent works on

l)bilosophic subjects (Renan-Nevibauer, pp. 666-

681).
A philosopher of great originality was ^lasdai

Crescas of Barcelona and Saragossa (1340-1410),
author of a profound work entitled Or 'Addnai
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('Light of God '). ^asdai markn a decided turn in

the history of Jewisli philosophy. Far from con-

tinuing the Peripatetic doctrines of Mainionides
and Gersonides, he, like Ghazali among the Arabs,
tried to demolish the whole structure of the philo-

sophers' world-concei)tion, showing the inadequacy
of reason toestaldish the truth, which, he claims,
can be obtained only on the iirm basis of revealed

religion. ^lasdai's work exercised great influence

on Spinoza, many essential points in the latter's

system having been taken from the former (M.
Joel, Don Chasdai Crcskna^ religionsphilosophisrhe

Lehren, Breslau, 1866, Ziir Genesis der Lehre

Spinoza's, do. 1871 ; J. \Volfsohn, Der Eivfluss
Gazdli's auf Chisdai Crescas, Frankfort, 1905).

The Karaite Jews of the period under consiilera-

tion also produced a philosopher of prominence in

the person of Aaron b. Elijah of Nicomedia, Asia

Minor, whose 7'ree of Life (finished in 1346) com-

pares fairly with the Guide of Mainionides, after

which it was modelled (see F. Delitzsch, Akron hen
Elia's . . . iit/steni der Reliriionsphilosophie,

Leipzig, 1841; Schreiner, Der Kalchn, p. 57 ff.).

Towards the end of the 14th cent. Profiat Duran

(Spain), commentator of Mainionides' Guide and
author of several other works, arrests attention as

a man of philosophic learning and critical acumen
(S. Gronemann, De Frqfiatii Diirani Vita ac

Studiis, Breslau, 1869). He is greatly excelled by
liisname-ake, Simon Duran of Majorca (1361-1444),
a man of keen intellect and vast Jewish and secular

learning, who wrote numerous works, among them
one of an encyclop.'tdic character, in which he
shows perfect familiarity with the problems of

philosophy and all the sciences of the Middle

Ages (see Guttmann, MGWJ Hi. [1908] 41-72, liii.

[1909] 46-79, 199-228).
The best known philosophic writer of the 15th

cent, is Joseph Albo (t c. 1444), a pupil of ^asdai
Crescas. He is the author of the very popular
hook,'Ikkarim ('Principles'), which is character-

istic of the change that took place within the

ranks of the Jewish thinkers during the 15th cent,

(see A. Tanzer, Die lieligionsphilosophie Joseph
Albo's, Frankfort, 1896). Partly owing to the

sharp criticism of Hasdai, Peripateticism had

gradually given place to doctrines which were more
in keeping with the spirit of Judaism. Among
the writers of this period worthy of mention are

Joseph b. Shem Tob and his son Shem Tob, both
in Spain, the former a very independent writer and
critic, the latter a strict follower of Mainionides
and commentator of his Guide (see Guttmann,
MGWJ Ivii. [1913] 177 ff.); Abraham Bibago of

Huesca (t c. 1490), author of commentaries on
Averroes and of The Path of Faith, a valuable

philosophic presentation and defence of the Jewish

religion (Steinschneider, Ubersetzungen, § 38, p.

168) ; Judah Messer Leon of Mantua, author of

several works, among them a compendium of logic
and a commentary on Aristotle's Ethics (Husik,
Judah Messer Leon's Commentary on the ' Vetus

Logica,' Leyden, 1906) ; Elijah del Medigo of

Crete (1450-93), the famous professor of philosophy
at the universities of I'adua and other Italian

cities, author of Behinat ha-Dat (' Investigation of

Religion') and of several commentaries in elegant
Latin on works of Aristotle and Averroes, some
written at the request of his jiupil and. friend,
Count Pico de Mirandola (Steinschneider, Ubersetz-

ungen, p. 973) ;
Isaac Arama of Zamora (I 1494),

author of the very popular philosopliic homiletical

Offering of Isaac, part of which was translated
into Latin and made tlie subject of an academic
dissertation by Aiiton J. von der llardt (1729; see

Steinschneider, Ubcrsctzungrn, p. '214 f. ; Zcitschr.

filr hchr. llihUographie, iii.' [IS99] 17, no. 209; JE
ii. 66) ;

the Catalonian Abraham Shalom (t 14'J2),

translator of Albertus Magnus's Philosophia
Panperum and of a treatise by Marsilius Ingenus,
and author of the learned work Neweh Shalom
(Steinschneider, Ubersetzungen, pp. 465, 469) ;

Don Isaac Abravanel (1437-1508), treasurer of

Alfonso V. of Portugal, the most prolilic writer of

that period, author of voluminous Bible commen-
taries and other works, which ^^ ere much studied
and highly esteemed also by Christian scholars

((iuttmann, Die religionspkilosophisrhen Lehren des

Lsaac Abravanel, Bres\&n, 1915); Judah Abravanel
(son of the preceding), called Leo liebneus, a Neo-
Platonist of the Italian Renaissance period, wlio
has made himself famous as a philosopher by his

work Diuloghi di amore, which went through many
editions in the Italian original and in various
translations (Munk, Melanges, pp. 522-528 ;

B.

Zimmels, Leo Hebrceus, Leipzig, 1886, Leone Hebreo
Neue Studien, Vienna, 1892).
With the expulsion of the Jews from Spain (1492)

the centre of Jewish medijeval secular civilization

was destroyed. A consideraVjlenumber of Hebrew
autiiors were busy writing on religious philosophic
subjects also during the following centuries, especi-

ally in Italy, where many of the Spanish exiles had
settled, but none of their writings can be considered
as an original contribution to Jewish philosophy.
The Jewish philosophers of great prominence that
still apjiearedon the scene, such asBaruch Spinoza,
Moses Mendelssohn, and others of more recent

times, were not the continuators of what is known
as ' Jewish

'

philosophy, and are, therefore, not to

be discussed here. They belong to the history of

philosophy in general.
In summing up it may be said that, while on the

whole the Jews as philosophers play only a second-

ary role,
'

they indisputably share with the Arabs
the merit of having preserved and propagated the
science of philosophy during the centuries of bar-

barism, and of having exercised for a certain period
a civilizing influence on the European world '

(Munk, Melanges, p. 511).

Literature.—Works on individual authors having been re-

ferred to in the text, we quote here only works that deal with
Jewish philosophy in general : W. Bacher, Die Bihcl^xeijese
der jiidischen Religionsphilosophen den Mittclalters vor

Maiinuni, Strassburg, 1892 (of. his Bihflex-eqese Muses Mai-
muni's, do. 1896) ; S. Bernfeld, Da'at Eh.him, Warsaw, 1897;
P. Bloch, Die jildische Religionsvhilosophie, in Winter and
Wiinsehe, Die judische Litteratur, Berlin, 1897, ii. 699-794, also

separately ; M. Eisler, Vorletiungen Uber die jiidischen Pliilo-

sophen des Mitlelalters, 3 vols., Vienna, 1870-83 ; I. Goldziher,
in Die Kultur der Gegenwart, i. [1913] 301-337 ; S. Horovitz,
Die Psychologie bei den jiidischen Religiom-philosophen des

Mittclalters, 4 vols., Breslau, 1898-1912 ; I. Husik, A Hist, o/
Medieval Jewish Philosophy, New York, 1916 ; D. Kaufmann,
Gesch. der Attribtitenlehre in der jiidischen Jieligionsph ilosoph ie

des Mittelalters, Gotha, 1877 ; P. J. MuUer, De godsleer der
middeleuivsche J odeti, Groningen, 18".iS ; S. Munk, Melanges de

phi/dsophie jtiive et arabe, 2 vols., Paris, 1857-59 (of. B. Beer,
PhUiisophie undphUosophische Schriftsteller der Juden, Leipzig,
1852); D. Neumark, Gesch. der jiidischen Phi/osophie des Mit-

telalte7-s, Berlin, 1907-10 ; M. Schreiner, Der Kaldm in der

jiidisclicn Litcratur, do. 1S1)5 ; J. Spiegler, Gesch. der Philo-

sophie des Jtuie7ithums, Leipzig, 1891.

Hknrv Malter.

PHILOSOPHY (Muslim).— I. The earliest atti-

tude of Islam to reflective thought.—The heathen

period of Arabian history,
' the time of ignorance'

(jdhilijfci), came to an end when Muhammad re-

ceived his divine revelation from the liaiuls of the

archangel Gabriel. The Qur'an contains eveiything
that man needs to know. In point of fact, how-

ever, it supplies but scanty materials for the

philosophical spirit ; and of snrli materials already
in existence it was the wisdom of Lu(iuian alone

(cf. Quran, xxxi.)—a body of religious and practi-
cal ethics tliat might be com]>ared to the book of

Proverbs—that found adiuis.siou into the bible of

Islam. Had Muhammad known of jihilosophers
in the Greek sense of the term, he would doubtless

have doomed them, as he doomed the poets, to the
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Fire. The Tradition n.scril>es to liiiu tlie charac-

teristic saving, 'The devil is found upon the way
of the solitary,' and philosophers are, as a rule,

solitary men. As time, however, reconciles all

opposites, the Prophet, according to the Tradi-

tion, likewise said that the lirst thing created by
God was knowledge ('ilm) or reason (aql). His

son-in-law, 'Ail, the fourth khalifah, who was
re<;arded by many lieretics of a later age as the

first Arabian philosopher properly .so called, is

reported to have sjiid,
'

Philosophy is the lost

sheep of tlie faithful ; take it up again, even if

from the infidel.' Furtlier, tiie Socratic maxim
' Know thyself— in a somewhat mystical or pan-
theistic sense—was put into the mouth both of the

I'rophet himself ami of his son-in-law.

To the mind of Muhammad Allah was pre-

eminently tlie Powerful, tlie Wise. Primarily,
indeed, he is the Powerful, who can do all things,
and does as he wills, anil it is rather in a secondary
sense that he is the Wise—an attribute that here

properly means '

all - knowing,' for primitive

thought dwells more upon the compass than upon
the content or the mode of knowledge. Allah's

wisdom might, in fact, be characterized as shrewd-
ness or sagacity. Just as the merchants of Mecca
enter their transactions in their books, so Allah
notes down the deeds of men ; he is quick at cal-

culation ; he is something of a schemer. Ilis 99
beautifvil names or attributes do not include reason.

We need not wonder, therefore, that his rasul
>liould speak as time and circumstances demand, or

according to the changing moods of his own soul.

2. Islam in contact with Hellenistic and Christ-
ian thought.

— A change ensued when Islam,
in the lirst centuiy of its existence, spread to

Syria, Persia, and Egypt, and came into touch
with the Hellenistic and Christian culture of these
lands. To begin witli, it had to come to terms
wit li Christian theology. The Christians whom the
Muslims had subjugated were far above their new
nia.st«rs in the dialectic art, and the sons and grand-
sons of the latter became the pupils of the subject

jjeoples. The polemical and apologetic activities

of the Christians brouglit to view certain naive
inconsistencies and defects in the religious law and
the Tradition of Islam. The problems of theo-

logical metaphysics which above all others gave
occasion to disputes and so led to the formulation
of doctrines and systems were as follows : (a)

divine righteousness and man's freedom and re-

sponsibility ; (6) the eternity of God's word ; (c)

the unity of God and His attributes ; and (f^ tlie

relation of God to man and to tlie world.

In the discussion of these problems, more par-

ticularly during the first three centuries of Muslim
development, political

faction played a part some-
times of decisive, sometimes of merely secondary,
importance. We cannot enter into this here ; the at-

tendant disputes concern us only in so far as they led

to the development of logical or dialectic metliods

(see art. Kalam, vol. vii. p. 637 fl". ) and prepared
the way for the progress of philosophic thinking.
The results of the conflict between the Mu'tazil-

ite Kalam and the Kalam ranking as orthodox in

Siinnite Islam may be summarized as follows.

The Christian doctrine of human freedom (a) was

rejected, as was also a doctrine that had been

developed in various ways under philo.sopiiical

influences, viz. that the attributes of God are not
to be differentiatetl at all, or are to be differenti-

ated only in the sliglitest degree, from the unity
of His being (c). On the other hand, the doctrine

(6) of the eternity
of the divine word (the Logos)

was applied to tlie Qur'an and became a Muslim
dogma ; while, finally, the relation of God to the
world and to man (a) received various interpreta-
tions of either a rationalistic or a mystical type.

The more rationalistic explanation predominates
in the orthodox Kaliim of the early centuries, just as
it does in tiie Qur'an. It starts from tiie view that
the world is the work of Allah, and that man is

his slave. It acconliiigly makes little inquiry
regarding natural causes or human motives, and
refers all that takes place in the world and in the
soul to the omnipotent and inscrutable will of
(iod. Every change is therefore something absol-

utely new. There is no cau.sal connexion, no con-
tinuous procreation, in the world ; every occurrence
is a fresh act of creation. A peculiar modification
of the atomistic philosophy on these lines was
adopted by orthodox Ishim (cf. art. Atomic
Theory, vol. ii. p. 202 f.).

Among many Muslim sects, however, and especi-

ally in the Shi'ah, and in all schools of Sufiite

mysticism, the divine is brought into closer rela-

tions with man and the world, or, conversely, men
and the workl are deified.' Like the Greek and
Arabic Neo-Platonists, these sects adopted a

thought expressed in the The<etetus (176 B), viz.

that the great object of our reflexion is to become
as like God as is possible for man. By a mystical
overstraining of this idea the desiderated ' likeness

'

(6/ioitocrts dei^ Kara rb Bwardv) is sometimes conceived
as complete unification. For the most part, hoM-
ever, the idea is expres.sed in a more cautious form ;

thus, under the influence of Christianity, man was
regarded as the image of God, and from this point
of view it was asserted that one who knows him-
self knows also his Lord. Servile obedience,
moreover, gives place to love, and the devout
servant becomes a fellow-worker with God. In
minds of an ecstatic cast, however, an extravagant
mysticism tends ever to pass into a pantheism for

which the human ego becomes God and the world
an empty show (cf. art. ^allaj, vol. vi. p. 480 ff.).

The merit of having been the first to reconcile the
rationalistic or scholastic trend of thought with
the mystical in a fashion that proved satisfactory
to the Islam of subsequent times belongs to al-

Ghazali (cf. art. Ethics [Muslim], vol. v. p. 508 f.).

In reality both tendencies were at one in the view
that it is Allah who works all in all, while a more
extreme form of mysticism added that he is all

in all.

3, Early influence of philosophy upon Mu'tazil-
ite thinkers.—The extent to which the Mu'tazilite

thinkers of Basra, even by the 9th cent, a.d., had
allowed their teaching to be influenced by philo-

sophy is best seen in the writings of al-Nazzam
(t A.D. 845) and his pupil al-Jahiz (t A.D. 869).

According to al-Nazzam, man has in virtue of

his reason the capacity of knowing that God exists.

God, in His essential nature, is not will, but know-
ledge. Nor is He able to do all things ; on the

contrary. He can do only what is good, i.e. what
He knows is best for His servants. From the

goodness of God's character, moreover, it follows
that He could not have created the world better
than it actually is. Creation is to be regarded as,
in its divine aspect, a single act by which all things
were brought into being simultaneously ; in other

words, one thing is contained in another, and the
whole variety of existing things—minerals, plants,
animals, men—are in the process of time evolved
from their original state of latency (kumiln).
Thus, e.fj., all the generations of mankind were

potentially existent in Adam, the first man. This
doctrine of creation as a single act stands in direct

opposition to the view that God creates all things
afresh every moment, as was taught in the ato-

mistic Kalam.
Al-Na?zam likewise maintains that, while God,

1 In what degrees this mystical phase was conditioned by
native asceticism and by Persian and Indian influences need not
be discussed here.
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by the necessity of His nature, wills and does what
accords with His wisdom and goodness, and wliile

nature can work only in conformity with the
constitution given to it at the creation, the human
soul, witli its freedom of volition and action,
stands midway between the two. The human
body and its physical activities are certainly sult-

ject to natural law, but the soul, wliich resides in

the body as in a vessel, or interpenetrates it in

every jmrt and so makes it an instrument, is free.

Somewhat obscurely al-Naif?am speaks of the soul

as the real and veritable man ; it would seem that
here certain Pythagorean-Platonic and Stoic ele-

ments were mingled together in his thought ; and
we are reminded also of Qusta b. Luqa"s specula-
tions regarding the soul and the life-spirit (Tr^/eO/na,

Arab, ruh), which owe much to the influence of

Galen.

Al-Na?zam, in his theory of the material world,
stands opposed to the atomistic view. He main-
tains the continuity, or rather the complete inter-

penetration, of all material things (the Stoic Kpdan
5i dXuv ?). This accords admirably with his doc-

trine of involution {kumtlyi ; see above), according to

which every thing is contained in every other. The
so-called atom, he holds, is infinitely divisible.

Then, Avith a view to explaining how infinitely
divisible spaces can be traversed, he advances his

fantastic doctrine of the 'spring' or 'leap' (tafrn).

Al-Jahiz, the pupil of al-Nazzam, while he
devoted himself more to literature than to philo-

sophy, yet played an important part in the diffusion

of philosophic culture in Islam. What is usually
ascribed to him in the way of philosophical doc-

trine may be traced almost wholly to his teacher,

as, e.g., his theory that God, having once created
the world, cannot annihilate it again, that the

only real activity of man consists in the inward
exercise of his will, etc. His most effective work
is probably found in his compilations in the philo-

sophy of nature, in which he cites not only Pytha-
goras, Plato, Democritus, and Aristotle, but also

Hermes and Zoroaster, Jeremiah and John the

Baptist. Like al-Nazzam, al-Jahiz belongs to the
older school of philosophical thought in Islam—
the school which Arabian tradition traces back to

Empedocles, Anaxagoras, and other pre-Socratic
or even mythical thinkers.

4. Influences ofan older emanational and redemp-
tive metaphysic.—It is a widely prevalent tradition

in Arabic literature that the earliest philosophy,
which was traced back to Hermes, Agathos Daimon,
Asklepios, Pythagoras, Thales, Solon, Empedocles,
Balinus (Apollonius of Tyana), and others, found
its way from Alexandria through Antioch and

I;Jarran to the countries lying farther east. In
this movement an important role was, as it

seems, played by the Sabians of yarran (cf. art.

5ARRANIANS, vol. vi. p.' 519 f. ). During the Muslim

period ^arran was for centuries the centre of a
Hellenistic community which combined certain
elements of the ancient Babylonian astral religion
with the Hermetic yvOxn.-;. The knowledge of

divine mysteries was said to have been conveyed
to them by the primitive revelation given to the

Uraiuans, especially Hermes and Agatlios Daimon,
who were identified witli the propliets Seth ancl

Enoch (Arab. Idris). This revelation, or philo-

sophy of enlightenment, consists in a graduated
system of emanation, the principal stages being—
with some variation in the order— (1) God, or the
First Cause, (2) reason, (3) the soul, (4) matter,
and (5) nature. These proceed successively from
one another, and each higher stage, even after its

emergence from the antecedent one, still continues
to influence the lower. The highest being is

usually conceived as light, and the action of the

liigher upon the lower is represented as being

mediated by light. This metaphysic of light like-

wise may have been compounded from speculations
of Hellenistic philosophy and Persian religion.
Connected with it at every point is a species of

mathematics that plays fancifully with letters

and numbers, as also astrology, alchemy, and

magic, or the science of talismans. Nevertheless,
the leading idea—the thought that stands at the

centre of all these speculative exercises— is that of

the salvation of the soul, which longs to escape
from the evil (or, at least, imperfect), sensuous,
and material world to its original source ; and it

is iipon the jiath of asceticism and meditation that

the soul seeks re-union with the spiritual or divine

Morld.

Among the adherents of this philosophy of

revelation and redemption, as also among the

extreme mystics, a spirit of eclecticism and syn-
cretism was largely prevalent. Among all peoples
and in all religions and i)liilo.sophies these thinkers
fcmnd one and the same truth—the same divine

light
—though in various gradations of purity.

Even those who externally gave their adhesion to

Islam did not regard that religion as the highest
and final revelation. The anthropomorphic and

crudely sensuous language of the Qur'an was inter-

preted allegorically without the slightest mis-

giving, for to these thinkers truth lay solely in

the inner sense.

Elements of this philosophy of revelation, com-
bined with Persian and Indian wisdom, are even

yet more popular in the East than the systems
formed more or less on Neo-Platonic models bj' the

so-called Aristotelians of Islam. Directly or in-

directly, the intellectual life of Islam had been

permanently influenced by Pythagoras and Plato

long before it opened the door to the thought of

Aristotle.

5. The introduction of the Aristotelian philo-

sophy.—Not only among the Sabians of ^Jarran,
but also in the Christian schools and monasteries
of Syria, as well as in the medical school instituted

by Khosrau I. in Yundai-Sabur, a beginning had
been made with the study of Greek writings and
the translation of Greek scientific and philosophi-
cal works into Syriac, even before the Muslim

conquest. Besides the works of Hijjpocrates and

Galen, a large number of mathematical and astro-

nomical writings, and at length nearly all the
works of Aristotle, were thus translated. This
work of translation was greatly encouraged by the

Abbasid khallfahs Mansur and Harun al-Rashid,
and especially Ma'mun. Most of the translators

were Syrian Christians, though Jews, Sabians

belonging to ^larran, and now and again ISluslims

(«..i7., al-Kindi) did their part. By profession they
were generally physicians, their great aim being,
of course, to promote their own special study.
From the 4th to the 8th cent, the Greek books
were translated into Syriac; from the Sth to the

10th, into Arabic, either from Syriac versions or

directly from the original. Probably the more
eminent Arabian translators of the 9th cent., such
as Qusta b. Luqa (c. 835 ; a Christian of Ba'labak),
Thabit b. Qurra (a Sabian resident in yarran :

t901), and especially the Christian physician I,Iunain
b. Ishaq (809-873) and his pupils, worked in part

directly from the Greek. From the end of the

9tli cent, the work of translation was confined

almost entirely to Aristotelian or pseudo-.^risto-
telian writings, with their paraphrases and com-
mentaries.

Neither the natural philosophers nor the theo-

logians received the works of Aristotle witliout

opposition. Till well on in the 9th cent., when
the Hermetic yvCian or the Pythagorean-Platonic
wisdom was still in the ascendant, Aristotle was
known almost solely as a logician (sahib al-man{iq)
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—a fact the most couvineini,' proof of which is

found in the work of the celebrated physician
Razi (t A.D. 923 or 932). Tlie physical, and even

more the metaphysical, teachings of the JStagirite

met at first with vigorous resistance. This was

especially the case with his doctrine that the world
wa-s eternal, i.e. m itiiout beginning— a view prob-

ably at first identified with a doctrine widely
current in the Eiust, viz. that of the Dahrites.'

It was but natural that theologians of iliH'erent

schools, a.s, e.</., the Shi'ite Hisham b. al-^aqam
(a contemjjorary of Na??am), the Mu'tazilite Abu
Hashim of Basra (+ 933), and the orthodox al-

Ash'ari (873-935), should issue polemical pamphlets
against the encroacliing nhilosophy. These writers
often found sujijiort intlie arguments of Aristotle's

Christian commentator, Johannes I'hiloponos

(Ya^iya the grammarian), whose writings were
well known in the East.

On the other hand, al-Kindi and al-Farabi, the
hrst socalleil '

philosophers,' or Peripatetics, in

Lslam, following the example of the Neo-Flatonists,

.sought to demonstrate the essential harmonj- of

Plato and Aristotle. This task was greatly facili-

tated by the fact that the Arabic translations
included numerous pseudo-Aristotelian writings
some or all of which they regarded as authentic.

Among these pseiidographs were the so-called

Thevlvgia Aristotelis (an abstract of the Ennead^
of Plotinus), the Liber de Caiisis (an abstract of

the "Lroixfluiais 6(o\oyiK-/i of Proclus), the Book of the

Apple (a Hermetic imitation of Plato's Phcedo),
the Serretum Secretortmi, etc. Even in a later

and more critical age, as the Politics of Aristotle
was still unknown in Islam, a great ma.ss of

Platonic material from the Republic and the Laws
was incorporated [e.g., by Ibn Rushd) with the
Aristotelian philosophy.
The line of more or less Platonizing Aristotelians

in Islam begins with Ja'qub 1>. Ishaq al-Kindi

(t after 870). As the earliest Muslim philosopher
of Arabian descent—previous thinkers having been

Syrians or Persians, and, later, Turks, Berbers,
etc.—al-Kindi is stj^led

' the philosopher of the
Arabs.' In theological matters he belonged to

the Mu'tazilite school. One great article of his

teaching was the righteousness of God, and he also

laid stress upon the unity (i.e. the absence of

properties) of the di\dne nature. Doctrines common
to various religions, and especially the general
belief of mankind in a Creator who reveals himself
in prophecy, al-Kindi recognized as expressing the
truths of reason. His philosophical syncretism
enabled him to descry everywhere traces of a
divine truth m hich flows in various channels from
a single source.

Al-Kindi was known to mediaeval Christendom

mainly as an astrologer and a student of medicine.
In the East, however, his significance rests upon
his having been one of the first to engage in a

thoroughgoing study of Aristotle's works. It was
owing to that study, as perhaps al'^o to his sound

understanding, that he could so strongly inveigh
against alchemy and various forms of the belief in

miracles. It was also of importaiue for the de-

velopment of philosophy in Islam that, with the

support of Alexander of Ajihrodisias's commentary
on the de Anima of Aristotle, he introduced the
doctrine of a manifold j'oOj (Ar&h.' aql). Here he

distinguished four types of reason, viz. (n) the ever
actual or active 'oql

—the .source or essence of all

spiritual entities in the world, and thus probably
equivalent to God and the pure spirits who direct

the celestial spheres ;
*

[b) the 'aql as the constitu-

1 Cf. artt.
'

Dahr,'
'

Dahriya,' in EI i. 894 f.

2 The term 'aqlfa'dl\v&», after al-Kiiidi's time, applied princi-

pally
to the spirit emanating from the lowest heavenly {i.e. the

lunar) sphere.

tion or potentiality of the human soul ; (c) the aql
as tho.se properties or faculties of the soul of whidi
she can at every moment avail herself ; and (</) the
'aql in the state of outward manifestation. The
passage from [b] to (r), i.e. the development of the

potential into the habitual reason, is usually re-

garded as efiected bj' the prime, ever acti\e reason.
This doctrine of 'aql, somewhat modified as time
went on, is found also in the greater philosophers
of Islam (cf. artt. F.\RABI, vol. v. p. 7r)7fK,

AviCENNA, vol, ii. p. 272 fi'., Averroes, vol. ii. i).

262 f}-. ).

6. Difference between the older and the newer
type of thought.—The dillerence between the older

philosophical movement, with its Neo-Pythagorean
and Xeo-Platonizing tendencies, and the logico-
metaphysical school of the Aristotelians receives
its most apposite illustration from a comparison of
the encyclopiedic system which the Ihwan al-Safa

(' The faithful of Basra'), about the middle of' the
10th cent., imposed upon the data of their know-
ledge with the classification of the sciences found
in alFarabi (t A.D. 950). The Faithful of Basra
arranged the 52 treatises composing their philo-
sophical encyclopaedia as follows :

i. The first part comprises the propaedeutic sciences : first

(in conformity with the precedent of the Platonic school)
mathematics, and then logic. Mathematics they divided into

(1) arithmetic, (2) geometry, (3) astronomy, or rather astrology,
(4) geography, (;'.) music, and ((i) the doctrine of arithmetical
and geometric^al proportion (with much trifling). In all these
six treatises the great object is to rouse the soul from '

foolish
slumber and careless sleep,' and to lead it from the sensuous to
what lies beyond—the spiritual. The transition to logic is

m.ide in the next three treatises, viz. (7) on the theoretical

sriences, (8) on the practical sciences, and (9) on the various
customs or characteristics of mankind. Logic, again, in con-

formity with earlier tradition, deals with (10) the Isagoge (of

Porphyry), (11) the (Aristotelian) categories, (12) nepi ipurivdai,
(13) the Prior Analytics, and (14) the Posterior Ancdylics.

ii. The second section treats of the science of nature on its

physical side, but, as the Ihwan regarded the physical as of

little value, their theme here—not only for purposes of edifica-

tion, but quite directly
—was often the soul itself. This section

consists of seventeen treatises (nos. 15-31), viz. (15) elucidation
of the fundamental conceptions—matter and form, space, time,
and motion, (16) the heavens and the earth, (17) genesis and
dissolution, (18) meteorology, (19) mineralogy, (20) nature in

general, (21) botany, (22) zoology, (23) the structure of the
human body, (24) sense perception, (25) development of the
human embryo under the influence of the heavenly bodies, (2r>)

man as a microcosm, (27) the development of individual souls,

(28) the faculty of cognition, (29) the contemplation of death
and life, (30) pleasure and pain, (31) the diverse languages of
the nations.

iii. The subject of the third part is the spiritual world—the
soul (na/s) and the reason ("05/)—which is dealt with in ten
treatises (nos. 32-41), as follows : (32) spiritual principles accord-

ing to Pythagoras, (.3.3) spiritual principles according to the
Ihwan al-Safa, (34) the world as man on a large scale, (35)
thought and its object, (36) theory of the spheres, the genesis
and dissolution of the world, (37) the soul's love and longing
for God, (38) resuncction (in a spiritual sense), (39) the kinds
of motion, (40) causes and the caused, and (41) definitions
and descriptions of things. The leading thought of all these
treatises is that the spiritual is the essence and cause of the

physical, and that the soul, which stands midway between
reason ("05O and nature ((abi'a), yearns for its primal source.

iv. The fourth section deals with the supreme, divine world,
the world of divine law (ndmu6 = i'o/j.os), and contains eleven
treatises (nos. 42-52), viz. (42) the various religions and philo-
sophies (their common object being the welfare of the soul),

(43) ihe way to God, (44) the IJiwan al-Safii's profession of faith
in the immortality of the soul, (45) the life of the Ihwan al-Safa
in loyal fellowship for mutual aid, (46) faith, (4f) the divine
law (ndmus), or prophetic revelation (interpreted allegorically,
of course), (48) homily and exhortation, (49) the practice of the

spiritual life, (50) conmiunal life (in the State and other associa-

tions), (51) the order of the world, (52) miracles and the magic
arts, angels and demons.

Al-Farabi, in his Enumeration of the Sciences,

arranges the material in a somewhat diflerent

order, thus :

i. The science of language, in seven parts, discusses (1) the
word, (2) the sentence, (3, 4) the rules of their formation and
construction, (5, 6) correct speech and writing, and (7) the
technique of verse.

ii. Logic, whicli is closely associated with linguistic science,
is divided into eight parts, corresponding to the six books of
the Or(jaiion {The Catc<iorieg, Interprctnt ion, First and Second
Analt/tics, Topics, Sojihistical Arqrnnentu), together with (7
the Hhetoric and (8) the Poetics of Aristotle. While rhetoric
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ind poetics belong, on their technical side, to linguistics, they
*re here treated under lofjic as the theory of representing and
imitatin«c the real. According to this view, which came to have
great importance in the East, the sequence of the suhjects—
topics, sophistics, rhetoric, poetics—forms a descending scale
of the probable or the false which gradually declines from the
high level of certain and demonstrative knowledge dealt with
in the Ajialytics.

iii. Mathematical science consists of seven divisions, as
follows : (1) arithmetic, (2) geometry, (3) theory of perspective,
(4) astronomy, (6) music, (tJ) theory of measure and weight, and
(7) technique.

iv. Natural science is divided into eight parts, viz. (1) doctrine
of the principles of all material things (0v(riic7) axpoaait), (2) the
earth and the sky, (3) genesis and dissolution, (4, 5) meteorology,
(6) mineralogy, (7) botany, (S) zoology, with which is conjoined
psychology (as a natural science).

v. Metaphysics, or (likewise in Aristotle's temiinolofry)
theology, has the following three provinces : (1) the doctrme
of the existent in general, together with its accidents, (2) the

principles of the special sciences OoU'c. mathematics, physics),
and (3) the doctrine of purely spiritual beings and their grada-
tion, with God as the highest stage.

vi. Politics. —In this section, as the Aristotelian writings on
practical philosophy were not as yet translated, or were trans-
lated only in part, there is a considerable representation of Pla-
tonic elements, though al-Karabi seems to have been acquainted
with the Sicomachean Ethics.

vii. Legislative science, i.e. the science of faith and of re-

ligious duty.

Such agreement as is found between the classi-

fication of the Ilnvan al-Safa and that of al-Farfibi
is due to the introdtictory treatises of Amnionius
and Johannes Philoponus. Characteristic difier-

ences, however, appear both in the arrangement
and in the exposition ; as regards tlie former, the

foregoing outline will enable the reader to com-
pare tlie two systems, while, as regards the latter,
it is impossible here to go more fully into detail.

The material distinction may be briefly expressed
by saying that the longing of the soul, which, ac-

cording to the Ihwan, aspires to return to its

celestial source, gives place in Farabi to a more
tranquil and broader contemplation of all things
in the light of reason.

7. Muslim philosophy in the West.—The
pro-

gress of Muslim culture in the West—in N. Africa,
.Spain, and Sicily

—was in many respects a dupli-
cate of the Oriental development. What Iraq and
the city of Baghdad passed through in the 9th
cent, was in the lOth repeated in Andalusia and
its capital, Cordova. Conditions in the West,
however, were of a more simple kind ; gradations
of culture were fewer ; and Spain, true to its

orthodox bent both before and after the Muslim
invasion, was only superficially influenced by any
of the sects and factions of the East. Nevertheless,
some of the main currents of Muslim thought
made their Avay to the West. As a result of

pilgrimages to Mecca, and even more of scientific

journeys extending as far as E. Persia, Andalu-
sians became acquainted with the science and
philosophy of the East, and those who travelled

brought home books. Oriental scholars, again,
frequently moved westwards in order to find em-
ployment. In the first half of the 9th cent. Abu
Bakr Faraj b. Salam, a physician of literary at-

tainments belonging to Cordova, made a journey
of the kind indicated to Iraq, and, e.g., attended
the lectures of al-Jahiz in Basra. On his return
to his native city he disseminated there the
writings and the theology of that Mu'tazilite
teacher, and also the first germs of Greek philo-
sophy.
Somewiiat later in the 9th cent, the Neo-Pytha-

gorean pliilosophy found its way into Spain under
the mask of Silfiite and Batinite (see below, § 8)

mysticism. It purported to rest upon the authority
of Empedocles. Its chief rei>resentativeshere were
-Muhammad b. Masarra, a Muslim of Spani-sh de-

scent, and the Jewish thinker Ibn Gabirol {q.v.).
Ibn Masarra, who was born in Cordova in 888 and died in

9ol, and whose father had studied Mu'tazilite and mystical
theology in the Kast, lived the life of a devout ascetic. He
eventually retired, with his pupils, to the solitude of the nioun-
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tains, and was on this account styled alJahali. In his i)lace of
retreat he instructed his pupils in the Mu'tazilite doctrine of
freedom combined with a form of esoteric wisdom, this being
in reality the emanation theory of the pseudo - Empedocles.
From God, the One, the original principle

—he held— proceed all

things, each stage deriving from the antecedent one in the

following order : (1) first or spiritual matter ; (2) reason ; (3) the
soul ; (4) nature or second matter, which forms the substrate of

all finite existence in the physical world. Of God Himself,
exalted as He is above all predicates, nothing can be said ; He is

unknowable. He reveals Himself, however, in His emanations;
the first emanation, i.e. the spiritual matter from which all

spiritual and material things proceed, is symbolically named
'the throne of God.' God, moreover, is so exalted above all

things that He has no knowledge of these emanations. His
emanations, however, are cognized by reason—by that which
arises out of the primal matter ; and from reason, again, is de-
rived the soul, which, while bound to the physical, yet seeks to
deliver itself from it by asceticism and so to rise to the high
plane of the spirit. It was at first only in the West that Ibn
Masarra succeeded in forming a bo<ly of adherents, but the fact

that his ideas were adopted by Ibn al-'.\rabi (1165-1240), Islam's

greatest mystic, made them eventually the common property of

the Muslim world.

Towards the end of the 11 th cent, the philo-

sophical writings of al-Farabi and the medical

teachings of Ibn Sina became known in the West,
and the first of the Western Muslims to apply
himself actively to their lines of thought was Abu
Bakr Muhammad b. Yahya b. al-Sa'igh b. Bajja,
who, born in Saragossa, lived in Seville and Gren-

ada, and died at the court of the Almoravids in

Fez in 1138. This Ibn Bajja, with al-Farabi as

his model, composed elucidations of the Aristotelian
and other philosophical writings, lie felt very
keenly the isolated position of the pliilosopher in

the world at that day—a fact reflected in the title

of his ethical work, The Guidance of the Solitary.
Tlie ideal of self-culture portrayed in that book
was embodied by his disciple Ibn Tufail {q.v.) in

the figure of '

^ayy ibn Yaqzan," and his doctrine
that tlie human intellect attains to a general (i.e.

not individual) immortality by union with the
intellect of the lunar sphere was further developed
by Ibn Rushd (cf. art. AVERROES, esp. p. 264) ; this

found a place in the literature of medi;eval Christ-

ianity as the bugaboo of philosophical lieresj'.

8. The reconciliation of philosophy with

religion.
—One of the main problems of Muslim

philosopliy was naturally the definition of its rela-

tion to religion, as presented in the Qur'an and
the Tradition. Many theologians, more or less

conscious of this problem, were already working
towards its solution by spiritualizing the letter of

the law, having taken over from Hellenism the

allegorical method of interpreting sacred writings.
Tliose who applied this method in thoroughgoing
fashion were called Batinites (adherents of the
'inner sense' [bdtin, 'interior,' 'inside']) ; and the
endless variety of attempts to harmonize their own
speculations with the word of God and of His

Prophet developed at length into sheer contempt
of the external word. Extreme mj-stics, ration-

alists, and free-thinkers all came in this way to

the same results. Another theory common to

tliem all was that the inner sense of tlie word—
tlie truth—was revealed to only a few, whether by
divine enlightenment (mystics) or by one's own
reflexion (rationalists and free-thinkers).

Now, in the main, the Muslim Aristotelians

agreed with this view. They propounded, how-

ever, a mediating theory, expressing the matter
less crudely and with finer gradations of meaning.
With the aid of scholastic distinctions, they tried

to show that the diflerent modes of expression
used by theologians and philosophers respectively
were but varying phases of the one changeless
trutli. They did not claim that the truth was
confined to their philosophy alone, but they held

that that philosophy was the highest form of truth

attainable by man. It is in the light of this hypo-
thesis that we are to interpret the philosophic en-

deavours to rationalize the doctrine of prophetic
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revelation. Al Kindi liiiii>clf liad .leiemied prupliecy
i.e. hiul sought to show that it was in liarmony
with rcjison ; at all events, like the Mu'tazilite

theolo-zians frenerally, lie regarded the contempla-
tion of revealed truth as a reli;,'iou8 duty. Surh
was al>o tiie view of al-l'"arabi and Avicenna. Al-

Farabi, in particular, even identities the phiio-

soplier and the projiiiet. Takin>,' I'iato's ideal of

the kinji-jdiilo-sopher, he furnishes it with various

traits of the IStoic sage in such wise that the

faithful Muslim, in reading al-Farahi's works,

might well substitute the name of Muhammad
him.-^elf. Prophecy is here made intelligible by
means of the '"7/ theory, the doctrine of the j-oDs.

As IMato had set forth in the Ji-/riiblic, human
beings vary greatly in their intellectual endow-
ments, and lie majority reciuire a guide ; it is only
the most gifted of men, in fact, whom the super-
human vorsltiie intc/lcctiis a(je>is='aqlfaol)enrd>\es
to receive and assimilate the truth, and so to impart
it to otliei.-^ Ill a form that varies with the stage of

their mental develonment.
We may discern nere not only the resemblance

but al.so the difference between the so-called Aris-

totelians and the other schools of thought in Islam.
The mystics, t^jo, had all their theory of grades—
a doctrine of the several stages to be .successively
traver.sed on the way to (Jod. The stages are

variously enumerated—as many as eight, or even

more, being given— and variously described by
dili'erent thinkers ;

and few men reach the highest.
In similar fashion the Ihwan al-Safa distinguish
four gTades of initiation within their society,
these corresponding to the stages of divine ema-
nation.

The princijde of the philosophical theory of

stages in the narrower sense, however, is made to

rest ufMjn distinctions in mental endowment, and
here there is no transition from one stage to

another. In al-Faralu the doctrine still rather
follows the psychological scheme of Plato's Jie-

}>iihlir, while m Averroes it leans more to the
outward form of the Aristotelian logic. Each
distinguishes three grades of intellectual capacity.
In al-Farabi they correspond respectively to (I)

sense-perception, (2) ideation, or perception, which

operates with remembered (mentally perceived)
images, and (3) pure reason, or the capacity for

thought. In few men is the last of these (potenti-

ally) present in such measure that by union with
the active intellect (the spirit of the lunar sphere)
it can rise to actiial reason. It is on this highest
plane that the philosopher and the prophet join
iiands. The philosopher, however, receives or wins
the truth in a pure form, and in that form, too, he
utters it for those who are able to comprehend it ;

while the proj)het, receiving it in hgures and
.similitudes, likewise makes use of these in oixler to

accommodate his thought to human conception ; in

this way, too, he becomes a guide to those who either

cannot rise at all or can rise only with difficulty
above sensuous perception. We find similar views
in the writings of Avicenna and Maimonides, and
in the romance of Ibn Tufail.

Averroes deals with this theory of the harmony
of philoso])hy and religion in a special work. He
holds that there is no ground for conflict between
reason and faith, since the doctrines of religion
are simply symbolical expressions of philo.sophic
tnith. That our scientific and philosophical modes
of expression might likewise lie of a symbolical
cliaracter seems never to have entered the mind of

this Aristotelian thinker ; he was satisfied that in

Aristotle jtar excellence he had fouijd the pure
truth. Aristotle, in his Metaphysics (1004c 15 ti'.),

had said, however, that the Sophists and the
dialecticians deal with the same object as the

ithilosophers, although in a different way. The

knowledge professed by the Sophists was at best

fictitious, and even the probabilitj' of the dialecti-
cian—dependent as it is upon generally recognized
principles

—fell below the philosophical ^dane of

apodictic certainty. Now Averroes linds in these
statements the doctrine of the three stages. The
sophistico-rhetorical mode of argnmentati(}n is

successful witii the multitude ; the procedure of
the dialecticians finds favour witii the more cul-
tured classes, and especially the theologians (m(?^a-
kallimun) ; finallj', the thorough<joing apodictic
method of the philosophers

—the heritage of the
few—presents the trutli in its pure and consum-
mate form. Thus, to take a concrete instance,
the simple-minded believer of the lower class will

say, 'God is in heaven.' The man of trained

dialectic, again, knowing that God must not be

rejjresented as a phj'.sical entity in space, will read
that statement as meaning tnat God is exalted
above all that is earthlj' and human, and will say,
'God is everj-where, and not merely in heaven.'

But, if the omnipresence of God be taken in a

phy.sical and spatial sen.se, that formula too is

liable to be apprehended wronglj', and accordingly
the philosopher more adequately expresses the

purely spiritual nature of (Jod when he asserts that
God IS nowhere but in Himself ; in fact, rather
than say that God is in space he might more justlj-

say that space and matter are in Him.
This example suffices to show us that in the view

of Averroes tne three stages or forms of knowledge
have a common basis in one fundamental principle,
viz. that there is a God. He believes that the
existence of God is a fact to be recognizei' by every
man, God being either figured more or less sensu-

ously or conceived in a purely spiritual way,
according to the grade of one's intellectual capa-

city. To deny the existence of God is forbidden,
and such denial should be punished. But the

blurring of intellectual distinctions is also an evil

thing : the uneducated mtist not venture to engage
in allegorical interpretation, nor shall the philo-

sopher seek to popularize his higher intelligence of

things. Hence Averroes censures al-Ghazali for

having diffused philosophy too Avidely through
his popular writings. The masses should believe

in conformity Avith the text of the Book ; the

theologians must not read more into the Book
than is comjiatible with the Arabic language and
diction ; absolute liberty of thought is the exclusi\e

prerogative of philosophic genius. Thus the Peri-

patetic movement of Muslim philosophy ends in

what may be called an aristocratic rationalism.

9. The" influence of Muslim philosophy.
— The

development of philosophy in Islam was of import-
ance, in the first instance, to the Muslim peoples
themselves. Its influence made itself felt in all

branches of science and general culture, though
chiefly, no doubt, in the study of theology—a stud j-

which still maintains an outstanding place in Islam.

In the theological sphere we can trace various

currents of thought. In general, it may be said

that the mystics of all periods have imported many
Neo-Pj'thagorean and Neo-Platonic elements into

their systems, while thinkers of a more rational-

istic type owe much to the teachings of Aristotle

in the form given them by Avicenna. Aiicenna
ranks in the East as the prince of philosophy, and,
in the conflict regarding tiie influence of philosophy
upon theology, the watchword for centuries has
been ' For or against Ibn Sina.'

The right of applying philosophical or logical
methods to the treatment of theological problems
in philosophical discussions is not generally con-

tested. The theologians, in their works dealing
with the Kalam (q.v.), usually begin with a section

discussing questions in the logic of langiiage and
the theory of knowledge, and then, in the body of
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the work, set forth their scheme of speculative
theology.
From the time of al-Ash'ari {q.v.) a moderate

and partly mediating orthodoxy has succeeded in

coming to terms with speculation on theological

problems. To the rigid orthodoxy that clung
uncompromisingly to the letter of the law al-

Ash'ari made the following rejoinders: (1) the

Prophet did not condemn those who speculate ;

(2) the Propiiet was cognizant of the speculative
problems, and tlie Qur'an and tiie Tradition have
furnished us witli the principles of their solution ;

(3) liis not iiaving dealt witii them singly is to be

explained on the ground that in his time they had
not yet emerged—otherwise he would, of course,
have spoken definitely reg,arding them. The
second of tiiese rejoinders furnishes a vindication
of the more or less liberal modes of interpretation
to whicii the Qur'an and the Tradition were sub-

jected in tlie subsequent period. It is impossible
here, however, to deal more fully with the process
of theological development in Islam ; much useful
material will be found in the works of M. Horten.

Secondly, the influence of Muslim philosophy
was in some measure augmented when at length,
more particularly by means of Latin translations,
it came to be known in Western Christendom.
The best-known translators during the 12th cent,
are Johannes Hispanus and Gerard of Cremona ;

and the work was prosecuted by other students in

the century following. Likewise many Jews took

part in the process of mediation. The various
mutations of Arabic learning were all shared in,
either actively or receptively, by the Oriental Jews
(cf. Philosophy [Jewish]) ; and at length Maimon-
ides ([q.v.'] 1135-1204), working under the influence
of al-KarabI and Avicenna, made an attempt to
harmonize Aristotle with the OT. In tliis endea-
vour he availed himself of the device of interpret-
ing the sacred text allegorically and restricting the

scope of Aristotle's teaching to tiiis world, while

maintaining that everything of a supramundane
nature is known only by divine revelation.
Such was also the view of the Christian scholars

and theologians of the West. Their knowledge of
the world, including a great deal of astrology,
alchemy, etc., Avas borrowed very largely from the
Arabs, while at first they gave a ready welcome to

everything of a Neo-Platonic cast. The most
permanent of the Oriental factors in the West,
however, were Avicenna's medical teachings and
the Aristotelian tradition from al-Kindi to Aver-
roes. In that tradition the Scholastics found
abundant incentives to philosophical discussion,
and to it they also owed in part tlieir abandonment
of the Neo-Platonic ontology for the purer form of
Aristotelianism represented by Albertus Magnus
and Thomas Aquinas in the 13th century. It was
therefore upon good grounds that Dante placed
Avicenna and Averroes among the great figures of
classical antiquity in the forecourt of hell.
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PHILOSOPHY (Roman).— I. Introductory.—
The Romans made no claim to originality in pliilo-

sophy. Here, even more than in other fields, the
work of Roman literature was mediation ( Vermilt-

lung). PVom this point of view, however, it is im-

possible to exaggerate the significance of such
names as Lucretius, Cicero, and Seneca, not to

speak of Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius, who wrote
in Greek. It is from Lucretius that the modern
world received not only the system of Epicurus
and the atomic cosmogony of Democritus, but

something of the spirit of the pre-Socratic nature

philosophy.
Cicero taught the history of older Greek philo-

sophy and the controversies of the post-Aristotelian
schools not only to his contempoiaries and the
Christian Fathers, but for many centuries after
the Renaissance to all modern Europe (see the

excellent, though incomplete, history of Cicero's
influence in T. Zielinski, Cicero im Wandel der

Jahrhunderte^, Leipzig, 1912, pp. 89 ll'., 211 tf. ;

there is a convenient English re.sum6 of Zielinski- in

English Literature and the Classics, Oxford, 1911).
Seneca transmits to the modern world the ethical

religion of later Greek philosophy, the precepts
that would make invincible the heart that conned
them, the half-Cliristian sentiments of a Stoicism
more than half Platonized.
When the Roman tardily turned his attention

to Greek literature, it was, Horace tells us {Epist.
II. i. 161 a'.), to ask what profit there might be in
the Attic stage. Horace does not iiere mention
philosophy, tlie refuge and religion of his later

years {ib. I. i. 25).
But the dramas most frequently adapted to the

Roman stage, those of Euripides and the New
Comedy, were, as Cicero says of his own orations

(de Nat. Dcor. i. 3), stutted with philo.sophic
sentences (J. S. Reid, Acadciiiica, London, 18S5.

p. 9), which conveyed to an intellectually young
people the criticism of life, ethics, and religion of
a sophisticated and weary civilization (ib., Introd.

p. 20, note 1 ; T. Mommsen, Hist, of Rome, bk.
lii. ch. xiv. ; W. Warde Fowler, The RcUgiott.^

Experience of the Roman People, London, 1911,

pp. 348, 264, 319, Roman Ideas- of Deity, do. 1914,

pp. 30, 101 ; J. B. Carter, Religion 'ofXnma, do. 1906,

pp. 64, 122 f.). This completed the disintegration
ot the Roman religious instinct, wliich was alrea<Iy

sadly confused by the progressive assimilation oi

the old Roman deities to the Gi-eek mythology.
'

Afque haeo quidcm ejusmodi e\" vutere Graeoi.ie fama rol-

lecta sunt : quibus intelligis resistenduiu esse, ne perturbentur
religiones

'

(Cic. de Sat. Deor. iii. 23. (30).

Ennius, the Roman Homer (Fowler, Rel. Expcr.,
p. 351), translates Euhemerus (see Euhkmkkism),
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adapts with Roman illustrations Euripides'
diatribes against priestcraft and augury (Cic. de

Die. i. 58), and sums up for the populace in three

racy lines the Epicurean doctrine that tlie gods
are careless and the traitorous doubts of the

moral government of the world long since formu-

lated by Thrasymachus (H. Diels, Z>je Fraguicnte
iltr Vorsvkratiker^, Berlin, 191'2, frag. 8) and elo-

quently repudiated in the theodicy of Tlato {Lows,
905 B ; cf. Cic. de Nat. Deor. iii. 32, de Div. i. 88) :

'Gods there are, I've always said it, and that will always be

my view ;

But they little reck, I reckon, of wliat we race of mortals do.
For if they did the pood would flourish, the bad would

perish, which is not true.'

Many such
quasi-i)hilosophic

and critical utter-

ances occur in Plautus (towler, liel. Exper., p.

352; F. Leo, Pluutinisihe Forschiingcn^, Berlin,

1912, pp. 129-131 ; Ranke, Periplecomemis, Mar-

burg Dissertation, 1900) and in the fragments
of early Latin tragedy (Reid, Introd. p. 20, n.

1). The beginnings of more direct study of Greek

philosojdiy are known mainly' from the allusions

in Cicero (Tnsc. iv. 6, Acad. i. 5), Seneca {Ep. c),
Quintilian (Iivtt. Orat. X. i. 123), and Aulus Gel-
lius (vi. [vii.] 14, xv. 11).

The famous embassy to Rome in 155 of the three

representative Greek philosophers
—Carneades the

Academic, Diogenes the Stoic, and Critolaus the

Peripatetic
—is the obbligato introduction to the

history of Roman philosophy, and has often been

brilliantlj', if somewhat conjecturally, described

(see C. Martha, Etudes morales sur rantiquit^,
Paris, 1883, p. 61 f.,

' Le Philosophe Carneade k

Rome'; A. W. Benn, The Greek Philosophers-,
London, 1914, ch. xii. sect. i.).

Cicero himself can name no Roman student of

(ireek philosophy prior to Ladius and Scijno
{Tusc. iv. 5), tliough he sometimes alludes to

Pytiiagoreanism in Italy {ib. iv. 1 f. ).

The" culture of the '

Scipionic circle,' and its

possible indebtedness to Polybius and the Achaean
exiles, we must dismiss with a reference (Momm-
sen, bk. iv. ch. xii. ; P. Wendland, Die hcllcnis-

tisch-romische Kultur, Tiibingen, 1912, pp. 34, .58;

J. B. Bury, The Ancient Greek Historians, London,
1909, p. 191; Fowler, Rel. Exper., p. 363 f. ;

Cic. de Fin. ii. 8 ; Polyb. xxiii. 10). Elsewhere
Cicero admits that sceptical readers have doubted
the erudition in Greek philosophy displayed by
the interlocutors in his dialogues, and defends
himself lamely (Reid, on Acad. Prior, ii. 2). It is

not likely that any Roman, except Cicero himself,
and possibly the learned Varro or Brutus, could
have delivered the systematic exjjositions which
Cicero puts into the mouths of his personages.
But tlie general truth of Cicero's idealized repre-
sentation of this Roman culture remains.

In the 1st cent. n.C. the educated Roman
nobility did often maintain in their households
Greek scholars who might be philosophers (see
A. Ilillscher, in Fleckeisen's Jahrbiicher fiir class.

Philol., suppl. xviii. [1891-92] 353-444; Cic.

Brutus, 90, 97, de Or. i. 22, de Fin. iv. 26, v. 3, 25).
In their youth, or later en route to Asia, they
heard at Athens (dc. Or. i. 18, de Fin. v. 1) or

Rhodes (de Or. i. 17) lectures from which they ac-

quired, if not expert knowledge, a sufficient con-

ception of the attitude towards life and experience
represented by the three chief post-Aristotelian
scliools— the Stoics, the Epicureans, and the
Academic sceptics. They knew the names and

personalities of the leading representatives of these
schools and took an amused interest in their con-

troversies (Acad. Prior. II. iv. 11 f., de Or. i. 11,

18 f., de Lefj. i. 20). Their villas sometimes con-

tained libraries in which a scholar could find almost

any treatise that he happened to need (de Fin. iii.

2f., Topica, i., ad Att. iv. 10). They sometimes
professed personal allegiance to the Epicurean,
the Academic, the Stoic, or the Peripatetic school
as the case might be (de Nat. Deor. i. 6). This
often meant little more than the assumption of a

playful partisanship (de Fin. v. 3, 26, Acad. Post.
I. iv. 14, de Leg. I. vii. 21). It was sometimes, as
in the case of Cicero's friend, the Epicurean Atti-

cus, the expression of a temjierament and an atti-

tude (G. Boissier, Ciciron et ses amis, Paris, 1888,

p. 137).
In a Cato and in a Brutus it was thought to be

a religion and a rule of life :

'

Neque disputandi causa, ut niaj^na pars, sed ita vivendi
'

(Cic. Murena, 30, of Cato); '.Scias euni sentire, quae dieit

(Quintil. X. i. 123, of Brutus).

And it is customary in this connexion to atlirm a

profound affinity between the Stoic philosophy
and the old Roman virtue (Fowler, ]iel. Exper., p.
362

;
E. V. Arnold, Roman Stoicism, Cambridge,

1911, ch. v., is an excellent history of the 'Stoic
sect in Rome '

; per contra, F. W. Bussell, Marcus
Anrelius and the Later Stoics, Edinburgh, 1910, p.

185, .says :

' The Stoic school nearly .spoilt the
noblest of the Romans').

Cicero's complacent portrayal of this philosophic
culture of the Roman nobility suggests Burke's
and Matthew Arnold's idealization of the similar

culture of the English nobilitj' of the 18th century.
Whatever the precise historical facts, it is in some
such setting and against some such historical

background as this that we must view the two
great extant monuments of that culture—Lucre-
tius's poem on the nature of things and Cicero's

philosophical dialogues. In asserting his own
essential priority, Cicero laments that the earliest

Roman expositions of Greek philosophy were the

cheap and superficial popularizations of Epicurean-
ism by a certain Amafinius and his followers (Tvsr.
iv. 3, 6). This recalls the deprecation by old-

fashioned college presidents of the dittusion of

cheap Voltairism in America by Ethan Allen's
Reason the only Oracle of Man (New York, 1784),
and Paine's Age of Reason (London, 1795). But
what chiefly oflends Cicero is not the irreligion of

popular Epicureanism, but its crudity. Epicurus
and, with rare exceptions, the Epicureans were
hostile to the encyclopaedic liberal culture that
was Cicero's life-long religion (de Fin. i. 5, 7, 21,
iii. 12, Acad. i. 2, de Nat. Deor. i. 22, 26, ii. 18 f.,

29). Their writings lack the literary charm, the

mastery of dialectic and rhetoric, the conception
of man as a social and political animal, the wealth
of historic illustration, that attracted him in the

disciples of Plato and the '

great and copious
'

Peripatetics (de Leg. iii. 6, Orator, 3, Brutus, 31,

de Fin. ii. 23 f., iv. 3, 9, v. 3). The Stoic system
and terminology as a subject of study command
the respect even of their opponents (de Fin. iii. 1 ).

But any educated man can get up the entire Epi-
curean philosophy in a few days (ib. i. 5, 8 :

'

per-
discere ludus').
So Macaulay marvels that the '

silliest and
meanest of all systems of moral and natural

philo-
sophy

'

inspired in Lucretius the finest poem in the
Latin language. Cicero does not raise this question,
or indeed mention Lucretius at all, except once in

the much discussed letter to his brother Quintus.
But the coincidences of diction in the exposition of

the Epicurean philosophy are too numerous and

precise to be due solely to the use of common
sources. The parallels collected by Martha
(Melanges de litt^rature ancienne, Paris, 1896, pp.

157-177) are only a small proportion of those that
an attentive reader will discover. For Lucretius
as a whole see art. LUCRETIUS and the well-known
book of J. Masson, Lucretius, Epicurean and Poet

(2 vols., London, 1907-09). We can only glance at
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a few of the traits that differentiate him from

Epicurus. He is a true poet and transmits to the
modern work] tlie spirit not of Epicurus o?iiV«<i(»'e,
but of tlie pre-8ocratics and Plato's Timaus. He
'denied divinely the divine'; and Aphrodite,
riiaethon, the fauns, and the cult of the great
Mother of tlie Clods are more real and vivid in his

negations than in aiij' iiymn of their worsiiii)ners.
His atheism speaks the language of the deity
answering Job out of the whirlwind ; and the ex-

pression of his honest doubt always preserves that

high seriousness the lack of whicn makes the

petulant boutades of Euripides so disconcerting to

the lovers of j'Eschylus and Sophocles, so unedifying
to the disciples of Plato. In him Epicurus's placid
repudiation of superstition is transformed into a

passionate conviction that historical or institu-

tional religion has been a curse to humanity. This

distinction, often overlooked, has never been

explained. It may be conjecturally attributed to

something in the poet's own temperament or

experience, or perhaps to the religious experi-
ence of the Roman people during and after the
Hannibalic wars (Carter, p. 144 ; cf. G. Murray,
Four Stages of Greek Beligion, New York, 1912,

p. 53).

We may perhaps find further confirmation of his

sincerity of feeling in the fact that Lucretius
never redeemed his promise (v. 155) to lead his

' Memmius in a train
Of flowery clauses onward to the proof
That gods there are, and deathless

'

(Tennyson, Lucretius).

The positive theology of the Epicureans was cer-

tainly chimerical, and their opponents plausibly
pronounced it insincere (Zeller, Die Philosojihie der

Grieehen, III. i.^, Berlin, 1880, p. 399). The speakers
in Cicero refuse to take seriously thefaineant gods
who have a qjiasi-corpus and a quasi-sanguis(de Nat.
Deor. i. 26), and take refuge from the cosmic tur-

bulence.' in ' the lucid interspace of world and
world '

(4e Div. ii. 17), where they entertain their
infinite leisure with conversation in Greek.
The populace, the false prophets, the mystic or

religious philosophers, and the intelligent essayists
of later antiquity were agreed in regarding
Epicureanism as virtual atheism (Posidonius, in

Cic. de Nat. Deor. i. 44 ; cf. iii. 1).

Lucretius has little to say
—
perhaps there was

not much to be said—of the practical aspects of
the Epicurean ethics. Satire of Roman luxury
and ennui, the praises of sober, sweet, simple
Epicurean life, deprecation of the mad race of

ambition and the pursuit of wealth, the gospel of
renunciation and acquiescence in the law of death—death 'that is more peaceful than any sleep'

—
that is about all.

2. Cicero.—Cicero Avas obviously not a pro-
fessional scholar. But his knowledge of Greek
philosophy was extensive, if not always critical.

Greek was for him a living language, and he had
heard lectures on Greek philosophy, read books
about it, and debated the points of controversy
between later schools throughout his life (see
Reid, Introd. pp. 1-9 ; J. B. Mayor, de Natura
Deorum, Cambridge, 1880-85, i. p. xxxv, and, for
an unfavourable view of Cicero's work, iii. p. xiv).
The substance of his chief philosophic treatises he
could at any time have written out of his head
(de Fin. i. 5 ; not, of course, the '

History of

Philosophy' in de Nat. Deor. i. 10 fl"., for whicii he
had no Diels or Zeller to copy). In the actual

composition he freely adapted, tmnslated, para-
phrased, or epitomized whatever suited his purpose
in the writings of Pana-tius, Posidonius, Clito-

machus, Diogenes of Babylonia, Antipater of

Tyre, Antiochus, and Pliilo. Like many of his
modern censors, he often took his quotations at

second hand. But it is quite idle to deny that

he read Plato, Aristotle, Theophrastus, Grantor,
Dicaiarchus, and others of the older philosophers,
and could consult and quote them independently
when he chose. He sometimes speaks of himself

as a translator and sometimes protests that he
does not follow his authorities slavishly. The
determination of his precise procedure

in any
given case is a problem that philology can neither

solve nor renounce (see the Introductions to Keid,

Acadeinica, and Mayor, de Nat. Deor.
;
R. Hirzel,

UTitersrichungen zur Cicero's philosoph. Schriften,
3 vols., Leipzig, 1877-83; and the more recent

literature in Hans Uri, Cicero und die epikur. Phil..

Munich, 1914). He achieved his design of illumi-

nating by Latin letters every topic of (recent) Greek

philosophy (de Div. ii. 2, Acad. Post. I. i. 3).

And, in the loss of the Greek '

sources,' this hastily

composed philosophical library remains one of tlie

world's chief storehouses of ideas and suggestions
and of the great commonplaces of ethics and
natural religion. It is no impairment of the value

of his writings or disparagement of his intellig-

ence that he did not invent a system of his own,
or swear superstitious adherence to the words of

any one of his teachers (Boissier, p. 340). The

philosophy of the post-Aristotelian schools centred

in two or three large topics of controversy still

under debate—the criterion of truth, the absolute-

ness and autonomy of the moral law, the identifica-

tion of ' virtue
' with happiness, and the reality of

natural religion and its accommodation to institu-

tional and historic religion. Towards all these

questions Cicero's attitude was that of not a few
of the best minds of the 18th and 19th centuries.

The Stoics maintained that certain states of con-

sciousness are infallible witnesses to their own
truth. Cicero held with the New Academy that

probability is the limit of our knowledge and the

guide of life (Tusc. i. 9, v. 11, Acad., passim ; de

Offic. iii. 4 in fine). This is still a perfectly rational

position in relation to all absolute systems, and
was in Cicero's as in Plato's day an entirely reason-

able view of physical science also (Acad. Prior, ii.

39 ; Plato, Tim. 29 B, C). The Stoics insisted that

nothing is good except the virtuous will, and that

virtue alone ensures not only a happy, but also

the happiest possible, life. Cicero admired this

fine moral gesture and the ingenious elaboration

of terminology that justified it (de Fin. iii. 22).

He would like to believe it :

'

Ego vero volo in virtute vim esse quain maxiinam '

(i6.

V. 26).

He is not sure that he can find any valid sanction

for the moral life without it. But in other moods
he doubts its conformity to common sense or its

confirmation by experience, and sees in it only the

pedantic and paradoxical elaboration of truths

better stated by Plato (rfe Fit>. iv. 11 f.). Virtue
on the rack is still happiness perhaps. But why
say the highest possible happiness? Would it not

be a little happier without the pain ? It is our
modern problem of the sanction. Unless you go
the whole length of paradox, how find a logical
sanction for the extreme case of entire self-

sacrifice? Cicero's waverings and self-contradic-

tions on this point find their precise parallels in

the literature of the modern utilitarian debate
from Mill and Grote to Leslie Stephen, and in

the associated discussions of the main thesis of

Plato's Republic. He prefers the Stoic position to

the Epicurean of course, and even to the laxity of

Theophrastus on the happy life (ib. v. 5). and

perhaps to the Aristotelian over-emphasis of

external 'goods' (ib. v. 25). But he does not

prefer it to the finer tact of Plato's expression of

the same ideas (Acad. iv. [Liiciil/us] 44, de Flu.

iv. 24, Tusc. V. 12). And he fears that it luny
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prove to be only a niagniticent rlietorical lieliance

to experience and human nature :

' Dicuntur ista, Cato, uiftgnifice' (rf« Fin. iii. 3), 'repugnante
iiatura' (ii». iv. 2U).

He had probably often debated the onestion with

Brutus and Cato, and a large part of bk. iv. of the

de Fiiiibus reads more like the reflexion of these

discus.«ioiis than the copy of a Greek treatise, for

which it is generally taken. The alleged contra-

diction between bk. v. of the Trtsciilnns and bk. iv.

of the de Finibus practically disappears on a careful

consideration of the resnective conte.xts (Ttisc. v.

11 ; cf. de Leg. i. 20 :

' Probe ouidein sentis, si re

ac non verbis dissident,' de Offic. iii. 7: 'Mihi

utr\unvis satis est : et quum hoc turn illud proba-
bilins videtur ').

Space fails for the study of the de Natura
Deorum and the de Divinatione as storehouses of

material for the history of the nost-Aristotelian

philosophies of religion. The ' noble eclectic deism
'

whicii Cicero transmitted to the Renaissance and

the 17th and ISth centuries is summed up in a

concluding paragraph of the de Divinatione, which

says in effect :

' We ought to conserve religion without encouraging supersti-
tion. The wise man will respect and maintain the religious

rites and institutions of his ancestors and he will keep his

personal faith in a supreme and eternal nature to be rever-

enced and admired by man as the author of the beauty and
order of the world '(ii. 72).

Those who read l>etween the lines could find

mingled with this edifying doctrine many sugges-
tions of the statesman's or the policeman's view of

the utility of religion (de Rep. and de Leg., passim,
de Leg. I'l, ii. 7, de Nat. Deor. i. 27 ; cf. A. Collins,

ap. Zielinski, Cicero im Wandel, p. 223 ; de Nat.
Deor. ii. and iii.) and hints of economies and
reserves (de Nat. Deor. i. 22, de Div. ii. 12, 'sed

soli sumus,' de Leg. i. 13) and of accommodation

(the word, de Nat. Deor. i. 15 [41]) legitimate or

illegitimate to popular and institutional religion

(ib. i. 28, iii. 15 f!^, 23 ; Warde Fowler, Roman Ideas

of Deity, p. 54). The Platonizing Dream of Scipio
and bk. v. of the Tusculans have been the chief

channels by which the Platonic hope of immor-

tality was transmitted to the Middle Age and the

modern literature of natural religion. The de

Finibus deals with the theory of ethics (see art.

SuMMUM BoNUM). The Tuscidans are, like

Seneca's Epi-itles, the practical application of tlie

religion of Greek philosophy (Tusc. v. 2 :

' O vitae

philosophia dux,' etc. ; cf. Seneca, Ep. 90, both

conjectured to be derived from Posidonius's Pro-

trepticns) to conduct and spiritual guidance. They
exhibit the philosopher as physician of the soul

(Tusc. i. 49, iii. 1), healing the perturbations,
diseases, or passions of the mind, and combating
the fear of death and pain and other ' accidental

evils,' or maintaining the Stoic thesis of the all-

sufficiency of virtue for the happy life. The de

Officiis, based in the main probably on the iripl tov

KadrjKovTos of Pantetius, is a practical treatise on
the ethics not of the ideal sage but of fallible men.
It became in turn the model of St. Ambrose's
Christian ethics, and, until the rise of the 19Lh

cent.
' science

'

of evolutionarj' ethics, it remained
for such readers as Locke, Huine, Voltaire, and
Frederick the Great almost the definitive treat-

ment of the subject. The wide-spread opinion
that Cicero in the de Officiis seriously compromises
the ethical ideal is a vague impression left in the

minds of hasty readers by his discussion of the

Stoic casuistry of caveat emptor and similar ques-
tions (de Offic. iii. 12 ff.). In nearly every case

Cicero himself rejects the casuistic compromise,
the 'capitulations of conscience' which even John
Stuart Mill attributes to him (de Offic.

iii. 13 in

fine ; Mill, Three Essays on Religion^, London,

1885, p. 107). Apart from a few possibly pre-

judiced political and historiial judgments, the

lierogations of the de Officiis from a))solute, iileal,

Platonic, or Christian ethics are rare and doubtful.

On the authority of Pana'tius, Cicero justifies the

advocate in maintaining a merely plausible case

(ii. 14). He twice permits himself the un-1'latonic

expression that a good man will harm no one
'nisi laces.situs iniuria

'

(i. 7, iii. 19), for which
Lactantius and Ambrose rebuke him. He once

incautiously generalizes a sound principle of legal

equity in the unqualified stateuient that promises
need not be kept

'
si plus tibi noceant, quam illi

prosint, cui proniiseris (i. 10). That is about all.

The tripartite scheme of the de O^ciw distinguishes
the topics of the right (honc-ituin), the useful

(utile), and the (apparent) conflict of the two.
The admission of a real conflict, Cicero insists,

would destroy ethics altogether, which must rest

on the Socratic- Platonic postulate of their identity
(ii. 3, iii. 3). The elaboration, for wliich Cicero
liimself apologizes (ii. 6), of Chesterlieldian pru-
dential morality in bk. ii. is natural in a fatlier

addressing his son and not inappropriate to the

literary kind which is allied to the '

para^netic dis-

course' (see art. ISOCRATES). Transcendental
and ascetic ethics are treated in the Tusculans,
which are essentially akin to the literature of

'consolations.' These and .similar distinctions,
which cannot be developed here, are indispensable
to the discriminating criticism of the de Finibus,
the de Officiis, and the Tusculans. The honestum
of de Officiis, i. divides into the four Platonic

cardinal virtues. Emphasis is laid on their deriva-

tion from 'nature,' the primary instincts, and the

social nature of man. The iiis gentium is some-
times equated with nature (iii. 5 :

'

natura, id est,

jure gentium '). Beneficence as a social virtue is

placed side by side with justice. And there are

many other divergences from Plato and Aristotle

due "to the elal)oration of ethical terminology in

the discussions of the schools, the accumulation of

political and social experience, and the imperfect

et|uivalence of Greek and Latin ethical terms.

Much industry that might have cleared up all

these complexities has been wasted on the con-

jectural philology of Cicero's lost sources.

Cicero boasts that his philosophical treatises had

inspired many emulators of his exan)ple. Two
only require mention here : Brutus, with whom he

evidently had often debated the Stoic ethics

(Boissier, p. 320), and Varro, for whose vast erudi-

tion he felt a certain awe. Varro (Zeller, III. i.^

669) apparently accepted the eclectic compromise of

Antiochus between the New Academy and Stoi-

cism. Whatever his private creed, his chief literary
interest in Greek philo.sophy was its service to his

interpretation of Roman religion and antiquity.
We know him mainly through the Christian

Fathers, who sought in him illustrations of the

absurdity of the pagan religion.

3. Roman philosophy after Cicero. — Roman
philosophy acquired few if any new ideas after

Cicero. An exhaustive monograph would study
the not inconsiderable traces of Epicureanism and
Stoicism in the poets Horace, Vergil, Lucan,
Juvenal, and Persius(C. ^\iivt\\».,LesMoralistessous
Vempire romccin, Paris, 1865, p. 100 fl'., 'Perse';

Arnold, Roman Stoicism, ch. xvi., merely glances
at the topic), the relation of the 'science' of

Seneca and Pliny to their Greek sources, and the

Latin reflexion of incipient Neo-Platonism in

Apuleius. But, broadly speaking, post-Ciceronian

philosophy merely amplified that conception of the

])hilosopher as physician of the soul and director of

conscience which we have already met in Cicero's

'Tusculans. This, with some admixture of asceti-

cism and Pythagoreanism, was the philosophy of the
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school of the Sextii to wliich Seneca alhides with

;j;rateful enthusiasm. And this is the chief function

and content of pliilosophy for Seneca himself

(Zeiier, III. i.^emur.).
This etiiical culture religion of moral philosophy

in the literature of the Gra?co-Koman empire is

of enormous imman, though of slight scientific,

interest. There are few shades of modern moral
sentiment which the ethical culture of to-day can-

not iind already eloquently expressed in Seneca,

Plutarch, Epictetus, Musonius, Dio Clirysostomus,
Maximus of Tyre, or Marcus Aurelius—to mention

only the best-known names. And under the com-
bined influence of Platonism and cosmopolitan
iiumanitarianism this pagan preacliing sometimes

approximates so closely to distinctively Christian
sentiment as to provoke perpetual renewals of the

hypothe.-*is of its direct indebtedness to Christianity
(Zeller, III. i.^ 714 , Wend land, p. 95, with biblio-

graphy ; Boissier, La Religion roiiuiine*, Paris,

1892, vol. ii. ch. v.,
'

Seii^que et St. Paul '

;

C. R. Haines, Marcus Aurclins, in Loeb Classical

Library, 1916, p. 383). It would be futile to try to

summarize this literature in a paragraph. It is

better to refer the reader to the articles on the
authors named and to the many readable and
accessible studies of the subjects (W. E. H.

Lecky, Hist, of Eicrojiean Morals'^, London, 1890,
ch. ii. ; Boissier and Martha, opp. citt. ; L. Fried-

lander, Sittengcschirhte Eonii^, Leijizig, 1910, III.

iv.,
' Die religiosen Zustande,' v.,

' Die Philosophie
als Erzieherin zur Sittlichkeit

'

; E. Kenan, Marc-

Auri'le^, Paris, 1882, ch. iii. ; W. Pater, Marius
the Epicurean, London, 1888, ch. xv. ; T. R. Glover,
The Conflict of Religions in the early Roman Em-
pire, do. 1909, chs. ii. f., vii. ; R. D. Hicks, Stoic

and Epicurean, do. 1910, ch. iv. ; Arnold, Roman
Stoicism, chs. v., xiii.-xvi. ; J. Oakesmith, The

Religion of Plutarch, do. 1902 ; O. Greard, De la

Morale de Plutarque^, Paris, 1874). The theology
associated with this gospel of Greek moral philo-

sophy may be described indifierently as natural

religion or 'morality touched with emotion.'

Matthew Arnold's sharp distinction between the

two meant little to Cicero, Plutarch, Seneca, and
Marcus Aurelius, who, though, like Plato, they
would affirm the autonomy of ethics, were, like

Plato, willing to supplement it with the sanctions

of natural religion. Discriminating scholarship
finds distinctions in the extent and character of

their accommodation to popular religion, but no
such contrasts as that which Glover discovers

between the essential rationalism of Seneca and
the superstition, as he deems it, of Plutarch :

'The ancient world rejected Seneca, as we have seen, and
chose V\\xta.rc\\' {Cunjlict iif lialiijions, p. Ill)

—an exaggerated,
not to say a false, antithesis.

Nor ought we to catalogue the entire ethical and

religious literature of these centuries under the

undiscriminating rubrics, 'orientalism,' 'recrude-

scence of superstition,' and ' failure of nerve.'

Tiiere was doubtless a drift towards superstition in

tlie populace, in third-rate wi-iters, and Hnally in

the later Greek literature of Neo-Platonism. The
decline of ancient science and scholarship left these
tendencies without a check :

'
If the old civilization had not been on the wane, if a supply

of instructed, critical, cool, indifferent minds had continued,'
etc. (M. Arnold, i>reface to God and the Bible, London, 1S84,

p. xvi, after Kenan).

And the accommodations of the Stoics and the

coquetries of the Platonists with mysticism ma}-
be thought to have encouraged tiicm. But in the

better writers, down to and including Plotinus,
neither the accommodations nor the half-serious

literary mysticism went farther in concession to

the ' concrete supernatur;il' tlian numy of the most

lespectable and respected writers of the last fifty

years have done.' It is only from the avowed

standpoint of a Velleius (Cic. de Nat. Deor. i. 8 :

' fidenter . . . ut solent isti'), a Lucian, or a
Haeckel that modern criticism is justified in depre-

cating the supernaturalism, the superstition, tiie

failure of nerve of the Grseco-Koman ethical

teachers of the first two centuries. Tiie later

Greek literature of Neo-Platonism is an indepen-
dent question and docs not concern us here.

Literature.—See the works mentioned throuf;hout.
Paul Shorey.

PHCENICIANS.—Phoenicia lay at tli- eastern

end of the Mediterranean and extendec? r'rom the

Nahr-el-Kabir to Mt. Carmel. It included the
maritime plain and the adjacent portions of Jebel

Nusariyeh, Mt. Lebanon, and the highlands of

Galilee. Its chief cities in the order from north to

south werp Arvad (Arfidos), Simir (Simyra), Arka,
Gebal (Byblus), Birutu (Berytus, Beirut), Sidon,

Sarephath (Sarepta), Sur (Tyre), ^ana, Akzib,
and Mahalliba. The name is derived from the

Gr. <i>o'ivi^, which means first 'purple' and then

the land that produces purple. It is found as early
as Homer (11. xxiii. 743 f., Od. xiii. 272, xiv. 288 tl'.,

XV. 415 fi".). The natives named themselves

Tyrians, Gebalites, etc., after their individual

towns, which were originally independent ; or called

themselves Sidonians from Sidon, the principal

city. Thus yiram, king of Tyre, calls himself
'

king of the Sidonians
'

(CIS i. 5), and on coins of

the Greek period Tyre is called ' mother of the

Sidonians' (E. Babelon, Cat. des monnaies

grccques: les Rois de Syrie, etc., Paris, 1890, i. 86).

This is the usual name for the Phoenicians in the

OT (Jg 10'2 18^ 1 K 11'- " 3=*
16^1, 2 K 23'3) and also

in Homer (II. vi. 290, Od. iv. 618, xiii. 285, xv.

118).

The Phoenicians also called themselves by the

broader racial name of Canaanites, as we know
from coins of Laodicea (Babelon, i. 84, 162, 172).

We have also the testimony of Herodian and of

Stephen of Byzantium that the ancient name of

Phoenicia was X^-a, which corresponds to a shorter

form yj3 (Kinahhi in the Amarna letters) over

against \v.i^ (Kinahni in the Amarna letters).

Philo Byblius (in Eusebius, Prcep. Evang. i. 10,

ed. E. H. Giflbrd, Oxford, 1903) names as the

ancestor of the Phoenicians Chna, who had his

name changed to Phoenix (39d) ;
and in I. Bekker,

Anecdota Grceca, Berlin, 1814-21, iii. 1181, Chnas
is the father of Phoenix, whence the Phoenicians

are called Ochna (
= y::n). Augustine states that

the Phoenician colonists in N. Africa called them-
selves Canaanites (Exp. Epist. Rom. 13). The OT
frequenth- calls the Phoenicians Canaanites

(Gn 10'«- '9, Nu 1.329, Jos 5^ 132-«, Jg P^S 2 S 24"-,

Is 23'!, Ob -0, Zeph 2^ ; of. Mt 15--, Mk 7-«). In

the OT Canaan (Zeph 1", Ezk 16'^ 17^) or Canaanite

(Zee 1421, j(,i^, 4,j3o^ Pi- 31^4) j^ the standing term for
'

merchant,' but in the early days trade was

wholly in the hands of the Phtcnicians.

With this testimony in regard to the racial affini-

ties of the Phoenicians their language agrees. It

is identical with the proper names and Canaanite

glosses in the Amarna letter's (see J. A. Knudtzon,
Die El - Amarna -Tafcln, Leipzig, 1907-15, ii.

1545 fl'.), and ditt'ers only as a dialect from Moahite
and Hebrew, which Is W^ calls

' the language of

Canaan.' In civilization and in religion also the

Plucnicians and the Canaanites were one ]>eople.

Accordingly, we must regard the Phoenicians as a

branch of i\\e Semitic race which under the nnnies

1 This CAvcat is intended not as a criticism of the indispon-

sablf book of Fran/. Cuinont (TAr Orirnlal lirliffii'iia in H>'man

I'a<ianism, Chicago, I'.Ul) or the brilliant sketch in Jfurrny

(ch'. iv., 'The FaiUire of Nerve"), ''"t in deprecation of the

impression which tlie present jreneration of readers will receive

from the exclusive emphasis of this aspect of the religious life

and thought of the OnvcoRoman empire.
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of Amorites and Canaanites settled in Palestine

about 2500 B.C.

A. Period before the Hebrew coxquest
{£500-1SOO B.C. ).—During this period tlie IMia^ni-

cians were undistinguishable from the other

Canaanites. Accordingly, tlie account of tlie

religion of the Canaanites (EliE iii. 176-188) is at

the same time an account of the first period of the

Pliieniiian religion.
B. Period from tub Hebrew cosquest to

THE BEGjyyixG of Greek isfluesce (Uoo-
400 B.C.).—The sources for this period are scanty
compared with those for the preceding and tiie

following periods. They consist of two native

inscriptions, that of Liinassol and that of Hassan-

l>ey-li ; theo]>horous personal names in the As.syrian
records, in the OT, and in Menander's li.st of the

kings of Tyre ; and a few statements of the

As.syrian annals and the OT in regard to the gods
of the Sidonians.
The inscription

of ' the servant of ^ironi, king
of the Sidonians,' on fragments of a bronze bowl
found at Lima.s.sol in Cyprus ((V^' i. 5) is commonly
regarded as belonging to the reign of l.lirom I.,

the contemporary of David and Solomon (r. 960

B.C.). This is the view of Lidzbarski (Handbuch
(fer nordsem. Epigraphik, pp. 118, 176) ; but Von
hnndixniBeitirigeznr Altcrtliumskunde des Orients,

i., Leipzig, 18'J3)and E. Meyer (£7ii, col. 3753) think
that the king mentioned was ^irom II. [r. 740

B.C.). In either case this is the oldest known
Pha>nician inscription. It is a dedication to iJa'al

Lebanon (ERE ii. 287''). The name yirom (Gr.

EfpwMos) is an abbreviation of Abi-rom,
' brother is

high' (
= Heb. IJi-riim ;

d in Heb. is regularly

represented by 6 in Phcen.). This name is a
witness to the continued use of the primitive
Semitic divine title Ah [ERE iii. 179, § 6 ; cf. i.

387, § l). Josephus {Ant. vill. v. 3) quotes from
the Greek translation of the annals of Tyre made
by Menander of Ephesus (see C. Wachsmuth, Ein-
hit. in das Studiiim der alten Geschichte, Leipzig,
1895, p. 404 f.) the information that the father of

yirom I. was Abibalos= Abi-bal,
' father is bcial,'

which contains the divine title Ab {ERE iii. 179,

§ 5) as well as the title Ba'l {ERE iii. 179, § 2).

Of 9ir5m Menander says that he built temples
for Herakles

(
= Melkart, ERE ii. 293) and for

Astarte (='Ashtart, ERE ii. 117, § 5), and that he
dedicated a golden pillar to Zeus (

= Ba'l-Shamini,
ERE ii. 288, § 8). He also instituted the festival

of the awakening of Melkart. A wise man who
flourished in his reign was Abdemounos (read

Abdesmounos)= 'Abd-Eshmun, 'servant of Esh-
mun '

(see below, p. 892, § 33).
The successor of Hirom, according to Menander,

in Josephus {c. Apion. i. 18, ed. B. Niese, Berlin,

1889, v. 21), was Balbazeros (or Baleazeros) =
Ba'l-'azor, 'the ba'al has helped.' His son was
Abdastartos='Abd-'Ashtart,

' servant of 'Ashtart.'

He was dethroned by Methousastartos=Methu-
'Ashtart. ' man of 'Ashtart,' the son of Leastartos
= Le-'Ashtart, 'belonging to 'Ashtart.' His
successor was Astharumos (or Asenimos) = di~idn,

'Osiris is high' (see below, C. i. 65; cf. ERE
iii. 184 f.). He was slain by his brother Phelles =
cSsj {CIS i. 40. 1, 356. 2f.), an abbreviation of Ba'l-

pelles,
' the bdal has levelled the way

'

(J. and H.

Derenl)ourg,
'

Insc. ph. du temple de Seti k

Abydos,' RAssyr i. [1885] 81-101, no. 24). He in

his turn was slain by f^ithobalos, the priest of

Astarte = Ittobal, 'with him is the bnal.' He is

the same as Ethba'al, king of the Sidonians

(1 K 16^'). His daughter Jezebel (
=Vai-K ; see

below, p. 890), the wife of Ahab, introduced the
cult of Melkart, the bdcd of Tyre, into Israel ;

and from the narrative of the book of Kings we
gain some information about his worship {ERE ii.

292", 293). His son was Balezoros = Ba'l-'azor,
'

th'

bdal has helped." He was succeeded by Metteno>
= Metten, Ileb. jr? (2 K 11'^), an abbreviation of

Metten-ba'l, 'gift of the 6a a/
'

{CIS i. 261. 3. 303. 1.

406. 4, and often). His succes.sor was Pygmalion,
in whose reign Carthage was founded. On Pyg-
malion see below, p. 893, § a<).

Here the list of Menander closes, but for tin-

period immediately following we have a number of

theophorous names of Phoenician kings mentioned
in the Assyrian inscrii)tions. In 854 B.C. Shal-
maneser III. names Matinu-ba'li = Matten-ba'l,

'gift of the bdai; king of Arvad {KB i. 172. 93 ;

cf. ii. 20. 60) and Adunu-ba li=: Adon-ba'l {ERE
iii. 179, § 8), king of Shiana=the Sinite of Gn 10'".

On Ba'li-ra'si = Ba'1-rosh,
' bdal of the promontory,'

in Shalmaneser III., see ERE ii. 287, §4. Tiglath
nileseriv. in 738 B.C. mentions ^irom 11., king oi

Tyre, and Sibittibi'li, '.seven is bdal' (ERE iii.

184, § 8), king of Gebal (KB ii. 30. 51 ; cf. 20. 57).
On Ba'al-Zephon in Tiglathpileser IV. see ERE ii.

288, § 8. In 725 B.C. Shalmaneser v. attacked
Elulaios= Elu-eli (Heb. '?n-'':x),

' El is my god,' king
of Sidon, as we know from Menantler, in Josephus
(Ant. IX. xiv. 2). In the inscriptions of Senna-
cherib he appears as Luli (KB ii. 90. 35). On the
divine name El see ERE iii. 178, C. i. In 701
Sennacherib mentions Tuba'hi = Itto-ba'l, Eth-

ba'al, 'with him is the bdal,' king of Sidon;
Minhimmu = MCnahem, 'comforter,' an abbre-
viation of a theophorous name such as Ba'al -

menahem {CIS i. 55. 1, 57. 2, 87. 3
;
2 K 15"),

king of Samsimuruna ; Abdili'ti = 'Abd-elot,
'servant of the goddess' {i.e. 'Ashtart), king ot

Arvad (CIS i. 243. 3, 244. 4; ERE ii. 115, § i);

Urumilki, 'light is my king' (ERE iii. 181, §8).

king of Gebal (KB ii. 90. 48-50). In 676 B.C.

Esarhaddon names Abdimilkutti = 'Abd-milkot,
'servant of the queen' (i.e. 'Ashtart; ERE vii.

433, § 4), king of Sidon (KB ii. 124. 15). He also

mentions Ba'Iu= Ba'l, king of Tyre; Milkiashapa
= Milkasaph, 'the king has gathered' (ERE iii.

179, § 7), king of Gebal ; Matanba'al = Metten-ba'l,
'

gift of the bdal,' king of Arvad ; Abibaal = Abi-

ba'l,
' fatlier is bdal,' king of Samsimuruna {Kl!

ii. 148. 13-17). Ashurbanipal names the saint-

persons mentioned by his father and also Yahimilki
= 'o'7D-in% 'my king makes live,' son of Ba'l, king
of Tyre(.S'£ ii. 168. 58); Yakinlu=Yakin-el, 'El
causes to be,' king of Arvad (KB ii. 170. 63) ; and
the following ten sons of Yakin-el : Aziba'al =
'Azzi-ba'l, 'my strength is the bdal'; Abiba'al,
' father is the bdal '

; Adunibaal,
' my lord is the

ba'al'; Sapatibaal = Shopheti-ba'al, 'my judge is

the bdal'; Pudibaal, 'the bdal has redeemed';
Ba'alyashubu, 'the bdal returns'; Ba'alhanunu,
' the bdal is gracious

'

; Ba'almaluku,
'

tiie bdal
is king'; Abimilki (Abimelech), 'the father is

king'; Abimilki (Abimelech), 'the brother is

king' (KB ii. 172. 82-84). On Melkart, Ba'l-

Malki, Ba'1-Shamim, Eshmun and Ba'l-Saphon, and
the gods of TjTe mentioned in the treaty of Esar-
haddon with Ba'al, king of Tyre, see ERE ii. 293'' ;

and on 'Ashtart in the same treaty see ERE ii.

115».

The Phoenician inscription found at Hassan-

bey-Ii near Zenjirli in N. Syria (SBA JV, 1895, p.

122; H. Winckler, Altor. Forsch., Leipzig, 1896,
iv. 305) stands next in age to the inscription of

yirom, king of the Sidonians, referred to above.
Its allusion to 'the king of Assj-ria' shows that

it is older than the fall of Nineveh (606 B.C.V
It mentions d:S«<i onvhyi, 'Ba'1-shamim and the

gods
' (ERE ii. 288, § 8), p^^

' and Ramman '

(ERE
iii. 183, § 2).

'Ashtart,
' the goddess of the Sidonians,' is men-

tioned in 1 K IP*', 2 K23i».
In the Neo-Babylonian period Josephus again
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quotes from Menander a list of kings {<;. Apion.
i. 21). He says that Nebuchadrezzar besieged
Ithobalos = Ethba'al II. His successor was iJa'l il.

Then came a series of judges : Eknibalos= (H)ekinni-
ba'l, 'the ba'ctl caused me to be' (cf. Yakin-el

above), the son of Basleehos (or BaIsachos) = l{a'l-

Sakkun (?),
' Sakkun is the hdaV ; Chelbes =

CN-aSD,
'

dog of Isis
'

(cf. ox-nnv ; CIS i. 50. 1,
' servant

of Isis')
—interesting as the first appearance of tlie

Eg'yptian goddess Isis {ERE iii. 184 f.); son of

Abdaios, apparently = 'AbdYahu (Obadiali),
' servant of Jahweh '

(Abdaios is the transliteration
of Obadiali in the Greek version according to Q ;

other recensions read Abdeios ; on Jalnveli among
the Canaanites see ERE iii. 183, § 17) ; Abbaros
(Lat. Abalus) = Ab-ba'l,

' father is i«'«r ; Muttunos
= Metten-(ba'l),

'

gift (of bdal)
'

;
and Gerastratos=

Ger-'Ashtart, 'sojourner of 'Ashtart' (frequent in

Phoenician inscriptions), sons of Abdelinios=
'Abd-ellni, 'servant of the gods.' They were
followed by a king, Ualatoros = l]a'l-'at5r, 'the
hdal has crowned.' Then came Merbalos = Mar-
ba'l, 'the bdal is lord'; and after him Eir6mos =
Piiom III., under whom Babylon fell before the
arms of Cyrus (539 B.C.).

During the period of As.syrian and Babylonian
rule the Phoenicians must have felt the influence
of the Assyro-BabyIonian religion. This is shown
by survivals in the ne.Kt period (see below, p. 893,

§53 ft-).

During the earlier part of the period of Persian
rule we have no information in regard to the
later Phoenician religion. No trace of the Persian

religion appears in the later Phoenician religion, so

that we may assume that it exerted no influence

upon Phoenicia during this period.
Our sources, meagre as they are, for the period

from the Hebrew conquest down to 400 B.C. show
that the Phoenician religion remained practically
the same as it had been during the previous period.

Nearly all the old gods are mentioned, and no
new ones appear, except Isis and Osiris.

C. Period op Greek influence (from 400
B.C. onwards).—As sources for this period we
have a considerable body of inscriptions from
Phoenicia and from the Phoenician colonies in

Cyprus, Carthage, etc. The oldest of these date
from the end of the Persian period (c 400 B.C.).

The majority come from the Greek period (333 B.C.

onwards). The inscription of Yehaw-milk of Gebal

{CIS i. 1) belongs to the end of the 5th or the be-

ginning of the 4th century. Those of Tabnit of

Sidon (Lidzbarski, p. 417) and of Eshmun'azor
{CIS i. 3) are assigned by some to the end of the

5th, by others to the end of the 4th century. All

the other inscriptions found in Phoenicia belong to

the Greek period. The Cyprian inscriptions date

mainly from the end of the 5tli and the 4th century.
The Delos inscription {CIS i. 114) is from the 4th

century. The older inscriptions from Carthage,
Sardinia, and other Phoenician colonies in the west

belong to the period before the Roman conquest
(146 B.C.). The Neo-Punic inscriptions belong to

the Roman period, and have frequently Latin
translations that are useful for determining the

pronunciation of the personal names. These in-

scriptions contain names of gods, theophorous per-
sonal names, and some information in regard to

religious beliefs and rites. In many respects the
Phoenician religion was preserved in a more primi-
tive form in Carthage than in the homeland, where
it was subjected to Greek influence.

Two Phreniciana, Mochos and Sanchuniatlion,
are reported by classical authors to have written
accounts of the Phoenician religion. Mociios of

Sidon is named along with Sanchuniatlion by
Athenams (iii. 126.\), and with Saiiciiuniiithon is

.said byStrabo (XVI. ii. '24) to have lived before the

Trojan war (cf. Jos. Ant. I. iii. 9). He wrote a

cosmogony of Sidon, which was translated into

Greek by Eudemus, a pupil of Aristotle, from
whom a fragment was borrowed by Damascius

{Qucest. de Primit Principiis, 125, ed. J. Kopp,
Frankfort, 1826, p. 385). It is also said to have
been translated by LjEtus at the end of the 1st

cent. B.C. (Tatian, adv. Groicos, 37 = Clem. Alex.
Strom. I. xxi. 114). Our onlj' knowledge of this

cosmogony is from the fragment in Damascius.
Another much more extended cosmogony, that of

Gebal, is said to have been composed by Sanchu-
niatlion (

= Sakkun -
yathon), and to have been

translated by Philo of Byblus (Gebal), from whom
it is quotfed by Eusebius. On the contents and
historical character of this document see the artt.

Philo Byblius and Sanchuniathon. It is prob-
able in the case both of Mochos and of Sanchunia-
thon that genuine Phoenician records are preserved
by the Greek writers, although the names attached
to them may be apocryjjhal.
Besides these native historians M-e have as sources

the incidental references to the Phoenician religion
in Greek and in Latin authors, particularly Hero-

dotus, Lucian {de Dea Syria), Origen, Jerome.
Theodoret, TertuUian, and Augustine.
From these sources it appears that the character-

istic of the period from 400 B.C. onwards was ever-

increasing Greek influence upon the Phoenician

religion. Even in the Persian period (Jreek civili-

zation began to invade Phoenicia. King Straton

(=' Abd- Ashtart?) of Sidon maintained a thoroughly
Greek court. He established a Sidonian colony in

Athens which has left a number of Phfcnician in-

scriptions, and permitted Athenian merchants to

settle at Sidon. He joined with the Athenian

embassy to Artaxerxes li. in 367 B.C. (Athena-us,
xii. 531 ; yElian, Var. Hist. vii. 2). The anthro-

poid sarcophagi from Sidon of the later Persian

period show strong Greek influence, and thesplendiil
monuments known as ' the Alexander sarcophagus

'

and ' the sarcophagus of the mourners, which

belong to the end of the 4th cent., are master-

pieces of Greek art (see O. Hamdy-Bey and T.

Reinach, La Nicropole royale de Sidon, Paris.

1892-97). After the battle of Issus in 333 B.C. the
Phoenician cities submitted to Alexander, except
the island of Tyre, which was captured by con-

structing a mole from the mainland. It then be-

came a Macedonian fortress, and from this time
onwards the Hellenizing of Phoenicia went on apace.
The bilingual inscriptions and Philo Byblius show
us that the Greek gods were identified with the
old Phoenician deities, and in the classical writers
the Phoenician gods are habitually called by their

Greek or Latin equivalents. Close relations witli

the Greek dynasty of the Ptolemys in Egyjit en-

couraged also the adoption of new elements from
the Egyptian religion in addition to those that

had already been borrowed in the days of the
XVIIIth and XlXth dynasties {ERE iii. 184). This

period, accordingly, is one of unlimited religious

syncretism.
i. The pantheon.—(n) General titles.— i. El.—

The generic name for
'

god
'

in Phoenician, as in

the other Semitic languages, is Sn, el (for this and
for the following names of gods see the alphabcti
cally arranged Phoenician vocabulary of Lidzbarski.

pp. 204-388, where references are given to all the

occurrences of the names in the inscriptions ; see

also ERE ill. 178 IF.).

In the inscriptions this word is never used as a personal name
like Ileb. El, but is always generic like ba'l. It was the

favourite title of the oliief god of Gebal, just as ha'l wag the

title of the pod of Sidon. What his real name was, if he liad

any, is unknown. Ilcni'o ^l is found as an element in personal
names chiefly in inscriiitions from Oebal—«.(;., Elanion, "Anion
is (rod,' or

'
ttie jjod is faithful

'

; Kl-l>arik,
' the god has blessed

'

;

KlhanOn,
' the (jod is eracious

'

; El-pa'61,
' the pod has done '

;

El-rom,
' the god is high

'

; Naom-el,
' the god is good

'

; 'En-el,
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'eye of the god'; Tamok-el, 'the god has supported.' Philo

Byblius (in Eus. Pnrp. h'rartg., ed. Ciifford, i. lU, 36c, 37b) says
that Elos (the El of GeLial) is Kronos, that he founded the city
of Oebal (aTa), that he jrave Gebal to the g^oddesis Baaltis (

= the

baalat of Gebal), and Berytus to Poseidon (
= Ba'l-B0rut)(38d).

He bad four eyes, two 0(>en and two closed ; four winj^rs, two

spread and two folded ; and two feathers (like tlie E^'\ ptian
jfods) upou his head. This fjeure seems to be represented on
certain PliLBnician seals (il. ae Vogue, Mi'langes d'arck^oloijie

iirientaU, I'aris, 1595, p. 109). On the myth of the El of Geiwil

lee Sa.vciuxiatiion, C. 2.

Other towns called their chief god il, as we know from the
Punic name El-'am, 'the cod is uncle '(C/5i. 147. fi); Metten-

el, 'gift of the god'; and numerous place-names in Palestme
coni]K>unded with H. Philo also knows another II besides that
of Gebal (:)8a). The Greeks were unable to distin^fuish between
these various fl$, and therefore assumed one god Elos whom
they identifie<l with Kronos. Through Greek influence the idea
of one god El was gradually developed by the PhoeiTicians.

The plur. of el is elitn, which occurs in numerous inscriptions
and in the personal names 'Abd-elim, 'servant of the gods';
Kelb-elim, 'dog of the gods'; and Metten-elim, 'gift of the

ifods.' .\ favourite honorific title in Carthasre is C'^N CpD,
'establisher of the gods.' Philo (S7b) says that the allies of

Elos Were called Eloim. This Hebrew form caiuiot come from
either Sanchuniathon or Philo, but must be a modification by
Eusebius or a Christian transcriber.

2. £l6t.—The feni. form corre.s]ionding to el is

Hot, 'goddess,' which is used as a title of 'Ashtart

(cf. Arab. al-Lat). It occurs also in the feni. name
^otlot,

'

sister of the goddess.'
3. Allon.—Another name for 'god' is allon,

which in Hebrew means '

holy tree. It occurs in

the personal names Yehaw-allon, 'may the god
cause to live

'

; and Ah-allun,
' the god is a brother.'

The plnr. is alldnim, and fern, allonoth (cf. nlonhn
ualonuth, Plautus, Poen. v. i. 1).

{h) Celestial gods.
—

4. Shamim, 'heaven,' occurs
in the name [Sajmemroumos,

' heaven high' (Philo,
34d) ; also the name of a district in Sidon (C. C.

Torrey, in JAOS xxiii. [1902] 162). More com-
nionlv we meet Ba'l-Shamira, 'owner of the sky'
(ERE ii. 288\ 293»). Philo (34c) calls him ' Beel-
samen [the Aram, form !], which in Phoenician
means lord of heaven, but in Greek Zeus.' In the
same passage he incorrectly identities him with the
.sun. In 36b he calls him Ouranos. In the treatj'
of Hannibal with Philip of Macedon he is called
Zeus (Polybins, vii. 9).

5. Zebul, 'dwelling,' or Ba'1-zebul, 'owner of
the dwelling,' i.e. the abode of the sky, .seems to

be an alternative name for the foregoing. It

occurs in the fem. name Shem-Zebul,
' name of the

dwelling' (Lidzbarski, p. 420. 3), and in tlie fem.
name Ba'1-azbul (cf. Askun for Sakkun), 'dwelling
is owner' [CIS i. 158. If.); also probably in I-Zebel,
the Tyrian queen of Ahal), where i cannot mean
' not' any more than in I-Tanit (CIS i. 542. 3), or

I-Saphon (Lidzbarski, p. 214), or the Heb. name
I-kabod (EBE ii. 287», 289^, and art. Baalzebub).

6. Saphon, 'north,' or Baal-saphon, 'owner of

the north,' in BodSaphon, 'member of Saphon
'

;

AM-Saphon, 'servant of Saphon'; I-Saphon and
perhajjs Saphon-ba'l, 'Saphon is the bcial' (see
ERE ii. 288, § 8, 293'').

7. Shahar, 'dawn,' in 'Abd-Shahar, 'servant of

the dawn,' and Shahar-ba'l, 'dawn is the bnaV
(cf. the Heb. name Ahi-Shahar, 'dawn is a brother').

8. Ur. 'light,' in Urmilk, 'light is king' (CIS
i. 1. 1 ; see J?/e£: iii. 181, 5,8).

9. Sheraesh, 'the sun,' in Adon-Shemesh, 'She-
mesh is lord

'

;

'

Abd-Shemesh,
' servant of Shemesh '

;

and in the place-names Shemesh, on coins of Boccus
III., and Mekom-Shemesh, 'place of Shemesh,' on
Mauretanian coins (see ERE iii. 180, § i). Philo

(34c) saj's that the sun was worshipped by the first

parents of the Pha-nieians.
10. Yerah, 'the moon,' in'Abd-Yerah, 'servant

of the moon' (see ERE iii. 180, § 2). In view of

the fact that Phojnician personal names are nearly
always theoy)liorou9, ^odesh, 'new moon,' in Ben-
hodesh is probably to be regarded as a god, in spite
of the Greek translation vovixijvioi (CIS i. 117. 1).

11. Star-V70rship.—Mazzol,
'

constellation," sign
of zodiac,'

'

fate,' occurs in the phrase Di'3 Sis, 'good
fortune' (CIS i. 95. 8). The sjime word occurs iu

Assyrian, Hebrew, and Aramaic. In 2 K 23' we
read of those who sacrificed to Ba'al(-Shamim), to
the sun, to the moon, to the constellations (mnzzd-
I6th), and to all the host of heaven. The identili-

cation of 'Ashtart with the planet Venus is also

implied by Philo in 38c (see ERE ii. 116''), and of
El with the planet Saturn in 40c.

12. Adod (
= Adad, or Hadad), the stortn-god,

does not hajipen to be mentioned in tlie inscrijitions,
but Philo (3Sc) knows him as Adodus, king of the

gods, who ruled the land with 'Ashtart and Ba'al-
'famar (see ERE iii. ISO, § 4).

13. Resheph, the lightning, apjiears as Resheph-
hes,

'

Kesheph of the arrow' (C7.S' i. 10. 3, 4);

Kesheph-Mukol, 'Resheph of the city of Mukol in

Cyprus' {ib. 89. 3) ; Ke.sheph•'-^A-y-^'.s (in the Cyp-
rian transcription a-/o-*i-o-<rt-i=Alashia, 'Cyprus,'
in the Amarna letters?; Tamassus insrr. 2. 4f.);
Kesheph-Elit (name of a city) ; also in the personal
names 'Abd-Resheph,

' servant of Resheph
'

(CIS L
93. 4); and Resheph-yaton, 'Resheph has given'
(ih. 44. 2, 88. 2, 4, 6). A variant form of the same
name is Arsheph (ib. 251. 2), occurring also in the

personal name'Abd-Arsheph (ib. 393. 3), '.servant
of Arsheph.' He probably appears al.so in the
name of the Palestinian to^vn Ar.suf (=Apollonia).
In the bilingual inscriptions just cited he is equated
with Apollo. Hence Philo probably means him by
Apollo, the brother of El-Kronos and Belos Zeus
(38a). He also is probably meant by Apollo in the

treaty of Hannibal (Polyb. vii. 9). Reseph in

Melkart-Reseph (M. A. Levy, Sierjeln unci Gemmen,
p. 18) is po.ssibly only a variant of Resheph (see
ERE iii. 180, § 5).

(c) TerresI rial gods.
—

14. pN = Heb. eres, 'the
earth.' Philo calls her Ge, the sister-wife of

Ouranos (36b). She is mentioned also in the treaty
of Hannibal (Polyb. vii. 9). It is possible that
B'-iN in cHN-nny and other Punic names is only a
variant of the same.

15. The ba'als.—Not only the earth in general
but every important object upon the eartli was
animated by a divinity. The generic name for
these nature-spirits was 6rt7=Heb. ba.al, 'owner.'
There were ba'als of water, ba'als of trees, ba'als of

mountains, bdals of holy stones and of their

surrounding sanctuaries, and bdals of places (see
art. Baal, vol. ii., particularly pp. 293 f. and 297,
where the Ba'al cult in Phoenicia and the Phoenician
colonies is discussed ; also ERE iii. 179, § 2).

Philo alludes to these when he says that the first

men consecrated the productions of the earth and
regarded them as gods (34b).

16. Dagon.—One of the most important of the
bdals was Dagon, or Ba'1-dagon, which Philo (36c)

correctly translates 'corn' = Heb. (f«(7rtn(see Dagon).

17. Sacred animals. — Philo (41a) asserts that 'Tauthos
(Thoth) himspH regarded the nature of the dragon and of

serpents as divine. . . . For which reason this animal has
been adopted in temples and in mystic rites. ... It is im-
mortal, and is self-consumed, as is stated before

;
for this

animal does not die by a natural death, but only if struck by a
violentblow. The PhiBnicians call it "Good Daemon."' In42b
he says: 'Having built temples, they consecrated in the
shrines the primary elements represented by serpents, and in

their honour celebrated festivals, and sacrifices, and mystic
rites, regarding them as the greatest gods, and rulers of the
universe.' Hawk-worship is also mentioned by Philo (41c, 4'2a).

The cult of horses may be indicated by the name 'Abd-susim,
'servant of the horses"'? (CIS i. 46. 1,"49, 53, 9.3. :i). 2 K 23"
speaks of the horses dedicated to the sun, and the Hebrew
names Susft, SQsi, and Hasar-susim seem to ind-c tea totemic
cult of this animal. The winged horse is a Carthaginian
religious emblem. Akbor, 'mouse,' is one of the connnonest
Phxnician personal names. It appears also as a Hebrew
personal name. Is 66i7 speaks of people who sanctify them-
selves and purify themselves to go into the gardens to eat
swine's flesh, and the abomination, and the mouse. In Lv ll-ii

the term ' abomination' includes mice and similar small creep-
ing animals, and in Ezk &10 we find these as objects of worahip.
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One can hardly escape the conclusion that the mouse, like the

serpent, had demonic qualities for the Canaaiiites, and that

this is the reason why it was ' unclean
"

for the Hebrews. The
swine was sacrificed once a year in the worship of the Cyprian
'Ashlart (Lydus, de Mengibus, ed. I. Beklter, Bonn, 1837, p. 80),

and the sacrifice of a sow is depicted in a rock sculpture

(E. Renan, Mission de Phinicie, pi. 31), but ordinarily it was
not eaten (Lucian, de Dea Sj/ria, 54 ; Athenajus, iii. 49 ; W. R.

Smith, Rel. Sem.-, p. 290 f.). This shows that it was a sacred

animal, as oriffinally anionj^ the Hebrews (cf. the priestly clan

of Heidr,
' the swine '

[1 Ch '24i5, Neh lO^i])- The samaily of the

dog- is indicated by a statement of Justin (xix. 1) tliat Darius

commanded the Carthaf,anians not to sacrifice men and not to

eat the fiesh of dogs, the latter being evidently a sacramental

rite (cf. the Hebrew clan of Caleb,
' the dof?'). On the sanctity

of the dove in connexion with the cult of 'Ash tart see ERE
ii. llTti, 165''. On the cult of animals in ancient Canaan see

ERE ii. 286, § 3.

(d) Tribal gods.
—Powers presiding over tribes,

flan.s, or families were called by nanu s ex]iressing

kinship or authority, which described theui as

owners of men in the same Avay as bdl described

them as owners of things. In the primitive matri-

archal stage of social organization the chief

tribal gods were feminine. When subsequently
the family assumed the polyandrous form, a male
'father-uncle' was worshipped alongside of the

mother-goddess. When finally the patriarchal

family was introduced, the tribal god began to be
called 'father.' The Phoenicians stood upon the

patriarchal stage of development, but survivals of

more primitive conceptions linger in their personal
names.

18. Em, 'mother.'—In CIS i. 177 a goddess xdn

is invoked along with min nSyn,
' mistress of the

cella
'

{ERE ii. 288, § 6). Which goddess is meant
we do not know. In CIS i. 380 we meet ' the

mother, the mistress of Pne-ba'l.' She is identical

with Tanit of Pne-ba'l, who is named in many
inscriptions (see below, 31). We find also ' mother
of the dsherah^ (CIS i. 13, read m^an instead of

mixn). This must be'Ashtart, who is frequently
identified with her symbol, the dshcrilh {ERE iii.

186, §2). Evidently the title 'mother' could be

applied to any goddess. It occurs also in the fern,

personal name Em-'Ashtart, ''Ashtart is a mother.'

19. 'Amm,
'

father-uncle,' the designation of the

tribal god in the polyandrous period, still survives

in Eli-'am,
' the god is father-uncle

'

{CIS i. 147. 6 ;

see ERE i. 387 f., iii. 179, § 3).

20. Ab,
'

father,' as a divine title is common in

personal names—e.g., Ab-ba'l and Abi-ba'l, 'father

is ba'al
'

(used for both men and women) ; ^ya-px,
'our father is ba'al"!; 'Abhalol, 'father has

begotten'?; Ab-milk, 'father is king'; Ab-kom,
' father has risen

'

(see ERE iii. 179, § 5).

21. Ah,
'

brother,' occurs in Ahl-nadob, 'brother
is generous'; and Ahi-allon, 'brother is god.'

Frequently the word is abbreviated to ^i, as in

9i-rora, 'brother is high,' ^i-milk, 'brother is

king.' In the name ^i-milkot (Lat. Himilco)
we cannot translate ' the queen is a brother,' nor
' brother of the queen,' since in every other case
in Phojnician and in the Semitic languages in

general Ah in personal names is a divine title

(see G. B. Gray, Studies in Hebreiv Proper Names,
London, 1896, p. 75 f.). Possibly in this isolated

case yi = 'n, 'life,' and the name is to be trans-

lated 'life of Milkot' (cf. the Heb. name ^i-el,
'

life of El,' and the Phccn. Mari-hi). On the
other hand, {a)hot,

'

sister,' is used exclusively in

fem. names, and is not a divine title, but expresses
the relation of the worshipper to the god (see

below, p. 895*). On these names of relationship as
divine titles see the literature under 'Amm, and
also ERE iii. 179, § 6.

22. Adon, 'master,' is used in Hebrew and
Phoenician for the owner of a slave. It describes
the god as a proprietor of a person, just as bdal
describes him as a yiroprietor of a place. In the

dedicatory inscriptions and in the personal names
the term is applied to nearly every god and go<ldess

of the pantheon. This shows that, like the fore-

going terms, it is not an individual name, but a
title. Every town could have its adon as well as

its el or its ba'al (see ERE iii. 179, § 8).

The most famous of the Adonim was the Adon of Gebal, the

consort of 'Ashtart, the ba'alat of Gebal, whose cull was trans-

planted to Paphos in Cyprus along with that of the Gebalite

Ashtart. For the Greeks his title became a true proper name,
Adonis. The real name of this

' lord' is uncertain. Several of

the classical writers identify him with the Bab. Tamiimz—
e.f/., Jerome, E/j. Iviii. 3, and Comment, on Ezk 81*; Cyril of

Alexandria, Comment, on Hos 41* ; Melito, in W. Cureton,

Spicilegium Syriacum, London, 1855, p. 44. This view is

favoured by the facts that Ezk 8i'* speaks of
' women weeping

for Tammuz' in the Temple in Jerusalem, and that Is 17'"

speaks of
'

planting shoots of the Plea-ant One [a title of the

Adon of Gebal], and stocking (gardens] with scions for a foreign

god
'

(a rite of Adon-worship). These passages seem to identif>'

Tammuz and Adon. The difficulty with this evidence is that

it is late. The Adon of Gebal may easily have been identified

with Tammuz in the Assyrian or the Neo-Babylonian period,

although his Canaanite name may have been different ; or he

may have had no name at all. Tammuz haa not yet been found
in the early Canaanite period. Adonis was also identified with

Osiris (Plutarch, de Is. et Onir. 15 ; Lucian, de Dea Syria, 7;

ApoUodorus, ii. 1. -3); but this does not prove that Osiris was
his original name, since Osiris appears as a distinct deity in the

Phcenician pantheon. Philo mentions neither Adon nor Tam-

muz, but connects the myth of Adonis with 'Elyun, 'the high,"

which was evidently another title of Adonis.

In character Adonis was a personification of the spring ver-

dure that withered in the dry heat of summer. He was the

Canaanite variant of a deity that, under the names of Duinuzi

among the Sumerians, Tammuz among the Babylonians and

Assyrians, 'Ate, or Attis, among the Syrians and peoples of

Asia Minor, and Osiris among the Egyptians, was worsliipped
from the earliest times. His death occurred in the month of

Tammuz (June-July), and his resurrection in December-

January, when vegetation once more flourished after the early

winter rains. According to the Babylonian myth, he was the

child (later the husband) of Ishtar ; and, when he died, she

descended to Sheol to bring him up (see ERE vii. 430, §§2, 4,

and art. Tammuz). In the Phoenician version of the myth, r;s

preserved by Greek writers, Adonis was a beautiful boy who
was loved by Aphrodite ("Ashtart). In order to keep him for

herself, Aphrodite placed him in a chest and gave him into the

keeping of Proserpine (
= Allatu, the Babylonian goddess of

Sheol). Proserpine fell in love with the child and refused to

surrender him. Zeus thereupon decreed that Adonis should

stay half of the year with Proserpine in the under world and
half of the year with Aphrodite in the upper world. According
to the local Gebalite form of the myth, Adonis was slain annually

by a wild boar while he was hunting at Apheca (the modern

Aflja) in Mt. Lebanon, and the discoloration of the waters of

the Adonis river (Nahr Ibrahim) was due to his blood (see
Philo Byblius, 36b ; Lucian, de Dea Syria, 6 f. ; ApoUodorus, iii.

14. 4; Bion, Idyl. i. ; Ovid, Metam. x. 503 ff.). A rock relief

representing the death of Adonis still exists at Ghineh in the

valley of the Adonis river (Renan, pi. xxxvi. ; A. Jeremias,
Das AT im Lichte des alien Orients, Leipzig, 1906, p. 90).

The cult of .\d0ni3 consisted in bewailing his death round .^

bier on which was placed an image of the dead god, which was
then deposited in a tomb, and remained there until, six months

later, his resurrection was celebrated. Another interesting,'

rite was the planting of Adonis gardens. These were pots, or

baskets, filled with shallow earth, in which the seeds of quickly-

growing plants vpere sown and tended by the women for eight

days. The plants were allowed to wither at the time of the

death of Adonis, and were carried out along with small images
of the god and cast into the water. This custom seems to be

referred to in Is 17'0. It is a witness to the primitive character

of Adonis as a vegetation-god (on Adonis see GB3, pt. iv.,

Adoiiis, Altiis, Ostm, London, 1907 ;
W. W. Baudissin, .4do/ij«

und Ef:mun, with copious bibliography).

23. Mar, 'master,' synonj'nious with Adon,

appears in Mar-barik,
' the master has blessed

'

;

Mari-hi 'my master lives'; Mar-sammik, 'the

master has sustained'; 'Abd-Maniai, 'servant of

our master.' Marna is the name under which the

chief god of Gaza (Da-ion?) was worshipped (see

ERE iv. .387^). A Tyrian lamp {CIS i. Ill) bears

the dedication 6e<^ BieX/xapi, 'to the god Ba'l-

Mari.'

24. Milk,
'

king
' = Heb. Melek (Moloch), is one

of the commonest Phoenician divine names.
It occurs in Adon-Milk, 'the king is master'; Ohel-Milk,

'tent of the king'; Ahot-Milk, 'sister of the king'; 1 r-Milk.

'light is king' ; Bod-Milk, 'limb of the king' ; Ger-Milk, client

of the king' ; ^Ian-.Mir.<. 'the king is gracious"; yi-.Milk, 'the

kingisabrotlier'; U'>t-Milk. 'sister of the king"; \iuln-Milk,

'the king knows'; Yehaw-Milk, 'may the king cause to live ;

Yaton-Milk, 'the king has given"; Mikne-.Milk, 'possession of

the king"; 'Abd-Milk, 'servant of the king'; 'Ar.-Milk. 'the

kill" is strong
"

; .Sadok-Milk,
' the king is righteous." This also

is not an individual name, but the title of many different trib.al

'ods (see EliE i. 390 f., iii. 179).
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25. Melkart. — The nu»t conspicuous of the

rhtLiiiciaiiMilkini was Melkart = Milk-l>'irt,
'

king
of the city,' tlie chief god of Tyre.
This comi>oun<i Incomes pnntically an individual name, and

is used in (oruiin;,' other proiicr names—c.f/., Aniot-Melkart,

•haniliiiaid "f >l.' : tslunun-Mi-lkart ; IJod-Melkart, 'limb of

M.' ; iier-MeH.art, 'olient <>J M.' ; HaiiMelkart, 'M. is gracious
'

;

Ilot-Melkart,
' sister of M.' ; Kal>od-Mc-lkart, 'M. is honourable';

SlotMelkart,
' liandnmiil ot M.' ; 'Abil-.Mellfart, '8cr\.nnt of M.';

.sid-M.lk'art ; Bosh-Melkart, 'head of M." ; Melkart-hallis,
' M.

has saved'; Melkart-han,
' M. is gracioiw'; Melkarthanno,

'M. has favoured him"; Mel^art-niashol, 'M. has ruled";

MeHfart-Reseph ; Melkart-shauia",
' M. has heard.'

Apart from conipountling in personal names,

Melkart is often mentioned in the inscrijjtions
iKjtli in tlie ea-st and in llie west (Lidzharski, p.

311). In the bilingual- he is eauated with

Herakle.s Archegetes. I'hilo (38*) calls him Mel-

cathros, the son of Demarous (Ba'l-Tamar), who is

also called Herakles. Polybius in the treaty of

Hannibal (vii. 9) calls him Herakles. This identi-

fication was tlie one commonly accepted in

rincnicia and througliout the (heek world (on the

cult of this god .see ERE ii. •29-2f.). A feast of
' the awakening of Mel^art

' was kept annually at

Tyre (Meiianiler, in Jo.s. c. Apion. i. 18).

26. Milkot,
'

queen,' is a title for goddesses. It

is used absolutely in CIS 198. 4, and in tlie personal
names Ahot-Miikot, or I.Iot-Milkot, 'sister of

Milkot' ; I.Ii-Milkot,
'

life of Milkot '; Mot-Milkot,
'handmaid of Milkot"; Na'oni-Milkot, 'Milkot is

good'; 'Abd-Miikot, 'servant of Milkot.' This

designates no particular divinity, but is used as a

title of 'Ashtart, 'Anath, Tanit, or any other god-
dess.

27. 'Elyun ('EXioOv),
'

high,' is mentioned as the

fat her of all the gods by Philo (36a), who translates

the name by "Ti/'i<rTos.

He '

die<l in an encounter with wild beasts, and was deified,

»nd his children offered to him libations and saoritices
'

("6b).

This identiheshim with the Adonis of Gebal. The
name seems to occur also in Pygmalion = Pu'me-

Elyon (see above, p. 888*'). The element \^v in

Punic names is commonly interpreted as a mistake
for jSk

—
e.g., [Si'-nN,

' brother is god
'—but it is pos-

sible that it represents this title (see ERE iii.

180, § 13).

28. Adir,
'

mighty,' seems to be a divine name in

the place-name Ro.sh-Adir,
' head of the mighty

one'; also in Adir-ba'l (Lat. Adherbal),
' Adir is

owner,' and Adir-niilk,
' Adir is king.' The same

name appears apparently in Adrammelek, the son
of Sennaciierib (2 K 19^ ;

cf. 17" ; see also ERE
iii. 180, § II).

(c) Departmental gods.
—These were deities who

presided over various sections of the life of their

people. In distinction from the gods just men-
tioned, who were called by general titles, these

had individual names.

29. 'Ashtart, the goddess of love and of reproduc-
tion (see AsHTAKT, and ERE iii. 182, § i).

30. 'Anath, the goddess of war, appears in the
Idalion

inscription (7), in 'Anath-han, ''Anath is

gracious,' and in the inscription on a helmet,
nH*3, 'with the help of 'Anath' (Lidzbarski, ]>.

172b ; see ERE iii. 182, § 2). In the bilinguals
and in Philo (36(1, 38d) she is identilied with
Athene.

31. Tanit (conventional pronunciation ; the

vowels are unknown) appears in a Sidonian in-

scription from .\thens (CIS i. 116. 1) in'Abd-Tanit,
'.servant of Tanit' (cf. 501. 4). Here .she is iden-

tihed with Artemis. In Carthage she appears in

an immense number of inscriptions as ' the lady
Tanit of Pnc-ba'l.' Some historians have tried to

find a mystical meaning in the name ' Tanit of the

face of Ha'al,' but Pne-ba'l is probably only a

place (cf. Penuel) where there was a famous sanctu-

ary* of the goddess. Perhaps she is represented by
Hera in the treaty of Hannibal (Polyb. vii. 9).

She appears al.so in Bod-Tanit,
' limb of Tanit

'

;

Abtl- Tanit, 'servant of Tanit'; Sid-Tanit, and
I-Tanit (see P. Berger, 'Tanit pene-baal,' JA
VII. ix. [1877] 147-160). The origin of the name
and the functions of the goddess are unknown.
Perhaps she was only a local form of 'Ashtart.

She is not found in ancient Canaan.

32. Edom (mt*),
'

maker,' seems to be a god in

Edom-yaton, 'Edom has given,' and 'Abd-Edom
(
= Heb. Obed-Edom),

' .servant of Edom '

(see ERE
iii. 18-2, § 3).

33. Eshmun, the god of healing= Asklepios, ap-

pears alone and in a great number of Phoenician
and Punic personal names as ppK (Lidzbarski, p.

229). This is transliterated into Greek as Esmun,
Asmun, and Usmun. These forms imply that the

original pronunciation was Ashmun.
As to the etymology of the name, the current opinion is that

it is derived from the root shaman,
'

to be fat.' It is then an

elative, meaning
' the very fat one.' What a ROd of this sort

should have to do with health is liard to see, and the etymoloffy
is more than questionable. A number of Phienician gods have
names ending in Jin or on—e.(j., Allon, Eshmun, Sakkun,
'Elyun, Sidon, Shahnun. This fact sujjgests that the n in Esh-
mun is not radical, but is a masc. ending. Moreover, the pre-

fixing of the vowel a is common in Phcenician ; cf. Arsheph and

Kesheph, Askun and Sakkun, Azbul and Zebul. This makes it

probable that a in Ashmun is prosthetic, and that the root is ah-m.
If this be so, then Eshmun is only a variant of Shem,

'

name,'
which is widely attested as a title of deity among the Semites (see
ERMm. 180, § la). It is interesting to note that, although Shem
appears as a divine title in the Canaanite period, it disappears in

the later period, e\iilfiitly because its place is taken by Esh-
mun. Tlie fern, count trpart of Eshmun is Ashima, the goddess
of Hamath (2 K 17^"). ^^ho appears also as Ashima-Bethel, the

consort of Jahweh, in the Assuan papyri. The series Shem
(undifferentiated), Eshmun (masc.), and Ashima(t) (fern.)

exactly corresponds to the series el (divinity), allon (male god),
elot (goddess). In this case Eshmun was originally only a title,

like so many other Phcenician divine names (see Lidzbarski,
' Der Name des Gottes Esmun," Ephemeris fiir sem. Epigraphik,
iii. [1912] 260).
At least two kings of Sidon in the late Persian or the Greek

period bore the name Eshmun-'azor, 'Eshmun has helped.'
Eshmun-'azor 11. relates that he and his mother built a temple
for Eshmun (CIS i. 3. 17). In 1900 the site of a great temple
near Sidon was excavated, and a number of inscriptions weri»

found in which Bod-'Ashtart states that he built this temple for

Eshmun his god (see Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, ii. [19031 49 ; C. C.

Torrey, JAOS xxiii. [1902] l.';6 ; F. C. Eiselen, Sido7i, p. 143 ff.).

It was probably the temple begun by Eshmun-'azor. Two
fragments of votive inscriptions From this temple also contain
the name of the god (MVG ix. [1905] 34, 39 f., note). The

worship of Eshmun in Cyprus is attested by the compound
deity Eshmun-Melkart and by proper names, and in Carthage
by the compound deity Eshmun-'Ashtart and proper names. A
temple of Eshmun in Carthage seems to be mentioned in CIS i.

252. 4 f. In Sardinia he appears in a trilingual inscription as

the equivalent of Asklepios-iEscolapius (CJS i. 143. 1). Philo

(37d, 39c) knows Asklepios as the eighth son of Suduk, which

suggests that he derived Eshmun from ]0V, 'eight.' He states

also that he was the brother of the Cabeiri, which seems to con-

nect him with Berytus (cf. 38d).

In all the bilingual inscriptions and in many
statements of classical writers Eshmun is identilied

with Asklepios, and this is maintained with a

consistency that is not found in the identifications

of other Phoenician gods. This shows that Eshmun
as a god of healing must have possessed such

marked resemblance to Asklepios that he could

not be equated with any other Greek deity. The

inscrii)tions themselves yield no information in

regard to the healing character of the god, except
that the trilingual mentioned above says of Esh-

mun,
' He heard his voice and healed him.' None

of the objects discovered in the temple of E.shmun
at Sidon suggests that he was a healer. Several of

his temples were near mineral springs, and these

may have been connected with the curing of

diseases. The title msD, UvpRVt applied to the god
in the Sardinian trilingtial, is of uncertain mean-

ing. Philo (36a) says :

' From Suduk came the Dioscuri, or Cabeiri, or Corybantes,
or Samothrace's. . . . From them have sprung others who
discovered herbs, and the healing of venomous bites, and
charms.'

This brings Eshmun into a remote connexion with

medicine through the descendants of his brothers,
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the Cabeiri. The i)roper names compounded witli

Eshmun contain the familiar predicates that are

applied to all the gods, but no special terms tiiat

connect him with the art of healinj;. Still, in

spite of this lack of direct evidence, there is no
reason to doubt that the character of Eshmun is

correctly indicated by his identification with Ask-
lenios (see lJa\idissin, Adonis und Esmun, with full

bii)li()f;raphy for Eshmun, p. xvii f. ).

34. Gad, 'fortune,' is found in Ba'l-Gad, 'Gad
is owner '

(C'ISi. 107), Gad-na'om (Lat. Giddeneme),
' Gad is good,' and the synonymous Na'om-Gad
(see EliE iii. 182, § 6).

35. Dayyog,
'

iisher.'—Philo(35b) names Halieus,
'

fisher,' with his brother Aureus (=Sid),
' hunter.'

He seems to represent a Phoenician name similar
to Heb. Dayyag, 'iisher.'

36. Do'm, in Do'm-hanno,
' Do'm has favoured

him'; D()'m-.sallih, 'Do'm has prospered'; and
Do'm-milk. In the (ireek parallel he appears as Ao/x.

37. Harosh,
' smith ' = Chrusor, 'goldsmith,' or

Ilephaistos (see Sanchuniathon, C. 2 (2)).

38. Y-*-l (Sn-) is the name of a god in CIS i. 132. 4,

5, 7, and in the personal name Y-'-l-jia'ol,
'

V-'-l

has made.' It occurs also apparently in lolaos in

the treaty of Hannibal (Poly o. vii. 9). The origin
and character of the god are unknown. Perhaps
•jK'^Sj?', 'profit.'

39. The Kabbirim, or Cabeiri, i.e. d'td:, 'the

mighty,' according to Philo (36a), were the children
of SuduV, and first invented a ship. They were the
same as the Dioscuri, or Corybantes, or Samo-
thraces. See Kabeiroi.

40. Muth (mo), 'death.'—Philo (38d) calls him
the son of Kronos and Rhea, and says that the
Phoenicians call him Thanatos,

'

death,' and Pluto
(see EEE iii. 182, § 10).

41. Mellih (
= Heb. n^o,

'

sailor ') was evidently a

patron-god of lisliermen and sailors.
' He invented the hook, and bait, and line, and raft, and was

the first of all men to make a voyage. Wherefore they rever-
enced him as a god after his death, and he was also called Zeus
Meilichlos

'

(Philo, 35c).

42. Meni,
'

fate,' is not mentioned in any of the

inscriptions, but seems to be meant by Eimarmene,
'fate,' in Philo (37c) (see Sanchuniathon, C. 3
(15)).

43. Miskar (iddd ; Lat. Mescar, Misicir, etc.)

appears in Ger-Miskar,
' client of Miskar,' ^ator-

^liskar (a compound with the Egyptian goddess
^athor), 'Abd- Miskar, 'servant of Miskar.'

Nothing further is known about this divinity (see

Cooke, N. Sem. Inscr. 42).

44. M-'-n-k (iJyo) appears only in the Neo-Punic
masc. name M-'-n-k-ba'l,

' M- -n-k is owner.'

45. Mishor ("iiy'D), 'justice,' is named by Philo

(36a) as Misor,
'

straight
'

(see Sanchuniathon,
0. 2 (6)).

46. Sankun, in Sanchun-iathon (
= Sankun-

yaton),
' Sankun has given,' is generally written,

with assimilation of the n, Sakkun. He appears
in Sakkun-yaton, Ger-Sakkun, 'client of Sakkun,'
and 'Abd-Sakkun,

' servant of Sakkun '

; also in

the form Askun {CIS i. 118). The meaning of his

uanie and his functions are unknown.
47. 'Esau (liyp), 'maker '

(or
' subduer '

?), appears
in Onsoos of Philo (35a) :

'He first invented a covering for the body from skins of wild
beasts which he was stronj; enoiiRh to capture. And when
furious rains and winds occurred, the trees in Tyre were rubbed
against e.ach other and caught fire and burned down the wood
that was there. And Ousoos took a tree, and, having stripped
off the branches, was the first who ventured to embark on the
sea ;

and be consecrated two pillars to fire and wind, and wor-
shipped thoni and poured libations of blood upon them from
the wild beasts which he took in hunting. But when Hupsour-
anios and Ousoos were dead, those who were left, he says, conse-
i-rated staves t o them, and year by year worshipped their pillars
and kept festivals in their honour.'

He is evidently a patron-god of hunters. His
name probably appears also in Usliu, or Pala^tyrus

(Sennacherib,
'

Taylor Cylinder,' col. ii. line 40 ;

.see EliE iii. 183, § 12).

48. 'Ate (see Sanchuniathon, C. 3 (16)).

49. Pu'me (dve) appears as a deity in tlie names
DVB~iDv (CIS i. 112, c 1, c 2), 'servant of Pu'me,'
Dys-cvj,

' Pu'me is good' (J. Euting, Sammlung der

cnrtlmglschen Inschriften, Strassburg, 1883, p. 263.

2), in Latin inscriptions Namj/hanie, Nanipame,
etc. (CIL viii. 1030''), 'cc-no, 'handmaid of Pu'me,'
'DB-iny,

' servant of Pu'me,' and jn-'CD, 'Pu'me has

given.' Here belongs also Pygmalion in the list of

kings of Tyre as given by Josephus (c. Apion. i.

18). An amulet discovered in a Carthaginian
grave by Delattre and published by P. Berger
(CAIBL IV. xxii. [1894] 453-458) contains the
dedication i'SoasS mnrvS,

' to 'Ashtart, to Pygma-
lion.' Here Pygmalion is a deity. In spite of the
archaic writing, the form seems to be written back
into Phoenician letters from the Greek or Latin.

The original is ajiparently pSvovs, Pu'me-'Elyun.
The letter y is often represented in Greek by 7—
e.g., Atargatis for nriynny. On 'Elyun cf. ERE iii.

180, § 13. This, then, is one of the numerous
Phoenician compound deities (see below, 81, and
P. Berger, 'Le Mythe de Pygmalion et ie dieu

Pygmee,' in CAIBL IV. viii. [1880] 60-68).

50. Sid,
' the hunter

'

(see ERE iii. 183, § 14).

51. Suduk,
'

righteousness,' is mentioned by
Philo (36a, '37d, 39c) as the brother of Misor,

'justice' (see above, 45). He married one of the

Titanides, or Artemides, the daughters of El and
A.starte. He had seven sons, the Cabeiri, and

Asklejuos, or Eshmun (see ERE iii. 183, § 15).

52. Sadidos (
= Heb. Shaddai?) is mentioned by

Philo (37b) as a son of El
(
= Kronos), whom he

slew with the sword. He seems to appear also in

'Abd-Shaddai,
' servant of Shaddai,' and Gad (read

Ger)-Shaddai,
' client of Shaddai.'

(/) Babylonian and Assyrian gods.
—

53. Nergal.—An inscription of the Sidonian colony in Athens
(CIS i. 119 ; CIA ii. 119) states that the tomb of

Asephat, daughter of Eshmunshillem, the Sidonian,
was built by Yaton-bel, son of Eshmunshilleb, chief

priest of Nergal. Here the Babylonian god Nergal
is worshipped by a Phoenician family even in far-

away Athens (ERE iii. 184, § 7).

54. Bel.—Bel in Yaton-b61 is the Babylonian
form of the name rather than the Phoenician bdl,
as in numerous other Phoenician names (Lidzbarski,
Handbuch, p. 236). On the cult of the Babylonian
Bel see ERE ii. 290, § 2, 295, § 6.

55. Beltis.—The form Beltis for the ba'alat of

Gebal (ERE ii. \\1^) in classical writers shows the
inHixence of the Babylonian Beltu (construct B^lit ;

see ERE ii. 296 f. ).

56. Ishtar.—The connexion of 'Ashtart with a
star by Philo Byblius and others also shows the
influence of Babylonian astral religion (ERE ii.

116'', vii. 432, § 13). The spelling of the i)roper
name mncnj instead of ninryij (CIS i. 871. 6f.)

suggests the Babylonian Ishtar rather than the
Phfenician 'Ashtart (see ERE vii. 433. § 4).

57. Tammuz.—The cult of the Adon (Adonis) of

Gebal was strongly modified by the Babylonian
cult of Tammuz (see Tammuz).

58. Ashur.—The name nVr-iEK in CIS i. 65. 1 f.

is commonly interpreted as a mistake for nSc-iCK,
'

Osiris has sent,' but it is quite possible that it

contains the Assyrian god Ashur.

59. Ninib.—The identification of El = Kronos=
Saturn with the planet Saturn by riiilo (4i>c) also

points to influence by the Babylonian god Ninib

(see ERE iii. 183, § 3).

60. Shalman appears in the Sidon inscription 4.2.

This is the .\ssyrian form of the name rather than
the Canaanite (see ERE in. 183, § 16).

61. Nebo is perhaps found in i^'k-d: (CIS i. 102d).

Whether these Babylonian influences date from
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the Assyrian and NeoBal-ylonian periods or go
back to the old Babylonian period is difficult to

determine (EliE iii. 183 {e)).

(g) EgyptUm gods.—62. Bast.—In the form t\d2h,

with prostlietic k, Bast appears in the names nav

no:K, Ab<l-B}ist, 'servant of Bast,' and noaN-'jyE,

Paul B<i-;t,
'

B)v.st has made' (see ERE v. 245).

63. Anion appears perliaps in pK-'?K,
' Anion is

gwl,' anil in [ooyj,
' Neit-Aiuon

'

(see ERE iii. 184^

§5. V. 247).

64. Isis (ck) oi'cnrs in the name 'Altd-Is,
' servant

of Isis,' and i>erhaps in 03D = Seb-Isis ; perhaps
also in mnrrc", '

Isis-'Ashtart,' and nimpx,
'
Isis-

Tanit' (see ERE v. 246).

65. Osiris (iok) is found in the names Osir-badil,
• 0>ir is terrible (?)' ; Osir-gan,

' Osir has defend-

ed I?)'; Usir-shanior,
' Osir has guarded'; Amot-

Osir, 'handmaid of Osir'; Milk-Osir, 'Osir is

kinj: '; 'Abd-Osir,
' servant of Osir.' Possibly Philo

means Osiris by Eisirios (39d), the inventor of the

three letters, the brother of Chna (Canaan) (see
ERE V. 246, § 38).

66. Hathor Con) appears in the inscriptions only
in the compound deity yathor-Miskar {CIS i. 253.

4, 254. 3f.). As early as the XlXth dynasty she
V as identified with 'Ashtart both by the Egyptians
and by the Canaanites (see ERE iii. 182, § i, 184,

§ I, v.'247(l), viii. 182»). Tiie stele of Yehaw-Milk
represents the ba'alat of Gebal in pure Egyptian
style, like the goddess ^athor, with the homed
disk on her head (see Perrot and Chipiez, Hist,

of Art hi Phcenicia, i. 69).
|

67. Horus (in) is named in CIS i. 46. 1 ; and by
Derenlwurg, 3a (see ERE v. 247").

68. Neit appears probably in the compound deity
p=ri = Neit- Anion (see ERE v. 247'').

69. Seb is found in the personal name 'Abd-Seb-

Is, C3Di3v=
'

.servant of Seb-Isis' (see ERE v.

248'').

70. Ptah (rjiB) occurs in 'Abd-Ptab,
' servant of

Ptah '

(('IS I. iii. 1
;
see ERE v. 249*).

71. Khnuro (cKjp) occurs in several inscriptions
(Lulzbarski, Handbuch, p. 363 ; see ERE v. 245").

72. Thoth is not mentioned in the inscriptions,
but -was evidently a popular god because of the
amount of information that Philo has to give about
him. In 3Id Philo says that the Egyptians call

him Thoiith, the Ale.xandrians Thoth, and the
Greeks Hermes. He first invented writing, and
his history was the beginning of the work of San-
chuniatlion. He was the adviser of El in his war
against his father Ba'1-Shamini, and devised magi-
cal charms by which he succeeded (36d). Here he
is called by the Alexandrian name of Hermes
Trisniegistos. He invented the letters of the

alphabet by imitating the forms of the gods, and
devised the insi<'nia of royalty for El (39a). El

gave him the land of Egypt (39b ; see ERE v. 246*,
vi. 380'").

In all tliese ca.ses it is an open question whether
these gods found their way into Phoenicia at the
time of the Ptolemaic dominion or were adopted in

the period of Old Egyptian rule of the XVIIIth
and XlXth dynasties (see ERE iii. 184 (/)).

(/«) Compound deities.—A peculiar feature of the
Plncnician religion is tlie compounding of two
divinities to form a new god, who tlien develops
his or her individual traits. Analogies are found
in 'Ashtar-Chemosh in the Mesha inscription,

Atargatis ( ='Attar-'Ate), and such Hebrew forms
as Ei-Shaddai and Jahweh-Elohim.

73. Eshmun-'Ashtart {CIS i. 245. 3 f,).

74. Eshmun-Melkart {ib. 16. 23-28).

75. Ba'l-Addir, in Bal-Addiris, who was wor-

shijjped at Signs in Numidia {CIL viii. 5279, suppl.
19121-19123).

76. Gad-'Ate(C/.Sri. 93. 3).

77. Milk-Osir (Molech-O.siris; ib. 123b. If.).

78. Milk-Ba'l (ib. 123a. If., 147. If., 194. 1,

380. 1).

79. Milk-'Ashtart (ib. 8. 1, 250. 3, Ma sub Inscr.

2f.).

80. Melkart-Reseph (
= Resheph) (Levy, Siegcln,

p. 18).

81. Pu'me-'Elyon (Pygmalion) (.see above, 49).

82. Sid-Melkart (6'/^' i. 256. 3f.).

83. Sid-Tanit (ib. 247. 5, 248. 4, 249. 4 f.).

In the cases where a male and a female deity are
combined one is probably the consort of the other.

Where two male deities are united, they are prob-

ably identilied with one another.

ii. Thk myths of the gods.—On the cosmo-

gonies and theogonies preserved by Mochos and
Sanchuniathon see art. Sanchuniathon.

iii. Thk conception of the gods.—The way
in which the Phoenicians regarded their deities is

known to us almost exclusively from the predicates
that they apply to them in personal names. Most
of these express the supremacy and authority of

the gods.
The titles 6a7,

'

owner,' adon,
'

master,' mar,
'

lord,' milk,

'king,' milknt, 'queen,' and 'elyun, 'high,' have been dis-

cussed already. Titles of kinship such as em,
'

mother,' 'amm,
'

father-uncle,' ab,
'

father,'and ah,
' brother

'

(see above), bring:

the goda nearer to men and describe them as friendly jiowers.

As among all the Semites, the predicate Clp (Heb. kddhOsk,
'

holy ') is frequently applied to the gods(Lid2barski, Handbuch,
p. 361). The original meaning of this word is 'set apart' or

•tabu.' It describes the gods as charged with a mysterious
energy that made it dangerous for men to come into contact
with them, and that communicated itself to the objects in

which they resided, the phenomena in which they manifested

themselves, and the persons whom they possessed. Thi^

primitive meaning, rather than the late Hebrew ethical one,
obtains in Phoenicia. Other predicates that express the divine

transcendence are rom, 'high,' in Ab-rom, El-rom, Ba'I-rom,

Rom-Ba'l, and Milk-rom, kabod, 'glorious,' in Kabod-MelVart,
'oz, 'strong,' in 'Oz-Ba'l and 'Oz-Milk.

In regard to the powers of the gods the predicates aflBrm that

they know (yT), in Yado'-Milk ;
that they hear (V^lO), in

Shamo'-Ba'l and Melkart-sharao". In regard to their character

many personal names state that they are good {cili)—e.g.,

Na'om-El,Na'om-Gad, Gad-na'om,'Na'om-Milkot, Na'om-Pu'me.
In relation to men the predicates say that the god has created

(nil), in Bano-Ba'l ; that she has made, in Nnry (a hypocoristi-
con of a name beginning with 'Ashtart) ; that he has wrought
wi!3), in Ba'1-pa'ol, El-pa'ol, and Pa'ol-Eshmun ; that he

causes to live (in\ an apoc. impf. 3rd sing. Piel from N^in), in

Yehaw-Allon, 'Yebaw-Ba'l, Y^ehaw-Milk : that he has given (a

child) (in-), in Yaton-Adon, Eshmun-yaton, Yaton-Ba'l, Ba'l-

yaton (Lat. Baliatho and Baliahon), Yaton-MUk, Milk-yaton,
Sakkun-yaton (Sanchuniathon), 'Ashtart-y.aton, Pu'me-.vaton,
Yaton-Sid, Sid-yaton, and Resheph-yaton. Because children
have thus been given by these various gods, they bear names
compounded with metteit, 'gift'

—
e.g., Metten-El, Metten-Elim,

Metten-Ba'l—or with inikne, 'possession,' as in Mikne-Milk.
The gods appear as the apportioners of human destiny in

Eshmun-hallik,
' Eshmun has assigned,' Eshmun-ya'od,

' Esh-
niun has appointed,' and Ba'1-shillek,

' Ba'l has cast' (Lat.

Balsillec). 'The name Yamlik-Ba'l (Jamblichus) affirms that
Ba'l has made king.
A great number of names describe the gods as helpers of

mankind. Thus the god has arisen (Dp), in Ab-kom ; he has

judged (BSB'), in Shaphot-Ba'l and Ba'1-Shaphot; ; he has

redeemed (.niD), in Ba'1-pado ; he has saved (\'bn Pi.), in

Eshmun-hallis, I.Iallis-Ba'l, Ba'1-hallis, Milk-hallij, and Melkart-

hallig ; he has delivered (t3'7£3), in Adon-pallit ;
he has helped

(lij?), in Eshmun-'azor, Ba'l-'azor, 'Azor-Ba'l, 'Ashtart-'azor ; he

is gracious (pn), in El-haniion, Ba"l-hanno, Ilanni-Ba'l, Hanon-
Ba'l, Do'm-hanno, Han-Melkart, Melkart-hanno, MeH:art-han,
^Ian-Milk, and Han-Sid

;
he has blessed ("inn I'i.), in El-barik,

Barik-Ba'l (Lat. Baricbal), Mar-barik
; he has sustained (ICD),

in Mar-samok ; he has carried (DDV), in Eshmun-'amos ;
he has

guarded (noc), in Osir-shamor, Eshmun-shamor, and Shamor-

Ba'l
; he has protected (JSIi),

in §aphon-Ba'l ;
he has pro.spered

(rib's, PL), in Eshmun-^lih, Do'm-sallih, and Ba'l-sallih ;
he

has rewarded {pbv, Pi.), in Eshmun-shallim and Ba'I-shallim
;
he

has smoothed the way (dSs, Pi.), in Ba'1-pallis. The curious

title of SnN,
'

tent,' or '

shelter,' appears in Ohel-Ba'l and Ohel-

Milk. These titles show a lofty conception of the character
and the activity of the gods.

iv. The relation of men to the god.s.—

Corresponding to the fact that the gods were
called mostly by names of authority is the fact
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that men described themselves usually (1) as the
slave (abd) of some god.
Thus we meet 'Abd-A-b-8-t (Bast), 'Abd-Adon, 'Abd-EIira,

"Abd-Isis, 'Abd-Osir, 'Ahd-Eshimin, "Abd-Ha'l, 'Abd-Ba'lol, "Abd-

Hanimon, 'Abd-Yerah, 'Abd-.Milk, 'Abd-Milkot, 'Abd-SIelkart,
'Abd-Miskar, 'Abd-Marna, 'Al>d-Sfb-Isi, 'Abd-Susim, 'Abd-'Azoz,
'Abd-'Ashtart, 'Abd-I'u'me, 'Abd-Ptah, 'Abd-i^id, •Abd-Haphon,
"Abd-Uesheph, 'Abd-Shaddai, 'Abd-Shahar, 'Abd-SheineHh, 'Abd-

Tanit. The corresponding (em. form is amot (nCK),
' female

slave,' which is often abbreviated to mot. Thus we find Ainot-

Osir, Amot-Ba'l (Lat. Ainobbali), Amot-Milkot, Amot-Melkiirt,
Amot-'Ashtart, MotMilkot, Mot-Melkart. Another name of

submission was kelb, 'dog,'
' hierodule.' This appears in the

name Kelb-Elim, and in the hypocoristicon Kelba. A similar

name v/a.8 ger (li), 'client.' This appears in Oer-Bal, Ger-hekal,

('client of the temple'), Ger->Iilk, Ger-Melkart, Ger-Miskar,
Qer-Sakkun, Ger-'Ashtart, Oer-Sid, Oer-Sha<ldai, and in the

hj'pocoristicon Gera. Similar in meaning probabl.v was hod,
' member '

(of the family ?), which appears in Bod-Eshmun, Bod-
Ba'l, Bod-Milk, Bod-Melkart, Bod-'Ashtart, Bod-^aphon, and
Bod-Tanit.

(2) Ben, 'son.'—Much less often do worshippers
call themselves by names of kinship to the f^ods.

Be7i, 'son,' occurs in IJen-Ur, Ben-'Ate (?), Ben-

Bal(?), Ben-yodesh, and Ben-Melek.
(3) Bot, 'daugiiter,' is found in Bot-Ba'l, Bot-

Na'om, and Bot-Shelem.

(i) Ahot, 'sister.' — Women are also called

'sister 'of a god, although the term 'brother' is

apparently applied only to deities; e.g., we have

Ahot-Milkot, Ahot-Melkart, and abbreviated IJot-
Milk (Lat. Otmilc), ^ot-Lot (

= Ahot-Elot), $ot-
Milkot, and ^ot-Melkart.

V. Places OF WORSHIP.— I. High places.—The
location of a sanctuary was determined by the

presence of a sacred natural object, such as a

spring, holy tree, etc., in which dwelt a ba'al.

This was fenced off from the surrounding territory
by a wall or a line of stones. The Canaanite and
Hebrew name for such a temenos—bama,

'

high
place

'—does not happen to occur in the inscriptions,
but was doubtless in use. Remains of open-air
high places are still found in Phoenicia and in

the colonies (see ERE iii. 185). Tacitus [Hist. ii.

78) informs us that, when Vespasian consulted the
oracle on Mt. Carmel, he found neither statue nor

temple, but only a much venerated altar (cf.

Suetonius, Vesp. 5).

2. Temples.—In the larger towns permanent
structures were erected over or around the sacred

object, which served to protect it, to shelter the

priests, and to guard the treasures that were

deposited in the sanctuary. Such temples were
known as bet (nn), 'house' (Lidzbarski, Handbuch,
p. 235), or heJcal ('?3n), 'temple' (a loan word from
the Sumerian e-gal, 'great house'), which appears
in the personal name Ger-hekal,

'
client of the

temple.' Another common name is mikdash,
'sanctuary' (i6. p. 361). The iioly of holies where
the god dwelt was called heder or hedrot. All
these names are used in Hebrew (see ERE iii. 185).
No remains of temples earlier than the late

Persian period have come down to us. The
majority are of the Greek and Roman periods.
The oldest of these temples was the one built by
Bod-'Ashtart at Sidon, which was excavated by
T. Macridy-P.ey and H. Winckler in 1903 (se'e

F. von Landau, in MVG ix. [1905] 5, x. [1906] 1 ;

and T. Macridy-Bey, in RB xii. [1903] 69-77, xiii.

[1904] 390-403). A number of other temi)les of

the Greek and Roman periods were investigated
by Renan (Mission de PhSnicie). Tlie temples of

Cyprus are described by L. P. di Cesnola, Cyprus :

its ancient Cities, Tombs, and 'Temples ; and many
of the Hjonuments are reproduced in A Descriptive
Atlas of the Cesnola Collection of Ci/priote Antiqui-
ties (see also M. Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros).
Coins of Phoenicia and of Cyprus give rude repre-
.sentations of temples tliat aid in reconstructing
their architectural feature.s. A number of fine

ruins of the Roman period are still to be seen in

the Lebanon—e.g., at Brummana (see Baedeker,
Palestine and Syria*, Leipzig, 1906, p. 283), at
Niha near Zahleh (ib. p. 292), and at Afka at the
source of the river Adonis (ib., p. 336). The last is

the famous temple of 'Ashtart ae.scribed by Lucian,
where the death of Adonis was annually bewailed.
Near Neba el-Lebn is a remarkalile ruin known as

^Cal'at Fukra. It stands in a hollow among jagged
pinnacles of rock that must have been a haunt of

some ancient bdal.
From these remains it appears that the earliest

departure from the primitive high place was a
monolithic structure such as the r/ia'a6et/,

'

tem])le,'
at Amrith (Renan, Mission, pp. 63-68). This is

constructed of three uprigiit stones that rest on
the solid rock and a monolithic roof. It served as
a shelter for the cult-object. Tiie style of archi-

tecture suggests Egyjitian influence. The next step
was to construct a platform about the tabernacle
and enclose it with a portico. This is the stage
depicted on coins of Byblus, where we see the
fetish-stone of the god in its shrine surrounded

by a large court and portico (Perrot-Chipiez, i.

61 ; cf. the similar coin from Cj'prus, p. 276).

Finally, a roofed building was added on one side of

the court (see the coin of Byblus mentioned above).
Some idea of what an old Phoenician temple was
like may be gained from the de.scription of

Solomon's temple (1 K 5-7), since this was built by
Phoenician workmen. The later temples all show
the Greek style.

3. Ma^sebhoth.—Standing stones which served
as dwelling-places for the deity were the central

objects in all the sanctuaries. They were called

^\\X\%x massebh6th (
—

r\-y^r^) ox nasib (=Arab. nusb)
(see Lidzbarski, Handbuch, p. 325). Philo (35b)

says that two pillars were consecrated by Ousoos

(the eponym of Palsetyrus), and that other pillars
were con.secrated to Samim-rom and Ousoos (see
ERE ii. 117, § 4, iii. 186, § 1, viii. 487). A common
Phoenician name for a variety of the masscbhOth
was ha7mnon=}ieh. j'zn (see ERE ii. 287, § 5).

These are probably mentioned by Philo (32b) as
the inscribed ammouneis from which Sanchuniathon
derived his records ; also in the name Amunos
(35d). Such hammonim are depicted in CIS i. pi.
viii. Fetish-stones were called beth-el,

' house
of a god,' by the Phoenicians, as by the Hebrews.
Philo (36c) speaks of a god Baitulos, the son of

Bal-Shamim, and the brother of El, Dagon, and
Atlas. The same deification of the holj' stone is

found in the god Beth-el of the Assuan papyri, and
is analogous to the deification of the dsherdh (see
ERE ii. 288").

4. Asherim. — Wooden posts that served as

dwelling-pla(!es for deities, particularly for the god-
dess 'Ashtart, were as common among the Plueni-

cians as among the Canaanites and the Hebrews.
The word probably occurs in the Ma sub Inscrip-
tion, 4, ''Ashtart in the Cisherah.' A claj' figure
from Cyprus represents a goddess sitting within
the trunk of a tree (Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros,
i. 171). Such poles are depicted on the stelie

from Carthage. They are mentioned by Philo

(351)) along with the massebhdth (see ERE iii.

186, §2).

5. Images.—In the oldest sanctuaries the stand-

ing stones were the only emblems of the gods, and
these lasted down to the latest times in some of

the temples. With the advance of civilization,

however, images were tleveloped out of the primi-
tive fetishes. They are implied by I'liilo's descrip-
tion of 'Ashtart (3Sc) and of El (39a). The

images that have survived show strong Egyptian
influence in the artistic treatment. 'Ashtart is

re[>resented with the attributes of Hathor, or el.se

as a nude female holding a dove. Ba'l haminon is

represented with ram's horns (see ERE iii. 186,
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§ 4; and PerrutCliipiez, i. 65-79, ii. 9f.). The
dfoi ol (nxTTpaTfvofieyoi mentioned in the treaty of

Hannibal (I'ulyb. vii. 9) must have been some sort

of images or sumdards renresentin*,' the gods that

were carried aK)ng with the army.
6. AlUrs.—Tliese are often mentioned in the

iusirii'tions (Lidzbarski, Ilandfjiich, p. *265). For

illustrations of the alUus tliat have been discovered

see Ferrot-Cliipiez, i. 261, 315 f.

vi. Tkmplk MINISTRANTS.— I. Priests.—These

are called ko/ulnim, the sanie name as in Hebrew

(Lidzbarski, Handbuch, p. 294). Tlie chief priest
is known as rabkOhilnim (CIS i. 119. 2) or rab

kOhen (ib. 224. 3). A prieste.ss is mentioned {ib. 3.

15), Philo also speaks of priests {32b) (.see Ji:JiE

iii. 187, § 10).

2. Prophets.
— The word sophe, 'seer,' or

•diviner,' appears in CIS i. 124. 6. The word
cjyin seems to mean 'gazer with tlie eyes,' i.e.

'seer,' and nin means 'augury.' The ecstatic

proi)hets of tlie Tyrian Ba al and of the (Isherdh are

familiar to us from 1 K 18. Philo also (39c) speaks
of '

proi)hets who celebrated the orgies and

inaugurated the mysterie.s' (see EJiE iii. 188, § ll).

3. Servants.—The inscriptions speak of ddid, r.e.

probably guardians of the naniJ, or 'sanctuary'
(CIS i. 86 A. 5, 10). These seem to have corre-

sponded to the Levites among the Hebrews. There
were also gerim, 'clients,' who were attached to

(he temples as artisans and labourers in all sorts

of capacities (see above, iv. (1)). "We meet also

Ijarbers (3^:), who shaved hair and beards for those

who had oflered them in fulhlment of vows, and a
number of other temple attendants whose precise
functions are unknown.

4. Hierodules. — Kcdeshtm and kedcshdth, i.e.

male and female prostitutes, devoted to the service

of 'Ashtart at her temples, were as common among
the Phcenicians as among the Canaanites and the

Hebrews (see ERE ii. 116», vii. 430, § 4; and
art. HlERODOULOl). Male hierodules were called

kelb, 'dog,' the word used in Dt 23'«. In CIS
.52. 1 a certain man called Ger, 'client,' has a son

called Kelba.
vii. Offerim;s to the gods.— i. Animal sacri-

fices.—These are known to us with considerable

detail from tarifls of payment for sacrifices found
at Marseilles (CIS i. 16a) and at Carthage (CIS i.

166, 167). These are so similar to the Hebrew
legislation that they might almost be extracts

from the book of Leviticus. They enumerate the

zebah,
'

slaughter,' the kalil,
' whole burnt ottering,'

the shclein,
'

peace offering,' and the minhcih,
' meal ottering

'—all of which are found in the
OT. The sin ottering and the guilt ottering are

not named, but this is not surprising, since they
make their first appearance among the Hebrews
in Ezekiel and in the post-Exilic Priestly Code.
The technique of the sacrificial ritual cfoes not
ditter much from that of the Hebrew. The ex-

planation of this fact is, of course, that the Hebrews
l)orrowed the sacrificial rites of the Canaanites
.after their settlement in Canaan. The animals
offered by the Phoenicians, as by the Hebrews,
were mainly domestic ; but wild animals, such

as the deer, wild birds, and game of various

sorts were ottered also. The
priests

received

certain parts of the sacrifice as tneir penjuisites,
and the rest of the ttesh was consumed by the

\vorshif)per8 in a sacrificial meal. The sacrifice of

wild beasts is mentioned by Philo (35b), who says
that Ousoos poured upon the pillars that he had
set up libations of blood of the wild beasts that he
had taken in hunting (see EliE iii. 187, § 1).

2. Sacrifice of the first-born.—This sort of sacri-

fice existed among the Semites from remote

antiquity (see ERE i. 390f., ii. 117, §4, iii. 187,

§ 2, vi. 862 tt". ). Its existence among the Phoeni-

cians is proved by the myth of El (Kronos) as

recorded by Philo.

In 3S<1 he savs that ' on the occurrence of a pestilence and
mortality Kronos otfered his only-bc^olten son as a whole
burnt-offerinp to his father Ouranos

'

(ba'1-Shamini). In 40c he

says: 'It was the custom of the ancients in jjreat crises of

danjjer for the rulers of a city or nation, in order to avert the
conunon ruin, to give up the most beloved of their children for

sacrifice as a ransom to the avenuinir daemons ; and those who
were thus (jiven up were sacrificed with mystic rites. Kronos,
then, whom the I'huenicians call Elus, who was kin;; of the

country, and subsequently, after his decease, was deified as the
star Saturn, had by a nymph of the country named Anobret
an only begotten son, whom they on this account called

ledud (Heb. T"};), the only-begotten being still so called among
the Phoenicians; and when very great dangers from war hud
beset the country, he arrayed his son in royal apparel, and pre-
pared an altar, and sacrificed him.' The same passage is

repeated in 156d. This shows that the sacrifice of the first-

born was by no means a universal custom, as among the primi-
tive Semites and Canaanites, but that the rite was performed
only in times of special danger, as in the case of Mesha, king of

Moab (2 K 327). Ordinarily, as among the later Hebrews, the
sacrifice was commuted with the sacrifice of an animal (Ex 34-'0).

The testimony of the classical writers is unanimous and un-

questionable that the Phoenicians alone among civilized nations
maintained the primitive custom of child-sacrifice. I'lutarch

(de Superst. 13) says that ' the Carthaginians used to sacrifice

their own children, and those who had no offspring of their own
used to buy children from the poor and .slaughter them, as if

they were lambs or birds. The mother stood by unmoved,
without a groan ;

if she groaned or wept, she lost the price,
but the child was sacrificed none the less. The whole space iu

front of the image was full of the din of flute-players and
drummers, so that the sound of the wailing might not be heard."
To escape the necessity of sacrificing their own children,

wealthy Carthaginian parents were accustomed to adopt slaves,
and to bring them up as their own offspring in order that they
might be substituted ; but in times of special peril no such

redemption was permitted. In 310 B.C., when Agathocles had
defeated the Carthaginians and was besieging their city, 200

boys of the noblest families and 300 volunteers were placed in

the arms of the heated brazen image of Kronos (El), and fell

into the fiery pit below (Diod. Sic. xx. 14). It is questionable
whether this description of the image of Kronos is not a variant
of the myth of Talos, the brazen giant made by Hephaistos, who
guarded the island of Crete. It rests solely upon the authority
of Kleitarchos. It is the origin of the mediaeval Jewish accounts
of the Biblical Molech, which have found their way into so

many Christian books of reference (see G. F. Moore, JBL xvi.

(1897) 161). For further allusions to this practice see Porphyry,
lie Abstin. ii. b6 ; (^uintus Curtius, iv. 15

; Eusebius, Orat. Const.
xiii. 7 ; the Platonic Minos, 315 C ; Kleitarchos, in the scholia to
Plato's Republic, i. 337 A ; Tertullian, Apol. 9.

3. Human sacrifice other than that of the first-

born is attested by Diodorus (xx. 65), who relates

that, after the victory of the Carthaginians over

Agathocles in 307 B.C., 'they slew the prisoners

upon the altar before tlie holy tent.' This corre-

sponds to the herem,
'

ban,' in the OT. In times of

peril the head of the State might otter himself as a

voluntary sacrifice. This was done by Hamilcar,
and was planned by Juba, king of Numidia (see
J5;i2^ iii. 187, § 3).

4. Firstlings and firstfruits.—The principle was
established among the Phoenicians, as among the

Hebrews, that the first-born of animals, the
choicest of the crops, and the best of all that was

acquired by individuals or by the State belonged
to the gods. The word nsip, which probably means
'

firstlings,' occurs in CIS i. 165. 12, 166. 3, 7. t\vk-\,
'

firstfruits,' 'choicest,' is found in CIS i. 5.

5. Libations.— Philo (34b, 36b) mentions drink-

oH'erings and libations. The materials of which
these were made, according to the inscriptions, were
milk, fat, oil, and wine.

6. Incense is mentioned under the names of nnS
(CIS i. 166. B. 6) and m»p (ib. 166. 3, 6, 334. 3f.)

(see ERE Hi. 187, §5).

7. Circumcision. — This is implied for the
Canaanites and Phoenicians in the OT by the
fact that they are never called '

uncircumcised,' as
are the Philistines. Herodotus (ii. 104) states that
the Phoenicians and Syrians were circumcised, and
that they learned this custom from Egypt. Philo

(38d) traces the rite back to the god El, who cir-

CTimcised himself .and his allies.

8. Emasculation is not ascribed to the Phoeni-
cians bj' any ancient writer, but is perhaps implied
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in the myth narrated by Philo (38b) of the emas-
culation of Baal-Shamim by liis son El (see EEE
it. 167).

9. Prostitution. — The kedeshdth, or temple
harlots, have been referred to above (vi. 4).

Besides these, virj^ns and married women were

required to sacrilice their chastity on certain

occasions in honour of 'Ashtart. This is asserted

by Lucian, de Dea Syria, 6 ; Herod, i. 199; Justin,
xviii. 5 ; Clem. Alex. Piotrept. ii. ; Athenseus, xii.

11 (^eeEEEvi. 674, §3).
10. Vows (^^J, as in Heb.) were made by indi-

viduals for recovery from disease or for the obtain-

ing of blessings for themselves or their families.

They consisted in the jjroiuise to dedicate a par-
ticular thing if tlie petition were granted. Usually
the promise was of some sort of sacrilice ; but in

some cases objects were vowed for the use of the

sanctuary, such as bowls, lamps, altars, statues,
and most often hammonim, or stehe, which have
been found in great numbers at Carthage. On
these objects it was custuniary to place the name
of the god, of the dedicator, and sometimes of the

object dedicated, together with a statement of the

reason wliy it was presented. To these dedicatory

inscriptions we owe most of our knowledge of the
Phoenician language.

viii. The cult of the dead.—The inscriptions
show that the Phcenician idea of the future life

was identical with that of the pre-Exilic Hebrews.
The soul continued to exist after death, but it led

an unsubstantial and worthless existence. As
in the OT, the dead were the rephaim,

' shades
'

{CIS i. 3. 8; Tabnit Inscr. 8). Death was only a

calamity. Thus Eshmun-'azor says :

'

I have been
seized before my time, the son of a (short) number
of daj's.' The spirit of the dead maintained a
close connexion with its corpse, and tiierefore the
utmost importance was attached to proper burial

and to the preservation of the tomb inviolate. The
tomb was the o'?jrn3, 'the eternal house' (CIS i.

124. 1 ; cf. Ec 12'). The inscriptions declare that
no treasures are buried with the dead, and launch
terrible curses upon those who shall disturb their

resting-place.
It was the duty of survivors to attend to the

6
roper burial of the deceased. Kings such as

Ishmun-'azor and Tabnit were placed in sarco-

phagi brought from Egypt. People of lower rank
M'ere buried in anthropoid sarcophagi of native

workmanship that display the influence of Greek
art. The poor were interred in wooden coffins, or

were merely wrjipped in cloths (see Hamdy-Bey and
Reinach, and CIS i. pi. ii.). In the anthropoid
sarcophagi the opening of the ear was sometimes
carried through the stone cover as if to allow the
dead to hear the prayers that were addressed to

them. The sarcophagi were placed in subter-

ranean tombs hewn out of the solid rock. These
were reached either by a vertical shaft or by a

flight of steps (see Perrot-Chipiez, i. 149 f.). On
the surface of the ground above the tomb a pillar
was set up tiiat served as a place of manifestation
for the spirit, just as similar stones served as

dwelling-places for the gods, and that was called

by the same name massehhdth (in Palmyrene it is

called ne/c5A, 'spirit'). On this stone an inscrip-
tion was often placed that described it as the

property of the deceased, and gave the name of the

person who had erected it. Here doubtless oti'er-

ings and libations were brought in honour of the
dead. Out of this simple stone in later times
more elal»orate sepulchral monuments were

developed.
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PHRENOLOGY.— i. History.— Phrenology,
like hypnotism, has suflered in reputation from
the abuses that occurred in its name. Beginning
with both scientific and humanitarian aims, it

came into the hands of quacks and charlatans,
was rejected by the medical facultj', to whom its

first appeal was made, and finally, after a brief

triumph in Great Britain, fell into utter disrepute,

although it has never ceased to have some serious

individual adherents. Its founders were Drs. Gall

and Spurzheim. F. J. Gall (bom 1758) studied at

Strassburg and Vienna, Avhere he practised as a

physician for some years. Early in life—from his

ninth year, according to his report
—his attention

had been attracted by the diflerences in mental

powers between himself and others, and he liad

noticed that those who were very successful in

learning by heart had large and prominent eyes ;

from this he formed tiie idea that mental capacities
have certain external marks or signs in the shape
or other features of tlie head. In studying physio-

logy he became convinced that tlie skull took its

shape from the brain, and he assumed accordinglj'
that the external signs in question came from the

special development of ditterent portions or regions
of the brain. Hence we should be able to deter-

mine, by inspection of the head, the mental capa-
cities and moral dispositions of the individual. In

1791 his first publication appeared in Vienna—
Medko-philosophkcd Enquiries into Xnture and
Art in Health and Disease. Only tiie first two

chapters, however, were published. In 179S a

notice of his investigations into the shape of the

head in its relation to the faculties appeared in the

Drutscher Merkar for December, l>eing a letter to

Baron Ketzer. From 1796 lie was lecturing in

Vienna, and some of his hearers published accounts

of his .system. In 1802 the Austrian Government

prevented liis further lecturing by means of a

general regulation jjroiiibiting private lectures

without special permission. This iiermission Gall

did not ask for. Meanwhile J. G. Spurzheim
(born 1776) attended one of Gall's coui-ses in 1800^
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and, after comjiletinp his inedicul studies in 1804,

became associated witli (Jail in his work, and con-

tinued with him until 1813, when they separated.
There is no doubt that it was to Spurzheim that

the great if temporary success of phrenology, to-

wards the eiiil of the first quarter of hist century,
was due. CJall died in 1828 and Spurzheim in

1832. The latter travelled with Gall through
liermany, where they inspected prisons and indi-

cated the ciiaracters of the prisoners with great suc-

cess, to Hollaiul, and to France, where they strove

with Cuvier and the doctors, and were at length
nrohibitetl from lecturing : Spurzheim also visited

England and Scotland, France again, and then

America, where he died. One of his demonstra-
tions in Kdinburgh in 1816 was attended by George
Combe (born 1788), who was attracted by a
bitter criticism of the new .science that had

appeared in tlie Edinburgh Review for June 1815.

'liie demonstration tended to alter liis opinion,
and he attended the next course of lectures,
l)ecanie a sympathetic student of phrenology, and,

tinding that his own observation confirmed its

truth, became its staunch supporter. Unjust
criticisms of phrenology led him to accept the
invitation of the editor of the Literary and Statisti-

cal Magazine for Scotland, who ofl'ered a free dis-

cussion of its merits. He wrote four papers in its

defence, which were afterwards published as

Essays on Phrenology ; or an Inquiry into the

Principles and Utility of the Systems of Drs. Gall
and Spurzheim, and into the Objections made

against it (Edinburgh, 1819). Largely through
his eHbrts a Phrenological Society was started in

Edinburgh in 1820, of which he was president,
and

a Phrenological Journal was published by this

society from 1823 onwards. Many otlier societies

arose in different parts of the British Isles, in the

colonies, and in America, in one of the universities
of which a professorship of phrenology was even
established. Combe published numerous works, of
which the best-known was The Constitution ofMan
(Edinburgh, 1828). It attracted Richard Cobden,
who was instrumental in forming one of the
societies in Manchester, 1835 (see J. Morley, Life
of Richard Cobden, new ed., London, 1910, ch. iv. ).

Several well-known scientists in Britain, as in

other countries, defended phrenology—including
Dr. J. Elliotson and Archbishop Whately—while
more recently Alfred Russel Wallace has spoken
in its favour. But its opponents were far more
numerous and persistent. One of the strongest
defences of the system was that in the Foreign
Quarterly Revieto (vol. ii. [1828] no. 3). The
Phrenological Jourtuil came to an end in 1847,
after 20 volumes had been published. Combe
died in 1858.

The name 'phrenology' is due to Spurzheim,
but was made popular by Combe's adoption of it.

(iall's studies had been called '

craniology
'

or

'cranioscopy.' The change of name is important
as indicating that emphasis was to be laid in the
new science upon the mental and moral asjjects
ratlier than upon the j)urcly physical ;

unfortun-

ately, it became synonymous in this country and
elsewhere with tlie art of '

reading bumjjs,' which
is quite a caricature of its original intention.

Gall had naturally taken notice in the first in-

stance of outstanding personalities, capacities, or

jieculiarities of disposition, and had sought to

connect these with exceptionally large or promi-
nent portions of the head ; or, on the other hand,
noticing prominent features in heads, had tried to

connect these with striking characteristics of the
individuals ; moreover, in demonstrations, and

especially in public demonstrations, it was only
the ]>roiiunent portions of the skull or cast or

head that could be brought to the attention ;

hence perhaps the unfortunate association in

question.
2. Theory.—The theory may be stated some-

what as follows. Individuals differ mentally as
well as physically from each other ; their charac-

ters, intellectual and moral, are largely indepen-
dent of their environment and education, and are
more or less constant and uniform ; education may
repress the manifestation and therefore hinder the

develojjiuent of powers, but it cannot originate new
ones. Such differences, therefore, are natural or

congenital ; they are transmitted from parent to
child ; there are family and national similarities
in mental character, as there are familj' and
national similarities in face and in other physical
structure. In the same way, different animal

species show different mental powers, which are
inherent in all the members of each species. The
young differ from the old, and there is a regular pro-

gression in the development and decay of the mental

powers from birth to death. These mental powers
are exercised in the first instance through the

brain, which is tiieir physical condition. But the
brain is not a single organ, uniform throughout,
or capable of conducting any mental operation in

any of its parts. It consists of a number of distinct

and separate organs,
each of which has .some

specific mental function which it subserves, and
which depends for its energy and its development
upon the relative size and vigour of the organ in

question. Three problems are thus before the

phrenologist : to divide the intellectual and moral
character into its separate powers or faculties ; to

mark off" the .separate organs in the brain, or
rather on the external skull of the living man ; to

connect each faculty with its corresponding organ
in the brain and its corresponding protuberance
or portion of the skull. Spurzheim laid down
the principles according to which a faculty is

regarded as natural and pinmitive : if it exists

in one species of animals and not in another ; if it

varies in the two sexes of the same species ; if it is

prominent or deficient as compared with the other

powers of the same individual ; if it appears or dis-

appears earlier or later in life than other faculties ;

if it is active or at rest separately from other

powers ;
if it is inherited by children from parents ;

if it shows health or disease in its exercise apart
from the other faculties. A faculty is

' a specific

power of feeling in a certain way, or of forming
ideas of a certain kind '—the power being distinct

from the feelings or the ideas which are thus pro-
duced or formed ; it is independent of the will ;

one faculty cannot manifest the same feelings or

form the same ideas as another ; each has some
definite relation to the objects of the external
world ; each may be excited from without by these

objects, but also from within. The faculties are

either propensities, which are both animal and

human, such as ' amativeness
' and the 'love (»f

offspring,' or sentiments, some of which are

peculiar to man, or, finally, intellectual powers,
perceptive and reflective. On the other hand,
such terms as 'sensation,'

'

memory,' and 'imagi-
nation

' do not correspond to ' faculties
'

in the

phrenologist's sense, but are merely general names
for the products of the different faculties either

singly or in combination. The connexion between
a faculty and its physical organ was determined,
as already indicated, by a study of the living

heads, of the skulls, of casts from the heads, or of

pictures and sculptures of men distinguished be-

yond their fellows in some specific ability ; practice
increased skill in noticing the differences in the

shape of the head and in the proportionate size of

its different parts ; heads of animals, of striking
mental characteristics, as ferocity, cunning, timid-

ity, etc., were compared with those of man ;
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differences of skull in the two sexea were compared
with the supposed mental diflerences ; the heads of

the insane, of tlie mentally defective, of criminals,

etc., were studied and ajjain compared with their

peculiar mental or moral aberrations or defects.

The results were verilicd, as far as possible, by
reading the heads of unknown individuals, lindin^^
how far their actual characteristics coincided with
those inferred by the phrenologist from their heads.
It was this practice that led to the ridicule and

ultimately to the contempt and neglect under
which phrenology fell ; yet it had a perfectly
practical and useful aim. Apart from the verifi-

cation of the organs, it was hoped by this means to

be able to forecast the vocation for which a child

was best adapted ; to indicate the lines along
which a child's education would most successfully
wroceed, the dangers to which its character was
liable, the treatment by which criminals or the
insane might best be brought back to humane and
normal courses ; and even the beginnings of

eugenics are to be found in the phrenological
writings—life-partners are to be selected on its

principles. IMie objections brought against the
new doctrine were from various standpoints —
anatomical, philosophical, and theological ; it was

objected that the brain is homogeneous tlirough-
out, that there is no evidence that it is the organ
of mind, that the size and shape of the brain
cannot be argued from that of the head, that

great injuries have occurred to the brain without

corresponding eti'ect upon the mental powers, that
the shape of tlie head is artificially altered in many
savage tribes without affecting the intelligence ;

that the mind or consciousness is a unity, and
cannot consist of separate faculties, or that it is a
tabula rasa on which impressions are made through
the senses and associated together into ideas and
thoughts without any innate powers ; that there
is nothing to fix the number of the faculties, and,
indeed, that phrenologists disagree as to their

number ; that, if phrenology were accepted as

true, it woufd destroy religion, remove responsi-

bility from man, and reduce mind to a purely
material process. Gall and Spurzheim were able

to show the possibility of studying the structure
of the brain, and of proving that differences actu-

ally exist in its different parts ; in particular, they
pointed out the true condition of the brain in

hydrocephalous subjects ; they were the fii'st to

admit that the inner and outer plates of the skull

are not parallel throughout, but they showed that
this deviation amounts to not more than one or

two-tenths of an inch, whereas the ditterence in

heads is from one to two inches ; and in general
they proved that the shape of the skull is certainly
determined by the prior giowth of the brain. As
to the argument from the effect of injuries or loss

of substance of the brain upon the mind, and the

striking cases reported by Sir Everard Home from
Haller and others, they jjointed out that this argu-
ment would apply equally against any theory as

to the brain functions, that the observations were
not always accurately made, and that in describing
the resultant effects upon the character only vague
general terms were used, such as '

intelligence,'
whereas some quite limited and specific ability

migjit disappear or be reduced in its activity with-
out the general intelligence being appreciably
affected. Analogy with other organs and organisms
suggests that eacli part of the brain lias a separate
function ; the brain becomes more complicated in

animals in proportion to their ]>lace in the scale of

intelligence
—insects, fish, birds, mammals, and,

highest among them, man
;
the same is true of

individuals in the human race ;
the different parts

of the brain do not grow simultaneously, but in

.succession ; each appears as its faculty appears ;

and both organ and faculty are developed when
they are necessary for our existence ; intense

application of the mind fatigues not the whole
brain but only some part of it, for a change of

work or occupation brings rest ; the states of

sleep, dreaming, sonmambulism, and the like can
be explained only on the assumption that the organs
of the brain are different in activity and in po>iition.
With regard to tlie philosophical objections, it was

pointed out that the same arguments will apjily
to life, which is also a unitj', but acts differently
in diiferent circumstances, and through different

organs ; that, in any case, phrenology takes no
concern with the ultimate nature of mind or of

body, but deals merely with facts of observation
and experience, whose truth will not be affected

by the truth or falsity of idealism or any other

philosophy. This answers the objections from

theology also. Phrenology will give us knowledge
of ourselves and others, of our characters and
tendencies ; this will lead to higher morality, not
to lower

; by preventing the manifestation of bad

tendencies, their development will be hindered,
and corresponding encouragement may be given to

the good. The vices and defects, the virtues and
talents, of each particular race can be learned, the
former suppressed, the latter cultivated ; and a
rational treatment of insanity maj^ be adopted,
etc. Popular belief has always favoured the idea

that persons differ in their natural tendencies—one

covetous, another cruel, another kind, another

proud ;
that one has a talent for music, another

for mechanics, another for painting, and another
for poetry ; that these tendencies cannot be

changed by an effort of will ; that a genius for

music cannot be acquired by study or practice ;

that there is a natural growth in the powers and a
certain order in their development with which we
cannot interfere without danger ; and that no
obstacle will prevent a genius from showing and
from cultivating his superior powers. At the

same time it was admitted that the division of

the faculties, being founded upon observation

alone, could not be regarded as
finally

settled ;

still less was it certain that the particular organs
adopted by Gall and Spurzheim were really those
of the faculties in question. It cannot be said,

however, that the phrenologists were fortunate in

their choice of faculties as the primitive ones in

human nature, nor are the results of their obser-

vations with regard to the position of the organs
in the brain in the least degree satisfactory. The
following is Spurzheim's latest arrangement of the

powers of the mind, Avith the numbers of their

corresponding organs :

Affective.—i. Propensities : (desire to live), (alimeutiveiiess),

(1) destructiveness, (2) aniativeness, (3) pliiloprogenitiveness,

(4) adhesivene.ss, (5) inhabitiveness, (6) combativeness, (7) se-

cretiveness, (8) acquisitiveness, (9) constructiveness ; ii. Senti-
ments : (10) cautiousness, (11) approbativeness, (12) self-esteein,

(13) benevolence, (14) reverence, (15) firmness, (10) conscien-

tiousness, (17) hope, (IS) niarvellousness, (19) ideality, (20)

mirthfulness, (21) imitation.
lNTF,LLECTUAi,.— i. Perceptive : (22) individuality, (23) con-

figuration, (24) size, (25) weight and resistance, (26) colour, (27)

locality, (28) order, (29) number, (30) eventuality, (31) time.

(32) tune, (33) language ; ii. Refiectlve : (34) comparison, (S.'i)

causality.

Of this clas.sification it may be said (1) that it is

qtiite inadequate for the comi>lexity of the case;

experimental i)sychology is only at tlie beginning
of the real analysis of mental phenonu>na ; while
there is no doubt that tiiere are certain innate

powers of the mind, it is quite uncertain at present
which of the functions actually manifested hy the

mind of man are primitive and simple ; even the

apprehension of colour or of form is jirobably a

very complex process. ('2) We are only at the

beginning also of a scientific effort to measure and
therefore to compare the manifestations of these
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different powers in ditlerent individuals, so us to

have some real knowled^^e of the extent to \vhicli

one individual ditl'ers from another. (3) We are

only lieLdnniii^' to know what are really the changes
in the i)eliaviour of individuals that occur after

hrain injury or disease; or, again, tlie ditlerences

in behaviour between tlie child l)orn with defective

l)rain and tlie normal child, etc. (4) A similar

limitation obtains in our knowledge of the capa-
cities of ditlerent races, sexes, ages. (5) Ihe
hundred years that have passed since Spurzheim
demonstrated in Edinburgh have not brought
anatomists much nearer to an understanding vijkju

the limits of the diJlerent areas or rcgi<ms in the

brain ; while it is almost universally admitted
tliat there are separate regions, which are inti-

mately connected with dillerent mental pheno-
mena, still it seems improbable that such regions
have hard ami fast l)Oundaries ; a part of one may
under compulsion take over the work of another ;

the destruction of a comparatively large part of an
area does not involve the total disappearance of

any mental capacity ; and in particular the true

nature of these regions seems to be that all are

connecting systems between sense-organs, on the
one hand, and muscles, glands, and viscera, on the

other, rather than initiating sources of special

activity. (6) Finally, there is even yet no sort of

.igreement as to how the ditlerent portions or areas
of the brain are connected with the mental powers
(see also art. Brain and Mi.vd).
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J. Lkwis McIntvre.
PHRYGIANS, r. The religion of the Phry-

gians as old Anatolian.—It is impossible to write

any .sketch of I'hrygian religion without continual
reference to the history and ethnology of the

Phrygian people. These subjects are still under
discu.s-ion, and opinion differs; but it is not pos-
sible here to discu.ss the differences. The present
writer Avill merely describe his own views and the
historical assumptions on which thej' are based.
It is a.ssumed that certain European tribes entered
Asia Minor across the Dardanelles earlier than
1000 B.C., and spread eastwards and southwards.

Gradiially the eastern branch called Phryges, or

Briges,' occiipied the country Avhich was called
after them Phrj'gia. We trace their history by
scanty references in the ancient historians, by
archiPological remains, and by inscriptions, the
sources Ijeing all very inadequate. The Phrygians
took pos.oession of a country which already enjoyed

1 On forms and derivatives of the name used in Phrj-^a see

Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, ii. 382, 616.

a civilization distinctly superior to that of the
invailers ; but the latter seem to have imposed
their language on the country, just as the Gauls
did in Galatia, when they conquered it in the 3rd

centurj' B.C. The Phrygians, however, like the

Gauls, adopted the religion of the country in which
they settled, and, though this religion was often
called IMirygian, it was really much older than the

Phrygian conquest. It represents a prevalent
type of religion, which was very widely spread
over the countries adjoining the Agean lands and
the south coast of the Black Sea, This wide-

spread type may be called Anatolian, pre-Hellenic,
or Pelasgian. It presents close analogies to
certain Syrian cults, and the Mosaic Law pre-

supposes the existence of an older cult of the
same general type.

2. Influence exerted by the Phrygians on the
older Anatolian religion.—It must be supposed
that the conquering Euro)iean race exercised some
influence over the old religion, but it is not easy
to distinguish the elements which belonged to the
different peoples. On one i)oint alone comparative
certainty can be attained. As mentioned below
(§§ 13, l8), the godde.ss in the older religion was the
most important person in the divine familj', but in

the subsequent hi.story of Phrygia there are many
cases in which the god is apparently dominant.
There must have occurred a change, and the prob-
ability is that this change Avas due to the natural
relation between conquerors and conquered. In

war superior force is exercised by the male sex.

It is true that, according to legend, the old Ana-
tolian or Phrygian religion used the services of

armed priestesses, who were called Amazons, and
Greek art delights to picture the conflict between
armies of Greek men and Am;izons. To the Greek
artist this conflict became symbolical of the great
conflict between civilization and barbarism, be-

tween Europe and Asia, between good and evil.

There is no reason to think that Greek soldiers

ever came actually into conflict with a force of

Amazons, but the explanation of this artistic form
must lie in the fact that the Greeks were aware of

the existence of such warriors, at least in the past,
and that they pictured the European Phrygian
conquerors as being in a sense kindred to them-

selves, at the early time when they were engaged
in the war against the Anatolian system with its

armed priestesses.
The Phrygian conquest of the country was

achieved by men, and they inevitably tended to

put a god rather than a goddess in the position
of dominance, and to picture the contest as a tight
between men and women. Hence in tiie Hind, iii.

187, Priam alludes to the battles which he had

fought as an ally of the Phrygians against the
Amazons on the banks of the Sangarios in the
heart of the country which was afterwards known
as Phrygia. An allusion so early as this cannot be
set down as mere legend ; it must have some
historical basis such as has been described, and it

implies also an approximate date. Homer as-

sociated this conflict with a comjjaratively late

stage in the history of that city of Troy which was

captured and demolished about 1184 B.C. The
last king of that city had in early youth taken

part in those battles, which implies that the

Trojan race was closely akin to the Phrygians,
and was allied with them in their conquests to-

wards the east. It is, however, remarkable, and

yet perfectly explicable, that the war between
Greelfs and Trojans in tlie old age of this last king
should have been regarded in tlie later historical

view as a stage of the conflict between Europe
and Asia, for mythology is never logical or self-

consistent, and the Phrygians are sometimes con-

sidered as Europeans fighting against Asiatics,
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bat at other times, after beinj^ settled for genera-
tions on tlie Trojan coast, came to be regarded
by Europeans as typical of Asia ; and similarly
the branch which settled in Phrygia became rapidly
identified with their new country, and ranked us
an Asiatic stock in their relations with European
Greeks. In this, as in almost all similar cases,
there is the strongest tendency for the conquering
people to adopt, at least in part, the religion of

the conquered, l)ecause the belief lies deeji in

human nature that the local gods must be able
and powerful to protect or to harm all human
beings that are settled in their country (2 K 17^''-*).

It was therefore necessary for the I'hrygian con-

querors of Troy and of i^hrygia to ])ay court to the

gods of the land, and there is no way of paying court
to a deity except by worshipping him as such.
Yet the conquerors, who must have consisted

largely of men, generally married the women of

the country. But, while they married them, they
did not regard them as superior in rank or dignity.
They were taking the women of a comiuered race,
and it was inevitable that they should regard
themselves as the superior, conquering caste, who
were conferring honour on a certain part of the

subject population by marriage.
3. Mysteries in the Phrygian religion.

—Now
the character of pagan religion always reflects the
social and economic circumstances of the people
who profess it, and the result appeared in the

aspect which was imparted to the religion of this
more or less mixed Phrygo-Anatolian race. A
god generally appears as the superior and dominant
figure, at least in outward show, in the most
typical Phrygian cities. The coins are struck in
the name of a god at least as often as in that of a

goddess, and the foundation legends often speak of
a god. On the other hand, in the cities to which
the Plirygian domination never spread, or where
there is reason to think that it Avas Aveaker, the

goddess remains the more outstanding and char-
acteristic figure. In all cities alike, however,
Phrygian and non-Phrygian, of inner Asia Minor
the religion remained fundamentally as it was
before. This result was attained through the

mysteries (q.v.), in which the real character of the

religion was displayed to the initiated. The
religion Avas not shown in its entirety to every
person ; only those who fulfilled certain tests, or

performed certain preparatory rites, were admitted
to see its true nature. A good examide of this fact
is revealed in the Phrygian city Avhich is generally
called Antioch of Pisidia, and which was one of
the great religious centres of Phrygia. On the
coins and in the inscrijitions the god Men Askae-
nos is the ruling flgure. He appears in them as
the hereditary deity {irarpios Oeos).

^ Strabo ^
speaks

of the two centres of Phrygian religion near
Antioch as being seats of the god Men, not of any
goddess. No form of the native goddess is men-
tioned by Strabo as known at Antioch ; and she

appears far less frequently on the coins. One of
those two sanctuaries was discovered in 1911. It
stands on the top of a mountain, 5000 ft. above
the sea and ISOO ft. above the city, from which it

is distant about four miles by a steep and ditiicult

path. In and around the great sanctuary there
were found numberless dedications to the god Men,
but not one single dedication to the goddes.s.
There was a small chapel of the goddess in one
corner of the great sanctuary, if we may judge
from the discovery of several statuettes represent-
ing Cybele or Artemis. It is apparent that in out-
Avard show, just as Strabo says, the sanctuary Avas

obtrusively and pre-eminently that of the god,
1 M. M. Ilardie (Mrs. Hasliick), in JUS xxxi. [1012] lllf. •

J. G. C. Anderson, JHS iii. [1913] 08 f. ; Ranisav, in BSA xviii.
2 xii. 557, 577.

Avhile the goddess Avas relegated to a small chapel
in a corner. There Avere also at least two small

temples dedicated to a goddess, one of the Cybele
type, and another of the Aphrodite type, out.side

the sanctuary, on the summit of the same mountain,
forming part of a large complex of buildings of
various kinds, Avhich composed the Ilieron. In
none of these small temples Avas any dedication to

the goddess found, but tliere Avere statuettes repre-
senting her. It is very evident that in outAvard

aspect the Hieron as a Avhole Avas characterized
to the public as the seat of a god, and that the

goddess had (|uite a .secondary place.
On the oilier hand, Avhen a building Avhich seems

to have been the hall of initiation, close to the
central and great sanctuary and evidently standing
in close relation Avith it, Avas excavated, it became
apparent that the ceremonies which were there
celebrated were the old Phrygian or Anatolian
ritual of a goddess, and not the noA-el ritual of a

god, although (c. A.D. 300) the throne of a god Avas

added to tlie scene. Noav those rites Avhich Avere

celebrated in the Phrygian mysteries are described

by all ancient authorities as the rites of a goddess,
viz. of the Phr3'gian mother—a goddess Avho Ava.s

the impersonation of the earth, as the great
mother of all life, Avho giAes birth to all things,
and receiA'es back to her.self all things at death.
Demosthenes describes those rites as celebrated

mainly by a priestess.
^ The priestess Avas the

chief figure in the ritual, Avhile a man Avas the
assistant of the priestess. The man acted as
the teacher of the ritual ; he recited from the
books the Avords of the sacred formulaj ; he helped
those Avho Avere being initiated to go through the
ritual ; he taught them the proper Avords to use,
and showed them hoAv to perform the rites in

orderly succession.
In the Hellenic religion, Avhich developed through

various external and internal influences out of the

pre-Hellenic, Pelasgian, or Anatolian tj-pe, many
cases are observable in Avhich a prophetic centre
Avas apparentl}^ under the presidency of a god, and
the prophecy appeared as the expression of his
soul or his knowledge. This is especial I

j' the case
with the god Apollo, a pui-ely Hellenic idea, in

Avhom the highest tendencies of Hellenism Avere
manifested to the Avorld. To take tAvo great
centres of ApoUine teaching, Klaros on the
Asiatic side of the ^gean and Deli)hi on the

European side—at Klaros Ave knoAv that mysteries
were celebrated, and even the scanty allusions to

their ritual shoAV that they Avere fundamentally of

the Phrygian or Anatolian type;- at Delphi, as

.'Eschylus expressly says,^ the deity Avho presided
Avas originally the earth-goddess ; she Avas suc-
ceeded by Themis, avIio is merely a moralized ex-

pression of the same divine idea ; only in the third

l)lace did Apollo come in to replace the successive

goddess-ideals in the presidency of this prophetic
centre ; a Avoman Avas ahvays the medium through
Avhom he expressed himself ; and in j)opular state-

ment this prophetess Pythia is mentioned as the
source of revelation almost as frequently as ' the

god
'

himself.

4. God and priest.
—In the rite Avhich Demos-

thenes describes"* tiie man acting as priest was the
director of the ritual, while the Avoman as priestess
Avas the centre aiul head of the religion ;

and all

the evidence, scantj' though it be, tends to show

' The descri^jtion is Riven by Demosthenes, de Corona, 259 f.,

where he inveig-hs ajrainst .Esnhines. The mother of -Eschines
was a waiiderin-r priestess of the Phrygian jroddess, who carried

the rites aliout Attica, and the son acted as her assistant and
ministering priest.

-
-Alaliridi, in Wieiu-r Jahifsheftc, lOOi, p. 156 (., 1912, p. 36 f.;

also BCn, li106, p. 349, 1916, p. 83 f.

•' Ewii. 1 fT.

•« O. FoHcart, Assoc, rel. chez tes Ones, p. 67.
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that tliis is one instance of a general principle.
The god is represented by the priest in this religion ;

he teaches mankind w iiat are the proper rites and
words with whicli the}' should approach the divine

power. The god was himself the first priest, and
all .subsequent priests are considered as successively
taking Ids place, wearing his dress, bearing his

name, and Hlling his part in the religion. In a
sense it is true to say tiiat the goddess is the chief

figure. It is she who is the .source of all life and
the giver of all good things to mankind, while the

god is a sort of accident in her life. But this is

not the whole truth. The god is in practice the
most important iigure in the natural relations

between the deity and human beings, because he

shows, partly by example and partly by teaching,
the ritual through which alone man can appeal to

the goddess, who is the ultimate embodiment of

the divine power. It was therefore quite easy to

lay emphasis on tlie functions of the god, without

really altering the character or ritual of the

religion. The divine life was in a sense <a reflexion
of the life of society, or, rather, a model for human
life.

Further, this human life was not regarded
simply as the relation between individuals or as
the picture of a single family. The family is

regarded in the relijLfion as the unit in the social

organism ; and the divine life, as shown in the rela-

tions of the god and the goddess, sets forth for the

good of men the foundation on which society rests,
viz. the mystic marriage of the god and the goddess
as the symbol and pattern of earthly marriage.
The gods in their mutual relation form the model
which human life in society must reproduce. The
gods have taught men, and are always teaching
men, what they ought to do in their relations to
one another and to the deity.

5. The holy marriage.—The theory has been
advanced, and seems to the present writer funda-
mental in the subject, that the holy marriage as
celebrated in the mysteries was intended to convey
the full teaching about the perfect completion of
human life ; and the maniage ceremony of the
old Phrygian or Anatolian religion consisted in the

performance by the pair who were married on
earth of precisely the same ceremony as took place
at the holy marriage in the mysteries. There is

also good reason to think that the marriage
ceremony was performed at the sanctuary. One
of the rites was that the pair drank from a common
cup, and this rite passed into the Greek ceremony
of marriage as it is still celebrated down to the

present day under Christian forms. At the
common meal which formed part of the religious
ceremonial constituting the bond to hold together
any association in ancient life the crowning rite
consisted in drinking from the common cup, and
the same was the case in the celebration of the

mj-steries. Each fivffT-rjf had in turn to say,
'
I

have drunk from the holy vessel' (Kv/j.pa\ov). But
in the celebration of the marriage it was only the
married i)air who drank from the same cup ; they
alone were united in this social bond ; all others

present at the marriage feast drank from their
own separate cups. Such was the character
of the ceremony which was performed in Athens
on the second day of the Anthesteria. At that
festival the marriage of Dionysos was celebrated,
and the fact that all the celebrants drank from
separate cups on this occasion marked out the

ceremony so distinctively that the name '

Cups
'

was given to the .second day of the festival. Seen
from this point of view, the mysteries ])resented a

picture of the nature of civilized society and a
contrast between the rude savagery of human life

without the divine guidance and the higher civiliza-

tion which came through that divine example.

One of the formula" that were repeated in the

mysteries by the person who was being initiated
consisted of four words :

'
I escaped evil ;

I fouiul

better.' > It is mentioned that the same formula
was repeated as nart of the ritual of mar-
riage in Athens, and the divine marriage must be
taken to be typical of the old form surviving from

pre-IIellenic times. The identity of the formula
in the two cases implies the marked similarity of

the ritual in liotli.

6. Two stages in the mystic initiation.—Judg-
ing from the arrangements of the Hall of Mysteries
at Pisidian Antioch, where was an old, wealthy,
and powerful religious centre, there seem to have
been two stages in the mystic ritual (just as there
were at Eleusis).- But there is no reason to think
that the two .stages were celebrated at different

seasons (as at Eleusis) ; on the contrary, they seem
to have succeeded one another practically without

any interval. The first stage was called initiation

(fj.vr](ns) ; the second stage was called by a name as

yet unknown, but the verb denoting the act was
en^arfveiv,

' to enter' or ' to set foot upon,' and the
idea expressed in this stage of the ritual seems to

have been the entrance on a new life ; possibly the
noun ^yujSdreuffis may have been a technical term ;

but no term has as yet been discovered in actual
use. The phrase used in the inscriptions at the

temple at Klaros near Colophon (where similar

mysteries were celebrated) is
' those who had been

initiated entered on '

(the new stage), and it is

certain that at Klaros the stages followed immedi-

ately after one another. Those mysteries might be
celebrated at any season, like a church service,
and were not restricted to a single occasion in the

year.^ Similarly at Antioch the arrangements
of the hall seem to imply that the (xvcTTrji passed
through the first stage on one side of the hall, and
thereafter entered tlirough a sort of gateway in

the middle of the hall after purification into the
immediate presence of the god, and then began a
new series of rites before the throne on which the

god was supposed to be sitting ; but we may
imagine that the high-priest sat on the throne which
is dedicated to the god by an inscription of late

date. The rites described by Demosthenes took

place probably as the first moment of the ritual in

this second stage before the face of the god. In the
first stage there had taken place an act which is

described as the '

reception of the mystic things
and words,' and the /xiVttjs who had passed through
this first stage (wapaXa^wi' to, fivcxTrjpta) immediately
was free to enter into the presence of the god, and

pass through the second stage of the ritual. The
ceremonial of the higher grade symbolized the

approach of man to the presence of the god, and
its subject was the identification of the initiated

person with the god, and the promise was probably
given to him in the ritual words,

'

Hapi)y and
blessed, thou slialt be god instead of mortal.'^

This identification of the human being with the
divine life is the proper goal of human life. That
goal was attained at death, as is shown in many
epitaphs, for the dead man returns to the mother
who bore him. But the same goal was attained
as the result and perfection of the initiatory ritual.

In the my.stic rites at Antioch the culmination

lay in the enactment of the perfect scene of human
life—the fundamental rite on which society rests,
viz. the mystic marriage of the god and the

1
(ifuryov Ko-Kov evpov ayLdvov. The same formula was used in

the inarriaj^e ritual (see § 8).
2 See Ramsay, in USA xviii. 37 ff., and HDB v. 127», 129b.
3
Envojs sent by cities and States were initiated, evidently

at a special service for their convenience. They usually hrouffht
a chorus with them (Ramsay, The Teaching of Paul, p. 2s9).

•• flebs e<r<xea(. ai'Ti ^pdTOlO, known only in the so-called Orphic
funeral formula; (most recently in J. E. Harrison's Prolegomena,
Canibrid^'e, Appendix) ;

we take them to be closely connected
with the mysteries.
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goddess as tlie warrant aud guarantee of earthly

marriage.'
7. The choice between good and evil.—The

question presents itself whether the two stages of

the divine life were shown in tlie mysteries as two

steps in a development from the worse to the

better or in the form of a choice between good and
evil. If the answer to this (juestion could be made
with certainty in favour of the former opinion, it

Avould be extremely important ; but there is no

positive evidence to support tiiat view ; and all

analogy is distinctly in favour of the other opinion,
that there was .simply presented in the religious
ritual a choice between two alternatives, one good,
the other evil. Such a choice is frequently pre-
sented in ancient religion and in ancient moral

teaching. It appears in advanced Hellenic litera-

ture in the form of the Choice of Heracles ; but
that is only a literary apologue, elaborating in

moral form a choice which, according to religion,
is always being presented to mankind. In this

religious choice there is not merely a presentation
of the alternatives ; there is also always the advice
and counsel given by the gods to men to prefer

good rather than evil and life rather than death.
A fundamental idea in the religion is that good
and life are aspects or names of one fact, and

similarly evil and death of the oppoisite. The
probability therefore is that in the drama of the

mysteries the gods of the divine family are repre-
sented as choosing between the two courses—good
and evil, or life and death—and that the divine

choice is the model for human nature to follow.

Accordingly, the formula which we have rendered,
'
I escaped evil ;

I found better,' which seems to

suggest in that translation the idea of develop-
ment, is more correctly to be rendered,

'
I rejected

or avoided evil ; I found better,' so as to suggest
that the formula is an expression of choice between
alternatives both equally open at the same time.

Further, the formula is certainly an example of

parataxis and really implies, 'I rejected the evil,

because the opportunity of better was presented to

me.' The idea that men are always placed in a

position to choose between good or life and evil or

death, and that religion exemplifies and teaches the

preference of life rather than death, lies at the

basis of the Anatolian religion, which in all depart-
ments of conduct shows men what they should do,
in agriculture, in household economy, in hygiene,
etc. So it is the basis of the Hebrew teaching,
' The fear of Jehovah is the chief part of know-

ledge ; but the foolish despise wisdom and instruc-

tion
'

(Pr V 91" 1533, Ps III'", Ec 12'3) ; Moses said to

the people,
'
I have set before thee life and good,

and death and evil, the blessing and the curse ;

choose life' (Dt 30'^- '") : and the same is expressed
in the beginning of human history (Gn 2 and 3),

for in the garden that was in the land of Eden
there were two trees, the tree of life and the tree

of knowledge (which immediately produced death) ;

the instruction given to the man and the woman
who lived in the garden was that they must not
eat the fruit of the tree of death ; but after they
did so they were sent forth from the garden, lest

they should have access to the tree of life and eat
and live, and the angel with the tlame of a sword
was placed on guard to prevent approach to the
tree of life. In this account we have tlie expres-
sion in primitive thought of the idea that from
the beginning of human existence the choice

between good or life and evil or death has con-

stantly been presented to mankind, and the divine

advice has always been given in the most positive
form of absolute proiiibition, to avoid the act
which will '

bring death into the world.'

If the point of view taken in this article is

i BSA xviii. 37 f.

correct, there would probably be presented to the

/MvcTTtjs in the first stage of the mystic ritual the
choice between good and evil, and, when he chose

rightly and in the proper mystic words, he was
admitted on the second stage.

8. The divine teaching.—T lie 'holy marriage'
of goddess and god is only one example of the

general princii)le that the gods are always teaching
and advising men what to do and how to behave.

There was indeed no formal teaching in the way
of discourse or theoretical instruction. There was

only (1) the teaching by example in the divinely
instituted ritual, and (2) the occasional advice by
signs and omens, chietiy those seen in tiie air,

which needed interpretation and application to

the individual case. The tlieoretical basis of the

ritual is expressed, e.g., in a relief found in E.

Lydia on the Phrygian frontier. This relief is

arranged in two zones ; in the upper zone the god
is represented as performing on an altar the same
act of ritual as the priest is performing on an altar

in the lower zone.' Every act of religion on earth

has its counterpart in the performance of the same
rite on a higher level in the divine life ; and so

the marriage celebrated on earth between the man
and the woman has its counterpart in the marriage
that is always taking place above between the

god and the goddess. The teaching lies in the

example and model which the divine powers set

forth to all their worshijjpers. But earthly

marriage is not merely a relationship between
two human beings ; it is a rite which concerns the

entire society to which they belong. On this rite

and on the family relationship organized society
is built up. The unit of civilized society is

not the individual, but the family. Accordingly
we find it recorded that, according to Greek

religion, the married pair celebrate the sacred

marriage in honour of the god and goddess.

9. Relation of the conquerors to the ancient

priesthood.
—We have no information about this

relation in the case of the old Phrygian conquerors,
and we can only speculate with regard to it from
the analogy of two later cases. (

1 ) When the Gauls

conquered and settled in that part of the old

Phrygian country which afterwards was called

Galatia, they soon adopted the religion of the

country which they had won. Not merely was it

necessary for them (as stated above) to worship
the gods of the country where they now dwelt ;

they had also to face the problem of governing
the people whom they had conquered. Thej'
could not and did not

try
to exterminate an entire

race ; all that they could do was to take a portion
of the land for themselves, and to employ the

conquered race as a subject caste which should

till the land for the new owners of the great
estates. The conquering caste, then, must govern
the subject population according to some method
or other. Witli the ancient views about religion
and its fundamental importance as the governing

principle in any organized society, the method of

governing must be through the use of tlie already
existing forms of religion. Hitherto the priests of

the great religious centres had been the rulers of

the god's
land. The simple and easy way for the

Gauls to rule the old inhabitants was to become
the priests, and to fulfil the same religious forms

and duties as the Phrygian priests had fulfilled.

We know from an inscription that at Pessinus the

conquering Gauls took only half the i>laces in the

priestly college. What was the exact situation

at other great religious centres is unknown, but

this may be taken as exemplifying the general

principle. The chiefs of the new conquering caste

allied themselves with, or even wholly displaced,
the priests of the old colleges and centres ;

in con-

1 Ramsay, Letters to the Seven Churches, p. 63.
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junction witli or instead of the ancient ruling

priestly families, they administered the govern-
ment of the mass of the population.'

(2) When the emperor Augustus, by the will of

the deceased AmyntA-s, last king of Ualatia, came
into possession of Pisidian Antioch and the whole
territory attached to it, he put an end to the old

ruling tfynasty or families, in which the priesthood
was hereditary, and himself became owner of all

the land of the god. His procurator, who repre-
sented him in the district and managed his interests

for him, was priest in his place, and therefore lord

over the cultivators of the estate. This lordship
over the cultivators was not applicable to the free

citizens of the Gra'co-Homan cities, and in this

way a higiily complicated .situation aro.se, accord-

ing to which the priest-procunitor was in the city

only an otiicial of the emperor, while on the estates

he was the embodiment in liuman form of the

distant god-emperor. Something of the same kind
must have existed under the Greek kings in many
parts of W. Asia. Those kings were identified

with the god, and regarded as the embodiment in

human form of the god on earth. This convenient

religious fiction was utilized practically as a means
of governing the country. It gave to the god-king
or the god-emperor the sanction of religious awe,
and this obedience to the emperor took the place
of loyalty to the empire. The same fiction was

widely practised throughout the Grjeco-lioman
world

;
but we know more about the details only

in the case of the Roman empire, because the
evidence is clear that in every district and in every
city of the Eastern world the emperor was supposed
in the cult to be identified with the chief god of

the district, and even free citizens, though not

actually the serfs on the soil of such estates, yet
regarded tiie emperor as the present god, on whose

l>ower they were dependent for defence, and to

whom they owed the peace and prosperity of the
whole empire. In the 4th cent, those formerly
free cultivators became real serfs, because the law

regarded the owner of the soil as having a right to

their lalx)ur.

The same principle that underlies these later

historical cases may be applied to the Phrygian
conquest of the old Anatolian population of the

country which afterwards was called Phrygia ; but
the details are not yet discovered.

10. Varying accounts of the character of the

mystic ritual.^In the fact that the mystic ritual

presents a choice and a contrast between good and
evil, between violence and order, and that it places
human life under the guidance of religion, lies the

explanation of some serious difficulties which are

presented by the records about the mysteries.
Christian writers describe them as presenting a
series of incidents of violence, deceit, and horror.

The question has been much debated whether this

account is correct. The answer would seem to be
that it is perfectly correct so far as it goes, but it

was not the object of the Christian writers to give
a complete picture of the mysteries or to inquire
into the possible truths and ideas that might be

suggestecl by those rites. Their method was simply
to show that from the contemplation of such
hideous incidents presente<l in the form of a sort

of drama there must result evil to those who con-

templated the spectacle. Their object was to

contrast the horrors and abominations which were

presented to the initiated with the order, simpli-
city, and beauty of the Christian ceremony. It

must always be remembered that they were reply-
ing to the misrepresentations of their own ritual

which were current among their opponents, and
their purpose was to paint in lurid but necessarily
true colours the hateful character of the pagan

1 UDB ii. 83b note.

ritual and the evils that must result from it, while
they maintained ami described the beauty and
purity of their own ritual. They were not anti-

quaries ; it was sulHcient for them to point to the
horrors which formed a real part of that ritual.

False statement or even exaggeration would have
been fatal to their purpose. We must therefore

accept as correct all the details in the picture that

they give, remembering that that picture needs to
be looked at from a certain point of view ; and we
must also remember that the mysteries were
intended to exhibit the placing of human life on
a higher level through the influence of religion and
the example set in the divine life. The use of the

formula,
'

I escaped evil ;
I found better

'

(§§ 5, 8),

proves beyond dispute that some such idea formed
the fundamental truth underlying the religion
presented in the

mysteries,
ana the further fact

that the same formula was repeated in the maiTiage
ceremony proves also that the social

' better' which
those who chose in accordance with the divine pre-
cept found lay in the institution of true marriage.
These facts make it clear that we can and ought
to accept as true also the opinions expressed by
Plato and Isocrates and other Greek philosophers
and thinkers that the mysteries shown at Eleusis
were an educative and elevating influence in life ;

and, if it is true, as we nmst also admit, that part
of the ritual of the mysteries was of extremely
repulsive character, it follows inevitably that a

strong contrast (or even possibly a process of

development) in moral and social relations formed
the real subject of the mystic ceremony. Thus in

one stage of the mysteries the birth of the god-
son (or daughter, as the case might be) originated
from an act of violence and fraud, and in the other

stage the holy marriage was set forth as the rule
and basis of society. In both cases the scene was
fully presented to the eyes of the initiated ; and
the details of violence or fraud, as enacted in the
divine drama of life, furnished full justification for

the attack of Christian assailants ; but the apology
was that religion should speak straight out, con-

cealing nothing, and that it shows the naked truth
to devout eyes. In the process of degeneration to

which the Anatolian religion was exposed the

ugliest and most repellent parts of the mjstery
were emphasized and made more prominent. The
effect was seen in respect of both sexes. The
devout, both women and men, felt bound to live

the life of the goddess and the god in every act
and every detail. Hence originated the custom of

ritual prostitution, in which women voluntarily
imitated the fate of the goddess ; and this custom
was carried out in a series of ingenious perversions
and developments which constitute the most
abominable and socially degrading side of the
Anatolian religion. Similar in origin, and carried
out with the same ingenious perversion, was the

strange and remarkable rite of self-mutilation

among men, which constituted the supreme sign
of devotion to the goddess, and which was performed
from time to time by devotees at, or even standing
upon, her altar. In modern time certain sects of
dervishes practise extraordinary rites of mutilation
or of personal wounds, which seem to be perhaps
an exj)ression of the extremest asceticism (though
it is difficult to make any assertion with regard to

the original nature of their ritual of self-devotion).
Hut the Phrygian rite seems clearly to stand in

close relation to a common part of tlieir economic
ritual. It was known that mutilation was pre-
scribed in the divine ritual as a necessary part of

the treatment of domesticated animals, and that

involuntary self-mutilation also formed a note-

worthy fact in the life of the bee ; and there were
doubtless other analogies,' some well-founded and

1 EDB V. 11C», 123.
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some purely fanciful, which seemed to establish
the divine origin and character of the rite, so that
the devotee who consecrated himself to the observ-
ance in the most perfect degree of the religion of

the land practised this extremest act on himself,

knowing that the god had set the example (as the

hpbs X670S declares) by performing it on himself and
thus consecrating it for his lium;in followers.

11. Other examples of the analogy between the
divine life as shown in the mysteries and human
life.—It would also appear that the puriticatory
ceremonies which formed part of the mysteries
were practically identical with some of the marriage
rites, and this identity further contirms the close

similarity between the rites in the two cases.

A formula which was uttered by the initiated

person at a certain stage in the ritual of the

mysteries was,
' A kid I have fallen into the milk.' ^

It is generally recognized that the kid is the

mystic form of Dionysos as the god-son in the
divine nature. In these words the fiva-rtjs expressed
the same meaning as the goddess of the world of
death uttered to the dead when they came before
her already initiated and pure,

' Thou hast become
god instead of mortal.' In both the idea is that
death is the entrance on life. The initiated dead
come back to the goddess from whom they origin-
ated. Life comes from her and death also, and the
two facts of life and death are different aspects of
one idea. The formula about the kid declares
that the initiated person has assumed the divine
form as Dionysos. Each fujarri^ in death is merged
in, or finds his perfection and completion in, the

personality of the god with whom he is identified.-

The formula under discussion evidently belongs to

the religion of a pastoral people, and places us on the

great central plain of Phrygia and Lycaonia, where
a god called Zeus Galaktinos or Galaktios is men-
tioned in inscriptions. The variation in the form
of the adjective and its non-Greek character show
that it is an attempt to express in Greek an

epithet of the god which had the same meaning
in the Phrygian or Anatolian ritual. We are
reminded of the instruction which was three times

impressed upon the Israelites in the Mosaic Law,
' Thou slialt not seethe a kid in his mother's
milk.' Comparing the two expressions, we must
infer that W. Robertson Smith's suggested explana-
tion of the Hebrew commandment is correct.

This commandment has formed the subject of much
controversy, and Robertson Smith ^

interpreted it

as forbidding the performance by the Hebrews of

a rite which belonged to a forbidden religion.
J. G. Frazer ••

objects that there is no proof of the
existence of any such rite, but the formula now
under discussion, as taken from the mysteries,
seems to allude to symbolism derived from a rite

of this kind. The /j.iktttjs is now Dionysos ; he
becomes a god through entering the gate of death,
and symbolically in pastoral religion the death is

expressed in this form of words ; and the words
were the prelude to a rite having the religious
form which is forbidden by the Mosaic Law.
The rite of the kid goes back to a pastoral religion,
which has been united in the fully formed mysteries
with an agricultural religion.

12. Progressive assimilation of mysteries
through the Graeco-Roman world.—By the Christ-
ian apologists the mysteries are generally de-
scribed as practically a single uniform institution

1 The formula occurs several times on gold tablets found in

graves of Italy and Crete, which stand in close relation to the

Orphic mysteries ; see App. to J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena,
and bibliography there.

2 This conception of the nature of death is more fully treated
below.

3 OTJC, p. 438, Religion of the Semites^, London, 1894,

p. 221.
•* Anthropological Essays presented to E. B. Tylor, O.xford,

1907, p. 154.

at all mystic seats. Now there can be no doubt
that the mysteries as celebrated in difierent

regions were originally distinct and showed
different rites, although there was a generic
similarity. The Eleusinian mysteries were origin-
ally difierent in character from the Phrygian,
for the Eleusinian mysteries were the drama of a

purely agricultural religion, whereas the Phrygian
were not. It has therefore been maintainea that
the Christian writers who neglect this difference
are really misrepresenting the character of this

religious institution by mixing up in a single
picture details which belong to diverse religions.
But the objection is not valid, for there was a
marked tendency in the history of Greek and
Gneco-Asiatic religions to assimilate to each other
the various mysteries ; and the assimilation was
effected by incorporating in each ceremonies and
rites taken from the others. Thus the picture
presented by the Christian apologists must be

accepted as reasonably accurate in details, though
incomplete. On this there is agreement.

13. The ultimate supreme deity and the
mediator.—The goddess was the fountain and
source of human life. The principles on which
that life must be lived emanated from her. The
god is instrumental in making those principles
known to men ; they are made known in practice,
not theoretically. The god does what he teaches ;

he is the worker who by his toil shows principles
in operation. This idea, that there is an inter-

mediary in carrying the knowledge of divine truth
to the world of men, appears in many forms which
are in the last resort almost identical expressions
of the same fact. There is a supreme divine power,
the source of all truth and all good, and there is

an intermediary divine power ; and these two
divine personages are in the Phrygian religion con-
ceived usually as the goddess who is the mother
and the god who is her son or priest or para-
mour or companion ; in these various ways of

expressing the relation lay the seeds of much evil

in the divine drama as presented in the mj-steries.
Yet these envisagements as female and male are
not universal in early Anatolian or Greek religion.
In the first place, as we have already shown, the

goddess is often displaced, at least in outward
show, by a male embodiment ; in this case the two
personages are the supreme god and an assistant
or ministering god. When names were given to

these embodiments of the divine power, the most
characteristic were Zeus and Hermes. The em-
bodiment in two persons was necessary to the

complete presentation of the divine action (as, e.g.,
in the striking story recorded in Ac 14^"'*). It has

already been explained (§ 2) how the variation
between the presentation of the supreme divine

power as male and as female is to be explained.
In the second place, while the ministering god is

almost invariably presented as male and especially
under the name Hermes, there is one striking

excej)tion in the Iliad, where for certain purposes
the goddess Iris is presented as the messenger of

the father of the gods. Iris—the rainbow—seemed
in certain points of view to be the line of communi-
cation by which divine truth was introduced to

the world, and this thought is elaborated into the

picture of Iris in the Iliad (though never in the

Odi/ssei/). A similar thought appears in the book
of Genesis, where the bow is set in the cloud as a

symbol of the covenant which is concluded between
the supreme God and His people.

14. The ritual expressed the self-protecting
instinct of collective society.—The ancient Ana-
tolian religion originated from the .self-defending
and self-protecting instinct in early society. The
instinct and tendency expressed itself through the

voice of prophets, and assumed the form of a series
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of regulations for tlie better orj^anization and

luaniigenient of societj-, mainly in its economic

aspect. But it is useless to make rules for an

ignorant peonle, unless there is some powerful
sanction for these rules enforcing their observance

by the dread of punishment. The rules, there-

fore, being the expression of the divine interest in

the welfare of human society, took the form of

religious law ; and they were obeyed because tlie

power of the goildess was otlended by violation and

ready to punish it. Thus, e.g., it is urgently
necessary for the welfare of a primitive society,
which practises agriculture and lives by its results,
that proi>er times and seasons and methods should
be strictly ob.served. It is not, however, safe to

expect that a simple and uneducated population,
which is only learning the importance of these

things by experience, will observe strictly the
rules of sound method

; men are lazy, slow to learn,
and ready to procrastinate ; but, when the rules

are emliodied in the form of a ritual by which
iliWne protection and help are to be gained, then

they enforce themselves, for violation brings

punishment by sutlering. The gods live in the
life of nature ; the times and seasons are crises in

that life, and the due observance of the ritual

brings its reward in the gifts which the gods are

always tendering to the use of man. Similarly in

respect of domestic economy, or the wise conduct
of the family life, or the proper management of

domesticated animals, all the rules come from the
divine i>ower and are enforced by that power
because they are expressed as the ritual or religion.
To go into this in detail is impossible here, for it

reauires elaborate treatment, and it depends on

only scanty evidence. It remains really the simple
orderly statement of the facts so far as known,
but yet only a hypothesis.

In a region where agriculture is the main busi-
ness of the population the religion is agricultural,
and the episodes in the divine life as exhibited in

the ritual are the stages in the farmer's year.
So, e.g.,

'

Demeter, that bright goddess, lay in loving union
with the hero lasios in a thrice-ploughed fallow-field in the
fertile land of Crete, and bare goodly Ploutos

'

(Hesiod, Theog.
9<>8f. ; Odyssev.y. 125f.).i

The marriage of the goddess-mother to the
heroized envisagement of the race takes place in

the rich field newly opened after long preparation,
and her son is Wealth. The rule of times and
conduct, as fixed by divine power and revealed in

practice to men by the god as priest and head of
the ritual, brings in orderly course prosperity,
happiness, and life ; but, if violated orneglected, it

causes sutlering and death.

Similarly in a country where flocks and herds
constituted the chief source of livelihood the

religion was pastoral and the god was the god of

milk, who wanted the produce on which the life

of the peoide depended. As it happens, we have

practically no records of this type of religion,
with the exception of the titles 'Galaktios' and
'Galaktinos' applied to the supreme deity. A
pastoral people is, as a rule, rude and uneducated,
and there therefore remain hardly any memorials
of their ritual or even of their life. It is, however,
certain that the great plains around the salt lake
Tatta were alwaj's a pastoral country, in which,
e.g., Amyntas, the last king of Galatia, possessed
more than 300 flocks.'' There can be no doubt that
these Hocks were very large, as we may judge
from the inimen.se size of some of the flocks which
shepherds lead about over the plains at the present
day. We can understand how the principles of

1 The statement is identical in the two poets, which shows
that it expresses the religious myth (iepb? Aoyot). Hesiod alone
specifies Crete, Homer alone the resulting death of lasion

(lasios). The latter fact is essential in the iepb? Ao'yot.
- Strabo, xii. 6, p. 668.

attending to the welfare of domesticated animals
were consecrated in a series of rites fixed according
to the seasons of the year.^
The sacred character of useful domesticated

animals was a device for the benelit of men, and it

seems probable that the arts of domestication of
animals may have in some degree originated on
the great Anatolian plateau,- where conditions are

exceedingly favourable, and where indubitably a
high degree of skill was reached. Valuable breeds
were artilicially produced by intelligent cross-

breeding. Of these the Angora goat still sur-

vives, and the secret of its breeding is carefully
treasured and concealed. The present writer is

unable to accept the view advocated by some dis-

tinguished German writers that the Angora goat
was introduced from Central Asia and is a natur-

ally distinct species. There is some authority for

believing that the secret of preserving the line

character of the wool of the Angora goat lies in a

.system of breeding. Strabo mentions other fine

breeds— c. (7., the Colossian sheep with its glossy
violet-coloured fleece, and the glossy black-fleeced

sheep of Laodicea. These have entirely dis-

appeared, and the reason is that the breeds, being
artificial, were tlirougli carelessness and ignorance
allowed to degenerate.^
The woi'ship of the Epliesian goddess Artemis

seems to have been closely related to the practice
of bee-keeping. The goddess was the (jueen bee,
and it is noteworthy that in the religion of

Anatolia the sex of this supreme official among
the bees was correctly known, and its life-history
was properly understood, whereas Aristotle and
the Greeks generally thought that the queen bee
was a male and called it eaffrjv or ^acxiXevs. The
image of the goddess has only the slightest
resemblance to a human bodj', but in outline is

roughly similar to the body of a bee. As the

queen bee she is indicated literally as the great
mother of all life in the community. The facts of

nature pointed out the queen bee as the natural

analogue to the goddess. She is attended by a

body who are called Essenes, bearing the same
name as the male bees or drones who do no work,
while another body of her followers are the

Melissa;, the female working bees, in whom the
sexual character is undeveloped. These two
bodies of followers, the male and the female,
constitute the priests and priestesses of the

goddess.^
An example of the self-protective character of

the religious law which ruled the conduct of primi-
tive Anatolian society is found in the conduct of

social life. The idea is that the divine power must
be localized at each point where the safety of the

family or of society is involved. In the construc-
tion of the house, where a pillar or column is an

important structural member, it is regarded as

sacred and as a home of the divine power, in order
to impress on all persons the respect with which it

must be treated ; and this sacredness leads to the
institution of a ritual by which the religious awe
is impressed on all minds.' The roads which led

from town to town were placed under divine

protection by sacred pillars (in which the divine

power finds its home) along their course. These
stones were sometimes made useful to human needs
as measures of distance, and thus became mile-

stones. Under the Roman empire mile-stones
were dedicated to the god-emperor. In modern
Mediterranean countries the shrines of Christian
character which are found at important points,

1 Ramsay, Impressions of Turkey, London, 1897, p. 272 f.

2 Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, i. p. xv.
3 On this subject see Ramsay, Impressions of Turkey,

p. 27i ff.

» UDB V. H7».
* The male bee perishes after consorting with her, like lasion.
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especially at meeting-places of roads, orijiinated in

tliis feeling that the divine guardianship has to be

impressed upon all persons at all important points
in social life. In the city the streets are similarly

placed under the same protection, and, as the
number of the people who i)ass along the streets

by day and by night is very much greater, the

symbols (usually Herm;e) of the presence of the
divine power are very much more frequent. The
permanence and health of society depend largely
on the safety and cleanliness of the streets, and
these purposes are ensured by the presence of so

many pillars or altars or representations of a god.
In tlie presence of God cleanliness and purity are

exacted. No one is free to come into the presence
of (iod unless he is pure both physically and

morally. By insisting upon reciuirements like

these the salvation and health of society were
attained. The clearest and most explicit declara-
tion of this principle is contained in the Mosaic
Law (see Dt SS'-*) :

' Jehovah thy God walketh in

the midst of thy camp, to deliver thee, and to give
up thine enemies before thee ; therefore shall thy
camp be holy, that he may not see an unclean

thing in thee, and ti;rn away from thee.'

When the right conduct of people in society was
hindered by some catastrophe or some serious

change in external conditions, then serious dangers
resulted. At the beginning of the Peloponnesian
War, e.g., the entire population of Attica was
crowded witliin the walls of Athens. There was
not room for them to live according to religious
law and custom. The ordinary rules of life were

inevitably neglected. The presence of the god
could not prove a sufficient restraint, and the
result was speedily evident in a terrible plague
through which (as popular religion believed) the
divine power punished the violation of the laws
which God had laid down for human conduct.
The religion of the Phrygians, therefore, must

be regarded as springing from a simple enough
type of religious feeling which was widely spread
throughout the ^gean lands and the great penin-
sula of Asia Minor. This religion shows marked
similarity to certain cults which are characteristic

of Syria, and some of the best illustrations ex-

pressed in brief and clear terms are found in the
Mosaic Law. The sacred Law of the Hebrews
evidently was adapted to a state of society similar
in certain ways to the social conditions implied
in the Anatolian religion. This religion in its

original character was one of ideas rather than of

ritual ; that is to say, we can envisage it at a stage
early enough to see the ideas which are expressed
in the ritual. All of this religion is in origin an

expression of ideas and principles designed for

man's good.
15. The religion of organized society and the

family religion.
—Obviously the religion of the

mysteries is a religion of an organized society

adapted to the conservation of social welfare by
enforcing upon all members of the social organism
such conduct as is to the benefit of the entire

society to which they belong. The individual .and

even the family are secondary to the society. But
behind and beneath this there lies another stratum
of religion on which the life of the family is

founded. In religion of that older type the guid-

ing ))rinciple was not to subordinate the interest of

the family to that of the social organism : it was
flirected to the purpose of conserving the family as

an organism complete in itself ; the family must
not be suflered to come to an end ; in life the

father works for the sake of the children, in order

that they may continue as a family ; after death
he is still able to aid in conserving it through the

right conduct of survivors. In this primitive

ifligion there is no thought of or provision about

work for the purely selfish advantage of the
individual. Work is done for certain ideals, not

perhaps understood clearly by the individual

worker, but impressed tipon him by some guiding
power. So far as an individual looks merely to

selfish advantage, he is not driven to work for the
distant future benefit of children or children's

children. But religion impresses upon him the

imj)ortance of the family and the duty of working
for it, and moulds his mind into conformity with
this salutary jjurpose ; and, while his intellect does

not fully grasp the principle, yet his natural emo-
tions lead him to guard and work for his children,
at least while they are young. With these two
motives in co-operation, an immensely strong force

is brought to work on the conduct of the individual.

Religious custom in the yEgean lands was in its

origin the wise guidance of nature.

16. Family cult of the dead members. —The way
in which religion guarded the permanence of the

family was through the idea that the living
members have much to gain from, and serious

duties to fulfil towards, the other members of the

family who have died. The dead ancestor or

parent continues to live as a deity. He is strong
to help his family so long as his familj' give him

strength to help them. It is in the mutual relation

of each party to the other that the strength of both

lies. The dead help the living, provided that the

living help the dead. God helps man, but man
must co-operate with God. In the modern super-
stition of Asia Minor, as it appears under Turkish

forms, the divine influence which expressed itself

at many places all over the land is called
' ancestor

'

or ' father' (Turkish dede), in so far as it is associ-

ated with any personality at all. There is no
other word in the colloquial language of the un-

educated peasant to express his recognition of a

vague divine power except this term taken from
the family religion. The idea is primitive and
fundamental ; the dead man becomes god, going
back to the goddess-mother who bore him. This
idea might develop, and in some minds did develop,

along the line of an Oriental pantheism—that the

dead is merged in the impersonal divine power ;

but the typical development was in W. Asia and
Greece—that the dead becomes a god, personal
and individual.

In the later stratum of the Phrygian religion as

a device of social organization there is eftected a
sort of identification of the family ancestor and

god with the god who gxrards and preserves societj-.
In that later stage or stratum of religion names
for the gods came into existence (as Herodotus

relates),^ and the possession of a name indicates

growth in the personality of the divine conception,
which begins by being simply

' the god,'
' the god-

dess,' 'the mother,' or 'the father,' and develop
into a personal conception moulded only too closely
on human personality. The divine prototype in

heaven is similar to the human antitype on earth.

Epitaphs belonging to the Roman period give
some information about the fashion in which the

ordinary uneducated or slightly educated peasantrj-
of Anatolia conceived the relation between the

living man and the dead man who has become god.
The making of the tomb to a dead person is at the

same time the discharge of a vow to the god. The
dedication to the dead person is also a dedication

to a certain envisagement of the divine nature,
whether indefinitely as ' the god

'

or anthropo-

morphically as a divine person possessing an
individual name and character and local relations.

Since the dead person
is regariled as identified with

the god, he or she is so described in some epitaphs.

1 At first the Pelasjrians had no names (or the tcods : most of

the names came from Kjr.vjit, and the oracle ordered the

Pelasgians to use them (Herod, ii. 52).
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The dead is tlie jiotl, and the f,'rave-stone is the

altar on whidi tliis {,'(.k1
is worshipped.'

It is a custom which has persisted throughout

every period of Anatolian history and under every

relij,'ious external form that it requires a grave to

impart consecration to a shrine or a locality. This

iileu is as powerful still under Muhammadan
influence as it was in the earliest traceable period
of Anatolian history. Tiiere are throughout the

country innumerable localities which are at present

regarded as sacred, sometimes because they are

seats of ancient society and sites of dead cities,

sometimes as being places where the divine power
manifests itself in some striking natural pheno-
menon. In almost all those jilaces there is a grave
of some dede, or ancestor, and a sort of worship
is maintained in irregular fasjiion at the slirine.

People .-seek here the cure of diseases and make
vows and prayers, and tie a rag from tlieir own
clothing on a tree. The suH'erer and the unfor-

tunate come here for help. Those who are liealthy
and prosperous do not need to have recourse to

such a way of invoking the divine help and protec-
tion. The whole custom is antipatiietic to the

spirit and the teaching of Muhammadanism, but
it rules the conduct of the people, as an imperish-
able survival of an old religious view, engrained in

the popular mind. It is evident that in the earliest

Phrygian religion a grave was the means of ensur-

ing the divine presence at a particular spot.* The
shrine of a deity was also marked by a grave, and
thus shared in the awe arising from both the older
and the more developed type of religion. Wher-
ever there was a need for consecration, so that a
certain locality should be presers'ed for general
safety or advantage, a grave intimated the presence
of a god and warned oli' violators or intruders.
This custom stands evidently in close relation to
the worship of ancestors and to the family religion.
It is a device to extend the protection of the deified

ancestor beyond the circle of the family for the
benefit of others.

17. Two strata in the Anatolian religion.—We
must therefore regard the >Vnatolian religion as

having come into existence in two difierent periods
from two difierent causes. The older stratum is

the family religion, i.e. a certain group of rites

holding the family together in the performance of

common religious duties ; for, according to ancient

religious ide;us, no unity and no social body could
have a common existence except through the

performance in common of certain religious duties.

The later stratum was the religion of an organized
society, knit together for the common advantage.

18. The divine power as the mother.—In both
the older and tiie later stratum the conception of

the existence of the gods as a divine family having
certain relations with each other necessarily
existed. Especially the conception of the goddess
as the mother lay at the basis of the family
religion. W^hile it is evident that there was a
certiiin growth in the conception of the divine

family between the older and the later religious
stratum, it is not ea.sy to distinguish the elements
which belong to each period ;

but in the beginning
the goddess-mother must have been the principal
figure, for the family exists in virtue of the
mother. In old Anatolian custom, as is agreed by
the great majority of scholars, the human family

kept its continuity through the idea that the
influence of the mother was the determining
power. To this old custom tiie name 'matriar-
chate' is commonly apiilied in English, but the
name is not correct, and the German term Mutter-
recht is more suitable to the real character of that

' Ramsa.v, Studies in the Uixt. and Art of the £astem Roman
Prumnccs', London, 1906, pp. 271-278.

2 76.

earij' family system. It was not the case that the
mother was the ruler, but it was the case appa-
rentlj' that right, law, inlieritance, and descent
were reckoned in terms of tiie mother and not of the

father,' and that influence and freedom of life were
a birthright of the women. The introduction
into I'hrygia of the developed Hellenic religion
was unfavourable to the continuance of this early
idea of the family ; and all those legal and social

relations came to be reckoned in terms of the
father rather than the mother, as we see in the
Grieco-Koman period. Yet still the ordinary
custom of the land continued in the old habit of

assigning prominence to the female element :

women magistrates appear freiiueutly in the
records of many cities in Phrygia and Anatolia

generallj', and women are mentioned as performing
public duties much more freely than was tlie case
in Greece. Even among the Phrygian Jews—
though Jewish feeling was alwaj's extremely
hostile to the prominence of women—one finds

examples of Jewesses not merely filling magis-
tracies in the towns, but actually holding the

position of chief of the synagogue {apxi-(Tvvdy(ayos) ;

and this religious fact can hardly be explained
otherwise tiian as due to the influence of the
custom of the country on them.*

19. Persistence of the conception of the divine
mother.—The deep-seated tendency of the people
to look for a conception of the divine nature in a
feminine personality M-as a strong influence on

early Christian system. The people sought for

something in the new religion to satisfy their

craving for such a female element in the divine
nature. In all probability the first form of the

Tliekla-legend as it was composed iby a presb}'ter
of Asia, not later than the third quarter of the
2nd cent., was an expression of this craving ; but
the Orthodox Church, while condemning the

presbyter who gave literary form to the legend,
took over the figure of St. Thekla and modified
the legend so as to make it harmless from the
ecclesiastical point of view. Yet there still remain
in the tale slight traces of the idea that in Thekla
the rights of women find a heroine ; and the
women who sat as spectators in the amphitheatre
where she was exposed to wild beasts regarded
her as their champion and appealed to God on her

behalf, throwing spices and balsam towards her.

It is Ijecause of this quality in St. Thekla, as a
sort of heroized impersonation of Anatolian custom
and ideals, that she gained for herself such an

important place in the hagiography and the ritual

of the Eastern Church.
The Anatolian custom, however, aspired towards

a fuller expression of its nature, and this was
found at last in the idea of the ' Mother of God.'
It was at Ephesus, the city of the goddess, that
the earliest proof is found of an established cult of

the Virgin Mary as the Mother of God ; and in

the Council held at Ephesus in A.D. 431 this cult

was definitely established as a feature of the
Orthodox ritual, while Nestorius was condemned
because he held that the title

'

JNIother of God '

ought not to be applied to the Virgin, who was
only the 'Mother of Christ.' ^ The Council
assembled at Ephesus

' in the most holy church,
which is called Maria '

(a title apparently popular
rather than official); and there can be no doubt
that it was the force of popular feeling that

imposed on the Orthodox Church this recognition
of the Mother of God. There is prefixed to the
Acts of the Council of Ephesus a sermon delivered
in A.D. 429 by Proclus, bishop of Cyzicus, which

1 For the important bearing on inheritance see John Fraser,
ib., p]). 147-151.

- Kaniaay, Cities and Bishopries 0/ Phrygia, ii. 649 1.

3 Ramsay, Pauline and Other Studies, pp. 125-159.
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expresses in Christian form the popular idea. Tlie

subject of tliia sermon is
' to celebrate the glorili-

cation of the race of women '

: for ' the glory of

the female
'

is due to her ' who was in due time
Mother and Virgin

'
:

' earth and sea do honour
to the Virgin.' It seems impossible to mistake or

to deny the meaning implied in tliis and much
similar enthusiastic language. The Anatolian

religious feeling craveil for some clearer and more
definite expression than it could hiid in Christian
rites and language of the honour, the influence,
the inevitableness in the world of the female
element in its do\ible asjject of purity and mother-
hood. '

Purity is the material,' but purity that is

perfected in maternity. The Virgin, the Mother,
the ]mrity of motherhood, was to the popular
Anatolian religious sentiment the indispensable
crown of the religious idea.

Muhanmiadan religion, on the other hand, with
its stern hostility towards this point of view, was
not afiected by it in Anatolia. Muhammadanisni
probably originated from the seed sown in the
mind of Muhammad by Christian refugees who
had been expelled as heretics from the Orthodox
empire, because they were opposed to the worship
of the ' Mother of God ' and had fled into Arabia.

Springing from such seed, which grew up amid
Semitic surroundings hostile to the prominence of

women, Muhammadanism has always assigned an

extremely humble place to the feminine element
in society and religion, and it extirpated the old
ideals of feminine place and duty from the popular
mind in Phrygia. Islam was unable to extirpate so

deep-seated a feeling, and had to satisfy it in
other ways ;

and some light is thrown on the
nature of the ancient religion by observing how
this was achieved. It was partly done through
the orders of dervishes with their ritual and
enthusiasm,' and in recent years the personality
of the Prophet himself has come to exercise a

profound influence over a large number of devotees,

especially among the Arab-speaking peoples, but
also among part of the population of Anatolia.
'The Moslem's devotion to his Prophet, his admiration and

enthusiasm, nay, his personal love for him, are intense realities.

. . . Sometimes he points simply to "the fact of Mohammed,"
he feels a personal relationship to him, he is conscious of a

personal gratitude for the ineffable services he rendered.' 2

Another writer says :

'The devout Mohammedan is never so enthusiastic as when
he calls on his Prophet. . . . Hymns to the Prophet are sung
most enthusiastically on the birthday of Mohammed and on
the day of his Ascension. . . . Pious men and women are never
so full of devotion as on these occasions. Their whole nature
is stirred up and their whole heart goes out in worship and
adoration when these hymns are sung.'S

One line of a pojiular hj-nin runs thus :

' In every flower and in every plant the light of Mohammed
is visible.'"*

Sectarian Muslims cherish the same feelings
towards some other heroes, especially All, Hasan,
and Husain, etc.

Two lines of a hymn addressed to one of those
heroes reads :

^

' Thou removest sorrow, thou taliest away pain, thou
forgivest sin, thou didst restore the widovv's son to life, thou
didst transform a robber into a saint.' •>

Prayers and hymns like these form a ritual, which
is usually held at night and continued to early
morning ; and, as another writer says,
'So it has come about that Mohammed is often practicallv

deified, however contrary to exact Islam and to the Prophet's
own declaration such an apotheosis may be.' 7

1 The dervishes are an excrescence on Islam.
2 W. H. T. Gairdner, in Vital Forces of Christianity and

Islam, Oxford, 1915, p. 18.
3 Siraju'd Din, ib., p. 167 f. * lb.
' The (|uotatioiis are from Vital Forces of Christianity and

Islam, pp. 18, 107 f., 230: the writers are W. H. T. Gairdner,
Siraju'd Din, and D. H. Macdnnald.

H lb.
"> D. B. Macdonald, ib., p. 230 (the book should be read as a

whole).

In rites and words like these impassioned
religious feeling appears which is similar in tone
and words to that which is expressed by Bishop
Proclus in the sermon quoted above. The life

and joy of nature is expressed now to the Muslim
mind in the person of Muhammad. In the
Orthodox Church of the 5th cent, and later it was
expre.ssed in the Mother of God, 'the sole bridge
by which God passes to man.' The idea is the
same in both,

'

Purity is the material,' but in the
Muslim form it is wholly disconnected with any
relation to sex. Muhammad is the intercessor
between God and man, and the only intercessor.

But there is a price to pay for the nanowing of

the scope of this idea, which results in the Muslim
position of women, and in the growing dissatis-

faction of many Muslims with tiie position that

their religion assigns to women, almost excluding
them from the higher departments of life. The
Mariolatry of the Orthodox Church was an attempt
to express in form comprehensible to an uneducated

populace an idea which was latent in Christianity,
but which seemed to be not clearly enough ex-

pressed to the vulgar mind. It was the purilica-
tion and Christianization of the mother-worship
of the old Anatolian religion. The enthu.siastic

devotion with which the mother - goddess was
served expressed itself in forms often indeed repul-
sive, but corresponding to the strongest and

deepest feelings of human nature.

20. Outstandings characteristics and social

effects.—In this old Phrygian or Anatolian re-

ligion certain characteristics especially arrest

attention.

(a) The land is divine property.
—There is no

pretence that land is national ; human ownership
cannot exist in any form, when the Earth herself

is the supreme goddess; the divine nature cannot
be the property of men. Accordingly, the land is

the deity's, just as the people on it are her slaves.

In this principle is found a guarantee for what
practically amounts to possession by the cultivator

as distinguished from ownership and dominion ;

and the implication of the principle becomes clear

when one looks at the parallel case of the freedom
of the individual. The individual is necessarily
free in all human relations, in so far as lie is the
slave of the god ; the slave of the god cannot be
the slave of a human owner ; and the commonest
form of enfranchisement of slaves throughout the
Greek world lay in the purchase of the slave by
the god. According to human law, the slave could
not possess any property ;

all tliat he earned was
the property of his owner and master; but, if the
slave earned anything, he could safeguard it by
giving it to the god, who kept it for him

;
and in

process of time, as tlie money accumulated, the

god purchased the slave from his human master,
and thus enfranchised him. The god in this waj'
came to act as banker and money-lender on a large
scale ; the temple held money in trust not onlj- for

slaves but for free citizens
;
and it lent to land-

owners and probably also to States. Similarly,
when the land is owned by the god, it in practice
is held on the tenure of cultivation. He wlio used
the land was, practically speaking, its temporary
owner ; for he could sell the possession but not the

doniininm. The modern lurkish law in Asia
Minor recognizes something of this principle, for it

contains the enactment that land which has not

been used by an owner for a certain short term of

years ceases to be his property, and lapses to the

common good ; and the same law is vorj* favour-

able to the acquisition of waste land by any one
who undertakes to cultivate it, and whose owner-

ship lasts only while he is actually using it.

In this way the divine ownership of the soil was
a substitute for, and even l)etter than, peasant
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proprietorship. The uiiiii wiio made use of the

and an.l wc.rked it knew that no person could

interfere witli his ri-lit to use the hind. Tliis

security of tenure by the actual cultivators was

the main cause of the improvement of the hind and

tlie gradual subjugation of the soil for tlie benelit

of their families. They gathered up the stones,

and piled them. They stored up the water that

fell from heaven—the gift of the god—or they

brought water ' a great distance in artilicial

channels from some Iwuntiful fountain which also

they recognized to be the gift of the god. They
planteil trees which would not begin to be useful

until a number of years had elapsed. Under the

divine guidance th'ey idanted and improved the

crops. Thus gradually they transformed the

Mediterranean lands from their natural rather

sterile condition into a great series of gardens that

ring round the central sea.* With war and con-

quest began the system of great estates belonging
to owners from a ruling caste, and of cultivators

attached to the soil with growing strictness.*

(b) The injiucnce of the goddess a guarantee of

peace.
—The divine life is at once the reflexion of

human life and the model or ensample for human
conduct, and the inttuence of women tended to-

wards a state of international peace, whereas war

among the nations inevitably tends to diminish the

importance of women and to increase that of the

male sex. The general character of the Anatolian

religion is adapted towards peace, and presupposes
a state of i)eace as its basis. It makes use of the

earth and its products, plants and animals, for the

Ijeneht of mankind, but the usefulne.ss depends
upon security of tenure. As soon as uncertainty

begins whether the family of the cultivator will

enjoy the fruits of his toil, he ceases to be dispo-sed
in the same degree towards cultivation. The in-

fluence of habit and the chance that he may gather
the fruits lead him to continue his attention to the

soil for a time, but, in proportion as uncertainty
of enjoyment increases, his attention to the soil is

lessened.

(c) The goddess is the revealer of principles and
the teacher of ideals to her worshippers through
her prophets. Through her influence domestic,

economic, and international law are gradually
established. The god in the divine family is the

worker. He imparts to men the knowledge of the

right wav to approach the divine pair through
the establishment of a ritual which he performs as

the first priest, and which men imitate from him.

He is the first cultivator of the soil, because culti-

vation of the soil is the putting into practice of

the principles which are revealed, and which con-

stitute the ritual of agricultural religion. It is

the same with every department and every form of

human life ; the god exemplifies hy his practice
the way of carrying into action the principles
which come from the goddess.*

Certain princijdes of international law were
observed in early warfare. The goddess, who lived

in peace and tlirough peace, was striving to miti-

gate the sutt'erings and the tears of that state of

war to which her ritual was opposed. There was

1 18 52.58".
2 Ramsav, Luke the Physician and other Studies in the Hist,

of Religion, pp. 179, 191, 195-197.
3 The change of free peasants into colo^ii adscripti glebce was

accouiiilished when Roman law formally recognized the right of

the landlord to the labour of the cultivators (a.d. 415). A big

step in this change was made when Augustus recognized that
all persons had a proper home (ISia) and must return to it

periodically (Lk 2-); the same principle was known in 118 B.C.,

and explicitly stated by Roman prefects of Egypt (e.g., a.d. 154)

(Ramsay, Hearing of Recent Researches on Trustworthiness of
AT, pp. 259-272, quoting from Rostowzew, Stud, zur Gesch.

dfs rinii. Knlonates, p. 305, and Zulueta, in Oxford Ussaijs

[VinogradofT), 1909, p. 42).
• See preceding note : also the influence of the writer's Gififord

I>ectures, Edinburgh, 1916-17, pervades (a) and (b).

in Hellenized Greece a sacred month during which
war was suspended, in order that the combatants
should be free to celel)rate the .sacred festival of

the summer and should be able to travel safely
back and forward between their homes and the
scene of the festival. There can be no doubt that
the custom goes back to a very early time, and
that it was a means to ensure a safe time for the

gathering or the .sowing of the crop—two supreme
duties of the ritual marked by festivals and rites,

impressive and sacred. Thus were limits set to

the excesses of war. The water supply should not
be interfered with, because the life of the earth

depended in the Mediterranean world on the proper
distribution of the water. The year's harvest, in

so far as it was secured by a year's labour, might
be destroyed, and thus the enemy might be vexed
and overcome through scarcity and high prices,
but the fruit trees were not allowed to be destroyed,
because to recreate them is a matter of many
years' growth, .and their destruction would imply
too serious an interference with the ritual of tlie

divine command. This law of war is expres.seil in

Rev 6*
' A measure of wheat for a shilling, and

three measures of barlej- for a shilling ;
but the oil

and the wine thou shalt not touch.' ^

(d) Another characteristic of the Anatolian re-

ligion which specially impressed the Greek mind
was the strong hold which it had on its servants

and the enthusiastic devotion with which they
were afiected by it. This was due partly to mere
difference of temperament : the people of Anatolia
were nearer the Asiatic than the European tyije ;

and in Asia religion, as a rule, has had stronger
hold of its people than in Europe (though from this

we may except the Turkish races, who are usually
too insensitive to be much dominated by religious

enthusiasm). But the effect of the Anatolian re-

ligion on its people was due partly to its nature.

It touched closely the greatest facts of ordinary
life, as connected with the family, with a simple

type of society, with the food sui)plj-, with the

returning seasons and duties of the year. The

people could not but feel that their life was staked
on the observance of the ritual duties which an

agricultural or pastoral religion imposed upon
them. The custom of mutilation already referred

to was the most striking example of this fact, and
it was of such a character as to impress strongly
the Greek mind by its absolute contradiction to

some of the deepest feelings of the Greek nature.

The religion of the mother-goddess was essentially
one of enthusiasm and strong emotion.

(e) The old Anatolian cult is essentially a religion
of ideas, and the ritual comes into existence for

the sake of embodying ideas in the form of acts

and ceremonies, which are a method of appealing
to God, as kindly and all-powerful, to benefit His

creatures. We have here to deal with what is in

its essence and original character a religion, and
not a system of magical rites whose object is to

compel the deity to act according to the desires

and caprices of a worshipper possessed of the

requisite knowledge. Such is the true character

of the Anatolian wor.ship. Yet the general prin-

ciple on which it is based, viz. that there are

certain fixed acts and verbal formulre through
whicii the deity ought to be approached and to

which the deitj' will certainly respond, is one that

lends itself readily to be perverted into magic.
The principle is a necessary part of the religion, in

which is involved that the whole system of domestic,

agricultural, pastoral, and national economy must
be fixed, and that the desired result will certainly
ensue if the system of acts and rites is followed

1 Ramsay, Cities of St. Paul, p. 431 ; cf. Dt 28 ; less definite

in Persian rules (see E. h. Hicks and G. F. Hill, Manual of
Greek Historical Inscriptions, Oxford, 1901, p. 20).
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out with perfect accuracy. This is easily perverted
into the magical idea that the performance of

certain acts gives to the performer a hold on, and

power over, the deity. But this magical perver-
sion is a stage in the degeneration of the religion,

and not essential to it. It is not the case that

the religion originates out of the magic, hut that

the magic is a perversion of the religion (though

certainly this perversion began very early).
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